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INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are monomolecular

layers that are spontaneously formed on immersing a solid

substrate into a solution containing active surfactant

molecules. The best studied examples are silanes, which

are used to modify, for example, silica and mica surfaces,

and alkylthiols, which have an affinity for coinage

metals.[1] Organic SAMs can be used to alter and control

the chemical nature of surfaces. For instance, SAMs

provide a robust base layer for immobilizing biological

molecules in biosensors. The bonding of enzymes to

alkanethiol SAMs on gold has received attention as a

method of constructing enzyme electrodes.[2] Lee et al.[3]

are developing a surface plasmon resonance-based mono-

saccharide sensor by immobilizing a small thiol-based

receptor molecule on gold containing a boronic acid group

that is known to covalently bind the 1,2 or 1,3-diol of

sugars. The success of SAM-based sensor applications

depends on the stability of the underlying SAM as a

function of aging and on environmental conditions such as

humidity and temperature.

Self-assembly is simple and widely applicable in areas

such as coatings, lubrication, templating, optoelectronics,

and microelectromechanical systems/nanoelectromechan-

ical systems (MEMS/NEMS). MEMS offers great prom-

ise for system integration of sensors, actuators, and signal

processing. The miniaturization and integration offered by

MEMS devices is attractive in applications where smaller

size and weight are desirable. However, as devices

become smaller, the surface area-to-volume ratio becomes

larger and surface forces become more important. Factors

determining the performance, reliability, and durability of

MEMS devices are not well understood. In many appli-

cations, it will be impractical or impossible to protect

MEMS devices from the operating environment. For

instance, robust MEMS actuators must operate in a variety

of conditions, some of which may be extreme (e.g., high

temperature, a wide range of climatic conditions, and high

vacuum).[4] In MEMS, nanoscale dimensions potentially

separate device components where water can capillary

condense, giving rise to stiction. Many applications for

MEMS/NEMS are not really practical, as many studies

have revealed the profound negative influence of stic-

tion, friction, and wear on the efficiency, power output,

and steady-state speed of microdynamic/nanodynamic

devices.[5,6] Komvopoulos and Yan[7] have shown that

liquid bridging at intermediate humidity is the dominating

short-range attraction mechanism prevailing at MEMS

interfaces. It is also known that head/disk stiction occurs

at humidities greater than 80%.[8] The ubiquitous presence

of water vapor makes the study of the effect of relative

humidity (RH) on the performance and reliability of

MEMS devices crucial. Depositing a hydrophobic SAM

on a hydrophilic surface can reduce surface wettability.

Organosilane SAMs are being investigated as boundary

lubricants and antiwetting coatings in MEMS devices to

reduce the effect of humidity on friction and wear.

In order for SAMs to be useful as boundary lubricants,

in biosensors, as MEMS coatings, and in a variety of other

applications, it is important to understand the effect of

environmental conditions such as humidity and temper-

ature on SAM robustness and stability. In this chapter, we

present current research on the effect of humidity on the

adhesiveness of alkyl-based SAM coatings on gold, silica,

and mica. The wide variety of SAMs designed to be

immersed in water (for instance functionalized SAMs

for sensor applications) is not specifically discussed here,

but this information should be pertinent for those

interested in the effect of water on underlying SAM

stability and adhesion.

CAPILLARY CONDENSATION
AND ADHESION

In studies of physisorbed surfactant monolayers on mica,

Chen and Israelachvili[9] found that adhesion increased

with RH and was dependent on the hydrophilicity of

headgroups and the phase state of hydrocarbon chains.

Humidity has also been shown to increase the mobility
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of surfactant molecules on the surface by penetrating into

the headgroup region and by weakening the attraction

between the surfactant molecules and the mica.[10,11] Hu-

midity affects adhesion between surfaces because when

the surfaces are close enough, water capillary condenses

around the contact zone as long as the sum of the water

contact angles on the two surfaces is less than 180�.[12]

This annulus gives rise to an attractive capillary force in

addition to any direct solid–solid adhesion that must be

overcome to separate the surfaces. The capillary pressure

depends on the relative vapor pressure according to the

Kelvin equation:

kT

vm

ln
p

p0

¼ gLV

1

r1

þ 1

r2

� �
ð1Þ

where r1 and r2 are the meniscus radii of curvature, k is

the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, gLV is the

liquid–vapor surface tension, p/p0 is the vapor pressure,

and vm is the molar volume of the condensed liquid. It

is assumed that the vapor is ideal, the liquid is incom-

pressible, and the molar volume of the vapor is much

larger than the molar volume of the liquid. More com-

plicated expressions can be used to account for these

assumptions.[13,14]

The adhesive force because of capillary condensation

is simply:

Fcap ¼ DpA ð2Þ

where Dp is the pressure difference across a curved

interface acting on an area A. The Young–Laplace

equation relates the Laplace pressure to the surface

tension and local meniscus curvature as follows:

Dp ¼ gLV

1

r1

þ 1

r2

� �
ð3Þ

Considering the general case of a rigid sphere of radius R

interacting with a rigid, flat plate (no surface deformations

because of adhesive forces), the capillary pressure is

given by:

Fcap ¼ DpA ¼ 2pgLV

1

r1

þ 1

r2

� �
R2 sin2 f ð4Þ

where f is the filling angle, as shown in Fig. 1a.[12] In the

limit of vanishing filling angle, the capillary pressure is

given by:

Fcap ¼ 2pRgLVðcos y1 þ cos y2Þ ð5Þ

where y1 and y2 are the water contact angles on the two

surfaces. If the filling angle is large, such as the tip of an

atomic force microscope (AFM) in contact with a surface

at high humidity, more complicated expressions are

required, as detailed by Orr et al.[12] If the meniscus is

assumed to be circular, the capillary force can be

approximated as:[15]

Fcap ¼ pRgLV

�
 
� sinf þ cosðy1 þ fÞ þ cos y2

d

R
þ 1 � cosf

sin2 f

!

ð6Þ

where the filling angle is fixed by the vapor pressure

according to the Kelvin equation:

kT

gLVvm

ln
p

p0

¼ Dp

gLV

¼ 1

r1

þ 1

r2

� �

¼ 1

R sinf
� cosðy1 þ fÞ þ cos y2

d þ Rð1 � cosfÞ ð7Þ

and d is the sphere–flat separation at the point of closest

approach. In the case of an AFM tip, the resolved surface

tension force may also be important and should be added.

It is given as:

FS ¼ 2pgLVR sinf sinðy1 þ fÞ ð8Þ

If the sphere and flat are elastic and adhesive, the theory of

Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR)[16] is frequently

used to explain surface deformation and adhesion in dry

conditions. The JKR theory predicts a finite contact

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of capillary condensation be-

tween a sphere of radius R and a flat plate. In panel (a), both the

sphere and the flat are rigid. f is the filling angle and d is the

sphere–plate separation. In panel (b), the sphere is deformable. a

is the radius of the flattened contact zone and r is the distance

from the contact center to the edge of the capillary condensate.
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diameter even under zero load. The adhesive force is

given by:

F ¼ 3

2
pRW ¼ 3pRg ð9Þ

where W is the Dupré energy of adhesion given by:

W ¼ g1 þ g2 � g12 ð10Þ

where g1 and g2 are the surface energies of the contacting

materials, and g12 is the interfacial energy between the two

surfaces. If the materials are identical, then g12 = 0 and

W = 2g. The JKR theory only takes into account the

adhesive interactions inside the contact zone and neglects

interactions between the surfaces outside the contact zone.

Derjaguin, Muller, and Toporov (DMT)[17] approached

the problem from a different point of view by treating the

contact as Hertzian but taking into account the interactions

outside the contact zone. Their theory predicts an adhesive

force of:

F ¼ 2pRW ¼ 4pRg ð11Þ

Maugis[18] showed that these two theories are actually

special cases of a theory derived using linear elastic

fracture mechanics with an adhesive ‘‘Dugdale’’ zone

outside the contact area. In the Dugdale model, a constant

adhesive stress is assumed to act between the surfaces in a

region just outside the contact zone. Outside this region,

the adhesive force falls to zero.

Maugis and Gauthier-Manuel[19] pointed out that

capillary condensation is the perfect example of a Dugdale

zone outside the contact area. The condensate occupies an

annulus in which the adhesive stress is constant and is

given by the Laplace pressure. Maugis took the stress

outside the contact zone to be:

s0 ¼ Dp

¼ 0
a > r > r
r > r ð12Þ

where a is the radius of the contact zone, r is the radius

of the area covered by the condensate, and r is the

radial coordinate (Fig. 1b). Maugis derived the follow-

ing equations:

W

s0

¼ a2

pR
ððx2 � 1Þ1=2 þ ðx2 � 2Þ tan�1

� ðx2 � 1Þ1=2Þ þ 16s0a

3pK
ððx2 � 1Þ1=2

tan�1

� ðx2 � 1Þ1=2 � x þ 1Þ
ð13Þ

F ¼ a3K

R
� 2s0a2ððx2 � 1Þ1=2 þ x2 tan�1

� ðx2 � 1Þ1=2Þ ð14Þ

where x = r/a and F is the load on the system. Although it

is not possible to simplify these equations further to obtain

one equation that gives the load as a function of the

contact radius, it is possible to solve these two equations

using an iterative procedure. As shown in Maugis,[18] as

p/p0!0, JKR results are recovered and as p/p0!1, DMT

results are recovered.

The effect of humidity on the stability, wettability, and

adhesion of SAM-coated surfaces depends on the ability

of water to favorably interact with the monolayer. The

contact angle of water on a SAM surface gives a good

indication of SAM wettability. SAMs with hydrophilic

terminal groups have low contact angles and adhesion

is strongly affected by humidity because of capillary

condensation. On highly hydrophobic SAMs, advancing

contact angles are generally very high (�110�) with

receding angles slightly lower.[20] The hysteresis between

advancing and receding angles provides a measure of the

degree of surface roughness or heterogeneity.[1] Large

contact angle hysteresis or contact angles that decrease

with time indicate that water interacts somewhat favorably

with the SAM. In the case of alkylsilane SAMs, it is likely

that water changes the monolayer by penetrating to the

SAM–substrate interface and by hydrolyzing the siloxane

bonds. In these cases, humidity will affect adhesion

near saturation.

ALKYLTHIOL SAMS ON GOLD

SAMs that are particularly effective in repelling water are

alkanethiol SAMs deposited on gold. These SAMs are

packed very tightly and are covalently bound to the gold

substrate through the metal–sulfur bond. The alkyl chains

of the thiols are in the all-trans conformation, tilted at an

angle of �20–30� from normal to the metal surface.[21] In

general, these SAMs have very high advancing and

receding contact angles, indicating that water is unable

to disrupt the layer at least on the time scale of the

experiment. Liu and Bhushan[5] used the AFM to measure

adhesion between a silicon nitride tip and SAMs with

different terminal groups deposited on Au(111) and

Si(111) as a function of humidity up to 60% RH. Fig. 2

shows the adhesive force as a function of RH for bare gold

and silicon, a carboxylic acid-terminated SAM (16-

mercapto-hexadecanoic acid) on gold (MHA), a hydrox-

yl-terminated biphenyl SAM (4,4’-dihydroxybiphenyl) on

silicon (DHBp), a biphenyl SAM (1,1’-biphenyl-4-thiol)

on gold (BPT), a cross-linked version of the biphenyl

SAM (BPTC), and a hydrophobic SAM (hexadecane

thiol) (HDT). Adhesion increases with RH for the

uncoated and the hydrophilic SAM-coated surfaces. It

increases less dramatically for phenyl-terminated SAM

coatings and it is independent of humidity for the

Adhesion Between Surfaces Coated with Self-Assembled Monolayers: Effect of Humidity 3
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hydrophobic coating. This suggests that at least for

humidities up to 60%, the methyl-terminated thiol SAM

affords protection against capillary-induced adhesion.

Li et al.[22] found that the friction of a silicon nitride

AFM tip on an alcohol-terminated SAM (C11OH) on gold

is high at 10% RH but decreases with increasing humidity

because water acts as a lubricant. Friction on a methyl-

terminated SAM (C12) is independent of humidity even

for immersion in pure water. However, as pointed out by

Yoshizawa et al.,[23] there is no fundamental relationship

between friction and adhesion even though they are

sometimes highly correlated.

In contrast to AFM studies, Quon et al.[24] measured

the effect of humidity on the adhesion between a SAM-

coated gold surface [root mean square (rms) roughness

20 Å] and a molecularly smooth mica surface using a

surface forces apparatus (SFA).[25] In the SFA, the force is

measured between cross-cylinders with radii of curvature

of approximately 2 cm. Because water wets mica (y = 0),

according to Eq. 5, it is expected that humidity will affect

adhesion through capillary condensation. As shown in

Fig. 3, for both alcohol- and methyl-terminated alkylthiol

SAMs, adhesion increased with increasing RH. The

magnitude of the adhesion at a particular RH was always

higher for the alcohol-terminated SAM because the water

contact angle is very small. Interestingly, near saturation,

the adhesive force for the methyl-terminated SAM is

much greater (643 mN/m) than is predicted by Eq. 5 (335

mN/m) if the SAM is assumed to be very hydrophobic

(y�105�). The reason for this unexpectedly large adhe-

sion is not clear. However, it suggests that water interacts

with the hydrophobic surface to a greater extent than

expected for an alkanethiol on gold.

ALKYLSILANE SAMS ON SILICA

The effect of humidity on the adhesion of alkylsilane

SAMs deposited on Si/SiO2 surfaces has been more

thoroughly investigated compared with alkylthiols on gold

in part because of the importance of antiadhesive coatings

in silicon-based MEMS devices. An important difference

between SAMs formed by alkylthiols and organosilanes is

the possibility for the formation of cross-linked siloxane

bridges (Si–O–Si) between adjacent molecules. It is

commonly assumed that this cross-linking stabilizes these

SAMs.[26] However, it is not clear as to what extent this

actually occurs because the cross-linking should be

sterically hindered.[27] Zhang et al.[28] investigated the

effect of humidity (up to 80%) on the adhesive force

between an AFM silicon nitride tip and organosilane

SAMs with different terminal groups (–CH3, –COOCH3,

and –COOH) deposited on hydrogen-terminated silica

Fig. 2 The influence of RH on the adhesive force between a

silicon nitride AFM tip and Si(111), Au(111), and five SAMs: a

carboxylic acid-terminated SAM (16-mercapto-hexadecanoic

acid) on gold (MHA), a hydroxyl-terminated biphenyl SAM

(4,4’-dihydroxybiphenyl) on silicon (DHBp), a biphenyl SAM

(1,1’-biphenyl-4-thiol) on gold (BPT), a cross-linked 1,1’-
biphenyl-4-thiol (BPTC), and a hydrophobic SAM (hexadecane

thiol) (HDT). (From Fig. 9 of Ref. [5].)

Fig. 3 Pulloff forces (mN/m) as a function of RH. Separate

SAMs were prepared for each data point: square symbols are for

the alcohol-terminated SAM; circles are for the methyl-

terminated SAM. (From Fig. 1 of Ref. [24].)
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Si(111). Adhesion to hydrophilic SAMs increased at the

highest humidities because of capillary condensation,

whereas there was no change in the adhesive force

between the tip and the methyl-terminated SAM. He

et al.[29] also found that the adhesive force between an

AFM tip rendered hydrophobic by coating with

n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) and a silicon surface

did not change for humidities up to 80%. Xiao and

Qian[15] examined the adhesion between an AFM silicon

nitride tip and an n-octadecyltriethoxysilane (OTE)-

coated silicon surface, and found essentially no depen-

dence on humidity up to 98%, as shown in Fig. 4.

Interestingly, adhesion between the tip and a bare

hydrophilic silica surface first increases with increasing

humidity because of capillary condensation and then

decreases close to saturation. Because the tip radius is

small, the filling angle becomes large near saturation.

According to Eq. 6, the effect of an increasing filling

angle is a decreasing adhesive force, as is observed. The

net effect is that the adhesive forces on the bare silica

surface and the OTE-coated silicon surface are the same

near saturation. For practical purposes, the AFM experi-

ments discussed here show that the hydrophobic SAM

affords protection against capillary-induced adhesion even

at high humidity.

With a specific focus on MEMS, some workers have

developed an in situ microcantilever beam technique

for measuring adhesion using an as-fabricated MEMS

test structure constructed from polycrystalline silicon

(polysilicon) that exhibits nanometer-scale rms rough-

ness.[30–32] Capillary condensation complicates the fabri-

cation as well as the operation of MEMS, so much effort is

being directed at antiadhesive strategies. Hydrophobic

SAMs are being investigated as coatings for MEMS

devices as these coatings reduce adhesion. De Boer

et al.[30] studied the effect of humidity on the adhesion

of perfluorotrichlorosilane (FDTS)-coated (from solution

in isooctane) cantilever beams to an FDTS-coated sub-

strate. For humidities up to 80%, adhesion of the beams

was not observed to change significantly. After a 4-hr

exposure at 90% RH, a mild adhesion increase was

observed, and a much more significant increase was

Fig. 4 Measured adhesion force as a function of humidity for

SiO2 and OTE/SiO2 against a Si3N4 AFM tip. (From Fig. 2 of

Ref. [15].)

Fig. 5 Interferograms of adhesion hysteresis observed at RH=90% after a 7-hr exposure. The images are compressed by a factor of

three in the horizontal direction relative to the vertical. Twenty-five beams run horizontally, are 10 mm wide, and are spaced 5 mm apart.

Their lengths are from 1500 mm (bottom of each image) to 2000 mm (top). Beams longer than 1700 mm are cut off because of the charge-

coupled device (CCD) camera field limit. The voltage was increased up to 160 V before decreasing. (From Fig. 5 of Ref. [30].)
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observed after 7 hr of exposure (Fig. 5). AFM topographic

images showed mounds, strongly suggesting that in-

creased adhesion correlates with this structural change of

the surface. The authors hypothesized that the mounds are

the result of humidity-induced restructuring from a surface

monolayer phase to a lyotropic bulk phase. Mayer et al.[32]

coated cantilever beams with monolayer films of trideca-

fluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyltrichlorosilane (FOTS) in a

chemical vapor deposition process. These coatings are

hydrophobic, and adhesion tests on coated and uncoated

MEMS test structures demonstrate superior performance

of FOTS coatings. Cleaned, uncoated, cantilever beam

structures exhibit high adhesion energies in a high-

humidity environment (100 mJ/m2 for >90% RH) be-

cause of capillary condensation. FOTS-coated beams

exhibit negligible adhesion at low humidity and 	20 mJ/

m2 adhesion energy at >90% RH. No obvious film

degradation was observed for films exposed to >90% RH

at room temperature for �24 hr. The authors suggest that

chemical vapor deposition of FOTS affords greater

stability in high-humidity environments compared with

solution-based deposition.

Patton et al.[4] evaluated the effect of an OTS SAM

coating on the tribological performance of a MEMS

electrostatic lateral output motor. For uncoated motors,

excessive wear of sliding contacts and permanent adhe-

sion of static contacts were observed at 0.1% RH.

Degradation of electrostatic force and high stiction forces

limited dynamic performance and reliability, and caused

device sticking at and above 70% RH because of capillary

condensation. Around 50% RH, uncoated motors exhib-

ited negligible wear, low adhesion, and a wear life at least

three orders of magnitude longer than in dry conditions.

Water vapor behaved as a gas-replenishable lubricant. The

OTS coating broadened the operating envelope to 30–50%

RH and reduced stiction, which allowed better dynamic

performance at high RH. At high RH, stiction problems

recurred when the OTS coating was worn away. By

controlling and optimizing the amount of adsorbed water

with the OTS coating, excellent performance, low friction

and wear, and excellent durability were attained with the

lateral output motor.

It is generally thought that organosilane SAMs cova-

lently bind to silica, imparting enhanced stability.[33]

However, infrared spectroscopic studies indicate that few,

if any, bonds are formed and that with exposure to water

over time, siloxane bonds hydrolyze.[34] It is difficult to

determine how water vapor interacts with the SAM on the

molecular level from the AFM and cantilever beam

studies. Ohnishi et al.[35] measured the force between

heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahydrodecyltriethoxysilane

(FTE) SAMs deposited on identical fused glass surfaces

(radius of curvature �2 mm) using the interfacial

gauge.[36] The force as a function of surface separation

was measured in dry conditions, near saturation, and in

water. In humid air, the force curve obtained as the

surfaces were brought together was shifted toward larger

distances compared with dry conditions, presumably

because layers of water were adsorbed between the

substrate and the fluorocarbon layer (Fig. 6). No capillary

condensation forces were detected with increasing hu-

midity even though SAM thickness increased.[37] This

suggests that in this case, the silane SAM is not covalently

bound to the silica surface. The response to humidity is

reversible in that if the water vapor is removed, the forces

measured in dry conditions are recovered.

ALKYLSILANE SAMS ON MICA

Alkylsilanes have attracted attention because they are

capable of cross-polymerization and covalent attachment

to SiO2-based oxide surfaces such as oxidized silicon

wafers. Mica also contains Si–O bonds, but there are no

inherent functional groups on the surface to serve as

attachment sites. SAMs on mica are potentially useful in

nonlinear optics because mica can be prepared as

relatively large, molecularly smooth sheets.[1]

Several research groups have investigated the deposi-

tion of alkylsilanes, mostly OTS and OTE, on mica.[38–42]

These monolayers are hydrophobic as judged by the

contact angle of water, but in some cases, the contact angle

Fig. 6 Measured forces on approach to saturated water vapor

of fluorinated surfaces prepared by three different methods: (6)

Langmuir–Blodgett deposition; (
) FTE adsorbed from CHCl3;

(&) FTE adsorbed from the neat solution. In the inset of the

lower figure, the force profile of Langmuir–Blodgett in humid

air (shifted to larger distances) is compared with that in dry air

(� � � � � � . � � � � � �). The solid line is a fit obtained with the

equation for the capillary force (Eq. 4) (From Ref. [35].), with

V=3�10�15 cm3. (From Fig. 5 of Ref. [37].)
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decreases with prolonged exposure to water.[42,43] Tian

et al.[39] investigated the effect of humidity on the friction

force on OTE SAMs on mica. On bare mica, water acts as a

lubricant and the friction force decreases gradually as

humidity increases. At low humidities, an OTE SAM

coating also serves as a good lubricant, reducing friction.

As humidity increases, friction increases, indicating that

water in contact with the OTE SAM decreases its lu-

bricating effectiveness. Above �30% RH, the film breaks

down at a critical load and the tip contacts bare mica. The

load required to cause breakdown decreases as humidity

increases, indicating that the presence of water makes it

easier to remove the SAM. Because the OTE SAM is not

fully compact because of long-range disordering, con-

densed water can penetrate through the film to the OTE–

mica interface. The accumulation of water at the interface

weakens the OTE–mica links as well as the links between

OTE molecules; therefore the film quality deteriorates.

Kim et al.[42] used the SFA to study OTE SAMs on

mica. In this case, the OTE SAM was deposited on both

bare mica and plasma-pretreated mica. Because mica has

no functional groups to which the OTE can bond

covalently, plasma treatment was used to break surface

Si–O–Si bonds to create an opportunity for covalent

attachment between the OTE SAM and mica. In this work,

OTE SAMs deposited on both untreated and plasma-

treated mica were initially highly hydrophobic, but

contact angle hysteresis indicated that water interacts

favorably with the monolayers on prolonged exposure.

Defects in the monolayer most likely make it possible for

the water to reach the hydrophilic region between the

silane headgroups and the mica. More water was adsorbed

by the monolayers on untreated mica compared with the

plasma-treated case. This work strongly indicated that if

the SAM is not firmly anchored to the substrate, water can

accumulate in the region between the SAM and the

substrate. Near saturation, water droplets also condensed

on the surface presumably as monolayer defects regard-

less of how well the SAM was anchored. At very high

humidities, a capillary condensed annulus of water was

observed around the contact zone.

In a further study, Kim et al.[44] used the SFA to

investigate the effect of humidity on surface deformation

and adhesion of untreated and plasma-treated mica

surfaces coated with OTE SAMs. In general, when two

solid bodies come into contact, they deform in a way that

is determined by their elastic or viscoelastic properties, by

the surface forces between them, and by any externally

applied load.[45] Because of the practical importance of

understanding interparticle adhesion, the relationship

between surface deformation and adhesion has been

studied extensively.[18] Capillary condensation acts out-

side the contact area and modifies the adhesive force in

two interrelated ways: first, by altering the surface

deformation; and, second, by increasing the adhesive

force because of the Laplace pressure in the annulus. In

the presence of a capillary condensed liquid bridging the

two surfaces, the measured adhesive force has contribu-

tions both from the direct solid–solid adhesion and from

the Laplace pressure arising from the liquid–vapor

interface.[46] In this study, the size of the contact area

was measured as a function of applied load and the contact

mechanics-based Maugis model outlined in Eqs. 12–14

was applied to extract the capillary condensation and

solid–solid contributions to the adhesive force. The SFA is

particularly well suited for these experiments because the

interferometric technique allows direct observation of the

surface shape and size of the contact zone. Pulloff forces

were also measured by pulling the surfaces apart. Fig. 7

shows adhesive forces obtained from both methods. From

load-vs.-contact area measurements, it is clear that the

adhesive force because of capillary condensation depends

on humidity. It decreases from the highest values near

saturation to zero in dry conditions. This is not unexpected

and has been shown previously.[47] However, Eq. 5

predicts that the adhesive force because of capillary con-

densation is independent of humidity. There is agreement

with Eq. 5 at high humidities. At low humidities before

capillary condensation is detectable, pulloff forces agree

well with predicted adhesive forces determined from

force-vs.-contact area measurements and the Maugis

model. At high humidity, force-vs.-contact area values

are generally higher than the pulloff force measurements.

Fig. 7 Normalized adhesive force for OTE on untreated mica

as a function of RH. The open and closed circles denote the

Laplace pressure contribution to the adhesive force and the total

adhesive force predicted from the Maugis model. Experimental

pulloff force measurements are denoted by x symbols, with error

bars indicating the range of measured values. Horizontal lines

denote the normalized adhesive force due to capillary conden-

sation as calculated from Eq. 5 with y1 = y2 = 0� (– –), 35� (- – -),

and 75� (- - -). (From Fig. 5 of Ref. [44].) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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It is suggested that the difference is because of the history

of the surfaces prior to pulloff. In force-vs.-area measure-

ments, a load is applied to push the surfaces together before

pulling them apart slowly, whereas in pulloff force

measurements, the surfaces are separated more rapidly

without applying an extra load. This work suggests that

adhesion between OTE SAMs on mica is not dominated by

capillary condensation below �80% RH. At higher RH,

the effect of capillary condensation on the adhesive force is

significant and depends on the amount of compression

prior to detachment.

CONCLUSION

Cappilary condensation increases adhesion between con-

tacting surfaces in humid environments. Hydrophobic

SAMs reduce this effect by reducing surface wettability.

SAMs must be resistant to water-induced degradation to

effectively reduce adhesion in the long term. There are

relatively few studies that address the effect of humidity

on SAMs despite the importance of this effect in practical

applications. Among these studies, there is substantial

variability in the reported effectiveness of hydrophobic

SAMs in reducing adhesion in humid environments.

This depends on the particular SAM, the substrate, and

the SAM deposition method. Even for initially hydro-

phobic SAMs, exposure to humidity over long time pe-

riods is shown to reduce SAM stability and effectiveness

in some cases. Further work in this area is needed to

fully understand the effect of humidity on SAM stability

and adhesion.
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INTRODUCTION

Life would not exist if the molecules involved did not

interact in a very dynamical way. An equilibrium situation

must not be reached and evolution has to be continual.

This implies that life originates from interactions and

bonds that are weak and have a short lifetime (1 msec to

several days) because of thermal fluctuations. Living

systems endure a constant competition among these

molecules that bind to each other. These molecular bonds,

called ligand–receptor bonds or keylock bonds, define

what is known as specific interactions. All molecules

interact with each other, but, if possible, will form the

strongest possible bond. It can be considered that two

molecules that tend to bind in many situations are able to

recognize each other. This can be observed in cell

adhesion when two cells adhere because of specific

molecules that they express at their surfaces. In real cells,

this adhesion is usually difficult to quantify because of

their complex physical properties and the high number of

molecules that are present at their surfaces. However, for

model cells, it is possible to quantify the adhesion and to

deduce molecular properties of the bonds, even for very

weak bonds. Here such a model of a cell adhering to a

substrate will be presented. This model will be experi-

mentally checked by the vesicle micromanipulation tech-

nique and applied to a bond involved in embryogenesis.

MODEL OF A CELL ADHERING
ON A SUBSTRATE

Let us consider the following model where a ‘‘cell’’ of

constant total area At will be seen as a capsule bearing N

freely diffusing recognition sites (ligands) on its surface

(Fig. 1). This cell adheres to a substrate containing

complementary sites (receptors) that are not able to

diffuse. The density of receptors is therefore fixed and will

be called r0. Apart from the ligand–receptor interactions,

the cell and the substrate do not exhibit either significant

repulsion (polymer-like, for instance) or attraction (van

der Waals, for instance). During the adhesion process, the

ligands tend to move toward the contact region to bind to

receptors on the substrate. This leads to an enrichment of

ligands in the contact area Ac, where their density

becomes higher than in the rest of the cell, therefore

creating a bidimensional osmotic pressure that pushes the

ligands away from the contact. Qualitatively, equilibrium

will be reached when the attraction of the sites toward

the contact zone is perfectly balanced by this osmo-

tic repulsion.

More quantitatively, when the cell adheres to the

substrate, the mechanical equilibrium represents the

balance between the specific energy associated with

contact formation and the cellular deformation work.

For a variation dAc of the contact area, it can be written:

WadhdAc þ dw ¼ 0 ð1Þ

where dw, Wadh is the adhesion energy (positive), namely,

the free energy to create a unit contact area, and dw is the

cellular deformation work associated with the variation of

contact dAc. One has to be aware that the Wadh is not the

energy necessary to bring one unit area of the initial cell

surface to contact. It is more subtle: it represents the

energy gained by taking an adapted area of the part of the

cell that is not in contact with the substrate, concentrating

the ligands to their final concentration in the contact area

(this must give a unit final area), and bringing it to contact

with the substrate where bonds can form.

Because the differential of the free energy F is

dF=dw�SdT and the reaction is isothermic, one obtains

dF=dw.

This means that at mechanical equilibrium:

Wadh ¼
@F

@Ac

�
V ;T

¼ kBT
@ ln Z

@Ac

�
V ;T

ð2Þ

where Z is the partition function.

To obtain the value of the adhesion energy, it is

therefore required to differentiate the free energy as a

function of Ac.
[1]

In the contact area, the ligands can be in two states,

unbound or bound to a receptor. As they are energetically

in the same configurations, the unbound ones and the

ligands in the rest of the cell must have the same con-

centration,[2] nu. The concentration of bound ligands will

be noted nb.
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ADHESION ENERGY AND BIDIMENSIONAL
OSMOTIC PRESSURE AT EQUILIBRIUM

To relate the adhesion energy and the bidimensional

osmotic pressure, the same approach as that taken by

Evans[3] will be used. The Gibbs free energy can be

written G=mbNb+muNu, where mb and Nb (mu and Nu) are

the chemical potential and number of the bound (un-

bound) ligands.

This leads directly to:

dG ¼ mbdNb þ Nbdmb þ mudNu þ Nudmu ð3Þ

Since mb=mb
0+kBT ln(nb/n0) and mu=mu

0+kBT ln(nu/n0),

where nb=Nb/Ac, nu=Nu/At and n0=N/At,

Nbdmb ¼ kBTNbðdnbÞ=nb ¼ kBTAcdnb ð4Þ

and, similarly,

Nudmu ¼ kBTNuðdnuÞ=nu ¼ kBTAtdnu ð5Þ

Also, the chemical equilibrium can be written:

mu ¼ mb ð6Þ

and the conservation of the total number of ligands

N=Nu+Nb=Atnu+Acnb. Differentiating these last two

expressions gives

dNu ¼ �dNb ð7Þ

and

nbdAc þ Acdnb þ Atdnu ¼ 0 ð8Þ

Inserting Eqs. 4–8 into Eq. 3 considerably simplifies dG:

dG=�nbkTdAc.The expression of Wadh follows:

Wadh ¼ nbkT ð9Þ

This relation was derived in the mid-80s[3,4] and means

that the adhesion energy equals the bidimensional os-

motic pressure. This kind of relation between these two

quantities could be expected because, as mentioned above,

the adhesion energy tends to pull the ligands toward the

contact area and the osmotic pressure (entropy) pushes

them away. At equilibrium, the induced incoming and

outgoing fluxes must balance each other and therefore the

adhesion energy must be related to the osmotic pressure.

From Eq. 6, one gets

nf ¼ nb expððm0
b � m0

uÞ=kTÞ ð10Þ

(mb
0�mu

0) has to depend on the binding energy eb. Thus, it

would seem at first sight that using Eq. 9, one can deduce

eb from Wadh. This turns out to be incorrect because to

know the exact expression of (mb
0�mu

0), other information

about the interaction is needed. For instance, the naive

approach where mb
0�mu

0=eb is wrong (it can be seen that

Eqs. 9 and 10 are then not compatible for eb=0).

To circumvent this problem, a simple model of the

ligand–receptor interaction is needed.

MACROSCOPIC ADHESION ENERGY AND
MOLECULAR BINDING ENERGY

To schematize the interaction, it will be considered that

around each receptor of the substrate, there is a molecular

trapping area a, meaning that a ligand will be bound only if

it is within this area a surrounding the receptor (Fig. 2).[5]

It will also be assumed that the trapping areas of the

different receptors cannot overlap. The total number of

receptors in the contact zone is r0Ac, which means that the

area of the total trapping zone is Ab=ar0Ac. The ligands

within Ab are bound to a receptor, those in the rest of the

cell, no matter whether or not they are in the contact zone,

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the model of a cell adhering to a

substrate: the cell is a capsule containing freely diffusing sites,

ligands, on its membrane. These sites can bind to complemen-

tary sites, receptors, on the substrate, where they are immobile.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Model of the ligand–receptor interaction: if the ligand is

within the attraction area a of the receptor, it is bound (left

ligand). Otherwise, it is unbound (right ligand).
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are unbound. The internal energy of a given configuration

with n (0�n�N) ligands in the trapping zone and N�n

ligands in the rest of the cell is �neb. Therefore, the

partition function of the system can be written:

Z ¼
XN

n ¼ 0

N!

n!ðN � nÞ! An
bðAt � AbÞN�n

eneb=kBT

¼ At þ Ab eeb=kBT � 1
� �� �N

ð11Þ

where kBT is the thermal energy.

Hence, the free energy is:

F ¼ �NkBT ln At þ Ab eeb=kBT � 1
� �� �

ð12Þ

Wadh is directly derived from Eq. 2:

Wadh ¼ Nar0kBT
eeb=kBT � 1
� �

At þ ar0Ac eeb=kBT � 1
� �� � ð13Þ

Results that could have been intuitively anticipated can be

deduced from Eq. 13:

1. Wadh decreases when the contact zone increases be-

cause the ‘‘reservoir’’ made by the outer part of the

cell becomes relatively smaller as compared to Ac.

2. When the number of receptors in the contact zone is

small, Wadh is independent of Ac. This is the linear

regime where the fraction of bound ligands is small.

3. When eb is large, all the ligands are bound to receptors

and, as expected from Eq. 9, Wadh=NkBT/Ac.

One may note that there is a strong limitation of this

model, which is to allow several ligands to be bound to the

same receptor. In practice, this is usually not a problem,

but it can happen that when there are too few receptors

and the binding energy is large, the number of bound

ligands and therefore Wadh will be overestimated. Also,

any cooperative effects among the ligand molecules have

been neglected. In a system where these problems arise,

numerical simulations seem to be the best way to relate

Wadh and eb.

This second approach (model of a trapping area) is

compatible with Eq. 9 because the latter can be derived

from Eq. 13. The average number of bound ligands hni is:

hni ¼

XN

n ¼ 0

n
N!

n!ðN � nÞ! An
bðAt�AbÞN�n

eneh=kBT

 !

Z

¼ NAbeeb=kBT

At þ Abðeneb=kBT � 1Þ ¼
AcWadh

kBT
ð14Þ

Since nb=hni/Ac, Eq. 14 is the same as Eq. 9.

Therefore, Eqs. 9 and 13 give a complete description of

the ligand distribution at equilibrium and allow one to

directly deduce the molecular binding energy from the

total adhesion energy if the trapping area a, the total

number of ligands N, and the density of receptors r0

are known.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
OF THE MODEL

To test this model, a suitable technique is based on

vesicle adhesion measurement by micromanipulation.[6] It

consists in holding a slightly deflated 10- to 30-mm

vesicle in a micropipette with a controlled aspiration. At

the start of the experiment, the shape of the vesicle is a

segment of sphere outside of the pipette and a cylindrical

portion inside the pipette (which ends in an hemisphere of

radius equal to the inner radius of the pipette, rp). The

knowledge of the initial diameter of the vesicle, the

length of cylindrical part, and the pipette inner diameter

allows one to determine the surface and volume of the

vesicle. Facing the vesicle is the substrate with a known

geometry. For instance, in Fig. 3 is shown the case of a

vesicle facing a bead. The vesicle is then moved and

placed in tangential contact with the substrate. If adhesion

occurs, e.g., through weak ligand–receptor bonds, the

vesicle will stretch following the shape of the substrate in

order to increase the contact area. The volume and

surface of the vesicle remain essentially constant through-

out the whole process. Therefore, adhesion requires the

volume and surface of the vesicle outside the pipette to be

larger than it originally was. This is achieved by a

decrease of the projected length inside the pipette. The

Fig. 3 Micromanipulated vesicle in contact with a bead held by

a micropipette. The bar represents 5 mm. The measurement of

the contact angle q directly gives the adhesion energy through

the Young–Dupré equation (Eq. 15).

Adhesion of a Cell on a Substrate 13
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adhesion energy can then be deduced through the Young–

Dupré equation:

Wadh ¼ gð1� cos yÞ ð15Þ

where � is the contact angle, Wadh is the adhesion energy

as defined above, and g is the tension of the vesicle,

which is obtained by applying the Laplace equation to the

outer part of the vesicle and to the hemisphere at the tip

of the cylinder inside the pipette:

g ¼ rpDP

2ð1� rpcÞ ð16Þ

Here c is the average curvature of the vesicle and DP

is the aspiration (i.e., the difference in pressure between

the outside and inside of the pipette). Combining Eqs. 15

and 16 gives:

Wadh ¼
rpDP

2ð1� rpcÞ ð1� cos yÞ ð17Þ

It is possible to obtain an accurate value of Wadh by

plotting DP as a function of G:

G ¼ rpð1� cos yÞ
2ð1� rpcÞ ð18Þ

The slope of the graph is then exactly Wadh. To make

sure the adhesion process is reversible, it is necessary to

make cycles of decreasing–increasing aspiration pressure.

It will not work in the case of strong bonds with life-

times longer than the experimental characteristic time:

the membrane is then pinned on the substrate and the

receding contact angle will be larger than the advancing

one. Therefore, to test the model, it is necessary to use

weak bonds with well-known binding energies. Nucleo-

sides such as adenosine and thymidine are good examples

of such bonds.[7,8] For this purpose, lipids carrying one

nucleoside (adenosine, A, or thymidine, T) as a polar

headgroup were synthesized (Fig. 4a). Giant vesicles were

formed by hydrating a lipid mixture of stearoyl-oleoyl-

phosphatidylcholine (SOPC)/nucleoside lipid (9/1) (after

evaporation from chloroform solution) in 320 mOsm

sucrose solution.[9] The vesicle suspension was added to

an aqueous glucose solution chamber of a slightly higher

osmolarity (360 mOsm) than that of the vesicle in order to

deflate it and make it micromanipulable.

The substrates were superavidin-coated polystyrene

beads purchased from Bangs Labs. The average area per

attachment site for biotin was of a few hundreds of

nanometers squared per effective binding site. To coat

them with nucleosides, a polyethylene glycol (PEG)

spacer arm was dissymetrically functionalized at one

end with biotin, and at the other end with a nucleoside (A

or T) (Fig. 4b). The beads were incubated in water (50 mg/

ml) with one of these heterobifunctionalized PEG arms

(1 mg/mL) for 1 day. The contact angle was measured for

several tension values of the flaccid vesicle membrane by

decreasing the aspiration and then increasing it to check

for the reversibility of the adhesion. This decreasing/

increasing aspiration process was repeated several times

on the same vesicle/bead couple, and, as expected, it was

observed that this adhesion was reversible within the

experimental error.

Four adhesion situations were investigated: A bead–A

vesicle, T bead–T vesicle, T bead–A vesicle, and A bead–

T vesicle. A control experiment was performed in which

the vesicle was made of only SOPC and adhered to a T-

coated bead. It turns out that the adhesion measured in the

control experiment cannot be neglected, meaning that

there is a nonspecific adhesion that has to be subtracted

from the measurements to obtain the actual value of Wadh

due to the bonds. Fig. 5 shows the aspiration pressure

as a function of G for the different cases. The resulting

values for Wadh, reported in Table 1, are independent

of the vesicle size.

Given the experimental error, the A bead–T vesicle and

T bead–A vesicle systems have the same adhesion energy,

as expected. It may be observed that the specific adhesion

energies follow the increasing order: Wadh(T/T)<Wadh

(A/A)<Wadh(A/T). This is consistent with the data

reported in the literature.[7,8] The short lifetime of the

bonds is illustrated by the small fraction of occupied bead

sites (5%) that can be estimated from the specific adhesion

energy, the known bond energy, and the bead site density.

By using Eq. 13 one directly obtains eb from the mea-

sured specific adhesion energy values if roa is known. As

the same grafting technique was used for the A and T

Fig. 4 Structures of the functionalized molecules used in the adhesion experiments. (a) Lipids with two unsaturated chains with 18

carbons to ensure the fluidity of the vesicle membranes and either adenosine (top) or thymidine (bottom) in the polar head. Vesicles

containing 10% of either of these lipids and 90% of a common neutral lipid (SOPC) were used in the vesicle–bead adhesion

experiments. (b) Heterofunctional molecules containing a PEG chain with a biotin at one end and either adenosine (top) or thymidine

(bottom) at the other end. These molecules were grafted on superavidin-coated beads that were used for the vesicle–bead adhesion

experiments. (c) Top: The Lewis X (Lex) determinant is a trisaccharide (Galb1!4 [Fuca 1!3] GlcNAc). In this lipid, it is covalently

bound to three hydrophobic chains. To ensure good accessibility of the Lex groups for interaction, they were provided with translational

and orientational mobilities by branching the chains (this keeps the layers in a fluid state by hindering their crystallization) and by means

of a flexible spacer between the chains and the Lex. Bottom: the same lipid without the Lex group.
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beads, roa should also be the same in all the cases and is

expected to be of the order of 10�4. We can therefore try

to find a value that conciliates the four types of adhesion

data (A/T, T/A, A/A, T/T). roa=2.4
10�4 gives values

that are in closest agreement with the known binding

energy values.[7,8] This value for roa seems reasonable

because the a should be of the order of a fraction of the

polar head of the lipid (a few tenths of nanometers

squared) and of the ro order of 1015 molecules/nm2. The

accuracy on roa can be estimated from Table 2 where the

binding energy values assuming different values of roa
near the best one are given.

Experimentally, the equilibrium seems to be reached in

less than a minute for each change of aspiration pressure.

This result may seem surprising because it generally takes

about 15 min for lipids to diffuse around a giant vesicle.

Given Wadh and Eq. 10, the enrichment is around 1% at the

true equilibrium obtained within 15 min. This negligible

amount is within the experimental error of Wspe. This was

fully checked experimentally as the measured contact

angle did not vary significantly for 20 min at a given

aspiration pressure. In this approximation, equilibrium can

be obtained locally because of the excess of sites on the

vesicle, and lateral diffusion does not bring significant

change. The local equilibrium time is typically the one

needed for a lipid to explore an area 1/r0, which is less

than a second. This explains the fast equilibrium and why

the observed hysteresis is not stronger than for nonfunc-

tionalized vesicles.[10] In contrast, if there were more sites

on the bead or less sites on the vesicle, the diffusion of the

vesicle sites toward the contact region would noticeably

change the equilibrium time.

Therefore, the description relating adhesion energy

measurements to binding energies through Eq. 13 is

satisfactory and can be applied to other systems. The

main limitation is the requirement to know roa because it

is not easy to obtain, but numerical simulations may

provide good estimates in some cases. The vesicle

micromanipulation technique is also a good approach to

measure binding energies in this way. The precision of

the technique is given by the dispersion of the adhesion

energy data. In the case of weak bonds like A/T where

Fig. 5 Aspiration pressure as a function of G (cf. Eq. 18) for a

specific interaction and comparison with the nonspecific case T/

SOPC (control). According to Eq. 3, the slopes are equal to

Wadh. The solid lines are fits forced through zero and they

roughly represent the adhesion energy. However, the values

reported in Table 1 are averages from fits not forced through

zero and in which the increasing pressure is treated separate-

ly from the decreasing one. Closed (open) symbols correspond

to the increase (decrease) of the aspiration pressure. (a) A bead–

T vesicle, (b) A bead–A vesicle, (c) T bead–T vesicle.
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this dispersion is seen in Table 2, the error is about

0.5kBT.

A BIOLOGICALLY RELEVANT APPLICATION
OF THE APPROACH

Molecular features governing the selectivity in cell–cell

recognition and adhesion are key elements to understand

morphogenesis and organogenesis. All living organisms

are characterized by the presence of glycoproteins and

glycosphingolipids (GSLs) on the cytoplasmic membrane.

Carbohydrate chains, being exposed structures at the cell

surface, should play an essential role in early events of

cell–cell recognition. Indeed, they have firmly been

recognized as interaction sites in cell adhesion processes

such as leukocyte recruitment or host–pathogen interac-

tion. Such events are commonly attributed to lectin or

lectinlike proteins and the corresponding specific carbo-

hydrate ligands. It has been suggested only a decade ago

that specific carbohydrate–carbohydrate interactions may

also play this important role.[11] Several direct measure-

ments of adhesion between surfaces decorated with

glycolipids have been reported in the past.[12–18] These

strong adhesions, obtained through various techniques

(surface force apparatus, osmotic stress method, and

vesicle micromanipulation), were due to van der Waals or

other nonspecific forces. However, some carbohydrate–

carbohydrate interactions found in biological processes,

have been proposed to be specific.[11,19,20] One of them,

the Lewisx determinant (Lex) has been identified as pre-

sumably playing a biological role by means of intermem-

brane interactions. According to current hypothesis, it has

a calcium-mediated specific interaction with itself.

Lex has been shown to be involved in murine and

human embryogenesis. This carbohydrate is present on the

cell membrane in the polar headgroup of glycolipids. It is

not expressed at the cell surface until the eight-cell stage,

shows maximal expression at the morula stage of mouse

embryogenesis, and declines after compaction.[21,22] This

compaction stage could be inhibited either by anti-Lex

antibodies, Lex itself, or by inactivating the calcium with

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid (EDTA). As Lex is not

charged, the role of the calcium is not of an electrostatic

nature. These results[23,24] led the authors to propose a

calcium-mediated Lex–Lex specific homotypic interaction

as a basis of cell adhesion in preimplantation embryos and

in various tumour cells. Other observations also strongly

suggest that Lex–Lex interactions exist in the presence

of Ca2 +.[25–28]

The approach described above made it possible to

conduct the first direct quantitative measurements of this

putative interaction in a physicochemically well-defined

system and in conditions similar to the natural environ-

ment of the glycolipid, i.e., lipid bilayers. This was done

through the adhesion between two giant vesicles functio-

nalized with synthetic glycolipids.

The Lex determinant is a trisaccharide, which, in

classical natural sphingolipids, is attached to the ceram-

ide through a lactose group. For this study, a lipid[29] with

a Lex headgroup attached to hydrophobic chains via

a ‘‘spacer’’ group to ensure its mobility was synthesized

(Fig. 4c). In this synthetic glycolipid, a rather low

solubility in water together with good bilayer cohesion

was obtained by using three hydrophobic chains instead of

two as in ceramide. To ensure good accessibility of the

Lex groups for interaction, they were provided with trans-

lational mobility by branching the chains. This hinders the

bidimensional crystallization of the chains and keeps the

layers in a fluid state. Orientational mobility was provided

by a flexible spacer between the chains and the Lex. This

allowed the Lex groups to take the exact orientation and

position for which the specific interaction can occur.

For the controls, a glycolipid with the same features but

without Lex was synthesized (Fig. 4c) that will be referred

to as Lac lipid.

Table 1 Adhesion energy values (W) averaged, as indicated in Fig. 5, from at least two separate experiments and six cycles

A bead–T

vesicle

T bead–A

vesicle

A bead–A

vesicle

T bead–T

vesicle

T bead–SOPC

vesicle

W (mJ/m2) 12.0 12.9 9.9 9.3 8.6

Wadh (mJ/m2) 3.4 4.3 1.3 0.7

The error is ± 1
10� 6 J m� 2. Wadh is equal to W�Wnspe, where Wnspe is the T bead–SOPC vesicle adhesion energy.

Table 2 Binding energy values (eb) as deduced from Eq. 17 for

different values of r0a

��0aa 1.9


10�4 2.4


10�4 3.1


10�4
Literature

values

A/T 2.9 3.2 3.4 3.6

T/A 3.1 3.4 3.6 3.6

A/A 2.0 2.3 2.5 1.9

T/T 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.5

The binding energy values can be compared to the literature values

(right column).
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Giant vesicles were formed exactly in the same way as

for the A and T vesicles by lipid hydration (after

evaporation from chloroform solution) in 320 mOsm

sucrose solution. The Lex-functionalized vesicles, herein-

after referred to as Lex vesicles, were made from a mixture

of SOPC and the synthetic Lex lipid (90:10 mol ratio).

Control vesicles were made of SOPC and Lac lipid (90:10

mol ratio) and will be called Lac vesicles.

Two vesicles were transferred into another chamber

filled with salt solution (either NaCl or CaCl2 at 360

mOsm). As in the previous experiment, both vesicles were

micromanipulated into tangential contact. One of the

vesicles represents the substrate. It is strongly aspirated so

that its spherical shape is not modified throughout the

whole process. The contact angle was measured for

several tension values of the other vesicle membrane by

decreasing the aspiration and then increasing it to check

the reversibility of the adhesion.

The experiments consisted in comparing the adhesion

of two Lex vesicles in NaCl and in CaCl2 (Lex/Lex

experiments). As calcium is sometimes known to produce

peculiar effects on bilayer interactions,[30] it was neces-

sary to compare Lex/Lex experiments with experiments in

which the Lex groups from one of the vesicles were absent

(Lex/Lac experiments).

Fig. 6 shows the aspiration pressure as a function of G

(cf. Eq. 17) for the controls and Lex/Lex experiments. As

before, the slopes are equal to the vesicle adhesion free

energies and are independent of the vesicle size. Adhesion

energy values for the controls and for the Lex/Lex

experiments are given in Table 3. The effect of adding

calcium on the Lex vesicles is clearly seen in Table 3 and

in Fig. 6. The adhesion energy in CaCl2 is 2.5 times higher

than in NaCl whereas the Lex/Lac experiments showed a

small decrease of the adhesion energy with calcium

(3
10�6 J m�2). These results unambiguously show that

Lex groups are necessary on both vesicles for the calcium-

induced adhesion enhancement to occur. This is in

agreement with the specific interaction scheme advocated

by Hakomori.[11]

The adhesion, in the case of NaCl and for both types of

vesicles, is the result of a balance between van der Waals

attractions and short-range repulsions that include entro-

pic and structural contributions.[15,31] Therefore, the

higher adhesion in NaCl in the Lex/Lac system as

compared to Lex/Lex may seem surprising. However,

one may note that the sugar groups are bound to the lipid

chains by a flexible spacer (Fig. 4c). The thermal

fluctuations of this spacer can cause steric repulsions as

polymer brushes do.[32] This difference between Lex/Lex

and Lex/Lac experiments is not relevant for our purpose

because van der Waals forces do not play a significant role

in cell membrane interactions. Usually, the adhesions are

governed by cell adhesion molecules such as proteins or

lipids given that there are many steric repulsions produced

Fig. 6 Aspiration pressure as a function of parameter G given

in Eq. 18: (a) Lex/Lex experiment (two vesicles with SOPC/Lex,

90:10); (b) Lex/Lac experiment (one vesicle is SOPC/Lex, 90:10,

and the other is SOPC/Lac, 90:10); The closed symbols rep-

resent decreasing aspiration, and open ones are for increasing

aspiration. Triangles are for NaCl solution and squares for

CaCl2. The straight lines are least square fits. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 3 Adhesion energy of vesicles (10�6J/m2) in aqueous

media between Lex- or Lac-functionalized vesicles in NaCl and

in CaCl2

Left vesicle/right

vesicle

Adhesion energy (MmJ/m2)

In 0.2 M NaCl In 0.11 M CaCl2

Lex/Lex 4.5±2 11±2

Lex/Lac 5.4±2 2.5±2

Lex means that the vesicle composition is SOPC/Lex 90:10; same

for Lac.
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by the glycocalix. For this reason, two biomembranes will

not adhere in the absence of specific adhesion sites.

The specific contribution Wadh of the Lex groups to the

adhesion energy of our vesicles is equal to the difference

between the effects of calcium on adhesion energy in the

Lex/Lex and in the Lex/Lac experiments. Table 3 shows

that Wadh=10±5 mJ m�2. This adhesion is weak for the

density of sugar that was used. This indicates that the

interactions must be weak and therefore that the lifetime

of the bonds is small. Thus, the case of Lex is favorable for

the use of the model of a cell adhering to a substrate. This

is confirmed by the fact that a single slope for the contact

formation and separation of the vesicles are identical,

meaning that the adhesion is continuous and reversible.

Eq. 9 gives an enrichment smaller than 2%. Therefore, the

density can be considered as constant. This has the con-

sequence that the density of sites on the substrate can be

taken as the initial density of Lex in the vesicles, which is

1.4
1017 molecules/m2. In addition, ar0Ac will be much

smaller than At. Therefore, Eq. 13 can be rewritten here:

Wadh ¼ Atr2
0akBT eeb=kBT � 1

� �
ð19Þ

Because the Lex are in the polar head of the lipids, a
should be of the order of the polar head of the lipid. A

good estimate seems to take the same value as that mea-

sured with two membranes made of A and T lipids:[33]

0.3
10�18 m2. With these values, eb ranges between 0.17

and 0.5kBT (i.e., 0.1 and 0.3 kcal/mol). Previous glycolipid

studies showed strong van der Waals interactions.[12–16,18]

In the present work, the calcium-induced interaction is

specific and comes in addition to van der Waals forces.

Note that these molecules are neutral and therefore this

interaction is not intrinsically electrostatic.

This ultraweak interaction energy validates the as-

sumption that the binding energy is substantially below

kBT. A rough estimate of the bond lifetime can be obtained

by comparison with the streptavidin/biotin system (30kBT

bond energy and lifetime of several days) and assuming an

Arrhenius law. It is well below 1 msec. It is most unusual

to measure molecular interaction energies well below the

thermal energy. This only shows that cell–cell adhesion

will require a large number of these molecules as is indeed

observed during the morula stage of mouse embryogen-

esis. The molecular mechanism of the Lex interaction still

remains mysterious. The mediation by Ca2 + could result

from the setting up of an appropriate coordination shell

around the cation.[34]

These measurements with synthetically tailored Lex

containing neoglycolipids could be analyzed with the

model of a cell adhering to a substrate presented above. It

directly confirms the involvement of neutral cell surface

oligosaccharides in cell–cell adhesion and illustrates why,

when the Lex sites are blocked, the compaction stage of

the embryo does not occur.[23] Lex is capable, in the

presence of Ca2 +, to substantially enhance the deforma-

tion and adhesion of lipid vesicles, i.e., objects with

mechanical features akin to those of the cell membranes.

The interaction scaled down to one molecule is well below

thermal energy. It produces transient and dynamic

adhesion that is indeed what cell differentiation requires.

This direct measurement of biologically relevant

carbohydrate/carbohydrate interaction shows that it is

now possible to quantify such ultraweak bonds with

the presented model. It opens up a new promising field

in biology.

CONCLUSION

The simple model that describes cell adhesion on a

substrate gives quantitatively good results and allows one

to relate the adhesion energy to the excess of ligand in the

contact zone and to the molecular binding energy. The

experimental approach that is presented can be used to

describe the properties of adhesion molecules that produce

weak bonds. In contrast, for vesicles bearing stronger

binding sites, Eq. 9 is not valid anymore. However, some

information about the ligand receptor information can still

be obtained.[35] The adhesion molecules are expected to

diffuse toward the contact zone, which therefore should

contain a higher density of adhesion molecules, leaving

the noncontacting part of the vesicle depleted, especially

for large contact areas.

Also, this model deals only with adhesion at equilib-

rium. With the same kind of approach, it is possible to try

to understand the formation dynamics of the contact zone.

More precisely, the nucleation of patches can appear

during the spreading of the contact. This has been dis-

cussed elsewhere.[36]

Finally, the case of real biological cells is much more

complicated to quantify, as there are many more para-

meters involved such as the glycocalyx, the cytoskeleton,

and many adhesion molecules acting at the same time.

The role of the glycocalix has been included in another

approach by Bell et al.[4] The mechanical properties of a

cell are very different from that of a vesicle and, although

it has been tried in the past,[37,38] the measurement of the

contact angle does not give very satisfactory results.
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INTRODUCTION

In this review, we focus on the role of surface heteroge-

neity in polymer adsorption and discuss novel experiments

that clarify the impact of topographical and chemical

heterogeneity on adsorption of flexible polymers and

globular proteins. The comparison of the experimental

results with existing theoretical predictions provides

valuable insights into the adsorption process and guides

future development of theory and experiments. Further-

more, these results provide a starting point for more

sophisticated design and control of polymer adsorption at

the nanoscale and in engineering of surfaces to achieve

specific tasks.

The importance of polymer and protein adsorption

stems from its critical role in a host of industrial ap-

plications such as adhesion, biocompatibility, colloidal

stabilization, and chromatography. Scientifically, the in-

terfacial behavior of globular proteins and long, flexible

macromolecules and the accompanying balance of en-

thalpic and entropic effects from surface–segment inter-

actions provide a system replete with interesting static

and dynamic phenomena. Consequently, adsorption of

polymers and biopolymers at a solid–liquid interface

has been the subject of intense investigation over the

last decade.

Despite the advances in characterization and theoret-

ical understanding of near-equilibrium properties of

adsorbed polymer layers, several aspects of the adsorption

process remain elusive.[1–3] Among these elusive aspects

is the effect of nanometer scale compositional and topo-

graphical heterogeneity of surfaces (Fig. 1a) on the pro-

cess of adsorption and the structural properties of the

adsorbed layer. Because adsorption frequently occurs on

real surfaces such as minerals, pigments, colloidal par-

ticles, and biological membranes that are inherently het-

erogeneous, understanding the impact of surface heter-

ogeneity is an essential prerequisite to controlling the

adsorption process.

BACKGROUND

Modeling of Transport and Adsorption
of Macromolecules

Adsorption at a surface occurs from a bulk polymer

solution if the net change of free energy is negative. The

surface–segment contacts of the polymer provide a gain of

adsorption energy to balance the loss of translational and

conformational entropy from the confinement at the

interface. The properties of the adsorbed layer depend

not only on the thermodynamic details of the system but

also on the adsorption history.[4] Therefore control of

adsorption requires a complete understanding of adsorp-

tion kinetics and the role of the surface.

Three main steps are typically involved in polymer ad-

sorption: mass transport toward the surface, surface attach-

ment, and spreading or conformational rearrangement

toward equilibrium configurations.[1–3] The driving force

for transport from bulk solution is the gradient between the

bulk solution concentration (Cb) and the subsurface con-

centration (Cs). Because the gradient is established rapidly

in most cases, the flux of the polymer can be

JðtÞ ¼ Cb � CsðGÞ
Rm

ð1Þ

where the mass transfer resistance (Rm) depends on the

convection–diffusion in bulk solution. Rm can be expressed

as 1/km, where km is the mass transfer coefficient. Cs de-

pends on the surface excess (G) of the polymer and its

temporal evolution

dGðtÞ
dt

¼ CsðGÞ � Ceq

RbðGÞ
ð2Þ

The processes of penetration of a chain through an already

adsorbed layer of polymer, attachment to the surface, and

spreading on the surface determine the barrier resistance

Rb.[5]
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At pseudo-steady state, the flux and the rate of

adsorption are equal, which gives

dGðtÞ
dt

¼ Cb � Ceq

Rm þ RbðGÞ
ð3Þ

During the formative stages of an adsorbed layer, Rm

should dominate and for high-affinity adsorption, Ceq�0.

Therefore the initial rate of adsorption becomes

dGðtÞ
dt

� �
o

¼ Cb

Rm

ð4Þ

and G(t) typically shows a linear rise (Fig. 1b). Over a

longer period equilibrium is established and G(t) reaches

a plateau, which is determined by parameters such as

solvency, Cb, surface–segment interaction, and molec-

ular weight.

Adsorption on Heterogeneous Surfaces:
Theoretical and Simulation Studies

In previous theoretical studies on the role of physical

heterogeneity, rough surfaces were modeled as random,

fractal, and periodically structured.[6–10] Most of these

studies came to the conclusion that adsorption is enhanced

with surface roughness. Ji and Hone[11] predicted that the

enhancement is most significant when amplitudes and

spatial size of roughness are of the order of a polymer

chain or Kuhn length, which is of nanometer dimensions.

The enhancement occurs as larger adsorption energy is

gained by increasing probability of polymer–surface

intersections in comparison to a smooth planar interface.

Consequently, a polymer chain undergoes smaller distor-

tion and configurational entropy penalty is also predicted

to be less relative to adsorption on flat surfaces. These

studies predicted that a polymer can adsorb on a rough

surface and not on a flat surface even if the chemical

interface is identical.

More recent investigations[12] have explored the role of

polymer architecture in adsorption on rough surfaces.

Striolo and Prausnitz predicted that adsorption occurs

readily for branched polymers compared to linear polymer

chains because a smaller entropic penalty is involved for

adsorption of globular polymers. However, when the

interaction between polymer segments and surface

becomes strong enough, it was predicted that a linear

polymer chain can spread more than the globular polymer

as the entropic loss is overcome by the gain in adsorption

energy from spreading. Thus for highly attractive seg-

ment–surface interactions, linear polymers are believed to

adsorb strongly compared to globular polymers.

In previous theoretical studies, the influence of

chemical heterogeneity on adsorption varied with the

systems. The chemical heterogeneity of the surfaces was

manipulated by changing the distribution, size, and shape

of the heterogeneity.[13–18] Meanwhile, several types of

polymers such as a homopolymer, a block-copolymer, and

an end-sticking polymer were employed in simulations.

Heterogeneous interaction between polymer and surfaces

was predicted to be a larger weighing factor than physical

heterogeneity in polymer adsorption.[19] Several remark-

able effects were found in these studies. First, the

heterogeneity on the surfaces induced adsorption even

when the average surface was neutral. It was predicted

that adsorption was enhanced for homopolymers because

of the presence of heterogeneity. Second, most studies

pointed out that the distribution and size of adsorbing sites

and nonadsorbing sites play a crucial role. Again, the

domain size was required to be commensurate to that of

polymer chains. When a threshold value of either the

distribution or the size of domains was reached, polymers

responded to the surface in dramatically different ways.

This was reflected in the adsorption behavior, the amount,

and the arrangement of polymers on the surfaces. In the

case of homopolymers, van der Linden and coworkers

showed that a mere change in the distribution of sites

could cause a nonadsorbing surface to become adsorbing.

Sumithra and Sebastian observed a sudden change in the

size of an adsorbed polymer. In the case of block

copolymers and end-sticking polymers, change of domain

sizes on the surface caused segregation of polymers in a

uniform adsorbed layer.

Fig. 1 Schematic of (a) a heterogeneous surface and (b)

evolution of the surface excess (G).
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In addition to the focus on homopolymers and co-

polymers, recent studies have used Monte Carlo simula-

tion and replica field theory to explore the adsorption

behavior of random heteropolymers (RHPs) on chemical-

ly heterogeneous surfaces.[20,21] Striking recognition

between polymers and random surfaces has been pre-

dicted. A sharp transition from weak to strong adsorption

was seen when the statistical sequence of chain segments

and the randomness of sites on surfaces were related. Sim-

ilar instances of pattern matching have also been pre-

dicted during adsorption of charged polyelectrolytes on

surfaces with a pattern of charges.[22] Recently, Genzer

developed a three-dimensional self-consistent field lattice

model to study adsorption of copolymers and showed that

architecture as well as composition is important in the

pattern recognition.[23] By using different copolymers

such as alternating, diblock, and triblock copolymers with

various ratio of adsorbing segments, chemical heteroge-

neity on surfaces could either be masked or amplified and

recognition could be extended into the third dimension

normal to the surface.

Thus theory and simulation based on statistical physics

has explored extensively the influence of both chemical

and physical heterogeneity on the adsorption behavior of

polymeric chains. However, corroboration by systematic

and well-defined experiments to test and exploit these

predictions has been nonexistent. The bottleneck for

realizing actual systems lies in the difficulty of manipu-

lating heterogeneity on a size scale that is commensurate

with that of a polymer chain (typical radius of gyration of

10–100 nm). By modifying and characterizing surfaces at

a molecular level, we have carried out the first studies to

overcome the experimental challenges. The next few

sections review these experimental results.

IMPACT OF NANOMETER SCALE
PHYSICAL HETEROGENEITY

In recent years, synthesis of surfaces and control of

interfacial properties has been transformed by the use of

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).[24] Their excellent

chemical stability, low defect density, and spontaneous

formation permit the preparation of a well-defined

interface on a molecular level, easily and reproducibly.

We have addressed the challenge of preparing physically

heterogeneous surfaces that are commensurate with the

typical dimensions of a polymer chain and are chemically

homogeneous.[25] The approach exploits ultraflat, tem-

plate-stripped gold films and rough, evaporated gold films

supporting self-assembled monolayers. In addition, a

Fig. 2 STM image and cross section of a rough gold substrate (top) and an ultra-flat gold substrate (bottom).
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surface plasmon resonance technique that permits in situ

measurements at the solid–liquid interface with high time

resolution is used to investigate the kinetics of adsorption.

With these two tools, we have studied in detail the ad-

sorption of a flexible, uncharged polymer such as poly

(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and established the interplay

between physical heterogeneity, the polymer flux to the

surface, and the polymer chain length.[26]

Fig. 2 shows the typical surface plot and cross-section

analysis of a rough and an ultraflat gold substrate. When

compared to cases considered by past theoretical studies

of adsorption on physically heterogeneous surfaces, the

images show that the experimental system here represents

a case of polymer adsorption onto a random surface rather

than a periodically structured surface. Both substrates

possess a grainy but distinct surface texture, which in-

dicates that the spatial distribution of surface roughness

differs for the two surfaces. The evaporated rough gold

substrate shows a larger range of feature heights compared

to ultraflat template-stripped substrate.

Because the surfaces are characterized by small

vertical deviations in surface topography with high spatial

complexity, the variation of root-mean-square roughness

Rrms with the lateral length-scale was analyzed. The

variational Rrms for the rough and ultraflat gold substrates

increases as the lateral length scale increases above 10 nm

and becomes independent beyond a spatial scale of 60

nm. This macroscopic value is Rrms�8 Å for the rough

gold substrate and Rrms�3 Å for the ultraflat surface,

which is perceived in the real-space images as a differ-

ence in vertical heights. Between 10 and 60 nm, the

geometric complexity of the surfaces is fractal-like and

the fractal dimension (DF) for rough gold substrate is

approximately 2.25 and for ultraflat substrate is approx-

imately 2.15. Because of this fractal-like nature, the

relative area of peaks and valleys on the surfaces shown

in Fig. 2 changes with the image size for lateral length

scales below 60 nm. This length scale is commensurate

with the typical dimensions of a polymer chain. Further-

more, the vertical deviations in height for both surfaces

are comparable to the size of a few monomers along the

polymer chain over a wide spatial extent. The topography

of these surfaces is well suited to test the predictions of

theoretical studies.

In order to ensure that the two gold substrates have

identical chemical interface, a self-assembled monolayer

of dodecanethiol (CH3(CH2)11SH) was formed on both

substrates. The advancing contact angle (ya) of hexade-

cane on the resulting surfaces was 46–47�, which is

consistent with an interface of densely packed CH3

groups. The receding contact angles (yr) for the mono-

layers supported on the rough gold substrate showed a

contact angle hysteresis of 4� and the monolayers on the

ultraflat substrate gave a hysteresis of 1�. These different

values of hysteresis reflect the differences in the topog-

raphy of the substrates supporting the monolayers.

Fig. 3a shows the adsorption isotherm for PEO with a

molecular weight (Mw) of 53.5 kDa. PEO has similar

maximum surface excess (Gmax) at low and high bulk

concentrations, which indicates high affinity adsorption

behavior on both surfaces [Eq. 4]. Fig. 3b shows the effect

of molecular weight on the adsorption amount in the

plateau regime for a bulk concentration of 1 ppm. Higher

Mw gives slightly larger adsorption amounts. This is

generally because longer polymer chains can form longer

loops and tails than shorter chains, as predicted by the

Scheutjens–Fleer model.[1] The dependency of adsorption

amount on molecular weight is stronger for shorter chains

and approaches a limit for longer chains. Rough gold

surfaces and ultraflat surfaces possess the same degree of

hydrophobicity but different extents of surface roughness.

Interestingly, plateau adsorption amounts on ultraflat

surfaces are 20–30% lower than that on rough surfaces

for the various molecular weights investigated. These

results indicate that the maximum surface excess of the

polymer increases because of the presence of physical

heterogeneity. This is the first experimental corroboration

of the theoretical predictions that adsorbed amount of a

polymer increases with surface roughness.

The surface area occupied by a PEO chain on the

surface can be estimated from

A ¼ Mw

GmaxNA

ð5Þ

The lower values of Gmax in Fig. 3b for the ultraflat

surfaces lead to higher area per chain and indicate that the

adsorbed polymer chains flatten slightly more on the

smooth substrates relative to the rough surfaces. Because

the spreading of chains on ultraflat surfaces will occur on

time-scales that are characteristic of the polymeric system

and the adsorption conditions, it is useful to analyze the

evolution of G(t). Fig. 3c shows the evolution of G(t) for a

PEO chain (Mw=230.7 kDa) on rough and ultraflat

surfaces. Both adsorption curves resemble the schematic

G(t) shown in Fig. 1b. However, the effect of physical

heterogeneity is clearly revealed in the initial adsorption

rate, which is higher on rough surfaces. Except for a very

short PEO (�10 kDa), the difference D(dG/dt)o is

manifested in the adsorption of several different PEO

ranging from 53.5 to 624 kDa.

Because the adsorption occurs under the same flow and

concentration conditions (i.e., Rm and Cb), the simplified

Eq. 4 cannot be used to interpret the difference D(dG/dt)o.

Instead, the experimental results suggest that

dGðtÞ
dt

� �
o

¼ Cb

Rm þ RbðGÞ
ð6Þ
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is more appropriate for the ultraflat surface and that a

finite resistance Rb due to spreading, attachment, and

penetration of polymer chains leads to a lower initial

rate of adsorption. This conclusion is supported by a dis-

appearance of the difference in initial rate of adsorption as

the bulk concentration Cb and the bulk flow velocity is

increased (Fig. 4). Physically, the polymer flux increases

as J/Cb and km/v1/3. As a consequence of the rapid

transport of chains to the surface, the spreading of the

chains on ultraflat gold during the initial stages of ad-

sorption is suppressed and no difference in initial rate is

observed. Fig. 4 shows that this interplay between

transport effects and reorganization of polymer chains

on the surface is a function of the length of the polymer

chain. In contrast to PEO of Mw=53.5 kDa, it is signif-

icantly harder to suppress the difference in (dG/dt)o by

increasing the convective flux via Cbv1/3 for long chains.

On the other hand, for low molecular weight materials, the

difference in the rate of adsorption is not observed

because of the progressive difficulty in accessing very low

values of Cbv1/3 in the experimental window.

As chain length impacts the structure of the adsorbed

layer, at this stage it is not possible to attribute the var-

iation in kinetic effects with Mw to either the interaction

potential between the polymer and the surface or the time

scale of spreading. While the experiments on physically

heterogeneous surfaces corroborate theoretical predic-

tions, they also underscore the need for development of

new kinetic models that will not only aid in interpreting

Fig. 3 Adsorbed amount of PEO as a function of bulk

concentration in solution (a) and molecular weight (b) on rough

surfaces (squares) and ultra-flat surface (circles). (c) An

illustration of G(t) for PEO adsorption on rough (solid line)

and ultra-flat (dashed line) surfaces.

 

Fig. 4 Plot showing interplay between Mw and convective flux

on the difference in initial rate of adsorption for rough and ultra-

flat surfaces (see text for discussion). Experimental points are

shown as symbols.
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results such as those presented here but also guide newer

experiments for understanding polymer adsorption at an

interface that is heterogeneous on the nanometer scale.

IMPACT OF CHEMICAL HETEROGENEITY

Design of surfaces using SAMs provides a hitherto

unexplored approach to experimentally understand the

effects of chemical heterogeneity of surfaces on polymer

adsorption.[27,28] It is well known that millimeter- or

micrometer-sized patterns in self-assembled monolayers

can be created using techniques such as UV photooxida-

tion, microcontact printing, and micromachining.[29]

However, these patterns are large compared to the typical

dimensions of a polymer chain and not predicted to

dramatically alter the adsorption behavior. Patterning on

length scales smaller than 200 nm using nano-lithography

is possible but impractical for areas as large as 1 cm2 that

are necessary for noninvasive optical measurements of

adsorption. In contrast, mixed SAMs formed by coadsorp-

tion from a mixture of long and short chains [e.g.,

CH3(CH2)9SH (DT) and HOOC(CH2)3SH (MPA)] can

produce quenched heterogeneous surfaces with a statisti-

cal distribution of nanometer-sized domains when the

relative proportion of the two species and the time of

formation is carefully controlled.[30–32]

Fig. 5a shows a low-current STM image of the typical

mixed monolayer used in the polymer adsorption. Bright

domains correspond to areas dominated by a longer meth-

yl-terminated alkanethiol (DT) while the rest of the gold

surface corresponds to regions that are areas rich in the

carboxylic acid terminated MPA. The STM image shows

that the surface consists of isolated DT areas that are as

small as a few nanometer in dimension and also regions

where the DT domains cluster into larger patches. It is

evident that the domains on the surface fall predominantly

between 10 and 100 nm2 in area and that the heteroge-

neous surface is well suited to study polymer adsorption.

Because SAMs of MPA are known[33] to exhibit a pKa

greater than 5, variation of the solution pH can also be

used to control the state of ionization of the acid groups on

the surface and create a patchy distribution of charges on

the surface. Using the heterogeneous SAMs we have

studied the influence of chemical heterogeneity of the

surface on adsorption of two broad classes of polymers:

flexible, linear polymers and globular proteins.

Fig. 5 A mixed SAM showing patchy domains of DT in the STM image before (a) and after image processing (b). The size of the

image is 200�200 nm. Adsorption of (c) P2VP and (d) PEO on homogeneous surfaces of DT (diamonds) and MPA (squares) compared

to adsorption on a patchy surface (circles). Open symbols correspond to pH=4.5 and filled symbols to pH=2.
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Adsorption of Flexible Polymers on
Chemically Heterogeneous Surfaces

A number of polymer–surface combinations are realizable

and therefore experiments have focused on a subset using

nonionic or ionic polymers. The experiments have ex-

plored the adsorption of an uncharged polymer [e.g.,

nonionic PEO or neutral poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) or

neutral poly(acrylic acid)(PAA)] or a charged polymer

(e.g., positively charged P2VP) on a largely neutral heter-

ogeneous surfaces and a neutral polymer (e.g., PEO) on a

surface with heterogeneous distribution of charge.[27,28]

Physically, these combinations represent simplified cases

where no electrostatic contributions to the surface–seg-

ment interaction exist.

Fig. 5c and d shows the typical G(t) for P2VP and PEO

on the chemically heterogeneous surface containing both

DT and MPA sites. A comparison with G(t) on homoge-

neous surfaces of either MPA or DT is also shown. The

kinetic curves show a characteristic shape of a constant

initial rate of adsorption followed by a slow approach to a

plateau. For P2VP adsorption on each type of homoge-

neous surface (MPA or DT) the value of Gmax is almost

four times larger at pH 4.5 (�0.6–1.2 mg/m2) when

compared to the lower pH of 2.0 (�0.15–0.35 mg/m2).

P2VP becomes ionized at the low pH and electrostatic

repulsion between neighboring segments of a charged

polymer chain leads to lower G as accumulation of charge

within the surface layer is not favorable. In contrast, no

effect of pH is observed on the adsorption of PEO and the

G(t) shown in Fig. 5d remains unchanged.

At low pH, the largely hydrophobic backbone of P2VP

is shielded by the hydrophilic (protonated) pyridine group,

which decreases the adsorption affinity to the hydropho-

bic methyl DT surface and results in a Gmax that is lower

than the value observed on MPA. Thus at pH 2.0 the

domains of DT in the heterogeneous surfaces correspond

to sites that are less attractive to P2VP relative to the

surrounding regions of MPA on the surface. In contrast,

at pH 4.5 the DT sites are more attractive relative to the

MPA sites.

The adsorption curves clearly show the effect of

chemical heterogeneity. For both P2VP and PEO the

initial rate of adsorption on the heterogeneous surface is

the same as that observed on the homogeneous surfaces.

Adsorption of either a charged polymer (P2VP at pH2) or

an uncharged polymer (P2VP at pH4.5 and PEO) on a

neutral surface shows that the adsorbed amount Gmax lies

in between the value observed on the two types of

homogeneous surfaces. Thus although the initial kinetics

are not altered dramatically by the presence of heteroge-

neity, the surface heterogeneity does impact later stages of

adsorption. Physically, the intermediate value of Gmax

indicates that the effective surface adsorption energy of

the polymer chain represents some average of the

interactions with the two different sites. The experiments

also suggest that in these simplified physical situations it

does not matter if the minority domains are more or less

attractive than the surrounding areas. Other recent

experiments by Chun and coworkers[28] have shown that

beyond a threshold density of DT sites on the surface, the

adsorbed amount of the polymer depends on the fraction

of heterogeneous sites on the surface.

These first experimental results on compositionally

heterogeneous surface verify theoretical predictions re-

garding polymer adsorption on chemically heterogeneous

surfaces. Van der Linden and coworkers used a self-

consistent lattice model to study the influence of the

degree of clustering of attractive and repulsive sites. On a

surface with a patchwise distribution of chemical sites,

which is similar to the experiments reported here, the

lattice model predicted that the homopolymer adsorption

was proportional to the fraction of adsorbing sites. Fig. 5

demonstrates that the adsorption behavior in a real system

closely matches the lattice model. Zajac and Chakrabarti

used a Monte Carlo simulation to explore the adsorption

of a homopolymer on chemically heterogeneous surfaces

containing 30–50% of sites that were either repulsive to

the polymer or were simply inactive. They predicted that

during the early stages the presence of surface impurities

did not alter the growth kinetics of the adsorbed layer.

However, as chains spread on the surface and competed

for sites, there was a net decrease in the number of chains

that were adsorbed and that the decrease was proportional

to the fraction of inactive or repulsive surface sites. The

kinetic curves of G(t) measured in Fig. 5 corroborate the

predictions from the simulations.

Adsorption of Globular Proteins on
Chemically Heterogeneous Surfaces

Protein adsorption at a surface is ubiquitous in biology

and a critical component of synthetic implants and

biocompatibility. Because of the intrinsic chemical het-

erogeneity of a globular protein and its nanometer size,

the role of surface heterogeneity in protein adsorption is

significant. Therefore we have focused on the adsorption

behavior and morphology of a common protein–bovine

serum albumin (BSA). To better understand the impact of

surface heterogeneity, we also review the adsorption of

BSA on homogeneous surfaces and illustrate the changes

in adsorption as chemical heterogeneity is introduced into

the surface.

Fig. 6a shows adsorption kinetics on chemically ho-

mogeneous surfaces formed using single-component

SAMs of DT, MPA, and MUA (HOOC(CH2)10SH). G(t)

shows that the protein is irreversibly adsorbed on those

model surfaces and that the surface chemical properties
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clearly affect the adsorption amount. The hydrophobicity

of each homogeneous surface in Fig. 6a was probed using

contact angle measurement with water, which gave

yadvancing as 107�, 35�, and 25� for SAMs of DT, MPA,

and MUA, respectively. The plateau values (Gmax)

therefore follow a trend and increase with the hydrophobic

nature of the surface, which is consistent with previous

studies that have reported that the adsorption amount of

BSA is dependent on the hydrophobicity of surfaces.[34,35]

The initial short span of time magnified in Fig. 6a

shows that the chemical properties of the surface influence

not only the adsorption amount but also the adsorption

kinetics, which contrasts with the adsorption behavior of

linear flexible polymers. Fig. 6a also shows that despite

the identical carboxylic acid (COOH) terminal group of

MUA and MPA, the rates of adsorption BSA are vastly

different. These differences in G(t) result from the

combined influence of electrostatic forces and hydropho-

bic interactions that are an intimate part of protein

adsorption. Bovine serum albumin has an isoelectric point

of pH�5 and at the experimental pH of 7.5 the protein is

negatively charged because of the presence of three

domains that have a net charge of �10, �8, and 0,

respectively.[36] The SAMs of MPA and MUA ionize at

pH>5 and can be considered to be largely deprotonated at

a pH of 7.5.[37] In contrast, DT remains neutral in charge.

The slow adsorption rate on deprotonated MUA SAMs is

therefore attributable to the electrostatic repulsion be-

tween the surface and the charged domains of BSA

molecules. Because of the shorter chain length of MPA,

the self-assembled monolayer is more disordered than the

monolayer formed from the longer MUA, where inter-

molecular interactions between the alkanethiol chain lead

to more conformational order. The disorder in the SAMs

formed from MPA causes the exposure of methylene

groups at the interface and this is manifested in the higher

advancing contact angles. We believe that the gradual

increase in the adsorption amount over time to Gmax that is

close to the hydrophobic DT surface results from the

exposure of the methylene groups, which allows hydro-

phobic interaction between the hydrophobic residues on

BSA and the SAMs even with the presence of electrostatic

repulsion. The adsorption of BSA occurs when the

molecule arrives in a preferred orientation, which over-

comes the electrostatic repulsion from the surfaces and the

adsorbed neighboring molecules but results in a slower

rate of adsorption.

Aside from single-component SAMs as model homog-

eneous surfaces, several recent studies have used binary

SAMs to investigate the specific and nonspecific binding

 

Fig. 6 (a) Comparison of the kinetics of BSA adsorption on homogeneous surfaces of DT, MPA, and MUA with the adsorption on

heterogeneous surfaces A and B. Arrow indicates time when washing with pure buffer solution was begun. The time scale at the

beginning of adsorption has been magnified in the plot. (b) Schematic illustration of heterogeneous surfaces with a well-mixed and a

nanometer scale, patch-wise distribution of heterogeneity.
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of proteins and DNA.[38–40] In these studies, the surfaces

were heterogeneous on a ‘‘molecular level’’ with each

component being uniformly dispersed in the ‘‘well-

mixed’’ binary SAMs. Fig. 6b illustrates schematically

the differences between the well-mixed SAMs and the

phase-separated SAMs that contain nanometer-sized

heterogeneous sites distributed in a patchwise manner.

The adsorption of BSA was studied on both types of

heterogeneous surfaces to establish the role of the length-

scale of surface heterogeneity. For comparison with the

patchy heterogeneous surfaces (surface A), well-mixed

SAMs (surface B) were prepared from DT and MUA,

which are similar in chain length and lead to uniformly

dispersed monolayers.[41,42] The advancing contact angles

are 87� and 85� for surfaces A and B, respectively, which

lie in between the values measured on the corresponding

single-component surfaces.

Fig. 6a shows the kinetics of BSA adsorption on sur-

faces A and B. Surprisingly, the plateau value (Gmax) ex-

ceeds that on DT suggesting that adsorption can be en-

hanced by the presence of two well-mixed functional

groups of CH3 and COO� on the surface. The initial rate of

adsorption on the well-mixed heterogeneous surfaces falls

in between the rates on chemically homogeneous surfaces

and once again illustrates the difference in adsorption be-

havior of a globular protein from that of a flexible polymer.

The morphology of the protein (Fig. 7) is one of many

interesting aspects in the study of adsorption. Tapping

mode AFM (TM-AFM) is a common scanning probe

microscopy technique for visualization of biomaterials,

cells, and proteins. Use of TM-AFM minimizes the force

exerted on the surface during imaging, which avoids

possible damage and distortion of the proteins. Fig. 7a

shows that the adsorbed BSA on a DT surface has a

dendrite-like structure of approximately 5 nm in height

and 20 nm in width. A similar morphology was also

observed by Ge and coworkers.[43] In past studies, it was

found that a hydrophobic surface generally causes protein

to unfold or denature upon adsorption and the unfolding

can expose internal hydrophobic sites of the BSA. The

preadsorbed BSA, in turn, provides preferential sites for

adsorption of BSA from bulk solutions. Our experiments

show that the dendrite-like structures form in an extremely

short time (within seconds), which supports the hypothesis

Fig. 7 Tapping mode AFM images of adsorbed BSA on SAMs of homogeneous surfaces of DT (a) and MPA (b) compared with the

adsorbed BSA on well-mixed (c) and patch-wise (d) heterogeneous surfaces.
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that proteins rapidly unfold upon adsorption. Kim and

coworkers have proposed a different mechanism for a

protein such as lysozyme, where clusters of proteins on

the surface are believed to form by diffusion of adsorbed

proteins on the surface.[44] Clearly, more experiments are

needed to reach a definitive conclusion.

The adsorption morphology on surfaces formed by

MPA and MUA (Fig. 7b) shows fluffy and relatively

featureless morphology. Bovine serum albumin is a

globular protein with approximate dimensions of

4�4�14 nm, which indicates that Gmax should be 2.5

mg/m2 for a closely packed protein monolayer in a side-on

orientation and 8.8 mg/m2 in an end-on orientation. The

adsorption amounts on MPA and MUA range from 0.3 to

0.9 mg/m2 (Fig. 6), which are much lower than these

estimates of Gmax. The adsorbed BSA layers are therefore

not continuous when one considers the rigidity of the BSA

molecule resisting total unfolding on hydrophilic sur-

faces.[45,46] However, the individual BSA molecules or

clusters of BSA cannot be clearly imaged due to the

effects of tip-broadening and the chemical interplay

between the SAMs and the BSA layers in tip-surface

forces.[47] In these AFM images, nevertheless, the deep

boundaries of gold grains/terraces can be roughly mapped

out, which suggests that the BSA is likely adsorbed in a

distributed manner on the hydrophilic surfaces.

The AFM images of adsorbed BSA on each type of

heterogeneous surfaces are shown in Fig. 7c and d. While

the adsorption amounts on the well-mixed and patchy

heterogeneous surfaces do not differ significantly, the

morphology of adsorbed BSA layer is strikingly different

although the SAMs possess similar surface energy

(reflected in the comparable values of yadvancing). Com-

parison between Fig. 7a and Fig. 7c shows that when the

surface changes from a hydrophobic (ya�107), methyl-

terminated interface to an interface where CH3 and COO�

are well mixed (ya �86), the morphology of adsorbed

BSA changes from a dendrite-like structure to a network-

like structure. Surprisingly, the TM-AFM image of the

adsorbed BSA on patchy surfaces indicates breakdown

of both dendrite and network structure. Instead, the layer

of BSA shows few distinct features but appears as a

continuous layer (Fig. 7d). When compared to the BSA

layer on a MPA surface (Fig. 7b) where the morphology

was featureless, the image in Fig. 7d shows the presence of

a few holes/depression and occasional high spots. Results

in Fig. 7 underscore the importance of the nanometer scale

of the heterogeneity in surfaces. Recent studies [43,48,49]

have reported adsorption of BSA on phase-separated

Langmuir–Blodgett films where micrometer circular

domains of a methyl o-functionalized organosilane were

formed in a matrix of perfluryl o-functionalized organo-

silanes. The morphology of the adsorbed BSA on each

domain was found to be more or less similar to the

corresponding single component LB film. Fig. 7c and d

demonstrates that the adsorption characteristics of the

BSA are strongly affected by the patchwise distribution of

hydrophobic domains only when the surface heterogeneity

is commensurate in size with the nanometer-sized,

globular protein.

CONCLUSION

The experiments reported here and the agreement with

theoretical studies demonstrate that, in addition to

fundamental insights into adsorption on heterogeneous

surfaces, we can now pursue experimental systems that

exploit the interactions between lateral nanoscale mor-

phology of a surface and an adsorbing polymer chain. For

example, recent simulations have shown that a pattern of

distributed charges on a surface can be recognized during

the adsorption of an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte

chain. Similarly others have predicted that the nanoscale

morphology of a surface and the heterogeneous chemical

interactions with a polymer chain can be used to direct

segregation or patterning within adsorbed layers. The

present strategy of using molecularly designed self-

assembled surfaces for polymer adsorption enables the

exploration of physical phenomena such as biomimetic

recognition and segregation in polymer adsorption on

heterogeneous surfaces and promises both scientific and

technological advances.
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Aerosol Nanoparticles: Theory of Coagulation
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INTRODUCTION

Many important physical properties of natural or man-

made aerosol particles such as light scattering, electro-

static charges, and toxicity, as well as their behavior

involving physical processes such as diffusion, condensa-

tion, and thermophoresis, depend strongly on their size

distribution. An important aerosol behavior mechanism

affecting the size distribution of aerosol particles is

coagulation. Aerosol particles suspended in a fluid may

come into contact because of their Brownian motion, or as

a result of their relative motion produced by external

forces (e.g., gravity, hydrodynamic forces, electrical

forces, etc.). The result is a continuous decrease in

number concentration and an increase in particle size. The

theory of coagulation was originally devised for particles

in liquids and was later extended to aerosols. In the case of

solid particles, the process is sometimes called agglom-

eration, and the resulting particle clusters are known as

agglomerates. Therefore in many basic and applied fields

(e.g., synthesis of nanostructured material via gas-phase

synthesis), the evolution of the particle size distribution

because of coagulation is of fundamental importance

and interest.

Aerosol coagulation is caused by relative motion

among particles. When the relative motion is because

of Brownian motion, the process is called Brownian

coagulation. Brownian coagulation is a spontaneous

and ever-present phenomenon for aerosols. When the

relative motion arises from external forces such as gra-

vity or electrical forces, or from aerodynamic effects,

the process is called kinematic coagulation. Kinema-

tic coagulation includes gravitational coagulation, turbu-

lent coagulation, electrostatic coagulation, etc.

The objective of this chapter is to review the theories

of coagulation describing how particle number concen-

tration and particle size change as a function of time.

To do that, first, an overview of some important coagula-

tion mechanisms is presented. Next, various solution

techniques for the coagulation equation are compara-

tively reviewed.

COAGULATION OF
MONODISPERSE AEROSOLS

When an aerosol contains particles of the same size, it is

called monodisperse, whereas if particles are present in a

variety of sizes, the aerosol is polydisperse. Coagulation

of a monodisperse aerosol was developed for Brownian

coagulation by Smoluchowski.[1] Smoluchowski derived

the monodisperse coagulation equation by solving the

diffusion equation around a single particle, and by

obtaining the flux of other particles toward it. He

assumed that particles adhere at every collision and

that particle size changes slowly. The change in parti-

cle number concentration is represented by the follow-

ing equation:

dN

dt
¼ �2KcoN2 ð1Þ

where N is the number concentration of the particles, t is

the time, Kco (=2pdpD) is the Brownian coagulation

coefficient in the continuum regime, dp is the diameter

of the particles, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the

particles. The diffusion coefficient D is given by the

following Stokes–Einstein equation:

D ¼ kBT

3pmdp

ð2Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute

temperature, and m is the gas viscosity. Using Eq. 2, Kco

in Eq. 1 can be expressed as follows:

Kco ¼
2kBT

3m
ð3Þ

By integrating Eq. 1, the number concentration is deter-

mined as a function of time as follows:

N

No

¼ 1

1þ 2KcoNot
ð4Þ

where No is the initial value for N.
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Because the rate of coagulation is proportional to N2, it

is rapid at high concentrations but decreases as coagula-

tion reduces the concentration of particles. This relation-

ship is shown in Fig. 1, which presents a plot of the

number concentration of a monodisperse aerosol as a

function of time. When the data are replotted as 1/N vs. t, a

straight line is obtained. The quantity 1/N is in units of

cubic centimeters and represents the average gas volume

per particle. The slope of the line is the coagulation

coefficient Kco.

GENERAL COAGULATION EQUATION

In ‘‘Coagulation of Monodisperse Aerosols,’’ the equa-

tions describing coagulation were introduced for a

monodisperse aerosol. We now consider the more com-

plicated situation of polydisperse aerosols where a range

of particle sizes is present. Because the rate of coagula-

tion depends on the range of sizes present, the mathemat-

ics become much more complicated and no explicit

solution exists.

The change in the particle size distribution of a poly-

disperse aerosol by coagulation is represented by the fol-

lowing population balance equation:[2]

@nðv; tÞ
@t

¼ 1

2

Z v

0

bðv� �v;�vÞnðv� �v; tÞnð�v; tÞ

� d�v� nðv; tÞ
Z 1

0

bðv;�vÞnð�v; tÞd�v ð5Þ

where n(v,t) is the particle size distribution function at

time t, and b(v,v�) is the collision kernel for two particles

of volume v and v�. The first term in the right-hand side of

Eq. 5 represents the increase in particles with volumes

between v and (v+dv) from the combination of particles of

volume v�v� and v�. The second term in the right-hand side

of this equation represents the loss of particles with

volumes between v and (v+dv) resulting from the coa-

gulation of particles of volume v and v�. Thus this equa-

tion gives an expression for the net rate of change of

particles whose volumes lie between v and (v+dv). The

collision kernel b(v,v�) is dependent on the collision

mechanism as well as on the particle size of two col-

liding particles.

COLLISION KERNELS

Brownian Coagulation

The Brownian collision kernel can be derived by either

the kinetic theory of gases, or by the continuum

diffusion theory according to particle size. Particles

much smaller than the mean free path length of the

gas molecules behave like molecules, and the kinetic

theory of gases must be used to derive the collision

kernel. In the meanwhile, for the particles much larger

than the mean free path of the gas molecules, the

continuum diffusion theory should be used. Generally,

the Knudsen number Kn (=l/r), with l as the mean

free path length of the surrounding gas molecules and

Fig. 1 Coagulation of monodisperse aerosol particles.
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r as the particle radius, is used to define the particle

size regime.

In the free molecule regime, where the Knudsen

number is larger than about 50, bfm(v,v�) results from the

kinetic theory of gases and is given as:[3]

bfmðv;�vÞ ¼ Kfmðv1=3 þ �v1=3Þ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

v
þ 1

�v

r
ð6Þ

where Kfm=(3/4p)1/6(6kBT/r)1/2 is the Brownian coagu-

lation coefficient for the free molecule regime and r is the

particle density.

In the continuum regime, where the Knudsen number is

smaller than about 1, bco(v,v�) is derived by the continuum

diffusion theory as follows:

bcoðv;�vÞ ¼ Kcoðv1=3 þ �v1=3Þ CðvÞ
v1=3

þ Cð�vÞ
�v1=3

� �
ð7Þ

where C=1+Kn{1.142+0.558 exp(�0.999/Kn)} is the

gas slip correction factor.[4]

The entire transition regime is characterized by

Knudsen numbers in the range of �1<Kn<�50. In the

transition regime, the coagulation rate is described neither

by the continuum diffusion theory nor by the simple

kinetic theory. Fuchs[5] found a semiempirical solution of

the collision kernel by assuming that outside of a certain

distance, namely, an average mean free path of an aerosol

particle, the transport of particles is described by the

continuum diffusion theory including the slip correction,

and that inside the distance, the particles behave like in a

vacuum and the transport is described by the kinetic

theory. The two theories were brought together by

matching the fluxes at the absorbing sphere radius.

This so-called flux matching was the basis for most of

the following theories because of its phenomenological

approach and the guarantee that the collision kernel is

valid over the entire size regime. All theories dealing with

an absorbing sphere use a correction function first

calculated by Fuchs. This function is mainly expressed

as an enhancement of the collision kernel for the

continuum regime including the slip correction:

bBðv;�vÞ ¼ Kcoðv1=3 þ �v1=3Þ CðvÞ
v1=3

þ Cð�vÞ
�v1=3

� �
f ðKnDÞ ð8Þ

where KnD ¼ bcoðv;�vÞ
2bfmðv;�vÞ

and the subscripts ‘‘co’’ and ‘‘fm’’

designate the continuum regime including the slip

correction and the free molecule regime, respectively.

Dahneke[6] described the diffusion process as a mean free

path phenomenon. To obtain the coagulation coefficient,

Dahneke also matched the two fluxes but at a distance

which is the mean free path of the particles. To compare

the different theories, the following general enhancement

function f(KnD) is used:

f ðKnDÞ ¼
1þ B1KnD

1þ B2KnD þ B3Kn2
D

ð9Þ

The coefficients B1, B2, and B3 are given for some theories

in Table 1. By comparing various theories on the collision

kernel in the transition regime, Otto et al.[8] recommended

Dahneke’s theory to be used partially for its simplicity and

partially for its accuracy.

Gravitational Coagulation

Kinematic coagulation is coagulation that occurs as a

result of relative particle motion caused by mechanisms

other than Brownian motion. From this section through

‘‘Electrostatic Coagulation,’’ various kinematic coagula-

tions are introduced.

Particles of different sizes will settle at different rates

under the influence of gravity and thereby create relative

motion between them, which leads to collision and

coagulation. This mechanism is called gravitational

coagulation. The collision kernel by gravitational coagu-

lation is expressed as the following equation when the slip

correction factor is neglected:[9]

bGðv;�vÞ ¼ KGeðr;�rÞðr þ �rÞ2jr2 � �r2j ð10Þ

where KG

�
¼ 2pgr

9m

�
is the gravitational coagulation con-

stant, g is the gravity constant, r is the particle density, m

is the gas viscosity, and r ¼ 3v
4p

� �1=3
h i

and �r ¼ 3�v
4p

� �1=3
h i

are

the radii of the colliding particles. e(r,r�) is the collision

efficiency, which can be expressed as follows:

eðr;�rÞ ¼ 3y2
c

2ðr þ �rÞ2

if r 
 �r; yc ¼ r and if r > �r; yc ¼ �r ð11Þ

When both the Brownian and gravitational coagulations

are significant, the two collision kernels bB and bG are

commonly added to predict the behavior of aerosols. This

simple addition would appear to be based on a physical

Table 1 Coefficients for enhancement function f (KnD)

B1 B2 B3

Fuchs[5] 3

2 _
D12

lp

2
3 _

D12

lp

Fuchs and Sutugin[7] 3

2

2.566 3

Dahneke[6] 1 2 2

Harmonic mean 0 2 0
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picture of each of the mechanisms acting independently

with neither affecting the other, but it would seem that this

is not the case. Thus the combined kernel was suggested

by Simon et al.,[10] and their kernel is plotted in Fig. 2

with the sum kernel and each kernel of the Brownian and

gravitational coagulations. Their kernel describing the

combined effect of Brownian and gravitational coagula-

tions increases the rate of coagulation compared with the

sum kernel in the size range of 0.1–1 mm. On the contrary,

Qiao et al.[12] reported that weak Brownian diffusion, the

effect of which is nonlinearly coupled with gravity, can

act to decrease the coagulation rate.

Turbulent Coagulation

In many physical situations, the flow field in a fluid is

turbulent. There are two ways in which turbulence causes

collisions between neighboring particles. First, there are

spatial variations of the turbulent motion. Because of this

process, collision mechanism is conventionally called

‘‘shear mechanism.’’ Second, each particle moves rela-

tive to the air surrounding it, owing to the fact that the

inertia of a particle is different from that of an equal

volume of air. Because the inertia of a particle depends on

its size, neighboring particles of unequal size will have

different velocities and this will also lead to collisions.

This mechanism is called ‘‘accelerative mechanism.’’

Saffman and Turner[13] derived the following collision

kernel by combining the shear mechanism and the acce-

lerative mechanism:

bTðv1; v2Þ ¼
8p
3

� �1=2

ðr1 þ r2Þ2ðw2
a þ w2

s Þ
1=2

¼ 8p
3

� �1=2

ðr1 þ r2Þ2
"

3 1� rf

rp

 !2

ðt1 � t2Þ2

� Dvf

Dt

� �2

þ 1

5
ðr1 þ r2Þ2

e
n

#1=2

ð12aÞ

where ri [=(3vi/4p)1/3] is the particle radius, rf is the fluid

density, rp is the particle density, e is the turbulent energy

dissipation rate, and n is the kinematic viscosity of the

fluid. The particle relaxation time ti including the

Cunningham slip correction factor Cc,i is defined as:

ti ¼
Cc;ið2rp þ rfÞr2

i

9m
ð12bÞ

where m is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The av-

erage acceleration of eddies in the dissipation range

Fig. 2 Comparison of Brownian and gravitational coagulation kernels. (From Ref. [11].)
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ðDvf=DtÞ2is defined as:[14]

Dvf

Dt

� �2

¼ 1:16e3=2n�1=2 ð12cÞ

The first and second terms in the square root term on the

right-hand side of Eq. 12a represent the accelerative

mechanism and shear mechanism, respectively. Howev-

er, under more vigorous turbulence or with larger

particles, the approaching particles may no longer be

entrained completely by the smallest eddies, so they will

have less correlated velocities.

Recently, Kruis and Kusters[15] analyzed this problem

using a turbulence spectrum, which describes both the

viscous subrange and the inertial subrange. In their work,

the relative particle velocity w is represented by the

following equations:

w2
a ¼ 3ð1� bÞ2v2

f

g
g� 1

�
ðy1 þ y2Þ2 � 4y1y2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ y1 þ y2

ð1þ y1Þð1þ y2Þ

s

ðy1 þ y2Þ

�
(

1

ð1þ y1Þð1þ y2Þ
� 1

ð1þ gy1Þð1þ gy2Þ

)

ð13Þ

w2
s ¼ 0:238bv2

f

v2
1

v2
f

y1

Cc;1
þ v2

2

v2
f

y2

Cc;2
þ 2

v1v2

v2
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y1y2

Cc;1Cc;2

s !

ð14Þ

The root mean square (rms) fluid velocity vf is expressed

as:

v2
f ¼

gðenÞ1=2

0:183
ð15Þ

where g is the spectrum constant, which usually has a

value between 10 and 100. The turbulent energy k (k=3/

2vf
2) and the dissipation rate e are obtained mostly from

fluid dynamic simulations. The added mass coefficient b

is defined as:

b ¼ 3rf

2rp þ rf

ð16Þ

The dimensionless particle relaxation time yi is defined as:

yi ¼
ti

TL

ð17Þ

where TL is the Lagrangian time scale:

TL ¼
0:4v2

f

e
ð18Þ

The rms particle velocity vi, valid in both the viscous and

the inertial subranges of turbulence, is represented as:

v2
i

v2
f

¼ g
g� 1

1þ b2yi

1þ yi

� 1þ b2gyi

gð1þ gyiÞ

� �
ð19Þ

whereas the velocity correlation is (see equation below):

Electrostatic Coagulation

Charged particles may experience either enhanced or

retarded coagulation rates depending on their charges. For

a unipolar aerosol, it is necessary to consider electrostatic

dispersion (i.e., the tendency of charged particles of the

same sign to move away from each other). This dispersion

tends to reduce the concentration of an aerosol, for

example, by causing particles to deposit on the walls of

any containing vessel or nearby surface. In the presence of

particle charging, the collision kernel of particles must be

corrected by:

bEðv1; v2Þ ¼
bnðv1; v2Þ

W
ð21Þ

where the subscript ‘‘n’’ designates neutral particles. The

Fuchs stability function W is given by:[16]

W ¼ expðkÞ � 1

k
; k ¼ z1z2e2

ðr1 þ r2ÞkBT
ð22Þ

where z1 and z2 are the numbers of unit charges contained

in particles, and e is the electron charge. For k>0 (like

charge), W>1 and coagulation is retarded from that for

neutral particles. Conversely, for k<0 (unlike charge),

W<1 and coagulation is enhanced.

v1v2

v2
f

¼ g
g� 1

(
ðy1 þ y2 þ 2y1y2Þ þ bðy2

1 þ y2
2 � 2y1y2Þ þ b2ðy2

1y2 þ y1y
2
2 þ 2y1y2Þ

ðy1 þ y2Þð1þ y1Þð1þ y2Þ

� ðy1 þ y2 þ 2gy1y2Þ þ bgðy2
1 þ y2

2 � 2y1y2Þ þ b2ðg2y2
1y2 þ g2y1y

2
2 þ 2gy1y2Þ

gðy1 þ y2Þð1þ gy1Þð1þ gy2Þ

)
ð20Þ
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SOLUTIONS TO THE
COAGULATION EQUATION

Methods of solving a coagulation equation were summa-

rized by Williams and Loyalka.[17] These methods

range from the discrete (computationally intensive) and

sectional models in which Eq. 5 is transformed into a

number of differential equations, to the less accurate mo-

nodisperse models. Approximate solutions can be found

using the method of moments. Exact solutions for asym-

ptotic limiting cases can be obtained with the self-pre-

serving theory.

Sectional Method

Because solving the coagulation equation with a direct

numerical method is impractical owing to its time-

consuming property, several approximate methods have

been developed. The sectional method developed by

Gelbard et al.[18] is known as a very accurate but

comparatively time-efficient tool. Their model solved a

one-dimensional form of the aerosol general dynamic

equation by dividing the particle size domain into a finite

number of sections by particle volume, and by calculating

the addition and subtraction of particle mass to each

section. The model assumed that particles kept their

spherical shape during growth; therefore the volume

sections corresponded to sections of particle size. How-

ever, as irregular particles have become omnipresent in

nanoparticle production (e.g., generation of titanic or

silica particles by gas-phase reaction), substantial prog-

ress has been made in developing models that account

for irregular particle shape through fractal dimensions.

The volume and surface area of irregularly shaped

particles were chosen as the two particle size dimensions

because these are the most commonly employed powder

properties in engineering applications. Then the two-

dimensional aerosol dynamic equations were solved by

extending a one-dimensional sectional technique to the

two-dimensional space.[19] A two-dimensional particle

size distribution function is defined as nt(v,a), where

nt(v,a)dadv is the number density of particles having a

volume between v and v+dv and a surface area between

a and a+da at time t. For an aerosol that is formed by

gas-phase reaction at high temperatures, the rate of

change in nt(v,a) is given by the rate of simultaneous

coagulation and coalescence (by sintering) among

aerosol particles:[19,20]

@ntðv; aÞ
@t

¼ @ntðv; aÞ
@t

� �
coag

þ @ntðv; aÞ
@t

� �
sint

ð23Þ

The coagulation term in Eq. 23 can be obtained by

extending the classical collision theory to the two-di-

mensional space v,a as:

@ntðv; aÞ
@t

� �
coag

¼ 1

2

Z v

0

y a >
�v

v0

� �2=3

a0 þ
v� �v

v0

� �2=3

a0

 !

Fig. 3 Self-preserving size distribution for Brownian coagulation.
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�
Z �v

v0
a0�

�v
v0

�2=3

a0

b�v;v��vð�a; a� �aÞntð�v; �aÞ

� ntðv� �v; a� �aÞd�ad�v� ntðv; aÞ
Z 1

0

�
Z �v

v0
a0�

�v
v0

�2=3

a0

bv;�vða; �aÞntð�v; �aÞd�ad�v ð24Þ

where v0 and a0 are the volume and surface area, res-

pectively, of the primary particle, which is the smallest

possible particle (e.g., a molecule or a monomer).

The sintering contribution in Eq. 23 is related to the

particle sintering rate through the continuity:[20]

@ntðv; aÞ
@t

� �
sint

¼ � @

@a

da

dt
ntðv; aÞ

� �
ð25Þ

The sintering of solid particles or highly viscous fluids can

be the result of various sintering mechanisms such as

solid-state surface or volume diffusion and viscous flow.

For the mechanism of viscous flow coalescence beyond a

small initial time scale, Hiram and Nir[21] found that the

neck size approaches the radius of the resulting sphere

exponentially. For longer times, this leads to a similar

behavior for the particle surface:[20]

da

dt
¼ � 1

tf

ða� afinalÞ ð26Þ

where afinal is the surface area of the completely fused

sphere of volume v, and tf is the characteristic coalescence

time. The characteristic time for coalescence or sintering

tf is the time needed to reduce by 63% the excess ag-

glomerate surface area over that of a spherical particle

with the same mass.

Therefore by combining Eqs. 23 and 24 and Eqs. 25

and 26, the overall aerosol population balance equation

can be written as:

@ntðv; aÞ
@t

� 1

tf

@

@a
a� v

v0

� �2=3

a0

" #
ntðv; aÞ

 !

¼ 1

2

Z v

0

y a >
�v

v0

� �2=3

a0 þ
v� �v

v0

� �2=3

a0

 !

�
Z �v

v0
a0�

�v
v0

�2=3

a0

b�v;v��vð�a; a� �aÞntð�v; �aÞntðv� �v; a� �aÞ

� d�ad�v� ntðv; aÞ
Z 1

0

Z �v
v0

a0�
�v

v0

�2=3

a0

bv;�vða; �aÞntð�v; �aÞd�ad�v

ð27Þ

Eq. 27 is a two-dimensional partial integrodifferential

equation that needs to be solved numerically. In solving

the conventional one-dimensional coagulation equation, a

sectional model has been developed. The sectional method

proves to be both computationally efficient and numeri-

cally robust, especially in dealing with aerosols having an

extremely large size spectrum. Xiong and Pratsinis[19]

presented a set of M ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) using an efficient ODEs solver.

Self-Preserving Solution

One of the interesting features of coagulation known to

date is that the shape of the size distribution of suspended

particles undergoing coagulation often does not change

after a long time and the distribution becomes self-

preserving.[22–24]

Conventionally, in the self-preserving formulation, the

dimensionless particle volume is defined as:

Z ¼ NðtÞv
fðtÞ ð28Þ

and the dimensionless size distribution density function is

defined as:

CðZÞ ¼ nðv; tÞfðtÞ
N2ðtÞ ð29Þ

Friedlander and Wang[24] obtained the following equation

for the Brownian coagulation in the continuum regime:

ð1þ abÞZ @CðZÞ
@Z

þ ð2ab� bZ1=3 � aZ�1=3ÞCðZÞ

þ
Z Z

0

CðZ� �ZÞCð�ZÞ 1þ Z� �Z
�Z

� �1=3
( )

d�Z ¼ 0

ð30Þ

where a ¼
R1

0
Z1=3CðZÞdZ and b ¼

R1
0

Z�1=3CðZÞdZ.

Friedlander and Wang derived analytical solutions of

Eq. 30, shown in Eqs. 31 and 32, for small Z regime and

for large Z regime, respectively:

CðZÞ ¼ 0:5086

Z1:06
expð1:758Z1=3 � 1:275Z�1=3Þ ð31Þ

CðZÞ ¼ 0:915 expð�0:95ZÞ ð32Þ

Eq. 30 can be solved numerically for the entire Z range.

The results obtained by Friedlander and Wang are shown

in Fig. 3 together with the results of numerical simulations

by Vemury et al.,[25] who solved the coagulation equation

(Eq. 5) using the sectional method of Landgrebe and

Pratsinis.[26] Lai et al.[27] used the above technique to
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derive the self-preserving size distribution for the free

molecule regime.

Wang and Friedlander[28] applied the same method to

the Brownian coagulation either with slip correction or

with simultaneous shear flow. However, in their work,

they had to introduce an unrealistic assumption that some

parameters are special functions of time. Pich et al.[29]

obtained the self-preserving particle size distribution for

the problem of simultaneous coagulation and condensa-

tion, but the similar constraint confined the application of

the solution obtained.

Moment Method

Although the self-preserving size distribution theory

played a very important role for researchers in under-

standing the coagulation mechanism, one shortcoming of

the theory is its inability to resolve the size distribution for

the time period before an aerosol attains the self-

preserving size distribution. Therefore it was still neces-

sary to resort to numerical calculations. However, during

coagulation, the size distribution of particles changes by

the interaction of particles in so many size classes at each

time step that the computing time becomes excessive for

the calculation of the change of size distribution of

particles. To overcome this problem and to accelerate the

computations, much effort has been made. Cohen and

Vaughan[30] succeeded in reducing the coagulation equa-

tion to a set of ODEs for the moments of size distribution.

By choosing a specific functional form for the distribution

of the particle size, they were able to calculate the para-

meters of the size distribution as a function of the three

leading moments. This method, known as the moment

method, has the advantage of simplicity while providing

important information on the change of the size distribu-

tion of aerosol.[31] Therefore the moment method has been

widely applied in the simulation of aerosol coagula-

tion.[32,33] Here, the application of the moment method to

Brownian coagulation of fractal agglomerates,[34] which

are often involved in the synthesis of nanoparticles, is

addressed as an example for the continuum regime where

the slip correction factor is equal to 1.

In the moment method, to represent a polydisperse

aerosol size distribution, the log-normal function (one of

the most commonly used mathematical forms for the

study of the dynamics of particles) is used. The size

distribution density function for particles whose radius is r

for the log-normal distribution is written as:

nðr; tÞ ¼ 1

r

NðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

ln sðtÞ
exp

� ln2fr=rgðtÞg
2 ln2 sðtÞ

� �
ð33Þ

where N(t) is the total number concentration of

particles, s(t) is the geometric standard deviation based

on particle radius, and rg(t) is the geometric number

mean particle radius. For studying the coagulation

problem in which two particles collide to become a

particle whose volume is the sum of the two volumes,

it is convenient to rewrite Eq. 33 in terms of parti-

cle volume:

nðv; tÞ ¼ 1

3v

NðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

ln sðtÞ
exp

� ln2fv=vgðtÞg
18 ln2 sðtÞ

� �
ð34Þ

where vg is the geometric number mean particle

volume. If one obtains the time evolution of the

three parameters N(t), s(t), and vg(t), the particle size

distribution of the coagulating aerosol of interest for

any time t can be constructed using Eq. 34.

The kth moment of the particle size distribution is

written as:

Mk ¼
Z 1

0

vknðv; tÞdv ð35Þ

where k is an arbitrary real number. According to the

properties of a log-normal function, any moment can be

written in terms of M0, vg, and s as follows:

Mk ¼ M0vk
g exp

9

2
k2 ln2 s

� �
ð36Þ

If Eq. 36 is written for k=0, 1, and 2, and subsequently

solved for vg and s in terms of M0, M1, and M2, we have:

ln2 s ¼ 1

9
ln

M0M2

M2
1

� �
ð37Þ

vg ¼
M2

1

M
3=2
0 M

1=2
2

ð38Þ

The collision kernel of fractal agglomerates bF(v,v�)

covering the continuum regimes is represented by the

following expression:[35]

bFðv;�vÞ ¼ Kcoðv1=Df þ �v1=Df Þ 1

v1=Df
þ 1

�v1=Df

� �
ð39Þ

where Kco is defined by Eq. 3, and Df is the mass fractal

dimension, which varies between 1 and 3.[36] Substituting

Eq. 39 into Eq. 5 and integrating from 0 to 1, one can

obtain the following equations using Eq. 35:

dM0

dt
¼ �KcoðM2

0 þM�1=Df
M1=Df

Þ ð40Þ

dM1

dt
¼ 0 ð41Þ
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dM2

dt
¼ 2KcofM2

1 þMðDf�1Þ=Df
MðDfþ1Þ=Df

g ð42Þ

Eq. 41 merely indicates that M1=const. Substituting Eq. 36

for the moments appearing in the right-hand side of

Eqs. 40 and 42, and substituting Eqs. 37 and 38 there-

after, we have the following two equations for k=0 and

2, respectively:

dM0

dt
¼ �Kco M2

0 þM
ð2þð1=D2

f
ÞÞ

0 M
�2=D2

f

1 M
1=D2

f

2

� �
ð43Þ

dM2

dt
¼ 2Kco M2

1 þM
1=D2

f

0 M
ð2�ð2=D2

f
ÞÞ

1 M
1=D2

f

2

n o
ð44Þ

The governing equation has just been converted into a set

of three first-order ODEs. Eqs. 41, 43, and 44 can be

solved using any standard numerical package for solving

first-order ODEs. After M0, M1, and M2 are solved from

Eqs. 43, 41, and 44, respectively, s and vg can be

computed using Eqs. 37 and 38. Subsequently, the size

distribution of the fractal agglomerates for any time can be

constructed using Eq. 34.

Coagulation in Nanoparticle Synthesis

Among the most recent developments in the theoretical

description of gas-to-particle conversion process is the

simultaneous modeling of precursor decomposition, coa-

gulation, and sintering processes in the aerosol, origi-

nally reported by Koch and Friedlander[20] and Kobata et

al.,[37] and refined further by Xiong and Pratsinis,[19]

Xiong et al.,[38] and Tsantilis and Pratsinis[39] using ela-

borate two-dimensional sectional models of the popula-

tion balance equation. In chemical vapor synthesis

(CVS), particles pass through the complete tempera-

ture profile of a hot wall reactor together with the gas

stream. The CVS technique is based on the process of

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), which is widely

employed to prepare coatings at a high level of control

of the growth parameter and, consequently, of the

microstructure. As the process is very important for

basic research and industrial production, the conditions

for CVD growth have been determined for many

material systems. The formation process of nanoparticles

in the gas phase has been studied intensively both

experimentally and theoretically. Many kinetic models

exist to describe the dependence of the particle size on

various synthesis parameters such as partial and total

pressure, temperature, etc. It is of particular interest to

study the particle formation on an atomic scale to un-

derstand the diffusional processes that lead to coagula-

tion and particle rearrangement on the short time scale

of their formation. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation

is used to study the particle formation and the coa-

gulation/sintering processes.

CONCLUSION

Therefore the coagulation of particles suspended in a gas

or a liquid strongly influences the particle size distribution

and is of fundamental interest in a wide range of appli-

cations in science and engineering. In this chapter, some

theories of coagulation are reviewed.

The coagulation of a monodisperse aerosol was studied

for Brownian coagulation by Smoluchowski[1] and the

change of particle number concentration with respect to

time was provided. The general coagulation equation of

polydisperse aerosol particles was introduced and the

collision kernels for Brownian, gravitational, laminar

shear, turbulent, and electrostatic coagulations were

presented. In case of Brownian coagulation, the kinetic

theory and the continuum diffusion theory were used to

derive the collision kernel for the free molecule regime and

the continuum regime, respectively, and the two theories

were brought together by flux matching to produce the

kernel for transition regime. At the end of this chapter,

various solution techniques were introduced including the

sectional method, the self-preserving solution, and the

moment method. The sectional method provides the most

accurate prediction on the size distribution changes. The

self-preserving size distribution theory presents the as-

ymptotic size distribution. The moment method has the

advantage of simplicity while providing important infor-

mation on the change of the size distribution of aerosol.
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INTRODUCTION

Research on polymer nanocomposites based on layered

silicates has exploded over the last decade,[1–5] ever since

the pioneering work of the organoclay–nylon nanocompo-

site by Toyota.[6] The dispersion of the silicate nanolayer

with its high aspect ratio, large surface area, and high

stiffness within a polymer matrix results in significant

improvement of the properties of polymeric materials,

including mechanical properties,[7] barrier properties,[8]

resistance to solvent swelling,[9] ablation performance,[10]

thermal stability,[11] fire retardancy,[11] controlled release

of drugs,[12] anisotropic electrical conductivity,[13] and

photoactivity.[14] Layered-silicate nanocomposites have

great potential for applications, ranging from automotive

and aerospace to food packaging and tissue engineering.

Cost and processability are as important to many applica-

tions as the property improvements.

Epoxy materials have been widely used in adhesives,

coatings, electronic encapsulants, and advanced compo-

sites. Since the Pinnavaia group first extended the nano-

composite concept to epoxy systems,[15] extensive re-

search on layered-silicate epoxy nanocomposites has been

carried out.[16–45] This paper is the summary of some of

the past research and latest research in our group, which

focus on layered-silicate epoxy nanocomposites for

aerospace applications. The aerospace epoxy used in the

study is made from Shell Epon 862 with Epi-Cure curing

agent W. This epoxy system has a high glass transition

temperature (Tg), good mechanical and physical perfor-

mance characteristics, and low viscosity, and involves

non-4,4’-methylenedianiline aromatic amines. The com-

patibility of organoclays with aerospace epoxy resin and

the preparation of the nanocomposite were studied. Small-

angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) were used to characterize the mor-

phology of the nanocomposites. The properties of the

nanocomposite, including the dynamic and static mechan-

ical property and survivability in aggressive environments

such as oxygen plasma, were measured. The integrated

study of in situ SAXS, differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC), and rheology provides information about the

viscosity development and processing window, as well as

the morphology development and exfoliation mechanism.

Morphology development behavior for the epoxy nano-

composites as a function of curing agents, including

Jeffamine and curing agent W, is discussed. In addition,

epoxy nanocomposites as primer layer for aircraft coat-

ings for improved anticorrosion properties are described.

LAYERED SILICATE AND
LAYERED ORGANOSILICATE

There are many layered silicates, including montmoril-

lonite, illite, vermiculite, hectorite, beidellite, magadiite,

kenyaite, kanemite, and crystolite. Among them, mont-

morillonite is the most popular choice for layered-silicate

polymer nanocomposites. Natural sodium montmoril-

lonite is an aluminosilicate composed of two silica tet-

rahedral sheets and one alumina octahedral sheet with

strong covalent bonding within the sheets and weak

bonding between the layers. Sodium montmorillonite is

hydrophilic in nature and is not compatible with generally

hydrophobic organic polymers. However, the weak bond-

ing between the layers makes the cations in the gallery

of the layered silicate easily exchangeable. Cations are

typically used for nanocomposites with alkyl ammonium.

The organic ammonium pendent group on these ex-

changed cations renders the layered silicate hydrophobic,

thus compatible with the polymer matrix. One measure

of the hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature of materials is the

value of surface tension g� (electron donor).[46] Materials

that have a gLW (Liftshitz–van der Waals) value of about

40 mJ/m2 with g� higher than 28 mJ/m2 are hydrophobic;

at g� smaller than 28 mJ/m2, they are hydrophobic.[46]

For Wyoming sodium montmorillonite (SWy-1), the gLW

and g� values are 42.9 and 36.7 mJ/m2; thus this material
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is hydrophilic in nature and is incompatible with epoxy.

When the native sodium cation is exchanged with an am-

monium cation, the charged end of the ammonium cation

maintains contact with the silicate nanolayer surface,

whereas the alkyl tail is directed away from the silicate

nanolayer surface. This results in a reduction of g�

value. The actual reduction depends on the alkyl chain

length. For SWy-1, the gLW and g� values are 41.7 and

36.2 mJ/m2 for NH4
+-montmorollonite, 41.2 and 9.8

mJ/m2 for n-C6H12NH3
+-montmorollonite, 39.4 and 7.7

mJ/m2 for n-C8H17NH3
+-montmorollonite, and 39.6 and

6.0 mJ/m2 for n-C12H25NH3
+-montmorollonite.[46] Thus

it appears that the organoclay with six-carbon alkyl

chain length can still be compatible with epoxy, al-

though it is generally thought that longer alkyl chains

in the pendent group are preferred for compatibility

with polymers.

Based on this, an investigation of the effect of al-

kyl chain length on interplanar spacings of layered-sil-

icate epoxy nanocomposites was conducted on four

synthetic organoclays, including SC6 (n-C6H13NH3
+-

montmorillonite), SC8 (n-C8H17NH3
+-montmorillonite),

SC12 (n-C12H25NH3
+-montmorillonite), and SC18 (n-

C18H37NH3
+-montmorillonite), and on one commercial

organoclay, I.30E, from Nancor. Organoclays SC6, SC8,

SC12, and SC18 were prepared by the treatment of

sodium montmorillonite with HCl and primary amine (n-

hexylamine or n-octylamine or n-dodecylamine or n-

octadecyl amine, respectively). Wide-angle x-ray diffrac-

tion (WAXD) studies show that the interplanar spacings

of original sodium montmorillonite (SNA), SC6 (n-

C6H13NH3
+-montmorillonite), SC8 (n-C8H17NH3

+-mont-

morillonite), SC12 (n-C12H25NH3
+-montmorillonite), and

SC18 (n-C18H37NH3
+-montmorillonite) are 12.1, 13.0,

13.2, 16.5, and 18.7 Å, respectively. The interplanar

spacings of these organoclays increase with increasing

alkyl chain length of the pendent group.

AEROSPACE EPOXY NANOCOMPOSITES

There are three typical morphologies when a polymer is

associated with organically modified layered silicates:[1–5]

1) traditional microcomposite—the polymer chain cannot

penetrate inside the gallery of the layered silicate, re-

sulting in a phase-separated composite; 2) intercalated

nanocomposite—the polymer chains penetrate inside the

gallery of the layered silicate and expand the nanolayers,

resulting in a well-ordered multilayer morphology with

alternating polymeric and silicate layers; and 3) exfoliated

nanocomposite—the individual silicate nanolayers are

completely separated and uniformly dispersed in a con-

tinuous polymer matrix. This is an ideal situation and

perfect morphology. Among the most reported exfoliated

nanocomposites, there exist mixed morphologies with

combinations of exfoliation and intercalation. The mor-

phology can be determined by x-ray diffraction and

transmission electronic microscopy.

There are three main approaches to fabricating layered-

silicate polymer nanocomposites:[3,4] 1) in situ intercala-

tive polymerization—the organosilicate is swollen in the

liquid monomer, the monomer penetrates inside the

gallery of the layered silicate, and the polymerization

takes place inside the gallery; 2) exfoliation adsorption

(solvent-assisted)—the organosilicate is mixed with the

solvent, which can penetrate inside the gallery of the

organosilicate, enlarge the gallery of the silicate nano-

layers to expansion, or delaminate the silicate nanolayers.

Simultaneously, the polymer can also dissolve in this

solvent. When the mixture of organosilicate and solvent is

combined with the polymer, the polymer can penetrate

inside the gallery of the silicate nanolayers. The solvent

can then be evaporated, leaving the nanocomposite; and

3) melt intercalation—the polymer is heated into the mol-

ten state and then mixed with organosilicate. The polymer

will penetrate inside the gallery of the silicate nanolayers

to expand the gallery to form the nanocomposite. In situ

intercalative polymerization involves chemical reactions,

whereas exfoliation adsorption and melt intercalation are

primarily physical. Epoxy nanocomposites are generally

prepared by in situ intercalative polymerization.[15–45]

The aerospace epoxy used in the study to be referenced

is made from Shell Epon 862 (diglycidylbisphenol-F) with

Epi-Cure curing agent W (diethyltoluenediamine). The

desired amount of organoclay was added to the Epon 862.

The organoclay/Epon 862 mixture was stirred at elevated

temperature, then the stoichiometric amount of curing

agent W was added to the mixture. The resulting mixture

was degassed, cast in the mold, and cured at 121�C for

2 hr and at 177�C for another 2 hr, then cooled to room

temperature overnight. DSC studies confirm that all of the

nanocomposites were fully cured. All the organoclays,

including SC6, SC8, SC12, SC18, and I.30E, can form

transparent nanocomposites with the epoxy resin con-

firming the good compatibility of these organoclays with

the Epon 862/W system. It appears that that the six-carbon

alkyl chain length can render the clay nanolayers suf-

ficiently hydrophobic to be compatible with the epoxy

resin, consistent with what the g� of the SC6 indicates.

MORPHOLOGY CHARACTERIZATION

WAXD studies show no peak with 2y down to 2� for all of

the aerospace epoxy nanocomposite samples even with

organoclay loading as high as 15%, indicating a large

interplanar spacing (>44 Å). The SAXS of Epon 862/

curing agent W with different concentrations of I.30E

(1%, 3%, 6%, 10%, and 15%) is shown in Fig. 1. SAXS

study indicates that the interplanar spacings of all the
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nanocomposites with 3% and 6% different organoclay

loadings are more than 100 Å, and are 88 and 69 Å for

10% I.30E/Epon 862/W and 15% for I.30E/Epon 862/W

nanocomposites, whereas the original interplanar spacing

of the organoclays is in the range of 13–23 Å. The large

increase in the interplanar spacing is because of the

penetration of the epoxy resin inside the gallery and the

expansion of the gallery of the organoclay. This also

demonstrates that the dispersion of the nanolayers of the

organoclay in the epoxy matrix is pretty good. Even at

10% I.30E loading, which is generally considered a very

high loading in nanocomposites, the SAXS data still

indicate good dispersion of clays in the matrix.

TEM provides direct imaging of the morphology of

nanocomposites. The TEM image of cured 10% I.30E/

Epon 862/W nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 2. The dark

lines are the cross sections of the silicate nanolayers. The

original aggregates of the organoclay were disrupted, and

the nanometer-thick individual sheets were well dispers-

ed in the epoxy resin. Although some nanolayers are

disordered, others preserve the original ordered structure

separated by approximately 10 nm, consistent with the

SAXS results. The image also indicates that there still

exist some ordered structures with disordered structure

and some pure polymer domains. The TEM image of the

cured 3% SC6/Epon 862/W nanocomposite is shown in

Fig. 3. The interplanar spacing between the nanolayers of

the ordered gallery is �15 nm, consistent with the SAXS

results (a weak 001 reflection at 140 Å). The dispersions

of the layers are very good. However, it is still not strictly

an exfoliated nanostructure; rather, it is partially exfoli-

ated with some intercalated structures of very large

interplanar spacings (�15 nm).

PROPERTIES OF AEROSPACE
EPOXY NANOCOMPOSITES

The storage modulus and tan d curves obtained through

dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) of pure Epon 862/W

and 1% I.30E/Epon 862/W, 6% I.30E/Epon 862/W, and

10% I.30E/Epon 862/W nanocomposites are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5. The DMA data indicate that the increase in

the storage modulus of the nanocomposites with different

organoclays (1%, 3%, 6%, 10%, and 15% I.30E; 3% SC6;

6% SC8; 6% SC12; and 6% SC18) ranges from 15% to

35% in the glass state and from 15% to 300% in the rubber

state. The increase of the storage modulus is attributed to

the high aspect ratio and relatively high stiffness of the

silicate nanolayers in the epoxy matrix. Based on the tan d
curve, the glass transition temperatures of the nanocom-

posites are from 152�C to 155�C, compared with 154�C
of the pure Epon 862/W, except for the 143�C for the 15%

I.30E/Epon 862/W nanocomposite. The decrease for
Fig. 2 TEM image of cured 10% I.30E/Epon 862/W

nanocomposite.

Fig. 3 TEM images of cured 3% SC6/Epon 862/W nanocom-

posite.

Fig. 1 SAXS of Epon 862/curing agent W with different

concentrations of I.30E (1%, 3%, 6%, 10%, and 15%). (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the 15% I.30E/Epon 862/W nanocomposite perhaps is

caused by the less homogeneous dispersion of the

organoclay because of the high concentration of I.30E

in the nanocomposite and plasticization effect from

the organoclay.

Flexural data from three-point flex testing performed at

room temperature and at high temperature (250�F) are

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The flexural modulus of the epoxy

is significantly increased because of the organoclays by as

much as 85%, with 10% I.30E loading. The improvement

in modulus is perhaps because of the good dispersion of

the stiffer clay nanolayers in the epoxy matrix, which may

transfer and carry more load. However, the strength of the

nanocomposites is decreased compared with that of the

pristine epoxy resin. The results are similar to the those for

the epoxy system reported by Zerda and Lesser[26] and

Yasmin et al.[44] Strength is more sensitive to the interface

and to defects than modulus. The small reduction of

strength may be partially attributed to the weak interface

between the clay nanolayer and the epoxy because there is

no covalent bonding in the interface between the nanoclay

and the epoxy matrix. One of the key factors to improv-

ing the strength of the nanocomposite is the enhancement

of the interfacial interaction between the polymer matrix

and the layered silicates. Another possible reason for

the reduction is the possible existence of nanovoids inside

the nanocomposite system.[44] The data also show that the

reduction of flex strength of the nanocomposites at el-

evated temperature is much smaller than that seen

by the pristine polymer. Interestingly, the strength of

some of the nanocomposites is higher than that of pure

resin at 250�F. The cause for this significant phenomenon

is under investigation.

The survivability of the nanocomposites in extreme

environments may be improved and was assessed here via

exposure to oxygen plasma.[47] Oxygen plasma contains

Fig. 4 Storage modulus vs. temperature of cured pure Epon

862/W and 1% I.30E/Epon 862/W, 6% I.30E/Epon 862/W, and

10% I.30E/Epon 862/W nanocomposites. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Tan d curve of cured pure Epon 862/W and 1% I.30E/

Epon 862/W, 6% I.30E/Epon 862/W, and 10% I.30E/Epon

862/W nanocomposites. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Flexural modulus of the pure Epon 862/W and

nanocomposites at room temperature and 250�F. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Flexural strength of the pure Epon 862/W and

nanocomposites at room temperature and 250�F. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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many species that are extremely strong oxidants and to

which polymeric materials are vulnerable. The surface

erosion thicknesses after a 5-hr exposure to oxygen

plasma are 34 and 22 mm for the pure Epon 862/W and 6%

for the I.30E/Epon 862/W nanocomposites, respectively,

when they were exposed to oxygen plasma. Under this

environment, the surface erosion rate of the nanocompo-

site is retarded compared with that of pure epoxy resin. A

possible mechanism for the improved survivability is the

ability of the nanocomposite to form intact inorganic

layers when exposed to oxygen plasma.[47] The preferen-

tial oxidation of polymers and the corresponding enrich-

ment of the nanoscale-layered silicates on the surface

result in the formation of a ceramic-like inorganic layer,

which retards the penetration of the oxygen plasma, thus

slowing further degradation. Thus the incorporating

organoclays in polymer matrices could increase the

survivability of resulting composites in aggressive aero-

space environments.

PROCESSING AND
MORPHOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

DSC studies show that the onset temperatures of poly-

merization are much lower for the Epon 862/W with

organoclays than those for pure Epon 862/W (�65–100�C
vs. 122�C). The catalytic effect is likely because of the

acidity from the ammonium (RNH3
+) group of the pen-

dent group from the organomontmorillonite.[15,18,19,39,40]

The mechanism for the catalytic effect that the organoclay

has on the epoxy polymerization may be explained as

follows: The proton from the ammonium (RNH3
+) forms a

cation with the glycidyl group, causing the functional

group to become more electrophilic, which becomes more

easily attacked by the nucleophilic curing agent amine.

Thus the pendent group (RNH3
+) inside the gallery

will catalyze the polymerization of the epoxy resin,

resulting in cross-linking of the epoxy resin inside the

gallery at relatively lower temperatures than those outside

the gallery.

The addition of particles to a polymer generally

increases its viscosity. If the organoclay significantly

increases the viscosity of the epoxy resin, processing rates

for aerospace composites, such as in resin transfer

molding, may be difficult. The viscosity-vs.-temperature

curves of the Epon 862/W mixture, the 3% SC6/Epon 862/

W mixture, and the 10% I.30E/Epon 862/W mixture,

when heated at 2�C/min, is shown in Fig. 8. The complex

viscosity of the epoxy resin with organoclays (23 P for 3%

SC6/Epon 862/W and 30 P for 10% I.30E/Epon 862/W

mixture at 30�C) is slightly higher than that of Epon 862/

W (11 P at 30�C). For the sample with 3% SC6 loading,

the viscosity is increased very slightly from 0.6 P at 90�C

to 2.7 P at 140�C, increased significantly from 7.6 P at

150�C to 108 P at 160�C, and increased very rapidly from

254 P at 161�C to 90,200 P at 165�C and to 4.6�105 P at

170�C. This trend is similar to that seen for the 10% I.30E/

Epon 862/W mixture. The viscosity is increased slightly

from 0.7 P at 90�C to 4.2 P at 140�C, increased

significantly from 8.4 P at 145�C to 110 P at 152�C,

and increased again rapidly from 377 P at 155�C to 1900 P

at 160�C and to 6.2�105 P at 170�C. For the sample of

pure Epon 862/W mixture, the complex viscosity is

increased very slightly to 2.1 P at 160�C, increased

significantly from 2.1 P at 160�C to 43 P at 167�C, and

very rapidly from 430 P at 168�C to 13,192 P at 170�C
and to 5.9�105 P at 180�C. The rapid increase of the

viscosity for the 3% SC6/Epon 862/W and 10% I.30E/

Epon 862/W mixture at relatively low temperatures

is related to the catalytic effect for the polymerization

from the organoclay. Therefore, the incorporation of the

organoclay into the epoxy resin does increase the vis-

cosity not only because of the expected effect of parti-

cles, but also through the catalytic effect of the organo-

clays. However, the increase of the complex viscosity

is limited and the processing window for the 3% SC6/

Epon 862/W mixture and 10% I.30E/Epon 862/W mix-

ture is still quite wide. This is important for subsequent

composite processes.

In situ SAXS can be used to monitor the morphology

development of the nanocomposites; here, some typical

data of a 3% SC6/Epon 862/W mixture heated up at 2�C/

min obtained at the National Synchrotron Light Source at

the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Beamline X27C

are shown in Fig. 9. SAXS data show that the initial

interplanar spacing of the mixture is �85 Å compared

with the original interplanar spacing of SC6 at 13.0 Å.

This increase of the interplanar spacing is because of the

penetration of epoxy resin into and the expansion of the

Fig. 8 Complex viscosity of the mixtures of pure Epon 862/W,

3% SC6/Epon 862/W, and 10% I.30E/Epon 862/W heated at

2�C/min. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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gallery of the organoclay. The larger expansion of the

interplanar spacing for 3% SC6/Epon 862/W mixture (85

Å), compared with that of 3% SC12/Epon 862/W mixture

(35 Å),[40] is due perhaps to the smaller pendent group of

SC6, which makes the migration of the epoxy resin inside

the gallery relatively easier. SAXS data coupled with

thermal analysis can provide insights into the morphology

development mechanisms during the curing process of

layered-silicate epoxy nanocomposites. When the tem-

perature is elevated from 60�C to 80�C, the peak cor-

responding to the interplanar spacing between the nano-

layers remains fairly constant. During this period, there

is almost no polymerization occurring, and the heating

role in the expansion of the gallery of the nanoclay is

very limited. From 80�C to 100�C, the increase of the

interplanar spacing is still fairly limited. This is not

unexpected as the onset temperature of curing for this

mixture occurs at approximately 85�C based on DSC

studies; polymerization is just beginning in this temper-

ature region. From 100�C to 170�C, the peak cor-

responding to the interplanar spacing is shifted first

gradually and then quickly from �97 to �176 Å, and

the intensity of the peaks increases gradually as well. The

quick polymerization in the intragallery because of the

catalytic effect from the pendent group in the intragallery

results in the consumption of the epoxy monomer inside

the gallery and enhances the migration of more epoxy

monomers from extragallery to intragallery, thus enhanc-

ing the continued expansion of the intragallery. In ad-

dition, the exothermal heat of curing provides additional

energy to that from the process-imposed heating to help

expand the nanoclay sheets. Based on rheological studies

(Fig. 8), the viscosities for the 3% SC6/Epon 862/W

mixture are 0.8 P at 100�C, 0.9 P at 120�C, 1.1 P at 130�C,

7.6 P at 150�C, 108 P at 160�C, 254 P at 161�C, 1303 P at

162�C, and 90,200 P at 165�C. The low viscosity of the

epoxy resin from 100�C to 160�C guarantees that the

epoxy resin can easily migrate from extragallery to

intragallery. With an increase in temperature, curing of

the epoxy resin both intragallery and extragallery results

in increasingly high viscosities (4.6�105 P at 170�C, and

8.7�105 P at 180�C). The epoxy is eventually almost

fully cured with a viscosity of 1.0�106 P at 190�C, and

the material surrounding the nanolayers of the organoclay

at this point is rigid. Ultimately, the interplanar spacing

between the nanolayers is around 190 Å at 200�C.

Differences in the nanostructural evolution between the

above-discussed SC6/Epon 862/W mixture and the previ-

ously studied SC12/Epon 862/W can be observed. The

nanostructural or morphological evolution for the SC6-

based nanocomposite was via a gradual ordered expan-

sion of the galleries. In contrast, the SC12/Epon 862/W

mixture morphological evolution occurs in stages, and

experiences a transition from ordered to disordered and

then back to order structure.[39] For the SC12/Epon 862/W

system, the initial interplanar spacing is 35 Å after mixing.

During initial curing, the silicate layers are distorted as the

intragallery epoxy polymerizes and the outside resin

infuses into the gallery through the tactoids edges. The

SAXS data show an apparent loss of the peak associated

with the initial spacing as the number of ordered scatterers

is reduced because of resulting curvature of the nano-

sheets. As more and more epoxy migrates, the gallery

makeup becomes more homogenous, the curvature is

reduced, and the ordered (registered) structure is regained.

For the SC6/Epon 862/W system, the original interplanar

spacing is on the order of�85 Å after mixing. In this case,

the mixing step brings sufficient epoxy into the galleries

as the epoxy is less impeded by the shorter alkyl chains

(six-carbon chain in SC6 vs. 12-carbon chain in SC12);

this results in an almost homogeneously filled gallery

prior to heating. Therefore at the onset of polymerization,

no distortion occurs and registry is maintained as the

organoclay tactoid expands.

In summary, based on in situ SAXS studies, the

exfoliation mechanism is seen to take place during curing.

This important phenomenon enables low viscosity during

the mixing processes and the ultimate formation of the

nanoscale morphology during the curing steps of a pro-

cess. This is vital to ultimate processability and manu-

facturability of nanotailored reinforced composites for

aerospace applications.

MORPHOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF EPOXY
NANOCOMPOSITES WITH DIFFERENT
CURING AGENTS

The nature of the selected curing agent plays a role in the

morphology development of epoxy nanocomposites.

Fig. 9 The in situ SAXS of the mixture of 3% SC6/Epon

862/W heated at 2�C/min. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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When Epon 828 is mixed with organoclay SC18, Epon

828 penetrates inside the gallery of the organoclay. The

SC18/Epon 828 mixture has a very ordered intercalated

structure with an interplanar spacing of �35 Å compared

with the original interplanar spacing of �18 Å of the

SC18. When the mixture of SC18/Epon 828 was mixed

with Jeffamine D230 or Jeffamine D400 curing agents and

held for 30 min at room temperature, SAXS showed

no peaks (Fig. 10). This indicates that Jeffamine D230

can easily penetrate into the gallery of the organoclay,

therefore causing separation of the nanolayers and ex-

foliation. The SAXS shows the same pattern for fully

cured systems. When the SC18/Epon 828 mixture was

mixed with Jeffamine D2000 and held for 30 min at room

temperature, SAXS showed the ordered nanolaminated

structure with interplanar spacings of �55 Å (Fig. 10),

again because of the penetration of the Jeffamine D2000

into the gallery of the organoclays and the expansion of

the gallery. However, the larger molecular weight of

Jeffamine D2000 and the size of the molecule reduced its

mobility and penetration into the gallery; therefore an

intercalated—instead of an exfoliated—structure is

obtained. When the SC18/Epon 828/D2000 mixture was

held in 60�C for 3 hr, SAXS showed no peaks (Fig. 10).

The high temperature increased the mobility of the

Jeffamine D2000 molecule, easing penetration of the

gallery and causing the separation of the nanolayers. For

the mixture of SC18/Epon 828 with curing agent W,

SAXS indicates almost no change of the ordered nano-

laminated structure and the interplanar spacings remain

essentially constant at �35 Å (Fig. 10). This suggests that

curing agent W is not compatible with the gallery of or-

ganoclays, and that there is no or very little penetration of

it into the gallery. Exfoliation for the SC18/Epon 828/W

system took place during heatup. These observations

demonstrate the role that curing agents may play in

morphology development. Curing agent W is an aromatic

amine containing an aromatic group, whereas the Jeffa-

mine is a polyoxypropyleneamine curing agent containing

oxygen with a more flexible chain. Simultaneously, the

organoclay contains siloxane backbone with many oxygen

atoms inside, which perhaps makes it more compatible

with Jeffamine. Such properties and nature of different

curing agents cause different exfoliation behaviors for

epoxy nanocomposites.

EPOXY NANOCOMPOSITE AS PRIMER
LAYER FOR AIRCRAFT COATING

Nanocomposites offer significant barrier properties, as

observed by many researchers to date. Corrosion protec-

tion requirements of modern aircraft coating systems

become increasingly demanding, and environmental as

Fig. 10 SAXS of SC18/Epon 828 with SC18/Epon 828/D230, SC18/Epon 828 with SC18/Epon 828/D400, SC18/Epon 828 with SC18/

Epon 828/D2000 after 30 min and 3 hr, and SC18/Epon 828 with SC18/Epon 828/W. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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well as performance enhancements are sought. The

incorporation of nanoclays into epoxy primers offers op-

portunities to develop environmentally benign, improved

anticorrosion protection, which may provide new appli-

cations for nanocomposites. The most common primer

layer for aircraft coatings is epoxy based on Epon 828

(diglycidylbisphenol-A) with Epi-Cure curing agent

8290-Y-60 [polyethylene polyamine adduct (60) and 2-

propoxyethanol (40)]. Epon 828 with Jeffamine D400

curing agent is a model for such primers, and a 2.5%

SC18/Epon 828/D400 nanocomposite achieves an essen-

tially exfoliated morphology. This system has very high

barrier resistance for anticorrosion protection and can be

cured at room temperature within a week, similar to the

Epon 828/curing agent 8290-Y-60 system. Corrosion

performance was assessed through exposure of AA2024-

T3-coated panels to dilute Harrison’s solution (a mixture

of 0.05% sodium chloride and 0.35% ammonium sul-

phate) for 24 hr, followed by potentiodynamic polariza-

tion scans.[45] The corrosion current was 0.4 pA for pure

Epon 828/D400, which is representative of very good

barrier properties. The 2.5% SC18/Epon 828/D400 nano-

tailored coating exceeded the epoxy with a corrosion

current of 0.2 pA. The improvement in the barrier

properties of the SC18/Epon 828/D400 coating is attrib-

uted to the dispersion of the platy nanolayers in the epoxy

matrix and the resulting tortuous path that they provide

for fluids. Nanotailored epoxies and nanocomposites of-

fer promise for anticorrosion coatings as well as any

polymeric material that requires improved barrier prop-

erties or reduced permeability.

CONCLUSION

Both commercially available organoclay (I.30E) and

synthetic organoclays (SC6, SC8, SC12, and SC18) are

compatible with aerospace epoxy resins such as those

studied here. Characterizations of the nanocomposites

from WAXD, SAXS, and TEM confirm that their nano-

structure can achieve interplanar spacings larger than 100

Å—5–10 times the original organoclay spacings. Even

loadings as high as 10% (I.30E) can reach relatively large

interplanar spacings as confirmed by scattering and TEM

studies. Selection of organoclay treatment is critical

because it can affect both the math of morphology de-

velopment during cure processing as well as the final

interplanar spacings. Selection of curing agent can also

affect nanostructure morphology. Nanomodified epoxies

offer properties that are appropriate to many aerospace

applications. The modus of the nanocomposite is signif-

icantly increased over the baseline epoxy from 15% to

35% in the glass state and to 300% in the rubber state,

depending on loading as expected. The increase of the

storage modulus is attributed to the high aspect ratio and

high stiffness of the silicate nanolayers in the epoxy

matrix. The change in the Tg for the nanocomposite

compared with the pure epoxy resin is insignificant.

For the materials reported here, the flex strength of the

nanocomposites is decreased compared with that of the

pristine epoxy resin. This reduction of strength is perhaps

attributed to the weak interface between the clay nano-

layer and the epoxy resin—an area to be further addressed.

Surprisingly, the strength at high temperature (250�F) of

some nanocomposites can be greater than that of pure

resin, which may allow for more effective utilization of

polymer composites in high-temperature environments.

The survivability of aerospace epoxy resins under oxygen

plasma and perhaps other extreme environments can be

improved through nanotailoring by organoclays as the

resulting nanocomposite materials can form inorganic

barrier layers. Anticorrosion and other permeability-de-

pendent properties may lead to some near-term aerospace

applications. For all properties, nanostructure morphology

plays a role.

Processability of nanotailored resins is a factor for

many current advanced composite fabrication methods.

Initial in-depth studies indicate that nanostructural evo-

lution and viscosity development lend themselves to

composite processes. The quick polymerization in the

intragallery because of the catalytic effect from the

pendent group results in the consumption of the epoxy

monomer inside the gallery and makes the migration of

more epoxy monomers from extragallery to intragallery,

thus causing the expansion of the intragallery during the

early stages of processing when viscosity is low. In

addition, the exothermal heat from curing provides extra

energy, in addition to energy from heating, to help expand

the nanoclay sheets. Because the development of exfoli-

ated morphology takes place during the cure for epoxy, as

opposed to during the mixture processing step as in the

case of thermoplastics, the impact of the organoclay on

viscosity during the processing of epoxy nanocomposites

is minimized. This is a very attractive attribute from the

viewpoint of processing.

Ultimate control of properties through fundamental

understanding of process morphology and nanoscale mor-

phology properties is key to aerospace applications.

Although there are many opportunities that may open up

as a result of the insight into nanotailoring of epoxies

through organoclays obtained through studies such as

those reported and referenced here, many material devel-

opments will be required to fully exploit nanocomposites

for the aerospace community, such as interface modifica-

tions, and validated analytical predictive tools will

eventually be required to guide such material development

as well as to predict their long-term performance.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of anions to template the formation of new

supramolecular entities is a relatively new approach to

self-assembly, but one that is expanding the available

number of noncovalent and coordinate bonding motifs for

the construction of new interlocked materials and new

supramolecular nanoarchitectures.[1–5] Transition metal-

directed approaches (e.g., using a transition metal to

template catenane formation) rely on the directionality of

the coordination sphere of the metal to define the

geometry of the new self-assembled entity. Hydrogen

bonds to anions are also directional in nature,[6] and this,

combined with the range of geometries that anions

possess, allows them to be used to template a variety of

new organic supramolecular species. The range of anion

geometries has also allowed anionic species to be em-

ployed in templating roles in the formation of inorganic

clusters and new materials.

This chapter focuses on ‘‘inorganic’’ systems, subdi-

vided by the type of metal cation used. Readers interested

in organic systems are directed to the article on ‘‘Anion-

Templated Self Assembly: Organic Compounds,’’ keep-

ing in mind that there are many overlaps between these

categories and this division is intended only as an aid to

the reader.

INORGANIC ANION-TEMPLATED SYSTEMS

Vanadium

Müller and coworkers have extensively investigated the

roles anions can play in templating the formation of

structures from linked Vn+Ox polyhedra.[7] Specifically,

Müller and coworkers have shown that anionic templates

such as nitrate and acetate can control the linking of these

species.[8,9] For example, different shell-like clusters were

shown to form by reduction of vanadate (V) or oxidation

of vanadate (IV)/vanadate (V) species in water in the

presence of anions such as NO3
� (1), SCN� (2), and

CH3COO� (3) (Fig. 1).

Oxo-vanadium species can be templated by ion-

pairs.[10] In the central cavity of the system [V14O22-

(OH)4(H2O)2–(C6H5PO3)8]6� (4), Müller and coworkers

have shown that two chloride ions and two ammonium

ions reside, the templation of this cluster being reliant

upon the presence of the ion-pair (Fig. 2).

Salta and coworkers have also shown the templating

ability of chloride ions to assist the formation of

oxovanadium–organophosphate cluster structures. They

have synthesized a number of cage structures containing

differing numbers of templating chlorides. For example,

cluster 5 shown in Fig. 3 contains a single chloride

template (Fig. 3).[11]

Iron

Hasenknopf and coworkers have used iron bipyridyl

complexes to form a pentameric circular helicate around a

chloride anion. The formation of this circular species was

found to be dependent on the nature of the iron salt

present. Complexation of iron chloride by the tris(bipyr-

idine) ligand (6) produced the pentameric structure

[Fe5L5Cl]9 + (7), templated around a chloride ion locked

at the center of the structure (Scheme 1). Attempts to use

bromide as the templating anion produced a mixture of the

penta- and hexameric structures, while the use of

nonhalide iron salts, such as iron sulfate or tetrafluorobo-

rate, produced only the untemplated hexameric structure

8.[12,13] Further work revealed that the above reaction of

FeCl2 (and also the analogous one using nickel) prog-

ressed first through a linear helicate, which then progres-

sively transformed into the circular structures.[14] Use of

the longer ligand produced a tetrameric double helicate,

irrespective of the type of iron salt used.

Cobalt

Cobalt-based tetrahedral supramolecular arrays have been

reported by Fleming and coworkers.[15] Cage complexes

have been synthesized from a pyrazoyl–pyridine ligand by

reaction of the ligand with the appropriate metal acetate

hydrate in methanol followed by addition of aqueous

sodium tetrafluoroborate (resulting in the complex pre-

cipitating from solution). As shown in Fig. 4, a BF4
� anion

is located at the center of the tetrahedral cage[9] formed by
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the four cobalt(II) metal ions at the vertices and six

bridging ligands, thus each cobalt is octahedrally com-

plexed. Each of the fluorines of the encapsulated anion is

directed toward the triangular faces of the cluster rather

than the metal ions, implying electrostatic interactions are

the driving force for this templation process, the anion

partially balancing the 8+ charge of the ring. Presumably,

the anion has adopted an orientation dictated by the

geometry of the internal cavity. Multiple p-stacking

interactions between the ligands also assist the assembly

of the structure. Such a configuration can also be

templated by ClO4
�, but in the absence of any template

anion the cage does not form. Interestingly when nickel is

Fig. 1 Anion-templated polyhedral V–O structures 1 (top left), 2 (top right) and 3 (below). (From Ref. [8].)

Fig. 2 Structure of the oxo-vanadium cluster 4 showing

templating ammonium and chloride ion-pairs in the center of

the cavity. (From Ref. [10].)

Fig. 3 A view of the structure of 5 showing chloride template.

(From Ref. [11].)
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used a different structure is formed (a dinuclear structure

species with no templating anion). If an analogous ligand

containing a biphenyl spacer is used, then a larger

tetrahedral complex forms; however, the central cavity

is empty, i.e., the system is not templated by an anion.[16]

In solution it has been shown that the BF4
� ions diffuse in

and out of this cavity. This example illustrates how

delicately balanced these systems are, and how changing

only one aspect of the system in a small way can have a

dramatic impact on the assembled structure.

The same research group have used cobalt in combi-

nation with a bis{3-(2-pyridyl)pyrazol-1-yl}dihydroborate

ligand to form a cyclic structure encapsulating a perchlo-

rate anion.[17] Reaction of [bis{3-(2-pyridyl)pyrazol-1-

yl}dihydroborate] with cobalt(II) produced the cycle 10
shown in Fig. 5. Each ligand acts as a bridge between two

adjacent metal ions, with an alternating pattern of one and

then two ligands. The isostructural octanuclear ring is also

formed if Ni(II) is used.

Nickel

Mingos and coworkers have synthesized metallamacro-

cycles and metallacages, by reacting NiCl2 with atu

(Hatu = amidinothiourea) to produce the monomer

[Ni(atu)2], with further reaction yielding the metallacage
Fig. 4 Part view of the tetrahedral cage structure 9, with the

central templating BF4
� anion. (From Ref. [15].)

Scheme 1 Chloride-templated assembly of a pentameric circular helicate.
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[Ni6(atu)8Cl]Cl3 (11).[18] The eight amidinothiourea units

coordinate to the six nickel ions through the nitrogen and

sulfur atoms via hydrogen bond interactions (Fig. 6). A

single chloride ion was identified as being bound at the

center of the cage, through eight N–H� � �Cl hydrogen

bonds and Lewis acid/base interactions utilizing the two

NiS4 units. The analogous bromide species [Ni6-

(atu)8Br]Br3 has been synthesized. Confirmation of the

templating role of the halide anion was provided by the

failure of nitrate, acetate, or perchlorate to produce the

Fig. 5 Crystal structure of the cobalt cage 10 with the central ClO4
� ion. (From Ref. [17].)

Fig. 6 Structure of the nickel cage 11 showing the central chloride. (From Ref. [18].)
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desired cage, and instead monomer salts [Ni(Hatu)2]2 +

were formed. However, subsequent addition of halide ions

to the salt was found to generate the cage complex.

Campos-Fernandez and coworkers have also used

nickel in anion-templated complex formation.[19] When

solutions of [Ni(CH3CN)6][BF4]2 and bptz (3,6-bis(2-

pyridyl)-1,2,4,5-tetrazine) were mixed in a 1:1 molar ratio

the molecular square [Ni4(bptz)4(CH3CN)8][BF4]8 (12)

was produced (Fig. 7). One BF4
� anion is held in the

internal cavity of the square. A similar assembly is also

produced when zinc is used instead of nickel, and in both

these cases the templating ion can be either the tetra-

fluoroborate or perchlorate. However, if the larger anion

SbF6
� is used (by starting from [Ni(CH3CN)6][SbF6]), a

pentameric compound is obtained as the major product

[Ni5(bptz)5(CH3CN)10] [SbF6]10.[20]

Molybdenum

A number of supramolecular structures using second-row

transition metals have been reported. Chen and coworkers

have employed metal–metal bonded molybdenum species

to form the cyclic hexanuclear structure {[trans-

Mo2(O2CCF3)2(m-dppa)]3(m-CO3)(m-X)3F} (X=Cl, Br, I)

(13). This complex is the product of the reaction between

[trans-Mo2(O2CCF3)2(MeCN)6][BF4]2, K2CO3 and dppa

(N,N’-bis (diphenylphosphine)amine).[21] The quadruply

bonded Mo2 units are held in position by the central

carbonate ion. It is assumed that the chloride ions present

in the complex originate from the solvent as the analogous

Br and I complexes are formed during the reaction in

acetonitrile and the subsequent addition of ZnX2 (X=Br

or I) (Fig. 8).

Palladium and Platinum

Fujita and coworkers have recently reported the synthesis

of palladium(II) cage complexes around hydrophobic

anions.[22] [enPd(NO3)2] was added to the tridentate

ligand 1,3,5-tris(4-pyridylmethylbenzene) in the presence

of sodium 4-methoxphenylacetate producing the cage

structure 14 shown in Fig. 9. A variety of carboxylate salts

containing phenyl, naphtyl, or adamantyl groups were

used as templates. NMR studies of the complexes suggest

Fig. 8 The hexa-molybdenum-based complex 13. (From

Ref. [21].)

Fig. 7 Dunbar’s tetrafluoroborate templated nickel square 12.

(From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 9 Anion templated palladium cage 14.
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that the hydrophobic part of the anion is located within the

cavity of the cage while the polar group protrudes from

the structure. Neutral linear ligands such as p-xylene were

also able to template these systems, but in the absence of a

templating anion no cage was produced.

More recently, the formation of anion-templated

nanotubes has been reported.[23] Reaction of [Pd(en)2-

(NO3)2] with pentakis(3,5-pyridine) 15 in the presence of

a rod-like anionic template, e.g., 4,4’-biphenylenedicar-

boxylate, quantitatively yielded the coordination channels

16–18 (Scheme 2). The reaction is reversible, with the

extraction of the template possible at high temperatures.

This results in the destruction of the nanotubes, which

reassemble upon the re-introduction of the template mole-

cule. Elucidation of the crystal structures of both the cages

and nanotubes revealed the linear templates to be bound

via combinations of p–p stacking, CH–p interactions, and

hydrophobic effects.

Lippert and coworkers have reported a synthetic solid-

state ion channel which incorporates both palladium and

platinum.[24] The reaction of [Pt(en)(H2O2)]2 + and 2,2’-
bipyrazine (bpz), and subsequent reaction with [Pd(en)]2 +

afforded the hexametallic molecular triangle 19 with one

of the palladium corner sites displaying a 50% occupancy:

[{(en)Pd}2.5(2,2’-bpz)3{NH3}2Pt]3][ClO4]6(NO3).5H2O

(en=ethylenediamine, bpz=2.2’-bipyrazine) (Fig. 10a).

The molecular triangle hosts within its center one ClO4
�

ion (Fig. 10b), and in the solid state uses NO3
� ions and

H2O molecules sandwiched between adjacent triangles to

‘‘glue’’ the structure together (Fig. 10c and d), the glue in

part being a balancing of the cationic charge on each

triangle. Thus this structure is templated by the ClO4
�

Scheme 2 Formation of the nanotubes 16–18 from pentakis(3,5-pyridine).
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Fig. 10 Crystal structure of the palladium-based molecular triangle, and schematic representation of its stacking in solid state. (From

Ref. [24].)

Fig. 11 The molecular structures of the mixed metal nickel and palladium cages [Ni4Pd2(atu)8X]X3 and [Pd2Ni2(atu)4(PPh3)4Cl]-

[ClO4]2. (From Refs. [26,27].)
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anion at an individual unit level and at the macromolec-

ular level is held together by NO3
� ions and the water

molecules. The similar structure [{(en)Pt(bpz)Pd(en)}3]-

(NO3)4(PF6)8 was formed by the addition of chelating

metal entities such as (en)PdII to [{(en)Pt(bpz)}3](NO3)6.

It has been demonstrated that this molecule simultaneous-

ly encapsulates a NO3
� ion and a PF6

� ion at its center.[25]

In solution the host demonstrates an affinity for anions

such as PF6
�, ClO4

�, BF4
�, and SO4

2�.

Mingos and coworkers have used palladium in con-

junction with nickel to generate mixed metal systems

similar to compound 11 above. Adding a solution of

[Pd(PhCN)2Cl2] to the nickel monomer Ni(atu)2 produced

the mixed metal cage [Ni4Pd2(atu)8X]X3(Fig. 11a).[26]

Once again a halide ion is encapsulated at the center of the

cage. Either chloride or bromide may be used as the

template. The metallamacrocycle [Pd2Ni2(atu)4(PPh3)4-

Cl][ClO4]2 was formed via a very similar route: reaction

of one equivalent of trans Pd(Ph3)2Cl2 with one equiva-

lent of Ni(atu)2.[27] Two of the Ni(atu)2 groups have been

replaced by the four inward pointing PPh3 ligands in the

solid-state structure. Once again a chloride ion was found

to have templated the formation of the cage by being at the

center of the metallacycle (Fig. 11b). The bromide

analogue displays the same characteristics; however, in

the absence of a halide, monomeric units are produced.

McMorran and Steel have investigated the treatment of

the ligand 1,4-bis(3-pyridyloxy)benzene with [PdCl2-

(PPh3)2] and [PdI(py)2] in the presence of silver triflate

producing dimeric complexes.[28] Crystallization of the

dimeric species in the presence of ammonium hexafluo-

rophosphate resulted in a reorganization of components to

give a M2L4 helical cage 21 as shown in Scheme 3, at

the center of which was a PF6
� anion. The anion forms

weak F� � �Pd interactions, bridging between the two

metals in the helical structure.

Silver

Steel and Sumby have recently reported the formation

of cages and polymers with silver as the metallic com-

ponent.[29,30] Using hexa(2-pyridyl)[3]radialene (22),

Scheme 3 Route of formation of the palladium cage, and a schematic showing the association of two of the fluorines with the

metal centers.
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prepared from reaction of diarylmethyl anions with tet-

rachlorocyclopropene[31,32] and reaction of this with silver

tetrafluoroborate produces [Ag(222)F(BF4)5�11H2O], a

hexametallic cage, with each 22 acting in a hexapodal-

hexadentate mode (Scheme 4). Within the cavity is a flu-

oride ion bound in a trigonal arrangement to three silver

atoms with the other three arranged symmetrically away

from this (Fig. 12). Reaction of this same ligand with

silver nitrate yields a coordination polymer with each

ligand coordinated to four silver atoms, in a twisted heli-

cal arrangement.

Further examples of the use of silver are provided by

Rais and coworkers. These researchers have reported the

synthesis of [Ag14(C CtBu)12Cl]OH, from a solution of

AgBF4 being mixed with tBuC CH and NEt3 to form the

initially insoluble polymeric [Ag(C CtBu)]n which upon

the addition of chloride is transformed into the metallac-

age 23 (Fig. 13).[33] More recently, the more direct route

from AgBF4, tBuC CH, NEt3, and NMe4Cl has been

developed.[34] Via this same route [Ag14(C CtBu)12X]

[BF4] (X=F, Cl, Br) has also been prepared. Each cage

has a single halide at its center and is formed through

halide templation and metallophilic interactions (Fig. 14).

The use of the alternative silver salts AgTos and AgNO3

Scheme 4 Route to the hexanuclear silver array.

Fig. 12 Two perspective views of the Ag6(22)2F. (From

Ref. [30].)

Fig. 13 Structure of the silver cage complex 23. (Reproduced

with permission from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 2001 40 (18)

3464, Copyright 2001, Wiley-VCH.)
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produced only polymeric compounds (Tos= p-toluen-

sulfonate).

The first example of an inorganic ‘‘tennis ball’’ motif

encapsulating an anion has been reported by Kim and co-

workers.[35] Dissolution of the complex {(dach)Pt(BET-

MP)}2–Cu(BF4)2 (dach = trans( ± )-1,2-diaminocyclo-

hexane, BETMP=Bis(ethylthio)methylenepropanedioate)

resulted in the formation of complex 24 shown in

Scheme 5. The starting material contains hydrogen bond

acceptors (carboxylate) and donor (amine) groups,

allowing the complex to dimerize around a central BF4

anion giving the tennis ball motif.

One of the first examples of work in this area is the

mercuracarborand macrocycles reported by Hawthorne

et al.[36–38] Preparation of tetraphenyl [12]mercuracar-

borand-4 (25) was achieved via the reaction of mercuric

chloride with 1,2-dilithiocarborane (Scheme 6). Addi-

tion of mercury chloride templated the lithiated carbo-

ranes into a tetrameric cycle around a chloride template

(Fig. 14). Synthesis of the iodide analogue was success-

fully performed, but instead of the anion being incorpo-

rated into the plane of the cycle, it was perched 1.25 Å

above the plane. Use of nonspherical anions resulted in

the formation of acyclic compounds instead of the de-

sired macrocycles.

Very few examples of lanthanide clusters templated by

anions have been reported. The exception is the series of

lanthanide (III)-tyrosine metallamacrocycles synthesized

by Wang and coworkers.[39,40] The clusters were prepared

by L-tyrosine-controlled hydrolysis of the appropriate

lanthanide perchlorate, where Ln=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu,

Gd, and Dy. In all cases an isostructural pentanuclear

structure resulted. Below, as an example, is the europium

(III)–tyrosine metallamacrocycle 26 (Fig. 15), with core

formula [Eu15(m3-OH)20(m5-X)]24 +.

Its pentameric structure is clearly demonstrated with

the Eu ions forming three layers, each containing five

ions. At the center is a chloride ion, which simultaneously

coordinates the five inner-layer EuIII atoms. The forma-

tion of this complex can best be described as a chloride-

induced self-assembly, i.e., the chloride is acting as a

template. When a lanthanide perbromate was used the

Fig. 14 X-ray crystal structure of the chloride complex of

25-Cl�. (From Ref. [36].)

Scheme 5 A schematic representation of the arrangement of

the platinum, copper, and BF4
� components.

Scheme 6 Synthesis of [12]mercuracarborand-4 25.

Fig. 15 The europium-based cubane structure. (From Ref. [39].)
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Fig. 16 The X-ray crystal structure of complex 30. (From Ref. [41].)
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equivalent pentameric complex with a bromate at the

center was produced. Yet when iodide was used as the

templating agent an alternative dodecanuclear lanthanide

complex was formed, with a core formula of [Ln12(m3-

OH)16(I)2]18 + (Ln=Dy, Er). Such complexes have a

square cyclic arrangement with an iodide on either side

of the square plane. Syntheses that do not use halides as

the templating agent do not produce these penta and

dodecanuclear species.

Main Group

Wright and coworkers have investigated the formation of

a series of macrocycles, from the reaction of [ClP(m-

NtBu)]2 (27) with [NH2P(m-NtBu)]2 (28) in the presence

of a base to produce a {[P(m-NtBu)2](m-NH)}2n frame-

work.[41] In the absence of a templating anion, the

tetrameric species 29 is formed (i.e., n=4), but when the

same reaction is performed in the presence of an excess of

LiCl2 then the major product is the pentameric form

[{P(m-NtBu)2}(m-NH)]5(HCl) 30 (Fig. 16; Scheme 7). The

templating chloride ion is found at the center of the

macrocycle, held in position by five hydrogen bond

interactions between it and the NH groups.

CONCLUSION

We believe that the recent advances in the use of anions in

self-assembly processes will lead to their employment in

the templation of both inorganic and organic supramolec-

ular nanoarchitectures in the future. This area of chemistry

is yet to be fully explored and in particular the exploitation

of the geometry of the anionic guest to guide the assembly

process has untapped potential for the construction of new

supramolecular species. We look forward to advances in

this area of chemistry in years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

The field of self-assembly is an increasingly attractive

area of supramolecular chemistry. With many principles

derived from biological systems, it often enables the

synthesis of large, complex structures that would be

far too demanding using conventional covalent tech-

niques.[1–3] Utilizing weak, reversible, noncovalent inter-

actions, self-assembly can, through rational design of

simple ligands, help minimize the amount of information

inherent in the building blocks for the system and allow

for error checking and self-correction.[4–6] To date, the

range of noncovalent interactions used in self-assembly

processes includes hydrogen bonding, metal coordination,

hydrophobic, and p–p donor–acceptor interactions.[7–18]

The range of structures prepared via templated self-

assembly continues to become increasingly diverse and

intricate.[7–18]

Interest in the binding and recognition of anionic

guest species has increasingly grown in the last decade or

so, such that the field is now considered an important

area of supramolecular chemistry. Anions often play key

roles in biological processes; many enzyme substrates

and cofactors are anionic and DNA itself is a polyanion.

The fields of medicine and catalysis also help illustrate

the diverse areas in which anions play key roles. Some

anions are of environmental concern (e.g., there is a

need to sense and remove nitrate and phosphate pollu-

tants from natural waterways). In the past two decades,

progress in the binding and recognition of anions has

advanced considerably, and there are now many reviews

dedicated entirely to this specific area of supramolecular

chemistry.[19–22]

In light of this, it is surprising that investigations into

the use of anions as templates in the self-assembly of

supramolecular architectures has, until recently, been

limited. Reasons for this may stem from the anion’s small

charge-to-radius ratio (more diffuse nature), pH sensitiv-

ity, and high solvation energy. The large geometrical

diversity found in anions indicates the possibilities for

predefining a wide range of supramolecular structures.

At the time of writing, we are unaware of any reviews

dedicated solely to anion-templated self-assembly and

are thus led to believe that this encyclopedia offers the

first reviews of this topic.a Readers interested in anion-

templated self-assembly of inorganic based frame-

works are directed to the article ‘‘Anion-Templated

Self-Assembly: Inorganic Compounds.’’ This article fo-

cuses solely on the anion-templated self-assembly of or-

ganic compounds.

ANION-TEMPLATED SELF-ASSEMBLY
OF ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS

The range of organic supramolecules prepared via anion-

templated self-assembly is highly varied. Examples given

in this review include solid-state polymers, helicates,

pseudorotaxanes, and rotaxanes. Although nuclear mag-

netic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry data

provide solution evidence of assembly in many exam-

ples, X-ray crystallography remains an invaluable tool

for confirmation of the role of anions in many of the

early reports.

The first example of anion templation in organic

systems is in the rational design of organic solid-state

structures reported by Geib et al.[24] in 1991. In contrast to

traditional endo hydrogen bonding sites that form discrete

1:1 complexes with complementary receptors, they illus-

trate that by utilizing an exo configuration, the same

components can be made to assemble into an alternating

polymeric structure.

By simple protonation of the pyridine ring in 2,6-

dibutyramidopyridine, repulsive interactions force rota-

tion about the pyridine–amide bond, leading to the

formation of two intramolecular hydrogen bonds to the

carbonyl oxygen. Therefore the amide–NH groups are

outwardly (or exo) directed and thus available for in-

termolecular hydrogen bonding. Addition of bis(4-nitro-

phenyl)hydrogenphosphate not only results in protonation

but leads to the self-assembly of a polymeric alternating

ribbon structure. The diaryl hydrogen phosphate plays

two key roles in this assembly: protonation of the pyridine

aSince the submission of this review article, Ref. [23] has appeared in the

literature.
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ring and provision of an anionic hydrogen bond accep-

tor of suitable geometry. The ribbon arrangement has

hydrogen bonds in its core, with the anionic and cation-

ic components segregated onto opposite sides of the

structure in parallel alignment to each other (Fig. 1). A

further structure was assembled using diphenyl hydro-

gen phosphate, indicating the generality of this assem-

bling strategy.

The first example of an anion-templated helicate was

reported by Sánchez-Quesada et al.[25] in 1996. A tetra-

guanidinium strand 1 was prepared, in which the spacer

unit is too short for it to be able to wrap around one

sulphate anion (Fig. 2). Consequently, two strands are

forced to self-assemble into a double helicate struc-

ture, the handedness of which is imposed by the chiral

receptor. Evidence for the helical nature of the anion-

templated structure is provided by ROESY (Rotational

nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY) NMR tech-

niques. In addition and in contrast to many helicates

assembled by coordination chemistry, these organic heli-

cates are overall neutral.

In 1996, Sessler et al.[26] reported on the self-assembly

of polypyrrolic macrocycles. Based on the anion binding

properties of sapphyrins and calix[4]pyrroles, zwitterionic

carboxylate-appended structures 2 and 3 (Fig. 3) were

synthesized. The ability to bind intramolecularly is absent

because of the choice of spacer; with the sapphyrin

compound methylene, carboxylate groups are positioned

at either R2 or R4, with the other R groups being hydrogen

or methyl groups, and on the calixpyrrole, R is a pro-

pylene carboxylate.

It was found that these structures assemble into dimers;

the carboxylate group of one molecule is chelated by the

pyrrole core of another (Fig. 4). The tail of this second

molecule is subsequently bound by the first molecule.

Protonated sapphyrins are known to have a high affinity

for fluoride anions. Addition of fluoride ions is shown to

inhibit the dimer assembly, thus providing further evi-

dence for the assembly process. This example demon-

strates how known anion binding sites can be exploited in

the self-assembly of discrete supramolecular species.

Sessler et al.[27] have also reported on the possible

templating effect of anionic nitrates in the synthesis of an

oligopyrrolic macrocycle. An unusual example of large

polynuclear anions as templates in organic synthesis is

provided by Kim et al.,[28] who utilized the [CaCl3-

(DMAc)3]� (DMAc=dimethyl acetamide) pseudo-octahe-

dral anion in a directing role in the preparation of cyclic

aromatic amides.

The use of anions in the synthesis of [I4]imidazolio-

phanes was reported by Alcalde et al.[29,30] in 1999. Based

on a [3+1] convergent cyclization (Scheme 1), yields are

significantly enhanced by the presence of certain anions

(e.g., 42% yield in the absence of anions, to 83% for

chloride and 88% for bromide). Templating is postulated

to be because of the formation of an intermediate in which

C–H. . .Cl� hydrogen bonds force a conformation that

favors subsequent cyclization.

In recent years, interest in the preparation of mechan-

ically interlocked supramolecules, such as catenanes and

rotaxanes, has grown immensely. Rotaxanes are systems

where a threadlike molecule is encircled by a macrocycle.

Large stopper groups prevent the macrocycle from

slipping off the ends of the thread. These molecules

present a great challenge to the synthetic chemist because

of their unusual nature and the possibilities for unusual

molecular properties.[31–37] An extension of rotaxane

work is the ever-expanding field of molecular shuttles

and machines.[31–37] To date, the majority of rotaxane

preparations have involved the use of hydrogen bonds,

metal cation coordination chemistry, and p–p donor–

acceptor interactions to mediate the assembly.[38–42] More

Fig. 1 Ribbon arrangement of Hamilton’s self-assembled

solid-state hydrogen-bonded structure.

Fig. 2 Mendoza’s tetraguanidinium strand self-assembles into

a double helicate structure.

Scheme 1 Alcalde’s convergent synthesis of [I4]imidazolio-

phanes.
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recently, some research groups have started to look into

the possibility of using anions to template the formation of

these interlocked, complex structures.

In 1997, Fyfe et al.[43] reported what they describe as

‘‘anion-assisted self-assembly’’ of polypseudorotaxanes.

Pseudorotaxanes are supramolecular complexes in which

one molecule is threaded through another, but the

absence of stopper groups means they can subsequently

dissociate. These equilibrium complexes are important as

they not only provide a great deal of information on the

assembling motif but are precursors to both rotaxanes

and catenanes. Earlier work by Montalti and Prodi[44]

and Ashton et al.[45,46] established a strategy for pseu-

dorotaxane formation constructed from macrocyclic

polyethers and dibenzylammonium ions. Favorable

[N+–H. . .O] and [C–H. . .O] hydrogen bonds and p–p
stacking interactions help thread the ammonium ions

through the macrocycles. Extension of this work to

higher-order pseudorotaxanes hinted at the organization-

al role of an encapsulated PF6
� ion within the interior of

the supramolecule.

With tri-p-phenylene[51]crown-15, there lies the pos-

sibility of incorporating three ammonium ions into the

cavity, thus forming a [4]pseudorotaxane (Fig. 5). Each

ammonium ion interacts independently with a single

polyether loop by the expected [N+–H. . .O] and [C–

H. . .O] interactions. Crystal structure evidence reveals that

a single PF6
� anion is located centrally and partially

encapsulated within a cleft generated by the saddlelike

conformation of the complex. A series of [C–H. . .F] hy-

drogen bonds to the hydroquinone rings on the polyether

     
     

  

Fig. 3 Carboxylate-appended sapphyrins and calix[4]pyrroles.

Fig. 4 Side view of the noncovalent calix[4]pyrrole dimer

where R=(CH2)3CO2H. (From Ref. [26]. Angewandte Chemie

International Edition English.) Fig. 5 Stoddart’s [4]pseudorotaxane.
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macrocycle and to the ammonium benzylic methylene

groups stabilizes and imposes order on the PF6
� ion.

The larger [5]pseudorotaxane formed between four

ammonium threads and tetrakis-p-phenylene[68]crown-

20 also features an ordered PF6
� ion (Fig. 6). In this case,

the anion is completely encapsulated by the four

tetrahedrally arranged ammonium ions and by the four

hydroquinone rings of the macrocycle. Order is imposed

on the octahedral anion by a series of [C–H. . .F] hy-

drogen bonds involving the methylene hydrogen atoms

of the threads and the hydroquinone protons of the poly-

ether ring.

Stoddart et al. conclude that the PF6
� anion ‘‘pro-

grams’’ the geometry of both complexes. However, al-

though the anion undoubtedly plays a role in the assembly

of these complexes and the final geometry of the system, it

is worth noting that secondary ammonium threads have

been shown to assemble with polyether chains, especially

dibenzo[24]crown[8], where the counter-anion is found to

play no role in the assembly.

The first example of anion-templated synthesis of ro-

taxanes was reported by Hübner et al.[47] in 1999. Relying

on the anion recognition properties of macrocyclic lac-

tams, the synthesis proceeds via a ‘‘supramolecular nu-

cleophile’’ or ‘‘wheeled phenoxide.’’ The hydrogen bond-

donating ability of the lactam wheel is used to complex an

organic anion, which can then serve as a nucleophile in an

SN2 reaction. The reaction of p-tritylphenolate bound in-

side the lactam wheel with the suitable axle component

gives the [2]rotaxane (Scheme 2) in a remarkably high

yield of 95%. It is worth noting that the rotaxane pro-

duct is neutral; the anion template is ‘‘used up’’ in the

synthesis.[48]

Further reports have demonstrated the versatility of this

so-called ‘‘trapping’’ methodology using a wide variety of

Fig. 6 Stoddart’s [5]pseudorotaxane.

Scheme 2 Vogtle’s anion-templated rotaxane synthesis.

Fig. 7 Schematic of Smith’s ion pair binding rotaxane indi-

cating the predominant co-conformation of axle and wheel ori-

entation in CDCl3. Tr=Trityl.
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axle building blocks. Rotaxanes with carbonate, acetal,

and ester centerpieces have been prepared in varying

yields.[49] Attempts to extend the synthesis to proceed via

carboxylate anions have proven problematic and demon-

strate that phenolate formation is essential in the prepa-

ration of these rotaxanes.

Smith et al. have tried to exploit the trapping technique

developed by Vögtle in the preparation of ion pair binding

[2]rotaxanes. Earlier ion pair binding macrocycles devel-

oped by Smith et al. incorporate an anion binding

isophthalamide cleft that bridges a cation binding

crown region and a close structural analogue has now

been used to form the wheel of new rotaxanes.[50,51] In

these macrocyclic systems, it was found that not only

could an alkali metal cation and an anion be bound

simultaneously, but that the anion affinity is enhanced by

the presence of suitable cations. It has been shown that the

new host is capable of binding the potassium salt of 4-

tritylphenolate and that subsequent reaction of the

‘‘wheeled phenolate’’ with isophthaloyl dichloride yields

a thermodynamically stable [2]rotaxane in 20% yield

(Fig. 7).

Evidence for rotaxane formation is provided by fast

atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectrometry and 1H

NMR assignments carried out by a combination of homo-

nuclear correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and ROESY

methods. ROESY evidence also suggests that the presence

of K+ cations freezes out a single co-conformation. In the

 

Scheme 3 Schalley’s ‘‘stoppering’’ rotaxane synthesis using an anion template.
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absence of K+ cations, broad signals that sharpen on

heating, indicating a number of axle–wheel orientations,

are observed at room temperature. This cation-dependent

behavior hints at future work whereby molecular motion

could be controlled. The binding of chloride has been

found to have an effect on the dynamic behavior of the

rotaxane, although the combined effect of K+/Cl� binding

produces the most rigid structure.[52,53]

Since this initial report, Deetz et al.[53] have embarked

on a systematic study of their ion pair binding rotaxanes

including rotaxanes with larger anion binding cavities and

longer acetal-based threads, which could potentially be

used in molecular shuttle devices.

Schalley et al.[54] have ascertained that low yields are

often obtained with these rotaxane ‘‘snapping’’ synthe-

ses because the nucleophilic anion required for rotaxane

formation is often buried within the wheel and thus

protected against attack of the semiaxle. To circumvent

this problem, Ghosh et al.[55] have designed a center-

piece, which contains a phenolate group and two sites

for stopper attachment. Complete deprotonation of the

phenolate using Schweisinger’s P1 base forms a supra-

molecular complex with the axle bound within the

wheel. The final step is the attachment of the stopper

units via amide bond formation to yield [2]rotaxanes in

20–30% yield (Scheme 3). Rotaxane formation is

confirmed by both 1H NMR and matrix-assisted laser

desorption initiation (MALDI) mass spectrometry.

However, computer modelling results suggest that a

phenolate–wheel complex can form in which the compo-

nents are not threaded, with both arms of the axle on the

same side. This is primarily because of the flexibility of

the centerpiece; therefore the addition of stoppers can

result in a noninterlocked axle–wheel complex. Increased

rigidity in the axle may lead to higher rotaxane yields.

The functionalized centerpiece raises the possibility

of inducing molecular motion within related systems,

Fig. 8 Wisner et. al.[59] have developed a powerful and

versatile anion-templated assembling motif for interlocked

molecules. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 The chloride anion templates the self-assembly of the threadlike and macrocyclic components giving an interlocked structure.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Stick representation of the pseudorotaxane crystal

structure. Left: View through the annulus of the macrocyclic

ring. Right: View in the plane of the macrocyclic ring. Chloride

represented as CPK sphere for clarity. (From Ref. [59].

Angewandte Chemie International Edition English.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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especially if phenol-to-phenolate interconversion can

easily be achieved.[55]

Recent reports from Li et al.[56] have been concerned

with the anion-templated synthesis of related rotaxanes

using modified tetralactam wheels that have exo-

oriented bipyridine functionalities capable of complex-

ing metal ions.

Beer et al. have since begun exploiting anions in the

templated synthesis of pseudorotaxanes and rotaxanes.

Inspired by the demonstration of anion recognition by

simple isophthalamide molecules by Kavallieratos

et al.[57,58] they have designed a novel assembling motif

consisting of two amide clefts orthogonally disposed

about a central chloride anion core. Neutral isophthala-

mide receptors bind chloride in 1:1 stoichiometry and so

are unsuitable for assembly purposes. However, the use

of a cationic molecule as one of the ligands enables two

receptors to bind to the halide anion.[59] As a conse-

quence of increased amide acidity because of the cationic

nature of the pyridinium ring, the chloride counter-anion

is bound much more tightly compared with an analogous

isophthalamide neutral compound. The tight ion pair

leaves the chloride anion coordinatively unsaturated

in noncompetitive solvents, with an empty meridian

exposed, which is capable of coordinating with another

suitable hydrogen bonding ligand. Incorporation of a

neutral isophthalamide fragment into a macrocyclic

structure provides the wheel component of the pseudor-

otaxane through which the cationic component can be

threaded in noncompetitive solvents. The general strategy

adopted by Beer et al. is illustrated in Fig. 8.

For the pyridinium pseudorotaxanes first reported,

additional stability is provided by p–p interactions and

hydrogen bonding (Fig. 9).[59] A high degree of selectivity

was exhibited in these systems, with the pyridinium

threads binding in the order Cl�>Br�>I�>PF6
�. There-

fore the system not only self-assembles but also displays a

high degree of anion-specific recognition.

The crystal structure of the pyridinium-based pseudo-

rotaxane reveals the threaded nature of the components

(Fig. 10) and provides evidence of p–p acceptor–donor

interactions and hydrogen bonding between the pyridi-

nium methyl group and the polyether chain.

Further work has demonstrated the versatility of this

assembling motif by the formation of pseudorotaxanes

Fig. 11 Imidazolium (left) and nicotinamide (right) threads used by Beer et al. in the assembly of pseudorotaxanes.

Scheme 4 Beer et al.’s anion-templated rotaxane synthesis.
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based on nicotinamide and imidazolium cationic threads

(Fig. 11).[60] Neither of the threads have hydrogen bond

donors capable of binding to the polyether ring and

although the former has one amide group capable of

anion binding, the latter has none and threads simply by

virtue of being an ion pair.[60] The chloride anion can

be seen to ‘‘drag’’ the cationic thread into the

macrocycle, and further stabilization is provided by

second-sphere acceptor–donor interactions. With nico-

tinamide and imidazolium, selective macrocycle binding

for chloride threads over hexafluorophosphate threads

was demonstrated.

Wisner et al.[61] have also reported on the extension

of this work to the anion-templated formation of

[2]rotaxane. An acyclic chloride anion template based

on simple pyridinium pseudorotaxane threads has been

designed, which acts as the ‘‘axle’’ of the rotaxane. The

second component is a neutral acyclic molecule incor-

porating an isophthaloyl anion binding cleft and has two

long side chains terminating in allyl groups capable of

ring closing metathesis (RCM). The side chains each

possesses a hydroquinone group, as with the original

pseudorotaxane macrocycle (to facilitate donor–acceptor

interaction), and polyether chains capable of hydrogen

bonding. The two components associate strongly in

noncompetitive solvents, and rotaxane formation facil-

itates ring closing metathesis of the neutral component

about the ion pair using Grubbs’ catalyst with yields

up to 47% obtained (Scheme 4).[61] No rotaxane forma-

tion occurs with pyridinium bromide or hexafluoro-

phosphate salts, indicating the templating nature of the

chloride anion.

An impressive feature of this method of rotaxane

assembly is that the resultant product retains a degree of

functionality based on the anion template itself. Exchange

of the templating chloride anion for the noncompetitive

hexafluorophosphate anion leaves a highly selective

Fig. 12 Crystal structure of Beer et al.’s [2]rotaxane. (a) Stick

representation of the solid-state structure illustrating the

interlocked nature of the components (solvent is omitted and

only one occupancy of the tert-butyl groups is shown). (b) Solid-

state structure of the [2]rotaxane showing the enclosed cavity.

Chloride anion shown as CPK for clarity. (From Ref. [61].

American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Molecular structure of a Kruger’s double helicate.

(From Ref. [62]. The Royal Society of Chemistry.)

Fig. 14 Guanidinium-appended porphyrins (R=H, SiPh2But).
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binding site within the rotaxane. Binding studies have

shown that although the pyridinium PF6
� thread alone

binds anions with a selectivity trend AcO��H2PO4
�>Cl�,

the pyridinium PF6
� rotaxane exhibits a complete selec-

tivity reversal and a high selectivity for chloride (i.e., the

templating anion). Beer et al. assign this binding selectiv-

ity to the creation of a unique hydrogen bond donating

pocket within the [2]rotaxane superstructure, which pos-

sesses a complementary topology to chloride (Fig. 12).

Larger anions cannot penetrate this diamide cleft and bind

at the periphery of the rotaxane, or via a large displacement

of the pyridinium thread from the macrocyclic cavity.

Therefore this example demonstrates not only anion tem-

plation for the synthesis of mechanically interlocked

components but also shows how a rigorous design pro-

cedure has led, via self-assembly, to a functional supra-

molecule whose properties are dependent on the

templation process.[57,58]

Keegan et al.[62] have reported the first structurally

characterized anion-directed assembly of a dinuclear

double helicate. The di-ammonium-bis-pyridinium salt

[(H4LCl)2] �6HCl �H2O, where L is a diamino-bis-pyri-

dine ligand, assembles into a double helical structure,

featuring a major and a minor groove, with two ligands

wrapping around two chloride anions (Fig. 13). The

chloride anions are coordinated by two pyridinium

moieties and interact weakly with methylene and aro-

matic CH groups.

Camiolo et al.[63] have demonstrated the anion-con-

trolled assembly of porphyrin–bicyclic guanidinium con-

jugates in aqueous solution. Exploiting the cooperative

interaction of porphyrin and guanidinium moieties with

anions, they have reported the assembly of structures in

which chirality is controlled by the anion template used

(Fig. 14).

Detailed investigations using, primarily, circular di-

chroism indicate that the assembly process is achieved by

the presence of small achiral anions. The authors propose

that the anions serve as linkers that diminish repulsive

forces between the porphyrin units.

Fig. 15 Hydrogen bonding between 2,5-diamidopyrrole anions

(R=Ph).

Fig. 16 Gale’s diamidopyrrole ligand.

Fig. 17 X-ray crystal structure of Gale’s ‘‘anion–anion’’

assembled solid-state polymer. (From Ref. [65]. American

Chemical Society. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 18 Crystal structure of Gale’s fluoride templated helix.

Top: Side view. Bottom: Top view showing p-stacking inter-

actions. TBA salts and some hydrogens omitted. (From Ref. [66].

The Royal Society of Chemistry.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Gale et al. have been investigating the use of pyrroles

in anion-templated self-assembly. In 2002, they reported

on the deprotonation and subsequent dimerization of a

series of simple 2,5-diamidopyrrole compounds. It was

shown that the anionic diamidopyrrolate ion can recog-

nize another diamidopyrrolate ion through hydrogen

bonding.[64]

The components arrange themselves orthogonally to

each other (Fig. 15). Not only is NH. . .N�(pyrrole) hy-

drogen bonding observed in this case, but p–H interac-

tions are also present.[64]

The first extension of this work was the so-called

‘‘anion–anion’’ assembly of a supramolecular poly-

mer.[65] These polymers are based on two pyrrole units

linked together and are the first example of interlocked

materials based on hydrogen bonding where both compo-

nents are anionic. One of the ligands developed is shown

in Fig. 16.

Crystallization of this ligand from acetonitrile in the

presence of excess TBA fluoride gave the doubly de-

protonated anions forming interlocked chains of anions

via NH. . .N� hydrogen bonding (Fig. 17).[65]

Coles et al.[66] have also extended their self-assembly

interests to the use of isophthalamide clefts in the

formation of a double helix. This is the first reported

use of neutral ligands forming anion-templated helicates.

A ligand is designed featuring an anion binding amide

cleft and electron-withdrawing groups to enhance ligand–

anion interactions. A crystal structure of the ligand in the

presence of fluoride anions was obtained and shows the

double helix structure formed around two fluoride anions,

again via N–H. . .F hydrogen bonds (Fig. 18). Further

stabilization is provided by p–p interactions between

terminal nitroaromatic groups.

Bashall et al.[67] have recently reported the synthesis of

a series of macrocycles containing [{P(m-NtBu)2}(m-

NH)]n frameworks. A tetrameric macrocycle is formed

on the reaction of [ClP(m-NtBu)]2 with [NH2P(m-NtBu)]2

in the presence of a base (THF/Net3). However, addition

of an excess of LiCl results in the formation of a

pentameric macrocycle [{P(m-NtBu)2}(m-NH)]5(HCl),

with the ratio of tetrameric to pentameric being influenced

strongly by excess chloride (Fig. 19).

Structural characterization of the pentamer indicates

that the chloride anion is positioned at the center of the

macrocycle and is hydrogen-bonded to the five NH groups

of the ring.

CONCLUSION

This review is intended to provide a general discussion of

the emerging field of anion-templated self-assembly in

organic systems. It can be seen that the range of organic

compounds self-assembled by anion templates is highly

diverse. Rational design has been employed from the start,

and the field has rapidly developed to the stage at which

topologically complex structures, such as rotaxanes, are

being prepared.

As with self-assembly as a whole, the range of complex

molecules prepared by self-assembly techniques, which

would otherwise be practically impossible using covalent

synthesis, is becoming increasingly diverse. A bright

future for anion-templated self-assembly seems highly

likely, with the above results illustrating the rapid progress

made in such a short time span. There is no doubt that

even on a short-term basis, many more impressive results

will be seen within the literature and it remains the

authors’ view that anions will have a key role to play in

the future of self-assembly.
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INTRODUCTION

Novel nanofabrication techniques are being explored as

alternatives to conventional lithographic techniques to

mass produce structures with feature sizes smaller than

100 nm and to minimize costs.[1] Porous anodic aluminum

oxide (AAO) is a self-ordered, hexagonal array of straight

cylindrical pores with high densities (108–1011 pores/

cm2), tunable diameters (5–250 nm), and depths (a few

nanometers to hundreds of micrometers).[2–5] It can be

fabricated through electrochemical anodization of alumi-

num at moderate and constant temperatures of 0–10�C in

aqueous acidic electrolytes.[6–8] Anodic aluminum oxide

is optically transparent in the fingerprint UV/vis and IR

regions[9] and thermally stable up to 1000�C.[10] More-

over, it has recently been demonstrated to have unique

advantages in several technological applications, includ-

ing nanotemplating,[3,4] membrane transport,[11] and pho-

tonic crystals.[12] Through-hole AAO membranes have

been used as evaporation masks to fabricate nanodot

arrays[13,14] and as etching masks to transfer patterns into

several substrates including diamond,[15] silicon,[16,17] and

other semiconductors.[18]

The high fragility of through-hole AAO membranes[19]

limits their integration into established microfabrication

processes where robust membranes are needed. Although

an elastic polypropylene support ring that runs around the

circumference of AAO membrane permits one to pick up

the membrane with membrane tweezers without shattering

the membrane,[20] this approach fails when the membrane

undergoes a high-temperature and/or an ultrahigh vacu-

um. To provide additional supports to fragile AAO, one

could pattern aluminum surfaces with an anodization

barrier prior to anodization. During anodization of the

patterned surfaces, the anodization barrier prevents anod-

ization in the patterned areas while the oxide grows in the

unpatterned areas. Recently, Huang et al.[21] have reported

the first anodization barrier of polymethylmethacrylate

deposited on aluminum films. Because of the penetration

of the electrolyte through this polymeric layer, the

underlying surface was partially anodized to form AAO

up to 10-nm deep. In addition, the procedure required

optical lithography, polymer nanoprinting, ion-beam

exposure, and milling. Because of its excellent adhesion

to aluminum surfaces and electrical insulation as well as

its inertness to acidic electrolytes,[22] a SiO2 layer pre-

patterned on aluminum surfaces could provide a good

anodization barrier. The patterning of aluminum surfaces

with a SiO2 layer can be achieved through a sol–gel

coating or a dielectric evaporation.

This paper describes a patterned anodization of bulk

aluminum sheets and evaporated aluminum films pre-

patterned with an anodization barrier of SiO2 through a

sol–gel process or a dielectric evaporation. Using a two-

step anodization process,[6–8] we formed highly ordered,

uniform, and straight nanopores of AAO in the unpat-

terned areas, and did not observe any pores in the pat-

terned areas before and after SiO2 was removed. This

approach provides intermittent aluminum supports to

fragile AAO membranes, allowing facile incorporation

of AAO in a robust form into microdevices for micro-

electronics, microfluidics, and integrated optics.

ANODIZATION CELL

In most of the reported anodization processes, the whole

aluminum sheet has been exposed to the anodizing

electrolyte to fabricate ordered AAO. This results in a

complete conversion of an aluminum surface into fragile

AAO, and thus limits the integration of AAO into mi-

crofabrication technologies that require robust AAO at

specifically defined sample areas. To address this issue, Li

and Metzger[23] coated one side of aluminum sheet with

an insulating layer. To further address this, we prepared a

custom-built novel anodization cell and used it in our

experiments (Fig. 1). This jacketed cell is specifically
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designed for general temperature-controlled electrochem-

ical experiments where film and/or membrane electrodes

are used, and is compatible with a commercially available

cell stand (BAS Inc., Indiana). The samples to be

anodized, aluminum sheets or vacuum-evaporated alumi-

num films on glass slides, serve as the anode. The anode is

clamped down against a Teflon-coated rubber O-ring in

the anodization cell. Another piece of aluminum sheet

serves as the cathode. Alligator clips are used to connect

the power supply to the electrodes.

PATTERNED ANODIZATION ON BULK
ALUMINUM SHEETS

Scheme 1 shows our procedure to fabricate freestanding

and through-hole AAO membranes with intermittent

aluminum supports on bulk aluminum sheets. Sol–gel

coatinga or dielectric evaporation forms the SiO2-pat-

terned surfaces. The patterned surfaces were anodized

using a two-step anodization process as previously des-

cribed.[6–8] Briefly, the patterned surface was degreased in

a 5 wt.% sodium hydroxide solution at 60�C for 30 sec,

neutralized in a 50% (wt/wt) nitric acid solution for 5 sec,

and then rinsed with deionized water. The pretreated

surface was first anodized at a voltage of 40 V in a 0.3 M

oxalic acid solution at 0�C for 20 min to eliminate large

ridges and to texture the surface. The oxide was removed

in a mixed solution of 0.2 M chromic acid and 0.4 M

phosphoric acid at 60�C for 5 min. The surface was then

anodized for 2 hr to create long-range ordering, with the

newly formed oxide being removed again under the same

conditions as used in the first anodization. Finally, the

thus-treated surface was anodized again under the same

conditions for 30 min to grow highly ordered pores. The

postetching treatment of the resulting AAO consists of

three steps: 1) removal of the remaining aluminum in a

saturated mercury(II) chloride solution; 2) removal of the

barrier layer at the bottom in a 5 wt.% phosphoric acid

solution at 30�C; and 3) removal of the patterned SiO2

on the top in a 5 wt.% sodium hydroxide solution at

room temperature.

Aluminum sheets (99.999%, 0.25-mm thick) were

purchased from Aldrich. Before use, they were cut into

small pieces (20�20 mm). The SiO2 sol used for pat-

terning was prepared by adopting a two-step, acid-cata-

lyzed sol–gel process. In a typical preparation, tetraethyl-

orthosilicate (TEOS), ethanol, deionized water (18.2 MO
cm) and dilute hydrochloric acid solution (HCl) were

mixed in a molar ratio of 1:3.8:1:0.0005. The resulting

solution was refluxed at 60�C for 90 min to provide the

stock sol. Before use, 1 mL of stock sol was diluted with

aAlthough sol–gel processes have been widely used as one of the major

template synthetic strategies to fabricate nanostructures (tubules, fibrils,

and wires) of semiconductors and other inorganic materials in porous

membranes including AAO,[24,25] there is no report on the application of

sol–gel to obtain an anodization barrier on aluminum surfaces for

patterned anodization. Advantages of sol–gel processes include simplic-

ity of the procedure, stability of sol–gel films in acidic environments, and

plausibility of composite coatings.

Fig. 1 Custom-built anodization cell: (1) aluminum cathode;

(2) thermocouple thermometer; (3) aluminum anode; (4) Teflon-

coated O-ring; (5) water inlet; and (6) water outlet.

Scheme 1 Schematic diagram for the micropatterning process

of aluminum foils through a sol–gel resist. (a) Micropatterning

of anodization barriers using various techniques including

microwriting, screen printing, and chemical vapor deposition;

(b) patterned anodization; (c) removal of the remaining

aluminum in a saturated mercury(II) chloride solution; (d)

removal of the barrier layer at the bottom in a 5 wt.% phosphoric

acid solution and removal of the patterned SiO2 on the top in a 5

wt.% sodium hydroxide solution.
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ethanol, followed by addition of water and dilute HCl

solution, to provide a final overall molar ratio of TEOS/

ethanol/water/HCl to be 1:22:5:0.0053. The SiO2 sol was

introduced into Marsmatic technical pens (0.13-mm tip,

Staedtler) and was used to pattern the aluminum sheets.

Fig. 2a shows an illustrative scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) cross-sectional micrograph of AAO on a

bulk aluminum sheet prepatterned with SiO2 circular dots

(ca. 1-mm diameter). Highly ordered, uniform, and

straight pores are evident in the unpatterned areas. The

average pore diameter, depth, and density are determined

by SEM images to be 43±7 nm, �10 mm, and 1.7�1010

pores/cm2, respectively. No pores appear in the areas

beyond the O-ring, indicating no electrolyte leak from the

inside to the outside of the O-ring. No pores are observed

in the patterned areas. Appearing visible as a thin overhang

around the periphery of the AAO membrane, the patterned

SiO2 layer shows no cracking and/or peeling against the

applied voltage and anodizing electrolytes. Shown in

Fig. 2b, no pores are observed beneath the SiO2 layer if

it is removed using a 5 wt.% sodium hydroxide solution

at room temperature for 5 min. The pores were also

widened to be about 60 nm as a result of base etching.

This demonstrates an excellent inhibition of the SiO2

layer in preventing the electrolyte from penetrating into

the SiO2 / aluminum interface. The inhibition ability of

the SiO2 layer, together with the good adhesion to

aluminum and the capability of undergoing long-time

anodization, makes SiO2 an ideal resist for patterned

anodization of aluminum.

After carefully removing the remaining aluminum, the

bottom-barrier layer, and the patterned SiO2 layer, a

freestanding, highly ordered, through-pore AAO mem-

brane with intermittent aluminum supports is obtained. In

our control experiments, we anodized patterned aluminum

sheets under the same conditions, except for the different

anodization times in the final step (from 30 min up to 11

h). We then measured the membrane thickness by SEM

for the resulting freestanding and through-hole AAO

membranes. We found that the membrane thickness

increased almost linearly with the anodization time in

the final step up to 9 h, after which it increased slightly

with the anodization time in the final step. For example,

the membrane thicknesses are 13.2±1.3, 23.6±0.4, and

24.3±0.4 mm for a 5, 9, and 10 hr anodization in the

final step, respectively, with the aspect ratio of the

nanopores in the membranes being 307±58, 549±90, and

565±92, respectively. Because the pH value of the

electrolyte mainly defines the nanopore diameter,[26] du-

ring the two-step anodization process in a given poly-

protic acid, the nanopore diameter is held almost

constant. One can control the anodization time in the

final step to control the depth of the nanopores. This

offers a unique advantage to tailor the aspect ratio of the

nanopores. Huang et al.[21] found that sub-100-nm AAO

pores with aspect ratios 1000:1 can easily be formed

without elaborate processing.

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of ordered AAO on an

aluminum sheet prepatterned with SiO2 circular spots (ca. 1-mm

diameter) through a sol–gel process: (a) cross-sectional view of

the AAO / Al interface; (b) surface view of the AAO / Al

interface. b was obtained by dissolving SiO2 in a 5 wt.% sodium

hydroxide solution.

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrographs of surface (a)

and cross section (b) of freestanding and through-hole

AAO membranes.
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Fig. 3 shows the transmission electron microscopic

(TEM) surface (a) and cross section (b) of a cutout of the

freestanding and through-hole AAO membranes. Highly

ordered, uniform, and hexagonal pores are evident in Fig.

3a. The average pore diameter became larger than that

shown in Fig. 2a. This is because of the pore widening from

the phosphoric acid solution used to remove the bottom-

barrier layer. Through-hole nanopores oriented normal to

the aluminum surface are also clearly shown in Fig. 3b.

ANODIZATION ON EVAPORATED
ALUMINUM FILMS ON GLASS

Although irregular pore arrays of AAO were obtained

through a single-step anodization process of bulk alumi-

num foils at the beginning of 1950s,[27] regular pore arrays

were not fabricated until 1995 when Masuda and Fu-

kuda[6] demonstrated that a two-step anodization process

can dramatically improve the periodicity of the pores.

During the past several years, almost all reported works

have been using bulk aluminum instead of thin aluminum

films. This greatly limits the integration of AAO into

potential technologies because of the inherent fragility of

AAO membranes[19] and the practical need of many

technologies to have materials in thin-film forms. Very

few reports are available on anodization of vacuum-

evaporated aluminum films,[13,17,21,28,29] in which single-

step anodization processes with short anodization times

(5–13 min) were used, resulting in a low ordering of pore

arrangement. To improve the ordering of the pore ar-

rangement, one should use the two-step anodization

process with longer anodization times, as for bulk

aluminum foils.[30]b To the best of our knowledge, there

has been no report on the application of two-step ano-

dization process to the evaporated aluminum films.

Thin aluminum films (�2.2 mm) were obtained by

electron beam evaporation of 99.99% aluminum at a rate

of 2.0 nm/sec in a vacuum of 2�10�7 Torr on micro-

scopic glass slides (Baxter Scientific, M6145). The glass

slides were cleaned in freshly prepared ‘‘piranha solu-

tion’’ (7:3 concentrated H2SO4 and 30% H2O2), thor-

oughly washed with water, and blown dry with nitrogen.

The films were stored under vacuum in a drying chamber

or were immediately used.

Prior to use, the aluminum film was degreased by

sonicating in ethanol for 10 min, and blown dry under a

stream of nitrogen. The two-step anodization process that

was established for bulk aluminum[6–8] was used to

anodize aluminum films. Typically, the film was first

anodized at a voltage of 40 V in a 0.3 M oxalic acid

solution at 0�C for 15 min to texture the surface. After

removing the oxide in a mixed solution of 0.2 M chromic

bFor bulk aluminum sheets, it is reported that longer anodization times

lead to greater pore regularity through self-organization processes that

occur during anodization.

Fig. 4 Scanning electron micrographs of surface (a) and cross

section (b) obtained on vacuum-evaporated aluminum films

on glass.

Fig. 5 Scanning electron micrographs of the surface of ordered

AAO on an evaporated aluminum film prepatterned with SiO2

microgrids (75�75 mm): (a) low-magnification image; (b and c)

high-magnification images.
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acid and 0.4 M phosphoric acid at 60�C for 5 min, the

surface was anodized again for 15 min to create long-range

ordering. The newly formed oxide was removed again

under the same conditions as used in the first anodization.

Finally, the thus-treated surface was anodized under the

same conditions to grow highly ordered pores. The final

anodization was stopped at a point when the anodizing

current significantly dropped. At this point, all the

aluminum is consumed. For a �2-mm-thick film, the

anodizing time in the final step is usually about 12 min.

Using the two-step anodization process, we repeatedly

observed a circular disk of oxide (ca. 8-mm diameter)

locating in the center of the area defined by the O-ring

(12-mm diameter). No oxide was present beyond this disk.

Huang et al.[21] observed similar delamination behavior.

They attributed it to the stress generated as a result of

volume expansion when aluminum is anodized to porous

alumina. Depositing an adhesion layer between aluminum

and glass substrates may eliminate delamination. Fig. 4a

shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) surface

micrograph of AAO obtained on the central disk. Highly

ordered, uniform, and straight pores can be seen. The

average pore diameter, depth, and density are determined

by SEM images to be 60±8 nm, �3 mm, and 1.3�1010

pores/cm2, respectively. This membrane thickness results

in a volume expansion of alumina to aluminum of about

1.3, which is in good agreement with the mechanical

stress model[31,32] and the 10% porosity rule.[26] Fig. 4b

shows the SEM cross-sectional micrograph. There is a

thin oxide barrier layer on which parallel, straight-through

pores are evident. There are voids of alumina below the

barrier layer. Similar voids were previously observed for

anodization of aluminum thin films on silicon,[13,17] with

the formation being attributed to a localized temperature

increase or electric-field-enhanced dissolution near the

interface. Because of this unique structure, the bottom part

of the oxide layer can be easily removed by postetching

treatment with phosphoric acid solution. This allows for

the alumina to be directly used as an etch mask for pattern

transfer into other substrates.[17]

PATTERNED ANODIZATION ON
EVAPORATED ALUMINUM FILMS

The SiO2 pattern (�4.0-mm thick)c was dielectrically

deposited on the freshly evaporated aluminum films on

glass at a rate of 2 Å/sec by electron beam evaporation at a

base pressure of 1.5�10�5 Torr, using a TEM copper grid

(75�75 mm) as an evaporation mask. The thus-patterned

surfaces were anodized using the two-step anodization

process as for the evaporated aluminum films on glass.

Fig. 5 shows SEM surface micrographs of the patterned

surface after anodization. Parts a and b correspond to low-

magnification and high-magnification images, respective-

ly. No pores appear in the patterned areas while highly

ordered and uniform pores appear in the unpatterned

areas, i.e., the borders of the SiO2 microgrids (Fig. 5c).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have developed an efficient, inexpensive

procedure to fabricate highly ordered, through-hole nano-

porous AAO with intermittent aluminum supports from

patterns of controlled size and shape. The use of patterned

SiO2 layer as anodization barriers in the patterned

anodization provides the required structural robustness,

electrical insulation, and excellent adhesion to aluminum

surfaces, and constitutes the basis of a method for the direct

assembly of novel nanodevices, especially for nanoelec-

tronic manufacturing. Our ongoing investigation is cen-

tered on scaling down the patterned features to the micron

and submicron dimensions, development of methods for

use of micropatterned AAO in fluidic and electronic

nanovias, and construction of heterostructural nanowires

using patterned AAO as a template through chemical vapor

deposition and/or pulsed electrodeposition.
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Antibodies and Other Ligand–Receptor Systems with
Infinite Binding Affinity
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INTRODUCTION

Biological molecules such as antibodies show exquisite

specificity in binding to target molecules. This binding is

naturally reversible, and the stability of the antibody–

target complex is often a matter of concern because

experiments can be compromised if it dissociates or

exchanges with other molecules. Here we describe the

current state of molecular technology for making specific

complexes irreversible, so that target specificity is

preserved while dissociation is effectively prevented.

The emphasis is on antibody applications, but the same

concepts apply to other binding systems.

Statement of the Problem

One of the most important elementary phenomena in

biochemistry and biology is the reversible binding of one

molecule to another:

Aþ B Ð
k2

k1

C ð1Þ

If A is an antibody and B is its target, this can be the first

step in resistance to infection; if A is a drug molecule and

B is its receptor, this can be the basis for pharmacological

action; there are many other fitting examples. An

important feature of this process is that binding is specific:

sites on molecules A and B fit together to form a complex,

but A and B do not bind indiscriminately to other

molecules. Specific binding is generally achieved by

complementary noncovalent interactions between A and

B, such as hydrophobic bonding, hydrogen bonding, ion

pairing, and pi-stacking. In biological systems, binding of

A and B is usually accompanied by the release of several

water molecules from the surface of each. This provides

an entropy change in favor of complex formation.

Reversible binding (Eq. 1) is quantitatively character-

ized by rate constants k1 and k2, and an equilibrium

constant Kd:

At equilibrium; k1½C� ¼ k2½A�½B� and

Kd ¼
k1

k2

¼ ½A�½B�½C� ð2Þ

The brackets [] denote concentrations, in units of mol/L,

M. Rate constants k1 and k2 have different units: typically,

k1 is expressed in units of sec�1 for the first-order

dissociation process, while k2 is expressed in units of M�1

sec�1 for the second-order (bimolecular) association

process. The units of Kd = k1/k2 are then mol/L, M. A

common rule of thumb is that useful pharmaceuticals

should bind to their targets with dissociation constants

Kd	10�9 M. Note that when [A] equals Kd, then [B] = [C]

and the target B is half-saturated (the complex C is formed

with 50% yield).

The rate of the association reaction can be no faster than

the rate at which A and B diffuse together, and it is usually

found that k2	109 M�1 sec�1. We can use this to estimate

the minimum bound lifetime of the complex. For the case

Kd = 10�9 M, at maximum k2 = 109 M�1 sec�1, and the

maximum value of k1 = 1 sec�1. From fundamental

mathematics, the lifetime t of the average complex in

Eq. 2 is t = 1/k1, which in this case would be 1 sec. A bound

lifetime of 1 sec would be too short for many practical

applications. (Because we used a maximum value for k1,

we have calculated a minimum value for t. Few experi-

mental on-rates are as large as 109 M�1 sec�1: for a given

Kd, if the on-rate k2 is smaller, then the off-rate k1 is also

smaller, and the bound lifetime of the complex is longer.)

Biological molecules can exhibit more complicated

properties than those described above. One common

variation is that macromolecules may incorporate more

than one binding site for target molecules, and undergo

multivalent binding.

ADDED COMPLICATIONS OF
MULTIVALENT BINDING

Elementary Kinetic Scheme has
System-Dependent Terms

A ligand–receptor system in which the binding equilib-

rium can be more than monovalent is illustrated by the

divalent antibody molecule binding to the polyvalent

target in Eq. 3. Association of the antibody to its target

occurs in two distinct steps: first, the familiar association
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from two separate molecules with rate constant k2, and

second, a unimolecular ring-closing reaction with rate

constant ky sec�1. The latter reaction involves the same

ligand–receptor interaction chemistry as the bimolecular

association, but here the process does not require two

separate molecules to diffuse together.

It should be noted that the equilibrium constant for

bivalent association is not calculated simply by squaring

the equilibrium constant for monovalent association. It is

commonly found for antibody binding to multivalent

targets that bivalent association decreases the overall

dissociation constant by a factor of 100–1000 relative to

monovalent association, making binding more stable but

not vastly so. However, in some cases, such as cancer cells

that overexpress a particular cell-surface protein, a

bivalent antibody can associate with an antigen-rich

surface practically irreversibly. This has inspired consid-

erable effort in developing systems that bind multivalently

to enhance the strength of the binding interaction in

practical situations. A common example is the engineer-

ing of antibodies and other proteins for multivalent

binding to carbohydrates, for which monovalent binding

tends to be weak.

Effective Local Concentration

With reference to Eq. 3, it is possible to take the ratio of

ky/k2, which is expressed in mol/L, as indicating the

effective local concentration of the target in the vicinity of

the monovalently bound antibody molecule. When exper-

imental results are available, this provides an index of the

density of targets on the particle in Eq. 3 and their

accessibility to the second arm of the antibody molecule—

a composite quantity that is difficult to calculate. The

effective local concentration is sometimes a nonphysically

large quantity, indicating favorable geometric and entro-

pic properties for forming the second association.

Multivalent binding can have unwanted consequences:

for example, when an antibody binds two targets on a

cell surface, it can trigger the internalization of the com-

plex and subsequent changes in the cell’s behavior. Of

course, if the targets are not linked together, binding of

an antibody to two targets involves two independent bi-

molecular association events as in Eq. 1, which does not

increase binding strength. For these reasons, it is

frequently desirable to enhance the strength of monova-

lent binding.

From the protein engineering viewpoint, reversible

binding may be strengthened by combinatorially varying

the amino-acid residues in the binding site, to seek mutant

proteins that exhibit thermodynamically more favorable

binding.[1] There is considerable activity in developing

new experimental approaches to combinatorial selection,

and remarkably high binding affinities have been achieved

in some cases.[2] Extrapolating this to its logical extreme

leads to binding that is so strong it is not reversible.

ð3Þ

Fig. 1 Binding curves for ligand–receptor systems with different affinities. The horizontal line at the bottom of the graph corresponds

to infinite affinity.
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Fig. 1 illustrates the progressive effects of increasing

binding affinity (decreasing Kd). With reference to Eqs. 1

and 2 above, this shows a semilogarithmic plot of
½B�

½B�þ½C� ¼
Kd

Kdþ½A� as a function of [A] for various values of

Kd. Moving from right to left, we see the curves for

progressively stronger binding, with their half-saturation

points at [A] = Kd. The system with Kd = 1
10�7 M has

the lowest affinity, comparable to a weakly binding

antibody; the system with the highest affinity, Kd =

1
10�15 M, is comparable to the strongest-binding

systems found in nature. Reducing the concentration of

free target to 50% requires an amount of free antibody

[A] = Kd; reducing the concentration of free target to 1%

requires an amount of free antibody [A] = 99Kd; reducing

the concentration of free target to 0.1% requires an

amount of free antibody [A] = 999Kd; and so on.

Infinite binding affinity corresponds to Kd = 0, which is

the horizontal line at the bottom of Fig. 1. Here binding

is irreversible and a 1:1 ratio of antibody to target is

sufficient to reduce the concentration of free target to zero

at equilibrium; no excess is required. Obviously, there will

be practical limitations on literally achieving a zero

concentration of free target with a precisely 1:1 ratio of

antibody to target, because as the concentrations of

antibody and target become increasingly small, the rate

of the second-order association reaction (= k2[A][B]) tends

to zero. However, a small excess of antibody can make a

difference at this stage: as target B becomes depleted, the

concentration [A] of antibody becomes much larger than

[B] and, as a consequence, ceases to decline significantly.

The experimenter can control the rate of the association

reaction (still = k2[A][B]) by choosing the amount of A to

add to the system.

PRINCIPLES OF IRREVERSIBLE BINDING

Consider an engineered monovalent antibody (fragment)

that can bind irreversibly to its target. The molecular

mechanism of this process is illustrated in Eq. 4, consisting

of a reversible binding step followed by an irreversible

locking step. The mathematics describing irreversible

binding are not unlike those for bivalent binding (Eq. 3).

Conceptually, molecular recognition of the target and

reversible binding is the first step in both; it is followed

by an intramolecular ring closure that involves either a

second binding site (Eq. 3) or a reactive moiety in or

near the first binding site (Eq. 4).

The difference is that we replace ky with kirr and kx = 0 for

Eq. 4. The most valuable situation for irreversible pharma-

cological targeting is when kirr� k1, so that the complex is

formed irreversibly upon binding, without dissociation.

Irreversible binding with little or no dissociation has been

achieved for an antibody that binds a small molecule,

using synthetic chemistry to engineer the small molecule

and site-directed mutagenesis to engineer the antibody.[3]

This is referred to as infinite affinity, because the off-rate

is effectively zero. Because the locking reaction must

occur within the lifetime of the complex t = 1/k1, infinite

affinity is easier to achieve when k1 is small.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

In the past, enzymologists, immunologists, and other

professionals prepared reactive organic molecules that

resembled known enzyme inhibitors or antibody haptens,

and identified important residues in the respective protein

binding sites by forming stable covalent bonds and

analyzing the products. The reagents have employed

relatively reactive electrophiles such as isothiocyanates,

sulfonyl fluorides, mustards, or nitroaryl halides.[4–7]

Under appropriate conditions, these electrophiles exist

for a useful period of time in aqueous solution, although

they are quite reactive. When the electrophilic inhibitors

are bound to their targets, the effective local concentration

of protein nucleophiles (particularly thiols, but also amino

groups, etc.) near the bound electrophile can lead to

specific attachment to one or a few amino acid side chains.

The concepts underlying these in vitro experiments can

be extended to developing molecules for use in vivo, by

developing ligands that are unreactive to the many

nucleophiles that occur in living systems but nonetheless

react efficiently with their specific protein molecules.

When the protein has a conveniently located cysteine

sidechain, this can be accomplished by judicious chemical

synthesis of the ligand. In some other circumstances, a

cysteine can be engineered into the protein.

The favorable situation of a uniquely reactive group

advantageously placed in a binding site is not often found

in nature. An exceptional example from the pharma-

ceutical literature is given by Fry et al.[8] who synthe-

sized 4-anilinoquinazolines carrying mildly electrophilic

ð4Þð4Þ
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acryl groups, which proved to bind irreversibly to one of

the cysteine residues in the catalytic domain of the

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). Another work

with a,b-unsaturated carbonyl compounds as enzyme

inhibitors further supports this approach to irreversibly

blocking an important binding site by Michael addition

to a cysteine side chain.[9] When it is part of a rapidly

cleared small molecule, the a,b-unsaturated carbonyl

compound does not detectably react with nucleophiles

normally present in the blood because the contact time is

short and they are present in low concentration.[10] The

most important nucleophiles in circulation are thiols on

glutathione and other small molecules, and the free

cysteine side chain in albumin.

ENGINEERING INFINITE AFFINITY

Converting a natural protein to irreversible binding has

been achieved in a few instances, by engineering a cysteine

residue into a chosen position in the binding site.[3,11,12]

Here the aim is to exploit the exceptional nucleophilicity

of a well-placed sulfur atom to form a stable covalent

bond. In applications reported so far, the other binding

partner has been a small organic molecule. Thus a double

engineering approach is used, relying on the tools of

modern molecular biology to design and produce a mu-

tant protein, and synthetic chemistry to produce the small

molecules that target the engineered binding site on

the protein.

Planning the experimental strategy is made easier if a

crystal structure of a natural complex is available. Chmura

et al.[3] referred to the crystal structure of the antibody

CHA255 bound to its indium-chelate hapten.[13] Levitsky

et al.[11] used the structure of the cyclophilin A–cyslos-

porin A complex.[14] In each case, amino-acid residues

that were near, but not in contact with, the bound organic

ligand were identified.

Chmura chose residues within the binding site of the

antibody (Fig. 2). These residues, which are in comple-

mentarity determining region 3 of the light chain, were

chosen because their side chains: 1) are not exposed on the

outer surface of the antibody; 2) do not have any direct

contacts with the bound ligand; and 3) lie within a few

angstroms of the para substituent on a benzene ring in the

ligand. The latter criterion allowed for ease of synthesis of a

library of candidate ligands for irreversible binding. On the

other hand, Levitsky chose protein residues that: 1) are

exposed on the outer surface of the protein; 2) do not have

any direct contacts with the bound ligand; and 3) lie within a

few angstroms of a suitable site for synthetic modification

of the ligand. In each case, site-directed mutagenesis was

used to prepare cysteine mutants in the chosen positions.

The proteins were expressed by using appropriate cell lines,

and characterized by standard methods.

Chmura compared a set of electrophilic substituents

(Fig. 3), not only for specific reaction with the engi-

neered cysteine side chain but also for physiological

clearance in animal models, settling on the acryl group.[10]

This agrees with the experience of other researchers who

have sought to use the Michael addition to cysteine sulfur

for permanent binding under physiological conditions.

Fig. 2 Crystal structure of antibody CHA255–indium chelate

complex (From Ref. [13].) Two residues in the wild-type

antibody that are not directly involved in ligand binding but are

favorably located close to the para-substituent of the ligand

(yellow) are light-chain residues S95 and N96 (Kabat positions

93 and 94). (From Ref. [3]. Copyright 2001. The National

Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Electrophiles tested for: 1) lack of reactivity in complex

physiological media; and 2) specific reaction with engineered

antibody S95C (Fig. 2). (From Ref. [3]. Copyright 2001, The

National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.)
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The attack of a sulfhydryl group on the double bond of a

nearby a,b unsaturated carbonyl compound appears to

have favorable properties for use in site-directed protein

targeting under physiological conditions in vitro and in

vivo. Under these conditions, the reaction is irreversible.

The attachment is stable even to the conditions of boiling

and reduction that accompany preparation of a sample for

gel electrophoresis.

CONCLUSION

Infinite affinity binding systems are at a very early stage.

However, it seems clear that they offer unique advantages

in practical applications where irreversible association is

needed. A potentially fertile area is in pharmaceutical

applications where elimination of a specific molecule is

required. For example, antibodies against growth factors

are under development as cancer therapies.[15] It may

prove worthwhile to completely eliminate a particular

growth factor by irreversible binding. In the area of in vitro

assays, the avidin–biotin binding pair is widely used in

circumstances where practically irreversible binding, e.g.,

of a biotinylated protein to a surface, is required. Avidin

only binds biotin, and the binding is not actually ir-

reversible. Many systems with infinite affinity are possi-

ble, offering the possibility of multiplexed sets of

orthogonal binding pairs to localize different ligands per-

manently and specifically on the same surface. On the

other hand, for those applications that require buffering

the concentration of a ligand within a particular con-

centration range, reversible binding is intrinsically su-

perior as long as a binding partner with an appropriate

Kd is available.
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INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric nanoparticles, defined as particles with

spherical equivalent diameters smaller than 50 nm, are

either directly emitted from combustion sources, or are

formed in the atmosphere by a process called nucleation.

They then quickly grow by the condensation of gas

monomers or clusters, or by coagulation with other par-

ticles, to become a critical participant in a number of

important atmospheric processes such as heterogeneous

chemistry, cloud formation, precipitation, and the scatter

and absorption of solar radiation. An understanding of

nanoparticles has increased dramatically in recent years

because of significant advances in instrumentation to

detect, size, and determine their chemical composition.

Recent observations now show us that atmospheric nano-

particles are ubiquitous: Measurements carried out in city

centers, isolated islands and forests, and the remote tro-

posphere have never failed to encounter periods charac-

terized by concentrations of up to 106 nanoparticles/cm3.

Theoretical advances in nucleation and growth, at present,

have not made the same sort of progress as observation,

but this is an area of rapid progress.

The goal of this article is to provide an overview of the

role that nanoparticles play in the atmosphere, the

observational and theoretical tools currently being

employed in their study, and recent observations that

continue to direct progress in understanding their

formation and fate. Although much is known about these

transient particles, researchers appear to be at the cusp of

huge scientific advances that will make it possible to

predict their formation and behavior in the atmosphere.

BACKGROUND

Excellent texts are available on the subject of atmospheric

particulate matter,[1,2] which is commonly referred to as

atmospheric aerosol. These texts are also adequate

references on atmospheric nanoparticles; however, re-

cently, a review chapter[3] and a special journal issue[4]

have focused specifically on this area. The goal of this

section is to provide a broad overview of the distribution,

sources, and lifetimes of atmospheric aerosol. This is

followed by a review of relevant atmospheric process

involving nanoparticles.

Atmospheric Particle Size Distributions

Close to the Earth’s surface, continental air typically

contains from 103 to 105 particles/cm3. These particles

have spherical equivalent diameters dp ranging from 1 nm

to 100 mm. Plots of particle number concentration, surface

area, and volume vs. dp, such as those shown in Fig. 1 for

typical rural settings, usually shows that these particles

are distributed over three or more modes. Most particles

are smaller than 100 nm in diameter (Fig. 1a), in a mode

referred to as the Aitken mode. The term ultrafine aerosol

is often used for those with diameters smaller than 100 nm.

The other two predominant modes are the accumulation

mode (0.1<dp<2.5 mm) and the coarse mode (dp>2.5 mm).

Within the Aitken mode, for dp< 50 nm, many properties

of the condensed phase, most notably vapor pressure,

become quite different from those of the bulk phase: Thus

particles smaller than 50 nm have come to be known

as nanoparticles. The implications of the distributions in

Fig. 1 on atmospheric processes can be generalized as

follows: For phenomena that depend on the particle

number concentration, it is the Aitken mode that con-

tributes the most; for those processes that are surface area

dependent, the accumulation mode is most influential; for

those that depend on total aerosol volume or mass, the

coarse mode dominates.

Atmospheric Particle Sources and Sinks

The different modes in aerosol size distribution reflect

differences in the atmospheric sources, transformations,

and sinks (Fig. 2). Particles in the coarse mode are generated

by mechanical processes such as wind and friction. The

accumulationmode containsparticles thathave grown in the

atmosphere by condensation of gases, or coagulation with

other particles. The Aitken mode contains particles that

are generated chemically, either directly emitted from a
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source (primary aerosol) or are created or grown from gas

phase reactions in the atmosphere (secondary aerosol).

The dominant loss mechanisms for Aitken mode particles

are coagulation and condensational growth. Particles in

the accumulation mode leave the atmosphere by adhering

onto wetted surfaces, most commonly rain and cloud

drops, through a process called wet deposition. Coarse

mode particles eventually settle to the ground in a process

called dry deposition. Fig. 3 shows the typical timescales

for these removal processes. Dry deposition, coagulation,

and condensational growth are relatively rapid processes,

whereas wet deposition is the least efficient means of

particle removal. The result is that particles in the

accumulation mode are the longest-lived particles, having

lifetimes that may span several days. Therefore these

particles are commonly spatially homogeneous, and

number distributions in this size range do not change

rapidly with time. In contrast, Aitken mode particles have

lifetimes of a few minutes to an hour. Therefore these

particles commonly exist close to their source (e.g., near

busy freeways) and their number distributions usually

change rapidly with time.

Nanoparticles in the Atmosphere

Nanoparticles, as a subset of the Aitken mode, are

generated chemically either as primary emissions or

through gas phase reactions in the atmosphere. The latter

process is, in fact, nucleation and will be the focus of

much of the discussion that follows. It is also true that

nanoparticles are some of the most transient in the

atmosphere, with a corresponding heterogeneous spatial

distribution that depends on source distribution and

meteorological conditions. Additionally nanoparticles

may frequently dominate an aerosol number distribution,

but usually not distributions of surface area and almost

never of volume (Fig. 1). In view of these observations, it

is reasonable to ask if nanoparticles play an important role

in atmospheric processes, outside of their crucial role

as the primary source of new particles. A question of

equal importance, although outside the scope of this arti-

cle, is whether atmospheric nanoparticles play a delete-

rious role in human health through respiration. The

answer to this question is a qualitative ‘‘yes,’’ although

the mechanism and magnitude of this effect are far from

clear.[3,8,9]

The contribution of nanoparticles to scattering and

absorption of solar radiation, which controls processes

such as visibility reduction and climate, is understood to

be negligible.[2] This is because of the low efficiency with

which nanoparticles interact with solar radiation.[10]

Perhaps the most important contribution of nanoparticles

on climate is to influence the optical properties,

abundance, and persistence of clouds.[11] An abundance

of new particles could increase the number of cloud

condensation nuclei (CCN), which are water-soluble

aerosols on which water vapor condenses to form cloud

droplets. The overall result of this so-called ‘‘indirect

effect of aerosols on climate’’ is an issue of active

research and debate, but is generally thought to be a

reduction in incoming solar radiation.[11]

At the time of this writing, very little is known about

whether nanoparticles may play a unique role in the

chemistry of the atmosphere. It is certainly true that

chemical reactions occur on atmospheric nanoparticles,

just as they occur on all aerosol;[1] however, in most

circumstances, the minimal contribution of nanoparticles

to overall aerosol surface area (e.g., Fig. 1b) decreases the

likelihood that these particles may influence the chemistry

of the gas phase. The exception to this may be during

‘‘nucleation bursts,’’ which are periods of intense new

particle production that can dominate the surface area

distribution.[12] Although it may be true that the

concentrations of certain reactive compounds may be

enhanced in nanoparticles through the processes of

nucleation and condensational growth, a simple analysis

has shown that, even during nucleation burst periods, this

enhancement would need to be a factor of 106 greater than

reactant concentrations in typical cloud droplets to have a

similar effect.[3]

Fig. 1 Particle (a) number, (b) surface area, and (c) volume

distributions for typical rural conditions, generated using the

parameterization of Jaenicke.[6]
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OBSERVATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC
NANOPARTICLE PHYSICOCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES

Most of the important advances in our understanding of

atmospheric nanoparticles have resulted from dramatic

improvements in instrumentation for characterizing their

size, number, and composition. As we will see later, these

observations have challenged our theoretical understand-

ing of both aerosol nucleation and growth. This section

will provide an overview of these instruments, and some

representative measurements.

Physical Characterization

Advances in the physical characterization of atmospheric

nanoparticles now allow us to size and detect them when

Fig. 2 Schematic of the distribution of particle surface area in the atmosphere. Modes, sources, and sinks are indicated. (From Ref. [7].
#IEEE, 2003.)

Fig. 3 Residence time of particles in the lower 1.5 km of the

atmosphere as a function of particle radius, generated using data

from Jaenicke.[19] Also shown are approximate size ranges for

predominant removal mechanisms.
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they are less than an hour old, corresponding to diame-

ters of about 3 nm. It is now possible to characterize

nanoparticle growth rates; thus we can start to make

links between the presence of these nanoparticles and

the variety of phenomena that they control. The current

section briefly summarizes these physical characteriza-

tion techniques.

The condensation nucleus counter (CNC)[13] can detect

particles as small as 3 nm in diameter.[14] It accomplishes

this by flowing the sample air first through a region that is

saturated with a condensing vapor, usually n-butanol, and

then through a cooled region. The gas then becomes

supersaturated with the vapor, which causes the particles

to grow to a size that can be detected by light scattering.

The minimum detectable particle size is a function of

vapor supersaturation; thus two CNCs with different

supersaturations (or different transmission characteristics)

can be operated in parallel and, by subtracting their

readings, can be used to determine the concentration of

particles within a certain size range. This subtraction

technique is the most frequently used way of observing

atmospheric nanoparticles.[15] Recent advances have

been reported in the development of particle size mag-

nifiers,[16] which are similar to CNCs but are being de-

veloped with the goal of detecting particles at diameters

of 1 nm and below.

Size classification of nanoparticles is now possible

using a number of techniques. The differential mobility

analyzer (DMA)[17] is an ‘‘electrical mobility classifier’’

device that can size-classify particles down to 3 nm in

diameter.[18] It does this by charging particles and passing

them through a region where a sheath gas and an electric

field are combined in such a way that only particles of

a certain surface area-to-charge ratio can pass through

the exit aperture. These instruments are commonly com-

bined with CNCs to obtain nanoparticle size distribu-

tions. Fig. 4a shows an example of a continuous record of

particle size distributions from an urban site (St. Louis,

MO), which features a new particle formation event that

reached detectable levels at 8:00 A.M. Subsequent growth

of the mean diameter of the spectrum is quite linear

(Fig. 4b). This can be equated with aerosol growth if one

assumes that the aerosol was homogeneous in a large-

scale air mass.

Two additional methods for obtaining nanoparticle size

distributions are the pulse height analysis (PHA) and the

ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) techniques. PHA[20]

operates on the principle that particles smaller than 10

nm grow by condensation in the CNC to reach a unique

final diameter, which can be sized by optical techniques.

The IMS can measure the size spectra of charged nano-

particles down to diameters below 1 nm, by measuring

their drift velocity in a constant electric field.[21] IMS

measurements have shown that, under certain conditions,

nanoparticle formation is correlated with bursts of atmo-

spheric ion clusters.[21]

Fig. 4 (a) Particle size distribution vs. local time for a nucleation event in St. Louis, MO. (b) Number mean diameter vs. local time for

distributions in (a), showing a linear nanoparticle growth rate. (From Ref. [60]. Courtesy of Q. Shi, University of Minnesota.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Chemical Composition

Until recently, the chemical characterization of atmo-

spheric nanoparticles has not seen the same sort of

progress as physical characterization. However, currently,

several techniques have been developed for obtaining

chemical composition information by: 1) indirectly

inferring it by measuring some other behavior; 2) using

off-line collection and analysis techniques; 3) using on-

line real-time mass spectrometry-based techniques. In this

section, these various methods will be briefly described.

Some of the earliest measurements of the chemical

properties of nanoparticles were performed by using a

DMA to size-select particles, then exposing these

particles to a controlled environment and acquiring a

particle size distribution on the result to observe any

changes in aerosol size.[22] Most of these instruments,

called tandem differential mobility analyzers (TDMAs),

expose size-selected particles to high humidity to

investigate their hygroscopic properties, but others

characterize volatility by applying high temperatures[23]

or organic composition by using a gas saturated with

various organic vapors.[24] In a related application, the

growth characteristics of aerosol in a CNC have been

investigated using the PHA technique, which was used to

infer that nanoparticles in a boreal forest region were

composed primarily of organic acids.[25]

Off-line sampling techniques involve collecting parti-

cles on a substrate, often in a size-segregated manner, for

later chemical analysis. Such analysis might involve

extraction of the constituents from the substrate and

analysis of the integrated composition by techniques such

as ion chromatography and inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), illuminating the substrate

with a light source to investigate optical absorption, or the

study of isolated particles on the substrate by microan-

alytical techniques such as secondary ion mass spectros-

copy (SIMS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR).[26] The application of off-line techniques to

nanoparticle composition is challenged by an inability

to collect sufficient mass of these particles; nonetheless,

most of what is known about the composition of the

smallest particles in the atmosphere is derived from off-

line techniques. Low-pressure impactors are often em-

ployed for collecting size-segregated ultrafine parti-

cles,[27–30] but these devices do not usually extend into

the sub-50 nm diameter range. Observations of ultrafine

urban aerosol from low-pressure impactors show particles

to be composed of 50–70% (by weight) organic com-

pounds and 6–14% (by weight) of each of the following:

elemental carbon, sulfate, nitrate, and trace metals.[27,28]

Recently, a particle concentrator that allows the collec-

tion of particles as small as 10 nm in diameter, requiring

integration times of 3 hr or more, has been described.[31]

That study found a distinct mode in the 36–50-nm diam-

eter range, affected primarily by combustion processes;

however, correlations between elemental and organic

carbon compositions also suggested that these particles

contained secondary organic compounds.[31] Dimethyla-

mine has been identified by the chemical analysis of

newly formed particles collected in a low-pressure im-

pactor in a boreal forest.[30] One recent example of the use

of off-line microanalytical techniques has been reported

in the study of recently formed particles in a coastal

setting. That study observed both iodine and sulfur in

particles with diameters below 10 nm,[32] suggesting that

biogenic iodine species emitted from seaweeds may be

responsible for new particle formation or growth.

On-line chemical analysis techniques directly analyze

particles in real time, usually by vaporizing particles

through lasers or heated surfaces, ionizing the resulting

gas, and injecting the ions into a mass spectrometer for

analysis.[33] These techniques are highly desirable for the

study of nanoparticle composition, as they have capabil-

ities of both high sensitivity and short sampling times.

Most current on-line techniques rely on improving the

nanoparticle sampling efficiency of existing instruments

(e.g., Phares et al.,[34]). This has been accomplished

primarily by the use of aerodynamic focusing lens sys-

tems[35] whose transmission efficiency degrades signifi-

cantly for particle diameters smaller than 20 nm. Most of

these instruments are very new—field measurements have

only just started; therefore very little published data are

available. One example of published results comes from

the 1999 Atlanta Southern Oxidant Study, which found

that particles as small as 14 nm are almost completely

organic.[36] The authors point out the ability to analyze

nanoparticles is based, to some degree, on particle

composition. For example, sulfate was not identified in

any particles with their instrument, whereas other

measurements during the same field campaign identified

sulfate as a major constituent.[37]

New instruments that have been designed specifically

for the on-line characterization of nanoparticles have also

been introduced. Most of these new devices are limited to

obtaining atomic, rather than molecular, composition of

the aerosol, and usually employ high-power lasers[38] and

plasmas[39] to desorb and ionize aerosols smaller than

20 nm in diameter. The author has recently reported the

development of the thermal desorption chemical ioniza-

tion mass spectrometer (TDCIMS), an instrument capable

of on-line measurements of the molecular composition of

nanoparticles as small as 5 nm in diameter at time

resolutions of ca. 20 min.[40,41] The TDCIMS operates by

charging and then collecting nanoparticles on a metal

filament, then resistively heating the filament and
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analyzing the desorbed gas by chemical ionization mass

spectrometry (CIMS). Fig. 5 shows an example of

continuous TDCIMS measurements of sub-20-nm-diam-

eter aerosols performed outside our laboratories in

Boulder, CO, in the spring of 2002. The major ion

observed is ammonium (Fig. 5a); however, the integrated

concentration of ions larger than 65 amu varies greatly

during the day (Fig. 5b). The TDCIMS has also per-

formed measurements of the composition of freshly nu-

cleated particles at the 2002 Aerosol Nucleation and

Real-time Characterization Experiment (ANARChE) in

Atlanta, GA. Preliminary results from that experiment

suggest that freshly nucleated aerosols in Atlanta are

composed almost entirely of sulfate with variable degrees

of neutralization by ammonium.[42]

ATMOSPHERIC NANOPARTICLE
FORMATION AND GROWTH: MODELS
AND OBSERVATIONS

Given the current understanding of the atmospheric

impact of nanoparticles, it is clear that the ability to

predict the physicochemical properties of nanoparticles

requires equal effort placed on understanding the growth

of nanoparticles and their formation. Because instruments

are, thus far, unable to directly observe newly formed

aerosol in the atmosphere, the interpretation of observa-

tions of nucleation also requires an understanding of the

mechanism and dynamics of condensational growth. The

goal of the present section is to review the current

theoretical basis for nucleation and growth.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the formation and

growth of atmospheric nanoparticles. The primary

formation process is homogeneous nucleation, which is

defined as the formation of thermodynamically stable

particles from the condensation of gaseous precursors.

Primary sources, such as diesel engines,[43,44] can be

significant sources of nanoparticles in urban settings but

will not be discussed in this article. Heterogeneous

nucleation, defined as condensation of gases on foreign

media such as gas phase ions, might also lead to the

formation of atmospheric nanoparticles. It is important to

note that, in the atmosphere, homogeneous nucleation is

in competition with scavenging of the low-volatility gas

by preexisting aerosol. Because of this, new particle for-

mation in the atmosphere tends to occur in bursts (Fig. 4),

either when the total aerosol surface area is suddenly

dropped, or when a sudden meteorological or chemical

change modifies the concentration of condensable vapor.

Condensational Growth

One of the most unique properties of nanoparticles

involves their evaporation and condensation behavior.

As the curvature of a particle surface decreases, the

separation between adjacent surface molecules increases

leading to an overall decrease in the attractive forces

between them. The result of this is that, at equilibrium, the

partial pressure surrounding the curved surface will

exceed the saturation vapor pressure for the flat surface.

The equation that describes this effect is known as the

Kelvin, or Thomson–Gibbs, equation:

S ¼ pd

ps

¼ exp
4sMw

rRTd*

� �
ð1Þ

Here the vapor saturation ratio S is defined as the ratio of

the vapor pressure surrounding the particle pd to the satu-

ration vapor pressure of the flat surface ps. The surface

tension, molecular weight, and density of the liquid are

given by s, Mw, and r, respectively. R is the universal gas

constant, T is temperature, and d* is the diameter of a

particle that will neither grow nor evaporate at S. Fig. 7a

shows the relationship between S and d*. The line given

by Eq. 1 can be thought of as the boundary between

condensational growth (region A in Fig. 7a) and

evaporation (region B). If a particle’s diameter and sat-

uration ratio place it on the line and S were suddenly

lowered, then the droplet will completely evaporate; if,

conversely, S were raised, then the particle will grow in-

definitely. The Kelvin equation predicts that a pure 10-nm-

Fig. 5 Measurements of the chemical composition of sub-

20 nm diameter aerosol performed outside of the author’s lab-

oratory in Boulder, CO, on June 6, 2002. (a) Ammonium ion

concentration, normalized by collected aerosol volume (left axis)

and as the ratio to the ion signal from an equivalent volume of

ammonium sulfate aerosol. (b) Integrated volume-normalized

concentration of ions with molecular weight greater than 65 amu.
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diameter water particle would require a minimum relative

humidity of 125% to prevent evaporation.

In reality, there are no pure particles in the

atmosphere. If the particle contains a soluble material,

then during evaporation it will experience two competing

effects: the Kelvin effect, which would require an

increase in vapor pressure to stop evaporation, and the

solute effect, in which the increase in solute concen-

tration in the particle reduces the saturation ratio required

for droplet stability. As the particle shrinks, the solute effect

dominates over the Kelvin effect. The Köhler equation

describes this competition:

pd

ps

¼ 1 þ 6imMw

Msrpd3
p

 !�1

exp
4sMw

rRTd*

� �
ð2Þ

In Eq. 2, i is the solute van’t Hoff factor and m is the mass

of the dissolved solute with molecular weight Ms, and r is

the density of the solvent. As Fig. 7b shows, the effect of

this is dramatic. A nanoparticle in a gas at a saturation

ratio that places it in region A will grow indefinitely. A

particle in region B will grow until it reaches the shaded

part of the curve, where it equilibrates with its surround-

ings. A particle in region C will evaporate until it reaches

the shaded part of the curve, where it again forms a stable

particle. The shaded part of the curve in Fig. 7b defines a

true equilibrium, unlike the remaining part of the curve

and the entire Kelvin equation curve shown in Fig. 7a,

both of which define points of unstable equilibrium. This

Fig. 6 Schematic of nucleation and growth processes. (From Ref. [3]. Mineralogical Society of America.)

Fig. 7 Saturation ratio vs. particle size for (a) pure water, using

Eq. 1, and (b) water with NaCl added, assuming a dry particle

diameter of 4 nm. Shaded line in (b) indicates line of stable

equilibrium. Capital letters indicate regions of condensational

growth and evaporation (see text).
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equilibrium particle size will change only if the saturation

ratio changes, which will move it up or down the shaded

line. If a particle were to grow until it reaches the curve

maximum, then it will enter region A and proceed to grow

into a cloud droplet. However, if the saturation ratio were

continuously lowered, the particle dries to form a solid

residue. For a particle containing insoluble materials, the

effect is to increase the solute effect. Effectively, the

insoluble material displaces the equivalent volume of

solvent. Thus for the same diameter particle, the solute

concentration is larger and the solute effect is greater. It

is important to note the assumptions that are used to de-

rive Eqs. 1 and 2. These are the capillarity assumption,

in which bulk thermodynamic properties (e.g., surface

tension s) are assigned to particles of all sizes, and the

incompressibility approximation, which states that the

overall particle volume can be calculated by summing

the volumes of the individual species.

Once a stable nanoparticle is formed, the rate at which

it grows by condensation is determined by the number of

random collisions of vapor molecules with the particle.

The kinetic theory of gases can be applied for particle

diameters smaller than the mean free path of the vapor,

resulting in:

ddp

dt
¼ 2Mwðp � pdÞ

rNa

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pmkT
p ð3Þ

In Eq. 3, m is the mass of the vapor molecule; p is the

partial pressure of the surrounding vapor; Na is Avoga-

dro’s number; k is the Boltzmann constant; and pd is the

partial pressure of the vapor given by the Kelvin equation

(Eq. 1). Eq. 3 states that nanoparticle growth is

independent of particle size—precisely the observation

provided by the particle growth measurements shown in

Fig. 4.

Homogeneous Nucleation

If homogeneous nucleation were to start on an individual

water molecule (d*=0.4 nm), then, according to the

Kelvin equation, a saturation ratio of 220 would be

required. Yet experiments with pure water at 20�C have

shown that the process occurs at saturation ratios greater

than 3.5.[45] Clearly, homogeneous nucleation in the

atmosphere does not occur by condensation of vapor on

individual molecules. In reality, intermolecular forces

such as van der Waals forces lead to the formation of

molecular clusters. As these clusters form and fall apart,

some portions of these will reach the critical cluster size,

which, for pure materials, is given by the Kelvin equation

(Eq. 1), and become stable nanoparticles. This is the

microscopic view of homogeneous nucleation. Theoreti-

cal treatments of homogeneous nucleation fall into three

categories: purely molecular theories, which apply only to

simple molecules (e.g., Senger et al.[46]); phenomenolog-

ical theories, which predict nucleation rates using

measurable fluid properties as input; and intermediate

theories, which share characteristics of each (e.g., Zeng

and Oxtoby[47]). The focus of the current section will be

on the phenomenological treatment classical nucleation

theory (CNT) because most of our current understanding

is rooted in this theory. A good reference for recent

progress in models and observations of nucleation can be

found in the published proceedings of a recent conference

devoted to this.[48]

As in the discussion of condensation, we start with the

case of homogeneous nucleation by a single species. In

CNT, the energy change associated with the spontaneous

formation of a critical embryo DGembr is the sum of the

energy change associated with molecules leaving the

vapor phase and entering the embryo and the energy

associated with the curved embryo surface:

DGembr ¼ n*Dm þ pd*2s ð4Þ

where n* is the number of molecules in the embryo, Dm is

the difference in chemical potential for the molecule

between solution and vapor, and s is the surface tension,

which is again approximated by the bulk surface tension

(capillarity assumption). The nucleation rate, defined as

the number of embryos nucleated per unit volume per unit

time, is collision rate between molecules and embryos

of the critical cluster size, multiplied by the number of

critically sized embryos as given by the Boltzmann

distribution. The result is:

J ¼ pvffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pmkT
p pd*2nI exp � DGembr

kT

� �
ð5Þ

where nI is the monomer concentration in the gas phase

and m is the mass of the vapor molecule.

The chemical composition of the critical embryo can

be determined by applying the nucleation theorem,[49]

which relates the saturation ratio dependence on DGembr

and n*:

dDGembr

dðkT ln SÞT
¼ � n* ð6Þ

The nucleation theorem is generally applicable to either

molecular, phenomenological, or intermediate theory of

nucleation. Combining Eqs. 5 and 6, one finds:

dJ

dðln SÞT
¼ n* þ dðln KÞ

dðln SÞT
ð7Þ

where K is the preexponential factor in Eq. 5. The d(ln K)/

d(ln S)T term can be generally neglected,[50] leaving a
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simple way of determining the critical cluster size n from

observations of J and S.

The extension of CNT to multicomponent nucleation

is straightforward[51] and involves solving the simulta-

neous equations:

ln S1;sol

v1

¼ ln S2;sol

v2

¼ . . . ¼ ln Si;sol

vi

ð8Þ

where Si,sol is the saturation ratio of species i with respect

to the liquid solution and vi is the partial molecular

volume of species i. Once the mole fraction of each

compound xi in the critical cluster is found from vi, the

embryo diameter is calculated from:

d* ¼ 4s
P

xiviP
xiDmi

ð9Þ

DGembr can then be found by substituting d* into the

multicomponent form of Eq. 4, in which nDm is replaced

by the sum of all niDmi. This can then be used to calculate

J by using a multicomponent form of Eq. 5.[52]

The principal limitation of CNT is its reliance on the

capillarity assumption. For binary nucleation, it has been

found that the predictions of CNT are reasonable when

the nucleating species form ideal solutions;[50] however,

when one of the components tends to concentrate on the

surface, the theory can yield unphysical results.[53] Most

intermediate nucleation theories address this issue by

retaining most of CNT while introducing correction

factors for the nonideal behavior of molecular clusters.

Another modification to CNT is required when the

nucleating species readily hydrates (i.e., binds with one

or more water vapor molecules). The most important

example of this in the atmosphere is sulfuric acid/water

binary nucleation, which will be discussed later.

Coagulation

A brief discussion shall be devoted to coagulation, as it is

one of the primary loss mechanisms for nanoparticles

(Fig. 6). Coagulation is the process by which particles

collide with one another and adhere to form larger par-

ticles. Nanoparticles are particularly susceptible to loss by

Brownian coagulation, in which collisions are caused

by relative Brownian motion. A simplified theory of

coagulation[45] states that the rate of change of the

number concentration, N, for particles of a given size is

expressed as

dN

dt
¼ � K0 N2 ð10Þ

K0 is the coagulation coefficient, and is a function of

diffusion coefficients and diameters of each particle in

the mixture. Two interesting observations emerge from

coagulation theory: First, the N2 dependence in Eq. 10

means that coagulation is rapid when particle number

concentrations are large. The second observation, which

comes from the analysis of K0, is that coagulation rate

is at its minimum when particles are all of the same

size, and rises rapidly when larger particles are added to

the mixture.

Observations of Atmospheric Nanoparticle
Nucleation and Growth

In a recent review of more than 100 investigations of

particle nucleation and growth rates, it was found that the

formation rates of 3 nm diameter particles (the minimum

detectable size) are in the range of 0.01 – 10 cm�3 sec�1

in the clean remote troposphere, but can be up to 100

cm�3 sec�1 in urban areas and as high as 105 cm�3 sec�1

in certain coastal areas and in industrial plumes.[15]

Fig. 8 Measured (a) H2SO4, (b) nanoparticle concentration, and

(c) aerosol surface area concentrations at Idaho Hill, CO, a re-

mote forest site. (From Ref. [5]. American Geophysical Union.)
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Sulfuric acid is the species most commonly associated

with nucleation in the atmosphere, although there is still

no direct proof of this because the chemical composition

of nucleating clusters has, thus far, not been measured.

Observations at a remote site in Colorado (Fig. 8), show

clear correlations between increases in sulfuric acid vapor

and nucleation. This frequently observed phenomenon

and sulfuric acid’s extremely low volatility have made it

the most likely candidate for study. Sulfuric acid forms

hydrates that tend to decrease its effectiveness as a nu-

cleating agent by a factor of 105–106, compared with the

absence of hydrates.[1] Models that account for hydrate

formation do so by treating hydrates as small liquid

droplets.[55] When these models are applied to observa-

tions of nucleation, results such as those shown in Fig. 9

are commonly observed. In Fig. 9, conditions that ini-

tiated nucleation are plotted for a variety of sites in

the troposphere. These observations are compared with

two different CNTs that included corrections for hy-

drate formation. The plot shows basic agreement with

binary nucleation theory for events observed in and

around clouds, and discrepancies of two to three orders of

magnitude for terrestrial locations. In these locations, not

only does binary CNT inadequately predict the concen-

trations needed for nucleation, it also cannot model the

functional dependence of nucleation rate on sulfuric acid

and water concentration. Weber et al.[56] found that the

formation rate is proportional to the first to second power

of H2SO4 concentration, which, according to Eq. 7,

indicates that the critical embryo contains only one or

two sulfuric acids.

The current understanding of atmospheric nucleation,

which has evolved from measurements such as those

shown in Figs. 8 and 9, is that, with the exception of a

small set of observations from very clean locales, binary

nucleation theory does not adequately model the observed

sulfuric acid concentrations that initiated nucleation.

Because the observations where the discrepancy occurs

were at or near ground level, this suggests that one or

more of the following may be occurring: 1) nucleation

is occurring as a ternary process, perhaps including

ammonia or an organic compound; 2) some other

compound in addition to, or instead of, sulfuric acid is

participating in binary nucleation; and 3) a heterogeneous

process, perhaps involving nucleation of vapor onto ion

centers, is occurring. Although none of the above three

possibilities can be categorically eliminated, the ternary

theory of sulfuric acid/ammonia/water is increasingly

viewed as the most likely mechanism.[57] This view is

aided by the observation that the presence of ammonia in

sulfuric acid/water solutions considerably decreases the

vapor pressure of sulfuric acid.[58] In addition, laboratory

studies have shown that very low levels of tens of parts

per trillion of ammonia can boost nucleation substantial-

ly.[59] A heterogeneous process of nucleation on ion

centers might also explain current observations of

nucleation.[54] Laboratory investigations have shown that

the presence of gaseous ions can enhance nucleation

rates.[61] Yet, to date, there have been no measurements of

the composition of atmospheric ions during nucleation

events to validate this hypothesis.

In the review of observations mentioned above,

observed particle diameter growth rates are typically in

the range of 1–26 nm/hr in midlatitudes, and depend

heavily on the presence of condensable vapors and

temperature. Attempts to interpret these observations by

using Eq. 3 for the condensation of sulfuric acid and water

generally underpredict growth by a factor of 5–10.[5]

Either other species are contributing to particle growth,

or growth is occurring by other processes in addition to

monomer addition. The former option is quite likely

to occur, as many oxidized organic compounds have

sufficiently low vapor pressure to contribute to aerosol

growth. Unfortunately, the property that makes such

compounds candidates for condensational growth also

makes them extremely difficult to study. For the latter

option, preliminary results from the ANARChE study

suggest that growth can be accounted for by including

cluster condensation in Eq. 3.

CONCLUSION

Atmospheric nanoparticles, which are defined here as

particles with a spherical equivalent diameter smaller

than 50 nm, are now understood to be important

atmospheric constituents that can dominate a particle

number distribution spectrum. They can be directly

Fig. 9 Comparison of conditions that resulted in nucleation

events at various sites in the remote troposphere to predictions of

the onset of sulfuric acid/water binary nucleation using two CNT

models that include hydrate effects (solid and dashed lines).

(From Ref. [53]. American Geophysical Union.)
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emitted from combustion sources, but on a global scale,

the most important formation process is by homogeneous

nucleation. Nanoparticle growth, which in some locales

can be as rapid as 26 nm/hr, can occur as a result of

coagulation and physical uptake of compounds into the

aerosol. Such growth links the presence of nanoparticles

to a variety of phenomena such as climate, health,

visibility degradation, and chemical transformations in

the atmosphere. Measurement techniques are already able

to detect and size nanoparticles at sizes as small as 3 nm.

Future advances may include the ability to detect

postnucleation clusters, which would require detection

sensitivity to about 1 nm particles. Chemical composition

techniques are undergoing rapid progress, with on-line

instruments now capable of characterizing the compo-

sition of particles in the 5–20 nm diameter range.

Modeling of the formation and growth of nanoparticles

has traditionally relied on CNT and approximations to key

nanoparticle physical properties such as the capillarity

assumption. These have found some success at predicting

formation rates in some parts of the atmosphere, but for

the majority of locales, theories based on binary CNT are

overpredicting the chemical environment required for

nucleation by several orders of magnitude. Ternary

nucleation of sulfuric acid, ammonia, and water may be

the solution to this discrepancy, and is expected to be an

important component of future theoretical advances.
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INTRODUCTION

Biopolymers are macromolecules of biological origin,

which include nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), proteins,

peptides, and polysaccharides. Although these macro-

molecules influence biological processes in different

ways, most biological processes are associated to some

extent with the physical properties of biopolymers (chain

structure, flexibility, and excluded volume interactions).

For example, the conformation of bacterial surface bio-

polymers affects their adhesion to host tissue in the es-

tablishment of infection. In other biological processes

such as protein synthesis, the specific structural units of

the biopolymers (nucleic acids and proteins) control the

biological function.[1]

Interest in analyzing the physical properties and

structural features of biopolymers stems from the wide

variety of functions they can perform in living systems of

humans,[2] animals,[2,3] plants,[4] bacteria,[5] and fungi[6,7]

or the important roles they play in industrial operations.

The ultimate aim behind the characterization of bio-

polymer properties is to provide a better understanding

and control of their behavior in biological, medical, and/

or industrial processes. Examples of applications af-

fected by biopolymer properties are environmental biore-

mediation,[8–10] biomedical applications such as wound

healing,[11–13] gene therapy,[14] growth mechanisms of

macromolecular crystals,[15] food technology,[16,17] and

bacterial adhesion.[18]

OVERVIEW

A wide range of techniques and instruments have been

used to characterize biopolymer properties. Examples

include the use of vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)

to investigate DNA condensation,[19] fluorescence corre-

lation spectroscopy (FCS) to study the diffusion proper-

ties, size, and conformation of native and denatured

schizophyllan in dilute solutions,[20] size exclusion

chromatography (SEC) to characterize Pseudomonas

putida KT2442 surface biopolymers,[21] X-ray diffraction

(XRD) to study the ordered conformation of gel-forming

polysaccharides,[22] transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) to image well-characterized algal cellulose micro-

fibrils,[23] scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to study

the extracellular matrix of nutrient-limited adherent

bacterial populations,[24] Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy to study the effect of protein

immobilization on birnessite,[25] and laser light scattering

(LLS) to investigate the effect of pH on gelatin self-

association in dilute solutions.[26] Other techniques such

as optical tweezers[27] and the surface-force apparatus[28]

have also been used to measure the interactions between

biopolymers and surfaces.

Because of the accelerating developments made in

atomic force microscopy (AFM) as a surface character-

ization technique, AFM is now a preferred instrument in

the study of biological macromolecules. Atomic force

microscopy is characterized by high lateral (6 Å) and

vertical (1 Å) resolutions[29,30] and a high signal-to-noise

ratio.[31] These features give rise to the AFM’s ability to

image detailed structures of individual or groups of

delicate biopolymers.[31] In contrast to conventional

biological imaging methods such as SEM and TEM,

AFM can be used to image biopolymers in their native

state without the need for staining,[3] labeling,[31] or

coating with a conducting gold layer.[8] In addition, AFM

can be used to probe biopolymers in ambient air or liquid

without the need to operate under vacuum.[3] In particular,

the ability to image biopolymers in liquid with AFM

allows for investigation of macromolecules under native

conditions for several hours or even days without

damage.[31,32] Although AFM can be used to image

biopolymers in air, precautionary measures have to be

taken to ensure that the sample is not damaged and that

artifacts are not created. When samples are allowed to air-

dry, there is the possibility of coagulation or rearrange-

ment of the molecules on the substrate during the drying

process.[33]

Interaction forces between biopolymers and surfaces

should be measured in a liquid environment to minimize

the presence of large capillary forces that are present in
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air (�30 nN).[34] The high adhesive forces caused by

capillary forces are destructive to many biological sam-

ples and mask other interaction forces of lesser mag-

nitudes, such as van der Waals forces and electro-

static interactions.

Atomic force microscopy has evolved from an imaging

technique to a versatile tool that also allows for investi-

gation of molecular forces at interfaces with great detail.

Atomic force microscopy can also be used to probe the

chemical nature,[35] elasticity,[36] roughness,[13] and sur-

face charge[37] of biopolymers. We review the use of AFM

as a state-of-the-art tool to characterize biopolymers. Ex-

amples will be provided on the use of AFM to characterize

DNA, proteins, and polysaccharides.

PROBING DNA WITH ATOMIC
FORCE MICROSCOPY

Earlier Efforts to Establish High-Resolution
DNA Imaging

Since the invention of AFM, continuous improvements

have been made in the ability to image and characterize

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which carries the genetic

code of all living organisms. Most early attempts to image

DNA were performed in air[38] because early attempts to

image DNA in liquid (especially water) showed that if the

molecules were not fixed properly, they could move

during the imaging process. Their movement limited the

ability to obtain reproducible results.[39] This challenge

was overcome by stable binding of double-stranded DNA

molecules to flat mica using chemical modification of the

mica with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane. DNA molecules

were bound to mica by this technique and molecules with

contour lengths of 20–80 nm were stably imaged under

repetitive scanning.[40] With techniques available at that

time, the highest resolution achievable in DNA imaging

was 2–3 nm. Because this was an order of magnitude less

than the resolution required for DNA sequencing,[41]

better substrate and sample preparation methods were re-

quired. Continuous and accelerated efforts were focused

on reaching high-resolution AFM imaging of DNA. For

example, Bensimon et al.[42] invented a technique for

alignment of DNA on a silanated mica substrate, known as

‘‘molecular combing.’’ With this preparation technique,

DNA could be elongated and even minute quantities (103

molecules) could be imaged, which opened the way for

faster physical mapping of the genome and increased

detection abilities. Many variations of DNA immobiliza-

tion based on coating of a surface with an aminosilane

compound or a self-assembled monolayer can be found in

the literature.[43–45]

Imaging of DNA Structure

Although there are numerous successful examples of

high-resolution DNA imaging, we will focus on selected

examples. Atomic force microscopy imaging has been

widely used to discern the structure of DNA. Single- and

double-stranded DNA were each imaged in propanol,

butanol, and air. Measured molecular lengths were �1

mm.[46] From imaging DNA on mica, single- and double-

stranded DNA could be differentiated.[47] The images of

the double-stranded DNA showed an open circular shape

without drastic contortions and a contour length within

7% of the calculated length. Single-stranded DNA was

present as compact open circles with nodes or lumps

almost uniformly distributed or as highly elongated circles

with a few nodes, the latter being more common.[47]

Because of much effort, rapid characterization of the

structure of DNA by tapping mode AFM imaging in

Fig. 1 Top-view AFM images of different double-stranded (ds) DNA topologies on amino-terminated mica (vertical color scale=3

nm) taken in AFM tapping mode under ambient conditions. (a) Linear l-DNA (with 48.5 kbp), (b) nontwisted circular DNA plasmids

(vector with 3.2 kbp) and (c) circular supercoiled DNA with twists and writhes due to internal supercoiling (supercoiled DNA ladder 2–

16 kbp). The measured width of dsDNA of all geometrical topologies was �3–7 nm and affected by the tip geometry. The molecular

height was �1 nm. (From Ref. [48] with permission from Wiley & Sons Inc.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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ambient conditions has become a relatively routine

technique.[48] Examples on the use of tapping mode

AFM imaging to discern differences between linear

double-stranded l-DNA, circular double-stranded plasmid

DNA, and supercoiled double-stranded DNA plasmids

with twists and writhes are shown in Fig. 1. DNA

supercoiling has also been observed. The intramolecular

triplex H-DNA formed by mirror-repeated purine–pyrim-

idine repeats and stabilized by negative DNA supercoiling

was imaged. These images showed that the H-DNA is a

protrusion with a different thickness than the DNA

duplex (Fig. 2).[49] The conformation of DNA can be

also studied with AFM imaging. For example, pH was

shown to affect DNA conformation because l-DNA could

be denatured by HCl addition and renatured upon NaOH

addition.[50]

Characterization of DNA
Molecular Properties

Analyzing AFM images provides a wealth of information

on the size and conformation of DNA. For example, DNA

imaged under ambient conditions using near-contact mode

showed width values up to four times smaller than values

measured in noncontact mode, even with the same tip.[51]

The discrepancy was attributed to the greater resolution

achievable through near contact compared with noncon-

tact mode imaging. Estimation of the length of double-

stranded DNA molecules as short as 100–200 base pairs

from AFM images in air was considered an advance in

DNA characterization. The measurements gave lengths

consistent with the known dimensions of A-DNA.[52] It

was not possible to image shorter DNA molecules (25–50

base pairs) because intermolecular cross-bridging and

base pairing in the molecules caused only globular forms

to be viewed.[52]

In a revolutionary development, carbon nanotube AFM

tips are starting to provide a new dimension in AFM

imaging. These tips are ideal for AFM work because of

their small diameter, high aspect ratio, large Young’s

modulus, mechanical robustness, well-defined structure,

and unique chemical properties.[53] With the use of carbon

nanotube tips, high-resolution images of RecA-double

stranded DNA complexes were obtained (Fig. 3). The

images revealed the 10-nm pitch of RecA-double stranded

DNA complexes and RecA filaments as three-dimensional

surface topographical features, without reconstruction

Fig. 2 Atomic force microscopy images of DNA deposited

at pH=5.0. These images represent high-resolution images of

H-DNA. The two images are schematics of the height and

width. (From Ref. [49]. Copyright (2001), with permission

from Elsevier.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Topographic AFM images of RecA–dsDNA filaments observed with A) a CNT tip and B) with a standard tip (TESP-type tip).

(From Ref. [54]. Copyright (2001), with permission from Elsevier.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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analysis. The depth of the notch between two pitches was

<1 nm.[54]

New imaging modes also helped improve DNA

characterization. In a recent study, magnetic-mode AFM

was used to characterize the process of DNA adsorption

on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode

surface. The images of single- and double-stranded DNA

molecules showed that both types have the tendency to

self-assemble from solution onto the HOPG surface

(Figs. 4 and 5). The adsorbed film heights were dependent

on the DNA concentration and were held to the surface

with noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding,

base stacking, and electrostatic, van der Waals, and

hydrophobic interactions.[55]

Stretching DNA to Study
Biomechanical Properties

The biomechanical properties of DNA can be obtained

through stretching these molecules in a technique known

as single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS). DNA

molecules are tethered to a surface at one end and

stretched through application of an external force, which

may be magnetic,[56] caused by hydrodynamic flow,[56] or

result from the AFM cantilever stiffness[57] or an electrical

field.[58] Typically, one DNA molecule is picked up from

an adsorbed layer of DNA molecules by the AFM tip

because of an applied contact force of several nanoNew-

tons. Upon retraction of the tip from the layer, the DNA

strand is stretched. The resulting force from this stretching

is measured as cantilever deflection, which can be

converted to force by accounting for the spring constant

of the cantilever. Several methods exist for determining

these spring constants, as reviewed in Ref. [59]. Stretching

experiments provide important information about the

mechanical properties of DNA. We will discuss three

examples: probing DNA elasticity, quantifying inter-

actions between complementary strands of DNA, and

DNA sequencing.

Elasticity of DNA

The elasticity of single molecules can be estimated

directly from force-extension measurements by applying

random-walk statistical mechanical-based models. The

most frequently used models are the freely jointed chain

(FJC), extensible freely jointed chain (FJC+), and

wormlike chain (WLC) models.[36] The elasticity of

DNA molecules was first estimated by applying the FJC

model to force-extension data between single DNA

molecules (chemically attached by one end to a glass

surface and by the other end to a magnetic bead) and an

AFM tip under three different salt concentrations.[56] The

FJC model failed to explain the force-extension data

because of the fact that it does not account for the

extensibility of the molecules. It appeared that the DNA

molecules could deform when exposed to stress. The

authors discounted the WLC model because they specu-

lated that the latter model would also fail due to the

inability to account for the extensibility of DNA.

However, in some cases, the WLC model was

appropriate for explaining DNA’s mechanical properties.

For example, the elasticity of l-phage DNA was ex-

plained well with the WLC model, although the FJC

model showed a large deviation from the experimental

data.[58] The WLC model provided a contour length of

32.8±0.1 mm and a persistence length of 53.4±2.3 nm.[58]

An additional difference between the FJC and WLC

models is that the FJC model accounts for entropic

effects only, while the WLC model also accounts for

enthalpic interactions.

Fig. 4 Magnetic alternating contact (MAC) mode AFM topo-

graphical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared

by 3 min of free adsorption onto HOPG from A) 10 mg/ml and

B) 5 mg/ml dsDNA in phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1 M). (From

Ref. [55]. Copyright (2001) American Chemical Society.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Magnetic alternating contact mode AFM topographical

images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of

free adsorption onto HOPG from a 5 mg/ml single-stranded DNA

in phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1 M). (From Ref. [55], Copyright

(2001) American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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In another example, the elasticity of a single super-

coiled DNA molecule was probed via SMFS. Sharp

transitions were observed in the elasticity of the molecules

at �0.45 and �3 pN for underwound and overwound

molecules, respectively. These transitions were attributed

to the possibility of the formation of alternative DNA

superstructures or because of DNA transcription and

replication.[60]

Interaction Forces Between Complementary
Strands of DNA

Understanding the intermolecular forces within the DNA

double helix is important to control the behavior of DNA

in various applications, such as DNA sequencing. In the

first effort to measure the forces between single DNA

strands, DNA oligonucleotides were covalently attached

to a spherical probe and to a silica surface.[57] Force

measurements between these strands showed three distinct

force regimes, centered at 1.52, 1.11, and 0.83 nN. The

forces were directly associated with the rupture of the

interaction between a single pair of molecules involving

20, 16, and 12 base pairs, respectively. This study demon-

strated the importance of AFM in detecting the presence

of, and relative positions of, specific base sequences with

angstrom resolution.[57]

In a study on double-stranded l-phage DNA, the split

of the molecule into single strands was observed via force

microscopy.[61] Stretching experiments revealed a transi-

tion in the force-extension measurement at 65 pN attrib-

uted to the conversion of B-DNA to a new overstretched

conformation called S-DNA. This transition was followed

by a nonequilibrium melting transition at 150 pN (Fig. 6).

The melting transition is the part of the curve at which

the double-stranded DNA split into single strands that

fully recombined upon relaxation.[61]

DNA Sequencing

Because of the continuous increase in the resolution of

AFM to the angstrom level, sequencing of DNA became

possible. The principle behind this application is that the

force-extension curve that arises when DNA is stretched

is sequence-dependent. In one of the first studies to ad-

dress DNA sequencing, a comparison was made between

the force measurements on poly(dG–dC) and poly(dA–

dT), where ‘‘d’’ represents the deoxynucleotide.[61] With

knowledge of the melting transition for l-phage DNA,[62]

single strands of poly(dG–dC) and poly(dA–dT) were

prepared. Upon relaxation, these strands reannealed into

hairpin structures as a result of their self-complementary

sequences.[61] Studying the unzipping of these hairpins

with AFM directly revealed the base pair unbinding forces

Fig. 6 The mechanical compliance of DNA strongly depends on the specific base paring in the double helix. a) For double-stranded

poly(dG–dC) DNA, there was a transition from B-DNA to a new overstretched form (S-DNA) that occurred at 65 pN (see arrows),

similar to the transition observed in l-DNA. The melting transition occurred at 300 pN for this DNA, compared to 150 pN in l-DNA. b)

In duplex poly(dA–dT) DNA, the force of the B to S transition is reduced to 35 pN and the strands melt during this transition, so that no

separate melting transition can be observed. (From Ref. [61]. Copyright (1999) Nature Publishing Group (http://www.nature.com/ ).)

Fig. 7 Complementary DNA oligonucleotides are chemically

attached to an AFM tip and a glass surface. As the tip is brought

in contact with the surface, a double strand forms, which can

subsequently be unfolded upon retraction of the tip. (From

Ref. [63]. Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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for G–C and for A–T, which were 20±3 and 9±3 pN,

respectively. In another study of DNA unzipping, the

force needed to open the double strands upon tip retraction

was measured as a function of extension of the DNA

molecule (Fig. 7). The required force was between 10 and

20 pN on a length scale of 10 bases. The force profiles

were characteristic for each specific DNA sequence.[63]

PROBING PROTEINS WITH ATOMIC
FORCE MICROSCOPY

High-Resolution Imaging of Proteins

High-resolution protein imaging with AFM is a well-

established technique. Proteins are often bound to mica for

imaging because their tight binding facilitates imaging.[64]

Alternately, proteins are covalently bound to chemically

modified surfaces.[65] Examples of AFM imaging studies

on proteins are too numerous and diverse to be contained

in this review. We focus on two illustrative examples: 1)

imaging of ligand–receptor interactions between cholera

toxin B-oligomers bound to bilayers of biologically

relevant lipids[66] and 2) imaging microtubules, protein

structures of eukaryotic cells.[67]

In the first example, the interactions between cholera

toxin B-oligomers (CTX-B) and a dipalmitoylphosphati-

dylcholine (DPPC) bilayer containing 10 mol% GM1 (the

membrane receptor for CTX-B) were characterized.

Images taken before and after the CTX-B oligomers were

added to the lipid bilayer confirmed the high binding

affinity of CTX-B to the receptor GM1 (Fig. 8). The high

quality of the images revealed the ability of AFM to image

membrane proteins without the need for cross-linking.

As a second example, a comparison was made between

AFM, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) for their abilities to

image microtubules isolated from pig brains. Atomic

force microscopy was the easiest to use and most repro-

ducible imaging technique.[67] The AFM images revealed

the linear structure of the microtubules (Fig. 9) and the

possibility of crossing of various tubules.

The capabilities of AFM imaging of proteins were

extended to many other interesting applications such as

capturing the conformational changes of proteins under

physiological conditions[68] and visualization of DNA–

protein complexes.[69]

Folding and Unfolding of Proteins

Proteins are molecules that are composed of a sequence of

amino acids. This sequence of amino acids determines the

complex helical shape that the protein will assume. The

protein helix can be denatured under special conditions

(chemical or thermal) and refold to its native state upon

the removal of the denaturing source.[70] Each protein has

a unique structure and a specific folding pattern for its

polypeptide chain that is required for proper biological

function.[71,72] Understanding the process of folding and

unfolding of proteins can help in controlling protein

function for many applications.

The force-extension curves measured with AFM can

characterize protein folding and unfolding.[73,74] For

example, the mechanical properties of titin immuno-

globulin (a giant sarcomeric protein of striated muscle)

Fig. 8 A) A typical AFM image of a DPPC bilayer with 10

mol% GM1 before CTX-B was added. B) The CTX-B bound to

the ganglioside in the bilayer is clearly seen. The coverage is

complete indicating that the distribution of the ganglioside is

uniform. (From Ref. [66]. Copyright (1995), with permission

from Elsevier.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Atomic force microscopy top-view image of chemically

immobilized microtubules (MTs) on silicon imaged under buffer

solution (MES buffer with 0.7 M glycerol). Protein concentra-

tion was 2.0 mg/ml at the start of polymerization. Microtubules

fixed with 5% glutaraldehyde before immobilization and imaged

without damage under liquid, demonstrating an improved

resistance to tip pressure. (From Ref. [67]. Copyright (1995),

with permission from Elsevier.)
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were studied by repetitive stretching of an individual titin

molecule with AFM.[71] The stretching force was recorded

as a function of molecule elongation. At large extensions,

the force extensions exhibited a sawtooth-like pattern,

with a periodicity that varied between 25 and 28 nm. These

peaks were attributed to unfolding of individual domains

of the protein. The forces required to unfold these domains

were 150–300 pN and were dependent on the pulling

speed. Refolding of protein was observed upon relaxation.

In a similar study, the folding and unfolding of

fibronectin (a modular extracellular matrix protein) was

investigated via AFM.[75] Statistical analysis of the force-

extension curves clearly revealed the unfolding of three

different types of fibronectin. The unfolding of fibronectin

was irreversible within the timescale of one extension-

relaxation cycle. The folding and unfolding of other

proteins such as human tenascin-C[72] (Fig. 10), titin

Ig,[76] and barnase[77] were also studied with AFM.

Probing Ligand–Receptor Interactions

Ligand–receptor interactions can occur during the forma-

tion of double-stranded DNA, in enzymatic reactions, and

in antigen–antibody recognition.[78] To measure these

interactions, the AFM tip is functionalized with either the

ligand or the receptor and the surface is functionalized with

the other component.[79] In the first AFM study to measure

the interactions between ligands and receptors, the inter-

actions between a model receptor, streptavidin, and its

ligand, biotin, were probed under physiological condi-

tions.[80] The adhesion forces between the two function-

alized surfaces were 3–8 times higher than the nonspecific

interactions measured between blocked streptavidin and

biotinylated surfaces. Statistical analysis of the adhesive

forces revealed the maximum number of streptavidin–

biotin interactions and the force required to rupture the

ligand–receptor bond. In another study of the interactions

between avidin and biotin, the unbinding forces of discrete

complexes were proportional to the enthalpy change of the

complex formation, but independent of the free energy.[81]

As another example, the interactions between P-selectin

and P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 were probed with

SMFS.[82] By modeling the resulting intermolecular

forces, knowledge of the rupture forces, elasticity, and

kinetics of the interactions of the P-selectin/P-selectin

glycoprotein ligand-1 interactions were obtained.

PROBING POLYSACCHARIDES WITH
ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

Polysaccharides are a large group of molecules that exist

as components of plant, animal, algal, bacterial, and yeast

cells. They provide structural support and act as an energy

reservoirs in plants and animals.[23] Polysaccharides also

Fig. 10 The entropic elasticity of proteins and domain

unfolding. a) The entropic elasticity of proteins can be described

by the WLC model, which expresses the relationship between

force (F) and extension (x) of proteins using its persistence

length (p) and its contour length (Lc); k is Boltzmann constant

and T is temperature. b) The sawtooth pattern of peaks observed

when force was applied to extend the protein corresponds to

sequential unraveling of individual domains of modular proteins.

As the distance between the substrate and the cantilever

increases (from state 1 to state 2), the protein elongates,

generating a restoring force that bends the cantilever. When a

domain unfolds (state 3), the free length of the protein increases,

returning the force of the cantilever to near zero. Further

extension results in force on the cantilever (state 4). The last

peak represents the final extension of the unfolded protein prior

to detachment from the AFM tip. c) Consecutive unfolding

peaks of recombinant human tenascin-C were fit using WLC

model. The contour length (Lc) for each fit is shown; the

persistence length (p) was fixed at 0.56 nm. (From Ref. [72].

Copyright (1999), with permission from Elsevier.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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play an important role in microbial activity, including

evasion of host defense systems and attachment to host

tissue in infections. Polysaccharides are important in

biofilm formation, which affects such diverse microbial

processes as the uptake of trace metals in soil,[83] failure

of medical implants such as artificial heart valves,[84]

the success of bioremediation,[85] and the virulence of

pathogenic infections.[86] Polysaccharides are also linked

with cancer pathology.[87] In many of these fields, the

mechanisms by which polysaccharides control the biolog-

ical processes are not well known. A better understanding

of the properties of polysaccharides and their subsequent

biological functions can be obtained by high-resolution

studies using AFM imaging and force measurements.

Quantitative Characterization of
Polysaccharide Morphology by Atomic
Force Microscopy Imaging

Atomic force microscopy imaging of polysaccharides

can be used to obtain quantitative information on the

molecule’s height,[88] thickness,[88] width,[89] contour

length,[33] persistence length,[34] end-to-end distance,[88]

and the polydispersity and distribution of polysaccharides

on the surfaces of living microbial cells.[90]

Conformational transitions of polysaccharides can be

investigated with AFM imaging. For example, the

denaturation/renaturation process for the xanthan triple

helix was observed with tapping mode AFM imaging

under ambient conditions. The triple helix denatured upon

heating and renatured when cooled only if sufficient salt

was present in solution.[88] The effect of different solvent

chemistries (pH and ionic strength) on polysaccharide

conformation was also investigated with tapping mode

AFM. For example, the conformation of succinoglycan

deposited on mica was observed in the presence and

absence of salt. When there was no salt in the aqueous

solution, a combination of rigid and flexible chains was

observed, while only flexible single chains were observed

in the presence of 0.01 M KCl.[89]

Another exciting application of AFM with respect

to polysaccharide research is the imaging of dynamic

biological processes. Gunning et al.[91] imaged molecular

motion of a water-soluble wheat pentosan polysaccharide

extracted from wheat flour. Parts of the molecules

desorbed and readsorbed onto the mica surface during

tapping mode imaging in 10-mM HEPES buffer. Loops,

trains, and tails were directly observed, confirming that

polymer chains were desorbing and readsorbing. The use

of AFM to study other dynamic biological processes,

including enzymatic breakdown of polysaccharides, is

therefore not far from being realizable.

Force Microscopy for Mechanical
Characterization of Polysaccharides

Studying the force spectra recorded on polysaccharides

(pure polysaccharides or polysaccharides on a microbial

surface) provides useful information on the elastic, me-

chanical, and sometimes chemical nature of the macro-

molecules. Examples of the types of information that can

be deduced from SMFS are the following: quantitative

information about polysaccharide elasticity, estimated

by applying polymer statistical models;[92] identifying

the components of a mixture of pure polysaccharides;[93]

probing the elasticity of polysaccharides on microbial

cells;[7,36,94] and qualitative prediction of the conforma-

tion of microbial biopolymers.[95] We will discuss some of

these examples in detail.

In the first study to quantify the elasticity of macro-

molecules on a microbial surface, surface macromolecules

of dormant spores of Aspergillus oryzae were probed via

Fig. 11 Conceptual representation of the conformation of bac-

terial surface biopolymers at low and high salt concentrations.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 A comparison between average approach curves

(each curve is an average of 25 individual force measurements)

for P. putida KT2442 in various solutions. Slopes of the

compliance region of these curves are �0.014, �0.010,

�0.054, �0.035, �0.109, and �0.114 nN/nm, from water to

1 M KCl, respectively.
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SMFS.[94] The elongation forces were well described by

the FJC+ model, with estimated values of the Kuhn length

and the segment elasticity in agreement with reported

values for the structural properties of the polysaccharides

dextran and amylose.

Single molecule force spectroscopy was also used to

qualitatively predict the conformation of biopolymers,

predominately polysaccharides, on the surface of the

bacterium P. putida KT2442. Forces were measured on

individual bacterial cells in solutions with varying added

salt concentrations (water–1 M KCl). The biopolymers on

the microbial surface adopted a more flexible conforma-

tion with increasing solution salt concentration.[95] The

flexibility of the molecules was quantified using the FJC

model for polymer elasticity. Because of the increased

flexibility of the biopolymers in high salt solutions, the

biopolymers collapsed onto the surface of the bacterium,

leading to a more rigid surface when in high salt (Fig. 11).

The transition in polysaccharide conformation was related

to the slope of the compliance region of the approach

curves measured between the bacterial cells and the AFM

silicon nitride tip (Fig. 12). Changes in biopolymer

conformation and the biomechanical properties of the

bacterium were related to bioadhesion.[95]

Atomic force microscopy can also be used as a

spectroscopic technique for chemical fingerprinting of

polysaccharides. Transitions in the flexibility of xanthan,

amylose, and dextran upon the cleavage of the pyranose

ring were observed by AFM and linked with the chemical

structure of the molecules.[96] Specifically, the pyranose

ring was identified as the structural unit controlling the

molecules’ elasticities. Cleavage of the pyranose ring with

5 mM sodium metaperiodate eliminated the extra enthal-

pic component of the elasticity and made the force

transition disappear. The transitions were attributed to

force-induced elongations of the ring structure and, for

some molecules, to transitions in the pyranose ring from a

chair to boat structure. These transitions produced

fingerprints in the extension-force spectrum that were

characteristic of the ground-energy conformations of the

pyranose ring and the type of glycosidic linkage present in

each polysaccharide[93,97] (Fig. 13).

CONCLUSION

The use of AFM and SMFS to characterize the physico-

chemical properties of biopolymers was reviewed. Atomic

force microscopy is preferred over other surface charac-

terization techniques because of several unique advan-

tages, including 1) high lateral and vertical resolutions, 2)

high signal-to-noise ratio, 3) ability to probe biopolymers

in their native environment with minimal sample prepa-

ration, 4) ability to measure interaction forces at inter-

faces, and 5) ability to obtain quantitative information

about the chemical structure of macromolecules.

High-resolution imaging of single molecules of DNA,

proteins, and polysaccharides, including polysaccharides

on microbial surfaces, can now be routinely performed

with AFM. Images can provide quantitative information

on molecular properties and can be used to elucidate

biopolymer conformation. Among the more interesting

examples of probing biopolymers with SMFS are DNA

sequencing, quantifying ligand–receptor interactions be-

tween proteins and lipids, protein folding and unfolding,

identifying polysaccharide components from mixtures,

and probing the distribution of macromolecules on living

cells.

Fig. 13 Force-extension curves for single-pectin molecules

reveal a two-step transition. A) The shape of the curves for

molecules with varying lengths reveals two enthalpic extensions

at �300 and �800–900 pN. B) High-resolution normalized plot

of the force-extension relationship for a single-pectin molecule.

The thin lines are fits of the FJC model modified to include the

extensibility of the monomers. (From Ref. [97] (PNAS, vol. 96)

# (1999) by the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of the

National Academics Press, Washington, D.C.)
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New advancements continue to be made in the

formulation of more sensitive AFM probes, improved

instrumentation, less-invasive sample preparation techni-

ques, and facilitated data analysis. Undoubtedly, AFM

will continue to be a key tool for probing the properties of

delicate biopolymers at the nanoscale. Knowledge of the

relationships between molecular structure and function of

biopolymers will benefit such diverse fields as biotech-

nology, food safety, environmental science, pharmaceu-

tics, and medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

The ongoing miniaturization in size and integrity of

electronic and mechanic devices has led to an interest in

fabrication of nanometer-sized uniform structures on

surfaces. With the device downscaling dimensions to the

nanometer range, current interest is focused on the state-

of-the-art lithographic development such as electron beam

lithography, extreme UV lithography, imprint lithogra-

phy, and scanning probe microscope (SPM) lithography.

Binnig et al.[1] first developed the scanning probe mi-

croscope in 1982, and since then, SPM have been pri-

marily used to obtain topographic and electronic surface

maps. Nowadays, SPM is also being used to fabricate

patterns and structures in nanometer scale, as well as to

directly modify chemical or physical structure of surfaces.

Among several nanolithographic methods, scanning

probe lithography (SPL) is one of the best lithographic

techniques for forming nanostructures. Scanning probe

lithography using a sharpened tip of an atomic force mi-

croscope (AFM) or a scanning tunneling microscope

(STM) with the highest spatial resolution has demon-

strated outstanding capabilities for atomic-level manip-

ulation, and also wide varieties of potential applications

such as electronic devices,[2,3] biochips, and bio-

sensors[4,5] using different approaches—a direct method

of writing patterns consisting of relatively small mole-

cules on solid state surface, an exposure of organic thin

films such as self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and a

selective anodic oxidation of various substrates. In par-

ticular, AFM lithography is the most promising method

for fabricating organic thin films or the substrate itself in

nanometer scale. Whereas STM-based lithography is

mainly carried out in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), fabrica-

tion using AFM lithography can be performed in liquid

state as well as in ambient environment. Also, several

novel methods using AFM as a lithographic tool have

been developed in the past 10 years. This is a very active

research area because of the flexibility and simplicity of

the technique. In this technique, an AFM tip may be used

to carry catalysts to selectively induce surface reactions,

to attach molecules on surfaces as a pen, and to direct

local oxidation on surfaces as an electrode.

Subsequently, several principal AFM nanolithography

techniques on organized molecular films such as self-as-

sembled monolayers, Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) monolay-

er, and spin-coated polymer films will be illustrated.

AFM-BASED NANOLITHOGRAPHY

Dip-Pen Nanolithography

Mirkin and coworkers[6,7] introduced a dip-pen nano-

lithography (DPN) to construct patterns of molecules on a

substrate in a positive printing by using an AFM tip as a

‘‘pen,’’ Au substrate as a ‘‘paper,’’ and alkanethiols with

chemical affinity for Au substrate as ‘‘molecular inks.’’ In

DPN, molecules are moved from the AFM tip to the solid

substrate via capillary action to perform nanoscale pat-

terns directly. The schematic diagram of patterning pro-

cess in a DPN is shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2 represents the

nanopatterns of alkanethiol on gold substrate via DPN.

Although DPN resolution relies on some parameters

such as grain size of Au substrate, the contact time of tip–

substrate, and relative humidity, this technique is a simple

method for transporting molecules from AFM tip to

substrate to control the architecture of a surface on the

sub-100 nm.

Recently, DPN has been improved to generate nano-

array with dot-and-line pattern of biomolecules such as

proteins, oligonucleotides, and magnetic nanoparticles. In

case of fabricating magnetic nanostructures, 16-mercap-

tohexadecanoic acid (MHA) is used to make nanopatterns

on Au substrate via DPN at the first stage, and then this

patterned Au substrate is dipped into 1-octadecanethiol

solutions to form passivated layer. Then, this sample is

immersed into the iron oxide nanoparticles suspension

solution once more. After going through these procedures,

nanoarray with almost identical magnetic dots and lines

composed of nanoparticles is prepared.[8]

To investigate a various surface-mediated biological

recognition phenomenon, the construction of biomaterial

nanoarray is needed. DPN is useful not only to fabricate

nanopatterns for differentiating active area from nonspe-

cific binding site of the substrate, but also to recognize
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specific binding properties. DPN forms nanopatterns on

Au substrate using alkanethiols coated on AFM tips, and

initially, the system of organothiols–gold substrate was

used to fabricate nanopatterns because it was simple to

use. However, the electrical conductivity of the gold

substrate interferes with the observation of charge trans-

port and near-field optical properties in building up

nanostructures on surfaces like this, and also quenches the

emission from any surface-bound materials with fluores-

cence.[9,10] Thus oxidized silicon substrate, as well as gold

substrate, are used to generate nanoarray of proteins, oli-

gonucleotides. In the case of oxidized silicon wafers as

substrate, there are two ways to modify the substrate to

form nanoarray through DPN. One is to charge the silicon

oxide surfaces negatively by treatment of base, and the

other is to modify the surface with aldehyde functional

group. AFM tip is modified by organosilane that forms a

biocompatible and hydrophilic surface layer. Next, pro-

teins are attached to the modified silicon oxide surface via

DPN with AFM tip coated by immersing the tip in protein

solution because of electrostatic interaction between the

positively charged sites of the proteins and the negatively

charged surface or covalent bonding between the surface

with aldehyde functional head group and amine group on

the proteins.[11] In a similar manner, DPN can be extended

to useful direct-write methods to fabricate nanoarray of

proteins using silicon oxide substrate and gold substrate.

Nanografting Lithography

Liu and coworkers[12–14] have reported the nanografting

technique for fabricating a patterned self-assembled

monolayer (SAM) by combining mechanical displace-

ment of selected molecular resist by an AFM tip and

backfilling of new adsorbates.

In this case, SAM alkanethiol molecules at selected

areas of the gold surface are removed by an AFM tip with

a force greater than the threshold displacement force to

fabricate desired patterns within the SAM. Next, new

alkanethiol molecules having different alkyl chains from

the contacting solution are immediately adsorbed onto the

exposed regions by an AFM tip. Fig. 3 shows the proce-

dure for the nanografting lithography.

Using nanografting, the fabricated patterns can be

quickly obtained in situ without changing the mask or

repeating the entire fabrication procedure.

A nanopen reader and writer (NPRW), an improved

nanografting technique, was introduced to produce nano-

patterns on gold surface.[15] This technique combines the

advantage of both nanografting and DPN. Compared to

the existing nanografting technique, the NPRW technique

has several advantages. In contrast to DPN, the resolution

of NPRW is not influenced by the texture of the paper and

the humidity of the experimental surroundings. Also,

nanopatterns are easily fabricated and characterized in

both solution and ambient environments, as well as so-

lution phase in NPRW experiments. This technique is

useful for producing nanopatterned arrays of biomolecules

such as DNA and proteins.[16–18]

Constructive Nanolithography

More recently, nanopatterning techniques using applied

bias between the scanning probe microscope tip and the

sample were reported. Sagiv and coworkers suggested a

constructive nanolithography[19–21] that can be adapted to

construct hybrid metal–organic nanostructures on silicon

surface. In the constructive nanolithography, an electri-

cally conducting AFM tip composes nondestructive

chemical information on the exposed outer surface of self-

assembled monolayers, and converts modified surface

into a nanopatterned template for spatial control of the

surface self-assembly of various selected organic and in-

organic nanostructures.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of DPN. A water meniscus

forms between the AFM tip coated with alkanethiol and the Au

substrate. (Courtesy of Prof. Chad A. Mirkin.)

Fig. 2 Nanoscale molecular letters written on an Au(111)

surface with 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) molecules

by DPN. (Courtesy of Prof. Chad A. Mirkin.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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Metallic silver nanoparticles are generated at selected

surface regions by AFM tip-induced electrochemical

reduction of the surface-bound metal ions on a thiol-top-

functionalized silane monolayer (TFSM).[19] They also

take the shape of the organic bilayer template on spatially

modified,[20] nondestructive n-octadecyltrichlorosilane

(OTS) SAMs via an electrically biased AFM tip, and then

build various inorganic particle or layer. The scheme of

constructive nanolithography is summarized in Fig. 4.

Nanolithography Using Current Sensing AFM

Zhao and Uosaki[22,23] prepared well-defined nanopatterns

of alkanethiol SAMs on gold substrate by using current

sensing atomic force microscopy (CS-AFM). When the

conducting tip with a sufficient bias was scanned over a

SAM in inert solvent containing alkanethiols with differ-

ent chain length, the original SAM underneath the tip was

removed and a new nanometer-sized spatial SAM of the

alkanethiol was formed. In this method, toluene was

chosen as the medium because of its nonpolarity and low

dielectric constant. A leak of current can be avoided, and

the amount of water contained in toluene also has a crucial

effect on lithographic performance. The mechanism of

CSAFM-based lithography is as follows:

For positive bias condition,

pH < 4 : CH3ðCH2Þn -S - Au þ 2H2O! Au

þ CH3ðCH2Þn - SO2H þ 3e� þ 3Hþ

pH > 7 : CH3ðCH2Þn - S - Auþ 2H2O! Au

þ CH3ðCH2Þn - SO�2 þ 3e� þ 4Hþ

For negative bias condition,

CH3ðCH2Þn - S - Au þ e� ! Au þ CH3ðCH2Þn - S�

Anodization AFM Nanolithography

Some AFM-based nanolithographic methods are not

practical because their lithographic speed is only in the

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the nanografting process. (Courtesy of Prof. Gang-Yu Liu.)

Fig. 4 Scheme of the constructive nanolithography: the site-defined self-assembly of silver metal on a thiol-top-functionalized silane

monolayer preassembled on silicon. (Courtesy of Prof. Jacob Sagiv.)
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order of nanometer/second, and both nanografting and

current sensing AFM lithography are usually accom-

plished under liquid–solid interface.

However, the anodization lithographic technique, one

of the most promising methods to prepare nanopattern

with AFM, is accomplished by the reaction on the sub-

strate surface.

AFM anodization lithography has also been reported

elsewhere for producing protruded oxide patterns on a

substrate by faradaic current from the cathode tip to the

anode substrate.[24–37] Anodic patterning can be mainly

accomplished on silicon[33,34] or titanium substrate[38,39]

by electrochemical reactions mediated by the scanning

probe tip. Electrochemical anodization occurs by emitted

electrons from the tip at the locally scanned area on a

silicon substrate in the presence of an atmospheric water

column between the tip and the scanned area of the

sample. This direct modification of silicon or metal sur-

faces by the anodization process using the electric field

from an AFM tip is one promising method of accom-

plishing direct-writing lithography for the electronic de-

vice fabrication.

The first report of tip-induced oxidation of silicon was

the STM study by Dagata et al.[40] They used an H-pas-

sivated silicon surface with a positively biased tip for

generating oxide features on the surface. They suggested

that the electrochemical oxidation reaction, which is lo-

cally induced beneath the tip in an adsorbed water column

on the sample surface, is responsible for metal and

semiconductor surfaces.

As shown in Fig. 5, the emitted electrons flow from the

tip to the substrate through an organic resist, and they

cause the anodization process with water on the silicon

substrate. Accordingly, a protruded oxide pattern is newly

formed at the local area of the substrate as a result of the

anodization process.

Sugimura and Nakagiri[25] have suggested an electro-

chemical reaction between the tip and the sample for the

anodization lithography as follows:

Anode reactions at sample surface:

Mþ xH2O! MOx þ 2xHþ þ 2xe�

2H2O! O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e�

Cathode reaction at AFM tip:

2H2Oþ 2e� ! H2 þ 2OH�

As the AFM anodization nanolithography is closely

related to the magnitude of current, the size of the pro-

truded pattern strongly depends on the amount of accepted

electrons on the substrate. Also, it has been reported that

the geometric factors of the nanopattern, such as the

protruding height and the line-width, are affected by scan

speed or duration time of the cathode AFM tip,[26,33,37,38]

surface group, environmental relative humidity,[30,34,35,37]

and the applied voltage between the tip and the sam-

ple.[33,34] Even the operational mode of AFM, both con-

tact mode and noncontact mode, also influences on

anodization pattering.[41]

The key to reach high resolution and precision is to

selectively modify the surface either by breaking chemical

bonds or through direct chemical reactions using local tip–

surface interactions. The selection of high-performance

resist materials is one of the important factors in the

successful application of AFM lithography.

In the case of resist, the resist film should be prepared

in a thin and uniform layer to attain high resolution in

nanometer scale. Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films[28,29,42]

and self-assembled monolayers[27,30,43–46] have been used

as resists and patterned with nanometer precision. These

films are well-organized molecular assemblies formed by

layer-by-layer deposition via either van der Waals force or

covalent bonding.[47] The size of the molecule determines

the layer thickness and can be carefully controlled to

Fig. 6 Preparation of the mixed SAM of DAD and TDA on a

negatively charged Si wafer.

Fig. 5 Schematic description of AFM anodization nanolithog-

raphy on silicon substrate.
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produce layers of uniform coverage. SAM films, con-

sisting of organosilane, bipolar amphiphiles, and al-

kanethiol molecules, show a great potential as ultrathin

resist films. Such SAM films, formed through the chem-

isorption onto oxide and metal surfaces, have excellent

uniformity in molecular order and resistivity to various

types of chemical reagents. As most of the lithographic

works with organic resists have been exclusively carried

out on silicon surface for practical application, several

organic resists with different functional groups have been

studied in order to investigate the surface group effect on

the anodic anodization using AFM.

Anodization AFM nanolithography on
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

Achieving fast lithographic scan speed is an important

task to apply AFM to electronic devices. Because organic

resist on silicon substrate can affect to the lithographic

speed, it raises considerable interest in AFM anodiza-

tion lithography.

In the case of AFM anodization, the electronic feature

of terminal group of a resist on the surface is very im-

portant, because electrons are transferred from a tip to

a substrate via the resist molecules and affects the

line-width and the height of protruded oxide nanopatterns.

Fig. 7 (a) Water contact angle changes of the mixed SAMs

at the various compositions of DAD � 2HCl and TDA � HCl.

(b) Line-width changes of mixed SAMs at the various com-

positions of DAD � 2HCl and TDA � HCl. (c) Required applied

voltages for protruding an oxide pattern with 10 ± 1 Å line-

height using mixed SAMs at the various compositions.

Fig. 8 Lithographic pattern at constant lithographic speed

at the specified voltage: (a) 4.00 V, (b) 5.00 V, (c) 5.50 V,

(d) 5.85 V, (e) 6.00 V, and (f) 8.00 V.
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An effective AFM lithographic process can be affected by

the functional groups of self-assembled molecules. Lee

and coworkers prepared the mixed SAMs of the 1,12-

diaminododecane �dihydrochloride (DAD �2HCl) and n-

tridecylamine �hydrochloride (TDA �HCl) with the same

alkyl chain on charged silicon substrate to observe effects

of the surface of groups of the organic resists on litho-

graphic AFM anodization.[27,30] Both DAD �2HCl and

TDA �HCl have an ammonium chloride on their head-

groups to bind electrostatically onto charged silicon sur-

face. In contrast to the headgroup, they have different

terminal groups at their air–molecule interfaces.

The schematic diagram of preparing mixed SAMs of

DAD �2HCl with a cationic surface group and TDA �HCl

with a methyl surface group is shown in Fig. 6.

The difference of the mixing ratio of the two molecules

has a great influence on the wetting property of SAM

surface. The ammonium chloride ionic pair, the terminal

functional group of DAD �2HCl increases the hydro-

philicity of the SAM resist, and so enlarges the size of

water column between the AFM tip and the substrate

interfaces related to contact angle. This characteristic

causes the line-width and the height of the grown up oxide

nanopattern to be expanded and the threshold voltage for

protruding an oxide pattern decreases.

The results of contact angle measurement and AFM

anodization lithography according to mixing ratio of

DAD �2HCl and TDA �HCl are shown in Fig. 7.

Anodization AFM nanolithography on
Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films

Several research groups reported that the resist films could

be adapted to the AFM anodization lithography to fabri-

cate the high-resolution patterns. Pattern with tens of

nanometer line-width were easily obtained when an ap-

propriate resist was selected. Although there are many

reports about the kinetics and the mechanism of silicon

Fig. 9 Oscilloscope mode of topographies and friction at the

specified bias voltage: (a) 5.50 V, (b) 5.85 V, and (c) 6.00 V.

Fig. 10 Topological views and cross sectional views of the

patterned surface at 5.50 V bias voltage: (a) before stripping a

resist film, (b) after stripping a resist film.

Fig. 11 Lithographic pattern obtained at (a) �10 V and (b) 10 V

with section analysis.
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oxide growth in anodization process, the detailed anod-

ization processes on the well-oriented organic resist sys-

tem has yet to be clearly presented.

Lee and coworkers[28,29] used the easily obtainable

Langmuir–Blodgett film of palmitic acid and hexa-

decylamine to elucidate the mechanism of AFM anod-

ization process. A series of AFM images containing the

lithographic stages at various bias voltage ranging from

4.00 to 8.00 V are shown in Fig. 8.

In the case of 4.00 V bias voltage in Fig. 8(a), no

visible change of surface topography is observed. How-

ever, as the applied voltage increases, the growing pro-

truded oxide patterns are sufficiently observed. To

confirm the nature of the degraded surface, measured

frictional force compared with the morphology changes

are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10(a) shows the AFM images patterned at 5.50 V

and tip speed of 1.0 mm/sec. The degradation pattern with

202±5 nm of line-width and 0.7 ± 0.3 nm of degradation

depth is specified by difference between B and C points.

The stripped substrate does not have the pattern of

degradation but the protruded pattern with 212 ± 4 nm of

line-width and 0.8 ± 0.3 nm of line-height as revealed

in Fig. 10(b). The complete stripping of the resist was

confirmed by the topographical change of the landmark

from 1.2±0.1 nm of vertical difference between B and D

in Fig. 10(a) to 3.3 ± 0.1 nm in Fig. 10(b).

This experimental result shows the direct evidence that

degradation and anodization are simultaneously preceded

in the AFM anodization nanolithography by a two-step

mechanism: 1) a partial degradation of the resist was first

achieved and 2) silicon oxide started to be grown at the

presence of a resist, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Among the number of factors influenced on AFM an-

odization lithography, the effect on polarity change of the

bias potential applied between the cantilever and a sample

affects to generate patterned shape. Langmuir–Blodgett

(LB) film composed of palmitic acid is used to investigate

the polarity effect of AFM anodization lithography.[29]

Lithographic result obtained at �10 V of tip bias (tip

negative; the normal polarity for AFM anodization li-

thography) shows the protruded pattern with 1.5±0.1 nm

height and 80±10 nm width in Fig. 11(a). And then, as

shown in Fig. 11(b), the result acquired at 10 V of tip bias

(tip positive) has a grooved pattern with 2 ± 0.2 nm height

and 80±10 nm width.

This methodology, using polarity change of bias

potential, will expand the application of AFM anodiza-

tion lithography.

Anodization AFM nanolithography on the
spin-coated polymer films

The preparation of ultrathin resist film is one of the key

factors in the successful application of AFM lithography.

From this viewpoint, spin-coated polymer film is usually

Fig. 12 Topographic AFM images of the protruded lines. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Topographic AFM image of grooved line pattern after

etching process. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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easy to prepare, thermally stable, and more resistant to

etching solution than organic self-assembled layer.

As shown in Fig. 12, the protruded lines by AFM an-

odization lithography on spin-coated methacrylate-based

polymer film are about 60–80 nm.[48]

Methacrylate-based polymer has a unique molec-

ular structure of acid labile silicon whose side groups

enhance the thermal stability and the etching resistance

of terpolymer. Also, an organic solvent easily strips

this polymer.

Fig. 13 shows the AFM image of line pattern on silicon

substrate after etching of the protruded pattern of meth-

acrylate-based polymer with appropriate hydrofluoric

acid (HF) solution. The obtained line pattern is about 90

nm of line-width and 15 Å of the etched depth. After the

etching process, the polymer resist was completely re-

moved by using a stripping process with tetrahydrofuran

(THF) solvent. The AFM image of stripped line patterns

having line-width of 100 nm and line-height of 28 Å is

shown in Fig. 14.

Because of these characteristics, polymers can be used

as practical resists in AFM anodization lithography.

CONCLUSION

Various AFM-based nanolithography techniques are

highlighted in this chapter. These approaches using mo-

lecular assemblies are clearly the combination of the

‘‘bottom–up’’ methodology and ‘‘top–down’’ process to

fabricate nanostructures of materials.

AFM nanolithography exhibits the highest spatial

precision and resolution to reach fundamental scientific

issues such as molecular fabrication, and quantum prop-

erties of specific system. These advantages make AFM a

promising lithographic tool for future molecular elec-

tronics such as terabit nanostorage, and biotechnology,

especially in biochips and sensors.
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INTRODUCTION

Characterization of the structural and physical properties

of microbial cell surfaces is a continuously expanding

field of microbiology.[1–10] Studying cell surfaces is

important not only in basic research to elucidate their

functions (cell shape, protection, molecular sieve, molec-

ular recognition, cell adhesion, and cell aggregation), but

also in medicine (fouling of implants, microbial infec-

tions) and biotechnology (cellular interactions in fermen-

tation technology, removal of heavy metals). Electron

microscopy has long been the technique of choice for

probing cell surface structure down to the molecular

level.[1,2,4,6,7] Yet the requirement of vacuum conditions

may raise the question of whether the information

obtained is always relevant to the real, hydrated state. In

parallel, a variety of approaches have been developed to

probe the cell surface physical properties, including

chemical analysis of wall constituents, specific binding

studies, selective degradation by enzymes, cell wall

mutants, modifications by antibiotics, and surface analysis

using various physical techniques.[1,4,5,10] Many of these

techniques provide averaged information obtained on a

large ensemble of cells; that is, they are not suited for

mapping the nanoscale distribution of physical properties

on individual cells.

Since the late 1980s, atomic force microscopy

(AFM)[11] has been increasingly used in biology and it

is now established as a versatile tool to address the

structure, properties, and functions of biological struc-

tures, going from single molecules to lipid membranes and

living cells.[12–17] Basically, AFM offers two main

advantages over conventional microscopy techniques.

First, it provides images of the specimen with nanometer

(subnanometer) resolution, in real-time and under phys-

iological conditions. Second, because the instrument

works by sensing the force between a very sharp tip and

the sample surface, this principle can be exploited to

measure molecular interactions and physical properties on

a local scale. These capabilities provide a range of novel

opportunities in microbiology.[18] For example, the fol-

lowing questions can now be addressed with AFM. Does

the surface nanostructure of untreated living cells corre-

late with that observed by electron microscopy? How does

surface structure change with time during dynamic

processes such as cell growth and cell division? How do

external agents such as enzymes and antibiotics affect the

cell surface architecture? Do surface properties such as

hydrophobicity, charge, and elasticity vary across the

surface of a single cell? What are the intermolecular

forces involved in molecular recognition and cellular

interactions? What is the elasticity of single-cell surface

macromolecules? The intent of this article is to survey

recent achievements brought by AFM in microbiology,

particularly emphasizing studies on whole cells. Rather

than providing an exhaustive review of the literature in the

area, the paper discusses imaging and force spectroscopy

applications using a selection of recent data.

IMAGING

Image Recording and Sample Preparation

Atomic force microscopy images are created by raster-

scanning a sharp tip across the sample, while sensing the

force experienced by the tip. To this end, the sample is

mounted on a piezoelectric scanner that ensures three-

dimensional positioning with high resolution. The force is

monitored by attaching the tip to a soft cantilever and by

measuring the bending or ‘‘deflection’’ of the cantilever.

The larger the cantilever deflection, the higher the force

that will be experienced by the tip. Nowadays, most

instruments use an optical method to measure the

cantilever deflection with high resolution. A laser beam

is focused on the free end of the cantilever and the

position of the reflected beam is detected by a position-

sensitive photodiode.

In contact mode, the most common imaging mode,

images can be acquired in two ways, i.e., either in the

constant-height mode in which the cantilever deflection is

recorded while the sample is horizontally scanned, or in

the constant-deflection mode in which the sample height

is adjusted to keep the deflection of the cantilever constant

using a feedback loop. In the latter case, the feedback

output can be used to display a true height image, which

gives calibrated height information about the sample

morphology. Alternatively, the error signal can also be
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employed to generate a so-called deflection image that

does not provide quantitative height information but is

more sensitive to fine surface details. Besides contact

mode, several other imaging modes have been developed.

Among these, tapping mode atomic force microscopy in

which the tip is oscillated at a given frequency is very

useful for imaging soft samples.

After the first AFM images of biological structures

were published, it was soon realized that a crucial factor

for successful imaging is specimen preparation. This led

to the development of a number of immobilization

methods. For single molecules, two-dimensional protein

crystals, lipid membranes, and animal cells, immobiliza-

tion protocols are generally based on physical adsorption

onto flat substrates such as mica, glass, and silicon oxide

(for a detailed description of these procedures, see

Ref. [19]). However, for microbial cells, sample prepara-

tion is often challenging because of the cell geometry.

Indeed, a microbial cell must be viewed as a fairly rigid

spherical or rod-like particle of 1–5 mm size. This

geometry usually leads to a very small cell–substrate

contact area and therefore to cell detachment by the

scanning tip. Presumably, this is the main reason why the

potential of AFM in cellular microbiology had been

neglected in the early age. However, the past few years

have seen tremendous progress in the application of

AFM to microbiological specimens owing to improve-

ments in imaging conditions and sample immobiliza-

tion procedures.

The selection of an appropriate imaging environment is

critical for high-resolution imaging because it directly

influences the force acting between tip and sample. In air,

high-resolution imaging is often difficult as a result of

strong adhesion forces resulting from the presence of a

water layer on both tip and sample. This problem is

eliminated when imaging in aqueous solution, which is

actually the most relevant environment for microbiolog-

ical specimens. By selecting appropriate buffer conditions

(nature of electrolytes, ionic strength, pH), it is generally

possible to maintain a very low applied force, typically in

the range of 0.1–0.5 nN.[20] Hence it is certainly very

useful to investigate the effect of salt composition, pH,

and ionic strength on the image quality when high re-

solution is desired.

Imaging of Living Cells

By combining high spatial resolution with the possibility

to work in liquids, AFM enables researchers to visualize

the surface morphology of untreated living cells, thus

providing information that is complementary to data

obtained with classical microscopy techniques. As men-

tioned above, an important requirement is that the cells

must be firmly attached to a solid substrate. This can be

achieved by mechanically trapping the cells into a porous

polymer membrane. Fig. 1 presents a three-dimensional

height image showing a single Saccharomyces cerevisiae

cell protruding from a pore of a polymer membrane. In

these conditions, images could be repeatedly obtained in

aqueous solution without detaching the cell or altering the

surface morphology. Generally, the entire cell surface was

very smooth, an observation that was consistent with

previous chemical and electron microscopy studies.

However, some cells showed circular protrusions, about

1 mm in diameter, which reflected the bud scars left on the

surface after cell division.[21]

Provided that the cell is well attached, it is possible to

acquire high-resolution images at different locations. For

S. cerevisiae, topographic images were recorded to a

lateral resolution of 2 nm, without significant modifica-

tion of the surface morphology. The surface roughness

(on 250�250 nm areas) was found to be smaller than

1 nm.[21] Interestingly, a very different surface architec-

ture was observed for fungal spores. Fig. 2A shows that

the surface of Aspergillus oryzae spores was covered by a

layer of regularly arranged nanostructures, referred to as

rodlets, that were several hundred nanometers in length

and had a periodicity of 10 nm.[22] Presumably, these

crystalline-like nanostructures play an important role in

determining the biological functions of the spore (i.e.,

dispersion, protection).

Accordingly, AFM is a valuable technique for probing

the surface architecture of native microbial cells. How-

ever, researchers must realize that high-resolution imaging

often remains difficult, especially for bacterial surfaces.

A first source of problems is related to sample softness.

The above images were obtained on cells that possess

thick, mechanically strong cell walls. In comparison,

bacterial walls are thinner and more fragile, meaning

that imaging may be destructive, especially in contact

mode. For instance, the image contrast obtained for

Fig. 1 Atomic force microscopy height image (6�6 mm; z

range: 1 mm) of a living S. cerevisiae cell immobilized in a

porous polymer membrane.
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the surface of Lactococcus lactis was dominated by

tip–sample interactions; that is, grooves oriented along

the scanning direction were created by the scanning

tip.[23] For some bacteria, the presence of flexible, loosely

bound macromolecules or appendages at the surface may

further limit the image resolution. The immobilization

procedure may also be an issue. The porous membrane

approach described here is only suited for spherical cells,

indicating that alternative strategies must be used for

other geometries. Consequently, further developments are

necessary (nondestructive dynamic imaging modes, novel

immobilization procedures) before researchers can

achieve molecular resolution and perhaps monitor mo-

lecular conformational changes as is already the case with

isolated cell surface layers made of two-dimensional

protein crystals.[14]

Following Dynamic Processes

Of particular interest is the possibility to study the changes

of cell surface structure associated with dynamic process-

es such as cell growth and germination. An example of

this is the germination of fungal spores. For A. oryzae

spores,[22] high-resolution images revealed that dramatic

changes of the surface morphology occurred upon

germination, the rodlet layer (Fig. 2A) changing into a

layer of soft material (Fig. 2B). On close examination,

this material showed streaks oriented in the scanning

direction, suggesting that soft, loosely bound material was

interacting with the scanning tip. These direct observations

were in good agreement with previous structural and

chemical studies showing that germination results in the

disruption of the proteinaceous rodlet layer and reveals

inner spore walls that are rich in polysaccharides. As we

shall see below, morphological changes were directly

correlated with profound modifications of molecular

interactions as measured by force spectroscopy.

Real-time imaging also enables to follow the progres-

sive effect of external agents such as solvents, ions,

chemicals, enzymes, and antibiotics on the cell surface. In

this context, the surface morphology of yeast cells was

investigated at fixed time intervals following addition of

protease and amyloglucosidase solutions.[21] Progressive

changes of the cell surface topography were clearly

observed after protease addition (Fig. 3). With time, the

surface became eroded and showed large depressions,

about 500 nm in diameter, surrounded by protruding

edges, about 50 nm in height (estimated from height

images). By contrast, no modification of the cell surface

was noted upon addition of amyloglucosidase, which was

consistent with the cell wall biochemical composition.

These real-time experiments have a strong potential in cell

wall enzyme digestion studies as well as in medicine,

where they may be used to investigate the effect of anti-

biotics on microbial cell walls.

FORCE SPECTROSCOPY

Principle of Force Spectroscopy

The basic idea behind force spectroscopy is that rather

than scanning the tip in the x and y directions, the

cantilever deflection is recorded as a function of the

Fig. 2 High-resolution deflection images acquired under water

for the surface of A. oryzae spores: (A) dormant spore

(500�500 nm); (B) spore after �10 h of germination (1�1

mm). (From Ref. [22]. Copyright 2001 Am. Chem. Soc.)

Fig. 3 Series of deflection images (4.2�4.2 mm; insets:

2.5�2.5 mm) recorded in real time for a single S. cerevisiae

cell prior to and after contact with a protease solution for 6, 9,

15, 19, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min. (From Ref. [21]. Copyright 2003

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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vertical displacement of the sample, i.e., as the sample is

pushed toward the tip and retracted from it. Using

appropriate corrections, the raw voltage vs. displacement

curve is converted into a force vs. distance curve, which

then enables the measurement of molecular interactions

and physical properties.[24,25] Interestingly, spatially re-

solved information can be obtained by recording a so-

called ‘‘force–volume image’’ consisting of arrays of

force–distance curves.[25]

A typical force–distance curve obtained for a nonde-

formable surface in liquid is shown in Fig. 4. When the tip

is far away from the sample surface, there is no force

acting on the tip and the cantilever is not deflected (label

1). As the tip approaches the surface, the cantilever may

bend upward as a result of repulsive forces (label 2) until

the tip jumps into contact when the gradient of attractive

forces exceeds the spring constant plus the gradient of

repulsive forces (label 3). When the force is increased in

the contact region, different behaviors may be observed

depending on the sample stiffness. On a hard, nondeform-

able surface, the plot is a vertical line (label 3), while on a

soft surface, elastic indentation will occur, leading to a

different shape. In the latter case, analyzing the in-contact

part of the curve with appropriate theoretical models

enables quantitative determination of the sample elastic-

ity. Upon retracting the tip from the surface, the curve

often shows a hysteresis referred to as the adhesion ‘‘pull-

off’’ force (label 4), which can be used to estimate the

surface energy of solids or the binding forces between

complementary biomolecules. In the presence of long,

flexible macromolecules, elongation forces usually devel-

op nonlinearly as a result of the deformation of the

molecules. In this case, it is common to present the force

curve as the positive pulling force vs. extension. Theo-

retical models from statistical mechanics enable the

elasticity of the molecules to be deduced from the

force–extension profile. In the next sections, the various

applications offered by force spectroscopy in microbial

cell surface research are surveyed.

Spatially Resolved Force Spectroscopy

The microbial surface is rarely of homogeneous compo-

sition, but is rather made of a complex mixture of macro-

molecules. As a result, a single cell can show important

lateral variations of physical properties. Until recently,

such local variations of properties were very difficult to

measure, especially on hydrated, living cells. With spa-

tially resolved force spectroscopy, it is possible to map the

distribution of parameters such as adhesion and elasticity at

the subcellular level.[25] The power of this approach is

illustrated in Fig. 5. During cell growth, disruption of cell

wall layers may occur and newly formed material may

accumulate in localized regions, leading to heterogeneous

surface properties. For germinating spores of Phanero-

chaete chrysosporium,[26] the heterogeneous surface mor-

phology (Fig. 5A) was directly correlated with differences

in adhesion forces (Fig. 5B). The strong adhesion forces

measured on localized zones were suggested to be respon-

sible for cell aggregation observed during germination.

Another example of surface physical heterogeneity is

found in yeast during budding. While chitin is usually not

Fig. 4 Example of force–distance curve (see text for details).

Fig. 5 Mapping adhesion forces and cell wall elasticity using

spatially resolved force spectroscopy. (A) Deflection image

(2�2 mm) and (B) adhesion map (z range=10 nN) acquired on

the same area of a germinating spore of P. chrysosporium; the

adhesion map was obtained by recording 64�64 force–distance

curves, calculating the adhesion force for each force curve, and

displaying adhesion force values as grey levels (brighter contrast

means larger adhesion forces). (C) Deflection image (1.5�1.5

mm) and (D) force map obtained for a S. cerevisiae cell after cell

division; the force map, qualitatively reflecting the sample

mechanical properties, was generated by recording 32�32

force–distance curves and taking a slice of the force volume at a

given sample height in the contact region of the curves (brighter

contrast means softer properties).
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found in the cell walls of S. cerevisiae, it accumulates in

the very localized region of the wall involved in budding

where it may act as a stiffening agent. In this context,

force–volume images were recently recorded in parallel

with topographic images on the surface of budding yeast

cells.[27] In Fig. 5C,D, it can be seen that the force map

was highly contrasted, the bud scar region being clearly

darker compared to the surrounding cell surface. These

data indicated that the bud scar was qualitatively stiffer

than the surrounding cell wall, a finding that was further

supported by theoretical treatment of the force curves (see

next section).

Elasticity of Cell Walls

The mechanical properties of microbial layers can be

addressed on a local scale using AFM force measure-

ments. A first approach consists in pressing isolated cell

wall material into a groove in a solid surface with the

AFM tip and then deducing the elastic modulus from the

applied force vs. depression distance curve. In a pioneer-

ing study, this ‘‘depression technique’’ was used to

measure the elastic modulus of the sheath of the archeon

Methanospirillum hungatei GP1.[28] The large modulus

values (20–40 GPa) indicated that this single-layered

structure of unusual strength could withstand an internal

pressure of 400 atm. For murein sacculi of Gram-negative

bacteria in the hydrated state, elastic moduli of 25 MPa

were measured, which are in excellent agreement with

theoretical calculation of the elasticity of the peptidogly-

can network.[29]

For whole cells, quantitative information on sample

elasticity is obtained by converting force curves into force

vs. indentation curves and analyzing them with theoretical

models.[30] Using this ‘‘nanoindentation method,’’ the

wall compressibility of whole Magnetospirillum gryphis-

waldense cells was determined to be about 42 mN/m.[31]

Interestingly, local nanoindentation measurements on S.

cerevisiae revealed significant variation of elasticity

across the cell surface: Young’s modulus was 6 MPa on

the bud scar and 0.6 MPa on the surrounding cell sur-

face.[27] These measurements provided the first direct

evidence that the chitinous bud scar in yeast is about 10

times stiffer than the surrounding nonchitinous cell wall.

Chemically Functionalized Tips

Because commercial AFM tips usually have a poorly

defined surface chemistry, they are not suited for

quantitative surface force measurements. Tips of well-

defined chemical composition can be created by function-

alizing the surface with organic monolayers (alkanethiols

or silanes) terminated by specific functional groups.[32] In

doing so, researchers can measure local surface forces and

physicochemical properties such as surface charge and

surface hydrophobicity. Ahimou et al.[33] used AFM tips

functionalized with ionizable carboxyl groups (COO�/

COOH) to probe the surface charges of S. cerevisiae at the

nanometer level (Fig. 6). Force–distance curves were

strongly influenced by pH: While no adhesion was

measured at neutral/alkaline pH, multiple adhesion forces

were recorded at acidic pH. Adhesion maps always

showed fairly homogeneous contrast, indicating that the

cell surface properties were homogeneous. The change of

adhesion forces as a function of pH was interpreted as

resulting from a change of cell surface electrostatic

properties, a claim that was supported by the correlation

obtained between the AFM titration curve constructed by

plotting the adhesion force vs. pH and the electrophoretic

mobility vs. pH curve obtained by classical microelectro-

phoresis. Using a similar approach, it has been shown that

hydrophilic (OH) and hydrophobic (CH3) tips can be used

to map cell surface hydrophobicity.[34] These studies

demonstrate that chemically functionalized tips enable

quantitative measurement of surface properties at the

subcellular level.

Biologically Functionalized Tips

Atomic force microscopy tips can also be functiona-

lized with biomolecules to measure receptor–ligand

Fig. 6 Use of chemically functionalized tips for mapping cell

surface charges. The left panel presents force–distance curves

recorded in solutions of varying pH between the surface of S.

cerevisiae and an AFM tip functionalized with carboxyl groups.

The right panel shows adhesion force maps recorded at pH 7 and

pH 4. The differences in adhesion forces observed with pH were

related to a change of ionization state of the cell surface. (From

Ref. [33]. Copyright 2002 Am. Chem. Soc.)
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interactions. A typical experiment consists in attaching

ligands to the AFM tip and receptors to a solid

substrate, or vice versa, bringing the modified surfaces

in contact, and then measuring the unbinding force by

pulling the tip away from the substrate. Successful

measurements require that the binding of the biomole-

cules to the tip and substrate is much stronger than the

intermolecular force. This is typically achieved by using

the chemisorption of alkanethiols on gold or the

covalent binding of silanes on silicon oxide. Using this

technique, a variety of intermolecular forces have been

measured in recent years, among which the forces

between biotin–avidin, antibody–antigen, complementa-

ry strands of DNA, carbohydrate–carbohydrate, and

lectin–carbohydrate.[16,35,36]

Although they are not yet widely used in microbiology,

AFM tips modified with biomolecules have a promising

potential to measure receptor–ligand interaction forces

associated with cell surfaces. This approach was recently

applied to measure the specific interactions involved in

yeast flocculation, an aggregation event of crucial

importance in fermentation technology.[37] The yeast

Saccharomyces carlsbergensis is known to flocculate

according to a lectin-mediated mechanism in which active

lectin receptors appear at the cell surface in the stationary

phase and bind mannose residues of adjacent cells (Fig. 7).

Atomic force microscopy tips functionalized with oligo-

glucose carbohydrates were used to record force–distance

curves on yeast cells. While nonflocculating exponential

cells showed no or poor adhesion, stationary cells showed

Fig. 7 Use of biologically functionalized tips for probing cell surface receptors. Optical micrographs of S. carlsbergensis cells in the

exponential phase (left) and in the stationary phase (right). Force curves recorded between exponential (left) or stationary (right) cells

and AFM tips functionalized with oligoglucose carbohydrates. The adhesion force measured on stationary cells was attributed to the

specific interaction between cell surface lectins and glucose residues on the AFM tip.
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adhesion forces of 121 pN (Fig. 7). Control experiments

(blocking with mannose, use of a nonflocculating strain)

lead to the conclusion that the measured adhesion forces

reflected individual lectin–carbohydrate interactions in-

volved in yeast flocculation. This type of experiments

should have an important impact on medicine because

they may be used to measure the interaction forces

between pathogens and host cells.

‘‘Cell probes’’ represent another type of biologically

modified tips that are useful for measuring interaction

forces between cells and solid substrata. Here a crucial

issue is to ensure that both the metabolic activity and

natural surface architecture are preserved during immo-

bilization procedures. In this context, Bowen and co-

workers developed an approach in which a single living

cell is glued on the apex of a tipless cantilever using

a micromanipulator. In doing so, the adhesion between

fungal spores,[38] yeast cells,[39] and various solid surfaces

was directly quantified. Another nondestructive strategy

consists in coating an amino-functionalized bead with

living bacterial cells and then attaching it to an AFM

cantilever. This approach enabled the forces between

Shewanella oneidensis bacteria and mineral surfaces to be

quantitatively measured;[40] an important finding was that

stronger adhesion energies were measured under anaero-

bic conditions. Accordingly, AFM-based force spectros-

copy measurements provide a means to study a variety of

cellular interactions at the molecular level.

Mechanical Properties of Single Molecules

Remarkably, AFM can also be used to probe intramolec-

ular forces associated with individual molecules, thereby

providing quantitative information on the elasticity of the

molecules, on conformational transitions along the chains,

on the mechanical stability of chemical bonds, and on

secondary structures. In recent years, these single-mole-

cule force spectroscopy experiments have been applied to

a variety of biomolecules, including DNA, proteins, and

polysaccharides.[16,35,36,41–43] Outstanding work has also

been carried out on isolated microbial cell surface layers.

In the first such study, Müller et al.[44] combined AFM

imaging and force spectroscopy to unzip proteins from the

hexagonally packed intermediate (HPI) layer of Deino-

coccus radiodurans. Force-extension curves recorded for

the inner surface of the HPI layer showed saw-tooth

patterns with six force peaks of about 300 pN. This

behavior was attributed to the sequential pulling out of the

protomers of the hexameric HPI protein complex. After

recording the force curve, a molecular defect the size of a

hexameric complex was clearly visualized by means of

high-resolution imaging. In another study, Oesterhelt

et al.[45] unraveled the unfolding pathways of individual

bacteriorhodopsins. Molecules were individually ex-

tracted from the membrane, anchoring forces of 100–

200 pN being found for the different helices. Upon

retraction, the helices were found to unfold and the

force spectra revealed the individuality of the unfold-

ing pathways. Scheuring et al.[46] combined AFM

imaging and single-molecule force spectroscopy to gain

insight into the mechanical properties of the Coryne-

bacterium glutamicum S-layer. The results provided a

basis for understanding the extraordinary stability of

these protein networks that protect microorganisms

from hostile environment. The above studies demon-

strate that AFM imaging and force spectroscopy is a

powerful approach to address the structure–function

relationships of microbial cell surface layers at the

single molecule level.

Single-molecule elasticity experiments on living cells

are very challenging in view of the complex and dynamic

nature of their surface architecture. Recent studies

indicate that progress is being made in this area. Atomic

force microscopy was used to pull on macromolecules

exposed at the surface of living A. oryzae spores with the

aim to gain insight into their elasticity.[22] As mentioned

earlier, topographic imaging revealed that, upon germi-

nation, the crystalline-like surface of dormant spores

changed into a layer of soft granular material attributed to

cell surface polysaccharides. This structural modification

was correlated with a change of molecular interactions:

While dormant spores showed poor adhesion, germinating

spores showed attractive forces of 400 pN magnitude

along with elongation forces that were attributed to the

stretching of the cell surface polysaccharides (Fig. 8).

This interpretation was supported by the finding that

fitting the curves with a theoretical model from statistical

mechanics yielded parameters similar to those reported

for individual amylose and dextran molecules. It was

concluded that the stickiness and flexibility of cell sur-

face polysaccharide chains may promote spore aggrega-

tion via macromolecular bridging interactions between

opposing cells.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy has also been

applied to bacterial cells. The elasticity and adhesion of

surface polymers from Pseudomonas putida was mea-

sured in solvents spanning a range of polarity and ionic

strengths.[47] Adhesion forces in water and formamide

were about the same and smaller than forces observed in

methanol. Different models from statistical mechanics

were used to analyze the force-extension profiles.

Although biopolymer contour lengths varied over a

wide range in all solvents, shorter lengths were observed

when salt was present, indicating that the polymer chains

were less extended in the presence of salt. In a related

study, the heterogeneity in bacterial surface macromol-

ecules was probed on the surface of P. putida.[48] Force
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measurements on different bacterial cells showed a range

of adhesion affinities and polymer lengths, but substan-

tial heterogeneity was also observed in the curves on a

single bacterium. These experiments indicated that

heterogeneity in biopolymer properties on an individual

bacterium and within a population of bacterial cells may

be much greater than previously believed and should be

incorporated into models of bacterial adhesion. Summa-

rizing, the above studies indicate that single-molecule

force measurements should be very useful in future mi-

crobiological research for elucidating the properties of

cell surface macromolecules.

CONCLUSION

Atomic force microscopy imaging and force spectroscopy

have recently opened a wide spectrum of novel applica-

tions for microbiologists and biophysicists. Using imaging

in aqueous solution, microscopists can visualize cell

surface nanostructures (surface layers, appendages), fol-

low physiological changes (germination, growth), and

monitor the effect of external agents (antibiotics, metals)

in real time. By recording force–distance curves on cell

surfaces, researchers can learn about local biomolecular

interactions and physical properties. Spatially resolved

force mapping offers a means to determine physical/

chemical heterogeneities at the subcellular level, thereby

providing complementary information to classical char-

acterization methods. Force spectroscopy can be used to

quantitatively probe the elasticity of cell wall components

and whole cells. Functionalizing the AFM tip with

chemical groups, biomolecules, and living cells enables

quantitative measurements of surface charge, surface

hydrophobicity, receptor–ligand interactions, and cell–

material interactions. Finally, single-molecule force spec-

troscopy can be applied to cell surface molecules to gain

insight into their mechanical properties. Clearly, these

AFM-based experiments contribute to improve our un-

derstanding of the structure–function relationships of

microbial cell surfaces and will have considerable impact

on biotechnology and medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

The invention of the atomic force microscope (AFM; also

known as scanning probe microscope, SPM) in 1986[1] has

revolutionized the way researchers study surfaces.[2]

Material surfaces such as metallic or polymeric thin films

can be imaged under ambient conditions (air, liquids) with

nanometer resolution. Furthermore, it is now possible to

image biological species such as DNA, proteins, and

bacteria in their natural environment. However, research-

ers using the AFM for imaging must do so with great care

to avoid the many artifacts that can be present during

imaging. It is the purpose of this article to identify these

artifacts and to present ways to avoid these artifacts while

using the AFM. Interestingly, the discovery of many of

these artifacts has opened doors to new uses of the AFM.

This will be discussed as well.

OVERVIEW

Before discussing the artifacts present in the AFM, a brief

discussion of the AFM mechanism is warranted. Fig. 1

shows the mechanism of a typical AFM. The primary

components are: 1) helium–neon laser; 2) AFM probe;

3) piezoelectric scanner; and 4) photodiode detector.

Laser light is reflected off the top of a probe and is

detected by a photodiode detector. The probe consists of a

sharp tip attached to a flexible cantilever beam. The pi-

ezoelectric scanner controls either the vertical position of

the surface (Fig. 1), or the vertical position of the probe.

The piezoelectric scanner is able to move in three di-

mensions with angstrom-level precision. When the surface

and the tip are brought closer together, the interaction

between them causes the tip to be deflected either toward

the surface (because of attractive forces), or away from the

surface (because of repulsive forces). This deflection of

the tip is recorded as the change in the position of the laser

on the detector. The piezo responds to this change by

increasing or decreasing the height of the sample to

maintain a constant distance between the tip and the

surface. Images can be recorded as either the deflection on

the detector (deflection image), or the vertical distance of

the piezo (height image). The vertical resolution of AFM

images is dictated by the interaction between the tip and

the surface. The lateral resolution is determined by the

size of the tip, as will be discussed below.

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a typical pyramidal AFM tip

on a cantilever. In most systems, the cantilever is tilted

approximately 12� toward the surface. At a 0� scan angle,

the tip moves across the surface in the direction of the

arrow in Fig. 2. The AFM tips have traditionally been

pyramidal in shape, but can also be of other shapes, such

as a nanowire or a colloidal sphere.

Because the functionality of the AFM depends on the

interaction between the tip and the surface, most of the

artifacts that exist with the AFM are because of the size,

shape, and cleanliness of the tip. Artifacts are also

introduced when the tip interacts with the surface in a

way that changes the surface itself. Finally, there are

artifacts that exist because of the electronics of the control

system. Table 1 shows a summary of each artifact along

with the solution to the problem. Details of each artifact

are discussed below.

ARTIFACTS BECAUSE OF FINITE SIZE
AND PYRAMIDAL SHAPE OF TIP

The image produced by the AFM is a convolution of both

the shape of the surface being imaged and the tip geom-

etry. The rule of thumb is that the image will accurately

reflect the surface structure if the difference in the image

of the radius of curvature of the tip is one-tenth the radius

of the imaged structure.[3] The exception to this rule

occurs if the height of the imaged structure is comparable

to the height of the tip.

Broadening of Surface Features

For any object on the surface with a finite height, the side

of the tip will interact with the side of the surface feature.

For the surface structures shown in Fig. 3, the side of the

tip interacts with the surface structure when it is a distance

of b away from the edge of the object. This will produce a

broadening of the object in the image by a distance of b on

both sides of the surface structure. If the lateral dimension

a of the object is large and the height of the object is small

(Fig. 3A), this effect is small. However, if the lateral

dimension of the surface structure is small, or the height of
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the surface structure is large (Fig. 3B and C, respectively),

the interaction of the side of the tip with the surface

structure will result in significant broadening of the object

in the image. For these reasons, this artifact will be

predominant in images of nanoparticles (including pro-

teins or DNA) as well as images of large particles such

as bacteria.

An experimental example of the broadening of a small

object because of the tip size (similar to Fig. 3B) has been

observed when imaging DNA. Images obtained with a tip,

with a radius of 30–50 nm, indicate that the diameter

of the DNA strand is 14 nm whereas the true diameter

is 2 nm.[4,5] In this case, the height of the image (as

determined by the line plot) will be correct and only the

width will be distorted.

An effect similar to Fig. 3C can be observed while

imaging large bacteria in aqueous media (Fig. 4).

Although the radius of the bacteria (500 nm) is much

larger than the radius of curvature of the AFM tip (5–40

nm), the object is also very tall compared to the tip. The

diagonal lines represent the interaction of the diagonal

edges of the tip with the side of the bacterium or sphere.

Note that the lines appear mostly on one side because of

the 12� tilt of the cantilever.[6] Similar effects have been

observed in tapping-mode images of P. chrysosporium

spores[7] and images of a fixed liver endothelial cell

(LEC).[8]

There have been many attempts to correct this image

artifact. One way is to use a standard tip and then re-

construct the image to determine the true size of the

surface structure.[9–15] In most cases, these reconstruction

techniques require knowledge of the shape and size of the

AFM tip. Information such as the radius of curvature of

the AFM tip can be obtained from the manufacturer but is

best determined experimentally by the technique of

reverse imaging. In this technique, the surface structure

is smaller than the tip itself, so that the image reflects

mostly the shape of the tip. The surface structure can be a

grading of spikes,[15] circular depressions,[13] or close-

packed spheres.[10] Digital Instruments1 also has a Tip

Estimation software program that can be used to deter-

mine the shape of the tip. Blind restoration, or blind

Fig. 1 Schematic of AFM.

Fig. 2 Typical shape of AFM tip and cantilever relative to the

surface. The tip is square pyramidal and the cantilever is tilted

toward the surface at an angle of 12�. The arrow indicates the

direction of scan (at 0� scan angle).
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reconstruction, can also be used to deconvolute the images

without information about the tip shape.[4,16] This is

performed via mathematical morphology operations (e.g.,

dilation and erosion) that can estimate the shape of the tip

from the image.[4]

Another solution to the broadening effect is to use a tip

with a high aspect ratio such as a nanowire (Fig. 5). The

high aspect ratio reduces the interaction of the side of the

tip with the surface structure, but one must be cautious

when using a sharpened tip because it can create large

pressures on the surface that are more likely to damage

soft samples. For large objects on the surface, adjusting

the angle between the cantilever and the surface so that

they are parallel can minimize artifacts because of high

vertical dimensions.

Features Appear Too Small

If the probe needs to go into a feature that is below the

surface, the surface structure in the image may appear too

small because of the interaction between the tip and the

inside of the structure. This artifact has been observed in

images of germanium surfaces bombarded by ions.[9]

Atomic force microscope images showed the presence of

columnar structures present because of the shape of the tip

and did not appear in electron microscopy images. In this

case, the tip may not be able to image the corner of the

feature (Fig. 6A), or may not be able to reach the bottom

of the structure (Fig. 6B). This will be particularly

noticeable if the hole is small laterally (Fig. 6A) and/or

deep (Fig. 6B).

Again, this artifact may be removed by using a tip with

a higher aspect ratio (such as a sharpened tip, or a

nanowire). Reconstruction of the image can also be

performed, although the deconvolution algorithm cannot

reconstruct parts of the tip that did not make contact with

the sample.[12]

Artifacts Because of Contamination
of Tip or Misshapen Tips

Because the lateral resolution of the image depends on the

radius of the tip, any changed to the tip that cause the tip to

become broader will sacrifice this resolution. These

Table 1 How to identify and avoid common AFM imaging artifacts

Artifact Cause Solution

Broadening of features Interaction of surface with side

of tip (structure above surface is

too small laterally, or too

high vertically)

Use deconvolution techniques

Use sharpened tip (higher aspect ratio)

Contamination on tip Clean tip with UV/ozone or piranha solution

Test for cleanliness by taking a force curve

before and after imaging

Image tip with SEM before and after imaging

Bluntness of tip Use new tip image tip

Image tip with SEM to ascertain shape

Use deconvolution techniques to determine

actual surface structure

Smaller features Interaction of surface with side of

tip (surface structure below surface

is too small laterally, or too deep)

Use deconvolution techniques

Use sharpened tip (higher aspect ratio)

Surface structures

that disappear

while imaging

Lateral forces between tip and surface

are too large and objects are pushed

away via AFM tip

Use tapping mode

Minimize force during imaging

Bond surface structures to surface

Destruction of

soft surfaces

Vertical forces between tip and

surface are too high

Use tapping mode

Use smaller force during imaging

Use cantilever with smaller spring constant

Stiffen surface

Appearance of ‘‘shadows’’

on opposite side of

tip movement

Overshoot of control system Slow down imaging speed

Change scan direction

Distortion after image zoom Drift in piezoelectric scanner Rescan area of interest

Periodic ‘‘noise’’ in image Mechanical or electrical noise Remove vibrations from room

Decrease gains on control system
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changes to the tip may be because of contaminants on the

tip, or because of tip damage.

Scanning electron microscopy has shown that many

tips have defects and have been contaminated before

they are even used (Fig. 7).[17] These contaminants may

include silicone oils from packaging,[18] or irregular

apexes. More commonly, the tip can pick up contamina-

tion during imaging.[17] The presence of these contami-

nants, or defects, can change the shape of the image

and result in an irregularly shaped image, or a broadening

of the image. The presence of contaminants is particu-

larly problematic for AFM applications where the tip is

chemically modified because these techniques rely on a

clean tip surface.

There are multiple suggestions for cleaning tips before

using them. The most common cleaning procedure is

to use UV/ozone cleaning.[18] This destroys organics

on the tip and can be performed easily using an UV/

ozone cleaner. Another more rigorous approach is to soak

the tips for 30 min in piranha solution (70:30 H2SO4/

H2O2).[17] These cleaning procedures ensure only that the

tip is clean before it is used, but does not prevent the tip

from becoming contaminated during imaging.

One suggestion to test for the cleanliness of the tip

during imaging is to measure the force between the tip

and a clean surface (such as clean glass or mica) before

and after imaging your surface of interest. A change in

force indicates a chemical change in the tip.[17] Another

suggestion is to image the tip via SEM before and after

Fig. 3 Schematic of image artifacts because of the size and

shape of the tip. In all cases, the side of the tip interacts with the

surface object with a lateral dimension of L and a height of h at a

distance of d away from the object. This causes a distortion in

the image, indicated by the dotted line. In (A), the radius of the

tip is much smaller than the radius of the object being imaged,

and the artifact is minimized. In (B) L is small and the distortion

is more noticeable. In (C), the height of the object h causes a

greater distortion of the image.

Fig. 4 Atomic force microscope line artifacts because of

the interaction of the side of the tip with a tall surface structure

(Fig. 3C). (A) and (B) are tapping-mode amplitude and phase

images of 1-mm-high E. coli. The white bar represents 1 mm.

The vertical scale for the height images is 1 mm. The scan

direction is from right to left, with a 0� scan angle. The lines

highlighted in black show the artifact, which appears as lines

±27� to the scan direction. The line artifacts appear on the right

side of the image because of the tilt of the cantilever relative to

the surface. (#American Chemical Society.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Multiwall nanotube attached to a silicon tip as an

example of a high aspect ratio AFM tip. (From World Wide Web

page at http://www.veeco.com, Veeco Instruments, Santa

Barbara, CA.)
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use. Although this is a time-consuming step, it will iden-

tify any contaminant that adheres while imaging.

A tip may become misshapen either during manufac-

turing of the tip, or during imaging. This effect is similar

to the presence of a contaminant and will result in a

strangely shaped image. The new shape of the tip can be

identified by using a deconvolution program (discussed

above), or by imaging with an SEM.

CHANGING SURFACE STRUCTURES
DURING IMAGING

Unlike optical microscopy or electron microscopy, atomic

force microscopy uses physical force to image the surface

‘‘by feel’’ and not by electromagnetic radiation or

electrons. This mechanical force can often be destructive

to the surface itself. Lateral forces because of the rastering

of the tip over the surface can cause surface objects to be

displaced during imaging, whereas vertical forces can

cause indentation of soft surfaces.

Displacement During Imaging

As the tip is rastered across the surface, there is a lateral

force applied to the object being imaged. This lateral force

can remove the object from the surface if the object is not

adhered strongly to the surface. If the object is removed

during imaging, the structure will suddenly disappear

from the image. The image may show just part of the

surface structure (imaged before it disappears). It is pos-

sible to observe this more clearly by first imaging a small

area at a high force for some time and then imaging a

larger area with a smaller force. The middle of Fig. 8

shows an area that has been imaged for some time. All the

particles in this area have been removed because of

imaging.[19]

The lateral interaction between the tip and the surface

can be minimized by imaging with tapping-mode atomic

force microscopy instead of contact-mode atomic force

microscopy, or by decreasing the amount of force used

while imaging. In tapping-mode atomic force microscopy,

the tip is not in constant contact with the sample surface.

Instead, the tip is vibrated close to the resonance fre-

quency of the AFM probe. When the vibrating tip strikes

the surface, some of the energy is absorbed by the surface.

This causes a decrease in the vibrational amplitude of the

probe. The piezo adjusts the distance between the surface

and the tip to maintain constant vibrational amplitude.

Although tapping-mode atomic force microscopy will

reduce lateral forces on the surface objects, it is often

necessary to take more steps to ensure that the objects are

Fig. 6 Schematic of image artifacts because of imaging a surface structure with a lateral dimension of L and a depth of h below the

surface. In (A), the tip is not able to image the corner of the structure, whereas in (B), the tip is not able to image the bottom of the

structure. The dotted line represents the image produced by the AFM.
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not displaced. One approach is to ensure that the objects

are strongly anchored to the surface. This is particularly

important for imaging negatively charged objects on

a negatively charged surface, which is the case for

most biological species on silica or mica. For example,

Shibata-Seki et al.[19] showed that liposomes can be

pushed out of the way at a force >4.2 nN. Similarly, SK-

N-SH (human neuroblastoma cells) and AV12 (Syrian

hamster cells) can be moved during imaging, especially if

they are alone.[20]

One solution is to modify the surface so that it can

covalently bond with the object. This can be accomplished

by using amino-silanization[21,22] on silica. In this method,

silane trimethoxylsilyl-propyl-diethylenetriamine func-

tionalizes the glass. The object can then bond to the func-

tionalized surface via an amide bond linkage.

Another solution is to render the surface cationic using

a cationic polymer. These polymers include spermine,[23]

polylysine,[24] polyethyleneimine (PEI),[25,26] chitosan,[25]

and diethyl-aminoethyl dextran (DEAE—dextran).[25] A

complete study of the adhesion of Escherichia coli as well

as polystyrene spheres via the above surface modification

showed that PEI is the most effective adhesion mecha-

nism.[25] When using cationic polymers, care should be

taken to remove all the nonadhered polymers, as non-

adhered polymers may stick to and contaminate the tip

during imaging.

Another option for imaging bacteria is to trap them in

holes in a filter to prevent them from moving around.[27]

You et al.[20] showed that bacteria adhered to the surface

via cell–EPS interactions or cell–cell interactions may be

strong enough to prevent displacement. Finally, studies on

DNA have shown that imaging in air[23] or propanol[28]

prevents water–tip interactions and makes imaging easier.

Indenting During Imaging

Tips can cause not only lateral forces but also vertical

forces that can deform the surface. This is particularly

seen on soft surfaces such as polymers, and biomaterials

such as bacteria. Fig. 9 shows a bacterium in an aque-

ous solution being irreversibly ‘‘deflated’’ because of tap-

ping-mode atomic force microscopy imaging. The arrows

indicate the direction of scanning.[6] At first, the image

Fig. 7 Scanning electron micrographs of impurities on AFM tips. (A) Multiple contaminants and imperfections. (B) Cantilever tip

located under cantilever coating. (C) Off-centered probe. (D) Unused probe showing particulate contamination with protein-like

globules (arrows). (E) Contaminated probe with protein. (F) Used probe showed doubling images. (#John Wiley and Sons.)
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of the bacterium shows a height of 1 mm (Fig. 9A and B).

As scanning continues, the height of the image suddenly

decreases, as shown on the top of Fig. 9C and D. Finally,

in Fig. 9E and F, the bacterium has been completely

deflated. Another deflated bacterium shown in Fig. 9G

and H shows a rectangular indent in the top left corner

of the image. Other biological species such as tobacco

mosaic virus (TMV)[23] and human neuroblastoma

cells (SK-N-SH)[20] have been irreversibly damaged

during imaging.

This indentation will occur if the effective spring

constant of the object is similar to the spring constant of

the cantilever. If the surface is a Hookien elastic material,

the deformation, or indentation, of the surface i and the

deflection of the cantilever d can be expressed by Eq. 1:

i ¼ kcd

ks

ð1Þ

where kc is the spring constant of the cantilever and ks is

the spring constant of the surface.

The first step to avoid this indentation is to use tapping-

mode atomic force microscopy. However, as shown in

Fig. 10, this does not completely eliminate the indenta-

tion. Another solution is to use a cantilever with a smaller

Fig. 8 Demonstration of AFM artifacts because of high forces.

In situ AFM images of liposomes on substrates taken at different

load forces over the same region. Images were taken with a

standard Si3N4 cantilever tip (spring constant of 0.12 N/m). (A)

Load force was approximately 0.72 nN. (B) Load force was

approximately 4.2 nN. (C) Load force was approximately 2.2

nN. (From Ref. [19]; #Elsevier.)

Fig. 9 Creation of a deflated bacterium because of high

vertical forces. (A), (C), (E), and (G) are height images, whereas

(B), (D), (F), and (H) are deflection images. The bacterium is

deflated in (C) and (D) at the dotted line. A similar deflated

bacterium is shown in (G) and (H). (#American Chemical

Society.)
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spring constant. This will decrease kc and decrease i in

Eq. 1 but may also sacrifice some resolution. In both con-

tact-mode atomic force microscopy and tapping-mode

atomic force microscopy, it is possible to image with a

lower force, which can decrease the indentation.

Finally, in some cases, it may be possible to

‘‘stiffen’’ the surface structure. In the case of biological

cells, this can be performed by exposing the cells to

glutaraldehyde.[26,29,30] This makes imaging easier be-

cause the spring constant of the bacteria increases;

however, the procedure may render the cells more hydro-

phobic.[31] Another option is to image the soft surface in

a media other than water, such as air[28] or propa-

nol.[29,32] These techniques will provide better images

but may not accurately represent the image topography

in an aqueous solution.

SCANNER ARTIFACTS

The scanner head on the AFM can introduce artifacts while

imaging. These artifacts result from nonlinearity in the

horizontal and vertical movements of the scanner, vertical

overshoot because of the control system, and scanner drift.

Fig. 10 Linearity and x–y calibration of the AFM piezo. (A) Test pattern. (B) Image produced when the piezoelectric scanner is not

linear. (From Microscopy Today.)

Fig. 11 Tapping-mode atomic force microscopy images of E. coli bacteria with a scan angle of 0� (A), 180� (B), and 90� (C). In (D),

the scan angle is 180� and the tip direction is from left to right. The dark spots of the image are always on the back side of the scanning

probe direction. This is because of an overshoot in the feedback control system. (#American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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The piezoelectric scanner moves the tip across the

surface in both horizontal (x–y) and vertical (z) planes. It

is critical that the scanner is moving linearly with time and

that it is calibrated. If the scanner is not moving linearly,

features on one side of the image will appear smaller than

the other side (Fig. 10).[33] If the scanner is moving

linearly but not calibrated, the dimensions in the horizon-

tal dimension will not be accurate. Most AFM packages

come with a standard grid that can be used to check the

linearity and accuracy of the scanner. Similar compensa-

tion software tools can be used to calibrate the scanner in

the vertical plane.

Another common artifact because of the scanner is

the presence of ‘‘shadows’’ on the opposite side of the

direction of scanning (Fig. 11). These shadows are be-

cause of hysteresis in the vertical control of the piezo-

scanner. The scanner overshoots the edge and shows a

decrease in height, even in the line profile. Decreasing the

scan speed can reduce this effect, whereas reversing the

scan direction can reveal the true edge of the object.

The scanner is sensitive to temperature changes. These

temperature changes can cause drifts in the scanner and

distortions of the image. This most commonly appears at

the beginning of a scan of a zoomed-in region of an image

(Fig. 12).[33] For this reason, an area should be scanned

multiple times to make sure there are no changes.

ELECTRONIC ARTIFACTS

While imaging with the AFM, it is important that the

equipment is isolated from external vibrations. These can

include acoustic vibrations from sound or mechanical

vibrations of the floor. These artifacts typically appear as

periodic patterns in the image. The equipment can be

isolated from the room by using an isolation table, or by

suspending the apparatus from a tripod.

Electronic noise can also cause periodic patterns in the

image. If the gains of the control system are set too high,

the system control system will become unstable. Reducing

the gains can eliminate this problem. Similar effects can

be observed with faulty electronics.

USING ARTIFACTS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

Although the artifacts discussed should be avoided to

obtain the most accurate image possible, the identification

of many of these artifacts has led to breakthroughs in new

ways of using the AFM. These breakthroughs include

nanomanipulation and nanoindentation.

Although it is often not desired to move the object to be

imaged, researchers have recently taken advantage of the

interaction between the tip and the objects on the surface

to manipulate surface objects. The ability of the AFM tip

to move with angstrom-level precision makes it ideal for

nanomanipulation. The surface can be imaged using weak

attractive forces. The tip can then be brought into stronger

contact with individual objects to manipulate them.[34]

This technique has been used to build two-dimensional

and three-dimensional structures of nanoparticles,[34,35] as

well as to manipulate biomolecules such as DNA and

proteins.[36–38]

Researchers have also taken advantage of vertical

forces applied during imaging using the AFM for nano-

indentation. Nanoindentation allows measurements of me-

chanical properties of various surfaces including poly-

mers surfaces[39–42] and biological surfaces.[8,21,26,43–46]

For polymeric surfaces, the indentations made with a high

spring constant cantilever (100–300 N/m) made at various

forces are imaged via tapping mode. The depth of the

indentations is used to determine the spring constant of the

surface according to Eq. 1. For more elastic surfaces, such

as biological surfaces, the mechanical properties of the

surface can be determined by analyzing the AFM force

curves.[8,21,26,43–46]

CONCLUSION

The AFM is a powerful tool for imaging surfaces. With

proper care, accurate images can be obtained and can

provide important quantitative information about surfaces

on the nanometer scale. However, it is imperative that

researchers using this tool are aware of the many artifacts

that can be present in the created images. These artifacts

may be because of the shape and size of the AFM tip, the

lateral or vertical interaction between the tip and the

surface, or the electronics of the AFM system. Once aware

of these artifacts, corrections can be made to create more

accurate images of the surface structures of interest.

Fig. 12 Artifact caused by scanner drift. (B) A zoomed-in area

of (A). The pattern is distorted because of scanner drift. (From

Microscopy Today.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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INTRODUCTION

Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), otherwise known

as chemical mechanical planarization, has been an

enabling catalyst for rapid technological advancements

in microelectronic fabrication and design over the last

decade. Although now a multibillion-dollar business in the

microelectronics industry, besides patents, there is a

dearth of scientific publications on the subject. After

initially touching on the significance of CMP, this article

reviews the literature on the versatility of atomic force

microscopy (AFM) as a means to probe and simulate the

CMP process at the single-particle level.

IMPORTANCE OF CHEMICAL
MECHANICAL POLISHING

Chemical mechanical polishing has become the preferred

technology for achieving wafer-level global planarization

in ultra-large-scale integration circuits.[1–5] In this process,

the creation and subsequent controlled abrasion of ang-

strom- to nanometer-thick chemically modified surface

layers is used to remove topographic variations from the

surface of microelectronic wafers enabling layer-by-layer

device construction. The success and versatility of CMP

technologies have been realized largely through the

formulation of submicron to nanoscale particulate slurries,

which provide both the mechanical and chemical action

required for effective and efficient ‘‘flattening’’ of wafer

surfaces for subsequent multilayer metallization.[3–11]

Chemical mechanical polishing is now a multibillion-

dollar industry and the fastest-growing unit operation

in the microelectronic manufacturing.[4] Yet the funda-

mental science behind CMP is not well understood.

The numerous process variables (>20) as well as the lack

of publications outside patent literature have led to a

jumbled picture of the essential processes that dictate

CMP performance.

Conventional approaches to academic and industrial

CMP research have focused on studies in which ensemble

endpoints, such as material removal rate, surface rough-

ness, and maximum defect size, are measured subsequent

to the use of benchtop or industrial-scale polishing devices

to access slurry performance. These studies typically

provide comparative results and evidence toward the

utility of a particular slurry formulation but generally lack

information about the fundamental molecular and nano-

scale interactions that control polishing performance. This

article discusses the versatility of AFM as a means to

probe and simulate the CMP process. The characterization

and integration of self-assembled surfactant systems into

effective CMP slurries are used to exemplify the utility of

the AFM for the elucidation of elementary parameters

critical for optimal slurry design. As devices become

smaller, more intricate, and incorporate new materials for

enhanced electronic properties, the technology-driven

slurries of the past may not provide the performance

necessary for the continued large-scale production of

latest-generation microelectronic devices. To advance

manufacturing techniques, a sound scientific understand-

ing of the fundamental nanoscale to microscale interfacial

interactions and mechanisms present in the CMP process

must be developed.[3] The integration of AFM-based

single particle measurements in fundamental CMP studies

may provide an added level of insight necessary for the

design of ‘‘smart’’ and ‘‘tunable’’ slurries that support the

manufacture of future electronic devices.
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DISCUSSION

Fundamental Issues in Slurry Design

Chemical mechanical polishing utilizes both chemical and

mechanical interactions to essentially flatten, or planarize,

dielectric and metal surfaces using a slurry composed of

chemicals and submicron particles.[1–11] As illustrated in

Fig. 1, the CMP process has three main components: 1) the

wafer surface (onto which the device is built), 2) the

polymeric polishing pad (which entraps and holds the

abrasive particles), 3) the polishing slurry composed of

submicron particles and reactive chemical agents. Slurry

is dosed onto a rotating polymeric pad onto which the

wafer is pressed while rotating, causing attrition of

unwanted asperities. The overall aim of the process is to

remove topographic features from the surface such that

multilayer metallization, or layer-by-layer construction of

devices, can occur. The general strategy for this is to

engineer slurries that provide a pressure-sensitive material

removal response. This is desired such that the higher

asperities are preferentially removed and the end product

is a planarized surface.

Chemical mechanical polishing slurry solutions often

contain multiple chemical reagents at high ionic strength

and high pH values at the time of polishing to provide the

necessary reactivity with the wafer surface. Although

these conditions favor the formation of a chemically

modified layer, they complicate strategies for maintaining

slurry stability. The presence of less than 1 ppm of

aggregates in a slurry can cause deleterious deformation

of the wafer surface;[6–8] therefore an optimally polishing

CMP slurry must be aggregate-free. Stable suspensions

provide more repeatability, lower surface defectivity, and

better consistency in polishing.[4]

Because of the difficulties in adequately dispersing

CMP slurries in the presence of the necessary chemical

reagents, some manufacturers have resorted to the mixing

of particulate slurries with the salts and reactive chemicals

at the point of use.[4] This technique effectively reduces

the time for particulate coagulation and may aid in slurry

handling. However, problematic aggregation and slurry

particle deposition onto the wafer surface still occur. The

next generation of particulate slurries should possess more

advanced approaches such as the incorporation of robust

steric dispersants.[5]

To assess whether or not the stability requirements for

a slurry have been met, one typically performs a number

of particle sizing or turbidity tests. These measurements

provide evidence of whether or not a system will

coagulate under the given chemical environment; howev-

er, the extent or magnitude of the barrier to coagulation is

not directly revealed. Because of this shortcoming, AFM

normal force measurements to simulate particle–particle

interactions have gained considerable attention in the

fields of colloid and interfacial science over the last

decade.[12] An AFM with an attached liquid cell or

suitable liquid reservoir provides a readily accessible

means of directly measuring nanoscale surface force

interactions in numerous solution environments. These

force–distance curves can be further evaluated to derive

parameters such as the surface charge,[13–15] the mechan-

ical properties of surface layers,[16] and the mode and

potential mechanism behind the observed surface

forces.[17] The advent of colloidal probes has further

advanced this approach by extending the measurement

beyond the typical silicon or silicon nitride tip materials

toward real particle systems.

In CMP, chemical reagents not only facilitate the

formation and passivation of chemically modified surface

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of chemical mechanical polishing process. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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layers, but also modulate dispersion within the particle

system.[3–11] Therefore care must be taken to ensure that

the system to be measured by AFM adequately represents

the real system at hand. Slight changes, for instance, in

surface chemistry, crystalline structure, and morphology,

can alter the adsorption behavior of species from solution

as well as the bare interaction forces between surfaces,

thereby obscuring the appropriate interpretation. Because

CMP slurries are formulated with submicron or nanosized

particles that are nearly impossible to singly attach at the

tip apex, bare AFM tips or larger-sized particles are used

for simulating the CMP process. Recently, AFM tips with

attached nanotubes have been procured that may be

further functionalized with the appropriate nanoparticle

at the free end.[18] Unfortunately, a large degree of uncer-

tainty remains with respect to the appropriate treatment

of mechanical response of these ‘‘nanoprobes’’ under

compression and lateral motion.[19]

Interpreting Slurry Stability

When focused on particle–particle interactions, a flat

substrate may be chosen to simulate a particle surface, and

either a bare tip or an attached larger particle may be used

to probe the system. The former is applicable when no

appreciable interference from the AFM tip material, apart

from the real particle system, is expected. The utilization

of AFM normal force–distance curves to interpret slurry

stability has been well documented.[13–15] Intuitively, if

solely attractive or repulsive forces are measured between

a representative probe-substrate system, then the corre-

sponding particulate system will be unstable or stable,

respectively. If both types of forces are present, there will

exist critical forces or distances in the system that define

stability. As a general rule of thumb, slurry stability typi-

cally ensues if repulsive force barriers greater than 10 kT

are present.[20]

At solution ionic strengths on the order of 0.1 M,

purely electrostatic mechanisms for particulate stability

are ineffective because of extensive double-layer com-

pression. Hence other measures such as the addition of

dispersants are needed to prevent coagulation. Recently,

self-assembled alkyl trimethyl ammonium surfactants

have been shown to provide robust stability in silica

suspension slurries under saturated salt solutions,

extremes in pH,[21,22] and under high shear[23]—condi-

tions where traditional polymeric or inorganic dispersants

are often ineffective. These findings prompted fundamen-

tal investigations into the properties of these self-

assembled surfactant structures at the solid–liquid inter-

face for the formulation of silica dielectric CMP

slurries.[5,8] Atomic force microscopy has uncovered

fundamental mechanisms and key relationships for CMP

slurry and dispersant system design in this system.

The onset of silica slurry stability at high ionic

strengths as discussed above has been linked to the onset

of repulsive force barrier.[21] Figure 2 illustrates the

excellent agreement between ensemble turbidity measure-

ments and the AFM normal force measurements for the

silica wafer-silicon nitride tip system at pH 4.0 and 0.1 M

NaCl as a function of dodecyl trimethyl ammonium

bromide surfactant (C12TAB) concentration. The mecha-

nism behind C12TAB-induced stabilization was subse-

quently investigated through zeta potential, contact angle,

adsorption isotherms, and Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy–attenuated total internal reflection (FTIR–

ATR) analysis.[21,22] These experiments illustrated that

the repulsive barrier was induced via hydrophilic adsorbed

surfactant assemblies that were micelle-like in origin.

Ref. [25] reviews the adsorption of cationic surfactants

from solution to oxide surfaces.

The general mechanisms by which micellar interfacial

surfactant structures physically intervene in the engage-

ment process of approaching surfaces have been docu-

mented.[16,26] Figure 3 illustrates a typical force–distance

curve between two approaching surfactant-coated oxide

surfaces, under low electrolyte conditions. The depicted

force profile was measured between a 7.5-mm silica

colloidal probe and a planar silica substrate at twice the

bulk critical micelle concentration (CMC) concentration

(32 mM) of C12TAB. Under these solution conditions, a

saturated layer of micelles is adsorbed to both the col-

loidal probe and the flat interface. As the surfaces are

Fig. 2 Turbidity in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) of

silica particles after 60 min in a solution of 0.1 M NaCl at pH 4

as a function of C12TAB concentration, and the measured

interaction forces between an AFM tip and silica substrate under

identical solution conditions. (From Ref. [21].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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brought together, the positively charged micelles begin to

interact through long-range electrostatic forces. At shorter

distances, just before and during the initial contact, a

combination of electrostatics and short-range hydration

forces between surfactant headgroups contributes to the

interaction profile. As the intervening micelles are further

pressed together, a sharp pseudo-linear increase in

repulsion occurs from steric contributions resulting from

the elastic deformation of the surface aggregates. Then at

a critical applied load, these aggregates break apart and

the surfaces jump into contact. After this point, the

measured interaction is in constant compliance, and no

further deformation of the adsorbed surfactant structures

is measured. A thin layer of surfactant monomers still

resides between the approaching surfaces as indicated in

Fig. 3; however, this layer is not mechanically detectable

by AFM normal force measurements because of the

sensitivity limits of the experimental configuration.

Moreover, the apparent modulus of molecular-scale

organic layers is largely impacted by the underlying

surface, and the existence of a rigid underlayer is known

to lead to effective mechanical properties orders-of-

magnitude larger than those of the film alone.[26,27]

Because of the potential for these surfactant systems to

provide stability in CMP slurry formulations in the

presence of harsh additives, alkyl trimethyl ammonium

surfactants were added to silica slurries and tested for

polishing performance. Two-hundred-nanometer mono-

disperse Stober silica particles were used as the abrasive

particles at a loading of 12 wt.% to closely resemble

conventional CMP slurries while still maintaining a certain

degree of idealness for fundamental interaction studies.

The pH in the slurries was maintained at 10.5 such that the

‘‘gel-like’’ chemically modified layer formation could

occur at the wafer surface, and 0.6 M NaCl was added to

simulate the ionic strength induced by industrial CMP

additives. Experiments performed on a benchtop polishing

device illustrated that the robust dispersion provided by

the surfactant systems exhibiting an appreciable repulsive

force barrier at post-CMC concentrations (Fig. 4a led to

excellent surface finish and low surface defectivity

(Fig. 4b). However, at the same time, negligible polishing

rates occurred. For optimally polishing CMP slurry,

both high removal rates (>600 nm/min) and low sur-

face defectivity [>2 nm root-mean-square (RMS) and

maximum defect sizes <20 nm] must be achieved simul-

taneously.[3,5,8] An important conclusion from the above

finding is that that dispersion is a necessary but

not a sufficient component for CMP slurry design; this

Fig. 4 C12TAB, C10TAB, and C8TAB surfactants at 32, 68,

and 140 mM concentrations in the presence of 0.6 M NaCl at pH

10.5 (a) Maximum repulsive force responses obtained with

AFM; (b) slurry particle size (stability) and material removal

rate responses. (From Ref. [30].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 A typical force-separation curve for the interaction of a

7.5-mm silica sphere and a flat silica substrate in a solution of

32 mM C12TAB. Data from several runs are presented. (From

Ref. [24].)
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emphasizes the importance of particle–wafer interactions

in CMP processes.

Particle–Substrate Interactions

Although particle–particle interaction can be simulated by

AFM to ensure adequate slurry stability—which translates

into lower surface defectivity and fewer wafers lost to

large-scale surface deformations (scratches)—particle–

surface interactions drive the material removal and

planarization processes. Hence the overall effectiveness

of the CMP process largely depends on these interactions.

Not surprisingly, the majority of AFM studies involving

CMP focus on these interactions almost in entirety.

At the nanoscale, one can envision the CMP process as

a single particle phenomenon. This is depicted in Fig. 5

where an abrasive particle is entrapped by a polymeric pad

asperity as it transverses across the wafer surface. The

particle–surface interactions incurred by the applied

normal and lateral loads (FN and FL, respectively) result

in the removal of the thin chemically modified layer. As

the bare wafer surface is exposed to the solution

environment, chemical reagents form a new chemically

modified surface layer. This process repeats itself as

subsequent particles are brought into contact with the

wafer surface.

From this perspective, the CMP process can be

effectively simulated by rastering an AFM probe against

a wafer surface. Recently, several authors have performed

this experiment to simulate the CMP of metal materials by

scratching metal substrates with an unmodified AFM

tip.[28–30] In metal CMP, a brittle oxide layer is formed on

the more ductile metal surface, which is thought to be

removed, almost in entirety, via the mechanical normal

and shear stresses imposed by the abrasive particles.[3]

Contrary to silica polishing, in these systems, an AFM tip

may provide an adequate surrogate for an abrasive par-

ticle. However, it should be stressed that this assumption

is speculation because no definitive studies have been

conducted yet to verify the brittle fracture/film delamina-

tion mechanisms for metal CMP.[3] Nonetheless, bare

AFM tips have been reported to adequately simulate an

abrasive particle in metal CMP.

Deveecchio et al.[28] used a silicon AFM tip and a pure

alumina substrate to simulate the polishing of a metallized

wafer. By rastering the tip over a known area on the

metal surface for a given time and applied load, they

were able to derive nominal material removal rates

from AFM experiments. The material volume losses

from ‘‘scratched’’ areas were determined by subsequent

imaging at low applied loads. This value was normalized

by the rastering time to obtain a nominal removal rate.

Using this approach, the nominal material removal rates

were studied under a range of conditions including

varying tip/sample forces, solution pH, and electrode

potentials (used to imitate an oxidizing agent). Baseline

experiments performed in air had a negligible removal

rate, illustrating that the observed phenomenon results

from both the mechanical abrasion and the solution

chemistry. As with ensemble CMP experiments, the

removal rate was found to be strongly dependent on the

solution pH, the relative amount of oxidation, and the

applied load.

A standard silicon nitride AFM tip was used by Lim

et al.[29] to measure frictional and topographic changes at

the copper surface in the presence of nitric acid and neutral

solution with benzotriazole (BTA), a corrosion inhibitor.

No significant changes were found to occur in neutral

solutions with BTA. However, under acidic conditions

where isotropic dissolution of the copper surface is known

to occur, BTA acted as a passivation agent. Moreover, the

BTA-passivated chemically modified layers could be

removed via abrasion with the AFM tip, resulting in

preferential material removal at the contacting asperities.

The presence of higher interfacial friction with BTA-

passivated copper surfaces as well as tip-mediated,

localized dissolution of copper interface was observed.

Similarly, Berdyyeva et al.[30] also used a silicon nitrate

tip to simulate the CMP of copper surfaces oxidized in

aqueous solutions of peroxide and glycine at varying

pH values. The material removal rate and observed inden-

tation depth as a function of pH was consistent with the

previous CMP results. The friction force between the

tip and the surface was measured, and, in general, it was

shown that the lower friction coefficients correspond to

the slower removal rates.

Maw et al.[31] recently proposed an alternative approach

for studying CMP processes. Single surface asperity wear

was simulated by measuring the dulling or material

removal from a silicon nitride AFM tip rastered against

a variety of substrates in aqueous solution. The chemical

nature of the substrate was shown to play a critical role

in the wear of dielectric oxide materials—significant
Fig. 5 Schematic illustrating a single particle material removal

event during CMP. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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material removal was observed only when the surface

was populated with the appropriate metal-hydroxide

bonds. These results suggest that pressure-induced bridg-

ing between oxide bonds on the substrate may assist in

CMP processes.

The investigation described above further illustrates

the importance of the selection of an appropriate probe

material when attempting to simulate a CMP process via

AFM. A bare AFM tip should be used only to simulate

another material on which the probe is not expected to

significantly react with the solution environment, wafer

surface, or otherwise facilitate the adsorption of solution

species that would interfere with the measurement

process. These criteria may not be applicable in silica

CMP especially if the abrasive particle material is also

silica. Although a significant fraction of the silicon nitride

surface may contain silica because of hydrolysis in water,

the surfaces are nevertheless different in charge, hydroxyl

site density, and modulus.[31] Under such situations, an

attached larger-sized particle (colloidal probe) with nearly

identical surface chemistry with respect to the primary

slurry particles may provide the best simulation. For

reasons of sensitivity, reproducibility, and scalability with

radius, smooth particles are generally preferred unless an

adequate surface morphology match can be made or

specific morphological features are investigated.

The range of normal loading forces required for sim-

ulation must also be known. This requires an approx-

imation of the pressure per particle experienced in the

CMP process. The applied tool pressures in CMP opera-

tions can range from less than 1 to over 7 psi. Because of

the corregation (Fig. 6) of the polishing pad, only a

fraction of the pad surface transfers this loading force.

Hence the localized forces transferred by pad asperities

can be appreciably higher, and the pressure per particle

will depend on the pad characteristics such as its effective

surface morphology and elastic modulus.

Recently, FTIR-ATR was used to measure the effective

pad contact area as a function of applied pressure.[9] The

IR spectra of the IC 1000 pad sample were collected with

applied download forces ranging from 23 to 79 kPa. As

the applied load was increased, the signal intensity also

increased, indicating that more pad contact was achieved

with the ATR crystal. To obtain the percent pad coverage,

the same analyses were also conducted on a piece of

polyurethane without corregation, identical in composi-

tion to the pad. The results represented in Fig. 7a and b

evidence that only a fraction of the pad surface was in

contact with the wafer surface or with the ATR crystal.

Indeed, the percent pad contact values varied between

0.25% and 0.5% in the selected pressure range. These

results agree with the literature findings, which have

reported the pad contacts between 0.05% (hard pad with

elastic modulus value E=100 MPa) and 0.54% (soft pad

Fig. 6 IC-1000 polishing pad surface as imaged by AFM

(top image) and SEM (bottom image) showing the macroporosity

and microporosity. (From Ref. [30].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Percent IC-1000 pad contact as a function of applied load.

(From Ref. [30].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with E=10 MPa) at 7 psi.[32] Through scanning electron

microscope (SEM) and subsequent image analysis of the

particle-laden pad after polishing, the number of 200-nm

particles in contact with the pad at 12 wt.% solids loading

was estimated to be 42�106 per in.2, and the interpreted

applied load was then found to be 750 nN per particle.

Through these approximations, it became evident that the

steric force barriers imposed by micellar aggregates on the

silica surface in Fig. 3 were exceeded during the polishing

process. Therefore micelles were not present on the wafer

surface during CMP and could not be responsible for the

lack of material removal. Hence the presence of surfactant

monomer was found to impede the polishing process.

To investigate this anomalous polishing behavior,

rectangular tipless cantilevers (MikroMasch) were select-

ed with a normal spring constant in the range of

KN=2.8±0.3 N/m to ensure that normal forces compara-

ble to those experienced in CMP could be accessed. Sol-

gel silica particles (7.5 mm) were attached to the end of the

cantilevers using a small amount of high-temperature

melting epoxy (Shell Epikote 1009) to ideally simulate the

slurry particles. As with the previous normal force

measurements, the frequency method[33] was used to

determine the exact values of the normal spring constants,

and forces normal to the flat surface were measured

according to the method introduced by Ducker et al.[13,14]

As will become evident, the utility of colloidal probes and

AFM, in general, for CMP simulations offers multiple

routes to probe the fundamental interactions that define

the CMP process.

Lateral Forces and Surfactant Adsorption

Atomic force microscopy lateral force measurements have

been used to investigate the loss of material attrition in the

surfactant-based slurry system. The lateral interaction

force between a silica colloidal particle and an atomically

smooth flat silica surface was measured to simulate

particle–wafer system interactions. Figure 8 illustrates

representative lateral force vs. loading force curves for the

case of silica surfaces interacting across pure water and a

32-mM solution of C12TAB. Data from several experi-

ments are presented to illustrate the reproducibility of the

measurements. Each experimental series was taken at a

fixed position on the sample. Subsequent to each increase

in the normal force, 10 friction force cycles were allowed

to transpire to allow the lateral force magnitude to

stabilize prior to taking a reading. Consecutive runs taken

over different areas show good reproducibility with a

maximum deviation of about ±5%. This suggests that

there was no significant wearing of the probe during

measurement. It is important to mention that the

experimental results from different probes have similar

features with regards to lateral and adhesive force

interactions under the given solution conditions; however,

slight differences in magnitude might appear because of

variations in the local roughness of the probe surface.[34]

For consistency, the data presented have been obtained

using the same colloidal probe, unless otherwise noted.

The lateral force measurements presented were also taken

at a constant lateral scan velocity of 2 mm/sec. However, it

should be noted that contrary to studies on chemisorbed

self-assembled monolayers[35–37] and adsorbed polyelec-

trolytes,[38] no significant dependence of the frictional

force was found when the scan rate was varied between

1 and 20 mm/sec. The measurements in surfactant so-

lutions were systematically performed 30 min after the

solution injection to prevent variations in the extent of

consolidation or the packing and morphological state of

the adsorbed layers.[39,40]

The lateral force measurements were performed using

the ‘‘friction-force’’ mode of the AFM, in which the

colloidal probe is pressed against the substrate at a

constant applied load while the substrate slides horizon-

tally underneath the cantilever. Further details of the

measurement procedure are given elsewhere.[41–47]

In lateral force microscopy (LFM), a micron-sized

colloidal probe significantly improves the reproducibility

of lateral force measurements by reducing the relative

impact of probe wear on the experimental results;

surprisingly, however, attached particles have only been

incorporated in a few AFM/LFM studies.[38,40,41] The

friction force, as measured between bare silica surfaces

in deionized water, was found to increase linearly with

the applied load in agreement with the Amontons’ law.

Accordingly, the data for these conditions can be fitted to a

Fig. 8 Lateral force as a function of the applied load for a

7.5-mm silica sphere interacting with a smooth silica surface in

pure water and in solution 32 mM C12TAB. Data from several

runs are presented. (From Ref. [24].)
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linear function of the type FL=a+mFN, where FN is the

applied load, m is the frictional coefficient, and a is the

adhesive force contribution. The average friction coeffi-

cient obtained for pure water was found to be m=0.22 and is

in the range of the literature values (0.1–1.0) measured

between quartz surfaces.[48]

It has been established that CH3–CH3 group inter-

actions result in a significant reduction in friction when

compared with the interactions of higher-energy function-

al groups[49,50] from previous studies of monomolecular

films adsorbed at interfaces. The presence of surfactant at

the solid–liquid interface is thought to prevent material

removal by inhibiting bare surface contact or by acting as

boundary layer lubricants. The interactions between

intervening surfactant hydrocarbon tails and the silica

surface replace the pure SiOH and SiO� interactions

found in the pure water. From this perspective, the extent

of lubrication should therefore depend on the number of

surfactant residing between the interface, which was

found to be the case, as illustrated in Fig. 9. As free

surfactant concentration increased, the lubrication be-

tween the interfaces also increases. The maximum amount

of lubrication is a plateau value that occurs at and above

the bulk CMC (16 mM), representing an order-of-

magnitude decrease in the frictional interactions. These

measurements confirm that surfactant monomer actively

participates in mitigating the particle–wafer surface

engagement. As noted earlier, the experiments were

preformed at high loading forces at which the micellar

structures have already been broken.

The enhanced lubrication at and above the CMC may be

caused by the relative number of surfactant in the local

vicinity of the interface. This is indicated in Fig. 10, where

the extents of the repulsive force barrier at the surfactant

concentrations of 16 and 32 mM are shown to be nearly

identical, indicating that saturation adsorption has been

reached as previously demonstrated through experimental

adsorption isotherms.[21,25] Hence under these conditions,

the probable number of entrapped surfactant monomers

should be the highest and identical, resulting in equivalent

frictional interactions. Similarly, at lower free surfactant

concentrations, the extent of lubrication should be lower,

resulting from fewer surfactant residing between the

interfaces. These trends have been verified in Fig. 9, which

illustrates that the lubrication efficacy of surfactant

solution increases with free surfactant concentration until

the bulk CMC is reached. Both electrostatically bound and

hydrophobically associated surfactant monomers are

thought to participate in the surfactant-mediated lubrica-

tion phenomena. The lowest concentration of amine shown

in Fig. 9, 1 mM C12TAB, corresponds to the point of zeta-

potential reversal (PZR) at which the surfactant molecules

are primarily electrostatically bound to the interface. The

surfactant adsorption is still as low as 20–25% of that of the

saturation value at the PZR.[51,52] At higher concentrations,

adsorption primarily takes place through hydrophobic

association. These additional hydrophobically bound

surfactant monomers participate in a further decrease of

the frictional force until saturation adsorption.

Pull-Off Force Measurements—Deciphering
Dispersant Molecule Adhesion Mechanisms

To design surfactant-dispersed slurries with appreciable

polishing rates, the dominant mechanism leading to the

presence of residual monomer at the solid–liquid interface

Fig. 9 Lateral force as a function of the applied load for a

7.5-mm silica sphere interacting with a smooth silica surface in

pure water and C12TAB solutions of various concentration.

(From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 10 Repulsive force barrier and pull-off force as measured

between a 7.5-mm silica sphere and a flat silica surface as

function of the C12TAB concentration. (From Ref. [24].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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needed to be determined. Pull-off force measurements—

the force required to detach the colloidal probe from the

planar substrate—were performed in an attempt to gain

additional information on the origins and strength of

adhesion of the residual surfactant layer. As with the

lateral force microscopy measurements, the magnitude of

the pull-off force is also strongly influenced by the

existence of the intervening molecular films. In the

presence of surfactant, the value of typical pull-off forces

between the probe used in this investigation and the planar

silica substrate increased by an order of magnitude in

comparison to the pure state as indicated in Fig. 10. This

additional adhesive component between the surfaces is

attributed to the hydrophobic interactions between

strongly bound surfactant molecules adsorbed to the

opposing silica surfaces. However, whether these interac-

tion forces represent the detachment of the adsorbed

headgroups from the interface or the disengagement of the

interacting hydrophobic surfactant groups themselves

remains unknown. These two proposed scenarios are

illustrated in Fig. 11. By monitoring the maximum pull-

off force as a function of concentration, some clues are

given. As indicated in Fig. 10, the adhesive force reaches a

plateau value in the vicinity of the PZR and not at the

maximum monolayer coverage, which occurs just prior to

8 mM C12TAB.[21] This suggests that force required to

separate the engaged surfaces is largely electrostatic and

not caused by the detachment of hydrophobic bonds. To

verify this, the relative magnitude of the interfacial

energies expected for the two scenarios depicted in

Fig. 11 was investigated and compared with the values

calculated from experimental results.

To estimate the energy required for electrostatic

detachment, the contribution of the coulombic interaction

to the interfacial separation energy gel was estimated

by:[53,54]

gel ¼
1

2
Gelzeci ð1Þ

where Gel represents the adsorption density of the

electrostatically adsorbed surfactant monomers to the

substrate, z is the valency of the headgroups, e is the

electronic charge, and ci, is the potential of the inner

Helmholtz plane of the surface prior to surfactant

adsorption. For simplicity, it was assumed that ci�x,

the zeta potential of the silica surface in pure water, and

that Gel=GPZR, the amount of surfactant adsorbed at the

PZR. Taking typical values[25,51,52] of x=�60 mV and

GPZR=1 mM/m2, the magnitude of gel was found to be ap-

proximately 3.8 mJ/m2.

To estimate the amount of energy required to separate

the surfaces through purely hydrophobic interactions

between the hydrocarbon tails (Fig. 11b), the interfacial

separation energy, gh, was estimated as:

gh ¼ Ghnyh ð2Þ

where Gh is the density of strongly bound surfactant

molecules that mediate the separation event, n is the

number of CH2 groups that effectively interact between

the individual surfactant molecules, and yh is the energy

per CH2–CH2 group interaction. For this estimate, it was

assumed that Gh=Gel (or the lower limiting case in which

only the electrostatically adsorbed molecules are de-

tached), and that full interpenetration of the hydrocarbon

chains (n=12) occurs. By employing a typical value[17] for

yh as 6.3�10�21 J, gh was calculated to be approximately

45 mJ/m2. Alternatively, the magnitude of the interfacial

separation energy for hydrophobic detachment can be

estimated to be close to the experimental values of the

adhesion force between chemisorbed CH3 group-termi-

nated surfactant monolayers interacting across an aqueous

medium. From both force and contact angle measure-

ments, the range of this interfacial energy gch is found to

be between 40 and 100 mJ/m2,[55] which compares to the

above result and 1 order-of-magnitude greater that gel.

To further compare these values with the experimental

pull-off force measurements in this study, the Johnson–

Kendall–Roberts (JKR)[56] (upper limiting value) or

Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov (DMT)[57] (lower limiting

value) theories were employed. Accordingly, the effective

experimental interfacial separation energies were given by:

gðJKRÞ ¼ Fpull-off

3pR
; or gðDMTÞ ¼ Fpull-off

4pR
ð3Þ

Fig. 11 Schematic representation of the two proposed

scenarios for surfactant-mediated detachment of the silica

surfaces in this study. (a) The surfactants remain in hydrophobic

association and detach at the head–surface interface. (b) The

surfactants remain adsorbed at the opposing interfaces and

detach through breaking of hydrophobic chain–chain interac-

tions. (From Ref. [24].)
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By incorporating values of Fpull-off from Fig. 10, it was

found that g�3–4 mJ/m2, which is in the range of gel. This

is an order-of-magnitude less than that speculated for

purely hydrophobic-mediated detachment. Hence although

the adsorption of surfactant at the solid–liquid interface

mediates by both chain–chain and head–surface interac-

tions, contributions from the adsorption affinity of the

surfactant headgroup to the surface appear to dominate the

overall resilience of the remaining films at the interface.

For the surfactant system in this investigation, the chain–

chain interactions appear much greater than the head–

surface affinity (assumed purely electrostatic), causing the

latter to dictate the extent of adhesion (pull-off force) and

possibly the extent of lubrication. Accordingly, the

scenario depicted in Fig. 11a was determined to be more

plausible when the two surfaces are pulled apart. Hence to

modulate the material removal rate in these surfactant-

based slurries, the electrostatic attraction of the surfactant

to the wafer and particle surfaces needs to be manipulated.

Although evidence in the preceding section suggested

that the resilience of residual surfactant moieties depends

largely on the extent of head–surface engagement, the

utility of this for the control of the extent of particle–

surface engagement mediated by physisorbed surfactant

systems has not been illustrated. It is well established that

quaternary amine surfactants adsorb to silica interfaces

through a combination of electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding,

and hydrophobic interactions.[58] However, the relative

importance of these interactions in maintaining surface

attachment and lubrication is not well understood.

If one assumes that the extent of lubrication is

mediated by intervening molecular films attached to the

solid–liquid interface primarily by electrostatic interac-

tions, then there should be a large dependence on the

lateral force with solution pH. It is well documented that

the number of deprotonated (negatively charged) silanol

groups at silica interfaces increases with pH causing an

increase in the net surface charge. The isoelectric point of

silica is near pH 2.5; the zeta potential is about �50.0 mV

at pH 5.6 and �70 mV at pH 9.0.[59] Hence the extent of

lubrication caused by electrostatically adsorbed surfactant

structures should increase with pH. This is indeed the

case, as Fig. 12 indicates. For all solution pH values, the

lateral forces at low loading forces (100–300 nN) were

found to be identical; however, a deviation in lubrication

performance occurred at higher normal forces indicated

by the variant of Amontons’ law and potentially a non-

Prestonian polishing response.[3] This experimental evi-

dence suggests that at a critical load, the adsorbed

surfactant structures begin to detach from the surface as

marked by the increase in the apparent friction coefficient.

This ‘‘activation energy’’ for surfactant detachment shifts

to higher energies (loads) with pH. At a pH of 9.0, the

transition was not observed for loads up to 1400 nN and

was attributed to the strong electrostatic interactions

between the surfactant and the silica surface at high pH.

The above illustrates that electrostatic interactions

could be used to modulate friction, which physically can

be interpreted as the extent of silica–silica engagement;

however, for silica CMP, a high pH is generally fixed to

ensure the formation of a gel-like layer. This prompted

investigations into an alternative approach for modulating

the extent of particle engagement and material removal in

CMP systems. The influence of co-ion competition with

respect to the surfactant molecule for negatively charged

surface sites was investigated to suit this purpose. The

frictional force between silica surfaces in the presence of

post-CMC surfactant solutions at a pH of 5.6 and various

ionic strength NaCl solutions were measured and are

Fig. 12 Lateral force as a function of the applied load for a

7.5-mm silica sphere interacting with a smooth silica surface

in solutions of 32 mM C12TAB at (a) various pH values and

(b) at various concentrations of NaCl given in logarithmic

scale. (From Ref. [24].)
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depicted in Fig. 12b. A significant increase in frictional

engagement occurs at high Na+ concentrations, further

indicating that the electrostatic binding efficacy to the

silica interface largely controls the extent of bare surface

engagement in these surfactant systems. These findings

also suggested for the first time that competitive

adsorption strategies may be used to tailor the frictional

properties and possibly the material removal rates in

slurries dispersed by physisorbed surfactants. Figure 12b

further shows that as the number of competing ions

increases, the transition load at which higher friction

coefficients appear becomes lower and the magnitude of

the friction coefficient becomes higher.

Optimizing Slurry Formulation
Through Systematic Atomic Force
Microscopy Measurements

The strategies suggested above focused on diminishing

the extent of surfactant surface affinity to allow for greater

engagement of the bare particle with the substrate

surfaces. It has not been clearly demonstrated, however,

whether or not this loss in surfactant surface affinity will

result in aggregation of the silica particulate system,

which would be deleterious to CMP operations. Pull-off

force and repulsive force barrier measurements were

conducted as a function of pH and electrolyte concentra-

tion to further develop the correlations between stability,

surfactant surface affinity, and lubrication. The pull-off

force indicates the relative strength of attachment of

surfactants to the solid–liquid interface, whereas the

presence of a repulsive force barrier indicates that particle

stability still exists.[21]

Figure 13a presents the pull-off and repulsive force

barrier measurements as a function of pH for the same

experimental conditions as in Fig. 12a. At twice the CMC

surfactant concentrations, both the repulsive barrier and

the pull-off force increase with increasing pH. These

trends are attributed to both the greater electrostatic

affinity and perhaps the greater localized concentration of

surfactant at the silica-solution interface at higher pH

values. Both the enhancement of the barrier and the pull-

off forces correlate well with the increased lubrication

observed with pH as demonstrated in Fig. 12a.

However, as indicated in Fig. 13b, the extent of the

repulsive barrier does not primarily depend on the

magnitude of surfactant surface affinity. Although both

the lubrication and the pull-off force decrease by nearly an

order of magnitude with a 1-M increase in ionic strength,

the repulsive force barrier remains nearly constant. This

counterintuitive resilience of the surfactant-mediated

repulsion under high electrolyte concentrations was first

demonstrated in a previous study,[21] in which the primary

factor for establishing an effective force barrier was the

extent of surfactant–surfactant cohesion in the three-

dimensional surface structures. The relationship between

the surfactant force barrier and the surfactant surface

affinity has been inferred recently.[24] Figure 13b

demonstrates that the relative number of strongly bound

surfactant monomers at the solid–liquid interface has little

bearing on the mechanical properties, or the extent of the

repulsive force barrier, imparted by adsorbed micelles or

bilayer-like structures. Hence to some extent, it is possible

to control the degree of lubrication imbibed by adsorbed

surfactants without significantly altering the suspension

stability. The above discussion indicates that multifunc-

tional and tailored pressure-sensitive surfactant-based

lubricants are plausible through the use of competitive

adsorption and surface affinity concepts.

In another study[8] utilizing an alternative colloidal

probe, it was found that modifying the cohesion between

Fig. 13 Force barrier and pull-off force between a 7.5-mm

silica sphere and flat silica surface in solutions of 32 mM

C12TAB as function of (a) solution pH and (b) solution

electrolyte concentration. (From Ref. [24].)
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surfactant chain length does not significantly induce a

modification in the lubrication, or surface engagement,

behavior in the absence of salt as depicted in Fig. 14a.

However, with the addition of 0.6 M NaCl, the induced

ion competition resolves the difference in surface affinity

between C8TAB, C10TAB, and C12TAB surfactants as

illustrated in Fig. 14b. A similar result has been previously

shown in studies concerning lateral force measurements

of monomolecular chemisorbed or deposited films.[60,61]

These investigations depict a reduction in lubrication with

a reduction of the hydrocarbon chain length for inter-

vening films.

As the extent of chain–chain cohesion increases with

amphiphile chain length, a reduction in friction occurs

because these molecules can more effectively mask the

underlying surface because of their higher mutual affinity.

Although it is possible to modify surfactant chain length

to decrease surfactant surface affinity and thereby induce

surface engagement and material removal, maintaining

slurry stability at the same time presents an issue. The

normal force–distance interaction curves between a silica

sphere and a silica wafer in the presence at post-CMC

concentrations in the presence of 0.6 M NaCl were

previously given in Fig. 4. Under pseudo-CMP conditions,

the lower chain surfactant (C8TAB) is unable to provide a

steric barrier; however, it is able to incur significant

surface engagement. The benchtop polishing studies

collaborate with these results illustrating a material

removal rate of over 5000 Å/min for C8TAB compared

with removal rates of over 500 and approximately 50 Å/

min, respectively, for the C10TAB and C12TAB slurries in

the presence of 0.6 M electrolyte. However, as predicted

by the normal force measurements, the C8TAB slurries

result in an unacceptable surface finish with a root-mean-

squared surface roughness near 1 nm and defect diameters

on the order of 50 nm.

Because of the inadequacy of the above results to

provide for both good surface quality and adequate

material removal, an alternative approach was attempted.

It was hypothesized that by modifying the strength of the

competing ion from solution, the affinity of the surfactant

to the surface could be modulated resulting in a potentially

tunable material removal. Moreover, as shown with the

lateral force measurements with alternative salt concen-

trations, the kink or the sudden increase in surface

engagement after a certain load in the loading curves

tends to shift toward lower loads with increasing salt and

indicates that non-Prestonian polishing responses[3] mayFig. 14 Atomic force microscopy friction force measurements

between a silica wafer and a 7.5-mm silica particle for solutions

containing C12TAB, C10TAB, and C8TAB surfactants at post-

CMC concentrations in the absence (a) and the presence (b) of

0.6 M NaCl. (From Ref. [30].)

Fig. 15 Atomic force microscopy friction force measurements

between a silica wafer and a 7.5-mm silica particle in DI water at

pH 10.5 (baseline), with 32 mM C12TAB with 0.6 M NaCl and

0.1 or 0.2 M CaCl2.
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be achieved through ion competition strategies with the

appropriate formulation.

To test whether modifying the surfactant surface

affinity via alternative competing species could be a valid

approach for achieving both high material removal rates

and good surface quality after polishing, CaCl2 was added

to the silica slurries in the presence of 32 mM C12TAB.

Equivalent ionic strengths were maintained in the

solutions containing surfactant. The lateral force measure-

ments are displayed in Fig. 15, which illustrates that the

surface engagement between the silica surface and the

silica particle significantly increased in comparison to the

NaCl surfactant solutions and the baseline (pH 10.5, no

salt) conditions. Approaching normal force measurements

in all three cases (not shown) as well as direct particle

sizing indicated that all three slurries were stable. The

corresponding polishing results (200-nm sol-gel silica at

12 wt.%) confirmed the LFM experiments and showed

that the CaCl2-based surfactant slurries could achieve

higher removal rates (�1000 Å/min greater) and im-

proved surface quality (nearly identical to the non-

polishing surfactant slurries) when compared with the

baseline slurry. Hence by changing the magnitude of

interaction of competing ions in solution, the polishing

behavior of surfactant-based slurries can be modulated,

resulting in improved material removal, enhanced surface

finish, and potentially tunable polishing responses with

the competing ion concentration in solution.

CONCLUSION

The AFM is a powerful tool for simulating nanoscale

CMP processes. Through a systematic study of both

normal force (approaching and pull-off ) and lateral force

interactions, fundamental mechanisms resulting in mod-

ified polishing behavior can be investigated. In CMP

operations, the behavior of the slurry is often the defining

parameter for overall polishing performance. The integra-

tion and effectiveness of dispersants in CMP processes

can provide an improved nanoscale surface finish as

well as an alternative means to control the extent of

material removal.

In this article, the use of AFM to probe quaternary

ammonium surfactant systems for the purpose of the

integration and the optimization in silica dielectric

polishing slurries was reviewed. Approaching AFM

normal force measurements were shown to effectively

predict slurry stability and subsequent surface defectivity

from benchtop polishing tests. Pull-off force measure-

ments in conjunction with systematic lateral force

measurements were found to be effective for deciphering

key mechanisms behind modulated polishing perform-

ance. The influence of intervening surfactant moieties

on the frictional interactions between oxide surfaces was

also examined in detail.

As new, softer, and more fragile materials are in-

troduced into microelectronic device fabrication, more

intricate slurry formulations will be needed to provide for

efficient material removal while maintaining adequate

levels of surface defectivity and selectivity in polishing.

The AFM is expected to grow more important in future

CMP slurry development investigations as well as in

fundamental investigations into nanoscale CMP process-

es. The ion competition strategies and dispersant strate-

gies discussed within may also play a significant role in

the development of novel ‘‘smart’’ slurries for future

CMP processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Bottom-up strategies in molecular nanotechnology, in-

cluding the self-assembly of small molecular building

blocks into supramolecular aggregates based on nonco-

valent interactions, are regarded as a viable route to

realize molecular devices, as well as to fabricate and

template well-defined nanometer-scale structures and

objects.[1] Recent progress in nanostructuring has enabled

several groups to control the arrangement of molecules

and supramolecular aggregates on surfaces by exploiting

designed intermolecular interactions and/or scanning

probe microscopy (SPM) approaches at variable tempera-

tures.[2–5] This work, which is based on the profound

knowledge in the fields of supramolecular chemistry[6–9]

and intermolecular (surface) forces,[10,11] will ultimately

lead to a general strategy to develop hierarchical func-

tional nanostructures with molecular precision.

We have designed and investigated rosette nano-

structures, which are based on multiple hydrogen

bonding[12] between the basic building blocks—mela-

mine-substituted calix[4]arenes and 5,5-diethylbarbitu-

rate (DEB). These thermodynamically stable nano-

structures can be ordered on solid substrates in highly

regular, chiral 2-D assemblies, or immobilized as individ-

ual entities in self-assembled monolayers (SAM). In this

article, we review our recent progress in the formation, and

in particular in the real-space structural analysis, of

nanometer-sized supramolecular rosette nanostructures

and their aggregates in 2-D via atomic force micros-

copy (AFM).

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF
HYDROGEN-BONDED NANOSTRUCTURES

The noncovalent synthesis of well-defined structures with

nanoscale dimensions has recently been receiving in-

creasing attention.[12,13] The components in these struc-

tures, termed supramolecular aggregates,[6] are connected

to each other via reversible and weak noncovalent

interactions, comprising, for instance, forces based on

the hydrophobic effect, as well as electrostatic, p�p
stacking, hydrogen bonding, or metal–ligand coordination

interactions.[14–17] These interactions are distinctly differ-

ent from the nonreversible and more stable interactions

in covalently linked molecules and offer a number of

important advantages. For instance, in our synthesis of

nanoscale self-assembled aggregates,[18] hydrogen bonds

are utilized that form spontaneously under thermodynam-

ically controlled conditions. The thermodynamic control

together with the reversibility of the individual interac-

tions provide the assemblies with their ability to ‘‘proof-

read’’ and correct mistakes. Hence carefully designed

molecules assemble into well-defined, error-free motifs

because they are encoded with the correct H-bonding

information and geometry.

One well-known H-bonded system is based on iso-

cyanuric acid (CA) and melamine. The three orthogonal

acceptor–donor–acceptor (ADA) hydrogen bonding ar-

rays of isocyanuric acid (CA) are complementary to the

three DAD hydrogen bonding arrays of melamine (M).

Mixing both components in a 1:1 ratio leads to an infinite

2-D lattice held together by hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1).

Lehn et al.[19] and Whitesides et al.[20,21] identified this

complementary hydrogen bonding motif in the melamine–

isocyanuric lattice and showed that, depending on the

preorganization of the melamines and the steric interac-

tions between the building blocks, cyclic rosettes instead

of tapes could be formed selectively (Fig. 1). Recently, our

group showed, based on model calculations, that it is

indeed possible to promote the rosette formation over tape

formation by steric repulsion in the linear tapes, but the

effect is not as large as was earlier believed.[22]

As an extension of the rosette motif, our group has

shown that calix[4]arenes diametrically substituted with

two melamine units at the upper rim form double rosette

assemblies 1a3.(DEB)6 or 1b3.(DEB)6 in the presence

of two equivalents of 5,5-diethylbarbiturate (DEB) (or
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isocyanuric acid) (Fig. 2).[23,24] These assemblies com-

prise 9 different components held together by 36 hydro-

gen bonds. The synthetic strategy involves the sideways

connection via the calix[4]arene units of two rosette

layers, which gives additionally improved stability to the

noncovalent assemblies. The assemblies are stable even at

10�4 M concentration in apolar solvents, such as chlo-

roform, benzene, and toluene.

X-ray diffraction studies of similar double rosettes

showed that the two rosette layers are tightly stacked on

top of each other with an interatomic separation of 3.5 Å

at the edges and 3.2 Å at the center of the rosette.a The

assemblies 1a3.(DEB)6 have a height of 1.2 nm and a

width of �3.0 nm.

These double rosettes can easily be extended to

tetrarosettes by using tetramelamine as a building block.

In this unit, two calix[4]arene dimelamines are connected

by a flexible linker unit X (Fig. 3).[25] A tetrarosette

consists of 15 components (three tetramelamines and

twelve 5,5-diethylbarbiturates) held together by 72 hy-

drogen bonds forming a nanostructure 23.(DEB)12 with

four parallel rosette ‘‘floors.’’ The thermodynamic equi-

librium for this type of assembly is reached within

seconds after mixing the corresponding building blocks,

but the rate of exchange of the components decreases in

comparison with the double rosette.b In addition, we have

reported on the extension of this series of double and

tetrarosettes to higher-order complex structures, such as

hexa- and octarosettes.[26]

The isolation, manipulation, and characterization of

noncovalent nanostructures require special consideration,

because these assemblies are less robust than the cor-

responding covalent structures in solution. Nevertheless,

conventional proton nuclear magnetic resonance

(1H NMR) can be used for the structural identification

of the above-described hydrogen-bonded assemblies,

because they are very well defined structures and the

exchange between the assembly and components is

relatively slow.c Furthermore, matrix-assisted laser de-

sorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass

spectrometry using the Ag+-labeling technique[29,30] gives

additional evidence for the formation of the hydrogen-

bonded nanostructures. Positively charged assemblies are

generated in a nondestructive way by, for example,

coordination of Ag+ to a cyano group or by complexation

of Ag+ between two phenyl rings.

The multicomponent nature of hydrogen-bonded

nanostructures based on rosette motifs, as well as the

multiple sites available for further chemical derivatiza-

tion,[31] make these structures a very interesting alterna-

tive for the precise spatial arrangement of functional

diversity on solid supports, for instance, using metal

nanoparticles and peptide chains. In this context, the

immobilization of rosette nanostructures on solid supports

and the control over the spatial arrangement in 2-D

aInteratomic separations of 3.5 Å at the edges and 3.2 Å at the center of

the rosette were determined, see Ref. [24].
bFormation of the first double rosette disfavors the formation of the

second double rosette.

Fig. 1 2-D melamine–isocyanuric acid lattice.

cMore detailed information about the characterization of double rosette

assemblies can be found in Refs. [27,28].
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are key issues for the development of supramolecular

platforms. Given the nanometer-scale dimensions of

individual rosettes, atomic force microscopy (AFM)[32]

proved to be a particularly well-suited tool to study the

higher-order assemblies obtained by various approaches,

as will be discussed below.

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

Soon after its invention,[32] AFM was developed as a

characterization technique for real-space structure deter-

mination at surfaces of nonconductors on micrometer- as

well as subnanometer-length scales.[33–36] The general

Fig. 2 Formation of the double rosette assemblies 1a3.(DEB)6 and 1b3.(DEB)6.

Fig. 3 Formation of tetrarosette assemblies 23.(DEB)12 (left) and gas phase minimized structure (right). (From Ref. [55]. Copyright

2002 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.)
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scanning probe microscopy approach as enabling tech-

nology is regarded as one of the workhorses of emerging

(molecular) nanotechnology.

In contrast to scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),

which is inherently limited to conductive substrates or

conductive substrates covered with an insulating layer of,

e.g., molecules less than �1.0–1.5 nm thick,[37] AFM is

generally applicable to the study of virtually any sur-

face.[32–36] Different modes, including contact mode,

force modulation mode,[38] and intermittent contact (or

tapping) mode,[39] have been developed to elucidate

surface structure, but also spatial composition in a variety

of systems.[40–43] The potential of the technique to follow

dynamic processes in real-time, especially under temper-

ature control, has been attracting increasing attention in

recent years.[44–46]

In particular, thin organized films of organic matter

have been the focus of many AFM investigations. High-

resolution images of ultraviolet (UV)-photopolymerized

films of Langmuir films comprising diacetylene units

were among the first molecularly resolved contact mode

AFM images of soft matter.[47] While contact mode AFM

performed in ambient conditions or in liquid typically

yields lattice resolution, such as for self-assembled

monolayers on solid substrates[48–51] or thin organic

films,[52] in several cases true molecular resolution has

been obtained.[53] For the study of delicate assemblies,

such as the 2-D arrays of rosette nanostructures discussed

in this review, tapping mode atomic force microscopy

(TM-AFM) proved to be superior to contact mode AFM,

because lateral (shear) forces are absent[34] and the normal

forces can be controlled by careful selection of suitable

imaging parameters (vide infra). The resolution in these

experiments is limited by the shape and sharpness of the

probe tip.

2-D ARRANGEMENTS OF ROSETTE
NANOSTRUCTURES ON HOPG

Highly ordered, highly regular 2-D arrays of rosette

nanostructures can be obtained by deposition of the

rosettes from a suitable solvent, such as chloroform or

toluene, on freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic

graphite (HOPG) surfaces, as unveiled by AFM approa-

ches (vide infra).[54,55] The concentration of the solution,

the temperature, the rate of solvent evaporation, the pres-

ence of defects, such as step edges, on the graphite

substrates and possible reorganization of the adsorbate

molecules are among the factors that influence the

formation of the 2-D assemblies. In particular, the slow

evaporation of the solvent in a near-saturated atmosphere

of the solvent helps to suppress 3-D (bulk) crystallization

of the rosettes.[55]

Double Rosettes 1a3.(DEB)6 on HOPG

Deposition of double rosettes 1a3.(DEB)6 onto HOPG

leads to the formation of typical 2-D arrays, so-called

nanorod domains. These domains and their internal

structure can be conveniently analyzed via TM-AFM, as

shown in Fig. 4. To avoid possible damage of the soft

organic layer, the AFM is operated slightly off resonance,

the amplitude is minimized, and very soft tapping con-

ditions are employed.[56–61]

Tightly packed rows with an interrow distance of

3.8±0.2 nm can be observed in two adjacent domains in

all three basic TM-AFM image channels, i.e., height

(constant amplitude), amplitude (error signal), as well as

phase angle shift. The clear observation of the domain

boundary shows that the true resolution of the experiment

is �1 nm. The apparent height of the domains varied

Fig. 4 (A) TM-AFM image of 1a3.(DEB)6 on HOPG. (From Ref. [54]. Copyright 1999 Am. Chem. Soc.) (B) Gas phase minimized

structures of n-dodecyloxy-substituted double rosettes 1b3.(DEB)6 (top) and n-propyloxy-substituted double rosettes 1a3.(DEB)6.
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between �0.5 and �1.5 nm. However, the absolute de-

termination of feature heights in heterogeneous systems

with spatially different tip–sample interactions must be

regarded with some reservation.[62,63]

The angle between the directions of the rows observed

in Fig. 4 is �73�. This angle deviates significantly from

the 60� angle anticipated for a simple epitaxial layer

structure on graphite (C3 symmetry), in which the

nanorods or domains are oriented along the underlying

graphite lattice. If we take more recent data on related

tetrarosettes 23.(DEB)12 into account, the origin of this

mismatch may be attributed to the presence of a chiral

layer structure (vide infra).[55]

The observed interrow distances (3.8±0.2 nm) can be

attributed to a face-to-face stacking of the double

rosettes based on the interrow spacings observed for

double rosettes with different substituents on the

calix[4]arene unit. As mentioned, for n-propyloxy sub-

stituents, an interrow distance of 3.8±0.2 nm was

measured based on the cross-sectional analysis of many

AFM images, while n-dodecyloxy-substituted rosettes

show a spacing of 5.3±0.2 nm.[54] This observation, to-

gether with the gas phase minimized structures (Fig. 4B),

implies that the rows are composed of rows of rosettes,

in which the nanostructures are arranged such that the

calix[4]arene units point outward to the neighboring

row, and that the rosettes are stacked approximately

face-to-face. In addition, a detailed study showed that,

for both n-propyloxy-substituted and n-dodecyloxy-

substituted double rosettes, little to no interdigitation of

the protruding n-alkane chains exists in the 2-D arrays

on HOPG.[54]

Tetrarosettes 23.(DEB)12 on HOPG

The morphology of 23.(DEB)12 on HOPG resembles the

morphology of 1a3.(DEB)6 on HOPG and typical

domains with parallel rows are observed by TM-AFM

(Fig. 5). The appearance of the domains, as well as the

other phases (vide infra), is similar to the mentioned

double rosettes. The interrow spacing of 4.6±0.1 nm is

comparable to the double rosettes discussed above, which

implies a similar arrangement as the one shown in

Fig. 4B. Before the internal structure is elucidated in

more detail, the different phases present on the samples

will be discussed.

The different phases present on the HOPG surface can

be identified based on their appearance in the TM-AFM

micrographs, as well as the temporal development of the

layer morphology at elevated temperatures (Figs. 5–7). In

addition to the nanorod domains (denoted ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 5),

a 3-D crystal phase (b), a granular phase (c), and a gas/

liquid phase (d) can be distinguished. The 3-D crystal

phase appeared elevated (>5 nm) and did not change in

time, even at elevated temperatures (40�C) or after

annealing at >60�C. The granular phase also appeared

elevated in TM-AFM height images, but became mobile

upon increasing the temperature to >30�C, while the

gas/liquid phase was identified based on the fuzzy image

contrast on flat HOPG terraces.

All phases are reminiscent of those reported by Loi

et al.[64–66] of polyphenylene dendrimers on HOPG. In con-

trast to this dendrimer system, the tetrarosette 23.(DEB)12

nanostructures were found to be (meta)stable in a limited

temperature range. At temperatures >40�C, the ordered

Fig. 5 Dual height (left) and amplitude (right) TM-AFM images of the multiphase film structure in films of 23.(DEB)12 on HOPG

[nanorod (a), crystal (b), granular (c), and gas/liquid phase (d)].
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arrays of tetrarosettes disappeared and did not reform upon

lowering the temperature to <20�C.

The morphology of the layers deposited onto HOPG

following a brief vacuum treatment (to remove residual

solvent) was observed to change during the AFM mea-

surements. As shown in Fig. 6, the granular phase was

mobile at 34�C and several islands decreased in size or

changed position relative to the immobile crystalline

phase. This mobility can be attributed to a rearrangement

of the layer structure during the AFM experiment at

controlled temperature.[44–46,67,68]

At this stage, nanorod domains were not observed on

this particular sample. However, after prolonged storage

at 34�C, nanorod domains formed in areas that appeared

featureless in the TM-AFM amplitude images shown in

Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, TM-AFM images of the same area of

the specimen are shown. Four nanorod domains can

be observed.

The observed changes in the size of isolated islands of

the granular phase (Fig. 6) and the formation of nanorod

domains in previously apparently uncovered areas of

HOPG after storage of the sample film for 60 hr at 34�C
(Fig. 7) support the presence of a gas/liquid phase, as well

as the surface diffusion of intact rosette nanostructure

23.(DEB)12.

The ordered arrays of supramolecular nanostructures

are formed spontaneously by a self-assembly process at

the HOPG surface. The formation of nanorod domains in

areas where the gas/liquid phase had been previously

observed indicates that the assembly is truly a supramo-

lecular assembly of supramolecular nanostructures, i.e., an

ordered 2-D array of individual rosette entities. Further, it

indicates that surface diffusion of intact rosettes and

subsequent nucleation and growth are one pathway to the

formation of the nanorod domain of rosettes on HOPG

surfaces. This pathway is well-known for, e.g., self-as-

sembled monolayers of alkanethiols on gold.[69–71]

In addition to the intermolecular interactions between

individual rosette assemblies, the adsorption energy of

these supramolecules to HOPG plays an important role in

this process. This can be concluded from the correlation of

the nanorod structures with the C3 symmetry directions of

the underlying substrate (vide infra). For methylene

groups (in n-alkanes) and phenyl groups on HOPG,

Fig. 7 TM-AFM amplitude images acquired after storage of the film shown in Fig. 6 (right) for 60 hr at 34�C: (A) multiphase film

structure including four nanorod domains labeled a–c (left, inset: 5�5 mm2 scan of the same region before storage) and (B) higher-

resolution image of two nanorod domains labeled a in (A). Note that the nanorod domains have been formed in an area that was initially

covered by the featureless gas or liquid-like phase.

Fig. 6 TM-AFM amplitude images (scan size, 5�5 mm2)

recorded during the restructuring of multiphase film of

23.(DEB)12 on HOPG at 34�C (every 5th frame). The arrows

point to diffusing and shrinking domains of the granular phase.
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adsorption energies of Ead (CH2)�7 kJ/mol[72] and Ead

(phenyl)�15 kJ/mol, respectively,[73] have been reported.

The tetrarosette adsorbates 23.(DEB)12 do not possess

long alkyl-substituents; thus the adsorption energies will

be modest. This feature is responsible for the observed

dynamic behavior of the multiphase films even at tem-

peratures between room temperature and �40�C, as

revealed by real-time AFM experiments at controlled tem-

perature (Fig. 6), which clearly indicates that the in-

dividual tetrarosette assemblies can diffuse on HOPG at

these temperatures.

Chirality of Tetrarosette Assemblies in 2-D

For the tetrarosette 23.(DEB)12, domain boundaries can

be clearly imaged and isolated defects are well-resolved

(Fig. 8). The orientation of the rods appeared to be related

by the underlying HOPG substrate. As shown by the

arrows in Fig. 8A, three distinct orientations are observed

in this micrograph.

Because the domains possess a mutual orientation of

60�, an orientation along the lattice of graphite seems

plausible. However, upon close inspection of Fig. 8A, a

deviating subdomain orientation can be observed for the

‘‘defect’’ in the center of the AFM nanograph. The rods in

this subdomain are oriented at an angle of �45� with

respect to the orientation of the surrounding domain. The

interpretation of this peculiar orientation is complicated

by the fact that the orientation of the underlying graphite

remains unknown; in contrast with contact mode AFM,[74]

it is impossible to resolve the corresponding lattice

structure with TM-AFM. A similar angle of 46� between

different domains is shown in Fig. 8B, which indicates

that there are two sets of orientation of the nanorods.

The origin of the different orientations was unraveled

by elucidating the nanometer-scale arrangement of the

rosettes in high-resolution TM-AFM images (Fig. 9). Here

a chiral superstructure with smaller periodicity is clearly

present. The raw data shown in Fig. 9A suggests the

presence of inclined elongated features along the rows.

The quantitative analysis of the 2-D fast Fourier

transforms (inset in Fig. 9A) reveals an oblique lattice

structure with a = 2.5 ± 0.3 nm, b = 5.0 ± 0.1 nm, g =

122 ± 3�. This unit cell, which has an area of 10.6 nm2 and

contains probably one tetrarosette nanostructure, is indi-

cated in the Fourier filtered section shown in Fig. 9B. In

different domains, the same structure is found; however,

the inclination of the elongated features is directed to the

complementary direction, i.e., the angle is �122 ± 3�.
In the absence of elements of chirality, the rosette

assemblies form as a racemic mixture of P and M

enantiomers in solution.[75,76] However, the lattice struc-

tures formed on HOPG are clearly chiral with two types of

domains that display opposite inclination angles with

respect to the nanorod direction. The observation of these

two sets of domains that differ in orientation by 46�, while

each set exists in domains with mutual angles of 60�, is

consistent with a spontaneous chiral resolution of the P

and M rosettes into enantiopure (homochiral) domains on

HOPG. Consequently, the orientation of the nanorod

domains appears to be ±23� with respect to the orientation

of the underlying HOPG. The same orientation is prob-

ably present for the double rosettes discussed above.

Such behavior has been observed before for molecular

adsorbates.d Hence the observation of chiral resolution

Fig. 8 (A) TM-AFM phase images of nanorod domains of tetrarosettes 23.(DEB)12 on HOPG: The orientation of several nanorod

domains is related to the threefold symmetry of the HOPG substrate as shown by the three arrows; within the distinct defect in the

largest domain (inside circle), a different orientation can be recognized. (From Ref. [55]. Copyright 2002 National Academy of

Sciences, U.S.A.) (B) The angle between different domains on the same sample can be estimated as 46�, as shown by the arrows.

dFor a discussion of chirality in 2-D, see e.g., Refs. [77–79].
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indicates that the rosette nanostructures behave as indi-

vidual entities and can form higher-order hierarchical

structures in two dimensions.

The observed nanorods in the chiral structure consist of

rows of tetrarosette assemblies, as concluded from a

comparison of the AFM data and the known crystal

structure of the corresponding double rosette assem-

blies[24] and the gas phase minimized structure of the

tetrarosettes (Fig. 3).[80] The area requirement for such an

arrangement is ca. 8.6–9.9 nm2, depending on the

orientation. This value compares well with the experi-

mentally observed 10.6 nm2 (vide supra). In this simplified

analysis, the possible spreading of the alkyl side chains of

the rosettes due to the strong interaction of the methylene

units with the graphite and the concomitant flattening of

the nanostructures was not taken into consideration; hence

the estimated area requirement can be regarded as a lower

limit. The precise orientation of the 23.(DEB)6 nanostruc-

ture within the rows remains unknown at this point

because the height and width of the tetrarosettes are

essentially the same (Fig. 3); thus no definite assignment

of the orientation of this assembly in the nanorod domains

Fig. 9 (A) High-resolution tapping mode AFM image of tetrarosette nanorod domain structure resolved for 23.(DEB)12 on HOPG

(left, inset: 2-D FFT); (B) Fourier filtered AFM image and unit cell of the lattice structure (right). This chiral structure can be described

by an oblique lattice with a = 2.5 ± 0.3 nm, b = 5.0 ± 0.1 nm, and g = 122 ± 3�. (From Ref. [55]. Copyright 2002 National Academy of

Sciences, U.S.A.)

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of the methodology followed for the growth of assemblies 1a2.3.(DEB)6 in SAMs on gold.
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on HOPG can be made based on the presently available

AFM data.

GROWTH OF INDIVIDUAL ROSETTE
NANOSTRUCTURES AT SURFACES

One of the ultimate challenges in nanotechnology is the

controlled growth and positioning of individual nano-

structures onto solid supports. As a first step, the growth

of single double rosette nanostructures on gold mono-

layers has been studied.[81] For this purpose, calix[4]arene

dimelamine 3, bearing a thioether functionality, is

embedded into a hexanethiol self-assembled monolayer

(SAM) on gold,[82–84] followed by the growth of single

assemblies on the monolayer. The insertion process is

based on the general approach for dendrimer insertion into

SAMs and interfacial reaction at SAMs developed in our

groups.[85–88] Similarly to the exchange reaction in solu-

tion, the growth of rosettes occurs via an exchange reac-

tion between dimelamines 3 and the dimelamines consti-

tuting a preformed double rosette assembly 1a3.(DEB)6

in solution. The exchange, and consequently the growth

process, are the result of the high thermodynamic stability

of the H-bonded assemblies combined with a relatively

low kinetic stability (Fig. 10).[89]

The SAMs formed by insertion of calix[4]arene

dimelamine 3 and subsequently by growth of the assembly

1a2.3.(DEB)6 were studied via TM-AFM. In the first case,

TM-AFM images show single isolated features with an

average height of 1.1±0.2 nm, in good agreement with the

height obtained from the Corey–Pauling–Koltun (CPK)

model of the adsorbate 3 (0.9 nm). By contrast, the TM-

AFM images acquired subsequent to the growth of the

rosette assemblies show two differently sized features

(Fig. 11).

The height of the larger features (3.5 nm, Fig. 11C)

agrees well with the expected size for the assembly

1a2.3.(DEB)6, considering the crystal structure of a

similar double rosette assembly. Therefore these features

are attributed to mixed assemblies 1a2.3.(DEB)6 obtained

through reversible exchange of components 1a and 3. The

height of the smaller features (0.9 nm, Fig. 11C)

corresponds to single isolated molecules of 3, which were

not involved in exchange reactions with assemblies

1a3.(DEB)6.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that well-defined nanometer-sized struc-

tures can be formed from individual low molecular mass

components in a bottom-up strategy. Highly regular 2-D

arrays of these rosette nanostructures are formed at the

HOPG–air interface, thus establishing a second hierarchi-

cal level. Based on the successful elucidation of the

orientation of individual rosettes within the nanorods,

novel approaches that allow one to control the chirality of

2-D structures formed by assembly of rosettes on HOPG,

as well as the syntheses and assembly of novel function-

alized rosettes, we develop a strategy that will enable us

to position supramolecular nanostructures comprising

functions with molecular precision in space. The obtained

assemblies are hierarchical in nature and thus open

pathways to increased complexity. The anticipated func-

tionalized 2-D arrays of rosettes will be useful as, e.g.,

templates for the deposition of metals and other mate-

rials, sensor arrays, etc. In addition, individual rosette na-

nostructures can be successfully ‘‘synthesized’’ in

suitably functionalized self-assembled monolayers on

gold. The incorporation of functions will open the way

toward surface-immobilized molecular nanotechnology.

To realize the ultimate challenge of the controlled growth

and positioning of individual nanostructures on solid

supports, different positioning strategies, including scan-

ning probe approaches, are currently being pursued in

our laboratories.
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INTRODUCTION

Sorption plays an important role both in natural waters

and in water treatment processes, and is one of the

techniques used to remove metal ions from aqueous

solutions. However, the uptake of metal ions from

aqueous solutions is limited by interactions between ions

and surfaces in contact with the solution. Moreover, the

fate and transport of metal ions are controlled by their

reactions with surfaces at the solid–liquid interface. For

example, inorganic colloids such as clays, metal oxides,

and carbonates have been reported as effective sorbents of

metal ions through ion exchange and surface complexa-

tion reactions.[1–4] It has also been noted that surface

properties of sorbents, such as surface charge and

electrical double layer, change continuously during

sorption of metal ions.[5,6] As a result, physical transport,

chemical reactivity, and/or bioavailability of the pollu-

tants is altered during the sorption process.

Earlier studies have shown that sorption of ions from

aqueous solutions by colloidal particles affects colloidal

stability, mobility, and reactivity.[2,7–11] This sorption

process also has significant influences on interparticle

forces and the zeta potential of the colloidal sorbent. In

most cases, reactions of metal ions with functional groups

on the surface of particles are time-dependent.[12] A

quantitative understanding of the changes in surface

properties caused by chemical interactions between the

particles and the ions present in the surrounding environ-

ment is critical to the prediction and control of the

behavior of the colloidal system. This knowledge can be

obtained by using atomic force microscopy (AFM), which

provides direct and real-time measurements of colloidal

forces during sorption of ions. However, the extent of

metal ion sorption by colloidal particles is strongly in-

fluenced by several factors such as solution pH, ionic

strength, size and type of the substrate, concentration of

metal ions and particles, reaction time, and temperature.[6]

Atomic force microscopy is employed here to elucidate

the influence of solution ionic strength and concentration

of metal ions on sorption and colloidal behavior. The

AFM cantilever with an attached colloidal particle can be

regarded as a sensor in water/wastewater systems.

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

Atomic force microscopy was developed from scanning

tunneling microscopy by Binnig et al.[13] in 1986. In

addition to rendering images of surfaces with nanoscale

resolution, AFM has been used extensively in direct

measurements of interaction forces between approaching

similar surfaces and dissimilar surfaces such as particle–

particle,[14–27] particle–plate,[19,25,28] and particle–bub-

ble[29–37] surfaces.

The influences of solution conditions such as pH and

ionic strength were investigated.[5,14–19,25] The measured

force was discovered to decay exponentially with distance

when the ionic strength increases and the pH decreases.

The comparison between experimental data and the

prediction of the Poisson–Boltzman equation[14,18] as well

as the Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO)

theory was performed in some cases (e.g., Refs. [5],

[15–17], [19], and [25]). Such studies clearly showed

good agreement. The type of solution also plays a role in

interfacial forces. For example, with increasing weight

fraction, alcohol was found to suppress the long-range

electrostatic repulsive force and to enhance the attractive

force.[20]

Atomic force microscopy has been used to explored

non-DLVO as well as DLVO forces.[21–24,28,38] For

instance, the interaction between bacteria and the silicon

nitride surface of the AFM tip was dominated by steric

force.[38] The steric force and the thickness of polymer

layers on the surface of bacteria were affected by the

solution pH. In solutions of high ionic strength, a repulsive

hydration force was found to exist between similarly

charged hydrophilic particles, whereas attractive forces

were found to exist between oppositely charged hydro-

philic particles.[21] Both short-range and long-range
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hydrophobic attractive forces were analyzed by Rabino-

vich and Yoon[23] and Nalaskowski et al.[24] for different

types of systems.

Atomic force microscopy can be used to evaluate

surface charge density. Based on force measurements

between silica and a-alumina surfaces for different values

of solution pH, the zeta potential was found to be in ag-

reement with the values obtained from direct electroki-

netic measurements.[17] A similar study was conducted by

Butt,[39] who used AFM to determine local surface charge

densities of the plasma membranes of Halobacterium

halobium in electrolyte solutions. Butt’s previous work[40]

revealed that the electrostatic force increases with in-

creasing surface charge density and decreases roughly ex-

ponentially with distance. It can be reduced by imaging

in high salt concentrations. Electrical double layers were

also examined.[26,41] A repulsive force resulting from

the overlapping of electrical double layers of similar ap-

proaching surfaces in intermediate–pH aqueous electro-

lyte solutions was observed.[18]

Information obtained from AFM measurements, in-

cluding surface charge densities,[27,39] steric interac-

tions,[28,38] and functional groups on surfaces,[41,42] is

helpful in determining the structure of biological macro-

molecules and in understanding their functions through

interparticle forces. In addition, AFM has been success-

fully employed to determine the Hamaker constant in

various systems[15,16,27] and to evaluate the roughness of

interfaces.[24,43]

The study of surface forces between colloidal probes

and air–bubble interfaces has received increased attention

in the past decade. A repulsive force was observed be-

tween a hydrophilic particle and a bubble, whereas a force

between a hydrophobic particle and a bubble exhibited

strong attraction.[29,30] The dependence of particle–bubble

interactions on surfactant molecules was studied.[31,32]

The force between a hydrophobic particle and an air–

bubble interface was found to become repulsive when

surfactants were added to the aqueous solution. Contact

angle and adhesion also decreased simultaneously. For

hydrophilic particles, different behaviors were observed

depending on the adsorption of surfactants on the par-

ticle surface.

Besides particle–bubble interactions, surface interac-

tion forces of oil–particle,[34] oil–water,[35] and protein

inclusion bodies–bubble[36] systems were determined as

well. Atomic force microscopy was also applied to

measure the contact angle.[32,27]

The use of AFM to study changes in topography and

surface forces as a result of sorption was recently reported.

The type and concentration of both electrolyte solutions

and surfactants were shown to have an effect on the

structure of surfactants adsorbed onto the surface and also

on the sorption behavior[5,23,24,44–52] The structural trans-

formation of the mixture between two surfactants that

have different surface aggregate structures was investi-

gated by Ducker and Wanless.[53] The shape of the

aggregate at interfaces can be controlled by the mole

fraction of surfactants in bulk solution. The establish-

ment of changes in electrokinetic properties of surfaces

because of the adsorption of surfactants was performed

quantitatively.[54]

Temperature is also an important parameter in deter-

mining the adsorbed surfactant structure.[55,56] The bind-

ing site competition between cations in the electrolyte

solution and cationic surfactant was observed.[57] Protons

were found to produce more defects in the aggregates of

surfactants than potassium ions do. Although surfactants

slow the adsorption of hydrogen ions, it has no effect on

that of potassium ions.

Atomic force microscopy provides not only informa-

tion on force measurements because of sorption of

surfactants, but also images of the structure of surfactants

such as copolymer[56] and blend components.[58]

SORPTION OF METAL IONS

The sorption of metal ions has been widely studied by

flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS), voltam-

metric techniques, potentiometric titrations, time-resolved

laser fluorescence spectroscopy (TRLFS), X-ray absorp-

tion fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy, X-ray absorption

spectroscopy, extended X-ray absorption fine structure

(EXAFS) spectroscopy, biosorption, etc.[6,59–66] Most of

the experimental studies of metal sorption by particles

have been described by distribution ratios or isotherm

equations such as the Langmuir and Freundlich models.

In recent studies, AFM has been used to investigate the

sorption of metal ions. For example, the adsorption of

copper ions onto a silicon nitride probe was qualitatively

studied by Larson and Pugh.[67] Chin et al.[5] used AFM to

measure colloidal surface forces between a silica particle

and a smooth glass plate in an aqueous solution, both with

and without the presence of copper ions. The adsorption

of metal ions on oxide surfaces was found to include

specific interactions between ions and surface hydroxyl

groups.[5,6] Under acidic conditions, copper ions have a

low sorption affinity for oxide surfaces. Furthermore, the

surface charge of silica is positive at low pH (lower than

pH 2) and copper also has a positive charge. Therefore

silica and copper repel. During the experiment, the sur-

face charge density of the silica particle remained the

same because no sorption occurred. The experiment also

showed that the interaction force between the silica
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particle and the glass plate was similar to that measured in

solutions without copper ions.[5]

The sorption of metal ions by oxide surfaces was found

to increase as the pH of the solution increases.[2,12,68–70]

Tenorite (CuO) and metastable copper hydroxide are the

dominant copper species at high pH. The removal of

copper ions is attributed to the precipitation of tenorite.[6]

If copper precipitates accumulate on silica particles, the

forces are expected to change because the zeta potential of

copper precipitates is different from that of silica.

Typically, each metal ion species has a critical pH

range in which sorption competence increases from close

to zero to 100%. Silica particles have OH� groups on the

surface. The isoelectric point of silica occurs at approx-

imately pH 2.[6] Above this pH, silica exhibits a negative

zeta potential. However, silica shows a positive zeta

potential at lower pH values. Therefore at the experimen-

tal pH of 5.5, silica has a negative charge. The force

between the silica and the glass plate is repulsive because

the plate also has a negative charge. For negatively

charged colloids, charge reversal from negative to positive

is usually observed with the presence of hydrolyzable

metal ions above the pH of zero charge of colloids.[5]

At neutral pH, the sorption of copper ions causes the

charge reversal of silica particles, thus changing the force

between the silica particle and the glass plate from

repulsive to attractive. Experimental data agreed well with

calculations based on the DLVO theory for the case of

constant surface charge. Electrostatic repulsion was found

to decrease with increasing ionic strength and decreas-

ing pH.

In addition to other sorption mechanisms, the forma-

tion of surface precipitates may also be a factor in changes

in force profiles with time because the dissolution of silica

can lead to the formation of metal ion surface precipitates.

By conducting the same experiment but using non-

sorptive polystyrene particles instead of silica, Chin

et al.[5] also proved that no sorption of copper ions onto

the glass surface occurs at experimental pH. The force

between the tip and the glass was found to be repulsive;

therefore Chin et al. concluded that no sorption of copper

ions onto the glass plate had occurred.

Changes in the surface charge and the adjacent

electrical double layer caused by the sorption of ions

have been previously demonstrated.[5,6] If sorption occurs

on the external surface of colloidal particles suspended in

an aqueous solution, the resulting modification of the

electrical double layer is reflected in the interaction force

between two particles. Therefore by measuring this

interaction force as a function of time during sorption, it

is possible to extract information on the sorption kinetics

of ions by particles. The concept is employed in this work

to investigate the effect of copper ion sorption by a silica

particle on the interaction force between the particle and

the glass plate. Note that in this study, the term sorption

generally refers to various mechanisms of metal ion

accumulation on silica particles.

PRINCIPLE OF ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPY AND DATA ANALYSIS

Atomic force microscopy controls the movement of

samples by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric tube,

whereas the deflection of the cantilever is monitored using

a laser beam. This beam was focused on the end of the

cantilever and reflected to a photodiode. Deflection-vs.-

displacement data were converted to ASCII format by the

NanoScope software (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara,

CA) and imported into a spreadsheet program. To achieve

a force-vs.-separation curve, zero values for force and

distance were defined. The zero value for force was set at

the point at which the deflection was constant. Zero

distance was determined to be the position at which the

deflection of the tip was the same as the displacement of

the sample. The force was then calculated by means of

Hooke’s law:

F ¼ kx ð1Þ

where F is the force, k is the spring constant, and x is the

tip deflection. The separation distance is the sum of the tip

deflection and the sample displacement.

DERJAGUIN–LANDAU–VERWEY–OVERBEEK
THEORY

According to the theory of colloidal stability (DLVO), the

interaction force can be separated into two contributions: a

repulsive electrostatic interaction, and an attractive van

der Waals force.[71] The total interaction force FDLVO is

taken as a sum of these two terms:

FDLVO ¼ Felectrostatic þ FvdW ð2Þ

where Felectrostatic and FvdW refer to the electrostatic and

van der Waals components, respectively.

Although the system geometry is for sphere–flat plate

interactions, the radius of the AFM tip was small relative

to the flat plate and can be simplified. To describe the

electrostatic interaction force, a linearized form of the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation and the Derjaguin approx-

imation was used. The electrostatic interaction force is

calculated from:

Felectrostatic ¼
4pssilicasglassR

ek
e�kD ð3Þ
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where ssilica and sglass are the charge densities of a silica

particle and a glass plate, respectively; R is the radius of

the particle tip; e is the permittivity of water; k is the

inverse of double-layer thickness; and D is the separation

distance. The inverse of the double-layer thickness is

described as:

k � 5:552� 10�6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I=ekT

p
ð4Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute

temperature, and I is the ionic strength.

Within the Derjaguin approximation, a simple expres-

sion for the nonretarded van der Waals forces is given by:

FvdW ¼ �
AR

6D2
ð5Þ

where A is the Hamaker constant. Based on Lifshitz

theory, the Hamaker constant (A) for silica and glass in

water was found to be 5.4�10�21 J.

The total force is:

FDLVO ¼
4pssilicasglassR

ek
e�kD � AR

6D2
ð6Þ

The measured zeta potentials of the sphere and the

substrate were converted to surface charge densities by

using the Grahame equation[72] and by assuming that the

zeta potential is the same as the surface potential:

s ¼ 0:117½I	1=2
sinhðc0=51:4Þ ð7Þ

where c0 is the surface potential [mV] and s is the surface

charge density [C/m2]. This model is based on the

assumption that the surface charge remains constant as

the two surfaces approach each other. Previous stud-

ies[11,16,19] showed that the assumption of constant surface

charge is more accurate than the assumption of constant

surface potential because of large changes in surface

potential as the two double layers interpenetrate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Colloidal Probe Preparation

In this study, 3-mm silica particles from Bangs Labora-

tories, Inc. (Fishers, IN) were used as colloidal probes.

The particles were nonporous and had hydroxyl (–OH)

surface groups. A silica particle was glued to the end of a

tipless contact-mode cantilever (Digital Instruments) with

epoxy (ITWDevcon, Danvers, MA) by means of a

micromanipulator and a camera/monitor system. Two

sharp-tip needles were attached to the micromanipulator.

The first was used to transfer epoxy glue to the end of the

cantilever, and the second was used to pick up a silica

particle and place it on top of the epoxy. Consequently,

the free surface of the colloidal probe is glue-free.

The spring constant is a critical factor in the conversion

of deflection data to force and can be estimated from the

geometry, mass, and Young’s modulus of a cantile-

ver.[17,21,23] To have more accurate force data, the spring

constants of cantilevers were verified by using the

‘‘cantilever tune’’ function in AFM. Because the resonant

frequency of a cantilever changes after an additional mass

is loaded, frequencies were measured before and after a

particle was glued on the cantilever. The mass of the

added particle M was calculated from its density, as

reported by the manufacturer. Particle size was deter-

mined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The

spring constant of the cantilever k was then calculated by

the method of Cleveland and Manne:[73]

k ¼ ð2pÞ2 M

ð1=n2Þ � ð1=n2
0Þ

ð8Þ

where n0 and n are the resonant frequencies of a cantilever

before and after the loading of particle, respectively.

The cantilever with a 3-mm silica particle tip is shown in

Fig. 1.

Sample Preparation

The substrate was a nonsorptive borosilicate glass

coverslip. The coverslips (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA)

were cleaned by soaking them overnight in a 1 N HCl

solution (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). They were

then immersed in acetone (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) for

30 min, boiled in a mixture of 5H2O:1H2O2:1NH4OH at

85�C for 25 min, washed with chromic acid (LabChem,

Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) for 25 min, and then reimmersed in

water. Glass substrates underwent plasma cleaning (model

PDC-32G; Harrick Scientific Corp., Ossining, NY) before

being used to remove any residual organic contaminants.

The smoothness of the surface was determined by AFM

images obtained using a silicon nitride tip (Digital

Instruments). Water of 18 MO/cm resistivity at 25�C
was prepared by an E-pure system (model D4631;

Barnstead Thermolyne Co., Dubuque, IA).

Measurements of zeta potential were carried out using

a ZetaPlus zeta potential analyzer (Brookhaven Instru-

ment Corp., Holtsville, NY). These values were then used

for theoretical calculations of interparticle forces.

Force Measurements

Interaction forces between the small probe and the sub-

strate were measured using AFM (model MMAFM-2;

Digital Instruments). Fresh solutions at different values
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of ionic strength (as NaCl) and copper concentration [as

Cu(NO3)2] were prepared by using triply distilled 18 MO
deionized water. Because the sorption of copper ions onto

silica particles occurs at intermediate pH values,[5,6] all

solutions were prepared at pH 5.5. An O-ring was used to

seal the fluid cell of the AFM to prevent flooding and to

isolate the cell from possible contamination from the

ambient environment. Initially, the colloidal probe was

immersed in NaCl solution. Then, at the beginning of the

sorption experiment, the metal ion solution was manually

injected into the cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the equilibrium and the dynamics of copper ion

uptake by silica particles under various solution condi-

tions were studied. A repulsive force was initially ob-

served in all experiments. This force is attributed to an

electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged

silica particle tip and the negatively charged glass surface.

After copper ions were introduced into the system, they

began to be adsorbed onto the surface of the silica particle.

Consequently, the surface charge of silica was converted

from negative to positive, and the repulsive force was

gradually changed to an attractive force. The zeta

potential of silica particles was a variable parameter that

was used in calculations based on the DLVO theory to fit

the experimental data. In Figs. 2–9, symbols represent

force measurements at different times during sorption, and

calculated results are represented by lines.

Effect of Metal Ion Concentration

The effect of copper concentration on the interaction force

between a colloidal silica probe and a glass substrate was

investigated. The forces were measured for solutions of

various copper ion concentrations at a background elec-

trolyte concentration of 0.005 M and at a pH of 5.5. In

the previous study, Chin et al.[5] observed an immediate

change in the measured force because of sorption of

copper ions, with the surface charge of the silica particle

being reversed from negative (�48 mV) to positive

(2 mV) in 10 min.

Fig. 2 presents the total measured force for 7.6�10�6

M copper concentration, which is 10 times lower than the

concentration used by Chin et al.[5] As shown in this

figure, sorption progressed more slowly than in the

previous study, with the charge reversal occurring in 60

min. Because the concentration gradient was lower, a

longer period of time was required for the surface of the

silica particle to be fully covered by copper ions. The

interaction force reached equilibrium after approximately

164 min. Similar experiments were repeated at the same

pH and ionic strength with 1.5�10�6 and 7.6�10�7 M

copper concentrations, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively. The sorption of copper ions onto a silica

Fig. 1 A SEM photomicrograph of a 3-mm silica particle tip.

Fig. 2 Dynamic force–profile measurements during the ad-

sorption of copper ions by a silica tip for a copper concentration

of 7.6�10�6 M. Ionic strength=0.005 M NaCl, pH=5.5,

A=5.43�10� 21 J. Data points represent direct force measure-

ments by AFM. Lines represent predictions of the DLVO theory

for the corresponding values of the zeta potential.
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tip took place at a slower rate because of the lower

concentration gradient. Approximately 180 min was

required for the interaction force to reach equilibrium

when the concentration of copper was 1.5�10�6 M,

whereas 240 min was required when the concentration of

copper was 7.6�10�7 M. These results indicate that as

the metal ion concentration is decreased, more time is

required for the interaction force to reach equilibrium.

Metal ion sorption equilibrium using various metal ion

concentrations is shown in Fig. 5. At equilibrium, a strong

attractive force was found in all solution conditions,

indicating that the surface of the silica particle was fully

covered by copper ions. The surface charge was positive

in all cases. Therefore at equilibrium, the surface charges

of a silica sphere and a glass plate have opposite signs,

which lead to an attractive force. The measured forces for

all solution conditions demonstrated the same behavior.

The zeta potential of the silica particle at equilibrium was

estimated to be +65 mV, which matched the calculated

result according to the DLVO theory based on Eq. 6. This

behavior shows that for the concentration range used in

these experiments, the metal ion concentration had no

effect on sorption at equilibrium, which can be explained

by the full coverage of sorption sites.

Fig. 3 Dynamic force–profile measurements during the ad-

sorption of copper ions by a silica tip for a copper concentration

of 1.5�10�6 M. Ionic strength=0.005 M NaCl, pH=5.5,

A=5.43�10�21 J.

Fig. 4 Dynamic force–profile measurements during the ad-

sorption of copper ions by a silica tip for a copper concentration

of 7.6�10�7 M. Ionic strength=0.005 M NaCl, pH=5.5,

A=5.43�10�21 J.

Fig. 5 Equilibrium state of adsorption of copper ions by a

silica tip. Ionic strength = 0.005 M NaCl, pH=5.5, A =

5.43�10�21 J.

Fig. 6 Effect of ionic strength on force–profile measurements

at equilibrium.
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Effect of Ionic Strength

All sorption experiments were conducted at 7.6�10�5 M

copper concentration and at a pH of 5.5, using different

ionic strengths. The force–distance profiles between a

silica sphere and a glass plate in a variety of NaCl

solutions without copper ions (Fig. 6) indicate that the

magnitude of electrostatic repulsion decreases with

increasing ionic strength. This behavior can be explained

by Eq. 4, in which decay length is reduced as ionic

strength is increased because of the compression of the

electrical double layer. As the ionic strength is increased,

as shown in Eq. 7, this value overcomes the repulsion

caused by an increase in the surface charge density.

Figs. 7 and 8 present the curves for force-vs.-separation

distance for the silica–glass system at a copper concen-

tration of 7.6�10�5 M in 0.05 and 0.0005 M NaCl

solutions, respectively. These figures show that sorption is

a relatively fast process. In the case of high ionic strength,

surface charge reversal occurred 2 min after the copper

ion solution was introduced into the system. However, at a

much lower ionic strength, a repulsive force was still

observed after the same period of time. Although the

latter system required a longer period of elapsed time

before reversal of the surface charge occurred, both sys-

tems reached equilibrium within approximately the same

time (1 hr).

Equilibrium measurements of the same copper con-

centration but performed with solutions of different ionic

strength are illustrated in Fig. 9. All force curves exhibited

a strong attractive force at equilibrium, confirming the

findings of Subramaniam et al.[6] that ionic strength has no

significant effect on sorption equilibria.

CONCLUSION

Atomic force microscopy was used to investigate the

effect of metal concentration and ionic strength on metal

ion sorption. Changes in interaction forces as a function of

time demonstrated surface charge reversal and the

occurrence of sorption. This study also showed that metal

concentration has an effect on sorption dynamics (e.g.,

charge reversal occurs more slowly and the system

requires a longer period of time to reach equilibrium at

a lower concentration). However, ionic strength has no

Fig. 7 Dynamic force–profile measurements during the ad-

sorption of copper ions by a silica tip for an ionic strength of

0.05 M NaCl. pH=5.5, copper concentration=7.6�10�5 M,

A=5.43�10�21 J.

Fig. 8 Dynamic force–profile measurements during the ad-

sorption of copper ions by a silica tip for an ionic strength of

0.0005 M NaCl. pH=5.5, copper concentration=7.6�10�5 M,

A=5.43�10�21 J.

Fig. 9 Equilibrium state of adsorption of copper ions by a

silica tip. pH = 5.5, copper concentration = 7.6�10�5 M, A =

5.43�10�21 J.
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significant effect on sorption kinetics. Moreover, neither

metal concentration nor ionic strength exhibits any effect

on sorption equilibria, indicating that surface sites of the

silica particle are fully covered by copper ions under the

experimental conditions in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we will describe an analytical atomic-

resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) study of supported nanoscale systems. The

combination of high-resolution Z-contrast imaging and

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) provides an

analytical tool with unprecedented chemical and spatial

sensitivity that is vital for studying interfaces in hetero-

geneous catalyst systems. We study three examples of

heterogeneous catalyst systems: Pt/SiO2, Pd/Al2O3, and

Cu/Al2O3 and the in situ reduction of PdO. In Pt/SiO2, the

presence of a few monolayers of platinum oxide and

changes in the chemistry of the SiO2 support are charac-

terized as a function of the catalyst preparation conditions.

In Pd/Al2O3, electron transfer from the alumina toward the

Pd particles appears to be dependent on the metal particle

size that is observed. The Cu/Al2O3, reduced at various

temperatures, exhibits increasing oxidation of the Cu

particles upon higher temperature reduction. The in situ

reduction of PdO upon heating in the microscope column

confirms that the reduction to metallic Pd occurs through a

shellwise mechanism, and the effects of beam damage are

studied briefly on this system.

Heterogeneous metal catalysts are routinely used in a

variety of chemical processes, including dehydrogenation,

naphtha reforming, oxidation and automotive exhaust

catalysis (e.g., see Ref. [1]). Although they have been

successfully used for many years, a fundamental under-

standing of the mechanism behind their activity and

selectivity remains elusive. This is primarily because the

bulk materials typically contain a wide range of metallic

cluster sizes,[1–3] and the majority of experimental

techniques, such as infrared absorption spectroscopy

extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) do

not have the required combination of spatial resolution (to

see individual clusters) and chemical sensitivity (to see

changes in composition and bonding).[4] Although accu-

rate information on the electronic structure can be

obtained from these techniques, they all lack the ability

to define the spatial location from which the information

is obtained. The ability to characterize the structure,

composition, and properties of individual clusters repre-

sents a key advance in the development of a fundamental

understanding of existing heterogeneous catalysts and the

future engineering of new and improved catalyst systems,

as the chemical activity/selectivity in many systems is

known to be intimately related to the cluster size.[5]

Since it has become increasingly clear that in many

cases the core phenomena occur at interfaces between the

metal clusters and the support,[6] the traditional method of

investigating interfaces, transmission electron microscopy

(TEM),[2,7] is not sensitive to small local changes in

composition and electronic structure. There is therefore an

‘‘information gap’’ between what can be learned from

spectroscopy and what can be obtained from microscopy.

The combination of Z-contrast imaging and EELS can

potentially fill this information gap. Here, we describe the

combination of Z-contrast imaging[8] and EELS[9] in the

STEM that permits the characterization of individual

nanoclusters in heterogeneous catalyst systems on the

atomic scale.

The Z-contrast technique routinely provides atomic

resolution images of the interface between the support and

the metal cluster.[10] Using this image to position the

probe, one can acquire an energy loss spectrum from any
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location in and around the interface,[11,12] allowing local

changes in electronic structure to be correlated directly

with the size and composition of the metal cluster. If this

analysis is performed on catalysts whose preparation and

reaction history is known, then this characterization tool

can be used, in conjunction with the surface techniques

mentioned above, to derive a fundamental understanding

of the mechanism behind activity/selectivity in heteroge-

neous catalysts.

The metal–support interaction (MSI) is studied in three

different systems, Pt/SiO2, Pd/Al2O3, and Cu/Al2O3.

There are two reasons to choose these three systems.

One is that they are all important catalysts used in envi-

ronmental catalytic technologies.[13–27] Another is that

there are still controversies on some main issues of these

catalysts. For example, the activity and selectivity of these

Pd catalysts are strongly affected by the support material

used.[28] Hence, the interaction with the support can alter

the electronic properties of palladium. Although a strong

metal support interaction (SMSI)[29,30] was not seen, it

was suggested that the MSI originates from the formation

of Pd–Al alloys at the metal–support interface.[31]

Furthermore, the reduction behavior of PdO is inves-

tigated in situ by EELS to clarify its reduction mechanism.

In addition, it is treated as a model system to study the

beam effect on the metal oxides in our experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The STEM and EELS results presented in this paper were

obtained using a JEOL 2010F STEM/TEM, having a

Schottky field emission gun source and being operated at

200 kV.[32–34] The microscope is equipped with a standard

ultra high resolution objective lens pole piece, a JEOL

annular dark-field detector, a post column Gatan imaging

filter (GIF), and a piezo stage for drift control.[33,34] The

key to atomic resolution in STEM[33–35] is the formation

of the smallest possible electron probe with sufficient

probe current (�40 pA) to obtain statistically significant

images and spectra (Fig. 1). The electron probe is

optimized using the electron ‘‘Ronchigram,’’ or ‘‘shadow

image’’,[33,36] to obtain a probe size of �0.2 nm.

The Z-contrast image is formed by collecting the

scattered intensity on a high-angle detector (35–100

mrad). The high angles and large angular range of this

detector effectively average out the coherent effects in the

image, thereby allowing it to be regarded as a simple

convolution of the average scattering cross section located

at the position of the atomic columns and the incoming

electron probe intensity profile.[34] As the scattering

amplitude at high angles is essentially Rutherford scat-

tering,[35] the measured intensity is proportional to the

average atomic number of the column (i.e., �Z2). If the

atomic spacing in a zone-axis orientation is larger than the

probe size, a direct atomic resolution image can be

obtained.[32–35]

The experimental setup of this microscope allows us

to use the low-angle scattered electrons that do not con-

tribute to the Z-contrast image for EELS.[37] As the two

techniques do not interfere, the Z-contrast images can be

used to position the electron probe at the desired spot

in the sample to acquire spectra.[9,33,38] The physical

principle behind EELS relates to the interaction of the fast

electrons with the sample to cause either collective

excitations of electrons (plasmons), or discrete transitions

between atomic energy levels.[11,12] Here, only the highly

localized, discrete atomic transitions commonly known as

core losses, which allow both compositional analysis and

the degree of bonding hybridization to be determined, will

be considered.

The in situ heating experiments that are performed here

utilize a double tilt heating stage with a variable tem-

perature range between 20� and 1000�C. The oxygen par-

tial pressure in the microscope column is PO2

gas�5�10�8

Pa during the experiment, which means that at 300�C the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the detector arrangement for STEM

imaging and analysis.
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samples are in a highly reducing environment (for a more

detailed description see Ref. [39]). To compensate for the

continuous drift of the heating holder a piezoelectric

driver is used. The piezo-stage drift control was originally

developed to eliminate the systematic specimen drift in

HRTEM imaging mode. The computer-controlled stage

can also be used to compensate for drift in STEM mode.

Using the Ronchigram,[33,45] the autocorrelation algorithm

computes and corrects for the specimen drift.

One side effect of irradiation on the sample with high-

energy electrons is that ionizing radiation can damage the

specimen. Although STEM is generally considered a low-

dose technique with beam currents of �40 pA, radiation

damage remains the major challenge in analytical high-

resolution STEM analyses. Some aspects of beam damage

are particularly pronounced at higher voltages. The most

common radiation damage mechanism in oxide materials

is the loss of oxygen because of the ionization of the bulk

structure. We will study this effect on the PdO system. In

amorphous support oxides and especially at the metal–

oxide interfaces, radiation damage is hard to detect. The

only way to monitor radiation damage effects is to acquire

a set of EEL spectra with very short exposure times and

observe the continuous changes in the near-edge fine

structure. Therefore, it remains very difficult to distin-

guish the genuine reduction of the interfacial support

region from radiation damage effects that take place

predominately at the interface.

Because of the specimen preparation techniques, the

catalyst system exhibits an uneven surface topology. The

spherical oxide support and small, suspended metal cluster

cause the region of interest to be at various different

heights with respect to the focal plane of the objective lens

system. Consequently, the images of particles that are not

in the focal plane appear blurred. For regions out of the

focal plane, the height of the sample will be changed until

it appears in focus rather than changing the objective lens

excitation, as changing the objective lens excitation will

result in a decreased spatial resolution. The effects of

varying sample heights is particularly pronounced at the

metal–support interface for larger metal particles, and it is

essential that the ideal height is found to obtain the ideal

spatial resolution.

APPLICATIONS

Pt/SiO2

These catalytic systems were prepared by impregnating

colloidal amorphous SiO2 microspheres (Nissan Chem-

ical Snowtex ZL) of �80 nm diameter with platinum

tetraamine hydroxide (pH=9.3). After an overnight

drying at 120�C, the resulting Pt/SiO2 catalyst was

exposed to two different calcination treatments at 350�
and 250�C, respectively.

The first set of Pt/SiO2 sample was heated in an oven to

a temperature of 350�C in air. The calcination process was

completed after 3 hr and the catalyst was then prepared for

TEM analysis. To achieve the appropriate electron

transparent samples, the catalyst was crushed to a fine

powder. A pure copper grid was then dipped into the fine

crushed powder, and a considerable amount of material

stuck to the grid for TEM investigations. The average

metal particle size is measured by conventional phase

contrast imaging to be �20 nm (average dispersion

�4.5%).

Fig. 2 Pt/SiO2 (calcined at 350�C) at room temperature. (a) Z-contrast image with locations of EELS analysis indicated. (b) EEL

spectra showing oxygen K edges with acquisition time t=10 sec. The dotted lines indicated the edge onsets. Spectra c and d are

magnified by a factor of 2. (c) EEL spectra showing Si L edges with acquisition time t=0.3 sec.
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Fig. 2a shows a high-resolution STEM image of a

particle edge on the supporting SiO2 sphere in a random

orientation (i.e., atomic resolution images of the lattice are

not possible). The examination of several edge on

particles reveals that the bright core of the particle is

surrounded by a darker ring of material that seems to be of

a different nature than the center.

A series of EEL spectra (Fig. 2b) were acquired from

the positions indicated in Fig. 2a. The spectrum labeled

‘‘a’’ from the bulk of the amorphous SiO2 sphere has an

edge onset of 539 eV. The spectrum taken from the

interface does not show any obvious changes, except for a

lower intensity of the oxygen peak, which is caused by the

decreasing amount of SiO2 under the beam. The Pt

particle bulk spectrum, magnified by a factor of 2, does

not show any contribution from oxygen in the spectrum.

The spectrum labeled ‘‘d’’ is taken from the lower

contrast edge of the particle. In this spectrum, the onset of

the edge is shifted toward a lower energy (532 eV) and the

main peak is shifted from 548 to 546 eV. The Si L edge

spectra (Fig. 2c) are taken from the same positions. The

support bulk spectrum a displays the fine structure

expected for amorphous SiO2,[46] with an edge onset of

105 eV, and the L3, L2, and L1 edges at 108, 112, and 160

eV, respectively. For the interface spectrum b, the same

peaks are visible, although the intensity ratios are slightly

different. This small change is attributed to the thinner

illuminated edge of the SiO2 sphere. The spectrum c

shows no obvious modulation of the background. The

particle surface spectrum (not displayed here) exhibits

similar features as spectrum c. This indicates that no Si is

in or on the surface of the metallic particle.

The combination of the oxygen and silicon near-edge

fine structure analyses unambiguously shows that an

ordered oxide layer surrounds the Pt particles. The very

low intensity of the spectral changes indicates that the

thickness of this layer is in fact only around a few

monolayers. The changes in the energy loss spectra are so

significant that a modulation because of contamination or

artifacts can be excluded. This structure can be explained

by a partial surface oxidation or chemisorption of oxygen

on the Pt–metal particle during the calcination at high

temperatures. An adsorbed layer of oxygen after calcina-

tion would not be stable under the electron beam, hence a

Pt–O surface layer seems the best explanation. The fact

that bulk platinum is regarded as a noble metal and

therefore very hard to oxidize does not contradict this

observation, because small metal particles often exhibit a

completely different behavior with decreasing particle

size.[4] The second set of Pt/SiO2 system was heated in air

from room temperature to 250�C and kept at this

temperature for 3 hr. The TEM sample was prepared in

the same manner as the previous one. TEM measurements

reveal that the average particle size is �15 nm with a

dispersion of �6%.

The room temperature Z-contrast images (Fig. 3a)

show a similar particle structure to the previous sample,

with the bright core and the darker halo around the center.

The positions where the EEL spectra are acquired are

indicated in Fig. 3a and the corresponding spectra are

Fig. 3 Pt/SiO2 (calcined at 250�C) at room temperature. (a) Z-contrast image with locations of EELS analysis indicated. (b) EEL

spectra showing Si L edges with acquisition time t=0.3 sec. Spectrum e reflects a model spectrum of pure silicon. The interface spectra

are magnified by a factor of 2–3 to observe the changes in the fine structure. The dotted lines indicated the edge onsets with an edge-

onset shift of D=3.5 eV.
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displayed in Fig. 3b. The oxygen data are not shown,

because in contrast to the previous experiments (Pt/SiO2

350�C calcination) the oxygen edges were detected only at

the supporting oxide and the interface. The SiO2 bulk

spectrum (spectrum a) looks similar to the bulk spectrum

of the amorphous support in the previous section. For the

center of the interface between the support and the Pt

particle (spectrum b), all the edges are still visible, and the

peak intensity ratios are different because of the decreased

specimen thickness. The spectra from the edge of the in-

terface show some interesting changes in the fine struc-

ture. Here, the L1 and L3 edge intensities decrease and a

shift in the edge onset from 105.5 to 102 eV can be

measured. Spectrum e shows the energy loss spectrum

from a different bulk crystalline Si sample. Because of

the unavoidable surface oxidation of Si, this spectrum

represents a mixture of amorphous SiO2 surface layers and

crystalline Si. Spectrum b as well as spectrum c show a

remarkable similarity to the Si–SiO2 reference spectrum.

All interface spectra are magnified by a factor of 4 to

enhance the visibility of the fine structure.

To investigate further these changes in the fine struc-

ture of the Si L edges, the sample was then heated in the

microscope column to a temperature of 300�C for 3 hr.

Afterward, the same set of measurements was repeated

on a different particle with similar bulk and interfacial

features. The structure of the particles seems to be

unchanged (Fig. 4a) and the heating holder is stable

enough at these temperatures to acquire even atomic

resolution Z-contrast images. The SiO2 bulk spectrum

onset (spectrum a) is located at 105 eV, similar to the

unheated bulk spectrum, but the spectra b, c, and d

display an enhanced decrease in the L3, L2, and L1 edge

intensity than was previously observed. In addition to the

nearly total disappearance of the L3 and L1 peaks, there is

also an extra intensity below this onset of the bulk

spectrum. An EEL spectrum taken from crystalline bulk

Si (with SiO2 surface layer) is displayed as spectrum e.

Furthermore, we acquired a series of spectra under similar

conditions close to the surface of Si spheres without any

Pt particles attached and no change in the L3, L2 intensity

was observed.

The integrated Si/O ratio[40] was calculated for the

bulk and interface spectra at room and elevated tempera-

tures, and a decrease in the oxygen content toward the

interface was determined. At room temperature the Si:O

intensity ratio (note that this is not the chemical com-

position ratio, as the scattering cross sections are not taken

into account) increased from 0.9±0.1 in the support to

1.2±0.1 at the heterointerface, whereas at 300�C this

difference is further enhanced (0.9±0.1 in the support and

1.9±0.1 at the interface).

The monolayer of surface oxide around the Pt clusters

was not observed for the sample calcined in air at 250�C
(this suggests that the oxidation of these Pt particles

occurs at higher temperatures). However, the more

interesting result in this sample is the change in the fine

structure of the silicon L edges, which can be attributed to

the transformation of amorphous SiO2 in the bulk of the

spheres toward a reduced form of SiO2 at the interface.

Fig. 4 Pt/SiO2 (calcined at 250�C) at 300�C in 5�10�8 Pa after 3 hr of heating. (a) Z-contrast image showing the heated metal

particle and locators for EEL spectra. (b) Si L edges from the indicated positions with acquisition time t=0.3 sec. Spectrum e reflects a

model spectrum of pure silicon. The interface spectra are magnified by a factor of 2–3 to observe the changes in the fine structure. The

dotted lines indicated the edge onsets with an edge-onset shift of D=3.5 eV.
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Furthermore, the spectra that are observed at the interface

can be reconstructed from a linear combination of SiO2

and Si. In addition, the interface spectra exhibit a very

similar prepeak intensity with respect to the white-line

intensities as the reference Si/SiO2 spectrum.

The reason for the formation of such an interface layer

remains unsolved. One possible explanation might be that

a thermally induced PtSix layer, very similar to the CoSix
interface structure observed in Co/SiO2/Si[41] can build

up at the heterointerface. The fact that the Si prepeak

increases upon in situ reduction suggests a growing

amount of Si present in the interface. Therefore, we

cannot rule out this formation mechanism. Further

investigations of similar systems and the correlation of

these data to other conventional techniques will help to

solve the origin of this effect and lead to an understanding

of the influence of this interface layer on the overall

performance of the catalytic system.

Pd/Al2O3

A gamma alumina (g-Al2O3) powder (BET SA 160 m2/g

and Hg pore volume 2.3 mL/g) and sufficient solution of

Na2PdCl4 (adjusted to pH=4) was used to prepare the

catalyst, thus giving a Pd loading of 2 wt.%. The samples

were dried overnight at 393 K and portions were reduced

at temperatures of 250�, 500�, and 800�C with 4% H2 in

Ar (for more details, see Ref. [42]).

To obtain the particle size distribution for the catalyst

reduced at 250�, 500�, and 800�C, 200 particles from

different areas of each specimen of the catalyst were

examined. At the reduction temperature of 250�C, the

statistical results indicate that most particles are less than

7 nm (in the size range of 2–5 nm). The overall size

distribution at 500�C is increased slightly. At the

reduction temperature of 800�C, the distribution of the

particle sizes is dramatically altered. Most of the particles

have grown into the size range of 7–30 nm with several

very large particles (>30 nm) observed because of

sintering at these high temperatures. Unlike the samples

reduced at lower temperatures, the particle size distribu-

tion in the sample reduced at 800�C is very wide.

Furthermore, most of the particles are faceted with flat

surfaces, which is significantly different from those

samples reduced at lower temperatures.

Fig. 5a shows a high-magnification Z-contrast image

of the catalyst reduced at 250�C, in which a small particle

coexisting with an alumina crystal is clearly observed.

The corresponding energy-loss spectra are shown in

Fig. 5b. Spectra 1 and 2 are acquired from the surface and

center of the particle. The spectra consist of delayed Pd

M4,5 (for metallic Pd with onset at 335 eV) and the M2,3

(at 532.3 eV for metallic Pd) edges, or the oxygen K edge

(onset at around 532 eV). It is obvious that the Pd M2,3

edges overlap with the oxygen K edge, which makes the

identification of the oxidation state of the Pd particles

difficult. Nevertheless, no obvious peaks showing up at

around 532 eV in the two spectra suggests that this

particle is primarily composed of metallic Pd. Comparing

spectrum 3, acquired from the interface with spectrum 4

from the support, we can see there is no obvious chemical

shift of the oxygen K edge or Pd M2,3 edges in the

interface spectrum. This is the case for all interfaces

studied, except for the one large particle, where a 4.8-eV

negative chemical shift was observed in the M2,3

interface spectrum.

Fig. 6a shows the catalyst reduced at 500�C in which a

Pd particle coexists with the alumina support. Energy-loss

spectra acquired from the positions marked in Fig. 6a are

shown in Fig. 6b. Spectra 1 and 2 show metallic Pd

Fig. 5 (a) Z-contrast image showing the locations of EEL spectra. (b) EEL spectra acquired from a Pd particle in the Pd/g-Al2O3

catalyst reduced at 250�C.
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Fig. 7 (a) Z-contrast image showing the locations of (b) EEL spectra acquired from a Pd particle in the Pd/g-Al2O3 catalyst reduced at

800�C, (c) oxygen K edges of the interface spectrum 4, the support spectrum 5, and a spectrum acquired from PdO.

Fig. 6 (a) Z-contrast image showing the locations of EEL spectra. (b) EEL spectra acquired from a Pd particle in the Pd/g-Al2O3

catalyst reduced at 500�C.
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features, which suggest that the small clusters formed at

this temperature are metallic Pd. No obvious oxygen K

edge (or Pd M2,3 edges) shift for the interfacial spectrum 3

relative to the support spectrum 1 was observed. However,

chemical shifts larger than 2.4 eV were observed for the

spectra acquired from the interfaces between the large

particles and the alumina support.

Fig. 7a shows a high-magnification Z-contrast image of

the catalyst reduced at 800�C. Here the particle sizes are

much larger than in the previous two specimens. The

spectra (1 to 3, Fig. 7b) acquired from the large particle

indicate that it is metallic Pd. However, spectrum 4 is

noticeably different from these three spectra. The onset of

oxygen K edge (or Pd M2,3 edges) exhibits a shift of

3.6±0.6 to 528.4 eV in the interface spectrum. These large

chemical shifts are the same as have been observed in

interfacial spectra acquired from the interfaces involving

larger particles in the previous specimens. Fig. 7c shows

only the oxygen K edges (Pd M2,3 edges) of the interface

spectrum along with reference spectra from PdO, together

with g-Al2O3 (spectrum e) and a spectrum that is a

combination of the PdO and g-Al2O3. It can be seen that

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the main peak

in the spectrum 4 is larger than those of the reference

spectra and it has a 3.6±0.6-eV negative shift in the edge

onset. The fact that the fine structure of the interface

spectrum is similar to the addition of the PdO and g-Al2O3

spectra suggests that this shift is due to a downward shift

in energy of the Pd M2,3 edge.

The above results show that there exist chemical shifts

in the interface spectra acquired from the interfaces

between larger (>10 nm) Pd particles and the support. This

may be because of an interaction between the metal

clusters and support that is size dependent. The edge shifts

are much larger than those in known Al–Pd alloys, which

have been reported to be 1.7–1.9 eV for AlPd and 2.5 eV

for Al3Pd,[18] indicating that the observed shifts are not

due to the formation of an Al–Pd alloy. Furthermore, the

shifts appear not to be due to the oxidation of Pd, as the Pd

3d5/2 binding energy for metallic Pd is smaller that that

for PdO.[19,20] This indicates that once oxidized, the Pd

3d5/2 binding energy will shift to a higher energy—the

reverse of what is observed. Moreover, electronic struc-

ture calculations of Pd–alumina interfaces also showed

that the Pd–O interaction is relatively weak, while the Pd–

Al interaction plays a more important role in metal–

alumina bonding.[21]

The negative energy shift therefore suggests that the Pd

particles are negatively charged. This may be because of

the charge transfer from the support to the Pd particles

during reduction; a mechanism that is consistent with

general chemistry principles.[22] It means that the support

can act as an electron donor to the Pd particles, resulting in

negatively charged Pd clusters.

Cu/Al2O3

Gamma alumina powder with a BET surface area and pore

volume of 160 m2/g, and 1.3 mL/g, respectively, was used

as the catalyst support. A 10% aqueous slurry of the

alumina and an aqueous solution as CuCl2 �2H2O to get

1.0 wt.% Cu loading were prepared. The slurry was heated

(70�C for 30 min), filtered, and dried in an oven in air at

120�C overnight. This dried catalyst was reduced in a tube

furnace by a stream of 4% H2/Ar (at a flow rate of 40 mL/

min) for 2 hr at various temperatures (250�, 500�, and

800�C) (for more details, see Ref. [43]). Specimens were

prepared for electron microscopy analysis by placing the

powders on holey carbon-coated copper grids.

Fig. 8a shows low-magnification images taken from

the Cu/g-Al2O3 catalyst reduced at 250�C. From the

images we can see that the catalyst consists of mainly

Fig. 8 (a) Low-magnification Z-contrast image of the catalyst reduced at 250�C. (b) EEL spectra collected from different parts of

the specimen.
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needlelike particles and some small irregular particles. No

separated copper species can be resolved from the Z-

contrast images, although there exists a great Z difference

between Cu and Al and O. Moreover EEL spectra

collected from different particles do not show the

expected copper L2,3 edges (see the insert shown in

Fig. 8b). As the Cu M2,3 edges (onset: 74 eV) overlap with

the Al L2,3 edges (onset: 78 eV), we could not identify

whether or not the EEL spectrum shown in Fig. 8b

contains the copper peaks. However, energy dispersive

Fig. 9 (a) Z-contrast images with ringlike feature of the catalyst reduced at 500�C, (b) corresponding EEL spectra.

Fig. 10 (a), (b), and (c) Z-contrast images and (d) EEL spectra from a particle having a core–shell structure formed when the catalyst

was reduced at 800�C.
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X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) clearly shows the presence of

copper in the catalyst. The fact that no obvious copper

species can be directly resolved indicates that copper

species is highly dispersed within the catalyst when

reduced at 250�C.

Fig. 9 shows results obtained from the catalyst reduced

at 500�C with two types of morphological particles, ring-

like besides the needlelike particles. One interesting

feature is that bulklike particles always coexist with ring-

like particles, although they are not completely encapsu-

lated by the ringlike particles. The Z-contrast image with

several particles marked as ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ (ringlike), ‘‘c’’

(bulklike), and ‘‘d’’ (needlelike).

As the white-line intensity of the Cu L2,3 edges is

inversely proportional to the occupancy of the Cu 3d

orbitals, the intensity of the white lines gives an accurate

indication of the copper valence. For metallic copper, the

white lines are not present and the intensity in the

spectrum corresponds to transitions to the relatively flat

region of the density of states with d character. Upon

oxidation, electrons are transferred from these orbits to

oxygen atoms and the white-line intensity increases.[44–46]

The white-line intensity can thus simply be used to

fingerprint the oxidation state of the Cu atoms. Based on

the L3/L2 intensity ratios calculated from reference

spectra, the CuO and Cu valence states can be obtained.

Fig. 9b shows that a mixture of metallic Cu and Cu1 + is

present in the metallic clusters. Copper species in the

ringlike particles (spectra a, b) exists as Cu2 + state.

Several very large spherical particles were observed in

the catalyst reduced at 800�C (Fig. 10a). The image

clearly shows this particle has a core–shell structure

(Fig. 10b). To identify the structure of this particle, an

EELS profile across the particle was acquired. Fig. 10c

shows the positions of the particle from which EEL

spectra were collected and the corresponding EEL spectra

are shown in Fig. 10d. Based on the obtained L3/L2

intensity ratios, spectra a and b are identified as Cu1 +

(spectrum b may indicate a mixture between Cu1 + and

metallic Cu) and spectrum c was acquired from an over-

lapped area of Cu1 + and metallic Cu species and spec-

trum d mainly metallic Cu.

For comparison, the catalyst prereduced at 250�C
was also in situ heated at 550�C in the microscope and

small particles are formed. These particles grow larger

with increased heating times as shown in the image in

Fig. 11a (which was acquired after the specimen had been

kept at 550�C for about 40 min). Analysis of the EEL

spectra (Fig. 11b) (L3/L2 intensity ratios a=2.44 and

b=1.7) indicates that the particle again contains metallic

cores with a partially oxidized surface layer. This is an

intriguing result as oxygen partial pressure in the micro-

scope column is about 5�10�8 Pa during the experiment,

i.e., it is a highly reducing atmosphere. This experiment

clearly indicates that reduction at higher temperatures can

result in partially oxidized states of copper.

The data demonstrate that no separated copper spe-

cies were detected in the catalyst reduced below 250�C.

Upon reduction at 500�C, the catalyst is reduced to Cu1 +

and metallic Cu species, and the redistribution of these

species occurs. At the temperatures higher than 800�C,

Cu1 + species still exists in shells of some big spherical

particles having core–shell structures with metallic Cu in

the cores.

It should be noted that we did not avoid exposure of the

catalyst to air after the catalysts had been reduced in the

catalyst and specimen preparation procedures. Therefore,

the possibility that the Cu1 + species in the reduced catalyst

are formed because of the reoxidization of metallic Cu

when the catalyst was exposed to air cannot be completely

ruled out.[47] X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy

(XANES) of Cu/g-Al2O3 shows that the catalyst did not

Fig. 11 Z-contrast images taken from the prereduced copper catalyst at 250�C, (a) during in situ heating at 550�C K in the microscope

for 40 min. (b) EEL spectra acquired from different parts are shown in (a).
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Fig. 12 (a), (c), and (e) show Z-contrast images of a PdO particle upon heating at the temperature of 300�C for about 15, 30, and 90

min, respectively. (b), (d), and (f) are corresponding EEL spectra.
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change markedly on exposure to air at 21�C.[48] This

means that for a similar system, the reduced metallic

copper species did not react with the oxygen in air, and the

in situ heating experiment indicated that upon reduction in

the microscope at high temperatures, partially oxidized

copper species are obtainable.

Based on these results, it is probable that the Cu1 +

species in the reduced catalysts are formed by the in-

teraction of copper species with the g-Al2O3 support.

Such a mechanism is supported by the observations in

several studies of the formation of a Cu2O phase between

metallic copper and alumina substrates.[45,49,50] It was

found that the oxidation state of copper at the interface is

nominally Cu1 +, i.e., the bonds at the interface being

preferentially established between Cu–O rather than Cu–

Al and the formation of Cu2O at the interface is

independent of oxygen partial pressure. Given the

propensity of metallic Cu to form bonds with oxygen,

it may well be that the oxide surface is formed from an

interaction with the support oxide and acts as a pro-

tective skin against further oxidation when exposed to

air afterward.

PdO

PdO specimens were prepared by placing some powder

(Aldrich) on holey carbon-coated molybdenum grids

directly. Fig. 12a, c, and e shows Z-contrast images of a

PdO particle upon heating at the temperature of 300�C for

about 15, 30, and 90 min, respectively. These images

show that the morphology of the particle changed after the

specimen has been kept at 300�C for 90 min. Shrinkage of

the whole particle and also two dark areas, which suggests

the formation of voids inside the particle, can be observed.

Fig. 12b, d, and f shows corresponding EEL spectra. The

features of the EEL spectra show that upon heating at the

temperature of 300�C in the microscope, PdO has been

reduced to metallic Pd from the surface. The whole PdO

particle seems to have been reduced to metallic Pd when it

has been heated for about 90 min.

Fig. 13 (a) Z-contrast images of a PdO particle. (b) EEL series spectra acquired from the position 1 after having been irradiated for

different times. (c) Oygen K and Pd M2,3 edges of the profile spectra together with Pd and PdO spectra.
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The above in situ EELS studies directly indicate that

PdO reduces upon being heated in the microscope via the

shellwise manner as previously reported.[51,52] First, a

metallic shell is formed, and then the whole particle is

reduced to metallic Pd at further reduction. Moreover, it

demonstrates that this atomic resolved spectroscopic

technique is much suitable for the study of nanoparticles

with core–shell structures.

It has been known that metal oxides may experience

damage under electron beam irradiation.[53] Here, the

behavior of the PdO phase under electron beam irradi-

ation at room temperature was studied. Fig. 13a is a Z-

contrast image taken from a PdO particle. A series of

EEL spectra (Fig. 13b) was acquired by placing the

electron probe at the position marked as 1 in Fig. 13a for

different duration times of 3, 60, 180, and 240 sec,

respectively. It shows that the intensity of the oxygen K

(Pd M2,3) edges decreases after the sample has been

irradiated by the probe for about 60 sec, which indicates

that PdO started to be reduced. Once the irradiation time

has reached about 240 sec, PdO has been reduced

completely to metallic Pd. Fig. 13c shows the oxygen

K and the Pd M edges for the corresponding irradiation

times, and the changes in the near-edge fine-structure

clearly show the reduction of PdO.

From the in situ EELS study of the PdO phase under a

strong focused-beam irradiation, it is clear that if a

relatively long dwelling time was used for EEL spectra

collection, we could not obtain the ‘‘real’’ oxidation state

of Pd in the PdO phase, as the oxide has been reduced.

Hence, it is essential for high-resolution studies of PdO

and other oxide catalyst systems to reduce the exposure of

the system to the beam as much as possible.

Experimentally, imaging a particle at low magnifica-

tion and acquiring a spectrum using a dwelling time

shorter than 10 sec, it is still possible to acquire an EEL

spectrum characterizing Pd2 +.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the ability to observe the structure,

characterize the composition, and map electronic structure

changes at atomic resolution under various thermody-

namic conditions provides an unparalleled capability to

understand the effects that the interface and surface of

metallic particles impose on the overall behavior of

heterogeneous catalytic systems. We have shown that

atomic resolution analysis is possible with a chemical and

spatial sensitivity never achieved before.

Results from Pt/SiO2 show that single layer of material

on surface of the metal clusters as well as at the cluster

support can be studied. Furthermore, it can be seen that

the surface morphology of the Pt metal clusters and the

heterointerface structure depends strongly on the catalyst

preparation. Although the metal support interaction in

these systems is considered weak, we could detect a few

monolayers of reduced support oxide at the interface,

which might indicate an even stronger reduction for

higher metal–support interaction systems.

The studies of the Pd/g-Al2O3 catalysts, reduced at

three different temperatures, show that small metallic Pd

particles are formed when reduced at lower temperatures

with no detectable alteration of the interfacial support

oxide. With increasing reduction temperature, the Pd

particles grow in size, but a strong interaction occurs only

between the larger metallic Pd clusters and the alumina

support, resulting in negatively charged Pd cluster. The

overall interaction between the particles and the support

can be correlated with the activity of the catalyst in CO

dissociation. The microstructure of a Cu/g-Al2O3 catalyst

during its heating in H2/Ar has also been studied. Based

on the results presented here, at low reduction tempera-

tures, no detectable separated copper species are formed

in the catalyst. At higher reduction temperatures, larger

pure metallic Cu particles are formed in addition to

smaller Cu particles that are partially covered by a Cu2O

shell, which ultimately grows to form CuO2 shells

surrounding metallic Cu clusters. This indicates that the

MSI results in an oxygen transfer from the support to the

catalyst particles to fully oxidize the Cu clusters. In the

future, the combination of Z-contrast imaging and EELS

in correlation with conventional methods such as chem-

isorption or X-ray diffraction has the potential to provide

an exceptional tool to investigate the new effects observed

in these catalytic systems and achieve the long-term goal

of explaining their origin.
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INTRODUCTION

Interlocked structures exploit a mode of interaction that is

old beyond history with everyday objects, but is relatively

new in the molecular sciences.[1–3] Just as interlocking

iron rings make chains for pulling or suspending heavy

loads and as two-dimensional arrays of interlocked iron

rings were used to make chain mail for the armor of

knights of yore, one-dimensional and two-dimensional

interlocking molecular rings may provide exciting, new

materials for the future. If chains can be made, then why

not molecular braiding, knitting, or weaving? A molecular

cloth composed of linear polymer molecules, woven at the

molecular level, would certainly have unanticipated

properties. For example, the behavior might appear at

first to resemble a live object. At room temperature, each

molecular strand in the cloth would likely have some of its

vibrational modes activated, so that the cloth would

constantly be subject to motions that would tend to

unravel it. This unraveling could be prevented, probably

by having large groups on the ends of each strand, so that

they could not pass through the openings in the weave, a

subject of this article.

One reason interlocked molecular structures are not yet

available in multitudes of shapes and sizes, including the

familiar forms just described, is that they are difficult to

make. Unlike ordinary thread, string, or rope, it is difficult

to get a hold on a molecular strand, so it is more difficult

to put them through the motions that would create a

needle work product—and that is precisely what this brief

missive is about. It is about one of the simplest of tasks

that has to be overcome if one wants to make chains, or

knit, or weave on the molecular level. The subject is the

threading of a, more or less, linear molecule through a

molecular ring. One of the two simplest interlocked

molecules is the rotaxane and it is composed of an axle

molecule, inserted through a ring molecule and held there

by its own end groups that are simply too big to permit

the axle to be propelled easily out of the ring (Fig. 1).

OVERVIEW

Actually, to a very small extent, linear molecules will

spontaneously insert themselves into ring molecules in

condensed phases.[4,5] However, if the axle and the ring

contain atomic groupings that can bind to each other,

then a so-called templating interaction may occur and

the threading of the axle through the ring may occur

extensively.[6,7] Such templates have been used exten-

sively by chemists to make chains with several inter-

locked rings[3] and to tie knots, including the overhand

knot, the square knot, and the granny.[8] Two structural

designs have been suggested, and partially demonstrated,

for the formation of polymers by rotaxane formation.

They are shown in Fig. 2. The first, the daisy-chain

polyrotaxane, uses molecules that contain both a ring

and an axle so that they are able to self-assemble into

polymer forms. The second, the riveted polyrotaxane, is

formed by riveting together molecules that have two

rings, similar in construction to one side of a bicycle

drive chain.

If the molecular axle and the ring of a rotaxane are not

locked in place by big blocking end groups on the axles,

they are called pseudo-rotaxanes, to acknowledge their

temporary nature. In fact, it is the pseudo-rotaxanes that

are of interest here because, whatever the ultimate goal

may be, the threading process does indeed initially

produce a pseudo-rotaxane. Fig. 1 shows the progression

from independent axle and ring molecules to pseudo-

rotaxane, and then to rotaxane for a simple example.

Focusing on the real issue that is at hand, chemists would

like to be able to make molecular cloth, but they are,

metaphorically, just learning how to thread the needle—

and that is the current subject.

THE BEGINNINGS OF
MOLECULAR THREADING

About half a century ago, Wasserman[9] proposed the for-

mation of rotaxanes and calculated the extent to which a

pseudo-rotaxane should form if there were no particular

intervening force to stabilize the interlocked molecule.

Under Wasserman’s defined conditions, about 0.01%

pseudo-rotaxane formation might be expected. Some

years later, Harrison and Harrison[5] performed elaborate

experiments to determine the extent of spontaneous

threading. Their results strongly supported the earlier
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conclusion that only a small fraction of the axle and ring

molecules undergoes threading in the absence of some

intervening force.

In their strikingly original templating studies, Cham-

bron et al.[8] created a number of interlocked molecules

along pathways that required threading. In these studies,

the copper(I) ion served as the anchor for the template,

locking axle molecules into rings both in final product

rotaxanes and in intermediates in the synthesis of more

complicated structures. Even with templates based on

robust metal–ligand interactions, yields were low in the

early studies of rotaxane or pseudo-rotaxane forma-

tion. This offered a major challenge to the more ambi-

tious goals of researchers because high levels of thread-

ing would be necessary to make materials that require

many sequential steps as, for example, in polymer for-

mation. Furthermore, it is essential that the interlocked

materials not contain equivalents of hazardous materials.

For that reason and because they have opened the way to a

quantitative study of intermolecular threading, attention

has more recently focused on weaker templating forces

arising from hydrogen bonding and p–p stacking interac-

tions. From the standpoint of eventual development of

useful products, templates using these supramolecular

modes of interaction are most promising. Earlier studies

judged success in threading based on the yields of

rotaxanes that were formed. For example, in 1992,

Wenz and Keller[10] showed that high threading yields

occurred with polyamines going through cyclodextrins.

This suggested that multiple hydrogen bonds could

generally produce high levels of threading. Yields of

30–40% were heralded as substantial achievements.[11,12]

Furthermore, the synthesis of a [3]-rotaxane in 84% yield

by coupling two molecules of a pseudo-[2]-rotaxane was

Fig. 1 Progression from axle and macrocycle to pseudo-rotaxane and then to rotaxane. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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considered as strong evidence of threading at least at

the 90% level (Fig. 3).[13] Equilibrium constants for pseu-

do-rotaxane formation are at the center of developing

and understanding how threading occurs on the molecu-

lar level.

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR
PSEUDO-[2]-ROTAXANE FORMATION

Traditional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tech-

niques (Fig. 4) have dominated the determination of

Fig. 2 Polymers based on rotaxane formation.

Fig. 3 Coupling of pseudo-[2]-rotaxanes to produce a [3]-rotaxane. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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equilibrium constants for the molecular threading process,

with much less literature on values obtained from

diffusion methods (NMR) and from direct thermodynamic

measurements. Detailed measurements yield relatively

reliable values, but estimates are often made from single

measurements.[14] Analysis of these equilibrium measure-

ments reveals the present state of knowledge with regard

to the threading of axle molecules through macrocyclic

molecules. Significant amounts of data exist only for

templated formation of pseudo-rotaxanes, and the tem-

plating can, as indicated above, involve a variety of

interactions. The most powerful templates involve cova-

lent bonds such as those formed in ordinary organic

compounds, but the metal–ligand equivalent, the coordi-

nate bond, is more often used. Of greatest importance are

the weaker linkages collectively called supramolecular

interactions because the individual molecular partners

retain their individualities while working together, like a

fireman on a ladder, rather than being fused into a single

entity, like a branch from a pear tree grafted onto a quince

tree stalk. Outstanding among these are hydrogen bond-

ing, which is the subject that has been most studied; p–p
stacking, which is second in importance; and hydrophobic

force, which is notable among the oligocyclic sugars

called cyclodextrins.

FACTORS AFFECTING EQUILIBRIUM
CONSTANTS FOR MOLECULAR THREADING

Equilibrium constant is defined in its traditional form by

Eq. 1. The subscript in Ka indicates that the corresponding

chemical equation has been written in the associative

direction, rather than in the dissociative direction (Eq. 2):

Ka ¼ ½pseudo-rotaxane�=½axle�½macrocycle� ð1Þ

Axleþmacrocycle $ pseudo-rotaxane ð2Þ

For supramolecular interactions of this kind (generally

called complex formation), a simple relationship exists

between the equilibrium constant Ka, and the rate

constants for the associative (threading) reaction ka and

the dissociative (unthreading) reaction kd (Eq. 3):

Ka ¼ ka=kd ð3Þ

Equilibrium constant data are presented in Tables 1 and 2

and the molecular partners, the ring and the axle, are

identified by abbreviations. The abbreviations are identi-

fied with the correct molecular structures in Figs. 5 and 6.

For the most part, the names from which the abbreviations

have been constructed appear in the related text.

Effect of Solvent

Both the diversity of molecular partners that can be united

in the threading process and the effect of solvents on the

threading equilibria are well illustrated by the first 10

entries in Table 1. The macrocycle used in the first five

entries, symmetrical dibenzo-24-crown-8 (s-DB24Cr8),

and the axle, dibenzylammonium ion, are prototypical for

studies of this class, and Ashton et al.[15] used them to

show the great impact of solvents that compete for

hydrogen binding interactions that template the threading

Fig. 4 Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements for the determination of equilibrium constants.
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process. A relatively large equilibrium constant is found

for the equilibrium in deutero-chloroform (27,000 M�1),

but the value decreases markedly when the solvent is

changed to acetonitrile (460 M�1) or acetone (360M�1),

and no threading occurs when dimethyl sulfoxide is used

as the solvent. The monotonic effect of mixing the sol-

vents is shown by the datum for the mixed solvent chlo-

roform/acetonitrile (1700 M�1).[16]

A dramatic solvent effect has been observed with the

system consisting of the axle, bis(cyclohexylmethyl)am-

monium hexafluorophosphate (DCHXMA), and the ring,

DB24Cr8. After reflux (40�C) in CH2Cl2 for 32 days with

a 6:1 excess of macrocycle, 	98% of the axle molecule

exists as pseudo-rotaxane. Subsequently, the material

showed no evidence of dissociation in 3:1 CDCl3/CD3CN

on standing at room temperature for weeks. However, the

crystalline rotaxane dissociated completely when dis-

solved in perdeuterated DMSO in 18 hr or less at 25�C.[17]

These observations dramatize both the great variation in

threading equilibrium constants in different solvents and

the fact that the kinetics of equilibrations can be very

slow. Reflecting on the collision event that must occur

between the axle molecule and the macrocyclic molecule,

it is a little like throwing a stiff thread at the hole in a

needle during a wind storm. It may not be quite that bad,

but the specific conformational, orientational, and trajec-

tory requirements for threading and unthreading are quite

limited, compared with the complete portfolios of orien-

tations and motions available to the axle and the

macrocycle. Clearly, the events of interest here may be

expected to be of low probability.

The influence of markedly different templating forces

is evident from studies with more exotic systems. The

distinctly polar environment within cucubit[7]uril (CR7)

binds the dimethylviologen cation, MV2 +, very strongly in

water (Table 1, line 6).[18] The contrasting relatively

nonpolar environment within the hydrophobic cavity of a

cyclodextrin (lines 7–10) provides a distinctly parallel

behavior for reasons that might be considered opposite to

those of the CR7. Kano et al.[19] report that the

equilibrium constant in water for binding to tetramethyl-

b-cyclodextrin (TMe-b-CD) of the long, negatively

charged, sulfonate-terminated arm of the tetrasubstituted

porphyrin, TPPOC3PS, is too large to measure by their

methods. However, values of 8700 and 290 M�1 were

determined in ethylene glycol and methanol, respectively.

No binding was observed in DMSO. For related axle

molecules and the same cyclodextrin, the equilibrium

Table 1 Factors affecting molecular threading

Line Macrocycle Axle Solvent T [�C] Ka [M�1] Reference

1 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CDCl3 25 27,000 [15]

2 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CD3CN 25 460 [15]

3 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CD3 COCD3 25 360 [15]

4 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CD3 SOCD3 25 X [15]

5 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 25 1,700 [16]

6 CR7 MV2+ H2O 25 200,000 [18]

7 TMe-b-CD TPPOC3PS H2O 25 Too high [19]

8 TMe-b-CD TPPOC3PS EG 25 8,700 [19]

9 TMe-b-CD TPPOC3PS MeOH 25 290 [19]

10 TMe-b-CD TPPOC3PS DMSO 25 0 [19]

11 s-DB24Cr8 p,p’-Me2DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 960 [16]

12 s-DB24Cr8 DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 1,110 [16]

13 s-DB24Cr8 p,p’-Cl2DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 1,890 [16]

14 s-DB24Cr8 p,p’-Br2DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 2,010 [16]

15 s-DB24Cr8 p,p’-(CO2H)2DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 2,520 [16]

16 s-DB24Cr8 p,p’-(NO2)2DBA CDCl3/CD3CN 31 5,940 [16]

17 s-DB24Cr8 DBDXA CD3CN 25 352 [20]

18 u-DB24Cr8 DBA CD3CN 25 360 [21]

19 DPy24Cr8 DBDXA CD3CN 25 1,100 [22]

20 s-DB24Cr8 D-i-PrDBA CDCl3/CD3CN 40 2,470 [23]

21 s-DB24Cr8 DCPMA CDCl3/CD3CN 40 110 [23]

22 s-DB24Cr8 DCHXMA CDCl3/CD3CN 40 110 [23]

23 s-DB24Cr8 DtBuPhMeAMAC1 CD3CN 25 104 [24]

24 s-DB24Cr8 DtBuPhMeAMAC2 CD3CN 25 70 [24]

25 s-DB24Cr8 DtBuPhMeAMAC3 CD3CN 25 220 [24]

26 s-DB24Cr8 DtBuPh MeAMAC4 CD3CN 25 250 [24]

ICE= intermediate chemical exchange; X= no threading detected.
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constant increased as water was mixed with the ethylene

glycol solvent.

Substituent Effects

The prototypic combination of s-DB24Cr8 and dibenzy-

lammonium ion was used to evaluate the effects of axle

substituents on the equilibrium constants for threading

(Table 1, entries 11–16).[16] The affinity of the axle for the

macrocycle (Ka) increases smoothly as the electron-

withdrawing capability of the substituents increases. This

is consistent with the stabilization of hydrogen bonding to

ether oxygen atoms of the macrocycle DB24Cr8 as the

acidity of the protons of the substituted dibenzyl ammo-

nium ion increases. Replacing the protons at the para

positions on the phenyl groups with methyl groups has the

opposite effect, as expected. Moving the substituent (Br)

to a para methyl group (DBDXA) leaves a small effect.[20]

The position of the benzo groups on DB24Cr8 has little

impact (lines 2 and 18),[21] but replacing ether oxygens

with pyridine nitrogens more than doubles the binding

constant (lines 17 and 19).[22] The more basic nitrogen

donors on the macrocycle form stronger hydrogen bonds

to the protons of the axle ammonium function.

Steric Effects

The beginnings of an understanding of steric effects came

with the investigation of the equilibria and rates of

reaction of the common macrocycle DB24CR8 with

various axle molecules related to dibenzylammonium ion

by replacing the phenyl groups with cyclopentyl, cyclo-

hexyl, and cycloheptyl rings. Both rate and equilibrium

data are reported.[23] The bis-para-i-propylphenyl ammo-

nium ion, used for reference purposes, gives association

and dissociation rate constants of 3.2
10�3 M�1 sec�1

and 1.3
10�6 sec�1, respectively, and a Ka value of

2470 M�1 at 40�C. Remarkably, the rates of association

and dissociation for the two saturated ring derivatives,

cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl, bracket those for the refer-

ence axle (D-i-PrDBA), but exhibit identical equilibrium

constants at 40�C; that value is Ka=110 M�1. As

described above in ‘‘Effect of Solvent,’’ the cyclohexyl

derivative reacts at an astoundingly low rate (weeks),

whereas the smaller cyclopentyl derivative threads on the

second-to-minute time scale. The cycloheptyl derivative

gave no evidence for binding at all.

Effects of Chain Length and Branching

Using an interesting family of axle molecules that are

blocked on one end and have a carboxylic acid on the

other end, Zehnder and Smithrud[24] found a small

increase in affinity with longer chains. Clifford et al.

explored chain length and a number of other factors

affecting the threading process with monobenzo-24-

crown-8, B24Cr8, and 29 axle molecules (R-AM) having

an anthracen-9-ylmethyl group in common.[14] Their

results are summarized in Table 2. The normal linear

alkyl groups methyl through n-nonyl, plus octadecyl,

made up a thorough exploration of the influence of chain

length on threading. The equilibrium constants ranged

from 120 to 180 M�1, with a mean of 160±20 M�1. No

systematic variation was found for the seven Ka values

Table 2 Factors affecting threading

Line Threading group Ka [M�1]

NMR

method

Linear alkyl groups

1 Methyl IS

2 Ethyl 180 Fast

3 n-Butyl 127 Fast

4 n-Pentyl ICE

5 n-Hexyl 177 Slow

6 n-Heptyl 161 Slow

7 n-Octyl 151 Slow

8 n-Nonyl 120 Slow

9 n-Octadecyl 179 Slow

Branched alkyl groups

10 i-Propyl 17 Fast

11 i-Butyl 43 Fast

12 i-Pentyl 164 Fast

13 2-MeHexyl 27 Slow

14 Cyclohexyl 17 Slow

15 Cyclohexylmethyl X

Butyl isomers

3 n-Butyl 127 Fast

16 i-Butyl 43 Fast

17 s-Butyl 13 Fast

18 t-Butyl X

Phenyl-substituted alkyls

19 Benzyl 94 Slow

20 2-Phenylethyl 194 Slow

21 3-Phenylpropyl 282 Slow

Hydroxyl-substituted alkyls

22 2-Hydroxyethyl 93 Fast

23 3-Hydroxypropyl 82 Fast

24 5-Hydroxypentyl ICE

25 a-Hydroxy-p-xylyl 100 Slow

Terminal carboxylic acid group

26 Pentanoic acid group 280 Slow

27 Hexanoic acid group 223 Slow

28 Toluic acid group 221 Slow

29 Ethyl acetate group ICE

ICE = intermediate chemical exchange; X = no threading detected;

IS= insoluble.
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available for n-alkyl threading groups. Within the range

of uncertainty, the Ka values changes vary randomly as

chain length. There is no hint of an even–odd hydrocar-

bon variation.

In contrast to the insensitivity of the equilibrium

constant to chain length, the axles are readily separated

into two groups based on the rates at which they undergo

threading. Axles shorter than pentyl equilibrate rapidly on

the NMR time scale, whereas those longer than pentyl

equilibrate slowly. The pentyl group exchanges on an

intermediate time scale that prevented the determination

of Ka with the tools available to these researchers. The

general conclusion is that the equilibrium constant for

threading is essentially insensitive to the length of the

chain, but the rates at which threading and unthreading

occur depend strongly on chain length. It is interesting that

long chains give the same effect on rate as increased bulk,

as represented by increased ring sizes for the saturated

rings cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl substituents on axle

molecules (vide supra).

Branched alkyl axle components show a distinctive

behavior. For the axle groups i-propyl, i-butyl, and i-pentyl

(Table 2, lines 10–12), branching moves regularly to

greater distance from the ammonium binding site. Corre-

spondingly, Ka increases from a very low value of 17 M�1

at i-propyl to 164 M�1 for i-pentyl, essentially the average

value noted above for linear ligands. This suggests that

the steric effect because of alkyl branching greatly

weakens threading, but that it is only effective when the

branching occurs near the ammonium binding site. Simi-

larly, comparing the isomers of the butyl group, Ka de-

creases markedly from n-butyl through i-butyl and s-butyl,

finally disappearing at t-butyl. Furthermore, all of the

branched structures described up to this point equilibrate

on the rapid NMR time scale, a performance completely

consistent with their linear isomers. The 2-methylhexyl-

Fig. 5 Axle molecules cited in the text.
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substituted R-AM axle molecule gives an equilibrium

constant between those for the i-propyl and i-butyl de-

rivatives, but reacts on the slow NMR time scale.

The cyclohexyl derivative (Table 2, line 14) binds with

a Ka identical to that of an i-propyl group, but the binding

rate is slow, a feature already discussed for saturated ring

derivatives. Based on the work of others, the failure of

these studies to produce a Ka value for the cyclohex-

ylmethyl derivative may be attributed to either insufficient

reaction time, or to the specific properties of the solvent

acetone.[17]

Influence of Terminal Groups

Hydroxyl, carboxylic acid, and phenyl groups were

studied as terminal groups on the threading components

of the anthracen-9-ylmethyl blocked axle molecules

(R-AM) of Clifford et al.[14] B24Cr8 was used as the

macrocycle. For hydroxyalkyl derivatives (Table 2, lines

22–25), the Ka values all fall in the range around and just

below 100 M�1, suggesting that the OH group substan-

tially weakens the binding compared with a simple alkyl

thread. In contrast, a carboxylic acid group at the terminal

site (lines 26–28) definitely enhances Ka, giving values in

the range between 200 and 300 M�1. Interestingly, the

alcohol functional group does not affect the rates (i.e.,

hydroxypentyl falls in the intermediate rate region, just

like pentyl itself). In contrast, pentanoic acid equilibrates

on the slow NMR time scale, acting as if both the car-

boxyl carbon and oxygens contribute to the ‘‘effective’’

chain length.

Phenyl terminal groups on the threading arm of the axle

molecule (Table 2, lines 19–21) show a behavior that

Fig. 6 Macrocycles cited in text.
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parallels that of both the carboxylic acid derivatives and

the branched alkyl groups. Like branched alkyls, Ka

increases substantially for each methyl group placed

between it and the ammonium group, proceeding to a

value of 282 M�1 for 3-phenylpropyl. However, unlike

the branched alkyls, the highest value for Ka found for the

phenyl derivatives is almost double that for n-alkyls. In

this enhancement of threading affinity, the phenyl group

resembles the carboxylic acid group. It is reasonable to

suggest that the enhanced affinities associated with ter-

minal carboxylic acids and phenyl substituents arise from

additional intermolecular attractions, and that these inter-

actions are facilitated by the increasing flexibility that

comes with a small increase in chain length. It is also

conceivable that the weakened binding of alcohol func-

tions may be because of competitive binding with the

solvent, externally, as well as within the macrocycle.

Competition between threading and binding outside the

macrocycle has been observed.[25]

CONCLUSION

The threading of axle molecules through macrocyclic

molecules is but one of several elementary steps that must

be controlled if scientists are eventually to learn to

manipulate the interlocking of molecules to produce new

materials, such as fabrics, only one molecule thick.

Threading produces pseudo-rotaxanes and, in the absence

of templating forces, the random threading of axle mole-

cules through rings occurs to only a very small extent

(hundredths of a percent). However, through the use of

intermolecular forces, the axle may be selectively tem-

plated inside the ring in high yields. Examples of binding

sources for templating include metal ion complexation,

hydrogen bonding, and p–p stacking of aromatic rings.

Like polymers in general, new materials based on molec-

ular interlocking will require large numbers of sequential

steps. If such steps involve threading, that process must be

accomplished with high efficiency.

Much has been learned about threading using hydro-

gen bonding templates, based mainly on macrocyclic

polyethers with (as axles) secondary ammonium groups

having one or two, more or less, linear arms that actually

perform the threading. Therefore the equilibrium constant

and the fraction of the axle and ring that are in the

pseudo-rotaxane form increase with increased macrocycle

basicity and with increased acidity of the ammonium ion

axle (for the types of interactions described here, the

opposite is possible). Hydrogen bonding sites outside the

ring compete with threading, and terminal hydroxyl

groups on axle molecules weaken threading. For linear

alkyl groups, affinity is insensitive to chain length.

However, branched alkyls show variable steric effects;

branching inside the g-position of the axle lowers the

threading affinity. However, threading is favored by

carboxylic acid groups and by phenyl groups at the ends

of alkyls (also at the g-position or greater). Ka is strongly

favored by nonpolar solvents having poor hydrogen

bonding abilities. In contrast, strongly hydrogen-bonding

solvents greatly weaken the interactions. The solvent

effects are dramatically different in systems based on

cyclodextrins—large cyclic molecules that bind their axle

molecules through hydrophobic interactions. They bind

most strongly in water and Ka is decreased by the addition

of organic solvents. Remarkably, cucubituril selectively

binds cationic axles, and the binding is extremely strong

in water.

Returning to the hydrogen-bonded templates, steric

effects and chain length effects all dramatically affect the

rate of the equilibration process, in some cases, with no

change in equilibrium constant. Saturated rings appended

to ammonium ions through methylene groups exhibit ex-

treme behavior. The cyclopentyl derivative equilibrates in

	10 min under conditions where the cyclohexyl de-

rivative requires over a month. For simple n-alkyl groups,

chains shorter than pentyl react on the fast NMR time

scale, whereas those longer than pentyl react on

the slow NMR time scale, despite the fact that there is

no assignable change in affinity with chain length. Seem-

ingly, neither branching nor the presence of functional

groups has a substantial effect on the rate pattern of linear

alkyl groups.

The increased understanding of the elemental process

of threading an axle molecule through a large molecular

ring should fuel research on interlocked molecular species

of high molecular weights. Polymerization in one, two, or

three dimensions by rotaxane formation or by interlocked

rings (catenane formation) will lead to new and exciting

materials. Expectations include materials of great strength

and unusual flexibility. How the abilities of the individual

interlocked molecular units to move independently will

affect the various properties of molecularly interlocked

materials remains unclear. Expectations continue to grow

that such structures will have information-related applica-

tions, in the limit, as integral parts of a molecular

computer. If history is our guide, it is the unexpected

applications that will eventually be the most important and

will change people’s lives.
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INTRODUCTION

Metal nanowires have been prepared with segments of

different materials along their lengths. These particles can

be synthesized in a large number of optically distinguish-

able striping patterns, and thus have been referred to as

barcoded nanowires. These barcoded wires can be used

for encoding information such as the type of biological

assay being performed on the surface of the particle. Thus

they have application in multiplexed bioanalysis.

A variety of methods exist for metal and semiconductor

nanowire synthesis. Of these, few are capable of pro-

ducing wires with segments of different materials along

the length of the wire. Templated electrodeposition has

been used for production of striped metal nanowires tens

to hundreds of nanometers in diameter and several

microns in length. The length of each segment can be as

small as tens of nanometers or as long as the entire wire.

The resulting nanowires have potential application as

components in self-assembled functional electronic

devices. Segments of differing electronic properties

(e.g., conductors, semiconductors, and even monolayers)

can be incorporated to prepare building blocks for the

bottom-up assembly of electronic devices.

Optically encoded (barcoded) particles also have

potential applications analogous to barcodes in the retail

industry, where the products are tracked by the barcode

pattern. Typically, the barcode labels used on retail

products are readily identifiable to the human eye. In

addition to these overt tags, there is also interest in

microscopic barcodes invisible to the naked eye. Striped

nanowires can serve as such microscopic identifiers, and

have enormous potential for use in biological sensing

applications where many different bioassays must be

simultaneously followed. In this last application, the

barcoded nanowires perform a function analogous to

the individual spots of a DNA microarray, encoding the

identity of biomolecules attached to their surface.

SYNTHESIS OF NANOWIRES

A variety of synthetic methods have been reported for the

preparation of nanowires of carefully regulated composi-

tion, size, and aspect ratio. They include electrochemi-

cal[1–3] and photochemical[4] reduction methods in various

media including aqueous surfactant,[5] porous alumina

templates,[6,7] polycarbonate membranes,[8] and carbon

nanotube templates.[9,10] Nanowires have also been

prepared by catalytic synthesis,[11,12] electroless deposi-

tion,[13–15] seeding growth methods,[16–19] vapor–liquid–

solid growth,[20,21] and photochemical synthesis.[22]

Magnetic wires have also been made via metal electrode-

position.[23]

Other types of fabricated nanowires include nanocables

having coaxial structures generated with silver centers

coated with silica;[24] electrochemically prepared gold-

core, silver-shell nanowires;[25] metal oxide wires made

using either a mild, solution-based colloidal approach,[26]

solvothermal methods,[27] sonochemisty,[28] thermal evap-

oration,[29] or gas-phase catalytic growth methods;[12] and

nanowire diodes created by coating polymer films on

metal nanowires.[30]

SYNTHESIS OF STRIPED NANOWIRES

Although a number of synthetic methods are available for

creating nanowires, only a few methods exist that allow

for the creation of nanowires with stripes of different

materials along their lengths. One such method is the

vapor–solid–liquid (VSL) growth technique, which has

primarily been used to create semiconductor nanowires

and superlattices.[21,31,32] Another involves electrochem-

ical synthesis whereby metal ions are reduced into

membrane templates.[6,33–36]

In VSL nanowire synthesis, a catalyst nanoparticle,

which defines the diameter of the wire, is used to initiate

wire growth from a reactant vapor. As more vapor is

introduced, wire growth continues. An equilibrium phase

diagram is used to select a catalyst that can form a liquid

alloy with the nanowire material. For example, gold

nanoparticles have been used as catalysts for the VSL

growth of silicon wires.[12] To obtain striped hetero-

stuctured nanowires, different vapor sources are consec-

utively fed into the system.[21,31,32] For example, semi-

conductor superlattices have been prepared in which
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photoluminescence from the wires is patterned based on

the position of GaP and GaAs segments.[32]

Striped metal nanowires are typically prepared by

electrochemically reducing metal ions into the pores of a

template. Porous aluminum oxide or track-etch mem-

branes are commonly used.[3,37–41] Alumina membranes

are prepared by anodizing Al at constant potential to give

a nanoporous membrane.[39,41] Pore diameters can be

varied (from tens to several hundred nanometers) by

controlling the anodization potential.[40] Track-etch mem-

branes are prepared by using nuclear fission fragments to

attack a nonporous sheet of desired material (e.g.,

polycarbonate or polyester), to yield indentations in the

material that are further chemically etched into pores.[41]

To electrochemically produce barcoded nanowires, one

side of a template membrane (e.g., Al2O3) is coated with a

silver film to serve as a cathode for reducing metal ions

from solution into the pores of the membrane template.

This can be accomplished by vapor deposition or

sputtering. The opposite side of the template is then

immersed in a plating solution of a desired metal for

electrochemical deposition. The length of the metal stripe

created is dictated by the amount of current passed and the

amount of time the plating is allowed to deposit. Once a

stripe of a desired length has been created, the plating

solution is simply changed such that the next metal

segment can be added. The thickness of each individual

stripe can in principle be controlled with great accuracy

during the electrodeposition process.[42,43] Indeed, repeat-

ing Cu and Co segments only 8-nm-thick have been

prepared from a solution containing both metal ions.[31]

Selective electrodeposition of each metal from this

solution is accomplished by careful control over plating

solution composition (i.e., relative concentrations of the

two metal ions) and the electrode potential, which is

switched between values favoring Cu deposition to those

favoring Co deposition during synthesis.[44–46]

The aspect ratio (l/d, where l is the length and d is the

diameter of the nanowires) of the wires is controlled by

the membrane pore diameter (which dictates wire width),

and the deposition time (which determines the length).

The maximum wire length is limited by the thickness of

the template (which is roughly 50–60 mm for commer-

cial alumina membranes) and to breakage for wires

with high aspect ratios (over 25:1 aspect ratio). Once

the electrochemical deposition is complete, the silver

backing and membrane are dissolved away, leaving

behind a suspension of striped metal nanowires.

To date, barcoded nanowires have been prepared with

Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, and Cu metal segments.[33] Fig. 1a

shows a reflectance image of a 320-nm AuAgPd striped

nanowire imaged at 430 nm. At this wavelength, Au has

the lowest reflectivity, followed by Pd and then Ag. Fig. 1

shows that these metals can be optically distinguished

based on reflectivity differences. The number of possible

distinctive patterns or permutations available to the

barcoded metal wires is ms, where m is the number of

metal types and s is the number of stripes in each wire. For

example, wires consisting of four metals (i.e., Au, Pt, Co,

and Ag) with six stripes leads to 4096 possible striping

patterns (46=4096). Ag/Au striped wires having 13

distinguishable stripes have been reported;[47] 213=8192

possible patterns. Addition of a third metal leads to over

1.5 million possible patterns. To account for patterns that

repeat in the forward and reverse direction, the following

equation should be used: possibilities=ms+mceil(s/2)/2,

where m is the number of metals in the rod, s is the

number of stripes, and ceil stands for ceiling function,

which rounds the exponent of n to the next highest integer

(i.e., 3/2 rounds up to 2). Using this equation, the actual

number of different patterns that could be obtained from a

4-metal, 6-stripe wire is 2080, and for a 3-metal, 13-

segment particle is 7.98�105.

CHARACTERIZATION

Once nanowires are fabricated, they are characterized via

many methods to determine their actual compositions,

Fig. 1 (a) Reflectance image of a AuAgPd nanowire taken at

430-nm wavelength. (b) Line scan profile of intensity vs.

distance across the nanowire length.
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sizes, shapes, optical, and electrical properties. Transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) is used to determine

the size and shape of nanowires. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) is used to examine the stripes and

the metal–metal interfaces between segments. With SEM,

striping patterns of heterostructured nanowires and

surface defects can be identified, which cannot be

detected using TEM. Fig. 2 is an example of a field

emission (FE) SEM image of a 5-mm-long, 320-nm-

diameter AuAuAgAu striped nanowire. Energy disper-

sive X-ray spectroscopy is used to determine the average

chemical composition of nanowires, including the

microstructure of single metal and multilayered

wires.[12,48,49]

In identifying the striping pattern in barcoded nano-

wires, optical reflectance microscopy is used. The striping

pattern is deciphered based on reflectance differences of

adjacent metal stripes. For optical resolution using

reflectance detection, the different metal segments have

to be separated by a distance greater than l/2NA, were NA

is the numerical aperture of the objective lens (a typical oil

immersion lens has NA=1.4). The optical properties of

320-nm-diameter nanowire segments resemble those of

their bulk counterparts.[40,50–54] Reflectance values for

various bulk metals, plotted over a range of wavelengths,

are shown in Fig. 3.[55] The differences in reflectivity of

the various metal types allows for the detection of

multiple metal stripes in a single barcoded nanowire.

Fig. 1b shows a line scan of the AuAgPd striped nanowire

pictured in Fig. 3a. This scan illustrates the changes in

reflectance intensity across the length of the wire.

Freeman et al.[56] have demonstrated a 100-particle library

of barcoded nanowires in which more than 70 of the

patterns could be identified with greater than 90%

accuracy. These authors developed software for rapid

readout of barcode striping pattern.

POTENTIAL USES FOR
BAROCODED NANOWIRES

Nanoelectronics

Striped metal nanowires have potential application as pri-

mary components for nanoscale electronic devices.[57–59]

Current–voltage responses of nanowires can be altered by

incorporating either semiconductor, particulate, or mo-

lecular segments into the wires during fabrication.[30,60]

Thus far, nanowire conductors, rectifiers, switches, and

photoconductors have been created and character-

ized.[61–63] These electrically functional nanowires are

promising as building blocks in the bottom-up assembly

of electronic devices. Nanowire assembly into parallel,

raft-like structures has been investigated for developing

bottom-up nanoscale patterning.[64,65] Biomolecular rec-

ognition processes such as DNA hybridization have also

been used for directing such assembly.[66] Further ap-

plication, for which techniques are still being developed,

includes assembling nanowires into cross-point arrays for

memory and logic devices.

Biological Multiplexing

Performing many simultaneous experiments (i.e., multi-

plexing) has become an important theme in bioanalysis.

For example, functional genomics experiments often

follow mRNA expression levels for many—or even

all—genes in an organism’s genome simultaneously.

These experiments employ fluorescence on planar micro-

arrays in which spots of DNA corresponding to the

different genes of an organisms’s genome are positioned

on a planar glass slide.[67,68] The x,y coordinates of each

spot correlate to its identity. Microarrays permit the

detection of thousands to tens of thousands of species at

Fig. 2 Field emission SEM image of a AuAuAgAu nanowire,

acquired with backscattered electron detection. The Ag segment

appears darker as compared to the Au.

Fig. 3 Reflectance values for various bulk metals. (From

Ref. [81] #American Chemical Society.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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once, saving both time and reagents. However, there are

some drawbacks of using microarrays, which include

limitations in the dynamic range of analyte detection, long

diffusion times for analyte binding, and variations in

fluorescence signals between arrays.[69] Encoded particles

have been introduced to address issues of diffusion and

increase flexibility in microarray design.[70,71] Polystyrene

microbeads incorporating red and infrared fluorescent

dyes in different intensity ratios are one type of encoded

particle introduced for use in multiplexing applica-

tions.[72–74] Although microbeads offer improved diffu-

sion as compared to two-dimensional arrays, the use of

fluorescence limits the number of species that can be

simultaneously detected, as the spectral bandwidths of

the fluorescent peaks are large and oftentimes overlap.

Semiconductor quantum dots, which have reduced

spectral bandwidths as compared to molecular dyes, have

been used in place of organic fluorophores in encoded

beads as well as other applications.[75–80] These particles

are very promising for multiplexing, and are resistant to

photobleaching; however, the detection still relies on

fluorescence, which ultimately limits the number of

species that are possible to detect simultaneously (i.e.,

only one color of fluorophore can typically be used in

detection, as other channels are occupied with encoding

the particle identity).

Barcoded nanowires are a promising alternative to

fluorescent tags in some applications. The barcode

striping pattern will not photobleach, reflective readout

is simple and does not require expensive excitation

sources or detectors, and many patterns can be synthesized

and are optically detectable. These particles can be

employed as encoded substrates for biosensing, analogous

to DNA chips, or as tags for simultaneous detection and

identification, analogous to fluorescent molecules or

nanocrystals. Scheme 1 illustrates the second approach,

where barcoded nanowires may potentially be used as tags

to detect and identify specific DNA hybridization events.

In this example, a glass slide is spotted with several

different capture sequences of DNA selective to the 5’ (or

3’) region of the target sequence. Target sequences,

labeled double prime (@) in the figure, bind to the surface

via hybridization to these capture strands. They are then

detected by hybridization-driven assembly of barcoded

nanowires that carry a third strand of DNA, complemen-

tary to the 3’ (or 5’) region of the target sequence. Optical

reflectance microscopy can then be used to count and

identify the wires bound to each spot on the surface,

giving the amount and identity of target molecules present

in the initial solution. This approach is conceptually

simple, and does not require fluorescence for detection.

Improvements in the selectivity of nanoparticle attach-

ment will be important for the ultimate use of this

approach in multiplexed analysis.[66]

Barcoded nanowires not only serve as identifying

markers, but can also serve as easily detectable substrates

on which binding events take place.[34] Scheme 2

illustrates how barcoded nanowires can serve as encoded

substrates for antigen and DNA detection.[81] Scheme 2

(left) illustrates a standard sandwich immunoassay

performed on the nanowire surface. The striped particles

are first derivatized with a capture antibody (a) that is

specific for an analyte, which in this case is also an

antibody. Following incubation of the capture antibody

Scheme 1 Overview of nonfluorescent bioassay using barcoded rods. DNA strands labeled A–C are not complementary to their

primed counterparts (A’–C’); however, the strands labeled as double prime (@) link the respective sequences to their primed counterparts

via complementary DNA hybridization. (Not drawn to scale.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 2 Schematic of assays using barcoded nanowires as

substrates. (Left) For immunoassays, the striped particles are

first derivatized with a capture antibody (a) that is specific for

the analyte (b), which is also an antibody. Following incubation

of the capture antibody with the analyte, the fluorescently

labeled detection antibody (c) is added. (Right) For DNA

hybridization assays, particles are derivatized with NeutrAvidin

(NA) followed by reaction with a biotinylated capture sequence

(a) that is specific for a solution phase analyte (b). Fluorescently

labeled oligonucleotides (c) were then added for detection.

(From Ref. [81] #American Chemical Society.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with the analyte (b), a fluorescently labeled detection an-

tibody (c) is added. Scheme 2 (right) shows the analogous

experiment for DNA detection. Here the barcoded nano-

wire serves as the substrate on which a DNA probe

sequence (a) is attached. Probe sequences are designed

to be complementary to one half of the target sequence,

as in the previous example (Scheme 1). The target

DNA sequence (b) binds to the probe from solution via

hybridization, and is subsequently detected by hybridiza-

tion to a fluorescently tagged third DNA strand (c). In

either of these two types of bioassay, target detection and

quantification is made possible by the fluorescence

intensity of the labeled probe molecules, while target

identification (i.e., DNA sequence) is determined by the

nanowire barcode pattern as observed in reflectivity

optical microscopy.[34,81]

Both immunoassays and DNA hybridization assays

have been performed on barcoded nanowires.[34,81]

Nicewarner-Pena et al.[34] demonstrated two simultaneous

immunoassays in which two different fluorescent dyes

were employed. Keating and coworkers[81] have also

reported three simultaneous DNA assays using a single

fluorescent probe for all three assays. Under some

conditions, it proved possible to observe the barcode-

striping pattern in the fluorescence image,[81] such that

acquisition of a single image enabled both identification

and detection. Barcoded nanowire libraries of 100

particles have already been reported,[56] and could be

combined with these types of biological assays for

increased multiplexing. Ultimately, it should be possible

to perform thousands or tens of thousands of different

DNA hybridizations simultaneously on different particles

in the same suspension, similar to the level of multi-

plexing now possible only with planar DNA microarrays.

Nonbiological Tagging

Finally, barcoded nanowires have potential application as

covert tags in nonbiological materials. Macroscopic

barcodes are currently largely used in manufacturing to

track materials. These tags are visible to the naked eye.

There is also a desire to create hidden, or covert, tags for

use in some applications such as in paper currency, stock

certificates, and passports. The hidden tags currently

incorporated into such documents include near-IR fluo-

rescent dyes or particles, chemical isotopes, and some-

times even biological molecules. A problem with some of

these internal tags lies in their durability.[32] Striped metal

nanowires are too small to see with the naked eye, and can

serve as robust and easily identifiable covert tags. They

have been incorporated into inks, paper, explosives, glass,

metals, bulk polymers, and textiles, where they could still

be identified via optical microscopy.[33]

CONCLUSION

Striped metal nanowires can be readily prepared via

templated electrodeposition, and have promise not only in

future electronic devices built from the bottom-up, but

also as optically encoded, microscopic barcodes. Optical

encoding is accomplished by incorporating segments of

different wavelength-dependent reflectivities, which are

then read out in an optical microscope. Very large num-

bers of distinguishable barcode patterns can in principle

be synthesized and optically detected. Such particles are

attractive in both nonbiological and biological tagging

applications. When coated with proteins or DNA oligo-

nucleotides, these barcoded nanowires can serve as en-

coded supports for biomolecule detection. Many simulta-

neous bioassays can in principle be performed using

suspensions of barcoded nanowires, each particle pattern

corresponding to a different bioassay.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the development of a novel type

of composite material led to a significant improvement of

mechanical, thermal, and vapor transport properties of

films and coatings. Such materials are based on finely

dispersed or interspersed organic–inorganic components

down to their nanodimensions and are characterized by an

intimate contact of their components and their nanodi-

mensionality, whereas their specific architecture (crystal

structure, morphology, etc.) is often preserved in the

material. This results in a particularly strong interaction

between components and an optimal summation of their

properties. Especially interesting are nanocomposites in

which one or more components have been oriented

because orientation often results in additional strength-

ening and enhancement of properties. Coatings and films

from such materials are endowed with exceptional me-

chanical and thermal stability, allowing for small thick-

nesses and making them very interesting for various

applications. In this article, we describe the resistance to

the vapor penetration of multilayer nanocomposites with

a focus on the resistance to gas/vapor diffusion, rather

than on their separation ability (permselectivity). Such

properties acquire a special importance in the packaging

of materials such as food, beverages, chemical and

medical packaging, etc.

Permeability of Polymers

The permeation of a gas/vapor (permeant) through a

polymeric membrane/film is driven by the concentration

gradient of the permeant dissolved in the membrane.[1–3]

If the concentration gradient is kept constant throughout

the membrane and if Henry’s law is applied, the amount of

gas/vapor diffusing through the film/unit area and per unit

time Q can be expressed quantitatively:

Q ¼ PðP2 � P1Þ
‘

ð1Þ

in which ‘ is the thickness of the membrane/film P2�P1 is

the differential gas/vapor pressure across the membrane

and P is the permeability coefficient of the material of the

film with

P ¼ D� S ð2Þ

where D is the translational diffusion coefficient of the gas

and S is the solubility coefficient of Henry’s law. It is

given by the amount of permeant (expressed in cubic

centimeters or cubic meters of gas at standard temperature

and pressure) divided by the amount of polymer (often

given as volume) and by the pressure gradient across the

film. Thus Q expresses the transmission rate of a permeant

and is often used in assessing the quality of a packaging

material as a barrier to vapor/gas permeation. Units are

expressed and converted in Table 1.[2]

Permselectivity is another important characteristic of a

membrane giving the relative barrier properties vis-á-vis

different permeants. Such selectivity is expressed as a

ratio of permeabilities. For two permeants A and B, the

permselectivity aA/B is:

aA=B ¼
PA

PB

¼ SA

SB

DA

DB

ð3Þ

For a binary system where one component is nonporous

(filler), the solubility of the filled polymer S in a given

vapor can be determined[4] and barrier properties (perme-

abilities) for different permeants can be calculated.[2]
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Factors Influencing Permeability

As can be seen from Eq. 2, the permeability of polymers

with respect to a given permeant depends on both the

translational diffusion (D) and solubility constants (S).[2,3]

As is well known, D increases with temperature and with

the strength of attractive interactions between the polymer

and the permeant. Permeability decreases with an increase

in the size of the permeant and with the decrease in the

free volume of the polymer. Thus glasses are less

permeable than rubbers. Consequently, the increase in

the degree of crystallinity of a polymer, the increase in

chain order, the increase in the degree of cross-linking,

and the increase in the packing density and compact

morphology of the polymer are all structural factors

decreasing permeability and enhancing the barrier prop-

erties of a polymer. The solubility coefficient of Henry’s

law of the permeant S in a given polymer can be estimated

from the solubility parameter, which in turn can be

obtained from the tables.[2] Polymers that interact strongly

with permeants will favor permeability and, conversely,

polymers interacting poorly with a given permeant will

decrease permeation and thus enhance the barrier prop-

erties of the composite vis-á-vis a given permeant. Thus

inorganic fillers reducing the free volume of the compos-

ite system and/or interacting poorly with a given permeant

(such as talc, titanium dioxide, calcium carbonate, etc.)

will enhance barrier properties vis-á-vis a number of

compounds. Organic fillers may act in the same direction

if they repel the particular gas/vapor (e.g., hydrophobic

fillers vis-á-vis water vapor). If the composite is obtained

by macroscopical or even microscopical blending of

components, many desirable properties of the polymer

may deteriorate. This is especially true of mechanical

properties. Such deterioration may compromise the me-

chanical integrity of a separation membrane. The advan-

tage of nanocomposites resides in their intimate nanoscale

mixing and a very high interface between the polymer and

the added ingredients. The improvement of particular

properties of the polymer component is obtained with a far

smaller amount of additives. In contrast to ordinary

composite materials, nanocomposites, although hetero-

phase on a molecular scale, can be considered homoge-

neous on a macroscale. Therefore the nanocomposite

combines the advantageous properties of its components

without the decrease in the properties of the polymer

because of the existence of a large heterophase and large

amounts of additives. In what follows, we will focus our

attention on barrier properties of various layered nano-

composite systems with a special emphasis on the

preparation and the properties of polymer-layered alumi-

nosilicate nanocomposites.

POLYMER-LAYERED ALUMINOSILICATE
NANOCOMPOSITES

General Considerations

Polymer-layered aluminosilicate nanocomposites have

recently attracted much attention in many applica-

tions.[5–9] Such nanocomposites can provide significant

improvements in various properties of polymers such as

mechanical,[10] thermal,[11,12] barrier,[9,13] and flame

retardancy.[14] The applications of such materials extend

to the automotive, electrical, biomedical, and packaging

industries.[5] The remarkable properties of aluminosilicate

nanocomposites are due not only to their chemical struc-

ture but to the particular properties of the lattice expand-

ing layered clays allowing for relatively easy formation of

nanocomposite materials and films. Layered aluminosili-

cates are semicrystalline materials consisting of 1-nm-

thick lamellae and are structurally composed of sheets of

octahedrally coordinated aluminum atoms sandwiched

between two layers of tetrahedrally coordinated silicon

atoms, such as those shown in Fig. 1.[6]

The lamellae are associated along their edges and are

also stacked disorderly in the vertical direction, forming

aggregates which, for the in situ clay, can have an average

dimension of several micrometers. The lamellae are

negatively charged because of occasional internal sub-

stitutions of higher-valence atoms within the layers such

as Al by lower-valence atoms such as Mg or others. This

results in a diffusive negative surface charge on the

lamella. The negative charge is compensated by ex-

changeable cations, most commonly Na+ or Ca2 +, that

hold the structure together. The weakening of these

cohesive coulombic forces by solvation leads to the

expansion of the lattice. Therefore the interlamellar spaces

Table 1 Units for diffusivity, solubility, and permeability

Units

Diffusivity (D) cm2/sec m2/sec

Solubility (S) [cm3 (STP)]/[(cm3) (atm)] [m3 (STP)]/[(m3) (Pa)]

Permeability (P) [(cm3) (cm)]/[(m2) (day) (atm)] [(cm3) (mil)]/[(cm2) (day) (cm Hg)]
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(often called galleries) can be filled with polar molecules

of different nature and sizes, including polymers. The

electrostatic cohesive forces can be experimentally weak-

ened to a point of complete dissociation of the aggregate

(or particle), leaving a totally dispersed lamellae 1 nm

thick and 20–50 nm in transversal length (exfoliation and

delamination). Conversely, the in situ sample is often

characterized by a wide distribution of aggregate sizes that

can reach macroscopical dimensions. The most commonly

used layered, expanding clay minerals are, among others,

montmorillonites (MMTs), saponites, and hectorites, all of

dioctahedral structure, often called 2:1 phyllosilicates.

Their general structural formula, upper exchange capacity,

and the typical average transversal dimension of the

lamellar aggregate are given in Table 2.[15,33] Several

methods for the preparation of polymer-layered alumino-

silicate composites are described in the literature.[5–9]

Generally, there are two basic ways of proceeding

(Fig. 2).[7]

One involves the use of an in situ hydrophilic

aluminosilicate; the other involves the use of a structurally

modified clay rendered organophilic (‘‘organic clay’’) by

the insertion of alkyl chain derivatives into the expandable

galleries of the pristine, hydrophilic clay. This is often

accomplished by exchanging Na+ or Ca2 + ions against

organic cations containing long alkyl chains. To form

polymer–aluminosilicate composites, one or the other

form of clay can be mixed with the polymer in a solution

or with a polymer melt. It can also be obtained by

polymerizing the monomer previously intercalated into

the expanding lattice. Both ways of proceeding can lead,

under proper circumstances, to exfoliation of the alumi-

nosilicate. However, the use of the ‘‘organic’’ clay to

obtain exfoliated systems is more frequent. As pointed out

above, polymer-layered silicate nanocomposites (PLSNs)

are characterized by properties vastly superior to those of

ordinary microcomposites (nonlamellar nonporous sys-

tems) including barrier properties. The enhanced barrier

properties of PLSNs can be explained by the so-called

‘‘tortuous path model’’[16] given schematically in Fig. 3.

In this, model the ‘‘tortuosity’’ of the molecular

trajectory of the permeant is determined by several

parameters such as the length L of the lamellae and its

state of aggregation expressed by the transversal dimen-

sion of the particle W, concentration of the delaminated

Fig. 1 Structure of 2:1 phyllosilicates. (From Ref. [6]; #

Springer-Verlag, 1999.)

Table 2 Commonly used 2:1 phyllosilicatesa

2:1 Phyllosilicate General formula CEC[33] (mEq/100 g) Average lengthb (nm)

Montmorillonite Mx(Al4�xMgx)Si8O20(OH)4 119 218

Saponite MxMg6(Si8�xAlx)O20(OH)4 100 165

Hectorite Mx(Mg6�xLix)Si8O20(OH)4 55 46

aM= monovalent cation; x= degree of isomorphous substitution (0.5�x�1.3).
bAverage length of a delaminated clay particle.

Fig. 2 Scheme of different types of composite arising from the

interaction of layered silicates and polymers: (a) phase-separated

microcomposite; (b) intercalated nanocomposite; and (c)

exfoliated nanocomposite. (From Ref. [7]; # Elsevier Science,

2001.)
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clay f, and the mutual orientation of the lamellar planes

expressed by the order parameter S defined below:[17]

Ps

Pp

¼ 1� fs

1þ L

2W
fs

2

3

� �
Sþ 1

2

� � ð4Þ

S ¼ 1

2
h3 cos y2 � 1i ð5Þ

where Ps and Pp represent the permeabilities of the

polymer–silicate nanocomposite and pure polymer, re-

spectively; L and W are the average length and width of

a delaminated clay particle, respectively; and y is the

average angle between the normal direction n to the

barrier membrane and the normal direction to the surface

of the lamellar plane p, as shown in Fig. 4.

It follows from this model that for a given concentra-

tion f of the aluminosilicate, barrier properties are max-

imized for a composite with highly delaminated

aggregates (high L/W ratio) and a high degree of lamellar

orientation (S!1).

Preparation of Polymer-Layered
Silicate Nanocomposites

As pointed out earlier, several preparation methods of

PLSNs exist. One method frequently used is based on an in

situ intercalative polymerization of an inserted monomer.

In situ intercalative polymerization

A monomer in the form of a vapor, liquid, or solution in a

poorly adsorbing solvent is brought into contact with the

layered silicate.[18–27] The monomer interacting strongly

with the exchangeable cations can then be polymerized by

means of initiators, which may be deposited on the clay or

dissolved in the liquid phase. The polymerization can also

be brought about by gamma radiation. This method does

not lead to completely exfoliated nanocomposites. It

produces aggregated particles with a high silicate content

and an intergallery polymer in which the stereostructure

may keep a ‘‘memory’’ of its polymerization matrix.[19,20]

Intercalation by a molten polymer

In this method, the polymer is heated to a melt and

blended with the clay mineral.[28–32] The mineral may be

of a pristine hydrophilic nature or a modified ‘‘organic’’

hydrophobic clay. The blending may be assisted by

hydrodynamic shear forces (shear produced by mixing,

extrusion, etc.). Under such circumstances, the polymer is

likely to diffuse into the interstices and galleries of the

aluminosilicate particles. In the case of strong interactive

forces between segments of the polymer chain and the

lamellae of the aluminosilicate, exfoliation of clay

particles may take place, leading to polymer–clay hybrid

nanocomposites. The effectiveness of blending will de-

pend on parameters such as the melt viscosity, molecular

mass, segmental structure of the polymer, and its soft-

ening temperature. The advantages of this approach are its

simplicity, effectiveness, and the possibility of using a

variety of large-scale formulations.[13] The disadvantage

resides in the possibility of thermal degradation of the

polymer in the blend.

Exfoliation–adsorption from solvent

The clay mineral (often in its ‘‘organic’’ form) is treated by

a (relatively volatile) solvent with a high affinity for both

the polymer and the clay mineral.[33–35] The solvent

intercalates into the galleries of the aluminosilicate under

conditions leading to exfoliation. It is then blended with a

solution of the polymer. The polymer chain, through strong

segmental interactions with the surface of the individual

lamellae, replaces the solvent through cooperative seg-

mental diffusion. The elimination of the solvent through

evaporation leads then to formation of an ordered multi-

layer nanocomposite. This approach to the formation of

multilayered nanocomposites is not favored in industries

because of the high cost of solvents and of their disposal.

Electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly

In this technique, a clay mineral (‘‘organic’’ or pristine) is

deposited from a solution (or suspension) on a smooth

substrate (glass, mica, polymer, etc.) by dipping the sub-

strate into a solution of a positively charged polyelectro-

lyte.[36–40] Thus a positively charged surface is developed

on the substrate on which negatively charged, ordered

lamellae of aluminosilicate can be easily deposited by

dipping the now positively charged substrate into a

Fig. 3 The tortuous path model. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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suspension of a finely dispersed aluminosilicate preferen-

tially in a highly exfoliated state. An ordered, negatively

charged lamellar layer is formed on top of the positively

charged polymer. If necessary, the underlying substrate

can be disposed off, generating free-standing nanocom-

posite films.[41,42] The process of dipping can be repeated

and varied to build ordered multilayered systems with

several components, leading to a variety of film-forming

and membrane-forming nanocomposite materials, which

can be used for the separation of gases and vapors and other

barrier applications. This approach to forming organic/

inorganic nanocomposites has many advantages—it is

simple, economical, and flexible. A variety of high-

performance materials can be produced because of the

synergistic effects of individual organic and inorganic

components. It can be used directly in industries for coating

various substrates such as cellulose acetate,[42] PET,[43,44]

NafionTM,[45] etc.

Barrier Properties of Polymer-Layered
Silicate Nanocomposites

Messersmith and Giannelis[25,26] have reported on the

permeability to water vapor of nanocomposite films based

on poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) and delaminated organic

aluminosilicates prepared by in situ intercalative poly-

merization. An 80% reduction in water vapor permeability

compared to the unfilled PCL was observed for only a

4.8% volume of the aluminosilicate in the composite films

Fig. 4 Effect of sheet orientation on the relative permeability in exfoliated nanocomposites fs =0.05 and W=1 nm. (From Ref. [17]; #

American Chemical Society, 2001.)
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due probably to the increased tortuosity path length

(Fig. 5).[25]

Nanocomposites prepared by melt extrusion have

attracted much industrial attention because of the sim-

plicity of the preparation process and the possibility of

using a variety of large-scale formulations. Recently,

barrier properties of melt extruded clay nanocomposites

for ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol (EVOH),[28] polyethyl-

ene,[29] and polyamide[30] have been reported. Further-

more, property improvements for such nanocomposites

were observed in tensile strength and Young’s modulus.

In melt extrusion, it should be noted that the formation of

strong barrier membranes requires not only a good or-

ganoclay–polymer compatibility but also optimum proces-

sing conditions.[31]

Yano et al.[33,34] have reported the effects of the average

length of the exfoliated clay particles on gas (O2, H2O, and

He) permeabilities for polyimide nanocomposites prepared

by the exfoliation–adsorption method. According to

Eq. 4, the permeability depends on the length L of the

exfoliated clay particle (see Table 2 and Fig. 6).[33]

It should be also noted that a 2 wt.% concentration of

MMT in polyimide membranes reduced the permeability

coefficients of various gases by 50%.[34] Although the

barrier properties of polymer films containing conven-

tional fillers decrease linearly with the filler content, the

polyimide nanocomposites showed a much more pro-

nounced decrease of permeability as a function of the

filler content and of the aspect ratio of the particle, as

shown in Fig. 7.[35]

The technique of ELBL formation of barrier materials

was only very recently described. As pointed out earlier,

this method has a significant potential to form highly

ordered nanocomposites. The ordering of aluminosilicates

is an important factor in enhancing the barrier properties

of nanocomposite membranes. The first ELBL nanocom-

posite film was reported by Kleinfeld and Ferguson[40] An

example of materials and a schematic of the procedure for

an alternate layer-by-layer adsorption process are shown

in Fig. 8.[46]

In this process, exfoliated aluminosilicate nanoparticles

are prepared by means of extensive shaking, sonication,

and centrifugation of their water suspensions.[47] The

exfoliated particles of the aluminosilicates are then de-

posited on a substrate and a nanolayer of a cationic

polyelectrolyte is deposited on top of the exfoliated clay.

Fig. 6 Relative permeability with respect to water vapor as a

function of the average length of the exfoliated clay particle (as-

pect ratio) in polyimide–clay nanocomposites. (From Ref. [33];

# Wiley Interscience, 1997.)

Fig. 7 Relative permeability of CO2 as a function of clay

concentration in the polyimide–clay nanocomposites. The inset

illustrates a possible self-similar aggregation mechanism for the

clay platelets. (From Ref. [35]; # American Chemical Society,

2001.)

Fig. 5 Relative permeability (Pc/Po) vs. volume fraction

silicate for nanocomposite films. (From Ref. [25]; # Wiley

Interscience, 1995.)
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The thickness control of the nanofilm is maintained by a

repetition of steps described above. Kotov et al.[43] studied

the barrier properties of nanocomposite films of MMT and

cationic polyelectrolytes such as poly(vinylpyridinium)

(Fig. 9) and others using an untreated PET substrate.

The permeation rate of O2 decreased linearly with the

number of deposition cycles, as shown in Fig. 10.[43]

However, the permeation rate for water vapor did not

change regardless of the number of deposited layers

because of the intrinsic hydrophilic nature of the poly-

electrolytes and of the clay. Kim et al.[45] achieved a

substantial reduction in water vapor permeation rate using

cationic polyacetylenes substituted with a long alkyl chain

such as poly(N-octadecyl-2-ethynylpyridinium bromide)

and saponite nanoplatelets on NafionTM substrate (Fig. 11).

Such systems displayed an increase of barrier proper-

ties with the number of deposited layers and a very

substantial decrease of permeability with respect to the

substrate. For example, the water vapor permeability of

this nanocomposite decreased by 95% when compared to

the pristine NafionTM film.[45] This rather dramatic effect

may be explained by the formation of an ordered micellar

structure of polyacetylene furthered by the long hydro-

carbon substituent when adsorbed on the surface of the

clay platelet. In this respect, one can think that the partial

crystallinity of the polymer film, because of chain order

on surfaces (epitaxial or otherwise), can contribute to

enhancing the barrier properties of polymer–clay nano-

composites. Electrostatic layer-by-layer nanocomposite

Fig. 9 Structure of polyelectrolytes used for the preparation

of MMT–polyelectrolyte LBL assemblies. (From Ref. [43]; #

American Chemical Society, 2001.)

Fig. 10 Dependence of the permeation rate of oxygen through

PET substrate coated with (P1/M)n (�) and (P2/M)n (5) film on

the number of deposition cycles n. (From Ref. [43]; # American

Chemical Society, 2001.)

Fig. 11 Structure of poly(N-octadecyl-2-ethynylpyridinium

bromide).

Fig. 8 Procedure for alternate layer-by-layer adsorption. (From

Ref. [46]; # Elsevier Science, 2001.)
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films can be deposited on various substrates such as PET,

cellulose acetate, EVOH, etc. The technique of cross-

linking of polyelectrolyte films has also been reported to

contribute to the increase in vapor and gas barrier

properties of nanocomposite films while simultaneously

improving their pH stability, heat resistance, and mechan-

ical properties.[44,48] This effect was illustrated in the

case of heat-induced amide formation. Ku et al.[44] have

prepared electrostatically layered aluminosilicate nano-

composites by sequential deposition of poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH)/poly(acrylic acid)/poly(allylamine

hydrochloride)/saponite on PET film. The oxygen perme-

ability of cross-linked nanocomposites decreased with the

heating temperature (i.e., the degree of cross-linking).

Composite films prepared by 10 deposition cycles

followed by heating at 190�C for 2 hr produced films

with one third of the permeability of the uncoated PET

film. Therefore cross-linking of the multilayer compo-

nents may enhance water vapor and gas barrier properties.

As mentioned above, such properties depend also on the

crystallinity of the polymer layer and, in some cases, both

factors may contribute simultaneously to the increase of

barrier properties. Cross-linking also improves the me-

chanical properties of the film. In some applications, it is

needed to avoid food contact with inorganic materials in

nanocomposite packaging containers. Multilayered nano-

composites produced by using existing dies may be an

alternative for these applications. In this process, nano-

composite materials form an internal layer and are

sandwiched between two other unfilled polymer layers.

Nylon is a suitable material for a barrier layer because it is

an effective gas barrier and has good adhesion to PET.

The clay content of the central Nylon layer was reported

to range between 1% and 3 wt.%.[49] This approach can

improve recyclability and optical transparency.[13] In spite

of several advantages, it should be noted that barrier

properties of such nanocomposite films will be adversely

affected by the unfilled polymer layers.

MULTILAYERED POLYMER–POLYMER
NANOCOMPOSITES

Multilayered polymer–polymer nanocomposites (MPPNs)

are formed through nanolayers of different pristine

polymers deposited successively on top of each other.

The most direct method leading to the formation of

MPPNs is the electrostatic layer-by-layer (ELBL) self-

assembly described above. Multilayered polymer–poly-

mer nanocomposites are used in the formation of

protective barriers in which the advantageous properties

of its nanolayer components are combined to give

effective protection from various gases and vapors. Here

as in previously described nanocomposite films, because

of the nanodimensional thickness of such coatings and

films, a number of deleterious properties such as opacity,

Fig. 12 Heat-induced imidization of a poly(amic acid)/PAH film on a porous support. Neutralization of PAH occurs when it

contributes a proton for the formation of water. (From Ref. [55]; # American Chemical Society, 2001.)
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thermal resistance, and lack of flexibility leading to

mechanical failure can be avoided. It was reported that the

ordered nanolayered or microlayered coextrusion could

provide higher barrier properties when compared to the

conventional melt blends.[50] After coextrusion, the

permeability was measured and related to the number of

layers and morphology. Multilayered polymer nanocom-

posite films prepared by layer-by-layer self-assembly

without additives have been also investigated[51] for

gas, alcohol/water, ion, and proteins separation. Zhou

et al.[52,53] prepared poly(N-octadecyl-2-ethynylpyridi-

nium bromide) and PSS nanocomposite films on a

NafionTM substrate using ELBL assembly and Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB) techniques. The membranes displayed a

high permselectivity for oxygen (a=3.5–4.7) because of

the strong affinity of conjugated double bonds to

oxygen.[54] Sullivan and Bruening[55] recently reported

polyimide membranes on porous alumina supports

obtained through electrostatic deposition of poly(amic

acid) salts and PAH followed by heating at 250�C for 2 hr.

These are shown in Fig. 12. Such polyimide membranes

displayed high-flux permselectivities (O2/N2 up to 6.9 and

CO2/CH4 up to 68).

MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS

Thin film metal oxide on polymer substrates can be used

as barrier coatings and films in various applications

such as, for example, in protecting pharmaceuticals and

food products from oxygen.[56–60] In this process, many

attempts to optimize oxygen barrier properties have

been carried out with respect to adhesion, internal stress,

and nanoscopical and microscopical defects. The poly-

mer/metal oxide nanocomposites were also used as gas

separation membranes. Poly(amide–imide)/TiO2 nano-

composite membranes were also described.[58] The

permselectivities of such membranes attained 50.8 in

the case of H2/CH4 by using only 7.3% of the incorporat-

ed TiO2. In contrast to the conventional concept, Merkel

et al.[59] recently reported on the preparation of ultra-

permeable nanocomposite membranes using glassy amor-

phous poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne) (PMP) and fumed silica

particles. Although conventional, size-selective, polymer

membranes allow small molecules to preferentially per-

meate, the reverse-selective membranes allow larger

species to diffuse preferentially. The reverse selectivity

of such membranes results from inefficient chain packing,

producing an increase in the free volume of the polymer.

The nanosized filler particles such as fumed silica play an

important function as nanospacers, preventing rigid PMP

chains from orderly packing and thus increasing the

reverse selectivity. The nanocomposite structure of poly-

diacetylene (PDA) and silicic acid can be tuned by dif-

ferent hydrophilic head groups (EO)n, as shown in Fig. 13.

The hexagonally ordered PDA (n=5)/silica nanocompo-

sites showed significantly lower permeabilities when

compared to pure polymers.[60]

CONCLUSION

During the last decade, nanocomposite membranes were

extensively used in the formation of coatings, films, and

Fig. 13 The variety of micellar mesostructures obtained with monomers and polymers of diacetylene substituted with ethylene oxide

(EO) side groups of different lengths (n). (From Ref. [60]; # American Chemical Society, 2001.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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separation membranes. This field is characterized by

vigorous research in the area of barriers and permse-

lectivity. Exfoliation and ordering of aluminosilicate

nanoparticles are key factors for enhancing the barrier

properties of polymer–mineral nanocomposites. Among

various methods of membrane formation, ELBL self-

assembly was shown to be a promising technique. In

addition to synthetic and structural improvement of

such barrier materials, cost and production effectiveness

still have to be enhanced in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Solid bases catalyze a wide variety of chemical transfor-

mations (e.g., condensations, alkylations, cyclizations,

and isomerizations). However, compared with their solid

acid analogues, they have received relatively little

attention from the industrial and academic communities.

The search for novel solid bases that catalyze reactions

with high product selectivity, high reaction rate, and low

deactivation rate is an ongoing process. The following text

describes current research trends in the design and

utilization of nanostructured solid bases composed mainly

of supported metals and metal oxides.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The earliest use of alkalis was probably about 4000 B.C.

during the New Stone Age period in the production of

quicklime (CaO) by roasting limestone (CaCO3).[1] The

early uses of quicklime were for the removal of fat and

hair from leather and in the production of cement.

Around 3000 B.C., a dilute solution of potash (K2CO3)

produced by leaching ashes from wood fires was found

to have cleaning powers.[1] Adding fat to the solution

likely formed the first soap. At about the same time,

evidence shows that glass containing sodium carbonate

was also being produced. These early uses of bases

preceded the common uses of acids by several thousand

years. The first commonly used acid was probably acetic

acid because it was used to prepare white lead pigment

around 300–400 B.C.[1]

Despite the tremendous lead time in technology with

bases, applications in catalysis by solid bases lag far

behind that by solid acids. Tanabe and Holderich[2]

recently performed a statistical survey of industrial

processes using solid acids, solid bases, and acid–base

bifunctional catalysts and have counted 103, 10, and 14

industrial processes for these types of catalysts, respec-

tively. The number of acid-catalyzed processes outnum-

bers those catalyzed by solid bases by an order of

magnitude. However, as novel base materials are dis-

covered and new base-catalyzed reactions are found to be

commercially relevant, new processes are sure to appear.

DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF BASICITY

Basicity, in the context of the following discussion, can

be defined in the Lewis sense as the donation of electrons

from a solid surface to an acceptor species. Thus for a

typical solid base such as a metal oxide, the exposed

metal cation is regarded as a Lewis acid site and the

exposed oxygen atom is regarded as a Lewis base site, as

illustrated in Fig. 1. Because basicity is related to the

electronic charge on the oxygen atom, it is important to

understand how this charge depends on composition. One

very simple method that is often used to compare

structurally similar compounds is based on the interme-

diate electronegativity principle of Sanderson. The

Sanderson intermediate electronegativity (SE,int) of a

solid is calculated from the mean of the individual

electronegativities of the elements present according to

Eq. 1, where SE,Z is the individual electronegativity of

element Z and x is the atomic ratio of element Z present.

The general idea is that an equalization of the electro-

negativities in a compound results from electron transfer

that occurs in the formation of the compound.[3] The

calculation of the intermediate electronegativity takes

into account only the composition of the compound,

ignoring the effect of structure and surface composition.

From the Sanderson intermediate electronegativity, the

partial negative charge on oxygen (dq)O can be calculated

from Eqs. 2 and 3. A high partial negative charge on

oxygen indicates strong basicity of the oxide surface:

SE;int ¼ ð
Y

Sx
E;ZÞ

ð
P

xÞ�1

ð1Þ

DSE;O ¼ 2:08ðSE;OÞ1=2 ð2Þ

ðdqÞO ¼
ðSE;int � SE;OÞ

DSE;O
ð3Þ

Typical measurements of basicity are obtained by titration

with indicators having a wide range of pKa values. For

a reaction of an acid indicator BH with a solid base B*

(Eq. 4), the Hammett basicity function H� is defined by

Eq. 5, where [BH] is the concentration of the indicator

and [B�] is the concentration of its conjugate form. One
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problem with using adsorbed indicators to evaluate ba-

sicity is the interference of indicator reactions that are not

because of acid–base chemistry. In addition, evidence of

reaction is often provided by a color change, which re-

quires the use of colorless catalysts. Clearly, there is a need

for other methods to probe surface base sites:

BHþ B� () B� þ B�Hþ ð4Þ

H� ¼ pKa þ log
½B�

½BH


ð5Þ

One commonly used method to study solid base sites

involves adsorption of a probe molecule followed by

examination with infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Infrared

spectrometric studies of various probe molecules adsorbed

on solid bases have been reviewed by Lavalley.[4] One of

the major problems with this technique is that many of the

commonly used probe molecules decompose or react on

interaction with the basic site, and thus do not effectively

interrogate the catalyst surface. For example, pyrrole has

been found to dissociatively chemisorb on highly basic

metal oxides such as ThO2 and CeO2, forming the C4H4N�

pyrrolate anion.[4] A probe molecule should undergo

specific chemical interactions with the base sites without

dramatically altering the catalyst surface. Therefore the

search for a unique, widely applicable adsorbate molecule

to probe the surface base sites of heterogeneous catalysts is

a daunting process. No single probe is universally adept at

characterizing the active sites on all basic solids. Carbon

dioxide is probably the most widely used probe for surface

basicity because of its stability and ease of handling.

Because carbon dioxide is a weakly acidic molecule, it

selectively adsorbs on base sites. However, carbon dioxide

adsorption on metal oxides results in many different types

of surface species, which can complicate interpretation.

Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) of ad-

sorbed probe molecules can also be used to measure the

number and strength of sites found on solid base catalysts.

Because strongly bound probe molecules have high

adsorption energies, increased temperatures are necessary

to desorb these species. Experiments are typically per-

formed under identical experimental conditions (carrier

gas flow, heating rate, and sample size) so that a qualitative

comparison can be made between samples. During a TPD

experiment, the amount of desorbed molecules is often

monitored by mass spectrometry and the surface interac-

tions are explored with IR spectroscopy.

NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS
AS SUPPORTS FOR BASES

Alkali metals and metal oxides are among the strongest

bases known. However, these materials typically have a

very low surface area that limits their ability to be

effective catalysts. New material processing technology

can be used to create bulk materials with very high

surface-to-volume ratios (i.e., very small crystallite sizes),

but the resulting fine powders become very difficult to use

as heterogeneous catalysts. Therefore basic metals and

metal oxides are often supported on high surface area

carriers to achieve high dispersion of the base sites

without sacrificing ease of handling.

To illustrate the concept of supporting alkali metal

oxides on supports, Doskocil et al.[5] loaded rubidium onto

magnesia, titania, alumina, carbon, and silica by decom-

position of an impregnated acetate precursor at 773 K.

Results from x-ray absorption spectroscopy indicated that

the local structure around Rb was highly dependent on the

support composition. For example, the Rb–O distance was

significantly shorter on carbon and silica compared with

more basic carriers. Results from CO2 stepwise TPD

showed that Rb/MgO possessed strongly basic sites that

were not present on pure MgO. However, the basic sites

formed by Rb addition to the other supports were weaker

than those on Rb/MgO. The TPD experiments were

complemented by adsorption microcalorimetry of both

ammonia (titrates acid sites) and carbon dioxide (titrates

base sites) on the same samples.[6] Microcalorimetry

revealed that incorporation of rubidium onto the supports

neutralized acid sites and created new base sites. Decom-

position of 2-propanol at 593 K was used as a probe

reaction to relate catalytic activity to surface basicity.[5]

As anticipated, Rb/MgO and MgO were highly active and

selective for dehydrogenation of alcohol. The addition of

Rb to alumina and titania significantly decreased the

activity of the support oxides for the acid-catalyzed

dehydration of 2-propanol. Both reactivity and character-

ization results on Rb/SiO2 were consistent with the

formation of a highly disordered, weakly basic, surface

silicate phase that exhibited little activity for alcohol

decomposition. Evidently, highly basic rubidium oxide

reacted with the silica surface, probably through surface

hydroxyl groups, to form rubidium silicate. Because the

overall rate of acetone formation from 2-propanol

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of Lewis acid and Lewis base

sites on a metal oxide surface. M represents a surface metal

cation and O represents a surface oxygen anion.
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correlated with the ranking of support basicity, as

evaluated from the Sanderson intermediate electronega-

tivity principle, strongly basic alkali-containing catalysts

should utilize basic carriers to minimize alkali–support

interactions that lower base strength.

It has become clear that to have strongly basic catalysts

on conventional supports, the carrier should be precondi-

tioned with a base to create a surface phase that can

accommodate a strong base. Another strategy used to

support bases involves incorporation into the nanopores of

a crystalline material such as a zeolite. The following

discussion focuses on the most commonly studied

nanostructured materials that have been explored as

supports for base catalysts.

Zeolites

Zeolites are highly porous aluminosilicates that are

constructed from TO4 tetrahedra (T=tetrahedral atom,

e.g., Si, Al), with each apical oxygen atom shared with an

adjacent tetrahedron. When tetrahedra containing Si4+ and

Al3+ are connected to form a three-dimensional zeolite

framework, a negative charge is associated with each Al3+

atom. The negative framework charge is balanced by an

exchangeable cation to achieve electrical neutrality. Some

of the countercations in the zeolite pores can be readily

exchanged with other cations, altering the acid–base

character of the zeolite framework. Exchanging zeolites

with a less electronegative charge-balancing cation such

as cesium creates a more basic zeolite. An excellent

review of basic zeolites was written by Barthomeuf.[7]

The main feature that makes zeolites very interesting

nanostructured supports is that their pores are uniform in

size and are in the same size range as small molecules.

Zeolites are molecular sieves because they discriminate

molecules based on size. Molecules smaller than the pore

size are adsorbed in the crystal interior, whereas those that

are larger are excluded. This feature of zeolites creates a

unique reaction environment for supported base catalysts,

if the base sites are located in the micropores.

Alkali metal oxides in zeolite pores

Fig. 2 illustrates a typical procedure for incorporating

alkali metal oxide clusters into the pores of zeolite X.

Zeolite X is of the faujasite type with a Si/Al ratio ranging

from 1 to 1.5. The rather high content of aluminum in the

structure indicates that the framework has a substantial

negative charge that is balanced by exchangeable cations.

The exchangeable cations are usually replaced with heavy

alkali metal cations prior to impregnating an alkali metal

compound. In Fig. 2, an aqueous solution of cesium

acetate is impregnated into the micropores of Cs-

exchanged X zeolite. Thermal treatment in air is sufficient

to decompose the acetate precursor and leave behind

alkali metal oxide in the pores of the zeolite.

The basic properties of cesium oxide occluded in the

pores of zeolite X have been characterized by a wide

variety of methods, including CO2 adsorption microcal-

orimetry,[8,9] CO2 TPD,[9–14] IR spectroscopy of adsorbed

CO2,[10,15] nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-

copy,[10,16,17] and x-ray absorption spectroscopy.[15] For

basic zeolites containing occluded Cs oxide that have been

thermally activated at about 773 K, most of the CO2

desorbed with a peak temperature less than 573 K. This

result suggests a rather moderate base strength for the

occluded Cs species. In fact, results from CO2 adsorption

microcalorimetry indicated that most of the adsorption

sites at 373 K are characterized by an adsorption enthalpy

of about �100 kJ mol�1, which is hundreds of kilojoules

lower in magnitude than that anticipated for adsorption of

CO2 on a stoichiometric alkali metal oxide.

The stoichiometry of the occluded alkali metal oxide

cluster is still an open question. Lasperas et al.[13,14] used

TPD of CO2 from cesium oxide loaded onto CsX zeolite

to measure an adsorption stoichiometry of one CO2

Fig. 2 Synthesis procedure for preparing cesium oxide species in the supercages of Cs-exchanged zeolite X.
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desorbed per occluded pair of Cs atoms. Because that ratio

matches the ideal reaction stoichiometry of Cs2O plus

CO2 to form Cs2CO3, they concluded that the oxide in the

zeolite pores was likely Cs2O. In contrast, Bordawekar

and Davis[8] reported results from CO2 adsorption

microcalorimetry that indicated an adsorption stoichiom-

etry of one CO2 adsorbed per four occluded Cs atoms. An

explanation for the difference is not readily apparent.

What appears to be consistent from the various works is

that cesium is fairly well distributed throughout the zeolite

pores at loadings below about two cesium atoms per

supercage. At higher loadings, cesium deposits on the

external surface of the zeolite.

The rather moderate base strength evaluated by CO2

adsorption microcalorimetry suggests that the occluded Cs

is not in a form that is typical of a stoichiometric alkali

oxide. Krawietz et al.[18] recently reported that they could

not successfully prepare bulk-phase Cs2O by conventional

chemical methods, whereas stoichiometric lighter alkali

metal oxides could be prepared. The heavy alkali

preferred instead to form higher oxides. Their intriguing

result points to the possibility that higher oxides such as

cesium peroxide and cesium superoxide might be present

in zeolite-supported cesium oxide samples. Indeed, higher

oxides of Cs should exhibit less base strength than the

stoichiometric oxide Cs2O. Yagi and Hattori[19] have

shown that dioxygen retains its molecular identity when

adsorbed on thermally activated cesium oxide clusters

occluded in zeolite X. In other words, exposure of the

material to 18O2 yields both 18O2 and 16O2 in the gas

phase, with only traces of 18O16O being observed. A

mechanism involving the formation of peroxides was

invoked to explain the isotopic distribution. Although the

authors of that study speculate that the zeolite initially

contained Cs2O clusters, the presence of peroxides should

not be ruled out.

Intrazeolitic clusters of cesium oxide species are active

in a variety of base-catalyzed reactions. For example, the

decomposition of 2-propanol to acetone was catalyzed by

cesium oxide species in Y zeolite at a rate (based on

surface area) comparable to MgO.[20] In general, solid

bases catalyze the dehydrogenation of 2-propanol to

acetone, whereas solid acids typically catalyze dehydra-

tion to propene. Another reaction catalyzed by basic

materials is the cycloaddition of CO2 to an oxirane such as

ethylene oxide. The rather moderate adsorption strength

of CO2 on zeolites containing occluded alkali metal

oxides indicates that CO2 might be useful as a reagent in

catalytic reactions on these solids.

Reactions of CO2 with ethylene oxide and epoxypro-

pylbenzene were studied over a series of base catalysts,

including alkali-loaded X zeolites, Cs-loaded alumina,

magnesia, and a homogeneous catalyst, tetraethylammo-

nium bromide.[21] Interestingly, the site time yield

(defined here as the total number of product molecules

formed divided by the number of CO2 adsorption sites

divided by the total reaction time) of the homogeneous

catalyst was only three to four times greater than that of

the basic zeolite catalysts containing occluded alkali metal

oxide for the cycloaddition of CO2 to ethylene oxide.

Perhaps the most important part of that study was the

demonstration that the porosity of the catalyst influenced

the conversion of epoxides. A schematic illustration of the

concept is presented in Fig. 3. Ideally, the nonmicroporous

base MgO should catalyze CO2 addition to ethylene oxide

regardless of the presence of larger molecules because

MgO exposes very accessible catalytic surface sites.

However, steric restrictions in the pores of a zeolite should

affect ethylene oxide conversion in the presence of large

molecules. Table 1 summarizes the site time yields

measured during the various runs with pure and mixed

feeds. Pure ethylene oxide reacted at about the same rate

over the zeolite and MgO catalysts. For mixed epoxide

experiments, both epoxypropylbenzene and its cyclic

carbonate retarded the diffusion of ethylene oxide into

the zeolite pores and severely reduced (by almost an order

of magnitude) the rate of ethylene carbonate production.

However, the bulky reactant and product negligibly

affected (less than a factor of 2) the rate of ethylene

carbonate production over nonmicroporous MgO. These

results indicate that most of the basic sites of the zeolite

catalysts containing occluded alkali metal oxide species

were located within the micropore network and suggest

their use as shape-selective base catalysts. Future work

Fig. 3 Comparison of accessibility of the base sites on alkali-loaded zeolite and MgO.
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with these materials should exploit the molecular sieving

property of the zeolite support. Of course, care must be

utilized with highly polar solvents and products because

the alkali metal oxides would be expected to leach with

time in those liquid systems.

Zeolites containing occluded cesium oxide species are

also active catalysts in the double-bond isomerization of

1-butene,[8–12] even at temperatures as low as 273 K.[11,12]

The cis/trans ratio of the product 2-butenes typically

ranges from about 10 to 20, indicating a base-catalyzed

reaction path. Given the rather moderate base strength of

the catalysts as determined by CO2 microcalorimetry, the

high activity of the occluded cesium is quite impressive.

Because the active sites for butene isomerization are

readily poisoned by CO2, the active site density can be

measured by selective regeneration of the poisoned

catalyst at various temperatures. Using this method, Li

and Davis[9] discovered that about 5% of the base sites

titrated by CO2 adsorption at 373 K is responsible for

butene isomerization on CsOx/CsX. Evidently, most of

the basic sites counted by CO2 adsorption do not play any

role in the butene isomerization reaction. Similar conclu-

sions were reported by Yagi et al.[12] Only very few strong

basic sites account for the high activity of the catalysts.

Alkali metal clusters in zeolite pores

Zeolites containing alkali metals in the pores are strong

base catalysts. Martens et al.[22–25] have reported a unique

method for synthesizing zeolite-supported alkali metals via

azide precursors. Unlike their alkali metal counterparts, the

azides themselves are stable at ambient conditions.

Decomposition of the alkali azide in the pores of the

zeolite forms either ionic or neutral alkali metal clusters,

depending primarily on the heating rate used to decompose

the supported azide. As determined by electron spin

resonance (ESR) spectroscopy, a fast heating rate of 25 K

min�1 formed ionic clusters, whereas a slow heating rate of

1 K min�1 formed primarily neutral metal clusters.[23]

In separate studies, ESR spectroscopy of the alkali

metal-loaded KX zeolites indicated the formation of

potassium clusters, despite using other alkali azides as

precursors.[15,26] Apparently, the zeolite cations ex-

changed with the impregnated alkali either during azide

impregnation or thermal treatment. The reduction of

potassium ions by cesium metal makes sense thermody-

namically, but the reduction of potassium ions by sodium

metal is harder to rationalize. Perhaps the large amount of

potassium in the zeolite facilitates the transformation.

Quantitative work clearly needs to be done in this area.

Interestingly, some of the zeolites also exhibited broad

ESR lines at high g-values, indicating the presence of

additional extra lattice alkali metal clusters. The relative

importance of extra framework metal clusters in catalytic

reactions must be determined.

The microcalorimetry of O2 adsorption on thermally

activated zeolite samples containing occluded alkali metals

revealed very high initial enthalpies of �300 to �400 kJ

mol�1, possibly indicating the formation of alkali metal

oxides and peroxides.[8] However, the uptake of O2 was

always orders of magnitude lower than the content of alkali

metal azide that was loaded into the zeolites. Therefore the

active site density in these materials was probably very

low. Because adsorption of small molecules such as O2 and

CO2 is irreversible, poisoning of these catalysts can be

problematic if impure feeds are used.

The side-chain alkylation of aromatics with olefins is

catalyzed by strong solid bases such as alkali metals. Thus

Martens et al.[25] studied the side-chain alkylation of

alkylaromatics with ethylene over zeolites containing

occluded alkali metals. They observed that the alkylation

activity of Na metal in NaX zeolite was higher than that of

Na metal in NaY zeolite. In addition, the alkylation

activity for isopropylbenzene was lower than that of

ethylbenzene, possibly because of steric effects.

The liquid-phase alkenylation reaction of o-xylene

with butadiene to form 5-o-tolyl-2-pentene (OTP) is also

catalyzed by zeolite-supported alkali metals.[15] Like

toluene alkylation with ethylene, the alkenylation reaction

requires a stronger base site than that associated with

supported alkali metal oxides. The selectivity to OTP,

based on the total amount of monoalkenylated, dial-

kenylated, and trialkenylated products, was greater than

85% for o-xylene conversions ranging from 1% to 14%.

However, extra lattice metal clusters were evident on each

of the alkali–metal-loaded zeolites that were effective

catalysts for the alkenylation reaction, suggesting that

these clusters might be the active species. For each

Table 1 Addition of CO2 to epoxides over microporous

Cs-loaded zeolite X and nonmicroporous MgO

Catalysta Reactantb Productc
Site time

yieldd (hr�1)

CsOx/KX EO EC 250

EO+EPBz EC 31

BzD 14

MgO EO EC 309

EO+EPBz EC 189

BzD 29

aCsOx/KX is a catalyst prepared by impregnation of cesium acetate into

K-exchanged X zeolite followed by calcination at 773 K.
bEO=ethylene oxide; EPBz=2,3-epoxypropylbenzene.
cEC=ethylene carbonate; BzD=4-benzyl-1,3-dioxolan-2-one.
dDefined as (molecules of product)� (number of CO2 adsorption

sites)�1� (total reaction time)�1.

Source: Ref. [21].
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reaction in which OTP was produced, the solution color

indicated that alkali metal formed from the decomposition

of the supported azide may have leached into solution to

form an organoalkali complex. Thus catalytic activity was

likely because of metal species in the solution as well as

those associated with the zeolite (possibly through

reaction with the zeolite). Shape-selective reactions on

these catalysts might be problematic in the liquid phase.

Zeolites containing alkali metals also catalyze reac-

tions such as butene isomerization[8,22] and aldol conden-

sation of acetone.[25] However, these reactions do not

require the alkali to be in metallic form to be catalytic. It is

very likely that the alkali metal clusters are converted into

supported oxides or hydroxides during aldol condensation

because the ESR signal of the alkali metal disappeared on

exposure to acetone.[25] Nevertheless, the selectivity of

the aldol condensation reaction over various zeolite

catalysts indicates that the shape-selective environment

in the micropore can be important.

Amide and imide clusters supported in zeolites

Baba et al.[27,28] reported on the synthesis and catalytic

activity of low-valent ytterbium (Yb) and europium (Eu)

in the cages of Y zeolite. In their method, Yb or Eu metal

ingots were placed together with dehydrated zeolite Y

under a nitrogen atmosphere. Then, liquid ammonia was

introduced to the reactor that was cooled with dry ice and

ethanol. The metal dissolved in the ammonia and

subsequently impregnated into the zeolite pores. Ammo-

nia was removed from the sample by heating under

vacuum. The resulting materials catalyzed the selective

conversion of 1-butene at 273 K to cis-2-butene, which is

consistent with base catalysis. The cis/trans ratio of the

product 2-butene was �10 for the Eu-loaded sample and

�4.5 for the Yb-loaded sample.[27] The countercation of

the zeolite affected the activity of the catalysts according

to K>Rb>Cs >Na> Li. Potassium was the best cation,

presumably because only low levels of cation exchange

were achieved with the heavier alkalis.[27] The activity of

the catalysts also increased linearly with loading of Eu on

Y zeolite until �8 wt.% Eu was achieved.[27] At lower

levels, the Eu was apparently well dispersed in the zeolite

pores. The new materials were also effective in the

Michael reaction of 2-cyclopent-2-enon with dimethyl

malonate, another base-catalyzed reaction.[28] A very

important feature of these catalysts is that maximum

activity was achieved in base-catalyzed reactions after

evacuation pretreatment at 490 K.[28] Higher temperatures

caused a rapid decline in catalytic activity.

Characterization of the lanthanide-loaded zeolites

revealed some insights into the possible base sites

involved in the catalysis. Infrared spectroscopy of the

initial Yb-loaded zeolite Y before thermal treatment

showed the presence of amide species.[28] The amide

peaks in the IR spectrum decreased with evacuation

temperature and nearly disappeared by 473 K, which is

consistent with decomposition of the amide species. The

x-ray absorption spectrum associated with the Yb L2 edge

was also recorded for Yb-loaded zeolite as a function of

evacuation temperature.[28] The shape of the absorption

edge was used to derive the relative amounts of Yb2 + and

Yb3 + in the sample. Interestingly, the temperature at

which the maximum in activity occurred for base catalysis

(�490 K) almost coincided with the highest level of Yb2 +

in the sample. Heating to higher temperatures increased

the relative amount of Yb3 + compared with Yb2 +[28] and

lowered the dispersion of Yb throughout the zeolite.[29] A

reasonable model for the thermal evolution of these

materials involves occluded amides (NH2)2 and (NH2)3 at

low temperature, occluded imide NH at moderate tem-

perature, and occluded nitrides at the highest temperature.

The imide is the likely species responsible for base

catalysis on these materials.

Mesoporous (Alumino)Silicates

The aluminosilicate form of MCM-41 is a mixed oxide

that is templated with large surfactant molecules during

synthesis to yield a solid with highly oriented, unidimen-

sional mesopores in a nanometer size range that depends

on the surfactant size.[30] Although the pores are packed in

a regular hexagonal array, the local structure of the

aluminosilicate wall is amorphous. A pure silica form of

MCM-41 can also be synthesized. As discussed earlier,

the charge imbalance because of the presence of Al3 + in a

silicate framework requires extra framework cations for

electrical neutrality. Alkali metal cations can be used to

form a basic mesoporous solid, similar to a zeolite.

Although the ion-exchanged MCM-41 materials are

weakly basic, base strength can be improved by incorpo-

ration of occluded cesium in the mesopores by an

impregnation method similar to that depicted in Fig. 2.

Kloetstra and van Bekkum[31] reported that Na-ex-

changed and Cs-exchanged MCM-41 are selective, wa-

ter-stable, recyclable catalysts for the base-catalyzed

Knoevenagel condensation of benzaldehyde and ethyl

cyanoacetate. The same group also reported on the base

catalysis of occluded Cs species in the pores of MCM-41

for the Michael addition of diethyl malonate to chal-

cone[31] and to neopentyl glycol diacrylate.[32] Results

from TPD of adsorbed CO2 and catalytic activity for the

Michael addition showed that basicity increased with

occluded Cs loading. The researchers also noted an un-

fortunate problem with the stability of the support to

repeated thermal cycles, presumably because of the forma-

tion of cesium silicate. However, the framework stability

of the MCM-41 was observed to increase with increasing
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aluminum content. More recently, Kloetstra et al.[33] have

added La to Cs-loaded MCM-41 materials and demon-

strated their activity in both Knoevenagel condensation

and Michael addition reactions. The combined results

from these studies revealed that the base sites formed by

occlusion of basic compounds in the pores of MCM-41 are

not significantly different than those formed on other

amorphous (alumino)silicates. The major advantage of

these catalysts appears to be the high surface area of the

support oxide that is exposed in the mesopores. The large

pores of MCM-41, compared with those of zeolite

molecular sieves, permit the adsorption and reaction of

relatively large molecules that are relevant to fine

chemicals synthesis.

A unique approach to synthesizing stronger base sites

in MCM-41 involves the immobilization of a strong

organic base on the pore wall. For example, Rao et al.[34]

reported recently the synthesis and reactivity of a strong

base catalyst in which a guanidine base is covalently

coupled to the silicate wall of pure silica MCM-41. Their

synthetic strategy is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.

The pore walls of MCM-41 were first treated with

3-trimethoxylsilylpropoxymethyloxirane to provide a re-

active tether to the silica. Next, 1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]-

dec-5-ene (TBD) was put in contact with the oxirane-

derivatized MCM-41 to react with the NH group and to

couple the strong base to the solid. The materials appeared

to be much more effective solid base catalysts in Michael

addition reactions than Cs-containing MCM-41 because

milder reaction temperatures and shorter reaction times

were used to achieve high product yield.

Carbogenic Molecular Sieves

Carbogenic molecular sieves (CMS) formed by pyrolysis

of a poly(furfural alcohol)–poly(ethylene glycol) mixture

are chemically inert, nanoporous supports that can host Cs

atoms to form strong base catalysts.[35] The nanopores are

narrowly distributed about a mode of 0.5 nm. Stevens and

Foley[35] prepared Cs/CMS material by a vapor-phase

deposition method in which Cs metal was heated together

with CMS in vacuum. A unique feature of this material is

its lack of pyrophoricity, which offers a strong advantage

over cesium metal and graphite Cs compounds. Despite

their nonpyrophoric nature, the Cs/CMS materials still

reduce liquid water to produce H2. Results from magnetic

susceptibility measurements and EPR spectroscopy indi-

cate that a significant number of unpaired electrons

resided in Cs/CMS. Interestingly, the value of the g-factor

for Cs/CMS suggests that the electrons from Cs were

actually donated to the carbon support.[36]

The Cs/CMS materials were shown to be active in a

variety of base-catalyzed reactions, including those

requiring strong basicity typically associated with alkali

metals. For example, side-chain alkylation of toluene with

propene was observed at 4 bar and temperatures ranging

from 423 to 673 K.[37] In addition, benzene coupling to

biphenyl was measured over these materials at 2 bar and

723 K.[36] The catalysts have also demonstrated catalytic

activity in double-bond isomerization of 1-butene at

temperatures as low as 298 K.[35] It is important to note

that a second pore system, with a center of distribution at

�10 nm, was needed to facilitate the transport of reactant

molecules to the active sites in the nanopores.[35] Catalysts

without this ‘‘transport porosity’’ were not very active.

Stevens et al.[38] purposefully exposed Cs/CMS to air

to create a highly dispersed alkali metal oxide or

hydroxide in carbon nanopores. They discovered new

peaks in x-ray diffraction pattern that were attributed to a

crystalline form of cesium hydrous oxide, but the pattern

did not match known cesium oxides or hydroxides. These

materials were also tested as catalysts in the aldol

condensation of acetone to isophorone. Compared with

an analogous catalyst prepared by wet impregnation of

Fig. 4 Synthesis procedure for anchoring organic strong base in the pores of MCM-41 mesoporous silica.
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CsOH solution, the oxidized Cs/CMS was more active and

more selective to isophorone. Apparently, a higher

dispersion of active material was achieved with the vapor

deposition method followed by oxidation.

Hydrotalcite

Hydrotalcite is an anionic clay mineral with the structural

formula Mg6Al2(OH)16(CO3) 4H2O.[39] The structure

consists of brucite-like layers (Mg(OH)2) that are posi-

tively charged because of the partial substitution of Al3 +

for Mg2 +. To balance the positive layer charge, carbonate

anions are located in the interlayer spaces, together with

waters of hydration. The synthetic form of hydrotalcite

can be prepared with a variable Al content and a variety of

charge-compensating anions.[40] An interesting feature of

hydrotalcite for base catalysis is the nature of the solid

after thermal treatment. Reichle et al.[41] reported that

heating hydrotalcite to about 723 K caused the loss of

interlayer water and carbon dioxide, as well as dehydrox-

ylation of the brucite-type layers. However, this thermal

treatment neither changed crystal morphology, nor caused

exfoliation of the layered structure. A large increase in

surface area with heating was a result of the creation of

small pores (2–4 nm radius) perpendicular to the crystal

surface. Additionally, Rey et al.[42] reported that thermal

treatment of hydrotalcite creates a substantial number of

micropores with radius smaller than 1.75 nm.

Thermally treated hydrotalcite is known to be active in

a variety of base-catalyzed reactions.[39,43,44] The compo-

sitional variability that hydrotalcites afford suggests that

these solid base catalysts can be ‘‘tuned’’ by direct

synthesis methods. For example, Fishel and Davis[45]

studied the reactions of 2-propanol and 1-butene over

thermally activated hydrotalcites having different amounts

of Al in the structure. Table 2 summarizes the turnover

frequencies (TOFs), or rates of product formation normal-

ized by the number of surface sites, for the various

reactions. Because the TOFs were based on the adsorption

capacity of carbon dioxide, the TOF of a structure-

insensitive base-catalyzed reaction should be relatively

constant at a given temperature and pressure. Indeed, the

invariance of the TOF for acetone formation from 2-

propanol over MgO, Mg:Al mixed oxides (from thermal

treatment of hydrotalcite) and Al2O3 supports the idea of

structure insensitivity. In contrast to the dehydrogenation

results, the turnover rate for 2-propanol dehydration

increased by three orders of magnitude as the catalyst

was changed from magnesia to alumina. Apparently, the

surface sites counted by CO2 adsorption did not function

equally well for alcohol dehydration. This trend is

expected because dehydration is usually considered an

acid-catalyzed reaction. In addition, the mechanism for

secondary alcohol dehydration over basic oxides differs

from that over alumina. It is of interest to note that the TOF

of base-catalyzed isomerization of 1-butene (Table 2) was

also a strong function of composition, with magnesia being

the most active. As discussed earlier, adsorption of CO2

does not provide an accurate measure of the active base

sites for olefin isomerization. Nevertheless, the results in

Table 2 clearly show the adjustability of catalytically

active surfaces on thermally treated hydrotalcites.

CONCLUSION

In a recent review of industrial processes catalyzed by

solid acids and bases, Tanabe and Holderich[2] showed

that commercial base catalysts consist mainly of alkali

metal and alkaline earth metal oxides, hydroxides, and

carbonates in bulk form, or supported on a common

carrier such as alumina. In several cases, alkali metals are

also supported on a basic carrier.

The porous nanostructure of zeolites, MCM-41,

and CMS provides a unique, shape-selective reaction

environment in which novel base catalysts can be

prepared. Recently, Merck and Co. created a pilot plant

scale process to synthesize 4-methyl thiazol using a

Table 2 Turnover frequencies of 2-propanol and 1-butene reactions over MgO, thermally treated hydrotalcites, and Al2O3
a

Catalystb
TOF of acetone

formationc(10�3 sec�1)

TOF of propene

formationc (10�4 sec�1)

TOF of 1-butene

isomerizationd (sec�1)

MgO 2.6 0.82 0.22

Mg:Al, 5:1 3.3 2.1 0.18

Mg:Al, 3:1 2.3 4.4 0.10

Mg:Al, 2:1 2.7 11.5 0.093

Al2O3 1.9 750 0.0071

aTurnover frequency is the rate of product formation divided by the number of surface sites counted by CO2 adsorption.
bCalcined for 4 hr at 823 K in flowing He.
c2-Propanol decomposition temperature was 593 K.
dReaction temperature was 340 K.

Source: Ref. [45].
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catalyst composed of cesium sulfate impregnated into

ZSM-5 zeolite.[46] As research progresses on basic species

located on nanostructured supports, additional base-cata-

lyzed commercial processes that utilize these advanced

materials will appear.

The compositional variability of hydrotalcites offers a

tremendous opportunity to adjust the acid–base properties

of Mg:Al mixed oxide surfaces for base catalysis. Indeed,

Henkel KGaA developed a new heterogeneous catalyst,

formed by roasting synthetic hydrotalcite at 773 K, for the

production of narrow molecular weight distribution

ethoxylates from etherification of ethylene oxide in the

presence of fatty alcohols.[2] The presence of both acid

and base sites on the materials introduces the concept of

acid–base bifunctional catalysis, which is beyond the

scope of this article.

For additional information on base catalysis, the reader

is referred to Refs. [47–50].
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INTRODUCTION

Bimetallic layered nanocomposites, composed of alter-
nating layers of soft metals, are shown to possess ultra-
high yield strengths, often approaching the theoretical
limits defined for perfect crystals. For example, nano-
layered composites made from ordinary soft metals
such as Cu, Ni, Nb, etc. each with strength on the order
of a few tens of MPa in the bulk can achieve strengths
in excess of 2–3GPa. More importantly, the conven-
tional descriptions relating mechanical properties to
the microstructural dimensions do not extrapolate to
nanometer dimensions. The mechanisms that deter-
mine strength and failure limits of nanoscale materials
lie within new realms of behavior. This overview starts
with a description of the synthesis methods and the
microstructures of bimetallic layered nanocomposites.
The layer thickness dependence of the yield strengths
of the nanocomposites, in the length scale range of
submicrometer to �1 nm, is shown for a variety of
material systems. Different functional dependences
of layer thickness on strength are interpreted using dis-
location models of strengthening. Dislocation pileup
based Hall–Petch (H–P) model is applicable at sub-
micrometer to a few tens of nanometer length scales.
At smaller thicknesses, confined layer slip (CLS) of
single dislocations provides the strength increase with
decreasing layer thickness. A peak in strength is usually
achieved at layer thickness of around 2–5nm. This peak
is determined by the stress needed for single-dislocation
transmission across interfaces. Atomistic modeling
results that explore the slip transmission stress for unit
dislocations across coherent and incoherent interfaces
are described. We show that the mechanical properties
of bimetallic layered composites can be tailored via
length scales as well as interface properties.

BACKGROUND

The ability to refine the microstructural length scales,
such as grain size, twin spacing, or interphase spacing,
of materials creates opportunities to develop ultrahigh
strength materials without suffering a corresponding

loss in toughness.[1] Nanoscale design may allow the
synthesis of materials with strengths approaching the
theoretical limit. Although the theoretical strength
limit may be determined in various ways, the theore-
tical shear strength for perfect crystals is estimated to
be in the range of m=2p to m=30, where m is the shear
modulus.[2] For many metals, this theoretical limit
corresponds to stresses of 1–5GPa. In contrast, the
experimentally measured critical resolved shear
strengths are about 5–50MPa for pure, single crystal
metals. This huge difference arises from the fact that
perfect crystals contain no dislocations, the defects that
transmit slip at very low applied stresses in typical
metals.[2] Indeed, yield strengths in excess of 1GPa
have been observed in carefully synthesized metallic
whiskers that are near-perfect crystals with no glide
dislocations.[3] However, the initial yield of such whis-
kers is followed by catastrophic nucleation of many
glide dislocations resulting in large drops in the stress
needed to sustain plastic flow. Furthermore, whiskers
have severe limitations with regard to the shapes and
sizes that can be synthesized. Therefore, the traditional
approaches to strengthen metals, have involved meth-
ods that impede the motion of dislocations by means
of obstacles such as grain or phase boundaries, rather
than attempting to produce dislocation-free materials.
Grain size refinement to the micrometer range by
thermomechanical treatments is effective in increasing
the strength of typical metals above 100MPa. Further
increases in strength, of pure metals at room tempera-
ture, are achievable by reducing grain dimensions to
the 100nm ranges by severe plastic deformation (SPD)
approaches such as equal-channel angular pressing or
high-pressure torsion. Such methods are capable of
producing high purity metals with yield strengths of
several hundred MPa,[4,5] but microstructures with a
uniform grain size in the nanometer range has not
yet been achieved by SPD methods. For a discussion
of mechanical properties of three-dimensional struc-
tural nanomaterials the reader is directed to another
review entry of this Encyclopedia.[6]

Bimetallic layered nanocomposites, produced by
deposition methods (described in the following sec-
tion), serve as good model systems to investigate the

Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology DOI: 10.1081/E-ENN-120013790
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mechanical behavior of metallic materials where the
layer dimension can be refined, in a well-controlled
manner, from hundreds of nanometers down to below
1 nm. The synthesis methods, microstructures and
mechanical properties of this class of nanocomposites
are reviewed in this article, with emphasis on correlat-
ing mechanical behavior with bimetallic interface
properties and layer thickness.

SYNTHESIS AND MICROSTRUCTURES

There are two commonly used synthesis methods that
are discussed here. First, is a ‘‘top down’’ approach
involving SPD of bulk sheets.[7–9] The starting materials
are tens or hundreds of micrometers thick individual
metal sheets that are alternately stacked and subjected
to repeated hot pressing–cold rolling–annealing cycles
to produce bulk nanolaminate sheets. A typical pro-
cessing cycle employed for Fe=Ag multilayers[7,8] is
described below. Hundred sheets (13mm � 18mm)
each of 50mm thick Fe and 30mm thick Ag were stacked
together and pressed in a controlled temperature and
atmosphere to bond the metal sheets. The bonded
stacked was then rolled in ambient atmosphere to reduce
the thickness of the layers. The rolled sheets were then
annealed at 873K to reduce the hardness, while main-
taining the layered microstructure, before the next
pressing–rolling cycle. After the second pressing–rolling
step, the average Ag layer thickness was 20nm. Since
annealing after cold rolling leads to some coarsening,
an alternate procedure eliminating the annealing step,
results in an average Ag layer thickness of 4 nm. Similar
results were obtained for Fe–Cu[8] and Cu–Al[9] multi-
layers as well. This press–rolling synthesis approach
could effectively reduce the metal layer thickness from
tens of micrometers to a few nanometers (a factor of
104), although the resulting nanolaminates do not have
very uniform interlamellar spacing.

Deposition methods, either electrodeposition or
physical vapor deposition (PVD) such as magnetron
sputtering or electron-beam evaporation, are more
commonly used to synthesize bimetallic layered nano-
composites. These ‘‘bottom-up’’ synthesis methods
offer several advantages. First, any two (or more)
metals (or ceramics) can be alternately deposited to
produce a layered composite. Second, the individual
layer thicknesses can be controlled to within an atomic
layer (unlike many techniques that produce a distri-
bution in grain sizes). Third, the products have high
purity, and are porosity free. Fourth, self-supported
samples with total thicknesses of tens of micrometers,
or more, are readily synthesized so that a variety of
nanomechanical characterization may be performed
such as nanoindentation, microtensile testing, and
large strain deformation via cold rolling.

Electrodeposition synthesis of nanolaminates is
accomplished by using an electrolyte from which two
different metals can be deposited by varying the
applied voltage.[10–12] For example, Cu–Ni nanolami-
nates with a total foil thickness of 50 mm and individual
layer thickness down to �1 nm are electrodeposited
from a nickel sulfamate bath containing Cu.[11] The
constraint of finding an electrolyte from which two dif-
ferent metals can be electrodeposited limits the number
of nanolaminate systems that can be synthesized by
electrodeposition.

Magnetron sputtering, ion-beam sputtering, and
electron-beam evaporation are widely used to synthesize
nanolaminates.[13–16] To synthesize a multilayered film,
shutters are alternated, typically through a computer-
controlled stepper motor, between two different
sputtering targets or e-beam melted sources. In another
design, the sample stage can be rotated to alternately
face the two (or more) sputtering targets for sequential
deposition of the individual layers that make up the
multilayer stack. The typical deposition rates vary
from 2 to 20 Å=sec. Thousands of bilayers can be easily
deposited to produce samples with total thickness
>10 mm in a few hours. To sputter metal nitride layers,
reactive sputtering is used in an Ar=N2 gas mixture
while sputtering from the metal target. For sputtering
of insulating materials, rf power instead of dc is
applied to the target. In both evaporation and sputter-
ing, the substrate can be either heated or cooled. Often
elevated temperature deposition, at least of the seed
layer, is needed to produce single crystal growth of
deposited layers. Energetic particle bombardment of
the growing film, at any temperature, provides an addi-
tional way to control the density, residual stress, and
texture of the films. A separate ion-gun added in the
evaporator can be used to bombard the growing film
(ion-beam assisted deposition). For sputtering, a nega-
tive dc bias can be applied to the substrate (which is
otherwise kept at ground potential) to induce Arþ

bombardment of the growing film. Both sputtering[17]

and evaporation[18,19] techniques have been used to
prepare nanolaminates with total thicknesses of several
hundred micrometers.

Typical microstructures of bimetallic layered com-
posites synthesized via sputter deposition techniques
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Using shadow masks dur-
ing sputtering allows the synthesis of self-supported
dog-bone shaped tensile samples (Fig. 1A) that are
more than 10 mm thick but consist of thousands of
nanometer thick alternating layers of the two con-
stituent metals. An example of 1 nm thick Cu=Nb
multilayer is shown in Fig. 1B. Room temperature
deposition on substrates such as Si with an oxide
layer typically produces a textured, nanocrystalline
structure within the layers. An example of such a
polycrystalline microstructure is shown in Fig. 2A

2 Bimetallic Layered Nanocomposites: Synthesis, Structure, and Mechanical Properties



for a 75 nm thick Cu=Nb multilayer, with the cor-
responding selected area diffraction pattern shown
in Fig. 2B. For fcc=bcc systems such as Cu=Nb, the
crystal of one layer is oriented relative to the
adjacent layers by the Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation
relationship: f1 1 0gNb==f1 1 1gCu, h1 1 1iNb==
h1 1 0iCu,[20] and the interface plane is f1 1 0gNb==
f1 1 1gCu. Elevated temperature deposition or room
temperature deposition on carefully cleaned substrates
such as HF etched Si is typically needed to produce
single crystalline multilayer structures.[14,15,21–23]

LAYER THICKNESS DEPENDENCE
OF STRENGTH

The general trends in the dependence of strength on: 1)
microstructural length scales; and 2) the physical prop-
erties of the constituents layers may be discerned by
studying a variety of model multilayered systems.
Table 1 lists the systems investigated by the authors’
team that largely form the basis of the following dis-
cussion. In all these multilayers, the individual layer
thicknesses of the two constituents were equal. Thus,
the mechanical behavior could be interpreted in terms

of a single length scale: layer thickness (h) that is
one-half of the bilayer period. Note that two cate-
gories, fcc=fcc and fcc=bcc, of material systems are
studied. For each category, systems were selected so as
to cover a wide range of elastic moduli and lattice
parameter mismatches.

Hardness, based on nanoindentation measurements,
of the systems listed in Table 1 is shown in Fig 3. For
all systems, hardness scales linearly with 1=

p
h for

h > �50 nm. This observation is consistent with slip
involving groups of dislocations such as the dislocation
pileup on which the H–P model[24] is based. Such pile-
ups possess a mechanical advantage in which the stress
available to transmit slip through a barrier is equal to
the applied stress times the number of dislocations in
the pileup. Equivalently, the 1=

p
h dependence is

clearly an indication that the stress near the head of
the pileup is proportional to the square root of the
length of the pileup, a result that holds as long as there
are many dislocations in the pileup. For smaller layer
thicknesses (typically, h < �50 nm), the pileups con-
tain too few dislocations for this scaling law to be
applicable and critical slip events involve a very few
or single dislocations. From Fig. 3, as the layer thick-
ness is reduced below the H–P range, three kinds of

Fig. 1 (A) Photograph of a 20mm thick sputter-
deposited tensile sample of a Cu–Nb multi-
layer; (B) high-resolution TEM image showing

the internal nanostructure of the bulk tensile
sample, consisting of alternating 1 nm thick
Cu and Nb layers. (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 (A) Bright field TEM image and
(B) corresponding selected area diffraction
pattern of a 75 nm layer thickness Cu–Nb mul-
tilayer. Note the polycrystalline, f1 1 0gNb==
f1 1 1gCu textured microstructure.
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functional dependence of hardness on h are observed:
1) at 5 nm < h < 50 nm range, hardness increases with
decreasing h but more slowly than 1=

p
h scaling; 2) a

peak in hardness is reached when h is on the order
of 2 nm; and 3) at h < 2 nm, some systems exhibit a
small drop in hardness. The maximum strength
achieved in all these systems, estimated from hardness
divided by a factor of 3, are typically greater than 10
times the rule-of-mixtures estimates based on bulk
properties.a In addition to establishing the functional
dependence of strength on length scale, Fig. 3 also
allows comparison of strengths of different systems
at equal layer thicknesses. Such comparisons reveal
significant differences in the maximum achievable
strengths. These differences are elucidated in the mole-
cular dynamics (MD) simulations described later.

The data shown in Fig. 3 are summarized in
Table 2 along with information on other metallic
multilayers.[26–38] The data compiled in Table 2 show
that the peak strength for most systems is typically
on the order of 1.5–2.5GPa. When expressed as a frac-
tion of the Young’s modulus of the composite (Ec), the
peak strength is typically within a factor of 2–4 of a
lower-bound estimate of the theoretical strength of
perfect crystals (�Ec=25). For systems where data are
available at larger bilayer periods where H–P behavior
is observed, the H–P slope is calculated and shown in
Table 2. For a given type of material systems, e.g.,
polycrystalline fcc-fcc such as Ag–Cu, Cu–Ni, and
Cu–SS330, note that the H–P slope increases with Ec.
Similar trend is observed in polycrystalline fcc-bcc

systems (Cu–Nb, Cu–Cr, and Pt–Fe). A high H–P
slope indicates a strong resistance of interfaces to
transmission of piled-up dislocations. For a given layer
thickness, material systems with a higher H–P slope
have higher strength. The intrinsic resistance of inter-
faces to slip transmission is discussed in the section
on atomistic modeling.

SINGLE-DISLOCATION-BASED DEFORMATION
MECHANISMS

As discussed above, at nanometer length scales when
the dislocation pileup based mechanisms do not apply,
three kinds of functional dependence of strength on

aThe ratio, H=sy � 3, is a commonly used rule-of-thumb relating

hardness (H) to strength (sy). For Cu–Nb we measured tensile

strengths of �1.1 and �1.4 GPa for h ¼ 75 nm[25] and h ¼ 40 nm,

respectively. The corresponding hardness of these composites were

3.6 � 0.2 and 4 � 0.2GPa, respectively, consistent with the factor

of 3 rule. We do not, however, espouse the universality of this rule

as systems with very weak interfaces may exhibit a significantly

different ratio.

Table 1 Summary of the multilayered systems for which mechanical properties are reported in Fig. 3

System (production method)

Crystal

structure Orientation relationship

Modulus

ratioa, EX/ECu

Lattice

mismatchb (%)

Cu–Ag (evaporation) fcc=fcc h1 1 1i texture 0.64 12.1

Cu–Ni (evaporation) fcc=fcc h1 0 0i single crystalline 1.54 2.66

Cu–330SS (sputtering)c fcc=fcc h1 1 1i texture 1.51 0.92

Cu–Nb (sputtering) fcc=bcc Kurdjumov–Sachsd 0.80 11.1

Cu–Cr (sputtering) fcc=bcc Kurdjumov–Sachs 2.15 2.33

Cu–304SS (sputtering) fcc=bcc Kurdjumov–Sachs 1.5 2.9
aRatio of the Young’s modulus of the second phase to the modulus of Cu.
bLattice mismatch ¼ (d1 � d2)=f(d1 þ d2)=2g where d1 and d2 are the spacings of planes forming the interface.
c330SS and 304SS are austenitic stainless steels 330 and 304 respectively; 304SS adopts a bcc structure when sputter deposited.
df1 1 0gbcc==f1 1 1gfcc; h1 1 1ibcc==h1 1 0ifcc.

Fig. 3 Nanoindentation measured hardness of a variety of
Cu-based multilayers. Linear fit to the hardness vs. 1=

p
h

data, at h > �50 nm, is consistent with Hall–Petch model.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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layer thickness are observed: 1) strength increase with
decreasing layer thickness; 2) a strength maximum
independent of layer thickness; and 3) a drop in
strength with decreasing layer thickness. The single-
dislocation-based mechanisms that give rise to these
behaviors are discussed below.

Confined Layer Slip

Strength increase with decreasing layer thickness at
length scales where dislocation pileups do not form

is interpreted in terms of the confined layer slip
mechanism that involves propagation of single-
dislocation loops parallel to the interfaces.[36,39–45]

For macroscopic yielding of the composite, both
metallic layers must co-deform by CLS of Orowan
loops, as shown in Fig. 4A. An example of CLS is
the formation of misfit dislocations during coherency
loss of very thin epitaxial Ni layers on a thick Cu under
layer. The misfit dislocation formation mechanism is
the glide of existing threading dislocations, confined
to the Ni layer. As a glide loop propagates, it deposits
an interface dislocation in the Ni=Cu bilayer.[44]

Table 2 Mechanical properties of bimetallic layered nanocomposites

Multilayer system rmax (GPa) h (nm) at rmax

rmax as a

fraction of Ec

H–P slope

(MPa
p
m) Reference

fcc-fcc

Cu–Ni 1.6 5 Ec=100 0.14 [21, 26]

0.10a [1, 27]

Ag–Cu 1.5 1.2 Ec=70 0.11 [28]

0.11a [29]

Au–Ni 2.1 1–2 Ec=70 nr [30]

Ag–Ni 2.08 5 Ec=70 nr [31, 32]

Cu–SS330 1.7 5 Ec=100 0.204 [33]

Al–Al3Sc
b 1 1.5 (Al3Sc); 50 (Al) Ec=75 nr [34]

fcc-bcc

Ag–Cr 1.63 2.5 Ec=100 nr [35]

Cu–Nb 2.2 2.5 Ec=55 0.18 [26, 36]

Cu–Cr 2.3 2.5–10 Ec =80 0.30 [26, 36]

Pt–Fe 3.2 2 Ec=65 0.23 [35]

Cu–304SS 1.8 5 Ec=95 0.30 [37]

bcc-bcc

Fe–Cr (sc) 2.8 2 Ec=80 nr [35]

Mo–W 6.5 5 Ec=55 nr [38]

smax is the maximum strength for that system estimated from nanoindentation measured hardness divided by a factor of 3.

Ec is the rule-of-mixtures Young’s modulus for the multilayer.

H–P slope refers to the Hall–Petch slope obtained from data where hardness scales with h�0.5. nr (not reported).
aSlope from tensile data.
bAl3Sc is fcc-based ordered L12 structure.

Fig. 4 (A) Schematic illustration of the confined

layer slip in bimetallic layered nanocomposites.
Glide of a dislocation loop confined to an indivi-
dual layer results in deposition of dislocation seg-

ments (shown as dotted line) at the two interfaces
confining the loop. (B) Plan view TEM image of
a 5 nm thick Ni layer on a 100 nm (0 0 1) Cu.

Confined layer slip in the Ni layer to partially
relieve the coherency strain has resulted in a cross-
grid of 60� misfit dislocations at the interface
with Burgers vectors in the f1 1 1g glide plane.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Such CLS was inferred from TEM studies[46] for Ni
layer thickness �3 nm, while at lower thicknesses Ni
was coherently matched with Cu. Glide on four
f1 1 1g planes in the Ni layer produces two orthogonal
sets of misfit dislocations at the f0 0 1gNi–Cu interface
[Fig. 4B]. The stress needed to glide a dislocation in the
configuration shown in Fig. 4A depends on the self-
energy of the deposited interface dislocations, and hence,
for CLS, strength scales with layer thickness as:
sys / h�1 ln(h). An implication of this relation is that
strength will continue increasing with decreasing h,
but experimental results (Fig. 3) suggest that all
multilayer systems exhibit a maximum strength at
layer thickness on the order of 1–2 nm. At the very
smallest h, the CLS stress exceeds the critical stress
for dislocation transmission across the interface. Hence,
dislocations cannot propagate as loops confined to
individual layers, rather a dislocation loop must be
transmitted across the interface first before it can
spread in a direction parallel to the interfaces. The stress
to transmit a single dislocation across the interface is,
therefore, the critical event that defines the nanolaminate
yield strength, and this is discussed next.

Atomistic Modeling of Glide Dislocation
Transmission across Interfaces

In our discussion of the stress needed for single-
dislocation transmission across interfaces, we consider
two kinds of interfaces: transparent and opaque. The
characteristic feature of interfaces in the fcc-fcc, Cu–Ni
and Cu–Ag composites is that slip planes and slip
directions are nearly continuous across the interfaces
and both layers have the same crystal structure. There-
fore, because of the continuity in slip across these
interfaces, we refer to them as transparent interfaces.
The second kind, opaque interfaces, apply to systems
where the slip planes and slip directions are discon-
tinuous across the interfaces and the two layers have
different crystal structures, e.g., fcc-bcc Cu–Nb systems.

Transparent interfaces

For the coherent Cu–Ni case, in spite of the continuity
of slip, dislocations are not able to easily move from
one layer to the next because of coherency stresses.
Fig. 5 shows the results of a MD simulation of slip
transmission across f0 0 1g Cu–Ni interface under
applied in-plane tension. A 1=2h0 1 1i dislocation on
a f1 1 1g glide plane in the Cu layer, denoted BD in
Thompson tetrahedron notation in Fig. 5A, dissociates
into Shockley partials (gD and Bg in Fig. 5B). In the
simulation, the magnitude of the in-plane applied ten-
sile stress needed to cause the lead partial Bg to trans-
mit across the coherent Cu–Ni interface into the Ni

layer was 2.6GPa.[47,48] Comparing this stress to the
biaxial in-plane coherency stress in the Cu and Ni that
are –2.4 and þ2.4GPa, respectively, we find that the
critical applied stress to cross the interface is very
nearly equal to the coherency stress. The small differ-
ence arises from contributions from nonlinear elastic
effects, dislocation image forces due to elastic moduli
mismatch between the layers, and creation of a step
at the interface during slip transmission. Assuming
that we can neglect these small contributions, a very
simple relation that predicts the dependence of the
peak strength attainable in such multilayers on elastic
moduli and misfit strain is obtained as

sf ¼
CACB

CA þ CB
em ð1Þ

where CA and CB are the effective biaxial elastic con-
stants for layers A and B respectively, and em is the
lattice mismatch strain between the two materials.
For the Cu=Ni embedded atom method (EAM) poten-
tials, CCu ¼ 133GPa, CNi ¼ 212GPa, em ¼ 0.0266,
a strength of 2.2GPa is calculated from Eq. (1) in rea-
sonable agreement with the MD simulation results and
in fair agreement with the experimentally observed
(Fig. 3) peak strength values of 1.7GPa for Cu=Ni at
h �5 nm. Our TEM observations, Fig. 4B, of Ni–Cu
interfaces at h ¼ 5 nm revealed a partial coherency
loss that would result in a lower sf. Eq. (1) shows that
higher strengths should be achieved in higher modulus
materials, and combinations of materials with higher
misfit strains. However, there are limits to the appli-
cability of Eq. (1). For Cu=Ag the misfit strain is
0.12, significantly larger than for Cu=Ni. However, this
misfit is too large to achieve coherency in this system
because the misfit dislocations are so close together
that the cores of the adjacent dislocations at the inter-
face overlap. Consequently, coherency is lost and the

Fig. 5 MD simulation of slip transmission across Ni–Cu
interface. (A) A glide dislocation (labeled BD in Thompson

tetrahedron notation) is placed in the Cu layer and the bilayer
loaded in tension parallel to the interface plane. (B) At an
applied stress of 2.6GPa, the leading partial has transmitted

to the Ni layer. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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maximum strength in Cu=Ag is less than that of
Cu=Ni. Consistent with experiments that show a
drop in strength as h is reduced below �2 nm, MD
simulation results obtained from models with very thin
layers also show a corresponding decrease in the stress
needed to transmit slip across the interface as the layer
thickness is reduced.[47–50] There are two explanations
for this behavior: 1) the image forces on glide disloca-
tions due to modulus mismatch decrease with layer
thickness, and 2) the dislocation core size becomes a
significant fraction of the layer thickness.

Opaque interfaces

The transfer of slip across an interface between two
different phases or between two misoriented crystals
must, in general, involve dislocation multiplication
because of discontinuity of slip planes and directions.
Furthermore, the interface may have limited shear
strength, a property that leads to attraction of glide
dislocations to the interface and core spreading for dis-
locations in the interface. Such interfaces are typically
incoherent, and, although periodic structures might
occur, they may not be able to sustain the large coher-
ency stresses that can develop in the transparent inter-
face systems. Consequently, in such materials, the
interface itself is a barrier to slip, and we identify these
interfaces as opaque.

Fig. 6A shows results from an unstressed Cu=Nb
model in which a dissociated glide dislocation was
placed in the Cu layer near the interface. In this parti-
cular case, the model is oriented such that one set of
slip planes in the Cu and another set in the Nb are
misoriented by a small tilt (although there is a large
change in slip vector) and their traces on the inter-
face are normal to the page. The lead partial of a
dissociated glide dislocation in the Cu was attracted
to the interface while the trailing partial remained
some distance away. At a relatively small applied stress
of about 0.2GPa, the trailing dislocation also entered
the interface. Disregistry analysis shows that the in-
plane components of these dislocations spread signifi-
cantly in the interface. Very large strains are required
for the slip to transfer into the Nb. Fig. 6B shows a
glide dislocation emerging in the Nb on a f1 1 0g slip
plane at an in-plane strain of 3.5% (equal in both

layers), producing an applied tensile stress of about
7GPa in the Cu and 4.5GPa in the Nb.[48] There is also
evidence of a dislocation emerging on another f1 1 1g
plane in the Cu layer at this huge stress. The results
shown here derive from calculations near 0K and it
is very likely that at higher temperatures, thermal
activation would assist dislocation nucleation into the
Nb layer at lower stresses. In a different simulation,
the shear strength of the interface in the Cu=Nb system
was measured by applying an increasing homogeneous
shear strain accompanied by energy minimization. The
shear stress at which irreversible slip on the interface
occurred was found to be about 0.55GPa, much less
than the stress to transmit slip across the interface.
We have shown that this relative ‘‘weakness’’ of the
interface is a key factor in core spreading of the glide
dislocation along the interface.

SUMMARY

The length scale dependence of strength of bimetallic
nanolayered composites discussed in this article is
shown schematically in Fig. 7.[36,51] As the layer thick-
ness is decreased below around 200 mm, strength
becomes dependent on the length scale of the material
via the H–P model, s / h�1=2. Dislocations pileup at
the interfaces that are barriers to slip transmission and
the stress concentration from the pileup eventually
overcomes the interface barrier to propagate slip
through the composite. With reducing layer thickness,
the pileup length gets shorter and so does the stress
concentration at the tip of the pileup, thereby resulting
in a higher applied stress for slip transmission. This
continuum model is applicable to submicrometer
length scales. As the layer thickness in a bimetallic
laminate is decreased below a few tens of nanometers,
the H–P scaling law is no longer applicable implying
that continuum-scale dislocation pileups cannot form
in nanoscale multilayers, and the deformation beha-
vior must be interpreted in terms of the nucleation
and motion of single dislocations. For such nanolami-
nates, strength increase with decreasing layer thickness
in the few to a few tens of nanometers range is
interpreted as CLS of single Orowan loops (Fig. 7).
As the layer thickness is decreased to a couple

Fig. 6 MD simulation of slip transmission across
Nb–Cu interface. (A) A glide dislocation in Cu is

approaching the Cu=Nb interface under applied
in-plane tension. (B) The glide dislocation in Cu is
absorbed, with its core spread, in the interface plane,

and a glide dislocation is emerging on the Nb side.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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nanometers, the strength reaches a peak value indepen-
dent of layer thickness. This peak strength is inter-
preted as the stress needed to transmit a single glide
dislocation across the interface, and can be as high as
sth=2 where sth is the theoretical limit of strength for
perfect crystals. The peak strength can be tailored by
interface properties. For example, for coherent sys-
tems, the peak strength is determined by the magnitude
of coherency stress. For incoherent interfaces between
metals of dissimilar crystal structures, the crucial inter-
face property is the interface shear strength. A weak
interface shears in response to the glide dislocation
stress field leading to trapping of the dislocation in
the interface plane via core spreading. Finally, as the
layer thickness decreases below the typical dislocation
core dimensions of �1 nm, the interface barrier stress
to single-dislocation transmission decreases.

The mechanical properties of bimetallic layered
composites can thus be tailored by both length scales
and by interface properties to achieve strengths
approaching the theoretical limit for perfect crystals.

Structural transitions in bimetallic layered compo-
sites at layer thickness of a few atomic layers are not
covered in this article and the reader is referred to
another review[52] on this topic published in the Dekker
Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION

Enzymes are useful biocatalysts of nanometer scale that

regulate the chemistry of cells and organisms.[1] The po-

tential application of enzymes as practical biocatalysts is

well recognized and also growing.[2,3] The uses of

enzymes have been realized in various fields, and are also

being expanded in new fields: fine chemical synthesis,

pharmaceuticals, commodity catalysts in food processing

and detergent applications, biosensing, bioremediation,

polymerase chain reaction, and protein digestion in pro-

teomic analysis. The unique activities and specificities of

enzymes play a key role in yielding a wide range of

applications. However, the widespread application of

enzymes is generally limited by their short lifetimes. As

an innovative way of enzyme stabilization, we recently

developed a new enzyme composite of nanometer scale

that we call ‘‘single-enzyme nanoparticles (SENs).’’[4]

Each enzyme molecule is surrounded with a porous

composite organic/inorganic network of less than a few

nanometers thick. This approach represents a new type of

enzyme-containing nanostructure. In this chapter, we will

describe the synthesis, characterization, and catalytic ac-

tivity of SENs containing a-chymotrypsin (CT).

BACKGROUND

Many different approaches have been taken to stabilize

enzyme activities, including various enzyme immobili-

zation methods, enzyme modification, genetic modifica-

tion, and medium engineering.[5–14] Genetic modification

involves changing the amino acid sequence of an enzyme

protein to yield an intrinsically more stable structure using

molecular biology techniques such as directed evolution

or random mutagenesis. However, medium engineering

involves making the enzyme structure more stable by the

effect of the medium around it, either by changing the salt

composition of an aqueous solution, or by the use of

nonaqueous solvents.

Chemically changing the structure of the enzyme

through covalent reactions to the protein molecule defines

enzyme modification. These reactions often occur on the

surface of the enzyme molecule. Covalent reactions have

also been used to crosslink the peptide chains of enzyme

molecules to reduce protein unfolding and denaturation.

Addition of surface groups or polymers may be used to

change the hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the mol-

ecule, and may result in an improvement in stability under

certain solvent conditions. Alternatively, reactions may

modify surface amino acids so that they no longer serve as

the recognition site for proteolytic enzymes.

Enzyme immobilization entails attaching or incorpo-

rating enzyme molecules onto or into larger structures,

including immobilization on surfaces, attachment within

porous solids, or encapsulation in polymer, sol–gel, or

composite materials. Especially in the case of multipoint

attachment, immobilization reduces protein unfolding and

hence improves stability. These conventional enzyme

immobilization approaches often result in a final immo-

bilization of micrometer scale, and the mass of support

compared to that of the enzyme is often quite large. En-

capsulating enzymes causes serious limitations on mass

transfer of the substrate from the reaction medium to the

enzyme active site.

The preparation of SENs represents a new approach

that is distinct from immobilizing enzymes on the surfaces

of solids, or from encapsulating them in sol–gels, poly-

mers, or bulk composite structures. Converting free

enzymes to SENs can result in significantly more stable

catalytic activity, as we shall demonstrate for CT, whereas

the nanoscale structure of the SEN does not impose a

serious mass transfer limitation on substrates. At the same

time, the synthesis of SENs is also different from con-

ventional enzyme modifications such as surface amino

acid modifications or polymer attachments, which gener-

ally do not provide as great a long-term enzyme stabili-

zation. Fig. 1 provides a schematic comparison of various

enzyme modification and immobilization approaches.

SENS

Synthesis

The process for the preparation of SENs begins from

the surface of the enzyme molecule, with covalent reac-

tions to anchor, grow, and crosslink a composite organic/
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inorganic network around each separate enzyme mole-

cule. The chemistry is shown in Fig. 2.[4] A vinyl group

functionality is grafted onto the enzyme surface by co-

valently modifying the amino groups on the enzyme sur-

face with acryloyl chloride. These modified enzymes are

then solubilized in an organic solvent such as hexane. The

solubilized enzymes are mixed with silane monomers

containing both vinyl groups and trimethoxysilyl groups,

such as methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPS) or

vinyltrimethoxysilane (VTMS). Under suitable condi-

tions, free radical-initiated vinyl polymerization yields

linear polymers that are covalently bound to the enzyme

surface. This represents the first polymerization. Careful

hydrolysis of the pendant trimethoxysilyl groups, fol-

lowed by condensation of the resulting silanols, yields a

crosslinked composite network around each separate en-

zyme molecule. Hydrolysis and silanol condensation

represent the second othogonal polymerization.

The reactions are carried out so that crosslinking is

largely confined to individual enzyme surfaces, yielding

discrete nanoparticles, rather than the bulk solids that re-

sult from interparticle reactions. These enzyme-containing

nanostructures are the structures we have called SENs.

Using MAPS as the vinyl monomer, SENs containing CT

(SEN-CT) as the enzyme have been prepared in synthetic

yields of 38–73%.[4]

In the SEN structure, the enzyme is attached to the

hybrid polymer network by multiple attachment points

limited by the total number of amino groups on the
original enzyme surface. In addition, the thickness of the

network around the enzyme is less than a few nanometers.

The network is sufficiently porous to allow substrates to

have access to the active site, as demonstrated in the

catalytic studies below.

The synthetic parameters can be varied to control the

thickness of the network and the likelihood of obtaining

individual nanoparticles. Using VTMS as the vinyl

monomer, which is less reactive to vinyl polymerization

than MAPS, nanoparticles are obtained with thinner net-

works around the enzyme. The addition of vinyl cross-

linkers such as trimethylpropane trimethacrylate (TMA)

during the vinyl group polymerization with MAPS results

in a thicker and denser network structure. The addition

of crosslinker can also increase the formation of aggre-

gates, rather than discrete nanoparticles containing single-

enzyme molecules.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

SENs were observed using high-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). Individual nanoparticles with

seemingly hollow centers and a contrasting outer structure

could be resolved, as shown in Fig. 3A. The dimensions of

the transparent core containing the protein are 4–8 nm

across, which is consistent with the size and shape of CT
Fig. 1 Schematic comparison of various enzyme stabilization

approaches.

Fig. 2 Synthesis of SENs. ENZ represents enzyme and it is

understood that there are multiple amino groups around the

enzyme that are modified as shown.
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(4�3�8 nm). The presence of silicon in the dark struc-

ture around the cores was confirmed by energy-dispersive

x-ray analysis in the TEM instrument. In some images,

nanoparticles are observed with sizes corresponding to

two protein molecules, and in others, nanoparticles rest

next to one another, either by chance or because of linkage

during the synthesis. The use of crosslinkers under some

conditions leads to larger size aggregates.

Catalytic Stability

The activities of SEN-CT and free CT were measured by

the hydrolysis of N-succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-p-nitroani-

lide (TP) in a buffer solution (10 mM phosphate buffer,

pH 7.8). Whereas free CT is inactivated very rapidly by

autolysis at 30�C, SEN-CT did not show any decrease in

CT activity in a buffer solution for 4 days at the same

temperature. Inactivations of free CT and SEN-CT are

compared in Fig. 4. Slight decreases in SEN-CT activity

are observed in extended experiments, leading to an es-

timated half-life of up to 143 days.[4] Stored in buffer

solution at 4�C, a sample of SEN-CT solution showed

negligible decrease in CT activity over 5 months. Thus

these enzyme-containing nanoparticles offer significant

stabilization for this initial test case using the protease CT.

It has also been demonstrated that trypsin can be stabilized

in the SEN form.[4]

Modified CT, representing a preparation after vinyl

group polymerization and before the second othogonal

polymerization, showed a marginal stabilization of CT

activity. However, it did not come close to the impressive

stability of SEN-CT prepared using sequential othorgonal

polymerizations. For example, the relative activities after

1-day incubation, defined as the ratio of the residual

activity to the initial activity, were 27%, 54%, and 100%

Fig. 3 TEM images of SEN-CT (A) and biocatalytic silicates

(B). The scale bars are 20 and 50 nm respectively.

Fig. 4 Kinetic results showing the inactivation of free CT and

stability of SEN-CT at 30�C.

Table 1 Stability of free CT, modified CT, immobilized CT

(biocatalytic silicates), and SEN-CTa

CT preparation

Relative activity (%) after

one-day incubation at 3088888888C

Free CT 27%

Modified CTb 54%

Immobilized CTc �100%

SEN-CT �100%

aThe CT activity was determined by the hydrolysis of N-succinyl-Ala-

Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide in an aqueous buffer (10 mM phosphate,

pH 7.8) at room temperature (22�C). Each sample was incubated at 30�C
in a standing position. After one-day incubation, the residual CT activity

was measured, and the relative activity (%) was calculated from the ratio

of the residual activity to the initial activity of each sample.
bModified CT represent the preparation after the first vinyl-group

polymerization and before the orthogonal silicate polymerization.
cImmobilized CT represents biocatalytic silicates. (From Ref. [15].)
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for free CT, modified CT, and SEN-CT, respectively

(Table 1). Thus the second orthogonal polymerization

creating a hybrid network around the enzyme molecule

is essential for achieving the observed high stability

of SENs.

Although it is conceivable that the network surround-

ing the enzyme may interfere with biomolecular proteol-

ysis, the fact that the CT molecules within SEN-CT retain

their catalytic activity over extended periods of time also

demonstrates that they are not losing activity by dena-

turation within the nanoparticle structure. Proteolysis of

free CT by other active CT molecules is believed to oc-

cur by a mechanism entailing rate-limiting denaturation

followed by irreversible proteolysis of the denatured

form.[15] In this mechanism, the observed rate of activity

loss corresponds to the denaturation rate.

Stabilization of the SEN-CT against inactivation

by denaturation likely results from multiple covalent

attachment points within the nanostructure. Enzyme in-

activation is usually considered as a two-step process,[16]

as shown in Scheme 1.

In this mechanism, the species N, D, and I represent the

active native, inactive reversibly denatured, and irrevers-

ibly inactivated forms of enzymes, respectively. Inacti-

vation usually starts with a reversible unfolding of pro-

teins (N D) followed by secondary irreversible processes

(D! I). Many strategies of enzyme stabilization generally

aim at slowing down or inhibiting the first step (i.e.,

unfolding of enzyme molecule). To this end, enzyme

immobilization, endowing the enzyme molecule with

additional resistance to unfolding by attachment to a

surface or encapsulation within a composite, seems to be

one of the most promising methods for enzyme stabili-

zation.[10,13] The use of multiple covalent attachment

points is recognized as a method for improving stabili-

zation.[13,17] Thus it is reasonable to expect that the mul-

tiple covalent attachment points created in the synthesis of

SENs will lead to stabilization in the present test case, and

also for other enzyme species that may be prepared as

SENs in the future.

Kinetics and Mass Transfer Issues

In general, mass transfer effects are a fundamental issue in

enzyme immobilization methods. Many immobilization

methods, especially those that encapsulate the enzyme

within a polymer, silica gel, or composite matrix, result in

a serious mass transfer limitation of substrates and low-

ered volumetric activity because of the large mass of

supports (in general, >90% by weight).[10]

Kinetic constants for the hydrolysis of TP by SEN-CT

(kcat, Km, and kcat/Km) were determined.[4] The apparent

binding constant (Km) of SEN-CT was 40 mM, which is

almost the same as that of free CT (39 mM). This suggests

that the nanostructure surrounding the enzyme did not

cause a significant mass transfer limitation for the sub-

strate (TP).[18]

These results can be compared with those for bio-

catalytic silicates previously prepared by Kim et al.[19]

These immobilized enzyme preparations yielded solid

composites of micrometer scale (20–250 mm) (Fig. 3B) by

a seemingly similar approach using two orthogonal po-

lymerization steps. The stability of the CT activity in these

biocatalytic silicates was also impressive (Table 1).

However, the catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) of the enzyme

in these bulk composites was lowered by a factor of 10,

indicating a significant limitation on mass transfer of the

substrate through the composite matrix.[19] Similarly,

biocatalytic plastics isolated as micrometer-scale solids

are subject to significant mass transfer limitations in an

aqueous buffer.[20] The SEN nanostructures of single-

enzyme scale significantly reduced the mass transfer

limitation compared to these other microscale enzyme

stabilization methods.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a new nanostructure containing active

and stable enzyme molecules. Dramatic activity stabili-

zation was achieved with minimal substrate mass transfer

limitation compared to enzymes entrapped in larger-scale

particles. The development of stabilized enzymes as sol-

uble individual enzyme particles provides the opportunity

to further process these new nanomaterials, in contrast to

enzymes entrapped in bulk solids. The SENs can be de-

posited as films or immobilized on solid supports. Given

their small size, they can penetrate and be immobilized

within nanostructured or nanoporous matrices, creating

hierarchical architectures. They can potentially be linked

with other nanoparticles or molecules as part of multi-

functional nanoassemblies.

We are also optimistic that other enzymes may also

be stabilized as SENs, using the approach described

above or other synthetic routes yielding crosslinked po-

rous network nanostructures around them. Such hybrid

enzyme nanostructures offer great potential to be used as

prepared, or processed into other forms for a wide va-

riety of applications such as biosensors, bioremediation,

and bioconversions.

Scheme 1
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INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest has been focused on nanomaterials

in the last decade because of their unusual physical,

mechanical, and chemical properties. They have found

numerous applications, or are expected to find such

applications in electronics, catalysis, composite materials,

etc. The differences in their chemical properties, in

particular, compared with the corresponding bulk material

are mostly because of a largely increased surface area and

a great increase in the number of active sites on the

surface, such as corners, edges, and dislocations. Further-

more, nanomaterials are usually less thermodynamically

stable than the corresponding bulk materials, which

contributes to their enhanced chemical activity.

Decontamination of chemical and biological warfare is

of considerable interest not only for eliminating the hazard

of warfare agents on a battlefield, but also in cases of

terrorist attacks, industrial accidents, demilitarization of

warfare stockpiles, etc. The application of solid materials

as decontaminants for both chemical and biological

warfare agents has been severely limited by the incom-

plete and generally slow interaction of solid materials with

warfare agents. Nanoparticles with their high surface area,

enhanced chemical reactivity, and easy deployment allow

the development of new perspectives regarding decon-

tamination. In addition, generally, the products of these

decontamination reactions are benign, mineral-like solids.

CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS
DECONTAMINATION

A component of a filtration system is always a high

surface area solid, usually activated carbon, which adsorbs

warfare agents physically but does not destroy them. The

sorbed material is still highly toxic and the decontamina-

tion of the contaminated carbon is a problem. Nanopar-

ticles offer surface areas comparable with active carbon,

but at the same time high chemical reactivity toward the

warfare agents, allowing their chemical decomposition

and detoxification.

Several chemical warfare agents are noted as most

important because of their very high toxicity, persistence,

and large existing stockpiles.[1] Mustard gas or HD is a

blistering agent, which can be lethal in high concentra-

tions. It irreversibly alkylates key amines in organisms

such as proteins, enzymes, and especially DNA, which

causes cell malfunction and death. Another warfare agent

with similar action and chemical structure is the arsine

analog, Lewisite (Fig. 1).

Another large class of chemical warfare agents is the

nerve agents class, which is based on phosphonic acid

derivatives. Some of them feature a relatively stable bond

with fluorine-like sarin (GB agent) or soman (GD agent)

(Fig. 1). The later generation, such as VX, contains a more

stable ester bond, which contributes to higher persistence,

slower hydrolysis, and decontamination, which is more

difficult. The VX generation of warfare agents is more

toxic as well. The action of the nerve agent is based on its

ability to selectively bind to the active centers of key

phosphatase enzymes (such as acetylcholinesterases),

which are responsible for nerve impulse propagation.

Similar to nerve gases are certain widely used pesticides,

such as paraoxon (Fig. 1).

Physical Action

There are several requirements for successful decontam-

ination,[1] the most important of which is that nontoxic by-

products must be formed and the decontamination should

be quick and complete. There is a requirement that the

decontamination agent should not be corrosive to the

surfaces to which it is applied. Nanoparticles do have

excellent properties in this respect, as they are very easy to

deploy and to clean up. In general, they are not corrosive,

or not as corrosive as typical developed decontamination

compositions and solutions. As such, nanoparticulate

formulations should be applicable to all kind of surfaces,

including the skin, metals, and sensitive equipment,

including electronics. Most decontaminating composi-

tions are liquids, which contain organic liquid, electro-

lytes, as well as corrosive oxidants. Nanoparticles are in

the form of fine powder, which can be deployed by an
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inert solvent suspension such as freon or just by carrier gas

under pressure. They can be removed by standard vacuum

cleaning procedures. Alternatively, if an air-filtering or

water-filtering approach is needed, nanoparticles can be

used in the form of porous reactive pellets.

CHEMICAL ACTION

It has already been mentioned that chemical warfare

agents are usually alkylating agents. Usually their hydro-

lysis renders them nontoxic or much less toxic than

warfare agents because the chemical groups that deter-

mine toxicity are usually the most reactive parts of the

molecule.[1] Similarly, detoxification can be achieved by

their oxidation[1–3] because both HD and nerve gases

contain relatively easy-to-oxidize sulfur (HD and VX)

and/or phosphorus atoms, which have a large contribution

to their extreme toxicity.

Metal oxide nanoparticles are apparently a very good

choice for detoxification of warfare agents because of the

presence of a huge number of basic Lewis and Bronsted

sites, as well as acidic sites, which can very significantly

accelerate hydrolysis process. By-products, in the form of

phosphonates and alcohols, have the tendency to bind

strongly to solid surfaces and be retained there. Taking

into consideration the high surface area of nanomaterials,

this corresponds to a large amount of decomposed warfare

agent and rapid reactions compared with bulk metal oxide

surfaces because the rate of the interaction is proportional

to the contact area. It is additionally strongly facilitated

on corners and edges, which have higher activity and

lower activation energy barriers compared with normal

surface sites.

Most interesting for this type of application are certain

metal oxides that have high melting points and chemical

stability. The nanomaterial form is thermodynamically

less stable than the corresponding bulk material. The

higher the melting point is (higher lattice energy), the

more stable the nanomaterial will be. Based on this

reaction, the best metal oxide nanoparticle systems are

magnesium oxide and aluminum oxide nanoparticles,[4–9]

although activity has also been found for other oxides,

such as calcium oxide.[10]

Detoxification of HD (Mustard Gas)

The toxicity of mustard gas (Fig. 1) is because of its

capability to attach simultaneously and irreversibly to two

biomolecules. The reaction takes place by an SN
1

mechanism with an intermediate sulfonium cation as a

key reaction species.

Magnesium oxide has a considerable number of basic

sites that interact with the HD by hydrohalogen elimina-

tion, forming vinyl chloroethyl sulfide, or by exchange of

chlorine with a hydroxyl group from the magnesium oxide

surface.[6] The reaction proceeds further to divinylsulfide

and in the other case to the corresponding glycol. The final

ratio between the two major products was found to be

approximately 50:50. The half-life of HD in this first-

order reaction is 17.8 hr.[6] According to a careful kinetic

examination, the reaction actually starts much faster.

However, it slows down when part of the surface becomes

clogged with residues of the reaction, which are perma-

nently bound to the surface. Thus the limiting step in the

reaction is the diffusion of the viscous and relatively low-

volatility HD among magnesium oxide aggregates. This

study has shown that the half-life of warfare agents is

proportional to their vapor pressure—the higher the vapor

pressure is, the higher the diffusion rate and hence the

reactions leading to decontamination will be.[6] When

calcium oxide was tested instead of magnesium oxide, the

ratio of the products changed significantly to 80:20

elimination/hydrolysis products.[10] Elimination was the

preferred route for the reaction, although it depended

significantly on the way the sample was pretreated: When

the nanoparticles were dried in advance before their

contact with HD, elimination to hydrolysis products

changed completely to 5:95 elimination/hydrolysis pro-

ducts.[10] It is particularly important to note that a

catalytic decomposition process was found for CaO

nanoparticles.[10]

Additional experiments have shown[7] that dispersion

of nanoparticulate magnesium oxides in a variety of

Fig. 1 Structures of the most common chemical warfare

agents. (A) 2,2’-Dichloroethyl sulfide (mustard gas or HD); (B)

soman or GD; (C) Lewisite; (D) VX agent; (E) sarin or GB; and

(F) paraoxon (pesticide).
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solvents with/without addition of small amounts of water

can alter the rate as well as the product types and their

ratio. The most prominent effect observed was that the

solvent speeds up the reactions because it eliminates the

diffusion problem caused by the relatively high viscosity

of warfare agents. Another important feature is that Lewis

and Bronsted acid sites work simultaneously with Lewis

base sites to decompose HD and HD stimulants.[7]

Another oxide that can be synthesized with high

surface area using an aerogel procedure is aluminum

oxide (AP-Al2O3). Although aluminum oxide is not as

basic as magnesium and calcium oxides, it possesses a

large number of Lewis acid sites, which accelerate

hydrolysis processes.[5] Because nucleophilic centers are

much less abundant, elimination is less prominent and the

ratio of the elimination/hydrolysis products is 17:83, with

the major product being dithioglycol, as observed by

solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).[5]

Detoxification of nerve agents
(VX, GD, GB, and paraoxon)

The interaction of nerve agents such as VX and GD

(soman) (Fig. 1) with nanosized magnesium oxide

particles (AP-MgO) was tracked by solid-state NMR.[6]

It allowed the kinetics of interaction as well as the

intermediate products to be determined. The width of

the peaks was used to judge whether a particular product

or intermediate was attached to the surface: Species at-

tached to the surface have broader peaks because of

anisotropic effects. In the case of GD, hydrolysis was the

major process that took place, yielding GD acid (pinaco-

lylmethylphosphonic acid) as a major product and methyl-

phosphonic acid as a secondary product. According to

NMR data, both products strongly interact with the sur-

face, most probably by strong ionic interaction.[6] The

basic surface of the magnesium oxide nanocrystals most

certainly converts the products to their respective anions,

which bind with the positively charged surface. A quick

start of the reaction, followed by a slowing down to a

constant rate of t1/2=28 min, is observed, as in all cases of

interactions of nanomaterials with viscous warfare agents.

The VX agent is a thioester with high viscosity and

lower volatility compared with GD. It slowly hydrolyses

to ethyl methylphosphonic acid and methylphosphonic

acid. It is noteworthy to mention that the toxic hydrolysis

product, EA-2192 (the VX toxin with the ethyl group

replaced by hydrogen), which usually forms by hydrolysis

in water, is not observed when contacted with AP-MgO

nanoparticles. A very similar behavior was found in the

interaction of VX and GD with nanosized calcium

oxide.[10]

Nanoscale-sized aluminum oxide interacts with nerve

agents with a very different rate: Although the reactive

and relatively volatile GD has a t1/2=1.8 hr after a quick

start-up, the VX agent’s t1/2 is above 6 days. The

difference from the MgO case is that the interaction with

the warfare agents erodes the surface, allowing the

‘‘bulk’’ of Al2O3 nanoparticles to participate in the

detoxification process. This makes aluminum oxide a very

promising material for warfare agent cleaning because this

erosion behavior, coupled with its high surface area,

allows a very high reaction capacity.

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
DECONTAMINATION USING
NANOMATERIALS

Biological warfare agents could be several completely

different types: bacteria, fungi, viruses, or toxins. All

these have major differences in their behavior, and their

decontamination procedures can vary significantly. This

makes creating a single total decontaminating material

practically impossible.

There are several methods recognized so far in

decontaminating biological warfare agents. The most

widely applied method is disinfecting solutions, such as

diluted bleach or chloramine T solution. They have the

advantage of quick and complete disinfection of bacteria,

viruses, and certain fungi. However, it has very significant

disadvantages, such as aging, which deteriorates disin-

fecting activity. Another disadvantage is that the bleach

solution exhibits a strong smell, is corrosive, and is safely

applicable only for the most durable surfaces. There are

studies which reveal that in some respects, bleach effec-

tiveness can be overrated,[11] especially for aged solutions.

A limited method for decontamination is applying a

gas such as chlorine or chlorine dioxide. It cannot be

applied in open spaces and on sensitive equipment, and

can permanently damage many surface types.

Another approach is the use of oil-in-water micro-

emulsions, developed by Hamouda at al.[12,13] and

Hamouda and Baker.[14] They have demonstrated good

activity against certain spores and bacteria, but they have

the disadvantage of being difficult to remove after the

decontamination procedure. In addition, they cannot be

used for filtering airborne pathogens.

An alternative to the aforementioned approaches is the

application of very fine solid powders in the form of

nanoparticles. They are advantageous for a decontamina-

tion procedure because they can be easily collected from

surfaces by simple vacuum cleaning, and they can be

applied on sensitive electronic and other equipment

because no liquid is present; they are much less corrosive

than any of the aforementioned methods as well.

Nanoparticles such as AP-MgO, ZnO, or CaO have

limited bactericidal activity against most biological
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warfare agents, although they have decent activity against

vegetative bacteria such as Escherichia coli, Bacillus

cereus, and B. subtilis.[15] An outstanding property of

nanoparticles is the demonstration of their capability to

remove powerful biological toxins such as aflatoxins.[15]

As was discussed in the ‘‘Introduction,’’ nanoparticles

feature huge surface areas and higher surface reactivity

compared with bulk materials. Thus nanoparticles have

very high adsorption activity per mass adsorbent, which

allows adsorption of potent bactericides such as elemental

chlorine, bromine, or iodine. Halogens are excellent bac-

tericides in general. However, their use is restricted bec-

ause of their high volatility, corrosive action, and toxicity.

Nanoparticles are capable of adsorbing as much as

6–10 wt.% free chlorine, 13–15 wt.% bromine, and 20–30

wt.% iodine. The adsorbates are preserved as halogens

on the surface, preserving their properties as oxidizers,

including their excellent bactericidal and sporicidal

properties.[16]

The halogen-loaded magnesium oxide nanoparticles

were found to preserve their activity even in water

suspension,[16] or in the dry state. If suspended, all types

of halogen-loaded nanoparticles become positively

charged, thus being attracted to the negatively charged

(in general) bacteria or spores.[16] It was demonstrated by

laser confocal microscopy that AP-MgO/X2 (X=Cl, Br,

none) coagulates spontaneously with the bacteria in clumps

composed of both bacteria and nanoparticle aggregates.

When observed with transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), microbial

spores (B. subtilis) and vegetative cells (E. coli) were

severely damaged (Fig. 2). In the case of more vulnerable

vegetative cells, nanoparticles were found to enter the

cells through holes developed in the membrane, thus

bringing the adsorbed halogen inside the cell. The cell

membrane and the spore coat were significantly damaged

and eventually killed the cell by allowing its internal

content out of the cell envelope.

An important feature of nanoparticles for their spori-

cidal activity is their basicity: It was demonstrated that

pretreatment of spores with basic solution removes

partially or completely the thin outermost layer composed

of base-sensitive proteins, which is a strong barrier for

conventional sporicides, including free halogens.[17] Ap-

parently, the nanoparticles of magnesium oxide have

several properties, which render them as highly active

bactericides and sporicides. They are abrasive (which is

important for damaging the cell membrane), basic (imp-

ortant for partial spore coat removal), oppositely charged

to the bacteria and spore cells, and carry a significant

amount of oxidizing potential in the form of a potent

bactericide (chlorine or bromine). For example, chlorine-

loaded magnesium oxides carry as much as 10 wt.% active

chlorine, whereas in comparison, undiluted bleach con-

tains 6 wt.% active chlorine.

CONCLUSION

Nanoparticles constitute a new realm of the matter, which

has properties very different from those of the bulk

material. Because of higher surface-to-bulk ratios for the

constituting atoms or ions and the much higher overall

surface per unit weight, they exhibit outstanding chemical,

physical, and biological properties. Their high surface

area and activity may find use in ‘‘hasty’’ decontamina-

tion of warfare agents. Nanoparticles of metal oxides can

be pelletized and used as an additional protective layer for

standard activated carbon filters. Furthermore, nanoparti-

cles detoxify adsorbed warfare agents. Nanoparticulate

magnesium oxide and its halogen-loaded derivatives, in

particular, were found to possess bactericidal, viricidal,

and sporicidal properties as well as capabilities to adsorb

and deactivate complex toxins such as aflatoxins.

Nanoparticles have the potential to be used as an ‘‘all-

in-one’’ solution for both chemical and biological

warfare decontamination.
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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of nanoscale science and the material-

ization of consequent technologies have provided new

avenues for engineering materials and devices that will

revolutionize the way health care is administered. In

particular, the ability to engineer with molecular to mac-

romolecular precision has led to the creation of nanoscale

materials and devices with inherent advantages relative to

macroscale-structured counterparts.

In biological and medical applications, controlling

interactions at the level of natural building blocks, from

proteins to cells, facilitates the novel exploration, ma-

nipulation, and application of living systems and biolog-

ical phenomena. Nanoengineered tissue scaffolds and

nanostructured biomaterials and coatings for implants

and prostheses are leading to better solutions in tissue

design, reconstruction, and reparative medicine. Synthetic

nanopores of tailored dimensions are probing, character-

izing, and sequencing biological macromolecules. Nano-

and microarrays are accelerating drug discovery and as-

sessment of drug candidates. Self-assembly is creating

new biomaterials with well-ordered structures at the

nanoscale such as nanofiber peptide and protein scaffolds.

Also, nanostructured materials and nanoparticulate de-

livery systems enable a wide range of materials for im-

aging and/or therapeutic purposes to be easily introduced

or injected in the body.

Application of these techniques to create novel mate-

rials and devices for tissue engineering, diagnostics, and

therapeutics will profoundly impact the practice of med-

icine. This entry reviews and discusses the emerging field

of nanomedicine, where nanoscale science and technology

are sculpting future innovations in medicine, and outlines

the enormous potential of the field.

FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY, AND
VISUALIZATION AT THE NANOSCALE

In a recent perspective on nanobiotechnology, White-

sides[1] emphasizes the value of the microscale in the

current enthusiasm of nanoscale science and technology.

The scales encountered in biology, medicine, and bio-

technology range from the micro- to nanometer and

developments will continue to progress and expand on

both levels. This overview is presented in much the same

manner, with an analysis of exciting and novel technolo-

gies that are equally relevant to nanotechnology, but are

not strictly classified as nanoscale.

The development of fabrication processes capable of

manipulation at the micro- and nanoscale, such as

electron-beam and ion-beam lithography,[2] nanoimprint

lithography,[3] microcontact printing (mCP),[4] and dip-

pen nanolithography (DPN),[5] enabled the creation of

novel devices. In addition, self-assembly has been

demonstrated to be a powerful method for creating well-

defined nanostructures.[6–8] At the same time, visual-

ization with submicron resolution has been essential in

the implementation and utilization of these fabrication

techniques. The development of nanoscale visualization

techniques, such as scanning tunneling microscopy[9]

and atomic force microscopy,[10] has facilitated manip-

ulating and imaging at the atomic level. In recent years,

micro- and nanoscale fabrication techniques have been

utilized to construct micro-/nanoelectromechanical sys-

tems (MEMS/NEMS), microarrays, microfluidic devices,

micro total analysis systems (i.e., lab-on-a-chip), and

other micro-/nanodevices.

NANOMEDICINE

Within the last century, technology has revolutionized the

practice of medicine and drastically improved quality of

life. Two entries listed within the top 20 greatest

achievements of the 20th century by the National Acad-

emy of Engineering were related to the field of medicine:

imaging and health technologies, ranked at number 14 and

16, respectively.[11] The list included a number of tech-

nologies such as X-rays, the electron microscope, radio-

active tracers, ultrasound and ultrasonic imaging,

computer-aided topography, magnetic resonance imaging,

endoscopy, pacemakers, the ventricular defibrillator, the
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blood-heat exchanger, contact lenses, heart valves, artifi-

cial kidney, etc. Slightly before the century began, W.C.

Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895, which dramatically

changed medicine and allowed visualization inside the

human body as never before.

At the transition into the 21st century, technology is

becoming progressively controlled at the molecular level.

Molecular understanding is driving the next genera-

tion of commercial diagnostic and therapeutic devices

(Fig. 1).[12] The application of micro-/nanodevices for

biological and medical applications is leading to funda-

mental insights about the behavior and function of tis-

sues;[13] intra- and intercellular communication;[13–15]

forces and flows and the effects on individual cells;[16] the

structure, function, and behavior of proteins, DNA, and

other biological molecules;[17] and pharmacogenetics and

genetic predisposition toward disease, etc. Similarly to

X-rays in 1895, the two decades before the beginning of

the 21st century had the discoveries of the atomic force

and scanning tunneling microscopes, which allowed vi-

sualization and manipulation on a molecular and atomic

level as never before. It is in this regard that nanoscale

science and engineering has an unlimited potential to affect

the diagnosis and etiology of a number of diseases with

enhanced prognosis and rational treatment. Therefore this

century is anticipated to be unparalleled in the progress of

medical science and technology and lead to more tech-

nological innovation in medicine than any other in history.

NANOTECHNOLOGY IN CELLULAR
AND TISSUE ENGINEERING:
REPARATIVE MEDICINE

Tissue engineering is a diverse and evolving field that

focuses upon the regeneration, modification, and assem-

bly of functional tissue, tissues, or organs using specific

combinations of cells, extracellular scaffolds, and tem-

poral supporting mechanisms (i.e., biochemical, mechan-

ical, electrical signals, etc.) for tissue synthesis

events.[18–20] The field can be classified into two main

areas of relevance: therapeutic relevance, which covers

tissue regeneration and organ replacement (in vivo or in

vitro); and diagnostic relevance, where tissue is formed in

vitro and used for toxicology studies, metabolism, drug

discovery, etc.[21]

Based on a recent commentary by Yannas[22] and an

overview by Sipe,[23] six methods have been practiced

to address the problem of organ or tissue replacement:

1) transplantation (allograft or xenograft), which depends

Fig. 1 Nanobiotechnology: A continuum of opportunity for nanotechnology in the life sciences. [From Ref. [12]. Source: SRI Con-

sulting Business Intelligence (SRIC-BC; Menlo Park, CA, U.S.A.)—permission pending.] (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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on a supply of available organs or tissue and appropriate

histocompatibility; 2) autografting, removing a viable tis-

sue or organ and placing it elsewhere in the body than the

original site; 3) replacement with permanent prosthesis

(synthetic material or device); 4) use of an external device

to substitute or augment a poorly functioning organ; 5) in

vitro synthesis (organ or tissue synthesized in culture and

then implanted); and 6) in vivo synthesis (implantation of

minimum constituents to induce organ or tissue regener-

ation in situ). The last two (5 and 6), and 7, when it

includes cellular machinery in a bioartificial device, de-

scribe the field of tissue engineering.

The essential elements of tissue engineering as outlined

in a recent NIH symposium[23] are as follows: 1) cells,

2) signaling, 3) extracellular matrix scaffold, 4) design

principles, 5) vascular assembly, 6) bioreactors, 7) storage

and translation, and 8) host remodeling and immune re-

sponse. We direct the reader to the following reviews for a

discussion on the challenges and obstacles within each

element as well as the road ahead in the field.[19,20,23]

The hierarchical structure of human anatomy begins

with the building block of cells. A collection of cells

similar in structure and function form tissues (epithelial,

connective, muscle, and nervous) and a collection of

tissues that perform physiological tasks are organs. Con-

sequently, multiple organs form systems such as the

cardiovascular, respiratory, musculoskeletal, digestive,

endocrine, reproductive, etc.

Each tissue and tissue system has unique biochemical

composition, cellular components, mechanical/physio-

chemical properties, and extracellular matrix, etc., which

vary over length scales. Of particular importance within

the tissue or cellular framework (i.e., scaffold), as outlined

by Griffith,[20] are the macroscopic shape and composi-

tion; the size, orientation, and surface chemistry of pores

and interconnected pores or channels (microscale); and

the local substrate surface roughness, texture, and porosity

(micro- to nanoscale).[24–27] Therefore the success of

scaffold-based strategies depends highly on the substrate

materials and material physiochemical properties, deter-

mined fundamentally by the material micro-/nano-

structure and design.

This section will focus on scaffolds for cellular and

tissue engineering, specifically highlighting micro- and

nanofabricated surfaces, matrices, and scaffolds; cellular

spatial and function regulation by micro- and nanoscale

features; and novel nanoscale science and engineering

developments toward tissue regeneration.

Micro- and Nanotechnology for Cellular
Spatial and Function Regulation

Most mammalian cells are anchorage-dependent and

therefore must adhere and spread on a substrate in order to

live and remain functional. Cell spreading, locomotion,

and active migration are primarily influenced by the

physiochemical characteristics of the surface (substratum

surface free energy and surface topography).[28] However,

protein adsorption always precedes cellular adhesion[24]

and extracellular matrix proteins regulate and promote

cell adhesion, spreading, and motility (Fig. 2). Binding

strength, conformation, and orientation of proteins on a

biomaterial surface particularly influence subsequent

cellular binding and motility. Functional cell behaviors

include proliferation, differentiation (i.e., cellular spe-

cialization), migration, and secretion of their own extra-

cellular matrix. For further information, we direct the

reader to an excellent review of cell surfaces and inter-

actions with materials.[24]

Fig. 2 Schematic of cell-substratum contact sites. In (A), focal

adhesion sites are demonstrated. These are predominantly found

at cell extension boundaries. The integrin connects the cyto-

skeleton with the substratum via fibronectin. In (B), close con-

tacts, which are weaker adhesion sites, are illustrated. In (C), the

localization of the different adhesion sites is demonstrated. MF,

microfilaments; M, cell membrane; AP, adhesive protein; F,

fibronectin; ECMC, extracellular matrix contact; C, close con-

tact; F, focal adhesion. (From Ref. [24]—permission pending.)
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To induce cells to attach to certain areas or patterns of a

particular biomaterial, one must alter the underlying

substrate chemistry. The underlying surface chemistry has

been modified to include hydrophilic or hydrophobic

molecules or polymers,[29,30] polysaccharides,[31,32] stim-

uli-sensitive and responsive materials,[33–35] and proteins

or growth factors.[36–39] The ability to pattern has enabled

control over the adsorption or immobilization of adhesive

proteins and, thus, the patterning or selective adhesion of

cells on substrates.[40] These modifications change the

ability of a cell to attach, but to some extent, regulate

cellular functions such as growth, differentiation, and

apoptosis.[41]

In order for a surface to be patterned in micro- or

nanoscale dimensions, a means to spatially control a

chemical modification of the surface is required at the

resolution necessary to fit the design of the application or

device. By patterning a surface, domains of a few microns

or nanometers can be created, each able to maintain dif-

ferent interactions with the environment. Various tech-

niques have been developed to achieve a fine level of

control, which include lithographic techniques (e.g.,

UV, electron-beam, ion-beam lithography,[2] nanoimprint

lithography,[3]), and soft lithographic techniques e.g.,

microcontact printing (mCP),[4] micromolding in capil-

laries (patterning using microfluidic channels),[42] dip-pen

nanolithography (DPN),[5] laminar flow patterning).[43,44]

By integrating microcontact printing with micro-

fluidics[42,45] a surface was patterned by pumping solution

through channels formed when stamp and substrate were

brought into contact. Reviews of these soft lithographic

techniques discussing patterned surface creation[45,46] and

also their application for microfluidics devices[47] were

recently published.

While the approaches above are adequate for a number

of tissue types, the fabrication of thick complex tissues

with complex vascularization remains difficult due to a

limited diffusion distance of nutrients, gases, and waste

products.[48,49] Various forms of three-dimensional (3-D)

work are beginning to address these concerns.

Three-dimensional printing (3DPTM), which is a solid

free-form fabrication method, creates physically joined

structures in desired, very complex micro- and macro-

architecture.[50] Also, 3-D micromolding in capillaries

(3D MIMIC) has been shown to pattern multiple cells and

proteins in complex, discontinuous structures with close

proximity and in well-defined structures.[51] Each allows

understanding of tissue architecture at the resolution of

individual cells.

Three-dimensional peptide scaffolds[52] and artificial

amphiphilic protein scaffolds[8,53,54] have also shown

promise to maintain functional, mature differentiated

cells,[52] as well as to support the differentiation of pro-

genitor cells.[55,56] For example, Zhang and coworkers

recently demonstrated primary rat neuronal cells project-

ing axons along the contours of the peptide surface with

active synaptic connections as well as neuronal progenitor

cell migration.[52,56]

In a recent paper by Vacanti and coworkers, a mold of

a branched network of vascular channels (with capillary

channels 10 mm in diameter) was formed in silicon and

Pyrex utilizing photolithographic and micromachining

techniques (Fig. 3).[57] Three-dimensional units of tissue

could be lifted from the mold after seeding and prolifer-

ation of endothelial cells. Including these branched vas-

cular networks within layers of tissue has the potential to

form 3-D conformations of living tissue for implantation.

Micro- and Nanotopography:
Structured Biomaterials

Experimental evidence exists that surface topography and

texture of implanted materials have a large effect on the

rate of success. It has been known for many years that

grooved substrata of particular dimensionality induced

cellular orientation, locomotion, and cell guidance.[58–60]

It has also been shown that fibrous capsule formation and

foreign body response can be greatly reduced by using

microtextured materials.[61] For orthopedic and dental

implants, a decrease in the grain size of ceramic for-

mulations into the nanometer regime has demonstrated

improved efficacy.[62] However, as discussed in the pre-

vious section, the underlying surface chemistry is a de-

termining factor in cellular adhesion and function, and it is

unclear as to the extent that chemical or topographical

clues control.[63]

The length scale of basement membranes (i.e., the

extracellular matrix in epithelium and endothelium) is of

nanoscale dimension with a complex mixture of pores,

fibers, and ridges.[25,27,64] For example, the corneal

basement membrane of the Macaque monkey has average

Fig. 3 Optical micrograph of a portion of a capillary network

etched into a silicon wafer. (From Ref. [57]—permission

pending.)
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feature heights between 147 and 191 nm, average fiber

width of 77 nm, and pores with an average diameter of 72

nm.[27] Recently, by matching of synthetic nanoscale

topographies with feature dimensions similar to basement

membrane, cell behavior and function was affected.[25]

The authors demonstrate that endothelial cells respond

strongly to topography in orientation, elongation, and

cytoskeletal organization and that focal adhesions are

narrower on substrates with regions of nanoscale dimen-

sions than on smooth substrates. It has been demonstrated

that focal adhesion assembly contributes significantly to

cellular adhesion strengthening independent of cell mor-

phology changes and redistribution of adhesive struc-

tures.[65] In this study, micropatterning methods were used

to control focal adhesion size and position and to decouple

integrin and focal adhesion assembly from gross changes

in cell morphology.

An excellent review exists on the topic of micro- and

nanoscale-substrate interactions, which highlights that

micro- and nanoscale topographical cues, independent of

biochemistry, generated by the extracellular matrix may

have significant effects upon cellular behavior.[26] The

effects of textured surfaces on cell behavior are listed for a

number of systems, which includes a variety of cell types

and substratum features such as grooves, ridges, steps,

pores, wells, nodes, and adsorbed protein fibers.

Typically, grooves, ridges, and other shapes are fabri-

cated in similar ways as discussed in the last section, but

that various isotropic or anisotropic etching steps are

added. Depending on the type of substrate and the

corresponding etching scheme, a number of different

shapes of varying sizes can be produced. Recently, engi-

neered surface textures such as micro- and nanoscale

patterns (pillars, ridges, and complex shapes) were only

superimposed on microscale features using nanolithog-

raphy.[66] Pillars and ridges ranging in height from 1.5 to 5

mm and separated by 5, 10, and 20 mm were prepared.

Nanoscale pillars and ridges ranged from 12 to 300 nm.

NANOTECHNOLOGY IN
DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS

In medical diagnostics, the speed and precision with

which a condition is detected determines patient progno-

sis. With the development of lab-on-a-chip and other

miniature point-of-care (POC) devices, the speed and

precision with which health care is administered can be

radically enhanced. In addition, novel analysis techniques

allowing for acquisition of previously unattainable infor-

mation and, consequently, leading to improved diagnosis

have been enabled by micro- and nanoscale technolo-

gies. For instance, DNA arrays have enabled for indi-

vidual genetic analysis to become a reality, which can

allow for early detection of diseases.[67] Furthermore,

diagnostics by means of molecular imaging and profiling

has been enabled with the maturation of quantum dot

technologies.[68–72]

The administration of health care will always require a

human provider, who is naturally subjective yet invalu-

able for the treatment of a patient. The role of this phy-

sician will likely be reduced with the advancement of

diagnostic techniques, and patient outcomes will be

greatly enhanced by eliminating much of the guesswork in

diagnosing a condition. The ability to accurately assess

the levels of specific analytes that are indicators for a

disease or condition is the foundation of successful diag-

nostics. Therefore the sensitivity, selectivity, response

time, and other key characteristics that define the quality

of a sensor profoundly impact the quality of a diagnosis.

Nanoscale Sensor Platforms—Fundamentals
and Applications

A sensor is characterized by two key components, a sensing

element, which has a specific interaction with an analyte or

environmental condition, and a transducing element, which

converts this interaction into a measurable effect (Fig. 4).

For biomedical applications, the sensing element is de-

signed to interact specifically with biologically significant

conditions or target molecules. Natural receptors, such

as antibody/antigen, enzymes, nucleic acids/DNA, cellular

structures/cells, are the most common choice for sensing

elements in biosensors, because of their evolved high af-

finity and specificity.[73,74] Biomimetic sensing elements,

such as biorecognitive polymer networks, can be advan-

tageous over their biological counterparts because they can

be designed to mimic biological recognition pathways and

at the same time exhibit other abiotic properties that are

more favorable, such as greater stability in harsh environ-

ments.[75,76] Common transducing elements, such as opti-

cal, electrochemical, gravimetric, and micromechanical,

have been highlighted in recent reviews.[77–82]

By minimizing the sensor size, diagnostic devices can

be fabricated that not only have a significant impact in ex

Fig. 4 Illustration of the key components of a biosensor plat-

form. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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vivo sensing applications, but can also be applied to in

vivo and in vitro applications, where micro- or nanoscale

dimensionality is imperative. These miniaturized sensors

require small sample and/or reagent volumes, tend to be

less invasive, and can be faster and more sensitive relative

to macroscale technologies. Micro- and nanoscale sensor

platforms, such as the ones that are discussed in the fol-

lowing paragraphs, will replace current laboratory meth-

ods and facilitate novel diagnostic analysis.

Micro-/nanoelectromechanical sensors

In a seminal paper,[83] Peterson described the early efforts

in developing MEMS that were based on the exceptional

mechanical properties of silicon, which had been neglect-

ed relative to its well-established electrical properties. In

the years that have followed, MEMS have been success-

fully developed and made commercially available, such as

pressure and acceleration sensors for medical and auto-

mobile applications.[84] In recent years, NEMS devices

have received more attention, particularly with a focus on

the creation of novel sensor devices.[85]

Microcantilevers, an example of a MEMS transducing

element, have been integrated with a wide variety of

sensing elements, such as intelligent polymer net-

works[86,87] and single-stranded DNA,[88] for application

as ultrasensitive sensing devices. Recently, researchers

have focused on developing techniques to fabricate

nanocantilevers,[89–91] enabling for the enhancement of

the inherent advantages associated with diminishing size.

Nanopore sensors

Once knowledge of the genetic code of humans, bacteria,

viruses and other organisms can easily be attained, diag-

nosis of many illnesses and diseases can be completed in a

rapid and accurate manner. While microarrays, dubbed

DNA arrays, DNA chips, and GeneChips, have been

established as the preferred method for carrying out ge-

netic analysis on a massive scale,[67] novel technologies,

such as nanopore sequencing, have demonstrated the

possibility to make the analysis faster and cheaper.[92]

Nanopores have been applied as a novel method for

probing and characterizing the molecular structure of

macromolecules (Fig. 5). A translocating molecule alters

the ionic current through the pore relative to its open

state, and this current change is monitored vs. time

and then correlated to the specific characteristics of the

target macromolecule. For the majority of studies,[93,94]

a-hemolysin has been applied as a model natural ion

channel, and these promising results have been high-

lighted in a recent review.[95] Recently, nanofabrication

methods have been applied to reproducibly create more

robust, synthetic nanopores that can be tailored to have

desired dimensions.[96–100] With further progress in fab-

rication and analysis, this simple, yet powerful technique,

will sequence biomacromolecules, such as proteins,

nucleic acids, and polysaccharides, with molecular pre-

cision for cheaper and faster technologies.

Optical nanosensors

Optical nanosensors, which are devices that transduce a

chemical or biological event using an optical signal, have

been shown to be an enabling technology for making

quantitative measurements in the intracellular environ-

ment, demonstrating again the advantages of nanoscale

sensors. In a recent review, the impact of this rapidly

growing field was highlighted.[101] Probes encapsulated

by biologically localized embedding (PEBBLEs), with

Fig. 5 Illustration of the principles and components of a high-speed device based on a nanopore for probing single molecules of DNA.

(Source: http://www.mcb.harvard.edu/branton/—permission pending.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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diameters on order of 40 nm, have been utilized to

measure intracellular values of pH, calcium, magnesium,

potassium, and oxygen.[102,103] In other work, optical

nanofibers, with a tip diameter of approximately 50 nm,

were fabricated and then functionalized with antibodies,

allowing for nanometer resolved spatial measurements of

a target analyte.[15] In addition, other researchers have

created a nanoscale optical biosensor based on monitoring

the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) spectrum

of functionalized silver nanoparticles and demonstrated

the ability to apply this device as a real-time immunoassay

in physiological buffer.[104] In considering the above

successes demonstrated with nanoscale optical biosensors,

the near future technologies based on these platforms will

be utilized for real-time quantitative measurement and

imaging within single living cells.

Point-of-Care Diagnostic Devices

The clinical diagnostics field presents numerous oppor-

tunities where micro- and nanoscale biosensor technology

can be exploited.[105,106] In particular, POC diagnostic

devices, which enable diagnostic testing (in vivo or ex

vivo) at the site of care, can enhance patient outcomes by

substantially abbreviating analysis times as a result of the

intrinsic advantages of the miniature device and by

eliminating the need for sample transport to an onsite or

off-site laboratory for testing. These POC diagnostic

devices rely on miniature biosensors as a fundamental

component. In addition, the novel information that

nanoscale sensors are able to probe provides a superior

knowledge base, allowing the physician to accurately di-

agnose a condition. In critical care medicine, the need for

rapid diagnosis and, thus, POC diagnostic devices is

magnified, because a delay of even a minute or second can

mean the difference between patient survival and

death.[107,108]

The development of micro or miniaturized total anal-

ysis systems (mS), also referred to as lab-on-a-chip

devices, has profoundly impacted the corresponding de-

velopment of POC diagnostic devices. These m-TAS

devices integrate microvalves, micropumps, micro-

separations, microsensors, and other components to create

miniature systems capable of analysis that typically

requires an entire laboratory of instruments. Since intro-

duced as a novel concept for chemical sensing devi-

ces,[109] reviews have been published illustrating the

widespread applicability of m-TAS devices.[110,111] Of

particular interest, other reviews have focused on the ap-

plication of m-TAS devices as innovative biological

devices[112] and POC diagnostic devices.[113,114] The

advancements facilitating the creation of the micro- and

nanosensor platforms introduced above have led to the

corresponding maturation of POC diagnostic devices.

Micro- and nanoscale sensors enable improved and novel

analysis, and the consequent POC diagnostic devices will

be fundamental to the future of medical diagnostics.

A number of medical conditions or treatments require

the sensing and control of a particular biomolecule. In the

insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus market, a wide array

of sensors are available that operate in a variety of ways in

the management of the disease (e.g., small sample sizes,

multiple day averages, event markers, diabetes manage-

ment software, data ports/access to transfer readings).

However, many diseases still require a clinic visit to

properly monitor the disease or adequately manage med-

ication levels. The technology either does not exist for

these sensors or cannot be technically or economically

scaled down for POC use.

With nanotechnology and novel material design, the

future of medical management will involve small, POC,

and possibly disposable sensors that intermittently or

continuously monitor the biological molecule of interest.

This will translate into an informed patient with better

overall hands-on control for disease management. Also, it

may alert and aid patients in determining when a low-risk

environment or high-risk situation exists and offer greater

control. As such, the quality of life and term of life of a

person with a chronic disease can be enhanced. Also, with

the increase in wireless technology, data can be processed

and transmitted to a variety of systems, as well as a family

or specialist physician.

NANOTECHNOLOGY IN THERAPEUTICS

In addition to the intrinsic activity of a drug, the delivery

of it in a specific, controlled manner to the desired site of

action is critical to its overall therapeutic effect. For in-

stance, the optimum therapeutic effect depends on a drug

getting to the right place at the right time and then staying

active for a certain time period. Consequently, advanced

drug delivery formulations have been developed over the

past 20 years that do not simply release a drug at a specific

rate, but release the drug in a way that the pharmaceutical

scientist and molecular designer have designed.[115,116]

Additionally, because drug delivery can improve safety,

efficacy, convenience, and patient compliance, novel de-

livery methods are a major focus of pharmaceutical com-

panies.[117] Also, novel methods of delivery are prolonging

patent protection.[118]

Drug Development and Discovery

In the field of drug discovery, about half of drug devel-

opment candidates fail due to problems with absorption,

distribution, metabolism, elimination, or toxicity.[119]

Recent technologies have not had much impact on re-

ducing the cost of drug discovery within the pharmaceu-

tical industry.[120] Rather than present an exhaustive
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history, we direct the reader to an excellent review on the

history of drug discovery technologies.[120]

In the early 1990s, genomics became a commercial

enterprise with high-throughput sequencing on an indus-

trial scale.[67,121] As the automation, speed, and accuracy

of sequencing results increased, it dramatically decreased

the time to complete the Human Genome Project (HGP),

which determined the sequences of the 3 billion chemical

base pairs and identified approximately 30,000 genes in

human DNA as well as patterns of variation across the

genome. This was a tremendous accomplishment, but

work is now beginning to probe the potential of the se-

quence code (Table 1).[122] This work is expected to have

a profound influence on the genetic and mechanistic basis

for disease and will lead to genotype- or phenotype-spe-

cific therapeutics.

With the knowledge of genome sequences and new

high-throughput technologies (nanoarrays and nanoliter

systems of increasingly smaller volumes and high degrees

of parallelization[123]), problems can be attacked on a

much larger scale than ever before (e.g., fast screening of

focused chemical libraries for target molecules,[120]

studying all the genes in a genome, and discovering how

genes and proteins function in interconnected networks,

etc.). The demand for increased sensitivity and throughput

for genomics and proteomics[14] has companies such as

Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA) and Nanogen (San Diego,

CA) looking for solutions at the nanoscale.[12]

Tissue microarrays have been developed that can have

high-throughput validation of drug targets and evaluation

of efficiency, distribution, and toxicity.[38] Using laminar

microfluidic flows, delivery of membrane-permeable

molecules into selective regions of a single cell and dif-

ferential manipulation of regions within a single cell have

been demonstrated. Specifically, Takayama and co-

workers were able to selectively label subpopulations of

mitochondria as well as disrupt actin filaments in selected

cellular regions (Fig. 6).[14] The authors speculate that the

technique may allow for the probing and manipulation of

cellular metabolic and structural machinery and major

applications include chemotaxis, spatially regulated sig-

naling, drug screening, and toxicity studies.

Miniaturization of Controlled
Drug Delivery Devices

Advances in micro- and nanotechnologies have acceler-

ated the development of new drug delivery vehicles that

will transform biological potential into medical reali-

ty.[124] For instance, micro- and nanofabrication tech-

niques have enabled the development of novel drug

delivery devices that can improve the therapeutic effect of

a drug, such as micro- and nanoscale needles, pumps,

valves, and implantable drug delivery devices. The field

of micro- and nanofabricated drug delivery devices, which

is still in its infancy, has unlimited potential.

Micro-/nanoscale needles for cellular
and transdermal delivery

For over 150 years, syringes and hypodermic needles have

been utilized for the delivery of drugs bypassing the

transport barriers that exist in other delivery routes. Cur-

rently, the smallest needles that are commercially avail-

able for injections are 30 gauge for conventional syringes

and 31 gauge for pen injectors, having outer diameters of

305 and 254 mm, respectively.[125] Microfabrication

techniques have been utilized to create miniature needles,

which are orders of magnitude smaller in diameter and

capable of localized and painless delivery of drugs into

cells or tissues. Recently, novel methods have been de-

veloped to fabricate nanoneedles, which have been pro-

posed to enhance performance even further.[126,127]

Microscale needles have been applied for cellular de-

livery of membrane impermeable molecules. For example,

arrays of microneedles were fabricated and utilized to

deliver DNA into plant and mammalian cells, as a method

for transforming cells.[128,129] Additionally, microneedles

Table 1 Research challenges that remain after sequencing

the genome

Post-sequencing research challenges

Gene number, exact locations, and functions

Gene regulation

DNA sequence organization

Chromosomal structure and organization

Noncoding DNA types, amount, distribution, information

content, and functions

Coordination of gene expression, protein synthesis, and post-

translational events

Interaction of proteins in complex molecular machines

Predicted vs. experimentally determined gene function

Evolutionary conservation among organisms

Protein conservation (structure and function)

Proteomes (total protein content and function) in organisms

Correlation of SNPs (single-base DNA variation among

individuals) with health and disease

Disease-susceptibility prediction based on gene sequence

variation

Genes involved in complex traits and multigene diseases

Complex systems biology including microbial consortia useful

for environmental restoration

Developmental genetics, genomics

Source: From Ref. [122].
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have been utilized to target drug delivery to a specific

region or tissue in the body, thus avoiding detrimental

effects that can result from administering certain drugs

systemically. This targeting can reduce side effects,

minimize the dose of an expensive drug, and/or provide a

means of delivery to a location that is difficult to treat.[117]

For instance, a multichannel silicon microneedle has been

microfabricated to deliver bioactive compounds into

neural tissue while simultaneously monitoring and stim-

ulating the neurons in vivo.[130] In addition, microneedles

have been used to penetrate vessel walls of normal and

atherosclerotic rabbit arteries in vitro demonstrating

potential use for targeted delivery of antirestenosis

drugs.[129]

Furthermore, microscale needles have been applied for

transdermal drug delivery. In conventional transdermal

drug delivery, the outer 10–20 mm of skin, the stratum

corneum, acts as a barrier to the diffusion of the drug

molecules, thus limiting its applicability to small drug

molecules. Because the stratum corneum does not have

any nerves, needles that are long enough and robust

enough to penetrate across this layer, but short enough to

not stimulate the nerves in the deeper tissue, have the

potential to make transdermal delivery a painless and

much more viable option.[125,131]

Nanoscale polymer carriers for
controlled drug delivery

Polymer nanoparticle and nanosphere carriers are very

attractive for biomedical and pharmaceutical applications,

because of their unique and tailorable properties. In the

case of polymer networks, the release profile can be pre-

cisely controlled through the design of its molecular

structure, such as degree of cross-linking and ionic char-

acteristics of the pendent functional groups.[132,133]

Polymer nanospheres have been molecularly designed

to be responsive to the pH of their environment, enabling

for the protection of fragile therapeutic peptides and

proteins in the harsh, acidic stomach environment and

then release in the more amiable environment of the upper

small intestine.[134–136] In addition, nanoparticle carriers

have been designed to have stealth properties, allowing

extended residence time without being recognized by the

immune system.[137,138] In other efforts, synthetic delivery

systems, including polymeric nanoparticles, have been

developed for application in gene delivery.[139,140] By

creating polymer drug delivery systems that are biode-

gradable, the need for removal of the system post-de-

livery is eliminated, as the polymer can be naturally

resorbed by the body.[141] Also, a number of companies

Fig. 6 Differential manipulation of regions of a single bovine capillary endothelial cell using multiple laminar flows. (From Ref. [14]—

permission pending.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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are reformulating insoluble drugs as nanoparticles and

nanocrystals to control uptake through cellular mem-

branes.[12] Table 2 lists a few selected nanobiotechnology

companies and platforms.

Microchip-based delivery systems

Microchips have been created for the storage and then

delivery of multiple drugs in a controlled manner. For

instance, a solid-state silicon microchip that can pro-

vide controlled release of single or multiple chemical

substances on demand was fabricated and demon-

strated.[142,143] The release is achieved via electrochem-

ical dissolution of the thin anode membranes covering the

microreservoirs filled with chemicals in solid, liquid, or

gel form. The advantages of this microdevice include that

it has a simple release mechanism, very accurate dosing,

ability to have complex release patterns, potential for

local delivery, and possible biological drug stability en-

hancement by storing in a microvolume that can be

precisely controlled. Recently, multipulse drug delivery

from a resorbable polymeric microchip device was

demonstrated.[144]

The aforementioned microdevices demonstrate only a

few examples of the wide variety of novel applications

that exist for integration of micro- and nanofabrication

technologies with drug delivery, revealing the immaturity

of the field. These novel drug delivery devices can enable

efficient delivery that was unattainable with conventional

drug delivery techniques, resulting in the enhancement of

the therapeutic activity of a drug. The future of drug de-

livery is assured to be significantly influenced by micro-

and nanofabrication technologies.

CONCLUSION

Nanoscale science and engineering has an unlimited po-

tential to affect the diagnosis and etiology of a number of

diseases with enhanced prognosis and rational treatment.

Although this field is in its infancy, the unlimited potential

is clear, especially for application in medical science and

technology leading to technological innovations in medi-

cine. In the near future, micro- and nanodevices will be

created that will combine the diagnostic and therapeutic

actions described in this review, enabling for compre-

hensive devices that can monitor conditions and admin-

ister therapy. As the interest and investment in this

maturing field continues to grow, it is impossible identify

the full breadth and reach of the resulting technologies,

yet it is unmistakable that the developments will dra-

matically influence the nature and practice of medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past nine decades of administering bioimplants

to humans, most of the synthetic prostheses consist of

material particles and/or grain sizes with conventional

dimensions (approximately 1 to 104 mm).[1] Most of these

early implants were made out of the following: vana-

dium steel (in the 1920s), stainless steel, cobalt alloys,

titanium (in the 1930s), gold, and amalgams (a metal

alloy containing mercury).[1] However, the lack of suf-

ficient bonding of synthetic implants to surrounding

body tissues and the inability to obtain mechanical

characteristics (such as flexural strength, bending

strength, modulus of elasticity, toughness and, ductility)

as well as electrical characteristics (such as resistivity

and even piezoelectricity) that simulate their human

tissue equivalents have, in recent years, led to the in-

vestigations of nanomaterials.[2–12] Consequently, im-

proving the biocompatibility of these implants remains

the focus of many research groups around the world.

Several nanobiomedical implants are being investigated,

and are likely to gain approvals for clinical use. The

critical factor for this drive is the increasingly docu-

mented, special, nonbiological improved material pro-

perties of nanophase materials when compared to con-

ventional grain-size formulations of the same material

chemistry.[2–12]

This entry seeks to add another property of nano-

phase materials that makes them attractive for use as

implants: bio- and cytocompatibility. Active works are

focused in the domains of orthopedic, dental, bladder,

neurological, vascular, and cardiovascular graft applica-

tions. The present level of advances was previously

unimaginable with conventional materials possessing

large micron-sized particulates. This entry will briefly

articulate the seeming revolutionary changes and the

potential gains of nanostructured implants in medi-

cal technology.

RATIONALE AND DEVELOPMENTS

The Problem—Fibrous Encapsulation of
Newly Implanted Materials

For the replacement of dysfunctional and diseased tissues,

millions of biomedical implants are used each year around

the globe. The characteristics vital for the effective

functioning of these implants in the host animal tissue

(usually, humans) include lack of any toxicity tendencies,

resistance to corrosion by surrounding tissue fluids,

sufficient strength against involuntary and normal phy-

sical motion or loading, resistance to bodily fatigue forces,

ability to promote cellular adhesion that may lead to tissue

regeneration, and, finally, biocompatibility (or cytocom-

patibility) with the host tissue or organs.

The healing response immediately following biomate-

rial implantation determines the long-term functionality of

the device. This response is primarily affected by the

chemical and physical characteristics of the bioimplant.

Healing characteristics common of unsuccessful bioma-

terial wound healing include fibrous encapsulation and

chronic inflammation. Inflammation and the subsequent

processes involve recruitment of a variety of body fluids,

proteins, and unwanted cell types to the tissue–implant

interface.[13–15] Fibrous encapsulation—or callus forma-

tion, in the case of bone implants—at the interface or

implant–body tissue site decreases the bonding effective-

ness and often results in clinical failures.[13] Fig. 1 depicts

the sequential events of cellular responses of soft tissues

following an injury.[14–22] There exists a latent period for

the collagen molecules to polymerize and align according

to the principal direction of stress. This slows rapid

attainment of the physical strength in the region that

would be juxtaposed to that of normal tissue. Currently,

most of the medical devices for cardiovascular or neural

treatments, such as pacemakers, defibrillators, neural

probes, etc., are routinely coated with parylene, a polymer
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with increased dielectric constant and coating depth, for

better compatibility with body tissues. However, parylene

degrades at temperatures above 125–140�C in the pres-

ence of oxygen, and a special grade of the polymer loses

its optical clarity, becoming hazy at thickness levels above

5 mm. Therefore, modulating the healing response may

improve biomaterial compatibility to decrease unwanted

fibrous tissue formation, and this is the role envisaged of

nanostructured implants.[2,6–8,17]

A Potential Solution—Nanostructured
Implants

Nanotechnology embraces a system whose core of

materials is in the range of nanometers (10�9 m). The

application of nanomaterials for medical diagnosis, treat-

ment of failing organ systems, or prevention and cure of

human diseases can generally be referred to as nanome-

dicine. The branch of nanomedicine devoted to the

development of biodegradable or nonbiodegradable

prostheses or implants fall within the purview of nanobio-

medical science and engineering. Although various de-

finitions are attached to the word ‘‘nanomaterial’’ by dif-

ferent experts,[23] the commonly accepted concept refers

to nanomaterials as that material with the basic structural

unit in the range 1–100 nm (nanostructured), crystal-

line solids with grain sizes 1–100 nm (nanocrystals),

individual layer or multilayer surface coatings in the

range 1–100 nm (nanocoatings), extremely fine powders

with an average particle size in the range 1–100 nm

(nanopowders), and fibers with a diameter in the range 1–

100 nm (nanofibers).

Nanostructure science and technology create materials

and products that potentially outperform, at several

boundaries, the existing advanced materials (such as

advanced/fine ceramics, advanced polymers and compo-

sites, and electronic and photonic materials).[24] For

example, with the development of macromolecular com-

plexes, modern technology enhances the secrets of bio-

logy and communicates to it. High-resolution instruments,

such as scanning tunneling microscope, atomic force mic-

roscope, and high-resolution transmission electron micro-

scope, are capable of atom-by-atom resolution in the

structure of solids. Atom layer by atom layer structures

can now be built using ion beam or molecular beam. Ad-

vanced instruments can also monitor processes in mate-

rials at atomic or subatomic levels on real time scales.

Assisted by these developments emerges, concurrently,

nanotechnology, an endeavor able to work at the molec-

ular level atom by atom to create large structures with

fundamentally new molecular organization, with at least

one characteristic dimension measured in nanometers.[9]

The commonly known nanostructures include carbon

nanotubes, proteins, DNA-based structures, thin film and

laser emitters, quantum wire and dots, and single-electron

transistors that operate at room temperatures. The sub-

stances in the list that are significantly relevant to de-

signing future implants are proteins and DNA-based

structures. Scientific activities on nanobiomedical im-

plants seek to mimic the nanomorphology that proteins

create in natural tissue, mainly for efficient and effective

cytocompatibility.[16] Clearly, cells in our body are ac-

customed to interacting with nanostructured surfaces. It is

evident that nanotechnology-enabled increases in compu-

tation power will permit the characterization of macro-

molecular networks in realistic environments. Such

simulation will be essential in developing biocompatible

implants to mimic these novel topographies.

Fig. 1 Sequential events of soft tissue wound healing. (From Ref. [14].)
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CHARACTERISTICS, DEVELOPMENTS,
AND POTENTIALS

Characteristics

Functions of implants can benefit immensely from the

manifold increase in size reduction, bonding potential, and

mechanical and electrical characteristics of consolidated

nanoparticles or nanofibers. The specific properties rele-

vant for the synthesis and efficacy of these nanobiome-

dical implants are high surface energy of the discrete

substances, increased surface roughness of the bulk

material, strength, elastic modulus, ductility, and electri-

cal conductivity.[5,6,16]

Surface properties (such as area, charge, and morphol-

ogy) depend on the particulate (such as grain) or fiber size

of a material.[10–12] The increased surface defects (such as

at the edge/corner sites) and the high number of grain

boundaries[10,11] in nanophase materials have special ad-

vantageous properties that are being exploited in the de-

velopment of biocompatible implants. Because of their

small size (1–100 nm), bioceramic or metallic particulates

require less severe sintering conditions (temperature and

pressure) to become fully consolidated. Thus, for complex

inorganic ceramics, the likelihood of phase separation is

reduced. For the particulate or hybrid composites, exces-

sive interfacial reactions between the matrix and filler

phases are reduced because process temperature is lower.

Kinetics of reactions in the various systems are shorter.

Thus, there are promises for nanophase materials from a

material processing point of view.

To date, the increased surface reactivity of nanomater-

ials has been used for catalytic applications almost

exclusively;[10,11] for example, compared with conven-

tional (>100 nm average grain size) magnesium oxide

(MgO), nanophase (4 nm average grain size) MgO pos-

sessed increased numbers of atoms at the surface, higher

surface area (100–160 m2/g compared to 200–500 m2/g,

respectively), less acidic OH� groups (because of a much

higher proportion of edge sites for the nanophase MgO to

cause delocalization of electrons) (Fig. 2), increased

adsorption of acidic ions (such as SO3
2� and CO3

2�), and

increased destructive adsorption of organophosphorous

and of chlorocarbons.[10,11]

Proteins—Control of
Implant Biocompatibility

Living systems are governed by molecular behavior at

nanometer scales.[5,6,16] The molecular building blocks of

life—proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates, and

their nonbiological mimics—are examples of materials

that possess unique properties determined by the size,

folding, and patterns at the nanoscale. Most current in

vivo implants are used for orthopedics (bone therapy or

replacement), their fixation, or for dental (tooth therapy)

purposes. An increasing number is also applied in vascular

and cardiovascular organ systems. These implants are

known to be of the conventional structure (average grain

size is in microns). Being in-body prostheses, most im-

plants (such as orthopedic or vascular) are initially in-

terfaced with soluble proteins (through biological fluids),

as against insoluble proteins (which usually occurs through

synthesis and deposition by cells after initial adhesion to

implants).[13,14]

Protein interaction with surfaces is mainly by adsorp-

tion and orientation (conformation). Significant protein

adsorption leads progressively—but not always—to an

appropriate conformation (or orientation) and for sub-

sequent cell adhesions.[15,16] These molecular activi-

ties, however, depend on the relative bulk concentra-

tion of each protein in solution and the properties of the

surface that control protein reactivity.[15] As shown in

Table 1,[13,17–22] solid surface features (such as specific

surface, roughness, charge, chemistry, wettability, etc.)

and the specific properties of each amino acid influence

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of surface properties of (a) conventional materials and (b) nanophase materials. Nanophase materials

have higher surface areas, possess greater numbers of atoms at the surface, and less acidic OH� groups (because of an increase in

electron delocalization) in the hydroxide layer. (From Ref. [35].)
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protein adsorption (ultimately affecting implant biocom-

patibility with host tissue). Fig. 3 presents the schematics

on how cells interact with adsorbed proteins on a sub-

strate.[15] For nanostructured substrate formulations (or

nanoimplants), the surface grain size increases the num-

ber of grain boundaries at the surface to enhance material

surface wettability for protein adsorption that, subse-

quently, promotes select cell function. Note, however,

that proteins will adsorb to a material surface seconds

after implantation. Thus, their interactions are imperative

to controlling subsequent cell function and eventual

implant success/failure.

The dimensions of proteins are at the nanometer

level.[5,6,16] In addition, other inorganic constituents in

natural bone, such as hydroxyapatite (HAP) fibers, pos-

sess nanometer dimensions between 2 and 5 nm in width,

and lengths around 50 nm.[1] Several studies have

positively correlated the adhesion and functions of various

proteins with the nanoscale surface features of potential

implants.[16,25–33] In fact, some of the best examples of

how nanophase, compared with conventional, materials

alter interactions with proteins are provided in the inves-

tigations of the potential use of nanostructured materials

as the next generation of bone implants.[6,25–33] Following

are presented the significant milestones from current

activities on protein or cellular interactions with ceramics,

metals/alloys, polymers, or their composites.

Developments and Potentials of Nanophase
Ceramics as Nanobiomedical Implants

Ceramic materials have been used for sometime in den-

tistry for dental crowns. Their high compressive strength,

good esthetic appearance, and inertness to body fluids

were responsible. Investigations of underlying mechan-

isms on tissue–implant interaction revealed that the initial

adsorbed concentration,[27] conformation,[31] and bioac-

tivity[31] of proteins contained in blood serum were res-

ponsible for the select, enhanced functions of osteoblasts

(bone-forming cells). Notably, cumulative adsorption of

proteins contained in serum was significantly higher on

smaller, nanometer, grain-size ceramics.[27] In particular,

the interaction of four proteins—fibronectin, vitronectin,

laminin, and collagen—known to enhance osteoblast

function, increased greatly on nanophase compared to

conventional (micron-sized grains) ceramics.

Furthermore, a novel adaptation of the standard surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) technique has pro-

vided evidence of increased unfolding of the aforemen-

tioned proteins adsorbed on nanophase vs. conventional

Table 1 Structural categories and specific properties of amino acids contained in proteins

Amino acid (three and

one-letter abbreviation) Charge

Hydrophobicity (values as kcal/mol

to transfer from hydrophobic to more

hydrophilic phase; increase positive

value means more hydrophobic)

Surface tension (values

as ergs/cm2/mol per liter

lowering of the surface

tension of water)

Isoleucine (Ile or I) Neutral 0.73 �15.2

Phenylalanine (Phe or F) Neutral 0.61 �17.3

Valine (Val or V) Neutral 0.54 �3.74

Leucine (Leu or L) Neutral 0.53 �21.9

Tryptophan (Trp or W) Neutral 0.37 �9.6

Methionine (Met or M) Neutral 0.26 �3.01

Alanine (Ala or A) Neutral 0.25 0.96

Glycine (Gly or G) Neutral 0.16 1.12

Cysteine (Cys or C) 0 to �1 0.04 0.69

Tyrosine (Tyr or Y) 0 to �1 0.02 �15.1

Proline (Pro or P) Neutral �0.07 �0.49

Threonine (Thr or T) Neutral �0.18 0.59

Serine (Ser or S) Neutral �0.26 0.76

Histidine (His or H) 0 to 1 �0.40 1.03

Glutamic acid (Glu or E) 0 to �1 �0.62 0.86

Asparagine (Asn or N) Neutral �0.64 1.17

Glutamine (Gln or Q) Neutral �0.69 1.21

Aspartic acid (Asp or D) 0 to �1 �0.72 0.96

Lysine (Lys or K) 0 to 1 �1.1 0.92

Arginine (Arg or R) 0 to 1 �1.8 1.03

Because of a wide range of amino acid properties, proteins have diverse properties.

Source: Refs. [13,17–22].
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ceramics (Fig. 4).[31] This is important because unfolding

of these proteins promotes availability of specific cell-

adhesive epitopes that increased bone–cell adhesion and

function.[34,35] In addition, nanophase ceramics have

much greater surface reactivity because of increased

numbers of atoms at the surface, greater amounts of grain

boundaries at the surface, and higher proportions of edge

sites (Fig. 2).[35]

Clearly, these novel properties of nanophase ceramics

may be influencing interactions with proteins. In partic-

ular, nanophase ceramics have also been reported to have

increased surface wettability over conventional ones.[26]

Because proteins assume a tertiary structure with mostly

hydrophilic amino acid residues on the exterior of glob-

ular shapes, it is believed that a material surface with

increased wettability (or hydrophilic) properties should

increase protein adsorption and possibly enhance unfold-

ing of that protein to expose interior amino acids im-

portant for cell adhesion. Because of protein dimension

being in the nanometer regime, biomedical implants with

nanophase surfaces can now be engineered to manipulate

adsorbed protein conformation for increased implant

efficacies over a long time. For instance, compared to

conventional (micron-size) ceramic formulations, nanos-

tructured substrates made from spherical particles of

alumina, titania, and hydroxyapatite provided evidence of

enhanced adhesion of osteoblasts (bone-forming cells),

decreased adhesion of fibroblasts (cells that contribute to

fibrous encapsulation and callus formation events that

may lead to implant loosening and failure), and decreased

adhesion of endothelial cells (cells that line the vascula-

ture of the body).[26] In addition, consolidated substrates

formulated from nanofibrous alumina (diameter 2 nm,

length >50 nm) have demonstrated a significant adhesion

and proliferation of the bone-forming cells (osteoblasts) in

comparison with similar alumina substrates formulated

from nanospherical particles.[16] The study further re-

ported enhanced calcium deposition (calcium deposition

is an index of mineralization of the bone matrix) by

osteoblasts as well as increased functions of osteoclasts

(bone-resorbing cells) on the alumina nanoparticles. In a

comparative study, Price et al. has determined a twofold

increased adhesion cell density of the osteoblasts on

alumina nanofiber vs. conventional titanium, following a

2-hr culture.[52] These findings consistently testify to

unprecedented and excellent cytocompatibility of nano-

bioceramics with physiological bone.

Furthermore, other studies have reported the detrimen-

tal influences of wear particles (or debris) resulting from

articulating components of conventional orthopedic

implants that are subjected to physiological loading forces

(such as friction).[36–38] These particles induce bone loss,

which leads to implant loosening, and sometimes results

in clinical failure of bone prostheses (such as hip, elbow,

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the interaction of cells with proteins adsorbed on a substrate such as an implant. (From Ref. [15].)
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knee, ankle, etc.). In a recent report, however, results of a

more well spread morphology and increased cell prolif-

eration in the presence of nanophase particles have

demonstrated that wear debris resulting from bone

prostheses composed of nanophase ceramics affects bone

and cartilage cell functions less adversely in comparison

to larger conventional ceramic wear particles.[39] In

addition, the ductility and superplastic-forming capabili-

ties of nanoceramic particles have now been demonstrated

as favorable to initial cellular activities, indicating their

potential for orthopedic nanobiomaterials.[16,39]

Following these significant discoveries, extremely fine

bioceramic powders can be used as components in a wide

range of biomedical implants, from hard sintered ceramic

disk implants to porous bone grafts (bone replacement),

controllable-setting calcium-phosphate-based bone ce-

ments (for implant fixation), and nanocomposites that

have superior mechanical and biological properties in

Fig. 4 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering technique illustrating increased unfolding of proteins (specifically, vitronectin) adsorbed on

nanophase alumina in comparison with conventional alumina. (From Ref. [31].)
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vitro. Phase-stabilized zirconia is used to make femoral

heads of the implants in hip-replacement operations.

With the improved ductility of nanoceramics, the syn-

thesis of polycrystalline phase-stabilized zirconia from

nanoparticles will allow the material to be made even

stronger, with better fracture toughness and improved

wear-resistance properties, compared to current-genera-

tion zirconia materials.[40]

Developments and Potentials of Nanophase
Metals as Nanobiomedical Implants

Whereas for dental applications conventional silver–tin

amalgam is selected because of its plasticity and cold-

setting property, and micron-grain-sized gold often chosen

because of its corrosion resistance as well as malleability

and durability,[1] the conventional metallic materials—

titanium, titanium alloys (such as Ti–6Al–4V), Co–Cr–

Mo, and 316L stainless steel—are selected for orthopedic

implants based on their mechanical properties and ability

to remain inert in vivo.[1] Table 2 compares the elastic

modulus property of select conventional metallic and ce-

ramic materials currently applied in orthopedics with com-

pact and spongy bones. The choice of these materials as

implants only satisfied physiological loading conditions

but did not duplicate the mechanical, chemical, and mor-

phological properties of the bone.[1,16]

Most importantly, to date the failures of conventional

orthopedic and dental implant materials is often due to

insufficient bonding with juxtaposed bone or tissue.

Timely and desirable responses from surrounding cells

and tissues are required to enhance deposition of the

mineralized matrix at the tissue–implant interface, which

provides crucial mechanical stability to implants. This

requirement, in addition to the hardness and strength of

metallic implants, can be greatly increased by nanostruc-

turing. Metallic implants coated with conventional HAP

have been tried with little success, causing stress shielding

of the surrounding bone and experiencing a reduced

durability of the HAP coatings over time.[1] It is therefore

intriguing to ponder an alternative approach using

nanostructured metals to promote interactions with juxta-

posed bone to increase implant success. This objective

remains largely uninvestigated to date.

Developments and Potentials of Nanophase
Polymers as Nanobiomedical Implants

Several micron-grain-sized polymers [such as hylauronan-

based polymer, Dacron, and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)

(PLGA)] investigated as potential implants have been

reported as either causing defects or unsuitable.[1] Sol-

chaga et al. observed cracks and fissures in some bio-

degradable materials, e.g., hylauronan-based polymers,

within 12 weeks that followed implantation.[41] This in-

vestigation studied the polymer as a potential implant for

the treatment of osteochondral defects on femoral con-

dyles of rabbits. Messner had earlier reported improper

cartilage morphology, early-stage debris formation, and

synovitis when he implanted polyethylene terephthalate

(Dacron), a nondegradable synthetic material in rabbits

for similar treatment.[42]

Although much scientific activity is focused on it, the

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved PLGA

does not mimic the nanometer morphology of biological

tissues they are intended to replace. Fig. 5 shows the

scanning electron images distinguishing the surface

roughness of nanostructured from conventional PLGA.

As could be observed, the nano-PLGA exhibits a finer

surface morphology than the conventional PLGA. While

the latter registers a roughness of 100 nm–1 mm, the

former has a surface roughness value within the range

50–100 nm. Recently, a synthesized nanostructured

PLGA has been shown to lead to significant proliferation

of chondrocytes in comparison with the conventional

FDA-approved PLGA.[43] The study further provided

evidence of preferred growth of chondrocytes along the

aligned portions in the nanostructure. This discovery is of

practical significance because articular cartilage has

aligned nanostructures (i.e., the collagen fiber). Thus, by

simulating the nanostructure and alignment topography of

cartilage tissue in monolithic PLGA or in PLGA–matrix

composite formulations, a more natural environment is

created for chondrocytes to regenerate cartilage.

Also, a related study found a 23% and 76% increase in

adhesion of both vascular and bladder smooth muscle

Table 2 Comparison of elastic modulus (E ) of major internal

bone structures with select conventional metallic and ceramic

materials currently used as orthopedic implants

Material

Modulus of

elasticity

(GPa)

Bone Cortical bone 12–18

Trabecular bone 0.1

Ceramic/carbon Calcium phosphate 40–117

Carbon (pyrolitic)a 28

Metal/alloys Titanium and

Ti–6Al–4V

110

Tantalum (cold-worked) 190

Cobalt alloys 220–234

316L stainless steel 193–200

Aluminum alloy 70–77

a1.0 wt.% Si-alloyed pyrolitic carbon, Pyrolite (Carbomedics, Austin,

TX).
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cells on nanophase PLGA (average surface roughness:

approx. 50 nm) and nanostructured polyurethane (PU),

respectively, vs. their conventional formulations.[44] The

potential application of these formulations as vascular

graft implants was further demonstrated by the enhanced

long-term biofunction (such as proliferation) of cells on

the substrates and the ‘‘controllable’’ degradation rate of

PLGA, within 1- to 5-day culture range.[44] These exciting

and improved characteristics of the nanopolymers would

very shortly form the basis for reducing health-related

costs due to implant removals. Their commercial impor-

tance is further elevated by earlier conclusion that micron-

sized tubular scaffolds of poly(glycolic acid) (PGA)

physically support vascular smooth muscle and endothe-

lial cell growth in vitro.[45]

Nanostructured topography of bioimplants may not

always be the desired morphology for effective regener-

ation of human tissues. Miller et al. have recently

demonstrated that in comparison with conventional

PLGA, rat aortic endothelial cells adhered and prolifer-

ated less on PLGA substrates whose surface was trans-

formed to nanodimensions through treatment with sodium

hydroxide.[46] They concluded that the residual hydroxyl

radical on the surface, and not the nanoscale roughness,

might be responsible for decreased endothelial cell

function on the nanophase polymer. This apparent

anomaly can be of significance if scientists attempt to

engineer vascular implants to influence cell localization in

the host environment. However, once surface chemistry

changes were eliminated using cast-mold procedures,[46] a

greater endothelial cell function was achieved on the

nanophase PLGA in comparison to the conventional one.

Generally speaking, therefore, the different cellular

responses elicited from varied surface features of current

and potential implants can pave the way to modulating

wound healing in relation to immunoactivity of the

surrounding tissue.

Developments and Potentials of
Nanostructured Composites as
Nanobiomedical Implants

Composites, as tissue scaffolds, are emerging owing to the

need to engineer the high strength of monolithic ceramics

or metals with known biocompatible polymers, notably,

PLGA and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA).[47] On another

note, some carbons have earlier found use in implants

especially for blood interfacing applications such as heart

valves. Hitherto, because of their anisotropic mechanical,

surface, and electrical properties and relative biocompat-

ibility, conventional-size carbon fibers are used in

orthopedic implants.[48–53] Combined with the prominent

electrical conductivity of the fibers (reaching up to 2000

W/m K), these studies suggest a strong potential for the

use of carbon nanofibers as neural prostheses. Not long

ago, clinical studies have demonstrated that these micron-

size fibers provide insufficient bonding to juxtaposed

tissue, which leads to clinical failures.[50] This concern of

biocompatibility prompted in vitro studies using multi-

walled carbon nanotubes functionalized with a bioactive

molecule, 4-hydroxynonenal. The functionalized nano-

sized carbon tubes resulted in increased extension of

neurites in rat brain neurons.[51] Long neurites improve

transmission and coordination of nerve responses to

stimuli. In an effort to develop an efficient and effective

material capable of minimizing gliotic scar tissue forma-

tion around regions of neural implants, a formulation of

polycarbonate urethane (PCU) reinforced with 10–25 wt.%

high-surface-energy carbon nanotubes (carbon tubes with

no pyrolitic layer) was studied by McKenzie et al.[54]

They reported a decreased adhesion of astrocytes by 50%

on the composite in comparison with only PCU,[54] after a

1-hr culture. Astrocytes are neuroglial cells that, among

other functions, respond to injury of brain tissue, forming

a special type of scar tissue, which fills spaces and closes

Fig. 5 Scanning electron images depicting (a) surface roughness of conventional PLGA (100 nm–1 mm) in comparison with (b) fine

surface roughness of nanophase PLGA (50–100 nm). Bar represents 100 mm in dimensions. (From Ref. [46].)
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gaps in the central nervous system. A gliotic response that

is mediated largely by astrocytes forms at implant/injury

sites, impeding axonal regeneration[55–57] and electrical

signaling between neurons and implanted probes.[58]

Although silicon has good electrical properties, inhibited

neural function is often reported with neural probes made

out of micron-size structures of silicon.[58] The report by

McKenzie et al. followed a previous study by the same

group of scientists in which they demonstrated decreased

astrocyte cell densities on nanophase carbon fibers (size:

approx. 60 nm) in comparison with conventional ones

(size: approx. 0.125 mm), following adhesion and prolif-

eration studies for 1 hr and up to 5 days, respectively.

These carbon fibers in compact form are presented in

Fig. 6.

Another study mimicked the nanometer dimensions of

hydroxyapatite crystals (which are present in bones) in

carbon fibers. The investigators used unfunctionalized

carbon nanofibers (diameter: 60–200 nm), and they

observed the first evidence of increased adhesion[52] as

well as enhanced long-term functions (specifically, pro-

liferation, synthesis of alkaline phosphatase, and concen-

tration of calcium in the extracellular matrix) of

osteoblasts in relation to the conventional fibers.[53] The

positive behaviors, combined with the high specific

strength of carbon nanotubes, can readily be exploited in

using the fiber as a reinforcing component for composite

implant materials and tensile loading applications, such as

artificial tendon and ligaments. The clinical benefits from

their desirable qualities and the ease of the fabrication of

their composites make them attractive candidates for

orthopedic and dental implants.

Nanostructured surface topography of PLGA sub-

strates, in both aligned and nonaligned arrangements,

significantly increased adhesion and proliferation of

chondrocytes (cartilage-synthesizing cells) over the con-

ventional substrate.[59] There was preferred alignment of

the cells along the nanoscale ridges on the aligned sur-

faces of the polymer. Other investigators have observed

increased adhesion and proliferation of chondrocytes

Fig. 6 Scanning electron images depicting (a) conventional carbon fibers (0.125 mm diameter) in comparison with (b) nanophase

carbon fibers (60 nm diameter). Bar represents 10 mm in dimensions. (From Ref. [53].)

Fig. 7 Scanning electron images depicting PLGA composites containing: (a) conventional titania (4.120 mm grain size) in comparison

with (b) nanophase titania (32 nm grain size). 70/30 wt.% PLGA/titania. Bar represents 100 mm in dimensions. (From Ref. [61].)
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on nanostructured synthetic ceramic/PLGA compo-

sites.[60,61] More recently, Ejiofor and coworkers studied

the adhesion and long-term functions of chondrocytes

and osteoblasts on conventional and nanophase titania/

PLGA composites for use as bone prostheses.[43] Of the

various size-classified titania/PLGA composites studied,

nanostructured titania/nanophase PLGA demonstrated

the highest adhesion of both bone-producing cells (by

150%) and cartilage-synthesizing cells (twofold) com-

pared to their conventional composite equivalent. These

composites are pictured in Fig. 7. In addition, following

a 4- to 7-day culture, the total intracellular protein

synthesized by chondrocytes on the nanocomposite was

significant (>400%) vs. the conventional titania/conven-

tional PLGA composite substrate. The increased surface

roughness and specific surface area were thought to be

responsible for the favorable results.[43] The above

developments lend credence to the positive influences

of nanostructured composites on the synthesis of carti-

lage tissues.

On further investigations of the same material system,

the researchers attributed fine grain size of nanocompo-

sites as the major potential cause of the enlargement of

the developing cartilage tissue, as indexed by their

alkaline phosphatase activity. The activity level on the

nanostructured titania/nanophase PLGA composites yiel-

ded 1.4 activity units/cm2 whereas the rest of the sub-

strates investigated leveled off to 0.85 activity units/cm2.

Although further mechanical characterization is needed,

materials such as this may allow for exciting alternatives

in the design of more effective cartilage tissue engineer-

ing prostheses.

POTENTIAL RISKS

Since the research on and the use of nanobiomedical

implants using nanopowders or nanofibers is still at its

infancy, risks to human health and environment must not

be overlooked. Many issues relating to safe and healthy

fabrication of nanobiomedical implants still need to be

addressed. For example, small nanoparticles can enter the

human body through pores and may accumulate in the

cells of the respiratory or integumentary organ system,

and the health effects are yet to be known. This would

happen during commercial-scale processing of the nano-

particles as well as through the use of these materials as

implants. According to Debra Rolison of Naval Research

Laboratory (Washington, DC), because of humankind’s

history with viruses—and viruses are already nanobio-

technological—there should be a need for continuous

monitoring of potential effects of newly designed and

fabricated nanomaterials.

FUTURE ACTIVITY

According to the U.S. government’s research agenda, the

current and future broad interests in nanobiomedical

activity can be categorized as given in Table 3.[24,62]

Marsch[62] further grouped the entire activity in three

broad related fronts:

1. Development of pharmaceuticals for inside-the-body

applications—such as drugs for anticancer and gene

therapy.

2. Development of diagnostic sensors and lab-on-a-chip

techniques for outside-the-body applications—such

as biosensors to identify bacteriological infections

in biowarfare.

3. Development of prostheses and implants for inside-

the-body uses.

Whereas the European governments emphasize com-

mercial applications in all three fronts above according to

Marsch, the U.S government—as can be seen in Table 3—

tends to gear toward fundamental research on biomedical

implants and biodefense, leaving commercial applications

to industry. Both classifications identify nanobiomedical

implants (item 8 in Table 3 and the third classification by

Marsch) as potential interests. The biological and biomi-

metic nanostructures to be used as an implant involve

some sort of an assembly in which smaller materials

later assume the shape of a body part, such as hipbone.

These final, biomimetic, bulk nanostructures can start

with a predefined nanochemical (such as an array of

large reactive molecules attached to a surface) or nano-

physical (such as a small crystal) structure. It is believed

that by using these fundamental nanostructured build-

ing blocks as seed molecules or crystals, a larger bulk

material will self-assemble or keep growing by itself.

Further research is needed in self-assembly of nanostruc-

tured materials.

Table 3 U.S. government current and future broad interests in

nanobiomedical research activity

U.S. Government Research

Interests for Nanobiomedical Research

1 Synthesis and use of nanostructures

2 Applications of nanotechnology in therapy

3 Biomimetic nanostructures

4 Biological nanostructures

5 Electronic–biological interface

6 Devices for early detection of diseases

7 Instruments for studying individual molecules

8 Nanotechnology for tissue engineering

Source: Refs. [24] and [62].
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Several developments on implants for clinical uses are

ongoing, while just a few are at various clinical testing

stages.[63,64] For instance, peripheral vascular grafts made

out of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) have been devel-

oped to serve as artificial arteries to restore blood flow to

peripheral limbs of the body, and is already under clinical

test.[63] Coronary artery bypass grafts made out of

expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) is a potential

material for supplying blood to the heart tissue, and this

has been developed.[63] In addition, biologically hybrid-

ized polymeric immunoisolation devices are considered a

biocompatible substitute capable of preventing rejection

responses following immunosuppressant therapy. Clearly,

nanomaterials as mentioned in this chapter are at their

infancy and much more testing must be conducted before

their full potential is realized.

CONCLUSION

We would like to note that the scientific developments

reported above do not exhaust the current global beehive

research efforts on the biological potentials of nanoparti-

culates as implants. It is believed, however, that following

the trends of these impressive application properties of the

nanomaterials in the biomedical domain, there exists a

bright future for therapies and treatments through pros-

thetic implantation.

Recent developments in modifying existing conven-

tional materials to possess nanoscale dimensions without

altering their chemistry would build upon the existing

implant materials or clinical approvals by the various

responsible agencies (for instance, the FDA in the United

States). This is a much easier route to exploiting the

beneficial properties of nanostructured materials as nano-

biomedical implants than creating new chemistries that

have not yet been recommended for inside-the-body use.
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INTRODUCTION

Microarray technology is a key factor in today’s bio-

technology research. There already exists a variety of

chip-based polynucleic acids analysis systems. DNA

microchips are already commercially available and are

widely used in laboratories worldwide. In contrast, new

methods are needed for the starting era of proteomics—

the investigation of function, structure, and molecular

interaction among proteins. Protein microarrays are

widely expected to play an outstanding role in this new

field of research.

The change of scope from nucleic acids to proteins

needs, by far, more than a little change in the technology

to be applied. Especially, there is a tremendous need to

develop new microarrays with a flexible surface chemis-

try. Proteins are, by far, more complex in their material

properties than polynucleic acids. Whereas DNA is

composed of only four different nucleotides, which are

chemically quite closely related to one another, proteins

consist of 21 different amino acids that can differ

drastically in their chemical functionality. Additionally,

posttranslational modifications on proteins within orga-

nisms create an even larger variety in the chemical

properties of naturally occurring proteins and polypep-

tides. Therefore, intending to establish a protein-oriented

microarray technology, there is an immense need for a

large variety of different tailor-made surface chemistries.

In our approach described here, we provide a pre-

structured microarray for the immobilization of proteins.

By adsorbing a patterned layer of nanoparticles with

various surface modifications to a substrate, we separate

the two steps of chemical tailoring of the surface on a

molecular level and the subsequent microstructuring of the

chip in two fundamentally independent processes. There-

by, an extremely efficient microarray preparation is re-

alized while providing notably high flexibility in chemical

surface structures. In the first step, by means of chemical

nanotechnology, tailor-made nanoparticles are prepared.

The particle’s surface is customized to match the specific

demands for the immobilization of a certain kind or class

of proteins. In a second step, the nanoparticles are

deposited on a chip to render a microstructured monolayer

array of nanoparticles. This microstructure can be

achieved by a choice of different lithographic processes.

Either photolithography,[1] microcontact printing,[2–4] or

microspotting[5] is applied for nanoparticle deposition

only at well-defined areas of the substrate. The resulting

system is a nanoparticle-based microarray ready for the

selective binding of protein ligands.

GENERAL SCHEME OF
THE MICROSTRUCTURED
SURFACE PREPARATION

To understand the flexibility of the practical approach of

preparing nanoparticle-based microarrays, the overall

process can be regarded as being composed of four

different processes: 1) synthesis of functional nanoparti-

cles; 2) substrate surface activation step; 3) nanoparticle

deposition; and 4) lithographic process. Combining these

processes in different ways provides the possibility to

achieve the patterned deposition of nanoparticles in a direct

or an indirect way. The performance of steps (2)–(4) will be

described in ‘‘Surface Activation.’’ Subsequently, we will

introduce a selection of functional nanoparticles (step 1),

which are designed to determine the surface chemistry of

the resulting microarray. Finally, we will give an example

of a microarray based on functional nanoparticles.

Surface Activation

The surface of the solid substrate has to be prepared to

bind particles strong enough to withstand common

washing procedures. In this approach, charged particles

were fixed to an opposingly charged surface. Surface

activation was achieved by self-assembly of ultrathin poly-

electrolyte monolayers or multilayers on the substrate by

applying a simple dipping process. The method used is

referred to as layer-by-layer (LbL) technique[6,7] and was

also used to deposit nanoparticles.[8–11]

According to the LbL technique, solid substrates were

coated with ultrathin layers of positively and negatively

charged polyions by an alternating adsorption process.
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This process, in principle, can be repeated indefinitely; the

only condition is a proper alternation of positively and

negatively charged components [e.g., here, poly(diallyl-

dimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) was used as

a polycation and the sodium salt of poly(styrene sulfonate)

(SPS) was used as a polyanion]. The resulting polyelec-

trolyte layers then give rise to adhesive binding of charged

nanoparticles by electrostatic forces. Most importantly,

surface charge density is increased and homogenized by

the LbL procedure (for experimental details, see ‘‘Mate-

rials and Methods’’).

Lithographic Microstructuring and
Particle Deposition

Patterned nanoparticle deposition on the activated surface

can be achieved either in a direct or an indirect way:

Spotting or stamping the particles onto an activated

surface directly generates a nanoparticle pattern on a

homogeneous polyelectrolyte layer.

The photoablation of certain regions of polyelectrolyte

layers by deep ultraviolet (DUV) irradiation through a

mask leads to well-defined particle deposition only onto

undamaged parts of the polyelectrolyte coating. Both

methods to prepare a microstructured chip surface will be

described in the following.

Microstructuring of the Activated
Surface by Photoablation

In structuring the activated surface, a photolithographic

technique is employed (e.g., a homogeneously activated

surface is covered with a microstructured mask and is then

irradiated with DUV light).[12] Thereby, the irradiated

areas of the LbL film are transformed to become non-

adhesive to the nanoparticles during the later nanoparticle

adsorption step.

To characterize this photoablation process, first, irra-

diation of differently activated surfaces was performed

without using a mask. The ablation kinetics and the

change of the chemical composition of the polyelectrolyte

layers during the photoablation process were monitored

by ellipsometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS), respectively.

Ellipsometric measurements showed that material

degradation during DUV treatment depends on the

duration of radiation. The layer thickness of the LbL

polyelectrolyte film dLbL decreased exponentially with the

time of DUV irradiation tDUV.

Here, three different samples were prepared: silica

substrates coated with one layer of PDADMAC, with a

double layer of PDADMAC/SPS, or with a triple layer of

PDADMAC/SPS/PDADMAC, and then were exposed

to DUV irradiation. Fig. 1 shows the decrease of the

thickness of these polyelectrolyte layers plotted against

the duration of radiation. In all cases, a simple exponential

decrease of layer thickness with the duration of radiation

was observed. After 45 min, the depth of the layers

depreciated to about 20% of the starting value in each

layer system.[13]

The chemical layer composition before and after

exposure to DUV light was determined by XPS measure-

ments (Fig. 2 and Table 1). After DUV irradiation for 45

min, the carbon measurement signal broadened signifi-

cantly and shifted to a higher bonding energy (286.4–

Fig. 1 Decrease of the layer thickness of polyelectrolyte layers on silicon wafer with DUV irradiation time. (From Ref. [13]). ($)

Triple layer (PDADMAC/SPS/PDADMAC). (.) Double layer (PDADMAC/SPS). (^) Monolayer (PDADMAC).
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289.2 eV; Fig. 2). This higher bonding energy is the result

of the chemical modification of carbon atoms via oxygen

atoms. The broadening and displacement of the nitrogen

signal (402.0–400.8 eV) originated both from the partial

loss of quarternary nitrogen compounds and the loss of

positive charges from polyelectrolytes (Table 1).[13]

Irradiation with DUV in our simple experimental setup

does not result in a complete ablation of the polyelectro-

lyte film. However, the structuring of polyelectrolyte

layers on silica functions excellently: Because of the

combination of material ablation and chemical modifica-

tion, the overall charge density in the irradiated sectors of

polyelectrolyte layers decreased substantially and thus

electrostatic interactions (essential for the immobilization

of particles) diminished decisively.

Nanoparticle Monolayer Array by Dip Coating
of Nanoparticles on a Microstructured
Activated Substrate

A microstructured activated surface can be used as a

substrate for the microstructured deposition of particles by

a simple dipping process. Therefore, subsequent to the

photolithographic treatment, the chip is dipped in a nano-

particle suspension, taken out, and simply rinsed with

water. A microstructured nanoparticle array is thereby

formed effectively. Fig. 3 shows a PDADMAC-pretreated

and photolithographically patterned silica wafer after

coating with silica nanoparticles. After the attachment of

particles, a precise cutoff between the irradiated and non-

irradiated sectors of the PDADMAC-coated silica surface

was observed.

Nanoparticle Monolayer Array by
Microspotting or Microcontact Printing on a
Nonstructured Activated Substrate

For direct or mask-free structuring of nanoparticle

layers, a drop of particle suspension is deposited by a

microarrayer at a defined position of the surface

(microspotting), or a patterned particle layer is transferred

by means of an elastomeric stamp (microcontact printing).

After vaporescence of the liquid phase, the particles

stay as a microstructured film at the initially homoge-

nously coated substrate. Examples for both routes are

described in the following sections.

Microcontact Printing of the
Nanoparticle Layer

Microcontact printing is a soft lithographic structuring

method. In this technique, a microstructured elastomeric

stamp is used to transfer a chemical ‘‘ink’’ to some parts

Fig. 2 High-resolution carbon spectra of the XPS of a

PDADMAC-coated silicon wafer before (above) and after

(below) irradiation with DUV. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Table 1 Quantitative analysis of the XPS of a PDADMAC-coated silicon wafer for elements in question before and after

DUV irradiation.

Silicon wafer

Composition [at.%]

Element C C C C O N N N

EB [eV] 289.2 286.4 286.2 284.6 531.8 402.1 400.8 397.4

Hydroxylated and coated

with PDADMAC

Tr 3.1 1.4 10.7 29.9 1.4 — 1.0

Hydroxylated with PDADMAC

and UV-radiated (45 min)

1.8 2.9 — 3.6 35.8 0.7 05. 1.1
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of a surface, which is so subdivided into areas of different

chemical properties.

The stamps used here are made from polydimethysi-

loxane (PDMS) (Fig. 4). According to the hydrophobic

properties of the stamp material, the aqueous particle

suspension does not spread uniformly over the surface of a

freshly prepared stamp. Therefore the surface of the stamp

was hydrophilized by an oxygen low-pressure plasma.[14]

By this treatment, hydroxyl groups were generated at the

PDMS surface, and the interaction of the stamp with water

Fig. 3 Light micrograph (upper left) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (upper right, lower left and right) of a

photolithographically structured PDADMAC layer on a silicon wafer with deposited silica nanoparticles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Light micrograph (left) and AFM image (right) of microcontact-printed silica nanoparticles on a PDADMAC-coated glass slide.
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dipoles was substantially increased. The stamp was then

coated with one layer of polyelectrolytes by a simple

dipping process in a polyelectrolyte solution, rinsed with

water, and subsequently dipped into the particle suspen-

sion. When the stamp was brought into contact with the

activated substrate surface, the particles were effectively

transferred to the chip because of the stronger interaction

of the charged particles with the activated surface of the

substrate.[15]

Microspotting of the Nanoparticle Layer

Microarrayers are computer-driven robots that transfer

dropwise a solution or a nanoparticle suspension to

precisely defined positions on a substrate. Herewith, any

pattern composed of circular spots can be appointed on a

planar surface.

The presented structures were printed with a pin-ring

spotter. Here, a probe of a nanoparticle suspension was

collected from a microtiter plate by dipping a steel ring in

the suspension. Thus a thin film of the nanoparticle

suspension was spread inside the ring, forming a reservoir

for the subsequent spotting process. A steel needle (pin)

passed through the liquid film is wetted by the nanopar-

ticle suspension. At a defined position according to the

coordinates chosen by the operator, the pin came in

contact with the surface of the substrate, and thus a drop of

the nanoparticle suspension was deposited. The evapo-

rated liquid and a defined amount of nanoparticles were

transferred to the activated substrate (Fig. 5).

Nanoparticles Applied in the
Microarray Preparation

A large variety of spherical nanoparticles, with a diameter

from 50 to 300 nm and a molecularly defined surface,

were generated and employed in microarray preparation

e.g., surface-modified silica nanoparticles,[16,17] molecu-

larly imprinted nanoparticles based on the monomer

methacrylic acid (MAA) and the crosslinker ethylene

glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA),[18–20] or polymer nano-

particles providing an active ester surfmer for easy bio-

conjugation reactions.[21,22]

Surface-modified silica nanoparticles are receiving

increasing attention in modern biotechnical and biomed-

ical applications.[23–25] They provide an excellent model

system for the development of nanoparticulate carrier

systems as they are relatively simple tunable in particle

size[17,23,26] and provide high flexibility in surface modi-

fication reactions by silanization (Fig. 6) (e.g., silica

nanoparticles with a diameter of 100 nm were cova-

lently modified at their surfaces by adjustable amounts

of amine and carboxyl functional groups) (Fig. 7). The

protein streptavidin was then conjugated with nanopar-

ticles, thus resulting in biofunctional hybrid particles

with optimized protein density at the surface of nano-

particles.[27] Now the simple biotinylation of a protein

prepares it for immobilization at the surface of silica

particles, often conserving their full bioactivity.[28] In

contrast, molecularly imprinted polymer nanospheres are

examples of fully synthetic receptor nanoparticles. Here,

highly crosslinked polymer nanospheres composed of

poly(methacrylic acid)-co-(ethylene glycol dimethacry-

late) were synthesized by miniemulsion polymerization

in the presence of a chiral molecular template, L-Boc-

phenylalanine anilid or D-Boc-phenylalanine anilid. By

simple extraction of the template, polymer nanoparticles

were obtained, which provided binding sites for the

recognition of template molecules because of an imprint-

ing process during polymerization. Because of the MAA

content in copolymer particles, negative charges are

disposed for attachment to polyelectrolyte layer systems.

The present paper focuses on polymer nanoparticles

composed of a copolymer formed by methylmethacrylate

Fig. 5 Left: Light micrograph of silica nanoparticle spots, deposited by a microarrayer on a glass slide. Lines: Different gap widths.

Columns: 5, 2, and 1 droplet per spot. Right: Magnified image of a single spot with a diameter of 140 mm.
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(MMA) with a special polymerizable surfactant bearing an

active ester group.

Protein Binding Polymer Nanoparticles
Using Activated Ester Surfmers

Polymer nanoparticles with bioconjugation capabilities

are an attractive solid-phase carrier system. For biocon-

jugation with a protein, the particles must provide a

specific reactive function on their surface. These func-

tions are traditionally introduced by surface modification

of a preformed latex, often by formation of an activated

ester.[21] Activated esters are valuable in bioconjugate

chemistry as they react with nucleophilic groups of

biomolecules (in proteins, peptides, or dyes) under mild

conditions, hence usually preserving biomolecule activ-

ity. Here, we used a specific trifunctional active ester

surfmer molecule to introduce the active ester function

already during the formation of the polymer particle. A

surfmer molecule is a polymerizable surfactant. In

addition to the copolymerization of the molecule and its

surface activity, here, active ester function is also dis-

posed with the molecule p-(11(acrylamido)undecanoyl-

oxy)phenyl dimethylsulfonium methylsulfate (AUPDS, 1;

Fig. 8). Thus nanoscopic polymer particles with a tunable

diameter in the range from 120 to 160 nm with an

activated ester surface were prepared by copolymeriza-

tion with MMA (2; Fig. 8) in a one-stage reaction using

emulsion polymerization.[22,29]

Microarray Based on Patterned Monolayers
of Functional Nanoparticles

The functionality of nanoparticles after deposition deter-

mines also the overall performance of the microarray.

Qualitative assays of the functional properties of nano-

particles after microarraying were exemplarily performed

with active ester surfmer nanoparticles deposited on glass

substrates. In biochip technology, fluorescent labels are

often used as markers and are detected with a fluorescence

scanner. Thus for the demonstration of the reactivity of the

active ester function of nanoparticles, a fluorescent dye

(5,6-amino-fluorescein) was reacted with nanoparticles

before or after deposition in a microarray.[13]

Glass slides were homogeneously activated by a double

layer of polyanion and polycation, and the positively

charged surfmer nanoparticles were deposited by a

microspotter. The microarray was then incubated with a

solution containing the fluorescent dye. Thereby, the

amine group of the dye reacted covalently with the active

ester group of the assembled surfmer nanoparticles. By

scanning the microarray with a fluorescence scanner, the

microstructure appeared very clearly, thus indicating

effective binding of the marker (Fig. 9). The binding of

the dye originated exclusively from the covalent binding
Fig. 7 Scanning electron micrograph of silica nanoparticles.

Bar, 100 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Schematic of exemplary silanization (A) and derivatization (B) of silica nanoparticles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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of the dye, and the nonspecific binding of the dye was

negligible as was shown by a simple control experiment:

When the active ester function was hydrolyzed and the

microarray was incubated with the fluorescent dye solu-

tion in the same way, no fluorescence was observed.

In contrast, when surfmer ester nanoparticles were

reacted with the fluorescent dye prior to deposition in

a microarray, fluorescence activity was found again. The

fluorescence scanner micrograph of the microarray formed

with the fluorescently labeled nanoparticles appears the

same as those reacted at the microarray surface (Fig. 9).

Thus it was demonstrated that the (bio)conjugation

reactivity of active ester surfmer nanoparticles was

effectively conserved during the deposition in microarray.

When, instead of the fluorescence dye, for example, a

protein receptor is immobilized by reaction with the active

ester, or a protein biochip is realized by this simple

bioconjugation reaction, all the surface chemistry for

conserving the bioactivity of any protein receptor can be

developed with the nanoparticles in solution and then a

protein biochip can easily be prepared by the new route

shown here.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Layer-by-Layer Technique

The substrates used for the immobilization of nanoparti-

cles are glass slides (76�26�1mm in size; Carl Roth,

Germany), silica wafers, and gold-coated silica wafers.

The polyions used are PDADMAC (low molecular

weight) as polycation (Aldrich) and the sodium salt of

SPS as polyanion (Sigma).

The slides were cleaned in 2 vol.% glass cleaner

(Hellmanex, Germany) at 40�C for 90 min and placed in

MilliQ water for ultrasonication for 5 min. Afterward,

hydrolyzation took place in a 3:1 (vol/vol) mixture of

ammonia (NH3, 25%; Fluka) and hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2, 30%; Merck) for 20 min at 70�C. The hydrophilic

surface of slides was rinsed with MilliQ water and cleaned

in MilliQ water in an ultrasonic bath for 5 min. The slides

were now dipped into a solution of 0.02 M poly(diallyl-

dimethyl ammonium chloride) and 0.1 M NaCl in MilliQ

water for 20 min and rinsed with MilliQ water. To obtain

a negatively charged surface, the glass slides were

Fig. 8 Reaction scheme of nanoscopic polymer particles (diameter: 120–160 nm) with an optimized ester surface. AUPDS (1) is

converted with MMA (2) as copolymer in a one-stage reaction using emulsion polymerization.

Fig. 9 Illustration of structured and fluorescein–amine conjugated active ester surfmer nanoparticles on a PDADMAC/SPS-coated

glass slide; here, cutouts from the 16-bit grayscale picture of the microarray laser scanner (GMS 417 Array Scanner) are shown as 256-

color bitmap after color reverse. Left: Dye labeling of beads after spotted deposition. Right: Dye labeling of particles before spotted

deposition. Bar, 400 mm.
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immersed into a solution of 0.02 M SPS and 0.1 M NaCl

in MilliQ water for 20 min after the adsorption of the

positively charged polycation. Finally, the slides were

placed in MilliQ water in an ultrasonic bath for 5 min to

homogenize the polyelectrolyte surface and again rinsed

with MilliQ water.

Photolithography

Photoablation of polyelectrolyte layers was performed

using a mercury vapor UV lamp (UVP Ultra-Violet

Products Limited, Cambridge, UK). The mask used was a

copper transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid

‘‘Identigrid M’’: 400 mesh (400 bars per 25.4 mm;

PLANO, Wetzlar, Germany).

After irradiation, the wafers were rinsed with MilliQ

water and then incubated with a 0.5% particle suspension.

Microcontact Printing

The elastomeric stamps were made from Sylgard 184

(Dow Corning GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany). The stamps

(line width: 2 mm; squares: 20 mm; gaps: 100 mm) used

were from A. Offenhäusser of the Max-Planck Institute

for Polymer-Research (Mainz, Germany; now Research

Center Jülich, Germany).

Microarrayer

The microarrayer used is the GMS 417 (MWG Biotech

AG, Ebersberg, Germany). It has a fourfold pin-ring unit.

The distance between pins is 9 mm. The diameter of the

pintip is 125 mm. The spotter has a lateral error of 10 mm.

Analytical Methods

Optical and atomic force microscopy

Optical micrographs are taken using a digital camera

mounted on an optical microscope (Olympus BX 60).

Scanning force microscopy is performed in noncontact

mode with an Autoprobe cp (Park Scientific Instru-

ments, USA).

Photon correlation spectroscopy

Particle size is determined by dynamic light scattering

using a Zetasizer 3000 HSA (Malvern Instruments,

Herrenberg, Germany).

Ellipsometer

The thickness of polyelectrolyte layers is detected with a

computer-supported Multiscope equipped with a HeNe

laser (632.8 nm; Optrel GbR, Berlin, Germany).[31]

X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements

The atomic composition of layers is measured with the

Axis Ultra system (Kratos Analytical Ltd., Manchester,

UK; monochromatic Al Ka pass energy: 160 eV for

survey spectra, 40 eV for detail spectra). For peak

integration and fitting, the shipped software is used.[32,33]

CONCLUSION

A large variety of possible options and best fitting

procedures were introduced to match the demands of an

envisaged protein microarray structure in a most

flexible way by employing functional nanoparticles.

For a stable linkage of charged particles, the substrates

were coated with polyelectrolytes by the LbL technique.

For this purpose, hydrophilic or charged surfaces proved

to be suitable.

The flexible route to a variety of nanoparticle-based

microarrays allows for choosing the appropriate method

for a certain kind of application. Spotting particles using a

microarrayer allows for placing nanoparticles with differ-

ent functionalities in different spots of the chip. Using the

photolithographic or soft lithographic method, only one

kind of particle can be transferred in one process, but user-

defined and more complex structures can be generated

more easily. However, multifunctional chips can be gene-

rated by step-and-repeat processes.

Each of the introduced methods generated microstruc-

tured monolayers of nanoparticles with high packing

densities and homogenous distribution of nanoparticles.

The functional groups at the surface of the nanoparticles

thus arrayed keep their functionality after deposition in a

microstructure. Thus the large variety of nanoparticles

optimized for the binding of a certain kind or class of

proteins or peptides can be used for the relatively simple

preparation of a biochip. Protein biochips allow for

screening of complex interactions and are expected to play

an outstanding role in upcoming proteome research

(proteomics). One specific example of using these new

kinds of protein biochips is to use them as substrates in

affinity matrix-assisted laser desorption initiation turnover

frequency (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry.[30]
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Self-Assembling Systems
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INTRODUCTION

Successful solutions to many problems in science and

technology have emerged by extracting design or strategy

from biology, and applying it in a nonbiological con-

text.[1–16] The use of biomimetic approaches is par-

ticularly well suited when designing self-assembling

functional systems because life—from single cells to

complex, multicellular organisms—demonstrates an enor-

mous number of successful, functional designs and be-

cause living systems assemble themselves. Cells and

organisms consist of collections of molecular and supra-

molecular structures that perform a range of complex

functions, including molecular recognition, ligand bind-

ing, signal transduction, information storage and proces-

sing, and energy conversion. The molecular organization

of biological structures also underpins their mechanical

properties. In addition, certain of these structures can self-

heal, self-repair, and self-replicate.

OVERVIEW

There are two reasons for studying self-assembly. First,

self-assembly is centrally important for life. Biological

systems form and are sustained as a result of self-or-

ganization. Therefore understanding life requires, among

other things, understanding self-assembly. Second, self-

assembly can generate ordered three-dimensional (3-D)

aggregates of components, ranging in size from the

molecular to the macroscopic. These structures often

cannot be generated by any other procedure.

In the past, self-assembly has been best known as a

synthetic strategy in the molecular size regime.[17] New

examples of its application to nanoscale and microscale

components are now beginning to emerge.[18,19] As a

consequence, self-assembly is becoming increasingly im-

portant as a strategy for the formation of useful nanoscale

and microscale structures.[20]

We discuss the characteristics of self-assembly in

living systems and review self-assembled functional

systems designed according to biological principles. The

examples include only systems that self-assemble from

preexisting components larger than molecules; synthetic

biomimetic approaches to molecular aggregates are

reviewed elsewhere.[21–25]

SELF-ASSEMBLY IN LIVING SYSTEMS

Self-assembly in living organisms has four distinct

characteristics:

1. Programmed (coded) self-assembly: Self-assembly in

living systems is based on information that is encoded

into the components themselves (e.g., as sequences of

nucleic acids in the genome, or of amino acid residues

at the active sites of proteins). The order of monomers

in these sequences and the environments they expe-

rience determine their ‘‘shape’’ (i.e., their 3-D atomic

surfaces), patterns of electrostatic charge, hydrogen

bonds, hydrophobicity, and other characteristics that

determine their functions. Both these encoded instruc-

tions and features of the environment determine the

outcome of self-organization in living organisms. For

example, during embryonic development, cell differ-

entiation is governed by the cell origin and by a

multitude of environmental signals and cues. Neural

circuits also assemble themselves from individual

components (cells) following a combination of inter-

nal program and external guidance.[26]

2. Constrained (templated) self-assembly: Order and

asymmetry in self-assembled aggregates of biological

molecules are often achieved by imposing constraints

(e.g., by ‘‘templating’’ the process of self-assembly).

One mechanism that introduces constraints and is

found throughout biology consists in using chains of

monomers. The order of monomers in these sequences

is fixed, and this constraint restricts possible 3-D

structures that can form. Another mechanism that im-

poses constraints on biological self-assembly involves

geometrical restrictions to self-assembly.[27] Unde-

sired contacts with other molecules that might occur

during the folding of linear precursors into correctly
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folded 3-D structures can be prevented by geometri-

cally restricting the volume in which the folding

process takes place, as happens, for example, during

chaperonin-assisted protein folding.[28] Local geomet-

rical factors are also important at the supramolecular

level (e.g., for templating crystal growth during bio-

mineralization,[29] for regulation of cell growth and

viability,[30] and for exchange of materials between

cells and their environment.[31]).

3. Hierarchical self-assembly: Living organisms form by

bottom–up, hierarchical self-assembly—the primary

building blocks (molecules) associate into larger,

more complex secondary structures, which are, in

turn, integrated into increasingly more complex struc-

tures in hierarchical designs. Thus, the organization of

biological structures is integrated across length scales

from the molecular to the organismic. For example,

tendons have six discrete levels of hierarchical or-

ganization, starting from the triple helices of tropo-

collagen, and proceeding through microfibriles,

subfibriles, fibrils, fascicles, and tendons.[32]

4. Static and dynamic self-assembly: Self-assembly in

biological systems may generate equilibrium struc-

tures; examples include molecular recognition and

folding of globular proteins. Other biological pro-

cesses and systems are dynamic, that is, they exist out-

of-equilibrium, and the systems maintain their char-

acteristic order only while dissipating energy.[19,33]

Fig. 1 Templating of the structure of biological (A) and artificial (B, C) self-assembled aggregates using geometric restrictions. (A)

Scheme illustrating chaperonine-assisted protein folding. The limited volume within a chaperonine molecule in which the folding

process takes place ensures the correct folding of a polypeptide chain into a functional 3-D protein by preventing undesired contacts

with other molecules. (B) Geometric templating of the structure and function of 3-D aggregates self-assembled from millimeter-sized

components. Self-assembly in containers of different shapes generated topologically different 3-D structures—helices (top) or zigzags

(bottom); these structures had different patterns of electrical connections among LEDs carried by the components. (From Ref. [34].

#Wiley-VCH, 2003.) (C) Geometric templating of the morphology of aggregates self-assembled from micrometer-sized spherical

colloids. The structure of the aggregates was determined by the ratio between the dimensions of the colloids and the cylindrical

holes templating their self-assembly. (From Ref. [35]. #American Chemical Society, 2001.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Templating of the structure of biological (A) and artificial (B, C) self-assembled aggregates using preformed templates. (A)

Epitaxial overgrowth of calcite crystals on the spine surface of the brittle star Ophiocoma wendtii. (From Ref. [39].) Nucleation of the

newly formed calcite crystals occurs at and is templated by specific sites on the surface. (Courtesy of J. Aizenberg.) (B) Two-

dimensional, close-packed arrays of metal hexagons. The size and the shape of the assemblies were determined by the boundaries of the

metal cavities used as templates. (From Ref. [40]. #American Chemical Society, 2002.) (C) Three-dimensional, spherical structure

formed by self-assembly of hexagonal metal plates on the surface of a drop of perfluorodecalin in water. The surface of the liquid

drop acts as a template for the structure. (From Ref. [41]. #American Chemical Society, 1998.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Living cells and organisms are examples of such

systems—they die when the flow of energy through

them stops. In many animate systems, new proper-

ties and patterns emerge as a result of interactions

between autonomously moving components (e.g.,

bacteria in swarming colonies, fish in schools, and

birds in flocks).

ARTIFICIAL SELF-ASSEMBLING SYSTEMS
DESIGNED USING BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES

In analogy to biological self-assembled structures, the

shape and functionality of artificial self-assembled aggre-

gates are governed by the shapes of their components, by

the interactions between them, and by the environments

and constraints imposed on them (e.g., the degree of order

and the symmetry of a crystalline lattice of microspheres

determine its optical properties, and the shape and con-

nectivity in aggregates that form electrical circuits deter-

mine the type of electronic functionality that they exhibit).

Control over the structure—and, thereby, the properties—

of self-assembled aggregates has been achieved in several

ways by borrowing strategies from biological systems.

Constrained Self-Assembly

Fig. 1 illustrates templating of the structure of self-as-

sembled aggregates using geometric restrictions. In these

systems, the geometry of the volume available for the self-

assembly of components determined the morphology and

the pattern of functional connections formed between self-

assembled components. The same principle has been used

in colloidal[36,37] and macroscopic[38] systems.

Fig. 2 illustrates templating of the structure of self-

assembled aggregates by preformed templates. In a system

without constraints, self-assembly of micron-sized hex-

agonal plates resulted in the formation of sheetlike

aggregates containing undefined numbers of components

(plates). Self-assembly of the same plates in the presence

of templates (holes with complementary shapes,[40] or

drops of immiscible liquid,[41–44]) led to the formation of

new types of structures: planar aggregates with defined

shapes, or spherical aggregates. In other examples, pre-

assembled colloidal structures[45] chiral kernels,[38] en-

capsulating host molecules,[46] and micropatterned

scanning Auger microscopy (SAM)[30,47,48] have also

been used as templates.

Fig. 3 illustrates templating of the structure of self-

assembled aggregates by using sequence-restricted fold-

ing of linear precursors,[49–51] in analogy to the se-

quence-restricted folding of proteins and RNA into 3-D

Fig. 3 Templating of the structure of biological (A) and artificial (B, C) self-assembled aggregates by using sequence-restricted

folding of linear precursors. (A) Scheme illustrating the formation of the functional 3-D structure of a protein molecule by folding

of a linear chain of amino acid residues. (B) Compact 3-D structure formed by folding of a string of tethered, polymeric polyhedra.

(From Ref. [50]. #American Chemical Society, 2002.) (C) Self-assembled, asymmetric device formed by folding of a linear

string of electronic components. (From Ref. [51]. #National Academy of Sciences, USA, 2002.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Biological (A) and artificial (B) aggregates self-

assembled by the concerted action of multiple types of weak

interactions between molecular or millimeter-sized components.

(A) The structure of tobacco mosaic virus. Protein molecules

and a strand of RNA assemble into a right-handed helical

structure via hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, and

hydrophobic interactions. (B) Helical aggregate formed by

millimeter-sized polyurethane polyhedra interacting via two

orthogonal capillary interactions acting in parallel. (From

Ref. [56]. #American Institute of Physics, 2002.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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structures. In these examples, the sequence of millime-

ter-sized components in a chain and the properties (e.g.,

topology and flexibility) of the connections between

them templated the structure and function of the self-

assembled aggregates.

Self-Assembly Based on
Multiple Driving Forces

Biomolecular systems usually self-assemble by the con-

certed action of multiple types of weak interactions. In

most artificial systems, self-assembly of the components

involves not more than two types of interactions: fluidic

and gravitational,[52] vibrational and gravitational,[53]

magnetic and hydrodynamic,[54] or magnetic and electro-

static.[55] By using several types of interactions between

the components, it is possible to form independently

different types of connections between the components:

structural connections, functional connections, or connec-

tions combining both tasks. Fig. 4 shows one such system,

modeled on the structure of tobacco mosaic virus.[56] The

millimeter-sized components forming the helical aggre-

gate interacted via two orthogonal capillary interactions: a

strong interaction based on drops of liquid solders was

responsible for the growth of the aggregates and resulted in

electrical connectivity between the components, and a

weaker interaction based on drops of hydrophobic liquid

stabilized the aggregates laterally.

Recognition by Shape Complementarity

This principle has been used to design components that

interact in both molecular[57] and mesoscale[58–60] self-

assembling systems. Three-dimensional surfaces enable

high specificity in recognition, and contribute to the

structural stability of self-assembled aggregates. Fig. 5

shows a mesoscale system in which polyhedral, micron-

sized electronic components self-assemble onto a com-

mon substrate by shape recognition and shear forces.

Hierarchical Self-Assembly

Bottom–up, hierarchical self-assembly has been used to

build nanostructures for application as optical and mag-

netic materials,[61] tunable nanoporous[62] and micropo-

rous[63] materials, nanomaterials with anisotropic proper-

ties,[64] metal nanostructures on diblock copolymer

scaffolds,[65] and extended arrays of polymeric objects at

a fluid–fluid interface.[66] Fig. 6 illustrates the use of hi-

erarchical self-assembly to form three-dimensional lattices

of spheres.[67] Unrestricted and templated self-assemblies

of spheres have been shown to give access to only a

limited range of structures. The use of a hierarchical

approach (i.e., the confinement of spheres in rods, fol-

lowed by assembly of these rods) makes it possible to

generate 3-D structures with a variety of 3-D lattices.

Self-Healing Structures

Designing materials and structures that can self-repair in

ways modeled on living systems is an emerging goal for

materials science.[68] Self-healing in living systems in-

volves complex cascades of out-of-equilibrium processes

that are impossible to reproduce in current man-made

systems. However, self-assembly may offer an interest-

ing alternative for the design of self-healing, steady-state

systems. After disruption, equilibrium self-assembled

Fig. 5 Biological (A) and artificial (B) self-assembling

systems in which the components interact by 3-D complemen-

tary surfaces. (A) Scheme of interaction between an enzyme and

its substrate. The binding pocket of the enzyme molecule adopts

a geometrical shape complementary to the shape of the substrate.

(B) Silicon chips self-assemble into indentations of comple-

mentary shapes on a substrate. (From Ref. [60].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Biological (A) and artificial (B, C) self-assembling systems in which the components are organized at several hierarchical levels

of structural complexity. (A) Hierarchical self-assembly of a viral capsid. Amino acids (shown as squares and circles) form a disordered

polypeptide chain; the chain folds (self-assembles) into a functional protein; several protein molecules aggregate into the viral capsid.

(From Ref. [66]. #Wiley-VCH, 1999.) (B) Hierarchical self-assembly of millimeter-sized spheres. The spheres are packed into rods,

which subsequently self-assemble into 3-D structures (C). (From Ref. [67].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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systems return to their ordered state, provided that this

state corresponds to a thermodynamic minimum. Fig. 7

shows a self-healing system loosely mimicking the spine

of vertebrates, based on self-assembly of a string of

millimeter-sized components interacting via capillary

forces.[69]

Dynamic Self-Assembling Systems

The central importance of dynamic systems for life has

prompted the development of simple out-of-equilibrium

systems with which to model complex behavior and

emergence.[54,55,70,71] Fig. 8 shows two examples of dy-

namic, mesoscopic self-assembling systems. The first sys-

tem consists of millimeter-sized metallic objects rotating

at the liquid–air interface. The objects self-organize into a

variety of patterns. The second system consists of polymer

plates floating at the surface of an aqueous solution of

hydrogen peroxide. The individual components can move

autonomously and can interact with one another. Obvi-

ously, these systems are too primitive to mimic the com-

plex biological dynamic systems; the studies of dynamic

self-assembly are just beginning.

CONCLUSION

Self-assembly is an efficient, and often, practical way to

organize components ranging in size from molecular to

macroscopic into functional aggregates. Biomimetic

approaches to the design of self-assembling systems have

been immensely stimulating in solving critical problems

in the design of artificial self-assembling systems; they

might be the key to many of the unsolved problems facing

the future of self-assembled functional systems in differ-

ent size regimes.

In the molecular size regime, supramolecular self-

assembly based on biomimetic principles has delivered

many types of complex molecules[17,46] and useful mate-

rials.[5,22,72] The synthesis and assembly of large mole-

cules and molecular aggregates with intricate structure

and functionality (e.g., analogs of integrated circuits or

viruses) remain unsolved problems.[73] Templated and

hierarchical self-assembly—concepts familiar from many

biological instances—may offer a solution.[46]

In the nanoscale size regime, principles extracted from

biology have been applied to the fabrication of functional

Fig. 8 Biological (A) and artificial (B, C) dynamic self-

assembling systems. (A) A flock of ibises (Image J. -M. Bettex).

(B) Magnetized disks rotating on the top surface of a droplet of

perfluorodecalin covered with water. (From Ref. [70]. #Mac-

millan Magazines Limited, 2000.) (C) A system of millimeter-

scale objects that move autonomously across the surface of a

liquid powered by the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide. The numbers indicate time elapsed during change

between two positions of the objects at the fluid–air interface.

(From Ref. [71]. #Wiley-VCH, 2002.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Self-healing structures in biology and engineering. (A) Common features of the design of a vertebrate spine (top) and a self-

assembling system of millimeter-sized components (bottom). Both systems consist of rigid structural elements connected by elastomeric

elements. (B) The structure loosely mimicking the organization of vertebrate spine spontaneously realigns and heals after breaking and

dislocation. (From Ref. [69]. #Wiley-VCH, 2003.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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materials (e.g., photonic bandgap crystals and self-healing

materials). Much of the current research in the nanoscale

is focused on achieving electronic functionality, notably

on the problems of electrically connecting the compo-

nents, organizing them into arrays, and establishing the

best architectures for nanoscale devices.[74] Biological

systems have demonstrated the utility of templating and

hierarchical self-assembly in ordering components of

similar sizes (macromolecules and organelles) into func-

tional entities (cells). Dynamic, reconfigurable biological

systems offer examples of a different approach to self-

assembly: dynamic systems are currently of purely

academic interest, but may become useful in the future.[75]

In the microscale and macroscale size regimes, self-

assembly can generate functions that are not possible at

smaller scales (e.g., electric connectivity and electronic

functionality).[20] In addition, self-assembling systems

may be useful in solving problems in robotics and mi-

crofabrication. Biomimicry might help to solve the most

significant problem in this size range—the fabrication of

small, functionalized components. Self-folding and hier-

archical self-assembly—two strategies widely used by

biological systems—are among the most promising

approaches to this problem.[76,77]

Some of the most important problems in current

technology include: 1) better systems for information

processing (i.e., systems that are fast, cheap, and can be

cooled efficiently); 2) systems that use and store energy

efficiently; 3) materials and structures with internal

organization leading to valuable properties (e.g., capabil-

ity to self-repair, self-heal, and self-replicate); and 4)

small, three-dimensional, functional structures. All of the

materials and functions in this list are found in biological

systems.[78] The self-assembled, living world provides

examples of some of the most efficient functional systems

known. To the extent that one can understand and model

the designs and strategies used in these systems, the

biomimetic approach will stimulate new designs for self-

assembled functional systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Carboxylate anions are ubiquitous in nature and are

involved in several biological processes. For example,

the carboxylate group of the D-alanyl-D-alanine terminal

part of the cell wall peptidoglycan is selectively recognized

by the binding pocket of vancomycin-type antibiotics,[1]

di- and tricarboxylates are involved in several metabolic

processes,[2] and other carboxylate anions are known to be

substrates or inhibitors of enzymes.[3] Moreover, chiral pro-

pionic acid derivatives are widely used in therapy as non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs[4] and carboxylate poly-

anions can form well-ordered self-assembled structures

when mixed with complementary polycations or hydrogen

bonding donor groups.[5] For all these reasons the synthesis

of biomimetic receptors for carboxylate anions have been

recently pursued in supramolecular chemistry,[6–8] with

the aim of obtaining 1) useful models of the biological

processes, 2) biologically active molecules, 3) selective

chemosensors, and 4) selective separation systems.

The objective of this article is to highlight the most

successful approaches followed in the design and synthe-

sis of biomimetic receptors for carboxylate anion recog-

nition, with major emphasis on the results achieved in

the last 5 years with macrocyclic compounds, and on our

own work.

CHARGED RECEPTORS

The most obvious way to bind anions, and therefore also

carboxylates, is to use positively charged receptors that

can cause strong electrostatic ion–ion interactions with the

guests.[9] Quite often in positively charged receptors,

besides electrostatic forces, also hydrogen bonds and

hydrophobic interaction are exploited, especially to

increase substrate selectivity.

The first examples of receptors for carboxylate anions

were presented by Kimura et al.[10] and Dietrich et al.[11]

in 1981. They showed that polyazamacrocycles (e.g., 1
and 2), when protonated, are able to form complexes with

polycarboxylated guests in water solution. In some way

they mimic the action of biogenic linear polyamines, such

as spermine and spermidine, which are known to interact

with the phosphate backbone of nucleic acid and with

polycarboxylates.[12,13]

For protonated polyazamacrocycles the formation of

hydrogen bonds with the anions strongly complements the

most important electrostatic ion–ion interactions, because

quaternary ammonium receptors (vide infra) usually show

weaker binding.
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Incorporation of one or two chiral (R,R)-1,2-diamino-

cyclohexyl units into a hexazamacroyclic structure gives

rise to receptors (e.g., 3), which exhibit enantioselective

discrimination toward dicarboxylates. They show clear

selectivity for D-tartrate, N-Ac-D-aspartate and N-Ac-D-

glutamate over their L-enantiomers.[14] However, this se-

lectivity is strongly dependent on the degree of proton-

ation of the receptor.[15]

The properties of vancomycin family of antibiotics are

linked to their ability to bind the terminal part of L-Lys-D-

Ala-D-Ala-COO� of the cell wall mucopeptide precursor

of gram-positive bacteria via a combination of hydrogen

bonds and hydrophobic interactions, which act coopera-

tively.[1] Hamilton tried to mimic the action of vancomy-

cin carboxylate binding pocket,[16] synthesizing receptor

4, which is able to bind carboxylic acid via a proton

transfer from guest to host and the formation of a salt

bridge. Carboxylates are held inside the cavity by

hydrogen bonds with all free peptide NHs. The binding

constant of cyanoacetic acid in CDCl3 was estimated to be

ca. 580 M�1. A similar system (5a) reported by Pieters,

binds N-Ac-D-Ala in CDCl3, with association constants

Kass�3�104 M�1.[17] As in vancomycin, the protonated

amino group does not seem to be essential for binding

because 5b or 5c show approximately the same associa-

tion constants.

With a quite different approach, we synthesized a

series of macrobicyclic ligands 6 belonging to the class of

upper rim N-linked peptidocalix[4]arenes and having

a-amino acids of different structure (Gly, Ala, Phe) and

configuration (LL, DD, or DL).[18,19] The minimum inhib-

itory concentrations (MICs) of these macrocycles against

gram-positive bacterial strands show that biological

activity increases as the steric hindrance of R groups

decreases. The L-Ala,L-Ala (6: R=CH3) receptor shows

activity quite close to that of vancomycin and ability to

bind carboxylate guests in organic solvents, as demon-

strated by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).

Stability constants (Kass) increase in CDCl3 from lauric

acid (log Kass=3.0) to N-lauroyl-D-Ala (log Kass=4.1) and

to N-lauroyl-D-Ala-D-Ala (log Kass >5.0). NMR diffusion

experiments in CDCl3+3% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-

d6) show that N-Ac-L-Ala-L-Ala is bound more strongly
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(log Kass=3.4) than N-Ac-L-Ala (log Kass=2.4).[20] These

data indicate that besides the most important electrostatic

interaction between carboxylate and the ammonium

headgroup, additional H bonding and possibly CH–p
interaction between the alanine methyl group of the guest

and the calixarene cavity stabilize the complexes.

The water-soluble polyquaternary ammonium receptor

7 synthesized by Diederich is able to recognize mono- and

dicarboxylates in D2O.[21] It binds N-Ac-D-Ala (Kass=74

M�1) and less strongly N-Ac-D-Ala-D-Ala (Kass=51 M�1)

essentially through electrostatic interactions that take

place outside the cavity. However, the cyclophane

structure seems important for the efficiency of the anion

binding, as the hexamethylammonium salt of 1,4,7-

triazaheptane is not able to bind alaninates under the

same conditions.

The use of quaternary ammonium salts instead of

protonated amines for anion recognition has the advantage

of rendering complexation independent from the pH of

the solution, but also has the disadvantage of removing

hydrogen bond contributions to the binding. In the

complexation of a series of dicarboxylates to bisquatern-

ary ammonium anion receptors, Schneider found a value

of 8 kJ/mol in H2O for a single carboxylate–ammonium

interaction, independently of the rigidity of the two

partners.[22]

Guanidinium salts offer the great advantage of being

protonated over a wide pH range and to bind carboxylates

via a combination of electrostatic forces and bidentate H-

bonding interactions (8).[23] The importance of the

formation of hydrogen bonds for carboxylate recognition

in DMSO is highlighted by the fact that the change from

NH to NCH3 groups causes a remarkable drop in the

stability of the carboxylate–guanidinium complexes

(8).[24]

Also in the case of guanidinium-based receptors, the

most interesting results in terms of efficiency and

selectivity have been obtained when this carboxylate

binding group is used in cooperation with additional

interactions (hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, van der

Waals, etc.). The 2-guanidiniocarbonyl pyrrole receptors

(e.g., 9) bind carboxylates in 40% H2O/DMSO (Kass�103

M�1), more than 30 times stronger than a simple

acylguanidinium cation. This significant increase is due

to the formation of additional H bonding with the pyrrole

and amide protons, whereas selectivity is mainly given by

steric repulsion or attractive cation–p interaction between

substituents on the host and on the guest. A fair en-

antioselectivity was found for N-Ac-L/D-Ala (Kass 1610

and 730 M�1, respectively).[25,26] Kilburn prepared a

tweezer receptor having a guanidinium moiety in the mid-

dle and two arms made up of an N-protected tripeptide.

By using a combinatorial library it was shown that 10
is able to complex N-protected tripeptides possibly via

hydrophobic interactions and b-sheets like hydrogen

bonds. Calorimetric titration allowed one to determine a

Kass=4�105 M�1 in DMSO/H2O for N-Cbz-Glu(OtBu)-

Ser(OtBu)-Val-OH.[27]
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Bicyclic guanidinium salts, offering the advantage to

protrude NH groups in only one direction, are particularly

efficient in carboxylate binding. Chiral bicyclic guanidi-

nium salts have been prepared by Schmidtchen,[28] de

Mendoza,[29] and Davis[30] and included in receptor

structures especially with the aim to reach enantioselec-

tive binding.

de Mendoza proposed a receptor for a-amino acids

where a naphthalene unit and a crown ether moiety are

linked to a chiral bicyclic guanidinium ion. The crown

ether and guanidinium ion provide the two anchoring

groups for ammonium and carboxylate ions, respectively,

whereas the naphthalene ring, giving rise to stabilizing p–p
interaction with aromatic side chains, determines the ob-

served selectivity for Phe�Trp�Val in extraction experi-

ments (e.g., SS-11�Trp). High enantioselectivity was

observed in extraction into CH2Cl2, as no D-enantiomer

could be detected in the organic phase, whereas the RR

stereoisomer extracts D-Phe and D-Trp but not their

L-enantiomers.[31]

A closely related receptor proposed by Schmidtchen[32]

and having a hydrophobic silyl ether is also able to

efficiently transfer to CH2Cl2 hydrophilic amino acids

such as Ser and Gly, but not charged ones, although the

enantioselectivity is lower. de Mendoza developed a

receptor (12) where two deoxycholic acids are linked to a

bicyclic guanidinium and which complex glucuronic and

galacturonic acids with nearly the same strength in

CD3CN/CDCl3 (98/2). Steroid units only weakly influ-

ence the binding because of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding observed in the free host.[33] Davis reported on

the enantioselective extraction from H2O to CHCl3 of N-

Ac-amino acids by using steroidal guanidines. The most

selective receptor (13) is based on cholic acid and bears a

monocyclic guanidinium side arm plus two carbamate

functions whose H-bonding NH groups are activated

through electron-withdrawing p-trifluoromethylbenzene

units. Selectivity is in the order Phe>Trp>Met>Val>Ala

with enantioselectivity (L/D) in the range 7/1–10/1.[34]

Smukste et al.[35] synthesized the [2]rotaxane host 15
having two guanidinium ions of arginine converging

toward the calix[4]arene lipophilic cavity. The host 15
strongly binds N-Ac-L-Trp (10�104 M�1) and zwitter-

ionic L-Trp (1�104 M�1) in DMSO via inclusion in the
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calixarene cavity of the Trp aromatic side chain and

electrostatic interaction of the guanidinium with the car-

boxylate headgroup. The aromatic ring of the guest pro-

vides most of the binding free energy, as indole is also

strongly bound in DMSO (4.2�104 M�1). However, the

advantage of having convergent functional groups in

rotaxane 15 was demonstrated by the low binding (9�102

M�1) of N-Ac-L-Trp with calixarene 14 having divergent

guanidinium ions.[35]

Anslyn introduced three monocyclic guanidinium side

arms on the 1,3,5-triethylbenzene scaffold (16) and

observed a strong binding of citrate anion (Kass=2.9�105

M�1) and good enantioselectivity.[36,37] Thanks to the

steric barrier given by the three ethyl groups in 16, gua-

nidinium ions are preorganized on the same face of the

benzene ring and can cooperate in the binding.

The amidinium cation, offering the possibility to

coordinate carboxylate anions with a pair of hydrogen

bonds strengthened by electrostatic interaction, shows a
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binding mode quite close to that of guanidinium cations.

However, despite their stronger acidity they are much less

used in anion binding. The bisamidinium receptors syn-

thesized by Diederich using a 1,1’-binaphthalene scaffold

(17) are efficient in the binding of dicarboxylates with

selectivity for isophthate and glutarate anions. Calorimet-

ric titration in MeOH evidenced that binding is mainly

entropy driven because of the high solvent release from

the charged species upon interaction.[38]

A tetramidinium resorcarene receptor forms a 1:2

complex with an isophthalate and, in water solution, one

of the aromatic rings of the guest is included in the

lipophilic cavity of the host.[39] Calix[4]arenes functiona-

lized at the lower rim with amidinium units (e.g., 18)

complex malonate and isophthalate anions in DMSO so-

lution, where multiple host–guest stoichiometries are ob-

served. In the X-ray crystal structure of the 18�malonate

1:1 complex several different amidinium–carboxylate

interactions are present, which show the ability of these

hosts to form an interesting hydrogen-bonding net-

work.[40]

CARBOXYLATE COORDINATION
TO METAL CENTERS

Macrocyclic or cleftlike multidentate compounds having

oxygen or nitrogen donor centers are able to bind metal

ions in their cavity. In some cases, the complexed metal

center is able to further interact with anionic species,

giving rise to anion receptors. Most of the studies have

been performed within the context of biomimetic catalysis

of amide and ester bond cleavage because the transition

state for these reactions have an anionic character and

therefore the enzyme activity is also related to its ability to

bind anions. One of the earliest examples of carboxylate

anion recognition by metal-containing receptors was

reported by Tabushi and coworkers.[41] The b-cyclodex-

trin (b-CD)-based receptor 19, having a triazaalkane arm

that binds zinc(II), forms stable complexes with adaman-

tane-1-carboxylates (103<Kass<105 M�1) in H2O at pH

10. Particularly interesting in this context are the tran-

sition metal complexes of polyazamacrocycles.

An early example of carboxylate anion binding was

reported by Martell and Motekaitis.[42] The hexaaza-24-

crown-8 (20) binds two Co(II) ions, and an oxalate

dianion can bridge between the two metal centers. If two

nitrogen atoms are protonated, the macrocycle binds to a

single metal ion. However, the oxalate anion is bound to

the Co(II) on one end of the macrocycle and to the

protonated amine of the other end. In his extensive model

studies for molecular recognition of carbonic anhydrases

and carboxypeptidases, Kimura[43] produced several mac-

rocyclic polyamines, which recognize anionic species

when bound to Zn(II) ions. Although Zn(II)-1,5,9-triaza-

cyclododecane[44] binds very strongly hydroxide anion

(21) (log Kass=6.4) it also interacts with acetate anion

(log Kass=2.6), which is an inhibitor of carbonic anhy-

drase.[45]
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An interesting example of carboxylate anion recogni-

tion by a Zn(II) complex of a cyclen macrocycle having an

acridine-pendant arm was reported by the same Japanese

group.[46] Compound 22 is able to form a strong complex

with benzoate anion in aqueous solution (log Kass=2.25).

Even more interesting is the observation that the

terephthalate dianion forms an insoluble complex with

this last host. The X-ray crystal structure of the complex

shows that the terephthalate anion acts as a bridge

between two macrocycles by interacting with two com-

plexed Zn(II) ions (Fig. 1).

Inspection of the crystal lattice reveals that a well-

organized chainlike self-assembled aggregate forms

through the action of several supramolecular interactions

such as metal coordination, p–p stacking, and solvent

stabilization. The phthalate and isophthalate anion form

similar 2:1 host/guest complexes, which, however, are

water soluble. This circumstance allowed an easy sepa-

ration of the phthalate para isomer with respect to the

ortho and meta by crystallization.

Lanthanide complexes have also been used as receptors

for anions in general, and for carboxylates in particular.

Parker and coworkers have used the 1,4,6,10-tetraazacy-

clododecane derivative with chiral side chains, which binds

Eu3+ and Tb3+ through the four nitrogen atoms of the mac-

rocycle and by the three amide oxygen atoms of the side

arms. Two water molecules are also bound to complete the

coordination sphere of the metal ion (23).[47,48]

Carboxylate anions can displace these bound water

molecules giving complexes characterized by binding

constants that can reach a value of Kass >40000 M�1 for

citrate and malonate anions.

NEUTRAL, HYDROGEN
BONDING RECEPTORS

Many proteins and natural polypeptides are known to bind

anions via hydrogen bonding involving the NH amide

Fig. 1 X-ray crystal structure of complex 22 and terephthalate

anion. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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groups. Therefore, the incorporation of these groups into

cleftlike or macrocyclic compounds has been considered

as the most promising biomimetic approach in designing

new receptors for carboxylate anion recognition.[49,50] Ten

years ago, Hamilton and coworkers[51] reported the first

example of a multiple-hydrogen-bonding receptor family

24. The investigation of the molecular recognition

properties of 24 actually revealed that urethane NHs,

and serine OHs in the case of 24c, rather than amide NHs

are involved in the carboxylate anion complexation,

suggesting other possibilities for the binding of this

species. The association constant between 24c and acetate

anion was 2.7�105 M�1 in CD3CN, three orders of mag-

nitude higher than that of 24a and 24b.

A common amide-containing molecular motif is the

pyridine derivative 25a and its benzene analogue 25b. In

the bicyclic cyclophane 26 reported by Bisson et al.[52] six

NH protons converge toward the center of the binding

pocket, as evidenced also in the X-ray crystal structure of

the receptor. The structure of the 1:1 complex in the solid

state with acetate (Kass=770 M�1) shows the involvement

of four of the six available NHs in the binding process.

The identical pyridine moiety is found in the macro-

cyclic tetralactam 27, which shows in DMSO a moderate

selectivity for the acetate anion (Kass=2640 M�1) over

inorganic anions such as F� (Kass =830 M�1), Cl�

(Kass=65 M�1), and H2PO4
� (Kass=1680 M�1).[53] In

solution the complex shows a 1:1 stoichiometry, whereas

a 2:1 host:guest ratio is observed in the solid state. Note

that only one oxygen atom of the carboxylate anion is

interacting with each receptor molecule.

We exploited the dicarboxypyridine and the isophtha-

late units as rigid spacers bridging two alanine residues

linked at the upper rim of a calix[4]arene.[54] The two

peptidocalix[4]arenes 28a,b present other two amide NH

groups directly attached to the aromatic nuclei of the

macrocyclic scaffold. The two macrobicyclic receptors

show an interesting selectivity for the carboxylate over

inorganic anions. The significant downfield shifts ob-

served in CDCl3 for the signal relative to all NH protons

by addition of substrates suggest their involvement in

the binding.

The X-ray crystal structure of the free ligand 28a
shows the pyridine nucleus in the bridge to be tilted and

almost parallel to one calix[4]arene aromatic nucleus. In

this way a cleft is created and the host–guest interactions

are maximized. This structure explains the great efficien-

cy of these receptors toward the benzoate anion because

the aromatic nucleus of the guest can interact with those of

the host (28a�benzoate).

The preorganization of the two peptidocalixarenes

plays an important role in determining the efficiency of

their anion binding. In fact, the cleft-like analogue 29
shows the tendency to form intramolecular hydrogen

bonds in CDCl3 and, as a consequence, it is a very poor

anion receptor.[55]
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One general way to increase the anion binding

properties of amide receptors is to ‘‘activate’’ their

hydrogen bonding donor ability through electron-with-

drawing groups. Stibor and coworkers[56] introduced two

pentafluorophenyl amide units at the upper rim of a

calix[4]arene (30) and were able to observe in CDCl3 the

complexation of dicarboxylate anions such as adipate

(Kass=280 M�1) and terephthalate (Kass=370 M�1). Two

pentafluorophenyl amides are also present in the calix[4]-

arene heteroditopic receptor 31 reported by our group.[57]

The X-ray crystal structure of the complex obtained on

addition of 1 equivalent of potassium acetate to a

chloroform solution of the host shows an interesting

2:2:2 ligand:cation:anion stoichiometry (Fig. 2). This
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supramolecular structure is assembled by the simulta-

neous action of several noncovalent interactions, with

each acetate ion bridging two host molecules through hy-

drogen bonding with their amide NHs.

In the simple 3-acetylaminopyridine 32a, which inter-

acts in DMSO-d6 with benzoate anion also through the

more acidic protons in ortho and para position, the

methylation of the pyridine nitrogen and the consequent

introduction of a positive charge close to the hydrogen

bonding donor groups enhances the affinity for the

substrate.[58] Linking two 32b units with a suitable spacer

leads to interesting receptors able to complex adipate in

10% D2O/DMSO-d6 with Kass >103 M�1.

A series of diamidopyrrole-based compounds (33)

containing amide groups has been prepared and studied by

Gale and coworkers.[59] The benzoate complex in the solid

state shows the cleft mode of binding with all the three

NH groups donating hydrogen bonds.[60] The presence of

strong electron-withdrawing groups in 33b increases the

association for this anion (Kass=4150 M�1)[61] with

respect to 33a (Kass=560 M�1) in 0.5% D2O/DMSO.[59]

Since 1992,[62] urea and thiourea groups have been

extensively used as neutral binding groups for anions.

An impressive series of cleftlike receptors containing

two of these units have been reported. In general, a strong

competition by the dihydrogen phosphate anion H2PO4
�

is observed and often this substrate turned out to be the

most efficiently bound. Buhlmann et al.[63] synthesized

bisthiourea receptors with a different degree of confor-

mational freedom, observing an interesting positive effect

of the host preorganization on its recognition properties.

An increase of the association constant with acetate from

470 M�1 for compound 34 to 38,000 M�1 for 35 un-

derlines the importance of this factor, also with regard to

the absolute values of Kass, considering that the solvent

used is DMSO.

We have used glycosyl thioureido groups to function-

alize the upper rim of calix[4]arenes.[64] Di- (e.g., 36)

and tetraglycosylated derivatives have been obtained with

the goal of developing novel molecular delivery systems

that exploit the anion recognition properties of the urea

Fig. 2 X-ray crystal structure of the complex between 31 and

CH3COO�K+. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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groups and the specific recognition ability of the glycoside

units toward biological targets. Besides carboxylates,

phosphate-containing substrates are complexed to the

same extent and the binding in DMSO-d6 is weaker than

that found with simpler monothiourea receptors,[65]

probably because of the steric crowding around the

binding region. On the other hand, an interesting increase

of the association constant is observed moving from

acetate (Kass=17 M�1) to benzoate (Kass=103 M�1),

suggesting a possible secondary interaction between the

aromatic tail of the guest and the carbohydrate units.

Furthermore, a specific interaction with selective carbo-

hydrate-binding proteins discloses the possibility of

vehiculate biologically active carboxylates toward rele-

vant biomacromolecules. We have also explored the

complexation properties of other calixarenes functiona-

lized with urea and thiourea groups. The monothiourea 37
showed the best affinity with carboxylates (Kass=60–340

M�1), over H2PO4
� and spherical anions (Kass <10

M�1).[66] The higher values of association observed with

benzoate, butyrate, and phenylacetate, compared with

acetate, have been explained by the presence of additional

weak interactions between the guest side groups and the

cavity of the macrocycle. On the contrary, for acetate, an

external binding mode was proposed. The opposite is

observed with the bisurea receptor 38, for which a

significant preference for acetate (Kass=2200 M�1) is

evidenced because of urea–anion and CH3–p interactions.

The monourea 39 shows a behavior comparable with that

of the thiourea analogue 37, without a relevant decrease in

efficiency despite the lower acidity of its NH protons.

More efficient and with a remarkable selectivity for

benzoate (Kass=1.61�105 M�1 in CDCl3/CD3CN 4/1) is

the bisurea 40 reported by Budka et al.[67] where the

phenylthiourea groups are directly linked to the aroma-

tic rings.

The insertion of the same binding group at the upper

rim of a calix[4]arene tetramide gives rise to the ditopic

receptors 41 and 42.[68] When the thiourea NH is directly

linked to the aromatic ring of the calixarene platform (42),

the complexation of sodium ion at the lower rim

determines a positive cooperative effect since the acidity

of the NH groups increases.

In some receptors, a single thiourea unit is present in

the structure accompanied by carboxyamide groups,

which actively cooperate in the complexation process.

Important examples of these host molecules are the

macrobicycles 43 designed by Kilburn.[69,70] The com-

plexation studies toward a series of simple carboxylates

and anions of N-acetyl L-and D-amino acids evidence the

predominance of thiourea in the interaction with the

substrates. In the case of the D-enantiomers, the data are

quite consistent with an external 1:1 complex involving

only the thiourea unit, but with the L-amino acids the

complexation takes place within the cavity of the receptor

involving also the amide groups, and this results in a

higher association constant (1.3�105 M�1 in CDCl3)

with the Na-Ac-L-lysine. The presence of a pyridine unit
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in the bisaryl linkers (44) provides an additional hydro-

gen-bonding functionality that, in fact, seems to determine

the mode of binding of N-Ac-L-asparagine, which inter-

acts with its CONH2 side chain (Kass=5.5�104 M�1 in

CH2Cl2).

Another important class of receptors, with similar

structural motifs, is that reported by de la Torre et al. and

based on chromenones.[71] The central urea unit of 45 and

46 interacts with the carboxylate anion whereas the NH

amide protons strengthen the complexation by coordinat-

ing the anti lone pair of the carboxylate oxygen atoms. A

spirobifluorene moiety attached to the amide groups

confers to macrocycle 45 an interesting enantioselectivity

in recognizing the tetrabutylammonium salts of (S) and

(R) lactic acid with Kass of 3.5�103 and 3.5�104 M�1,

respectively.[72]

Substrates having more hydrogen bonding acceptor

groups, such as carboxylates of a-heterocyclic and a-keto

acids, get benefit by the presence of additional hydrogen

bonding donor groups (e.g., 46) in comparison with

simple carboxylate anions.[71]

CONCLUSION

Historically, the first supramolecular interactions to be

exploited in synthetic receptors for anion recognition, and

for carboxylate as well, were electrostatic or hydrogen

bonds strengthened by positive charges as, e.g., in

protonated macrocyclic amines. During the years, because

of a growing interest in the biomimetic approach for the

design of anion receptors, metal-containing macrocycles

or hosts having only neutral, hydrogen bonding donor

groups have been used more extensively, indicating a

tendency that will probably continue in the near future.

Besides representing interesting models for biological

recognition involving carboxylates, these synthetic recep-

tors constituted the active core of sensors and other

supramolecular devices. Once the rules that control the

specific molecular recognition of carboxylate anions are

completely mastered, one can easily forecast that specially

designed multivalent supramolecular systems will be

synthesized and used, inter alia, to produce nanoscale,

supramolecular functional devices based on carboxylate–

receptor interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Cell membranes have many important biological func-

tions such as controlling signal transduction and molecu-

lar transport between the inside and outside of cells.a A

greater understanding of the structures and functions of

the cell membrane components involved in signal trans-

duction and/or molecular transport could be used to im-

prove the delivery and specificity of pharmaceuticals.

Cell membranes are complex and dynamic structures

generally described in terms of the ‘‘fluid mosaic’’

model.[1] Like any theory, the ‘‘fluid mosaic’’ theory is

still being refined.[2] One way refinements are being tested

is using nanotechnology to assemble biological and/or

biomimetic components into membrane mimics to help

clarify our understanding of cell membrane processes.

This article describes measurements characterizing a

particular mimetic called a hybrid bilayer membrane

(HBM). HBMs are surface-supported bilayers composed

of a monolayer of alkanethiol, which is tightly bound to

the surface through a strong association between sulfur

and gold, and a second noncovalently bound monolayer

of phospholipid (Fig. 1).[3,4] The nanometer-size scale of

the membrane components makes the construction and

characterization of these mimetic membranes dependant

on sophisticated measurement technologies. Hybrid

bilayers are analytically addressable by a wide range of

surface analytical techniques such as surface plasmon

resonance, impedance analysis, electrochemistry, infrared

spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, ellipsometry, and

neutron reflectivity.[5,6] While information from the

spontaneously formed hybrid bilayers can be cross-

referenced between different independent experiments, it

is often desirable to obtain as much information as pos-

sible from a single technique. This article reviews the

different types of information that can be obtained by

using infrared spectroscopy to study the interfacial struc-

tures of hybrid bilayer membranes.

BIOMOLECULAR STRUCTURE
AT INTERFACES

Interfaces are important in both nanotechnology and bi-

ology. Nanoscale entities, ranging in size from approxi-

mately 1 to 10,000 nm, have large surface-area-to-volume

ratios. Molecules occupying an interfacial region are

strongly linked to system properties. An example of this is

a protein in/on a cell membrane dictating the membrane’s

transport and signal transduction properties. The impor-

tance of membrane transport and signal transduction in

medical science drives efforts to understand and control

the composition and conformation of molecules in the

interfacial regions of cells.

Biological membranes are complex and dynamic

structures and their biological functions involve a number

of different molecular species. Consequently, the details

of the ‘‘fluid mosaic’’ model of freely diffusing proteins

and lipids in a two-dimensional fluid[1] are still emerg-

ing.[2] To continue to clarify the complex nature of this

model, better measurements, which determine the com-

position and/or the conformation of these moieties (pro-

teins, lipids, etc.), are needed.

Direct attempts to determine structure at the atomic

level of both lipid and protein components of membranes

by crystallization and X-ray diffraction are difficult, and

only a few membrane protein structures have been de-

termined.[7–9] While it is assumed that a protein’s crystal

structure is similar to that of the active protein in its native

membrane environment, the surrounding dynamic lipid

matrix may also influence it. Because the functions of

membrane proteins often depend on conformational

changes, for example, during transport across the lipid

barrier, or during intracellular kinase activation after ex-

tracellular ligand binding, the motions of both the lipid

and the protein must be taken into account, which limits

the applicability of X-ray diffraction studies.

Without atomic-level structure, model membrane

systems have allowed the study of isolated features of

these otherwise highly complicated biological nanos-

tructures, and have been essential to the development of

our understanding. Lipid vesicles or liposomes,[10] black

lipid membranes,[11] multilayers of lipid for diffraction

aThe specification of commercial products in this article is for clarity

only and does not constitute endorsement by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology.
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studies,[12] planar lipid bilayers on solid supports,[13,14]

and more recently, bicelles[15] are all forms of model

systems having advantages and disadvantages as models

of membranes. The liposome or proteoliposome (incor-

porating membrane proteins) is probably the most popular

model membrane, and has contributed greatly to our un-

derstanding of biological membranes. A related type of

model membrane, supported lipid bilayers are a model

membrane system on a planar support and have also been

employed in many important biophysical studies.[16–20]

Recently, supported bilayer systems have been ex-

tended to include metal-tethered membranes called hybrid

bilayer membranes (HBMs).[3–6] HBMs are composed of

a monolayer of alkanethiol, which is tightly bound to the

surface through a strong association between the thiol and

the gold surface, and a second monolayer of phospholipid

(Fig. 1). Hybrid bilayers on metal supports are analytically

addressable by a wide range of surface analytical tech-

niques such as infrared spectroscopy, atomic force mi-

croscopy, ellipsometry, neutron reflectivity of single

bilayer membranes, and nonlinear optical spectroscopy,

surface plasmon enhanced fluorescence, surface plasmon

resonance, impedance analysis, and electrochemis-

try.[5,21,22] These techniques can be used to probe the ki-

netics of bilayer formation, study the kinetics of ligand

binding, and provide structural information.

Surface-supported bilayers generally need to be char-

acterized by a number of analytical techniques, or by a

single technique capable of describing several cross-val-

idating features of the layer. This is important because the

use of crosscutting information can reduce ambiguity and

prevent erroneous conclusions. For example, the simul-

taneous use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and

impedance analysis to measure the kinetics of bilayer

formation showed differences in the density of lipid layers

that added to different thiol-tethered monolayers,[23]

demonstrated the hydration of a cholera toxin layer bound

to an HBM containing GM1 ganglioside,[24] and permitted

discrimination between specific and nonspecific binding

of ligands to the supported membrane surface.[25]

The focus of this article will be a review of the meth-

ods to obtain crosscutting information from infrared

spectroscopy about hybrid bilayer membranes. How-

ever, it is important to remember that other groups of

cross-validating experiments may be more appropriate

in other circumstances for the study of supported bi-

layer membranes.

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF HYBRID
BILAYER MEMBRANES

Infrared spectroscopy has long been used to characterize

the molecular structure, conformation, and orientation of

lipid monolayers, bilayers and their biological additives,

proteins and carbohydrates.[20,26,27] Infrared spectral sig-

natures are used to characterize the normal modes of

vibrations caused by displacements of the permanent bond

dipole moments in the contributing bonds. These dis-

placements are sensitive to differences in the configura-

tion and conformations of the chemical bonds. Thus

infrared spectroscopy can be used to characterize the

number (or mass), composition, structure, and conforma-

tion of the molecules comprising an HBM. For example,

in a supported bilayer system, the protein of interest, the

inner, and the outer leaflets of the bilayer can be simul-

taneously observed, allowing their complex interactions to

be characterized.

As more data analysis methods are developed, this

wide variety of information serves as a method to cross-

check the sample preparation and structures of the various

bilayer components. Other advantages of infrared spec-

troscopy are: 1) it is nondestructive; 2) it operates on a

short time scale (�10�12 sec), which prevents the time

averaging of molecular motions; and 3) it does not require

invasive and possibly perturbing molecular tags.

External Reflection Infrared Spectroscopy
of Dry HBMs

HBMs were first characterized via infrared spectroscopy

using the external reflection geometry.[28,29] The external

reflection technique uses a high angle of incidence re-

flection (�80� from the sample normal) from a sample

supported on an approximately 150-nm-thick gold film. In

this configuration, reflected light polarized perpendicular

to the plane of incidence and parallel to the substrate

undergoes a nearly 180�-phase change. With this phase

change, the incident and reflected light destructively in-

terfere with each other and leave very little of the light

polarized parallel to the surface to interact with the HBM.

This phenomenon increases the field strength of the

perpendicular polarized light and provides a sensitive

technique to observe the composition, molecular confor-

mation, and orientation of HBMs.

Fig. 1 An illustration of a hybrid bilayer consisting of N-PDP-

phosphatidylethanolamine, 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-

choline and melittin. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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When the structure of the HBM was first being

characterized, external reflection data showed bands

from the alkane chains and the choline head groups of

the phospholipids in HBMs, and confirms the presence

of the phospholipid layer.[28] A variety of HBMs with

different alkanethiol (hexanethiol, decanethiol, and

octadecanethiol) and phospholipid (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocoline (DMPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocoline (DSPC)) chain lengths were

characterized. The study also characterized the effect the

addition of phospholipid had on the structure of the

underlying alkanethiol by using surface-enhanced Raman

spectroscopy and external reflection spectra of alka-

nethiols in the presence and absence of an added layer of

deuterated phospholipid. From this work, it is apparent

that the addition of phospholipid generally causes small

structural changes that are consistent with an ordering of

the alkanethiol chains.

In another external reflection infrared study, the spectra

revealed a series of CH2 wagging progression bands in the

1000–1500 cm�1 region for HBMs formed with hydro-

genated phospholipids.[29] As wagging progressions are

too weak to be observed in alkanethiol monolayers,[30] it

was concluded that these progression bands were from the

lipid layer. Furthermore, the progression bands suggested

that the phospholipid portions of the HBMs had a high

degree of intramolecular order.[29,31]

To evaluate the separation of the wagging progres-

sions, a spectrum of DPPC-d62 in an HBM was subtracted

from the spectrum of DPPC in an HBM. After subtraction,

only features due to the hydrogenated alkane chains of

DPPC remain in the spectrum and support the idea that the

wagging progressions are from the lipid layer. Separations

between these wagging progression bands, Dn, were re-

lated to the number of trans bonds contributing to the

wag–twist modes, m, by:[29,30]

Dn ¼ 326=ðmþ 1Þ

Table 1 reports m values for a variety of acyl chain

lengths and compares these values to those expected from

all trans chains. These values indicate that HBMs in air

consist of chains averaging one gauche bond per chain.

This would be expected for DPPC and DSPC with gel-to-

liquid crystalline transition temperatures of 41 and 55�C,

respectively. However, the gel-to-liquid crystalline tran-

sition temperature of DMPC is 23�C. Thus DMPC would

be expected to be more disordered. The highly ordered

structures of the lipids in the HBMs were assumed to

come from either the stability of the octadecane thiol

leaflet of the HBM or a lower degree of lipid hydration

that could have effectively raised the transition tempera-

tures of the HBM lipids.

Infrared External Reflection Spectroscopy for
Molecular Orientation in HBMs

Molecular orientation can be characterized using external

reflection by matching experimental spectra with spectra

simulated using the electromagnetic wave theory. The

theory uses knowledge of the isotropic optical constants of

the layer of interest and an assumed molecular confor-

mation to scale the relative intensities of the different

molecular functional groups as a function of the molecular

orientation. This technique allows the degree of molecular

tilt, twist, and azimuthal rotation to be determined. In

addition, descriptions of the relative orientations of the

constituent functional groups can be used to characterize,

for example, the average trans/gauche conformation of

the terminal methyl group of the lipid alkane chains.

There are a number of different implementations of the

electromagnetic wave theory that have been developed.

An early isotropic version by Hansen[32] uses a series of

2�2 matrices to describe an N-phase layer model.

Hasegawa et al.[33] extended Hansen’s calculations to

describe uniaxially oriented layers of cadmium stearate on

a GaAs substrate using a three-phase model. Parikh and

Allara[34] developed a 4�4 matrix model for the quanti-

tative treatment of biaxially oriented N-phase layered

samples. More importantly, they also describe how to

obtain optical constants from transmission measurements

of bulk isotropic samples of the layer materials. These

techniques use the entire set of information from the in-

frared spectrum to determine cross-validated information

about monolayer and bilayer structure.

To illustrate this technique, infrared external reflection

spectroscopy was used to study the classical example of

an octadecanethiol monolayer. The optical constants of

isotropic octadecanethiol for the external reflection spec-

tra calculations were modeled by using the transmission

procedure developed by Parikh and Allara.[34] A spectrum

of isotropic octadecanethiol was obtained and decom-

posed into its constituent vibrational bands. For each vi-

bration, a matrix was then constructed to determine the

direction of the dynamic dipole for a chain with its carbon

backbone perpendicular to the gold surface. The tilt, twist,

and azimuthal orientations of the molecule were then

selected relative to the surface. A rotation matrix was

Table 1 Analysis of the wagging progression modes and the

number of trans bonds as a function of lipid chain length

Lipid

Number of

bonds

Frequency shift

(cm�1)

% trans
bonds

DSPC 17 19.8±0.7 91±4

DPPC 15 21.6±0.9 95±4

DMPC 13 26.0±1.9 87±6
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applied to transform the initial matrix to that of the newly

oriented molecule to describe the imaginary part of the

refractive index. The intensity of IR absorption is given by

the square of the projection of the calculated vibration

onto the z axis of the oriented molecule. Using the com-

puted value as the imaginary part of the refractive index, a

Kramers–Kronig transformation was used to determine

the real part of the refractive index of the monolayer.

A three-layer model of air, octadecanethiol, and gold

was then constructed by using Parikh and Allara’s[34] 4�4

matrix version of electromagnetic wave theory. At first,

theory and experiment did not match well because the

relative orientations of the methyl groups to the alkane

chains are not the same in the monolayers as in the iso-

tropic polycrystalline reference samples. The inclusion of

gauche conformers in the structural model substantially

improved the fit, especially in the region close to the

symmetric and asymmetric CH3 stretching band near

2960 cm�1. Fig. 2 shows the juxtaposition of the external

reflection experimental and calculated spectra. The spec-

tra match with small deviations attributed to differences in

conformation, and therefore band widths, between the

polycrystalline transmission samples and the monolayers.

The modeling procedure reveals that 21% of the methyl

groups are in a gauche conformation, the acyl chains are

titled 26� to the surface normal, twisted by 56� around the

chains’ long axis, and that the spectra are insensitive to

changes in azimuthal angle (Fig. 3). These values match

well with values determined previously using similar

methods.[34,35]

This method was previously used to compare the in-

frared external reflection spectra of HBMs with spectra

calculated for different molecular orientations using

electromagnetic wave theory.[29] As indicated above, the

infrared spectrum of an HBM shows a well-packed lipid

layer similar to the packing of a gel phase lipid bilayer.

This means that the assumption of a nearly all trans chain

conformation similar to the alkanethiol case is appropriate

for the lipid layer. Simulations of the CH stretching region

of the external reflection spectra of DPPC layers reveal

that the tilt and twist of the acyl chains are 34� and �38�,
respectively.[29] In fitting the simulated spectra to the

measured spectra, several details are clarified. The lipid

layers can be described as uniaxial with the azimuthal

angle having little effect on the simulated spectra. The

alignment of the methyl groups compared to the rest of the

acyl chains is different than the alignment of the methyl

groups in the polycrystalline reference spectra from which

the optical constants for the calculation are derived. This

difference can be attributed to 26±16% gauche terminal

methyl conformations.[29,34]

Infrared Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Using infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE), the

powerful method of fitting optical models to experimental

data to extract information about the molecular structure

of monolayers/bilayers can be extended to obtain the op-

tical thickness of the layer. Self-assembled monolayers

were used as reference materials to demonstrate the sen-

sitivity of this approach.[36] Film properties such as mo-

lecular orientation and thickness were used to predict
Fig. 2 Experimental and theoretical external reflection infrared

spectra at an 80� angle of incidence.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the z-axis normal to the gold

surface, the monolayer thickness, the tilt (y), twist (c), and

azimuthal (f) angles describing the orientation of the molecules

in the monolayer.
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the spectra of the real and imaginary components of the

complex optical density, D. The calculated D spectra are

compared to the measured spectra and the model revised.

This iterative process continues until changes in the model

produce the best fit to the experimental results.

The graph in Fig. 4 shows a comparison of experi-

mental data (solid line) with an electromagnetic wave

theory calculations (dashed line) for a hexadecanethiol

monolayer. Fig. 3 illustrates the description of the mo-

lecular orientation and thickness information determined

from the ellipsometric measurements. For example, the

shift in the baseline of the simulated Im(D) matches the

measured Im(D) shift, which suggests a film thickness of

2.0 nm. The peak intensities in the simulation of Re(D)

(not shown, but similar to Fig. 2) also match that of the

hexadecane in the electromagnetic model. In this case, the

hexadecane chain is tilted at an angle of 26� to the surface

normal and twisted by 48� around its long axis, similar to

the octadecanethiol monolayer.[36]

Two sources of error were analyzed: analyzer reposi-

tioning and angle of incidence changes between reference

and sample measurements. Results indicated that the error

resulting from the analyzer position is smaller than the

error arising from differences in the angles of incidence.

If a simulated Im(D) is matched to two consecutive

Im(D) measurements, a difference in the thickness of only

0.05 nm is revealed. A series of four measurements of the

thickness of a heptanethiol monolayer were performed to

evaluate the error caused by differences in the angle of

incidence between the sample and the reference. Analysis

revealed a thickness of 1.0±0.2 nm, which is similar to the

value and standard deviations previously measured using

visible spectroscopic ellipsometry. However, they did not

require the inclusion of an extra unknown layer to de-

scribe the interface between the gold and the alkanethiol,

as required in visible ellipsometry models.[36] The error in

the reproducibility of these measurements, ±0.2 nm, is

equivalent to ±0.0005 Im(D) units. This study also illus-

trates that IRSE can be utilized to discriminate between

the hexanethiol, dodecanethiol, and hexadecanethiol self-

assembled monolayers on gold on the basis of thickness,

and the simulations revealed values of 0.8, 1.5, and 2.0 nm,

respectively.[36]

These examples illustrate the variety of structural in-

formation that can be obtained from infrared data. Optical

modeling provides a method to cross-validate the identity,

amount, conformation, and molecular orientation of a

supported bilayer sample. The extension of these powerful

techniques to more biologically relevant samples under

aqueous solution is described below.

HBMs Characterized Under Aqueous
Solution Using External Reflection

Polarization–modulation infrared reflection adsorption

spectroscopy has been utilized to characterize HBMs

under aqueous solution.[37] HBMs consisting of DMPC

and hexadecanethiol with and without gramicidin D

were characterized. The data clearly show the differ-

ence between the hexadecanethiol monolayer, the hex-

adecanethiol/DMPC HBM and the HBM containing the

gramicidin. Changes in the absorbances in the CH

stretching region, 2800–3000 cm�1, for the spectra of the

self-assembled monolayer (SAM) and the HBM, are

consistent with the formation of a complete bilayer. For

the HBM, the frequency of the CH2 asymmetric stretching

band, 2917 cm�1, indicates that the lipid layer acyl chains

are quite ordered compared to a frequency of 2924 cm�1

for disordered chains. Amide A, I and II bands charac-

teristic of proteins and peptides are observed in HBMs

containing gramicidin D. Shifts in these bands to lower

frequencies compared to spectra in aqueous bulk solution

suggest that the environment or conformation of Grami-

cidin is altered by its incorporation into the HBM.

Fig. 4 Two infrared ellipsometric spectra describing the

imaginary part of the complex optical density function, D, for

a hexadecanethiol monolayer. The solid line depicts experimen-

tally measured data and the dashed line depicts data simulated

using electromagnetic wave theory as described in the text.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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HBMs Under Aqueous Solution
Characterized by Multiple Internal Reflection

In contrast to external reflection, internal reflection

involves coating a thin (<20 nm) gold layer on an internal

reflection element. The light impinges on the from the

back, or supporting side through the thin gold layer.

Similar techniques have been described for electrochem-

ical measurements (e.g., see Neff et al.[38] and references

therein). Generally, these methods are difficult and no

standard methods exist.[39] Understandably, reproducibly

coating a continuous thin layer of metal on an internal

reflection element can be difficult. It is also difficult to

determine if the gold layer is continuous because com-

mercially available internal reflection elements are

polished to optical tolerances using polishing grit (gen-

erally 0.1–1 mm in diameter). With this type of surface

finish, it is difficult to observe roughness on the order of

the thickness of the gold layers.

Recently, there have been several reports of surface-

enhanced infrared spectroscopy have taken advantage of

the higher plasmon density at the surface of discontinuous

gold layers to increase the IR signal.[40] These discontin-

uous gold layers present a dilemma in terms of deter-

mining the structure of the HBM. Because the thiols only

adsorb to the gold-coated portion of the surface, it is un-

clear whether the HBM consists of a proximal alkanethiol

and a distal phospholipid, or if the proximal layer is a

mixture of alkanethiol and phospholipid. In addition, the

plasmon density, and therefore optical field strength of

these discontinuous layers, is not uniform. The nonuni-

formity of the field strength makes it difficult to relate the

observed spectral intensities to the molecular properties of

the HBMs.

For example, Sevin-Landais et al.[41] and Liley et al.,[42]

using the same type of gold coating, estimated that as

much as 15–20% of the crystal surface was not coated

with gold. Another example is the study by Cheng

et al.,[43] which describes a 14-reflection crystal coated

with 20 nm of gold leaving a total path length of at least

140 nm through gold. Because the decay length for the

intensity of the light is given by 4pk/l=�13 nm for the

CH stretching region, a path of 140 nm would essentially

leave no light. However, if the gold layer is discontinuous,

the path through the gold could be substantially less and

the signal proportionally greater. The Cheng et al.[43]

study used infrared spectroscopy to characterize lipid

bilayers formed by vesicle fusion to surfaces containing

different concentrations of immobilized cholesterol.

Phospholipid adsorption from vesicles was only detected

for surfaces at least 24% covered with cholesterol. Be-

cause of the signal attenuation of the gold, they report

field amplitudes to be small, �0.1 and 0.01 for p and s

polarizations, respectively. When these values are used to

determine the orientation of the lipid acyl chains, they

suggest a tilt of 12� compared to 26� for a 30 mol%

cholesterol layer in bulk DMPC by nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR).[43] They suggest this discrepancy is

caused by a more ‘‘rigid’’ bilayer on the surface. How-

ever, Huber and Mantsch[44] report a 26� tilt for DMPC in

the gel phase on an attenuated total reflection (ATR)

crystal. It is more likely that the difference can be

explained by a low signal-to-noise ratio caused by low

field strengths.

HBMs Under Aqueous Solution
Characterized by a Single
Internal Reflection

Recently, Elliott et al.[5] minimized the problem of signal

attenuation by the thin gold layer in the multiple internal

reflection geometry by using a single internal reflection

accessory. The integrity of the gold layer was improved by

using a silicon crystal, like the majority of the gold sup-

porting substrates in monolayer work. This layer has a

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness on the order of

0.3 nm, and therefore only minimally perturbs the HBMs.

Fig. 5 shows the electric field strengths at the gold surface

for different gold film thickness. These values are calcu-

lated by using the method of Hansen[32] as implemented

by Citra and Axelsen.[45] From these data, the effect of

multiple reflections through the gold on the field strength

can be approximated by the field strengths at multiples of

the gold thickness values.

Fig. 5 Three-layer model (silicon/gold/water) description of

the field strengths in the x, y, and z directions at the gold/water

interface as a function of gold thickness.
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As an example of the information available from this

type of experiment, Fig. 6 shows parallel- and perpen-

dicularly polarized spectra of a deuterated DMPC HBM.

Using this data and the three-layer model of Citra and

Axelsen,[45] the average orientation of the lipid acyl

chains with respect to the membrane surface normal was

calculated to be �25�. This value is comparable with the

NMR value reported by Cheng et al.,[43] and with the 26�
tilt angle for DMPC in the gel phase on an ATR crystal

reported by Huber and Mantsch.[44] Similar techniques

can also be used to describe the orientation of proteins

incorporated in HBMs.

CONCLUSION

Supported bilayer membranes embody a nanotechnology

that developed to determine the structure and function of

cell membranes and to clarify issues in the details of the

‘‘fluid mosaic’’ model in the fields of biology and med-

icine. The current challenge for the characterization of

supported bilayer membranes is to obtain information that

can be cross-validated either between different measure-

ment techniques, or by methods measuring independent

information from the same technique. This article de-

scribed how infrared spectroscopy is used to obtain in-

formation from bilayer membranes supported on metal

surfaces. While some methods have been developed for

the characterization of lipid/protein layers at the surfaces

of internal reflection crystals, complications and

enhancements associated with the addition of the gold

layer still need to be addressed. For example, improved

models of molecular orientation may allow more about the

distribution of the molecular orientation and/or the dis-

tance a functional group is from the surface. Another area

in which the analysis of infrared spectroscopy of sup-

ported bilayer membranes can be improved lies in tech-

niques to exploit improvements in isotopic editing of

proteins.[46]
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INTRODUCTION

Bionanoparticles are naturally produced entities that are

of nanometer dimension. For aeons, nature has been an

avid and extremely sophisticated exponent of nanosci-

ence. Viruses and other protein assemblies such as the

iron storage protein ferritin are examples of naturally

occurring nanoparticles.[1] The branch of bionanotech-

nology in which naturally occurring nanoparticles are

modified and manipulated for various applications is a

rich and newly emerging field of research. The current

research in this area can be broadly classified as host–

guest chemistry (including biomineralization)[2,3] and the

bioconjugate chemistry of bionanoparticles.[4] Because

bionanoparticles have marvelous and complex structures

which are important in understanding their chemical ap-

plications, a separate section is devoted in this review for

each nanoparticle.

In the first portion of the review, the host–guest

chemistry based on bionanoparticles is discussed. Three

systems—ferritin, cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV),

and tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)—have recently been

used to package hard and conducting inorganic materials.

The hybrid conducting quantum nanodots can be selec-

tively patterned on two-dimensional substrates by engi-

neering recognition elements on the biomaterial compo-

nent to recognize specific sites on the two-dimensional

substrate. This is one of the most promising approaches for

developing nanoelectronic devices. Some recent work

using filamentous bacteriophage M13 to bind and align

nanocrystals in an ordered array is described in the fol-

lowing section. In the later portion of the review, the bio-

conjugation of bionanoparticles, especially of the cowpea

mosaic virus (CPMV) system, is covered. These have

potential applications in both the areas of materials science

and biomedical research. Several decades ago, Paul

Ehrlich[5] pioneered the ‘‘magic bullet concept,’’ where

he proposed that a drug could be targeted with the help of

ligands having defined affinity for specific cells. His

predictions have been practically realized recently by

using ligand-decorated bionanoparticles,[6] which can

selectively target the receptors present on specific cell

types, to package and deliver therapeutic genes/drugs to

target cells. The last section of this review covers the re-

cent development of using bionanoparticles, especially

adenoviruses, for gene delivery.

The practical examples discussed in this review serve

as a tribute to the accuracy of many of Richard

Feynman’s predictions in his classic talk titled ‘‘There

is plenty of room at the bottom’’ on December 29, 1959,

at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society

at Caltech.[7]

FERRITINS

Ferritins are iron storage protein cages belonging to Class

II diiron-carboxylate proteins.[8] All ferritins have the

capacity to remove Fe2 + ions from solution in the pres-

ence of oxygen, and to deposit iron into the protein

interior in a mineral form. Iron is stored as iron (III) oxy-

hydroxide, mainly ferrihydrite (5Fe2O3�9H2O). The ter-

tiary and quaternary structure of ferritins is highly

conserved. All ferritins are composed of 24 subunits

arranged in 432 symmetry, which self-assemble to form a

12-nm diameter cage with a 7.5- to 8-nm diameter cavity.

About 4000 iron atoms can be stored in the central core.

The crystal structure of bullfrog M ferritin at 2.8 Å res-

olution is shown in Fig. 1.[9] The protein has both hy-

drophilic and hydrophobic channels. Most ferritins are

very stable particles, which can withstand 65�C and tol-

erate a pH range between 4 and 9. (http://metallo.scripps.

edu/PROMISE/FERRITIN.html).

Douglas et al.[1] have used the crystalline proteina-

ceous surface layers of some bacteria as a biologically

produced nanoscale templates for lithography. Individual

protein complexes of ferritin were then selectively self-

assembled onto the metal-coated template. Yamashita[10]

produced a 2-D array of ferritin by self-assembly at the

air–water interface, which was then transferred onto a

silicon surface. The protein coat of the ferritin molecules
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was then eliminated by heating at 500�C. Scanning elec-

tron microscopy of the surface showed a well-ordered

array of nano iron crystals on the silicon surface. Atomic

force microcopy, Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)

specroscopy, and weight measurement studies confirmed

that the protein shell was indeed eliminated by the

thermal treatment, leaving only the iron cores on the

silicon substrate. The size and repeat distance of the iron

cores was 6 and 12 nm, respectively. The arrays of na-

nocrystals produced by this process could be used for the

fabrication of quantum electronic devices.

Ferritin has also been used as a catalyst for the

selective hydroxylation of phenol using hydrogen perox-

ide as the oxidant.[11] Douglas and Stark[12] have used

horse spleen ferritin as a constrained nanoreactor for the

oxidative hydrolysis of Co(II) to achieve site-specific

mineralization within the protein cage. The catalytic ef-

fect promoting the mineralization process is driven by

complementary electrostatic interactions between the pro-

tein interface and the incipient mineral. Wong et al.[13]

have coupled long-chain primary amines to the surface

carboxylic acid residues of ferritin, and the resulting

alkylated bionanoparticle was soluble and stable in meth-

ylene chloride. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

and analytical ultra centrifugation analysis confirmed that

the protein cages were indeed intact after derivatization

and that they possess a significantly modified surface

charge. However, the degree of derivatization of the

ferritin molecules varied considerably, and both high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and mass

spectroscopy studies confirmed the polydisperse nature of

the samples.

COWPEA CHLOROTIC MOTTLE
VIRUS (CCMV)

Viruses are both important biological entities and chem-

ical assemblies of fascinating structure and diversity. The

structures of many viruses have been solved to near-

atomic resolution. From a materials science viewpoint,

these programmable nanoblocks have many advantages:

1) many viruses can be isolated in gram quantities; 2)

most plant viruses cannot infect human beings and are

biocompatible; 3) viruses display reactive functional

groups on both the inside and outside surfaces of their

coat protein, and by genetic manipulation, one can

introduce amino acid residues with unique reactivity or

even peptides with therapeutic properties in designated

positions of the capsid protein.[5] Biomineralization

studies based on viral scaffolds such as CCMV (in this

section) is mimicry of ferritin-based chemistry that nature

has employed for aeons.

Douglas and Young used CCMV (Fig. 2) as a com-

ponent to develop hybrid inorganic materials.[2,3] CCMV

is an icosahedral virus composed of 180 identical 20-kDa

protein subunits, which self-assemble around the viral

nucleic acid to generate an intact icosahedral cage. The

most important structural feature of CCMV is that it

can undergo a reversible pH-dependent swelling, result-

ing in a 10% increase in virus size.[14,15] This transition

is the result of an expansion at the pseudo threefold of

the virus particle, which causes the formation of 60

separate openings, each �20 Å in diameter, in the coat

protein. The swollen virus allows free exchange be-

tween the virus cavity and the medium. In the nonswol-

len form, the pores are closed and no exchange of

molecules takes place between the interior of the virus

cavity and the bulk medium.

The inner surface of each protein subunit of CCMV

presents nine basic residues (arginine and lysine) and this

creates a highly positively charged interior, which pre-

sumably stabilizes the negatively charged nucleic acid. A

Fig. 1 Crystal structure of bullfrog M ferritin. (From Protein

Data Bank.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The collapsed (left) and swollen (right) forms of the

cowpea chlorotic mottle virus. (http://mmtsb.scripps.edu/viper/

viper.html.)
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wide variety of negatively charged polyoxometalate spe-

cies (vanadate, molybdate, and tungstate) were selectively

mineralized within empty CCMV particles devoid of the

nucleic acid; the size of the capsid cavity defines the size

of mineralized particles.[2] The electrostatically driven

mineralization was carried out at pH 5, at which the in-

organic species underwent oligomerization and the viral

pores closed. The mineralized viral particles were

purified by sucrose gradient ultracentifugation. TEM im-

ages showed electron dense metal cores. Negative staining

was performed to confirm that the viral capsid protein was

indeed intact.

Other negatively charged species that serve as a sur-

rogate nucleic acid, such as the anionic polymer poly-

anetholesulfonic acid, have been encapsulated in CCMV;

the virus gating mechanism coupled with an electrostat-

ically driven internalization of the polymer was exploited

to produce organic polymer–CCMV hybrid materials.[3]

The polymer–virus hybrid materials were purified by

sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation. The presence of the

polymer was confirmed by ultraviolet (UV) spectrosco-

py and the intact nature of the particles was confirmed

by TEM.

A genetically engineered mutant CCMV particle with a

negatively charged interior (the nine basic residues at the

N terminus of CCMV were replaced with glutamic acid)

was used to sequester a nanoparticle of iron oxide through

spatially constrained oxidative hydrolysis of Fe(II); this

serves as a ferritin mimic.[16] These semiconductor/me-

tallic hybrid materials have potential applications in na-

noelectronics and bionanotechnology.

TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS (TMV)

Tobacco mosaic virus, which is the first isolated virus, has

been studied for a long time. As a rodlike virus, TMV is a

fascinating supramolecular assembly.[17] Wild-type TMV

is composed of a spiral of 2130 wedge-shaped protein

(CP) subunits. The TMV RNA contains about 6400

nucleotides. The assembly of the TMV particle involves

the interaction between the CP subunits and the RNA,

resulting in a rigid helical rod of ca. 300�18 nm with an

interior channel having a diameter of 4 nm (Fig. 3).[18,19]

TMV forms ordered aggregates in the presence of

divalent metal cations such as Cd2 +, Zn2 +, Pb2 +, Cu2 +,

and Ni2 +. These divalent metal cations promote the pre-

cipitation of TMV from solution at a critical concentra-

tion, and the precipitate behaves as a nematic lyotropic

liquid crystalline phase.[20,21] Metal binding sites present

on the surface of TMV form metal bridges, which serve as

cross-linking points. Drying on a glass slide produces

highly ordered, optically birefringent films.[22] The highly

polar exterior surface of TMV has been used for surface

mineralization of iron oxyhydroxides, CdS, PbS, and

silica.[3] These materials form a thin coating over the virus

nanorod and the formation of inorganic nanofibrils of 20–

30 nm diameter range, which are as long as 1 mm. This is a

result of the end-to-end assembly of TMV fibrils. These

materials were characterized by energy-dispersive X-ray

and transmission electron microscopy.[23]

Dujardin et al.[24] recently used TMV as a template for

the alignment and controlled deposition of Pt, Au, and Ag

nanoparticles. By varying the conditions of the deposition,

they demonstrated that one can either specifically deco-

rate the external surface with metallic nanoparticles via

the chemical reduction of [PtCl6]2� or [AuCl4]2�, or get

constrained growth of Ag nanoparticles within the 4-nm

internal channel present in the virus via the photochemical

reduction of Ag salts. In principle, one can thus prepare

one-dimensional arrays of a wide range of quantum dots

via molecular engineering of the internal or external sur-

face of TMV.

At high concentrations, TMV particles form a nematic

liquid crystal, which was employed as template to prepare

mesostructured and mesoporous silica with periodicities

of about 20 nm.[25] Silica nanoparticles consisting of a

dense core surrounded by a radial array of mineralized

TMV fragment has been synthesized. Chemical-degrada-

tion TMV yielded a stable fragment about 50 nm in

length, which was similar in size to those encapsulated in

Fig. 3 Structural representation of tobacco mosaic virus.
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the silica shell of the nanoparticles. The general stability

of TMV liquid crystals indicated that it should be possible

to use a similar approach to prepare a wide range of in-

organic oxides, semiconductors, and metal-based meso-

phases and nanoparticles with mesostructured interiors.

M13 BACTERIOPHAGE

The M13 bacteriophage is �880 nm long and 6.6 nm in

diameter. The high aspect ratio of the phage predisposes it

to form lyotropic liquid crystalline phases. Long-range

ordered films can be fabricated by using M13 phages.[26]

Lee et al.[27] used genetic engineering methods to generate

a large library (109 peptide inserts) of phages displaying

random peptides at one end of the M-13 virus. The library

was then screened to select the phage that selectively

binds zinc sulfide crystal surfaces. The bacteriophage

displaying the zinc sulfide binding peptide motif [Selected

Phage (Sel*Phage)] was then isolated, cloned, and mul-

tiplied to liquid crystalline concentrations. The Sel*Phage

was suspended in a ZnS solution to form a Sel*Phage–

ZnS nanocrystal liquid crystalline suspension. The

Sel*Phage–ZnS nanocrystal solution formed a self-sup-

porting nanoscale- and micrometer-scale ordered hybrid

film, which were continuous over a centimeter-length

scale. This approach of exploiting evolution for selecting

bacteriophages, which bind to inorganic materials (along

with the advantage that phages form liquid crystalline

systems), is a powerful technology for ordering quan-

tum dots or other functional motifs in a large scale.

COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS (CPMV)

Cowpea mosaic virus is a nonenveloped icosahedral plant

virus, approximately 30 nm in diameter, that can be iso-

lated from infected black eye pea plant in yields of 1–2 g

per kg of leaves by using a simple and convenient pro-

cedure.[28] The physical, biological, and genetic properties

of CPMV have been well characterized.[29,30] It is non-

infectious toward other organisms and presents no bio-

logical hazard. Its structure has been determined to a

resolution of 2.8 Å,[31] showing a picorna-like T=1 (P=3)

protein shell (termed as ‘‘capsid’’) composed of 60 copies

of the asymmetric units. Each asymmetric unit contains

three jelly roll b-sandwich folds formed by two polypep-

tides (termed as a ‘‘small’’ subunit, the A domain; and

a ‘‘large’’ subunit, the B+C domains in Fig. 4A). The

CPMV particles are remarkably stable, maintaining their

integrity at 60 �C (pH 7) for at least 1 hr and at pH values

from 3.5 to 9 indefinitely at room temperature. CPMV

was the first virus to be treated as a natural analog of very

large dendrimer[32,33] for organic reactions. It is also the

most powerful platform for bioconjugation and has been

extensively studied as a model system.

Fluorescein N-hydroxysuccinimide ester 1 and isothio-

cyanate 2 were used to test the reactivity of the lysine

residues of wild-type CPMV (Eq. 1).[34] At neutral pH,

wild-type CPMV was found to be labeled by N-hydroxy

succinimide (NHS) esters at room temperature, up to a

ratio of between 60 and 70 dye molecules per virion, in a

dose-dependent fashion through a reagent ratio (dye/viral

protein) of 200:1. This suggests that, under these

conditions, one lysine residue in each capsid protein

asymmetric unit may be uniquely reactive. Pushing the

reaction with greater amounts of 1 (up to dye/pro-

tein=4000) gave a maximum loading at both pH 7.0 and

8.3 of 240 dyes per virion, indicating that four lysine

residues per asymmetric unit are accessible under forcing

conditions. The isothiocyanate reagent proved to be less

reactive and thus more selective, requiring approximately

1000 equivalents to obtain a loading of 60 dyes per virus

particle. The integrity of the dye-labeled virions was

confirmed by sucrose gradient sedimentation and size-

exclusion fast performance liquid chromatography

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(FPLC). Identical quantitative reactivity was observed for

the attachment of other dyes bearing the same reactive

functional groups in buffer alone or dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO)–buffer mixtures up to 50%.

Fig. 4C shows a space-filling representation of the

outside surface of the CPMV asymmetric unit. Only five

lysine residues appear to be exposed to the solvent on the

exterior, whereas at least 10 are found on the interior

surface (Fig. 4D), presumably involved in electrostatic

interactions with the packaged RNA genome and there-

fore unreactive with external reagents. The uniquely re-

active lysine was identified as K38 in the small subunit

(colored in red in Fig. 4C) by trypsin digestion and mass

spectrometry analysis.[34]

The crystal structure of CPMV displays no free cysteine

residue exposed on the exterior surface of the capsid.

Fig. 4 CPMV structure. (A) Left: A diagramatic representation of CPMV showing the distribution of the two subunits comprising the

‘‘asymmetric unit,’’ 60 copies of which form the icosahedral particle. The trapezoids in red and green represent the two domains of the

large subunit clustered around the threefold symmetry axes and the blue trapezoid represents the small subunit clustered about

the fivefold symmetry axes. Right: Ribbon diagram of the two subunits. (B) Organization of five asymmetric units into the ‘‘pentamer’’

centered around a small hole at each fivefold axis. (C) Space-filling model of the symmetric units of coat protein showing the surface

exposed lysines. The most reactive K38 of small subunit is marked in red. (D) Side view of the ribbon diagram of the ‘‘pentamer’’ with

all lysines highlighted. Most of the lysines locate at the interior surface of the protein cell to bind to the RNA inside. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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When wild-type CPMV was treated with thiol-selective

reagents such as N-bromoacetamide 3 and maleimide 4
(Eq. 2), the reactions were very slow and yielded

alkylation of thiol residues located exclusively on the

interior surface of the protein capsid. With blue fluo-

rescent antibodies as reporters,[35] it was demonstrated that

the reactive cysteine residue of wt-CPMV is located in the

interior of the capsid.[4] Therefore, easily chemically

addressable cysteine residues were introduced at two

solvent-exposed sites on the exterior surface of CPMV

(Fig. 5).[36] It was previously demonstrated that one

can successfully express antigenic peptide sequences at

these positions without interfering with the ability of the

resulting mutant viruses to propagate in the host plant.[37–40]

Each of the virus mutants displays 60 of such insertions,

arrayed in icosahedral symmetry on the 30-nm-diameter

capsid (Fig. 5C). The altered sequences are geneically

stable through multiple rounds of infection, harvesting,

and reinoculation. The average purification yield of the

mutant viruses is comparable to that of the wild-type.

Fig. 6 Attachment of fluorescein to wild-type CPMV and cys-mutants. (A) Plots showing the amount of the covalently attached

fluorescein to CPMV on cysteine residues as a function of the concentration of dyes at 4�C: (a) wt+3 for 48 hr; (b) wt+4 for 48 hr; (c)

mutant 7+3 for 6 hr; (d) mutant 7+4 for 6 hr. Each data point shown is the average of three independent experiments with maximum

error of ±7–9% of the reported attachment value. (B) Denaturing protein gel showing specific labeling of small and large subunits for

fluorescein modified 6 and 7, respectively. Shown on the black background is the gel visualized directly under ultraviolet illumination,

giving light bands at the sites of fluorescein attachment. Shown on the white background is the result of standard staining with

Coomassie blue to reveal both protein subunits. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Cysteine-added mutants of CPMV. (A) The pseudo-atomic structure of the CPMV coat protein, with the sites of mutational

insertion highlighted in red (bB–bC loop) and purple (bE–bF loop). (B) Amino acid sequences corresponding to native and mutant

CPMVs. (C) A model structure of the entire particle shows the addition of a five-residue insert (GGCGG) at the two positions of BC

loop (red) and EF loop (purple) in the CPMV structure. (From Ref. [36]. Copyright, 2002, with permission from Elsevier.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The thiol groups of the introduced cysteine residues of

the mutant viruses were much more reactive nucleophiles

toward maleimide and bromoacetamide electrophiles

compared to the wild-type virus (Fig. 6).[36,41] All the

thiol groups could be derivatized at very low concentra-

tions of electrophiles. The mutant virus-7 was also reacted

with monomaleimido-Nanogold1. Derivatized particles

were flash-frozen and examined by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and a three-dimensional image recon-

struction was computed. Fig. 7 shows the electron den-

sities of the gold clusters are clearly visible at the

positions of the inserted cysteine residues.[4] This provid-

ed an example of the engineering of chemically reactive

functional groups at designated positions on the icosahe-

dral protein template by genetic methods.

Most importantly, the cysteine mutants of CPMV re-

tain their natural chemical reactivity in addition to that of

the new inserted thiols. In particular, the uniquely reactive

Lys38 on the small subunit, described previously, can be

independently derivatized by amine-selective reagents

with the external thiol groups remaining reactive and ad-

dressable.[36,40] Similarly, the less reactive interior cys-

teine residues remain active in the mutant particle, such

that the two positions can be sequentially addressed under

controlled conditions. Therefore CPMV offers a powerful

supramolecular scaffold for chemical attachment. So far,

biotin,[34,36] proteins,[42] antibodies,[41] carbohydrates,[43]

polymers,[44] and catalytic units have been successfully

conjugated to CPMV. Similar conjugation studies based

on other viruses have also been performed.[45,46]

ADENOVIRUSES AND GENE DELIVERY

All Adenovirus particles are similar: nonenveloped and

60–90 nm in diameter. They have icosahedral symmetry

and are composed of 252 capsomers: 240 ‘‘hexons’’+12

‘‘pentons’’ at vertices of the icosahedron (2–3–5 sym-

metry), which packages a DNA genome of approximately

36 kb (Fig. 8).[47,48] Attachment to target cells is me-

diated by the binding of the fiber knob to its complemen-

tary receptor protein present on the cell. The viral penton

base then interacts with cellular av integrins to allow

virus internalization.

Recombinant adenoviruses have been widely used

as gene transfer vehicles.[49] Adenoviruses have been re-

targeted to specific cell types by displaying ligands

(which are complementary to the receptors present on the

cell type) on the surface of the virus.[6] This has been

achieved genetically and by other means. For instance,

genetic modification of the fiber protein via the incorpo-

ration of small targeting peptide sequences, such as a

polylysine sequence, has been developed to enhance

muscle cell transduction.[50] Biospecific adaptor mole-

cules consisting of cross-linked monoclonal antibodies

have been used to bridge adenoviral vector protein to cell

surface receptor molecules.[51]

An antibody/immunoglobulin (IgG) binding protein

sequence (Z33) has been expressed on adenovirus fibers.

The Z33-modified adenovirus particles were used to form

antibody–virus complexes (the binding constant between

the antibodies and the virus is extremely high; KD=2.4

nM) by preincubating them with monoclonal antibodies

directed against nueoronal cell adhesion molecules or

integrin a7. In targeting experiments with human muscle

cells, up to a 77-fold increase in reporter gene transfer was

achieved by this novel strategy. The approach is quite

general and, by varying the cell-type-specific antibody

one incubated with the Z33-adenovirus, a wide variety of

cells can be targeted.[52] Adenoviruses have also been

coated with polyethylene glycol to avoid antibody

mediated neutralization of the virus in vivo.[53–55]

Fig. 7 Electron cryo microscopy three-dimensional reconstruc-

tion of CPMV particles at 29-Å resolution labeled with 1.4-nm

gold particles. The electron densities of gold clusters were

generated by subtracting density computed with the native

CPMV X-ray structure from the density of Nanogold1

derivatized cysteine added CPMV, and superimposed on the

atomic model of CPMV showing that the gold is attached at the

site of the cysteine insertion. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Cartoon representation of the structural features

of adenovirus. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Retroviral vectors have also been used for targeted

gene therapy. A targeting peptide along with trimeriza-

tion domain has been linked on the N-terminus of the

viral envelope glycoprotein using a linker, which is

cleaved by an enzyme (matrix metallo protease). These

attachments shield the native receptor binding because of

steric hindrance; the targeting peptide, which is on the

exterior, mediates attachment to tumor cells displaying

complementary receptors. After attachment to the tumor

cells, the metalloprotease produced by the tumor cells

cleave the linker, thereby exposing the native viral en-

velope protein, which mediates cell entry into the tumor

cells.[56–58] Many other targeted viral vecor systems have

been used for gene therapy such as the sindbis virus,[59]

alphaviruses, myxoviruses, paramyxoviruses, adeno-as-

sociated virus (AAV) vectors, and the herpes virus.[6,60]

CONCLUSION

As discussed above, many inroads have been made into

harnessing bionanoparicles for nanoscience applications.

A vast number of programmable nanoblocks have not yet

been explored in this rich, new, and exciting field at the

confluence of nanotechnology, biology, chemistry, and

materials science. Biology provides a vast resource of

nanoparticles and exquisite control of the recognition

motifs displayed on the surface of these particles; organic/

bioconjugate chemistry immensely expands the scope of

useful functional units such as dyes, sugars, and poly-

mers, which one can use to decorate bionanoparticles for

a wide range of applications. Inorganic chemistry/bio-

mineralization affords a convenient route to preparing

hard–soft biohybrid starting materials for nanoelectronic

applications, and materials science is the last component

in developing the technology. Technological break-

throughs occurring in this field are in two broad

directions: nanoelectronics and biomedical applications

of nanotechnology. The former has more of a materials

science component to it, and the latter has more of a

molecular biology component with chemistry contributing

richly in both directions. Both the directions hold great

promise in bringing about an electronic and biomedical

revolution. The number of components that go into

nanotechnology is almost as complex as the primordial

soup[61] and what emerges from it promises to be as

complex, rich, and unpredictable as life on our planet.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of microbes, indigenous or foreign, in the cleanup

of contaminated sites is termed bioremediation. Bioreme-

diation has shown great promise in the removal of a wide

variety of contaminants, especially at sites where the

contaminant is widespread or is present at lower concen-

trations. Many larger contaminated sites have remained

untreated because of high costs associated with traditional

cleanup methods. Bioremediation is an attractive alterna-

tive to traditional clean up methods, because it may be

performed on site, is less invasive, of lower overall costs

than conventional methods, and can have higher public

acceptance than harsher treatments. Bioremediation tech-

niques are relatively inexpensive because capital and

operating costs are generally much lower than, e.g.,

techniques such as soil removal and replacement. A study

performed by Alper[1] states that bioremediation is six

times lower in cost than incineration and three times

cheaper than entombment. Lower cost is a result of the

lower energy and time requirements during the application

phase of nutrient enhancements and the low cost of the

nutrients because of their large-scale use in agriculture.

Bioremediation techniques are also safe and consistent

with the natural processes occurring in the contaminated

areas. As described later in this article, naturally occurring

or indigenous organisms have been used exclusively up to

the time of this writing. Indigenous organisms are present

at the contaminated site and are therefore not added. Use

of foreign or nonindigenous organisms remains a chal-

lenge for future research and development. Bioremedia-

tion can be applied to many situations including soil

remediation, groundwater remediation, oil spills, and

others as described below. Multiple contaminants can be

attacked such as petroleum hydrocarbons, industrial

solvents, organic wastes, and removal of metals.

The use of bioremediation does have its problems

because it is a relatively immature technology where

fundamental data still needs to be gathered. Information

such as changes in the microbial community as biodeg-

radation takes place is still lacking, due mainly to the fact

that many of the microbes used in bioremediation cannot

be successfully cultivated in a laboratory setting. For this

reason, it is difficult to ascertain just how much removal

of a contaminant observed in a study is directly a result

of biological processes as opposed to other abiotic pro-

cesses.[2] We also do not know how the ecosystem is

affected following the use of bioremediation except in the

special case of the Exxon Valdez oil spill that has been

extensively studied from the point of view of ecological

impact. Bioremediation is still considered to be a new

technology and thus many opt for using the more

traditional and expensive cleanup methods. The role of

government regulators in generating a favorable environ-

ment for introducing novel and effective treatments needs

to be reassessed. Finally, although bioengineered

microbes offer great promise for the removal of contami-

nants, public and regulatory acceptance of their use

remains lacking. This situation is similar to the contro-

versy surrounding the use of genetically engineered foods.

This review will briefly discuss the current use of

bioremediation for the removal of different types of

contaminants, as well as the difficulties and benefits

associated with the use of bioremediation in the removal

of each contaminant.

POLLUTANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENT

Hydrocarbons

Some microorganisms can completely degrade contami-

nants as exemplified by the bioremediation of hydro-

carbons. Most commonly, aerobic organisms are found

that add oxygen to the hydrocarbon, thus starting the

process of mineralization as indicated in the follow-

ing example:

CH3CH2CH2CH3 þ O2 ) CH3CH2CH2COHþ H2O

The process continues until the entire hydrocarbon is

converted to carbon dioxide and the mineralization is

complete, as exemplified in Fig. 1. In practice, only in

simple hydrocarbons does complete mineralization occur

rapidly. The process of bioremediation of higher hydro-

carbons is more complex, as described later.
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Hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria have been discovered

in all marine environments and were originally discovered

by Zobell.[3] Biodegradation, together with physical

processes such as evaporation, is a major process by

which petroleum is removed from the environment

following an oil spill. The role of these processes for a

large spill such as that of the Amoco Cadiz was described

by Gundlach et al.[4] This study showed that biodegra-

dation was acting as rapidly as evaporation even during

the first days following the spill. It is thought that the high

rate of biodegradation along the coast of Brittany was a

result of the runoff of agricultural fertilizers from farms

near the coast. The addition of nitrogen and phosphorous

from this agricultural runoff enhanced the biodegradation

on the beaches, presumably by removing the nitrogen

and phosphorous limitation resulting from low naturally

occurring levels of these elements in sea water (Atlas,

R.M., personal communication, 1990).

The above process requires that hydrocarbon-degrad-

ing organisms are present and that there is sufficient

oxygen. In some cases, anaerobic organisms, organisms

that do not require oxygen, can be used to destroy the

hydrocarbons by a different route. However, anaerobic

processes are thought to be slow and are not yet widely

used but promise to be a fruitful future research area. If

sufficient organisms are present along with sufficient

quantities of oxygen, the degradation of the hydrocarbons

proceeds and the contaminant is destroyed. During this

process, the microorganisms are also increasing in

number. This increase in the microbial community

requires nitrogen and phosphorous as well as carbon and

oxygen for new biomass to be generated. Thus, in many

cases, the remediation can be limited by the availability of

nitrogen and phosphorous. This can be remedied by

addition of nutrients; this commonly used process is called

‘‘nutrient enhanced bioremediation’’ or biostimulation. In

some cases, the indigenous organisms are grown in a

culture under ideal conditions until their numbers are very

high and are then added back to the remediation site. This

is known as bioaugmentation and can be used when a

rapid ‘‘kick-start’’ is desired. If the oxygen supply is

limited, as can be the case in groundwater remediation, it

can be added by ‘‘bioventing.’’ Hydrocarbon degraders

are thought to make up less than 1% of microbial

communities, but may rapidly increase to more than 10%

of the community following exposure to pollutants present

in oil.[3] In the case of marine oil spills, the contaminants

may be tackled via two different options. The first option

involves the addition of fertilizers so that the performance

of indigenous hydrocarbon degraders may be improved,

while the second option involves seeding (bioaugmenta-

ation). Seeding simply refers to the rapid increase in the

population of indigenous hydrocarbon-degrading mi-

crobes, which is accomplished by the addition of seed

cultures. In the case of hydrocarbon-contaminated terres-

trial sites, one may opt for using in situ bioremediation,

enhanced land treatment, and slurry bioreactors. In situ

bioremediation involves the addition of nutrients and

oxygen to increase the activity of the hydrocarbon de-

grading community. The addition of substances such as

nutrients, electron acceptors, and primary substrates

presents the factor most likely to affect the rate of in

situ bioremediation as these must all reach the microbial

community for the technique to be successful.[5] In some

cases, in situ bioremediation may be ruled out. One might

then choose a method where the contaminated soil is

placed in a closed reactor in an aqueous slurry. Microbes

are then added in order to treat the soil. Slurry bioreactors

may be chosen for sites where mass transfer limitations

may occur, field temperatures adversely affect the activity

of the microbes, or where the soil is predominantly

composed of clay.[6] Regardless of the mode of treatment

used, one important consideration for bioremediation

involves the concept of bioavailability. This simply refers

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram illustrating the breakdown of

hydrocarbons by hydrocarbon degrading bacteria. In the case

of aerobic microbes, oxygen along with nitrogen and phospho-

rous are required for this mineralization to occur. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to the portion of the contaminant that is available for

microbial treatment. Factors such as oil-phase partition-

ing, adsorption, and rate-limiting diffusion are most likely

to affect bioavailability because all these lead to a

decrease in the amount of contaminant found in the

aqueous phase, where transformation of the contaminant

is most likely to occur.[7]

Fig. 2 is an optical micrograph of hydrocarbon

degraders grown in laboratory cultures. In most cases,

the identification of the specific organisms in the hy-

drocarbon degrading cultures has not been accomplished.

In fact, it is generally considered that indigenous hy-

drocarbon degraders exist in complex consortia that

contain many codependent species. The study of consortia

is an important research area because their control

and optimization is of major importance for the future

of bioremediation.

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)

The previous section considered the remediation of

various hydrocarbons. In this section, we discuss a special

class of hydrocarbons, the polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons (PAHs). These are very difficult to remediate and

present particularly difficult and widespread environmen-

tal issues. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are often

referred to as polynuclear aromatics (PNA). They are a

class of very stable organic molecules made up of carbon

and hydrogen. These molecules are flat, with each carbon

having three neighboring atoms much like graphite.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are released

into the atmosphere as gases or particles during the

incomplete combustion of organic material. PAHs have a

number of sources, including mobile cars, trucks, ships

and aircraft, industrial-power generation, oil refining and

waste incineration, and domestic—primarily combustion

for heating and cooking, especially solid fuel heaters using

wood and coal. The Department of Health and Human

Services (DHHS) has determined that some PAHs may be

reasonably expected to be carcinogens. Three- to five-ring

PAHs occur as particles in air. PAHs with five or more

rings tend to be solids, which attach themselves to the

surface of other particulate matter in the atmosphere.

PAHs are found in air, water, soils, marine organisms,

and plants.

Because of their potential toxicity, bioremediation of

these compounds has been under study for more than 30

years.[8] During this period, many naturally occurring or

indigenous bacteria, fungi, and algae have been discov-

ered that attack the lower-molecular-weight species of

three rings or lower.[9,10] However, as the PAH becomes

larger, it becomes more recalcitrant to attack by organ-

isms, probably because of bioavailability considerations.

Some fungi and algae have been discovered that attack

higher-molecular-weight PAHs but their applicability has

been limited by the slowness of their action. Organisms

can cometabolize the larger PAHs if given a cometabolite

such as phenanthrene (a three-ring PAH);[11] however, the

success of this approach has been limited. The addition of

surfactants to increase bioavailability has also produced

limited enhancement of degradation rates.[12]

Part of the difficulty in producing better bioremedia-

tion processes is attributable to the lack of knowledge

regarding the degradation pathways and therefore, their

inherent limitations. It is thought that the initial addition

of oxygen to the aromatic ring is the most difficult aspect

of the degradation process. This occurs through the action

of a dioxygenase in the organism. However, the biodeg-

radation of PAHs, the inherent limitations and the

subsequent metabolic pathways, is an area that requires

a substantial research effort. In particular, bioavailability,

adsorption, and mass transfer limitations must be im-

proved in processes using naturally occurring organisms

for bioremediation to be effective.

Recent results have indicated that new xenobiotic

organisms have great potential for bioremediation of

PAHs.[13] Genetically engineered organisms (GEMS) are

showing progress in modifying metabolic pathways to

enhance the effectiveness of organisms in degrading the

PAHs. However, although the molecular biology ap-

proach promises to further improve the ability of

organisms to degrade PAHs, considerable work remains

to be performed and further modification of the relevant

DNA is required. Additionally, GEMS have been exclud-

ed from practical remediation projects and will likely be

limited in the future until more knowledge on the effects

Fig. 2 Optical micrograph of a marine hydrocarbon-degrading

consortia cultured in the laboratory. Each rodlike bacterium is

approximately 25 mm in length.
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of introducing genetically modified organisms into the

environment is attained.

Metals

Metals, particularly heavy metals such as chromium, lead,

and copper, are also major pollutants in soil and water.

Microorganisms possess the ability to catalyze the

transformation of both organic and inorganic pollutants.

In the case of organic compounds, the materials is

destroyed. However, in the case of metals, the micro-

organisms are only able to stabilize or remove metal

contamination from the treatment site, and one is still left

with the problem of getting rid of the metal-containing

biomass.[14] In his review on the use of microbes for

environmental restoration, Francis[15] outlines several

mechanisms used by microorganisms to accomplish this:

oxidation/reduction reactions, changing pH, synthesis of

sequestering agents, accumulation or adsorption of metals

by functional groups present on bacterial cell walls, or the

active uptake of metals into the intracellular space.

In the case of biosorption, the microbial biomass

simply acts in the same manner as an ion exchange resin.

Live bacteria as well as biopolymers have been success-

fully used as biosorbents.[16,17] Studies have illustrated

that, in certain cases, the biomass may be regenerated after

alkali treatment for use in additional sorption–desorption

processes.[18] The main drawback to the implementation

of biomaterials for the sorption of heavy metal ions can be

attributed to the use of synthetic ion exchange resins,

which are more established and therefore more widely

used. Biosorbents offer two very important advantages.

First, they are superior to synthetic ion exchange resins, in

that they are able to remove metal ions present at dilute

concentrations.[19] Furthermore, because of their specific-

ity, biosorbents are also able to avoid the problem faced

by the synthetic ion exchange resins, whose binding sites

tend to saturate when alkaline-earth metals are present.

Bacteria may also be used to transform a metal to a

lower redox state, as seen with the conversion of the toxic

and mutagenic hexavalent chromium to trivalent chro-

mium and reduction/precipitation of Tc(VII), U(VI), and

Mo(VI) by sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB).[20–22] The

main challenge facing the widespread use of sulfate-

reducing bacteria is their susceptibility to low levels of

Cd(II), Zn(II), or Ni(II), which are toxic to them at

concentrations of 20–200 mM.[23] Because of this, current

research is centering on the use of molecular biology

techniques to transfer genes involved in the sulfate

reduction pathway to more resistant bacterial strains, such

as was carried out when the thiosulfate reductase gene

from Salmonella enterica was transferred to Escherichia

coli strains. This led to the production of one recombinant

strain with the ability to take out 98% of the available

cadmium.[24]

In addition to the more traditional metal ions, bacteria

have illustrated their ability to enzymatically transform

metalloids such as arsenic to methylarsenic, its less toxic

form by biomethylating the metalloid. Methylarsenicals

are thought to be less toxic than inorganic arsenic because

they tend to be more easily excreted and less likely to bind

to biomolecules and cell walls.[25] An example of ge-

netically engineered bioremediation of arsenic involves

the use of bacterial genes, which are then introduced into

the Arabidopsisthaliana plant.[26] These plants are now

able to accumulate lethal levels of arsenic in their leaves.

In this case, the oxy-anion, arsenate, is transported by the

plant aboveground and then reduced to arsenite, which is

then sequestered in thiol–peptide complexes. It is hoped

by the authors that the same scheme can be applied to

larger and faster growing plants for the bioremediation

of arsenic.

BIOREMEDIATION TECHNIQUES

Groundwater Bioremediation

The quality of groundwater in industrialized and devel-

oping countries has been rapidly deteriorating in recent

years. This deterioration is closely related to industrial

growth and the associated disposal of all kinds of wastes,

uncontrolled spills of fuels and lubricants in shops, ser-

vice stations and industrial plants, and the disposal of

industrial wastewaters into open sewers, particularly in

countries that are rapidly developing. A large variety of

technologies have been developed for remediation of con-

taminated soils and aquifers including physical, chemical,

thermal, and biological procedures. In the remediation of

groundwater, the most widely used technology is the

pump-and-treat technology. This consists of a pumping–

treatment–recharging cycle that comprises extraction of

the groundwater for treatment at the surface followed by

reinjection into the aquifer. One study indicated that over

3000 ‘‘pump and treat’’ systems existed in the United

States.[27] In spite of the widespread use of ‘‘pump and

treat’’ technology, constraints exist that can limit the

success of the process. For example, contaminants may be

strongly adsorbed in certain soils making their removal

difficult. Thus, when ‘‘pump and treat’’ is used to suc-

cessfully clean the water at the surface, reinjection of the

treated water often leads to recontamination after a period

of time as a result of contact with contaminants that are

strongly adsorbed in the soil. In other situations, the soil

may be of low permeability, inducing mass transfer con-

straints. Finally, the mechanical and energy requirements

of ‘‘pump and treat’’ can become quite costly. Bio-

remediation techniques have recently shown promise in

ameliorating groundwater contamination. Bioremediation
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is safe and economical compared with other technologies.

If indigenous or naturally occurring organisms are used,

reasonable public acceptance of such a ‘‘natural’’ process

is achieved. Contaminants are transformed and degraded

to carbon dioxide and water when the technology is

properly applied by the mineralization process. The use of

microorganisms in one site may not guarantee their

success in a different site because microorganisms re-

moved from their habitat and exported to a new environ-

ment with different characteristics are not likely to survive

in this new environment. In situ bioremediation may be an

option for the cleanup of aquifers contaminated with

chlorinated solvents or metals. In both cases, nutrients

would be pumped to the subsurface to stimulate the

activity of organisms that biodegrade the contaminants, or

in the case of metals, organisms that change the chemical

forms of the metals. There is also promise for the use of

sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) in the aboveground

treatment of heavy metal contaminated groundwater.[28]

Another variation of groundwater bioremediation is the

passive barrier concept, in which contaminated ground-

water passes through a permeable reactive zone where

bioremediation takes place. Here the contaminants may be

degraded or scavenged, thus resulting in the release of

uncontaminated groundwater in the downgrade direction

of the reactive zone. Advantages of the passive barrier

option include the following factors: no aboveground

facilities are required and no groundwater reinjection is

needed.[29]

Biofiltration

Biological treatment in air pollution control is a new and

promising technique that is finding increasing use in many

industries.[30] This use is fueled by an increasing concern

regarding the release of volatile organic compounds

(VOCs) into the atmosphere. Volatile organic compounds

released in the atmosphere not only cause bad odors but

can also have long-term toxic effects over extended

periods of time.[31] VOCs such as acetone, methanol,

toluene, methyl ethyl ketone, and other commonly used

solvents are released during manufacturing processes.

There is an increasing move toward replacing these

solvents with ‘‘environmentally’’ friendly processes such

as ‘‘supercritical carbon dioxide’’ in the semiconductor

industry. Nevertheless, processing release from industrial

processes remains a major problem. Many food-proces-

sing industries also release VOCs into the atmosphere but

these VOCs are primarily a concern because of the

production of odors.

Recently, biological techniques for waste air treatment

have gained interest.[32] There has been an increase in

both research activity and in application of biofilters for

the treatment of either odors or volatile organic com-

pounds (VOCs) in process waste air. The two types of

biofilters usually considered for air pollution control are

biofilters and biotrickling filters. Both types use naturally

occurring indigenous organisms converting the hydrocar-

bon pollutant to carbon dioxide and water. In a biofilter, a

humid stream of contaminated air is passed through a

damp packing material, usually compost mixed with wood

chips or any other bulking agent, on which pollutant

degrading bacteria are naturally immobilized. Biofilters

are simple and cost-effective, requires low maintenance,

and are particularly effective for the treatment of odor and

volatile compounds that are easy to biodegrade. These

factors have led to the increased use of biofilters in

industrial applications. Biotrickling filters work in a

similar manner to biofilters, except that an aqueous phase

is trickled over the packed bed, and the packing usually

consists of some synthetic or inert material (Fig. 3).

Inorganic nutrients are added to the trickling solution,

which is usually recycled. Biotrickling filters are more

complex than biofilters, yet are more effective, especially

for the treatment of compounds that generate acidic

by-products, such as H2S. Because they are more com-

plex and a more recent development, they have not

been as widely commercialized. A review by Cox and

Deshusses[33] provides more information on the potential

of biotrickling filters, as well as areas where data remains

lacking such as those of biofilm architecture, the popu-

lation dynamics taking place within these filters, and the

potential of using fungi instead of bacteria. The review

also touches on the problems encountered with the use of

these filters such as the clogging of filters that takes place

when biomass accumulation is not controlled.

Fig. 3 Schematic layout of a biotrickling filter. Top arrow

indicates movement of contaminated air stream. Interaction of

the pollutant with the biofilm leads to biological degradation of

the pollutant; bottom arrow indicates the release of clean air.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Biofilters and biotrickling filters are cost-effective and

an environmentally friendly alternative to incineration,

adsorption onto activated carbon, or chemical scrubbing.

Potential applications include treatment of exhaust air

processing industries, printing and painting shops, elec-

tronic and materials manufacturing, furniture and metal

production, farming and food manufacturing, wastewater

treatment operations, etc. They will become more effective

as research leads to a better understanding of microbe/sup-

port interactions and other factors that determine the size

and operating conditions of these filters. Companies such

as Biorem, Haase, and Bohn are leaders in biofiltration.

Phytoremediation

Although bioremediation is generally thought of as the use

of microorganisms to remove chemical wastes, the use of

plants to remove metal contaminants from soils or even

from wetlands is a significant new application of

bioremediation. The use of plants for this purpose is

called phytoremediation. In this application, plants that

naturally occur in the contaminated regions may sequester

heavy metals such as chromium or lead, which are

removed with great difficulty and expense by other

methods. Plants that are effective in phytoremediation

must take up substantial amounts of metals and are called

hyperaccumulators. The removal of heavy metals by

plants has been demonstrated. However, the contaminated

biomass must then be disposed of in an alternate way. For

example, the leaves roots and stems of a plant that is

removing lead from a contaminated site must be disposed

of in a landfill after being ashed to reduce volume. Fig. 4

illustrates a schematic layout of a plant taking up metal

from contaminated soil. The first line of defense is to keep

the metal out of the plant. The insert in Fig. 4 shows a lead

carbonate deposit on the root of a mustard plant exposed

to lead. If this first line of defense fails and the lead enters

the plant, the metal may accumulate in vacuoles where it

is stored or excreted in dead leaves or in dripping sap. In

any case, the detritus must be removed with the plant for

complete disposal of heavy metals. Phytoremediation

using water lilies has been attempted to clear radioactive

metals as a result of the Chernobyl disaster. In this case,

the alternatives of removing hundreds of square miles of

soil is not feasible.

BIOREMEDIATION OF THE EXXON VALDEZ
OIL SPILL: THE LARGEST SUCCESSFUL
BIOREMEDIATION PROJECT

Background

The Exxon Valdez spill of approximately 11 million gal of

Alaskan North Slope crude oil in Prince William Sound,

Alaska, in March 1989 resulted in the contamination of

approximately 1300 miles of rocky intertidal shorelines

within Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska.

Bioremediation was extensively used to accelerate the

natural degradation of beached oil. This example is

described in some detail because many aspects of

instituting a successful project of large magnitude were

encountered, including both technical and political obsta-

cles. These obstacles were overcome, resulting in the

largest bioremediation project ever attempted.[34]

Nitrogen-containing fertilizers were applied to stimu-

late the growth of indigenous hydrocarbon-degrading

microorganisms within the intertidal zones. Shorelines

were treated with Inipol EAP 22 (7.4% N, 0.7% P), an

oleophilic liquid fertilizer, and Customblen (28% N, 3.5%

P), a slow-release granulated fertilizer. Approximately

50,000 kg of nitrogen and 5000 kg of phosphorus were

applied to shorelines over the summers of 1989–1992.

In 1989, field tests on Exxon Valdez beached oil were

carried out by the US Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) and Exxon. These tests provided evidence for the

success of bioremediation in the cleanup of these

beaches.[35] Treated areas were visibly cleaner than

adjacent untreated areas within a few weeks of fertilizer

application.[36,37] However, gravimetric analyses on het-

erogeneous sediments were statistically unconvincing.

Laboratory testing confirmed that Inipol EAP 22 was not

an effective agent for physically removing oil from

sediments, and that oil removal occurred through biolog-

ical activity.[38,39]

Fig. 4 Schematic layout of metal uptake by plants. Arrows

indicate movement of metals. Bioavaliable metals are first

excluded from the root. Insert shows scanning electron

micrograph (SEM) of a Brassica (mustard plant) root following

exposure to lead. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The Exxon Valdez bioremediation effort occurred in

an extremely rapid crisis atmosphere. Controlled studies

that were statistically valid were not performed in the

initial year of the spill. However, in 1990, a statistically

designed field test was conducted that included extensive

chemical analyses of the oil. Results demonstrated that

measured changes over time in the oil composition,

relative to a stable, high-molecular-weight hydrocarbon

present in the oil, allowed the quantification of the rate

and extent of the oil biodegradation with high levels of

statistical confidence. The authors found that hopane, a

multiring saturated hydrocarbon, was not biodegraded

and was thus a useful conserved standard. Monitoring

hydrocarbon losses relative to hopane provided bench-

mark confirmation of oil biodegradation, and showed that

adding fertilizers could accelerate the rate of oil removal

by a factor of 5 or more. It was also found that the rate of

oil biodegradation is a function of the nitrogen concen-

tration maintained in the pore water of the intertidal

sediments. These results suggested that bioremediation

application could be further improved by monitoring

nutrient level in real-time and maintaining the nutrient

level at an optimum and safe level.[40] On-site monitoring

of nutrients in sediment pore waters would provide

practical, real-time guidance on amounts and frequency

of fertilizer applications.

A concurrent monitoring program conducted in Alaska

jointly by the EPA, Alaskan Department of Environmental

Conservation (ADEC), and Exxon, incorporated compre-

hensive environmental monitoring, including tests for

toxicity and potential stimulation of photosynthetic

plankton.[41] No adverse effects were found, supporting

the safety of bioremediation techniques and illustrating

that more frequent fertilizer application would have been

equally safe and even more effective. The ultimate rate of

nutriated bioremediation will be limited by the amount of

nutrients, which may be added without adversely affecting

the indigenous biota.

Lessons from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

Bioremediation has inherent limitations. Bioremediation

is not likely to be effective on extensively degraded oil.

Once the polar content of the oil residue reaches 60–70%

of the total mass, nutrient availability will no longer be the

limiting factor. This calls for a rapid response in case of an

oil spill. Furthermore, adequate oxygen must be available;

bioremediation within anaerobic fine sediments such as

mud flats or marshes would probably be effective only at

shallow depths, but oil penetration in such sediments is

also restricted. Nevertheless, based on the statistically

significant field tests along with a substantial body of

laboratory testing, bioremediation is an important treat-

ment for oil spills on rocky intertidal shorelines of the type

found in Alaska.

The effectiveness of this approach was further con-

firmed and extended by the effectiveness of nutrient

enhanced bioremediation on sandy beaches.[42] The study

concluded that significant intrinsic biodegradation of

petroleum hydrocarbons can take place naturally if

sufficient nutrients already exist in the impacted area.

The study also demonstrated that statistically significant

rate enhancement occurs in the presence of an already

high intrinsic rate by supplementing natural nutrient levels

with inorganic mineral nutrients. It was also shown that

bioaugmentation did not significantly contribute to the

cleanup of an oil spill. The study developed first-order

biodegradation rate constants for the resolvable normal

and branched alkanes and two- and three-ring aromatic

hydrocarbons present in light crude oil. This study also

connected relative biodegradation rates in the field to

those measured in the laboratory. The literature, which

connects laboratory studies to field studies, is sparse, and

considerably more work needs to be carried out. The

difference between closed vessel studies, which are

usually performed in the laboratory, and open systems,

which occur in the field, has been discussed by Oudot.[43]

Of primary concern here is the fact that, in laboratory

experiments, the products of biodegradation often inhibit

microbial activity and retard degradation, whereas these

products can be removed by tidal action or large volume

dispersion in field environments.

The Exxon Valdez project and the Delaware project

cited above demonstrated that bioremediation is an

effective and safe technology for beached petroleum

hydrocarbons in appropriate areas. Areas appropriate for

this technology include those areas in which it can be

demonstrated that hydrocarbon degraders are present and

active. It is also necessary to demonstrate that the selected

area is nutrient-limited. This is not always the case, as

demonstrated by the ‘‘Amoco Cadiz’’ spill, in which

fertilizer runoff from nearby farms enhanced nutriation on

oil-covered beaches. This also appears to be the case at

the head of the Persian Gulf, where the Tigris and

Euphrates rivers enter the Gulf, delivering nutrients

washed from farmlands in Iraq. If the oil spill affected

area receives a large input of nutrients, further addition

maybe counterproductive.

Experience in the ‘‘Exxon Valdez’’ spill also indicated

that bioremediation was perceived as a ‘‘natural technol-

ogy,’’ yielding higher public acceptance. Adding nutri-

ents, especially familiar agricultural products, gave the

appearance of ‘‘helping nature.’’ Thus, higher public

acceptance resulted in more rapid attainment of required

approvals from public regulatory agencies for the appli-

cation of bioremediation. Addition of nonindigenous

organisms is ineffective and receives negative public
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scrutiny. Genetically modified organisms have not been

demonstrated to yield any advantage at this point, and are

often viewed with alarm by segments of the public. One

great advantage in the ‘‘Exxon Valdez’’ project was the

use of ‘‘town hall meetings’’ to respond to public

concerns regarding bioremediation. These meetings were

used to describe the bioremediation process and to answer

any questions from those in the community. A frequently

asked question was ‘‘what happens to the bacteria after

they consume the oil’’? The answer to this question is that

the bacteria are consumed by higher organisms and safely

converted to biomass, thus increasing ‘‘food’’ available to

local species. This question is illustrative of the concerns

expressed by the public. Bioremediation is a relatively

inexpensive technology using available nutrient additives.

Application involves low-impact application techniques

and a low degree of labor intensity. Low-impact applica-

tion techniques are an advantage in addressing the

problem of beached hydrocarbon remediation with min-

imal disturbance of the beaches themselves. Nutrient

enhancement bioremediation techniques are not only

applicable to oil spills but also to soil remediation of

weathered hydrocarbons, which widely occur in refineries

and transportation terminals, although the case studies are

not common in the open literature and mostly occur within

the affected companies.

FUTURE OF BIOREMEDIATION

Bioremediation is inexpensive, safe, and effective. How-

ever, many obstacles exist that prevent its wider use. Two

of these obstacles are the lack of information on the

application of bioremediation techniques, and research

and policy issues that need to be addressed both in the

short term and in the longer term. A major obstacle to the

application of bioremediation techniques during an oil

spill has been a lack of agreement among all appropriate

international, national, and local regulating agencies

regarding the use of bioremediation techniques after the

occurrence of an oil spill. This delays or, in some recent

cases, eliminates the applicability of bioremediation as a

tool for oil spill clean up. Because of the lack of

agreement regarding the application of nutrient-enhanced

bioremediation techniques, there has not been a general

effort or plan in place for dealing with oil spills.

Agreement followed by preparedness could greatly miti-

gate the effect of oil spills that will inevitably occur,

especially in high-traffic areas. The same limitations

apply as we go from the international to the national and

regional level. Often, local environmental agencies are not

prepared to allow for the use of novel bioremediation

techniques because field demonstrations are required and

the time and funding to perform them are not available.

There is an urgent need for federally funded field

demonstration of novel bioremediation technologies.

Application of nutrient-enhanced bioremediation tech-

niques to problems of soils contaminated with weathered

hydrocarbons has been hampered by the existence of

published examples demonstrating success. This makes it

difficult for regulators to approve the process for cleanup

without extensive demonstration projects. The connection

between published bioremediation projects that have been

accomplished on ‘‘freshly spilled oil’’ and bioremediation

of ‘‘weathered oil’’ has not been demonstrated. A

particularly difficult point is the determination of an

acceptable endpoint for the application. It is clear that

bioremediation never fully mineralizes the oil leaving a

residue. Therefore what is an acceptable endpoint for

bioremediation? One answer appears to be that after

limitations such as nutrients and oxygen are removed, the

bacteria will proceed until no more hydrocarbons are

‘‘available.’’ By definition, if the hydrocarbons are not

available to the bacteria, they are probably now in ‘‘safe’’

condition, and this may be an acceptable endpoint.

More research and field demonstrations need to be

performed to overcome technological limitations. Fore-

most among these limitations is analytical determination

of the agreed endpoint of bioremediation. Currently,

established techniques such as the determination of

‘‘biomarker’’ molecules (e.g., hopanes that occur in small

quantities) require costly mass spectrometry/gas chroma-

tography. These techniques are very expensive and time-

consuming. It is estimated that, in the case of the ‘‘Exxon

Valdez,’’ the cost of application of these analytical

techniques required to demonstrate effectiveness was of

the same order as the nutrient-enhanced application itself.

This fact is probably a major factor in preventing the

occurrence of more bioremediation projects and the

concurrent publication of scientifically sound results.

Additionally, the application of these techniques requires

removal of the samples to remote facilities, elaborate

chemical separation, and ensuing time delays. It would

seem the development of a rapid technique based on

molecular genetics that could be applied in the field

would represent a major advance. Many questions exist,

which are not only scientifically important but, if ans-

wered, will greatly advance the usefulness and applica-

bility of bioremediation.

Insight into fundamental processes of bioremediation

will be gained by pursuing the objectives described below:

1. Development of strong laboratory/field connections:

Fundamental understanding of microbial transforma-

tions, which can be studied in the laboratory, are often

difficult to connect to field bioremediation studies. In

addition, expensive and time-consuming field experi-

ments are required. When laboratory, macrocosm, and
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field experiments are strongly connected via proper

statistical design of each, the time and cost required to

demonstrate field effectiveness is greatly reduced.

The utilization of controlled laboratory experiments

having direct meaning to real environmental field

situations would lead to advances in the use of

bioremediation techniques.

2. Development of strong connection between biological

growth rates and rates of molecular transformation:

The work of microbiologists studying hydrocarbon

degrading organisms and bioremediation scientists

studying the rates of molecular destruction are often

only weakly connected. Development of rates of

transformation, which are strongly connected to

biological dynamics, would greatly assist scientists

and engineers to design, accelerate, and control

bioremediation processes. For example, hydrocarbon

destruction is most rapid when microbes are in the

growth phase. Developing rate models, which directly

relate the number of microbes in the growth phase

with the rate of destruction of hydrocarbons, would

greatly enhance our understanding of the process and

ways to accelerate and control it. Greater control

could be provided by biological assays (perhaps based

on RNA/DNA), which would more easily and rapidly

indicate the state of the bioremediating population,

allowing for quicker intervention for the adjustment

of unfavorable conditions.

3. Development of an understanding of the microbial

ecology of soil microorganisms: Bioremediation

experiments often slow down or accelerate in the

field for reasons that are not well understood and are

not related to the chemical composition of the

substrate. Understanding of the relationship of the

degrading organisms and their relation to physical

surroundings is an important next step in controlling

the delivery of nutrients and the removal of products.

Such an understanding can lead to new treatments,

which could greatly accelerate the rate of destruction

and the completeness of remediation.

4. Understanding predator/prey relations in bioremedi-

ation experiments: As biomass accumulates during

hydrocarbon destruction, higher organisms begin to

feed on the microbes. If this occurs too rapidly,

bioremediation may be slow. If it occurs too slowly,

bioremediation may also slow because the microbes

may fill available niches and stop growing. Under-

standing and control of predation could lead to new

ways of accelerating bioremediation by removing

biomass from the available niches, allowing more

organisms to grow.

5. Understanding of chemical endpoints of bioremedia-

tion processes: In the destruction of spilled and/or

aged hydrocarbons by microbial degradation, not all

hydrocarbons are mineralized. The reason for this is

not completely understood, although it is usually attri-

buted to ‘‘bioavailability.’’ However, there is evidence

that microbes may participate in cross-linking heavier

fractions of hydrocarbons via oxygen addition. This

process has been termed ‘‘bioasphalting’’ by analogy

to chemical asphalting. If this can be demonstrated, it

is good news for the bioremediation community be-

cause this could lead to the determination of a natural

endpoint for the process. Bioasphalting renders that

fraction which is not mineralized safe and inert.

Progress is being made in the areas described above.

Longer-term research progress that will assure future

improvements in the success of bioremediation will

depend, to a large degree, in understanding how consortia

survive and thrive in their natural environments. Further-

more, introduction of foreign organisms into the environ-

ment requires an understanding of the genetics that allow

an organism to fit into its ‘‘niche’’ successfully. This

understanding is not trivial and most introductions of

foreign organisms into the environment fail because the

introduced organisms are simply outcompeted by the

indigenous organisms. This knowledge is essential wheth-

er the habitat is lakes, rivers, or soils; or whether we are

asking the organisms to thrive in a bioreactor.

Bioremediation by anaerobic organisms continues to

be of major interest especially in destroying molecules

that are recalcitrant to oxidative methods. Recently, it has

been shown that anaerobic communities can destroy

chlorinated benzoates, phenols, benzenes, and some

pesticides. This includes PCBs, one of the most recalci-

trant and ubiquitous pollutants. Ye et al.[44] reported that

the dechlorination reaction is carried out by a previously

unknown anaerobe that grows best in a consortium with

other organisms; together, they create a food chain

yielding methane and chloride. This finding emphasizes

the importance of understanding the consortia and under-

scores the complexity contained therein. The reductive

dechlorination reactions are among the very few ways that

the chlorinated hydrocarbons can be destroyed. There is

considerable interest in developing an anaerobic process

based on this discovery. However, many hurdles need to

be overcome for practical application.

Acceptance of introducing foreign organisms or ge-

netically modified organisms into the environment

requires more knowledge in understanding how genetic

material is exchanged between organisms. DNA probe

techniques are being developed for use in soil to detect

specific gene sequences in the total soil population.[45]

This allows for the study of naturally occurring gene

exchange, rearrangement, and regulation. This approach

will require years of research before we are able to say

with certainty that we understand the processes, and that
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genetically modified organisms can be introduced into the

environment with confidence.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent trend toward device miniaturiza-

tion and functionalization for simultaneous analysis of

multiple samples in the field of biotechnology. This trend

can offer various advantages to the researchers because

the devices are able to provide tools to handle ultrasmall

sample volume and improve detection limit of nanobio-

sensors and -biochips by increasing the density of receptor

elements. It is also possible to control the reactivity of the

receptors by engineering them with molecular precision.

In this article, we will briefly characterize methods for

biomolecular recognition on the surface and surface-

modification methods, such as Langmuir–Blodgett (LB),

layer-by-layer (LbL), and self-assembly monolayer

(SAM) approaches. The most important step for success-

ful surface engineering for biomolecules, which demands

proper orientation, is also reviewed in detail. The main

goal of this article is to show the trends in local surface

patterning and subsequent receptor design on the solid

surface for biosensor applications.

OUTLINES

Biosensors are promising tools in various fields such as

medical diagnosis, drug screening, environmental moni-

toring, and defense applications.[1–4] Bioengineering on

solid surface is essential for surface development of

biosensors and is a multidisciplinary research field in-

cluding biotechnology, chemistry, physics, microelec-

tronics, materials science, etc. Technologies for the

production of protein microarrays are still under devel-

opment.[5–7] For application of biosensors, it is essential to

immobilize receptors on sensor surfaces, which are

directly attached to solid substrates and used to detect

specific target molecules. Various biomolecules, such as

antibodies, nucleic acids, and proteins or catalytic ones

such as enzymes, microorganisms, and biomimetic cata-

lysts have been used as receptors.[6,7]

Biosensor devices have advantages over the enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay because molecular interac-

tions can be monitored in real time by the biosensors

without labeling. There has been a strong demand for

miniaturization of biosensors, because recently it has been

more important to analyze hundreds to thousands of

samples in parallel.[8] Scanning probe microscopy (SPM)

has been widely used in life sciences for research on DNA

and protein structures with molecular resolution.[9] It is

now possible to handle molecular assemblies and to

pattern monolayer films because of the constant progress

of SPM technologies.[10] SPM methods allow one to

pattern sensor surfaces by molecular level with precise

control of structure and location. The resulting nanos-

tructures will provide promising applications in the

development of biochips at nanometer scale.

Analytical Techniques for Detection
of Biomolecules

Instrumentation for bioanalytical purposes is now well

elaborated and includes various techniques[11] such as

mass spectrometry, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,

ellipsometry, infrared reflection–absorption, fluorescence

spectroscopy, and SPM methods [atomic force micros-

copy (AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),

near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), etc.].

These methods can provide essential tools to analyze

the presence of proteins on solid surfaces, register

morphological changes, and measure biospecific interac-

tions at the molecular level. Detection of molecular

interactions by biosensors is mainly based on optical

and electrochemical techniques, such as surface plas-

mon resonance (SPR), total internal reflection fluores-

cence, time-resolved fluoroimmunoassay, displacement

flow immunoassay, electrochemical impedance spectros-

copy,[12–16] etc.

Surface plasmon resonance is one of the prevalent

methods for biosensors[12,13] because of its direct detec-

tion of analytes in real time. SPR sensors have been

widely used to analyze antigen–antibody interactions[17]

and characterize the conformational changes of protein

molecules.[12] Recently, there has been an intensive

investigation on the imaging of protein arrays by SPR,
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especially using white light rather than lasers as the light

source (Fig. 1). One drawback of SPR sensors is the

detection limit of low-concentration or low-molecular-

weight analytes, but the detection limit has been improved

by oriented immobilization of proteins, enhancing the

response signal by streptavidin-biotinylated protein com-

plex,[13] or by using modified colloidal gold parti-

cles.[14] Quartz crystal microbalance[15] and capacitive

biosensors[16] can also be widely used by integration with

microelectronic chip technology. Undoubtedly, these

methods will play an important role in the future,

especially in microcircuit development.

Methods of Surface Modification:
Langmuir–Blodgett, Layer-by-Layer, and
Self-Assembly Monolayer Approaches

These methods produce uniform and well-organized thin

films with monomolecular thickness, which may be

followed by a variety of postpatterning modifications.

Appropriate molecules should be used for each method.

The LB method is performed with amphiphilic mole-

cules (Fig. 2) on the water interface and is used for

transferring monolayer films onto solid substrates.[18]

Monolayer films are typically transferred onto substrates

by vertically dipping the substrates through the interface.

Some proteins form well-ordered monolayers at the water

phase and can be transferred onto solid surfaces using the

LB technique.[19] This technique can be used to design

biosensor surfaces because the orientation and surface den-

sity of biomolecules can be controlled.[20] Indeed, the LB

method gives an opportunity to design functional biolog-

ical systems with appropriate orientation in lipid mono-

layers.[21] Such approach has been applied to the binding

of histidine-containing peptides[22] and proteins[23] to

chelator–lipid monolayers at the air–water interface.

The LbL method, which was introduced by Decher,[24]

consists of step-by-step electrostatic adsorption of anionic

and cationic polyelectrolytes on a charged surface in

solution (Fig. 3). It provides a way to fabricate ultrathin

functional films on solid surfaces with nanometer resolu-

tion. By the LbL method, it is possible to change the

property of inorganic surfaces and create ‘‘friendly’’

monolayer environments (hydrocarbon, charged, etc.) for

nonspecific protein binding. The method has been

extended and successfully applied to surface formation

Fig. 1 Analysis of a protein array by SPR imaging. (a) A gold array (10�10) was modified with polyelectrolytes by LbL method and

scanned by an SPR wavelength-shift sensor (self-constructed). Then, a 3-D image was constructed by 3-D imaging software. (b) The

letter ‘‘K’’ can be clearly seen after tissue transglutaminase immobilization on the array.

Fig. 2 Examples of surface-active molecules for monolayer

film formation by LB method. (1) Behenic acid, (2) octadeca-

noic acid hydrazide, (3) N-hexadecylmaleimide, (4) N-carboxy-

methyl-N-octadecylglycine.
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with various biomolecules such as globular proteins,[25]

enzymes,[26] and even viruses.[27]

Self-assembly monolayers provide an alternative

means by which molecules are self-organized into densely

packed structures on a surface.[28] This method was

pioneered by Sagiv,[29] who introduced the hydrophobiza-

tion of silicon surface with octadecyltrichlorosilane mol-

ecules. The SAM method was also successfully applied

for the assembly of organic thiolate molecules (Fig. 4) on

gold surface.[30] The gold–thiol reaction may be regarded

as an oxidative reaction of the S–H bond with the gold

surface followed by a reductive elimination of hydro-

gen.[30] The sulfur-to-gold bond is strong and the bond

strength has been reported as 40 kcal/mol. Now, SAMs of

organothiols on gold are being used as a spacer layer for

biomolecule attachment to the gold surface.[30] In addi-

tion, SAMs can be further modified by subsequent treat-

ments, e.g., the photochemical addition of H2S to the

terminal double bond of vinyl-terminated 18-nonadece-

nyltrichlorosilane film and attachment of a new molecular

layer.[31]

PROTEIN IMMOBILIZATION

Protein–Surface Interaction

Surface modification is a key technique for biosensor

elaboration. However, protein–substrate and protein–

protein interactions are quite complex. Protein properties,

especially their conformation, can be changed by contact

with sensor surfaces because proteins are affected at the

sensor surfaces by van der Waals hydrophobic and

electrostatic interactions, interfacial perturbations by

multipoint attachments to the surface, pH environment,

surface charge, coadsorption of low-molecular-weight

ions, and isoelectric points of proteins.[32] Bound proteins

may lose their activity resulting from the immobilization

chemistry or inappropriate orientation. Hence, the biolog-

ical activity of biomolecules upon immobilization on the

chip surface should be preserved. Immobilized molecules

must retain their native conformation to ensure proper

function at the surface without denaturation. That is why,

during the last few years, special interest has been paid to

studies on the nature of the protein–surface interaction to

control the biomolecule adsorption process.[33] Biomole-

cules can be immobilized on the surface by other methods,

e.g., physicosorption or chemosorption, copolymerization,

covalent chemical coupling, and supramolecular interac-

tions.[34,35] Immobilization of antibody molecules from

immunoliposomes has also been used in several biotech-

nological applications.[36] In addition, protein solutions

can be applied to the surfaces by ink-jet printing or

electrospray.[37] However, the deposition of liquid sam-

ples followed by drying can result in protein aggregation

and loss of biological activity.

The simplest approach includes incorporation of

antibodies[38] or enzymes[39] into thin films. This ap-

proach is quite promising because repeated assays by

Fig. 3 Typical polyelectrolyte molecules for LbL method. (1)

poly(diallyldimethylammonium)chloride (PDDA), (2) poly(so-

dium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS), (3) polyacrylic acid (PAA), (4)

polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH).

Fig. 4 Organothiol molecules for SAM film formation. (1)

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)-terminated tetra(ethylene glycol)

undecylthiol, (2) biotin-capped tetra(ethylene glycol) undeca-

noat, (3) 1-mercapto-11-undecyl tetra(ethylene glycol), (4) 11-

mercaptoundecanoic acid.
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regeneration are possible. A whole range of antibodies

with different specificities can be bound to and dissociated

from the surfaces simply by lowering the pH of the

solutions.[40] It has been reported[41] that the structure and

orientation of adsorbed proteins is dependent on the

charge of the film. For example, transferrin bound to the

negatively charged surface displayed normal morphology

and behavior, whereas the protein unfolded on the

strongly and positively charged surface did not (Fig. 5).

The advantage of protein immobilization by physico-

sorption method on film surfaces is reversible reaction.

Indeed, protein interactions on surfaces have physical

natures and the interactions are easily disturbed by salt

concentration (e.g., PBS solution), pH environment, and

competitive reactions in the solution. However, the im-

mobilized biomolecules can be susceptible to the reduc-

tion of biological activity by inappropriate orientation of

the biomolecules caused by physical adsorption.

Covalent Immobilization

Covalent coupling of molecules, on the other hand, is

irreversible and thus stable. Glass, quartz, or silicon

surface can be modified with aminopropyltriethoxysilane

or mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane for biomolecule cou-

pling. In particular, siloxy linkage can be applied for the

activation of glass or silicon surface by aminopropyl-

triethoxysilane in dry toluene, resulting in the formation

of covalently bound siloxane film.[42] However, most

works have been focused on gold surface immobiliza-

tion because of its better elaborated chemistry based on

thiols.[43] The antibodies are usually linked to gold sub-

strates using bifunctional reagents with a thiol group on

one side.[44] Representative bifunctional molecules are

shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 AFM-images of transferrin molecules (1 mg/ml) immobilized on (a) PDDA/PSS/PDDA and (b) (PDDA/PSS)2 on mica surface.

= =

Fig. 6 Chemicals commonly used for silicon (1, 2) and gold

surface modification (3–7). (1) octadecyltrichlorsilane (OTS),

(2) aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), (3) N-hydroxysucci-

nimide (NHS), (4) di(N-succinimidyl)-3,3’-dithiodipropionate,

(5) 3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide

ester (SPDP), (6) 4-maleidobutyric acid N-hydroxyssuccinimide

ester, (7) N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide

(EDC).
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N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)/N-(3-dimethylamino-

propyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) cross-linking is one

of the most popular methods for immobilization of proteins

and nucleic acids on sensor surfaces.[45,46] The NHS/EDC

covalent coupling results in the formation of mainly amide

bonds between enzymes and SAM molecules.[47] Howev-

er, immobilization by covalent coupling may result in the

random orientation of biomolecules because the functional

groups used for the attachment can be found in more than

one location of the biomolecule surfaces. Thus, the

biomolecules may lose their biological activity because

of the random orientation on their support surfaces.[48]

The best approach to control the orientation of im-

mobilized biomolecules is to selectively attach a prede-

termined site of the protein on the sensor surface. There

have been reports on methods to control the orientation

of immobilized proteins on the surface,[49–52] such as

1) site-specific-oriented attachment of biomolecules to

gold surfaces through thiol- or cystein-containing enzyme,

2) orientation with heterobifunctional photoactivatable

cross-linking agents, and 3) oriented immobilization of

antibodies by the use of immobilized protein A or G, or

biotin–streptavidin interaction. Indeed, it is possible to

genetically incorporate functional coupling site(s) into the

protein structure[49,50] or to implement reductive splitting

of antibodies by 2-mercaptoethylamine[51] with subse-

quent immobilization to solid surfaces. Specific binding

of antibodies against antigens was successfully observed

by using split immunoglobulins[51] or cystein-modified

antibodies.[49]

The universal tools used to properly orient antibody

molecules are proteins A and G from Staphylococcus,

which specifically bind to the Fc region of antibodies.

After immobilizing protein A or G to the surface by NHS/

EDS or SPDP cross-linking reaction (Fig. 6), it is possible

to attach antibodies with the desired orientation for the

antigen binding. In addition, avidin and biotin can be used

as a cross-linking bridge between proteins and surfaces.

Indeed, avidin and streptavidin are tetrameric proteins and

their binding sites are located in pairs on either side of the

protein molecule. Thus, when avidin or streptavidin is

attached to gold surface via one or two binding sites, the

other binding sites are exposed to the solution.[53] Hence,

the appropriate binding of streptavidin or avidin to the

solid surface can produce an oriented protein film.

There have been reports on heterobifunctional, photo-

activatable cross-linking agents, which are commercially

available, for protein conjugation.[54] Most of these com-

pounds contain aryl azides as the photophore. The major

problem for patterning the substrates with photolithogra-

phy is the chemicals involved in the process, which

may denature the immobilized proteins and then reduce

their activity.

Immobilization on Self-Assembly Monolayers

SAMs prepared by bifunctional compounds (Fig. 4) are

extremely important and promising for bioengineering of

sensor surfaces. SAMs can be used for both adsorption of

biomolecules and appropriate orientation of macromole-

cules. Covalent coupling of proteins and peptides is

achieved by the conjugation of COOH-terminated SAMs

with NHS esters. Such cross-linkers can be used to co-

valently attach biomolecules to the surfaces that are coated

with thin films of hydrophilic polymers, e.g., poly(ethyl-

ene glycol) (PEG) or pluronic triblock copolymers.[55]

Polynucleotides are also anchored to preformed alkane-

thiol SAMs via NHS/EDC cross-linking reaction.[56]

Quite promising is the use of mixed SAMs for

biomolecule immobilization. The mixture of two mole-

cules allowed the creation of a range of surfaces with

varying hydrophilicity and different functions.[28,57] In

this approach, mixed monolayers, consisting of biotiny-

lated alkanethiols and an ethylene-glycol-terminated

alkanethiol, were used. The latter helps to optimize the

density of binding sites and to reduce nonspecific binding

to the surface.[57] Indeed, long-chain alkylthiols, termi-

nated by PEG (Fig. 4), effectively prevent nonspecific

binding of proteins.[58] Minimization of nonspecific in-

teractions also can be obtained by covering gold or glass

surfaces with thin layers of dextrans.[59]

In addition, protein immobilization on SAM can be

achieved through chelating interactions. Indeed, gold

surface can be modified by SAMs with metal-chelating

alkanethiols,[60] and oxide surfaces with metal-chelating

silanes.[61] The free coordination sites of the chelator–

metal complex subsequently react with histidine residues

of proteins. The binding of proteins to the nitrilotriacetic

acid (NTA) derivative (Fig. 4) is highly specific and fully

reversible upon addition of a competitive ligand (histidine

or imidazole), reprotonation of the histidine residues, or

removal of the metal ion via ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid (EDTA).

Hybrid Nanostructures for Bioengineering

Self-assembly of chemically constructed hybrid metal–

organic nanostructures from solution onto a solid surface

with molecular precision may be extremely useful for the

fabrication of nanodimensional biosensors in the future as

an alternative to conventional microfabrication techni-

ques. Recent advances in this area are based on the use of

ligand-stabilized gold nanoparticles.[62] It has been

reported that the conjugation of DNA oligomer–Au

nanoparticle conjugates with complementary sequences

are selective and reversible.[63] In addition, there have

been reports on a variety of Au nanoparticle-based DNA
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assays. Another standard system for the preparation of

DNA–gold conjugates has used the biotin–streptavidin

coupling method, in which biotinylated DNA binds to

streptavidin-coated gold colloids.[64] In addition, DNA

hybridization has been used to assemble Au nanoparticles

onto patterned substrates prepared by the lithographic

approach.[65]

SURFACE PATTERNING

In biosensor technology, surface patterning has been

increasingly promising for the elaboration of high-density

multianalyte chips. Surfaces can be chemically patterned

using several techniques, such as photolithography,[66]

microcontact printing (mCP),[67] and microfluidic pattern-

ing.[68] These techniques can be sorted into two categories:

1) indirect methods and 2) direct active placement. The

active methods include ink-jet and pipet deposition.[69] It

is also possible to directly pattern biomolecules on a solid

substrate by mCP without loss of biological activity.[67]

Photolithography creates protein patterns on the sub-

strates by using chemical linkers to conjugate proteins.[54]

Photochemical patterning uses chemically labile species,

which can be activated upon irradiation to target proteins

for binding.[70]

Templates with variable surface chemical properties

can be patterned on SAMs.[71] A patterned SAM can be

fabricated by decomposition of UV light or an electron

beam[72] or by etching the SAM by an SPM tip.[73] Argon

ion or electron beam lithography can produce smaller

patterns (down to tens of nanometers) but requires a high-

vacuum environment. In addition, surface properties can

be worse because of the photoresist used. On the contrary,

mCP[74] is a simple, flexible, and efficient patterning

technique, which was introduced by Whitesides and

coworkers in 1993 for patterning SAMs of alkanethiols

onto gold substrates. Microcontact printing makes mole-

cule-based patterns with sub-100-nm resolution and is

well combined with the formation of microfluidic net-

works. Microcontact printing can transfer proteins onto a

variety of substrates (hydrophilic or hydrophobic), in-

cluding glass, gold, silicon, and polymer surfaces, and

monolayers on gold.

Microcontact printing of a pattern of hydrophobic

alkanethiols can generate sites where proteins will deposit

from solution after blocking the unprinted parts of the

gold substrate with thiolated PEG.[45] In the process of

surface patterning, proteins should selectively bind to the

active surface and have strong repulsion from other

regions of the substrate. This method provides a possibil-

ity to deposit proteins from solution into patterns.[75]

Fig. 7 Result of mechanical scratching of topmost LB monolayer on SAM sublayer. (a) 3-D view, (b) cross-sectional analysis, and (c)

schematic diagram of the sample.
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Recently, a new method to fabricate SAM nano-

patterns by ‘‘dip-pen’’ nanolithography (DPN) has been

reported.[76] Tips of microscopes may have an influence

on samples and commonly modify the sample surface on

the molecular level. For this reason, SPM methods have

been evolved into so-called scanning probe lithographic

(SPL) methods, which may be applied to protein surface

patterning. By SPL methods, it is possible to scratch

SAM, LbL, or LB films mechanically (Fig. 7) and to

derivatize electrode surfaces by STM.[77] It is also

possible to transport organic molecules from the AFM

tip to the surface in the area specifically defined by the tip/

surface interaction by DPN[76] and to incorporate reactive

sites into SAMs by ‘‘nanoshaving’’.[78]

In particular, DPN is a technique used to fabricate

patterns of chemical functionality such as organothiols on

gold[79] and even gold particles on silicon.[80] Molecular

transport from the AFM tip with adsorbed molecules to

substrates is determined by the probe geometry, water

meniscus properties, and the chemical nature of the

‘‘ink’’.[76] However, the mechanism of the DPN process is

more complex. In particular, it was proved with octade-

canethiol as an example that the water meniscus is not

universally responsible for DPN molecular transport

between the AFM tips and substrates.[81] Reversible

translocation has been observed in hybrid CdTe/behenic

acid composites, which is dependent on the applied force

to the AFM tip.[82] Because monolayer films are easily

self-reorganized on the surface,[83] it is reasonable to

consider the DPN transfer as the local self-organization

process, pushing molecules into energetically more

favorable states on the surface. Hence, DPN process can

be expanded on a big variety of surface-active molecules

and considered as an extremely promising technique for

surface modification.

In addition, electrooxidation of terminal groups of

alkylsilane SAMs seems quite promising, because only

lines of a few nanometers could be drawn by conducting

the AFM tip in inert matrix.[84] Subsequent self-assembly

of organic and inorganic building blocks can be developed

on the activated part of the SAM surfaces by surface

chemistry.[31]

CONCLUSION

It is clear that miniaturization and simultaneous analysis

of multiple samples are the general tendency in the

development of biosensors. Progress in nanotechnology

will require approaches from various research fields of

science and engineering. Indeed, SPM methods not only

can visualize the surface of protein layers, but also

recognize biomolecules. For example, by these methods it

is possible to quantify immunological reactions and to

probe the adhesive forces of antigen–antibody interac-

tions. In the near future, high-speed AFM imaging in

solution may provide a tool to analyze biomolecule

interactions on the sensor surface in real time.

Well-defined immobilization schemes and technolog-

ical approaches have already been elaborated. Their com-

bination will allow the construction of desired functions

on the determined area of sensor surfaces. Indeed, it is

possible to directly transfer SAM molecules onto the

sensor surface because SAM molecules under the AFM tip

can be removed and replaced by new adsorbate molecules

into solution. This method can provide a new approach for

site-directed attachment of functional molecules to the

sensor surface. In addition, hybrid multistructures can be

constructed by the combination of patterning techniques

with LB method on LbL or SAM films.

Thus, there has been constant progress in nanotechno-

logical development of biosensors, and continuous devel-

opment will provide promising and powerful tools for the

analysis of biomolecules in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotube (CNT) is an attractive material for the

development of biosensors because of its capability to

provide strong electrocatalytic activity and minimize

surface fouling of the sensors. This article reviews the

recent successful development of biosensors based on

CNT materials. Specifically, biosensors from two fabri-

cation regimes have been investigated: 1) the coimmobi-

lization of CNTs and enzymes on electrode surfaces and

2) the growth of controlled-density aligned CNTs for the

fabrication of nanoelectrode arrays. In the first regime, the

CNTs are either dispersed in solvents [e.g., sulfuric acid,

dimethylformamide (DMF)], dissolved in Nafion solution

for electrode coating, or mixed with Teflon as an electrode

material for reagentless biosensors. In the second regime,

the nanoelectrode arrays consisting of millions of verti-

cally aligned CNTs, each acting as an individual elec-

trode, have been fabricated through a nonlithographic

method. We also demonstrate the capability of CNTs to

promote the oxidation/reduction (redox) reactions of

hydrogen peroxide and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NADH), which are involved in a wide range of ampero-

metric biosensors associated with oxidase and dehydro-

genase enzymes, respectively. With these electrocatalytic

properties of CNTs, the applications of CNT-based bio-

sensors examined in our laboratories include the low-

potential detections of glucoses, organophosphorous com-

pounds, and alcohol.

BACKGROUND

There has been enormous interest in exploiting CNTs in

electrochemical and biological sensors[1–21] since they

were first introduced in 1991.[22] CNTs are distinguished

according to their structural properties:[23] a single-wall

CNT (SWCNT) consists of a single graphitic sheet rolled

into a cylinder (with 1 to 2 nm o.d. and several microns in

length), and multiwall CNT (MWCNT) consists of

graphitic sheets rolled into closed concentric tubes (with

50 nm o.d. and microns in length), each separated by van

der Waals forces to have a gap of 3.4 Å. Carbon nanotubes

have been known to promote electron-transfer reactions

of cytochrome c,[2] NADH,[1,6] catecholamine neuro-

transmitters,[3] and ascorbic acid.[4] This is attributed to

their electronic structure, high electrical conductivity, and

redox active sites. Carbon is also a versatile electrode mate-

rial that can undergo various chemical and electrochemical

modifications to produce suitable surfaces for high elec-

trode responses. Carbon electrodes have a wide useful

potential range, especially in the positive direction,

because of the slow kinetics of carbon oxidation. These

excellent properties of CNTs have been successfully ex-

ploited in our laboratories to develop either amperometric

biosensors based on the immobilization of CNTs,[1,5]

coimmobilization of CNTs and enzymes,[6,8] or the growth

of controlled-density aligned CNTs into the nanoelectrode

arrays[7,9,10] for the detection of glucoses,[5,6,10] organo-

phosphorous compounds,[8] and alcohol,[6] as summarized

in the following sections.

BIOSENSORS BASED ON
IMMOBILIZATION OF CNTs

Solubilization and Immobilization of CNTs

CNTs have shown potential for applications in chemical/

biological sensors and nanoscale electronic devices. A
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major barrier for developing such CNT-based devices is

the insolubility of CNTs in most solvents. This challenge

has been addressed through covalent modification[24,25]

or noncovalent functionalization[26,27] of the CNTs. A

‘‘wrapping’’ of CNT in polymeric chains (i.e., poly(p-

phenyl-enevinylene)[26] or poly{(m-phenylenevinylene)-

co-[2,5-dioctyloxy-(p-phenylene)-vinylene]}[27]) has im-

proved the solubility of CNTs without impairing their

physical properties.[28] In our work,[5] a well-known

perfluorosulfonated polymer, Nafion, has been used to

solubilize single-wall and multiwall CNTs. Because of

their unique ion-exchange, discriminative, and biocom-

patibility properties, Nafion films have been used ex-

tensively to modify electrode surfaces and to construct

amperometric biosensors.[29,30] Similar to other polymers

used to wrap and solubilize CNTs, Nafion bears a polar

side chain. We have found that CNTs can be suspended

in solutions of Nafion in phosphate buffer or alcohol.

Increasing the Nafion content from 0.1 to 5 weight per-

cent (wt.%) results in a dramatic enhancement of the

solubility of both single-wall and multiwall CNTs, which

can be observed by the naked eye. A homogeneous

solution of the Nafion/CNT complex is observed in Na-

fion solution, but no such solubilization is observed in

ethanol or phosphate-buffer solutions containing no Na-

fion. The CNT/Nafion association does not impair the

electrocatalytic properties of CNTs with respect to the

redox reaction of hydrogen peroxide. The Nafion-in-

duced solubilization of CNT thus permits a variety of

applications, including the modification of electrode sur-

faces for preparing amperometric biosensors.

Because CNTs are insoluble in most solvents, previ-

ously reported CNT-modified electrodes have relied on

casting a CNT/sulfuric acid solution onto a surface of

electrodes,[1,31] a procedure that is not compatible with the

immobilization of biocomponents. Therefore we have

developed a new and simple method for preparing ef-

fective CNT-based biosensors from CNT/Teflon compos-

ite material.[6] Carbon composites, based on the dispersion

of graphite powder within an insulator, offer convenient

bulk modification for the preparation of reagentless and

renewable biosensors. Teflon has been used as a binder for

graphite particles for various electrochemical-sensing ap-

plications.[32,33] Our approach relies on CNTs as the sole

conductive component rather than as the modifier cast on

other electrode surfaces. The bulk of CNT/Teflon com-

posites hence serve as a reservoir for the enzymes, in the

same manner as their graphite-based counterparts. The

preparation is very simple: a certain amount of CNTs is

hand-mixed in the dry-state with granular Teflon to obtain

a desired composition of CNT/Teflon. The CNT content

of the new composites has a large effect upon their elec-

trochemical behavior. Fig. 1a compares the calibration

plots for potassium ferricyanide obtained at electrodes

containing different MWCNT loadings. All electrode

compositions yield highly linear calibration plots over the

entire concentration range. The sensitivity increases with

the CNT loading between 10 and 60 wt.% and decreases

thereafter. The influence of the CNT content was also

examined using cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments.

The CV ferricyanide cathodic and anodic currents in-

creased linearly with the CNT content between 30 and

70 wt.% (Fig. 1b). Composites containing more than 70

wt.% CNTs are too dry and porous and have poor

mechanical stability. Electrode resistance leading to a

poorly defined and negligible CV is observed at the elec-

trodes containing low CNT content. Fig. 1b shows the

sensitivity-loading (B) and resistance-loading (A) profiles.

Too high Teflon (<30 wt.% CNTs) leads to high re-

sistance to a nearly insulating matrix and low sensitivity,

while too high CNT (>75 wt.% CNT) leads to an

operation beyond the mass-limiting plateau associated

Fig. 1 (a) Calibration plots for potassium ferricyanide using

electrodes with varying MWCNT/Teflon ratio (by weight) of

10:90 (A), 30:70 (B), 40:60 (C), 60:40 (D), and 80:20 (E).

Operating conditions: potential, +0.1 V; supporting electrolyte,

phosphate buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.4); stirring rate, 400 rpm. (b)

Influence of the CNT loading upon the electrode resistance (A)

and amperometric response to 1 mM ferricyanide (B) measured

with the 60:40 wt.% MWCNT/Teflon electrode. Other condi-

tions are as in (a). (From Ref. 6.)
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with the shift of the voltammetric signal. Therefore a CNT

content of 40 to 60 wt.% is suggested.

The CNT/Teflon composites have the combined

advantages of CNTs and bulk composite electrodes that

permit a wide range of applications without the need for a

graphite surface. Certain amounts of enzymes [e.g., glu-

cose oxidase (GOx) and alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH)]

and cofactor (e.g., NAD+) can be mixed with the CNT/

Teflon composite and used as electrode materials,

depending upon specific needs. The CNT/Teflon coating

was later investigated in our laboratory and displayed a

marked electrocatalytic action toward hydrogen peroxide

and NADH and hence is promising for the development of

biosensors for glucose (in connection with oxidase

enzymes) and ethanol (in connection with dehydrogenase

enzymes), respectively.

Electrocatalytic Activity of CNTs to Redox
Reactions of Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide is involved in a wide range of bio-

sensing applications associated with oxidase enzymes. In

our laboratories, the enhancement of the redox activity of

hydrogen peroxide by CNTs is investigated using the

previously described CNT/Nafion[5] and CNT/Teflon[6]

electrode materials.

To study the electrocatalytic activity of CNTs for

hydrogen peroxide oxidation/reduction, the CNT/Nafion

(from a 0.5 wt.% Nafion solution containing 2 mg/mL

of CNTs) is coated on a glassy carbon (GC) electrode

surface. Fig. 2 displays the cyclic voltammograms for

5�10�3 M hydrogen peroxide recorded at a bare GC

electrode (A) and the CNT/Nafion-modified GC elec-

trode (B). Significant oxidation and reduction currents

starting around +0.20 V are observed on the CNT/

Nafion-coated electrode, while none is observed at the

bare GC electrode. The CNT/Nafion-coated electrode

offers a marked decrease in the overvoltage for hy-

drogen peroxide reaction and hence allows low-poten-

tial amperometric detection. The inset of Fig. 2 shows

the amperometric response at 0.0 V to successive ad-

ditions of hydrogen peroxide. While the modified

electrode (B) responds very rapidly and favorably to

the changes in hydrogen peroxide concentration, no

response is observed at the bare GC electrode (A). A

similar decrease in hydrogen peroxide overvoltage is

observed at other CNT-modified electrodes (not

shown), indicating that Nafion does not impair the

electrocatalytic properties of CNT. The CNT/Nafion-

coated electrode is reliable and not affected by

regenerating the surface; six successive measurements

of hydrogen peroxide, each recorded on a freshly

polished surface, show reproducible results with %RSD

of less than 4.

Similar substantial lowering of the detection potential

and significantly improved current signals for hydrogen

peroxide by CNTs have also been found at CNT/Teflon

electrodes, obtained by packing 60/40 wt.% of CNT/

Teflon into the electrode cavity of a glass sleeve with

a copper wire as the electrical contact. Control expe-

riments, using graphite-based Teflon composites, were

performed in parallel. Fig. 3 compares the hydrody-

namic voltammograms (HDVs) for 1 mM hydrogen

Fig. 3 Hydrodynamic voltammograms for 1 mM hydrogen

peroxide at the 60:40 wt.% graphite/Teflon electrode (a) and the

60:40 wt.% MWCNT/Teflon electrode (b). Other conditions are

as in Fig. 1a. (From Ref. 6.)

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammograms of 5�10�3 M hydrogen per-

oxide at unmodified (A) and MWCNT/Nafion-modified (B) GC

electrodes. Operating conditions: scan rate, 50 mV/sec;

electrolyte, phosphate buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.4). Upper inset

shows the amperometric response after increasing hydrogen

peroxide concentration for 1�10�3 M incrementally while

potential is held at 0.0 V. (From Ref. 5.)
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Fig. 4 (a) Cyclic voltammograms for 5�10�3 M NADH at unmodified (A), MWCNT-modified (B), and SWCNT-modified (C) GC

electrodes. Operating conditions: scan rate, 50 mV/sec; electrolyte, phosphate buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.4). Dotted lines represent the

background response. (b) Hydrodynamic voltammograms for 1�10�4 M NADH at the unmodified (A) and the MWCNT-modified (B)

GC electrodes. Operating conditions: stirring rate, 500 rpm; electrolyte, phosphate buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.4). (c) Current–time recordings

obtained after increasing the NADH concentration of 1�10�4 M (each step) at unmodified (A) and MWCNT-modified (B) GC

electrodes. Inset shows the corresponding calibration curve. Operating conditions: potential, +0.3 V; others as in (b). (From Ref. 1.)
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peroxide at the graphite/Teflon (a) and CNT/Teflon (b)

electrodes. Compared to the graphite/Teflon electrode,

the CNT/Teflon electrode responds more favorably to

hydrogen peroxide over the entire potential range (0.0

to 1.0 V) with significant response starting at +0.20 V.

The Teflon binder is proven to not impair the elec-

trocatalytic properties of CNTs.

Electrocatalytic Activity of CNTs
to Redox Reactions of NADH

b-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) is a cofac-

tor in several hundred enzymatic reactions of NAD+/

NADH-dependent dehydrogenases. The electrochemical

oxidation of NADH has thus been the subject of numerous

studies related to the development of amperometric

biosensors.[34] Problems inherent to such anodic detection

are the large overvoltage encountered for NADH oxida-

tion at ordinary electrodes[35] and surface fouling associ-

ated with the accumulation of reaction products.[36] CNTs

have thus been used in our recent work[1,6] as the new

electrode material to reduce the overpotential for NADH

oxidation and to alleviate surface fouling problems.

In the previous study,[1] single-wall and multiwall

CNTs were dispersed in concentrated sulfuric acid, and

each was subsequently cast on a glassy carbon electrode.

Fig. 4a shows the cyclic voltammograms of NADH mea-

sured at unmodified (A), MWCNT-modified (B), and

SWCNT-modified (C) glassy carbon electrodes. Both

modified electrodes yield an approximately twofold larger

NADH peak, compared to the unmodified electrode. The

oxygen-rich groups on the CNT surface, introduced dur-

ing the acid dispersion, are perhaps responsible for such

electrocatalytic behavior for the oxidation of NADH.

Fig. 4b shows a HDV of 1�10�4 M NADH, which

reflects the electrocatalytic behavior of the CNT coating

with varying potentials. The MWCNT-coated electrode

(B) responds to NADH over the entire 0.0- to 1.0-V range,

while the bare electrode (A) responds only at potentials

higher than +0.6 V. Fig. 4c shows that successive addi-

tions of 1�10�4 M NADH result in increasing response

detected at the CNT-modified electrode (B) but no response

at the unmodified electrode (A) when the detection po-

tential was kept low (i.e., 0.3 V). Evidently, the electro-

catalytic action of CNT enables the fast response (i.e.,

10 sec to reach the steady state) to the change of NADH

concentrations at the low-detection potential. The am-

perometric response of 5�10�3 M NADH appears to be

very stable; the decay of the signal is less than 10% and

25% after a 60-min period at the MWCNT-modified and

SWCNT-modified electrodes, compared with 75% and

53% at the graphite-coated and acid-treated electrodes,

respectively. This shows the capability of CNTs in resist-

ing the fouling effects and in preventing the diminishing of

signals in successive cyclic voltammetric detections. The

resistance to fouling of CNT-based electrodes has yet to

be understood.

In our more recent study,[6] the electrocatalytic effect

of CNTs to facilitate low-potential amperometric mea-

surements of NADH has been investigated using CNT/

Teflon electrodes. Fig. 5 compares the amperometric

response (at +0.40 V) of the graphite/Teflon (a) and

CNT/Teflon (b) electrodes to successive additions of

0.1 mM NADH. Only the CNT/Teflon electrode

responds very rapidly to the changes in the level of

NADH, producing steady-state signals within 8 to 10

sec. The favorable signals are accompanied by a low

noise level.

The CNT coating offers remarkably decreased over-

voltage for the NADH oxidation as well as reduced

surface fouling effects of the electrodes. These character-

istics indicate the great promise of CNTs for developing

highly sensitive, low-potential, and stable amperometric

biosensors based on dehydrogenase enzymes.

Applications of CNT-Immobilized Biosensors

Our laboratories have exploited the capability of CNTs to

promote redox activity of hydrogen peroxide to develop

oxidase-based amperometric biosensors, including those

for detecting glucose[5,6,10] and organophosphorous com-

pounds.[8] Similarly, the electrocatalytic properties of

CNTs in reducing the overpotential for the redox reaction

of NADH suggest their potential use in dehydrogenase-

based amperometric biosensors such as those for alcohol

detection.[6] These applications of CNT-based biosensors

are summarized as follows.

Fig. 5 Hydrodynamic voltammograms for 1 mM NADH at

the 60:40 wt.% graphite/Teflon electrode (a) and the 60:

40 wt.% MWCNT/Teflon electrode (b). Other conditions are as

in Fig. 1a. (From Ref. 6.)
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Glucose detection

The CNT/Nafion/GOx-modified GC electrode was used in

a flow-injection system to measure glucoses.[5] Fig. 6

compares the amperometric responses for relevant phys-

iological levels of glucose, ascorbic acid, acetaminophen,

and uric acid at the CNT/Nafion/GOx-modified GC

electrode (B) and Nafion/GOx-modified GC electrode

(A). In Fig. 6, the accelerated electron-transfer reaction of

hydrogen peroxide at the CNT/Nafion/GOx-modified GC

electrode allows for glucose measurements at very low

potentials (i.e., �0.05 V) where interfering reactions are

minimized. As a result, a well-defined glucose signal (d)

is observed, while the signals of acetaminophen (a), uric

acid (b), and ascorbic acid (c) are negligible. No such

discrimination is obtained at the Nafion/GOx biosensor

(without the CNT) (A) held at +0.80 V, where large

oxidation peaks are observed for all interferences, in-

dicating that the permselective (charge-exclusion) prop-

erties of Nafion are not adequate to fully eliminate anionic

interferences. In short, the coupling of the permselective

properties of Nafion with the electrocatalytic action of

CNT allows for glucose detection with effective discrim-

ination against both neutral and anionic redox constitu-

ents. Similarly, the CNT/Nafion-coated electrodes have

also been demonstrated to dramatically improve the signal

of dopamine in the presence of the common ascorbic

acid interference.

The detection of glucose has also been performed on

CNT/Teflon-based electrodes, which are immobilized

with GOx enzyme.[6] Fig. 7 compares the amperometric

response to successive additions of 2 mM glucose at the

graphite/Teflon/GOx (a) and the MWCNT/Teflon/GOx (b)

electrodes using operating potentials of +0.6 V (A) and

+0.1 V (B). The CNT-based bioelectrode offers substan-

tially larger signals, especially at low potential, reflecting

the electrocatalytic activity of CNT. Such low-potential

operation of the CNT-based biosensor results in a highly

linear response (over the entire 2- to 20-mM range) and a

slower response time (�1 min vs. 25 sec at +0.6 V). The

glucose biocomposite based on single-wall CNTs results

in a more sensitive but slower response than that based on

multiwall CNTs. The low-potential detection also leads to

high selectivity (i.e., effective discrimination against

coexisting electroactive species). Despite the absence of

external (permselective) coating, the glucose response

at +0.1 V was not affected by adding the common

acetaminophen and uric acid interferences at 0.2 mM. A

similar addition of ascorbic acid resulted in a large

Fig. 6 Flow-injection signals for 2�10� 4 M acetaminophen

(a), 2�10� 4 M ascorbic acid (b), 2�10�4 M uric acid (c), and

1�10� 2 M glucose (d), at the Nafion/GOx-modified GC

electrode (A) at +0.8 V, and the MWCNT/Nafion/GOx-modified

GC electrode (B) at �0.05 V, and flow rate of 1.25 mL/min.

(From Ref. 5.)

Fig. 7 Current–time recordings for successive 2-mM additions

of glucose at the graphite/Teflon/GOx (a) and the MWCNT/

Teflon/GOx (b) electrodes measured at +0.6 (A) and +0.1 V (B).

Electrode composition, 30:69:1 wt.% carbon/Teflon/GOx. Other

conditions are as in Fig. 1a. (From Ref. 1.)
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interference, reflecting the accelerated oxidation of this

compound at the CNT surface.[4] Reproducible activity

was observed after 2 weeks of dry storage at 4�C, which is

in good agreement with the high stability of enzymes in

Teflon-based carbon composites.[33]

Organophosphorus compound detection

Organophosphorous (OP) compounds are very toxic and

are thus widely used as pesticides and chemical-warfare

agents (CWAs). Recently, we have successfully used

MWCNTs in developing an amperometric biosensor for

OP compounds.[8] Specifically, the MWCNT is used to

modify screen-printed carbon electrodes, which are subse-

quently coimmobilized with acetylcholinesterase (ACHE)

and choline oxidase (CHO) enzymes. The MWCNT-

modified electrode has demonstrated a significant cata-

lytic effect for the redox reaction of hydrogen peroxide,

leading to the development of a novel biosensor for the

assay of OP compounds with enhanced sensitivity.

The ACHE enzyme is known to play an important role

in cholinergic transmission as a catalyst for the rapid

hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine to acetate

and choline as follows:

Acetylcholine þ H2O!ACHE
Acetate þ Choline ðiÞ

However, in the presence of OP compounds, the rate of

choline production is reduced. The capability of OP

compounds to inhibit ACHE activity is well known[37–41]

and thus is being exploited in developing biosensors for

OP compound detection. In our work, the amperometric

biosensor for OP compounds is based on coimmobiliza-

tion of ACHE and CHO on a printed CNT electrode. In

the biosensor based on ACHE/CHO enzymes, choline that

is produced in reaction (i) serves as a substrate for the

CHO enzyme in the presence of oxygen to produce

hydrogen peroxide as follows:

Choline þ O2!
CHO

Betaine Aldehyde þ H2O2 ðiiÞ

The hydrogen peroxide that is produced in reaction (ii)

can be detected amperometrically, and the amperometric

response is negatively proportional to the amount of an

OP compound that is introduced into the system.

The inhibition of ACHE activity by OP compounds is

an irreversible process; once exposed to the OP com-

pounds, the enzyme is inactivated, and the sensor can be

reused only after an appropriate enzyme reactivation.[42]

Therefore we have attempted to develop biosensors that

are low-cost and disposable using screen-printed carbon

electrodes.[8] To make the sensor, the suspension of

MWCNTs in N,N-DMF was cast on the surface of screen-

printed carbon electrodes to form a thin-film of CNTs.

The screen-printed carbon only serves as a conducting

base for the CNT electrode. The electrochemical method

was used to oxidize CNTs to create a carboxylic acid

group. Both enzymes, ACHE and CHO, were then co-

immobilized on the CNTs via carbodiimide chemistry by

forming amide linkages between their amine residues and

carboxylic acid groups on the CNT surface.[10,43] The

optimum biosensor was found to contain a loading of 0.8

mU ACHE and 1.5 U CHO on the electrode, with a 2-mM

ACH as the substrate.

An amperometric method was employed to study the

sensor response time of the ACHE inhibition after the

spike of methyl parathion, as a representative OP com-

pound. In Fig. 8a, the amperometric response was rapid

(i.e., within 30 sec) after the ACH addition, reflecting the

fast diffusion of enzyme substrates and the products (as

the CNTs are membrane-free porous). When methyl

parathion was successively added to the test area of the

Fig. 8 (a) Amperometric response of methyl parathion at the

CNT/ACHE/CHO-immobilized screen-printed biosensor. Oper-

ating conditions: 0.1 M phosphate buffer/0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.4),

potential of +0.50 V. (b) Inhibition effects by three organophos-

phates, chlorpyrifos (A), fenitrothion (B), and methyl parathion

(C) on the enzyme activity, measured with the CNT/ACHE/

CHO-immobilized screen-printed biosensor. Other conditions

are as in (a). (From Ref. 8.)
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biosensor, the response decreased significantly and rap-

idly in the first 10 min and more slowly thereafter. The

significant inhibition effect of methyl parathion to the

catalytic activity of ACHE reduces the production of

hydrogen peroxide, leading to low signals.

In addition to methyl parathion, the inhibition ef-

fects of the other two OP compounds were investigated

using the CNT-modified, ACHE/CHO-immobilized elec-

trode. Fig. 8b compares the enzyme activities with a

function of time after the spike of each OP compound,

including (A) chlorpyrifos, (B) fenitrothion, and (C)

methyl parathion.

The enzyme activity is the ratio of Ii (a steady-state

current obtained in the presence of a given OP compound)

to Io (that obtained in the absence of the OP compound).

After spiking with OP compounds, the enzyme activity

decreases with time. The high inhibition effect of OP

compounds can be correlated to low enzyme activity of

ACHE. Their inhibition effects are in the following ascend-

ing order: methyl parathion>fenitrothion>chlorpyrifos.

The relative inhibition of methyl parathion at the CNT-

modified, ACHE/CHO-immobilized biosensor as a func-

tion of methyl parathion concentration was investigated

using a preincubation method in which the biosensor was

exposed to the incubation solution containing methyl

parathion for 10 min before the change in enzyme activity

was measured. Successive incubation measurements were

performed with varied methyl parathion concentrations.

The CNT/ACHE/CHO biosensor has good analytical

characteristics for methyl parathion, including a broad

dynamic linear range (up to 200 mM, r2=0.96), high

sensitivity (0.48% inhibition/mM), and low detection limit

(LDL=0.05 mM). These improved characteristics reflect

the catalytic activity of CNTs that promotes the redox

reaction of hydrogen peroxide produced during ACHE/

CHO enzymatic reactions with their substrate, as well as

the large surface area of CNT materials. The hand-held

electrochemical detector (i.e., CHI1232 from CHI Instru-

ment, Inc.) coupled with the disposable biosensor devel-

oped in this work will potentially facilitate the field

screening of OP pesticides and nerve agents with fast speed,

high efficiency, low cost, and small sample size needed.

Alcohol detection

The attractive low-potential detection of NADH, along

with minimal surface fouling, makes CNT extremely

attractive for amperometric biosensors of ethanol through

the incorporation of ADH/NAD+ within the three-dimen-

sional electrode matrix. Specifically, the reagentless bio-

composite was prepared by mixing the desired amounts of

the ADH enzyme and the NAD+ cofactor with the CNT/

Teflon composite to obtain the final composition of

28.5:65:1.5:5 wt.% CNT/Teflon/ADH/NAD+. The mix-

ture was then packed firmly into the electrode cavity of a

glass sleeve with a copper wire as the electrical contact.

Fig. 9 compares the performance at a low detection

potential (i.e., +0.20 V) of the CNT/Teflon-based elec-

trode (b) to that of graphite/Teflon-based electrode (a).

Only the CNT/Teflon-based electrode (b) responds fa-

vorably to successive additions of 1 mM ethanol. The

response is relatively fast (�60 sec to reach steady state)

and nonlinear. The greatly enhanced biosensing of ethanol

at the CNT-based electrode suggests the accelerated

oxidation of NADH at low-potential detection. In addition

to being reagentless, the biosensor does not require a

redox mediator (to shuttle the electrons from the NADH

product to the surface), which is commonly used for such

low-potential detection of ethanol.

BIOSENSORS BASED ON
CONTROLLED-DENSITY ALIGNED CNTs

Fabrication

Although vertically aligned CNTs have good material

properties[44] (e.g., good electrical conductivity, ability to

Fig. 9 Current–time recordings for successive 1-mM additions

of ethanol at the graphite/Teflon/ADH/NAD+ (a) and the

MWCNT/Teflon/ADH/NAD+ (b). Operating potential, +0.2 V;

electrode composition, 28.5:65:1.5:5 wt.% carbon/Teflon/ADH/

NAD+. Other conditions are as in Fig. 1a. (From Ref. 6.)
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promote electron transfer reactions) and are of the right

size (20 to 200 nm) for nanoelectrode arrays (NEAs), they

lack the right spacing. To make each nanotube work as an

individual nanoelectrode, the spacing needs to be suffi-

ciently larger than the diameter of the nanotubes to

prevent the diffusion layer overlap from the neighboring

electrodes.[45]

Recently, a nonlithography method that allows the

fabrication of low-site-density aligned CNT arrays with an

interspacing of more than several micrometers has been

developed.[46] From these low site density CNTs, the

NEAs consisting of millions of nanoelectrodes with each

electrode being less than 100 nm in diameter were

successfully fabricated.[7,9,10] As the total current of the

loosely packed electrode arrays is proportional to the total

number of individual electrodes, having the number of the

electrodes up to millions is highly desirable. The size

reduction of each individual electrode and the increased

total number of the electrodes result in improved signal-

to-noise ratio (S/N) and detection limits.[47,48]

In growing the low-site-density aligned CNT arrays, Ni

nanoparticles were randomly deposited on a 1-cm2 Cr-

coated silicon substrate (Fig. 10a) by applying a pulse

current to the substrate in NiSO4 electrolyte solution. The

size and the site density of the Ni nanoparticles were

controlled by the amplitude and the duration of the pulse

current. On these Ni particles, the CNTs were grown [Fig.

10b] in the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD) system at 650�C for 8 min with 160 sccm NH3

and 40 sccm C2H2 gases with a total pressure of 15 Torr and

a plasma intensity of 170 W. The aligned CNT arrays had a

site density of 1�106–3�106/cm2, a length of 10 to 12 mm,

and a diameter of 50 to 80 nm. In the early days of

fabricating the electrode arrays,[7,46] a thin layer of SiO2

was coated on the surface by magnetron sputtering to

insulate the Cr layer. This was followed by applying M-

Bond 610 coating (epoxy-phenolic adhesive from Vishay

Intertechnology, Inc., Shelton, CT) to further insulate the

Cr and provide mechanical support to the CNTs. This

insulation is sometimes not sufficient to prevent current

leakage, which results in the distortion of the cyclic

voltammetry curve. Recently,[9,10] we improved the fabri-

cation method using better insulating materials and pack-

ing procedures that solve the leakage problem, coupled

with a pretreatment of the electrode to reduce the peak

separation. We replaced the SiO2 and M-bond coatings

used as the passivation layer in our previous attempts with

Epon epoxy resin 828 (Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co.,

Inc., Sylmar, CA) and m-phenylenediamine (MPDA) as a

hardener. After these steps, the CNTs were half-embedded

in the polymer resin, and the protruding part of the CNTs

beyond the polymer resin was mechanically removed

by polishing with a lens, followed by ultrasonication in

water. Then the electronic connection was made on the

CNT-Si substrate to make the CNT nanoelectrode arrays

(Fig. 10c). Finally, the electrode arrays were pretreated by

electrochemical etching in 1.0 M NaOH at 1.5 V for 90 sec

prior to the electrochemical characterizations. The lifetime

of the NEAs employing new epoxy is significantly

improved: there is no degradation for several weeks

because of the excellent stability of the epoxy layer.

Applications of Controlled-Density
Aligned CNT Electrodes

The nanoelectrode array, consisting of millions of CNT

electrodes, yields an excellent sigmoidal voltammogram

for K3Fe(CN)6 and a low S/N.[9] The sigmoidal voltam-

mogram is a characteristic of microelectrodes having

radial diffusion. The steady-state current arises because

the rate of electrolysis approximates the rate of diffusion

of an analyte to the electrode surface.[49] The scan-rate-

independent limiting current behavior was observed up
Fig. 10 Fabrication scheme of a low-site-density aligned CNT

nanoelectrode array. (From Ref. 7.)
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to 500 mV/sec at the nanoelectrode array. This indicates

that there is no diffusion layer overlapping between the

electrodes because most of the CNTs are separated from

their nearest neighbors by at least 5 mm, much larger than

the diameter of each nanotube (50 to 80 nm).

The CNT-NEAs have a wide range of applications.

They have been investigated in our laboratory as elec-

trochemical sensors without further modification for the

detection of drugs, such as 4-acetamidophenol, and metal

ions, such as lead.[9]

For use as a glucose biosensor,[10] the GOx enzyme

molecules were attached to the broken tips of the CNTs

via carbodiimide chemistry by forming amide linkages

between their amine residues and carboxylic acid groups

on the CNT tips. Fig. 11a and b compares the ampero-

metric responses for 5 mM glucose (G), 0.5 mM ascorbic

acid (AA), 0.5 mM acetaminophen (AC), and 0.5 mM uric

acid (UA) at the GOx-modified NEA and the potentials of

+0.4 V (a) and �0.2V (b). Well-defined cathodic and

anodic glucose responses are obtained at the CNT/GOx-

based biosensor at both potentials. However, the glucose

detection at lower operating potential (�0.2 V) is

significantly less influenced by interferences, indicating

high selectivity toward the glucose substrate. Such a

highly selective response to glucose is obtained at the

CNT/GOx-based biosensor without the use of mediators

and permselective membranes. The amperometric re-

sponse at the CNT/GOx-based biosensor for each succes-

sive addition of 2�10�3 M glucose is presented in

Fig. 11c with the corresponding calibration curve in the

inset. The linear response to glucose is up to 30 mM, and

the steady state is reached within 20 to 30 sec.

Fig. 11 (a–b) Amperometric responses for 5 mM glucose (G), 0.5 mM ascorbic acid (AA), 0.5 mM acetaminophen (AC), and 0.5 mM

uric acid (UA) at the GOx-modified, CNT-nanoelectrode array and the potentials of +0.4V (a) and �0.2V (b). Electrolyte: 0.1 M

phosphate buffer/0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.4). (c) Amperometric response at the GOx-modified, CNT-nanoelectrode array for each successive

addition of 2�10� 3 M glucose. Inset shows the corresponding calibration curve. Potential: �0.2 V, other conditions are as in (a–b).

(From Ref. 10.)
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For many years, numerous researches have emphasized

the use of anti-interference layers or artificial electron

mediators for improving the selectivity of amperometric

biosensors. CNTs eliminate potential interferences through

the preferential detection of hydrogen peroxide at the CNT-

based electrodes. Such development of interference-free

transducers will significantly simplify the design and

fabrication of biosensors. The biosensors based on low-

site-density aligned CNTs are also suitable for the highly

selective detection of glucose in a variety of biological

fluids (e.g., saliva, sweat, urine, and serum).

CONCLUSION

The electrocatalytic properties of CNTs in promoting the

redox reaction of hydrogen peroxide and NADH are being

exploited in our work in developing biosensors based on

oxidase and dehydrogenase enzymes, respectively. With

our CNT-based biosensors, low-potential detections of

alcohol, organophosphorous compounds, and glucose are

possible with many advantages over conventional devices.

The capability of CNTs to reduce the overvoltage for the

oxidation of hydrogen peroxide and NADH allows the

detection of these species at low potential. At such low

potential, most interfering species in the test samples do

not undergo oxidation, thus eliminating potential interfer-

ence. CNTs also minimize the surface fouling of biosen-

sors, thus imparting higher stability onto these devices.

While the CNT/Nafion-based biosensors use the electro-

catalytic activity of CNTs and the permselectivity of

Nafion to detect glucose with effective discrimination

against most neutral and anionic redox constituents, the

CNT/Teflon composite allows the reagentless approach to

fabricate biosensors with flexible coimmobilization of

enzymes and cofactors for specific biosensing needs.

Owing to the CNTs’ capability to promote electron-trans-

fer activity, the artificial mediators that shuttle electrons

between the enzymes and the electrodes are not required

at the CNT-based biosensors, thereby eliminating the

dependence upon the electroactive species and enhancing

the reproducibility.

For future work, we will investigate the capability of

CNTs to promote electron-transfer reactions of other

biologically and environmentally important compounds.

The biosensor fabrication technology demonstrated in this

work holds a great future for developing routine, onsite

amperometric biosensors based on both oxidase and

dehydrogenase enzymes, such as those for cholesterol,

alcohol, lactate, acetylcholine, choline, hypoxanthine, and

xanthine. Although this article focuses on biosensors

based on CNTs, other oriented conducting nanowires, e.g.,

oriented conducting polymer nanowires recently synthe-

sized in our laboratory,[50,51] should also provide an

alternative ideal platform for biosensing applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Detection of Chemical Warfare

Agents in Water

Working with primary-source freshwater drinking sam-

ples from the Clinch and Tennessee Rivers, we have

developed a tissue-based biosensor detection system that

uses naturally occurring aquatic photosynthetic tissue as

the sensing material for the detection of chemical

antagonists in the water. Sensor readout is based on

well-known principles of fluorescence induction by living

photosynthetic tissue. The Clinch River is the main source

of drinking water for Oak Ridge, TN, while the Tennessee

River is a major source for the city of Knoxville. We have

successfully detected algae in every sample that we

examined and readily monitored changes in the charac-

teristic fluorescence induction curves when the samples

were exposed to potassium cyanide (KCN), methyl

parathion (MPt), N’(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-N,N-dimethyl-

urea (DCMU), and paraquat. The percentage decreases

in photochemical yields observed in Tennessee River

samples after a 25-min exposure to KCN, MPt, and

DCMU were 21.89±0.76, 3.28±0.18, and 14.77±1.81,

respectively. For a site at the Clinch River, the percentage

decreases were 22.78±1.63, 8.32±0.21, and 17.71±1.32

(Table 1). For each percentage decrease, the probable

error is the computed error based on standard error

analysis.[44] The unique aspect of this approach to real-

time water-quality monitoring is that unlike conventional

sensing devices, this sensor material is external to the

detecting instrument and is continuously refreshed. These

biosensors may be used as continuous rapid-warning

sentinels for the detection of chemical warfare (CW)

agents in sunlight-exposed drinking water supplies.

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Air

Tissue biosensors based on immobilized whole cell

photosynthetic microorganisms have been developed for

the detection of airborne CW agents and simulants. The

sensor read-out is based on well-known principles of

fluorescence induction by living photosynthetic tissue.

Like the cyanobacteria and algae from which they were

constructed, the sensors are reasonably robust and mobile.

Commercially available handheld fluorometric detector

systems were used to measure Photosystem II (PSII)

photochemical efficiency of green algae and cyanobac-

teria entrapped on filter paper disks. Toxic agents flowing

in the gas stream through the sensors can alter the

characteristic fluorescence induction curves with resultant

changes in photochemical yields. Tabun (GA), sarin (GB),

mustard agent, tributylamine (TBA; a sarin stabilizer), and

dibutylsulfide (DBS; a mustard agent analog) were tested.

Upper threshold limits of detectability for GA, TBA, and

DBS are reported. With additional research and develop-

ment, these biosensors may find application in stand-off

detection of chemical and perhaps biological warfare

agents under real-world conditions.

BACKGROUND

Detection of Chemical
Warfare Agents in Water

Algae and cyanobacteria are present in all surface waters

that are exposed to sunlight. The unattached microscopic

organisms that are found individually or in small clumps

floating in rivers and lakes are composed of phytoplank-

ton and zooplankton. Most of the phytoplankton is

composed of algae.[1] Based on cell count, biomass, and

photosynthetic carbon fixation, green microalgae are a

major component of the phytoplankton population.

Microalgae are ubiquitous and can grow year-round.

Their small size and efficient uptake mechanisms enable

them to utilize nutrients in low concentrations or in forms

that are unsuitable for larger cells.[2]

The focus of the first part of this article is the detection

of toxic agents in sunlight-exposed primary-source

drinking waters.[3] The agents used in this study were
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methyl parathion (MPt), potassium cyanide (KCN),

Diuron (DCMU), and paraquat. MPt is an organophos-

phorus insecticide used to control soil-dwelling pests and

a wide range of insects and mites that infest agricultural

crops. It is a cholinesterase inhibitor that is structurally

and functionally similar to the CW agents classified as

nerve agents (including VX and GA). Severe exposure in

humans and animals can lead to convulsions, uncon-

sciousness, cardiac arrest, and death. Hydrogen cyanide

has an odor characteristic of bitter almonds and is

completely miscible in water. For these experiments, the

water-soluble salt KCN was used. The cyanide ion is an

extremely toxic and fast-acting poison. Food and drinking

water are the main sources of cyanide exposure for

individuals not subjected to occupational exposures.[4]

Typical symptoms of cyanide poisoning are headache,

nausea, weakness, palpitations, tremors, and breathless-

ness. In cases of severe poisoning, the nervous and

respiratory systems are the first to fail. With high levels

of exposure, death results from respiratory arrest. The

U.S. Army has proposed field drinking water standards

for cyanide of 2 and 6 mg/L, assuming a water

consumption of 15 and 5 L/day, respectively.[5] Paraquat

is a herbicide that is usually sold as paraquat dichloride.

It is used as an inhibitor of weeds infesting seed crops

and orchards, as a crop defoliant on cotton and potato

vines, and as a harvest aid for soybeans. Because it

possesses high solubility, paraquat may remain in water

for several days following its use in aquatic weed control.

Acute poisoning may cause respiratory distress and

effects on the nervous system and kidneys. Death is

usually due to progressive pulmonary fibrosis and

epithelial proliferation in the lungs. DCMU (Diuron) is

a substituted urea-based herbicide employed principally

for the control of vegetation in noncrop areas, including

irrigation and drainage ditches. Diuron is a nonionic

compound with moderate water solubility. The U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency has ranked Diuron

fairly high (i.e., as a Priority B Chemical) with respect to

potential for groundwater contamination. Diuron is of

low acute toxicity.[4]

There is increased interest in the development of

biosensors for the detection of pesticides in drinking water

supplies. Merz and colleagues[6] isolated plant chloro-

plasts (pea seedlings or lettuce) and exposed them to

herbicides of the triazine/phenylurea group, which

accelerate an increase in PSII fluorescence induction.

Frense and coinvestigators[7] reported the use of an optical

biosensor that incorporated the green alga Scenesdesmus

subspicatus for the detection of herbicides in wastewater.

The filter paper-immobilized algae covered with alginate

did not lose significant fluorescence properties after 6

months of storage at 4�C. Rizzuto and colleagues[8] tested

a biosensor consisting of PSII particles of the cyanobac-

terium Synechococcus elongatus for the detection of

herbicides in three rivers in the Lazio region in Italy. By

washing the sensor, they were able to reuse it for several

assays after the removal of the toxic agent. Koblizek and

associated researchers[9] used this type of biosensor and

reported a detection limit of 5�10�10 M for Diuron, a

lower limit that is comparable to that of the most sensitive

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Pogacnik

and Franko[10] used a photothermal sensor to determine

organophosphate and carbamate pesticides in spiked

drinking water and fruit juices. Pesticide detection in a

single sample by the biosensor consisting of the enzyme

acetylcholinesterase was performed within 15 min.

Another approach for the determination of herbicides in

river water samples is the application of immunosensors.

Mallat and colleagues[11] reported the use of an optical

immunosensor with fluorescently labeled antiparaquat

antibodies. The fluorescence signal was indirectly related

to the paraquat concentration in the sample. Mallat and his

coworkers then used capillary zone electrophoresis with

ultraviolet detection to validate the paraquat immunosen-

sor response. Although the immunosensor achieved a

Table 1 Decrease in photochemical yields of naturally occurring algae in primary-source drinking waters from the

Clinch and Tennessee Rivers following exposure to toxic agents

Sample site

Toxic agent [D±probable error (%)]a

KCN MPt DCMU

1 Clark Center Recreation Park 22.78±1.63 8.32±0.21 17.71±1.32

2 Melton Hill Hydroelectric Dam 29.85±4.17 7.66±0.90 23.45±4.77

3 Oak Ridge Marina 25.88±0.90 8.58±0.27 12.81±0.81

4 Tennessee River 21.89±0.76 3.28±0.18 14.77±1.81

aFor each agent, D is defined as the decrease in photochemical yield following a 25-min exposure. It was computed by subtracting the

value obtained for each toxic agent from its corresponding control. The entries for rows 1 and 4 correspond to the 25-min data points

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Similar plots (not shown) were obtained for the data in rows 2 and 3. The probable error is the computed error (the

square root of the sum of the squares of the sample standard deviations of the toxin and control data) based on standard error analysis.

(From Ref. [44].)

Source: From Ref. [3].
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lower paraquat detection limit of 0.06 mg/L in river water,

the procedure was quite elaborate, requiring labeling of

antiparaquat antibodies. Recently, fiberoptic biosensors

with entrapped algae in membranes have been developed

to monitor the effects of herbicides. Fiber optics provide a

fast method to transmit a reproducible signal. The

membranes are inexpensive to prepare and easy to handle.

Campanella and associated researchers[12] reported the

effect of triazinic herbicides on a biosensor containing the

cyanobacterium Spirulina subsalsa. Naessens and col-

leagues.[13] detected a response to atrazine, simazine, and

Diuron using a Chlorella vulgaris biosensor.

There is an increased awareness of the possibility of

attacks on metropolitan areas using chemical and

biological warfare agents. Depending on the specific

agent used, the low water solubilities of these agents may

allow contaminants to persist for a long period of time,

constituting in effect a time-release system that moves

from insoluble agent to the aqueous environment. A large

volume of the released agent may stay effective for years

if the water is still or moving slowly. Factors that can

accelerate hydrolysis of nerve agents are dilution,

turbulence, high pH, and heat. Higher temperatures can

enhance degradation of nerve agents by increasing their

solubility in water. Also, the presence of certain ions in

the salt content of seawater significantly increases the

hydrolysis of specific nerve agents when compared with

those in freshwater.[14] Application of entrapped cyano-

bacteria and algae for the detection of airborne CW agents

has been reported.[15]

Degenhardt-Langelaan and Kientz[16] used a large-

volume injection (200 mL) to detect the nerve agents sarin,

tabun, soman, DFP, and VX at levels as low as parts per

trillion in freshly prepared water samples. They used a gas

chromatographic procedure in which intact nerve agents

were isolated from water by solid-phase extraction with

Amberlite resin (XAD-4) followed by extraction with

ethyl acetate. Jones and Hoegh-Guldberg[17] studied the

effects of cyanide on the photosynthesis of symbiotic

algae in hard coral from Australia. As in our study, they

used pulse-amplitude-modulated (PAM) chlorophyll fluo-

rescence techniques to measure the maximum potential

quantum yield of PSII in dark-adapted samples. Examin-

ing photochemical and nonphotochemical quenching, they

observed that cyanide inhibited the Calvin cycle and

damaged the PSII reaction center. Singh and col-

leagues[18] reported the use of activated carbon for the

removal of dichloroethyl ether, the oxygen analog of

sulfur mustard agent, and phenol from water. This analog

possesses higher stability in water than sulfur mustard,

which has a hydrolysis half-life of 3 min. However, this

procedure has disadvantages. Activated carbon must be

dried at 120�C for 6 h prior to the experiment. Also, a

period of 4 h is required for the adsorbed material to reach

steady state in solution before analysis.

Wang and associated researchers[19] utilized a mini-

aturized analytical system with combined on-chip micellar

electrokinetic chromatographic separation for amperomet-

ric detection of organophosphate nerve agents. They

reported a lower detection limit of 2.4�10�6 M for MPt

in spiked samples from the Rio Grande River at

Las Cruces, NM. Their microsystem was composed of

microphotolithographically fabricated capillary electro-

phoresis glass chips with planar thick-film electrodes on

ceramic wafers.[20] Finally, solid-phase microextraction

is a new technique that has been developed in the last

decade for the determination of CW agents[21] and or-

ganophosphorus pesticides[22] in freshwater samples. It

enables detection of toxic agents at very low levels. How-

ever, the analytes may require a period of at least 30 min to

reach equilibrium.

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Air

Photosynthetic conversion of electromagnetic energy into

stored chemical energy is triggered by the absorption of

light by chlorophyll pigment molecules. Visible photons

energize the electron transport chain of the photosynthetic

apparatus via the photoreaction centers, PSI and PSII, that

do the work of photosynthesis. Some of the absorbed

energy is dissipated as heat or emitted as fluorescence at a

wavelength that is typically longer than the initial

excitation energy. Only a small portion (�3% of absorbed

light) is released from PSII as fluorescence.[23] Photosyn-

thetic prokaryotes and eukaryotes fluoresce when illumi-

nated by light following a period of darkness. However,

structural differences between the two types of organisms

affect the fluorescence signal produced and their sensi-

tivity to perturbing factors, such as toxic agents, which

alter the characteristic fluorescence pattern of healthy

photosynthetic tissue. The kinetic time profile and

interpretation of the fluorescence induction curve and

the overall fluorescence yield are dependent upon the

structure of the photosynthetic apparatus, the proximity of

antennae to reaction centers, and the composition and

concentration of photosynthetic pigments.[24] The time

course of fluorescence is an indication of the organism’s

ability to perform photosynthesis and is directly related to

its physical well being. One of the most useful parameters

in fluorescence analysis from photosynthetic tissue is the

efficiency of PSII photochemistry. It may be calculated

from a measurement of the ambient and maximum values

of fluorescence from photosynthetic tissue that is

subjected to a saturating flash of light.[25,26]

These principles have been applied to the detection of

fluorescence emitted by C. vulgaris, a unicellular green

alga, and Nostoc commune, a cyanobacterium. Whole cell

microorganisms were immobilized onto glass fiber filter

disks. The sensor fluorescence detection system compared
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fluorescence emissions from algae and cyanobacteria

exposed to a benign stream of air with air carrying a toxic

chemical agent and used this information to calculate the

efficiency of PSII photochemistry. The development of a

field-deployable biosensor requires that the immobilized

biological tissue comprising the sensor retains viable

fluorescence and PSII efficiency after it has been stored

as inventory prior to field applications and then trans-

ported overland or by air to a remote location. N.

commune was chosen for study as a biosensor because it

has been extensively characterized by Potts and his

research group as being inherently resistant to dehydra-

tion stress for long periods of time.[27–30] Also, the well-

studied alga of photosynthesis research, C. vulgaris, was

chosen because it, like Nostoc, can grow using atmo-

spheric CO2 as the sole carbon source, thereby eliminat-

ing the need for complicated media formulations.

Systematic control experiments of fluorescence emissions

from these organisms measured before and after storage

give a clear indication of the storage conditions most

favorable for preserving their long-term stability for use

as biosensors. Generally speaking, this includes storage

in 0.5 mL growth medium in darkness. After 40 days, a

normal fluorescence signature was restored within 1 hr.

The CW agents and CW simulants used in this study

were airborne when they contacted the biosensors. Live

CW agents pose a credible threat to military personnel and

large population centers. The agents were developed

specifically to be highly toxic to humans at low

concentrations. They are easily produced from inexpen-

sive raw materials and can be readily released into the

environment. Fig. 1 displays the agents and simulants

tested in this study and their chemical structures. The

nerve agents tabun (GA) and sarin (GB) are organophos-

phorus anticholinesterase compounds. GA is more volatile

than GB, but both are lethal, resulting ultimately in death

from respiratory failure.[31] Bis(2-chloroethyl)sulphide,

better known as distilled sulfur mustard agent (HD), is a

vesicant (blister agent) which affects eyes, lungs, and the

skin. Dibutylsulfide (DBS) is a simulant of mustard gas. It

is structurally similar to mustard agent, but not as lethal.

Tributylamine (TBA) is a nerve agent (GB) stabilizer[32]

with 2% of the toxicity of GB.

There are several instruments currently in use for

measuring airborne CW agents. The SAW MINICAD is

a surface-acoustic-wave gas microsensor.[33] Chemical

vapors alter the resonant frequency of the chemical

coating on the SAW sensor surface. The Improved

Chemical Agent Monitor (ICAM)[34] and Bruker IMS[35]

detect CW agent vapors by ion mobility spectrometry.

These are all handheld instruments to be operated by

personnel in protective clothing in the field. The M21

Remote Sensing Chemical Agent Alarm is a stand-off

detector (remotely operated) which senses agents by

infrared spectroscopy but is not mobile or launchable.

Tissue biosensors made from immobilized bacteria are

being developed to detect levels of gas-phase solvents

such as benzene.[36] Using a Clark electrode, Naessens

and Tran-Minh[37,38] monitored oxygen evolution from

algal films to study the antagonistic effect of methanol

and volatile organic compounds on the algae. Lee and

Karube[39] also used a Clark electrode to measure dis-

solved oxygen to study the inhibitory effect of potassium

cyanide. Recently, Naessens and colleagues[13] developed

a fluorometric fiberoptic biosensor using C. vulgaris for

the determination of herbicides in water. To this point,

however, photosynthetic tissue-based biosensors have not

been tested for the detection of CW agents. It is well

known that toxic compounds can affect fluorescence in-

duction in algae.[7,13] CW agents and simulants are known

for their detrimental effects on mammalian tissue. The

objective of the present work is to test whether they can

affect electron transport and/or excitonic energy transfer

mechanisms in photosynthetic organisms at concentra-

tions that may be useful for possible field applications.

METHODOLOGY

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Water

Prior to the experiments with river water samples, pre-

liminary studies used axenic cultures of C. vulgaris that

were grown on rotary shakers in liquid culture in minimal

medium for 2 weeks under a bank of fluorescent lamps at

an intensity of 50 mE m�2 sec�1. Total chlorophyll (a+b)

was determined in warm methanol (60–70�C) extracts in

dim light according to the method of Wellburn and

Lichtenthaler.[40] Field studies were performed using ‘‘as-

is’’ freshwater samples and their naturally occurring

populations of phytoplankton.
Fig. 1 Structures of selected chemical warfare agents and

simulants. (From Ref. [15].)
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Cell Chamber, Fluorescence Measurements,
and Toxic Agents

Two classes of experiments are reported: batch and

continuous. In the batch experiments, chemical agents

were added directly to a fluorescence cuvette that

contained the water sample and the progressive effect of

the agent was monitored as a function of time. The second

class of experiments, illustrated in Fig. 2, was designed to

mimic the flow of river or lake water through the

fluorescence detection system. The cell chamber/optical

unit (Fig. 2) is a flow system containing the fluorescence

cell. Continuous experiments were performed using a

flow-through cell (Hellma Cells, Inc., Model QS-131,

Plainview, NY). Fluorescence induction curves were

measured before and during exposure to toxic agents

using a Walz XE-PAM fluorometer (Walz, Effeltrich,

Germany). Fluorescence excitation and emission wave-

lengths were 660 and 685 nm, respectively. A halogen

lamp actinic light source illuminated the cuvette at an

intensity of 500 mE m�2 sec�1 via a fiberoptic cable

through direct connection to the cell chamber. Fluores-

cence induction curves were recorded every 5 min, and

data collection for each curve was completed within 10

sec. Data extracted from the fluorescence induction

curves were used to calculate Fs, Fmax, Fv (variable

fluorescence, = Fmax�Fs), and the efficiency of PSII

photochemistry (Fv/Fmax). A 200-mL water sample was

placed in a jacketed reservoir. The sample was continu-

ously stirred and maintained in darkness with a black

cloth. The reservoir was connected to the flow-through

fluorescence cell with flexible tubing. To obtain a

homogenous sample before each recording, the volume

in the fluorescence cell was replaced three times. After

control data were collected, the volume in the reservoir

was adjusted to 100 mL and the toxic agent was added.

The toxic agents (Fig. 3) were prepared as stock solutions

prior to addition to the reservoir and were injected directly

into the top of the vessel and immediately mixed with the

sample. Spent samples were drained into a waste bottle

(Fig. 2). Upon arrival in the laboratory from collection

sites at the rivers, the water samples were kept under a

fluorescent lamp at an illumination of 50 mE m�2 sec�1

until use.

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus for continuous water quality monitoring. Batch experiments used a static fluorescence cuvette.

Continuous experiments used a flow-through cuvette. (From Ref. [3].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Chemical structures of selected toxic agents used for

water quality monitoring. (From Ref. [3].)
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Detection of Chemical Warfare Agents in Air

Microorganisms and biosensor preparation

Axenic cultures of N. commune (UTEX 584) were grown

on rotary shakers in BG-11 medium for 2 weeks under a

400-W high-pressure sodium lamp with an illumination

intensity of 1000 mE m�2 sec�1. Chlorella vulgaris was

grown on rotary shakers in liquid culture in minimal

medium for 2 weeks under a fluorescent lamp light bank

at 50 mE m�2 sec�1. Nostoc was harvested, homogenized

to break up large colonies, and resuspended in BG-11.

Chlorella is unicellular; it does not require further

processing before biosensor preparation. Total chlorophyll

(a+b) in Chlorella and chlorophyll a in Nostoc were

determined in warm (60–70�C) methanol extracts by the

method of Wellburn and Lichtenthaler.[40] To make the

sensors, 0.2–0.6 mL of the whole-cell suspensions

containing 1.2–6 mg chlorophyll were immobilized onto

Millipore APFD fiber glass filter disks (Bedford, MA.)

using a Millipore filtration apparatus and bench vacuum.

Cell chamber and fluorescence measurements

The cell chamber (Fig. 4) is a closed system aeration

apparatus designed to infuse bench air through the fiber

glass entrapped biosensor at a constant rate of 200 mL/

min. The sensor is housed in the top of the cell chamber

on a glass frit. The humidifiers contain water for

regulation of the relative humidity in the gas stream.

Flow rates were adjusted with needle valves in the

rotameters illustrated in Fig. 4, allowing alterations in the

flow of air through the toxic agent while maintaining a

total flow rate of 200 mL/min and relative humidity of

85%. The absolute flow rate was measured with a soap

film flow meter connected to the cell chamber vent. The

toxic agent in the U tube was isolated from the clean air

flow path by a three-way valve while control fluorescence

measurements were made. When the valve was switched,

air flowed through the toxic agent tube carrying vapors

directly to the sensor. Fluorescence induction curves were

measured before and during exposure to toxic agents

using Opti-Sciences OS1-FL and OS5-FL modulated

fluorometers (Tyngsboro, MA). The OS1-FL is a

handheld fluorometer with a pulse modulated detection

system. The modulation was adjusted so that the minimal

fluorescence signal in low background laboratory light

(Fs) was in the range of 90–150 relative fluorescence

units (RFU). A halogen lamp from the actinic light source

of a Walz XE-PAM fluorometer illuminated the sensor at

an intensity of 1500 mE m�2 sec�1 via the OS1-FL

fiberoptic cable through a window over the sensor in the

Fig. 4 Experimental apparatus for exposing algal and cyanobacterial biosensors to airborne CW vapors. (From Ref. [15].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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top of the cell apparatus. Fluorescence induction curves

were recorded every 5 min and data collection for each

curve were completed within 10 sec. The OS5-FL

fluorometer was fitted with an avalanche photodiode to

improve signal-to-noise ratio. The minimal fluorescence

signal was set to 130–150 RFU in low laboratory light.

Fluorescence induction curves were recorded when the

sensors were illuminated from the OS5-FL fiberoptic

cable at 5-min intervals (3-sec duration) at an intensity of

1570 mE m�2 sec�1. Data extracted from the fluorescence

induction curves were used to calculate Fs, Fmax

(maximum fluorescence), Fv (variable fluorescence,

= Fmax�Fs), and the efficiency of Photosystem II

photochemistry (Fv/Fmax).

Chemical warfare agents and simulants

The mustard agent simulant DBS (300 mL) and the nerve

agent stabilizer TBA (300 mL) were injected in the

bubbler U tube in the cell chamber, and the output vapors

were contacted with the algal biosensors. Initial control

fluorescence curves were taken without the agents in an

air-only gas stream. The airflow through the tube was

altered to vary the concentration of the simulant vapor

reaching the sensor per unit time. Sensor fluorescence

was measured at 5-min intervals during exposure to the

toxic agents. Control chlorophyll fluorescence signals

emitted from a sensor were compared with signals from

the same sensor measured during DBS or TBA exposure.

The concentration of the agents in the gas stream was

measured on an Alltech 30 m�0.25 mm I.D. capillary

column in a Hewlett-Packard 5890 Gas Chromatograph

(GC). The detector was a Hewlett-Packard 5971 Series

Mass Selective Detector. Standard curves were con-

structed from solutions of known concentration solubi-

lized in acetone. The initial temperature of the GC

temperature ramp program was 50�C, rising to a

temperature of 150�C (10�C/min), then 20�C/min to a

final temperature of 280�C. In the Applied Chemistry

Laboratory, Edgewood Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving

Ground, MD, the same cell apparatus was used on

experiments with GA, GB, and HD on Nostoc and

Chlorella biosensors.

RESULTS

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Water

Chlorella batch experiments

Fig. 5 illustrates typical raw fluorescence data obtained

with healthy naturally occurring algae from the Clinch

River and associated parameters that are used to analyze

these data. The parameters Fmax, Fs, and Fv (=Fmax�Fs),

as well as their interpretation, are well known in the

literature of photosynthesis.[25] We were able to detect

changes in the photochemical yield of Chlorella, defined

as Fv/Fmax, at the relatively low chlorophyll concentration

Fig. 5 A typical fluorescence induction curve recorded from

naturally occurring algae in untreated Clinch River (Clark Center

Recreation Park) water, illustrating the basic data output from the

Walz XE-PAM fluorometer. Data extracted from fluorescence

induction curves provided the values of Fs and Fmax that were

used to calculate the variable fluorescence, Fv =Fmax�Fs, and the

photochemical yield (Y), Fv/Fmax. (From Ref. [3].)

Fig. 6 Decrease in photochemical yield in laboratory-grown

Chlorella vulgaris. The first data point was taken after 5 min of

dark adaptation. DCMU was added to the sample at 14 min, and

fluorescence yields were measured at 15, 20, and 25 min. Yields

were computed from two runs and are expressed as means±1

S.D. (From Ref. [3].)
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of 0.063 mg/mL (Figs. 6 and 7). Fig. 6 shows the

percentage decrease in photochemical yield for DCMU

exposure over time. Fig. 7 presents similar data for MPt.

After testing and optimizing the experimental setup with

laboratory-cultured Chlorella, we proceeded to experi-

ment with samples drawn directly from the Clinch and

Tennessee Rivers.

Freshwater batch experiments

Field samples were drawn from selected locations of the

Clinch River, Oak Ridge, TN, and the Tennessee River,

Knoxville, TN. Fig. 8 presents the decrease in photo-

chemical yield of toxic agent-exposed water samples from

the Clark Center Recreation Park. Fig. 9 presents the

decrease in photochemical yield for samples drawn from

the Tennessee River. Fig. 10 contains paraquat data for

Tennessee River water samples. Following injection of

paraquat into the cuvette, the sample was exposed to a

light intensity of 50 mE m�2 sec�1 for 10 min. Unlike the

herbicide DCMU, which binds directly to the reducing site

of the PSII reaction center (in the presence or absence of

light), the destructive action of paraquat (methyl viologen)

results from its reduction by PSI. Reduced paraquat reacts

with dissolved molecular oxygen, which leads to the

formation of superoxide anions and hydrogen peroxide,

both of which are toxic to the cell.

Continuous experiments

Following the batch experiments, the standard fluores-

cence cuvette in the Walz fluorometer was replaced

with the flow-through model. The cuvette inlet was con-

nected to a glass-bottle reservoir that contained the water

Fig. 9 Decrease in the photochemical yield of naturally

occurring algae in Tennessee River water. The first data point

was recorded after 5 min of dark adaptation. MPt was added at

12 min, and KCN and DCMU were added to the sample at 14

min. Fluorescence was measured at 15, 20, and 25 min. Yields

were computed from three experimental runs and two control

runs. Results are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From Ref. [3].)

Fig. 7 Time-dependent values of the PSII photochemical yield

of Chlorella vulgaris in the presence of MPt (plus accompanying

control). The first data points were taken after 5 min of dark

adaptation. As indicated by the vertical arrow, MPt was added to

the sample at 12 min, and fluorescence was measured at 15, 20,

and 25 min. Yields were computed from two runs and are

expressed as means±1 S.D. (From Ref. [3].)

Fig. 8 Decrease in photochemical yield of naturally occurring

algae in Clinch River (Clark Center Recreation Park) water. The

first data points were taken after 5 min of dark adaptation. MPt

was added at 12 min, and KCN and DCMU were added to the

sample at 14 min. Fluorescence was measured at 15, 20, and 25

min. These are three separate experiments (plus control), with the

data values normalized to their respective values at 5 min. Yields

were computed from three experimental runs and two control

runs. Results are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From Ref. [3].)
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samples, and the outlet drained to waste. This experimen-

tal arrangement allowed continuous monitoring and

replacement of water samples in a manner similar to that

for the contemplated operation of a real-world biosensor

system. Continuous experiments were performed with

samples drawn from the Clark Center Recreation Park

(Fig. 11).

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Air

Sensor response to DBS

A typical fluorescence induction curve of the biosensor

N. commune (6 mg chlorophyll a) is shown in Fig. 12. The

parameters indicated on the curve are used to evaluate

Fig. 10 Decrease in photochemical yield in the Tennessee

River biosensor. Paraquat was added to the sample cuvette at 10

min, and fluorescence was measured at 5 and 10 min after an

illumination period of 10 min at 50 mE. Control runs were

performed in a similar manner with the addition of deionized

water. Yields were computed from four experimental runs and

two control runs. Results are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From

Ref. [3].)

Fig. 12 Typical fluorescence induction curve recorded from

the cyanobacterial sensor Nostoc commune. (From Ref. [15].)

Fig. 13 Nostoc sensor. DBS concentration-dependent change

in photochemical yield. DBS was injected into the carrier gas

stream at 12 min and was measured at 15, 20, 25, and 30 min.

Yields were computed from data collected from three runs and

are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Decrease in photochemical yield of naturally occurring

algae in Clinch River (Clark Center Recreation Park) water. The

first data points were recorded after 5 min of dark adaptation.

MPt, KCN, and DCMU were added at 18 min (indicated by

arrow), and fluorescence data were recorded at 30, 35, 40, and

45 min. All yields were computed from three runs, except for

MPt yields, which were computed from data collected from two

runs. Results are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From Ref. [3].)
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the photosynthetic capacity of the algae or cyanobacteria.

The fluorescence yield (Y=0.46 for the data of Fig. 12)

represents the total PSII photochemical efficiency of

the sensor under control conditions with no toxic

agent present.

In Fig. 13, Nostoc sensors were placed in the cell

chamber in an air stream flowing at 200 mL/min. At 5-min

intervals, light from the OS1-FL fluorometer illuminated

the sensors for 10 sec and fluorescence induction curves

were recorded. Flow rates through the DBS U tube were

adjusted to obtain 0.42, 2.9, and 5.2 mg/L DBS in a

constant-flow air stream of 200 mL/min. Fig. 13 presents

the change in yield of PSII photochemistry with DBS in

the air stream. Fig. 14 shows a typical fluorescence

induction curve for the C. vulgaris (1.2 mg total

chlorophyll) sensor. Chlorella fluorescence, following

exposure to DBS (5.2 mg/L) under the same conditions as

the Nostoc sensor, is presented in Fig. 15.

Biosensor response to TBA

The response of the Nostoc (6 mg chlorophyll a) sensor

to TBA was tested in the cell chamber by recording

Fig. 14 Typical fluorescence induction curve from the algal

biosensor Chlorella vulgaris. (From Ref. [15].)
Fig. 16 Fluorescence induction curves from the Nostoc sensor

during exposure to TBA. TBA exposure began 12 min into

the run. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 15 Time-dependent fluorescence induction curves from

the Chlorella sensor during exposure to DBS. DBS entered the

air stream at 12 min. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 17 TBA concentration-dependent decreases in photo-

chemical yields of the Nostoc sensor with time of exposure.

TBA was injected in the gas stream at 12 min and fluorescence

was measured at 15, 20, 25, and 30 min. Yields were computed

from data collected from three runs of 642 and 7.4 mg/L and two

runs of 248 mg/L. Results are expressed as means±1 S.D. (From

Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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fluorescence induction curves every 5 min during con-

tact of the sensor with TBA (Fig. 16). Dose–response

curves (Fig. 17) for 7.4, 248, and 642 mg/L TBA showed a

good correlation between TBA concentration and change

in yield.

Sensor response to live
chemical warfare agents

In the Applied Chemistry Laboratory, Edgewood Labo-

ratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, Nostoc and

Chlorella sensors were contacted with GA (9, 10, and

11 mg/L), GB (6, 7, and 21 mg/L), and HD (7, 8, 17, and

23 mg/L). Fig. 18, shows the average of two runs using GA

(9 mg/L) on the Nostoc sensor. Changes in the PSII

photochemical efficiency of the Chlorella sensor were

apparently not affected by exposure to GA at the stated

levels, but preliminary data do suggest differences in the

overall kinetic time profile, especially near the end of the

respective traces between sample and control (fluores-

cence induction curves not shown). No changes in the

fluorescence induction curves of either sensor were

observed with GB or HD at the stated concentrations.

DISCUSSION

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Water

Fluorescence induction curves can be used as real-time

diagnostic assays for exposure of photosynthetic micro-

organisms to environmental stress. The availability of

portable commercial fluorometers has simplified the use

of chlorophyll fluorescence measurements under field

conditions to study the effects of toxic agents on

photosynthetic organisms. Fluorescence techniques have

been refined over recent years, and dark-adapted

measurements made in combination with those in the

light now allow extremely detailed analyses of photo-

synthetic performance in situ.[41] Because of their

sensitivity and reliability for measurement of in vivo

biological activity, these techniques have led to the

development and refinement of environmental biosensors.

Our results demonstrate that naturally occurring fresh-

water algae can be used as biosensor material for the

detection of toxic agents in sunlight-exposed primary

drinking water supplies. These agents block electron

transport, impair light energy transfer, or generate toxic

secondary photoproducts, all of which provide signals

that can trigger an alarm. Our results showed that the

tissue-based biosensors experienced a decrease in photo-

chemical yield when exposed to MPt, KCN, paraquat, and

DCMU. A detectable effect was observed in every

freshwater sample tested.

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Air

Fluorescence induction curves from photosynthetic organ-

isms are good indicators of the presence of environmental

stresses surrounding the organisms and the effects those

stresses have on the photosynthetic apparatus.[41] In this

respect, fluorometric assays form a potentially attractive

approach to the development of environmental biosensors

because they are rapid, sensitive, noninvasive, and

nondestructive monitors of in vivo biological activity.

The sensors are relatively rugged and mobile, and may be

stored and transported for use in the field. Exposing the

algal and cyanobacterial sensors to CW agents and

simulants can impair energy migration in the chlorophyll

antenna lattice and electron transport reactions within the

photosynthetic membrane, thereby altering the normal

fluorescence induction curve in measurable and predict-

able ways. Sensors in a gas stream containing DBS and

TBA showed concentration-dependent decreases in the

efficiency of PSII photochemistry. Yields measured

during DBS contact decreased in both sensors. The yield

reduction in the Nostoc sensor was due solely to an

increase in minimal fluorescence, Fs, whereas that of the

Chlorella sensor was due to a decrease in Fmax. In both

sensors the loss of fluorescence was dependent on the

concentration of the toxic agent contacting the sensors.

The different responses of the two sensors are related to

differences in the structure of their photosynthetic

apparatus. Minimal fluorescence in algae arises only from

Fig. 18 Fluorescence yields vs. time from the Nostoc sensor,

recorded before (control) and after exposure to 9 mg/L GA.

(From Ref. [15].)
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antennae pigments. Cyanobacterial minimal fluorescence,

however, is emitted not only from antennae but also from

PSII and possibly PSI reaction centers and photosynthetic

pigments other than chlorophyll.[24] Ögren and Sjös-

tröm[42] credited the increase in minimal fluorescence

observed following photoinhibition of willow leaves to a

decrease in the efficiency of PSII photochemistry. A

decrease in minimal fluorescence would indicate en-

hanced nonlight-induced quenching in the antennae of

PSII, but an increase is directly related to the photochem-

ical state of the reaction center itself. The decrease in

maximal fluorescence seen in the algal sensor reflects an

increased quenching of fluorescence by nonphotochem-

ical quenching. Genty and colleagues[43] have determined

that the quantum yield of fluorescence can be calculated

from measured parameters of the induction curve and, as

noted above, is a measure of both PSII reaction center

efficiency and total availability of reaction center sites for

electron transport. Rizzuto and associated researchers[8]

showed that the activity of their PSII particle sensor was

reduced when herbicides contacted it in aqueous solution.

Merz and coinvestigators[6] analyzed the effect of triazine

and phenylurea herbicides on the kinetics of chlorophyll

fluorescence induction curves from isolated plant chloro-

plast biosensors in water. DBS and TBA vapors may

damage sensor PSII reaction sites and induce non-

photochemical fluorescence quenching. Reaction centers

that remain partially closed or are no longer functional

will report higher minimal fluorescence compared to

nontreated controls.

Contacting the algal and cyanobacterial biosensors

with the real CW agents HD, GA, and GB can produce

results analogous to the simulants; however, changes in

total fluorescence yields were evident only with GA at the

concentrations used. The concentrations of the CW agents

were lower than the simulants, indicating that sensor

sensitivity is a factor for HD and GB. This, however, is

not true for GA, because it showed alterations in the

fluorescence induction curves with both sensors as well as

characteristic decreases in fluorescence quantum yield.

The sensor responses show that they are particularly

sensitive to GA and not to nerve agents in general.

Previous experiments in our laboratory with these sensors

have shown a good response to cyanide, a key component

in the structure of GA (Sanders and Greenbaum,

unpublished data). Jones and Hoegh-Guldberg[17] exam-

ined the effect of cyanide on the photosynthesis of algae

using chlorophyll fluorescence techniques. Cyanide

reduced the maximum quantum yield of PSII. The effect

was light-dependent, indicative of photoreactions medi-

ated by cyanide inhibition of NADP+ and ATP pro-

duction and light-driven over stimulation of the electron

transport chain. Photoinhibition may also contribute to

damage to the PSII reaction centers when biosensors are

exposed to GA.

CONCLUSION

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Water

The data presented in this paper indicate that biosensors

based on fluorescence induction curves of naturally

occurring freshwater algae can be used to detect methyl

parathion, cyanide, paraquat, and DCMU in primary water

supplies under appropriate experimental conditions. In the

context of current state-of-the-art biosensor research, they

are unique: in the case of sunlight-exposed drinking water,

the biosensors occur naturally in the medium to be pro-

tected. When combined with encrypted telecommunica-

tion data and a database-lookup library containing perti-

nent data for healthy algae, this approach to protection of

sunlight-exposed primary drinking water supplies may be

of practical value under real-world conditions.

Detection of Chemical Warfare
Agents in Air

The data presented in this paper indicate that biosensors

based on fluorescence induction curves of the cyanobac-

terium N. commune and the green alga, C. vulgaris, can be

used to detect GA and CW simulants under appropriate

experimental conditions. In the context of current biosen-

sor state-of-the-art research they are relatively inexpensive

to prepare and reasonably rugged. Moreover, they can be

integrated into commercially available handheld fluores-

cence instrumentation for field applications. However, in

our hands at least, they should not be thought of as ultra-

sensitive, early warning sensors. Their presently contem-

plated utility lies in the fact that they can be constructed to

withstand inertial forces of launching or dropping into

suspected danger zones and, with encrypted telecommu-

nication data transmission, provide a survey of potential

hazards in remote locations at levels that are expected to be

encountered under real-world combat conditions.
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ABBREVIATIONS

DCMU N’-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-N,N-dimethylurea

KCN Potassium cyanide

MPt Methyl parathion

Fo Steady-state fluorescence in ambient or dim

light

Fmax Maximum fluorescence following a saturating

pulse of light

Fv Variable fluorescence

PSII Photosystem II reaction center

DIMP Diisopropyl methylphosphonate

CW Chemical warfare

DBS Dibutylsulfide

GA Tabun

GB Sarin

HD Distilled sulfur mustard agent

TBA Tributylamine

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

PAM Pulse amplitude modulated fluorometry

RFU Relative fluorescence units
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INTRODUCTION

Science at surfaces and interfaces is central to many

phenomena in the life sciences.[1] For instance, the to-

pography of the surface of a properly folded protein is

almost always more important than its hydrophobic core

for functions, such as catalysis, dimerization, or assem-

bly.[2] On a higher architectural hierarchy at cellular or

tissue level, protein binding at the surface of cell mem-

brane determines the cell physiology including prolifera-

tion, differentiation, and viability. This set of biosurfaces

bears characteristics that are different from any other man-

made surface in both complexity and scale. The surface of

a protein contains a wide variety of functional groups, and

the surface of cell membrane contains dynamic lipid

bilayers imbedded with proteins, which is hardly resem-

bled by any man-made surface such as palladium catalyst.

Furthermore, most of the events occurring on these bio-

surfaces are at nanometer scale. For example, the func-

tional assembly of ribosome executing protein synthesis

and the focal adhesion mediating cell adhesion are both on

the scale of 40–80 nm. For single protein catalysis, the

active side is usually of a dimension larger than 1 nm.

In contrast, most man-made surfaces function either at

molecular level (catalysis) or at micrometer scale (li-

thography).[3]

The importance of biosurfaces is both highlighted and

revealed by the rapid development of biotechnology in

recent years.[4] In particular, a well-defined problem—

bioinertness—first appears as a technological problem,

and soon evolves into an intricate puzzle of fundamental

science. In this article, the origin of this unique problem,

the development of its solutions and the evolution of

theories over a relative short span of time—less than 10

years—will be reviewed. Furthermore, the significance

and implication of this problem and its solution will be

discussed in the context of life sciences.

BIOINERTNESS—DEFINING THE PROBLEM

Translating solution assays into arrays on a chip provides

an opportunity to accelerate the rate (high throughput) and

scope discovery of biological events and design of drugs.

These chip-based, high-content and high-throughput

assays are a central theme of contemporary biotechnolo-

gy. The success of the DNA chip marked one of such

example.[5,6] However, protein chip technology aimed to

decipher the protein–protein binding events in the cell

signaling pathways and protein–drug interactions, so

called proteomics, faces several challenges that are absent

for DNA chips. The key to these challenges lies in the fact

that protein’s function depends on a folded three-dimen-

sional structure that can easily denature. Hence when

immobilizing proteins onto a surface, a number of criteria

must be fulfilled to maintain a optimal activity for bio-

logical assays.[7] The surface should immobilize only

desired protein with control of native folding, density, and

orientation so that optimal activity or function of immo-

bilized protein is rendered on surface. Among these

requirements, the most basic one is the prevention of

nonspecific protein adsorption, coined by the term bio-

inertness of the surface. Although the physio-adsorbed

protein assays such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay (ELISA) has long existed, multiarray chip assays

limits the amount of protein immobilized on surface. Thus

searching for a bioinert surface that can render the activity

of every immobilized protein becomes paramount to the

success of proteomics. Bioinertness is defined at two

levels. First, resisting protein adsorption; second, resisting

cell adhesion.

RESISTING PROTEIN ADSORPTION

Proteins have a ubiquitous tendency to physically adsorb

onto almost all kind of surfaces.[8] Biologically active

proteins are always folded into three-dimensional struc-

tures, burying most of the hydrophobic residues and ex-

posing most of the hydrophilic residues. In vitro, this

folded structure is very sensitive to its microenvironment.

When the microenvironment such as solvation denies the

stabilization of the folded structure, the protein has a high

propensity to denature to expose its hydrophobic core that

allows interaction with its environment. Hence proteins,

by nature, have the tendency to function as glue to any

surface in vitro. However, almost all proteins in biological

systems depend on properly folded structures. For in-

stance, the protein binding events in the cell signal-

ing processes, cells adhesion, and migration are precisely
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orchestrated by the activities of proteins through pro-

cesses such as focal adhesion, fibril formation, and

protein binding at the interfaces of cell and extracellular

matrix (ECM).

The adsorption of protein under conditions in

vitro is complicated by various multistage processes

(Scheme 1A).[8] Depending on the nature of the surface,

protein adsorption involves a combination of some of the

following processes: 1) dissociation from the surface back

to the bulk solution; 2) orientation change; 3) conforma-

tion change with retention of activity; 4) denaturation

and activity loss; and, 5) exchange with other proteins

in the solution. These processes are further complicated

by lateral protein–protein interaction on the surface

and interactions between the proteins from the bulk and

the adsorbed proteins on the surface. An ideal bioinert

surface should prevent all of these adsorption processes

(Scheme 1B).

RESISTING CELL ADHESION

For almost all the mammalian cells, their viability

depends critically on anchoring and spreading onto a

surface, including other cells and the extracellular matrix

(ECM). When removed from their animal host, most cells

must adhere onto a surface for initiating proliferation.

Such anchorage and adhesion is mediated by specific

protein binding between various membrane proteins on

the cells and external proteins that are produced and se-

creted by the cells themselves. A membrane protein of

cells called integrin specific for fibronectin is responsi-

ble for mediating cell adhesion on ECM, as well as on

surfaces in vitro. The principal recognition sequence in

fibronectin for ab receptors in the integrin is just a

tripeptide ligand Arg–Gly–Asp (RGD) (Scheme 2). Cell

adhesion onto substrate in vitro is a complex multistage

process including cell attachment, spreading, focal ad-

hesion formation, extracellular matrix deposition, and

rearrangement.[9,10] When cells are completely denied

attachment onto a surface, a suicidal program—apopto-

sis—is carried out which results in cell death, dissimula-

tion, and release of all its cellular components involv-

ing cytolic and membrane proteins into the medium

(Scheme 3). Hence on almost all surfaces, the fibronectin

secreted by cells will physically adsorb to surfaces and

facilitate cell attachment, adhesion, proliferation, and

other cell activities.

Because cell culture in medium lasts weeks or longer,

an ideal bioinert surface should resist resisting protein

adsorption and subsequent cell adhesion over long pe-

riods of time. Therefore resisting long-term cell adhesion

is a more stringent requirement than resisting protein

adsorption alone. This requirement also sets the standard

to differentiate the strength of the bioinertness between

Scheme 1 Resisting protein adsorption. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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surfaces that appear to be equally competent at resisting

protein adsorption alone.

KNOWLEDGE FROM
POLYMER-COLLOIDAL SCIENCE

Efforts using different means have been devoted to iden-

tify bioinert surfaces. An early strategy involves grafting a

surface with polymers—poly(ethylene glycol)—to resist

protein adsorption.[11] These polymer-grafted surfaces

suffer from the inability to present ligands at the surface

with known density, orientation, and degree of exposure.

Another widely adopted strategy uses preadsorption of a

protein—usually bovine serum albumin (BSA)—that

resists the adsorption of other proteins.[12] This pretreat-

ment of surfaces with BSA suffers from problems asso-

ciated with denaturation of blocking protein over time,

and exchange with other proteins in solution. In short,

both strategies present an undefined microenvironment on

surfaces that cannot be controlled with molecular resolu-

tion, which is of paramount importance for chip-based

protein assays.

For controlling the chemistry of the surface on which

protein is to be immobilized, self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) of alkanethiols on gold provides an ideal system

to allow for molecular-level control of surface proper-

ties.[13]

RSHþ Auo
n ! RS� � Auþ þ 1=2 H2ð?Þ þ Auo

n

This particular class of SAMs differs from others in

that they form a well-packed monolayer, presenting

almost a two-dimensional crystalline structure on sur-

face. Furthermore, because organic synthesis provides

a powerful means to tether almost any functional groups

(R) to the alkanethiol, this class of monolayer provides

a versatile range of functional groups on surfaces, thus

the surface chemistry and interfacial properties is ratio-

nally controlled.

Scheme 2 Cell adhesion. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 3 Resisting cell adhesion. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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In an early effort of designing the terminal functional

groups of alkanethiols that assemble into a bioinert

monolayer, knowledge was brought from polymer/col-

loidal science. It turns out that poly(ethylene glycol) is

known to prevent colloid coagulation, and shows signs of

resisting adsorption of proteins. Prime and Whitesides[14]

synthesized oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs and

tested their resistance to protein adsorption. This class of

SAMs turns out to resist, to a great extent, both nonspe-

cific protein adsorption and cell adhesion, and become the

current standard for bioinert surfaces (Scheme 4).[15]

The mechanistic origin of the bioinertness of this class

of surface is not clear. One possible mechanism is the

theory of steric repulsion for poly(ethylene glycol) de-

veloped by Jeon and coworkers.[11] The theory consists of

two thermodynamic considerations. First, adsorption of

protein to PEG results in a compression of the glycol

chains, causing an entropic penalty because of the re-

striction in conformational dynamics of the polymer

chains. Second, this compression also results in desolva-

tion of polymers, thus transferring solvated water into the

bulk, which incurs an enthalpic penalty. However, the

validity of translating this theory from polymer science to

surface is in question. Feldman and coworkers[16] dem-

onstrated some experimental evidence that disputed the

relevance of this theory to the bioinertness of an oli-

go(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs.

SOME EDISONIAN ATTEMPTS

Apart from the ambiguity in the science of how a bioinert

surface resists the nonspecific adsorption of proteins, it is

of both fundamental and practical interest to develop other

bioinert surfaces other than oligo(ethylene glycol)-termi-

nated SAMs. Several Edisonian attempts have been car-

ried out to search for a second bioinert SAM that is at least

as good as oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs

(Scheme 5). For instance, Whitesides noted some scat-

tered observation that hydrogen bond acceptors seem to be

important for inertness, whereas hydrogen bond donors

promote protein adsorption.[17] Another consideration is

the effect of surface charges by a Zwitterion-terminated

SAM, which essentially resembles the ‘‘skin’’ of a pro-

tein.[18] While all these surfaces resist protein adsorption

to some extent, they all fall short when compared with

Scheme 4 Self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiols on gold.

Scheme 5 Examples of other attempts by an Edisonian approach.
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oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs at resisting long-

term cell adhesion.

WONDERS OF AN ANCIENT SCIENCE

When examining all these examples of different bioinert

SAMs, more puzzling is the fact that there is no sufficient

correlation between the bioinertness and any surface

properties such as hydrophobicity, hydrogen bond donors/

acceptors, or surface charges. With this seemingly insur-

mountable puzzle, the hope for finding another bioinert

surface that is at least as good as oligo(ethylene glycol)-

terminated SAMs seems hopeless. However, a rare phe-

nomenon in the history of protein science leads to a

new way of looking at this problem of bioinertness. This

rarity centered at an ancient empirical discovery, which

is not well understood but still widely used in protein

chemistry today.

In 1888 A.D., Frank Hofmeister discovered some sta-

bilizing and destabilizing effects of a series of cations and

anions on protein structure, which have been used and

unchallenged for the last 115 years in handling protein

samples (Scheme 6).[19] The observation indicated that the

same charge on different metal species bears significant

different, sometime opposite, effect on the stability of

folded protein structure. The mechanistic origin of this

observation is not well understood, and thus the ions are

empirically classified into two categories. Chaotropic ions

destabilizing protein folding are thought to be, loosely

speaking, disruptive to water structure, whereas kosmo-

tropic ions stabilizing protein structure are regarded as

enhancing water structure. It is generally believed, with-

out rigorous evidence, that shells of water are induced by

the solvated ions.[20] Depending on the identity of the

ions, the structure of these water layers either disrupts

(chaotropic) or enhances (kosmotropic) the stability of the

folded structures of protein.

CUES FROM CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE

An interesting theoretical work by Sharp in1998 further

shed light on the significance and subtlety of these water

structures.[21,22] Sharp demonstrated by computer simu-

lation that while both amino and hydroxyl groups are

hydrophilic, each induced a drastically different water

structure that can be distinguished by properties such as

density and heat capacity. Surprisingly, amino groups

behave similarly to that of a hydrophobic methyl group

in this regard of inducing water structure in the shells of

solvation. From an experimentalist point of view, this

theoretical prediction is astonishing, and perhaps bears a

profoundness much overlooked. This is because while

the hydrophobicity is completely opposite to each other,

both amine- and methyl-terminated surfaces are highly

‘‘sticky’’ for protein adsorption.

Fig. 1 The rationale of creating an analog of water layer at the interface. To mimic a layer of solved water at the surface (A), water

molecules are covalently ‘‘fused’’ into the terminal region of alkanethiols in the form of polyols (B). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 6 Hofmeister series.
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WORKING HYPOTHESIS BASED ON
WATER STRUCTURE

Lessons from this century-old science and contemporary

theoretical work lead me to a perhaps silly question that

humanizes protein: ‘‘What if proteins are presented to a

surface that they cannot ‘see’?’’ Furthering this concept, if

the protein cannot ‘‘feel’’ the presence of any surface,

then there is nothing for them to adsorb to.[23] With all the

past failures providing me the notion that ‘‘what else

could be worse?,’’ I translated this idea into a workable

system by covalently ‘‘fusing’’ water molecules into the

terminal groups of a surface (Fig. 1). Returning to the

terminology in chemical science, this system provides a

chemically chiral surface presenting self-assembled

monolayer of polyol-terminated alkanethiols. The chiral-

ity comes from the fact that substitution of each hydroxyl

group, except the very last one, causes a chiral tetrahedron

carbon center. Natural isomeric forms of sugars—aldi-

tols—provide a convenient building block for synthesiz-

ing polyol-terminated alkanethiols. D-Mannitol was

chosen from 16 possible stereoisomers of alditols pri-

marily for the synthetic feasibility.

ANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR MEASURING
THE BIOINERTNESS

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy is used to

measure the amount of protein adsorbed on a surface.[24]

SPR is an optical technique that measures the changes in

the attenuated total reflection of a thin layer of metal

film as a result of the changes in refractive index at the

interface of the metal and bulk solution. With a thin layer

of metal film, the resonance between the electron oscil-

lation in the metal film and the light at a certain incident

angle causes absorption of light and attenuation of the

total reflection (ATR). The ATR is extremely sensitive to

small changes of the refractive index at the interface of the

gold film and the bulk solution, and hence provides a

means to accurately measure the adsorption phenomena in

the medium near (within �200 nm) the metal surface,

which causes increase in the refractive index. Fig. 2A

shows a schematic representation of the measurement by

SPR. Monochromatic, p-polarized light is reflected from

the backside of the glass–gold interface. The changes in

the refractive index of a solution near the interface with

a gold film are measured by changes in the angle (Dym)

at which p-polarized light reflected from the glass/gold

interface has a minimum intensity (Fig. 2B). When the

refractive index increases at the interface, the angle of

ATR increases.

Fig. 3 shows a hypothetical plot to illustrate an SPR

experiment for the irreversible adsorption of a protein to

the sensing surface. SAMs were mounted against a flow

cell and experiments were performed by first flowing a

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer through the cell

for 5 min, then a solution of protein in the same buffer (0.5

mg/mL) for 5 min, and finally the original PBS buffer for

5 min.[25] The increase in Dym upon introduction of the

protein solution has two contributions. The first is a result

of the increase in refractive index of the solution caused

by the dissolved protein—the ‘‘bulk effect’’—and does

not represent protein adsorption.[25] The second contri-

bution is a result of the adsorption of protein to the SAM.

The amount of protein that adsorbs irreversibly to the

SAM is determined by comparing the shift in ym before

and after the SAM is exposed to protein. An increase in ym

of 0.1� corresponds to an increase in density of adsorbed

protein of 1 ng/mm2.

Fig. 2 A general scheme on the operation of surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy to measure the adsorption of protein to a self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) in situ and in real-time (A). The attenuated total reflection by electron oscillation in thin metal film (B). As

the incident angle (y) increases, the intensity of reflected light (I) increases until a maximum equal to the intensity of the incident light is

reached (total reflection). With a thin layer of metal film, a sharp decrease of the reflected light occurs in the region of total reflection

due to the resonance between the light at a certain incident angle and the electron oscillation. This resonance causes absorption of light

and attenuation of the total reflection (ATR) at a specific incident angle. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Microcontact printing of monolayers of alkanethiols is

used to create spatially resolved islands that are sticky to

protein adsorption surrounded by the SAMs, on which the

resistance against cell adhesion is to be tested. The pro-

cedures for creating microcontact printed patterns are

simple and easy to perform (Scheme 7).[26] Starting with a

commercially purchased (or custom-made) cast, an elastic

stamp is molded out of cross-linked polymer poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer. The stamp is first

inked with a 2-mM ethanolic solution of methyl-termi-

nated alkanethiol. Then, a very brief contact (stamping) of

15–20 sec on the gold film results in a patterned self-

assembled monolayer. Followed by soaking in ethanolic

solution of a second alkanethiol, the naked gold films

surrounding the patterned SAMs are filled with mono-

layers of the second alkanethiols. The patterned SAMs are

placed into a culture medium, in which cells adhered and

proliferated on the surface of the SAMs. The inertness of

the SAMs (both the microcontact printed and back filled

regions) is then monitored by observing the cell adhesion

through a light microscope at desired time points over

long-term (weeks) cell culture.

THE BIOINERTNESS OF
POLYOL-TERMINATED SAMs—RESISTING
PROTEIN ADSORPTION

With the working hypothesis of an invisible wall to

the proteins, we compared protein adsorption and cell

Fig. 3 A hypothetical plot to illustrate an SPR experiment for

irreversible adsorption of a protein to the sensing surface. SPR

records the angle of minimum reflectivity of incident light

versus time. A buffer flows through the channel, replaced by the

same buffer but containing the protein, and then returns to the

buffer without the protein. ym increases when the protein is

passed through the cell, as a result of both the increase of bulk

refractive index and the irreversible adsorption of protein on the

surface, and then decreases to another plateau as the blank buffer

is introduced again. The buffer passes through the channel

removing all the protein in the bulk but leaving the irreversibly

adsorbed protein on the surface. The dashed curve represents the

contribution to Dym of dissolved protein (bulk effect) that

increases the refractive index of the buffer. The difference

between the two curves at the end of the experiments measures

the amount of protein adsorbed to SAM. (From Refs. [24] and

[25]. American Chemical Society.)

Scheme 7 Microcontact printing. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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attachment on seven different SAMs (Scheme 8).[23,27]

SAMs presenting methyl groups [hexadecanethiol (HDT)]

and tri(ethylene glycol) group were again used as stan-

dards for sticky and inert surfaces, respectively. The two

monolayers presenting the mannitol groups differed in the

length of the alkyl chain to which the mannitol group was

appended. Alkanethiol 1a has an alkyl chain of 11 meth-

ylene units, which is the standard length in SAMs that are

used in biointerfacial science. Alkanethiol 1b has three

fewer methylene units in the alkyl chain, and was inves-

tigated with the goal of finding inert monolayers that are

overall thinner. The amine-, hydroxyl-, and diol-termi-

nated SAMs served for evaluating the bioinertness/stick-

iness by different properties of the surface due to the

organized functional groups at the terminus.

Fig. 4 shows data for investigating the adsorption of

protein fibrinogen onto the four SAMs by SPR. A com-

plete monolayer of protein, which corresponds to a protein

density of 3500 pg/mm2, adsorbs to the SAM of hex-

adecanethiol. The two monolayers presenting mannitol

groups, by contrast, show essentially no adsorption of fi-

brinogen. This lack of adsorption is indistinguishable

from that of monolayers presenting tri(ethylene glycol)

groups. Experiments with the four other proteins yielded

similar results, and demonstrated that the mannitol group

is broadly effective at preventing protein adsorption

(Table 1). For all five proteins, the amount of irreversible

adsorption on D-mannitol-terminated SAMs was less than

2% of the total amount that adsorbed on the methyl-ter-

minated SAMs (HDT). Fibrinogen, being a tetrameric

protein complex, is the most sticky protein known and is

used as the most stringent test for bioinertness of a surface

toward protein adsorption. This set of results indicates that

mannitol-terminated SAMs are highly inert against pro-

tein adsorption, and its bioinertness toward protein ad-

sorption is indistinguishable from the current standard—

oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs. The amount of

protein adsorption on other SAMs, amine-, hydroxyl-, and

diol-terminated monolayers, is consistent with the work-

ing hypothesis of an invisible wall to the proteins. The

amine-terminate SAM, a surface thought to disrupt the

water structure at interface, bears the greatest amount of

adsorbed fibrinogen. The diol-terminated SAMs bear the

amount of adsorbed fibrinogen in between hydroxyl- and

mannitol-terminated SAMs.

THE BIOINERTNESS OF
POLYOL-TERMINATED
SAMs—TWO-DIMENSIONAL
JAIL FOR ADHERENT CELLS

The bioinertness of mannitol-terminated monolayers

against adhesion and growth of living cells 3T3 fibroblasts

are evaluated on patterned SAMs.[27] Scheme 9 shows a

schematic representation of the patterned SAMs on gold

films by microcontact printing. Sets of circular regions of

hexadecanethiol of different diameters were surrounded

by inert SAMs of 1a, 1b, or 2. The cross section of the

mannitol head group occupies a larger area than that of the

methyl group of the HDT region. The thiol-gold coordi-

nation of D-mannitol-terminated alkanethiols on gold

surface is not known, but a close-packed monolayer is

expected. The methyl-terminated SAM created by mi-

crocontact printing is known to adopt the close hexagonal

packing of alkanethiol on gold just as those assembled

from free molecules in solution.Scheme 8 Alkanethiols for bio-inert and sticky surfaces.

Fig. 4 Data from surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy for

the adsorption of fibrinogen (0.5 mg/mL protein in 10 mM

phosphate, 150 mM sodium chloride, pH=7.6) to each of the

seven SAMs (Scheme 8). The monolayer is indicated to the right

of each plot. The relative change in angle of minimum

reflectivity (Dym) is plotted as solutions are flowed over the

SAM. (From Ref. [27]. American Chemical Society.)
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Cells are known to adhere to methyl-terminated

monolayers, but regions of D-mannitol are hypothesized to

be inert. Four different sizes of circular HDT pattern were

used on the same gold substrate, as indicated beneath the

schematic representation of the pattern. When a suspen-

sion of cells is introduced to the patterned SAMs, cells

should initially only attach, spread, and proliferate on the

methyl-terminated regions, but over time, may invade the

surrounding inert regions. The time period that cells re-

main confined to the hydrophobic region is a quantitative

measure of the bioinertness of the surface.

Patterned cell adhesion of albino 3T3-Swiss fibro-

blasts was maintained at 37�C in serum-containing media

for 4 weeks. Media was exchanged every 5 days, and

cells were photographed daily. Fig. 5 shows the cell ad-

hesion confinement in the methyl-terminated region sur-

rounded by inert alkanethiols, 1a and 1b, in comparison

with surfaces presenting alkanethiol 2. On all three sur-

faces, cells remained patterned to the circular regions of

hexadecanethiol for at least 6 days in culture. The tri-

(ethylene glycol)-terminated monolayers began to fail after

7 days, with cells spreading onto the inert regions. After 12

days, cells had migrated from the circular regions and di-

vided to give a confluent monolayer of cells, with a com-

plete loss of pattern. Monolayers terminated in the

mannitol group (1a) were substantially more effective at

confining cells for longer periods. Even after 21 days, cells

remained completely confined to the patterns. After 25

days in culture, the physiology of the adherent cells may

have changed extensively, and thus preventing cell adhe-

sion may no longer be relevant. Monolayers presenting the

mannitol group on the shorter alkyl chain (prepared from

Scheme 9 Representation of patterned SAMs by microcontact printing. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Adsorption of protein on D-mannitol-terminated SAMs

SAM Thickness (Å)a
Fibrinogenb

340 kDa,c 5.5d
Pepsin

35 kDa, <1

Lysozyme

14 kDa, 11.4

Insulin

5.4 kD, 5.4

Trypsin

24 kDa, 0.5

1a 18.0 27e <10 19 15 <10

1b 15.7 45 12 10 25 16

2 19.5 29 <10 <10 <10 <10

HDT 20.0 3432 1337 1023 688 661

aThickness of the SAM measured by ellipsometry.
bAll protein solutions were 0.5 mg/ml in PBS (10 mM phosphate, 150 mM sodium chloride, pH =7.6).
cMolecular weight of the protein.
dpI of the protein.
eThe density of irreversibly adsorbed protein in units of pg/mm2 as determined by SPR.
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alkanethiol 1b) were also more effective than monolayers

presenting tri(ethylene glycol) group, but were not as ef-

fective as monolayers of 1a. Monolayers of 1b generally

failed at 2 weeks in culture. We have repeated these long-

term patterning experiments on three separate occasions

with consistent results: monolayers of 2 fail at approxi-

mately 1 week, monolayers of 1b fail at approximately

2 weeks, and monolayers of 1a are effective for at least

3 weeks.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
AND PERSPECTIVES

Other approaches using polymer grafted surfaces has also

been explored. However, in those cases, the surface

chemistry cannot be well defined at molecular level.[28,29]

For example, the grafted polymer was fabricated into

three-dimensional ‘‘corrals’’ having walls of �5.2 mm in

height and lateral dimensions on the order of 60 mm.[29]

Fig. 5 Comparison of the bioinertness against cell adhesion by D-mannitol-terminated SAMs vs. tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated

SAM. 3T3 fibroblast cells were confined to SAMs patterned into circular regions (200 mm in diameter) of hexadecanethiol (HDT)

with intervening regions of 1a, 1b, or 2. Optical micrographs are shown for cells attached to each of three patterned monolayers over a

period of 25 days. The structures of the alkanethiols comprising the inert regions of the patterned monolayers are indicated above

each column of photographs. The number of days that substrates were in culture is indicated to the left. (From Ref. [27]. American

Chemical Society.)
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Considering that adherent cells are only 1–2 mm in

thickness, it is difficult to determine whether the resist-

ance of cell adhesion in the later period of cell culture is

attributable to geometric confinement or the bioinertness

of the surface.

The success in mannitol-terminated SAMs echoes the

initial rationale of creating a water layer that the protein

cannot ‘‘see.’’ However, extreme caution and rigor must

be exercised when correlating bioinertness and protein

stability to water structure. The following mechanism for

bioinertness is nevertheless proposed. At the interface of

bulk water and any surface, a layer of water templated

from the surface possesses a certain organization of hy-

drogen bonding network that is, in general, different from

the hydrogen bond network in the bulk. When a protein is

present, this templated water layer at the interface influ-

ence the stability of the folded protein structure leading to

either adsorption (destabilize protein structure) or solva-

tion (stabilize protein structure). Adopting an artwork by

M. C. Escher, Fig. 6 shows a schematic illustration of this

proposed mechanism for bioinertness. The value of 30 nm

of templated water structure shown in the scheme is

adopted based on a force measurement (atomic force

microscopy) of protein-coated tip approaching to the

tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated monolayers by Feldman

and coworkers.[16]

It is very important to note that the study of water

structure has been both difficult and controversial.[30–32]

Notable examples of pathological science related to water

structures include the ‘‘water memory’’[33] and ‘‘cold fu-

sion’’.[34] Both of these two examples have stirred con-

siderable attention and enjoyed a very brief pyrotechnic

fame in the scientific community, but were eventually

determined as perhaps unintentional, fakery, or misinter-

pretation of results. Yet a range of discoveries—as early as

Hofmeister effect.[19,20]—continue to suggest that water

structure is at the heart of a range of observations in the life

sciences.[35–38] In a recent report regarding bioinertness,

Kane and coworkers[39] updated the surface properties of

SAM that gave rise to bioinertness, and summarized that

kosmotropes may form the basis of protein-resistant sur-

face. Throughout their article, the authors have entirely

avoided using ambiguous terms such as ‘‘water structure’’

or even ‘‘hydrogen bonding network.’’ This rigor is per-

haps rightfully justified. However, it is equally important

to point out that it is conceivable that certain stereo-

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the proposed mechanism for bioinertness. The terminal functionality at the surface of the SAM

templates particular water structure at the interface that is different from the bulk water. Such transition of water structure is represented

by an artwork by M.C. Escher entitled ‘‘Liberation.’’ (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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chemical arrangement of hydroxyl group—a kosmo-

trope—can template a certain water structure at the in-

terface that bias the resistance to protein adsorption and

cell adhesion. Some early experimental results have been

obtained with respect to this hypothesis.[23]

CONCLUSION

Biosurfaces is central to many phenomena in the life

sciences at the scale ranging from nanometer (protein

binding) to micrometers (cell adhesion and behavior). The

first and foremost requirement for working with bio-

surfaces is the control of nonspecific adsorption of protein

and adhesion of cells. While the empirical chemistry

providing a bioinert surface is largely established, the

exact mechanism (science) of bioinertness remains to be

investigated. These mechanistic studies bear much intri-

cate and valuable science that will have great impact on

areas such as drug design, medical implants, as well as

scaffold for tissue engineering.

EXPERIMENTALS

All experimental procedures presented in this article are

well documented in the published journal articles, except

the organic synthesis of mannitol-terminated alkanethiols.

Organic synthesis essentially represents a molecular car-

pentry that allows never-existed molecules to be made.

The craftsmanship is then both the design of reactions

leading to the final desired product, as well as the tech-

nical skill for executing each reaction.

The synthesis of mannitol-terminated alkanethiol is

documented below. The synthesis consists of six steps of

published discovery that spans across the long history

of organic synthesis (Scheme 10). A brief summary of

the synthesis consists of bromine oxidation of a mannose

to afford mannonic 1,5-lactone, followed by acetone

protection of the adjacent diols. Open 1,2:3,4-di-o-iso-

propylidene-alditol was obtained by reducing the pro-

tected lactone with lithium aluminum hydride to expose a

primary hydroxyl group (and a secondary hydroxyl group

in the middle). Alkylation with the alkenylic bromide

affords alkyl ether tethering protected polyols. Deprotec-

tion by acid hydrolysis of the ether affords the final

product of mannitol-terminated alkanethiols. Two-di-

mensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experi-

ments were used to establish atomic confirmation of the

regioselectivity for the primary hydroxyl group. Each of

the protons was assigned by a combination of homonu-

clear decoupling and correlated spectroscopy (COSY)

NMR experiments. Nuclear Overhauser enhancement

spectroscopy (NOESY) experiment was also used to

confirm the spatial connectivity.

D-Mannonic-gggg-1,5-Lactone

To a solution of D-mannose (2 g, 11.1 mmol) in deionized

water (30 mL) was added bromine (31 g, 10.5 mL, 194.25

mmol). The solution was sealed by a balloon filled with

N2, and was stirred for 20 hr at room temperature. Then

the bromine was removed through vacuum until the red-

dish solution turned colorless. Silver (I) carbonate was

added with stirring until the solution turned neutral.

The solution was then filtered to remove AgBr and ex-

cess Ag2CO3, and dried by lyophilization to give 1.4 g

(7.86 mmol, 71%) of D-Mannonic-g-lactone as a white

solid: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) d 4.60 (d, J=5.54,

1H), 4.43 (dd, 2H), 3.83–3.80 (q, 2H), 3.637 (d, 2H).

Scheme 10 Synthesis of mannitol-terminated alkanethiols.
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Protected D-Mannonic 1,5-Lactone, 2

To a solution of D-Mannonic 1,5-lactone 1, (1.62 mmol) in

acetone was added 0.04 mL of 12N H2SO4 and anhydrous

CuSO4 (200 mg). The solution was stirred for 7 hr and

dried in vacuo. Purification by flash chromatography

(silica gel, 2% methanol/methylene chloride) gave milli-

grams of desired 2 (1.31 mmol, 80%): 1H NMR (400

MHz, CDCl3): d 4.58–4.65 (dd, 1H), 4.40–4.47 (q, 1H),

4.38 (s, 1H), 4.16–4.13 (t, 1H) 3.99–3.95 (dd, 1H), 1.44 (s,

3H), 1.43 (s, 3H), 1.40 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 3H).

1,2:3,4-di-o -Isopropylidene-D-Mannitol, 3

To a solution of protected D-Mannonic 1,5-lactone 2 (1.66

mmol) in THF was added 3.32 mL of LiAlH4 (1 M in

ether). The solution was stirred under nitrogen for 7 hr and

dried in vacuo. Purification by flash chromatography

(silica gel, 10% methanol/methylene chloride) gave mg

(1.25 mmol, 75%) of desired 2: 1H NMR (400 MHz,

CD3OD): d 4.38–4.35 (dd, 1H), 4.32–4.27 (m, 1H), 4.14–

4.08 (m, 2H), 3.99–3.93 (td, 1H), 3.87–3.75 (m, 2H),

3.62–3.60 (m, 1H), 1.55 (s, 3H), 1.40 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 3H),

1.35 (s, 3H).

Undecenyl 1,2:3,4-di-o -Isopropylidene-D-
Mannon Ether, 4

To a solution of 1,2:3,4-di-o-isopropylidene-D-mannitol 3,

(316 mg, 1.20 mmol) in N,N-Dimethyl Formamide (DMF)

(10 mL) was added sodium hydride (30 mg, 60% dis-

persion in oil, 1.20 mmol). The solution was stirred for

10 min at room temperature and then 8-bromo-1-octene

(220 mg, 1.20 mmol) was added over a period of 5 min.

The solution was stirred for 12 hr and then concentrated in

vacuo. The residue was purified by flash chromatography

(1.5% CH3OH/CH2Cl2) to give 330 mg (0.883 mmol,

73%) of 4 as a colorless oil: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

d 5.82–5.72 (m, 1H), 4.92 (q, J=10.2, 2H), 4.41–4.30

(m, 2H), 4.12–3.95 (m, 3H), 3.77–3.65 (m, 2H), 3.13

(d, J=6.16, 1H), 2.00 (q, J=7.1, 2H), 1.53 (s, 3H), 1.42

(s, 3H), 1.40 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 3H), 1.18 (m, 6H).

Thioester S -(11-Undecenyl 1,2:3,4-di-o -
Isopropylidene-D-Mannon Ether, 5

A solution of 4 (151 mg, 0.41 mmol), thiol acetic acid (91

mg, 1.2 mmol), and 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN)

(80 mg, 0.487 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (15 mL)

was irradiated with UV light (Rayonet Photochemical

Reactor Lamp) in a photochemical reactor for 5 hr with

stirring. The solution was concentrated in vacuo and the

residue was purified by flash chromatography (1%

CH3OH/CH2Cl2) to give 147 mg of 4 (0.328 mmol, 82%)

as a colorless oil: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d 4.41–

4.30 (m, 2H), 4.12–3.95 (m, 3H), 3.77–3.65 (m, 2H),

3.57–3.47 (m, 3H), 3.14–3.12 (d, J=6.16, 1H), 2.90–2.85

(t, J=7.38, 2H), 2.33 (s, 3H), 1.64–1.55 (m, 4H), 1.53 (s,

3H), 1.42 (s, 3H), 1.40 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 3H), 1.41 (m, 6H).

6-(11-Mercapto-Undecyloxy)-D-Mannitol, 6

(Mannitol-terminated alkanethiol, 1b) To a solution of 5
(147 mg, 0.328 mmol) in methanol (15 mL) was added 5

drops of 12N HCl. The solution was refluxed for 8 hr,

cooled to room temperature, and concentrated in vacuo.

The residue was purified by recrystallization from meth-

anol to give 61 mg of 1b (0.187 mmol, 57%) as a white

solid: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) d 3.85–3.59 (m, 6H),

3.58–3.46 (m, 4H), 2.52–2.45 (t, 2H), 1.64–1.55 (m, 4H),

1.45–1.28 (m, 8H).

A POSTLIUDE

A little later (on the time scale of scientific publication)

after the establishment of the bioinertness of mannitol-

terminated SAM, Tan and coworkers[40] discovered an

interesting, even anomalous, property of oligo(ethylene

glycol)-terminated SAMs with respect to resisting protein

adsorption. Using microcontact printing, Tan and cow-

orkers immobilized protein onto a number of SAMs under

‘‘dry’’ condition. That is, the protein are inked on an

elastomeric stamp, and then transferred onto SAMs in the

absence of any water or solvent. Surprisingly, SAMs

presenting oligo(ethylene glycol)s were loaded with more

protein than other hydrophobic SAMs under this ‘‘dry’’

condition. This result suggests that protein adsorption on

surface is not merely determined by the properties of

protein and the chemistry of the surface alone, but the

solvent effect, microenvironment of the protein (i.e., sol-

vation), and the interface of the surface must also be taken

into account. This microenvironment surrounding the

proteins and in the interface above a surface inevitably

points to the intricate realm of different water structures.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of nanoscale objects is a way to enhance

properties of materials in a wide range of fields because

the small dimensions of the objects can be responsible for

high specific surface or for quantum effects. Nanotech-

nology is consequently of great interest in electronic

materials or biomedical applications. The challenge is

to realize nanoscale systems with size and morphology

control. In this context, our aim is to study the self-as-

sembly of AB block copolymers containing two incom-

patible polymers to form nanoparticles in solution.

It has been known for many years that when AB block

copolymers are dissolved in a solvent that is selective for

one of the blocks, colloidal aggregates such as micelles

can form as a result of the association of the insoluble

blocks. When the insoluble A block is flexible, spherical

micelles with an amorphous core are obtained, whereas

if the A block is rigid, micelles with anisotropic shapes

can result.

In this work, we study the formation of nanoparticles

obtained in solution by cocrystallization of AB and A’B
diblock copolymers, where the A and A’ blocks can

cocrystallize. In a selective solvent (good for B and bad

for A and A’), the mixture is expected to self-assemble in

particles with a crystalline core (AA’) surrounded by a

shell (B) swollen with the solvent.

This type of complex can be obtained by mixing

optically active polymers with identical chemical struc-

tures but opposite optical configurations. Poly(L-lactide)

(PLLA) and poly(D-lactide) (PDLA) are semicrystalline

polymers that form a racemic crystal called stereocom-

plex. We have thus synthesized poly(L-lactide)–poly(e-

caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(D-lactide)–poly(e-capro-

lactone) diblock copolymers and have studied their

association in a good solvent for the poly(e-caprolac-

tone) block.

NANOPARTICLES OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS
IN DILUTE SOLUTION

Organization of Diblock Copolymers
in a Selective Solvent

In the case of a diblock copolymer AB dissolved in a

solvent selective for one of the two blocks (B in the

following), the copolymer spontaneously self-organizes,

forming particles of varied sizes and shapes. For coil–coil

systems, spherical micelles are commonly obtained.[1–4]

The resulting structure consists of a core region made

up of insoluble A blocks surrounded by a shell region

made up of B blocks swollen by the solvent. Nonspheri-

cal aggregates of block copolymers in solution such

as cylindrical micelles[5] or giant wormlike micelles[6]

have been only rarely observed. Multiple morphologies

(spheres, rods, and vesicles) of aggregates prepared from

a given diblock copolymer in solution have been reported

by Eisenberg et al.[7,8] Factors such as the water content

in the solvent mixture, the solvent nature and composition,

the presence of additives, and the polymer concentra-

tion were successfully employed to control the aggregate

shape and size.

In the case of rod–coil systems or when the insoluble

block is able to crystallize, various morphologies such as

spherical micelles,[9] vesicles,[10] or lamellar platelets[11]

can be encountered. Besides the nature of the insoluble

block, various parameters can influence the size or shape

of the nanoparticles. The preparation technique of the

solutions, the nature of the solvent, the molecular weight,
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and the composition of each block in the copolymer[12,13]

were more specifically studied.

Complexation of Block Copolymers by
Supramolecular Interactions

Complexation by supramolecular interactions of two

block copolymers is another way used to develop nano-

particles. An intermacromolecular complex can self-

assemble if the two copolymer chains involved in the

complexation have specific and complementary sites of

interaction. If we consider a mixture of two copolymers

A-b-B and C-b-D where the blocks B and D can inter-

act, then nanoparticles can be obtained. The aggregate

formed is often a spherical micelle, with the insoluble

complex in the core, stabilized in solution by a crown of

the other soluble blocks (A and C) swollen by the solvent.

Noncovalent specific interactions liable to form a com-

plex can potentially be of a different nature:[14,15] van der

Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, metal–ligand

bonds, ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, aro-

matic p stacking, and charge-transfer interactions. As

studied in the literature, stable and monodisperse polyion

complex micelles were thus prepared in an aqueous

medium through electrostatic interactions between a poly-

(ethylene glycol)–polycation block copolymer and a

poly(ethylene glycol)–polyanion block copolymer.[16] In

such systems, molecular recognition based on associative

block lengths occurred.[17] Furthermore, nanoparticles

have been obtained in a nonselective solvent for a block

copolymer by hydrogen-bonding complexation of one of

the blocks and a complementary polymer. The micellelike

structures are very stable because dilution has no effect on

their size and molecular weight. Besides, these character-

istics are dependent on the initial polymer concentration,

indicating that the complexation is a diffusion-controlled

process.[18]

Stereocomplexation Between
Polymers of Opposite Configuration:
Case of Poly(lactide)

Besides complexes formed by polymers with different

chemical structures and complementary sites of interac-

tion, intermacromolecular complexes can be formed

between polymers with identical chemical compositions

and different stereochemical structures. This type of

interaction is called ‘‘stereocomplexation.’’ The associa-

tion is a result of weak van der Waals interactions.

Stereoassociation of poly(methyl methacrylate) of differ-

ent tacticity is the most well known. Mixing of solutions

of isotactic and syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate)

in suitable solvents leads to the formation of a stereocom-

plex by the association between isotactic and syndiotactic

sequences. The structure of this complex has long been

investigated.[19] Another type of stereocomplex can also

be formed by mixing optically active polymers with

identical chemical structures but with opposite configura-

tions. Examples of optically active polymers that form

stereocomplexes are numerous in the literature.[20–22]

Polylactide, because of its biodegradability and biocom-

patibility, was extensively investigated. Equimolar mix-

tures of isotactic polylactides PLLA and PDLA have been

first studied in the solid state.[23,24] Results have shown

that the stereocomplex obtained with the mixture has a

melting point about 50�C higher than the melting points of

both polyenantiomers. The influence of various param-

eters on the formation of stereocomplexes has been

investigated. Thus, stereocomplexes without formation of

homocrystallites are exclusively obtained with an equi-

molar mixture of D-lactide and L-lactide,[25] with a mo-

lecular weight ranging from 500 to 105 g mol�1[26] and

with optically pure monomers.[27] To understand the

mechanism of formation of the polylactide stereocom-

plex, the crystallization behavior of polylactides was

studied. It has been reported that the crystals in the

homopolymers of PLLA (or PDLA) have a 103 helix

structure, whereas the stereocomplex forms a more com-

pact 31 helix and is more stable.[28,29] Several approaches

were investigated to design new poly(lactide)-based poly-

mers. Thus, stereocomplexes were observed by dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for stereodiblocks

PLLA-b-PDLA[30] and for some copolymers where the

poly(lactide) was associated with another polymer se-

quence. Few studies deal with the behavior of copolymers

with a poly(e-caprolactone) sequence. Stereocomplexa-

tion was observed with statistical copolymers,[31] with

mixtures of triblock polyenantiomers PLA-b-PCL-b-

PLA,[32] and with diblock copolymers PCL-b-PLA.[33]

This last study indicates that the melting temperature of

the crystalline PCL and PLA phases strongly depends on

the composition of the block copolymer. Accordingly,

stereocomplexes are observed for copolymers where the

poly(lactide) sequence has at least 40 lactyl units.

New properties and applications of the stereocom-

plexation of enantiomeric poly(lactide) copolymers were

investigated. Thus, it was recently reported that the

stereocomplex of the two enantiomeric triblock copoly-

mers poly(lactide)-b-poly(ethyleneglycol)-b-poly(lactide)

were used to make microspheres for protein release.[34]

Few studies, however, were carried out on stereocom-

plexation in solution. In concentrated solutions, an ir-

reversible gel was formed through stereocomplexation of

poly(D-lactide) and poly(L-lactide). The PLA complex gel

is thermoirreversible and insensitive to dilution.[31] In

dilute solutions, with a good solvent for the polylactide

sequence, stereocomplexation was not observed, but in
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hot acetonitrile, the turbid solution first obtained precip-

itated rapidly.[25]

We report in this paper on the stereocomplexation of

diblock enantiomeric copolymers poly(lactide)-b-poly-

(e-caprolactone) (PLA-b-PCL) in solution. The influence

of different parameters (concentration, length of the

blocks) on the stereocomplexation are discussed.

FORMATION OF NANOPARTICLES OF
BLOCK COPOLYMERS CONTAINING
ENANTIOMERIC LACTIDE
SEQUENCES IN SOLUTION

Synthesis and Characterization of Block
Copolymers PCL-b-PLA

Block copolymer PCL-b-PLLA (PCL-b-PDLA) was syn-

thesized by addition of L-lactide (D-lactide) to a living

poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), which was prepared with an

yttrium alkoxide initiator (Y(OCH2CH2OCH(CH3)2)3) as

previously described.[35] The structure was confirmed by

size exclusion chromatography (SEC) with tetrahydrofu-

ran (THF) as eluent, 1H and 13C NMR in CDCl3, and

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and polarimetry in THF.

The degrees of polymerization (DP) were determined by

combination of SEC of the PCL precursors and the

integration of PLA (5.28 ppm) and PCL (4.14 ppm)

signals on the 1H NMR spectra of the copolymers. The use

of the yttrium alkoxide initiator allowed us to prepare

block copolymers under satisfactorily controlled condi-

tions. Thus we have obtained copolymers with variable

compositions in PCL (DP = 60–120) and PLA (DP = 40–

120) blocks. The molecular characteristics of PCL-b-PLA

diblock copolymers are given in Table 1. For the

PLA sequences, degrees of polymerization are given in

lactyl units.

Association of PCL-b-PLA Block Copolymers
and Nature of the Interactions

The nature of the association was first studied for one

system where the two blocks PCL and PLA had roughly

the same molecular weight (L1 and D1). The formation of

the stereocomplex was first checked in the solid state. The

mixture of the two enantiomeric copolymers L1 and D1

has a melting point of 207�C, as determined by DSC,

against 157�C for both polyenantiomers (Table 2). This

indicates the presence of strong interactions between the

two enantiomers. Their association in solution in THF was

then studied. THF is a poor solvent for the semicrystalline

PLA, but a good one for the PCL sequence. It is then

possible to solubilize the copolymers PCL-b-PLA in a

wide range of concentrations. Samples were prepared by

dissolving separately the same weight of each copolymer

(L1 and D1) in THF at room temperature. After a few

minutes, the two solutions were mixed to obtain a 10 g/L

S1 solution. To ensure that the association is the result of

interactions between the two enantiomeric PLA

sequences, the behavior of the mixture was compared to

the behavior of the pure copolymer (L1 or D1), called the

reference. Study of the reference L1 by light scattering

Table 1 Molecular characteristics of the copolymers PCL-b-PLA

PCL-b-PLLA

Samples

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L8

70-b-120 60-b-40 70-b-60 105-b-80 120-b-120 70-b-80

DPPCL
a 72 59 69 105 117 66

DPPLA
b 112 36 62 84 100 70

Ip
a 1.19 1.17 1.16 1.11 1.12 1.16

PCL-b-PDLA

Samples

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D8

70-b-120 60-b-40 70-b-60 105-b-80 120-b-120 70-b-80

DPPCL
a 77 69 77 112 123 68

DPPLA
b 124 42 76 80 106 80

Ip
a 1.16 1.14 1.18 1.12 1.14 1.14

aDetermined by SEC in THF. Molecular weight was measured by comparison to polystyrene standards and converted according to Ref. [38].
bDetermined by 1H NMR.
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indicated the presence of two species in solution: free

chains and aggregates.[36] The aggregates involve only a

small fraction of the copolymers and the kinetics of their

formation is very slow. A two-step mechanism is pro-

posed: first, copolymers self-assemble to form micellelike

aggregates, then the aggregates form larger and larger

agglomerates.[37] In the case of the mixture S1, the for-

mation of the aggregates is much faster and involves a

larger fraction of chains than in the case of the reference.

Nanoparticles with a radius of 300 nm were obtained after

10 days and then precipitated after a few weeks. This

results from specific interactions between the PLA enan-

tiomeric sequences. The formation of the stereocomplex

was proved by the appearance of a new carbonyl vibration

(1747 cm�1) on the Fourier transform infrared spectros-

copy (FTIR) spectra of the mixture.

Influence of Different Parameters on
the Stereocomplexation of Enantiomeric
Block Copolymers

Complexation characteristics, such as association kinetics,

conversion of associated sequences, or size of the ag-

gregates, can be potentially tuned by changing the length

of each block, the solvent, the concentration, or the tem-

perature. We synthesized various copolymers with rela-

tively good control of the PCL and PLA block lengths

(Table 1). Thus, considering systems S1 (70-b-120), S2

(60-b-40), and S3 (70-b-60), which have comparable PCL

block lengths, we can evaluate the influence of the com-

plexing block (PLA) length on stereocomplexation. In the

same way, to determine the influence of the solubilizing

block length on the association, systems where PLA se-

quences have comparable degrees of polymerization (S1

and S5, S4 and S8) have been studied. For each case,

the evolution of the size and stability of the aggregates

with time have been determined in solution. Equimolar

mixtures of isotactic block copolymers PCL-b-PLLA and

PCL-b-PDLA for each system have been first studied

in the solid state. Results indicate that the stereocom-

plex obtained with the mixture has a melting point about

50�C higher than both polyenantiomers. In addition, the

melting points are much higher for longer PLA sequences

(Table 2).

Influence of PLA sequence length
on stereocomplexation

Equimolar mixtures of each enantiomeric copolymer for

the systems S1, S2, and S3 were prepared by dissolving

separately the same weight of each copolymer (L1 and

D1, L2 and D2, L3 and D3) in THF at room temperature to

obtain solutions with a concentration of 10 g/L. For all the

systems, the behavior of the mixture in solution was

compared to the reference solution. This solution was used

to prepare the mixture and contained the single enantio-

meric copolymer. The behavior of the reference solutions

L1, L2, and L3 was observed by static and dynamic light

scattering (DLS). Measurements were performed on

filtered solutions (Whatman Anotop filters, porosity 0.2

mm) with an experimental setup previously described,[39]

at a wavelength (l) of 514.5 nm. Results of the char-

acterization by static light scattering (SLS) for the ref-

erence solutions L1, L2, and L3 are represented by the

variation of the Rayleigh ratio as a function of time and

are reported in Fig. 1. At a given observation angle (y), the

intensity scattered by the solution (Iy,solution) is propor-

tional to the molecular weight of the particles and is a

Table 2 Thermal properties of the references L (pure copolymers PCL-b-PLLA) and the mixtures S (PCL-b-PLLA + PCL-b-PDLA)

(DSC, 10�C/min)

References

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L8

TmPCL (�C) 52.9 54.3 51.9 53.2 52.7 52.6

DHPCL (J/g) 62.5 68.6 54.9 59.1 64.5 63.3

TmPLA (�C) 156.9 131.7 149.1 146.6 154.0 149.5

DHPLA (J/g) 54.9 46.8 52.3 64.0 74.4 57.5

Mixtures

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S8

TmPCL (�C) 49.5 53 49.2 50.8 50.6 47.2

DHPCL (J/g) 66.3 69.5 67.2 58.7 64.0 66.1

TmPLA (�C) 205.3 191.6 198.4 194.3 202.8 194.6

DHPLA (J/g) 63.3 48.8 63.2 59.9 64.3 66.8
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function of their sizes and the interactions. The Rayleigh

ratio (DRy) using toluene as a reference is defined as:

DRy ¼
Iy;solution � Iy;solvent

Iy;reference

� Ry;reference

where Iy,solvent and Iy,reference are the intensity scattered by

the solvent and the toluene, respectively. Over the range

of time investigated, the Rayleigh ratio of the L1 and L3

solutions increases whereas the Rayleigh ratio of the L2

solution remains constant. Thus, for L1 and L3 solutions

some aggregation occurs, whereas for solutions containing

one enantiomeric copolymer with a small PLA block

(DPlactyl units = 40), no association is observed. The

distributions of relaxation times obtained from DLS at

different observation times for the L1 and L3 solutions are

bimodal, with a fast component corresponding to the

individual diblock copolymer chains (unimers) and a slow

component corresponding to some aggregates. To char-

acterize these two species in the L1 and L3 solutions, the

apparent hydrodynamic radius Rh,app
i was estimated from

the analysis of the normalized autocorrelation function

g2(t, q) (Fig. 2a and b). For a solution containing two

species, the function g2(t, q) can be written as:

g2ðt; qÞ ¼ AuniðqÞ expð�t=tuniÞ þ AaggðqÞ expð�t=taggÞ
with Ai / wiMi

where wi is the weight fraction of the species i; Auni(q)

and Aagg(q) are the contributions of the unimers (fast

mode) and of the aggregates (slow mode), respectively.

The relaxation times tuni and tagg are q2 dependent and

are used to calculate an apparent diffusion coefficient

Di,app = (tiq
2)�1, where q is the scattering wave vector

defined as q = 4pn/l sin(y/2), with n the refractive index

of the solvent. Finally, an apparent hydrodynamic radius

has been estimated using the Stokes–Einstein relation:

Rh,app
i = kT/6pZ0Di,app, where k is the Boltzmann con-

stant, T the absolute temperature, and Z0 the viscosity of

the solvent. The apparent hydrodynamic radius of the

unimers remains constant with time (Rh,app
uni = 3±0.5 nm

for L1 and 2.5±0.5 nm for L3). The fraction of aggregates

increases slowly with time for L1 and an equilibrium

seems to be reached after 2 months with an Rh,app
agg of 80

nm. For the L3 solution, the same behavior is observed

with a weaker Rh,app
agg (60 nm after 40 days). To estimate

the contribution of aggregates to the overall scattered

intensity, a suitable method consists in using the variation

of the ratio Aagg/Auni vs. q2.[40] Neglecting interactions

between unimers and aggregates and taking for the mo-

lecular weight of the unimers the apparent one measured
Fig. 1 Semi-logarithmic time dependence of the Rayleigh ratio

measured at y = 90� for the solutions L1, L2, and L3 (CT = 10 g/

L, T = 25�C).

Fig. 2 Apparent hydrodynamic radius (Rh,app) of aggregates

and unimers vs. time (CT = 10 g/L, T = 25�C) for the solutions

(a) L1 (70-b-120) and (b) L3 (70-b-60).
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before the formation of aggregates, one gets the concen-

trations of unimers and aggregates:

Cuni ¼
ðIy;solution � Iy;solventÞy!0½Au
q!0

KMuni

and

Cagg ¼ CT � Cuni

where K is an optical constant.[40] The weight average and

the aggregation number (Nagg,app) were also deduced:

Nagg;app ¼
Magg;app

Muni;app

¼ Aagg

Auni

� �
q!0

Cuni

Cagg

Results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. A qualitative

analysis of the solutions L1 and L3 indicates a similar

behavior: aggregates self-assemble in solution and are

detected rapidly. Quantitatively, the concentration of ag-

gregates after 20 days is slightly higher for L3 (2.5 to

3 g/L) (Fig. 3b) than for L1 (2 g/L) (Fig. 3a). Thus, the

aggregation number (Fig. 4) in L3 is lower than for L1.

In contrast to L1 aggregates, which have an aggrega-

tion number increasing rapidly with time, the aggrega-

tion number of L3 increases slowly over the range of

time investigated. The two-step association mechanism

proposed for the L1 solution is no more valid for L3.

In the latter case, the second step (agglomeration) is

not observed.

The length of the PLA block also has a strong influence

on the organization of a single enantiomeric copolymer

PCL-b-PLA. For a PCL sequence with a degree of

polymerization of 70 and at a concentration of 10 g/L,

the size of the aggregates increases with the size of the

PLA block. With a short PLA block (case of L2 solution)

no aggregate is detected by light scattering, whereas for

copolymers with sufficient PLA length, aggregates are

observed. Complexation kinetics as well as its mechanism

depends strongly on the PLA block. Thus, the degree of

polymerization of the PLA block is a critical factor that

directly influences the organization of the single enantio-

meric copolymer in THF.

After studying the behavior of reference solutions L1,

L2, and L3, equimolar mixtures of each enantiomeric

copolymer were prepared at the same concentration.

Systems S1, S2, and S3 were studied by static and dy-

namic light scattering and by FTIR. Light scattering re-

sults for solutions S1, S2, and S3 are very different from

those of their respective reference solutions. Rayleigh

ratios are much higher, indicating that enantiomeric PLA

sequences interact in solution. For solutions S2 and S3,

the distributions of relaxation times determined from

DLS show the same profile as those of S1 solution: aFig. 3 Concentration of unimers and aggregates vs. time

(CT = 10 g/L, T = 25�C) for the solutions (a) L1 and (b) L3.

Fig. 4 Aggregation number of the aggregates vs. time for the

solutions L1 and L3 (CT = 10 g/L, T = 25�C).
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monomodal distribution with high relaxation time is

obtained, indicating the presence of large diffusing

objects. The apparent hydrodynamic radius Rh,app relative

to the mixtures S1, S2, and S3 and prepared in THF at 10

g/L are presented in Fig. 5. Accordingly, results indicate

that the behavior of an equimolar mixture of enantiomeric

PCL-b-PLA is strongly dependent on the PLA block

length. Qualitatively, after 7 days at room temperature,

the S3 and S1 solutions become cloudy whereas the S2

solution remains perfectly clear over many months.

Quantitatively, a very strong increase of the apparent

hydrodynamic radius is observed for S3 and S1 solutions,

followed by stabilization beyond 10 days. However, if the

global behavior is similar, the dimensions of the aggre-

gates are strongly affected by the PLA block length.

Hydrodynamic radii obtained by DLS are much larger for

larger PLA sequences. Thus, the size of aggregates is

directly dependent on the degree of polymerization of the

complexing block (PLA). This confirms that the associ-

ation by stereocomplexation of PLA sequences is the

driving force of the copolymer association in solution. To

estimate the conversion to stereocomplex, solutions of S1,

S2, and S3 were analyzed by FTIR. IR spectra of the

mixtures presented three distinctive peaks between 1700

and 1800 cm�1: at 1737 cm�1, the carbonyl vibration

corresponding to PCL sequences; at 1763 cm�1, the

carbonyl vibration corresponding to the nonassociated

PLA sequences; and at 1747 cm�1, a vibration assigned to

the stereocomplex.[41] The signal was deconvoluted into

Lorentzian curves. The characteristic parameters of the

peaks at 1737 cm�1 (PCL sequences) and at 1763 cm�1

(nonassociated PLA sequences) were first estimated from

values determined for the reference solutions L1, L2, and

L3. The conversion was estimated by considering the

diminution of the ‘‘free’’ PLA signal (1763 cm�1). Rt is

defined as the ratio of intensities of signals of nonassoci-

ated PLA and PCL sequences, respectively [Rt = I(PLA)t/

I(PCL)t]. The conversion is then defined as follows:

conversion (t) = (R0�Rt)/R0, where R0 is taken just after

mixing the solutions of enantiomeric copolymers. Varia-

tion of the conversion vs. time for the three mixtures is

reported in Fig. 6. Again, significant differences between

S2 on one hand and S1 and S3 on the other hand are

observed. For the solution S2, the proportion of stereo-

complex increases weakly before reaching 10% at 60

days. The length of the PLA sequences of this system

corresponds to the minimum value reported in the liter-

ature that is able to form a stereocomplex.[32] In this case,

the kinetics of stereocomplexation is slow. For mixtures

Fig. 5 Apparent hydrodynamic radius (Rh,app) of mixtures

S1, S2, and S3 vs. time (CT = 10 g/L, T = 25�C).

Fig. 6 Conversion in stereocomplex vs. time for the mixtures

S1, S2, and S3 (FTIR, CT = 10 g/L, T = 25�C).

Fig. 7 Apparent hydrodynamic radius (Rh,app) of mixtures S1

and S3 (CT = 1 g/L, T = 25�C).
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S1 and S3, the evolution is faster and reaches a value of

30% after 20 days. The difference between S1 and S3

is very small, and the apparently higher conversion for

S3 is presently not understood. The solutions S1 and

S3 were also studied by LS at a smaller concentration

(CT = 1 g/L). For solutions S1 and S3, aggregates are

more stable; no precipitation was observed even after

several months. However, the association is very slow and

the size of the aggregates is smaller than at the con-

centration of 10 g/L. Once again, if the systems S1 and

S3 are compared, apparent hydrodynamic radii are smaller

in the case of the copolymer with a shorter PLA block

(Fig. 7).

In conclusion, the comparative study of S1 and S3

solutions indicates that the degree of polymerization of

PLA sequences strongly affects the size of the aggregates,

not only for the single copolymers but also for the enan-

tiomeric equimolar mixtures. For very short sequences

(S2) the association of enantiomeric copolymers is rela-

tively slow and leads to the formation of stable particles

in solution.

Influence of PCL block length
on nanoparticle formation

To determine the influence of the solubilizing block

lengths on the association, two pairs of systems where

PLA sequences have comparable degrees of polymeriza-

tion (S1 and S5, S4 and S8) were studied. S1 and S5

mixtures of copolymers, which have each a PLA block of

120 lactyl units, were prepared as previously described at

a concentration of 1 g/L in THF. Measurements carried

out by DLS on the reference solutions (L1 and L5)

indicated (as for all references at this concentration) that

there is no association. The association of the equimolar

mixtures S1 and S5 at 1 g/L was observed and no

precipitation appeared, even after 1 year. The formation of

large aggregates as a function of time was confirmed by

DLS. The variation of the apparent hydrodynamic radius

for the solutions S1 and S5 is represented in Fig. 8. A

similar behavior is observed for the two solutions. Nev-

ertheless, for the system S5, the radius of the aggregates

seems to be slightly smaller than for the S1 solution. In the

same way, the solutions S4 and S8 containing copolymers

with a PLA block of 80 lactyl units were characterized

at 1 g/L in THF. Results obtained by light scattering for

the reference solutions (L4 and L8) indicated that the

solutions did not show any association at this concentra-

tion, whereas the association of equimolar enantiomeric

copolymer mixtures was clearly observed: scattered in-

tensity (SLS) increased and aggregates (DLS) appeared.

Furthermore, the solutions were very stable for at least

several months. The evolution of the apparent hydrody-

namic radius of formed aggregates for systems S4 and S8

vs. time are represented in Fig. 9. The curves obtained for

the two solutions S4 and S8 are similar, but the values

for the system S8 are slightly higher. The lengthening of

the PCL solubilizing block seems to hinder the association

but this effect is limited.

CONCLUSION

We have studied the association of various block

copolymers poly(lactide)-b-poly(e-caprolactone) in THF,

a selective solvent of the poly(caprolactone) block.
Fig. 8 Apparent hydrodynamic radius (Rh,app) of mixtures S1

and S5 (CT = 1 g/L, T = 25�C).

Fig. 9 Apparent hydrodynamic radius (Rh,app) of mixtures S8

and S4 (CT = 1 g/L, T = 25�C).
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Light scattering measurements on solutions of the single

PCL-b-PLLA copolymers indicate, in some cases, the

formation of aggregates. Complexation kinetics as well as

its mechanism depends strongly on the size of the PLA

block in the copolymer. With a short PLA sequence, no

aggregate was detected, whereas with some large PLA

blocks, aggregates were formed. Their size increases with

the degree of polymerization of the PLA sequence.

In the case of the mixtures of enantiomeric block

copolymers, the association appears more rapidly. Nano-

particles are formed as a result of specific interactions

between the PLA enantiomeric sequences. This stereo-

complexation is not quantitative because a high fraction

of the sequences remains free without being involved in

the complex. The degree of polymerization of PLA se-

quences strongly affects the size of the aggregates (80 to

200 nm), whereas the PCL block length has a limited

influence on the stereocomplexation. The concentration is

also a parameter that affects the size and the stability of

the particles. Optimal conditions to form stable nanopar-

ticles in solution (short PLA block or low concentration)

have been identified.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern materials science aims at the development of

controlled ways of structuring novel materials. High-

pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) methods (initiated by

the legendary pioneering work of Bridgman[1]) indeed

provide numerous exotic phases for thousands of materi-

als. Among the most important ones that find a billion-

size market are diamond and cubic boron nitride. The

massive nature of HPHT systems inhibits their use for

modern (thin film) technology. An alternative emerging

technique (in the past 30 years) for the structuring of

materials is the application of energetic species for

deposition and surface and bulk modification. It is now

very well established that the use of energetic species

either by direct ion beam deposition or by bombardment

of materials (ion beam-assisted methods) provides a way

to structure materials (metals, semiconductors, ceramic,

and polymers) controlling a variety of physical properties

(including hardness, density, wear resistance, resistivity,

optical transparency, surface morphology, and oriented/

epitaxial growth).[2] Surprisingly, utilization of energetic

species sometimes produced metastable phases previously

reported only from HPHT experiments. It is most

important to note that ion beam techniques currently

provide the most controlled technique known to the semi-

conductor industry for material modification (e.g., dop-

ing) and is extensively used.

In the last decade many efforts were dedicated to the

emerging field of nanostructuring of materials, which is

the topic of this encyclopedia. Top-down and bottom-up

techniques have been developed to structure nanosized

materials. A crucial issue in most of the approaches

utilized, which have successfully produced a host of novel

nanosized materials, is the controlled growth, i.e., pro-

cesses that yield materials with a narrow distribution of

size, structure, and composition thus possessing well-

defined properties.

The purpose of this entry is to describe how ion

beams can be used in a controlled way to nanostructure

a wide spectrum of materials: amorphous, medium-range

(multiwall tubes and fullerenelike), and crystalline. Ion

beams use the idea of HPHT in a very localized region

(nano-HPHT) taking advantage of the control offered

by ion beam techniques. Carbon, with its wealth of

configurations that will be highlighted in the next sec-

tion, offers the best study case to demonstrate the idea

of ion beam structuring of materials. This entry shortly

discusses the experimental systems used for ion beam

structuring of carbon and for characterization of the

products. It presents the basic physical processes leading

to the formation of the nanostructured materials and

then describes how amorphous, medium-range, and

crystalline forms can be structured and their properties

can be tuned accordingly. For additional reading the

reader is referred to recent reviews[2–9] covering struc-

turing of carbon forms by energetic species, structuring

by energetic species in general, and superhard materials

in general.

CARBON—AN IDEAL MODEL SYSTEM
TO STUDY STRUCTURING BY
ENERGETIC SPECIES

Carbon is unique in the variety of configurations it makes

within itself and with other elements.[3–6,10] A carbon

atom can be involved in three different local configura-

tions (sp1, sp2, sp3). A carbon matrix can be amorphous or

have medium and long-range order. It forms large

molecules (e.g., fullerenes), one-dimensional structures

(e.g., nanotubes), and fibers (exploited for making

composite materials). Carbon also has a variety of

crystalline forms among which graphite (the sp2 form)

and cubic diamond (the sp3 structure) are the most known.

The richness of carbon forms makes it one of the most

important materials, both scientifically and technologi-

cally. This is why carbon forms have been applied or are

being considered for a large number of mechanical,

tribological, optical, and electrical applications. As far as

structuring by energetic species, the richness of carbon

forms enables to follow the possibilities offered by

energetic species in one single system.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES USED FOR
GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ION
BEAM STRUCTURED CARBON

Structuring of materials using ion beams can be performed

in two basic ways:[2–6] 1) use of ion beams (or energetic

species) in the growth process itself (ion impact effects

occur simultaneously with the material growth); 2)

modifications by ion beams (energetic species) of target

materials (i.e., no growth occurs, just modifications

because of ion impact). For the first case the minimal

species energy required is small (a few tenths of eV). For

the second the size of the modified layer is determined by

the range of the ions in the target material, i.e., keV ions

are required to modify a layer which is, say, several

nanometers thick. The variety of systems that use

energetic species for nanostructuring of materials during

the growth process include: 1) techniques in which

energetic species are created first and then bombard the

substrate so that most of the energetic species are growth

species incorporated in the material (direct ion beams, arc

discharge systems, laser ablation systems, sputtering

systems); 2) techniques in which the energetic species

(e.g., noble gas species) transfer momentum to the

evolving material and are not necessarily incorporated

(ion-assisted systems). In the latter most of the growth

species are not energetic and the modifications are only

due to the assisting energetic species. Plasma deposition

systems make a special case in which both nonenergetic

and more energetic species exist and the balance between

them is determined by the applied bias. Most systems

applying energetic species are characterized by a complex

nature in terms of a composition of a variety of different

particles with a large distribution of energies. This makes

the controlled growth and study very difficult. Mass

selected ion beam deposition (MSIBD) systems offer

excellent control of all relevant parameters (filtered

isotopically pure species, defined energy, and impinging

angle). Second best in control are filtered arc systems,

which are much cheaper and available than MSIBD

systems. Modifications of existing material by energetic

species require ion beam systems with energies of several

kilo electron volts at least as previously stated.

A variety of characterization methods are applied to

study ion beam nanostructured carbon.[3–6] The composite

nature and the intrinsic nonhomogeneity of the carbon

nanostructured materials require the use of characteriza-

tion methods with a very high resolution. The best

characterization tool thus available is transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM), preferably high-resolution TEM

(HRTEM) and its derivatives [transmission electron

diffraction (TED) and transmission electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS)]. These methods offer determination

of the local configuration (sp3 fraction), information on

sp2 structures (carbon nanotubes, nanoonions, graphitic

domains) and their orientation, and identification of

crystalline forms (graphite, diamond). Of special interest

also are composite forms (crystalline/amorphous, amor-

phous sp2/amorphous sp3, layered structures, etc.). The

morphology of the carbon nanostructured materials can be

detected by both atomic force and scanning tunneling

microscopies (AFM/STM)[11] and also by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), preferably high-resolution

SEM (HRSEM).

Raman spectroscopy is the most common technique

applied for the characterization of nanostructured carbon,

very often in an erroneous way.[3–6,12] Raman in the

visible light is very sensitive to sp2 carbon forms and

insensitive to sp3 forms, which can be detected only with

UV Raman when mixed in amorphous sp2 forms.[3–6,13]

The correct identification of sp2 forms requires expertise

and is aided by looking at the dispersion behavior of the

spectra at different excitation wavelengths.

Nanostructured carbon characterization including

Raman, surface analysis, and other properties character-

ization (optical, electrical, mechanical) is very useful. Its

correct interpretation, however, requires an understanding

of the complex nature of the nanostructured material in

terms of inhomogeneity, layered structure, and orientation

for which the high-resolution methods are essential as a

first step.[14]

BASIC PROCESSES INVOLVED IN
ION BEAM STRUCTURING

It is now very well established that the deposition process

from energetic (�10 eV–1 keV) species is a shallow

implantation (‘‘subplantation’’) process[3–6,11,15–17] and

not a surface process. For each deposition scheme the

following quantities very well known from ion implanta-

tion studies should be considered:

1. The range (R) and the distribution (DR, straggling) of

the subplanted species;

2. The trapping efficiency;

3. The sputtering of target material atoms; and

4. The damage created by the bombarding species (no. of

atomic displacements or no. of remaining vacancies).

It should also be noted that three different time scales

are involved[4,15–17] in the actual stopping and trapping of

the bombarding species and the resulting material mod-

ifications and film growth:

1. Stopping via (atomic) collisions, ionization, and

phonon excitations (the ‘‘collisional stage,’’ �10�13

sec);
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2. Dissipation of the excess energy in the target (the

‘‘thermalization stage,’’ �10�12 sec); and

3. The long-term relaxation stage (�10�10 sec up to

seconds) where diffusion, chemical reactions, and

phase transformations take place.

It is currently widely accepted that the subplantation

process advances through the following stages:[3–6,15–17]

1. Penetration (of carbon species) to subsurface layers;

2. Incorporation (of carbon atoms) inducing local stresses;

3. Sputtering and dilution of the target atoms until a pure

carbon layer evolves; and

4. Growth of the pure carbon layer upon successive

bombardment.

The C species need a critical energy to penetrate to

subsurface layers of the pure C layer in which they are now

stopped. The final site, which the C projectile occupies,

determines the structure and properties of the evolving

carbon film. Trapping of C species in subsurface sites leads

to elastic expansion, which is associated with compressive

stress. The incorporation of these trapped C species leads

to increased density (stress). The increased density (which

occurs because of the combined effect of the incorporation

of C projectiles and forward displacements of C atoms

along the trajectories of the impinging C projectiles)

induces an increase of the sp3 fraction of the amorphous

matrix that evolves. When a maximal density (stress) is

reached, plastic deformation may occur which sets the

density and sp3 fraction to a constant maximal value upon

further incorporation of C species. Local relaxations (e.g.,

the ‘‘thermal spike’’[3–6,17] relaxation) permit local mod-

ifications of the highly dense (stressed) amorphous region

in which the C atom is embedded. These modifications

may either initiate or suppress sp3 bonds. Contrary to the

previous explanation of density (stress)-driven sp3 forma-

tion, some researchers believe that it is the rapid relaxation

(quenching) of the ‘‘thermal spike’’ region that drives the

carbon atom to a metastable sp3 state (claiming that the sp3

bonding is the thermodynamic stable configuration for the

local high-pressure, high-temperature region induced by

the ‘‘thermal spike’’[3–6,17]). Relaxation and detrapping

processes (thermal migration, radiation damage) may

remove some of the densification (stress). The sp3 fraction

is thus determined by the equilibrium between the densi-

fication and detrapping processes.

STRUCTURING OF AMORPHOUS
CARBON FORMS

The understanding of the basic processes involved in

subplantation enables the further discussion of how

amorphous carbon (a-C) films can be nanostructured.

Three important parameters govern the phase evolution

and can be used for nanostructuring carbon films:[3–6]

1. The ion energy (E);

2. The substrate temperature (Ts); and

3. The deposition rate.

The C ion energy is a key factor in the determination of

the sp3 fraction and the nature of carbon films.[3–6] This

subsection discusses the role of E under conditions where

the substrate temperature is low enough so that thermal

migration of the trapped carbon species is not significant.

Four different energy regions were identified[3–6] for

carbon deposition from energetic species going from low

to high E (Fig. 1):

1. Surface deposition;

2. Tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) (sp3>70%)

deposition;

3. Amorphous carbon with a significant sp3 fraction

decreasing with E; and

4. Graphitic films.

Below a certain critical energy Ep needed to penetrate

to subsurface layers amorphous sp2 films are deposited

(sp2 is the stable C configuration under normal temper-

ature and pressure conditions) via surface growth pro-

cesses [region (1)]. The surface nature of the deposition in

this region is manifested by the rough surface morphology

that develops[4,11] (as shown in Figs. 1 and 2), which is

also affected by an increased adatom surface mobility

(compared to thermal deposition) due to the C ion energy.

In region (2) the C species penetrate to subsurface layers

where they are subplanted. The densification (and stress

formation[3–6]) due to incorporation of C species leads to

the formation of carbon films with a predominant sp3

fraction (>70%). Such films have a tetrahedral local

configuration with a nearest neighbor distance of 1.54 Å

and a bond angle of �110�, which is why they are

denoted ta-C. They are the analogue of amorphous silicon

and should be distinguished from diamondlike carbon

(DLC), a broader family of films for which the sp3

fraction ranges between >0% and 85%. The detrapping

and relaxations induced by E in region (2) are insufficient

to decrease the sp3 fraction below this high value of 70%.

This is the optimal E region for ta-C formation. The

internal growth nature of the DLC films leads to a surface

morphology identical to the initial morphology of the

substrate, so that atomically smooth films can be

deposited on atomically smooth Si (100) substrates[4,11]

(Figs. 1 and 2). In region (3) both the total energy

dissipated along the ion trajectory (via phonon excitations

and ionizations) and the radiation damage (e.g., displaced
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atoms and ‘‘vacancies’’) increase with E, gradually

suppressing the sp3 fraction of the DLC films.[3–6] The

films are characterized by a defective layer which is sp2

rich,[3–6] the thickness of which scales with the ion range

Rp. The sp3-rich layer is internally growing below the

defective layer, at a depth Rp±DRp below the surface, in

which the C species are incorporated. The size of the

excited region around the final sites of the stopped C

species, as well as the radiation damage (e.g., density of

displaced atoms and vacancies) in this region, increases

with energy.[17,18] This gradual increase of the damage

with E (in the region where the C is incorporated and

densification occurs) leads to a gradual suppression of the

sp3 bonding, but even for E=10 keV the films still have a

significant sp3 component (�40%).[4,18] In region (3) the

relaxation processes occur below the surface, the film

growth is still internal and the atomically smooth nature

of the initial substrate is still retained (Figs. 1 and 2). It is

only in region (4) (E > 20 keV) that the damage

sufficiently enhances the mobility of the C species (to

the surface) to eliminate the densification and completely

suppress the sp3 fraction. Films with �100% sp2 and very

rough surfaces are formed, indicating the dominant role of

surface processes in this E region.[4,17,18] The high

mobility also initiates sp2 clustering to form nanocrystal-

line graphite, which does not occur at room temperature

for E<20 keV. Fig. 1 shows that all properties of the films

(sp3 fraction, density, surface roughness) vary systemat-

ically according to the above discussion, as well as other

properties shown in Fig. 3.

The previous discussion assumed that the substrate

temperature is low so that the (thermal) mobility of the C

Fig. 1 Properties of carbon films deposited using C ions with different energies onto Si (100) held at room temperature: roughness

(AFM), density, sp2 fraction, and plasmon energy. Left—5 eV�E�2 keV, right—5 eV�E�20 keV. Note: 1) wide energy region for

ta-C formation (30 eV�E�600 eV) associated with atomically smooth surface (subsurface growth); 2) for E�30 eV surface

roughening occurs associated with sp2 formation (surface growth); 3) for 600 eV<E�10 keV radiation damage partially suppresses sp3

bonding; 4) for 20 keV�E radiation damage completely suppresses sp3 bonding and surface roughening occurs.
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species is low as well, and once E>Ep they are trapped in

subsurface positions leading to densification, stress, and

the formation of atomically smooth sp3-rich films via

internal growth. The trapping sites used for DLC dep-

osition are, however, very shallow (Rp equals�5 and�25

Å for 100 and 1000 eV, respectively[16,18]) so that thermal

migration to the surface would eliminate the incorporation

of C interstitials and the associated stress and densifica-

tion. It is expected that sp2-rich films will be formed via

surface processes under such conditions. This was indeed

verified by experiments[4] showing a sharp transition from

sp3-rich films to sp2-rich films when Ts exceeds a critical

temperature Tc=150�C for 120-eV deposition[4] (Fig. 4).

Atomic force microscopy studies[4,11] (Fig. 5) indicate

surface roughening of 100-nm-thick C films with increas-

ing Ts (a transition from subsurface to surface processes),

while all other properties (density, sp3 fraction, Raman,

optical properties, elastic modulus) indicate (Fig. 4) an

associate formation of nanocrystalline graphitic films.[4]Tc

may be dependent on E and on the rate of bombardment

by energetic species. This is because the amount of

densification is determined by the equilibrium between

the incoming flux of subplanted atoms (bombardment

rate) and the outgoing flux of atoms thermally migrating

to the surface (from a distance which increases with

increasing E) to reduce the density gradient formed by

subplantation. Films with a significant sp3 fraction

(>70%) have been deposited using very low energy

deposition (�10–20 eV) on different substrates held at 77

K, showing a significant increase in the sp3 fraction

compared to 300-K deposition.[4,19] This implies the

possible existence of very shallow sp3 configurations that

are frozen at very low Ts and are stabilized by coverage of

the bombarding C species.

Fig. 2 AFM images of 100-nm C films deposited using C ions with different energies onto Si (100) held at room temperature. Scale: 1

mm�1 mm. Z=20 nm for 10 eV–10 keV, Z=200 nm for E=20 keV. Note: atomically smooth films for E=50 eV–10 keV, rough films

for E<30 eV, E=20 keV. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Density, Young’s modulus, and optical energy gap of

carbon films deposited using C ions with different energies onto

Si (100) held at room temperature. Note: properties follow the

sp2 fraction (Fig. 1).
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STRUCTURING OF ORDERED SP2 FORMS

The previous section details how the sp3 fraction of carbon

films deposited at room temperature can be tuned between

0% and 85% (the sp2 fraction between 100% and 15%).

Such films are essentially amorphous and the sp2-bonded

carbon can form clusters of different sizes. In ta-C films

most of the carbons are sp3 bonded so that the few sp2-

bonded carbons form pairs and their chances of forming

larger sp2 clusters are slim.[3,4] As the sp3 fraction

decreases and the sp2 fraction increases larger clusters

of sp2-bonded carbons may form as chains or as rings.

Carbon films with the same sp3 fraction may possess

different distributions of sp2 clusters. Annealing of the

DLC films increases the average size of the clusters of

sp2-bonded carbons without necessarily affecting the sp3

fraction.[20,21] This annealing process in which the size of

the sp2 clusters increases relieves the stress incorporated

in the DLCs during their formation at room tempera-

ture.[12] Transformation of sp3 to sp2-bonded carbon upon

annealing is occurring only when the sp2 cluster size is

large enough to enable graphitization, i.e., the formation

of nanometer-sized crystallites of graphite.[21] The volume

available for sp2 clustering increases with decreasing sp3

fraction, which is why the graphitization temperature of

DLC films decreases with increasing sp2 fraction.[21] The

thermal stability of ta-C films is very high and they can be

annealed to 1000�C without graphitization or a change in

their sp3 fraction.[21] The only effect would be an increase

in the size of the sp2 clusters embedded in the predom-

inantly sp3 skeleton.[21] The study of the structural

changes occurring in annealed carbon films indicates that

different clustering and layering phenomena occur, but it

should be noted that this study is just in its initial stage.

Clustering of sp2 forms occur not only upon postdep-

osition annealing of DLC films, but also upon deposition

at elevated temperatures, exceeding a critical temperature

Tc as described in a previous section. It was previously

explained that in such a deposition the thermal migration

to the surface eliminates the subplantation-induced den-

sification leading to 100% sp2 films. Structural analysis of

the films deposited under carbon ion bombardment at

elevated temperatures reveals the formation of graphitic

planes that are perpendicular to the substrate.[22] These gra-

phitic planes may expand in different directions (i.e., the

normal to the graphitic plane may have different direc-

tions in a plane parallel to the substrate). Some graphitic

planes close to form carbon multiwall tubes, embedded in

the graphitic matrix[23] (Fig. 6). This is a random process

so that some innermost tubes posses the smallest diameter

of carbon nanotubes possible, which is 4 Å.[23] The

relative fraction of multiwall tubes embedded in the

graphitic matrix may be controlled by the proper selection

of the carbon ion energy and the deposition temperature.

Two possible mechanisms were suggested for the

formation of the oriented graphitic planes in carbon ion

deposition at elevated temperatures. The first one is a

stress-induced mechanism according to which the ion

bombardment introduces compressive stress forcing the

films to align themselves in the most compressible

way, i.e., with graphitic planes perpendicular to the stress

vector.[17,22–24] Indeed, the graphitic planes in films

deposited at 200�C and 120 eV are compressed by 5%

with respect to the basal planes of hexagonal graphite.[22]

The alternative mechanism explaining the oriented for-

mation of graphitic planes perpendicular to the surface

involves preferential displacements.[15–17] The energy

required to displace graphitic atoms in the basal planes

(C–C bond energy 7.4 eV) is larger than that required to

displace C perpendicular to the basal plane (C–C bond

energy 0.86 eV). Under ion bombardment the carbons of

Fig. 4 Density [by Rutherford backscattering (RBS) or

ultrasonic surface waves], Young’s modulus (ultrasonic surface

waves), and roughness (AFM) of 100-nm C films deposited

using 120-eV C ions onto Si (100) held at different temperatures.
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Fig. 5 AFM images of 100-nm C films deposited using 120-eV C ions onto Si (100) held at different temperatures. Scale: 1 mm�1

mm. Z=20 nm. Note: atomically smooth films for T<150�C, rough films for T>150�C. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional (left) and plan view (right) HRTEM images of a 100-nm thick C film deposited using 120-eV C ions onto Si

(100) at 300�C. Note: left image—graphitic planes perpendicular to substrate (directly seen in image and enlarged graphitic spots

aligned with respect to Si substrate spots in SAED pattern in inset); right image—multiwall carbon nanotubes with innermost tube of 4

Å in diameter indicted by arrows. Inset—Fourier-transformed filtered image of one multiwall tube.
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those graphitic planes formed in a direction parallel to the

surface (perpendicular to the ion beam) will be easily

displaced and these planes will be damaged and their

growth suppressed. The graphitic planes aligned perpen-

dicular to the surface (parallel to the beam) will be

damaged to a much lesser extent, explaining the preferred

orientation. It should be noted that the temperatures

involved in the formation of these structured graphitic

films are moderate (�200–300�C), and much lower than

those necessary for the graphitization of DLC films by

postdeposition annealing (ta-C is stable up to 1000�C,[21]

see previous discussion). The effects of deposition at

elevated temperatures should be thus distinguished from

those due to postdeposition annealing.

Another channel of the formation and clustering of sp2-

bonded carbon is through energetic ion impact, even at

room temperature.[7,17,18,24] Carbon ion deposition using

very high energies (�20 keV and up) induces complete

suppression of the sp3 fraction and initiates graphitization,

i.e., the formation of nanosized graphitic domains. For

annealing of DLC films clustering occurs via thermal

migration of sp2-bonded carbon. Energetic ions bombard-

ing a target are stopped through atomic displacements,

ionization, and phonon excitations along their track. Apart

from direct removal of atoms from their original positions,

ion bombardment induces enhanced diffusion because of

the excess energy dissipated along the ion track coupled

with the formation of radiation defects. These bombard-

ment effects cause graphitization at low temperatures in

which carbon does not regularly graphitize but remains

amorphous. For small doses the modified material is

arranged in isolated tracks with a width of several

nanometers and a length that scales with the ion range,

while the surrounding matrix is much less affected. For

higher doses all tracks coalesce and the material becomes

more homogenous. The graphitic carbon formed by ion

impact is oriented with the basal plane along the ion beam.

The graphitic layers formed by tens of kilo-electron-volt

impact are characterized by spacings larger than for

hexagonal graphite,[24] so that no compressive stress is

associated with their formation. This is in contrast with

the oriented graphitic layers formed at energies lower

than 1 keV, which are compressed.[22] It means that the

stress-induced graphitic orientation can be excluded and

the graphitic orientation induced by ion beam impact is

due to preferential displacement.

STRUCTURING CRYSTALLINE
CARBON FORMS

The last issue considered in this entry is the formation of

sp3-bonded crystallites by ion impact. It is very well

known[10,25,26] that it is graphite, the sp2-bonded carbon

crystalline form, that is stable at ambient temperature and

pressure conditions. The sp3 forms (cubic diamond and

hexagonal diamond) are more stable than graphite only at

high-temperature, high-pressure conditions occurring on

Earth at depths of hundreds of kilometers. Indeed,

diamond was first made artificially in GE applying the

necessary high-pressure, high-temperature conditions.

Later, it was found that diamond can be grown at

subatmospheric pressure and medium temperatures by

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), applying an excited

plasma of �1% CH4 and 99% H2 onto diamond held at

�700–800�C. The only way to nucleate diamond on

nondiamond substrates, found by trial-and-error methods,

is to apply bias to the above plasma and nucleate diamond

through bombardment with energetic species [a process

denoted ‘‘bias enhanced nucleation’’ (BEN)].[25,26]

The diamond nucleation mechanism, which is an

extension of the subplantation process to form metastable

Fig. 7 Molecular dynamic simulation of dense hydrogenated amorphous carbon matrix indicates precipitation of a 100% sp3 cluster of

C atoms (dark spheres) which is decorated by hydrogen atoms (light spheres). Cluster indicated by square and its electronic density of

states shows the wide energy gap of diamond.
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crystalline phases, was very recently elucidated.[25] The

first step of BEN is the formation of a dense amorphous

carbon hydrogenated matrix in a regular subplantation

process. This matrix has a density of �3 g/cm3 and a

hydrogen content of �20%. The second step of the

diamond nucleation is the precipitation of 100% sp3 C

clusters (Fig. 7), most of which are amorphous, but a very

small fraction (�10�5–10�6) are perfect diamond clusters

of tens of atoms. These clusters are stabilized by hydrogen

termination and by appropriate nucleation sites. The

diamond crystallites are continuously bombarded by

energetic ions, which preferentially displace amorphous

carbon atoms leaving the more rigid diamond atoms

intact. The displaced amorphous carbons at the a-C/

diamond interface can occupy diamond positions leading

to the growth of the diamond crystallite consuming C

atoms from the a-C surrounding matrix. Faults in the

diamond crystallites can be annealed by carbon intersti-

tials and hydrogen decoration (Fig. 8). Finally, several

nanometer-sized diamond crystallites containing tens of

thousands of carbon atoms form (as observed in HRTEM

(Fig. 9). The BEN-treated material can now be exposed to

a regular CVD environment in which the diamond

crystallites grow to micron sizes and up, and the a-C

component is etched away by the atomic hydrogen

component of the CVD plasma.

It is interesting to note that ion beam impact induces

epitaxial growth of diamond, say, on a step on Si[26]

(Fig. 10). The Si step serves as a mold to the evolving

diamond crystallite (the ratio between the lattice param-

eters of diamond and silicon is 2:3 and their structure is

identical). The two Si surfaces on which the diamond

nucleates restrict it to grow in perfect epitaxial relations,

i.e., diamond (111)/Si (111). It should also be noted[27]

that not only cubic diamond [with a stacking 3C of its

(111) planes, i.e., ABCABCABC] can be grown by ion

beam impact, but also other diamond polytypes with a

different stacking sequence: hexagonal diamond (2H,

stacking sequence ABABAB) and 9R diamond (stacking

sequence ABCBCACAB).

CONCLUSION

Ion beam structuring was shown to be able to grow carbon

in a variety of carbon forms: amorphous, ordered sp2

(including carbon multiwall tubes), and ordered sp3

(crystalline diamond). The basic mechanisms involved

Fig. 10 A HRTEM image of a diamond crystallite (�2 nm)

grown directly on a Si step with an epitaxial alignment.

Fig. 8 Annealing of the faulty cluster to form a perfect

diamond: (a) original cluster with its reactive sites into which

two carbon intersitials are added (b) and form bonds [(c) and

(d)]. Decoration by hydrogen (e) relaxes the cluster to perfect

diamond as shown in (f) and in a projection (g) rotated by 90�
with respect to the cluster in (f).

Fig. 9 Cross-sectional TEM image of diamond crystallites

embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix.
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in ion beam structuring were underlined. The capability to

tune amorphous carbon to have a specific sp3 fraction

ranging from 0% to 85% by varying the ion energy and

the substrate temperature was shown. Formation of

different ordered sp2 structures through ion beam depo-

sition at elevated temperatures and energetic ion beam

impact was described and the mechanisms involved

(stress induced and preferential displacement) explained.

Finally, the nucleation of metastable phases by ion im-

pact was highlighted. The methodology described is

not unique for carbon and can be applied to a variety of

other materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes discovered by Iijima[1] in 1991 as a by-

product of fullerene synthesis by an arc plasma method

have entailed extensive theoretical and experimental

work, opening a new and rapidly expanding research

field on nanoscale materials. Large-scale production of

these particularly interesting materials has become, in the

meantime, available in gas phase, either by evaporation of

pure carbon using high-power energy sources (e.g.,

electric arc,[2] laser ablation,[3] and sunlight[4]), or by

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques (reviewed in

Ref. [5]), as well as in molten salts via electrolysis.[6,7]

Consisting of one or a few graphite (graphene) sheets

rolled up into single-walled or multiwalled cylinder-like

structures with lengths in the micrometer scale, carbon

nanotubes considerably enlarged the family of carbon

nanostructures. Single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) may self-

organize into long crystalline ‘‘ropes’’[3] with diameters

of 10–50 nm corresponding to 30–600 tubes per rope.

Multiwall nanotubes (MWNTs) consisting of manyfold

wrapping of a single graphitic sheet (Scroll model), or

closed concentric cylinders (Russian doll model) have

external diameters of up to 50 nm. However, SWNTs

arising from the folding of a single graphene sheet have

diameters (d) of only 1–2 nm, strictly depending on the

way the graphene sheet is wrapped up, which is defined by

the chiral vector Ch=na1+ma2� (n,m):[8]

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ m2 þ nm
p

p
a ð1Þ

where a=
p

3aC–C=2.46 Å is the length of the unit vector.

A large number of chiral carbon nanotubes can be formed

for arbitrary values of n and m. The limit cases are the so-

called armchair tubes (when n=m) and zigzag tubes

(when n=0), taking into account the atomic configuration

along the circumference. These remarkable structural

features of carbon nanotubes that were thoroughly

investigated by local and global probes (reviewed in

Ref. [9]) were found to be intimately related with most of

their unusual properties: electronic,[10,11] electrical,[12,13]

optical,[14,15] and mechanical properties,[16,17] as a direct

consequence of their 1-D quantum behavior.[8,12]

In terms of electronic properties, it has been ini-

tially theoretically predicted[18–20] and, subsequently,

experimentally proven[21–24] that (n,m) nanotubes have

either a small band gap and metallic behavior if they

satisfy the (n�m)=3l (l=0,1,2,. . .) condition, or a

moderate band gap if they do not. Thus carbon

nanotubes have the unique property to exhibit conduc-

tivity, which can be either metallic or semiconducting

depending on (n,m). Furthermore, Kociak et al.[13]

have reported that some ropes of SWNTs prepared by

an electrical arc method, with a mixture of nickel and

yttrium a catalyst, exhibit even superconducting be-

havior. The peculiar electronic and electrical properties

of these novel molecular scale wires not only make

them ideal model systems for 1-D solids physics studies,

but have also considerable potential for tailoring

new field emission and nanoelectronics devices.[25–28]

Having high surface area, good chemical stability, and

significant mechanical strength, SWNTs and MWNTs

proved also to be excellent new electrode materials

for a wide range of electrochemical applications (such

as: energy, lithium ion and hydrogen storage, sensors,

and actuators) reviewed in this paper along with their

electrochemical properties.

ELECTRODES IN
ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITORS

Carbon nanotube electrodes exhibit usually a featureless

cyclic voltammogram (CV) over a rather large potential

range in aqueous[29] and nonaqueous solutions,[30–32]

showing a typical double-layer behavior that recommends

them from the start as excellent candidates for electro-

chemical capacitors. The featureless aspect of CV was

explained as an overlapping of many closely spaced peaks

representing electron transfer into each nanotube,[29,30] or

as double-layer capacitor bulk carbon-like behavior.[29]

Although the nanotubes’ diameter and chirality distribu-

tion are expected to be quite large and to involve

consequently a fairly large spectrum of electronic prop-

erties,[10,11] the hypothesis of the averaged multiple peaks

is not consistent with the similar curves observed

whatever SWNTs or MWNTs are involved. The second

explanation seems more plausible because the double-

layer charging current may exceed, by far, the faradaic

current[29] as a result of high specific surface area, with
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the total inside and outside specific surface areas of

carbon nanotubes being theoretically estimated at 2630

m2/g.[33] The latter assumption is also in good agreement

with the observation that the increase in the total amount

of SWNTs deposited on the Pt electrode produced only

higher currents keeping strictly the same shape.[30] Broad

redox responses shifting positively with increasing pH

have been sometimes observed,[34,35] and were associated

with oxygen-containing functional groups attached to the

nanotube surface and/or carbonaceous impurities in the

sample.[32,34,35]

The current potential profiles of SWNTs were found to

be practically insensitive to anion or cation molar mass,

ion charge, or ion hydrophobicity[32,34] displaying the

same capacitive dominating behavior. However, the

electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance studies

revealed[31,32] that the applied potential results in sizeable

(on average around 1% of the sample weight) electrode

mass changes. Because no relation could be established

with cation mass, the mass change at negative potentials

has been ascribed to changes in relative anion and cation

concentrations caused by double-layer charging.[31] The

mass increase observed at positive potentials in sulfuric

acid has been assigned[31] to the electrochemical doping

of bisulfate ions into SWNTs revealed by the Raman-

active tangential mode frequency upshift.[36] By analogy

with graphite intercalation compounds, SWNT bundles

were supposed to be oxidatively (reductively) intercalat-

ed, with the guest ions occupying sites in the interstitial

channels of the rope lattice.[36] Further in situ

Raman[35,37–39] and Vis–NIR[37,40] studies brought con-

clusive evidence in this respect, proving that the popula-

tion of the SWNT valence band electronic states is

electrochemically tunable. It has been found that changes

in the intensity and frequency of both the main Raman-

active tangential displacement mode (TDM) and the radial

breathing mode (RBM) are dependent on the applied

potential and reversible to a great extent.[35,37,38] Such

effects have been explained by the resonance enhance-

ment of electronic transitions between the first singular-

ities in the 1-D electronic density of states[39] and

interpreted as depletion/filling of their valence and

conduction bands.[35,37–39] Electrochemical charging of

SWNTs causes also reversible bleaching of the electronic

transitions between Van Hove singularities in the Vis–

NIR region,[37,40] resulting in filling (electroreduction)

and depletion (electrooxidation) of electrons in the

corresponding occupied bands. The conduction electron

spin resonance measurements on K-doped SWNTs in 1 M

KCN in (C2H5)3B/THF electrolyte showed also a contin-

uous and reversible valence electron transfer from K to

SWNT, proving once more that electrochemical doping is

a powerful and precise technique to control the electronic

properties of carbon nanotubes.[41] The possibility of

alkali ion (Li+ particularly) insertion into carbon nano-

tubes has attracted considerable attention from material

scientists for its potential use in lithium secondary

batteries as discussed in detail bellow.

The high ability of carbon nanotubes for accumulation

of charges makes them one of the most attractive electrode

materials for building capacitors. The values of specific

capacitance reported in the literature vary over a wide

range from 4[42] to 180 F/g,[43,44] depending on the type of

nanotubes or/and their posttreatments. Niu et al.[45] have

reported that free-standing mats of entangled catalytically

grown MWNTs with an open porous structure exhibit a

specific capacitance of 104 F/g and a power density of

8 kW/kg in a solution of 38 wt.% H2SO4. By using binding

materials, Ma et al.[46] prepared block-type carbon nano-

tube electrodes with a specific capacitance of 90 F/g from

similarly produced MWNTs and the same electrolyte.

With highly pure SWNTs prepared by the HiPco process

(thermocatalytic decomposition of CO under high pres-

sure), Shiraishi et al.[33] found a rather low value of

specific capacitance (per surface area unit) of only 10 mF/

cm2 in a 1-M LiClO4/propylene carbonate solution.

However, An et al.[43,44] obtained a maximum specific

capacitance of 180 F/g and measured a power density of 20

kW/kg with bundles of SWNTs produced by arc discharge

after a careful optimization of the key factors controlling

functional performance, such as annealing temperature,

charging time, and discharging current density. As seen in

Fig. 1a, specific capacitance increases with heat treatment

temperature, reaching the highest saturated value (180 F/g)

and the smallest drop (about 10%) even for large

discharging current density (Fig. 1b) at 1000�C. The CV

(Fig. 1c) is close to the ideal rectangular shape, and the

complex plane impedance plot (Fig. 1d) indicates the

lowest electrode resistance (equal to the semicircle

diameter) and an almost ideal diffusive line (representing

the resistivity of the electrolyte within the electrode pores)

for such a high-temperature treated sample. The remark-

able effect of high-temperature annealing on electrical

capacitance has been attributed to specific surface area

increase and enhancement of lower pore size (30–50

Å).[43,44] The amount of electrical charge accumulated by

pure electrostatic forces depends indeed on the electrode /

electrolyte interface dimension and the easy access of

charge carriers to it,[47,48] both of them being adjustable by

proper heating procedures. But the effects of thermal

treatment are not always beneficial: SWNTs (Tubes@

Rice) were found to decrease their capacitance from 40 to

18 F/g after annealing at 1650�C because of a better

arrangement of the tubes in the bundles, hindering ion

diffusion toward the active surface.[48] However, heating

is not the only way to increase capacitance. Electrochem-

ical capacitors known as supercapacitors or ultra-capaci-

tors combine actually two kinds of energy storage: the
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pure electrostatic attraction of ions in the electrical double

layer and pseudo-capacitance faradaic surface reac-

tions.[47–49] Therefore a distinct manner to increase

capacitance values is the enhancement of pseudo-capac-

itance effects resulting in fast faradaic charge reactions

(e.g., H and metal atoms electrosorption, redox reactions

of electroactive species).[47] This desiderate has been

achieved by various chemical and electrochemical mod-

ifications. Chemical oxidation has been successfully used

(e.g., with 69% HNO3
[42] when the specific capacitance

increased from 80 to 137 F/g) for opening the nanotubes

and expanding surface functionality[48] and pore size.[50]

The chemical insertion of electroactive particles of tran-

sition metal oxides such as RuO2 raised the specific

capacitance up to 560 F/g.[51] The chemical insertion of p-

conjugated conducting polymers (such as polyaniline[52]

or polypyrrole[53–56]) resulted in specific capacities as high

as 163[53] and 192 F/g[55] because they can be subse-

quently further charged by ion insertion.[53] Pseudo-

capacitance effects were also observed after additional

functionalization of carbon nanotubes[54] that could be

electrochemically achieved (e.g., via electrochemical re-

duction of a variety of aryl diazonium salts[57]).

ANODES IN SECONDARY
LITHIUM ION BATTERIES

The electrochemical insertion of alkali ions into carbon

nanotubes has attracted much attention not only for the

basic interest to control their electronic properties as

discussed above, but also for their very promising potential

use as anodes in lithium ion rechargeable batteries.

Electrochemical doping with lithium of carbon nano-

tubes has been largely investigated by galvanostatic

charge–discharge experiments[58–64] on Li/carbon nano-

tube half-cells using organic electrolytes consisting of

LiClO4/LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of dimethyl carbon-

ate/diethyl carbonate/ethylene carbonate/propylene car-

bonate. Typically, a large capacity is observed during the

Fig. 1 Electrochemical properties of a supercapacitor built with SWNT bundles produced by arc discharge. Specific capacitance of

electrodes heated at various temperatures as a function of charging time at 0.9 V (a); discharging current density at 0.9 V for 10 min (b);

CV taken at 100 mV/sec (c); and complex plane impedance plots taken from 7.5 M KOH at an a.c. voltage amplitude of 5 mV for

samples annealed at various temperatures (d) (Z@=imaginary impedance; Z’=real impedance). (From Ref. [43].)
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first discharge (lithium intercalation) cycle, which con-

siderably decreases in the following ones, as seen in

Fig. 2a. The significant hysteresis observed during the

extraction of lithium (discharge cycle) is associated with

electrolyte decomposition and the formation of a passivate

film or solid electrolyte interphase on the carbon

surface[58,61,64] evidenced by long plateau at about 0.9 V

in the first discharge step. Usually, the capacitance of the

first[58,62] or the second charge[60] cycle defines reversible

capacity (i.e., the amount of intercalated Li that can be

deintercalated), whereas the difference between the first

discharge and the first charge[60] or between the first

discharge and the second discharge[63,65] denotes irre-

versible capacity. Large irreversible capacity and large

voltage hysteresis are limiting factors for using carbon

nanotubes for Li+ battery applications. Therefore much

effort has been invested for understanding the mechanism

and for identifying the factors controlling process revers-

ibility to lower these drawbacks.

Galvanostatic charge–discharge and cyclic voltam-

meter indicated that there is no well-defined redox

potential for lithium insertion or removal in the nanotube

lattice, ruling out the hypothesis of a staging mechanism

via interstitial sites,[64] in good agreement with informa-

tion inferred from Raman spectra.[66] The spectral changes

of the Raman E2g band centered around 1580 cm�1,

which corresponds to the vibrations of graphene layers

adjacent to intercalates, showed that lithium is intercalated

between graphene layers of the MWNTs, bringing about

an increase in electron density and hence electrical

conductivity.[66] 7Li nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy[65] has also evidenced intercalated Li species

residing between graphene shells, whereas in situ resis-

tance measurements showed a 20-fold decrease upon

doping, consistent with charge transfer between lithium

and carbon.[64] The decrease in the electric resistivity of

the electrode upon doping has been confirmed by the

lowering of charge transfer resistance in electrochemical

impedance spectra (EIS), too.[64,67] Electrochemical im-

pedance spectra investigations have identified three

distinct steps in Li insertion in SWNT: charge transfer

across the electrode / electrolyte interface, mesoscale

diffusion through the porous structure of SWNTs, and

nanoscale diffusion in individual SWNT ropes, suggesting

that Li intercalates in the channels between nanotubes,

decorating internal and external rope surfaces.[67] This is

in a good agreement with the in situ X-ray diffraction

proof that Li doping induces irreversible structural

disorder inside the rope lattice.[64]

However, the origin of the high reversible capacity of

SWNTs is not clear yet. As long as the inner core space of

the SWNTs is not accessible for intercalation because of

the closed structure and because Li+ is expected to

decorate only the outer surface of the nanotubes (analo-

gous to occupying one side of isolated graphene sheets),

the saturation capacity should be close to LiC6. However,

the purified SWNTs synthesized by laser ablation exhib-

ited reversible capacities of 460[64] and 600 mA hr/g[63]

corresponding to a saturation composition of Li1.2C6 and

Li1.6C6, respectively, much higher than the ideal value of

LiC6 (372 mA hr/g) for graphite. Moreover, after

processing the nanotubes by mechanical ball milling, the

reversible saturation composition became even higher,

Li2.7C6 (1000 mA hr/g).[63] The latter data point to

structural defects (notably increased during mechanical

ball milling processing) as key factors in the mechanism

of Li reversible insertion, facilitating Li+ diffusion into the

nanotube.[63] A similar conclusion has been drawn from

important morphology modifications induced by Li

insertion in MWNTs revealed by X-ray diffraction and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).[65]

However, there are many other different opinions with

respect to the role played by structural defects in Li

insertion. Yang and Wu[60] consider that lithium inserted

into the inner core of the nanotubes cannot be deinterca-

lated because of capillary force. By performing charge–

discharge measurements on closed and opened MWNTs,

they found significant differences in irreversible Li

Fig. 2 Charge–discharge characteristics of lithium insertion

into MWNT before (a) and after heat treatment at 2000�C (b) at

a current of 17 mA/g in 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl

carbonate (1:1) mixture. (From Ref. [58].)
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capacity and cycling performances (the first one being

much higher and the latter being poorer for the opened

nanotubes) but the same reversible capacity (125 mA hr/

g),[60,68] which led them to the conclusion that lithium is

reversibly doped only on the outer surfaces of MWNTs.

Such a mechanism might be plausible in the case of their

low reversible capacity (corresponding to only Li0.33C6),

but it is quite improbable for the much higher values

reported by other groups (e.g. 700[69] and 447 mA hr/g[58]

corresponding to stoichiometries of Li1.87C6 and Li1.19C6,

respectively). Besides, according to data reported by

Ishihara et al.[70] the reversible Li capacity decreases when

the graphitic nanotube surface area increases.

Gao et al.[63] found a diminished irreversible Li

capacity on increasing structural defects density, but there

are many experimental data proving the opposite. High-

temperature heating up to 2800�C (Fig. 2b), which

certainly improves structural and microtextural organiza-

tion, considerably reduces the large hysteresis observed

during the extraction of lithium from MWNTs, as seen in

Fig. 2b.[58] Accordingly, Frackowiak et al.[58] and Leroux

et al.[59] considered microstructural irregularities in the

tube walls[58,59] along with surface-oxygenated groups

generated by the oxidative chemical treatment fully

responsible for the irreversible Li sorption phenomena.

The substantial increase of the irreversible Li storage in

the acid-oxidized MWNTs drove Yang et al.[62] to

presume also that residual acid traces create defects and

pores that contribute to a stronger Li bonding.

Li binding near H atoms present in MWNTs prepared

by catalytic decomposition of hydrocarbons is an alterna-

tive explanation for their large irreversible Li capaci-

ties.[69] This assumption is based on the 1H NMR data

reported by Ivanov et al.[71] which showed that the total

H amount (around 2 wt.%) in such samples saturating

all free carbon vacancies in sp3 defects of the graphitic

structure strongly decreases with an increase in reaction

temperature. Other authors correlate the irreversible Li

intercalation with the large amorphous carbon content

identified by TEM investigations[72] and in Raman

spectra,[73] dependent on MWNT synthesis conditions.

The strong tendency of MWNTs for charges cumulating

as condensers has been also proposed as an explanation

for the large irreversible Li capacity[58] because the

electrostatic attraction of lithium ions and other charged

species during Li insertion at negative polarization may

hinder the reverse process and involve higher voltage.

ELECTRODES IN SECONDARY HYDROGEN
BATTERY AND FUEL CELLS

The reversible hydrogen capacity of soot containing

0.1–0.2 wt.% SWNTs reported by Dillon et al.[74]

draws attention to the possibility of hydrogen storage

into the large empty space inside carbon nanotubes.

They estimated a maximum hydrogen storage capacity

of pure SWNTs of 5–10 wt.%, which was subse-

quently confirmed by experimental data (4.2[75] and

8 wt.%[76]) obtained at room temperature and mod-

estly high pressure. Such values suggest carbon nanotubes

as attractive candidates for secondary hydrogen battery

and fuel cells electrodes. Nützenadel et al.[77] were the

first to investigate the electrochemical hydrogen stor-

age capacity of SWNTs, which are more practical for

such applications. They showed that 20% SWNT-con-

taining electrodes can electrochemically store rela-

tively large amounts (110 mA hr/g corresponding to

0.39 wt.%) of hydrogen in half-cells with 6 M KOH

electrolyte and Ni as counterelectrode. The electrodes

for these electrochemical measurements were usually

produced by mixing the nanotube sample with Ni,[78–80]

but also with Cu,[77,81] Au, and Pd[77] as compacting

powder for their stabilization. However, higher storage

capacities have been obtained, such as 316 mA hr/g

(1.2 wt.%) with purified and thermally treated SWNTs

of large mean diameter (1.85 nm)[79] and 800 mA

hr/g (2.9 wt.%)[81] by increasing the SWNT weight to

80%, respectively.

The experimental and theoretical studies reported by

Lee et al.[78] brought valuable information on the

electrochemical hydrogen storage of carbon nano-

tubes.[78] They found several steps in the hydrogen

discharge cycles (Fig. 3a) suggesting the existence of

different adsorption sites in good agreement with com-

plex-shaped CV peaks (Fig. 3b). The peak height

proportionality (1:1) to the sweep rate[80] proves that

hydrogen adsorption/desorption controls the whole pro-

cess. By using a self-consistent charge density functional-

based tight-binding calculation formalism, Lee et al.[78]

identified possible adsorption sites as top sites at the

exterior and the interior of the tube wall for atomic H, and

in the empty spaces inside the SWNTs for molecular

hydrogen. The Raman spectra taken for hydrogen-

charged samples annealed at high temperatures evidenced

the existence of H2 inside the carbon nanotubes and

revealed the enlargement of tube diameters because of

hydrogen storage.[78] Lee et al.[78] concluded that SWNTs

are better than MWNTs for hydrogen storage because the

hydrogen capacity increases linearly with tube diameters

only in the first case, and predicted a maximum value of

14.3 wt.%.

Further theoretical calculations[82] have shown that

C H bonding changes the electronic properties of

metallic carbon nanotubes to semiconductors, and have

suggested that doping or addition of conductive materials

may compensate for such undesirable effects. Qin et al.[80]

found indeed that Ni used not only as compacting powder

but also as porous substrate for preparing a 0.15% MWNT
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electrode exhibited a high discharge capacity (200 mA hr/

g) as well as long charge–discharge cycle life. However,

the chemical decoration of the carbon nanotubes with

metallic Ni particles turned out to be more effective in

improving the discharge capacity, to the prejudice of the

cycle life, owing to a dramatic increase of the surface

reaction resistance.[83]

Carbon nanotube electrodes also revealed interesting

electrocatalytic properties in the reduction of dissolved

oxygen as well as in methanol oxidation, which are

important fuel cell reactions.[84] Chemical deposition[84]

or inclusion of Pd, Ag,[84] Pt, and Ru[85,86] on/into carbon

nanotubes has considerably improved such an electroca-

talytic activity. As regards electrochemical metal deposi-

tion on carbon nanotubes, it is surprising that only one

report[87] exists so far despite the fact that a large number

of metals and metal compounds have been inserted/

deposited into/on carbon nanotubes (Refs. [88] and [89]

and references therein).

ELECTRODES IN ELECTROCHEMICAL
SENSORS AND ACTUATORS

The electrocatalytic properties mentioned above recom-

mend them as possible competitors for promoting electron

transfer reactions in other electrochemical systems, too.

Therefore it is not surprising that they have been already

found active in the electrooxidation of some important

biological molecules, proving their potential for biosen-

sing devices. Britto et al.[90] reported the achievement of a

high degree of reversibility in the oxidation of dopamine

(an important neurotransmitter) on MWNT electrodes

without any pretreatment to induce surface activation. The

glassy carbon electrode modified with SWNTs manifested

a very stable electrochemical behavior in catalyzing the

oxidation of 3,4-dihydroxylphenylacetic acid (the metab-

olite of neurotransmitter dopamine)[91] up to a detection

limit of 4�10�7 M. Considering their nanometer dimen-

sions, such results may be useful for in vivo studies of

neurotransmitters. The films of SWNTs functionalized

with carboxylic acid groups showed also very stable cyclic

voltammetric profiles in buffer solutions and promising

electrocatalytic activity in the oxidation of biomolecules

such as dopamine, epinephrine, and ascorbic acid.[92] The

redox proteins cytochrome c and azurin, immobilized on/

within open[93] and oxidized[94] MWNTs or DNA-mod-

ified MWNTs,[95] were found to give reproducible and

well-behaved voltammetric responses, too.

Among the exceptional properties of carbon nanotubes,

one counts their electrochemical actuator behavior,

allowing for the direct conversion of electrical energy to

mechanical energy. Discovered by Baughman et al. [96]

Fig. 3 Hydrogen charge–discharge curves of SWNT-based

electrodes at a constant current of 0.4 mA for the first seven

cycles (a) and typical cyclic voltammetric profile measured at 10

mV/sec in 6 M KOH (b). (From. Ref. [78].)

Fig. 4 Variation of the strain of SWNT (bucky paper) strip vs.

applied potential. (From Ref. [97].)
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the property of SWNTs of acting like artificial muscles

was shown to generate higher stress than natural muscles

and higher strains than ferroelectric actuators under

physiological environment (e.g., in salt water) and low

voltage.[97] Consisting of quantum chemical-based ex-

pansion because of electrochemical double-layer charging

(Fig. 4), the actuation mechanism of SWNT electrodes

was also found superior to that of conducting polymer

actuators because it does not involve ion intercalation,

which limits rate, cycle life, and energy conversion

efficiencies.[96] Therefore single-walled carbon nanotubes

offer interesting perspectives for developing high-perfor-

mance electromechanical transducers required for such

diverse needs as robotics, optical fiber switches, or

medical prosthetic devices.[97]

CONCLUSION

Discovered in 1991,[1] carbon nanotubes unveiled remark-

able properties that opened a broad field of possible

applications. The electrochemical applications reviewed

here propose attractive electrode materials for super-

capacitors, secondary lithium and hydrogen batteries, fuel

cells, biosensors, and actuators. There are also reports

mentioning the possibility of using SWNTs as tips in

scanning probe microscopy[98,99] and electrochemical NO

sensing.[100] Many of them require, of course, further

research effort to improve performance or to overcome

setbacks, but they obviously offer valuable alternative

solutions in various technological fields. Therefore carbon

nanotube electrodes are expected to remain an inviting

subject of study in nanoscience and nanotechnology for

many years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

The historical drive toward higher speed and increased

density in emerging generations of integrated circuitry

(IC) has caused significant interest in innovative inter-

connect concepts that exploit the properties of carbon

nanotubes (CNTs). This interest is driven by the projected

aptitude of ‘‘ideal’’ CNTs to sustain ballistic (scatter-free)

electron transport, with little energy dissipation along

the tube. Accordingly, nanotubes could provide critical

performance enhancements in gigascale device and in-

terconnect architectures, as compared with traditional

electrical wires, thus potentially ensuring the continuation

of Moore’s law well into the nanoscale regime.

In this respect, significant progress has been reported

over the last few years in the development of CNT net-

works that display promising properties and performance

in nanometer-scale devices and wiring schemes.[1,2]

However, the potential gains presented by CNT-based

wiring schemes have been hindered by practical con-

siderations pertaining to current CNT fabrication and in-

tegration protocols.

BACKGROUND

One primary challenge in the implementation of CNTs

into interconnect technologies is the ability to position the

nanotubes controllably and reproducibly at prespecified

locations with nanometer-scale precision. Strategies to

surmount this challenge can be divided into two broad

categories, namely, nondirected and directed. The former

involves precise postgrowth manipulation into desired

positions, whereas the latter consists of directed assembly

at desired locations through controlled synthesis. Both

strategies share common issues and challenges.

Common challenges include tailoring the electrical

properties (metallic vs. semiconductor) of the nanotubes,

establishing reliable ohmic contacts between nano-

tubes and metallic leads, and forming tightly controlled

internanotube connections in complex wiring archi-

tectures. In addition, directed self-assembly still neces-

sitates a high thermal budget that is prohibitive to

integration with Si complementary metal oxide semicon-

ductor (CMOS) technologies.

Accordingly, the present article summarizes achieve-

ments to-date, highlights ongoing roadblocks in CNT-

based interconnect design and assembly, and presents

potential prospects for future innovative solutions. It is

divided into the following sections: ‘‘Synthesis, Separa-

tion, and Alignment’’ deals with CNT synthesis and align-

ment challenges, and ‘‘Internanotube Contacts, Junctions,

and Connections’’ addresses CNT integration into prede-

signed and useful architectural schemes.

SYNTHESIS, SEPARATION,
AND ALIGNMENT

This section is intended as a brief overview of CNT fab-

rication techniques because the topic has already been

discussed in detail elsewhere.[1] As indicated above, CNT

synthesis can be divided into nondirected and directed.

The first case requires postgrowth positioning, a method

that is time-consuming, highly inefficient, not amenable to

scale-up procedures for manufacturing, and inconsistent

with prevailing silicon fabrication protocols.

In contrast, directed synthesis of tubes at predeter-

mined locations, basically through direct patterning of the

substrate or through predeposition patterning of a solid

catalyst on the substrate, offers a significantly higher

throughput option. However, these approaches are subject

to the same lithographic limitations in shrinking design

rules as those faced by conventional interconnects. In

addition, because directed synthesis is highly surface-

sensitive, nanotube orientation is determined, at least in

part, by substrate-controlled growth. Alternatively, post-

synthesis manipulation offers user-defined orientation,

an advantage that may prove to be useful in advanced

device architectures.
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Nondirected Synthesis

Various methods for synthesizing tubes in large quantities

have been reported, including arc discharge,[2–4] laser

ablation,[5] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).[6–9] All

these approaches require a two-step fabrication process,

wherein the nanotubes are grown first, then individually

transported to the substrate and manipulated into the de-

sired location.

In these methods, undesirable materials such as amor-

phous carbons, residual catalyst particles, partially formed

nanotubes, and even fullerenes are present in the resulting

product, which typically consists of graphite-like soot that

contains embedded nanotubes. Therefore fully formed

nanotubes must be separated prior to use (Fig. 1). In this

respect, synthesis-produced impurities, as well as any

carbon overcoat on the tubes, can be removed by oxida-

tion purification, either in an oxygen environment at ele-

vated temperatures,[2] or by refluxing nanotubes in a nitric

acid solution to oxidize amorphous carbon and metal

catalyst particles.[10] Unfortunately, these treatments re-

quire a high thermal budget (exceeding 3000�C), and are

time-consuming and inefficient.

As-grown tubes generally stack into a hexagonal lattice

with parallel alignment of individual tube axes. In this

form, the bundled tubes, sometimes referred to as a rope,

resemble a log pile (Fig. 2). Although these as-grown tube

bundles may contain impurities, recent work suggests that

the ropes could ‘‘clean’’ themselves as they dry up from

the solution, forcing previously enmeshed carbon spher-

ules into an outer shell surrounding an inner core of pre-

dominantly aligned nanotubes.[11] Additional solution

chemistry-based techniques have been used to grow ropes

that self-assemble into periodic cross-bar structures.[12]

CVD growth of nanotubes requires a catalyst in the

form of solid particles (primarily transition metals such as

Fe or Ni) or gaseous compounds (typically ferrocene),

which are introduced into the reactor with the precursor

hydrocarbon gas. The possibility of patterning either the

solid catalyst or the substrate in the case of gaseous pre-

cursor will be discussed ‘‘Directed Synthesis.’’

Once purified (if necessary), tube bundles may need to

be separated to use individual tubes.[13] This separation is

often accomplished through sonication in a surfactant,

such as sodium dodecyl sulfate. The surfactant overcomes

the van der Waals attraction between the tubes, allowing

dispersion on a surface.[14] Alternatively, the intertube

attractive force can be overcome through the application

of a lateral separation force via use of an atomic force

microscope tip.[15] Still another route under exploration

is chemical derivatization. When attached to nanotube

sidewalls, large organic groups block bundle formation by

intervening between tubes to overcome van der Waals

forces.[16] This functionalization process may also prove

useful at rendering specific types of tubes more soluble

than others. For example, in a population of nanotubes

with varying diameters, certain metal complexes seem to

preferentially solubilize smaller-diameter tubes.[17,18]

After separation, individual tubes are dispersed on a

substrate and then manipulated into place to form the

Fig. 1 Bright field TEM image of CNTs grown by nondirected

synthesis. The resulting products of nondirected synthesis

techniques typically contain residual catalyst particles, partially

formed nanotubes, and undesired carbon-based compounds from

which fully formed tubes must be separated prior to utilization.

(Courtesy of K. A. Dunn.)

Fig. 2 Bright field TEM image showing multiple single-walled

CNTs aligned in bundles. (Courtesy of K. A. Dunn.)
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desired circuit elements. The most common method of

manipulation is to physically drive a tube across a surface

using the tip of a scanning probe microscope (Fig. 3).[19,20]

Any desired wiring scheme can be formed in this manner.

However, controllability is achieved in this process at the

expense of scalability, and it is highly unlikely that this

approach will ever be considered for applications in nano-

scale interconnect fabrication schemes.

More recent demonstrations of tube-positioning meth-

ods have involved nanotube functionalization, including

connecting biological molecules, such as deoxyribo-

nucleic acid (DNA), to the tubes to form more easily

manipulated colloidal suspensions.[21] The exploitation

of DNA recognition properties provides an elegant path-

way to control interactions between nanotubes, and to

customize engagements with substrate features, such as

DNA-labeled electrodes.[22] Similar biological molecules

offer a variety of chemical handles to enable both selec-

tive surface attachment and electrical/optical behavior

modification.[23]

More importantly, this functionalization approach

offers the potential to utilize the ability of DNA to self-

assemble into well-organized molecular helical chains

from building blocks called peptides. Peptide self-as-

sembly can occur in various forms, including the well-

known DNA helix, and flat, laminar arrays called b-sheets.

The latter can self-align to form mesoscopic layered

structures called lamellae, a process that is controllable,

reproducible, and amenable to scaleup on large area sub-

strates.[24,25] Thus the identification of reliable protocols

for integration of nanotubes with DNA molecules could

eliminate a key obstacle to their incorporation into main-

stream Si electronics by exploiting manufacturable DNA

self-assembly techniques that are compatible with pre-

vailing silicon fabrication processes.

Directed Synthesis

In contrast to nondirected synthesis, directed synthesis

could result in the controlled and selective growth of

CNTs in a one-step process on predetermined locations on

a substrate. Three principal methods have been employed:

1) template-directed synthesis, in which nanopores con-

strain tube growth locations; 2) solid catalyst-controlled

synthesis, in which tube growth occurs exclusively in

catalyst-rich locations; and 3) patterned substrate-driven

synthesis, in the case of a gaseous catalyst, in which se-

lective growth occurs only on specific surfaces (e.g., on

SiO2) but not on Si or native oxide. Relevant details of

each method are described below, along with respective

advantages and disadvantages as pertaining to intercon-

nect applications.

Template-directed synthesis

Template-directed synthesis uses preexisting nanopores

to constrain the growth of nanotubes. The template ma-

terial (e.g., aluminum oxide) is anodized to form nano-

pores.[26,27] Individual pore diameter and length are

controlled by anodization processing parameters, in par-

ticular the applied voltage, duration, and chemistry of the

solution to which the aluminum oxide is exposed.[28,29]

CNTs are then synthesized within the pores.

In addition to the physical constraint imposed by pore

size, tube thickness is controlled by the concentration of

reaction gases.[29] Because tubes grow in accordance with

the structure of the nanopores, variations in template

profiles generate associated changes in nanotube shapes.

For example, a template consisting of Y-shaped nanoholes

led to the growth of similarly branched nanotubes, thus

resolving a significant issue for nanotubes, namely, the

formation of nanotube junctions. However, it should be

noted that the resulting resistance of a branched tube is

increased—an effect that is attributed to the formation of a

heterojunction with local variations in tube diameter.

Catalyst-controlled synthesis

In systems employing solid catalysts, the directed growth

of nanotubes can be controlled through the predeposition

patterning of catalyst particles. This approach has been

successful in producing aligned CNT structures[30–32] (P.

Ajayan, private communication, 2003), although growth is

generally constrained to one dimension (Fig. 4).

In a recent demonstration of this concept, a method-

ology was developed to grow nanotubes in a direction

perpendicular to the surface of a patterned catalyst, and

then fill the gaps between tubes with silicon dioxide.[33] A

subsequent chemical–mechanical polishing step removed

the surface of the silicon dioxide to expose the tips of the

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram depicting the manipulation of a single

CNT by the tip of an atomic force microscope. Although this

method allows for precise control of tube placement, it is

inherently slow, inefficient, and not amenable to large-volume

manufacturing. (Courtesy of A. Carlsen, after www.research.

ibm.com/nanoscience.)
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nanotubes. Electrical contacts could then be patterned to

engage individual tubes or rows of tubes, depending on

the spacing between the tubes as determined by the

spacing within the patterned catalyst matrix.

Another recent method places the catalyst in patterned

vias and contact holes.[34] This approach eliminates the

need for added architectural or processing manipulation,

as the wiring scheme used in this approach requires

minimal modification from current metallization schemes

for electrical interconnects. Because the catalyst is me-

tallic, it can act as one of the electrical contacts to the

underlying device layers, although the upper electrode

must still be deposited by other means—in this case, fo-

cused ion beam (FIB). Using a similar approach, entire

nanotube networks have been synthesized using pre-

patterned metallic contacts that act as ‘‘catalytic

anchors.’’[6] In this case, ropes of single-walled nanotubes

(SWNT) self-align in a cross-bar pattern on the sur-

face.[35]

Patterned substrate-driven synthesis

In this case, the catalyst is introduced as a gaseous pre-

cursor, such as ferrocene, into the CVD reactant mix-

ture.[36] Such growth often leads to encapsulated catalyst

material within the core of the nanotube. Selective nano-

tube growth is driven primarily by the identity of the

substrate surface. For example, in the case of a patterned

surface consisting of Si and SiO2, the fabrication process

can be customized to grow nanotubes perpendicular to any

exposed SiO2 surfaces, but not on the native oxide or

Si.[36,37] Nanotube growth can occur not only perpendic-

ularly to the wafer surface, but in arbitrary directions,

simply by customizing the orientation of the SiO2 surfaces

prior to nanotube growth[34] (Fig. 5). Clever choices in the

geometry of the SiO2 allow three-dimensional (3-D)

architectures such as networks.

In one embodiment of this technique, growth was ini-

tiated from the facets of magnesium oxide (MgO) crys-

tallites, which also resulted in the encapsulation of Fe

particles within the core of nanotubes (Fig. 6). Although

the nanotube diameter and shape are unaffected by the

crystal orientation of MgO, the nucleation density of tubes

is much larger along the (111) plane than the (100)

plane.[36]

In another embodiment of this technique, vertically

aligned nanotube structures were grown under patterned

Ni films, actually lifting the Ni off the underlying Si

substrate.[38] The concentrations of Ni catalyst and vapor

reactants determined the nature of tube growth, which

occurs either in oriented bundles or in a ‘‘furlike’’ man-

ner. A key advantage of this method is that patterning of

the metallic film prior to nanotube growth not only con-

trols the location of nanotube growth, but also provides

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of as-

grown MWNTs on (a) 100-nm-diameter catalyst spots; (b) 2-mm-

diameter catalyst spots; (c) a catalyst film deposited at aligned

markers over 10 mm in size; (d–f) images corresponding to those

in (a)–(c), respectively, after being encapsulated in SiO2; (g)

high-magnification SEM image of an MTWN array; (h) TEM

image of the single MWTN from the array; (i) SEM image of the

top surface of the embedded CNT array after CMP. The

perspective of all the SEM images is 45�. The scale bars are 5,

3, 10, 2, 5, 10, 1, 0.2, and 0.2 mm, respectively. (From Ref. [32].

#American Institute of Physics.)

Fig. 5 SEM images of nanotube arrays grown on patterned

substrates using gaseous catalyst. (a) Columns consisting of tens

of nanotubes grown vertically on patterned SiO2 substrates. No

growth occurs on exposed Si surfaces. (b) Higher-magnification

image of one set of columns. (c) Repeating patterns of nanotubes

demonstrating growth perpendicular to orthogonal silica sur-

faces. Vertical growth occurs on the top surface of the SiO2,

whereas horizontal growth emanates from the sidewalls of the

patterned SiO2. (From Ref. [34]. #Nature Publishing Group.)
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metallic (ohmic) contact to the nanotube. The disadvan-

tage is that this approach is restricted by the limitations of

current lithography techniques because the latter are ap-

plied to pattern the catalyst layer.

In summary, the directed synthesis methodology offers

distinct advantages over its nondirected synthesis coun-

terpart for interconnect applications. These advantages

include controlled growth of nanotube structures selec-

tively and reproducibly, directly over large-area substrates

in a one-step process, and demonstrate customization of

nanotube shape, direction, and intertube junction forma-

tion. In addition, directed synthesis offers the promise of

scalability, and thus the potential for incorporation in

nanoscale interconnect fabrication schemes. However, its

disadvantages include the need for high processing tem-

peratures that are prohibitive to integration with Si CMOS

technologies. In addition, it lacks flexibility in the for-

mation of complex wiring schemes given that nanotubes

typically grow in one specific direction relative to

the surface.

INTERNANOTUBE CONTACTS, JUNCTIONS,
AND CONNECTIONS

‘‘Synthesis, Separation, and Alignment’’ highlighted op-

portunities and challenges in the fabrication of CNT

interconnects for incorporation in complex metallization

schemes. This section presents progress to-date and as-

sociated challenges in the formation of actual intertube

contacts, junctions, and connections. Although still in its

very early stages of feasibility, the successful demon-

stration of reliable intertube connections is an essential

prerequisite to the successful development of nanotube

interconnect schemes.

As described earlier, intertube connections can be

formed during growth. For example, Y-shaped tubes can

be made using Y-shaped nanopores during template-based

synthesis. Similarly, nanotubes grown on metallic cata-

lysts or patterned metal sites are already coupled to a

metallic contact that could be used to input or extract

signal from the nanotube. However, postgrowth tube–tube

connection methods are also of considerable technological

interest. Accordingly, the most promising methods will be

described in this section.

Tube–tube junctions fall into two categories: crossed-

tube junctions, wherein physical contact between two

tubes forms the basis of a connection, and on-tube junc-

tions, wherein chemical bonding provides the basis of the

connection, with interfacial chemical bonds within indi-

vidual tubes being rearranged to join the constituent tubes.

Crossed-Tube Junctions

Crossed-tube junction behavior is closely related to

that of structures containing multiple tubes, such as

multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) and SWNT ropes.

Fig. 6 High-resolution TEM image of a multiwall CNT with

an iron-filled core. Because this image is a projection of the

structure, the concentric walls of a CNT can be seen as nearly

parallel lines in the outer regions of the tube. The core is filled

with iron, which was used as a catalyst in the growth of this tube.

In the lower right portion of the image, a regular array of dots

can be seen, corresponding to individual columns of iron atoms.

(Courtesy of K. A. Dunn.)

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of crossed nanotube junctions.

The contact between tubes can be enhanced by the application of

pressure (e.g., by pressing on the junction with an AFM tip).

(From Ref. [39].)
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Although in close physical proximity, the tubes within

such structures are not chemically bonded to one

another (Fig. 7).[39] Therefore the conduction mechanism

through such assemblages is more complex than the

simple ballistic transport expected for a perfect SWNT,

and is significantly impacted by intratube and intertube

structural deformations.

In the case of crossed tubes, intertube distances can be

controlled through the application of pressure, via an

AFM tip for example.[18] The pressure generates an

overlap of the electronic wave functions across the junc-

tion, thus favoring intertube tunneling. In the case of small

structural deformations that induce only a smooth bending

of the tubes, minimal scattering is expected to occur.[40]

Theoretical calculations also suggest that, at least for these

moderate contact forces, electron backscattering is also

suppressed.[41]

However, significant structural deformations may pro-

duce appreciable scattering, thus causing resistive losses.

In the extreme case that one tube is actually kinked

around another, local s p bond mixing may be in-

duced, which results in electron backscattering similar to

that caused by impurities.

In the case of SWNT ropes, recent calculations suggest

that intertube couplings within ropes do significantly af-

fect fundamental SWNT rope properties. In simulations of

a large, perfectly ordered rope composed of (10,10) tubes,

broken symmetry because of intertube interactions resul-

ted in band repulsion and formation of a pseudo-gap in the

density of states of approximately 0.1 eV. Because of the

presence of this pseudo-gap, electronic transport proper-

ties were predicted to be altered.[42]

Furthermore, recent experimental studies examined

the coupling between individual tubes in a rope of

SWNTs.[43] In this case, the top tubes in a rope were

deliberately damaged by ion sputtering prior to electrode

deposition, which introduced strong scattering centers in

the current-carrying tubes at the rope surface. Under low-

temperature conditions, the charge tunneled into an un-

damaged, metallic tube in the bulk of the rope, leading to a

dramatic decrease in resistance. Measured intertube re-

sistance indicated direct tunneling transport between tubes

with a penetration depth of approximately 1.25 nm.[43]

In the case of MWNTs, the interplanar stacking dis-

order of adjacent layers decreases the electronic coupling

between such layers as compared with graphite.[44] Be-

cause there is only weak coupling between MWNT shells

at low bias or low temperature,[45,46] the current applied to

the system under these conditions is essentially trans-

ported through the outermost layer of the tube—the only

shell in contact with electrodes.

One study took advantage of this characteristic by

exposing MWNTs to high current densities, exceeding

109 A/cm2, to execute a controlled breakdown of suc-

cessive outer shells. This allowed a systematic study of

the electronic properties of each concentric constituent

shell of the MWNT.[13] It was determined that leakage

current through inner metallic shells contributes to

electron transport at room temperature and low bias,

whereas all shells in the MWNT contribute to electronic

transport under high-bias conditions. In either case,

charge transport in the innermost MWNT shells is tun-

neling barrier-dominated, as these tubes are separated

from electrical contacts by a barrier composed of a se-

ries of intervening graphitic shells.[13]

Accordingly, the theoretical models and experimental

findings are in agreement that in their current form,

crossed-tube junctions of SWNT ropes and MWNTs

might not be appropriate vehicles for nanoscale inter-

connect applications, primarily because of the inability

to control intratube and intertube electron transport

mechanisms, leading to adverse and undesirable con-

ductivity characteristics.

On-tube junctions

On-tube junctions, although more difficult to fabricate

than their crossed-tube junction counterparts, are more

desirable because of their potential to provide innovative,

diverse, and flexible approaches to the formation of na-

notube interconnects with the desired conductivity be-

havior. The simplest form of an ‘‘on-tube junction’’ can

result from bending a straight tube sufficiently to intro-

duce a pentagon–heptagon structural pair into the gra-

phitic matrix.[47] This action results in a permanent bend

in the tube, which could be considered a junction between

two tubes meeting at a small angle, thus resulting in some

quite interesting electron transport characteristics.

For instance, a symmetric pentagon–heptagon junction

tends to resist the flow of electrons, whereas its asym-

metrical analog allows electronic flow. In this respect,

topology alone cannot determine the electrical behavior of

a junction because a bent junction may provide a better

electrical path than a straight one. In theory, it is possible

to connect two metallic nanotubes using pentagon–hep-

tagon pairs by choosing appropriate tube diameters.

Theory further predicts that ‘‘X,’’ ‘‘Y,’’ and ‘‘T’’

SWNT junctions are stable and could be used as multi-

terminal electronic devices or joined wiring structures

(Fig. 8).[38,48–50] However, theoretical predictions indicate

the possible existence of localized interference states at

these junctions, depending on tube diameter and chirality.

The effect of such states on the stability and use of these

junctions is still not clear.[49,50]

Although several such junctions have been observed

experimentally,[13,17] the controlled synthesis of these

structures remains challenging. As was previously de-

scribed, it is possible to form ‘‘Y’’-shaped nanotubes
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during growth by using a template with suitably shaped

nanopores.[28] Other growth processes and nanofabrica-

tion manipulations have been used to make one-dimen-

sional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) connections with

such nanotubes.[29,51,52] However, a majority of current

methods for creating such junctions focus on postgrowth

formation by connecting tubes that were not initially

joined during synthesis. These methods also require a high

thermal budget and necessitate additional processing

steps, such as concurrent electron irradiation.

For example, SWNT ‘‘X’’ junctions were fabricated by

irradiation of crossed nanotubes at 800�C in a 1.25-MeV,

10-A/cm2, 100-nm-diameter beam in a transmission

electron microscope ‘‘X.’’[41] By adjusting the irradiation

conditions, one of the ‘‘arms’’ was removed to create

stable Y or T junctions. Thus junction geometry can be

tailored as needed, albeit slowly because of the serial

nature of the process. In this respect, heat-assisted irra-

diation is necessary to avoid significant sputtering effects

that would have taken place at room temperature irradi-

ation, leading to undesirable dimensional changes and

surface reconstructions.[53,54] The application of elevated

temperature allows recombination of vacancy–interstitial

pairs prior to the formation of interstitial agglomer-

ates.[48,55–57] Although the topology of the resulting

junctions matched those predicted from idealized molec-

ular modeling, the latter structures could not be con-

firmed. Furthermore, theoretical calculations of local

density of states for ‘‘treated’’ and perfect junctions

suggest that the latter do not alter the metallic or semi-

conducting behavior of the tubes, although no experi-

mental confirmation has been provided yet.[41]

Unfortunately, on-tube junction fabrication processes

continue to be a challenge in terms of complexity, scal-

ability, and adaptability to prevailing large-volume se-

miconductor manufacturing protocols.

NANOTUBE INTEGRATION IN
INTERCONNECT ARCHITECTURES

Clearly, the successful development of nanotube inter-

connect architectures requires nanotube integration with

more traditional metal and semiconductor leads and con-

tact pads. However, the significantly different physical,

chemical, and electrical properties of nanotubes, as com-

pared with conventional metals and semiconductors, add

another level of complexity to the challenges facing their

potential use. Material compatibility issues are further

compounded by the adverse effects that current metal,

lead, and contact deposition processes could exert on the

structure and chemistry of the nanotubes, and on the sta-

bility of the nanotube–metal interface.

First integration attempts involved nanotube dispersal

on lithographically defined contact pads on an insulating

surface. However, it was later shown that a tunneling

barrier formed at the metal / CNT interface, which ham-

pered transport studies.[52,58] More recent approaches in-

volved the deposition of electrodes, typically by ion-

assisted chemical vapor deposition (I-CVD) in an FIB,

directly onto the CNTs (Fig. 9).[34,59–62] The I-CVD

Fig. 8 Atomic model of the CNT ‘‘on-tube’’ junctions:

(a) ‘‘X’’-like, (b) ‘‘Y’’-like, and (c) ‘‘T’’-like junction, respec-

tively. (From Refs. [38] and [41]. #American Physical So-

ciety, 2002.)

Fig. 9 FIB image of CNT–Pt contacts. The Pt leads were

fabricated directly on the multiwall CNT by I-CVD in a FIB

microscope. The contacts were connected by intermediate leads

(one of which is visible at the top of the image) to large

(150�150 mm) probe pads patterned by conventional lithogra-

phy an SiO2 substrate. (From Ref. [59].)
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approach produced partial collapse at the edges of the

tube,[63] thus resulting in improved physical and elec-

trical contact.

The FIB-based I-CVD method can provide an elegant

approach to nanomodulate the interfacial structure and

electrical characteristics of a nanotube through location-

specific doping of a narrow transition region between a

nanotube and a metal or semiconductor. One key advan-

tage of this methodology is the successful integration of

nanotubes within a metal or a semiconductor matrix

through the formation of a gradual transition region be-

tween these two dissimilar material systems. Another

advantage is the ability to use the FIB system as an in situ

alternative to ex situ electron beam (e-beam) lithography

for the fabrication of ultrathin metal lines for the forma-

tion of reliable CNT–metal contacts.

These advantages are exemplified in Fig. 10, which

displays an I-CVD-grown MWNT–Pt pad.[58,59] In par-

ticular, the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) im-

age of the MWNT–Pt contact (Fig. 10b) highlights the

buildup of Pt along the sides of the MWNT, whereas the

associated high-resolution TEM image of the Pt / MWNT

interface demonstrates the presence of Pt nanocrystals

only on the outermost wall of the nanotube, with the

overall integrity of the MWNT preserved.

Alternatively, tube nanocontacts can be fabricated by

e-beam lithography and subsequent liftoff of metal elec-

trodes, such as Ti or Au.[64] As in the case of I-CVD, these

techniques require further investigation to document the

effects of the metal deposition process on nanotube

structure and chemistry, and stability of the CNT / metal

interface. In some cases, these effects can be minimized

by posttreating the samples by rapid thermal annealing

(RTA) to form an ohmic contact at the metal–nanotube

junction,[28] or through the use of an Au coating on the

electrodes to reduce contact resistance to the nanotube.[65]

CONCLUSION

The knowledge base in materials, processing, and inte-

gration necessary for the design and fabrication of specific

nanotube structures continues to grow steadily, but has not

yet matured to the level necessary for implementation

into manufacturable nanoscale interconnect schemes.[66]

Researchers today are faced with some of the same fun-

damental challenges faced in early investigations of these

materials, including the lack of reliability and reproduc-

ibility in the large-scale, high-volume fabrication of

nanotubes with predefined diameter and chirality, and

therefore controlled electronic properties.

Beyond the issue of nanotube synthesis lie serious

engineering challenges in the application of nanotubes as

interconnects. Ongoing research has focused on two main

pathways for integration: 1) nondirected growth approach

with subsequent manipulation of tubes to desired loca-

tions, and 2) directed growth at desired locations through

exploitation of surface selectivity of prepatterned sub-

strates or catalysts. Several recent reports have demon-

strated organized assemblies of CNTs in architectures

analogous to conventional interconnect topographies,

such as vias and contact holes.

A corollary to the integration issue is the need for better

control of nanotube–nanotube and nanotube-contact

joining methods. In particular, current assumptions sug-

gest that perfectly straight tubes may be required to

achieve ballistic transpor in interconnects.[46] Therefore to

minimize losses at junctions, it is crucial to develop

and optimize reliable methods, such as electron irradia-

tion, template-mediated growth, and nanotube manipula-

tion. Similarly, advances have been made regarding the

quality and integrity of metal / tube interfaces, a key

prerequisite that will ultimately determine whether the

promising electrical and optical properties of CNTs will

ever be realized.

Fig. 10 (a) Low-magnification TEM image of a Pt pad

deposited on top of an MWNT using an 11-pA ion beam

current and a Ga+ dose of 1016 ions/cm2. (b) A higher-

magnification section of the MWNT–Pt contact highlights the

buildup of Pt along the sides of the MWNT. (c) Associated

selected area diffraction pattern shows both a diffused ring

pattern attributed to amorphous Pt, and an arc pattern ascribed to

the 0.34-nm interwall distance of the MWNT. (d) High-

resolution TEM image of the Pt / MWNT interface demonstrates

the presence of Pt nanocrystals on the outermost wall of the

nanotube. (From Ref. [59].)
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INTRODUCTION

Supercapacitors, also referred to as electrochemical

capacitors or ultracapacitors, are devices used to store and

deliver electrical energy in high-power pulses.[1,2] With

the advent of electric vehicles, digital communication, and

other electronic devices that require significant bursts of

electrical energy, the need for supercapacitors has ex-

panded rapidly. At present, the most promising materials

on which supercapacitors are based can be divided into

two categories—those that make use of a double-layer

charge storage mechanism (e.g., carbon nanotubes, carbon

aerogels, and activated carbon black) and those employing

a redox pseudo-capacitive charge storage mechanism

(e.g., conducting polymers and transition metal oxi-

des).[3,4] Already, the electrical charge that can be stored

in each of these materials is typically several orders of

magnitude larger than that of most commercially available

conventional capacitors. However, it has been shown in

recent times that even greater charge storage capacitances

can be achieved in composites made by combining carbon

nanotubes (a double-layer capacitive material) with a

conducting polymer (a redox pseudo-capacitive material).

The superior charge storage performance of carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composite supercapacitors

arises from their ability to merge the properties that sep-

arately make carbon nanotubes and conducting polymers

so suited to their respective charge storage mechanisms.

That is to say, the composites are able to combine the high

surface area and electrical conductivity of carbon nano-

tubes with the redox electrochemistry of conducting

polymers.[5]

CARBON NANOTUBE-CONDUCTING
POLYMER COMPOSITES

Structure and Fabrication

Most carbon nanotube-conducting polymer composites

used in supercapacitor devices display a nanoporous

network structure in which each nanotube is coated by a

thin layer of conducting polymer. This structure max-

imizes the exposed surface area of the conducting

polymer while retaining the conductive network of the

carbon nanotubes.

The nanoporous structures possible for carbon nano-

tube-conducting polymer composites are generally not

observed when making conducting polymer composites

with other high surface area forms of carbon such as ac-

tivated carbon black and carbon aerogels.[6,7] In these

cases the conducting polymer generally blocks the elec-

trolyte pores. The other carbon structures are also unable

to achieve the exceptionally low percolation thresholds

possible with carbon nanotubes.[8]

Electron microscopy, elemental analysis, X-ray dif-

fraction, nuclear magnetic resonance, and Raman spec-

troscopy studies indicate that there is good physical

interaction between the carbon nanotubes and the con-

ducting polymer (Fig. 1). In general, these techniques give

no indication that there is a chemical reaction between the

two components.[9–11] However, it has been reported that

Raman spectroscopy on composites of arc-grown multi-

walled carbon nanotubes and polyaniline indicates a site-

selective interaction between the quinoid ring of the doped

polymer and the carbon nanotubes.[12]

Recent reports have shown that composites of carbon

nanotubes and conducting polymers such as polypyr-

role, polyaniline, poly(3-methylthiophene), poly(3-hex-

ylthiophene), poly(3-octylthiophene), and poly(p-phenyl-

ene vinylene) can be prepared using a variety of

chemical[9,11,12] and electrochemical[13–17] polymerization

techniques or by simply mixing the polymer and nano-

tubes.[18–20] To date, most carbon nanotube-conducting

polymer composites have been made using multiwalled

carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) as they generally offer uni-

form conductivity combined with a greater susceptibility

to chemical oxidation and a lower cost relative to single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). The uniformity and

thickness of the conducting polymer coating on each

nanotube, in addition to the degree of porosity, are crucial

in determining the composite’s properties and are largely

dependent on the fabrication technique employed.

Routes for producing carbon nanotube-conducting

polymer composites based on chemical polymerization

generally require a solution containing the desired
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monomer (typically pyrrole or phenylacetylene) and

carbon nanotubes in suspension.[9,11,21] Polymerization is

then initiated by the addition of a dopant such as

(NH4)2S2O8. While the conducting polymer is observed to

coat each individual nanotube using this technique, there

have been some reports that the deposit tends to be in-

homogeneous with some aggregation of the deposited

polymer.[22] This in situ method of polymerization offers

excellent processing flexibility in that the coated nano-

tubes can be deposited as a uniform composite film during

polymerization or maintained as distinct coated nano-

tubes in suspension.[9] If the coated carbon nanotubes

are maintained in suspension, they can subsequently be

formed into a film or pellet using techniques such as spin-

coating or vacuum drying.

Electrochemical composite growth techniques can be

further divided into those that polymerize the conducting

polymer onto a carbon nanotube preform[14–17,23] and

those in which the nanotubes and conducting polymer are

simultaneously deposited from the electrolyte[5,13] during

polymerization. When using an aligned MWNT preform,

the conducting polymer (usually polypyrrole[14,16] or

polyaniline[24]) tends to form a continuous, uniform

coating over each individual carbon nanotube (Fig. 2). In

this way, the basic structure of the carbon nanotube pre-

form is retained, making it possible to produce composites

with a very high surface area. While conducting polymers

can also be deposited electrochemically on unaligned

carbon nanotube preforms, there is a tendency in this case

for the deposited conducting polymer to block electrolyte

channels into the preform, preventing uniform coating of

each carbon nanotube.[17]

For electrochemical synthesis routes in which the car-

bon nanotubes and conducting polymer are simulta-

neously deposited, the electrolyte used contains suspended

carbon nanotubes in addition to the desired monomer

(such as pyrrole or 3-methylthiophene) and any support-

ing electrolyte required.[5,25] Polymerization is then initi-

ated via the application of an applied potential, resulting

in the deposition of a nanoporous composite film in which

each MWNT is uniformly coated by the conducting

polymer (Fig. 3). If the suspended carbon nanotubes used

in this technique are functionalized via an appropriate acid

treatment step before they are added to the polymerization

electrolyte, it is possible for the nanotubes to dope the

deposited conducting polymer.[27,28] This eliminates the

need for a supporting electrolyte during film growth and

establishes several other advantages for supercapacitor

applications that will be discussed later.

Composites formed by simply mixing the carbon

nanotubes and conducting polymer generally make use of

a suspension containing carbon nanotubes and a pre-

synthesized conducting polymer such as poly(p-phenylene

vinylene), poly(3-hexylthiophene), or poly(3-octylthio-

phene).[18,20,29] The suspension is ultrasonicated to mix

the two constituents and is then spin-cast to form a carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composite film. The

resulting composite structure is quite dense with con-

ducting polymer enveloping the carbon nanotubes and the

spaces between them.[19] It is worth noting that carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composites have also been

produced by simply spin coating the conducting polymer

directly onto a MWNT preform.[30,31]

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy image of the fractured

cross section of multiwalled carbon nanotubes coated with

polypyrrole. The tubes cleaved during fracture give an indication

of the close interaction between the nanotubes and conducting

polymer. (From M. Hughes.)

Fig. 2 Scanning electron microscopy image of the fractured

cross section of an aligned array of MWNTs in which each

MWNT has been coated with polypyrrole. (From M. Hughes.)
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Properties and Applications

The responsiveness of conducting polymer films to

their external environment makes them very attractive

materials for a variety of applications including photo-

voltaics,[32] sensors,[33,34] light emitting devices,[35,36]

actuators,[37,38] and supercapacitors.[4] However, the re-

sponse times of these devices are generally restricted by

limited electrical conductivity and rates of ionic diffusion

in the conducting polymer. The general improvement in

electrical conductivity (up to 10 orders of magnitude)

observed when carbon nanotubes are introduced into

conducting polymers offers some alleviation of this

problem.[18,19,29,39] Perhaps even more important for

electrochemical applications is the increase in the amount

of conducting polymer surface exposed to the electrolyte

and the reduced diffusion distances in nanoporous carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composites.[13]

Carbon nanotube additions have been observed to in-

crease the strength,[40] thermal conductivity,[41] stability

in air,[19] and photodegradation resistance[11] of poly-

mers. These properties combine well with the excellent

photovoltaic efficiency[30] and strong photosensitivity[20]

exhibited by composites of carbon nanotubes with con-

ducting polymers such as poly(3-hexylthiophene), poly-

(3-octylthiophene), and poly(p-phenylene vinylene), mak-

ing them suitable for photovoltaic[31] and light-sensing[42]

applications. For light-emitting applications, increasing

the electrical conductivity of conducting polymers via

the addition of untreated nanotubes is particularly advan-

tageous as this does not introduce states within the poly-

mer bandgap that quench luminescence, as is generally

the case when conductivity is increased by doping the

polymer.[19,43]

Electrochemical devices, such as actuators and super-

capacitors, made from carbon nanotube-conducting poly-

mer composites have been shown to display the

electrochemical redox behavior of conducting polymers

while retaining the conductive network of the carbon

nanotubes.[13,25,44] This combination of desirable proper-

ties is associated with an increase in the storage capacity of

the composite supercapacitors relative to the component

materials and will be discussed in detail in the following

section.[5] Unfortunately, reports to date on the actuation

of carbon nanotube-conducting polymer films appear to

indicate that strain is limited by the nanotubes,[44] which

are much stiffer than the conducting polymer.

SUPERCAPACITORS

Capacitors are devices used to accumulate and deliver

electrical charge. Capacitors can be divided into conven-

tional capacitors, generally based on a ceramic[45] or

polymer[46] film dielectric, and supercapacitors, which

make use of an electrolyte. The most promising super-

capacitors at present make use of materials such as high

surface area carbons,[47] conducting polymers,[4] and

transition metal oxides[48] that are combined with an

aqueous or organic electrolyte.

Traditional ceramic and polymer capacitors consist of

two parallel conductive plates separated by a ceramic or

polymeric dielectric, respectively. When a voltage is ap-

plied across the plates one of them adopts a positive

charge and the other a negative charge. Conventional

ceramic and polymer capacitors are frequently used in

lighting, televisions, stereos, induction heaters, compu-

ters, and other electronic devices.[49] Like their more

conventional counterparts, supercapacitors consist of two

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of nanoporous

composite films formed by the simultaneous electrochemical

deposition of MWNTs with (a) polypyrrole and (b) poly-

(3-methylthiophene). (From Ref. [26].)
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opposing electrodes; however, the electrodes are separat-

ed by an electrolyte instead of a polymer or ceramic di-

electric. While supercapacitors are limited to operating

at a few volts, their capacitance far exceeds that of con-

ventional capacitors resulting in significantly higher

energy densities.[50]

The large capacitance exhibited by supercapacitor

systems is related to two main charge storage mecha-

nisms, either double-layer capacitance or redox pseudo-

capacitance. Double-layer capacitance involves storing

charge in the electrical double-layer formed at the elec-

trode–electrolyte interface. Ions within the electrolyte

accumulate at the electrode surfaces, compensating for the

electronic charge injected into the electrodes. Depending

on the electrolyte used, an electrical double-layer can

typically store about 10–40 mF cm�2 of interface; hence

the surface area of the electrode material is critical.[51–53]

Supercapacitors based on high surface area carbon elec-

trodes, such as carbon nanotube mats, are of this type.

Redox pseudo-capacitance, on the other hand, involves

the storage of charge via the reversible oxidation and

reduction of an electrode material. Redox switching is

accompanied by the transfer of charge-balancing coun-

terions between the electrolyte and the solid electrode.

In this case, charge is stored within the bulk of each

redox-active electrode, not just at the interface with the

electrolyte.[54] Conducting polymer and transition metal

oxide-based supercapacitors employ this charge storage

mechanism. The comparative performance of super-

capacitors based on high surface area carbons, conducting

polymers, and transition metal oxides is shown in Table 1.

Carbon Nanotube Supercapacitors

High surface area carbon electrochemical double-layer

capacitors generally exhibit an excellent response time,

cycle life, specific power, and stability. Because the ca-

pacitance of these devices is related to the amount of

available electrode surface area, there has been extensive

research aimed at increasing the surface area of carbon

electrodes for double-layer capacitors. From this work,

several techniques have been reported on the use of

additives such as metals and metal oxides,[50] the pyrolysis

of carbon-based polymers,[58] and the production of carbon

foam, paste, and nanotube electrodes.[74,75] The molecular

dimensions and high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes in

particular enable them to form exceptionally high surface

area structures.[76]

It has been widely observed that carbon micropores

less than 2 nm in size have detrimental effects on the

kinetics and amount of charge stored by carbon-based

capacitors.[77] This limitation arises because the pore

dimensions approach that of the double-layer thereby

inhibiting double-layer formation.[74] In addition to their

extremely high surface areas, carbon nanotube electrodes

typically exhibit an open structure with pore sizes in ex-

cess of 2 nm.[77] This is particularly advantageous for the

electrolyte accessibility of carbon nanotubes relative to

other high surface area carbon electrode materials, such as

activated carbon black, which generally possess a signif-

icant portion of pores smaller than 2 nm. As a result,

carbon nanotube supercapacitors are frequently capable of

a greater capacitance, specific energy, specific power, and

response time relative to other carbon structures used in

double-layer supercapacitors.[56]

Conducting Polymer Supercapacitors

Conducting polymer supercapacitors utilize their revers-

ible redox states to store and deliver charge. While other

redox pseudo-capacitors, such as those based on transition

metal oxides such as ruthenium oxide, may have higher

specific capacitances by mass, conducting polymer

supercapacitors generally have comparatively superior

rates of response, specific power capabilities, and oper-

ating voltages.[50,78–82] Conducting polymers are also

more amenable to use in complex shapes and lower in cost

relative to ruthenium oxide-based supercapacitors.[83]

The majority of the promising conducting polymer

supercapacitors currently being investigated are based

on polypyrrole,[84] polyaniline,[85] poly(3-phenylthio-

phene),[86–88] and poly(3-methylthiophene).[61] While these

conducting polymers are generally used in liquid elec-

trolytes, it is possible to employ polymer and gel elec-

trolytes to create solid-state capacitors. It should be noted,

however, that the response time and specific capacitance

Table 1 Relative performance of modern supercapacitor materials

Material

Maximum

capacitance

(F g��� 1)

Maximum

capacitance

(mF cm���2)

Power

(kW kg��� 1)

Energy

(W hr kg��� 1)

Max voltage

(V)

High area carbons[55–60] 180 173 20 7 3

Conducting polymers[17,61–68] 268 600 11 42 3

Ruthenium oxides[48,69–73] 840 500 0.5 27 1
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of solid-state supercapacitors are generally inferior to

those obtained when using a liquid electrolyte.[89]

CARBON NANOTUBE-CONDUCTING
POLYMER COMPOSITE
SUPERCAPACITORS

Fundamental Findings

While the capacitance and specific energy of super-

capacitors far exceed that of conventional capacitors, the

charge storage mechanisms of supercapacitors generally

result in a rate of charge and discharge that is several

orders of magnitude slower than many commercially

available conventional capacitors. For example, it can

take redox supercapacitors tens of seconds to accumulate

and deliver charge, whereas many commercial ceramic

and polymer dielectric capacitors can charge and dis-

charge in a matter of nanoseconds. To improve super-

capacitor kinetics and specific power, it is essential that

the combined resistivity of the matrix and electrolyte be

minimized. In the case of redox supercapacitors, it is also

important to select a redox reaction that has a large ex-

change current density.[1]

Double-layer capacitors have a natural advantage in

terms of capacitance kinetics as their charge storage

mechanism does not involve the slower ion intercalation

and deintercalation processes observed in redox pseudo-

capacitors. In fact, carbon-based double-layer capacitors

have been produced that can accept and deliver charge in a

period of microseconds.[57] In addition, modern double-

layer capacitors generally exhibit cycle lives in excess of

105 cycles and good stability,[74] typically surpassing that

of redox pseudo-capacitive systems. On the other hand,

the three-dimensional adsorption process found in redox

pseudo-capacitors enables much higher values of specific

energy storage and greater voltage consistency during

delivery than is found in processes that are limited to the

electrode surface such as double-layer capacitance.[1]

Supercapacitors based on composites of high surface area

carbon nanotubes (a double-layer capacitive material) and

a conducting polymer (a redox pseudo-capacitive mate-

rial) can, to a large extent, bridge the gap between fast

capacitor kinetics and substantial energy storage.

To date, investigations into the supercapacitive prop-

erties of carbon nanotube-conducting polymer composites

have been based on samples made by chemically or elec-

trochemically polymerizing either polypyrrole,[5,14,22,90]

polyaniline,[17,91] or poly(3-methylthiophene)[26,92] in the

presence of SWNTs or MWNTs. These first studies already

indicate that carbon nanotube-conducting polymer com-

posites are capable of specific capacitances per mass

and geometric electrode area as high as 265 F g�1[90] and

2.6 F cm�2,[14] respectively. These reported values are

already significantly higher than that of the pure polymer

or carbon nanotubes used in each case. It has also been

shown that carbon nanotube-conducting polymer com-

posite films are capable of charge and discharge rates that

are approximately an order of magnitude faster than simi-

larly prepared and tested samples of the relevant con-

ducting polymer.[5]

As the available reports on carbon nanotube-conduct-

ing polymer composite supercapacitors were compiled by

various researchers, using a range of sample conforma-

tions and an assortment of test conditions, it is difficult to

compare the relative merits of each composite system.

Indeed, even the process of measuring capacitance can be

accomplished using a range of techniques including cyclic

voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,

and charge–discharge analysis—each of which has its

own merits, which are too exhaustive to discuss here.

However, the collective data available for carbon nano-

tube-conducting polymer composite supercapacitors do

indicate some fundamental deductions that can be applied

generally across the range of composite systems studied.

The first of these deductions is the importance of using

nanotubes that are able to form a connected three-di-

mensional network that promotes efficient charge transfer

within the composite without inhibiting electrolyte access

(i.e., avoids pore sizes <2 nm[77]). It is also advantageous

to maximize the surface area of conducting polymer ex-

posed to the electrolyte, thereby optimizing the redox-

pseudocapacitive contribution of the conducting polymer.

For this reason, it is desirable to obtain a thin, uniform,

and continuous coating of conducing polymer over each

of the carbon nanotubes. Composite growth techniques in

which the carbon nanotubes and conducting polymer are

deposited simultaneously have an advantage in this re-

spect relative to techniques that make use of a carbon

nanotube preform; polymer deposition onto carbon

nanotube preforms, particularly those in which the nano-

tubes are randomly oriented, can be limited by pore

blocking and uneven distribution of the conducting poly-

mer. It has also been reported that electrochemical growth

techniques are able to produce a more homogeneous

polymer coating with less aggregation than observed for

composite synthesis routes that make use of chemical

polymerization.[22]

Recent work has shown that if MWNTs are acid treated

(resulting in the attachment of hydroxyl, carbonyl, and

carboxylic functional groups to the tube surface) prior to

electrochemical synthesis of MWNT–polypyrrole com-

posite films, the MWNTs are able to partially dope the

conducting polymer.[93] As mentioned earlier, this elim-

inates the need for a supporting electrolyte during film

growth. However, the use of functionalized carbon

nanotubes also benefits the supercapacitive behavior of
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the composites produced as will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section.

Carbon Nanotube Doping of
the Conducting Polymer

Fig. 4 shows scanning electron microscopy images of

MWNT–polypyrrole composite films made using differ-

ent concentrations of functionalized MWNTs.[28] It can be

seen that as the concentration of functionalized MWNTs

in the polymerization electrolyte is increased from 0.025

to 0.4 wt.%, the polypyrrole coating thickness on each

MWNT decreases, thereby increasing the loading fraction

of MWNTs in the composite. For comparison, it is also

possible to electrochemically grow MWNT–polypyrrole

composite films using pristine (not functionalized) aligned

arrays of MWNTs. In this case, the loading fraction of

aligned MWNTs can be raised by simply using longer

MWNTs with the same amount of deposited conducting

polymer.[14] The length of the aligned MWNT array can

be varied, while keeping the nanotube diameter and

packing density approximately constant, via manipulation

of the reaction parameters used to synthesize the

MWNTs.[94]

Fig. 5 shows the specific capacitance vs. film-forma-

tion charge (a measure of the amount of polymer depos-

ited) for MWNT–polypyrrole composite films made using

functionalized MWNTs and aligned MWNT arrays that

were not functionalized. In both cases, the capacitance of

similarly prepared pure polypyrrole films (chloride ion

doped) is shown for comparison. For the pure polypyrrole

samples, it can be seen that as the amount of polymer

deposited increased (as indicated by the film-formation

charge), the proportion of total polymer that contributed to

the measured capacitance decreased. This restriction

arises from the limited electronic and ionic conductivity in

the conducting polymer. Such limitations are alleviated in

the composite films by the high surface area conductive

MWNT network that gives rise to reduced diffusion dis-

tances, improved electrolyte access, and superior elec-

tronic conductivity. As a result, it is possible to deposit

significantly more conducting polymer in the composite

films without a marked deterioration in the proportion of

polymer contributing to the measured capacitance.

It can be seen in Fig. 5a that as the loading fraction of

functionalized MWNTs is increased, via an increase in the

concentration of MWNTs in the polymerization electro-

lyte, the specific capacitance also increases for a given

film-formation charge. On the contrary, as the loading

fraction of aligned MWNTs (not functionalized) is in-

creased by using longer MWNTs, the specific capacitance

is not significantly effected for a given film-formation

charge (Fig. 5b). Although there are factors to be con-

sidered such as the difference in diameter, length, con-

ductivity, and distribution of the functionalized MWNTs

relative to the pristine aligned MWNTs, it would appear

that such primarily kinetic influences are insufficient to

fully account for this difference in behavior. Instead,

the increased level of doping provided by the function-

alized MWNTs with increasing loading fraction is thought

to be linked with the increase in capacitance for a given

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopy images of MWNT–

polypyrrole composite films made using polymerization electro-

lytes containing the indicated concentrations of functionalized

MWNTs. (From Ref. [28].)
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film-formation charge. This is an important finding be-

cause it indicates that the role of carbon nanotubes can be

extended beyond that of a high surface area conductive

substrate in carbon nanotube-conducting polymer films.

By adopting the additional role of macromolecular dop-

ant, carbon nanotubes can facilitate even greater perform-

ance benefits in carbon nanotube-conducting polymer

composite supercapacitors.

The doping of conducing polymers with functionalized

MWNTs is still under investigation, although there does

appear to be some similarities with doping using anions

that are relatively immobile within the conducting poly-

mer, such as dodecyl sulphate ions.[93] However, large

anions such as dodecyl sulphate do not contribute to the

formation of a high surface area conductive network as

functionalized MWNTs can. Accordingly, dodecyl sul-

phate-doped polypyrrole does not offer the large capaci-

tances of MWNT–polypyrrole composite films. For the

samples shown in Fig. 4, it is possible to calculate the

theoretical maximum thickness of polypyrrole that could

be doped by the negatively charged surface groups along

the MWNT surface (2.4 meg g�1).[95] Such calculation

yields a polypyrrole coating thickness of approximately

8 nm (assuming there are four pyrrole units per negative

surface charge[96,97]). This result implies that only a

fraction of the deposited polypyrrole is actually in the

Fig. 5 The specific capacitance vs. film-formation charge (a measure of the amount of polymer deposited) for MWNT–polypyrrole

composite films made using (a) functionalized MWNTs of various concentrations and (b) pristine (not functionalized) aligned MWNT

arrays of various lengths. (From Ref. [28].)
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oxidized state during film-growth when functionalized

MWNTs are the only source of dopant anions added to the

polymerization electrolyte. Therefore the functionalized

MWNTs allow the continuous electrochemical growth of

polypyrrole, as does a more conventional anionic dopant,

which would otherwise cease due to the insulating nature

of unoxidized polypyrrole. However, the mechanism by

which this occurs seems to be the formation of a con-

ductive network comprising the MWNTs and adjacent

layer of doped polypyrrole, rather than the incorporation

of sufficient anionic dopant to ensure comprehensive ox-

idation of the polypyrrole.

It is interesting to note the effect of competing dopant

anions when growing carbon nanotube-conducting poly-

mer composites using functionalized MWNTs. Adding

additional sources of dopant anions to the polymerization

electrolyte, such as dodecyl sulphate ions, makes it pos-

sible for polypyrrole to grow in areas further displaced

from the functionalized MWNT surfaces. Consequently,

the porosity of the composite structures produced is sig-

nificantly reduced.[28] In the case of dodecyl sulphate ions,

the reduction in film porosity was sufficient to produce a

surface morphology quite similar to that observed for pure

polypyrrole (Fig. 6). The reduced porosity of composite

films grown with dodecyl sulphate additions is likely to be

associated with a decrease in the loading fraction of

functionalized MWNTs. These structural changes were

accompanied by a sizable decline in capacitance and rate

of response relative to composite films grown without

competing dopant anions. This finding provides further

indication of the importance of the three-dimensional

network of nanopores and loading fraction of functiona-

lized MWNTs in carbon nanotube-conducting polymer

composites for supercapacitors.

Prototype Devices

The work described above has primarily aimed at char-

acterizing the charge storage properties of carbon nano-

tube-conducting polymer composites. Of the carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composite systems inves-

tigated to date, those based on polypyrrole have received

the widest attention because of the charge storage capa-

bilities, ease of polymerization, relative stability, and

processing flexibility of this particular conducting poly-

mer system. While polypyrrole is capable of existing in an

oxidized (p-doped) and neutral state, displaying excellent

redox properties between these two states, it is unable to

redox cycle beyond the neutral state into a truly reduced

form (n-doped). While this limitation does not prevent the

characterization of charge storage in polypyrrole-based

composites, it does inhibit the use of such composites in

real supercapacitor devices where it is desirable for one of

the two electrodes in the capacitor to be oxidized while the

other is reduced during charging. In this case, polypyrrole-

based films are ideally only suited to use in the oxidized

electrode of supercapacitors.

Several other conducting polymers, such as poly(3-

methylthiophene), are capable of being oxidized (p-

doped) or reduced (n-doped) from the neutral state and

have also been shown to possess excellent charge storage

properties.[6,7,83,98,99] Carbon nanotube-conducting poly-

mer composites based on such polymers can be used

effectively in both electrodes of a supercapacitor. For

this reason, current work aimed at developing proto-

type carbon nanotube-conducting polymer composite

Fig. 6 Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) a MWNT–

polypyrrole composite film made using a polymerization

electrolyte containing 0.4 wt.% functionalized MWNTs,

0.01 M sodium dodecyl sulphate, and 0.5 M pyrrole; and

(b) a pure polypyrrole film made using a polymerization

electrolyte containing 0.5 M KCl and 0.5 M pyrrole. (From

Ref. [28].)
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supercapacitors is looking closely at the choice of con-

ducting polymer for each of the electrodes within the

supercapacitor device. For example, it is possible to pro-

duce symmetric supercapacitors based entirely on, say,

carbon nanotube-poly(3-methylthiophene) composites, or

unsymmetric supercapacitors with, say, a carbon nano-

tube-poly(3-methylthiophene) composite as the reduced

electrode and a carbon nanotube-polypyrrole composite as

the oxidized electrode. It is also possible to produce hy-

brid supercapacitors that combine a carbon nanotube-

conducting polymer composite electrode with a simple

carbon nanotube electrode. However, recent work indi-

cates that such hybrid supercapacitors are outperformed

by those based on a suitable combination of carbon

nanotube-conducting polymer composites.[92]

It is recognized that the properties of conducting

polymers can deteriorate significantly with prolonged

potential cycling, which is of concern for many super-

capacitor applications. The cycle life limitations of con-

ducting polymers are often attributed to progressive

assimilation of free space by the polymer chains.[96,100]

This free space is required by the counterions that diffuse

in and out of the polymer during potential cycling, hence

its assimilation by the polymer chains limits the degree of

doping possible for each successive cycle. Cycle life

testing on prototype MWNT–polypyrrole composite films

indicates that, for as many as 10,000 cycles, the capaci-

tance dropped by less than 36%.[25,101] This is a sub-

stantial improvement relative to similarly prepared pure

polypyrrole films in which capacitance dropped by 95%

over 10,000 cycles. It is thought that the rigid nanotubes in

carbon nanotube-conducting polymer composites inhibit

the expansion and contraction of the composite, thereby

limiting progressive compaction with potential cycling. In

this way, the deleterious effect of potential cycling on the

incorporation of counterions is reduced. The network of

nanopores maintained in carbon nanotube-conducting

polymer composites also helps to ensure effective elec-

trolyte access over the full potential cycle.

CONCLUSION

Nanoporous carbon nanotube-conducting polymer com-

posites are able to effectively combine the high surface

area electrically conductive network of carbon nanotubes

with the three-dimensional charge storage capabilities

of redox-active conducting polymers. This combination

of properties is particularly advantageous for super-

capacitors, which need to be able to store and deliver

relatively large amounts of electrical energy in high power

pulses. Recent work has shown carbon nanotube-con-

ducting polymer composites to exhibit specific capaci-

tances per mass and geometric electrode area as high as

265 F g�1[90] and 2.6 F cm�2,[14] respectively. These

values are already significantly higher than that of the

pure polymer or carbon nanotubes used in each case and

there is still much room for further optimization. Manip-

ulation of the various composite synthesis techniques

available—particularly those producing films in which the

nanotubes are able to dope the conducting polymer—is

expected to provide many opportunities to build on the

exceptional findings discussed in this article.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology[1–5] continues to be a rapidly emerging

field in which new ideas are being born and discoveries

are being made at a breathtaking pace. New materials

systems with novel properties are being designed or

invented at an incredible rate in laboratories throughout

the world. Of nanosystems, two of the most intensely

studied are carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[6,7] and metal–oxide

nanoribbons.[8] CNTs have been a popular area of re-

search for more than a decade because of the promise of a

host of commercial applications, while metal–oxide

nanoribbons, particularly those synthesized from inex-

pensive SnO2 and ZnO, have been a materials system of

great current interest because of their potential applica-

tions as chemical sensors for pollutant gas species and

biomolecules. The well-characterized atomic structures of

both these systems, as well as their high degree of struc-

tural purity, allow accurate computer modeling and in

silico property prediction. In the following, we illustrate

some of the modern techniques of molecular modeling to

study technologically important applications such as dis-

plays, electromechanical sensing, and chemical sensing.

ROLE OF MOLECULAR MODELING

As with any new technology, Nanotechnology has many

challenges to overcome, typically associated with our

control and precision at the nanoscale. Some of the

challenges include: device integration (interconnect fail-

ure, addressability issues), growth and synthesis (diffi-

culty in size-dispersion control, requirement of novel

assembly techniques, presence of structural defects),

contact resistance (necessity of atomic-level structural

precision at junctions), functionalization (challenges with

chemical inertness), and doping (nonuniformity of dopant

levels). Molecular modeling is a great approach in sur-

mounting some of the above obstacles because it often

provides deeper insight into the system properties as a

function of size/shape, structural defects, added functional

groups, and system surroundings. Often, the whole

nanosystem/device can be modeled in full atomistic detail

on the computer, and its properties studied with a level of

precision not possible experimentally. The growing suc-

cess of density functional theory (DFT),[9] availability of

accurate interatomic potentials (force fields),[10] devel-

opment of Green’s function-based electronic transport

codes,[11] and deployment of sophisticated graphics user

interface (GUI) have all led to the emergence of molecular

modeling as a powerful tool in Nanotechnology research.

Molecular modeling applications to nanomaterials are too

numerous to mention here, and we can only point to the

literature for further reference.[12–17]

CARBON NANOTUBES (CNTs)

Atomic and Electronic Structure

A CNT can be geometrically thought of as a graphite sheet

rolled into a seamless cylinder. A necessary condition for

the cylinder to be seamless is that, upon rolling, a graphite

lattice point (n1,n2) coincides with the origin (0,0). Thus if

a1 and a2 are the two lattice vectors of graphite, the CNT

circumference is equal to the length of the vector (n1a1 +

n2a2), while the CNT chiral angle y is defined as the angle

between vectors (n1a1 + n2a2) and a1. With the choice of

lattice vectors as in Fig. 1a, the chiral angle and diameter

of a CNT are given respectively by the formulas:

y ¼ ðtan�1½
ffiffiffi
3
p

n2=ð2n1 þ n2Þ�; and ð1Þ

d ¼ a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðn2

1 þ n1n2 þ n2
2Þ

q
=p ð2Þ

where a=|a1|= |a2|	2.45 Å is the lattice constant of

graphite. The CNT diameter and chirality, and therefore

its atomic geometry, are completely specified by the two

integers (n1,n2), which are referred to as the chiral indices

of the CNT. Because of the symmetry of the graphite

lattice, a nanotube of any arbitrary chirality can be defined

in the range n1
n2
0 and n1>0, which implies that the

chiral angle y for all CNTs lies between 0� and 30�. CNTs

with the extreme chiral angles of 0� and 30� have special

names: a CNT with y=0 (i.e., n2=0) is called zigzag,

while a CNT with y=30� (n1=n2) is called armchair. The
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names armchair and zigzag simply reflect the shape of the

open edges of these CNTs (Fig. 1b,c). CNTs with any

other chiral angles (i.e., 0 < y < 30�) are called chiral.

Armchair and zigzag CNTs possess short periodic re-

peat lengths along the nanotube axis, the repeat length

being only a (	2.45 Å) for armchair tubes and
p

3 a

(	4.24 Å) for zigzag tubes. On the other hand, chiral

CNTs can possess very long periodic repeat lengths

depending on the ratio of its chiral indices. Thus elec-

tronic structure calculations, especially those employing

first-principles Quantum Mechanics (QM) with periodic

boundary conditions, are rarely performed on chiral tubes.

However, this does not turn out to be a serious limitation.

Because a CNT is just a rolled-up graphite sheet, one can

obtain a good approximation to the CNT electronic

structure simply by applying an appropriate boundary

condition to the electronic structure of a graphite sheet,

with a small perturbation resulting from the finite cylin-

drical curvature of the CNT surface. The boundary con-

dition for a CNT with chiral indices (n1,n2) corresponds to

the coincidence of the (n1,n2) lattice point of graphite with

the origin (0,0). It has been known for some time that a

single sheet of graphite (also known as graphene) is nei-

ther a semiconductor nor a metal, but a semimetal[18] (i.e.,

a zero-bandgap semiconductor). This peculiarity implies

that the electronic states of graphene are very sensitive to

additional boundary conditions that a CNT mandates.

Taking into account small effects due to curvature, such

boundary conditions lead to the important result[19–24]

that: all armchair tubes are metallic; CNTs with

n1 – n2=3n (n=any positive integer), which includes the

(3n,0) zigzag tubes as a special class, are quasimetallic

(small bandgap 	10 meV or less, arising from curvature

effects); and CNTs with n1 – n2 6¼3n are semiconducting,

with a bandgap decreasing as 1/d as a function of tube

diameter d (thereby converging to the zero bandgap of

graphite in the limit d!1). Experimental measurements

are often unable make the distinction between metallic

and quasimetallic tubes because of the presence of contact

resistance and thermal effects. Thus, for simplicity, ex-

perimentalists often classify CNTs as either metallic or

semiconducting, and we follow the same convention in the

discussion below.

Synthesis Methods, Properties,
Potential Applications

CNTs were originally discovered by Sumio Iijima in

1991[25] in the soot produced by an arc discharge between

graphite electrodes in a helium atmosphere. The original

tubes[25–27] were multiwalled, i.e., they consisted of sev-

eral concentric cylinders with successive layers separated

by a distance approximately equal to the interlayer spac-

ing of graphite. Subsequently, single-walled CNTs were

synthesized in the same arc-discharge apparatus with the

addition of transition-metal catalysts.[28,29] Presently,

high-quality multiwalled and single-walled CNTs can be

grown in well-defined directions via chemical vapor dep-

osition (CVD),[30] while high-yield of single-walled CNTs

can be obtained by several techniques, including: arc

discharge of Ni–Y catalyzed graphite electrodes,[31] laser

ablation of Ni–Co catalyzed graphite targets,[32] and va-

por-phase pyrolysis of CO and Fe(CO)5
[33] (the so-called

HiPCO process).

Over the last decade, CNTs have become one of the

hottest research areas in all of science and engineering

because of a number of fascinating properties:

Depending on their chiral indices, they can behave like

metals or semiconductors, as discussed in the section

‘‘Atomic and Eectronic Structure.’’

Fig. 1 Carbon nanotube (CNT) basics. (a) A graphite sheet with lattice vectors a1, a2. A few lattice points are indicated, as is the chiral

angle y for a (3,1) CNT. Dotted and dashed lines are drawn along circumferences of armchair and zigzag tubes, respectively; (b) a (5,5)

armchair tube; (c) a (9,0) zigzag tube.
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Single- or multiwalled CNTs are exceptionally strong,

could possess a Young’s modulus as high as 1.2 TPa,

six times the modulus of steel.

CNTs are elastic to the highest degree, and do not display

plasticity behavior even under large deformation in-

cluding stretching, bending, or twisting.

Metallic CNT are one-dimensional quantum conductors

where electrons travel ballistically: there is no heat

dissipation along the length of the CNT. All dissipation

occurs at the contacts.

CNTs can have huge aspect ratio (i.e., length-to-diameter

ratio), as large as 105. Therefore, field emission of

electrons can be induced from the tip of long metallic

CNTs in the presence of moderate electric fields.

Depending on its chiral indices, metallic CNTs can un-

dergo metal-to-semiconductor transition under small

tensile or torsional strain. This effect is discussed in

more detail in this section.

With a magnetic field parallel to its axis, a CNT can ex-

hibit the Aharonov–Bohm effect.

Atoms/molecules can be enclosed inside a CNT.

A CNT can be doped both p-type and (to a lesser degree)

n-type.

All of the above properties come with the promise

of a host of commercial applications,[34,35] including: field

emission-based flat panel displays,[36–42] novel semicon-

ducting devices and robust metallic interconnects in mi-

croelectronics,[43,44] hydrogen storage devices,[45] struc-

tural reinforcement agents,[46] chemical sensors,[47–49]

electromechanical sensors,[47,50] nanoprobes,[51] and

nanotweezers.[52]

Molecular Modeling of CNTs

Ever since they were discovered, CNTs have provided a

fertile ground for theoretical simulations and analysis. In

fact, the prediction of the dependence of CNT’s electronic

structure on its chirality[19–21] came within just a few

months of the experimental discovery.[25] Since then,

there have been a huge number of theoretical investiga-

tions[14–16,53–55] of growth mechanisms, structure and

energetics of topological defects, mechanical and electri-

cal response to various kinds physical perturbation, field

emission from tips of metallic CNTs, electronic effects of

doping and gas adsorption, chemical reactivity, interaction

with polymers, capillary effects, CNT–metal contacts, H

and Li storage, thermal conductivity, and encapsulation of

organic as well as inorganic material. Computational

approaches used in the above work include solving dif-

fusion equations, QM simulations (DFT, tight binding,

and semiempirical methods), classical molecular dynam-

ics, kinetic Monte Carlo, genetic algorithms, and Green’s

function-based electronic transport theory. The follow-

ing two sections illustrate the use of some of the

above techniques to explore two application areas of

CNTs: 1) field-emission displays; and 2) nano-electro-

mechanical sensors.

CNT-based displays: effect of adsorbates

Synthesis of CNTs with length-to-width ratio as large as

105, as well as advanced fabrication methods for gener-

ating self-aligned or patterned nanotube films on glass[56]

or silicon[40] substrates have pushed CNT-based flat-panel

displays to the brink of commercial reality.[57–59] One

major challenge to overcome is to reduce the threshold

field, defined as the electric field necessary to induce a

current of 1 mA/cm2. One way to achieve this is to in-

troduce adsorbates that might effectively lower the ion-

ization potential (IP) and facilitate the extraction of

electrons. An important experimental work in this regard

was performed at Motorola,[60] which studied changes in

field emission behavior in the presence of various gases,

i.e., CO, CO2, H2, and water vapor. Adsorbed water was

found to significantly enhance the emission current, while

the other residual gases did not have any noticeable im-

pact. Water also appeared to be present at the CNT tip up

to very high temperatures (	900 K), and field-emission

current was more enhanced at higher partial pressures

of water.

To understand the difference between H2 and water on

the field-emission properties of CNTs, first-principles

electronic structure calculations were carried out on a

(5,5) armchair tube, with a hemispherical tip represented

by the half of a C60 molecule. A uniform external field

EFE, directed toward the tube from above, was chosen to

represent the electric field close to the tube tip under field

emission conditions. Because the actual field close to the

tip is radial rather than uniform,[61] the uniform field

representation is appropriate only if the tube stem in the

simulation is confined to the same size as the tube di-

ameter. For this reason, a short stem of three atomic layers

(30 atoms) was used. A more realistic field around the tip

could perhaps be simulated via a large number of point

charges situated at some distance from the tip. Such an

effort was not undertaken for two reasons: 1) in all flat

panel display designs, the field emission occurs not from

isolated tubes, but from a film of closely spaced nearly

aligned tubes, with the resulting E-field more closely re-

sembling a uniform field above the tip assembly; 2) the

essential chemistry that drives the effect of adsorbates on

field emission behavior can be extracted from calculations

by using a uniform field, as illustrated below. For all

calculations, a magnitude of EFE=1 V/Å was used as a

ballpark figure, around which field emission is known to

occur for these systems. Difference in electronegativities

between H and C introduces an artificial dipole moment in
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the CNT if the dangling C atoms at the stem end are H-

saturated. The C atoms at the stem end were therefore left

unsaturated. In addition, these C atoms were fixed during

the simulation to mimic the presence of a long stem in

actual experiments. Structures of the CNT with or without

adsorbates were optimized by using the DFT code

DMol3,[62] in which the electronic wave functions are

expanded as a linear combination of atom-centered basis

functions defined on a numerical grid. The present cal-

culations explicitly considered all electrons in the system

(i.e., core electrons were included), with wave functions

expanded in the double numeric polarized (DNP) basis

set,[63] and the exchange-correlation part of the electron–

electron interactions represented by the gradient-corrected

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.[64] The main

results from this study[65] can be summarized as follows:

1. A single H2 molecule can either lie ‘‘flat’’ or ‘‘up-

right’’ on the CNT (Fig. 2a,b). A single water mole-

cule adsorbs in such a way that its plane

symmetrically cuts the CNT into two equal halves.

The two H atoms are symmetrically equidistant from

the tip, and could be either closer or further from

the surface as compared to the O atom. We call

these configurations ‘‘down’’ (Fig. 2c) and ‘‘up’’

water, respectively.

2. In zero electric field, none of the adsorbates show any

significant binding to the CNT tip. The H2 has less

than 0.1 kcal/mol binding in either configuration,

while a single water has 	0.7 kcal/mol binding.

3. At a tip field of 1 V/Å, the binding energies change

significantly. Thus H2 has a binding energy of 1.1 and

3.5 eV, in the flat and the upright configurations, re-

spectively, while the ‘‘down’’ water has a binding

energy of 	20 kcal/mol, which is of the order of a

chemical bond. The ‘‘up’’ water becomes unstable

in the presence of a finite electric field at the CNT

and spontaneously flips into a ‘‘down’’ water. There-

fore ‘‘up’’ water is not considered further in the dis-

cussion below.

4. Because water molecules can form clusters through H

bonding, it was also important to consider the struc-

ture and adsorption energy of a cluster of water

molecules on the CNT tip. Because of the fivefold

symmetry of the (5,5) CNT (with a C60 half cap) about

its axis, it was easy to determine the global minimum

for a cluster of five water molecules. In the minimum

energy structure, the five water molecules form a

‘‘crown’’ on the top of the CNT (Fig. 2d,e). Each

water molecule in this crown is tilted with respect to

the ideal ‘‘down’’ water configuration for a single

water molecule. However, the resulting loss in inter-

action energy with the CNT tip is almost exactly re-

covered from the gain in H bonding to the nearest

neighbor waters.

5. The adsorbate atoms in all cases are at a distance of

3 Å or more from the CNT surface. This strongly

suggests that they are being physisorbed. This is

supported by an analysis of charge density in the re-

gion between the adsorbate and the CNT tip, which is

less than 0.004 el/Å3. Even at a field as large 1 V/Å,

the changes to the adsorbate and CNT structures are

small. In particular, the distance between the adsorb-

ate and the CNT changes by less than 0.07 Å, and the

bond lengths change by less than 0.01 Å. The most

significant geometrical change is in the H–O–H angle

in water, which decreases from 103.7� in zero field to

98� on the tube tip at EFE=1 V/Å. Such a change in

angle leads to only a 0.02 a.u. increase in the dipole

moment of water.

6. An analysis of the various interaction energies and the

dipole moments of the CNT as well as the adsorbates

yield the following picture: in the absence of an

electric field, the CNT has a very small dipole mo-

ment. This small dipole has only negligible interaction

with any of the adsorbates. However, under field-

emission conditions, large E-field at the CNT tip

induces a significant dipole moment. This dipole

interacts with the dipole of the adsorbates. Water

molecules having a large intrinsic dipole moment

interacts strongly, while H2 molecules have only a

small field-induced dipole, and therefore a much

weaker interaction.

7. Finally, the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) for the isolated CNT, one water molecule

on CNT, and five water molecules on the CNT were

Fig. 2 Optimized structures for adsorbates on a CNT tip in

zero electric field: (a) H2 (flat); (b) H2 upright; (c) a single

‘‘down’’ water; (d) a cluster of five water molecules; (e) view of

(d) from top.
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analyzed (Fig. 3). The HOMO essentially remains

confined to the CNT tip, and its shape does not

significantly change because of the presence of the

adsorbates. However, when the ionization potential

(IP) is computed, it is found to be 0.1 and 0.6 eV

lower for the one water and five water cases, re-

spectively, compared to the adsorbate-free CNT.

This also perfectly correlates to the instability of

the HOMO orbital. Thus electrostatic interactions

from the adsorbates make the HOMO level in

the CNT more unstable, with a corresponding de-

crease in the IP, thereby lowering the operating

voltage for field emission.

Table 1 displays computed IP of a (5,5) CNT tip (same

as in Fig. 2) for a number of potential adsorbates,[66] in-

cluding water. It is clear that as the lowering of IP

becomes more pronounced, the larger the dipole moment

of the adsorbate becomes. This work calls for further

experiments on polar adsorbates to optimize the per-

formance of CNT-based field-emission displays. It would

also be interesting to compute I–V characteristics due

to field emission from CNT tips[67] in the presence

of adsorbates.

CNT-based nano-electromechanical sensors

Interest in the application of carbon nanotubes as elec-

tromechanical sensors received a significant boost from

the pioneering experiment of Tombler et al.,[50] in which

the middle part of the segment of a metallic CNT sus-

pended over a trench was pushed with an Atomic Force

Microscope (AFM) tip. Beyond a deformation angle of

	13�, the electrical conductance of the tube dropped by

more than 2 orders of magnitude. The effect was found to

be completely reversible, i.e., through repeated cycles of

AFM deformation and tip removal, the electrical con-

ductance displayed a cyclical variation with constant

amplitude. An interesting explanation was put forward by

O(N) tight-binding calculations,[68] which show that be-

yond a critical deformation several C atoms close to the

AFM tip become sp3-coordinated. This leads to the tying

up of p electrons into localized s states, which would

explain the large drop in electrical conductance.

Considering the significance of the above result, it was

important to carry out an independent investigation using

first-principles QM. Unfortunately, the smallest models

required to simulate the AFM deformation of a CNT

typically involve a few thousand atoms, which makes

first-principles QM simulations unfeasible. This necessi-

tated a combination of first-principles DFT and classical

molecular mechanics. Bond reconstruction, if any, is

likely to occur only in the highly deformed, nonstraight

part of the tube close to the AFM tip. For such atoms

(	100–150 atoms including AFM-tip atoms), a DFT-

based QM description was used, while the long and es-

sentially straight part away from the middle was described

accurately by using the Universal Forcefield (UFF),[69]

which was previously used in CNT simulations.[70]

Because of known differences in the electronic re-

sponse of zigzag and armchair tubes to mechanical de-

formation, the simulations were performed on a (12,0)

zigzag and a (6,6) armchair tube, each consisting of 2400

atoms. The AFM tip was modeled by a 6-layer deep, 15-

atom Li needle normal to the (100) direction, terminating

in an atomically sharp tip. To simulate AFM tip defor-

mation, the Li needle was initially aimed at the center of a

hexagon on the bottom side of the middle part of the tube.

The Li needle tip was then displaced by an amount d
toward the tube along the needle axis, resulting in a de-

formation angle y=tan�1(2d/l), l being the unstretched

length of the tube. At each end of the tube, a contact

region defined by a unit cell plus one atomic ring (a total

of 36 and 60 atoms for the armchair and the zigzag tube,

respectively) was then fixed, and the whole tube relaxed

with the UFF, while constraining the needle atoms as

well. The contact region atoms were fixed to simulate an

ideal undeformed semiinfinite carbon nanotube lead, and

to ensure that all possible contact modes are coupled to

the deformed part of the tube. Following the UFF relax-

ation, a cluster of 132 C atoms for the (6,6) tube, and a

Table 1 IP of a (5,5) CNT for various molecules physisorbed

on its tip

Adsorbate

Dipole moment

(Debye)

Ionization potential

(eV)

H2 0.0 6.40

HCl 1.0 6.36

H2O 2.0 6.30

HCN 3.0 6.20

LiH 5.9 6.12

Fig. 3 Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) for:

isolated CNT; CNT+1 adsorbed water; and CNT+5 adsorbed

water. Although the position and shape of the HOMO is not

significantly affected by the adsorbates, the energy level and

ionization potential change markedly. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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cluster of 144 C atoms for the (12,0) tube were cut out

from the middle of the tubes. These clusters, referred to

below as the QM clusters (plus the 15 Li-tip atoms in tip

deformation simulations) were further relaxed with

Accelrys’ DFT code DMol3,[62,63,71–73] with the end

atoms of the cluster plus the Li-tip atoms fixed at their

respective classical positions. To cut down on CPU

requirements, the DFT calculations were performed by

using the Harris functional[74,75] and the local exchange-

correlation potential due to Vosko et al.[76]

Fig. 4 displays the tip-deformed QM cluster for (6,6)

and (12,0) tubes at the highest deformation angle of 25�
considered in these simulations. Even under such large

deformations, there is no indication of sp3 bonding, and

the structure was very similar to what was observed for a

(5,5) tube in a previous work.[77] The absence of sp3 co-

ordination is inferred based on an analysis of nearest-

neighbor distances of the atoms with the highest dis-

placements, i.e., the ones closest to the Li tip. Although,

for each of these atoms, the three nearest neighbor C C

bonds are stretched to between 1.45 and 1.75 Å, the

distance of the fourth neighbor, required to induce

sp3coordination is greater than 2.2 Å for all tubes in

our simulations.

Following the structural relaxation of the CNTs, the

transmission and conductance were computed using the

recursive Green’s function formalism.[11,78] A nearest-

neighbor sp3 tight-binding Hamiltonian in a nonorthog-

onal basis was chosen, and ideal semiinfinite contacts

assumed at both ends. The parameterization scheme ex-

plicitly accounts for the effects of strain in the system

through a bond length dependence of the Hamiltonian and

the overlap matrices Hij and Sij.
[79] First, the retarded

Green’s function GR of the whole CNT was determined by

solving the following equation:

ðE � Sij �Hij � SL;ij � SR;ijÞGR; jk ¼ dk
i ð3Þ

where SL,R are the retarded self-energies of the left and

the right semiinfinite contacts. The transmission at each

energy was then obtained[80] from the equation:

TðEÞ ¼ GR;ijGL; jkGA;klGR;li ð4Þ

where GL,R= i(SR
L,R�SA

L,R ) are the couplings to the left

and right leads. Finally, the total conductance of the tube

was computed by using Landauer–Büttiker formula:

G ¼ 2e2

h

Z 1
�1

TðEÞ � @fo

@E

� �
dE ð5Þ

where fo(E) is the Fermi–Dirac function. In Eqs. (3) and

(4), summation over the repeating roman indices is im-

plied. The lower and upper indices denote the covariant

and contravariant components of a tensor.

The simulations (Fig. 5) indicate that the conductance

remains essentially constant for the (6,6) armchair tube up

to deformation as large as 25�. However, for the (12,0)

zigzag tube, the conductance drops significantly, by 2

orders of magnitude at 20� and 4 orders of magnitude at

y=25�. Because sp3 coordination could be ruled out, what

could be the cause for such a large conductance drop in

the experiment of Ref. [50] as well as for the metallic

zigzag tube in Fig. 5? Also, why did the armchair tube

Fig. 4 DMol3-relaxed Li-tip-deformed QM clusters for: (a) the

(6,6) armchair (132 C atoms); and (b) the (12,0) zigzag (144 C

atoms), in side views. The deformation angle is 25� for both

tubes. Panels (c) and (d) are the respective views along the tube

length, with the Li tip hidden for clarity.

Fig. 5 Computed conductance (in Siemens) of AFM-deformed

(6,6) and (12,0) CNTs as a function of deformation angle y
(in degrees).

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram representing deformation with an

AFM tip. The tip-deformed tube undergoes a tensile strain. The

deformation angle y is related to the tip displacement (d) and

nondeformed tube length (l) by y=tan� 1(2d/l).
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display no significant drop in conductance even up to

large angles of deformation?

A simple explanation emerges if one zooms out from

the middle of the tube and looks at the profile of the whole

tube under AFM deformation. One immediately discovers

an overall stretching of the tube under AFM deformation,

as indicated schematically in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 compares drop

in conductance in the (12,0) tube subjected to: 1) AFM

deformation; and 2) uniform stretching. Such comparison

makes it clear that tensile strain is the main reason behind

the conductance drop in an AFM-deformed metallic zig-

zag tube. It was also verified that the (6,6) armchair tube

does not undergo any significant conductance drop upon

stretching.[81]

To explain the differences in conductance drops of the

armchair (6,6) and the zigzag (12,0) tubes as a function of

strain, it helps to revisit the literature where a considerable

amount of theoretical work already exists.[82–86] An im-

portant result[86] is that the rate of change of bandgap as a

function of strain depends on the CNT chiral angle y, more

precisely as proportional to cos(3y). Thus stretched arm-

chair tubes (y=30�) do not open any bandgap, and always

remain metallic. On the other hand, a metallic (3n,0)

zigzag tube (y=0) can open a bandgap of	100 meV when

stretched by only 1%. This bandgap increases linearly with

strain, thus transforming the CNT into a semiconductor at

a strain of only a few percent. In general, all metallic tubes

with n1 – n2=3n will undergo the above metal-to-semi-

conductor transition, the effect being the most pronounced

in metallic zigzag tubes. An experiment such as that in

Ref. [50] is thus expected to show a decrease in conduct-

ance upon AFM deformation for all CNTs except the

armchair tubes. Researchers are also beginning to explore

the electromechanical response of a squashed CNT,[87,88]

where sp3 coordination is a possibility.

In addition to the above results for metallic CNTs,

theory also predicts that for semiconducting tubes (n1 –

n2 6¼ 3n), the bandgap can either increase (for n1 –

n2 = 3n�2) or decrease (for n1 – n2=3n�1) with strain.

These results have recently prompted more detailed

experiments on a set of metallic and semiconducting

CNTs deformed with an AFM tip,[89] as well as on CNTs

under experimental tensile stretch.[90] Commercial appli-

cations from such work could lead to novel pressure

sensors, transducers, amplifiers, and logic devices.[91]

NANOWIRES AND NANORIBBONS

In spite of tremendous advances in carbon nanotube re-

search, there remain a number of practical difficulties

hindering many applications. Cheap mass production

remains one of the biggest hurdles. Other technological

challenges involve controlling CNT chirality, isolating/

separating CNTs from bundles, alignment in nano-

composites, and so on. Chemical insertness of the CNT

poses big problems in functionalization, sensor applica-

tions, and adhesion to structural materials. The above

deficiencies have prompted researchers to explore other

types of one-dimensional nanostructures. These efforts

have recently led to the synthesis of nanowires and

nanoribbons. Nanowires are typically solid (i.e., not

hollow) cylindrical objects with a nearly uniform diameter

of a few tens of nanometers or less. So far, most nano-

wires[1] have been synthesized from standard semi-

conductors: Si, Ge, GaAs, GaP, GaN, InAs, InP, ZnS,

ZnSe, CdS, CdSe, and mixed compounds. Semiconducting

nanowires have great potential in electronic and opto-

electronic applications at the nanoscale. In addition, con-

ducting nanowires made of transition and noble metals,

silicides (ErSi2), and polymeric materials have also been

investigated in connection with interconnect applications.

Nanoribbons are a close cousin of the nanowires. As

the name suggests, they possess a uniform rectangular

cross-section with well-defined crystal structure, exposed

planes, and growth direction (Figs. 8 and 9). So far,

nanoribbons have primarily been synthesized from the

oxides of metals and semiconductors. In particular, SnO2

and ZnO[92–94] nanoribbons have been materials systems

of great current interest because of their potential appli-

cations as catalysts, in optoelectronic devices, and as

Fig. 7 Conductance of an AFM tip-deformed (12,0) tube

compared to the same tube under a uniform stretch. Actual

angles of tip deformation are indicated. The % strain for the

AFM-deformed tube is computed from the average C C bond

stretch in the middle of the straight portion of the tube. The inset

shows transmission in the vicinity of the Fermi surface

(energy=0) for a uniform strain of 10% and a tip-deformation

angle of 25�, compared to the nondeformed tube.
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chemical sensors for pollutant gas species and biomole-

cules.[95–97] Although they grow to tens of microns long,

the nanoribbons are remarkably single-crystalline and

essentially free of dislocations. Thus they provide an ideal

model for the systematic study of electrical, thermal,

optical, and transport processes in one-dimensional semi-

conducting nanostructures, and their response to various

external process conditions.

SnO2 Nanoribbons: A Brief Introduction

SnO2 nanoribbons are usually synthesized by evaporating

SnO or SnO2 powder at high temperature, followed by

deposition on an alumina substrate in the downstream of

an Ar gas flow.[92] Field-emission scanning electron mi-

croscopy (FE-SEM) and transmission electron microsco-

py (TEM) revealed that the ribbons: 1) possess a highly

crystalline rutile structure; 2) grow tens of microns long in

the h101i direction; 3) display a uniform quasirectangular

cross-section perpendicular to the growth direction; and 4)

present the (101) and (010) rutile planes as surface facets

along the growth axis, with dimensions ranging from

80 to 120 nm by 10 to 30 nm (Fig. 9). Rutile SnO2 is

a wide bandgap (3.6 eV) n-doped semiconductor, with

the intrinsic carrier density determined by the deviation

from stoichiometry, primarily in the form of oxygen

vacancies.[98]

SnO2 Nanoribbons as Chemical Sensors

Recent experiments with SnO2 nanoribbons[99] indicate

that these are highly effective in detecting even very small

amounts of harmful gases such as NO2. Upon adsorption

of these gases, the electrical conductance of the sample

decreases by more than 1 order of magnitude. More in-

terestingly, it is possible to remove the adsorbates by

shining UV light, and the electrical conductance is com-

pletely restored to its original value. Such single-crystal-

line sensing elements have several advantages over

conventional thin-film oxide sensors: low operating tem-

peratures, no ill-defined coarse grain boundaries, and high

active surface-to-volume ratio.

Electron-withdrawing groups such as NO2 and O2 are

expected to deplete the conduction electron population in

the nanoribbon, thereby leading to a decrease in electrical

conductance. To investigate this, first-principles DFT

calculations of the adsorption process of NO2, O2, and CO

on the exposed (101) and (010) surfaces, as well as the

edge atoms of a SnO2 nanoribbon, were carried out. The

DFT code used was DMol3,[62,63,71–73] with the same basis

set, parameter settings, and exchange-correlation func-

tional as in the section ‘‘Atomic and Electronic Struc-

ture.’’ Nanoribbon surfaces were represented in periodic

supercells (Figs. 10 and 11), and accurate Brillouin zone

integration was performed by careful sampling of k-points

chosen according to the Monkhorst–Pack scheme,[100]

with a k-point spacing of 0.1 Å�1. To estimate charge

transfer to adatoms, the partial charge on each atom was

computed by using the Mulliken population analysis.[101]

In bulk rutile SnO2, the Sn atoms are octahedrally

coordinated with six O neighbors, while each O atom is a

threefold bridge between neighboring Sn centers. At both

(101) and (010) surfaces, the Sn atoms lose an O neighbor,

Fig. 8 TEM bright-field image of SnO2 nanoribbons display-

ing strain contrast induced by bending of the ribbons. Each

nanoribbon is single-crystalline without any dislocations. (From

Ref. [93].)

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of a SnO2 nanoribbon, showing

typical dimensions, exposed planes, and growth direction.

Fig. 10 Simulation supercells representing exposed surfaces of

a SnO2 nanoribbon: (a) (10�1) surface; (b) (010) surface. Surface

atoms are shown in ball representation. White (larger) balls and

black (smaller) balls represent Sn and O atoms, respectively. Sn1

and Sn2 are neighboring Sn atoms connected with a bridging O.
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thereby becoming fivefold coordinated (Fig. 10a,b). The

surface O atoms become twofold-coordinated bridges

connecting neighboring surface Sn atoms (Fig. 10a,b).

Both surfaces were represented by three layers of Sn, each

layer being sandwiched between two O layers. The bottom

SnO2 layer was fixed to simulate the presence of several

bulk-like layers in the actual sample. To reduce interac-

tion with periodic images, the surface unit cell was dou-

bled in the direction of the smaller surface lattice constant,

and a vacuum of 15 Å was placed normal to the surface.

To simulate nanoribbon edges [i.e., lines of intersection of

(101) and (010) planes], a structure similar to that in

Fig. 11 was embedded in a periodic supercell with the

smallest repeat period (5.71 Å) along the length of the

ribbon, and a vacuum of 15 Å normal to both the (10�1)

surface (y-axis) and the (010) surface (x-axis). At the

nanoribbon edges, the Sn atoms can be either threefold- or

fourfold-coordinated (Fig. 11).

Details of the results on binding energy and charge

transfer are discussed elsewhere.[102] Important results are

summarized below:

1. All adsorbate structures involve one or more bonds to

surface Sn atoms. The binding energy on different

surfaces and edges increases in the sequence

(010)<(101)<3-fold edge<4-fold edge.

2. NO2 adsorption displays a very rich chemistry be-

cause it can either form a single bond to a surface Sn,

or can adsorb in the bidented form through two single

bonds to neighboring Sn atoms. The doubly bonded

NO2 is 2–3 kcal/mol more stable than the single-

bonded NO2, and the binding energies are in general

4–5 kcal/mol higher on the (10�1) surface than on the

(010). Activation barrier between the doubly bonded

and single-bonded structures is expected to be low,

which should make the NO2 species mobile on the

exposed faces by performing a series of random

walk steps along well-defined rows of Sn atoms on

the surface.

3. When two NO2 molecules meet on the surface, either

through random walk as described above, or through

the incidence of a second NO2 from the gas phase in

the vicinity of an already chemisorbed NO2, there is a

transfer of an O atom from one NO2 to the other, thus

converting it to a surface NO3 species. The net dis-

proportionation reaction NO2+NO2!NO3+NO is

well known in chemistry. The bidented NO3 group has

a substantially higher binding energy, especially on

the (10�1) surface, and should not, therefore, be mo-

bile. The resulting NO species is only weakly bound

to the surface and should desorb easily. Synchrotron

measurements using X-ray absorption near-edge

spectroscopy (XANES) have recently confirmed the

abundance of NO3 species on the nanoribbon surface

following NO2 adsorption (Fig. 12).[102]

4. A CO likes to adsorb in the following manner: the

C forms two single bonds to the surface—one with

a surface Sn and another with a bridging O, while

the O of the CO forms a double bond to the C and

sticks out of the surface. This way, the C atoms

attains its preferred 4-valency and the O has its

bivalency satisfied.

Fig. 11 Simulation supercells representing SnO2 nanoribbon

edges. For clarity, the periodic cell is not shown, and the interior

atoms are represented by polyhedra. The edge (Sn) atoms are

shown in ball representation.

Fig. 12 N K-edge XANES spectra acquired after exposing

nanoribbons of SnO2 to NO2 at 300 K. Traces ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’

correspond to two different nanoribbon samples, respectively.

Included in the figure are the corresponding spectra for KNO2

and KNO3. (The assignment of the features in these spectra is

discussed in Refs. [103,104].
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5. On a defect-free surface (i.e., surface with no O va-

cancies), the O2 molecules can only weakly physisorb.

In this configuration, there is no charge transfer to the

O2, and therefore a nanoribbon surface without sur-

face O vacancies should be insensitive to atmospheric

oxygen. However, at surface O-vacancy sites, the O2

molecule has a strongly bound chemisorbed structure

in the form of a peroxide bridge.

6. Both NO3 groups and chemisorbed O2 (at O-vacancy

sites) accept significant amount of electronic charge

from the surface. Therefore such adsorbates should

lead to the lowering of electrical conductance of the

sample. On the other hand, CO donates a moderate

amount of electrons to the surface, and is therefore

expected to increase the electrical conductance. All

these results are consistent with direct experimen-

tal measurements of sample conductance.[96,99,105]

Charge transfer between molecular species (donor

or acceptor alike) and the nanoribbon surface could

thus serve as a general mechanism for ultrasensitive

chemical and biological sensing by using single-

crystalline semiconductor nanowires.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphite exhibits a three-dimensional (3-D) stacking

ordering of large graphene layers (where an individual

carbon layer in the honeycomb graphite lattice is called

a graphene layer) of planar hexagonal networks of carbon

atoms based on sp2 bonding. In contrast, carbons consist

of randomly stacked defective and relatively small

graphene sheets, which are termed turbostratic carbons

(T-carbons). Furthermore, carbon nanotubes are seamless

cylindrical forms of such graphene layers of nanometer-

size diameter, consisting of single- or concentric mul-

tilayers.[1–3] The diameter of the central hollow core

is basically of fullerene size (around 1 nm), and the

minimum size diameter that has been observed is 0.4

nm.[4] These carbon nanotubes are strongly related to 3-D-

graphite or T-carbon when considering their large curva-

ture (see Fig. 1). The nanotube curvature introduces some

sp3 bonding into the sp2 planar bonding of the graphene

sheet. Numerous unusual properties of carbon nanotubes

arise from the sp2 graphene layers by imposing additional

quantum confinement and topological constraints in the

circumferential direction of the nanotubes. In this chapter,

carbon nanotubes are first reviewed in terms of their

relevance to typical carbon and graphite materials and

then are connected with other fibrous forms of carbon

and graphite.

BASIC CONCEPTS FROM
FIBERS TO NANOTUBES

As carbon nanotubes might be the ultimate 1D form of

carbon, their structure and properties are closely related

to those of other forms of carbon, especially to crys-

talline 3-D-graphite, T-carbons, and to their constituent

2D layers. Therefore several forms of conventional car-

bon materials should be mentioned in terms of their

similarities and differences relative to a carbon nano-

tube. Especially, a direct comparison should be made

between typical 1D materials of carbon and graphite

(carbon fibers), because the carbon fiber acts as a bridge

between carbon nanotubes and conventional bulky car-

bon materials.

Carbon fibers were developed in the early 1960s and

have given many breakthroughs to carbon science because

of their unique fibrous morphology.[5,6] Therefore it

is necessary to compare the structure and properties of

carbon nanotubes with conventional carbon fibers exhi-

biting diameters around 10 �m. Furthermore, there are

also very important materials that can be related to both

carbon nanotubes and carbon fibers. These are called

the vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) synthesized

directly by the catalytically assisted pyrolysis of hydro-

carbons.[7–10] Vapor-grown carbon fibers have diameters

ranging from 1 nm to 10 �m, the thinner ones

corresponding to carbon nanotubes and the thicker ones

are similar to carbon fibers. It has been reported that the

central core of a VGCF consists of a carbon nanotube.[11]

Through precise control of the synthesis conditions, it is

possible to produce carbon nanotubes and carbon fibers on

a large scale. Both materials have been industrialized for

different practical applications.[12] Therefore the struc-

tures of carbon nanotubes and carbon fibers as well as

VGCFs, in which the latter connects both typical

materials, are strongly emphasized in this account. We

will also show the similarities and differences of these 1D

carbon materials.

BONDING NATURE OF CARBON ATOMS

Carbon is the sixth element in the periodic table and has

the lowest atomic number of any of the elements in
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column IV. Each carbon atom has six electrons which

occupy 1s2, 2s2, and 2p2 atomic orbitals. The 1s2 orbital

contains two strongly bound core electrons. Four more

weakly bound electrons occupy the 2s22p2 valence

orbitals. In the crystalline phase, the valence electrons

give rise to 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz orbitals, which are

important in forming covalent bonds within carbon

materials. Because the energy difference between the

upper 2p energy levels and the lower 2s level in carbon is

small compared to the binding energy of the chemical

bonds, the electronic wave functions for these four elec-

trons can readily mix with each other, thereby changing

the occupation of the 2s and three 2p atomic orbitals, so as

to enhance the binding energy of a C atom with its neigh-

boring atoms. The general mixing of 2s and 2p atomic

orbitals is called hybridization, whereas the mixing of a

single 2s electron with one, two, or three 2p electrons is

called spn hybridization with n=1, 2, 3.[13,14]

Thus three possible hybridizations occur in carbon: sp,

sp2, and sp3, while other group IV elements, such as Si and

Ge, exhibit primarily sp3 hybridization. Carbon differs

from Si and Ge because carbon has no inner atomic

orbitals, except for the spherical 1s orbitals, and the

absence of nearby inner orbitals facilitates hybridizations

involving only valence s and p orbitals for carbon. The

various bonding states are connected with certain struc-

tural arrangements, so that sp bonding gives rise to a chain

structure such as carbynes, sp2 bonding to planar struc-

tures such as graphene, and sp3 bonding to a tetrahedral

structure such as diamond.

The carbon phase diagram (see Fig. 2) guided the

historical synthesis of diamond in 1960 and has continued

to inspire interest in novel forms of carbon, as they are

discovered.[15,16] While sp2 bonded graphite is the ground-

state phase of carbon under ambient conditions, at higher

temperatures and pressures, sp3 bonded cubic diamond is

stable. Other regions of the phase diagram show stability

ranges for hexagonal diamond, hexagonal carbynes,[17,18]

and liquid carbon.[19] The triple point of the graphite–

diamond–liquid phase is located at 123 kbar and 4100 K.

It is expected that a variety of novel p-electron carbon

bulk phases still remain to be discovered and explored.

A carbon nanotube is a graphene sheet appropriately

rolled into a cylinder of nanometer-size diameter.[2,3,20–23]

The curvature of the nanotubes admixes a small amount

of sp3 bonding so that the force constant (bonding) in

the circumferential direction is slightly weaker than along

the nanotube axis. Because the single-wall carbon

nanotube (SWNT) is only one atom thick and has a small

number of atoms around its circumference, only a few

wave vectors are needed to describe the periodicity of the

nanotubes. These constraints lead to quantum confine-

ment of the wavefunctions in the radial and circumferen-

tial directions, with plane wave motion occurring only

along the nanotube axis, corresponding to a large number

or closely spaced allowed wave vectors. Thus although

carbon nanotubes are related to a 2D graphene sheet, the

tube curvature and the quantum confinement in the

circumferential direction lead to a host of 1D properties

that are different from those of a graphene sheet. As

nanotubes can be rolled from a graphene sheet in many

ways, there are numerous possible orientations of the

hexagons on the nanotubes, although the basic shape of

the carbon nanotube wall is a cylinder, where the two

indices (n, m) that fully identify each carbon nanotube are

specified.[2,3,23] The rolling of a single graphene layer,

which is a honeycomb network of carbon atoms, to form a

carbon nanotube is well reviewed in many review papers

and books.[2,3,20–23] Carbon nanotubes (n, m) can be either

metallic (n–m=3q, q=0, 1, 2,. . .) or semiconducting (n–

m=3q±1, q=0, 1, 2,. . .), and likewise the individual

constituents of multiwall nanotubes or single-wall nano-

tube bundles can be metallic or semiconducting.[2,3,21]

These remarkable electronic properties follow from the

electronic structure of 2D graphite under the constraints of

quantum confinement in the circumferential direction.[2]

GRAPHITES AND DISORDERED CARBONS

The ideal crystal structure of graphite (Fig. 3a) consists of

layers in which the carbon atoms are arranged in an open

honeycomb network, such that the A and B atoms on

consecutive layers are on top of one another, but the A’
atoms in one plane are over the hexagon centers of the

adjacent layers, and similarly for the B’ atoms.[24] This

give rise to an ABAB planar stacking arrangement (called

Bernal stacking) shown in Fig. 3a, with an in-plane

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of an individual carbon layer in the

honeycomb graphite lattice called a graphene layer, and how it

can be rolled to form a carbon nanotube. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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nearest neighbor distance aC–C of 1.421 Å, an in-plane

lattice constant ao of 2.456 Å, a c-axis lattice constant co

of 6.708 Å, and an interplanar distance of 3.354 Å. This

structure is consistent with the D6h
4 (P63/mmc) space

group and has four atoms per unit cell.

Another ordered graphite phase is rhombohedral graph-

ite with ABC stacking of the graphene sheets; it has

ao =2.456 Å (same as for Bernal-stacked hexagonal

graphite), co=3(3.438)=10.044 Å, and space group D3
7

(R32).[24] When describing the ABC stacking of graphene

sheets in the hexagonal structure, it is necessary to consider

six atoms per unit cell, but if the rhombohedral description

is used, only two atoms per unit cell are needed. Because

the total energy for rhombohedral graphite differs only

slightly from that of the more stable Bernal ABAB stacking

(Table 1), graphite crystals tend to have stacking faults

where ABC rhombohedral stacking is found admixed

with the AB Bernal stacking for the ideal graphite crystal.

Most of graphite crystals and natural graphite follow the

hexagonal system, but, sometimes, natural graphite and

artificial graphite heat-treated at high temperatures have

been observed to include several percent of the rhombohe-

dral system. Also, mechanical grinding and ball milling

increase the rhombohedral component.

Stacking disorder tends to have little effect on the in-

plane lattice constant largely because the in-plane C–C

bond is very strong and the nearest-neighbor C–C spacing

is very small. As has already been mentioned elsewhere,

the C–C spacing in fullerenes and carbon nanotubes is

very close to aC–C. Disorder does, however, have a

significant effect on the interplanar spacing, because of

the weak interplanar bonding based on the van der Waals

force. One consequence of the small value of aC–C and the

large value of the interplanar c-axis separation is that

impurity species are unlikely to enter the in-plane lattice

sites substitutionally, but rather impurities tend to occupy

some interstitial positions between the layer planes as to

form intercalation compounds.

Weak disorder results in stacking faults (meaning

departure from the ABAB stacking order) and gives rise to

Fig. 2 The phase diagram of carbon.[15] The diamond (Di) and graphite (Gr) phases are emphasized in this figure. Other phases shown

in the diagram include hexagonal diamond and a high-temperature–high-pressure phase, denoted in the diagram by du Pont, meteorites,

and shock-quench, which has not been studied in much detail and may be related to carbynes. Liquid carbon, which has been studied at

low pressures and high temperatures, and an unexplored high-pressure phase, which may be metallic, are also indicated on the figure.
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a small increase in the interlayer distance. This increase is

modest when ABC stacking faults are occasionally intro-

duced. Greater disorder is introduced when the stacking

become random or uncorrelated and departs from AB or

ABC stacking. The greater the stacking disorder the

greater the interlayer distance, until random stacking

occurs. When the interlayer spacing reaches a value of

about 3.44 Å, the stacking of the individual graphene

layers becomes uncorrelated. The resulting 2D honey-

comb structure of uncorrelated graphene layers is called

turbostratic carbon (see Fig. 3b).[24]

In both structures, the bonding force between adjacent

carbon hexagonal networks is the van der Waals force.

The degree of 3-D ordering or the stacking fidelity is

defined in terms of the degree of graphitization (g) as

a function of the interlayer spacing (d002), by the follow-

ing equation,[28] where g is the probability to preserve

3-D stacking.

d002 ¼ 3:354gþ 3:44 ð1� gÞ ð1Þ

For interlayer spacings larger than 3.44 Å, the probability

of 3-D stacking is 0, and d002=3.354 Å gives perfect 3-D

graphite ordering with g=1. Between g=0�1, various

forms of carbon materials exist as a function of heat

treatment temperatures. For carbonaceous materials exhi-

biting a g value in the range between 0.5 and 1 when heat-

treated up to 3000�C, these pristine carbons are called

graphitizing or soft carbons.[29,30] In contrast, carbona-

ceous materials with lower g values, exhibiting a high

resistance for graphitization, are so-called nongraphitizing

or hard carbons.[29,30] These graphitization behaviors are

strongly dependent on the microstructure of carbonaceous

materials, where highly oriented small carbon networks

(the smallest called a basic structural unit) generally

determine the graphitizability. The chemical and physical

Fig. 3 Schematic diagrams exhibiting (a) a 3-D graphite lattice (b) a turbostratic structure,[24] and (c) a schematic structural model of

the outer two layers for a multiwall carbon nanotube.[33] The inset in (a) depicts the A and B carbon sites denoted by open circles and the

A’ and B’ sites by black circles. The in-plane lattice constant is denoted by a0, and the vectors of the unit cell in the direction a1, a2, and c
are indicated. The nearest-neighbor carbon distance aC–C in graphite is 1.421 Å. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Cohesive energy per carbon atom for various carbon-

related structures

Structure

Cohesive energy

(meV/atom) Ref.

3-D graphite 20.0 [25–27]

Rhombohedral graphite 19.9 [27]

2D graphene sheet 10.3 [25–27]

Carbon nanotube

(based on C60)

9.76 [25]
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properties, such as the electrical resistivity and mechan-

ical strength, are largely affected by the graphitizing

nature of a carbon. Therefore structural control of the

pristine material, namely, the starting organic material, is

very important for designing the desired performance of

carbons and graphite.[31,32]

The electronic structure of turbostratic graphite, a zero-

gap semiconductor, is qualitatively different from that

of ideal graphite, a semimetal with a small band overlap

(0.04 eV). As the crystalline disorder is further increased

and the in-plane ordering in the graphene sheets is reduced,

the interlayer spacing also continues to increase. Such

disorder further modifies the electronic properties of the

ideal 2D graphite and introduces an effective energy gap.

Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) relate closely to

the layer stacking of graphite, insofar as the interlayer

spacing is found to vary from 3.4 to 3.6 Å between

adjacent cylinders, possibly due to glide defects (see

Fig. 3c).[33] Magnetoresistance measurements provide a

highly sensitive measure of the degree of 3-D crystalline

order using the following equation.

Dr=r0 ¼ ½rðBÞ � rð0Þ�=rð0Þ ð2Þ

where r(B) and r(0) are the electrical resistivity with and

without a magnetic field B, respectively. As shown in

Fig. 4,[12,34–36] highly oriented pyrolytic graphite with

the highest degree of structural perfection shows large

positive transverse magnetoresistance, with smaller values

of positive Dr/r0 [mesophase-pitch-based carbon fibers

(MPCFs) at 3000�C] corresponding to more disordered

graphite. As more disorder is introduced, the 3-D order-

ing disappears and the fibers assume 2D or turbostratic

ordering, where there is no interlayer site correlation be-

tween adjacent graphene planes. The magnetoresistance

for the turbostratic carbon is characteristically negative,

with the magnitude of the negative magnetoresistance

decreasing as the disorder increases. For the case of

VGCFs heat treated at 2000�C[35] and multiwall carbon

nanotubes,[36] the negative magnetoresistance strongly

suggests that the stacking infidelity of the shells is quite

similar to that of turbostratic graphite regarding their

electronic properties along the tube axis (see the dotted

curve in Fig. 4). The curvature of the coaxial layers,

however, excludes the possibility of the AB or ABC

stacking of the graphene layers, and in this sense, the

stacking of layers in a MWNT is equivalent to turbostratic

stacking (see Fig. 3c). As some interlayer site correlation

between carbon atoms exists in nanotubes, especially

regarding the direction of the nanotube axis, the interlayer

stacking is not completely turbostratic. Also, for small-

diameter carbon nanotubes, there is a limited number of

possible nanotube diameters, and these depend also on the

nanotube chirality, so that it is not in general possible to

find a nested set of nanotubes which all have the same

chirality and also show a close packing of cylindrical

shells. Thus the electronic properties of multiwall carbon

nanotubes have some differences and some similarities

when compared with T-carbons.

In order to describe the electronic and phonon

dispersion relations of 3-D graphite, the Brillouin zone

(see Fig. 5) is used.[3,13] As the in-plane nearest-neighbor

distance in real space is much smaller than the interplanar

Fig. 4 Comparative study of transverse magnetoresistance at

low temperature (as indicated in parenthesis) for highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite (the dot-dashed curve),[34] typical mesophase-

pitch-based carbon fibers heat treated at different temperatures

(the solid curves),[13] vapor-grown carbon fibers (the dashed

curve),[35] and multiwall carbon nanotubes (the dotted curve).[36]

Vapor-grown carbon fibers exhibit a similar magnetoresistance

behavior to that of multiwall carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 5 Graphite Brillouin zone showing several high-symmetry

points and a schematic version of the graphite electron and hole

Fermi surfaces located along the HKH and H’K’H’ axes. (From

Refs. [3,13].)
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separation, the Brillouin zone for graphite has a small

length in reciprocal space along kz. As the interplanar

correlation becomes less and less important, as in the case

of turbostratic 2D graphene layers, the Brillouin zone is

reduced to a sheet. The special point K at the Brillouin

zone corner in 2D graphite is the location of the Fermi

level, and of the symmetry-imposed degeneracy of the

conduction and valence bands,[37] making 2D graphite a

zero band gap semiconductor. The band structure model

for graphite near the Fermi energy (EF) focuses on the

electronic dispersion relations in the vicinity of the HKH

and H’K’H’ edges of the Brillouin zone.

MULTI- AND SINGLE-WALL
CARBON NANOTUBES

Carbon nanotubes can be visualized as rolled sheets of

graphene that are sometimes capped (by a fullerene-like

hemisphere) on each end. They can be single-walled with

diameters as small as about 0.4 nm, or multiwalled (2 to

30 concentric tubes positioned within one another) with

outer diameters ranging from 5 to 100 nm. The constituent

shells of MWNTs can possess many different helical

structures, and variations in the radii and helical structures

have been predicted to affect the nanotube’s electronic

transport, which can vary from metallic to semiconduct-

ing.[2,3] As shown in Fig. 6, the band gap estimated by an

empirical tight-binding method as a function of nanotube

radius suggests that as the nanotube’s diameter gets larger,

thus decreasing the pronounced curvature of a graphene

layer, the value of the band gap corresponds to that of

graphene sheet.[38] Three typical structures of SWNT have

been proposed (Fig. 7), and their structures have been

confirmed by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and

electron diffraction studies.[3,39,40] If the C60 molecule is

Fig. 6 Band gap as a function of nanotube radius calculated

using an empirical tight-binding Hamiltonian. (From Ref. [38].)

Fig. 7 Three typical structural models for SWNTs, where the nanotubes are related to rolling a graphene sheet into a cylinder.[2,3]

Fullerene caps for the armchair and zigzag tubes are also indicated. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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bisected normal to a fivefold axis, the cap for an ‘‘arm-

chair’’ nanotube is formed, and if the C60 molecule is

bisected normal to a threefold axis, the cap for a ‘‘zigzag’’

nanotube is formed. In addition to the armchair and zigzag

nanotubes, a large number of chiral carbon nanotubes can

be formed with a screw axis along the axis of the nano-

tube, which is terminated by a variety of ‘‘hemispheri-

cal’’-like caps.

On the other hand, in MWNTs, no graphitic 3-D

stacking is established, although an individual shell of the

multilayers consists of perfect graphene sheets. Also, each

tube has different and independent chirality, which might

contribute to a larger inter-shell spacing than is found in

graphite. These characteristic structures of SWNTs and

MWNTs indicate that they are unique 1D materials with

fascinating electronic and mechanical properties.

FIBROUS FORMS OF CARBON
AND GRAPHITE

Carbon fibers represent an important class of graphite-

related materials that are closely related to carbon

nanotubes, with regard to structure and properties. Carbon

fibers have been studied scientifically since the late 1950s

and fabricated industrially since 1963. They are now

becoming a technologically and commercially important

material in the aerospace, construction, sports, electronic

device, and automobile industries. The global carbon fiber

market has now grown to about 12,500 tons/year of

product, after 40 years of continuous R&D work.[41]

Carbon fibers are defined as a filamentary form of carbon

with an aspect ratio (length/diameter) greater than 100.

Probably, the earliest documented carbon fibers are the

bamboo-char filaments made by Edison for use in the first

incandescent light bulb in 1880. With time, carbon fibers

were replaced by the more robust tungsten filaments in

light bulb applications, and, consequently, carbon fiber

R&D vanished at that early time. But in the late 1950s,

carbon fibers once again became important because of the

aggressive demand from aerospace technology for the

fabrication of lightweight, strong composite materials, in

which carbon fibers are used as a reinforcement agent in

conjunction with plastics, metals, ceramics, and bulk

carbons. The specific strength (strength/weight) and

specific modulus (stiffness/weight) of carbon fiber-rein-

forced composites demonstrate their importance as engi-

neering materials, because of the high performance of

their carbon fiber constituents.

Because the temperature and pressure necessary to

prepare a carbon fiber from the liquid phase is at the triple

point (T=4100 K, p=123 kbar, see Fig. 2), it would be

almost impossible to prepare carbon fibers from the melt

under industrial processing conditions. Carbon fibers are

therefore prepared from organic precursors. This prepa-

ration is generally done in three steps, including stabili-

zation of a precursor fiber in air (at �300�C), carboniza-

tion at �1100�C, and subsequent graphitization (above

2500�C). Fibers undergoing only the first two steps are

commonly called ‘‘carbon fibers,’’ while fibers under-

going all three steps are called ‘‘graphite fibers.’’ Carbon

fibers are generally used for their high strength, while

graphite fibers are used for their high modulus.

Historically, Bacon’s graphite whisker (see Fig. 8) has

demonstrated the highest mechanical properties of a

carbon fiber (with regard to both strength and modulus),

comparable to the ideal value for a graphite network.[42]

Graphitic whiskers were grown under conditions near the

triple point of graphite. Then, the structural model was

proposed, in which the layers consisting of graphene

sheets are wound around the axis as in rolling up a carpet.

These whiskers were used as the performance target in the

early stages of carbon fiber technology, although they

have never been produced on a large scale.

Synthesis and Properties of Carbon Fibers

SEM photographs together with schematic structural

models are shown in Fig. 9 for typical carbon fibers:

a high-strength polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based fiber

Fig. 8 Model for graphite whiskers grown by the DC arc-

discharge of graphite electrodes.[42] Whiskers were reported to

have the carpet-rolling structure of graphite sheets and to have

high mechanical strength and modulus along the fiber axis,

similar to the ideal values of a graphene sheet.
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(Fig. 9a), a high-modulus PAN-based fiber (Fig. 9b), and a

MPCF (Fig. 9c).[43,44] The PAN-based fibers consist of

small sp2-carbon structural units preferentially aligned

with the carbon hexagonal segments parallel to the fiber

axis. This orientation is responsible for the high tensile

strength of PAN-based carbon fibers.[45] By varying the

processing conditions (e.g., oxidation conditions, choice

of precursor material, and especially by increasing the

heat treatment temperature) of PAN fibers, a better

alignment of the graphene layers can be achieved (see

the structural model of Fig. 9b), thus leading to stiffer,

higher-modulus PAN fibers, but with lower strength.[44]

PAN-based fibers are one of the typical hard carbons.

MPCFs consist of well-aligned graphitic layers arranged

Fig. 9 SEM micrographs of three types of carbon fibers and their corresponding structural models: (a) a high-strength PAN-based

fiber, (b) a high-modulus PAN-based fiber, and (c) MPCF.[43,44] On the right-hand side of each fiber type, a schematic diagram of the

fiber structure is shown.

Fig. 10 (a) The mechanical properties of various kinds of carbon and graphite fibers[13,32] and (b) a direct comparison of the

mechanical properties for high strength and high modulus fibers, where low modulus fiber droops under its own weight, but the high

modulus fibers do not. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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nearly parallel to the fiber axis, and this high degree of

preferred orientation is responsible for their high modulus

or stiffness as well as their relatively high graphitizability.

The structures described above give rise to different

physical properties, although each type of fiber features

carbon hexagonal networks, possessing the strongest

covalent bonds in nature (C–C bonds). These strong

interatomic bonds lie in sheets essentially parallel to the

fiber axis and are responsible for the high mechanical

performance of these carbon fibers.

Referring to Fig. 10a we see that PAN-based fibers

have high strength and MPCFs have high modulus, while

VGCFs provide mainly ultra-high modulus materi-

als.[13,32] In this figure we also observe isotropic pitch-

based (general grade) fibers, exhibiting much lower

modulus and strength, but widely used in composites

with cement matrix for construction because of their low

cost and chemical stability. Fig. 10b demonstrates a direct

indication of the differences in the mechanical properties

of various carbon fibers, from low modulus-high strength

to high modulus-low strength fibers from the lower left to

the upper right in the photograph, where a yarn containing

500 fibers was initially placed in a horizontal position.

These fibers are combined with other materials in order to

design suitable mechanical properties and the fibers are

used as a filler for various advanced composite materials.

In order to get high performance in carbon and graphite

fibers, it is very important to control the microstructure by

selecting the appropriate organic precursor as well as the

processing conditions.

Vapor-Grown Carbon Fibers

VGCFs have a very special structure such as annular-rings

(see Fig. 11a) and are synthesized by a somewhat different

formation process than that used to produce PAN-based

and MPCFs. In particular, VGCFs are not prepared from a

fibrous precursor, but rather from hydrocarbon gas, using

a catalytic growth process outlined in Fig. 11b.[7–10,43,46]

Ultra-fine transition metal particles, such as iron particles

with a diameter of less than 10 nm, are dispersed on a

ceramic substrate, and a hydrocarbon, such as benzene

diluted with hydrogen gas, is introduced at temperatures

of about 1100�C. Hydrocarbon decomposition takes place

on the catalytic particle, leading to a continuous carbon

uptake by the catalytic particle and a continuous output by

the particle of well-organized tubular filaments of hexag-

onal sp2-carbon. The rapid growth rate of several tens of

�m/min, which is 106 times faster than that observed for

the growth of common metal whiskers,[42] allows the

production of commercially viable quantities of VGCFs.

Evidence in support of this growth model is the presence

of catalytic particles at the tips of the resulting VGCFs

(Fig. 11c).[43] The primary thin hollow fiber is first formed

by the catalytic process (with a diameter of less than

Fig. 11 (a) SEM image of vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs),[43] (b) suggested growth mechanism of VGCFs using ultra-fine

catalytic metal particles,[7] (c) very early stage of fiber growth in which the catalytic-particle is still active for promoting elongation

growth. The primary fiber thus formed acts as a core for vapor-grown fibers.[43] (d) The fiber is obtained through a thickening process,

such as the pyrolytic deposition of carbon layers on the primary thin fibers.[43] The encapsulated catalytic particle can be seen at the tip

of the hollow core. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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several nanometers), and the fiber is then thickened by a

successive chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process,

corresponding to the deposition of pyrolytic carbon layers

on the primary tubular core (Fig. 11d).

Such a high growth rate of the primary core fiber pro-

vides the possibility of employing a 3-D growth process

involving a floating catalyst in a reaction chamber without

the presence of a solid substrate (see Fig. 12a). In this

process, the nanometer-sized catalytic particles of metal

can float (or be suspended) for a specified time in the hot

zone of the reaction chamber in order to produce thin (100

nm homogeneous diameter) VGCFs of several hundred

microns in length.[13,43] The resulting VGCFs sample

shown in Fig. 12b consists of straight fibers with high

purity, implying that the individual fibers experienced

uniform reaction conditions as they passed through the

reactor.[43] By proper choice of growth conditions, large

quantities of high purity VGCFs can be obtained contin-

uously. Furthermore, the fiber diameter can be varied

through control of the residence time of the fiber in the

reaction zone and of the pressure of the hydrocarbon feed

stock. This basic process could be used for the large-scale

production of carbon nanotubes by a CVD process based

on the catalytic growth.[10,13,43,47– 49]

In Fig. 13a, we observe the broken edge of a

thick VGCF. At the center of the annular ring structure,

we can clearly observe an extruded carbon nanotube

(with a diameter of �5 nm), which serves as a template

for growing the thicker carbon fiber.[11] This tubular

core implies a discontinuity in the structure between the

core and the thickened periphery of the carbon fiber. Such

a discontinuity in structure is retained even after heat

treatment at temperatures as high as 3000�C. This

Fig. 12 (a) A vertical-type fiber synthesis system for the

floating reactant method in which benzene vapor containing an

organic-metallic compound such as ferrocene is introduced into

a vertical-type reactor by hydrogen gas. The fibers grow while

the catalytic particles are floating in the growth region of the

reactor[13,43] and (b) VGCFs, obtained under controlled growth

conditions, exhibit relatively homogenous diameter along the

fiber length and also high purity. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 (a) Carbon nanotube exposed at the breakage edge of a

vapor-grown carbon fiber as grown (a) and heat-treated at

3000�C (b). The sample is fractured by pulverization and the

core diameter is ~50 Å. (b) These photos suggest a structural

discontinuity between the nanotube core of the fiber and the

CVD-deposited carbon layers. The images show the strong

mechanical properties of the nanotube core, which maintains its

form after breakage of the periphery. (From Ref. [11].)
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graphitization process introduces a fully developed graph-

ite structure in the peripheral region of a VGCF exhibiting

a polygonal shape (see Fig. 13b). Fig. 14a shows the early

stage of fiber growth of a thin tubule corresponding to a

SWNT, which has both a bare region and a region

partially coated with pyrolytically deposited carbon.[50]

Sometimes it is possible to observe an isolated carbon

nanotube without a pyrolytic carbon coat at the early stage

of formation (Fig. 14b). This type of nanotube can be

produced by the same process as VGCFs by carefully

controlling the vapor pressure of the hydrocarbon and

using a much smaller size of catalytic particle.[50]

The CVD synthesis method has been considered as a

promising method for the large-scale production of

SWNTs and also MWNTs, especially using a floating

reactant technique.[10,13,43,47–49] In terms of the manufac-

turing process, this process has been shown to be more

controllable and cost efficient as compared with the arc

discharge or laser vaporization methods. Fig. 15a and b

exhibits a double-wall carbon nanotube and a four-wall

carbon nanotube produced by a catalytic CVD meth-

od.[12,49,51] For the fabrication of a carbon nanotube

transistor,[52] this synthesis technique appears to be highly

efficient because of the reproducibility and low cost when

compared to other routes.[53,54]

Exceptional mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes

are expected, when few structural defects are present. The

TEM image (Fig. 16a) and a theoretical simulated image

(Fig. 16b) demonstrate that carbon nanotubes have nearly

ideal mechanical properties because nanotubes do not

break even after twisting, bending, or flattening. This

particular behavior does not occur in carbon fibers, be-

cause they are brittle and more fragile.[50]

INTERCALATION AND DOPING BY FOREIGN
MOLECULES OR ATOMS

Because of the weak van der Waals interlayer forces

associated with the sp2 bonding in graphite, graphite

Fig. 14 (a) Co-existence of a VGCF and a single-wall carbon nanotube (with a diameter of about 20 nm) obtained by the pyrolysis of

benzene.[50] The deposition of a partial carbon layer on a carbon nanotube during the thickening process is observed. (b) Carbon

nanotube (obtained by benzene decomposition) and subsequently heat treated at 2800�C, yielding the same structure as nanotubes

prepared by the arc method. (From Ref. [50].)

Fig. 15 (a) Double-wall carbon nanotube and (b) a four-wall carbon nanotube produced by a catalytic CVD method.
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intercalation compounds (GICs) may be formed by the

insertion of layers of guest species between the layers of

a graphite host material,[55,56] as shown in Fig. 17a and

b. The guest species may be either atomic or molecular.

In the so-called donor GICs, electrons are transferred

from the donor intercalate species (such as a layer of the

alkali metal potassium) into the graphite layers, thereby

raising the Fermi level in the graphitic electronic states,

and increasing the mobile electron concentration by two

or three orders of magnitude, while leaving the

intercalate layers positively charged. Conversely, for

acceptor GICs, electrons are transferred to the intercalate

species (which is usually molecular, such as Br2) from

the graphite layers, thereby lowering the Fermi level in

the graphitic electronic states and creating an equal

number of positively charged hole states in the graphitic

p-band. The enhanced electrical conduction in GICs

(whether they are donors or acceptors) occurs predom-

inantly in the graphene layers and as a result of the

charge transfer between the intercalate and host lay-

ers. The electrical conductivity between adjacent gra-

phene layers is very poor. It is noteworthy that among

the GICs, Li-based GICs are widely used as anode

materials in commercialized Li-ion secondary batteries

for cell phones, personal computers, and electric vehicle

batteries.[31]

Fig. 16 (a) HRTEM image of a distorted single-wall carbon nanotube and (b) a computer-simulated model. (From Ref. [50].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 17 (a,b) Schematic model for a Li graphite intercalation compound showing the stacking of graphite layers (networks of hexagons

on a sheet) and of intercalate (e.g., lithium) layers, (c) TEM image of an individual rope consisting of single-walled nanotubes aligned

along the axis,[57] (d) a simulated image of a potassium-intercalated single-wall carbon nanotube rope superlattice. (From Ref. [58].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Basic concepts similar to those occurring in GICs

have been applied to carbon nanotubes in terms of the

variation in structures, modification of electronic proper-

ties, and functionalities through the intercalation process.

Namely, the bonding force between SWNT bundles or

ropes (see Fig. 17c) is governed by the weak van der

Waals force,[57] so that foreign species, such as atoms or

molecules, can be intercalated in the van der Waals gaps,

similar to graphite. Donor species, such as alkali metal

atoms, can be easily intercalated into the trigonal lattice

of nanotube ropes (see Fig. 17d),[58] while acceptor in-

tercalation has proved more difficult. This result indicates

the lack of 3-D structural fidelity within these nanotube

ropes as it is found in 3-D bulk graphite.

Not only interstitial but also substitutional doping of

foreign atoms into the carbon network of graphene sheets

Fig. 18 (a) STM image of a three-dimensional surface plot and a section analysis for boron-doped highly oriented pyrolytic

graphite[60] and (b) schematic model of the top view and the side view of a boron-doped graphene sheet based on the measured

dimensions of B–C1 and C1–C1. (From Ref. [60].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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has also been studied widely for altering their electronic

and structural properties for potential applications, such as

high-temperature oxidation protection for carbon/carbon

composites and as an anode material for Li-ion batteries,

because, for instance, boron-doping introduces an electron

acceptor level.[59] Fig. 18a shows an STM image of a 3-D

surface plot and a sectional analysis of highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite doped with boron.[60] Each bright area

consists of boron atoms, with the highest electron density

located at the center of six surrounding sites, and with

medium electron density corresponding to carbon atoms.

Also, the electron density distribution of a substitutional

boron atom and of the surrounding six carbon atoms

clearly appears in the 3-D surface plot (Fig. 18a inset).

The substitutional boron atom exhibits the highest

electron density in the center. Also, the substitution of

boron should slightly deform the flatness of the basal

plane (Fig. 18b). By restricting the measured bond length

between the B–C atoms obtained from Fig. 18a, the op-

timized structure of a graphene sheet has been simulated.

An improper torsion angle (B at the apex) is calculated to

be 164� as shown in Fig. 18b, while the original plane is

almost flat with an angle of 179�. For the case of multiwall

carbon nanotubes, a comprehensive study of the effect of

nitrogen doping was carried out using STM.[61] Fig. 19a

shows an STM image of a nitrogen-doped carbon nano-

tube, exhibiting both distortion and holes. The suggested

structure of a CNx nanotube is shown in Fig. 19b. This type

of hole might be due to pyridine-like and highly

coordinated nitrogen atoms replacing carbon atoms.

Substitutional doping into carbon nanotubes thus provides

a useful method to modify the electronic and mechanical

properties and enlarge the functionality of carbon nano-

tubes even further.

CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that carbon nanotubes, consist-

ing of graphene tubes of nanometer-size diameter, are

different from conventional carbon and graphite materials,

even from carbon fibers consisting of oriented planar

graphene sheets. The structure of VGCFs exhibiting a

carbon nanotube core can relate to both carbon nanotubes

and fibers (Fig. 20).[62] The diameters range from 1 nm for

nanotubes to 104 nm for carbon fibers, and VGCFs are

Fig. 19 (a) STM image of the surface of a 20-nm CNx nanotube and (b) suggested structural model for a CNx tube. (From Ref. [61].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 20 Schematic comparisons of the diameter dimensions

on a log scale for various types of fibrous carbons. (From

Ref. [62].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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located between the two. Bulk effects that are based on the

Bernal stacking of planar graphene sheets disappear with

decreasing diameter, and new quantum effects based on

the thin nanotube morphology appear in the range of

nanotube diameters corresponding to those of single- and

multiwall carbon nanotubes. The special characteristics of

carbon nanotubes in this diameter range can expand

carbon science and provide new opportunities for devel-

oping innovative and exciting applications in the nano-

technology field.
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Carbon Nanotubes for Storage of Energy: Super Capacitors
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), because of their exceptional

physicochemical properties, have been used for energy

storage devices such as super capacitors. Especially,

conducting and microtextural properties of CNTs are

noteworthy for this electrochemical application. The

presence of more or less continuous graphitic layers,

cylindrically rolled, together with a tight entanglement of

nanotubes supply a conducting and well accessible carbon

network with a moderate surface area (ca. 100–400 m2/g).

Because the performance of electrochemical capacitors is

connected with the accumulation of charges in the

electrode/electrolyte interface, such a material in the form

of an easily available web is of great interest. However,

for this application, apart from mesopores, which are

perfect for ion transportation, accessible micropores are

required for the accumulation of ions in the electrical

double layer. Generally, for this target a highly developed

specific surface area is demanded. Carbon nanotubes can

be used as electrode material or as a perfect additive or

support in composite electrodes. For their application as

an electrode material, the values of capacitance will

strictly depend on the microtexture and catalyst impuri-

ties. The more defected the outer walls of CNTs the higher

the values of capacitance. The presence of a thin amor-

phous carbon layer on the CNT walls also supply better

conditions for charge accumulation. Additionally, cat-

alytic impurities of nanotubes can be a source of redox re-

actions giving pseudocapacitance effects.

Generally, from the literature data, a high discrepancy

of capacitance (from 5 to 115 F/g) is found because the

values strongly depend on CNTs’ preparation method and

purity and on the conditions for capacitance measure-

ments. Some research has been devoted to elucidate the

effect of microtexture on capacitance properties to

improve capacitance values. Enhancement of CNTs’

capacitance can be achieved by an increase of their

surface area or introduction of pseudocapacitance effects

through redox species or conducting polymers. The

specific surface area of nanotubes has been increased by

KOH activation at 800�C. A few fold increase of capac-

itance has been obtained due to the development of

microporosity while preserving the mesoporous character.

This interesting phenomenon can be explained by the

insertion or intercalation of potassium in the walls of

nanotubes at 800�C and the subsequent formation of

micropores. Consequently, the opening of nanotube tips

was also observed that is profitable for charge accumu-

lation. Higher values of capacitance can also be obtained

if CNTs are used as a conducting component and/or

support in the composite electrode. In this case, conduct-

ing polymers or redox species are mainly responsible for

the capacitance values (giving the so-called pseudoca-

pacitance). Generally, a synergy effect is obtained be-

tween the components of the super capacitor electrode.

A nanocomposite gives better results than its compo-

nents alone.

Carbon nanotubes can also be used as a frame for

carbon obtained from different polymeric precursors. In

this case, the nanotube skeleton is very profitable to

prevent shrinkage during the carbonization process and,

consequently, an interesting CNT/carbon composite is

obtained for super capacitor application.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
OF CARBON NANOTUBES

The discovery of CNTs by Iijima in 1991[1] has generated

great interest in carbon materials and nanotechnology.

Carbon nanotubes have exceptional electrical, mechani-

cal, thermal, optical, and textural properties, which are

attractive for various potential applications ranging from

nanoelectronics to biomedical devices.[2] Their unique

characteristics result from the helical or fishbone arrange-

ment of the graphitic layers, the presence of a central

canal, and sometimes of entanglement or bundle forma-

tion. The areas of nanotube interest include composites,

field emitters, electronic devices (nanotransistor, 1-D

quantum wire), gas adsorption, catalyst support, templat-

ing, sensors, and others. However, the scope for using

CNTs in practical applications has been limited by a

moderate-scale production and their high cost. One of the

most promising uses of CNTs seems to be as energy

storage devices, i.e., super capacitors, where CNTs could

be used as an electrode component. Especially, elec-

trical and textural properties of CNTs are crucial for

this application.
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CAPACITOR PERFORMANCE—
SUPER CAPACITOR

An electrochemical capacitor (super capacitor) is a very

attractive energy source due to its high power, i.e., fast

delivery of energy and long-term durability.[3] An elec-

trochemical capacitor is built from a positive electrode

with electron deficiency whereas the second one is

negative, i.e., with electron excess (Fig. 1). In such a

simple model, it consists of two polarizable electrodes, a

separator and the electrolytic solution. A pure electrostatic

attraction between ions and the charged surface of an

electrode takes place. The amount of electrical energy W

accumulated in such a capacitor is proportional to

capacitance C and voltage U.

W ¼ 1=2CU2 ð1Þ

The operating voltage of the capacitor is determined by

the decomposition potential of electrolyte. The electrical

energy of the capacitor can be significantly enhanced by

the selection of an aprotic electrolytic solution where the

decomposition potential of the electrolyte varies from 3 to

5 V. The performance of an electrochemical capacitor is

based on the charge accumulation in the electrical double

layer, without the faradaic reactions that take part in

typical accumulators. The stored energy is based on the

separation of charged species across the electrode/solution

interface. As far as a pure electrostatic attraction of ions is

involved, the electrode capacitance C is proportional to

the electrode/electrolyte interface (to the electrode sur-

face) according to the following equation.

C ¼ Se=d ð2Þ

The capacitance is also proportional to the relative

permittivity of the solution e, and reciprocally dependent

on the thickness d of the electrical double layer. It is

noteworthy that the overall capacitance C is determined

by the series connection of two electrodes C1 and C2;

hence, in the case of a capacitor built from two electrodes

with different surfaces, the component of smaller capac-

itance will contribute more to the total value due to

reciprocal dependence.

1=C ¼ 1=C1 þ 1=C2 ð3Þ

The capacitance unit is a farad (F), which is the charge

accumulated in the defined range of voltage (coulomb per

volt). The specific capacitance can be related to the

electrode mass (F/g), to the electrode volume (F/cm3), or

the electrode surface (F/cm2).

Values of capacitance are strictly determined by the

porosity of electrode material. It is well known that

micropores (with a diameter less than 2 nm) play an

essential adsorption role in the formation of the electrical

double layer, whereas mesopores (diameter from 2 to 50

nm) are responsible for the adsorption of ions and for their

quick transportation to the bulk of the electrode material.

The enhancement of capacitance values can be realized

through a redox pseudocapacitive mechanism by the

simultaneous combination of two kinds of energy storage,

i.e., an electrostatic attraction of ions together with

faradaic reactions. Large charge-storage capabilities

obtained through this process have been observed in the

case of conducting polymers and transition metal oxides

that store the charge in the form of ions. The transfer of

counterions between the electrolyte and the bulk of the

electrode material proceeds as a response to the electron

transfer processes associated with oxidation and reduction

of the material. In this case, the capacitor is named ultra-

or super capacitor.

ADVANTAGE OF CARBON FOR SUPER
CAPACITOR APPLICATION

Carbon is widely used for many practical applications,

especially for the adsorption of ions and molecules, as

catalyst supports and electrode materials. The microtex-

tural and chemical characteristics of carbon determine

the efficiency of all these applications. Strict control of

the carbonization process (time, temperature, gas flow),

the kind of natural or synthetic precursor, and/or chemi-

cal vapor deposition conditions allow carbons with

almost defined structure to be prepared. The modification

of carbon by an activation process gives a further pos-

sibility of affecting the properties, especially by highly

developing the specific surface area (up to ca. 3000 m2/g).

Various advanced forms of carbon can be also designed

and prepared by a careful selection of templates with

different dimensionality. In such manner, one-, two-, or

three-dimensional (1-, 2-, or 3-D) carbons can be easily

obtained. Taking into account the versatility of theFig. 1 Scheme of electrochemical capacitor.
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preparation strategies, there is a great interest to investi-

gate the energy storage capacity in super capacitors as a

function of structure and microtexture of different forms

of carbon.

Carbon materials are very suitable candidates for

super capacitor electrodes, especially if their pore size,

surface area, wettability, and conductivity are carefully

taken into account.[4] The kind of precursor and the

conditions used for the carbonization and activation

processes play a significant effect on the capacitance

properties of carbon. The optimal temperature for car-

bonization ranges from 600� to 900�C. In such conditions

the microtexture of carbon is disordered and a significant

amount of heteroatoms remains. Their content quite often

decides about the surface functionality of carbon and its

wettability by the electrolytic solution. Intentionally

introduced heteroatoms, e.g., nitrogen by an ammoxida-

tion process or by a special selection of the precursors, can

also give an interesting enhancement of capacitance up to

230 F/g.[5]

The specific surface area is a crucial parameter in the

selection of carbons for super capacitor application.

Generally, carbons with a specific surface area over

1000 m2/g can be considered for such applications. A

further development of the specific surface area of carbon

can be easily realized by physical (water vapor, carbon

dioxide) or chemical activation.[6] Especially, a signif-

icant increase of carbon microporosity can be obtained by

chemical activation through KOH treatment at ca. 800�C.

The insertion of potassium vapor during this activation

process creates special cagelike pores and many defects

useful for the formation of the electrical double layer. It is

noteworthy that for the optimal charging of the double

layer, a microporous carbon material must possess a

certain amount of mesopores that facilitate the transport

of ions.

A few years ago a fascinating strategy for the synthesis

of ordered mesoporous carbons was successfully devel-

oped. The synthesis procedure consists in the impregna-

tion or adsorption of an organic carbon precursor into the

pores of silica or aluminosilicate templates followed by

the subsequent pyrolysis of the precursor and dissolution

of the template framework.[7,8] Another method is

connected with the introduction of carbon by chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) in the template. Because of the

highly ordered pore arrangement of such templates

(replica), the method gives new advanced carbons with

well-defined and controllable pore diameters suitable for

many applications, e.g., super capacitors.

The highly ordered 3-D mesoporous carbons have been

used as electrode materials for super capacitors.[9] Excep-

tional charge/discharge characteristics were obtained due

to the interconnected mesoporous network together with a

developed microporosity of such materials.[9,10] A mirror-

like shape of the voltammetry characteristics was ob-

served for alkaline (6 M KOH), acidic (1 M H2SO4), and

aprotic solutions (1.4 M TEABF4–tetraethyl ammonium

fluoroborane dissolved in acetonitrile).[10] The values of

specific capacitance reached 200 F/g in aqueous electro-

lytes. Such novel carbon materials were especially

adapted for working in an organic medium because the

diffusion of big ions proceeds easily due to the presence

of mesopores. In this case, high values of capacitance

(140 F/g) were obtained with the quick charge propaga-

tion. However, this type of material is quite expensive.

Nanotubular materials, which are typically mesopor-

ous, are also very useful for capacitor application.

NANOTUBES AS
SUPER CAPACITOR ELECTRODES

Carbon nanotubes, either aligned or randomly entangled,

present interesting capacitance properties and have been

widely used for super capacitor application.[11–28] Both

arrangements supply an open network of mesopores due to

the entanglement, presence of central canal, or mutual

interconnections. Such a good accessibility of the elec-

trode/electrolyte interface of the nanotubular material

facilitates the charging of the electrical double layer and

allows high dynamics of charge propagation, typical for

good performance of a super capacitor. Both types of

CNTs, i.e., single and multiwalled, will be considered for

this application.

Single-Walled Nanotubes as
Electrode Materials

Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) have been lately tested

as electrode materials for electrochemical capacitors.[15–18]

The bucky paper from nanotubes (Rice University, USA)

allowed one to get self-standing electrodes that can be

directly used for the capacitor assembly. They supply a

value of 40 F/g in the alkaline 6 M KOH solution.[16] After

their annealing at 1650�C, the capacitance diminishes to 18

F/g due to a better arrangement of the tubes in the bundles

that hinders the ions’ diffusion toward the active surface.

Raw materials containing 30% of single-walled nano-

tubes have also been used for the preparation of super

capacitor electrodes after mixing with poly(vinylidene

chloride) PVDC and pyrolysis of the mixture at 1000�C.

The authors attribute the high capacitance value of 180 F/

g measured in 7.5 M KOH to the SWNT material.[17]

However, in reality the carbonization of PVDC at 1000�C
produces microporous carbon, and as a consequence the

high capacitance values are due to the carbon obtained

from the polymeric binder but not to SWNTs.
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The electric double layer capacitance of highly pure

SWNTs (HiPco2) was carefully studied in organic

medium, i.e., 1 M LiClO4 in propylene carbonate.[18]

The gravimetric capacitance of SWNTs is around 45 F/g

and does not diminish with the increase of current density

from 10 to 160 mA/g. The specific capacitance per unit

surface area was compared for SWNTs and for activated

carbon fibers (ACFs). The authors found higher values of

10 �F/cm2 for SWNTs and only 5.5 �F/cm2 for ACFs due

to ion sieving in the case of highly microporous ACFs.

The open mesoporous network of SWNTs is profitable for

a quick charge propagation especially when an organic

medium is used as electrolytic solution.

After careful analysis of literature data it is clear that

pure single walled nanotubes without catalyst impurities

cannot supply higher values than ca. 45 F/g due to their

limited surface area and negligible microporosity. Sim-

ilar moderate capacitance values (20–40 F/g) for

SWNTs have been found as well in aqueous and non-

aqueous solutions.[28]

Hence, considering any electrochemical application,

especially super capacitors, SWNTs can be used as a per-

fect support, e.g., for conducting polymers.[27]

Multiwalled Nanotubes for
Capacitor Application

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) as a typical

mesoporous material were carefully investigated for super

capacitor applications in the form of electrodes or

electrode component.[11–16,19–26] The specific surface area

of different nanotubes varied from 120 m2/g to 450 m2/g.

Generally, the values of capacitance for nanotubes widely

range from 5 to 80 F/g. Higher values of 110 F/g have

been also found[11] when the catalytically grown nano-

tubes were chemically modified by nitric acid treatment

(10% of the carbon atoms on the surface were bound to

oxygen). Such functionalized MWNTs were self-adhesive

and could easily form very thin freestanding mat. A good

frequency response is mentioned by the authors for this

material (100 F/g was withdrawn at 1 Hz). However, the

stability of super capacitor performance during subse-

quent cycles was not investigated. On the other hand,

values of 15–25 F/cm3 that give ca. 20 F/g have been

measured for MWNTs in the same solution, i.e., 38%

H2SO4.[12]

The high discrepancy in the capacitance values of

various MWNTs can be easily explained by their different

microtextures and composition. Typically, the smaller

capacitance values were observed with CNTs of low

surface area. For example, purified nanotubes obtained by

the decomposition of acetylene at 600�C using the in situ

catalyst formed from the solid solution CoxMg(1�x)O, with

a specific surface area of 220 m2/g, supplied only 15 F/g.

Fig. 2 shows an entangled network of these nanotubes and

Fig. 3 presents a detailed transmission electron microsco-

py (TEM) image of a few representatives. The high purity

of these nanotubes, quite regular walls, and a lack of any

disordered carbon are responsible for limited capacitance

properties. A completely different nanotubular product is

obtained from the decomposition of acetylene at 700�C
using a silica support for the cobalt catalyst.[14] It is

Fig. 2 SEM image of nanotubes obtained by the decomposition of acetylene at 600�C using the in situ formed catalyst from a

CoxMg(1�x)O solid solution.
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striking that a value of 80 F/g could be reached for such

catalytic nanotubes, which possess a moderate surface area

of only 430 m2/g. In this case a thin layer of pyrolytic

carbon on the nanotubes with a number of surface defects

gives the high values of capacitance. Generally, the more

defected the walls and the higher the surface area of the

nanotubes, the higher the values of capacitance. On the

other hand, nanotubes with perfect walls and a high degree

of graphitization provided limited capacitance values from

5 to 15 F/g.[20] From a careful analysis of the results, it

seems that the values of capacitance and amount of

micropores, even if quite limited, are well correlated.

For the nanotubular materials, it is clear that capac-

itance can be improved by two ways: development of

microporosity or pseudocapacitance effects (transition

metal oxides, conducting polymers, surface functionality).

Capacitance increased up to 135 F/g through the func-

tionalization of CNTs by hot nitric acid,[13,14] but due to

Fig. 3 TEM image of nanotubes prepared using the CoxMg(1�x)O solid solution.

Fig. 4 TEM image of activated nanotube.
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the irreversible character of redox reactions on the surface

groups, the pseudocapacitance effect diminishes with

cycling. In the case of CNTs directly grown on a graphite

foil,[21] to improve the electrical contact between the

substrate and nanotubes, the authors introduced functional

groups on the nanotube surface by a special exposure of

the material to air. Although capacitance results reached

values of 115 F/g, such a treatment will not give stable

capacitance values with cycling.

Chemical KOH activation is a very attractive method

for the development of nanotube microporosity.[20,22,29]

In some cases, the specific surface area increases four

times and the values of capacitance increase from 15 to

90 F/g.[20,22] The image presented in Fig. 4 shows the

effect of the gradual KOH attack on the nanotube tip.

The nanotubes are opened and micropores are formed

due to the following reactions:

2KOH! K2Oþ H2O ð4Þ

Cþ H2O! COþ H2 ð5Þ

COþ H2O! CO2 þ H2 ð6Þ

K2Oþ H2 ! 2Kþ H2O ð7Þ

K2Oþ C! 2Kþ CO ð8Þ

The insertion and/or intercalation of free potassium

between the graphitic-type layers of nanotubes plays an

extremely important role in the formation of microporos-

ity. The process starts preferentially from the tips and all

the topological defects on the walls leading to the

separation of the graphene layers (Fig. 4). Partly, it can

also proceed in the central canal of nanotubes. The final

effect of activation can be easily demonstrated by the

increase of nitrogen adsorbed in the first part of the

adsorption/desorption isotherm at 77 K. The IV type iso-

therm with a hysteresis loop presented in Fig. 5 confirms a

wide distribution of pores due to highly defected walls,

cracks, and surface irregularities, but a still preserved

mesoporous character for the activated nanotubes. Because

of activation, the micropore volume increases from ca. 0.1

to 0.4 cm3/g. The specific surface area of these nanotubes

increased from 220 to 880 m2/g giving a significant

enhancement in capacitance values from 15 to 90 F/g in

6 M KOH.[20,22] An example of charge/discharge

characteristics for a super capacitor built from activated

nanotubes operating in voltammetric mode with 6 M

KOH is shown in Fig. 6. The rectangular shape of the

voltammograms at scan rate potential of 2 and 10 mV/sec

proves high dynamics of charge propagation for such an

activated nanotubular material with developed micropo-

rosity. A typical galvanostatic charge/discharge for the

same capacitor is shown in Fig. 7. The values of time

constant (RC), where R is the resistance and C is the

Fig. 5 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption at 77 K for nanotubes prepared using the CoxMg(1�x)O solid solution : (a) before KOH

activation, (b) after KOH activation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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capacitance, estimated from impedance measurements

vary from 0.1 to 1 s. The smaller the values of time constant,

the quicker the charge propagation in the capacitor.

It has been found that the optimal KOH/C ratio for the

activation process is 4:1, whereas the higher ratio 5:1

gives total destruction of the nanotubes into a microporous

carbon.[29]

As a conclusion, a well-performed KOH activation

seems to be an attractive method for the development of

nanotube microporosity, compared to CO2 activation,

which removes the outer graphitic layers by a gasification

process without penetrating into the walls.

NANOTUBES AND CONDUCTING
POLYMER COMPOSITES

The specific capacitance of nanotubular carbon materials

can be increased by pseudocapacitance effects. It can be

realized through the preparation of novel CNT-conducting

polymer composites.[15,16,20,23–25,27] Such a modification

supplies, apart from the electrostatic attraction of ions,

also stable faradaic effects (pseudocapacitance).

One of the most interesting aspects of conducting

polymers is the coupling of an electron transfer reaction

and of the counterion exchange during the electrochemical

oxidation and reduction of the polymer. In the case of

polypyrrole (PPy) this is schematically represented in

Fig. 8 and described by the following reaction:

½PPyþA�� þ e� $ ½PPy� þ A� ð9Þ

Polypyrrole has been especially selected for its high

conductivity, stability in the oxidized form, and ability to

be electrochemically switched between the conducting

and isolating states. Polypyrrole supplies a high specific

capacitance because of its high doping level; however, it

is valid only for thin films that have limited practical

application. Generally, the thicker layers of PPy undergo

shrinkage and swelling that is the cause of film degrada-

tion and conductivity loss.

The combination of the two components, i.e., nano-

tubes and PPy, allows one to overcome this problem and

to efficiently use the mesoporous nanotubular network as

a perfect support for the highly conducting polymer.

Chemical and electrochemical polymerization was

used to obtain a layer of PPy on the different nanotubular

materials.[16,20,23–25,27,30–33] For example, in the case of

electrochemically obtained nanotube/PPy composites, the

values of capacitance reached ca. 170 F/g.[15,23] Such

composite electrodes could be easily cycled at 350 mA/g

current load without any performance aggravation over

2000 cycles.[20] Polypyrrole electrodeposited on the

nanotubes supplies a perfect 3-D volumetric charge

distribution. It is noteworthy that the capacitance value

during cycling strongly depends on the voltage range

Fig. 6 Charge/discharge of a super capacitor built from

activated nanotubes in 6 M KOH at two scan rates 2 and 10

mV/sec. Mass of each electrode: 5–7 mg.

Fig. 7 Charge/discharge of a super capacitor built from acti-

vated nanotubes in 6 M KOH. Galvanostatic mode. Mass of each

electrode: 5–7 mg. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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selected for operating the super capacitor. Generally, it

cannot exceed 0.6–0.8 V due to oxygen evolution in the

positive range of potentials and switching to an insulating

state in the negative range of potentials.[33]

From a careful analysis of results it seems that a

nonhomogeneous layer of PPy deposited chemically can

supply even higher values of capacitance. Polypyrrole

obtained by a chemical method[30,33] was more porous and

less compact; hence, the diffusion of ions could proceed

more easily. Fig. 9 shows the scanning electron micros-

copy (SEM) image of a nanocomposite obtained by the

chemical polymerization of pyrrole on a nanotube

substrate. For such a composite containing only 20 wt.%

of MWNTs (prepared by decomposition of acetylene on

the solid solution CoxMg(1�x)O), a good distribution of

PPy was obtained and high energy could be extracted

from the conducting PPy. In this case, the values of

capacitance reach 200 F/g with long-term durability if a

limited range of capacitor voltage (0.6 V) is selected.[33] It

is noteworthy that both components alone, i.e., bulk PPy

and pure nanotubes, supply at the same current load (200–

400 mA/g) very low capacitance values (below 20 F/g).

Fig. 10 shows the charge/discharge characteristics of

such a super capacitor built from the nanotube/PPy

nanocomposite in 1 M H2SO4 using voltammetry tech-

nique at 5 mV/sec scan rate. Fig. 11 presents a galvano-

static cycling of the same capacitor with 2 mA current load

(the mass of each electrode is 8.6 mg).

SWNT/PPy nanocomposites have been investigated by

An et al.[27] However, it seems that the nickel foam used

for the current collector supplies an additional capacity in

the alkaline solution used for this study. Polypyrrole in

alkaline solution degrades quickly; hence, these results

have a limited practical application.

An interesting strategy was recently selected for the

elaboration of nanotube/conducting polymer composites,

using the electrochemical synthesis of PPy on well-

aligned CNT electrodes.[31,32] The nanotubular material

Fig. 8 Doping/dedoping process of polypyrrole. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 SEM image of a MWNT/PPy composite.

Fig. 10 Voltammetry charge/discharge of a super capacitor

built from the MWNT/PPy composite at 5 mV/sec scan rate.

Mass of each electrode: 8.6 mg.
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instead of a flat metallic surface accelerates the redox

processes proceeding in PPy, demonstrating the high

profitability of using this composite. The authors present

only the values of capacitance per surface that give limited

information about the possibility of practical application

of this material in a real capacitor.

A careful analysis of the above-presented results shows

that both types of nanotubes (MWNTs and SWNTs) are

attractive components of composite electrodes with

polypyrrole. Such novel nanocomposite electrodes for

super capacitors combine the complementary properties of

CNTs and conducting polymers due to an efficient 3-D

charge distribution and easily accessible electrode/elec-

trolyte interface.

CONCLUSION

Carbon nanotubes due to their highly accessible surface

area, low resistivity, high stability, and narrow diameter

distribution offer potential possibilities as electrode com-

ponents for super capacitors. A high discrepancy of

capacitance values for pure (nonmodified) nanotubes,

from 10 to 80 F/g, has been found because of their various

microtextures. Analysis of the presented results reveals

that multiwalled nanotubes, especially if a thin layer of

pyrolytic carbon is deposited on their walls during their

formation, can supply high values of 80 F/g per CNT

material. Surface modification of nanotubes by nitric acid

or chemical KOH activation at 800�C enhance the

capacitance values up to 135 F/g because of the introduc-

tion of functional groups on the surface and increase of

microporosity, respectively. Both types of nanotubes

(SWNTs as well as MWNTs) in the purified state, without

amorphous carbon film on the walls and catalyst residues,

supply rather moderate capacitance values below 60 F/g

independently of the electrolytic solution.

On the other hand, CNTs regardless of the type

(MWNTs and SWNTs) are a perfect support for conducting

polymers, redox species, microporous carbon, in various

composites, giving excellent enhancement of capacitance

values for the final product. Especially, high improvement

of super capacitor performance can be reached by coating

of nanotubes with conducting polypyrrole. The mesopor-

ous network of well-conducting nanotubes forms a frame

for the polymer, which explains the synergy effect between

the two components of the CNT/PPy composite electrodes,

because of good access of ions from the electrolyte. Such

composites seem to be especially adapted for operating in

organic electrolytic solutions.

Apart from PPy, different types of conducting poly-

mers such as polythiophene or its derivatives, e.g.,

poly(3,4-ethylenodioxythiophene) (PEDOT), also provide

interesting capacitance properties. Hence, their compo-

sites with nanotubular materials should be considered in

the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes, single or multiwalled, have been the

object of a large amount of studies since their discovery in

the last decade of the 20th century. Those studies revealed

the nature of this material, its chemical structure, and

many of its physical and chemical properties. Almost

immediately after its discovery, a major technological

application was envisioned as potential medium to store

hydrogen, and other gases employed as fuel. Despite the

large amount of work performed in this area, there is no

agreement in many basic questions concerning the gas

storage capacity of this material. Here we review the work

performed in the area of gas adsorption on carbon

nanotubes. Those studies aimed to determine the adsorp-

tion capacity of different gases, to characterize the

structure of the material through the adsorption of

nitrogen, to explore the molecular sieving properties of

nanotubes, and to test models involving matter in quasi

one-dimension or in confined spaces.

GAS PHYSISORPTION

Gas physisorption is mostly employed to characterize the

surface structure of carbon nanotubes.[1–11] Stan et al.[12]

analyzed the conditions required for a given gas to be

adsorbed in carbon nanotubes or their bundles; their results

confirm the intuitive expectation that small molecules can

be adsorbed within both the interstitial channels and the

tubes. It has been demonstrated[13] that the entry ports of

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are blocked with

functional groups (quinone, carboxylic, etc.) that can be

eliminated through a thermal activation at moderate

temperatures; Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an

open-ended SWNT containing carboxylic acid groups at

the entry ports of the nanotube. Heating in vacuum above

600 K removes these blocking groups.[13]

Other researchers claimed that certain adsorbates can

penetrate the tubes producing a radial deformation.[14,15]

In opposition to those results, Froudakis[16] performed

theoretical calculations that showed that no chemisorption

and no penetration can occur, and that radial deformation

is found upon adsorption of certain adsorbates. Other

authors[17] claimed to have demonstrated that chemisorp-

tion can occur on the outer wall when the energy of the

incident H atom is between 96 and 289 kJ/mol. They

estimated that the energy required to penetrate through a

hexagon of the wall is 1350 kJ/mol. Another conclusion is

that the hole on the wall, produced by the atom passing

through it, can be healed after relaxation.

Eswaramoorthy et al.[18] detected a marked hysteresis

in N2 adsorption isotherms on SWNT that the authors

assigned to capillary condensation in the intertubular

space. In the same study, benzene cross-sectional area was

estimated to be between 0.3 and 0.4 nm2.

Migone et al.[19,20] reported experimental results on

adsorption of Xe, methane, and Ne on samples of closed-

ended SWNT. Using classical techniques, the authors

calculated the adsorption energies of those gases. The

obtained values are 21.4 kJ/mol for CH4, 27.2 kJ/mol for

Xe, and 5 kJ/mol for Ne. All these values are ca. 70% larger

than the corresponding values obtained for adsorption on

the basal plane of graphite. These authors also indicated

that, if physisorption is the prevailing adsorption mecha-

nism for H2, and, if geometric factors are determinant, this

gas cannot occupy the interstitial channels of SWNT

bundles as its dynamic molecular diameter is 0.29 nm. Xe

adsorption has also been studied using computer simula-

tions,[21] and the main conclusion is that the interaction

potential between a Xe atom and the SWNT walls can be

well represented by the same potential for a flat graphite

surface. Some controversy exists with respect to the

possibility of Xe to be adsorbed in the interstitial sites of

a bundle of nanotubes. According to Muris et al.[22] Xe, as

well as CF4 and SF6, can only be adsorbed on the outer part

of the bundle. Xe binding energy has been also estimated

using thermal desorption spectroscopy[23] and the obtained

value is 27% higher than the corresponding value for

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) in agreement

with other experimental techniques. If the same compar-

ison is made for oxygen,[24] the value obtained for SWNT

(18.5 kJ/mol) is ca. 55% larger than the corresponding one

for HOPG (12 kJ/mol).
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N2, Ar, H2, and D2 isosteric heats of adsorption experi-

mentally determined have been recently reported.[25] The

heat profiles correspond to a heterogeneous surface, and

the obtained values were 15 kJ/mol for nitrogen and

argon, 9 kJ/mol for deuterium, and 7 kJ/mol for hydrogen.

N2 value is somehow low compared to other reported

experimental and theoretical values that put it closer to

17–18 kJ/mol.[26,27]

Carbon nonohorns are another form of nanotubes that

are capped with a cone instead of half fullerene molecule.

The adsorption potential on these tubes has been analyzed

in detail by Murata et al.[28] Xe adsorbed on single-walled

carbon nanohorns (SWNH) in a ‘‘dahlia flower’’ arrange-

ment[29] has a smaller (20%) binding energy compared to

the value obtained for SWNT.

Nitrogen physisorption in carbon nanotubes has been

studied mainly to characterize the porous texture of the

samples.[30] Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)

computer simulations have been employed in a pioneering

paper dealing with nitrogen and argon adsorption on

carbon nanotubes.[31] The authors found that both gases

were strongly adsorbed in a 1.02-nm SWNT at 77 K. They

also showed that the adsorption isotherms were of Type I

in IUPAC classification system. In the cases where

hysteresis was found, the isotherms were of Type IV in

IUPAC classification. Thus Fig. 2 shows simulated

adsorption–desorption isotherms for argon at 77 K on a

4.78-nm double buckytube, either semiinfinite, or open.

The hysteresis loop covers a broader pressure range for the

semiinfinite model.

Other computer simulations performed on bundles of

SWNT in a square array[32,33] showed some qualitative

agreement between experiments and simulations. Other

conclusions derived from the simulations are that adsorp-

tion is dominated by geometric factors, and that the in-

terstitial spaces make a significant contribution to the total

adsorption capacity. Other authors[34] found that the

quadrupole moment of nitrogen has a little effect on the ad-

sorption in SWNT; nevertheless, it has been proved that

the opposite is true.[35,36]

First-principles calculations of the adsorption of NO2,

O2, NH3, N2, CO2, CH4, H2O, H2, and Ar have been report-

ed;[37] nevertheless, a poor agreement between the calcu-

lations and other theoretical estimates and experiments

(see, e.g., the Ar case[38] and previously cited data on meth-

ane adsorption) is obtained for the adsorption energies. In

the case of oxygen, the disagreement between theoretical

calculations is more pronounced (compare the two previous

cited papers with Ref. [39]). Oxygen adsorption on carbon

nanotubes and graphite has been studied using density

functional theory (DFT) calculations by Giannozzi et al.[40]

These authors report the formation of a weak bond between

oxygen and the wall of a nanotube or a graphene layer of

graphite, which is characteristic of physisorption. This

bond does not involve any charge transfer between the

molecule and the solid. The authors also point out the

inability of current approximation functionals to correctly

deal with dispersion forces. Nevertheless, other studies[41]

indicate that the curvature of the walls of SWNT exerts a

large influence on the adsorption potential.[21,40]

Methane adsorption on carbon nanotubes has been

studied in detail by Migone et al.[42–44] Along these studies,

the authors found that hysteresis in the adsorption

isotherms is present only when the tubes are open-ended

and that the filling of nanotubes is controlled by the wetting

characteristics of the adsorbate–nanotube system. Liquid

methane completely wets the tubes whereas an incomplete

wetting is found for solid methane. The isosteric heat of

Fig. 2 Ar adsorption isotherms in a semiinfinite carbon nano-

tube at 77 K. (Adapted from Ref. [31].)

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an open-ended SWNT con-

taining carboxylic acid groups at the entry ports of the nanotube.
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adsorption was determined (21.4 kJ/mol), which is 76%

larger than the corresponding value for graphite. This

increment in the adsorption energy with respect to graphite

agrees with what was found for other gases. Other

authors[45] studied methane adsorption, and they concluded

that density functional theory (DFT) is a good method,

provided that the interaction potential is described by a

well-defined analytical function; otherwise, GCMC is a

better method. They also showed that adsorption in the

interstices formed by the tubes in the bundle is significant.

Using DFT, Tanaka et al.[46] showed that methane

adsorption is enhanced through CH4–CH4 interactions

between molecules inside and outside the tube. As an

illustration, Fig. 3 shows excess methane adsorption

isotherms on the internal and external surfaces of an

isolated tube of reduced diameter (=4.2 at 303 K). Both

endohedral and exohedral adsorptions are enhanced by

fluid–fluid interactions across the carbon wall. Butane

physisorption on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT)

has been studied at room temperature,[47] and it was found

that most of the butane is adsorbed on the external surface

of the tubes. Moreover, no hysteresis was observed be-

tween adsorption and desorption experiments.

Ethane adsorption on SWNT bundles forming a square

array has been investigated using GCMC computer

simulations.[48] The authors found that the adsorbed phase

inside the tubes is quite disordered. Nevertheless, their

conclusions should be revised in view of certain assump-

tions done in the simulation model.

The adsorption of several types of alkylamine on

SWNT induced large changes in the electrical conduct-

ance of semiconducting nanotubes.[49] The phenomenon is

reversible, and it took, according to the authors, 12 hr to

restore the initial characteristics of the studied samples.

Decane adsorbed in SWNT has been shown[50] to be in a

fluid state that is highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic.

Molecular dynamics computer simulations have been

performed to explore the behavior of SWNT toward the

adsorption of gaseous mixtures.[51] The main and obvious

conclusion is that the efficiency in the separation of

molecules decreases as the tube diameter increases.

GAS STORAGE CAPACITY OF
CARBON NANOTUBES

Before a massive use of hydrogen in fuel cells is achieved,

it is necessary to be able to store it safely and effi-

ciently.[52] The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has

elaborated an energy plan that includes hydrogen as a

potential source provided a weight efficiency of 6.5

weight percentage (wt.%) and volumetric density of 62 kg

H2/m3 are achieved at ambient temperature. Carbon

nanotubes are fascinating objects that could be employed

for gas storage, particularly hydrogen.[53,54] Hirscher

et al.[55] summarized the available experimental data on

hydrogen sorption capacity in carbon nanotubes. They

conclude that none of the promising experiments on H2

uptake could be repeated by an independent group. The

authors also provided evidence for a small reversible

hydrogen uptake for SWNT and for the need of opening or

cutting of the tubes as a prerequisite for high storage

capacity. Fig. 4 compares thermal desorption spectra of

deuterium in high vacuum for SWNT, graphite nano-

fibers, and graphite ball-milled under D2 atmosphere.

However, the D2 release from SWNT not submitted to ball

milling was practically negligible.

Fig. 4 Thermal desorption rate of D2 from SWNT, graphite

nanofibers (GNF), and ball-milled-graphite (graphite). (Adapted

from Ref. [55].)

Fig. 3 Excess adsorption isotherms of methane at 303 K on

carbon nanotubes. Open symbols indicate that the gas–gas

interactions across carbon walls are not taken into account,

while filled symbols include these interactions. (Adapted from

Ref. [46].)
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Several authors have studied the influence of synthesis

and purification methods of carbon nanotubes upon H2

sorption capacity.[56–64] The influence of the structure

(packing) of the bundles has also been investigated.[65,66]

Wang and Johnson[67] performed computer simulations,

classical and quantum path integral, of hydrogen adsorp-

tion in SWNT and carbon slit pores. Among their con-

clusions, the most relevant are: quantum effects are

important in hydrogen adsorption in the interstices even

at room temperature; a reasonable agreement exists be-

tween their simulations and experimental data; and the

adsorption capacity of carbon slit pores is larger than that

of the SWNT bundles. They also concluded that none of

the materials studied in their work were able to approach

DOE’s target for hydrogen storage capacity. Gu and

Gao[68] arrived to almost the same conclusions using the

same computational methods; they also found that DOE’s

requirements could be achieved at ca. 18 K. Nevertheless,

Darkrim and Levesque[69] found using computer simula-

tions a gravimetric density storage equal to ca. 11 wt.% at

77 K. This value leads the authors to conjecture that SWNT

could be employed for hydrogen storage systems. Recent-

ly, Hou et al.[70] reported a storage capacity of 6.3 wt.% and

31.6 kg/m3 at room temperature. This unconfirmed result

shows an acceptable gravimetric hydrogen uptake but the

volumetric efficiency is still 50% of DOE’s target.

Hydrogen adsorption has also been studied using

Raman spectroscopy,[71] which showed no indication of

chemisorption but physisorption on multiple sites of the

SWNT ropes at 85 K and up to 8 atm. Hydrogen adsorption

produces the separation of the individual SWNT at ca. 40

bar and 80 K because of a small cohesive energy between

the tubes, 0.48 kJ/mol.[72] Single-walled carbon nanohorns

have also been investigated to determine their hydrogen

uptake capacity at supercritical conditions.[73]

From the experimental point of view, the studies on

hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes indicate that this

material is not suitable from DOE’s criteria, at least for

the structures already known. Nevertheless, there is a

controversy when the problem is analyzed with theoretical

tools. There are several computer simulation studies

predicting a good sorption capacity;[74–76] moreover, other

studies claim to have partially accomplished with DOE’s

requirements.[77] On the other side, there are several

studies indicating that carbon nanotubes are not suitable

according to DOE’s criteria.[78–81]

MATTER IN CONFINED SPACES

Stan and Cole[82] published one of the pioneering works on

the theory of adsorption in carbon nanotubes. In that paper,

the authors found that carbon nanotubes provide a physical

realization of a quasi 1-D system for both classical and

quantum gases. This subject is reprised in more detail by

Calbi et al.[83–86] where the authors analyzed a very rich

collection of phases found for the adsorbate. Grand Ca-

nonical Monte Carlo simulation results have been reported

for the adsorption of Ar and Kr on SWNT bundles.[87] The

calculated isotherms revealed phase transitions associated

with the formation of quasi 1-D lines of atoms on the

grooves between two nanotubes; as an illustration, Fig. 5

shows calculated adsorption isotherms of Ar at several

temperatures. The quasi 1-D character of 4He adsorbed

inside carbon nanotubes has been explored by several

authors.[88,89] Equations of state have been derived for H2

and D2 in pure 1-D geometry.[90,91] The obtained equation

of state predicts a liquid H2 phase inside a (5,5) carbon

nanotube. To study transport properties of fluids in

confined spaces, carbon nanotubes can be employed as

they constitute a model system with real existence.[92]

Quantum molecular sieving effects have been stud-

ied[93,94] by comparing computer simulations with the pre-

dictions of a simple model. The studied systems included

H2–T2; 3He–4He; CH4–CD4; and H2–HD.

Ayappa[95,96] reported a quite complete study on binary

mixtures adsorbed in carbon nanotubes. The author studied

equimolar binary Lennard–Jones gas mixtures using Grand

Canonical Monte Carlo simulations. He found that for

mixtures of species with different sizes, the energetically

favored species is adsorbed at high temperatures. However,

at moderate and lower temperatures and intermediate

nanotube diameter, a complete exclusion of the larger

species is observed. If both species are of similar size, the

most favored energetically is adsorbed at all temperatures.

Hydrogen and CO mixtures have been studied by Gu

et al.[97] The authors showed that CO is adsorbed inside

the tubes and H2 is kept outside the tubes. At higher

pressure, the situation is reversed because H2, being

smaller than CO, can be easily packed inside the tube.

Fig. 5 Simulated Ar adsorption isotherms over a wide tem-

perature range. (Adapted from Ref. [87].)
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Transport and diffusion of gases in carbon nanotubes

have been studied by several authors.[98–100]

GAS CHEMISORPTION ON
CARBON NANOTUBES

The work carried out in this area mainly concerns the

behavior of carbon nanotubes as field emitters and the

mechanism of field emission.[101] The first paper[102] to be

commented on reported an increment in the field emission

current as a result of the presence of unknown chemi-

sorbed species on the surface of carbon nanotubes. A

recent study[103] using density functional calculation con-

cluded that all the molecules studied, except nitrogen,

dissociate and then chemisorb. The Fermi levels are

moved toward the valence bands for the adsorption of

oxygen, hydrogen, and water. Nitrogen does not change

the Fermi level position. Their main conclusion was that

water enhances the field emission current whereas oxygen

adsorption decreases it. The increasing field emission

properties of carbon nanotubes as a result of oxygen ad-

sorption have also been investigated.[104] Using first-prin-

ciples calculations, the authors found that all the analyzed

configurations produce an enhancement of the emission

current. Similar results have been reported by Grujicic

et al.[105] including that the effect increases with the

magnitude of the dipole moment of linear adsorbates. This

phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the decrease in

ionization potential (and concomitant increase in field

emission) shows an complex relationship with the dipolar

moment, which suggests the additional contribution of

other factors.

According to density functional calculations,[106] car-

bon nanotubes can survive adsorption and desorption of

chemisorbed oxygen provided a precise control on the

annealing temperature is exerted.

Hydrogen dissociation and chemisorption on carbon

nanotubes has been investigated using different ap-

proaches and theoretical tools. The obtained results

predict dissociation and then chemisorption of the H

atoms.[107–109] There are several studies that confirm the

dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on SWNT and that

the energy barrier is very high, even when the nanotubes

are doped with Li.[110] The DFT theory was employed to

study H2 interaction with SWNT and the calculations

indicate that when the molecule has enough kinetic

energy, it can be dissociated on the surface and the

resulting atoms chemisorbed to two nearest-neighbor

carbon atoms.[111] Finally, another reported DFT study

concluded that H2 cannot be adsorbed on the inner wall of

any nanotube included in the study.[112]

CONCLUSION

Carbon nanotubes and other tubular forms of carbon are

investigated since their discovery a decade ago. Although

the structures of these new forms of carbon are well

known, their properties are not fully disclosed. One of the

most important aspects of carbon nanotubes is related to

its potential use as hydrogen storage devices. Unfortu-

nately, there is no agreement between experiments and

theory. Several factors contribute to this disagreement.

From the experimental point of view, there are still

problems in the postproduction purification of nanotubes.

Depending on the method employed, different adsorption

capacities are obtained and the final materials are still

quite irreproducible.

From the theoretical point of view, two main research

lines can be found: computer simulations using Monte

Carlo or Molecular Dynamics method, and quantum me-

chanics calculations. The most reliable computer simu-

lations predict that DOE’s requirements could not be

achieved by carbon nanotubes. On the other hand, other

theoretical calculations are in disagreement between

themselves. Several authors predict high adsorption capac-

ities using methods that are questioned in their ability to

model dispersion forces, while other authors predict no

adsorption at all. There is no agreement in several

theoretical aspects such as the effect of wall curvature

on the adsorption potential.

There is agreement in several aspects. Hydrogen dis-

sociation on the wall of carbon nanotubes has a large ac-

tivation energy. When dealing with gas mixtures, carbon

nanotubes exhibit molecular sieving properties. The

dependence of selectivity on temperature is well known.

Fig. 6 Nanotube ionization potential as a function of the

magnitude of the dipole moment of linear-single-molecule

adsorbates. (Adapted from Ref. [105].)
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The radial deformation of carbon nanotubes upon adsorp-

tion of certain molecules has been predicted by several

authors using different methods. Carbon nanotubes can

resist mild oxidation processes provided the annealing

temperature is carefully controlled. The penetration of

hydrogen atoms in the tubes is possible if the atoms have

enough kinetic energy. The hole produced can be healed

by relaxation.

It is accepted, from the theoretical point of view, that

SWNT can be considered as a physical realization of

many model systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in the early

1990s has stimulated intensive research to characterize

their structure and properties. The outstanding electronic

and mechanical properties suggest that CNTs may find

application in electronic devices, composite materials,

energy storage, field emission, biology, medicine, and

chemical sensors. Most of these applications take ad-

vantage of the structure and physical properties of CNTs,

such as high mechanical strength, excellent thermal and

electric conductivity, high aspect ratio, and the hollow

cavity. Chemical functionalization has been employed to

tailor the properties of CNTs and to enhance the ability to

manipulate CNTs.

CNTs contain only conjugated carbon atoms and

therefore they are chemically inert, and this is reflected

by their properties such as insolubility in all solvents and

low chemical reactivity. The inert nature of CNTs limits

the available identification and characterization tools, and

hinders the manipulation and application of carbon

nanotubes. Chemical functionalization of CNTs is a useful

tool for addressing these problems, and functionalized

CNTs have found broad application, including composite

materials, sensors, and biomaterials. In the present article

we review the structure and properties of CNTs, but in the

main we focus on the chemistry of carbon nanotubes

including previous work and recent development.

STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF
CARBON NANOTUBES

CNTs can be classified as single-walled carbon nano-

tubes (SWNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes

(MWNTs). The structure of an individual SWNT can

be regarded as a two-dimensional (2-D) graphene sheet

cut at various angles with respect to the hexagonal lattice

that has been wrapped up into a seamless cylinder, which

is capped by fullerene hemispheres at both ends (Fig. 1).

MWNTs are composed of concentric cylinders placed

around a common central hollow, with spacing between

the layers close to that of the interlayer distance in

graphite (�0.34 nm).

CNTs can be metallic or semiconducting, depending

on their diameter and chirality. ‘‘Armchair’’ tubes have

energy bands that cross the Fermi level and are therefore

metallic. ‘‘Chiral’’ and ‘‘zigzag’’ nanotubes are expected

to be metallic when n�m=3l (where l is an integer) or

semiconducting with an energy gap of order �1 eV when

n�m6¼3l. n and m are integers of the vector equation

R=nā1+mā2, where ā1 and ā2 are the unit cell vectors of

a graphen sheet. Fig. 2 shows the electronic density of

states (DOS) of a metallic and a semiconducting SWNT

close to Fermi level. For the metallic SWNT, there is a

finite value of the DOS at the Fermi level. On the other

hand, a complete gap between the spikes close to Fermi

level can be found in the semiconducting SWNT. The

energy separation between each pair of peaks represents

the band gap of SWNTs. By using simple tight-binding

(STB) theory, in which the electronic band structure

is assumed to arise from a pure p-orbital at each con-

jugated carbon atom, the low-energy band gap transitions

take a simple analytical form: S11=2ab/d, S22=4ab/d,

M11=6ab/d, where a is the carbon–carbon bond length

(0.142 nm), b is the transfer or resonance integral

between the p- and p-orbitals (b=2.9 eV), and d is the

diameter (nm) of the particular semiconducting or

metallic SWNT. S11 and S22 are the first and second

pairs of singularities in the DOS of semiconducting

SWNTs, respectively. M11 corresponds to the transition

between the first pair of singularities in the DOS of

metallic SWNTs.[1–3] The characteristic interband elec-

tronic transitions provide the spectroscopic signature of

the SWNTs in the near-IR (NIR)/VIS spectral region

(Fig. 2). As most SWNT preparations are a mixture of

metallic and semiconducting SWNTs, the interband

transitions arising from both species are visible.

Besides these unique electronic properties, CNTs

exhibit excellent mechanical and thermal properties.
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CNTs exhibit the highest Young’s modulus and tensile

strength of all known materials. The Young’s modulus for

an individual (10, 10) SWNT is �0.64 TPa[4] and up to

1.47 TPa for a 15-SWNT rope,[5] which is much higher

than that of conventional carbon fibers which have values

in the range of 200–800 GPa.[6] Young’s modulus of

MWNTs was reported to be 1–2 TPa,[7] and the bending

strength of individual MWNTs reaches 28.5 GPa.[8] The

measured thermal conductivity of an individual MWNT

(�3000 W/m*K) is larger than that of natural diamond

and the basal plane of graphite (both 2000 W/m*K).

CHEMISTRY OF CARBON NANOTUBES

The covalent chemistry of CNTs may be classified into

two categories.[9] The first involves functionalization at

the ends or at defect sites of the CNTs, where there exists

the possibility to add to the carbon nanotube at a s-

bonded site, without attacking the p-system; this type of

chemistry usually involves reaction at a previously

introduced carboxylic acid group. These carboxylic acid

groups are usually generated by nitric acid treatment and

can be used as precursors in functionalizations such as

amidation and esterification.[10,11] The second type of

covalent chemistry involves sidewall functionalization in

which the carbon–carbon double bonds on the sidewall of

CNTs react. Such reactions include fluorination,[12]

carbene[9,11,13,14] or nitrene addition, Birch reduction,[9,15]

1,3-dipolar addition,[16] and reactions with radicals.[17–19]

Purity Evaluation of SWNTs

In current preparations, a large amount of impurities, such

as metal catalysts, amorphous carbon, and carbon nano-

particles, are generated during SWNT production. In

order to develop a rigorous macromolecular science of

CNTs it is necessary to work with materials of the same

high level of purity that is found in the pharmaceutical,

electronics, and polymer industries. An obvious first step

is the development of quality control and quality

assurance criteria for the bulk purity of CNTs. Recently,

a method was reported to quantitatively evaluate the

carbonaceous purity of electric arc produced as-prepared

SWNT soot by using solution-phase near-IR spectroscopy

(NIR), in which the purity of a SWNT sample (X-SWNT)

was evaluated against a reference sample (R-SWNT) by

using the region of the second interband transition (S22)

for semiconducting SWNTs;[20–22] whereas the metal

content is obtained by thermogravimetric analysis.[22] As

illustrated in Fig. 3, AA(T, R-SWNT) and AA(T, S-

SWNT) (areal absorbance) are obtained by integration

of the NIR spectra between the spectral cutoffs of

SCL=7750 and SCH=11,750 cm�1, whereas AA(S, R-

SWNT) and AA(S, S-SWNT) represent the area under

the S22 absorption after baseline correction. In the

Fig. 1 Structure of the single-walled carbon nanotube.

Fig. 2 Interband transition of arc-produced SWNTs near Fermi level.
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example shown in Fig. 3, the carbonaceous relative

purity of S-SWNT is then obtained as:

Purity ¼ ½AAðS; S-SWNTÞ � AAðT; S-SWNTÞ	

� ½AAðS; R-SWNTÞ � AAðT; R-SWNTÞ	

¼ 0:058� 0:141 ¼ 41%

This method is also applicable to the evaluation and

optimization of SWNT purification procedures, and makes

it possible to investigate the effects of purification

treatment on SWNTs in a quantitative manner.[21,22]

Reactivity of SWNTs

The strain in nonplanar-conjugated organic molecules

arises from two principal sources: pyramidalization of the

conjugated carbon atoms, and p-orbital misalignment

between adjacent pairs of conjugated atoms.[23–25] It is

well known that the chemistry of the fullerenes is

characterized by addition reactions.[26–29] The relatively

high reactivity of C60 results from the conversion of

trigonal carbon atoms (sp2-hybridized) to tetrahedral

carbon atoms (sp3-hybridized). This serves to release the

tremendous strain present in the spherodial geometry,

because the pyramidalization angle yp, which is related to

the curvature at a conjugated carbon atom, of C60

(yp=11.64�) is actually closer to the ideal tetrahedral

angle (yp=19.47�) than to the planar geometry required

for trigonal hybridization (yp=0).[25,30] Fig. 4 shows

the pyramidalization angle of sp2- and sp3-hybridized car-

bon atoms. As a result of the spheroidal geometry there is

no p-orbital misalignment in C60.

From the standpoint of chemistry, carbon nanotubes

can be divided into two regions: the end caps and the

sidewall. The origins of the strain in the end caps and the

sidewall of CNTs are somewhat different. The end cap of

a CNT can be regarded as a hemispherical fullerene, and

Fig. 3 Purity evaluation of SWNTs.

Fig. 4 Pyramidalization angle (yp) of sp2 (left)- and sp3 (right)-

hybridized carbon.
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the carbon–carbon bonds in this region of the carbon

nanotube therefore experience a similar degree of strain

due to pyramidalization to that of the equivalent fullerene.

However, as the curvature in the sidewall of a CNT is

much less than that in a fullerene of equivalent diameter,

the carbon–carbon bonds in the sidewall of a carbon

nanotube are much less reactive than those in the end

cap.[9,31] In the fullerenes, pyramidalization is essen-

tially the only source of strain because the p-orbital align-

ment is almost perfect because of the quasi-spheroidal

geometry.[30,31]

In the case of the armchair CNT shown in Fig. 5, there

are two types of carbon–carbon bonds in the sidewall: one

is parallel to the circumference plane (which is perpen-

dicular to the axis of the CNT), whereas the other lies at an

angle to the circumference plane. As may be seen in Fig. 5,

the first bond is reminiscent of the situation in the

fullerenes with perfect alignment of the lobes of the p-

orbitals, whereas the second bonding geometry requires a

twist of the p-bond.[9,31] In the latter case, the angle

between the lobes of the p-orbitals of the adjacent carbon

atoms [p-orbital misalignment angle (f)] will differ from

zero and this is a source of strain in the carbon nanotubes

that is almost totally absent in the fullerenes. This strain

due to orbital misalignment leads to a differentiation

between the bonds in the CNTs that may be reflected in

their relative reactivity.

In the foregoing discussion we have adopted the p-

orbital axis vector (POAV) analysis, which was successful

in the analysis of the electronic structure and chemistry of

the fullerenes,[25] and applied it to the CNTs. This analysis

relies on the local geometry of the structures; however, the

CNTs possess an extended electronic structure and this

leads to the development of energy bands, which in the

case of the metallic SWNTs produces a finite DOS at

the Fermi level;[13,32] the semiconducting SWNTs, of

course, have an energy gap at the Fermi level. Thus

there should be a marked difference in the reactivity of

metallic and semiconducting SWNTs in chemical reac-

tions that are initiated by electron donation of electron

transfer processes.[9,19]

Covalent Functionalization

Oxidation of carbon nanotubes

Oxidative processes were among the first chemical re-

actions to be applied to CNTs,[33] mainly for the purposes

of purification and catalyst removal. Heating of CNTs in

air at 700�C for 10 min leads to the opening of the

hemispherical end caps of CNTs and demonstrated the

different reactivities of the bonds in CNTs (end cap vs.

sidewall). The controlled annealing of SWNTs in O2 is an

effective method of purification.[21] Other gas-phase

oxidation methods including the use of H2S+O2
[34] and

O3
[35] have also been reported. Liquid-phase oxidation

processes, such as treatment with HNO3,[22,36–40] HNO3+

H2SO4,[10,40] H2SO4+KMnO4,[41] and KMnO4,[40] have

been widely used in the processing of CNTs. These

oxidants can remove the end caps of CNTs and introduce

functional groups, such as –COOH, –OH, –C=O, at the

dangling bonds.[40,42] Among these functionalities, the car-

boxylic acid group is of great importance as it has been

employed in a large number of CNT functionalization

reactions. After nitric acid treatment of SWNTs, the con-

centration of carboxylic acid groups is about 1–3 at.%

based on acid–base titration.[43]

End functionalization

As the carbon atoms at the ends have larger curvature than

carbon atoms in the sidewall, they can be oxidized more

easily than the other carbon atoms. The end (and defect)

functionalization of the CNTs has important ramifications:

1. End functionalization does not destroy the extended

p-network, thereby retaining the unaltered electronic

and mechanical properties of the CNTs.

Fig. 5 The p-orbital misalignment angles (f) along the C1–C4

in the (5, 5) SWNT and fullerene. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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2. End functionalization can dramatically change the

chemical and physical properties of CNTs, en-

hance their solubility, and facilitate the manipulation

of CNTs.

The carboxylic acid groups that terminate the ends and

defect sites of SWNTs act as chemical precursors for

the functionalization chemistry (Fig. 6). The first chemical

synthesis of soluble SWNTs was reported in 1998.[11] The

functionalization methodology was based on the amida-

tion of SWNTs with a long-chain amine [octadecylamine

(ODA)]. Acid-treated SWNTs were first reacted with

thionyl chloride to form an acyl chloride intermediate.[10]

Then the acyl chloride intermediate was heated with ODA

at 90�C to 100�C for 96 hr. The resulting amide form of

SWNTs was soluble in many common organic solvents,

including chloroform, dichloromethane, aromatic solvents

(benzene, toluene, chlorobenzene), and CS2. The solubil-

ity of the s-SWNTs in 1,2-dichlorobenzene and CS2 is

higher than 1 mg/mL. This important finding not only

provides a new method for obtaining well-characterized

highly purified SWNT materials by separating soluble

SWNTs from insoluble impurities,[44,45] but also opened

the door for the study of SWNT chemistry in the organic

solution phase. Various solution spectroscopy can be

applied to characterize the dissolved SWNTs.[11,46,47]

Based on the same method, other amines, such as 4-

dodecyl-aniline,[46] glucosamine[48] and amine-rich poly-

mers, dendra, and proteins,[49–52] have been used to

functionalize SWNTs. The methodology of these reac-

tions is based on amidation via acyl chloride intermediate

or the 1-ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl)cabodiimide

(EDAC)- or 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimine (DCC)-acti-

vated reaction. The poly(propionylethylenimine-co-ethyl-

enimine (PPEI-EI)-[51] and bovine serum albumin (BSA)-

functionalized SWNTs[52] were quite soluble in water as

well as organic solvents. Sonication during the reaction

can promote EDAC-activated amidation.[51] The ring

closure of SWNTs by reaction between the –COOH and

–OH at their ends has also been reported.[53]

Solution-phase mid-IR spectroscopy had been used to

estimate the ratio of the carbon atoms in the SWNT

backbone to the carbon atoms in the end-groups and

at defect sites of the ODA-functionalized soluble

SWNTs.[47] By measuring the intensity of n(C–H) stretch-

ing vibrations that originate from the ODA alkyl chains

and comparing with an external standard, the fractional

amount of the alkyl chains in the soluble SWNTs samples

can be determined. A quantitative C13 NMR study of

ODA functionalized MWNTs has also been used to

discuss the relationship between the content of ODA and

the solubility of the CNTs.[54]

Sidewall functionalization

As the carbon–carbon bonds in the sidewall of the CNTs

are of lower reactivity than the bonds in fullerenes,

reagents with high chemical reactivity have been involved

in the sidewall functionalization of CNTs (Fig. 7). Such

reagents include carbenes,[9,11,13] fluorine,[12] aryl radi-

cals,[17,18,55] and azomethine ylides.[16] Several methods

for the metal reduction of SWNTs have also been re-

ported,[9,15] and SWNTs with alkyl substituents were ob-

tained by treating the fluorinated SWNTs with nucle-

ophilic reagents such as alkyllithium and alkyl magnesium

bromides.[56,57]

Once the sidewall functionalization of SWNTs had

been accomplished, the properties of the SWNTs change

dramatically. The carbon atoms on the sidewalls of

SWNTs that react with functional groups are converted

from sp2 into sp3 hybridization. The saturation of the

p-network leads to a significant change in the electronic

band structure of SWNTs that can be monitored

by optical spectroscopy.[11,13,14,17,18,55] The presence of

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of end functionalization of SWNTs.
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sp3-hybridized carbon atoms in the SWNT framework can

be detected by Raman spectroscopy[12,14,17,18,55,58,59] and

is reflected by an increase in the relative intensity of the

disorder mode of the SWNTs after sidewall functional-

ization. The solubility of sidewall-functionalized SWNTs

in organic solvents or water is usually improved by the

addition of different functional groups.

Phenyl(bromodichloromethyl)-mercury has been used

to add dichlorocarbene to both soluble and insoluble

SWNTs (Fig. 8).[9,11,13,14] The degree of dichlorocarbene

functionalization of soluble HiPco SWNTs can be as high

as 23%, which is sufficient to almost completely eliminate

all vestiges of the interband transitions in the SWNTs. The

transitions at the Fermi level in the metallic SWNTs that

appear in the far-infrared (FIR) region of the spectrum

(Fig. 9) show a dramatic decrease of intensity on

dichlorocarbene functionalization, which indicates that

the dichlorocarbene addition significantly perturbs the

conjugated p-network and converts a metal into semicon-

ductor. On the other hand, the reaction of the SWNTs with

oxidants causes an increase in the intensity of absorption

at the Fermi level that was observable in the FIR due to

hole doping of the semiconducting SWNTs.[13,32] There-

fore the FIR region of the spectrum allows a clear dif-

ferentiation between covalent and the ionic chemistry of

SWNTs.[14]

The fluorination of SWNTs can produce a high degree

of functionalization (up to the composition C2F) by using

elemental fluorine at temperatures from 150�C to

600�C.[12] FT-IR spectra confirmed that the fluorine was

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of sidewall functionalization of SWNTs.
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covalently bonded to the carbon on the sidewall (nC–F at

1220–1250 cm�1). TEM images of these highly function-

alized SWNTs showed that the nanotubes were signifi-

cantly degraded. The electrical conductivity of the

functionalized SWNTs (resistance >20 MO) is greatly

decreased in comparison with the pristine SWNTs

(resistance 10–15 O), which indicates a disruption of the

conjugated p network. Hydrazine was used to defluorinate

the SWNTs.

CFn þ
n

4
N2H4 ! C þ nHF þ n

4
N2

When the temperature of fluorination was 400�C or

higher, most of the SWNT structure was destroyed.

This was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy that

showed that the radial (186 cm�1) and tangential

(1580 cm�1) modes decreased, whereas the disorder

mode (1340 cm�1) increased.

The fluorinated SWNTs are soluble in alcohols after

ultrasonication.[58] Nucleophilic reagents such as alkyl-

lithium and alkyl magnesium bromides have been used to

convert fluorinated SWNTs to alkylated SWNTs.[56] The

alkylated SWNTs, such as hexyl-SWNTs, were soluble in

THF and methylene chloride. Pristine SWNTs could be

recovered from hexyl-SWNTs by heating in air at 250�C
for 1 hr. The weight loss of these derivatized tubes was

about 35%, corresponding to the attachment of a hexyl

group to 1 in every 10 sidewall carbon atoms.

Aryl diazonium salts are known to react with olefins[60]

and have been used for the sidewall functionalization

of SWNTs.[17,18] A series of aryl radicals have been

generated by electrochemical reduction of aryl diazonium

salts to derivatize SWNTs. The estimated degree of aryl

radical functionalization was as high as 1 out of every 20

carbons in the SWNTs. Such high functionalization

significantly improved the solubility of the SWNTs in

organic solvents (THF, DMF, chloroform). The Raman

spectra showed a significant increase in the disorder mode

of the SWNTs at 1290 cm�1, and a complete loss of

structure in the solution-phase absorption spectra was

observed. The functional groups can be removed by

heating at 500�C in argon, restoring the pristine SWNTs.

In a solvent-free sidewall functionalization of SWNTs, the

SWNTs were mixed with 4-substituted aniline and

vigorously stirred at 60�C in the presence of isoamyl

nitrite or sodium nitrite.[55] The isoamyl nitrite or sodium

nitrite converted the aniline into diazonium salts which

then reacted with SWNTs. The products showed a

significant loss of the fine structure of interband

transitions in the NIR-VIS region of the spectrum and a

strong increase in the disorder mode in the Raman spectra.

The aryldiazonium salts have also been used to react with

individual SDS-coated SWNTs in aqueous solution to

form aryl functionalized SWNTs.[61] 4-(10-hydroxydec-

yl)benzoate-SWNTs have been produced by the same

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of dichlorocarbene addition to soluble SWNTs. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Absorption spectra of films of soluble SWNTs

functionalized with dichlorocarbene (right). The curves are

labeled with the degree of functionality. Spectra are normalized

to the value of the absorption at the p-plasmon peak at

37,000 cm�1.
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method and used to make composite materials with

polystyrene.[59]

Sidewall functionalization of SWNTs by using aryl-

diazonium salts shows high chemoselectivity with metal-

lic SWNTs vs. the semiconducting SWNTs.[19] The high

selectivity is reflected in the optical spectra of the SWNTs

that show a different degree of functionalization in the

metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. The absorption

intensity of the electronic interband transitions of the

metallic SWNTs decreased with increasing of degree of

functionalization, whereas the absorption intensity of

semiconducting SWNTs was unaffected. The result was

confirmed by Raman spectroscopy on a sample with 22.4

groups attached per 1000 carbon atoms, in which all of the

metallic modes had disappeared but the semiconductor

modes remained. The reaction was explained in terms of

the formation of a charge-transfer salt involving the

aryldiazonium salt at the SWNT surface. Because the

metallic SWNTs are superior electron donors they react

preferentially with the diazonium salts.

The 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction of azomethine

ylides is another important method used in sidewall

functionalization of SWNTs.[16] This 1,3-dipolar cyclo-

addition has been widely applied to the organic modifi-

cation of fullerenes.[62,63] The 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of

azomethine ylides to SWNTs has been accomplished by

using aldehyde and a N-substituted glycine derivative.

The glycine derivative has a long ether chain to enhance

the solubility of SWNTs in organic solvents such as

chloroform, methylenechloride, acetone, alcohol, and

even water. The degree of functionalization was estimated

to be 1 in 95 SWNT carbon atoms. The NIR spectra of

these pyrrolidine functionalized SWNTs showed some

loss of the electronic properties of the parent SWNTs. The

pyrrolidine-functionalized SWNTs associated in bundles

with diameters of 100 nm. The authors found that the

pyrene-modified tubes formed more compact bundles than

other functionalized SWNTs.

Recently, SWNTs were functionalized with polystyrene

via an in situ polymerization.[64] First, the SWNTs were

treated with sec-butyllithium to form carbanions. When

styrene monomer was added, both free sec-butyllithium

and the SWNT carbanions initiated polymerization, re-

sulting in an intimately mixed composite system. The load-

ing of SWNTs in the graft polymer was about 0.05 wt.%.

The composite was soluble in organic solvents such as

dimethylformamide, chloroform, and tetrahydrofuran.

Noncovalent Functionalization

The advantage of noncovalent functionalization is that it

does not destroy the conjugation in the CNTs. One

strategy for noncovalent functionalization is based on the

usage of an amphiphilic molecule or polymer to interact

with CNTs via its hydrophobic part, whereas the

hydrophilic part of this molecule can enhance the

solubility of CNTs or react with other molecules. Another

method is the ionic interaction of SWNTs, which leads to

the formation of acid–base salts or charge-transfer

complexes. For example, the acid form of SWNTs was

heated with melted octadecylamine to form an SWNT-

carboxylate zwitterion.[65] Such a form of SWNTs is

soluble (>0.5 mg/mL) in tetrahydrofuran and 1,2-dichlo-

robenzene. Generally, a 0.1 mg/mL solution is stable for

more than 10 days and is visually nonscattering. The

majority of the SWNT ropes were exfoliated into small

ropes (2–5 nm in diameter) and individual SWNTs with

length of several micrometers during the dissolu-

tion process.

Noncovalent functionalization of SWNTs has been

achieved by using small molecules such as 1-pyrenebu-

tanoic acid succinimidyl ester.[65] This amphiphilic

molecule can attach to the surface of SWNTs by p–p
interaction with the pyrene moiety, while the hydrophilic

ester of this molecule enhances the solubility of SWNTs,

and this approach has been used in protein immobiliza-

tion, including the study of ferritin, streptavidin, and

biotin–PEO–amine. These bioactive molecules have been

attached to the surface of SWNTs via a nucleophilic

substitution of N-hydroxysuccinimide by using the amine

group on the proteins to form an amide.

Molecules of high molecular weight can wrap them-

selves around the surfaces of SWNTs. Polymers, including

polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) and polystyrene sulfonate

(PSS),[66] poly(phenylacetylene) (PPA),[67] poly(metaphe-

nylenevinylene) (PmPV),[68] poly(aryleneethynylene)s

(PPE),[69] poly-anisidine (POAS),[70] amylose,[71] amphi-

philic copolymer poly(styrene)-block-poly(acrylic ac-

id),[72] and natural polymer,[73] have been used to wrap

or encapsulate CNTs.

The interaction between the CNTs and the polymer

hosts usually originates from the van der Waals inter-

action between the surface of the CNTs and the hy-

drophobic part of the host polymer. The mechanism of

these polymer-wrapping methods depends on both the

interaction between SWNTs and polymers, and the

structure of the polymers. A thermodynamically driven

model for wrapping SWNTs has been suggested, wherein

the polymer disrupted both the hydrophobic interface with

water and nanotube–nanotube interactions in the CNT

aggregates.[66] AFM investigation revealed that the in-

dividual PVP–SWNT displayed a uniform diameter along

its length, which indicates that the polymers were uni-

formly wrapped along the surface of the SWNTs rather

than being randomly attached. A helical wrapping model

was used to explain the solubilization of SWNTs at the

molecular level. In another case, a straight, rigid polymer,

poly(aryleneethynylene)s (PPE) , has been used to interact
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with SWNTs.[69] Because the polymer is short and rigid, it

attached to the surface of SWNTs in a nonwrapping form

parallel to the nanotube axis.

APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICALLY
FUNCTIONALIZED CARBON NANOTUBES

The functionalized CNTs can have higher solubility or

differing molecular affinity or electronic response and this

allows for more effective use of their outstanding

electronic and mechanical properties. It is already clear

that the CNTs will find applications in electronics,

sensors, composite materials, biology, and medicine.

The strength and high aspect ratio of CNTs are

particularly valuable in the design of probe tips for

scanning probe microscopy,[74–76] electrochemistry,[77]

and biological analysis.[78,79] In 1998, a nanometer-size

probe was made with covalently modified MWNTs.[75]

Using carbodiimide chemistry, carboxyl groups at the tip

ends coupled with different amines to form amide-linked

groups. By employing the characteristic properties of

these amide groups, this chemically modified MWNT

probe could be used for titrating acid and base groups, to

image patterned samples based on molecular interactions,

and for measuring the binding force between single

protein–ligand pairs. Individual semiconducting SWNT-

based chemical sensors are reliable for the detection of

small amounts of gases such as NH3 and NO2.[80] The

mechanism of this sensor action is based on charge

transfer between the SWNTs and NO2 or NH3. Exposure

to the gases affected the electronic properties of the

SWNTs and led to a change in the conductivity. It was

observed that the conductance of the SWNT sample

dramatically increased in NO2 and decreased in NH3.

Because of their 1-D structure and excellent mechan-

ical properties, CNTs are the ideal reinforcing fibers

for composite materials. By the addition of CNTs, the

strength, elasticity, toughness, durability, and conductivity

of the composite material can be improved. The major

challenge in using CNTs for composite materials lies in

achieving a homogeneous dispersion of CNTs throughout

the matrix without destroying their integrity, and an

enhanced interfacial bonding with the matrix. Function-

alized CNTs show great potentials in this field and CNT

composite materials are under active investigation.

Conducting polymers such as polypyrrole (PPy) has been

used to grow composite films with MWNTs by electro-

chemistry;[81] a SWNT/PmPV composite has been used in

making organic light-emitting diodes;[82] poly(p-phenyl-

ene benzobisoxazole) (PBO) has been applied to produce

PBO/SWNT fibers.[83]

Recently, there has been intense interest in exploring

the novel properties of CNTs and especially SWNTs for

biological applications. The 1-D structure of SWNTs

makes them an ideal candidate for the development of a

new generation of biodevices. Because SWNTs are

molecular wires with every carbon atom exposed on the

surface, SWNTs are promising candidate for the devel-

opment of extremely sensitive biosensors. Because of

their small dimensions SWNTs can be easily introduced

into cells with little or no disturbance of the cell function.

Additionally, the outstanding electronic properties of

SWNTs will allow biological events to be addressed

electronically. The progress in understanding the inter-

actions between CNTs and biomolecules has stimulated

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of functionalized SWNTs in biological application.
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extensive research on the fabrication of bionanodevices

and especially biosensors. SWNT devices have shown

high sensitivity in the detection of redox enzymes,[84–86]

DNA,[87] and proteins.[88]

Yet the interactions of biomolecules with SWNTs are

poorly understood. Early studies have focused on the

nonspecific interactions between proteins and CNTs

arising from the hydrophobic nature of the nanotube

walls. It has been demonstrated that streptavidin and

HupR form highly ordered helical structures upon

adsorption on MWNTs.[89] Nonspecific binding on

SWNTs has been shown to be a general phenomenon

with a wide range of proteins, including streptavidin,

avidin, bovine serum albumin, glucosidase, staphylococ-

cal protein A, and human IgG.[65,84,89–91] These nonspe-

cific interactions could be explored for the controlled

organization of SWNTS into useful architectures. It has

been shown that specifically designed amphiphilic a-

helical peptides wrap and solubilize nanotubes, enabling

controlled assembly of peptide-wrapped nanotubes into

macromolecular structures.[92] The importance of the

nonspecific interactions between SWNTs and biomole-

cules has been recently demonstrated in a study on the

separation of metallic from semiconducting nanotubes by

DNA-assisted dispersion in aqueous solution.[93] It has

been suggested that the highly efficient mechanism for

dispersion of individual SWNTs in solution involves p-

stacking interactions between the nanotube walls and the

DNA-bases, resulting in helical wrapping of the nano-

tubes, complemented by hydrophilic interactions between

the sugar-phosphate groups in the backbone of DNA and

water molecules, rendering the hybrid structure soluble in

water. Strategies to prevent the nonspecific binding of

proteins to SWNTs by immobilization of PEG in the

presence of surfactant have also been developed.[90]

As the biocompatibility and biorecognition properties

are key issues regarding biological applications of

SWNTs, recent research focuses on the functionalization

of SWNTs. Both covalent and noncovalent functionaliza-

tion with proteins, enzymes, and DNA has been explored.

The noncovalent approach involves p-stacking of 1-

pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester onto the sidewalls

of SWNTs.[65] This technique has enabled the immobili-

zation of a wide range of biomolecules on the sidewalls of

SWNTs including ferritin, streptavidin, and biotin–PEO–

amine.[65] The immobilization is robust and its application

has been demonstrated in biosensors based on glucose

oxidase-functionalized SWNTs.[91]

An alternative approach to tethering biological mole-

cules to SWNTs in a controlled manner is covalent

functionalization. Covalent functionalization provides

better integrity, stability, and reproducibility of the

fabricated devices. Typically, covalent binding of proteins

and enzymes utilizes the diimide-activated amidation of

carboxylic acid-functionalized carbon nanotubes as sche-

matically illustrated in Fig. 10 (paths a and b).[52,94–96] For

covalent attachment of DNA, amine-terminated SWNTs

are cross-linked with succinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidome-

thyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC) to produce mal-

eimide groups further reacted with thiol-terminated DNA

(path c).[97]

A method for functionalization of SWNTs with N-

protected amino acids based on the 1,3-dipolar cycload-

dition reaction to the external walls of SWNTs has also

been reported.[98]

While in most cases the functionalization is essential to

impart biorecognition properties to SWNTs, it should be

noted that antifullerene IgG monoclonal antibody[99] and

several peptides have been shown to bind specifically to

SWNTs.[100]

The ultimate goal of this work is the utilization of the

CNTs in medicine leading to the development of a broad-

based effort in nanomedicine which offers the promise of

conquering disease at the level at which it occurs—the

molecular level. Thus it is important to begin to in-

vestigate the interaction of CNTs with live cells. The first

efforts in this direction explored the use of CNTs as the

substratum for neuron growth.[101]

CONCLUSION

The chemistry of CNTs has made enormous strides, and it

is clear that this subject will drive the applications of

carbon nanotubes. In order to further refine the chemically

functionalized CNTs, it is important to begin the chem-

istry with high quality materials. Functionalization of

individual CNT, and particularly CNTs of defined length,

diameter, and chirality, is the next step that will lead to the

control of CNT-based materials and devices at the mo-

lecular level.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are important because of their

outstanding structural, mechanical, and electronic prop-

erties,[1] and are finding applications in molecular elec-

tronics,[2] chemical sensors,[3,4] scanning probes,[5]

special capillaries,[6] supercapacitors,[7] energy storage

devices,[8] and electromechanical actuators.[9] CNTs are

expected to exhibit superior electrochemical properties in

comparison with other carbon materials that are widely

used in electrochemical applications.[10] Because CNTs

have length scales similar to those of biological molecules

such as enzymes and proteins, they can act as effective

biosensing electrodes.[11] Furthermore, potential applica-

tions such as Coulter counters,[12] bioelectrochemical

sensors,[13] as well as electrochemical hydrogen[14] and

lithium[8] storage have stimulated an increasing amount of

research into the electrochemical properties of CNTs.

Chemical functionalization is developing to be an ef-

fective tool to broaden the application spectrum of

CNTs.[15] Until now, functionalization of CNTs has been

accomplished by three different approaches, namely,

thermally activated chemistry, photochemical function-

alization, and electrochemical modification (ECM).

Among these, ECM offers the specific advantage that the

energy level of a chosen nanotube can be selectively

tuned, allowing one to functionalize the tubes in a con-

trolled manner.

To devise novel ECM schemes, it is essential to in-

vestigate the electrochemical properties of CNTs, such as

their charging and discharging behaviors in various media,

electron transfer (ET) rates for different redox couples, etc.

In the following entry, the electrochemical characteristics

of various types of nanotube electrodes are first presented.

Then various ECM methods reported until now are re-

viewed. The modification of bulk CNTs is detailed first,

followed by the modification of individual nanotubes.

Finally, various (electro)chemical applications of pristine

and electrochemically modified CNTs are discussed.

NANOTUBE ELECTRODES

Bulk Electrodes

Bulk nanotube electrodes have been realized from single-

walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multiwalled nanotubes

(MWNTs). The most common types of bulk CNT elec-

trodes are:

. Powder microelectrodes. These are fabricated by filling

CNT powder into a microcavity, which is in contact

with a metal wire.[16]

. Paste electrodes. Here, SWNTs[17] or MWNTs[18] are

dispersed in an organic liquid containing an appropri-

ate binder. The first CNT paste electrodes were made

by packing a composite mixture of MWNTs, mineral

oil, water, and bromoform into a capillary.[13] Alter-

natively, the CNTs can be mixed with polymers such

as Teflon[19] or Nafion[20] as binders to form com-

posite electrodes.
. Film electrodes. Films of SWNTs and MWNTs

have been deposited on glassy carbon (GC) or

metal supports. Typically, the CNTs are cast from

an aqueous dispersion with or without a surfactant,[21]

or from a dispersion in N,N-dimethylformamide

(DMF).[22]

. Arrays of vertically aligned CNTs. This type of elec-

trode has been obtained via chemical coupling of end-

functionalized SWNTs onto surface-modified gold

electrodes.[23] Additionally, electrodes composed of

closely spaced MWNTs, forming so-called multiwalled

nanotube towers (MWNTTs),[24] have been synthe-

sized by thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD),

with the thickness of the grown films reaching up to

100 mm.
. Paper electrodes. The SWNT ‘‘bucky’’ paper (SWNTP)

is prepared by vacuum filtration of a SWNT suspen-

sion through a membrane filter.[25] The electrode is

composed of sheets of entangled SWNT bundles held
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together by van der Waals interaction and probably

some adhesive impurities.
. Microbundle electrodes. These are made by attaching a

single MWNT[26] bundle to the end of a metal wire.[26]

In general, the aforementioned CNT electrodes show

a featureless cyclic voltammogram (CV), as distin-

guished from C60 films, which exhibit several pairs of

discrete redox waves characteristic of individual redox

molecules. The broad CV signal mainly results from the

fact that the CNT electrodes comprise a mixture of

semiconducting and metallic tubes, both existing in a

distribution of diameters and chiralities. As a conse-

quence, bulk CNT electrodes behave similarly to other

carbon-related electrodes such as gas chromatographs

(GCs) or highly oriented pyrolytic graphites (HOPGs),

and are well suited to probe the redox behavior of small

inorganic redox couples as well as organic compounds

including larger biomolecules.

CNT bulk electrodes are characterized by a large ca-

pacitance, reflecting the high effective surface area of the

nanotube material. In many cases, the electrolyte is ca-

pable of (partially) penetrating through the electrode be-

cause of the porosity of the latter. For example, the

surface-specific capacitance of SWNTP electrodes has

been found to be 125 mF/mm2, three to four orders of

magnitude higher than that of conventional carbon elec-

trodes.[24] MWNTs also exhibit a large capacitance[27]

similar to their single-walled counterparts.

Electrodes made from as-prepared or purified CNTs

often show faradaic peaks superimposed on the predom-

inant capacitive charging background.[28] This behavior

has been ascribed to redox reactions associated with

functional groups (e.g., quinone or carboxylic functions)

introduced by the purification process, or adsorbates.[22,29]

The faradaic responses can be removed by annealing the

CNTs at �1000�C, which eliminates impurities.[30] It is

noteworthy that removal of surface-bonded oxides redu-

ces, at the same time, the wetting capability of the elec-

trodes toward aqueous solutions.

Electrodes composed of SWNTs or MWNTs have re-

markably fast ET rates for various redox reactions. The

ET kinetics of SWNTP electrodes has been studied by

using the Fe(CN)6
3�/Fe(CN)6

4� couple,[24] which is a

standard benchmark[10] for comparing the ET rates at

different carbon electrodes. The corresponding CV of the

SWNTP electrode exhibits forward and backward redox

waves with a separation of 96 mV (Fig. 1), comparable

with that obtained with other carbon electrodes. Faster

kinetics has been observed for the same redox couple with

the MWNT microbundle electrode.[26] In this case, the

Fig. 1 CV curves obtained with a SWNTP electrode (outer

line) and a carbon paste electrode (inner line) in an aqueous

solution of 5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 with 0.1 M KCl. The well-

separated anodic and cathodic currents indicate a larger ca-

pacitance for the SWNTP. Arrows indicate pseudo-capacitive

current arising probably because of oxides. (From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the various types of CNT

electrodes in increasing order of effective capacitance. The dots

represent defects on the CNT surface and the shaded areas

covering the CNTs indicate amorphous carbon. (From Ref. [24].)
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peak-to-peak separation of the redox waves has been

found to be only 59 mV, indicative of an ideal, reversible,

one-electron transfer that is purely Nernstian in nature.[31]

This ET rate is higher than that obtained using any other

carbon electrode, and is most likely related to the fact that

in the bundle electrode, the nanotube ends represent a

significant fraction of the CNT surface exposed to the

electrolyte. The tube ends can give fast charge transfer,

similar to graphite edge planes. CNT electrodes show fast

ET kinetics also with organic molecules. In an early study,

it has been demonstrated that the oxidation/reduction of

dopamine is more facile at MWNT electrodes compared

with other carbon surfaces.[13] Based on this, facile ET

was later also observed for other organic compounds, in-

cluding ascorbic acid, uric acid, and the biologically rel-

evant b-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH;

reduced form).[17–19]

A comparative study of the ET rates obtained with

SWNTs (paper electrodes) and MWNTs (MWNTTs) has

revealed an increasing separation between the redox peaks

when moving from SWNTPs, through as-produced

MWNTTs, to the heat-treated MWNTTs, signifying that

the ET rate is maximum for the SWNTPs. Fig. 2 shows a

schematic representation of these three types of CNT

electrodes. The faster ET rate of the SWNTPs can be

explained as resulting from the oxidative purification

process, which introduces a large number of edge-plane-

like defect sites in the sidewalls. A possible reason for the

relatively fast ET kinetics with the as-produced MWNTTs

may be the presence of an amorphous coating on the

sidewall of tubes, such that the electrochemically active

surface consists mainly of tube ends.

Single-Nanotube Electrode

Electrodes have been constructed also with single CNTs.

An electrode consisting of a single MWNT attached to

a sharpened platinum wire is shown in Fig. 3. The

corresponding CVs of Ru(NH3)6
3 + in aqueous solution

show a sigmoidal response characteristic of steady-state

radial diffusion.[32] Furthermore, the limiting current

varies linearly with the depth of immersion. When the

sidewalls of the nanoelectrode are insulated with a poly-

mer layer, a constant limiting current originating exclu-

sively from the unexposed bottom surface of the bundle

is observed.

ECM OF NANOTUBES

Electrochemistry is a versatile tool for modification of

CNTs in a controlled and selective manner. ECM is

normally performed potentiostatically or galvanostati-

cally in a solution containing a molecular agent as pre-

cursor for an active species (e.g., a radical or radical ion)

that will be formed through electron transfer with the

CNT electrode. Many organic radical species have a

tendency to react with the precursor or to self-polymerize,

resulting in a polymer coating on the tubes. Such a

polymer deposition may or may not be accompanied by

the formation of covalent bonds to the carbon framework

of the nanotubes. In general, electrochemical deposition

procedures, in addition to being simple, clean, and effi-

cient, also allow good control over the rate and extent of

film deposition by the application of appropriate elec-

trochemical conditions. Adjusting these conditions further

enables one to tailor the chemical and physical properties

of the resulting film. In the following, the covalent and

noncovalent ECM of bulk CNT electrodes will be dis-

cussed first, followed by a description of ECM applied to

single CNTs.

Covalent Modification of CNTs in Bulk

Until now, covalent modification of CNTs has been

successfully employed to attach organic (aromatic)

residues, as well as oxygen (oxidation) and halogen

Fig. 3 Single-carbon nanotube electrode. (a) Schematic

showing a partially insulated single MWNT electrode attached

to a Pt tip through silver epoxy. TEM images of nanotubular

electrodes showing (b) a 30-mm-long electrode, (c) the tip of a

�100-nm-diameter uninsulated electrode, and (d) the tip of a

�22-nm electrode coated with a �10-nm-thick insulation layer

of polyphenol. The uninsulated electrodes show a limiting

current proportional to their length of immersion in the solution,

whereas the insulated electrodes display a constant limiting

current arising from the bottommost uninsulated electroactive

part. (From Ref. [32].)
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atoms (halogenation). In these cases, the formation of

covalent bonds has been concluded from changes in the

optical absorption or Raman spectra of the tubes. As the

chemical reactivity of CNTs increases with increasing

curvature of their sidewalls,[15] small-diameter tubes have

often been used for covalent functionalization. Especially

the HiPco SWNT material was frequently chosen because

it has a minimum diameter of 0.6 nm.[33] However, it

should be noted that the chemical reactivity of CNTs is

not fully explored, and there is some evidence that also

larger-diameter tubes are sufficiently reactive, at least

toward highly active species.[34]

Aromatic groups can be covalently linked to CNTs via

reductive coupling of diazonium salts. The diazonium-

based attachment of (substituted) phenyl rings to SWNTP

electrodes represents the first example of covalent ECM

of CNTs.[35] Pronounced changes have been observed in

the Raman spectra after modification, specifically an in-

crease in the relative intensity of the disorder mode peak

at ca. 1290 cm�1 (also called the D-line), and a lowering

of the intensity of the radial breathing mode. While the

former change directly indicates an increased amount of

sp3-hybridized carbons, the latter signifies the disturbance

in the carbon framework of the sidewalls. Chemical

analysis of the modified products revealed that the extent

of modification depends on the type of aryl diazonium

salt. Functionalization degrees of up to 0.05 have been

found, which corresponds to 1 in 20 carbon atoms bearing

an aromatic residue. In the simplest scenario, the diazo-

nium salt is reduced by accepting an electron from the

CNT, followed by loss of nitrogen to form an aryl radical

and covalent binding of this radical to the intact sidewall

via addition to the partial double bonds. However, there

are experimental indications that the preferred attachment

sites are defects.[36] Once started at such an initiation site,

the locally enhanced curvature would enhance the at-

tachment of further radicals, thus enabling the reaction to

spread along the tube. The aryl diazonium coupling is

compatible with a range of different substituents on the

aromatic ring. Hence, a proper choice of the substituent

allows to control the surface properties of the modified

tubes (e.g., to produce a polar, acidic surface with the aid

of diazonium salts containing a carboxylic acid function).

Electrochemistry offers a viable route to CNT oxida-

tion. The electrochemical oxidation of SWNT bundles has

been investigated by in situ Raman spectroscopy under

constant current flow.[37] In the initial stage, the Raman

spectra reveal a continuing shift in the G-line frequency

(Fig. 4) resulting from spontaneous and electrochemical

charge transfer. On exceeding a critical doping level, ir-

reversible formation of C O bonds takes place, which is

manifested in a decrease in the rate of the G-line fre-

quency change.

Covalent attachment of chlorine or bromine atoms to

CNTs has been achieved through anodic oxidation of the

corresponding halide ions in an aqueous solution. In par-

ticular, bulk MWNT electrodes have been functionalized

in this manner.[38] Every 1 in 23 carbon atoms has been

found to be functionalized, which is relatively high con-

sidering the ratio of carbon atoms in the outermost shell to

the inner ones. The modified MWNTs were found to be

soluble in water or alcohol without adding a surfactant.

This property points toward the simultaneous introduction

of oxygen-containing functionalities such as hydroxyl or

carboxylic groups.

Noncovalent Modification of CNTs in Bulk

The attachment of molecules onto the CNTs in a non-

covalent manner is of interest for some applications be-

cause the carbon framework of the tubes remains intact;

therefore their electronic properties are largely preserved.

Noncovalent ECM has been utilized to coat CNTs with a

polymer consisting of polypyrrole or polyaniline, which

allows to combine the specific properties of CNTs and

electrically conducting polymers (ECPs) in a novel

composite material. Electropolymerization of monomers

has been performed under various conditions. For in-

stance, pyrrole was polymerized in an aqueous solution

Fig. 4 Evolution of the SWNT G-line frequency o, its

intensity Ip, and the cell potential V as a function of the

electrochemical charge per unit (initial) electrode mass. The cell

current was kept constant at 10 mA. The open triangles are

measured during charging when VSWNT vs. Pt < 0 and the closed

triangles during discharging when VSWNT vs. Pt > 0. The

irrecoverable change in the G-line frequency signified by the

kink is interpreted as being caused by the irreversible formation

of C O bonds. (From Ref. [37].)
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containing chemically oxidized CNTs at a potential be-

tween 0.7 and 1 V vs. saturated calomel electrode

(SCE).[39] High-resolution scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) images revealed the presence of CNTs incorpo-

rated within the polypyrrole matrix, and the formation of

dense, high-quality composite films. Here, the CNTs with

their negatively charged surface groups act as a conduc-

tive dopant. Careful inspections have suggested that there

must be a polymer coating around the surface of most of

the nanotubes, as is shown in Fig. 5. It is possible to

control the thickness of the polymer coating on the tubes

through the magnitude of the applied potential and the

duration of electropolymerization. Formation of polyani-

line layers on MWNTs has been accomplished via oxi-

dative polymerization of aniline using a potential of �0.8

V vs. SCE in dilute sulfuric acid.[40] The thickness of

polyaniline films can be up to 10 times higher than that

formed on a Pt electrode after passing the same amount of

charge, which can be traced back to the relatively large

surface area of the CNT electrode.

An inorganic variant of noncovalent ECM is the

electrodeposition of metals onto CNTs. Although metal–

carbon bonds may be formed on evaporation of certain

metals onto CNTs under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) con-

ditions,[41] the reduction of metal ions at the surface of

adsorbate-covered tubes more likely results in physi-

sorbed metal particles. Electrodeposition has been used to

decorate purified MWNTs deposited onto HOPGs with

metallic clusters of copper.[42] The clusters start forming

at sites where the MWNT is in contact with the HOPG

and continue to grow over time. Moreover, magnetic

nanoparticles consisting of Ni, Fe, and Co have been

electrodeposited from aqueous solutions onto carbon

nanowalls as templates.[43] Carbon nanowalls are two-

dimensional carbon nanosheets grown on Cu substrates

using microwave plasma-enhanced CVD.[44] The shape

and size of the deposited metal particles can be tailored by

the detailed characteristics of the applied bipolar current

density profile, which induces cycles of nanoparticle de-

Fig. 5 High-resolution TEM image of two nanotubes coated

with polypyrrole, showing the inner CNT framework and the

outer amorphous polymer layer. The coating was performed by

applying a potential of 0.8 V for 2 min onto a bare copper grid

on a Pt wire in a degassed solution containing 0.2% CNTs and

0.5 M pyrrole. (From Ref. [39].)

Fig. 6 SEM images of magnetic nanoparticles electrodeposited

onto carbon nanowalls. The scale bars are 1 mm in (A) and (B),

and 100 nm in (C) and (D). This sample was fabricated by

applying a current density of 75 mA/cm2 for 15 sec followed by

a subsequent etch time of 3 sec at a current density of �25 mA/

cm2. (From Ref. [43].)
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Fig. 7 Reaction schemes for (a) oxidative ECM with 4-

aminobenzylamine and (b) reductive ECM with an aryl

diazonium salt. In the former case, the modified SWNT is

covered by a polymeric layer of aminobenzyl groups without the

formation of a chemical bond, whereas in the latter case,

polyphenyl groups that are covalently attached to the nanotube

are formed. (From Ref. [34].)
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position and partial etching. A representative example of

the deposited nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 6. On closer

inspection, it was concluded that the clusters were de-

posited on the corners and edges of the nanowalls, as can

be expected from the current intensity being higher at

these positions.

ECM of Single Nanotubes

Electrochemistry is particularly attractive for the chemical

alteration of single molecular objects because the extent of

modification can be controlled by the electrochemical

potential.[45] This has been demonstrated by the attach-

ment of substituted phenyl groups to appropriately con-

tacted SWNTs, resulting in homogeneous coatings on the

individual tubes.[36] For that purpose, single SWNTs/

bundles are deposited on a Si/SiO2 substrate and contacted

with electrode lines on top. Both a covalent and a non-

covalent coupling scheme have been developed for ECM

at the single-tube level. The covalent modification scheme

is based on reductive coupling of an aromatic diazonium

salt (Fig. 7b), analogous to the modification of CNTs in

the bulk,[35] whereas the noncovalent scheme involves

oxidation of a substituted aromatic amine at anodic

potentials (Fig. 7a). After both types of couplings, one

observes a homogeneous coating on the nanotube origi-

nating from polymerization among the created radicals (or

by reaction between the radicals and the attached mole-

cules). The formation of electrodeposited layers is ap-

parent from atomic force microscopy (AFM) images, as

exemplified in Fig. 8a and b for an individual SWNT

before and after ECM with 4-aminobenzylamine. This

specific tube reveals a height increase of �4 nm, as seen

from the line profiles in Fig. 8c. The thickness of such

layers is found to increase with the time of ECM, the

magnitude of the applied potential, as well as the con-

centration of the diazonium salt or amine. In practice, the

thickness of the coated layers can be adjusted between �2

and �15 nm.

The respective covalent and noncovalent characters of

the two coupling schemes have been concluded from a

combined electrical transport and confocal Raman spec-

troscopic study of the coated SWNTs.[34] This study was

performed separately with metallic and semiconducting

pristine tubes. The diazonium coupling to the metallic and

semiconducting SWNTs resulted in an increase of both

the resistance and the relative D-line intensity after ECM,

which signifies the formation of chemical bonds between

the polymer layer and the carbon framework of the

Fig. 8 Oxidative electrochemical modification of individual

SWNTs using 4-aminobenzylamine. (a) AFM image of a single

SWNT/bundle contacted by four electrodes on top. (b) AFM

image of the same sample after performing ECM on the

electrode marked WE. (c) Topological line profiles along the

lines marked in the AFM images. The modified SWNTs show

a clear increase in height, which appears to be relatively

homogeneous. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 (a) Possible mechanisms for the electrochemical etching

of MWNTs: (1) longitudinal etching from the distal end to the

proximal end; (2) uniform etching in a radial direction; and (3)

preferential etching at the air/electrolyte interface. (b) TEM

image of the distal end of a partially etched MWNT. The arrow

indicates the level of the electrolyte solution. (From Ref. [46].)
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nanotube. By contrast, only minor changes in the confocal

Raman spectra were detected after oxidative amine cou-

pling on metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. For this

type of coupling, the electrical resistance of the metallic

SWNTs remained unchanged, whereas that of the semi-

conducting SWNTs showed a moderate increase in resis-

tance. This increase in resistance can be understood by

the decreased p-doping level of the semiconducting tubes

as a result of the electrons accepted during oxidation of

the amine.

Until now, only one report on ECM of individual

MWNTs has appeared, which involves their strong elec-

trochemical oxidation. Single MWNTs coated with an

amorphous carbon layer have been electrochemically

etched in an aqueous electrolyte solution.[46] The onset

potential for the anodic current was found to be 1.3 V vs.

Ag/AgCl. At potentials higher than 1.7 V, MWNTs and

the surrounding amorphous carbon layer begin to etch.

Chronoamperometric measurements have revealed that

the etching follows a kinetically controlled mechanism.

Three different models have been proposed for the etching

mechanism, as shown in Fig. 9. In the first model, etching

starts from the amorphous carbon layer at the distal end

(probably because of the creation of a high field) and

proceeds to the proximal end. In a second scenario, the

MWNT is etched uniformly from the periphery toward the

inner graphitic core. A third model involves the selective

etching at the air/electrolyte solution interface, possibly

because of the less probable occurrence of a defect at this

interface. It was concluded from transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) images of the etched MWNTs that the

former two models are the predominant mechanisms that

operate simultaneously, with the amorphous layer being

etched more quickly than the graphitic core.

ELECTROCHEMICAL APPLICATIONS
OF CNTs

(Bio)Electrochemical Sensors

CNT-based electrodes are very useful in the electrochem-

ical study of biomolecules because of their electrocatalytic

property, which is well documented for nicotinamide ad-

enine dinucleotide (NADH) and biological amines.[17,19]

Moreover, amperometric biosensors have been fabricated

by incorporating enzymes such as glucose oxidase or al-

cohol dehydrogenase into a CNT matrix.[18–20] An illus-

trative example is provided by Fig. 10, where a glucose

sensor is obtained by immobilizing glucose oxidase onto

SWNTs deposited on a GC surface.[47]

Their high aspect ratio and diameter in the nanometer

range make CNTs particularly well suited for direct

electrochemical communication with the redox site of a

protein, without requiring any mediator. When properly

arranged, a nanotube should have the capability to act as

one-dimensional channel guiding electrons into the redox

center. Direct ET has been achieved with various types of

CNT electrodes for cytochrome c,[48] horseradish peroxi-

dase,[16] glucose oxidase,[11] as well as myoglobin.[49] In

some cases, an oxidative pretreatment introducing nega-

tively charged surface groups on the CNTs was necessary

to achieve the high ET rates. In a strategy to optimize the

accessibility of the redox center, aligned CNT arrays have

been fabricated using self-assembly techniques, followed

by covalent attachment of microperoxidase to the tube

ends.[50] For obtaining the best signal-to-background ratio,

the CNT electrodes must be grown with a low density

such that the intertube distance is in the same order of

magnitude as the diffusion layer thickness.[24] Along this

direction, a high-sensitivity neurotransmitter sensor,[51]

where the reduced density has been achieved by a soft

lithographic method, has recently been demonstrated.

ECM of CNT electrodes can be employed within the

fabrication scheme of (bio)electrochemical sensors for

various purposes. One example is the electrodeposition of

polypyrrole onto vertically aligned MWNTs,[52] yielding a

versatile composite system that allows one to exploit the

sensing capabilities of inherently conductive polymers.[53]

Fig. 10 Schematic showing the functioning of the SWNT-

based glucose sensor. Glucose oxidase enzymes immobilized on

the SWNT electrode turn over the solution-phase D-glucopyra-

nose, and this redox signal is communicated to the underlying

nanotube through ferrocene monocarboxylic acid acting as a

diffusive mediator. (From Ref. [47].)
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Batteries and Fuel Cells

CNTs have strong applicability in energy storage because

of their excellent chemical stability, light mass, and large

surface area. Electrochemical lithium insertion has been

studied for both SWNT bundles[54] and MWNTs,[55] with

respect to their application as anodes in rechargeable

batteries. SWNTs whose ends were opened by chemical

etching show storage capacity comparable with that of

LiC3, which is twice the value observed in intercalated

graphite.[56] A major problem is the decrease in storage

capacity with increasing number of cycles, caused by, for

example, the formation of insoluble salt layers that block

the CNT surface.[8]

Bulk CNT electrodes are also promising for applica-

tions in fuel cells. For example, electrocatalytic reduction

of oxygen has been observed in MWNT electrodes,[57] and

MWNTs covered with platinum particles proved useful as

cathodes in direct methanol cells.[58] In the latter work, the

particles were formed via thermal decomposition of a

platinum salt. For this purpose, platinum electrodeposition

could be an alternative option.

Hydrogen Storage

Recent years have witnessed a strong interest in CNTs as

high-performance hydrogen storage material. As the

maximum values obtained for the storage capacity of

molecular hydrogen showed low reproducibility,[59] re-

search activities were partially shifted toward reversible

electrochemical storage of hydrogen. In a pioneering ex-

periment, electrodes made of pressed pellets containing

SWNTs were studied.[14] Remarkably, the electrodes were

able to deliver still 70% of the initial capacity after 100

charge/discharge cycles. The mechanism of electro-

chemical hydrogen storage is still under debate.[60] Sev-

eral possibilities have been suggested, including covalent

bonding[61] and physisorption of molecular hydrogen.[62]

ECM has proven to be a useful tool to open the ends of

CNTs, which can be exploited to improve the hydrogen

storage capacity. It has been observed that electrochemical

oxidation at high anodic potentials occurs preferentially at

the end regions of MWNTs.[63] The open ends created in

such a manner allow hydrogen to invade the hollow spaces

of the MWNTs during the cathodic reduction.

Actuators

Various applications in robotics, optical fiber switches,

prosthetic devices, sonar projectors, and microscopic

pumps rely on the direct conversion of electrical to me-

chanical energy through a material response. Recently, a

bimorph cantilever actuator has been constructed by

attaching two sheets of SWNTP to the two sides of a

Scotch double-stick tape.[9] On application of a potential

across the two strips of the actuator immersed in an

electrolyte, the tape showed deflection because of double-

layer charging and change in the carbon/carbon bond

length within the rolled graphene sheets.

CONCLUSION

Because of their good electrical conductivity, nanoscopic

size, and high aspect ratio, CNTs have turned out to be

excellent candidates for electrochemical applications.

CNT electrodes have been found to display significantly

superior characteristics in comparison with other carbon

materials. Further improvements in the fabrication of

single-nanotube electrodes would represent an important

step toward the development of nanoscale probes useful in

biophysics and neurochemistry. The ECM methods de-

veloped to date for bulk CNT electrodes and individual

CNTs have broadened the application spectrum of CNTs.

Covalent functionalization of bulk and individual CNTs

has been successfully utilized to produce soluble nano-

tubes, and is also promising for the creation of molecular-

scale electronic devices such as diodes or single-electron

transistors by the local attachment of appropriate func-

tional groups. However, noncovalent ECM allows

researchers to tailor the surface properties of the tubes

without disturbing their electrical properties. Both

approaches will be of importance in the future for the

controlled design and fabrication of novel (bio)elec-

trochemical sensors, composite materials, actuators, bat-

teries, and fuel cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes are currently of great interest in both

fundamental and applied sciences.[1–10] Potential applica-

tions for these tubular nanostructures include use in

nanoelectronics,[1–4] hydrogen storage,[5,6] and battery[7,8]

and field-emitting display[9,10] technologies. We and

others have shown that carbon nanotubes can be prepared

via the template method[11–13] by chemical vapor depo-

sition (CVD) of carbon along the pore walls of nanopo-

rous alumina membranes.[8,14–17] These membranes have

cylindrical pores with monodisperse diameters, and a

corresponding cylindrical nanotube is deposited within

each pore. Carbon nanotubes with outside diameters as

small as 20 nm have been prepared via this method.[14]

Using an alternative template material and method, Joo

et al.[7] have prepared carbon nanotubes with outside

diameters of 9 nm.

At a recent workshop, it was suggested that carbon

nanotubes might be used as chemically selective filters.[18]

This membrane separations application requires alignment

of the tubes[10,19–21] into a defect-free, mechanically

strong membrane, where each tube spans the complete

thickness of the membrane and the tube mouths are open

at the faces of the membrane. Although Sun and

Crooks[22] have recently developed an elegant procedure

for doing this with a single carbon nanotube, template

synthesis inherently provides nanotube-containing mem-

branes of this type, with up to 1011 nanotubes cm�2 of

membrane surface area.[13] Having large numbers of

nanotubes per square centimeter of membrane area is

essential to enhancing flux across the membrane—a

critical issue in membrane separation processes. These

highly porous carbon nanotube membranes (CNMs) have

monodisperse pore dimensions, which can be controlled

by template synthesis. Template-prepared CNMs have a

number of advantageous properties such as versatile

surface chemistry and good electrochemical properties,

which make them an interesting membrane material.

Flux can also be enhanced by augmenting diffusive

transport across the membrane with electrophoresis, or

pressure-driven or electroosmotic flow (EOF). Sun and

Crooks[22] demonstrated diffusive, pressure-driven, and

electrophoretic transport of colloidal particles across their

single CNMs. To our knowledge, we have performed the

only investigation of EOF in CNMs.[15,23] Electroosmotic

flow was driven across template-prepared CNMs by

allowing the membrane to separate two electrolyte

solutions and by using an electrode in each solution to

pass a constant ionic current through the nanotubes.

According to Bath et al.[24,25] EOF was investigated by

measuring the flux of a probe molecule across the

membrane. The as-synthesized CNMs have anionic

surface charge and, as a result, EOF is in the direction

of cation migration across the membrane. Electroosmotic

flow in the direction of diffusion enhances permeant flux,

whereas EOF in the opposite direction of diffusion lowers

flux. Measurements of the rate of EOF as a function of

applied transmembrane current provided the zeta (z)

potential. The effect of pH on z provided the pKa for the

surface acidic sites responsible for this anionic charge; the

acidic site density was also determined. An electrochem-

ical derivatization method was used to attach carboxylate

groups to the nanotube walls;[26–28] this enhances the

anionic surface charge density, resulting in a correspond-

ing increase in the EOF rate. Electrochemical derivatiza-

tion was also used to attach cationic ammonium sites

to the nanotube walls to yield CNMs that show EOF in

the opposite direction of the as-synthesized or carboxyl-

ated membranes.

PREPARATION OF CARBON
NANOTUBE MEMBRANES

Anodic alumina template membranes with different pore

diameters are available commercially, or can be prepared

in the laboratory.[8,15,29–31] The outside diameters of

template-prepared carbon nanotubes are defined by the

pore diameter of the template membrane, whereas the

length is determined by the template thickness. The CVD

template method has been described previously.[8,15–17]

Briefly, a heat-treated alumina template membrane was
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placed vertically in the CVD reactor and heated to the

desired temperature, 650–950�C, under argon flow. When

the temperature stabilized, the Ar flow was terminated

and, simultaneously, a 20-sccm flow of ethylene gas

mixture was initiated. Under these conditions, ethylene

pyrolyzes to yield carbon nanotubes on the pore walls, as

well as thin carbon films on both faces of the membrane.

After deposition was completed, the Ar flow was resumed,

the ethylene flow was terminated, the furnace was

turned off, and the CNM was allowed to cool to

room temperature.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) were used to image the carbon

nanotubes prepared within the pores of the alumina tem-

plate membrane. This was accomplished by first dissol-

ving away the alumina by immersion (for 12 hr) in 49%

hydrofluoric acid. Hydrofluoric acid was removed by pi-

pette, leaving the liberated nanotubes (connected together

by the carbon surface films; Fig. 1), which were rinsed

with methanol and then sonicated in methanol for 20 min.

For imaging, the resulting suspension was pipetted onto

the appropriate sample holder and the methanol was al-

lowed to evaporate. For SEM imaging, gold was sputtered

onto the sample to improve electrical conductivity.

Figs. 1–3 show SEM and TEM images of nanotubes

from three different CNMs after dissolution of the

alumina template. The CNMs were prepared using

templates with differing pore morphologies and at

different CVD conditions. Fig. 1A shows a SEM image

of a CNM, such as those used in the EOF studies.[15,23]

This membrane was synthesized in a commercially

available Whatman Anodisc 200-nm filtration membrane.

Carbon was deposited at 670�C for 5.5 hr. At these

conditions, carbon deposition was very slow and resulted

in nanotube walls of highly uniform 40 nm thickness

(Fig. 1B). Although it is not evident from these images,

this carbon surface film does not block the mouths of the

nanotubes. The outside diameter of the nanotubes (�300

nm) is larger than the 200-nm nominal pore diameter of

the template. Our SEM and TEM images indicate that this

is because the pores are, in fact, larger than the nominal

diameter for most of the thickness of the membrane, but

branch at one face of the membrane into smaller (diameter

�200 nm) pores. This branching can be seen in the TEM

image shown in Fig. 1B. Branching undoubtedly results

from the voltage reduction technique used during the final

step of the electrochemical process used to prepare these

alumina membranes.[29]

Fig. 2 shows images of a CNM synthesized within a

Whatman Anodisc 20-nm filtration membrane.[16] Like

the 200-nm Anodisc, this template has large pores

(diameters of �300 nm) along �99% of their length,

Fig. 2 A CNM synthesized within a 20-nm Anodisc template

at 900�C for 0.5 hr. (A) A SEM image of a CNM cross section at

the branched face after removal of the alumina template. (B) A

TEM image of individual branched carbon nanotubes removed

from a CNM.

Fig. 1 A CNM synthesized within a 200-nm Anodisc template

at 670�C for 5.5 hr. (A) A SEM image of a CNM cross section at

the unbranched face after removal of the alumina template. (B)

A TEM image montage of individual carbon nanotubes removed

from a CNM.
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but branch into many much smaller nanotubes (diameter

�20 nm) at the branched face of the membrane. Chemical

vapor deposition was performed at 900�C for 0.5 hr,

which resulted in a much more rapid rate of carbon

deposition. At this higher temperature, deposition tends to

be a diffusion-controlled process and occurs more rapidly

at the face of the template as opposed to the interior of the

small pores. The substantial surface film on the branched-

face is seen in Fig. 2A. This results in a CNM that acts as

an electrochemical actuator when Li+ is intercalated into

and deintercalated out of the carbon nanostructures.[16]

Carbon nanotubes have also been prepared in labora-

tory-grown anodic aluminum oxide membranes for a

variety of purposes.[31–35] The CNM shown in Fig. 3A was

grown in a highly ordered template of 30 mm thickness

and an 80-nm pore diameter. These pores are extremely

straight and do not branch at either face of the membrane.

Chemical vapor deposition was performed for 2 hr at

670�C, resulting in nanotubes with highly monodisperse

dimensions. From TEM images of individual nanotubes

(Fig. 3B), the CNM was determined to have a 60-nm pore

diameter with nanotube walls of very uniform thickness.

Carbon nanotube membranes such as these can be

prepared with larger or smaller pore dimensions and

could be utilized for size-based separations.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF CARBON
NANOTUBE MEMBRANES

After synthesis, CNMs to be used in transport studies were

stored in air for at least 24 hr prior to use. This results in

oxidation of the carbon surfaces to yield acidic surface

sites on the nanotube walls.[36–38] Carbon nanotube

membranes treated in this way are referred to as ‘‘as-

synthesized’’ membranes. The CNMs were mounted in a

supporting assembly[15] and placed in a simple U-tube

permeation cell.[39] The permeation half-cells were filled

with 25 mL of pH=7.2 phosphate buffer of 0.01 M ionic

strength. The feed half-cell was 4.82 mM in the small,

electrically neutral, chromophoric probe phenol.

According to Bath et al.[24,25] the rate of EOF was

determined by monitoring the transport of the probe

molecule across the membrane and into the permeate half-

cell. A constant current, passed through the CNM, was

responsible for the EOF in the membrane. The following

sign convention was employed: For a positive applied

current, the anode was in the feed half-cell and the

cathode was in the permeate half-cell. In this case, cations

migrated from feed to permeate, and anions migrated from

permeate to feed. A negative applied current had the

opposite configuration (i.e., cathode in the feed half-

cell and anode in the permeate half-cell). The current

values are reported here as the current density, defined

as the applied current divided by the total pore area of

the membrane.

Fig. 4 shows a plot of micromoles of phenol trans-

ported across the CNM at various values of applied

current density. This plot consists of five linear segments,

and the slope of each segment is the flux of phenol (NJ) at

that applied current density (Table 1). The first linear

segment in Fig. 4 (0–8.5 min) was obtained with no

applied current, and the flux in this case is simply the

diffusive flux of phenol Ndiff from the feed across the

Fig. 3 A CNM synthesized within a highly ordered, anodic

alumina template at 670�C for 2 hr. (A) A SEM image of a

CNM cross section after removal of the alumina template. (B)

A TEM image of an individual carbon nanotube removed from

a CNM.

Fig. 4 Micromoles of phenol transported vs. time at various

values of applied current density (see text for current density

values).
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membrane and into the permeate. The second linear

segment (9–14.5 min) was obtained with an applied

current density Japp=�7.2 mA cm�2. The flux of phenol

across the membrane was observed to decrease, indicating

EOF in the opposite direction of the diffusive flux (EOF

from permeate solution to feed solution). This is con-

firmed by data in the third linear segment (15–20.5 min),

which were obtained with Japp=+7.2 mA cm�2; now the

net flux is higher than the diffusive flux (Table 1),

indicating EOF in the direction of diffusive transport. The

final two linear segments were obtained at higher positive

and negative applied current densities, and further

enhancement and diminution, respectively, in the flux

is observed.

CALCULATION OF THE ELECTROOSMOTIC
FLOW VELOCITY

In the presence of the applied transmembrane current, the

steady-state flux of permeant across a membrane is

described by the Nernst–Plank equation:[40]

NJ ¼ � D½@CðxÞ=@x� � zFðRTÞ�1
DC½@fðxÞ=@x�

� Cueo ð1Þ

where D, C, and z are the diffusion coefficient, concen-

tration, and charge of the permeate molecule, respec-

tively; @C(x)/@x is the concentration gradient in the x

direction across the membrane; @f(x)/@x is the potential

gradient in the electrolyte within the nanotubes; and

ueo is the electroosmotic velocity. The three terms in

Eq. 1 describe the diffusive, migrational, and EOF

convective transport processes, respectively. Because

phenol is a neutral molecule at the pH used here, Eq. 1

simplifies to:

NJ ¼ �D½@CðxÞ=@x� þ Cueo ð2Þ

When Japp=0, only the first term in Eq. 2 is operative and

the flux is the diffusive flux Ndiff.

The experimental flux data in Table 1 can be used to

calculate a parameter called the enhancement factor E,

which can then be used to calculate the electroosmotic

velocity.[40]E is given by:

E ¼ NJ=Ndiff ð3Þ

(i.e., the ratio of the flux in the presence of an applied

current to the flux at Japp=0). E values for the data in Fig. 4

are presented in Table 1. When a positive current is

applied, E is greater than unity, indicating, again, EOF in

the direction of the diffusional flux. Analogous results

were obtained by Bath et al.[24] for Nafion membranes,

where EOF is because of the polymer’s fixed sulfonate

sites. This indicates that as would be expected for air-

treated carbon, the pore walls on the carbon nanotubes

have fixed negatively charged sites.[36–38]

Following Srinivasan and Higuchi,[40] the Peclet

number (Pe) can be calculated from E via:

E ¼ Pe=ð1� ðexpð�PeÞÞ ð4Þ

Pe can then be used to calculate ueo using:[40]

ueo ¼ PeD=l ð5Þ

where l is the thickness of the membrane. Because the

inside diameter of the carbon nanotubes (�120 nm) is

�500 times larger than the diameter of phenol, hindered

diffusion[41] does not occur in these tubes, and the bulk

solution diffusion coefficient can be used in Eq. 5. This

and the membrane thickness (0.006 cm) give the ueo data

shown in the last column of Table 1. As would be

expected, current densities of the same magnitude but

opposite sign give ueo values of approximately the same

magnitude but opposite sign.

EFFECT OF APPLIED CURRENT DENSITY
ON ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW

Phenol transport data such as those shown in Fig. 4 were

obtained for 16 different Japp values between +19.3 and

�19.3 mA cm�2. Fig. 5A shows the corresponding flux

vs. Japp data. As would be expected from the above results,

the flux increases with Japp for positive currents, indicat-

ing the increasing importance of EOF to the transport of

permeate across the membrane. At sufficiently negative

Japp values, the net flux asymptotically approaches zero. In

this case, EOF from the permeate half-cell to the feed half-

cell negates the diffusive flux from feed to permeate.[24]

The Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation[42] describes

the relationship between electroosmotic velocity and

Table 1 Effect of applied current density on the flux,

enhancement factor, and electroosmotic velocity in the carbon

nanotube membrane

Japp

[mA cm�2]

Flux

[nmol (min cm2)�1]a EE

uueo

[mmm sec�1]

�10.1 25.8 0.280 �35.0

�7.2 39.3 0.426 �24.5

0.0 92.1 1.000 0.0

+7.2 187.1 2.030 26.3

+10.1 237.9 2.581 37.6

aThe geometric area of the membrane (0.713 cm2) was used.
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linear electric field gradient (E(x)) [V cm�1] across

the membrane:

ueo ¼ �ezEðxÞ=Z ð6Þ

where e and Z are the permittivity and viscosity of the

solution within the nanotubes, respectively; and z is the

zeta potential of the tube walls. Substituting the product of

the applied current density and the resistivity of the

electrolyte within the nanotubes r, the E(x) in Eq. 6 gives:

ueo ¼ �ezJappr=Z ð7Þ

which shows that ueo is linearly related to the applied

current density. Eqs. 4 and 5 were used to calculate ueo

from the flux data in Fig. 5A. Fig. 5B shows a plot of ueo

vs. current density; in agreement with Eq. 7, a linear

relationship is obtained. (Some deviation is observed at

the highest negative Japp values. This is because the flux

is nearly zero at such large negative Japp values, making

the error in the measurement large.)

According to Eq. 7, the slope of the ueo vs. Japp plot in

Fig. 5B is –ezr/Z. Using the known values for the

permittivity and viscosity of water (6.95
10�10 C2 J�1

m�1 and 0.890 cP, respectively)[43] and the measured

resistivity of the electrolyte (2.23 kO cm), the slope can be

used to calculate the zeta potential for the CNM. A value

of z=�17.3 mV was obtained from these data. Bismarck

and Springer[37] obtained similar zeta potential values for

carbon fibers, and Garcia et al.[38] obtained somewhat

larger zeta potential values (��45 mV) after grinding

such carbon fibers.

It should be noted that Eqs. 6 and 7 are based on the

assumption that the thickness of the double layer at the

pore wall is much smaller than the pore radius. Because

the double layer at this electrolyte concentration is less

than 3 nm in thickness,[42] this is clearly a valid assump-

tion. Finally, for this reason and because the measured

zeta potential is relatively low, deviations because of sur-

face conductance, or changes in permittivity and viscosity

within the nanotubes are negligible.[44,45] Thus it is

reasonable to use the resistivity, permittivity, and viscos-

ity of the bulk solution in the zeta potential calculation.

EFFECT OF IONIC STRENGTH ON
ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW

Phenol transport data were obtained at applied current

densities of +19.7 and �19.7 mA cm�2 in solutions with

ionic strength varying from 0.01 to 0.50 M (Fig. 6). The

pH of the electrolyte was maintained at 7.2. Transport data

for the case Japp=0 were also obtained over this elec-

trolyte concentration range. No change in the diffusional

flux was observed (<3% relative standard deviation),

indicating that the diffusion coefficient for phenol does

not vary with electrolyte concentration over this concen-

tration range. Fig. 6 shows plots of ueo vs. ionic strength

obtained from the transport data. The general trend—that

the absolute value of ueo decreases with increasing ionic

strength—is expected.

Returning to Eq. 7, we see that ueo is directly

proportional to the zeta potential, which is related to the

Fig. 5 (A) Plot of phenol flux vs. applied current density. (B)

Plot of EOF vs. applied current density.

Fig. 6 Plots of EOF vs. the ionic strength of the permeate and

feed solutions. Applied current densities were (~) �19.7 mA

cm�2 and (.) +19.7 mA cm�2.
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Debye length k�1 (the effective thickness of the electrical

double layer) by:[46]

z ¼ 2kT=ze sinh�1ðsk�1ze=ð2ekTÞÞ ð8Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, e

is the elementary charge, and s is the surface charge

density at the plane of shear between the nanotube wall

and the electrolyte. For the zeta potential and Debye

length ranges investigated here, Eq. 8 simplifies to:

z ¼ sk�1=e ð9Þ

For a symmetrical electrolyte, k�1 is related to the

concentration of the electrolyte via:[42]

k�1 ¼ 9:61
 10�9ðz2cÞ�1=2 ð10Þ

Eq. 10 shows that the double-layer thickness decreases

with increasing ionic strength of the electrolyte, which

means that the zeta potential decreases with increasing

ionic strength (Eq. 9). This, in turn, causes |ueo| to decrease

with increasing ionic strength (Eq. 7), which is the

experimentally observed trend in Fig. 6.

A second factor contributes to the observed decrease in

|ueo| with increasing ionic strength. Eq. 7 shows that ueo is

also proportional to the resistivity of the electrolyte r,

which, of course, is inversely proportional to the number

of charge-carrying ions in the solution. Hence r decreases

with increasing ionic strength of the electrolyte, and Eq. 7

predicts that this would also contribute to the observed

decrease in ueo with increasing ionic strength (Fig. 6).

If it is assumed that k�1 decreases with ionic strength

(m) as k�1/m�1/2 (Eq. 10) and that r decreases with m as

r/m�1, we would predict that ueo would decrease with m
via ueo/m�3/2. The experimental data (Fig. 6) were fitted

to the relationships ueo/m�0.9 (R2=0.993) for the positive

current density and ueo/�m�1.0 (R2=0.997) for the

negative current density. Hence the experimental fall-off

of ueo with increasing m is less than the predicted value.

Another factor needs to be considered. As shown in

Eq. 9, the zeta potential is also directly proportional to

the charge density. The charge density can be divided

into two general categories: covalently bound charge and

adsorbed charge. We discuss the effect of the quantity of

covalently bound charge on ueo in ‘‘Effect of Solution

pH on Electroosmotic Flow.’’ It is possible that over the

very large ionic strength range investigated in Fig. 6,

there is a significant change in the quantity of adsorbed

charge from the electrolyte. Adsorbed charge would

primarily come from the anions of the electrolyte, and

this adsorbed negative charge would increase with

increasing m. This would cause both the zeta potential

and ueo to increase with increasing m. Because this is

the trend opposite to the k�1/m�1/2 and r/m�1 de-

pendencies discussed above, this would make the

net decrease in ueo with increasing m less extreme than

the predicted m�3/2 dependence, and this is what is ob-

served experimentally.

Finally, at the highest ionic strength used in Fig. 6,

both the negative and positive electroosmotic velocities

decrease nearly to zero. This shows that the effect of

double-layer compression on the zeta potential (which

causes ueo to decrease with increasing ionic strength)

dominates any effect of increasing adsorbed negative

charge at high ionic strengths.

EFFECT OF SOLUTION pH ON
ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW

Phenol transport data were obtained at applied current

densities of positive and negative 24.9 mA cm�2 from

solutions that were 10 mM in NaCl and 0.5 mM in phos-

phate, with the pH adjusted to values between 3 and 8.

The NaCl served to maintain the ionic strength at a con-

stant value. The ueo vs. solution pH data are shown in

Fig. 7A. In general, the expected trend for surface acidic

Fig. 7 (A) Plots of EOF vs. pH. Applied current densities were

(~) �24.9 mA cm�2 and (.) +24.9 mA cm�2. (B) Plot of zeta

potential of the CNM vs. surface pH (Eq. 11). The points are the

experimental data and the curve is the best fit to Eq. 13.
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sites is observed (i.e., ueo is high at high pH values, where

the sites are deprotonated, and goes to zero at lower pH

values, where the sites are protonated). However, there are

two features of the data in Fig. 7A that are unexpected.

First, although ueo goes to zero at pH�3.5, at lower pH,

the flow resumes again, but in the opposite direction. This

indicates that positive sites are introduced by protonation

of some very weakly basic surface functional groups. Such

protonatable carbon sites have been known for some time

and have been attributed to two chemical features of the

carbon:[47] pyrone-like structures and basal plane sites that

act as Lewis bases. These protonatable carbon sites have

also been observed in zeta potential measurements of

carbon fibers.[37,38] The presence of these sites makes the

EOF characteristics of the carbon nanotubes quite inter-

esting because the direction of EOF can be switched by

controlling the pH of the contacting solution phase.

The second unexpected feature of the data in Fig. 7A is

that |ueo| at pH=8.0 is lower than at pH=7.2. Although it is

tempting to attribute this to experimental error, it was

observed at all current densities studied and with both

positive and negative currents. This is unexpected because

the fraction of the deprotonated form of a monoprotic

weak acid (a1) goes to a maximum (a1=1) at some high

pH and does not change at higher pH values. Hence the

plots of ueo vs. pH would be expected to become flat at

high pH. The unexpected decrease in |ueo| suggests that

anionic surface charge density decreases from pH=7.2 to

pH=8.0. As discussed above, it is possible that adsorbed

phosphate contributes to the surface charge on the carbon

nanotubes. Perhaps at pH=8.0, adsorbed HPO4
2� is

displaced by OH�, resulting in a net decrease in the

negative surface charge density.

The data in Fig. 7A can be used to determine both the

number density and pKa of the surface acidic sites on the

CNMs.[46] The Boltzmann equation is first used to cal-

culate the surface hydronium ion concentration ([H+]s)

from the bulk solution hydronium ion concentration

([H+]o):

½Hþ�s ¼ ½Hþ�o expð�ez=2kTÞ ð11Þ

The requisite zeta potential values at each pH are

obtained as before from the ueo data (Fig. 7A). Following

Jimbo et al.[46] the surface charge density is related to

the number density of acidic sites (Na) and the surface

pKa via:

s ¼ �½ðeNaÞ=ð1þ 10pKa�pHsÞ� ð12Þ

Eq. 9 can be solved for s and set equal to Eq. 12.

Solving for the zeta potential gives:

z ¼ �½ðeNaÞ=ð1þ 10pKa�pHsÞ�ðk�1=eÞ ð13Þ

Fig. 7B shows a plot of z vs. pHs obtained from the

data in Fig. 7A, omitting the highest and lowest pH

values where unusual effects (vide supra) were ob-

served. The points are the experimental data, and the

curve is the result of a nonlinear least squares

regression fit of Eq. 13 to the experimental data using

the surface pKa and Na as adjustable parameters. The

best fit (R2=0.95) was obtained for pKa=4.7 and

Na=0.03 acidic sites nm�2.

The surface pKa value obtained is typical of that for an

alkyl carboxylic acid (e.g., acetic acid) dissolved in

aqueous solution. However, it is often the case that pKa

values for surface-bound species differ from those

obtained when the corresponding molecule is dissolved

in an aqueous solution. For example, the pKa values for

p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA)[28] and 4-carboxyphenyl[48]

immobilized on glassy carbon electrode surfaces were

measured to be 3.0 and 2.8, respectively. These values are

significantly different from the pKa values for the same

molecules dissolved in aqueous solution (PABA=4.6 and

benzoic acid=4.2). For this reason, although the most

likely assignment for the surface acidic sites is carboxylic

acid, we cannot unambiguously make this assignment at

this time. A less likely alternative would be to posit a

surface phenolic site whose surface pKa has been dra-

matically shifted from the typical solution value. One

potential source for discrepancies between surface and

free solution pKa values is electrostatic interactions

between the surface-bound sites. The site density of 0.03

nm�2 indicates that the sites are, on average, 3 nm

apart.[49] This is comparable to the double-layer thickness

at the ionic strength used to obtain the data in Fig. 7.

Hence electrostatic interactions between surface acidic

sites should not be significant.

THE EFFECT OF ELECTROCHEMICAL
DERIVATIZATION ON
ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW

An interesting advantage of the CNMs is that they are

electronically conductive and thus can be used as

electrodes in electrochemical experiments.[8,16,17] This

has allowed us to electrochemically derivatize the carbon

nanotube walls to augment or change the fixed surface

charge.[15,23] The derivatization method entails the elec-

trooxidation of a primary amine to a cation radical at the

carbon nanotube walls. This results in the formation of a

C N bond, thus covalently attaching the amine to the

tube walls.

Fig. 8 shows a plot of ueo vs. applied current density

for an as-synthesized CNM and for membranes that had

been electrochemically derivatized with either 2-(4-

aminophenyl)ethylamine (APEA) or PABA.[28] The
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pH=7.2 buffer used was such that the carboxylic acid

was deprotonated and the amine was protonated. Consid-

ering the as-synthesized membrane first, we see the

expected (Table 1) change from positive EOF at the

positive applied current, to zero flow at no applied

current, to negative EOF at negative applied current. The

measured slope of the line corresponds to z=�20.8 mV.

The same trend is observed for the PABA-derivatized

membrane, but the slope of the ueo vs. applied current

density line is steeper and corresponds to z=�30.6 mV.

This indicates that there is greater negative surface charge

density after the attachment of PABA, which was the

anticipated result.

For the AEPA-derivatized membrane, positive EOF is

observed at negative applied currents and negative EOF is

observed at positive applied currents (Fig. 8). This

indicates that the zeta potential, and thus surface charge,

are now positive, again the anticipated result. The zeta

potential for the AEPA-derivatized membrane was deter-

mined to be +13.2 mV. However, note that the magnitude

of the zeta potential for the AEPA-derivatized membrane

is not as great as for either the underivatized or PABA-

derivatized membranes. Although this might be because

of a lower surface charge density for the AEPA-

derivatized membrane, other factors contributing to ze-

ta potential (Eq. 8) must also be considered. For the

as-synthesized and PABA-derivatized membranes, the

solution side of the double layer contains monovalent Na+

ions. In contrast, for the AEPA-derivatized membrane, the

double layer contains a mixture of monovalent H2PO4
�

and divalent HPO4
2� ions. The presence of the divalent

ions (which are electrostatically preferred over the

monovalent) will compress the double layer relative to

the case where only monovalent ions are present.[50] As a

result, at any surface charge density value, the double

layer will be thinner when divalent ions are present. This

will cause the zeta potential to be lower and ueo to be

smaller than in the monovalent case. This factor undoubt-

edly contributes to the smaller slope for the AEPA-

derivatized membrane (Fig. 8).

CONCLUSION

Template synthesis is a highly flexible method for

preparation of CNMs that can be used for a variety of

purposes. For instance, EOF can be driven across tem-

plate-prepared CNMs, and the rate and direction of flow

can be controlled by changing the magnitude and the sign

of the transmembrane current. The direction of EOF can

also be switched by varying the pH of the contacting

solution phase, and all of the pH-induced changes in EOF

are reversible. This means, for example, that returning a

membrane that had been exposed to pH=3.5 buffer, where

no EOF is observed (Fig. 7A), to pH=7.2 buffer restored

the flow. Electrochemical derivatization methods can be

used to attach specific surface functional groups to the

carbon nanotubes and this provides another route for

adjusting the rate and direction of EOF.

There is a third possible way to affect the rate and

direction of EOF in such membranes. We have shown

with gold nanotube membranes that the sign and magni-

tude of the excess surface charge can be controlled

potentiostatically by simply applying a potential to the

membrane in an electrolyte solution.[51] When negative

potentials are applied, the nanotubes have excess negative

(electron) surface charge, and when positive potentials are

applied, the nanotubes have excess positive surface charge.

This ability to control excess surface charge potentiosta-

tically is unique to membranes that are electronically

conductive, as are Au and CNMs. We are currently

investigating whether this simple potentiostatic charging

method can be used to control EOF in the CNMs.
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Carbon Nanotubes: Energetics of
Hydrogen Chemisorption
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INTRODUCTION

Among the potential storage materials for use in portable

hydrogen-containing devices, carbon nanotubes have re-

ceived a relatively large amount of attention. Their ad-

sorptive properties and relatively light weight make

carbon nanotubes ideal candidates for the development

of efficient H2-powered vehicular fuel cells. Evidence for

hydrogen adsorption levels large enough to be used in

such devices was first reported by Dillon et al. in 1997.[1]

Since that time, experiments attempting to reproduce

these results and to optimize the levels of hydrogen

adsorption[2–8] have been inconclusive as to the applica-

bility of carbon nanotubes toward this technology. The

difficulty in reproducing high adsorption levels has led to

a number of computational studies concerning hydrogen

interactions with carbon nanotubes. Many computational

studies have attempted to model the process of hydrogen

adsorption to nanotubes to quantify the relationship

between environmental parameters and hydrogen uptake

amounts. In an attempt to clarify the experimental results,

adsorption models have been designed and simulations

based on these models[9–19] have been performed. Yet the

results of many of these simulations have not correspond-

ed with the observed experimental levels of hydrogen

adsorption. This has led to questions concerning both the

validity of the experimental results and the physical reality

of the models. A central uncertainty is the nature of the

molecular-level mechanism through which adsorption

occurs. To resolve this critical uncertainty, researchers

turned to atomistic investigations of interactions between

hydrogen and nanotube surfaces. Molecular dynamics

simulations,[20] kinetic studies,[21] and first principles

calculations[22–33] have all been performed recently in an

attempt to elucidate more clearly the adsorption mecha-

nism. Among the significant conclusions derived from the

results of the atomistic studies are that the deformation of

the carbon nanotubes should be considered during the

adsorption process[20] and that localized, chemical bonds

must be formed between adsorbed hydrogen and the

nanotube walls[21,25] to explain the experimental findings.

In addition, the atomistic studies make it clear that the

energetics of potential adsorption mechanisms strongly

depend on the nanotube geometry. The purpose of this

article is to review the current understanding of the

adsorption process and to establish the necessity for a

further understanding of the adsorption mechanism. The

dependence of hydrogen adsorption on the geometry of

the nanotubes will be demonstrated. Because of the

atomistic nature of the adsorption process, first principles

calculations should play a vital role in resolving uncer-

tainties regarding the applicability of carbon nanotubes to

hydrogen storage.

BACKGROUND

Nanotube Structure and Hydrogen
Adsorption Results

An atomistic description of hydrogen adsorption mecha-

nisms to carbon nanotubes requires a clear understand-

ing of tube geometry. Although the synthesis of both

multiwalled and single-walled nanotubes (MWNTs and

SWNTs, respectively) has been achieved, the high levels

of hydrogen adsorption have been primarily observed

with SWNTs. The structure of an SWNT can be de-

scribed as a graphene sheet cylindrically wrapped about

an axis. The cylindrical tubes that result are of varying

radii and lengths, and are typically enclosed at both ends

by fullerene-like structures.[34] Similar to the structure of

a graphene sheet, the surface of a nanotube is composed

of interlocking sp2 carbon atoms. The central feature

that geometrically distinguishes the type of SWNT is the

location of the tube axis in relation to the original

graphene sheet. The orientations of a perpendicular pair

of tube axes relative to a graphene sheet are shown in

Fig. 1. The tubes resulting from these axis orientations,

termed zigzag and armchair nanotubes, are geometrical

extremes and have been the subjects of most computa-

tional studies. The accepted convention for the geomet-

rical classification of SWNTs is an indexing system

composed of two integers, (n1,n2), derived from the

coefficients of the Bravais lattice vectors.[34] The geom-

etries of zigzag tubes yield n2=0, whereas armchair tube

geometries yield n1=n2. As a result, zigzag tubes have

indices in the form (n,0) and armchair tubes have indices

of (n,n). Examples of several cross-sectional models
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for zigzag and armchair nanotubes are shown in Figs. 2

and 3, respectively. It is significant to note that the bulk

properties of the tubes are strongly dependent on tube

geometry. However, for most of the adsorption investi-

gations described in this article, the primary differences

between armchair and zigzag tubes are attributed to

variations in the local geometry at the adsorption site. In

addition to the axis orientation, the radii of the tubes

influence the local environment of the carbon atoms. The

radii of the tubes increase with increasing n values—a

trend clearly seen in Figs. 2 and 3. If the C C bond

length is represented by d, the radii of curvatures for

zigzag and armchair tubes can be determined by using

r=(
p

3dn/2p), and r=(3dn/2p), respectively.

The potential use of carbon nanotubes in hydrogen

storage devices has been the subject of a number of recent

reviews.[35–38] The Department of Energy (DOE) has de-

termined that, in order for nanotubes to be considered as

a material for use in such devices, they must have the

ability to adsorb a minimum of 6.5 wt.% hydrogen.[35] In

1997, Dillon et al.[1] reported results suggesting a range of

hydrogen adsorption by carbon nanotubes between 5.0

and 10.0 wt.%. Subsequent investigations have sought to

confirm these findings and to optimize the environmental

parameters leading to hydrogen adsorption. Since the

study by Dillon et al., other researchers[2–7] have reported

adsorption levels near or above the DOE minimum under

a variety of conditions. However, the positive results have

been controversial because experiments at room temper-

ature[8] have not produced adsorption levels as high as

those initially reported by Dillon et al. Because of the

disparate results, the validity of the positive findings was

questioned. Proponents of nanotube utilization countered

with the argument that the high sensitivity of adsorption

levels to experimental conditions make reproducibility

difficult. The controversy has led to the design of com-

putational models, in which parameters can easily be

varied to determine both the optimal conditions for ad-

sorption and the viability of the process.

Models for Hydrogen Adsorption

In addition to the goals stated above, simulation models

could presumably be used to determine the optimal

nanotube geometries for hydrogen adsorption. Both the

nanotube geometries described in the previous section

and the arrangement of the tubes can be easily varied in

adsorption models. Indeed, the determination of hydro-

gen storage feasibility and the optimization of geomet-

rical variables are codependent goals. A simulation

model producing hydrogen adsorption levels at or above

the DOE threshold would strongly support the use of

nanotubes in hydrogen fuel cells. Thus far, however,

many of the simulation models have not reproduced the

required DOE levels of adsorption.[9–14] Other models

have given hydrogen adsorption amounts at or above the

DOE levels at low temperatures or high pressures.[16–19]

This discord with experimental observations has led to

suggestions that the hydrogen adsorption mechanisms

considered are insufficient. Most of the initial simulation

models considered the adsorption of hydrogen through

the process of physical adsorption—or physisorption.

Physisorption describes the adhesion of an adsorbate H2

molecule via dispersion forces to the nanotubes. Ad-

sorption models have used a variety of potentials to

describe these van der Waals interactions between the

carbon atoms and hydrogen. Researchers who believe

that physisorption is insufficient have pointed to chem-

ical adsorption—or chemisorption—as another possible

mechanism to consider.[9,20,35] Chemisorption involves

Fig. 1 Zigzag and armchair tube axis orientations.

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional models of zigzag nanotubes. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional models of armchair nanotubes. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the formation of a direct chemical bond between a hy-

drogen atom and a carbon atom on the nanotube surface.

An additional complicating issue that simulation models

must address is whether the hydrogen storage process

is most efficient inside the tubes or in the interstitial

spaces between tubes. Hypothetical examples of these two

possibilities, termed endohedral and exohedral adsorption,

are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. If a significant

amount of endohedral adsorption is necessary to realize

the DOE levels, mechanisms must exist both for inserting

and extracting hydrogen from the interior of the tubes.

In a series of grand canonical Monte Carlo simula-

tions, Johnson and coworkers[12–14] modeled the exohe-

dral and endohedral physisorption of hydrogen mole-

cules in arrays of carbon nanotubes. They found that

the DOE target could be approached only at a tempera-

ture that is too low for use in vehicular fuel cells.[13]

Similar results were found with other models that use

physisorption mechanisms to simulate adsorption of hy-

drogen to arrays of nanotubes[10,11] The DOE levels of

adsorption were met or exceeded in several Monte Carlo

physisorption simulations, yet these occurred only at low

temperatures or at high pressures.[16,18,19] Taken together,

the results of the modeling studies support the assertion

that the uptake of hydrogen by nanotubes through

physisorption alone is insufficient to account for the

experimental observations. A Monte Carlo simulation by

Cracknell[9] used, in addition to a physisorption mecha-

nism, a hypothetical chemisorption mechanism. It was

found that chemisorption was necessary if the experimen-

tal results of Dillon et al. were to be approached. In

addition to the need to address a chemisorption mecha-

nism, Cheng and coworkers[20] have suggested that the

lower levels of adsorption observed in models could also

be attributable to the neglect of nanotube deformation.

They found evidence for partial reconstruction of the

nanotubes on adsorption of hydrogen and have suggested

that this may increase the favorability of the interaction

between the tubes and hydrogen. It is evident that the

phenomena that may facilitate a more realistic modeling

of hydrogen adsorption, chemisorption, and nanotube

deformation are processes occurring locally at an adsorp-

tion site. The study of localized processes at the nanotube

surface can be undertaken by using first principles

calculations. For this reason, atomistic investigations that

use first principles calculations to more clearly understand

the hydrogen adsorption are of primary importance.

FIRST PRINCIPLES INVESTIGATIONS OF
HYDROGEN ADSORPTION

Computational Strategies

First principles calculations are ideal for studying local-

ized events such as hydrogen chemisorption to a nanotube

or the deformation of a nanotube surface site. A critical

step in the implementation of any such study is the design

of the nanotube model. Ideally, cross-sectional models

such as those in Figs. 1 and 2 could be used to study local

phenomena occurring either exo- or endohedrally. Unfor-

tunately, levels of ab initio theory such as configuration

interaction (CI) calculations, which provide a rigorously

defined degree of accuracy, are intractable with all but the

smallest nanotube models. This problem has been cir-

cumvented in studies using density functional theory

(DFT) calculations. Because DFT is an efficient and

generally reliable means of calculating energies for rel-

atively large systems, it has been extensively used with

nanotubes. Researchers have used DFT in conjunction

with classical potentials,[31] with plane-wave pseudopo-

tentials[22,23,29,30] and with a tight-binding method.[24–26]

If relatively small clusters of atoms are used to model

nanotubes, CI calculations give a more rigorously reliable

energy for local phenomena. However, the accuracy of the

results may be compromised because of errors associated

with the cluster size. The size of cluster models that can be

used with these methods do not allow for a complete cross
Fig. 4 Endohedral hydrogen physisorption. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Exohedral hydrogen physisorption. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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section for most nanotubes (Fig. 6). Studies have been

performed[27,39] using small clusters and terminating the

boundary carbons with hydrogen. Because the terminating

hydrogen atoms do not allow for the continuation of the

sp2 network, significant errors may be introduced if

the boundaries are in close proximity to the adsorption

site. Care must be taken to either minimize or to account

for these errors. Bauschlicher[27,28] and Froudakis[32] have

used a mix quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics

(QM/MM) method. Specifically, they used an ONIOM

approach, which treats a relatively large nanotube model

with molecular mechanics and an embedded smaller

model with more accurate ab initio calculations. Another

study of small clusters using CI calculations is an ener-

getic comparison, as opposed to an absolute determi-

nation, of adsorption energies.[39] In this study, it was

assumed that the errors introduced by cluster size were

equally present in all models and would effectively

cancel for the comparison. The computational strategy

used for extended systems such as nanotubes largely

depends on the goals of the study and the process un-

der investigation.

Physisorption Studies

Many of the simulation models discussed in the ‘‘Back-

ground’’ section use potentials to describe the physisorp-

tion of H2 molecules to carbon nanotubes.[9–18] In large

part, the parameters for these potentials have been

developed using hydrogen–carbon interactions in systems

other than nanotubes. A potentially more accurate

description of hydrogen–nanotube interactions could be

developed. However, as dispersion interactions are rela-

tively weak and are highly delocalized compared to a

chemical bond, accurate physisorption binding energies

are difficult to determine using first principles calcula-

tions. A few successful studies have been performed.

Using DFT, Arellano and coworkers[29] studied the

binding energy of a physisorbed hydrogen molecule to

(5,5) and (6,6) armchair tubes. They were able to detect

loosely bound endo- and exohedral configurations. De-

spite the presence of these loosely bound states, they

found that if enough energy were present to allow for an

H2 to approach the nanotube, the hydrogen molecule

would dissociate and chemisorb to the wall, possibly

leading to the decomposition of the nanotube structure.

Cheng and coworkers[20] suggested that the neglect of

nanotube deformation in simulation models could explain

the discrepancies between models and experimental

results. Li and coworkers[30] studied the degree to which

tube deformation plays a role in the physisorption of H2 to

a (7,7) nanotube. Using a DFT plane wave pseudopoten-

tial approach, they calculated physisorption energies with

allowance for the full relaxation of both the hydrogen

molecule and all nanotube carbon atoms. They found that

the allowance for tube deformation does not significantly

increase the physisorption binding energy at room

temperature. In addition, no evidence for an increased

stability of physisorbed H2 on nanotubes as compared to a

graphene sheet was found. Even with an allowance for

tube deformation, this study suggests that physisorption

alone is too weak to explain the observed experimental

levels of hydrogen adsorption. For this reason, mechan-

isms of hydrogen adsorption that involve chemisorption

are now the principal focus. Because chemisorption is a

highly localized process, first principles calculations

constitute a critical method in these investigations.

Chemisorption Studies

Results from both first principles calculations and mod-

eling studies suggest that room temperature hydrogen

adsorption at or above the DOE limit can only be

accounted for by a mechanism that includes chemisorp-

tion to some degree. Early adsorption models did not

consider chemisorption for several reasons. The complex-

ity of a chemisorption model is greater as a result of the

number of steps that are necessarily involved. The energy

of chemisorption, or binding energy, for atomic hydrogen

exhibits a significant dependence on the local geometry

of the adsorption site. Thus if chemisorption is to be

modeled, an accounting of individual chemisorption site

geometries must be established. If endohedral adsorption

processes are to be considered, a mechanism for incorpo-

rating chemisorbed hydrogen into the interior of the tube

must be determined. Because of the variation of local

chemisorption geometries that warrant consideration, a

detailed chemisorption model would need to address

the local environment of adsorption—in other words,

the model must be atomistic in nature. This dependence

on local environment necessitates the use of first

principles calculations in which local model geometries

can be easily controlled.

The most direct approach in a chemisorption study is

the computation of the binding energy for a single

hydrogen atom chemisorbed to a nanotube model. Such

an approach is identical to the calculation of the C H

bond energy on the surface of a nanotube. A typical

strategy is to compute the energies of a nanotube cluster

model with and without a single chemisorbed hydrogen

atom. If E(cluster-H) represents the energy of the cluster

Fig. 6 Small cluster models for nanotubes. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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model with a chemisorbed hydrogen, E(cluster) is the

energy of the ‘‘clean’’ cluster, and E(H) is the energy of a

lone hydrogen atom, then the binding energy, Eb, can be

determined using the formula below.

Eb ¼ ½EðclusterÞ þ EðHÞ� � Eðcluster� HÞ

Several recent investigations have used first principles

calculations to determine hydrogen chemisorption ener-

gies. In Bauschlicher’s ONIOM study,[27] the innermost

layer was treated at the B3LYP/4-31G level of theory. The

binding energy of hydrogen to a (10,0) tube was found to

be 20.9 kcal mol�1. In addition, the barrier to hydrogen

migration on the tube was found to be larger than the

binding energy itself. Using a DFT plane wave pseudo-

potential method, Gülseren and coworkers[22] investigated

the binding energy of hydrogen to a series of zigzag(n,0)

tubes. Allowing full relaxation, they found that the binding

energies on zigzag tubes decrease with increasing radius.

They attributed this difference to the increased sp3

character of a C H bond formed at a ‘‘sharp site’’ of a

nanotube. Smaller tubes, because of the larger degree of

curvature, will have sites that more readily fit this

description. Another recent study[39] determined chemi-

sorption energies to smaller clusters by using CI calcula-

tions at the QCISD(T)/6–31G(d,p) level. The QCISD(T)

method uses quadratic configuration interaction calcula-

tions including single and double substitutions with a

triples correction. This study modeled both zigzag and

armchair nanotubes to compare the adsorption energies as

a function of tube geometry. A trend with respect to tube

radius similar to that reported by Gülseren and coworkers

was found. The higher degree of curvature, and hence sp3

character, present in the models for smaller tubes (Fig. 7)

offers an explanation for this trend. Yet it was also found

that, for a single adsorption event, hydrogen chemisorption

to an armchair site is slightly more favorable than

chemisorption to a zigzag site of similar radius. It is

precisely these dependencies of chemisorption energetics

on localized site geometry that must be considered in an

atomistic chemisorption model.

However, in order for any model to accurately consider

the necessary levels of adsorption, the dependency of the

chemisorption process on hydrogen coverage must also be

determined. The degree of coverage is significant because,

if the DOE limit were to be achieved through chemisorp-

tion of hydrogen alone, 83% of the carbon atoms in a

nanotube must have a chemisorbed hydrogen. Further-

more, because of the changes in localized geometries

upon adsorption, it is expected that the hydrogen chem-

isorption energy will depend on surface coverage. The

different chemisorption environments are evident in

Fig. 8, which shows two cross sections of a (8,0)

nanotube; one with a single hydrogen atom chemisorbed

and one at full hydrogen coverage. Froudakis[32] has

shown, using QM/MM calculations on a (4,4) armchair

tube, that there is a significant increase in tube volume

upon hydrogen chemisorption. The evidence for tube

deformation upon adsorption coupled with the observed

variance in chemisorption energy with tube geometry

suggests that a dependence of chemisorption energy with

hydrogen coverage exists. This dependence was studied

by Bauschlicher[28] using the ONIOM approach. It was

found that binding energies increase for the first several

chemisorbed hydrogen atoms on a (10,0) zigzag tube, but

decrease from 57.3 to 38.6 kcal mol�1 as hydrogen

coverage increases from 50% to 100%. Similar results

were found by Li et al.,[30] who studied the fully relaxed

(7,7) armchair tube with DFT. In addition, they found

strong evidence for tube reconstruction at full hydrogen

coverage. At full hydrogen coverage on a (7,7) nanotube,

the most stable structure was a reconstructed tube with

50% of the hydrogen chemisorbed endohedrally and

50% of the hydrogen chemisorbed exohedrally. Compared

to the separated nanotube and hydrogen molecules, the

structure was found to be stable by 8.3 kcal mol–1 per H

atom. A range of armchair and zigzag nanotube models

at full hydrogen coverage were also studied by Yildirim

et al.[23] using the DFT plane wave pseudopotential

method. Binding energies as a function of nanotube

geometry were determined. Interestingly, at full coverage,

the binding energy of chemisorbed H atoms to zigzag

tubes was found to be lower by 0.69 kcal mol�1. This

effect is in sharp contrast to the one found in the single-

hydrogen-atom chemisorption study previously described.

This suggests that, as the hydrogen coverage on armchair
Fig. 7 Curvature of possible hydrogen chemisorption sites.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Single H-atom chemisorption and full hydrogen

coverage. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tubes increases, the binding energy declines in relation to

zigzag tubes.

From Hydrogen Adsorption
To Hydrogen Storage

The apparent decline of hydrogen binding energies above

50% coverage[28] suggests that additional mechanisms may

be necessary to account for the achievement of the DOE

minimum. It is possible that a combination of chemi-

sorption and physisorption mechanisms must be considered

to achieve the required levels. Lee and coworkers[24–26]

proposed a mechanism that converts exohedrally chemi-

sorbed hydrogen on a tube into endohedrally physisorbed

hydrogen molecules. They used a tight-binding DFT

approach to initially investigate a process for converting

a full exohedral covered (10,10) tube into a stable structure

similar to that found by Li et al.[30] This structure has 50%

of the hydrogen chemisorbed exohedrally and 50%

chemisorbed endohedrally. Lee and coworkers[25] have

termed the conversion process the ‘‘flip-in’’ mechanism

and found an activation barrier of 34.8 kcal mol�1.

Following the flip-in mechanism, they propose a ‘‘kick-

in’’ mechanism that provides a pathway for endohedrally

chemisorbed hydrogens to recombine as hydrogen mole-

cules in the interior of the tube. The kick-in mechanism

was found to have an activation barrier of 45.5 kcal mol–1.

Their flip-in and kick-in mechanisms are shown in Fig. 9.

With these mechanisms, Lee and coworkers have shown

that a maximum hydrogen storage capability of 14 wt.%

is possible with the (10,10) tube. In addition to suggesting

a pathway for exceeding the DOE thresholds, such mech-

anisms also provide a viable description of a hydrogen

insertion process. Further study on these and similar

mechanisms is necessary to determine their dependencies

on the geometries, sizes, and spatial arrangements of car-

bon nanotubes. If a complete mechanistic picture is es-

tablished, atomistic models for the hydrogen adsorption

process can be developed. From such models, the

dependencies of nanotube adsorptive properties on geom-

etry and arrangement can be determined, and a better

understanding of the experimental parameters necessary

to optimize the process could ultimately be gained.

Even if a mechanism for hydrogen adsorption and

storage can be established, a concomitant mechanism for

hydrogen abstraction from the tube must also be devel-

oped. It was estimated by Li et al.[30] that to achieve

hydrogen desorption from their fully hydrogenated struc-

ture, temperatures above 600 K would be required. Such

temperatures would be prohibitive for use in vehicular fuel

cells. In addition, any storage mechanisms involving

hydrogen chemisorption will require an efficient means of

dissociating molecular hydrogen (H2) into atomic hydro-

gen. Despite such barriers, it is clear that first principles

calculations constitute a flexible and reliable method for

examining adsorption and storage mechanisms that occur

at localized nanotube sites. There are several significant

issues that must be addressed by future computational

studies. If the levels of hydrogen adsorption observed by

Fig. 9 Proposed mechanisms of Lee and coworkers. Reprinted

with permission from reference 25, Copyright 2001 American

Chemical Society.

Fig. 10 The cap at the end of a nanotube. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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Dillon et al. are to be accurately modeled, some degree of

chemisorption must be considered. The dependence of this

chemisorption process on the local geometry of the

adsorption site could be further developed. For example,

the finding that hydrogen chemisorption occurs most

favorably to nanotube surfaces with high degrees of

curvature[22] suggests that chemisorption of hydrogen on

the capped end of a nanotube (Fig. 10) may occur more

readily. Combined with mechanisms similar to those

developed by Lee and coworkers,[25] the chemisorption to

a tube end or reconstructed nanotube site may lead to more

favorable storage pathways. In addition, the deformation

of the nanotubes should be considered in any study or

model that is developed. To achieve these goals, models

with increased atomistic design that consider variable

environments for each carbon atom need to be developed.

CONCLUSION

If an adsorption model is to be developed that matches

experimental findings, several critical aspects of hydrogen

adsorption to carbon nanotubes must be considered. First,

mechanisms involving some degree of chemisorption are

necessary to explain the high levels of hydrogen adsorp-

tion observed experimentally. While some degree of

chemisorption is necessary, the lower binding energies at

high hydrogen coverages suggest that it is unlikely that

chemisorption is the exclusive mechanism for achieving

the necessary levels outlined by the DOE. Secondly, the

role that nanotube deformation may play in the hydrogen

adsorption process is not clear. Models that do not include

any tube deformation do not achieve the levels of

adsorption that have been observed experimentally. To

address localized chemisorption and tube deformation,

future studies must involve a deeper understanding of

mechanisms that occur at the nanotube surface. First

principles calculations can play a key role in clarifying the

energetics of the mechanistic steps. As soon as mecha-

nisms for adsorption and storage can be established,

models that are atomistic in approach can be used to

help predict the dependency of adsorption levels upon

nanotube geometry and spatial arrangement. Such atom-

istic models could potentially determine the ultimate

applicability of carbon nanotubes toward hydrogen

storage and serve to optimize any such utilization.
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INTRODUCTION

This article shows the mechanisms of hydrogen sorption

in carbon nanotubes. The research topic was inconclusive

and controversial, but fabrication of precise measuring

system and high-purity single-walled carbon nanotubes

made it possible to obtain fully reproducible results of

hydrogen physisorption.

OVERVIEW

Since its discovery in 1991,[1] carbon nanotubes have

attracted much expectation to store hydrogen because they

have cylindrical structures and hollow spaces inside of

their sidewalls. Novel carbonaceous materials for hydro-

gen storage are strongly needed for fuel cell (FC) devices

because conventional hydrogen storage materials are too

heavy for compact FC devices and, on the other hand,

carbon is light, stable, and abundant. Fig. 1 shows the

comparison of hydrogen amount in various adsorbent.

One can see that when 5 wt.% of hydrogen storage in

nanotubes can be realized the Department of Energy

(DOE) target is almost achieved. Compared with the other

adsorbent, such as alloys, carbon can store much hydrogen

in the energy density per weight.

The pioneering work by Dillon et al.[2] on the

possibility of 5–10 wt.% storage in single-walled carbon

nanotubes (SWNTs)[3] at room temperature aroused in-

terest toward SWNTs and other carbonaceous materials in

this research field.[4–7] However, it was very difficult to

fabricate apparatus for precise measurements because the

leakage problem of high-pressure hydrogen was serious,

and much attention should have been paid for the mea-

surement of the change of introduced hydrogen pressure

because in some cases temperature dependence of hy-

drogen pressure (before equilibrium) was believed to be

the evidence of hydrogen sorption. In addition, the lack of

understanding in sorption prevented to obtain reliable

results (for instance, the origin of abnormally high value

of sorption cannot be fully explained). Thus further efforts

were awaited for the establishment of fully reproducible

and convincing data.[8–13] In particular, a question re-

mained as to whether the adsorption site for hydrogen

existed in carbon at moderate temperature. At present,

about 7 wt.% of hydrogen desorption from nanographite at

high temperature (�700 K)[14] and the storage of 8 wt.%

of hydrogen in SWNTs at low temperature (80 K)[15] have

so far been believed to be reliable.

This report is focusing on detailed analyses of hydro-

gen adsorption in carbon nanotube systems and its mecha-

nisms. Hydrogen physisorption at room temperature was

characterized by using SWNTs and C60 encapsulated

SWNTs (peapods), and the physisorption was achieved by

fabricating and activating subnanometer-scale pores.

Adsorption potential of the pores was estimated to be

about �0.21 eV and this large potential induced the

physisorption.[16,17] Molecular dynamics of hydrogen

adsorbed in the pores was also characterized by nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) and the result suggested the

hydrogen strongly interacts with the sidewalls of the

SWNTs.[18] Future prospects and a guideline of material

designing are summarized in the end of the report.

EXPERIMENTS

Single-walled carbon nanotubes were synthesized by

Nd:YAG laser ablation using Ni/Co catalysts. The metal/

carbon target was heated to 1200�C in a furnace. The

diameter of the SWNTs is typically 1.4 nm. For purifica-

tion, carbon soot containing the SWNTs was refluxed in an

aqueous solution of H2O2 for 3 hr. After the removal of

any amorphous carbon, the sample was treated with HCl

overnight to eliminate the remaining catalytic metals.

Thermogravimetric analysis of this product showed that

the metal contents were decreased less than 3 wt.%.
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For further purification, the purified SWNTs were treated

with aqueous NaOH.[16,19,20] Small particles of by-prod-

ucts in the H2O2 purification, amorphous carbon, which

covered a surface of the SWNTs and occupied intertube

pores, were removed in this process by ultrasonication in

the NaOH (pH =10–11) for 2 hr. The effect of the NaOH

treatment was checked by the change in Raman spectra.

The intensity ratio of the G- to the D-band (G/D) changed

from 50 to 90 after this treatment; this observation indi-

cates that the amorphous carbon particles were removed

and the SWNTs were cleaned. Transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) measurements also verified the cleaning

of the SWNTs. Fig. 2 shows that amorphous carbon

particles coated the surface of the SWNTs before treat-

ment, whereas they were removed and the sidewalls of the

SWNTs were clearly seen after the treatment. It is con-

cluded from these characterizations that NaOH treatment

is effective for cleaning of the sidewalls and that the

resulting SWNT bundles have minute intertube pores suit-

able for hydrogen adsorption.

A peapods is a new form of a SWNT-based material

which has unique physical properties.[21–28] The inside of

peapods is filled with C60 molecules (or other fullerenes

and metallofullerenes) and peapods differ from SWNTs

only in this structural point. This structural difference is

suitable to examine the gas adsorption sites in SWNT-

based materials. In this work peapods (C60@SWNTs)

were synthesized[23] from the same batch of SWNTs

after NaOH treatment. The filling rate of C60s in the

SWNTs was estimated to be about 85%.[24] After

washing the sample by toluene to remove unreacted

C60 on the sidewalls,[23] the sample was heated in a

vacuum for complete elimination of the toluene. The

whole procedures for sample preparations are summa-

rized in Fig. 3.

Hydrogen desorption was studied by a custom-made

temperature-programmed-desorption (TPD) system, by

which desorption of the gaseous species was measured as

a function of temperature under about 10�5 Pa.[2] A

pretreatment condition of the samples was T = 873 K,

P = 10�4 Pa for 1 hr. The pretreatment of the sample is a

Fig. 1 Comparison of hydrogen adsorbent. DOE target means

the target of the Department of Energy. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 TEM photographs of purified SWNTs. (a) Before NaOH

treatment, in which case many tube sidewalls were covered with

amorphous carbon clusters. (b) After NaOH treatment, by which

carbon clusters were removed and sidewalls were clearly seen.
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critical procedure for the adsorption and desorption of

hydrogen. The purity of hydrogen was 99.99999%. The

applied pressure was 6 MPa and ca. 0.1 MPa at room

temperature, and the pressure dependence of hydrogen

desorption can be of help to distinguish whether hydrogen

was extrinsically introduced or not.

Hydrogen adsorption capability was measured up to 9

MPa, and care was taken to eliminate the leakage of the

system for precise measurements. The amount of the

SWNTs was increased to about 1 g to suppress the error

bar, and the volume of the applied hydrogen was eval-

uated with allowance for the temperature effect and by

taking sufficient time to let hydrogen reach equilibrium.

A NMR study was carried out to obtain information

about the molecular dynamics of the hydrogen trapped in

the intertube pores, as in the case of H2 in a C60 solid.[29]

We performed solid-state 1H magic angle spinning (MAS)

NMR observation of the hydrogen at 293 K with a CMX-

300 Infinity (Chemagnetics Co.; 298.99 MHz) after

introducing hydrogen at 9 MPa for 5 days. The MAS

was adopted at 3000 rpm because of the low intensity of

the spectral pattern of the powder. The inversion recovery

method was used for the determination of the spin-lattice

relaxation time, T1, with the application of a p/t/p/2 pulse

sequence. Therefore the T1 thus obtained under rotation

is T1r.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sorption Mechanisms

Before showing the experimental results, we discuss the

mechanisms of adsorption. Physisorption and chemisorp-

tion are possible mechanisms of hydrogen adsorption. In

chemisorption, hydrogen is covalently bonded with host

materials and desorption temperature is too high (>500 K)

for commercial use. In physisorption, the van der Waals

force between hydrogen molecules and the host materials

is a main force to stabilize hydrogen on the surface. The

desorption temperature is generally near room tempera-

ture, and so physisorption is much more preferable for

industrial applications. Thus we focus only on the phy-

sisorption of hydrogen in SWNTs.

Physisorption is controlled by a relation between

chemical potential of gases, m, and adsorption potential

of solids, e. Coverage of adsorption sites, f, is determined

by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, typically

f ¼ 1

1þ exp
e� m

kT

� � ð1Þ

When e=m, the coverage is equal to 0.5 and this means

about 4 wt.% of hydrogen adsorption. The temperature

and pressure dependence of the chemical potential of

hydrogen gas, m, shown in Fig. 4, was calculated by the

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the chemical potential of

hydrogen, m. Open circles, crosses, and open squares represent e
at 0.1, 1, and 10 MPa, respectively. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Detailed procedures for a sample preparation.
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use of experimental values of enthalpy, H, entropy, S,

taken from Ref. [30] and Eq. 2,

G ¼ H � TS

m ¼ @G

@n

ð2Þ

where G is Gibbs free energy and n is the number of

molecules. The adsorption potential of the inside and

outside of an individual SWNT has been estimated to be

at most �0.09 eV.[31] Thus one can see that hydrogen

adsorption on the outer surface and the intratube pores

can occur only at low temperature. According to Ye

et al.,[15] hydrogen adsorption amount at 80 K is about

8 wt.%, the coverage f being nearly equal to 1. This value

seems to be a reasonable estimate, because the chemical

potential of hydrogen is small enough at such low tem-

perature. On the contrary, one cannot expect hydrogen

physisorption at room temperature unless the adsorption

potential is significantly enhanced by the modification of

adsorption pore structures. In our material systems, the

intertube pores are small enough and one can expect that

they have large adsorption potential, as mentioned in the

following subsections.

Experimental Evidence for Hydrogen
Physisorption at Room Temperature

Results of temperature-programmed-
desorption analyses

Fig. 5a–d shows TPD profiles of gas desorption from the

SWNTs and the peapods after application of 6 MPa and

ca. 0.1 MPa of hydrogen. Hydrogen desorption was

observed around 350 K from the SWNTs and the peapods

which experienced only the application of high-pressure

Fig. 5 TPD observations for hydrogen and water. (a) Desorption from the SWNTs after application of 6-MPa hydrogen. Both

hydrogen and water were desorbed. (b) Desorption from the peapods after application of 6-MPa hydrogen. Only hydrogen was

desorbed. (c) Desorption from the SWNTs after application of 0.1-MPa hydrogen. (d) Desorption from the peapods after application of

0.1-MPa hydrogen. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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hydrogen. This fact suggests that hydrogen was intro-

duced extrinsically and adsorbed at room temperature.

Water desorption was observed only from the SWNTs,

and the appearance of the peak was independent of the

hydrogen pressure. These facts suggest that all sites in the

peapods for water adsorption were fully occupied by C60

molecules so that no more spaces were available.

The similarity of the hydrogen desorption profiles

obtained from the SWNTs to that from the peapods sug-

gests that the hydrogen adsorption sites in these samples

are essentially the same. Because C60s are embedded

inside the tubes, the inside of the tubes cannot contribute

to hydrogen adsorption. Moreover, desorption tempera-

ture of about 350 K excludes the possibility of surface

adsorption. Therefore the possible sites for hydrogen ad-

sorption are the intertube sites in the bundles.

Fig. 6 shows a size comparison of the inter- and intra-

tube pores in SWNT bundles. SWNTs form a triangular

lattice, and the pore size can be estimated by taking the

van der Waals radii of carbon atoms into account. Because

the diameter of the SWNTs is 1.4 nm, the size of the

intertube pores is about 0.2–0.3 nm, while the size of the

intratube pores is about 1 nm. On the other hand, the size

of water and hydrogen molecules is 0.39 and 0.24 nm,

respectively. This comparison indicates that the intertube

pores can adsorb hydrogen only when high-pressure hy-

drogen is applied, whereas they cannot store the water

molecule because it is too large to penetrate into the

intertube pore. Here the size and the adsorption potential

of the intratube pore are 1 nm and �0.09 eV, respectively.

Because the size of the intertube pore is 0.2–0.3 nm, one

can expect that the pores have larger adsorption potential,

which allows hydrogen physisorption. In the next subsec-

tion, we discuss the mechanism of hydrogen adsorption.

Adsorption mechanisms

To determine the adsorption mechanism, desorption

energy analysis is a commonly used procedure. The rela-

tionship of the desorption energy, Ed, the heating rate, b,

and the temperature at the desorption peak maximum, Tm,

is represented as[32]

T2
m

b
¼ R

Ed

t0 exp
Ed

RTm

� �
ð3Þ

where R is the gas constant and t0 can be interpreted as

the mean lifetime of the gas molecules adsorbed on a

surface. The desorption energy is evaluated by changing

the heating rate, as shown in Fig. 7. The estimated energy,

0.21 eV, clearly indicates that the adsorption mechanism

is physisorption; if hydrogen were chemisorbed, the value

should be about 10 times larger. In addition, when deu-

terium instead of hydrogen was introduced in the SWNTs,

a similar desorption peak at 350 K was observed and the

desorption energy was estimated to be about �0.20 eV.

From these experimental results, we can conclude that

hydrogen (and deuterium) is physisorbed at room tem-

perature. This is the first reliable report on hydrogen

physisorption at room temperature by using well-puri-

fied SWNTs.

Fig. 6 Size comparison between the intra- and the intertube pores and hydrogen. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The estimated desorption energy can be regarded as the

adsorption potential of the intertube pores when the

surface of the pores is clean enough.[32] Eq. 4 shows the

relation between the desorption energy, Ed, the activation

energy for adsorption, Ea, and the heat of adsorption, q,

Ed ¼ Ea þ q ð4Þ

When the surface is clean, Ea is nearly equal to zero and q

is equal to the desorption energy. In this work, the surface

of the SWNTs was rinsed by NaOH and it was clean

enough. Thus the measure Ed can be regarded as the

adsorption potential of the hydrogen adsorption sites, e.
As a result, the adsorption potential of the intertube pores

is about �0.21 eV. This value is about 2.3 times larger

than the calculated value of the intratube pores (�0.09

eV), and the minute intertube pores (0.2–0.3 nm) surely

have larger adsorption potential. Murata et al. calculated

the adsorption potential of pores in nitrogen/single-walled

carbon nanohorns (SWNHs) system.[33] Although the size

of SWNH is 2 nm and the interaction between N2 and

SWNHs was focused, the ratio between the adsorption

potential of the inter- and intrananohorn is 1.8, and this

has good accordance with our experimental result.

Hydrogen adsorption capability
and validity of our model

Fig. 8 shows the hydrogen adsorption capability of the

SWNTs. The amount of adsorbed hydrogen depends on

the applied hydrogen pressure, and the storage of

hydrogen at 9 MPa is about 0.3 wt.%. In this experimental

scheme, hydrogen is adsorbed only in the intertube pores.

The maximum amount of adsorbed hydrogen in the

intertube pores is limited and estimated to be about 0.8

wt.%.[34] This means that the coverage of the pore is about

0.38 in our experiments. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of

Fig. 7 Kissinger’s plot of ln(Tm
2/b) against 1/Tm with b

varying from 0.017 to 0.17 K/sec. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Amount of adsorbed hydrogen (wt.%) against applied

hydrogen pressure, P. The error bar is estimated to be 0.03%

from the precision of the pressure gauge. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Comparison of the adsorption potential of the inter-tube

pores and the chemical potential of hydrogen. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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the adsorption potential of the intertube pores and the

chemical potential of hydrogen. The coverage of the

intertube pores at 300 K and 10 MPa, f = 0.31, as estimated

from the m value in Fig. 9 and the experimental e value, is

comparable with the measured value, 0.38. This similarity

corroborates our experimental results and the Langmuir

model used in this study. The corresponding coverage for

the intratube pores, f = 0.0044, is smaller by two orders of

magnitude, although the adsorption potential of the

intertube pores is at most 2–3 times as large as that of

the intratube pores. In other words, only a small difference

in e induces a major difference in f. Therefore fabrication

of minute pores, with 0.2–0.3 nm in size and with large e,
is indeed a crucial factor to achieve hydrogen physisorp-

tion at room temperature. This indicates the importance of

fabricating ‘‘subnanometer-ordered’’ spaces.

A NMR study on hydrogen
trapped in SWNT bundles

In the previous subsections, physisorption of hydrogen

in SWNTs was analyzed in detail. The next concern is

Fig. 10 NMR signals of hydrogen in SWNTs bundles. (a) Sample A (nonadsorbed). (b) Sample B (adsorbed). (c) NMR signal from

sample B after exposure to SO2 and N2 mixture for 3.5 hr.
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the condition under which hydrogen exists in the pores. In

this subsection, a NMR characterization of the adsorbed

hydrogen in the intertube pores is discussed. A NMR

study can give information about the molecular dynamics

of hydrogen trapped in hollow spaces, for instance, an

interstitial site in solid C60.[29]

Fig. 10a and b shows the 1H MAS NMR spectra

observed for the no-H2-adsorbed sample (sample A) and

the H2-adsorbed sample (sample B). A clear peak at 5.1

ppm was observed in sample B, although no peak was able

to be seen in sample A. It is notable that the peak position

is close to that for water molecules.[35] Actually, liquid

water has a peak at 4.96 ppm at 296.3 K. To confirm

whether the peak is attributable to hydrogen or water,

sample B was exposed to SO2 gas mixed with the same

volume of dry N2 gas for 3.5 hr. If the peak is attributed to

the remaining water molecules in the sample, the water

would easily interact with the SO2 gas and the peak would

change or disappear. After 3.5 hr of exposure, no change

in the peak position or shape was observed [Fig. 10c].

From this result and the fact that no peak was observed in

sample A, it is concluded that the peak at 5.1 ppm is

attributable to hydrogen molecules in the intertube pores.

The value, 5.1 ppm, is comparable with the previously

reported value of hydrogen molecules loaded in silica,

4.8±0.2 ppm.[36,37] In that work, hydrogen was loaded in

the non-heat-treated silica at 1.09 MPa for 70 days. As

discussed later, the relaxation time T1 in both cases is also

very similar. The similarity also supports the validity of

our experimental results.

Hydrogen is trapped in the intertube pores, as men-

tioned above. Judging from the size of the pores, hydrogen

is trapped in the minute pores and it can interact strongly

with the sidewalls of the SWNTs. The spin-lattice re-

laxation time, T1, can be a good index of the strength

of interaction in this case. Fig. 11a shows the inverse

recovery of the NMR signals, and the time dependence

of the normalized peak intensity is shown in Fig. 11b. In

Fig. 11b, the difference between the initial and the final

intensity is regarded to be M0, and the difference between

the initial and the time-dependent intensity at each

measuring time is normalized by M0. From this result, T1

is estimated to be about 0.1–0.2 sec. T1 of hydrogen

molecules in a-Si and silica is about 0.45[38] and 1 sec,[36]

respectively. In both cases, hydrogen molecules exist in

the minute space, for instance, interstitial sites. In our case

also, hydrogen is trapped tightly in the minute spaces.

Therefore the similarity of T1 in each case can be

explained by the similarity of circumstances where

hydrogen molecules exist.

CONCLUSION

In this report the adsorption of hydrogen in SWNTs and its

mechanisms were studied, and the first hydrogen physi-

sorption at room temperature in the well-purified SWNTs

and peapods was achieved by using NaOH-rinsed

SWNTs. Hydrogen was adsorbed in the intertube pores

of the SWNT bundles, because the pores are 0.2–0.3 nm in

size and therefore they have sufficiently large adsorption

potential (�0.21 eV) for the achievement of physisorp-

tion. This suggests the importance of subnanometer-

ordered spaces. By 1H MAS NMR measurements, it was

clarified that the adsorbed hydrogen strongly interacts

Fig. 11 (a) The inverse recovery of the NMR signals in sample

B. (b) The time dependence of the normalized peak intensity.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with the sidewalls of the SWNTs as the hydrogen does in

silica and a-Si. Until this work, the research topic of

hydrogen storage in SWNTs was not conclusive, but we

believe that this work can be of help in understanding the

fundamental mechanisms.

The most important point of hydrogen physisorption in

SWNT systems is to fabricate and activate minute pores.

At present, intratubes cannot be available because they are

too large for hydrogen. However, if one can succeed in

synthesizing small-sized-materials encapsulated SWNTs,

the intratube pores also become suitable spaces. Similarly,

double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs), SWNTs with

very small diameter, seem to be promising candidates.

‘‘Nanotechnology’’ is becoming a key term in science

now, but we would like to emphasize that ‘‘subnanotech-

nology’’ is also important in this field.
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INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery in 1993,[1,2] the synthesis, character-

ization, and manipulation of single-walled carbon nano-

tubes (SWNT) has received considerable attention. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes are composed of a graphene sheet

rolled into a seamless tube to produce a material with a

diameter between 1 and 2 nm and lengths of up to tens of

microns. As nanotubes are comprised of an extended p-

system, they possess a unique combination of mechanical,

electronic, and optical properties.[3] Researchers have en-

visioned that by incorporating nanotubes within a range of

materials, there is potential to produce technologically

important breakthroughs such as ultrastrong but light struc-

tural materials and molecular-scale electronic devices.

This paper reviews recent reports on the incorporation

of SWNTs within thin polymer films using the sequential

adsorption of polyionic species.[4,5]a Using the ability to

introduce acid sites on SWNTs, researchers have shown

that oxidized SWNT bundles can act as polyionic species,

allowing the formation of polyelectrolyte/SWNT com-

posite thin films.[4,5] In addition to minimizing a number

of problems encountered with bulk processing techniques

(vide infra), such ‘‘bottom-up’’ approaches to the forma-

tion of polymer/SWNT composites may permit the

formation of film structures not readily achievable using

bulk techniques. The preparation of polymer/SWNT

composite thin films via the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB)

technique[8,9] will also be reviewed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Difficulties with Carbon Nanotube/Polymer
Composite Processing

While carbon nanotubes possess remarkable properties,

their incorporation within polymer composites has been

hampered by their poor solubility and the tendency to

aggregate into micron-size particles.[10,11] Efforts to

overcome these difficulties have primarily focused on

experimenting with various bulk processing techniques,

such as sonication-assisted solution mixing,[12–15] melt

mixing,[16] and in situ polymerization,[17–19] and more

recently, the use of SWNTs modified with groups that

improve their solubility and reduce aggregation.[20–22]

While these methods have allowed the formation of poly-

mer/SWNT composites showing some mechanical im-

provement, the reports generally lack (sufficient) micro-

scopy evidence detailing the extent of nanotube dispersion

within the composite. Because the presence of nanotube

aggregates within a composite reduces the effective num-

ber of interactions between the nanotubes and the poly-

mer, a lower than expected mechanical reinforcement of

the polymer is achieved. Additionally, large aggregates

may also lower the strength of the material by providing

defect sites for mechanical failure. Therefore the devel-

opment of techniques that would allow the formation of

composites with high loadings of well-dispersed nano-

tubes is of great interest.

Functionalization of Nanotubes

In recent years, researchers have demonstrated the ability

to modify the carbon–carbon double bonds in the nano-

tubes and introduce functionalities that improve solubility

and reduce aggregation.[23–41] A widely used modification

strategy is the formation of carboxylic acids on the ends

and/or sidewalls of the nanotubes by chemical oxidation

followed by further manipulation.[30–36] It has been shown

that surfactant molecules and polymers can be attached to

oxidized nanotubes either via zwitterionic complexa-

tion[31] or directly by converting the carboxylic acids to

the corresponding esters or amides.[32–36] The presence of

carboxylic acid sites on the nanotubes has also opened up

the possibility of ‘‘assembling’’ nanotube structures.[37–41]

By either attaching alkylthiol groups to the acid groups

through an amide linkage[37] or by utilizing acid–metal

chelation chemistry,[38–40] it has been possible to assemble

shortened SWNTs vertically onto metal surfaces. The

ability of these acid groups to allow oxidized SWNT

bundles to act as polyanionic species and function as

aFor reviews on the formation of thin films via the alternate adsorption of

polyionic species, see Refs. [6,7].
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nanoscale building blocks within an electrostatic-based

thin-film formation procedure will be discussed.[4,5]

Electrostatic Film Formation

The formation of thin composite films via the sequential

adsorption of oppositely charged species (polymeric or

inorganic) has been shown to be a very versatile method of

forming many types of technologically relevant structures

(e.g., light-emitting diodes, humidity sensor, separation

membranes, etc.)[42–50] (Scheme 1). This method of

forming polymer/SWNT composites provides a number

of important advantages over bulk processing techniques.

First, it is possible to form films with high nanotube

loading (vide infra), although the adsorption occurs from a

dilute solution, helping to overcome the issue of nanotube

solubility. Second, the adsorption of each component

occurs from a separate solution, so the difficulty of finding

a common solvent for both the nanotube and the polymer

is removed. Finally, because the film is made in a stepwise

manner, the morphology of the film at any point during its

formation can be determined by techniques such as atomic

force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), providing a clear indication of nanotube dimen-

sions (bundle size and lengths), uniformity of surface

coverage, and presence or absence of aggregates.

Formation of Porous Polyelectrolyte/
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films

To assemble a polyelectrolyte/SWNT film, we first

treated a silanol-bearing silicon wafer with the cationic

polyelectrolyte poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

(PDDA).[4] The PDDA-treated wafer was then placed into

a dilute N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) suspension of

purified HiPco nanotubes.[4] Atomic force microscopy

(AFM, tapping-mode) images of the SWNTs-treated

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the formation of a thin

polymer film by the sequential adsorption of oppositely charged

polyelectrolytes onto a substrate.

Fig. 1 Tapping-mode AFM images of a PDDA/SWNT multi-

layer film prepared on a silicon wafer after various numbers of

adsorption treatments: (a) PDDA/SWNT; (b) (PDDA/SWNT)3;

(c) (PDDA/SWNT)6; (d) (PDDA/SWNT)9. Images are 5 mm2 and

the z scale in all images is 50 nm. (From Ref. [4].)

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of a (PDDA/SWNT)9

film showing film uniformity (top) and porosity (bottom).
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surface revealed the adsorption of a uniform and fairly

dense layer of mostly SWNT bundles (5–10 nm diameter)

1–3 mm in length (Fig. 1a). Spectroscopic characterization

(X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Raman, UV–vis–NIR)

of the nanotube bundles suggested a core–shell structure

to the bundles—an inner core of pristine nanotubes

surrounded by a layer of oxidized materials (nanotube or

amorphous-like).[4] The reported procedure used to purify

HiPco nanotubes[51] involves the oxidation of the amor-

phous carbon at elevated temperature, treatment with

hydrochloric acid to remove the metal catalyst, and then a

high-temperature annealing step in argon to remove the

oxidized groups and aromatize the nanotubes. We believe

that in the case of our sample, the annealing step was

insufficient to completely remove all oxidized defects

present on the nanotubes. Therefore a fraction of na-

notubes retained sufficient anionic character to adsorb

onto a positively charged surface. While the data pre-

sented in this review concerning our research utilizes

nanotubes adsorbed from this batch of purified HiPco

nanotubes, for the ease of comparison, we have also been

able to increase the concentration of oxidized bundles

using a bulk-oxidation process. To minimize damage to

the extended p-system, responsible for the remarkable

properties of nanotubes, great care must be taken during

the bulk-oxidation step to limit the number of acid sites to

only that sufficient to allow for electrostatic adsorption.

Interestingly, repetitive treatment of a SWNT-termi-

nated film with PDDA, followed again by SWNTs,

produced negligible film growth. It is well known that the

addition of a salt to a polyelectrolyte solution increases the

amount of polyelectrolyte adsorbed per treatment by

inducing the polyelectrolyte chains to adopt a globular

morphology.[52–54] Hence the PDDA adsorption step

was repeated with the addition of NaCl (1 M). Images

of a PDDA/SWNT film after two additional PDDA–

NaCl/SWNT treatments clearly indicated the buildup

of a thicker layer of SWNTs on the substrate surface

and that the film appeared to be porous (Fig. 1b). Com-

pared to the sharp features of the initially adsorbed

bundles (Fig. 1a), the bundles in Fig. 1b appeared to be

covered with a layer of beads, indicating that PDDA was

adsorbing in globular form to oxidized areas along the

bundle length and not as a thin uniform layer. After six

and nine adsorption cycles (Fig. 1c,d), AFM imaging

revealed continued growth of a porous film. Additional

confirmation of film uniformity and morphology was

achieved from scanning electron microscopy performed

on the nine-bilayer film. These images showed that a

uniform film covered the entire silicon wafer (Fig. 2, top)

Fig. 3 Measured UV–Vis–NIR absorbance after each PDDA/SWNT treatment for a 10-cycle film deposited on a quartz slide. The

inset shows the measured absorbance at 1349 nm vs. the number of adsorption treatments; the line is a linear least-squares fit to the data.

(From Ref. [4].)
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and confirmed that the film was indeed porous (Fig. 2,

bottom). The stepwise assembly of a 10-cycle film grown

on a quartz slide was also monitored by UV–vis–NIR

spectrophotometry. This experiment not only demonstrat-

ed that nanotube adsorption from cycle to cycle was

reproducible but also that the adsorbed nanotube bundles

had the same absorbance signature as that reported in the

literature for purified HiPco nanotubes (Fig. 3).[51]

Formation of Dense Polyelectrolyte/
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films

With porous films resulting from the sequential adsorption

of PDDA followed by SWNTs onto a surface, we turned

our attention to modifying our adsorption protocol to

permit the formation of dense films. As the nanotube

adsorption onto the initial PDDA-treated surface results in

approximately 15% surface coverage (Fig. 1a), we envi-

sioned that it should be possible to adsorb the negatively

charged polyelectrolyte, poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS),

onto the non-SWNT covered areas. After the PSS ad-

sorption step, the film could then be subjected to

additional PDDA/PSS treatments until the areas between

the nanotube bundles are filled in, resulting in a uniform

dense film. A schematic representation of this method of

forming dense polyelectrolyte/SWNT films by ‘‘filling in

the gaps’’ between the adsorbed nanotubes is shown in

Scheme 2. With nanotube adsorption occurring onto a

‘‘pristine’’ polyelectrolyte layer at each adsorption step,

this method should allow: 1) the concentration of

nanotubes within each layer to be controlled from �1%

to 15% by varying the adsorption time; and 2) the vertical

placement of nanotubes within the film to be controlled by

increasing the number of PSS/PDDA treatments used to

fill in the film.

Atomic force microscopy images of a film prepared

using this technique are shown in Fig. 4. A PDDA/SWNT-

terminated film (Fig. 4a) was repeatedly treated with 1

wt.% aqueous solutions of PSS followed by PDDA (no

NaCl was present in these solutions) until three PSS/

PDDA bilayers were deposited. Images of the resultant

film revealed a fairly uniform layer of polyelectrolyte

with some areas indicating the presence of underlying

SWNT bundles (Fig. 4b). Further treatment of the film

with SWNTs, (PSS/PDDA)3, and then SWNTs demon-

strated the reproducibility of both adsorbing SWNTs onto

a dense film (Fig. 4c,e) and the ability to fill in the areas

between the bundles with polyelectrolyte (Fig. 4d).

Scanning electron microscopy imaging of the resultant

PDDA/SWNT/[(PSS/PDDA)3/SWNT]2 film indicated

that the SWNT layer was uniformly deposited over the

entire film surface (�1�3 cm).

In parallel to our work, Mamedov et al.[5] also reported

a method of forming dense polymer/SWNT films using

electrostatic interactions. In their study, SWNTs synthe-

sized from the laser ablation of metal-doped carbon rods

were refluxed in 65% HNO3 under sonication to produce

oxidized nanotubes that were stable in aqueous solution.

Atomic force microscopy imaging revealed that the

oxidized material was a mixture of individual nanotubes

and 4–9 nm bundles with lengths of a few microns. As

expected for water-soluble nanotubes, the UV–vis absor-

bance lacked the fine structure associated with pristine

nanotubes. In contrast to our use of the fully quaternized

PDDA, poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI), a polymer in which the

degree of amine ionization can be controlled by pH, was

utilized. Reminiscent of the difficulties that we incurred in

assembling PDDA/SWNTs without NaCl, Mamedov et al.

reported the need to apply a PEI/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)

layer after every five PEI/SWNT treatments to improve

Scheme 2 Schematic representation of a method to form dense

polyelectrolyte/SWNT multilayer films.
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linear film growth. Although it was reported that the films

prepared in the study contained �50% SWNTs from the

integration of carbon and nitrogen energy dispersive X-

ray (EDS) peaks, the published microscopy images (AFM,

SEM, TEM) do not support such a high SWNT loading.

We believe that the AFM image of the (PEI/PAA)(PEI/

SWNT)5 film suggests that the loading was more likely in

the 10–15% range (Fig. 1c in Ref. [5]) and consistent with

our results.b

A benefit of using PEI for film formation was the ability

to cross-link the assembled film. First, the amine groups on

the PEI and the acid groups in the SWNTs and the PAA

were allowed to react at 120�C to form amide linkages, and

then the remaining amine groups were cross-linked by

treating with glutaraldehyde. After removal of the PEI–

PAA–SWNT cross-linked film from the silicon wafer by

treatment with hydrofluoric acid, SEM imaging revealed a

uniform freestanding film with no evidence of nanotube

aggregation. Mechanical analysis of the resultant free-

standing film demonstrated a dramatic increase in tensile

strength compared to a non-cross-linked polyelectrolyte

film (PEI/PAA). Unfortunately, the lack of cross-linking in

the PEI/PAA film does not allow the effect of only SWNT

incorporation in the polymer matrix to be quantified.

Langmuir–Blodgett Formation of Polymer/
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films

An alternative method recently reported to prepare thin

polymer/SWNT films involves the use of multilayer

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technology.[7,8] Formation of

films by the LB method involves forming a dense mole-

cular film at the water / air interface by compression,

followed by transfer of the film to a hydrophobic sub-

strate.[55] Repetition of the procedure can result in the

formation of a uniform film. In both studies reported,

oxidatively shortened SWNTs were functionalized with

octadecyl groups and dissolved in a chloroform solution

of poly(n-dodecylacrylamide). The polymer/SWNT solu-

tion was then spread on top of a water layer and

compressed to form a film. Although UV–vis–NIR data

demonstrated the repeated incorporation of SWNTs

within the deposited polymer film in both studies, the

reports lacked microscopy illustrating the concentration

and uniformity of the incorporated SWNTs. Because the

LB method requires the use of a polymer/SWNT solution,

it is hampered by the same difficulties faced by solution

mixing and in situ polymerization techniques (i.e.,

formation of a stable solution containing a high nanotube

to polymer ratio without aggregation).

CONCLUSION

This article has reviewed recent developments of incor-

porating single-walled carbon nanotubes within thin

polymer films via the sequential adsorption of polyionic

species by utilizing oxidized SWNT bundles as nanoscale

polyanionic building blocks. The use of a sequential

adsorption protocol solves a major difficulty in forming

polymer/SWNT composites, the ability to uniformly

disperse the nanotubes within the polymer matrix.

Depending on the adsorption regime chosen to form the

polyelectrolyte/SWNT film, it is possible to assemble

either porous or dense films containing a uniform

distribution of SWNT bundles with loadings of up to

�15%. Using a protocol in which the assembled polymer/

Fig. 4 Tapping-mode AFM images of a multilayer film

prepared on a silicon wafer after various adsorption treatments:

(a) PDDA/SWNT; (b) (PSS/PDDA)3; (c) SWNT; (d) (PSS/

PDDA)3; and (e) SWNT. The final film structure is PDDA/

SWNT/[(PSS/PDDA)3/SWNT]2. Images are 5 mm2 and the z

scale in all images is 50 nm.

bThat apparent discrepancy between the SWNT loading estimated from

EDS and our interpretation of the microscopy images may reflect the

assumptions made in the EDS analysis regarding the amount of PEI,

PAA, SWNT, and even glutaraldehyde present within the film.
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SWNT film could be cross-linked and then separated from

its support, it has also been shown that the mechanical

properties are increased compared to non-cross-linked

polyelectrolyte films. Approaches for the assembly of

polymer/SWNT films using the Langmuir–Blodgett meth-

od have also been reported. As the technique requires the

use of a polymer/SWNT solution in film formation, this

will probably make this technique less generally useful

than the sequential adsorption protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

The interaction between light and solids gives rise to

many optical properties in solid-state systems that can be

observed by a variety of experimental techniques such as

photo absorption and emission, infrared absorption,

Raman scattering, photoelectron and Auger spectroscopy,

and ultraviolet and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

Especially in one-dimensional (1-D) solids, such as

carbon nanotubes,[1–3] much useful information on the

optical properties can be obtained by exploiting low-

dimensional effects, such as the direction of the polar-

ization of the light relative to the nanotube axis, the

resonance between the laser excitation energy and a

singularity in the joint density of states, and the variety of

crystal structures of nanotubes stemming from their

chirality. Thus, by rotating the orientation angle of the

nanotube relative to the incident and scattered light

polarization directions, by changing the laser excitation

energies, or by selecting different geometries for the

nanotubes, we can systematically investigate the optical

properties for many different types of carbon nanotubes in

a consistent way. Especially fruitful has been the study of

the resonance Raman spectra from only one nanotube by

using micro-Raman measurements of a nanotube on a Si/

SiO2 substrate. Because of the large amount of detailed

information that can be obtained from this technique,

micro-Raman spectroscopy is considered to be a standard

nanotechnique for probing the optical properties of a

nanotube in a quick, nondestructive way at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure.

Since the reported observation of carbon nanotubes in

1991, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) and scanning probe microscopy [SPM, such as

scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS),

atomic force microscopy (AFM), Kelvin force microsco-

py (KFM), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), and so

on] have provided definitive tools for observing tiny

samples on nanometer length scales. However, for single-

wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), the high quality

required of the measurement instruments and of the per-

sonnel to observe structure at the atomic level restricts the

number of instruments and researchers who can make

such measurements.

The finding of so many new phenomena and concepts

in the nanotube field in the past decade reminds us of the

good old times of the adventurers on sailing ships who

ventured out to find the new world. In the next decade,

nanotube research will enter a new period in which nano-

tube samples are easily obtained, in which many nanotube-

based industrial technologies and applications will be

developed, and in which fundamental physics and chem-

istry discoveries will continue to be made, but more and

more the research will be stimulated by the needs of the

applications and by the availability of new measurement

tools. In this sense, a standard technique to characterize

nanotubes is highly desirable. Here it is proposed that

resonance Raman spectroscopy should fill this role.

OVERVIEW

One unique feature of a SWNT is the fact that the

electronic structure is either metallic or semiconducting,

depending only on the chirality of the nanotube and not on
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the impurities that it contains.[1] Here the chirality of a

SWNT denotes the spiral geometries of a nanotube struc-

ture, which is specified by two integers (n, m) as discussed

below. Thus, the interaction of the conduction electrons in

the metallic nanotube with light can be investigated, e.g.,

by comparing the Raman spectra of metallic nanotubes

with that of semiconducting nanotubes that have no

doping with noncarbon atoms. Thus, carbon nanotubes

provide an ideal material for understanding the physical

properties of a low-dimensional solid. Another important

fact about nanotubes is that the diameter of a nanotube is

much smaller than the wavelength of light, but the length

of the nanotube is usually comparable to or greater than

the optical wavelength. Thus microscopic and macro-

scopic views of nanotubes can coexist within a single

nanotube, and it is expected that these unique properties

will lead to new optical applications in the future.

Among the various optical techniques, resonance

Raman spectroscopy of nanotubes has been investigated

in depth during the last few years. The resonance Raman

effect is a strong enhancement (�103) of the Raman inten-

sity when a real optical absorption takes place in the

excitation process. The resonance condition for each

nanotube is very sharp in energy, known as van Hove

singularities, with a width of less than 10 meV. Because the

resonant energies of each (n, m) nanotube are different

from one another, the energies of the van Hove singular-

ities can be used for identification (something like a

fingerprint) of the nanotube atomic structure. Thus, van

Hove singularity is a key word to understand optical prop-

erties of nanotubes. We can select a particular (n, m)

SWNT for investigation by selecting the appropriate laser

energy Elaser, or we can investigate metallic or semicon-

ducting nanotubes separately by selecting Elaser, even for

samples consisting of SWNT bundles containing a mixture

of metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. Recently, using a

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth technique for

preparing isolated SWNTs on a Si/SiO2 substrate, we

have observed resonance Raman spectroscopy from one

nanotube. Compared with the spectra from SWNT bundle

samples, single nanotube spectroscopy gives much more

definitive information on the electronic and phonon

properties of SWNTs.

In this article, we first discuss the singular nature of the

electronic energy states and then discuss optical absorp-

tion and the resonance Raman spectra. Finally, we present

the double resonance theory of Raman nanotubes, which

is necessary for describing the experimentally observed

dispersive phonon modes in SWNTs.

VAN HOVE SINGULARITIES

A single-wall carbon nanotube is a graphene (honeycomb)

sheet rolled up into a cylinder. In Fig. 1, we show the

cylindrical structures of SWNTs. Each end of the

nanotube is terminated by a hemisphere of fullerene

containing six pentagonal carbon rings. Because it is

considered that nanotubes grow with a cap, the cap

structure is essential for generating different kinds of

geometries for nanotubes. The relative positions of the

pentagonal rings with respect to one another is almost

Fig. 1 Single-wall carbon nanotubes. The ends of nanotubes

are capped by fullerene hemispheres. (a) Armchair nanotube, (b)

zigzag nanotube, and (c) chiral nanotube.

Fig. 2 The unrolled honeycomb lattice of a nanotube. OA is

the equator of the nanotube and OB corresponds to the

translation vector of this 1-D material. By connecting OB to

AB’, we can make a seamless cylindrical shape. OAB’B is a unit

cell of the nanotube. The figure corresponds to the (4,2) chiral

nanotube and there are N=28 hexagons in the unit cell.
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arbitrary except for the requirement that two pentagonal

rings do not touch each other (isolated pentagon rule), thus

giving rise to many possible geometries for generating

nanotube structures. Among the various nanotube struc-

tures, there are only two kinds of nanotubes that have

mirror symmetry along the nanotube axis, namely, the

armchair and zigzag nanotubes, as shown in Fig. 1a and b,

respectively. The names armchair and zigzag are taken

from the shape of the edge cuts shown on the right side of

Fig. 1. All other nanotubes (Fig. 1c) exhibit axial chirality

and are called chiral nanotubes.

The geometry of a nanotube is uniquely expressed by

two integers, (n, m). In Fig. 2, the rectangle OAB’B is

shown, and by connecting OB to AB’, we can make the

cylindrical shape of the nanotube. In this case, the vector

OA (hereafter we call OA the chiral vector) corresponds

to the equator of the nanotube. OA can be expressed by a

linear combination of the two unit vectors, a1 and a2, of

the honeycomb lattice, so that

OA ¼ na1 þ ma2 � ðn;mÞ ð1Þ

The length of OA divided by p gives the diameter of the

nanotube, dt. Two lattice vectors OB and AB’, which are

perpendicular to OA, correspond to the translational

vector T in the 1-D lattice of the nanotube, and T is a

function of n and m, as shown in Table 1. The rectangle

OAB’B denotes the unit cell of the nanotube containing N

hexagons and 2N carbon atoms, where N is expressed by

N ¼ 2ðn2 þ m2 þ nmÞ
dR

ð2Þ

The integer dR is the common multiple divisor of (2n+m)

and (2m+n). Further details of the mathematics describing

Table 1 Parameters for carbon nanotubes

Symbol Name Formula Value

a Length of unit vector a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

aC��C ¼ 2:49A� aC–C ¼ 1.44 Å

a1, a2 Unit vectors

ffiffiffi
3
p

2
;
1

2

� �
a;

ffiffiffi
3
p

2
;� 1

2

� �
a

x, y coordinates

b1, b2 Reciprocal lattice vectors

1ffiffiffi
3
p ; 1

� �
2p
a
;

1ffiffiffi
3
p ;�1

� �
2p
a kx, ky coordinates

Ch Chiral vector Ch ¼ na1 þ ma2 � (n, m) (0 	 |m| 	 n)

L Length of Ch L ¼ jChj ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ m2 þ nm
p

dt Diameter dt ¼ L /p

y Chiral angle sin y ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

m

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ m2 þ nm
p 0 	 |y| 	 p/6

cos y ¼ 2n þ m

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ m2 þ nm
p tan y ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

m

2n þ m

d gcd(n,m)a

dR gcd(2n þ m,2m þ n)a dR ¼
d if ðn� mÞ is not multiple of 3d

3d if ðn� mÞ is multiple of 3d

�

T Translation vector T ¼ t1a1 þ t2a2 � (t1,t2) gcd(t1, t2) ¼ 1a

t1 ¼
2m þ n

dR
; t2 ¼ �

2n þ m

dR

T Length of T T ¼ jTj ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

L

dR

N Number of hexagons in the

nanotube unit cell

N ¼ 2ðn2 þ m2 þ nmÞ
dR

n, m, t1, t2, p, and q are integers and d, dR, N, and M are integer functions of these integers.
agcd(n, m) denotes the greatest common divisor of the two integers n and m.
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these variables are given in Table 1 and are further

explained in Ref. [1]. (This introductory textbook of

nanotube can be cited for the ‘‘Introduction’’ and ‘‘van

Hove Singularity’’ sections.)

The valence electrons of sp2 carbons, such as graphite

and nanotubes, consist of p (2p) electrons. Because a

carbon atom in a nanotube has one p electron (and

because there are 2N carbon atoms in the nanotube unit

cell), 2N 1-D electronic p bands are obtained for a SWNT

by applying periodic boundary conditions around the

circumferential direction OA. Such a treatment for the

electronic structure is called ‘‘zone folding.’’ Along the

direction OA, the wave vectors (2p/wavelength), which

are perpendicular to the nanotube axis direction k?, are

discrete and are given by the condition:

Ch � kp
? ¼ 2pp; ð p ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ ð3Þ

Thus, one obtains N inequivalent k?
p=2pp/|Ch|=2p/dt

discrete wave vectors for bonding and antibonding p
bands and the 1-D wave vectors kk, parallel to the nano-

tube axis, are continuous (�p/T	kk	p/T) for an

infinitely long SWNT.

One-dimensional energy dispersion relations for a

nanotube E1-D( p,kk) are obtained by cutting the 2-D

energy dispersion relations of graphite E2-D(k) along the

kk direction with wave vectors k?
p placed at equal

distances of 2/dt with a length of 2p/T,

E1-Dð p; kkÞ ¼ E2-Dðkp
? þ kkÞ ð4Þ

where, by a tight binding calculation, E2-D(k) is given by:

Eg2-Dðkx; kyÞ ¼ �g0

(
1þ 4 cos

ffiffiffi
3
p

kxa

2

� �
cos

kya

2

� �

þ 4 cos2 kya

2

� �)1=2

ð5Þ

in which the coordinates of kx and ky are given in Table 1.

The plus and minus signs in Eq. 5 correspond to unoccu-

pied (antibonding) and occupied (bonding) p energy bands,

respectively. g0>0 is the tight-binding nearest-neighbor

overlap energy parameter. When we plot the Eg2-D in the

hexagonal 2-D Brillouin zone (BZ) (Fig. 3), the bonding

and antibonding energy dispersion relations touch each

Fig. 3 The energy dispersion relations for 2-D graphite are

shown throughout the whole region of the Brillouin zone.

The inset shows the energy dispersion along the high sym-

metry lines.

Fig. 4 The energy dispersion relations for carbon nanotubes. (a) (5,5) Armchair, (b) (9,0) zigzag, (c) (10,0) zigzag nanotubes. Bold and

thin lines are doubly or singly degenerate energy bands, respectively. The Fermi energy is located at E(k)/t=0. (5,5) and (9,0) are

metallic nanotubes while (10,0) is semiconducting.
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other at the hexagonal corners, the K and K’ points of the

2-D Brillouin zone. Because of the periodicity of Eg2-D

(kx, ky) in k space, the K and K’ points are inequivalent

to each other. The asymmetry between the shapes of the

bonding and antibonding p bands comes not directly from

Eq. 5 but from the higher-order correction to the tight-bind-

ing parameters known as the overlap parameter s. In the

following discussion, however, for simplicity, we use s=0.

Cutting these 2-D energy dispersion relations by equi-

distant lines parallel to the nanotube axis (hereafter we

call these lines ‘‘cutting lines’’) corresponds to obtaining

the 1-D energy dispersion of nanotubes, as shown in

Fig. 4. In this formulation the Fermi energy is located at

E(k)/t=0, and thus depending on whether there are energy

bands that cross the Fermi energy or not, the nanotube is

either metallic or semiconducting, respectively. The con-

dition to get either metallic or semiconducting nanotubes

is whether the cutting lines cross the K or K’ points where

the bonding and antibonding p bands of 2-D graphite

touch each other (Fig. 3).

In Fig. 5, we show by solid lines the electronic density

of states (DOS) for (a) (10,0) and (b) (9,0) zigzag

nanotubes. Dotted lines denote the DOS for 2-D graphite

for comparison. For metallic nanotubes, the density of

states at the Fermi energy is constant as a function of

energy, while there is an energy gap for semiconducting

nanotubes. The value of the density of states for metallic

SWNTs at the Fermi energy, D(EF) is 8=
ffiffiffi
3
p

pag0 in units

of states per unit length along the nanotube axis per

electron volt, which is independent of diameter. If D(EF) is

given by per gram per electron volt, the D(EF) is relatively

large for small-diameter nanotubes. The many spikes in

the DOS for nanotubes correspond to the energy positions

of the minima (or maxima) of the energy dispersion curves

of Fig. 4. Each spike exhibits a singularity of 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E � E0

p

(where E0 is the energy extremum) that is characteristic of

1-D materials and is known as a van Hove singularity.

The energy position of the van Hove singularity near

the Fermi energy is determined by how the cutting lines

are oriented near the K point of the 2-D BZ. In Fig. 6, we

show the cutting lines around the K point for (a) metallic

and (b) semiconducting nanotubes. In the case of metallic

nanotubes, the central cutting line just goes through the K

point, and the two nearest cutting lines are located at the

same distance of K2 from the K point. The corresponding

 
 

Fig. 5 Electronic density of states for the (a) (10,0) semi-

conducting zigzag nanotube, (b) (9,0) metallic zigzag nanotube.

Dotted lines denote the density of states for 2-D graphite.

Fig. 6 Cutting lines around the K point in the Brillouin zone

for (a) metallic and (b) semiconducting nanotubes.
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energy dispersions for the central line and for the two

neighboring lines are, respectively, metallic linear energy

dispersions, and are the first subbands (Fig. 4a), which

give the van Hove singularities nearest to the Fermi

energy. An important fact about the energy dispersion of

2-D graphite around the K point is that the energy

dispersion of Eq. 4 is linear in k, when we measure k from

the K point, i.e.,

EðkÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
3
p

g0

2
jkj ð6Þ

Within the linear approximation of the energy dispersion,

the equienergy contour of 2-D graphite is a circle around

the K point (Fig. 7). Thus, only the distance of the two

neighboring cutting lines from the K point is essential for

determining the energy position of a van Hove singularity.

Because the separation between two cutting lines, K2,

is inversely proportional to the diameter of the nanotube,

dt, the van Hove singular energies relative to the Fermi

energy are inversely proportional to dt, too.

In the case of a semiconducting nanotube, on the

other hand, the K point is always located at a position

one-third of the distance between the two lines as shown

in Fig. 6b. Thus, the first and the second van Hove

singular energies from the Fermi energy correspond to

the 1-D energy dispersion for the nearest and the second

nearest cutting lines, respectively, whose energies are

one-third and two-thirds of the smallest energy separa-

tion of the van Hove singularity of metallic nanotubes

with a similar diameter.

The linear energy approximation, however, does not

work well for k points far from the K point. In this case,

the equienergy contours deform with a deformation that

increases with increasing k, and eventually become a

triangle that connects three M points around the K point

(Fig. 7) when we consider the periodicity of the electron

dispersion relations in k space. This effect is known as the

trigonal warping effect of the energy dispersion. When the

trigonal warping effect is included, the direction of the

cutting lines, which depends on the chiral angle of the

nanotube (or simply on its chirality), is essential to

determine the precise positions of the van Hove energies.

For example, the two neighboring cutting lines in the

metallic nanotube in Fig. 6a are not equivalent to each

other, which gives rise to a splitting of the van Hove peaks

in the DOS. This splitting of van Hove peaks is a

maximum for zigzag nanotubes and monotonically

decreases to zero for armchair nanotubes for which the

two neighboring cutting lines are equivalent to each other.

For both metallic and semiconducting nanotubes, the

trigonal warping effect appears as a modification of the

energy position of the van Hove singularities that depends

on chirality. This value of the splitting of the van Hove

singularities (0.1 eV at most) is large enough to be easily

detected by the energy accuracy of resonance Raman

spectroscopy (10 meV). It is therefore possible to specify

the (n, m) values for SWNTs from a detailed analysis of

the resonance Raman spectra of each SWNT using a

tunable laser.

OPTICAL ABSORPTION

Optical absorption of an electron occurs ‘‘vertically’’ at a

k point of the Brillouin zone from an occupied to an

unoccupied energy band. An optical transition from an

occupied 2p to an unoccupied 2p atomic orbital in the

same carbon atom is forbidden. However, the transition

from the 2p orbital of one atom to the 2p orbital of an-

other atom (mainly a nearest neighbor atom) is possible,

which makes p to p* transitions possible in graphite and

carbon nanotubes.

First-order time-dependent perturbation theory gives

the following formula for the absorption probability per

unit time W(k) for an electron with wave vector k,

WðkÞ ¼ 4e2�h4I

t�m2c3E2
laser

jP � hCcðkÞjrjCvðkÞij2

� sin2½EcðkÞ � EvðkÞ � Elaser�ðt=2�hÞ
½EcðkÞ � EvðkÞ � Elaser�2

ð7Þ

where Cc and Cv (Ec and Ev) are the wave functions

(energies) of the valence and conduction bands, respec-

tively, P is the polarization vector of light, and Elaser, I, �,
m, and t are the incident laser energy and intensity,

dielectric constant, mass of the electron, and the time used

Fig. 7 Equienergy contours for the electronic p bands of

2-D graphite.
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for taking the average, respectively. The value of t=Dx/

c=2p/Do is determined by the uncertainty relation and

the width of the incident laser frequency Do. Typical

values of t for Do=10 cm�1 correspond to 0.5 psec. If we

take a sufficiently large value for t, the function sin2X/

X2{X=[Ec(k)�Ev(k)�Elaser]t/{2�h} appearing in the sec-

ond line of Eq. 7, becomes the delta function d[Ec(k)�
Ev(k)�Elaser], and Eq. 7 is known as Fermi’s golden rule.

Cc and Cv can be written as a sum of the two Bloch

functions consisting of the two carbon atoms, A and B in

the graphite unit cell, Fj(k, r), ( j=A, B)

Ciðk; rÞ ¼
X

j ¼ A;B

Ci
jðkÞFjðk; rÞ; ði ¼ c; vÞ ð8Þ

where Cj
i(k) is the coefficient of the Bloch functions that

is obtained by solving the 2-D Hamiltonian and overlap

matrices (H and S) for 2-D graphite.

In the case of graphite, simple zone folding of the

energy bands gives the wavefunction of the nanotube in

which Ci(k, r) of graphite is changed to Cp
i (kk, r) for the

nanotubes, where the subband index p and the 1-D wave

vectors k?
p and kk are given by Eqs. 3 and 4.

The dipole selection rule is given by group theory

applied to the G point (zone center) of the Brillouin zone,

because each eigenfunction belongs to an irreducible

representation of the space group. This rule can be

extended smoothly to lower symmetry k points, even

though there is no longer strict selection rule for the lower

symmetry k points. The optical intensity can be directly

obtained by calculating the dipole matrix element, as

shown in Eq. 7. When the light polarization is parallel to

the nanotube axis, the optical transition occurs between

valence and conduction subbands that come from the

same cutting line. When the light polarization is perpen-

dicular to the nanotube axis, the optical transition occurs

between the two subbands that belong to nearest neighbor

cutting lines in the 2-D Brillouin zone.

Hereafter we mainly consider the case of light

polarization parallel to the nanotube axis, because the

optical absorption for perpendicular polarization is rela-

tively much weaker. The reason why the perpendicular

polarization is weak is that 1) the nanotubes have a high

aspect ratio of nanotube diameter to length, 2) the van

Hove singular k points are not the same for the valence

and conduction energy subbands for different cutting

lines, and 3) there is a strong screening effect of the

electric field perpendicular to the nanotube axis [depolar-

ization effect, see H. Ajiki and T. Ando, Physica 201

(1994) 349]. Especially for isolated single nanotube

spectroscopy, no Raman signals are observed for light

polarization perpendicular to the nanotube axis.

In Fig. 8a the energy separations Eii between the ith

valence and the ith conduction band van Hove singular

energies, which are dipole allowed for parallel light

polarization, are plotted as a function of the nanotube

diameter, dt. Here the subband label i is counted from the

subband closest to the Fermi energy. Each point of this

figure corresponds to van Hove singularities for a

different (n, m) nanotube. For a given tube diameter, we

can obtain optical transitions for the first and the second

van Hove singularities in the joint density of states (JDOS)

for semiconducting nanotubes, E11
S , E22

S when we increase

the laser energy. The next band in Fig. 8a is for metallic

nanotubes E11
M, followed by E33

S for semiconducting

nanotubes. For a given laser energy, we can find possible

Fig. 8 (a) Energy separations Eii between valence and conduction band van Hove singularities are plotted as a function of nanotube

diameter. (b) Raman spectra (radial breathing mode) from three different (n, m) isolated single-wall nanotubes.
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diameter regions of nanotubes that have an optical transi-

tion between two van Hove singularities. In this sense, the

excitation laser light selects the diameter of a nanotube

within a mixed sample containing nanotubes with a diam-

eter distribution.

In Fig. 8b, typical Raman signals at the single nanotube

level are shown for 3 different (n, m) SWNTs at three

different locations on the sample obtained by illuminating

an individual SWNT with a 1-�m-diameter laser light spot

on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The Raman feature at around 300

and 225 cm�1 come from the nonresonant Si substrate.

Although the number of carbon atoms is much smaller

than the number of Si atoms (Si/C�106), the Raman

signal of one nanotube is comparable to that of Si. This is

because the Raman signal in the nanotube comes from a

resonance effect in which the resonant signal is enhanced

by more than 103 times relative to the nonresonant signal.

This enhancement factor can be observed by changing the

laser excitation energy on the same light spot. Because a

SWNT is too small to see with an optical microscope, the

signal from a resonant SWNT is obtained by putting many

light spots on the Si/SiO2 substrate that has previously

been scanned by an AFM probe to determine the location

of the SWNTs in the sample.

The three spectra correspond to the radial breathing

mode (RBM) of a SWNT in which the carbon atoms of the

nanotube are vibrating in the radial direction. The RBM

frequency oRBM for an isolated SWNT is inversely

proportional to the tube diameter and is independent

of chirality:

oRBM ¼ a=dt ð9Þ

The (n, m) assignment is done by fitting two empirical

theoretical parameters, g0 in Eq. 5 and a in Eq. 9, to

reproduce many RBM frequencies observed in the exper-

iment. The values of the parameters that were obtained for

isolated SWNT sample on a Si/SiO2 substrate are g0=2.89

eV and a=248 cm�1 nm. These parameters work well to

three effective digits for a laser excitation energy Elaser=

1.58 eV and in the nanotube diameter range 1<dt<2 nm

for isolated SWNTs on a Si/SiO2 substrate. In other cases,

a few possible (n, m) identifications are possible. Then,

using the same two parameters, more accurate Raman

techniques, such as the Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio

or a tunable laser approach, are necessary (see Ref.[4] for

details. This is a review article on Raman spectroscopy in

single-carbon nanotubes and ‘‘Resonant Raman Process’’

and is relevant to this article). However, the accuracy of

the (n, m) assignments might decrease in the following

situations: 1) for SWNT diameters smaller than 1 nm,

where we expect departures to occur from the calculation

of Eii described above, 2) for thick SWNT bundles in

which we expect nanotube–nanotube interactions, and 3)

for higher excitation energies (Elaser>3 eV) where s-band

contributions become more important.

In Fig. 9, we show the optical absorption spectra of

SWNT bundles synthesized using the laser ablation

method and four different catalysts. In the laser ablation

method, the pulsed YAG laser hits a graphite rod

containing the indicated catalysts in a furnace kept at

about 1200�C with an Ar gas flow, and the smoke

emerging from the rod and containing the SWNT bundles

is transported by Ar gas flow out of the furnace. By

controlling the temperature of the furnace and the

selection of catalysts, a narrow diameter distribution of

nanotubes is obtained. Although there are SWNTs with

many different chiralities mixed in the SWNT bundle

sample, we can see three peaks in the optical absorption in

Fig. 9, where each peak corresponds to either E11
S , E22

S , or

E11
M. By comparing the energies where the peaks in Fig. 9

occur with the results of Fig. 8a, we can estimate the

Fig. 9 Optical absorption spectra are taken for single-wall

nanotubes synthesized using four different catalysts, each

yielding a different diameter distribution, namely, NiY (1.24–

1.58 nm), NiCo (1.06–1.45 nm), Ni (1.06–1.45 nm), and RhPd

(0.68–1.00 nm). Peaks at 0.55 and 0.9 eV are due to absorption

by the quartz substrate. The inset shows the corresponding RBM

modes of Raman spectroscopy obtained using 488-nm laser

excitation with the same four catalysts, and the tube diameters

corresponding to RBM peaks are given for two catalysts. (From

H. Kataura et al. Synthetic Metals 103 (1999) 2555.)
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diameter distribution produced by each catalyst and these

estimates are confirmed by the RBM spectra shown in the

inset of Fig. 9.

When such a bundle of SWNTs is doped with an alkali

metal, a charge transfer of electrons occurs from the alkali

metal donor ions to the nanotube or from the nanotube to

acceptor ions. In the case of donor ions, the unoccupied

states of the pristine sample become occupied with

electrons starting from the lowest available conduction

band energies. This causes a disappearance of the optical

absorption peaks starting from the lower-energy side as

the doping concentration increases, because of a lack of

unoccupied excited states to allow optical transitions to

occur. An electrochemical doping or a field effect

transistor (FET) type doping method would be good for

observing this phenomenon since the Fermi energy can be

modified by changing the gate voltage. Although direct

optical absorption measurements of one nanotube will be

very difficult because there is no special enhancement

mechanism available such as resonance Raman spec-

troscopy, a combination of optical absorption with reso-

nance Raman spectroscopy should make it possible to

observe the Fermi energy shift associated with donor or

acceptor doping.

Optical emission or fluorescence signals from a

nanotube are not easy to observe, because most SWNT

samples contain bundles of nanotubes in which one of

three nanotubes are metallic. In a metallic nanotube, the

electron–hole recombination occurs nonradiatively along

the metallic energy dispersion. Furthermore, optical or

direct coupling between nanotubes in the bundle sup-

presses fluorescence in semiconducting nanotubes, but if a

semiconducting nanotube is isolated from other nano-

tubes, it is then possible to measure the fluorescence. Such

spectra have been obtained for nanotubes separated from

one another in a zeolite or when covered by a micelle

(soap) structure [see Z. M. Li et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 87

(2001) 127401 and M. J. O’Connell et al. Science 297

(2002) 593]. The fluorescence of nanotubes occurs at the

real energy gap E11
S of semiconducting nanotubes and

provides a good probe of excitonic effects in SWNTs. If

high spatial resolution greater than the average distance

between two nanotubes is available, we can assign (n, m)

values from the fluorescence measurement.

Resonance Raman Process

One of the most powerful optical measurements for

carbon nanotubes is resonance Raman spectroscopy. The

resonance enhancement effect which is caused by a real

optical absorption or emission process makes it possible to

observe a signal from even one nanotube, as shown in

Fig. 8b. Recently much progress in Raman spectroscopy

has been made, and therefore it is not possible to explain

the many important advances in detail (see Ref. [4]) with-

in the available space of this review. The present summary

therefore only provides an overview of Raman spectros-

copy of carbon nanotubes, and only a few essential points

that are important for analyzing the many features of

the observed resonance Raman spectra of SWNTs are

discussed (Fig. 10).

In carbon nanotubes, the Raman spectra show a variety

of features associated with first-order processes, as well as

combination or overtone modes up to 3200 cm�1. The

characteristic mode that is not observed in other sp2

carbons, but is observed only in nanotube samples, is the

radial breathing mode (RBM). The RBM frequency

appears from 100 to 550 cm�1, depending on the SWNT

diameter, ranging from 2.5 to 0.4 nm, respectively. To

check if a sample contains any nanotubes, the RBM

spectra provides an easy way to do just that. It is further

Fig. 10 Room-temperature Raman spectra for purified single-

wall carbon nanotube bundles excited at five different laser

frequencies, showing RBM modes around 200 cm� 1, G band

(�1590 cm�1), and D band (1250–1350 cm�1). We can also see

some weak features in the intermediate frequency region around

800 cm� 1. (From A. M. Rao et al. Science 275 (1997) 187.)
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noted that if no RBM spectra are observed, this does not

always mean that there are no SWNTs in the sample,

because we can imagine the case that the resonance

condition for a given diameter distribution of SWNTs

might be far from the available laser excitation energy. In

some cases, because of the large noise signal from the

Rayleigh (elastically) scattered light, the RBM signal

cannot be resolved in the noisy Rayleigh background

signal. Use of a notch filter is a simple way to avoid this

problem, but use of a notch filter in practice limits

observations to oRBM>100 cm�1.

In Fig. 11b we plot Eii as a function of inverse tube

diameter 1/dt. Circles and crosses correspond, respective-

ly, to metallic and semiconducting (n, m) tubes. For a laser

energy of 1.579 eV, only a few metallic and semicon-

ducting (n, m) tubes with E11
M and E22

S van Hove singular-

ities satisfy the resonance condition, as seen in Fig. 11a.

Since the RBM frequency can be measured to the

accuracy of 1 cm�1 out of 100–200 cm�1, the difference

between the peak frequencies of different (n, m) tubes are

easily distinguished.

The second important Raman feature is the G-band

mode that appears near 1590 cm�1 in SWNTs. This mode

is the Raman-active mode of sp2 carbons (graphite), and

thus many graphitic materials show this spectral feature.

What is special in nanotubes is that the G band mainly

splits into two peaks, denoted by G+ and G�, and this is

because of the properties of the six (or three) phonon

modes that are active for chiral (or achiral) nanotubes

around this phonon frequency region. Among Raman-

active modes, two A (or A1g) modes are considered to be

the strongest and account for the two peaks, G+ and G�.

Regarding the other four Raman-active modes, two have

E1 and two have E2 symmetries (or two Raman-active

modes E1g or E2g for achiral tubes), and the E1 and E2

modes are relatively weak. The presence of the E1 and E2

modes are mainly seen from the Lorentzian decomposi-

tions of the line shape of the observed spectra using

polarized light when carrying out polarization studies. The

frequency difference between the two G band spectral

features G+�G�, is inversely proportional to dt
2, which

comes from the curvature effect that is responsible for the

splitting of the degenerate in-plane optic phonon modes,

E2g, of 2-D graphite at the G point.

Around 1250–1350 cm�1, defect-induced Raman

modes, called the D band, appear only for defect-rich

sp2 carbons. The appearance of a D band in nanotubes

means that a nanotube (or a non-SWNT carbon impurity

in the sample) has many defects. The nanotubes synthe-

sized by CVD are known to be defective relative to other

Fig. 11 Van Hove singular energies in the JDOS, Eii as a

function of 1/dt are shown in (b) where circles and crosses

correspond, respectively, to metallic and semiconducting (n, m)

chirality tubes. For 1.579-eV laser excitation, expansion of the

rectangular section in (b) is shown in (a). The resonance

condition satisfies only a limited number of (n, m) tubes whose

RBM frequencies can almost always be distinguished from

one another. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 (a) First-order Raman processes that are resonant with

(a1) the incident and (a2) the scattered laser light. Solid and

open dots denote resonance and nonresonance scattering

processes, respectively. Crossed lines show the linear energy

dispersion of 2-D graphite around the K point. (b) Second-order

Raman processes that are resonant with (b1, b2) the incident

laser light, and with (b3, b4) the scattered laser light. The solid

scattered vectors and dashed scattered vectors with wave vector

q, respectively, denote inelastic and elastic scattering processes.
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nanotubes. The D-band mode is known as a dispersive

phonon mode in which the D-band frequency increases by

53 cm�1 with a 1 eV increase in the laser excitation

energy. The physical origin of this very large dispersive-

ness has been recently explained by double resonance

Raman theory[5] in which the photon-absorbed electron is

scattered twice before final recombination. Although this

process is a second-order light-scattering process, the

intensity is comparable to that of the first-order resonance

process when two of the three intermediate states are in

resonance with the real electronic states.

In Fig. 12, inequivalent (a) first-order and (b) second-

order Raman processes are shown. The crossed lines for

each figure denote the electronic energy states of graphite

around the K points in the Brillouin zone about which the

optical transition occurs. The upper figures are for the

incident resonance condition for laser light in which the

laser excitation is at almost the same energy as the energy

required for optical absorption. The lower figures are for

the scattered resonance condition, in which the scattered

electron energy, (Elaser�Ephonon), is almost the same as the

optical emission energy. Both resonance conditions give a

similar Raman intensity, but the resonance laser energy

differs in the two cases by the phonon energy. More

precisely, the laser energy for the scattered resonance

energy is higher by Ephonon than that for the incident

resonance energy in a Stokes scattering process, which

creates a phonon. Note that for all Raman-active phonon

modes, the incident resonance condition gives the same

resonance laser energy, whereas the scattered resonance

condition gives different laser energies, depending on the

energy of phonons. Thus, by observing more than one

Raman spectral feature for the same tube or not,

respectively, we know whether the observed resonance

Raman process is with an incident photon or with a

scattered photon.

In the first-order process, in order to recombine an

electron and a hole at the original k point, the phonon

wave vector q should be sufficiently small. This is why we

see in most solid-state textbooks that the Raman spectra of

solids can be observed only for zone-center (q=0) Raman-

active phonon modes. In the second-order double reso-

nance process, it is clear from Fig. 12 that the phonon

wave vector q is not zero. Furthermore, when the laser

energy increases, the electron k vector moves further from

the K point to satisfy the requirements for optical

absorption, and thus the corresponding q vectors become

longer. Here we use the requirement of the double

resonance process that the intermediate k+q states should

be unoccupied electronic states, too. This is the reason

why the dispersive phonon modes change their Raman

frequencies when the laser excitation energy is changed,

since the phonon wave vector q that satisfies the double

resonance Raman condition changes when the excitation

laser energy changes.

In 2-D graphite, there are two inequivalent corners of

the Brillouin zone, K and K’, as shown in Fig. 7. In the

electron scattering by phonons or impurities (elastic

scattering), there are two possibilities. One is an intra-

valley scattering process in which an electron scatters

within the same region of the K (or K’) point. The other is

intervalley scattering in which an electron is scattered

from the K to the K’ region (or K’ to K). The corre-

sponding phonon q vectors for intravalley and intervalley

scattering are phonons around the G and K points, res-

pectively. Thus, we try to find the phonon dispersion

point around either the G or K points that satisfies the

double resonance condition.

In Fig. 13a the phonon q vectors for the double res-

onance condition are shown as a function of Elaser (bottom

axis) and of the q vector along G–K (top axis). Solid and

open circles correspond to phonon modes around the K

and G points, respectively. In Fig. 13b are collected the

many experimental Raman signals that have been ob-

served in many disordered graphitic materials for many

years, and these are here plotted in the Brillouin zone of 2-

D graphite. By specifying either G or K point phonons, all

of the experimental points could be assigned to one of the

phonon energy dispersion relations (six solid lines), thus

Fig. 13 (a) Calculated Raman frequencies for the double

resonance condition as a function of Elaser (bottom axis) and q

vector along G–K (top axis). Solid and open circles correspond

to phonon modes around the K and G points, respectively. (b)

The six graphite phonon dispersion curves (lines) and experi-

mental Raman observations (symbols) are placed according to

double resonance theory.
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providing clear evidence that double resonance theory can

work well for the dispersive phonon modes of 2-D

graphite. The resulting dispersion relations show how

resonance Raman scattering can be used to obtain phonon

dispersion relations experimentally based on double

resonance theory.

All second-order phonon processes shown here are

one-phonon emission processes. Thus, one of the two

scattering processes shown in Fig. 12b should not be a

phonon-scattering process. We consider that the nonpho-

non scattering process is an elastic electron scattering

caused by an impurity or a defect in which electronic

states with momentum k are mixed with each other. This is

the reason why the dispersive phonon modes appear in a

frequency region lower than 1600 cm�1 only for defective

carbon materials. If the two scattering processes are both

phonon-scattering processes, we do not need the defect

scattering process, and thus strong dispersive overtone

phonon modes appear. An example of a two-phonon

process is the G’ band appearing around 2700 cm�1 with

its large dispersion of 106 cm�1/eV.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the optical properties of carbon nanotubes

show rich spectra because of low-dimensional physics

phenomena, such as van Hove singularities in the density

of states. The resonance Raman spectra, in particular,

provide a powerful tool for observing individual nano-

tubes in the sample, and especially for specifying (n, m)

values of individual nanotubes. Double resonance theory

explains the dispersive Raman phonon modes, and can be

used to provide information about the dispersion relations

for submicron-sized samples, too small for study by

neutron scattering techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Supramolecular interactions are usually short-range (near

contact) forces between the molecules, too weak to cause

the intermolecular changes or bond formation between the

particles. At the same time, their strength and range are

sufficient to cause self-assembly of the molecular units or

certain elastic deformations of these building blocks.

Because of the weakness of supramolecular interactions,

the resulting organization is sensitive to external condi-

tions and ensures certain ease of transformations in re-

sponse to external fields. Well known is a fascinating class

of liquid crystals, whose ‘‘liquid’’ aspect is exactly a re-

sult of relatively small energy of intermolecular forces.

Nanoparticles and especially nanotubes offer a kind of

building blocks that can be efficiently glued by weak

supramolecular forces in a self-assembly process. In case

of nanotubes, because of their hollow structure and large

aspect ratio, same forces or interaction between them can

cause deformations of bending, torsion, flattening poly-

gonization, etc. In turn, the degree of such deformation

can enhance (like in case of partial polygonization of

nanotubes in the array bundles) supramolecular attraction

or decrease it under other circumstances. Supramolecular

behavior of nanotubes is therefore intrinsically coupled

with their own mechanical properties which we will dis-

cuss in some detail.

Unique mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes

indirectly lead to unusual role of the forces between them.

These supramolecular interactions are normally weak

and, for most molecular species, are easily overcome by

thermal agitation. However, they turn out to be significant

in case of nanotubes, building up very strong attractive

potentials over the extensive aligned contacts (�0.5 eV/

nm). The general aspects and issues of supramolecular

mechanics are discussed, including an overview of the

mechanical properties of nanotubes, especially linear

elastic parameters and their relation with persistence

length, nonlinear elastic instabilities, and buckling. Fur-

thermore, inelastic relaxation, yield strength, and fracture

mechanisms, including their kinetic theory, are also dis-

cussed. A discussion of theoretical and computational

studies is supplemented by brief summaries of experi-

mental results for the entire range of the deformation

amplitudes. Atomistic scenarios of ‘‘strong’’ supramo-

lecular interactions, when polymerization and coalescence

welding occur, are also discussed because of their sig-

nificance in potential applications.

OVERVIEW

Nanomechanics is generally distinguished from the well-

established dynamics of molecules in that it relies on the

heuristics and methods of mechanical engineering and

structural mechanics. It deals with objects of distinct

shape and function: rods, beams, shells, plates, mem-

branes, etc. At the same time, because of the small length

scale, nanomechanics also relies on physics of interatomic

and molecular forces, quantum chemistry, solid state

theory, and statistical thermodynamics. With these come a

variety of numerical and computational methods (molec-

ular dynamics, Monte Carlo simulations, classical empir-

ical interatomic potentials, tight-binding approximation,

density functional theory, etc.). This cross-disciplinary

aspect makes this area both complex and exciting for re-

search and education.

Among the numerous subjects of nanomechanics re-

search (tips, contact junctions, pores, whiskers, etc.),

carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[1] have earned a spotlight (see

Ref. [2] for a popular review). Their atomically precise

structure, elongated and hollow, an effective absence of a

surface (which is no different than the bulk, at least for the

single-walled cylinders, SWNTs), and superlative cova-

lent bond strength are among the traits that put CNTs in

the focus of nanomechanics. Discussion of numerous

other objects as well as details of the multiscale methods

involved in nanomechanics (for example, see recent

monograph[3]) is far beyond the scope of this article.

It is noteworthy that the term resilient has been first

applied not to nanotubes, but to smaller fullerene cages, in

the study of high-energy collisions of C60, C70, and C84

bouncing from a solid wall of H-terminated diamond. The
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absence of any fragmentation or other irreversible atomic

rearrangement in the rebounding cages was somewhat

surprising and indicated the ability of fullerenes to sustain

great elastic distortion. The very same property of resil-

ience becomes more significant in case of carbon nano-

tubes because their elongated shape, with the aspect ratio

close to a thousand, makes the mechanical properties es-

pecially interesting and important because of potential

structural applications. An accurate simulation (with re-

alistic interatomic and van der Waals forces) in Fig. 1[4]

vividly illustrates the appeal of CNTs as a nanomechani-

cal object: well-defined cylindrical shape, compliance to

external forces, and an expected type of response quali-

tatively analogous to a common macroscopic behavior

places these objects between molecular chemical physics,

elasticity theory, and mechanical engineering.

The utility of nanotubes as elements in nanoscale

devices or composite materials remains a powerful moti-

vation for the research in this area. While the feasibility of

the practical realization of these applications is currently

unknown, another incentive comes from the fundamental

materials physics. There is an interesting duality in the

nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes possess simultaneously mo-

lecular size and morphology as well as sufficient trans-

lational symmetry to perform as very small (nano-) crys-

tals with well-defined primitive cell, surface, possibility of

transport, etc. Moreover, in many respects, they can be

studied as well defined as engineering structures and

many properties can be discussed in traditional terms of

moduli, stiffness or compliance, or geometric size and

shape. The mesoscopic dimensions (a nanometer diame-

ter) combined with the regular, almost translation-invari-

ant morphology along the micrometer lengths (unlike

other polymers, usually coiled) make nanotubes a unique

and attractive object of study.

In the following, ‘‘Linear Elastic Properties’’ discusses

theoretical linear elasticity and results for the elastic

moduli, compared wherever possible with the experi-

mental data. In ‘‘Van der Waals Interactions,’’ the weak

supramolecular interactions are quantified in the form of

van der Waals force potential, and the large-scale me-

chanical deformations of nanotubes caused by their at-

traction to each other are outlined. The nonlinear elastic

behavior, buckling instabilities, and shell model are pre-

sented in ‘‘Supramolecular Morphology Changes Within

Elastic Shell Model,’’ with mentioning of experimental

evidence parallel to theoretical results. Yield and failure

mechanisms in tensile load are presented in ‘‘Failure and

Relaxation Mechanisms,’’ with the emphasis on the

combined dislocation theory and computational approach.

More recent results of kinetic theory of fracture and

strength evaluation in application to CNTs are briefly

presented in ‘‘Kinetic Approach to Strength-Failure

Evaluation’’; fast molecular tension tests are recalled in

the context of kinetic theory. ‘‘Coalescence of Nanotubes

as a Reversed Failure’’ presents some of the more recent

result on CNT coalescence welding, a process essentially

reverse to fracture. In ‘‘Tensegrity at Supramolecular

Scale,’’ we also briefly discuss the concept of tensegrity

and how it might be implemented in nanoscale by com-

bining mechanically stiff and flexible supramolecular

units. Throughout the discussions, we do not attempt

to provide a comprehensive review of broad activities in

the field. Broader or a more comprehensive discussion

can be found in other relatively recent reviews by the

author.[2,5]

LINEAR ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Numerous theoretical calculations are dedicated to linear

elastic properties when displacements (strain) are pro-

portional to forces (stress). We recently revisited[6] this

issue to compare within the same method the elasticity of

three different materials: pure carbon (C), boron nitride

(BN), and fluorinated carbon (C2F). Because of obvious

uncertainty in definition of a nanotube ‘‘cross section,’’

the results should be represented by the values of in-plane

Fig. 1 Simulations of the axial and radial deformation of

nanotubes. (a) Axial deformation resulting from the crossing of

two (10,10) nanotubes. (b) Perspective close-up of the same

crossing showing that both tubes are deformed near the contact

region. (c) Computed radial deformations of single-wall

nanotubes adsorbed on graphite. (From Ref. [4].)
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stiffness, C (J/m2). The values computed with Gaussian-

based density functional theory are C=345, 271, and

328 N/m for C, BN, and C2F, respectively. These values

in ab initio calculations are almost independent of nano-

tube diameter and chirality [consistent with the isotropic

elasticity of a hexagonal two-dimensional (2-D) lattice],

somewhat in contrast to previous reports based on tight

binding or classical empirical approximations. Notably,

substantial fluorination causes almost no change in the in-

plane stiffness because the bonding involves mainly p-

system while the stiffness is largely a result of in-plane s-

system. For ‘‘material’’ property assessments, the values

of bulk moduli (based on a graphite-type 0.34-nm spacing

of layers) yield 1029, 810, and 979 GPa—all very high.

Knowing the elastic shell parameter C immediately

leads to accurate calculation of a nanotube beam-bend-

ing stiffness K (proportional to the cube of diameter,

�d3) as discussed later in ‘‘Van der Waals Interactions’’

and ‘‘Coalescence of Nanotubes as a Reversed Failure.’’

It also allowed us to compute vibration frequencies of

the tubules, e.g., symmetric breathing mode frequency,

f�1/d,[6] detectable in Raman spectroscopy.

An unexpected feature discovered in the course of that

study[6] is the localized strain induced by the attachment

of fluorine. This shifts the energy minimum of the C2F

shell lattice from an ‘‘unstrained’’ sheet toward the highly

curved polygonal cylinders (for C2F composition of a near

square shape, Fig. 2). Equilibrium free angle is �72�.
Theoretical values agree reasonably well with experi-

mental values of the Young’s modulus. It was first esti-

mated[7] by measuring freestanding room-temperature

vibrations in a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

The motion of a vibrating cantilever is governed by the

known fourth-order wave equation, ytttt=� (YI/rA)yxxxx,

where A is the cross-sectional area and r is the density of

the rod material. For a clamped rod, the boundary con-

ditions are such that the function and its first derivative

are zero at the origin and the second and third derivative

are zero at the end of the rod. Thermal nanotube vibra-

tions are essentially elastic, relaxed phonons in equilib-

rium with the environment; therefore the amplitude of

vibration changes stochastically with time. The amplitude

of those oscillations was defined by means of careful

TEM observations of a number of CNTs and yields the

values of moduli within a range near 1 TPa.

Another way to probe the mechanical properties of

nanotubes is to use the tip of an atomic force microscope

(AFM) to bend an anchored CNT while simultaneously

recording the force exerted by the tube as a function of the

displacement from its equilibrium position.[8] Obtained

values also vary from sample to sample but generally are

close to Y=1 TPa. Similar values have been obtained in

Ref. [9] with yet another accurate technique based on a

resonant electrostatic deflection of a multiwall carbon

nanotube under an external a.c. field. The detected de-

crease in stiffness must be related to the emergence of a

different bending mode for the nanotube. In fact, this

corresponds to a wavelike distortion buckling of the inner

side of the CNT. Nonlinear behavior is discussed in more

detail in the next section. Although experimental data on

elastic modulus are not very uniform, it corresponds to the

values of in-plane rigidity C=340–440 N/m to the values

Y=1.0–1.3 GPa for multiwall tubules and to Y=4C/

d=(1.36–1.76) TPa nm/d for SWNTs of diameter d.

VAN DER WAALS INTERACTIONS

Supramolecular interactions between the SWNTs are

mainly because of van der Waals forces (VdW), except

special situations when local charge or covalently bonded

functional group introduce additional electrostatic fields.

Van der Waals forces play also an important role in

the interaction of the nanotubes with the substrata. The

different shells of a MWNT (multiwall nanotube) interact

primarily by van der Waals forces; single-wall tubes form

ropes for the same reason.

An interesting manifestation of van der Waals inter-

actions involves the self-interaction between two seg-

ments of the same single-wall CNT to produce a closed

ring (loop).[10] Single-walled nanotube rings were first

observed in trace amounts in the products of laser ablation

of graphite and assigned a toroidal structure. More re-

cently, rings of SWNTs were synthesized with large yields

(�50%) from straight nanotube segments. These rings

were shown to be loops and not tori.[10] The synthesis

involves the irradiation of raw SWNTs in a sulfuric acid–

hydrogen peroxide solution by ultrasound. This treatment

Fig. 2 Geometries of the polygonal fluorinated carbon tubes:

(a) square F4-(10,10) and (b) pentagonal F5-(10,10). (From

Ref. [6].)
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both etches the CNTs, shortening their length to about 3–4

mm, and induces ring formation.

Fundamentally, van der Waals attraction between the

CNT is a result of dispersion forces, i.e., electrostatic

dipole-to-dipole interaction (which gives V�1/r3 depen-

dence of potential energy), and because the dipoles

are mutually induced excited states, this actually yields

nonzero effect only in the second-order perturbation

theory, an always negative shift in potential energy

U(2)��V2��1/r6.

For nanotubes and other carbon-cage structures, the

van der Waals energy can be obtained from a universal

graphitic potential[11] and for (10,10) tubes is

UðsÞ ¼ � 0:9516 eV=nm ð5=3Þ½ð1 þ 0:291sÞ�4

� ð2=5Þð1 þ 0:291sÞ�10� ð1Þ

Equilibrium point s=0 corresponds to intercenter distance

1.67 nm that is wall-to-wall distance 0.315 nm, with the

potential well depth about 0.95 eV/nm. This value is

equivalent to energy of 0.04 eV per each pair of C-atoms

facing across the van der Waals spacing, or near 0.9 kcal/

mol (e.g., of inserted spacer group that would push

the nanotubes off the energy-minimum position). Al-

though significant, this attraction energy decays fast with

the nanotube separation: to the half of the value at only

1 Å from equilibrium and almost vanishes at 3–5 Å, as

Fig. 3 shows.

The formation of coils by CNTs is particularly in-

triguing. While coils of biomolecules and polymers are

well-known structures, they are stabilized by a number of

interactions that include hydrogen bonds and ionic inter-

actions. On the other hand, the formation of nanotube

coils is surprising given the high flexural rigidity

(K=Young’s modulus times areal moment of inertia) of

CNTs and the fact that CNT coils can only be stabilized

by van der Waals forces. However, estimates based on

continuum mechanics show that, in fact, it is easy to

compensate for the strain energy induced by the coiling

process through the strong adhesion between tube seg-

ments in the coil. Details of this analysis can be found in

the original reports[10] or in our recent review.[5] Here

we will outline briefly a different and more common sit-

uation where the competition of elastic energy and the

intertubular linkage is important. Following our recent

work,[12] we will discuss the connection between the

nanomechanics of CNTs and their random curling in a

suspension or a raw synthesized material of bucky paper.

Single-walled nanotubes are often compared with

polymer chains as having very high rigidity and therefore

large persistence length. To quantify this argument, we

note that a defectless CNT has almost no static flexing,

although 5/7 defects, for example, introduce small kink

angle 5–15� and could cause some static curvature, but

their energies are high and concentration is usually neg-

ligible. Only dynamic elastic flexibility should be con-

sidered. If u(s) is a unit direction vector tangent to the

CNT at contour length point s, and the bending stiffness is

K, then statistical probability of certain shape u(s) is

P½uðsÞ� ¼ exp½�1=2ðK=kbTÞ
Z
ð@u=@sÞ2ds�

¼ exp½�ð1=2ÞL
Z
ð@u=@sÞ2ds� ð2Þ

Here persistence length is L=(K/kbT). For a (10,10)

SWNT of radius R=0.7 nm and the effective wall thick-

ness h=0.09 nm (see ‘‘Linear Elastic Properties’’ and

‘‘Van Der Waals Interactions’’), the bending stiffness is

very close to K=pCR3 (C=345 N/m is the in-plane stiff-

ness, based on ab initio calculations). Persistence length at

room temperature therefore is L1[(10,10), 293 K]�0.1

mm, in the macroscopic range much greater than for most

polymer molecules. The result can be generalized for a

single SWNT of radius R,

L1 ¼ ð30K=TÞðR=0:7 nmÞ3 mm ð3Þ

or N times more for a bundle of N tubes (assuming ad-

ditive stiffness for the case of weak lateral cohesion of the

constituent SWNTs). For example, for a smallest close

packed bundle of seven (one surrounded by six neigh-

bors), this yields L7=1 mm. Such incoherent bundle and a

solid-coherent bundle with perfect lateral adhesion pro-

vide the lower and upper limits for the persistence length,

NL1<LN<N2L1. Remarkably, these calculations show that

the true thermodynamic persistence length of small CNT

bundles or even an individual SWNT is in the macro-

scopic range from a fraction of a millimeter and greater.

This means that highly curved structures often observed in

Fig. 3 Van der Waals energy per unit length is shown as

function of displacement from equilibrium. From top down,

three lines correspond to the tube deflecting from a contact with

one, a pair, or a triplet of others; shallow plot corresponds to

deflection in tangential direction (From Ref. [12].)
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bucky-paper mats (Fig. 4) are attributed not to thermo-

dynamic fluctuations, but rather to residual mechanical

forces preventing these coils from unfolding. Elastic en-

ergy of a typical micron size (r�1 mm) curl-arc is much

greater than thermal, Ucurl�kbT(L/r)2	kbT.[12] At the

same time, a force required to maintain this shape

Fcurl�K/r2=N pN, several piconewtons, where N is the

number of SWNTs in each bundle. This is much less than

a force per single chemical bond (�1 nN), and therefore

any occasional lateral bonding between the tubules can be

sufficient to prevent them from disentanglement.

SUPRAMOLECULAR MORPHOLOGY
CHANGES WITHIN ELASTIC SHELL MODEL

Almost any molecular structure can sustain very large

deformations, compared with the range common in mac-

roscopic mechanics. A less obvious property of CNTs is

that the specific features of large nonlinear strain can be

understood and predicted in terms of continuum theories.

One of the outstanding features of nanotubes is their

hollow structure, built of atoms densely packed along a

closed surface that defines the overall shape. This also

manifests itself in dynamic properties of molecules, re-

sembling so much the macroscopic objects of continuum

elasticity known as shells. Macroscopic shells and rods

have long been of interest: the first study dates back to

Euler, who discovered the elastic instability. A rod subject

to longitudinal compression remains straight but shortens

by some fraction e, proportional to the force, until a crit-

ical value (the Euler force) is reached. It then becomes

unstable and buckles sideways at e>ecr, while the force

almost does not vary. For hollow tubules, there is also a

possibility of local buckling in addition to buckling as a

whole. Therefore more than one bifurcation can be ob-

served, thus causing an overall nonlinear response to the

large deforming forces (note that local mechanics of

the constituent shells may well still remain within the

elastic domain).

In nanomechanics, the theory of shells was first applied

in our early analysis of buckling and since then serves a

useful guide.[13–16] Its relevance for a covalent-bonded

system of only a few atoms in diameter was far from being
Fig. 4 Raw-produced SWNTs often form ropes–bundles

entangled bent into a rubbery structure called ‘‘bucky paper.’’

The length scale of bends is much smaller than the persistence

length for the constituent filaments. Shown here is such material

produced by HiPco (high pressure CO) synthesis method (From

O’Connell et al., Chem. Phys. Lett., 342, 265, 2001.)

Fig. 5 Simulation of a (7,7) nanotube exposed to axial

compression, L=6 nm. The strain energy (a) displays four

singularities corresponding to shape changes. At ec=0.05, the

cylinder buckles into the pattern (b), displaying two identical

flattenings—‘‘fins’’ perpendicular to each other. Further in-

crease of e enhances this pattern gradually until at e2 =0.076, the

tube switches to a three-fin pattern (c), which still possesses a

straight axis. In a buckling sideways at e3 =0.09, the flattenings

serve as hinges, and only a plane of symmetry is preserved (d).

At e4 =0.13, an entirely squashed asymmetric configuration

forms (e). (From Ref. [13].)
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obvious. Molecular dynamics simulations seem better

suited for objects that are small.

Fig. 5 shows a simulated nanotube exposed to axial

compression. The atomic interaction was modeled by the

Tersoff–Brenner potential, which reproduces the lattice

constants and binding energies of graphite and diamond.

The end atoms were shifted along the axis by small steps

and the whole tube was relaxed by conjugate-gradient

method while keeping the ends constrained. At small

strains, the total energy (Fig. 5a) grows as E(e)=(1/2)E@e2.

The presence of four singularities at higher strains was

quite a striking feature and the patterns (b)–(e) illustrate

the corresponding morphological changes. The shading

indicates strain energy per atom, equally spaced from

below 0.5 eV (brightest) to above 1.5 eV (darkest). The

sequence of singularities in E(e) corresponds to a loss of

molecular symmetry from D1h to S4, D2h, C2h, and C1.

This evolution of the molecular structure can be put in the

framework of continuum elasticity.

The intrinsic symmetry of a graphite sheet is hexago-

nal, and the elastic properties of 2-D hexagonal structure

are isotropic. A curved sheet can also be approximated by

a uniform shell with only two elastic parameters: flexural

rigidity D and its in-plane stiffness C. The energy of a

shell is given by a surface integral of the quadratic form of

local deformation,

E ¼ 1

2

Z Z
fD½ðkx þ kyÞ2 � 2ð1 � nÞ

ðkxky � k2
xyÞ� þ

C

ð1 � n2Þ ½ðex þ eyÞ2

� 2ð1 � nÞðexey � e2
xyÞ�gdS ð4Þ

where k is the curvature variation, e is the in-plane strain,

and x and y are local coordinates. To adapt this formalism

to a graphitic tubule, the values of D and C can be iden-

tified by comparison with the detailed ab initio and

semiempirical studies of nanotube energetics at small

strains. Indeed, the second derivative of total energy with

respect to axial strain corresponds to the in-plane rigidity

C (cf. ‘‘Linear Elastic Properties’’). Similarly, the strain

energy as a function of tube diameter d corresponds to

2D/d2 in Eq. 4. Using recent ab initio calculations,[6] one

obtains C=56 eV/atom=340 J/m2 and D=1.46 eV. The

Poisson ratio n=0.15 was extracted from a reduction of

the diameter of a tube stretched in simulations. A similar

value is obtained from experimental elastic constants of

single crystal graphite. One can make a further step to-

ward a more tangible picture of a tube as having wall

thickness h and Young modulus Ys. Using the standard

relations D=Yh3/12(1�n2) and C=Ysh, one finds Ys=3.9

TPa and h=0.089 nm. With these parameters, linear

stability analysis allows one to assess the nanotube be-

havior under strain.

To illustrate the efficiency of the shell model, consider

briefly the case of imposed axial compression. A trial

perturbation of a cylinder has a form of Fourier harmon-

ics, with M azimuthal lobes and N halfwaves along the

tube (Fig. 6 inset), i.e., sines and cosines of arguments

2My/d and Npx/L. At a critical level of the imposed strain,

ec(M,N), the energy variation (4.1) vanishes for this shape

disturbance. The cylinder becomes unstable and lowers its

energy by assuming an (M,N) pattern. For tubes of d=1

nm with the shell parameters identified above, the critical

strain is shown in Fig. 6. According to these plots, for a

tube with L>10 nm, the bifurcation is first attained for

M=1, N=1. The tube preserves its circular cross section

and buckles sideways as a whole; the critical strain is

close to that for a simple rod,

ec ¼ 1=2ðpd=LÞ2 ð5Þ

or four times less for a tube with hinged (unclamped)

ends. For a shorter tube, the situation is different.

The lowest critical strain occurs for M=2 (and N1, see

Fig. 6), with a few separated flattenings in directions

perpendicular to each other, while the axis remains

straight. For such a local buckling, in contrast to (4.2), the

critical strain depends little on length and estimates to

ec ¼ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D=C

p
d�1 ¼ ð2=p3Þð1 � n2Þ�1=2

hd�1 in the

so-called Lorenz limit. For a nanotube, one finds

ec ¼ 0:1 nm=d ð6Þ

Fig. 6 The critical strain levels for a continuous, 1-nm-wide

shell tube as a function of its scaled length L/N. A buckling

pattern (M,N) is defined by the number of halfwaves 2M and N

in y and x directions, respectively, e.g., a (4,4)-pattern is shown

in the inset. The effective moduli and thickness are fit to graph-

ene. (From Ref. [13].)
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Specifically, for the 1-nm-wide tube of length L=6 nm,

the lowest critical strains occur for M=2 and N=2 or 3

(Fig. 6). This is in accord with the two- and three-fin

patterns seen in Fig. 5b and c. Higher singularities cannot

be quantified by the linear analysis, but they look like a

sideways beam buckling, which at this stage becomes a

nonuniform object.

Axially compressed tubes of greater length and/or

tubes simulated with hinged ends (equivalent to a doubled

length) first buckle sideways as a whole at a strain con-

sistent with (5). After that, the compression at the ends

results in bending and a local buckling inward. This

illustrates the importance of the ‘‘beam-bending’’ mode,

the softest for a long molecule and most likely to attain

significant amplitudes because of either thermal vibrations

or environmental forces. In simulations of bending, a

torque rather than force is applied at the ends and the

bending angle y increases stepwise. While a notch in the

energy plot can be mistaken for numerical noise, its de-

rivative dE/dy drops significantly. This unambiguously

shows an increase in tube compliance—a signature of a

buckling event. In bending, only one side of a tube is

compressed and thus can buckle. Assuming that it buckles

when its local strain, e=kd/2, where k is the local cur-

vature, is close to that in axial compression, Eq. 6, we

estimate the critical curvature as

kc ¼ 0:2 nm=d2 ð7Þ

In simulation of torsion, the increase of azimuthal angle f
between the tube ends results in abrupt changes of energy

and morphology.[13,14,17] In continuum model, the analy-

sis based on Eq. 4 is similar to that outlined above, except

that it involves skew harmonics of arguments such as

Npx/L±2My/d. For overall beam buckling (M=1),

fc ¼ 2ð1 þ nÞp ð8Þ

and for the cylinder-helix flattening (M=2),

fc ¼ 0:06 nm3=2L=d5=2 ð9Þ

The latter should occur first for L<140d5/2 nm, which is

true for all tubes we simulated. However, in simulations,

it occurs later than predicted by Eq. 9. The ends, kept

circular in simulation, which is physically justifiable, by

a presence of rigid caps on normally closed ends of a

molecule, deter the thorough flattening necessary for the

helix to form (unlike the local flattening in the case of

an axial load).

Experimental evidence provides sufficient support to

the notion of high resilience of SWNT. An early obser-

vation of noticeable flattening of the walls in a close

contact of two MWNT has been attributed to van der

Waals forces pressing the cylinders to each other.[18]

Collapsed forms of the nanotube (‘‘nanoribbons’’), also

caused by van der Waals attraction, have been observed in

experiment, and their stability can be explained by the

competition between the van der Waals and elastic ener-

gies.[19] Any additional torsional strain imposed on a tube

in experimental environment also favors flattening[13,14]

and facilitates the collapse. Graphically more striking

evidence of resilience is provided by bent structures,[20] as

well as the more detailed observations that actually

stimulated our research in nanomechanics.[21] An accurate

measurement with the atomic force microscope (AFM) tip

detects the ‘‘failure’’ of a multiwall tubule in bending,[8]

which essentially represents nonlinear buckling on the

compressive side of the bent tube. The estimated mea-

sured local stress is 15–28 GPa, very close to the calcu-

lated value.[22,23] Buckling and ripple of the outmost

layers in a dynamic resonant bending has been directly

observed and is responsible for the apparent softening of

MWNT of larger diameters.[5,24]

FAILURE AND RELAXATION MECHANISMS

The important issue of ultimate tensile strength of CNTs

is inherently related with the atomic relaxation in the

lattice under high strain. This thermally activated pro-

cess was first predicted to consist of a sequence of in-

dividual bond rotations in the approach based on

dislocation theory.[22,25,26] Careful computer simulations

demonstrate feasibility of this mechanism and allowed

us to quantify important energy aspects.[27,28] It has been

shown that in a crystal lattice such as the wall of a CNT,

a yield to deformation must begin with a homogeneous

nucleation of a slip by the shear stress present. The

nonbasal edge dislocations emerging in such slip have

a well-defined core, a pentagon–heptagon pair, 5/7.

Therefore the prime dipole is equivalent to the Stone–

Wales (SW) defect. The nucleation of this prime dis-

location dipole ‘‘unlocks’’ the nanotube for further

relaxation: either brittle cleavage or a plastic flow. Re-

markably, the latter corresponds to a motion of disloca-

tions along the helical paths (glide ‘‘planes’’) within the

nanotube wall. This causes a stepwise (quantized) neck-

ing, when the domains of different chiral symmetry and

therefore different electronic structure are formed, thus

coupling the mechanical and electrical properties.[22,25,26]

It has further been shown[22,23,25,28–30] that the energy

of such nucleation explicitly depends on CNT helicity

(chirality).

Below, we deduce starting with dislocation theory the

atomistics of mechanical relaxation under extreme ten-

sion. Locally, the wall of a nanotube differs little from a
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single graphene sheet, a 2-D crystal of carbon. When a

uniaxial tension s (N/m—for the 2-D wall, it is convenient

to use force per unit length of its circumference) is ap-

plied, it can be represented as a sum of expansion (locally

isotropic within the wall) and a shear of a magnitude s/2

(directed at ±45� with respect to tension). Generally, in a

macroscopic crystal, the shear stress relaxes by a move-

ment of dislocations, the edges of the atomic extraplanes.

Burgers vector b quantifies the mismatch in the lattice as a

result of a dislocation. Its glide requires only local atomic

rearrangements and presents the easiest way for strain

release, provided sufficient thermal agitation. In an ini-

tially perfect lattice such as the wall of a nanotube, a yield

to a great axial tension begins with a homogeneous nu-

cleation of a slip, when a dipole of dislocations [a tiny

loop in three-dimensional (3-D) case] first has to form.

The formation and further glide are driven by the reduc-

tion of the applied-stress energy, as characterized by the

elastic Peach–Koehler force on a dislocation. The force

component along b is proportional to the shear in this

direction and thus depends on the angle between the

Burgers vector and the circumference of the tube,

fb ¼ � ð1=2Þsjbj sin 2y ð10Þ

The max jfbj is attained on two ±45� lines, which mark the

directions of a slip in an isotropic material under tension.

The graphene wall of the nanotube is not isotropic; its

hexagonal symmetry governs the three glide planes—the

three lines of closest zigzag atomic packing, oriented at

120� to each other (corresponding to the {10�1 l} set of

planes in 3-D graphite). At nonzero shear, these directions

are prone to slip. The corresponding c-axis edge disloca-

tions involved in such slip are indeed known in graphite.

The six possible Burgers vectors 1=3ah2110i have a

magnitude b=a=0.246 nm (lattice constant), and the

dislocation core is identified as a 5/7 pentagon–heptagon

pair in the honeycomb lattice of hexagons. Therefore the

primary nucleated dipole must have a 5/7/7/5 configura-

tion (a 5/7 attached to an inverted 7/5 core). This con-

figuration is obtained in the perfect lattice (or a nanotube

wall) by a 90� rotation of a single C C bond, well known

in fullerene science as a Stone–Wales diatomic inter-

change. One is led to conclude that the SW transformation

is equivalent to the smallest slip in a hexagonal lattice and

must play a key role in the nanotube relaxation under

external force.

The preferred glide is the closest to the maximum shear

±45� lines and depends on how the graphene strip is rolled

up into a cylinder. This depends on nanotube helicity

specified by the chiral indices (c1, c2) or a chiral angle y
indicating how far the circumference departs from the

leading zigzag motif a1. The max jfbj is attained for the

dislocations with b=±(0,1) and their glide reduces the

strain energy

Eg ¼ � jfbaj ¼ � Ca2=2 sinð2y þ 60Þe ð11Þ

per one displacement, a. Here e is the applied strain and

C=Yh=342 N/m can be derived from the Young’s mod-

ulus of Y=1020 GPa and the interlayer spacing h=0.335

nm in graphite; one then obtains Ca2/2=64.5 eV. Eq. 11

allows one to compare different CNTs (assuming similar

amount of preexisting dislocations): the more energeti-

cally favorable is the glide in a tube, the earlier it must

yield to applied strain.

In a pristine nanotube molecule, the 5/7 dislocations

have to first emerge as a dipole by a prime SW transfor-

mation. Topologically, the SW defect is equivalent to

either one of the two dipoles, each formed by an �a/2

slip. Applying Eq. 11 to each of the slips, one finds

ESW ¼ EO � Ae � B sinð2y þ 30Þe ð12Þ

The first two terms, the zero-strain formation energy and

possible isotropic dilation, do not depend on chiral sym-

metry. The symmetry-dependent third term, which can

also be derived as a leading term in the Fourier series,

describes the fact that SW rotation gains more energy in

Fig. 7 SW transformations of an equatorially oriented bond

into a vertical position create a nucleus of relaxation (top left

corner). It evolves further as either a crack—brittle fracture

route, left column—or as a couple of dislocations gliding away

along the spiral slip ‘‘plane’’ (plastic yield, top row). In both

cases, only SW rotations are required as elementary steps. The

stepwise change of the nanotube diameter reflects the change of

chirality, bottom right image, causing the corresponding

variations of electrical properties (From Ref. [25].)
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an armchair (y=30�) CNT, making it thermodynamically

the weakest and most inclined to SW nucleation of the

dislocations, in contrast to the zigzag (y=0) where the

nucleation is least favorable.

Consider for example a (c,c) armchair CNT as a typical

representative (we will also see below that this armchair

type can undergo a more general scenario of relaxation).

The initial stress-induced SW rotation creates a geometry

that can be viewed as either a dislocation dipole or a tiny

crack along the equator. Once ‘‘unlocked,’’ the SW defect

can ease further relaxation. At this stage, both brittle

(dislocation pileup and crack extension) and plastic

(separation of dislocations and their glide away from each

other) routes are possible, the former usually at larger

stress and the latter at higher temperatures.

Formally, both routes correspond to a further sequence

of SW switches. The 90� rotation of the bonds at the

‘‘crack tip’’ (Fig. 7, left column) will result in a 7/8/7 flaw

and then 7/8/8/7, etc. This further strains the bonds—

partitions between the larger polygons, leading eventually

to their breakage, with the formation of greater openings

such as 7/14/7, etc. If the crack, represented by this

sequence, surpasses the critical Griffith size, it cleaves

the tubule.

In a more interesting distinct alternative, the SW rota-

tion of another bond (Fig. 7, top row) divides the 5/7 and 7/

5, as they become two dislocation cores separated by a

single row of hexagons. A next similar SW switch results

in a double-row separated pair of the 5/7’s and so on. This

corresponds, at very high temperatures, to a plastic flow

inside the nanotube molecule, when the 5/7 and 7/5 twins

glide away from each other driven by the elastic forces,

thus reducing the total strain energy (cf. Eq. 11). One re-

markable feature of such glide is a result of mere cylin-

drical geometry: the glide ‘‘planes’’ in case of nanotubes

are actually spirals, and the slow thermally activated

Brownian walk of the dislocations proceeds along these

well-defined trajectories. Similarly, their extraplanes are

just the rows of atoms also curved into the helices.

A nanotube with a 5/7 defect in its wall loses axial

symmetry and has a bent equilibrium shape; the calcula-

tions show[31] the junction angles <15�. Interestingly then,

an exposure of an even achiral nanotube to the axially

symmetric tension generates two 5/7 dislocations, and

when the tension is removed, the tube ‘‘freezes’’ in an

asymmetric configuration, S-shaped or C-shaped, de-

pending on the distance of glide, i.e., time of exposure.

This seemingly ‘‘symmetry-violating’’ mechanical test is

a truly nanoscale phenomenon. Of course, the symmetry is

conserved statistically because many different shapes

form under identical conditions.

When the dislocations sweep a noticeable distance,

they leave behind a tube segment changed strictly fol-

lowing the topological rules of dislocation theory. By

considering a planar development of the tube segment

containing a 5/7, for the new chirality vector c’, one finds

ðc01; c02Þ ¼ ðc1; c2Þ � ðb1; b2Þ ð13Þ

with the corresponding reduction of diameter, d. While the

dislocations of the first dipole glide away, a generation of

another dipole results, in further narrowing and propor-

tional elongation under stress, thus forming a neck as

shown above. The orientation of a generated dislocation

dipole is determined every time by the Burgers vector

closest to the lines of maximum shear (±45� cross at the

endpoint of the current circumference vector c). The

evolution of a (c,c) tube will be: (c,c)! (c,c�1)!
(c,c�2)! . . .(c,0)! [(c�1,1) or (c,�1)]!(c�1,0)!
[(c�2,1) or (c�1,�1)]! (c�2,0)![(c�3,1) or

(c�2,�1)]!(c�3,0), etc. It abandons the armchair (c,c)

type entirely, but then oscillates in the vicinity of zigzag

(c,0) kind, which appears a peculiar attractor. Corre-

spondingly, the diameter for a (10,10) tube changes step-

wise, d=1.36, 1.29, 1.22, 1.16 nm, etc., the local stress

grows in proportion, and this quantized necking can be

terminated by a cleave at late stages. Interestingly, such

plastic flow is accompanied by the change of electronic

structure of the emerging domains, governed by the vector

(c1,c2). The armchair tubes are metallic, and others are

semiconducting with the different band gap values. The

5/7 pair separating two domains of different chirality has

been discussed as a pure-carbon heterojunction, is ar-

gued to cause the current rectification detected in a

nanotube nanodevice,[32] and can be used to modify, in a

controlled way, the electronic structure of the tube. Here

we see how this electronic heterogeneity can arise from

a mechanical relaxation at high temperature: if the initial

tube was armchair-metallic, the plastic dilation trans-

forms it into a semiconducting type irreversibly.[25,26,33]

While the above analysis is based on atomic picture

(structure and interactions), recent developments[34] offer

an approach where the fracture nucleation can be de-

scribed rather elegantly within nonlinear continuum me-

Fig. 8 The geometries of (5,5) BN tubule with (a) 5/7/7/5

defect emerging at high tension and temperature and (b) 4/8/8/4

dislocation dipole. (From Ref. [35].)
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chanics (based on classical interatomic forces for carbon).

Whether this approach can describe change in chirality,

temperature dependence, or temporal aspects of relaxation

should yet be explored.

The dislocation theory allows one to expand the ap-

proach to other materials, and we have recently applied it

to boron nitride (BN) nanotubes.[35,36] While the binding

energy in BN is lower than in CNT, the formation of 5/7/

7/5 defect can be more costly because of Coulomb re-

pulsion between emerging BB and NN pairs (Fig. 8a)

(bonding in BN is partially ionic with strong preference to

chemical neighbor alternation in the lattice). Another

dislocation pair 4/8/8/4 that preserves the alternation must

be considered (Fig. 8b). It turns out that the quantitative

results are sensitive to the level of theory accuracy. Tight

binding approximation[37] underestimates the repulsion

by almost 3 eV.[35,36] Ab initio DFT calculations show

that 5/7/7/5 is metastable lowest energy defect in BN,

and its formation energy 5.5 eV is higher than 3.0 eV in

carbon,[35,36] thus suggesting higher thermodynamic sta-

bility of BN under tensile load. Relaxation under com-

pression is different as it involves skin-type buckling

also investigated recently.[38]

KINETIC APPROACH TO STRENGTH-
FAILURE EVALUATION

Computer simulations have provided a compelling evi-

dence of the mechanisms discussed above. By carefully

tuning a quasi-static tension in the tubule and gradually

elevating its temperature, with extensive periods of MD

annealing, the first stages of the mechanical yield of CNT

have been observed (Fig. 9).[27,28] In simulation of tensile

load, the novel patterns in plasticity and breakage, just as

described above, clearly emerge. At very high strain rate,

the details of primary defects cannot be seen and they only

begin to emerge at higher strain level, giving impression

of exceedingly high breaking strain.[17]

Fracture, of course, is a kinetic process where time is an

important parameter. Even a small tension, as any non-

hydrostatic stress, makes material thermodynamically

metastable and a generation of defects energetically fa-

vorable. Thus the important issue of strength remains

beyond the defect formation energy and its reduction with

the applied tension. Recently, we developed kinetic theory

Fig. 9 T=3000 K, strain 3%, plastic flow behavior (about 2.5

nsec). The shaded area indicates the migration path of the 5/7

edge dislocation. (From Ref. [28].)

Fig. 10 Activation barrier values (here computed within classical multibody potential, a) serve as input to the rate equation (14) and

the calculation of the yield strain as a function of time (here from 1 msec to 1 year, b), temperature (here 300 K), and chiral symmetry

(w). (From Ref. [30].)
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in application to CNT.[30,39] In this approach, we evaluate

conditions (strain e, temperature T) when the probability P

of defect formation becomes significant within laboratory

test time Dt,

P ¼ nDtNB=3
X

m

exp½ � Emðe; wÞ=kbT � � 1 ð14Þ

Here n=kbT/h is the usual attempt frequency and NB is the

number of bonds in the sample. Activation barrier Em(e,w)

must be computed as a function of strain and chirality w of

the tubule, and then the solution of this equation with

respect to e gives the breaking strain values. This approach

involved substantial computational work in finding the

saddle points and energies (Fig. 10a) for a variety of

conditions and for several transition state modes (index m

in the summation above). Obtained yield strain near 17%

(Fig. 10b,[30,39]) is in reasonable agreement with the series

of experimental reports. We currently are implementing

similar approach with ab initio level of saddle point bar-

rier calculations.[40] Preliminary data show higher 8–9 eV

barriers, but their reduction with tension is also faster.

Previously performed high strain rate simulations have

shown temperature dependence of breaking strain,[14,17]

consistent with the kinetic theory.[30] In a constant strain

rate arrangement (when the ends of the sample are pulled

from the equilibrium with certain rate), the rate equation is

slightly modified to its integral form. However, the main

contribution comes from the vicinity of the upper limit,

P ¼ nNB=3

Z X
m

expf�Em½eðtÞ; w�=kbTgdt � 1 ð15Þ

Simple analysis reveals certain invariant T� log(nDt) of

the time of failure and temperature (provided the constant

strain). Detailed simulations could shed additional light on

this aspect (Cho et al., private communication, 2002).

More significant finding reported recently[41] is that ki-

netic probability of SW bond rotation at room tempera-

tures can be rather small and the actual mechanism of

failure is a brittle cleave, through a sequence of ‘‘lattice-

trapped’’ states corresponding to individual broken bonds,

from one to two, three, etc.[41]

COALESCENCE OF NANOTUBES AS A
REVERSED FAILURE

Understanding the details of failure mechanism has led

us recently[42–44] to investigate an opposite process, a

Fig. 11 2-D geodesic projection (left) and the actual 3-D

structures (right) show the transformations from a pair of

separate (5,5) tubes (a) to a single defect-free nanotube.

Primary ‘‘polymerization’’ links form as two other bonds break

(b, dashed lines). The p/2 rotations of the links (the bonds subject

to such SW flip are dotted) and the SW flips of the four other

bonds in (c) produce a (5,0) neck (d). It widens by means of

another 10 SW rotations, forming a perfect single (5,5) tubule

(not shown). (From Ref. [42].)

Fig. 12 2-D projections (left) and the computed 3-D

intermediate structures (right) in the coalescence of the two

(10,10) nanotubes: separate caps (a) in a sequence similar to

Fig. 8 develop a (5,5) junction (b), which then shortens (c) and

widens into a (10,5) neck (d). Glide of the shaded 5/7 dis-

locations completes the annealing into a perfect (10,10) CNT

(not shown). Due to the fifth-fold symmetry, only two cells are

displayed. (From Ref. [42].)
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coalescence of nanoscale clusters analogous to macro-

scopic sintering or welding. Fusion of smaller components

into a larger whole is a ubiquitous process in condensed

matter. In molecular scale, it corresponds to chemical

synthesis, where exact rearrangement of atoms can be

recognized. Coalescence or sintering of macroscopic parts

is usually driven by the well-defined thermodynamic

forces (frequently, surface energy reduction), but the

atomic evolution path is redundant and its exact identifi-

cation is irrelevant. Exploring a possibility of the two

particles merging with atomic precision becomes com-

pelling in nanometer scale, where one aspires to ‘‘arrange

the atoms one by one.’’ Are the initial and final states

connected by a feasible path of atomic movements, or

separated by insurmountable barriers? Direct molecular

dynamics (MD) investigation is usually hampered by en-

ergy landscape traps and beyond very few atomic steps

needs to be augmented with additional analysis.

An example of very small particles is offered by ful-

lerene cages and CNTs. Fusion of fullerenes has been

previously reported and the lateral merging (diameter-

doubling) of CNT has been observed and simulated.[45,46]

In contrast, head-to-head coalescence of CNT segments

remained unexplored and of particular theoretical and

practical interest: Is it permitted by rigorous topology

rules to eliminate all the pentagons always present in the

CNT ends and thus dissolve the caps completely? Can this

occur through a series of well-defined elementary steps

and what is overall energy change if the system evolves

through the intermediate disordered states to the final

purely hexagonal lattice of continuous tubule? If feasible,

such ‘‘welding’’ can lead to increase of connectivity in

CNT arrays in bundles/ropes and crystals and thus sig-

nificantly improve the mechanical, thermal, and electrical

properties of material. In addition, determining the at-

omistic steps of small-diameter tube coalescence (with the

end caps identical to half-buckyball) can shed light on the

underlying mechanism of condensed phase conversion or

CNT synthesis from C60 components.

In Ref. [42] we have reported for the first time atom-

ically precise routes for complete coalescence of generic

fullerene cages: cap-to-cap CNT and C60 merging to-

gether to form defectless final structure. The entire pro-

cess is reduced to sequence of Stone–Wales bond switches

and therefore is likely the lowest energy path of trans-

formation. Several other examples of merging follow

immediately as special cases: coalescence of buckyballs in

peapod, joining of the two (5,5) tubes as in Fig. 11,

‘‘welding’’ the (10,10) to (10,10) following Fig. 12, etc.

The approach remains valid for arbitrary tubes with the

important constraint of unavoidable grain boundary for

the tubes of different chirality. The junction of (n,m) and

(n’,m’) must contain 5/7 dislocations or their equivalent of

(n�n’,m�m’) total Burgers vector.[25] The proposed

mechanism[42–44] has important implications for nano-

tube material (crystals, ropes) processing and property

enhancement, engineering of nanoscale junctions of var-

ious types, possible growth mechanisms with the C60 and

other nanoparticles as feedstock. In the context of nano-

mechanics, an interesting feature of the late stages of

coalescence is the annealing and annihilation of 5/7 pairs

in a process exactly reverse to the formation and glide of

these dislocation cores in the course of yield and failure

under tension. On the other hand, although covalent bond

flip represents intramolecular process, it is remarkable

how it can lead to possibility of global supramolecular

shape changes and reactions, from merging coalescence to

interpenetration and encapsulation.

TENSEGRITY AT
SUPRAMOLECULAR SCALE

Usual supramolecular interactions possess the same ge-

neric properties as any other interatomic forces: weak but

always present attraction at large distances (from tens of

nanometers) results in a relatively shallow potential

minimum at intermolecular vicinity of 0.2–0.5 nm spac-

ing. Closer, it turns into a steep repulsive potential which,

upon sufficient compression, can yield to a covalent

bonding. Therefore supramolecular forces by themselves

are unlikely to be able to support low-density assembly of

molecules and nanotubes in particular: they would form

aligned bundles or at least relatively dense random mats.

In this context, it became of interest recently to explore

transferability of certain ideas of macroengineering and to

Fig. 13 Molecular mechanics (relaxed with realistic inter-

atomic force-field and weak van der Walls interaction)

simulation of the simplest tensegrity structure c3t9 of carbon

nanotube beams connected by covalently attached to the cap

pentagons polyethylene chains (From Ref. [49].)
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connect rigid nanotubes by chemically attached polymer

segments to keep them apart. This seems at a first glance

counterintuitive—how adding flexible links can prevent

rigid beams from lumping together? However, at the

macroscopic scale, the idea goes back to Fuller,[47] who

has proposed and patented tensile–integrity structures,

hence the terms tensegrity in the literature. Tensegrity is a

design principle that describes how network structures

achieve shape stability. The main point is that a discon-

nected set of rigid beams can be tethered by sparse series

of tensile threads (each perfectly bendable and unsup-

portive to any compression) in such a way that global

structure can become rigid, sustain compressive global

load, and possess all-finite vibration eigenfrequencies.

Such engineered structures can be found in architecture,

furniture, entertainment, and aerospace applications (be-

cause of lightweight and ‘‘foldability’’). In cell biology,

cytoskeleton is also suggested to possess tensegrity

properties.[48] Fig. 13 shows simplest simulated tensegrity

unit (3 beams compression members connected by 9

chains tension members, c3t9 per Skelton’s nomenclature)

composed of rigid carbon nanotubes tethered by polymer

chains.[49] We have analyzed stability changes in such and

several similar structures upon removal of one chain or

adding a few extras.

CONCLUSION

Mechanics of nanotubes has attracted keen interest since

their discovery and over the past decade. Above, we have

described several established facts and properties together

with other, yet speculative aspects and possibilities. It

may be useful to reiterate in conclusion some observations

and notions of the field as discussed in this article.

Because of qualitative differences, nanotube mechan-

ics can be subdivided into intramolecular, involving bond

rearrangements and atomic removal or insertion within

the carbon lattice of the tube wall, and supramolecular

mechanics of interactions between the tube molecules. As

illustrated above, the latter can be a result of weak distant

interactions via dispersion van der Waals forces, stronger

direct electrostatic potentials, or by means of much

stronger covalent linkage-tethering of nanotubes through

intermediate functional groups or elongated chains (as in

the example of tensegrity designs). While supramolecular

interactions play central role in colloid chemistry, in

numerous biochemical processes, and have been broadly

studied, in case of nanotubes, certain special aspects

stand out. Great strength of carbon lattice makes it

qualitatively different from most other molecules often

involved in supramolecular processes: lowest activation

barrier for intratube bond rearrangements is 7–9 eV high,

which makes even covalent bonding with some other

species or between the tubes relatively small supramo-

lecular pertubation.

In contrast, the very same stiffness and ‘‘surface’’

smoothness of the tubes results in dramatic amplification

or the traditionally weak dispersion forces. Van der Waals

interactions add up along the tube–tube contact and yield

typically �1 eV per each nanometer of length, i.e., many

electron volts for a typical lateral contact. In turn, this

makes solubility or even mechanical separation of nano-

tube bundles a very challenging task. These distinct fea-

tures of supramolecular mechanics of nanotubes play

critical role in their assembly in arrays-bundles of

ropes, nematic crystals, or in their distribution in and

coupling with solvents or matrix substances in com-

posite materials.
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INTRODUCTION

As nanoscale graphitic structures, carbon nanotubes are

of great interest not only for their electronic and

mechanical properties, but also for their thermal proper-

ties. Because of their small size, quantum effects are

important, and the low-temperature specific heat and

thermal conductivity show direct evidence of 1-D

quantization of the phonon bandstructure. Modeling of

the low-temperature specific heat allows for determina-

tion of the on-tube phonon velocity, the splitting of

phonon subbands on a single tube, and the interaction

between neighboring tubes in a bundle. The thermal

conductivity of nanotubes has been examined both

theoretically and experimentally. Theoretical work pre-

dicts a room-temperature thermal conductivity that is

larger than graphite or diamond. Measurements show a

room-temperature thermal conductivity over 200 W/m K

for bulk samples of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs),

and over 3000 W/m K for individual multiwalled

nanotubes (MWNTs). Addition of nanotubes to epoxy

resin can double the thermal conductivity for a loading of

only 1%, showing that nanotube composite materials may

be useful for thermal management applications.

The first part of this manuscript discusses theoretical

and experimental work on the specific heat of nanotubes.

The section ‘‘Specific Heat’’ provides an introduction to

specific heat. In the section ‘‘Phonon Density of States,’’

the theoretically derived phonon density of states of na-

notubes and nanotube bundles is compared to that of 2-D

graphene and 3-D graphite. In ‘‘Theoretically Derived

Specific Heat,’’ the measured specific heat of nanotubes is

compared to theoretical models.

The second part of this manuscript reviews the thermal

conductivity of nanotubes. The first section provides

an introduction to thermal conductivity. The section

‘‘Thermal Conductivity: Theory’’ discusses theoretical

treatments of the thermal conductivity. ‘‘Measured K(T)

of SWNTs’’ reviews measurements of the thermal con-

ductivity of single-walled nanotubes, and ‘‘Measured

K(T) of MWNTs’’ reviews measurements of the ther-

mal conductivity of multiwalled nanotubes. Finally, ‘‘Ap-

plications’’ describes thermal conductivity measurements

of nanotube-based composites.

Specific Heat

The specific heat C(T) of a material is a sensitive probe of

the low-energy excitations. In 3-D graphite, 2-D graphene,

and nanotubes, phonons are the dominant excitations, and

the phonon specific heat Cph dominates C(T) at most

temperatures. Cph depends on the phonon density of states

r(o), and can be obtained by integrating r(o) together

with a temperature-dependent convolution factor account-

ing for the temperature-dependent occupation of each

phonon state[1]

Cph ¼
Z

kB
�ho
kBT

� �2
e

�ho
kBTð ÞrðoÞdo

e
�ho

kBT�1
� �2

ð1Þ

At a given temperature T, the convolution factor decreases

from a value of 1 at o=0 to a value of �0.1 at �ho=kBT/6,

so that phonons above this energy do not appreciably

contribute to the specific heat. In general, Eq. 1 must be

evaluated numerically.

At low temperatures, Cph probes only the lowest energy

phonons. These are the acoustic modes, whose dispersion

can often be expressed as a power law, r(o)/ka. For a

single such mode, Eq. 1 simplifies to

Cph / T ðd=aÞ ð2Þ

where d is the dimensionality of the system. For a linearly

dispersing mode (a=1), the specific heat is linear in T for

a 1-D system, and shows the familiar Debye T3 behavior

for a 3-D system.

Phonon Density of States

The phonon bandstructure of isolated nanotubes has been

calculated by Saito et al.[2,3] and by Sanchez-Portal et al.[4]

From the bandstructure, it is straightforward to calculate

the phonon density of states. Fig. 1 shows the phonon

density of states of a (10,10) nanotube, compared to the

density of states of a single 2-D sheet of graphene. When a

graphene sheet is ‘‘rolled’’ into a nanotube, the 2-D

bandstructure folds into a large number of 1-D subbands.

For a (10,10) tube, for instance, the six phonon bands

(three acoustic and three optical) of the graphene sheet
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become 66 separate 1-D subbands. A direct result of this

folding is that the nanotube density of states has a number

of sharp peaks as a result of 1-D van Hove singularities,

which are absent in graphene and graphite. In spite of the

presence of these singularities, the overall density of

states is similar at high energies, so that the high-

temperature specific heat should be roughly equal as well.

This is to be expected: the high-energy phonons are more

reflective of carbon–carbon bonding than the geometry of

the graphene sheet.

At low energies, the geometry of the nanotube causes

the phonon structure to substantially differ from that of the

parent graphene sheet. Fig. 2 shows the theoretically

derived low-energy phonon bandstructure of an isolated

(10,10) nanotube. There are four acoustic modes (those

with o!0 as k!0). All four have a linear dispersion,

o=nk, near the zone center. The longitudinal (LA) mode

has n=24 km/sec, the (doubly degenerate) transverse (TA)

mode has n=9 km/sec, and the ‘‘twist’’ mode has n=15

km/sec. The first (doubly degenerate) optical mode enters

at 2.7 meV.

The inset to Fig. 2 shows the nanotube phonon density

of states (solid line) derived from the bandstructure

shown. Only the four acoustic modes are present below

2.7 meV, producing a constant density of states. At the

band edge of each optical mode, the density of states

displays a van Hove singularity characteristic of 1-D

dispersion, and increases stepwise. By comparison, 2-D

graphene and 3-D graphite have very different low-energy

phonon structure. The dot–dashed line shows the phonon

density of states for an isolated graphene sheet:[3] r(o)

is large and roughly constant at low energy, and does not

extrapolate to zero at zero energy. This is because a

graphene sheet has an out-of-plane acoustic mode

(corresponding to a sheet-rolling motion) that is quadratic

in energy. For a 2-D system, this corresponds to a constant

r(o). The phonon density of states for 3-D graphite,

shown as the dashed line in the inset to Fig. 2, is sig-

nificantly smaller than that of 2-D graphene, and ap-

proaches zero at k=0. This is because interlayer coupling

introduces dispersion in the z direction, and moves low-

energy states upward in energy. The characteristic energy

scale for this process is the Debye energy ED
? of the

interlayer modes, which is roughly 10 meV.

Fig. 1 Phonon density of states of an isolated SWNT (solid

line), compared to a 2-D graphene sheet. (From Ref. [2].)

Fig. 2 Low-energy phonon bandstructure of an isolated (10,10)

SWNT. The inset shows the low-energy phonon density of

states, compared to that of 2-D graphene and 3-D graphite.

Fig. 3 Calculated low-energy phonon bandstructure of a

SWNT bundle, for the case of graphite-like (‘‘strong’’)

coupling. (From Ref. [5].)
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By analogy to the case of graphite, intertube interaction

in bundles should depress the low-energy density of states

in SWNT bundles. The characteristic energy for this

process is the Debye energy of intertube modes. Because

of the heterogeneous nature of nanotube bundles, it is

difficult to calculate these modes theoretically. Mizel

et al.[5] considered the case in which the coupling is

graphite-like. By adjusting standard coupling constants

for graphite for the case of tubular structures, they derived

a bandstructure that has ED
?�5 meV. However, because

of issues of incommensurability between neighboring

nanotubes, the true intertube coupling is likely to be

weaker than this. Fig. 3 shows the 3-D dispersion of the

nanotube acoustic modes calculated by Mizel et al.

Theoretically Derived Specific Heat

For a given r(o), it is straightforward to calculate C(T)

using Eq. 1. The lines in Fig. 4 show the specific heat

calculated from the known phonon bandstructure of

graphene and graphite, from the predicted bandstructure

of an isolated SWNT, and from the predicted bandstruc-

ture of a SWNT bundle in the case of graphite-like

(‘‘strong’’) coupling. At temperatures above �100 K, the

specific heat of all four materials is quite similar.

However, at lower temperatures, the specific heats diverge

substantially. The isolated graphene sheet displays the

largest specific heat, which is roughly linear in T because

of the 2-D quadratic sheet-rolling mode. The isolated

nanotube specific heat is smaller, as a result of the absence

of the rolling mode. At the lowest temperatures, the

isolated nanotube C(T) is linear in T. The contribution of

each acoustic mode to C(T) is can be analytically

expressed:[6]

Cph ¼
pk2

BT

�hnrm

ð3Þ

where rm is the linear mass density. Above �8 K, the

slope of C(T) increases, as the optical subbands begin to

contribute. The linear behavior at low T is a direct

signature of the 1-D quantized nature of the nanotube

phonon bandstructure. Interlayer coupling (in graphite)

and intertube coupling (in strongly coupled bundles)

depresses the C(T) at low T. In real samples, the tem-

perature at which the measured C(T) diverges from

the single-tube curve provides measure of the actual in-

tertube coupling.

Electronic Specific Heat

A metallic SWNT is a one-dimensional metal with a

constant density of states near the Fermi level. At low

temperatures, it will have an electronic heat capacity that

is linear in temperature, with a magnitude given by.[6]

Cel ¼
4pk2

BT

3�hnFrm

ð4Þ

where nF is the Fermi velocity. Because there are four

acoustic phonon modes, the ratio between the phonon and

electron specific heat is

Cph

Cel

	 nF

nph

	 100 ð5Þ

so that, as expected, the phonon contribution will domi-

nate the electron contribution.

Measured Specific Heat of SWNTs

The solid circles in Fig. 4 represent the measured specific

heat of a bulk sample of highly purified single-walled

nanotubes over the range 2–300 K.[7] The measured C(T)

data agree with all of the theoretical curves at high T, as is

to be expected; this is a good confirmation that experi-

mental errors such as sample contamination were not

significant. At low T, the measured C(T) follows the

predicted curve for isolated SWNTs over almost the entire

temperature range, diverging below the single-tube curve

only below �5 K. This surprising result indicates that the

tube–tube coupling in real samples is substantially weaker

than would be expected from a straightforward analogy

to graphite.

Fig. 5 highlights the specific heat data at low tem-

perature. The measured C(T) shows a linear temperature

dependence from 2 to 8 K, with an upturn above 8 K. This

behavior is a direct signature of the 1-D quantized nature

Fig. 4 Calculated specific heat (lines) of graphene, isolated

SWNTs, graphite, and strongly coupled SWNT bundles. The

solid points represent the measured specific heat of a bulk

sample of SWNTs. (From Ref. [7].)
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of the SWNT phonon bandstructure, as discussed above.

The lines in Fig. 5 represent the results of fitting the

measured data to a simplified theory that takes into

account intertube coupling. The low-energy phonon

structure is simplified to include two phonon modes: a

fourfold-degenerate acoustic mode with (high) on-tube

Debye energy ED and (low) transverse Debye energy ED
?;

and a doubly degenerate optical subband with a band

minimum at Esub. The lines shown are obtained after

varying all three parameters to obtain the best fit to the

data. The dot–dashed line represents the contribution from

the acoustic modes, with ED=92 meV and ED
?=1.2 meV.

Its contribution is roughly cubic at low temperatures, then

roughly linear above �2 K, corresponding to the sat-

uration of the intertube modes. The dashed line represents

the contribution from the optical mode, with Esub=4.1

meV. This mode begins to contribute at �7 K, and the

sum of the two contributions (solid line) fits the data well

over the entire range from 2–12 K, above which it can be

expected that other optical subbands will begin

to contribute.

The values for the fitting parameters in this model are

directly related to the mechanical properties of nanotube

bundles. The measured value of ED (92 meV) agrees well

with the value of 103 meV that can be derived from theory,

confirming the high phonon velocity in the tubes, which is

a direct result of their high Young’s modulus and low

density. On the other hand, the value of ED
? is much

weaker than would be expected from a simple analogy to

graphite. This indicates that coupling between the tubes in

bundles is very weak, an issue that will need to be care-

fully considered for applications such as high-strength

composites. The measured value of Esub (4.1 meV) is

slightly larger than the theoretically derived value of 2.7

meV, which may be a result of mode stiffening due to

radial tube–tube interaction. In fact, the measured value

is in good agreement with theoretical calculations for

nanotube bundles.[8] An unresolved issue is the seeming

contradiction between the weak tube–tube coupling im-

plied by the low transverse Debye energy, and the stif-

fening of the first optical mode. It may be that bundles

are relatively well coupled radially, but are weak in

shear. Detailed theoretical investigation of this matter is

still needed.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Because of the high thermal conductivity of diamond

and graphite, it is interesting to examine whether nano-

tubes exhibit high thermal conductivity, a property that

might complement their extraordinary electrical and me-

chanical properties. This property has been addressed

theoretically for single tubes, experimentally for bulk

samples of SWNTs, and experimentally for individual

multiwalled nanotubes

In general, the thermal conductivity K is a tensor

quality, but for this discussion, it is only important to

consider the diagonal elements:

Kzz ¼
X

Cn2
z t ð6Þ

where C is the specific heat, and nz and t are the group

velocity (n=do/dk) and relaxation time of a given phonon

state. At low temperatures (T
YD), the relaxation time is

determined by scattering off of fixed impurities, defects,

sample boundaries, etc. and is roughly constant. Therefore

in ordinary materials, the low-temperature thermal con-

ductivity has the same temperature dependence as the

specific heat. However, in anisotropic materials, this

relationship does not strictly hold. Because the contribu-

tion of each state is weighted by the scattering time and

the square of the velocity, the thermal conductivity

preferentially samples states with high v and t. For

instance, in graphite, the thermal conductivity parallel to

the basal planes is only weakly dependent on the

interlayer phonons. In SWNT bundles, it is likely that

K(T) depends only on the on-tube phonons, rather than the

intertube modes.

Thermal conductivity is of particular interest in low-

dimensional systems. For a 1-D ballistic electronic

channel, the electronic conductance is quantized, with a

universal value of

G0 ¼
2e2

h
ð7Þ

Fig. 5 Measured specific heat of SWNTs at low temperature,

fit with a simplified model. The fitting parameters are given in

the text. (From Ref. [7].)
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Similarly, for a single ballistic 1-D channel, the thermal

conductance is independent of materials parameters, and

there exists a quantum of thermal conductance, which is

linear in temperature.

Gth ¼
p2k2

BT

3h
ð8Þ

Conditions for observation of this quantum were first

examined in detail by Rego and Kirczenow.[9] Using

lithographically defined nanostructures, Schwab et al.[10]

confirmed this value experimentally.

At high temperatures, three-phonon Umklapp scatter-

ing begins to limit the phonon relaxation time. Therefore

the phonon thermal conductivity displays a peak and

decreases with increasing temperature. Umklapp scatter-

ing requires production of a phonon beyond the Brillouin

zone boundary; because of the high Debye temperature of

diamond and graphite, the peak in the thermal conductiv-

ity of these materials is near 100 K, significantly higher

than for most other materials. In less crystalline forms of

graphite, such as carbon fibers, the peak in K(T) occurs at

higher temperatures, because defect scattering remains

dominant over Umklapp scattering to higher tempera-

ture.[11] In low-dimensional systems, it is difficult to

conserve both energy and momentum for Umklapp

processes,[12] and so it may be possible that Umklapp

scattering is suppressed in nanotubes relative to 2-D or 3-

D forms of carbon.

A measurement of K(T) yields the combined contribu-

tion of the electrons and phonons. However, a simulta-

neous measurement of the electrical conductivity s
provides a measure of the electron thermal conductivity

Ke from the Wiedemann–Franz law[1]

Ke

sT
	 L0 ¼ 2:45� 10�8 ðV=KÞ2 ð9Þ

In this way, the phonon contribution can be deduced by

subtracting the electronic contribution from the total

measured thermal conductivity.

Thermal Conductivity: Theory

Berber et al.[13] have calculated the phonon thermal

conductivity of isolated nanotubes. Fig. 6 shows the

results of theoretical calculations of the phonon thermal

conductivity of an isolated SWNT. K(T) peaks near 100 K,

and then decreases with increasing temperature. The value

of K at the peak (37,000 W/m K) is comparable to the

highest thermal conductivity ever measured (41,000 W/m

K for an isotopically pure diamond sample at 104 K).

Even at room temperature, the thermal conductivity is

quite high (6600 W/m K), exceeding the reported room-

temperature thermal conductivity of isotopically pure

diamond by almost a factor of 2.

Fig. 7 shows the calculated nanotube thermal conduc-

tivity compared to the calculated thermal conductivity of a

single plane of graphene and that of 3-D graphite. In

graphite, the interlayer interactions quench the thermal

conductivity by nearly 1 order of magnitude. It is likely

that the same process occurs in nanotube bundles. Thus it

is significant that the coupling between tubes in bundles is

weaker than expected. It may be that this weak coupling,

which is problematic for mechanical applications of

nanotubes, is an advantage for thermal applications.

Measured K(T ) of SWNTs

Fig. 8 shows the measured K(T) of a bulk sample of

SWNTs.[14–16] K(T) increases with increasing temperature

to 300 K; the decreasing slope at high temperature may

indicate the onset of Umklapp scattering. It is difficult to

ascertain the intrinsic thermal conductivity of an individ-

ual tube from these measurements, although they point

strongly to a very high value. In disordered ‘‘mat’’

samples, the room-temperature thermal conductivity is

�35 W/m K.[15] However, the nanotubes in such a sample
Fig. 6 Calculated thermal conductivity of an isolated SWNT,

as a function of temperature. (From Ref. [13].)

Fig. 7 Calculated nanotube thermal conductivity (solid line)

compared to the thermal conductivity of a 2-D graphene sheet

(dot–dashed line) and 3-D graphite (dotted line). (From

Ref. [13].)
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are highly tangled, and the thermal path is considerably

longer than the direct distance between points. This effect

can be reduced by aligning the nanotubes; in samples

where the nanotubes have been aligned by filtration in a

magnetic field, the thermal conductivity is significantly

higher, above 200 W/m K,[14] which is comparable to that

of a good metal. Even in these samples, the thermal

conductivity is likely to be limited by tube–tube junctions,

so that the intrinsic single-tube thermal conductivity is

certainly higher. Significantly, the temperature depen-

dence of the thermal conductivity is roughly the same for

both types of samples, suggesting that the measured K(T)

reflects the intrinsic temperature dependence of the single-

tube K(T).

Using Eq. 7, it is possible to calculate the electronic

contribution to the thermal conductivity. In all samples,

simultaneous measurement of the electrical and thermal

conductivity shows that the electronic contribution to the

thermal conductivity is only �1% of the total, so that

phonons dominate K(T) at all temperatures.

At low temperature, SWNT samples exhibit a linear

K(T), strongly suggesting quantum effects. Because of the

large number of nanotubes in a bulk sample, it is not

possible to directly observe the thermal conductivity

quantum measured by Schwab et al.[10] However, it is

possible to measure the K(T) of SWNT samples with

varying diameters: the phonon subband splitting is higher

in smaller-diameter tubes, so that the linear K(T) behavior

should extend to higher temperature. Fig. 9 shows the

thermal conductivity divided by temperature, K/T, of two

nanotube samples, one with average diameter 1.2 nm and

the other with average diameter 1.4 nm.[16] In both

samples, K/T approaches a constant value at low T, just as

is expected for 1-D channels. At higher temperatures, K/T

increases as more phonon modes contribute. In the 1.2-nm

diameter sample, the upturn in K/T occurs �5 K higher

than in the 1.4-nm diameter sample. This shift provides

additional evidence that the low-T linear behavior is true

1-D thermal conductivity. However, one unresolved issue

is the different temperature ranges of the 1-D regime in

heat capacity vs. thermal conductivity. For constant

scattering time, the temperature ranges should be approx-

imately identical. One possible explanation is that the

phonons in the optical bands are much more strongly

scattered, and so do not begin to contribute to the thermal

conductivity until higher temperatures.

Measured K(T ) of MWNTs

Because of the large diameter of MWNTs, the temperature

scale for quantum effects should be quite small, and their

thermal conductivity should be that of a 2-D system with

linear acoustic phonons. The K(T) of such a 2-D sheet

should follow a T2 temperature dependence. Graphite

shows a temperature dependence closer to T2.3, because of

the effect of the quadratically dispersing out-of-plane

mode.[17] As was discussed above, interlayer effects can be

ignored when considering the thermal conductivity.

Yi et al.[18] have measured K(T) for bulk samples of

MWNTs. They found a roughly T2 temperature depen-

dence up to 100 K, as expected. The room-temperature

thermal conductivity of these samples is only �25 W/m

K, possibly as a result of the effects of tube–tube contacts,

or also of the incomplete graphitization in their samples.

Fig. 8 Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of a bulk

sample of SWNTs which have been aligned by filtration in a

high magnetic field. (From Ref. [14].)

Fig. 9 Thermal conductivity divided by temperature for

SWNT samples with different average diameters. The smaller-

diameter tubes exhibit linear K(T) up to higher temperature,

consistent with quantization effects. (From Ref. [16].)
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Recently, Kim et al.[19] have used a microfabricated

structure (inset to Fig. 10) to directly measure the thermal

conductivity of individual MWNTs. The data in Fig. 10

show the measured thermal conductivity of one MWNT.

K(T) increases as T2 up to �100 K, peaks near 300 K, and

decreases above this temperature. Again, the quadratic

temperature dependence is exactly what would be

expected for large-diameter nanotubes that essentially

act as 2-D sheets. The room-temperature value of K(T) is

over 3000 W/m K.

Applications

The high thermal conductivity of nanotubes may be useful

for a number of thermal management applications, such as

heat sinking of silicon processors, or to increase the

thermal conductivity of plastics in such areas as housing

for electric motors. Although many groups have studied

nanotube–epoxy composite materials for their mechanical

properties, their possible thermal properties have only

recently attracted attention.

Biercuk et al.[20] have measured the thermal conduc-

tivity of epoxy resin loaded with SWNTs. Fig. 11 shows

the enhancement in the thermal conductivity for loadings

up to 1% SWNTs, and the enhancement for identical

loadings of graphitic carbon fibers. Addition of 1%

SWNTs doubles the thermal conductivity of the epoxy,

while the same loading of carbon fibers provides only a

�40% increase. This initial result is quite promising for

the development of composites for thermal management.

Fig. 10 Measured thermal conductivity of a single MWNT. (From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 11 Enhancement of the thermal conductivity of epoxy

resin as a function of loading by SWNTs and by carbon fibers.

(From Ref. [20].)
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CONCLUSION

The thermal properties of carbon nanotubes are dominated

by phonons. The measured specific heat of SWNTs

closely matches calculations based on the phonon band-

structure of isolated nanotubes, and shows direct evidence

of 1-D quantization of the phonon bandstructure. This

shows that coupling between nanotubes in a bundle is

relatively weak; detailed modeling permits direct mea-

surement of the tube–tube coupling strength, as well as the

low-energy phonon structure. Theoretical work predicts a

room-temperature thermal conductivity of 6600 W/m K

for individual nanotubes. Measurements show a room-

temperature thermal conductivity over 200 W/m K for

bulk samples of single-walled nanotubes, and over 3000

W/m K for individual multiwalled nanotubes. Addition of

nanotubes to epoxy resin can double the thermal conduc-

tivity for a loading of only 1%, showing that nanotube

composite materials may be useful for thermal manage-

ment applications.
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Catalysis by Supported Gold Nanoclusters
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INTRODUCTION

The physical and chemical properties of supported Au

clusters are markedly sensitive to cluster size and mor-

phology. To investigate the origin of the unique properties

of nanosized Au clusters, model catalysts consisting of Au

clusters of varying sizes have been prepared on single

crystal TiO2(110) and ultrathin films of single crystalline

TiO2, SiO2, and Al2O3. The morphology, electronic struc-

ture, and catalytic properties of these supported Au clusters

have been investigated using an array of surface analytical

techniques with particular emphasis to the unique proper-

ties of clusters <5.0 nm in size. These studies illustrate the

novel and unique physical and chemical properties of

nanosized supported metal clusters.

BACKGROUND

Unique electronic and chemical properties are known to

develop in solids when the dimensions of the solid reach

the nanoscale.[1–3] These changes, which include discrete

electronic structures, modified physical structures, and

altered chemical reactivities, manifest themselves as new

physical and chemical properties not observed in the

‘‘bulk’’ form of the material. Developing an understand-

ing and ability to control the key features of nanoscale

catalysts are daunting scientific challenges, yet could lead

to the long-sought goals of optimum catalytic activities

combined with highly specific selectivities.

It is well established that ultrasmall metal clusters on

supports have catalytic properties distinct from those

properties of large bulk-like particles, as illustrated by the

selective oxidation of propylene to propylene oxide by

gold,[4] alkene and arene hydrogenation catalysis,[5] and

CO oxidation.[6–8] In these examples, the catalytic

properties improve as the clusters become smaller. On

the other hand, a reduction in size of the metal cluster can

lead to less desirable catalytic properties as seen for

ammonia synthesis on iron.[9] Various explanations have

been offered to account for the unique properties of

nanoscaled metal catalysts,[6–8] however, much remains to

be understood. Clearly, experimental and theoretical

studies will be required to develop an in-depth under-

standing of the unique catalytic properties of limited

dimensional solids.

The complexity of high surface area technical catalysts

makes developing an atomic-level understanding an

extremely challenging problem. Surface science studies

offer atomic-level information regarding the details of

catalytically relevant surfaces, but have traditionally

focused on well-defined, single-crystal metal surfaces to

address the relationship between reactivity and surface

morphology. Single crystal studies, however, obviously

do not address the size-dependent structural and electronic

properties that are unique to metal nanoparticles. Toward

the goal of understanding the properties of supported

metal clusters, several groups have begun investigations

of metal clusters supported on planar oxide surfaces.[10–14]

Our group, in particular, has focused extensively on the

unique properties of supported gold clusters for selective

oxidation reactions.[15]

Our approach to studying supported metal clusters has

been to combine ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) surface analyt-

ical methods with an elevated pressure reactor system

shown schematically in Fig. 1. The design has been

described in detail.[14,16] This arrangement allows pres-

sures to 1 bar in the high-pressure cell without signifi-

cantly altering the vacuum integrity of the UHV chamber.

This arrangement facilitates the acquisition of kinetic data

at elevated pressures using a conventional gas chromato-

graph. Polarization modulation infrared reflection absorp-

tion spectroscopy (PM-IRAS) is available as a probe of

surface species present under reaction conditions.[13]

The oxide surfaces used as supports in these studies

were either a TiO2(110) single crystal (Commercial

Crystal Laboratories) or single crystalline TiO2, Al2O3,

or SiO2 thin films synthesized on a refractory metal

substrate. Thin film TiO2 was deposited onto a Mo(110)

single crystal.[17] Similarly, the SiO2 and Al2O3 supports

were epitaxially grown as thin films deposited onto

Mo(110)[18–20] and Re(0001)[21–23] substrates, respective-

ly. Details of the sample mounting, cleaning, etc. can be

found elsewhere.[14]

The Au doser was constructed by wrapping high-purity

Au wire (99.99%) around 0.010-diameter tungsten fila-

ments (H&R Cross), which were then resistively heated in

vacuum by passing current through the filament wires. The

Au wire wrapping was melted and thoroughly outgassed to
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remove impurities prior to use. The Au flux was calibrated

via integrating the Au temperature-programmed desorp-

tion peak area from a Re(0001) substrate[15] and also using

the metal-to-substrate Auger intensity ‘‘break’’ to denote

the first monolayer equivalent (ML).[24]

This article focuses on our recent studies on these

model catalysts to understand the special properties that

nanosized clusters exhibit with respect to a variety of

catalytic reactions.

MODEL CATALYSTS:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis

The synthesis of a typical model catalyst used in these

studies is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The procedure

begins with a refractory metal substrate, such as Mo, Ta,

or Re, that has been cleaned by standard procedures and

verified clean with surface analytical techniques. The

structure of the substrate is chosen specifically to match

the particular oxide film to be grown since crystal orien-

tation and the nature of the interface or critical parameters

in obtaining a high-quality film. A thin metal oxide film,

typically 1–10 nm thick, is then deposited onto the metal

substrate by vapor deposition of the parent metal in an O2

environment. Thin films of SiO2,[18–20] Al2O3,[21–23]

TixOy,
[17,25]MgO,[26–29]NiO,[30–33]and FexOy

[34] have been

prepared using this methodology. Finally, metal clusters

are formed on the oxide thin film by vapor depositing the

metal of choice. By the judicious control of the metal

deposition parameters, metal clusters of varying size can

be routinely achieved.[14] A variety of oxide/metal

systems have been synthesized in our laboratories in-

cluding Cu/SiO2,[35,36] Pd/SiO2,[37] Ni/SiO2,[38] Pd/

Al2O3,[39–41] Cu/Al2O3,[23,39] Au/Al2O3,[39] Ni/Al2O3,[42]

Au/TiO2,[43] and Pd/MgO.[43]

Characterization

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is an indispensable

technique for characterizing planar surfaces with suffi-

cient conductivity. Fig. 3a shows a CCT-STM micrograph

of 0.25 ML Au deposited onto a single crystal

TiO2(110).[8,15] The deposition was performed at 300 K

followed by an anneal of the TiO2 surface to 850 K.

Three-dimensional (3-D) Au clusters have average diam-

eters of �2.6 and �0.7 nm height (corresponding to 2–3

atoms thick) and preferentially nucleate on step edges.

Quasi-two-dimensional (2-D) clusters are characterized

by heights of 1–2 atomic layers.[44] An enlarged STM

micrograph (150�150 nm2) of a Au-covered (1.0 ML)

TiO2(110) surface is shown in Fig. 3b. Hemispherical

clusters with a narrow size distribution grow preferentially

along the step edges with clusters on the flat terraces

evident as well. At a Au coverage of 1.0 ML, more than

60% of the substrate is still metal-free and separated by

mono-atomic steps, consistent with 3-D clustering or a

Volmer–Weber (VW) growth mode.

Cluster size and density were studied as a function of

metal coverage. With increasing Au coverage, the average

cluster size (diameter) increases from 2.0 nm for 0.10 ML

Au to 5.4 nm for 4.0 ML Au. However, the cluster density

rapidly increases upon deposition of 0.10 ML Au, while

the cluster density remains essentially constant at higher

Au coverages (>1.0 ML). With an increase in the Au

coverage from 0.10 to 0.25 ML, the cluster density

Fig. 1 Schematic of the combined surface analytical chamber with an elevated pressure reactor. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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increases by�30%, with a further increase of�50% from

0.25 to 1.0 ML Au. The cluster density reaches a

maximum at �2.0 ML where �70% of the substrate

surface is covered by Au clusters. At higher Au coverages,

the cluster density declines because of cluster coalescence

and agglomeration. Approximately 60% of the nucleating

sites are populated at a coverage of 0.25 ML.[45]

The cluster size, in contrast to cluster density, increases

continuously with Au coverage. Increasing the Au

deposition from 0.10 to 2.0 ML increases the cluster size

from 2.0 to 4.5 nm. A rapid increase in Au cluster size

occurs for very low Au coverages (below 0.10 ML).

Higher Au coverages correlate with a limited cluster

growth. It is noteworthy that the increase in cluster

volume is not proportional to the increase in cluster size.

For example, a 22% increase in the average cluster

diameter, from 3.7 (1.0) to 4.5 nm (2.0 ML), corresponds

to an 80% increase in the average cluster volume. This

correlation between Au coverage and Au cluster diameter

demonstrates that vacuum deposition can produce a

specific size range and shape of Au clusters for model

catalyst studies.[45]

Catalytic Properties

A correlation has been observed between the Au cluster

size and the catalytic activity for the partial oxidation of

CO on Au/TiO2(110)-(1�1). Fig. 4a shows a plot of the

Fig. 2 Schematic of the preparation method for the synthesis of supported metal clusters on thin film oxide surfaces. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 (a) A CCT-STM image of a 0.25 ML Au deposited onto TiO2(110)-(1�1) prepared just prior to a CO:O2 reaction. The sample

had been annealed to 850 K for 2 min. (b) General morphology of Au clusters on the TiO2(110) surface (2.0 V, 2.0 nA). The evaporation

rate was 0.083 ML min�1 and the Au coverage was 1.0 ML. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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activity for CO oxidation [expressed as (product mole-

cules)� (total Au atoms on surface sites)�1 sec�1 or

turnover frequency (TOF)] at 350 K as a function of the

size of Au clusters supported on a TiO2(110)-(1�1)

substrate.[8,46] The CO and O2 (1:5 mixture of CO:O2)

reaction was carried out over Au/TiO2 catalysts at 40-Torr

total pressure.[8,46,47] A thin film of TiO2 epitaxially

grown on a Mo(100) substrate[17] onto which Au clusters

were deposited was used for the reaction kinetics

measurements carried out in the reactor portion of

Fig. 1. Scanning tunneling microscopy measurements of

Au deposited onto a TiO2(110)-(1�1) single crystal were

carried out in parallel with the kinetic measurements. The

product (CO2) was extracted from the reactor with a

vacuum syringe, compressed and analyzed with a GC. For

each point in Fig. 4a, a particular Au cluster size was

prepared then subjected to the CO2:O2 reaction. The

cluster sizes of the Au particles and coverage of the

surface sites obtained from parallel STM imaging experi-

ments were used to calculate the TOF. The activity of the

Au/TiO2 catalysts exhibits a maximum TOF at an average

Au cluster diameter of �3.5 nm and decreases with an

increase in diameter.

Fig. 4(b) is a histogram that shows the distribution of

Au clusters with sizes ranging from 2.0 to 4.0 nm that are

specifically two atoms thick (with diameters between 2.5

and 3.0 nm). The close correspondence between the

maximum in the histogram and the maximum in the

reactivity data is strongly suggestive that 2-atom-thick Au

structures are optimally active for CO oxidation.[8]

Fig. 5 shows a plot of the scanning tunneling spec-

troscopy (STS) band gaps measured over the cluster

size regime used for the CO:O2 reactions of Fig. 4a. There

is a clear correlation between the onset of catalytic

activity and the observed metal-to-nonmetal transition in

the supported Au clusters. The average Au cluster size

where nonmetallic properties become apparent is 3.5 nm

in diameter and 1.0 nm in height, corresponding to

approximately 300 atoms per cluster. The square data in

Fig. 5 are for those clusters two layers thick ranging in

size from 2.0 to 4.0 nm in diameter and are those clusters

which exhibit optimum catalytic activity for the CO

oxidation reaction. The STS-measured band gaps of this

group of clusters range from 0.2 to 0.6 V. These results

demonstrate that electronic properties as a function of

cluster size play a crucial role in defining the catalytic

reactivity of small clusters.[8,46]

Adsorbate Binding Energies

Thermodynamic data regarding the adsorption of CO on

Au/TiO2 catalysts with varying Au cluster sizes have been

acquired with TPD using the well-known Redhead

method[48] and with IRAS using the Clausius–Clapeyron

relationship.[49,50] Results for these measurements are

displayed in Fig. 6. CO adsorption on Au clusters larger

Fig. 4 (a) The activity for CO oxidation at 350 K as a function

of Au cluster size supported on TiO2(110)-(1�1). A 1:5 CO:O2

mixture was used at a total pressure of 40 Torr. Activity is

expressed as (product molecules)� (total Au atoms)�1 sec�1. (b)

Histogram of the distribution of cluster sizes and morphologies.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Cluster band gaps measured by STS as a function of Au

cluster size supported on TiO2(110)-(1�1). The band gaps were

obtained while the corresponding topographic scan was acquired

on various Au coverages ranging from 0.2 to 4.0 ML. .: Two-

dimensional (2-D) clusters; }: 3-D clusters, 2-atom layers in

height; 4: 3-D clusters, 3-atom layers or greater in height. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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than �4.0 nm behaves as bulk Au. However, as the

clusters become smaller, the heat of CO adsorption

increases from 12 kcal mol�1 to a maximum of 19 kcal

mol�1 for clusters �3.0 nm in diameter.[51] Both sets of

data in Fig. 6 suggest a marked increase in the adsorption

energy with a decrease in cluster size; however, the results

derived using the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship show a

maximum that correlates remarkably close to the maxi-

mum observed in the reactivity measurements of Fig. 4a.

A similar increase in the binding energy of O2 with a

decrease in the Au cluster size on TiO2 has been observed

recently.[52] In any case, clearly, the effects of cluster size

on the adsorption properties of Au clusters are significant

and likely a key to the altered catalytic properties

displayed by ultrasmall Au clusters.

Electronic Properties

Fig. 7a shows the core level binding energies (BE) for the

Au 4f7/2 core level as a function of Au cluster coverage on

a TiO2(110) surface.[15] A +0.8-eV BE shift is evident for

small clusters (0.02 ML, �2-nm diameter) with a gradual

Fig. 6 CO heats of adsorption as a function of Au cluster size on a TiO2(110) support. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 (a) XPS binding energies of the Au 4f7/2 core level as a function of Au cluster coverage (ranging from 0.02 ML—bulk) on

TiO2(110). (b) XPS binding energies for Au clusters on TiO2 compared with Au clusters on SiO2. The histogram takes into account the

initial and final contributions to the observed overall BE shifts for Au on the two supports. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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shift to the bulk value of Au 4f7/2=84.0 eV[53] with

increasing cluster size (6 ML Au coverage, �5-nm

diameter). This increase in the BE with a decrease in

cluster size is consistent with an earlier XPS study by

Mason[54] where the relative BE shifts of Au clusters (of

varying sizes) supported on SiO2 and Al2O3 were shown

to depend upon the relative abilities of the substrate to

screen the outgoing photoelectrons (final state effects).

However, a comparison of the relative core level BE shifts

of the Au/TiO2 with the Au/SiO2 shows that the BE shift

for Au/SiO2 is significantly larger (+1.6 eV) than that for

Au/TiO2 (+0.8 eV) in the transition from large to small

cluster sizes. Differences in the magnitudes of these Au

cluster core level BE shifts are believed to result from the

relative strengths of the interaction of Au with the two

metal oxide supports. Recent theoretical calculations[55]

predict an initial state reduction in the BE of 1.1–1.5 eV

for the 4 f7/2 core levels of Au on TiO2. As shown in

Fig. 7b, this relatively large initial state contribution to

the core level shift of Au/TiO2 relative to Au/SiO2 is

sufficient to account for the 0.8-eV difference observed

for the total BE shifts measured for these two oxide

supports. Fig. 8 shows the total density of states (TDOS)

calculated for bulk Au compared with Au adsorbed on

TiO2.[55] For adsorbed Au, the Au d bands are much closer

to Ef because of the charge polarization in the interfacial

region and a subsequent increase of the potential in the

adlayer. Such a large energy shift of the Au 5d band

toward the Ef, as discussed by Hammer and Norskov,[56]

should strongly alter the surface chemical properties of

Au/TiO2 from those of a clean bulk Au surface.

Cluster Sublimation Energies

Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) is a useful

tool for obtaining detailed information on adsorbate-

surface bonding and on adsorbate–adsorbate interactions,

desorption kinetics, and determining binding energies of

metals adsorbed onto surfaces. Temperature-programmed

desorption binding energy determinations also allow for

Fig. 8 The total density of states (TDOS) of Au/TiO2(110) in

the top panel and the local density of states for Au on TiO2(110)

compared with Au in bulk Au(001). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 A set of TPD spectra of Au (m/e=197) on a 2.5-nm-thick SiO2 thin film on Mo(110) at Au cluster coverages ranging from 0.2 to

5.0 ML. The inset shows a plot of Esub determined from leading edge analysis. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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comparative estimations of admetal cluster size on

different oxide supports. In a series of TPD spectra

acquired for Au on SiO2, a marked decrease in the Au

cluster binding energies, denoted by the peak temperature

maximum (Tm) in the TPD of the clusters, is observed.[15]

Fig. 9a shows a family of TPD spectra taken of the Au

clusters deposited onto a SiO2 thin film. The leading edge

of the TPD peak maxima shifts to higher temperatures as

the Au coverage increases. The inset shows a plot of the

sublimation energy (Esub) as a function of Au coverage,

determined using the leading edge analysis.[57] At 0.2 ML,

the Esub at �50 kcal mol�1 increases rapidly (with

increasing Au coverage) to the bulk value at �90 kcal

mol�1 at 5.0 ML. The decrease in Esub can be explained

by the fact that an atom at the edge of a small cluster has

fewer nearest neighbors than larger ones and hence

desorbs more easily because of decreased surface tension.

The interaction of Au with TiO2(001) has also been

determined using the same approach. The results are

shown in Fig. 9b. In this case, however, only a single

desorption feature is observed with a common leading

edge for all Au coverages. Using the leading edge

analysis, the Au binding energy on TiO2(001) is found

to be 50 kcal mol�1, considerably smaller than the Au

bulk sublimation energy of 90 kcal mol�1. This dramatic

decrease of the sublimation energies at all cluster sizes,

from the smallest to the largest, is clearly related to the

strong interaction between the Au clusters and the TiO2

support. This strong interaction leads to a greater degree

of wetting of the TiO2 by Au compared with Au/SiO2, and

thus the lower sublimation energies found for the clusters

may arise because of the preferential evaporation of Au at

the periphery of the clusters. In any case, this contrast of

Fig. 10 The activity for CO conversion as a function of

reaction time at 300 K on a model Au/TiO2(001) catalyst. The

initial average Au cluster size was 2.4 nm.

Fig. 11 A 50�50 nm2 image of the same area taken at 450 K: (a) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions; (b) during exposure to a reaction

mixture consisting of a 665 Pa CO:O2 mixture. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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behavior regarding the sublimation of Au from SiO2 and

TiO2 highlights the role of the support in altering the

properties of ultrasmall clusters of Au.

Catalyst Deactivation and Cluster Sintering

The presence of reactant gases at realistic conditions can

affect the admetal’s ability to wet the surface and thereby

alter particle size and distribution. For example, although

the TiO2-supported Au catalysts exhibit a high activity for

the low-temperature CO oxidation, the catalysts are often

rapidly deactivated.[46] This is illustrated by Fig. 10,

where the CO conversion is plotted as a function of

reaction time for CO oxidation at 300 K on a catalyst

prepared by depositing 0.25 ML Au on TiO2. The model

Au/TiO2 catalyst, which exhibits a high initial activity,

deactivates after a CO:O2 (1:5) reaction of �120 min at

40 Torr. The deactivation is a result of the agglomeration

of the Au clusters induced by interaction of O2 with the

Au clusters.[58,59]

In Fig. 11, a selected area is shown in (a) for UHV

conditions and in (b) for 665 Pa of a CO:O2 (1:5) reaction

mixture.[59] There are noteworthy parallels between the

instability of the small Au clusters, their catalytic activity,

and the change in their catalytic activity with time. Au

clusters of approximately 3 nm are optimum as CO

oxidation catalysts. Clearly, reaction-induced sintering of

these small clusters is a mechanism for the loss of activity

with time.

CONCLUSION

Model catalyst systems combined with surface-sensitive

methods constitute a valuable methodology for probing

the electronic and morphological structure of supported

metal clusters. From detailed STM/STS studies com-

bined with other surface analytical techniques, a physical

basis for understanding the enhanced catalytic activities

of nanosized, dispersed metal clusters is developing. The

results summarized in this article show a close correla-

tion among cluster size, morphology, electronic proper-

ties, and catalytic activity. The use of model catalysts

prepared with metal clusters supported on thin oxide

films has been essential for the development of these

new insights into the special electronic and chemical

properties that govern the unique catalytic chemistry of

nanosized metal clusters. Future studies toward a more

in-depth understanding of nanostructured supported

clusters will undoubtedly lead to the design and the

development of practical catalysts.
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INTRODUCTION

In heterogeneous catalysis, adsorption and reaction pro-

cesses usually occur on supported metal nanoparticles. To

study such processes experimentally, a variety of surface

science techniques came into use in the last decades of the

20th century. Along with the appearance of high-precision

techniques for surface characterization, considerable

progress in the manufacturing of model catalysts with

well-defined properties such as particle size, shape, and

separation has been achieved. For example, modern

electron beam lithography makes it possible to fabricate

equisized and equidistant particles on the scale down to

�10 nm. Despite this progress, the cognitive potential of

the experimental studies in this field is still limited

because the measurements are usually indirect and the

information derived demands quantitative processing and

interpretation. This can be done only with the use of

mathematical models. Successful interpretation of the

results requires constructing mathematical models pro-

viding accurate descriptions of the systems under consid-

eration. Application of conventional mean-field models is

often limited here because of the peculiarities of the

reaction performance on the nanometer scale, including

the inherent heterogeneity of metal crystallites as well as

spontaneous and adsorbate-induced changes of the shape

and degree of dispersion of supported catalysts. Under

such circumstances, the use of stochastic simulations

based, e.g., on the Monte Carlo (MC) technique, is almost

inevitable. This entry focuses on theoretical studies

(simulations) of catalytic reaction kinetics on active

supported nanoparticles. Our goal is to describe the main

achievements of the corresponding theoretical works.

SPECIFICS OF CATALYTIC REACTIONS ON
NANOMETER-SIZED PARTICLES

It is well known that the overwhelming majority of real

commercial catalysts consists of particles of nanometer

size (1–100 nm) deposited on a porous support with a high

surface area. Recently, the synthesis of such systems made

great strides toward manufacturing of well-characterized

particles with regular structure on the nanometer scale.[1,2]

Use of these model catalysts provides a bridge between

fundamental studies of single-crystal reactivities and

applied studies of high-surface-area catalyst activities.

These objects attract attention from both applied and

theoretical points of view because their properties differ

significantly from those of similar systems with large

dimensions. Particularly, the surface morphology of

supported nanoparticles is not fixed and can appreciably

change during reaction. This phenomenon of ‘‘building of

the catalytic surface to the reaction condition’’ confirms

G. K. Boreskov’s thesis about the mutual interaction

between the catalyst and the surrounding reaction medi-

um. At the same time, the specific catalytic activity (the

rate per surface metal atom or per adsorption site) can

substantially depend on the size of the active particle.[3]

The turnover rate of catalytic reactions often depends

on the diameter of the particle, d, indicating that the

relationship between the reaction kinetics on nanoparticles

and those measured on single-crystal surfaces is not

straightforward. This structure gap between the kinetics

may have different origins, as indicated schematically in

Fig. 1. The geometric shape, exposed crystal planes, etc.

of nanometer-size crystallites depend in general on their

size, properties of the support (including the metal–

support interaction), temperature, and the method of

fabrication. For clusters or very small metal particles with

d<4 nm the electron structure is significantly different

from that of bulk metals and their catalytic activities are

also different. This factor may be crucial to understanding

the catalytic activity of such small particles. The metal–

support interaction may modify the catalytic properties,

and this effect may be important for particles up to

d�4 nm. For crystallites with 4<d<10 nm, the role of

edges is usually believed to be appreciable. For d>10 nm,

the particles are electronically identical to bulk metal but

may still exhibit remarkably different kinetics compared

to single crystals. In this case, reactions may occur

primarily on facets although the edges may of course be
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important as well. From the theoretical point of view, the

latter size range is especially interesting because on this

scale there is hope of understanding the special features of

the size-dependent reaction kinetics based on kinetic data

obtained for single-crystal surfaces. In particular, the

kinetics on facets are expected to be the same (for a given

coverage) as for the corresponding single-crystal faces,

and the influence of facet boundaries may be inferred

from those steps on single crystals.

The main reasons why kinetic phenomena do not occur

on single crystals as opposed to supported catalysts are as

follows:[5] 1) the different catalytic activities on different

facets of a small supported crystalline particle become

coupled in a strongly nonlinear (synergetic) fashion

because of diffusion occurring over facet boundaries; 2)

equilibrium-shape changes of small particles, caused by

adsorbates, induce changes in catalytic behavior; 3)

different kinetic rate constants at the facet boundaries of

a supported particle compared to those for the perfect

facets give rise to new kinetics; and 4) spillover by

diffusion of reactants between the particle and its support

also create new kinetics. These peculiarities of the

supported nanosystems dictate the special requirements

to theoretical models aimed at the simulation of catalytic

properties of nanometer-scale particles.

Factors (1)–(4) mentioned above are expected to be

especially important for rapid bistable reactions (‘‘rapid’’

means that the surface reaction steps between intermedi-

ates are fast compared to adsorption) because in this case

the reaction regimes on different facets of a catalyst may

be very different and the adsorbed overlayer is often far

from adsorption–desorption equilibrium. The most inter-

esting feature of rapid reactions is the existence of kinetic

phase transitions (for a review, see Ref. [6]). An analysis

of rapid reactions on the nanometer scale almost inevi-

tably requires the use of MC simulations.

POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO SIMULATIONS

In modeling catalytic supported systems, two lines of

investigation should be conventionally marked out:

modeling of the fabrication process of the supported

system itself (e.g., Refs. [7,8]) and modeling of physico-

chemical processes in particular supported systems. Both

these directions are now rapidly progressing. We shall pay

our attention to the latter and will not consider modeling

the processes of nanoparticle manufacturing. The theoret-

ical study of supported catalysts is a rather complicated

problem, and an analysis of reaction performance on the

small particles almost inevitably requires use of atomic-

scale computer simulations taking into account the

intrinsic heterogeneity of nanoparticles.

There are three main classes of atomic-scale computer

techniques: molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo algorithms

based on Metropolis-like procedures, and the so-called

kinetic (or dynamic) Monte Carlo. Despite the potential

power of molecular dynamics, the use of this technique for

analysis of physicochemical processes over supported

particles is rather limited because of the short length and

time scales typical for this approach[9] The most effective

tool for simulation of the spatiotemporal dynamics of

adsorbed species on real catalytic surfaces, whose struc-

ture and properties can change under the influence of the

reaction, are now the stochastic methods based on the

Monte Carlo technique permitting one to obtain qualita-

tively new results. The Monte Carlo method[10,11] con-

siders the dynamics of the processes occurring on the

catalytic surface as a random Markovian chain of

elementary events (adsorption, reaction, diffusion, lo-

cal surface reconstruction, etc.) on the active sites of the

catalysts, represented as the cells of a lattice with pre-

determined rigid or dynamically changed structure. An

obvious disadvantage of stochastic methods is the large

body of calculations involved, whereas their main

advantage is the possibility of precise control over the

Fig. 1 Electronic and kinetic effects as ingredients of the

structure gap in heterogeneous catalysis. (From Ref. [4] with

permission from Elsevier.)
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local environment and state of each active site on the

surface of the catalyst. Another attractive advantage of the

Monte Carlo technique is the possibility of including in

the simulation all relevant physical and chemical pro-

cesses (specifically those that can hardly be described

analytically) with the corresponding characteristic rate

constants obtained from experimental data or from

molecular dynamics simulations. Active use of the Monte

Carlo technique for simulation of heterogeneous catalytic

reaction kinetics (see, e.g., Refs. [6,12]) started after the

pioneering and nowadays classical paper.[13]

At present, the theoretical study of adsorption and

reaction processes over supported catalysts is at its very

beginning. A comprehensive and careful review of

simulations of the reaction kinetics on supported nano-

particles has been published recently by Zhdanov and

Kasemo.[5] Adapting the key points of that review, we also

discuss the results of more recent studies.

Details of simulations of reaction kinetics on supported

nanometer catalyst particles depend on the particle

structure, reaction mechanism, and ratio between the rates

of elementary reaction steps (such as adsorption, desorp-

tion, reaction steps, and surface diffusion). Thereupon, one

more shortcoming of the kinetic Monte Carlo algorithms

should be mentioned—it is difficult to take into account

real ratios between the rates of adsorption, reaction, and

diffusion. Let us consider the 2A+B2 = 2AB reaction

mimicking CO oxidation on such catalysts as Pt, Rh, and

Pd (this reaction is often used in simulations to compare

reaction performance on the flat homogeneous surfaces of

single crystals and small supported particles). It occurs via

the standard Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism,

1Þ Agas þ Z$ Aads

2Þ ðB2Þgas þ 2Z! 2Bads

3Þ Aads þ Bads ! ðABÞgas

ð1Þ

As stated in Refs. [5,14], the following relationships

should be fulfilled between the rate constants for diffusion

jumps of A and B particles to nearest-neighbor vacant sites

and for the reaction between two nearest-neighbor

reactants: the rate of A diffusion is usually rapid compared

to the LH step, whereas the rate constant for the LH

step might be higher, close to, or lower than that for

B diffusion.

In some Monte Carlo simulations presented be-

low,[4–6,14,20–22,24–28] adsorbed A particle diffusion is

always considered to be fast compared to the LH step;

the latter is in turn much faster than adsorption (a special

MC algorithm had been designed especially for this

case). On the other hand, B particles are assumed to be

immobile. This practically important limit (kdif
B �kr�

kdif
A ) is far from the mean-field (MF) approximation and

from the case when the LH step is considered to be in-

stantaneous[13] (the latter assumption is widely used in MC

simulations of reaction kinetics on single-crystal surfaces,

but often does not correspond to reality).

REACTANT SUPPLY VIA THE
SUPPORT (SPILLOVER)

A factor of both fundamental and practical importance in

catalysis, which might change the reaction kinetics on

supported systems,[5] is the possibility of adsorption of

reactants on the support followed by diffusion to the

catalyst and vice versa. The early models[15,16] focused

primarily on reactant adsorption, desorption, and diffu-

sion along the support toward catalytic particles, which

Fig. 2 (a) Reaction rate and (b) reactant coverages for the rapid

2A+B2!2AB reaction under steady-state conditions. The solid

and dashed lines show, respectively, the kinetics with and

without A supply via the support. The inset on panel (a) exhibits

the model used in calculations. (From Ref. [21] with permission

from Elsevier.)
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were assumed to be widely separated (no interference

of the diffusion zones)[15] or regularly distributed with

overlapping diffusion zones.[16] The reaction kinetics on

the catalyst in those studies has, however, not been an-

alyzed explicitly. CO oxidation reaction on metal parti-

cles has been simulated[17] by combining CO adsorption,

desorption, and diffusion on the support with the reaction

steps on the catalyst. Diffusion jumps from the support to

the metal were considered rapid and irreversible.

In Ref. [14] this effect was analyzed on the example of

CO oxidation reaction occurring via LH mechanism (1) by

solving the MF equations for the reaction kinetics on the

catalyst particle self-consistently with the diffusion

equation describing the net flux of A particles from the

support to the catalysts. (We do not consider hereinafter

the detailed formulation of the problems under consider-

ation and the peculiarities of used algorithms; these can be

found in cited papers.) The model used includes circularly

shaped catalyst particles regularly distributed on the

support. Typical results obtained in the limit when the A

diffusion zones around different catalytic particles are not

overlapping (i.e., the particles are sufficiently far apart)

are shown in Fig. 2 together with the results corresponding

to the case when there is no A supply via the support.

Because of the A supply from the support, the position of

the maximum reaction rate shifted to a lower value of the

PA/(PA+PB2
) ratio. This intuitively expected result could

be expressed in terms of an increased ‘‘effective pres-

sure’’ of the reactant(s) supplied to the catalyst via

adsorption on the support and diffusion to the catalyst.

Note also that with the action of the support to trap

reactant particles, a much higher (by a factor of two)

maximum rate becomes possible, compared with an inert

support. Similar effects were revealed by MC simula-

tion[18] considering the same LH reaction mechanism, but

with irreversible A adsorption. Another aspect of the

spillover phenomena has been studied by scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) and the corresponding

Monte Carlo simulation.[19] It has been shown that Pd

nanoparticles enhance the rate of reoxidation of a

substoichiometric TiO2(110) surface. The authors propose

that O2 dissociatively adsorbs on Pd and then spills over

onto the support, where Tin+ interstitial ions in the bulk

crystal lattice react with the spillover oxygen at the

surface, preferentially growing TiO2 around and over the

particles. The kinetic Monte Carlo model used, in which

mobile species spills over from the metal particle and

performs a random walk until it reaches a step edge where

it may react to form TiO2, is in good agreement with

STM images.

INTERPLAY OF KINETICS ON DIFFERENT
ADJACENT FACETS

During catalytic reactions on nanometer-size crystallites,

adjacent crystal facets can communicate with each other

by reactant diffusion. The effect of this factor on the

reaction kinetics has been simulated[5,20] by using the

same 2A+B2!2AB catalytic reaction (steps 1–3 with

irreversible A adsorption) on the catalyst particle shaped

into a truncated pyramid (Fig. 3), with top and bottom

(100) faces and (111) side faces, with the largest (100)

facet attached to the substrate. In kinetic simulations[20]

the pyramidal particle was represented by a 100�100

square lattice, where the central 50�50 array of sites

mimics the top (100)-(1�1) facet, and the periphery

corresponds to the side (111) facets. In the framework of

this model, one can use different values of the B2 (and/or

A) sticking coefficient for adsorption on the top (central)

and side (peripheral) facets. The A and/or B binding

energies and the LH reaction rate constants for the

Fig. 3 (a) Typical shape of the supported metal particle. (b) 2-D 100�100 lattice mimicking a particle. The central 50�50 part of the

lattice represents the top (100) facet. The periphery models the side (111) facet. (From Ref. [20] with permission from Elsevier.)
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different facets may be different as well. Many other

effects can also be easily incorporated into the model, but

even the simplest case, when the central part and the

periphery of the lattice differ only in the sticking

coefficients for B2 adsorption (differing by a factor 10),

can provide the unexpected results. Usually, it is assumed

that the geometry of the nanoparticle surface area

introduces no additional complications. Small particles

exposing different crystal faces are then simply regarded

as presenting a superposition of the contributions from

different structural elements. This statement is illustrated

in Fig. 4a where the total reaction rate for a finite catalyst

particle is given simply by a superposition of the rates

corresponding to two infinite faces (without communica-

tion between the facets). However, if there is diffusion-

mediated coupling of the reaction on the different crystal

planes, distinctly new kinetics appear (Fig. 4b), compared

to those for the infinite surfaces, and completely different

compared to that predicted by using the conventional

superposition prescription. Specifically, a single new

reaction window appears, which is very different from

those on either facet. Compared to the isolated facets,

the communicating facets provide new channels for A

particles. The central facet, which in isolation can resist

self-poisoning by A particles up to high values of p (here p

is the governing parameter defined as the ratio of the A

impingement rate to the total impingement rate), will in a

communicating system receive an additional supply of A

particles from the adjacent peripheral area, which is less

resistant to A poisoning because the B2 sticking coeffi-

cient is 10 times smaller there. This latter net flow of A

particles from the peripheral to the central area facilitates

A poisoning of the central facet at high values of p and

simultaneously prevents A poisoning from occurring on

the peripheral area at relatively low values of p. Addition

to the considered model of the effect of the edge sites (i.e.,

the sites located on the boundaries between the central

and peripheral facets) on the reaction rate makes the

resulting global kinetics even more complicated.[21] The

contribution of the edge sites to the reaction rate is

significant if the B2 sticking coefficient for adsorption on

these sites is much higher compared to that on the facet

sites. The most important result of these studies is that it

has been explicitly shown that the kinetics on nanometer-

sized particles exposing different crystalline facets can

be dramatically different from the mere superposition of

the kinetics on the individual facets because of the

combined effect of the difference in the sticking

coefficients and the diffusion transport of reactants over

the facet boundaries.

ADSORBATE-INDUCED RESHAPING
OF CRYSTALLITES

Crystallite shape transformations, due to adsorbed reac-

tants, may affect the steady-state kinetics of catalytic

reactions. In particular, adsorbates can change the surface

energy situation of a crystallite participating in a catalytic

reaction, so that it transforms into a new shape with new

kinetic conditions. To study such transformations, MC

simulations of the A+B2=2AB reaction kinetics com-

bined with the use of the Wulff rule has been used.[22]

The equilibrium geometric shape of small, clean

particles is determined by the Wulff rule, stating that the

shape is a consequence of minimizing the total surface

free energy. Specifically, the rule states that the geometric

distance from a common center to a particular facet is

proportional to its surface tension. In the case of

adsorption, the standard derivations of the Wulff rule

holds as well if there is an adsorption–desorption

equilibrium. The only difference is that the properly

defined surface tension becomes dependent on adsorbate

coverages. In this case, the clean surface shape may no

longer minimize the surface energy. A shape transforma-

tion then occurs (unless it is kinetically hindered),

Fig. 4 Modeling the influence of adsorbate diffusion on the

overall kinetics of reaction on a nanoparticle exposing two

different kinds of planes (Fig. 3): (a) without diffusion; (b) with

rapid diffusion across the facet boundaries. (From Ref. [20] with

permission from Elsevier.)
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including changes in the relative areas of exposed facets,

or even removal and/or creation of new facets. In open,

chemically reactive systems, application of the Wulff rule

with coverage-dependent surface tension can also often be

justified, but not always. Anyway, this rule is a reasonable

starting point for the analysis even far from equilibrium.

The conventional Wulff rule is strictly applicable for

rather large particles because it neglects, e.g., edge and

corner energies, which may be important at smaller sizes.

Despite this shortcoming, the Wulff rule is usually robust

at least for d>10 nm. Often the Wulff rule works

reasonably well even for smaller particles.[5]

In simulations,[22] in the absence of adsorbates, the

equilibrium shape was assumed to be a truncated pyramid

with the (111) and (100) faces, similar to Fig. 3. During

the reaction, the particle shape and reaction kinetics were

calculated self-consistently by assuming a linear depen-

dence of the surface tension of the (100) facet on B

coverage (shape transformations were considered to occur

instantaneously when they were energetically favorable).

If this dependence is sufficiently strong, the pyramid-

shaped catalyst particles become unstable with respect to

reconfiguration to the parallelepiped shape with (100)

facets. Such reconfiguration results in shifting the reaction

window to higher values of p (Fig. 5). If the adsorbate-

induced transition from one shape to another is energet-

ically impossible, the adsorbate-induced changes in the

relative areas of different facets may still take place and

influence the reaction kinetics. An interesting example

illustrating this case has recently been given in Ref. [23].

The kinetics of methanol synthesis on nanometer-size Cu

particles supported by ZnO has been analyzed. The

generalized surface tension for the substrate–particle

interface was assumed to be dependent on the reduction

potential of the gas phase. The latter resulted in the

dependence of the areas of the (111), (100), and (110)

facets on the gas-phase concentrations [such changes were

observed by using extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS)]. This dynamic microkinetic model

is able to describe the change in particle morphology

(i.e., the number of active sites and the exposed facets)

with change in feed gas composition as well as the reac-

tion rate over the three basal Cu surface planes. The total

reaction rate, represented as a sum of the reaction rates on

different facets, was strongly affected by the changes in

particle morphology.

Thus, it has been shown that adsorbate-induced

reshaping of nanometer-sized catalyst particles may result

in dramatic changes in the steady-state reaction kinetics.

Experimental search for such changes is of course not

always easy, because the transitions from one catalyst

structure to another might be slow especially at mild

conditions, e.g., at T�500 K. Physically, it is clear that the

transition time strongly depends on the crystallite size,

temperature, and reaction conditions.

OSCILLATIONS AND CHAOS

In the previous section the effect of adsorbate-induced 3-D

reshaping of catalyst crystallites on the reaction kinetics

was considered. In this section, the opposite case—when

there are no changes in the global shape of a crystallite

but there is adsorbate-induced surface restructuring of one

of the crystallite facets—will be treated.[5,24–26] This re-

structuring in interplay with purely chemical reaction

steps may cause kinetic oscillations in catalytic reactions.

Classic examples are CO oxidation reactions over Pt(100)

and Pt(110) single crystals. For example, Pt(100) under-

goes the reversible adsorbate-induced surface structure

reconstruction [Pt(100): hex!1�1] depending on adsorb-

ate coverage. The lifting of the hex/?1�1 reconstruction

is accompanied by an increase in the oxygen sticking

coefficient from 	0.001 (hex) to 	0.3 (1�1) thus

inducing a transition from a catalytic inactive state into

an active state with high sticking coefficient for oxygen.

The competition of the O2 and CO adsorption in com-

bination with the processes of the surface structure

transition hex/?1�1 is a driving force for self-oscilla-

tions. It has been shown[21,24–26] that such oscillations

(and chaotic behavior) are distinctly different on the sup-

ported nanometer-sized catalyst particles, compared with

extended crystals, mainly because of diffusion communi-

cation between facets.

In the models constructed for CO oxidation reaction

over Pt(100),[21,24–27] adsorbate-induced surface restruc-

turing, treated as a first-order phase transition, occurs only

on the central (100) facet. That means that the active

centers of the central facet could exist in two different

states: active Z1�1 and inactive Zhex. The reaction under

consideration is run via the conventional LH mechanism

(CO=A, O2=B2). The peripheral (111) facets are consid-

ered to be stable (no adsorbate-induced restructuring, i.e.,

no oscillations). Physically, it is clear that here the

interplay of the reaction kinetics on different facets may

weaken or even suppress oscillations on the central facet.

The simulations show, however, that the amplitude of

oscillations may still be large and, in addition, may exhibit

qualitatively new features.[5,24]

For example, one of the conceptually simplest cases

had been considered[5,24] when 1) A adsorption, desorp-

tion, and diffusion are realized on the peripheral facets

with the same MC rules as on the perfect central facet and

2) B2 adsorption on the peripheral facets is negligible

(because of low sticking probability). In this case, the

main role of the peripheral facets is to provide an

additional supply of A particles to the central face via

adsorption and surface diffusion. This supply shifts the

oscillation window to lower pA values and results in a

strongly nonuniform phase distribution on the central

facet. In particular, the facet is restructured primarily near

the boundaries. In this case, the conditions for oscillations
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on different regions of the central facet are quite different.

This results in a wide distribution of oscillation frequen-

cies. In addition, the kinetics becomes very sensitive with

respect to small fluctuations in adsorbate coverages.

These special features taken as a whole result in chaotic

oscillations. Such chaos, connected with the interplay of

the reaction kinetics on adjacent (100) and (111) facets,

seems to be inherent for reactions on nanometer-size

Fig. 5 Reaction rate as a function of the ratio of the A impingement rate to the total impingement rate p: (a) superposition of the reaction

rates corresponding to two infinite facets; (b) kinetics for the crystallite with communicating facets and fixed facet areas; (c) kinetics

obtained by taking into account B-induced changes in the shape of the crystal particle. Along the line ab, the catalyst is shaped as a

parallelepiped (the point b corresponds to reconfiguration of the catalyst shape from a parallelepiped to a pyramid). (From Ref. [21] with

permission from Elsevier.)
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particles and can hardly be observed in reactions on

single-crystal surfaces.

The role of edges mimicked as the rows of sites located

on the boundaries between the central (100) and periph-

eral (111) facets was considered in Ref. [21]. It was shown

that for rapid oscillating catalytic reactions the effect of

edge sites on the reaction rate can be considerable if the

B2 sticking coefficient for these sites is much higher than

for facets. With regard to the diffusion and reaction steps,

they have to be slowed down toward that of the rate-

limiting adsorption step to cause significant effect in the

global kinetics. The influence of other factors (e.g., of

higher A-binding energy on edge sites or higher reactivity

of edge sites) on the reaction kinetics was demonstrated to

be minor.[5,21]

The algorithm constructed on the rules of statistical

physics[21,24–27] makes it possible to take into account

substrate–substrate, substrate–adsorbate, and adsorbate–

adsorbate lateral interactions. The MC algorithm com-

bines kinetic Monte Carlo procedures for the calculation

of probabilities of elementary steps (1)–(3) of the LH

mechanism, and Metropolis rules for attempts of surface

restructuring and Aads particle diffusion; that is, the latter

events, as well as Aads desorption, depend on local

environment of the lattice sites and their respective

states. It has been shown,[27] using the restricted set of

lateral interactions (e.g., the nn A–A and A–B interac-

tions have not been used), that the model predicts the

formation of well-developed restructured islands with a

size of 5–10 nm (phase separation), in agreement with

experimental data.

The dependence of oscillation features on the size of

nanoparticles was studied in Ref. [26]. The facet size was

varied from 50�50 to 5�5. With decreasing size,

oscillations become less regular. More or less regular

oscillations accompanied by formation of CO islands are

found for sizes down to 15�15. This means that for

observation of such oscillations the particle diameter

should be above �4 nm. These findings are in agreement

with available experimental data.

An alternative version for the oscillatory behavior of

catalytic reaction, such as the formation of subsurface

oxygen, has been considered in Ref. [28]. The model

includes the conventional LH mechanism (1) and the

stages of subsurface oxygen formation and removal. The

analysis focused on such aspects as CO supply via the

support, the role of this supply in synchronization of

oscillations on adjacent catalyst particles, and cooperative

effects in the subsurface oxygen formation. It was

shown[28] that 1) CO supply via the support shifts the

oscillatory windows to lower CO pressures, as was shown

above,[14] and may also result in nonuniform oxide

distribution on the catalyst particle; 2) with physically

reasonable model parameters, synchronization of oscilla-

tions on the adjacent catalyst particles due to the CO

supply via the support seems to be unlikely; 3) heteroge-

neous nucleation and cooperative effects in the subsurface

oxygen formation may worsen oscillations. In combina-

tion with CO adsorption via precursor states, oscillations

may, however, be well developed.[28]

The results presented in this section illustrate that

catalytic reactions occurring on a single nanometer-size

particle may exhibit oscillatory regimes.[5] Oscillations

may be more or less regular or chaotic. On the mac-

roscopic scale, observation of such oscillations may be

hampered if synchronization of oscillations on different

particles is not effective. Practically, synchronization is

expected to occur via the gas phase (see, e.g., Ref. [29].)

or, in exothermic reactions, due to thermal conductivity

via the support. Simulations describing the latter aspect of

the reaction kinetics on nanometer-size particles are just

beginning and not numerous. One of the first studies in

this field [30] uses the Monte Carlo method for simulation

of CO oxidation over nonisothermal supported catalysts.

The reaction proceeded via LH mechanism (1) on square

L�L crystallites (L=5–100); the total number of islands

(n=1–20) was distributed on the grid mimicking the

support. The reaction kinetics on the crystallites were

simulated by using the MC technique in combination with

the conventional partial differential energy balance to

describe the heat transfer over the support. Two general

conclusions drawn in Ref. [30] are of interest: 1) Os-

cillatory behavior of reaction (1) was not observed even

in the case of nonisothermal surfaces. 2) To reproduce

oscillations, the LH mechanism was complemented

by subsurface oxygen formation and removal, as in

Ref. [29]. The latter made it possible to obtain oscillations

and changes in oscillatory behavior with temperature and

the O2/CO ratio. The simulations also show that thermal

communications among active particles affect the shape of

global oscillations: regular, irregular, and chaotic oscilla-

tions were observed depending on crystallite size, activity,

and distribution of the particles on the support.

REACTION SELECTIVITY
AND PARTICLE SIZE

The relatively simple model reaction occurring via the

LH mechanism (steps 1–3) represents a wide class of

important real catalytic reactions occurring via a few ele-

mentary steps and resulting in the formation of a sin-

gle product. Simulations have in fact been very much

focused on catalytic reactions belonging to this class.[5]

The world of real catalytic reactions is, of course, much

wider and richer. Very often, real catalytic reactions

involve complex polyatomic molecules, occur via a large

number of steps, and result in the (parallel) formation of
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several products. Increasing the selectivity of catalytic

reactions toward desirable products is often the main goal

of applied catalytic chemistry. For this reason, under-

standing the factors influencing selectivity of catalytic

reactions is an important and challenging problem. The

following reaction, mimicking hydrocarbon hydrogena-

tion, has been considered[31] to occur on 2-D islands

located on a 128�128 square lattice with periodic bound-

ary conditions:

1Þ ðAnÞgas ! ðAnÞads

2Þ Bgas ! Bads

3Þ 2ðAnÞads ! Cgas

4Þ ðAnÞads þ Bads ! Dgas

5Þ 2Bads ! Egas

Both regular islands, consisting of a simple rectangular

pattern, and irregular islands, generated by a Voronoi

tessellation of the lattice, have been used to represent the

catalyst surface. In the latter case, the lattice is divided

into a set of polygons constructed by using randomly

distributed Poisson points as the polygon centroids. Each

polygon is then randomly given an identity, either as an

active catalytic region or as an inactive region of the

support material. By assigning a greater number fraction

of the polygons as active regions, the average size of such

regions increases because of coalescence of the individual

polygons into larger single islands and vice versa. The

goal of the simulations[31] was to determine the extent to

which simple geometrical parameters, such as the average

size of catalyst particles and the spatial distribution of

active sites, determine the selectivity of complex catalytic

reactions. The simulations[31] showed that the total

reaction rate Wtot=SWi and selectivity Si=Wi/Wtot toward

different products for regular islands are nearly the same

as those for irregular islands; that is, the reaction under

consideration is insensitive with respect to the island

structure. In contrast, the dependence of the reaction rate

and selectivity on the average island size is rather strong.

On the nanometer scale, the total reaction rate decreases

with the decline of the average island size. The C and D

selectivities decrease as well. On the other hand, the E

selectivity increases with decreasing average island size.

All these findings are rationalized by noting that small

islands inhibit adsorption of larger molecules and so favor

reactions in which smaller molecules are reactants.

If reactant diffusion is incorporated in simulations, the

results become quantitatively, but not qualitatively, dif-

ferent (this has actually been demonstrated in Ref. [32]).

In particular, the influence of hydrogen spillover on the

rate of hydrogenation reaction was shown to be negligible.

The main qualitative conclusion in Refs. [31,32] that the

influence of the catalyst particle size on the reaction

activity and selectivity becomes significant below a

particle size of approximately 10–20 nm is expected to

be robust.[5] This conclusion is in agreement with exper-

imental observations for a range of hydrocarbon reactions

over supported catalysts.[3]

REACTION KINETICS AND PARTICLE
SURFACE MORPHOLOGY

As inferred from the experimental data, the influence of

the various surface defects appearing under the action of

the reaction media, as well as the change of the shape and

size of deposited particles, can significantly determine the

catalyst performance. For example, it was shown recently

that in some cases, nanoparticles undergo reversible

adsorbate-induced shape changes (H2+H2O and CO+H2

over Cu/ZnO system studied by in situ transmission

electron microscopy,[33]) and even disintegrate into atoms

(effects of CO and NO adsorption on the morphological

Fig. 6 Crystallite size model and lattice representation. 0: corner site; 1: base site; 2: edge site; 4: site on (100) plane with four nearest

neighbors (NN); 6: site on (111) plane with six NN. (From Ref. [35] with permission from Elsevier.)
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changes of Rh/TiO2 studied by scanning tunneling

microscopy[34]). For better understanding of the reaction

kinetics, one should take into account these processes and

the inherent heterogeneity of supported particles.

In the bulk of the theoretical studies cited above

(except Refs. [22,23]), the change of surface morphology

was not taken into account; that is, the specificity of active

centers, their state, and coordination (configuration) are

defined by introducing the proper lateral interactions. The

attempt to distinguish the active centers according to their

coordination on the surface was undertaken in Ref. [35]

where the influence of crystallite size on the activity of a

supported catalyst for the LH reaction mechanism (steps

1–3) has been investigated. The active surface was

modeled (following the model proposed in Ref. [36]) as

a set of particles, each one represented as the top

projection of a truncated hexagonal pyramid on a flat

support surface (Fig. 6). Catalytic centers with different

configuration (edges, corners, etc.) have differing activity

with respect to the elementary reaction steps. These

activities were calculated as a product of specific process

rates for adsorption, desorption, and reaction and of some

additional weight coefficients, which account for enhance-

ment or reduction of these rates on each type of center. The

ratio between the number of different active centers

depends, of course, on the size of the crystallites (the

relative concentration of surface defects increase with

decreasing particle size). The important result of simula-

tions[35] is that the structural features affect the production

rate in ways that depend on which of the elementary steps

in the reaction mechanism is altered by the presence of

different types of sites. In other words, there is no uni-

versal trend on the effect of particle size, but rather it is an

integral effect that depends on the importance of the inter-

action of these structural features and the reactants.[35]

Recently,[18,37] a statistical lattice model has been

proposed that imitates the physicochemical processes that

proceed on the supported particle. To simulate the active

metal particle, the finite Kossel crystal[38] located on the

inert support was chosen (Fig. 7). The surface morphology

of the particle is defined by distribution of heights of the

metal atom columns. The metal atoms attract the nearest

neighbors and the atoms of the support. The change of

morphology is caused by thermal diffusion of the surface

atoms. To model diffusion of metal atoms on the metal

and support surfaces, the Metropolis algorithm has been

used. (Similar algorithm was used in Ref. [39] for the

modeling of catalyst sintering behavior.) As a result, the

equilibrium shapes of the particle were observed depend-

ing on the temperature and the relative ratio of metal–

metal and metal–support interaction energies Jmm and Jms

(Fig. 8). Although this model is two-dimensional, it allows

one to model adsorption, diffusion, and reaction events

on the dynamically changed surface of the particle to

take into account various lateral metal–adsorbate and

adsorbate–adsorbate interactions. It was shown[18] that the

reaction kinetics on such particles can be qualitatively and

quantitatively different from those corresponding to the

flat surface only because of the change of the shape and

surface morphology of nanoparticles and spillover phe-

nomena. The simulations show that if the adsorbate–metal

interaction energies become comparable with the metal–

metal ones the nanoparticle undergoes reversible adsorb-

ate-induced reshaping,[37] and that the particle size

determines the degree of reshaping as in experiments.[33]

The proposed approach offers new routes to model

catalytic reactions closer to reality (see also 3-D models

of supported nanoparticles published recently[40]).

Fig. 8 The initial (a) and equilibrium (b–d) shapes of the met-

al particles simulated at different temperatures: (b) 
500 K,

(c) 
900 K, (d) 
1100 K. The size of the initial particle is

21�21�10 atoms. Jmm =
10 kJ/mol, Jms = 
2.5 kJ/mol.

(From Ref. [18] by permission of The Royal Society of Chem-

istry on behalf of the PCCP Owner Societies.)

Fig. 7 Scheme of the supported catalytic particle model: cross

cut of the Kossel crystal. (From Ref. [18] by permission of The

Royal Society of Chemistry on behalf of the PCCP Owner

Societies.)
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CONCLUSION

The most important message from the simulations re-

viewed is that the kinetics of catalytic reactions occurring

on nanometer-sized metal particles, exposing different

crystalline facets, can be dramatically different from the

mere superposition of the kinetics of the individual

facets[5] This finding has far-reaching consequences both

for the interpretation of kinetic data from supported and

nanofabricated catalysts and for the design of catalysts. In

particular, one should, in analysis of experimental data,

consider the special kinetics inherently associated with

nanoparticles before more complex explanations are

tried, such as size-related electron-structure effects, sup-

port-related effects, special active sites, etc. With respect

to catalyst design, the kinetics on supported catalysts may

be manipulated by influencing the relative amounts of

different facets, the size of the nanoparticles, and the

adsorption properties of the support. Modeling of hetero-

geneous catalytic processes over supported nanoparti-

cles demands the construction of new statistical lattice

models describing in detail the fcc or bcc nanometer-sized

metal crystallites and kinetic MC models for elementary

steps of particular catalytic reactions. The mutual influ-

ence of the reaction media on the particles shape and

surface structure, and vice versa, of nanoparticle char-

acteristics on the reaction kinetics is one of the funda-

mental problems in heterogeneous catalysis. The

simulations are expected to be strengthened by using

the parameters provided by ab initio quantum mechani-

cal calculations. Such a combined approach will be a

powerful complementary tool to high-resolution kinetic

experiments.[41]
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INTRODUCTION

Micro- and mesoporous materials are unique materials

having found widespread use as solid catalysts or catalyst

components in areas ranging from petroleum refining to

the synthesis of intermediates and fine chemicals. The

reasons for the widespread use are related to the possi-

bility to tailor the concentration and nature of catalytically

active sites and their immediate environment, which

allows controlling the nature of catalytically active sites

and the access of molecules to these sites. Such strict

control of access is only found in enzymes and similar

biological catalysts, but has the inherent disadvantage that

it restricts the size of molecules to be converted.

The materials are also special, because they may be

nanostructured with respect to the pore diameters[1] and

with respect to the overall size of the particles.[2,3] This

may induce interesting properties, which are hardly ex-

plored at present. Nearly all solids with a high specific

surface area contain micro- and mesopores, most of them

being irregular arrays of void space defined by coalescing

primary particles and voids generated upon the transfor-

mation of material precursors to the final material. The

present paper will only discuss materials with regular

pore structure, either being fully crystalline (zeotype

materials) or showing at least significant long-range or-

dering (mesoporous materials).

OVERVIEW

The pores of micro- and mesoporous materials range from

a few tenths of a nanometer to pores with diameters of

more than 10 nm.[4] The confinement of that surface

represents the inverse of effects sometimes observed with

solid materials of nanoscopic dimensions. As the largest

fraction of the atoms in nanoparticles consists of surface

atoms, the properties of nanomaterials are, among other

effects, determined by the surface free energy and termi-

nation effects. In contrast, in crystalline microporous

materials all atoms and, hence, also the pores are part of

the crystalline structure.

This leads to the high thermal stability such porous

materials have,[5] while solid nanoparticles tend to reduce

their free surface energy by coalescing and growing into

larger entities. The stability originates from the thermo-

dynamic stabilization by periodicity,[6] which indicates in

consequence that the stabilization decreases with the size

of the coherent domains.

Micro- and mesoporous materials act as catalysts by

offering new reaction pathways via binding at least one of

the reacting partners to an active site and/or increasing the

concentration of reactants in a fraction of the total reaction

volume. Thus, in addition to the nature of the solid ma-

terial, three main processes have to be qualitatively and

quantitatively described for understanding catalysis, i.e.,

the transport to and from the catalytically active sites

(leading, for example, to shifts in the selectivity), the

sorption and desorption at the active site (including pref-

erential sorption and the relation between sorption in the

pores and localized adsorption) and finally the transfor-

mation of the reacting molecules in the surface chemical

reactions. All three processes may be distinctly different

in micro- and mesoporous materials compared to pro-

cesses at open surfaces, as the size of the molecules

approaches the size of the material pores. The complexity

of these problems receives only a sketchy treatment in this

entry. The description will be primarily confined to mi-

croporous materials, because of their industrial impor-

tance. Whenever possible, reference will be made to more

in-depth reviews on particular properties of the mate-

rials discussed.

STRUCTURAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF MICRO- AND MESOPOROUS MATERIALS

Crystalline microporous materials are characterized by

structurally well-defined voids, whose diameters exceed

typical atomic dimensions. The fact that a molecule has to

be able to access these pores puts a lower limit to the pore

diameter of approximately 0.25 nm. If these voids are

below 2 nm in diameter the material is called microporous,

above mesoporous (with an upper limit of approximately
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50 nm). It should be noted that in mesoporous materials

the pores are also periodically arranged; however, the

confining material is typically amorphous.

The crystalline materials may be of an inorganic or

organic nature. Typical examples are zeolites and related

tectosilicates for the inorganic materials[7] or cyclodex-

trine-type materials[8–10] and metal–organic frame-

works.[11–13] Throughout this review, zeotypes (zeolites or

aluminum phosphates) will be used as the examples to

describe the interactions and catalytic actions. However,

when the varying chemistry of the framework materials is

kept in mind, the results can be extended to wide varia-

tions with respect to metal oxides/phosphates/sulfides or

to (metal) organic entities.[14]

Common to zeolites and related materials is the prin-

ciple of structures built by corner sharing TO4 tetrahedra

or in some cases octahedra. T indicates the tetrahedrally

coordinated cations such as Si4 + and Al3 + for zeolites

or Al3 + and P5 + for aluminophosphates. These building

blocks form a three-dimensional structure including a

one-, two-, or three-dimensional pore network (see Fig. 1

for examples of zeolite building blocks and one-, two-,

and three-dimensional zeolite structures). In some mate-

rials larger cages are formed at the intersections of the

pores. Currently, about 140 framework types are known.

To each framework type a three-letter code (Framework-

Type Code) is assigned by the Structure Commission of

the International Zeolite Association.[15] The framework

type of a zeolite describes the connectivity of the frame-

work tetrahedral atoms in the highest possible symmetry

without reference to chemical composition and, there-

fore, defines the topology of the material with respect to

size and shape of the pore openings, the dimensionality

of the channels system, the volume and arrangement of

the cages, and the type of cation sites available.[16]

Crystalline molecular sieves are often characterized by

their smallest pore opening named after the number of T-

atoms in the rings defining the size of the pore. A com-

parison between the diameters of the pore openings and

the size of typical reactant molecules is given in Fig. 2.

Small pore zeolites, such as Zeolite A (LTA), Sodalite

(SOD), and Zeolite P have pores build-up by 8-membered

rings (8 MR pores). Medium pore zeolites, such as ZSM-5

(MFI), have minimum pore openings defined by 10-

membered rings, while the pore openings of large pore

zeolites, e.g., Zeolite Y (FAU), Mordenite (MOR), and

Beta (BEA), are defined by 12-membered ring pores.

Materials with pores of a larger minimum diameter are

called ultralarge pores materials with 20 T-atom pores

being the accepted upper limit. The materials with the

largest pores are VPI-5 (18-MR pores)[17] and JDF-20 (20

MR pores).[18] Note that both materials are aluminophos-

phates. For siliceous materials UDT-1 (14-MR pore)[19]

and CIT-5 (14 MR pores)[20] were among the materials

with the largest pore sizes described.

The chemical composition determines the specific

properties of microporous molecular sieves. Purely sili-

ceous or aluminum phosphate molecular sieves are

chemically inert. Chemical functionality and charge is

introduced into such frameworks by substitution of

Fig. 1 Examples for zeolite building blocks and one-, two-, and three-dimensional zeolite structures (T atoms are shown in orange,

O atoms in red). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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cations with valences differing on the average from the

value of four. Thus Al3 + as a T-atom in a silicate frame-

work causes a negative framework charge, which has to be

balanced by a proton (forming a hydroxy group, Brønsted

acid site) or by a metal cation (forming a Lewis acid

site).[21–23] The bare, negatively charged tetrahedron is the

corresponding base anion. The differences in the charge of

these tetrahedra determine the theoretically highest con-

centration of acid and base sites of the material. The

possibilities of tailoring molecular sieves by replacing

framework Si4 + or Al3 + with different cations, such as

P5 +, are schematically shown in Fig. 3. Note that only

cation exchange molecular sieves appear existing. For

detailed information the reader is referred to excellent

reviews.[16,24,25]

The chemical composition of the framework deter-

mines the polarity of the lattice and, in consequence, the

acid–base properties of the material.[21,26–28] Because of

the instability of Al–O–Al bonds (proximity of two pos-

itively charged atoms), only half of all silicon atoms can

be replaced by aluminum in materials based on silica

(lowest Si/Al ratio possible of 1). This has been expressed

in the Loewenstein rule.[29] Consequently, each Al–O

tetrahedron is surrounded by four Si–O tetrahedra. Adja-

cent Al–O tetrahedra are referred to as next nearest

neighbors (NNN). Various models, reviewed by Bartho-

meuf,[27] relate the acid strength of Brønsted sites to the

concentration of NNN Al atoms. The strongest acid sites

are observed in the absence of NNN Al–O tetrahedra. The

site strength decreases as the concentration of NNN Al–O

tetrahedra increases. Thus, in addition to long-range

effects of the chemical composition, experiments and

theoretical calculations[30] show that short-range effects

influence the strength of acid sites. Additionally, more

subtle factors such as the crystal structure leading to

various angles between the tetrahedra (T–O–T bonding

angle) and the nature of the metal cations at exchange sites

can influence the strength of acid sites.[28,31,32]

Adjusting the combination of chemical composition,

(partial) cation exchange, and the molecular sieve struc-

ture can lead to a wide variety of chemical properties.

Depending upon the charge on the metal cation/proton and

the oxygen, the acidic or basic properties of the molecular

sieves will dominate and, consequently, the materials will

act as a solid acid or base.[33]

Acid/base sites generated by substitution in crystalline

materials are generally more stable than sites in meso-

porous materials with amorphous walls, because the latter

material does not face constraints in the relaxation of

bonds.[34,35] In contrast to the crystalline materials,

mesoporous materials have pores generated by the con-

densation of (X-ray amorphous) oxides[36] around medi-

um and high molecular weight surfactants.[37] After

forming a coherent structure, the surfactants are removed

and the regular void structure with pore diameters be-

tween 20 and 100 nm remains. The large pores possess

many hydroxyl groups,[38] which are well suitable for

anchoring functional groups or metal–organic com-

plexes.[39] The most prominent members of the family are

the MCM41S-type materials (e.g., MCM-41, MCM-48)

with hexagonally or cubic structures[40] and materials such

as SBA15 synthesized using nonionic triblock copoly-

mers.[41,42] For postsynthetic modifications these materi-

als are frequently used in their pure silica form.[43–45]

Recently, mesoporous materials have been synthesized

with fractions of crystalline materials as building blocks

Fig. 2 Comparison between the diameters of the pore openings

and the size of typical reactant molecules. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Possibilities of tailoring the zeolite by replacing

framework Si4 + or Al3 + with different cations, i.e., P5 +.
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as part of the wall structure[46] or as delaminated and

pillared zeolite entities.[47,48] These materials are able to

combine the local structure of crystalline molecular sieve

materials and, hence, the presence of stable and strong

Brønsted acid sites with the accessibility for large mole-

cules. The best examples for this are related to delami-

nated structures of MWW- or FER-type materials. When

oxide pillars are used to stabilize the delaminated layers,

widely differing chemical functions can be combined in

one material, i.e., acidic and basic sites or acidic and redox

sites.[49]

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES

Brønsted Acid Sites

As described above the strength of Brønsted acid sites

varies markedly with the local and overall environment,

i.e., the chemical composition and the structure of the

zeolite.[27,28] While the lengths of Al–O and Si–O bonds

and the corresponding Al–O–Si and Si–O–Si angles[34]

exert a subtle influence, the strongest sites are found in the

absence of Al NNN atoms. For these materials Brønsted

acid sites appear to be identical in strength and catalytic

activity. This has been shown for protolytic cracking of n-

hexane[50] and the isomerization of m-xylene[51] both be-

ing monomolecular reactions under the chosen reaction

conditions. For n-hexane and n-hexene cracking this

equivalency was shown also for materials with varying

aluminum concentration.[50]

Lewis Acid Sites

Lewis acid sites are electron pair acceptor sites formed by

accessible metal cations stemming from lattice defects,

oxide nanoparticles formed by lattice degradation, and

cation exchange. The strength of Lewis acid sites is pro-

portional to the ratio between the charge of the metal

cation and its size,[52] but it can be reduced by limited

accessibility (inability to assume minimum bond dis-

tance). Lewis acid sites formed by metal cation exchange

are weak to moderately strong, because many of the ex-

changeable cations have a low electronegativity (e.g., al-

kali or alkali earth metals) or are relatively large (e.g.,

La3 +). Together with the adjacent framework oxygen

atoms they act as Lewis acid/base pair and may polarize

bonds in reacting molecules.

Lewis acid sites originating from lattice defects or by

degradations of the lattice are part of alumina or silica/

alumina nanoparticles formed by the extraction of alumi-

num from the lattice (Fig. 4), which can be charged

or neutral.[53,54] Al3 + exists in octahedral and tetrahedral

coordination and will have stronger Lewis acid sites than

exchangeable metal cations.[26] The extra-framework

alumina species (EFAL) are typically extracted from the-

zeolite lattice by steam treatment at higher temperatures

and either block active sites by substituting for ex-

changeable cations, enhance the acidity by interacting

with a Brønsted acid site, or block the access to micropores

by forming voluminous oligomeric species.[55–58]

A third type of Lewis acid site has been recently de-

scribed as Al3 + reversibly and partially extracted from the

lattice using a base molecule such as ammonia.[59,60] The

Al3 + cation assumes an octahedral coordination under

such conditions. The reversibility is broken, however,

once Al–O–Al bonds are formed, i.e., when the aluminum

oxide species are completely detached from the lattice.

Detailed information on such sites is not available, but it

can be speculated that the drastic enhancement of catalytic

activity for acid-catalyzed hydrocarbon conversion after

mild steaming is associated with such reversible detached

Lewis acid sites.[61]

It should be noted here that the interaction of the Lewis

acid sites with electron pair donor molecules is very

strong. The presence of the acid–base pairs allows po-

larizing molecules, which can potentially enhance their

reactivity.[62,63] Lewis acid sites also act as hydride or

anion receptors in a variety of reactions. Their presence

seems also to stimulate dehydrogenation of alkanes to

some degree.

Fig. 4 Hydrothermal extraction of aluminum from the zeolite lattice.
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Basic Sites

Basic sites are proton accepting or electron pair donating

oxygen atoms of the lattice. The strength is proportional to

the negative charge on the oxygen. To a first approxi-

mation, this negative charge can be estimated with the

help of the intermediate electronegativity using the San-

derson electronegativity principle[64] or the electronega-

tivity equalization method (EEM).[30] It varies inversely to

the intermediate electronegativity, i.e., materials with

lower intermediate electronegativity and higher polarity

show higher base strength.[65,66] The oxygen 1s binding

energy can be used to confirm this trend experimental-

ly.[67] Like the acid strength discussed above the base

strength of the oxygen atoms in the lattice also depends

subtly on T–O–T bond angles and on the local chemical

environment (e.g., oxygen atoms in AlO4 tetrahedra are

more basic than in SiO4 tetrahedra).[22,68] Additionally,

the type of cation influences the polarity of the lattice.[69]

Even when all cation exchange sites are exchanged with

alkali cations, the overall chemical composition allows for

the SiO2-based materials only a weak base strength.

Stronger base sites are therefore linked to clusters of al-

kaline or alkali-earth oxide hydroxides in the zeolite

pores.[70,71] Very strong basic sites can be created by

supporting metallic sodium in the zeolite pores,[25] which

interact with framework oxygen atoms or react with trace

humidity. Loading zeolites with alkali metal oxides uti-

lizes the microporous material primarily as support.[72]

Such materials show high activity in typical base-cata-

lyzed reactions such as alcohol dehydrogenation or

toluene side chain alkylation.[73] However, the low rates

of base-catalyzed reactions make the materials always

very susceptible to traces of catalytically more active

protons, which then dramatically change the chemical

reactivity.[73]

Redox Sites

Redox sites can be introduced into micro- and mesoporous

materials by isomorphous substitution of metal ions into

framework positions, ion exchange with metal cations,

and grafting metal complexes onto the surface of (meso-

porous) molecular sieves. All three options lead to mate-

rials with unique properties that may be tailored for

specific uses. While the first approach comes closest to

mimicking enzyme catalysis, the ion exchanged materials

are excellent redox catalysts for gas-phase reactions in

environmental applications and the third group brings the

wide variety of the metal–organic chemistry to mesopo-

rous materials. For excellent reviews on the materials, see

Refs. [43,74–77].

Examples for the first group of materials include Ti-

silicalite (TS1-1),[78–80] vanadium silicates with MFI and

MEL structure,[81] iron-containing MFI zeolites,[82] and

Co and Cr incorporated into the framework of aluminum

phosphate with AFI and AEL structure.[83] The unique-

ness of these materials lies in the fact that isolated,

identical, and stable sites are formed in a matrix that

allows the proper adsorption of the reactants and provides

sufficient space for the chemical transformations (with

steric constraints of the molecular sieve directing the re-

action). Most importantly, however, the materials can

be tailored to have the proper hydrophobic/hydrophilic

properties.[84]

Ti-silicalite (TS1-1) is an excellent catalyst for the

oxidation of small molecules with H2O2 and was the first

commercially used zeolite-based partial oxidation cata-

lyst. Experimental[78–80] and theoretical studies[85,86]

suggest that the active sites in TS-1 are isolated and uni-

formly distributed Ti(IV) atoms in tetrahedral coordina-

tion, where each Ti(IV) is separated from other titanyl

groups by at least two Si–O tetrahedra. The isolation of

the Ti4 + centers is required to obtain high selectivities

(low rate of H2O2 decomposition). Next to incorporation

into the MFI or MEL structure, incorporation of Ti has

also been reported, e.g., for BEA (Ti-Beta), MTW (Ti-

ZSM-12), and MWW (Ti-MCM-22).[87–89]

Transition metal cation exchanged materials have seen

enormous interest as potential materials for reduction of

NOx with hydrocarbons.[77,90–92] Most of the materials

investigated are based on the MFI structure, and Cu, Co,

and Fe are the most studied materials.[93] Such materials

cannot be used in liquid-phase reactions as the metal

cations at exchange places would be leached. Iron con-

taining ZSM-5 materials are especially remarkable as their

catalytic activity differs markedly from that of bulk

Fe2O3.[82] Fe-ZSM-5 is unable to activate O2, but shows

high activity for the decomposition of N2O[94] and utilizes

the oxygen for selective gas-phase oxidation steps. Similar

to the microporous Fe-ZSM-5, mesoporous iron-contain-

ing silicas with MCM-41-type structure[95,96] can be used

to oxidize large hydrocarbons to oxygenates with N2O.

UNDERSTANDING SIZE AND SHAPE OF
MICRO- AND MESOPORES

In an ideal crystal the position of the atoms in the lattice

and as a consequence also the void space between them

are well defined. Thus in principle the pores can be

assessed by experimental structure determining methods

such as X-ray diffraction.[97,98] Practical problems are

associated with the fact that the materials are not ideal

frameworks and contain lattice defects and larger irregular

void spaces (mesopores). Moreover, the accessible pore

volume is defined by the van der Waals radii of the lattice

oxygen atoms and of the sorbed molecules, both being
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flexible and temperature dependent.[99] Basically, under-

standing the pore volume and pore accessibility is based

on five principal methods, including (high-resolution)

transmission electron microscopy and tomographic meth-

ods,[100–102] adsorption of small inert molecules,[103]

129Xe NMR spectroscopy,[104] adsorption of probe mole-

cules of various sizes, and[105] lately on computer mod-

eling the accessible pore space.[106] Typically, the combi-

nation of methods is mandatory to describe the properties

of micro- and mesoporous nanomaterials.[107,108]

The complexity is seen in a comparison of the com-

puter modeling of n-hexane, benzene, and 1,3-diethyl-

benzene adsorption in a zeolite with the MOR structure

(Fig. 5) and the corresponding experimental sorption ex-

periment (Fig. 6). Unequivocally, the simulation pre-

sented in Fig. 5 shows that molecules with kinetic

diameters larger than the pore diameter are excluded from

accessing the pores (1,3-diethylbenzene). Computer mod-

eling shows n-hexane may access also side pockets in this

material, while benzene is unable to do so. Experiments

show in contrast that neither molecule can approach sites

in the side pockets. This indicates that very subtle changes

in the interactions (linear amines access the side pockets)

may lead to drastic changes in the sorption properties.

TRANSPORT OF MOLECULES IN AND INTO
MICRO- AND MESOPORES

Transport of molecules follows in the most cases config-

urational diffusion and in limited cases Knudsen diffusion

for the largest pores. The mathematical principles and the

methods to measure diffusion processes in microporous

materials are excellently summarized in Ref. [109].

Configurational diffusion involves the transport of mole-

cules between places of relatively long residence time

(sorption sites) by hopping[110,111] between the pro-

nounced sorption minima. The activation energies may be

significant, as for each movement bonds have to be broken

and energy maxima have to be overcome. The similarity

of the minimum kinetic diameter of the diffusing molecule

and the pore diameter makes it impossible or difficult for

molecules to pass each other in the pore network. The

resulting sequentially ordered transport of the molecules

has been described as single-file diffusion[112,113] and is

important to describe separation and catalysis in materials

with one channel.[114,115]

Differences between the mobility of molecules at

equilibrium or during forced movement through the pores

can be substantial.[17,51,109] Significant slowdown of the

transport process is induced by the crystal bound-

aries,[116,117] leading to faster transport through single

crystal than polycrystalline H-ZSM-5.[118] This has been

related recently to a weakly sorbed precursor state that

allows adsorption of the aromatic molecules at the outer

surface of the microporous particle and a subsequent en-

tering into the pore system after arbitrary movement on

the outer surface.[119]

SORPTION IN MICRO- AND
MESOPOROUS MATERIALS

Many of the unique properties of the microporous mate-

rials as sorbents and catalysts result from the proximity of

the molecule to the surrounding wall. As a consequence,

the molecules interact with the framework oxygen atoms

by undirected short-range dispersion forces (physisorp-

tion), which can dominate over specific directed interac-

tions for weakly polar and larger molecules. Such

situations have been well demonstrated for alkanes in

molecular sieves. Adsorption of more polar compounds

may also include polar, field-dipole, and field gradient-

quadrupole contributions to the interaction.

Adsorption of an alkane (as an example) in H-ZSM-5

has two energetic components of interaction, one related

Fig. 5 Accessible pore volume of mordenite for n-hexane

and benzene and 1,3-diethylbenzene. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Adsorption of (a) n-octane, (b) benzene, (c) pyridine,

and (d) NH3 on (e) H/MOR.
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to the directed binding to hydroxy groups and another that

results from the London dispersion forces.[120] The direct

interaction results from a dipole-induced hydrogen-bridge

of alkane hydrogens. To partition between these two

groups of interactions, it is useful to compare microporous

materials with and without Brønsted acid sites. The de-

pendence of the heat of sorption of n-alkanes on their

chain length is shown in Fig. 7 for two groups of molec-

ular sieves, i.e., materials of MFI and FAU structure with

and without strong Brønsted acid sites. The initial heat of

sorption increases linearly with the chain length for ZSM-

5 and zeolite Y.[105,121] However, the increment in the

heat of sorption per carbon atom is larger for the medium

pore ZSM-5 material compared to the large pore zeolite

Y. Also, the modest contribution of polarization by strong

Brønsted acid sites (7–10 kJ mol�1) is higher for ZSM-5

indicating higher acid strength. Overall, it can be con-

cluded that the interaction between the alkane and the

zeolite is governed by physisorption.

The sorption in the pores reduces the degrees of free-

dom (translatory and configurational) for the sorbed

molecules (decrease of their entropy). Stronger bonding

leads to a more pronounced reduction of the sorbate en-

tropy. With increasing chain length of the alkane (in-

creasing heat of sorption), indeed, also the entropy in the

sorbed state decreases sympathetically. For a given heat of

adsorption, the loss of entropy decreases with the pore size

of the molecular sieve.[121] The slope of the resulting

linear correlation between entropy and enthalpy can be

used for unknown materials as characteristic value for the

available pore diameter. Entropy plays also a significant

role in ordering and sorbing molecules that can only partly

access the pore system.[122]

Molecular sieves containing alumina are hydrophilic

and are used as drying agents. However, in the pure silica

form materials with the same structure and micropores

interact very weakly with polar compounds (are hydro-

phobic). For practical measures a comparison of the

sorption capacity for n-hexane and water has been intro-

duced as hydrophobicity index.[123] The reason for this

weak interaction lies in the low polarity of the pure silica

lattice, which does not tend to form hydrogen bonds

with polar molecules such as water or alcohols.[124]

This is especially important for small molecules (water,

ammonia, methanol, methylamine, etc.) that show a

less pronounced interaction via dispersion forces than

large molecules.

CATALYSIS IN THE CONFINEMENT OF
MICRO- AND MESOPORES

The dominating chemical functions, i.e., acid, base, or

redox, determine the surface chemistry and the way

reactions are catalyzed. The confinement of the pores does

not lead to completely new chemistry, but the proximity

of the lattice and the reacting molecules may stabilize

some transition states similar to situations found in liquid

phase or enzyme catalysis. It is impossible to review the

wide variety of chemical reactions reported for micropo-

rous and mesoporous materials. Therefore, we will limit

the review to those special situations, where the molecular

sieves show special properties. For more general over-

views the reader is referred to Refs. [7,125–131].

One of the most striking observations is the strong

adsorption of even apolar molecules and the resulting high

catalytic activity. This is most prominently seen in the

conversion of light alkanes on various zeolites and

mesoporous materials. At a particular temperature the rate

of alkane cracking increases exponentially with the size of

the alkane. This is not related to an easier breaking of the

C–C bond (the true energies of activation are identical for

all molecules) but is caused by the exponential increase of

the adsorption equilibrium constant with the size of the

molecule.[132,133] As the strength of adsorption is also

related to the pore size, materials with larger pores adsorb

fewer molecules at a given partial pressure. Indeed, the

rate of n-alkane cracking is about an order of magnitude

slower with materials of the FAU structure than with

H-ZSM-5. The energy of activation, however, is identical

for both reactants. The rates for cracking are even smaller

for acidic mesoporous materials. As a consequence it is

possible to selectively crack a heavy fraction of alkanes in

the presence of light alkanes by choosing a large pore

acidic material.

The variation of the chemical composition can be used

to subtly influence the selectivity. It has been recognized

for example that zeolites with higher concentration alu-

minum substituted into the lattice show appreciable hy-

dride transfer activity, which not only maintains the
Fig. 7 Heat of sorption of n-alkanes on (5) H-ZSM-5, (&)

ZSM-5 (siliceous), (6) H-Y, and (.) Y (siliceous).
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cracking chain reactions, but also shifts the product dis-

tribution between olefins and aromatic molecules.[134]

Now it could be shown with the reverse reaction, i.e., the

alkylation of iso-butane with n-butene, that hydride

transfer increases with the aluminum concentration over a

much wider range of chemical indicating that a less

strongly acidic material has the higher tendency to hydride

transfer. This is surprising as it shows that the stability of

the new bond between the carbon atom and the lattice

oxygen is more important than the polarity of the C–O

bond in the alkoxy group.[135,136]

While hydride transfer is important for hydrocarbon

activation at low temperatures, deprotonation reactions by

strong bases such as ammonia may help to release highly

polar species such as alkylammonium compounds. Alkyl-

ammonium ions are generated by the reaction of am-

monium ions with methanol, but are unable to leave the

zeolite pores, because of their high base strength.[137]

Scheme 1 shows that in the initial step an ammonium ion

is formed, which donates a proton to the alcohol leading to

an alkylammonium ion and water as a leaving group.

Alkyl transfer reactions or adsorption-assisted desorption

is necessary to allow the decomposition of the alkyl-

ammonium ion and the desorption of alkylamines, while

another ammonium ion is formed. The zeolite also binds

the alkylammonium ions very strongly, but activates the

alkyl groups on the other hand so that they can also react

with strongly nucleophilic reactants.

The changes in the chemical composition can be used

to modify the relative concentration of reactants in the

pores by varying the polarity of the lattice and the strength

of interaction with polar and apolar molecules. A nice

academic example for that effect is reported by Namba

et al.,[138] who studied the direct esterification of acetic

acid with n-, iso-, and tert-butyl alcohol on different

zeolites. The poisoning of the acid sites by water formed

in the process was significantly weaker with the more

hydrophobic high-Si/Al-ratio ZSM-5 catalysts. Materials

with a low tendency to sorb polar compounds are there-

fore excellent catalysts for the synthesis and transforma-

tion of highly polar products.[139]

The weak interaction with water is also the main reason

for the successful use of H2O2 with Ti-silicalite materials.

A significant concentration of water in the pores under

reaction conditions would lead to the hydrolysis of, for

example, epoxide groups formed from the reaction with

olefinic molecules (Scheme 2). It should be noted that

such subtle differences in the strength of interaction can

be used to optimize polar and basic molecular sieves in

order to adjust the ratio of methanol and toluene adsorbed

in the pores of alkali exchanged zeolites during the side

chain alkylation of toluene. In contrast to the well-tailored

zeolites, the conversion over basic layered compounds

such as hydrotalcites indicates that improper ratios be-

tween toluene and methanol lead to inactive catalysts.[140]

While there has been limited direct evidence, some

results also suggest that it should be possible to use the

polarization by the zeolite pores to activate molecules.

Evidence includes the modification of the optical prop-

erties of sorbed naphthalene[141] and the variations in the

cracking activity in aluminum phosphate molecular sieves

because of local field gradients.[142]

The most pronounced and important effect in micro-

and mesoporous materials, however, relates to its shape

selectivity. It can be induced by limitations of the access

of some of the reactants to the pore system (reactant se-

lectivity), the limitation in the diffusion of some of the

products out of the pores (product selectivity), and con-

straints in forming certain transition states (transition state

selectivity) (see Scheme 3 for a comparison of the types of

shape selectivity).[125,143–145]

Reactant selectivity occurs when the access of certain

reactant molecules to the intercrystalline void space of

the zeolite is suppressed on the basis of the diameter,

while other (less bulky) molecules can enter and react.

The first example of reactant shape selectivity was

reported by Weisz and Frilette[146] for the dehydration of

an n-butanol/iso-butanol mixture over LTA-type zeolites.

Because of its larger minimum kinetic diameter iso-bu-

tanol is excluded from entering the zeolite pores, while

n-butanol is easily dehydrated to butene. This demon-

strates that the pores are able to realize a well-defined

cutoff point with respect to the minimum kinetic diameter

of the reacting molecules. This principle of size exclusionScheme 1 Acid-catalyzed methylamine synthesis.

 

Scheme 2 Epoxidation and hydrolysis.
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is frequently used in hydrocarbon processing to remove

linear hydrocarbons from a mixture of hydrocarbons

(e.g., selectoforming).

Product selectivity is the result of the differences be-

tween the diffusivities of the reaction products in the pores

of the zeolite. A typical example is the isomerization of

alkylaromatics. Note that the diffusion constant of p-xy-

lene in chemically modified ZSM-5 zeolites is about 103

times higher than that of m-xylene.[51,147] Therefore

p-xylene will diffuse quickly out of the pores of the

zeolite to the gas phase, while the more bulky product

(o- and m-xylene) will undergo secondary isomerization

reactions. As this type of shape selectivity results from

the differences in the diffusivities it depends on the pore

size but also on the crystal size of the zeolite particles.

Transition state shape selectivity occurs when the

configuration of a potential transition state is spatially

constraint compared to other transition states and there-

fore only certain reaction pathways are possible. m-Xy-

lene isomerization is a well-documented example. It is

interesting to note for this reactant that it diffuses slower

through the pore channels of H-ZSM-5 than both reaction

products, o-xylene and p-xylene. None of the products is

adsorbed in a measurable degree during reaction. The

p-xylene position is preferably formed as the transition

state is smaller and, hence, entropically preferred. This

is also confirmed kinetically by the temperature inde-

pendence of the preference to p-xylene.[51]

Recently, it has also been shown that selectivity can be

induced by the spacing between pore mouths of zeolites,

although this has been strongly debated in relation to the

hydroisomerization of alkanes.[148,149] It has been shown

that product patterns could be explained by invoking only

the acid sites at the entrance of small pore materials such

as erionite, ZSM-22, and Theta-1. The isomer distribution

suggests that branching of n-alkanes occurs in approxi-

mately the distance between two pore openings.

CONCLUSION

Crystalline nanostructured microporous and, to a lesser

extent, mesoporous materials are broadly available pro-

viding a unique environment that allows to tailor the local

reaction to an extent that is otherwise seen only in

enzymes. This progress was and is based on the gradually

developing understanding of chemical and physical pro-

cesses and the material properties involved in the catalytic

reactions. Rapidly advancing experimental capabilities

and the progress in theoretical chemistry aided the speed of

development greatly. The steric and chemical control of

the environment of the active sites, the mobility of the

reactants and products, and the interplay between these

processes are understood at a level that makes it possible to

design materials for specific purposes. The realization of

controlled size and morphology of the microporous mate-

rials, the synthesis of stable larger pore materials, and the

generation of well-defined outer surfaces and delaminated

structures are three of the major challenges to be overcome.

The introduction of chiral centers into the structure and the

combination of organic and inorganic entities are other

challenges that will see breakthroughs in the future.
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Chaotic Transport in Antidot Lattices

Tsuneya Ando
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Advances in microfabrication and crystal growth technol-

ogy have enabled the preparation of lateral superlattices

with submicron structures on top of a two-dimensional

(2-D) electron system with mean free path as large as 100

mm. The 2-D system modulated by a periodic strong

repulsive potential is called antidot lattice. The transport

in this system is ballistic (i.e., electrons are scattered from

the antidot potential itself rather than from impurities).

The purpose of this paper is to give a brief review on

chaotic transport in antidot lattices in the presence of

magnetic fields mainly from a theoretical point of view.

Various interesting phenomena have been observed in

antidot lattices in magnetic fields: quenching of the Hall

effect,[1,2] Altshuler–Aronov–Spivak oscillation near van-

ishing fields,[3–6] the so-called commensurability peaks in

magnetoresistance,[1,7–16] and fine oscillations around

them.[17,18]

Antidot lattices are introduced in ‘‘Antidot Lattices.’’

In ‘‘Commensurability Peaks,’’ the origin of commensu-

rability peaks is discussed with emphasis on the roles of

classical chaotic motion. In ‘‘Aharonov–Bohm-Type

Oscillation,’’ the Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation super-

imposed on the commensurability peak is analyzed based

on semiclassical quantization of periodic orbits existing in

the chaotic sea. Triangular lattices are discussed in

‘‘Triangular Antidot Lattices’’ with emphasis on differ-

ences from square lattices. In ‘‘Altshuler–Aronov–Spivak

Oscillation,’’ a kind of the Altshuler–Aronov–Spivak os-

cillation appearing in weak magnetic fields is discussed

in relation to the roles of inherent disorder in the antidot

potential arising during the fabrication process. A new

method based on a scattering matrix to calculate elec-

tronic states and transport properties is introduced in

‘‘Scattering Matrix Formalism,’’ together with some ex-

amples of the results obtained. A summary and conclu-

sions are given in ‘‘Conclusion.’’

ANTIDOT LATTICES

Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the potential of a square

antidot lattice. It is characterized by the period a and the

diameter d of the antidot. We have typically d >� 1000 Å,

larger than the Fermi wavelength of the 2-D electron

system (lF � 500 Å) for a typical electron concentration

less than 5�1011 cm�2 in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-

ture. Correspondingly, the period of the antidot is usually

a�2000 Å. This means that the system is in the boundary

between the quantum regime and the classical regime. In

classical mechanics, electron motion is fully chaotic and,

in fact, the antidot lattice is a kind of a Sinai billiard,

which is a typical system where chaotic motion has been

intensively studied.

The model antidot potential used often for a square

antidot is given by:

UðrÞ ¼ U0 cos
px

a

� �
cos

py

a

� ���� ���2b ð1Þ

where U0 is the potential maximum and the parameter b
characterizes its steepness. The antidot diameter can be

defined as d/2 = jrj, with U(r) = EF, where EF is the Fermi

energy and r is chosen in the direction of a nearest

neighbor. In a triangular lattice, the corresponding po-

tential is given by:

UðrÞ ¼ U0

���� cos
pa1 	 r

a2

� �
cos

pa2 	 r
a2

� �

� cos
pða1 � a2Þ 	 r

a2

� �����
4b=3

ð2Þ

with a1 = (
p

3a/2, a/2) and a2 = (0,a).

Sometimes, we use the following model potential:

UðrÞ ¼ EF
d=2 þ D � r

D

� �2

yðd=2 þ D � rÞ ð3Þ

where r is the distance from the center of an antidot, D is

the parameter characterizing the steepness of the potential,

and y(t) is the step function defined by y(t)=1 for t>0 and

0 for t<0.

A self-consistent calculation in quantum wires at

GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures[19,20] suggests that the

potential is nearly parabolic for a wire with small width,

and consists of a flat central region and a parabolic

increase near the edge for a wider wire. The width D of the

region where the potential increases from the bottom to
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the Fermi energy is of the same order as the Fermi

wavelength lF for typical electron concentrations. This

leads to roughly b� 1 for d/a� 0.5, b� 2 for d/a� 0.4,

and b� 4 for d/a� 0.3 in the case d�1000 Å.

COMMENSURABILITY PEAKS

Fig. 2 shows an example of observed diagonal and Hall

resistivity in a square antidot lattice.[1] Two prominent

peaks appear in the diagonal resistivity rxx in weak

magnetic fields and, correspondingly, some steplike

structures are present for the off-diagonal Hall resistivity

rxy. Cyclotron orbits can be classified into those affected

and not affected by antidots.[1] At certain magnetic fields,

electrons can move on the commensurate classical orbit

encircling a specific number of antidots, as shown in

Fig. 3 (pinned orbits). Magnetoresistance was expected to

increase at this magnetic field.

However, a numerical simulation based on classical

electron motion showed that the change in the volume of

Fig. 1 A model antidot potential in a square lattice. (a) d/a = 0.5 and b = 1. (b) d/a = 0.3 and b = 4. The potential is cut off at the

Fermi energy. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 An example of rxx and rxy observed in patterned

(solid lines) and unpatterned (dotted lines) 2-D systems. (From

Ref. [1].) Two prominent peaks and step structures appear in

the diagonal and Hall resistivity, respectively, at �0.2 and

�0.6 T in antidot lattices.

Fig. 3 Some examples of pinned orbits. It was suggested that

the resistivity exhibits a peak at the magnetic fields where the

classical cyclotron orbit encircles 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, etc., antidots.
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the pinned orbits in the phase space is not enough to cause

commensurability oscillation, and suggested that chaotic

orbits that have a character close to the periodic orbits

give larger contribution.[21] The importance of the

‘‘runaway’’ orbit, which skips regularly from an antidot

to its neighboring antidot in the same direction, was also

proposed.[22] Experiments on rectangular and/or disor-

dered antidots[23–27] and numerical simulations[27–29]

provided pieces of evidences showing the importance of

such orbits.

A better way of understanding the origin of commen-

surability peaks is through diffusive orbits and magnetic

focusing. Consider first the limit of a small aspect ratio

d/a�1. In this case, the electron loses its previous

memory of the direction of the velocity when it collides

with an antidot; therefore successive scattering with

antidots can be approximately regarded as independent

of each other.[30] This means that antidots are nothing but

independent scatterers.

In magnetic fields, transport is possible through the

migration of the center of the cyclotron motion; therefore

conductivity vanishes in the absence of scattering. When

2Rc < a, where Rc is the classical cyclotron radius, the

scattering of an electron from an antidot cannot give rise

to diffusion or conduction because the electron is trapped

by the antidot.

Scattering from antidots starts to contribute to conduc-

tivity when 2Rc > a�d. The migration of the center of the

cyclotron orbit occurs most frequently because of succes-

sive scattering from nearest-neighbor antidots at the

magnetic field corresponding to 2Rc = a. At this magnetic

field, the measure of such orbits becomes maximum in the

phase space because of a kind of magnetic focusing effect.

In fact, a slight change y in the direction from the di-

rection normal to the line connecting neighboring antidot

leads to a change only on the order of 2Rcy
2 in position

when the electron collides with a neighboring antidot, as

shown in Fig. 4. This leads to an increase of the phase

space volume of the orbits contributing to the increase of

the diffusion coefficient at 2Rca. This magnetic focus-

ing is different from mechanisms suggested in other

works.[25,27,31]

As shown in Fig. 5, the orbit corresponding to 2Rc = a

can be denoted as (nx,ny) = (±1,0) or (0,±1), where the line

segment connecting the point (nx,ny) and the origin

constitutes the diameter of the circle. With a further

decrease in the magnetic field, successive scattering with

next nearest-neighbor antidots becomes possible and the

conductivity has a peak around 2Rc=
p

2a corresponding

to (±1,±1). However, this contribution becomes less

prominent because the orbit passes through the position of

a nearest-neighbor antidot. The next peak arises from

(±2,0) or (0,±2), and (±2,±1) or (±1,±2), which lie close

to each other. The latter contribution should be larger

because its measure is twice as large as that of the former;

therefore the peak occurs roughly around 2Rc�
p

5a.

However, this peak should be weaker as these orbits also

pass through the position of other antidots. The next

prominent peak is expected to be given by (±2,±2),

(±3,0), (0,±3), (±3,±1), and (±1,±3). The peak is

expected to be at 2Rc3a because the orbits (±3,0) and

(0,±3) are not disturbed by other antidots. Most of the

commensurability peaks observed experimentally can be

explained qualitatively in this way.

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of magnetic focusing leading to

the fundamental commensurability peak.

Fig. 5 Some examples of diffusive cyclotron orbits contrib-

uting to the migration of the guiding center. The dashed cir-

cles correspond to pinned orbits (the number denotes antidots in

the orbit).
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When the diameter d is no longer negligible in com-

parison with the period a, the commensurability peak in

the diagonal conductivity sxx deviates from the condition

2Rc = (nx
2+ny

2)1/2a. In the following, we confine ourselves

to the fundamental peak given by (±1,0) and (0,±1). A

cyclotron orbit starting at an antidot and colliding with a

neighboring antidot has a center in the region schemat-

ically illustrated in Fig. 6, to which the phase space

volume of such orbits is proportional. Fig. 7 shows the

area as a function of the magnetic field. The area has a

maximum at 2Rc = a+ fd, where f� 0.3 is a constant

weakly dependent on d/a. This means that the commen-

surability peak is shifted to the weak-field side roughly in

proportion to d/a.

For a nonnegligible d/a, the correlation among succes-

sive scattering from antidots becomes important. In fact, it

manifests itself most directly in the Hall conductivity. As

illustrated in Fig. 8, it tends to enhance the left circular

motion of electrons in the weak-field region 2Rc
>�a and

reduce it in the high-field region 2Rc <�a. This leads to an

enhancement of jsxyj for 2Rc <�a and a reduction for

2Rc <�a, giving rise to a steplike structure around 2Rca.

With the increase of d/a, the measure of the diffu-

sive orbits increases, as shown in Fig. 7, and the diago-

nal conductivity becomes larger and comparable to sxy

(numerical calculations show that sxx�jsxyj around

d/a� 0.5.[30]). Therefore the commensurability peaks in

the resistivity become different from those in the diagonal

conductivity. Let Dsxx and Dsxy be small changes around

the field corresponding to the commensurability peak and

Fig. 6 The region (shaded) of the center of cyclotron orbits passing through two nearest-neighbor antidots.

Fig. 7 The area of the region where cyclotron orbits pass

through two nearest-neighbor antidots. The diagonal conductiv-

ity is roughly proportional to the area at 2Rc�a.

Fig. 8 A schematic illustration of scattering from two adjacent

antidots. This leads to an enhancement of jsxyj for 2Rc
<�a and a

reduction for 2Rc
<�a.
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let �sxx and �sxy be the average (Dsxx � �sxx; jDsxyj� j�sxyj).
Then, we have:

Drxx ¼
ð�s2

xy � �s2
xxÞDsxx � 2�sxx�sxyDsxy

ð�s2
xx þ �s2

xyÞ
2

ð4Þ

This means that Dsxy determines the structure of rxx when

�sxx � j�sxyj (i.e., the reduction of jsxyj in the high-field side

gives the peak in rxx for a large d/a).

Fig. 9 shows an example of the results of numerical

simulations in classical mechanics[30] It shows that the

peak in sxx is broadened considerably with the increase of

d/a and, at the same time, shifted to the lower magnetic

field side. A step structure corresponding to the first

derivative of sxx with the magnetic field appears in sxy.

However, it is interesting that the commensurability peak

in the resistivity rxx remains around 2Rc = a, independent

of d/a. This results from the fact that the resistivity is

rather a complicated function of sxx and sxy. For d/a�0.5,

the structures in sxx and sxy disappear almost completely

and rxx does not show a clear commensurability peak.

A large aspect ratio usually corresponds to a small

antidot period a and to a narrow spacing between the

nearest-neighbor antidot comparable to the Fermi wave-

length lF. Therefore quantum effects can be important for

antidot lattices with large d/a for a fixed value of a. In

fact, a quantum mechanical calculation[32] in a self-

consistent Born approximation[33,34] shown in Fig. 10

gave the result for d/a = 0.5 that the diagonal conductivity

sxx exhibits essentially no structure and the off-diagonal

Hall conductivity has a small dip at 2Rc�a, leading to the

fundamental commensurability peak at 2Rc� a. Some

experiments have shown that sxx has a dip at 2Rc� a for

antidot lattices with larger d/a.[27,35] The structure

appearing in the off-diagonal Hall resistivity at the

fundamental commensurability peak was analyzed ex-

perimentally and theoretically.[36]

Fig. 9 Some examples of (a) rxx, (b) sxx, and (c) sxy calculated

in classical mechanics. Each curve of rxx is normalized by its

maximum value and shifted successively. The results for sxx are

shifted successively by e2/h. The peak positions of sxx are

indicated by triangles and vertical dotted lines. The mean free

path is L = 3.3a. (From Ref. [30].)

Fig. 10 (a) rxx, (b) sxx, and (c) sxy calculated in a self-

consistent Born approximation as a function of the magnetic

field for b = 2. The experimental data (From Ref. [17].) are also

shown for comparison. (From Ref. [32].)
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In high magnetic fields, the structure of the energy

bands is relatively simple and can be understood as com-

binations of Landau bands, which have nonzero dispersion

in the presence of antidot lattices and quantized edge

states localized along an antidot boundary. With the de-

crease of the magnetic field, these magnetic minibands

start getting mixed with each other. This mixing gives rise

to many bands having a large quantized value of the Hall

conductivity, both negative and positive.[37] Extremely

large values are usually canceled out if they are summed

over adjacent minibands. Actual calculations seem to

show that this cancellation is not complete and the Hall

conductivity tends to have a dip around a certain magnetic

field, giving rise to a peak in the resistivity. The Hall

conductivity is sensitive to parameters such as the Fermi

energy and sometimes exhibits even a signature change.

Therefore the origin of commensurability peaks becomes

unclear when quantum effects become important.

AHARONOV–BOHM-TYPE OSCILLATION

A fine oscillation was observed to be superimposed on

commensurability peaks of the magnetoresistance.[5,17,18]

Figs. 11 and 12 give examples of such Aharonov–Bohm-

type oscillation reported in Refs. [17] and [18]. The

period is roughly given by DB�F0/a2, where F0 = ch/e

is the magnetic flux quantum. Numerical calculations

have been performed on this Aharonov–Bohm-type

oscillation.[32,38,39] In the following, some of the re-

sults[32,40] obtained in a self-consistent Born approxima-

tion are reviewed briefly.

The calculated diagonal and Hall conductivity at T=4

K, shown in Fig. 10, oscillate with period F0 over the

range of magnetic fields considered. This oscillation

originates from the butterfly band structure of Hofstad-

ter,[41] as suggested theoretically.[42–44] In fact, the band

structure exhibits a quasi-periodic oscillation as a function

of the magnetic flux passing through a unit cell with

period given by the magnetic flux quantum. At a lower

temperature (T = 1 K), another kind of oscillation appears

in addition to this butterfly oscillation. Actually, these

oscillations are sensitive to the antidot potential and the

difference between this new oscillation and the butterfly

oscillation becomes much clearer for the more realistic

parameter b = 1, although not shown here.

The density of states in classically chaotic systems can

be calculated semiclassically using the so-called periodic

orbit theory.[45–47] According to the trace formula, the

density of states is given by the sum of a classical con-

tribution and a quantum correction. The latter is given by

semiclassically quantized energy levels associated with

Fig. 12 An example of observed quantum oscillations super-

imposed on the fundamental commensurability peak. (From

Ref. [18].)

Fig. 11 Observed quantum oscillation superimposed on the

fundamental commensurability peak. (From Ref. [17].) The

oscillation becomes clear in the difference of the resistivity at

T = 4.2 K and that at T = 1.5 K (shifted vertically by 1 kO).
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periodic orbits and the former is proportional to the

classical phase space volume at the energy. The contri-

bution of a particular periodic orbit can be written as the

summation of d functions for a stable orbit:

Dpo
oscðEÞ ¼

T

�h

X1
m ¼ 0

� X1
n ¼ � 1

� d
Sc

�h
� m þ 1

2

� �
v � 2np

� �
� 1

2p

�
ð5Þ

and the summation of Lorentzian functions for an unsta-

ble orbit:

Dpo
oscðEÞ ¼

T

�h

X1
m ¼ 0

ð�1Þm
� X1

n ¼ �1

1

p

� ð2m þ 1Þu=2

½Sc=�h � 2pðm=4 þ nÞ�2 þ ½ð2m þ 1Þu=2�2
� 1

2p

�

ð6Þ

where Sc is the classical action, T is the period, and v is the

stability angle. For unstable orbits, u is the Lyapunov

exponent, m is the Maslov index, and the sign becomes ±

accordingly as the neighborhood of a periodic orbit is

hyperbolic or inverse hyperbolic. The integer m is con-

sidered as a quantum number for a motion transverse to

the periodic orbit.[48] The quantization conditions are:

Sc ¼
2p�h n þ 1

2p
m þ 1

2

� �
v

� �
for stable orbit

2p�h n þ m
4

� �
for unstable orbit

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

with integer n and nonnegative integer m.

Fig. 13 shows some examples of periodic orbits having

a short trajectory.[49,50] The orbit (a) is localized in the

potential well region surrounded by four neighboring

antidots. It turns continuously into a normal cyclotron

orbit in sufficiently high magnetic fields. The orbit (b)

circling around an antidot is considered to be most

important in giving rise to the quantum oscillation.

Fig. 14 shows an example of the calculated density of

states together with quantized energy levels associated

with the orbits (a) and (b) for m = 0.[32,40] The density of

states is correlated well with semiclassical energy levels,

although many features remain to be explained.

A semiclassical expression can be obtained for the

conductivity tensor,[32,51,52] but has proved to be un-

successful for the parameter range corresponding to the

Fig. 14 The density of states calculated in a self-consistent

Born approximation for �h /t=0.18 meV and b=1. It is large in

the light region and small in the dark region. The energy levels

for the orbits (a) and (b) are given by lines (solid lines for stable

orbits and dotted lines for unstable orbits). (From Ref. [40].)

Fig. 15 Some examples of diffusive cyclotron orbits contrib-

uting to the migration of the guiding center in a triangular lattice.

The dashed circles correspond to pinned orbits (the number

denotes antidots in the orbit). The measure of the diffusive orbits

has a dip around the field corresponding to (n1,n2)=(2/3,2/3).

Fig. 13 Some examples of periodic orbits having a short

trajectory in a square antidot in a magnetic field Ba2/F0 =8.5

roughly corresponding to the main commensurability peak. The

parameters are a/lF = 4.31, U0/EF = 8.4, d/a = 0.6, and b = 2.

(From Ref. [49].)
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experiments mentioned above.[32] As discussed in

‘‘Commensurability Peaks’’, diffusive orbits have a dom-

inant contribution to transport in the magnetic field region

near the commensurability peak. These orbits are perturbed

by the presence of quantized periodic orbits, which is likely

to lead to a quantum oscillation. The semiclassical ex-

pression for the conductivity does not take into account

such effects.

TRIANGULAR ANTIDOT LATTICES

Commensurability peaks have been observed also in

triangular antidot lattices. Their origin is the same as in

square lattices and is understood in terms of diffusive

orbits and magnetic focusing. Fig. 15 shows some

examples of diffusive orbits contributing to the migration

of guiding centers of cyclotron orbits. They are specified

by two integers (n1,n2) such that n1a1+n2a2 corresponds to

a vector whose length is equal to the cyclotron diameter

(i.e., 2Rc=a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2

p
).

There are some important differences from the square

lattice. First, diffusive orbits are strongly disturbed by the

presence of other antidots with increasing antidot diam-

eter. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 16, diffusive

orbits start to be severely influenced for d/a>(
p

3�1)/

20.37 in the triangular case, in contrast to d/a > 2/

30.67 in the square case. Therefore commensurability

peaks are much more sensitive to the aspect ratio.

Second, there is a wide gap in the magnetic field

between the fundamental peak given by a/Rc = 2

[(n1,n2)=(±1,0) or (0,±1)] and the next peak given by

a/Rc=2/
p

3[(n1,n2)=(±1,±1)]. As shown in Fig. 17, the

Fig. 16 Schematic illustration of diffusive orbits giving rise

to a fundamental commensurability peak in (a) square and (b)

triangular lattices. The orbit starts to be disturbed by other

antidots for smaller d/a in the triangular case.

Fig. 17 The region (shaded) of the guiding center of cyclotron

orbits passing through two nearest-neighbor antidots in a

triangular lattice when Rc +d/2a/
p

3.

Fig. 18 Calculated resistivity and conductivities in triangular

antidot lattices. Quantum and classical results are shown by solid

and dotted lines, respectively. The peak positions of sxx (closed

and open circles for quantum and classical, respectively) are

shown in the inset. The upward arrow indicates a small dip at a/

Rc=
p

3. (From Ref. [37].)
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area of the region corresponding to a guiding center of a

cyclotron orbit passing through a pair of nearest-neighbor

antidots starts to overlap with that of another pair at a

magnetic field given by the condition Rc+d/2=a/
p

3. This

leads to a reduction in the measure of the diffusive orbits

around a/Rc�
p

3, giving rise to a small dip in the

diffusion coefficient at this magnetic field (see below).

Fig. 18 shows some examples of results of quantum

and classical calculations.[37,53] The commensurability

peaks are rapidly shifted to the lower magnetic field side

with increasing d/a, which is more appreciable in quantum

results. In fact, the peak is shifted down to the vanishing

magnetic field; therefore only a large negative magneto-

resistance can be seen for d/a�0.5. These results can be

well understood in terms of the differences between the

square and triangular lattices mentioned above (a weak

dip may be identified in the diagonal conductivity at the

magnetic field given by a/Rc=
p

3 for d/a=0.2).

The strong disturbance of diffusive orbits in triangular

lattices with a large aspect ratio suggests that the number

of events that an electron is scattered by the same antidot

is larger than that in square lattices. This means that the

electron trajectory is much more complicated in triangular

lattices than in square lattices, explaining the reason that

the conductivity itself is considerably smaller in triangular

lattices and that the amplitude of the Altshuler–Aronov–

Spivak oscillation is much larger, as will be discussed in

‘‘Altshuler–Aronov–Spivak Oscillation.’’[54,55] This also

explains the similar behavior of the Altshuler–Aronov–

Spivak oscillation of the localization length, which was

observed experimentally[56] and also demonstrated theo-

retically.[57,58]

ALTSHULER–ARONOV–SPIVAK
OSCILLATION

The conductance of a conductor in the form of a hollow

cylinder oscillates as a function of the magnetic flux

passing through its cross section with a period given by

half of the flux quantum F0 = ch/e. This oscillation is a

result of interference effects and is called the Altshuler–

Aronov–Spivak oscillation.[59] This oscillation was ex-

perimentally observed in cylindrical metal films[60] and

networks of thin metallic wires[61] in the diffusive regime,

where the mean free path is much smaller than the sample

size or the wire width.

Similar oscillations have been observed also in antidot

lattices.[3–6] Fig. 19 shows an example.[6] The essential

features of the experiments can be summarized as follows:

1) the oscillations are observed clearly in triangular

lattices but are almost invisible in square lattices;[5,6] and

2) the negative magnetoresistance is observed together

with the oscillation. In the following, a numerical

study[54,55] is reviewed briefly.

Real antidot lattices have inherent randomness arising

from fabrication processes, in addition to impurities

whose strength is characterized by the mean free path L.

This disorder is introduced through fluctuations in antidot

Fig. 19 Comparison of the resistivity in a triangular (solid line)

and a square (dotted line) antidot lattice observed experimen-

tally. A prominent oscillation with a period determined by F0/2

appears in the triangular lattice.

Fig. 20 Conductance of a triangular antidot lattice with size

Lx�Ly as a function of magnetic flux passing through a unit cell.

(From Refs. [54] and [55].)
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diameters around the mean value d. The amount of

fluctuations is characterized by the root mean square

deviation df. The conductance is calculated by Green’s

function technique[62] for systems with length Lx and

width Ly containing a finite number of antidots (�25).

Fig. 20 gives calculated conductance of a triangular

antidot lattice with a/lF = 4 in the absence of disorder in

the antidot potential. In the ballistic regime L/lF = 16,

where L is larger than the antidot period, the conductance

exhibits an irregular oscillation. This is a consequence of

the fact that an irregular oscillation with period F0 caused

by interference effects has a dominant contribution. In

fact, both phase and form of the oscillation vary

sensitively depending on parameters such as d/a, a/lF,

and b. With the decrease in the mean free path, the

amplitude of the irregular oscillation becomes smaller and

that of the Altshuer–Aronov–Spivak oscillation charac-

terized by period F0/2 becomes more and more dominant.

In particular, a beautiful oscillation manifests itself in the

diffusive regime where L/lF=2 or L/a=1/2.

Similarly, the contribution of the irregular oscillation

diminishes with the increase of disorder in the antidot

potential, as shown Fig. 21. The oscillation with period

F0/2 becomes dominant for a disorder as large as df/

a=0.07. Fig. 21 shows that the oscillation is accompanied

by a weak negative magnetoresistance, or a slight increase

in the conductance as a function of a magnetic field. This

is in agreement with one of the features of the experiments

discussed above. The amplitude of the oscillations satu-

rates for df/a > 0.07.

In the square lattice, the oscillation has a smaller

amplitude than that in the triangular lattice, again in

excellent agreement with experiments not shown here

explicitly. Note that the conductance of the triangular

lattice is much smaller than that of the square lattice.

Electrons perform more complicated motion and stay

longer in the triangular lattice than in the square

lattice.[5,6] This is presumably the main origin of the

enhancement of oscillation in the triangular lattice, as has

been discussed in ‘‘Triangular Antidot Lattices.’’

SCATTERING MATRIX FORMALISM

Quantum Wire Junction

Difficulties of quantum mechanical calculations of energy

levels and transport coefficients in antidot lattices lie in

the fact that we have to consider a magnetic unit cell that

can become very large, depending on the magnetic flux

passing through a unit cell. In this section, a new method

of full quantum calculations of energy bands and transport

quantities[63,64] is reviewed.

We shall replace an antidot lattice by a 2-D array of

quantum wire junctions with width Wx in the x direction

and Wy in the y direction, as illustrated in Fig. 22. Each

Fig. 21 Conductance of a triangular antidot lattice in the

presence of fluctuations in antidot diameter. (From Refs. [54]

and [55].)

Fig. 22 Two-dimensional array of quantum wire junctions.
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junction is connected to neighboring junctions through

a quantum wire with length Lx and Ly in the x and y

directions, respectively. The lattice period in the x

direction is a and that in the y direction is b. For the

calculation of an S matrix, we consider the model shown

in Fig. 23. We divide this system into five regions (i.e.,

four wires and a junction).

The vector potential is chosen as A=(�By,0). The

modes in wires 1–4 are given by: (see equation below)

where l ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eB=c�h

p
is the magnetic length, n denotes

modes, vn corresponds to velocities, Z(y) is an eigenfunc-

tion for a wire in the x direction, and x(x) is that for a wire

in the y direction for the vector potential A=(0,Bx).

There are two kinds of modes. One of them is a

traveling mode whose wave number k is real and the other

is an evanescent mode whose wave number has an

imaginary part. The sign + (� ) denotes a mode traveling

or decaying in the positive (negative) direction. The wave

function in a wire region is represented using expansion

coefficients C with respect to modes in the wires:

Ciðx; yÞ ¼
X
n

½Cþinc
þ
inðx; yÞ þ C�inc

�
inðx; yÞ� ð9Þ

The S matrix gives the following relation between in-

coming and outgoing waves:

C�1
C�2
Cþ3
Cþ4

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ SðEÞ

Cþ1
Cþ2
C�3
C�4

0
BB@

1
CCA ð10Þ

where C consists of expansion coefficients C; therefore its

dimension is the number of modes.

Energy Bands and Density of States

We can calculate the energy bands of an infinitely large

array of junctions using Bloch’s theorem. In the follow-

ing, we confine ourselves to the case in the absence of the

magnetic field for simplicity. The extension to the case in

magnetic fields is discussed in Ref. [64]. The Bloch con-

dition for Ci(x,y) gives the conditions for expansion co-

efficients C1n = exp(� ikxa)C3n and C2n = exp(� ikyb)C4n.

These are rewritten as the following relation between

incoming and outgoing waves:

C�1
C�2
Cþ3
Cþ4

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ Pðkx; kyÞ

Cþ1
Cþ2
C�3
C�4

0
BB@

1
CCA ð11Þ

where:

Pðkx; kyÞ ¼

0 0 P�1
x 0

0 0 0 P�1
y

Px 0 0 0

0 Py 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA ð12Þ

with Px = exp(ikxa) and Py = exp(ikyb). Energy bands are

given with the condition that Eqs. 10 and 11 have non-

trivial solutions for C:

det½Pðkx; kyÞ � SðEÞ� ¼ 0 ð13Þ

This equation gives energy bands as equi-energy lines in

the k space at the energy E.

Fig. 24 shows some examples of calculated energy

bands for a square lattice (b = a). The parameters are

a/lF = 4.31, U0/EF =8.4, d/a = 0.6, and b = 2 (this choice

c�1nðx; yÞ ¼ ðvx
nÞ
�1=2Zn�ðyÞ exp½ið�kx

n þWy=2l2Þðx þ Lx=2Þ�
c�2nðx; yÞ ¼ ðvy

nÞ
�1=2xn�ðxÞ expð�ixy=l2Þ exp½ið�ky

n � Wx=2l2Þðy þ Ly=2Þ�
c�3nðx; yÞ ¼ ðvx

nÞ
�1=2Zn�ðyÞ exp½ið�kx

n þ Wy=2l2Þðx � Wx � Lx=2Þ�
c�4nðx; yÞ ¼ ðvy

nÞ
�1=2xn�ðxÞ expð�ixy=l2Þ exp½ið�kx

n � Wx=2l2Þðy � Wy � Ly=2Þ� ð8Þ

Fig. 23 A quantum wire junction for calculation of an S

matrix.
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of b is likely to be too large for realistic antidots). The

corresponding equipotential lines are given in Fig. 13.

The magnetic field Ba2/F0 = 4 corresponds to about 0.4 T

for a typical antidot lattice with a�2000 Å. The bands

are calculated by including all traveling modes and a

single evanescent mode having the smallest imaginary

wave vector. The horizontal dotted lines denote the

bottom of one-dimensional subbands in the wire region.

The results using the S matrix formalism with only a

single evanescent mode agree quite well with the exact

results in which all the evanescent modes are included.

This shows that the inclusion of a few evanescent modes is

sufficient for an accurate description of energy bands of

antidot lattices. The bands for Ba2/F0 = 4 corresponding to

2Rc/a�2 may be regarded as a mixture of a band with a

large dispersion (runaway orbit) and those having a small

dispersion for 0.4<�E/EF
<�1.0.[32] The energy bands be-

come more complicated for higher energies.

Fig. 25 shows the corresponding energy dependence of

the density of states and the conductivity calculated using

the Boltzmann transport equation. The density of states is

measured in units of the 2-D value m*/p�h2 and the

conductivity in units of ne2t/m*, where n is the electron

concentration in the absence of the antidot potential and

m* is the effective mass. They are averaged over the

Gaussian distribution with broadening G/EF = 0.02. Some

structures of the conductivity correspond to those of the

density of states, but most of them do not.

A semiclassical analysis has been made for the density

of states by considering six periodic orbits (a)–(f) given in

Fig. 13.[49,64,65] As a cutoff of a quantum number m in Eq.

5, the factor exp(�am) has been introduced, where m is

the quantum number for a motion transverse to each

periodic orbit. Fig. 26 shows some examples in the

magnetic field corresponding to Ba2/F0=8.5, where the

condition of the fundamental commensurability peak is

nearly satisfied (i.e., 2Rc�a at the Fermi level).

The orbit (a) is stable in the energy region E/EF�0.43,

the orbit (b) in 0.72�E/EF�1.41 and E/EF�0.52, the

orbit (c) in 0.7�E/EF�0.74, and the orbit (e) E/EF�0.68.

Orbit (c) merges into orbit (b) and disappears at E/EF=0.7.

The quantized levels associated with such stable orbits

give clear peaks in the semiclassical density of states,

many of which are in agreement with those of the

Fig. 25 The energy dependence of the density of states (solid

line) and conductivity (dotted line) in the magnetic field Ba2/

F0 = 4. (From Ref. [64].)

Fig. 24 Calculated energy bands in a magnetic field Ba2/

F0 = 4. In the S matrix method, all traveling modes and only a

single evanescent mode are taken into account. (From Ref. [64].)
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quantum-mechanical density of states. Particularly, near

the Fermi energy, the orbit (b) circling around an antidot

gives a major contribution in agreement with the analysis

mentioned in ‘‘Aharonov–Bohm-Type Oscillation.’’ In-

clusion of higher transverse modes does not considerably

affect the structures of the semiclassical density of states.

However, peaks at E/EF = 0.97 and 1.1, which roughly

correspond to peaks of quantum-mechanical density of

states, are shifted to the higher-energy side including

higher transverse modes and the agreement becomes

worse. A more elaborate work in which many periodic

orbits are taken into account is necessary for a full

understanding of the correspondence between the quan-

tum-mechanical and semiclassical results for the density

of states.

Aharonov–Bohm Oscillation

To calculate transport quantities, we take a quantum wire

junction array as a model of an antidot lattice, as shown in

Fig. 27.[39] This is a kind of four-terminal system where

constrictions at edges are connected, respectively, to four

reservoirs through ideal leads. Transport coefficients are

calculated based on the Büttiker–Landauer formula[66–68]

from an S matrix for a junction array obtained by con-

necting S matrices for a single junction.

In the following, square antidot lattices are considered

and parameters are chosen as d/a = 0.5. The parameter D

Fig. 27 Schematic illustration of a finite antidot lattice for

which the numerical calculation is performed. It has eight sites

in the direction of the wire width and 16 sites in the direction of

the wire length.

Fig. 28 Diagonal resistance as a function of the magnetic field

for d/a = 0.6 and the mean free path L/pa = 2. (From Ref. [65].)

 

 

Fig. 26 (a) The oscillatory part of the density of states at Ba2/

F0 = 8.5 corresponding to 2Rc/a2. The dashed line is shifted to

the right by 0.4 and the dot-dashed line is shifted by 0.8. (b) The

corresponding Lyapunov exponents. (From Ref. [49].)
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for the model potential given by Eq. 3 characterizing the

steepness of the potential is chosen as D/a = 0.24. This

model potential becomes close to that given by Eq. 1 for

b=1 and d/a�0.5. Effects of impurities are introduced

through random short-range scatterers, and fluctuations in

the diameter of antidots are also introduced.

First, we consider the commensurability peak and the

superimposed Aharonov–Bohm oscillation. Fig. 28 shows

the dependence of the calculated magnetoresistance on the

Fermi wavelength lF for the mean free path L/p a=2 in

the absence of the antidot disorder.[65] The Aharonov–

Bohm-type oscillation is clearly seen to be superimposed

on the commensurability peak. The vertical solid and

dashed lines indicate semiclassical quantized levels of the

stable and unstable periodic orbits, respectively, encir-

cling a dot, which are calculated based on Eq. 7. The

Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation varies with the Fermi

energy in a somewhat irregular manner, but is correlated

quite well with semiclassical levels.

For the model potential (Eq. 3), the periodic orbit

encircling an antidot is quite sensitive to the aspect ratio

d/a and disappears when d/a exceeds a critical value

depending on the magnetic field. Fig. 29 shows the

boundary of the existence of the periodic orbit encircling

an antidot for a model potential given by Eq. 3.[69] The

insets in the right-hand side of the figure show the

periodic orbit (solid line) for d/a = 0.6 and 0.677. With the

increase of d/a, it merges into another orbit (dotted line),

which is unstable and has a longer trajectory, and

disappears. It contains the boundary in the case of D/a =

0.18 and 0.36 as well. The critical aspect ratio becomes

smaller with the increase of D/a (i.e., as the antidot

potential becomes broader).

Fig. 30 shows the calculated results of magnetoresis-

tance for various values of the aspect ratio in the case of

dominant impurity scattering.[69] The Aharonov–Bohm-

type oscillation changes as a function of the magnetic field

in an irregular manner, but the dependence on the field is,

on the whole, in good agreement with that of the position

of quantized levels of the periodic orbit. The oscillation

        

 

 

 

 

Fig. 29 Critical values of the aspect ratio at which the periodic

orbit encircling an antidot disappears. D/a = 0.18 (solid line),

0.24 (dotted line, realistic), and 0.36 (dashed line). The right

upper and lower insets show the periodic orbit (solid line) giving

the Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation and the other (dotted line)

that is unstable. These orbits merge and disappear when the

aspect ratio approaches a critical value. (From Ref. [69].)

Fig. 30 Calculated resistance as a function of the total flux F
passing through a unit cell divided by the flux quantum F0 for

varying Fermi wavelengths. Short vertical lines represent

semiclassically quantized energy levels associated with the

periodic orbit encircling an antidot (solid and dotted lines for

stable and unstable orbits, respectively). (From Ref. [69].)
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disappears or becomes unrecognizable near the field

corresponding to 2Rc = a for a large aspect ratio d/a = 0.7.

This field corresponds to the disappearance of the periodic

orbit. In fact, the periodic orbit is absent in the hatched

region, where no clear Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation

is visible. This provides a clear evidence that the

Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation is caused by the specific

periodic orbit (b) in Fig. 13 encircling an antidot.

Fig. 31 shows the resistivity for the mean free path L/

pa=2 in the absence of the antidot disorder at several

values of d/a and a/lF.[70] Both commensurability peak

and Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation vary in an irregular

manner with the change in the Fermi energy and the

aspect ratio. This can be understood in terms of the

anomalous behavior of the Hall conductivity because of

the complicated band mixing, as mentioned in ‘‘Com-

mensurability Peaks.’’

Fig. 32 shows the resistivity in the presence of disorder

df/a = 0.07 in the antidot diameter without impurities.[70]

The irregular dependence of the commensurability peak

and the Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation on the Fermi

energy and the aspect ratio has disappeared completely. In

particular, the resistivity shows a smooth Aharonov–

Bohm-type oscillation much closer to experiments. This

suggests that such a band structure is destroyed almost

completely by the presence of the antidot disorder.

Many periodic orbits can contribute to the Aharonov–

Bohm-type oscillation in ideal antidot lattices. In the

presence of disorder in the antidot potential, the shortest

orbit encircling a single antidot is expected to be less

influenced and its quantized energy levels can survive,

whereas those of other orbits are strongly disturbed and

smeared out. In other words, the antidot disorder tends to

enhance the contribution of the energy levels of this orbit

relative to those of other orbits. This explains the fact that

the Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation is sensitive to the

Fermi energy for impurity scattering but not for scattering

from antidot disorder.

The present formalism is quite effective in the study of

insulator–quantum Hall transition and the localization

oscillation observed experimentally.[56] In fact, a numer-

ical study demonstrated the presence of quantum oscilla-

tions of the localization length with periods of F0/2 and F0,

and also an insulator–quantum Hall transition point where

the Fermi level crosses extended states.[71] It showed also

Fig. 31 Calculated magnetoresistance in the case of dominant

impurity scattering. The arrows indicate the field corresponding

to 2Rc/a = 1. Short vertical lines represent energy levels

associated with the orbit encircling an antidot (solid and dotted

lines for stable and unstable orbits, respectively). (From

Ref. [70].)

Fig. 32 Calculated resistance in the case of dominant scat-

tering by antidot disorder. (From Ref. [70].)
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that extended states float in energy and disappear at a

critical magnetic field. This problem is outside the scope

of this paper; therefore this will not be discussed further.

CONCLUSION

A review of magnetotransport in antidot lattices has been

given mainly from a theoretical point of view. The

commensurability peaks appearing in magnetoresistivity

can be understood in terms of an enhancement in the

measure of diffusive orbits contributing to the diffusion

coefficients caused by a magnetic focusing effect.

Differences existing between square and triangular lattices

and roles of quantum effects have been understood by the

same mechanism. It has also been shown that realistic

antidot lattices have a large amount of disorder in the

potential, which accounts for the appearance of the

Altshuler–Aronov–Spivak oscillation and manifests itself

in the commensurability peak and the superimposed

Aharonov–Bohm-type oscillation. The disorder in the

antidot potential also gives rise to localization of electron

wave functions oscillating as a function of a magnetic

field and the insulator–quantum Hall transition in high

magnetic fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanomaterials, studied extensively during the past two

decades, represent a class of materials with at least one

relevant dimension on the length scale of a few to a few

hundred nanometers.[1–17] In this size regime, properties

of nanomaterials become strongly dependent on factors

such as surface characteristics, shape, and size due to the

quantum confinement effect.[1,6,7,18] It is, in principle,

possible to adjust the properties such as the color and

redox potentials of nanomaterials by changing the par-

ticle size or shape, without any change of chemical com-

position. Nanomaterials become increasingly important

in applications such as transistors,[19] light emitting

diodes,[20,21] sensors,[22] solar cells,[23] and lasers.[24]

Compared with the static properties such as opti-

cal absorption and emission, dynamic properties of

charge carrier in nanomaterials are relatively less under-

stood. Considerable progress has been made in the

study and understanding of charge carrier dynamics

recently.[3–5,11,13–17,24–31] Most studies have focused on

issues such as charge carriers trapping, carrier interaction,

recombination, and their dependence on particle size,

shape, surface characteristics. Studies of dynamic proper-

ties provide complementary information to static studies

and help to gain a better fundamental understanding of the

charge carrier behavior in nanomaterials.

Several powerful time-resolved laser techniques have

been employed to investigate charge carrier dynamics,

including transient absorption, transient bleach, and time-

resolved fluorescence. In a transient absorption measure-

ment, samples are first excited with an ultrafast laser

pulse. A second laser pulse, delayed with respect to the

first (excitation) pulse, is used to detect the population of

charge carriers in excited states.[32] Transient bleach has

been used to monitor the population of ground states in a

similar pump–probe setup.[33,34] The excited-state popu-

lation has also been monitored by time-resolved fluores-

cence combined with a fluorescence up-conversion

method[35] or stimulated emission.[36]

This chapter reviews the recent advances in the studies

of charge carrier dynamics and optical properties of semi-

conductor and metal nanoparticles (NPs). It starts with a

general picture of photoexcited electron relaxation in

semiconductor NPs. Specific nanoparticle systems are

then discussed in some detail, including CdS, CdSe,

CdTe, PbS, Cu2S, Ag2S, GaAs, InP, Mn2 +-doped ZnS,

Mn2 +-doped ZnSe, TiO2, Fe2O3, AgI, AgBr, MoS2, PbI2,

BiI3, and Si. The dynamic properties of metal NPs are

then illustrated with examples such as Ag and Au NPs.

Possible dependence of charge carrier dynamics on pa-

rameters such as size, shape, and surface characteristics is

discussed with appropriate examples. A summary is given

at the end of the chapter.

CHARGE CARRIER DYNAMICS IN
SEMICONDUCTOR NANOPARTICLES

General Picture of Charge Carrier Dynamics
in Semiconductor Nanoparticles

A general scheme of charge carrier relaxation in semi-

conductor NPs can be illustrated in Fig. 1. Upon photo-

excitation, an electron is generated in the conduction

band (CB) and a hole in the valence band (VB). The hot

electron then relaxes to the bottom of the CB and hole to

the top of the VB. Because of Coulombic attraction, an

exciton is formed from the electron and hole. The exciton

can decay radiatively or nonradiatively through electron–

hole recombination. If there are no states within the

bandgap, as in single crystal semiconductors, the recom-

bination will be mainly radiative, producing bandedge

emission, and the lifetime should be on the order of

nanoseconds for direct bandgap semiconductors. Howev-

er, if states exist within the bandgap because of defects or

surface dangling bonds, as in semiconductor NPs, photo-

excited charge carriers can be trapped in these states on

time scales faster than radiative recombination.

Trapping time constants have been reported for

different semiconductor NPs. For example, a trapping

time of about 100 fsec has been suggested for CdS

NPs.[32,37] For CdSe NPs, a trapping time of 0.5–8 psec

has been reported.[38] A much longer trapping time of 30

psec has been suggested for CdS NPs based on measure-

ments of trap state emission[39,40] and the study of electron

acceptor such as viologen derivatives on particle sur-

face.[41] The variation of trapping time may be due to the
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difference in samples, experimental conditions, and/or

different data interpretations. However, it is reasonable to

conclude that the time constants for trapping in semicon-

ductor NPs are on the order of a few hundred femtose-

conds to a few tens of picoseconds, depending on the

nature of the NPs or quality of sample.

The trapped carriers can further recombine radiatively

or nonradiatively. The radiative decay will produce trap

state emission that is red shifted with respect to bandedge

emission. Trap states in NPs have lifetimes from a few

tens of picoseconds to nanoseconds or longer, depending

on the nature of trap states.

At high excitation intensities, nonlinear processes

come into play. For example, exciton–exciton annihilation

could take place when there is a high density of excitons

within a small volume of sample at a given time. This can

happen for both bulk and nanoparticle semiconductors.

For nanoparticles, interestingly, this has been observed

only when trap states are saturated and accumulation of

excitons becomes possible. Exciton–exciton annihilation

is a nonradiative process and occurs on the time scale of a

few picoseconds or longer depending on the exciton

concentration. Auger recombination, another nonradia-

tive, nonlinear decay pathway, becomes significant at very

high excitation intensity as well and ionization is involved

in this process. Experimentally, it is often difficult to

distinguish between exciton–exciton annihilation and

Auger recombination.

The general picture described above will be illustrated

next with specific nanoparticle systems.

Metal Chalcogenide
Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Metal chalcogenide semiconductor NPs such as CdS and

CdSe have been the most extensively studied systems.

Earlier picosecond studies on charge carrier dynamics

observed a strong transient bleach feature near the

excitonic absorption region.[42–48] The peak of the bleach

was found to shift with time and attributed to increased

screening by charge carriers for the particles.[49] Also, a

red shift of the transient absorption features was observed

in CdSe, which was explained as a result of the formation

of biexciton.[50,51] Later, femtosecond studies found that

the transient bleach decay follows a double exponential

decay with the fast component increasing with excitation

intensity faster than the slower component.[33]

A similar excitation intensity dependence of the

transient absorption signals was observed for CdS

NPs.[32,52] The decay profiles feature a fast 2–3-psec

and a slow 50-psec decay component. As shown in Fig. 2,

the amplitude of the fast component increases faster than

the slower component with increasing excitation intensity.

The fast decay component was initially assigned to non-

geminate electron–hole recombination at high excitation

intensities.[32] More detailed investigations on both CdS

and CdTe NPs were subsequently carried out using both

transient absorption and time-resolved fluorescence.[53]

The bandedge fluorescence was found to be power

dependent as well. The power-dependent fast component

was then assigned to exciton–exciton annihilation, as

suggested previously.[54] The slower decays were attrib-

uted to trapping and the recombination of trapped carriers.

It was concluded that the transient absorption signals ob-

served have contributions from both bandedge electrons

(excitons) and trapped electrons. At early times, the ex-

citons have significant contributions, especially at high

excitation intensities. The contribution from trapped

electrons becomes more important and eventually the

signal is basically all from trapped charge carriers on long

time scales. This is believed to be true for many other

colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles.[28,55–58]

Recently, femtosecond fluorescence up-conversion

spectroscopy has been used to study the charge carrier

dynamics in CdSe nanocrystals.[59] Both the rise time and

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of charge carrier relaxation in

semiconductor NPs and the pump–probe scheme for monitoring

the carrier dynamics. The long solid line with upward arrow

indicates excitation and the short solid lines with upward arrows

indicate the probe of the conduction band, shallow and deep trap

states, and valence band, respectively. The curved lines with

downward arrows indicate different relaxation processes:

(1) electronic relaxation within the conduction band, (2) trapping

into shallow trap (ST) and deep trap (DT) states and further

trapping from ST to DP, (3) bandedge electron–hole recombi-

nation, (4) trapped electron–hole recombination, and (5) exciton–

exciton annihilation. (From Fig. 4 of Ref. [11].)
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decay of bandedge emission show a direct correlation to

the size of nanocrystal and the rise time is dependent on

excitation intensity. The long-lived bandedge emission

was assigned to the slow relaxation of ‘‘dark exciton’’

from triplet states to ground state, which is consistent with

other studies.[60,61] The deep trap emission was attributed

to ultrafast relaxation of a surface selenium dangling bond

electron to the valence band where it recombines radia-

tively with the initially photogenerated hole; and this pro-

cess attenuates the bandedge emission within 2–6 psec.

A recent study of the emission lifetimes on nanosecond

time scale of surface passivated and unpassivated CdS

nanoparticles showed that the passivated samples have a

lower excitation threshold for observing exciton–exciton

annihilation.[62] In surface passivated samples, the density

of trap states is expected to be lower due to more effective

capping. It is therefore easier to observe the saturation

of trap states. The observation supports the model of

exciton–exciton annihilation upon trap state saturation at

high excitation intensities. Excitation intensity depen-

dence has also been observed in the ultrafast transient

absorption signals of CdTe NPs.[63] In addition, the fluo-

rescence of thiol-capped CdTe NPs has been measured

using nanosecond laser spectroscopy.[64] The amplitude of

fluorescence signal has been found to decrease unexpect-

edly with increasing excitation intensity at high excitation

intensities. This unusual excitation intensity dependence

was explained by nonlinear exciton–exciton annihilation

or Auger photoionization. The results indicate that CdTe

NPs show strong nonlinear optical properties due to strong

quantum confinement effect than other II–VI semicon-

ductor NPs.

It is interesting to note that very different time con-

stants have been reported for the fast excitation-intensity-

dependent component. Zhang et al. have observed 1–4

psec in both CdS colloid and glass, Zn0.5Cd0.5S colloids,

and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)-capped CdS colloids

in toluene. The time constant for the fast excitation-

intensity-dependent component of the bleach has been

found to decrease from 1.3 to 0.8 psec with increasing

power.[33] Using time-resolved photoluminescence, exci-

ton recombination times in CdS0.081Se0.919 glass decrease

from 4 nsec to hundreds of picoseconds with increasing

laser intensity.[54] A power-dependent decay on the time

scale of 1–3 nsec has been observed in the measurements

of emission lifetimes for surface passivated CdS NPs.[62]

For the 2.3-nm CdSe colloids, time constant decreases

from 510 to 10 psec for decays from one to four electron–

hole pair.[12] The different time constants are possibly due

to the difference in excitation intensities. Under low

excitation intensities when there is on average one or less

electron–hole pair (exciton) created per particle, linear

processes such as trapping and subsequent recombination

from the trapped states dominate the relaxation process of

charge carrier in nanoparticles. With increasing excitation

intensity, more excitons can be generated in one particle,

higher-order processes such as exciton–exciton annihila-

tion and Auger recombination become more important.

It can be envisioned that the higher-order process be-

comes more significant at higher excitation intensities and

the decay time constant would vary accordingly. There-

fore the different nonlinear decay constants reported could

be a reflection of the different excitation intensities used.

The variation of time constants can also be due to

differences in particle size, embedding environment

(solvent or glass), and experimental techniques used. It

was found that the fast decay time constant changes from

363 to 6 psec when the radius of CdSe NPs was reduced

from 4.1 to 1.2 nm.[12] Compared with colloidal solutions,

semiconductor NPs embedded in glass usually have

reduced lifetimes because of photoionization and greatly

enhanced Auger interaction in ionized particles.[65–67]

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements are often

more sensitive than transient absorption, as fluorescence

is a zero-background measurement and absorption is not.

This leads to lower S/N ratio for transient absorption

data and thereby larger uncertainties in the time constant

measured. Also, as the nonlinear component decreases in

amplitude quickly with decreasing excitation intensities,

the uncertainty becomes larger in the time constant from

data fitting.

Fig. 2 Excitation intensity-dependent photoinduced electron

relaxation dynamics of CdS NPs probed at 780 nm, following

excitation at 390 nm. The fast decay component increases

nonlinearly with excitation intensity and is absent at low

intensity. (From Fig. 5 of Ref. [11].)
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Effects of shape on charge carrier dynamics have also

been investigated by several groups. Earlier attempt

showed that ultrafast dynamic profiles of PbS nanoparti-

cles were not dependent on the shape of particles.[58] This

shape independence has been attributed to the dominance

of surface properties on the electronic relaxation. If

density of surface trap states is high and dynamics are

dominated by the surface trap states, the effect of shape

may not be observed. Other attempts to study the shape

effect compared nanorods with nanoparticles. For exam-

ple, CdSe nanorods of different aspect ratios have been

synthesized.[68,69] Nanorods exhibit linearly polarized

emission along long axis.[70] Static absorption and emis-

sion spectra showed that the bandgap of nanorods depends

mainly on the width and only slightly affected by the

length.[71] Femtosecond transient bleach spectroscopy was

used to compare the dynamics of CdSe nanorods with that

of nanodots.[72] It was found that higher energy excitons

relax faster in nanorods than in nanodots, but lower energy

excitons decay slower in nanorods than in nanodots. It

was suggested that the faster decay of higher energy

excitons is due to the higher density of exciton states at

higher energy in the nanorods caused by the decrease in

symmetry and the splitting of degeneracy. However, no

detailed explanation has been offered for the slower decay

in nanorods for lower energy excitons.

In another comparison of nanorods vs. quantum dots,

elongated NPs were found to have increased optical gain

lifetime and lower gain threshold.[73] The improved

optical gain performances of nanorods have been attrib-

uted to increased absorption cross sections, stronger

quantum confinement, and weaker interference from

excited state absorption. Very recently, comparison of

CdS nanorods and nanoparticles has been performed in

our lab using ultrafast transient absorption.[74] A fast

decay component appears to be faster in nanorods than

spherical particles. The slow decay components remain

unaffected by the shape of particle.

It is clear from the above studies that there is no

consensus on the dependence of dynamic properties on

particle shape. This could be because there are compet-

itive factors that influence the shape dependence. On one

hand, nanorods have larger volume per rod/particle if the

diameter of the cross section of the nanorods is the same

or similar to that of spherical nanoparticles. In the

meantime, nanorods have enhanced local field factor.[73]

As the absorption cross section is linearly proportional to

the volume and local field factor,[75] the increased volume

and local field factor should lead to a larger absorption

cross section and thereby shorter radiative exciton lifetime

for nanorods.

On the other hand, quantum confinement effect is

weaker in nanorods,[76,77] because the three-dimensional

confinement in quantum dots becomes two-dimensional in

nanorods. One may expect that lifetimes in nanorods to be

longer than that in NPs given the reduced quantum

confinement. Also, for the same number of excitons per

nanoparticle or nanorod, the effective exciton (charge

carrier) density is lower for nanorods because of their

larger volume. The exciton lifetimes in nanorods should

be longer than in NPs as the reduced effective carrier

density decreases the probability of fast nonlinear pro-

cesses such as exciton–exciton annihilation.

However, because nanorods have larger volume than

NPs with the same diameter/width, the number of par-

ticles/rods per volume would be smaller for nanorods than

in NPs if the samples have the same optical density. Given

the same excitation intensity, rod samples will have more

excitons per rod and thereby shorter lifetimes, as nonlinear

processes such as Auger recombination or exciton–

exciton annihilation have relatively short lifetimes that

are inversely proportional to exciton population.

Density of states (DOS) is another factor to consider.

Theoretical studies show that elongation of particles to

rods can cause the splitting of degenerated states and

change the distribution of the electronic states. This could

increase or decrease the exciton lifetime, depending on the

state distribution. On average, a higher DOS is expected

for nanorods than for nanoparticles if the nanorods have a

larger volume. This should generally lead to a shorter

exciton lifetime in nanorods due to better exciton and

phonon spectral overlap. In the meantime, elongation can

also introduce new surface states that could shorten the

exciton lifetime in nanorods.[70,78,79] Overall, all the

factors, including quantum confinement effect, local field

factor, charge carrier density, distribution of states, and

DOS, are dependent on the aspect ratio of the nanorod.

The exciton lifetime in nanorods could be longer or

shorter than that in spherical particles, depending on the

aspect ratio and how the various factors change with the

aspect ratio.

Other metal chalcogenide semiconductor NPs include

CuxS and Ag2S. Copper sulfides can have various

stoichiometries between Cu2S and CuS, and the variations

in structure and valence result in some unique proper-

ties.[80–90] In a study of CuS NPs, an IR band was found to

disappear after the reduction of CuS to Cu2S and was

attributed to the presence of Cu(II).[80,81] The IR band was

attributed to a middle-gap, electron donor state but the

model appears to have some inconsistencies.[91] Both

Cu2S and CuS NPs have been studied using femtosecond

transient absorption spectroscopy.[91] They were found to

exhibit different dynamic behavior with competing tran-

sient absorption and bleach features as well as power

dependence attributed to trap state saturation. Based on a

simple kinetic model developed, an alternative explana-

tion for the middle-gap state has been proposed. The state

was suggested to be electron-acceptor state or unoccupied
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and the IR band corresponds to a transition from the

valence band to this state.[91] Similarly, in the dynamics

study of cystine and glutathione capped Ag2S NPs, it was

found that the signal has contributions from both transient

absorption and transient bleach and the transient absorp-

tion becomes more dominant over bleach with increasing

excitation intensity.[92] The observed excitation intensity

dependence was attributed to saturation of shallow trap

states at high excitation intensities.

III–V Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Most dynamic studies of III–VI semiconductor NPs have

focused on charge carrier cooling in the CB or VB. Carrier

cooling is extremely important for many device applica-

tions such as transistors, lasers, and photocathodes.[14] A

fundamental question is how electron cooling may be

different in NPs from that in bulk materials. Electron

cooling time has been found to be slower in NPs than in

bulk for a series of self-assembled III–V semiconductor

nanoparticles. Mukai et al. reported the electron cooling

time in self-assembled InGaAs NPs ranging from 10 psec

to 1 nsec using time-resolved photoluminescence mea-

surements.[93–95] Slow cooling (�1 nsec) was found for

strain-induced GaAs NPs.[96] In another study under

condition of high injection, a lifetime of 500 psec for

excited electronic states was observed for self-assembled

InAs/GaAs NPs.[97] The hole cooling time was reported to

be 400 psec for InAs/GaAs NPs.[98,99] Heitz et al. also

reported a 40-psec hole relaxation time for stacked layer

of InAs NPs deposited on GaAs.[100]

The above slow relaxation times for electron and hole

cooling were all reported for self-assembled NPs. The

studies for carrier cooling in colloidal III–V semiconduc-

tor NPs are rare because of the difficulties in synthesis.

The best results to date have been obtained for InP

NPs.[101–103] The charge carrier relaxations in colloidal

InP quantum dots have been found to be dependent on

excitation intensity,[104] particle size, and surface chem-

istry.[105] With increasing excitation intensity, efficiency

of charge carrier relaxation to bandedge states is reduced.

It was also found that the 1P to 1S relaxation rate

increases with decreasing size of quantum dots.[105] The

relaxation rate of chemically injected electrons was found

out to be slower than that of photoexcited excitons by

approximately an order of magnitude.

Doped II–VI Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Among all the doped II–VI semiconductor NPs, Mn2 +-

doped ZnS has been the most extensively studied because

of its interesting magnetic[106–110] and electron-optical

properties.[111–115] In 1994, Bhargava et al. reported for

the first time that Mn2 +-doped ZnS has high luminescence

efficiency accompanied by significantly shortened life-

time (�20 nsec).[111] The spin-forbidden transition of

Mn2 + 4T1 to 6A1 in bulk ZnS has a lifetime of about 1.8

msec. The shortened lifetime was explained by the strong

interaction of Mn2 + d electronic states with the sp

electronic states of ZnS. However, a subsequent study

found that the Mn2 + emission in Mn2 +-doped ZnS NPs is

the same as that in bulk.[116] This has been confirmed by

other studies recently.[117–119] The fast nanosecond decay

observed was apparently due to trap state emission from

the ZnS NPs.

Mn2 +-doped ZnSe is another interesting doped semi-

conductor NPs system. Photoluminescence measure-

ments of Mn2 +-doped ZnSe showed distinct ZnSe band-

edge emission at 440 nm and Mn2 + emission at 560

nm.[120] The lifetime of Mn2 + emission (in hundreds of

microseconds) was reported to be an order of magnitude

smaller than that of the bulk (msec). The shortened life-

time has been attributed to stronger spin-orbit coupling

between Mn2 + and Se2� than Mn2 + and S2�. It was also

found that Mn2 + emission decreases from 290 to 190

msec when the concentration of Mn2 + increases from

0.2% to 0.9% because of the exchange interaction be-

tween Mn2 + pairs. However, the presence of Mn2 + de-

fect sites and their effect on the luminescence were not

fully addressed.

The optical and surface structure properties of Mn2 +-

doped ZnSe NPs have recently been investigated using

UV–visible absorption, fluorescence, electron spin reso-

nance (ESR), and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)

techniques.[121] It was found that the amount of ZnS

bandedge, trap states, and Mn2 + 4T1 to 6A1 emission was

dependent on the amount of Mn2 + present. The ESR and

EXAFS data indicated the presence of two different Mn2 +

sites. One is the Mn2 +-substituted Zn2 + lattice site and the

other is the surface Mn2 + site. EXAFS data suggested that

the core of NPs resembles that of bulk ZnSe, and the

surface of the particle has a higher concentration of metal

atoms. It was then proposed that surface Mn2 + possessed

an octahedral geometry due to significant OH�/O2�

coordination and the interior Mn2 + occupied the Zn2 +

tetrahedral site. It was also suggested that surface Mn2 +

quenched the ZnSe bandedge emission and promoted the

ZnSe trap state emission but gave no Mn2 + emission.

Mn2 + 4T1 to 6A1 emission increased with Mn2 + present

in the reaction solution because of the interior Mn2 + that

occupied the Zn2 + lattice site, but the overall fluorescence

quantum yield went down.

Metal Oxide Nanoparticles

Metal oxide NPs such as TiO2, ZnO, and Fe2O3 have

found applications in various fields such as catalysis,
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paint pigment, and solar cells. Among them, TiO2 NPs

received the most attention because of its stability,

availability, and its application in solar energy conver-

sion.[122] Charge carrier dynamics have been studied for

TiO2 NPs alone and in conjunction with dye sensitization.

For TiO2 NPs alone, the electrons excited by a 310 light

were found to decay following second-order kinetics

with a recombination rate of 1.8�10�10 cm3/sec.[123]

Trapping of electrons was suggested to occur on the

time scale of 180 fsec.[37]

Dye sensitization of TiO2 has been extensively studied

as TiO2 alone does not absorb visible light. Dye sen-

sitization helps to extend the absorption into the visible

region. In dye sensitization, visible light is absorbed and

creates electrons in the excited states of dye molecules.

Electrons are then injected from the excited states of dye

molecules to the conduction band of TiO2 NPs. A Ru dye

with the best performance showed light-to-electricity

conversion efficiency as high as 10%.[122,124] This high

efficiency has stimulated considerable interest in the study

of charge carrier injection and relaxation processes in dye-

sensitized NPs. It has been found that the forward electron

transfer rate is generally very fast. For example, electron

injection rate was found to be around 200 fsec for

coumarin dye on TiO2
[125] and less than 50 fsec for the Ru

(N3) dye on TiO2.[126,127] However, there are some

questions about the possible degradation of the dye

used.[126,128] A slower electron injection time (20 psec)

was reported based on a picosecond infrared study.[129]

Cherepy et al. have studied the charge carrier dynamics of

anthocyanin dye on TiO2 NPs and an electron injection

rate of �100 fsec has been determined.[130] Compared

with forward electron injection, the rate of back electron

injection has been found to be much slower, on the time

scales from 10 psec to msec, depending on the nature

of dyes[130,131] and the methods used to synthesize

TiO2 NPs.[131]

In a recent review of electron injection dynamics from

a ruthenium dye to TiO2 nanocrystalline thin films, the

effects of parameters such as absorbate redox potential,

pH of solution, solvent, and excitation wavelength have

been studied using a tunable femtosecond infrared spec-

trometer.[16] The injection kinetics typically features an

ultrafast (<100 fsec) component and a slower component.

The fast component showed no noticeable variation

within the 200-fsec time resolution of the measurements.

For the slow component, the amplitude increased and

the relaxation rate decreased with increasing pH of the

solution. A two-state injection model was developed,

with the fast decay component attributed to injection

from a nonthermalized excited state and the slow com-

ponent attributed to injection from the thermalized ex-

cited state.

Iron oxide (Fe2O3) NPs have been used as pigments,

photocatalysts, electrodes, and high-density recording

media.[132–135] Photoexcited electron dynamics of g- and

a-Fe2O3 have been performed using femtosecond laser

spectroscopy.[55] It has been determined that g-Fe2O3

NPs are spherical and paramagnetic and a-Fe2O3 NPs

are spindle-shape and diamagnetic. Despite the signif-

icant differences in shape and magnetic properties, both

g- and a-Fe2O3 NPs show similar ultrafast electronic

relaxation that seems to be dominated by nonradiative

processes, possibly because of the high density of trap

states or simply strong coupling between trap states.

The ultrafast relaxation is consistent with weak lumi-

nescence of the NPs and low photocurrent efficiency of

typical Fe2O3 electrodes, as the rapid electron–hole

recombination is unfavorable for charge transport in

photocurrent generation.

Silicon Nanoparticles

Bulk silicon (Si) is an indirect band gap semiconductor

with a band gap of 1.1 eV and a very weak luminescence.

The discovery of visible luminescence from porous

silicon[136] has stimulated great interest in Si NPs because

luminescence silicon is highly desirable for optoelectron-

ics applications. Various techniques have been used to

produce luminescent Si NPs, including electrochemical

etching,[136] sputtering,[137–139] ion implantation,[140–142]

and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.[143,144]

The mechanism of the luminescence from Si NPs has

been extensively studied but remains somewhat contro-

versial. One explanation for the observed luminescence

is quantum confinement.[136,145] Another explanation is

surface effect[146] that attributes the luminescence to

localized states on the Si surface[147,148] or at the Si/SiO2

interface.[149–152]

A few studies have been reported on the dynamics of Si

NPs. In a transient absorption study, ion-implanted Si NPs

showed two photoinduced absorption features.[153] One is

the short-lived high-energy band and it was attributed to

quantized states in Si NPs. The other one is the low-

energy band due to Si/SiO2 interfaces states. In another

recent study of porous silicon using infrared photoinduced

absorption spectroscopy, intraband transitions between

sublevels in the conduction and valence bands were

observed, which supports the model of quantum confine-

ment.[154] Also, additional features in the photoinduced

absorption spectrum were found and correlated with the

Si=O vibrational modes, indicating a strong coupling

between bulk excitonic states and surface states in Si NPs.

These studies seem to suggest that both quantum

confinement and surface effect contribute to the emission

process in Si nanoparticles.
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Layered Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Layered semiconductors have unique crystal structures

composed of extended, thin layers with weak van der

Waals interaction in between layers. There are only a

few studies on the dynamic properties of layered semi-

conductor NPs. Using picosecond transient absorption

spectroscopy, it was found that charge carrier relaxation

in MoS2 NPs was dominated by trap states.[155] Femto-

second transient absorption spectroscopy has been used

to study the dynamics in PbI2
[56] and BiI3

[156] NPs. The

electronic relaxation dynamics in PbI2 and BiI3 are both

found to be sensitive to solvent and insensitive to particle

size. Interestingly, oscillations at early times with a

period changing with solvent but not with particle size

have been observed. The strong surface (solvent) de-

pendence and size independence indicate that either the

relaxation is dominated by surface characteristics that do

not change significantly with size or quantum confine-

ment is not significant in the size regime studied.[157,158]

Silver Halide Nanoparticles

Interest in the dynamics of silver halide NPs has been

partly due to their application in photography. The

ultrafast charge carrier dynamics in AgI and proposed

‘‘core/shell’’ structures of AgI/Ag2S and AgBr/Ag2S have

been studied.[57] Dynamic profiles of AgI NPs showed a

fast 2.5-psec decay component and a slow component

(>0.5 nsec). The fast decay was attributed to trapping and

nonradiative electron–hole recombination dominated by a

high density of trap states. The slow decay was assigned to

the reaction of deep-trapped electrons with silver cations

to form silver atom, which is the basis for latent image

formation in photography. The slow decay is consistent

with early nanosecond study.[159] Comparison between

two ‘‘core/shell’’ systems, AgI/Ag2S and AgBr/Ag2S,

revealed a new 4-psec rise component with AgBr/Ag2S. It

was taken as an indication of electron transfer from Ag2S

to AgBr initially. However, a similar dynamics was

observed later in pure Ag2S NPs. The rise is more likely

due to transient bleach as there is noticeably ground-state

absorption at the probe wavelength.[92]

CHARGE CARRIER DYNAMICS OF
METAL NANOPARTICLES

Metal NPs have long been of interest because of their

applications in areas such as optical waveguides,[160]

catalysis,[161] sensors,[162] and in surface-enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS).[163,164] Metal NPs such as silver and

gold have some unique optical properties, typified by a

strong absorption band in the visible, termed as surface

plasmon absorption. Mie theory,[165–168] which is essen-

tially the solution of Maxwell’s equation for the scattering

of light off a small charged sphere in a dielectric medium,

can be used to quite accurately describe the surface

plasmon absorption of most metal NPs.

Charge carrier dynamics of metal NPs has received

considerable attention recently. Hot electron relaxation in

metals occurs on ultrafast timescales because of strong

electron–phonon interaction. One of the important issues

in the dynamics of metal NPs is whether the relaxation is

dependent on the particle size or not. Theoretically,

electron and phonon spectral overlap is expected to

decrease with decreasing size, leading to weaker electron–

phonon interaction. Early electronic relaxation measure-

ments by Smith et al. suggested a possible size depen-

dence of the electronic relaxation in the 1–40-nm

range.[169] However, Hodak et al. and El-Sayed et al.

found no size dependence of the relaxation down to the

size of 2.5 nm recently.[29,170,171] The relaxation time in

Au NPs was reported to be the same as that of bulk gold

(�1 psec). Excitation intensity dependence of the relax-

ation time could be the reason for the discrepancy. It is

likely that the excitation intensities used in earlier work

are much higher than those used in later measurements.

Another possible explanation for the difference is surface

and/or solvent environment, which was found to affect

electronic relaxation of Au NPs.[172–174] It seems consis-

tent that electron–phonon coupling constant is the same

for Au NPs as for bulk, at least for particles down to 2 nm

in diameter.[175]

However, when the particle size is smaller than 1 nm,

the electronic relaxation time seems to become signifi-

cantly longer than that of bulk. An earlier study of Au13

and Au55 found that the electron lifetime becomes

significantly longer for Au13 nanoclusters than for Au55

or larger nanoparticles, indicating bulk to molecule

transitions in the size regimes of 55 and 13 Au atoms.[169]

A recent study of Au28 clusters found biexponential

decays with a subpicosecond and a nanosecond compo-

nent.[176] The fast component was attributed to relaxation

from a higher lying excited state to lower electronic states,

and the longer nanosecond component was assigned to the

radiative lifetime of the Au28 clusters.[177] More recently,

studies of electronic relaxation in Au11 clusters revealed a

similar long-lived component (�1 nsec).[178] The longer

lifetime again suggests that for very small metal clusters,

particles are becoming molecule-like in nature and the

electron–phonon interaction becomes weaker, similar to

that found for Au13.[169]

Another interesting issue concerning metal NPs is

the oscillations recently observed in the electronic

relaxation dynamics of Au and bimetallic core/shell
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particles.[175,179–182] As shown in Fig. 3a, femtosecond

transient absorption data for Au particles probed at 550

nm following 400-nm pulse excitation show clearly

modulations with a period of about 16 psec. The

frequency of the oscillation was found to increase linearly

with decreasing particle size [Fig. 3b]. The oscillations

have been attributed to a coherent excitation of the radial

breathing vibrational modes of the particles. Photoexcited

electrons can transfer their energy into the lattice, heating

up the particle and causing a rapid expansion. The

expansion and distraction of particle volume over time

cause the electron density of particle to change and

periodic shift of the surface plasmon absorption band,

manifesting itself as a modulation in the transient absorp-

tion signal.

Similar oscillation has been observed more recently

in silver ellipsoids,[183] Au nanorods,[184] and strongly

coupled Au aggregates.[185] Time-resolved laser spec-

troscopy has been used to investigate Au nanorods with

aspect ratio from 2 to 5.[184] Coherent excitation of the

acoustic vibrational modes in Au nanorods results in

the oscillation of transient absorption signals. The pe-

riod of the oscillation has been found to be 2L/ct, where

L is the length of the rod and ct is the transverse speed

of sound in bulk gold. This is different from the re-

sults of silver ellipsoids, where the period is determined

to be 2d/cl, where d is the length or width of the

ellipsoid, and cl is the longitudinal speed of sound in

silver.[183] The discrepancy has been explained by the

different natures of the vibrational motion and elastic

properties.[184]

Aggregates of metal NPs are fundamentally interesting

as they can be used to study interparticle interactions. The

interaction between particles can be roughly divided into

three regimes: weak, moderate, and strong. In weakly or

moderately interacting systems such as DNA-linked Au

NPs[186,187] and superlattice structures of Au NPs,[188] the

transverse plasmon band shift noticeably to the red. In

strongly interacting systems such as Au nanoparticle

aggregates, a whole new absorption band, termed ex-

tended plasmon band (EPB), appears near 700–950 nm in

addition to the transverse surface plasmon band (�520

nm).[189,190] The EPB is similar to the longitudinal

plasmon absorption in nanorods and its appearance is a

signature of strong interaction between nanoparticles. In a

recent dynamic study of strongly interacting Au aggre-

gates, the electronic relaxation time appeared to be

similar to those of isolated particles and bulk.[185]

Surprisingly, periodic oscillations and probe wavelength

dependence of the oscillation period were observed in the

dynamic profiles of Au nanoparticle aggregates. The

oscillations have been attributed to the coherent excita-

tion of vibration of the aggregates. The dependence of

oscillation period on probe wavelength indicates that the

broad EPB in static absorption spectrum is inhomogen-

eously broadened because of different aggregate sizes,

supported by a spectral hole burning experiment. Inter-

estingly, the observed oscillation period is longer than

that predicted based on an elastic sphere model. A

possible explanation is that the vibrational motion in

aggregates is ‘‘softer’’ than that of isolated hard spherical

particles. This study shows that transient absorption

Fig. 3 (a) Transient absorption data for 60-nm-diameter Au

particles recorded with 400-nm pump and 550-nm probe pulses.

Modulations due to the coherently excited breathing motion can

be clearly seen. (b) Plot of the measured frequencies vs. 1/R for

different Au samples. A straight line fit to the data is also shown.

(From Fig. 6 of Ref. [175].)
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measurements can provide information on size distribu-

tion and vibrational frequencies of metal nanoparticle ag-

gregates or similar systems.

CONCLUSION

In summary, charge carrier dynamics of nanomaterials

have been studied with powerful time-resolved laser tech-

niques to provide important information complementary

to static or equilibrium studies. The recent progress in

synthesizing high-quality nanomaterials samples has made

it possible to start to explore some of the most fundamen-

tal issues concerning the effects of size, shape, structure,

and surface on charge carrier dynamics. Further research

is clearly needed to better control these parameters in

order to achieve a more complete understanding of the

dynamic properties of charge carriers in nanomaterials.
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INTRODUCTION

What is nanoscale? Albert Einstein’s doctoral research,

using experimental data on the diffusion of sugar in water,

showed that each single sugar molecule measures about a

nanometer in diameter, a billionth of a meter. One nano-

meter is the approximate width of 10 hydrogen atoms laid

side by side. It is one thousandth the length of a typical

bacterium (�1 mm, 10�6 m), one millionth the size of a

pin head, one billionth the length of Michael Jordan’s

well-muscled legs (�1 m). While the exact definition of

‘‘nanotechnology’’ is somewhat imprecise, the term gen-

erally implies devices or structures with at least two

characteristic dimensions in the range of 1–100 nm. Along

with biomedical research and defense—fighting cancer

and building missile shields—nanotechnology has become

a visible and energized discipline in science and technol-

ogy. It spans fields from condensed matter physics, engi-

neering, molecular biology to large swath of chemistry[1,2]

(Fig. 1). Key themes within this area include 1) the ability

to understand, and ultimately to control, important prop-

erties of materials and structures at the nanometer scale;

and 2) improved understanding of how nanostructured

elements interact with the external environment.

In contrast to the relatively recent recognition of

nanotechnology as a field, charge transfer has been known

for decades.[3,4] It is a very important process in chemis-

try, biology, and physics in semiconductor devices and in

electronics. Our respiration, photosysnthesis, many bio-

logical processes, and thin films of tunnel-diode involve

electron or charge transfer, in some cases even at a large

distance.[5] In both respiration and photosynthesis, the

primary action of the energy source (combustion of sub-

strate by oxygen in respiration and absorption of light by

chlorophyll or bacteriochlorophyll in photosynthesis) is to

move charges or electrons, a long distance, in an electron-

transport chain.[6,7] Charge transfer in photosynthetic re-

action centers[8] and in protein–protein electron-transfer

complexes such as hemoglobin[9] can even occur at liquid

helium temperature. The measurement of electrical cur-

rents, I, tunneling through insulating layers, as in the in-

vention of Esaki tunnel-diode, is a classic example of

charge transfer in semiconductor devices.[10] In this

chapter, results about charge transfer at the nanoscale

from the electrostatic surface potential (ESP) measure-

ments of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are pre-

sented. A brief overview of current theoretical under-

standing including our ongoing calculations is included.

AN OVERVIEW OF
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS

The quest for miniaturization of semiconductor devices

has created a tremendous interest in nanomaterials in re-

cent years.[11,12] Nanoscale structures have now become

essential parts of integrated circuit (IC) technologies for

providing faster computer chips. Decades before comput-

ers pervaded our workplaces and homes, Gordon Moore,

cofounder of Intel Corporation, observed that the number

of transistors per unit area in an IC chip was doubling

approximately every 18 months. This relationship, widely

known as Moore’s Law,[13] has held for over 30 years. It

drives much of the technology development and is re-

sponsible for the continuous increase in computer speeds,

memory capacities, and capabilities of components based

on ICs. In the first international conference on nanoman-

ufacturing at MIT in April 2003, Intel showed their

progress toward 100-nm computer chips. However, there

is a limit to the top-down approach, a concern shared by

the researchers in semiconductor industry.[14]

The gap between the top-down approach and the size of

an individual molecule (Fig. 1) may be best realized using

a bottom-up approach. Nanotechnology with direct impact

on commercial application of nanoscale systems will de-

pend on their assembly with predefined geometry either in
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solution or on a solid support. Interesting new phenomena

such as single-electron charging effects[15] and conduct-

ance quantization[16] have already been discovered. As

decreasing the size of microfabricated components be-

comes increasingly difficult, it is possible that molecular

electronic approaches can play a significant role in elec-

tronics. As molecules with sizes in the range of 1–3 nm

have been shown to have interesting functionality when

integrated into device structures, this approach should

provide inherent scalability to the nanoscale (Fig. 2).

Aviram and Ratner originally proposed in 1974 that

molecules could replace computer-chip components and a

single molecule with a donor–spacer–acceptor would be-

have as a diode when placed between two electrodes.[17]

This has now been extended to electronics using hybrid

molecular and monomolecular devices and has been

reviewed recently by Aviram and his colleagues at

IBM.[18] More significantly in the past 5 years, nanoscale

devices ranging from simple switches and wires to more

complex transistors and circuits have been unveiled. Let

us review briefly what is inside an IC and a few major

accomplishments in the past 5 years.

An IC chip, the heart of a computer, is made of silicon,

a semiconductor material. A stamp-size chip can hold

billions of components, primarily the transistors that allow

a computer to process instructions, perform calculations,

and manage data flow. The transistor is a switch that

controls and generates electrical signals using three

terminals: the source, gate, and drain. More sophisticated

functions can be performed using multiple transistors.[19]

In computational circuits such as microprocessors, the

transistors are typically interconnected to form logic

gates, which represent and manipulate data using a binary

system often designated as ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘0.’’ The binary

system, or rather the patterns and sequences of 1 (‘‘on’’)

or 0 (‘‘off’’) can be interpreted as numbers. Generally, the

state (‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’) of a given logic gate is determined by

the voltage state at the output of that gate. The state of a

logic gate switches in a specified response to its inputs,

based on the configuration of wires that interconnect the

gates within the IC. The switching signals consist of

voltages, and associated electronic charge/current, flow-

ing through the wires leading into the logic gate. Within

an IC, bits of information can also be stored in memory

cells, where a bit is typically represented by a quantity of

electronic charge or a voltage state.[19]

Typically, the wires in ICs are made from metals,

which are good electrical conductors. In the past decade,

individual molecules have been shown to conduct elec-

tricity; the Aviram–Ratner mechanism, slightly modified,

has been confirmed both in macroscopic and nanoscopic

conductivity measurements.[20] Simulations have shown

that gold nanowires can be stretched to one-atom thick-

ness. Phaedon Avouris at IBM designed a ‘‘NOT’’ gate

Fig. 1 An overview of micro- and nanoscale.

Fig. 2 a) A schematic representation of a unit cell of metal/molecule/metal device structure. b) Potential scaleable logic/memory

circuit using unit cell devices. c) Characterization of self-assembled metal/molecule/substrate structure with well-controlled interfaces.

Using a flat Au substrate, this structure provided the first report of the resistance of organic molecules and the first room-temperature

Coulomb staircase in a controlled nanostructure. (Note: for the color version of the image visit www.dekker.com.) (From Andres, R. P.;

Bein, T.; Dorogi, M.; Feng, S.; Henderson, J. I.; Kubiak, C. P.; Mahoney, W.; Osifchin, R. G.; Reifenberger, R. ‘‘Coulomb staircase’’ at

room temperature in a self-assembled molecular nanostructure. Science, 1996, 272 (5266), 1323–1325.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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(similar to the part of a computer’s logic circuitry) with

nanotubes.[21,22] A nanotube covering gold electrodes

formed two p-type transistors: one covered with an insu-

lator and the other was exposed to chemical processes,

converting it to n-type.

As with a typical transistor in IC, containing three

terminals: the source, gate, and drain, conductive tripod-

shaped molecules have been attached to three terminals to

form a transistor. Charles Lieber and his group at Harvard

University have designed a nanoscale memory device

using crisscrossed nanotubes as both wires and, at their

junctions, switches.[23,24] The tubes that touch are ‘‘on’’

and that do not are ‘‘off’’ and they can hold that state

indefinitely. Cees Dekker, of Delft University, unveiled a

transistor that worked at room temperature using a semi-

conductor carbon nanotube, an electrode, and a sub-

strate.[25] In contrast, Mark Reed at Yale and James Tour

at Rice have designed organic molecules that serve as

conductors. When a voltage is applied and varied to the

molecule containing a para-nitro aniline moiety (aromatic

species), it functions as a switch.[26]

The Yale–Rice team followed the bottom-up approach

to assemble the system on a gold surface using chemical

self-assembly which relies on ordered and functional

structure formed by dipping a Au-substrate into a solution

containing the aromatic thiol. This is the basis of a com-

mon bottom-up approach for making nanoscale devices

based on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). The SAMs

of organic thiols have been widely studied and they have

been reviewed in recent literature.[27,28]

The current–voltage measurement of SAMs is one of

the most active area of research because of its role in

molecular electronics and other sensing applications. The

resistance or conductance of molecules bonded to an Au

electrode has been measured using scanning probe tech-

niques by different groups.[29–34] For example, in the case

of insulating SAMs of dodecanethiol (DDT), octadec-

ylthiol (ODT), and resorcinarene C10 tetrasulfide

(RC10TS) on Au(111), the electrical conductivity of the

monolayers, measured using scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM), is observed to depend both on the monolayer

thickness and on the nature of the Au/S bond. Leakage

current densities across 1.4-nm DDT and 2.0-nm RC10TS

on Au indicate superior insulating properties of the latter

at high voltages. The SiO2 layers with comparable leakage

current densities were calculated to have a thickness of 1.0

and 1.5 nm, respectively. These data strongly suggest that

organic SAMs are capable of providing necessary insu-

lation for the efficient operation of molecular or nanoscale

electronic circuits.[35]

A close coupling between theoretical modeling[36] and

experimental measurements is necessary to provide useful

insights into the conductance spectra of organic molecules

interfaced with semiconductor and metal surfaces. This

can be exemplified by the work of the teams led by Datta

and Reifenberger of Purdue University.[34,37,38] The basic

picture for molecular conduction is fairly straightforward

in principle. Consider a molecule of phenyl dithiol sand-

wiched between two gold electrodes as shown in Fig. 3.

The molecular energy levels consist of a set of occupied

levels separated by a gap from a set of unoccupied levels

(Fig. 3b). At equilibrium, the Fermi energy (Ef) is typi-

cally located somewhere in the gap between the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest un-

occupied molecular orbital (LUMO). When a bias is ap-

plied, the Fermi energy in the right contact (m2) floats up

by eVd relative to the left contact (m1), i.e., m2�m1 = eVd.

The low bias conductance is determined by tunneling near

the Fermi energy. The conductance of the molecule

increases dramatically when the bias is large enough that

one or more of the molecular energy levels lie between

m1 and m2. This basic picture has been extended into a

quantitative model using the standard methods of

quantum chemistry.[38]

Fig. 3 (a) Phenyldithiol (1,4-benzenedithiol) sandwiched between two gold electrodes. (b) Schematic diagram showing molecular

energy levels and electrochemical potentials of the contacts.
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ELECTROSTATIC SURFACE POTENTIAL

Although significant progress has been made in different

areas of nanotechnology, a proper understanding of charge

transfer at the metal–molecule interface is still lacking. In

contrast to I–V studies, the electrostatic surface potential

of SAMs—due to the presence of dipoles on a surface—

has not been explored that much. As shown in Fig. 4, ESP

arises from the dipoles created by the chemisorbed aro-

matic thiol on Au (Fig. 4). Now the question arises, why is

this important? First of all, the measurement of ESP gives

an insight into the electronic properties of SAMs. Sec-

ondly, such measurements provide a diagnostic feature for

the molecule and better models for I–V measurements.

Furthermore, a knowledge of ESP can help build a po-

tential chemical field-effect transistor (FET) for nano-

electronic devices. The origin of the measured potential is

intimately related to orientation and bonding as well as the

molecule itself. Thus ESP measurement is of fundamental

interest and has potential applications for chemical and

biochemical sensors (Fig. 4 bottom).

What follows next is a description of ESP measurements

and experimental results derived from our collaborative

efforts as well as that of other groups. A brief overview of

current theoretical understanding of ESP measurements

including our ongoing calculations is included.

ESP Measurements

Although several techniques exist for measuring the sur-

face potential of monolayers, the most widely used

method is the vibrating Kelvin probe developed initially to

measure the contact-potential differences (CPDs) between

two conducting materials.[39,40] When two metals are

Fig. 4 Top: Self-assembled monolayers of xylyldithiol chemisorbed on gold; the opposite charge dipoles produce electrostatic surface

potential (ESP). Middle: The ESP measured with or without the molecule chemisorbed on the surface using electrostatic force

microscopy (EFM). Bottom: A schematic view of potential chemical sensors based on electrostatic surface potential measurements of a

SAM of an organometallic compound before and after it is exposed to a gas. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electrically connected, electrons flow immediately from

one metal to the other until an equilibrium is established,

i.e., when both metals reach the same electrochemical

potential. The potentials outside the metals are no longer

strictly constant due to these slight surface charges, cre-

ating a potential drop from one metal to another, which is

described as the local CPD between these two metals

(Fig. 5). The CPD for clean metal surfaces is the differ-

ence in work functions (defined by removal of an electron

from the surface to vacuum) of the two materials. The

work function is modified as the surface is coated with

SAMs of different dipole moments (Fig. 5). However, as

the work function of the tip is the same for both mea-

surements, the surface potential of the SAM-coated Au

can be referenced to the bare Au substrate (Fig. 4).

A commercial AFM can be modified as the Kelvin

probe to enable surface potential measurements (Fig. 6).

Two conductors are arranged as a parallel plate capacitor

Fig. 6 An electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) set-up using a modified AFM to measure the electrostatic surface potential; (b,

bottom) an expanded view of the AFM tip over the Au substrate. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 The contact potential difference (CPD) due to difference in work functions resulting from the AFM tip over metal and the metal

coated with the self-assembled monolayer of a molecule.
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with a small spacing (nanometer scale), and the resultant

CPD (as shown above in Fig. 5), in a simple sense, can be

defined as VCPD = � (f1� f2)/e, where f1 and f2 are the

work functions of the conductors that include the adsorbed

layers. A periodic vibration between the two plates at a

frequency o gives an alternating current (a.c.) with the

same frequency o when the two plates have different

work functions.[39]

IðtÞ ¼ ðVbias þ VCPDÞoDC cosot

The zero point of a.c. can be detected when the additional

bias voltage is applied between the two plates until the

electric field between them disappears, i.e., VCPD=�Vbias.

The spatial resolution of CPD in electrostatic force mi-

croscopy (EFM) can be improved using a Kelvin probe tip

and has been called Kelvin probe force microscope

(KFM) by Wickramsinghe and coworkers.[40]

The electrostatic surface potential (Vs) measurement is

based on the standard noncontact force detection tech-

nique described elsewhere.[41,42] In short, the tip is held at

a fixed distance of approximately 100 nm above the

sample using a noncontact topographic feedback system

as shown in Fig. 6. This system controls the separation by

monitoring and maintaining a specific mechanical vibra-

tion of the cantilever (or) near its resonance frequency.

The electrostatic force on a conducting tip held close to

a conducting surface is given by F=� (1/2)V s
2 (dc/dZ);

where Vs or VSAM is ESP.

The ESP for a SAM, relative to that of a bare metal

surface, is defined as:

VSAM ¼
Nmol

2Ke0

~pn̂ ð1Þ

where Nmol is the local density of molecules in the SAM

(assuming uniform coverage), ~p is the dipole moment of

the adsorbed molecule, n̂ is a unit vector normal to the

surface, K is the relative dielectric constant of the mo-

lecular monolayer, and e0 is the permittivity of vacuum.

The effective charge distribution of a SAM can be

modeled as a sheet dipole per unit area given by the dipole

moment per molecule (md, typically expressed in Debye)

times the density of molecules on the surface. For a

monolayer of molecules having a dipole moment of 1 D

[defined as the separation of two electronic charges (+q

and �q) over a distance of 0.021 nm within a molecule],

Nmol = 4�1018 molecules m�2, a density typical of SAMs

with molecules such as the ones studied here, and with

K = 2 yields VSAM � 380 mV if a perpendicular orienta-

tion of the molecule with respect to the surface is assumed

(Fig. 7).

Experimental: Characterization of
Substrate and SAMs

In order to remove the background ESP, all measurements

were referenced to a clean Au(111) substrate (Fig. 4,

bottom), prepared by flame annealing.[41,42] One of the Au

substrates is always used as reference while the others are

used for SAM preparation. In addition, the surface po-

tential measurements were always measured with respect

to an oxidized piece of LTG:GaAS (GaAS grown at lower

temperature; ��450 mV with respect to LTG:GaAS) as

it has always yielded reliable surface potential.

The clean flame-annealed gold substrates were then

dipped into �1 mM solution of the desired thiol in a

suitable solvent such as ethanol or dichloromethane,

Fig. 7 A typical representation of a SAM with respective charges on the Au-substrate. (Adapted from Ref. [43].)
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usually for overnight. The SAM-coated Au-substrates

were rinsed with the solvents, next day, and dried in air or

inside a glove-box with a stream of N2.

The SAMs were characterized using two common

methods: reflectance absorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS)

and ellipsometry.[41,42] While RAIRS can detect the

presence and orientation of thiols bonded to the surface,

ellipsometry, another similar optical technique, measures

the thickness of a monolayer. A typical RAIR spectrum of

an aromatic thiol, with thickness of 0.8 nm, used to form a

charge-transfer (CT) complex (see ‘‘Surface Potential

Measurements of a CT Complex’’) is shown in Fig. 8 (see

Ref. [42]).

Electrostatic Surface Potential Results

Evans and Ulman first studied the ESPs of SAMs of

alkanethiols on gold surfaces using a macroscopic Kelvin

probe.[43] As the probe diameter was on the order of a few

millimeters, the surface potential produced by a large

number of molecules (�1013) was measured. These

measurements indicated a dependence of the ESP on the

number of CH2 groups that formed the backbone of the

alkanethiols. A change of �10 mV per CH2 group was

observed. Thus while the ESP of dodecanethiol (DDT)

was �520 mV, that of octadecylthiol (ODT) was mea-

sured to be �580 mV.

In these studies, Evans and Ulman modeled SAMs as a

two-dimensional ensemble of dipoles with length l, where

l is approximately the length of the molecule (Fig. 7). A

layer of negative charge resides very close to the Au

substrate, while the positive charge is thought to lie at

the tail of the molecule, approximately a distance l above

the gold surface. The orientation of the dipole moment is

inferred from the positive slope in the surface potential

as the chain length is increased. This suggests that in-

crease in ESP is directly related to the change in distance

between the two charged sheets. In molecular terms,

this implies that the effective R+–S� dipole (where

R = CnH2n+ 1) must be larger than the Au+–S� dipole and

this is reasonable as the Au+ can be screened within a very

Fig. 8 A reflectance absorption infrared spectrum of tetramethylxylyldithiol chemisorbed on Au.

Fig. 9 The electrostatic surface potentials of dodecanethiol

(DDT) and octadecylthiol (ODT) chemisorbed on Au. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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short distance by the electrons within the metal, whereas

this cannot be applicable for the monolayer (see ‘‘Nega-

tive Surface Potential’’).

Recently, Lü et al. used a KFM to measure the surface

potential of alkanethiol SAMs transferred to a gold sub-

strate using microcontact printing techniques.[44] The

lateral resolution in this case was �50 nm. As in the case

of Evans and Ulman, a dependence of surface potential

on the chain length is observed (�14 mV per CH2

unit). These measurements were made with respect to a

–COOH-terminated thiol SAM, making it difficult to

estimate the absolute value of the potential produced by

the molecules themselves. However, these studies clearly

established a strong dependence in the polarity and mag-

nitude of the ESP on the number of CH2 groups present

in an alkanethiol molecule.

The ESP measurements of alkanethiols using a modi-

fied AFM or EFM at Purdue have yielded much lower

values than that reported by Evans and Ulman. An average

surface potential of 100±20 mV for DDT SAMs and

230 ± 30 mV for ODT SAMs (Fig. 9) are observed. Al-

though the ESP measurements of alkanethiols by Evans

and Ulman, Lü et al., and that measured by the Purdue

group are somewhat different from each other, they may

still be compared on a qualitative sense as shown in Fig. 10.

The large difference between the surface potential

measured by the Purdue group and those reported by

Evans and Ulman may arise due to different standards. As

the electrostatic force is a long-range interaction, the

cantilever as well as the tip contributes to the electrostatic

force. It is estimated that SAM interrogated by the EFM

technique is roughly given by a circular region with a

diameter of �40 mm, a dimension determined roughly by

the triangular region of the cantilever supporting the tip.

Thus due to the uncertainties of the absolute values of the

surface potential, it is more relevant to discuss only the

relative changes between alkanethiols with different chain

lengths. The relative dependence of ESP on chain length is

in agreement with that reported by Lü et al.[44]

There are other factors that may explain the observed

difference in ESP values. Evans and Ulman did reference

their measurements to polycrystalline Au.[43] If the S–Au

bonding is affected by the orientation of the surface Au

atoms, then it is possible that the charge associated with S–

Au bond also depends on the orientation of the surface Au

atoms. Thus the charge associated with the S–Au bond can

cause an offset in the magnitude of the surface potential.

Further investigation is necessary to know the effect of the

orientation of the Au atoms on surface potential.

The ESP measurements are further complicated by

contamination of the surface. The preparation of the Au

surface can affect the packing density as well as the ori-

entation of the molecule. A ‘‘bare’’ Au substrate has been

considered as a control sample in our measurements.

Zehner et al. have shown in their studies that the ESP

value varies with time using hexadecanthiol (HDT) SAM

as a reference.[45] In our studies also, we have observed

the ESPs of DDT and ODT SAMs decrease slightly with

time.[41] This may indicate that SAM organizes further

with time and this is consistent with structural changes

observed over time by Barrena et al.[46] Similarly, Saito et

al. have used a monolayer of octadecyltrimethoxysilane

(ODS) and have shown how the electrostatic potential

depends on the surface coverage of the monolayer.[47]

Fig. 10 The electrostatic surface potentials of alkanethiols measured at Purdue and elsewhere. (From Ref. [41].) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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Thus how exactly different factors such as the substrate

and packing of SAMs affect surface potential may need to

be addressed further.

Effect of solvent on ESP measurements

To our knowledge, this aspect has not been reported in the

literature. We have examined the surface potential of

SAMs of ODT prepared from different solvents such as

ethanol, dichloromethane, and acetonitrile. The solvents

used for SAM formation do not form a chemical bond

with Au as they are removed by evaporation. Thus it is

unlikely that the solvents themselves can form a close-

packed monolayer. This is corroborated by IR spectro-

scopic investigations of Gericke et al.[48] which provide no

evidence of solvent molecules embedded in the mono-

layer. Our ESP measurements yield an average surface

potential of 200 ± 50 mV for ODT SAMs (prepared from

different solvents) with respect to bare Au(111), thus

showing no significant effect of solvent on surface po-

tential measurements.

ESP measurements of symmetric and
nonsymmetric aromatic thiols

The structure of the molecule may play a significant role

and we investigated this by ESP studies of symmetric and

nonsymmetric aromatic molecules shown in Fig. 11. The

SAMs of these molecules were characterized using RAIR

and ellipsometry[41,42] and the RAIR spectrum of a typical

sample such as tetramethyl–xylyldithiol (TMXYL) is

shown in Fig. 8 (above). The molecules with a symmetric

structure, xylyldithiol (XYL) and TMXYL, show a small

surface potential with respect to Au (�+50 and �+16

mV). The nonsymmetric molecules show significantly

higher potential: benzyl mercaptan, which is equivalent to

replacing one of the CH2SH groups of XYL with a hy-

drogen atom yields an average surface potential that is

>+200 mV with respect to gold. Similarly, the replace-

ment of one CH2SH group with –CH3 in PMBM results in

a large surface potential with respect to bare Au(111)

(Fig. 11) substrate.

The difference in surface potential (Fig. 11) may be

explained on the basis of the structures considering the

absence of symmetry or lower symmetry in benzyl mer-

captan (BM) and pentamethylbenzyl mercaptan (PMBM).

In both XYL and TMXYL, there is a symmetry present in

the structures. So the expected dipole moment of these

systems before attachment to the Au surface will be low

or negligible. However, it is not obvious what happens to

the dipole moment of the system when the hydrogen is

Fig. 11 The electrostatic surface potentials of symmetric and nonsymmetric aromatic thiols chemisorbed on Au. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 The electrostatic surface potentials of mono-, di-, and

tri-phenyl thiols.
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replaced by gold and attached to only one side of the

molecule. Experimental results seem to suggest that the

Au–S and H–S dipoles, in some sense, cancel each other;

but preliminary theoretical calculations suggest that this

may not be the case; attachment of three, six, and seven

Au clusters does produce significant dipole moments for

the symmetric molecule (see ‘‘Theoretical Modeling of

the Surface Potential of SAMs’’). Overall, these mea-

surements suggest that the molecular structure plays a

significant role in the charge transfer between S and Au.

Negative Surface Potential

The molecular structure and attachment of sp2-hybridized

carbon to sulfur bound to Au can have a profound effect

on the charge transfer or on the ESP measurements of the

SAMs of phenyl, biphenyl, and triphenyl thiols (Fig. 12).

The ESP of mono-phenyl thiol becomes negative with

respect to bare Au (�0.38 V) and increases further for

biphenyl, �0.76 , and levels off for the triphenyl species

at �0.72 V (Table 1). The surface potential produced by

these thiols can be estimated using the formula described

in Eq. 1 (Fig. 7). The angle of inclination can be estimated

using the RAIRS data and with respect to normal they are

0�, 31.79�, and 36.13�, respectively. Both the calculations

from isolated molecule (unpublished) and ESP data show

a significant shift in ESP when an additional phenyl ring is

attached to phenyl thiol and it levels off with three phenyl

rings.[49]

It is interesting to compare the observed ESP results of

phenylthiols with other aromatic thiols and alkanethiols.

From a chemical standpoint, the bonding of sulfur to gold

produces polarization: [Au]+�SR. In contrast to the situ-

ation in aliphatic thiols or benzyl mercaptan with a CH2

group attached to S that is bonded to Au, the negative

charge on the sulfur of phenyl thiols becomes relatively

large as it can be delocalized through several conjugated

structures. Hence a negative surface potential is observed

(see below).

Negative surface potential has also been measured for

SAMs of helix peptides. Miura et al.[50] have prepared

SAMs of two peptides with different molecular length,

LipoA16B and LipoA24B (Fig. 13; notice that LipoA24B,

figure on the right, is much longer), and observed a

few hundred millivolts negative surface potential. These

Table 1 The electrostatic surface

potentials of mono-, di-, and tri-phenyl

thiols (Fig. 12)

Phenylthiols ESP, V

Monophenyl thiol �0.38±0.04

Biphenylthiol �0.76±0.04

Triphenylthiol �0.72±0.02

Fig. 13 The electrostatic surface potentials of N-terminal peptides with different lengths chemisorbed on Au; the one on the right is

longer than that of the left peptide. (Adapted from Ref. [50].)
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peptide SAMs with N-terminal attached to sulfur, that is

connected to gold, show tilt angles of the helix axis from

the surface normal to be 36� and 30�, respectively, by

FTIR-RAIR spectroscopy. The large dipole moment of the

helices directs toward the surface, with a negatively

charged surface of the SAM exposed outside (Fig. 13).

The molecular arrangement is important for the evaluation

of the effect of the large dipole moment of the helices

because the alkyl-thiol SAMs, described above, produce a

positive surface potential. Clearly, the large dipole mo-

ment of the helices exceeds over the effect of Au+–S� to

yield the observed negative surface potential of the

peptides. Further, the surface potential of LipoA24B

(tetracosapeptide) is much larger than LipoA16B (hex-

adecapeptide) and is consistent with the view that it

originates from the dipoles aligned toward the surface.

The calculated dipole moments, using MOPAC, are 55

D for the hexadecapeptide and 83 D for the tetra-

cosapeptide and consistent with the observed experi-

mental results. These results further emphasize that in

contrast to physically adsorbed species, where the effect

of individual dipoles on the surface potential is ap-

proximately evaluated only by considering the mutual

depolarization of a set of dipoles, the dipole moment or

ESP of a chemisorbed adsorbance cannot be predicted

easily.[51]

Surface potential measurements of a
charge transfer (CT) complex

The interplay between positive and negative ESP can be

controlled by chemistry alone. A CT complex SAM can

be formed by reacting a strong electron acceptor such as

tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) with a SAM of TMXYL

which is an electron donor[42] (Fig. 14). It has been shown

previously that molecular conduction is greatly influenced

by the location of the equilibrium Fermi level within the

HOMO–LUMO gap (Fig. 15).[34,37,38] Thus mixing of the

orbitals or rather the energy levels can produce a signifi-

cant surface potential of the SAM. As shown in Table 2,

the surface potential of TMXYL is close to that of bare

Fig. 14 A molecular doping experiment to produce a charge-

transfer (CT) complex of tetramethyl–xylyldithiol (TMXYL)

and tetracyanoethylene (TCNE); orientation of TMXYL changes

before and after its reaction with TCNE and after removal of

TCNE from the complex. (From Ref. [42].)

Fig. 15 The HOMO–LUMO diagram of an isolated metal and an isolated molecule. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Au(111) because of the molecule’s symmetric structure.

However, complexation to yield a CT complex of

TMXYL–TCNE produces a negative surface potential

which is due to the accumulation of negative charge on the

surface of the complex as observed for the peptides above.

As TCNE is a strong P-electron acceptor, a significant

amount of electron density is withdrawn from TMXYL,

the donor molecule, and is redistributed over the complex.

This can be confirmed by the removal of TCNE using

tetrathifulvelene (a strong donor), which returns the sur-

face potential to the value before the reaction of TMXYL

with TCNE.

Theoretical modeling of the surface
potential of SAMs

Although we have measured the surface potential of

several SAMs, there is no quantitative understanding of

these measurements at present. As a first step for the

SAMs on gold, we have used a quantum chemistry soft-

ware, Hyperchem Pro 6 software[41] (parameters for the ab

initio calculations; basis set STO-3G, Fletcher–Reeves

geometry optimization). These initial calculations deter-

mine the dipole moment of alkanethiol molecules without

their attachment to the Au(111) atoms. The dipole

moments from these calculations for DDT, HDT (hex-

adecanethiol, CH3(CH2)15SH), and ODT are 0.67, 0.72,

and 0.74 D, respectively (1 D = 3.336�10�30 C m).

Now using the Eq. 1 above and typical parameters such

as a packing density of 4.46�1018 molecules/m2,[52] and a

molecular tilt of 30�,[53] and a dielectric constant of

�2.5,[43] the model potentials for DDT, HDT, and ODT

are calculated to be +450, +480, and +500 mV, respec-

tively (Fig. 10). The magnitude of the calculated poten-

tials is close to the data published by Evans and Ulman,[43]

which may suggest that EFM measurement is probably an

indicator of how well the SAM is organized when it is

bound to a metallic surface.

It is possible to calculate the dipole moments of DDT

and ODT from the surface potentials measured by the

Purdue group. Using the same parameters, the dipole

moments are estimated to be 0.17 and 0.39 D, respectively.

These are smaller than the calculated values. Furthermore,

the dependence of the dipole moments on the number of

CH2 groups present in the molecule is different by a factor

of three between the calculated and measured values.

Similar difference between experimental and theoreti-

cal results has been observed by Taylor for the surface

potential of monolayers both at the air–water interface and

deposited onto solid supports.[51] The ESP calculated for

an un-ionized stearic acid monolayer, DVHead + DVTail =

727 mV, is almost twice the experimental value of

390±10 mV. Such a discrepancy, however, is not sur-

prising as the model ignored 1) possible hydration effects

on the head group; 2) imaging effects in the subphase; and

3) reorientation of water molecules. A significant negative

contribution from these sources would reduce the dis-

crepancy between the experimental and theoretical results.

In order to establish the measured surface potential on a

firm ground and especially those of the aromatic systems

adsorbed on gold, we have done quantum chemistry cal-

culations using the supercomputer facilities at La Tech.

As a starting point, we have considered benezenethiol and

benzenedithiol molecules adsorbed on Au surfaces.a

Quantum chemistry can provide orientation and dipole

moment, two important factors, which can be used to de-

termine the ESP described in Eq. 1. First, it is necessary to

optimize the geometry of the molecule adsorbed on the

metal surface of interest to a reasonable approximation,

and then calculate its dipole moment in that configuration.

The orientation of the molecule can be experimentally

verified using RAIR spectroscopy.

The gold surfaces are modeled by a single layer of 3

and 6 gold atoms and clusters of 4, 7, 10, and 13 gold

atoms, all of which have (111) lattice. Fig. 16 shows the

structure of the benzenedithiol molecule adsorbed on a

Table 2 The electrostatic surface

potentials (VSAM) of TMXYL and the

charge-transfer complex TMXYL-TCNE

on Au(111) (Fig. 14)

Species ESP, mV

TMXYL (upright) 20±70

TMXYL-TCNE �140±25

TMXYL (flat) 30±60

aThe quantum chemistry calculations for this work are all done with the

Gaussian98 package of programs, using density functional theory and the

details will be published elsewhere (Ref. [54]). The popular B3LYP

functional is used for all calculations. Different basis sets are used for

different atoms: the LanL2DZ basis set, which consists of a double zeta

basis along with the Los Alamos relativistic effective core potential, is

used for the gold atoms, the 6–31G(d) basis for the carbon and sulfur, and

the 4–31G(d) for the H atoms. Most of the previous studies have used

basis sets such as the LanL2DZ for all the atoms in the system. The use of

the n–31G(d) family of basis sets on the nonmetal atoms yields a much

lower variational energy compared to a calculation in which LanL2DZ is

used for all the atoms. The additional flexibility of the basis set and the

presence of the extra d-functions to describe polarization effects allow

for a more accurate description of the molecular structure, charge density

distribution, and, therefore, of the dipole moment. Our objective has been

to use the largest basis set possible while keeping the calculations to a

manageable size.
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typical cluster of gold atoms using a mixed basis set.[54]

The smallest unit of the gold surface (111) consists of a

cluster of three gold atoms, which can be denoted as Au3

hereafter. The preferred bonding site of the S atom in the

interaction of thiols with (111) gold surfaces[55] is a

hexagonal close-packing (hcp) hollow site; however, it

cannot be adequately represented by the Au3 unit. It

requires the presence of a fourth gold atom below the

plane of the triangle, denoted as Au4 in Fig. 16. Larger

gold clusters consisting of 6, 7, 10, and 13 gold atoms,

denoted as Au6, Au7, Au10, and Au13, respectively, were

also considered to determine the influence of additional

layers of metal atoms. The Au13 cluster has been desig-

nated as a ‘‘magic number’’ cluster by Larsson et al.,

where an octahedral cluster has been shown to have the

lowest energy from Density Functional Theory (DFT)

calculations.[56] It should be mentioned, in this context,

that recently a 20-atom cluster, Au20, has been found to

have exceptional stability and a large band gap,[57] but this

cluster lacks the symmetry of the clusters studied here.

The results of our ongoing calculations show that both

symmetric and nonsymmetric molecules bonded to Aun

clusters have significant dipole moments.[54] In general,

the symmetric molecules tend to have smaller dipole

moments, which is qualitatively consistent with experi-

mental observations. However, the calculations indicate

that the origins of these dipole moments may have less to

do with the Au–S bonds rather than the charge distribution

in the rest of the molecule. A careful analysis of the

charges is currently underway. These comments further

underscore the fact that a fundamental theoretical under-

standing of the mechanisms by which SAMs develop

ESPs on gold is still lacking.

Organosilane SAMs

In contrast to the SAMs on Au, the experimental surface

potentials of organosilane SAMs agree very well with the

calculated values acquired by KFM. In the ab initio mo-

lecular calculations of surface potentials of organosilane

SAMs, Saito et al. used H3C(CH2)15CH3 for n-octadec-

yltrimethoxysilane (ODS), F3C(CF2)7CH2CH3 for hepta-

decafluoror-1,1,2,2-tetrahydro-decyl-1-trimethoxysilane

(FAS), and H2N(CH2)6NH(CH2)2CH3 for n-(6-amino-

hexyl)aminopropyltrimethoxyslane (AHAPS) as mod-

els.[47] The structures of ODS-, FAS-, and AHAPS mole-

cules were gauche and antiforms, respectively. The ODS,

FAS, and AHAPS molecules have net dipole moments of

0.03, 2.38, and 0.57 D, respectively. If these alkyls stand

normal to the substrate, the dipole moment would be zero

according to Eq. 1. In reality, these molecules are tilted

on the surface and the calculated ESP values match well

with the values acquired by KFM. These results perhaps

indicate that molecule–semiconductor interface behaves

differently from that of metal–molecule heterostructure.

CONCLUSION

Nanoscale charge transfer studies at the interface of

metal–molecule heterostructures are very important to

provide a better understanding of useful nanostructures.

Research from different laboratories suggests that build-

ing SAMs on a surface can bridge the gap between the

top-down approach and the size of individual molecules.

The electrostatic surface potential studies of SAMs are

limited in contrast to their I–V measurements. The Kelvin

probe measurements using a modified AFM can produce

reliable ESP results. Although the absolute values of ESP

may differ because of substrate preparation, contamina-

tion, etc., the qualitative values of the alkanethiols com-

pare well among different groups; the ESP values

increase with the increase in chain length. The solvents

used to prepare the SAMs do not appear to have any

major effect on the measured values. However, the

structure, especially symmetry, plays a significant role on

the ESP values of aromatic thiols; while the ESP of

xylyldithiol and tetramethyl–xylyldithiol are quite low,

their nonsymmetric counterparts such as benzyl mercap-

tan and pentamethylbenzylthiol produce a significant

positive surface potential. The molecular structure and the

attachment of sp2-hybridized carbon of phenyl thiol to

Au(111) can have a profound effect on ESP as its sign is

reversed and becomes more negative with the addition of

the second aromatic ring. This, however, levels off for

triphenyl thiols.

Fig. 16 The optimized geometry of a phenyldithiol molecule

attached to four-atom gold cluster. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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A negative surface potential, i.e., nanoscale charge

transfer in the opposite direction, has also been observed

in helical peptides. Furthermore, chemistry alone through

the formation of a CT complex of tetramethyl–xylylthiol

(TMXYL) with tetracyano-ethylene (TCNE) can reverse

the sign and magnitude of ESP.

Theoretical calculations, to understand charge transfer

in Au/S heterostructures using Hyperchem Pro 6 and

Gaussian 98, seem to predict the trend, but not the mag-

nitudes of dipole moments or ESP of the molecules.

Further, in contrast to the observed experimental results,

our initial calculations show that both symmetric and

nonsymmetric molecules bonded to Au clusters have

significant dipole moments. Thus the use of 4, 6, or 13

gold atoms to represent the gold surface may not be ad-

equate to compare the calculated ESPs with the experi-

mental results. Although the ab initio calculations of

organosilane SAMs by Saito et al. match quite well with

the experimental results, extensive theoretical studies will

be necessary to have a better understanding of the ESP

measurements of organothiol SAMs on gold.
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INTRODUCTION

The demand to increase device speeds and to obtain

higher data storage densities leads to decreased device

sizes and new device design proposals, of which some

were based on multilayer or granular metal/insulator

structures, which consist of metallic nanoclusters embed-

ded within an insulating matrix. The design and optimi-

zation of devices incorporating these materials require a

detailed understanding of the relevant nanoscale electrical

transport properties, which can be investigated by scan-

ning probe techniques. This article reviews recent studies

of the nanoscale charge transport properties of multilayer

or granular metal/insulator structures, and the application

of the results of these studies in a novel magnetic field

sensor design based on the combination of charge storage

and tunnel-magnetoresistance in magnetic discontinuous

magnetic multilayer structures is discussed briefly. In

particular, charge deposition into Co nanoclusters embed-

ded in a SiO2 matrix and the decay of the charge as a

function of time are discussed. Local charge deposition

into and removal from Co nanoclusters was achieved by

applying a voltage pulse to a conductive probe tip in a

scanning probe microscope. Electrostatic force microsco-

py (EFM) was used to image charged areas, to determine

quantitatively the amount of stored charge, and to

characterize charge transport within the Co layer and into

the Si substrate. Measurements of decay times for positive

and negative charge as a function of nominal Co layer film

thickness are presented, and the dynamics of the charge

decay for positively and negatively charged nanoclusters

is analyzed as a consequence of Coulomb-blockade ef-

fects at room temperature considering a detailed model for

charge transport within the Co layer as well as from

charge Co nanoclusters into the Si substrate.

BACKGROUND

Nanoscale Multilayer Structures

Structures consisting of metallic nanoparticles embedded

in an insulating matrix have attracted increasing attention

over the past decade because of their new or unusual

physical properties and the resulting possible use in

various fields and applications such as nonvolatile high

density data storage. For instance, the possibility to store

electrical charge with long retention times[1,2] in these

materials might be used to build nonvolatile floating gate

memory devices,[3] or spin-polarized tunneling between

ferromagnetic metal nanoparticles embedded in a non-

magnetic insulator[4–8] can be used in magnetic sensors

such as read head for hard disks.[9] These materials are

generally easy to fabricate by cosputtering of the metal

and the oxide and they are very stable both chemically and

electrically.[10]

Investigations of nanoscale
charge transport properties

The use of granular or discontinuous metal/insulator ma-

terials in nonvolatile memory applications or in magnetic

field sensors requires a detailed understanding of the

charge transport between the metal nanoclusters, which

can be measured on a large scale using standard elec-

trodes.[11] However, the reduction of device sizes due to

the requirements of increased speed and higher data stor-

age density increases the need to complement large area

measurements with investigations of the charge transport

properties on the nanoscale, especially in the case of

memory applications where charge retention times and

decay mechanism are of importance. In recent years,

scanning probe microscopes[12] (SPM) have been em-

ployed to characterize the properties of locally deposited

charge and its decay over time. It was demonstrated that

electrical charges can be stored locally in nitride–oxide–

semiconductor structures,[13,14] insulator films,[15,16] nano-

crystals,[2,17–20] or quantum dots.[21,22] Charge storage in

these studies was achieved by applying a bias voltage

pulse between the SPM probe tip and the sample. The

deposited charge was typically characterized by EFM.

Further, studies to investigate charge retention times and

decay mechanisms were conducted.[2,23–25] These studies

have led to improvements in and better understanding of

the measurement techniques,[26,27] have helped to illumi-

nate the charge decay mechanisms in discontinuous Co/

SiO2 multilayer structures,[23] and have resulted in a novel

magnetic field sensor design based on the combination of

charge storage and tunnel-magnetoresistance in magnetic

discontinuous magnetic multilayer structures.[28,29]
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Combination of charge storage and
tunnel-magnetoresistance in
multilayer structures: A new
magnetic field sensor

The possibility to store electrical charges with long re-

tention times in a tunnel-magnetoresistive film allows the

design of a novel magnetic field sensor design. In this

device design, a granular tunnel-magnetoresistive (TMR)

Cox(SiO2)1�x thin film is placed between two oxide layers

within the gate of a p-channel Si metal-oxide-semicon-

ductor-field-effect transistor (MOSFET). Two contacts

are placed on the TMR film outside the gate structure. The

basic concept is, however, applicable to any field-effect

transistor as well as other granular TMR materials, which

show the possibility of charge storage in the metal clus-

ters. If fixed voltage VMR is applied across the contacts to

TMR film, a current IMR flows through the TMR film and

leads to charge Q build-up within the Co nanoclusters.

This charge in turn yields a shift in the threshold voltage

of the transistor. IMR changes with changing externally

applied magnetic field due to spin-dependent tunneling of

charge between the Co nanoclusters. Therefore the total

charge Q within the gate and thus the transistor threshold

voltage VT are magnetic field dependent. In the prototype

device described in Refs. [28] and [29], a maximum

threshold voltage shift of approximately 50 mV is reached

when the external magnetic field was changed from 0 Oe

to the saturation field of about 6 kOe. This results in an

absolute change in the transistor saturation current of

approximately 30 mA, a factor of 500 larger than the

corresponding change in IMR, which is about 60 nA. The

absolute change in transistor subthreshold current is about

200 nA, corresponding to a relative change of about 20%.

Compared to the relative change in IMR of about 5%, this

is an amplification in sensitivity of a factor of four. This

demonstrates that the nanoscale charge transport proper-

ties of multilayer structures consisting of (magnetic) metal

nanoclusters embedded in an insulating matrix can be

used in sensor devices with increased performance and are

therefore worth investigating in detail.

NANOSCALE CHARGE
TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Procedure

Sample structure and preparation

Samples were prepared by alternating sputtering from two

separate targets onto a heavily doped n-type Si (100)

substrate covered with a native oxide layer of about �2.5

nm thickness. The Co was d.c. sputtered and the SiO2 was

rf sputtered. Deposition was performed at room temper-

ature with 2 mTorr Ar pressure. The base pressure in the

sputtering system was �10�7 Torr. The nominal depos-

ited film structures were SiO2(3 nm)/Co(1.0–2.0 nm)/

SiO2(3 nm) as determined from the deposition times and

rates (0.9–1.3 nm/min for the Co and 2.0–3.0 nm/min for

the SiO2), which were calibrated by low-angle X-ray

reflection. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

studies[7,10,30] have shown that, when deposited on SiO2,

the Co layer is discontinuous with formation of Co

nanoclusters, as shown in Fig. 1. The nanoscale structure

of the Co layer depends sensitively on the nominal Co

film thickness and consists of isolated spherical Co nano-

clusters for films with a nominal thickness of approxi-

mately less than 1.4 nm and of a chain-like arrangement of

spherical Co nanoclusters to tubes of Co for nominal

thicker films.[7,10,30]

Charge deposition and imaging
of deposited charge

Scanning probe studies were performed at room temper-

ature under ambient conditions using a Digital Instru-

ments MultiModeTM Scanning Probe Microscopea with a

heavily doped p+-Si tip. Sample charging was achieved

during TappingModeTM operation[9] by holding the tip at

the center of the scan area for 10 sec with a bias voltage

Vch applied to the tip and the sample grounded, as shown

in Fig. 2.

a
MultiMode, TappingMode and LiftMode are trademarks of Digital

Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA.

Fig. 1 Plan-view transmission electron micrographs of Co/

SiO2 with varying nominal Co film thickness dCo ranging from

1.4 to 2.0 nm. The light speckled contrast corresponds to

amorphous SiO2 and the dark contrast to crystalline Co. As dCo

increases, the Co particles become more connected.
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EFM was used to image charged regions and to

estimate the total stored charge. EFM images were

obtained using LiftMode.a First, a scan line of the to-

pography is recorded using TappingMode. Then the probe

tip is lifted about 20 nm above the surface and an imaging

bias VEFM is applied. Finally, the probe tip is scanned at

the fixed tip-sample distance with VEFM applied by

retracing the previously recorded topography scan. During

this second scan, the probe tip reacts to long-range forces

such as electrostatic interactions between the deposited

charge in the sample and its image charge in the probe tip.

The contrast observed in the EFM image may be used

to calculate the total stored charge Q. An exact calculation

of the deposited charge can be complicated because of the

complex arrangement of image charges in the probe tip

and the sample.[27] Possible artifacts in the topography

scan due to electrostatic forces between the image and

these charges can lead to an incorrectly measured

topography and can cause difficulties separating EFM

contrast from topography. However, if the deposited

charge is small, its influence on the topography scan is

minimal and might not lead to these artifacts. Further, if

the tip-sample separation is large enough and the

deposited charge small, the EFM response becomes

symmetric with respect to imaging bias VEFM.[27] It is

easy to check if these conditions are met by imaging the

topography after charge has been deposited and by

recording the EFM signal for opposite imaging voltages.

Assuming that no artifacts are visible before and after

charging in the topography and the EFM signal is

symmetric with respect to VEFM, a simple approach can

be used to estimate the deposited charge. Specifically,

the shift Df in the resonant frequency of the cantilever is

related to the force gradient F’�dF/dz by the expres-

sion.[31]

Df ¼ �f0F0ðz0Þ=ð2kÞ ð1Þ

where z0 = 20 nm is the lift height during EFM imaging,

f0 = 232 kHz the cantilever resonant frequency, and k

the cantilever spring constant, which was calculated

from the lever geometry to be 90±10 N/m. The force

F(z) arises from Coulomb interactions of the stored

charge, its image charges in the tip and Si substrate, and

the induced charges due to the voltage VEFM applied

during imaging. From an electrostatic analysis of the tip-

sample system modeled using a simple parallel-plate

geometry, the force is found to be given by[2]

FðzÞ ¼ 1

ðzþ ðd1 þ d2Þ=eSiO2
Þ2

	 � d2
2Q2

e2
SiO2

e0A
þ 2d2QVEFM

eSiO2

þ e0AV2
EFM

2

 !
ð2Þ

where d1 and d2 are the thicknesses of the top and bot-

tom oxide layer, respectively, eSiO2
the relative dielectric

constant of SiO2, z the tip-sample separation, and A the

area of the charged region. If the deposited charge Q is

small, the first term in the bracket in Eq. 2 is small. The

third term in the bracket is independent of the stored

charge and yields a constant background frequency shift

at all points in the EFM image. Thus the final contrast

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram showing the charging of Co clusters embedded in the Co/SiO2 layer. The Si substrate is grounded and a bias

voltage Vch is applied to the probe tip, which is tapping on the surface. This causes current to flow from the tip into the Co clusters and

from the Co clusters into the Si substrate as well as into neighboring clusters. Charge is initially deposited directly under the tip and

spreads out to neighboring clusters.
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observed is proportional to the stored charge Q and to

VEFM. Using the values for f0, k, z, d1, and d2 given

above, the total charge Q is then given by

Q ¼ 18
 2e=V � Hz VEFMDf ð3Þ

As mentioned above and provided that Q is small, the

EFM response Df is symmetric with respect to VEFM,

which can be readily checked in control experiments.

Results and Discussion

Nanoscale charge storage

A series of topography and EFM images obtained with

VEFM = 1 V and VEFM = �1 V before and after charging of

a nominally 1.4-nm-thick Co layer with Vch = �12 V for

10 sec are shown in Fig. 3. No image-charge artifacts are

observed in the topography and EFM images before

charging. After charging, charged areas are observed in

the EFM images as peaks or dips with a symmetric

resonant frequency shift of about 1 and �1 Hz, depending

on the relative sign of the imaging voltages. No charge-

induced artifacts are observed in the topography images

after charge has been deposited, and measurements with

VEFM = 0 V are showing no contrast difference between

charged and uncharged regions. Such a contrast difference

would be expected if the amount of deposited charge is

large enough to cause an attractive force between the

deposited charge and its image charge in the tip.[27] The

above observations suggest, however, that the amount of

deposited charge Q is small and therefore the simplified

approach to estimate Q from the EFM contrast, as

described above, can be used.

No charging was observed in a control sample in which

no Co layer was present, and it is therefore concluded that

the deposited charge is stored in the Co layer. Little

variation in sample charging was observed for charging

times longer than 5 sec. Deposited charge can be erased by

applying a voltage pulse of opposite sign.[23]

The charging of the Co/SiO2 film is believed to occur

in the following way: when the tip approaches the sample

surface, charges tunnel from the tip through the top oxide

layer into the Co clusters. At the same time, charges

tunnel to neighboring uncharged Co clusters and through

the thicker bottom oxide layer into the Si substrate. The

currents that charge and decharge clusters are initially

different because of the different oxide thicknesses of the

top oxide layer and the oxide layer between the Co

clusters and the Si substrate. These currents equilibrate

over time as a consequence of the adjustments in the

electric fields across the oxide layers due to the charge

build-up in the Co layer, in a manner analogous to the

charging process in a floating-gate MOS structure. Once

equilibrium is reached, the charge in the Co layer does not

increase any further and its value is determined by the tip-

sample capacitance.

Nanoscale charge transport

Previous measurements have shown that the deposited

charge decays over time, with most of the stored charge

tunneling into the Si substrate and some carrier transport

also occurring between Co nanoclusters.[23] Decay times

for positive and negative charges were measured and a

strong dependence on the nanoscale Co film structure

was observed. However, because of the difficulties in

extracting the exact amount of charge as a function of

Fig. 3 Topography (left) and EFM images (right) before charging using (a) VEFM = 1 V and (b) VEFM = �1 V, and after charging

using (c) VEFM = 1 V and (d) VEFM = �1 V. Charge was deposited with Vch = �12 V for 10 sec. The image sizes are 500 nm by 2 mm.

There are no image-charge-induced artifacts visible in the topography and EFM images before charging. After charging, the

topography images show no artifacts due to the deposited charge, while the EFM images show a peak and dip with a height of about 1

and �1 Hz, respectively.
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time after charging, large error bars were observed in

the decay times. To overcome the uncertainties and to

confirm these measurements, additional measurements

and analysis were performed. Fig. 4 shows the decay in

charge for regions charged at 12 V and �12 V for

various nominal Co layer film thicknesses. The charge

decay appears exponential in all cases, but with different

decay times t+ and t� for positive and negative stored

charge, respectively.

The difference in the decay times for positive and

negative charging can be interpreted as a consequence of

the Coulomb blockade energy E0 = q2/(2CCo) of a single

Co cluster with capacitance CCo. Assuming in a first

approximation that charge decay occurs only between Co

clusters and the Si substrate, this leads to a difference

in barrier heights for escape of positive and negative

charge, given, respectively, by f+ = f0+E0 and f� =

f0�E0, where f0 = (fCo+wSi�2wSiO2
)/2 is the barrier

height of the Co–SiO2–Si tunnel barrier, fCo the Co

workfunction, wSi the Si electron affinity, wSiO2
the SiO2

electron affinity, and q the electron charge. As the de-

pendence of the tunneling probability T on barrier height

f and barrier thickness d is given approximately by

T / expð�2d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mqf

p
=�hÞ and the retention is inversely

Fig. 4 Decay of positive charge (left column) and negative charge (right column) for Co/SiO2 films with nominal Co film thickness

ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 nm. The retention times t+ and t�, obtained by first-order exponential fits to the peak height for positive charge

and the valley depth for negative charge in the EFM images, respectively, depend strongly on the nominal Co film thickness. The

retention time t+ for positive charge is for all film thicknesses larger than the retention time t� for negative charge.
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proportional to T,[2] the relation between the decay times

is given approximately by

tþ
t�
 e

2
ffiffiffi
2m
p

�h dSiO2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qf0þE0

p
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qf0�E0

p
ð Þ

 1þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m
p

�h

dSiO2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qf0

p E0 for E0 � qf0 ð4Þ

Solving Eq. 4 for the charging energy and using the

measured values for t+ and t� of the nominally 1.4-nm-

thick Co layer, we obtain E0 = 33±6 meV. As seen in

the TEM image shown in Fig. 1, the Co particles are

roughly spherical with a radius of �1.5 nm and are

roughly arranged in chains with typical lengths of 3–6

particles for a nominally 1.4-nm-thick Co film. The

charging energy of such nanoclusters is approximately

31±10 meV, which is in very good agreement with the

value estimated from measured decay times. The

Coulomb-blockade energy E0 depends strongly on the

size and shape of the Co cluster, and it is observed that

the retention times depend strongly on the nanoscale

structure of the Co layer. Fig. 5 shows the retention

times t+ for positive charge and t� for negative charge

as functions of the nominal Co film thickness. The re-

sults are comparable to the previously measured reten-

tion times but show smaller errors in the values. t+ first

increases with increasing dCo, reaching a maximum for

dCo=1.6 nm, and then decreases and approaches t�. In

contrast, the negative charge retention time t� shows the

opposite behavior, first decreasing with increasing dCo,

reaching a minimum for dCo=1.6 nm, and then increas-

ing with increasing dCo. As expected from the above

simplified model, the retention time for positive charge

is larger than that for negative charge over the entire

range of values of dCo, and for dCo larger than 1.6 nm

the difference in retention times becomes smaller as dCo

increases, i.e., as the Coulomb blockade energy de-

creases. However, the decreasing difference in retention

times with decreasing dCo below 1.4 nm is not expected

from the simplified model. This behavior of the retention

times can be explained by a model including discharging

from the Co nanoclusters into the Si substrate and

charge decay within the Co layer. The total retention

times t+ and t� will then be given by

1

tþ;�
¼ 1

tin
þ;�
þ 1

tout
þ;�

ð5Þ

where t+
in and t�

in are the characteristic retention times

for charge transport within the Co layer and t+
out and t�

out

pertain to charge transport from the Co layer into the Si

substrate. As the retention times depend strongly on the

barrier width as well as the Coulomb-blockade energy, it

is necessary to account for the nanoscale structure of the

Co layer. It is known from TEM micrographs that the

Co layer consists of isolated spherical clusters for a

nominal layer thickness of about 1.4 nm and below, and

of chainlike or tubelike arrangements of connected

spherical particles for nominally thicker films.[7,10,30]

As the Co clusters increase in size with increasing nom-

inal thickness above 1.4 nm, the capacitance of these

clusters increases and thus the Coulomb-blockade energy

decreases. As the nominal film thickness decreases be-

low about 1.4 nm, the Co particles remain spherical and

the spacing between the particles increases.[7,10,30] Thus

the Coulomb-blockade energy remains fairly constant be-

low nominal thicknesses of about 1.4 nm.

For discharging within the Co layer, the retention times

are given by[23]

tin
þ;� / e

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m

h;e
SiO2

p
�h dsp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qfCo�qwSiO2


E0

p
ð6Þ

where dsp is the spacing between the Co clusters, and

mSiO2

h and mSiO2

e are the effective mass of holes and

electrons in SiO2, respectively. t+
in and t�

in increase

exponentially with increasing dsp as the nominal Co

film thickness decreases below 1.4 nm, and approach

each other as E0 decreases for Co films with nominal

thickness above 1.4 nm. For small Coulomb-blockade

energies E0 � kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant, a

Fig. 5 Retention times for t+ positive charge and t� for

negative charge and the ratio t+/t� plotted as functions of

nominal Co film thickness dCo. t+ first increases with increasing

dCo, reaching a maximum for dCo =1.6 nm, and then decreases

and approaches t�. In contrast, the negative charge retention

time t� shows the opposite behavior, first decreasing with

increasing dCo, reaching a minimum for dCo =1.6 nm, and then

increasing with increasing dCo.
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hole will tunnel from the Co cluster into the conduction

band of the Si substrate, and t+
out is given by[23]

tout
þ / e

2
ffiffiffi
2q
p
�h

R dSiO2
þW

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mhfðxÞ
p

dx

 e
2
ffiffi
2
p

�h

�
dSiO2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mh

SiO2
ðqf0þE0Þ

p
þp

2W
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qmh

Si
Vbi

p �
1þ E0

qVbi

�
�W

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mh

Si
E0

p �
ð7Þ

where the barrier height is given by f(x) = fCo�wSiO2
+

E0/q +(wSi�fCo)x/dSiO2
for 0� x� dSiO2

and f(x)=Vbi+

E0/q�Vbi(x�dSiO2
)2/W2 for dSiO2

<x<dSiO2
+W, mSi

h is the

effective hole mass in Si, W ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2eSiVbi=ðqNCÞ

p
is the

depletion width, eSi is the Si permittivity, NC the effec-

tive density of states in the Si conduction band, and Vbi

the built-in potential. As the Coulomb-blockade energy

increases with decreasing dCo, t+
out increases.

For Coulomb-energies in the range kT<E0<Eg�qVbi

�kT, where Eg is the Si bandgap, no hole states exist on

the semiconductor side. The tunneling probability be-

comes very small and thus the retention time t+
out reaches a

maximum value. According to Eq. 5, the total retention

time t+ for positive charge will be limited by t+
in in

this regime.

Finally, for Coulomb energies E0�Eg�qVbi�kT,

tunneling of holes into the valence band is possible, and

t+
out is given by[23]

tout
þ / e

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mh

SiO2

p
�h dSiO2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qf0þE0þðEg�qVbiÞ=2
p

ð8Þ

For tunneling from a negatively charged Co cluster into

the Si substrate, the tunneling barrier width depends on the

Coulomb-blockade energy E0 due to the band bending

within the Si substrate layer. t�
out is then given, in a

manner analogous to that used to obtain Eq. 7, by[23]

tout
� / e

2
ffiffi
2
p

�h dSiO2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

SiO2
ðqf0�E0Þ

p
þp

2
W
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qme

Si
Vbi

p
1� E0

qVbi

� 	� 	
ð9Þ

where mSi
e is the effective electron mass in Si.

The expressions for t+,�
in , t+,�

out , and t+,� derived in

Eqs. 5–9 may be used to analyze the dependence of

t+,� on dCo. As exact values for the Coulomb-blockade

energies and the spacing between Co clusters are

unknown or difficult to extract from TEM images, the

following values are assumed, which are believed to be

physically reasonable. A value of 2.05 nm was assumed

for dsp for dCo = 1.0 nm, decreasing linearly to 2 nm for

dCo = 1.4 nm and then remaining constant for dCo >

1.4 nm. E0 is assumed to decrease linearly from 0.11 to

0.01 eV for dCo increasing from 1.0 to 2.0 nm. The

computed dependence of t+ and t� on dCo, as shown

in Fig. 6, qualitatively reproduces the experimentally

observed dependence quite closely. However, discrep-

ancies exist between the measured and simulated values

because of the uncertainties in the estimation of values

such as the Coulomb energies, barrier thicknesses, and

barrier heights.

CONCLUSION

The use of granular or discontinuous metal/insulator ma-

terials in memory or sensor devices requires a detailed

understanding of the nanoscale charge transport, which

can be investigated by scanning probe techniques. Elec-

trostatic force microscopy was used to demonstrate and

characterize local charge deposition and transport in Co

nanoclusters embedded in an insulating SiO2 matrix.

Positive and negative charge can be deposited controllably

and reproducibly in such nanoclusters, typically in quan-

tities of �5–20 electrons within areas 30–50 nm in radius.

The charge decays over several minutes with part of it

spreading out in the discontinuous Co film and the rest

tunneling into to Si substrate. The charge retention times

t+ for positive charge and t� for negative charge as well

as their ratio depend strongly on the nanoscale structure of

the discontinuous metal cluster film. These results were

interpreted as a consequence of Coulomb-blockade ef-

fects, and a detailed model considering charge transport

within the Co layer as well as from the Co cluster into

the Si substrate was used to explain the dependence

of the retention times on the nanoscale Co/SiO2 film

Fig. 6 Calculated retention times as functions of nominal Co

film thickness. The computed curves follow the measured curves

qualitatively but cannot reproduce the exact behavior because of

uncertainties in the Coulomb blockade energies of the Co

clusters and the detail band structure.
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structure qualitatively. These studies have led to a novel

magnetic field sensor design based on the combination

of charge storage and tunnel-magnetoresistance of the Co/

SiO2 film, which shows a significant improvement in

magnetic field sensitivity as compared to the tunnel-

magnetoresistance of the Co/SiO2 film alone. Incorpo-

ration of a granular metal/insulator magnetoresistive film

into the gate of a field-effect transistor structure allows

the magnetoresistive response to be converted to a shift

in the threshold voltage of the transistor, resulting in a

large amplification in sensitivity to an external magnetic

field. In a prototype device based on a p-channel

MOSFET, a threshold voltage shift of 50 mV upon ap-

plication of a 6-kOe magnetic field was obtained at room

temperature. This resulted in a fourfold amplification

in relative current response, and an increase in absolute

current response by a factor of 500 in the saturation

regime, as compared to the response attainable in the

magnetoresistive film alone.
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INTRODUCTION

Colloids, which are basically a dispersion of one of the

states of matter, i.e., gas, liquid or solid, in the other, are

important for a variety of reasons. From natural colloids

such as milk, blood, and egg white, etc. to synthetic ones

such as paints, inks, creams, sprays, and fire extinguishers,

we encounter colloidal systems daily in one way or the

other. Generally, the usage of the term colloids would

refer to the dispersion of particles (usually polydisperse)

in the size range 1 mm–1 nm in another medium without

any order. The class of colloids called micelles are formed

when molecules consisting of long hydrocarbon tails and

polar head groups self-assemble into an ordered structure

beyond a critical concentration. Another class of colloid

systems, where the particles are highly monodisperse in

nature especially in the size range of few nanometer (1

nm=10�9m or 10�7 cm), have recently attracted renewed

interest because of the enormous promise these materials

hold for future technologies. These materials—generally

called nanoparticles or, if they consist single crystalline

phase, nanocrystals—are envisioned to be the building

blocks of every new technology from here onward. The

control of size and shape of these particles with a penchant

to form long-range ordered structures is expected to be

very crucial for the fields of electronics, optoelectronics,

and smart chips for future devices. Unlike the traditional

atomic or molecular crystal lattices, these superlattices

consist of a two-tier structure. Here each nanocrystal

results from the regular arrangement of the atoms or

molecules of the constituent material, in which the crystal

sizes are restricted to a few nanometers only. These

nanocrystals then become the building blocks of the

superlattices. The properties of the resulting superlattices

are controlled both by the constituent materials and their

structural order.

The purpose of this article is to introduce the reader to

the field of colloids, focusing on two subclasses of these

systems—micelles and nanocrystals and the superlattices

of nanocrystals. Among these, micelles have been studied

for a long period of time and there are excellent reviews

and books that are dedicated to these systems.[1] Hence

only a brief introduction to these systems is given here.

The reader is encouraged to refer to more elaborate

treatises on this subject for further details. On the other

hand, nanocrystals and their superlattices are relatively

new entries to this field, and a great deal of attention is

being given to them recently because of their applications

to various fields, either already established or envisioned.

Here we present the recent advances in the synthesis of

monodisperse nanocrystals and their arrangement into 2-D

or 3-D superlattices. Factors governing their arrangement

into different types of superlattices are presented and

discussed.

COLLOIDS

We start this article by giving a brief introduction to

colloids. Usage of colloids by mankind dates back to the

earliest traces of civilization.[1] Evidences of colloidal

pigments were found in the stone-age paintings in the

Lascaux caves of France and the written records of

Egyptian Pharaohs. Many of the initial technological

processes such as paper making, pottery making, and the

making of soap and cosmetics, involved the manipulation

of colloidal systems. However, the establishment of

colloid science as a scientific discipline can be traced

back only to the mid-nineteenth century. Initially, Fran-

cesco Selmi called these processes ‘‘Psuedo Solutions’’

while he was studying the clear or slightly turbid solutions

of silver chloride, sulfur, and Prussian Blue in water.

Faraday’s extensive studies on gold sols in water are

another classical example of colloidal systems, although

he never used the term ‘‘colloid.’’ He observed that the

dispersion of the solid gold particles in water is kinetically

stabilized, and that once they are coagulated, the process

cannot be reversed. On the other hand, if properly

prepared, these colloidal systems are stable for years,

and some of the colloidal systems that Faraday himself

has prepared are, in fact, still on display in the British

Museum in London.

The word ‘‘colloid’’ was first introduced by Thomas

Graham in 1860s,[2] while he was studying diffusion. He
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classified materials as crystalloids—substances which, in

water solution, would easily diffuse through a membrane,

and colloids (after a Greek word for glue)—substances

which have very slow diffusion rates through the

membranes. From the slow diffusion rates of these

materials, he deduced that the particles of these materials

must be very large, at least on the order of 10�7cm (1 nm

in modern terms). On the other hand, the failure for

sedimentation implied a minimum size limit of 10�4cm

(1 mm). In fact, his size range for colloidal domain is

still valid today.

Apart from their size, which prevents individual

colloidal particles from sedimentation, there are several

other parameters that stabilize these from the close

approach of two colloidal particles and consequent

collapse into a single particle, called coagulation. For

example, there might be a protective film that stabilizes

the interface and that cannot be penetrated when the two

particles touch each other. Another major source of

kinetic stability is the existence of an electric charge on

the particle surfaces. Because of this, particles having

similar charges oppose each other, thereby preventing

coagulation. The charges are usually a result of adsorption

of ions from the solution due to the defect sites on the

surfaces of the particles. Surface charges on the particle

are usually compensated by an array of ions of opposite

charge from solution, forming an electric double layer.[3,4]

The principal character of colloids is the greater

surface area they possess compared to their bulk material

counterparts. For example, a material is in the form of a

sphere with a radius of 1 cm. It has a surface area of 4p
cm2, whereas a 1-nm radius sphere of the same material

has a surface area of 4p�10�14 cm2. Therefore if the 1-

cm sphere is cut and redispersed as 1021 spheres with a

radius of 1 nm, the total surface area would increase from

4p cm2 to 4p�107 cm2. Another important feature is the

significant increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. The

surface to volume ratio of a sphere is equivalent to

3=r 4pr2

4=3pr3

� �
. For a 1-cm radius sphere, the ratio is 3 cm�1,

whereas for a 1-nm sphere the ratio is 3�10�7 cm�1,

indicating the importance of surface species in the

colloidal particles.

The different classes of colloids that we encounter are

sols (dispersion of solid in liquid), emulsion (liquid in

liquid), aerosols (liquids or solids in gases), and foams

(gases in liquids or solids). In general, sols are further

classified as lyophillic (solvent liking) and lyophobic

(solvent disliking).

A number of techniques can be used to study the

colloidal systems. Because colloidal particles are substan-

tially smaller than the wavelength of light, these could be

studied by scattering techniques. In 1924, Svedberg

invented the ultracentrifuge, which can cause sedimenta-

tion in colloidal sols at observable rates. From these rates,

the particle sizes and masses could be accurately

determined. The electron microscope is another valuable

tool in viewing the colloidal particles.

MICELLES

One of the most extensively studied colloidal systems is

micelles.[5] Micelles result from the self-assembly of

surfactants in a dispersion medium. As the name implies,

surfactants are species accumulating at the interface of two

fluids. A typical surfactant consists of a long hydrocarbon

tail and a polar head group. The long hydrocarbon tail

favors hydrocarbon or other nonpolar solvents, while the

polar head group preferentially dissolves in a polar

solvent. The best examples of such compounds are the

sodium salts of the long alkylchain fatty acids, which are

extensively used in soaps. In aqueous solutions, the

solubility of the surfactants is conferred by their polar

head groups, usually either cationic or anionic. As the

surfactant concentration increases, these molecules try to

cluster together in aggregates called micelles. The con-

centration above which they are formed is called as critical

micelle concentration (CMC). The size of the micelle

formed as such mainly depends on the size of the

surfactant molecules, but is typically in the range of

colloidal domain. The shape of individual micelles

varies with concentration. Close to critical micelle con-

centration, they are spherical and, at higher concentration,

they assume lamellar or rodlike structures (Fig. 1).

Micelles are very important in industry and biology

because of their solubilizing properties. They are exten-

sively used as detergents and soaps, and as drug carriers.

They are also increasingly used in natural synthesis and

petroleum recovery.

There are several methods that give us vital insights on

the structure and properties of micelles. Many physical

properties of surfactants undergo an abrupt change at the

CMC. Surface tension and conductance are two simple

and widely used methods for measuring the CMC. For

example, at concentrations below CMC, adding sodium

dodecylsulphate (SDS) to water decreases the surface

tension with increase in SDS concentration. An abrupt

decrease in surface tension is observed as the concentra-

tion reaches the CMC. It then slowly decreases and

reaches a plateau as more SDS is added to the water. In the

initial stages, as the hydrocarbon chain of SDS is not

soluble in water, the molecules are concentrated at the

air–water interface with the hydrocarbon chain oriented

toward the vapor phase. Because the surface tension of

water is higher than that of the hydrocarbons, adding

more surfactant results in a decrease in surface tension.

However, above the CMC, the surfactant molecules
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self-assemble to form micelles, in which the hydrocarbon

chains orient themselves inside the aggregate and the

polar head groups orient toward the aqueous phase.

Above the CMC, adding more surfactants simply pro-

duces more micelles, keeping the surface tension almost

constant. Similarly, the conductivity of many surfactants

display (especially anionic or cationic surfactants) a slow

decline in conductance at concentrations below the CMC.

Above CMC, the conductance shows a sharp break as a

result of the micellization.

NANOCRYSTALS AND
THEIR SUPERLATTICES

Although nanocrystals are nothing but crystalline colloi-

dal particles, they were not specifically targeted for

systematic studies until recently.[7]a The main interest in

this area stems from the unique physical properties of

these nanoscale materials, such as quantum confinement.

Quantum confinement results from the size of the particle

where the electron trapped in the nanoparticle cannot

jump to other particles because of the potential barrier

between them, which arises as a result of the insulating,

protective ligand shell on each particle and the distance

between the particles. However, if the particles are

brought sufficiently closer, the electrons can tunnel be-

tween the particles and the tunneling strength decreases

exponentially with distance. Thus the quantum confine-

ment properties of the nanoscale particles crucially de-

pend on the choice of the material, the size of each

particle, the temperature, and the surrounding environ-

ment. Apart from this, ordered arrays of these nanoscale

particles are expected to manifest novel electronic, mag-

netic, and optical properties because of the cooperative

interactions between the particles.

There are two interesting directions in the study of

nanoparticles and their ordered arrays. The first one is the

packing of individual atoms inside a nanoparticle. The

other one is the packing of these nanoparticles into

ordered 2-D or 3-D arrays. It is often observed that in the

nanoscale regime, atoms aggregate into many interesting

crystal motifs quite different from their bulk crystal

structures. For example, X-ray diffraction pattern of

cobalt nanoparticles prepared by reduction of hot cobalt

chloride solution revealed a complex cubic structure

related to the b-phase of elemental manganese (e-Co).[8,9]

On the other hand, bulk cobalt adopts a hexagonally close

packed structure. Sometimes the stabilization of different

crystal motifs in the nanoscale regime is attributable to

kinetic considerations, where the particles are arrested in a

metastable state. In other cases, the different motif is

actually found to be energetically favorable for that

particular size due to surface considerations.

The second direction, formation of ordered arrays of

nanoparticles in 2-D and 3-D, is one of the major areas of

research attracting the attention of innumerable research

groups in the world today.[10] The main requirement for

the formation/self-assembly of the nanoparticle arrays

(superlattices) is the synthesis of monodisperse colloids.

Strictly speaking, a monodisperse colloid means particles

with sizes indistinguishable from each other. However, in

the field of nanocrystal superlattices (NCs), a standard

deviation of (s) �5% in the size is accepted as

monodisperse. Apart from the size, the crystallinity of

the core and the shape of surfaces play an important role

in controlling the formation of superlattices.

There are several techniques generally employed to

synthesize monodisperse nanoparticles, which differ

slightly from each other depending on the type of material

to be synthesized. Some of the important synthetic

methods are detailed below. For synthesizing noble metal

nanoparticles (Ag, Au, Pt, etc.), the most popular synthetic

procedure is to reduce the metal salt in the presence of

surfactant and stabilizing agent.[11] In a typical procedure,

aqueous solution of the metal salts are mixed with a

toluene solution containing surfactants such as long-chain

alkylammonium salts. The metal ion is then transferred to

the organic phase by vigorous stirring. A capping agentaSee the articles in the special Issue of Sci. Am. Ref. [6].

Fig. 1 Structural transitions associated with the ordering of

surfactant molecules as the concentration is increased.
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(usually alkanethiols) is subsequently added to this

solution. The metal salt is then reduced by a reducing

agent (NaBH4 or hydrazine) to nucleate the metal

nanoparticles. Here the size of the nanoparticle is

restricted in the nanometer scale, because the reaction

itself takes place in the nanoreactor formed by the long-

chain-length alkylammonium ions. These ions self-as-

semble into a micellar structure, where the polar head

groups trap the metal ions in the aqueous phase (Fig. 2).

The size of the nanoparticles can also be controlled by the

reaction rate, by temperature, and by adjusting the ratio of

capping agents to the initial metal salt concentration. The

size distribution is further narrowed by size-selective

precipitation. A similar procedure based on inverse

micelles, where the metal salt is dissolved in a solution

of surfactant in a hydrocarbon solvent and subsequently

reduced by the addition of an aqueous solution of the

reducing agent, is found to be equally effective.[12,13]

Transition metal nanoparticles are usually prepared by

a very similar technique but at slightly higher tempera-

tures.[8–10] Here the metal salts and the capping agents are

dissolved in very high boiling solvents such as dioctylether

or phenyl ether. After heating the mixture to�200–250�C,

a hot reducing agent is added, leading to the nucleation and

growth of metal nanoparticles stabilized by the capping

agents. In the semiconductor nanoparticle synthesis, the

solvents usually employed are mixtures of long-chain alkyl

phosphines, phosphine oxides, alkyl amines, etc. Gener-

ally, a metathesis (AB+CD!AC+ BD) reaction of metal

alkyls (dimethyl cadmium, diethyl zinc, dibenzyl mercu-

ry) and organophosphine or silylchalcogenides (R3PE or

TMS2E, where TMS=trimethylsilyl and E=S, Se, or Te)

is carried out to prepare semiconductor nanoparticles.[10]

However, all these procedures require a size-selective

precipitation step to achieve the narrow size distribution

mandatory for the formation of the ordered arrays of the

respective nanoparticles. Other drawbacks of the above

chemical synthetic procedures are the usage of highly

toxic chemicals and difficulty in scaling up the yields.

Alternative procedures, such as aerosol and solvated

cluster dispersion techniques, have been reported which

alleviate some of the problems associated with the above

chemical routes. In these methods, the required material is

directly evaporated (Au, Ag, Pt, or CdS, ZnS, etc.) and

captured in a solvent or inert gas stream.[14,15] The solvent

or inert gas employed works as a stabilizing agent or

diluent, respectively. The matrix is then allowed to mix

with the capping ligand, which preserves the size of the

clusters in the nanoscale region. Although large quantities

of the required nanomaterials could be prepared via these

routes, they also usually result in broad size distributions

of the nanoparticles. In a significant development,

Klabunde et al.[16–18] proposed a digestive ripening

technique which allows researchers to convert a broad

size distributed colloid to a nearly monodisperse one. In

this technique, a broad size distributed colloid in a solvent

is refluxed in the presence of a surface active agent. This

simple procedure significantly narrows down the size

distribution and allows the synthesis of large quantities of

monodisperse particles.

An important point to remember in the synthesis of

monodisperse nanoparticles is the choice of capping

agent. The selection of capping agent is usually deter-

mined by the material to be synthesized. The popular

capping agents for several materials synthesized are

provided in Table 1. The list is not very exhaustive but

should provide a guideline in finding the popular ligands

generally used.

Thus there are several methods now available to

prepare monodisperse nanoparticles of different materials

protected by several capping agents. However, the size,

shape, and morphologies of these nanoparticles are

crucially dependent on their synthetic routes. These

differences not only determine their different physical

properties but also control the way the 2-D and 3-D

superlattices are formed from these nanoparticles. For

example, the two-phase procedure for noble metal

nanoparticles generally results in the formation of 2–3

nm particles.[11] The routes involving inverse micelles and

the subsequent digestive ripening lead to the formation of

5–6 nm particles.[16–18] As mentioned above, the individ-

ual morphology of each particle also is critically deter-

mined by the procedure used. While methods involving

surfactants routinely lead to single crystalline gold
Fig. 2 Schematic of the nanoreactors in which the formation of

nanoparticles takes place.
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nanoparticles with truncated octahedral shapes, solvated

dispersion and aerosol techniques result in polycrystalline

particles with many defects (Fig. 3).[15,19] This difference

in morphology is known to critically determine the final

ordering of the superlattices, either in face centered cubic

( fcc) type or hexagonally close packed (hcp) type.

In this respect, it is generally observed that particles

with multiple defects usually behave like hard spheres and

arrange themselves into an hcp lattice.[15,19] A typical

triangular-shaped contrast image observed by electron mi-

croscopy of the superlattices formed by the polycrystalline

particles is presented in Fig. 4a. This image results from

the organization of roughly 5-nm Au nanoparticles

oriented along the [0001] direction in an hcp arrangement.

In an hcp arrangement, the hexagonally packed particles

of adjacent layers are arranged in an ABAB. . . fashion.

In contrast, the superlattice resulting from the fcc ar-

rangement of a similarly sized, perfect single crystalline

nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 4b.[19] This specific ar-

rangement results form the [110] projection of fcc lattice.

Here the particles from the adjacent layers are arranged

in an ABCABC. . . type fashion.[19,20] A pictorial differ-

ence of the hcp- and fcc-type arrangements is presented in

Fig. 5.

It is also generally observed that the 3-D superlattice

formation is encouraged by interdigitation (bundling) of

the capping agents on adjacent particles. It is well known

that ligands such as thiols form self-assembled mono-

layers on flat bulk Au (111) surfaces. They form similar

self-assembled monolayers on the 3-D nanoparticles as

well, fixing the alkyl chain length of the thiol molecule

preferentially in an all trans arrangement.[21] Then, the

alkyl chains of the adjacent particles can penetrate into

each other leading to the phenomenon called interdigita-

tion (Fig. 6). Particle-to-particle distance obtained by

electron microscopy pictures and diffraction patterns

reveal that the distance between the adjacent particles in

a superlattice is generally equivalent to one ligand chain

length supporting this phenomenon.[22]

Until now, superlattices of several materials (most of

the noble metals, numerous semiconductor and transition

metal nanoparticles, and numerous magnetic compounds)

have been prepared and well characterized. However,

most of these superlattices are grown on some substrates.

Isolation of a big ‘‘supercrystal’’ formed by the nanopar-

ticles still remains elusive at this point. Nevertheless, with

Table 1 Popular ligand groups used to stabilize different

materials in the nanoscale regime

Material Ligand groups

Noble metals (Au, Ag, Pt, etc.) RSH, RNH2, R3P,

and RSiH3

Transition metals and

magnetic compounds

RCOOH

Semiconductors RSH, R3P, and R3PO

The most popular ‘‘R’’ groups employed are C8H17– (for RSH, R3P, and

R3PO), C12H25– (for RSH and RNH2), and C18H37- (for RSiH3).

Fig. 3 Single crystalline and polycrystalline gold nanoparticles

resulting from different procedures.

Fig. 4 Self-assembled superlattices of the monodisperse gold

nanoparticles prepared by two different methods: (a) solvated

metal atom dispersion method, (b) inverse micelle method.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the two different superlattice formations.
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the amount of activity currently going on in this field, it

appears that this goal might be achieved soon. This might

open the hitherto unknown new avenues for the scientific

community in the nanotechnology field.
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INTRODUCTION

The interest in semiconductor nanoparticles is primarily

because of disparities in electronic properties from the

bulk material they exhibit because of their extremely

small size. However, the preparation method used and the

ability to manipulate them make an enormous impact on

the applications of semiconductor nanoparticles. In the

case of Ge nanoparticles, interest in their preparation and

properties traces back to the proposal by Canham[1] in

1990 that the luminescence of porous Si was caused by

quantum confinement (QC) of charge carriers. Because

both bulk Si and Ge are diamond-lattice semiconductors

with indirect band gaps in the near infrared, it seemed

natural that the great interest in Si nanoparticles triggered

by Canham’s paper would cause a similar interest in Ge

nanoparticles. This level of interest has not materialized

because of the desire to link with the microelectronics

community, which focuses so intensely on Si. Physically,

the larger exciton Bohr radius of Ge of 11.5 nm,[2] its

higher dielectric constant, and its higher refractive index

make Ge the material of choice for some applications.

Unlike Si, very little work has been performed on

nanoparticles derived from porous Ge[3,4] or spark

processed Ge.[5] The purpose of this article is to discuss

methods for preparation of Ge nanoparticles by colloidal

chemistry; we will first discuss the initial methods and

point out their strengths and weaknesses. A discussion of

more recent preparation methods will follow. Finally, a

comparison of the recent methods will point to some

possible improvements in the colloidal preparation of

Ge nanoparticles.

PREPARATION OF Ge NANOPARTICLES

The preparation methods of Ge nanoparticles, such as

those of other semiconductors, separate naturally into

physical or ‘‘top-down’’ approaches and colloidal chem-

istry or ‘‘bottom-up’’ approaches. The colloidal chemistry

approach mentioned here refers to preparing the nano-

particles using conventional synthetic chemistry and

preparing a suspension of them in a solvent. The dividing

line between a colloidal suspension and a solution is

literally a murky one because one may think of a solution

as a suspension that shows minimal light scattering. In the

case of the very small particles considered here, the strong

scattering characteristic of most colloids is seen only at

high concentrations, where they agglomerate. Colloidal

preparation of nanoparticles offers several advantages; the

colloidal chemistry offers better control over the surface

chemistry of the nanoparticles and their size distribution,

and the particles are produced with no surrounding matrix.

Because surface effects can change the properties of

nanoparticles, control over the surface chemistry is vital to

understanding their properties. To date, physical prepara-

tion methods such as various chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) techniques and co-sputtering rely heavily on clean

high-vacuum conditions to exclude impurities from the

nanoparticles produced. These ‘‘top-down’’ techniques

were developed to prepare thin films of bulk materials.

Layers of nanoparticles were produced only by mixing

these films with an inert matrix. Although many different

techniques have been developed to both control and

narrow the size distribution of semiconductor nanoparti-

cles prepared by ‘‘top-down’’ methods, the best systems

prepared through colloidal chemistry are nearly monodis-

perse,[6] far better than particles prepared by physical

methods. In the case of compound semiconductors,

particularly the II–VI semiconductors, the colloidal

chemistry approach has been much more successful in

preparing nanoparticles than ‘‘top-down’’ methods. The

colloidal chemistry preparation of Si and Ge nanoparticles

is much more difficult because of the greater sensitivity

to oxidation and the difficulty of preparing anions with

these elements.

Because there is enough literature on the preparation of

Ge nanoparticles to infer an interest in this area, one might

naturally ask why there is an interest. This question has

been partially addressed previously. Because the micro-

electronics industry drives a continuing interest in Si as a

semiconductor, and QC is widely seen as a way of

obtaining visible light from Si, the desire to integrate

optical and electronic components drove early work on Si

nanoparticles. Because Ge has a larger dielectric constant

than Si (15.9 vs.11.5) and smaller effective masses for the

electron and hole, which give it a larger exciton Bohr
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radius, QC effects should be easier to observe in Ge

nanoparticles than Si nanoparticles. Additionally, colloids

of Ge nanoparticles have been predicted to have excep-

tional nonlinear optical properties.[7,8]

Colloidal Preparative Methods

Several methods have been used to prepare colloidal

suspensions of Ge nanoparticles. Previous colloidal

synthesis of both Ge quantum dots and wires has been

reported to utilize the reduction of alkylchlorogermanes

by NaK alloy.[9–11]

GeCl4 þ RMCl3 þ R2MCl2 þ NaKdisp

! Gediam þ NaClþ KCl ð1Þ

where NaKdisp means a dispersion of NaK alloy in hexane

and Gediam means diamond-cubic Ge, the crystal structure

of bulk Ge. The NaK dispersion was prepared by

sonicating NaK alloy under anaerobic conditions. This

reduction was performed in a bomb at 275�C and 200 atm,

rather harsh synthetic conditions. Additionally, the reac-

tion offered little control over size or surface termination,

typically produced mixtures of quantum dots and wires,

and had relatively low recoveries of Ge as nanoparticles.

Previous attempts at liquid solution synthesis of Ge, Si, or

SiGe quantum dots under less-forcing conditions all led to

amorphous material. Another interesting liquid solution

synthesis of Ge nanoparticles used ruby laser light to

crystallize amorphous Ge particles from a colloidal

solution after terminating the surface of the particles with

alkylsilanes.[12] The reaction used to produce a colloidal

solution of Ge particles was

nGeCl4 þ 4nLi½C10H8� ! Gen þ 4nC10H8 þ 4nLiCl ð2Þ

The particles initially produced are amorphous, requiring

annealing with ruby laser light to crystallize. However,

this reaction takes place at 60�C and atmospheric

pressure, and the resulting particles show some evidence

of size selection because particles between 6 and 10 nm

absorb the laser light, heating, and annealing. The

amorphous particles still present must be separated, but

the crystalline particles are produced in a reasonably

narrow size range.

Recent Colloidal Preparations

More recent colloidal preparative methods for Ge nano-

particles include the metathesis of GeCl4 with the Zintl

salts NaGe, KGe, and Mg2Ge and the reduction of GeCl4

in inverse micelles. Both methods offer the ability to

prepare Ge nanoparticles in quantity. The Zintl salt

metathesis permits reasonable control over the surface

termination and limited control over size distribution.[13]

The reduction of GeCl4 in inverse micelles permits

excellent control over size distribution, but limited control

over surface chemistry.[14] Because these more recently

developed colloidal preparations offer better control over

size distribution and surface chemistry than the previously

mentioned methods, more detailed examination of both

methods is in order.

Zintl salt metathesis

Zintl salts[15] are named for Eduard Zintl, who first

prepared and characterized them in the 1930s. They consist

of polyanions of elements to the right of the Zintl line,

which divides groups 13 and 14 with cations from the left

of the Zintl line.[16] These polyanions follow the octet rule,

with cations from groups 1, 2, or the lanthanides providing

charge balance. Zintl characterized these unusual air-

sensitive compounds by X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the

crystalline phases prepared and potentiometric titrations of

solutions of Zintl salts in liquid ammonia.[15] It must be

kept in mind that the structure of the polyanions in the

crystalline phases need not closely resemble the structure

of anionic clusters in solutions prepared from them.

To begin the Zintl salt metathesis, a suspension of the

salt in a glyme (ethylene glycol dimethyl ether) is

prepared under water- and air-free conditions by heating

to reflux. While the Zintl salts used to prepare Ge

nanoparticles, NaGe, KGe, Mg2Ge, and CaGe, do not

dissolve well in the glyme solvents used, enough dissolves

to support the metathesis reaction with GeCl4. Because the

Cl-terminated Ge nanoparticles produced by the initial

reaction dissolve freely in glyme solvents, the reaction is

driven to completion. The reaction between the Zintl salts

and a 3-fold excess of GeCl4 takes from 4 to 6 hr in

diglyme and from 1/2 to 2 hr in triglyme, judged by the

suspension changing from opaque gray-blue to clear and

colorless. A 3-fold excess of GeCl4 is needed to drive the

reaction to completion, and both the Zintl salt used and the

GeCl4 are consumed in the reaction. It is not known why a

3-fold excess of GeCl4 is needed to drive the reaction to

completion, but neither reactions performed with a 10-

fold excess of GeCl4 nor those performed with less than a

3-fold excess of GeCl4 reacted completely. The ability of

Li alkyls and Grignard reagents to alkylate the surface of

the nanoparticles also points to the chloride termination of

the surface mentioned above.

Of course, reaction with Li alkyls and Grignard

reagents has permitted surface termination with more

interesting groups than alkyls. To date, surfaces with
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methyl, butyl, octyl,[13,17] p-chlorophenyl,[18] vinyl, and

allyl groups have been prepared with varying success. Ge

nanoparticles with alkyl-terminated surfaces are remark-

ably stable and relatively simple to separate. Nanoparti-

cles with vinyl- and allyl-terminated surfaces have been

proven to be both unstable and difficult to purify. The

primary failing of this preparative method is the limited

control over size distribution and the difficulty of

separating sizes. While different concentrations of reac-

tants, reaction time, or reaction temperature changed the

mean nanoparticle size, no control over size distribution

is apparent.

Reduction in inverse micelles

In the inverse micelle preparation of Ge nanoparticles,

both size control and size separation are incorporated into

the preparative method. The partial separation of the

halide salt and reductant into hydrophilic and hydrophobic

regions of the inverse micelles permits some control over

size distribution, which is greatly enhanced by the use of

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to size-

separate the nanoparticles. In essence, GeX4 (X=Cl, Br,

or I) was more soluble in the tetrahydrofuran (THF)

portion of inverse micelles formed in THF/octane or THF/

decane mixtures than in the hydrocarbon portion of the

reaction mixture. The micelles form at the interface of the

THF and alkane phases, with aliphatic polyethers or

quaternary ammonium salts acting as phase transfer

catalysts and stabilizing the micellar phase. Small regions

of THF/GeX4 are formed with octane or decane separating

them. This was followed by the introduction of the

reductant, typically 1 M LiAlH4 in THF. The micelles

determine the size of nanoparticles produced, although

thinking of micelles as pores or cavities is an oversim-

plification. Rather than act as cavities, which directly limit

the size of the nanoparticles, the micelles slow the rate of

reaction, perhaps separating crystallite nucleation from

growth. Similar to all of the other reactions discussed, this

reduction was carried out under water-free, anaerobic

conditions. However, the use of alkaline N2H4 as a

reductant was suggested, indicating that as long as

hydrolysis was slower than reduction, the presence of a

small amount of water could be tolerated. Although no

attempt to characterize or manipulate the surface chem-

istry has yet been made for Ge nanoparticles prepared

with this method, the surface is most likely terminated by

H. The strengths of this method are that it is generally

applicable to main group nanoparticles and that the

reaction mixture can be size-separated by HPLC. How-

ever, because the nanoparticles produced are terminated

by H, they are not stable in air, making character-

ization difficult.

DISCUSSION

Quantum Confinement

Because most of the interest in Si nanoparticles can be

traced back to Canham’s proposal that quantum confine-

ment is responsible for the observed photoluminescence in

porous Si, it may be assumed that most of the interest in Ge

nanoparticles also arises from an interest in QC. Because

the changes in electronic properties as a result of QC are

observable only at radii�RBohr of the exciton, or equiv-

alently, when the particle size is approximately the same as

the mean free path of charge carriers in the material,

measuring the size of the nanoparticles produced is crucial.

Quantum confinement changes all of the electronic

properties of nanoparticles relative to the bulk material.

The best-known example of this is the change in optical

properties. The absorption onset of bulk Ge lies in the near

infrared, at 0.67 eV, and it photoluminesces in the near

infrared, with an efficiency of less than 10�4%. Quantum

confinement predicts that the band gap, the photolumi-

nescence (PL), and the photoluminescence excitation

(PLE) maxima will shift to higher energies with decreas-

ing size. It also predicts that the efficiency of an optical

transition will increase with decreasing size.

Size Measurement

Because the properties of nanoparticles depend primarily

on size, measurement of both the mean size and size

distribution is vital to understanding their properties. It has

been proven to be more difficult than expected to establish

reliable size measurements. Size measurements of Ge

nanoparticles have been made by high-resolution trans-

mission electron microscopy (HRTEM), selected area

electron diffraction (SAED), X-ray diffraction (XRD), or

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Size measurements by

HRTEM have been used most widely because one may

image the d-spacing of the lattice of the nanoparticles

while imaging them. This ability to measure d-spacing

and obtain an image simultaneously permits looking for a

phase change at extremely small sizes. Size measurements

based on diffraction rely on the broadening of diffraction

lines for both XRD and SAED observations. However, the

need to assume a particle shape in the Debye–Scherrer

formula and the low intensity of diffraction maxima for

these measurements make them uncertain and difficult.

More importantly, line-broadening measurements provide

no information about the size distribution. Atomic force

microscopy provides a quick measurement of both mean

size and size distribution, providing that the nanoparticles

are equiaxial because AFM measurements are precise

only in Z.
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Surface Termination

The issue of surface termination is often overlooked

because most of the interesting properties of nanoparticles

depend primarily on their size. However, particles from 2

to 10 nm in diameter, which is the size range of interest for

quantum-confined nanoparticles, have enormous surface

areas. They also oxidize more rapidly than bulk material

because they have so many atoms near the surface. To

prevent the nanoparticles from oxidizing, one must

passivate the surface in some way. Unlike Si nanoparti-

cles, the surface oxide of Ge does not effectively passivate

the nanoparticle surface. For Ge nanoparticles prepared by

the Zintl salt metathesis, reacting the chlorides on the

surface with Grignard reagents or Li alkyls is a natural

method of passivating the surface. For Ge nanoparticles

prepared in inverse micelles, some other coupling chem-

istry must be devised. Hydrogen-terminated Si surfaces

have been prepared by reaction with 1-alkenes.[19] Simi-

lar chemistry should work on Ge nanoparticles with

H-terminated surfaces.

RESULTS

As predicted by quantum confinement models, the optical

properties of quantum-confined nanoparticles differ great-

ly from those of the bulk material. The plot of absorption

onsets vs. mean diameter in Fig. 1 demonstrates the

change in absorption onset with size for Ge nanoparticles

prepared by the Zintl salt metathesis. Although the UV–

Vis spectra in this figure are not presented as measure-

ments of band gaps, the absorption onsets seen in this

figure are of similar energy and scale inversely with mean

particle size as expected from quantum confinement

models. The size-selected PL spectra in Fig. 2 demon-

strate luminescence in the blue-to-violet region of the

spectrum. The shift in energy of the PL maxima is over 2

eV. However, this large energy shift is reproducible and

consistent between samples of similar mean size. While

some of the shift may be a result of surface effects, it is

primarily because of quantum confinement. Ge nanopar-

ticles 2–4 nm in diameter prepared in inverse micelles

using LiAlH4 as a reductant show a similar shift in energy

in PL spectra.[14] Recent X-ray absorption measurements

of butyl-terminated Ge nanoparticles prepared by the Zintl

salt metathesis also showed approximately a 2-eV shift of

the conduction band.[20] The XAS data do not rule out

solvent–nanoparticle interactions, defects, or electronic

transitions involving the butyl groups, but the resemblance

of the XAS spectra of the nanoparticles to bulk Ge

rather than Ge oxide or carbide supports quantum

confinement as the primary cause of the large conduction

band shift.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the most

widely used size measurement for nanoparticles because

diffraction and chemical information are available in
Fig. 1 Absorption onset vs. mean diameter for alkyl-terminat-

ed Ge nanoparticles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Size-selected photoluminescence spectra of butyl-

terminated Ge nanoparticles. The figure legend labels the

excitation wavelength of each spectrum. The wide range of

photoluminescence wavelengths is due to a broad range of sizes
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tandem with the images obtained. High-resolution TEM

(HRTEM) permits direct imaging of the lattice spacing of

the nanoparticles, providing some composition informa-

tion. The HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 3 of several Ge

nanoparticles shows the h111i plane of the crystallites,

with a d-spacing of 3.27 Å, as expected for bulk Ge. This

lattice plane is both the easiest to image by HRTEM

because of its relatively large d-spacing and the most

commonly seen plane for a diamond cubic lattice. A phase

change from diamond cubic to tetragonal has been

predicted in Ge nanoparticles and observed in nanopar-

ticles prepared in co-sputtered Ge/SiO2 at diameters �4

nm.[21] However, no such phase change has been observed

in Ge nanoparticles prepared colloidally. There is no

evidence for this cubic-to-tetragonal phase change in

colloidal Ge nanoparticles.

An atomic force microscope (AFM) measurement of

butyl-terminated Ge nanoparticles is presented in Fig. 4.

The height measurements by AFM were performed in

tapping mode, on colloid spin-coated onto mica sub-

strates, which provided a nearly atomically flat surface.

Another sample from this same preparation had a mean

diameter of 6.5 nm by HRTEM compared with 6.1 nm by

AFM. Because HRTEM imaging is based on interfer-

ence[22] and will inherently overestimate the size of

objects, some size difference is to be expected. The

agreement between HRTEM and AFM measurements is

surprising and suggests equiaxial, although not necessarily

spherical nanoparticles.

The surface termination of Ge nanoparticles prepared

from the Zintl salt metathesis is seen clearly in Fig. 5.

This Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of

butyl-terminated Ge nanoparticles was obtained by

evaporating a hexane colloid onto a CsI plate followed

Fig. 3 High-resolution TEM image of butyl-terminated Ge

nanoparticles. The lattice spacing is 3.27 Å, as expected for the

h111i face for bulk Ge.

Fig. 4 Atomic force micrograph of butyl-terminated Ge nanoparticles with a mean height of 6.1 nm. The nanoparticles appear as small

bright spots against the mica substrate. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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by heating to 120�C in air for 4 hr. The alkyl stretches

and bends are clearly seen, while there is no evidence of

GeO2 in the spectrum. The absence of the broad, intense

peak for GeO2 at 870–940 cm�1 in this FTIR spectrum

does not rule out the presence of small amounts of

surface oxide in the nanoparticles. However, the ability

to handle the nanoparticles in air and heat them for

several hours at T > 100�C demonstrates excellent sur-

face termination.

CONCLUSION

Most semiconductor nanoparticles are prepared by colloi-

dal chemistry because of the superior optical properties

and control of size distribution. Colloidal preparation of

Ge nanoparticles is far more difficult than the compound

semiconductors. The early colloidal preparation methods

for Ge nanoparticles offered low yields and little or no

control over size and surface termination. More current

colloidal preparation methods offer better yields; nearly

80% of the Ge in the reaction was recovered in the inverse

micelle synthesis, and yields as high as 60% have been

obtained for the Zintl salt metathesis. The inverse micelle

synthesis also permits good control over the size distri-

bution, which is greatly enhanced by HPLC. The Zintl salt

metathesis offers limited control over size distribution, but

good control over surface termination, according to the

choice of reagents used. While no perfect method for

colloidal Ge nanoparticle preparation yet exists, progress

continues in this area.
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INTRODUCTION

Colloidal particles are liquid or solid objects with

dimensions ranging from a few to several hundred nano-

meters (and, in a broader sense, up to many micrometers),

that are suspended in a solid, liquid, or gas matrix.[1–3]

These particles can show very distinct properties com-

pared to small molecules and macroscopic systems,

because of their mesoscopic size with the resulting large

surface-to-volume ratio and intermediate dynamics. One

of the most common forms of colloids are solid particles

suspended in a liquid medium, such as paint and ad-

hesives, and this format will be discussed here. Solid

colloid particles are available from many different

materials, such as organic compounds (drugs and pig-

ments), polymers, and inorganic materials (ceramics and

semiconductors). Depending on the interactions between

the particles and of the particles with the suspending

medium, the colloids can form aggregates and ordered

structures in three dimensions, e.g., colloidal crystals

(Fig. 1a). Such 3-D aggregates may serve as mesoporous

materials for filter applications, or if the particle diameter

is in the wavelength range of visible light, colloid crystals

can diffract and filter light of specific wavelength

(photonic bandgap structures).[4]

If the particles additionally interact with a surface,

colloid adsorption can take place that leads to planar

structures (Fig. 1b). For such structured surfaces, many

current and potential applications exist, such as self-

cleaning, superhydrophobic or antireflecting surfaces,

adhesion control (like protein adsorption and antifouling),

chemo- and biosensors, optical filters and switches, elec-

tromechanical devices, microfluidics, and surfaces for

separation technology.[5] For such applications, lateral

patterning of the colloid layer is often required (Fig. 1c),

which can be achieved via various methods, such as site-

selective surface modification or templating with a

3-D mold.

This article provides an overview on the methods and

effects that lead to structured colloid assemblies at

substrate surfaces. Besides the fundamental interactions

in colloidal systems that lead to 3-D and 2-D assembly

structures, several techniques are discussed which can be

used to build highly ordered particle assemblies with

complex lateral structure in a controlled way. The pat-

terning is realized by the application of templates and

directing methods during particle deposition, which will

be presented in further detail.

FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS IN
COLLOID SYSTEMS AND SURFACES

Interactions between colloidal particles and between sur-

faces and colloidal particles are primarily governed by

three main force types: van der Waals, electrostatic, and

capillary forces (listed by increasing strength).[1,2,6] We

present an overview of these colloidal forces, which play a

crucial role in determining the particle deposition effi-

ciency and stability. Other types of interactions are briefly

discussed, as they can be important in particular cases.

van der Waals Interactions

The universal attractive forces between atoms and mole-

cules, known as van der Waals forces, operate between all

particles in any suspension medium and are responsible

for particle flocculation.[7] When these forces occur be-

tween two atoms or molecules, their range is in the order of

a nanometer or less (potential V-separation r dependence:

V�1/r6), but when colloidal particles are considered,

these forces can act at a much longer distance. This is

because the atoms of a particle mutually interact, to some

extent, with all the atoms of other particles, and these

effects are partially additive. The potential associated to

such interactions is usually expressed as V=�A/12pr2,
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where A is the Hamaker constant of the particular system

and r is the distance between the particles.

Electrostatic Interactions

These long-range forces are usually responsible for the

stabilization of colloidal suspensions through repulsion

between identically charged particles. The associated

potential is expressed as V=C exp(�kr), where 1/k is the

Debye–Hückel length, r is the distance between the

particles, and is C is a term depending on k, on tem-

perature, on the surface potential of the particles, and on

the electrolyte concentration. In an electrolyte solution, the

distribution of ions in the vicinity of the solid surface (the

diffusion layer) is determined by electrostatic interactions

with the surface and the thermal motion of the diffusing

ions. Solid surfaces of similar charge that approach each

other repel when their diffusion layers overlap. On the

other hand, solid surfaces with opposite charge experience

an attraction when they come close to each other. This

attraction is utilized in colloid self-assembly on charged

surfaces and leads to irreversible adhesion.[8]

Capillary Forces

Similar particles floating on a fluid attract each other by

lateral capillary forces and can form clusters. These

flotation capillary forces are caused by the deformation

of the interface due to the effect of gravity pulling the

particles into the liquid and the surface tension that tends to

minimize the liquid surface.[6] The energy of capillary

interactions between floating particles becomes negligible,

i.e., smaller than the thermal energy kT, for particles

smaller than 5–10 mm. Particles on a solid surface partially

immersed in a liquid are also subject to similar attractive

forces, called immersion capillary forces, which occur at

the liquid–solid interface (e.g., during drying). Because of

the confinement at a solid surface, the energy of immersion

interactions is much larger, for the same particle size, than

the energy of flotation interactions, and it can be

substantially greater than kT even for particles of nanome-

ter size. These very strong (about 3 orders of magnitude

higher than the electrostatic forces) and long-range forces

(up to macroscopic dimensions) pull the particles together

and are responsible for their ordering, yielding 2-D or 3-D

crystalline layers in certain cases.[6,9] The potential of

immersion forces can be expressed as V�CR/(r�2R),

where R is the radius of the particle, r is the distance

between the particles, and C is a factor depending on the

surface tension, on the contact line at the surface of the

particle, and on the mean slope angle of the meniscus at the

contact line. These forces are attractive between objects of

the same polarity (both wetting or nonwetting, same

curvature of liquid meniscus at particle–liquid–air contact

line), and repulsive between objects of different polarity

(wetting in contact with nonwetting objects, opposite liquid

meniscus at object–liquid–air contact line).

There are several other types of interactions which can

be important in certain cases and may play a large role in

determining whether or not particles will adhere to each

other or to other surfaces. In aqueous systems, the effect of

hydration can be important. This is often associated with

hydration of ions at particle surfaces, and usually gives an

extra repulsion. Hydrophobic effects, which are associated

with the high internal structure in water, can also be

relevant and may provide an extra interaction between

particles or between particle and surfaces. Other signif-

icant effects arise from external forces, such as gravity and

hydrodynamic drag. These external forces have a strong

dependence on particle size. For instance, the gravity

force is proportional to the mass of particle and hence, to

the cube of the particle size. The hydrodynamic forces

(particularly relevant in electrophoretic particle deposi-

tion), as a result of fluid flow, depend roughly on the

square of particle size. This means that, for large

particles, gravitational and drag forces will predominate

over colloidal forces, while the latter may be much more

significant for small colloidal particles.

COLLOID ASSEMBLY IN 3-D

Three-dimensional closed pack structures of monodisperse

microspheres, also called synthetic opals, present a spatial

periodic variation of the dielectric constant. Thus they can

influence the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a

similar way as semiconductors do for electrons, i.e., there

exists a bandgap that excludes the propagation of photons in

a given range of frequencies. These so-called photonic

Fig. 1 Progression of interactions in colloidal particle systems

that lead to: a) 3-D aggregates by particle–particle interactions;

b) particle layers on planar substrates by additional interaction

with the substrate surface; c) and structured colloid assemblies

by lateral patterning of the substrate surface.
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crystals attract major interest because they represent

promising candidates for the manipulation of the flow of

light. Several methods to assemble colloidal crystals have

been reported; the five most common procedures will be

presented here, as schematically outlined in Fig. 2.

Whatever method is applied, the utilization of monodis-

perse colloids, i.e., polydispersity below 5%, is a prereq-

uisite to obtain ordered crystals with a low defect density.

Usually, fcc structures with the (111) direction oriented

perpendicular to the surface of the film are obtained.

Sedimentation in a Gravitational Field

This is a simple technique requiring no special equipment

(Fig. 2a), in which a particle suspension is standing

undisturbed over a long period of time.[10,11] The colloids

settle at the bottom of the container due to gravity and

form dense 3-D crystalline structures. However, several

parameters such as the size and density of colloids and the

sedimentation rate, which has to be slow enough to allow

a disorder-to-order transition to occur, have to be carefully

controlled to obtain a 3-D ordered lattice. Silica colloids

are usually employed in sedimentation because of their

high density (�2.2 g cm�3). The major drawbacks of this

method are the long time needed to obtain colloidal

crystals (days to months), the restricted control over the

morphology of the top surface and over the number of

layers, and the limited size range of colloidal spheres that

can be used (300–550 nm).

Electrophoretic Deposition

Several of the above-mentioned problems can be cir-

cumvented by the electrophoretic deposition method,

which uses an electric filed to control the sedimentation

rate (Fig. 2b).[12,13] The particle suspension is held

between two parallel electrodes and an applied voltage

generates an electric field that drives the particles to the

bottom electrode. With this technique, a broader range

of particle sizes, with diameters up to 900 nm, can be

used and the time needed to settle small spheres is

substantially decreased.

Vertical Deposition by Evaporation

A convenient and versatile way to obtain colloidal

crystals is the vertical deposition technique, in which a

hydrophilic substrate is vertically immersed into a

colloidal suspension while the liquid medium is allowed

to evaporate (Fig. 2c).[14,15] In this case, capillary forces

are responsible for the organization of the colloids

(see the section ‘‘Colloid Assembly at Planar Surfaces’’

below). The thickness of the crystal can be precisely

controlled by adjusting the concentration of the suspen-

sion and the sphere size. Ethanol is usually used as

suspending medium because of its relatively fast evap-

oration rate at room temperature; however, water can

also be used if the temperature is raised to about

50–60�C.[16]

Fig. 2 Schematic outlines of five common procedures to assemble colloids into 3-D crystalline structures: a) sedimentation in a

gravitational field; b) electrophoretic method; c) vertical deposition by evaporation; d) deposition by vertically lifting of the substrate; e)

flow cell technique. (From Ref. [18], copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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Vertical Lifting

A variant of the vertical evaporation method has been

developed, where the substrate is withdrawn from an

aqueous suspension at a controlled speed instead of letting

the solvent evaporate (Fig. 2d).[17] The withdrawing speed

provides an additional parameter to control the thickness

of the deposited film and can substantially decrease the

preparation time.

Flow Cell

Colloids have also been assembled into ordered 3-D

structures by using a flow cell (Fig. 2e).[18] An aqueous

dispersion of particles is injected into a cell formed by two

glass substrates and a square frame of photoresist that is

patterned on the surface of one of the substrates. One side

of the frame has channels on the upper rim that can retain

the particles while letting the solvent flow through.

External gas pressure generating a flow and agitation by

sonication are the driving forces to assemble the particles

into a close-packed structure. This method can be applied

to a relatively broad range of particle sizes and the number

of layers in the crystalline assemblies is controlled by the

distance between the two opposing glass slides.

COLLOID ASSEMBLY AT
PLANAR SURFACES

Planar colloid layer systems consisting of particle mono-

layers and multilayers can be classified by their prepara-

tion method or by the interactions that control their

formation. There are various techniques to deposit colloid

particles at planar surfaces that allow the formation from

disordered to highly crystalline particle mono- and multi-

layers, depending on the particular method and the

intrinsic properties of the particles. Such methods are

partially related to the techniques described above for 3-D

colloid assemblies. Examples include spin coating of

particle suspensions, centrifugation, evaporation of sus-

pensions on surfaces, adsorption from solution/self-as-

sembly, electrophoretic deposition from suspension,

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) deposition of colloidal mono-

layers from the air–water interface, or laminar flow

methods.[19]

The various interactions that drive particle deposition

and possibly ordering in the layer are van der Waals

attraction between particles and the substrate surface,

polar interactions and hydrogen bonding if polar groups

and hydrogen donor–acceptor pairs are present, and strong

Coulomb forces (electrostatic interactions) if charged

surface functions are available. If the colloid particles are

suspended in an aqueous medium and the thickness of the

liquid film reaches the particle diameter, strong long-

range capillary forces, in combination with convective

flow, can cause high order in the colloid layers.

Three characteristic deposition methods and the in-

volved interactions are described in more details below.

Evaporation from Suspension
on Planar Surfaces

The controlled evaporation of a latex suspension (con-

centration usually around 1 wt.%) in a very thin liquid

film leads to the formation of densely packed colloid

layers (Fig. 3a).[20] If the particles are monodisperse,

highly ordered two-dimensional colloid crystals are

formed. The ordering process occurs where the thickness

of the liquid film reaches the particle diameter and a

meniscus is formed between the colloids, pulling them

tightly together by capillary forces. The driving force is

the high surface tension of water that tends to minimize

the free liquid surface between the particles. In addition,

water evaporation in the dense particle layer generates a

convective flow of the surrounding liquid with its

suspended particles toward the colloid layer. It was found

that high evaporation rates (controlled by ambient

humidity) favor higher order in the colloid films and that

smaller particles crystallize faster. The shape or slope of

the drying meniscus controls the formation of multilayers,

with a steeper meniscus producing thicker layers.

Adsorption from Solution/Self-Assembly

By immersing a substrate into a colloid suspension,

particles can adsorb onto the surface if sufficiently strong

attractions between the substrate surface and the particles

exist (Fig. 3b).[19] Very often, oppositely charged sub-

strates and particles are used in which strong electrostatic

attraction causes irreversible adsorption. In such cases, the

substrate surface either carries an intrinsic charge (such as

mica, a layered mineral), or the charge is introduced by

surface modification with charged molecules. For this

purpose, charged thiols can be adsorbed on gold, while

oxidic surfaces such as glass are modified with charged

silanes or polyelectrolytes. The complementary latex

particles can be synthesized with charged surface groups

by adding the corresponding monomer during polymeri-

zation. Here often carboxylic acid functions (e.g., from

acrylic acid) are used that are negatively charged at pH>5.

Because of the irreversible adsorption via electrostatic

interactions in disordered particle layers, the maximum

absolute surface coverage that can be practically achieved

is about 56%, compared to a theoretical coverage of

91% in a dense hexagonal lattice. The process can be

described by the theoretical model of ‘‘random sequential
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adsorption’’ (RSA), in which irreversibly and randomly

adsorbed particles do not move laterally and prevent

rearrangement into densely packed layers.[21] By alter-

nately immersing the substrate in suspensions of op-

positely charged colloids, highly disordered particle

multilayers are obtained. If functional groups of the

particles can react with groups on the substrate surface to

form chemical bonds, very stable particle layers are

obtained by chemisorption.[22]

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) Deposition
of Colloid Monolayers from the
Air–Water Interface

Polar colloid particles (e.g., sulfonated or carboxylated

polystyrene latex) can be spread from an organic solvent

(like ethanol) at the air–water interface, similar to low

molar mass amphiphiles (Fig. 3c).[19] After solvent

evaporation, the colloids float at the air–water interface,

and by reduction of the free surface area with a moving

barrier, the initially disperse particle layer is compressed

up to the point where the colloids are tightly packed. The

colloid monolayer formation is favored by low pH and

high salt concentration, which drives the particles from

the aqueous subphase to the surface as a result of the

reduced polarity of the screened charges. When a

submersed substrate is vertically pulled up through the

compressed colloid film, the particle monolayer can be

transferred to the solid support. By annealing the

transferred film close to the glass transition temperature

of the latex material, the particles slightly deform and then

adhere sufficiently to the substrate to allow an additional

colloid layer transfer. Repeated transfer and annealing

cycles allow the formation of particle multilayers. The

colloid monolayers are usually disordered with many

defects, and in particular, the multilayers possess a high

surface roughness.

STRUCTURED COLLOID
ASSEMBLIES AT SURFACES

As discussed above, monodisperse colloidal particles can

assemble into long-range ordered lattices under appropri-

ate conditions, but self-assembly alone is restricted to the

formation of 2-D or 3-D particle arrays and usually does

not lead to more complex patterns. However, additional

degrees of control over the colloidal structures can be

achieved through the application of external electric,

magnetic, or optical fields, by selective deposition onto

previously patterned substrates, or by the use of templat-

ing structures (Fig. 4). These laterally structured surfaces

can be fabricated by different techniques such as

lithography with photons, particles, and scanning probes,

replication against masters via physical contact (printing,

molding, embossing), molecular self-assembly, or tem-

plated deposition.[23] Colloidal assembly onto such pat-

terned surfaces, as outlined in Fig. 4, and the mechanisms

governing the deposition will be discussed in the fol-

lowing sections.

External Fields

Electrical fields

As outlined before, colloidal particles can be manipulated

with electric fields to form 2-D and 3-D ordered crystals.

Two conceptional geometries can be distinguished by the

orientation of the electric field with respect to the

substrate surface: first, a parallel plate geometry, as

Fig. 3 a) Formation of ordered particle mono- and multilayers by capillary forces upon drying. (From Ref. [20], copyright 1992

American Chemical Society.) b) Self-assembly of colloid monolayers by adsorption from suspension. (From Ref. [56], copyright 1999

Elsevier.) c) Formation of a Langmuir–Blodgett particle film by transfer of a colloid monolayer from the air–water interface. (From

Ref. [19].)
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presented in Fig. 2b, with the field vector perpendicular to

the surface, and second, an in-plane electrode arrange-

ment, as shown in Fig. 4a, with the principal field vector

parallel to the substrate surface.

The parallel plate geometry has been used for the

electrophoretic deposition of colloidal particle lay-

ers,[12,24,25] but this technique does not necessarily

generate complex lateral structures by itself. Some basic

in-plane structuring was observed during the different

stages in the deposition process, such as initial random

adsorption of isolated particles after short adsorption

times, followed by the formation of 2-D clusters and

islands of particles at longer times, and the coalescence of

these individual domains up to complete coverage. The

islands showed high order, but the crystallographic axes of

neighboring islands were not correlated. Changes in the

magnitude of the current did modulate the strength of the

lateral attraction and allowed the formation of different 2-

D ‘‘gas,’’ ‘‘liquid,’’ and crystalline colloidal arrays on the

electrode. The ordering phenomena in electrophoretic

deposition were explained with electrokinetics (charged

particle acceleration in the electric field), electrohydro-

dynamics (flow of the liquid medium due to particle and

ion migration), and Brownian diffusion (driven by thermal

energy).[26,27]

More complex in-plane structures could be obtained by

a combination of vertical confinement (which is con-

trolled by the electrode separation) with variations of the

applied electric field.[28] A close electrode separation in

the range of the colloid diameter strongly influences the

electroosmotic (and hydrodynamic) fluid flow and

switches it from an attractive into a repulsive character.

By variation of the nature of the applied electric field and

the degree of particle confinement, the relative strength of

attraction and repulsion can be independently varied,

providing a way to tune both the strength and range of the

effective interaction potential. The technique allowed

ordering and structure formation in the colloid layers from

extended crystalline lattices with periodicities larger than

the particle diameter over dense crystal patches to

honeycomb and worm-like structures (Fig. 5).

A larger control over the lateral patterning of colloid

layers with electric fields can be achieved by in-plane

structured electrodes. It was shown that, on a planar

patterned electrode in the parallel plate geometry (Fig. 2b),

the colloid particles migrate laterally at the surface from

the nonconducting to the conducting regions by electro-

hydrodynamic flow.[29] In the in-plane geometry of

Fig. 4a, the electrode and counter electrode are on the

same substrate surface and produce an in-plane field when

a voltage is applied. Protein-covered latex microspheres

were collected and coagulated onto the micrometer-sized

gaps between two addressable electrodes under the action

of a nonuniform electric field, an effect known as

dielectrophoresis.[30] After particle fixation by induced

coagulation, such colloid structures can be used in

biosensor arrays with direct electric conductivity readout

(after target molecule binding, tagging with colloidal gold

and enhancement by silver nucleation).

Defined 2-D structuring in electrophoretic colloid

deposition can also be obtained by a combination with

lithographic illumination.[31] In this experiment, colloid

particles were deposited in the parallel plate geometry

onto an indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode that was ir-

radiated from the other side with ultraviolet (UV) light

through a mask. The irradiated electrode regions showed a

photochemically induced higher current density that, in

turn, led to particle aggregation on these regions, while the

nonirradiated areas were depleted of particles. By this

method, crystalline particle monolayers with the shape of

the mask geometry can be generated (Fig. 6).

Optical fields

Individual colloid particles made of dielectric material

can be optically trapped and manipulated in a strong

Fig. 4 Various concepts for the generation of structured colloid assemblies in 2-D and 3-D on solid substrates: a) external field

templating (here, electrical field example); b) chemically patterned surface; c) topographic surface structure (with feature sizes in

the colloid dimension lead to directed crystallization/epitaxy, left, while large feature sizes induce structuring of whole crystals, right);

d) 3-D template; e) direct lithographic patterning of colloid layers.
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electromagnetic field gradient of focused laser beams, a

technique which is nowadays referred to as ‘‘optical

tweezers.’’[32] The dielectric particles are drawn into the

region of highest light intensity and accelerated in the

direction of the light propagation by the radiation pressure.

If a laser beam hits a substrate surface in a perpendicular

manner, the colloid particles become trapped at the

intersection of the beam with the surface. An extension of

this technique, called scanning laser optical trapping, was

used to simultaneously trap multiple colloids in a designed

pattern which was locked-in by photopolymerization of a

monomer-containing solvent (Fig. 7).[33]

If three laser beams are brought to interference at a

substrate surface, a standing wave 2-D pattern is gener-

ated, which allows entrapping of particles in the virtual

lattice geometry of the interference pattern.[34] Such

systems were used to create arrays of extended crystalline

and noncrystalline colloid structures and to study the

crystallization and melting of the 2-D colloid lattice by

modulation of the light potential.[35] The use of optical

fields to pattern surfaces with colloidal particles features

the following advantages: 1) it does not require contact

with a probe, 2) it is not limited in particle number or

morphology, and 3) it offers a very precise control over

particle position.[36]

Chemical Patterning

The combination of the modern patterning techniques

with the ability of functionalized thiols or silanes to form

Fig. 6 Photopatterned colloid assembly by electrophoretic

deposition combimed with illumination through a mask. (From

Ref. [31], copyright 2000 Nature.)

Fig. 7 Ordered colloid cluster generated by scanning laser

optical trapping. (From Ref. [33], copyright 1999 American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 5 Colloid monolayer structures prepared by electrophoretic deposition in confined geometry (particle diameter, 4.2 mm). (From

Ref. [28], copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.)
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self-assembled monolayers (SAM) onto specific surfaces

(gold, silica) provides convenient methods to generate

regions of modulated surface potentials on a substrate by

differences in their chemical nature. The contrast between

the opposite regions in the pattern is achieved by dif-

ferences in wetting (hydrophobic against hydrophilic

regions), charge (charged against opposite charged or

neutral regions), or chemical affinity (covalent bonding)

of the head groups located at the top of the SAM. Colloids

with specific surface functions can be assembled onto the

substrates by a combination of attractive or repulsive

interactions between the surface groups of the particles

and the substrate, and the effect of the capillary forces

upon drying.

Utilizing wetting, selective particle deposition could be

obtained for magnetite colloids on thiol and silane pattern

or for polystyrene particles on gold patterns on mica.[37]

Upon drying of the latex suspension on the patterned

surfaces, the liquid retracts onto the hydrophilic regions

and selectively deposits the particles there.

A higher selectivity could be achieved with the

assembly of charged spheres onto micropatterned sub-

strates bearing cationic and anionic regions that were

prepared by mCP of thiols on gold (Fig. 8).[9] Observation

of the colloidal assembly in the wet state and during

drying suggests two steps in the assembly mechanism.

First, a selective attachment of colloids onto the substrate

in a loose packing is driven by long-range attractive elec-

trostatic forces between oppositely charged particles and

the pattern. Second, rearrangement of the structure occurs

upon drying through capillary forces that displace the

particles toward the center of the pattern and induce the

formation of dense clusters.

Patterned SAMs of charged thiols could be further

modified by alternating polyelectrolyte adsorption from

solution, which reverses the surface charge.[38] Colloid

adsorption onto the polyelectrolyte multilayer patterns was

controlled by three independent parameters: pH of the

colloidal suspension (determines ionization of the surface),

ionic strength of the suspension (charge screening by salt

addition), and concentration of added surfactant (leads to

charge screening and hydrophobic interactions). By reduc-

ing the size of the polyelectrolyte regions to less than three

times the particle diameter, clusters of cotrolled size and

packing geometry were obtained (Fig. 9).[57]

Colloid assembly experiments with negatively charged

polymer spheres on photolithographically patterned alky-

silane SAMs on silica surfaces showed the competition

of selective wetting and pH-dependent charge effects

during the wet and dry states of the assembly process. By

changing the pH from 1 to 9, the particle selectivity could

be switched between adsorption onto the hydrophilic

silica surface and deposition onto the hydrophobic

alkylsilane patterns.[5]

The high selectivity of biological recognition can

also be introduced into the colloid assembly process on

chemically patterned surfaces by the utilization of short

DNA strands. The complementary single strands of oligo-

deoxinucleotides are attached onto the colloids and spe-

cific regions on the substrate surface, respectively, and

Fig. 8 Localized adsorption of charged colloids onto oppo-

sitely charged thiol monolayers on gold. (From Ref. [9],

copyright 2000 American Physical Society.)

Fig. 9 Selective clustering of charged colloid particles onto

small polyelectrolyte regions with opposite charge (particle

diameter, 4.34 mm). (From Ref. [57], copyright 2002 Wiley-

VCH.)
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site-selective particle deposition is directed by hybridiza-

tion of the complementary strands. Polystyrene beads as

well as gold nanoparticles could be selectively deposited

by this method.[39,40] The advantage of DNA to guide the

assembly is the large number of recognition elements that

can be encoded by the nucleotide sequence. Moreover, as

the length of the sequence increases, the number of

recognition elements increases dramatically, providing an

almost limitless number of interaction pairs that can be

designed to guide multicomponent assembly.

Photochemistry at the surface has been proven as an

elegant way to directly obtain chemically patterned

surfaces without the use of extra structuring tools.[41]

Surface modification of a silicon substrate with a

photosensitive silane and subsequent irradiation through

a mask generates active surface groups at selected

positions.[42] The chemical contrast between exposed

and unexposed areas guides the posterior colloidal

assembly, as was shown on a photoprotected aminosilane

surface with carboxylated latex particles, which assem-

bled specifically onto the free amino regions of the

irradiated areas by Coulomb attraction (Fig. 10).

Radiation damage processes can be also used to

selectively remove SAMs from a surface and generate

alternating modified and unmodified regions on the

substrate to guide the site-selective assembly of particles.

By high-energy UV irradiation of a thiol monolayer

through a mask and subsequent SAM formation with a

charged thiol, a charge pattern was prepared and used for

electrostatic colloid deposition.[43] Irradiation of a fluoro-

alkylsilane monolayer on a titanium dioxide surface

resulted in the photochemical degradation of the silane

and generation of very hydrophilic surface regions, which

allowed selective colloid deposition by the vertical

transfer method (as outlined in Fig. 2d).[44]

Topographic Patterning

Several examples of colloids deposited onto topographi-

cally patterned surfaces are reported in the literature,

which can be divided into three classes: 1) the crystalli-

zation of colloids in 2-D confining media (Fig. 4c), 2) the

crystallization of colloids in 3-D confining media

(Fig. 4d), 3) the growth of colloidal crystals with an

induced orientation, i.e., colloidal epitaxy (Fig. 4c, left).

Colloid crystallization in lateral
confinement (2-D)

Ribbons of colloid monolayers were obtained by electro-

phoretic deposition (Fig. 2b) of charged colloidal spheres

onto stripe-patterned ITO electrodes with a groove depth

exceeding half the particle diameter.[45] Variation of the

conducting groove width had a substantial influence on

the order in the particles bands, depending on the width

being commensurate or incommensurate with the dimen-

sions of a discrete number of colloidal spheres. For

commensurate grooves smaller than eight times the

particle diameter, ordered particle monolayers were

obtained (Fig. 11).

Rectangular-shaped microchannels, prepared by etch-

ing (plasma, reactive ion etching (RIE)) of a silicon wafer

or by micromolding, were used as template to generate

stripes of colloidal crystals.[4,46] Colloids were deposited

on such patterned surfaces, either by vertical evapora-

tion (Fig. 2c) or vertical lifting (Fig. 2d). Colloids

are deposited selectively in the microchannels because

of the strong capillary-driven directional mass flow

Fig. 10 Photopatterning of a light-sensitive silane monolayer

by irradiation through a mask led to selective particle adsorption

onto the irradiated regions. (From Ref. [42], copyright 2002

National Academy of Sciences USA.)

Fig. 11 Electrophoretic deposition of colloids in groves of a

structured electrode (particle diameter, 0.58 mm). For groves

which are commensurable with the particle packing, ordered

layers are obtained (a,c), while incommensurable widths yield

disordered layers (b). (From Ref. [45], copyright 2002 Wiley-

VCH.)
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of colloids from the dispersion exclusively into the

microchannels and not on the top of the unetched area

(Fig. 12a–c).

If the feature size of the templating surface allows the

accommodation of only a small number of particles,

colloid clusters of well-defined size and geometry can be

fabricated—triangular, squared, pentagonal, and hexag-

onal aggregates (Fig. 12d–i).[47]

Colloid crystallization in spatial
confinement (3-D)

Two related methods have been reported to grow colloidal

crystals in 3-D confining templates. The first one, called

microfluidic colloidal self-assembly, utilizes a pattern of

V-shaped grooves (made by anisotropric etching of a

Si(100) wafer), which are covered with a polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) block in conformal contact.[48] A drop

of an aqueous colloid dispersion is then added at the

interface between the patterned silicon wafer and the

block. The spheres are driven into the V-shaped grooves

by capillary forces and form a close-pack structure, with

the (100) orientation perpendicular to the wafer surface,

upon evaporation of the water. The shape (opening angle)

of the grooves induces the (100) orientation and is

therefore an example of colloidal epitaxy (see below and

Fig. 14a,b). The second method, called micromolding in

capillaries (MIMIC), consists of placing a microstructured

PDMS mold onto a flat surface, then adding a drop of a

colloidal suspension at the interface, which is drawn into

the microchannels as described above.[49] When the water

Fig. 13 Micromolding in capillaries technique (MIMIC) and

crystalline colloid structures obtained by MIMIC. (From

Ref. [49], copyright 1998 Wiley-VCH.)

Fig. 12 a–c) Stripes of crystalline particle multilayers by vertical evaporation onto topographically structured substrates. (From

Ref. [4], copyright 2002 Wiley-VCH.) d–i) Cluster formation of particles in topographically structured substrates with defined feature

sizes. (From Ref. [47], copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.)
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has evaporated, the PDMS mold is removed and close-

packed colloidal structures with the (111) orientation

perpendicular to the surface is obtained on the planar

substrate (Fig. 13). In both of these techniques, the

channels have to be open at both ends to allow the flow

and evaporation of the aqueous colloid suspension.

Templated colloidal epitaxy

Colloidal epitaxy is the controlled crystallization of

colloid particles on a structured surface with topographic

periodicities commensurate to the colloid crystal lattice

dimensions, where the crystal orientation is induced by the

surface structure. In early examples of colloidal epitaxy,

silica spheres were sedimented onto a polymer film

bearing holes (drilled by electron beam lithography).[50]

When the pattern of holes is commensurate with the (100)

or (110) plane of a fcc lattice, colloid crystal growth

proceeds with the (100) or (110) plane parallel to the

substrate surface. The major drawback of this technique is

the small feature sizes of the template in dimensions of

individual colloids, which requires advanced nanolitho-

graphic techniques for colloids smaller than 500 nm. To

circumvent this problem, square or rectangular pyramidal

pits much larger than the particles were anisotropically

etched in a Si(100) wafer and used to grow small colloidal

crystals within these pits by spin coating.[48] The apex

angle of the pits determines the packing geometry, and if a

square lattice is favored inside the pits, eventually the

whole crystal on top of the substrate will grow with the

(100) plane parallel to the surface (Fig. 14c,d).[51,52] With

other apex angles, non-fcc packing geometries are

obtained. Additional parameters that control bulk crystal

growth are the lateral dimensions and the separation

between the square pyramidal pits.

The stabilization of crystalline structures on patterned

substrates can be considerably enhanced by entropic

depletion or excluded-volume effects when smaller

particles or nonadsorbing polymers are added to the

colloidal suspension.[53] In suspensions of large and small

particles or macromolecules, such forces push the large

spheres together, toward flat walls, and toward inner

corners on surfaces. This attraction is due to the extra

volume that becomes available when the larger particles

approach one another as a result of the overlap of the

exclusion zones, with the consequent increase in the

entropy of the system. These effects were exploited to

confine large spheres from a binary mixture in the corners

of a patterned surface and to sort particles according to

size and shape without sensitivity to surface charge or

Fig. 14 a,b) Epitaxical growth of the (100) orientation of closed-packed colloid crystals in pyramidal pits by spin coating self-

assembly, reprinted with permission (From Ref. [48], copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH.) c,d) Bulk colloid crystallization of the (100)

orientation by epitaxical growth on pyramidal pit template by flow cell deposition (see figure 2e), reprinted with permission (From

Ref. [51], copyright 2002 Wiley-VCH.).
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surface chemistry. On patterned template surfaces with

periodic 1-D and 2-D height profiles, the formation of 1-

D, 2-D, and 3-D commensurate structures of polymethyl-

methacrylate (PMMA) spheres in the presence of dis-

solved, nonadsorbing polymers was investigated as a

function of sphere size and grating periodicity.[54]

Direct Lithographic Patterning
of Colloidal Layers

The direct patterning of colloid layers can be achieved by

selective irradiation of the particles with high energy

radiation or particle bombardment (electrons, ions), which

changes the material properties of the irradiated particles

(Fig. 4e). Multilayers of polymethylmethacrylate particles

could be patterned by e-beam lithography and selective

dissolution of the irradiated colloids.[55]

CONCLUSION

As reviewed by this article, complex colloid particle

structures can be prepared by applying the intrinsic

interactions and self-organizing properties of colloids to

deposition and lateral patterning methods on substrate

surfaces. These colloid structures of particle mono- or

multilayers can be obtained in disordered to highly

ordered and crystalline states, depending primarily on

the particle size distribution and the structure preparation

method. Of particular interest for future applications are

highly crystalline colloid assemblies with particle diam-

eters in the wavelength of visible light, which can be

fabricated by the described methods. Such particle

structures show photonic properties (filtering and manip-

ulation of specific wavelengths) and thus might be

implemented in optical chips for information and data

processing via light.[48]
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this article is to highlight the incentives and

methods that are typically used for using nanomaterials as

precursors of fuel cell catalysts. Our ‘‘precursor’’ concept

for the manufacturing of heterogeneous metal colloid cat-

alysts was developed in the last decade.[1–8] This method

facilitates ready accessibility to homogeneous alloys, seg-

regated alloys, layered bimetallics, or ‘‘decorated’’ metal

particles and because of which it is now possible to tailor

the precursor metallic colloids with controlled structures

and metal interfaces. The advantage here is one can

preprepare and thoroughly characterize active components

of the electrocatalysts using modern analytical tools.

Nanostructured metal particles were considered po-

tential catalysts essentially because of their unique

electronic structures combined with extremely large

surface areas. In general, isolable particles between 1

and 50 nm that are prevented from agglomeration by

protective shells are termed ‘‘nanostructured metal

colloids.’’ These colloids can be redispersed in both water

(‘‘hydrosols’’) and organic solvents (‘‘organosols’’)

depending on the nature of the protecting shell used. A

wealth of knowledge has been acquired about these

materials over the past decades.[1–3, 9–18] Highly dispersed

mono- and bimetallic colloids have been used as precursors

for a variety of catalysts applicable in chemical cataly-

sis.[4,19–27] This contribution, however, will deal only with

those applications significant to fuel cell technology.

BACKGROUND

Numerous methods have been explored to manipulate

colloidal metal precursors. There are manifold advantages

of using the precursor method over the conventional salt-

impregnation method in that both size and composition of

the colloidal metal precursors may be tailored independent

of the support. Metal particle surfaces may be modified by

different protective shells and coated by intermediate

layers, e.g., by using metal oxides. A change in the pre-

cursor can be brought about by SnO2 and WO3 dopants.

Dipping the support in the appropriate solution of the

preprepared particles results in the adsorption of the

particles on to the support. The result of such an exercise

is an eggshell catalyst, which contains a thin layer of the

active metal particles on the surface of the support. It is

important to note that no subsequent calcination is re-

quired. Supports such as charcoal, various oxidic support

materials, and even low-surface materials such as quartz,

sapphire, and highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG)

have been used (Fig. 1).[1–8]

Interaction of platinum hydrosols with oxide (sapphire,

quartz) and graphite single-crystal substrates have been

monitored by the combination of X-ray and microscopic

techniques[28,29] (Fig. 2). The protected Pt metal colloid is

immediately adsorbed on to the surface of the dipped

support, resulting in a carpetlike coat of the protected

colloids. Upon annealing at 280�C and higher within an

ultrahigh vacuum, the protecting shell decomposes. Ther-

mal degradation studies monitored by X-rat photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) revealed Pt particles virtually unchanged up to

800�C, above which sintering is observed.

Fuel Cells and Catalysts

Fuel cells convert chemical energy into electrical energy

and the catalyst system forms the most important com-

ponent of this conversion.[30] The wide-ranging applica-

tions of fuel cells include low-emission transport systems,

stationary power stations, and combined heat and power

sources for small devices. Although metal Pt is adequate

as a fuel cell catalyst for pure hydrogen feed, Pt alloy

particles (e.g., Pt–Ru) of 1- to 3-nm size best serve as the

active catalyst component for reformer gas or methanol

into electricity. These systems offer improved efficiency

and tolerance against contaminants, especially CO in the

anode feed.[31–36] It is not clear what type of fuel will be

the best to supply the cells in future vehicles. The options

currently available include hydrogen, methanol, and syn-

thetic fuel.[37] Whereas engineers and clean air experts

favor pressurized hydrogen, automakers are banking on

methanol because of the ease of distribution.

In essence, bi- or multimetallic colloids are the need of

the hour. Bimetallic colloids are readily accessible by the

controlled coreduction or stepwise reduction of two dif-

ferent metal ions.[1,2,4,38–54] The catalytic aspects and

structural characterization of some bimetallics have been
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reviewed.[15] Influences of each metal in a nanostructured

bimetallic colloid catalyst combined with recent advances

in the preparation of bimetallic colloids have provided

catalysts of several compositions. Composition gradi-

ents from the core to the shell bimetallic particles have

been prepared by successive reduction of mixed metal

ions.[55–59] Truly, layered particles consisting of a gold

core plated by palladium or vice versa have also been

synthesized.[60] Electronegativity differences between two

elements brings in a novel electronic structure and is seen

in the case of Pd and Au as they contain partially filled

and completely filled d bands, respectively.[61–69] Simon

and coworkers have successfully prepared AucorePdshell,

PdcoreAushell bimetallic colloids of 20–56 nm using

classical seed growth method, which is complimented

by sequential reduction of the metals followed by

stabilization using trisulfonated triphenylphosphane and

sodium sulfanilate, resulting in more than 90% metal to be

isolated in the solid state and which is redispersible in

water in high concentrations.[60]

Formic acid in the presence of different amounts of

alkaloid (colloidal stabilizer) has given rise to platinum

colloidal catalysts with varied particle sizes from platinum

tetrachloride. The preparation of a fully alloyed Pd–Au

colloid of 3.0-nm particle size, by the coreduction of Pd

and Au salts with tetraalkylammonium triethylhydrobo-

rate[1] in a modified sol–gel procedure using tetrahydro-

furan (THF) as the solvent, has been described.[70] The

integrity of the incorporated Pd–Au alloy particles

remained virtually untouched. A mesoporous texture with

a comparatively narrow pore distribution remained after

removing the protecting surfactant. According to physical

characterization by a combination of techniques, SiO2 is

seen to preserve the size and structural characteristics of

the embedded Pd–Au colloidal metal precursor. The

material exhibits excellent catalytic properties in selective

hydrogenation test reactions. The following sections

give various methods applied for the synthesis of colloi-

dal nanoparticles.

PREPARATION METHODS

The two principles of obtaining nanostructured metal

colloids are ‘‘top-down’’ and ‘‘bottom-up’’ methods. The

top-down method makes use of stabilizing the broken-

down smaller structures from the bulk metal using pro-

tecting agents.[71,72] An offshoot of this principle is the

metal vapor technique,[73–78] a highly demanding propo-

sition. On the other hand, the bottom-up method of wet
Fig. 1 The precursor concept. (From Ref. [2]. Adapted with

permission from Elsevier Science.)

Fig. 2 (a) AFM investigation of a sulfobetaine-12 stabilized Pt

hydrosol (3 nm) absorbed on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG) after dipping (left) and after additional washing (right).

(b) Scheme of the Pt hydrosol adsorption on HOPG derived from

a combined STM and XPS study. (From Ref. [29]. Adapted with

permission from Elsevier Science.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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chemical nanoparticle preparation relies on the chemical

reduction of metal salts, electrochemical pathways, or the

controlled decomposition of metastable organometallic

compounds. The primarily formed nanoclusters are pre-

vented from agglomeration using stabilizers, e.g., donor

ligands, polymers, and surfactants.

Modes of Stabilization

Protective agents are imperative for the stabilization of

nanostructured metals and for prevention of their coagu-

lation. Two basic modes of stabilization have been dis-

tinguished.[79]

Electrostatic stabilization is caused by the coulombic

repulsion between the particles adsorbed at the particle

surface (e.g., sodium citrate) and the corresponding count-

er ions. This causes an electrical double layer by ions. An

example is gold sols prepared by the reduction of [Au

Cl4
�] using sodium citrate.[9–11] A second mode is steric

stabilization, achieved by the coordination of sterically

bulky organic molecules that act as protective shields on

the metallic surface. The nanometallic cores are thus sep-

arated from each other, preventing coagulation. The main

classes of protective groups studied to date are the fol-

lowing: polymers[38–41] and block copolymers;[80–91] P, N,

S donors (e.g., phosphines, amines, thioethers);[4,60,92–104]

solvents such as THF;[4,105] THF/MeOH,[106] or propylene

carbonate;[48] long-chain alcohols;[80–91] surfac-

tants;[1–8,42–53] and organometallics.[107–111] Lipophilic

protective agents yield metal colloids that are soluble in

organic media (‘‘organosols’’); hydrophilic agents yield

water-soluble colloids (‘‘hydrosols’’). A monolayer of the

surfactant coat in the form of tetraalkylammonium halides

is seen over the metal core in the case of Pd organo-

sols.[109] Pt or Pt/Au particles have been hosted in the

hydrophobic holes of nonionic surfactants, e.g., poly-

ethylene monolaurate.[112,113]

WET CHEMICAL REDUCTION

Metal Salt Reduction Method

In 1857, Faraday was the first to report on the chemical

reduction of transition metal salts in the presence of

stabilizing agents to generate metal colloids.[114] This

reliable approach has been extensively used.[15,16,79]

Turkevich, nearly a century later,[9–11] gave the first re-

producible standard recipe for the preparation of gold

metal colloids by using sodium citrate for the reduction of

[AuCl4
�]. He proposed a step-by-step formation of nano-

clusters based on nucleation, growth, and agglomeration

mechanisms. A refinement of this model was done (Fig. 3)

based on the results from recent thermodynamic and ki-

netic results and modern analytical techniques.[115–124]

The general understanding is zerovalent metal atoms are

generated in the embryonic stage of nucleation[115] by met-

al salt reduction. These atoms can collide in solution with

other metal ions, metal atoms, or clusters to form an irre-

versible ‘‘seed’’ of stable metal nuclei. Depending on the

strength of the metal–metal bonds, the difference in redox

potentials of the metal salt, and the reducing agent used, the

diameter of the ‘‘seed’’ nuclei can be well below 1 nm.

On the mechanism of colloidal particle formation, there

have been some advances in the recent past.[119–123]

Platinum colloid formation by using trialkylaluminum as

both reducing agent and protecting group has been care-

fully studied with the formation of an intermediate, which

decomposes in solution to result in nanoparticles having

an average diameter of 1.2 nm. This sequence of reactions

is shown in Fig. 4.

Seeding growth for the size control of 5- to 40-nm

diameter gold nanoparticles has been studied.[123] Heng

and coworkers have recently reported results on a seeded

Fig. 3 Formation of nanostructured metal colloids via the ‘‘salt

reduction’’ method. (Adapted from Ref. [124].)
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growth mechanism in which 1.5-nm Au seeds are used to

grow Bi, Sn, and In nanoparticles.[122] Stronger reducing

agents are experimentally verified to produce smaller

nuclei of silver ‘‘seed.’’ These nuclei grow during the

‘‘ripening’’ process to give colloidal metal particles in the

size range of 1–50 nm having a narrow size distribution.

Agglomeration of zerovalent nuclei in the ‘‘seed’’ or, al-

ternatively, collisions of already formed nuclei with re-

duced metal atoms are the possible mechanisms involved.

Reductive formation of Ag3
+ and Ag4

+ clusters has been

followed using spectroscopic methods by Tausch-Treml

et al.[125] Their results strongly suggest that an autocata-

lytic pathway is involved in which metal ions are adsorbed

and successively reduced at the zerovalent cluster surface.

Henglein has also recently shown that Ag(CN)2
� reduced

at a low rate by radiolytically generated hydroxymethyl

radicals.[126] It was shown that the reduction occurs on tiny

nuclei formed by hydrolysis in solution and the mechanism

of this reaction detailed. Reduction of copper to colloidal

Cu protected by cationic surfactants (NR4
+)[118] has also

been evidenced. It is now generally accepted that size

of the resulting metal colloid is determined by the

relative rates of nucleation and particle growth.

The main advantages of the salt reduction method in

the liquid phase are that it is easily reproducible and

allows colloidal nanoparticles to be prepared on multi-

gram scale having a narrow size distribution. The classical

Faraday route via the reduction of [AuCl4]� with sodium

citrate is still used to prepare standard 20-nm gold

sols.[9,77] Wet chemical reduction procedures have been

applied successfully to combine practically all transition

metals with different types of stabilizers, and the whole

range of chemical reducing agents.

The ‘‘alcohol reduction process’’ developed by Tosh-

ima and Yonezawa[15] and Hirai et al.[38–41] is widely

applied for the preparation of colloidal precious metals

stabilized by organic polymers such as poly(vinyl pyrrol-

idone) (PVP), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), and poly(meth-

ylvinyl ether). Alcohols having a-hydrogen atoms are

oxidized to the corresponding carbonyl compound (e.g.,

methanol to formaldehyde) during the salt reduction. PVP

stabilization followed by reduction of AgNO3 using eth-

ylene glycol as a solvent and reducing agent gives silver

nanoprisms and nanorods by the so-called ‘‘polyol’’

synthesis.[127] Nanometer-size platinum colloid, FePt na-

noparticle alloy, and (Fe49Pt51)88Ag12 nanoclusters are

obtained by using ethylene glycol, glycerol, and other

long-chain polyols.[127–130] The method for preparing

bimetallic nanoparticles via the coreduction of mixed ions

has been the subject of a recent review.[15]

Hydrogen is an efficient reducing agent for the prep-

aration of electrostatically stabilized metal sols and of

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the platinum seed formation through the intermediate complex (3). (From Ref. [119]. Adapted with

permission from VCH.)
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polymer-stabilized hydrosols of Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ir.[131–134]

Colloidal Pt in water was obtained using CO, formic acid

or sodium formate, formaldehyde, and benzaldehyde as

reductants.[10,135,136] Silanes were found to be effective for

the reductive preparation of Pt sols.[137,138] A reducing

agent in tetrakis(hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride

(THPC), which allows the size- and morphology-selective

synthesis of Ag, Cu, Pt, and Au nanoparticles from the

corresponding metal salts has been successfully introduced

by Duff et al.[139,140] and Vogel et al.[141] Furthermore,

hydrazine,[142] hydroxylamine,[143] and electrons trapped

in K+ [(crown)2K]�[144] have been applied as reductants. In

addition, BH4
� is a powerful and valuable reagent for the

salt reduction method. A disadvantage, however, is that

transition metal borides are often found along with the

nanometallic particles.[145,146] Very recently, solvent-sta-

bilized platinum and its alloy with Ru, Mo, W, and Ni with

an average diameter of 1.7 nm have been reported. In an

attempt to produce direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC)

catalysts, the reduction of a mixture of platinum and the

second metal halides was performed using LiBH4 as a

reducing agent. The resulting nanoparticles are stabilized

by the solvent THF and later recovered by suitable

treatment.[147]

Stabilized Metal Colloids

Tetraalkylammoniumhydrotriorganoborate[1–8] offers a

wide range of application in the wet chemical reduction

of transition metal salts. In this case, the reductant

[BEt3H�] is combined with the stabilizing agent (e.g.,

NR4
+). The surface-active NR4

+ salts are formed imme-

diately at the reduction center in high local concentration

that prevents particle aggregation. The advantage here is

that trialkylboron can be recovered from the reaction and

no borides contaminate the products.

MXn þ NR4ðBEt3HÞ

! Mcolloid þ nNR4Xþ nBEt3 þ n=2H2 " ð1Þ

M = metals of the groups 6–11; X = Cl, Br; v = 1, 2, 3;

and R = alkyl, C6–C20.

As obtained, the NR4
+–stabilized metal ‘‘raw’’ col-

loids typically contain 6–12 wt.% of metal. This, upon

work up with ethanol or ether and subsequent repre-

cipitation by a solvent of different polarity (Table 9 in

Ref. [1]), yields ‘‘purified’’ transition metal colloids

containing ca. 70–85 wt.% of metal. When NR4X is

coupled to the metal salt before the reduction step, the

prepreparation of [NR4
+ BEt3H�] can be avoided. NR4

+–

stabilized transition metal nanoparticles can also be

obtained from NR4X–transition metal double salts.

Because the local concentration of the protecting group

is sufficiently high, a number of conventional reducing

agents may be applied (Eq. 2).[2,4]

ðNR4ÞwMXvYw þ vRed! Mcolloid þ vRedXþ wNR4Y

ð2Þ

M = metals; Red = H2, HCOOH, K, Zn, LiH, LiBEt3H,

NaBEt3H, KBEt3H; X, Y = Cl, Br; v, w = 1–3; and

R = alkyl, C6–C12.

In a recent review, the scope and limitations of this

method have been evaluated.[16] Isolable metal colloids of

the zerovalent early transition, which are stabilized only

with THF, have been prepared via the [BEt3H�] re-

duction of the preformed THF adducts of TiBr4 (Eq. 3),

ZrBr4, VBr3, NbCl4, and MnBr2. Table 1 summarizes

the results.

x � ½TiBr4 � 2THFþ x � 4K½BEt3H	

�������������!THF; 2 h; 20oC ½Ti � 0:5THF	x þ x � 4BEt3

þ x � 4KBr # þx � 4H2 " ð3Þ

Detailed studies of [Ti �0.5THF][105] show that it

consists of Ti13 clusters in the zerovalent state, stabilized

by six intact THF molecules (Fig. 5).

By analogy, [Mn �0.3THF] particles (1–2.5 nm) were

prepared[148] and their physical properties studied.[149]

The THF in Eq. 3 has been successfully replaced by

tetrahydrothiophene (THT) for Mn, Pd, and Pt organosols;

but attempts to stabilize Ti and V this way led to

decomposition.[4]

Table 1 THF-stabilized organosols of early transition metals

Product

Starting

material

Reducing

agent

Temperature

(�C)

Time

(hr)

Metal content

(%)

Size

(nm)

[Ti �0.5THF] TiBr4 �2THF K[BEt3H] RT 6 43.5 (<0.8)

[Zr �0.4THF] ZrBr4 �2THF K[BEt3H] RT 6 42 –

[V �0.3THF] VBr3 �3THF K[BEt3H] RT 2 51 –

[Nb �0.3THF] NbCl4 �2THF K[BEt3H] RT 4 48 –

[Mn �0.3THF] MnBr2 �2THF K[BEt3H] 50 3 70 1–2.5
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Fig. 6 gives a survey of the [BEt3H�] method.

The advantages of this method are as follows (Fig. 6):

the method is generally applicable to salts of metals in

groups 4–11 in the periodic table; it yields extraordinarily

stable metal colloids that are easy to isolate as dry

powders; the particle size distribution is nearly monodis-

perse; bimetallic colloids are easily accessible by co-

reduction of different metal salts; and the synthesis is

suitable for multigram preparations and is easy to scale up.

The only drawback to this method is that by altering the

reaction conditions the particle size of the resulting sols

cannot be varied.

Protecting groups in betaines instead of NR4
+ salts (in

Eq. 1) can be conveniently used to generate zerovalent

precious metal hydrosols. In Eq. 2, a broad variety of

hydrophilic surfactants can be used.[2,4,6,7] Reetz and

Maase[150–152] have reported a new method for the size-

and morphology-selective preparation of metal colloids

using tetraalkylammonium carboxylates of the type

NR4
+R’CO2

� (R=octyl, R’=alkyl, aryl, H) (Eq. 4). The

resulting particle sizes were found to depend on the

electronic nature of the R’ group in the carboxylate with

electron donors producing small nanoclusters while

electron-withdrawing substituent R’, in contrast, yielded

larger particles. Pd particles of 2.2-nm size are found

when Pd(NO3)2 is treated with an excess of tetra-

(n-octyl)ammonium carboxylate bearing R’= (CH3)3

CCO2
� as the substituent, but the particle size was 5.4

nm when R’=Cl2CHCO2
� (an electron-withdrawing sub-

stituent) was used.

Mþ þ R4NþR0CO�2 �������!
50� 90�C

M0ðR4NR0CO2Þx
þCO2 þ R0 � R0 ð4Þ

R = octyl and R’ = alkyl, aryl, and H.

A number of bimetallic colloids were obtained with

tetra(n-octyl) ammonium formate as the reductant: Pd/Pt

(2.2 nm), Pd/Sn (4.4 nm), Pd/Au (3.3 nm), Pd/Rh (1.8 nm),

Pt/Ru (1.7 nm), and Pd/Cu (2.2 nm). The shape of the

particles was also found to depend on the reducing agent

used, e.g., with tetra(n-octyl) ammonium glycolate

Pd(NO3)2 a significant amount of trigonal particles in

the resulting Pd colloid was detected.

Fig. 5 Ti13 cluster stabilized by the six THF-O atoms in an

octahedral configuration. (From Ref. [2]. Adapted with permis-

sion from Elsevier Science.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Nanopowders and nanostructured metal colloids accessible via the [Bet3H�]-reduction method (Eqs. 1 and 2) (including the

mean particle sizes obtained). (From Ref. [2]. Adapted with permission from Elsevier Science.)
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Mono and bimetallic nanoparticles have been pre-

pared by ‘‘reductive stabilization’’ using organoaluminum

compounds (Eq. 5 and Table 2).[107,110,149]

MXn + AIR3 �����!Toluene

M = metals of groups 6–11 periodic system of elements

(PSE); X = halogen, acetylacetonate; n = 2–4; R = C1–C8

alkyl, particle sizes 1–12 nm.

From Eq. 5, it is clear that colloids of zerovalent ele-

ments of groups 6–11 of the periodic table (and also of tin)

can be prepared in the form of stable, isolable organosols.

This method is now shown to be a reliable approach for the

production of a wide range of small zerovalent transition

metal particles. The key feature of this synthesis is the

formation of an organometallic colloidal protecting shell (e

g., Al–C2H5 or Al–CH3) around the particles. Formation of

alkyl aluminum protecting shell over platinum nanocluster

was confirmed by quantitative protonolysis experiments

using modifiers (monofunctional) and spacer molecules

(bifunctional) (Eq. 6). (see equation below)

By suitable ‘‘modification’’ (Eq. 6) of the organoalu-

minum protecting shell it is possible to tailor the

dispersion characteristics of the original organosols.

A vast spectrum of dissolubilities of the colloidal metals

in hydrophobic and hydrophilic media (including water)

has been achieved in this manner.

Electrochemical Synthesis

Mono- and bimetallic nanostructured colloids have been

prepared by this versatile method by Reetz and his group

since 1994.[14,42–44] The overall process of electrochem-

ical synthesis can be divided into six steps. They are (1)

oxidative dissolution of the sacrificial Metbulk anode, (2)

migration of Metn + ions to the cathode, (3) reductive

formation of zerovalent metal atoms at the cathode, (4)

formation of metal particles by nucleation and growth, (5)

arrest of the growth process and stabilization of the

particles by colloidal protecting agents, e.g., tetraalkyl-

ammonium ions, and (6) precipitation of the nanostruc-

tured metal colloids (Eq. 7).

The advantages of the electrochemical pathway include

no contamination in by-products and easy isolation of

product as precipitate. Reetz et al. have conducted several

experiments using a commercially available Pd sheet as

the sacrificial anode and the surfactant as the electrolyte

and stabilizer. Parameters such as solvent polarity, current

density, charge flow, distance between electrodes, and

temperature are found to have an effect on the particle size

of the (C8H17)4N+Br-stabilized Pd(0). These manipulations

are used carefully to control the size of Pd nanoparticles in

the range of 1.2–5 nm.[42,53] In other words, it is possible

to have size-selective particle formation by electrochem-

ical preparation. With the electrochemical method, a

number of monometallic organosols and hydrosols in-

cluding Pd, Ni, Co, Fe, Ti, Ag, and Au have been

successfully prepared on a scale of several hundred

Modifiers are alcohols, carbonic acids, silanols, sugars, polyalcohols, PVP, surfactants, silica, alumina, etc.

(6)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.) (7)

(5)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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milligrams with yields >95%.[42–53] In addition, solvent-

stabilized (propylene carbonate) palladium particles (8–

10 nm) have also been obtained.[48] When two sacrificial

Metbulk anodes are used in a single electrolysis cell,

bimetallic nanocolloids (Pd/Ni, Fe/Co, and Fe/Ni) are

obtained.[49] Metals such as Pt, Rh, Ru, and Mo, which are

anodically less readily soluble, have been prepared using

the corresponding metal salts that were electrochemically

reduced at the cathode (Table 3).

Nanocolloids with layered bimetallics (e.g., Pt/Pd)

have been synthesized by modifying the electrochemical

method.[45,52] It has been recently reported that prepara-

tion of bimetallic colloids electrochemically uses a new

strategy based on the use of a preformed colloid, e.g.,

(n-C8H17)4N+Br� stabilized Pt particles and a sacrificial

anode, e.g., Pd sheet[53] (Fig. 7).

The preformed Pt core may be regarded as a ‘‘living

metal polymer’’ on which the Pd atoms are deposited

to give ‘‘onion-type’’ bimetallic nanoparticles (5 nm) the

structure of which has been characterized by a combina-

tion of analytical methods.

Decomposition of Low-Valent Transition
Metal Complexes

Decomposition of low-valent organometallic complexes

and several organic derivatives of the transition metals

generate short-lived nucleation particles of zerovalent

metals. As an example, thermolysis[153–160] of cobalt

carbonyl leads to rapid decomposition to give colloidal

cobalt in organic solutions.[153,154] Colloidal Pd, Pt, and

bimetallic Pd/Cu nanoparticles have been obtained by

thermolysis of labile precious metal salts in the absence of

stabilizers.[155] These results were improved when the

thermolysis was performed in the presence of stabilizing

polymers, such as PVP.[156]

Microwave heating in a simple household oven was

recently used to prepare nanosized metal particles and

colloids.[157–160] Recent work by Boxall et al. demon-

strated the applicability of this technique to fuel cell

catalyst preparation.[159,160] Through the use of micro-

wave heating of an organometallic precursor, which con-

tains both Pt and Ru, PtRu/Vulcan nanocomposites have

been prepared, which consist of PtRu alloy nanoparti-

cles highly dispersed on a powdered carbon support.[159]

Two types of these nanocomposites containing 16 and

50 wt.% metal with alloy nanoparticles of 3.4 and

5.4 nm, respectively, are formed with only 100 or 300

sec of microwave heating time. The 50 wt.% supported

nanocomposite has demonstrated fuel cell anode activity

superior to that of a 60 wt.% commercial catalyst in

preliminary measurements.

The energy induced in the sonochemical decomposi-

tion of metal salts and organometallic complexes[161–166]

is produced by the formation, growth, and implosive

collapse of bubbles in a liquid. Sonochemical preparations

have been successfully developed by Suslick et al.[161] and

Gedanken and coworkers.[162–164] With this method Fe,

Mo2C, Ni, Pd, and Ag nanoparticles in various stabilizing

environments have been prepared, and size control has

been observed in the case of Pd nanoparticles immobilized

on alumina.[165]

The growth of very clean colloidal metals has been

achieved by the photolysis of organometallics and metal

salts.[112,167–171] Henglein et al.[172–180] and Belloni

et al.[181] have studied the g-radiolytic decomposition

of metal ions to give nanostructured metal colloids.

Table 3 Electrochemical colloid synthesis

Metal salt d (nm) EAa

PtCl2 2.5b 51.21% Pt

PtCl2 5.0c 59.71% Pt

RhCl3 �xH2O 2.5 26.35% Rh

RuCl3 �xH2O 3.5 38.55% Ru

OsCl3 2.0 37.88% Os

Pd(OAc)2 2.5 54.40% Pd

Mo2(OAc)4 5.0 36.97% Mo

PtCl2 +RuCl3 �xH2O 2.5 41.79% Pt+23.63% Rhd

aBased on stabilizer-containing material.
bCurrent density: 5.00 mA cm� 2.
cCurrent density: 0.05 mA cm� 2.
dPt–Ru dimetallic cluster.

Fig. 7 Modified electrolysis cell for the preparation of layered

bimetallic Pt/Pd nanocolloids. (Adapted from Ref. [45].)
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Although there are many studies aimed at synthesizing

mono- and bimetallic systems,[173,176,179,182] there is

serious drawback in that nanostructured colloids cannot

be obtained on a preparative scale.

Upon the addition of CO or H2 in the presence of

appropriate stabilizers, multigram amounts of the isolable

products can be obtained by controlled chemical decom-

position of zerovalent transition metal complexes.[183–190]

The growth of metallic Ru particles from Ru(COT)(COD)

(COT = cyclooctatetraene, COD= cycloocta-1,5-diene)

with low-pressure dihydrogen was first reported by

Ciardelli and Perticci.[183] Bradley et al. and Chaudret

et al.[101–104,184–190] have demonstrated the use of low-

valent transition metal olefin complexes as a very clean

source for the preparation of nanostructured mono- and

bimetallic colloids.

Organometallic complexes of the type [M(dba)2]

(dba=dibenzylidene acetone, M=Pt, Pd) decompose un-

der low carbon monoxide pressure in the presence of PVP

to give nanosized colloidal Pt or Pd particles with a FCC

structure. Remarkably, the surface of the resulting parti-

cles undergoes no measurable interaction with the stabi-

lizing polymer or with the solvent. Nanoparticles of Ru,

Au, and Cu were obtained analogously from Ru (COT)-

(COD), (THT)AuCl (THT=tetrahydrothiophene), and

(C5H5)Cu(ButNC). Colloidal molybdenum, silver and

bimetallic Cu/Pd colloids were also reported where

a polymer matrix of PVP, dimethylphenylene oxide

(PPO), or nitrocellulose (NC) was used as the stabilizing

agent.[101,102,183,188–190] Chaudret and Bradley have

described ligand-influenced platinum and palladium

nanoparticles when stabilized by carbonyl and phos-

phines.[103,104] The hydrogenolysis of zerovalent organo-

metallic olefin complexes has been established in the

literature as a very clean and elegant method, e.g., for the

manufacture of monometallic colloids via the decompo-

sition of Fe(COT)2, Ru(COT)(COD), Co(C8H13)(COD)

(C8H13=Z3-cyclooctenyl), and Ni(COD)2 under H2. The

hydrogenolysis method has been used to obtain a numb-

er of nanostructured Au, Pd, Pt colloids and of bime-

tallic systems (Pt/Ru, Pt/Co, and Cu/Pd) in a polymer

matrix.[184–186] Ultrafine cobalt particles have been

obtained by the hydrogenolytic decomposition of Co(Z3-

C8 H13)(Z4C8H12) in the presence of polyphenylphenylen-

oxide to give particles of 4.2-nm size. When the same

procedure was performed with PVP, the size of the

resulting particles was 1.4 nm. These results indicate that a

close relationship exists between the synthesis conditions

and the structure of the resulting particles.[187]

APPLICATION IN FUEL CELL CATALYSIS

This section focuses on recent catalyst developments in

phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), proton exchange

membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), and the previously

mentioned DMFCs. A PAFC uses orthophosphoric acid

as the electrolyte with the operating temperature between

160� and 220�C; the anode catalyst is Pt and the cathode

can be, e.g., Pt/Cr/Co.[37,191–194] A trimetallic colloidal

precursor of the composition Pt50Co30Cr20 (size 3.8 nm)

was prepared for this purpose by the coreduction of

corresponding metal salts.[195–197] From XRD measure-

ments, an ordered FCT structure attributed to the alloyed

trimetallic particle was evidenced. The electrocatalytic

performance was compared with an industrial standard

catalyst (trimetallic crystallites of 5.7-nm size) manufac-

tured by coprecipitation and subsequent annealing to

900�C in a standard half cell. The advantage of the

trimetallic colloid catalysts lies in their improved dura-

bility, which is essential for PAFC applications. After

22 hr, the potential had decayed by less than 10 mV.[198]

In a PEMFC, a solid proton-conducting polymer is

used as the electrolyte and operated between 50� and

125�C. The cathode catalysts are based on Pt alone, but

because of the required tolerance to CO, a combination of

Pt and Ru is preferred for the anode.[31–36] Colloidal Pt/Ru

catalysts are currently under broad investigation for low-

temperature (80�C) polymer membrane fuel cells

(PEMFCs). These have also been proposed for use in

DMFCs or PEMFCs, where the feed is CO-contaminated

hydrogen produced in on-board methanol reformers. The

ultimate dispersion state of the metals is essential for

CO-tolerant PEMFC, and alloyed Pt/Ru colloid particles

of less than 2-nm size seem to fit these require-

ments.[22,23,25,31,33,199–202] Alternatively, bimetallic Pt/Ru

PEM catalysts have been developed for the same purpose,

where nonalloyed Pt nanoparticles <2 nm and Ru particles

<1 nm are dispersed on the carbon support.[33] It can be

concluded from the results that a Pt / Ru interface is

essential for the CO tolerance of the catalyst regardless of

their alloying. For the manufacture of DMFC catalysts, in

contrast, Pt/Ru nanopowders of 3- to 5-nm size or thin

films are used as precursors.[34–36] For the electrocatalytic

methanol oxidation, a Pt metal or a Pt metal alloy catalyst

has been developed where a Ru phthalocyanine complex

is added as a dopant to reinforce the catalytic effect

substantially.[197] The electrocatalytic activity of this was

compared with that of a bimetallic Pt50/Ru50–N(Oct)4Cl

colloid prepared by the salt coreduction method.[1,5–8]

Alloyed state of the particles was verified by point-

resolved energy disperse X-ray (EDX) analysis, while

from high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM), the mean particle diameter was 1.7 nm.

A new method for the preparation and characterization

of Pt–Ru alloy colloids, which are suitable as precursors

for fuel cell catalysts, has been reported.[111] This method

uses an organometallic compound both for reduction and

as colloid stabilizer, leading to a Pt/Ru colloid with

lipophilic surfactant stabilizers that can easily be modified

748 Colloidal Nanometals as Fuel Cell Catalyst Precursors
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to demonstrate hydrophilic properties. Reactive annealing

in O2 and H2 ensures surfactant shell removal before

electrochemical measurements. This colloid had nearly

identical electrocatalytic activity to several other recently

developed Pt/Ru colloids as well as commercially avail-

able Pt/Ru catalysts. This demonstrates the potential for

the development of colloid precursors for bimetallic

catalysts especially when considering the ease of manip-

ulating the alloy composition using these methods.

Recently, X-ray absorption near edge structure spec-

troscopy (XANES) has been used to examine Pt/Ru alloy

catalysts.[111,203] An industrial (DMFC) alloy catalyst

black and a carbon-supported Pt/Ru catalyst were both

found to be predominantly in the form of Pt and Ru oxides.

These catalysts were reduced to the metallic form upon

introduction into an electrochemical cell and brought to the

potential region where methanol oxidation occurs. Glassy

carbon-supported Pt50/Ru50–N(Oct4)Cl colloids were ex-

amined by CO-stripping voltammetry and the data were

essentially identical with those found in well-characterized

bulk alloy electrodes. In a rotating disk electrode, the

activity of the colloid toward the continuous oxidation of

2% CO in H2 was determined at 25�C in 0.5 M H2SO4, and

the results led to the conclusion that these Pt/Ru colloids

are very suitable precursors for high-surface-area fuel cell

catalysts.[25] In situ XRD via Debye function analysis

helped in getting the structural information of the precur-

sor. In addition, the XANES data support the bimetallic

character of the particles. In situ XRD revealed the

catalytic function of the alloyed Ru in the CO oxidation:

surface oxide species, which slowly coalesce to RuO2

particles, are formed on the Ru surface at 280�C. After re-

reduction, the catalyst shows a pure hexagonal close

packing (HCP) ruthenium phase and larger platinum-

enriched alloy particles.[203] Scanning probe microscopy

(SPM) has been applied to characterize the real-space

morphology of the electrode surfaces of supported nano-

structured metal colloids.[204] Colloidal Pt50/Ru50 precur-

sors (<2 nm) raise the tolerance to CO, allowing higher CO

concentrations in the H2 feed of a PEMFC without a

significant drop in performance.[23,25] A selective Pt/Mo

oxidation catalyst for the oxidation of H2 in the presence of

CO in fuel cells comprises PtxMoy particles where x is 0.5–

0.9 and y is 0.1–0.5.[205] The colloid method was found to

be a highly suitable exploratory approach to finding

improved formulations for binary and ternary anode

electrocatalysts. The metals used include Pt, Ru, W, Mo,

and Sn.[24] Results of electrochemical measurements

demonstrated that the introduction of a transition metal

oxide (WOx, MoOx, VOx) leads to an improvement of

catalytic activity toward methanol oxidation.[27] The

combinatorial screening method has successfully been

applied to electrocatalysts,[206] and it is an obvious step to

include colloids in these experiments. As an alternative to

the reductive metal colloid synthesis, the so-called ‘‘metal

oxide concept’’ was developed, which allows the fabrica-

tion of binary and ternary colloidal metal oxides as

electrocatalyst precursors (Eq. 8).[207–209]

PtCl 4 þ RuCl3 ! PtRuOx colloid ð8Þ

Surfactant-stabilized colloidal Pt/RuOx (1.5±0.4 nm)

was prepared by cohydrolysis of PtCl4 and RuCl3 under

basic conditions. By varying the stoichiometry of the

Fig. 8 Scheme of the preparation of colloidal Pt/Ru/Al PEMFC anode catalyst (>20% metal on Vulcan XC72) via the ‘‘precursor

concept.’’ (Adapted from Ref. [199].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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transition metal salts, the Pt:Ru ratio in the colloids was

between 1:4 and 4:1. The corresponding zerovalent metal

colloids are obtained by the subsequent application of H2 to

the colloidal Pt/Ru oxides (optionally in the immobilized

form). To prepare binary and ternary mixed metal oxides in

the colloidal form, additional metals have been included in

the ‘‘metal oxide concept’’ (Eq. 8). Pt/Ru/WOx is regarded

as a good precatalyst especially for the application in

DMFCs. Main group elements such as Al have been

included in multimetallic alloy systems to improve the

durability of fuel cell catalysts. Pt3AlC0.5 alloyed with Cr,

Mo, or W particles of 4- to 7-nm size has been prepared by

sequential precipitation on conductive carbon supports

such as highly disperse Vulcan XC721.[210] Alternatively,

colloidal precursors composed of Pt/Ru/Al allow the

manufacture of multimetallic fuel cell catalysts (1–2 nm)

having a metal loading of >20%. The three-step catalyst

preparation is summarized in Fig. 8.

The organoaluminum route discussed earlier is used

to prepare colloidal Pt/Ru/Al precursor. In the absence of

stabilizers, the coreduction of organic Pt and Ru salts using

Al(CH3)3 gives halogen-free, multimetallic Pt colloids,

e.g., Pt50Ru50/Al (size 1.2±0.3 nm). When the stochio-

metric ratio of the metal salts is changed, the ratio of Pt to

the second metal in the colloid can be adjusted. The

addition of alcohols or suitable surfactants allows the

dispersivity of the colloidal precursor in organic media or

water to be tailored without affecting the particle size. In

the second step, the Pt/Ru/Al colloid is adsorbed on high-

surface-area carbon by treatment at 40�C for 24 hr. In the

third step (conditioning) the dried Pt/Ru/Al Vulcan catalyst

powders are exposed to O2 and H2 for 30 min each at 250–

300�C to remove the surfactants completely. The particle

size of the Pt/Ru/Al colloid adsorbed on the support was

found to be virtually untouched (1.3±0.4 nm), and after the

thermal treatment only a moderate growth was determined

(1.5±0.4 nm). The aluminum was found to be present on

the Pt/Ru surface in an oxidized form. This accounts for the

size stabilization observed in the Pt/Ru particles and for the

improved durability of the resulting electrocatalysts. Based

on combustion method,[211] Colomer and coworkers have

recently obtained Pt/Ru/Al and Pt/Ru/La precursors. The

structure of these novel precursors has recently been

analyzed by XAS and it showed that Pt(0) clusters are

associated with Al oxide.[212] Recently, a fuel cell for

generating electric power from a liquid organic fuel

(‘‘synfuel’’) was described. It comprised a solid electrolyte

membrane directly supporting the anode and cathode

layers, containing 7–10% Pt and Ru, 70–80% of perfluo-

rovinyl ether sulfonic acid, and 15–20% polytetrafluoroe-

thylene.[202] Since 2000, there has been a tremendous input

into the production of electrocatalysts with enhanced

performance.[213–216] The goal here is to produce a

better-performing catalyst in terms of their CO tolerance

and its long-time durability under the fuel cell conditions.

The creation of a potential anode is quite advanced and

there are a number of catalyst systems generated for this

purpose. A concerted effort in generating an efficient

cathode will continue, as there is still room for generating a

better-efficiency cathode.

CONCLUSION

Nanostructured metal colloids are promising precursors

for manufacturing multimetallic fuel cell catalyst pre-

cursors that are truly nanosized. The advantages of using

the ‘‘precursor concept’’ in generating colloidal metal

catalysts has been highlighted. A survey of wet chemical

preparation methods with emphasis on preparing fuel cell

catalysts has been discussed. It remains to be seen how

this research will meet the environmental and industrial

requirements in the next few years.
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INTRODUCTION

Apart from some specific applications related to micro-

fluidics and targeted delivery where functionalized and

freely moving nanocolloids are suited, nanoparticles

mostly enter nanostructured materials as one-, two-, or

three-dimensional networks, either grown (or embedded)

at a solid–solid, solid–fluid, or fluid–fluid interface.[1–5]

As in many natural and technological processes and

phenomena, this brings the basic question on the role of

the underlying substrate properties on the spatial organi-

zation and stability of the nanoparticle network. The

answer to this question at least partly depends on the

methodology used to create the nanoparticle patterns. The

following discussion mainly deals with some of the basic

features related to nanoparticle assemblies that may result

from the adsorption and drying of nanocolloidal suspen-

sions onto a substrate. In addition to the elaboration of

well-ordered, two-dimensional nanoparticles arrays,[6]

applications and phenomena related to nanocolloidal

dispersions nearly concern all domains and materials,

ranging from inorganic,[2–4,7] to polymers[1] and biolog-

ical objects.[8] For these nanocolloidal suspensions, the

evaporation of the solvent may either result in random and

featureless aggregates[4] or lead to the formation of well-

ordered complex fractal or dendrites structures[7,8] of

nanosize particles on the substrate (Fig. 1a–b). For some

of these drying patterns, the mechanisms and interface

phenomena that drive the aggregation and ultimately

determine their fascinating topological features (order,

fractality, symmetry) still remain insufficiently under-

stood. Comprehension of the underlying mechanisms and

critical parameters governing the emergence and topolog-

ical features of these nanocolloid drying patterns is thus

fundamental for both biocolloid applications and the

controlled elaboration of fractal surface networks that are

increasingly used by engineers to model flow and

percolation in complex media.[9]

Even on an ideal substrate, pattern formation in drying

nanocolloids suspensions is a rather complex process,

involving the whole range of interface phenomena

(wetting dynamics, adsorption, adhesion). This complex-

ity essentially arises from the strong time dependence of

both the internal flow (particle diffusion) and competing

interparticle and particle–substrate interactions through

the solvent, which govern the particle aggregation, es-

pecially in low-to-semidilute suspensions. This, of course,

is less the case for highly concentrated suspensions that

are already close to their gelation point at drop deposition.

For these gel-like suspensions, it is the extraction kinetic

of the residual (interstitial) solvent and the very short-

range repulsive interactions, rather than the interparticle

and particle–substrate interactions, that dominates the

final morphology (porosity) and mechanical properties of

the particle network, as observed for solvent-based

synthesis of ceramic and zeolite films.[10–12] As opposed

to these dense and relatively ‘‘thick’’ gel particle net-

works, the drying of low- to semiconcentrated nanocolloid

dispersions rather form open aggregates of lower surface

coverage Gs and fractal dimension D�dspace. It is these

structures that are strongly sensitive and critically deter-

mined by the drying kinetics and the above-mentioned

competitive interparticle and particle–substrate interac-

tions that constitute the main focus of the following

discussion. One can produce nanoparticle assemblies

(well-ordered arrays, open aggregates, or thick deposits)

from colloidal suspensions, either by deep coating or by

drying deposited drops or films. In both cases, the final

morphology of the assembly is strongly determined by the

surface properties of the underlying substrate, which

control the extent of the surface coverage, the particle–

substrate adhesion, and henceforth, the whole late-stage

drying events. These involve the contact line pining vs.

slip, the often-observed thick particle deposit at the drop

edge,[13–16] the hydrodynamic flow and related shear at

the substrate–suspension interface, and the possible

formation and rupture of a residual film. A complete

understanding of these structure formations thus requires

both the use of model surfaces and the simultaneous

investigations and correlation between the aggregation

patterns forming in deep-coating adsorption, and may also

develop to some extent in evaporating drops, and serve as

sublayer to the arising patterns. Therefore, we will

successively discuss and relate these adsorption and

drying nanocolloidal patterns, highlighting the critical

role of the surface and the potential its functionalization
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offers toward the elaboration of nanocolloidal patterns of

well-defined morphology. But first, we will start with the

section ‘‘Materials,’’ which briefly describes the elabora-

tion and main characteristics of both the model molecular

surfaces and nanocolloidal gold particles used herein.

MATERIALS

An ensemble of three model homogeneous and two

heterogeneous binary surfaces, consisting of self-assem-

bled organosilane molecular films onto rigid silicon

wafers, were used. The organosilane compounds compos-

ing the molecular films were 1) hexadecytrichlorosilane

(hydrophobic compound referred to as CH3), 2) amine

terminated, 6-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (hydrophilic

electron acceptor compound referred to as NH2), and 3)

nitrogen dioxide terminated 3-(2,4-dinitrophenylamino)-

propyltriethoxysilane (hydrophilic electron donor com-

pound referred to as f-NO2). The homogeneous molec-

ular films were obtained by vapor-phase adsorption[17] of

the silanes onto clean silanol-enriched silicon wafers

(SiOxH), in a dynamically evacuated chamber (40 min at

5�10�3 Torr). The binary heterogeneous surfaces were

sequentially elaborated, based on the time control of the

early-stage nucleation and domain growth mechanisms

already known for solvent-coated organosilanes films.[18]

The nanodomains were first realized by immersing the

virgin silicon wafers in millimolar (1 mM) solutions of

either the CH3 terminated compound in carbontetrachlor-

ide (20�C, for 1 min), or NH2 terminated compound in

ethanol (20�C, for 6 min). The complete heterogeneous

binary molecular surfaces were obtained by assembling, in

the remaining room of the silicon substrate, a continuous

monolayer of the NH2 terminated compound around the

CH3 nanodomains (and vice versa), via vapor-phase de-

position technique.[17] The compositional (chemical) and

topographical heterogeneities of the binary surfaces were

characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),

contact angle, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Fig. 1 a) 15�15 mm height scans of adsorbed a-Al2O3 colloids for contact time tc of 600 sec. (From Ref. [4]. Copyright 2002

American Chemical Society.) b) Tapping mode AFM image of self-assembly from 0.15 mg/mL CPMV (Cowpea Mosaic Virus) solution

dried on freshly cleaved mica, where CPMV particles self-assemble into parallel and orthogonal lines over a large area. (From Ref. [8].

Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Height and phase AFM images of the binary hete-

rogeneous molecular films: a) and b) CH3–NH2 surfaces; c) and

d), NH2–CH3 surfaces. In both a)–b) and c)–d) panels, the lighter

patches correspond to CH3 domains (in NH2 continuum) and

NH2 domains (in CH3 continuum), respectively. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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analyses. Typical structures of these nanoscale heteroge-

neous surfaces, as revealed by AFM in both height and

phase contrast modes, are shown in panels a)–b) of Fig. 2

for the heterogeneous substrate composed of CH3 domains

in NH2 continuum (referred to as CH3–NH2), and in panel

c)–d) for NH2 domains in CH3 continuum (referred to as

NH2–CH3). The wetting properties of the different sub-

strates, including equilibrium, static advancing, and static

receding contact angles against water drops are reported

below in Table 1.

As in most of the current investigations dealing with

the formation and functional properties of nanosize metal

particles, this discussion is deliberately confined to

aqueous nanocolloidal gold suspensions that are becoming

a ‘‘standard,’’ both for their immense technological sig-

nificance and their relatively easy synthesis. These col-

loidal suspensions are commonly synthesized using

tetrachloroauric(III)-acid hydrate [HAuCl4] �H2O, a crys-

talline powder. Tetrachloroauric(III)-acid hydrate is dis-

persed by vigorous stirring in water, and stabilized by

adding citric acid trisodium salt dihydrate C6H5Na3O7�-
2H2O. The reduction of HAuCl4 by trisodium citrates

molecules in the aqueous phase leads to stabilized Au

nanoparticles bearing the negative charge of the citrate

ions.[2,19] Four nominal (here, meaning initial) concentra-

tions of nanocolloidal suspensions of particle size dp=

30±5 nm, referred to as ‘‘30 nm susp,’’ were prepared in

this manner.[17,20] A smaller particle size suspension, dp=

10±3 nm, referred to as ‘‘10 nm susp’’ was also prepared

following the same general procedure, supplemented in

this case by the addition, under stirring, of an aqueous

solution of NaBH4 to enhance the dispersion toward

smaller particle size.[2,19,20] The nominal characteristics of

these suspensions and their wetting parameters on the mo-

del surfaces are reported in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

ADSORPTION PATTERNS

Here the main issue is addressed as follows. How the

lateral ordering, topology, and characteristic length scales

of a two- or three-dimensional assembly of nanoparticles

are, or can be, controlled by the physical and chemical

properties of the underlying substrate, when these parti-

cles are allowed to ‘‘freely’’ adsorb from a colloidal

suspension onto these substrates? Are model hydrophobic

and hydrophilic surfaces, such as electron donating–

accepting surfaces, and their structuring in antagonistic

binary hydrophobic/hydrophilic domains, capable of tu-

ning the binding, coverage, and lateral organization of the

Au nanoparticles during adsorption? To answer these

questions, the model substrates were simply immersed for

different times in the suspension bath, at 21�C. After this

adsorption step, the samples were taken from the bath and

washed off with pure water to remove the remaining thick

dispersion film that is drawn from the bath. The thin water

film, which may result from this washing step (depending

on the substrate’s wetting property), is then allowed to dry

in ambient conditions [21�C, 30% relative humidity

(RH)], and the samples characterized for the lateral

Table 1 Wetting properties of the model molecular surfaces

Substrates

Contact angles Q of water drops (±2�)

Equilibrium Qe Static advancing Qa Static receding Qr Hysteresis (Qa�Qr)

CH3 105 112 103 9

NH2 45 60 20 40

f-NO2 50 64.5 25 39.5

CH3–NH2 66 85 59 26

NH2–CH3 67 86 51 35

Table 2 Nominal characteristics of the investigated nanocolloidal gold suspensions

Particle size (nm)

Nominal concentration

Nominal pHWt.% Volume fraction ff

Referencea ‘‘30 nm susp’’ 30±5 0.03 1.5�10� 5 �6.5

‘‘10 nm susp’’ 10±3 0.01 5�10�6 �6.5

‘‘10 nm susp’’ refers to the smaller particle size suspension, d = 10 nm.
aReference ‘‘30 nm susp’’ refers to the suspension of particle size and volume fraction of d= 30± 5 nm and fref =1.5�10� 5, respectively. Three other

concentrations, prepared from this reference ‘‘30 nm susp’’ were investigated: 1) f=10� 2fref; 2) f= 0.1�fref; and 3) f=5fref.
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ordering of the adsorbed and self-organized nanoparticles

arrays. The AFM pictures of Fig. 3a–e represent the

typical adsorption patterns obtained on the different

substrates, after 1 hr immersion in the reference ‘‘30 nm

susp’’ of volume fraction fref=1.5�10�5. For CH3, f-

NO2, and NH2, the extent of the surface coverage during

the deep coating is readily accounted for by classical

surface thermodynamics, based on the balance of the

intermolecular forces involved in these adsorption pro-

cesses. Neglecting gravity-driven precipitation, the ad-

sorption at the hydrophobic substrate solely arises from

the low-magnitude CH3–particle interactions, which

mainly involves the long-range London–van der Waals

dispersion forces (vdW). Thus the very low coverage of

CH3 substrates (Fig. 3a) simply arises from the unfavor-

able competition between the higher solvent retention

(higher solvent–particle interaction) and the low-magni-

tude vdW particle–substrate ones. In addition, the washing

step that follows the deep coating also contributes to draw

away loosely attached particles. On the other hand, a

highly packed and cohesive array, mainly composed of

single Au nanoparticles, is formed onto the hydrophilic

and electron-accepting amine terminated NH2 substrate

(Fig. 3b). The formation of the dense particle arrays here

is driven by the strong specific particle–surface interac-

tions involved in this system. At NH2 terminated surfaces

that can protonate (NH3
+) in the aqueous suspension

during adsorption, the negatively charged gold particles

[Au(citrate)ads
� ] can either bind to the substrate via

hydrogen bonds (H-b) or electrostatic interactions. At

ambient temperature (298 K), the strength of these

specific interactions lies between 10 kT per bond, for

electron donor–acceptor and H-bonds such as in [Au(cit-

rate)ads
� H2N], and 200 kT per bond for interactions,

such as in the ionic structure [Au(citrate)ads
� H3

+N].

These bonds are much stronger than �1 kT/bond of the

vdW forces involved in CH3 substrate–particle interac-

tions. As a result, one thus expects both the strength

of the particle–substrate attachment as well as the rate

and extent of the surface coverage to be of higher

Table 3 Equilibrium and receding wetting parameters of the reference ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drop on the different model substrates, measured

at 20�C and 30% relative humidity (RH), using 8 mL drops (the one hereafter used for drying experiments)

Model molecular surfaces CH3 NH2 ff-NO2 CH3–NH2 NH2–CH3

Equilibrium contact angle (�) 101 5 57 85 85

Contact diameter 2R (mm) �2 10 4 �3 �3

Receding contact angle (�) �90 �0 �15 — —

Fig. 3 AFM images represent the adsorption patterns obtained after 1-hr immersion in the ‘‘30 nm susp’’ on the homogeneous (a)

CH3, (b) NH2, (c) f-NO2 substrates, and binary heterogeneous (d) NH2–CH3 and (e) CH3–NH2 substrates. The growth mechanism of

the interconnected network [panel (e)] is sketched out in (f). Here the reorganization of the particles arise from both the specific surface

structure and the balance between shear and resisting adhesion forces, tac >mFadh, that drive the collection of the particles (ac and m
being the particle/substrate contact area and friction coefficient, respectively). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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magnitude at NH2 substrates. This extent of surface

coverage G is finally well accounted for by the Gibbs

equation G�sCvi exp(�DF/kT), where s and Cvi are the

particle size and concentration at the interface and DF is

the free energy of adsorption. Assuming the entropy loss,

�TDS, for the adsorbed particles (clusters) to be compa-

rable at both substrates, it is essentially the energy term,

DU=(Uads�Usol), that drives the adsorption amount at

equilibrium, as discussed above. This naturally applies to

the hydrophilic electron-donating f-NO2 substrate (Fig.

3c), where one may even expect DU to be >0 (or, at least,

�0), because of the repulsive electrostatic interactions

between the identically charged gold particles and elec-

tron-donating f-NO2 surface groups. Of particular interest

is the strong cohesion and stability of the nanogold particle

assemblies formed at the amine terminated substrate that

remains unchanged, at the same AFM observation scale,

after�30 sec sonication in water. Although heterogeneous

substrates present comparable surface fraction[21] of the

two molecular phases and wetting properties (Tables 1 and

3), the adsorption structures formed at these substrates are

significantly different in both their coverage and aggre-

gation topology. As for homogenous substrates, the

adsorption pattern at the binary NH2–CH3 surface (Fig.

3d) is dominated by the intermolecular forces and related

adsorption thermodynamics. This leads to an aggregation

pattern similar (although less dense) to the one formed on

NH2 substrates. On the other hand, a more complex

pattern, not easily predictable from the above thermody-

namic considerations, is observed at the heterogeneous

CH3–NH2 (Fig. 3e). Furthermore, there is no trivial length-

scale correlation between the emerging adsorption patterns

and the nanoscale organization of the antagonistic molec-

ular domains at the underlying heterogeneous substrates,

as one could expect, for instance, from simple size

matching and selective adsorption at the NH2–CH3

substrate. Thus it seems that neither the macroscopic

surface properties, which are comparable for both NH2–

CH3 and CH3–NH2 (Tables 1 and 3), nor the discrete

organization of the domain phases can independently

account for the emergence and topological features of

nanocolloidal adsorption patterns at these nanoscale

heterogeneous substrates. As sketched out in Fig. 3f, it is

the late-stage drying of the residual film, either drawn

from the immersion bath or left behind by the washing

step, that definitely determines the topology of these

adsorption patterns, especially the interconnected network

observed at the heterogeneous CH3–NH2 substrate. This is

particularly the case when an adsorbed sublayer particle

array exists, to which the drying of the residual film

(dewetting, drainage) can be correlated to some extent.

This was shown to be the case for the heterogeneous CH3–

NH2 by a closer (nanoscale) observation of the interseg-

ments space,[17] contrary to the low coverage CH3, f-NO2,

and NH2–CH3 substrates. Fig. 3f describes the three steps

involved in this possible mechanism of formation of the

segments network: the late-stage dewetting (rupture) of

the drying film, the collection of loosely adsorbed particles

in the moving rims around the opening holes, and the

formation of the interconnected segments by conjoining

rims that are stable against Rayleigh instabilities.[22]

Finally, these results show that two parameters, both

related to the surface properties of the substrate, can

structure the aggregation pattern arising from the adsorp-

tion of nanosize particles from a colloidal suspension. On

smooth and homogenous substrates, it is the macroscopic

surface properties (surface energy, intermolecular forces,

wetting) that predominate, at both length scales the final

pattern. On the other hand, this pattern is determined on

substrates which are heterogeneous at the nanoscale by the

organization of the heterogeneities that strongly couple

with the late-stage dewetting, thus causing redistribution

and reorganization of particles at the substrate.

DRYING PATTERNS

The drying of suspension drops, and in particular, the

growth mechanisms of the often-observed thick peripheral

particle deposits (rings) have been extensively addressed

in the literature.[13–16] Such particle rings were shown to

arise as a result of the pinning of the contact line and the

outward solvent (and particles) flow that is driven by the

evaporation gradient along the drop radius, as illustrated

in Fig. 4.[23] On the other hand, the dependence of these

drying patterns on the structural properties of the

underlying substrates, and more specifically, those in-

volving nanosize colloidal particles have received con-

siderably less attention. As shown in the central region of

the drying drop in Fig. 4, micronsize particles can already

form structures that are significantly different from the

peripheral rings, even at nonattaching (adsorbing) sub-

strates. In drying nanocolloidal suspensions, large-scale

patterns of much higher complexity can form,[4,8,24]

because of the stronger coupling between the late-stage

Fig. 4 Evaporation of a micronsize (3 mm) polystyrene sus-

pension drop on a nonwetting substrate, showing both the

peripheral aggregation and the late-stage dewetting structure in

the center of drying spot. (From Ref. [23], unpublished result.)
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dewetting and the time evolution of the suspension bulk

properties,[24] which are here amplified by size effects:

high number of particles in the drop for comparable

volume fraction, low hydrodynamic radius and inertia,

and high diffusion. The present section is focused on the

discussion of large-scale complex patterns emerging in

drying nano-colloidal suspensions, with a special empha-

sis on the underlying mechanisms and critical parameters

governing both their formation and topological features.

The experiments were generally performed (unless

otherwise specified) by depositing 8 mL drop of suspen-

sion on the substrates, and drying under ambient condi-

tions (21�C, 33% RH). The drying kinetics was observed

and recorded by using an optical microscope equipped

with a video-camera device. Under these conditions, the

evaporation rate ve and time scale at complete evaporation

te of the reference ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drop (dp=30 nm,

fref=1.5�10�5), as measured by weighing its mass on a

microbalance, were found to be �3 mg/sec and �30 min,

respectively, in NH2 and f-NO2 substrates.

Fig. 5 shows the most relevant results obtained for the

three volume fractions of the ‘‘30 nm susp’’ (Table 2) at

the virgin model substrates. At hydrophobic CH3 sub-

strates (not represented here), only a thick and featureless

particle deposit is obtained at the center of the drop at the

end of the drying. The absence of structured pattern on

this substrate was somehow predictable because of the

high contact angle and the too-low contact area of the

suspension drop. In this case, both the nonwetting solvent

and nonattaching particles accumulating in the wedge are

entrained by the retiring drop, up to the complete line

pinning for some critical amount of the peripheral

aggregate. This results in a residual gel-like droplet that

dries and forms the observed single deposit. Panels (a) and

(b), on the other hand, show large-scale and coarse multi-

branched aggregates, characterized by a main fourfold

dendrite-like structure, along which p/2-oriented and

bifurcating secondary branches are formed on the hydro-

philic wetted NH2 and f-NO2 substrates. The early line

pinning resulting from these wetting properties is further

increased throughout the evaporation by the outward

particles–solvent flow. Nevertheless, because of the low

contact angles (reduced wedge volume) and large contact

areas (especially for NH2), which favor the confinement

of the particles in the center of the drop and impede their

convective migration, substantially less peripheral depos-

its are formed in these cases. It is this particular dis-

tribution of particles and clusters within a rather extended

remaining suspension film (as opposed to nonwetting

substrates) and the late-stage dewetting process of this

film that give rise to the complex structure formation on

NH2 and f-NO2. At the heterogeneous and low wettability

substrates (Tables 1 and 3), the aggregation patterns are of

lower complexity (Fig. 5c,d) and are mostly composed of

coarse fourfold dendrites and pyramidal (‘‘degenerated’’

dendrites) aggregates. Although they strikingly demon-

strate the nonrandom character and critical dependence of

the observed patterns on the surface properties of the

underlying substrate, the above results (Fig. 5a–d) in-

volving unique ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drops of nominal volume

fraction fref=1.5�10�5 cannot account for the influence

of the bulk parameters (concentration) in this pattern

formation. This influence is illustrated in Fig. 5e, using

suspension drops of concentrations f= 0.1fref (or

10�2fref), at the pattern-forming NH2 substrate (in the

sense of its wetting properties). The absence of pattern in

this dilute regime (f�0.1fref) and the densification of the

emerging aggregates (not shown here, see Ref. [20]) at

higher concentrations (f�5fref) clearly indicate that a

nominal volume fraction range exists that allows, through

its time evolution, a critical (threshold) volume fraction

f* to be reached, which is required for complex structures

to form in the late stage of drying. To obtain further

insights regarding the influence of these time-dependent

Fig. 5 Drying patterns of ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drops formed at the

virgin (a) NH2, (b) f-NO2, (c) NH2–CH3, and (d) CH3–NH2

substrates using 8 mL of the reference volume fraction

fref =1.5�10�5, (e) at the virgin NH2 substrate using 8 mL of

volume fractions f=10� 2 to 0.1fref, and (f) using 40 mL of

volume fraction f=0.1fref.
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bulk properties (namely the time increase of the volume

fraction with the evaporation) on the emergence and

morphology of the aggregates, the structural evolution

within ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drops of nominal volume fractions

fref and 0.1 fref was investigated at both pattern-forming

NH2 and f-NO2 substrates. As shown in Fig. 6, large-size

(�50 mm), interconnected wormlike clusters[7,24] are

formed in the late stage of the evaporation within the

‘‘30 nm susp’’ drop of volume fraction fref, at both

pattern-forming substrates. In the low volume fraction

drop (0.1fref), only micronsize aggregates, comparable to

those formed in the early drying stage of the ‘‘30 nm

susp’’ drop of volume fraction fref, were observed in the

late stage of the drying (Fig. 6c). Thus these results

strongly suggest that the emergence of the complex drying

patterns requires, in addition to the surface properties of

the underlying substrate, that a threshold volume fraction

f*, at which interconnected bulk aggregates appear in the

suspension, be reached during the evaporation. One now

can reasonably think that these large-size, wormlike bulk

clusters actually constitute the initial seeds for the

formation of the complex aggregations patterns that de-

velop through the late-stage dewetting of the remaining

film and related hydrodynamic effects (see below). We

actually brought an indirect evidence of this conjuncture

by depositing on the pattern-forming NH2 substrate a

larger drop volume (40 vs. 8 mL) of the ‘‘30 nm susp’’

suspension of concentration f=0.1fref, which is subcrit-

ical as regards the pattern formation, when deposited at

the standard volume of 8 mL. By doing this, one could

restore both the formation of wormlike bulk clusters and

complex aggregation patterns on the substrate (Fig. 5f).

Basically, this experiment simply amounts to increasing

the total number of particles n0 in the reservoir (drop). If

vp is the average nanoparticle volume, this total number of

particles, which is conserved during the evaporation, is

related to the nominal concentration f and initial drop

volume v0 as n0� (fv0/vp), from which the time depen-

dence of the evaporating drop volume fraction follows as

ft=(fv0)vt
�1, where vt is the actual drop volume at time t.

In the late stage of the drying, vt�v0, and the volume

fraction ft of the suspension that remains subcritical for

smaller initial drop volumes is now shifted toward the

threshold value f*, where both interconnected bulk

clusters and complex aggregation patterns appear on a

pattern-forming substrate. And as long as the total number

of particles in the drop is below a certain value, the

interparticle separation during drying will always lie

above length scales (hundreds nm to mm), where long-

range intermolecular and hydrodynamic forces usually

develop and drive particle–particle aggregation. Using a

simple scaling, the dependence of this interparticle

separation dpp on the residual volume vt can be roughly

computed as dpp � 6ðvt=pn0Þ1=3
, assuming the whole

residual volume to be virtually occupied by the nanopar-

ticles, vt�n0vp=(pdpp
3/6)n0. As the evaporation proceeds

and vt decreases, the long range vdW and electrostatic

forces, to which one should add diffusion, vary respec-

tively, as (1/n0)2/3 and expð�1=n0
1=3Þ, and control particle

sticking and bulk cluster formation in the drying suspen-

sion. A simplified phenomenological picture of these

structural changes within the drying suspension, as

expressed by the time dependence and spatial variation

of the volume fraction ft with the drop radius, is sketched

out in Fig. 6d. Actually, these concentration-dependent

morphological transitions and the existence of critical

volume fractions are well known from phase diagrams

studies of colloidal suspensions.[25] Finally, whenever the

bulk conditions (threshold f* and related seeds forma-

tion) are satisfied in a drying drop, both the emergence

and morphological features of the complex patterns

exclusively depend on the late-stage dewetting and

hydrodynamics, which are controlled by the underlying

substrates properties, as further evidenced by the drying

patterns shown in Fig. 7. These results are obtained for the

same general drying conditions of ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drop of

volume fraction f=fref, on precoated NH2, CH3–NH2,

and NH2–CH3 substrates (substrates bearing the adsorp-

tion layer formed by deep-coating). Once again, the

change in the complex aggregate morphology is strongly

determined by the wetting properties and specific topol-

ogy of these precoated substrates. While the patterns (not

shown here) obtained on the precoated f-NO2 substrate

are all comparable to the ones already observed on the

Fig. 6 Structural evolution of the drying suspension in the (a)

early, (b) medium, and (c) late stages of the evaporation where

bulk clusters appear, and (d) phenomenological picture of this

structural evolution in terms of the time and spatial variations of

the suspension volume fraction f(R,t)=ft, where R is the radius

of the drying drop. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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virgin one, more complex aggregates now appear at the

precoated CH3–NH2 (Fig. 7a) and the initial coarse

dendrites, which were formed on the virgin substrate, are

now much finer. On the other hand, more qualitative

differences emerge on precoated NH2 (Fig. 7b) and NH2–

CH3 (Fig. 7c) substrates. Contrary to its virgin homolo-

gous, large-scale multibranched aggregates, quite similar

to those observed on virgin NH2 and NO2, now appear on

precoated CH3–NH2 substrates. The most significant

change arising from precoating is observed at NH2

substrate (Fig. 3b) where much finer and highly ordered

fractal aggregates are formed (Fig. 7b), whose symmetry

depends on the location in which they are formed along

the drop radius. Whereas symmetric aggregates appear in

the late stage of the drying at the center of the drop, during

the dewetting (rupture) of the residual suspension film, the

asymmetrical ones are formed at the periphery of the

receding drop. The determining fingerprint of the under-

lying surface properties (wetting, topology), which shows

up in the aggregates morphology, thus seems to arise

through the late-stage hydrodynamic shear that develops

during the dewetting, and structures both the confined

seeds (bulk clusters) and free particles in the residual film.

The parameters that control this shear structuring are 1)

the receding contact angle yr and 2) the surface topogra-

phy (roughness, porosity) of the substrate, which deter-

mines the magnitude of the shear stress experienced by the

seeds. Assuming interface tension gradients, @g/@x, at the

suspension–air interface to be negligible,[26] the structur-

ing of the seeds is mainly provided by the viscous shear t
at the solid–liquid interface, which is related to the

velocity u in a unidirectional flow (along x axis�drop

radius) through the phenomenological relation,[24]

t ¼ hð@p=@xÞ ¼ �cteZðu=h*Þ

� �Zuðltgyr þ bÞ�1 ð1Þ

where (@p/@x) is the pressure gradient in the confined film

(wedge), h*=(h+b), and h� ltgyr.

Although both terms in Eq. 1 determine, to some

extent, the magnitude of t (suspension viscosity Z, u, yr,

and l, the lateral size of the wedge), the one that explicitly

accounts for the particle attachment is h*=(h+b), the fluid

thickness h in the receding wedge, augmented by the

eventual slippage of the particles at the substrate,

characterized by the length b.[27] Instead of the slippage

length that is of general use for liquid phases flowing past

a wall, one may prefer for these nanoparticles the sticking

coefficient w� (1+b)�1 that rigorously accounts for the

same boundary condition. Because of the complexity of

Fig. 7 Drying patterns of the reference volume fraction ‘‘30 nm susp’’ drops at the precoated substrates, showing the two structural

types of aggregates formed on (a) CH3–NH2 and (b) NH2, and (c) the representative aggregation pattern observed on NH2–CH3.
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the system, the direct determination of l and b that are

necessary to a quantitative evaluation is rather difficult.

On the other hand, the above relation provides a

phenomenological basis for the qualitative discussion of

the critical interplay between the surface properties, the

late-stage dewetting and hydrodynamic shear, and the

emergence and morphological feature of the complex

nano-colloidal surface patterns. For instance, at nonwetted

and nonparticle attaching CH3 substrates (yr1 rad, high

b or equivalently low w), one expects the magnitude of the

shear t to be very low. Both free particles and seeds (if

they exist) are simply collected within the rather large

moving wedge, leading to the observed residual dense

deposit in this case. On wetting and particle sticking

substrates (tgyr�yr�1 rad, high w, or b�0), a higher

magnitude shear stress t develops within the receding

wedge. The confined seeds and free particles are fur-

ther connected and stretched along the substrate, leading

upon the retraction of the fluid to well-organized

multibranched patterns.

As illustrated on precoated NH2 and heterogeneous

substrates, these late-stage hydrodynamic effects can

strongly couple with the topography of the underlying

substrate to critically determine the specific topology and

structural order of the aggregates. The most illustrative

demonstration of this is given by the precoated NH2

substrate, which actually constitutes a 2-D nanoporous

lattice that can drive both the flow and the alignment of

the aggregates along preferential ‘‘streamlines’’ of the

porous bed during the shear-ordering. Contrary to micro-

nscale particles that can individually (as opposed to

clusters) protrude out of the residual solvent, allowing

both meniscus and capillary forces to develop, one does

not expect such attractive capillary force to play a

determining role for nanocolloids, as long as their size

remains comparable or less than the thickness at which the

residual film dewets. This may, of course, no longer be

true when clusters having thickness large enough to form

such ‘‘interclusters’’ meniscus are present in the drop.

Yet, the net force resulting from the balance between the

late-stage hydrodynamic shear and anchoring forces

would have largely dominated these attractive capillary

forces which are essentially significant on nonattaching

surfaces, on the pattern-forming NH2 substrate, for

instance. The high structural order of the patterns at these

precoated NH2 substrates, characterized by the repetition

of hexagonal units cells along the aggregate branches, thus

seems to be strongly correlated to the topography of the

underlying preadsorbed particles lattice. However, the

explicit length scale and structural correlations between

the morphological features of the patterns, on one hand,

and the underlying surface topography (preadsorbed

particles lattice) and hydrodynamic flow, on the other,

remain essentially obscure, and would certainly deserve

more systematic model investigations. On the other hand,

these investigations clearly show that the symmetry of the

aggregate, which depends on its location in the drying spot

(periphery or center), is exclusively determined by the

local dewetting–retiring mode of the residual fluid, as

illustrated in Fig. 8. The aggregates forming at the drop

periphery as the contact line recedes have the character-

istic asymmetry of the flow and viscous shear (Fig. 8a–b)

associated with the inward motion of the fluid that highly

structures these aggregates along the flow (peripheral

nucleation, inward stretching, and propagation of the

branches). The aggregates appearing in the center of the

drying spot, on the other hand, are formed during the

rupture-dewetting of the residual suspension film. These

aggregates have the axisymmetry of the flow (fluid rims)

and viscous shear around the nucleation point of the

growing dewetting holes (Fig. 8a–b), which coincides

with the aggregate center. One noteworthy factor here is

the strong similitude between these nanocolloids drying

patterns and their formation process, and those usually

produced via Saffman–Taylor instabilities in Hele–Shaw

cells.[28] Also, for these Hele–Shaw structures, the con-

figuration of the flow, axial or radial, determines the

symmetry of the resulting complex patterns.[28] In most of

these flow-induced structures, both the symmetric and

asymmetrical aggregates formed on the precoated NH2

substrates (Fig. 8) are fractal, with dimensions D of 2.03

and 1.61, respectively, as determined from the log–log

plot of the number of particles N contained in con-

centric boxes of radius R, using the standard relation

N�RD. Interestingly, the asymmetrical peripheral aggre-

gates are almost completely absent, or are of very low

stretching magnitude on lower wettability substrates

(NO2, heterogeneous and, of course, CH3) compared to

NH2. Furthermore, it was shown that these asymmetrical

Fig. 8 Late-stage dewetting events and mechanisms that de-

termine the topological feature of the emerging aggregates, (a)

symmetrical and (b) asymmetrical dewetting-flow and aggregate

stretching modes.
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aggregates may not necessarily form, even on substrates

that are wetted by the suspension solvent (Ref. [20], see

also Fig. 9c). This seems to suggest that the condition of

wetting required for the formation of a large residual thin

film can be achieved, principally with respect to the

solvent of the dispersion, for a negligible attachment

(adhesion, anchoring) of the dispersed particles to the

substrate. On these substrates, the peripheral retraction of

the drop mainly involves the simple entrainment and

accumulation of the loosely attached particles and clus-

ters, which therefore experience a negligible shear-

induced stretching. Therefore it seems that not only the

condition of wetting, which may be achieved by the

solvent independently of the particles, is required for the

two aggregation symmetries to appear, but also that of

particle anchoring, which is necessary for the shear-

induced stretching to develop within the clusters (bulk

seeds, especially) at the receding drop edge.

If the two critical parameters that determine both the

emergence topology of the drying patterns are the actual

volume fraction of the suspension in the late stage of

the drying and the surface properties of the underlying

substrates, the size of the nanoparticles also provides an

additional parameter for the control of the aggregates

morphology. Once the required bulk criterion is satisfied,

one disposes of two key parameters that can be used to

tune the late-stage drying events and produce nanocolloids

aggregates of desired complexity and topological features

(fractality, size, structural ordering). These are 1) the cri-

tical surface parameters (wetting, topography) and 2) the

size and distribution of the nanocolloids particles. The

potential effect of this particle size is demonstrated in

Fig. 9a–b, which represents the drying pattern of ‘‘10 nm

susp’’ drops on the precoated NH2 substrates. As for

‘‘30 nm susp’’ drops on the same substrates, both the

symmetric aggregates appearing at the center of the drying

spot and highly stretched peripheral (asymmetrical) ones

are formed in these drying ‘‘10 nm susp’’ drops. However,

at the difference of the ‘‘30 nm susp’’ that forms thicker

and highly structured branches composed of hexagonal

units cells on precoated NH2 substrates, the aggregates

resulting from the ‘‘10 nm susp’’ drops are composed of

much finer and higher number density branches that are

essentially p/2-oriented with each other (dendrites). On

the other hand, the presence in these drying ‘‘10 nm susp’’

drops of both symmetric and highly stretched (asymmet-

rical) aggregates (which are therefore independent on the

particle size) well supports the existing conjuncture on the

predominance of the substrate properties and related

dewetting mode in the emergence of these two aggrega-

tion symmetries. The already demonstrated effect of the

critical surface parameter is further highlighted in Fig. 9c,

which shows one of the most representative aggregation

topologies resulting from the drying of the reference

Fig. 9 (a and b) Influence of particle size on the morphology of emerging patterns, as shown on the precoated NH2 substrate using

‘‘10 nm susp’’ drops (dp =10 nm, fref =5�10�6); (b) further illustration of the predominating influence of the surface properties,

provided here by the drying of the reference ‘‘30 nm susp’’ on the hydroxylated inorganic SiOxH substrate, as opposed to the organic

ones used throughout the paper.
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‘‘30 nm susp’’ drop (8 mL, nominal volume fraction

fref=1.5�10�5), on a clean hydroxylated bare silicon

wafer. On this inorganic substrate, which is almost com-

pletely wetted by the suspension, one could reasonably

expect from all the above results and discussion, the

formation of large-scale complex aggregates, which are

here composed of p/2-oriented secondary branches that

emerge from the main fourfold dendrites.

CONCLUSION

Based on the extended experimental results, we discussed

the formation of both nanometer-scale and micronsize

aggregation patterns that form during deep-coating ad-

sorption and drying of nano-colloidal suspension drops

(and films), respectively, at a representative ensemble of

model substrates. Our results show that large-scale and

well-organized dendrites and multibranched patterns can

form during these processes, the emergence and topolog-

ical feature of which were shown to be essentially

controlled by two critical parameters. These are 1) the

actual volume fraction of the drop in the late stage of the

drying and, 2) the hydrodynamic shear involved in the

dewetting and receding motion of either the macroscopic

drop or the thin residual suspension film. The former

determines a threshold volume fraction required for

wormlike bulk clusters to form in the drying drop, and

which lately serve as seeds for the formation of the

complex surface patterns. The second parameter explicitly

depends on the surface properties (wetting, particle ad-

hesion, nanoscale topography), and determines the mag-

nitude of the shear-induced structuring (stretching)

experienced by the confined particles and seeds within

the receding wedge and residual suspension film. It was

demonstrated that once the required bulk criterion was

satisfied, both the particle size and their distribution

provide additional parameters, which can be used with

their critical surface counterpart (shown to be adjustable)

to tune the morphological features of the networks. Simple

phenomenological models were proposed, which account

for some of the observed experimental results. However,

some fundamental questions remain. In particular, the

relationship between the underlying surface structure and

properties, on one hand, and the characteristic length

scales (short and long-range ones) and structural order in

the emerging patterns, on the other, remain essentially

obscure. Understanding of these correlations is not only of

fundamental importance regarding self-organization phe-

nomena at interfaces, but also provides the practical key

parameter toward the controlled elaboration of well-

ordered, large-scale patterns from drying nanocolloidal

dispersions. This issue certainly constitutes a central task

that would deserve both theoretical and model experi-

mental investigations in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION

A charged colloidal particle suspended in an electrolyte

solution is surrounded by a cloud of counterions. The set

of the surface charges and countercharges is called the

electrical double layer. The electrical double layer plays

an essential role in various interfacial electrical phenom-

ena on the particle surface and in the particle–particle

interaction of colloid suspension.

Generally, it is almost impossible to measure the

surface potential on colloid particles. However, we can

measure the potential near the particle surface. It is called

the zeta (z) potential. The zeta potential is the potential

at the hydrodynamic slipping plane in the electrical

double layer, hence its value is not precisely the same as

that of making a stable suspension because the total in-

teraction potential between two particles a bit distant

from their surface is essential for a stable dispersion. The

z-potential has been considered to provide useful in-

formation necessary for preparing stable colloidal

suspensions in many application fields including food

preparation, agriculture, pharmaceuticals, paper industry,

ceramics, paints, coatings, photographic emulsions, etc.

The concept of the zeta potential is also very important

in such diverse processes as environmental transport of

nutrients, sol–gel synthesis, mineral recovery, waste

water treatment, corrosion, and many more.

OVERVIEW

These are several origins from which solid surfaces are

charged: dissociation of chemical groups on the surface,

preferential adsorption of cation or anion onto the surface,

etc. The distribution of each ionic compound between the

surface and the solution bulk is determined by the

differences in the electrochemical potential of each

compound between two phases: the solid (surface) phase

and the solution phase. Therefore the composition of the

solution is an important factor that determines surface

potentials. When H+ is the potential-determining ion, we

can change the amount of surface charge by changing the

pH of the solution. It is important to know the position of

the isoelectrical point (IEP) (i.e., the pH value at which

the particles have zero z-potential). At the IEP, there are

no repulsive forces and the particles are strongly ag-

gregated because of the attractive van der Waals forces. In

many cases, the stable colloidal particle dispersion is de-

sired, so the colloidal suspensions are designed such that

the pH of the suspension is well away from the IEP. The

IEP data for a number of colloids of various compositions

have been reported.[1] Table 1 lists the IEP for some

typical dispersions.

If colloid particles are brought to a concentrated

situation through some engineering processes, it is not

certain if the surface charges, and hence surface potential,

hold the same values as those in diluted dispersions. It

must be measured experimentally, and several methods

have been explored in recent years.

Here, we briefly describe experimental methods of the

measurements of z-potential for the diluted and the

concentrated particle systems, and how the control of zeta

potential is useful for preparing composite particle

systems in the last part of this report. The fundamentals

of electrokinetics in colloidal systems have been de-

scribed in numerous books in recent years.[1 – 3]

MEASUREMENTS OF zzzz OF PARTICLES IN
DILUTED SUSPENSION

Regular Method by Electrophoresis

The historical prominence of z-potential has been

because of its experimental accessibility via measure-

ment of the electrophoretic mobility m. Electrophoretic

mobility is the velocity of the colloid particle v per unit

field strength E:

v ¼ mE ð1Þ
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where z is related with mobility by the equation from

von Smoluchowski:[4]

m ¼ ez=Z ð2Þ

where e or Z are the permittivity or viscosity of the

medium, respectively. In regular electrophoretic appa-

ratus, we utilize a narrow capillary cell of cylindrical or

rectangular shape. The migration velocity of the

particles is measured by optical microscopy for larger-

sized particles, or by observation of Doppler shift of

laser light scattering signal for smaller particles. How-

ever, the capillary cell walls also bear electrical charges

and hence have electrical double layers. Therefore the

application of electrical fields causes the movement of

charged liquid medium in the double layer, which is

called electroosmosis. The electrophoretic migration of

colloid particles is always superimposed on the elec-

troosmotic liquid flow from the cell wall. The closed

sample cell causes a back liquid flow through the

generation of hydrostatic pressure gradient. At equi-

librium, there are two positions where the liquid flow

has zero velocity. These are called the stationary levels.

Thus we can observe the true electromigration velo-

city of colloid particles at the stationary levels. Von

Smoluchowski[4] showed the profile of electroosmotic

flow velocity (Uosm) for a cylindrical cell:

Uosm ¼ U0ðh2=b2 � 1Þ ð3Þ

and for a flat cell, which has an infinitely long width:

Uosm ¼ U0=2ð3h2=b2 � 1Þ ð4Þ

where h is the distance from the cell center in the direction

of cell thickness, b is the half-thickness of the cell, and U0

is the electroosmotic flow at the cell wall (h=b). The

stationary levels are located at a distance from the cell

center to each side by the quantity h=b/
ffiffiffi
2
p

for the

cylindrical cell, or h=b/
ffiffiffi
3
p

for the flat cell. Komagata[5]

showed a more practically useful equation for a rect-

angular cell, which has a thickness of 2b and a width

of 2w (b<w); the stationary level is located at a dis-

tance from the cell center to each side by the quantity

h=b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1/3(1 þ 384b/p5w))

p
. The traditional measure-

ments of zeta potentials of particles are conducted at

these stationary levels.

Electrophoretic Measurements Using a
Standard Sample

The profile of electroosmotic flow is parabolical. Thus the

velocity gradient of the liquid at the stationary levels is

usually large and the observed velocity of the particles

changes rapidly with cell depth. It causes substantial

errors in electrophoretic mobility measurements from the

wrong setting of observing points. However, if the

electrophoretic measurements can be carried out by using

a reference sample as a standard, the electrophoretic

mobility of the unknown sample can be determined at any

cell depth by subtracting the mobility of the reference

particles at the same level, because the velocity of

electroosmotic liquid flow induced by the cell wall has

the same value under the same experimental conditions.

Therefore one can obtain real electrophoretic mobility

rather accurately by measuring the velocity at the cell

center, where the velocity gradient is zero.

The apparent electrophoretic mobility (Uapp) of an un-

known colloid sample is always the sum of two con-

tributions, one of which is the real electrophoretic mobility

(Uel) and the other is the liquid flow velocity induced by the

electroosmotic effect (Uosm) of the cell wall, which

changes as a parabolical function of the cell depth:

Uapp ¼ Uel þ Uosm ð5Þ

Similarly, the apparent velocity of the reference sample

(Uapp’) was also indicated by the sum of the real

electrophoretic mobility (Uel’) and the electroosmotic flow

velocity (Uosm’), that is,

U0app ¼ U0el þ U0osm ð6Þ

Under the same experimental conditions, using a finite

electrophoretic cell (Uosm=Uosm’), the following relation-

ship holds from Eqs. 5 and 6:

Uel � U0el ¼ Uapp � U0app ð7Þ

If Uel’ is known exactly, the Uel value of the unknown

sample can be determined from the difference between

Table 1 Isoelectric points

Compound IEP (pH)

a-AlOOH 9.4

g-AlOOH 5.5–7.5

a-Al(OH)3 5.0–5.2

g-Al(OH)3 9.3

CdO 10.4

Co3O4 5.5

Co(OH)2 10.5

a-Fe2O3 8.3

bFe2O3 6.7–8.0

Mg(OH)2 12

MnO, MnO2 6

NiO 9.5

SiO2 1.8–2.5

SnO2 4.5

TiO2 6

ZrO2 4
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the two apparent mobilities at any cell depth. Thus if the

particle mobilities of unknown samples and the reference

sample are measured at the cell center where the mi-

gration velocity has a maximum, the real electrophoretic

mobility of the unknown sample is given by:

Uel � U0el ¼ UappðmaximumÞ � U0appðmaximumÞ ð8Þ

Fig. 1 shows an example indicating the electrophoretic

mobility profiles obtained experimentally for the refer-

ence sample (PSSNa lattices) and an unknown sample

(SM lattices) along the cell depth in a 1 � 10�3 M KCl

solution at 25�C. The SM lattices employed as an

unknown sample were prepared by the copolymerization

of styrene with 5% methacrylic acid (MA) at 70�C. It is

apparent that both profiles indicate reasonable parabolical

curves, and the curve for the reference lattices shows a

constant mobility at the two stationary levels. Further-

more, the difference between the two apparent mobilities

at the cell center agrees well with the velocity of the SM

lattices at the stationary level.

Fig. 2 shows the z-potential vs. pH curves for the SM

lattices, which have been determined from the maximum

mobilities using the PSSNa lattices as a standard.[6] The

same relation obtained from the velocity of the SM

lattices at the stationary level is also indicated. As can be

seen, both curves agree fairly well over the whole pH

range. All of these results indicate that if we have a

reliable colloid sample whose z-potential is exactly

determined, the z-potential of the unknown sample can

be determined precisely from the measurements of

apparent electrophoretic mobility at the cell center. In

that case, slight errors in focusing (i.e., errors because of

the view field) are less important because the velocity

gradient near the level of observation is very small.

According to Eqs. 3 and 4, U0 and hence the z-poten-

tial of the cell wall are determined using a reference sam-

ple. The electroosmotic velocity (U0) obtained by the

extrapolation of the velocity profile to the cell wall

permits the determination of the z-potential of the cell

wall–solution interface, and the z-potential measurement

of various solid–solution interfaces,[7] including the

dissimilar cell system,[8] has been determined. Here, we

would like to emphasize again that the determination of

the z-potential of the cell wall is also possible from the

maximum velocity of the reference sample, instead of the

tedious plane interface procedure. According to Eq. 4, the

apparent velocity of the reference sample at the cell center

(at h=0) is Uapp’=Uel’ �U0’/2. Therefore U0’ and hence

the z-potential of the cell wall can be quickly determined

if the Uel’ has been previously known.

Fig. 3 shows some examples of apparent flow velocity

profiles of standard latex samples (PSSNa lattices) at

various pH values in which both boundaries refer to the

glass–solution interface. A symmetrical parabola was

given at all pH conditions where the surface charge of

glass is consistent with both sides.

ELECTROKINETIC CHARACTERIZATIONS IN
CONCENTRATED DISPERSIONS

In recent years, electroacoustics offered studies on surface

characterization and the stability of suspended colloid

particles. The term electroacoustics refer to two kinds of

related phenomena: 1) colloid vibration potential (CVP),

Fig. 1 Examples of electrophoretic mobility profiles of PSSNa

lattices (U’) and SM lattices (U). (h*) stationary level; (&)

PSSNa lattices; (.) SM lattices (1 � 10�3 M KCl, 25�C).

Fig. 2 z-Potential vs. pH curves of unknown sample (SM

lattices) determined by the maximum velocity of reference

sample (.) and the usual method (6).
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in which an electrical field arises in colloidal suspension

when a sound wave passes through the dispersion (i.e.,

ultrasonic vibration causes the difference in movement

between charged core particles and countercharges around

them, which induces oscillating dipole moments and hence

the potential drop in the sample cell);[9] and 2) electroki-

netic sonic amplitude (ESA), the reciprocal effect of the

above phenomena, in which an alternating electrical field

is applied to a suspension and a sound wave arises as a

result of the inertia of the particles, caused by their time-

alternating electrophoresis (i.e., high-frequency electrical

waves cause a difference in movement between the core

particles and the countercharges, which generates an ul-

trasonic waves in the sample cell).[10,11]

A very important advantage of these electroacoustical

techniques is their ability to provide accurate measure-

ments of the z-potential in concentrated colloid systems.

In this section, two of the typical data obtained by these

methods are shown.

Surface Characterization of Concentrated
Latex Suspensions

In this section, the CVP technique is demonstrated for zeta

potential measurements of concentrated suspensions of

latex particles with different surface groups.[12] Three

types of polystyrene lattices with different surface groups

were synthesized in emulsifier-free systems. The usual

polystyrene (PSt) lattices were prepared by the method of

Kotera et al.,[13] and the two others (PSm and PStn) were

synthesized by incorporating small amounts of ionic

comonomer, methacrylic acid, and sodium poly-

vinylphenylsulfonate (NaSS) into a polystyrene chain,

respectively, as in Juang and Krieger.[14] To increase

the particle size, PStn was prepared in a system with

1 � 10� 4 mol/dm3 MgSO4. These latex samples were

sufficiently dialyzed with distilled water and were then

brought into contact with an ion exchange resin to remove

ionic impurities. The samples were all composed of highly

monodispersed spherical particles with Dw/Dn=1.02, and

the surface charge densities of the latex particles were

measured by potentiometric and conductometric titration,

as in Van den Hul and Vanderhoff.[15] The characteriza-

tion data of all the samples are summarized in Table 2.

To compare the CVP with the conventional electroki-

netic technique, first, the zeta potential of each sample in a

dilute state was determined in a 1 � 10� 3 mol/dm3 KCl

solution at different pH values using the microelectropho-

retic technique. The resulting data for four samples are

shown in Fig. 4. The z-potential of the latex samples,

especially the PStn sample, appears to be essentially in-

dependent of the medium pH. The zeta potential of PSt

increases gradually from acidic to neutral pH. This be-

havior is probably dependent on the existence of car-

boxyl groups on the surface (with pKa values between

Fig. 3 Apparent flow velocity profile of standard latex samples

at various pH values (1 � 10�3 M KCl, 25�C).

Table 2 Characterization of colloid particles

Surface charge density

(mmC/cm2)

Sample

Diameter

(nm) Strong acid Weak acid Total

PSt 480 5.3 2.5 7.8

PStn 610 18 0 18

PStm 530 5 33 38

Fig. 4 pH dependence of zeta potential in dilute state measured

by the microelectrophoretic technique in 1 � 10� 3 mol/dm3

KCl at 25�C.
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about 4 and 5), which are produced by the hydrolysis and

subsequent oxidation of the OSO3
� groups that come from

the radical fragments used as an initiator (K2S2O8).[16 – 18]

The CVP measurements of polystyrene lattices give

reliable data only in high-volume fraction (f) systems

above f=0.1 because the density of the latex particles is

small (r2=1.05 g/cm3) and significant differences of CVP

against the background signal can be detected only at high

concentration ranges. Figs. 5 and 6 are graphs of the zeta

potentials determined by CVP measurements for three

kinds of polystyrene lattices at pH 5 and 9, as a function

of the f value of each latex. It is apparent that the zeta

potentials for PSt and PStm at pH 5 and for PSt at pH 9

have nearly constant values over the entire concentration

range of particles, and that the cell model theory is nearly

valid for those systems. However, the zeta potentials for

PStn at pH 5 and for PStn and PStm at both pH values

decrease strongly as the particle concentrations increase.

Furthermore, it was found that those of PStm at pH 9 are

lower than those at pH 5, which is opposite in tendency to

those in Fig. 4, determined directly in dilute states by the

microelectrophoretic technique. It is thought, from a

comparison with Table 2, that this abnormal behavior of

the z-potential is related to the high surface charge den-

sities of the latex samples (i.e., PStn has many sulfonate

groups on the surface brought about by the NaSS com-

ponent), which dissociate completely under both pH con-

ditions, and PStm becomes covered with thick carboxyl

layers coming from the MA molecules, which gradually

dissociate as the pH increases. These high surface charge

densities bring about an expansion of the surface layer

and may cause a double-layer overlapping at moderate

particle concentrations, which results in restrictions for

the prerequisite of the cell model of Levine et al.[19]

To understand the abnormal behavior of the CVP and

z-potential that appeared in the latex suspensions, in-

cluding the particles with high surface charge densities,

the concentration dependence of conductivity was mea-

sured in the respective systems. The concentration de-

pendence of the conductivity depends largely on the

surface nature of the particles.[12] The conductivity of

polystyrene latex systems increases as the particle con-

centration increases. This tendency is especially remark-

able in the PStn systems at pH 5 and 9 and in the PStm

system at pH 9. From a comparison with the results of the

CVP, it was realized that this increasing tendency of the

conductivity is closely related to the abnormal behavior of

the CVP. This is explained as follows. On the highly

charged surfaces of PStn or PStm at pH 9, a polyelec-

trolyte-like (‘‘hairy’’) layer is present. These layers over-

lap each other in this concentrated state, allowing

electrical conduction through the hairy layer; thus the

hairy layer results in interparticle surface conductance.

The degree of interparticle surface conduction is affected

by the particle concentration and the thickness of the

hairy layer, which in turn depend on the surface charge

density of the particle and the pH of the medium.

Application of Electrokinetic Sonic
Amplitude Technique in the Ceramic Industry

The concept of colloidal suspension processing has been

successfully applied to the field of structural ceramic

where inherent properties of dense suspension are used

to transform a fluid suspension to a stiff gel. During col-

loidal processing, the state of dispersion has a signif-

icant influence on the casting behavior and the resulting

green body properties. The good dispersion of particles

Fig. 5 Concentration dependence of zeta potential for poly-

styrene latex suspensions in 1 � 10�3 mol/dm3 KCl at 25�C
and pH 5.

Fig. 6 Concentration dependence of zeta potential for

polystyrene latex suspensions in 1 � 10� 3 mol/dm3 KCl at

25�C and pH 9.
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gives optimum packing state (high green density), which

influences the sinterability of the ceramic body and hence

the physical and chemical properties of the final product.

At present, fine-grained and uniform microstructures are

desirable for most ceramic applications in producing

strong and reliable structural parts.

Traditionally in the ceramic industry, polyelectrolytes

have been utilized to prevent the flocculation of par-

ticles. Because of the charged nature of the polyelectro-

lyte, they impart stability to the particles via an elec-

trosteric mechanism. Hence the adsorption of these

charged molecules onto a particle surface will alter the

surface charge and hence the zeta potential. Thus using

electroacoustics, it is possible to follow the changes in

the zeta potential with increasing amounts of polyelec-

trolyte. This is extremely useful in determining the

optimum amount of polyelectrolyte required to stabilize

the particles under different conditions.

Fig. 7 shows how the zeta potential of an alumina

suspension (background electrolyte, 10 mM KCl) can be

altered by the addition of three commercially available

polyelectrolytes.[20] Initially, the zeta potential of the

suspension is such that the suspension becomes more

stable. The trend for all dispersants is very similar in that,

initially, the zeta potential changes strongly with small

amounts of dispersants and then after a certain concen-

tration, the zeta potential begins to plateau out as no more

dispersant is adsorbed on the surface. However, each

dispersant imparts a different final zeta potential and re-

quires a different amount of dispersants to cover the

particles. Of these, Poly-CA imparts the greatest final zeta

potential, so this would be an excellent dispersant for the

alumina. However, it must be noted that the likely sta-

bilization mechanism for polyelectrolyte dispersants is

electrosteric stabilization. Therefore there may well be a

steric contribution to the stabilization mechanism depend-

ing on how the dispersant adsorbs. Poly-CE64 imparts a

final zeta potential of �45 mV and requires approxi-

mately twice as much dispersant to do so, making it a

poor candidate in comparison. The zeta potential from the

suspension stabilized with Poly-PC 33 does not appear to

level out, and further data points would be required to

determine the optimum amount.

ELECTROKINETIC MEASUREMENTS IN
SYNTHESIS OF COMPOSITE PARTICLES

There is a variety of methods currently used to fabricate a

wide range of stable, composite, and coating particles of

various compositions. These include heterocoagula-

tion,[21] seed polymerization,[22] emulsion/phase separa-

tion,[23] sacrificial core techniques,[24] and so on. The

notion of adsorbing particles onto solid substrates in a

layer-by-layer manner was introduced by Iier[25] in the

mid-1960s. Decher and Hong[26] extended Iier’s work to a

combination of linear polycations and polyanions in the

early 1990s. Decher[27] later adapted the layer-by-layer

technique to include inorganic nanoparticles, biomole-

cules, clays, and dyes in polyelectrolyte multilayer

assemblies. Very recently, Caruso and Mohwald[28] and

Caruso et al.[29] reported very interesting results, which

included a detailed investigation of the stepwise for-

mation of the silica–nanoparticle/polymer multilayer

templating of some latex particles. In this chapter, we

demonstrate how we can utilize electrophoretic mea-

surements in synthesis and coating processes of compo-

site particles.

Heterocoagulation Behavior of Polymer
Lattices with Spherical Silica

Gherardi and Matijevic[30] have investigated various

behaviors of mixed colloid particles obtained by mixing

differently preformed particles. They showed that the

nature of a mixing system depends on the conditions of

preparations, and concluded that the most important

parameter in controlling the morphology of composite

particles is the surface charge of the component particles,

especially the contrast between surface charges of the two

component particles. A stable system consisting of a

regular composite particle could be prepared only in a

medium controlled at a definite pH, where the two com-

ponents are charged with opposite signs. Typical results

Fig. 7 Effect of three commercial dispersants on alumina

suspension in 1 � 10�4 mol/dm3 KCl: (.) Poly-CA; (}) Poly-

PC33; (^) Poly-CE64.
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of the electrophoretic mobility for the single silica and the

latex suspension are shown in Fig. 8.

The next important parameter to control morphology is

the particle size ratio of the component particles when

they are mixed in the vessel. Fig. 9 shows schematic

pictures of the morphology of heterocoagulates of

different silica particles and amphoteric lattices. Fig. 10

shows an optical micrograph of the real heterocoagulate

generated from different silica samples and amphoteric

latex systems, where the other conditions (e.g., the

particle number ratio, Nsilica/Nlatex=1/300; medium pH

5.6) have been kept constant. The microscope used for

observations was a lateral-type metallurgical microscope

(Axio Mart, Carl Zeiss, Germany). It may be seen that at a

particle size ratio (r=Dsilica/Dlatex) higher than 3, the

suspension is composed of uniform heterocoagulate par-

ticles and each heterocoagulate undergoes Brownian

motion as an isolated unit. The insert of Fig. 10A shows

a scanning electron micrograph of the heterocoagulate. It

Fig. 8 z-Potentials of silica (5) and latex particles (6) as a

function of pH at 5 � 10�3 mol/dm3 KCl.

Fig. 9 Schematic pictures showing the morphology of hetero-

coagulate particles formed from different silica samples.

Fig. 10 Optical micrograph showing the heterocoagulates

prepared from different silica samples: (A) Silica-L; (B)

Silica-M; (C) Silica-S: (D) Silica-SS.

Fig. 11 Adhesion isotherms of amphoteric lattices onto Silica-

L at various K2SO4 concentrations: (5) 1.46 � 10�2 M; (5)

1.46 �10�3 M; (4) 1.46 � 10�4 M; (6) 0 M.
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is apparent that the heterocoagulate takes a raspberry

shape with one silica particle in the core. In contrast to

this, the heterocoagulates generated at a particle size ratio

lower than r=3 (Fig. 10C and D) are composed of large,

irregular aggregates, and regular coagulates were hardly

formed at any medium pH and particle number ratio

investigated.[31,32]

It is interesting to analyze the different heterocoagula-

tion behaviors from the concept of the adhesion isotherm

for the amphoteric lattices on the silica particles. Fig. 11

shows some typical isotherms for the lattices on Silica-L

at various K2SO4 concentrations, where all the systems

were controlled at pH 5.2. It is evident that the isotherms

are all well defined and of very high affinity type, and the

plateau value increases with increasing K2SO4 concen-

tration within the range from 10�5 to 10�2 mol/dm3. This

means that in this concentration range, adhesion proceeds

in a way characteristic of monolayer adhesion. This may

be because of the strong blocking effect of adhering

particles. However, in K2SO4 aqueous solutions more

concentrated than 2 � 10�2 mol/dm3, no reproducible

isotherm could be obtained under any conditions tested,

and only some irregular aggregates were generated in the

course of the experiment.[31] In Fig. 12, the z-potentials of

the heterocoagulates prepared at different electrolyte

concentrations, as well as the data on the amphoteric

lattices, are presented as a function of the medium pH. As

may be seen, a reversal of charge is observed in all

samples, and the IEP in the heterocoagulated systems

occurs at about pH 8, which is not so different from the

IEP of the single lattices. Moreover, the fact that the

limiting net positive z-potential attained at 3 < pH < 6

increases with increasing electrolyte concentration is also

in line with the increase in latex adhesion with increasing

electrolyte concentration.

Multilayer Composite Particles Comprising
Silica/Vesicle/Silica Particles

Composite particles, including vesicle particles, are an

important topic in application fields. Composite particles

can be used frequently in the biomedical field for diag-

nostic purposes and for treatment medicine. Here, we

describe one example of such systems,[33] that is, PC

vesicles, which are typical biocolloid systems and are

introduced into composites as a one-component particle.

Fig. 12 z-Potentials vs. pH curves for heterocoagulate particles

prepared at different electrolytes: (5) heterocoagulates prepared

at 2.48 � 10�1 M MgCl2; (6) heterocoagulates prepared at

1 � 10�5 M KCl; (5) amphoteric lattices.

Fig. 13 Schematic showing the process of synthesizing

multilayer composite particles: (a) core silica; (b) PC vesicle/

silica composite particle; (c) silica/PC vesicle/silica composite

particle.

Fig. 14 z-Potentials vs. the concentration of LaCl3: (^) PC

vesicles; (.) silica particles.
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The silica/PC vesicle/silica multilayer composite par-

ticles were prepared by the alternate adsorption of PC

vesicles and small silica particles on the large silica

particles with negative charges (Fig. 13). In this study,

electrostatic attraction is taken into account as the driving

force. It is important that the silica and the vesicle

surfaces bear opposite charges to be effective. We can

control the surface charges of the vesicle and silica par-

ticles by adjusting the concentration of LaCl3. In Fig. 14,

the z-potentials of PC vesicles and silica particles are

shown as a function of LaCl3 concentration. The z-

potential of PC vesicles decreases with increasing LaCl3
concentration, and becomes positive over a certain

concentration of LaCl3. This is because of the binding

effect of La3 + ions to the phospholipids head group.[34]

However, for silica dispersions, the z-potential remained

negative over the 10�6–10�2 M concentration range of

LaCl3. Thus at 10�4 M LaCl3, the z-potentials of the

silica and PC vesicles were �30 and + 32 mV,

respectively. It is assumed that a strong electrostatic

attraction will occur between the vesicles and the silica

particles. Therefore we selected 10�4 M LaCl3 as the

heterocoagulation condition.

After mixing the PC vesicles with the core silica

dispersion, the free vesicles were removed from the

dispersion and the z-potentials of the composite particles

generated were measured. The value was determined to

be +28 mV. The positive z-potential indicates that the PC

vesicles are adsorbed on the silica surface because the

surface of the PC vesicles binds with La3 + ions.

For the PC vesicle adsorption state on the silica

surface, there are two possible states: 1) as a vesicle par-

ticle layer, or 2) as a lipid molecular bilayer. To clarify

the adsorption state of the vesicles, as the next stage, the

adsorption amounts of PC on the silica surface have been

measured. In Fig. 15, the results are shown as a function

of the PC concentration. Adsorption amounts are ex-

pressed by the number of phospholipids molecules ad-

sorbed per square meter of silica surface. The solid line

represents a theoretical curve for the adsorption amount of

the single bilayer model, assuming the area per PC mo-

lecule equals 0.7 nm2. The dotted line shows a theoretical

curve for the adsorption of a single vesicle layer model,

assuming that the vesicles are of uniform size and have a

unilamellar spherical shape. The saturated adsorption

amounts in the experiments are located near the value for

the latter, but over it. This is because of the existence of

some multilamellar PC vesicles in the sample (i.e., the

existence of multilamellar PC vesicles will induce a large

number of PC molecules than the value of unilamellar

vesicles). Thus we can expect that the PC vesicles will be

adsorbed on the silica surface as a unilamellar vesicle

layer (i.e., the composite particles have been generated

as shown in Fig. 13b). Furthermore, we then separated the

PC vesicle/silica composites from the free PC vesicles

by the ultra-filtration method (with a polycarbonate

membrane filter, pore size 1.0 mm), and determined the

mean size of the composite particles by the dynamic light

scattering (DLS) method. The diameter of the composite

particles is 1.93 mm, and this value is close to 1.9 mm,

which was calculated by the single particle layer model.

This result means that the PV vesicles will be adsorbed on

silica particles as the same spherical particle size.

In the second stage of composite formation, we mixed

the PC vesicle/silica composite particles with a small

silica (2a=0.5 mm) dispersion under the same 10�4 M

LaCl3 solution. The z-potentials of the products reversed

from positive (+28.4 mV) to negative (�30 mV) again,

which indicates that the small silica particles (with nega-

tive charges) were adsorbed on the surface of the posi-

tively charged composite particles (Fig. 13c).
Fig. 15 Adsorption amount for PC on core silica surface in

10�4 M LaCl3 at 25�C.

Fig. 16 Optical micrograph of silica/PC vesicles/silica com-

posite particles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The direct observation of the multilayer formation

of composite particles is provided by a special optical

microscopy technique. In Fig. 16, the composite particles

of the silica/PC vesicle/core silica in the 10�4 M LaCl3
solution are shown. We cannot clearly see the image of

the PC vesicles on the silica because the PC vesicle has a

large water core and a thin lipid bilayer (about 5 nm).

Therefore the total refractive indices of the PC vesicle

are close to those of water. However, the formation of the

silica/PC vesicle/silica composite particles is indicated

clearly in Fig. 16; the small silica particles are adsorbed

on the spherical surface of the PC vesicle/core silica

composite and are located on the outer layer of the com-

posite particles.

The Buildup of Polyelectrolyte and/or Colloid
Particle Multilayer on Solid Surfaces

The multilayer formation of polyelectrolytes on colloid

particles is usually characterized by a stepwise increase of

the adsorbed amount and layer thickness, and by alter-

nating highly positive and negative z-potentials of the

covered particles. Here, we describe two kinds of multi-

component layer systems using polyelectrolyte and colloid

particles. One is the formation of polyelectrolyte multi-

layers on polymer colloids. Another is the formation of

composite particles including organic and inorganic col-

loid particles using a layer-by-layer technique of poly-

electrolytes.[35]

To emphasize the influence of the polarity of the

substrate, three kinds of polystyrene lattices are

employed. PS-740 lattices with large size (2a=740

nm) were prepared by the usual surfactant-free

emulsion polymerization technique;[12] NaSS-190 lat-

tices were made by incorporating a small amount of

an ionic comonomer, sodium-p-vinylbenzyl-sulfate, into

the polystyrene chain according to Kotera et al.[13] The

charge density of NaSS-190 lattices is much higher

than that of PS-740 latex. DEAM-250 lattices consist

of amphoteric particles prepared by the method

described by Homola and James.[36] Characteristic data

for these samples are shown in Table 3. Silica samples

with different particle sizes (2a=500, 300, and 20 nm),

which were obtained from Nippon Catalisitic Co. Ltd.

and Nissan Chemical Co. Ltd., were used. All these

single dispersions consisted of monodisperse spherical

particles with Dw/Dn< 1.04 always, and were used

after extensive dialysis.

As the cationic polymer, poly-L-lysine (PLL-19) with a

fixed molecular weight (M=190,000) was used, and as

the anionic polymer, polystyrene sulfonate (PSSNa-50)

with M=500,000 was used. PSSNa-50 carries a constant

charge for pH 3–10. However, PLL-19 is pH-dependently

charged and it is known that a fixed positive charge is

carried only in the region of pH 3–7.

The adsorption of polyelectrolytes was allowed to

take place for 1.5–2 hr at a 0.1–0.3 mg/mL PLL or

PSSNa solution using a very dilute latex or silica

suspension (f=0.0001) and a saturated concentration

without any free polymer of each polyelectrolyte that

was determined by mobility measurements of the core

particles. During the adsorption process, suspensions of

the core particles were mixed slowly by means of

rotating end-over-end.

The DLS measurements were carried out to assess the

development of hydrodynamic layer thickness on the

addition of PLL or PSSNa molecules. The heterocoag-

ulated state of composite particles was observed

directly by the optical microscope and scanning elec-

tron microscope.

Multilayer formation of
polyelectrolytes on colloid particles

In Fig. 17, a typical cyclical curve of z-potential on

alternating additions of PLL-19 and PSSNa-50 on

negatively charged NaSS-190 latex surfaces is shown.

The switch to either of the new polyelectrolytes is

Table 3 Particle diameters, z-potentials, and functional groups of the colloids

Particle

Diameter

(nm)

zzz-Potential (mV)

in 10�3 M NaCl

Functional

group

NaSS-190 latex 190 � 50 (pH 4) SO3
�

DEAM-250 latex 252 + 60 (pH 4) iNH +

PS-740 latex 740 � 30 (pH 4) OSO3
�

Silica-500 500 � 30 (pH 6) SiO2
�

Silica-300 300 � 30 (pH 6) SiO2
�

Silica-20 20 � 30 (pH 6) SiO2
�
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indicated by the arrows. In the figure, the abscissa axis

indicates the total number of repeating units of both

polyelectrolyte molecules. The change of the z-potential

is substantial (i.e., the z-potential is highly positive after

the addition of PLL-19 and highly negative after the

addition of PSSNa-50). This result indicates clearly that,

on the adsorption of polyelectrolyte, the oppositely

charged surface is not just compensated but strongly over-

compensated. An overcompensation of polyelectrolyte ad-

sorption is the main reason for progressing the multilayer

formation. The buildup process was also confirmed from

the stepwise increase of the layer thickness of the core

latex particles. The stepwise increase of the layer

thickness, especially after the adsorption of PSSNa-50

molecules on the core particle surfaces, is also shown in

Fig. 17.

In the next stage, we tried to produce polyelectrolyte

multilayers under different medium compositions. In

Fig. 18, the results of multilayer formations of PSSNa-

50 and PLL-19 in pure water at pH 4, 10�2 M NaCl

solution, and 10�2 M BaCl2 solution are indicated. In

these experiments, the positively charged DEAM-250

lattices were used as the core particles. In this figure, the locus of z-potentials obtained under different salt con-

ditions is plotted for the total amounts of repeating units

of PLL-19 and PSSNa-50 molecules. As can be seen, the

step in the z-potential obtained in the BaCl2 solution is

delayed, indicating that the electrostatic attraction

between PSSNa-50 and the charged surface of DEAM-

250 lattices is weakened. This is caused by the strong

affinity of Ba2 + to SO3
� in PSSNa-50 molecules. The

existence of such a specific effect has been reported in

the literature.[37,38]

Fig. 17 z-Potential (a) and total particle size (b) of the com-

posite system by multilayer deposition of PLL-19 and PSSNa-50

on NaSS-10 lattices against the concentrations of each poly-

electrolyte solution (f = 7.5 � 10�3 wt.%, pH 4, [NaCl]=1�
10�3 M). The switch to a new polymer solution is indicated by

the arrows.

Fig. 18 z-Potential of multilayers of PSSNa-50 and PLL-19 on

DEAM-250 lattices against the concentrations of each polyelec-

trolyte solution under different salt conditions (f = 7.5 � 10�3

wt.%, pH 4).

Fig. 19 The total particle sizes in each step to stable multi-

layers of PSSNa-50 and PLL-19 on DEAM-250 lattices under

different salt conditions (f = 7.5 � 10� 3 wt.%, pH 4).
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Fig. 19 indicates the stepwise increase of layer thick-

ness on DEAM-250 latex particles under different salt

conditions. Surprisingly, in the 10� 2 M BaCl2 solutions,

the layer thickness of adsorbed polyelectrolytes increased

steadily and the weak attraction effect coming from

Ba2 + was not observed on the layer-by-layer formation.

However, in distilled water, the layer thickness increased

quickly at an early stage of deposition. However, in the

final stage, the layer shrunk. The reason for this phe-

nomenon cannot be explained, but this result indicates

surely that strong electrostatic attraction is not always

the sole factor necessary to form a stable multilayer.

Multilayer formation of colloid
particles with polyelectrolytes

The layer-by-layer deposition technique of polyelectro-

lytes can be applied to the formation of composite par-

ticles comprising organic and inorganic colloid particles.

Fig. 20 shows the buildup processes of colloid particles

using PS-740 latex sample as the core. Here, PLL-19

was used as a binder polyelectrolyte. The abscissa axis

in this figures indicates the total amounts of the binder

polyelectrolyte + adhering particles. As can be seen

from the figure, the z-potential of the core particle has

changed from a negative value to a positive value by

adsorption of PLL-19 molecules, and changed again to

negative values with an increasing number of adhering

silica particles (Silica-300). These results suggest that

the composite formation of colloid particles has

progressed reasonably by the binder layer of PLL-19

molecules. Fig. 21 is a photograph showing a typical

example of hybrid particles consisting of outer Silica-

300 particles on core PS-740 latex as prepared in this

experiment. It is known that the composite consists of

regular hybrid particles comprising organic and inorgan-

ic particles. However, the structure form is not so stable

and sometimes the system includes free silica particles.

In the next stage, the synthetic process of hybrid

particles with multilayers of silica particles on PS-740

was examined. As the binder polyelectrolyte, the PLL-19

molecule was also used under the same medium

conditions. Fig. 22 shows the cyclical behavior of the z-

potential in the formation process of multilayers of Silica-

20 and PLL-19 layers. As can be seen, the cycle of z-

potential after adhesion is systematical, indicating that

the deposition of PLL and Silica-20 has progressed reg-

ularly. Fig. 23 is a photograph of an original PS-740

latex and two kinds of composite particles covered

with a single silica + polymer layer and two silica + poly-

mer layers. Two kinds of composite particles can be

distinguished based on the thickness of the adhering silica

particle layer.
Fig. 21 Electron micrograph showing hybrid particles of outer

Silica-300 particles on core PS-740 lattices.

Fig. 20 z-Potential of composite particles by multilayer

deposition of PLL-19 (concentration, 2 � 10�4 wt.%) and

Silica-300 (concentration, 1.0 � 10� 3 wt.%) on PS-740 lattices

(=7.5 � 10�4 wt.%, pH 6, [NaCl]=1 � 10�3 M). The switch

to Silica-300 from PLL-19 is indicated by the arrow.

Fig. 22 z-Potential of composite particles by multilayer

deposition of pair (PLL-19 + Silica-20) layers. The switch is

indicated by the arrow.
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From these results, it is concluded that, by combining a

multilayer formation of polyelectrolytes and charged col-

loid particles, we can prepare many new synthetic ma-

terials comprising different chemical species, different

structures, and different shapes.

CONCLUSION

Here, several preparation processes of composite particles

relating to the electrical properties of particles are de-

scribed: 1) the heterocoagulation process of amphoteric

polymer lattices on spherical silica; 2) composite for-

mation comprising silica/vesicle or silica/vesicle/silica

particles; and 3) the buildup process of polyelectrolyte or

colloid particle multilayers on latex or silica surfaces. All

these results indicate that the electrokinetic measurement

is an essential and powerful technique for monitoring the

formation process of composite particles with different

compositions. Finally, the present authors would like to

stress that the formation processes described here were

concerned with the semimicron-sized particles, but these

techniques can be applied to systems, including nanosized

particles with slight reversions.
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INTRODUCTION

The challenge of creating functionalized, robust quantum

confined group II–VI semiconductor nanoclusters (NCs)

involves the ability to realize size-controlled and size-

stable nanocrystallites. The size and stability issues are

nontrivial problems that are at the forefront of nanotech-

nology research.[1–3] Several recent and key spectroscop-

ic,[4–9] synthetic,[10,11] and engineering results have set the

stage for timely computational studies that will make

significant advances in the atomistic-level and funda-

mental understanding of the structure, stability, and

aqueous assembly of CdS NCs and of higher-order NC

architectures with unique physical properties. Building

upon previous experimental and computational work, our

research objective is to provide both fundamental insights

into the aqueous assembly of CdS nanoclusters (our model

is shown in Fig. 1), as well as practical knowledge used

for the construction of higher-order nanocluster archi-

tectures with unique physical properties.

The first four sections of this work briefly review the

experimental and theoretical knowledge about semicon-

ductor nanocrystals. A more detailed coverage of experi-

mental and theoretical work in semiconductor nano-

technology has been reported.[12] The last three sections

cover the application of quantum mechanical (ab initio,

DFT, and semiempirical) as well as hybrid quantum/mo-

lecular mechanical methods to characterize organic and

peptide capped nanocrystals.

SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS

In general, the chemical and physical properties of a

substance do not depend on the amount of the sample.

However, when the size of a material fragment becomes

sufficiently small this may no longer be true. It has been

demonstrated in a wide range of semiconductors that many

properties become dependent on cluster size once the

cluster diameter is below some threshold value unique to

the material being examined. The size dependency is ob-

served in semiconductor fragments on the order of nano-

meters in diameter and referred to as nanoclusters. The

changes occur as the cluster is transformed from a frag-

ment of bulk material to a ‘‘molecule-like’’ cluster. There

are two aspects of the transformation that play a role in this

effect. First, as the cluster size decreases, the proportion of

surface atoms to interior atoms increases substantially.

Consequently, surface effects such as relaxation, rear-

rangement, dangling bonds, and other defects become

more significant as the size of the nanocrystal decreases.

Second, the density of states of a nanocrystal is altered as a

result of the quantum size effect.[3,13–15] The alteration

occurs as the cluster size is decreased because exitons that

are delocalized over large distances in the bulk are in-

creasingly confined. The electronic and optical properties

of the clusters are particularly sensitive to changes in the

density of states. These quantum dots with size-dependent

electronic and optical properties have important potential

applications as LEDs,[16] in solar cells[17] and for photo-

switches. The quantum size effect and surface character-

istics have also been shown[18,19] to be an important factor

in the efficiency of photocatalysis of organic reactions by

semiconductor nanocrystals.

The II–VI semiconductors are of interest for a variety

of reasons. These materials are direct gap semiconductors

with band gap energies in the visible spectrum. In addi-

tion, their chemical properties make them good candidates

for the preparation of colloidal dispersions and organically

capped clusters. In this article we focus on the study of the

electronic and optical properties of CdS nanoclusters.

WELL-CHARACTERIZED CLUSTERS OF
CdS AVAILABLE FOR STUDY

Over the last three decades experimental studies have

demonstrated the effects of varying the size of
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semiconductor nanoclusters both qualitatively and quan-

titatively. For the most part, early work[20–23] was per-

formed using samples that contained a distribution of

cluster sizes. This work clearly demonstrated trends in the

values of various properties with cluster size and estab-

lished similarities between these trends in various mate-

rials. However, in order to study systematically the effect

of changing cluster size both experimentally and theoret-

ically it is desirable to have well-defined clusters of fixed

and known composition. Semiconductor nanocrystals are

prepared in different ways[3,15] but only one method has

led to the preparation of well-characterized clusters of

known composition and structure. Chemical synthesis of

larger clusters from smaller precursor species has resulted

in clusters in the size range of interest that have a core of

bulk-like material. The cluster surface is passivated by

saturating the dangling bonds with organic ligands. In

addition to passivating the surface, the ligands improve the

solubility of the clusters and function to maintain their

integrity in solution. We describe below several ligand-

capped clusters that are available for study.

One of the early significant developments in the syn-

thesis of organically capped nanoclusters of CdS was the

synthesis and subsequent characterization of [Cd17S4-

(SPh)28]2� by X-ray crystallography,[24] where SPh is

thiophenolate (SC6H5
�)(Fig. 2). The inner core of this

cluster Cdi(m4-S)4-(Cdc)12 consists of CdS in the sphalerite

(zincblende) form. This core is capped by four cages {S-

(Cdc)3(m-SPh)3Cd} with structure similar to the wurtzite

(hexagonal) lattice. Although the size of this cluster is not

in the range of interest it was recognized that this species

had the potential to serve as a precursor to larger clusters

in the same family.

The first CdS cluster with a diameter in the range of

interest to be synthesized and characterized[25] was Cd32-

S14(SPh)36�DMF4, a homolog of the [Cd17S4(SPh)28]2�

cluster described above. This larger cluster has an 82-atom

bulk core similar in structure to that of its smaller ho-

molog and is similarly capped by wurtzite-like (hexago-

nal) CdS units at four tetrahedral corners. The four solvent

molecules are bound at these corners. Excitation, lumi-

nescence, and absorption spectra are available[25] for the

crystallized molecular solid and for clusters dissolved in

tetrahydrofuran (THF), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF),

and acetonitrile.

Synthesis and characterization of a superlattice struc-

ture from units consisting of two Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26

clusters covalently bound by a m-SR bridge has also been

accomplished[26] (Fig. 3). These clusters are identical in

structure to the [Cd17S4(SPh)28]2� clusters described

earlier[24] with –CH2CH2OH replacing the phenyl groups

and two vertices of the cluster left uncapped. In the

superlattice solid, covalent m-SR bridges connect each

Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26 cluster to four others, one at each

of its four vertices. In solution the clusters have been

shown to be capped by two thiolate ligands with two

vertices remaining unsaturated.[26] Photoluminescence

and absorption spectra are available for the superlattice

Fig. 1 Structure of Cd32S14 coated with 13 (g-Glu-Cys)3-Gly

units (1066 atoms total) peptides. The yellow-colored spheres

represent the sulfur and cadmium, respectively. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The structure of [Cd17S4(SPh)28]2�. (From Ref. [24].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Basic unit of the superlattice described in Vossmeyer

et al.[26] Each unit consists of two covalently bound

Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26 clusters. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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solid and solutions of the cluster in water, dimethyl sulf-

oxide (DMSO), and DMF.[26]

Further work by the same investigators resulted in the

synthesis and crystallization of the Cd32S14(SCH2CH-

(OH)CH3)36�4H2O cluster.[27] This larger cluster is a

structural homolog of the Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26 cluster

and has a diameter in the range of interest. The core

structure is the same as that of the Cd32S14(SC6H5)36�
DMF4 cluster described earlier.[25] A superlattice structure

is formed in the molecular crystal that is not of the same

structure as that formed by the smaller homolog. Ab-

sorption spectra are available for the superlattice in thin

film form and for the nanocrystals dissolved in DMF.[27]

EXPERIMENTAL OPTICAL AND
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

In all semiconductor nanocrystals studied, regardless of the

method of preparation, as cluster size is decreased the onset

of the lowest energy transition is blue shifted. This corre-

sponds to an increase in the band gap energy with de-

creasing cluster size. In CdS nanoclusters, this effect is

observed for clusters with diameters in the range of

approximately 1 to 10 nm.[13] The actual value of the ob-

served band gap energy varies depending upon the semi-

conductor, how the clusters have been prepared, and the

characteristics of the cluster surfaces. In CdS, the band gap

energy varies from the bulk value of 2.5 eV to about 4.5 eV.

Specific data on the electronic and optical properties of

the well-defined crystals described above are available as

mentioned earlier. The lowest energy absorption band

observed in the optical spectra of solid-state crystals of

Cd32S14(SC6H5)36�DMF4 occurs at 325 nm, whereas in the

spectrum of the dissolved clusters it occurs at 358 nm.[25]

In the Cd32S14(SCH2CH(OH)-CH3)36�4H2O cluster of si-

milar structure, the corresponding band gap energy occurs

at about 325 nm in both the thin film and in solution.[27] In

the spectra of the smaller Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26 clusters

in solution the band occurs at 290 nm.[26] In all cases this

is a blue shift from the bulk value as expected (Fig. 4).

These results suggest that the type of capping ligand is of

importance in determining the actual values of the elec-

tronic and optical properties of the clusters.

The lowest energy absorption band in all three clusters

studied is characterized by a large extinction coefficient

(on the order of 84,500, 138,000, and 84,000 M�1 cm�1,

respectively). Whenever absorption spectra were ob-

tained for the same cluster in different solvents, the band

was found to vary little as the polarity of the solvent

varied.[25,26]

The results of photoluminescence studies were also

reported for Cd32S14(SC6H5)36�DMF4
[25] and Cd17S4-

(SCH2 CH2OH)26.[26] The solid-state crystals of the for-

mer structure emit green light at approximately 520 nm,

whereas in THF solution the band is slightly blue-shifted.

Luminescence spectra of the superlattice structure based

on the latter structure shows a band at 400 nm. When the
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Fig. 4 Excitation (solid) and luminescence (dotted) spectra of

polycrystalline (A) Cd32S14(SC6H5)36�DMF4 clusters and the

same dissolved in THF (B) and absorption spectrum (C) of the

dissolved clusters. (From Ref. [25].) (Reprinted with permission

from Herron et al., Science 254: 1426–1428 (1993). Copyright

# 1993 AAAS.)
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Fig. 5 Absorption spectra (A) of Cd17S4(SCH2 CH2OH)26

clusters dissolved in water, DMSO, and DMF. Luminescence

spectra (B) of the same crystals in solid form (upper) and

aqueous solution (lower). (From Ref. [26].) (Reprinted with

permission from Vossmeyer et al., Science 267: 1476–1479

(1995). Copyright # 1995 AAAS.)
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clusters are dissolved in water the band is blue shifted

approximately 5 nm. In none of these spectra is there a

peak present that corresponds to the strong band that is

observed in the absorption spectra (Fig. 5).

THEORETICAL STUDY OF QUANTUM SIZE
EFFECTS ON ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF NANOCLUSTERS

It is incumbent upon any theoretical study of the quantum

size effect in semiconductor nanocrystals to explain both

qualitatively and quantitatively the observed shifts in

electronic and optical properties with decreasing cluster

size. The earliest theoretical approaches[28–31] to describe

quantum size effects on the CdS system were variations

on a very simple theory. The effective mass approxima-

tion to account for the ‘‘lattice-like’’ effects has been used

together with a particle-in-the-box treatment to incorpo-

rate the quantum confinement. These models readily

demonstrated an increase in the lowest energy transition

as the cluster size was decreased within the range of in-

terest. However, it has been only possible to achieve

quantitative agreement with experiment for large clusters.

In part this is because surface effects become increasingly

important relative to ‘‘bulk-like’’ effects as the cluster

size decreases. These models could not treat the surface in

any realistic way.

There are significant challenges in treating these

nanosystems with accuracy particularly when the optical

and electronic properties are the main interest. With sur-

face effects clearly playing an important role it is highly

desirable to use a method that takes into account indi-

vidual atoms. As the cluster sizes in the range of interest

contain up to several thousand Cd and S atoms, compu-

tations can be extremely intensive. When organic ligands

are included, as in the ligand-capped clusters, the number

of atoms increases even further. In addition, predicting

transition energies and probabilities requires a method that

has a demonstrated ability to treat excited states with ac-

curacy. These methods add substantially to the computa-

tional time.

Several different techniques have been used in suc-

cession in an attempt to improve upon the effective mass

description. These included the use of empirical pseudo-

potentials,[32] and several techniques based upon tight-

binding theory.[33,34] In most cases, surface effects have

not been incorporated into the method. Further, the ma-

jority of the work, including one study in which surface

considerations were included,[34] focused on bare semi-

conductor clusters. Working with bare clusters has the

advantage of avoiding the additional computation time

required to incorporate the ligand atoms and determine the

structure of surface ligands. However, samples of bare

clusters cannot be prepared that are uniform in composi-

tion nor can the surface composition and characteristics

be precisely controlled. This complicates the comparison

between the theoretical studies using a cluster of fixed

composition and the results of experiments performed

with a distribution of clusters. Nevertheless, these works

did, for the most part, succeed in extending the good

agreement between the predicted energy of the band gap

and the experimental values for different size clusters to

somewhat smaller clusters.

The first theoretical work that used ab initio methods

to model ligand-capped clusters of CdS for which ex-

perimental data were available involved the use of a

semiempirical method (complete neglect of differential

overlap, CNDO).[35] The computationally intensive con-

figuration interaction with single excitations (CIS) method

was employed to improve the description of the excited

states. Because of the time intensive computational tech-

nique employed, the clusters studied had to be very small,

in particular the computed systems were [Cd(SPh)4]2�,

[Cd2(SPh)6]2�, and [Cd4(SPh)10]2�. Agreement between

the theoretical and experimental results was good; how-

ever, these clusters are substantially smaller than the size

regime of interest.

Techniques based on density functional theory (DFT)

hold promise for more accurate treatment of larger clus-

ters. DFT has been shown to be capable of giving a good

description of the ground state in transition metal systems.

Early applications of DFT in the local density approxi-

mation to both CdSe and CdS clusters to the determination

of transition energies significantly underestimated band

gap energies. Recent advances in methodology indicate

that DFT will be capable of describing excited states and

predicting band gap energies as well as the currently ac-

cepted methods while requiring less computer time.[36]

Application of a time-dependent density functional theory

in the local density approximation (TDLDA) has been

used with some success to predict the absorption spectra of

bare CdSe clusters with sizes in the regime of interest.[37]

It seems clear that any theoretical technique that is to

describe accurately the optical and electronic properties of

CdS nanoclusters over the full range of sizes in which the

quantum size effect is evident must explicitly treat the

cluster surface. In order to be able to compare the results

of the calculations with experimental values, it is highly

desirable to model the well-defined organically capped

clusters that have been prepared. Optical properties have

been shown to be dependant on the ligand structure[25–27]

and so a method that models the capping-ligands as well

as the core structure is needed.

QUANTUM CALCULATIONS ON CdS

We are undertaking a systematic study of basis sets and

computational methods on CdS as well as CdS dimers.
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The goal of the study is to find the best level of theory

that will yield the most accurate results for the least

amount of computational effort. Table 1 summarizes our

results to date.

One observes from Table 1 that the CdS bond length is

much shorter than the bulk CdS bond length of 2.519 Å.

The bond length at the highest level of theory (MP4) and

the largest all electron basis set sadlej/6-31G* is 2.274 Å.

The DFT functional SVWN using the LANL2DZ on

cadmium and 6-31G* on sulfur appears to be very close to

the 2.274 Å value from the ‘‘best’’ level of theory and all

electron basis set. The computational time saving is ap-

proximately a factor of 100. The semiempirical PM3 bond

length is 0.038 Å too large when compared to the MP4/

(Sadlej/6-31G*) value. The sign of the HOMO/LUMO

gaps is reversed to what is typically expected between ab

initio and DFT results. The ab initio HOMO/LUMO gaps

for this system should be smaller, whereas the DFT

numbers should be larger. The experimental band gap for

the Cd32 monocluster is approximately 4 eV. The PM3

HOMO/LUMO gap is 6.76 eV.

We calculated the geometry for the CdS dimer using

the LANL2DZ/6-31G* basis set at different levels of

theory (Table 2). Again we see that the DFT functional

SVWN performs as well as MP3 using the same basis set.

Our conclusion at this point is that we can use the SVWN

method and LANL2DZ/6-31G* basis set on the cadmium

and sulfur atoms in our electronic structure calculations.

This conclusion is also based on the results from addi-

tional calculations using other larger basis sets and higher

level of theory.

SEMIEMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS ON
ENCAPSULATED CdS CLUSTERS

Recent advances in computer hardware and semiempirical

quantum mechanical codes permit the calculation of large

(�2000 atom) systems in a reasonable amount of CPU (2

hr) time. Timings are based on a PM3 single-point cal-

culation using MOPAC2002 on a 2.0-GHz Pentium IV. In

order to test how well a semiempirical method will work

on CdS nanocrystals we optimized two bare CdS nano-

crystals and four different organic capped CdS nano-

crystals. The X-ray structures for two of the organic

capped systems have been published and the coordinates

were available. We used MOPAC2002 on a 677-MHz

alpha processor to perform the calculations. The results

from these calculations are summarized in Figs. 6–9.

Fig. 6 shows a remarkable agreement between the

PM3-optimized structure and X-ray structure. The CdS

nanocrystal core essentially remains unchanged, whereas

the organic ligands have moved slightly. Figs. 7 and 8 are

plots of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)

and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO),

respectively. For the Cd17 nanocluster, one observes the

Table 1 Summary of CdS monomer bond lengths and HOMO/LUMO energies at different levels of theory and basis sets

Cd/S SVWN B3LYP HF MP2 MP3 MP4 PM3

Lanl2dz/6-31G* 2.267 2.319 2.290 2.258 2.298 2.278

Sadlej/6-31G* 2.243 2.300 2.311 2.265 2.298 2.274

PM3 2.312

HOMO Lanl2dz/6-31G* �0.2105 �0.2184 �0.3178 �0.3177 �0.3179 �0.3178

LUMO �0.1985 �0.1597 �0.0595 �0.0588 �0.0596 �0.0592

0.32 1.60 7.03 7.05 7.03 7.04 eV

HOMO Sadlej/6-31G* �0.1943 �0.2163 �0.3019 �0.3023 �0.3020 �0.3022

LUMO �0.1812 �0.1578 �0.0570 �0.0561 �0.057 �0.0563

0.35 1.59 6.66 6.70 6.67 6.69 eV

Band lengths are reported in Angstroms and HOMO/LUMO energies in atomic units.

Table 2 Summary of bond lengths for a CdS dimer at different levels of theory

Lanl2dz/6-31G* SVWN B3LYP HF MP2 MP3 PM3

Cd–S 2.472 2.514 2.453 2.460 2.460 2.411

Cd–Cd 2.821 2.910 2.850 2.786 2.799 2.883

S–S 4.059 4.100 3.992 4.054 4.046 3.865

Bond lengths are reported in Angstroms.
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Fig. 6 PM3 optimized (green) vs. X-ray (red) structures for the [Cd17S4(SPh)28]2� (left) and Cd32S14(S-iPrOH)26 (right) organic

capped cadmium sulfide clusters. The RMSD (without hydrogens) for the Cd17 cluster is 1.65 Å and for the Cd32 cluster it is 2.0 Å. The

average CdS bond length is approximately 2.55 Å for both PM3-optimized structures. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) for the four organic capped cadmium sulfide clusters. The upper left is the

Cd17 cluster with the isopropyl ligands, whereas the upper right is the Cd17 with the thiophenyl ligands. The lower left is the Cd32 cluster

with the isopropyl ligands, whereas the lower right is the Cd32 cluster with the thiolphenyl ligands. These orbitals were obtained from

optimized capped clusters using the semiempirical PM3 method. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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HOMO to be the capped ligand, whereas on the Cd32

nanocluster the HOMO electron density resides on the

CdS core (Fig. 8). Comparing these results with bare

nanocrystal HOMOs (Fig. 9), we see that the larger Cd32

nanocrystal systems are similar (a capped vs. bare),

whereas in the Cd17 case the HOMO has moved to cap-

ping ligands.

QUANTUM MECHANICS/MOLECULAR
MECHANICS CALCULATIONS ON
ENCAPSULATED CdS CLUSTERS

The encapsulation of the nanocluster CdS atoms by 10–30

phytochelatin-like peptides or peptidomimetric ligands

(an additional 200–600 nonhydrogen atoms) represents a

major obstacle in modeling functionalized nanoelectronic

assemblies. Fortunately, classical computations that use

molecular mechanics (MM) force fields have been ex-

tremely successful in providing valuable and meaningful

insights about intermolecular interactions for biomole-

cules in solution.[38] The two independent computational

methods, QM and MM, have been combined (known as

QM/MM methods) over the last decade to formulate an

alternative approach to the ubiquitous size and timescale

problem in computational chemistry. Excellent reviews

are available.[39–43] QM/MM methods have been widely

used to study the chemical reactivity in large molecular

systems. One of the main areas of concentration has been

in the study of solvation and reactivity of small molecules

in the condensed phase,[44] but other recent applications

include studies of surface reactivity,[45] zeolites,[46] and

crystal formation.[47]

The overall scheme of QM/MM methods is to treat the

reactive or electronically sensitive portions with quantum

mechanics, whereas the stable or unreactive portions are

treated with molecular mechanics. Most of the QM/MM

methods share a common methodological approach. The

system of interest is typically partitioned into two or more

subsystems. The nanocluster system will be used to ex-

plain the basic ideas. The QM region contains the elec-

tronically sensitive portion of the molecular assembly,

Fig. 8 The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for the four organic capped cadmium sulfide clusters. The upper left is the

Cd17 with isopropyl ligands, whereas the upper right is the Cd17 with the thiophenyl ligands. The bottom left is the Cd32 with isopropyl

ligands, whereas the lower right is the Cd32 with the thiophenyl ligands. These orbitals were obtained from optimized capped clusters

using the semiempirical PM3 method. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the CdS core. The MM region contains the solvent and

phytochelatin molecules. The Hamiltonian for the entire

molecular system is written as.

H ¼ HQM þ HMM þ HQM=MM

where HQM is the QM Hamiltonian, HMM is the empir-

ical force field, and HQM/MM is the Hamiltonian that

describes the interactions between the QM and MM

regions. Consequently, the total energy of the system is

written as a sum of the individual components.

E ¼ EQM þ EMM þ EQM=MM

One of the key aspects of the QM/MM method re-

sides in the interactions between the QM and MM

regions. Considerable debate has arisen when the par-

titioning between the two regions cuts across covalent

bonds.[42,48,49] The most common method in modeling

this middle-space is to use the ‘‘link atom’’ method. It

consists of adding QM hydrogen atoms in order to fill

the free valencies of the QM atoms that are connected

to the atoms described by MM. These dummy atoms

are treated explicitly during the QM calculations but do

not interact with the MM atoms. Whether or not these

link atoms should interact by means of Coulombic

interactions is still open to debate. This approach is not

ideal but in this respect, the problem of describing the

phytochelatin coat by molecular mechanics and the CdS

nanocluster core by the modified DFT method is well

suited for the QM/MM method, as the partition is

across intermolecular bonds only. It is typically agreed

upon that this type of QM/MM implementation lends

itself to greater accuracy and reliability.

Based upon what we have learned from the previous

two sections we have begun testing the hybrid QM/MM

ONIOM method on the organic capped CdS nanocrystals.

In the ONIOM method various QM and MM methods are

assigned to different layers.

Our model peptide encapsulated CdS nanocrystal con-

tains a Cd17S30 core with eight (g-glucys)3gly peptides

(Fig. 10). The system contains 1078 atoms. In this system

the ONIOM inner layer (i.e., the core) will consist of

LanL2dz on cadmium and 6-31G(d) on sulfur. A lower-

level basis set is placed on the peptides. Based upon this

description, the system contains �900 basis functions and

Fig. 10 Model peptide encapsulated CdS nanocrystals. The

model contains eight (g-glucys)3gly peptides. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 The highest occupied molecular orbital (left) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (right) for the Cd17S32
�30 and Cd32S50

� 36

nanoclusters. The structures were optimized using the PM3 semiempirical method. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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requires 1 hr of CPU time on the marvel processors at the

Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. In a ‘‘real’’ peptide

encapsulated CdS nanocrystal, we approximate the CdS

core to be composed of 693 atoms. In this situation, the

plan is to use PM3 on the inner CdS atoms with LanL2dz

on the surface cadmium and 6-31G(d) on the surface

sulfurs. Again lower-level basis sets will be used on the

peptides. Fig. 11 is an illustration of the ONIOM method

applied to a ‘‘real’’ peptide encapsulated CdS nanocrystal.

CONCLUSION

Our goal is to understand the electronic structure proper-

ties of large peptide encapsulated cadmium sulfide

nanocrystals as a function of molecular size. We have

performed a systematic study on different levels of theory

on sample CdS monomers and dimmers. From these cal-

culations, we have identified the DFT functional SVWN

along with the LanL2dz/6-31G* basis set to give satis-

factory results. Using experimentally observed organic

capped CdS nanocrystals, we have shown that the semi-

empirical PM3 method gives reasonable results. Based on

these calculations, we propose that a combination of PM3,

DFT, and molecular mechanics methods can be used to

study accurately and effectively ‘‘real’’ peptide encapsu-

lated nanocrystals.
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INTRODUCTION

The first synthesis of a catenane was reported in the

1960s.[1,2] Since then, the chemistry of topologically

nontrivial macromolecular systems such as knots, cate-

nanes, and rotaxanes[3–23] has attracted considerable at-

tention. With the surge of interest in nanoscience since

1990, this attention has focused on their promise for the

fabrication of molecular devices. The design, synthesis,

and characterization of nanodevices and molecular devi-

ces are now grand challenges to the scientific and engi-

neering communities.[24–28] Consequently, reports of

novel catenanes are appearing with increased frequency.

Catenanes form a subset of a special class of topologi-

cally complex host/guest complexes where the host and

guest components are chemically independent but me-

chanically interlocked with each other. Catenanes are an

entirely different class of mechanically interlocked mole-

cules from their close relatives—the rotaxanes. In particu-

lar, a catenane is a complex comprising two (or more)

macrocyclic rings interlocked like adjacent links of a chain.

The two (or more) macrocycles are not linked covalently to

each other; rather, their dissociation is prevented only

mechanically. The associated co-conformations are stabi-

lized by intercomponent noncovalent interactions, and in-

terconversion among these co-conformations requires the

circumrotation of the macrocycle rings. In a switchable

catenane, the relative populations of these co-conforma-

tions are controllable reversibly by an external stimulus

such as complexation/decomplexation by metal ions,

protonation/deprotonation, or oxidation/reduction pro-

cess. Like the rotaxane systems discussed in the accom-

panying entry entitled ‘‘Computational Analysis of

Switchable Rotaxanes,’’ switchable catenanes have re-

cently become the subject of intense interest because of

their potential to form components of nanodevices and

molecular devices.

BACKGROUND

The dissociation of catenanes requires the breaking of

covalent bond(s). The synthesis of such systems often

relies on the presence of molecular recognition sites in the

components, and on the use of transition metal templates

or complementary p-electron-rich and p-electron-defi-

cient recognition segments to enable the construction

process. For the construction of catenanes, it has been

suggested that the most rational construction strategy is

through the clipping of one macrocycle onto another

preformed one.[29]

A characteristic example, [2]catenane ([2] indicates the

number of chemically independent subcomponents), may

be found in Ref. [30], which reports complexes con-

structed from a p-electron-deficient bipyridinium-based

cyclophane, cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene), and a p-

electron-rich dioxyarene-based and/or dithioarene-based

macrocyclic polyether. In this way, the system is designed

with intercomponent noncovalent bonding interactions.

Ref. [30] gives several examples of such interactions in-

cluding: p–p stacking (Ref. 4 in Ref. [30]), [CH� � �O]

(Ref. 5 in Ref. [30]), and [CH� � �p] interactions (Ref. 6 in

Ref. [30]). It was suggested that self-assembly processes

might be facilitated by noncovalent interactions between

complementary recognition sites on the constituent com-

ponents.[30] For mechanically interlocked molecules, an

understanding of the self-assembly processes is an issue of

considerable interest. Here, we review theoretical and

computational studies of switchable catenanes.

OVERVIEW OF COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

In general, there are three classes of theoretical modeling

methods for investigating molecular properties. In ap-

proximate order of increasing computational expense,

they are: molecular mechanics (MM) methods, classical

molecular dynamics (MD) methods, and quantum me-

chanical (QM) methods. The last can be divided into two

categories: semiempirical and ab initio techniques. The

selection of a method to model supermolecular systems

is dominated by consideration of the computational ex-

pense. For catenanes (and rotaxanes, as discussed in the

accompanying entry entitled ‘‘Computational Analysis

of Switchable Rotaxanes’’), it is also important to

choose a model that reliably represents the noncovalent

interactions involved in these systems that hold their
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constituent components together, often hydrogen bond-

ing and/or p–p interactions.

The MM methods, also known as force field methods,

attempt to describe molecular structure with an empirical

potential energy function that, while often containing

physically motivated terms, is not based on fundamental

theories of physics or chemistry. The potential is express-

ed as a function of the internal coordinates of the system.

Finding molecular conformations and co-conformations is

thereby reduced to finding the minima of the potential

function. Because function evaluation is simply an alge-

braic procedure, computational implementations of MM

are very fast and used in the qualitative description of

large molecular systems comprising hundreds or even

thousands of atoms. MD methods are concerned with

molecular motion. They employ similar empirical poten-

tial energy functions to the MM methods, but solve the

classical differential equations of motion based on this

potential function (typically in the Hamiltonian or New-

tonian formulation) given an assumed set of initial atomic

positions and momenta. In addition to providing dynam-

ical information about molecular motion, MD can also

facilitate searching of the potential energy surface for

minima. Obviously, carrying out classical trajectories

based on a potential function is computationally more

demanding than simple optimization to the nearest local

minimum, but classical trajectories can aid in finding

unknown and unsuspected minima. The general idea is

that, based on the ergodic hypothesis, in the absence of

resonant frequencies, a classical trajectory will eventually

sample all of the energetically allowed configuration

spaces. A solvent can also be explicitly included in an MD

simulation by including adjacent solvent molecules. This

is termed the ‘‘discrete solvent model.’’ This brings fur-

ther complications and increases the computational ex-

pense. An alternative method of modeling a solvent is to

replace the dielectric value of vacuum with that appro-

priate for the selected solvent. This is known as a ‘‘con-

tinuum solvent model.’’ Both general classes of solvent

models exist in varying degrees of sophistication.

When one concentrates on electronic and/or spectro-

scopic properties, QM methods need to be employed be-

cause they explicitly treat the electronic degrees of

freedom. These methods attempt a solution of the time-

independent Schrödinger equation (TISE) for the system

of interest. In ab initio quantum chemical methods, the

molecular Hamiltonian is generally written in matrix

form, and all integrals over basis functions are exactly

evaluated in the calculation. Such methods are, in prin-

ciple, applicable to any molecular system, but in practice

are limited in that ab initio calculations are extremely

computationally demanding, especially for large molecu-

lar systems. In this respect, semiempirical quantum

chemical methods are often a more appropriate choice for

the modeling of large molecule systems. Like MM, they

use empirical parameters (often derived by fitting the

results to experimental data), but like ab initio methods,

they solve the TISE. They are computationally faster than

ab initio methods because many of the difficult integrals

are neglected or empirically approximated.

Because of the large size of catenane complexes, con-

sideration of the compromise between modeling accuracy

and computational expense is paramount. Therefore MM

methods and semiempirical procedures are finding wide

applications in the modeling of catenanes. Some theoret-

ical studies of catenanes have investigated the funda-

mental basis that underlies the co-conformational isom-

erism and switching mechanisms of such systems, such as

metal–ligand interactions,[31,32] [C H� � �O] hydrogen

bonds, and [C H� � �p] and [p–p] stacking interac-

tions.[33,34] The modeling of catenane systems is generally

even more challenging than that of rotaxanes due, in part,

to the more frequent involvement of p–p interactions.

COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF
SWITCHABLE CATENANES

Structural Fundamentals

Hydrogen bonding is typically the dominant inter-

component interaction in mechanically interlocked mole-

cules. Raymo et al.[35] carried out a study to determine the

magnitude of [C H� � �O] hydrogen bonding. Ab initio

MP2/6-311++G** calculations were used for an accurate

description of these intercomponent interactions. Because

the treatment of catenene and rotaxane systems with ab

initio methods is computationally prohibitive owing to

their large molecular size, representative structures were

modeled. The structures considered were charged and

uncharged complexes containing the following compo-

nents: N-methylpyridinium cation, dimethyl ether, and

dimethyl phosphate anion. It was found that the main

nonbonded contacts involve [C H� � �O] bonds on elec-

tron-deficient species and oxygen atoms on electron-rich

species. The results provided quantitative measures of the

large stabilization energies resulting from [C H� � �O]

interactions in charged systems, which were identified as

responsible for the self-assembly of bipyridinium-based

catenanes and rotaxanes.

To investigate host/guest chemistry, Kaminski and

Jorgensen[36] modelled several highly charged catenanes

and rotaxanes in the gas phase and in liquid CH3CN so-

lution. Methods of MM and Monte Carlo (MC) statistical

mechanics were used. The gas-phase optimizations and

MC simulations were carried out using the BOSS program,

version 3.6, which was modified to account for the po-

larization interactions. The torsional energy was expressed
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as a Fourier cosine expansion, including all terms through

cos(4f), where f is the torsional angle.[37] Explicit po-

larization was considered for these charged complexes

through the use of a polarizable all-atom force field with

and without nonadditive electrostatic polarization terms.

The modeling reproduced the observation from experi-

ments that polarization generally strengthens the interac-

tions in gas phase, but has a modest effect on the complex

structures and their binding energies in solution.

Because of the extensive computational resources re-

quired for ab initio calculations on catenanes, few studies

have been undertaken in which ab initio techniques were

adopted. Exceptions include cases where the property of

interest is a manifestation of the system’s electronic

structure, such as circular dichroism (CD) spectra and

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shifts.

Modeling in these cases requires an explicit electronic

calculation. Dobrowolski and Mazurek[38] reported ab

initio calculations of the qualitative theoretical 13C NMR

chemical shifts (d) of model carbyne catenanes and knots

including C10C30 and C20C30 (Hopf links). They found

that the chemical shift (d) tends to alternate from one

carbon atom to the next along the catenane ring backbone

or a knot branch. The d fluctuation relies on the redistri-

bution of C C triple bond p-electrons, which arises from

the repulsion between catenane components or knot

branches. The polarization of the p-electron resulting

from the repulsion occurs so that a carbon atom located

closer to the perturbation is deshielded and, one placed

further away, is more shielded.

For properties that require a true electronic structure

description, semiempirical methods have been used more

frequently than ab initio methods in the study of catenane

systems because of the lower computational cost. For

example, Fanti et al.[39] have reported semiempirical

MNDO calculations of the infrared (IR) and Raman

spectra of a benzylic amide, [2]catenane, to investigate its

vibrational properties. A high sensitivity of the vibrational

spectra of the catenane to the environment was revealed,

and it was concluded that ‘‘the ability to tune this re-

markable property of the catenane to modify its vibra-

tional response under rather small perturbations may lead

to a vibrationally based sensors [sic].’’

Dynamics of Catenane Systems

A detailed understanding of the factors that govern the

relative motion of the components in a switchable

catenane is prerequisite to developing schemes for ex-

ternal control of the kinetics and thermodynamics of

macrocyclic ring rotation—a critical issue for practical

molecular devices.

Pioneering investigations of the mechanisms of mac-

rocycle circumrotation in enzylic amide catenanes were

reported by Leigh et al.[40] Based on the 1H NMR energy

barrier measurements in different types of solvent, cir-

cumrotation was thought to occur as a cooperative process

of assembly and disassembly of hydrogen bonds, p–p
stacking interactions, and phenyl–phenyl ‘‘T-shaped her-

ringbone interactions’’ (see below; Fig. 1). Given the

large number of variables, they devised a reduced com-

plexity computational approach to unravel the complex

features. The potential energy surface was explored in

terms of stationary points, local energy minima, and

transition states. The calculations were performed for

isolated molecules with the Tinker suite of programs[41–44]

using the MM3 force field.[45–47] No attempt was made to

include polarization and viscosity effects. Therefore the

results were compared with the NMR data obtained in

apolar solvents. It was reported that the interlocked

macrocycle dynamics is governed by a balance of steric

effects, intermacrocyclic arrays of hydrogen bonds, p–p
stacking, and ‘‘T herringbone-type interactions.’’ T her-

ringbone-type p–p interactions are phenyl–phenyl inter-

actions in the geometry of a distorted ‘‘T.’’ Fig. 1 presents

the schematic drawing of the T herringbone interaction

geometry. It was found that a cascade of hydrogen bond

ruptures and formations occurs during circumrotation, and

that these are accompanied by a series of cooperative

conformational and co-conformational rearrangements

that help to stabilize the energy of the molecule. The

polarity of the environment was also reported to play a

role in determining the inter-ring dynamics.

As noted in the accompanying entry about rotaxane

systems, entitled ‘‘Computational Analysis of Switchable

Rotaxanes,’’ the accurate simulation of inelastic neutron

scattering (INS) spectra provides a description of the

atomic motions in a system. Leigh et al.[48] demonstrated

the application of INS spectroscopy, in combination with

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the T herringbone interaction

geometry. R and R’ are functional groups attached to the

aromatic rings. All other atoms not labeled are carbon atoms

(solid gray circles) and hydrogen atoms (open circles). (From

Ref. [74].)
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MD simulations, to investigate the dynamics of catenane

systems. They noted[48] that owing to its large incoherent

scattering length, hydrogen atoms dominate the INS re-

sponse of organic molecules. Therefore INS spectra are a

monitor of the amount of motion of the hydrogen atoms.

This is particularly valuable in benzylic amide catenanes

because they form a number of inter-ring hydrogen bonds.

All calculations were performed with the Tinker pro-

gram[41–44] and the MM3 force field.[45–47] MD calcula-

tions were run on isolated systems and after applying

boundary conditions to reproduce the crystal structure.

The INS spectroscopy for the catenane systems was

compared with simulated spectra obtained from the MD

simulations, and a good agreement with experiments was

achieved for the spectra of the two catenanes for the lo-

cation of the most prominent bands. This report and other

successes[48–50] establish that the combination of INS and

MD is becoming a powerful tool for the study of catenane

and rotaxane systems.

Leigh et al.[13,51] reported a low-dimensional QM

modeling of circumrotation in benzylic amide [2]cate-

nanes, with a model similar to that used in their studies of

ring shuttling in catenanes. The goal was to demonstrate

that low-dimensional QM modeling is able to produce rate

constants and barriers similar to those obtained by tem-

perature-dependent NMR experiments, by appropriately

fitting the parameters in the analytic potential form to

match the symmetry and energy properties of the system.

Both nonhydrogen bond-disrupting (e.g., CDCl3) and

hydrogen bond-disrupting (e.g., [D6]DMSO) solvents are

considered. The successful simulation of the rates of cir-

cumrotation was achieved by employing transition state

theory (TST) in the harmonic approximation, therefore

validating this QM model.

Ceroni et al.[52] reported an investigation of the elec-

trochemistry of a benzylic amide [2]catenane and its topo-

logical subcomponents. They proposed that the redox

behavior of the catenane could be understood in terms of

the electrochemistry of smaller molecular fragments and

simple molecular orbital considerations. Semiempirical

quantum chemical (MNDO) calculations were performed

on both neutral and doubly charged catenane species. The

authors noted some uncertainty specifying the atomic

connectivity in the doublet state. (Such connectivity in-

formation is required for an empirical potential calcula-

tion, but ‘‘connectivity’’ is essentially a chemist’s book-

keeping scheme. Given a chemically reasonable starting

geometry, specified only by atomic coordinates, geometry

optimization with a true electronic structure method will

yield a minimum energy co-conformation. Identification

of the global minimum energy co-conformation remains a

challenging problem indeed.) The results from the cal-

culations were compared with the analysis from experi-

mental electrochemical data. Their electrochemical study

and theoretical considerations suggested that the amide

carbonyl groups predominantly control the reductive be-

havior of the catenane. It was suggested that the forma-

tion of a C C bond between two reduced carbonyl

groups, because of the close proximity caused by mac-

rocyclic ring rotation, prohibits further macrocyclic ring

circumrotation. They termed this as ‘‘soldered structure.’’

In fact, if a chemical bond forms between the different

macrocycles of the catenane on electrochemical reduc-

tion, the reduction transforms the catenane into a poly-

cyclic molecule. This may provide a useful means of

switching ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ the dynamics of such inter-

locked macrocycles.

An INS spectroscopy study and complementary MD

simulations (simulated annealing) were performed by

Caciuffo et al.[50] The simulations were based on calcu-

lations of the normal modes of the isolated catenane.

Anharmonic and crystal effects were neglected. This study

suggested that the combination of INS spectroscopy and

MD can distinguish between different proposed structures

in large interlocked molecular systems, and that this

combination of techniques is particularly suitable for

accessing the strength of intramolecular and intermolec-

ular hydrogen bonds, which dominate the dynamics of

such systems.

Deleuze et al.[53] reported a computational study on

the structure and dynamics of the three benzylic amide

catenanes shown in Fig. 2. The objective of the study

was to describe the relative rotation of the benzylic

amide [2]catenane rings. MM and unimolecular reaction

rate theory were employed. The study provided a theo-

retical description of the lowest energy pathway for the

circumrotation of macrocycles in a catenane system. It

showed that the circumrotation process involves several

cooperative large-amplitude motions. These motions in-

clude rearrangements to minimize steric and electro-

static interactions through hydrogen bonding, form p–p
stacking structures, facilitate phenyl–phenyl T-shaped

interactions, and accomplish amide rotamer intercon-

versions. The calculations of rate constants provided

insights into the dynamics of these catenanes. Important

results include the observation that the rate-determining

step is not necessarily the passage of the bulkiest groups,

Fig. 2 Chemical structure of the benzylic amide thiophenyl

catenane investigated by Deleuze et al. (From Ref. [53].

#American Chemical Society, 1999.)
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and that the rotations of the rings are cooperative (i.e.,

rotation of one macrocyclic ring facilitates rotation of

the other ring).

Origin of Binding Site Selectivity

For the purpose of understanding the factors that govern

the equilibrium populations of translational isomers and

the nature of p–p stacking interactions in catenane sys-

tems, Raymo et al.[30] carried out a computational inves-

tigation on several unsymmetrical [2]catenanes by using

empirical force field and ab initio QM methods. MC

conformational searching[54] was performed individually

on each of those catenane complexes and its individual

components, which were then energy-minimized with the

AMBER force field[55] and the GB/SA solvation model

for H2O and CHCl3 as implemented in Macromodel

5.0.[56] Single-point (SP) calculations were performed in

vacuum at the HF/6-31G** level by using the program

Spartan 4.1[57] to determine the electrostatic potential

(calculated on the surface of the aromatic units) and the

energies of the highest occupied molecular orbitals. It was

proposed that the more stable translational isomers of the

[2]catenane complex do not necessarily correlate to the

more stable structures of its components. Both the cal-

culated and experimental population ratios for the trans-

lational isomers could be correlated with the dielectric

constant of the solvent. Binding was observed to be

electrostatic. Therefore translational isomerism was

interpreted to arise from the balance between two factors:

‘‘1) by the electrostatic effects which govern the p–p
stacking interactions between the ‘inside’ p-electron-rich

unit and the sandwiching bipyridinium recognition sites;

and 2) by the solvation energies of the two translational

isomers.’’[30]

Co-conformational Isomerism in Catenanes

Hydrogen bonding, especially [C H� � �O] interactions,

plays an important role in biological systems and the self-

assembly of many mechanical interlocked molecules.

Houk et al.[58] presented computational studies of two

[3]catenanes presented in Fig. 3, which incorporate p–p
stacking and [C H� � �O] hydrogen bonding. Conforma-

tional analyses were performed using the AMBER* force

field and ab initio QM calculations to evaluate the

binding affinity of bipyridinium-based guest to catenane

hosts. The calculations showed that the combined

strength of numerous [C H� � �O] hydrogen bonds is

quite large and quantitatively much more important than

that of p–p stacking interactions in these particular sys-

tems. This finding is consistent with experimental

observations, showing again that hydrogen bonding plays

a controlling role.

Rauwolf and Strabner[59] carried out computational

investigations on several host/guest systems, including

catenanes, to examine the concept of self-organization.

Conformational searching was performed by the MLTOR

option in PCMODEL 3.0,[60] and resulting conformers

were minimized with the MM2 force field.[61,62] The force

field minimization was followed by a full optimization

without constraints using the semiempirical PM3 Hamil-

tonian,[63,64] together with the EF optimizer.[65] They

reported that for inclusion complexes with experimentally

identified structures, their computed structures agreed

with those determined experimentally. The driving forces

responsible for the formation of those molecular com-

plexes were determined to be p–p stacking and electro-

static interactions.

Hu et al.[66] conducted force field (MM2) calculations

for a novel [2]catenane to obtain information about the

behavior of catenane in solution. A continuum dielectric

Fig. 3 The schematic showing the [3]catenane structure investigated by Houk et al. (From Ref. [58]. #American Chemical Society,

1999.)
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constant of e=30 was used to mimic acetonitrile as the

solvent. The model revealed that the catenane exhibits

C2(2) crystal point symmetry, whereas the ([2]catena-

ne)ruthenium(ii) complex adopts conformers with differ-

ent sensitizer–acceptor distances and an extended

macrocyclic polyether unit because of weakened p–p
interactions and electrostatic repulsion. This observation

was confirmed by X-ray analysis.

Cyclobis(paraquat-1,5-naphthalene) has been prepared

by a template-directed synthesis. It can exist in three dif-

ferent stereoisomers—an achiral (RS) form and two chiral

forms, (RR) and (SS)—because of the presence of the two

chiral planes formed by its 1,5-disubstituted naphthalene

residues. Ashton et al.[67] assessed the relative stabilities

of the two diastereoisomeric forms. MC conformational

searching was performed. The calculations showed that

the chiral RR and SS forms are preferred over the achiral

RS one. In addition, the energy of the tetracationic

cyclophane was calculated as a function of the dihedral

angle of the bond linking one of the methylene groups

and its adjacent naphthalene spacer. The interconversion

barrier of the achiral form into the chiral form was pre-

dicted to be 21.7 kcal/mol (for back interconversion, it was

found to be 23.0 kcal/mol). These observations were

consistent with results of 1H NMR studies.

Brouwer et al.[68] proposed that for material science

applications, the properties of interest for catenanes might

be electronic and vibroelectronic. Such properties require

a theoretical model that explicitly addresses electronic

degrees of freedom. They conducted the calculations on a

benzylic amide [2]catenane to study its electronic states

through a combination of experimental and theoretical

techniques. Semiempirical quantum chemical calculations

were performed with the CNDO/S method.[69,70] The

results showed partial delocalization of electronic states

over the many chromophores of the catenane. This study

is notable because it is (to the authors’ knowledge) the

only QM study of a catenane or rotaxane to date that

includes configuration interaction.

Recently, Zheng and Sohlberg[71] carried out a com-

putational investigation of an electrochemically switch-

able [2]catenane consisting of a tetracationic cyclophane

and a cyclic polyether, which was experimentally realized

by Collier et al.[72] The purpose of this study was to val-

idate the applicability of a modeling procedure,[73] pre-

viously developed for a rotaxane system (the procedure is

reviewed in the accompanying entry), to modeling the

multistability structural-vs.-energy profile and switching

mechanism of a catenane. An ensemble of >5000 struc-

tures of the catenane was generated by conformational

searching on the polyether followed by translation and

rotation of the cyclophane with respect to the ring back-

bone of the polyether. SP semiempirical calculations were

then carried out for all of the structures that were found to

be chemically reasonable to correlate the interlocking

position of the two rings with energy. The resulting

structure–energy relationship identified by the SP calcu-

lations was further refined by geometrical optimizations

for a select subset (�3%) of the structures. The calcula-

tions not only confirmed the structural preferences pre-

viously inferred experimentally, but also gave insights

into the fundamental basis of the switching mechanism

and resolved earlier ambiguities concerning the connec-

tivity of the TTF unit in the polyether ring. It was reported

that the conformation of the TTF unit differs in the cate-

nane from that in isolated TTF. Such changes in the

conformation of subunits on incorporation into a catenane

or rotaxane have been reported previously.[30]

CONCLUSION

Stimuli-responsive molecular ‘‘shuttles’’ based on me-

chanically interlocked molecules are attracting consider-

able attention because of their potential for application in

nanoscience and nanotechnology. Computational investi-

gations of switchable catenane (and rotaxane) systems are

a major challenge because of their large size, but studies

employing a wide range of theoretical methods have been

reported and useful capabilities are starting to emerge. For

example, identifying the dominant co-conformations at

thermal equilibrium, the corresponding factors that de-

termine binding site selectivity, and the dynamics of the

switching process is an issue that has been successfully

treated with theoretical calculations. The systems de-

scribed above provide strong evidence that for structural

information, force field methods are of considerable value,

particularly after one acquires experience in their appli-

cation to mechanically interlocked molecules. For systems

that involve multiple charge and/or electronic states,

and for the investigation of properties that are inherently

QM, semiempirical calculations are capable of predicting

molecular device characteristics that are consistent with

measured properties. Although computationally expen-

sive, for fundamental studies of intercomponent interac-

tions, the accuracy and flexibility of ab initio methods

are proving valuable. Computational studies provide de-

tails complimentary to experimental results. Therefore the

development of computational approaches to studying

catenane and rotaxane systems will undoubtedly open up

new areas of interest and new directions for research.
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INTRODUCTION

A rotaxane is an assembly of interlocked molecules in

which a dumbbell-shaped component is encycled by one

(or more) chemically independent ring component(s). For

example, a [2]rotaxane is created when a cyclodextrin or

another ring molecule such as a crown ether (called the

‘‘shuttle’’ or ‘‘ring’’) is threaded with a linear molecule

(called the ‘‘shaft’’ or ‘‘chain’’). The shaft terminates

with a bulky substituent on each end to prevent its

unthreading, and is therefore sometimes referred to as a

‘‘dumbbell’’ because of its appearance. A rotaxane with

multiple rings upon a single shaft is a polyrotaxane. In

some rotaxanes, the macrocyclic component can shuttle

back and forth between binding sites on the dumbbell

component. Such a system constitutes a molecular shuttle.

With appropriate molecular design, the shuttling process

can be controlled reversibly by external stimuli, including

light, electrons, pH, and the chemistry of the environ-

ment,[1–5] thereby endowing the system with the essential

characteristics of a mechanical machine or device, but on

the molecular scale.

A pseudorotaxane is closely related to a rotaxane. This

type of complex also consists of a chain component

threaded through a macrocyclic ring, but unlike a rotax-

ane, a pseudorotaxane can undergo dissociation into its

components without breaking any covalent bonds. A

pseudorotaxane in which this threading and unthread-

ing can be controlled with an external stimulus has

the essential characteristics of a piston and cylinder,

and external inputs are converted into cyclical transla-

tional motion.

Early reports of switchable rotaxanes include the

thermally switched system reported in 1991 by Anelli et

al.,[6] and the electrochemically switched system prepared

by Bissell et al. in 1994,[7] which is shown in Fig. 1. Since

then, the construction of rotaxane-based molecular shut-

tles has produced numerous schemes for shifting the ring

between two or more ‘‘stations’’ on the linear chain in

response to external stimuli.[6–24]

Particularly attractive for the construction of molecular

machines are rotaxanes with a redox- and/or photo-active

unit present in one or more of their constituent compo-

nents.[1–5] The synthesis of such systems often relies on

the presence of molecular recognition sites in the com-

ponents, and on the use of transition metal templates or

complementary p-electron-rich and p-electron-deficient

recognition segments to enable the construction process.

Three approaches have been proposed for the construction

of rotaxanes:[25] 1) threading of a long molecule through a

ring, followed by capping the end(s) of the thread with

stoppers; 2) slipping of a preformed ring over the stoppers

of a preformed dumbbell-shaped component; 3) clipping

of a preformed dumbbell with a suitable U-type compo-

nent, which is subsequently cyclized. Technically, the

complex formed through the second approach is a pseu-

dorotaxane, because the ring can slip onto and off the

thread without breaking any chemical bonds. However, if

the barrier to the slipping process is sufficiently high, the

rate of decomposition will be exceedingly slow and the

system is effectively a rotaxane.

Theoretical studies of rotaxanes are warranted to elu-

cidate the fundamental basis underlying the stability and

switching mechanisms of these interlocked molecules,

such as metal–ligand interactions,[26,27] [C H� � �O] hy-

drogen bonds, and [C H� � �p] and [p–p] stacking inter-

actions.[28,29] The accompanying entry, entitled ‘‘Com-

putational Analysis of Switchable Catenanes,’’ contains

an in-depth discussion of the various theoretical and

computational techniques that have been employed for

modeling switchable catenanes, and rotaxanes as well,

including the relative strengths of these techniques. While

a wide range of theoretical techniques has been brought to

bear on the modeling of rotaxanes, because of the con-

sideration of computational expense (the simplest proto-

type rotaxane-based molecular devices involve nearly 200

atoms), structural studies have overwhelmingly employed

molecular mechanics (MM) methods, and semiempirical

procedures are finding considerable use in the modeling of

electronic and/or spectroscopic properties.

For theory-accelerated design of molecular device

systems, computational models are needed that accurately

capture the multiple stabilities and switching mechanisms

of switchable rotaxanes and similar systems. The model-

ing of such molecular-based devices is a great challenge to

computational chemistry because of their large molecular

size; nevertheless, modeling efforts are reaping success. In

this work, some of the most recent achievements in the
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field of computational modeling of rotaxane systems will

be reviewed.

COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF
SWITCHABLE ROTAXANES

Structural Fundamentals

In 1994, Ricketts et al.[30] presented one of the first

attempts at modeling interlocked molecules. They noted

that, over time, chemical systems of interest tend to in-

crease in structural complexity and molecular size. They

argued that as a consequence, existing experimental

analysis techniques such as 1H nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) and X-ray crystallography would eventually

become less effective. They proposed a technique that

combines molecular mechanics and semiempirical meth-

ods to determine structures and binding energies. Test

applications of the method predicted structures of inclu-

sion complexes and mechanically interlocked molecules

in agreement with those obtained by using X-ray crys-

tallographic methods.[30] Trends in binding energies were

detected and noncovalent binding interactions consistently

agreed with those found by experiments.

Pozuelo and coworkers[31] reported molecular dynam-

ics (MD) simulations in vacuo for ‘‘channel-type’’ poly-

rotaxanes, one of which is presented in Fig. 2. In these

polyrotaxanes, alpha-cyclodextrins (aCDs) are threaded

onto poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains. Molecular dy-

namics trajectories were computed by using the Sybyl 6.0

software from Tripos Associates (St. Louis, MO)[32] and

the Tripos Force Field 5.2,[33] at a fixed concentration and

T. The strengths of the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen

bonds and of the van der Waals interactions were evalu-

ated by averaging each property over all classical trajec-

tories. Based on the simulations, they concluded that van

der Waals interactions are the main source of the stabili-

zation of these polyrotaxanes. Hydrogen bonds between

successive aCDs slightly favor head-to-head, tail-to-tail

sequences over head-to-tail sequences. Here head-to-head

and tail-to-tail sequences mean that the adjacent cyclo-

dextrin rings are threaded onto the polymer chain in the

opposite direction. More recently, they carried out mo-

lecular dynamic simulations[34] on the two polyrotaxane

systems, shown in Fig. 3, to determine their preferred

configurations. Both of the polyrotaxanes consist of two

polymeric chains threaded into the channel formed by

eight stacked aCDs. The simulations were performed by

using the Sybyl[32] molecular modeling package and the

Tripos Force Field[33] at 500 K in vacuum, and the results

were compared with those of the isolated polymer chain. It

was shown that the rotaxane structure is stabilized with

respect to the separated chain and alpha cyclodextrins,

principally by van der Waals interactions. This stabiliza-

tion upon threading is noted in several studies reviewed

below, and appears to be quite general. As rotaxane as-

sembly is almost certainly entropically unfavorable, gen-

erally speaking, the internal energy of a rotaxane must be

lower than that of its isolated components to achieve

thermodynamically spontaneous self-assembly. We will

note below several other instances where theoretical cal-

culations have revealed this result.

The change in the nature and strength of the inter-

component hydrogen-bonding interactions in a rotaxane

can induce the macrocycle(s) to move along the thread

between two or more discrete stations. Altieri et al.[35]

reported a molecular modeling study of three rotaxane-

based molecular shuttles to address this effect. They used

simulated annealing, followed by geometrical optimiza-

tion, to identify the positional preference between the two

binding states and the population distribution of the

coconformers. The MM3 force field,[36–38] as implemented

in the Tinker program,[39–42] was used in the simulation. The

calculations consistently reproduced results in agree-

ment with experimental ones, and evoked the following

Fig. 1 The switchable rotaxane designed by Bissell et al. (Adapted from Ref. [7]. # 1994, with permission from Nature

(www.nature.com) and the author).
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explanation for the positional discrimination in the

rotaxane systems: When certain sites are not occupied,

they may hydrogen bond to themselves and thus two

possible hydrogen bonding sites (carbonyl and NH) are

used to form just one hydrogen bond. The translational

isomers with such stations unoccupied have at least one

hydrogen bond fewer than isomers with those stations

occupied. It was concluded that, in molecular machines

powered by weak nonconvalent interactions, the use of

such ‘‘self-binding’’ in unoccupied stations is a common

driving force for submolecular motion.

Studies of Rotaxane Dynamics (MD)

An important aspect of the design of a multicompo-

nent molecular device is the prediction of its dynamic

Fig. 2 The system investigated by Pozuelo et al., with the cyclodextrin rings, which are represented by tori, oriented head-to-tail in

the upper molecule and head-to-head or tail-to-tail in the lower one. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31]. # 1997, American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 3 The two polyrotaxanes studied by Pozuelo et al. Shown

are two minimum energy conformations obtained during MD

simulations. (Reprinted from Ref. [34]. # 2002, with permis-

sion from Elsevier.)
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behavior. Molecular device dynamics are often studied

using classical molecular dynamics (MD) methods. Most

of the existing computational studies of the dynamical

behavior of switchable rotaxanes have been devoted to

systems with cyclodextrins as the macrocycle.[31,34,43–46]

In these studies, one primary goal has been to rationalize

the driving forces responsible for the preferred arrange-

ment of the macrocyclic component on the threaded chain

and its interconversion between binding stations.

Experimental investigations performed by Amabilino

et al.[47] on [2]rotaxanes bearing dendritic stoppers (Fig. 4),

reveal a strong dependence of the shuttling process on the

polarity of the solvent. To investigate the origin of this

dependence, they carried out molecular dynamic simula-

tions on the [2]rotaxanes, with CHCl3 and Me2CO sol-

vents, as included in the form of the GB/SAa solvation

model.[48] The simulations were preformed both with and

without the inclusion of acetate counterions. The molec-

ular modeling package Macromodel 5.0 was used.[49]

Estimations of the approximate size of the rotaxanes based

on these simulations suggested that extending the rotaxane

shaft with an additional bipyridinium recognition site

increases the end-to-end length by about 1.5 nm. Total

lengths ranged from 3 to 6 nm, and the molecular volumes

from about 4 to 6 nm3. Significant conformational changes

were found to occur upon changing the polarity of the

solvent. Folding of the structure occurred in CHCl3 even

in the presence of counterions, which was assumed to

minimize the exposure of the rotaxane to a low-polarity

solvent. The resulting folded structure of the rotaxane

complex in CHCl3 solvent presents a large steric and

electronic hindrance to the shuttling process, revealing a

significant solvent dependence of the rotaxane dynamics.

The activation energy for the shuttling process was de-

termined to be higher in CHCl3 than in Me2CO. The

results of the simulations were consistent with the exper-

imentally observed dependence of the rate of the shuttling

process on the polarity of the solvent. Therefore, the

simulations suggested that the dramatic solvent depen-

dence of the rate is a result of conformational changes

induced by varying the solvent polarity.

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) allows for the ob-

servation of motions present in a system and is therefore

ideally coupled with MD simulations. Bottari et al.[50]

reported that the INS spectra of a benzylic amide rotax-

ane, and of the isolated chain that results from the removal

of the benzylic amide macrocycle, show significant dif-

ferences in some regions. To understand qualitatively the

origin of this spectral difference, they carried out molec-

ular dynamics (MD) simulations based on an MM force

field. The calculations were performed with the MM3

force field[36–38] as implemented in the Tinker pro-

gram.[39–42] Molecular dynamics were run on isolated

systems with boundary conditions applied to reproduce

the crystal structure. The experimental spectra were

compared with the calculated ones. While there were

some shifts in the positions of the bands, their number and

shape were well reproduced. The shaft features present,

inferred from the experimental spectrum of the rotaxane

complex relative to those for the isolated thread, were

confirmed by the simulation. This was presented as a

‘‘fingerprint’’ of the ring threading.

The hopping model, which was proposed by Herrmann

and his coworkers,[51] was demonstrated to have the po-

tential for investigating the threading process. In this

model, the threading movement is assumed to take place

by a consecutive hopping of the ring over a series of

distinct binding sites on the chain. Compared to the dif-

fusional model proposed by Meier et al.,[52] where the

movement of rings along the polymer chains is treated as

one-dimensional Fickian diffusion, they believed the

hopping model to be more suitable for polymers.

Horsky[43] applied this model with modifications to sev-

eral pseudorotaxanes, in order to identify the central fea-

tures of cyclodextrin threading, and to identify the

cooperative interactions between adjacent rings. Pseudo-

polyrotaxane formation was treated. Stochastic simulation

was used to address the problems of time evolution of

threading and transport across connected sites. The simu-

lation based on the hopping model showed that completely

regular head-to-head/tail-to-tail arrangement could not be

expected. This is consistent with the result reported by

Pozuelo and coworkers[31] reviewed above. The orienta-

tional preference of adjacent rings is not sufficiently

strong to guarantee a completely ordered assembly.

Grabuleda and Jaime[53] applied molecular mechanics

and molecular dynamics methods to model the switching

Fig. 4 The [3]rotaxane containing dendritic stoppers investi-

gated by Amabilino et al. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [47]. # 1996, American Chemical Society.)

aRepresents a method which combines the generalized Born (GB)

method of interpreting the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free

energy with a solvent-accessible-Surface-Area (SA) determination of the

hydrophobic contribution to the solvation free energy.
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processes of [2] rotaxanes. The MM3 and MM3* force

fields were chosen, which they noted model nonbonded

interactions reasonably well. The simulation of the ro-

taxanes was performed by using the MM3 force field,

and the solvent effects were taken into account by

changing the dielectric constant. Complementary com-

putations were carried out by using the MM3* force field,

which showed less reliable and, reportedly, sometimes

wrong behavior in the prediction of stability between

different coconformers.[53] The molecular mechanics

studies on the rotaxanes showed that electrostatic and van

der Waals interactions are the major factors controlling

the energy minima. This conclusion is probably generally

true for large macrocycles containing highly electroneg-

ative atoms.[54] MD computations showed qualitative

agreement with MM computations in estimates of the

shuttling barrier, and the results supported those from

experiments for the preferred translational isomers. Ad-

ditionally, the MD computations provided information

regarding [C H� � �O] hydrogen-bonding interactions

throughout the shuttling process. In comparison, p–p
stacking interactions were found to be considerably less

important. More recently, similar calculations on pseu-

dorotaxanes[55] studied their structures and energies, with

the intent to establish a computational procedure for in-

vestigating the shuttling process in rotaxanes. The

SANDER module of the AMBER v.5 program,[56] the

parm94 force field[57] with RESP charges, and an explicit

solvent model for acetonitrile were employed. Here RESP

represents Restrained ElectroStatic Potential, which fits

the quantum mechanically calculated electrostatic poten-

tial (esp) at molecular surfaces using an atom-centered

point charge model. Reportedly, the experimental results

were reproduced by the computational model. It was

concluded that the AMBER force field with RESP charges

and the explicit solvent model for acetonitrile[58] provide a

useful computational scheme for studying pseudorotax-

anes, and that they can further be applied for model-

ing [2]rotaxanes.

Studies of Rotaxane Dynamics (Quantum)

Leigh et al.[59] reported quantum-mechanical modeling of

the shuttling in a rotaxane. A one-dimensional quartic

potential was used to describe the potential energy vari-

ation with shuttle movement along the shaft of the

rotaxane. The parameters of the quartic function were set

to yield a double well potential, each well corresponding

to one of two ring binding stations on the shaft separated

by a potential barrier. The coefficients on the quadratic

and quartic terms in the potential were adjusted to re-

produce the observed shuttling rate at 298 K. Such a

model affords a reduced-dimensionality analysis of the

contributions of quantum effects to the shuttling dynam-

ics. It was found that energies slightly exceeding the bar-

rier to binding site interconversion correspond to very high

quantum number eigenstates. In such high-lying vibra-

tional eigenstates, the probability distribution approaches

the classical limit, i.e., at these energies the shuttle will be

found with the greatest probability in the vicinity of the

classical turning points on the barrier. High probability of

finding the ring at one of the ring binding stations only

occurs at energies far below that of the barrier.

There is considerable interest in the possible use of

nested carbon nanotubes in molecular-bearing and mo-

lecular-motor applications.[60–62] In fact, nested carbon

nanotubes form a pseudorotaxane. Sohlberg et al.[63]

carried out rigid-body dynamics and semiclassical me-

chanics calculations of a nested carbon nanotube molec-

ular bearing to demonstrate the utility of rigid-body

dynamics for studying the dynamical properties of nano-

systems. In this rigid-body approximation, the entire body

(bearing shaft in this case) was allowed to translate and

rotate, but all of its internal coordinates are frozen in their

equilibrium positions. This avoids the zero-point energy

problem of fully atomistic classical molecular dynamics

simulations, i.e., the unphysical pooling of large amounts

of zero-point energy into a single mode. Simulations were

carried out for a model consisting of a pair of nested

carbon nanotubes, with the outer nanotube (sleeve) held in

place, while the inner nanotube (shaft) is held in position

only in its longitudinal direction. This represents a bearing

in application where the shaft axis is fixed in position by

the construction of the machine. The simulations dem-

onstrated that, for certain operational conditions, particu-

larly where the bulk of the system kinetic energy is

contained in rotation of the shaft, the rotation of the shaft

is smooth exhibiting quasiperiodic motion. For other

conditions, especially with low shaft rotational kinetic

energy, the motion is chaotic. Semiclassical analysis of

these dynamical trajectories revealed a significant differ-

ence in the level spacing of rotational and processional

quantum eigenstates.

Coconformational Isomerism in Rotaxanes

MD techniques can also identify low-energy configura-

tions of the system. The principle of this application of

MD is that a dynamic trajectory will eventually sample all

of the energetically accessible configuration space. In a

practical calculation, any trajectory must be finite in time;

nevertheless, this is often an efficient way to sample

configuration space. MD methods have been employed

with considerable success in this manner in the study of

molecular and nanodevices.

Mayer et al.[45] conducted a computational study on the

formation of a molecular necklace (a class of poly-

rotaxane), formed by threading cyclodextrins onto a block
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copolymer. Allinger’s MM3-92 force field was employed

in all calculations. A dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) rou-

tine[64,65] was used within the program package Multi-

Mize[66] to locate low-energy coconformations. It was

shown that the formation of the intermolecular hydrogen

bonds between adjacent cyclodextrin rings contributes

significantly to the overall stability of the molecular

necklace. The preferential intramolecular and intermo-

lecular interactions result in the formation of the stable

and highly ordered multicomponent complex. This

somewhat contrasts to the results of Pozuelo and co-

workers[31] and Horsky,[43] both of which reported the

ordering preference to be insufficiently weak to guarantee

highly ordered stacking of the macrocycles in a poly-

rotaxane. Indeed, the degree of ordering probably varies

from system to system. It should, in principle, be possi-

ble to take an experimental measurement of the degree

of ordering and convert it to a difference in stacking en-

ergy between head-to-head and head-to-tail ordering, but

such an analysis has not, to the author’s knowledge,

been reported.

Fradera et al.[67] presented a molecular dynamics study

of a [2]rotaxane using the molecular mechanics/Poisson

Boltzmann-surface area (MM/PB-SA) strategy developed

by Srinivasan et al.,[68] to determine its conformational

preference and to evaluate the influences of cations and

solvation on coconformation. Solvents considered include

chloroform, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and water with

the MSTb continuum solvent model.[69–71] It was observed

that in chloroform solution, the [2]rotaxane system exists

as a mixture of coconformations with intercomponent

hydrogen bonds. In DMSO solvent, no coconformation

with such hydrogen bonding was found because of the

formation of hydrogen bonds between the macrocycle NH

group on the rotaxane with solvent molecules. It was

found that the insertion of a Na+ ion into the crown ether,

where it coordinates to the ester C O group, restricts

coconformational exchange. Overall, it was demonstrated

that the nature of the solvent, the addition of salts, and

changing the flexibility of the rotaxane shaft all change

the dynamic processes of the rotaxane.

Sohlberg and Tarbet[72] carried out a semiempirical

investigation of a light-driven rotaxane-based molecular

shuttle synthesized and characterized by Murakami and

coworkers.[73] Some preliminary structural optimizations

on the cyclodextrin and shaft components were carried out

with the MM+ molecular mechanics method[74] to gener-

ate starting structures, followed by the full geometry

optimizations assuming the semiempirical AM1[75]

Hamiltonian. The results of the semiempirical calculations

support the experimental results obtained by Murakami

and coworkers.[73] As an isolated molecule the rotaxane

shaft shows twofold symmetry, but in both rotaxane

conformers, the symmetry is broken. The loss of symmetry

upon inclusion into the cyclodextrin was also observed

experimentally.[73] Of the cis and trans coconformers of

the rotaxane, the cis coconformer was energetically more

stable, in agreement with the experimental findings of

Murakami et al.,[73] where a 2:1 distribution of the cis/

trans conformers at 278 K was reported. In the rotaxane

trans conformer, the shaft is very nearly centered in the

cyclodextrin cavity, as Murakami et al.[73] inferred from

induced circular dichroism spectra. In the cis conformer,

the shaft is off-center. This was suggested as the source of

the shuttling action. Additionally, the cis conformer of the

rotaxane structure displays a kink in the shaft and therefore

the conformational isomerism from trans to cis (or vice

versa) involves significant structural transformation.

The barrier to conformational isomerization was estimated

to be � 11 kcal/mol. It was noted that a significant struc-

tural transformation and a large energy barrier are con-

sistent with the experimentally observed[73] very slow rate

of isomerization at room temperature.

A new type of [1]rotaxane containing two aliphatic

bridges between the ‘‘shaft’’ and ‘‘ring’’ was first

obtained by Reuter et al.,[76] who noted that this system,

shown in Fig. 5, is reminiscent of a self-intertwining chiral

‘‘molecular 8.’’ This system is topologically no different

from a bridged macrocycle (bicyclic compound), but the

‘‘bridge’’ is very long and contains bulky substituents that

Fig. 5 The ‘‘molecular 8’’ shaped [1]rotaxane investigated by

Reuter et al. (Reprinted from Ref. [76]. Copyright 2001, with

permission from WILEY-VCH, STM-Copyright & Licenses.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

bA polarizable continuum model that was originally developed by

Miertus, Scrocco, and Tomasi.
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lock the molecule into an interesting ‘‘intertwined’’ con-

figuration. To locate the structure of the preferred isomer,

they performed a molecular dynamic calculation at

360 K,[76] using the Amber* force field implemented as in

the Macromodel 6.5 software package.[49] The dominant

conformation and the position of the two bridges of the

[1]rotaxane, as predicted by the simulations were consist-

ent with data from MS and NMR experiments.[76]

Biscarini et al.[77] carried out the molecular mechanics-

based solid-state calculations on 25 rotaxanes and 1

catenane, to test which types of benzylic amide macro-

cycle-containing rotaxanes possess mobile components in

the crystalline phase, and therefore have the potential to

form the basis of solid-state molecular devices. The MM3

model[36–38] implemented in the TINKER package was

used. Complete Ewald summation was used for the elec-

trostatic interaction. The rotaxanes structures were opti-

mized starting from structures determined by X-ray

diffraction. Reoptimization of the X-ray structures was

performed to set the positions of the hydrogen atoms,

which are not revealed by X-ray analysis. For each min-

imized structure, several physical properties were calcu-

lated: the packing energy, the molecular van der Waals

surface, volume, and the ratio of the occupied volume to

total volume of the cell (Kitaigorodski packing coeffi-

cient). For comparison with previous work, the same

procedure was applied to other noninterlocked systems,

similar to the rotaxanes and catenanes of consideration.

These comparisons yielded calculated physical parameters

in good agreement with literature results. The calculations

showed that the experimentally determined rotational

barriers and steric energies could be recovered by com-

putations for these types of interlocked molecules.[77] The

authors proposed their computational method for selecting

rotaxanes that contain a macrocycle component that is

highly mobile even in the solid phase.

Modeling studies of rotaxanes and catenanes often use

an X-ray crystal structure as the starting geometry.

However, in many cases, no crystal structure is available

owing to experimental difficulties in the isolation of

crystals of these complex species. Frankfort and Sohlberg

addressed this issue in a semiempirical electronic structure

study of a switchable rotaxane that was demonstrated

experimentally by MartinezDiaz et al.[23] A starting

structure of the rotaxane molecule was constructed from

its principle subcomponents.[78] There are three subcom-

ponent structures: the ring, shaft, and stopper. Low-energy

conformations were identified for each subcomponent and

optimized using the AM1 semiempirical method. The

rotaxane was then assembled from the optimized sub-

components by computationally mimicking the SN2

mechanism by which it is synthesized. The computations

showed that internal energy of the system decreases dur-

ing construction. This result is consistent with the findings

of Pozuelo and coworkers[31] for the assembly of alpha-

cyclodextrin polyrotaxanes based on MM studies and also

with MD studies of the process of nesting carbon nano-

tubes.[79] Again, we note that this result is confirmed for a

wide range of systems and with multiple computational

techniques, and undoubtedly has broad implication. In

fact, as the association of the shaft and macrocycle is most

probably entropically unfavorable, an accompanying de-

crease in internal energy is presumably necessary for a

practical synthetic mechanism.

A second issue in modeling switchable rotaxanes is the

involvement of multiple electronic and/or charge states of

the system. In the switchable rotaxane reported by Mar-

tinezDiaz et al.,[23] ring shuttling is initiated by a change

in pH. Protonation or deprotonation of the amine func-

tionality on the rotxane shaft changes the preferred bind-

ing site of the ring. For techniques such as MM and

classical MD, which are based on empirical molecular

potential energy functions, the functions must be repa-

rameterized for each charge state. By contrast, electronic

structure based techniques may be applied without

reparameterization. For their study of the switchable

rotaxane reported by MartinezDiaz et al.,[23] Frankfort and

Sohlberg selected the semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian.

After construction of a starting structure, they tracked the

shuttling action of the [2]rotaxane by correlating the en-

ergy of the system to the position of the ring in both the

protonated and deprotonated states.[78] For both the pro-

tonated and deprotonated species, 95 separate trial struc-

tures of the rotaxane were fully optimized at the AM1[75]

level of theory. To generate these trial structures, the

initial rotaxane structure (from the SN2-mimicking con-

struction) was modified by translating and rotating the

ring about the shaft. For the fully assembled rotaxane in

the protonated state, the heavily dominant structure places

the ring around the dialkylammonium station. This

structure accounts for 64% of the total population at

300 K; the second and third lowest energy structures es-

sentially constitute all of the remaining 36%. The most

highly populated structure is representative of all three

because they differ only by a slight translation of the

macrocycle around the dialkylammonium center. Upon

deprotonation, the ring is driven to the opposite side of

the shaft where the bipyridinium station is located. The

calculations identify three deprotonated structures that

represent 86% of the population at 300 K. In all of these

structures, the ring is oriented asymmetrically around the

bipyridinium station. The bipyridinium station contains

a nitrogen atom on either end. The macrocycle associ-

ates with either of these two nitrogen atoms, rather than

being symmetrically positioned between the two. This

asymmetric positioning around the bipyridinium station in

the deprotonated state is in agreement with the experi-

mental results based on proton NMR.[23] As shown by the
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energetic data for the structures, the addition of the proton

to the dibenzylamine station is energetically favorable,

which is also in accordance with experimental results. The

calculations further show that relatively little structural

change in the shaft accompanies the shuttling action.

In parallel experimental findings,[23] the semiempirical

AM1 calculations predict that the DB24C8 ring initially

resides on the NH2
+, and upon deprotonation with a base,

the preference of the ring location changes to the bipyr-

idinium station. Frankfort and Sohlberg proposed that

such calculations may be useful for predicting the effect of

proposed structural modifications on the shuttling action,

and therefore, such calculations may be used in the pre-

synthesis design of switchable rotaxanes.[78]

Zheng and Sohlberg[80] presented a procedure for

modeling a photo-induced, redox-switchable, rotaxane-

based molecular device that is designed to capture the

critical device-like features, and demonstrated it on an

experimentally realized example. The system consists of a

benzylic amide macrocycle mechanically locked onto a

thread featuring two potential hydrogen bonding stations,

a succinamide (succ) and a 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-naphtha-

limide (ni) unit separated by a C12 alkyl spacer. The

system, which has been studied experimentally,[81] exhi-

bits extremely fast and fully reversible shuttling motion.

The computational procedure consists of three main

steps: 1) conformational searching over the full torsional

space of the rotaxane; 2) single-point semiempirical cal-

culations for all coconformations in their neutral singlet,

triplet, and anionic doublet states; and 3) statistical anal-

ysis to correlate the structural features with energy in each

state. Results were checked by repeating the analysis on a

subset of coconformations (� 1%) that were subjected to

full geometry optimization.

Constructing the profile of structure vs. energy from a

large sample of semiempirical single-point energy calcu-

lations is dramatically less expensive computationally

than carrying out full structural optimizations at the

semiempirical level for each trial structure. For large

structures such as rotaxanes and catenanes, which require

1000 or more optimization steps, the computational ex-

pense decreases on the order of � 103. Zheng and Sohl-

berg[80] proposed that as long as the trial structures

generated from the systematic conformational search are

‘‘chemically reasonable,’’ the use of single-point calcu-

lations will produce a structure-vs.-energy profile that is

qualitatively consistent with what would be obtained if

each structure were fully optimized. The mathematical

basis of their argument is as follows and is shown sche-

matically in Fig. 6:

Suppose that the molecular potential energy function is

f(ai), where ai represents the independent internal coor-

dinates, of which there are M. (The potential energy

function is shown on the left panel in Fig. 6, where the

upper curve is the approximate one and the lower curve is

the exact one.) The local minima are indexed n. In the

harmonic approximation (widely used in computational

chemistry[82]) in the vicinity of any particular minimum n,

the function can be expanded in a quadratic polynomial in

the parameters ai

f ðan
i Þ � cn þ

X
i

½an
i 
 aon

i �
2 k n

i

2
ð1Þ

where cn and ki
n are constants, and ai

on are the values of

coordinates ai at the true minima n. The superscripts n

refers to an expansion about the nth minimum. There

are four minima shown in Fig. 6; in practice there

are thousands.

The function G( f ) is then defined as the number of

minima of f (ai) with function value � f. G’( f ) = [dG( f )]/

df is the density of conformational states function (DOCS).

When minima n are approximately located (as by

conformational searching with MM), mathematically this

means that the ai
on are determined with finite accuracy. (In

Fig. 6, the evaluation of the energy on the exact curve

using the minima on the approximate curve translates the

uncertainty in the coordinates into uncertainty in the en-

ergy.) The uncertainty in ai
on translates by propagation of

errors into uncertainty in f (ai) at the minimum n, and

ultimately into uncertainty in G’( f ). Error propagation

analysis can then be used to find the influence of error in

prediction of ai
on on error in the energy profile of the

system G’( f ).

Fig. 6 Schematic density of conformational states (DOCS)

resulting from the exact potential energy curve (PEC) and from

evaluation of energy on the exact curve using coordinates from

an approximate PEC.
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By the definition of the derivative, G’( f ) may be written

G0ð f Þ ¼ Gð f þ Df Þ 
 Gð f Þ
Df

����
lim

Df ! 0 ð2Þ

where,

f ðan
i Þ � cn þ

X
i

½an
i 
 aon

i �
2 kn

i

2

¼ cn þ
XM

i ¼ 1

½ðan
i Þ

2 
 an
i a

on
i þ ðaon

i Þ
2� k

n
i

2
ð3Þ

In Eq. 3, the uncertainties in cn and ki
n are zero. Writing,

(ai
on = ai

on ± di
n), the uncertainty in function f(ai) is the sum

over i (i = 1!M) of the uncertainty in (ai
n)2 which is 0, in

2ai
nai

on, which is ± di
n, and in (ai

on)2, which is ± 2ai
ondi

n. This

may be written,

D f ¼
XM
i ¼ 1

½4ðaon
i Þ

2ðdn
i Þ

2 þ ðdn
i Þ

2�1=2

¼
XM
i ¼ 1

dn
i ½4ðaon

i Þ
2 þ 1�1=2 ð4Þ

Suppose the upper limit on the uncertainties in ai
n

(i = 1!M) is ± di
n. The operation of the summarization in

Eq. 4 becomes:

Df ¼ dn
i

ffiffiffiffiffi
M
p
½4ðaon

i Þ
2 þ 1�1=2 ð5Þ

As long as G’(f) is slowly varying, the formula

DG ¼ D f G0ð f Þ ð6Þ

holds. It follows from Eq. 2 that the uncertainty in G’( f ) is

DG0ð f Þ ¼ ½ðD f G0ð f ÞÞ2 þ ðD f G0ð f ÞÞ2�1=2 ð7Þ

¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

D f G0ð f Þ ð8Þ

Finally, based on formula (4), where Df = di
npM [4(ai

on)2

+ 1]1/2,

DG0ð f Þ
G0ð f Þ ¼ Qdn

i ð9Þ

where

Q ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p
½4ðaon

i Þ
2 þ 1�1=2 ð10Þ

Because Q is independent of the uncertainties, the relative

uncertainty in the DOCS is linearly proportional to the

uncertainty in the values of the independent parameters at

the minima. (In Fig. 6, this is shown as the DOCS based on

the approximate energies being skewed to higher energy

from the correct DOCS.) Zheng and Sohlberg concluded

that if values of the ai
on are ‘‘chemically reasonable,’’ as

long as f(ai
n) is computed accurately at these approximate

minima, the resulting DCOS will be chemically reasonable

as well.

In their studies of a photo-induced redox-switchable

rotaxane, Zheng and Sohlberg[80] computed single-point

energy and radius of gyration for 10,118 rotaxane struc-

tures. It was found that coconformations with ring binding

at the succ site predominate in the low-energy regime for

singlet and triplet species, with preference for the shaft

component being extended.[80] Doublet species prefer to

adopt coconformations with ring binding at the ni site in

low-energy structures, with coiled and extended shaft

conformations being energetically competitive. Effec-

tively, the same results were obtained by geometrical

optimizations of a subset of coconformations, and were

also in excellent agreement with previous experimental

observations.[81]

Computation as an Aid to
Rotaxane Synthesis

Raymo et al.[83] studied a series of [n]rotaxanes, each

consisting of a bipyridinium-based backbone, encircled by

one or more dioxyarene-based macrocyclic components.

One of the structures is presented in Fig. 7. Syntheses

were attempted for various functional R groups. System-

atic variations in the R group attached to one of the phenyl

rings of the tetraarylmethane-based stopper considerably

affected the yields. When certain R groups are used, no

rotaxane was isolated leading to the observed ‘‘all-or-

nothing’’ substituent effect. A computational study was

undertaken to explain this substituent effect, and to search

for the transition state of the slipping-off process. The four

compounds were constructed with Macromodel[49] 5.0,

and followed individually by energy minimization using

the Polak–Ribiere conjugate gradient (PRCG) algo-

rithm.[84] The AMBER* force field[85] was used with

the GB/SA H2O model[48] to resemble a polar solvent.

The study revealed two main energy barriers for the

Fig. 7 The rotaxane system studied by Raymo et al. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [83]. # 1998, American Chemical

Society.)
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slipping-off of the macrocycle over the stoppers.[86] (The

fact that the ring can slip off the shaft without breaking

any chemical bonds means that these systems could be

classified as pseudorotaxanes, but given a sufficiently

large barrier to slipping, such a distinction is merely se-

mantic.) Note also that if stabilization occurs upon as-

sembly, i.e., DE < 0, the activation energy barrier to

dissociation will be greater than that for association, and

dissociation may therefore be kinetically forbidden even if

the assembly process has an appreciable rate. The trend in

calculated energy barriers agreed with experimental yields

of the corresponding rotaxanes, and the abrupt substituent

effect was a result of steric hindrance. This work provides

an example of theory and computation yielding qualitative

trends and insight that allows for targeted synthesis, thus

accelerating the development process.

Schalley et al.[87] synthesized a set of rotaxanes with

shafts of varying lengths. As in the work of Raymo et

al.,[83] they also reported that during the synthesis of these

rotaxanes, the yield depends on the nature of the stopper.

To examine the steric requirements of the stopper–ring

complexes in detail, Schalley et al.[87] carried out force-

field calculations of the rotaxane molecule shown in Fig. 8,

using the Amber* force field[85,88,89] incorporated in the

MacroModel 7.1 program package.[90] Monte Carlo

simulations were performed, and results suggested that

rotaxane ring ‘‘acts as a noncovalently bound ‘protect-

ing group’ for the stopper nucleophile.’’[87] The find-

ings based on the modeling suggested an improved

synthetic scheme.

Peptide Rotaxanes

There have been several descriptions of rotaxanes and

molecular shuttles based on dipeptide threads and ben-

zylic amide macrocycles.[59,91–94] Asakawa et al.[95] re-

ported hydrogen bond-assembled chiral peptide rotaxanes

constructed by threading an achiral benzylic amide mac-

rocycle onto a chiral dipeptide shaft. To elucidate the

effect of external stimuli on the magnitude and sign of the

chiral optical response for peptide rotaxanes, with the

general structure GlyX, where X is a chiral amino acid,

they performed modeling of the rotaxane circular di-

chroism (CD) spectra.[95] Optimized geometries for each

rotaxane were obtained by taking X-ray crystal structures

as starting geometries and optimizing with the MM3[36–38]

method as implemented in the TINKER[39–42] program.

MM techniques were used for structural optimization, but

CD is a purely electronic structure effect, requiring an

explicit electronic structure description of the system. The

CD spectra were simulated by using the semiempirical

INDO/S[96,97] procedure. The simulation reproduced the

shape of the experimental curves of CD spectra. The ex-

pression of chirality was shown to be a nonlinear effect

that can be transmitted over long distances.

Asakawa et al.[95] made the bold claim that, ‘‘. . .the

switching ‘on’ and ‘off’ of the expression of chirality in

peptide rotaxanes by controlling intercomponent interac-

tions, i.e., through the ‘mechanical bond,’ may be a general

phenomenon, not limited to a simple optical response.’’

This novel insight could be conceivably far-reaching. It

might be applicable to other areas where chiral transmis-

sion from one molecule to another can be beneficially

used, such as for asymmetric synthesis.

Metal-Containing and
Metal-Templated Rotaxanes

Organometallic chemistry is finding use in the production

of novel rotaxanes and catenanes.[98–102] Whelan et al.[103]

modeled the adsorption of the prototypical benzylic amide

macrocycle on a [2]rotaxane onto a gold surface. Molec-

ular mechanics calculations with charge equilibration

were performed. Intramolecular interactions, gold–gold

interactions, and gold–adsorbate interactions were taken

into account. The MM3 model,[36–38] as implemented in

the Tinker package,[39–42] was used for the molecular

mechanics aspect of the calculations. Whelan et al.

showed that the initial stages of film growth proceed

by chemisorption of the amide functions onto the metal

Fig. 8 Schematic layout of Schalley et al.’s rotaxane system.

(From Ref. [87].)
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surface with the bonding interaction located in two car-

bonyl groups. They also found that macrocycle–macro-

cycle interactions are responsible for the difference in the

behavior of two carbonyls with respect to the other two.

Li et al.[98] noted three sources of broad interest in the

complexes of copper: 1) their roles in the catalytic reduction

of dioxygen;[104] 2) their ability to transfer energy;[105,106]

and 3) their activity in biological systems.[107,108] Li et al.

carried out molecular dynamic calculations on three cop-

per-complexed rotaxanes and catenanes,[98] one of which

is presented in Fig. 9, to identify the lowest energy con-

formers. The MacroModel program and the MM2 force

field implemented in the CACHE 5.0 program were

employed in the calculations. The compounds were pre-

dicted to take conformations that are flexible enough to

enable the rotation of the four amide groups into an ‘‘in’’

or an ‘‘out’’ conformation, without the occurrence of

large energy differences between different conformers.

These findings from the molecular modeling studies sup-

ported the structural assignments made experimentally.

CONCLUSION

Despite the very considerable computational challenge,

theoretical and computational investigations of switchable

rotaxanes are emerging at an accelerating pace. Good

success has been reported in modeling structural properties

and switching mechanisms. These studies are contributing

to a substantially improved understanding of the funda-

mental nature of these topologically nontrivial molecular

complexes. Complementary application of computational

and experimental methods is especially powerful. Inelastic

neutron scattering coupled with molecular dynamics

simulation is one such synergistic marriage of theory and

experiment for the study of switchable rotaxanes. Close on

the heels of these successes, examples of theory-acceler-

ated synthesis of molecular shuttles by design are starting

to emerge. The development of robust computational

approaches to the modeling of such systems will un-

doubtedly facilitate new research on these systems, and

ultimately the design of true molecular and nanodevices.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity of real materials with their intriguing

interplay between chemical composition, atomic arrange-

ments, microstructures, and macroscopic behavior makes

computational modeling and materials design extremely

difficult. Even with the fundamental laws of quantum

mechanics and statistical physics, the availability of high-

performance computers, and with the growing range of

sophisticated software systems accessible to an increasing

number of scientists and engineers, the goal of designing

novel materials from first principles continues to elude

most attempts. On the other hand, computational experi-

ments have led to increased understanding of atomistic

origins of molecular structure and dynamics. In particular,

the molecular dynamics and mechanics methods have

yielded a wealth of knowledge on the structural and

dynamical behavior of various polymeric materials as a

function of temperature and pressure.

For a number of years, computational scientists have

been able to perform first principles quantum mechanical

calculations on small systems, typically tens to hundreds

of atoms and molecular dynamics simulations on larger

systems composed of thousands of atoms. Calculations on

larger systems, however, remain at the edge of tractability,

due to memory, storage, and computation limits. These

systems include a wide range of important applications,

from biological applications such as protein modeling, to

materials applications such as bulk properties of ceramics,

metals, and polymers. Recently, there has been much

effort to make theoretical predictions of nanoscale

structures, both for use in mesoscale simulations and

microscopic engineering design problems, and also for the

pure intellectual challenge of working with these large

molecular structures.[1–4]

OVERVIEW

Many systems are envisioned of being made up of

repeating subunits that can be assembled into the desired

structure. In the case of proteins, the subunits can be

considered as the set of amino acids, or perhaps even

larger morphological structures such as alpha helices.[1]

In molecular machines, these subunits can be structures

such as buckyballs, carbon nanotubes, or polymer par-

ticles, which have recently been employed in designed

structures.[5–8] It has been suggested that instead of

treating the full atomistic problem, inherent with many

degrees of freedom, it may be possible to replace the

system with a simplified framework, where it suffices

to describe only the interactions between the various

subunits in the structure.

Such an approximation could have great utility, for

instance, in the case of polymer particles composed of

thousands of monomer units, one could replace each of the

pairwise distances for thousands of monomer units with a

single pairwise difference between two particles, and

perhaps 5 more degrees of freedom for the positional

orientation between the particles. In addition, internal

bending, stretching, and torsional coordinates within the

individual polymer strands could be neglected, reducing

the total number of degrees of freedom treated in the

calculation from tens of thousands, to perhaps tens. In

essence, the individual structural subunits are replaced by

subunits with some average property. Such a technique is

frequently employed in so-called ‘‘multibody dynamics’’

analysis of structures.[9]

In the present article, we seek to address whether the

mechanics of the approximate system resembles that of

the full system by studying the vibrational normal modes

of complicated polymer particle structures. The most
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direct approximation to these motions is to examine the

vibrational motion of structures composed of individual

subunits. In the case of the aforementioned polymer

particle structures, the ‘‘multibody’’ analysis would be to

consider a system of interacting polymer sphere subunits,

whereas the full system would include all the motions of

the individual monomer units within the polymer spheres.

The natural question in this case can be rephrased in

terms of the vibrational motions of a coupled system. In

the present case, we ask whether the eigenmodes of the full

system represent the vibrations of the multimode system.

In particular, the very large systems have motion that

rapidly becomes chaotic[10,11] and we suspect the behavior

of the simplified system may be significantly less so.

NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS

When transforming the more complicated system to a

simplified one, we must naturally neglect many specific

interactions. A number of fundamental questions arise.

First among them is the question of whether the

mechanics of the approximate system resembles that of

the full system. This is a particularly difficult question to

approach, because the full system tests the limits of

computability, while the approximate system remains

quite simple. In addition, one must try to account for the

size-dependent properties of nanoscale building blocks.

The two sets of normal modes are quite different, and

we require a simple method by which they can be

compared. The fundamental idea of normal mode analysis

is to express the total vibrational motion Qj as a linear

combination over a set of linearly independent motions,

qi,
[12,13]

QjðtÞ ¼
X

i

ci; jqiðtÞ ð1Þ

SIMPLIFIED NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS

In the simplified model, there are naturally fewer degrees

of freedom, so the set of vibrational modes is similarly

smaller. We require a mapping from the smaller set of

vibrational modes onto the larger set, and ask whether one

of the ‘‘multimodes’’ may, in fact, be a sum of linearly

independent eigenmodes for the whole system. As it turns

out, this can only be the case when the eigenmodes for the

whole system are degenerate in frequency, otherwise there

will be rapid dephasing, and after a few cycles of the

periodic behavior the motion will no longer be coherent.

For mismatched modes of this type, the recurrence time is

lengthy, and chaotic behavior ensues. As a result, any

correspondence between the two sets of eigenmodes

should be dominated by a single mode in each case, and

the correspondence should be apparent from a simple and

direct inspection. Using this correspondence, one can

immediately evaluate the efficacy and any possible

limitations of the multibody approximation.

From an engineering perspective, the concept of

multibody dynamics is well founded.[9] Machines are

made of interconnected rigid parts, and the machine

operates by the interactions of these parts. Recently,

however, there has been much interest in building well-

defined structures on the nanoscale out of blocks that are

only a few micrometers in dimension. For instance, it is

now possible to design and construct polymer structures

from individual polymer nanoparticles isolated in an

electromagnetic trap and manipulated with the influence

of a linear quadrupole placement device.[14] These

systems can be designed specifically for their optical

and mechanical properties.[15] As opposed to devices built

on macroscopic scales where one expects components to

be structurally rigid, at the molecular scale one expects

that the particles may be subject to significant deforma-

tion, or ‘‘softness.’’ As a result, we have undertaken the

study of these structures on the nanoscale.

METHODS AND COMPUTATION

The theory of the computation of normal modes of

molecules is well known and has been reviewed

extensively elsewhere,[12,16–19] so we provide only a brief

summary here of the results that are important to the

present study. The essence of normal mode analysis is the

solution of the secular equation,

jF � lIj ¼ 0 ð2Þ

where l are the eigenvalues and F is the force constant

matrix in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates. The

squares of the frequencies of vibration are given by the

eigenvalues, l. As the eigenvalues are the squares of real

numbers, they should all be positive or zero in an accurate

calculation. (The eigenvalues that have a frequency of

zero are termed ‘‘indifferent modes’’ and correspond to

the physical translations and rotations of the entire system

in space.)[13] The force constant matrix is obtained from

the second derivatives of the potential function, V,

F ¼ M�1=2ðr2VÞM�1=2 ð3Þ

where M is a diagonal matrix composed of the masses. In

a traditional normal coordinate analysis (NCA) calcula-

tion for a large molecule, there are numerous negative

eigenvalues that correspond to imaginary frequencies,
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which are in contrast to the assumption that the system is

at a local minimum.

To examine the types of vibrational modes within a

multibody system, computations consisting of several

steps must be performed. The first step is the construction

of the particle structures by molecular dynamics simula-

tion, followed by annealing of the structures to a local

minimum on the potential surface via a molecular

mechanics procedure. The minimized configuration is

used to generate a trajectory averaged Hessian matrix,

which is diagonalized using sparse matrix techniques to

yield the eigenvalues (frequencies) and eigenvectors

(displacements) of the molecular normal modes. Finally,

the eigenvectors are searched to evaluate their character as

consisting largely of inter- or intraparticle motions. Each

of these procedures is discussed in some detail in the

following sections. In this study we have examined the

vibrational structures of polymer particle dimers, which

we have discussed extensively elsewhere,[20,21] and also

polymer particle trimers in bent and approximately linear

configurations, as well as a hexagonal arrangement com-

posed of six polymer particles in a near plane geometry,

similar to one that has been constructed experimentally

(M. D. Barnes, private communication).

Molecular Dynamics

For the purposes of the present article, we discuss the

motions and interaction forces between individual poly-

mer particles both before and after interactions take place.

The details of the geometric statement function approach

developed by several of the authors are described more

fully elsewhere.[22]

Polymer particles have been treated with a molecular

dynamics approach,[23,24] integrating Hamilton’s equa-

tions of motion in time,

_qi ¼
@H

@pi

ð4Þ

� _pi ¼
@H

@qi

ð5Þ

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and the qi and pi

represent the coordinates and their conjugate momenta. In

the present case, we have treated coordinates and

momenta in the Cartesian frame, where the total kinetic

energy is diagonal. Integration of the equations of motion

was accomplished by use of novel symplectic integrators

developed in our laboratory.[25]

As a simplification we have collapsed the CH2 and

CH3 units of the polyethylene chain into a single

monomer of mass 14.5 amu. By neglecting the internal

structure of these groups, the number of coordinates and

thus the number of equation of motion for the system are

greatly reduced. The model has been shown to be useful to

study the low-temperature behavior of the system where

the effects of the hydrogens have little effect on the heat

capacity and entropy of the system.[26]

The Hamiltonian for the system is specified as.[26,27]

H ¼ T þ
X

V2b þ
X

V3b þ
X

V4b þ
X

Vnb

ð6Þ

where T is the kinetic energy component, expressed in

terms of Cartesian coordinates, and the terms V2b, V3b, and

V4b represent the 2-, 3-, and 4-body terms for monomer

units in an individual polymer strand, respectively, and

Vnb is the nonbonded interaction between individual

monomer units separated by 4 or more monomer units

along the chain, and within a spherical cutoff of 10 Å. The

functional forms of the potentials are given by[26,28–31]

V2b ¼ Df1 � exp½�aðrij � reÞ
g2 ð7Þ

V3b ¼
1

2
gðcos y � cos yeÞ2 ð8Þ

V4b ¼ 8:77 þ a cos t þ b cos3 t ð9Þ

Vnb ¼ 4�
s
rij

� �12

� s
rij

� �6
" #

ð10Þ

with the values of the constant terms given in Table 1. The

distances between the various monomer units, rij, are

given by the standard Cartesian relation,

rij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2 þ ðzi � zjÞ2

q
ð11Þ

Table 1 Potential parameters for polyethylene

particle systems

Two-body bonded constantsa

D = 334.72kJ/mol

re = 1.53Å

a = 199Å-1

Three-body bonded constantsb

g = 130.122kJ/mol

ye = 113 degrees

Four-body bonded constantsa

a =�18.4096kJ/mol

b = 26.78kJ/mol

Two-body bonded constantsa

e = 0.4937kJ/mol

s = 4.335Å

aRefs. 30 and 31.
bRefs. 28 and 29.
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In the present case, initial conditions for the trajectories

composed the coordinates of individual amorphous

polymer particles composed of 60 chains of 100 monomer

units, which had previously been obtained by anneal-

ing.[32] Momenta were chosen randomly in the radial

coordinate so as not to excite internal angular momentum.

The randomly chosen momenta were rescaled to produce

the appropriate temperature for the simulation,

X
i

1

2mi

p2
i ¼

3

2
kBT ð12Þ

These thermalized particles are then placed in prox-

imity and given an initial impulse to drive them together.

Several types of collisions are observed. At high kinetic

energies (high relative velocities of the particles) particles

are observed to fracture and break apart. At high kinetic

energies and orbital angular momenta one observes

glancing collisions resulting in either particle fracture or

chain transfer between the particles.[33–35] In the present

case, however, we are interested in building structures of

particles, so the range of relative collision velocities has

been selected to produce collisions where the particles

stick together.

Soft Matter, Multiparticle Structures

Dimer structure

The thermalized particles (with an initial temperature of

5 K) offset in the z coordinate so that their minimum

edge to edge distance was 5.75 Å. The particles were

then given an initial impulse toward each other of

0.25 Å/ps to induce a collision of the particles. The

molecular dynamics simulation was allowed to run for a

minimum of 100 ps to allow the particles to equilibrate

and relax to their final configuration. The particle dimers

formed were then subjected to potential minimization,

described below (Fig. 1).

Trimer structure

Particle trimers were formed by using three preformed

thermalized particles and aligning them along the z axis in

the coordinate system. The centers of mass of the three

particles were located at such that the minimum distance

between z coordinates in the two particles was 5.75 Å. The

initial z-velocities of the particles were established at 0.25,

0, and�0.25 Å/ps to induce a collision and coalescence of

the particles. Two simulations were run, one in a linear

configuration and the other with an offset of 35 Å in the x

coordinate of the middle particle, to produce linear and

bent configurations (Fig. 2). The two structures were then

subjected to potential minimization, described below.

Hexmer structure

We have also simulated a hexagon of polymer particles,

similar to that which has been designed and constructed

experimentally. The structure was created by arranging

six preformed and thermalized polymer particles with

centers of mass locations given by

x ¼ R cos
np
3

ð13Þ

y ¼ R sin
np
3

ð14Þ

where n=0, . . ., 5 and R=2Rmax, where Rmax is the

maximum particle radius for an individual particle. An

impulse of 0.25 Å/ps was given toward the origin of the

system for each of the particles, and the simulation was

run for 300 ps, where partial coalescence of the particles

into a ringlike structure was observed. Structures were

then subjected to potential minimization, described below,

to find a local minimum (Fig. 3).

Potential Energy Minimization

The premise behind normal mode calculations is that the

structure resides at a local minimum that can be treated in

the harmonic approximation. The collisions between

particles do not necessarily correspond to a local

minimum, as there is a considerable amount of excess

kinetic energy in the initial conditions that may be

converted to potential energy in the collision, resulting in

Fig. 1 Particle dimer composed of two particles each with 60

chains of 100 monomer units. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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a large displacement from a local minimum. Thus,

subsequent to creation of the particle structure, it is

necessary to establish suitable equilibrium positions for

each of the monomer units in the structure, finding the

local potential minimum. The method employed in the

present approach is a hybrid molecular dynamics–

molecular mechanics simulation using the Broyden,

Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shannon (BFGS) quasi-newton

minimization algorithm and simulated annealing via

classical trajectories (a short trajectory in which the

momenta are periodically quenched to zero).[36] The

resulting structures are shown in Figs. 1–3.

Hessian Matrix Evaluation

The usual method for normal coordinate analysis is to

choose a single configuration and to evaluate and

diagonalize the Hessian matrix for this configuration.

Since finding the exact minimum of the potential is

difficult, such an approach invariably leads to obtaining

the Hessian away from the minimum, leading to

numerous negative eigenvalues. These negative eigen-

values correspond to imaginary vibrational frequencies

and are clearly not physically realistic. This problem is

particularly pervasive in the low-frequency modes, as a

small computational error can shift an eigenvalue from

positive to negative.

In the past, methods to alleviate this problem have

included averaging and performing a shift in the

eigenvalues,[16,17] which yields positive eigenvalues, but

suffers from being an ad hoc solution with little physical

justification. In a recent development, it has been shown

that the matrix elements of the Hessian for coordinates

obtained by sampling over a classical trajectory in the

vicinity of the local minimum randomly fluctuate about

the true value. As a result, it is possible to employ the

average value of the Hessian over a short trajectory, rather

than the value of the Hessian at a fixed configuration.[37]

The accurate integration of the trajectories for polymer

systems and calculation of the Hessian matrix is rendered

particularly rapidly due to expressions for analytic

derivatives that have evolved in our laboratory.[38,39]

Sparse Matrix Diagonalization

We have used a modified version of ARPACK to compute

the lowest vibrational modes of the sparse matrix

representing the time averaged Hessian matrix. The

ARPACK software is based on a variant of the Arnoldi

process[40] and for symmetric matrices is equivalent to the

Lanczos algorithm. Essentially, the method relies on

constructing and refining an orthonormal basis for a small

Fig. 3 Ringlike structure composed of six particles. Each

particle is comprised of 60 chains of 100 monomer units. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Particle trimers in (a) linear and (b) bent configurations.

Each of the individual particles is composed of 60 chains of 100

monomer units. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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dimensional subspace of the full, sparse matrix. The

method employed in the present study involves implicitly

restarting the algorithm using a method for modifying the

initial starting guess in the iterative Lanczos method to

accelerate convergence to the desired solution.[41] The

exact details of the computations employed in our

computations have been described and reviewed exten-

sively elsewhere.[37,42–44]

NORMAL MODES OF MULTIPARTICLE
SOFT MATTER SYSTEMS

The eigenvectors corresponding to the lowest 100

frequencies were explicitly visualized in order to observe

characteristic behaviors. Modes corresponding to higher

vibrational frequencies did not have any readily

discernible characteristic behavior, with the exception

of modes in which the majority of the motion was

restricted to a single particle (local or ‘‘spectator’’

vibrations).

Indifferent Modes

Each of the systems was observed to have six true

‘‘indifferent’’ modes, corresponding to overall trans-

lations and rotations of the system.[12,13] As expected,

Fig. 4 Normal modes composed of coupled particle rotations.

Examples are chosen for each of the structures represented in

Figs. 1–3. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Normal modes composed of ‘‘spectator vibrations,’’

where the majority of motion is restricted to a small subset

of particles. Examples are chosen for each of the struc-

tures represented in Figs. 1–3. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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these normal modes are the first six modes, and have

eigenvalues quite close to zero, with the exception of a

small amount of numerical round-off error. These

modes are as one would expect and are not illustrated

to save space.

Coupled Rotational Modes

For each of the systems there are several modes that could

be described as ‘‘coupled rotations.’’ Essentially, these

modes correspond to gearlike motions of individual

polymer particles with respect to each other. These modes

are likely to be well described in the multimode

approximation as torsional vibrations because the modes

appear to preserve the volume of the individual particles

(Fig. 4).

Spectator Modes

Another class of modes that we observe are those we deem

to be ‘‘spectator modes.’’ These are modes where all of

the dynamical motion is constrained largely to one part of

the structure, with the remaining parts of the structure

largely immobile (with the exception of small shifts to

leave the center of mass invariant.) These modes are likely

to be poorly described by multibody vibrations because

they are largely dependent on the internal elasticity of the

subunits where the motion is confined (Fig. 5).

Particle Vibrational Modes

In the context of multibody dynamics, one expects to see

modes that are vibrations of the individual particles

connected by a single force constant. In the case of the

dimer particles, we would expect to see a vibration that

essentially amounts to a displacement of the center of

mass separation of the two particles. In the case of the

linear and bent trimers, we would expect to find bending

and stretching normal modes reminiscent of the vibrations

of carbon dioxide or water. In the case of the six-member

ring, we might expect normal modes similar to benzene.

We do not observe such pure stretching modes. In the

case of the dimer system, there are some modes that are

similar to the displacement of the center of mass, but it is

by no means a pure dimer stretch, and this mode is

strongly coupled to the internal elasticity of the particles

(Fig. 6). These modes are not well described in a

multibody context, as multibody vibrations insist on the

preservation of the volume of the individual subunits in

the structure and neglect the internal compressibility of

the particles.

CONCLUSION

The goal in the present study was to identify and

characterize interparticle vibrational modes and to relate

them to characteristic multibody vibrational modes. In a

multibody treatment, for ‘‘free’’ joints, there should be six

degrees of freedom for each connection between par-

ticles[9] (if we fix the position of the first subunit to remove

overall translations and rotations). This reduced number of

degrees of freedom, if applicable, represents a huge savings

in computational effort and provides a direct avenue for

interpretation of the vibrational motion of the structure.

What we find in the present investigation is a lack of

‘‘pure’’ multibody stretching modes. These modes are

apparently strongly coupled to the internal elasticity of

the particles.

At the same time, however, we do observe a number of

modes that can be interpreted in the multibody context.

These modes are ‘‘particle torsional modes,’’ or modes

that involve coupled rotations of the particles and are

absent of any internal vibrational structure within the

particles. We also observe a number of so-called

‘‘spectator modes,’’ where the dynamical behavior is

largely localized within a single particle, or a small

collection of particles. In the multibody dynamics context,

these modes consist of intrabody vibrations, largely

decoupled from the interbody vibrations.

Whereas it appears that there is some promise to the

multibody technique for vibrational analysis, the present

Fig. 6 Normal mode approximating a dimer ‘‘stretch’’ in the

particle dimer system. The center of mass separation motion is

coupled to the internal elasticity of the particle. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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study indicates that in the present case where the subunits

in the structure are composed of ‘‘soft matter,’’ it is

necessary to modify the treatment to allow for the internal

elasticity of the particles, because the particles deform

significantly and couple the vibrational motion between

subunits with internal compression of the particles. This

class of substances includes both polymers and biopoly-

mers (e.g., proteins). Although the internal elasticity of

these types of substances must undoubtedly be accounted

for, particles that are substantially more rigid and with

definitive chemical structures, such as metal oxide

particles or structures with a rigid chemically bonded

network, such as structures based on derivatives of

buckminsterfullerenes, may not undergo gross defects in

particle structure that couple the vibrational modes. These

types of particles require additional study to determine the

extent to which the internal and overall motions of the

structures are coupled.
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of protein–DNA complexes is a crucial

step in many biological processes. Structural information

on such complexes originates mainly from X-ray crys-

tallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-

troscopy. However, only few experimental techniques are

available to deduce structural information on larger flex-

ible protein–DNA complexes. We have designed DNA-

based nanoinstruments that enable us to measure DNA

deformation in solution.

Using bioinformatics and conformational search force

field methods, we designed DNA molecules with one, two,

and three dA5 bulges separated by double-stranded sections

of DNA to be used as substrates for DNA–protein binding

assays. The molecules were synthesized and 5’-end-labeled

with 6-fluorescein (Fl) and 5-tetramethylrhodamine

(TMRh) dyes. These large DNA molecules adopt a nearly

planar conformation in aqueous solution with their helix

ends being close in space. Fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET) between dyes was used to measure end-to-

end distances and monitor the binding of proteins such as

catabolite activator protein (CAP). The changes in the

FRET efficiency of three-bulge DNA structures containing

the specific binding sequence of CAP demonstrated

significant deformation of the DNA upon binding of CAP.

In addition, the NMR solution structure of the dA5 bulge

DNA fragment was solved.2 This structure together with

explicit positions of the dyes at the DNA helix ends allowed

us to translate the measured FRET data into precise

structural information.3 This was demonstrated with two

further DNA-binding proteins, high-mobility-group pro-

tein (HMG-D) and integration host factor (IHF). The

concept of DNA-based nanoinstruments detecting DNA

deformations can be used in solution, in gels, and at

surfaces. It allows one to measure the influence of the DNA

sequence itself, of proteins, and of environmental factors.

BACKGROUND

Structure and function are key items in the world of

biomolecules as well as in the world of physical

techniques. Molecular biology and physical nanofabrica-

tion both essentially deal with nanostructures. During the

last few years, biomolecular science and physics of

microfabrication have come together in the geometrical

dimensions of the considered objects: The world of single

molecules and the world of lithographic patterning and

physical manipulation are no longer separated by their

size domains.

Over the last years, modern biotechnology has added

fascinating new concepts and ideas for their application.

By learning how nature performs wonders and how

molecules can play tricks, we are discovering novel

solutions to our scientific and daily problems. Since

molecules are doing the work, the machinery consequent-

ly becomes very small—in the nanometer scale. Nano-

technology seems to be the ultimate domain, as atoms by

themselves cannot perform complex working steps.

Molecular biologists gain detailed insight into the

structures of organization mechanisms of large biomole-

cules and functional molecular complexes. Confocal

techniques and scanning probe instruments make the

detection and manipulation of single molecules possible.

Advanced methods of physical nanopatterning and

molecular biotechnology are fused to use the advantages

of both method repertoires. Biomolecules such as nucleic

acids and proteins (e.g., enzymes) seem to be particularly

suitable candidates for such trials since they are defined in

geometry and function and can be treated by enzymes that

serve as biogenic tools. Molecular biology, genetic

engineering, chemistry, and supramolecular construction

contribute to the new development, as well as solid-state

technology and nanolithography, surface sciences, and

ultramicroscopy. The application of biomolecules in

biomedical diagnostics, in the development of new drugs,

and in other fields of molecular biotechnology reflects a

pioneering function for the development of nanosystems.

The biomolecules and biomolecular systems used are

optimized in natural evolution for their biological function

within their natural environment and not for the solution

of technical problems, such as physical signal transduc-

tion, mechanical motion, energy conversion, or data

storage and transmission. We think that future molecular

developments will supply new materials and artificial
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molecular tools—probably from organic chemistry—

adapted to the physical and chemical problems of

nanosystems that are optimally designed for their tech-

nical purposes and economical restrictions. Future mo-

lecularly based nanotechnical systems might have

similarities with natural systems; in general, however,

they will not be identical to them. Soon, further progress

will guide nanofabrication by means of biomolecules from

technically adapted biomolecules to a biomimetic molec-

ular nanotechnology. This leads us to well-organized,

completely artificial molecular nanosystems.

The nanometer-range molecular distances within bio-

molecular complexes are hardly measurable by biophys-

ical techniques in solution. Three-dimensional information

on nucleo- and multiprotein complexes originates mainly

from X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy; both

techniques are labor-intensive and require large amounts

of material. The resolution of light microscopy is limited

to distances larger than about 200 nm, although new

optical techniques reduce the resolution down to a few

tenths of nanometers. Cryo electron microscopy allows us

to deduce global structural features of large protein–DNA

complexes,[1] but does not directly yield information of

low Ångstrom resolution. Atomic force microscopy

(AFM)[2] is generally limited to surfaces.

One technique yielding distance information in the low

nanometer range is FRET. FRET provides distance

information for labeled macromolecules in the range 1 to

10 nm. Energy is transmitted from a donor dye to an

acceptor dye that emits at a longer wavelength. The

efficiency of this energy transfer is related to the distance

between the dyes. If these dyes are specifically linked to

known sites at macromolecules, molecular distances can be

measured. The position of the dye cyanine-3 (Cy3) is

known at the helical ends of DNA with atomic resolution,

and evidence is accumulated on the position of fluorescein

and rhodamine. This allows one to deduce absolute distance

values with small errors. The measured FRET efficiency is

transformed into distance values of particular precision

when the dyes are separated in the range of the Förster

distance R0. This is not a general limitation since, as we

have shown, by introducing structural elements such as

bulges, nucleic acids can be constructed such that the helix

ends come close in space. FRET efficiencies can also be

quantitatively determined in polyacrylamide gels and by

using fluorescent proteins in fusion. FRET is unique in its

ability to provide accurate distance information (1–10 nm)

in solution under physiological conditions. Recent ad-

vances make FRET a powerful tool for structural mo-

lecular biology and the construction of nanoinstruments.

In this review we describe approaches and concepts of

how FRET can be used in bionanotechnology to detect

structural changes in DNA.

MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Compared to other particles such as electrons, photons are

nice reporters because they have no charge. In a particular

energy range, they can be easily distinguished by their

color. However, in the nanometer range molecular

distances cannot be measured because in a normal optical

microscope the resolution is determined by the wave-

length (>200 nm). Nevertheless, tricks exist that help to

circumvent these physical principles. Fluorescence reso-

nance energy transfer is one of them.

Principles of Fluorescence Resonance
Energy Transfer Measurements

FRET is a photophysical process by which energy is

transferred from a fluorophore (the energy donor D) in an

Fig. 1 Change of FRET efficiency E due to DNA deformation. Gray cylinder: DNA, donor dye (D) Fl, and acceptor dye (A) TMRh.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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excited state to another chromophore (the energy acceptor

A). The transfer of energy is a nonradiative, long-range

(10 to 100 Å) dipole–dipole coupling process.[3] The

particular advantage of FRET is the dependence (and thus

sensitivity) of the energy transfer efficiency (E) on the

sixth power of the distance (R) between the chromophores

(Fig. 1).[4]

E ¼ R6
0

R6
0 þ R6

The Förster distance (R0) is a dye pair-dependent

parameter in the range up to 70 Å.[5]

Multibulge DNA Constructs for Measuring
Protein-Induced DNA Deformation

The distance sensitivity of the FRET efficiency is

strongest when this distance is about R0 (i.e., about

5 nm). However, this is also the size domain of many

biomolecules to be studied (e.g., the DNA binding domain

of many proteins): The difference in the end-to-end

distance of a straight 32-base-pair (bp) DNA before

(10.8 nm) (Fig. 2a) and after (Fig. 2b) binding to the

catabolite gene activator protein (CAP) is small and

cannot be well detected with FRET.[6] In addition, un-

desirable dye–protein interactions could occur (Fig. 2b, *).

These problems can be circumvented by using (multi)-

bulge DNA molecules with helix ends close in space

(Fig. 2c).[7] This molecular construction offers three ad-

vantages: 1) the FRET signal is measured in the distance

range (R0) of highest sensitivity rather independent of the

size of the biomolecule or complex, 2) dye–protein inter-

actions can be avoided, and 3) the DNA after the framing

bulges become ‘‘reporter arms’’ that amplify the some-

times small DNA deformation, further increasing the

sensitivity enormously.[8]

Labeling Biopolymers with Dyes

Often FRET is used to measure distances in protein

structures and their assemblies in solution.[9] Proteins

contain intrinsic fluorophores (tryptophan and tyrosine).

In addition, they can be labeled with dyes at defined sites

such as cysteine residues. However, multiple occurrence

of intrinsic fluorophores and tethering sites for dyes

reduce the interpretability of FRET data obtained with

these chromophores.

The known helical structure of double-stranded DNA

and RNA can be exploited for measuring the global

structure of nucleic acids and nucleoprotein complexes.

Well-defined sequences of DNA and RNA oligomers are

now routinely synthesized and fluorescently labeled at the

3’- or 5’-termini as well as within the DNA sequence.

Dyes binding to the minor groove of DNA have also been

used in FRET studies.[10] The end labeling has three main

advantages (if the shortest possible DNA is used): 1) the

dyes can be spatially separated from the binding protein to

avoid protein–dye interactions, 2) the DNA end sequence

can be specifically designed to provide an identical

chemical environment and thus, identical fluorescence

properties of the dyes in a series of molecules, and 3) the

exact location of Cy3 on the DNA is known[11] and

evidence is accumulated on the position of fluorescein and

rhodamine.[12] In most studies, fluorescein and rhodamine

have been attached to the 5’-ends. Because of its improved

absorption and fluorescence properties, Cy3 will largely

replace rhodamine as acceptor in FRET studies. Addi-

tionally and in contrast to rhodamine, Cy3 can directly be

attached to the oligonucleotides during synthesis.

Positions of the Dye Molecules
on DNA Helix Ends

In FRET experiments, the energy transfer efficiency is not

only dependent on the distance between the two dyes, but

also on the orientation of the transition dipoles of the dyes.

For an easy quantitative representation, at least one of the

dyes should have rotational freedom[13] so that all dipole

orientations appear with equal probability. To achieve this

flexibility, the dyes are chemically attached to biopoly-

mers via linear alkyl chains (two to six carbon atoms).

Because of the flexibility of the dyes and the associated

uncertainty in the dye positions, so far it has not been

Fig. 2 Detection and characterization of DNA bending

utilizing DNA molecules with helix ends close in space. Straight

32-bp DNA before (a) and after (b) binding to the catabolite

gene activator protein (CAP), potential dye–protein interactions

(*). Use of three-bulge DNA molecules (c, d) for bound (d) and

unbound (c) DNA. The DNA structural changes due to CAP

binding are amplified using these constructs. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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possible to use dye-to-dye distances as exact restraints

comparable to nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) restraints

in NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 3).

Norman and coworkers solved this problem for the dye

pair fluorescein/Cy3. They determined the NMR structure

of Cy3 tethered to the 5’-end of a 10-bp DNA duplex.[11]

The resulting geometry of the dye–DNA adduct shows

Cy3 stacked on top of the DNA helix end, similar to an

additional base pair (Fig. 4). The location of fluorescein is

given by a maximally extended linker conformation.

We calculated the distribution of fluorescein (Fl) and

rhodamine (TMRh) conformations at the DNA duplex

ends using conformational sampling and energy minimi-

zation.[12,14] Most of the fluorescein conformers are

pointing away from the DNA with an extended linker

conformation because of the electrostatic repulsion of the

twofold negatively charged dye and the polyanionic DNA.

The calculated averaged position is located 10 Å from the

5’-termini in a virtual elongation of the DNA backbone.

This result is in concord with anisotropy measure-

ments,[15] indicating that fluorescein freely rotates in

solution. However, most of the calculated TMRh con-

formers either interact with the DNA in the major groove

or stack on top of the DNA helix[16] (Fig. 4). The

interaction of TMRh with the DNA is confirmed by

anisotropy measurements,[17] and burst-integrated fluo-

rescence lifetime (BIFL) experiments show direct contacts

of TMRh with only the last base pair of the DNA helix (C.

Seidel, personal communication). For the stacked confor-

mation we obtained further evidence from FRET measure-

ments of a complex of 55-bp DNA with the protein

IHF.[16] Thus, TMRh, like Cy3, seems to stack on top of

the DNA helix end (Fig. 4).

DNA DEFORMATION MEASURED
IN SOLUTION

Here we describe nanosystems that allow the detection of

the DNA deformation in solution, in gels, or at surfaces.

Deformation Due to Protein Binding

The DNA deformation monitored by FRET can be used as

a detection tool for the presence of those DNA-binding

Fig. 3 Dyes Fl (D, green) and TMRh (A, red) attached to the

DNA (gray cylinder) via linkers. The positional space available

to the dyes is shown as colored spheres, the minimal (1.5 nm)

and maximal (9.5 nm) distance is indicated. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Position of the dyes TMRh (left) and Cy3 (right) on DNA helix ends. The molecular surface of the DNA is shown in gray; the

dyes are represented as stick models in black. The location of Cy3 with respect to a 10-bp self-complementary DNA duplex was

determined using two-dimensional homonuclear NMR experiments.[11] The position of TMRh attached with a six-carbon linker to the

5’-end of a DNA heptamer was modeled using systematic conformational search techniques. (From Ref. [12].)
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proteins that deform the DNA on binding. We also

describe DNA constructions, either by specific proteins or

DNA bulges, which yield in long reporter arms amplifying

small changes in DNA structure.

Bending and kinking

Several proteins are known to bend or kink DNA. Some of

them (e.g., TATA binding protein [TBP], PAP1, HMGs,

IHF, and CAP) have been studied using FRET techniques.

TBP: The conformational change of a 14-bp, dye-

labeled DNA upon binding of TBP has been studied in

solution with FRET.[18] A strong decrease in the dye-to-

dye distances was observed in the complex compared to

the naked DNA. The FRET data are in accord with a

three-dimensional structure determined by X-ray crystal-

lography.[19] A detailed kinetic study that used FRET

revealed two intermediate complex species with similarly

bent DNA. TBP binding and DNA bending were shown to

occur simultaneously.[20]

PAP1: The conformational change of a 26-bp DNA

upon binding of PAP1, a basic region leucine zipper motif

containing transcription factor homologous to human

c-Jun, has been studied in solution.[21] The authors con-

clude that the DNA adopts a bent conformation charac-

terized by a bending angle of about 26�.
HMG: The HMG box is an 80-amino-acid domain

found in many DNA-binding proteins and transcription

factors. For reviews, see Refs. [22,23]. In several studies

the interaction of HMG proteins with DNA was analyzed

using FRET.[24–28] The transcription factors, sex-deter-

mining region Y (SRY) and lymphoid enhancer-binding

factor 1 (LEF-1), bind sequence specifically to DNA and

induce a bend of 80–120�, as shown by NMR.[29,30] How-

ever, other HMG proteins bind less sequence specifi-

cally. These show elevated affinity to DNA distorted

by cisplatinum,[31] to bulged DNA,[32] or to four-way

junctions.[33]

Heyduk et al.[24] studied the interaction of the

Chironomus HMG1a to a 30-bp double-stranded DNA

using FRET between a europium chelate complex as

donor and terminally attached cyanine-5 (Cy5). They

estimated a DNA bending angle of 150� in the complex.

We studied the binding of the Drosophila HMG-D and

protein homologues to a dA2 bulge containing 18-bp DNA

5’-labeled with fluorescein and rhodamine.[25] Molecular

modeling was used to interpret the FRET data and to

deduce a bending angle of 95�.[34] This value compares

well with a bending angle of 110� in the X-ray structure of

HMG-D binding to a 12-bp DNA.[35] Further structural

details predicted by our model (which were based on

NMR data, footprinting results, and FRET) (Fig. 5) were

confirmed by the subsequently published X-ray structure.

IHF: The interaction of DNA with the protein IHF was

studied in solution with FRET. The crystal structure of

this protein[36] complexed with a 35-bp DNA fragment

containing a nick shows that IHF induces a U-shaped

DNA conformation. To check if the DNA in the

‘‘physiological’’ complex (with intact DNA) adopts a

similar conformation as revealed by the X-ray structure,

the end-to-end distances of nicked and intact 55-bp DNA

Fig. 5 HMG-D binding (right) to dye-labeled, 18-bp, dA2-

bulged DNA (naked DNA: left). Upon binding the protein

increases the bend angle and reduces the dye distance from 6.4

to 5.6 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 FRET analysis of IHF in complex with an intact 55-bp

DNA.[16] The model building was based on the X-ray structure

of IHF with a nicked 35-bp DNA oligomer.[36] Explicit positions

for 5’-labeled dyes Fl (green) and TMRh (red) are shown. DNA

strands are colored according to the covalently attached dyes, the

protein is depicted in blue. Large spheres indicate the

hypothetical range of locations for the dyes. Without knowledge

of the exact dye positions, the end-to-end distance of the DNA

could in principle be interpreted to range between 10 and 90 Å.

FRET measurements show a distance of 55 Å, which is in

agreement with a dye-to-dye distance of 56 Å (black arrow) in

this model. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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oligomers in the presence of IHF were measured using

FRET.[16] For nicked DNA, the experimental dye-to-dye

distance agrees, within 1–2 Å, with the distance between

the dyes in a model based on the X-ray. The measured

dye-to-dye distance of intact DNA is 4 Å larger than that

of nicked DNA, suggesting a slightly different conforma-

tion of the IHF complex in solution for intact compared to

nicked DNA (Fig. 6).

CAP: Catabolite activator protein binding to straight

DNA (see Figs. 2 and 7) leads to a significant bending of

the nucleic acid molecule.[37] Using an iterative approach

of molecular modeling, DNA synthesis, and FRET

measurements, we designed 22- to 65-bp-long DNA

molecules with two or three dA5 bulges each separated

by double-stranded sections of B-DNA.[7] A molecular

model of a two-bulge DNA molecule with close helix

ends is shown in Fig. 8. Double-helical B-DNA regions

can be used as substrates for protein binding. DNA

molecules 65 bp long and containing three dA5 bulges

(and the CAP binding site in between) were constructed,

5’-end labeled, and used to monitor the binding of CAP by

measuring FRET.

6-FAM

6-FAM

5-TAMRA

5-TAMRA

Fig. 7 CAP binding to three-bulged DNA (left: naked DNA, right: CAP–DNA complex). Upon binding, CAP bends the DNA.

Because of the reporter arms, the increase in end-to-end distance is large.

Fig. 8 Atomic model of a DNA molecule containing two dA5 bulges. The molecule consists of three double-helical stems (16-, 9-, and

17-bp length). The longer Fl-labeled strand is composed of 52 bases and colored green in the model; the shorter 42-base strand is labeled

with TMRH and is depicted in red. The model is based on the NMR structure[38] of the dA5 bulge and FRET measurements.[7]

Combining local (NMR) and global (FRET) structure information with the use of molecular modeling allows one to deduce this detailed

model of a large DNA molecule in solution. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Fig. 9 DNA constructs including two or three A5 bulges leading to close helix ends and thus a high FRET efficiency between end-

labeled dyes. Fl-labeled strands are colored green and TMRh labeled are shown in red. A and B contain two A5 bulges and double-

helical sections with different lengths flanking the bulges. The length of the double-helical section between the two bulges was varied

between 7 and 11 bp. C, D, E, and F contain three A5 bulges. In addition, E and F have a CAP and EcoRI binding site in the longest stem

and contain a nick. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

FRETFRET FRET

X X
Y Y
Z Z

Fig. 10 EcoRI binding to a triple-bulged DNA construct. EcoRI twists the DNA out of plane. This deformation can in principle be

measured by these DNA nanoinstruments.
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A decrease of Förster transfer efficiencies from 21%

with CAP to 8% without CAP was observed (Fig. 7 and

2).[7] To be able to interpret the FRET data on a high-

resolution level, we determined the NMR structure of a

dA5 bulge containing DNA fragment[38] and modeled the

multiple bulge molecules (Fig. 8).

We constructed a series of double- and triple-bulged

DNA molecules with different linker and reporter arm

lengths to select those molecules that are (close to) planar

and show maximal FRET efficiency[7] (Fig. 9). Because of

handling reasons, the large triple-bulge DNA constructs

(Fig. 9E and F) contain a nick.

DNA twist

We constructed large triple-bulged DNA molecules not

only to study the effects of CAP (see Figs. 2, 7, and 9) but

also those of EcoRI binding (Fig. 10). Upon binding,

EcoRI induces a twist into the DNA helix.[39] This subtle

change can in principle be detected by labeled reporter

arms (Fig. 10). Larger triple-bulge constructs are required

to guarantee a sufficiently long and undistorted DNA

binding site. The planar molecule (Fig. 10, left) is

predicted to be twisted out of plane (Fig. 10, right) by

EcoRI, increasing the dye distance and reducing FRET

efficiency.[12]

Influence of the Environment on DNA
Deformation: Electrostatic Interaction
of Double-Stranded DNA Strands

In the U-shaped DNA molecule, the two double-stranded

arms are parallelly oriented[12] and the dyes are close to

one another. The bulge–turn–bulge ‘‘linker’’ fixes the

distance of the two helices at the ‘‘bottom’’ of the U.

Thus, at this end the distance of the two strands is known

(Fig. 3). The distance at the open end of the U-shaped

molecule is measured by FRET in solution. This con-

struction allows one, e.g., to measure the electrostatic in-

teraction between the two negatively charged DNA

double-stranded arms.

Because of the negatively charged phosphate back-

bones, the two roughly parallel helices repel each other.

The electrostatic interaction between the two DNA arms

was changed in two alternative ways: 1) the charge of the

DNA arms was reduced by introducing methylphospho-

nates replacing backbone phosphates and 2) the salt

concentration was increased. In the first case, the

electrostatic repulsion is reduced because of the lower

charge of the DNA backbone. Here, the FRET measure-

ments can be performed under identical buffer conditions

so that buffer influences on the properties of the dyes can

be excluded. With increasing salt concentration, the

additional mono- (Na+) and divalent (Mg2 +) cations

shield the DNA phosphate charges and reduce the

electrostatic repulsion between the arms. Because of the

increased salt concentration, buffer conditions change,

and the influence of the buffer on the properties of the

dyes has to be taken into account. Both procedures result

in a shortened end-to-end distance between the DNA helix

ends and thus in an increased FRET efficiency.

Such U-shaped DNA molecules with two nearly

parallel DNA helices were constructed by introducing

two dA5 bulges into the DNA helix that are separated by

9 bp of double-stranded DNA. The U-shaped structure and

sequence is shown in Fig. 11. Four DNA molecules were

Fig. 11 Sequence and global structure of the double-bulge DNA molecules. The positions of the methylphosphonates are shown in

bold with an asterisk (left side) and shown in green and red for fluorescein and TMRh-labeled oligonucleotide, respectively, and pointed

at by arrowheads (right side). The methylphosphonates are placed inside the U-turn facing each other. The dyes fluorescein (Fl) and

tetramethylrhodamine (TMRh) are shown in green and red, respectively. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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synthesized using increasing amounts of methylphospho-

nates. We compared the FRET efficiencies of a native,

fully charged DNA with three partially uncharged DNA

structures with 2, 4, or 6 methylphosphonate groups in the

DNA backbone. The positions of the substituted nucleo-

tides are shown in Fig. 11. The electrostatic effect of these

methyl groups was maximized by placing them inside the

U-turn facing each other at closest distances.

The fully charged U-shaped DNA molecule and its

three less charged variants containing 2, 4, and 6

methylphosphonates were analyzed by measuring the

FRET efficiency in the presence of 50 mM Tris-borate,

pH 7.9, with increasing NaCl and MgCl2 concentrations.

We found the FRET efficiency E strongly increasing with

salt concentration (Fig. 12). The strong increase of E

levels off above about 200 mM NaCl or, alternatively,

10 mM MgCl2, and shows only a moderate increase of E

above these concentrations.

The control experiments indicate that the increase of

the FRET efficiencies of the double-bulge and the single-

bulge molecules is due to structural changes of the DNA

and not to changes of the dye properties or positions. The

strong increase at low salt concentrations is due to

structural changes in the bulge (see single-bulge control,

Fig. 12). The slightly increased FRET efficiency from

0.30 to 0.36 of the double-bulge molecules above 130 mM

NaCl or 5 mM MgCl2 is induced by reduced electrostatic

repulsion of the two nearly parallel DNA helices.

Influence of the DNA Sequence
on DNA Deformation

Dye-labeled, U-shaped DNA molecules can also be used

for the very sensitive study of structural details of par-

ticular DNA sequences. When different sequences are

placed between the two bulges, structural differences of

these sequence stretches are strongly amplified and thus

sensitively reported by the two helix arms. FRET between

dyes attached to the helix arm ends can be used to measure

twist and curvature changes.

DETECTION OF DNA DEFORMATION IN
POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS

The FRET efficiency can also be determined quantita-

tively in polyacrylamide gels[40] (Fig. 13). We labeled the

two 5’-ends of the double-stranded substrate DNA with

fluorescein and tetramethylrhodamine and measured

the increase of FRET by binding of two proteins, either

the HMG protein NHP6a or IHF; both proteins bend the

DNA. In the gel, fluorescein retains its free rotational

flexibility. However, the quantum yield is reduced, which

can be taken into account by a different Förster distance

R0 in the gel compared to solution. From the FRET

increase, we determined the dye-to-dye distances in the

protein–DNA complexes from polyacrylamide gel data[40]

(Fig. 13), yielding global structural information on the

complexes such as DNA bending angles.

DETECTION OF DNA DEFORMATION
AT SURFACES

Often it is of advantage when molecular detection systems

are bound to surfaces. For example, immobilized con-

structions allow for washing procedures. Such a require-

ment does not exclude our detection concept. If one or two

of the 90� bends in the DNA structure are due to protein

binding by TBP or IHF, respectively (e.g., replacing one or

two of the DNA bulges), and these proteins are linked to a

surface by classical protein immobilization techniques, the

detection principles and systems described above are

applicable. For example, when a one-bulge DNA molecule

including a TATA-box sequence in the longer stem

Fig. 12 FRET efficiency dependence of the double-bulge

constructs and, as control, a single bulge molecule on NaCl

(A) and MgCl2 (A) concentration. The roman numbers

indicate the different DNA oligomers that were annealed for

double-strand formation.
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Fig. 14 One-bulge DNA with TATA box sequence without (left) and with bound TBP (right). TBP is immobilized to a surface. Upon

binding, TBP induces a DNA bend of approximately 90� leading to a strong FRET signal. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Determination of FRET efficiency E by the gel-based fluorescence assay ‘‘FRET in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(PAGE).’’[40] Constant amounts of double-labeled DNA are incubated with increasing amounts of protein. The free DNA is separated from

the complex in a polyacrylamide gel. In the complex, the DNA is bent and, thus, the dyes attached to the DNA helix ends are close to one

another in space allowing for energy transfer. The donor fluorescence is quenched compared to free DNA. By plotting the donor

fluorescence intensity of the complex vs. free DNA, a straight line is obtained with a slope (E�1) yielding the energy transfer efficiency E.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(Fig. 14, left) binds to TBP (being immobilized to a

surface) FRET occurs due to the bending of the longer

stem, resulting in a close dye distance (Fig. 14, right).

CONCLUSION

We have shown that DNA-based nanoinstruments, de-

signed by molecular modeling and realized by linear chem-

ical synthesis, can be valuable tools for detecting and quan-

tifying DNA bending and kinking, e.g., by proteins binding

to DNA. Since those constructs allow one to bring dyes in a

certain distance to each other, a new measurement principle

was generated. For future work, these DNA molecules may

not only carry dyes, but other molecules (enzymes, small

organic compounds, catalysts, etc.) that work only in

defined distances from each other. Such constructs could be

switched on and of by modifying the structure of the DNA

resulting in controllable nanomachines.
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ABBREVIATIONS

A acceptor

BIFL burst-integrated fluorescence lifetime

bp base pair

Cy3 cyanine-3

Cy5 cyanine-5

D donor

Fl 6-fluorescein

FRET fluorescence resonance energy transfer

HMG high mobility group

IHF integration host factor

LEF-1 lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1

NOE nuclear Overhauser effect

PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

R0 Förster distance

SRY sex-determining region Y

TBP TATA binding protein

TMRh 5-tetramethylrhodamine
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INTRODUCTION

Conducting polymers with metallic and polymeric
properties are indispensable materials for the develop-
ment of organic electronic devices, such as batteries,
light-emitting diodes, and displays. The electrochemi-
cal fabrication of conducting polymer nanostructures,
especially nanotubular structures, can enhance their
performance by improving charge transport rate as
well as surface area. However, the understanding of
the electrochemically synthesized conducting polymer
nanotubes is lacking in spite of their importance and
high applicability. Here, we discuss the electrochemical
synthesis, synthetic mechanism, and structural charac-
terization of the conducting polymer nanotubes. The
application of conducting polymer nanotubes is also
discussed in the development of ultrafast flexible elec-
trochromic device with low power consuming features.

BACKGROUND

One of the most exciting challenges in recent research
fields is the development of organic electronic devices
including batteries, organic electronic memory, organic
light emitting diode, lasers, and displays.[1–9] Conduct-
ing polymers, such as polyaniline, polypyrrole, poly-
thiophene, and poly(p-phenylene vinylene) classes,
are indispensable material in fabricating organic elec-
tronic devices because they have the electrical, electro-
nic, electrochemical, and optical properties of a metal
as well as the mechanical properties of a conventional
polymer.[1–16] In optical properties, for example, poly-
thiophene is red (or blue) in the reduced (or oxidized)
state, whereas polymethylthiophene is purple (or pale
blue) in the reduced (or oxidized) state.[17] All these
unique characteristics of conducting polymers offer
innumerable applicability to organic electronic devices.

Usually, conducting polymers are used in organic
devices in three forms: thin film, nanofibrillar form,
and nanotubular form. The film is the most popular
in organic devices, acting as electrodes or light control-
ling materials.[3,6,7,9] Oxidative chemical polymerization

method is frequently used to fabricate pinhole-free
homogenous thin film by spin-coating on a conductive
or even insulating surface. Nanofibrils or tubes are
used in the devices, which require higher surface area
and sensitivity such as sensors or batteries.[1,2,18] Tem-
plate synthesis, as shown in Fig. 1, is one of the most
frequently adopted techniques to fabricate nanostruc-
tures of the conducting polymers since Penner and
Martin pioneered the electrochemical synthesis of
polypyrrole nanofibrils using a nuclepore (polycarbo-
nate) membrane in 1986.[18–26] Alumina membranes
(Fig. 2) and track-etched polycarbonate membranes
were frequently used as a template owing to their
well-defined pore structures.[18] The outer shape of
the deposited material is usually determined by the
inner structure of the membrane pores. Most of the
conducting polymer nanostructures were synthesized
by the chemical oxidation method because of its sim-
plicity.[18,21–23,26] The polymerization conditions such
as polymerization time and monomer concentrations
determine whether the resulting inner structures are
hollow tubes or completely filled fibrils.

For the electrochemical synthesis of conducting
polymer nanofibril=nanotube in the porous template,
a conductive substrate should be used at one side of
the membrane as an electrode to deposit the polymer
in the pores.[27–30] The mechanism for the nanostruc-
ture growth is more complicated compared to the chem-
ical method. However, the electrochemical method has
advantages over the chemical method in that the nano-
tube length can be easily controlled by changing poly-
merization time. The electrochemically polymerized
nanotubes have also better electrochromic properties
such as color vividness and switching rates.[19,20,27]

For the application of conducting polymers to sensors
and organic electronic devices, the tubular form of
conducting polymer provides more advantages than
the film or fibrillar form: possibility of inner modifica-
tion, high surface area, fast response, etc.[18,27] Surpris-
ingly, however, the studies on electrochemical synthesis
of conducting polymer nanotubes are not many. Here,
we discuss the electrochemical synthesis, synthetic
mechanism, structural characterization, and application
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of conducting polymer nanotubes using the template
synthesis.

METHODS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS

Electrochemical polymerization is normally carried
out using a standard three-electrode configuration in
a solution containing monomer and a supporting
electrolyte. Three kinds of methods, potentiostatic,
galvanostatic, or potentiodynamic, are used in electro-
chemical synthesis. Generally, potentiostatic condi-
tions are recommended to obtain thin films, while
galvanostatic conditions are recommended to obtain
thick films. In the potentiodynamical method, a rela-
tively firm polymer structure is expected because oxi-
dation and reduction cycles are repeated during
polymerization. For electrochemical synthesis, one face
of the porous membrane is sputter-coated with a thin
layer of conducting materials such as gold or indium-
doped tin oxide (Fig. 1). This side, acting as a working
electrode, is connected to a power source, the potentio-
stat. Electrochemical potential is defined by a reference
electrode such as Ag=AgCl or saturated calomel
electrode (SCE).

To make the nanotubular structure, two strategies
can be used: one is the direct growth of conducting
polymer nanotubes in the membrane pores and the
other is the metal layer deposition on the surface of
the pores and then the electrochemical growth of the
conducting polymer.[21,22,26–31] The latter is useful to
make nanotubes with very small diameters because
the deposited metal layer reduces the inner diameter
of pore. However, it is not easy to fabricate the poly-
mer nanotubes with a good shape because the chemi-
cally deposited metal surface is very rough. On the
other hand, better nanotubular structures are obtained

with the direct growth method and the length of the
polymer nanotube can be controlled.

CHARACTERIZATION OF NANOTUBE
STRUCTURES

To characterize the tubular structures, three methods
have been used: observation of end morphology of
nanotubes using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), indirect observation of the microtomed section
of nanotubes embedded in a membrane, or direct
observation of the individual nanotube using transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM).[19,22,26–29] The first
method, SEM, is relatively unreliable because it is very
hard to differentiate the complete hollow nanotubes
with the partially filled nanotubes or nanowires
with small pit structures at the end. For example,
Duvail et al. reported that the outer structures of
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) in a SEM
image for the top ends of the nanomaterials were
shown like tubular forms with thick walls, while the
inner structures in a TEM image were proven to be
an almost filled concave shape with an open end.[30]

Li et al. reported that the TEM image of LiMn2O4

nanostructures showed tubular structures while the
SEM image of their top ends showed fibrillar forms.[32]

The microtoming is a useful technique to prove inner
tubular structures. The nanotubes embedded in a
membrane are sliced in a slanted angle. If the tubules
within the membrane have a partially filled structure,
the TEM image of this thin microtomed slice will show
plugged pores as well as unplugged pores containing
rings of conducting polymer. In this method, we do
not need to remove the template but require an addi-
tional instrument to cut the membrane. Direct obser-
vation of tubular structure using TEM will be most
reliable, although the template should be removed.

Fig. 1 Schematic of template synthesis of conducting polymer nanotubes chemically (top) and electrochemically (bottom).
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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ELECTROCHEMICALLY SYNTHESIZED
CONDUCTING POLYMER NANOTUBES

Polypyrroles

Martin et al. reported the first electrochemical synth-
esis of the tubular structure of conducting polymer
with N-methylpyrrole in a nuclepore membrane
(1.0 mm pores) chemically or electrochemically (current
density of 1.0mA=cm2) in 0.5M N-methylpyrrole in an
acetonitrile solution.[22] They proposed a mechanism
for nanotube formation. The key to this process is
the interaction of the nascent polyheterocyclic chain
with the pore wall. The nascent cationic heterocyclic
polymers are adsorbed to the anionic membrane wall
by electrostatic attraction, which resulted in the pre-
ferential growth of conducting polymers as a tubular
form. Demoustier-champagne and coworkers have
also investigated the electrochemical synthesis of
polypyrrole nanotubes in a track-etched polycarbonate

membrane (pore diameter of 35–200 nm).[28,29] The
polymerization was carried out at þ0.8V SCE in
0.05–0.1M pyrrole aqueous solution. The nanostruc-
tures were proven using the TEM images of a micro-
tomed section of polypyrrole nanotubes.[28] They
investigated the importance of the limited diffusion
of monomers to nanotube formation using pulsed
chronoamperometry technique. However, they con-
cluded that the diffusion of monomer inside the pores
is not the determinant parameter leading to the forma-
tion of tubes because no changes were found in tube
wall thickness as the monomer concentration changed
in the range of 0.05–0.35M or pulsed polymerization
was applied with various delay times. Yamada,
Gasparac, and Martin prepared a gold=polypyrrole
composite microtube membrane to investigate the
transport properties of bottlenecked polypyrrole
microtubes.[31] The pyrroles were electropolymerized
by using cyclic voltammetry after electroless deposition
of gold on the surface of a polycarbonate membrane.
The effective inner diameter of the polypyrrole nano-
tubes was adjusted by controlling the number of poly-
merization cycles. As expected, decreasing the pore
diameters reduced the transported phenols. Granstrom
and coworkers have investigated the electrochemical
polymerization of conducting polymer fibrillar struc-
tures including polypyrrole and polythiophenes.[33–35]

The conducting polymer fibrils, synthesized in the
pores of a membrane, have higher conductivity and
longer conjugation length compared to a conventional
polymer film. Higher conductivity was observed for
conducting polymer fibrils grown at higher monomer
concentration and in smaller pores, as observed by
Martin’s group in the chemically synthesized nano-
fibrils of polypyrrole, polymethylthiophene, and poly-
acetylene.[21,23]

Polyanilines

Demoustier-Champagne and coworkers have synthe-
sized polyaniline nanotubes chemically and elec-
trochemically.[36] They used track-etched porous
polycarbonate membranes with different pore dia-
meters ranging from 20 to 220 nm. The pore diameter
of the membrane is one of the important parameters
to have an effect on the growth rate of the polyaniline
nanotubes: as the pore diameter of a membrane was
reduced, the polyaniline growth rate in the longitudinal
direction (along the pore wall) was decreased owing to
the limited diffusion of monomers into narrower pores.
They also observed that the nanotubes, grown in a
membrane with smaller pore diameters, exhibit larger
values of conductivity, which has contributed to more
ordered structures in smaller-diameter nanotubes.
Szklarczyk et al. investigated the mechanism for the

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of a porous alumina
membrane (pore diameter: 60 nm): (A) top view and (B)
cross-sectional view.
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electrochemical formation of poly(o-methoxyaniline)
nanostructures using in situ atomic force and electron
microscopies.[37] The polymerization was carried out
potentiodynamically by cycling potentials between 0.0
and 1.0V. Based on an atomic force micrograph, how-
ever, it was hard to determine whether the synthesized
nanostructures were nanofibrils or end-capped nano-
tubes. X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopic study
showed that the metallic layer, sputtered to make one
surface of a membrane conductive, was also present on
the walls of the pores. They proposed that this metallic
layer on the wall results in the simultaneous growth of
nanostructures on the pore wall and on its bottom.

Polythiophenes

Duvail et al. tried to synthesize PEDOT nanotubes
potentiodynamically (cyclic voltammetry) or potentio-
statically (chronoamperometry). Unlike polypyrroles
and polyanilines, PEDOT was likely to be electro-
chemically synthesized as nanowires instead of hollow
nanotubes in a porous membrane. They remarked that
the preferential growth along the pore walls in PEDOT
is much less important compared to other conducting
polymers.

Recently, we have synthesized PEDOT nanotubes
electrochemically using an alumina membrane as a
template.[27] The tubular structure of PEDOT, grown
in a porous alumina film, was investigated by SEM
and TEM. Polymerization was performed potentiosta-
tically at 1.2–1.8 V vs. Ag=AgCl in an acetonitrile solu-
tion of 20mM in 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)
and 100mM in LiClO4. After completely removing the
alumina template with phosphoric acid (25wt%),
nanotubes were then separated and characterized to
prove their hollow tubular structures and to measure
their wall thicknesses by using TEM. Key variables
in the growth of the tubular structure of PEDOT
are monomer concentration and applied potential.
Various nanostructures of PEDOT, including com-
pletely tubular, partially filled, and completely filled

nanostructures (Fig. 3), were obtained by controlling
both the applied potentials and the monomer con-
centrations.

These phenomena were difficult to explain using
only the previous mechanism, that is, the interaction
between the wall surface and polymers.[18,22] To
explain the formation of hollow nanotubes as well as
partially filled nanotubes, we proposed an additional
mechanism as well as the mechanism by attraction
between the polymers and the pore walls: The polymer-
ization reaction of PEDOT in the pores is limited by
the diffusion of monomer at highly applied potential
that leads to high electrochemical reaction rate in the
pores (Fig. 4).

Another important parameter in electrochemically
synthesizing nanotubes is the electropolymerization
time. In the beginning, very thin nanotubes are formed
because of the strong interaction of the membrane wall
surface and polymers, as mentioned above. Fig. 5(A)
shows very thin tubular structures with an average
length of 3 mm, synthesized at 1.5 V for 20 sec in
50mM EDOT. As the polymer becomes long, a little
voltage drop is expected because of the resistance of
polymer. This leads to thickening of the tube wall
rather than continuous nanotube elongation. The
PEDOT tubes are almost filled in 100 sec and have
about 6 mm length (Fig. 5B). Even though the electro-
polymerization time increased five times, the total
length of nanotubes increased twice because most of
the diffused monomers are consumed to fill the nano-
tubes. Further increasing the electropolymerization time
leads to completely filled nanowires. Therefore, electro-
polymerization time as well as monomer concentration
and applied potential have to be considered to fully
understand the phenomena of nanotube formation.

APPLICATIONS

During the past decade, there have been many reports
about potentially practical applications of conducting

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopy images of the PEDOT nanotube or nanowire synthesized at the constant voltage of
(A) 1.5V, (B) 1.3V, and (C) 1.2V vs. Ag=AgCl in 20mM EDOT using an alumina template (pore diameter: 200 nm). (From
Ref.[27].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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polymers to various fields such as batteries, organic
electronic memory, sensors, organic light emitting
diode, lasers, and organic display, etc.[1–9,15,16,38]

However, the applications of the tubular shape of the
conducting polymer have been reported rarely. For
example, Kanungo, Kumar, and Contractor fabricated
microtubule sensors based on polyaniline micro-
tubules, which were polymerized in the pores of
track-etched polycarbonate membrane (pore diameter
of 1.2 mm).[39] The poly(styrene sulfonate)-polyaniline
was deposited by potentiostatic (þ1.0V; pH 5.0) or
potentiodynamic (potential cycles between �0.2 and
0.8V vs. SCE; scan rate of 50mV=sec; pH 0.5) method.
The enzymes were immobilized by physical adsorption

after polymerization. The sensor response was
improved by about 100 times compared to conven-
tional sensors based on polyaniline film.

One of the fascinating properties of the conducting
polymer is the electrochromic effect. PEDOT of the
conducting polymers has had much attraction because
of its good electrochromic effect in color changes,
which can be applied to electronic paper or flexible dis-
play. One of the problems in current electrochromic
display is the slow color-switching rate, which is lim-
ited by the diffusion rate of counterions into the film
during the redox process.[9,27,40–44] The diffusion time
(t) of ions to reach a saturation concentration in a poly-
mer film, which implies switching time, is proportional

Fig. 5 The effect of electropolymerization time on
nanostructures. Transmission electron microscopy

images of the PEDOT nanotubes synthesized at the
constant voltage of 1.5V (vs. Ag=AgCl) for (A)
20 sec and (B) 100 sec in 50mM EDOT using an
alumina template (pore diameter: 200 nm). (View
this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Schematic mechanism of the electrochemical
synthesis of conducting polymer nanowire (top) or
nanotube (bottom) using template synthesis. Large

diffusional flux (high monomer concentration) and
slow reaction (low potential) resulted in nanowire
structure while small diffusional flux (low monomer

concentration) and fast reaction (high potential)
resulted in nanotubular structure. (View this art in
color at www.dekker.com.)
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to the square of the film thickness (x): t / x2=D, where
D is the diffusion coefficient of an ion in a polymer
film.[45,46] Therefore, the simplest way to overcome
the slow switching rates is to decrease the diffusion
distance of ions, that is, to reduce film thickness.[47–50]

Based on the reported switching time of 2.2 sec for a
300 nm-thick PEDOT film, we expect the switching
time to be about 10msec for a 20 nm thick film.[40]

However, the coloration of such a thin film is never
sufficient for display applications. That is, there is
always a trade-off between the coloration and switch-
ing time as the film thickness varies. To improve the
color switching rate without the loss of color contrasts,

we developed the electrochromic device based on the
PEDOT nanotube arrays. Fig. 6 illustrates that the
thin wall thickness of PEDOT nanotubes (less than
20 nm) can provide ions with short diffusion pathways,
which allows very fast switching rates, while the micro-
meter length of the PEDOT nanotubes in an array
structure can produce strong coloration for the display
system.

In fact, there have been similar examples showing
fast charge transport rates with nanofibrillar or nano-
tubular structures of conducting polymers and inor-
ganic materials.[32,51,52] Li et al. demonstrated that
the rate capabilities could be improved by reducing

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the ultrafast electro-

chromic device based on PEDOT nanotube arrays.
Counteranions (negatively charged grey balls)
diffuse into a thin layer of PEDOT nanotube wall

(less than 20 nm in wall thickness to provide the
short diffusion distance) when PEDOT nanotubes
are oxidized by applying positive potential on the

indium-doped tin oxide glass electrode. The color
of PEDOT turns from a deep blue to a transparent
pale blue. (From Ref.[27].) (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 (A) Plots of reflectivity of electrochromic
window (1 cm2) monitored at 530 nm for coloration
(open circle) and decoloration (solid circle) upon

potential-switching between �1.0 and 1.0V, respec-
tively. (B) Patterned letter ‘N’ on the PEDOT nano-
tube arrayed film. The alternating square potentials

between �1.0V (lower image) and 1.0V (upper
image) were applied on the background area after
1.0V was applied on the letter ‘‘N’’ (decolored state).

(From Ref.[27].) (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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the wall thickness of the nanotubes, which decrease the
distance for Li ion transport into nanostructured
LiMn2O4 electrodes, compared to a conventional film
structure.[32] Van Dyke and Martin have reported the
significantly increased charge transport rates (five
times) in fibrillar polypyrrole compared to conven-
tional polypyrrole films (1 mm in thickness).[24,25] How-
ever, the charge transport rate was still in a second
range owing to not having tubular structure but nano-
wire structure with 200 nm diameter. Chien and
Schlenoff showed that the time to charge and discharge
polyacetylene fibrils can be accelerated by reducing the
fibril diameter.[2]

An electrochromic window with PEDOT nanotube
arrays was designed as shown above. The device was
switched from pale blue (decolored and oxidized state
of PEDOT) to deep blue (colored and reduced state of
PEDOT) by applying alternating square potentials
between 1.0 and �1.0V on PEDOT nanotube arrays
vs. the upper transparent electrode. The switching
speed was measured optically from reflectivity
responses as a function of time at the applied poten-
tials (Fig. 7A). Both the coloring and decoloring pro-
cesses show switching times of less than 10msec.
Movie film is usually played at a speed of 24 fra-
mes=sec, which corresponds to display switching times
of about 40msec. Furthermore, the patterned letter
‘‘N’’ showed good color contrast of 6 as shown in
Fig. 7(B). Therefore, PEDOT nanotubes, exhibiting
switching times of <10msec and good contrast, are
excellent candidate material for moving image displays.

The above design is not suitable for a flexible
display because the alumina template is highly fragile.
Thus, we used a flexible template, a porous polycarbo-
nate membrane. PEDOT nanotubes were grown elec-
trochemically after sputtering a thin layer of gold on
one face of the polycarbonate membrane as an elec-
trode. Fig. 8 shows a highly flexible electrochromic

device in an electrolyte solution, 100mM LiClO4 in
acetonitrile. The oxidized and reduced PEDOT usually
shows transparent pale blue and deep blue, respec-
tively. However, the color of the device was gold in
the oxidized state (Fig. 8A) while it was dark bluish
in the reduced state (Fig. 8B) because of the sputtered
gold layer. Due to the high flexibility of a polycarbo-
nate template, the electrochromic device can be rolled
easily.

CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the electrochemical syntheses of con-
ducting polymer nanotubes. A variety of parameters
influence the nanotube formations, such as applied
potential, monomer concentration, pore diameters,
electropolymerization time, etc. However, the more
detailed mechanism still needs to be investigated. Tub-
ular structures have many advantages over fibrillar
structures including the possibility of inner modifica-
tion, the high surface area, and the fast charge diffu-
sion. As an application of conducting polymer
nanotubes, we introduced ultrafast electrochromic dis-
plays with switching speeds compatible with moving
image display technology and low power consuming
features. The thin wall thickness (less than 20 nm)
of nanotubes renders the diffusion path length of
counter-ions extremely short, which leads to ultrafast
switching speed (<10msec). The long-nanotube arrays
provide a strong coloration. As only a primitive form
of a flexible electrochromic display has been demon-
strated, we are currently investigating the possibility
of demonstrating a flexible display capable of showing
color text and images on a rewritable medium by
making pixelated nanotube arrays on thin plastic
substrates.a
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INTRODUCTION

This article describes the use of multimodal ligands in

constructing solid-state molecular materials, in particular

coordination frameworks. It will be demonstrated that

such ligands have advantages over simpler, more tradi-

tional unimodal ligands in controlling the topology of

coordination frameworks at the molecular level. This

gives rise to the hope of a high degree of design of

coordination frameworks for subsequent use as ad-

vanced materials.

The construction of crystal-engineered frameworks

using either coordinative-bonding or hydrogen-bonding

interactions is an extremely topical area of inorganic and

materials chemistry.[1–3] The strong interest in this area

arises because the synthetic procedure used to construct

these materials allows, in principle, a high degree of

design. New materials with tunable properties have been

developed from coordination frameworks over recent

years and as synthetic procedures become more ad-

vanced so the properties of these materials become more

highly evolved.

In particular, new framework materials with host–guest

properties, similar to those observed with zeolites, have

been reported. The potential advantage of using coordi-

nation frameworks is that the components of the frame-

work, metal, ligand, and anion can be readily chosen and

designed to allow specific manipulation of the dimensions

and shape of channels or pores. Component design gives

rise to not only shape-selective inclusion but also the

possibility of chemoselectivity. Recent examples include

very high methane adsorption[4] within a coordination

framework and also rare example of dioxygen adsorption

in which the dimensions of the framework channels give

rise to a highly ordered O2 array.[5] Examples of new

materials with interesting magnetic[6] and nonlinear

optical[7] properties have also been reported. It is even

possible to incorporate more than one of these properties

within a single material and this gives rise to highly novel

and advanced materials such as a nanoporous molecular

magnet with reversible solvent-induced mechanical and

magnetic properties[8] and a coordination-framework-

based material that exhibits coexisting ferromagnetism

and metallic conductivity.[9]

COORDINATION FRAMEWORK DESIGN:
THE BUILDING BLOCK METHODOLOGY

The high degree of design in these systems arises from the

coupling of the well-understood coordination properties of

individual metal ions and the highly developed organic

chemistry of ligand synthesis. Indeed, notable advances

have been made in the synthesis of coordination frame-

works and in understanding the factors that influence

network topology using the building block methodology

as originally advanced by Robson et al.[1] The building

block methodology can be used to design molecular

frameworks by using the geometric properties of the

framework components. For example, by linking building

blocks through simple linear rods (connecting units) the

geometric properties of the building block are expressed

throughout three-dimensional space. In the case of

coordination frameworks one may like to consider the

properties of a transition metal ion. Thus if one links metal

cations with a linear coordination geometry through a

simple connecting unit, a one-dimensional chain will be

constructed. Similarly, a square-planar metal cation can be

linked to generate a two-dimensional sheet structure.

Three-dimensional architectures can be achieved by

linking nonlinear or nonplanar metal centers. Perhaps

the most commonly studied example of a three-dimen-

sional coordination framework is that constructed from

tetrahedral metal centers, such as Cu(I), and linear

bridging ligands, including 4,4’-bipyridine,[10] or trans-

1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethene.[11] In this case the metal nodes

will be linked such that the tetrahedral geometry of the

cation is expressed in three dimensions to generate a

structure with a diamond-like structure (Fig. 1). The

geometry of the ligand can also be readily adapted and in

principle combinations of different building block geo-

metric properties may be combined to generate increas-

ingly complex multidimensional architectures.
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This concept of using building block geometries to

develop extended arrays is highly adaptable, but frame-

work structures can be readily influenced by weaker

supramolecular forces,[2] and the situation is not as simple

as it may at first appear. Indeed, the individual compo-

nents of a network system cannot be treated separately,

but the network must be thought of as a combined entity

drawing upon the unified properties of the building blocks

used in its construction.

The majority of coordination frameworks reported thus

far have used relatively simple ligand systems using

bridging ligands that provide two,[12] three,[13] or four[14]

monodentate donors in a predefined geometry (Scheme 1).

Such ligands give rise to a vast range of structural types

but are limited in their influence of network structure in

two ways.

Firstly, as the ligands use only monodentate donors they

offer little control over the interaction between the ligand

and the metal center. The ligand is able to occupy a single

metal coordination site offering influence over the rest of

the metal center only through steric crowding or through

more subtle electronic effects. Secondly, the ligand can

bridge metal centers in only a single manner (Scheme 1).

This means that the ligand is controlling the network

structure only by means of the ligand length or potentially

via steric bulk or weaker supramolecular interactions.

This is not to belittle the contribution of such sys-

tems. Indeed, the chemistry of coordination frameworks

has advanced so rapidly using precisely these simple

ligands and it is a perfect example of how a complicated

approach is not always the most useful or applicable to a

given problem.

However, the principles and complexity of ligand

synthesis strategies offer the supramolecular chemist

the possibility of a much higher degree of building-

block design. This potentially leads to a greater con-

trol of network structure, topology,[15] and ultimately

functional properties. One way in which coordination

network structure can be influenced is by using multi-

modal ligands.

MULTIMODAL LIGANDS
VS. UNIMODAL LIGANDS

Multimodal ligands differ from simpler unimodal systems

in that they offer both more than one binding site, usually

both monodentate and chelating bidentate donor sites and

in some cases more than one bridging mode. A simple

example of a multimodal ligand is 2,4-di(2-pyridyl)-6-

(ethynyl-4-pyridyl)pyridine (Scheme 2), which contains

both a tridentate, terpyridyl site and a monodentate

pyridyl site, both of which are capable of binding a

suitable metal center.[16] The tridentate site is expected to

be the most strongly coordinating unit, reflecting the

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a diamond-like structure

which can be generated by linking tetrahedral metal nodes

through bidentate bridging ligands, such that the tetrahedral

geometry of the cation is expressed in three dimensions.

Scheme 1 Examples of unimodal bridging ligands that provide two, three, or four monodentate donors in a predefined geometry.

(From Refs. [12–14].)
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simple chelate effect, and reaction with Co(ClO4)2 affords

a mononuclear complex in which the Co(II) center is

coordinated by two terpyridyl sites. However, in the

presence of counteranion with a greater coordinating

ability, such as chloride, the metal center is coordinated by

two Cl� ligands leaving four residual coordination sites at

the octahedral metal center. A terpyridyl ligand and a

monodentate pyridyl donor from a second ligand occupy

these four sites, and this results in the formation of a one-

dimensional coordination polymer (Fig. 2). Thus using

appropriate design protocols the multimodal ligand can be

used to assemble either a discrete complex or a one-

dimensional polymeric system.

It is evident from this example that the combination of

more than one type of coordinating mode within a single

ligand offers the potential for control over the coordina-

tion sphere of a metal within a self-assembled coordina-

tion architecture. Thus when a single tridentate unit is

coordinated to the metal center the number and orientation

of the remaining coordination sites on a given metal are

defined for other ligands. The ligand thus defines, to some

extent, the orientation of ligands used in coordination

polymer propagation.

Multimodal ligands also differ from simpler unimodal

ligands in that they specifically control the relative

positions of the donor groups with respect to each other

and thus offer more than one method of bridging metal

centers within an extended array. This differs from

unimodal ligands in which a single bridging mode is

typically observed even when using tri- or tetradentate

ligands. This point will be elaborated further below.

COORDINATION PREFERENCES OF
MULTIMODAL LIGANDS

As multimodal ligands possess more than one type of

coordination site there will inherently be a degree of

competition between donor groups within a single ligand.

This is illustrated by the example of the 2,4-di(2-pyridyl)-

6-(ethynyl-4-pyridyl)pyridine–Cobalt(II) system dis-

cussed above (Fig. 2) for which the ligand exhibits two

distinct coordination modes, using either just one or both

of the available coordination sites.[16]

As multimodal ligands often combine both bi- or

tridentate groups and monodentate donors the chelating,

multidentate unit regularly dominates the coordinating

ability of the ligand following simple thermodynamic

principles. This is illustrated by the reaction of pyra-

zino[2,3-f]quinoxaline (pyq) with AgBF4 in acetonitrile,

which yields discrete complexes of the form [Ag(pyq)2]-

(BF4) in which the chelating bidentate fragment of the

ligand coordinates, the Ag(I) center, and the monodentate

donors remains uncoordinated (Fig. 3).[17]

However, it is not always the case that the multi-

dentate site dominates the coordination sphere. Indeed, in

one particularly rare case the ligand 2,2’-bi-1,6-naph-

thyridine reacts with M(SCN)2 salts (M=Co, Zn, Cd) to

yield polymeric complexes, [M(SCN)2(2,2’-bi-1,6-

naphthyridine)2]1, in which the metal centers are

coordinated exclusively by the monodentate groups of

this ligand (Fig. 4).[18] Thus each metal center is

coordinated by four distinct ligands, with the remaining

metal sites occupied by the SCN� ligands, and the

ligands bridge metal centers to generate a two-dimen-

sional sheet structure of (4,4) topology.[15] In this

instance the bidentate units remain uncoordinated, which

is surprising considering that these groups should be

much better donors for the metal centers in comparison

to the monodentate donors. The reason for the preference

of this particular system to adopt this unexpected

coordination mode is unclear, but may possibly be

explained by the observed products being a kinetic rather

than thermodynamic product. Such a phenomenon has

been previously observed for coordination polymer

structures for which insolubility of a kinetic product

Fig. 2 View of the one-dimensional coordination polymer formed by {CoCl2[2,4-di(2-pyridyl)-6-(ethynyl-4-pyridyl)pyridine]}2.

(From Ref. [16].)

Scheme 2 A simple example of a multimodal ligand, 2,4-di(2-

pyridyl)-6-(ethynyl-4-pyridyl)pyridine.
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may be an important factor.[19] It is interesting to note

that if one considers a hypothetical product in which the

bidentate unit of this ligand is coordinated to the metal

center, there would be a maximum of three such groups

coordinated to the metal which would lead to an entirely

different architecture.

In most cases the coordination preferences of the

metal center will strongly influence the coordinating

preferences of the ligand. Typically, a metal center will

have a strong thermodynamic preference for a given

geometry and ligand type, and for most metals this will

result in multimodal ligands coordinating via their

chelating groups in preference to a combination of

donors unless a specific system is carefully designed, as

is the case for the 2,4-di(2-pyridyl)-6-(ethynyl-4-pyri-

dyl)pyridine–Cobalt(II) system discussed above.[16]

However, certain metal centers do not exhibit strong

coordination preferences and only small energy barriers

exist between multiple coordination geometries. This is

particularly noticeable for Ag(I) whose d10 electronic

configuration results in a highly flexible and coordina-

tively labile metal center. Ag(I) compounds are partic-

ularly susceptible to variation in reaction conditions,

including reaction solvent, and also to the nature of

the counteranion that is used. However, in many

instances reactions between multimodal ligands and

Ag(I) salts will result in the metal center adopting

what may be considered a uniform coordination envi-

ronment within a coordination polymer. In other words,

all of the metal centers adopt the same number and types

of donor and similar relative orientations. The rest of

this article will concentrate on how the use of multi-

modal ligands can lead to the development of interest-

ing coordination architectures with Ag(I) cations and

how the multimodal ligands contrast with simpler

unimodal systems.

AG(I) COORDINATION POLYMERS WITH
MULTIMODAL LIGANDS

Ag(I)-based coordination polymers are capable of gener-

ating one-,[20] two-,[17,21–24] or three-dimensional struc-

tures[17,21,24–28] depending on the nature of the other

building blocks employed and have been particularly

well studied with multimodal ligands.[17,21,23,24,29,30]

For multimodal ligands, one-dimensional structures are

less common, and so to illustrate the influence of such

ligands this article will concentrate on three- and two-

dimensional architectures.

Three-Dimensional Architectures

The reaction of Ag(I) salts, AgBF4 or AgPF6, with the

multimodal ligand 2,2’-bipyrazine (bpyz) has been

extensively studied.[17,21] When the reaction is performed

using nitromethane as a solvent, three-dimensional coor-

dination polymers are formed, {[Ag(bpyz)](BF4)}1
[17,21]

or {[Ag(bpyz)](PF6)}1,[17] both of which crystallize in

the chiral tetragonal space group P43212. In both poly-

mers the same Ag(I) coordination environment and

topological arrangement are observed. The Ag(I) center

adopts a ‘‘uniform’’ coordination sphere throughout the

polymeric architecture being coordinated by three bpyz

ligands, one chelating and two monodentate N-donors, in

a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry. Each Ag(I) center is

linked to four nearest-neighbor Ag(I) centers, two via

the chelating ligand and two more through two periph-

eral monodentate N-donors forming a distorted diamond-

like array (Fig. 5). The chirality of the framework can be

most readily understood if one inspects the extended

lattice along the crystallographic c axis. This view shows

Fig. 4 View of the two-dimensional coordination polymer

formed by [M(SCN)2(2,2’-bi-1,6-naphthyridine)2]1 (M=Co,

Zn, Cd) illustrating that the metal centers are coordinated

exclusively by the monodentate groups of the 2,2’-bi-1,6-

naphthyridine ligand.

Fig. 3 View of the structure of [Ag(pyq)2](BF4) in which the

chelating bidentate fragment of the ligand coordinates the Ag(I)

center, and the monodentate donors remains uncoordinated,

pyq=pyrazino[2,3-f]quinoxaline.
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that the structure forms two distinct channels that represent

different helices running through the network (Fig. 6).

The larger square-shaped channel constructs a 43 helix in

which each Ag(I) center is linked to the next Ag(I) center

along the helix via a short, single pyrazine bridging

mode. In contrast, the smaller rhomboid-shaped channel

forms a 21 helix in which adjacent Ag(I) centers are

linked through a longer bridging mode via two peripheral

N-donors of a bpyz ligand. In contrast to a conventional

diamond lattice in which adjacent helices have opposing

hands and are chemically identical, in {[Ag(bpyz)]-

(BF4)}1 adjacent antiparallel helices are chemically

distinct, displaying different bridging modes and resulting

in the chirality demonstrated by these architectures.

The role of the multimodal ligand is crucial in

influencing the architecture of these compounds and in

inducing the chirality of the framework that is observed.

To fully appreciate the role of the ligands one must

consider a related structure constructed using a unimodal

ligand. The closest, unimodal analogue to 2,2’-bipyrazine

would be two pyrazine ligands (Scheme 3). Unfortunately,

the reactions of pyrazine with Ag(I) salts are extremely

complex leading to a plethora of different products, and

direct comparisons are not valuable.[22,25,26] However,

comparison with the highly related bridging, bidentate

unimodal ligand 4,4’-bipyridine does provide a useful

evaluation of the influence of multimodal ligands. Reac-

tion of Ag(CF3SO3) with 4,4’-bipyridine forms a conven-

tional diamond-like structure, {[Ag(4,4’-bipyridine)2]-

(CF3SO3)}1, which crystallizes in the centrosymmetric,

achiral space group Pbca.[27] The conventional diamond

structure formed by {[Ag(4,4’-bipyridine)2](CF3SO3)}1
forms a single type of channel around which a single

type of helix is observed (Fig. 7). The uniformity of

channel periphery is a result of the unimodal nature

of the 4,4’-bipyridine bridging ligand which can only

coordinate metal centers through one type of donor

and crucially is only capable of bridging metal centers

through a single mode. Thus it can be seen that by using a

multimodal ligand, such as 2,2’-bipyrazine, the three-

dimensional architecture of a coordination polymer can be

significantly altered, and in the example of {[Ag(bpyz)]-

(BF4)}1 chirality can be introduced to a framework

structure.[17,21]

The role of the multimodal ligand is key in this system.

By possessing multiple bridging modes, 2,2’-bipyrazine

can disrupt the homogeneity of channels in the diamond-

like array. Such a reduction in homogeneity may prove

useful in controlling the properties of materials. For

example, in this example the two different channels

may ultimately be useful for chemical separation. Reduc-

tion in homogeneity and hence symmetry is also more

likely to lead to polar or chiral materials, such as

{[Ag(bpyz)](BF4)}1, an area of specific interest for

crystal engineering of materials with nonlinear optical

properties.[7]

Two-Dimensional Architectures

It is also possible to generate two-dimensional coordina-

tion polymer architectures using Ag(I) cations and

multimodal ligands, including 2,2’-bipyrazine.[17,21] Re-

action between AgBF4 and bpyz using an acetonitrile

solvent results in the formation of an extended two-

dimensional sheet structure, {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1.

In {[Ag- (bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 all of the Ag(I) cations

Fig. 6 View along the crystallographic c axis of {[Ag(bpyz)]-

(BF4)}1 showing the two distinct channels that represent

different helices running through the network.

Fig. 5 View of the three-dimensional structure formed by

{[Ag(bpyz)](BF4)}1 illustrating an adamantane-shaped unit

which forms a portion of the extended diamond-like structure.
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adopt a uniform coordination sphere with one chelating

bidentate bpyz ligand, two monodentate bpyz ligands, and

an additional coordinated acetonitrile ligand (Fig. 8A).

The acetonitrile ligand plays no role in polymer prop-

agation but does serve to cap the Ag(I) coordination

sphere allowing the adoption of a two-dimensional sheet-

like structure.

In this instance a comparable pyrazine-based structure

has been reported, {[Ag(pyrazine)2]PF6}1, although a

different counteranion, PF6
�, is employed.[22] Counter-

anions can have a very significant impact upon the

extended structures of coordination polymers and this is

most certainly the case for Ag(I)-based systems.[17,26,28,31]

However, if one considers the topology of the cationic

coordination polymer framework alone, valuable insight

into the role of multimodal ligands is still valid. The

structure of {[Ag(pyrazine)2]PF6}1 consists of four

connected Ag(I) nodes bridged by pyrazine ligands to

afford an extended two-dimensional sheet of (4,4) topol-

ogy that is highly undulating due to a distorted geometry

at the Ag(I) center (Fig. 8B). {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1
adopts a highly related structure in which each Ag(I)

cation is linked to four others to give a two-dimensional

structure which may be viewed as a (4,4)- grid structure if

one considers solely the metal centers as nodes.

Comparison of the structures of the above examples

illustrates that the multimodal 2,2’-bipyrazine ligand

subtly influences the extended framework structure. In

both {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 and {[Ag(pyrazine)2]-

PF6}1, individual tetranodal units comprise four Ag(I)

Scheme 3 Comparison of the multimodal ligand, 2,2’-bipyrazine, and two unimodal pyrazine ligands.

Fig. 7 View of the conventional diamond structure formed by

{[Ag(4,4’-bipyridine)2](CF3SO3)}1, which adopts a single type

of channel around which a single type of helix is observed.

Fig. 8 View of the two-dimensional sheet structures formed by

(A) {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 and (B) {[Ag(pyrazine)2]PF6}1.
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centers and four aromatic, pyrazyl or pyrazine rings. How-

ever, in the case of {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 two pyr-

azine edges of the tetranodal units are linked using

the inter-pyrazyl C–C bond of the 2,2’-bipyrazine ligands.

This results in a subtle modification of the tetranodal units

contracting two of the angles to make a rhomboid-shaped

unit rather than a square-shaped unit (Fig. 8A). Thus it can

be seen that using a multimodal ligand, 2,2’-bipyrazine,

rather than the unimodal ligand, pyrazine, allows subtle

control over the coordination network structure.

The principle of manipulation of two-dimensional

sheets can be extended further by using more complex

multimodal ligands such as 3,6-di-pyrazin-2-yl-(1,2,4,5)-

tetrazine (dpztz)[23] or 2,2’-azobispyrazine (azpyz).[24]

Both of these ligands have the capability to coordinate up

to four metal centers, two via chelating sites and two via

monodentate sites (Scheme 4), and thus can potentially

manipulate the internal arrangement of a two-dimensional

sheet to a higher degree.

The single-crystal X-ray structure of {[Ag(dpztz)]-

PF6}1
[23] shows each Ag(I) center adopting a five-

coordinate geometry (Fig. 9), with two chelating and one

monodentate dpztz ligands. Each dpztz ligand coordinates

only three Ag(I) cations rather than the potential maxi-

mum of four metals, leaving a pendant, uncoordinated

pyrazyl donor. The two-dimensional sheet structure can

be viewed as a distorted (4,4) grid-type structure akin

to those observed for {[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 and

{[Ag(pyrazine)2]PF6}1. In {[Ag(dpztz)]PF6}1 two dif-

ferent tetranodal units are observed. In the smaller ring the

sides of the unit consist of two tetrazine rings and two

pyrazyl rings, thus two of the angles of this tetranodal unit

are ‘‘pinched’’ by the intraligand C–C bonds. In the other

tetranodal unit the edges also consist of two tetrazine and

two pyrazyl groups. However, in this larger unit none of

the angles is pinched as no two edges of the tetranodal unit

Scheme 4 Schematic view of how more complex multimodal

ligands, such as 3,6-di-pyrazin-2-yl-(1,2,4,5)-tetrazine (dpztz) or

2,2’-azobispyrazine (azpyz), can bind up to four metal centers.

Fig. 9 View of the two-dimensional sheet structure formed by

{[Ag(dpztz)]PF6}1.

Fig. 10 View of the two-dimensional sheet structure formed by

{[Ag(azpyz)2]SbF6}1.
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are linked through an intra-dpztz covalent bond. As with

{[Ag(bpyz)(MeCN)]BF4}1 and {[Ag(pyrazine)2]PF6}1
the sheet is highly undulating, with a depth of ca.

13.0 Å.

Azpyz also reacts to form a structure that adopts a

two-dimensional (4,4) grid sheet structure.[24] Reaction

between azpyz and AgSbF6 affords {[Ag(azpyz)2]-

SbF6}1 in which each Ag(I) center adopts an unusually

distorted, trigonal, prismatic, six-coordinate geometry

and is coordinated by two chelating azpyz ligands and

two monodentate pyrazyl donors (Fig. 10). Each Ag(I)

center is bridged to four other via a pyrazyl group

that does not participate in a chelating coordination

mode and so the tetranodal units in this structure are

not distorted by the ligand and a conventional (4,4) grid

is observed.

The complexity, and sometimes unpredictable nature,

of systems that involve multimodal ligands is illustrated

by the structure that is formed from the reaction of AgS-

bF6 with dpztz which forms {[Ag2(dpztz)3](SbF6)2}1.[23]

As with {[Ag(azpyz)2]SbF6}1, {[Ag2(dpztz)3](SbF6)2}1
forms a two-dimensional sheet structure that contains

Ag(I) cations in a distorted, trigonal, prismatic geometry

(Fig. 11). However, in this case the Ag(I) cation is coor-

dinated by three chelating units and the final structure does

not form a (4,4) grid structure but rather a (6,3) structure

which may be thought of as a brick-wall structure (topo-

logically related to honeycomb arrangements).

CONCLUSION

It is clear from the brief examples reported here that

multimodal ligands can be used to influence the structure

of solid-state molecular materials such as coordination

frameworks. In many ways such ligands have advantages

over simpler, more traditional ligands in controlling the

topology of coordination frameworks at the molecular

level and give rise to the hope of a high degree of design

of coordination frameworks.
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INTRODUCTION

This contribution introduces the synthesis of poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm)-based core/shell mi-

crogels and gives an overview of investigations involving

the physical properties of such systems. Core/shell mi-

crogels are created via two-stage ‘‘seed-and-feed’’ precip-

itation polymerization. Core particles serve as preexisting

nuclei onto which a hydrogel-forming polymer of a

different composition (the shell) is added. The physical

properties of the resultant particles are then analyzed with

photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) and fluorescence

resonance energy transfer (FRET). Investigations herein

show how the overall particle behavior differs between

core and core/shell systems. Addition of a shell impacts

the swelling behavior of the core component and varies

with shell thickness. Particle behavior can be explained

by considering the preparation method, where a radial

crosslinker density gradient is created, resulting in a

distribution of polymer network densities in the core and

shell components.

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIVE
MICROGELS

Responsive hydrogel nanoparticles (microgels) are cross-

linked, spherical, colloids normally ranging in diameter

from 10 to 1000 nm, and are individually composed of a

network of randomly oriented polymer chains having the

ability to exist in a swollen or collapsed state depending

on local environmental conditions.[1,2] The microgels

investigated in this contribution are composed of the

environmentally responsive polymer poly(N-isopropyl-

acrylamide) (pNIPAm)[3] and are crosslinked with N,N’-
methylene(bisacrylamide) (BIS) shown in Fig. 1. Particles

of this type were first prepared by Pelton and Chibante in

1986,[4] and the field has expanded significantly in recent

years.[1,2] Because of the chemical versatility and physical

properties of pNIPAm-based microgels, particle design

has continued to attract attention for potential applications

in such fields as sensing,[5,6] drug delivery,[7] biomate-

rials,[8,9] catalysis,[10] and pollution control.[11] Part of the

appeal of these materials stems from the varied physical

properties of pNIPAm particles that are modulated by

their phase transition, including hydrophobicity,[12] parti-

cle size,[13,14] porosity,[15] refractive index, colloidal sta-

bility,[16] scattering cross section,[17,18] electrophoretic

mobility,[19–21] and rheology.[22,23]

There has been a growing interest into responsive

latices possessing a more advanced architecture and are

hence multifunctional. The creation of particles having

differing polymer combinations in the core and shell

components increases the ability of operators to manip-

ulate the resultant properties multifold. Numerous respon-

sive core/shell or core/corona particles have been

synthesized either to introduce spatially localized chem-

ical functionalities to the particle,[24–26] to impart thermo-

responsivity to nonresponsive particles,[27] or to modify a

specific physical property of the latex.[22,28,29] Many of

these core/shell particles contain both a responsive and a

nonresponsive component. However, there are many

potential applications of multiresponsive core/shell parti-

cles that are composed of two or more environmentally

sensitive polymers. Such materials present a potentially

diverse chemo–mechanical system for study, as these

particles would be expected to display very complex

phase transition behavior. This is especially true in core/

shell systems where one polymer has a chemical or me-

chanical influence over the swelling of the other poly-

meric component.

CORE/SHELL MICROGEL SYNTHESIS
AND CHARACTERIZATION

Crosslinked pNIPAm microgels undergo a reversible tem-

perature-induced volume phase transition (VPT) at 31�C,

the intrinsic lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of

the parent polymer.[2] The particles contain �98% water

by volume below the polymer LCST and �20% or less

water by volume when phase-separated.[30] In the hydro-

philic swollen state, water molecules surround and fill

individual microgels, where hydrogen bonding occurs

between water and amide groups along individual poly-

mer chains. However, hydrogen bonding is disrupted as

the local solution temperature is increased from below to

above the polymer LCST. The entropically favored
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expulsion of water from the polymer matrix, along with

hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions between

neighboring polymer chains, induce the particles to

undergo a large-magnitude volume change.[1,31–33]

PNIPAm core/shell microgels are synthesized via two-

stage precipitation polymerization in aqueous solution.[34]

This synthetic approach takes full advantage of the

physical properties of the polymeric system[3] to form

monodisperse colloids, and is quite versatile for manip-

ulating the resultant particle behavior. Precipitation

polymerization involves the preparation of a polymer that

is insoluble in its monomer, or in the presence of a

nonsolvent for the polymer.[35] The procedure for synthe-

sizing core/shell microgels can be referred to as ‘‘seed-

and-feed’’ precipitation polymerization. Collapsed core

particles, produced in a prior polymerization, serve as

preexisting hydrophobic nuclei (the seed) onto which

precipitating polymer in solution grows (the feed) to form

a shell. In fact, this protocol is fully extendable for adding

multiple shells to particles by repeating the shell synthesis

on core/shell particles.

First, core microgel particle formation occurs in water

at 70�C upon addition of the free-radical initiator am-

monium persulfate (APS). At this temperature, APS

cleaves homogeneously to form free-radical species that

attack olefin groups on the monomers present in the

continuous water phase. Water-soluble monomers then

begin to polymerize and form oligomer chains that are

insoluble upon reaching a certain critical chain length.

Chains reaching this critical length undergo hydropho-

bically favorable coil-to-globule phase transitions.[36]

These globules aggregate with one another to form pre-

cursor particles, which then have a choice of two

competing processes: they can aggregate and grow to

form colloidally stable microgel particles or deposit onto

existing colloidally stable particles in solution. Free

radicals located on the growing particle surface capture

growing oligomer chains from the continuous phase

adding to the particle size. Stabilization occurs due to

both surfactant adsorption and charge incorporated on the

growing particles from the initiator fragments.[2,37] The

surfactant employed in these investigations is sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at concentrations well below the

critical micelle concentration; therefore, the role of the

surfactant is only to stabilize particles during growth and

not to ‘‘template’’ particle growth.[38] Particle synthesis is

normally carried out at 70�C under nitrogen for at least

5 hr. These inert conditions eliminate a majority of dis-

solved oxygen molecules, which may act as free-radi-

cal quenchers.

Shell addition synthesis is performed under monomer-

flooded conditions by using the same physical conditions

described for the core. A monomer solution, usually

differing in composition of the core, is added to the

previously synthesized core component in the presence of

APS to form the shell.[39] This procedure involves diluting

the original core solution by 80% in the final aqueous

reaction solution in the presence of SDS. The constituent

shell monomers are dissolved in H2O in a separate

solution. After 1 hr of degassing the core solution, the

shell monomer solution is heated to approximately the

same temperature (70�C) before addition. After thorough

mixing and degassing for at least 15 min, APS initiator is

then added to begin polymerization. At this temperature,

the core particles are fully collapsed and act as preexisting

hydrophobic nuclei, which capture growing polymer (the

shell) from the continuous phase to form the shell. This

process is illustrated in Scheme 1.

The results of core/shell synthesis can easily be

realized by comparing the size differences between the

original core and resultant core/shell particles via PCS.

Fig. 2 shows the results of polymerizing a pNIPAm shell

onto a pNIPAm core. Although this particle is not in-

teresting from a functional standpoint, the data illustrate

that core/shell particles are larger in size and exhibit the

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the common monomers em-

ployed for these investigations. N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIP

Am), N,N’-methylene(bisacrylamide) (BIS), acrylic acid (AAc).

Scheme 1 Core/shell synthesis on deswollen seed particles. (From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2003, Am. Chem. Soc.)
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same volume phase transition (VPT) behavior as the

original core. PCS analysis also reveals that the size

distribution between the core and core/shell particles is

the same, between 15% and 20%. Furthermore, there is

no indication of a new particle population created from

the second polymer synthesis step.[40] This informa-

tion supports the contention that the oligoradical cap-

ture rate of the core is greater than the propensity of

growing polymer chains to form new particles during

shell polymerization.

The most interesting core/shell microgels are those in

which the hydrogel polymer in the core and shell

components differ in composition. Visualization of the

core/shell structure is possible when a pNIPAm core is

used for subsequent polymerization of a pNIPAm-co-

acrylic acid (pNIPAm-co-AAc) shell. The results of this

core/shell polymer combination can be seen in the trans-

mission electron micrograph (TEM) image shown in

Fig. 3; selective staining of the AAc groups with uranyl

acetate allows for easy visualization of the core/shell

structure.[34] Only one population of particles is shown in

the figure, again illustrating that no new particles are

formed in solution during the second step of polymeriza-

tion. This image also suggests that the interface between

the two materials is fairly sharp and not highly interpene-

trated. It should be noted that the particle size measured by

this technique is somewhat unreliable as the particles may

have a tendency to flatten and spread on the TEM grid

during the sample preparation. This can also lead to a

larger apparent polydispersity; individual particles are not

expected to interact with the substrate in a homogeneous

fashion. It is for these reasons that particle sizing is

performed via the less perturbing method of PCS.

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF
CORE/SHELL MICROGELS

The copolymer system of pNIPAm-co-AAc is considered

to be a multiresponsive polymer because of its sensitivity

to both temperature and pH; the pKa value of AAc is

4.25.[41] This copolymer combination has been shown to

undergo a temperature-induced volume change at much

higher values (�60�C) than homogeneous pNIPAm under

pH conditions where the majority of acid groups are de-

protonated.[42] The deswelling behavior of the pNIPAm

core/pNIPAm-co-AAc shell particles shown in Fig. 3

were investigated via PCS as a function of temperature

and solution pH.[34] The pH-insensitive pNIPAm core dis-

plays a volume phase transition at �31�C, the characteris-

tic LCST of the parent polymer as shown in Fig. 2.[2]

However, the pH-sensitive core/shell particles exhibit

value-added properties, where the resultant thermody-

namic properties are not a simple summation of the in-

dividual hydrogel components. At pH 3.5, where the

majority of AAc groups are protonated, the VPT behavior

is the same as that of pNIPAm microgels. However, when

the AAc groups are deprotonated at pH 6.5, multiple

phase transitions occur as a result of both components of

the particle collapsing as shown in Fig. 4.[34] Size changes

as a function of pH can be attributed to both an increased

osmotic pressure resulting from counterion ingress, as

well as chain–chain Coulombic repulsion resulting in an

increase in the average interchain distance.[21,42]

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrograph of pNIPAm (core)/

pNIPAm-co-AAc (shell) hydrogel particles. The AAc compo-

nent of the particles was preferentially stained with uranyl

acetate to visualize the core/shell structure of the particles.

(From Ref. [34]. Copyright 2000, Am. Chem. Soc.)

Fig. 2 PCS analysis of 2 mol% BIS crosslinked pNIPAm core

(open circles) and pNIPAm core/pNIPAm shell (filled circles)

particles in H2O. The core/shell particles are larger than the

original core at all temperatures, showing that polymer was added

during shell polymerization. Both systems undergo a volume

change at approximately the same temperature of 31�C.
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MECHANICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
THE CORE AND SHELL

One aspect of microgel synthesis that is an essential

consideration of core/shell particle behavior is the creation

of a radially distributed crosslinker density gradient during

particle formation. It has been shown that during particle

growth, the crosslinker is statistically incorporated faster

than other constituent monomers, leading to the creation of

a radial distribution of crosslinks.[1,2,37,43,44] An illustrative

model of the resultant particle morphology is shown in

Fig. 5. Because the crosslinker is incorporated fastest,

polymer chains toward the particle interior possess a

greater number of crosslinking points per chain than those

toward the particle exterior. However, this same popula-

tion of loosely crosslinked chains will be hindered from

reaching their fully extended state in the presence of added

polymer (e.g., shell). The average number of chains that

will be perturbed will differ according to the initial cross-

linker concentration, with lower mol% crosslinked parti-

cles having a higher average number of loosely cross-

linked chains near the periphery than highly crosslinked

particles that do not have a gradient morphology.[45,46]

Because the synthetic conditions used for the core are

the same for shell addition, a radial crosslinking density

gradient is expected in the shell component as well, with

the greatest network density being located at the interface

of the core and shell. As illustrated in Scheme 1, collapsed

core particles serve as preexisting hydrophobic nuclei and

capture growing oligomers from solution that form the

shell. Upon particle reswelling at 25�C following shell

addition, the rigid interior (more highly crosslinked

portion) of the shell component prohibits the core from

expanding to its maximum volume, which it possessed

prior to shell addition.

The thermodynamic and morphological impact of a

hydrogel shell on a hydrogel core particle can be studied

with a chosen experimental design relying on a pH- and

temperature-responsive core particle, upon which a

temperature-responsive, pH-innocent material is added.

In this fashion, the shell-induced modulation of the pH

response and thermoresponsivity of the core particle can

be studied. The well-investigated pH/thermoresponsive

hydrogel, pNIPAm-co-AAc, was chosen as the core

material and a pH-innocent pNIPAm shell was added.

The core/shell particles used for illustration are simply the

inverse of those discussed above. In this previous case, the

thermodynamics of particle deswelling was investigated,

whereas the mechanical properties of this core/shell

system are now being presented.

As shown in Fig. 6, a size decrease is observed at all

temperatures and at pH 6.5 for these core particles

following shell addition, suggesting that the pH-induced

swelling of the core is now restricted by the presence of

the shell. Indeed, below 31�C, the volume of the core/shell

particle is only 40% of the parent core particle volume at

pH 6.5. In addition to mediating the solvation of the core,

the added pNIPAm shell also controls the overall particle

deswelling behavior above the polymer LCST by forcing

the charged microgel core to undergo a volume phase

transition. The added shell compresses the charged core at

the LCST of neutral pNIPAm, despite the resistance of the

parent core particle to deswelling when the AAc moieties

are deprotonated.

Fig. 5 The synthesis of pNIPAm microgels via precipitation

polymerization creates a radial crosslinker density gradient.

Polymer chains near the particle periphery have fewer cross-

linker points between chains than those located toward the

interior. The various subchain lengths between crosslinking

points affect particle deswelling as described in the text.

Fig. 4 PCS data of pNIPAm core/pNIPAm-co-AAc shell

particles at pH 6.5. Under these pH conditions, the acrylic acid

groups are deprotonated. Deswelling of both the core and the shell

leads to multiple volume phase transitions across this tempera-

ture range. (From Ref. [34]. Copyright 2000, Am. Chem. Soc.)
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A depiction of this core/shell interface is shown in

Scheme 2 and illustrates that the loosely crosslinked

polymer chains near the core periphery are not allowed to

expand to their preshell state because of the added pres-

ence of the highly crosslinked network in the shell. If

heterogeneity were not present within both the core and

shell in the form of a radial crosslinking density gradient,

one would not expect to see the effects observed here, as

the core and shell would have the same average and local

crosslinker concentration.

SHELL THICKNESS DEPENDENCE

The thickness of the shell component also impacts the

restricted swelling and compression of the core, because it

is apparently the nature of the network density in the shell

that modulates such behavior. Particles having a pNIPAm-

co-AAc core and a pNIPAm shell were used to investigate

the effects of shell thickness variation.[40] Shell thickness

can be controlled by modulating the amount of polymer

added to the core during the shell synthesis, which is

carried out by simply varying the total monomer concen-

tration present in the shell monomer solution. More

monomer present for polymerization directly correlates

with the amount of material added and therefore the

resultant thickness of the shell. As shown in Fig. 7, the

particle size increases with increased shell monomer

concentration providing evidence of increasing shell

thickness. The average particle polydispersity index for

all samples varied randomly between 15% and 20% as

measured by PCS for all temperatures investigated. These

data were taken under pH 3.5 solution conditions (0.001

M total ion), where the core component is not significantly

charged. Thus the volume phase transition behavior of

each particle should be nearly identical to that of typical

pNIPAm homopolymer microgels. Indeed, the VPT

temperature (VPTT) is approximately the same for the

core and core/shell particles. Recent results using a

Scheme 2 Impact of core and shell crosslinker density gra-

dients on core compression. (From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2003,

Am. Chem. Soc.)

Fig. 7 PCS results for BIS crosslinked pNIPAm-co-AAc

(core)/pNIPAm (shell) particles with varying shell thickness

under pH 3.5 solution conditions. Shell thickness is controlled

by the initial monomer concentration present in the shell addi-

tion synthesis: (open circles) 0 mM, (filled squares) 20 mM,

(open squares) 40 mM, (filled circles) 80 mM total shell mo-

nomer. The particle size increases relative to the core as the

thickness of the shell increases. (From Ref. [40]. Copyright

2003, Am. Chem. Soc.)

Fig. 6 Volume phase transition behavior of pNIPAm-co-AAc

core (open circles) and pNIPAm-co-AAc core/pNIPAm shell

(filled circles) microgels at pH 6.5. The size of the core/shell

microgels is smaller than the parent core at all temperatures,

suggesting restricted swelling of the core component by the

added shell. (From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2003, Am. Chem. Soc.)
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nonresponsive poly(butyl methacrylate) core with varying

thickness of a pNIPAm shell also show independence of

the VPTT as a function of shell thickness when interro-

gated via PCS.[47]

The data in Fig. 8 show the results of modulated

swelling behavior of the core in the presence of increasing

shell thickness. These data were collected under pH 6.5

solution conditions (0.001 M total ion), where the acidic

groups are fully deprotonated and thus the core compo-

nent is charged. In each case, the size decrease is greater

than the apparent shell thickness observed in Fig. 7,

indicating that increasing the thickness of the shell

concurrently decreases the ability of the parent core to

swell to its original volume. These data indicate that the

network structure in the shell changes with shell thickness,

thus affecting the swelling ability of the core and the

entire core/shell particle. The crosslinking density gradi-

ent in thicker shells may have a more gradual persistence

toward the particle periphery, thereby decreasing the

overall hydrodynamic radius as interrogated via PCS.

FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF
CORE/SHELL NANOPARTICLES

Complimentary to the PCS analysis of restricted swelling

and compression of the core by the shell component, the

FRET technique can be used to probe the swelling

behavior of hydrogel polymer chains inside the core

component of core/shell hydrogel nanoparticles. FRET is

a distance-dependent process requiring that two fluoro-

phores, termed the donor and the acceptor, have over-

lapping emission and excitation spectra, respectively.

Energy transfer occurs from excited donor molecules to

acceptor molecules when the two are within a certain

characteristic distance referred to as the Förster radius,

and is the result of long-range dipole-induced dipole

interactions.[48] The Förster radius is typically in the range

of 20–60 Å and the efficiency of this process is inversely

proportional to the sixth power of the donor–acceptor

distance (Ro
�6). For these investigations, the sulfoindo-

cyanine-based dyes Cy5 and Cy5.5 (Amersham Bio-

sciences) were chosen as the donor and acceptor

molecules, respectively.[49]

Microgels composed of a pNIPAm core and a

homogeneous pNIPAm shell were employed for this

study. The core was copolymerized with a small percent-

age of amine groups for postpolymerization modification

with N-hydroxysuccinimidyl (NHS) ester functionalized

cyanine dyes. Both the core and shell components are

lightly crosslinked with 2 mol% N,N’-methylene(bisacryl-

amide) (BIS). The amount of energy transfer occurring

between the cyanine FRET pair in the core component is

monitored by comparing the emission intensity of the

donor and acceptor molecules in the absence and

presence of the added shell over a range of temperature

values. In the absence of the shell, only a small degree

Fig. 9 Fluorescence emission spectra of core microgels

containing both Cy5 donor and Cy5.5 acceptor dyes excited at

646 nm. In the swollen state at 23�C (solid line), there is a small

degree of energy transfer, as evidenced by the nonzero Cy5.5

emission intensity. Above the phase transition temperature at

43�C (dashed line), the average donor-to-acceptor distance is

decreased, resulting in an increase in the donor/acceptor in-

tensity ratio.

Fig. 8 PCS results for BIS crosslinked pNIPAm-co-AAc

(core)/pNIPAm (shell) particles with varying shell thickness

under pH 6.5 solution conditions below the VPT temperature of

the particles. The core/shell particles show a smaller volume than

the core despite the increasing shell thickness. These data in-

dicate that increasing the thickness of the shell directly impacts

the phenomenon of restricted swelling of the core component.
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of energy transfer is observed in the core when it is fully

swollen below the pNIPAm lower critical solution tem-

perature (LCST) of 31�C. Addition of a pNIPAm shell

produces a significant degree of FRET under the same

conditions, illustrating that the polymer chains in the core

are in a constrained conformation relative to their fully

swollen state.

Because of the VPT behavior of pNIPAm microgels, a

decrease in the average donor/acceptor distances will

occur as the temperature is increased, leading to energy

transfer between the molecules. Fig. 9 shows fluorescence

data of the donor/acceptor labeled core microgels below

(23�C) and above (43�C) the LCST. The sample was

excited at 646 nm in both cases. When the microgels are in

the fully swollen state at 23�C, there is a small amount of

energy transfer occurring. A significant amount of energy

transfer occurs as the temperature is raised to 43�C. The

high temperature fluorescence spectrum shows a broad-

ening because of a decrease in the donor emission in-

tensity at 671 nm and a simultaneous increase in the

acceptor emission intensity at 697 nm because of FRET.

The VPT behavior of the core microgels can be

monitored with FRET by comparing the ratio of the donor

and acceptor emission intensities as a function of tem-

perature. As shown in Fig. 10, the FRET analysis exactly

coincides with the change in particle size as a function of

temperature. These data indicate that the two dyes are

homogeneously incorporated throughout the microgel

core particle. Thus the amine monomer must also be ho-

mogeneously distributed initially within the polymer

matrix. Previous investigations indicate that homogeneous

incorporation can be expected for this particular amine

monomer at the low concentrations used in this study.[50]

The accepted temperature-induced deswelling mechanism

of microgels suggests that the particles collapse beginning

at the periphery and continue toward the inside.[43] Be-

cause of the inverse relationship between the coil to glob-

ule phase transition temperature and chain length, loosely

crosslinked subnetworks toward the periphery will under-

go a phase transition at a lower temperature than highly

crosslinked chains near the center of the particle.[36,44]

Accordingly, the continuous phase transition of pNIPAm

microgels, such as that in Figs. 2, 4, 6 and 7, can be

viewed as a collection of discontinuous phase transitions

Fig. 11 (a) Fluorescence resonance energy transfer analysis of Cy5 donor/Cy5.5 acceptor labeled core (open) and core/shell (solid)

microgels in H2O. These core/shell microgels were excited at 646 nm and exhibit a greater degree of energy transfer than the original

core below 33�C. (b) Fluorescence analysis of core particles at 31�C (solid line) and the core/shell particles at 23�C (dashed line). The

two spectra show that approximately the same amount of energy transfer is occurring for each system at these temperatures.

Fig. 10 A comparison of photon correlation spectroscopy

analysis (circles) and fluorescence resonance energy transfer

analysis (triangles) of core microgels containing both Cy5 donor

and Cy5.5 acceptor molecules in deionized H2O. The donor to

acceptor emission intensities were monitored at 671 and 697 nm,

respectively; samples were excited at 646 nm.
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of the radial distribution of crosslinked networks existing

in the particle. If the donor and acceptor groups were not

homogeneously distributed inside the polymer matrix,

then the FRET analysis would not overlap the PCS data.

For instance, energy transfer would not occur until late in

the volume decrease and the magnitude of FRET would be

substantially less if the dyes were crowded toward the

inner portion of the particle. If the dyes were located near

the periphery, then a majority of the energy transfer would

occur early in the volume decrease.

FRET analysis of the VPT behavior between the core

and core/shell is presented in Fig. 11a. In comparison to

the degree of FRET in the core, the core/shell particles

exhibit significant energy transfer at 23�C. This behavior

shows that the shell restricts the core from reswelling to

its original state, as shown in Fig. 6 above. The ratio

between the donor and acceptor emission intensity at

23�C for the core/shell particles is approximately the

same as that for the core particles at 31�C. Fig. 11b

shows a spectral comparison between these two sets of

data. The two spectra illustrate that amount of energy

transfer between donor and acceptor chromophores is

approximately the same for each case by observing the

shape of the fluorescence emission spectrum. A semi-

quantitative value of the amount of restricted swelling

can be gathered by noting that the core alone undergoes

a volume decrease of 40% at 31�C when interrogated via

PCS. If the same volume change in the core produces

the same amount of FRET in both the original core at

31�C and the core/shell at 23�C, then it may be assumed

that the core is restricted from swelling to only 60% of

its original volume in the presence of the shell. Indeed,

the core is swollen to some extent in the core/shell par-

ticles, as FRET does increase as the temperature is

raised above the pNIPAm VPT temperature.

CONCLUSION

The synthesis and characterization of pNIPAm-based mi-

crogels possessing a core/shell morphology have been

presented. Core particles are first synthesized via precip-

itation polymerization and serve as preexisting nuclei in a

subsequent polymerization containing monomer of a

different composition to form the shell. The core/shell

structure can be visualized with electron microscopy and

the physical properties of the systems are investigated via

photon correlation spectroscopy and fluorescence spec-

troscopy. The presence of the shell impacts the swelling

behavior of the core component, which is elucidated by

using these analytical techniques. Fundamental under-

standing of the swelling properties is important for the

development of applications-based materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The design and synthesis of nanoscale materials is im-

portant in the fabrication of advanced devices for optics,

electronics, and biotechnology.[1–6] Over the past decade,

considerable effort has been devoted to the design and

controlled fabrication of nanostructured materials with

functional properties. The interest in nanoscale materials

comes from the fact that their properties (optical, elec-

trical, or chemical, etc.) are the functions of their size,

composition, and structural order. Colloidal particles

represent attractive building blocks from which to create

ordered and complex materials. They are also of wide-

spread interest in chemical engineering, biological, and

pharmaceutical applications.[7] In biotechnology, the

encapsulation and delivery of proteins and DNA into

cells has led to the implementation of intracellular

medicinal therapies such as gene therapy.[8,9] Comple-

tion of the human genome project has ensured the

former, leaving the synthesis of encapsulation and

delivery materials as perhaps the single most important

challenge in intracellular medicinal therapies. Recently,

core-shell particles and micro- or nanosized capsules

have received considerable attentions for their techno-

logical importance in many fields.[10–25] There have been

many efforts to fabricate core-shell colloidal materials

with tailored structural, surface, and optical proper-

ties.[26–28] The creation of core-shell colloidal particles is

also of interest from a fundamental viewpoint, especially

in the areas of colloid and interface science. They can be

utilized as model systems to investigate factors govern-

ing colloidal interactions and stabilization and to gain

valuable information on the properties of concentrated

dispersions.[29,30]

OVERVIEW

The synthesis of core-shell particles typically involves

tailoring the surface properties of particles, often accom-

plished by coating or encapsulating them within a shell

of a preferred material. The shell can alter the charge,

functionality, and reactivity of the surface, and can en-

hance the stability and dispersibility of the colloidal core.

Optical, magnetic, or catalytic functions may be readily

imparted to the dispersed colloidal matter depending on

the properties of the coating. Encapsulating colloids in a

shell of different composition may also protect the core

from extraneous chemical and physical changes.[31,32]

Core-shell particles often exhibit improved physical and

chemical properties over their single-component counter-

parts and, hence, are potentially useful in a broader range

of applications. Optimization of the surface characteristics

of particles through coating processes is also of primary

importance for the successful application of composite

particles. Recent methods offer new alternatives for the

controlled synthesis of novel, stable, and functional core-

shell type materials.

An important extension of core-shell particles is the

subsequent removal of the core by either thermal or

chemical means (selective etching with a solvent or cal-

cination in air), forming hollow spheres. A variety of

procedures currently used to fabricate a wide range of

stable hollow capsules of various compositions have been

reported.[33] Hollow capsules of nanometer to micrometer

dimensions constitute an important class of materials that

are employed in various technological applications, such

as encapsulate agents for delivery of cosmetic, drug, ca-

talysis, and protecting sensitive agents. They may also

provide some immediate advantages over their solid
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counterparts because of their relatively low densities and

as fillers with low dielectric constant in electronic com-

ponents. Using various chemical and physicochemical

methods nowadays routinely produces hollow capsules

comprising polymer, glass, metal, and ceramic.

As particular examples, hollow spheres with mesopor-

ous wall have been synthesized from gel composite;[34,35]

however, large entities such as macromolecules usually

cannot penetrate such microspheres. It would be desirable

to leave a hole on the shell surface for transporting var-

ious molecules. Lin and coworkers synthesized a vesicular

hollow microspheres that possess a pair of holes of

submicron size on exactly opposite sides.[36] Recently, our

group obtained the nanobottles through the removal of

template functional polymer and silica cores through

programmed calcination at high temperature and solution

etching, respectively. Because there is an opening on the

hollow cavity of silica nanobottle, it can afford both a

channel for transmission and a container for storage. So

the nanobottles can be used as an extremely small con-

tainer for encapsulation, as well as a nanosized carrier and

reactor for catalysis and microreaction. Furthermore, the

encapsulation of rare earth complex in the nanobottles re-

veals a potential application for nanotechnique.

This article provides an overview of the various

methods used to synthesize core-shell particles, hollow

capsules, and bottles in the nanometer to the micrometer

size range, detailing early and very recent developments

in the above area.

NANOSIZED CORE-SHELL SPHERES

Nanosized Core-Shell Spheres
with Polymer Shell

Polymer-coated spheres offer interesting prospects in a

broad spectrum of applications, ranging from catalysis to

additives and dyes, where they are exploited in the

manufacture of cosmetics, inks, and paints. The synthetic

routes that have been developed in order to produce

polymer-coated spheres fall into two main classes:

polymerization at the sphere surface or adsorption onto

the spheres. Hofman-Caris has comprehensively reviewed

the processes used to obtain spheres that consist of an

inorganic core and a polymer shell through polymeriza-

tion and chemical coupling procedures prior to 1994.[28]

We will deal with more recent strategies used to coat

spheres with polymers, polymerization approaches, and

the self-assembly of polymers from solution.

A number of polymerization-based methods have been

employed to produce spheres that consist of solid cores

coated with a shell of polymeric materials. These include

monomer adsorption onto spheres followed by subse-

quent polymerization,[37–42] heterocoagulation–polymeri-

zation,[43] and emulsion polymerization.[28,44] In the first

approach, one of the most frequently employed to achieve

polymer coatings on solid spheres, the polymerization

reaction can be catalyzed either by an initiator to promote

the process or by the colloidal spheres themselves.

Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is a

versatile technique, which offers several advantages over

other polymerization routes including control over mo-

lecular weight and molecular weight distribution.[45,46]

Also, the polymers can be end-functionalized or block

copolymerized upon the addition of other monomers.[46]

Not only does this feature offer tailorability of the

polymer coating with a variety of compositions and

functionalities, but also this feature may be important in

biomedical applications to modify the polymer shell with

biological moieties for specific cellular interactions.

ATRP has been able to form PMMA and PS shells on

silica nanoparticles,[45] and provides magnetic core-shell

nanospheres with size <15 nm. Magnetic studies show

a decrease in coercivity, which is consistent with the

reduction of magnetic surface anisotropy upon polymer

coating. Certainly the magnetic core of these core-shell

nanospheres can be selected, depending upon the desired

super paramagnetic properties for specific applications

such as in data storage and MRI contrast enhance-

ment.[47] Moreover, the resulting core-shell nanospheres

are within the biological size restrictions and may poten-

tially be modified for a particular biospecificity.

Matijevic et al. reported the coating of aluminum

hydrous oxide-modified silica spheres with poly(divinyl-

benzene) (PDVB) layers by pretreatment of the inorganic

cores with coupling agents such as 4-vinylpyridine or 1-

vinyl-2-pyrrolidone, followed by subsequent admixing of

divinylbenzene and a radical initiator.[37] Polymer layers

of poly(vinylbenzyl chloride) (PVBC), copolymers of

PDVB–PVBC, and double shells of PDVB and PVBC

were also synthesized around inorganic spheres using a

similar approach.[38]

The use of electrochemical or soluble initiators can be

eliminated by utilizing catalytically active cores to ef-

fect the polymerization of monomers adsorbed on the

surface of spheres. This approach was employed to obtain

poly(pyrrole) coatings on a range of inorganic cores by

using the active sites on the metal oxide surfaces to initiate

the polymerization of pyrrole.[39] Hematite, silica-modi-

fied hematite, and cerium(IV) oxide (CeO2) were coated

with poly(pyrrole) by exposing the inorganic cores to the

polymerization medium of pyrrole in an ethanol/water

mixture and heating to 100�C.

Möller et al. presented a work directed toward the

formation of core-shell particles consisting of a nanocrys-

tal of Au surrounded by a shell of conducting polymer,

e.g., polypyrrole.[48] Because of the different chemical
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nature of the two materials, charge transfer might be

expected at the interface and the optical functions of both

materials should be drastically different from the

corresponding bulk materials.[49] Preliminary experiments

using solutions of tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4) and

pyrrole, without diblock copolymer, have demonstrated

the formation of PPY and Au. However, in this case it was

not possible to prevent the macroscopic segregation of the

polymer and the metal phase. Macroscopic segregation

can be prevented efficiently if the composite particles are

formed within the cores of the micelles of a diblock

copolymer. Fig. 1 shows the micrograph recorded after

annealing the film at 130�C. Uniform Au particles with a

diameter of 7 nm formed within the micelles. The figure

indicates that the originally indistinct ultrasmall clusters

of elementary gold coalesced upon treatment above the

glass transition temperature of both blocks. When the

same annealing procedure was applied to an Au-loaded

micellar film that had not been treated with pyrrole, larger

Au particles were formed and the micellar organization

was destroyed. Thus the presence of polypyrrole or

pyrrole oligomers is essential to yield a single Au particle

within each spherical microdomain.

Methods to coat a polymer shell with a controllable

thickness on magnetic nanoparticles may aid in the

development of ordered arrays of magnetic nanoparti-

cles. The formation of polymeric shells is essential for

biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticles such as

magnetic targeting drug delivery and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) contrast enhancement. Many methods

usually create micrometer-sized magnetic polymer

spheres, which are large for in vivo applications.[50] A

less than 20-nm size has been suggested for the efficient

diffusion of nanoparticles through tissue in MRI applica-

tions.[51] An emulsion polymerization of poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA) on �10-nm core of mixed-phase

iron oxides has made improvement; the particle size is

still >130 nm.[52,53] Polystyrene (PS) is easy to synthesize

for testing various strategies of coating nanoparticles

with polymer shells. Zhang et al. reported the formation of

magnetic MnFe2O4 PS nanoparticles using ATRP yield-

ing a core-shell nanoparticle with size <15 nm.[54] Most

polymer-coating studies on magnetic nanoparticles form

the nanoparticle core (typically Fe, Fe2O3, or Fe3O4) at the

same time as that of polymerization.[55] The MnFe2O4

nanoparticles as the magnetic core were separately

prepared by a reverse micelle microemulsion proce-

dure.[56] Polymerization initiators are chemically attached

onto the surface of nanoparticles. The modified nanopar-

ticles are then used as macro-initiators in the subsequent

polymerization reaction. This approach provides great

flexibility in the selection of magnetic core. Conse-

quently, magnetic tunability can be introduced into these

core-shell nanosphere systems to achieve the desired

super paramagnetic response.[57]

Inspired by the nanosized, amphiphilic core-shell

structure of lipoproteins, shell cross-linked nanoparticles

with a hydrophobic core, contained within a hydrogel

network, were prepared by the self-assembly of amphi-

philic block copolymers followed by intramicellar cross-

linking between the polymeric chains located within the

shell.[58] The control over size, shape, and composition of

these nanoparticles holds great potential in drug delivery

applications.[59,60] Intramicellar cross-linking of the poly-

mer chains within the shells of polystyrene-b-poly(acrylic

acid) micelles by reaction with difunctional poly(ethylene

oxide) afforded unimolecular amphiphilic core-shell

nanospheres (50 nm hydrodynamic radius).[61]

The controlled release of polymer chains from the core

by adjusting the cross-link density of the shell opens the

possibilities of designing polymeric nanoparticles with

specific shell permeabilities, capable of delivery of large

guests. This approach may provide a solution to some

of the delivery problems posed by biologically active

molecules, such as peptides and proteins, genes and

Fig. 1 TEM micrograph of a colloidal polymer film ([PY]/

[HAuCl4]=3.0) after annealing at 130�C for 140 min, exhibiting

7 nm wide Au clusters in each micelle encapsulated by PPY.

(From Ref. [48].)
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oligonucleotides. The results of this study also provide

a foundation for better understanding of the porosity of

the cross-linked shell.[62] This represents a methodology

to probe the permeability of nanoscopic membranes and

a means for applications in the controlled release of

macromolecular species.

Our group described a flexible method for preparing

monodisperse silica–PS core-shell microspheres. In this

method, silica nanoparticles grafted with 3-(trimethoxy-

silyl) propyl methacrylate (MPS) was employed in an

emulsion polymerization as seeds. The thickness of the

shells could be changed through varying the amount of

monomer and emulsifier. The monodispersity and dia-

meters of the core-shell microspheres were found to

depend on the size of grafted silica nanoparticles and the

concentration of emulsifier.

The monodisperse silica microspheres with average

radii ranging from 35 to 90 nm were prepared in ethanol

according to the Stöber method[63] at ambient tempera-

ture. In order to obtain a functionalized surface, MPS

with C C bond was added and reacted with the Si–OH

group on the surface of the silica by hydrolysis. Mono-

disperse silica–polymer core-shell microspheres were ob-

tained through emulsion polymerization of styrene (St)

or methyl methacrylate (MMA), while grafted silica

particles dispersed in ethanol, which acts as ‘‘seeds’’ in

the polymerization process.[64]

Fig. 2 shows the TEM images of the resulting silica–

PMMA (left) and silica–PS (right) core-shell micro-

spheres. The spherical particles show obvious core-shell

structures, light shells (PMMA or PS) coat the dark

grafted silica microspheres cores, and over about 90%

of these core-shell microspheres have only one single

core. The average radius of the monodisperse core-shell

microspheres varies from 45 to 150 nm for silica–PMMA

and from 80 to 210 nm for silica–PS, which have been

confirmed by the TEM.

A series of TEM images of core-shell microspheres

prepared by increasing the amount of styrene (St) prove

that the grafted silica nanoparticles act as ‘‘seeds’’ in the

emulsion polymerization.[64] The ‘‘raspberry’’ morpholo-

gy of core-shell microspheres was seen, and it was clearly

visible that the surfaces of shells became smoother and the

shells thickened with increasing the amount of monomer;

the core-shell microspheres were still monodisperse.

Nanosized Core-Shell Spheres with
Inorganic and Composite Shell

Various procedures have been employed in the fabrication

of inorganic/hybrid coatings on particles, allowing a broad

range of materials with different properties to be prepared.

The specific methods of solid-core inorganic/hybrid-shell

sphere preparation can be classified into two general

Fig. 2 TEM images of silica-PMMA (left), silica-PS core-shell spheres (right). (From Ref. [64].)
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categories: precipitation and surface reactions, and the

controlled deposition of preformed inorganic colloids.

Previous investigations have demonstrated that poly-

meric and inorganic particles dispersed in aqueous

solutions can be coated with layers of various inorganic

materials either by precipitation of the coating materials

onto the cores or by direct surface reactions utilizing spe-

cific functional groups on the cores to induce coat-

ing.[17,27,31,65–76] The inorganic coatings prepared using

these approaches include silica,[17,27,31,65–73] yttrium basic

carbonate, titania,[74–76] and polyelectrolytes onto particles

via the layer- by-layer ( LbL) and LB techniques. Early

work focused on the coating of titania microparticles with

silica layers; however, significant particle clumping and

coalescence took place during silica deposition. Using the

precipitation method, in which the coating material is

precipitated directly onto the core, Ohmori and Matijevic

optimized the coating conditions and coated spindle-

shaped hematite (a-Fe2O3) particles with silica layers by

hydrolysis of the alkoxide tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) in

2-propanol.[31,65,77] Uniform silica coatings on individual

a-Fe2O3 particles were obtained when the kinetics of the

TEOS hydrolysis was properly controlled. Dispersions of

uniform submicrometer spherical particles consisting of

silica cores and yttria coatings, as well as yttria cores with

silica coatings, were also prepared by a similar method.

Electrostatic interactions between nanoparticles and

larger particles via solution self-assembly have been

widely exploited to prepare core-shell materials.[66,78–82]

Homola et al. reported the coating of g-Fe2O3 particles

with preformed smaller silica particles by combining

the particle mixtures under conditions where the two

types of particles are oppositely charged. This resulted in

better dispersion and less aggregation of the magnetic

particles. Similarly, nanosized silica was deposited on a

range of larger inorganic particles, thus forming a pro-

tective layer. Nanocomposite multilayers can be assem-

bled on particle surfaces by using the LbL method based

on colloidal templates.

Lu et al. described a sol–gel approach for the coating of

super paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles with uniform

shells of amorphous silica.[83] The coating process has

been successfully applied to particles contained in a com-

mercial ferrofluid and those synthesized through a wet

chemical process. The thickness of the silica coating could

be conveniently controlled in the range of 2–100 nm by

changing the concentration of the sol–gel solution. Fluo-

rescent dyes could also be incorporated into these silica

shells through a covalent coupling between these organic

dyes and the sol–gel precursor. Also, they and Liz-Marzan

et al. demonstrated that gold nanoparticles could be di-

rectly coated with uniform shells of amorphous silica

using a sol–gel process (Fig. 3).[27,83,84] The thickness of

such a conformal coating could be changed from tens to

several hundred nanometers by controlling the concentra-

tion of TEOS precursor or the deposition time. The po-

tential use of these spherical, core-shell colloids in fabri-

cating photonic devices has been illustrated with two

examples: photonic crystals and plasmonic waveguides.

These demonstrations suggest that Au–SiO2 core-shell

particles with well-controlled sizes are promising building

blocks for nanoscale integrated optics, in which the di-

mensions of structures for guiding and modulating pho-

tons will no longer be limited by the wavelength of light.

Stable colloidal core-shell particles consisting of a PS

core and a titania coating were prepared in one step by the

hydrolysis of a titanium alkoxide in the presence of a

cationic PS latex.[85] Although this study used PS as a

core, it should be possible to replace it with other poly-

mer colloids that can be given cationic surface groups or

with negatively charged particles that can be made pos-

itive by coating with a polyelectrolyte. This results in

unusually smooth and uniform titania shells that can be

made as thin as a few nanometers. This is attributed to

a very rapid collection of the negatively charged titania

oligomers by the positively charged surfaces. The coat-

ings are very smooth and uniform and can be varied in

thickness from just a few nanometers to at least 50 nm.

Thicker coatings should also be possible but only through

a multistep seeded growth process. The coated spheres

have the same monodispersity as the starting latex, allow-

ing them to form colloidal crystals.

Fig. 3 (A) TEM image of gold nanoparticles with an average diameter of 50 nm. (B,C) TEM images of such gold nanoparticles after

their surfaces had been coated with amorphous silica shells of �20 and �80 nm in thickness, respectively. (From Ref. [83].)
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Novel fine polymer particles containing ultrafine Pd,

Pt, or Rh metal dispersed on the core-shell-type sphere

were prepared by the emulsifier-free emulsion polymer-

ization, followed by the addition of a mixture of Ln(NO3)3

and NaH2PO4.[86] Rogach et al. and Caruso et al. report

on the fabrication of 3-D colloidal photonic crystals by the

self-organization of submicrometer-sized PS latex spheres

covered via the consecutive electrostatic adsorption of

charged polyelectrolytes and luminescent semiconductor

nanocrystals (Fig. 1).[82] CdTe and CdTe(S) nanocrys-

tals,[87] capped on the surface with different thiols and

with sizes ranging from 2.5 to 5 nm, have been prepared

by a wet chemical route.[88] They show a pronounced size

dependence on the position of their electronic transitions

and luminescence maxima due to the quantum confine-

ment effect. Relatively narrow and reasonably strong

‘‘excitonic’’ luminescence occurs close to the onset of

absorption and is tunable between 530 and 680 nm.

Highly monodispersed CdSe–CdS core-shell nanopar-

ticles have been prepared by a novel route involving

thermolysis in TOPO in a one-pot synthesis.[89] This

route is a simple and convenient route to produce rea-

sonable quantities of high-quality, monodispersed core-

shell nanoparticles. The precursors are easy to synthesize

and store and give high yields of TOPO-capped quan-

tum dots.

Submicrometer-sized anionic PS latexes have been

coated with uniform layers of iron compounds by aging, at

elevated temperature. Dispersions of the polymer colloid

in the presence of aqueous solutions of ferric chloride,

urea, hydrochloric acid, and polyvinylpyrrolidone have

been produced.[25] The thickness of the deposited layers

could be altered by suitable adjustment of the reactant

concentrations, and they could also be increased by further

aging of the coated particles in the presence of aqueous

solutions of ferric chloride. Hollow colloidal spheres of

iron compounds were obtained by calcinations of the so-

coated PS latexes at elevated temperature in air. Different

chemical compositions of hollow colloidal spheres were

obtained by heating them in hydrogen.

HOLLOW CAPSULES AND NANOBOTTLES

Hollow spheres are useful in a variety of areas. They can

be used in catalysis, delivery of drugs, development of

artificial cells, or protection of biologically active agents

(such as proteins, enzymes, or DNAs). Hollow spheres

may also provide some immediate advantages over their

solid counterparts because of their relatively low densi-

ties. In a typical procedure, hollow spheres are prepared

by the removal of the ‘‘cores’’ (via selective etching with

a solvent or calcination in air) from core-shell structure

nanospheres. There are a variety of methods currently

used to fabricate a wide range of stable, hollow spheres of

various compositions. These methods include nozzle

reactor systems,[90–92] emulsion/phase separation techni-

ques coupled with sol–gel processing,[73,93,94] sacrificial

core procedures,[77,95–97] and LbL technique (consecu-

tively assembling inorganic nanoparticles and polymer

onto colloids and subsequently removing the templated

colloid).[1,10–15,98–102] There have been some successful

examples for the preparation of different kinds of hol-

low microsphere materials (such as silica,[12,16–21,80] zir-

conium[16] hydrous oxide, yttrium compounds,[15,22,23]

titania,[75,99–101] copper compounds,[102] zeolite,[103] and

magnetic nanoparticles.[17,24,25,104]) Yin et al. synthesized

Fig. 4 TEM and SEM (inset) of hollow palladium spheres.

(From Ref. [105].)
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mesoscopic hollow microspheres of ceramic materials

with functionalized interior surfaces.[96] Kim et al. fab-

ricated hollow palladium microspheres and successfully

applied them to the recyclable heterogeneous catalyst for

Suzuki coupling reactions (Fig. 4).[105] Caruso and cow-

orkers prepared many kinds of inorganic and hybrid

hollow spheres (SiO2, TiO2, Fe3O4, luminescent polyelec-

trolyte, etc.) by consecutively assembling inorganic nano-

particles and polymer onto colloids (LbL technology) and

subsequently removing the templated colloid (Fig. 5).[106]

Polymer Hollow Capsules and Nanobottles

Recent advances in supramolecular chemistry have given

chemists unprecedented control over the composition and

shape of nanoscopic objects. An example of such

development is the synthesis of nanometer-sized organic

hollow spheres, which can find numerous applications in

drug delivery/targeting, extraction and as nanoreactors.

Sun et al. described a new strategy for synthesizing

nanometer-scale organic hollow spheres using Au colloids

as templates.[107] The whole structure is held together

by S–S bonds. Oxidation of gold nanoparticles protected

by thiolated bicyclodextrin molecules leads to the forma-

tion of water-soluble polycyclodextrin nanocapsules held

together by S–S bonds. They are currently working on

broadening the described strategy to other substrates/

templates and probing the encapsulation properties of the

hollow spheres.

Marinakos et al. described new methods for synthesiz-

ing nanometer-sized hollow capsules of poly(pyrrole),

poly(N-methylpyrrole), and polyalkenes.[41,42] These

methods utilized nanometer-sized gold particles as tem-

plates from which to grow polymer shells. Dissolution of

the template particles yielded structurally intact hollow

polymer capsules with interior volume and shell thickness

governed by the diameter of the template particle and the

polymerization time, respectively. Moreover, they showed

that alkanethiols were encapsulated in the hollow polymer

core by attaching them to the gold template particles prior

to polymerization and particle etching, and small mole-

cule diffusion rates through the pyrrole-based polymer

capsules depended on polymer oxidation state. They also

described a method for converting alkylthiolate mono-

layers on gold particles into hollow polymer capsules.[108]

The synthetic design of the tripodal ligand provides the

potential to ultimately control the functionality present on

the surface of the particle as well as that present internally.

Marinakos et al. show that small molecules and

enzymes can be trapped inside poly(pyrrole), poly(N-

methylpyrrole), and poly-(3-methylthiophene) capsules

synthesized using the gold particle template method.[1]

Diffusion coefficients of small molecules through the

capsule shell were found to vary by almost 3 orders of

magnitude depending on the polymer, polymer oxidation

state, and counter anion incorporated during polymer

synthesis. A small molecule (anthraquinone) and an en-

zyme (horseradish peroxidase) were trapped inside hol-

low capsules by attaching them to the template particle

prior to polymerization and particle etching. A thin

poly(pyrrole) shell protected the enzyme two times longer

in neat toluene compared to unencapsulated enzyme.

Finally, the potential for using conductive polymer nano-

particles for intracellular delivery or diagnostics was

examined by administering particle suspensions to 3T3

murine fibroblasts. Particles ranging in size from 25 to

100 nm were engulfed by fibroblasts without compromis-

ing cell viability.[1]

Hollow polymer spheres synthesized from a vesicle-

directed polymerization can be dried and redispersed

Fig. 5 Illustration of procedures for preparing inorganic and hybrid hollow spheres. The scheme is shown for PS latex particles. (From

Ref. [106].)
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in water using a variety of nonionic ethoxylated alcohol

surfactants as stabilizers.[109] The final dispersions consist

of both polymer shells and surfactant micelles, which

remain together in colloidal suspension for at least several

months. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is used

to measure the polymer shell thickness (6.3 nm) and core

radius (56 nm) of the surfactant-stabilized hollow poly-

mer spheres in the presence of surfactant micelles.

Hollow polymer microsphere latexes were synthesized

according to polymer–polymer core-shell emulsion poly-

merization then removing the core by selective sol-

vents.[41] Kamata et al. have demonstrated a practical

route to the facile synthesis of spherical hollow colloids of

PBzMA that contained movable cores of Au nanoparticles

(Fig. 6).[110] This procedure should be extendable to many

other systems that involve the use of different combi-

nations of materials for the core and the shell. These core-

shell colloids may also find use as building blocks to

form colloidal crystals with photonic band gap proper-

ties different from those of conventional core-shell or

hollow particles.

Water-soluble polyelectrolyte nanocapsules as pH-

sensitive nanocontainers can be synthesized by vesicular

or emulsion polymerization via core-shell latexes.[111]

These particles show a reversible pH and ionic strength-

dependent swelling transition causing a considerable

increase (decrease) of their radius. During this transition,

gated pores are opened (closed) in the spherical polymer

shells, which enable free molecular exchange between the

interior of the hollow sphere and the bulk medium. This

pH-switchable control of the permeability of the poly-

electrolyte envelopes can be used to trigger the release

of encapsulated materials from their central cavity.

Inorganic Hollow Capsules and Nanobottles

Previous studies have provided successful procedures for

the preparation of composite particles consisting of in-

organic and organic cores covered with shells of other

inorganic materials by controlled surface precipitation

processes.[85,112–114] Such composite particles may be

useful in many applications because the properties (mag-

netic, optical, electric, adsorptive, etc.) of these particles

can be altered by appropriate coatings. Other studies have

also shown that these procedures can be used for the

preparation of polymer particles covered with yttrium,

zirconium, iron, and titanium compounds by controlled

surface precipitation processes, which makes it possible

to extend the use of these colloids to different areas of

high technology.

Owing to their lower density, large specific surface

area, and optical properties, hollow particles have been of

interest as fillers, coatings, catalysts, capsule agents, etc.

In a novel approach, it was shown that hollow inorganic

colloidal spheres of narrow size distribution could be

obtained by thermal decomposition of the polymer core of

PS particles coated with yttrium, zirconium, iron, and

titanium compounds. Kawahashi and Shiho described

the application of these processes to other systems. Thus,

under certain conditions, copper compounds can be de-

posited uniformly on PS latexes by precipitation using

Fig. 6 (A,B) Backscattering SEM and (C,D) TEM images of Au–SiO2–PBzMA particles before (A,C) and after (B,D) HF etching. The

polymerization time was 4 hr, and the polymer shell was �22 nm thick. (E,F) TEM images of Au–Air–PBzMA particles synthesized

using different polymerization times: (E) 3 hr and (F) 6 hr. The polymer shells were �2 and �32 nm in thickness, respectively. (From

Ref. [110].)
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solutions of the corresponding salts in the presence of

urea. Hollow metallic copper and copper oxide particles

of a narrow size distribution can be obtained by calci-

nation of particles coated in this manner at elevated tem-

peratures in nitrogen and air, respectively.[102]

Calcination of sulfate-stabilized PS latexes coated with

nanoparticle/polymer multilayers results in the production

of hollow silica spheres.[11,84] The calcination process

removes the organic matter (the colloidal core and bridg-

ing polymer) during heating to 450�C, as confirmed by

thermogravimetric analysis.

Hollow spheres of zeolite b and silicalite-1 with

different sizes were fabricated efficiently and convenient-

ly through LbL self-assembly of nanozeolite–polymer

multilayers on PS latex, coupled with the removal of the

core by calcination.[103] The pH and ionic strength of the

colloidal solution, crystal size of nanozeolites, and size of

PS latex templates are factors affecting the fabrication of

hollow zeolite spheres. Hollow spheres of other zeolites

such as ZSM-5 and TS-1 have also been successfully

fabricated in the same manner. Currently, the application

of these novel materials in catalysis, separation and

delivery systems is in progress in our laboratory.

Fowler et al. prepared hollow silica microspheres in

high yields by a one-step facile synthesis under ambient

conditions.[34] By controlling the rate of TEOS hydrolysis

specifically at the droplet/water interface, intact micro-

spheres with uniform wall thickness and thermal stability

can be routinely synthesized. The procedure can be

readily extended to the synthesis of organo-functionalized

silica shells, microspheres with encapsulated organic

pigment, and hollow silica capsules with submicrometer

dimensions. Such materials could have a wide range of

uses in diverse materials applications. And they reported

the facile synthesis of thermally stable hollow spherical

shells with ordered mesoporous walls, approximately 20

nm or less in thickness. The structures were synthesized at

room temperature by hydrolysis and condensation of

TEOS in an aqueous solution of cetyltrimethyl ammonium

bromide (CTABr), which was subjected to rapid quench-

ing by dilution followed by pH neutralization after an

induction period.[35]

Novel fine polymer particles containing ultrafine Pd

particles dispersed on the surface of core-shell [core,

poly(styrene-co-acrylic acid); shell, PrPO4]-type micro-

spheres were prepared by the emulsifier-free emulsion

polymerization of styrene with acrylic acid followed by

the addition of PdCl2 and a mixture of Pr(NO3)3 and

NaH2PO2. Pyrolysis of the resulting polymer particles at

900�C provides organic polymer-free hollow capsules

composed of Pd metal and PrPO4.[115]

Most work in this area has been focused on the

development of synthetic methodologies. Very little

attention has been directed toward the functionalization

of the interiors of these hollow particles. In addition, there

are only limited sets of reports that address the diffusion

of chemical reagents across the shells of hollow particles.

Yin et al. described a method based on template-directed

synthesis for generating ceramic hollow spheres whose

interior surfaces could be functionalized with the pre-

specified, nanoscopic objects.[96] The templates involved

in this process were crystalline lattices of monodispersed

polymer beads whose surfaces had been derivatized with

functional objects such as nanoparticles, quantum dots, or

other nanoscale objects. These nanoscopic objects were

left behind on the interior surfaces of the hollow spheres

when the templates were selectively removed through

etching or calcination (Fig. 7).

On the other hand, nanosized hollow inorganic spheres

with a hole in the wall (denoted as nanobottle) had been

successfully prepared from the assembly of functional

polymer nanosphere with tetraethoxysilane or tetrabutyl

titanate, coupled with the removal of the cores by

programmed calcination. Cross-linked polymer nano-

Fig. 7 Schematic outline of the experimental procedure. The

polymer template could be either dissolved with a solvent or

burnt out through calcination at elevated temperatures. (From

Ref. [96].)
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spheres with quaternary ammonium species on the surface

were synthesized using an emulsifier-free emulsion

copolymerization. The polymerization and purification

were carried out according to a published procedure,[116]

and cross-linked polymer nanospheres with a uniform

size of about 45 nm were obtained. As-synthesized silica-

coated polymer nanospheres were hydrothermally pre-

pared from chemical assembly of TEOS with the

functional polymer nanospheres.

After calcination at 550�C, the polymer template was

removed and hollow silica spheres were obtained (named

as silica nanobottles). Fig. 8 shows the TEM images of

functional polymer nanospheres from emulsion polymer-

ization process, as-synthesized silica microspheres, and

calcined hollow silica samples. After the self-assembly of

the silica gel with the functional polymer nanospheres, the

as-synthesized silica microspheres also show a very

uniform size at 52–55 nm (B), which are nearly 10 nm

thicker than the polymer nanospheres.[117–120] Calcina-

tion of the as-synthesized silica spheres results in the

complete removal of the polymer nanospheres, forming

hollow nanospheres with the size of 50–53 nm (C). As

shown in Fig. 8D, a hole with the size of 5–8 nm can be

seen on the surface of some hollow silica microspheres.

These results may suggest that the holes on the silica

hollow microspheres are formed in the following steps:

Calcination at 550�C leads to decomposition of polymer

nanospheres to smaller gas molecules, which have high

pressure in the closed hollow microspheres. Then the

gaseous molecules with high pressure break through

the shells of the hollow microspheres, and the hole in

the silica hollow microsphere is formed (scheme as Fig. 9).

Therefore these silica hollow microspheres with the hole

are referred to as silica nanobottles.[121]

The AFM observation of functional polymer nano-

spheres, as-synthesized silica microspheres, and calcined

silica samples were carried out. Similar to the TEM

images, the functional polymer nanospheres have a uni-

form size of 52–56 nm and as-synthesized silica micro-

spheres show a bigger size of 58–62 nm (not shown here).

In addition, it can be seen clearly in Fig. 10 that the

surface of every shell contains one hole of 9–12 nm in

Fig. 8 TEM images of (A) polymer spheres, (B) silica spheres before calcination, (C) hollow silica spheres after calcinations, and (D)

magnification of silica nanobottles. (From Ref. [121].)

Fig. 9 The procedure for preparation of silica nanobottles. (From Ref. [121].)
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diameter. Obviously, the sample size characterized by

AFM is slightly larger than that by TEM technique,

which could be explained by assuming that the probe

does not follow the microsphere’s surface precisely be-

cause of the blunt scanning tip. Interestingly, the AFM

images also show that there are holes on the hollow

microspheres and each hollow microsphere possesses

only one hole, which is in good agreement with the

images observed by TEM. These results further con-

firmed that the sample is a kind of silica nanobottles.

The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of silica

nanobottles and uncalcined silica-coated polymer micro-

spheres are well measured. The comparisons of adsorp-

tion results suggest that the calcined sample is a kind of

opening hollow nanosphere (nanobottles). The relatively

larger pore volume of silica nanobottles may be poten-

tially useful for the encapsulation of functional com-

pounds in the silica nanobottles.

Composite Capsules

Hollow inorganic–organic composite spheres can be

obtained by selection of a solvent that decomposes the

templated core but leaves the polymer bridging the

nanoparticles in the shell. The choice of solvent depends

on the type of core employed; for example, acidic or

dimethyl sulfoxide solutions cause the removal of MF

polymer latex core templates, tetrahydrofuran the removal

of some PS cores, and highly oxidizing solutions decom-

pose proteinaceous cores.

Similar to the pure polymer shells, the nanoparticle/

polymer multiplayer shell assembled onto MF particles

obtained upon decomposition of the MF core by acid

assumes a rather flat confirmation on the substrate when

dried.[84] Confocal microscopy images of the hollow

composite microspheres again show that the shells often

maintain their spherical shape in solution. Interestingly,

permeating the nanoparticle/polymer shell still readily

expels the oligomers produced as a result of decomposing

the MF particles. Higher magnification TEM reveals that

the shell is composed of nanoparticles embedded in the

polymer matrix.

Nanoparticle/polymer-coated biocolloids (gluteralde-

hyde-fixed echinocytes) can also be utilized for the

production of composite hollow structures. The template

has a jagged and highly structured surface. After the

removal of the core by exposure to deproteinizer, hollow

composite silica/polymer capsules are obtained. Unlike

the polymer or nanoparticle/polymer shells produced by

the removal of MF-templated cores by acid solutions,

these hollow structures mimic the original shape, includ-

ing the secondary structure (spikes) of the templates, and

do not significantly spread-out on the surface when dried.

This is most probably due to the gelation of the silica

particles as a result of the decomposing solution. SEM

experiments confirmed that these structures were hollow.

ENCAPSULATION OF RARE EARTH
COMPLEX IN NANOBOTTLES

The abovementioned silica bottles are nanosized materials

and there is a hole on the surface of it, which may be

useful for further encapsulations. Rare earth (RE) complex

Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2 (TTA: 1-(2-thenoyl)-3,3,3-trifluorace-

tate, TPPO: triphenyl phosphineoxide) was selected as a

Fig. 10 AFM height and amplitude images of silica nanobottles. (From Ref. [121].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com).
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guest molecule. After the modification of silica nanobot-

tles with APTES (NH2–(CH2)3 Si(OC2H5)3),[122] the RE

complex was mixed with the silica nanobottles in

chloroform, followed by filtering and washing with

chloroform until the filter liquors gave no luminescence

under UV radiation.

After RE complex encapsulation, the SEM images of

silica nanobottles give most like morphology as before

encapsulation, indicating that the silica nanobottles still

remained after the encapsulation of RE complex. Further-

more, the encapsulation of Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2 in nano-

bottles was characterized by energy dispersive X-ray

analysis (EDX). The results indicate that RE complex still

exists in silica nanobottle samples after careful washing.

Fig. 11 shows UV–visible absorption spectra of silica

nanobottles, RE complex Eu(TTA)3 (TPPO)2 encapsulat-

ed in silica nanobottles, and Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2 adsorbed

on the outer surface of as-synthesized silica-coated

polymer microspheres (after washing with chloroform

many times) as well as RE complex Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2

itself. The spectrum of silica nanobottles does not show

any absorption in the region of 200–800 nm (a); the

sample spectrum of RE complex encapsulated in silica

nanobottles shows clear peaks at near 255, 292, 330, and

348 nm (b); the spectrum of RE complex absorbed on

the outer surface of silica nanobottles only shows very

weak absorptions after careful washing, and is similar

to that of RE complex (c); the spectrum of Eu(TTA)3-

(TPPO)2 shows typical peaks at 241, 325, and 436 nm

(d). From the contrast of the above spectra, it can be

confirmed that RE complex adsorbed both the inner and

outer surface of the hollow microspheres. In addition,

the peaks of RE complex are shifted to a lower wave-

length in silica nanobottles. This phenomenon is possibly

assigned to the encapsulation of RE complex in silica

nanobottles, which is consistent with those of RE com-

plex entrapped in mesopores of MCM-41 and in micro-

cages of zeolite Y.[123,124]

CONCLUSION

Research efforts over the last decade have led to a host

of new strategies being developed for the modification

of particle surfaces. Earlier methods have primarily

focused on achieving single-component coatings on par-

ticles through surface chemical modification and conven-

tional polymerization and precipitation reactions. More

recent approaches, particularly those based on solution

self-assembly, have been shown to be highly effective

in producing multicomposite, nanostructured coatings.

These methods permit remarkable control over the coating

uniformity and thickness, and thus the assembled compo-

nents and experimental conditions can be readily manip-

ulated to prevent the aggregation of the coated colloids.

Although the method of choice highly depends on the

coating required and the end use of the composite

particles, the synthetic approaches outlined provide a

high level of flexibility, thus allowing the design,

structure, and properties of the resultant particles to be

varied tremendously. In addition, combinations of these

methods are likely to allow new functional and composite

layers to be manufactured on the surfaces of particles.

Accordingly, nanoengineered core-shell particles are

expected to find new and exciting applications in the

chemistry, bioscience, and materials science fields. Core-

shell particles have already been assembled into colloidal

crystals for photonic applications, used as heterogeneous

catalysts and multienzyme biocatalysts, and in surface

enhanced Raman scattering applications.

An interesting extension of the composite particles is

the production of hollow capsules by the removal of the

core particle; these hollow materials may find applications

in drug delivery, or as reactor or specific recognition sys-

tems. The successful production of such hollow capsules

opens many new and exciting avenues in the areas of

chemistry, biotechnology, and materials science. They are

potentially suitable for a variety of applications including

the loading of drugs, as confined environment reactor

systems, and for targeting by utilization of the surface

functionalities on the capsule walls to attach specific

receptors. Controlling the thickness and composition of

Fig. 11 UV–Visible absorption spectra for (a) the modified

silica nanobottles itself, (b) the assembly of Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2

in modified silica nanobottles, (c) Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2 absorbed

on the outer surface of as-synthesized silica-coated polymer

spheres (after washing with chloroform many times), and (d) RE

complex Eu(TTA)3(TPPO)2. (From Ref. [121].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com).
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the capsule walls should allow selective and switchable

permeation for the encapsulation and release of various

substances. The use of cross-linkable, pH- or temperature-

sensitive polymers as capsule wall constituents are attrac-

tive candidates for controlling and varying the permeabil-

ity, while the incorporation of specific reactive groups

inside the capsule walls would allow specific chemistry to

be carried out in these systems. Coupling of biospecies to

the surfaces of the capsules through functional groups

would provide biofunctionalized capsules.

Some experiments demonstrate that it is possible to

coat the outer and inner surfaces of hollow polymer

capsules with phospholipid bilayers. The polymer cap-

sules are permeable to small low molecular weight dyes,

but not to polyelectrolytes with molecular weights greater

than 4000 or molecules larger than 5–10 nm in diameter.

The phospholipid coating reduces the permeability to

small organic dyes. The precipitation of small organic dye

molecules inside polymer capsules has been achieved, as

has the solubilization of various organic solvents. Func-

tional biomolecules have also been encapsulated at a very

high loading capacity in polymer capsules; these systems

are expected to be used in enzyme catalysis applications.

The coating technique is currently being extended to

inorganic templates to create novel hollow capsules of

nanometer size and to emulsion-based systems. A lumi-

nescent RE complex is successfully encapsulated in silica

nanobottles, showing this material has potential nano-

technology applications.
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Cubosomes: Bicontinuous Liquid
Crystalline Nanoparticles
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INTRODUCTION

Surfactants, lipids, and polymer molecules that have both

polar and nonpolar components are termed amphiphilic.

The hydrophobic effect drives amphiphilic molecules in

polar solvents to spontaneously self-assemble into a rich

array of thermodynamically stable lyotropic liquid crys-

talline phases with characteristic lengths on the nanometer

scale. Liquid crystalline phases possess a sufficient aver-

age degree of molecular orientational order to be char-

acterized by their structural symmetry, despite their liquid

state, and often form in aqueous surfactant systems at

relatively high amphiphile concentrations. An interesting

example of contemporary interest is the bicontinuous

cubic liquid crystalline phase.

Bicontinuous cubic phases are optically isotropic, very

viscous, solidlike liquid crystals with cubic crystallo-

graphic symmetry. Prior to their structural characteriza-

tion, these phases were termed ‘‘viscous isotropic phases’’

and considered quite a nuisance in industrial processes.

Bicontinuous cubic phases consist of two separate, con-

tinuous but nonintersecting hydrophilic regions divided by

a lipid bilayer that is contorted into a periodic minimal

surface with zero average curvature. The phase’s regular

structural connectivity results in a very high viscosity,

whereas its tortuosity is useful for slowing diffusion in

controlled transport applications. The bicontinuous nature

of such cubic phases distinguishes them from the so-called

micellar or discontinuous cubic phases containing mi-

celles packed in cubic symmetry. In this work, all ref-

erences to cubic phases refer to bicontinuous cubic phases,

unless otherwise noted.

The last several decades have brought about a great

understanding of the properties of cubic phases and a

realization of their relevance in areas such as medicine,

biology, and chemistry. An intriguing property of the

cubic phases formed by certain classes of amphiphiles

is their ability to be dispersed into particles, termed

cubosomes. Cubosomes are liquid crystalline nanostruc-

tured particles with the same unique properties of the bulk

cubic phase, although cubosome dispersions have much

lower viscosity. Although fundamental research has been

focused sharply on bulk cubic phases, it is commercial

applications that drive much of the existing and still very

active research into cubosomes. This chapter reviews

historical research into cubic phases and cubosomes,

describing the initial discovery and the realization that

differential geometry allows the mathematical character-

ization of cubic phase structures. Cubosome properties

are reviewed in the context of particle formation and

applications. Where appropriate, interesting open prob-

lems are cited and discussed.

CUBIC PHASE STRUCTURE

Luzzati and Husson[1] and Luzzati et al.[2] first recognized

the existence of cubic phases in lipid–water systems using

x-ray scattering measurements. Fontell et al.[3] drew

similar conclusions regarding cubic phases in ternary

systems of amphiphiles, oils, and water. In parallel,

although without apparent awareness of the lipid work,

biologists began documenting structures with cubic

symmetry in plant leaf plastid membranes,[4] identical to

what is now accepted as cubic liquid crystalline phase

structures. Around the same time, Lutton[5] published a

comprehensive study of the aqueous phase behavior of

monoglycerides. Monoglycerides are polar lipids with

poor water solubility that exhibit aqueous phase behavior,

reflecting their structural similarity to nonionic surfac-

tants. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of Lutton’s results for

monoglycerides with hydrocarbon chain lengths between

C12 and C22. Of particular interest is the large region of

cubic phase exhibited by each of the aqueous mono-

glyceride systems, with the largest being that of mono-

olein, the unsaturated C18 monoglyceride (Fig. 2). Cubic

phases are often found sandwiched between lamellar and

hexagonal liquid crystalline phases, especially in nonionic

surfactant systems.[6] However, the monoolein–water

system uniquely possesses a cubic phase region spanning

large compositional and temperature ranges. It is not

entirely clear why monoolein forms cubic phases in such

broad compositional and temperature ranges, but surfac-

tant packing concepts offer some conceptual approaches.

Monoolein has a slightly larger cross-sectional area of

its hydrophobic tail region, leading to a ratio of the

hydrophobic tail group area to the hydrophilic head group
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area slightly larger than one (�1.03,[7]). As a result, the

cubic phases are often referred to as reversed or inverse

cubic phases, indicating the curvature of the constituent

bilayers toward the polar medium. Shortly after Lutton’s

study, Larsson began to systematically examine the

structure of aqueous monoglyceride cubic phases using

x-ray diffraction. He found, using nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) and x-ray, that the cubic phases have

continuous regions of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic

nature[8] leading to the conclusion that the cubic phase

structures can be described using the concepts of dif-

ferential geometry and periodic minimal surfaces.[9]

Minimal surfaces are best described by analogy with

their most readily observed natural form: soap films. The

Fig. 2 Molecular structure of monoolein, the lipid most commonly used to form cubosomes.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the aqueous phase behavior of the monoglycerides showing the regions of cubic phase formation. (From Ref. [5].

# American Oil Chemists’ Society, 1965.)
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surface formed by a soap film between two rings is a

catenoid, a simple form of minimal surface whose two

principal curvatures are equal but opposite in sign at every

point, resulting in an average curvature of zero and a

negative Gaussian curvature.[10] Fig. 3 shows approxi-

mate plots of the three most commonly studied mini-

mal surfaces in cubic phases. The surfaces in Fig. 3 are

particularly fascinating because their discovery was

purely mathematical, prior to knowledge of the structures’

existence in cubic phases. The P-surface (or primitive

surface) and the D-surface (or diamond surface) were both

discovered mathematically by Schwarz in 1890, whereas

the G-surface (or gyroid surface) was only discovered by

Schoen[11] in the 1960s. In cubic phases, the minimal

surface is formed by the self-assembled bilayer that oc-

curs as the hydrophobic or hydrophilic portions of the

surfactant molecules line up to minimize their interaction

with their opposites. The three structures are all bicontin-

uous (i.e., they divide space into two continuous but

nonintersecting regions); in the case of cubic phases, two

separate regions of hydrophilic material (water channels)

form. Following suggestions by Scriven[12] that minimal

surfaces could explain liquid crystal structure, Larsson

et al.[9] applied the minimal surface description to the

cubic phase observed in the monoolein–water system and

noted the connection to the structures formed in plas-

tid systems. However, Longley and Mcintosh[13] found

evidence of an alternative symmetry in the monoolein–

water cubic phase, leading Larsson[14] to realize that

two cubic phases are formed, both with minimal sur-

face structures. The monoolein–water system forms the

D-surface at high water levels and the G-surface at lower

levels, as shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 4.[15] Qiu and

Caffrey[16] later updated elements of the monoolein–water

phase diagram, but the version put forth by Larsson

(Fig. 4) remains the benchmark. The P-surface is formed

in the monoolein–water system, but only when a third

component, such as caseins[17] or amphiphilic block

copolymers,[18] is added. The strength of the minimal

surface approach to cubic phase characterization is its

quantitative mathematical basis. Unfortunately, the ana-

lytical representation of minimal surfaces in Fig. 3 is still

mathematically very difficult. A significant advance came

in the discovery that nodal surfaces are closely related to

minimal surfaces and offer a simple equation that can be

used to plot and study cubic phase structures.[19] The

structures plotted in Fig. 3 are generated using nodal sur-

faces and the equations used are also shown. Extensive

reviews of the history and mathematical description of

bicontinuous phases are given in Refs. [20] and [21],

whereas a more recent review[22] generally discusses bi-

continuous geometry in amphiphilic systems. Contempo-

rary with the discovery of minimal surface applicability to

cubic phases was the realization that, in certain cases, the

cubic phases can exist in a particulate form, possessing the

same bicontinuous structure as the bulk cubic phase.

CUBOSOMES—DISPERSED CUBIC
PHASE PARTICLES

Dispersed particles of bicontinuous cubic phases were

first observed during studies of fat digestion that simulat-

ed stomach contents by combining oil with lipase and bile

salts.[23] Olive oil droplets, mainly triolein, in contact with

lipase formed small particles of cubic phases as the

enzyme broke the triglyceride down into monoolein that

then hydrated. Lindstrom et al.[24] studied the phenome-

non further, observing that sodium cholate bile salts

provided dispersion and colloidal stability of the cubic

phase particles formed by monoolein and water, and that

such particles formed in other ternary systems as well.

One of the first published instances of the word

‘‘cubosome’’ appears in a review by Larsson[25] of the

Fig. 4 Aqueous phase behavior of the monoolein–water

system, updated to reflect the existence of two cubic phases.

(From Ref. [25]. # American Chemical Society, 1989.)

Fig. 3 Unit cubes of the P-surface, G-surface, and D-sur-

face formed in bicontinuous amphiphilic systems. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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implications of bicontinuous cubic phases to biological

membranes. Later research on cubosomes focused on the

ternary phase behavior of the Poloxamer 407 (a PEO99–

PPO67–PEO99 block copolymer)–monoolein–water sys-

tem because of the polymer’s utility at providing colloidal

stability to cubosomes against recoalescence to bulk cubic

phase.[18] The PPO region of the block copolymer exists

either at the surface of the cubic phase particles, or within

the bilayer structure, whereas the PEO chains remain in

the bulk water phase. Landh[18] observed cubosome for-

mation in a three-phase region including disordered

bicontinuous (L3 or sponge) phase, cubic phase, and water.

Cubosome structures, such as bulk cubic phases, are critical

elements of some biological processes and occur naturally

in bacterial cells, for example.[26]

Just as bulk cubic phases can be mathematically

characterized using nodal surface approximations, so,

too, can cubosomes. Andersson et al.[27] model different

cubosome structures by extending nodal surface descrip-

tions[19] to describe closed-off surfaces such as those

formed by cubosomes. Fig. 5 shows two examples of such

simulated cubosomes, in this case a D-surface that has

been closed off on its surface by a sphere and by a cube.

A comprehensive overview of the structures that can

be simulated by such techniques is given by Jacob and

Andersson.[28] Many experimental studies of cubosomes

utilize cryo-transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

micrographs that allow the visualization of cubosome

particles and the verification of their lattice symmetry,

although x-ray measurements are required to confirm

phase structures. Cryo-TEM allows the visualization of

hydrated phase structures by vitrifying, instead of freez-

ing, the sample in a thin film suspended between polymer-

coated grid struts.[29,30] Insight into bulk cubic phase

structure has also been gained in some cases by freeze–

fracture electron microscopy.[31,32] More recent work has

shown the possibility of in situ study of cubosomes using

atomic force microscopy.[33]

Although small amounts of cubosomes are apparently

produced by simple addition of dispersing agents such

as sodium cholate to bulk cubic phase,[24] mechanical

dispersion of bulk cubic phase is the most studied and

most direct cubosome formation technique. Gustafsson

et al.[34,35] formed cubosomes by high shear microfluid-

ization and ultrasonication of bulk cubic phase in contact

with aqueous Poloxamer 407. The cubosomes produced

exhibit the P-surface structure based on x-ray diffraction

and, interestingly, resemble cubes despite their nonsolid

nature. The molecular-scale cubic symmetry of the lipid

bilayer comprising cubosomes is thus manifested in the

nanometer-scale cubosome particles, although their ap-

pearance is often orientation-dependent.[34,36] An example

of the different types of particles formed by ultrasoni-

cation of bulk cubic phase in aqueous Poloxamer 407

solution is seen in Fig. 6, a cryo-TEM micrograph of the

dispersion. The particles range in size from about 10 to

500 nm in diameter. Cubosomes are immediately identi-

fiable as square particles with a well-defined cubic lattice

of dots. Each dot corresponds to the presence of a pore-

containing aqueous phase. Along with well-formed

cubosomes, more disordered cubosomes that have a more

spherical shape are also visible. Gustafsson et al.[34] point

out that the absence of grain boundaries in the cubosomes

indicates they are single-crystal structures. Unilamellar

vesicles, dispersed lamellar liquid crystalline phase

particles, are also visible in Fig. 6. Increased polymer-

to-monoolein ratios lead to the formation of larger ratios

Fig. 5 Calculated nodal surface representations of a D-surface

cubosome closed off on its surface with a sphere and a cube.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Cryo-TEM micrograph of cubosomes and vesicles

formed by ultrasonic dispersion of bulk cubic phase in aqueous

Poloxamer 407 solution. (From Ref. [36]. # American Chem-

ical Society, 2001.)
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of vesicles to cubosomes. Such vesicles often form

during the dispersion of bulk cubic phase, despite the

fact that the lamellar phase is not an equilibrium phase at

these conditions. Ultrasonication of bulk cubic phase

produces mostly vesicles[34] that, over the course of several

weeks, transform into cubosomes, likely via membrane

fusion. Such metastability is characteristic of cubosome

systems because of the slow transport processes involved in

forming the high-viscosity crystalline structure and the

high-energy input required to fragment bulk cubic phase.

Distinct from the dispersed vesicles, the surfaces of some

of the cubosome particles have hemispherical vesicle

structures that are thought to block the exposure of the

hydrophobic bilayer at the termination of the cubosome

edge structure but may also aid in colloidal stabilization

of the cubosomes.[35,37] Gustafsson et al.[35] were able to

shift the cubosome structure between the P-surface and the

D-surface by varying Poloxamer 407 concentration. Al-

though cubosomes have been feasibly produced in various

laboratory settings for years, the desire to apply cubosomes

in various commercial products spurs current research

interest in cubosome production.

CUBOSOME MANUFACTURE

At its most basic, the production of cubosomes entails the

formation of nanoparticles. Two distinct nanoparticle

production routes exist: top–down and bottom–up tech-

niques. Most cubosome research over the last two decades

has focused on top–down techniques, whereby bulk cubic

phase is first produced and then dispersed by high-energy

processing into cubosome nanoparticles. No systematic

study exists of the effect of power input on bulk cubic

phase dispersion, but existing rheological work offers

some insight into the energy required to form cubosomes.

Bulk cubic phase resembles a clear rigid gel formed by

water-swollen cross-linked polymer chains, but cubic

phases differ in that they are a single thermodynamic

phase and display periodic liquid crystalline structure.

Studies[38,39] of the P-surface and D-surface cubic phases

formed by several didodecyldimethylammonium bromide

(DDAB)–oil–water systems found the phases to behave as

viscoelastic fluids that exhibit relatively constant modulus

values until the lattice structures break down around 1–5%

strain. Rupture of the cubic phases occurs in a direction

parallel to the shear direction and the energy required is

proportional to the number of tubular network branches

that rupture. Warr and Chen[40] found that rupture of the

cubic phase occurs as the bilayer breaks under applied

shear stresses and flows along slip planes. The cubic

phases exhibit a yield stress that increases with increasing

amounts of bilayer-forming surfactants and oils, and that

is inversely proportional to the crystalline unit cell

dimension.[40] Warr and Chen[40] also suggested but could

not confirm that cubic phases may behave as lamellar

phases do during dispersion with increasing shear:

dispersed liquid crystalline particles form at intermediate

shear rates, whereas a defect-free bulk phase re-forms at

higher shear rates. At high oscillatory frequencies, cubic

phases become highly elastic[38] and may be more apt to

fracture than deform. A worthwhile study would be the

correlation of energy input with the cubic phase breakage

mechanism most feasible for a given deformation rate.

Different breakage mechanisms could correlate with

cubosome yield.

Unfortunately, most existing studies provide little

insight into the mechanisms underlying cubosome forma-

tion by energetic dispersion of bulk cubic phases.

Comparison of the dispersions produced by sonication

and high-pressure homogenization suggests the formation

of complex dispersions containing vesicles and cubo-

somes with time-dependent ratios of each particle type.

Coarse cubosomes on the micron scale possess the same

D-surface cubic structure as their originating bulk cubic

phase,[41] but after homogenization, the P-surface dom-

inates, either because of the added polymer or other

factors.[34] Based on such studies, it has been suggested

that high-energy dispersion processes destroy the structure

of bulk cubic phases, creating vesicles that then must fuse

their bilayers to form ordered cubosomes.[41] However, no

quantitative conclusion can be drawn without a systematic

study of the effects of the fundamental parameters of a

dispersion process. Fluid shear stresses, temperature

changes induced by sonication, and pressure[42,43] all

affect cubic phase and thus cubosome formation in dif-

ferent ways.

More recent work has examined the development of

bottom–up methods of cubosome formation, allowing

cubosomes to form and crystallize from precursors on the

molecular length scale. Almgren et al.[30] discuss the

formation of cubosomes by dispersion of L2 or inverse

micellar phase droplets in water at 80�C, then by slow

cooling to allow the droplets to gradually crystallize into

cubosomes. Large-scale production of cubosomes and

products containing them requires more robust processes.

Spicer et al.[36] developed a room temperature process to

produce cubosomes by simply diluting monoolein–etha-

nol (or other hydrotrope) solutions with aqueous Polox-

amer 407 solutions. The cubosomes have been shown to

form by spontaneous emulsification,[44] producing nano-

particle dispersions in the near absence of energy input

beyond that required for simple blending of the two

liquids. Smaller and more stable cubosomes are produced

than those by high-energy processes, but some vesicles are

also produced.[36] A second process was also developed

to allow cubosome production from a powdered pre-

cursor.[45] Spray-dried powders comprising monoolein
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coated with starch or dextran form cubosomes on simple

hydration. Colloidal stabilization of the cubosomes is

immediately provided by the polymers. An example of a

cubosome formed in such systems is shown in Fig. 7.

The large unfolded bilayers that form in such cases may

be stabilized by polymer-induced osmotic, steric, or

viscous forces,[45] identical to the higher fraction of

surface vesicles observed in the Poloxamer 407–Mono-

olein–water system.[35]

SYSTEMS FORMING CUBOSOMES

The formation of cubosomes is possible in binary and

ternary systems with a sufficiently large miscibility gap

between the cubic phase and the solvent. Colloidal

stabilization of cubosomes is good when Poloxamer 407

is used to provide steric stabilization against aggregation

and coalescence, but other suitable polymers can be used

as well. Earlier studies[37] advocate mixing vesicles and

cubosomes produced by fragmentation of bulk lamellar

and cubic liquid crystalline phases in excess water,

respectively. The coating of cubosomes with lamellar

bilayer ‘‘caps’’ covers the cubic bilayer openings formed

by fragmentation, preventing exposure of hydrocarbon

chains to water and providing limited colloidal stability.

Coating the cubosomes with solid crystalline bilayers

provides superior colloidal stability to lamellar liquid

crystalline coatings, although such rigid coatings limit the

lowest diameter of the cubosomes to 100 nm, rather than

the absolute minimum of 50 nm, because of curvature

restrictions.[37] In addition, coatings of the sponge phase

have been proposed as a stabilizing coating for cubo-

somes.[37] Figs. 8 and 9 show schematics of the two general

forms of ternary phase diagrams exhibited by systems

forming cubosomes. For ternary systems of lamellar phase-

forming polar lipids, cubic phase-forming polar lipids, and

water (Fig. 8), cubosomes form in the two-phase region of

equilibrium between the cubic phase and water or solvent,

whereas vesicles form in the two-phase region between the

lamellar phase and water. The three-phase region between

the lamellar, cubic, and water phases is likely to contain

both vesicles and cubosomes. Similarly, for ternary

Fig. 7 Cryo-TEM micrograph of cubosome formed by hy-

drating starch-encapsulated monoolein particles. (From Ref. [45].

# Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2002.)

Fig. 8 Schematic of the typical ternary phase diagram exhibited

by systems containing a lamellar phase-forming polar lipid, a

cubic phase-forming polar lipid, and water. (From Ref. [37].)

Fig. 9 Generalized ternary phase diagram for systems contain-

ing a cubic phase-forming polar lipid, a nonaqueous polar sol-

vent, and water.
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systems containing cubic phase-forming polar lipids, a

nonaqueous polar solvent or an active ingredient (such as a

drug), and water, a sponge phase often forms in the general

area indicated in Fig. 9.[46] In such cases, cubosomes form

in the two-phase region of equilibrium between the cubic

phase and water or solvent, whereas cubosomes, vesicles,

and/or sponge phase particles may form in the multiphase

regions between the cubic phase, sponge phase, lamellar

phase, and water.[36] Currently, the only well-documented

instances of cubosome formation are in systems containing

monoolein. There is no reason why other similar surfactant

systems should not form cubosomes, provided that a

sufficient miscibility gap exists between the bicontinu-

ous cubic phase and the solvent. One molecule with great

potential for cubosome formation is phytantriol (Fig. 10),

a commonly used additive in consumer products such

as sunscreens. Several patents have emerged citing

the formation of cubosomes in phytantriol–water sys-

tems,[47–49] but no published phase diagram is known.

However, a simple swelling experiment offers insights into

the aqueous phase behavior of phytantriol. Figs. 11 and 12

show partially polarized light micrographs of the inter-

faces formed on contacting a small droplet of monoolein

(Fig. 11) and phytantriol (Fig. 12) with excess water. In

both cases, interfaces that separate the amphiphile from the

optically birefringent lamellar phase, and two distinct

optically isotropic cubic phase regions are visible. Al-

though such experiments are qualitative, the similarity

between monoolein and phytantriol is striking and fortu-

itous, suggesting the need for more quantitative assessment

(e.g., using the Diffusive Interfacial Transport (DIT) tech-

nique[50]) of the phytantriol–water system. Some glycoli-

pids[51,52] also exhibit the cubic–water miscibility gap

required for cubosome formation, and confirmation should

be relatively simple. Ultimately, much of the future work

on cubosomes will be driven by the most financially

compelling applications.

APPLICATIONS

Controlled-Release Drug Delivery

Controlled release of solubilized actives is the most

popular application pursued by cubosome researchers, and

excellent reviews exist of attempted delivery applications

as well as pharmaceutical actives that have been solubi-

lized in bulk cubic phase[53] and cubosomes.[54] Cubic

phase is attractive for controlled release because of its

small pore size (ca. 5–10 nm); its ability to solubilize

hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and amphiphilic molecules; and

Fig. 10 Molecular structure of phytantriol, the second most

commonly used amphiphile for forming cubosomes.

Fig. 11 Polarized light micrographs of the aqueous phase progression exhibited by monoolein in excess water.
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its biodegradability by simple enzyme action.[55] Cubic

phase is strongly bioadhesive[56] and is thought to be a

skin penetration enhancer,[57] suggesting excellent com-

patibility with topical and mucosal deposition and de-

livery of active ingredients. Recent studies[58,59] have

emphasized similarities between the bicontinuous struc-

tures formed in human skin layers and those comprising

cubic phases, offering the promise of better skin

transport understanding and treatment. The tortuous

structure of cubic phase lends itself well to slowing

diffusive release of solubilized actives. Theory predicts

the minimum reduction of a solute’s free solution

diffusivity by 33%.[60] Experimental measurements of

small molecule diffusivity in cubic phases give values on

the order of 10�10 m2/sec.[61] No commercial applica-

tions of cubic phase delivery vehicles are known other

than a treatment developed for periodontal disease that is

based on triglyceride–monoolein mixtures combined

with the drug metronidazole.[62] The lipid–drug mixture

forms a low-viscosity liquid that, when applied to the

gums and placed in contact with saliva, hydrates to form

a bulk cubic phase that then delivers the drug to the

gum. Despite the potential of bulk cubic phase as a

delivery vehicle, some applications are not compatible

with the extremely high viscosity of the bulk cubic phase

and require the use of cubosomes.

Cubosomes prepared in dispersions possess a nanome-

ter-scale structure identical to bulk cubic phase, but the

dispersion itself has a much lower, waterlike viscosity.

Compared to liposomes or vesicles, cubosomes possess

much higher bilayer area-to-particle volume ratios as well

as higher viscous resistance to rupture. Although bulk

cubic phase has sufficient length scale to allow controlled

release of solutes, cubosomes are too small and have too

high a surface area for such performance, exhibiting

instead burst release.[63] Turning this concept around,

cubosomes should be quite useful for uptake instead of

release because they can rapidly absorb pollutants (e.g.,

for water treatment or cosmetic skin protection) and

retain an amount determined by the solute partition co-

efficient.[47–49] For example, oleic acid-containing cubo-

somes change from cubic phase to hexagonal phase with a

drop in pH, indicating a relatively rapid response of the

cubosome interior to the outer fluid environment.[64,65]

Although the above controlled-release limitations exist for

small molecule solutes and unmodified cubosomes, other

routes may still exist for controlled-release applications of

cubosomes. For example, large poly(amidoamine) den-

drimer molecules exhibit a 100� reduction in free

diffusivity when entrapped in cubic phases.[66] Modifica-

tion of the cubic phase environment is also a potential

method of regulating solute transport. Puvvada et al.[67]

find that aqueous alginate molecules can be gelled in

cubic phase pores by ionic strength changes, increasing

local viscosity and drastically slowing active release.

Other studies have found that the partitioning and release

kinetics of ionic solutes in cubic phases are significantly

altered by incorporating oppositely charged surfactants

into the cubic bilayers.[68,69] In such cases, the function-

alizing surfactant must be chosen carefully to avoid

Fig. 12 Aqueous phase progression of phytantriol in excess water. The sequence of phases is qualitatively identical to that of

monoolein (Fig. 11).
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disturbing the cubic phase structure, but guidelines exist for

additive selection.[69] The contorted but regular structure of

the cubic phases is also of interest to material science

researchers as a template for complex solid materials.

Materials Synthesis

From a materials science perspective, the creation of

ordered structures with nanoscale pore geometries is of

great interest to numerous fields including electronics,

photonics, catalysis, and medicine. The creation of solid

structures using cubic phases as a template usually entails

either polymerization or reaction to form solids from

precursors that are solubilized in, or comprise, the cubic

phase matrix. One of the earliest and most successful

materials formed in a cubic phase template is the

aluminosilicate zeolite MCM-48,[70] used for catalytic

processing of petroleum. Yang et al.[71] successfully

carried out polymerization inside cubosomes, yielding a

solid nanostructured particle with cubic symmetry. Such

particles hold promise for use in photonic and semicon-

ductor applications.[72] Lu et al.[73] have developed novel

aerosol processes that create particles with nanometer-

scale structure by evaporation of solvent from isotropic

phase liquid droplets, simultaneously driving them into

cubic phase structures and solidifying the particles. As

sophistication in the cubic phase template area builds,

optimization of the structures will be a leading interest

area. Along these lines, Larson[74] suggests the possibi-

lity of aligning the cubic phases by steady or large-am-

plitude oscillatory shearing prior to templating, forming

materials with unique and highly anisotropic properties.

Beautiful structures have been formed using careful

growth of faceted cubosomes in the C12E2–water sys-

tem,[75] offering future promise of multiple-decade length-

scale control over the morphology of particles formed

from such templates.

OPEN PROBLEMS

The creation of cubosomes and other liquid crystalline

nanoparticles is still an open and active area of research.

Numerous applications as well as fundamental insights

into behavior and performance regularly emerge. As a

result, many open problems remain to be examined and

solved by intrepid researchers, including some described

in the above sections. An especially interesting area is the

formation of dispersions of other liquid crystalline phases

besides cubosomes. Studies of such dispersions, excluding

vesicles, are sparse. Dispersions of hexagonal liquid crys-

talline phase[35] and sponge phase[76] have been reported,

usually in coexistence with cubosomes. Such dispersion

mixtures may provide multiple modes of controlled re-

lease, whereas their structures are compelling templates

for solid nanoparticle synthesis, but more work is needed.

As more becomes known about bicontinuous mesh and

intermediate phases,[77,78] it may become possible to find

stable, dispersed forms of these structures as well, lib-

erally broadening liquid crystalline nanoparticle applica-

tions. Probably the most compelling direction of research

into these systems seeks to understand the interactions

between bicontinuous structures and biological systems in

general. Enormous potential exists for the expansion of

the current understanding of biological processes and

medical treatment.

CONCLUSION

Cubosome nanoparticles formed from cubic liquid crys-

talline phases are a unique and intriguing self-assembled

material with enormous potential in areas as diverse as

medicine, materials science, and consumer products. The

relatively recent discovery of cubosomes has spurred a

broad level of investigation that, as proposed applications

become financially attractive, will continue to narrow and

fill in many of the current gaps in our knowledge of

cubosome formation and performance. Interdisciplinary

research in engineering, biology, medicine, and chemistry

will be especially crucial to tie together existing cubosome

research and to provide a consistent understanding of

these fascinating particles.
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Dealloying of Binary Alloys: Evolution of Nanoporosity
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoporous metals (NPMs) are materials formed during

selective chemical or electrochemical dissolution of one

or more components out of a homogenous alloy. This

process is known as dealloying or selective dissolution.

Dealloying transforms initially dense alloys into materials

with a uniform, open porosity, with ligament widths and

spacings tunable between just a few nanometers to many

hundreds of nanometers, and usually employing only the

simplest electrochemical processing. This article reviews

the physical characteristics of NPMs, the experimental

variables that can be fruitfully varied in their fabrication,

and the theoretical models that attempt to explain nano-

porosity evolution during dealloying.

Historically, selective dissolution has been primarily

studied in those technologically important systems for

which the formation of nanoporosity is undesirable. For

instance, Zn can be selectively dissolved from brass (Cu/

Zn alloys) and can lead to stress corrosion cracking.[1] The

dealloying of strength-hardening S-phase precipitates in

the important aviation alloy Al-2024 can lead to pitting

corrosion and, ultimately, materials failure;[2] even stain-

less steels may be dealloyed of iron if the chromium

content is too small.[3] Within the context of corrosion,

dealloying is obviously problematical, and a significant

amount of effort has been made in its avoidance.

NANOPOROUS METALS
FORMED BY DEALLOYING

However, for some systems, dealloying yields nanoporous

materials with remarkable properties. For example, the

dealloying of silver from silver/gold alloys[4–6] or copper

from copper/gold alloys[7] results in the formation of

nanoporous gold (NPG). This material has highly positive

characteristics: 1) a uniform open porosity; 2) a very high

surface area (greater than 5 m2/g);[8] 3) a conductive

bicontinuous network with characteristic length tunable

between 5 and 1000 nm;[9] and 4) a biocompatible surface

to which can be attached all sorts of functionalized

biomolecules via thiol endgroup chemistry. In this light,

NPG is an attractive catalyst support material, with vast

applicability in sensor designs of all kinds. Furthermore,

NPG can be formed in a variety of useful forms, including

bulk, thin film, and, recently, nanowires.[8] For these

reasons, NPG represents the prototypical example of an

NPM, but is only one example of a number of different

alloys that can be rendered nanoporous by dealloying. An

incomplete list of alloys that have been dealloyed includes

(Ag, Cu)/Au,[4–6] (Ag, Ni, Cu)/Pd,[10,11] Al/(Cu, Ni),[12]

and Mn/Cu,[13] where the first element(s) in the couple is

the element(s) selectively dissolved, leaving behind the

second element(s) porous.

Fig. 1 shows a plan view scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) micrograph of a thin film with nominal composi-

tion Ag65Au35 (at.%) dealloyed in nitric acid under free

corrosion (i.e., simply immersed in concentrated nitric

acid). Silver is readily soluble in nitric acid, whereas gold

is not. After approximately 5 min in nitric acid, the entire

film has been dealloyed of silver, and the result is that the

initially dense film has been transformed into a nanopo-

rous film with ligaments approximately 20 nm in diameter

and with spacing also of approximately 20 nm. Silver and

gold are completely miscible across the entire composi-

tion range and thus the alloy has not phase-separated prior

to dealloying. This is the key point underlying the physics

of nanoporosity evolution during dealloying—the nano-

porous structure observed is simply not an ‘‘excavated’’

one. Rather, porosity forms dynamically during selective

dissolution via mass transport of the gold atoms from their

original lattice sites to sites along the nanoporous

backbone. Such a conclusion is borne out by a number

of experimental observations involving X-ray and neutron

diffraction that fail to probe any preexisting structure prior

to dealloying.[14] The anodic dissolution of silver from

silver/gold alloys has yielded pores as small as 5 nm.[6]

Such a diffusion of the noble alloy components from their

‘‘bulk’’ lattice positions to the porous skeleton during

dissolution is a characteristic feature of all systems that

can be dealloyed.

For the purposes of this article, we restrict the

definition of NPMs to include only those materials created

by selective dissolution at room temperature. Open, porous

metals have been made by other methods, including

electrochemical plating through colloidal or liquid crystal

templates,[15,16] reduction of metal oxides,[17,18] etc. A

related class of NPMs formed by selective dissolution

that has found wide applicability for the catalysis of
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hydrogenation is the Raney1 catalyst.a These materials

are made by a selective dissolution of Al from Al

(at.%)-rich Al/Ni or Al/Cu alloys in hot NaOH solu-

tion.[12] The morphology of Raney catalysts typically is

nanoporous Ni or Cu with pore diameters <5 nm;

however, the alloy usually falls apart during dissolution,

with the ultimate result that the Raney catalysts are also

typically nanoparticulate. We speculate that the reasons

for this disintegration may be because of the complex

phase diagram of Al/Ni and the presence of interme-

tallics with widely different lattice parameters, or, it may

be because of a lack of mobility of the remaining Ni

atoms under conditions of selective dissolution.

Physical Characteristics of Alloys
That May Be Dealloyed

A significant collection of evidence has led to the

identification of a number of general physical charac-

teristics required of the alloys that may lead to nano-

porosity on dealloying. The four most important char-

acteristics are:

(a) The difference in dissolution potentials DE of the

alloy components or soluble complexes of the alloy

components must be sufficiently large. If so, a po-

tential can be applied across an electrochemical cell at

a magnitude where the less noble alloy components

dissolve into electrolytes, but the more noble compo-

nents do not. A difference in the dissolution potentials

of the alloy components of several hundred millivolts

is usually adequate as a general benchmark.

(b) The composition of the alloy must be neither too rich

nor too poor in the more noble species. As discussed

below, if the alloy is too rich in the noble species, no

dealloying will occur. Conversely, if there is too little

noble species, porosity evolution cannot be main-

tained and one is usually left with a mass of distinct

nanoparticles collected in the bottom of a beaker.

(c) Surface diffusion of the more noble species must be

sufficiently fast in electrolytes. Given that the more

noble element species must move from their original

lattice sites and agglomerate into the backbone of the

nanoporous sponge, at the very least, they must move

fast enough. As discussed below, a benchmark of

10�14 cm2 sec�1 seems reasonable as a minimal

diffusivity for which one may observe dealloying.

(d) The alloy must be sufficiently homogenous and ideally

stress-free. Good uniform porosity is not observed

even in such lattice-matched alloys as Ag/Au when

residual stresses or inhomogeneities exist. Such

factors manifest themselves in insidious ways: in

vapor-deposited thin films, there are often residual

stresses because of mechanical interactions between

the film and the substrate, which can lead to cracking

at grain boundaries during dealloying; in bulk

materials, there can be segregation of one component

to the grain boundary during annealing cycles, and

this, too, can lead to cracking at grain boundaries.

Physics of Nanoporosity Evolution During
Dealloying: The Fundamental Problem

The central issue that any model for nanoporosity

evolution during dealloying must address is the fact that

the atoms of the more noble species in the alloy must

physically move from the lattice sites they occupied in the

unattacked alloy and reposition themselves in the back-

bone of a highly porous skeleton during selective dis-

solution. The fundamental problem associated with this

movement is that the driving force for such rearrangement

is counterintuitive. Usually, the driving force for atomic

diffusion follows a concentration gradient, or follows a

direction so as to lower overall surface area; but in nano-

porosity evolution, this does not occur. Given the fact of

movement of the noble alloy component, it might be

thought that, optimally, the noble atoms might arrange

themselves on the surface to form a dense monolayer,

protecting the bulk of the alloy from further dissolution

(a process called passivation). Because typical alloy com-

positions are a few tens of percent noble elements, pas-

sivation should occur only after a few tens of monolayers

have been dissolved. For sufficiently low applied potential,aRaney1 is a registered trademark of W. R. Grace and Co.

Fig. 1 Plan view SEM micrograph (�200,000) of a nanopor-

ous gold film with nominal predealloying composition Ag65Au35

(at.%), dealloyed in nitric acid under free corrosion.
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this in fact does occur, but for applied potentials over a

critical potential Ec, it does not. Despite some kind of

atomic mobility, the noble atoms move in such a way as

both to agglomerate (moving against a concentration

gradient as they diffuse from the base of pits, where there

exists a surface with locally bulk alloy composition to the

noble element-rich walls of the porous skeleton) and also

to increase dramatically the surface area of the material as

it becomes nanoporous.

An early suggestion to account for the observed

enrichment of noble atoms in the porous skeleton is based

on the observation that as porosity evolves, the near-

surface region becomes depleted of the less noble species.

This will create a concentration gradient perpendicular to

the average alloy/electrolyte interface position, driving

bulk diffusion of the less noble species to the surface where

they can be dissolved away.[19] However, early on, it was

recognized that volume diffusion in the unattacked alloy is

quite slow, with diffusion coefficients extrapolated to room

temperature typically significantly less than 10�30 cm2

sec�1.[20] A ‘‘back-of-the-envelope’’ calculation shows

that this diffusion rate is too small, and yields an estimate

of the required magnitude: Typical velocities of the

interface between the porous region and the unattacked

bulk alloy are on the order of one monolayer per sec (we

have measured this rate for Ag65Au35 alloys), with

corresponding characteristic widths of 5–10 nm. If surface

diffusion is operative, noble atoms on the surface must

agglomerate by diffusing a distance on the order of 1 nm

(less than half of a pore diameter) in about 1 sec, suggesting

the required benchmark surface diffusion coefficient to be

minimally on the order of 10�14 cm2 sec�1.

Until recently, it also could have been argued that

surface diffusion was also too slow. At the time the bulk

diffusion mechanism was proposed, only a few measure-

ments of the surface self-diffusion coefficient for many of

the materials in porosity-evolving alloys had been

measured, and only in vacuum. Even now, there are few

such measurements, and such nonelectrolyte measure-

ments typically yield diffusion coefficients (extrapolated

to room temperature) orders of magnitude slower than the

benchmark;b for this reason, a consideration of bulk

diffusion necessarily required invoking the formation of

faster-moving esoteric pointlike defects such as divacan-

cies in order for mass transport to be consistent with the

observed etch rates.[19]

Thus it is quite remarkable that the surface diffusivity

of fcc metal adatoms was discovered to be, in fact, many

orders of magnitude faster in electrolytes than in air or

vacuum, typically greatly exceeding the proposed thresh-

old value. The first indication of such behavior was seen

during in situ electrochemical scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) of alloy dissolution in which islanding of the

noble species was observed at room temperature.[22,23] A

global measurement of surface diffusion on Au and Pt

surfaces shows a strong dependence of diffusivity on

applied potential, and both are much faster in electrolytes

than in any other environment for which a measurement of

surface diffusivity has been made (for details, see below).

Bulk diffusion likely plays little, if any, role except

perhaps in dealloying of very low melting temperature

alloys such as In/Sn.[24]

Model of Nanoporosity Evolution
During Dealloying

Of course, just because noble species can move out of

growing pits does not mean they will necessarily do so.

The reason they do is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2,

and has to do with the particular way in which pits

penetrate into the bulk alloy, coupling the kinetics of

etching with the thermodynamics of the alloy/electrolyte

interface.[4] Consider one of the pits at the interface

between nanoporous material and unattacked alloy; the

sidewalls of the pit are connected to the already-formed

porosity, so they have nominally pure noble species

composition whereas the base of the pit is comprised of

pure alloy. To propagate the pit further, a less noble atom

is first pulled out of the base of the pit, leaving behind a

vacancy coordinated primarily with less noble atoms (as

required of percolation; see below). The etch front spreads

laterally, then pulls out all less noble atoms in the base of

the pit within the next monolayer of dissolution. The noble

atoms that are left behind could stay in place as adatoms,

populating the base of the pit and slowing down further

dissolution, but the thermodynamics of the alloy/elec-

trolyte interface (see below) predicts that such a condition

would place the surface far out of equilibrium, thus the

adatoms will tend to agglomerate and coarsen. The nearest

places to agglomerate are the sidewalls of the pit, where

the pit connects to the noble element-rich porous skeleton,

so it is to there that they diffuse. This diffusion either

occurs after the lateral etch front that penetrated a mono-

layer into the bulk has consumed all the less noble atoms

in that monolayer (in which case the noble species really

are left as adatoms), or the noble atoms are swept along

with the lateral etch front as it etches out of the pit. Which

particular mechanism is chosen likely depends on the

applied potential (i.e., the etch rate), but in either case, the

noble atoms have swept themselves out of the base of

bRelevant extrapolation relies on large area mass transfer diffusion

measurements, and not the diffusivities of particular species observed

atomistically using scanning probe or field ion microscopy (for typical

surface diffusion coefficients, see Ref. [21] and references therein). The

surface mass transfer self-diffusion coefficients of Pt, Au, and Cu in

vacuum, extrapolated to room temperature, are 4.6�10� 22, 2.7�10� 19,

and 1.2�10� 14 cm2 sec� 1, respectively.
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the pit, which continues to penetrate further into the bulk

of the alloy.

This scenario, our current ‘‘working model’’ of alloy

dissolution, predicts that the length scale of porosity is set

very early in the dissolution process, basically within the

first monolayer of dissolution, for this is the only point in

time at which the noble atoms agglomerate into two-

dimensional islands without the presence of preexisting

pore walls. The particular island spacing chosen l will

depend on the etch rate, the density of nucleated islands,

and also on how long the islands have to coarsen before

the next layer of alloy is attacked. Whatever spacing the

system chooses, l becomes characteristic of the dealloyed

microstructure. If the diameter of a pit is equal to or less

than l, then noble atoms will always have time to get to

the pore sidewalls. If the diameter of a pit is greater than l,

the noble atoms will nucleate a new passivating cluster

and the pit will bifurcate.

It is important to realize that as a pit grows into the

bulk, its time-averaged radius of curvature always

increases. In a continuum picture, we may say that the

local velocity of the pit is always normal to its surface.

Atomistically, the pit radius increases because of the

undercutting of its sidewalls. This is perhaps best seen by

a consideration of the early stages of porosity evolution.

Let a (111) facet of the bulk fcc alloy be exposed to

electrolyte. Initially, the less noble component is etched

out of the topmost monolayer, and the noble elements

agglomerate into clusters with spacing l, as discussed

above. When the second monolayer gets attacked, the

bases of the noble atom islands get fed with more noble

atoms, forming noble element-rich mounds. As the alloy

gets etched further, the bases of these mounds are fed by

noble atoms released from the alloy in between them. But

the circumferences of the mounds are growing at the same

time that the area of fresh alloy surface is diminishing.

This means that the bases of the mounds are becoming

noble element-poor, thus susceptible to undercutting.

These coupled processes lead to a model in which a pit

radius of curvature effectively increases as it penetrates

into the bulk. Eventually, these pore radii become greater

than l/2, a new cluster nucleates, the pit bifurcates, and

the process continues ad infinitum.

The particular value of l that a system will choose to

take depends on a wide variety of parameters including: 1)

etch rate (which depends on the choice of electrolytes,

applied potentials, and the concentration of less noble

constituents predissolved in the electrolyte); 2) surface

diffusivity (which depends on the choice of materials, but

also the variation in diffusivity with applied potential);

and 3) the thermodynamics and composition of the alloy

itself (what phases exist).

CLASSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF DEALLOYING

The Parting Limit

Empirically, it is observed that if the noble alloy

constituent is of sufficiently high concentration in the

alloy, no selective dissolution can occur. This composition

is referred to as the parting limit, a reference from the gold

purification industry, which, for a long time, has used

selective dissolution to ‘‘part’’ silver from gold. The

parting limit varies widely for the alloys known to exhibit

nanoporosity evolution, but typically sits between 20 and

60 at.%.[25]

The origin of the parting limit is likely because of a

combination of geometrical percolation and surface dif-

fusion, as suggested by Sieradzki et al.[26] and demon-

strated through atomistic simulation. Geometrical

percolation of the less noble component becomes the

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrating how porosity evolves during

selective dissolution. 1) In the base of a pit, the alloy surface (A)

is exposed between regions of accumulated noble component

(B) at the base of any already-formed nanoporous skeleton.

Atoms of the less noble alloy component in the exposed alloy

surface are dissolved into the electrolyte (C). 2) As the interface

dissolves, the surface area increases, and noble adatoms are

released onto the surface. These adatoms condense onto already-

agglomerated noble atom clusters (D), or nucleate new clusters

(E) when noble atom ligaments (B) are too far away. 3) The less

noble element in the exposed alloy surface dissolves into the

electrolyte (F), and the cycle of increasing pore area and noble

element agglomeration repeats.
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baseline criterion for dissolution. If the less noble atoms

are not sufficiently percolating through the structure, there

is no chance for dissolution to proceed past atoms near the

surface. For example, in the fcc lattice, the geometrical

site percolation threshold is 0.198.[27] Thus in principle,

no dissolution should occur for compositions richer than

approximately 80% in the noble component. This criterion

does not work well for the silver/gold alloys. To account

for the difference, copious surface diffusion of gold may

be invoked; for sufficiently high gold fraction (over about

50 at.%), the silver atoms are connected by only single-

digit wide chains, which are quickly plugged up by gold

atoms diffusing into terrace defects left by silver atoms,

blocking further dissolution and functionally suppressing

the parting limit for the system compared with geomet-

rical site percolation.

The Critical Potential

When the potential applied to a dealloyable system is

sufficiently positive, copious dissolution of the less noble

element occurs. In fact, dissolution rates can be quite high

(hundreds of milliamperes per square centimeter), and it is

in this regime that porosity evolution occurs. If the voltage

is sufficiently small, a current decay is observed and the

surface enriches in the more noble component, passivating

it from further dissolution. By ‘‘sufficiently large’’ is

meant a qualitative measure—a voltage higher than the

dissolution overpotential for the pure less noble compo-

nent, but still lower than the potential required for

dissolution of the more noble component. Similarly, a

‘‘sufficiently small’’ voltage is still larger than the

dissolution overpotential for the pure less noble compo-

nent, but less than the sufficiently large voltage leading to

porosity evolution.

The cutoff potential Ec between the potential regime

leading to passivation and the regime leading to nanopo-

rosity evolution is called the critical potential.[25] Al-

though central to nanoporosity evolution, the critical

potential is the least understood of the basic phenomena

associated with dealloying. Usually, the critical potential

is introduced in the context of a potential sweep, a

measure of the anodic dissolution of current vs. applied

potential as the potential is ramped more positively at a

fixed rate. A generalized polarization curve obtained this

way is illustrated in Fig. 3. At low potentials, the dis-

solution current is usually small but constant; on reaching

the critical potential, the dissolution current rises expo-

nentially. The critical potential depends quite sensitively

on alloy composition. For the range of compositions for

which Au/Ag alloys exhibit dealloying behavior (up to 50

at.% Au), the critical potential spans a 500-mV range.[28]

The critical potential is essentially empirical. An

arbitrary current threshold is established (e.g., 1 mA/

cm2), and the critical potential for a particular alloy

composition is identified when, during a potential sweep,

the dissolution current rises above this threshold.[28]

Microscopically, it seems that the critical potential is the

dividing potential between a potential regime in which

surface diffusion driven by capillarity (surface energy

reduction) wins over roughening and leads to passivation,

and a potential regime in which capillarity is too slow to

prevent porosity evolution.

Seen in the context of the working model (see above),

the microscopical evolution of the surface during a

potential sweep is as follows: The small current associated

with passivation is associated with the removal of the less

noble species from the first few monolayers of materials.

The noble species remaining has plenty of time to

agglomerate into islands, and even coarsen. Within this

time, the surface remains basically flat. Scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy observations of flat surfaces populated

with islands have been seen in a number of systems,

including Ag/Au and Cu/Au alloys.[22,29,30] By the time

that the potential has risen to Ec, a significant fraction of

the surface may be covered with the more noble species,

and this will inhibit the onset of copious pitting. This

suggests that the empirically measured critical potential as

defined via a current threshold may be significantly higher

than a ‘‘fundamental’’ critical potential truly separating

passivation from porosity evolution. At the very least,

the critical potential should be sweep rate-dependent,

decreasing with increasing sweep rate, and, in fact, this

observation has been recently made.[28]

DETAILS OF MICROSCOPICAL PHYSICAL
PROCESSES INVOLVED IN DEALLOYING

Multiscale Description of Dealloying

Fig. 4 illustrates all of the various processes occurring

simultaneously during the selective dissolution of an alloy

Fig. 3 Typical shape of anodic polarization curves for systems

exhibiting dealloying. At low potentials, the alloy remains flat

and partially passivated with the noble alloy components. Above

the critical potential, nanoporosity may evolve.
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and the formation of a nanoporous material. The range of

scales associated with the various microscopical processes

is large. An incomplete list includes: 1) solution-phase

transport of cations through the nanochannels into the

bulk of the electrolyte and the development of solution

side concentration gradients (scale: microns); 2) the range

of mechanical interaction between the nanoporous over-

layer and the unattacked material (scale: millimeters); and

3) length scales associated with the agglomeration of the

more noble element into clusters (scale: nanometers). In

this section, we examine how various intrinsic aspects of

dealloying may affect nanoporosity evolution.

Solution-Phase Transport During Dealloying

It has long been recognized that the rate-limiting step

during porosity evolution cannot be the solution side

transport of the cations from alloys. A diffusion-limited

condition in the electrolyte would result in a condition

akin to that of electropolishing,[31] and the interface would

only stabilize, regardless of any effect of selective

dissolution. This can be seen through a perturbation

analysis, the fundamental notion of which is that a

protuberance on the alloy/electrolyte interface will etch

faster than a pit because the tip of the protuberance is

slightly closer to the edge of the diffusion barrier layer.

Thus the only effect a diffusion-limited condition may

have on porosity evolution is to slow etching from pits (at

the bottom of which exists exposed alloy), and this will

tend to stabilize the evolving structure.[32]

Mechanical Properties of
Nanoporous Overlayers

Although not central to the issue of what materials may be

selectively etched to form nanoporosity, it is still quite

important to keep in mind that as a porous region forms,

there is a reasonably sharp boundary between the porous

overlayer and the unattacked alloy. If the porous overlayer

and the bulk alloy have different mechanical properties, or

if a significant stress in the overlayer develops (as may be

the case if the lattice parameter of the overlayer is

different from the bulk alloy), then this gradient in stress

and mechanical properties may lead to cracking and

other undesirable materials failure. Such issues have been

of central importance in the field of stress corrosion

cracking.[1]

Surface Diffusion

Measurement of the surface diffusion coefficient of the

noble atom species at the alloy/electrolyte interface is

central to a detailed understanding of how nanoporosity

evolves during selective dissolution. This quantity is, in

general, very difficult to measure, but enough data have

been gathered to show conclusively a generally large

enhancement of the surface diffusion rate for a few of the

metals typically involved in dealloying (Au and Pt) over

their diffusivities in air or vacuum (typically four to five

orders of magnitude faster).

Good measurements of surface diffusivity can be made

by observations of the morphological evolution of initially

rough surfaces. The method is based on the classical

theory of morphological relaxation developed by Mul-

lins[33] and Herring,[34] the essence of which is that, in the

absence of other factors, a nonflat surface will evolve

toward planarity to reduce its overall surface energy at a

rate related to the diffusivity of the species involved in

surface mass transport. Such measurements give an

average measure of surface diffusion coefficients typically

averaged over a range of orientations, and may be

performed in a variety of environments, including air,

vacuum, or electrolytes under potential control.

Therefore the measurement method uses an initially

rough surface, and tracks its surface area with time. Surface

area may be measured by a variety of methods including

integrated charge passed when forming a monolayer of

hydride or oxide,[16] or tracking of the time evolution of

the charge of the double layer.[35] Measurements of

surface diffusivity made using these methods have been

made for Au and Pt: For Au, at potentials near critical

potentials (approximately 400 mV vs. SCE for Ag80Au20),

surface diffusivity is on the order of 10�14 cm2 sec�1 in

H2SO4, reaching the abovesuggested benchmark required

for dealloying, and rises further with increasing poten-

tial.[36] In contrast, platinum does not have surface

diffusivity more than the order of 10�18 cm2 sec�1 at

moderate applied potentials in a variety of electro-

lytes.[37,38] Although significantly faster than its value in

vacuum,[21] the surface self-diffusion rate of Pt seems to be

too slow to allow porosity evolution to occur by the

Fig. 4 Typical physical processes occurring on different length

scales during dealloying. (A) Transport and concentration

gradients in electrolytes (micrometers to centimeters); (B)

mechanical interaction between the unetched bulk alloy and

the growing nanoporous overlayer (nanometers to millimeters);

(C) surface diffusion at the alloy/electrolyte interface (nm); (D)

transport of dissolved cations through nanochannels (nanometers

laterally, millimeters in extent); and (E) chemical dissolution

kinetics (nanometers).
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mechanism of the working model. In fact, this observation

may explain why Pt alloys, although satisfying the homo-

geneity and nobility requirements for dealloyable materi-

als, have, to date, not yielded an alloy that can be rendered

nanoporous by selective dissolution.

Postdealloying morphological evolution

The suggestion that surface diffusion is rapid for fcc

metals in electrolytes is confirmed by postdealloying

morphological evolution experiments in which a fully

dealloyed material with a nanoporous microstructure

remains immersed in electrolytes for extended periods.

With copious surface diffusion, the surface area is

expected to diminish with time because mass transport

is driven by surface energy reduction. If the geometry of

the material remains self-similar (i.e., stays porous but

with larger and larger ligaments), then the characteristic

length scale of the porosity l should grow as l� t1/4.

Neutron scattering experiments have confirmed that

this scaling behavior indeed is observed for NPG re-

maining immersed in nitric acid, and diffusion studies in

other electrolytes suggest that a variety of electrolytes

may be used.[14] Fig. 5 shows a plan view SEM of the

real-space time evolution of a fully dealloyed and

nanoporous thin film (originally 32 at.% Au) immersed

in nitric acid at room temperature. The length scale of

the porosity ranges from 10 nm at the smallest, as-

formed end of the time scale, to nearly 50 nm after

immersion in nitric acid for a day at room temperature.

The time scale for coarsening is generally much greater

than the time scale for porosity evolution in the first

place (in Fig. 5, the film was fully porous after 12 min).

This suggests an advantageous feature for nanomanufac-

turing—it should be possible to make whatever size

porosity is desired, quench the system in air or water

(quench in the sense of putting into an environment

where the kinetics of surface diffusion turns off), and

then coarsen the material to the desired porous length scale

simply by a timed immersion in the proper electrolyte. A

similar coarsening behavior is also observed for thermal

cycling, but here it is generally required to anneal at

elevated temperatures.[9]

Thermodynamics and Adatom Kinetics of the
Alloy/Electrolyte Interface

To get a sense of the equilibrium concentration of noble

component adatoms on the surface of the alloy, a regular

solution model may be used for the alloy/electrolyte

interface.[4] The components of the solution are not the

constituents of the alloy; rather, the components of the

Fig. 5 Coarsening of dealloyed structures by continued immersion in electrolytes at room temperature. Illustrated are plan view SEM

micrographs of a film of Ag65Au35 (at.%) immersed in nitric acid for various intervals. The film is completely dealloyed of silver by 12

min, and continues to coarsen at room temperature because of enhanced gold surface self-diffusion in the electrolyte.
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solution are adatoms (and really only adatoms of the noble

alloy constituent), and ‘‘nothing’’ (more realistically,

lattice positions occupied by adsorbed anions). Such a

model gives the interface free energy f as a function of

adatom surface fraction c, depending on an ideal entropy

of mixing, and an enthalpy of mixing, depending only on

bond energies and the average coordination of each

species. For reasonable values of the bond energies, the

model yields a minimum in f vs. c at approximately

ceq�10�8 per site. This number represents the fraction of

adatoms of the noble element one might find at the alloy/

electrolyte interface where the alloy is not dissolved away

and is extremely low. Therefore, when the acid attacks the

alloy and quickly removes the less noble atoms from the

base of the pit, the noble adatoms left behind are in a

highly nonequilibrium state. This provides the driving

force for transport out of the pits.

The kinetics of the surface diffusion of noble adatoms

cannot be adequately described by simple Fickian diffu-

sion because the concentration gradient of noble atoms

rises, moving out of the pit; this is to be expected because

of the highly nonequilibrium state of the adatoms on the

surface. A model that adequately describes noble atom

diffusion must incorporate at least two phenomena: 1) if

the noble atom concentration is supersaturated, noble

atoms should tend to agglomerate, diffusing against a

concentration gradient as they form clusters; and 2) if the

local noble concentration is nearly dense, no diffusion

should occur. It has been shown that the Cahn–Hilliard

diffusion equation incorporating concentration-dependent

mobility demonstrates these characteristics, and a contin-

uum model for the evolution of the alloy/electrolyte

interface based on this model reproduces many of the

characteristics of nanoporosity evolution.[4]

CONCLUSION

Nanoporosity formed from the selective dissolution of

alloys containing functionally more and less noble

elements is a general method to form high surface area

materials out of monolithic dense starting structures. For

this reason, this class of materials holds particular promise

for development into technologically important nanos-

tructured materials. Thin films of starting alloy materials

may be deposited and subsequently dealloyed. Thus

nanoporous materials should be easily integrated into

conventional microelectronics or microfluidics. Their

high surface area may be functionalized with different

chemisorbed or electrodeposited materials, making them

useful in sensor applications or other applications where

high conductivity nanoporous materials are desired.

Furthermore, the characteristics of nanoporous materials

may be straightforwardly tuned using a minimal set of

parameters—in particular, length scales of porosity are

smaller when dealloyed at higher applied potential, and

larger length scale porosity may be made simply by

postdealloying heat treatment or immersion into the

proper electrolyte.

Within a greater nanotechnological context, the utility

of very high room temperature surface diffusivities in

electrochemical environments has yet to be fully exploi-

ted. Nanostructures placed in particular electrochemical

environments may be susceptible to morphological decay

over very short time periods, which may be advantageous

to smoothen out undesirable roughness. In addition, the

electrochemical environment may be simply adjusted in a

variety of different ways, from the applied potential to the

dissolution/deposition rate. The competition between

roughening effects because of selective dissolution, noble

atom agglomeration, and the smoothening effects of

capillarity will certainly yield many kinds of interesting

nonequilibrium pattern formation phenomena of which

nanoporosity evolution is just one example.
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INTRODUCTION

Dendrimers are three-dimensional, highly branched,

monodispersed macromolecules,[1,2] which are obtained

by an iterative sequence of reaction steps, giving precisely

defined branching structures. The possibility of designing

these well-defined macromolecules (e.g., by choosing

specific functional end groups, or certain multifunctional

monomers) is a very powerful tool that enables the explo-

ration and development of a wide variety of applications.

One of the most promising applications of dendrimers is

in catalysis.[3,4] In general, organometallic dendrimers of-

fer potentials in combining the advantages of both

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalyses[5–8] because

of their structurally well-defined and specific number of

active sites, as well as their advantage of facile recovery

by nanofiltration[9,10] or solvent precipitation.[11]

Active sites can be introduced specifically at: a) the

surface, b) the core, c) branches, and d) inner cavities of

dendrimers in a controlled manner (Fig. 1), although it is

difficult to control the number and location of active metal

species in traditionally supported metal catalysts using

linear or cross-linked polymers. The active sites at the

periphery of dendrimers are readily available for catalytic

reactions because of their globular shapes. However, when

catalytic species are incorporated at the core of dendri-

mers, these dendrimers are applied as shape-selective,

size-selective, or enantioselective catalysts. Catalytic

groups can be anchored to the branches of the interior,

giving rise to catalysts with both high loading of catalytic

sites and control of the nanoenvironment around the active

species. Moreover, dendrimers serve as host-type ‘‘nano-

reactors’’ for metal guest molecules. Encapsulation of

catalytic sites into the cavities of dendrimers leads to both

active site isolation and substrate size selectivity.

We describe here the unique catalytic properties of

both periphery-functionalized dendrimer-bound Pd(II)[12]

and Pd(0)[13] complexes, and dendrimer-encapsulated

Pd(0) nanoparticles[14] based on poly(propylene imine)

dendrimers. The dendrimer-bound Pd(II) complex has

higher catalytic activity for selective hydrogenation of

conjugated dienes to monoenes, than those of the corre-

sponding low-molecular-weight Pd complex. Moreover,

the dendrimer-bound Pd(II) complex is easily recovered

and reused without any loss of activity. The dendrimer-

bound Pd(0) complex showed high stereoselectivity in the

allylic substitution reaction. Facile recovery of dendritic

Pd complexes can be achieved by the use of a thermo-

morphic system.[8] The size-selective and substrate-spe-

cific hydrogenation of olefins is achieved by dendrimer-

encapsulated Pd(0) nanoparticles. Unique catalysis is

attributed to hydrogen bonding between the internal ami-

no groups of the dendrimers and substrates.

APPLICATION

Dendrimer-Bound Pd(II) and
Pd(0) Complexes

Surface functional groups on dendrimers can be easily

modified with various ligands capable of binding metal

complexes to give a number of metal-containing dendri-

mers.[15] Transition metal complexes at the surface of den-

drimers will be readily available for catalytic reactions. The

high local concentration of catalysts greatly affects cata-

lytic performance in either a positive or a negative sense.

Preparation and Characterization of
the Dendrimer-Bound Pd(II) and
Pd(0) Complexes

Double phosphinomethylation of primary amino groups

on the first, third, fourth, and fifth generations of

poly(propylene imine) dendrimers was carried out, giving

4, 16, 32, and 64 chelate phosphines on the periphery (1a–

d), respectively, as shown in Scheme 1.[11] Treatment of

the dendrimers 1a–d with PdCl2(PhCN)2 afforded den-

drimer-bound PdCl2 complexes 2a–d. Subsequently, the

reduction of 2 with hydrazine monohydrate in the pres-

ence of two equivalents of PPh3
[16] led to the formation of

dendritic Pd(0) complexes 3a–d, respectively, with reten-

tion of parent dendritic structures. PhN(CH2PPh2)2PdCl2
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(4) as a low-molecular-weight analogue of 2 was syn-

thesized by literature procedure.[17,18] These dendritic Pd

complexes were characterized by 1H, 13C{1H}, 31P{1H}

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS). The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 2 did

not show any signal for the residual free phosphine at d
�27 but only one singlet at d 8. The infrared spectrum of

2 had broad bands at 294 cm�1 assigned as terminal cis

Pd–Cl stretching bands, which were similar to those

observed in 4.[19] Elemental analysis of 2 gave a Pd:P:Cl

ratio of 1:2:2, which strongly supports the complete

complexation of the chelate phosphine to Pd in a cis form.

After the reduction of 2, the above 31P NMR resonance at

d 8 was fully replaced by a new one around d 27. XPS

analyses of 2 showed two bands at 343 and 338 eV

because of Pd 3d3/2 and 3d5/2, respectively, and the

binding energy of Cl 2p was 198 eV. In the case of 3, the

binding energies of 341 and 336 eV for 3d3/2 and 3d5/2,

respectively, were observed. The above values of binding

energies were comparable with those of 4, typical Pd

complexes of PdCl2(PPh3)2 and Pd(PPh3)4. From these

results, the structure of dendritic Pd complexes 2 and 3
can be determined as shown in Scheme 1, respectively.

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of different types of metal-functionalized dendrimer catalysts: (a) periphery, (b) core, (c) interior branches, and

(d) inner cavities of dendrimers.

PPh2

PPh2

PPh2

N

PPh2

PPh2

Pd PPh3

n

n n

1b: n=16
2,  1d: n=64

2a: n=4,    2b: n=16
2c: n=32,  2d: n=64

3a: n=4,    3b: n=16
3c: n=32,  3d: n=64

1

2 3

(2)

Scheme 1 Preparation of dendritic Pd(II) complexes 2 and Pd(0) complexes 3. Reagents and conditions: (1) HCHO, HPPh2, toluene,

60�C; (2) PdCl2(PhCN)2, toluene, room temperature; and (3) H2NNH2�H2O, PPh3, EtOH, room temperature.
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Selective Hydrogenation of Conjugated
Dienes to Monoenes with Dendrimer-Bound
Pd(II) Complex Catalyst

The catalytic activity of 2 was examined in the hydroge-

nation of cyclopentadiene under an atmospheric pressure

of H2 in EtOH, compared with those of 4, Pd/C, and Pd/

Al2O3. The time courses of hydrogen uptakes are shown

in Fig. 2. In the case of 2, hydrogen uptake drastically

dropped after cyclopentadiene was consumed completely.

At that time, high selectivity for the formation of cyclo-

pentene was observed; cyclopentene was the only product

without cyclopentane. Using Pd/C and Pd/Al2O3 catalysts,

rates of hydrogenation remained constant after perfect

consumption of the diene without such a turning point of

hydrogen uptake. The rate of hydrogenation 4 was

extremely low among the Pd catalysts used. It has been

reported that such a selective hydrogenation of dienes to

monoenes using homogeneous Pd catalysts required high

pressures of H2 and SnCl2 as activating agents.[20,21]

Presumably, an active species for this hydrogenation

may be a Pd(II) hydride species derived from the fol-

lowing scheme (Eq. 1)

PdCl2 ðLÞ ! 
H2

PdHCl ðLÞ þ HCl

L ¼ chelate phospine ligand: ð1Þ

based on hydrogenation using the polystyrene-bound

Pd(II) catalyst.[22] According to the above equilibrium

equation, the generation of Pd–H can be accelerated by

the presence of bases. In a separate experiment, addition

of triethylamine to the corresponding low-molecular-

weight catalyst 4 increased rates of hydrogenation, as

shown in Fig. 2. The high catalytic performance of 2
would be because of the dendrimer structure containing

many amino moieties, compared with 4. It has been also

reported that dendritic metal complex catalysts had lower

activities than analogous monomeric complexes in many

organic reactions.[23–25]

Interestingly, the solubility of 2 in various solvents did

not strongly influence catalytic activities. Hydrogenation

was very efficient in EtOH in which 2 was insoluble,

whereas it was slow in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in

which it was soluble. Because all active sites of 2 are

located on the dendrimer surface, substrates easily gain

access to active sites on the surface without steric

hindrance and diffusion limitation, which might lead to

efficient hydrogenation even in the heterogeneous system

using an EtOH solvent. Generally, heterogenization of

metal complexes using organic polymers has disadvan-

tages such as lowered reactivity induced by diffusion

limitation of substrates, catalyst leaching, steric hin-

drance, and inability to totally mimic reactivity and

selectivity attainable with the corresponding homoge-

neous ones.[8]

Initial rates of H2 uptake in the hydrogenation of var-

ious cyclic conjugated dienes are summarized in Fig. 3.

Notably, the rates increase in the order of C5<C6–C8. The

fact that the molecular size of dienes did not affect the

hydrogenation rate could be explained by the above

unique character of the functionalized dendrimer ligand.

These phenomena are a sharp contrast to the results of our

previous hydrogenation using the polystyrene-bound Pd

complex;[22] to swell polystyrene support, a mixed solvent

of benzene and ethanol must be used because many Pd

active sites exist within the polystyrene matrix.

Recycling of 2 was carried out in the heterogeneous

hydrogenation of 1,3-COD in EtOH. After hydrogenation,

the dendritic catalyst was separated from the reaction

mixture by centrifugation and washed with EtOH in air,

then dried in vacuo.a The spent Pd catalyst was used in the

hydrogenation for the second run while keeping the

activity and selectivity for hydrogenation.

Stereoselective Allylic Amination Reactions
with Dendrimer-Bound Pd(0) Catalysts

The prominent catalysis of dendritic Pd(0) complexes 3
was investigated in the allylic amination[26,27] of cis-3-

acetoxy-5-carbomethoxycyclohex-1-ene with morpholine.

Notably, the stereoselectivity for a cis product increased

with increasing generation (third to fifth) of dendrimers,

as depicted in Fig. 4: A high cis selectivity of 94% was

Fig. 2 Time courses of H2 uptakes using various Pd catalysts in

the hydrogenation of cyclopentadiene.

aIn the case of homogeneous hydrogenation in DMF solvents, 2 could be

recovered as precipitates by adding an excess of ether to the reac-

tion mixtures.
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obtained with 3d, whereas Pd(PPh3)4 as a typical mono-

meric Pd(0) catalyst led to a slight excess of cis products.

The first and third generations of the dendritic catalysts 3a
and 3b showed moderate cis selectivity, respectively. To

clarify the origin of stereoselectivity, 13C spin–lattice re-

laxation times (T1) of the phosphinated dendrimers 1a–d
were measured (Fig. 4).b The T1 value of peripheral

phenyl groups on 1a–d decreased with increasing gener-

ation of dendrimers, and this phenomenon shows that the

dendrimer surface becomes more congested for higher

generations.[28,29] In the case of 3d, attaining high stereo-

selectivity of substitution reactions can be explained by

steric steering of nucleophilic attack to a surface (p-allyl)

Pd intermediate (i.e., the active sites would be strongly

shielded from the endo attack of the nucleophile). The

moderate selectivity with 3a and 3b might be due to

the loosely packed dendrimer surface, which would

allow the partial dissociation of chelate phosphine li-

gands.[30] Trost and Keinan,[31] Trost and Verhoeven,[32]

and Bäckvall et al.[33] have also reported similar stereo-

selective performances in allylic amination because of the

steric hindrance of solid supports with polystyrene-bound

and silica-bound Pd(0) complex catalysts.

Recycling of dendritic metal complex catalysts was

attempted by membrane filtration[9,10] or solvent precip-

itation,[11] which often results in some losses of catalytic

activities during the recovery and reuse processes.

Fortunately, our dendritic Pd(0) catalysts 3 could be

easily recycled by using a biphasic system of DMF and

heptane, and the system does not need any special

procedures such as membrane filtration. Fig. 5 shows a

thermomorphic biphasic system containing 3. An ex-

tremely low solubility of 3 in the heptane solvent meant

bBecause of the low solubility of dendrimers 3, T1 for dendrimers 1 in

place of 3 was measured by the inversion–recovery method.

Fig. 4 Generation dependence on stereoselectivity in the

allylic amination of cis-3-acetoxy-5-carbomethoxycyclohex-

1-ene with morpholine. Stereoselectivity for cis isomers was

compared at 30% conversion of the substrate. Selectivity

(%)=[(cis� trans)/(cis + trans)]	100. T1 values were calculated

for the C4 carbon (128 ppm) in the phenyl groups of cor-

responding dendrimers 1, respectively.

Fig. 3 Substrate size dependence on initial rate in the hydrogenation of cyclic dienes and monoenes using the dendrimer PdCl2 and the

polystyrene PdCl2. (a) Reaction conditions: substrate, 1.3 mmol; EtOH, 5.0 mL; catalyst 2, 0.01 mmol Pd; H2, 1 atm; 25±1�C. (b)

Reaction conditions: substrate, 4.3 mmol; benzene–EtOH (1:1), [13� (volume of substrate)] mL; catalyst, 0.04 mmol Pd; H2, 1 atm;

25±1�C. (From Ref. [26].) (c) Reaction temperature, 40±1�C.
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that the catalysts were completely transferred to DMF and

the catalyst solution could be recycled after decantation of

the heptane phase containing products. For example, in

the allylic substitution of trans-cinnamyl acetate with

dibutylamine, the high catalytic activity was retained

during three reuse experiments: Yields of the allylic amine

in the heptane phase were 66%, 99%, 99%, and 99% for

the first, second, third, and fourth runs, respectively. In the

above reactions, no Pd leaching in the heptane phase was

observed during recycle experiments. This is the first

application of surface-functionalized dendritic catalysts in

a thermomorphic system.

Dendrimer-Encapsulated Pd Nanoparticles

The unique architecture of dendrimers provides special

opportunities for host–guest chemistry[34] initially pro-

posed as the concept of the dendritic box in which organic

dyes are encapsulated through electrostatic interactions.[29]

Ooe et al.[14] Crooks et al.[35] Balogh and Tomalia,[36]

and Esumi et al.[37] reported on the preparation of

transition metal nanoparticles such as Cu, Pt, Ag, Au, and

Pd within the definite internal cavity of dendrimers to

prevent the agglomeration of metal nanoparticles. In ca-

talysis, dendrimers act as nanoreactors containing metal

nanoparticles.[14,35,38]

Preparation and Characterization of
Dendrimer-Encapsulated Pd(0) Nanoparticles

Third-generation to fifth-generation PPI dendrimers were

selected to construct nanocapsules because of their

compact molecular sizes and the high density of amino

groups within their dendritic structures. Treatment of the

above PPI dendrimers with 3,4,5-triethoxybenzcyl chlo-

ride gave surface-functionalized dendrimer 5 (5a = G3,

5b = G4, and 5c = G5), as illustrated in Fig. 6.[14] Pd

nanoparticles were prepared within 5 by the following

sequence: A predetermined quantity of aqueous Pd2 +

was extracted into the interior of 5 to give preorganized

Pd2 + dendrimers 6, which were reduced with KBH4

to yield Pd nanoparticles encapsulated within the den-

drimers 7.

The 1H NMR spectrum of 6b in chloroform showed

that the signals of a-methylene protons of amino groups

were broadened. In 14N NMR spectra, the broad signal of

amino groups for 5b shifted from �348.5 to �347.2 ppm

after treatment with Pd2 +, whereas amide signal at

�278.8 ppm remained unchanged.[39,40] These results

suggest that Pd ions are coordinated to amino groups

within dendrimers. The incorporation of Pd ions into

dendrimers was also confirmed by the color change of

liquid phases: When an aqueous solution containing 10

mmol Pd2 + ions was added to 0.72 mmol 5b in chloroform,

the light brown color of aqueous Pd2 + solution completely

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of thermomorphic allylic amina-

tion using dendrimer-bound Pd(0) complex 3.

Fig. 6 Structure of triethoxybenzamide dendrimer (5b).

Fig. 7 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy image

of 7c nanocomposites. The average particle size and distribution

of Pd particles were determined by counting 100 particles.
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disappeared and then shifted to the chloroform solution.

Using a 30:1 molar ratio of Pd2 + to 5b, a pale yellow color

remained in the aqueous phase. Inductively coupled

plasma (ICP) measurements of the aqueous phase re-

vealed that the number of extracted Pd ions per dendrimer

was 24.c The number of extracted Pd2 + corresponds to the

total number of N3 and N4 nitrogen atoms, where tertiary

amino groups in nth shell were labeled as Nn (n=1–5)

from the core to the nth shell, as shown in Fig. 6. The

above phenomena were also observed in the case of 5a
and 5c, respectively.

Treatment of 6 with KBH4 in chloroform gave

homogeneous dark brown solutions. XPS spectra of 6
showed two bands at 343.0 and 337.9 eV because of Pd

3d5/2 and 3d3/2, respectively. After reduction with KBH4,

the above two bands shifted to 340.6 (Pd 3d5/2) and 335.3

eV (Pd 3d3/2), which provides evidence for the complete

reduction of Pd2 + to Pd0 species. A transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) image of 7c in Fig. 7 reveals the

formation of roughly spherical and nearly monodispersed

Pd nanoparticles. For 7a, 7b, and 7c, the Pd particle

diameters were 2.6±0.6, 2.4±0.6, and 2.3±0.4 nm,

respectively, which are smaller than the diameters of 5a
(3.9 nm), 5b (4.3 nm), and 5c (4.9 nm), respectively. All

the above Pd(0) nanoparticles were so stable that no

aggregates of Pd particles were observed for several

months in the solution.

By comparing the size of dendrimers with that of Pd(0)

nanoparticles, we found that the dendrimers, especially 5c,

encapsulate the Pd(0) nanoparticles. Yeung and Crooks[41]

have also prepared Pd(0) nanoparticles 2–3 nm in diameter

by the chemical reduction of Pd2 + species within the

perfluorinated polyether-derivatized PPI dendrimer.

Substrate-Specific Hydrogenation of
Dendrimer-Encapsulated Pd(0) Nanoparticles

The catalytic performance of the dendrimer-encapsulated

Pd(0) nanoparticles 7 was tested in the hydrogenation of

various olefins, as shown in Table 1. Hydrogenation rates

decreased with increasing generation of dendrimers from

G3 to G5. A conjugated diene of 1,3-cyclooctadiene was

selectively hydrogenated to cyclooctene in >99% yield,

and its initial hydrogenation rates using 7a, 7b, and 7c
were 5.4, 4.1, and 2.9, respectively (entry 1). In the case

of Pd/C catalyst, cyclooctene was formed together with a

19% yield of cyclooctane as an overhydrogenation

product at a complete consumption of 1,3-cyclooctadiene.

High selectivity for the monoene has been also reported in

the catalytic hydrogenation using poly(amido amine)

(PAMAM) dendrimer-encapsulated Pd nanoparticles[35]

and poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone)-stabilized Pd col-

loids.[42] The ring size effect of substrates on hydrogena-

tion rates was remarkable in the case of 7c. Initial rates for

the hydrogenation of cyclic conjugated dienes decreased

in the order of cyclopentadiene>1,3-cyclohexadiene>1,3-

cyclooctadiene (entries 1–3). The substrate size effect was

also observed for the hydrogenation of acrylates and

allylic alcohols (entries 6, 7, 9, and 10). However, using

Pd/C catalysts, the hydrogenation rates were not strongly

affected by substrate size. A similar ring size effect using

7 was also obtained in our previous hydrogenation

catalyzed by the polystyrene-bound Pd complex, where

the active sites are buried within the polystyrene ma-

trix.[22] On the contrary, when the phosphinated dendri-

mer-bound Pd(II) complex catalyst having active species

located on the periphery of the dendrimers was used,

hydrogenation rates were not strongly dependent on

substrate size.[12] Thus it can be concluded that the

surface congestion of dendrimers, especially for 5c,

suppresses the penetration of large substrates into encap-

sulated Pd nanoparticles.

Notably, in the hydrogenation of an equimolar mixture

of 3-cyclohexene-1-methanol and cyclohexene using 7c,

cyclohexanemethanol was obtained exclusively without

the formation of cyclohexanes. However, the selectivity

for cyclohexanemethanol decreased in the case of 7a;

cyclohexane was obtained in 7% yield at a complete

cThe amount of Pd ions extracted with 4b in chloroform was calculated

from the difference of Pd concentrations in the aqueous phase between

that before and that after the extraction.

Table 1 Hydrogenation of olefins using dendrimer-encapsulated

Pd nanoparticlesa

Entry Substrates

Initial rate [		10��1 mL/min]

7a 7b 7c Pd/C

1 5.4 4.1 2.9 12.0

2 9.8 8.7 7.2 11.8

3 9.2 9.0 8.3 10.3

4 0.92 0.80 0.70 2.8

5 9.5 9.0 7.6 10.0

6 5.5 4.5 3.1 9.1

7 1.5 1.2 0.86 2.4

8 12.1 11.5 11.2 11.6

9 5.8 4.2 3.8 9.3

aReaction conditions: catalyst, 5.0 mmol Pd; substrate, 1.0 mmol;

toluene, 12.5 mL; H2, 1 atm; 30�C.
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consumption of 3-cyclohexene-1-methanol. The use of

Pd/C resulted in the formation of 60% yield of cyclohex-

anemethanol together with cyclohexane in 10% yield.

A similar substrate specificity for polar substrates was

also obtained in a competitive hydrogenation between

N-methyl-3-cyclohexene-1-carboxamide and cyclohex-

ene; an olefinic bond of the carboxamide was exclusive-

ly reduced to give N-methyl-cyclohexanecarboxamide

without contamination of cyclohexane. These results

are summarized in Scheme 2. To the best of our know-

ledge, this is the first example of substrate-specific

catalysis on dendrimer–metal nanocomposites reported

to date.

The interaction between dendrimers and substrates was

examined by NMR and FTIR. The 1H NMR spectra show

that the a-methylene proton signal of the tertiary amino

groups for 5c at 2.17 ppm shifted downfield to 2.20 ppm

in the presence of 3-cyclohexene-1-methanol, whereas

there was no change in the proton signals of 5c in

cyclohexene. In FTIR spectra of 3-cyclohexene-1-meth-

anol, the free hydroxyl band at 3621 cm�1 disappeared

when 5c coexisted. These data clearly show that

hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl group of the

substrate and the amino group exists within the dendri-

mers. Hydrogen bonding plays an important role in

the preferential penetration of polar substrates into the

dendrimers, which could lead to the above remarkable

substrate specificity. We think that complete encapsula-

tion of Pd nanoparticles within the G5 dendrimer can

promote substrate specificity for 3-cyclohexene-1-metha-

nol and N-methyl-3-cyclohexene-1-carboxamide. The

lower selectivity observed for the polar substrates in the

case of 7a could be attributed to partly exposed Pd

nanoparticles that bulged out from the polar nanoenviron-

ment inside the dendrimers.d

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated the preparation and catalyses of

both periphery-functionalized dendritic catalysts and

dendrimer-encapsulated metal catalysts. The location of

catalytic sites and their spatial separation are very

important for unique catalyses. Various dendritic effects

in catalysis have been observed, including increased/

decreased activity, selectivity, and stability. The high

local concentration of catalytic active sites on the

periphery can lead to accessibility of substrates to active

metallic sites without the influence of substrate size.

Moreover, these dendritic catalysts enable the easy

recovery of catalysts from reaction mixtures by centrifu-

gation and reuse without loss of activity. On the contrary,

the encapsulation of catalytic species gave not only the

stability of the active species but also the size selectivity

by nanofiltration. Moreover, the nanoenvironment inside

the dendrimers provided substrate-specific selectivity

based on H-bonding. We believe that the dendrimers

can contribute to the development of tailor-made catalysts

with high substrate selectivity as obtained by enzymes

based on molecular recognition.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanometer-sized particles of II–VI semiconductors and

their size-dependent physical and chemical properties

are currently an object of interest in various areas of

chemistry and physics.[1–8] The high luminescence (quan-

tum yield 15–20%) of CdTe nanoparticles, stabilized with

thioglycolic acid (TGA), along with their size-dependent

optical properties, makes them a promising material for

the engineering of nanoelectronic devices. CdTe nano-

particles have already been found to be useful as com-

ponents of X-ray and g-detectors,[9] photodiodes,[5] and

solar cells.[10] For any possible use of such particles in thin

films, especially for LED devices, it is necessary to obtain

a high density of particles to facilitate charge transfer

between them.[11,12]

OVERVIEW

Simplicity and high universality of the layer-by-layer

(LBL) assembly method along with the possibility to

control the structure of growing films at each deposition

step allows for the preparation of stratified thin com-

posite materials with specific predetermined order of the

inner nanometer-thick layers.[13–36] This method consists

in cyclic deposition of oppositely charged species from

their aqueous colloidal solutions. Each deposition cycle

results in the formation of bilayer or two monolayers

bounded together mainly due to electrostatic attraction

of opposite charges. At the optimized conditions of the

LBL deposition the packing and thickness of nanopar-

ticles (NP) is reproduced from layer to layer, and there

is little (if any) restructuring of the NP layer during

the polyelectrolyte deposition. These conditions should

change a little or not change at all when NP of different

sizes are used. This makes possible the preparation of

thin films with an asymmetric internal structure by vary-

ing the LBL deposition sequence. The order of the layers

can be used as a powerful tool for optimizing the diverse

functional properties of the layered nanostructured ma-

terials from biological to electronic. However, the in-

terpenetration of layers and relatively small size of

most semiconductor NP (2–6 nm) may not give the

possibility to distinguish separate layers inside of the film.

To visualize them, one can deposit strata by assembling

several bilayers of the same type of particles before

assembling the next type of particles to satisfy the

resolution limits of the microscopy equipment and to

overcome a substantial degree of disorder in each ad-

sorption layer.

The preparation of graded semiconductors with the

methods commonly used for this task, such as molecular

beam epitaxy and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depo-

sition,[37,38] is difficult, expensive, complex, and some-

times hazardous. The simple and universal LBL deposition

method makes it possible to build graded semiconducting

materials from a stable aqueous dispersion of semicon-

ductor NP.

The objective of the current work was to apply the

regularities of the LBL assembly to the optimization of

the conditions for the LBL deposition of thiol-stabilized

CdTe nanoparticles and to prepare graded film, based on

these particles. Because of their size-dependent lumines-

cence and, supposedly, size-independent assembly condi-

tions, they are one of the best choices for the preparation

and characterization of one-dimensionally graded films.

Graded films, prepared by sequential assembly of thiol-

caped CdTe nanoparticles will also be discussed in this

chapter. Such films demonstrate the possible use as pho-

todetectors, bipolar transistors, waveguides, light-emit-

ters, and nonlinear optical, magnetooptical, and high-

speed devices.[38] These types of materials also reveal

new phenomena in charge injection, charge carrier dyna-

mics, and light trapping.[37]
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials

Poly(dimethyldiallylammonium chloride) (PDDA, Mw=

200,000–350,000; 20 wt.% in water) and poly(acrylic

acid) (PAA, Mw=450,000) used as organic components in

the LBL assembly as well as cadmium perchlorate hydrate

(Cd(ClO4)2 �2H2O), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and thio-

glycolic acid (TGA), needed for CdTe nanoparticles

synthesis, were bought from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI).

Aluminum telluride (Al2Te3), used in the same synthesis,

was purchased from Gerao Inc. (Milwaukee, WI). Sulfuric

acid (H2SO4) was obtained from EM Science (Gibbstown,

NJ). N2 gas was obtained from Airgas (Stillwater, OK).

LR-white embedding resin, used for transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) sample preparation, was obtained from

London Resin Company Ltd. (Berkshire, England). All

chemicals were used without further purification. De-

ionized water (>18.0 MO cm, Barnstead, E-pure system),

with an unadjusted pH of approximately 5.5, was ex-

clusively used in all solutions and rinsing procedures.

Synthesis of CdTe Nanoparticles

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) NP, stabilized with TGA, were

prepared according to the procedure described else-

where.[4,5] Briefly, they where prepared by adding a NaHTe

solution to a Cd(ClO4)2 �2H2O aqueous solution in the pre-

sence of TGA as the stabilizing agent. The molar ratio

of Cd2 +/Te2�/TGA was 1:0.47:2.43. The 0.05 M solution

of NaHTe was prepared by titration of a 0.05 M NaOH

solution with an excess amount of hydrogen telluride

(H2Te) at 0�C under an inert atmosphere. H2Te gas, needed

for this reaction, was generated by the direct reaction of

Al2Te3 with a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. After the titration was

complete, the excess amount of hydrogen telluride was

removed by bubbling the reaction mixture with N2 gas for

30 min. All initial components of the reaction mixture were

saturated with N2 to obtain an oxygen-free media.

After the reaction was complete, the resulting solu-

tion was heated at 96�C. Such a treatment allows for the

tuning of the size of the obtained CdTe nanoparticles

by varying the heating time. For example, heating the

reaction mixture for 30 min yielded nanocrystals with a

luminescent maxima at 485–505 nm with an average

particle size of 2.0–3.0 nm, while extension of the heating

time to several hours produced a 5.0–6.0-nm nanoparti-

cles with a luminescent maxima at 605–620 nm. CdTe

nanocrystals with emission peaks at 485–505, 530–545,

570–585, and 605–630 nm display green, yellow, orange,

and red luminescence, respectively, and will be denoted

so accordingly.

Layer-by-Layer Assembly of
CdTe Nanoparticles

As substrates for CdTe nanoparticles LBL assembly,

glass slides, silicon wafers, and cellulose acetate (CA)

films were used. Transparent substrates were needed

for UV–visible spectroscopy and luminescence measure-

ments. Because glass does not absorb light at wave-

lengths higher than 320 nm, it was suitable as a substrate

for such types of measurements. Silicon wafer substrates

were used for the atomic force microscopy (AFM) study

of the LBL-assembled films. Both the silicon wafers and

glass slides were cleaned with a hot Nochromix solution

in concentrated H2SO4 followed by a rinsing with DI

water. The surface of a flexible cellulose acetate film,

needed for the TEM study of the graded film, was

partially hydrolyzed with 0.1 M NaOH for 5 min to

facilitate the LBL assembly, and then thoroughly rinsed

with DI water.

As organic components of a LBL assembly system,

positively charged PDDA and negatively charged PAA

were used. A typical deposition step consisted of 1)

deposition of the PDDA from its 1% aqueous solution

(pH=9) for 10 min; 2) two rinses with DI water for 1 min

each; 3) deposition for 20 min of CdTe nanoparticles from

as-synthesized dispersion (pH=9–10); and 4) two rinses

with DI water for 1 min each. To enhance the LBL

assembly of the CdTe NP, the precursor bilayer of the

PDDA/PAA was deposited on a clean substrate surface in

the same fashion that was used for the LBL assembly of

magnetic NP. This layer formed a uniform surface

coating, providing better adsorption for subsequent NP

layers. Poly(acrylic acid) was assembled from its 1%

aqueous solution (pH=3.5).

The graded LBL assembled films were prepared on

glass slides and cellulose acetate substrates from ‘‘green,’’

‘‘yellow,’’ ‘‘orange,’’ and ‘‘red’’ nanoparticles to pro-

duce a model of NP rainbow. Typically, 5–10 PDDA/NP

bilayers of each of four luminescent colors were depo-

sited. The precursor bilayer of PDDA/PAA was assem-

bled before carrying out the preparation of the graded

film. The surface of the cellulose acetate film was par-

tially hydrolyzed with NaOH to add additional charges

to it.

Luminescence Spectroscopy

The progress of nanoparticle growth in the reaction media

as well as the progress of their LBL assembly was
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monitored with Fluorolog 3 and Fluoromax 2 from JY

SPEX by registering the luminescence spectra of the

particles. During the nanocrystal growth step, the spectra

were taken every 15–20 min. To check the growth of the

graded CdTe film, fluorospectra were taken after the

deposition of PDDA/CdTe bilayers of each color. The

right-angle registration mode with no intermediate filters

was utilized in these measurements.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy and high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were

taken on a Philips CM 12 instrument, equipped with super

twin high-resolution lenses and Zeiss digital camera. The

instrument was operated at 120 kV. A graded CdTe film

was embedded in a LR-white embedding resin according

to the specifications recommended by the manufacturer.

The embedded film was cross sectioned utilizing a

Reichert Ultracut E ultramicrotome (Leica) with ‘‘Dia-

tome’’ diamond knife. The obtained 25–30-nm sections

were placed on a 200-mesh copper grid coated with form-

var and then dried in a desiccator for 30 min before being

placed in the microscope.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

The graded CdTe film was checked with a confocal laser

scanning microscopy. The micrographs were taken with a

Leica TCS SP microscope, equipped with 63� Plan APO

1.32 NA water immersion and 100� Plan APO 1.4 NA oil

immersion objectives. The CdTe nanoparticles of the film

were excited with an Ar–UV laser. The images were

processed with Leica TCS NT software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of CdTe Nanoparticles

The aqueous solutions of nanoparticles obtained accord-

ing to the procedure described in the experimental part of

this chapter have narrow and symmetric peaks ranging

from 495 nm for ‘‘green’’ CdTe to 620 nm for ‘‘red’’

CdTe NP (Fig. 1). The set of vessels, shown in Fig. 1A,

contain solutions of TGA-stabilized CdTe excited with a

UV lamp (lex=368 nm). The average particle size

gradually increases from 2.0–3.0 nm for ‘‘green’’ NP to

5.0–6.0 nm for ‘‘red’’ NP as determined by HRTEM. The

Fig. 1 (A) Optical image of vessels, containing aqueous dispersions of CdTe nanoparticles excited with UV lamp. The average particle

size changes gradually from 2.0–3.0 nm for the solution exhibiting green luminescence (emission peak at 495 nm) to 5.0–6.0 nm for the

solution exhibiting red luminescence (emission peak at 620 nm). Arrows indicate the solutions from which the luminescence spectra (B)

were taken. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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arrows indicate the solutions from which the lumines-

cence spectra (Fig. 1B) were taken. A wider peak for the

‘‘yellow’’ CdTe solution can be attributed to the higher

polydispersity of CdTe nanoparticles compared to

‘‘green,’’ ‘‘orange,’’ and ‘‘red’’ solutions.

Layer-by-Layer Deposition
of CdTe Nanoparticles

The LBL deposition of CdTe nanoparticles was performed

on glass slides and silicon wafers. The progress of the

assembly was monitored by UV–visible spectroscopy and

AFM. Fig. 2 shows the UV–visible spectra of a growing

film of ‘‘green’’ CdTe nanoparticles. The spectra show

the UV–visible adsorption peaks coinciding with those for

the CdTe nanoparticles in the film. As in the case of the

assembly of the magnetic nanoparticles the linear depen-

dence of the increment of optical density with the number

of adsorption cycles was observed (Fig. 2B). The linear

dependence correlates with data published elsewhere for

the LBL assembly of the semiconductor NP.[6,12] Obser-

vation of the growing film with AFM revealed a

completely covered surface with a dense packing of CdTe

nanoparticles after the deposition of one PDDA/CdTe

bilayer, adsorbed on a precursor PDDA/PAA bilayer

(Fig. 3A,B). When a layer of PDDA was adsorbed on

top of the CdTe NP (Fig. 3C), the roughness of the

growing film was reduced. This can be attributed to a

greater number of the negative charges in the spaces

between the closely packed nanoparticles, which leads to

the preferential polymer adsorption (Fig. 3D).

Graded Films from CdTe
Nanoparticles: Preparation

The assembly of a graded CdTe film started with a

deposition of a precursor PDDA/PAA bilayer on a sub-

strate. This procedure resulted in a uniform coating,

which resulted in a successful LBL growth of the film.

The assembly of the NP started with an adsorption of

five bilayers of PDDA/‘‘green’’ CdTe NP, followed by

five bilayers of PDDA/‘‘yellow,’’ ‘‘orange,’’ and ‘‘red’’

CdTe NP, respectively. A sketch of the structure of the

obtained film, along with the corresponding band-gap

progression of the CdTe NP inside of the film, is shown

in Fig. 4. With the complete addition of new layers of

bigger nanoparticles, a luminescence spectrum of the

LBL stack was taken (Fig. 5). When CdTe nanoparticles

of a bigger size were added to the film, the luminescence

of the assembly broadened and shifted toward the red

part of the electromagnetic spectra. Finally, after the

addition of NP of each of four colors, the luminescence

spectra of the film had a plateau appearance with almost

equal emission intensity in a wide range of wavelengths.

Fig. 2 (A) UV–visible adsorption spectra of ‘‘green’’ nanoparticles with glass slide as a substrate. (B) Dependence of O.D. at 475 nm

of growing film on the number of absorbed PDDA/CdTe bilayers. Only NP absorb light at this wavelength.
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The red shift of the fluorescence in comparison to the

original spectra of CdTe nanoparticles (Fig. 1) can be

attributed to the excitation energy transfer from smaller

NP to larger ones.[39,40]

Graded Films from CdTe Nanoparticles:
Evaluation of the Internal Structure

To evaluate the internal structure of a gradient CdTe film,

it was assembled on a flexible CA substrate. Then the

LBL stack along with substrate was embedded into epoxy

resin and then cross sectioned. The choice of a CA

substrate can be rationalized by the fact that it does not

require a complicated slicing procedure. This makes a thin

and flexible CA film preferable to those of traditional

glass or silicon wafers. The surface of the CA was

pretreated by partial hydrolysis with 0.1 M NaOH. Such

pretreatment resulted in greater adsorption rate during the

LBL assembly process.[28] A graded film consisting of

five bilayers of PDDA and each of ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘yellow,’’

and ‘‘red’’ CdTe nanoparticles was assembled in the

manner described above. Embedding and cross sectioning

of the LBL stack resulted in 25-nm-thick slices, which

were analyzed with TEM.

The asymmetry of the obtained film is visualized as the

difference in image density on the ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘green’’

sides of the LBL stack. The side of the film containing

bigger ‘‘red’’ CdTe nanoparticles appears to be darker.

This is explained by a greater percentage of heavier ele-

ments (Cd and Te) on this side of the assembly, leading to

the stronger electron beam scattering (Fig. 6A). HRTEM

images of the ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘yellow,’’ and ‘‘red’’ parts of the

film (Fig. 6B–D) show the presence of CdTe nanoparticles

inside of a polyelectrolyte matrix with an average diameter

of 2–4 nm for the ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘yellow’’ and 5–6 nm for

Fig. 4 Schematic view of (A) a gradient film and (B) corre-

sponding band-gap progression.

Fig. 5 Luminescence spectra of thin films obtained after the

sequential deposition of five bilayers of (1) ‘‘green,’’ (2)

‘‘yellow,’’ (3) ‘‘orange,’’ and (4) ‘‘red’’ CdTe nanoparticles.

Fig. 3 AFM phase (A) and topography (B,C) images of PDDA/CdTe (A,B) and PDDA/CdTe/PDDA (C), adsorbed on precursor

PDDA/PAA bilayer. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the ‘‘red’’ sides of the assembly. This correlates with the

emission wavelength of the particles. The low contrast

of HRTEM micrographs, as well as the impossibility of

distinguishing the differences in sizes of the ‘‘green’’ and

‘‘yellow’’ CdTe nanoparticles inside of the LBL stack,

should be attributed to a stacking of at least 3–4 ‘‘red’’ and

6–10 ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘yellow’’ nanoparticles on top of each

other inside of the slice.

Fig. 6 (A) TEM image of cross sections of a graded CdTe film made from five bilayers of ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘yellow,’’ and ‘‘red’’

nanoparticles. (B–C) HRTEM images of ‘‘green’’ (B), ‘‘yellow’’ (C), and ‘‘red’’ (D) parts of LBL assembly.

Fig. 7 (A) Cross-sectional confocal microscopy image of the graded film, made from 10 bilayers of ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘yellow,’’ ‘‘orange,’’

and ‘‘red’’ CdTe nanoparticles. Additional interlayers of PDDA/PAA separate stacks made of nanoparticles of the same size. (B)

Dependence of green (1) and red (2) luminescence signals intensity on focus depth during cross-sectional analysis. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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The gradient nature of the resulting CdTe film was

confirmed using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The

sample consisting of 10 bilayers of PDDA and each of

‘‘green,’’ ‘‘yellow,’’ ‘‘orange,’’ and ‘‘red’’ nanoparticles

was assembled on a CA film. The stacks of multilayers,

made from NP of the same color, were separated from

each other by additional interbilayers of PDDA/PAA. A

series of luminescence images were obtained at different

focus depths inside the assembly when the CdTe

nanoparticles in the film were excited with a UV laser.

The images were processed with standard Leica TCS

NT software and a cross-sectional image was obtained

without physical sectioning of the film (Fig. 7A). The

gradual change of luminescence color from green on one

side to red on the other side of the film, as the corres-

ponding size of the NP inside of the film increases, can be

clearly seen. The absence of well-separated color layers

inside of the obtained ‘‘nanorainbow’’ results mainly

from the low resolution of the technique used. There is

a certain degree of interpenetration of the separate

nanoparticle layers, which may also influence the cross-

sectional image.

By the difference in the positions of the maxima for

the red and green channels of intensity vs. the Z-position

(focus depth) plot (Fig. 7B) the thickness of the obtained

CdTe assembly was estimated to be 220±20 nm. This

correlates quite well with the expected thickness of

the film. One dipping cycle during an assembly results

in the formation of a 3–7-nm-thick PDDA/CdTe bilayer

depending on the size of the particles used. The average

thickness of a PDDA/CdTe bilayer can be estimated to

be 5 nm. Poly(acrylic acid), assembled on top of

PDDA, forms a 5-nm-thick bilayer as determined by

ellipsometry. The thickness of graded film can be

estimated by adding up these numbers: 5�40+3�5=

215 nm, which matches surprisingly well the thickness

estimate from the confocal study. It is important to

mention that because the maximum possible magnifica-

tion of the confocal microscope was 100� with an oil

immersion objective, the correct thickness estimation

for the CdTe-graded film can be done for relatively

thick samples.

CONCLUSION

Layer-by-layer assembled multilayers of luminescent

CdTe nanoparticles have been prepared on a number

of substrates. UV–visible monitoring of the assembly

process shows a linear dependence of the optical density

on the number of deposited bilayers. Nanoparticles com-

pletely covered the substrate surface and formed uniform

closely packed layers as was demonstrated by AFM.

Sequential assembly of the CdTe nanoparticles of dif-

ferent sizes, ranging from 2–3 to 5–6 nm, opens the

possibility of preparing films with the gradient structures

utilizing the LBL assembly method. The combination of

quantum-size effects with the gradient nature of the

obtained CdTe films gives the opportunity to study new

physical and optical effects, as well the optimization of

existing applications using nanoparticle thin films based

on charge transfer. At the same time it should be men-

tioned that the characteristic distance for CdTe LBL

films, at which a change in properties can be prog-

rammed, should exceed 100 nm. This number is signi-

ficantly greater than the average thickness of one bilayer

or the diameter of nanoparticles. However, this obser-

vation does not prevent the organization of the NP on a

much smaller scale. It is possible to tune some para-

meters, such as polarizability and the refractive index,

on the molecular level in such asymmetric assemblies,

which may lead to the discovery of unique photonic and

electronic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Many capillarity-related phenomena originate from the

well-documented formation of water films on surfaces.[1]

Thin water films have been studied by a variety of

techniques including ellipsometry,[2] adsorption iso-

therms,[3] and atomic force microscopy (AFM).[4] These

investigations have shown that the films are often just a

few monolayers in thickness. When a water meniscus

forms between an AFM tip and a surface, it has a profound

effect on tip–sample interactions, both degrading image

quality and interfering with force measurements.[5] How-

ever, the meniscus formed between the tip and surface has

been proposed as the crucial feature that enables the AFM

tip to be used as a tool for controlled deposition of

molecules on surfaces in dip-pen nanolithography

(DPN),[6,7] while other groups have suggested that the

meniscus plays no or little role in the DPN process.[8,9]

We investigated the effects of humidity, tip speed, and

dwell time on feature size during DPN using alkanethiol

‘‘ink’’ on gold ‘‘paper.’’ Our results indicate two distinct

deposition regimes. The dwell time at which the

transition between the two regimes occurs is independent

of ambient humidity. In addition, while the feature size

increases with humidity, the relative increase is inde-

pendent of dwell time. The observed behavior is

described using a deposition model that takes into

account the kinetics of alkanethiol detachment and

attachment at the tip. The model suggests that, at short

dwell times and high tip speeds, the most important

parameter controlling the feature size is the activation

energy for detachment of the ink molecules. Additional

results will be presented for luminescent molecules on a

combined atomic force/scanning confocal microscope.

We show that this method can be used successfully to

push the limits of DPN down to controlled deposition of

single molecules. We also demonstrate that this method

is able to create and visualize protein patterns on

surfaces. Finally, we show that our method can be used

to fabricate polymer nanowires of controlled size using

conductive polymers.

FACTORS AFFECTING DIP-PEN
NANOLITHOGRAPHY

To perform DPN, an AFM tip is ‘‘inked’’ with a chemical

of interest and brought into contact with a surface. The ink

molecules flow from the tip onto the surface analogous to

the actions of a fountain pen. This method is capable of

producing nanostructures down to 15 nm in diameter and

separated by as little as 5 nm.[10] While, in principle,

nearly any ink or paper can be used, as has been

demonstrated with dendrimers, conducting polymers,

organic dyes, antibodies, and gold on silicon,[11–13] by

far the most common application of DPN is the patterning

of thiol ‘‘inks’’ on gold ‘‘paper.’’

A variety of factors could determine the feature size

achieved during DPN. These factors include dwell time,

writing speed, temperature, concentration of the ink,

interfacial tension, and humidity.[14] Thus a complete

picture of the physical processes and materials parameters

that control transfer and deposition has not yet emerged.

Here we report the results of an experimental investigation

of the effects of humidity, tip speed, and dwell time on

feature size during DPN using mercaptohexadecanoic acid

(MHA), a carboxyl-terminated alkanethiol. We analyze

these results using a model that accounts for both the

effect of humidity on meniscus height and the dissolution

dynamics at the tip. We show that there is a transition

from a dissolution-dominated to a diffusion-dominated

regime, that the dwell time at which the transition occurs

is independent of meniscus height, and that, for fabrica-

tion of small features, the most important materials

parameter controlling feature size is the activation energy

of detachment from the tip.

EXPERIMENTAL

Humidity Dependence of MHA

Experiments were performed with a Digital Instruments

multimode AFM enclosed in a custom-built humidity
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controlled box. The relative humidity was increased by

ultrasonic evaporation of water or decreased by flowing

dry air through the chamber. Sharpened microlever AFM

probes were used as supplied by TM Microscopes. Gold

substrates were prepared by sputtering 2–5 nm of titanium

on silicon for improved adhesion followed by sputtering

of 100 nm of gold. Inking of the cantilevers was

accomplished by bringing them in contact with a soft

membrane inoculated with the MHA solution under an

optical microscope. All experiments were conducted at

room temperature between 22�C and 23�C.

Optically Active Inks

For the optical studies, our instrument combines AFM and

scanning confocal microscopy. A bioscope AFM head

(Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) is mounted on a

Nikon Eclipse 300 inverted microscope equipped with a

custom-built stage that incorporates a closed-loop piezo

scanner (PolytecPI, Germany). The scanning stage is used

in both the lithography procedure and confocal imaging.

The fluorescence excited by a 514 line of Ar–Ion laser

(Coherent Innova-70) is collected with 100�1.4 NA lens,

passed through a 50-�m pinhole to reject stray light and

then detected by an avalanche photodiode (Perkin Elmer

Optoelectronics, Santa Clara, CA). Excitation light was

rejected by a long-pass filter (Omega Optical, VT).

For both MHA and optical inks, arrays of dots and lines

were fabricated by bringing an inked cantilever into

contact with a freshly prepared gold surface. To minimize

the transfer of ink from the tip to the substrate, the sample

was rastered at speeds greater than 4 Hz. To make a dot,

the raster scanning was stopped and the tip allowed to

dwell at a specific location for a given time. The tip was

then moved quickly to the next position and the process

was repeated. In order to image the resulting pattern, the

sample was rastered while recording the friction (lateral

force) signal from the AFM. Fig. 1 shows a typical friction

image for an array of MHA dots deposited on gold. In

addition to the friction signal, for optical inks, the

confocal arrangement provides a method of imaging

fluorescent molecules (Fig. 2).

RESULTS

Model of Ink Transfer (MHA)

The first experiments performed were to determine

whether the applied force on the tip could affect the

patterning behavior and feature size. Experiments were

conducted by varying the force from a few micro-

Newtons down to negative forces. In order to obtain a

negative force, the tip was first brought into contact with a

positive force and then the set point was adjusted to a

point below the resting position of the cantilever. No

effect of contact force on feature size was observed, even

at negative forces. The reason for this is that the water

meniscus that forms at the tip–surface contact causes a

substantial capillary force between the tip and the sample

surface. In fact, capillary adhesion is much larger than the

force applied by the AFM cantilever and, consequently,

capillarity dominates the total load force. The measured

capillary adhesion force was typically � 120 nN, as

compared to the externally applied load, which was

typically on the order of 10 to 20 nN. We can estimate the

typical tip-sample contact area using a Hertz model of

contact mechanics. For the contact of a sphere with a flat

plate the contact area is given by:

Area ¼ pa2 ¼ p
RP0

K

� �2=3

Fig. 2 Scanning confocal image of Rhodamine 6G patterned

with DPN on a glass substrate. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Friction-force image of MHA dots on gold fabricated

with the indicated dwell times. (From Ref. [14].)
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where a is the radius of the contact area, R is the probe

radius of curvature, P0 is the applied load, and K is the

elastic constant for the contact of gold and silicon nitride.

For our experiments, R typically ranges from 20 to 40 nm.

K can be estimated as 8.85 �1010 Pa. For these values, the

contact area at the applied load of 130 nN will be equal to

39 nm2, which corresponds to the radius of 3.5 nm. Both

values are small compared to our typical values for dot

area and line width. Tip convolution did not affect the

measurements of feature size except at the smallest sizes

because of the small contact radius.

To determine the effects of humidity on size we placed

the AFM in an environmental chamber and fabricated

MHA dots at a relative humidity, H, varying between 15%

and 55%. At a relative humidity at or below 15%

reproducible features were not observed for the shortest

contact times (0.5 sec and below), while for longer contact

times we were able to produce features systematically. We

initially proposed that at that humidity the meniscus does

not form between the tip and the sample, thus the ink

transport to the surface is inhibited. However, subsequent

experiments have shown that the meniscus takes time to

form and that a meniscus can form even at low humidity.

Another possible explanation is that the gold used in these

experiments was sputtered making grains that are larger

than the smallest patterned features. Because we do not

have complete data sets for the shortest contact times at

low humidity, our results will be presented from 20%

relative humidity. Fig. 3a shows the dependence of the dot

area on dwell time for times between 0.5 and 60 sec and

humidities ranging from 20% to 54%. Fig. 3b shows the

dependence of dot size on humidity for three different

dwell times. Three features are evident. First, the

dependence of the square of the dot radius on dwell time

is well fit by two linear regions separated by a sharp

transition zone which occurs over the same range of dwell

times for all humidities. Second, from 20% to 45% the

spot size increases while above 45% there is little change

in the diameter of the spot. Third, the dependence of

feature size on humidity is the same for all dwell times.

However, we observed that at the highest humidity, the

precision of the measurements decreased and the edges of

the dots became less well defined.

These results are consistent with those observed by Xu

et al.[15] while investigating force distance curves on wet

mica surfaces. In the low humidity range (<20%) only a

relatively small and uniform adhesion force was observed.

This indicates that capillary forces did not play an

important role likely because of an incomplete coverage

of water on the surface. Between 20% and 45%, a steep

increase in the adhesion was measured as the surface

coverage of the water increased and a meniscus formed

between the tip and sample. Above 45%, water formed on

the surface became more ‘‘bulk-like,’’ showing evidence

of flow dynamics and adding complexity to the measure-

ments. Similar results have been observed with lateral

force microscopy.[16]

In addition to dot fabrication, DPN can be used to write

lines. In contrast to the case of dot generation where the

tip is held stationary for the deposition time, during the

fabrication of lines the tip continuously moves along

the sample. In order to make a comparison between the

controls on dot size and line width, we fabricated a series

of lines such as those shown in Fig. 4a at tip speed, v,

ranging from about 0.1 to 1 mm/sec. The dependence of

line width, W, on inverse speed, 1/v, is presented in Fig.

4b. The data show a linear increase down to a speed of

about 0.2 mm/sec where the dependence weakens signif-

icantly. Data on line widths for the lines of poly[2-

methoxy-5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylene-vinylene]

(MEH-PPV),[17] a luminescent polymer, drawn on SiO2

are also given in the inset to show that this behavior is not

peculiar to MHA.

To understand our experimental results we consider the

following model for ink transfer to the surface (Fig. 5).

The tip moves at constant speed, v, which is zero for

fabrication of dots, through a water film of thickness, d, on

the surface. Because of a nonzero contact angle at the tip,

the height, h, of the meniscus at the tip is different from d.

Fig. 3 (a) Dependence of radius squared on dwell time as a

function of relative humidity. (b) Dependence of dot radius

squared on humidity for three different dwell times normalized

by the maximum radius squared at H=55%. (From Ref. [14].)
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Thiol molecules dissolve from the tip into the meniscus,

diffuse through the meniscus, and attach to the surface

making a continuous self-assembled monolayer (SAM).

After a time, t, the tip is removed from the water film. At

this time, thiol molecules are both attached to the surface

and dissolved in the meniscus. Through diffusion, the

dissolved thiols will eventually reach the edge of the SAM

and attach to the substrate, contributing to the final feature

size. Regardless of the tip-meniscus geometry, the mag-

nitude of the diffusion constant, or the dissolution rate, the

total number of molecules, N, transferred to the surface

will be given by the integral of the transfer rate over the

total tip–surface contact time t.

We start by considering the case of dot fabrication.

Two terms contribute to dN/dt: First, molecules dissolve

from the tip through thermal activated detachment at

a rate:

dN

dt

� �
þ
¼ A

pa2
bþ ¼

A

pa2
ne�ED=kT ð1Þ

where A is the contact area between the tip and the

meniscus, pa2 is the average area per thiol ink molecule,

ED is the activation energy for ink detachment, k is

Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and n is an

attempt frequency. In this case, the ink molecules are not

detaching from the surface of a silicon nitride tip, rather

they are detaching from the surface of a bulk alkanethiol

solid that has precipitated onto the tip during the inking

process. Second, molecules return to the tip simply be-

cause of impingement and attachment at a rate given by:

dN

dt

� �
�
¼ Ab�C0 	 A

kT

2pm

� �1=2

e�EA=kT C0 ð2Þ

where m is the mass of a thiol, EA is the activation energy

for attachment, and C0 is the concentration of thiols in

solution adjacent to the tip. The right-hand side of Eq. 2

assumes a gas kinetic expression for the impinging flux. A

more complicated description would modify the factors

in b�, but will not change the dependence on C0. (Note

that in the absence of diffusion, C0 will simply increase

until it reaches the equilibrium solubility, Ce, at which

time, (dN/dt)+=(dN/dt)�.)

The dot radius is related to N through pR2=Npa2.

Combining this relationship with Eqs. 1 and 2 and in-

tegrating gives:

R2 ¼ A bþt� pa2b�

Z t

0

C0ðtÞdt

� �
ð3Þ

Similar arguments lead to an expression for the depen-

dence of line-width on tip speed. Assuming the tip moves

over a distance l at a speed v, we write:

N ¼
Z l

0

dN

dt

� �
dt

dx

� �
dx ¼ 1

v

Z l

0

dN

dt

� �
dx ð4Þ

The expressions for (dN/dt)+ and (dN/dt)� remain the

same as for dots, except that C0 is now expressed as a

function of v instead of t. Recognizing that C0(v) and b� are

both independent of x and that the line width W=Npa2/l,

Eq. 4 becomes:

W ¼ A

v

� �
ðbþ � pa2b�C0ðvÞÞ ð5Þ

For both dots and lines, the exact form of C0 depends on a

number of factors including the tip-meniscus geometry,

Fig. 4 (a) Friction-force image of MHA lines on gold

fabricated at tip speeds between 0.1 and 1 mm/sec. (b)

Dependence of line width on inverse tip speed for both MHA

and MEH-PPV (inset). (From Ref. [14].)

Fig. 5 Schematic of the physical model for molecular transfer

from AFM tip to substrate through meniscus of height h. (From

Ref. [14].)
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surface attachment probability and the diffusivity, but

because C0 is small at short contact times or high tip

speeds, two regimes emerge. For small t (high v), C0	0

and the dot size (line width) is given by the first term in

Eq. 3.[5] That is R2�At and W�A/v. This is the regime

in which surface kinetics dominates the transfer process.

For long contact times/slow tip speeds, C0 reaches a

limiting value C0 that is less than Ce. Once again, R2�At
and W�A/v, but the slopes of these linear relationships

are reduced. In this regime the transfer process is con-

trolled by diffusion. We observed very similar dependen-

cies in our experiments for both dot and line fabrication

(Figs. 3 and 4).

The effect of humidity comes into this model through

the impact of meniscus height, h, on contact area, A. The

tip can be approximated by a cone terminated by a hem-

isphere of radius r. If h
r, A is approximately equal to

that of a conical tip with half-cone angle f, and height

h, which is ph2sinf. In contrast, for h<r, A=4r2cos�1

(1�h/r). For h�r, this has an h0.5 dependence, while

for h	r, it is linear in h. Consequently, as the

humidity is increased from 15% to 50%, we expect the

dot size to increase with a dependence that ranges from

h0.5 to h2. Furthermore, because A is a multiplicative

factor for both terms in Eqs. 3 and 5, in agreement with

our measurements, the transition from dissolution-domi-

nated to diffusion-dominated deposition should be inde-

pendent of the humidity and the functional form of the

dependence of dot radius on humidity should be the same

for all dwell times (Fig. 3b).

An investigation of water film thickness performed on

gold surfaces using scanning tunneling microscopy[18]

concluded that the film consisted of 30–50-nm islands that

increased in thickness from about 2 nm at H=20% to 10

nm at H=45%. Coincidentally, the increases in film

thickness from that study, which are about a factor of four

between H of 20% and 30% and about 1.4 between H of

30% and 40%, match our measured increases in dot size

with humidity assuming an h0.5 dependence in the low

range, and an h2 dependence in the high range.

Some questions remain on the height of the meniscus

formed when the AFM tip is brought in contact with the

surface. By using the Kelvin equation, the meniscus

height predicted is only 2 nm at 60% relative humidity and

a tip radius of 20 nm.[8] Because this proposed meniscus

height is less than the height of MHA monolayer, it does

not seem that a meniscus can facilitate transport. How-

ever, by imaging an AFM tip in an environmental

scanning electron microscope (ESEM) in contact with a

surface, we can directly visualize the height of the

meniscus formed (Fig. 6). The results clearly show that

the meniscus height is far greater than expected from the

Kelvin equation alone.

We can quantitatively test the sensibility of this model

to some degree by examining the low t/high v dependence

of dot size and line width. In this regime, the slopes of R2

vs. t and W vs. 1/v are both given by Ab+. An upper limit

for the attempt frequency, n, is given by kT/hp, where hp is

Planck’s constant. This value is appropriate for simple

atomic solids. In the case of chain-like molecules such as

alkane thiols, the attempt frequency is smaller. Although

no detailed calculations of the appropriate frequency

factor for these systems exist, models of idealized chain-

like molecules lead to an estimate for n which is one to

two orders of magnitude smaller. Taking the data for 20%

to 54% relative humidity, using a range for n of 1010 to

6�1012 sec�1, and assuming the film thickness of 2 to

10 nm from Freund et al.[18] gives ED=45–60 kJ/mol for

both the dots and the lines. This number should be greater

than or equal to the heat of solution for MHA in water.

Literature values for the heat of solution of a number of

alkanes range from 25 to 40 kJ/mol.[19,20]

Other than the comparison between the predicted value

of ED from the short-time data with the heat of solution,

the other potential comparisons include 1) direct compar-

ison of Eq. 3 with the experimental data; 2) comparison of

the observed crossover time to the prediction of Eq. 3; and

3) comparison of the predicted slope of the second term in

Eq. 3 with the measured slope from the long-time data.

The first two involve an estimate of both n and ED. As ED

Fig. 6 ESEM images of an AFM tip in contact with a gold substrate. The relative humidity is noted in each image. The same tip was

used for all images. The meniscus formed at 60% is approximately 400 nm high while at 100% is nearly 2 �m. We cannot verify

whether a meniscus forms at the low humidity range because of the resolution limit of the ESEM (approximately 75 nm under

these conditions).
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goes in the exponential term, even an error of a factor of

two would produce a discrepancy of an order of

magnitude. As n is also known only to within an order

of magnitude, the comparisons stated in 1) and 2) are only

good to within about two orders of magnitude. The final

comparison also has errors, but at least some estimate is

possible. At long times, the slope should be given by

Apa2b�C0. Taking b� to be given by the Brownian flux

(on the right-hand side of Eq. 2), with T=298 K,

m=4.79�10�22 g per MHA molecule, A=220 nm2

(meniscus height of 10 nm at 45% humidity), and C0 to

be given by the equilibrium concentration of MHA in

water (estimated to be 10�7 M), the slope from the long-

time data predicts a value for the sticking coefficient,

e�EA/kT of 0.005, or EA=0.13 eV/molecule. The uncer-

tainties in the terms that define the flux as well as our lack

of knowledge about the detailed tip-meniscus geometry

and diffusivity in nanometer-scale films make this

comparison of limited value. Although this appears to

be a reasonable number, there is no literature value with

which to compare it.

Optical Inks

Deposition of single molecules

Conventional DPN with alkanethiol inks relies on the

formation of a chemical bond between the ink and the

substrate to facilitate the ink transfer from the tip to the

sample surface. However, recent works demonstrated that

even weaker interactions such as van der Waals interac-

tions are often sufficient to facilitate the transfer of matter

from the tip to the sample.[11,12] We have used dilute

solutions of Rhodamine 6G (R6G) dye as the writing

‘‘ink’’ to create luminescent nanoscale patterns. Lithog-

raphy was performed immediately after the ‘‘inking.’’

R6G has strong affinity for negatively charged glass

surfaces; therefore we did not use any surface treatments

to promote the transfer of the ‘‘ink.’’ All patterns were

fabricated at ambient humidity.

Fig. 7 shows a fluorescent confocal microscopy image

of a pattern of R6G deposited on glass. Several features of

this image are noteworthy. First, the apparent width of the

lines in the image does not reflect the actual line width of

the deposited dye. Rather, image line width is determined

by the size of the confocal microscope probing beam (in

our case � 600 nm). Second, several features in the

optical image do not show a continuous line but rather are

composed of a number of spots. Moreover, these spots

showed features that are characteristic of a single

molecule emission pattern, such as a striped pattern and

abrupt emission cessation that is indicative of a dye

molecule going in and out of dark states and finally

photobleaching.[21] Likewise, as we continued to image

our pattern, it rapidly degraded from photobleaching.

From these observations we concluded that our pattern

was composed of a number of isolated single molecules

deposited in a straight line by the AFM tip. Notably, we

did not observe any evidence of the pattern in normal or

lateral force AFM images. Therefore the amount of the

material deposited on the surface was not sufficient to

cause a height change or an appreciable surface free

energy change. This observation is also consistent with a

pattern that is composed of only a number of single

molecules. It is impossible to say how well the single

molecules are aligned within the pattern line because the

optical image does not provide nearly enough resolution

to answer this question. However, we can speculate that

the dye molecules are confined laterally at least within the

typical line width attainable with alkanethiol DPN. Such

width is � 30 nm in our case, but other groups have

reported the patterns with line widths as small as 15 nm.[8]

However, this limit may simply reflect the fact that lateral

force microscopy cannot visualize thiol lines smaller

than 15 nm, even if they can be fabricated by DPN.

Changing the concentration of the dye solution used for

inking along with careful adjustment of ambient humidity

can control the average spacing between the molecules

along the written line. For our sample we estimated this

spacing to be 566±210 nm. We expect that further

improvements in the deposition process such as smaller

probes, rigorous humidity control, and careful choice of

the writing ink will result in smaller line widths and

more regular deposition patterns. These improvements

will permit better alignment of single molecules on the

sample for studies of the proximity effects in single mole-

cule interactions.

Fig. 7 Scanning confocal microscopy image of a Rhodamine

6G patterned in a series of lines on glass surface. Probe

translation speed was 0.2 mm/sec. (From Ref. [13].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Protein patterns

One of the promising potential applications of nanolitho-

graphy is fabrication of ultrahigh density protein patterns

for use in ‘‘biochips.’’ Some of the current approaches use

soft lithography or ‘‘nanografting’’ to create reactive sites

in a SAM.[22] Proteins then attach to these reactive sites

via a chemical reaction. Both of these methods are

complex multistage processes and use chemical attach-

ment, which is always complicated by the problem of

nonspecific adsorption. Dip-pen nanolithography provides

a simple and straightforward way for creating protein

patterns as features can be directly written onto the

surface. Significantly, this method provides a route to

avoid the complications associated with nonspecific

binding in many instances. If the protein is tagged by a

specific fluorophore, then the pattern can be easily

identified and verified using optical imaging. To demon-

strate the feasibility of this approach we fabricated

patterns of human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) anti-

body tagged with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) dye on

the glass surface (Fig. 8). A glass surface was pre-treated

with 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane to introduce the

epoxy groups that facilitate protein adhesion to the

surface. Reliable fabrication of protein chips will require

the ability to deposit proteins at high surface concentra-

tion. To demonstrate this capability, we used a high con-

centration of the protein ‘‘ink’’ [� 2 �10�5 M (1 mg/ml)

solution in PBS buffer] for fabrication of the pattern in

Fig. 7. In addition, each line in the pattern was overwritten

10 times to enhance the surface concentration of the

protein. The lines in the optical image on Fig. 7 appear

continuous and no sufficient photobleaching was observed

during scanning. The absence of single molecule behavior

suggests that we have achieved large protein density in

our lines.

Optical detection of a written pattern provides a

straightforward way to generalize the process for creating

patterns that incorporate many different proteins. Such

patterns can be successfully fabricated and imaged by

using a set of protein inks tagged with different fluo-

rophores in a manner analogous to DPN with multi-

ple inks.

Fabrication of polymer nanowires

We have used our apparatus to fabricate and image

nanowires of luminescent conductive polymers. These

materials have long been under investigation as potential

components of polymer light-emitting diodes (LEDs)[23]

and fabrication of nanometer-scale polymer structures is

a potentially significant step for creating nano-LED

device prototypes. In addition, nanowires of these

polymers present an ideal system for studying photo-

luminescence and electron transport in organic one-

dimensional materials. Polymer nanowires have previ-

ously been fabricated using template-directed synthe-

sis[24] and stretching of polymer bridges.[25] However,

these methods do not allow good control over the size

and position of a nanowire, or any way to assemble these

nanowires in a predetermined configuration. Dip-pen

nanolithography with its ability to create surface patterns

is ideally suited for solving these problems. We demon-

strated controlled deposition procedure by writing a

series of polymer lines on a glass surface (Fig. 9) using a

10�7 M solution of MEH-PPV in chloroform as ink.

Fig. 8 Scanning confocal microscopy image of a HCG

antibody pattern fabricated on glass. Probe translation speed

was 0.2 mm/sec. Each line in the pattern was overwritten 10

times to maximize the protein surface density. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Scanning confocal microscopy image of a series of

MEH-PPV polymer nanowires fabricated on glass surface. A

plot of the average fluorescence intensity of a polymer wire vs.

inverse probe translation speed used can be found in Fig. 4b.

(From Ref. [13].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Only the following three factors limit the length of these

nanowires: 1) the available range of the force microscope

scanner; 2) the amount of material on the probe tip; and

3) the ability of the tip to deliver continuous ink flow. As

in the two experiments that we discussed earlier, the

apparent width of the structure in the image does not

correspond to the real width of the nanowire; instead, it is

determined by the size of the confocal microscope

excitation beam. Besides the tip size, the major variable

in controlling the nanowire thickness is the tip translation

speed. We found that the amount of material deposited in

the line during nanolithography decreases with the

increase in tip translation speed. The observed trends

confirm that at constant humidity the amount of material

deposited on the surface is effectively controlled by the

probe translation speed (Fig. 4b).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have used dip-pen nanolithography

combined with scanning confocal optical microscopy to

create and image luminescent surface patterns of arbitrary

shape. We demonstrated that this method affords a robust

and versatile way to pattern a variety of photoluminescent

materials on the surface. Significantly, we showed that

dip-pen nanolithography could be used to deposit increas-

ingly small amounts of material down to single isolated

molecules. We also showed that a combination of dip-pen

nanolithography and optical detection could be used to

create and identify protein patterns on the surface, while

avoiding the problem of nonspecific adsorption. We

demonstrated that dip-pen nanolithography affords a

direct and flexible route to creating polymer nanowires

of a predetermined size and shape on surfaces. We also

presented a simple kinetic model that captures the main

physics of the deposition process. Our model takes into

account the kinetics of dissolution as well as the effect of

humidity on the thickness of the adsorbed water layer.

This model predicts the dependencies of feature size on

dwell time and tip speed that are in agreement with the

measured dependencies, as well as a transition from a

kinetic to a diffusive regime. Below that transition, the

fundamental material parameter that controls the feature

size for a given contact time or tip speed is the activation

energy for detachment of the ink into the meniscus.

These results open up several possibilities for funda-

mental and applied research. Further refinements in the

control of the spacing between isolated single molecules

will present an ideal model system for studying proximity

effects in the interactions between isolated fluorophores.

The ability to fabricate arrays of single molecules with

controlled spacing will allow studies of collective behav-

ior in such systems. Patterning optically tagged proteins

could provide a direct route to fabrication of prototype

‘‘biochips’’ once the protein surface attachment chemistry

is refined. In addition to significant reduction in the

feature size, dip-pen nanolithography simplifies the

fabrication process because it eliminates the multiple

protection/deprotection steps necessary for conventional

lithographic manufacturing of such chips. Finally, fabri-

cation of conductive polymer nanowires could open up

numerous possibilities for fundamental studies of electron

transfer and photoconductivity in such structures. In

addition, fine control over the size and shape and position

of these wires will greatly facilitate their incorporation

into prototype optoelectronic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Liposomes serve as models for cells[1] and show increas-

ing applications in medical and nonmedical fields.[2,3]

Unilamellar vesicles are prepared from multilamellar

vesicle (MLV) dispersions either by sonication[4] or ex-

trusion.[5] The shape stability of liposomes is important

in the understanding of membrane fusion, as well as in

drug delivery and gene therapy. Therefore it has been the

subject of numerous theoretical[6–9] and experimental

studies.[10–15] Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images a

surface by scanning a sharp tip attached to a cantilever at

a close distance to the surface.[16] AFM is the newest tool

for liposome study because it provides nanoscale analysis

of liposome shape and mechanical properties simulta-

neously. AFM provides surface topographical images

with spatial resolution close to 1 Å and force-vs.-distance

curves with detection limit close to 10�12 N. AFM has

become the preferred method for imaging soft materials

such as molecular crystals, proteins, and living cells.[17]

This entry describes new features of adsorbed vesicles by

AFM investigation. AFM imaging and force measurement

were conducted simultaneously in liquid on adsorbed

but intact unilamellar vesicles with sizes less than 50 nm.

The unilamellar vesicles were made by sonication from

egg yolk phosphatidylcholine (EggPC) dispersion. The

AFM tip can be moved on top of individual vesicles so

that mechanical properties of the smallest vesicles can be

measured at the nanometer scale. The EggPC vesicle

undergoes reversible shape changes from convex to flat-

tened and concave shape with increasing image force. In

addition to the monotonic repulsion because of vesicle

resistance to the AFM tip advancement and compression,

there exist several characteristic breaks in the force-vs.

-distance curves. Hertz analysis of the slope of

repulsion gives a measure of vesicle elastic properties.

The Young’s modulus (E) and the bending modulus (kc)

of the adsorbed EggPC vesicles were measured to be

(1.97 ± 0.75)�106 Pa and (0.21 ± 0.08)�10�19 J,

respectively. The breaks in the force curve are

interpreted as the tip jumping across the bilayer.

AFM STUDIES OF ADSORBED
VESICLES—LITERATURE REVIEW

Most AFM studies of adsorbed vesicles involve supported

phospholipid bilayers (SPBs), with or without proteins,

from ruptured and fused vesicles. Only a few articles ad-

dressed the structure of adsorbed yet unruptured vesicles.

Shape instability, size, and softness of vesicles often pre-

vent unambiguous AFM imaging. Perhaps the earliest

images of intact liposomes were obtained by Shibata-Seki

et al.[18] from dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC)

and cholesterol mixture. Others subsequently confirmed

the characteristic features of adsorbed vesicles as first re-

ported. The features include the following:

1. Flattened spheres with length/width ratio less than 1

(about 0.4 in their case); and

2. Image quality dependence on contact pressure either

by changing image force or by using tips of different

curvatures.

Egawa and Furusawa reported a conical relief image of

sonicated phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) vesicles with a

diameter around 100 nm adsorbed on its own bilayer.[19]

The conical image was attributed to unruptured yet flat-

tened vesicles with a height/diameter ratio of 0.175.

Thomson et al.[20] imaged liposomes 70 nm in diameter

made from p-ethyldimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine

(EDMPC) and cholesterol mixture on aminopropylsil-

ane-modified mica. Closely packed liposomes were

imaged but can be easily disturbed by the scanning

process. The paper by Reviakine and Brisson[21] provided

many details about vesicle adsorption and fusion by AFM

imaging. In the paper, supported vesicular layer (SVL)

was used to differentiate adsorbed and intact vesicles from

adsorbed and single-bilayer disks as in SPBs. It was found

that vesicles of all sizes adsorbed on mica, but only ves-

icles with sizes below a critical rupture radius remained

intact. The bilayer disks exhibited a constant height of

5 nm, whereas the intact vesicles exhibited a height

variation from 10 to 40 nm. The shape of liposomes was
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found to change both with applied image force and ad-

hesion between biotin and streptavidin, which were

incorporated into the vesicle and substrate layer, respec-

tively.[22] Kumar and Hoh[23] reported intact vesicles of

phospholipid and cholesterol mixture that exhibited a

saucerlike structure in addition to the usual rounded

protrusion (domelike structure). The saucerlike structure

was attributed to wetting and fusion near the edge of the

vesicle. A force curve was obtained on the intact vesicle,

which showed monotonic repulsion with onset at 15 nm.

The flattening from the outer edges toward the center was

studied as a function of time by Jass et al.[24] and was

described as the first step in a multistep processes leading

toward the formation of SPBs.

In addition to nanoscale imaging, AFM enables direct

force measurements between the tip and the surface by

moving an AFM tip up and down over one point on the

sample surface. The force-vs.-distance curves on soft

materials consist of not only surface interactions such as

van der Waals, electrostatic, hydration, and steric forces

before contact but also bulk mechanical properties of soft

materials after contact.[25–27] By collecting force curves

over the scanned area (the so-called force volume), a map

of mechanical property variation can be generated in force

volume imaging.[28] The Young’s modulus of the Torpedo

synaptic vesicles was calculated to be in the range of 2–

13�105 Pa by fitting the indentation part of the AFM

force curve to the Hertz model.[25]

AFM studies offer new insights into the adsorption,

spreading, fusion, and self-healing of liposomes. Com-

pared with other micromechanical methods such as shape

fluctuation method,[10–12] magnetic field-induced orienta-

tion,[13] and micropipette aspiration method,[14,15] AFM

can provide information on the following:

1. Adsorbed liposomes of small sizes between 20 and

100 nm;

2. Mechanical property variation at nanoscale;

3. Local deformation and rupture events induced by the

tip; and

4. Surface and adhesive forces.

AFM measurements focus on the properties of vesicle

population with the smallest sizes because large vesicles

rupture into bilayers on adsorption. Small liposomes with

sizes between 50 and 150 nm were found to passively

target several different tumors because this size range is a

compromise among loading efficiency (which increases

with increasing size), stability (which decreases with

increasing size), and the ability to extravasate in tissues

with enhanced vesicular permeability (which decreases

with increasing size).[3] Size control may be a simple way

for targeted drug delivery because vesicle distribution

among different organs and tissues is related to its size.

AFM IMAGING AND FORCE MEASUREMENT
ON UNILAMELLAR VESICLES

In our work, sonicated unilamellar EggPC vesicles with

diameters less than 50 nm, adsorbed on mica, were studied

by AFM liquid tapping and liquid contact mode imaging

as well as direct force measurement. The AFM tip was

moved on top of individual vesicles so that the mechanical

properties of the smallest vesicles could be measured at

the nanoscale. The EggPC vesicle underwent reversible

shape changes from convex to flattened and concave

shape with increasing image force. In addition to the

monotonic repulsion because of vesicle resistance to AFM

tip advancement and compression, there existed several

characteristic breaks in the force-vs.-distance curves.

Hertz analysis of the slope of repulsion gave a measure

of vesicle elastic properties. The breaks in the force curve

were interpreted as the tip jumping across the bilayer. We

attempt to gain a clear understanding of various factors

that may affect the stability and morphology of small

unilamellar vesicles on adsorption. We aim at perfecting

the method to measure the mechanical properties of the

vesicles based on AFM approach and retraction force

curves. We report the Young’s modulus and the bending

modulus of adsorbed vesicles extracted from AFM force

curves by Hertz analysis. The results are compared with

those obtained on giant vesicles.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

We followed a well-established recipe to prepare sonicat-

ed unilamellar vesicles (SUVs).[4] EggPC with 99% purity

was purchased from Sigma. Deionized water with a

resistivity of 18 MOcm was obtained from a Barnstead

Nanopure water purification system. Grade 2 muscovite

ruby mica from United Mineral and Chemical was used as

support for vesicles because it is molecularly smooth and

hydrophilic. MLV solution was obtained by dissolving

appropriate amounts of EggPC lipids in chloroform/

methanol (2:1 vol/vol) and by evaporating the solvent

with nitrogen. After drying in a desiccator connected to a

rotary vacuum pump for 30 min, the lipids were re-

suspended by stirring them in an aqueous buffer solution

(20 mM NaCl) at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. SUVs

were produced from the MLV suspension by sonication to

clarity (about 1 hr) in a Branson 2200 bath sonicator. The

suspension was kept in an ice bath during the sonication

process. Sonicated samples were centrifuged for 1 hr at

16,000 rpm to remove large lipid fragments by Sorvall

OTD70B Ultraspeed Centrifuge. SPBs were prepared via

the extrusion method. Multilamellar EggPC solution was

extruded through a polycarbonate membrane with an
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average pore size of 200 nm using a LiposoFast extruder

from Avestin. The extrusion method produced larger ves-

icles that ruptured into bilayers on adsorption.

AFM imaging and force measurement were conducted

using a Nanoscope IIIA atomic force microscope from

Digital Instruments equipped with an E scanner with a

maximum scan area of 16�16 mm2. The scanner was

calibrated following the standard procedures provided by

the manufacturer. The fluid cell (Digital Instruments) was

washed with deionized water, ethanol, and deionized

water before each experiment. Freshly cleaved mica was

mounted onto a stainless steel disk using a sticky tab.

After the substrate was brought to a close distance from

the AFM tip, the freshly prepared EggPC vesicle solution

was injected through a silicone rubber tubing into the fluid

cell, sealed by a silicone rubber O-ring. The EggPC ves-

icle solution was allowed to incubate on mica at room

temperature for 1 hr. Excess vesicles were removed by

flushing the fluid cell with buffer solution followed by

pure water, and the images were obtained in pure water.

The microscope was allowed to thermally equilibrate for

30 min before imaging. Scanning rates between 1 and 5

Hz were used. Room temperature was maintained at

22±1�C. Images were recorded in liquid contact mode or

liquid tapping mode using standard silicon nitride (Si3N4)

integral tips (NP type).

All force curves presented here were obtained with the

same AFM tip so that the force values can be directly

compared. The radius of the contact tip (33.2 ± 6.6 nm)

was calibrated by imaging the TGT01 gratings (Mikro-

masch).[29] The spring constant of the cantilever was cali-

brated using the deflection method against a reference

cantilever (Park Scientific Instruments) of known spring

constant (0.157 N/m).[30] The calibrated spring constant

(0.17 ± 0.05 N/m) was used in all force curve calculations.

Force curves were obtained in liquid contact mode only.

Multiple force curves were obtained on the vesicle layer

and on the bilayer. It was impossible to locate the tip

exactly on top of the center of a vesicle. Therefore multi-

ple force curves were obtained around a vesicle, and the

force curve with the largest repulsion onset was selected.

The time to record an approach and retraction force curve

cycle was about 1 sec. The force calibration plot is

converted to a force-vs.-distance plot by defining the point

of zero force and the point of zero separation.[31] Zero

force is determined by identifying the region at a large

separation, where the deflection is constant. Zero sep-

aration is determined from the constant compliance region

at high force where deflection is linear with the expan-

sion of the piezoelectric crystal. Both the approaching

and retracting force curves are reported, unless other-

wise specified.

To determine the elastic properties of SUVs, the force-

vs.-distance curve was fitted to the Hertz model d = AFb,

where d is the indentation on the vesicle and F is the load

force. The Young’s modulus E can be calculated from A

using the following equation:[25]

jz � z0j � ðd � d0Þ

¼ 0:825
k2ðRtip þ RvesÞð1 � u2

vesÞ
2

E2
vesRtipRves

" #1=3

ðd � d0Þ2=3

ð1Þ

The indentation d equals the difference between the

cantilever distance z�z0 and the cantilever deflection

d�d0, where z is the z-scan position, z0 is the contact

point, d is the deflection of the tip, and d0 is the

noncontact deflection. The Poisson’ ratio of the vesicle

uves was assumed to be 0.5. The calibrated cantilever

spring constant 0.17 N/m was used as the value of k. Rtip

and Rves are the radii of the AFM tip and vesicle,

respectively. Only data with indentations less than 10 nm

were used in our calculations to ensure elastic behavior.

The bending modulus kc is deduced from the Young’s

modulus:[32]

kc ¼
Eh3

12ð1 � u2
vesÞ

ð2Þ

where h is the bilayer thickness.

The size distribution of vesicles in the solution was

studied by dynamic light scattering (Nicomp 370 Auto-

dilute Submicron Particle Sizer; Pacific Scientific).

Polystyrene (diameter = 32 ± 1.3 nm, Nanosphere TM

size standards; Duke Scientific) was used as the calibra-

tion standard. The light scattering cell was from VWR

Scientific. A He–Ne laser (wavelength = 632.8 nm) was

used. Data were taken at 23�C.

RESULTS

Imaging in Liquid Tapping vs.
Liquid Contact Mode

Images of EggPC vesicles were obtained in both liquid

contact mode and liquid tapping mode. Fig. 1 shows the

amplitude and deflection images for liquid tapping and

liquid contact, respectively, and the cross-sectional height

profiles from the corresponding height images. The

images consist of spherical objects on a flat background.

The lateral width or diameter of the spheres was measured

to be 48.6 ± 11.4 and 69.3 ± 12.8 nm on the sectional

height profiles of tapping and contact, respectively. The

diameter is taken from the width of the peak at the

baseline in sectional height profiles. The lateral width
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values are higher than the vesicle diameter in solution

(37.0 ± 7.9 nm), obtained by dynamic light scattering.

The discrepancy is generally attributed to the flattening of

vesicles on the surface and the tip, casting its shadow over

the object (the so-called tip convolution effect). The

height of vesicles from sectional height profiles in tapping

and contact mode was determined to be 13.9 ± 2.2 and

3.9 ± 0.4 nm, respectively. These values are consistent

with previous studies.[18,21,23] The height value from

tapping mode is about 40–50% of the vesicle diameter in

solution. Causes for the unreasonably low height values

from contact mode are postulated as follows:

1. Bound vesicles may move during contact mode

imaging.

2. The vesicles are severely compressed by the tip.

The intermittent contact motion of the tapping tip is

known to reduce frictional and adhesive forces on the

sample surface. Our results show that by minimizing

image force, it is possible to obtain stable images of

unruptured vesicles in both liquid tapping and liquid

contact mode. The vesicles were stable within 2 hr of

observation, unless the area was repeatedly scanned. Tap-

ping causes less deformation of the vesicle, and it can

maintain a smaller image force than contact mode.

Morphological Change of Vesicles

With increasing image force by decreasing the setpoint in

tapping mode, EggPC vesicles exhibited three distinctive

morphologies: convex-shaped vesicles, where the highest

point is at the center, as shown in Fig. 2a; disk-shaped

vesicles with uniform height across much of the vesicle, as

shown in Fig. 2b; and concave-shaped vesicles, where the

center is depressed, as shown in Fig. 2c. The lateral

diameter of the vesicle increased from 48.6 ± 11.4 nm for

convex shape to 73.7 ± 11.5 nm for disk shape and to

89.8 ± 6.6 nm for concave shape. The morphological

change was reversible under varying image forces. The

Fig. 1 AFM images and cross-section profiles of EggPC

vesicles on mica by tapping mode (a) and contact mode (b). The

image size is 1�1 mm2. The height profile belongs to the particle

pointed by the arrow obtained in height image. (a) Amplitude

image with z-scale = 20 nm. (b) Deflection image with

z-scale = 5 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 AFM height images obtained by tapping mode with different shapes. The image size is 0.75�0.75 mm2. z-scale = 20 nm. The

height profile across the dotted line is given. (a) Convex vesicles. (b) Planar vesicles. (c) Concave vesicles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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convex-shaped vesicles are similar to the conical relief

and domelike structures in other studies.[19,23] The disk-

shaped vesicles are similar to saucerlike vesicles.[23,24]

There exists no prior report of concave-shaped SUVs

by AFM, to the best of our knowledge. Although the

saucerlike vesicles were cited as an intermediate state of

vesicle fusion because of adhesion between the vesicle

and the substrate, the morphological changes observed

here could only be attributed to the compressive tip. The

small size of the SUVs means that adhesion alone is not

enough to collapse the vesicle edge to form saucerlike

vesicles.[7] The morphological change because of tip

compression is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. A

convex shape is obtained in the lowest indentation region

of the force curve, a planar shape is obtained at an inter-

mediate indentation, and a concave shape is obtained at

the highest indentation. For the concave shape, when the

tip moves across the vesicle with an applied force held

more or less constant, the amount of indentation is largest

at the center of the vesicle. Several factors may contribute

to maximum depression at the center:

1. It is known that the mechanical response of thin

films couples to the substrate, which results in an

increase (50%) of the apparent modulus.[33] The

coupling increases with decreasing film thickness.

Therefore the tip indents more in the central region

of a sessile droplet.

2. A high-volume percentage of material is bound by the

surface near the edge of a droplet and spreads less on

compression of the tip. Contrarily, at the center of the

vesicle, less resistance exists against squeezing of the

trapped liquid portion.

Force Measurement on EggPC Vesicles

The force curve between the tip and the substrate was ob-

tained in pure water as reference. Fig. 4 shows a weak and

long-range repulsion with force maximum = 0.11±0.02 nN

at separation = 2.6 ± 0.3 nm, followed by a strong attrac-

tion with force minimum =�0.10 ± 0.04 nN just before

Fig. 5 Force-vs.-distance curve and AFM amplitude image of

EggPC bilayer patches. The arrow illustrates jump-in break.

Section profile along the dotted line in the corresponding height

image is shown. Scan size is 1�1 mm2. z-scale=20 nm. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Tip compression scheme on vesicle morphology. (A)

Vesicle in solution. (B) Convex vesicle imaged with minimum

image force. (C) Planar vesicle imaged with intermediate

indentation. (D) Concave vesicle imaged with the highest

indentation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Force-vs.-distance curve in pure water between the tip

and the mica during approach.
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contact. The discontinuity in the force curve, called the

jump-in point, is because of an attractive force gradient

exceeding the spring constant. The force profile, similar to

reported ones, is attributed to electrostatic repulsion

coupled to attractive van der Waals interaction.[34,35]

The force curves between the tip and the adsorbed

vesicle layer were measured in pure water. To distinguish

vesicles from bilayers, EggPC bilayer film was prepared

by fusion of large extruded vesicles. Fig. 5a and b shows

the force curve and image on the EggPC bilayer,

respectively. Fig. 5a shows repulsion starting at 6.6 ± 0.4

nm and a jump-in point at 4.6 ± 0.3 nm with maximum

force = 1.8 ± 0.3 nN. This force curve agrees with previ-

ous force measurements on supported lipid bilayer

films.[36,37] The sudden reduction in tip and substrate

separation at jump-in corresponds to the removal of the

bilayer segment from the gap, most probably by a lateral

pushout mechanism. The maximum steric barrier was

reported to be proportional to the surface excess of the

film, and can be used to compare packing density within

similar adsorption class.[38] The repulsion onset value

coincides with thickness = 6.3 ± 0.6 nm by AFM sectional

analysis in Fig. 5b. The bilayer film thickness agrees with

the hydrated bilayer thickness measured by x-ray diffrac-

tion.[39] The repulsion up to the jump-in point can be

described as a combination of hydration, steric force, and

mechanical deformation of bilayer films. The force curves

measured on the lower, flat background in both extruded

and sonicated vesicle adsorption cases (not shown here)

were similar to Fig. 4, without the distinct, short-ranged

repulsion. It should be concluded that mica was not fully

covered in either adsorption case.

Fig. 6 represents a typical force curve captured on

vesicles. Although it is impossible to place the tip exactly

at the center of the vesicle, the force curve with the largest

onset repulsion distance was selected from a set of force

curves obtained in the vicinity of a vesicle, and was used

to represent the interaction between the apexes of the

AFM tip and the vesicle. The onset force distance = 32.2

nm in Fig. 6 falls in the range of measured vesicle sizes

between 30 and 40 nm. The repulsion was not continuous,

but displayed characteristic breaks. During approach, one

or two breaks were observed around 19 and 7 nm,

respectively. Although the exact locations of the breaks

varied somewhat, the gap distance between the beginning

and the end point of the jump-in was constant at 4.8 ± 0.4

nm. During retraction, a similar jump-out gap was also

observed, although apparently not as well defined. This

unique gap distance coincides with lipid bilayer thickness.

We hypothesize that during approach, the bilayer portion

at the top of the vesicle gives way to the pressing tip and

slides aside, followed by continuous compression of the

tip on the vesicle, until the tip approaches and breaks

through the bottom portion of the bilayer enclosure. It is

surprising that the vesicle maintains its enclosed shape,

whereas the tip bridges across different parts of the bilayer

shell. The stepwise deformation during approach is shown

in Fig. 7:

1. Compression of vesicle

2. Breakthrough of top portion

3. Further compression of vesicle with tip bridging the

top portion

Fig. 6 Force-vs.-distance curves on the EggPC vesicle. Two

jump-in events during approach and two jump-out events during

retraction are marked by arrows.

Fig. 7 Scheme of the tip effect on vesicle during approach force measurement. (A) Elastic compression of vesicle top fraction. (B) Tip

penetration of the upper bilayer. (C) Further compression with tip bridging the gap. (D) Tip penetration of the lower bilayer. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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4. Breakthrough of bottom portion with tip spanning the

whole vesicle.

The process was reversed during retraction except that

the vesicle was stretched to 150% of its intrinsic diameter

before the final detachment of the tip from the vesicle.

This adhesive interaction may also contribute to the shape

stability of the vesicle bridged by the AFM tip. The force

curves were repeated at the same spot, indicating that no

permanent deformation occurred by tip breakthroughs.

Vesicles are known to self-heal after perforation because

of high line tension.

The initial slope in the approach force curve correlates

to the local bending modulus of the vesicle, and therefore

was used to calculate the Young’s modulus of the adsorbed

SUVs based on Hertz model, as in Eq. 1. The fit is shown in

Fig. 8. The calibrated tip radius value 33 nm was used for

Rtip, and experimentally determined force onset distance z0

was used to calculate Rves (=z0/2). The calculated Young’s

modulus is 1.97± 0.75 MPa. Bending modulus is calcu-

lated (according to Eq. 2) to be (0.21 ± 0.08)�10�19 J,

assuming that bilayer thickness h = 4.57�10�9 m and

Poisson’ ratio uves = 0.5.

The calculated values are compared with literature

values in Tables 1 and 2. The calculated Young’s

modulus for adsorbed SUVs is close to those measured

on adsorbed synaptic vesicles between 0.2 and 1.3 MPa

on mica.[25] The calculated value is one order of mag-

nitude smaller than the value measured in solution by

the osmotic pressure method (about 15 MPa).[40] The

calculated value is affected by the choice of tip radius,

spring constant, contact point, and liquid environment.

The calculated bending modulus is in the same range as

that reported in the literature, with different methods

between 10�20 and 10�19 J (Table 2).[10–14,41–44] The

variation in bending modulus values is attributed to

the following:

1. Different experimental methods

2. Sample purity and

Table 1 Young’s moduli of biological samples

Material

Young’s modulus

E (MPa) Method Remarks Reference

Synaptic vesicles 0.2–1.3 Force mapping Size: 90–150 nm adsorbed on mica [25]

DMPC/DOPC vesicles 15 Osmotic swelling Size: 160–180 nm in solution [40]

EggPC vesicles 1.97±0.75 Force plot Size: <60 nm adsorbed on mica This work

DMPC=dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine; DOPC=dioleoylphosphatidylcholine.

Table 2 Comparison among bending moduli of EggPC obtained by different methods

Method Shape (size)

Bending modulus

kc (���10�19 J) T (���C) Reference

Phase contrast

microscopy

Long unilamellar tubular

vesicle (11mm < L < 34 mm,

17 < L/r < 83)

2.3±0.3 22.0 [10]

Cylindrical

vesicle (>10 mm)

1–2 25 [11]

Quasi-spherical

vesicle (>10 mm)

1–2 [12]

Spherical (>10 mm) 0.4–0.5 [41,42]

Magnetic field-induced

orientation

Cylindrical rods

(5–30 mm in diameter,

<200 mm long)

0.4 25 [13]

A.C. electric field Spherical vesicle

(diameter >20 mm)

0.247 [43]

Spherical vesicle

(�15–70 mm in diameter)

0.66±0.06, 0.45±0.05 [44]

AFM force curve Spherical vesicle

(diameter <60 nm) on

mica substrate

0.21±0.08 22±1 This work
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3. vesicle size

4. Surface-bound vs. free vesicles.

CONCLUSION

This entry describes AFM imaging and force measure-

ment on sonicated unilamellar EggPC vesicles whose

diameter is less than 50 nm. AFM measurements on

adsorbed vesicle layers on mica were conducted using

liquid tapping and liquid contact mode. The small vesicles

were remarkably stable and did not rupture under the scan

conditions. The shape of the vesicle changed from a

concave shape in the lowest indentation region of the

force curve to a planar shape, and to a concave shape at

higher indentations. The mechanical deformation of the

vesicle was also apparent during force-vs.-distance mea-

surements when a vesicle was gradually pressed against

the AFM tip. The indentation curve converted from the

force-vs.-distance curve was fitted to the Hertz spherical

contact model to extract the Young’s modulus of the

vesicle. The calculated Young’s modulus and the bending

modulus of the small adsorbed vesicles are

(1.97 ± 0.75)�106 Pa and (0.21 ± 0.08)�10�19 J, respec-

tively. The elastic constants are compared with literature

values from various micromechanical tests of liposomes.

The force curves showed various gaps with a fixed gap

distance equal to the lipid bilayer thickness. These gaps

are interpreted as an abrupt jump of the AFM tip across

the top or bottom portion of the bilayer enclosure during

approach and retraction. It can be inferred that the vesicle

maintains its enclosed morphology during tip breaking by

bridging the bilayer gaps. Adhesion between the tip and

the cross-sectional contact of the bilayer is necessary for

the apparent shape stability of penetrated vesicles. The

retraction force curve and gaps need further mechanical

analysis. The AFM method offers new insights into ad-

sorption, spreading, fusion, self-healing, and mechanical

properties of liposomes at the nanoscale. The AFM

method may pave the way for incorporating genes, pro-

teins, and medicines into specific cells and locations with

molecular precision in drug delivery and gene therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

I need hardly say that one of my first actions on reaching

England was to look up my old friend, Hercule Poirot.

I found him installed in one of the newest type of service

flats in London. I accused him (and he admitted the fact) of

having chosen this particular building entirely on account

of its strictly geometrical appearance and proportions.

‘But yes, my friend, it is of a most pleasing symmetry, do

you not find it so?’(. . .).[1]

Through many years of friendship in Agatha Christie’s

novels, Captain Hastings will finally learn that for the

famous Belgian detective Hercule Poirot, beauty of things

could not be complete without symmetry. Probably since

the very first days of the mankind, symmetry has been

considered as an evidence of aestheticism and harmony

and consequently as a main criteria for beauty, not only in

arts, but also in science. This could be resumed in a few

words, quoted by the Greek philosopher and scientist

Aristotle in Metaphysica: ‘‘The main species of beauty are

orderly arrangement, proportion (summetria, symmetria),

and definiteness; and these are especially manifested by

the mathematical sciences.’’[2] To give a single example

of a field where symmetry has played and still plays a

major role, one can consider the case of chemistry and

highly recommend the reading of books from Magdolna

and Istvan Hargittai who have thoroughly studied the

matter.[3]

Given all the positive influence of symmetry in so

different areas of knowledge, it may be surprising that

some people could be attracted by the mysteries of dis-

symmetry. In 1848, Louis Pasteur was probably the most

famous scientist to raise the question while studying what

he called the ‘‘molecular dissymmetry,’’ later recognized

as the foundation of the stereochemistry. One of the main

conclusions of his works was that only natural substances

are dissymmetrical and optically active, what he summa-

rized by ‘‘la vie est fonction de la dissymétrie de l’Univers

(life is a function of the dissymmetry of the Universe).’’[4]

A few years later, around 1880, Pierre Curie began to

study the relationship between symmetry and properties of

crystals. From his early observations, he concluded that a

physicochemical phenomenon, such as piezoelectricity,

could not occur without a change in the symmetry ele-

ments of the system, and he summed up the idea saying

that ‘‘c’est la dissymétrie qui crée le phénomène (dis-

symmetry creates the phenomenon).’’[5]

Since these pioneering studies, dissymmetry at the

molecular or crystalline scale has been thoroughly

explored, but surprisingly, this has not been extended to

supramolecular systems and particularly colloids. In this

review, we aim to demonstrate that the specific geometry

or design of dissymmetrical nanoparticles should be as

worthy of interest as symmetrical particles in several ap-

plications of the modern physical and chemical sciences.

DISSYMMETRY AGAINST SYMMETRY

As quoted before, dissymmetry was historically first

studied at the molecular level, and this research led to

tremendous applications, mainly in the field of drugs. The

interest in the matter remains strong, however, and the

origin of the homochirality—and therefore dissymme-

try—of the biomolecules is one of the current main issues

in prebiotic chemistry. As an example, the reasons why

proteins comprise almost entirely ‘‘left-handed’’ amino

acids, whereas nucleic acids contain ‘‘right-handed’’

sugars, are still an intriguing problem.
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At the macromolecular scale, many advances have

been carried out recently in the field of dendrimers and

several syntheses of ‘‘unsymmetrical’’ structures resulting

from the combination of two chemically different den-

drons have been reported.[6,7] Elaboration of unimolecu-

lar micelles consisted of a cross-linked core and a hairy

shell with two different hemispheres also proved to be a

novel amphiphilic system able to reorganize in super-

micelles,[8] whereas asymmetric star-block copolymer

architectures have also been described.[9] Although in-

teresting, these studies are, however, a limit case in the

matter of interest of this review because the so-formed

structures are intermediate between the molecule and the

colloidal particle.

Whereas the terms asymmetrical, unsymmetrical, or

dissymmetrical are intuitive enough for a molecule, this is

no more the case when dealing with particles, and no

effort has been made, until now, to standardize the

nomenclature. So far, few authors were indeed interested

in the elaboration of such ‘‘nonsymmetrical’’ particles.

The main aim of this review is to collect these works and

to classify the so-formed objects, describing and compar-

ing their synthetic routes and discussing about their

current and potential applications in chemistry, physics,

biology, or medicine. To make it clear, only particles de-

riving from spherical and isotropic objects will be dis-

cussed in this paper.

Three main parameters should be taken into account to

determine whether a particle is symmetrical or not: 1) the

particle shape, the more evident because the term ‘‘sym-

metry’’ is commonly associated to geometric considera-

tions; 2) the chemical composition of the particle bulk;

and 3) the chemical composition of its surface. Presented

in Fig. 1 are several examples of particles previously de-

scribed in the literature and that should be considered as

symmetrical. They are monophasic or not, solid or hol-

low, homogeneously surface-modified by chemical func-

tions or, again, surface-decorated by smaller particles, and

their morphology is often described through very colorful

terms such as core-shell, golf ball-like, raspberry-like

particles, etc.

In comparison, the classification of dissymmetrical

particles is more complex because their dissymmetry may

be related to the shape, the chemical composition of the

bulk, the chemical composition of the surface, or any

combination of these three modes. This variety is illus-

trated in Fig. 2 where literature examples are classified

according to these criteria. The few researchers who have

reported the synthesis and the properties of such particles

have also used the terms asymmetrical, unsymmetrical,

nonsymmetrical, noncentrosymmetrical, or they just talk-

ed about anomalous morphologies or shapes. Neverthe-

less, these terms are most of the time inadequate because

asymmetry, for instance, which means a complete lack

of symmetry, is sometimes used to describe a particle

that still retained symmetry elements after the modifica-

tion process.

From the viewpoint of the applications, dissymmetrical

particles should be very promising compared with sym-

metrical particles. Indeed, such objects may present orig-

inal properties such as 1) an amphiphilic character if a

hydrophilic hemisphere may be combined with a hydro-

phobic one, 2) a giant dipole moment if the surface

charges may segregate onto separate poles, or 3) a dis-

criminatory reactive behavior if two types of chemical

functions may be concentrated onto separate hemispheres.

So the synthesis and the properties of dissymmetrical

particles will be more extensively described in the follow-

ing sections.

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION

In the most general case, dissymmetrical particles are

prepared from symmetrical ones and several dissymme-

trization procedures, i.e., chemical or physicochemical

processes altering the symmetry elements of a precur-

sor particle, are available. In the following part, different

surface modification processes as well as polymeriza-

tion reactions (strongly depending on the ‘‘hardness’’ of

the initial particle), which historically led to surface-

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of some symmetrical particles [with outside views (top) and cross sections (bottom)]: spherical (a),

void or hollow (b), golf ball-like (c), core shell (d), composite (e), and raspberry-like (f).
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dissymmetrical or/and bulk-dissymmetrical particles,

respectively, are being discussed.

Surface-Dissymmetrical Particles
Through Toposelective Surface
Modification Techniques

Partial contact with reactive media

As far as we know, the oldest and most intuitive way to

elaborate a dissymmetrical particle is to place a pristine

symmetrical particle along an interface, where it may

likely undergo different chemical reactions or physico-

chemical processes, depending on the nature of the media

separated by this interface and the position of the particle

at this interface.

The very first example was reported in 1988 by

Casagrande and Veyssié,[10] who described the elabo-

ration of ‘‘Janus particles,’’ i.e., glass beads whose one

hemisphere is naturally hydrophilic and the other one is

hydrophobic after a regioselective chemical surface

modification. This well-chosen terminology was firstly

employed by de Gennes[11] and refers to the god of the

doors (literally Janus in Latin) that is most commonly

represented with a two-headed face, one looking at the

past and the other one at the future and also considered as

a representation of beginning and end (which explains

why January is the first month of the year), war and peace,

or life and death.

In the work of Casagrande and Veyssié, glass micro-

spheres (around 50 mm in diameter) were deposited on a

solid support covered with a cellulose varnish film of

controllable thickness protecting one part of the spheres

whereas the other one was treated with octadecyltrichloro-

silane, which is commonly used to make a surface hydro-

phobic. After removal of the varnish that let the protected

surface hydrophilic, amphiphilic particles where obtained.

Indeed, optical microscopy experiments showed a dis-

criminatory behavior of adsorbed water with the formation

of small droplets onto the hydrophobic part and a contin-

uous film onto the hydrophilic one. Although interesting

for large particles, the technique is, however, unsuitable

for nanoparticles because the control of the varnish layer

thickness below 1 mm would be rather difficult.

More recently, Fujimoto et al.[12] have exploited

techniques using air–liquid and liquid–solid interfaces to

make polymer microspheres dissymmetrical. Schematic

illustrations of the different processes used are provided in

Fig. 3. They have first synthesized polymer particles of

Fig. 2 Examples of dissymmetrical particles (outside views and cross sections) classified according to their disymmetry modes:

octopus ocellatus-like (a), decentered core shell (b), loaded dice-like (c), half-moon-like (d), snowman-like (e), Janus-like (f), and half-

raspberry-like (g).
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controlled negative surface charge with a diameter of

1.5 mm. Then, these particles were spread at an air–water

interface to form a monolayer of particles. While

adjusting the pH of the subphase, the authors were able

to: 1) specifically hydrolyze the surface region dipping to

the water phase and subsequently immobilize human

immunoglobulin G onto this hemisphere or 2) adsorb

smaller latex particles (200 nm) of opposite charge

initially dispersed in the water leading to dipolar particles.

For the same last purpose, they also used a glass substrate

as liquid–solid interface, where they transferred the

previous monolayer of pristine particles prior to immer-

sion in the dispersion of positively charged latex particles.

Because of steric hindrance limitations, they obtained

more successfully dissymmetrical structures (Fig. 4).

Further experiments carried out by the same team used

the Langmuir–Blodgett technique in similar objectives.[13]

After spreading and compression at the air–water interface

of a Langmuir trough, a fluorine-containing (and conse-

quently hydrophobic) terpolymer monolayer was trans-

ferred onto polymer particles (around 200 nm in diameter)

previously deposited onto a glass substrate. Initially, the

particles were hydrophilic because of the presence of

amine groups at their surface and became amphiphilic

after the transfer. To give evidence of the fact, contact

angle measurements were carried out as well as X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses showing that

fluorine atoms were only present onto one hemisphere, the

one being covered with the terpolymer.

During the same period, a similar route was investi-

gated for silica particles whose diameter was less than

100 nm.[14,15] Taking advantage of both Langmuir tech-

nique and chemical affinity between gold colloids and

amine functions, silica nanoparticles were dissymmetri-

cally decorated by gold clusters (diameter close to 8–

10 nm). Following the well-known process described by

Stöber et al. [16] bare silica particles were synthesized and

surface-modified with amine functions through the graft-

ing of aminopropyltrimethoxysilane. These functionalized

particles were then spread at the surface of a Langmuir

trough filled with a dilute solution of colloidal gold.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations

clearly show that adsorption of metallic colloids only

occurred onto the immersed surface of the initial silica

particle. Another route was investigated by transferring the

monolayer of amino-functionalized silica nanoparticles

onto solid substrates by the Langmuir–Blodgett technique

and then immersing them in a solution of colloidal gold.

Attempts of statistical calculations from TEM micro-

graphs, similar to those illustrated in Fig. 5, showed that

whatever the technique employed, about 40% of the final

silica particles were obviously dissymmetrical, i.e., with

a gold coverage onto one single hemisphere. Neverthe-

less, about extra 30% appeared to be homogeneously

covered and were in fact probably badly positioned onto

the TEM grid.

Directional fluxes and fields

Takei and Shimizu[17] have been the first to describe an

easy method to prepare surface-dissymmetrical particles

by evaporating gold on one side of latex spheres

(diameter of 20–50 mm). If this route could also be

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of different interfaces in-

volved for production of surface-dissymmetrical particles [air–

liquid (left) and liquid–solid (right)]. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopy views of MN micro-

spheres [large reactive microspheres (large circles)] binding

SGN microspheres [small microspheres bearing amino groups

(small circles)]: air–liquid/liquid–solid interface method (pH

6.5, 2 hr, latex concentration 0.20 g L�1). (From Ref. [12].

Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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described as using a reactive interface (gas–solid inter-

face), it seems more logical to consider this type of

dissymmetrization process as the result of a surface

modification in a directional flux, i.e., the direction from

the gold target to the substrate particles. By so-treating

one single hemisphere of fluorescent latex microspheres,

the authors were able to functionalize this gold deposit

with either aminoethanethiol or thioglycholate to bring

positive charges on this hemisphere and create a

particular dipole moment. As shown in Fig. 6, the

deposited gold layer is sufficient to quench fluorescence

and discriminate both hemispheres with certainty. This

technique of metal evaporation may obviously be applied

to particles of different nature in a wide range of size.

Nevertheless, a more recent study demonstrated that for

diameter less than 100 nm, a thorough control of the

metallic film thickness is necessary to avoid substrate

nanoparticles getting stuck together.[15]

Bradley and Ma,[18] interested in the preparation of

electrodeposited catalysts, have developed a method for

toposelectively depositing catalytically active metals (Au

and Pd) onto electrically conducting particles (graphite)

by using electric fields. An acetone suspension of graphite

particles (diameter of 1–2 mm) was nebulized onto a thick

cellulose paper. The papers were then stacked together

and sandwiched between two flat graphite electrodes.

After immersion in a toluene/acetonitrile solution of

PdCl2, the application of an electric field polarized the

electrically isolated graphite particles and resulted in

separate anodic and cathodic regions on the same particle.

Then the reduction process involves the electrodeposition

of the metallic Pd. The transmission electron micrograph

shows a graphite particle to which Pd and Au were applied

sequentially to opposite ends by reversing the direction of

the electric field. Such a particle may be assimilated to a

Janus-like object, with the additional characteristics that

both faces are not only chemically different, but also

different from those of the pristine particle.

Lastly, very recent results demonstrated the possibility

to ‘‘smartly’’ make the surface of silica microparticles

dissymmetrical by a laser photochemical deposition

process.[19] It consists in an extension to spherical and

confined surfaces of the lithographic techniques devel-

oped so far onto planar and cylindrical substrates. Micron-

sized silica beads (10 mm in diameter) were first

immobilized in an acidic hydroalcoholic solution of

Cr(+VI) ions in a glass cell of 30-mm thickness in the

direction of the laser beam. The photoreduction reaction

of Cr(+VI) in Cr(+III) is driven in the blue-green

wavelength (514 nm) by an Ar+ laser, whose incident

Fig. 5 Transmission electron microscopy images of amino-

functionalized silica beads dissymmetrically gold-decorated

through the air–liquid and liquid–solid interfaces methods. Scale

bars: 10 nm (left); 20 nm (right). (From Ref. [14]. Reproduced

by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.)

Fig. 6 Rotation of 20-mm spheres modified with 2-AET (2-aminoethanethiol). Fluorescence was blocked by evaporated gold, allowing

for ready observation of rotation. The direction of the electric field was along the length of the photos. The polarity was reversed

between the two photos. In the bottom photo, a fourth sphere appeared into view at the right edge as spheres as a whole were attracted to

the left. (From Ref. [17]. Copyright 1997 American Chemical Society.)
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beam power may be adjusted. Through the use of an

optical microscope, the beam has to be previously focused

on the top hemisphere of a bead. Fig. 7 shows the growth

of the Cr(OH)3 cap onto the silica surface. Nevertheless,

this technique, which allows also a micropatterning via a

computer monitoring of the cell holder, is limited to

microparticles because of the optical resolution.

Toward larger interfaces

In all these previously described works, dissymmetry was

brought to a symmetric pristine particle through oriented

surface reactions. The low amount of produced particles

is, however, a main limitation for further applications. In

the current state of the art, a rough calculation allows to

evaluate the production (in a reasonable duration) of

dissymmetrical particles from a few tens of particles in the

case of laser-induced dissymmetry (which operates par-

ticle by particle) to a few milligrams in the Langmuir film-

inspired technique (assuming a trough surface of 1 m2 and

that every particle may be recovered).

So the industrial future of these routes, in particular,

those involving a reactive interface, will mainly depend

on the development of processes involving interfaces with

very large surface areas. The most promising outcomes

will mainly be the use of emulsions or microparticulate

solid substrates. Indeed, for a perfect dissymmetry, the

interface has to be theoretically infinitely flat. However,

for the dissymmetrization of nanoparticles, it is reasonable

to anticipate that closed interfaces, such as droplets or

particles of a few tens of micrometers in diameter and

dispersed in a liquid medium, would be promising tools.

Moreover, since the pioneering works of Pickering,[20]

organic or inorganic particles are known for their ability to

place themselves at liquid–liquid interfaces and therefore

stabilize some emulsions.

A French patent was recently published according to

these goals.[21] The whole principle was to place initially

symmetrical oxide nanoparticles at the surface of silicon

oil droplets dispersed in water. Not taking into account the

stabilization parameter, it was assumed that particles

adsorbed at this interface, even during a short period of

time, were able to react with molecules dissolved in the oil

phase. When the reaction is supposed to be completed, the

so-modified particles are recovered through several

centrifugation cycles. However, the success of this

dissymmetrization is difficult to check and can only be

inferred from macroscopic properties such as the ability of

these Janus nanoparticles to stabilize further emulsion

with an improved efficacy.

Concerning the use of microparticles as solid sub-

strates for making nanoparticles dissymmetrical, recent

results showed that this route is conceivable at the ex-

pense of a great number of chemical steps and washing

steps.[22] Preliminary experiments concerned the use of

commercial trityl resins, formyl polystyrene, and poly

(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) beads. The first step

consisted in the covalent grafting of amino-function-

alized silica nanoparticles (100–200 nm in diameter) at

their surface. After thorough washing, these raspberry-

like particles were stirred in a gold colloidal solution and

were washed again. The more delicate step concerned

the cleavage reactions for removing the silica particles.

The best results were obtained with the PMMA beads,

which were destroyed through a heat treatment at 300�C
overnight, during which they slowly depolymerized

leading to gaseous monomer.

Bulk-Dissymmetrical Particles Through
Batch Polymerization Reactions

Phase separation processes

Several authors have studied the formation of dissym-

metrical morphologies as the consequence of phase

separation phenomena during some growth-seeded po-

lymerizationprocesses.[23–31]Asmostofthesemorphologies

led to monophasic particles which were essentially

dissymmetrical from the point of view of their shape,

only one single example will be more extensively

described.[29]

In this work, particles of polystyrene partially cross-

linked with divinylbenzene and under the bead shape of

different diameters were used as micron-sized seeds. So a

mixture of monomers (styrene and divinylbenzene, with a

weight composition different from the seed ones) was

allowed to swell the precursors overnight. Finally, a

standard emulsion polymerization was carried out during

Fig. 7 Growth of a dissymmetry photodeposited on a 10-mm

silica bead by laser-assisted photochemical deposition; the beam

is left stationary. The incident beam power is P=28 mW, and the

bar scale is 10 mm. (From Ref. [19]. Copyright 2003 American

Chemical Society.)
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24 hr at various temperatures and particles with dumbbell-

like or snowman-like morphology were observed. All the

results were in agreement with a thermodynamic model

giving the chemical potential of the monomers in the

swollen particle as the sum of three components: 1) the

monomer–polymer mixing force, promoting particle

expansion and depending on the volume fraction of

polymer in the swollen particle and the monomer–

polymer interaction parameter; 2) the polymer network

elastic-retractile force (influenced by temperature and

degree of cross-linking in the seeds); and 3) the water-

particle interfacial tension (related to the seed size) that

restricts particle expansion. On the whole, the phase

separation process was favored by increasing either the

monomer–polymer swelling ratio, the seed cross-link

density, the seed size, the temperature, or the cross-linker

rate in the mixture of swelling monomers (all the other

parameters being constant), as shown by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) experiments (Fig. 8).

By varying the nature of the seeds and the monomer

mixture, more exotic structures were obtained as ovoid-

like and red-blood corpuscle-like,[23] golf ball-like,[24]

raspberry-like, octopus-like,[26] etc. Theoretical explana-

tions taking into account geometrical as well as thermo-

dynamical considerations have been proposed to predict

the final particle morphology.[27,28]

Nevertheless, Cho and Lee[30] reported that, in specific

conditions, the styrene emulsion polymerization in the

presence of PMMA-based seeds led to biphasic latex

particles, such as half-moon-like particles offering simul-

taneously bulk-related and surface-related dissymmetries

or sandwich-like particles which were, in addition,

dissymmetrical from the view point of their shape. What

is also remarkable is the final particle size, around 500 nm

in the larger dimension, this being interesting for some

applications, as will be shown later.

Similarly, Pfau et al.[31] synthesized mushroom-like

nanoparticles (around 200 nm in diameter) with a poly(n-

butyl acrylate) (PnBA) core partially capped with PMMA

through successive emulsion polymerization reactions.

As it is often the case, SEM and TEM are privileged

techniques to characterize the so-formed polymeric struc-

tures. More unusually, atomic force microscopy experi-

ments in tapping mode (AFM-TM) were carried out. They

gave evidence for a preferential organization of the dis-

symmetrical particles depending on the chemical nature of

the substrate surface. In AFM experiments, when the

substrate is hydrophilic muscovite mica, an orientational

ordering of the hydrophilic PMMA caps toward the surface

is observed. Indeed, the two polymers constituting the final

particle are very well contrasted—the hard phase of the

particles, consisted of the PMMA cap, corresponding to

white areas in the AFM-TM images, and the soft phase,

PnBA, corresponding to dark ones.

Controlled surface nucleation

Dissymmetrical morphologies were also reported in some

experiments initially dedicated to the microencapsulation

of inorganic particles in polymer shells in the majority of

the cases. In general, such techniques derive from heter-

ogeneous polymerization techniques, such as emulsion,

dispersion, suspension, miniemulsion, etc.

In the case of aqueous suspension-like technique (ex-

tendable to water in oil suspensions), inorganic particles

are generally made hydrophobic by surface treatment with

an alkoxysilane to be readily suspended in monomer so-

lution. This first suspension is then dispersed in water as

liquid droplets under vigorous stirring, which is maintained

during polymerization. Each droplet behaves as an isolated

batch microreactor and, when the polymerization is

completed, it is converted in a spherical composite particle

embedding all the inorganic particles initially suspended in

the droplet. For instance, this technique was used with

submicronic alumina particles with methylmethacrylate

(MMA) leading to large composite particles (50–500 mm)

into which a great number of alumina particles were

homogeneously arranged.[32] In the same study, an alter-

native to this process was investigated by using a water–

Fig. 8 Scanning electron microscopy images of polystyrene

latexes grown from a 5.2-mm seed latex cross-linked with

0.20% divinylbenzene using monomer–polymer ratios of: (a)

1/1; (b) 2/1; (c) 3/1; (d) 4/1 (bar=10 mm). (From Ref. [29].

Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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agarose gel as a suspending phase. Therefore the polymer-

ization was carried without stirring and the alumina fillers

were found as essentially concentrated in one single

hemisphere according to a loaded dice-like morphology.

This segregation was explained as the consequence of the

higher density of alumina leading to its sedimentation in

the bottom hemisphere during the polymerization process.

The encapsulation of inorganic fillers in composite

morphology may also be performed through a miniemul-

sion-like process, very similar to the suspension-like

one.[33] The main differences are related to the use of a

surfactant/hydrophobe system and an emulsification tech-

nique requiring ultrasonication or a Couette apparatus. In

the literature, no paper reports so far the synthesis of

dissymmetrical structures through this process, even if

demixtion processes between growing macromolecules

and hydrophobe leading to hollow polymer structures

were recently observed.[34]

The emulsion-like technique and, in some extent, the

dispersion-like one have been more widely used for the

encapsulation of inorganic particles.[35] Conventional

emulsion polymerization involves the use of monomers

insoluble or sparingly soluble in water, surfactant, and

water-soluble initiator. Polymerization normally takes

place in monomer-swollen micelles and surfactant-

stabilized polymer particles formed by nucleation in

aqueous medium. The encapsulation of nonswellable

particles such as inorganic particles is successful if the

nucleation step is favored at particle surface, and it

depends not only on interfacial properties of inorganic

seeds, but also on details of nucleation and stabilization

of newly formed polymer particles. If core-shell struc-

tures are generally obtained, raspberry-like shapes based

on silica and polystyrene were recently reported.[36]

Nevertheless, phase separation phenomena may also

occur and allow explaining some dissymmetrical

morphologies, such as decentered core-shell one, dumb-

bell-like one, or snowman-like one.[35] No theoretical

aspect on these morphology developments has been

reported so far. It seems that they would be governed by

the balance between the interfacial energies and the

driving force of the latex particle growth. Such theoret-

ical study could be inspired by the recent and original

numerical study of a hard sphere wetted by a spherical

viscoelastic particle, even if the Monte Carlo approach

used in this work is probably unsuitable to nanosized

materials.[37]

As a conclusion to this part dedicated to the elaboration

of dissymmetrical particles, it seems obvious that this last

route, based on the controlled nucleation of particles

(polymer or inorganic) onto the surface of precursor

particle, could be very promising. Its three main advan-

tages would be 1) a one-step process, 2) the production of

large amounts of dissymmetrical particles, and 3) its

applicability to nanosized particles.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

When compared with symmetrical particles, the indisput-

able advantages of dissymmetrical ones are the additional

degrees of freedom related to the anisotropy of the

properties and/or the chemical bifunctionality confined on

single particles. These nonconventional nanoparticles

possess original properties, and the aim of this part is to

present those which have been already noticed and

checked and those which are expected so far.

Stabilization of Complex Media

The behavior of amphiphilic Janus particles at water–oil

interfaces was first studied by Casagrande and Veyssié.[10]

During the synthesis of these particles, the authors

managed to control the surface coverage of hydrophil-

ic and hydrophobic domains by adjusting the varnish

layer thickness, giving evidence that a parallel with the

Bankroft rule, well known for amphiphilic molecules

that can lead to either direct or inverse emulsions, was

possible.[38–40]

Moreover, as shown successfully by Ondarçuhu

et al.[39] such Janus particles are likely to stay at oil–

water interfaces, provided that they are specifically func-

tionalized with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups

onto separate parts of their surface. These particles should

then behave like amphiphilic molecules. As quoted be-

fore, the size limitation in the process of elaboration is,

however, quite disturbing because the bigger the particles,

the higher the necessary amount to cover a given inter-

facial area.

Electronic Displays

Dissymmetrical structures could also be of interest in the

field of electronics, assuming that they have a dipolar

moment and are able to react to an applied electric field.

Typically, the gradient-sensitive microscopic probes

synthesized by Takei and Shimizu[17] are a good

example of such an application. Whether an electric

field can be applied specifically onto one dissymmetrical

particle supporting a gold cap on one hemisphere (this

generating the dipole moment) and bare on the other

side, one can orientate the particle as one wishes. When

both hemispheres are, in addition, colored with two

contrasted pigments, one gets ‘‘toner particles,’’ similar
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to those used in the Gyricon1 electronic reusable paper

developed by Xerox.[41] The paper itself consists of a

thin and transparent plastic sheet filled with millions of

bicolor particles similar to those shown in Fig. 9 that,

depending on the applied voltage, exhibit either their

light or dark side.

Quite similar, from the involved physicochemical

processes point of view, is the electronic ink, known as

E-Ink1 and developed by E Ink Corporation.[42] Basical-

ly, the technology is also dealing with micron-sized

capsules that are submitted to an electric field between

two electrodes. However, the particles are originally

isotropic and filled with oppositely charged black and

white particles dispersed in a transparent fluid. Depending

on the applied field, particles of each color go either to the

top or the bottom of the capsule whose surface appears

dark or light to the eye. At this stage, the microcapsule can

be considered as dissymmetrical, this state not being per-

manent though.

Biology and Medicine

Dissymmetrical nanoparticles with hemispheres coated

with two different species may exhibit a behavior

sensitive to the gradient of physicochemical (pH, ionic

strength, etc.) or biological environments. Therefore

these objects can be used as nanoscopic probes and may

find a wide-ranging utility in biological studies. Fur-

thermore, if the species grafted onto the two sides are

an antibody and a drug, for instance, potential applica-

tions of these objects in biomedicine may include a

powerful recognition of the infected cell and an

improved drug delivery.

Bio-Inspired Systems

In the last fields of application, use of surface-dissymmet-

rical particles may require large quantities of material,

involving, consequently, mass production processes.

However, techniques of elaboration leading to small

amounts of product, such as those previously described

while discussing about surface-dissymmetrical particles,

may be of interest for some specific studies and, for

instance, in biochemistry. In several recent works, Sykes

et al. have tried to imitate a bacterium, Listeria mono-

cytogenes, whose motion is generated by a simultaneous

polymerization/depolymerization of actin leading to a

comet-like tail. To model the phenomenon, growth of an

actin gel was studied at the surface of spherical and

‘‘chemically symmetrical’’ latex beads grafted with ActA,

a protein promoting the polymerization. Depending on the

size of the initial particle, the process may lead either to a

core-shell structure, the bead being surrounded with

the gel, or to a comet-like tail, in specific conditions,

when a symmetry-breaking transition occurs. These

results are illustrated in Fig. 10. While carrying out the

Fig. 9 ‘‘Bichromal’’ dissymmetrical particles developed by

Xerox in its Gyricon system. (From Ref. [41].)

Fig. 10 The three main regimes of motion of the beads as a

function of bead diameter. In all cases, the beads have a

saturated surface concentration of VCA (a protein with verprolin

homology, cofilin homology, and acidic regions). The dashed

vertical lines mark the approximate boundaries between these

regimes. (a) Small beads (<2.5-mm diameter) with a comet of

constant gel density (gray level) exhibit continuous motion. (b)

Medium-size beads of 3-mm diameter move in an intermittent

manner, as manifested by the irregular gel density of the comet.

(c) Large beads (�4.5-mm diameter) progress in periodic

fashion, as reflected by the alternating comet gray level. Scale

bars: a and b—5 mm; c—10 mm. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright

2002 Macmillan Magazines Limited.)
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experiment with initially dissymmetrical and appropriate-

ly functionalized particles, one should succeed in forming

directly the polymer tail to obtain self-propelled nano-

particles.[43,44]

CONCLUSION

The current trend in materials science is to elaborate

‘‘smart’’ nanofunctional materials, which often requires

the control of the organization and therefore of the

assemblies of molecules or particles. Such a control may

be gained by a careful choice of complementary chemical

or biochemical functions and a well-defined localization

of those groups. Dissymmetrization is a powerful tool to

control such a preferential localization and can be easily

used to induce one-dimensional structure from nanopar-

ticles. Generalization of this process to recently synthe-

sized tetrapodes or tetrahedra with a size in the nanometer

range should now open a way toward multifunctional

materials that could be organized in a two- or three-

dimensional fashion, as desired.

‘But yes, my friend, it is of a most pleasing symmetry, do

you not find it so?’

I said that I thought there could be too much squareness

and, alluding to an old joke, I asked if in this super-

modern hostelry they managed to induce hens to lay

square eggs?

Poirot laughed heartily.

‘Ah, you remember that? Alas! no—science has not yet

induced the hens to conform to modern tastes, they still

lay eggs of different sizes and colours!’[1]

Not yet, Mr. Poirot, but the time may come soon. This

is just a problem to be solved by some well-inspired little

gray cells!
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INTRODUCTION

Nature has created a multitude of biological molecules

that perform tasks with remarkable efficiency, accuracy,

and precision. Increasingly these systems are being

viewed more and more as machines because of the

complexity of their function. In an effort to harness the

engineering of Nature, many scientists and engineers are

going beyond characterizing biological systems by inves-

tigating methods for direct manipulation. This effort has

been promoted by the enormous progress in understanding

the complex mechanisms and structures of biological

systems. This knowledge, largely fueled by the advances

in biological and biochemical tools and characterization

techniques such as X-ray crystallography and NMR, has

reached a point where one can describe the structure and

mechanisms of large biological molecules in molecular

detail. Consequently, direct manipulation of biomolecular

activity is an attractive avenue for the development of new

types of systems that utilize the engineering of Nature.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) hybridization is a simple

process that has been investigated as an interface for

control, assembly, and computation. The ideal method for

controlling hybridization in many of these applications

would display a high degree of specificity (to control

target DNA strands and leave others unaffected) and

reversibility, and allow for control in vivo. Many novel

methods of controlling hybridization have been devel-

oped, such as by electric field direction of DNA hy-

bridization on a chip and optical triggering, yet each of

them has limitations concerning these criterion. Here we

describe a form of electronic control that directly inter-

faces to a DNA molecule in solution.[1] The DNA is

covalently linked to a metal nanoparticle, which can be

inductively heated by a radiofrequency magnetic field

(RFMF). The nanoparticle transfers heat to the DNA,

denaturing it and thus switching on or off its activity. Heat

dissipation into solution is rapid so once the field is turned

off, the DNA can renature. This technique has been

demonstrated to be both reversible and specific.

BACKGROUND

DNA is the universal carrier of hereditary information for

all cellular life. It is the molecule responsible for

transmission and conservation of genetic information. Its

sequence of nucleotides contains the program for life for

an organism. DNA also contains information for gene

regulation, which permits organisms to respond to various

environmental conditions such as stress.[2] In addition,

Nature has created a system that can self-replicate so that

the genetic information can be passed on to the next

generation. By an ingenious construct, replication is

semiconservative, in that DNA serves as a template for

itself. The machinery of replication does so with high

efficiency and speed (3000 bases/min in eukaryotes).

Because the fidelity of the message is crucial for

organisms, mechanisms for error correction exist, result-

ing in an overall error rate of 1 per 105 bases. This

efficiency, speed, and reliability is what makes DNA

and the machinery that interact with it attractive sys-

tems to control.

These properties have been determined by DNA’s

unique structure and chemical composition. The structure

of DNA was determined to be double helical in which two

strands align in an antiparallel configuration such that the

bases along the backbone pair with one another by

hydrogen bonds.[3–5] Its structure confirmed its function as

a carrier of hereditary information. The double helix is

stabilized by the stacking energy of the base pairs.

Hydrogen bonds between bases provide specificity (G

pairing with C, A pairing with T).[5] Remarkably, the

combinations of four different bases are all that is needed

to encode life.

MANIPULATION OF
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID

Enormous progress has been made in developing the

tools for DNA manipulation and characterization such as
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cloning, synthesis, and sequencing. Many of these pro-

cesses are now fully automated, permitting exploration

into the genetic analysis of complex cellular systems and

organisms. Structural characterization and analytical

techniques for separation, purification, cloning, etc. are

now widespread and often commercially available. DNA

sequencing has made enormous progress in terms of

efficiency and speed, thus enabling full characterization of

the human genome[6] and of other organisms. Automated

chemical synthesis of artificial nucleic acid oligos is now

commercially available and can be done with high

accuracy for short pieces. Chemical modifications of the

backbone or bases with a variety of functional groups can

also be incorporated, which allow oligos to be linked to

other molecules in inorganic systems such as bulk macro-

scopic surfaces and also nanoparticles. This has greatly

furthered research and the development of pharmaceutical

applications and permitted exploration of interdisciplinary

studies with biology.

In addition to these analytical and synthetic techniques,

there has been recent interest in manipulating and utilizing

DNA as an information medium or a machine. DNA is an

attractive system for this purpose as it has exquisite

recognition properties in base pairing. In addition, DNA is

involved in many information transfer processes in a cell

such as self-replication. All the processes necessary for

life are contained in DNA, as this is what is passed on

from parent to offspring. Engineered into the DNA are

complex information components such as promoter and

repressor elements that can turn on or off expression of a

particular gene, allowing the cell or organism to react to

DNA environment. As a result, controlling its hybridiza-

tion is one simple way to access the machinery of biology.

In addition, with the sequencing of the human genome, the

formidable task of gene profiling has generated interest in

developing rapid, inexpensive, and high-throughput char-

acterization and manipulation tools. Described below are

just a few examples of the tools developed for studying

and manipulating DNA.

Microarray Chips

Recently, there has been tremendous interest in using gene

chips to study genes for analysis of behavior of an

organism. In order to study the presence of genes, multiple

probe strands complementary to a given target strand are

chemically tethered to a substrate. The slide is incubated

with the set of target DNA strands, which hybridize to the

corresponding probe strands. A reporter strand comple-

mentary to the overhang of the target strand is added.[7]

The reporter strand has fluorophore chemically attached to

it, so when the target is present fluorescence increases.

Because of the multitude of groups and companies using

this technology, the generation of DNA microarrays by

automated spotters and their analysis of large numbers of

them has been standardized. As a result, thousands of

genes can be probed simultaneously, enabling high-

throughput analysis of an entire genome on a single chip.

Some groups have taken this further by developing

methods for spatially controlling hybridization on an array

by using an electric field.[8,9] A DNA probe is chemically

tethered to a site above an electrode on a surface. A

voltage applied to the electrode attracts negatively

charged DNA complement, thereby directing where the

DNA is hybridized with single nucleotide resolution.

Electric field interfacing to DNA on a surface has the

advantages of multiplex control of hybridization events.

Other electronic interfaces to DNA molecules for the

purposes of control include orientation of DNA helices on

metal surfaces by an applied electric field.[10]

Assembly of Nanoscale Structures in
Solution or on Surfaces

Manipulation of DNA is attractive for purposes of

assembly on the nanometer scale because of its dimension

and high degree of specificity in base pairing. It is a

unique structure for interfacing to nanoscale systems

because DNA is in the same size range as nanoparticles in

one dimension (�2 nm in width) but can be very long in

the other (micrometers to millimeters)[11] so macroscopic

and microscopic systems can be interfaced to it electron-

ically. Many have explored the possibility of utilizing it

not only as a nanoscale wire but also as a recognition

medium for assembling patterns of inorganic nanoparti-

cles and wires. In this case, the DNA serves as a chemical

linker to a nanoparticle and also a tether that can recognize

a specific set of electrodes that interface to the nanopar-

ticle.[12,13]

In addition, DNA has great potential for assembling

programmed structures.[14–17] The assembly is ‘‘pro-

grammed’’ in that one designs a structure by choosing

appropriate sequences of the DNA and allowing them to

self-assemble in solution. By harnessing biology’s use of

self-assembly, which has the potential to create something

as complex as an organism, one can construct complex

biological/inorganic hybrid structures by supramolecular

assembly. Consequently, DNA is being used to design and

assemble in two and three dimensions,[15,17] also with

nanometer-scale inorganic materials such as gold nano-

crystals[18] that can act as colorimetric sensors for the

hybridization event.[14,19,20] Eventually this will result in

new classes of materials that possess properties unique

from the corresponding bulk inorganic materials. Inor-

ganic–biological composites that occur in nature such as

abalone shell have remarkable properties such as strength

and toughness. Combining nanometer inorganic structures
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with organization via DNA programmed assembly will

result in new materials with designable properties that are

unique from each component alone.

DNA as a Computational Medium

Within the past decade, DNA has been recognized as a

computing medium. DNA hybridization is a process in

which a strand recognizes its complement according to the

code programmed in the strands, often with a resolution of

a single base pair. Considerable effort has gone into

investigating how to take advantage of the attractive

properties of DNA and the machinery that edits and

creates it such as self-replication, error correction, and

recognition. Other factors that make DNA attractive as a

computing mechanism emerge directly from comparison

to silicon. Its size is smaller than current silicon design

rules, which would result in an information density and

potential processing power several orders of magnitude

higher than traditional computers.

Many approaches to DNA computing involve exploit-

ing the exquisite accuracy in which a strand of DNA can

recognize its complement. To date, DNA has been used

successfully to solve a model problem that is intracta-

ble for traditional computers. The answer to a simple

version of the traveling salesman problem has been ex-

perimentally determined for DNA in solution.[21] In

addition, other problems have been explored using DNA

hybridization.[16,17,22–25] From these experiments, it has

been determined that DNA computational operations are

several orders of magnitude higher in efficiency than

standard computers, close to thermodynamic limit. In

addition, DNA is an attractive computational medium

as the process of finding the answer is the oligos find-

ing their respective complements in solution. This pro-

cess is massively parallel because each type of molecule

in solution can sample a large number of complements

simultaneously. This results in a processing speed many

times that of current computers. Other forms for DNA

computers have examined systems on a surface[23] and

also utilized transcriptional machinery to create binary

logic elements such as a ring oscillator and toggle

switches.[26,27]

DNA as a Nanoscale Machine

Other work has used the hybridization properties of DNA

to create a nanoscale machine.[28] Oligos in solution have

been designed to be DNA ‘‘tweezers’’ that can be

mechanically opened or closed depending on the presence

of a third ‘‘fuel’’ strand. The fuel strand has a sequence

such that it is complementary to the tweezers in such a

way that when it hybridizes with it, the tweezers are

forced to the closed position. Addition of a strand

complementary to the fuel strand removes it from the

tweezers, allowing the tweezers to revert to the open

position. Readout of the motion was done by fluorophore–

quencher pairs linked directly to the DNA strands. The

opening and closing of the DNA tweezers has been shown

to be completely reversible. This system represents a type

of molecular tweezers or motor that requires only DNA

for fuel. This would be entirely specific as only a strand

complementary to tweezers can open/close the tweezers.

Similar work involves the construction of a nanomechan-

ical device of DNA that undergoes a chemically induced

structural transition between the B and Z forms.[29]

In addition, optical control of DNA hybridization has

been investigated. Typically, these approaches use a

chromophore such as azobenzene, which can isomerize

between the cis and trans forms depending on the

excitation wavelength. Higher-energy light (l<300 nm)

converts the molecule to the cis state, whereas lower-

energy light (l>300 nm) or heating converts it back to the

trans state. This isomerization results in a dramatic

structural change in the molecule. Azobenzene can be

chemically incorporated into nucleotide sites and thus

sterically destabilize hybridization. This isomerization has

been utilized to control triplex formation of DNA. When

the azobenzene is switched to the cis configuration, the

triplex is destabilized and the observed melting temper-

ature is decreased by as much as 13�C.[30,31] Photoexcited

denaturation via azobenzene has been used to control the

hybridization of nucleic acid antisense strands that block

parts of the message for transcription in vitro, which is the

machinery that replicates DNA.[32] The azobenzene-

containing oligonucleotide is hybridized to its message,

preventing polymerase from reaching the end of the

template. This forces transcription of an abbreviated

message. When the system is exposed to light, the

blocking oligonucleotide is dehybridized from the tem-

plate, and the full message is transcribed. This strategy of

phototriggering azobenzene to disrupt conformation in a

biomolecule has been extended to ribonuclease S for

control of enzymatic activity.[33–35]

ELECTRONIC CONTROL
OF DNA HYBRIDIZATION

Background

The basic goal of this work is to develop a means of

controlling hybridization of nucleic acids. In general, such

a technique should utilize some form of an electronic

interface but also be applicable to systems in vivo where

more complex and interesting processes occur. In addi-

tion, the method of control should be selective, reversible,
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direct, and externally addressed. Finally, it should be

universal so that it can be applied not just to nucleic acids

but to any biomolecule.

In designing a technique for control, the question of the

interface between the biological and inorganic systems

arises. In general, it is difficult to interface electronically

to biological systems. Typically, it has been achieved by

putting the biomolecule onto a fabricated two-dimensional

surface, an unnatural environment. Issues such as dena-

turation and subsequent loss of function can often be

overcome, but biological systems do not exist solely in

two dimensions. As a result, extension to controlling

individual biological molecules in a cell or organism faces

many challenges. Here we describe how one can interface

between the biological and inorganic systems by using a

nanoparticle.[1,36]

Control of DNA hybridization involves disrupting the

hydrogen bonds between complementary strands. Chem-

ical means of disrupting these bonds is achieved by

introducing a denaturant. In addition, lowering the salt

concentration of the solution decreases charge screening

and thus the negatively charged DNA strands tend to repel

each other, prohibiting hybridization. As a result, melting

temperatures in low salt content are lower than at

physiological levels. Hydrogen bonds can also be dis-

rupted by heat. In general, heat disrupts the noncovalent

bonds that hold together proteins, and denaturation by heat

is a general effect in biology. Control via nanoparticles

exploits this property where the nanoparticle is used as a

heat source to initiate dehybridization of DNA. Metal

nanoparticles can be heated by induction heating, which

utilizes an alternating magnetic field to heat conductors. A

rapidly alternating magnetic field induces alternating eddy

currents in the metal that generates heat by the joule

effect. This is an industrial method of heating bulk metals

in a rapid and noncontact manner (Fig. 1a).[37,38] Here its

use is extended to metal nanoparticles that are covalently

linked to DNA in solution (Figs. 1b and 2). The alternating

magnetic field is used to heat the metal nanoparticle,

which transfers its heat to the DNA, dehybridizing it.

Once the alternating magnetic field is turned off, the DNA

dissipates the heat into solution rapidly,[39] and thus can

rehybridize, so the denaturation is reversible. In addition,

because the nanoparticle is small (nm), heat is fairly

localized, so biomolecules can be heated selectively

Fig. 1 Induction heating of a metal sample (a) and of nanometer-sized gold particles in solution (b) covalently linked to the DNA or

biomolecule to be controlled.

Fig. 2 Basic mechanism for controlling the hybridization state

of a DNA loop/hairpin molecule by a covalently linked 1.4-nm

gold nanoparticle.
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without affecting neighboring molecules. Because the

phenomenon by which the biomolecule is controlled is

heat, this technique can be applied to nearly any bio-

molecule as heat denaturation is universal. For example, it

can be attached to a protein to denature it slightly, turning

off its activity. If the temperature rise is kept within a

certain range, the biological molecule can renature and

recover its activity.

Induction heating of metal conductors is characterized

by a skin depth effect that results from partial cancellation

of the external magnetic field by the generated magnetic

field. Consequently, most of the power absorbed by the

conductor is concentrated in the surface of the conductor

to a depth of d0, where d0 is defined by

d0 ¼
1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r� 107

mrm0f

s
ð1Þ

where mr=magnetic permeability, m0=permeability of free

space, r=material resistivity, and f=frequency of the

applied alternating magnetic field. The power density P,

which is a measure of how much heat can be generated in

the sample, depends on the skin depth

P ¼ 4pH2
em0mr fF

d0

d
ð2Þ

where d=sample diameter, He=magnetic field strength,

and F a transmission factor that has a sigmoidal de-

pendence on (d/d0). As a result, it has been determined

that optimal power absorption and heating occur when

d/d0=3.5. To inductively heat a gold nanoparticle with

d=1.4 nm optimally, higher frequencies in the radio

frequency to microwave range are required (1–102 GHz).

However, because of experimental limitations the highest

frequency achievable was 1 GHz. It should be of note that

the inductively heating nanometer particles have not

been explored extensively and will be the subject of fu-

ture investigations.

Nanoparticle Incorporation into
Biological Systems

Nanoparticles are particles that are nanometers in diam-

eter(1–100 nm) that contain about 102–104 atoms (Fig. 3).

Nanoparticles can be synthesized in a variety of inorganic

materials, and have been predominantly semiconductors

(group II–VI, III–V, and IV) such as CdS, CdSe, InP,

InAs, GaN, Si, Ge, etc. They can also be made of metals

such as Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd, etc. In addition, they can be

made of organic materials (polymers, dendrimers are

nanoparticles) and often used as drug delivery agents.

Materials in the nanometer size range can be synthesized

by several different methods. The wet chemical route has

been quite successful in producing high-quality particles

that are tunable in size, monodisperse, crystalline, and

soluble.[40–42] They typically have an organic capping

ligand passivating the surface; Fig. 3 shows the coordi-

nating ligand of R=trioctylphosphine oxide. Other meth-

ods for creating soluble nanoparticles include gas phase

laser ablation followed by capping with solvent, or by

crystallization on Langmuir–Blodgett surfaces.[43]

Nanocrystals are typically spherical although a variety

of other shapes can be achieved through control of the

wet-chemical synthesis yielding nanorods, core-shell

structures, pyramids, dodecahedrons, ‘‘inorganic dendri-

mers.’’[44] They also display physical properties (optical,

magnetic, structural, chemical) that differ from bulk

systems and vary with the size of the particle. This has

fueled considerable interest in the study of the physical

properties.[45,46] Furthermore, many applications of nano-

particles are being actively pursued as their size is of

Fig. 3 Schematic of a nanoparticle.
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relevance to the electronic device industry, as transistors

are now sub-100 nm in size. Device applications being

explored that utilize nanoparticles include photovoltaics,

LEDs,[47,48] photonic materials,[49] and sensors.[50]

In addition, nanoparticles have been utilized for

biological applications.[51] They are ideally suited for

incorporation into biological systems because their size

approximates the lower range of proteins and DNA (nm).

In addition, the chemistry to link nanoparticles to bio-

logical molecules has been explored.[18–20,52,53] Nanopar-

ticle solubility permits ingestion into a cell/tissue for in

vivo applications possible, and surface modification by

ligand exchange or encapsulation has resulted in nano-

particles that are fully biocompatible. Besides the inherent

compatibility with DNA, nanocrystals have unique prop-

erties, such as the scaling of physical properties by size.

For example, the size-dependent fluorescent of nanopar-

ticles has been exploited for use as fluorescent tags in

biology.[52,54–57] Because of the broad absorption and

narrow emission lines of semiconductor nanocrystals, one

can excite multiple sizes of nanocrystals with a single

laser line, facilitating a multicolor experiment. They also

offer advantages over typical dyes as they can be made

robust to photobleaching by careful choice of overcoats

and capping groups, and exhibit enhanced lifetimes.

A nanocrystal can be covalently attached to DNA by

chemical linkages synthesized onto the DNA backbone or

on a base at a site not involved in base pairing. There has

been extensive work on developing a chemical linkage to

nanocrystals, some of which are shown in Fig. 4. This can

be achieved by using a thiol on the DNA to form a gold–

thiol bond directly with the gold nanoparticle. In addition,

the nanoparticle can be refunctionalized to have a

different chemical identity on the surface such as a

reactive group that can specifically react with a group on

the DNA. A primary amine on the DNA can react with an

N-hydroxysuccinimido ester (NHS ester) to form a pep-

tide bond.[14,18,51,58] Alternatively, the nanoparticle can be

functionalized with a maleimide group, which can react

with a thiol on the DNA to form a thioether bond.[58]

Controlling DNA Hybridization via
Nanoparticles: Experiments and Results

This section describes in detail the experiments using

nanoparticles to control DNA hybridization. DNA oligo-

nucleotides, purchased commercially, were synthesized

via solid phase synthesis during which terminal groups

(biotins, fluorophores) and internal amines were incorpo-

rated. Uncharged gold nanocrystals (1.4 nm) function-

alized with a single sulfo NHS ester were purchased

commercially (Nanoprobes). The nanoparticles were

linked to the DNA oligos by incubation for 1 hr at room

temperature in solution. Nanoparticles were used in large

excess to ensure labeling of all of the DNA oligos. Excess

nanoparticles were purified away by either ethanol pre-

cipitation or solid phase extraction of the desired product,

with multiple washes with buffer (1� phosphate-buffered

solution, PBS).

Fig. 4 Three different schemes for covalently linking a nanoparticle to a biomolecule (R’). (a) The thiol group on the biomolecule

reacts with the gold nanocrystal directly, gold–thiol, (b) NHS ester with a primary amine, (c) maleimide group–thiol.
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Alternating magnetic fields were generated by apply-

ing an alternating current to coils that had 5–35 turns.

Coils were wrapped around a plastic cuvette/tube holder

with open structures to maximize light passage and had a

cross section of �1 cm2 so that microfuge tubes could fit

inside. An RF signal generator (Hewlett Packard 8648C)

generated currents at 1 GHz with an output of 1 mW,

which were sent through an amplifier to result in an

ultimate output power tunable from 0.4 to 4 W. This is an

estimate as losses can occur from setup architecture. To

eliminate effects from heating of the sample by the coil,

the entire coil was placed in a large water bath at room

temperature (T=22�C, volume �1 L). Samples were

heated in either quartz cuvettes or PCR tubes and had

volumes of 180–200 mL.

The first system used to demonstrate heating of the

particle and transfer of the heat to the attached DNA was a

molecular beacon, or a loop/hairpin,[59] which is single-

stranded DNA with a sequence that is self-complementary

on the ends for seven bases (see Fig. 5). Molecular

beacons have become popular for applications of quan-

tifying PCR products as they fluoresce when hybridized to

its complement. The nanocrystal was attached to the DNA

by a C6 primary amine off one of carbon 2 of a thymidine

in the loop region. A 1-mM solution of the DNA–

nanoparticle conjugate in 1� PBS was put in a cuvette in

a coil that had an alternating current run through it. Using

the hyperchromicity of DNA, its optical absorbance was

simultaneously monitored to measure dehybridization of

the hairpin structure. Fig. 5 shows the response in

absorbance with the application of the RFMF. The RFMF

was applied at 15-sec intervals, and each time the field

was on the absorbance increased, suggesting dehybridiza-

tion. When DNA alone was put into the solution at a

comparable concentration, the absorption did not increase

with the RFMF, indicating that the nanocrystals must be

present for the absorbance to change. It is of note that the

optical absorption did increase in the presence of

nanocrystals alone, which was probably a result of the

perturbing of the plasmon resonance in the particles by the

alternating magnetic field. However, the change in OD

with the nanocrystals in the RFMF is much less than that

of the DNA, and the plot in Fig. 5 has this contribution

subtracted out.

Evidently the nanocrystals create a higher temperature

that may be localized to the DNA oligo. To determine

Fig. 5 Inductive coupling to nanoparticles linked to DNA (a) and evidence of dehybridization (b). (Reprinted by permission from

Ref. [1]. Copyright 2002, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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this effective temperature increase, samples that were

exposed to the alternating magnetic field were compared

to those exposed to fixed global temperatures. In this

case, a two-phase system was utilized to avoid temper-

ature-dependent effects on optical properties. Nanocrys-

tals were linked to a 12mer of DNA that had the 5’ end

functionalized with a fluorophore, which served as a

means to count the oligo. It was hybridized to a solid

surface, which was done by using a complement that had

a biotin on one end that could be captured onto strep-

tavidin agarose bead. Because the beads were large

(diameter �100 mm), they settled to the bottom of the

tube, comprising the solid phase. The supernatant above it

served as the solution phase. If the oligo was dehybrid-

ized by either heat or the RFMF, it can diffuse into the

supernatant, which can be removed and measured by

fluorescence spectroscopy.

One sample of the two-phase system was prepared and

aliquoted into separate tubes. Each tube was exposed to a

fixed global temperature using a 1-L water bath, and one

tube was placed in the coil with the RFMF at room

temperature. Following heat or RFMF, the samples were

spun down and the supernatant was removed. Each

supernatant was then measured by fluorescence spectros-

copy, which yielded a relative concentration of DNA

present in the sample. Fig. 6 shows the spectra from the

supernatants. The fluorophore, FAM, has an emission

maximum at 515 nm. For samples exposed to higher

temperatures, the fluorescence intensity increased as more

DNA was dehybridized. The sample that was exposed to

the RFMF (thick black line) had a fluorescence intensity

between that of the 30� and 50�C samples. To quantify the

effective temperature of the RFMF sample, the fluores-

cence intensity peaks were integrated and plotted as a

function of incubation temperature (dots), shown in Fig. 6.

The curve is fit to a sigmoidal (line) characteristic of DNA

melting curves. The intensity for the RFMF sample was

extrapolated (dotted line) to a temperature of 35�C, or

13�C above ambient temperature. This is the effective

temperature increase the DNA oligo experiences from the

RFMF. It is important to note that this temperature jump is

sufficient to partially denature many proteins in biology.

However, using this technique to dehybridize longer

strands of DNA that have elevated melting temperatures

may be difficult using the parameters utilized in the

experiments described here. One way to achieve denatur-

ation of longer oligos would be to increase the delivered

power to the coil, which would increase the heating of the

nanoparticle. In addition, using multiple nanocrystals

along the backbone can distribute heating along the DNA.

However, functionalization becomes difficult as the only

available points in the middle of the chain are off the bases

themselves and nanoparticles attached to these sites may

interfere with hybridization.

Next we tested if the heating of the nanoparticle could

be localized to the strand to which it was linked. This

property is crucial if nanoparticle antennas are to be

utilized for specific control in real biological environ-

ments. The environment inside cells is crowded, with

concentrations greater than 300 mg/mL. This results in

Fig. 6 Determination of effective temperature from inductive coupling to a gold nanoparticle linked to DNA. (a) The two-phase

system. (b) Supernatant fluorescence spectra. (c) Integrated peak intensity of the supernatant fluorescence spectra shown in (b) (squares)

and a sigmoidal fit (solid line) and the intensity of the sample exposed to RFMF (dotted line). (Reprinted by permission from Ref. [1].

Copyright 2002, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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very little space between proteins.[60] We used a mixture

of oligos to test if the heating of the nanoparticle was

localized using the two-phase system described above.

The oligo to be dehybridized was mixed with another

oligo. This second oligo was identical in sequence but had

a fluorophore instead of a nanoparticle attached to the 3’
end. The fluorophore for this second oligo was tetra-

methylrhodamine (TMR), which is spectroscopically

distinct from FAM (lemission=563 nm) and thus can be

distinguished in fluorescence spectroscopy (Fig. 7). One

sample was exposed to a 70�C water bath, and the other

was exposed to the RFMF. Fluorescence spectra are

shown in Fig. 7 where the ratio of the fluorescence

intensity at 515 and 563 nm are compared. The globally

heated sample had a higher ratio of TMR:FAM, while

the sample that was exposed to the RFMF had a lower

ratio. Integration of the peaks to quantify the ratios

showed that the sample exposed to the global heating has

approximately 50:50 gold- vs. TMR-labeled oligos, while

the RFMF sample has a ratio of 80:20. This signifies that

dehybridization of the gold-labeled molecule was en-

hanced in the RFMF. One possible explanation for the

dehybridization not to be completely specific is that

streptavidin has the capacity to bind four biotins and thus

four oligos, which on average would be a mixture of gold-

labeled and TMR-labeled oligos. As a result, the TMR-

labeled oligos were estimated to be about 10 nm or less

away from a gold-labeled oligo. At these distances, it is

expected that through-solution heating will occur, result-

ing in nonspecific dehybridization.

Advantages and Weaknesses

Although the experiments described here are in vitro, the

use of nanoparticle antennas to control molecules in

highly disorganized environments in vivo shows prom-

ise. Because of the solubility properties of nanoparticles,

they can be attached to proteins in solution or in cells.

Incorporation of inorganic nanoparticles (CdSe, Au, Ag,

Fe3O4, etc.) into cellular systems[61] and even living or-

ganisms have been successful.[57] Additionally, because

Fig. 7 (a) Two-phase system for testing selectivity. Another (b) difference fluorescence spectra (dots) (after dehybridization by heat/

RFMF minus before dehybridization), individual fluorescence peak fits (dashes), and composite fit (lines). Sample exposed to RFMF

(left) and to 70�C (right). (Reprinted by permission from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2002, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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the means of externally addressing the nanoparticles

does not require light, it does not require transparent

samples like optical techniques. Consequently, it avoids

the problem of needing long-wavelength (>800 nm)

excitable transducers so that the excitation can penetrate

tissue. In addition, the nanoparticle antennas do not

suffer short lifetimes or photobleaching that optical

chromophores undergo.

However, there are considerable challenges that this

technique faces. Because it is still being developed, it has

not yet been fully explored, and limitations in sensitivity

and resolution have not yet been quantified. In addition, it

requires a coil placed around the sample to be addressed

unlike lasers, which can address things from afar. Fur-

thermore, unlike lasers, alternating magnetic fields cannot

be focused to microscopic dimensions, although focusing

to centimeters has been possible.[62] Finally, short- and

long-term biological side effects of both the RFMF and

the nanoparticles have yet to be tested.

Future Work

To utilize nanoparticle antennas for controlling real bio-

logical systems, it is necessary to have a fundamental

understanding of the electromagnetic heating mechanism

of the nanoparticles and also the process of heat transfer

to its surroundings. The degree of localization of the

heating needs to be characterized. It is expected that the

spatial extent of the heat from the nanoparticle is lo-

calized based on calculations for a sphere.[63,64] As a

result, temperature drop-offs around the nanoparticle are

expected to be rather sharp, as high as 95% by 10 nm,

which is the approximate size of a protein. Therefore,

spatial localization within complex environments such as

a cell may be possible. In addition, the effect of lo-

calized heating on the structure of the DNA duplex can

also be investigated.

Control by nanoparticle antennas can be easily extend-

ed to systems other than DNA such as proteins, since

many proteins denature with heat. However, protein

systems are much more challenging to control as

placement of the nanoparticle is key to the switching of

its activity. It must be linked to a section of the protein so

that it does not normally affect the functioning of the

protein. However, it should be at a site from which the

heat can distort the shape of the active site. This relies on

the enormous progress made in the molecular-level

characterization of both the structures and mechanisms

of proteins by X-ray crystallography or NMR combined

with site-directed mutagenesis.

Magnetic particles have been used to heat tissues in

vivo, in particular for tumor ablation, or hyperthermia.

Because tumors are macroscopic objects (up to milli-

meters in diameter), the magnetic particles used to heat

them are often much larger (up to 10 mm in diameter), and

are often used en masse to heat a large region of tissue

rather than an individual molecule. The technique

described here strives to have control of individual

molecules so that selectivity is permitted, rather than

heating a large bulk of molecules. This finer, molecular

level of control imparts the potential to regulate more

complex processes.

CONCLUSION

The technique described above is just the beginning of

only one way to control electronically biomolecular

activity. Other efforts in controlling biological systems

show much promise in reaching goals of creating

‘‘biomolecular machines.’’ In the future, one would like

to unite these methods to the myriad of biological

phenomena that involve nucleic acids for applications in

therapy and diagnostics. Control of DNA could lead to

manipulation of the passage of the behavior of simple

organisms and information transfer between them. Even

control of the hybridization of a short oligonucleotide can

have profound ramifications on the physical behavior of a

cell or organism, as in antisense therapy or RNA

interference. In addition, interfacing to biological systems

is desirable for applications in computation and self-

assembly. Direct manipulation of biological machinery

would allow one to take advantage of the engeering in-

herent in the systems that Nature has built.
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DNA Interactions with Functionalized Emulsions
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INTRODUCTION

Synthetic colloidal DNA carriers have been under intense

investigation lately as they represent one of the safer

alternatives[1] to viral-mediated gene delivery. Moreover,

in vaccination purposes, the group of Singh has demon-

strated that DNA adsorbed onto particle surface could be a

potent immunogene.[2] Colloidal carriers include particles,

i.e., hard spherical objects made from polymers, and

emulsions, dispersions of a liquid nonsoluble in the con-

tinuous phase, which most of the time are ‘‘soft objects.’’

Depending on the size of the droplets, the emulsions will

be named macro-, micro-, or nanoemulsions. Emulsions

are thermodynamically unstable, except for micro- or

nanoemulsions, which can form spontaneously, upon

mixing the appropriate amounts of components, in par-

ticular with a high concentration of surfactants. Emulsions

are oil-in-water (O/W) dispersions or the reverse (water-

in-oil, W/O) very often stabilized with phospholipids as

surface active agent. They structurally differ from lipo-

somes which consist in phospholipidic bilayers (ideally

one) surrounding an aqueous core.

In clinics, emulsions have long been used for parenteral

nutrition and later for drug delivery, as a means to reduce

the toxicity of the active substance.[3] So, a solid technical

background exists for the production at high scale and low

cost of safe carriers for in vivo applications. Moreover,

compared to related DNA particulate vectors, the manu-

facture of emulsions does not require the use of solvents,

and components are well tolerated by the body, as for

instance lipids such as triglycerides or olive oil, etc.

For DNA delivery, nanotechnologies are expected to

develop formulations of nanocomposites capable of

interactions with nucleic acids and transport to the

targeted site. The nanometer-size range of these carriers

allows a better uptake by cells and even offers the

capability to cross the blood–brain barrier.[4] Moreover,

nanoparticles can be administrated into the systemic

circulation with no risk of aggregation and blockage of

fine blood capillaries. In some applications, it may be

essential to target not only a tissue, but as well a specific

compartment of the cells.[4] Hence this chapter will be

devoted to the elaboration of nanosized emulsions, their

interactions with DNA, and various applications of these

composite objects.

ELABORATION OF NANOEMULSIONS

High-Pressure Homogenization

This technique has been developed for the emulsions for

parenteral nutrition and thus much technical background

is available and high-scale production lines exist. Both

oils and solid lipids can be used, although the latter have to

be processed under the molten form.[3] First, one preemul-

sion is obtained by mixing the oil and lipid containing

surfactants such as lecithin, for instance, with the aqueous

phase. Then, the homogenization step occurs by applying a

pressure of up to 500 bars.[5] For sterilization purposes,

the emulsions can be filtered through 0.22-mm filters and

eventually autoclaved (121�C, 15 min). This process can

be applied to oil-based emulsions stabilized by cationic

surfactants[6,7] or with a polysaccharide[8,9] and for solid

lipids.[3]

Emulsification-Based Methods

These methods rely on the emulsification of the oily phase

in the aqueous phase using milder emulsification condi-

tions than the process described above. Dissolved in an

organic solvent, the oil containing phospholipid surfac-

tants can be dried and then redispersed after hydration in

an aqueous buffer. With this approach, cationic emulsions

in the 170–250-nm range were obtained in the presence of

a nonionic stabilizer for gene-transfer purposes.[10] In

another approach, the phospholipids can be directly

emulsified in the aqueous phase using ultrasounds or

added as an alcoholic solution, subsequently added to

the oil phase and sonicated—or microemulsified—to yield

the emulsions.[11,12] The key parameters of the process are

the interfacial properties of the emulsions which can be

controlled by the nature and concentration of the phos-

pholipid surfactants and the properties of the oil (surface

tension, viscosity). It appears that for a high colloidal

stability, a high surface tension and a low viscosity were

most favorable.[12]

Solvent-Based Processes

In order to avoid processes involving long and high

shearing steps, the emulsification of two low viscosity
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nonmiscible phases has been investigated. Moreover, the

following approaches can be performed at room temper-

ature, even with solid lipids.

The lipid matrix, dissolved in a volatile water insoluble

solvent, chloroform, or dichloromethane, can be emulsi-

fied in an aqueous phase often containing a stabilizer or a

surfactant. In the last step, the solvent is removed under

reduced pressure or by stirring overnight, yielding the

final emulsion, whose average droplet diameter, in the 30–

100-nm range,[13] depends on the fat load and emulsifier

concentration. Solvents such as acetone, ethyl acetate

benzyl alcohol, butyl lactate, etc., less toxic than the

halogenated ones, can be used, but their water miscibil-

ities have to be reduced. This is achieved by mutual

saturation of both phases (organic by the aqueous and

vice-versa). Thus the water saturated organic phase,

containing the hydrophobic compounds, can be emulsified

in the organic solvent-saturated aqueous phase. This

emulsion is then added to a large amount of water under

gentle stirring, as a result, the solvent can diffuse in the

continuous phase (Fig. 1). Concentration by ultradialysis

or under reduced pressure allows solvent elimination. In

this process, Trotta et al. showed that the natures of the

emulsifiers were essential to obtain submicronic disper-

sions—160–320 nm depending on the solvent.[13]

Solvent displacement is a technically very simple

process to obtain functionalized emulsions. In a water

miscible solvent, the hydrophobic compounds are dis-

solved and slowly added to an aqueous solution contain-

ing a nonionic surfactant (Fig. 2). The diffusion of the

solvent in the continuous phase allows the formation of

emulsions (self-emulsification). This procedure was orig-

inally developed for the formation of nanocapsules[14] and

was used by Trimaille et al. to obtain functionalized

submicrometric particles by surface nanodeposition of

amphiphilic functional copolymers.[15]

Nanocapsules made of a hydrophilic core and a solid

lipid shell can be prepared by the water-in-oil-in-water

(W/O/W) double emulsion technique. The primary W/O

emulsion was obtained by emulsification of water, as the

inner core of the capsules, in dichloromethane as the

main continuous phase containing tripalmitin (10% w),

and different amounts of lecithin. This emulsion was then

emulsified in a 2% w of Poloxamer (nonionic surfactant)

aqueous solution. Solvent evaporation allowed the for-

mation of the solid lipid shell of the capsules, whose

submicrometric diameter ranged from 200 to 395 nm.[16]

In the hydrophilic core, water soluble active compounds

could be incorporated.

Microemulsions

The development of the microemulsion procedures relied

on the following advantages: 1) all ingredients can be

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the emulsification diffusion process.
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potentially biocompatible and no solvent is needed; 2) the

process can be adapted to include various excipients, as no

damaging mechanical mixing, microfluidization, nor ho-

mogenization is required. Moreover, the method can be

used with solid lipids to form particles. On a practical

standpoint, a milky dispersion of the lipid is obtained in

water, then, the appropriate amount of surfactant is added

until a clear O/W microemulsion is formed. Cationic nano-

particles were obtained by this procedure using wax as the

hydrophobic core and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

(CTAB) as a surfactant. The emulsion was formed with

molten wax leading to droplets with a mean diameter of

around 50 nm. On cooling, the wax solidified into particles

of less than 100 nm in diameter. The main factors to control

were the nature of the oily core and the CTAB concentra-

tion.[17,18] Applying a similar methodology, ethanol-in-

fluorocarbon microemulsions containing DNA have been

obtained in the presence of a fluorosurfactant.[19]

One of the major drawbacks of this procedure is the

use of large amounts of surfactant to obtain the micro-

emulsion. To remove the excess, gel filtration can be

used.[17,18] Heydenreich et al. compared ultrafiltration,

ultracentrifugation, and dialysis and found the latter

method to be the best choice at yielding dispersions with

reduced toxicity and improved physical stability.[20]

Water-In-Oil Nanoemulsions

Water-in-oil nanoemulsions are stable liquid isotropic

dispersions, which form spontaneously at defined stoi-

chiometric ratios of ingredients. Thus, no shear and no

toxic components need to be used, which makes this

approach quite attractive for the encapsulation of DNA

into nanoemulsions. To the oily phase constituted of olive

oil containing a mixture of nonionic surfactants, a buffered

solution of DNA was added. Gentle mixing leads to a

DNA containing emulsion of droplet mean size of ca. 42

nm as compared to 32 nm in the absence of nucleic

acid.[21]

Interfacial Modification of
Emulsions with Polymers

Nonionic polymers have been added to the formulation of

emulsions in order to increase their colloidal stability in

various media, in particular in the presence of serum.

Castor oil-[10] or squalene-based[22] cationic dispersions

have had their performances improved by the use of

polyoxyethylene surfactants. Nonetheless, similar results

were obtained when the polyoxyethylene chains were

anchored in the bilayer via modified phospholipids.[6]

Chitosan, a(1-4) 2 amino 2-deoxy b-Dglucan, was used

to obtain positively charged nanoemulsions. The polysac-

charide was solubilized in an acidic aqueous phase to

which was added the oily phase composed of phospho-

lipids and surfactants. After high-pressure homogeniza-

tion, positively charged nanoemulsions of mean diameter

of 150–200 nm were obtained (dispersities of 0.15–0.2),

considered by the authors as monodisperse.[9]

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the solvent displacement process. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Trimaille et al. used reactive polyanhydride copoly-

mers[15] or poly N-hydroxysuccinimide macromole-

cules[23] as precursor backbones to obtain amphiphilic

comb-like polymers, for the interfacial modification of

nanoemulsions. The triglyceride nanoparticles were

formed by the solvent displacement method using in-

creasing amounts of amphiphilic polymers. The hydro-

phobic components of the emulsions were dissolved in

acetone or ethanol, along with the modified copolymers.

On addition of the organic phase to water, the spontaneous

formation of the emulsions was observed, with a con-

comitant deposition of the amphiphilic structure at the

interface. The presence of the polymer at the surface of

the nanoemulsions was demonstrated by the alteration of

the zeta-potentials of the functionalized emulsions com-

pared to the bare ones and by 1H NMR experiments.[23]

Nanoemulsion characterizations

Particle size and interfacial charge have to be measured to

characterize nanoemulsions on a fundamental standpoint,

but also for quality control in production.[8] The routine

method used for diameter measurement is dynamic light

scattering, or quasi-elastic light scattering known as well

as photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). The intensity of

scattered light is measured at a 90� angle and the

fluctuations of the intensity with time, due to the motion

of the particles, lead to the hydrodynamic radius of the

particles, i.e., the sum of the real diameter of the object

plus the strongly solvated molecules and ions.

Field flow fractionation (FFF) allows separation ac-

cording to size, depending on the diffusion coefficient of

the colloids. The fractionation is achieved with a field

pressure, for instance, perpendicular to the direction of the

flow of the mobile phase transporting the colloids. This

method is rather well suited for solid lipid particles.[3]

Electron microscopy is a very powerful tool for the

visualization of the colloids. In order to minimize the

alterations of the samples due to experimental conditions,

in particular because soft emulsions are fragile objects,

cryofracture electron microscopy is an appropriate tech-

nique (Fig. 3).[8,15]

DNA–NANOEMULSION INTERACTIONS

DNA, as a hydrophilic, negatively charged macromole-

cule, is very water soluble, hence it is almost impossible to

dissolve in any organic solvent, unless the organic phase

has an elevated hydrophilic/lipophilic balance (HLB) as

shown by Teixeira et al. for short oligonucleotides.[24]

Thus a widely used strategy to tether DNA to emulsion

droplets is to take advantage of the electrostatic interac-

tions between positively charged nanoemulsions and

polyanionic nucleic acids. Nonetheless, a few strategies

have been described, based on the encapsulation of DNA

within emulsions.

DNA Encapsulated Within Emulsions

To achieve an effective encapsulation, the use of W/O

nanoemulsions has been reported fairly recently.[21] The

DNA solution was emulsified by spontaneous micro-

emulsification using olive oil, polyoxyethylene 20 sorbi-

tan monooleate (Tween1 80), sorbitan monooleate

(Span1 80), and 1,2-Dioleyl-3-trimethylammonium pro-

pane (DOTAP) as a cationic surfactant. The clear resulting

nanoemulsion was sterilized by filtration for further in

vivo transfection studies. A similar approach described for

topical administration of DNA was reported. Ethanol-in-

fluorocarbon microemulsions were obtained by gentle

stirring of predefined mixtures of 40% w of pentadeca-

fluorooctanoic acid and 60% w of perfluorooctyl bromide

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopy after cryofracture. (From Ref. [15].)
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as the oily phase, and an 80% v of ethanol solution

containing the DNA to be encapsulated, as a hydrophilic

phase.[19] As these formulations were established to form

stable dispersions, all the DNA is therefore within the

emulsified aqueous phase.

Encapsulation of DNA within an O/W nanoemulsion

requires either to use high HLB oils or to hydrophobize

the nucleic acid to increase its solubility in apolar media.

In the first approach, not so many oils are capable of

dissolving DNA apart from octanol as reported in Ref.

[24]. But the toxicity of this solvent is such that no in vivo

application can be expected from this strategy. Hydro-

phobization of DNA and its incorporation in an O/W

nanoemulsion was reported as an approach toward virus-

mimicking nonviral vectors. Cationic derivatives of

cholesterol were used to interact with the nucleic acid to

form hydrophobic complexes in a chloroform/methanol/

water (1:2.1:1) mixture. The complex was extracted in the

organic phase and subsequently added to the oily phase

as a solution in chloroform. The emulsion was obtained

by a rehydration/emulsification process, with 65% effi-

cacy of DNA incorporation.[25]

DNA Adsorption onto Emulsions

The strategy that consists in adsorbing DNA onto the

surface of emulsion droplets is widely investigated and

can be related to the approach using cationic liposomes.

One advantage foreseen of emulsions vs. liposomes was

the greater physical stability of the former over the latter.

It has been shown that most liposomal preparations

aggregate on interaction with DNA, which can cause

embolism if administered systemically.[6] Moreover, in

vitro, liposomal preparations suffer from a lack of stability

in the presence of serum.[10]

Emulsion–DNA interactions have to be investigated in

terms of droplet size, surface charge or zeta potential,

Fig. 4 Complexation isotherm and associated zeta potential measurement for the complexation of DNA onto cationic emulsions.

A) isotherm obtained by UV and the subtraction method; B) agarose gel electrophoresis and EB staining; C) zeta potential measure-

ments. (From Ref. [36].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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loading capacity and efficiency, stability of the interac-

tions, and release from the carrier. Finally, the overall cell

activity of the DNA–emulsion complexes will have to be

assessed in vitro or in vivo. As seen in Table 1, various

formulations are capable of binding DNA with a fair level

of colloidal stability (the particle mean size should not

dramatically increase on immobilizing the nucleic acid).

In some formulations, the global charge is inversed,

which is a prerequisite as in Ref. [23] to maintain the

colloidal stability, but it may remain positive as in

Ref. [26]. Surprisingly, not all positively charged emul-

sions bind DNA. Olbrich’s group investigated four

different formulations leading to cationic dispersions

and only one could immobilize DNA, as visualized by

agarose gel electrophoresis, although all emulsions had

similar size and zeta potential. To obtain the most

efficient formulation, the nature of the oily core and of the

cationic surfactant had to be optimized.[5] The interfacial

properties of emulsions can be modulated by varying the

nature of the surface active compound and the concen-

tration of cationic surfactants[18,26] or of functionalized

polymers.[23] Even negatively charged emulsions can

interact with short-chain, single-stranded oligonucleo-

tides, but, in that case, interactions are too weak and a

massive release was observed in phosphate buffer saline

(PBS) pH 7.1.[24] Adsorption isotherms, which relate the

amount of adsorbed DNA to the input, can provide further

information on DNA–emulsion interactions. The adsorp-

tion process can be monitored using agarose gel electro-

phoresis[5,6,23] or by quantifying the amount of free DNA

in the continuous phase by UV adsorption, which, by

difference with the input, gives access to the amount

of complexed nucleic acid. In Fig. 4, a complete set of

data obtained for polymer functionalized emulsions

is reported,[23] the isotherm was established by UV

(Fig. 4A), confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig.

4B), and the charge inversion was controlled by zeta

potential measurements (Fig. 4C).

The conformation of the plasmid at the surface of the

emulsion droplets can be assessed by the experiment

named ethidium bromide (EB) displacement (Fig. 5). EB

is an intercalant which becomes fluorescent on binding

with double-stranded DNA. As a result of complexation

with a polycation, DNA is compacted and EB is expelled

into the aqueous phase provoking a drop in the fluores-

cence signal. At maximal compaction, only 10% of the

original fluorescence remains. Fig. 5 gives the results for

emulsion functionalized with an amphiphilic copolymer

bearing spermine pendant groups (polymer T2). With the

free polymer, a drastic loss in fluorescence was observed

revealing a high compaction of the DNA; for emulsions

functionalized with the same polymer, the loss in signal

was far less, although, at the plateau, all the DNA had

been complexed as checked by agarose gel electropho-

resis. Thus the DNA adsorbed onto emulsions was rather

expanded toward the aqueous phase. Another way to

study the accessibility of immobilized DNA is to measure

the amount of intercalating EB after the complexation of

the DNA had occurred on the colloidal carriers. The

authors showed that on increasing the emulsion content,

the DNA was less and less accessible, to a plateau

value that corresponded to the plateau determined by

agarose gel.[5]

The stability of the complexation of DNA onto cationic

emulsions was investigated by Teixeira et al. for the

particular case of synthetic single-stranded oligonucleo-

tide (ODN) in an antisense strategy. The authors used

fluorescence energy transfer (FRET), surface tension

Fig. 5 Ethidium bromide displacement method. (From Ref. [23].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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measurements, cryomicroscopy to elucidate the fast

oligonucleotide release from the carrier. It appeared that

the ODN was released under the form of a complex with

the cationic lipids, which ensured a protection against

DNAs,[24,27] even in solution.

APPLICATIONS OF
DNA–NANOEMULSIONS COMPLEXES

DNA carriers have been designed for gene transfer

applications aiming at delivering an exogenous gene

either in vitro or in vivo. For biotechnologies, in vitro cell

transfection is a means to produce recombinant proteins

and highly performing transfection agents are required.

Clinical applications of gene transfer are gene therapy

and DNA vaccine. For gene therapy, expression of the

foreign gene should take place in the right organ, for

a prolonged period of time, in order to substitute a

defective one. In DNA vaccine, the expression of the

gene will allow the production of the antigene, for which

an immune response is looked for. Hence the endoge-

nously expressed antigenic protein will be able to elicit

both protective and cytotoxic immunity, which is a key

advantage over conventional protein or attenuated virus-

based vaccines.[18] Related to gene transfer is the delivery

of oligonucleotides in an antisense strategy for the cor-

rection of genetic diseases, suppression of oncogenes, and

eradication of viral infections.[28]

In Vitro Cell Transfection

The production of papers dealing with in vitro cell

transfection is very intense but because of lack of

standards and normalized references, it is not easy to

compare interexperiment performances. Apparently, the

stability of the emulsion is an important factor in gene

transfer and this can be achieved also by choosing the

appropriate oil. With squalene, stable dispersions were

obtained whose transfection properties were 30 times

better than liposomes.[12] Solid lipid nanoparticles (120

nm in diameter) coated with plasmid DNA (220 nm after

coating) were more powerful at transfecting cell lines than

naked DNA, although they ranked average in comparison

with some commercially available transfer agents. No

toxicity was observed with these emulsions which was far

to be the case with other carriers.[5] Cationic emulsions

stabilized with nonionic surfactant are efficient transfer

agents.[10,29] According to the authors, it seems that

Tween1 80 seems the most efficient nonionic compound

both for transfection efficiencies, which was confirmed

later,[22] and for stability toward serum.[6]

In Vivo Transfections

In vivo transfection in mice is the first step in preclinical

evaluations. Emulsions elaborated according to Ref. [6]

were tested as mucosal gene carriers and proved to be

better performing than liposomes, thanks probably to a

better stability of emulsions in contact with the nasal

cavity mucosa.[30]

Topical Transfection

Noninvasive delivery of active substances through the

skin is quite attractive, as no needle is needed, the

administration protocol is simple and safe. However, in

order to efficiently deliver genes via the skin, it is

necessary to circumvent its inherent barrier function. The

presence of hair follicles and associated structures may

allow local delivery to skin cells. With W/O nanoemul-

sions, the deposition of plasmid DNA was found to be

primarily in follicular keratinocytes. Transgene expres-

sion was optimal at 24 hr following a single-dose ap-

plication. No toxicity nor irritation was observed on the

treated skins.[21]

Emulsions as Adjuvants
in DNA Immunization

It has been shown that naked plasmid DNA could induce

strong T-helper type 1 (Th1) immune responses as proved

by the production of interleukin-2 (IL-2) and interferon-g
(IFN-g)[31,32] leading to a cytotoxic response. Protein-

based vaccine tends to induce a Th2-type response with

production of IL-4 and IL-10, associated to antibody

production. The main limitation of the naked DNA ap-

proach is the large doses of plasmid required to obtain

potent response in humans,[33] hence the need for pow-

erful delivery systems.

Cationic emulsions based on squalene, Tween1 80,

and DOTAP, prepared by microfluidization, could effi-

ciently complex DNA on surface, up to 95%. After im-

munization, both mice and rabbits showed strong antibody

titers in serum, 14- to 18 folds higher than with naked

DNA, with a fair Th1 polarization of the response in mice.

A similar orientation of the response was observed with

particles engineered from warm O/W microemulsions

using wax and CTAB.[18]

Skin is the body’s front line for immunosurveillance as

the viable epidermis contains Langerhans and dendritic

cells which are effective antigen presenting cells. More-

over, these cells cover over 25% of the total skin area,

making topical immunization very attractive.[35] Using

either wax particles from microemulsions[17] or ethanol-

in-fluorocarbon nanoemulsions,[19] the authors observed a
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45-fold enhancement of the total antibody titer as

compared to naked DNA, with a strong Th1-type response.

This result is also interesting in the sense that objects in the

100–200-nm size range can efficiently convey adsorbed

DNA through the skin to the antigen presenting cells

(although more work seems to be needed as mice were

shaved prior to application. Shaving can generate micro-

alterations of the skin integrity). When compared with

intramuscular injection of DNA, which is the established

route for naked pDNA, the overall response remains

greater for the i.m. route, but the Th1 character was more

important for the topical administration.

CONCLUSION

Nanoengineered emulsion-based DNA vectors have been

obtained by interaction of funtionalized emulsions and

DNA. Some manufacturing processes are already avail-

able for high-scale production using cheap and generally

regarded as safe (GRAS) materials. Other elaboration

methods are presently under investigation in order to

improve the performances of the carriers, by increasing

their colloidal stabilities and modulating their physico-

chemical properties. Surface functionalization is an

essential means for improving emulsion-based vectors

and investigators use surfactants (cationic, nonionic) or

polymers, for which the choice seems only limited by the

researchers’ imagination. The interactions of DNA with

emulsions need more thorough investigations; fundamen-

tal knowledge on this aspect would be quite profitable for

further applications.

Nanoemulsion–DNA complexes can serve as synthetic

vectors for in vitro and in vivo purposes. In vitro cell

transfection with DNA either coated on or adsorbed

within emulsions has been well established, although

performances are still modest. In vivo transfections were

observed but gene expression was transient. More im-

pressive were the results obtained by immunization. A

strong immune response, including antibodies and cyto-

toxicity, was obtained in mice and rabbits. Moreover,

nanoemulsion–DNA complexes could be either injected

or applied onto the skin for topical administration. These

appear to be sound results for the development of a fully

synthetic DNA vaccine.
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DNA-Conjugated Metal Nanoparticles: Applications
in Chip Detection
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INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoparticles exhibit interesting optical, electronic,

and catalytic properties, which are primarily based on

their small size and their high surface-to-bulk ratio. By the

application of standard processes of chemical synthesis,

large numbers of particles with a narrow size distribution

can be prepared in a size range between 1 and 100 nm.

The properties of these nanoparticles are often different

from bulk materials of the same kind and are usually

influenced by the particle size. A typical example is the

color of gold nanoparticles, as apparent in colored glass

from the middle ages or in the labeling solutions used in

light and electron microscopy. Other examples are the

quantized behavior of electrons tunneling onto gold

nanoparticles under low-temperature conditions, and the

surface enhancement of Raman spectroscopy for mole-

cules adsorbed onto the surface of metal particles.

To access these interesting properties, an integration of

the nanoparticles in technological systems is needed. This

integration could be based on the long tradition of bio-

conjugated nanoparticles in biological microscopy, which

is explained in details in this paper. Thus DNA-modified

nanoparticles could play an important part in DNA chip

detection and, furthermore, establish a novel, multidisci-

plinary approach in molecular nanotechnology (Fig. 1).

PREPARATION OF BIOCONJUGATED
METAL NANOPARTICLES

The need for electron-dense labels for nanometer struc-

tures in electron microscopy leads to the development of

bioconjugated particles. Monodisperse colloidal gold can

be produced by several methods in a size range of less

than 2 nm up to 150 nm and more.[1] Therefore proteins

were adsorbed onto gold particles, induced by hydropho-

bic interactions and/or the binding of thiol groups (present

in the protein) to the gold surface. This thiol–gold binding

is an important principle for the connection to gold

surfaces in fields as diverse as molecular labeling or

molecular nanotechnology.[2] The interaction of thiol-

containing molecules with gold surfaces was extensively

studied in the case of self-assembly monolayers (SAMs).

It is based on the high affinity between sulfur and gold,

and results in a covalent bond. The experiences of these

fields regarding gold binding of proteins were also

extended to DNA. The stability of an unmodified gold

solution is based on intercolloidal electrostatic repulsion

and is sensitive against higher salt concentrations. This

sensitivity increases with larger particle diameter. By

modification of the gold with DNA, a significant

stabilization of the colloid because of increased charging

of the surface (induced by the negatively charged DNA

backbone) is observed, which is a prerequisite for further

(bio)chemical or molecular–biological manipulations.

NETWORKS IN SOLUTION BASED ON
SPECIFIC DNA BINDING

Material sciences are driven by the search for new mate-

rials with preferably customized properties. One approach

is the synthesis of such materials starting from elemental

building blocks. By adjusting the parameters of the build-

ing blocks, the properties of the resulting bulk material

should be determined. Because of their size and their

adjustable parameters (size, composition), nanoparticles

present ideal candidates for these building blocks. As

demonstrated in electron and light microscopy, metal

nanoparticles can be positioned because of specific molec-

ular interactions of conjugated biomolecules. This princi-

ple can also be used for the fabrication of nanoparticle-

based materials utilizing bioconjugated particles. It applies

a binding pair of biomolecules, so that each of two batches

of nanoparticles is conjugated to one of these partners.

After mixing both batches, specific bonds are established.

This process results in a network of particles intercon-

nected because of specific binding of the molecules.[3,4]

These networks exhibit an interesting optical behavior.

Solutions of statistically distributed gold nanoparticles

(with or without attached biomolecules) show at a certain

concentration a visible color, ranging from yellow for

small particles (<5 nm diameter) over reddish (about 20–

40 nm) to increasingly violet (>60 nm). However, if these

solutions aggregate, as it is the case after increasing the

salt concentration (because of higher screening of the

electrostatic repulsion as stabilizing factor), a dark fallout
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can be observed. The colors are induced by surface

plasmon effects, a result of the interactions of photons

with the highly localized electrons in the nanoparticles.

This effect is influenced by the average distance of

neighboring particles, and can be used for macroscopical

detection of DNA-based nanoparticle networks. Therefore

two batches of nanoparticles were modified with each

DNA molecule with a sequence A’ or B’ (A’ is non-

complementary to B’). If these two batches are mixed,

the purple color of the solution remains unchanged.

However, after the addition of DNA linker molecules that

exhibit sequences A and B (complementary to A’ and B’,
respectively), the solution changes its color to blue. This

color change is indicative of the creation of networks of

nanoparticles connected by the linker DNA, as shown in

the scheme in Fig. 2. For better visibility, the reaction

solution can be transferred to a solid substrate (e.g., to a

reverse-phase silica plate).[5]

The constructions with nanoparticles of the same size

(homogeneous systems) were extended toward systems

combining particles of different sizes.[6] Therefore two

batches with gold particles of 8 and 31 nm diameter,

respectively, were modified with thiolated oligonucleo-

tides in a way that each of both batches had a different

sequence. A nanoparticle satellite structure was created

after the addition of a DNA linker (which bridges the

sequences on the particles, comparable to the scheme in

Fig. 2). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images

of such structures show extended aggregates of two dif-

ferent-sized particles with (large particle/small particle)

periodicity. The demonstrated use of the recognition

properties of oligonucleotides to direct the placement of

two different particle types within extended particle assem-

blies should be expandable beyond size differences (e.g.,

to building blocks that differ in chemical composition).

IMMOBILIZATION ONTO
SOLID SUBSTRATES

Microscopical Marker Applications

The localization of specific molecules (antigens) in

microscopical preparations using labeled molecules,

Fig. 1 Nanoparticles exhibit interesting properties as, for example, regarding single-electron tunneling and nanophotonics. This

potential is complemented by decades of experiences with bioconjugated nanoparticles in microscopy, and will result in active

components for molecular nanotechnology (with the potential for integration) as well as in novel labels for DNA chip detection.

Fig. 2 A network of DNA-interconnected particles results when a connecting linker DNA molecule AB is added to a mixture

of nanoparticles with sequences A’ or B’ (A and B are complementary to A’ and B’, respectively). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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which bind specifically to the molecule of interest, is a basic

technique in numerous microscopical techniques. Typical-

ly, antibodies against the molecule of interest are labeled

with a marker molecule or substance, and after the binding

of the antibody, the conjugated marker is detected. Thus

the position of the antibody and of the molecule of

interest is identified. Gold colloids are an example for

such a label. They have a long tradition as markers in

electron and light microscopy (e.g., by using their high

electron contrast for tissue[7] or single-particle[8] identi-

fication). Large numbers of particles are detectable by

optical microscopy (e.g., for cell labeling).[1] An inter-

esting extension of gold labeling is the silver enhance-

ment method, which amplifies the signal for better

detection.[9] Therefore a stabilized silver solution is used,

which leads to a specific silver deposition on gold

surfaces. Thus the gold nanoparticles increase in size

because of silver deposition, resulting in a stronger signal

in the optical or electron contrast.

Applications in Molecular Nanotechnology

Immobilized DNA–nanoparticle construction exhibits

several advantages over the complexes created in solution.

For nanotechnology, the integration of the fabricated

molecular structures into materials or devices is seriously

hampered by the difficult access to the individual

structures floating in solution. Technology is only possible

with structures integrated into technical systems, allowing

for defined access. For example, the envisioned use of

electronically active molecules needs techniques for the

inclusion of such molecules in a defined manner into

electrical circuits. Because of the small size, conventional

microstructuring techniques are not applicable. Thus self-

assembly principles have been proposed to provide an

answer to these problems. These techniques rely on the

specific interactions of binding pairs, comparable to

the antibody–antigen pairing. DNA is of special interest

for such approaches because it provides an easily acces-

sible and well-studied system with a large variety of

different binding pairs because of its sequence variability.

Thus DNA–nanoparticle complexes coupled to DNA-

modified surfaces present an interesting model system for

the demonstration of the feasibility of DNA-based con-

nection and/or positioning of inorganic structures for

molecular nanotechnology.

Chemical immobilization strategies for DNA

The binding of DNA-conjugated nanoparticles to surfaces

via specific DNA–DNA interactions requires the immo-

bilization of single-stranded (ss) DNA on the surface,

which acts as a capture molecule (Fig. 3d). This procedure

is comparable to the techniques used in the preparation of

DNA microarrays and DNA chips. In principle, there are

two approaches regarding the kind of binding, namely, a

Fig. 3 Strategies for surface immobilization of DNA. (a) The high affinity of thiols to gold surfaces is used by the utilization of thiolated

DNA. (b,c) The standard chemistry for the modification of glass or silicon oxide surfaces to bind DNA is based on silanization. Silanes with

functional groups able to bind, for example, amino-modified DNA directly or via a linker molecule are used. (d) Scheme for binding of

DNA-conjugated nanoparticles onto surfaces modified with complementary DNA. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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nonspecific adsorption and a defined terminal covalent

binding. The so-called nonspecific adsorption is usually

based on electrostatic interactions between the rather

positively charged surfaces and the negative charges in the

phosphate backbone of the DNA. Another less defined

interaction is the binding of DNA to surfaces with an

affinity to amino groups, resulting in covalent bonds to

such groups inside the DNA molecule. However, defined

terminal bonds with much higher efficiency are possible

using similar amino-binding surfaces and terminal amino-

modified DNA, or utilizing the beforementioned affinity

between gold surfaces and thiol-modified DNA (Fig. 3a).

The latter binding pair is well studied and highly

efficient,[10] but it shows some serious disadvantages.

First, thiol modification of DNA is difficult and expen-

sive. Moreover, especially the interesting optical or

electronic properties of gold nanoparticles are hardly, or

not, accessible after immobilization onto gold substrates.

Thus other substrates are required, which allow optical

transmission or which are electrical isolators. Glass

provides ideal optical properties and can be used for

DNA immobilization. Controlled DNA immobilization

onto glass can be achieved by the modification of the

activated glass surface (inducing OH groups) with

substituted silanes, which bind to the glass and provide

a coupling group for modified DNA (Fig. 3b). A standard

system is the application of amino-modified DNA and 3’-
aminopropyltrimethoxy-silane (APTES) or 3’-glycidoxy-

propyltrimethoxy-silane (GOPS) as described else-

where.[11] Because of the similar chemical composition,

silicon oxide surfaces as found on oxidized silicon wafers

are accessible by the same techniques (Fig. 3c).

Immobilization techniques

A straightforward method for DNA immobilization is the

incubation of the whole substrate (e.g., glass) with the

required solutions. As a result, the substrate is covered by

immobilized DNA (Fig. 4a). For instance, this approach

was used for the fabrication of glass substrates for the

immobilization of nanoparticle-labeled DNA prior to

silver enhancement and optical readout.[12] Although

simple and robust, this technique does not meet the

requirements of either molecular nanotechnology or chip

detection for a variety of different sequences on one

substrate. For molecular construction, the DNA has to be

further aligned in binding spots and should not cover the

whole surface. On the other side, DNA chips exhibit an

array of different sequences for detection purposes; this

quantity is a key advantage of DNA chip technology.

These requirements for multiple-sequence substrates are

realizable using spotting techniques. Therefore, applying

similar chemical strategies as described above, substrates

are usually modified and/or activated before small

quantities (droplets) of a solution of modified DNA are

applied to this surface for immobilization (Fig. 4b).

Typical dimensions of an area modified with DNA

according to such an approach are 100 mm. Although this

is quite sufficient for today’s DNA chips, it blocks both

further integration of DNA detection schemes and

nanotechnological applications. Another shortcoming is

the low reproducibility and homogeneity of the DNA

layers realized by this method. A highly efficient way to

achieve immobilization is the on-chip synthesis in a DNA

synthesizer.[13] This technique results in a homogeneous,

high-density coverage of the surface, and is compatible

with microstructuring techniques. Thus a predefined

pattern of DNA-modified regions with a resolution in the

lower micrometer range is possible (Fig. 4c). However,

only one sequence of DNA is synthesized on each substrate,

which prevents the inclusion of on-chip control sequences

or the high integration regarding DNA chip applications.

A hybrid approach combining microstructuring and

manual spotting provides 1�1 mm windows in a

hydrophobic passivation layer for the manual deposition

of DNA solution for immobilization.[14] Thus different

DNA sequences can be arranged on the same substrate

without the need for spotting equipment. Moreover, the

typical problems with the inhomogeneous signal of

spotted DNA (because of drying artifacts and insufficient

binding of the DNA) are minimized in this approach

because the microstructured windows serve as a reservoir

for the incubated droplets and minimize drying and the

associated artifacts. Another advantage is the defined

geometry and position of the signal, so that the required

readout algorithms are streamlined and the image process-

ing is simplified by standard masking procedures.

Fig. 4 Immobilization techniques. (a) Whole substrate incubation. (b) Spotting of DNA. (c) Microstructured surfaces for DNA

immobilization.
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MARKER APPLICATION
FOR DNA CHIP READOUT

The previous paragraphs introduced typical setups for a

chip-based DNA detection: DNA molecules immobilized

on a substrate, with a sequence complementary to DNA of

interests. When the latter molecules are present in a

solution, which is applied onto the chip surface, specific

binding occurs and the molecules of interest are bound to

the surface. To detect this binding event, the surface-

bound molecule of interest has to be labeled. Typical

labels (beside the extremely sensitive but complicate

radioactive substances) are fluorescence dyes. They

exhibit a high sensitivity and allow a fast and spatially

resolved readout as needed for highly integrated DNA

arrays and chips. However, they require a sophisticated

scanner with a high price tag and need expert knowledge

to measure/process/interpret the results. Moreover, the

fluorescence signal depends on the local chemical

environment, so that chip-to-chip comparisons or calibra-

tions are hampered. Another problem is bleaching, an

irreversible process resulting in a decay of the fluores-

cence signal. Gold nanoparticles are a possible comple-

ment to, or even replacement for, the fluorescent readout

mainly because of their signal stability. In the optical

contrast (both transmission and reflection), an ensemble of

nanoparticles induces a detectable signal, which does not

depend on the chemical environment and which will not

significantly decrease over time. For medium surface

densities of particles and microstructured binding areas in

the medium micrometer range, this signal is already

detectable by the naked eye.[13] Microscopical images

demonstrate the excellent contrast in plain optical con-

trasts as transmission and reflection. However, the

dynamic range is limited. There seems to be a saturation

limit before a monolayer of particles can be achieved,[15]

which is probably based on electrostatic interactions

between the particles. On the other side, lower surface

concentrations of nanoparticles are hardly detectable by

optical means. The detection limit of nanoparticle labeling

was significantly enhanced by the introduction of metal

enhancement procedures (Fig. 5), as known from optical

and electron microscopical applications of gold nanopar-

ticles.[9] Thus the signal is enhanced and allows detection

in a standard flatbed scanner, without the requirement for

a microscope.[12] But the metal layer induced by the metal

enhancement results not only in a much stronger optical

signal, it also allows for a quite different detection

principle: an electrical detection based on the resistivity

change between two electrodes, which are connected by

this layer.[16,17] Such an electrical detection represents a

significant development regarding future point-of-care

applications of DNA analytics and their requirements of

easy and stable assays in connection with low equipment

costs (Fig. 6).[18]

NANOPARTICLES IN MOLECULAR
NANOTECHNOLOGY

Molecular nanotechnology describes a field, which uses a

molecular approach for the fabrication of novel materials

and devices. Molecular units are utilized, so that the

addressable dimensions reach the molecular scale. This

potential makes molecular nanotechnology a promising

candidate for complementing, or maybe even replacing,

the traditional, silicon-based microelectronics. However,

there is still a long way to go until realistic concepts for

this revolutionary new field of electronics are worked out.

One problem is the missing technology for interconnec-

tions, which is needed for the integration of molecular

devices into an electronic setup. To develop first demon-

strators, hybrid approaches are needed, which use molec-

ular parts in a still conventional (macroscopical/

microscopical) technological environment. But what are

the active parts in such hybrid setups, as long as molecules

with interesting electronic or optical properties are not

directly accessible? Thus nanometer-sized structures are

needed, which represent active parts but are already

addressable today. Metal nanoparticles are an optimal

candidate for such structures because they combine small

size with interesting physical properties. Nanoparticles are

promising replacements for the electron confinements in

single-electron tunneling structures in quantum electron-

ics,[19,20] and they show potential as nanoconverters

Fig. 5 Metal enhancement of immobilized nanoparticles. Nanoparticles specifically bound to substrates by DNA–DNA interactions (a)

can be enhanced by a chemical metal enhancement step, resulting in the deposition of, for example, silver on the gold nanoparticles (b).

This effect can be applied to create a conductive layer between prestructured microelectrodes (c).
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of photonic energy to thermal energy.[21] Moreover,

complexes of bioconjugated metal nanoparticles with

biomolecules based on specific molecular binding used

for decades in microcopy demonstrated the use of nano-

particles in biomolecular assemblies. This points to a

possibility to overcoming the interconnectivity problem,

namely, using specific molecular binding. In microscopical

applications, antibody-conjugated nanoparticles attach in a

highly specific manner onto complementary surface

regions of the specimen. This process can be reversed;

instead of detecting the location of complementary regions,

predefined complementary regions can be utilized to direct

the nanoparticles to the selected location. Although such

molecularly modified surface regions can be created, the

anchored molecular structure is still not accessible by two

contacts, as needed for a variety of applications (e.g., the

molecular-based electronic switch,[22] lasers,[23] etc.). One

approach for a two-sided terminal binding is based on very

small (lower nanometer range) electrode gaps, and applies

electrostatic trapping[24] or specific binding[25] of molec-

ular structures. Because the fabrication of such structures is

complicated, other ways for the integration of molecules

were proposed. One possibility is the use of a long DNA

molecule, with each end specifically connected to an

electrode modified with complementary DNA.[26] This

structure can be used as base for further assemblies by

relying on specific attachment of short ssDNA to a location

along the long immobilized DNA,[27] following the

standard technique used for in situ hybridization in

cytogenetics. Additionally, the short DNA can be coupled

to an interesting molecular structure, such as a nanoparticle.

A single-electron tunneling structure utilizing this scheme

to position a DNA-conjugated nanoparticle along a micro-

meter-long DNA molecule that is stretched between

prestructured microelectrodes on a chip surface was

proposed.[28] Key steps in this project, as the attachment

of the nanoparticle to DNA including microscopical

characterization as well as the positioning of individual

DNA molecules in a microstructured gap, could already be

demonstrated.[29]

CONCLUSION

DNA-conjugated metal nanoparticles represent a unique

class of nanomaterials with applications both in molec-

ular diagnostics (DNA chip detection technology) and

Fig. 6 System for electrical readout of DNA hybridization.[18] Top row: An array of micrometer-sized gaps (left, center) of

microstructured gold electrodes for DNA detection (cf. Fig. 5c) is arranged on a half-inch chip (right). Bottom row: A chip holder (left)

is part of the reader (right) that contains measurement electronics controlled by an embedded PC. Copyright 2003 American Institute of

Physics. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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molecular nanotechnology. In both fields, these complexes

of nanoparticles with DNA combine many advantages and

could demonstrate the large potential of nanotechnology

by the realization of a demonstrator system. Thus mo-

lecular diagnostics could reach high sensitivity combined

with highly stable and low-cost equipment. On the other

side, because of their DNA handles, nanoparticles have a

realistic chance of serving as active elements in nano-

technological setups, which are assembled by self-assem-

bly principles.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the development of the atomic force microscope

(AFM) in 1986,[1] it has become a widely used and ver-

satile tool in both the nanoscale imaging of surfaces[2–7]

and in the measurement of many intermolecular and

surface forces.[8–15] In AFM, forces between a probe and

the relevant surface are measured through changes in the

deflection of a flexible cantilever attached to the probe.

For image collection, it is assumed that changes in sample

topography affect the probe–sample interaction profile

and therefore affect the response of the cantilever. The

feedback control required to maintain a constant deflec-

tion of the cantilever is then used to reconstruct a three-

dimensional image of the surface. In force measurements,

the feedback control is disabled, and the deflections of the

cantilever are measured as a function of normal probe–

sample separation. Often, the interpretation of AFM

images is assisted through force measurement results.

While there are currently numerous modes of AFM

operation, they can be separated into two major catego-

ries—the dc or static method and the dynamic methods. In

the dc mode of operation (also known as contact-mode

AFM), the static deflection of the cantilever is the

measured and controlled signal. The cantilever can be

treated as a simple Hookian spring with its deflection

proportional to the force acting on the probe. This was the

first established AFM mode and is still the most com-

monly used one for force measurements. Dynamic AFM

methods are more recent expansions of the technique and

involve forced oscillation of the cantilever and the mea-

surement and control of the dynamic response through

quantities such as the cantilever’s amplitude of oscillation,

its resonance frequency, and its phase lag from the driving

signal. Commonly used dynamic methods include non-

contact mode (NC) AFM,[16] tapping mode (TM) or

intermittent-contact (IC) AFM,[17] frequency modulation

(FM) AFM,[18] and force modulation AFM.[19] With the

exception of force modulation that uses small-amplitude

oscillation of a tip or sample[20] in contact to measure

local variations in material viscoelasticity, the other

dynamic methods are less-invasive methods of force

measurement and imaging. In these methods, the canti-

lever is oscillated at large amplitudes and at frequencies

close to or at its resonance frequency (�kHz). The NC

and FM modes are operated out of contact with the

sample (in the attractive regime). Frequency modulation

measures the resonance frequency shift at constant

amplitude operation, while NC measures changes in the

oscillation amplitude at a fixed driving frequency. In both

techniques, probe–sample interactions can be obtained

from the frequency shift or from the change in the

amplitude of oscillation. Tapping mode operation is

similar to NC; however, the cantilever is forced to

oscillate at larger amplitudes resulting in intermittent

contact with the sample. As a result, the probe–sample

interaction potential changes nonlinearly during each

oscillation cycle. Because the dynamic quantities mea-

sured are averages over the whole oscillation cycle, it is

nontrivial to directly relate the observed changes to the

probe–sample interaction in TM. This makes the inter-

pretation of both TM images and force measurement

results more difficult. A recent review by Garcı́a and

Pérez[21] contains detailed information about the inter-

pretation and application of these dynamic methods in

air and vacuum.

Regardless of the complexities, TM is a valuable tool

in the gentle and nondestructive imaging of soft and

easily deformable surfaces such as biologically relevant

surfaces[6,22,23] and soft polymer interfaces.[24,25] Contact

loads in TM can be comparable to those in the conven-

tional dc mode; however, it is the reduction of lateral shear

of the sample, the brief probe–sample contact time, and the

small contact area that enable it to be a less-destructive

technique.[26,27] Some researchers have also hypothesized

that soft biological materials undergo hardening under

high frequency, making them less susceptible to deforma-

tion and damage upon impact.[28] Although TM is now

used fairly extensively as an imaging tool, its force

measurement capabilities have not been thoroughly

exploited especially in nonambient environments appro-

priate for many surfaces of interest. Potentially, the

gentle properties of the TM image process are shared in

TM force measurements. Additionally, a dynamic mode
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of measurement would offer increased sensitivity with the

retention of lateral resolution and early detection of the

sample before significant indentation takes place. It is

these capabilities of TM AFM that we believe will make it

a unique tool in the force measurement of heterogeneous

biomaterial surfaces. We thus present a review of the

common method of modeling TM force measurements

in air and extend this method toward TM force measure-

ment in liquid. We will report on the few studies aimed at

understanding and improving TM in liquid and will focus

on the importance of hydrodynamics in the system.

Additionally, we will discuss the application of TM in

liquid to the measurement of interactions occurring on

biomaterial surfaces.

TAPPING MODE ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPE: OBTAINING THE
PROBE–SAMPLE INTERACTION

Unlike its dc counterpart, there is no direct method of

obtaining the probe–sample interaction from TM force

curves. Instead, an equation of motion that includes all the

factors that affect the dynamics of the oscillator must be

solved to obtain the full oscillatory behavior of the

cantilever as a function of the equilibrium probe–sample

separation, D. In air, the dynamics of the tapping can-

tilever can be suitably modeled using the forced damped

harmonic oscillator (FDHO) model.[29–32] The cantilever

is thus treated as a Hookian spring with some overall

effective mass. Upon displacement from its equilibrium

position, its inertia causes acceleration in the direction of

the displacement, while its restoring force opposes the

acceleration to return it to its equilibrium position. In the

absence of external forces, the spring will oscillate for an

infinitely long period of time with an amplitude, A,

determined from its mass, m, and spring constant, kc

(harmonic oscillation). In real environments, a drag force

caused by the viscous medium dampens the oscillations.

Therefore to sustain oscillation, an external continuous

energy supply is provided to the spring, and in most

commercial AFMs, this is achieved with an external

sinusoidal drive. All these contributions appear in the

classical FDHO model. In TM experiments, however,

probe–sample interactions exist that perturb the harmonic

oscillation and, henceforth, we will refer to this as the

perturbed oscillator (Eq. 1). In air, this probe–sample

interaction is typically modeled as a long-range attractive

van der Waals force and short-range contact mechanics

that may include surface adhesion, and the contact

mechanics usually dominate the cantilever response.

Capillary-based attractive forces can also arise, but

instabilities in cantilever motion caused by this force are

usually overcome through the use of very stiff cantilevers

(kc� 40 N/m). The governing equation of motion that

describes the cantilever motion is:

m
d2x

dt2
þ g

dx

dt
þ kcðx� DÞ ¼ Fdrive þ FP�SðxÞ ð1Þ

where g is the viscous damping coefficient, Fdrive is the

external driving force, and FP–S is the probe–sample

interaction. The relevant positions of the oscillator are its

instantaneous distance from the sample, x, and its equi-

librium separation, D (Fig. 1). The FDHO model was

derived for oscillations of a point mass; however, the

distributed mass of the cantilever can still be lumped and

approximated as a single vibrating mass because the vi-

bration amplitude at the fundamental frequency is con-

sistently at least an order of magnitude larger than the

vibration amplitudes of higher harmonics.[33,34]

The mass of the cantilever is not a directly accessible

parameter, so it is more convenient to write Eq. 1 in terms

of the parameters that are usually measured:

d2x

dt2
þ oo

Q

dx

dt
þ o2

oðx� DÞ

¼ o2
oad sinðotÞ þ o2

oFP�SðxÞ
kc

ð2Þ

In the above equation, the relationships 1) oo = (kc/m)1/2

and 2) g = moo/Q[35] were used to eliminate m and to

replace g with the term Q (quality factor) that is a de-

scriptor of the viscous damping in the system and is

obtained from the shape of the resonance curve. oo is the

resonance frequency of the cantilever for free oscillation

(separations when the probe–sample interaction is negligi-

ble), o is the drive frequency, and ad is the drive amplitude.

In TM operation in air, Q is commonly on the order of

200–400 and fo = oo/2p � 400 kHz. kc can be calibrated

experimentally with a variety of methods.[36–38] In most

instances, the cantilever maintains approximately sinu-

soidal oscillation even when probe–sample interactions

are significant. This oscillation is of the form Asin(ot+f),

Fig. 1 Schematic of the oscillating cantilever in TM AFM. x(t)

is the instantaneous tip separation and D(t) is the equilibrium

cantilever separation from the sample (grey box).
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where f is the phase lag between the drive and the

cantilever response.

The effect of probe–sample interactions on A(D) can be

partially understood from frequency modulation stud-

ies.[39,40] In these studies, it has been shown that probe–

sample interactions alter the overall spring constant of the

system, ko, thereby shifting the oscillator’s resonance

frequency. The frequency shift, Dor, arising from the

interaction can be determined from the force gradient

(@FP–S/@x) as long as this gradient is constant over the

whole range of tip motion:[41]

DorðDÞ ¼
oo

2kc

�@FP�S

@x
ð3Þ

Although this assumption is not strictly valid for TM

operation, the general relationship derived is useful in

understanding the cantilever response in TM force

measurements. To illustrate this more clearly, Fig. 2 plots

the total energy profile of the unperturbed harmonic

oscillator and the perturbed oscillator. An attractive force

(positive force gradient) lowers the potential energy of the

oscillator (1/2 kox2) and corresponds to a decrease in ko,

while a repulsive force (negative force gradient) has the

opposite effect. Because the oscillator’s resonance fre-

quency is proportional to the spring constant: op = (ko/

m)1/2, where op is now the resonance frequency of the

perturbed system, decreasing ko will result in a decrease

in op or Dor = (op�oo) < 0, while increasing ko yields

Dor > 0. In TM force measurements, where the drive

frequency is fixed, frequency shifts cause an increase in A

with attractive interactions or a decrease with repulsive

ones (Fig. 3). Bielefeldt and Giessibl[42] have shown that

the above analysis can be used to generate the linear

decay in amplitude with separation that is observed

experimentally on non-deformable samples such as sil-

icon. On these samples, the contact stiffness is large and is

the dominant interaction. Because the cantilever cannot

penetrate the sample and is approximately symmetric in

its oscillation, the amplitude decreases linearly with a

linear decrease in the probe–sample separation.

In many TM experiments in air, the A(D) curves

contain stepwise discontinuities that cannot be explained

using the analysis presented earlier.[43,44] Using a varia-

tional principle approach to analytically solve Eq. 2

(assuming a van der Waals interaction), Nony et al.[45] and

Aime et al.[46] have directly related these discontinuities to

two possible stable oscillation states for the cantilever

caused by the strong attractive potential. This bistability is

observed as a jump in the A(D) curve that occurs because

of the transition from one oscillation state to the other[32]

Fig. 2 Theoretical energy profile of the oscillator. Dotted line

is the probe–sample interaction energy profile; dashed line is the

unperturbed oscillator and solid line is the perturbed oscillator.

A, at a specific energy, is defined as (D�x), where x can be a, a’,
b, or b’.

Fig. 3 Theoretical resonance curve [A(o)] of an unperturbed

oscillator (thick solid line) and of the perturbed oscillator

affected by an attractive probe–sample interaction (j), a

repulsive probe–sample interaction (jj), and additional damping

(jjj). The driving frequency is the dashed line.

Fig. 4 Bistable oscillation (manifested as a jump in the

amplitude–displacement curve) observed experimentally in

measurements involving a silicon tip tapping on a semiconductor

surface. (From Ref. [48].)
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(Fig. 4). The concept of bistability is perhaps more easily

understood by examining the dependence of amplitude on

frequency [A(o)]. For perfectly harmonic systems, only

one possible amplitude exists for each oscillation fre-

quency (Fig. 3); however, with strong attractive potentials,

the A(o) curve becomes distorted leading to two possible

amplitudes at certain frequencies[45] (Fig. 5). Analytical

solutions to Eq. 2 prove useful in elucidating the origins of

specific features in the amplitude vs. distance, A(D), and

phase vs. distance, f(D), force curves.[42,47,48] However,

this method of solution is only valid if the probe–sample

interaction is linear and if one assumes that the cantilever

motion remains sinusoidal at all probe–sample separa-

tions. In most cases, the interaction is nonlinear in TM and

deviations from sinusoidal motion can arise because of the

stiffness of the impact. Therefore quantitative modeling is

not possible using analytical approaches, and a numerical

solution to Eq. 2 must be undertaken.

In the numerical solution, the probe–sample interac-

tions are obtained by solving the inverse problem. This

requires a fairly good understanding of the relevant

interactions on the sample being studied. Fortunately,

many intermolecular/intersurface interactions have been

studied using dc AFM, and good agreement has been

obtained between experiment and theory. Therefore the

general force laws for many interactions are well

described theoretically.[49] Anczykowski et al.[30] simu-

lated tapping on silicon in air using the MYD/BHW

(Muller-Yushenko-Derjaguin/Burgess-Hughnes White)

model that combines a long-range attractive interaction

with a short-range elastic repulsion at contact separations

and observed fair agreement between the experiment and

simulation results. They did note that quantitative agree-

ment was highly sensitive to the exact form of surface

potential applied and discouraged the use of linearized

models to describe the surface potential. Bar et al.[50]

reproduced experimental force curves on elastomers using

contact forces that accounted for surface adhesion. They

showed that bistability was not present during tapping on

compliant samples and that sinusoidal oscillation was

maintained even at small probe–sample separations,

thereby validating the harmonic approximation. The work

of Dubourg and Aime,[51] however, has shown that

bistability can occur on elastomers when both elastic

and glassy domains are present, but reproduction of

experimental data was achievable with the correct form

of surface adhesion in the interaction. Through analy-

tical and numerical efforts by these and other groups,

there is now a good understanding of how probe–sample

interactions affect the dynamics of the cantilever in air and

how to extract these interactions from A(D) curves. In

principle, much of the analysis that is relevant to TM in air

should be applicable to TM force measurement in liquid;

however, we will discuss in the next section the added

complexities associated with this form of measurement.

Although not yet discussed, another useful quantity

that can be measured is the phase lag, f. This is often used

to determine the amount of energy dissipated by the

cantilever during tapping[52] and can be a good measure of

local material viscoelasticity or anisotropy.[27,53,54] Ener-

gy dissipation causes an increase in f, however, f can

also be affected by conservative tip–sample interac-

tions[55] (Fig. 6). The phase lag is particularly useful in

TM imaging where A is maintained at a constant value. As

such, changes in f can be attributed solely to changes in

the material-induced dissipation in the system.[56] If A is

not constant, then the energy dissipated cannot be

obtained from the phase information alone.[27] An

additional advantage in collecting the phase signal is to

identify whether the cantilever is operating in a primarily

attractive (noncontact) or repulsive (intermittent contact)

Fig. 5 Distorted theoretical resonance curve when strong

attractive interactions are incorporated into the probe–sample

interaction. (From Ref. [49].)

Fig. 6 Theoretical phase lag, f, of an unperturbed oscillator

(thick solid line), the oscillator perturbed by an attractive probe–

sample interaction (jj), and the oscillator affected by additional

damping (jjj).
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regime when the cantilever is driven at its resonance

frequency.[27] Unfortunately, in TM in liquid, the phase

signal is difficult to interpret as it is affected by the

presence of other resonances in the system. The origin of

these spurious resonances will be discussed in the

next section.

EXTENSION OF THE FORCED DAMPED
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR MODEL TO
TAPPING IN LIQUID

Tapping mode in liquid[28,57] is not an extensively studied

technique, although it is practical for the imaging of

biofunctionalized surfaces.[22,58,59] In liquid, images of

molecules in their physiological state can be obtained

and the intermolecular interactions that occur in these

conditions can be measured. Here cantilevers with spring

constants that are comparable to those used in dc force

measurements (kc � 0.1–1 N/m) are used, as stiff

cantilevers are no longer needed because of the absence

of capillary forces.

There are several intrinsic complications that arise

from TM operation in liquid. The first is dependent on the

mode of cantilever excitation. The most common method

of forcing cantilever oscillation is through acoustic

excitation. Here the cantilever oscillation is promoted

through the vibration of the fluid cell at high frequencies.

This gives rise to spurious resonances from the coupled

oscillations of various parts of the cell that cloud the

identification of the fundamental resonance of the canti-

lever[60] (Fig. 7). As mentioned previously, these spurious

resonances complicate the measured phase signal in TM

in liquid. It is no longer sigmoidal but can have multiple

maxima and minima because of neighboring resonances

(Fig. 7). If the form of cantilever excitation is changed to

one that is more direct, such as directly oscillating a

magnetized cantilever using an oscillating magnetic field

(MAC-mode AFM),[61] the presence of these spurious

resonances can be attenuated.

Because most commercial AFMs utilize acoustic

excitation to drive the cantilever, we will only discuss

operation with this mode of excitation. The thermal noise

spectrum of the cantilever[59,62] can be used to assist in the

identification of the resonance of the cantilever. Addi-

tionally, it is common that the resonance of the cantilever

exhibits the highest vibrational amplitude in the frequency

sweep. However, further verification can be obtained from

the initial phase lag when probe–sample interactions are

negligible. Fig. 8 shows f for a cantilever oscillated at a

frequency close to its resonance frequency and at a

frequency off a neighboring spurious resonance peak. In

the latter case, f � 90�, whereas f > 90� when the

oscillating frequency is on the true cantilever resonance.

When the cantilever is driven on or close to its resonance,

we expect f to be sensitive to the damping environment of

the cantilever, and a value >90� indicating increased

damping/energy dissipation closer to the surface is ex-

pected because of the presence of hydrodynamic forces.

Some authors have also observed that if the cantilever is

driven at a frequency that is not close to its fundamental

resonance, the oscillations do not decay symmetrically

with tapping.[28,31,63] Instead, the lower turning point of

oscillation varies, while the upper turning point remains

constant (Fig. 9). The perturbed FDHO model does not

describe this type of oscillatory response as Burnham et al.

have shown.[31]

With the true resonance of the cantilever appropriately

selected, a more significant complication with regards to

modeling TM in liquid is the large hydrodynamic damp-

ing of cantilever oscillation. Resonance frequencies are

Fig. 7 Resonance behavior obtained by an acoustically excited

silicon nitride (Si3N4) cantilever (kc � 0.5 N/m) in water. Thick

dotted line is the A(o) data and the solid line is the f(o) data.

Fig. 8 f(D) of the Si3N4 cantilever (kc � 0.5 N/m) driven close

to its fundamental resonance (solid line) and driven off a

spurious resonance (dotted line) in water.
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now 3–4 times lower than those in air because of the

added mass of liquid that moves with the oscillating

cantilever[64–66] and Q is of order 1. These low-quality

factors compromise the sensitivity of TM force measure-

ments as they result in broader resonance curves and

smaller DA/DD changes with probe–sample interaction

(Fig. 3). Additionally, sample-induced dissipation be-

comes difficult to measure because of the dominance of

hydrodynamic damping. To circumvent these problems

caused by low-quality factors, Humphris et al.[67] have

developed a positive feedback control loop system, known

as active Q control, that increases the effective quality

factor of the system to values that are more comparable

with those obtained in air operation (>100). Q control can

also assist in the identification of the fundamental

cantilever resonance in acoustically excited systems.

Hydrodynamic damping not only affects the free os-

cillation of the cantilever, but can also be distance-

dependent through squeeze damping.[64] Squeeze damp-

ing can occur between the cantilever or probe and surface

and is caused by an increase in hydrostatic pressure that

develops because of the film of liquid that must be

squeezed out of the gap between the relevant approaching

surfaces.[68] Its onset scales with the size of the approach-

ing object. Hosaka et al.[69] have derived the squeeze force

for beam-shaped cantilevers by modeling the cantilever as

a string of spheres and have shown that it varies with D�3.

However, Alcaraz et al.[70] have shown experimentally

that the squeeze force varies more as D�1 for both

rectangular and V-shaped cantilevers. For the probe

(assuming a spherical geometry), the squeeze force is

proportional to D�1 (Reynolds equation).[64,71] The

theoretical models for the squeeze force are only valid

for laminar flow within the squeeze film, i.e., Re�1 in

the film, for ideal geometries, for oscillation amplitudes

that are very small relative to the gap distance, and for

constant velocity approach of the object to the surface.

Because many AFM cantilevers and probes (usually

conical tips) have complex geometry and are inclined at

a small angle, deviations from these models are not

unreasonable. Additionally, in TM, A is comparable to the

gap distance, making the analysis of the squeeze force

more difficult.

In their study of solvation forces near a graphite

surface, O’Shea and Welland[64] observed squeeze damp-

ing at tip–sample separations on the order of tens of

microns for all the cantilevers used. This damping has also

been observed in the aqueous solutions used in our work

(Fig. 10). At smaller separations (< 1 mm) (while

maintaining noncontact with the substrate), they observe

no significant additional damping and conclude that

squeeze effects between the tip apex and the surface are

negligible in their experiments. This conclusion is

consistent with the Reynolds model that predicts a tip

squeeze-drag coefficient that is about 3 orders of

magnitude smaller than the cantilever squeeze-drag

coefficient, making the cantilever the dominant contrib-

utor to distance-dependent damping. O’Shea and Welland

do observe a huge increase in damping at D < 2.5 nm that

they ascribe to the solvation layer becoming more

viscoelastic because of confinement.

O’Shea and Welland’s characterization of hydrody-

namic damping was conducted at noncontact separations,

and their separation calibration was affected by drift of the

piezo and other experimental limitations. For TM force

measurements, the form of damping must be known

accurately for separation changes on the order of the

resolution of the force measurement acquisition (DD 	
1 nm). Additionally, it is possible that the tip-squeeze

contribution is much larger in TM than in NC because of

the very small squeeze gaps (<1 nm) created during

Fig. 9 A(D) of a magnetically excited silicon nitride cantilever

(kc � 0.6 N/m) with a silicon tip tapping against a mica surface.

Additionally plotted is the instantaneous position of the can-

tilever (deflection signal). The drive frequency used (1 kHz) was

much smaller than the resonance frequency of the cantilever

(14.8 kHz). (From Ref. [67].)

Fig. 10 Resonance behavior of an oscillating Si3N4 cantilever

(kc � 0.5 N/m) in water at D � 50 mm (thick solid line), D � 0.5

mm (solid line), and D � 0.05 mm (dashed line).
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oscillation. We therefore investigate how Q varies with D

using Fourier spectroscopy.[72] This involves high-speed

collection of the cantilever deflection signal during force

measurement and discrete Fourier transformation of

subsets of the signal (Hanning window) to obtain the

resonance curve of the cantilever, A(o), at various D. This

method allows us to overcome effects such as piezo-drift

because of the continuous acquisition involved, allowing

accurate separation calibration. From the A(o) curves, we

can obtain Q from the steady-state analytical solution of

Eq. 2, in which the probe–sample interaction is accounted

for through an average value, r[A]:[48]

A ¼ adffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� o2=o2

o � r½A�Þ2 þ o2=o2
o

Q2

s ð4Þ

Several authors have shown that the cantilever oscil-

lation is anharmonic in TM in liquid.[28,31,73] Indeed,

the cantilever deflection has been observed to deviate

fairly significantly from sinusoidal oscillation during

intermittent contact that Chen et al.[65] attribute to

cantilever buckling caused by motion of the fluid. Despite

the anharmonicity, Eq. 4 still adequately fits the reso-

nance curves of our tapping cantilever even up to small

separations (Fig. 11a). Fig. 11b shows how Q varies with

D for various drive amplitudes in tapping on silicon in

water using a tip as the probe. The distance axis has been

normalized using the free peak amplitude, Apo. All the

curves collapse on top of each other, indicating that

additional dissipation only ensues when the probe starts to

intermittently contact the surface (onset of strong repul-

sive interaction observed through a more negative r[A]).

Because oscillation amplitude is a key factor in deter-

mining both the onset and extent of additional damping,

we can only obtain Q averaged over the whole oscillation

cycle, Q(D), instead of Q(x). In this analysis, D = 0 is

defined as the onset of constant oscillation amplitude in

the approach curve after intermittent contact occurs. It is

important to note that the point of zero separation is

always ambiguous with AFM force measurements, as

only the deflection of the cantilever is monitored in the

technique. In dc operation, the point of zero separation/

contact is usually calibrated from the onset of linearity

in the cantilever deflection. Equivalently in TM, one can

define an equilibrium zero probe–sample separation, D=0.

The results and discussion presented show that hydro-

dynamic forces are a key component of force measure-

ments in liquid. Experiments using solutions of different

viscosities[72] have illuminated that the origin of the Q

decay that occurs in our TM force measurements with

intermittent contact is not a result of squeeze damping.

Instead, we hypothesize that the origin of the dissipation is

a result of frictional losses associated with both cantilever

buckling[73] and lateral sliding of the tip upon contact.[54]

If we allow for the occurrence of this intermittent contact-

induced dissipation, introduced in the FDHO model

through a decaying Q(D), a more accurate simulation of

TM force measurements in liquid is achieved.[72]

Fig. 11 (A) Theoretical fit of A(o) curves (Eq. 2) obtained

using Fourier spectroscopy at various D for a free peak am-

plitude, Apo of 6.1 nm. The bottom curve is for D = 0, and each

subsequent curve is +1.6 nm away from the previous curve.

(B) Fitted Q (unfilled symbols) and r[A] (shaded symbols) as a

function of normalized separation, D/Apo for different Apo. Q

and r[A] have also been normalized by their free values (for

negligible probe–sample interactions). Apo was 0.4 nm (circles),

3.1 nm (squares), 6.1 nm (triangles), and 12.2 nm (diamonds).
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DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS OF STERIC
FORCES FROM DIFFUSE POLYMER LAYERS

Physically and chemically adsorbed polymer layers are

used to modify surface properties, such as charge and

wettability, as well as to prevent adsorption of molecules

onto the surfaces. On biomaterials, such polymer layers

are commonly used as antifouling coatings as they

exert repulsive steric forces that prevent contaminant

adsorption. The polymer steric interactions arise from the

osmotic penalties associated with confining the polymer

segments.[74]

There have been a number of dynamic studies[75,76]

focused on characterizing the viscoelastic properties of

adsorbed or constrained polymer layers on surfaces using

AFM. Traditionally, these studies were conducted using

the surface forces apparatus (SFA),[77–79] where the

interaction area of the approaching surface is many orders

of magnitude larger than the probes used in AFM. Both

techniques involve oscillating the sample at frequencies in

the 10–1000 Hz range and looking at changes in the phase

lag and the amplitude to obtain both the storage and loss

moduli of the system through the Voigt model. A slightly

different approach that has been taken to study the

properties of swollen grafted polymer layers is to observe

changes in the dynamic properties from the thermal noise

fluctuations of the cantilever. This technique has been

exploited by Gelbert et al.[80,81] to study the viscoelastic

properties of various tethered polymer layers and offers

advantages to forced oscillation because of the small

oscillation amplitudes that ensure the dynamic responses

are linear.

One of the few AFM studies involving high-frequency,

large amplitude probing of polymer layers is Overney

Fig. 12 Interaction energy profiles measured on (A) a sparsely grafted PEG layer and (B) a densely grafted PEG layer using d.c. force

measurements with Si3N4 cantilevers of kc1 (unfilled symbols) and kc2 (filled symbols). Insets are the energy profiles for kc2 plotted on a

semilog scale).
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et al.’s[82] compliance measurement of a grafted polysty-

rene brush. In their work, oscillation was mediated through

modulation of the cantilever at a free oscillation amplitude

of 5.5 nm and a modulation frequency of 3 kHz. From

storage modulus vs. distance profiles for both a bare

silicon substrate and the polystyrene brush, a brush layer

height was calculated that compared favorably to neutron

reflectivity experiments and dc force measurements. The

storage modulus is the elastic contribution from the

compression of the polymer segments and is analogous to

the steric repulsion exerted by the brush. Overney et al.’s

polystyrene brush system is an ideal one in that the layer is

dense enough to resist compression before significant

penetration into the layer occurs, making escape transi-

tions unlikely.[83,84]

Simulations[83,85] have shown that when sparsely

grafted polymer layers undergo continuous compression

from sharp tips, the polymer chains splay or escape away

from the tip to minimize their energy of confinement.

These events are frequently observed in dc force measure-

ments[13] and result in an underestimation of the magnitude

of the steric repulsion that would be experienced between

the layer and an adsorbing molecule. It would be in-

teresting to compare the sensitivities of dynamic and dc

force measurements for sparsely grafted systems using

a modulation frequency close to the cantilever’s reso-

nance to enhance sensitivity. Grafted polymer systems are

ideal to study because they display an exponential re-

sistance to compression that is well described theoreti-

cally[74] and they are commonly used in biotechnical

applications because of the covalent form of attachment

that increases stability.

We have explored the sensitivity of TM AFM force

measurements on grafted poly(ethylene glycol), PEG,

layers on silicon at two grafting densities using the

integrated tips on the cantilevers as probes. Fig. 12a and b

shows the results of dc force measurements on the two

PEG layers for cantilevers of differing spring constant

(kc1 � 0.01 N/m and kc2 � 0.5 N/m). For the sparsely

grafted layer, the onset of deflection of the stiffer

cantilever (kc2) is more short-ranged than that observed

with the more flexible cantilever (kc1). This suggests

that polymer chains are splaying/escaping from the tip

of the stiffer cantilever (because of the high compres-

sion load), resulting in significant penetration of the

tip through the layer before a detectable resistance to

compression is measured. After a certain amount of

compression, escape transitions become less favorable

because the polymer is constrained at one end and the

stretching penalty associated with the chain completely

escaping from under the tip is too great.[85] Therefore

segments will start to resist compression. Confirming this,

we observe two compression regimes in the force pro-

files on this layer. Only one compression regime is ob-

served on the densely grafted layer because the osmotic

penalty for chain escape as a result of the proximity of

neighboring chains is large enough to prevent escape

despite the large compression loads.

Tapping mode force measurements on the same

surfaces described earlier are shown in Fig. 13. These

force measurements were conducted with the stiff canti-

levers, but the onset of deflection is comparable to the

onset obtained from dc measurements with cantilevers of

kc1 (Table 1). Therefore we can conclude that TM force

measurements are more sensitive than their dc counter-

parts. This increased sensitivity is attributed to the large

oscillation amplitude that allows the polymer layer to be

sensed before significant compression occurs and the high

frequency of oscillation that possibly prevents slower

events such as polymer escape from occurring.

DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS OF
RECEPTOR–LIGAND INTERACTIONS

Much of biological activity and cellular response is

mediated through specific interactions termed receptor–

ligand interactions. These interactions are short-ranged

Fig. 13 TM A(D) curves obtained on the sparsely grafted PEG

layer (unfilled symbols) and the densely grafted PEG layer

(filled symbols) using a Si3N4 cantilever of kc2.

Table 1 Values indicate 5% deviation from the overall

measured change.

Experiment Detection of change (D) (nm)

dc: sparse PEG layer, kc1 4.3

dc: sparse PEG layer, kc2 2.85

dc: dense PEG layer, kc1 3.5

dc: dense PEG layer, kc2 4

TM: sparse PEG layer, kc2 14

TM: dense PEG layer, kc2 14.8
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(�1–2 nm) and occur because of a combination of

hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions, and

hydrophobic attractions between complementary sites on

molecules.[86] Dc force measurements have been used

extensively to measure the binding strength between

receptor–ligand pairs.[14,15,87,88] In these measurements,

the force of unbinding is determined by the amount the

cantilever deflects because of the receptor–ligand attrac-

tion during retraction from the surface. Because biological

interactions are, by nature, dynamic, many researchers

have also investigated the dependence of the receptor–

ligand binding strengths on the loading and unloading

rate.[89–91] To our knowledge, only a few authors have

investigated the feasibility of high-frequency dynamic

probing of these interactions.

In particular, Raab et al.[92] have used MAC-mode

AFM to conduct successful antibody recognition imaging

using a functionalized AFM tip. In their work, they

attached the antibody to a flexible polymer tether and

carefully controlled both oscillation amplitude and driving

frequency to optimize the contact time such that binding

between the antibody and antigen was feasible. Liu

et al.[93] have also examined single molecule stretching

behavior with both dynamic and static AFM measure-

ments. Additionally, a new tool named molecular recog-

nition force microscopy (MRFM) that uses magnetic

excitation of the cantilever has emerged in recent years.

Here the tip is functionalized with a flexible cross-linker

carrying a ligand that will complex to its complementary

receptor on the surface. The oscillation responses of the

cantilever and tip are then recorded as a function of

frequency. Pastushenko et al.[94] and Schindler et al.[95]

used a theoretical analysis of the damped oscillator model

to investigate the conditions necessary for the most

sensitive detection of the receptor–ligand complexation

(maximizing DA) with the lowest possible compressive

load. They determined that if Q > 1, MRFM experiments

are more sensitive than dc experiments and that driving

below oo offers greater sensitivity than driving above oo.

Their analysis, as they duly noted, did not rigorously

account for the viscous interactions that affect the

cantilever response in liquid; however, it is still a useful

guide in optimizing dynamic MRFM experiments.

There is a lower limit to the flexibility of the can-

tilevers that can be used for these studies to increase the

sensitivity of the measurement. With very flexible

cantilevers (usually of larger dimension), hydrodynamic

forces become too great[96] and result in oo in liquid that

occur within the noise frequencies of the instrument. Huge

drive amplitudes are also needed to sustain oscillation,

thereby increasing the impact force on the sample. In our

experiments, stable tapping could only be achieved using

cantilevers with kc � 0.1 N/m. However, it may be

possible to drive the cantilever at frequencies off its higher

eigenmodes of vibration that arise from its secondary

bending and twisting states.[97]

CONCLUSION

The interactions that we have discussed are relevant to

many biomaterial surfaces[98–102] on which receptor–

ligand interactions are used for the specific recruitment

of biomolecules/analytes to the surface and polymer steric

forces are used to prevent fouling of the surface by

noncomplementary contaminants. In nature, carbohy-

drates that protrude out of the plasma membrane on the

cell surface are responsible for imparting steric repul-

sion.[103] Understanding the interplay between these

interactions will aid in the comprehension of important

cellular processes such as cell adhesion and in the design

of various biomaterials. The potential of TM AFM as a

tool in the gentle, simultaneous probing of these interac-

tions in physiological conditions is promising.

We have shown that hydrodynamics and other forms of

energy dissipation that are independent of the probe–

sample interactions play a very important role in TM in

liquid. Full characterization of this dissipation is neces-

sary before accurate quantitative extraction of the relevant

probe–sample interactions is possible. This can be

achieved for each force measurement using the Fourier

spectroscopy technique that we proposed.

As with all AFM methods, the ambiguity associated

with the knowledge of absolute zero separation is a major

limitation to the technique. This uncertainty affects

quantitative reproduction of experimental data and accu-

rate knowledge of the acting probe–sample interaction.

Additionally, the dynamic signal measured is not specific

to the motion of the probe, but reflects the overall motion

of the cantilever. In TM in liquid, where the fluid can

cause secondary bending and rotation of the cantilever,

this complicates interpretation of the measured signal and

limits the applicability of the FDHO model that treats the

cantilever as a unified mass. We hope that with growing

utility of this mode of measurement, these problems will

be addressed in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

When a surface is immersed or created in an aqueous

solution, a discontinuity is formed at the interface where

such physicochemical variables as electrical potential and

electrolyte concentration change significantly from the

aqueous phase to another phase. Because of the different

chemical potentials between the two phases, charge

separation often occurs at the interfacial region.[1] This

interfacial region, together with the charged surface, is

usually known as the electrical double layer (EDL). This

layer, which can extend as far as 100 nm in a very dilute

solution to only a few angstroms in a concentrated

solution,[2] plays an important role in electrochemis-

try,[3,4] colloid science, and surface chemistry. Applica-

tions of the electrical double layer can be found in energy-

storing devices in the form of capacitors, electrosorption

of metal ions, purification of drinking water, nanomaterial

processing, and sensor assembly.

The importance of the EDL has led to numerous

studies, and many models were proposed in the past. The

best known is the Gouy–Chapman model,[2] in which ions

are considered as point charges and water is considered as

a continuum. The electrical potential distribution and the

concentration profiles can be predicted simply by using

the Poisson–Boltzmann (P–B) equation. This theory,

which has been proven very successful at low electrolyte

concentrations and low surface charge densities,[5–7] has

been applied to many EDL problems, such as heavy metal

adsorption[8] and ion transport through membrane chan-

nels.[9,10] For higher concentrations of ions and higher

surface charge densities, a better description of the EDL

can be obtained by using primitive models,[5,7,11,12] in

which water is still considered as a continuum but ions are

considered as hard spheres with a point charge embedded

at their centers. Various theoretical approaches such as

molecular dynamics,[13] modified P–B equations,[14]

integral equation theories,[15–19] and Monte Carlo simula-

tions[6,7] have been employed to study the primitive

model. These studies confirm that the primitive model and

the Gouy–Chapman model provide similar results for

dilute solutions and low surface charge densities. How-

ever, the agreement between these two models becomes

worse when a high ion concentration or a high surface

charge density is encountered, especially if an asymmetric

electrolyte is present in the solution.[7] A more realistic

EDL model would be the nonprimitive model,[13,20–27] in

which water is considered as individual molecules instead

of a continuum. For example, in the solvent primitive

model (the simplest form of a nonprimitive model),[23,24]

water molecules are considered as neutral hard spheres.

Because of the steric effect caused by water molecules,

the ion concentration profile in the EDL shows strong

oscillations, which cannot be observed in the primitive

model. In this study, the results of Monte Carlo simula-

tions used to compare the primitive and nonprimitive EDL

models with the classical Gouy–Chapman model in 10-

and 20-Å slit-type nanopores are reported.

EDL AND SURFACE PROPERTIES

Because not all of interfaces are of the same kind, the

characteristic behavior of the EDL depends on the

properties of the particular interface. Ideally, such

interfaces can be characterized either as polarizable or

nonpolarizable, depending on the interfacial resistance.[1]

This idea can be better explained by the concept of an

equivalent circuit. As shown in Fig. 1, the entire

interfacial region can be represented by an equivalent

circuit composed of an electrical double-layer capacitor

(EDLC), an interfacial resistance, and a solution resist-

ance, where Cdl, Rf, and Rs represent the double-layer

capacitance, the faradaic resistance, and the solution

resistance, respectively. If Rf is very large (such as in

metal–solution interfaces), the equivalent circuit can be

simplified as a double-layer capacitor in series with a

solution resistance. Therefore any increase in electrical

potential on the surface will cause counterions to

accumulate in the EDLC, preventing electric current from
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passing through the interface. In this case, the interface is

characterized as ideally polarizable. On the other hand, if

Rf is very small, such as in the case of a Ag/AgCl surface

in contact with NaCl solution, the equivalent circuit can

be simplified as solution and faradaic resistances in se-

ries. In this situation, any slight change in the electrical

potential on the surface results in the flow of electric

current across the interface. Therefore such an interface is

characterized as ideally nonpolarizable. Although the

nonpolarizable interface has its own importance in areas

such as reference electrodes, only the polarizable interface

is a good EDLC.[1] Accordingly, the following discussion

focuses on the polarizable interface and all of the in-

terfaces investigated in the study are assumed to be ide-

ally polarizable.

A schematic diagram of an ideally polarizable interface

is shown in Fig. 2, in which the interface can be further

divided by the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer

Helmholtz plane (OHP). By definition, the IHP is the

locus of the centers of specifically adsorbed dehydrated

ions, while the OHP is the plane of closest approach of

hydrated counterions.[2] The ions in the layer outside the

OHP are mobile, and their distribution depends on the

balance between the electrostatic interaction and the ther-

mal diffusion; therefore, this layer is called the diffuse

layer, or Gouy–Chapman layer. On the other hand, ions

inside the OHP are immobilized because they are strong-

ly bound with the charged surface (specific adsorption).

The immobile ions constitute the Stern layer, or the

Helmholtz layer.

The EDL behaves like an electrical capacitor. When

the surface potential is increased, the surface charge

density increases as well. Because the Stern layer is very

different from the diffuse layer, it is better to separate the

entire EDL capacitor into a series of diffuse-layer and

Stern-layer capacitors. Therefore the relationship between

the double-layer, Stern-layer, and diffuse-layer capaci-

tances can be written in the form

1

Cdl

¼ 1

Cs

þ 1

Cd

ð1Þ

where Cs and Cd are the Stern-layer and diffuse-layer

capacitances, respectively.

Results of the EDL experiment involving NaF on the

mercury surface[28] indicate that Cs has only a minimal

dependency on the surface charge density or electrolyte

concentration; therefore, it is customary to assume that Cs

is constant at low surface charge density and low elec-

trolyte concentration. On the other hand, Cd shows strong

dependency on the surface charge density and electrolyte

concentration. This capacitance has a minimum value

when the surface charge density is zero and increases

exponentially with the surface charge density and elec-

trolyte concentration. Therefore under high electrolyte

concentration, the value of Cd is much larger than that of

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit of the interface and two ideal cases:

ideally polarizable and nonpolarizable interfaces.

Fig. 2 Schematic model of the EDL, showing the specifically

adsorbed cations and the fully hydrated anions and cations on a

negatively charged surface.
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Cs, making the Stern layer more important than the diffuse

layer. Because the overall capacitance is always deter-

mined by the smaller of two capacitors in series, Cdl is

determined solely by Cs under such conditions. On the

other hand, the diffuse layer is more important than the

Stern layer for low electrolyte concentration and low

surface charge density, and Cdl is determined solely by Cd

in this case. Accordingly, by measuring Cdl at two

extreme conditions (very concentrated and very dilute

solutions), Cs and Cd can be determined independently.

The experimental value of Cd can be compared with the

theoretical value of Cd that is determined by using the

classical Gouy–Chapman theory, which is described in

the following section.

GOUY–CHAPMAN THEORY

In order to maintain the overall electroneutrality of the

system, an excess of charge on the surface side of the

interface must attract an equal amount of oppositely

charged ions in the diffuse layer, in which the electrical

potential distribution is given by the Poisson equation:

r2c ¼ � r
e

ð2Þ

where r2 is the Laplacian operator, c is the relative

electrical potential between the diffuse layer and the bulk

phase, e is the dielectric constant of the medium, and r is

the volume charge density given by

r ¼
X

i

Nizie ð3Þ

In this expression, zi is the valence of ions of type i, e is

the elementary charge, and Ni is the number of ions of

type i. According to the Boltzmann distribution, Ni can be

expressed as

Ni ¼ Ni0 exp � zieðf� fbÞ
kT

� �
ð4Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute

temperature, Ni0 is the bulk concentration of ions, and f
and fb are the absolute electrical potentials in the double-

layer region and in the bulk phase, respectively. It is

convenient to define the reference electrical potential

located in the bulk phase; therefore, fb=0 and can be

represented by c. When Eqs. 2, 3, and 4 are combined, the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation is then obtained:

r2c ¼ � e

e

X
i

Ni0zie exp
�ziec

kT

� �
ð5Þ

If the solution contains only single z:z-type electrolyte,

Eq. 5 can be further simplified for a one-dimensional

EDL system:

d2c
dx2

¼ 2N0ze

e
sinh

zec
kT

� �
ð6Þ

The second-order differential equation given by Eq. 6 can

be integrated by multiplying both sides by 2(dc/dx),

followed by an integration with respect to x:

Z
d

dx

dc
dx

� �2

dx ¼
Z

4N0ze

e
sinh

zec
kT

� �
dc ð7Þ

Integrating from the bulk solution where c = 0 and dc/

dx = 0 up to some point in the double layer yields the

first-order differential equation of c.

dc
dx
¼ �2kkT

ze
sinh

zec
2kT

� �
ð8Þ

where k = (2NAIe2/ekT)1/2 is the Debye–Hückel parameter

for a symmetrical 1:1 electrolyte, I is the ionic strength,

and NA is Avogadro’s number.

The charge density in the diffuse layer, sd, is related to

the volume charge density, r, by

sd ¼
Z1
d

rdx ð9Þ

From Eq. 2, r can also be expressed as a second-order

derivative of the electrical potential for a one-dimensional

system; therefore,

sd ¼
Zd

1

e
d2c
dx2

dx ¼ e
dc
dx

� �d

1
ð10Þ

Because c=0 as x!1 , the derivative (dc/dx)x!1 = 0

and sd = e(dc/dx)x = d. From Eq. 8, a useful relationship

between cd and sd can be obtained:

sd ¼
�2ekkT

ze
sinh

zecd

2kT

� �
ð11Þ

By definition, the differential capacitance of the diffuse

double layer, Cd, can be expressed as

Cd ¼ �
dsd

dcd

ð12Þ

Taking the derivative of Eq. 11 with respect to cd, the

expression of Cd can therefore be obtained as

Cd ¼ ek cosh
zecd

2kT
ð13Þ
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Based on Eq. 13, Fig. 3 plots the values of Cd as a function

of cd. As shown in the figure, Cd is very small at very low

electrolyte concentration; therefore, according to Eq. 1,

Cdl is determined solely by Cd at low concentration. On

the other hand, Cd is very large at high electrolyte

concentration. In this case, 1/Cd becomes insignificant and

Cdl is solely determined by Cs.

EDL IN NANOPORES

Gouy–Chapman Model

In the discussion of EDL formation adjacent to a single

charged surface, only one side of the interface is

considered and the boundary condition, c = 0 as x!1 ,

is always true. However, if the EDL is confined by two

charged surfaces such as in a slit-type pore, this boundary

condition is valid only when the separation distance

between these two charged surfaces, or the diameter of the

pore in case of a cylindrical pore, is large enough. When

the separation distance is decreased, the EDLs of the two

surfaces begin to overlap in the central region as shown in

Fig. 4. In this case, Eq. 6 still applies to the system but

with a new boundary condition:

dc
dx
¼ 0 and c ¼ cm at x ¼ D

2
ð14Þ

where cm is the electrical potential at the midplane and

D is the separation distance between the two identical

charged surfaces. Thus the diffuse-layer charge density

can be written as

sd ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4eRTI
p

cosh
ec0

kT

� �
� cosh

ecm

kT

� �� �1=2

ð15Þ

where R is the ideal gas constant. The second term

inside the bracket is the contribution from the over-

lapping of EDLs. When the two charged surfaces are

far away from one another, cm approaches zero and the

second term becomes unity. If this condition is

satisfied, then Eq. 15 can be simplified to Eq. 11,

and the two charged surfaces can be viewed as two

independent charged surfaces. Therefore the overlapping

effect becomes important as the distance between two

charged interfaces decreases, as in the case for a nano-

pore. When the overlapping increases to the extent that

make c0 = cm, the EDLs no longer exist in the nano-

pore and sd = 0. In practical applications, especially for

nanoporous materials, it is doubtful that the micropo-

rosity (<2 nm) contributes to EDL capacitance, because

the effect of overlapping is too strong.[29] Moreover,

it is questionable whether the P–B equation and the

Gouy–Chapman model are applicable at a very small

length scale.

Primitive Model and Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) Simulations

As indicated in the ‘‘Introduction,’’ a better approach to

the EDL problem would be the primitive model combined

with Monte Carlo simulations, especially the GCMC. The

advantage of the GCMC method is that the chemical

potential, rather than the total number of ions, is kept

constant. This feature is very important for the EDL

problem because the number of counterions increases and

the number of coions decreases considerably in the EDL

region. Therefore only GCMC can provide an unambig-

uous way to determine the total number of ions in the

EDL. Generally, a GCMC step includes two types of

options. The first is a move in the canonical ensemble, in

Fig. 3 Diffuse-layer capacitance of the EDL as a function of

diffuse-layer potential for several concentrations based on

Eq. 13: solid line, 0.1 M; long-dashed line, 0.01 M; short-

dashed line, 0.001 M; dot-dashed line, 0.0001 M.

Fig. 4 The overlap of two diffuse layers in a nanopore. The

electrical potential distribution adjacent to a single double layer

is represented by the dashed line; the solid line is the electrical

potential distribution that results from the overlapping of two

EDLs; and c0 and cm are the surface and midplane potentials,

respectively.
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which a randomly selected ion is moved from an initial

position ri to a new position rj, and the move is accepted

with a probability of fij, which is given by

fij ¼ minf1; Y exp½�bðUj � UiÞ�g ð16aÞ

where Y=1, b=(kT)�1, and Ui and Uj are the configura-

tional energies at positions i and j, respectively. The

second option involves the addition or deletion of a pair of

positive and negative ions (so that the electroneutrality is

still maintained during the addition/deletion processes). If

a pair of ions is inserted in configuration i to reach

configuration j, then the number of positive ions and the

number of negative ions in state j are Nj
+=Ni

++1 and

Nj
�=Ni

�+1, respectively. The transition probability from

configuration i to j is given by Eq. 16a, with a different

value assigned to Y:

Y ¼ NþN�
Nþj N�j

g2
� ð16bÞ

where N+ and N� are the original numbers of positive

and negative ions in the bulk phase of the same volume,

respectively, and g± is the mean ionic activity coefficient

in the McMillan–Mayer system at solution concentration

C0. In the primitive model, the activity coefficient, g±,

was found to be �0.127 for 1.0 M electrolyte concen-

tration.[30]

The total potential energy, UT, of an electrolyte system

is the sum of the single-ion energy U1, and the two-ion

energy, U2:

UT ¼ U1 þ U2 ð17Þ

The only single-ion energy term, U1, is the electrostatic

interaction between an ion and the two charged surfaces.

Thus U1 can be expressed as[20]

U1 ¼ 1; z1; z2 < d=2 ð18aÞ

U1 ¼
1

4pe0er

XN

i ¼ 1

qi½s1uðz1;WÞ þ s2uðz2;WÞ�;

z1; z2 � d=2 ð18bÞ

uðz;WÞ ¼ 4W ln
0:5þ r1

r2

� ��

�jzj 2p� 4 tan�1 4jzjr1

W

� �	
ð18cÞ

where W is the width and height of the square charged

surfaces, and z1 and z2 are the distances between an ion

carrying charge qi and the first and second charged

surfaces, respectively. The charge densities of these two

charged surfaces are s1 and s2, respectively. The parame-

ters r1and r2 are given by

r1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5þ z

W


 �2
r

ð18dÞ

and

r2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:25þ z

W


 �2
r

ð18eÞ

The two-ion energy, U2, is basically the pair interaction

between two ions. However, because the long-range

electrostatic interaction is extended far beyond the small

simulation box, an additional term needs to be used to

properly account for the long-range effect. Therefore

periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the dimen-

sions x and y, and the traditional minimum image method

is used.[31] In the z dimension, the long-range interaction

is handled by a modified charged-sheet (CS) method

proposed by Boda and Chan,[20] in which each ion forms

an infinite CS minus the central square hole occupied by

the simulation box. Therefore the two-particle energy is

the sum of Coulombic interaction between two ions inside

the simulation box and the interaction between one ion

and the CS formed by another ion. The term U2 can be

expressed as

U2 ¼ 1; rij < d ð19aÞ

and

U2 ¼
1

4pe0er

XN�1

i ¼ 1

XN

j ¼ iþ1

qiqj

rij

(

þ qiqj

W2

XN

i ¼ 1

XN

j ¼ 1

½uðzij;1Þ � uðzij;WÞ�
)
; rij � d

ð19bÞ

In this expression, rij is the magnitude of the vector rij

between the i-th and j-th ions, and zij is the z component

of rij.

Without loss of generality, both surfaces were assumed

to be negatively charged, and an equal amount of

excessive counterions in the solution phase was used to

balance the charge on the surfaces. Moreover, the water is

considered as a continuum with a dielectric constant

er = 78.5, and the ions are considered as hard spheres with

diameter d = 4.25 Å as in the case for other primitive

models found in the literature.[30] In the GCMC simula-

tions, an equal probability of 1/3:1/3:1/3 was used to

insert, delete, or move an ion. The maximum traveling

distance between (�Zmax,Zmax) was adjusted every 10

passes to maintain an acceptance ratio of 0.5. More details
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of the GCMC simulation procedure for electrolyte sys-

tems can be found elsewhere.[6,7]

Nonprimitive Model and Canonical
Monte Carlo (CMC) Simulations

In the nonprimitive model of the EDL, the water is

considered as individual molecules instead of a continu-

um. To better describe the properties of water, the TIP4P-

FQ water model,[32–34] in which the charge on each atomic

site is allowed to fluctuate in response to its surrounding

environment, is employed. A single water molecule has

four atomic sites: one O, two H, and one M, representing

oxygen, hydrogen, and an imaginary charged site, respec-

tively. The oxygen atomic site, O, is the only Lennard–

Jones (LJ) center for the water molecule and carries no

charge. The negative charge of �1.04 e is carried by the

imaginary site M, which is located 0.15 Å away from the

oxygen atom, along the bisector of the angle of the

H O H bond. Two hydrogen atomic sites carry charges

of +0.52e to balance the negative charge on the M site.

The angle of the H O H bond is 104.52�, and its length

is 0.9572 Å.

The interaction energy between ion and ion, and ion

and water can be divided into LJ and electrostatic energy.

The total LJ energy, ULJ, between any two water mol-

ecules, any two ions, or between one water molecule and

one ion can be expressed as

ULJ ¼
XN�1

i ¼ 1

XN

j ¼ iþ1

LJA

r12
ij

� LJC

r6
ij

 !
ð20Þ

where N is the number of water molecules plus the

number of ions and LJA and LJC are the LJ parameters.

In the current study, sodium and chloride ions are selected

as representative cations and anions, respectively. LJ pa-

rameters between the same species are found in the

literature for water,[35] sodium ion, and chloride ion;[36]

otherwise, they can be obtained by the Lorentz–Berthelot

mixing rule. All LJ parameters used in the simulations are

listed in Table 1.

The electrostatic energy includes single-atom and

two-atom interaction energies. The interaction energy

between charged surfaces and atoms or ions constitutes

the single-atom term in the system, and its value can be

calculated by using Eqs. 18a and 18b with the dielectric

constant, er, as unity and N becoming the total number

of charged atomic sites of water molecules and ions.

Similarly, d is the equivalent hard-sphere diameter of

water molecule or ions, which is assumed to be 2.5 Å

for water and 2.0 Å for ions. The use of Eqs. 18a and

18b implies that the CS method is used to calculate the

long-range electrostatic interaction. Traditionally, the

use of Ewald sum[31] has proven to be more accurate in

the nonprimitive model; however, the computational

cost is very high. On the other hand, although the CS

technique is easy to implement and the computational

cost is relatively low, it shows strong size dependency

when the box size is too small.[37] In the current study,

the CS method is preferred because only the EDL in a

slit-type nanopore is of interest; therefore, the width of

the simulation box can be chosen to be large enough

(W=100 Å) to avoid the problem of size dependency.

More importantly, using CS allows a simulation to be

performed more effectively. Therefore a larger simula-

tion box can be used and the artificial periodicity can

be reduced.

The two-atom term includes the intermolecular (ion–

ion and ion–water) and the intramolecular interaction

within the same water molecule. The former can be

calculated by Eq. 19b, with N becoming the total number

of charged atomic sites of water and ions, and the latter,

U3, can be calculated by

U3 ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

X
a

X
b

ðJabqiaqibÞ ð21Þ

where qia and qib are the charges of atoms a and b on the

same water molecule i and Jab is a constant that is derived

elsewhere.[32] In this study, JOH and JHH are 286.4 and

203.6 kcal/(mol e2), respectively.

Because charge fluctuation occurs among different

atomic sites within a water molecule, the asymmetric

distribution of partial charge at different atomic sites has

to be accounted for by an additional energy term, UFQ:

UFQ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

X
a

�w0
aqia þ

1

2
J0
aaq2

ia

� �
ð22Þ

where �w0
a is the Mulliken electronegativity parameter of

the isolated atom a and Jaa
0 is twice the hardness of the

electronegativity of an atom. The parameters used in this

study are (�w0
O � �w0

H) = 68.49 kcal/(mol e), JOO
0 = 371.6

kcal/(mol e2), and JHH
0 = 353.0 kcal/(mol e2). More

Table 1 Lennard–Jones parameters used in eq. 20 for pair

interactions

Type

LJC
(kcal Å6/mol)

LJA�10�3

(kcal Å12/mol)

O� � �O 1138.0 1131.0

Na+� � �Na+ 300.0 14.0

Cl�� � �Cl� 3500.0 26,000.0

O� � �Na+ 584.3 125.8

O� � �Cl� 1995.7 5422.0

Na+� � �Cl� 1024.7 603.3
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detailed discussion of the TIP4P-FQ model can be found

elsewhere.[32]

The total number of ions in the simulation box is

obtained from the GCMC simulations. Water molecules

are then added to achieve a bulk water density of 1.0 g/

cm3. However, partial volume in the simulation is

occupied by hydrated ions; therefore, the total volume

available to water molecules is the volume of the

simulation box minus the volume occupied by the ions

in their hydrated form. The radii of hydrated sodium and

chloride ions are found to be 2.3 and 3.2 Å, respectively,

which correspond to an excluded volume of 51.0

and 137.3 Å3 for a single hydrated sodium and chloride

ion, respectively.

Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations based on the

canonical ensemble (N,V,T), that is, CMC simulations,

were then carried out for an electrolyte system including

TIP4P-FQ water molecules and ions between two charged

surfaces. The dimensions of the simulation box in the x,y,z

directions (W�W�L) were 100�100�10 Å (for a 10-Å

nanopore) and 100�100�20 Å (for a 20-Å nanopore),

respectively, and periodic boundary conditions similar

to those employed in GCMC simulations were also

used here. For each step, a water molecule or a single

ion was allowed to move a random distance between

(�Zmax,Zmax). Water molecules were also rotated at an

angle between (�fmax,fmax) around three randomly

chosen axes and each charge was randomly fluctuated

between (�dmax,dmax), while intramolecular electroneu-

trality was maintained. The maximum degree of rotation,

fmax, and the maximum amount of charge allowed to

fluctuate, dmax, were also adjusted every 10 passes in the

program to reach an average acceptance ratio of 0.5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All simulations were carried out on either an IBM SP with

a total of 18 nodes and 72 CPUs or on SGI-Origin 3400

supercomputer with 16 CPUs. The original computer code

was written in FORTRAN 95 and parallelized by OPEN-

MP.[38] In the Monte Carlo simulations, every single

simulation started from an initial configuration with

randomly distributed ions and water molecules (only in

the nonprimitive model). Initial configurations were

preequilibrated until fluctuations of the total energy were

stabilized. In the GCMC simulations, 2 million passes

were performed. The final 500 K passes were used to

calculate the ensemble average of the total number of ions

and the ion concentration profiles. For the final ion

configuration, CMC simulations were performed for

another 500 K (for a 10-Å pore) or 100 K passes (for a

20-Å pore). The final 20% of the passes were then used to

calculate the ensemble average.

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
Simulations of the Primitive Model

Two simulation boxes were used in the GCMC simula-

tions. A smaller box (W�W�L = 200�200�10 Å) was

used to simulate the EDL in a 10-Å slit-type nanopore,

while a larger one (200�200�20 Å) was used to simulate

a 20-Å nanopore. Four different initial conditions used in

the simulations are summarized in Table 2. Comparisons

of the ion concentration profiles for the Gouy–Chapman

and primitive models in the nanopore at �0.05 and �0.1

C/m2 are presented in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. As

shown in Fig. 5a, the maximum concentration adjacent

to the charged surfaces is slightly overestimated by the

Gouy–Chapman model because the steric effect is

neglected. Moreover, because more counterions accumu-

late at the surface and a stronger shielding effect occurs as

a result, the coion concentration at the central region

predicted by the Gouy–Chapman model is also higher

than that predicted by the primitive model. Nevertheless,

the Gouy–Chapman model still gives a fairly good

approximation of the ion concentration profile in the

entire range. For a higher surface charge density (�0.1 C/

cm2), as shown in Fig. 5b, the counterion concentration

is higher than that shown in Fig. 5a and the coion

concentration is lower. This feature implies an ion-

exclusion effect in nanopores—most coions are pushed

out of the pores by strong electrostatic force and,

therefore, only counterions can exist.

In the case of a larger pore, 20 Å for example, the

counterion concentration is still higher than the coion

concentration throughout the entire pore space, as shown

in Fig. 6a and b. However, their values are closer in the

central region, meaning that equal numbers of both ions

exist in this region and the bulk phase can be reproduced.

Again, the Gouy–Chapman model gives a very good

approximation for a larger-size pore as well, and no

significant difference can be observed between the

primitive and the Gouy–Chapman models. Because the

Table 2 Average number (AvgN) of ions in the EDL as

calculated by the primitive model and GCMC simulations at

different conditions

Run

no.

W

(Å)

L

(Å) dN a
s1, s2

(C/m2) AvgN

1 200 10 256 �0.05 364

2 200 10 512 �0.1 554

3 200 20 256 �0.05 812

4 200 20 512 �0.1 962

aThe difference between the numbers of counterions and coions.

The initial number of ions in the nonprimitive model is calculated based

on the average number of ions listed in this table.
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effect of pore size is more pronounced than that of the

surface charge density, only the effect of pore size and ion

species was studied in the nonprimitive model; therefore,

the total number of ions obtained in Run 1 and Run 3

(Table 2) are used in the CMC simulations of the

nonprimitive model.

Canonical Monte Carlo (CMC) Simulations
of the Nonprimitive Model

To demonstrate that water molecules do play an important

role in the formation of EDL and to understand the effect

of pore size and ion species on EDL, a nonprimitive model

together with CMC simulations was used to study this

problem for several initial conditions (Table 3). An

illustration of a single CMC simulation of both electrolyte

(NaCl) and water molecules in a 20-Å negatively charged

nanopore (Run 3) is shown in Fig. 7. A brief look at this

figure reveals that the charged surface is covered by water

molecules rather than counterions, as suggested in the

Fig. 5 Comparison of ion concentration profiles in a 10-Å slit-

type nanopore, based on the Gouy–Chapman and primitive

models at surface charge densities of (a) �0.05 C/m2 and (b)

�0.1 C/m2. The solid and dashed lines are the normalized

concentrations of counterion and coion, respectively, based on

the Gouy–Chapman model; the solid and open circles are the

normalized concentrations of counterion and coion, respectively,

in the primitive model. The concentration profiles are also

subject to two hard-sphere exclusion regions (from 0 to 2.125 Å

on the left and from 7.875 to 10 Å on the right). (#American

Institute of Physics.)

Table 3 Initial conditions used in the CMC simulations of the

nonprimitive model

Run

no.

W

(Å)

L

(Å)

s1, s2

(C/m2) Np Nn Nw

1 100 10 �0.05 77 13 2331

2 100 10 +0.05 13 77 2134

3 100 20 �0.05 133 69 5333

4 100 20 +0.05 69 133 5136

The number of ions was obtained from the GCMC study. Np is the

number of positive ions, Nn is the number of negative ions, and Nw is the

number of water molecules used in the simulations.

Fig. 6 Comparison of ion concentration profiles in a 20-Å slit-

type nanopore, based on the Gouy–Chapman and primitive

models at surface charge densities of (a) �0.05 C/m2 and (b)

�0.1 C/m2. The solid and dashed lines are the normalized

concentrations of counterion and coion, respectively, based on

the Gouy–Chapman model; the solid and open circles are the

normalized concentrations of counterion and coion, respectively,

in the primitive model. (#American Institute of Physics.)
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classical Gouy–Chapman model. This observation is

further confirmed in the following discussion.

Results in Fig. 8a show the comparison of ion

concentration profiles for the Gouy–Chapman and the

nonprimitive models in a 10-Å pore, with a surface charge

density of �0.05 C/m2 on both surfaces (Run 1). The

Gouy–Chapman model predicts that an excess number of

positive ions (i.e., sodium ions) accumulate adjacent to the

negatively charged surfaces and then decay exponentially

toward the center. However, it is surprising to see that this

is not the case predicted by the nonprimitive model. In

fact, in the latter case, the maximum counterion concen-

tration is located at the center and then decays toward the

surfaces. This unique feature can be explained by a

strongly adsorbed water layer at the charged surfaces.

Because water molecules are polar, they tend to compete

with other charged species and cause the approaching ions

to remain in the diffuse layer rather than be adsorbed on

the charged surfaces.[26,39] When compared with the water

distribution shown in Fig. 8b, distinct water peaks are

shown in the region adjacent to the charged surfaces. Thus

it is sufficiently clear that water molecules are more

favored at the charged surfaces than ionic species are.

A similar argument that ions accumulate at the center

of a nanopore was also made by Williams et al.,[40] who

conducted a neutron diffraction experiment involving

vermiculite clay. Williams et al. observed that the neg-

atively charged clay surfaces were covered by two layers

of partially ordered water molecules and that the concen-

tration of counterion (C3H7NH3
+) reached a maximum at

the center of the interlayer region. This observation was

supported by theoretical analysis of a one-dimensional

adsorption model and the competition between water and

counterions.[41] The results showed that fewer than 15% of

the sites are bound with counterions. This feature may

have important implications for ion transport through a

Fig. 7 A Monte Carlo simulation of a 1.0 M NaCl electrolyte solution in a 20-Å charged nanopore. The surface charge density on each

surface is �0.05 C/m2, and the numbers of chloride, sodium, and water molecules are 69, 133, and 5333, respectively. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Ion and water concentration profiles in a 10-Å slit-type

nanopore with a surface charge density of �0.05 C/m2. (a) Ion

profiles: The solid and open circles are the normalized

concentrations of sodium ion (counterion) and chloride ion

(coion), respectively, based on the nonprimitive model and CMC

simulations. The solid and dashed lines are the normalized

concentrations of counterion and coion, respectively, based on

the Gouy–Chapman model, provided for comparison. (b) Water

profile: The solid line is the normalized concentration of water

based on the location of the oxygen atom. (#American Institute

of Physics.)
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charged nanochannel, an issue that has relevance for many

physical, chemical, and biological problems. If water

molecules keep ions from being adsorbed on the charged

surface of a nanochannel, the ion transport should be

faster than expected because ions are not constrained by

the charged surface. As a result, higher ionic mobility can

be expected.

Another discrepancy between the nonprimitive and

Gouy–Chapman models is that the ion concentration

predicted by the nonprimitive model is much higher than

that predicted by the Gouy–Chapman model. This

discrepancy can be explained by the strongly adsorbed

water layer as well. Because water molecules cover the

negatively charged surfaces, the effective volume of the

nanopores to accommodate ions is reduced. The initial

number of ions in the nonprimitive model is estimated

from the primitive model, which does not take this layer of

water into account; therefore, the initial number of

counterions is overestimated. This effect may not be

critical in a mesopore or macropore, but is considerably

larger in a 10-Å nanopore. If a water molecule is

considered as a hard sphere with a 2.5-Å diameter, 50%

of the pore volume is occupied by a compact layer of

strongly adsorbed water molecules and the number of ions

should be decreased at least 50%.

When both surfaces are switched from negatively

charged to positively charged, more anions (chloride ions

in this case) will be present in the solution phase (Table 3,

Run 2). In the primitive or Gouy–Chapman model, cations

and anions are treated as similar hard spheres, except for

the fact that the charges are of opposite sign. Therefore

changing the sign of the surface charge does not change

the counterion concentration profile; as a result, the solid

and dashed lines in Figs. 8a and 9b are identical. How-

ever, in the nonprimitive model, each species is unique.

As shown in Table 1, the LJ parameters for the chloride

ion differ greatly from those of the sodium ion. Conse-

quently, the concentration profile of chloride ions in

Fig. 9a is also considerably different from that of sodium

ions in Fig. 8a. Because of the larger volume of the

chloride ion and the lower hydration energy, a small

amount of chloride ion is specifically adsorbed on the

charged surfaces, which can be observed from the non-

zero concentration at 2 and 8 Å in Fig. 9a. This point

can be further demonstrated by observing the water den-

sity profile in Fig. 9b. In this figure, the water peaks

near the charged surfaces are less obvious than those

shown in Fig. 8b. This feature implies that the chloride

ions tend to compete with water molecules for adsorption

and that contact adsorption of chloride is also energeti-

cally favorable.

Different adsorption behaviors of sodium and chloride

ions can be explained by their hydration radii and the pair-

distribution functions with water molecules. The ion–

oxygen pair-distribution function and the accumulated

number of water molecules are shown in Fig. 10a and

b, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10a, the sodium ions are

smaller (hydrated radius: 2.3 Å) than the chloride ions

(hydrated radius: 3.2 Å). Water molecules are associated

with the sodium ion in a very compact hydrated shell

(sharp peak) when compared with the loose hydrated shell

(broad peak) surrounding the chloride ion. The number of

hydrated water molecules can be estimated from Fig.

10b, in which the number of hydrated water molecules

around a sodium ion is approximately 6, while that of a

chloride ion is about 7. Because water molecules are

loosely bound with chloride ions, chloride ions are more

likely than sodium ions to lose their hydration water when

both approach a charged surface. This phenomenon

explains the contact adsorption of chloride ions at the

Fig. 9 Ion and water concentration profiles in a 10-Å slit-type

nanopore with a surface charge density of +0.05 C/m2. (a) Ion

profiles: The solid and open circles are the normalized

concentrations of chloride ion (counterion) and sodium ion

(coion), respectively, based on the nonprimitive model and CMC

simulations. The solid and dashed lines are the concentration

profiles of counterion and coion, respectively, based on the

Gouy–Chapman model, provided for comparison. (b) Water

profile: The solid line is the normalized concentration of water

based on the location of the oxygen atom. (#American Institute

of Physics.)
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charged surfaces. However, the bulky hydrated chloride

ions prevent other chloride ions from forming a dense

layer at the charged surfaces. Thus only a small number of

chloride ions are adsorbed on the charged surfaces, and

the maximum concentration in Fig. 9a is still located in

the central region.

Simulation results of the EDL formation in a 20-Å pore

with a surface charge density of �0.05 C/m2 (Run 3) are

shown in Fig. 11a for the ion concentration profiles and

in Fig. 11b for the water concentration profile. The

concentration profiles for both counterions and coions in

Fig. 11a are oscillatory. For counterions, two major peaks

at 5 and 15 Å are followed by smaller peaks at 7.5 and

12.5 Å, respectively. For coions, in addition to the two

major peaks at 7.5 and 12.5 Å are two smaller adsorption

peaks at 4 and 16 Å. These oscillatory patterns can be

attributed to the steric effect caused by water molecules,

which can be seen in Fig. 11b. A similar pattern was also

observed in other nonprimitive models, such as in the

solvent primitive model.[23] On the other hand, such an

effect cannot be observed if water is treated as a

continuum, such as in the Gouy–Chapman or primitive

model. In both cases, smooth concentration profiles for

counterions and coions were obtained. For a positively

charged 20-Å pore, the concentration profiles of ions and

water are shown in Fig. 12a and b, respectively. As shown

in Fig. 12a, oscillatory ion concentration profiles similar

to those shown in Fig. 11a are obtained; however, the

peaks of counterion concentration are less apparent in

Fig. 12a. This observation can be explained by the loose

hydration shell and less-pronounced steric effect for

chloride ions. The first water peak also becomes much

Fig. 10 Comparison of the hydration radius and the hydration

number of sodium and chloride ions. (a) Ion–water pair-

distribution function, g(r): the solid line represents sodium ion,

and the dashed line represents chloride ion. The hydration radius

for sodium ions is estimated to be 2.3 Å, while that for chloride

ions is 3.2 Å. (b) Hydration number: For sodium ion (solid line)

and chloride ion (dashed line), the hydration numbers are

estimated to be 6 and 7, respectively. (#American Institute of

Physics.)

Fig. 11 Ion and water concentration profiles in a 20-Å slit-type

nanopore with a surface charge density of �0.05 C/m2. (a) Ion

profiles: The solid and open circles are the normalized

concentrations of sodium ion (counterion) and chloride ion

(coion), respectively, based on the nonprimitive model and CMC

simulations. The solid and dashed lines are the normalized

concentration of counterion and coion, respectively, based on the

Gouy–Chapman model, provided for comparison. (b) Water

profile: The solid line is the normalized concentration of water

based on the location of the oxygen atom. (#American Institute

of Physics.)
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smaller, as shown in Fig. 12b, as a result of the com-

petition on the surface site between water molecules and

chloride ions.

The difference between the primitive and Gouy–

Chapman models generally becomes smaller in a larger

pore, and the characteristic behaviors caused by different

counterions also become less significant because the space

occupied by adsorbed water molecules accounts for a

smaller percentage in the pore. Moreover, the prediction

of the ion concentration profiles by the Gouy–Chapman

and the primitive models becomes more satisfactory in a

larger pore, as shown in Figs. 11a and 12a. Therefore,

it is believed that when the separation distance between

two charged surfaces is increased, the system behaves

more and more like a classical EDL system, and it be-

comes reasonable to treat individual ions as indifferent

ions, as in the primitive and Gouy–Chapman models. In

these cases, ions are always in their hydrated form and

remain in the diffuse double layer. However, this is not the

case when the confined effect becomes dominant in a

small nanopore. Adsorption of water molecules and ions

downplays the importance of the diffuse double layer, and

only the nonprimitive model can provide a viable way to

simulate these effects.

CONCLUSION

In this study, Monte Carlo simulations are used to com-

pare the primitive and nonprimitive EDL models with

the classical Gouy–Chapman model in 10- and 20-Å slit-

type nanopores. The Gouy–Chapman and primitive mod-

els generally give similar results, except that the primitive

model shows some steric effects at high surface charge

density. However, the nonprimitive model gives a very

different view of the EDL in a 10-Å nanopore. Sodium

ions tend to form a very compact hydration shell with 6

water molecules, and contact adsorption with the charged

surfaces is prevented. Therefore the charged surfaces are

covered by a strongly adsorbed water layer instead of

sodium ions, which means that the maximum sodium ion

concentration occurs at the center. This interesting phe-

nomenon cannot be seen by using the classical Gouy–

Chapman model or even the primitive model. On the

other hand, the chloride ions are able to form a small

portion of contact adsorption layer with the charged sur-

faces because their hydration energy with 7 water mole-

cules is much lower than that of sodium ions. However,

the maximum chloride ion concentration is still located

at the center of the pore for the simulation conditions of

this work.

For a 20-Å pore, the discrepancy between the non-

primitive model and the primitive and Gouy–Chapman

models decreases, except that the concentration profile

obtained in the nonprimitive model has an oscillatory

behavior. For larger pores or in an open space (e.g., one

charged surface), the classical theories are still reliable.

The agreement of all these models in open space explains

why classical theories are still successful and viable for

resolving many EDL problems.
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INTRODUCTION

As the desire for smaller components heightens, tech-

niques to fabricate materials and building blocks for

materials that take advantage of the nanorealm continue to

proliferate. Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes in

1991,[1] nanoscale objects fabricated from various com-

pounds with various shapes have emerged. Although

many synthetic techniques have surfaced to fabricate

materials with nanoscale dimensions, there is a significant

need to then arrange these materials into active and useful

materials. Because of the requirement of smaller compo-

nents for microelectronics, electrically conducting poly-

mers have captured interest as materials of which

nanoscale objects would be highly desirable.

Since the discovery that polyacetylene can be doped so

that the electrical conductivity can be controlled over 11

orders of magnitude,[2] many studies have been carried out

to better understand and improve the conductivities and

properties of these polymers.[3–5] Intrinsically conducting

polymers have attracted a great deal of interest as potential

chemical sensors,[6] single-molecular transistors,[7] elec-

tron emitting flat panel displays,[8] and other microelec-

tronic devices.[9] Intrinsically conducting polymers are

attractive in many applications as their conductivity can

be tuned by chemical manipulation of the polymer

backbone, by selection of the dopant, by alteration of

the doping degree, or by mixing with a matrix material

producing a composite. In addition, conducting polymers

offer advantages over metals and other semiconducting

materials because of their good mechanical properties,

stability, ease of processing, and relatively low price.

Because of the desirable properties of intrinsically

conducting polymers and the elevated conductivity by

molecular alignment, a number of techniques have arisen

to synthesize 1-D nanostructures of conducting poly-

mers. In this chapter we will review techniques that are

currently available to synthesize 1-D nanoscale structures

of electrically conducting polymers both in solution and

on surfaces.

As conventional lithographic techniques cannot be

applied to produce conducting lines in the sub-100-nm

regime, the ability to render high quality 1-D wires of

p-conjugated polymers with these dimensions is of great

interest. Additionally, as the conductivity of p-conjugated

polymers is dictated in part by molecular alignment, and

the radius of gyration of polymers is generally in the tens

of nanometer range, 1-D nanostrutures of p-conjugated

polymer would likely afford elevated conductivities.

Although other methods do exist, techniques to fabricate

1-D nanostructures of conducting polymers evolve from

the use of templates in the form of either solid materials or

arranged molecules. We will begin our discussion with

methods to produce 1-D nanostructures of conducting

polymers in bulk solution by using ‘‘hard’’ or ‘‘soft’’

templates, and follow with techniques to fabricate 1-D

nanostructures directly on surfaces.

1-D PP-CONJUGATED POLYMER
NANOSTRUCTURES SYNTHESIZED USING
‘‘SOLID’’ TEMPLATES

In order to render 1-D nanostructures of p-conjugated

polymers one must have the ability to template the shape

of the polymer product. Templates are typically in the

form of preformed channels in solid materials or orga-

nized molecules in bulk solution. Representative materials

used as solid templates are ‘‘track-etched’’ polymeric

membranes, porous aluminas, and aluminosilicates such

as MCM-41. These materials all offer a narrow diameter

confined channel in which 1-D structures can be synthe-

sized. In 1989, Cai and Martin showed that the meso-

scopic channels of ‘‘track-etched’’ membranes could be

used to control the growth of 1-D structures of polyhetero-

cyclics.[10] Oxidation can be carried out either chemically

or electrochemically by this method. In electrochemical

synthesis the support must first be coated with a thin layer

of metal to act as the anode. For chemical oxidation, the

membrane is first saturated with monomer and then

exposed to a solution containing an oxidizing agent. A

general schematic for this process is shown in Fig. 1.

Wires produced by the method exhibit enhanced con-

ductivities in comparison to macroscale equivalent bulk
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materials. The reason for an elevation in conductivity was

found to be due to a superior molecular ordering of poly-

mer chains owing to synthesis taking place in a confined

environment.[11]

Since the discovery that the pores of membranes could

be used to morphologically control the growth of 1-D

polymer structures, polymeric nanotubes/fibers with con-

trollable diameters have been synthesized using nanopo-

rous membranes[11–15] and mesoporous zeolites[16] as

templates. In the case of mesoporous zeolites, polyaniline

(PAni) nanofibers with diameters as small as 3 nm have

been prepared within the pores of aluminosilicate MCM-

41 templates.[16] Martin observed that when synthesizing

PAni and polypyrrole (PPy) using the pores of track-

etched polycarbonate membranes, the polymer preferen-

tially nucleates and grows on the pore walls (Fig. 2).[12]

This phenomenon can be explained in part by the

polycationic forms of these polymers being solvophobic-

ally driven to the walls of the pores. This driving force is

coupled with electrostatic forces between the cationic

polymer and the anionic sites on the pore wall. In general,

when a ‘‘molecular anchor’’ exists for the material being

deposited, hollow tubules are favored over solid fibers.

The dimensions and pore shape of track-etched

membranes have been investigated by several research

groups with the conclusion that the pores are not always

cylindrical and may not be of the reported diameter.[17–19]

To this end, a novel method to produce reproducibly sized

and shaped pores in membranes has been developed.[18]

With this technique, track-etched membranes can be

fabricated with perfectly cylindrical pores with defined

diameters in the range of 15–1000 nm. These membranes

have been used to produce nanostructures of conjugated

polymers with controllable diameters.[19,20]

Templates of aluminum oxide have also been used to

electrochemically fabricate nanowires and nanotubes of

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the controlled 1-D synthesis of polymeric nanostructures using ‘‘hard’’ templates. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 TEM image of polypyrrole nanotubules, synthesized

within the pores of polycarbonate ‘‘track-etched’’ membranes.

(From Ref. [12].)
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PPy, PAni, and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) with

diameters of 200 nm and lengths of 10 to �40 mm.[21] It

has been shown that the wall thickness of the polymer

product can be controlled by the counterion and that the

conductivity is influenced by the outer diameter of the

tube. These nanostructures have field emission character-

istics and therefore may find use as field emission dis-

plays. Anodic aluminum oxide templates have also been

used to form PAni nanofibril array films that have shown

interesting field emission properties.[22] Although mem-

branes offer a route to 1-D nanostructures of conjugated

polymers, a limitation inherent to the membrane synthe-

sis technique is that post-synthesis steps are necessary to

remove the polymer from the template. This process

usually entails dissolving the template thereby releasing

the polymer, which can unfortunately lead to damage or

undesirable bundling of the product.[19]

In a similar technique, composite materials of conju-

gated polymer and silicas have been synthesized using a

sol–gel-based method. In this approach polymerizable

diacetylenic surfactants are used as template molecules

for the fabrication of conjugated nanofibers in the form of

a polymer/silica nanocomposite material.[23–26] In this

approach silica channels are formed and packed with

monomer simultaneously which in turn gives better filling

of the channels as compared to post-loading approaches.

More recently, this same technique has been employed

using pyrrole-containing surfactants which self-organize

and are then polymerized to form PPy/silica nanocompo-

sites.[27]

1-D PP-CONJUGATED POLYMER
NANOSTRUCTURES USING MOLECULAR
INTERACTIONS AS ‘‘SOFT’’ TEMPLATES

In a contrasting technique in which no solid support is

required, 1-D polymer nanostructures can be fabricated

using a self-assembly technique. In this technique, mono-

mer aggregates with another molecule (usually a ‘‘sur-

factant-like’’ amphiphilic molecule) to form a fiber-like

assembly which is subsequently polymerized retaining the

fibril morphology in the polymer product. In 1999, Huang

and Wan developed a ‘‘template-free’’a method to syn-

thesize microtubes of PAni[28] and PPy[29] using b-naph-

thalene sulfonic acid (b-NSA) to control the polymer

morphology and act as a dopant molecule. Subsequently,

nanotubes of PAni with diameters in the range of 76–

650 nm have been produced by this same technique and the

formation mechanism has been attributed to a reaction

between the basic aniline and acidic b-NSA to form an

insoluble 1-D salt.[30] This salt then acts as a template in

the formation of the PAni nanotubes/fibers (Fig. 3). In-

terestingly, in this work it was found that the diameter

of the PAni structures could be controlled by the ratio of

b-NSA to aniline. When the ratio was around 2, micro-

tubules (diameter >100 nm) were formed but when

the ratio was reduced to 1/2 or 1/4, nanotubes (diameter

<100 nm) were favored. Since then many other organic

acids have been used to fabricate 1-D nanostructures

of PAni. PAni nanotubes have been synthesized in the

presence of D-10-camphorsulfonic acid,[31] (4-{n-[4-

(4-Nitrophenylazo)phenyloxy]alkyl}aminobenzene sul-

fonic acid),[32] azobenzenesulfonic acid,[33] 5-aminonaph-

thalene-2-sulfonic acid,[34] a sulfonated dendrimer

PAMAM4.0[naphthyl (SO3H)2]24, and hydrogensulfated

fullerenol C60(OSO3H)6.[35] In all cases the chosen mole-

cule acts as a protonic acid dopant and templating agent.

In other work, surfactants along with various inorganic

acids were used to form PAni nanostructures in which the

morphology, size, and electrical properties were depen-

dent on the reaction conditions and dopant.[36] PAni

nanofibers with diameters of 30–50 nm and lengths from

500 nm to several microns have been synthesized using

camphorsulfonic acid at the interface between an organic

and aqueous phase.[37] The dedoped nanofibers were

shown to have much faster response to doping/dedoping

than conventional undoped PAni films. In other work,

organic acids such as b-NSA or p-toluenesulfonic acid

have been used to prepare Ppy micro/nanotubes with

diameters of 50–2000 nm and high conductivities.[38]

Fig. 3 SEM image of polyaniline nanotubes (92 nm average

diameter), synthesized in the presence of b-naphthalene sulfonic

acid. (From Ref. [30].)

aThe term ‘‘template free’’ is a misnomer, as described below. A more

precise term would be ‘‘hard-template free.’’
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Once again the properties of the polymer can be controlled

by the polymerization method and conditions, or by the

dopant. In a surfactant-based method, PPy nanotubes with

diameters <100 nm have been successfully fabricated by a

technique that uses a reverse microemulsion (Fig. 4).[39]

This method employs reverse micelles that form in apolar

solvents with surfactant headgroups oriented away from

the solvent. Upon addition of iron chloride, the morphol-

ogy of the reverse micelles is transitioned into cylindrical

micelles which can then be used as nanoreactors to carry

out the controlled synthesis of a partitioned monomer

(Fig. 5). All of the aforementioned studies incorporate a

polymerization step in the formation of the 1-D structure.

Preformed polymers have also been shown to self-

assemble into hierarchical structures, including nanoscale

polymeric cylindrical structures due to molecular interac-

tions such as hydrogen bonding and recognition.[40]

Comb-shaped polymers are a class of polymers that

consists of amphiphilic molecules that are either cova-

lently or physically bonded to the polymer backbone.

Interactions between the polymer backbone and append-

age molecules control the self-assembled structure. Con-

jugated polymers, or rigid polymers, can be decorated

with amphiphiles to form so-called ‘‘hairy rod’’ polymers,

which in turn form self-organized structures. For example,

high molecular weight dedoped PAni has been doped

with camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) and then mixed with

4-hexylresorcinol (Hres). Hydrogen bonding between all

three molecules induces self-organization into PAni

Fig. 4 FE-SEM image of polypyrrole nanotubes (95 nm

diameter), synthesized by reverse microemulsion polymerization

using surfactant molecules as templates. (From Ref. [39].)

Fig. 5 A schematic of the reverse microemulsion technique identifying four stages. In the first stage, reverse micelles form in an apolar

solvent. These spherical micelles are then transitioned into cylindrical micelles by the addition of iron chloride in a second stage. Pyrrole

then partitions around the cylindrical structure before being polymerized in the third step. Finally, the surfactant is removed, leaving Ppy

nanotubes. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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cylinders with a repeat distance of 3.5 nm.[41–43] The

conductivity of this material has been investigated and

found to increase by 2 orders of magnitude when cylin-

drical structures were present. Once again this elevation

in conductivity has been attributed to the confinement of

PAni chains within the cylinders.

1-D PP-CONJUGATED POLYMER
NANOSTRUCTURES SYNTHESIZED
ON SURFACES

Because of the desire for smaller circuitry in microelec-

tronics, new methods for depositing p-conjugated poly-

mers with special resolution on surfaces are required.[44]

One significant challenge to constructing microelectronic

devices composed of polymeric subunits is that the

properties of the polymer remain intact after the procedure

is complete. To this end a number of techniques to

fabricate 1-D nanostructures of conducting polymers on

surfaces have been developed.

In 2001, nanowires of a polydiacetylene compound

were polymerized on the surface of graphite by using the

probe tip of a scanning tunneling microscope.[45] In this

work, a diacetylene compound was first adsorbed onto

graphite and then a 6-nm defect site was produced on the

surface. A negatively biased STM tip was then passed

over the substrate, toward the defect site, leaving a line of

polymer ending at the defect site. Lines of the conducting

polymer were rendered with spatial resolution of around

1 nm by this method. In another similar process termed

electrochemical dip-pen nanolithography (E-DPN), 3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) was polymerized on

both semiconducting and insulating surfaces to form

sub-100-nm wires.[46] In this work the tip of an atomic

force microscope was coated with a thiophene derivative

by immersion in a monomer/solvent solution. A negative

bias was applied between the tip and substrate as it was

traversed in a preprogrammed pattern above the surface

of the substrate, leaving a line of poly-EDOT. Conden-

sation facilitates the transport of material to the surface

and a chemical process immobilizes the material. Nano-

structures of organic,[47,48] semiconducting,[49] and me-

tallic materials[49,50] have also been fabricated using

this process.

Recently, large arrays of oriented PAni nanowires have

been grown on various substrates by a template-free

method.[51] In this work, PAni nanowires have been

synthesized electrochemically on platinum, silicon, tita-

nium, gold, carbon, and silica in a three-step procedure

(Fig. 6). In the first step, a large current density is applied

Fig. 6 A schematic representation of a three-stage ‘‘template-free’’ technique in which oriented arrays of polyaniline nanotubes

synthesize directly on surfaces. In stage one a large current density is applied to create nucleation sites on the substrate. In stages two

and three, deposition takes place in which a reduced current density is applied forming arrays of nanowires. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Tilted SEM image of an array of oriented polyaniline

nanotubes (50–70 nm), synthesized electrochemically by a

‘‘template-free’’ method on a platinum surface. (From Ref. [52].)
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to create nucleation sites on the substrate followed by a

second and third deposition step in which a reduced

current density is applied. The PAni nanowires are mostly

oriented perpendicular to the surface when flat substrates

are used and grow radially in the case of colloidal

particles. Such nanowires have diameters in the range of

50–70 nm and lengths of around 0.8 mm and have been

shown to be effective as sensors for peroxide detection

(Fig. 7).[52]

Electrochemically synthesized conducting polymer

nanowires have also been prepared by several research

groups. In one such study, PPy nanowires have been

synthesized on gold electrodes using self-assembled

monolayers of cyclodextrins as templates.[53] These

SAMs form cavities on the gold that serve as initiation

points for the electrochemical polymerization of adsorbed

monomers. Interestingly, when the cavities are far apart,

wires are favored over dots, which form when the cavities

are close together. Wires with diameters of 70 nm and

lengths of 1.5 mm have been made by this technique.

In other work, PAni nanowires have been synthesized

and aligned parallel to the surface of graphite by a one-

step procedure using surfactant molecules as templates.[54]

Surfactants are known to adsorb onto some crystalline

surfaces in aligned arrays of either hemicylindrical or

cylindrical morphologies.[55] In this technique, adsorbed

arrays of surfactant are used as nanoscale reaction

environments for the synthesis of aligned PAni nanowires

(Fig. 8). The wires have been shown to have dimensions

of around 17 and 40 nm depending on polymerization

conditions and surface chemistry and will only change

orientation at grain boundaries or steps on the graphite

(Fig. 9). Coadsorbing molecules are known to change the

morphology of adsorbed surfactant aggregates.[56–58]

Similarly, manipulation of the polymer morphology

between spheres and wires has been shown to occur by

the incorporation of long-chain alcohols into the surfac-

tant/monomer aggregate.

CONCLUSION

Here we have endeavored to give an overview of tech-

niques currently available to synthesize 1-D nanostruc-

Fig. 8 A schematic representation of a technique in which arrays of polyaniline nanowires can be synthesized parallel to the surface of

graphite. The sketch may not be truly accurate as it is not clear whether surfactant aggregates form before or simultaneously with

monomer-filled surfactant aggregates as both reagents are added simultaneously. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Tapping mode AFM image of 40 nm oriented polyani-

line nanowires, synthesized on the surface of highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite using adsorbed surfactant aggregates as

templates. A change in orientation of the wires can be seen at

a step or grain boundary on the graphite (z-scale 80 nm, x-scale

1.2 mm). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tures of electrically conducting polymers. The drive for the

fabrication of 1-D nanostructures of conjugated polymers

continues to thrive with many approaches being reported

recently in the literature. There is still the need for simple

techniques that not only produce high-quality nanomater-

ials with controllable dimensions and therefore properties,

but also arrange these building blocks into architectures to

make viable components or products. The field of

nanotechnology is still in its infancy although it has made

huge strides over the last few years. The opportunities are

endless for making exhilarating discoveries and inventing

new devices and technologies based on materials having

these dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of nanoparticles in advanced technological

applications has surged because of their unusual properties,

such as enormous surface-to-volume ratio, specific inter-

actions, and confinement effects on the nanoscale. Most of

the present practical applications use the nanoparticles as

suspensions, material fillers, and in coatings. As knowl-

edge and complexity in nanoscience and nanotechnology

progress, nanoparticle assemblies are expected to find use

in more complex photonic and electronic devices on the

microscale. In this article, we will focus on methods for the

assembly of nanoparticles suspended in liquids into

electrically functional devices and will present examples

of such assemblies and their potential applications. First,

nanoparticle assemblies can work as simple electrical

conductors, transmitting currents on chips and in liquids to

make microscopic circuits. More complex functions can be

realized by utilizing the nonlinear properties of such

nanoparticle conductors in the fabrication of sensors,

photocells, light-emitting diodes, electronic elements, and

quantum electronics. Electrical functionality can also be

imparted by modulating the properties of the nanoparticle

assemblies via electrical fields and using the response for

the manipulation of currents and light in displays and for

transport and mechanical actuation on the microscale.

ELECTRICAL FIELD-INDUCED FORCES
IN COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS

Nanoparticle self-assembly can be effected by a variety of

colloidal forces, including electrostatic repulsion and van

der Waals attraction, capillary forces acting on fluid

surfaces, hydrodynamic liquid drag, biospecific interac-

tions, and others. One very convenient way to realize the

electrical functionality of nanoparticle suspensions is to

subject them to the action of electrical fields via external

electrodes. External fields can easily manipulate the

particles in suspension and can be used for rapid and

controllable assembly of structures. Suspended colloidal

particles can be manipulated by applying constant (d.c.) or

alternating (a.c.) voltage to electrodes in contact with the

liquid.[1] Three general types of forces can be distin-

guished (Fig. 1):

1. The electrophoretic (EP) force, FEP, operating on a

particle in a d.c. electric field, E, is proportional to its

charge q

~FEP ¼ q~E ð1Þ

The particles move toward the electrode of opposite

sign. A common problem in using d.c. fields in ionic

media (such as water) is the electrophoretic mobility

of the liquid adjacent to the walls. The moving liquid

can drag the particles in arbitrary direction or distort

the assembled structures. The assembly process can

also be disrupted by electrolysis.

2. The dielectrophoretic (DEP) force is driven by the

application of an a.c. field across the suspension. As

the sign of the electrode polarization changes con-

stantly, the particles are not attracted by direct

charge–electrode electrostatic interactions (apart from

oscillations at low frequencies on the order of tens of

hertz). Instead, the DEP force arises via interaction of

the induced dipoles with the gradient of the field. Its

sign and magnitude are dependent on the effective

polarizability of the particle, which is given by the

real part of the Clausius–Mossotti function, K

RejKj ¼ e2 � e1

e2 þ 2e1

þ 3ðe1s2 � e2s1Þ
tMWðs2 þ 2s1Þ2ð1þ w2t2

MWÞ

ð2Þ

where e1 and s1 are the dielectric permittivity and

conductivity of the media and e2 and s2 are the

dielectric permittivity and conductivity of the parti-

cles, respectively. Metallic particles are always

attracted to the regions of high-field gradient. For

dielectric particles, this function changes sign (that is,

the force changes from attractive to repulsive) at a

crossover frequency of oC=(tMW)�1, where tMW is

the Maxwell–Wagner charge relaxation time.

tMW ¼
e2 þ e1

s2 þ 2s1
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Such a frequency-dependent change of sign of the

interactions is commonly observed with polymer

microspheres in water[2–4] and allows a high degree

of control.

The resultant force, FDEP, is dependent on the gra-

dient, rE, caused by inhomogeneities in the field and

the radius of the particle, r.[2–6]

~FDEP ¼ 2pe1RejKðwÞjr3rE2
rms ð3Þ

The use of alternating voltage allows manipulation

of virtually any type of particle in any type of media

and has the advantage of permitting high-field

strengths without water electrolysis and electro-

osmotic currents.

3. The ‘‘chaining’’ force, Fchain, originates between the

particles in the suspension when the dipoles induced

in them by either a.c. or d.c. fields interact with each

other. This force is dependent on the field strength, E.

A generalized expression for the force between

adjacent particles is

Fchain ¼ �Cper2K2E2 ð4Þ

where the coefficient C ranges from 3 to >103 de-

pending on the distance between the particles and the

length of the particle chain. This force can provide

directional orientation during the colloidal assembly

as the particle chains are always aligned along the

field lines.

FABRICATION OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
VIA COLLOIDAL ASSEMBLY

The mature electronics industry possesses a very well

developed set of tools for fabrication of electrical circuits

at almost any length scale, from wiring and soldering on

millimeter scale to micropatterning and microfabrication

of integrated circuits with features smaller than 100 nm.

Yet the current lithographic techniques work poorly for

applications where electrical circuits have to be fabricated

in complex 3-D configurations. Another domain that is not

accessible for conventional lithographic patterning and

soldering is the fabrication of electrical circuits in liquids

and specifically in water. In this section, we will first

discuss how capillary forces can be used to assemble 3-D

circuits and how electrical connections in liquid can be

made via directed electrochemical deposition of metals.

The main focus will then be placed on electrical-field-

driven assembly of nanoparticles into microwires and their

use in making in situ electrical connections in liquids.

Assembly of Electrical Circuits
by Capillary Forces

One of the major requirements for self-assembly of

electrical circuits from prefabricated components is the

use of forces that could bring together the elements of the

circuit in predefined, directional patterns. Most of the

colloidal forces, such as the electrostatic and van der

Waals, do not provide directionality and may be too weak

to align electronic components. However, the ‘‘capillary

forces’’ generated by the action of interfacial tension on

bodies wetted by liquid can provide the long-range

attraction and alignment required to assemble objects of

up to a millimeter scale[7–11] This technique has been

pioneered by the group of Bowden et al.[12] originally for

the self-assembly of topologically complex, millimeter-

sized objects. When these objects are suspended on a

water–oil interface, they assemble into designed close-

packed, or loose, ordered structures. Structures fabricated

by this method include arrays and gratings with different

symmetry, ‘‘host–guest’’ templated structures, or even

analogs of biorecognition and DNA doublets.[12–17]

This technique has enabled the fabrication of 3-D

electrical circuits from self-assembling blocks in density-

matched liquids.[18–25] The assembly blocks in this

method are prefabricated octagons or prisms of millimeter

size. Some of the facets of these blocks are fabricated with

a pattern of solder patches that match the pattern on the

opposing units only in certain orientation(s). The as-

sembly is carried out by capillary attraction of liquefied

low-melting point solder wetting the connector patches.

The process is carried out by tumbling the elements in

heated liquid whose density matches the one of the blocks.

Only configurations of complementary match of the

patterns are held strongly enough by the capillary forces

of the molten solder to stay together during the tumbling,

and thus the elements self-assemble into the designed

circuit rejecting wrong orientations during the process.

The capillary assembly method has been used to fabricate

arrays of small light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on the

surfaces of cylindrical substrates with rows of addressable

Fig. 1 Electrical forces exerted on a charged dielectric particle

by a.c. or d.c. fields applied to two coplanar electrodes. The

electrophoretic force, FEP, in d.c. fields attracts the particle

toward the electrode of opposite charge in the direction of the

field E. The dielectrophoretic force, FDEP, in a.c. fields moves

the particle along the field gradient, rE. In this configuration,

the DEP and EP forces act in perpendicular directions. The

chaining force, Fchain, brings the particles together along the

field lines. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electrodes.[26] The complex cylindrical displays obtained

in this way illustrate the potential of self-assembly in

fabrication of 3-D circuits.

Formation of Electrical Circuits by Chemical
and Electrochemical Deposition

The engineering of self-assembled electrical circuits often

requires particles with specific shape and electrical

properties. A simple and elegant method for synthesis of

rod-like metallic and semiconductor particles has been

reported by Martin[27] and Almawlawi et al.[28] It is based

on electrochemical reduction inside uniform cylindrical

micropores of alumina membranes. The process begins by

vapor deposition of a metal layer on the branched side of

the membrane, which closes the pore openings on that side

and serves as a substrate electrode for electrodeposition

inside the pores. The diameters of the metallic rods formed

are equal to the diameter of the membrane micropores and

typically are in the range of 200–300 nm. The rods are

released into suspension by dissolving the templating

alumina membrane in basic aqueous solution. A variety of

precisely structured rods from different metals, semicon-

ductors, and polymers have been fabricated.[29–35]

These suspensions of complex microscopic rods can be

assembled in specific patterns and interfaced with elec-

trical circuits. Chemical functionalization of the tips of the

microrods during the process can be used to bind them to

surfaces or to each other. The molecular layer can be

attached by using agents with a terminal cyanide group

(binding to Au and Pt) or thiol group (very strong binding

to Au);[29,32] either the whole surface or only the tips of

the rods can be functionalized.[34] The attachment of DNA

and biomolecules is of specific importance,[34] as it allows

the assembly of rod-particle structures or the application

of the barcode rods in highly selective bioassays.[30] The

rods can be oriented and manipulated by external electric

and magnetic fields to interface electrodes on sur-

faces.[35,36] Once the rods are positioned onto the

electrode pads, they can be electrically connected to the

probe by metal evaporation on top, allowing precise

measurement of their current–voltage characteristics.[35]

Direct metal reduction and deposition, either by

chemical or electrochemical reduction, is one of the

simplest techniques for making electrical connections in

liquids and can be used in template-directed growth of

electrically conductive wires. Direct electrical connec-

tions between electrodes have been created via electrode-

position[37] and electropolymerization.[38,39] Electro-

chemical reduction of metal has been utilized for the

fabrication of direct electrical connections between

metallic beads in electrolyte solutions.[40] Such control-

lably deposited wires can be used to make connections on

circuit boards and electrical circuits.[41–43] The bipolar

electrochemistry method, however, is relatively slow and

has limitations in terms of the voltages and distances

between the connected particles.

Another electrodeposition method used for electro-

chemical fabrication of metallic nanowires is the selective

reduction of molybdenum and palladium upon natural 2-D

templates provided by the step edges of materials such as

graphite.[44,45] The Mo wires are created by a two-step

chemical process. At first, molybdenum oxides (MoOx)

are electrodeposited on the step edges of cleaved

molecularly smooth graphite. In the second step, the

oxides are reduced to metal by hydrogen reduction at

500�C. The Pd mesowires are directly reduced on the

graphite steps from a solution containing Pd2 + ions. The

thickness of these hemicylindrical metallic nanowires and

mesowires ranges from tens to hundreds of nanometers;

their length can be larger than hundreds of micrometers.

These metallic structures can be embedded in polymers

such as polystyrene and cyanoacrylate, lifted off the

graphite substrate, and their resistance and electrical

response can be measured after metallic electrodes are

deposited on the two sides of the plastic substrate spanned

by the wires (Fig. 2). The conductivity and mechanical

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of Pd mesowires

prepared by electrodeposition (A) from aqueous 2.0 mM PdCl2
and 0.1 M HCl and (B) from aqueous 2.0 mM Pd(NO3)2 and 0.1 M

HClO4.[45] Note that the wires are composed of multiple metallic

grains. Such mesowires can act as sensitive hydrogen sensors and

switches. (From Ref. [45]. Copyright American Association for

the Advancement of Science, 2001.)
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resiliency of the Mo wires are similar to those of bulk

molybdenum. The Pd nanoparticle wires can be used as

sensors and will be discussed in the corresponding section

below. The simple fabrication principle may be extended

to other metals and devices. The major disadvantage is the

inability to create the structures directly in the desired

conformations in electrical circuits.

The complementarity of DNA pairing has been one of

the most efficient tools for the designed assembly of

nanoparticles into microstructures and prototype nanome-

chanical devices.[46–51] Designed DNA strands have also

been used as templates for metal deposition and creation

of microscopic electrical connectors.[52] The connection is

achieved by chemical reduction of silver nanocrystals on

top of the DNA chain. In the first step, a DNA bridge is

assembled in the 12–16 mm gap between two gold elec-

trodes from three complementary strands. The two

terminal oligonucleotides are attached to the gold surface

by thiol chemistry. The third DNA segment has ‘‘sticky’’

ends that are complementary to the two immobilized

segments and attaches to them to complete the bridge. The

metallic silver is deposited on the DNA surface via elec-

troless reduction of a silver salt. The Ag+ ions attracted to

the surface of the DNA molecule nucleate the metallic

nanocrystals, so the polynucleotide bridge becomes en-

crusted into a dense shell of 30–50 nm large nanoparticles.

The electrical current through the nanoparticle shell is

originally a nonlinear function of the voltage, but the

structure can be ‘‘annealed’’ by applying a higher voltage,

resulting in wires of ohmic properties and of resistance in

the megaohm region. The technique has been used for

making DNA-guided metallic microwires from palladi-

um[53] and platinum,[54] and the properties of these

structures have been characterized in detail.[55–57] It is

expected that DNA pairing could be used in the creation

of more complex electrically functional nanodevices.

Assembly of Electrical
Circuits from Nanoparticles

Fabrication of electrical wires by metal ion reduction in

solution can be problematic because of the chemical

reactivity of the reagents or the relatively slow speed of

deposition. An alternative technique for making such

connectors is to assemble the wires from metallic

particles. The directional chaining of particles in an

external electric field (Eq. 4), similar to that found in

electrorheological fluids, can be used to make simple

electrical connections. When the particles in such fluids

are conductive, the chain will form a kind of conductive

wire between the electrodes. Dueweke et al.[58] have

studied the assembly of millimeter-sized steel spheres in

castor oil under the action of d.c. voltages on the order of

20 kV. The spheres organize into a chain in a few tens of

seconds, bridging the gap between the electrodes sub-

merged in the oil. Average growth times are proportional

to the distance between the electrodes. The authors also

noted that these connections are self-repairing with new

spheres assembling at the ends of open chains and have

discussed the ‘‘Hebbian learning’’ in such systems, i.e.,

the easier restoration of previously built chains because of

the presence of agglomerated particles in the gaps.[59]

Chaining and column formation of conductive particles

has also been studied experimentally by Wen et al.[60,61]

for system of 65-mm copper particles suspended in

silicone oil. The chains are grown between planar and

coaxial electrodes and between vertical plates. The par-

ticles form fractal agglomerates of dimension between 1.2

and 2, increasing with the volume fraction of the Cu

particles. In analogy to the diffusion-limited aggregation

(DLA), responsible for the formation of fractal aggregates

in colloidal suspensions, the concept of electric-field-

induced diffusion-limited aggregation (EDLA) has been

extended. This concept, however, has been indirectly

questioned by a theoretical study by Kun and Pál,[62] who

have performed lattice simulations of the growth of

aggregates under similar conditions and have found out

that the Brownian diffusion of the particles does not play a

crucial role in structure formation. This work confirms the

power law dependence of the fractal dimensions on the

sphere concentration and points out the importance of

particle–particle interactions for structure growth. The as-

sembly of electrical circuits is not specifically discussed,

but the potential to use the structures as electrically con-

ductive wires is obvious. One major disadvantage of these

structures is the disassembly of the chains when the

electric field is removed, which limits their potential to be

used in microscopic circuits or as permanent connectors

inside liquid environments.

To overcome the above restrictions, a truly versatile

technique for direct wire assembly should be based on

dispersion of conductive nanoparticles in water. We have

recently described a new class of electrically functional

microwires assembled by dielectrophoresis from suspen-

sions of metallic nanoparticles in water.[63] Microwires

are assembled from a suspension of 15–30 nm gold

nanoparticles enclosed within a thin chamber above planar

metallic electrodes on a glass surface. An alternating

voltage of 50–250 V and frequency of 50–200 Hz is

applied to the planar electrodes (resulting in a field

intensity of ca. 250 V/cm), causing thin metallic fibers to

grow on the electrode edge facing the gap (Fig. 3A). The

wires are of diameter on the order of a micrometer and can

grow longer than a centimeter with a speed that is

typically �50 mm/sec, but, in some cases, can be up to an

order of magnitude higher. When the wire is completely

assembled, the electrodes become effectively short-

circuited (Fig. 3B).

The finding that dielectrophoretic forces can readily

assemble nanometer-sized metallic particles from aqueous
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suspensions into long, electrically conductive microwires

is not directly predicted by theory. The dipole–dipole

interaction energy between 15 and 30 nm particles

separated by a gap of a few nanometers is smaller than

10�2kT (kT being the thermal energy) and therefore

insignificant. Instead of direct chaining, the assembly is

driven by the DEP force arising from the interaction of the

particle dipoles with the nonuniform a.c. field. The tip of a

growing microwire creates local fields of high intensity

and gradient, attracting and concentrating the particles at

the end. Purple coronas of highly concentrated areas in

front of the tips of the growing wire and depletion zones

behind them are clearly observed at low nanoparticle

concentrations (Fig. 3A). The concentrated particles ag-

gregate at the tip of the fibers, sustaining the growth toward

the opposite electrode. Thus the microwire formation is a

collective effect whereby the nanoparticles are highly

concentrated at the tip and subsequently aggregate to ex-

tend the wire in the direction of the field gradient.

The microwire growth direction can be steered via

inhomogeneities in the electric field by introducing

objects of high dielectric permittivity in the gap between

the electrodes. For example, when small islands of

(conductive) carbon paint are deposited in the gap, the

wires grow in their direction and spontaneously connect

these islands to both electrodes (Fig. 3B and C). More

complex structures involving multiple connections be-

tween multiple conductive pads can be formed. The field

strength and particle concentration are also key variables,

as they must exceed a threshold value in order for the wire

to start growing. This threshold behavior emphasizes the

collective nature of the assembly, as it shows that

aggregation occurs only at sufficiently high concentration

of particles accumulated near the end of the wire.

The porous nature of the wires was confirmed by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). When the field is

removed, the wires remain intact, which enables SEM

analysis of the dried structures. Fig. 4A shows a wire

formed from 25-nm diameter gold particles in low

electrolyte solution (5	10�4 M NaCl). The wire has a

high surface area and an even growth pattern under these

conditions. In higher electrolyte concentration (1	10�3

M NaCl, Fig. 4B), the wire structure is more uneven

consisting of large particle aggregates that form because

of the suppressed electrostatic interactions between the

particles in the bulk liquid.

The resistivity of the microwires was measured by

adding a second pair of electrodes to the cell, which

Fig. 3 (A) Optical micrograph of a DEP assembly process of a

microwire from suspension of metallic nanoparticles. The wire

is growing from the edge of a planar electrode. Note the high

concentration of particles at the tip of the wire and the depleted

region behind. (B) Optical micrograph of two wires that have

connected the two electrodes, wiring in the process an island of

conductive carbon paint in the middle of the gap. (C) Schematic

illustration of the experimental configuration. (Copyright

American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2001.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 (A) Scanning electron micrograph of the tip of a wire

grown in low electrolyte solution (5	10�4 M NaCl) that

highlights the uniform growth and high surface area of the

structure. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a wire grown in

high electrolyte solution (1	10�3 M NaCl) containing large

particle aggregates that form because of the suppressed

electrostatic interactions. (Copyright American Association for

the Advancement of Science, 2001.)
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allows for compensation of the electrolyte conductance in

the surrounding medium (Fig. 5A). The wires have linear

(ohmic) current-to-voltage response for both a.c. and d.c.

voltages, with specific resistances that depend on the

conditions of assembly and ranges from 3	10�6 to

20	10�6 Om (Fig. 5B). This resistivity is 2 to 3 orders of

magnitude higher than that of bulk solid gold because of

the porosity and small interparticle contact areas in the

microwires, yet it is comparable to that of good electrical

conductors. Wires formed under identical conditions have

highly reproducible resistivities, and despite being highly

porous, they also possess good mechanical stability.

The self-assembling conductive wires can quickly and

simply connect electrical circuits in water. In Fig. 6A, a

light-emitting diode is attached to one of the planar

electrodes and the aqueous gold suspension is placed in

the gap between them. When voltage is applied, a single

wire grows and energizes the LED (Fig. 6B). As

mentioned previously for the large particle chains, these

self-assembling electrical connections are also self-repair-

ing. When the current applied to the single microwire is

increased, the structure will eventually break and snap

open. It is immediately restored, however, by the build up

of particles from the surrounding medium in the region of

Fig. 5 (A) Schematic of the bridge mode circuit that enables

accurate measurement of the wire resistivity in situ by

compensating for the conductivity of the surrounding medium.

(B) Plot of the current (I) to voltage (V) response of a selection

of microwires assembled under various experimental conditions.

The shaded area highlights the region where the majority

(>75%) of the responses are found. (Copyright American

Association for the Advancement of Science, 2001.)

Fig. 6 Example of assembling rudimentary electrical circuits

in liquid. (A) Before the voltage is applied, the colloidal gold

suspension is placed in the gap between a planar electrode and

one of the electrodes of a commercial LED. (B) After the a.c.

field is applied, a single wire connects between the electrodes

and the LED starts to glow. (C) At higher voltages, a second

wire is formed, providing more current to the LED and brighter

light emission. (Copyright American Association for the

Advancement of Science, 2001.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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high-field intensity between the broken wire ends. This

often results in the assembly of a second wire, which

allows more current to flow through the circuit so that the

LED shines with brighter intensity (Fig. 6C).

A further example of how the wires can form, break,

and re-form electrical connections on chips is shown in

Fig. 7. Wires are grown in the 18-mm gaps between three

pairs of electrodes in Fig. 7A. These connectors are

burned open in Fig. 7B by substituting the gold suspension

with pure water and applying a high voltage. Four pairs of

wires are then reassembled in Fig. 7C by applying a

voltage across a fresh gold suspension. Such wiring and

rewiring could, in principle, be used to store bits of

information on a chip and postproduction reconfiguring of

electrical microcircuits.

Dielectrophoresis is also capable of assembling more

complex core-shell metallo-dielectric microwires from

mixtures of metallic particles and submicrometer poly-

styrene latex spheres (Fig. 8). In this case, both types of

particles are attracted to the tip of the growing wire

resulting in a core of metallic particles that are surrounded

by a shell of polymer spheres. The resistivity of this

structure is comparable to a metallic wire grown under

identical conditions in the absence of the polymer beads.

A variety of similar structures can potentially be assem-

bled by this method, possibly enlarging the scope of

applications for this technology. An illustration of the use of the

microwires in chemical sensors is presented in the next section.

ELECTRICALLY FUNCTIONAL
MICROSTRUCTURES FROM
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES

In this section, we will present a few examples that

demonstrate the potential of the nanoparticle assemblies

as microscopic electrically functional devices modulating

electrical currents. The most obvious and important appli-

cation of nanoparticle structures interfacing liquid flows

and electrical circuits is as chemical and biological sensors.

Chemical Sensors

One of the characteristic properties of nanoparticles and

nanowires is their enormous surface area. This property

makes the nanowires very sensitive to changes in the envi-

ronment that might affect their surface composition and

properties. Any modification would be easily detected by a

shift in the electrical characteristics of the wire. Similar

‘‘chemiresistance’’ effects can be observed in both gaseous

and liquid media. The phenomenon has been extensively

Fig. 7 Example of using microwires as reconfigurable on chip

connections and memory storage. Wires grown in an 18-mm gap

between electrodes deposited on a microchip (A) are burnt open

at high voltage (B) and reassembled in a different configuration

(C). (Copyright American Association for the Advancement of

Science, 2001.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 (A) Optical micrograph of a composite wire consisting

of a fractal gold structure surrounded by a half-shell of micron-

sized latex particles. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of the

latex-coated wire; the gold core in the middle is resolved by its

higher intensity. (Copyright American Association for the

Advancement of Science, 2001.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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studied theoretically and experimentally for the cases of

ultrathin metallic films and wires.[64–68] For example, the

conductance of nanoscopic gold films and wire junctions

has been shown to be sensitive to adsorbates ranging from

N2 to ethanol, to pyridine, mercaptans, and thiols.[64,65]

Chemiresistance substrates for sensors can also be made

from metallic nanoparticles.[69–71] The particles are

capped with a thiolated ligand and are deposited by

drying or spraying of suspension on top of interdigitated

electrodes. The resistance of such nanoparticle films

changes two times or more in the presence of vapors of

organic compound such as aliphatic and aromatic hydro-

carbons, alcohols, and even water. The response of this

type of sensor to organic vapors is roughly proportional to

the partial vapor pressure and depends on the core size of

the nanoparticles and the chemical nature of the linking

molecules in the shells. The response is fast (less than a

second), reversible, and selective to vapor molecules that

have strong interaction and sorption on the nanoparticle

film. Detection limits below 1 ppmv have been reported.[71]

Electrically conductive nanowires and microwires can

also serve as active elements in chemical sensors. The

method of Zach et al.[44] and Favier et al.[45] for

electrochemical reduction of palladium mesowires on

graphite step edges has allowed the formation of a novel

type of hydrogen sensor. The Pd wires consist of

polycrystalline metallic grains of sizes from 10 to 300

nm (Fig. 2). Arrays of these mesowires have shown

remarkable sensitivity to gaseous H2, acting as switches

that short-circuit the gap in the presence of hydrogen and

disconnect the current in its absence. The hydrogen-

sensing effect is based on the swelling and shrinking of the

grains making or breaking the electrical contacts between

them. Hydrogen sensors with characteristics comparable,

or superior, to the ones based on alternative principles

have been made.[45]

The technique for DEP microwire assembly described

above[63] also presents a simple and efficient way to make

electrically interfaced nanoparticle sensors. The proper-

ties of microwires formed between planar electrodes in a

170-ml flow cell have been measured in bridge mode

(Fig. 4A) as a function of organic solutes added to the

liquid. The ionic conductivity of all samples of the

analytes has been adjusted constantly. An easily resolv-

able and concentration-dependent increase of the resis-

tivity of the microwires has been observed after exposure

to analytes that adsorb and modify the gold surface such

as 2-(dimethylamino)ethanethiol hydrochloride and sodi-

um cyanide (Table 1). The percentage shift of the

response in the table denotes the difference between the

initial voltage and the voltage measured after 10 min of

flushing with the sample. The residual response is the

compensated resistance of the wire, measured after the

bridge has been balanced. The resistivity is shown to

increase by �2–12% after treatment with thiol solutions

at increasing concentrations and �5% after treatment

with NaCN at pH 11.[63] This signal possibly results from

a decrease in the surface conductivity of the gold

nanoparticles in the wire structure as they become

covered by an organic layer. No signal was measured

from solutions containing the protein lysozyme, which

adsorbs on the gold surface without significantly affecting

its surface conductivity. This demonstrates that the signal

is specific to analytes that intimately modify the counter-

ionic layer around the gold nanoparticles. In comparison

to conventional gold nanoparticle assemblies on surfaces,

the microwires can provide a quick response by virtue of

their very high surface-to-volume ratio and easy analyte

adsorption from the bulk of the surrounding solution.

These sensors can potentially be tailored to specific

analytes by surface functionalization with self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs), which may specifically bind ions

and small molecules. The conductivity response of the

wires is sensitive to the presence and state of adsorption

monolayers, so it is likely that it will also be sensitive to

the presence of small charged molecules that specifically

bind to the surface of such monolayers.

Biological Sensors

Biosensors and bioarrays with direct electrical interfacing

between electronic chips and particle assemblies have a

number of potential advantages compared with the present

technologies based on optical detection. The particle

Table 1 Example of the response of the nanoparticle microwires as chemiresistance sensors

Analyte Concentration Response (% shift)

Residual response

after refluxing (%)

Dimethylamino ethanethiol 0.5	10�4 M +1.6 +1.6

2.5	10�4 M +9.0 +8.4

6.25	10�4 M +12.1 +11.3

Cyanide at pH 11 500 ppb +4.7 +4.7

Protein lysozyme 1 mg/ml 0 0

The changes in resistance result in voltage drop changes on the order of a few volts, and thus the response is easily and reliably detectable.

For additional details, see the supplementary material to Ref. [63].
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assemblies are the essential element that interfaces the wet

3-D biological environment with the dry 2-D electronic

circuits. A pioneering example of how microscopic

electrically readable sensors can be assembled by DEP

in situ from microparticles and nanoparticles has been

presented by Velev and Kaler.[72] The method is sche-

matically shown in Fig. 9. The sensors are assembled on

glass substrates with four pairs of photolithographically

fabricated gold electrodes separated by gaps of 30	12

mm. Micron-sized latex particles, of the type used in

agglutination assays, are assembled between the elec-

trodes by positive dielectrophoresis at relatively low

frequencies (1–5 kHz). The latexes are stabilized by

electrostatic or steric interactions, so they immediately

disassemble when the field is removed. A particle

immobilization step is therefore necessary to decrease

the repulsive interactions. Addition of an oppositely

charged surfactant causes the charged particles to coag-

ulate by neutralizing the charge on their surface. Particles

stabilized by nonionic surfactant are easily bound together

by washing away the adsorbed steric protective layer. The

assembly procedure can be repeated many times by

exchanging the particle suspension and addressing differ-

ent gaps so that different microscopic sensors can be

assembled on the same ‘‘chip.’’

The model target molecule for these sensors has been

human immunoglobulin (IgG). Immunoglobulin binds

specifically to the protein A on the latex and is detected by

tagging the molecules with colloidal gold conjugated to a

secondary antibody, antihuman IgG. To ensure that the

Fig. 9 Schematics of formation of microscopic biosensor patches via DEP assembly of latex particles and direct electric readout of the

results via gold tagging and silver enhancement.[72] The procedure is illustrated on the basis of IgG detection. (Copyright American

Chemical Society, 1999.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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binding of IgG is specific, the immobilized latex particles

are washed with a saline solution containing serum protein

and a nonionic surfactant, which restore the steric coating

to the particles. The gold particles in the shells are enlarged

and fused together by a silver layer deposited from a

metastable solution of silver salts (Fig. 9). This short-

circuits the electrodes (Fig. 10), and the electronic readout

is obtained by simply measuring the resistance. The size of

these sensors has been a state of the art in miniaturization,

and the experimentally estimated lower limit of detection

(LOD) is on the order of the better IgG agglutination

assays and immunosensors available. Further miniaturiza-

tion of the sensor would increase the sensitivity of the

active elements, possibly as low as a few tens of hundreds

of molecules. This method could potentially be optimized

by using easily assembled latexes with customized

interactions, increasing the speed and sensitivity by

generating an electro-osmotic flux over the sensor area,

and by micromachining a microscopic sample chamber.

The electrical detection method utilizing nanoparticle

short-circuiting of electrodes has recently been extended

to miniaturized DNA assays by Möller et al.[73] and Park

et al.[74] In both of these studies, oligonucleotide strands

are chemically immobilized on the surface between the

electrodes. Gold nanoparticles become bound only if a

complementary match between the DNA fragments is

found; the complementary strands were either bound to

the gold particles[73] or bridge the strands on the surface

and the ones on the gold particles.[74] Some degree of

quantification of the DNA concentration in the sample has

been made possible by measuring the time required to

short-circuit the electrodes after the enhancer is intro-

duced. The ability to fabricate parallel microscopic arrays

of detectors for specific genetic markers is promising for

the biotechnology and medical diagnostics industries.

Quantum Electronics Nanoparticle Devices

Very interesting effects are observed when the nanopar-

ticles assembled on chips are less than a few nanometers

in diameter and insulated from the electrodes (and each

other) by a layer of surfactant. The tunneling current

increases in discrete steps as a function of the number of

electrons injected inside the nanoparticle.[75–81] The

incremental electron tunneling manifests itself in the so-

called ‘‘coulomb staircase’’ current–voltage dependence.

These quantum-based effects can, in principle, be used to

store bits of information within a single nanoparticle and

to make miniature lasers.[79–83] The assembly of such

quantum dots in larger-scale structures is likely to produce

devices bridging the domains of molecular electronics and

semiconductor technologies. This very promising area

occupies a large research domain of its own, so we will

not go into detailed overview and discussion here.

ELECTRICAL FUNCTIONALITY VIA
FIELD-DRIVEN ASSEMBLY OF PHOTONIC
AND OPTICALLY ACTIVE STRUCTURES

The electrical functionality of nanoparticle and micropar-

ticle assemblies can also be realized in areas beyond

conducting and modulating electrical currents. Very

active research is focused on the formation of colloidal

crystals via the use of electric fields. As long as the

products of the assembly process, 2-D and 3-D periodic

structures, can act as photonic crystals, the process itself is

an example of electrically imparted functionality in

nanoparticle structures. The reversible assembly can

eventually be used in switchable electro-optical devices.

Another broadly similar application of enormous practical

importance is the use of nanoparticle structures in displays

and ‘‘electronic paper.’’ Nanoparticles can also find

application in active elements of light-emitting diodes.

A brief overview of these research areas will be given in

this section (Fig. 11).

Assembly of Colloidal Crystals
by Electrophoretic Forces

Dielectric particles in water such as latex and silica

microspheres always possess some degree of surface

Fig. 10 Scanning electron micrograph of a 10-mm patch from

functionalized latex spheres in the miniature immunosensors

with direct electronic readout.[72] (A) Functionalized latexes

heavily coated by deposited metal that short-circuits the

electrodes. (B) The nonfunctionalized particles in the negative

control patches are only marginally tagged by deposited metal.

(Copyright American Chemical Society, 1999.)
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charge, which prevents them from coagulating. Electro-

phoretic (d.c.) attraction toward electrodes can be used

efficiently for concentrating the particles near the oppo-

sitely charged surface and for colloidal crystallization.

The process can be viewed as speeding up the deposition

of dense particle crystals that may otherwise be formed

under gravity. The use of electrophoretic forces in the

deposition of ordered arrays of gold and latex particles

onto carbon-coated copper grid surfaces has been reported

by Giersig and Mulvaney.[84] The process takes place

in field intensities on the order of 1–5 V/cm. Holgado

et al.[85] achieved direct electrophoretic control of the

deposition speed of silica spheres for the fabrication of

high-quality crystals. The d.c. field is applied in the

vertical direction in cylinders with sedimenting spheres,

controlling the speed at which the spheres deposit on the

bottom. The electrophoretic deposition method has been

used to prepare a variety of crystals and multilayered

deposits.[86–90]

Functionality that is potentially usable in devices can

be achieved when the particle suspensions are enclosed in

thin films between electrodes a few micrometers to tens of

micrometers apart (Fig. 11A). This configuration can be

used for quick, potentially reversible, assembly of 2-D

crystalline structures. The dynamics of electrophoretic

particle deposition and ordering onto conductive surfaces

has been observed microscopically by Trau et al.[91,92] and

Böhmer.[93] When the potential applied between the cell

electrodes exceeds ca. 0.5 V d.c., the microspheres move

toward the oppositely charged electrode, forming ordered

2-D clusters on its surface. The microspheres also exhibit

lateral attraction forces, which, at higher potentials (1–2

V), act at distances exceeding a few particle diameters.

Because of that lateral attraction, the 2-D ordered ag-

gregates can attract to, and merge with, other aggregates

until the electrode is covered with a complete monolayer

or multilayer of crystalline array. The ordered sphere

arrays formed, however, are multicrystalline and made up

of domains with different orientation, which may restrict

their application in photonic structures.

Electrophoretic 2-D colloidal crystallization has been

observed with latex, silica, and gold particles, suspended

in deionized water or in moderate electrolyte, in both d.c.

and a.c. fields. The high-field intensity in the thin gap

leads to the appearance of electrohydrodynamic currents

around the particles and lateral dipole–dipole interactions.

The electrohydrodynamic flows are generated because the

counterionic atmosphere around the colloidal particles

disturbs the concentration polarization layer onto the

electrode, leading to emergence of local flow streams

perpendicular to the cell wall. The hydrodynamic inter-

action of the flows around the microspheres leads to

attraction between the particles and their aggregation into

ordered patterns. Electrohydrodynamic models have been

developed that explain the reversibility of the process and

the ‘‘softness’’ of the incurred attractive forces that allow

the lateral rearrangement of the particles into ordered

arrays.[92,94–97]

The electrophoretic method, concurrently with the

photosensitivity of indium tin oxide (ITO) layers, has

been used to make optically tunable micropatterns from

colloidal crystals.[98] The microspheres slowly migrate to

the regions illuminated through a mask to form patterns

from ordered arrays. The particles diffuse back to an

unordered state when the voltage is turned off. If the

particles in the illuminated patterns are pushed beyond the

coagulation threshold by increased current, the assembled

patterned arrays are permanently immobilized onto the

electrode. Electrophoretic patterning has also been used to

deposit live cells on surfaces.[99]

Assembly of Colloidal Crystals by
Alternating Current Chaining and
Dielectrophoretic Forces

Particle chaining as a result of interaction between dipoles

directed along the electric field (Eq. 4) can be used for

reversible assembly and alignment of ordered colloidal

structures. Dipolar chaining has been used for a long time

in electrorheological and magnetorheological fluids,

which drastically increase their viscosity and become

rigid when the particles stick together in the field.[100,101]

It has been found that particles in electrorheological fluids

Fig. 11 Schematics of four different devices where photonic or

optical function of particle assemblies is imparted by electric

field. (A) Two-dimensional colloidal crystals assembled by d.c.

field in thin cells with opposing electrodes. (B) Oriented two-

dimensional colloidal crystals assembled by DEP between

coplanar electrodes on a surface. (C) Electronic ink by

electrophoretic segregation of colored particles in microcap-

sules. (D) Light-emitting diodes assembled from layers of

oppositely charged semiconductor particles and polyelectrolyte.
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commonly arrange into 3-D body-centered tetragonal

(bct) crystals.[101–104] This field-driven structure forma-

tion can be used to assemble and align colloidal crystals.

Various stable and metastable crystalline phases formed in

electrorheological suspensions of silica spheres have been

reported by Dassanayake et al.[104] The chaining effect

can also be used to induce annealing and large-scale

orientation of colloidal crystals formed by conventional

sedimentation.[105] Structures other than colloidal crystals

can be fabricated by modifications of the method.[106]

The confinement of suspensions in thin closed cells can

make use of chaining and DEP effects in colloidal

crystallization. The first observation of particle clustering

in thin cells was described by Richetti et al.[107] who

reported that above a certain threshold magnitude of the

a.c. voltage, the spheres are attracted to the surfaces of the

electrodes and exhibit lateral attraction, forming ordered

2-D aggregates. The ordered structure ‘‘melts’’ at fre-

quencies higher than �5 kHz. The electrophoretic

mobility at frequencies below 100 Hz can cause particle

compression and long-range crystallization in highly

deionized systems.[108,109] The a.c. field-induced particle

interactions in thin films can also be repulsive for certain

combinations of cell thickness and particle sizes. Gong

and Marr[110] have studied the ‘‘strictly confined’’ system

where the thin gap between the electrodes is just ca. 20%

larger than the particle size. The high-intensity fields

induce strong dipoles in the microspheres, and as these

dipoles are parallel, they repel each other (in contrast to

the case of chaining, where the dipoles are colinear). The

strongly repelling microspheres organize into 2-D crystals

with long-range separation between the particles. The

lack of friction, the relatively high mobility, and the long-

range repulsion lead to rapid formation of relatively large

crystal domains.

Combinations between DEP and chaining forces can be

used for controlled colloidal crystallization above planar

electrodes on a surface. Lumsdon et al.[111] have recently

studied the reversible formation of crystals in suspensions

of latex or silica microspheres subjected to an a.c. field in

a gap above two coplanar electrodes (Fig. 11B). In this

geometry, positive DEP forces attract the particles to the

gap as predicted by Eq. 3. The chaining forces assemble

the particles in the direction of the field as explained

above. Formation of specifically oriented 2-D hexagonal

crystals with areas above 25 mm2 has been observed. The

transitions between ordered and disordered states take

place within seconds and can be repeated tens of times.

The laser diffraction patterns of all consecutively formed

crystals are identical, which can be used to make

rudimentary optical switches (Fig. 12). Various combina-

tions of DEP, EP, and chaining forces are likely to find

more elaborate applications in the reversible assembly of

ordered structures inside electrically controlled devices.

Electrical Displays Based on
Nanoparticle Manipulation

The optical properties of colloidal structures can be

modulated even more simply by using microparticles of

different color and moving them to face the observer or

backward. This principle could be used in display

Fig. 12 Diffraction pattern of a laser beam directed through a

2-D crystallization cell with planar electrodes similar to the one

in Fig. 11B.[111] (A) Diffuse scattering from a suspension of

0.7-mm latex particles before the electric field is applied;

(B) 1 sec after a.c. voltage is applied, the particles align in chains

diffracting in parallel lines; (C) 3 sec after voltage is applied, the

particles crystallize into hexagonal close packed array. The

process is fully reversible and can be used in beam splitters.

(Copyright American Institute of Physics, 2003.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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technologies based on colloidal particles that are a

competitive alternative to the common liquid crystal

displays. One very promising research area is the

development of microencapsulated electrophoretic inks

for electronic ‘‘paper.’’[112,113] This ‘‘ink’’ is made from

thousands of capsules 30–300 mm in diameter, incorpo-

rating a suspension of white and black microparticles in

the size range of 1–5 mm. The white and black particles

carry opposite charges and are protected from hetero-

coagulation via a polymeric adsorption layer around their

surfaces. Alternatively, only white particles suspended in

dark liquid can be used.

The microcapsules are spread in a thin layer and

addressable electrodes from ITO and silver-doped poly-

mer are applied from top and bottom, respectively. To

switch the color on and off, potential fields of a few volts

per micrometer are applied across the electrodes. The

particles move to oppositely charged electrodes, separat-

ing into black mass on one side of the capsule and white

on the other side (Fig. 11C). If the electrode potential is

reversed, the position of the black and white particles

changes, reversing the color of the capsule. Such displays

exhibit high optical reflectance and contrast and wide

viewing angle.[114] Potential for achieving resolutions as

high as 1200 dots per inch has been suggested. The

displays may be made flexible and can retain the

displayed information after the electric field is turned

off. Recent commercial development of this technology

has led to the fabrication of color displays of relatively

low cost and low energy consumption. The commercial-

ization of such displays is intertwined with the develop-

ment of technologies for fabrication of inexpensive

organic transistors and electronic circuits by printing on

flexible plastic films.[115,116]

Photovoltaic Cells and Light-Emitting Diodes

Conductor and semiconductor nanoparticles have found

application in light-emitting diodes and photovoltaic cells,

the active junctions of which are created by self-assembly

instead of vacuum evaporation and ion implantation.

Ultrathin structures of semiconductor nanoparticles can

form electronic elements similar to the heterojunctions of

doped semiconductors used in solid-state electronics. One

convenient method for the assembly of thin layer-by-layer

structures is nanoparticle adsorption onto oppositely

charged polyelectrolytes.[117–120] The delicate balance of

the forces in layers of alternating charge allows sequential

deposition of particle layers of various types. The

particles/polyelectrolyte layers are assembled on a metal-

lic surface acting as the first electrode, and a layer of

another metal is coated on top of the structure to form the

second electrode (Fig. 11D). This technique has been used

in the fabrication of prototypes of nanoparticle-based

rectifying and Zenner diodes.[121,122] Optically active

elements such as LEDs[123–131] and photovoltaic cells can

also be fabricated.[132,133] The size and the chemical

composition of the nanoparticles can be used as a means

to tune the emission wavelength of the electrolumines-

cence. Additional advantages offered by the nanoparticle

layering technique are simple processing, precise control

of the layer thickness, choice of a wide range of

semiconductor nanoparticle types (e.g., CdSe, CdS, Si,

TiO2, ZnO, etc.), and the ability to tune and improve the

electrical characteristics of the devices via polyelectro-

lytes and self-assembled monolayers.[120,128,129]

CONCLUSION

We show in this article how simple nanoparticles and

microparticles suspended in water can be assembled in a

variety of structures, which can act as electrical connectors

in liquid and as active elements in biological and chemical

sensors or in optical devices. The assembly of the nano-

particles can be driven by a variety of colloidal forces;

however, among the most convenient tools for controlled

assembly are external a.c. and d.c. electrical fields applied

to on-chip electrodes. The diverse scientific results re-

viewed here are by no means inclusive of all exciting de-

velopments in related research areas. Carbon nanotubes

and semiconductor nanowires form a large research topic

not reviewed in detail here because of the higher com-

plexity of these ‘‘nanoparticles,’’ which are rarely used in

aqueous environments. We have also not reviewed the

exciting field of quantum and molecular electronics, which

deals with electrical structures smaller than the nanopar-

ticle scale.

The field of creating electrically functional nanoparti-

cle structures is still in its infancy, and exciting and im-

portant developments can be expected in the near future

by bringing together new techniques and interdisciplinary

research. For example, the combination of electrically

functional nanostructures with microfluidics is likely to

bring forward novel sensors and bioelectronic devices. The

combination of the techniques and structures presented

here with biomolecules, molecular electronics, and carbon

and semiconductor nanotubes is almost unexplored yet

and holds enormous possibilities for nanotechnology

applications. Novel electrically functional nanostructures

are likely to find practical applications in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION

The term electrochemical Langmuir trough is used to

describe a modification of the original Langmuir trough in

which compression isotherms and thus surface areas per

molecule can be measured at the interface between two

conducting liquids at a controlled electrical potential. The

instrument has been used to investigate molecular surface

areas as a function of applied potential and to examine

insoluble monolayers on mercury surface. These include

films built from trigonal connectors and believed to have

an open grid structure.

THE LANGMUIR TROUGH

The Langmuir trough[1–3] was introduced by Irving

Langmuir[4] and co-worker Katherine Blodgett[5] for the

investigation of the behavior of amphiphilic molecules on

a water–air interface. Such molecules contain hydrophilic

and hydrophobic parts and tend to organize on the surface

with their hydrophilic groups directed toward the aqueous

phase. In a typical experiment, a solution of an amphiphile

in a volatile solvent is spread on water, and the solvent is

allowed to evaporate, leaving the water-insoluble mole-

cules broadly dispersed on the water surface. A moving

compression barrier is then used to reduce the surface

area, until a closely packed and organized monolayer is

formed in favorable cases. During the compression the

two-dimensional interfacial material often goes through

several phase transformations: from a dilute gas-like

phase to a liquid-like phase, and finally to a condensed,

solid-like phase. Those transitions are clearly reflected in

the surface pressure (p), which can be measured as a re-

sistance to further compression. It is conveniently deter-

mined using a platinum plate attached to an electrobalance

and partly immersed in a liquid (Wilhelmy plate). The net

force acting on a Wilhelmy plate is composed of gravity,

surface tension, and buoyancy. In surface pressure mea-

surements the gravity and buoyancy components, invari-

ant with surface areas, are subtracted out, leaving the

surface tension as the only surface-area-dependent vari-

able. If the plate is completely wetted by a liquid

(i.e., contact angle is zero), the resulting surface pressure

depends only on the surface tension changes normalized

to the perimeter of the plate in contact with a liquid.

The plot of p against the surface area A is known as

the Langmuir isotherm (Fig. 1). To deduce the area per

molecule at the interface, several compression isotherms

are measured with different numbers N of amphiphile

molecules on the surface. The steeply rising part of each

isotherm is extrapolated to zero surface pressure, giving

the compressed monolayer area A. The plot of areas A

against N is linear and its slope corresponds to the area per

molecule s.

The compressed film can often be transferred to a solid

substrate by passing the substrate through the water sur-

face. Depending on the direction of the passage and the

nature of the solid surface, the hydrophilic or the hydro-

phobic end of the molecules can face the solid. Multi-

layers can be deposited upon multiple passage. The

transfer technique was worked out by Blodgett,[5] and the

resulting thin films are known as Langmuir–Blodgett

monolayers or multilayers. A horizontal transfer is also

possible (Schaefer transfer).[6]

Traditionally, the liquid phase is pure water or aqueous

electrolyte solutions, but mercury has also been used.[7–9]

ELECTROCHEMICAL LANGMUIR TROUGH

This is a modification of the Langmuir trough in which the

water–air interface is replaced by a mercury–electrolyte

interface, kept at a well-defined potential. Solid films on

mercury drop electrodes have been studied for a long

time,[10] and electrochemical measurements permit a

determination of s, the surface area per redox center.

The electrochemical Langmuir trough provides a com-

plementary capability for such studies, the determination

of surface area per molecule.

As mercury is easily oxidized in the presence of at-

mospheric oxygen and moisture, the electrochemical

Langmuir trough must be used under an inert atmosphere,

which is usual in most electrochemical studies. As mer-

cury reflects electromagnetic radiation, it is relatively

easy to perform grazing incidence spectroscopy of the
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interfacial material during compression. It is also possible

to make standard electrochemical measurements such as

cyclic voltammetry at various stages of compression, but

special precautions are necessary because of the large area

of the working electrode.

A schematic design of our latest version of the elec-

trochemical Langmuir trough is shown in Fig. 2. A rect-

angular Teflon trough has inside dimensions of 40 cm�5

cm�1cm and a deeper well on one side, intended for the

transfer of an interfacial film onto a solid substrate. A

platinum barrier slides along the trough edges, and it is

operated via a gearing system coupled to an electric mo-

tor. Once amalgamated, the surface of platinum is wetted

by mercury, which forms a convex meniscus, preventing

leakage of surface layers under the barrier and assuring

proper monolayer compression.

Before each experiment, the mercury surface is swept

with the barrier, and any contaminants present are com-

pressed at one end of the trough and aspirated with a

pipette into a mercury reservoir attached to the trough.

The reservoir is designed to separate waste products from

clean mercury by gravity, as the impurities concentrate in

the upper layer in the reservoir. Fresh mercury from the

bottom of reservoir is delivered to the trough, allowing

circulation of mercury within the apparatus and the au-

tomatic adjustment of the mercury level in the trough.

During electrochemical experiments an electrolyte

layer is added above the mercury pool and is provided

with a counterelectrode (CE) (a platinum wire running

along the inner perimeter of the mercury trough) and

a reference electrode (RE). A common electrolyte is

CH3CN/Bu4NPF6, with Ag/0.01 M AgNO3/0.1 M Bu4

NPF6 in CH3CN as the reference electrode. However, all

potentials reported below are referred to the aqueous Ag/

AgCl/1 M LiCl electrode via the intermediacy of the

ferrocene/ferricinium couple. The electrical potential of

the mercury pool is controlled with a potentiostat,

connected to the trough through sealed leads. The trough

along with the barrier driving system and the electro-

balance with an attached Wilhelmy plate are enclosed in a

Fig. 1 Schematic plot of monolayer transformations from the

‘‘gaseous’’ (G) to the expanded (E) and to the condensed phase

(C), and their effect on surface pressure changes.

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the electrochemical Langmuir trough. Inset: the ladle electrode.
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purgeable airtight stainless steel box. For IR spectroscopy

an IR beam enters in a direction perpendicular to the long

axis of the trough at grazing incidence and exits through a

pair of wedged ZnSe windows (Fig. 3). The instrument

also has a removable transparent glass top, used for

viewing and for Raman spectroscopic measurements. The

communication between the trough and a potentiostat, as

well as the control of the barrier movements and the

electrobalance readings (interface unit/software), is ac-

complished via sealed electrical connectors installed in

the body of the steel box. The glass top accommodates

several airtight ports. Three ports with replaceable septum

pads (inserts) are used for the introduction of solutions and

solvents into the system from a syringe. Another port is

used for a reference electrode and yet another for a ladle

working electrode (Fig. 2, inset; see above). The box also

has inlet and outlet ports for purging with inert gas.

In a typical experiment, a solution of a compound of

interest is spread on the mercury and the solvent is

allowed to evaporate on a cleaned mercury surface.

Electrolyte solution is then added, and the desired po-

tential is applied simultaneously to enable electrochemical

control. After a short pause, the surface pressure-area

isotherm is recorded by moving the barrier toward the

Wilhelmy plate position. Spectra are taken concurrently

if desired. In the grazing incidence IR measurement,

the beam is polarization modulated, removing all con-

tributions to the spectrum from species not located at

the interface.

Because of the large size of the working electrode, the

mercury surface potential is not entirely uniform, but it

appears that a small potential gradient can be tolerated in

the isotherm measurement. For accurate electrochemical

measurements on the monolayers, such as cyclic voltam-

metry, constant-potential coulometry, or double-layer ca-

pacitance determination, a separate ‘‘ladle electrode’’

with a 0.1-cm2 surface area is used. It consists of a long

vertical glass handle carrying an insulating cup at the

lower end, with a conductive contact at the bottom. Ini-

tially, the cup is fully immersed in the mercury pool.

Before an electrochemical measurement, the handle is

pulled up until the top of the cup emerges into the elec-

trolyte and separates a small volume of mercury along

with a portion of the surface carrying the partially or fully

compressed film. After breaking the mercury surface, the

ladle stays in the electrolyte solution, but the scooped

portion of mercury with a monolayer is electrically insu-

lated from the rest of the mercury pool electrode. The

small amount of mercury in the ladle then serves as a

separate working electrode. A circular platinum foil po-

sitioned above the top of the cup and parallel to it is used

as a counterelectrode.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

A Molecular Conformation [Ref. 11]

Metal sandwich complexes provided with sulfur-con-

taining substituents adsorb firmly on a mercury surface

over a considerable range of potentials.[12] The com-

pounds studied on the electrochemical Langmuir trough

were tetraphenylcyclobutadienecyclopentadienylcobalt

complexes with five ‘‘tentacles’’ attached to the cyclo-

pentadienyl ring. In general, they form a chemisorbed

layer at the least negative potentials, are merely physi-

sorbed at intermediate potentials, and are not adsorbed at

all at the most positive potentials, but there is consider-

able variation.

The compression isotherms (Fig. 4, right inset) for

molecules with short tentacles containing a single sulfur

atom (Fig. 5A) confirm that at potentials less negative

Fig. 3 Cross section of the electrochemical Langmuir trough with extended wings for spectroscopy of compressed monolayers.
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than ��0.55 V a firmly chemisorbed surface layer is

formed. The slope of the plot of extrapolated monolayer

areas for different numbers of molecules at the interface

(Fig. 4, left inset) yields an area per molecule of �2 nm2.

At potentials more negative than ��0.55 V the physi-

sorbed molecules show no resistance to compression, and

instead leave the surface and move into the supernatant

solution. In a cyclic voltammogram,[12] a mercury redox

peak occurs at �0.69 V, and it seems that the formation of

a firmly adsorbed layer is associated with the availability

of mercury cations at the less negative potentials. Appar-

ently, these bridge sulfur atoms that are located in different

tentacles and produce an insoluble polymeric network.

When the substituents on the cyclopentadienyl ring are

longer and each contains two sulfur atoms (Fig. 5B), the

results are different. Now, the mercury redox peak appears

at �1.14 V in the cyclic voltammogram,[12] and the

compression isotherms show that the molecules are firmly

adsorbed on the mercury surface both at potentials less

negative and those more negative than ��1.15 V, but

the areas per molecule are different in the two regions

(Fig. 6). At less negative potentials, the connectors seem

to be adsorbed with both sulfur atoms in each tentacle,

with the tentacles fully stretched on the surface and a

surface area per molecule equal to �4.5 nm2. At more

negative potentials, the tentacles seem to contract and the

surface area per molecule is only �3.3 nm2. It is again

likely that the conformation change is related to the

availability of mercury cations.

Measurements of a doubled sandwich complex (Fig. 7)

at �0.8 V yield twice the surface area (8 nm2), suggesting

that the mode of absorption of these molecules on a

mercury surface is analogous.

Open Grids [Ref. 13]

The fabrication of regular two-dimensional molecular

grids[14–17] of desired structure, dimensions, and chemical

functionalization is motivated by their potential use as

molecular-scale separation membranes and selective bar-

rier materials, and as organized surfaces for mounting

molecular functionalities in a plane in a regular fashion.

The building units of such grids are star-shaped monomers

adhering to the surface with their arms. The arms can be

Fig. 4 Molecular surface areas of connectors of Fig. 5A as

a function of applied potential. Insets: right, compression iso-

therms at �0.50 to +0.15 V (A) and at �1.15 to �0.55 V (B);

left, extrapolated surface areas of connectors (A) vs. the number

of molecules (N) at the mercury/electrolyte solution interface

(potential range �0.5 to +0.15 V).

Fig. 5 Molecular structures of tetraphenylcyclobutadienecy-

clopentadienylcobalt complexes with a single (A) and with two

(B) sulfur atoms per tentacle.

Fig. 6 Molecular surface areas of connectors of Fig. 7B as a

function of applied potential. Insets: right, compression

isotherms of connectors at �1.6 V (A) and at �1.0 V (B);

left, extrapolated surface areas of connectors (A) vs. the number

of molecules (N) at the mercury/electrolyte solution interface at

�1.6 to �1.2 V (A) and at �1.1 to �0.5 V (B).
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tailored to control the lateral spacing and the nature

of interactions between monomers. Given an ability to

control the potential applied to the mercury/electrolyte

interface, the grid structure can be governed and ma-

nipulated. Specifically, if mercury cations participate in

grid formation by providing links between neighboring

arms, the use of the electrode potential to control their

presence offers opportunities for defect annealing.

The adsorption and self-assembly of the trigonal

connector, 1,3,5-tris[10-(3-ethylthiopropyl)dimethylsilyl-

1,10-dicarba-closo-decaboran-1-yl]benzene, on a mercury

surface under controlled electrochemical conditions have

been examined and are compatible with the formation of a

two-dimensional hexagonal grid (Fig. 8).[13] No adsorp-

tion is observed at potentials more negative than ��0.85

V, physisorption takes place between ��0.85 and 0 V,

and at positive potentials anodic dissolution of mercury

promotes the mutual binding of thioether-containing arms

through surface mercury cations.

Langmuir compression isotherms (Fig. 9) show that at

potentials more negative than the mercury reduction peak,

trigonal connectors offer no significant resistance to

compression. At potentials more positive than the mercury

redox peak, the trigonal connectors form an insoluble

adsorbed surface layer on mercury. The areas per mole-

cule at various potentials are shown as dark circles in

Fig. 10. The average number is 6.20 nm2, and this fits

fairly well with the area expected from a semiempirical

AM1 geometry optimization of a perfect hexagonal grid

(Fig. 8). The benzene rings are at the vertices of a hexa-

gon, and mercury cations are midway between each pair

of benzene rings. The S–Hg–S or S–Hg–Hg–S line is

roughly perpendicular to the edge of a planar hexagon.

After unconstrained optimization, the structure is nearly

planar and almost sixfold symmetric. Assuming the S–

Hg–S structure, the edge length is 1.89 nm, which corre-

sponds to an area of 4.64 nm2 per connector molecule.

This is less than the 6.2 nm2 deduced from the electro-

chemical Langmuir isotherm, but the result agrees closely

with the electrochemical data of Ref. [13] (area per mol-

ecule 4.4 nm2), suggesting that the number of electrons

exchanged per redox center is 2, and the binding cations

are Hg2 + or Hg2
2 + (not Hg+).

Fig. 7 Molecular structures and compression isotherms of

tetraphenylcyclobutadienecyclopentadienylcobalt complexes of

Fig. 7B (A) and of altitudinal rotor molecules (B) at �0.8 V.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 AM1 optimized structure of the proposed hexagonal

grid (A) and the chemical structure of the trigonal connector (B).

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Compression isotherms of trigonal connectors under

potential control. Inset: extrapolated areas (A) vs. the number of

molecules (N) at the mercury/electrolyte solution interface.
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A noteworthy peculiarity of this hexagonal network

on mercury is the existence of a bistable state up to

the potential �0.85 V. When the monolayer is formed at

+0.1 V, and then the potential is stepped to a more neg-

ative value, the surface layer remains on the mercury

surface and resists the compression. The areas per mole-

cule of trigonal connectors deduced from the cor-

responding compression isotherms average �6.20 nm2,

the same as obtained at potentials more negative than the

redox peak. It is not clear why the self-assembled layer

remains ordered after the structure-defining mercury

cations have been reduced. Although complexes of Hg(0)

are known to exist,[18] it is unlikely that the mercury atoms

stay in place, continuing to bridge the thioether arms.

Perhaps Li+ ions from the supporting electrolyte perform

the same function as the mercury cations do at more

positive potentials.

CONCLUSION

The electrochemical Langmuir trough combines two

powerful methods to permit the manipulation of mole-

cules on the surface of liquid mercury through the si-

multaneous control of the electrochemical potential and

surface density. The technique has been demonstrated to

be useful for monitoring the molecular conformation of

adsorbed molecules as a function of electrical potential

and for the assembly and characterization of open and

regular two-dimensional molecular grids. The ability to

synthesize regular two-dimensional molecular grids with

precise control represents progress in the development of

new nanoporous ultrathin membrane materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials allow the development of min-

iature sensing devices that are compact, low-cost, low-

energy-consuming, and easily integrated into field-de-

ployable units. This article reviews our recent successful

development of electrochemical sensors that are solid-

state and mercury-free by using nanostructured materials.

Specifically, thiol- or acetamide phosphonic acid-func-

tionalized nanoporous silica materials have been incor-

porated in carbon paste electrodes for the detection of

uranium,[2] and the simultaneous detection of lead/

mercury,[1] and copper/lead/cadmium.[3] Thiol-function-

alized mesoporous silica thin film has been immobilized

on gold electrode arrays for the detection of lead ions.[4]

The electrochemical sensors based on functionalized

nanoporous silica yield reproducible measurements with

excellent detection limits (at a few ppb of metal ions) and

require little or no regeneration of electrode materials.

Other advantages of our approaches, compared to those of

current sensor technology, will also be discussed.

BACKGROUND

There is enormous current interest in exploiting nano-

structured materials in the developments of electrochem-

ical sensors of metal ions.[1–14] Nanostructured materials

are defined as materials that have at least one dimension

smaller than 100 nm. The unique properties (e.g., elec-

trical, optical, magnetic properties) of the nanomaterials,

obtained as the particle sizes approach molecular dimen-

sions, make them very useful for specific applications.[14]

Nanostructured materials allow the development of

miniature sensing devices that are compact, low-cost,

low-energy-consuming, and easily integrated into field-

deployable units.

Currently, quantification of heavy metals at surface and

subsurface hazardous waste sites relies upon the collection

of liquid discrete samples for subsequent laboratory

analysis using techniques such as inductively coupled plas-

ma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and atomic absorption

spectroscopy (AAS). Sensors for obtaining real-time ppb-

level heavy metal concentrations would reduce time and

costs associated with the characterization and treatments of

hazardous waste sites. Desirable characteristics of the metal

ion sensors include specificity for targeted metal ions,

enhanced measurement frequency and precision, robust-

ness, inexpensiveness, and infrequent regeneration of sen-

sor material. Electrochemical sensors based on stripping

voltammetry appear to be a promising technique that meets

these requirements.

Adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) is an ex-

tremely sensitive electrochemical technique for measuring

trace species. Its remarkable sensitivity is attributed to the

combination of a selective preconcentration step with

advanced measurement procedures that generate an ex-

tremely favorable signal-to-background ratio. AdSV usu-

ally involves preconcentration of metal ions at an electrode

surface, followed by quantification of the accumulated

species by voltammetric methods. Preconcentration of

metal ion species at an electrode surface prior to the de-

tection step allows the sensitive detection of the metal

species that may be present at extremely low levels (ppb)

in contaminated groundwater or wastewater. Preconcen-

tration of metal species at mercury drop or mercury film

electrodes has been available for decades; however, mer-

cury drop electrodes have the disadvantage of being me-

chanically unstable during various steps of the assay pro-

cedure, and thus, they are less desirable than solid-state

sensors in routine field applications.[15,16] In addition, all

mercury-based electrodes have issues related to the use

and disposal of toxic mercury.

We have focused on developing mercury-free, solid-

state electrochemical sensors, in which the preconcentra-

tion of metal species at the electrodes modified with

functional ligands uses the specific binding properties of

the ligand (toward the target metal ions) to accumulate the

metal ions via coordination or chelation onto the electrode

without applying any potential. These ligand-modified

electrodes have several advantages: 1) they can precon-

centrate metal ions that cannot be reductively accumu-

lated such as species that require excessively large nega-

tive reduction potentials; 2) electrolytes are not required in
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the preconcentration solution, thus reducing the risk of

introduction of contaminants (i.e., trace metal impurity in

chemical reagents) or competing ligands; and 3) with the

appropriate ligand, the overall selectivity of the analysis

for the targeted metal ions may increase.

Chemically (ligand) modified electrodes (CMEs) have

been fashioned by immobilizing functional ligands on

electrode surfaces using thin-polymeric films,[9,10] self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) thin films,[11,12] or by

immobilizing suitable functional ligands on an electrically

conductive porous matrix.[17–24] One major limitation for

CMEs based on polymeric films is slow diffusion across

the films. CMEs based on SAM thin films can effectively

remove this limitation. This approach has shown to

provide a reproducible method for the sensitive and

selective determination of trace cadmium[11] and chro-

mium(VI).[12] The potential drawback of CMEs modified

with SAM thin films is that the total number of binding

sites in SAM thin films is limited, which may lead to a

narrow linear range of the calibration curves.

Chemically modified carbon paste electrodes are often

used in AdSV because they have low background cur-

rents, have a large potential domain, are low cost, and are

easy to prepare and regenerate. Carbon paste electrodes

modified with functional ligands have been employed to

detect heavy metal ions.[17–24] However, the ligands in

these sensors are in loose association with the conductive

carbon matrix, thus the sensors may easily degrade over

time from depletion of ligand-bearing material. In our

work,[1–3] suitable ligands were first immobilized via

covalent bonding through the self-assembly process onto a

high surface area mesoporous silica substrate (MCM-41)

prior to embedding the self-assembled monolayer on

mesoporous silica (SAMMS) in a carbon graphite matrix.

Thus the chemical functionality of the sensor is retained

despite diffusion or abrasive wear.

The use of carbon paste electrodes modified with

functional groups grafted on mesoporous silica supports

for the detection of metal ions is a relatively new research

area. Several unmodified silica materials were incorpo-

rated into carbon paste electrodes for copper(II)[5] and

mercury(II)[6] detection by exploiting the silanol groups

inherent in the MCM-41 silica materials. By using

unmodified mesoporous silica materials, specificity for

the targeted metal ions was limited to the silanol groups of

the silica materials. In the pH range of 4–7, only metal

hydroxides of mercury(II) are soluble enough to reach and

react with silanol groups of the MCM-41 via a conden-

sation process.[6] Metal species that are not hydroxylated

can only bind with silanolate groups, which are formed in

significant amounts at above pH 7. Therefore ammoniacal

medium was used as a preconcentration medium so that

the silanolate groups could accumulate positively charged

species such as Cu(NH3)4
2 +.[5] Polysiloxane-immobilized

amine ligands[7] and aminopropyl-grafted silica gel[8]

were later used successfully by Walcarius and co-workers

as electrode modifiers in order to study the uptake of

copper(II) from an aqueous solution. Both functional-

ized MCM-41 materials show very promising results

as electrode modifiers. Two factors believed to affect

Fig. 1 Schematics of thiol (SH)-SAMMS and acetamide phosphonic acid (Ac-Phos) SAMMS.
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voltammetric detection responses of copper ions are the

number of immobilized functional groups and the struc-

ture of the organically modified silicates, the latter of

which governs the accessibility to the binding sites and the

diffusivity of the copper ions.[5,7] However, amine func-

tional groups are highly selective mainly for copper ions.

Using this class of materials as the electrode modifiers for

other toxic metal ions has therefore become our main

research focus.

FUNCTIONALIZED NANOPOROUS SILICA
FOR SELECTIVE ADSORPTION
OF METAL SPECIES

Self-assembled monolayer on mesoporous silica is a new

class of nanostructured sorbent materials developed at the

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) through

the marriage of nanoporous ceramic science with self-

assembly chemistry.[25–36] Self-assembled monolayers

provide a simple and direct method of chemically

derivatizing ceramic oxide surfaces. These nanoporous

hybrid materials with particle sizes of 5–200 mm and a

nominal pore size of 5 nm[35] are highly efficient sorbents.

The high surface area (up to 1000 m2/g) of nanoporous

ceramic backbone coupled with the dense monolayer

coating promises a high loading capacity. The close

proximity of the binding sites allows for multiligand

chelation of the target ion in the monolayer interface,

enhancing the binding affinity and stability. The open

pore structure that allows facial diffusion into the

nanoporous matrix and the rigid ceramic backbone that

prevents pore closure due to solvent swelling result in fast

sorption kinetics.[31] The interfacial chemistry of SAMMS

has been fine-tuned to selectively sequester a specific

target species, including lanthanides,[32] actinides,[34]

heavy and transition metal ions,[25–28,35] and oxometallate

anions.[29,33] Two SAMMS materials have been investi-

gated in our laboratory, first as sorbent materials and

further as modifiers for electrochemical sensors for metal

ions including thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayer

on mesoporous silica (SH-SAMMS) and self-assembled

acetamide phosphonic acids on mesoporous silica (Ac-

Phos SAMMS). The schematics of both materials are

shown in Fig. 1.

The SH-SAMMS was designed to be an excellent

sorbent for lead and mercury.[36] With thiol coverage of

up to 82%, the SH-SAMMS has a loading capacity for Hg

of 0.64 g Hg/g.[28] From batch competitive adsorption

experiments previously performed at PNNL,[25] in the

presence of Ag, Cr, Zn, Ba, and Na, the SH-SAMMS has

demonstrated the mass-weighted distribution coefficients

(Kd) of Hg and Pb on the order of 105 at neutral pH.

Background ions, such as Na, Ba, and Zn, although pre-

sent at high concentrations (i.e., 350 times higher concen-

trations than Hg and Pb), did not bind to the SH-SAMMS.

Other transition metals such as Cd, Cu, Ag, and Au may

bind to the SH-SAMMS, but not as effectively as Hg and

Pb. The Kd values of Cu and Cd, for instance, are about 25

times lower than those of Hg. The presence of other

anions (i.e., CN�, CO3
2�, SO4

2�, PO4
3�) did not sig-

nificantly interfere either with the adsorption of lead and

mercury ions onto the SH-SAMMS.[36] The high selec-

tivity of SAMMS material toward Hg and Pb is a com-

bined effect of the suitable stereochemistry of the ligand,

size of the chelation cavity, and hardness/softness of the

metal ion and ligand field.

Similarly, the Ac-Phos SAMMS material was designed

to be highly selective for hard Lewis acids such as actinide

ions[37] by pairing a ‘‘hard’’ anionic Lewis base with a

suitable synergistic ligand. The Ac-Phos SAMMS mate-

rial displays excellent selectivity for actinide ions with

virtually no competition from a wide variety of transition

metal and alkaline earth cations.[31] In the absence of

actinides, the Ac-Phos SAMMS is a good sorbent material

for heavy and transition metal ions such as Cu, Pb, and

Cd.[35] With a functional group density of 2.0 mmol

phosphonic acid/g, the Ac-Phos SAMMS has a loading

capacity of 0.3 mmol Cd/g and is able to uptake 99% of

2 mg/L Cd2 + within 1 min at a solution-to-solids ratio

of 200.[35]

ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS BASED ON
FUNCTIONALIZED NANOPOROUS SILICA

Electrochemical Sensors Based on
SAMMS-Modified Carbon
Paste Electrodes

The high loading capacity and high selectivity of SAMMS

materials are desirable for metal ion detection based on

the AdSV technique because they minimize the compe-

tition for the binding sites of the nontarget species, thereby

reducing the interferences and preserving the signal

intensity of the target metal ions. In addition, as SAMMS

particles are not conductive, the high surface of the

material does not contribute to the charging current when

the material is used as electrode modifiers, leading to the

low background current for measurements. Self-assem-

bled monolayer chemistry readily allows installation of a

wide variety of chemical monolayers that can be tailored

to specific metal ion detection needs when used as

electrode modifiers. Our sensors that are based on
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different functionalized mesoporous silica materials are

summarized as follows.

Thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayer
on mesoporous silica

The anodic stripping voltammetry at a carbon paste

electrode modified with a SH-SAMMS provides a new

sensor for simultaneous detection of lead (Pb2 +) and

mercury (Hg2 +) in aqueous solutions.[1] The overall ana-

lysis involved a two-step procedure: an accumulation step

at an open circuit, followed by medium exchange to a pure

electrolyte solution for the stripping analysis. For exam-

ple, the reactions that occur between Pb(II) and an SH-

SAMMS (SiO2-SH)-modified electrode during each step

in AdSV experiments can be summarized as follows.

Preconcentration of Pb(II) ions under an open circuit

(Eq. 1):

SiO2 � SH þ PbðIIÞ ! SiO2 � S� PbðIIÞ þ Hþ ð1Þ

Because SAMMS is an electronic insulator, desorption of

Pb2 + previously accumulated on the SH-SAMMS to the

electrode/solution interface must occur for the voltam-

metric detection to be possible (Eq. 2).

SiO2 � S� PbðIIÞ þ Hþ ! SiO2 � SH þ PbðIIÞ ð2Þ

Then the desorbed Pb2 + may be detected directly by re-

duction from lead ions to elemental lead (Pb(II)!Pb(0)).

However, it is more sensitive and quantitative to first

perform a thorough electrolysis by applying a negative

potential to deposit Pb(0) on the electrode surface (Eq. 3),

PbðIIÞ þ 2e� ! Pbð0Þ ð3Þ

followed by performing anodic stripping voltammetry to

oxidize the previously reduced Pb(0) to Pb(II) (Eq. 4).

Pbð0Þ � 2e� ! PbðIIÞ ð4Þ

Factors affecting the performance of the SH-SAMMS

modified electrodes were investigated. The most sensitive

Fig. 2 The voltammetric responses of Pb2 + and Hg2 + (a)

measured after 2 min of preconcentration in 30 ppb Pb2 +/160

ppb Hg2 + solution and (b) measured after 20 min of precon-

centration in 1.5 ppb Pb2 +/3 ppb Hg2 + solution. (From Ref. [1].)

Table 1 Summary of the detection limits and calibration curve parameters of SAMMS-based electrodes

Modifier Electrode Metal ion

Detection Limit Calibration Curve

Detection limit–

(Preconcentration

Time)

Linear range–

(Preconcentration

Time)

Slope

(Area or Current/

Concentration) R2

SH-SAMMS Carbon paste Hg/Pb 0.5 ppb Pb2 +/

3 ppb Hg2 + (20 min)

10–1500 ppb Pb2 +

(2 min)

0.0011 V mA/ppb Pb2 + 0.98

10 ppb Pb2 +/

20 ppb Hg2 + (2 min)

20–1600 ppb Hg2 +

(2 min)

0.0006 V mA/ppb Hg2 + 0.98

Ac-Phos-SAMMS Carbon paste Cu/Pb/Cd 0.5 ppb Cu2 +/

Pb2 +/Cd2 + (20 min)

10–200 ppb Cu2 +

(2 min)

0.200 mA/ppb Cu2 + 0.99

10 ppb Cu2 +/Pb2 +/

Cd2 + (2 min)

10–200 ppb Pb2 +

(2 min)

0.246 mA/ppb Pb2 + 0.99

10–200 ppb Cd2 +

(2 min)

0.303 mA/ppb Cd2 + 0.99

Ac-Phos-SAMMS Carbon paste U 1 ppb U(VI) (20 min) 25–500 ppb U(VI)

(5 min)

0.0065 mA/ppb U(VI) 1.00

25 ppb U(VI) (5 min)

SH-FMS thin film Gold Microelectrode–

Pb array

Pb 25 ppb Pb2 + (30 min) 250–5000 ppb Pb2 +

(5 min)

0.0031 mA/ppb Pb2 + 0.99

250 ppb Pb2 + (5 min)
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and reliable electrode contained 20% SH-SAMMS and

80% carbon paste. The optimal operating conditions were

a sequence with a 2-min preconcentration period, then a

60-sec electrolysis period of the preconcentrated species

in 0.2 M nitric acid, followed by square wave anodic

stripping voltammetry from �1.0 to 0.6 V in 0.2 M nitric

acid. Fig. 2 shows that the Pb2 + and Hg2 + anodic peaks

appear at �0.5 and 0.4 V, respectively; the large

differential potential (DE) of 0.9 V enables Pb2 + and

Hg2 + to be detected simultaneously without interference

with each other. Table 1 summarizes the detection limits

and the parameters for the calibration curves of metal ions

measured by various types of SAMMS-modified electro-

des, including the SH-SAMMS-modified carbon paste

electrode for simultaneous detection of Hg2 +/Pb2 +. After

2 min of preconcentration, the area of each anodic peak of

Pb2 + and Hg2 + was proportional to their concentrations

in the range of 10–1500 ppb Pb2 + and 20–1600 ppb Hg2 +,

respectively. The experimental detection limit for Pb2 + was

10 ppb after a 2-min preconcentration period and improved

significantly to 0.5 ppb after a 20-min preconcentration

period. Similarly, the detection limit for Hg2 + was 20 ppb

after a 2-min preconcentration period and improved to 3

ppb after a 20-min preconcentration period.

Self-assembled acetamide phosphonic acids
on mesoporous silica

Because of its excellent selectivity for actinide ions, the

Ac-Phos SAMMS was used to modify a carbon paste

electrode for uranium detection.[2] One issue for stripping

voltammetric detection of uranium is the potential inter-

ferences from heavy and transition metal ions existing at

higher concentrations in most wastes. The superior se-

lectivity for actinides over heavy and transition metal ions

of the Ac-Phos SAMMS greatly improves the selectivity

for uranium sensing. Compared to propyl gallate (PG)[16]

and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO),[38] carbamoyl meth-

yl phosphine oxide (CMPO) is a more notable class of

ligands in which a carbonyl amide and a P –– O double

bond are arranged in a suitable fashion to chelate acti-

nide cations.[34,39–41] The characteristic of the C –– O meth-

yl P –– O moiety in the Ac-Phos SAMMS (Fig. 1) plays an

important role just like the CMPO, which leads to high

selectivity for actinide binding.

Uranium in aqueous solution will form complexes with

ligands that may vary as a function of solution pH.

Speciation can greatly affect the voltammetric responses

of uranium (matrix effect). The type and concentration of

anions, the concentration of uranium, and the pH of the

solution are factors that determine which uranium com-

plex will be preferentially formed in the solution. Sensors

based on cathodic stripping voltammetry techniques rely

on electrodeposition of metal–ligand complexes on

electrode surfaces before detecting the metal within the

same solution, hence the presence of ligands in the sample

matrix can affect both deposition and detection steps.

Using SAMMS-based electrodes with medium exchange

in the detection step after uranium preconcentration can

overcome the matrix effect and ligand interference.

The pH of the solution was predicted to affect the

distribution of uranyl complexes with acetate, hydroxyl,

and carbonate ligands as shown in Fig. 3a using 500 ppb

U(VI) in 0.05 M CH3COONa open to atmosphere. Fig. 3b

shows the effect of pH on the voltammetric responses of

Fig. 3 The effects of pH on (a) uranium speciation, as

predicted by MINEQL+ for conditions of 500 ppb U(VI) in 0.05

M CH3COONa and open to atmosphere (Ac=–COOCH3), and

(b) uranium voltammetric responses, measured after 5 min of

preconcentration with 500 ppb U(VI) in 0.05 M CH3COONa.

(From Ref. [2].)
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500 ppb U(VI) in 0.05 M CH3COONa. In the pH range of

2–5, the dominant uranyl species is one with positive or

neutral charge (e.g., UO2
2 +, UO2(Ac)+), and its binding

strength to phosphonic acid (on Ac-Phos SAMMS)

increased with increasing pH, leading to an increasing

amount of uranium being preconcentrated, and hence

increasing voltammetric responses with increasing pH.

Above pH 6, uranyl species with negative charge appear

to cause repulsive forces, resulting in low uranium

adsorption onto binding sites and correspondingly low

voltammetric responses. A series of experiments at varied

aqueous U(VI) concentrations in 0.05 M CH3COONa

(pH 5) showed that, after a 5-min preconcentration period,

the current of the anodic peak of uranium (appearing at

�0.37 V) was proportional to the U(VI) concentration in

the range of 25–500 ppb (Fig. 4). The uranium detection

limit, obtained experimentally, improved significantly

from 25 ppb, after a 5-min preconcentration period, to 1

ppb, after a 20-min preconcentration period (parameters

are reported in Table 1).

Ac-Phos SAMMS has been used to modify a carbon

paste electrode for simultaneous detection of cadmium

(Cd2 +), copper (Cu2 +), and lead (Pb2 +) in the absence of

actinides.[3] Most of the operatingconditions (e.g., electrode

compositions, electrolysis/stripping media conditions,

electrolysis time) for heavy metal ion detection obtained

by using SH-SAMMS-modified electrodes can be used

effectively with the Ac-Phos SAMMS (and other

SAMMS)-modified electrodes. The Cu, Pb, and Cd peaks

appeared at �0.2, �0.5, and �0.75 V, respectively. The

voltammetric responses of 50 ppb Pb2 + increased linearly

with the preconcentration time from 1 to 30 min. Fig. 5

shows that the voltammetric responses of Cu2 +, Pb2 +, and

Cd2 + after 2 min of preconcentration were linear with

respect to metal ion concentrations ranging from 10 to 200

ppb (parameters are reported in Table 1). At any given

concentration below 200 ppb, the copper peak response

obtained from the multicomponent metal ion solution was

not significantly different from that obtained from the

single-component Cu2 + solution (Fig. 6). Therefore one can

infer that the electrochemical responses for copper ions

were not affected by the presence of lead and cadmium in the

concentration range studied, owing to the high loading

capacity of the SAMMS materials. At 200 ppb Cu2 +/Pb2 +/

Cd2 +, the total moles of metal ions in the solution

corresponded to approximately 0.0004% of the total

number of binding sites (phosphonic acids).[3] Above 200

ppb, the detection of each Cu2 +, Pb2 +, and Cd2 + started to

interfere with each other because of the insufficient anodic

potential difference between two adjacent metal peaks (i.e.,

DECu–Pb=0.3 V,DEPb–Cd=0.25 V), and not because of their

competition for the binding sites on SAMMS.

The binding between SAMMS and metal ions is revers-

ible, therefore the SAMMS-modified carbon paste elec-

trodes can be easily regenerated without damaging the

ligand monolayer by desorption of the preconcentrated

species in an acidic solution. By choosing an appropriate

acid solution (i.e., 0.2 M HNO3) as a stripping medium,

the electrodes usually are ready for reuse after the strip-

ping voltammetric measurement. We found that SH-

SAMMS electrodes were reliable even after 80 consecu-

tive runs with no need for surface renewal.

Fig. 4 Uranium voltammetric responses as a function of U(VI)

concentration in 0.05 M CH3COONa (pH 5), measured after

5 min of preconcentration. Inset shows the voltammograms with

varied U(VI) concentration (in the ascending order) from 25, 50,

100, 200 to 500 ppb. (From Ref. [2].)

Fig. 5 The voltammetric responses of Cu2 +, Pb2 +, and Cd2 +

measured after a 2-min preconcentration period in multicompo-

nent Cu2 +/Pb2 +/Cd2 + solutions with concentrations ranging

from 10 to 200 ppb of each metal ion. Inset shows representative

voltammograms in the ascending order of 25, 50, and 100 ppb

(each) Cu2 +/Pb2 +/Cd2 + solutions. (From Ref. [3].)
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Electrochemical Sensors Based on a
Microelectrode Array Modified with a
Functionalized Nanoporous Silica Thin Film

Most electrode modifications with mesoporous silica

(MCM-41) have been accomplished via composite coat-

ing of the silica materials on electrode surfaces[42,43] or

mixing of the silica materials with conductive materials

such as graphite powder.[1–3,5–8] These techniques often

rely on graphite powder as a conductive additive or

polystyrene as a binder between the mesoporous silica

materials and the electrode surfaces. Therefore we have

focused on a method for preparation of mesoporous silica

thin film-modified electrodes through an interfacial silica-

surfactant self-assembly process that does not require

additives or binders.[4] The self-assembly process allows

surface layers to be constructed in a manner that is highly

reproducible which is very important for any two-dimen-

sional surface reaction to be successful.[44]

Mesoporous silica films with pore sizes of up to 100 Å

have been synthesized from spin-coated silica sol–gels

(normally consisting of silica precursor, acid solution, or-

ganic solvent, and water) by a surfactant-templating pro-

cess in which the pores are formed upon removal of the

surfactant by calcinations.[45–49] The precise design and

control of pore structure, pore size/volume, and pore ori-

entation of the silica films can be achieved by using

structure-directing agents, such as the nonionic surfac-

tant Pluronic F-127 (EO106PO70EO106), as in our case. By

controlling the film thickness (e.g., changing the com-

position of the precursor solution, spin rate, calcination

conditions), a continuous, defect-free, mesoporous silica

thin film is produced. However, spin-coated silica thin

films have been found to be unstable in basic aqueous

solutions but stable in pure water and acidic electro-

lyte solutions.[50] The instability is caused by the dis-

solution of the mesoporous framework, which increases

with increasing pH. Because electrodes modified with

these silica films cannot be used in basic solutions, the

silanol groups, inherent to the nanoporous silica, are

not useful in binding with metal ions in the preconcentra-

tion step of AdSV. Silanol groups must be ionized in a

basic solution (e.g., ammoniacal medium) in order to

accumulate positively charged ion species.[5] Therefore,

without functional ligands attached, the spin-coated films

Fig. 6 The voltammetric responses of Cu2 + measured after a 2-

min preconcentration period in 10–500 ppb single-component

Cu2 + solutions and in multicomponent Cu2 +/Pb2 +/Cd2 + solu-

tions with concentrations ranging from 10 to 200 ppb of each

metal ion. (From Ref. [3].)

Fig. 7 A schematic of the gold electrode array with the SH-FMS thin film: (a) top-view of the array and (b) side-view of the three-

layer sensor (SiO2/Au/SH-FMS). (From Ref. [4].)
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of mesoporous silicas are often used as molecular sieves

in electrodes by either blocking or improving the

voltammetric responses of the analyte species.[50]

To remove this limitation, we have immobilized

organic thiol (–SH) functional groups onto the nanopore

surfaces of the silica thin film through a self-assembly

process, subsequently after the film was attached onto

the surface of a gold microelectrode array by the spin-

coating of the silica sol–gel.[4] Fig. 7 shows the

schematics (top and side views) of the thiol functionalized

mesoporous silica (SH-FMS) thin-film-modified gold

microelectrode array. The modified microelectrode array

was then used for detection of lead ions by employing the

AdSV technique. To our knowledge, this is the first time

that a microchip-based electrode modified with functio-

nalized mesoporous silica thin film for metal ion

detection based on AdSV has been investigated. With

the SH-FMS thin film-modified electrode array, the pre-

concentration step can be performed in slightly acidic

electrolyte solutions or neutral nonelectrolyte solutions as

long as the thiol ligands can adsorb the target analyte,

based on a previous pH study using batch adsorption ex-

periments.[25] In nonbasic solutions, the mesoporous silica

films are more likely to remain stable for a long period

of time.

Several surface characterization methods were per-

formed on the mesoporous silica thin film before and after

thiol functionalization. TEM measurement of the SH-FMS

film shows short-range ordered mesopores. The nitrogen

adsorption/desorption isotherms of the untreated SiO2 thin

film are of type IV with a clear H2-type hysteresis loop,

which is consistent with the film’s large ratio of pore size

to pore spacing[51,52] and cubic arrangement of pores.[53]

From BET analysis, the calcined film had a large primary

pore diameter of 77 Å, a porosity of 60%, and a high BET

surface area of 613 m2/g. The FTIR spectra indicate that

organic thiol monolayers were successfully immobilized

inside the nanopores of the mesoporous silica. After the

thiol immobilization, the refractive index of the mesopor-

ous silica film increased from 1.16 to 1.36, corresponding

to the decrease in film porosity from 66% to 23%.

However, both XRD patterns of the film before and after

thiol functionalization were alike, indicating that the

structure of mesoporous film remained unchanged after

the thiols attachment.

When the SH-FMS thin film-modified electrode array

was tested for Pb2 + detection, the electrode behaved in a

similar fashion with the powdered SH-SAMMS-modified

carbon paste electrodes. For example, the optimum

cathodic electrolysis, corresponding to optimum voltam-

metric response, was obtained at 60 sec; the lead volt-

ammetric responses were poorer at lower than 60 sec due

to the incomplete electrolysis process and at 120-sec

electrolysis period, perhaps due to the generation of H2

bubbles on electrode surface, which affected the stability

of the signals. Fast electrolysis (60 sec) is evidence of a

fast desorption rate and diffusion of Pb2 + species out of

the mesoporous silica to reach the conducting substrate,

owing to the suitable surface chemistry (e.g., hydrophi-

licity) and pore geometry of SAMMS. The voltammetric

responses for 1 ppm Pb2 + increased linearly with the

preconcentration time from 1 to 30 min. Fig. 8 shows that

the responses also increased linearly with Pb2 + concen-

trations ranging from 250 to 5000 ppb after 5 min of

preconcentration and from 25 to 100 ppb after 30 min of

preconcentration (parameters are reported in Table 1). The

large dynamic range for lead ion sensing is a result of the

functionalized mesoporous thin film having a high

binding site density due to the high surface area of

mesoporous silica. This solves a potential drawback of

AdSV based on conventional chemically modified thin-

film electrodes that the total number of binding sites in the

thin films is limited, leading to a narrow linear range of

the calibration (preconcentration time and concentration)

curves. In addition, high binding site density in FMS thin

film is extremely important for miniaturized sensors

because it provides sufficient sensitivity at the electrodes

of limited size.

Similar to the powdered-SAMMS-modified carbon

paste electrodes, the SH-FMS thin-film-modified gold mi-

croelectrode has many appealing aspects: it has excellent

stability (i.e., data were collected for several weeks using

Fig. 8 The calibration curve for Pb2 +, measured after a 5-min

preconcentration period, with inset (a) showing the representa-

tive voltammograms of Pb2 + concentrations (in ascending order)

of 0, 500, 2000, 3500, and 5000 ppb Pb2 +, and inset (b) showing

the low-concentration-range calibration curve measured after a

30-min preconcentration period. All experiments were per-

formed with a 60-sec electrolysis period and 0.1 M HNO3 as

electrolysis/stripping media. (From Ref. [4].)
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the same electrode) because the ligands are immobilized

via covalent bonding onto silica substrates, it has low

maintenance requirements (no activation and regeneration

were required during this testing). The advantages of SH-

FMS thin-film-modified microelectrode array over pow-

dered SAMMS-modified carbon paste electrodes are that

the SH-FMS electrode arrays are easier to be mass-

produced with highly reproducible surface properties and

low costs as well as easier to be incorporated into portable

sensing devices. Manipulating the pore structure and pore

orientation as well as the thickness of the silica film to

improve the detection limits of metal ions and reduce the

detection time will require further investigation.

CONCLUSION

Nanostructured self-assembled monolayers on meso-

porous supports (SAMMS) materials reported here are

highly effective as electrode modifiers in the forms

of powder and thin film. The interfacial chemistry of

SAMMS can be fine-tuned to selectively sequester a

specific target metal ion. The functional groups in

SAMMS materials allowed the preconcentration of metal

ions to be accomplished without the aid of mercury,

adding supporting electrolytes, or applying an electro-

depositing potential. The high loading capacity and high

selectivity of SAMMS materials are desirable for metal

ion detection based on the AdSV technique because they

minimize the competition for the binding sites of the

nontarget species, thereby reducing the interferences and

preserving the signal intensity of the target metal ions. The

covalent bonding between the functional groups and the

surface of silica prevents sensors from degradation over

time due to the depletion of ligand-bearing materials. The

reversible binding between metal ions and ligands on

SAMMS enables many successive uses of SAMMS-based

electrodes with virtually no requirements for surface

regeneration and renewal.

Our future work will be focused on using other class of

SAMMS materials to construct electrochemical sensors

for other ion detection needs. For example, SAMMS that

is synthesized from installation of copper(II) ethylenedia-

mine (Cu-EDA) on silica pore walls will be investigated

for the detection of chromate and pertechnetate ions.

Interfacial chemistry and electrochemistry of metal

species on surfaces of SAMMS-based electrodes will also

be studied: this fundamental knowledge is required for

predicting how the sensors will perform in real wastes that

consist of many interferences and ligands at a broad spec-

trum of pH levels. The best electrodes for each speci-

fic waste constituent will be integrated onto our patented

portable microfluidic/electrochemical sensor systems[54]

specifically designed for field-deployed detections.
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Electrochemical Toxicity Sensors

James F. Rusling
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Medical abnormalities from exposure to toxic chemicals

constitute a critical public health problem in our modern

world. The use of toxic chemicals in agriculture, heavy

industry, and other human endeavors throughout the past

century has led to widespread pollution of our environ-

ment with potential disease-causing substances.[1] New

drugs also have important toxicity issues. Twenty years

ago, Singer and Grunberger[2] estimated that 65,000

chemicals were commonly used in modern society, and

over 200,000 new chemicals were discovered each year.

Since that time, advances in automated methods of

chemical synthesis including combinatorial techniques[3]

have led to an explosion into the millions of new chemi-

cals produced each year for end-use applications including

drugs, agriculture, personal care, and nutrition. While only

a fraction of these new compounds will turn out to be

acutely toxic, those that do may have long-term possi-

bilities of causing cancer and reproductive damage.

A major mechanism of chemical toxicity involves ac-

tivation of chemicals by catalytic oxidation mediated by

cytochrome P450 (cyt P450) enzymes in the liver.[4–6]

Lipophilic molecules bioactivated in this way often dam-

age genetic material (i.e., DNA). They include styrene,

benzo[a]pyrene, napthylamines, and many others.[7–11]

Covalent DNA adducts of these activated molecules with

DNA bases are important biomarkers of cancer risk in

humans exposed to toxic molecules.[12–14]

Conventional toxicity evaluation of new chemicals

proceeds from microbiological testing to animal testing

and is expensive and time consuming. While advances in

speed and automation of microbiological test are on the

horizon, simple, inexpensive chemical screening protocols

that could be used at early stages of commercial consid-

eration would be very useful. One such scheme could be

based on enzyme bioactivation of the chemicals with

detection of DNA damage from the resulting metabolites.

Sensors built on this principle could be used to screen

chemicals and metabolites that clearly damage DNA.

These compounds could then be eliminated from further

commercial consideration and testing. Such a screening

process could decrease the cost of bringing new drugs and

agricultural chemicals to the marketplace by eliminating

toxic candidates early in their commercial development

and lightening the burden on toxicity bioassays. Of

course, new commercially viable chemicals would still

need to be subjected to microbiological and animal testing

before final marketing.

OVERVIEW

Nanoscience can be harnessed to make sensors featuring

active metabolic enzymes and double-stranded DNA

in films of nanometer-scale thickness[15] for toxicity

screening. Early in the quest for such toxicity sensors, we

evaluated a number of film formation strategies. (For an

overview, see Ref. [16]). We found that the excellent films

for these applications could be made by a layer-by-layer

construction method developed over the past decade.[17–20]

The films are assembled by electrostatic adsorption of

alternately charged layers of macromolecular ions and

provide films with good stability, excellent enzyme ac-

tivity, and control of thickness and architecture on the

nanometer scale. Film construction relies on a series of

steps in which the oppositely charged macromolecules

(e.g., DNA, enzymes, and polyions) are adsorbed alter-

nately from solutions onto an electrode. Iron heme

enzymes in these films, such as cyt P450s, are easily ac-

tivated for catalysis by addition of hydrogen peroxide

along with substrate to a reaction solution.[15] The result-

ing DNA damage can be monitored by a variety of elec-

troanalytical methods and by electrochemiluminescence,

as will be seen below.

CONSTRUCTING ENZYME–DNA FILMS

Preparation of enzyme–DNA films one layer at a time

provides excellent control over the thickness of films

designed to the specifications of the builder. Films con-

taining two layers each of enzyme and DNA that are 20–

40 nm thick are easily made. Alternate adsorption of

layers of biomolecules and polyions is a general method

that has been developed over the past decade by Lvov

et al.[17–20] The technique has been used to make ultrathin

films of a wide variety of proteins and oppositely charged
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polyions including DNA. Some polyions that have been

used to make such films are shown below.

A DNA/enzyme film grown on a rough pyrolytic

graphite electrode is illustrated in Fig. 1. The pyrolytic

graphite has a negative charge by virtue of oxygenic

functional groups on its surface, and oxidizing the surface

can enhance this negative charge. The films are made as

follows. First, the negatively charged electrode is im-

mersed into a 2 mg mL�1 solution of positively charged

PDDA. The polycations adsorb at roughly monolayer

coverage in about 15–20 min,[18–20] effectively reversing

the charge on the solid surface. The electrode is rinsed

with water, then immersed in a 2 mg mL�1 solution of

double-stranded (ds) DNA, and now the surface develops

a negative charge. This surface is rinsed again, then im-

mersed into a solution of enzyme (1–3 mg mL�1) in a

buffer of pH lower than the enzyme’s isoelectric point to

assure a positive charge. An enzyme layer adsorbs, and

the surface becomes positive. The latter two adsorption

steps can be repeated as many times as desired to obtain a

film of reproducible alternating layers of enzyme and

DNA in a multilayer assembly. In practice, protein does

not even have to be positively charged because charge

patches on protein surfaces often enable good binding to

oppositely charged polyions.[21] While there is extensive

intermixing of neighboring layers,[17–20] this does not

adversely affect the performance of most devices.

In the initial stages of developing new films, it is im-

portant to monitor layer growth during or after each ad-

sorption step with quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)

weighing, surface plasmon resonance, spectroscopy, or

voltammetry. Fig. 2 illustrates QCM monitoring during

the construction of DNA/enzyme films on gold-quartz

resonators. The frequency of the QCM resonator de-

creases in direct proportion to the mass on its gold coating,

provided the viscoelasticity of the interface does not

change.[22] Estimates of the weight of each layer and of

the repeatability of the multiple adsorption steps can be

obtained from QCM of dry films. Drying minimizes bias

from interfacial viscoelasticity changes and absorbed

Fig. 1 Conceptual representation of DNA/enzyme films

used for toxicity sensing. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

   

Fig. 2 Quartz crystal microbalance frequency shifts for cycles

of alternate myoglobin/ds-DNA and cytochrome P450cam /ds-

DNA adsorption on gold resonators coated with mixed mono-

layers of mercaptoproionic acid/mercaptopropanol as first layer

and PDDA as second layer. DNA was from salmon testes (ST)

and calf thymus (CT). Average values are shown for five rep-

licates of [Mb/ST ds-DNA] (�) and four replicates of [cyt

P450cam /ST ds-DNA] (.) films. (From Ref. [15] with permis-

sion. Copyright American Chemical Society.)
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water. For 9-MHz quartz resonators, mass per unit area

M/A (g cm�2) of the film is related to the QCM frequency

shift DF (Hz) by:

M=A ¼ � DF=ð1:83� 108Þ ð1Þ

where the area is that of the metal disk on the resonator in

cm2. Direct scaling between DF and nominal film thick-

ness (d) is given by:[18–20]

d ðnmÞ � � ð0:016� 0:002ÞDF ðHzÞ ð2Þ

To mimic the PG electrode surface for QCM

measurements of layers adsorbed on the gold-quartz

resonators, we first chemisorb a mixed monolayer of

mercaptopropionic acid/mercaptopropanol. This layer is

represented by the first point in Fig. 2, labeled MPA.

The second layer is PDDA. Quartz crystal microbal-

ance frequency decreasing in a roughly linear fashion and

at regular intervals for the multiple adsorption steps

demonstrates repeatable adsorption for the two DNA/en-

zyme films. Relative precision of layer formation on

multiple resonators within ±15% can be achieved. Film

thicknesses and component weights in Table 1 were

obtained by analyzing the QCM data with Eqs. 1 and 2.

ELECTROANALYTICAL METHODS
FOR DETECTING DNA DAMAGE

Electrochemistry of DNA

Fundamental studies of the electrochemistry of DNA have

shown that single-stranded (ss) DNA is more easily oxi-

dized at guanine and adenine base sites than double-

stranded (ds) DNA.[23–25] The double helical ds-DNA

structure does not allow ready access of the bases to the

electrode or to catalytic oxidizing agents. However, un-

winding of the double helix frees the bases for closer

access by oxidants, leading to faster reaction rates. Vol-

tammetry has been applied to detecting DNA damage

from strong acids,[26] strand cleavage agents,[27] and hy-

droxyl radicals[28] after adsorbing the DNA onto mercury

electrodes. In a similar experimental approach, damage

to DNA from ionizing radiation and detected by linear

sweep voltammetry[29] and alkylation was monitored by

a.c. voltammetry.[30] In these methods, the DNA in solu-

tion was damaged and then accumulated on the electrodes

by adsorption prior to analysis. Guanine and adenine bases

in ss-DNA can also be oxidized on solid electrodes,[31]

such as glassy carbon and pyrolytic graphite. Damage

from ionizing radiation to DNA adsorbed onto carbon

electrodes was detected by chronopotentiometry.[32]

Guanine, with a formal potential at pH 7 of 	1.3 V vs.

normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) (1.06 V vs. saturated

calomel electrode (SCE)), is the most easily oxidized of

the four DNA bases.[33] The other bases have formal

potentials up to 0.5 V more positive. Detecting nucleic

acids by electrochemical oxidation depends on structure,

with double-stranded (ds) DNA giving only trace oxida-

tion peaks at best and single-stranded (ss) DNA giving

irreversible oxidation peaks at about 1.0–1.2 V vs. SCE on

carbon electrodes.

Enhanced electrochemical signals for DNA can be ob-

tained by catalytic electrochemical oxidation using tran-

sition metal complexes.[34] Studies by Thorp et al.[35–40]

showed that Ru(bpy)3
2 + (bpy=2,2’-bipyridine) is an effi-

cient electrochemical catalyst that oxidizes only guanine

bases in DNA and oligonucleotides. The reaction follows

the catalytic pathway below:

RuðbpyÞ2þ3 ¼ RuðbpyÞ3þ3 þ e� ð3Þ

RuðbpyÞ3þ3 þ DNAðguanineÞ

! RuðbpyÞ2þ3 þ DNAðguanineoxÞ þ Hþ ð4Þ

DNA(guanineox) represents a guanine radical site[41,42]

on DNA. Ru(bpy)3
3 + formed by oxidation at the elec-

trode is cycled back to Ru(bpy)3
2 + by the fast chemical

step in Eq. 4, which provides greatly enhanced voltam-

metric current over that of Ru(bpy)3
2 + or DNA alone.

The peak current depends on the rate of the chemical

step in Eq. 4. In oversimplified terms, the faster the rate

of the chemical step, the larger the peak. Guanine ac-

cessibility is important in these catalytic oxidations as in

direct electrochemical oxidation; that is, guanine in ss-

DNA reacts much more rapidly than in ds-DNA. In

addition, the reaction rate at a given guanine site is

Table 1 Average characteristics of protein/DNA films from QCM results

Film

Total thickness

(nm)

wt. DNA

(Mg cm�2)

wt. Protein

(Mg cm�2)

DNA(Mb/CT-ds-DNA)2 20 3.1 3.6

DNA(Mb/ST-ds-DNA)2 30 5.8 4.9

DNA(Cyt P450cam /ST-ds-DNA)2 40 15 2.9
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dependent on the sequence of neighboring bases in

the DNA.

Electrochemical Methods
For Toxicity Sensing

Against the backdrop of the electrochemical research on

DNA summarized above, we set out to develop methods

to detect chemical DNA damage as the basis for toxicity

screening. Our first attempts involved derivative square

wave voltammetric (SWV) analysis of films of double-

stranded (ds) DNA and ionomers Eastman AQ38S or

Nafion.[43,44] Square wave voltammetric analysis was

used because of its inherent high sensitivity and resolu-

tion. DNA–ionomer films were incubated with styrene

oxide, which reacts with guanine bases and disrupts the

DNA double helix.[7,8] Damage to DNA in these films

resulted in multiple oxidation peaks that developed during

the reaction. This damage was confirmed by capillary

electrophoresis detection of DNA base adducts in hydro-

lyzed DNA reacted with styrene oxide under these

same conditions. Total integrals of the derivative SWV

oxidation peaks increased with time of incubation with

styrene oxide.

Unfortunately, direct electrochemical detection of

DNA damage in films suffered from poor signal to noise

ratios and data analysis that required derivative or other

background corrections. Thus we explored catalytic

methods of DNA oxidation (cf. Eqs. 3 and 4) to improve

signal to noise in SWV detection.[45] At the same time, we

began to realize that layer-by-layer growth of films had

clear advantages in versatility, stability, and thickness

control and so was used to make films of DNA and the

polycation PDDA. The best sensitivity was found with

ds-DNA as the outer layer of the film and at low salt

concentration. Quartz crystal microbalance of (PDDA/ds-

DNA)2 on gold resonators showed that the average

thickness was 6 nm and that each film contained 0.23 mg

of ds-DNA. [The (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 terminology repre-

sents two bilayers of PDDA/DNA.]

(PDDA/ds-DNA)2 films on oxidized PG electrodes

were reacted with styrene oxide, then the electrodes were

washed and transferred into pH 5.5 buffer containing 50

mM Ru(bpy)3
2 + as the catalyst. The SWV oxidation peaks

increased with incubation time with saturated styrene

oxide (Fig. 3). Control (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 electrodes in-

cubated in buffer or saturated toluene showed much

smaller peaks characteristic of intact ds-DNA layers in the

films. Average peak current for catalytic SWV oxidation

of the ds-DNA films increased with incubation time for

30 min, then decreased slightly (Fig. 4). Each point

represents a single electrode, and error bars reflect elec-

trode-to-electrode variability. Incubation of films with

toluene, for which no chemical reactions with DNA have

been reported, gave catalytic oxidation peaks that showed

no trends with reaction time. Catalytic SWV oxidation

with Ru(bpy)3
2 + provided more sensitive detection of DNA

damage than direct SWV oxidation. Studies of DNA and

polynucleotides in solutions and films suggested that

oxidation of guanine and chemically damaged adenine in

partly unraveled damaged DNA were the most likely

contributors to the catalytic peaks.[45]

Fig. 3 Square wave voltammetric of (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 films

on oxidized PG electrodes in pH 5.5 acetate buffer containing

50 mM NaCl, with 50 mM Ru(bpy)3
2 + in buffer and after

incubations at 37�C with saturated styrene oxide (SO) or un-

reactive toluene. (From Ref. [45] with permission. Copyright

American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 4 The influence of incubation time with saturated styrene

oxide and toluene in pH 5.5 buffer on the average catalytic

peak current (less current for controls) for 5 to 15 trials per

data point for (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 films. Error bars represent

standard deviations. (From Ref. [45] with permission. Copy-

right American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Another method to monitor DNA damage in films

employed a cationic electroactive probe that binds better

to ds-DNA than to damaged DNA. Co(bpy)3
3 + was used to

probe films of (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 grown layer-by-layer on

PG electrodes first coated with a layer of PSS.[46] After

incubation of (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 films with styrene oxide,

electrodes were rinsed, placed into 20 mM Co(bpy)3
3 +, and

the CoIII/CoII reduction peak at 0.04 V vs. SCE from the

DNA-bound complex was monitored by SWV. Peak

current decreased with increasing time of reaction with

styrene oxide because of the decreasing ability of the

damaged outer layer of DNA to bind Co(bpy)3
3 +. A single

electrode can be used to measure the incubation time

course. Denoting the initial SWV peak current as Ip,initial

and the peak current after incubation as Ip,final, plots of

the peak current ratio Ip,initial /Ip,final vs. incubation time

(Fig. 5) were used to monitor DNA damage rates. This

ratio helps correct for electrode-to-electrode variations.

Ip,initial /Ip,final increased for ds-DNA electrodes with in-

creasing incubation time with styrene oxide solutions.

No significant variations were found for controls with or

without toluene.

Building films a layer at a time allowed us to incor-

porate catalytic metallopolyion catalysts for DNA oxida-

tion into ‘‘reagentless’’ toxicity biosensors. Two polyions

containing Ru(bpy)2
2 + were used that are capable of cat-

alytically oxidizing guanines in DNA. The one shown

below, denoted Ru-PVP, has 6 Ru-N bonds and reversible

oxidation at 1.15 V vs. SCE.

A related polymer denoted RuCl-PVP has 5 Ru-N

bonds with chloride as the sixth Ru ligand. It is reversibly

oxidized at 0.75 V vs. SCE[47–49] and provided clearer

Fig. 5 Influence of incubation time on average SWV peak

current ratios for (PDDA/ds-DNA)2 films in 20 mM Co(bpy)3
3 + at

pH 5.5 after incubations with styrene oxide, toluene, or pure

buffer. Ip,final corresponds to the peak current after each in-

cubation; Ip.initial corresponds to peak current before incubation.

(From Ref. [46] with permission. Copyright 2002 Wiley-VCH.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Examples of data obtained with catalytic RuCl-PVP layer in films: (a) SWV of PSS/RuCl-PVP/DNA/PDDA/DNA films

after incubations at 37�C and pH 5.5 with saturated styrene oxide (SO) for 5, 10, 20, and 30 min, respectively. Incubations in toluene

gave no changes in peak current. (b) Influence of reaction time (37�C, pH 6.5) of PSS/RuCl-PVP/DNA/PDDA/DNA films incubated in

2 mM dimethyl sulfate (.), 2 mM methyl methanesulfonate (6), and buffer control (4) on ratio of final SWV peak current to initial

peak current of PSS/RuCl-PVP. (From Ref. [49] with permission. Copyright American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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peaks on a flatter background for the catalytic reaction at

this lower voltage without sacrificing very much sensi-

tivity. Use of this catalytic polymer is illustrated in

Fig. 6a, showing an increase in catalytic SWV peaks of

RuCl-PVP in PSS/RuCl-PVP/DNA/PDDA/DNA films

after incubation with styrene oxide.

PSS/RuCl-PVP/DNA/PDDA/DNA films were also in-

cubated with methylating agents dimethyl sulfate (DMS),

a confirmed human carcinogen, and suspected carcinogen

methyl methanesulfonate (MMS).[50] Films incubated

with DMS or MMS gave increases in the peak current that

suggested DNA damage. Fig. 6b shows changes with re-

action time in the ratio of final SWV peak current of the

films to the initial peak current for the PSS/RuCl-PVP

layers alone. The increase in the ratio is a result of DNA

unwinding caused by nucleobases that have been meth-

ylated by MMS and DMS.[51,52] Damage to DNA under

these conditions was confirmed by capillary electropho-

resis detection of methylated guanines and adenines

in hydrolyzed DNA that had been reacted with MMS

or DMS.

Ru-PVP, the more powerful oxidizing agent, was used

to develop a new method of DNA detection, direct elec-

trochemiluminescence (ECL). A SWV waveform oxi-

dized the RuII sites in the metallopolymer to RuIII. Elec-

trochemiluminescence was measured simultaneously with

catalytic SWV peaks in a simple apparatus employing an

optical fiber to conduct light from the electrode to a

photomultiplier detector. The principle is illustrated in

Fig. 7, showing the alternating layers of ds-DNA and the

ruthenium metallopolymer [Ru(bpy)2(PVP)10]2 + used in

the film. Direct electrochemiluminescence (ECL) in-

volving DNA oxidation was observed in 10-nm films of

Ru-PVP assembled layer-by-layer with DNA.[53] The

electrode oxidized the RuII sites in the metallopolymer to

RuIII sites that reacted with guanines in the DNA. Elec-

trochemiluminescence was measured simultaneously with

catalytic voltammetric peaks at about 1.15 V vs. SCE

(Fig. 8). Electrochemiluminescence was observed only

when guanines were present on oligonucleotides in the

films. This result along with previously proposed ECL

pathways suggests that guanine radicals initially formed

by catalytic oxidation of guanines by RuIII react with the

metallopolymer to produce electronically exited RuII* in

the film. RuII* spontaneously emits light at 610 nm and

decays to ground-state RuII. Simultaneous linear growth

of ECL and SWV peaks occurred after incubation with

styrene oxide over 20 min. The estimated detection limit

was 1 damaged DNA base in 1000, or 0.1% damage.

Control incubations of metallopolymer/ds-DNA films in

buffer containing unreactive toluene resulted in no sig-

nificant trends in ECL or SWV peaks with time.

COMBINING BIOACTIVATION
WITH DNA DETECTION

A practical approach for toxicity screening combines

bioactivation and DNA damage detection into a single

biosensor for toxicity screening. To make these types

of sensors, ultrathin films (20–40 nm thick) contain-

ing myoglobin or cytochrome P450cam and DNA were

Fig. 7 Conceptual cartoon of film of ds-DNA and the catalytic

metallopolymer [Ru(bpy)2(PVP)10](ClO4)2 designed for simul-

taneous electrochemiluminescent (610 nm) and voltammetric

detection of DNA. (From Ref. [53] with permission. Copyright

American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Simultaneous SWV (downward curves) and ECL

(upward curves) responses for (Ru-PVP/ds-CT DNA)2 films

on PG electrodes in pH 5.5 buffer after incubations at 37�C with

saturated styrene oxide. Curve labels are incubation times in

min. (From Ref. [53] with permission. Copyright American

Chemical Society.)
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grown layer-by-layer on electrodes. [Film composition is

denoted by listing the components in their order of as-

sembly, e.g., PDDA/ds-DNA(/enzyme/ds-DNA)2, where

PDDA=polydiallyldimethylammonium ion.] Enzymes in

the films were activated by hydrogen peroxide, generating

test metabolite styrene oxide from styrene.[54] Styrene

oxide formed in these nanometer-scale films reacted with

double-stranded (ds) DNA in the same film, mimicking

metabolism and DNA damage in the human liver. In

the first demonstration of this concept, DNA damage

was detected by SWV by using catalytic oxidation with

dissolved Ru(bpy)3
2 + or by monitoring the binding of

Co(bpy)3
3 + to the outer DNA layer in the film.[15] Later,

we also detected DNA damage after enzyme-catalyzed

bioactivation by using an inner RuCl-PVP layer in DNA/

enzyme films.[49]

The SWV peak at 1.05 V vs. SCE for Ru(bpy)3
2 + in-

creased with time of the DNA damage reaction (Fig. 9).

As in the case where enzyme-free films are incubated

directly with DNA damage agents, ds-DNA in the film is

damaged by styrene oxide. As a result of these reactions,

guanines are released from the protection of the double

helix, as are adducts of adenine.[45] These species are

more easily oxidized than the original ds-DNA, and the

catalytic oxidation current increases.

Control electrodes incubated in hydrogen peroxide

without styrene showed catalytic oxidation peaks of sim-

ilar heights to freshly prepared films (Fig. 9). Thus the low

concentrations of hydrogen peroxide used had no mea-

surable influence on ds-DNA. Only peaks for films that

had been activated by hydrogen peroxide and styrene to-

gether increased with reaction time.

Fig. 9 Catalytic square wave voltammetry of PDDA/ds-DNA

(/Mb/ds-DNA)2 films on rough PG electrodes before and after

incubations at 37�C with 2% styrene (no styrene in controls) and

0.2 mM H2O2 in aerobic buffer (SWV amplitude: 25 mV;

frequency: 15 Hz; step height: 4 mV; PDDA=polydiallyldi-

methylammonium ion). After incubation, electrodes were

washed and placed into pH 5.5 buffer containing 50 mM

Ru(bpy)3
2 + for the SWV analysis. (From Ref. [15] with

permission. Copyright American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 10 The influence of reaction time with 2% styrene+0.2 mM H2O2 on catalytic SWV peak in 50 mM Ru(bpy)3
2 +: (a) for PDDA/ds-

ST-DNA(/cyt P450cam /ds-ST-DNA)2 films (.) in 50 mM Ru(bpy)3
2 + solution. Control (6) is for incubation with 0.2 mM H2O2.

(b) PDDA/ds-DNA(/Mb/ds-DNA)2 films using CT-DNA (.) and ST-DNA (�) (5–15 trials per data point, CT=calf thymus,

ST=salmon testes). Also shown are controls representing incubation of ST-DNA/Mb films with 2% styrene but no H2O2 (5), 2%

toluene+0.2 mM H2O2 (!), and 0.2 mM benzaldehyde+0.2 mM H2O2 (4) (average peak current for unreacted DNA/enzyme

electrodes was subtracted). (From Ref. [15] with permission. Copyright American Chemical Society.)
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Similar results were obtained using cyt P450 as the

enzyme. DNA/(Cyt P450cam/ST-ds-DNA)2 films were

incubated with styrene and hydrogen peroxide, and a rapid

increase in SWV peak current in the first 5 min was fol-

lowed by a slower increase from 5 to 30 min (Fig. 10a).

Capillary electrophoresis and HPLC-MS analyses of DNA

in thin films that were reacted with styrene oxide, and then

hydrolyzed, confirmed formation of known styrene oxide

adducts of DNA bases under similar reaction conditions.

Average SWV peak currents for ds-DNA/Mb films

also increased with incubation time with hydrogen per-

oxide and styrene at relatively larger rates for the first 5

min, then at smaller rates at longer times (Fig. 10b).

Slightly larger initial rates of peak growth were found

with Mb/ST ds-DNA films than with Mb/CT ds-DNA

films (CT=calf thymus, ST=salmon testes). Error bars are

mainly the result of film-to-film variability. No significant

growth in peak current with reaction time was found for

films incubated with toluene and hydrogen peroxide,

styrene alone, benzaldehyde, or hydrogen peroxide alone

(Fig. 10, controls).

In alternative assays, Co(bpy)3
3 + was used as an elec-

troactive probe. Co(bpy)3
3 + reduction peaks at 0.04 V

decreased as DNA was damaged by enzyme-generated

styrene oxide. Little change in SWV signals was found for

incubations of DNA/enzyme films with unreactive or-

ganic controls or hydrogen peroxide. The catalytic SWV

method was more sensitive than the Co(bpy)3
3 + binding

assay, providing multiple measurements over a 5-min

reaction time. However, the Co(bpy)3
3 + binding assay may

be more useful in the presence of potential interferences

because of its low measurement voltage where few elec-

troactive species are reduced or oxidized.

CONCLUSION

This article described how adsorption of layers or bio-

molecules and polyions onto electrodes can provide films

of nanometer-scale thickness on electrodes for screening

the toxicity of chemicals and their metabolites. Such films

containing DNA and enzymes enable detection of struc-

tural damage to DNA as a basis for the toxicity screening.

The most sophisticated versions of these sensors bioacti-

vate chemicals to their metabolites, which may react with

DNA. The approach mimics toxicity pathways in the

human liver. DNA damage can presently be detected at

levels of about 0.1% to 0.5% by methods including cat-

alytic square wave voltammetry using soluble or poly-

meric catalysts, electrochemically active DNA binding

probes, or electrochemiluminescence using a special

metallopolymer. Catalytic polyions can be incorporated

into DNA/enzyme films leading to ‘‘reagentless’’ sensors

for chemical toxicity. These sensors are suitable for de-

tection of relative DNA damage rates in 5–10 min.

We expect good future progress in applications of en-

zyme/DNA films to toxicity biosensors. The analytical

approaches discussed above may also be adaptable to

monitoring DNA oxidation, which has been suggested

as a clinical marker for oxidative stress.[55] Electrode

arrays could be developed to provide many tests simul-

taneously. Future sensor arrays could be configured to

detect toxicity of metabolites generated by a range of

human cyt P450s.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology is currently a major scientific and

engineering undertaking. It has been described with such

plaudits as the ‘‘third industrial revolution,’’ the ‘‘final

frontier,’’ and so on. Only a few research laboratories in

the world will not have a focus on this field. On a global

scale, investment in nanotechnology dwarfs those in many

other important fields of scientific enterprise.

Nanotechnology is the science and engineering of few

nanometer-sized objects endowed with unique properties

not commonly encountered in larger ‘‘bulk’’ objects. To

study these objects and exploit their special properties,

one must first be able to produce them using techniques

that are relatively inexpensive, reliable, and have a rapid

throughput. This article is concerned with electrochemi-

cally ‘‘self-assembled’’ nanostructures that are made

cheaply, rapidly, and with high yield using a technique

based on simple beaker electrochemistry.

NANOFABRICATION

Traditionally, nanostructures have been made by fine-line

lithography. Lithography is the workhorse of microfabri-

cation. Computer chips, or other microelectronic cirzcuits

such as those found in supermarket laser scanners, are all

made with standard lithography. In this approach, a circuit

pattern with micron-sized features is transferred to a

silicon chip by a series of processes that involves masking

selected regions of the surface of a wafer and exposing the

rest to light to make them either more amenable or less

amenable to etching. In the case of nanometer-sized

features, one would need X-ray light for this purpose. An

alternate technique is to directly write the patterns on the

surface of a wafer using an electron or ion beam. The

problem with this approach is twofold. First, direct writing

is a slow process. It is also serial in nature, whereby each

wafer is patterned one at a time, resulting in an

exceedingly slow throughput. Second, the patterning

beams (electron beam or ion beam) can cause radiation

damage to the nanostructures. In the case of semiconduc-

tor structures, these damages cause the structures to be-

come depleted of electrical carriers, so that they cannot

function properly. Hence there is a great interest in non-

lithographic techniques for nanosynthesis.

Among the nonlithographic techniques, one tech-

nique of interest is ‘‘nanostamping.’’ Here one makes a

‘‘stamp pad’’ using standard electron beam lithography.

This stamp pad is then used to ‘‘stamp’’ the pattern on the

surface of a wafer using pressure just like an ordinary

rubber stamp. This technique does not cause radiation

damage and has a fast throughput. As long as a single

level of pattern definition is required (so that there is no

requirement to align two patterns), it is an excellent tech-

nique for nanosynthesis. Its only drawback is that it can-

not produce very small features because it is, after all, a

stamping technique.

An even gentler technique, causing even less damage

and capable of producing very small nanostructures is

the process of ‘‘self-assembly.’’ Roughly speaking, self-

assembly is the process in which the natural evolution of

a physical or chemical system to its thermodynamic

ground state results in the spontaneous formation of

nanostructures on a surface. Normally, the nanostructures

would nucleate with random size and at random locations

on the surface. However, there are some processes where

the size can be made uniform and even the locations can

be controlled to the point where the structures that are

spontaneously formed have some degree of spatial

ordering. In our laboratory, we work with an electro-

chemical process that produces nanostructures with less

than 1% standard deviation in surface area, and the

structures form a nearly periodic two-dimensional array

(hexagonal close packed structure). This article is

concerned with a description of this process and two

specific applications of the structures. The applications

we have chosen are 1) infrared (IR) photodetection and

2) neural networks for image processing.

ELECTROCHEMICAL SELF-ASSEMBLY

We self-assemble regimented arrays of quasi one-di-

mensional nanostructures (so-called ‘‘quantum wires’’)
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and quasi zero-dimensional nanostructures (known as

‘‘quantum dots’’) via a simple electrochemical technique.

It consists of first self-assembling a thin (typically �1 mm

thick) nanoporous alumina film by anodization of

aluminum. This film has a nearly periodic two-dimen-

sional array of pores with hexagonal close packed ar-

rangement. The next step is to electrodeposit the mate-

rials of interest within the pores to create a quasi-periodic,

two-dimensional array of quantum dots or wires in an

alumina matrix. It is now possible to synthesize device-

quality nanostructures with this simple and inexpensive

electrochemical technique. The advantages of this method

are low cost, high throughput, and sometimes even im-

proved quality.

This technique is now widely used for self-assembling

semiconducting or metallic quantum dots and wires of

uniform diameter (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3]). The structures

that are formed are automatically (electrically) isolated

from each other by the intervening alumina layer so that no

etching or diffusion steps are needed to isolate neighboring

structures. Furthermore, the boundaries of the structures

are well-defined, sharp, and comparatively free of inter-

face defects. Fig. 1 shows the top and side views of the

alumina films (templates) used in this process. Note the

excellent degree of ordering within domains that are about

1 mm2 in size. Also note that the diameter of the pores is

extremely uniform. Detailed microscopy and image

analysis have shown that the standard deviation in the

pore diameter is less than 1% of the average diameter.

For most optical applications, one does not need to

make electrical contacts to the individual nanostructures,

so that the structures in Fig. 1 are already adequate for

many optical devices. For electronic devices, it is

necessary to establish electrical contacts to the nano-

structures. Electrical access to the dots or wires can be

established by removing the alumina from the bottom of

the dots/wires (the so-called ‘‘barrier layer’’ in Fig. 1)

following a sequence of steps described later, and then

contacting both top and bottom of the structures with

metal (usually gold) contacts. It is obvious that this

process of nanosynthesis is ‘‘parallel’’ in nature, where-

by several wafers can be simultaneously processed

resulting in fast throughput. It is also very inexpensive

and easily accessible for academic laboratories with

rather modest resources. The only disadvantage of this

method, common to all self-assembly techniques, is the

inability to create arbitrary patterns. For some device

applications (including the ones discussed in this article),

this is not a serious drawback. Ultimately, the ideal

nanosynthesis technique will be an optimum blend of

 

Fig. 1 (a) Atomic force micrograph of a porous alumina film produced by anodizing aluminum in oxalic acid. The pore diameter for

oxalic acid anodization is �50 nm, whereas for sulfuric acid anodization, it is �10 nm. A bright field TEM micrograph of the pores for

sulfuric acid anodization can be viewed in Fig. 7 of Ref. [9]. The dark areas are the pores and the surrounding light areas are alumina.

The side view of the porous structure is sketched showing the barrier layer. Note that when the pores are filled with electrodeposition,

they are filled to various heights.
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lithography and self-assembly exploiting the merits of

both approaches.

Anodization

As mentioned before, the first step in electrochemical self-

assembly of quantum dots or wires is the formation of the

nanoporous alumina film. This is produced by controlled

anodization of aluminum.

A 99.999% pure 100-mm aluminum foil is first

degreased in trichloro-ethylene, washed in distilled water,

and electropolished at 30 V for 60 sec in LECO-1 solution

consisting of perchloric acid, ethanol, butyl cellusolve,

and water. The foil is then d.c.-anodized in either sulfuric,

oxalic, or phosphoric acid at room temperature using a dc

current density of �25 mA/cm2. This results in the for-

mation of a porous alumina film on the surface of the

aluminum. The film is stripped off by soaking in

phosphoric acid, and the anodization is repeated a few

times. With the first few anodizations, the ordering of the

pores in the film dramatically improves.[4,5] Finally, after

the third or fourth iteration, the pores form a nearly perfect

periodic (hexagonal close packed) array within domains

that are 1–10 mm in diameter. This self-ordering is usually

best for oxalic acid anodization, and worst for sulfuric

acid anodization. For anodization in sulfuric acid, the

average pore diameter is about 8 nm[6] (with �10%

standard deviation), resulting in an areal pore density of

�1011/cm2. For oxalic acid anodization, the pore diameter

is 50±1 nm and the pore density is �1010/cm2. For phos-

phoric acid anodization, the pore diameter is �100±2 nm

and the pore density is less than 109/cm2. An atomic force

micrograph (top view) of a porous film produced by

anodization in oxalic acid is shown in Fig. 1a.

In Fig. 1b, we show the side view of a pore. If the pore

is filled up with a material to a depth that is about equal to

the diameter of the pore, we would have created

a ‘‘quantum-dot.’’ On the other hand, if the pore is filled

up to a depth that is much larger than the diameter, we

would have created a short ‘‘quantum wire.’’ Thus,

whether a dot or a wire is produced can be simply

determined by the duration of the pore-filling action—

electrodeposition. Care must be taken not to overfill the

pores or allow the material to spill over the brim, which

creates electrical shorts between neighboring wires. If this

happens, the surface can be etched in phosphoric acid to

reestablish electrical isolation between neighboring wires.

Electrodepositing a Metal

The technique to electrodeposit a metal within the pores is

well known and has been practiced for many years.[2,3,7–9]

To electrodeposit a metal M in the pores, the porous

anodic alumina film (along with the aluminum substrate)

is immersed in a suitable noncyanide aqueous electrolyte

containing a dissolvable salt of M, such as MSO4 (we

assume M is a divalent element). An alternating signal of

20–50 V rms amplitude and 100–1000 Hz frequency is

imposed between the aluminum foil (substrate) and a

platinum counterelectrode. Because the alumina structure

preferentially conducts in only one direction (the cathodic

direction), it is called a ‘‘valve metal oxide’’.[2,3] Metal

ions (M2 +) are reduced to zero-valent metal during the

cathodic half-cycles of the imposed a.c. signal, and are

selectively deposited within the pores because the pores

offer the least impedance path (largest capacitance path)

for the a.c. (displacement) current to flow. These ions are

not reoxidized during the anodic half cycles to M2 +

because alumina is a valve metal oxide. Once the metal

is electrodeposited to the desired depth (controlled by

the duration of the electrodeposition step), the pores are

sealed by a 10-min immersion in boiling water, which cov-

ers the surface with a layer of Al(OH)3. This prevents or

retards surface oxidation of the metal particles.

The presence of electrodeposited material in the pores

were verified numerous times in the past by energy-

dispersive analysis of X-ray,[10] cross-section TEM,[10]

and variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry.[11] The last

two techniques also yield information about the shapes of

the metal nanostructures. They appear to resemble

rotational ellipsoids (the shape of a football).

Electrodepositing a
Compound Semiconductor

There are different approaches to electrodepositing com-

pound semiconductors within the pores.[10,12] Here we

outline one of our approaches.

In our laboratory, we typically electrodeposit two differ-

ent compound semiconductors within the pores: CdS and

ZnSe. CdS is electrodeposited by immersing the alumina

film (along with the aluminum substrate) in an electrolyte

consisting of a nonaqueous solution of dimethylsulfoxide

comprising 50 mM cadmium perchlorate, 10 mM lithium

perchlorate, and 10 mM sulphur powder, whereas in the

case of ZnSe deposition, cadmium perchlorate is replaced

by zinc perchlorate and sulfur powder with selenium

powder. Electrodeposition is carried out at 100�C with an

a.c. signal of 20 V at 250 Hz. During the negative half of

the a.c. cycle, the Cd2 + or Zn2 + ions in the solution are

reduced to zero-valent Cd or Zn and are selectively

deposited in pores offering the least impedance path for

the electric current to flow. During the positive cycle, the

zero-valent metals are not reoxidized into the ions. The

high temperature of the solution then allows Cd or Zn in

the pores to react with S or Se in the solution to produce

CdS or ZnSe nanowires within the pores.
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Contacting Nanowires

The nanowires produced by the above method are not

directly suitable for current–voltage measurements be-

cause they cannot be contacted easily. Particularly

bothersome is the presence of an alumina ‘‘barrier layer’’

in contact with the aluminum substrate (see Fig. 1), which

presents a large potential barrier to current flow along the

wire axis (perpendicular to the surface of the porous

alumina film). Therefore, we carry out a series of steps to

remove the barrier layer and make the wires electrically

accessible. These steps are shown in Fig. 2. First, the top

surface of the sample is etched for a few minutes in 0.2 M

H2CrO4/0.4 M H3PO4 solution. This dissolves the alumina

and exposes the top of some of the semiconductor wires.

Not all wires are exposed as the wires have varying length.

A thin coating of Au (10–20 nm) is then applied on the

surface, followed by a thick organic layer which provides

mechanical strength to the film during later processing

steps. The aluminum substrate is then dissolved in HgCl2
to expose the barrier layer of alumina, which is sub-

sequently removed in 5% H3PO4 (several minutes of

soaking), thereby exposing some of the semiconductor

nanowires from the bottom. The sample is flipped over

and the bottom layer is coated with 10–20 nm of Au.

The final structures are arrays of parallel nanowires

with Au ohmic contacts at both ends. Gold wires and

silver paint are used to connect the Au contacts with

the measuring equipment.

QUANTUM WIRE BASED
ROOM TEMPERATURE
INFRARED PHOTODETECTORS

There are many device applications of electrochemically

self-assembled nanostructures. They span such diverse

areas as optics, electronics, magnetism, and superconduc-

tivity. In this section, we will discuss an application in

sensors—infrared photodetectors.

Infrared photodetectors have widespread applications

in remote sensing, terrain mapping, night vision, mis-

sile defense, automobile collision avoidance systems, etc.

There are a large number of devices that detect infrared

radiation. However, solid-state detectors such as HgCdTe

(the workhorse of infrared photodetectors), InSb photo-

diodes, quantum well photodetectors, and Stranski–Kras-

tanow-grown quantum dot photodetectors all suffer from

one common shortcoming. They do not work at room

temperature, but require cooling down to about 77 K. In

contrast, we have produced self-assembled quantum wire

photodetectors that work well at room temperature with a

very high signal-to-noise ratio of 45 dB. Moreover, their

conductance is so low that the noise-equivalent power is

also very low (it is less than 10�18 W at room tempera-

ture). That translates to an extraordinarily high detectivity

D* approaching 1014 cm
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

=W.

There is one peculiarity in our infrared photodetec-

tors—they are ‘‘inverse’’ photodetectors. Normal photo-

detectors are those whose conductance increases when

illuminated with infrared radiation. Ours exhibit the op-

posite effect; the conductance decreases when illuminated

with infrared radiation. This has to do with the origin of

infrared photoresponse in our structures, which is quite

different from that of other photodetectors. However, they

are just as effective in photodetection because they

successfully transduce an infrared signal into an electrical

signal. They are ideally suited for focal plane arrays.

We prepared 10- and 50-nm diameter nanowires of

CdS and ZnSe by the electrodeposition of the compounds

in porous alumina templates produced by anodization in

sulfuric and oxalic acid, respectively. The d.c. current–

voltage characteristics of both 10- and 50-nm diameter

wires are measured using an HP 4140B electrometer in the

dark and in the presence of infrared radiation. The infrared

Fig. 2 (a) Anodized aluminum foil with the porous alumina

film on top, showing the ‘‘barrier layer’’ between the aluminum

substrate and the bottom of the pore, (b) after filling the pores

with semiconductor to create buried nanostructures, (c) etching

away the top layer of alumina in phosphoric acid to expose the

tips of a few nanostructures, followed by deposition of 50-nm

gold electrode by e-beam evaporation, (d) coating with an

organic binder to provide mechanical stability during later

processing steps, (e) after dissolving the aluminum substrate in

HgCl2 to expose the barrier layer, (f) after etching the alumina

bottom barrier layer in phosphoric/chromic acid to expose the

other end of the nanostructures, (g) after evaporating gold on the

bottom for the second electrode, and (h) after dissolving away

the organic binder in a solvent and attaching wires for current

measurement. (From Ref. [13]. American Institute of Physics.)
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(IR) source is the glowbar of a BOMEM Fourier-

transform IR (FTIR) spectrometer, which produces radi-

ation in the wavelength range of 1.8–50 mm covering the

photon energy range of 0.025–0.686 eV. The radiation is

always normally incident on the sample surface (direction

of wave propagation is along the length of the wires to

maximize absorption). The intensity of the radiation is not

enough to produce any significant sample heating. Results

of these measurements are shown in Fig. 3a. The

resistance of all samples increase significantly, by up to

a factor of 160, when exposed to IR radiation. This is not a

sample heating effect, which can only produce a few

percent change in resistance. In any case, the radiation

intensity is low enough to avoid measurable sample

heating. In Fig. 3b, we show the characteristics for a

‘‘blank’’ alumina film (with no semiconductor in it) to

ascertain that the photoresponse is indeed attributable to

the semiconductor and not to the alumina. Note that the

alumina shows a weak increase in the conductance, i.e.,

the behavior is opposite to that of semiconductors; the

conductance is slightly larger, rather than smaller, when

the IR radiation is on. The ratio of dark to illuminated

current (Idark/IIR) for 10- and 50-nm diameter CdS and

ZnSe nanowires is shown in Fig. 3c as a function of

applied voltage. This ratio is essentially the signal-to-

noise ratio which approaches 45 dB at the highest biases

used in this experiment.

Origin of Photoresponse

The photoresistive behavior described here most likely

accrues from photoassisted real-space transfer of electrons

from the semiconductor nanowires into traps in the

surrounding alumina. The majority carriers in the semi-

conductor nanowires are electrons as has been verified in

the past by capacitance–voltage spectroscopy.[14] Many of

these electrons absorb infrared photons and are excited to

trap levels in the alumina where they become trapped and

can no longer contribute to conduction. As a result, the

resistance rises. This process is depicted in Fig. 4a. It is an

indirect process in real-space, but the wavefunctions of

electrons in the semiconductors penetrate a short distance

into the alumina, thereby making the matrix element for

this process significant at the interface between the

semiconductor and alumina.

An interesting feature is that the larger-diameter

(50 nm) wires show a stronger photoresistive effect

(larger ratio of dark-to-illuminated conductance) than the

smaller-diameter (10 nm) wires. This can be explained

within a simple band picture (see Fig. 4b). When the wire

is narrower, the subband level in the wire is higher up in

energy so that fewer trap levels in the insulator are now

above the subband level and accessible. Thus, fewer car-

riers can transfer out of the wire into the traps, and the

Fig. 3 (a) The current–voltage characteristics of 10-nm

diameter wires, (b) the current–voltage characteristics of blank

alumina templates, and (c) the ratio of dark-to-illuminated cur-

rent as a function of applied bias. (From Ref. [13]. American

Institute of Physics.)
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photoresistive effect is weaker. This picture is substanti-

ated by the IR absorption spectra for 10- and 50-nm diam-

eter wires shown in Fig. 5a and b. The integrated

absorption is always much larger for the wider-diameter

wires showing that more trap levels are participating in

their case.

Note that if there is a ‘‘dominant trap level’’ causing a

dominant absorption peak, then it will be red-shifted in the

narrower wire because the energy separation between the

subband level and the trap states decreases as the wire

becomes narrower. The red-shift is clearly observed in the

CdS wires (Fig. 5a), where there is a dominant peak. On

the other hand, the spectrum for ZnSe is much more

complex (obviously because of a more complex distribu-

tion of traps in energy space) and does not show a domi-

nant peak, indicating that there is no single dominant trap

level at the ZnSe/Al2O3 interface. Little, if anything, is

known about trap levels at the interface of electrode-

posited semiconductors and anodic alumina. They are

probably sensitive to electrodeposition and anodization

conditions. There are trap states at the Au–semiconductor

interface as well, but this interface is much smaller in

area than the interface between the semiconductor and

alumina, so that these traps are unlikely to have a domi-

nant effect.

In the past, a weak photoresistive effect, where the

conductance dropped by a mere �10% (as opposed to the

160-fold drop reported here), was observed in bulk CdS

and ZnSe samples,[15,16] but was attributed to an entirely

different mechanism. There, electrons were photoexcited

by the IR radiation from the valence band into intention-

ally created empty traps in the bandgap. The resulting

holes in the valence band recombined with electrons in the

conduction band to reduce the conductance by 10%. We

do not have any intentionally created traps. Furthermore,

Fig. 4 (a) Energy band diagram explaining photoabsorption of electrons from the semiconductor conduction band states into traps in

the bandgap of alumina. (b) Fewer traps states are available as final states in narrower wires. Traps below the lowest subband level in

the semiconductor wire (and therefore not accessible as final states) are shown with broken lines. (From Ref. [13]. American Institute

of Physics.)

Fig. 5 Infrared absorption spectra in (a) CdS nanowires and (b)

ZnSe nanowires. In some cases, the spectrum was smoothed to

eliminate spurious interference effects. (From Ref. [13].

American Institute of Physics.)
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capacitance voltage spectroscopy has shown[14] that the

trap concentration is small enough in our samples that the

Fermi level is completely unpinned. In any case, all traps

in the bandgap must be filled because we have significant

electron concentration in the conduction band, meaning

that the Fermi level must be close to the conduction band

edge. Thus, our effect cannot be explained by the same

mechanism as that of Refs. [15] and [16]. That mechanism

is a two-step process: photoexcitation of electrons into

traps (or, equivalently, photoemission of holes from

traps), followed by recombination of those holes with

electrons in the conduction band. Ours is a one-step

process that only involves trapping and no recombination.

More recently, we have measured the current–voltage

characteristics of a sample using an HP 4145B semicon-

ductor parameter analyzer. A SiO filter was used to cut off

any visible light from the infrared source. The results are

shown in Fig. 6. In this particular sample, the signal-to-

noise ratio is over 45 dB before breakdown occurs. There

is some variability in the signal-to-noise ratio from sample

to sample (in some samples, it is as low as 5 dB) and a

concerted research effort will be required to standardize

this nascent technology. The variability most likely

accrues from the variability of the traps in the alumina,

which are acquired during the processing steps. Traps are

difficult to control, but a correct sequence of annealing

steps may mitigate this problem somewhat. This is a topic

of current research.

Another shortcoming of these photodetectors is the

response time. Because the response time is associated

with the response of traps, it is slow. Based on our

measurements, we know that the photoresponse cannot

be modulated any faster than 1 kHz (the lowest limit of

our equipment); hence the response time is slower than

1 msec. Whether this becomes a serious limitation de-

pends on the application. For most commercial applica-

tions, this is probably not a limitation at all.

QUANTUM DOT IMAGE PROCESSORS

A holy grail of nanoelectronics is to find suitable

paradigms where structures such as quantum dots and

wires can perform signal processing tasks, particularly

Boolean logic operations, such as transistors. However,

this is a very tall order because transistors are a unique

find; they have properties that are not easy to duplicate.

Two very important properties of transistors that are well

appreciated in the electrical engineering community but

seldom appreciated elsewhere are: 1) a transistor has a

‘‘gain’’ between its output and input terminals, i.e., the

output can be a magnified (or amplified) version of the

input. This property, which can be attained with three-

terminal active devices such as transistors, is important for

logic applications because it is necessary to restore logic

signals that are corrupted by noise and other imperfections

to their correct values. 2) Gain alone is not sufficient.

Transformers have voltage gain, but nobody has success-

fully produced logic circuits with transformers alone. An

additional property that is needed is ‘‘isolation’’ between

the input and output terminals of the device, so that the

input signal determines the output signal and not the other

way around. Electrical engineers often call this property

‘‘unidirectionality,’’ that is, logic signal flows unidirec-

tionally from the input terminal to the output terminal.

Transistors have this property. Any undergraduate student

of electrical engineering is familiar with the small signal

equivalent model of a transistor, which is shown in Fig. 7.

There is a dependent source at the output end, which de-

pends on the input signal. However, the input does not

depend on the output. This model follows from Ebers–Moll

equations describing a transistor, and if one traces back

the origin of this unidirectionality, one will ultimately find

that this unidirectionality comes about because of the

Fermi distribution of carriers (electrons and holes) in a tran-

sistor’s emitter (or source) that is driven not too far from

equilibrium. Thus, the unidirectionality has its origin in

thermodynamics (Fermi–Dirac statistics). Thermodynamics

has a character trait to cause unidirectionality. It is some-

what responsible for the unidirectionality of time and it is

also responsible for the unidirectionality of signal prop-

agation in a transistor!

Many proposals have been forwarded (and published in

major journals) to replace the transistor with quantum dots

Fig. 6 The current–voltage characteristic of a 50-nm diameter

CdS wires in the dark and under infrared illumination. A filter

was used to cut off all visible light.
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and other exotic devices, in hopes that they will perform

logic operations. There are widely publicized but flawed

proposals for logic gates realized with quantum dots.

Unfortunately, most of these proposals are wrong because

these exotic devices do not have the properties of

transistor, namely gain and unidirectionality.a As of

now, nobody has made logic gates with quantum dots in

spite of all the initial tall claims. Nonetheless, it is still

attractive to look for ways to replace transistors with

quantum dots because there can be tremendous savings

in device density on a chip (quantum dots are much

smaller than transistors), power dissipation (quantum

dots typically dissipate much less power than a transistor),

and cost (quantum dots are much easier to fabricate than

a transistor).

Quantum Dot Based
Neuromorphic Architectures

In 1995, Roychowdhury and coworkers proposed a

revolutionary new idea for utilizing quantum dots for

signal processing and computation.[17,18] Their scheme

was not based on logic circuits, so that they did not need

the properties necessary to build logic circuits. Instead,

they proposed to build a neural network architecture. They

also realized that making connections to quantum dots

will be a nearly insurmountable challenge because quan-

tum dots are so small that aligning multiple (or for that

matter any) contact to them is very difficult. They over-

came this problem by proposing a locally interconnected

architecture, where every device is connected only to its

nearest neighbors. Thus, in a rectangular lattice structure,

every device will be connected to at most four nearest

neighbors. The connections did not have to be metallic

lines (wires) either. They could simply be the resistive

and capacitive couplings between neighboring quantum

dots that exist whenever the dots are embedded in a

semiinsulating medium. For certain applications, the exact

values of the resistances and capacitances of these

couplings also did not matter so much as long as they

were relatively uniform. Therefore, this architecture did

not present much of a fabrication challenge at all to self-

assembly (in fact, it was partly inspired by advances in

self-assembly). We now describe this architecture.

Consider the system shown in Fig. 8. It consists of a

two-dimensional periodic array of nanometer-sized me-

tallic islands (or clusters), with nearest neighbor electri-

cal interconnections, self-assembled (and self-aligned) on

mesas whose current–voltage characteristics (for vertical

transport) have a nonmonotonic nonlinearity.

The above system displays a fundamental kind of

computational effect based on nonlinear cooperative

charge interactions between the dots and the underlying

nonohmic substrate. A number of publications[17–20] have

shown that this system realizes the content addressable

models of associative memory, can exhibit image-proces-

sing capability, and can solve combinatorial optimization

problems. It is a neuromorphic network inspired by the

simple realization that, in any large-scale system, com-

prising tens of billions of nanoscale devices, there will be

inherent randomness. It is easier to exploit that in realizing

computational activity through collective computational

models, than to strive against it to realize logic. Moreover,

this network is massively parallel and fault-tolerant. Even

Fig. 7 The simplest small signal equivalent models of a transistor: (a) bipolar junction transistor, (b) field effect transistor.

aThere are five basic requirements for a logic device. They are listed in

the textbook: David A. Hodges and Horace G. Jackson, Analysis and

Design of Digital Integrated Circuits, 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill, New

York, 1988, Chapter 1, p. 2.
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a 100% variation in the size of an individual device is

quite tolerable. The relative insensitivity to size variation

stems from the fact that the size determines the capaci-

tance of an individual device. A 100% variation in the size

of an individual device will result in a similar variation in

the capacitance and this does not affect the performance of

the circuit very much as a whole because of the ‘‘collective’’

nature of the computation. Here the collective activities of

all devices acting cooperatively matter, rather than the

characteristic of a single device. Similar ideas were later

proposed by Wu et al.[21]

We will not discuss the detailed theory of this ar-

chitecture because that has already been described in

Refs. [17–20]. Instead, we will focus on the realiza-

tion of this system based on our technique of electro-

chemical self-assembly.

Fig. 8 (a) A generic array of metallic islands deposited on a nonohmic layer, which has been grown on a conductive substrate. It is

assumed that all islands have direct resistive and capacitive links to nearest neighbors. A subset of the islands serves as program nodes,

which are driven by external current sources. Another subset of islands serves as input/output ports, and the remaining islands introduce

complexity to the system through nonlinear conductive links to the substrate. The substrate nonlinearity could arise, e.g., from resonant

tunneling, which causes the substrate current–voltage characteristic to have a nonmonotonicity. (b) A nonplanar circuit representation of

the network.
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Self-Assembling a Neural Network

Basically, the quantum dot network of Fig. 8a has two

main components: 1) a 2-D periodic array of metallic is-

lands, each interfaced with a mesa (resistor) displaying a

negative differential resistance, and 2) a resistive/ca-

pacitive coupling between nearest neighbor islands. This

network can be self-assembled electrochemically. We

start with a n+ silicon substrate, evaporate a thin titanium

layer, and evaporate or sputter a 1-mm-thick layer of

aluminum on it. The titanium layer allows the aluminum

layer to adhere to the surface. Then, we anodize the

aluminum in sulfuric or oxalic acid to convert it to a

porous alumina film containing a nearly periodic regi-

mented array of nanopores. When all of the aluminum is

anodized into a porous alumina layer, the anodizing

current- begins to change rapidly, at which point the

anodization is terminated. Then, we remove the alumina

‘‘barrier layer’’ by soaking in phosphoric acid. Next, we

sequentially electrodeposit a semiconductor (e.g., CdS)

and a metal (e.g., Cu) selectively within the pores. The

metal dots are then partially exposed by controlled

etching of the alumina in phosphoric acid. Neighboring

dots are electrically isolated by the intervening alumina

layer, which is a semiinsulator. In the case of sulfuric acid

anodization, the thickness of the semiinsulating layer is

about 10 nm and in the case of oxalic acid anodization,

the thickness is about 20 nm. Once complete, the struc-

ture is a self-assembled experimental realization of the

system shown in Fig. 8a.

Measurements of Circuit Parameters

Interdot resistance

To obtain an estimate for the interdot resistances, we need

to measure the resistance of the alumina layer separating

neighboring pores. Two contact pads, spaced 100 mm

apart, were delineated on the surface of a 1-mm-thick po-

rous alumina film produced by anodization of aluminum

in sulfuric acid. The pores were filled with a semicon-

ductor. The resistance measured between the pads, which

were 1 mm wide, was about 80 MO.[22] In this experiment,

the effective width of the alumina between the pads was

approximately one-half of the distance between the pads,

namely 50 mm. Therefore, the resistivity of the alumina is

80 MO�1 mm�1 mm/50 mm=160 KO cm. Conduction

through the alumina was found to be ohmic[22] (probably

conduction takes place through impurity bands in the

alumina), so that the alumina resistivity can be assumed

to be a constant. Therefore, when the alumina layer thick-

ness between neighboring pores is 10 nm and the pore

diameter is 10 nm (sulfuric acid anodization), the inter-

dot resistance will be of the order of 1.6 GO. If the

anodization is carried out in oxalic acid instead of sul-

furic acid, the alumina barrier between neighboring

pores is 20 nm wide and the pore diameter is 50 nm.

In that case, the interdot resistance is 640 MO. These

parameters can change somewhat, depending on anod-

ization conditions.

Negative Differential Resistance

When metals or semiconductors are electrodeposited

within pores, they tend to break up in small crystalline

grains. Each grain is a few nanometers in diameter.[23]

Neighboring grains are separated by amorphous regions,

which are also a few nanometers thick. The amorphous

regions are much more resistive than the crystalline re-

gions, so that an amorphous–crystalline–amorphous com-

bination acts like an effective double-barrier resonant

tunneling diode. A series of these diodes will result in a

‘‘pass-bands’’ of energies separated by ‘‘stop-bands.’’ As

a result, we expect the current–voltage characteristic to

exhibit a weak negative differential resistance. In fact, we

have observed negative differential resistance in vertical

conduction through CdS nanowires electrodeposited with-

in 50-nm pores produced by anodization in oxalic acid.

Two current–voltage characteristics showing negative

differential resistance are given in Fig. 9. They were

measured at room temperature. In the first sample, we

probed about 100 mesas in parallel.[24] The peak-to-valley

ratio is 1.5:1 and the peak current is 1.5 nA for the 100-

mesa ensemble. Therefore, the peak current per dot is

Fig. 9 The current–voltage characteristics of two arrays of 0.5-mm-long cylindrical CdS quantum wire samples of diameter 50 nm

showing negative differential resistance at room temperature. In the top figure, about 100 wires in parallel are probed, and in the bottom

figure, roughly 10 wires in parallel are probed. The nonzero current at zero voltage in the bottom figure is an artifact of the measurement

process. The nonzero current is purely a displacement current that flows through sample at zero voltage when the voltage source is

scanned at a finite rate. The capacitance of the sample causes a displacement current C(dV/dt) to flow through the sample at zero

voltage. In the top figure, this current is not visible because the current magnitude is more than 20 times larger. The positions and

heights of the peaks change with repeated electrical cycling and finally after many cycles may tend towards stabilizing. The data shown

here is after 3 cycling. Ref. [25] shows the data after many cycles when the I-V characteristics tend towards stabilizing. However, the

peak-to-valley ratio surprisingly does not change perceptibly from one run to another.
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15 pA. In the second sample shown in Fig. 9, we probed

about 10 wires and observed multiple negative differential

resistance peaks at room temperature.

Dot Capacitance

In the past, we have observed room-temperature single

electron charging (Coulomb blockade) effects in these

systems.[24] From those measurements, we estimate that

the dot-to-substrate capacitance (i.e., the capacitance of

the CdS nanowire) is of the order of 0.5 aF in sulfuric acid

anodized templates. This value agrees nicely with what

we would have calculated if we viewed the CdS wire as a

parallel-plate capacitor. The wire has the shape of a

cylinder with a diameter of 10 nm and height of 1 mm. The

relative dielectric constant of bulk CdS is 5.4. Therefore,

the ‘‘parallel-plate’’ capacitance of the mesa is 0.1 aF,

which is of the same order as what we measured. We have

also observed Coulomb blockade in the oxalic acid

anodized structures. There, the Coulomb blockade picture

is somewhat more complicated because the semiconductor

within the pores breaks up into small crystalline grains

separated by amorphous regions. Consequently, they form

a series of capacitors (or tunnel junctions). In fact, we

have observed Coulomb staircase in oxalic acid anodized

systems[24] because they comprise multiple capacitors in

series. Based on the observed Coulomb staircase, we

found that the effective dot-to-substrate capacitance in

oxalic acid anodized templates is actually 5 times smaller

than what it is in sulfuric acid anodized templates, even

though the pore area in oxalic anodized templates is 25

times larger. This apparently unexpected result can be

explained by the fact that, in the case of oxalic acid

templates, the dot-to-substrate capacitance is a series

combination of many capacitors, which reduces the effec-

tive capacitance between the dot and the substrate.

The Concept of ‘‘Superdot’’ for
Image-Processing Applications

The pitch of the 2-D quantum dot array (dot diameter plus

interdot separation) in oxalic acid anodized templates is

about 70–80 nm. Considering that the edge of a pixel in an

image should be perhaps 10 times the wavelength of light

(we will assume light of wavelength 550 nm which is in

the middle of the visible range), therefore the edge of a

pixel is 5500/70=80 times larger than the pitch of the

quantum dot array. Therefore, approximately 80�80=

6400 dots will represent a pixel. Thus, we will assume that

a dot cluster of about 6400 dots can be approximated as an

equivalent ‘‘superdot,’’ which will act as a single node in-

teracting with the light wave in image-processing applica-

tions. Hence, its dynamical behavior can be modeled by

treating it as a single dot if the circuit parameter values are

modified accordingly. This means that the superdot-to-

substrate capacitance is 6400 times the single dot

capacitance, i.e., 6400�0.5=3.2 fF, the intersuperdot

resistance is 80 times smaller than the interdot resistance

(because the edge of the superdot contains 80 single dots),

i.e., 640/80=8 MO, and the peak current for a superdot is

6400�15 pA=0.1 mA. The peak-to-valley ratio can be

improved by annealing the structures at some optimum

temperature to promote uniform grain growth. This

requires a systematic study, which is reserved for future

work. It stands to reason that the peak to valley ratio can

be improved to at least 10:1. One parameter that we have

not been able to measure is the interdot capacitance.

Therefore, we will estimate it assuming a parallel-plate

geometry for simplicity. The relative dielectric constant of

alumina is roughly 4; therefore, the interdot capacitance is

5 aF if the anodization is carried out in oxalic acid.

Here we have assumed that the quantum dot is 50 nm

wide for oxalic acid anodization and 50 nm thick (to

electrodeposit 50 nm of metals within the pores takes

only a few seconds of electrodeposition). Based on this,

the inter-superdot capacitance is 4 fF for oxalic acid

anodization. The circuit parameters for the superdot are

given in Table 1.

Circuit theorists have simulated the system architecture

described here for image-processing applications using

the circuit parameter values of Table 1.[25] They found

that the simple self-assembled architecture, in its most

primitive form, can perform image-processing tasks. The

natural dynamics of the system result in a response similar

to edge detection. A preprocessing of input images may

be necessary to handle more specific tasks. The response

time of the circuits is few tens of nanoseconds. Together

with the immense processing density, this makes the

quantum dot array a fast and high-resolution image pro-

cessor candidate for several applications.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have provided a glimpse of how

electrochemically self-assembled templates and nano-

structures can be used for various device and circuit

Table 1

Circuit parameter Value

Superdot-to-substrate capacitance 3.2 fF

Intersuperdot capacitance 4 fF

Intersuperdot resistance 8 MO
Peak current in a superdot 0.1 mA

Valley current in a superdot 0.01 mA
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applications. This is a rapidly maturing field and can

soon emerge as a competitive technology for high-

throughput nanosynthesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles and nanodomains are omnipresent in low-

temperature environments at the Earth’s surface, includ-

ing the hydrosphere and the atmosphere. This part of the

Earth is often referred to as the ‘‘critical zone’’[1] because

this zone experiences the greatest impact from human

activities. The relatively low temperatures (<100�C) of

the critical zone are conducive to the formation and

survival of nanoparticles.[2] Many trace elements are toxic

(Pb, Hg, and As), and their release and mobilization at the

nanoscale can cause serious health effects.[3] However,

other trace elements (e.g., Se) are essential for life forms

and have an important impact on the success of different

organisms in different ecological systems.[4] In addition,

the speciation and distribution of trace elements have

important implications for geologic processes, such as the

formation of ore deposits, environmental contaminations,

and geologic age dating using isotopes (e.g., U, Th, and

Pb).[5] Trace elements in the critical zone are frequently

present as dispersed nanoparticles, or in nanodomains that

contain the elements at relatively high concentration.

Finally, at the nanoscale, the chemical, thermal, and

electronic properties of materials can change dramatically

from bulk values as a function of size.[6,7]

For our understanding of nanoparticles in environmen-

tal and geological sciences to continue to develop, our

ability to directly study the chemical and structural forms

of these particles at continually shorter length scales

becomes evermore critical.[8] This brief review of tradi-

tional analytical techniques illustrates a few of these

techniques, their applications, and their limitations. The

remainder of this article will focus on the application of

high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission

electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and associated

high-resolution analytical techniques by presenting four

examples. These examples will focus on heavy trace

elements of importance in the fields of geological and

environmental sciences.

CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can provide sub-

micrometer morphological information, but the coupled

elemental analysis through an energy-dispersive spec-

trometer (EDX) or a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer

(WDS) on an electron microprobe analyzer (EMPA) is

limited to a volume of several cubic micrometers. Atomic

force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) provide surface information at the atomic

scale; however, elemental data cannot be obtained except

in the case of well-controlled, simple experiments.[9]

Other techniques that are useful in analyzing ultrafine

particles—such as electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS), which provides elemental and valence informa-

tion, and secondary ionization mass spectrometry (SIMS),

which provides isotopic information—both have beam

sizes that cannot resolve individual nanoparticles.[10,11]

Each of the above techniques, under proper conditions,

can provide information about nanoparticle characteris-

tics; however, none of these techniques is capable of

locating or providing direct chemical and structural

information about an individual particle.

In contrast, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

has become recognized as the most powerful and

appropriate technique for the direct investigation of

nanoscale particles. Coupled with EDX, STEM has been

applied to the characterization of colloids.[12,13] With

traditional STEM resolution, the size of particles studied is

typically limited to the range of 100–1000 nm, and only

major element compositions can be routinely determined.

For smaller particles (<100 nm), conventional transmis-

sion electron microscopy (CTEM) and associated spectros-

copies have been commonly applied to the structural and

elemental characterization of nanoparticles.[14–16] The

major limitation to CTEM is that image contrast is

minimal (except at the highest magnifications and,

subsequently, the smallest field of view). This makes

locating specific nanoparticles (i.e., those that host the
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elements of interest) in a bulk sample extremely difficult.

The difficulty in locating the element of interest limits

the utility of CTEM to real-world environmental samples

that contain only trace concentrations of an element of

interest (e.g., a few parts per million).

In such cases, when the particles of interest consist of

relatively heavy elements situated in a lighter matrix

material, HAADF-STEM is a powerful method for locating

and studying the nanoparticles of interest, as the image

contrast is strongly correlated with atomic number.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

To study a sample by TEM, a sample must be made thin

enough to allow transmission of the electron beam.

Sample preparation for advanced TEM is a critical step

that can affect the ultimate resolution and the ability to

perform the desired analyses on a given sample. For

particulate samples, a fine size fraction of particles (<1

mm) is dispersed onto a 3-mm grid that is covered by a

film of lacey carbon. The carbon, which is transparent to

the electron beam, acts as a support for the particles. For

rock or mineral samples, the sample is mechanically

polished to a thickness of �10 mm. Final thinning is

carried out using an ion milling system where a beam of

Ar ions bombards the sample to create a nanometer-scale

thin edge on the sample.

Samples illustrated in this article were studied using a

JEOL JEM2010F high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy analytical electron microscopy (HRTEM-

AEM) with HAADF-STEM imaging. Fig. 1 shows a

schematic illustration of the HAADF-STEM. In contrast

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the electron microscope configuration used in the HAADF-STEM mode (JEOL JEM2010F). (From

Ref. [17].)
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to CTEM mode where elastically scattered electrons are

diffracted by the sample to create an image, an HAADF

image is created by electrons that are scattered by thermal

diffuse scattering. The amount of scattering is dependent

on the average atomic number of the scatterer (i.e., the

sample). As shown in Fig. 1, the HAADF detector is an

annular dark-field detector that collects electrons scattered

at an angle between 50 and 110 mrad. The final image is

produced by rastering the electron beam across the sample

in two dimensions to produce an image in which contrast

is proportional to atomic mass. The intensity profile in

HAADF-STEM for some elements was simulated[17] with

the code developed by Kirkland[18] (Fig. 2). In general, a

heavier element shows a higher signal in an HAADF-

STEM image; however, other factors that can affect the

HAADF-STEM image contrast include: 1) specimen

thickness: a thicker area shows a brighter contrast; 2)

crystal structure: an amorphous domain will produce less

contrast than a crystalline phase of similar concentration.

The lack of structural configuration results in a loss of

efficient thermal diffuse scattering; and 3) density: low-

density areas produce less contrast than high-density

regions of similar composition. A more rigorous treatment

of HAADF theory is given in Kirkland.[18]

Elemental data are collected using an EDX detector,

which collects X-rays emitted from the sample as a result

of the sample–electron beam interaction. The energy of an

X-ray emitted is characteristic of the generating atom.

Elemental data can be collected from a single point as

small as 0.2 nm, or the beam can be moved across the

sample in a grid to create an elemental map. While

collecting an elemental map, TEM samples have a

tendency to drift. To minimize the effect of specimen

drift, a computer-controlled drift correction mode is used

to track sample movement during mapping.

EXAMPLES

Uranium Nanocrystals in
Atmospheric Particulates

The first example is uranium in an urban aerosol.[19]

Public exposure to ionizing radiation comes mostly from

natural sources, accounting for over 80% of the average

individual dose of less than 4 mSv/year. The prin-

cipal source of radioactivity is from radionuclides in the

decay chains of 238U, 235U, and 232Th. Fly ash from coal

combustion is one of the major sources of release of

radioactive elements. Although the total radioactivity of

these nuclides is low and accounts for only a small

fraction of the radiation exposure from natural sources,

the radioactivity associated with uranium and thorium in

airborne particulates continues to be of concern. In

addition, recent results have shown that very-fine-sized

particulates (less than 2.5 mm in diameter) in air pollution

can produce significant effects on health.[20] Thus it is

important to develop an understanding of the association

of radioactive elements with atmospheric particulates.

The questions of importance are: 1) What is the solid-state

speciation of radioactive elements in the atmosphere? 2)

In what size range of particulates are the radioactive

elements associated? 3) How are the trace elements

associated with particulates? Ultimately, these data are

required for the determination of pathways of the

exposure of the public to technogenic sources of radio-

activity. To address these questions, atmospheric particu-

lates from an area of Detroit, MI were examined in detail

using advanced TEM techniques. Previous success in

directly studying such samples has been largely limited

because of the low concentrations (less than 10 ppm) and

extremely small particle size (a few tens of nanometers)

of the aerosol samples. However, because the radioactive

elements of interest are relatively heavy elements (i.e., U

and Th), HAADF-STEM could be used to scan relatively

large areas of the sample to search for particles of interest.

The sample studied was composed of mainly quartz,

gypsum, clays, and Fe oxides with a measured bulk U

concentration of 9.2 ppm (0.25 ng/m3). This U concen-

tration is comparable to average crustal compositions in

the Earth[21] and is lower than the concentration of U in

soot from coal-fired power plants.[22] Based on correlation

analysis using the other elements analyzed, both coal

combustion and traffic pollution have contributed signif-

icantly to the material collected in these samples.

Fig. 2 Simulated contrast profile in HAADF-STEM calculated

for some elements. The atoms of a given element were place in a

row at 1-nm intervals. (From Ref. [17].)
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TEM analysis revealed a considerable amount of soot

(carbonaceous matter) at the surface of the mineral

particles. The soot particles in these aerosol samples were

a few tens of nanometers in size and had rounded shapes

(Fig. 3a). Using HRTEM, each soot particle showed a

range in crystallinity from nearly amorphous to highly

crystalline carbonaceous matter (Fig. 3b and c). The

crystallinity of carbon depends on the ambient environ-

ment of formation, especially the temperature and cooling

history. In general, higher temperatures produce a more

crystalline form of carbon.[23] The varying degrees of

crystallinity of the samples from Detroit suggest that these

particulates have experienced a variety of thermal

histories, thus consistent with a variety of sources. Of

particular interest are HRTEM images (Fig. 3b and c) of

crystalline soot that show a lattice fringe spacing of �0.35

nm, which is comparable to those of either graphite or

fullerene.

The HAADF-STEM image showed a high density of

bright-contrast particles less than 10 nm in size (Fig. 4a).

STEM-EDX maps of the square region in the HAADF-

STEM image reveal that the particles consist of uranium

and oxygen (Fig. 4a). Further analysis using HRTEM

reveals that U-bearing particles were encapsulated in a

well-crystallized carbonaceous graphite or spherical full-

eroid matrix, as shown in Fig. 4b. By HRTEM, it was

established that the uranium-bearing particles are individ-

ual nanocrystallites (Fig. 5a) of uraninite (UO2 +x, x = 0 –

0.25; Fm3m), based on lattice spacings in the image

and diffraction maximum in the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) (Fig. 5c) of the boxed region in the HRTEM image

(Fig. 5b).

The encapsulated uraninite in this ‘‘fulleroid shell’’

appears to be partially protected from ambient oxidizing

Fig. 3 Carbonaceous matter in the soot of aerosol (a). Rounded

carbon particles from a connected mass form larger particles.

HRTEM of the carbonaceous matter shows various degrees of

crystallinity from a small amount of rounded fringes (b) to the

very crystalline carbon (c). (From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 4 (a) HAADF-STEM image reveals the occurrence of

many heavy particles less than 10 nm in size. The insets are

elemental maps of uranium and oxygen by STEM-EDX. (b)

HRTEM images show that U-bearing nanoparticles are encap-

sulated in the ‘‘cage’’ structure of fulleroid. (From Ref. [19].)
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conditions of the atmosphere. This further reduces

mobility in the environment, as oxidized species of

uranium are much more mobile in solution. The present

results provide the basis for a detailed determination of

uranium bioavailability, and also new insights into the

process of transportation of uranium by aerosols.

Heavy Element Colloids at the
Nevada Test Site

Migration of plutonium and other radiotoxic elements is a

serious issue in the disposal of radioactive waste in a

geologic repository. In general, colloids, which are

defined as particles less than 10 mm in diameter, are

thought to play an important role in the migration of

elements through groundwater systems.[24–26] Thus the

adsorption of radionuclides on colloids has been exten-

sively studied.[27–29] Recently, the ratio of 240Pu/239Pu in

the groundwater from a well (ER-20-5) that is located 1.3

km away from the Benham nuclear test site was

determined to have the same ratio of 240Pu/239Pu as Pu

at the Benham site.[30] This evidence suggests that Pu had

been transported through the groundwater at least 1.3 km

in 35 years, far faster than the rate predicted by

groundwater flow models. Radiochemical analysis of

filtered colloids from the well suggested that colloids in

the groundwater have absorbed important radioactive

elements such Co, Cs, Eu, and Pu.[30] However, an

important question remained: What is the form of the

radioactive elements associated with the colloids? In an

attempt to locate and characterize the phase containing

these heavy elements in a sample with such low

concentrations of the elements of interest (<10�14 M of

Pu in groundwaters), HAADF-STEM was applied. Sam-

ples consisted of solid colloids filtered out of the ground-

waters from the same contaminated well at the Nevada

test site. Three important and potentially radionuclide

elements (Co, Cs, and Eu) were identified in the sample.

Based on HRTEM images, Co was identified to exist with

Mo and Cr in the structure of awaruite (Ni2Fe) (Fig. 6a).

The Cs-bearing phase consisted of Cs, O, and U, possibly

forming a Cs uranate (Fig. 6b). The Eu-bearing phase was

monazite (Fig. 6c). The interesting result is that the three

potentially radioactive elements were present not as

absorbed surface species, but structurally incorporated

into a mineral. Although Pu has not been detected yet,

these results show that the HAADF-STEM is useful for

investigating such colloids associated with radioactive

trace elements.

Gold Nanocrystals in a Gold Ore Deposit

The Carlin trend in Nevada hosts some of the largest gold

deposits in the United States.[17,31,32] Despite the eco-

nomic and scientific interest these deposits have gener-

ated, the large concentrations of gold are present at

relatively low concentrations in the host rock (30–150

ppm Au) and have never been directly observed—an

attribute that has led to the term ‘‘invisible gold’’ being

commonly applied to the gold-bearing rocks of Carlin-

type deposits.[33,34] The majority of gold in the ore

have been shown to be associated with hydrothermally

formed arsenian pyrite overgrowths that have formed over

pyrite (FeS2) grains.

Although the presence of gold in the arsenic-bearing

rim has been established, the mineralogical state of gold

remains in question. In particular, is the gold present

structurally incorporated into the mineral, or is it present

as native gold inclusions at the nanoscale? The HAADF-

STEM image clearly revealed a heterogeneous occurrence

of heavy element nanoparticles less than 30 nm in

diameter embedded in a matrix containing relatively

lighter elements (As, Fe, and S) (Fig. 7a). The EDX

mapping of an area containing the bright nanoparticles

clearly revealed that Au nanodomains occur within the

pyrite matrix (Fig. 7b). HAADF-STEM was also able to

show the lattice image of gold nanoparticles in high-

resolution mode (Fig. 7c). The lattice image of gold

domains showed a perfect array of gold atoms, suggesting

that gold atoms do not exist in an interatomic site of py-

rite but as gold metal crystals. The FFT image of the

Fig. 5 (a) HRTEM of the U particle. The matrix carbon has

lost its structure after the STEM mode analysis because of the

focused electron probe. (b) Wiener-filtered image of the white

square portion of panel (a). In the FFT image (c), the main

diffraction maxima were indexed to be those of uraninite. (From

Ref. [19].)
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Fig. 7 (a) A HAADF-STEM image of arsenian pyrite rim

developing over pyrite grains from Twin Creeks, NV shows that

many bright particles are embedded in arsenian pyrite matrix. (b)

The elemental maps indicate that the nanodomains consist of

Au. (c) A HR-HAADF-STEM image of a bright nanodomain

reveals evidence of crystalline of gold at an atomic scale. Inset:

The FFT showing an indexed pattern consistent with native gold.

(Panels a and b from Ref. [17].)

Fig. 6 HAADF-STEM image and the elemental maps of

groundwater colloids bearing potential fissiogenic elements

from the ER-20-5 well at the Nevada test site. (a) A Co-bearing

colloid. Cobalt associated with other metallic compounds Ni,

Mo, Cr, and Fe. The structure is similar to the alloy phase,

awaruite, based on the diffraction pattern. (b) A Cs-bearing

colloid. Cesium is associated with only U whereas Fe and Si

maps are derived from background phases. The Cs phase is

anticipated to be cesium uranate. (c) An Eu-bearing phosphate

phase with a monazite structure contained the other light rare

earth elements. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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high-resolution HAADF-STEM was indexed and deter-

mined to be structurally consistent with elemental gold. In

this example, the occurrence and form of gold nanopar-

ticles in high enough concentrations to account for the

majority of gold in the rim were, for the first time, directly

established in samples from a Carlin-type gold deposit.

Lead in an Early Archean Zircon

Zircon (ZrSiO4) is one of the most thoroughly studied

natural phases because of its predominant use in geochro-

nology[5] and other isotopic studies.[36–37] Zircon has also

been proposed as a waste form for immobilization of

plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons[38] because it

is so physically and chemically durable.[38] In each of

these applications, the loss of trace elements, in particular

U, Pb, and Pu, is of critical interest. Furthermore,

elemental loss may be more enhanced by radiation

damage caused by the a-decay of constituent actinides
232Th, 235U, 238U, and radionuclides in their decay

series.[39] The fate of Pb is critical in U–Th–Pb isotopic

dating because Pb loss caused by radiation-enhanced

alteration of zircon is a common cause of discordant

dates.[40,41] Thus the diffusion of Pb, coupled with the

diffusion of U and Th, has been extensively studied, and

the Pb diffusion rate is generally considered to be faster

than that of the tetravalent actinides U, Th, and Pu.[42,43]

Although a previous study[43] has pointed out that

the valence of Pb in zircon must affect the Pb diffusion

rate, the form of Pb in zircon has never been deter-

mined because of its relatively low concentration in

zircon. In this study, zircon crystals from the Jack Hills

Fig. 8 Patchy concentrations of Pb in zircon. (a) HAADF-STEM image with elemental maps of the boxed region. (b) The EDX

spectrum of the bright region in (a) analyzed by a nanoprobe (1 nm in the diameter). Copper peak is derived from Cu grid. (c) HR-

HAADF-STEM image from the view along [010] with the inset of the FFT image. (d) The projected position of Zr atoms in zircon

structure along [010], based on the configuration of Zr atoms in zircon.[42] The radius of the ball is scaled to the ionic radius of Zr4 +. The

box represents the unit cell. (e) A typical image of pure zircon using HR-HAADF-STEM. The relatively heavier element, Zr, shows the

brightest contrast compared to Si and O. (f) The inverse FFT image from the opaquely masked the diffraction pattern (inset). (g) The

inverse FFT image from the masked diffraction (inset). (From Ref. [35].)
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meta-sedimentary belt, representative of some of the

oldest minerals of the Earth (sample 01-JH-54: age range

4.4–3.3 Ga),[44] were investigated using advanced TEM

techniques. Because zircon is relatively resistant to

electron beam effects and the mass of Pb is considerably

greater than the elements comprising the zircon matrix

(Zr, Si, and O), high-resolution HAADF-STEM and

nanoelemental mapping were used to determine the

location and distribution of Pb within zircon.

In a well-crystalline area of the zircon sample,

HAADF-STEM imaging provides a Z-contrast image in

which Pb-rich regions will appear brighter against the

lower average atomic mass of the zircon matrix. This

technique revealed some relatively high-contrast patches

(�5 nm in the diameter) (Fig. 8a), and nanoscale

elemental maps confirmed higher concentrations of Pb

in these areas. The Zr content was significantly depleted

in the Pb-rich region, whereas the Si distribution in the

same region did not show any detectable depletion

(Fig. 8a). Semiquantitative analyses indicated that the

concentration of Pb in the white spots was �3 wt.%

(elemental) (Fig. 8c). High-resolution (HR) HAADF-

STEM images of a Pb-rich region show a continuous

zircon structure without distortion across the Pb-rich

region (Fig. 8c). Because the HR-HAADF-STEM image

is formed by an incoherent imaging process,[45] the Pb

atoms simply appear as brighter spots than Zr, although Zr

atoms appear as relatively bright spots compared with Si

and O (Fig. 8d and e). The FFT image of Fig. 8c was

masked to extract structural information (Fig. 8f and g).

The filtered images suggest that: 1) Pb atoms were

incorporated directly into the zircon structure; and 2)

there is no other phase that contains Pb (Fig. 8f and g).

Based on the distribution of Pb in this area (Fig. 8a) and

the structural information provided by HR-HAADF-

STEM (Fig. 8b), we conclude that the Pb substitutes

directly for Zr in the zircon structure. The replacement of

Zr by Pb without distortion of the zircon lattice requires

that the ionic radius of the incorporated Pb be compa-

rable to that of Zr4 +, implying that Pb in zircon is

tetravalent. However, the Pb–O system is dominated by

PbO under typical geological conditions, with a small

stability field for native Pb, whereas the stability field for

PbO2 exists only at far more oxidizing conditions.[46]

Fig. 9 Pb accumulation in a fission track. (a) Bright-field TEM image of a fission track. (b) HRTEM image of the fission track from

the view along [010]. The direction of the fission track is parallel to the (010) plane. (c) HAADF-STEM image of the fission track with

the elemental maps of the boxed area. (d) HR-HAADF-STEM image of the fission track (the boxed area in panel c) from the view along

[010]. (From Ref. [35].)
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One explanation for the incorporation of tetravalent Pb

into the zircon structure is that the compatibility of the

size and charge with Zr4+ results in an expansion of the

Pb4 + stability field.

In addition to the patchy occurrence of Pb, numerous

fission tracks (<5 nm width) created by high-energy

(�100 MeV) heavy particles from spontaneous fission

events were imaged (Fig. 9a and b). The majority of the

fission tracks showed a dark contrast in the HAADF-

STEM images; however, one fission track showed bright

contrast throughout the length of the entire track

(Fig. 9c). The elemental maps indicated that the fission

track had a higher concentration of Pb than the matrix.

The HR-HAADF-STEM image of this area (Fig. 9d)

indicates that: 1) the edge of the zircon lattice (arrow 1)

shows a lattice image with higher contrast than the bulk

zircon matrix, suggesting the incorporation of Pb atoms

in the zircon lattice adjacent to the fission track. The

incorporation of Pb in the surrounding zircon matrix

could be caused by diffusion from accumulated Pb in the

fission track; 2) there is no continuous lattice within the

track (arrow 2). The interface between the zircon matrix

and the fission track (arrow 3) shows a disordered array

of bright contrast, suggesting that the accumulated Pb is

not in a crystalline phase, or, if crystalline, is without

any preferred orientation relative to the surrounding

zircon structure. In addition, the oxygen distribution in

this area does not show any evidence of O depletion in

the fission track, which indicates that Pb is not present as

elemental Pb.

The occurrence of Pb in the fission track is obviously

not original because spontaneous fission occurred after

zircon formation. Thus Pb accumulated in the track by

diffusion, which, in the case of the images shown in Fig. 9c

and d, appears to be at the end of the fission track. A similar

texture of U or Th accumulation in the fission track was not

observed. In general, fission tracks are amorphous

regions,[47] as anticipated by irradiation experiments using

highly energetic heavy ions.[39] The Pb that has accumu-

lated in the fission track observed here suggests that Pb has

diffused through the amorphous volumes, such as fission

tracks, as well as metamict domains resulting from the

accumulation of a-decay event damage. In fact, previous

experiments[48,49] on the Pb diffusion rate in zircon have

predicted that Pb diffusion through highly damaged paths

would increase the diffusion rate. These results show the

importance of Pb diffusion through amorphous domains

that result from radiation damage.

CONCLUSION

Each of these briefly described examples demonstrates

that HAADF-STEM is a powerful technique for the

investigation and identification of trace elements in

nanoscale particles (either crystalline or amorphous). This

is a particularly useful technique when relatively heavy

elements occur at extremely low bulk concentrations

(parts per billion to parts per million). When there is a

relatively large difference in atomic mass among constit-

uent elements, HR-HAADF-STEM can provide useful

information on the elemental distribution at the near-

atomic scale. Once the nanoparticles are located by

HAADF-STEM, characterization can be also completed

using HRTEM. The combination of HAADF-STEM,

STEM-EDX mapping, and HRTEM is presently the only

method that can provide a complete characterization of

each heavy trace element at the nanoscale. HAADF-

STEM-EDX is a breakthrough technique that will have

many applications in nanogeoscience and environmen-

tal science.
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental building block of modern electronic

circuits is the switching element, typically a transistor,

which can be used to perform computational operations

when assembled into digital circuits. The number of

devices on such circuits, or chips, has increased at a

staggering rate, even exceeding the expectations of

Moore’s law, which predicts a doubling in areal density of

devices about every 2 years. Devices are now routinely

manufactured with submicron precision using the top-

down approaches of photolithography, masking, and

etching to produce complex circuits in silicon. A con-

temporary microprocessor produced by such methodology

can have in excess of 40 million transistors, and this figure

is likely to grow at least in accordance with Moore’s law

in the next 5 to 10 years. However, can this phenomenon

continue beyond then? Beyond that horizon, the further

downsizing of silicon devices throws up some seemingly

insurmountable problems. The cost of manufacturing de-

vices approaching nanoscale dimensions using top-down

methodologies may well be prohibitive, but physical as

well as financial constraints may prevail. Semiconductor

junctions and oxide barriers may not have satisfactory

performance when minimized to nanometer dimensions.

For instance, ultrathin oxide barriers leak charge, or

semiconductor junctions may not exhibit sufficiently de-

veloped band structure. In addition, thermal dissipation is

already a problem for state-of-the-art chips and these

problems will become more difficult to solve as the areal

density of silicon-based devices is increased.

Given these problems on the horizon of the silicon

industries road map for future miniaturization, many be-

lieve that there should be a paradigm shift in the archi-

tecture of devices.[1] Such an approach would be the use

of bottom-up methodology, in which molecular wires,

nanoparticles, nanotubes, and other molecular structures

are organized into functional units, using the methods

of synthetic chemistry and self-assembly. Richard P.

Feynman, in his classic talk, ‘‘There Is Plenty of Room

at the Bottom,’’ envisaged the development of nano-

technologies, and these bottom-up methodologies may

help us in understanding how this ‘‘room at the bottom’’

may be exploited.[2] Needless to say, the wiring, address-

ing, and organization of large-scale arrays of nanodevices

will provide immense challenges. As a result, nanotech-

nology is more likely to first appear in hybrid technologies

that integrate elements of nanometer devices with con-

ventional micrometer technologies. Indeed, magnetic

nanoparticles are already working their way into magnetic

storage technologies.

OVERVIEW

Recent years have seen a variety of often highly imagi-

native ways of fabricating chemically designed nanoscale

components. This has been coupled with the development

of techniques and devices in which electronic transport

measurements can be made on molecular wires and

nanostructures. It should be noted that this quest for

practical nanodevices also yields important fundamental

science on the behavior of mesoscopic aggregates of

molecules and nanoparticles. Indeed, such an under-

standing is a requisite if functional nanodevices are to

be exploited.

The most commonly featured building blocks for

nanoscale devices include nanoparticles, carbon nano-

tubes, molecular ‘‘wires’’ and bridges, and redox mole-

cules. In the following section, some of the basic

architectures in which these units have been used for the

construction of nanodevices with an electronic function

will be reviewed.

Nanoparticles and Quantum Dots

Nanometer-sized metallic or semiconductor particles are

fundamental building blocks for the construction of

electronic devices of nanometer dimensions. They can be

used as the basis of single-electron information process-

ing, in the attachment of molecular wires in forming

ohmic or tunneling junctions, or they can be used to
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measure charge down to tiny fractions of an electron

charge. Monolayer-capped clusters (MPCs) have proven

to be particularly attractive building blocks, in that

they can be assembled into 2- or even 3-dimensional

superlattices using the techniques of chemical self-

assembly.[3–9] Such a self-assembled superlattice of Au

nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution between 3

and 5 nm is shown in Fig. 1.[10] One particularly attract-

ive feature of nanoparticles is the possibility of form-

ing individual particles or even superlattices whose

properties can be tuned through chemical control of the

particles size, composition, and, in the case of super-

lattices, spacing.

Sub-10-nm particles lie in the interesting mesoscopic

size range where unusual electronic, structural, and optical

properties can arise because of their small size.[11,12] One

interesting property that can be exploited is their unusual

charging behavior for sufficiently small sizes. When the

electrostatic charging energy for adding an electron to a

nanoparticle sufficiently exceeds kBT, then single-electron

charging phenomena can be observed. This behavior

could form the basis of a nanodevice capable of process-

ing single electrons.

The electrostatic energy (Ees) required to charge a

nanoparticle of capacitance C by one electron is given by

Ees ¼
e2

C

The condition for observing single-electron tunneling

behavior at room temperature is e2/C>kBT=26 meV,

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Single-electron tun-

neling phenomena have now been observed in a wide

range of nanostructures at both low and room tempera-

ture. Examples include nanosized metal islands, nano-

particles and monolayer-capped nanoparticles on sup-

ports,[13–15] single metal or semiconducting nanocrystals

placed between closely spaced metallic or semiconducting

leads[16,17] and even kinked carbon nanotubes placed be-

tween contacts.[18] Single-electron tunneling for these

nanoscopic systems has been measured using a variety of

methods. Nanocrystals, both metallic and semiconduct-

ing, have been anchored through molecular spacers.[19,20]

Typically dithiol-based self-assembling monolayers have

been used to anchor nanoparticles to well-defined sur-

faces, as illustrated in Fig. 2.[20] Tunneling through such

devices has been monitored using a scanning tunnel-

ing microscope (STM). In one such configuration using

�1.8-nm Au clusters and aryl dithiol self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs) (a, a’-xylyldithiol and 4,4’-biphenyl-

dithiol) single-electron tunneling phenomena were ob-

served.[20,21] For these measurements, localized I–V

responses were recorded with the STM tip positioned

above the nanoparticle. The observation of current steps as

the voltage is swept is a clear indication of Coulomb

staircase behavior. This system can be modeled as a

double junction: The Au surface–nanoparticle and nano-

particle–tip junctions can then be simplified as a coupled

parallel RC circuit 1 and 2, as illustrated in Fig. 2.[20] The

parameters R1, R2, C1, C2, and Q0 (the fractional charge on

the cluster) may be obtained with the standard semiclas-

sical model of the Coulomb blockage. Single-electron

Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy image of a hexagonal

raft of alkanethiol-derivatised gold nanoparticles, with a narrow

size distribution between 3 and 5 nm. (From Ref. [10].)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram illustrating the STM measurement

of Coulomb blockage behavior of a nanoparticle adsorbed onto

a self-assembled monolayer of alkane–dithiol. The equivalent

electrical circuit is shown on the left. (From Ref. [20].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tunneling for such nanoparticle system can be tuned by

adjusting the RC junctions that connect the nanoparticle to

the external circuits or by adjusting the particle size.[22–24]

Other device structures have been used to monitor

single-electron phenomena in nanostructures. Individual

nanoparticles have been placed between two metallic

leads created by mechanically forming break junctions

in one approach, shown in Fig. 3.[16] This enables the

isolation of individual nanostructures between metallic

contacts for analysis of their electrical properties. In

another approach, ensembles of nanoparticles have been

sandwiched between electrodes covered with insulating

dielectric layers.[25] Both approaches have enabled de-

termination of single-electron transistor (SET) behavior at

low temperature.

Another approach to observing single-electron tunnel-

ing phenomena has been to create quantum dots (QDs),

which are typically confined semiconducting islands.[11]

Semiconducting QDs have been produced using modern

semiconductor fabrication techniques. For example, it has

been possible to sandwich 10-nm-thick GaAs films be-

tween AlGaAs barrier layers. Electrons can be confined in

movement within and parallel to these GaAs ‘‘quantum

wells.’’ By placing electrostatic gates above and below

the structure, electrons are confined laterally as well to

create ‘‘quantum dots.’’ Electron transport to and from

these QDs is governed by quantum mechanical phenome-

na and can be probed by monitoring the gate voltages at

which individual electrons can be added successively to

the dot. Great sensitivity could be achieved by probing the

admittance changes with a 100 kHz a.c. signal as the d.c.

gate voltage is changed. Spikes in the a.c. admittance

represent individual electrons entering the quantum

dot.[11] Another particularly interesting feature of semi-

conducting QDs is the ability to control their electronic

structure by tuning their size. However, even clusters of

metal atoms, when sufficiently small and at sufficiently

low temperatures, start to lose the characteristic electronic

band structure of the metallic state in the size range be-

tween 1 and 4 nm and start to form discrete energy levels,

which are determined by quantum physical phenomena.

This sensitivity of either quantum dots or nanoparticle-

based structures shows the ability of these devices to re-

cord single-electron events, opening the possibility of

electronic devices for processing single electrons. The

energy for single-electron events increases as the device

size is shrunk, clearly emphasizing the importance of de-

veloping reliable nanofabrication methods if SETs are to

be practically implemented.

Molecular Wires and Switches

The use of molecules as components to assemble elec-

trical devices is an idea that has attracted many

researchers since the subject was conceptually broached

by Aviram and Ratner in 1974.[26] More recently, meth-

ods have become available to connect individual mole-

cules between contacts and measure their electrical

behavior.[27–31] Molecules have been attached to metallic

probes through a variety of end groups including sulfur,

selenium, tellurium, and isonitrile.[32] Molecules assem-

bled into structures in such a way have been termed

‘‘molecular wires.’’ This term, wire, may be appropriate

to thin metallic rods or conductive carbon nanotubes that

exhibit an ohmic behavior arising from an extended band

structure. However, as pointed out by Whitesides, the

term ‘‘molecular wire’’ is misleading when describing the

electrical properties of molecular devices because it

implies metallic or ohmic conductivity, whereas electron

transport through molecules is often far from ohmic.[33]

Indeed, it is the nonlinear electrical behavior of molecules

that is of interest if they are to take up the function of

electrical components such as switches, diodes, transis-

tors, or logic gates.

Measuring and theoretically understanding the nonlin-

ear electrical behavior of molecules is a central question in

molecular electronics.[34–38] Although there is a very long

and extensive history of both theoretically and experi-

mentally studying electron transfer processes, it is only

more recently that electron transport across defined mo-

lecular films has been realized and still more recently that

single molecule contacts and electrical measurements have

been established.[27–31] A detailed understanding of charge

transport through molecular films and single molecules is

Fig. 3 (a) A field electron microscopy image of the two leads

and gap before the nanoparticles are introduced. (b) A schematic

illustration of the immobilization of nanoparticles through

dithiol linker molecules to the leads. (From Ref. [16].)
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mandatory if molecules are to be integrated into devices.

Pioneering work in molecular electronics was conducted

by Mann and Kuhn, who studied transport through mo-

lecular films.[39] More recently, electron transport across

well-defined SAMs with redox active species at a fixed

distance from the metal electrode surfaces has been stud-

ied by electrochemical means.[40] In these experiments, the

rate of electron transfer from the electrode surface for

redox active species such as ferrocene has been measured

as a function of length and nature of the bridge. For simple

alkanethiol monolayers, this rate has been found to depend

exponentially on the thickness of the molecular layer,

following a simple tunneling relationship:

I ¼ Ioe�bd

where b is the attenuation factor, which depends on the

medium in the tunneling gap between the contacts.

More recently, solid-state junctions have been formed

by sandwiching two self-assembled monolayers between

metal electrodes to give a junction of the form:

MetalðmercuryÞ�SAM==

SAM�metal ðmercury; gold; silverÞ

By using this approach, b was found to be structure de-

pendent, with values of 0.87±0.1 Å�1 for alkanethiols and

0.6±0.1 Å�1 for oligophenylene thiols. These values for

the attenuation factor can be rationalized in terms of tun-

neling theories, which are well developed for molecules in

solution of the kind D–B–A, where electrons can be

shuttled across a molecular bridge (B) from donor (D) to

acceptor (A). This is somewhat analogous to a molecular

bridge between two metal leads in which the donor and

acceptor states take the place of the leads. The rate of

electron transfer is determined by the coupling between

donor and acceptor wave functions, and one of the sim-

plest models for describing the distance dependence is

superexchange. In this scheme electronic coupling is

through high energy states in the bridge groups, which

cause the electronic wave functions to fall off more slowly

than if D and A were separated by vacuum, hence lower-

ing b. However, it is also well recognized that the tun-

neling electrons may interact and strongly couple with

nuclear degrees of freedom of the bridge molecules.[41] In

superexchange there is only weak coupling and the elec-

tron transport can be envisaged as a ‘‘wavelike’’ electronic

flow. On the other hand, the electron transfer may be se-

quential, in which it is best described by two or more

consecutive electronic transitions. It is clear then that nu-

clear relaxation and thermal dissipation in the molecular

bridge can play a determining role in the charge transport.

Another factor of importance in determining charge

transport through a molecular bridge between two metal

leads is the degree of coupling between the metal contacts

and the molecule, which will depend in a sensitive manner

on the bonding between the molecule and the junction, the

position of the Fermi level of the contacts, and the mo-

lecular and electronic structure of the bridging molecule.

The variation of the electrochemical potential across the

molecular bridge is also of significance. For instance, if

the complete potential drop occurs solely at the interface

between the molecule and the metal contacts, the elec-

tronic structure of the molecule is expected to be only

slightly perturbed by the voltage drop. On the other hand,

if a significant fraction of the voltage drop occurs across

the molecule then electron transport across the molecule

can be very sensitive to the profile of local electrochem-

ical potential along the length of the bridge.

The direct measurement of the electronic factor b and

hence the ‘‘conductivity’’ of individual molecules re-

cently has been made possible with the development of

the scanning probe microscope.[27–31] In experiments

conducted by the group of Lindsay, molecules have been

embedded into an insulating layer of thiol molecules at-

tached to a gold electrode.[27–30] The molecules were then

connected to gold nanoparticles so that a molecular bridge

was formed between the gold electrode and the nano-

particle. Tunneling currents were measured with a con-

ducting AFM probe by making direct electrical contact

between the tip and nanoparticle. Values of b for alkane-

thiol molecule of about 0.8 Å�1 have been obtained, as

compared to 2 Å�1 for vacuum tunneling. Both these

single-molecule measurements and the measurements of

electron transport across alkanethiol SAMs show the re-

duction in the electronic factor for tunneling across the

alkanethiol bridge.

However, reduction of b alone in a molecule bridging

two contacts is not sufficient for the generation of non-

linear devices such as nanoscale switches. The involve-

ment of molecular levels, charge trapping, or asymmetric

contact geometries can all promote a nonlinear response.

In 1974, Aviram and Ratner predicted that molecules

could act as diodes based on their nonlinear electrical

response.[26] They theoretically predicted rectification

for the molecular system shown in Scheme 1 on the ba-

sis of electron tunneling mediated through acceptor low-

Scheme 1
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est unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) and donor

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels of

the donor–acceptor system. Because substantially larger

threshold voltage was expected for alignment of the levels

under negative bias than positive bias, an asymmetric I–V

response and, hence, rectification was expected.

Metzger et al. have made Langmuir–Blodgett (LB)

films of the donor–acceptor molecule shown in

Scheme 2.[42] The LB films were sandwiched between

aluminum electrodes and electrical measurements dem-

onstrated strong rectification, Fig. 4A. The rectification

may be explained in the schematic model shown in

Fig. 4B.[42,43] This model shows electron transfer under

forward and reverse bias. The asymmetry in the I–V be-

havior arises from the orientation of the donor–acceptor

molecule in between the electrodes and intramolecular

electron transfer within the molecule, as illustrated in

Fig. 4B. Intervalence transfer (IVT) favors current flow in

the forward bias direction, while it impedes it in the re-

verse bias direction. Although these experiments have

been performed on extended LB films, they show the

potential for the use of molecules in switching devices,

where the rectifying behavior can be tuned by the elec-

tronic and molecular structure of orientated molecules.

More recently Chen et al. have shown that highly

nonlinear I–V behavior can be achieved in molecular

devices.[44,45] They self-assembled �1000 molecular

wires containing nitroamine redox centers in a micro-

fabricated device that could be used to measure conduc-

tivity of the monolayer.[45] A schematic representation of

the nitroamine-based molecules used in the monolayers

and their reduction is shown in Fig. 5a. I–V responses of

the device at 60 K shows negative differential resistance

(NDR) with an on–off peak-to-valley ratio (PVR) of about

1000:1, as shown in Fig. 5b. This switching is attributed to

the one-electron reduction of the molecule to the radical

anion, which provides a conductive state for electron

transfer across the molecular bridge.[45] A further increase

in voltage leads to a second reduction to form the dianion,

which is insulating, switching the device off. The authors

note that the NDR switching could have numerous

applications in either two- or three-terminal electronic

devices.[45]

Redox active molecules can also be incorporated into

nanoscale devices and ‘‘wired’’ to nanometer-sized metal

particles. Gittins et al. noted that films consisting of 6-nm-

sized Au nanoparticles and redox active viologen dithiol

molecules can exhibit current rectification when assem-

bled onto gold electrode surfaces.[46–48] This observation

was noted when recording rates of electron transfer

through such films using electrochemical methods. They

have further shown that these redox active molecules can

be wired to nanoparticles in individual nanostructures as

illustrated in Fig. 6.[47] Recent measurements have shown

that a double tunneling structure is formed between the

Fig. 4 (A) An I–V curve for a Langmuir-Blodgett film of the

donor–acceptor molecule shown in Scheme 2 sandwiched

between two aluminum electrodes. These electrical measure-

ments demonstrate strong rectification.[42,43] (B) A model for

electrical transport through and rectification by the donor

acceptor molecule (D–p–A). (From Ref. [42].) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 2
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redox active viologen center isolated in the middle of an

insulating molecular wire and the gold contacts on either

end of the molecule. This work shows the potential for

incorporation of highly reversible redox couples into

nanometer-sized tunneling devices.

Although two-terminal connections to molecules can be

used to create devices with rectifying or NDR behavior,

the three-terminal transistor is the fundamental element of

modern integrated circuit technology. Several studies have

shown how nanometer-sized objects, such as CdSe nano-

crystals[49] or carbon nanotubes,[18,50–52] can be functional

elements in field-effect transistors, with these nano-

structures being tethered between two contact leads and a

third semiconductor gate underlying an insulating SiO2

layer. However, reliable direct wiring of three or more

metallic contacts to an individual molecule is certainly

more tricky because it requires close proximity of at least

three leads. Clearly, these contacts would have to be of

nanometer dimensions to accommodate the size of target

molecules. Proposed multicontact-point molecules have

been suggested that rely on thiol (or thioacetate)-based end

groups, which form the relatively strong gold–thiolate

bond. A three-terminal molecular device proposed by

Wada is shown in Fig. 7.[43,53,54] Thiol groups attach the

molecule to three gold electrodes that form the source,

drain, and gate, respectively. These are individually linked

by polythiophene-based molecular wires to an oligothio-

phene ‘‘dot,’’ which is isolated from the molecular wires

by methylene spacers. However, the challenge exists to

build, interconnect, and test junctions of this kind.

These selected examples show that great advances

have been made in a relatively short period of time in the

fabrication of molecular devices and in understanding

electron transport across them. Great heterogeneity has

been displayed in the electrical behavior ranging from

ohmic to highly nonlinear responses. Molecular and

electronic structure can be varied in a sensitive manner

through organic synthesis and reactions can be scaled up

to synthesize large quantities. However, some formidable

challenges remain, including the need to arrange molec-

ular devices in large, interconnected arrays that can be

individually addressed.

Carbon Nanotubes

Like metal or semiconducting nanoparticles, carbon

nanotubes show promise as versatile components in the

 

Fig. 6 A schematic representation of a nanoscale device

consisting of Au nanoparticles and redox active viologen dithiol

molecules. (From Refs. [46–48].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic representation of the nitroamine-based molecules used in the monolayers of the molecular device showing NDR.

(b) I–V responses of the device at 60 K. (From Ref. [45].)
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molecular electronics toolbox and in the construction of

nanoscale switches.[18,51,55–60] Carbon nanotubes can be

envisaged as sheets of graphite that have been rolled up

into a seamless cylinder.[56,59] Both single-walled carbon

nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes

(MWCNT) can be produced, in the later case with diam-

eters exceeding 50 layers.[60–62] SWCNTs are defined by a

chirality vector whose indices (n,m) are given by the

folding of the graphene sheet into a cylinder.[56,59,60] In an

(n,m) nanotube the beginning and end of an (n,m) lattice

vector in the graphene plane join together. An extended

graphene sheet is metallic in six wave vector directions;

however, for SWCNTs it is also necessary to consider the

confinement of electrons around the tubes’ circumference.

On analysis, it is found that when n=m or n�m=3i

(where i is an integer) the tubes are metallic, whereas

when n�m 6¼3i, the tubes are semiconducting. Thus, by

tuning the diameter and the wrapping angle the conduc-

tivity can be altered in a sensitive manner. Another feature

of the electronic structure of metallic SWCNTs is the

confinement of electrons, which allows motion along only

two directions of k space, making them model 1-D con-

ductors. An important consequence of this is the reduced

probability for carrier scattering. This combined with their

high heat conductance and bond stability allows them to

carry extremely high current densities (�108–109 A/

cm�2), well above that of a metal, which would suffer

severe electromigration at these current levels.[63]

Carbon nanotubes also have exceptional tensile

strength and rigidity, making them good candidates for

molecular wires and nanoscale electronic devices. Dis-

advantages include difficulty in selective synthesis of

particular SWCNTs and formation of contacts and junc-

tions with, for instance, nanoparticles or electrical leads.

In the absence of scattering, ideally the resistance of a

perfectly conductive ballistic nanotube connected to metal

leads should be about h/4e2=6.5 kO.[59,63] This resistance

is a quantum mechanical contact resistance caused by a

mismatch in the number of conduction channels of the

metallic SWCNT (N=2) and the relatively huge number

of conduction channels in the metal leads.[59] However,

other types of contact resistance can dominate the elec-

trical transport of carbon nanotubes. Poor metal–nanotube

contacts, in the form of interfacial barriers, or poor cou-

pling between the CNTs and leads, led in some early

transport measurements to high resistance values in the

Fig. 7 A nanoscale switching device proposed by Wada,[43,53,54] with thiol groups forming contacts to three gold pads that form the

source, drain, and gate, respectively. Each arm of the molecular device is individually linked by polythiophene-based molecular wires to

an oligothiophene ‘‘dot,’’ which is isolated from the molecular wires by methylene spacers. (From Ref. [53].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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order of megaohms. However, these high contact resist-

ances, much larger than the resistance quantum, when

coupled with the sufficiently low capacitance of long

SWCNTs provide good conditions for the observation of

single-electron charging or Coulomb blockade behavior at

sufficiently low temperatures. Coulomb blockage behav-

ior has been observed for micron-long nanotubes at liquid

helium temperatures. Low-contact-resistance junctions

between SWCNTs and metallic leads have also been

achieved, approaching in some cases the quantum me-

chanical contact resistance. Resistances as low as 12 kO
have been recorded for 3-mm-long SWCNTs contacted by

Ti electrodes evaporated onto the nanotubes.[60]

Three-terminal switching devices exhibiting transistor

behavior have been fabricated in a number of ways from

carbon nanotubes. Semiconducting carbon nanotubes

have been incorporated into a device illustrated in the

inset in Fig. 8.[60] The carbon nanotube is contacted at

both ends by metal electrodes that form the source and

drain. A highly doped and conducting silicon gate elec-

trode is separated from the nanotube by a sufficiently

thick insulating silicon oxide layer. The source–drain

current across such a nanotube device as a function of

gate voltages is shown in Fig. 8. This I–Vgate curve shows

that by applying a sufficiently positive gate voltage the

nanotube can be switched from a conducting to an insu-

lating state.[60] The p-type behavior of these nanotubes

results in hole depletion at positive gate voltages where

the device is switched off.

Recently a novel approach has been adopted for fab-

ricating single-electron devices from individual carbon

nanotubes.[18] The concept used is to create a nanoscale

‘‘electron trap’’ within a double tunneling junction, sim-

ilar to the approach used for QDs, but in this case indi-

vidual metallic single-wall carbon nanotubes form the

basis of the structure. An AFM image of the structure is

shown in Fig. 9.[18] A double kink is introduced into the

nanotube by mechanical manipulation with an atomic

force microscope. The double kink induces two local

barriers, leading to an ‘‘island’’ within the nanotube,

which is connected at both ends to two metal terminals.

Fig. 8 The inset shows a ‘‘transistor’’ based on semiconduct-

ing carbon nanotubes.[60] The carbon nanotube is contacted at

both ends by metal electrodes that form the source and drain,

respectively. A highly doped and conducting silicon gate elec-

trode is separated from the nanotube by a sufficiently thick

insulating silicon oxide layer. The graph shows the source–drain

current across such a nanotube device as a function of gate

voltage. This I–Vgate curve shows that by applying a sufficiently

positive gate voltage the nanotube can be switched from a

conducting to an insulating state. (From Ref. [60].)

Fig. 9 An AFM image of a double kink introduced into a

carbon nanotube by mechanical manipulation with the tip. This

structure forms a nanoscale ‘‘electron trap’’ within the double

tunneling junction created by the kink. This whole structure is

assembled on top of a Si/SiO2 substrate to provide a three-

terminal device with single-electron transistor behavior at room

temperature. (From Ref. [18].)

Fig. 10 A schematic representation showing four junctions

between two parallel pairs of carbon nanotubes. The bottom

right junction is ON, with both nanotubes touching, while the

other three junctions are OFF. The lower tubes lie directly on a

thin dielectric layer (e.g., SiO2), which is itself on top of a

conducting layer (e.g., highly doped silicon). The upper

nanotubes are suspended above the substrate by periodic

supports (dark gray blocks). Each nanotube is contacted at the

end (contacts not shown). (From Ref. [64].)
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This whole structure is assembled on top of a Si/SiO2

substrate to provide a three-terminal device. Energy of

120 meV has been recorded for single-electron addition,

rendering this a functional single-electron transistor de-

vice at room temperature with operation akin to a field-

effect transistor.

In constructing complex logic systems it is necessary to

create large arrays of devices and to interconnect them

into a network. Rueckes et al. have indicated one possible

way by which this might be achieved.[64] It is proposed

that semiconducting SWCNTs are arranged into a paral-

lel array with a set of perpendicular nanotubes suspended

above them on a periodic array of supports, as illustrated

in Fig. 10. The two sets of arrays consist of p- and n-doped

carbon nanotubes, respectively. The nanotubes serve two

functions; they form the wires as well as the individual

devices. Device elements are at points where the wires

cross. By applying a transient voltage between the re-

spective CNTs the wires can be switched from being

separated by a gap (‘‘OFF’’) to touching (‘‘ON’’) where

the conductivity is higher.[64] The voltage pulse causes

charging of the semiconducting nanotubes, resulting in

attractive electrostatic forces and contact between the

tubes. The OFF state with separation of the tubes can be

regenerated by application of a restorative current tran-

sient. The operation of this electromechanical switch

relies on the excellent mechanical properties of the

SWCNT, which can withstand the high strain. Measure-

ments demonstrating the principle of operation have been

made on a single pair of crossed SWCNTs assembled into

position through mechanical manipulation. This switch-

ing device showed a 10 times current difference between

ON and OFF states for reversible operation and this was

increased to 105 for irreversible operation. This shows

how nanoscale switching elements can be interconnected

through molecular scales wires, with operation of indi-

vidual elements in an array of switches through the ap-

plication of voltage pulses at the ends of respective wires.

This integrated approach to nanoscale electronics shows a

promising way forward, although great challenges still

exist in the fabrication and addressing of reliable and

sufficiently large arrays.

Molecular Actuators

Another approach to electronic switching at the nanoscale

level has been to exploit changes in the electronic struc-

ture of molecules that accompany major conformation or

orientational changes. A molecular actuator has been con-

structed around bistable catenane-based molecules.[65–67]

Oxidation and subsequent reduction of this molecule

induces the circumrotation of the molecule shown in

Fig. 11, which forms the basis of the device. Fabrication is

achieved by anchoring the catenane-based single mono-

layers with amphiphilic phospholipid counterions and

sandwiching this between an n-type silicon electrode and

a Ti/Al counter electrode. Oxidation of the molecular

structure at +2.0 V opens the switch, while subsequent

reduction at �2.0 V closes it. Reading was performed at

between 0.1 and 0. 3 V and the switch could be recycled

many times. Although the solid-state devices used for

examining the electrical properties were macroscopic, the

bistable switching is, in theory, scalable to the nanoscale

because it is based on defined molecular events.

Joachim and Gimzewski have demonstrated another

approach by which large and reversible changes in ef-

fective conductance of a single molecule could be

achieved.[68,69] The active element of their device was a

single C60 molecule, which was compressed between the

tip and a Cu(111) surface. They found that the conduct-

ance of C60 molecule increased by more than two orders

of magnitude with increasing tip pressure.[69] The origin

of the increase is perturbation of the tails of the LUMO

and HOMO of the C60 molecule resulting from structural

deformation. They used this as a basis of a single-mole-

cule ‘‘electromechanical amplifier’’ demonstrating an

amplification factor of 5, and as such showing another

method by which nanoscale structures might be used as

switching elements.[69]

Fig. 11 Molecular structures of the two conformers forming the basis of a bistable device. The switching is based on the voltage-

actuated circumrotation of co-conformer [A0] to co-conformer [B+]. (From Ref. [66].)
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Changes in the orientation of molecules at surfaces

could also be used for devices based on conductance

switching. Donhauser et al. have observed with an STM

the stochastic reorientation of single and bundled phenyl-

ene ethynylene oligomers isolated in matrices of relatively

nonconducting alkanothiolate monolayers.[70] The inser-

ted molecules were observed to undergo reorientation or

reconformation from a state that exhibited low contrast to

one with high contrast in the STM. This bistability be-

tween the ON and OFF states exhibited a stochastic be-

havior with persistence times ranging from seconds to tens

of hours.

Recently, Haiss et al. have demonstrated that molecu-

lar reorientation and accompanying large conductivity

changes can be driven by an electric field between an

STM tip and a gold surface.[71] This conductance

Fig. 12 (a) Molecular structure of 6V6. (b) The bistability exhibited for 6V6 results from flipping between a flat-lying adsorbed phase

and a vertically oriented phase in which the molecule bridges the gap between the Au substrate and the STM tip provide a higher

conductivity path. (c) Current vs. tip voltage as measured in the STM configuration shown in (b). Oscillation occurs at Utip>0.6 V and

results from the formation and cleavage of molecular wires between the STM tip and substrate. (From Refs. [31,71].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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switching was achieved for viologen dithiol molecules

and is illustrated in Fig. 12. In their flat-lying state, mo-

lecular layers of viologen dithiol (Fig. 12a and b) have

subnanometer thickness. However, reorientation can be

used to bridge distances between conductors of over 3 nm

and the molecular bridges formed provide the switch ON

high-conduction state (the formation of one ‘‘molecular

bridge’’ is shown in Fig. 12b). The reorientation is in-

duced by the electric field between the STM tip and the

substrate and results in oscillatory behavior at sufficiently

high bias where a large number of molecules in the gap

(�20) may partake.[31,71] It has been proposed that the

oscillatory behavior results from thermal effects, where

the molecular wires break following inelastic tunneling at

a threshold voltage and subsequently reform after cooling

in a cyclic process. This ON–OFF oscillatory switching

behavior and the resulting a.c. signal measured at high

fields could form the basis of a novel bistable device.

CONCLUSION

A great deal has been learned in recent years about the

manipulation, assembly, and properties of devices with

nanoscale dimensions. In particular, there are a growing

number of architectures in which molecular wires, nano-

tubes, nanoparticles, and quantum dots have been as-

sembled into structures that can perform basic switching

functions. The methods of chemical synthesis, self-orga-

nization, and self-assembly, as well as state-of-the-art

microfabrication techniques have all played a role in the

fabrication of such structures.

It is clear that substantial work lies ahead before

nanofabricated devices could work their way into any

practical electronic device. However, a great deal of new

physics that underlies the behavior of mesoscopic struc-

tures has been learned from studying the properties of

such systems and other nanofabricated devices. Notable

examples include insights into the rich quantum me-

chanical behavior of electrons in quantum dots, quantifi-

cation of thermal conductance in nanodevices, and a

further understanding of charge transport through molec-

ular wires. This demonstrates the contribution to the un-

derstanding of basic science that has been achieved in the

quest for functional nanostructures.
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INTRODUCTION

Chirality is a critical property of amino acids that form

proteins, the building blocks of life, and of DNA, which

encodes the genetic traits passed from one generation to

the next. Furthermore, chirality can be observed through-

out nature in objects ranging from spiral seashells to the

human hands. If an object and its mirror image are

nonsuperimposable, then they have the property of

chirality. This property is found in nearly every biological

molecule and in many synthetic bioactive molecules such

as pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. From a practical

perspective, the importance of molecular chirality arises

from the fact that the two mirror images of a chiral

molecule, known as enantiomers, can have vastly different

physiological impacts when ingested by living organisms.

As a result, it is necessary to produce many chiral

compounds in enantiomerically pure form.[1] Understand-

ing chirality and enantioselectivity is critical to the

development of the separations and reactions used to

achieve enantiopurity.

Many processes used in chemical production involve

solid surfaces and can be made enantioselective by using

chiral surfaces. There are three common types of chiral

surfaces: surfaces modified by chiral organic adsorbates,

surfaces of any naturally chiral bulk crystalline solid, and

chiral surfaces prepared from achiral bulk crystals. A

number of studies have shown that such chiral surfaces

exhibit enantiospecific properties when exposed to chiral

species in either the gas phase or in solution. Although

chirality is simply a symmetry property of an object or an

extended lattice, the enantiospecificity of surfaces is

derived from the local structure of nanoscale features such

as molecular adsorbates, or specific arrangements of

atoms at a crystal surface. Experimental and theoretical

work to elucidate the properties of these nanostructured

surfaces is an active area of research in surface chemistry.

Although a number of aspects of the enantioselectiv-

ity of chiral surfaces are now understood, many unan-

swered questions remain as topics of ongoing research in

the field.

CHIRALITY OF MOLECULES, SOLIDS,
AND SURFACES

The simplest molecules exhibiting chirality are those

containing a carbon atom tetrahedrally coordinated to four

different substituents. Such molecules are not super-

imposable on their mirror images. Fig. 1 shows the tet-

rahedral arrangement of a simple, chiral carbon-centered

molecule. The handedness of a chiral center or carbon

atom is denoted R for rectus (right-handed) or S for

sinister (left-handed) based on a convention conceived by

Cahn, Ingold, and Prelog.[2] Biologically relevant mole-

cules can be very complex and tend to have multiple chiral

centers. Although possession of one or more tetrahedral

carbon atoms having four different substituents is suffi-

cient to render a molecule chiral, it is not a necessary

condition. Chiral centers can also exist in molecular

structures such as allenes (R’RC C CR’R) and trans-

cycloalkenes, which do not have tetrahedrally coordinated

carbon atoms as their chiral centers.

Chirality can arise in crystalline solids because either

the unit cell is chiral, or the basis of an achiral unit cell is

chiral. Examples of the former case include all solids

based on monoclinic unit cells. Examples of the latter case

could be crystals of enantiomerically pure compounds. Of

the 230 space groups into which all crystals can be

classified, 65 are chiral.[3] Because mirror planes, inver-

sion centers, and glide planes in crystal structures render

them achiral, the chiral space groups can only contain

screw axes and rotational axes as symmetry elements.

Surfaces can have structures that are chiral in the sense

that they are nonsuperimposable on their mirror images.

One of the most common and versatile approaches to

preparing a chiral surface is to adsorb an enantiomerically

pure chiral compound onto the surface of an otherwise

achiral substrate (Fig. 2a). The mere presence of such a

chiral modifier or template renders the surface chiral.

The second obvious class of chiral surfaces is those pro-

duced by cleaving any solid having a chiral bulk struc-

ture. Many oxides have chiral bulk structures and thus

expose chiral surfaces (Fig. 2b). Although it is somewhat
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counterintuitive, it is also possible to create chiral surfaces

from crystalline solids with achiral bulk structures. Metals

have either face-centered cubic (fcc), body-centered cubic

(bcc), or hexagonal close-packed (hcp) bulk structures, all

of which are achiral. Nonetheless, many of their high

Miller index surfaces have monoclinic lattices and thus

are chiral. The fcc(643) surface shown in Fig. 2c is

composed of terrace–step–kink features, which render it

chiral. On all three types of chiral surfaces, the features

that give rise to chirality have nanometer dimensions. This

nanostructure is critical to their utility in enantioselective

chemistry. In order for adsorbate–surface interactions to

be enantiospecific, the length scale of the chiral structures

on the surface must roughly match the length scale of the

chiral features of the adsorbed molecule.

IMPORTANCE OF CHIRAL SURFACES

The two enantiomers of a chiral compound are structurally

related simply by mirror symmetry and, thus, enantio-

merically pure compounds have bulk properties such as

density, melting point, heat of phase change, etc. that are

truly identical. The properties of two enantiomers are only

differentiated in a chiral environment and, in particular, in

a chiral environment in which the length scale of the chiral

features is on the nanoscale matching molecular dimen-

sions. Living organisms constitute chiral environments

because the proteins that perform most biochemical

functions in living organisms are chiral and exist as

single enantiomers. As a result, the physiological impact

of the two enantiomers of a chiral compound will be

different. Appreciation of this fact could have prevented

one of the greatest tragedies in medical history. In the late

1950s, the chiral drug thalidomide was administered as a

racemic mixture (equimolar concentrations of both enan-

tiomers) to pregnant women to abate morning sickness

and to act as a general sedative. Unfortunately, only the R-

enantiomer has the desired therapeutic effect whereas the

S-enantiomer is a teratogen and caused birth defects in

thousands of infants born in that period of time.[4] As a

consequence of this problem and related issues associated

with the use of many chiral pharmaceuticals, the produc-

tion of enantiomerically pure drugs has grown to be a

large concern for the pharmaceutical industry. The current

market for enantiomerically pure pharmaceuticals is

estimated to be in excess of US$100 billion per year.[5]

As a result of the fact that the physical properties of the

two enantiomers of chiral compounds are identical, most

chemical syntheses lead to the production of equimolar or

racemic mixtures of both enantiomers. If one desires an

enantiomerically pure product, the racemic mixture must

be separated. The separation of mixed products of a

chemical synthesis is commonplace and can be achieved

by a number of means; however, the separation of racemic

mixtures is very difficult. The most common separation

methods exploit differences in physical properties such as

boiling point, melting point, or density; however, in

achiral environments, these properties are identical for

two enantiomers. Separation of racemic mixtures must be

performed in chiral environments that differentiate the

properties of the two enantiomers. For example, mixing

two enantiomers R1 and S1 with a single enantiomer of a

second chiral compound (R2) can result in the formation

of diastereomeric complexes R1R2 and S1R2 (molecules

with more than one chiral center that are not mirror

images). These complexes are not enantiomers of one

another and thus can be separated by exploiting differ-

ences in their physical properties.[6] Once the two

complexes are separated, R2 can be removed and

separated to produce pure samples of R1 and S1. The

desired enantiomer can then be used, whereas the

Fig. 1 The mirror images of chiral molecules are not super-

imposable on each other, thus simple molecules based on

tetrahedrally coordinated carbon atoms with four different sub-

stituents are chiral. (View this art in color at www.dekker. com.)

Fig. 2 Chiral surfaces: (a) modification of an achiral surface

with chiral organic molecules renders the surface chiral; (b)

cleavage of bulk chiral solids exposes surfaces with chiral

structures; and (c) cleavage of an achiral fcc metal along a high

Miller index plane generates a surface with chiral kinks. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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undesired enantiomer is either discarded or, if possible,

racemized and subjected to further enantioselective

purification by complexation with R2.[6] The point is that

the addition of the pure enantiomer R2 to the racemic

mixture constitutes the creation of a chiral environment in

which R1 and S1 can be separated.

Most enantiomerically pure substances are formed

by homogeneous syntheses and then separated using

techniques such as the aforementioned creation of diaster-

eomers. Direct enantiospecific syntheses or simpler sep-

aration methods would, of course, be preferable. Many

such processes, including heterogeneous catalyses and

chromatographic separations, are commonly performed

using solid surfaces. The types of chiral surfaces that are

the subject of this entry have many potential applications

in enantiospecific chemical processing.

TYPES OF CHIRAL SURFACES

Three types of nanostructured chiral surfaces will be

described in this entry: those produced by chiral templat-

ing with an organic ligand, surfaces derived from chiral

bulk structures, and those produced from achiral bulk

structures such as metals. In all three cases, the length scale

of the chiral features is that of nanometers and thus they

can interact enantiospecifically with chiral adsorbates.

Surfaces Templated with Chiral
Organic Modifiers

The adsorption of enantiomerically pure chiral molecules

on achiral surfaces yields surfaces that are chiral, provided

that the adsorbed molecule retains its chirality. Such

surfaces can be used for enantioselective heterogeneous

catalysis[7,8] or enantioselective chromatography.[9,10] The

most successful chirally templated, enantioselective het-

erogeneous catalyst has been Ni templated with tartaric

acid, which is used for the asymmetric hydrogenation of

b-ketoesters and Pt templated with cinchonidine used for

hydrogenation of a-ketoesters (see Fig. 3). Many of the

underlying issues encountered with these catalysts are

common to other template/substrate systems, so this

section will focus on these two examples.

Hydrogenation of b-ketoesters on nickel

The enantioselective hydrogenation of b-ketoesters on

chirally templated Raney Ni catalysts has been reviewed

extensively by Izumi.[11] Most works have used Raney Ni

and nickel powder as catalysts; however, some have used

Ni particles supported on high-surface-area materials such

as silica and alumina.[12] These catalysts have demon-

strated enantioselectivity for the hydrogenation of methyl

acetoacetate to methyl-3-hydroxybutyrate, yielding enan-

tiomeric excesses as high as ee=95%.[13]

The enantioselectivity of the catalytic hydrogenation of

b-ketoesters is influenced by the nature of the Ni used as

the catalyst, by the nature of the chiral modifier, and, in

some cases, by the nature of a comodifier. In addition to

tartaric acid, which has been shown to be the most

promising modifier, a-amino acids have been used. The

superiority of tartaric acid is believed to arise from its

ability to stereospecifically orient the reacting b-keto-

esters on the surface via hydrogen bonding.[14] One model

has been suggested to explain the enantioselectivity in

which chiral five-member chelate rings are formed by the

bonding of the tartaric acid to Ni through a carboxylate

oxygen atom and the oxygen atom of the b-hydroxyl

group.[15]

Fig. 3 The asymmetric hydrogenations of methyl acetoacetate on Ni (a) and methyl pyruvate on Pt (b) are the two most widely studied

enantioselective reactions catalyzed by chirally templated surfaces.
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In addition to the nature of the chiral modifier, another

factor that determines the enantioselectivity of Ni-based

catalysts is the size of the Ni particles. During the

modification process of the Ni particles, tartaric acid has

been shown to selectively dissolve catalyst particles with

diameters less than 2 nm. The tartaric acid creates the

pores that contain the hydrogenation sites, and the longer a

particle is leached, the more pores it will have. This

supports earlier results showing that larger nickel particles

yield higher enantioselectivity.[15–17]

Comodifiers can also influence the enantioselectivity

of chirally templated surfaces. Typically, NaBr is used as

the comodifier and is thought to poison the racemic sites,

reaction sites that have no enantioselective bias for

hydrogenation, thus increasing the net enantiomeric

excess.[18] However, it has also been proposed that the

NaBr modifies the stereochemistry of the product-deter-

mining surface complex between the reactant and the

chiral template.[19]

Hydrogenation of a-ketoesters on platinum

The most highly studied enantioselective reaction over a

chirally modified heterogeneous catalyst is the hydrogen-

ation of a-ketoesters over Pt templated with cinchonidine.

Studies of this reaction began in 1978 when Orito et

al.[20] enantioselectively hydrogenated methyl pyruvate

to R-(+)-methyl lactate in the presence of adsorbed

cinchonidine. As in the case of the enantioselective

hydrogenation on modified Ni catalysts, a variety of factors

influence the enantioselectivity, including: temperature,

the nature of the solvent, modifier concentration, and the

size of the Pt particles.

One important aspect of the chirality of the cinchona-

templated Pt surface is the structure and adsorption

geometry of the cinchona alkaloid[21] illustrated in Figs. 4

and 5. There are three available sites for reaction. The first

is the chiral cavity where the methyl pyruvate is bound to

two or three cinchonidine molecules in an ordered array,

the second is the 1:1 interaction between methyl pyruvate

and a single cinchonidine molecule, and the third is a

racemic site. One important characteristic of cinchonidine

is its L-shaped configuration. Studies have shown that

replacing the modifier with a chemically similar alkaloid

that is not L-shaped, while increasing the reaction rate,

eliminates enantioselectivity.[22]

Despite the large number of factors influencing the

enantioselectivity of templated Pt catalysts, excellent

results have been achieved by empirical tuning of pH,

solvents, particle sizes, and comodifiers as was done

with the Ni/tartaric acid system. Blaser et al.[23] obtained

an ee=94% for the hydrogenation of methyl pyruvate. As in

the case of the hydrogenation of b-ketoesters on Ni,

the exact impact of these parameters must ultimately

be elucidated to attain enantioselectivities approach-

ing 100%.

Other chiral templates

Three structural features of the cinchona modifier are

thought to impart chirality to the Pt surface.[7] First, p-

bonding through the quinoline ring system is believed to

anchor the modifier to the surface; second, the chirality of

Fig. 4 It has been proposed that the L-shaped structure of the

cinchona alkaloid creates three possible reaction sites when

adsorbed on a surface. Sites A and B allow the methyl pyruvate

to interact with the adsorbed modifier and thus promote

enantioselective hydrogenation. Site C is achiral and does not

promote enantioselective hydrogenation. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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the product is directed by the chiral region between the

quinoline and quinuclidine rings; and, third, the tertiary

nitrogen in the quinuclidine ring interacts with the C O

in the ketoester (Fig. 5). Based on this model for the origin

of the enantioselectivity of catalysts templated with

cinchonidine, new modifiers based on the cinchona alka-

loid, such as dihydroapovincaminic acid ethyl ester,[24]

strychnine,[25] and others,[26,27] have been identified and

have been shown to work with varying degrees of success.

Amino acids have also been identified as potentially

useful chiral modifiers for catalytic surfaces.[25] In

particular, the adsorption of glycine[28–30] and ala-

nine[31,32] has been studied on Cu(110). These amino

acids form well-ordered arrays whose structure is driven

by hydrogen bonding. Alanine has been shown to be a

promising modifier on Cu(110) because of the existence

of a homochiral, two-dimensional phase that extends

across the surface.[32]

Surfaces Based on Bulk Chiral Materials

In addition to chiral surfaces that have been templated

with chiral ligands, naturally chiral surfaces can be

derived from inherently chiral bulk crystalline structures.

This can be performed either by exposing a surface of a

crystal of an enantiomerically pure organic compound, or

by exposing a surface of a naturally chiral crystal. It has

been postulated that the chirality of certain naturally

occurring minerals may have been critical to the homo-

chiral evolution of life on Earth. The homochirality of

naturally occurring biomolecules (i.e., the preference for

L-amino acids and D-sugars) may have arisen from

enantioselective adsorption on naturally chiral crystal

surfaces.[33]

Surfaces of bulk enantiomerically
pure compounds

The crystallization of an enantiomerically pure sample of

an organic compound will produce a crystal structure that

must be chiral. Similarly, the surfaces of such a crystal

must be chiral and should have enantiospecific properties.

This ought to offer an excellent avenue for the study of

enantiospecific interactions between chiral molecules;

however, there do not seem to have been any significant

attempts to study the surface chemistry of such materials.

Surfaces of bulk enantiomorphic crystals

Intrinsically chiral surfaces can be produced from crys-

talline materials with inherently chiral bulk structures.

One of the most common chiral materials is quartz, whose

bulk structure is formed by a helical arrangement of

corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra. This helical structure is

chiral and renders quartz chiral. There have been some

studies of the enantioselectivity of the surfaces of quartz

crystals. However, much of this work has used powdered

samples, which expose a variety of different crystallo-

graphic planes, each of which will have different

adsorption characteristics for the same chiral spe-

cies.[34,35] Bonner et al.[36,37] studied enantioselectivity

on quartz powders prepared from enantiomerically pure

crystals. By comparing the adsorbed concentrations of D-

alanine and L-alanine on the same faces of quartz, a

preferential enantioselective adsorption of approximately

1.4% was observed for D-alanine on right-handed quartz

and for L-alanine on left-handed quartz. In another

demonstration of enantiospecific surface chemistry, syn-

thesis of pyramidal alkanols with an enantiomeric excess

of ee>90% was initiated using quartz and sodium chlorate

crystals.[38]

Obviously, any material with a bulk chiral structure can

expose chiral enantioselective surfaces; however, even

achiral minerals can expose chiral surfaces. In an achiral

environment, these would have equal surface energies and

would be present in equal areas. However, it is possible to

prepare achiral minerals, which expose surfaces with net

chiral excess when grown in the presence of chiral

molecules. When grown in the presence of chiral organic

compounds, gypsum displayed an asymmetric growth.[39]

Calcite, another achiral crystal, has also displayed asym-

metric growth in the presence of chiral amino acids.[40]

Fig. 5 It has been suggested that three features of the

cinchonidine structure are necessary to impart enantioselectivity.

First, the quinoline ring system (1) is believed to anchor the

modifier to the surface; second, the chirality of the reaction

product is directed by the chiral region between the quinoline

and the quinulcidine rings (2); and, third, the tertiary nitrogen

in the quinulcidine ring (3) interacts with the C O in the

reacting ketoester. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The origin of homochirality in living systems is one of

the most intriguing aspects of the development of life on

Earth. It has been proposed that the enantioselective pro-

cesses that must have led to this homochirality occurred

on chiral surfaces. To study the origin of the homochir-

ality of life on Earth, Hazen et al.[41] have chosen to use

calcite, an achiral mineral, which can expose chiral

surfaces. Fig. 6 shows the chiral facets of crystalline

calcite. This mineral was abundant during the Archaean

Era, a time in the Earth’s history when the homochirality

of life is thought to have originated. Furthermore, amino

acids have particularly high heats of adsorption on calcite.

The naturally chiral (2 1 �3 1) and (3 �1 �2 1) faces showed

10% enantioselective adsorption of D-aspartic acid and L-

aspartic acid, respectively. A control experiment using the

achiral (1 0 �1 1) face displayed no preference for aspartic

acid adsorption.

Most of the known crystalline materials with naturally

chiral bulk structures are covalent inorganic solids such as

oxides, which have surfaces with low chemical reactivity.

One approach to enhancing their reactivity while main-

taining enantioselectivity is through deposition of a

transition metal film on their surfaces. Terent’ev et al.[42]

and Klabunovskii and Patrikeev[43] created a nickel-coated

quartz catalyst that enantioselectively hydrogenated a-

phenyl cinnamic acid. The mechanism by which the chiral

substrate imparts enantioselectivity to the metal is not

clear. On one hand, it may induce chirality in the structure

of the metal film. Alternatively, the quartz might orient the

reactant enantiospecifically at the edges of Ni particles

where they may be hydrogenated. In principle, metal

deposition onto chiral substrates is widely applicable to

chiral surfaces with low reactivity; however, few works

have been done in this field.

Chiral Surfaces from Achiral Bulk
Crystal Structures

Although it may seem counterintuitive, chiral surfaces can

be formed from crystalline materials with otherwise

achiral bulk structures. This type of chiral surface is cre-

ated by exposing a high Miller index plane with indices

(hkl) such that h 6¼k 6¼ l and h�k�l 6¼0. Most of such surfaces

have structures formed of terraces, steps, and kinks, as

shown in Fig. 2c. It is the kinks on such surfaces that

impart chirality. Each kink is formed by the intersection of

three low Miller index microfacets ({111}, {100}, and

{110}) with different structures.[44] The chirality of the

kink arises from the sense of rotational progression among

the three microfacets when viewed from above the sur-

face. Like chiral molecules, the handedness of chiral

surfaces can be denoted by using a modified Cahn–In-

gold–Prelog convention based on microfacet priority.[44]

For fcc metals, the order of priority is {111}>{100}>

{110} and surfaces with a counterclockwise progression

of microfacets when viewed from above are denoted

(hkl)S, whereas surfaces with a clockwise progression are

denoted (hkl)R. The naming convention and microfacet

structure are illustrated in Fig. 7.

If one considers the high Miller index surfaces with

terrace–step–kink structures and recognizes that these are

formed by the intersection of three different low Miller

index microfacets, it is clear that there are six types of

chiral terrace–step–kink structures that can be formed on

the surfaces of achiral bulk structures. The full set of

surfaces that can be derived from an fcc bulk structure is

usually represented by the stereographic projection shown

in Fig. 8. The points on the perimeter of the stereographic

projection represent surfaces that are achiral. The six

types of chiral kinks divide the interior of the stereo-

graphic projection into six regions. The differences in the

structures of the surfaces within each region are the

lengths of the steps that separate the kinks and the widths

of the terraces that separate the steps. The points along the

dashed lines of Fig. 8 that separate the regions with

different types of kinks represent surfaces with structures

that have kinks formed of single unit cells of the low

Miller index microfacets. They are also chiral but cannot

be thought of as having structures with long step edges

separating the kinks. Finally, at the center of the

stereographic projection is the (531) surface with a

structure that is formed of single unit cells of the (111),

Fig. 6 On certain faces of calcite, the CaO6 octahedra are ar-

ranged in a chiral structure. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 A kink on a high Miller index surface of an fcc structure

is formed by the intersection of three dissimilar low Miller index

microfacets ({111}, {100}, and {110}). Its handedness is

dictated by the direction of rotational progression of the

microfacets about the surface normal. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com)
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(100), and (110) microfacets. It is also chiral but cannot be

thought of as having a terrace–step–kink structure. In

summary, the high Miller index surfaces of cubic lattices

have structures that expose chiral kinks of a small number

of types. These chiral kinks are based on the nanoscale

arrangements of atoms at the intersections of microfacets.

Roughening of naturally chiral surfaces

The ideal chiral surface structures that one obtains by

simple cleavage of a fcc lattice along an high Miller index

plane are formed of terrace–step–kink structures with

nanoscale dimensions. The chiral kinks on the ideal

surfaces are always single atom kinks along the step edge.

These ideal structures will be destroyed by any amount of

atomic motion or diffusion across the surface. A real

chiral surface deviates from the ideal surface because of

thermal roughening as seen in Fig. 9. Simulations by Sholl

et al.[45] Asthagiri et al.[46] and Power et al.[47] show that

chiral surfaces roughen to form structures with nonideal

kinks formed by the intersections of long step edges.

Scanning tunneling microscopy of the Cu(5, 8, 90) surface

has revealed such roughening of the step edges because of

thermal diffusion of the kinks.[48] However, it is important

to realize that the nonideal kinks generated by step

Fig. 8 The stereographic projection allows a representation of all possible surfaces exposed by cleavage of an fcc structure. The points on

the perimeter of the triangle represent achiral surfaces. The points contained within the triangle represent surfaces with kinked structures

that are chiral. The dashed lines divide the triangle into six regions containing surfaces with six different kink structures represented by the

examples shown in the ball diagrams. At the center of the triangle is the (531) surface, which is comprised of single unit cells of the (111),

(100), and (110) microfacets and has the highest kink density of all the chiral surfaces. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 A thermally roughened surface no longer exhibits the

periodic kink structure seen in Fig. 2c. Because of kink

coalescence, a thermally roughened surface has fewer kinks

than an ideal surface, and these kinks are now formed by the

intersection of longer step edges. Despite roughening, the

surface maintains its chirality. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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roughening are still chiral because they are formed by the

intersections of three different low Miller index micro-

facets. Equally important, the net chirality of the surface is

preserved because the kinks present on the roughened

surface are predominantly of the same chirality as the

kinks on the ideal high Miller index surface from which

it evolved.

Enantioselectivity of naturally chiral
metal surfaces

McFadden et al.[49] first postulated that the naturally

chiral, high Miller index planes of fcc metals ought to

exhibit enantiospecific surface chemistry. Atomistic

simulations by Sholl[50] of the interactions of small chiral

hydrocarbons with chiral platinum surfaces demonstrated

that such enantioselectivity should occur and that enantio-

specific adsorption energies for chiral molecules on chiral

surfaces should be observable. Recently, temperature-

programmed desorption studies of R-propylene oxide and

S-propylene oxide[51,52] and R-3-methyl-cyclohexa-

none[52,53] on the Cu(643)R and Cu(643)S surfaces have

revealed enantiospecific adsorption energies. The enantio-

specific differences in the adsorption energies of pro-

pylene oxide and 3-methyl-cyclohexanone on the Cu(643)

surfaces are DDEads=0.06 kcal/mol and DDEads=0.22

kcal/mol, respectively. It is these types of differences in

energetics that ultimately lead to enantioselective separa-

tions and enantioselective catalytic reactions on chiral

surfaces. Such an enantioselective separation of racemic

3-methyl-cyclohexanone has been demonstrated on the

Cu(643) surface.[53]

In addition to influencing the energetics of adsorption

and desorption, the handedness of naturally chiral surfaces

can influence the kinetics of surface reactions. Cyclic

voltammetry has been used to study the electrooxidation

kinetics of glucose and other sugars on an array of

naturally chiral platinum electrode surfaces in aqueous

solutions.[44,54–56] These studies have shown that the rates

of D-glucose and L-glucose oxidation on naturally chiral

Pt electrodes can differ by as much as a factor of three. As

in the case of enantioselective hydrogenation on the

chirally templated Pt catalysts, the enantioselectivities of

glucose oxidation are influenced by the presence of

modifiers adsorbed from solutions. In particular, the

enantioselectivity of glucose oxidation increases in the

presence of sulfuric acid, but decreases in the presence of

perchloric acid.

Enantiomorphic heteroepitaxial growth of metals
on chiral oxides

The nanoscale kinks present on the high Miller index

metal surfaces have clearly been shown to exhibit enan-

tiospecific surface chemistry. However, the ultimate

utility of surfaces with such chiral structures is dependent

on their being produced with high surface area. One

approach is to use the chiral surfaces of relatively cheap

metal oxides as the substrates for deposition of otherwise

expensive catalytic metals such as Pt.[57] This is analogous

to the enantioselective catalyst mentioned above that was

created by the deposition of Ni onto quartz.[42,43] In

principle, the metal films could be grown epitaxially on

metal oxides and, if the metal oxide substrates are

prepared with chiral terrace–step–kink structures, the

metal film may grow enantiomorphically and retain the

chirality of the substrate. Initial work on this problem has

suggested that enantiomorphic heteroepitaxial growth of

metals on naturally chiral oxide surfaces can be achieved

and may serve as a route to inexpensive naturally chiral

metal surfaces.

Adsorbate-induced formation of naturally
chiral surfaces

An adsorbed chiral molecule imparts chirality to a

surface merely by its presence. However, it is possible

that adsorbate-induced reconstruction of achiral metal

surfaces can yield homochiral high Miller index facets

with nanoscale kink structures that are naturally chiral.

This method of inducing chirality in a surface is distinct

from chiral templating in the sense that the chirality of

the substrate could be retained even if the adsorbate were

removed. This can be thought of as chiral imprinting.

Imprinting could serve as a potential route to the

inexpensive production of high area chiral surfaces. An

example of chiral imprinting arises during amino acid

adsorption on the otherwise achiral Cu(100) surface.[58–60]

Step bunching on the Cu(100) surface in the presence of

adsorbed L-lysine causes the formation of a homochiral set

of {3, 1, 17} facets. The chirality of the facets is dictated

by the chirality of the L-lysine. Although achiral ami-

no acids will induce the formation of {3, 1, 17} facets

on the Cu(100) surface, they are present in both R and

S forms.

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT OF
CHIRAL SURFACES

The potential technological impact of chiral surfaces is

enormous because they can, in principle, play an

important role in the processing of chiral pharmaceuticals

worth an estimated US$100 billion per year. At this point

in time, the most highly developed application is as sta-

tionary phases for chiral chromatography. Chiral columns

are often formed by templating of materials such as silica

with enantiomerically pure chiral ligands.[9,10] Templating
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has also been shown to produce enantioselective hetero-

geneous catalysts, which, in principle, offer some advan-

tages over homogeneous catalysts during scaleup. Thus

chiral templating of surfaces is a demonstrated technology

with growing opportunities for application in pharmaceu-

ticals production.

The study of the enantioselective surface chemistry of

naturally chiral surfaces and, in particular, those derived

from kinked high Miller index metal surfaces is in its

infancy. In principle, they offer potential advantages over

templated surfaces in that they may be more thermally

and chemically robust because they do not rely on or-

ganic ligands as the source of chirality. Another oppor-

tunistic niche that the naturally chiral surfaces may fill is

in the development of microscale reactors. In reactors

based on single-crystalline Si, it is easy to imagine that

one could make channels that expose naturally chiral

surfaces, and that such an element in a microreactor might

then be used for enantioselective chemical processes.

Although the impact of naturally chiral surfaces is yet

to be determined, there are a number of exciting oppor-

tunities. Furthermore, the possible role that naturally

chiral surfaces may have played in dictating the origins

of the homochirality of life on Earth makes their study

intrinsically intriguing.

CONCLUSION

Of the three types of chiral surfaces described in this

article, the most well developed are those that are

produced by templating with chiral organic modifiers.

Although the mechanisms and adsorbate/substrate inter-

actions that impart enantioselectivity on these surfaces are

not understood in great detail, some such surfaces have

been highly optimized to give highly enantioselective

separations and catalytic reactions. Naturally chiral

surfaces can be generated from materials that are chiral

in bulk, or achiral materials cleaved to expose surface

structures that are chiral at the nanoscale. The crystalline

nature of these structures makes them good candidates for

a detailed study of the origins of enantiospecificity on

their surfaces. Furthermore, they have demonstrated high

enantioselectivity for both reactions and separations. The

limitation in their practical use is the need for methods of

preparation that yield naturally chiral surfaces in high area

form. Although possible routes exist, these have yet to

be explored.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, we have witnessed many exciting new

discoveries in the ability to manipulate and measure

matter at the nanometer scale—honeycombed pores

structures, spheres, icosahedra, nanotubes and nanorods,

and self-assembled structural hierarchies; the esthetics of

the nanometer regime offers Nature’s elegance in its

purest form. Understanding the driving forces behind

these shapes and the self-assembly processes provides key

understanding for this chemistry to be exploited for

positive impact on our daily lives. For this to take place,

we must not only understand how the nanoscopic

structures impact the structural and chemical properties

of these novel new materials, but we must also understand

the critical problems that we face today and how these

nanoscopic properties can be tailored to address these

specific needs and critical problems. The purpose of this

article is to show how this understanding can be applied

to the synthesis of nanostructured hybrid materials that

can address needs in the areas of drinking water

purification, environmental remediation, and enhancing

the sensitivity of analytical methods for detecting heavy

metal contamination.

DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

The most important factor in determining quality of life in

human society is the availability of pure, clean drinking

water. Wars have been fought, and will continue to be

fought, over access and control of clean water. Drinking

water has two major classes of contamination: biological

contamination and chemical contamination. Bacterial

contamination can be dealt with by a number of well-

established technologies [e.g., chlorination, ozone, ultra-

violet (UV), etc.], but chemical contamination is a

somewhat more challenging target. Organic contaminants,

such as pesticides, agricultural chemicals, industrial

solvents, and fuels, can be removed by treatment with

UV/ozone, activated carbon, or plasma technologies.

Toxic heavy metals such as mercury, lead, and cadmium

can be partially addressed by using traditional sorbent

materials such as alumina, but these materials bind metal

ions nonspecifically and can be saturated with harmless,

ubiquitous species such as calcium, magnesium, and zinc

(which are actually nutrients, and do not need to be

removed). Another weakness of these traditional sorbent

materials is that metal ion sorption to a ceramic oxide

surface is an equilibrium process, meaning they can easily

desorb back into the drinking water supply. Heavy metal

contamination can also be removed via flocculation/

precipitation, but these methods are far more effective at

high contaminant concentrations, and commonly fail at

lower metal concentrations, which is where most drinking

water problems are found.

Heavy metal contamination comes from many sources,

both natural and industrial. Geological contamination of

drinking water with arsenic is a major problem in

Bangladesh[1–3] and in North America (e.g., the central

valley of California[4,5] and New Hampshire.)[6] Industrial

arsenic contamination has been found in New England[7]

and the Pacific Northwest.[8] Stringent new Environmen-

tal Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines for arsenic in
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drinking water[9,10] make this a high-priority issue.

Industrial activity has lead to mercury contamination in

many parts of the world.[11–13] Lead contamination from

lead-based paints and burning leaded gasoline resulted in

significant blood lead concentrations for children in the

United States.[14] Aboveground nuclear weapons testing

by the United States and the Soviet Union in the early

1960s and nuclear accidents (e.g., Chernobyl) have spread

low levels of radioactive actinides and radiocesium

throughout the world environment.[15]

NANOSCIENCE AND ITS ROLE

Clearly, all these toxic metals form a significant threat to

the water supplies of the world. How can nanoscience

address this problem? A chemically specific sorbent

material capable of permanently sequestering these toxic

metal ions from groundwater supplies is needed to purify

contaminated drinking water. Because we consume vast

quantities of drinking water every day, the kinetics of

heavy metal sorption need to be fast, allowing for high

throughput in the process stream. A high binding capacity

for the target heavy metal is clearly of value. In addition,

as acceptable drinking water contamination limits

becomes increasingly lower, more sensitive analytical

methods are needed in order to detect such contamination.

Nanostructured Materials

There has been a great deal of recent developments in the

synthesis of nanostructured materials, particularly in the

area of surfactant templated synthesis of mesoporous

ceramic materials[16,17] Synthetic methods have been

developed to prepare these materials in a variety of mor-

phologies (lamellar, cubic, hexagonal, etc.) with structural

features ranging from about 20 Å up to 300Å.[18] The

micelle shape and structure dictates pore size and structure

(Fig. 1).[19,20] A huge amount of surface area is condensed

into a very small volume in these nanoporous ceram-

ics, making them well suited for catalytic, sorbent, and

sensing applications. In addition, the rigid ceramic back-

bone precludes solvent swelling and allows facile dif-

fusion throughout the entire porous matrix. The ceramic

backbone is also structurally more robust than a poly-

mer-based ion exchange resin, so particle attrition is less

of an issue.

Functionalization of Mesoporous Ceramics

Recently, a great deal of research has been performed

exploring the synthetic elaboration of the pore surfaces of

mesoporous materials.[21] Generally, these efforts fall into

three approaches: cocondensation, surfactant displace-

Fig. 1 Micelle templated synthesis of mesoporous ceramics.
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ment (or extraction), and postcalcination modification.[22]

When a suitable metal precursor (e.g., metal salt,

alkoxide, etc.)[23] or alkyl siloxane is included in the

original sol–gel mixture and subjected to hydrolysis, this

is referred to as ‘‘cocondensation.’’[24] In this case, the

dopant is entrapped within the mesostructured greenbody,

and because most of the ceramic material is at, or very

close to, an interface, the dopant is also usually close to an

interface. For metal dopants, the surfactant can be

removed by calcining the greenbody, resulting in an

anchored metal silicate. Alkyl siloxanes will not survive

calcination conditions, and therefore the surfactant tem-

plate must be removed by low-temperature methods such

as acid extraction. Doping levels as high as 40% have

been reported.[24] However, it is important to recognize

that the dopant represents a defect in the wall structure of

the nanoporous ceramic, and therefore, higher doping

levels result in weaker and more defective materials. The

advantages of the cocondensation strategy are its simplic-

ity and the direct access it provides to functionalized

mesoporous materials; the disadvantages include the

relatively high defect density and somewhat limited

doping levels of the functionalized products.

A second method for the preparation of functional

mesoporous materials is by surfactant displacement. In

this method, the surfactant laden greenbody has the

quaternary ammonium surfactant molecules displaced by

a suitable cationic species[25,26] or by acid extraction

(which is simply displacement by a proton).[27] This route

provides easy access to functionalized mesoporous mate-

rials, especially those involving cationic transition metal

complexes. Displacement by a proton affords a native

silica surface that is not dehydrated, or silanol-depleted,

and is therefore highly receptive to silanation. Like

cocondensation, the advantages of surfactant displace-

ment/acid extraction are the simplicity of the procedure

and the direct access to functionalized nanomaterials. The

disadvantage of these approaches is that, by avoiding the

calcination phase of the procedure, the silicic acid

backbone is never fully condensed (crosslinked) to form

a robust ceramic, and hence these materials are suscep-

tible to structural degradation over time.

Most commonly, the mesostructured greenbody is

calcined to burn off the surfactant template and the

interface modified thereafter.[28–32] This strategy has the

advantage of providing a well-defined, structurally robust,

rigid pore structure. Unfortunately, calcination drives off

most of the surface silanols and all of the surface water,

leaving the interface poorly suited to functional elabora-

tion. As a result, direct silanation of this desiccated

interface leads to very limited surface coverage because

there is only small fraction of the original surface silanols

left to be capped. For catalytic applications requiring high

turnover numbers and minimal steric congestion, this

limited surface coverage can be highly beneficial.

Self-Assembled Monolayers

The self-assembly of a monolayer is the spontaneous

aggregation of molecules into an ordered, organized

macromolecular array a single molecule thick. The self-

assembly process is driven by the attractive forces

between the molecules themselves (e.g., van der Waals

interactions, hydrogen bonding, or dipole–dipole interac-

tions), as well as the attractive forces between the

molecule and interface (e.g., hydrogen bonding, acid/base

interactions, etc.). It is important to recognize that the

molecular spacing in a self-assembled monolayer is

dictated by the aggregation efficiency and the molecular

‘‘footprint’’ of the monomer. In the silanol capping

chemistry discussed above, the molecular spacing of the

monomer on the surface is dictated by the number and

distribution of hydroxyl groups on the ceramic surface. At

first glance, self-assembly and surface capping are very

similar processes, but in the final analysis, self-assembly

is controlled by the chemistry and behavior of the

monomer component, while surface capping chemistry

is ultimately controlled by the hydroxyl population of the

surface. Each reaction pathway can be favored by suitable

choice of the reaction conditions. If the solvent chosen

swamps out the attractive forces between the monomer

molecules, then self-assembly is kinetically disfavored

and surface capping chemistry tends to dominate, leaving

vacancies between the individual silanes. In addition,

there must be sufficient water on the interface to

hydrolyze the silane, but if the water is present in solution

and not at the interface, then this leads to bulk solution

polymerization of the silane, which precludes organized

assembly on the surface. Inadequate amounts of water at

the interface prevent silane hydrolysis. Because tris(hy-

droxy)silane is the active species in this self-assembly, if it

is not formed then self-assembly (and crosslinking) is

retarded, and once again the surface chemistry is limited

to silanol capping reactions. Only through the judicious

choice of reaction conditions (i.e., solvent identity, water

concentration, water location, and reaction temperature)

can self-assembly take place, resulting in a dense, uniform

coating of the surface (Fig. 2).

Supercritical fluids are a particularly powerful reaction

medium in which to carry out silane self-assembly within

mesoporous ceramics.[33] Supercritical carbon dioxide

(SCCO2) effectively solvates the siloxane monomers, but

it also does not inhibit the attractive (van der Waals)

forces between the hydrocarbon chains because CO2 is a

small linear molecule, allowing self-assembly to proceed

smoothly. In addition, any associative process can be

accelerated by carrying it out under conditions of high

pressure.[34] Self-assembled monolayer formation is an

associative process and is significantly accelerated when

carried out in SCCO2. In addition, the monolayers so

formed have a lower defect density as a result of some
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novel annealing mechanisms that come into play under

these conditions.[35] The low viscosity of SCCO2 also

facilitates mass transport of silane throughout the nano-

porous ceramic matrix. When the monolayer deposition is

complete, the pores of the self-assembled monolayers on

mesoporous supports (SAMMS) are clear and dry, and not

filled with residual solvent that must be removed before

the materials can be used. SCCO2 is such a powerful

functionalization protocol that it has even been success-

fully applied to the subnanometer pores of zeolites![35]

SAMMS AS SORBENT MATERIALS

Soft Heavy Metals

Our initial forays into developing SAMMS as a metallic

sorbent focused on the sequestration of mercury because

of its impact on the environment and human health.

Because Hg is a ‘‘soft’’ Lewis acid,[36] we targeted the

installation of ‘‘soft’’ Lewis bases, in particular alkyl

thiols, to take advantage of the thiol’s legendary affinity

for mercuric species. Preparation of thiol SAMMS is

straightforward, and creates a powerful new class of

mercury sorbent. The distribution coefficient (Kd) is

defined as a mass-weighted partition coefficient and

provides a way of gauging the effectiveness of a sorbent

material. Sorption distribution coefficients are determined

by the following equation, where C0 is the initial con-

centration of the target analyte, Cf is the final equilibrium

concentration, V is the volume of the testing solution

(mL), and M is the mass of SAMMS used (g).

Kd ¼ ½ðC0 � CfÞ=Cf �ðV=MÞ ð1Þ

The Kd values obtained in our studies of thiol SAMMS

binding mercury were typically in the 107 range.[37] This

means that, for a solution/solids ratio of 10,000, at

equilibrium there is 1000 times as much mercury in the

small amount of SAMMS as there is in the supernatant

solution. The Kd values were found to not vary signifi-

cantly over a pH range from about 3 to 9. Below 3, the Kd

values started to drop off significantly because of

protonation of the ligand, and above pH of 10, the

mesoporous silica begins to breakdown. The loading

capacity is greater than 500 mg Hg, per gram of SAMMS

(or 2.5 mmol/g). The sorption kinetics are quite fast,

generally reaching equilibrium in about 3 min. Existing

commercially available polymer systems require several

hours to reach equilibrium. Extended X-ray absorption

fine structure (EXAFS) characterization of the SAMMS–

Hg adduct indicates that Hg is predominantly found

bridging between two thiol groups.[38] Ubiquitous cations

such as Na, K, Ca, Mg, Fe, and Zn were found to provide

no competition for the thiol binding sites, as predicted by

hard–soft acid/base theory. The binding affinity of thiol

SAMMS for Hg is so high that even complexants

such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) cannot

compete![39]

Other ‘‘soft’’ heavy metals of environmental concern,

such as Cd, Cu, and Pb, are also bound by thiol SAMMS,

Fig. 2 The marriage of self-assembled monolayers with mesoporous supports has created a powerful new class of heavy metal

sorbent materials. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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although not as steadfastly as Hg (Kd’s of several thousand

to tens of thousands). Tl is also a suitable target for thiol

SAMMS (Fig. 3).

Oxometallate Anions

The beauty of the SAMMS concept is that it arises from a

convergent synthesis, one branch leading to the mesopor-

ous backbone, one branch forms the monolayer support,

and conceivably, a third branch to form the functional

interface. As a result, modification to tailor the sorbent

material for a different target species is very easily

accomplished. By lining the pore surfaces of SAMMS

with cationic metal complexes, a powerful new class of

anion exchange material has been realized (Fig. 3).[40] By

judicious choice of the metal center and ligand field, it is

possible to create chemical selectivity not only at the

stereochemical level, but also a level of selectivity based

upon the solubility of the metal–anion adduct. For

example, copper (II) is known to have a very high affinity

for amine ligands; however, being a d9 species, it tends to

undergo Jahn–Teller distortion to alleviate orbital degen-

eracy, distorting its geometry away from an ideal

octahedral coordination sphere. Thus, a monolayer inter-

face composed of a copper (II)–ethylenediamine (Cu–

EDA) complexes has a firmly bound metal center, but the

third EDA ligand (or water molecule) is readily displaced

by an incoming anion to take the Cu (II) center to a

trigonal bypiramidal geometry. If the copper–anion salt is

soluble (e.g., copper (II) sulfate), then this ligand

displacement is reversible, and the anion can be displaced.

If not, however, then the anion is effectively sequestered.

The latter condition holds true for anions such as chromate

and arsenate, both of which are of significant environ-

mental concern. Kd values for chromate are commonly 105

or higher, with a loading capacity of 130 mg (or 1.12

mmol) chromate per gram of Cu–EDA SAMMS. Similar

loading capacity is observed for arsenate anion (140 mg/g

or 1.0 mmol/g). Given the 3:1 stoichiometry of the

initially Cu(II)EDA complex, this correlates quite well

with the initial silane population density on the mesopo-

rous silica, indicating that all of the Cu (II) binding sites

are effectively utilized. The kinetics of arsenate sorption

are quite fast with equilibrium being reached in about 5

min. Clearly, diffusion into the mesoporous matrix is not a

significant limitation.

Radiocesium

Cesium-137 is a radioactive by-product of weapons-grade

Pu production and fallout from aboveground nuclear

weapons testing. Once released into the environment, Cs

is quite mobile. Methods to sequester Cs include calix-

crown-modified supports[41,42] and the crystalline silico-

titantes (CST).[43] The crown ethers offer modest

selectivity for Cs over other monovalent cations, but are

sensitive to reaction conditions (pH, competing ions, etc.)

and are sensitive to radiolytic breakdown of the polymer

backbone. The CSTs provide excellent selectivity and

high binding affinity, but sorption kinetics may be quite

slow (because of diffusion through the microporous

matrix), and once the Cs is bound it cannot be removed,

making the CSTs a single-use-and-dispose technology.

Transition metal ferrocyanides form insoluble Cs salts,

and this was exploited by modifying support materials

with ferrocyanides.[44–46] Treatment of the Cu–EDA

Fig. 3 By tailoring the chemical nature of the monolayer interface, it is possible to selectively sequester a variety of metallic

contaminants of environmental concern. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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SAMMS described above with ferrocyanide provides

unprecedented Cs binding capability (Fig. 3).[47] Binding

affinities, even in the presence of huge excesses of Na or

K ion, are greater than 105. The Cs loading capacity of the

ferrocyanide SAMMS is 179 mg per gram of SAMMS (or

1.35 mmol/g), once again indicating that almost all of the

ferrocyanide binding sites are effectively used to sequester

the Cs target [X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

analysis reveals that some of the ferrocyanide groups are

bridging between two adjacent Cu–EDA complexes,

which slightly limits the Cs capacity; however, the

metathesis of Cs for Na is quantitative]. Sorption kinetics

are facile, with equilibrium being reached in approxi-

mately 20 min.

Actinides

The Cold War led to 40 years of weapons-grade

plutonium production. In the wake of this massive

chemical production effort, the United States has been

left with millions of gallons of highly radioactive waste.

Currently, the ultimate plan is to combine this waste with

a suitable silica source, melt the mixture to glassify it, and

store the glass logs in a suitable subterranean repository,

such as Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The majority of this

waste is relatively innocuous (e.g., sodium nitrate, sodium

aluminate, tributyl phosphate, etc.), and does not need to

be glassified for long-term disposition. Clearly, it would

save much time, effort, and money if the small amount of

radioisotopes could be removed from the bulk of the waste

and only the small amount of radionuclides is subjected to

vitrification. Thus, the need to selectively sequester

actinides from complex mixtures exists, and sorely needs

to be addressed. Actinide separations have historically

been accomplished by solvent extraction methods, and

much has been learned in terms of ligand design from

these efforts. One of the most effective ligands for actinide

extraction is the carbamoylphosphine oxide (CMPO) class

of ligands.[48–51] We have decorated the monolayer

interface of SAMMS with CMPO analogs to make

acetamidephosphonate SAMMS, and found an exception-

al new actinide sorbent material (Fig. 3).[52] The acid form

of this sorbent not only has excellent binding affinities for

actinides such as Pu (IV) and U (VI) (Kd values are

usually in excess of 20,000, and sometimes as high as

300,000), but there is no competition from transition metal

cations, or common complexants (e.g., EDTA). The

binding affinity is dependent on pH, but the phosphonic

acid SAMMS are still effective sorbents down to below a

pH of 0.5. Sorption kinetics are very rapid, with equilib-

rium being achieved in about 1 min. An added advantage

of using SAMMS to extract actinide from Department of

Energy (DOE) nuclear waste is that SAMMS is a silica-

based sorbent system, and is therefore directly compatible

with glassification.[53]

PRECONCENTRATION FOR
ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS

What we know is typically bound by what we can

confidently measure. Consequently, there are ongoing

efforts to improve the sensitivity, selectivity, and speed of

analytical methods. One approach to improving any

analytical method is to separate the analtye(s) for the

sample matrix and concentrate them into a smaller volume

prior to measurement. When this preconcentration is

carried out with small quantities of sorbents, the method is

typically referred to as a solid-phase microextraction

(SPME). Another method is to preconcentrate the analtye

directly upon the transducer of the detector. In either case,

the amount of extracted analyte is limited by the

magnitude of the partition coefficient of the analyte

between the sample matrix and the sorbent material.

Self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports

can be ideal materials for selective preconcentration and

SPME. The mesostructure endows SAMMS with high

surface areas and short diffusional path lengths. The

monolayer provides a high density of complexation sites.

This combination results in a sorbent material with rapid

uptake kinetics and very large loading capacities. The

wide range of monolayer chemistries allows significant

flexibility in the target analyte(s). However, application of

SAMMS for preconcentration and SPME must coordinate

the monolayer chemistry with the target analyte and

sample matrix.

The target analyte(s) must have a high partition co-

efficient from the sample matrix to enable significant pre-

concentration. Moreover, the analyte partition coefficient

must be much higher than any competing material(s)

commonly occurring in the sample matrix, or equilibrium

processes will displace it. The morphology of the SAMMS

material must be matched to the analytical application.

The SAMMS material must be available to extraction or

analysis and the mesoporous structure is not immune to

fouling issues (i.e., suspended sediments, organics, etc.)

that plague other preconcentration methods.

X-Ray Fluorescence and Heavy Metal Assay

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy involves the

measurement of characteristic elemental X-rays emitted

from an atom after bombardment by higher energy

photons. The technique is not capable of direct trace level

assay but can quickly perform part per million (ppm)-level

multielemental analyses of solids. SPME with SAMMS

1130 Environmental and Sensing Applications of Molecular Self-Assembly
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provides not only a mechanism to preconcentrate the

target (significantly enhancing detection limits) but also

mitigates two primary factors limiting XRF sensitivity: the

heterogeneity of the sample matrix and the particle sizes.

The typically small, and potentially uniform, SAMMS

particles (<200 mm) allow the excitation radiation and

subsequent characteristic X-rays to efficiently and uni-

formly pass through the silica SAMMS structure.

As mentioned in a previous section, the partition

coefficient for mercury with thiol SAMMS is over 107 for

typical aquatic pHs ranging from 5 to 8, and the material

has no affinity for common ions such as sodium, calcium,

and iron. This selectivity enables effective SPME from

complex environmental matrices. We have found that, for

high Kd and high capacity systems, such as mercury

uptake with thiol SAMMS, trace analyte uptake is linear

over very large preconcentration ranges. Selective SPME

preconcentration from actual river and aquifer water up to

a factor of 106 has been demonstrated. Sorbent material

morphology can be very important for uptake dynamics.

Small particulates (<5 mm) can block flow in packed

microfluidic SPME columns. The hydrophobic nature of

some mesostructured monolayers can create difficulty in

wetting the surfaces of the nanopores and reduce analyte

uptake. Humic acids, suspended organics, and colloids in

surface and ground waters can significantly reduce analyte

uptake by plugging the SPME column. However, these

problems can be resolved with intelligent application of

techniques such as particle sorting, sequential solvent

washing, and in-line filtration methods.

X-ray fluorescence coupled with SAMMS SPME

enable the rapid detection of trace levels of toxic metals.

Table 1 shows the concentration of trace metals in an

SPME thiol SAMMS column (15 mg) after only 200 mL

of river water (pH 8) spiked with of 1 ppb of selected

metals was pumped through at 1 mL/min. The difference

in the preconcentration of the metals in the SPME

SAMMS column is a result of the competitive equilibrium

processes between the sample solution and monolayer

surface. However, the SAMMS SPME clearly preconcen-

trated all the metals from a level (1ppb) well below their

EPA drinking water limits (listed in the right column) to a

range easily measurable by the XRF. Using Cu–EDA

SAMMS, we have obtained similar results for the toxic

chromate and arsenate anions. The actual limit of

detection for metals in environmental samples with this

approach will depend upon a number of variables

including the target metal, the sample matrix, the type

of SAMMS, the relative volumes of sample and sorbent,

and the sensitivity of the XRF system. However, it is clear

the SPME with SAMMS-type materials can be a powerful

tool for environmental assay.

Electrochemical Heavy Metal Detection

Electrochemistry is a well-established method for the

measurement of ionic species. Concentration of the target

analytes upon the electrode followed by voltammetric

stripping is one of the most sensitive electrochemical

methods. Chemical modification of the electrode can

produce improvements in both sensitivity and selectivity.

The voltammetric response of a carbon paste electrode

modified with thiol SAMMS has been found to provide an

effective electrochemical sensor for the in-situ detection

of Pb2 + and Hg2 + in aqueous solutions. Factors affecting

the performance of the chemically modified electrodes

include electrode activation and precondition, electrode

composition, preconcentration time, electrolysis time, as

well as electrolysis and stripping mediums. To date, the

best electrode contained 20% thiol SAMMS in the carbon

paste and the optimum operating conditions were a 120-

sec preconcentration period followed by a 60-sec cathodic

electrolysis of the preconcentrated species in 0.2 M HNO3.

This was followed by a square wave anodic stripping

voltammetry in 0.2 M HNO3. Under these conditions, the

areas of the peak responses were linear to metal ion con-

centrations in the within a range of 1–1000 ppb Pb2 + and

500–5000 ppb Hg2 + (of the original solution). The de-

tection limits for Pb2 + and Hg2 + were 0.5 ppb Pb2 + and

100 ppb Hg2 + after a 20-min preconcentration period.

Enhancement of Nuclear Assay Methods

SPME with SAMMS provides the same advantages to

nuclear assay techniques as it has been shown to provide

for chemical measurement methods. Coupling high-

performance chemical sorbents with nuclear detection

systems enhances the selectivity and sensitivity for

detection of radioactive materials. In addition to concen-

trating the target radionuclide(s), the sorbent can exclude

interferents and provide a uniform, well-defined sample

Table 1 Performance of thiol SAMMS and XRF

Metal

SAMMS

concentrationa

(ppm)

XRF

LODb

(ppm)

EPA

DWSc

(ppm)

Hg 7.2 2 0.002

Cu 57.5 2 1.3

Pb 7 2.4 0.015

Ag 16.3 7 0.1

Cd 18.7 7 0.005

a200 mL of river water spiked with 1 ppb of metals and flowed through a

15 mg SPME thiol SAMMS column.
bLimit of detection (LOD) for XRF system utilized.
cEPA drinking water standards (DWS) from www.epa.gov/safewater/

mcl.html.
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geometry, which can be a critical issue for isotopic assay.

The detection scheme employed depends on the type of

radiation (alpha, beta, gamma, neutron) emitted from the

radionuclide and whether or not isotopic information is

desired. To date, we have found SPME with SAMMS very

effective for determination of gamma-, beta-, and alpha-

emitting radionuclides in environmental samples.

Because gamma radiation can pass through a signifi-

cant amount of mass without attenuation, the configura-

tions of the SAMMS material is not particularly critical

for assay. As previously discussed, the ferrocyanide

SAMMS is a very effective sorbent for radiocesium.

Measurement of the 137Cs and 134Cs isotopes is significant

for environmental monitoring and treaty compliance

issues associated with the Cold War nuclear legacy. In

addition to improving the sensitivity of standard assay

methods, using ferrocyanide SAMMS for SPME enables

several novel options for detection of radiocesium

isotopes. Detectors with no spectral resolution [such as

the ubiquitous Gieger–Muller (GM) counters] or detectors

with limited resolution [such as NaI(Tl) scintillators] can

be used for rapid and sensitive assay of radiocesium—if

ferrocyanide SAMMS is used first for selective SPME.

Second, small, portable, room-temperature semiconductor

detectors (such as CdZnTe) with limited sensitivity due to

their size become capable of environmental level assay

when combined with SAMMS SPME.

Alpha radiation is composed of heavy, energetic,

highly charged particles that interact strongly with

surrounding matter. Consequently, alpha radiation is

quickly attenuated by surrounding material and has very

short ranges. Therefore, accurate assay of alpha emitters

typically involves extensive matrix separation and sample

preparation to eliminate interfering material. SPME with

SAMMS selective for actinides, such as those with

AcPhos and PropPhos monolayers, have been found to

be a fast, single-step preparation method for the radio-

chemical assay of alpha emitters in aquatic samples.

Fig. 4 shows the alpha energy spectrum of an elec-

trostatically immobilized particulate layer of Ac-Phos

SAMMS that was exposed to a solution with 230Th and
239Pu. The film was dried and spectra directly collected

with a standard laboratory alpha spectrometer (under

vacuum) with a diode detector. This data demonstrates

SAMMS materials can be clearly used to rapidly

preconcentrate actinides from liquid samples and then

directly analyze for isotopic content by using standard

laboratory equipment. The spectral resolution for this

sample is approaching the quality of many electroplated

sources and exceeds that of many standard sample pre-

paration methods based on precipitation. Spectral resolu-

tion could no doubt be improved with a true mesoporous

thin film of uniform thickness.

Actinide-loaded SAMMS can also be measured with

other nuclear counting methods. For SAMMS materials

with small particle sizes (less than a 10 mm), liquid

scintillation counting (LSC) was found to be easy,

effective, and efficient. Consequently, selective precon-

centration by SAMMS materials followed by direct LSC

is a rapid, convenient, extremely sensitive, and somewhat

selective method for nuclear assay.

Portable alpha monitors (PAMs) are ubiquitous survey

devices in all radiation facilities with actinides. Despite

the loss of spectral capability and reduced efficiency,

there are advantages to using PAM devices for alpha

screening of SAMMS materials including low cost,

universal availability, and scalable surface area. More-

over, actinide selectivity is not necessarily lost because

the SAMMS materials can provide significant chemical

selectivity. We found that PAMs could very effectively

measure the activity of actinide-loaded SAMMS materi-

als. Accounting for differences in instrument efficiency,

the count rate of actinide-loaded SAMMS thin films was

the same when measured with PAMS or with the more

sophisticated silicon diode-based spectrometers.

Unlike alpha and gamma radiation, beta radiation does

not have any peak structure in the energy continuum. This

increases the advantages of using a chemical selectivity

SPME sorbent because spectral discrimination between

isotopes is not possible. We have found that beta radiation

from radionuclides selectively sorbed into SAMMS

materials can be measured with many standard methods

including silicon diodes, plastic scintillators, standard

survey equipment (GM), and liquid scintillation counting

(LSC). Of particular interest is using Cu–EDA SAMMS

for the extraction of 99Tc, a beta-emitting fission product

isotope. This long-lived isotope exists in groundwater,

principally as the pertechnetate anionic species that is

highly mobile in aquifers. Cu–EDA SAMMS has been

Fig. 4 Alpha energy spectrum of electrostatically immobilized

particulate layer of Ac-Phos SAMMS after exposure to a

solution of 230Th and 239Pu. The films were dried and data

directly collected with a standard laboratory alpha spectrometer

(under vacuum). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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found to be effective for SPME and assay of 99Tc with all

of the aforementioned mentioned nuclear assay methods.

Nanostructured sorbent materials coupled with the

selected detection methods can be used for either real-time

analysis of the signature species or as a rapid screening

method to flag which samples require more detailed

analysis, or as archival samples. SAMMS coupled with

rugged, compact instrumentation will provide portable,

highly sensitive field analyzers/samplers that could be

quickly reconfigured for new analytes simply by changing

the sorbent material. Sorbents used may be reusable,

renewable, or disposable, depending on the configuration

and chemistries involved.

CONCLUSION

Novel synthetic methodologies in the area of templated

nanomaterials and molecular self-assembly have created a

powerful new class of sorbent materials that can make a

significant impact on environmental remediation and

analytical sensing and detection. The rigid open pore

structure of SAMMS allows for facile diffusion of the

target analyte into the mesoporous matrix, providing for

fast sequestration kinetics. Self-assembled monolayers

terminated in highly specific ligands allow the sorbent to

be tailored to the specific environmental target, providing

excellent chemical selectivity. The close proximity of the

ligands to one another allows for multiple analyte/ligand

interactions, enhancing binding affinity and specificity.

Novel SCCO2 synthetic methodology allows us to make

SAMMS substantially faster, and clearly enhances the

stability of these hybrid nanomaterials toward alkaline

conditions. By varying the interface of the self-assembled

monolayer, it has been possible to tailor these sorbent

materials to selectively sequester a variety of different

environmental targets such as mercury, plutonium, arse-

nate, and cesium. This exact same chemistry can be used

to enhance the selectivity and sensitivity of analytical

methodology by using the SAMMS as a preconcentrating

interface. This enhancement has been demonstrated via X-

ray fluorescence, electrochemical sensing, and radioana-

lytical methods. Further work developing SAMMS for

environmental remediation and analytical enhancement is

currently underway.
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INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are aluminosilicate molecular sieves with pores

of molecular dimensions.[1,2] Zeolites can be synthesized

with a wide range of pore sizes and topologies and are

used in applications such as catalysis, chemical separa-

tions, and as adsorbents and ion exchangers. The zeolite

chemical composition, framework topology, and pore size

can be varied to control reactivity and selectivity. Two

common zeolites, ZSM-5, and Y, are shown in Fig. 1 with

one molecule of adsorbed cyclohexane to show the

relative sizes of the pores in these materials. It can be

seen that these materials, by their very nature, have

dimensions in the nanometer-size regime.

Although the pore dimensions of these materials are in

the nanometer-size range, the zeolite crystals prepared

through conventional syntheses are typically on the order

of micrometers in diameter. Recently, however, there has

been a great deal of interest in the synthesis of nano-

crystalline zeolites, i.e., zeolites with discrete, uniform

crystals with dimensions of less than 100 nm, and their

unique properties relative to conventional micrometer-

sized zeolite crystals.[3–16] For some applications, it would

be advantageous to employ much smaller nanometer-sized

zeolite crystals in the range 10–100 nm. New synthetic

methods have been developed that enable the selective

and quantitative formation of small crystallites.

The impact of crystal size on zeolite properties can be

profound. For example, Bein[17] has studied thin films

formed using nanometer-sized zeolites (10–100 nm

crystallite size) and has found that ‘‘thin films can adsorb

and desorb most vapors within a few seconds to minutes,

often at room temperature, while the bulk materials

usually require substantial heating (ca. 200–300 �C) to

remove adsorbed vapors.’’ The facile desorption of

products would be a distinct advantage in many gas phase

heterogeneous processes involving zeolites, so nanotech-

nology has the potential to be utilized in many zeolite-

based applications. The increased surface area of the small

particles also provides these materials with a distinct

advantage in heterogeneous catalysis. In addition, these

nanometer-sized zeolites can then be assembled into

nanostructures, such as thin films, fibers, or mem-

branes.[17] These zeolite nanostructures can potentially

be used to control chemical reactivity on molecular length

scales. The objectives of this paper are twofold. First, the

synthesis of nanocrystalline zeolite particles and the self-

assembly of these particles into thin films, fibers, and

coatings are discussed. Second, potential applications of

nanocrystalline zeolite materials in environmental catal-

ysis are described.

NANOCRYSTALLINE ZEOLITES
MATERIALS: SYNTHESIS
AND SELF ASSEMBLY

The synthesis of nanometer-sized zeolites, such as ZSM-

5,[18] silicalite,[19] A,[20] Y,[4,15,21] Beta,[3] L,[13] and TS-

1[8] (the titanium containing analog of ZSM-5), has been

reported in the literature. Typically, the particle size

distribution is controlled by varying the gel composition

or the synthesis temperature and time. Recently, other

methods of controlling particle size distribution, such as

confined space[12] or templating methods,[16] have been

introduced. In the confined synthesis method, an inert

mesoporous support material, such as carbon black, is

used to control the particle size in zeolite synthesis. In the

templating method, pitch imprinted with colloidal sili-

ca[22] is used as the crystal template for preparing zeolites

with crystal sizes ranging from 13 to 90 nm in size.[16] The

advantage of these approaches is that a wide range of

zeolites can be synthesized by the same general method.

In addition, a variety of nanoarchitectures can be

constructed using nanocrystalline zeolites as the building

blocks. Nanoarchitectures have previously been discussed

in the context of multifunctional materials.[23,24] A

schematic of various possible zeolite nanoarchitectures

is shown in Fig. 2. Some examples of specific syntheses

and nanoarchitectures are described in more detail below.

Hydrothermal Synthesis of Nanocrystalline
Zeolites X, Y, and ZSM-5

Several methods for the preparation of zeolite Y with

nanometer-sized crystals have been reported in the liter-

ature.[4,15,21] The synthesis of zeolite Y has been described

by Schoeman et al.[21] and Castagnola and Dutta.[4]

Typically, this synthetic procedure produces zeolite Y

crystals that range in size from 70 to 150 nm with a Si/
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Al=1.6. The general features of this synthetic proce-

dure for the synthesis of zeolite Y involve the prepara-

tion of a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMA)-alu-

minate solution that is subsequently added to a silica sol

to form a homogeneous solution. The solution is then

heated at 100�C in a polypropylene bottle with reflux in

a poly(ethylene glycol) bath. Recently, Alwy et al.[25] re-

ported the synthesis of nanocrystalline zeolite Y with a

smaller average crystal size of 46±8 nm and have formed

transparent films from this material (vide infra). Fig. 3

shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image

of the nanocrystalline zeolite Y prepared by Alwy et al.

Several other synthetic methods used to prepare zeolite

Y and X nanocrystals have been described in the liter-

ature.[5,15,26–29]

Similar hydrothermal syntheses have been reported for

the preparation of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 and silicalite-1

(the purely siliceous form of ZSM-5).[10,11,19,30–32] In

these studies, ZSM-5 and silicalite were synthesized with

crystal sizes in the range of 10–100 nm. One method

involves the hydrothermal crystallization from clear

solutions under autogenous pressure,[32] and another

approach involves using silicalite seed crystals at atmo-

spheric pressure.[11] An SEM image of nanocrystalline

silicalite synthesized in our laboratory with an average

particle size of 39 nm is shown in Fig. 4.

Templating Methods for the Syntheses
of Nanocrystalline Zeolites

Several hydrothermal methods for the synthesis of zeolites

Beta and ZSM-5 with nanometer-sized crystals are

available in the literature.[3,14,19,30,33] In addition, tem-

plating methods have been recently reported that rely on

the growth of zeolite crystals in a carbon-based template

such as carbon black or colloid imprinted carbon (CIC).

The advantages of these templating methods are that the

zeolite crystal size is controlled by the size of the template

and the carbon-based templates reported so far can be

easily removed by calcination in air.

The confined space synthesis method described by

Jacobsen et al.[7,12,18] for the synthesis of zeolites A, X,

Fig. 1 Diagram of zeolites ZSM-5 and Y and their relative pore

size dimensions. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Examples of nanoarchitectures that can be formed from nanocrystalline zeolites. The patterned areas represent nanocrystalline

zeolite, and the solid shaded areas indicate a support such as polystyrene beads (diameters of �1–200 nm) or optical fiber. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopic image of the nanocrys-

talline zeolite Y film.
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ZSM-5, and Beta has several distinct advantages over

conventional hydrothermal syntheses. The confined space

method involves crystallization of a zeolite in the

mesopores of an inert porous matrix support. The crystal

size distribution is controlled by the size of the mesopores

of the inert support and results in a narrow distribution of

pore sizes. Carbon black is typically used because it is

available with different pore sizes and it can be easily

removed by pyrolysis of the carbon.[7,12,18] In addition, in

the confined space synthesis method, the gel composition

and crystallization temperature and time are not as critical

in determining the crystal size distributions. Jacobsen

et al.[7,12,18] reported the synthesis of ZSM-5 with particle

sizes ranging from 22 to 45 nm depending on the carbon

matrix used in the synthesis. Similarly, they reported the

confined space synthesis of zeolites Beta, Linde Type A

(LTA), and Linde Type X (LTX).[7,12,18] The disadvan-

tage of the confined space synthesis method is that the size

distribution of the resulting zeolites could be quite large

because the carbon black template is disordered.

A templating method using colloid imprinted carbons

(CIC)[22] was recently reported by Kim et al.[16] In this

method, colloidal silica is used to imprint mesopores in

carbon precursor particles (pitch). In this way, pores of

different sizes can be tailored for specific applications.[22]

Kim et al.[16] prepared CICs with pore diameters of 12, 22,

45, and 85 nm. These CICs were impregnated to incipient

wetness with the zeolite precursor solutions for ZSM-5

and then were subjected to hydrothermal synthesis

conditions of �48 hr in an autoclave at 180�C. The CIC

was subsequently removed by calcination in air at 570�C.

ZSM-5 nanocrystals prepared by this method had average

particle sizes of 13, 22, 42, and 90 nm as determined by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). One note about

the zeolites produced by this method is that the zeolite

crystals are intergrown into aggregates because of the

nature of the CIC template.

Assembly of Nanocrystalline Zeolites

Nanometer-sized zeolites can be assembled into zeolite

nanostructures, such as fibers or thin films, to optimize

their potential for applications in heterogeneous environ-

mental catalysis or perhaps sensor technology. For

applications in thermal chemistry, a primary consideration

is to increase the surface area of the zeolite and to reduce

intracrystalline diffusion effects. For applications in

photocatalysis,[34–36] the use of optically transparent zeo-

lites would increase the efficiency of the process. The

formation of a transparent film of nanocrystalline zeolite

Y relative to commercial zeolite Y has been demonstrated

by Alwy et al.[25] Films of the zeolite Y were prepared by

sonication of an aqueous mixture of nanocrystalline

zeolite Y for several hours. The resulting hydrosol was

pipetted onto a Pyrex slide and dried in ambient air. Films

of commercial zeolite Y (Aldrich) were prepared using the

same method. Digital images of the zeolite Y films are

shown in Fig. 5. In each case, the film was prepared using

approximately the same mass of zeolite Y. The film

prepared from the nanocrystalline zeolite Y hydrosol is

much more uniform than the film prepared from the

Aldrich zeolite Y hydrosol. The increased transparency of

the films can be observed visually. The ‘‘Y’’ printed on

the paper behind the film can be clearly seen through the

nanocrystalline zeolite Y film (right) but is much more

difficult to see through the Aldrich zeolite Y film (left).

To obtain more quantitative information, the percent

transmittance (%T) was measured using UV/Vis spec-

troscopy. The nanocrystalline zeolite Y film had a %T of

70–80 in the 300–700 nm range compared with a %T of

30–40 for the Aldrich Zeolite Y film in the same range.

In considering all the factors to be optimized, zeolite

fibers (either coated or hollow)[37–40] are potentially very

promising materials. Reactant absorption and product

desorption will be facilitated because of the fact that the

zeolite layer is very thin.[17] For applications involving

separations and catalytic reactions, zeolite fibers could be

positioned within a tube and reactant gases, or liquids

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopic image of silicalite with

an average particle size of 39 nm.

Fig. 5 Thin films prepared from hydrosols of Aldrich zeolite Y

(left) and nanocrystalline zeolite Y (right). (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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could be flowed over the zeolite fibers. For these ap-

plications, a large surface area is desirable and can be

achieved using bundles of small-diameter zeolite fibers. A

fiber bundle 10cm in length and 1cm in diameter con-

taining individual fibers of 100-mm diameter with a

packing fraction of 50% has a surface area 1570 cm2,

compared with a surface area of 31 cm2 if the inside of a

10-cm-long, 1-cm diameter glass tube was coated directly.

For zeolite systems in which optical access is needed for

photoexcitation or detection, the zeolite fibers will enable

the efficient propagation of light through a long path

length of zeolite.

Several methods for the preparation of zeolite coated

or hollow fibers have been reported in the literature.

Pradhan et al.[39] reported a method for coating optical

fibers with presynthesized zeolites via a sol–gel process.

Okada et al.[41] have reported the coating of zeolite Na–X

on glass fibers by a soft solution process, and Deng and

Balkus have used laser ablation to coat optical fibers.[40]

Recently, Ke et al.[42] have reported an electrophoretic

method for coating carbon fibers. The carbon fibers can

then be removed by combustion leaving hollow zeolite

fibers. Huang et al.[6] reported the self-assembly of zeolite

nanocrystals (silicalite, ZSM-5, Beta, A, and faujasite)

into films, membranes, and fibers. The self-assembled

zeolite fibers that were produced in that study were

transparent and approximately 27–33mm in diameter and

approximately 1.5cm in length.

Nanocrystalline silicalite, a purely siliceous form of

ZSM-5, was used to prepare zeolite fibers. An SEM image

of the 35-nm particle size silicalite is shown in Fig. 4.

From this image, it can be seen that the zeolite crystals are

uniform in size and are closely packed. The nanocrystal-

line particles shown in the SEM image in Fig. 4 self-

assemble into transparent, rectangular fibers as illustrated

in Fig. 6. These films and fibers (Figs. 5 and 6) formed

from nanocrystalline zeolites (Figs. 3 and 4) are both

examples of zeolite nanoarchitectures.

NANOCRYSTALLINE ZEOLITE
MATERIALS: APPLICATIONS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL CATALYSIS

Recently, zeolites have emerged as important materials

for applications in environmental catalysis.[43–46] Envi-

ronmental catalysis involves the use of catalysts to solve

environmental problems in areas such as emission

abatement and environmentally benign synthesis.[47]

Many new catalysts and catalytic processes have been

developed to meet the challenges posed by environmental

concerns.[48] Besides emissions abatement, the emphasis

of environmental catalysis has expanded to include the

development of environmentally benign synthetic routes

designed to decrease the amount of chemical waste

produced.[46]

As already noted, nanocrystalline zeolites are promis-

ing catalytic materials which have higher external surface

areas and reduced diffusion path lengths relative to

conventional micrometer-sized zeolites that may be

beneficial for catalytic activity and selectivity. For

example, nanocrystalline ZSM-5 exhibits increased selec-

tivity and toluene conversion into cresol and decreased

coke formation relative to conventional ZSM-5 materi-

als.[49] Potential uses of nanocrystalline zeolites as

environmental catalysts are described below.

Environmentally Benign Synthesis: Selective
Partial Oxidation Reactions of Hydrocarbons

The partial oxidation of hydrocarbons is significant to

chemical industry because the products are used to

convert petroleum hydrocarbon feedstocks into chemicals

important in the polymer and petrochemical industries.

Liquid-phase air oxidations are generally preferred by

chemical industry because of the mild reaction conditions.

Notable examples[50] of liquid phase air oxidation

reactions are listed in Table 1. As can be seen from

Table 1, the conversions of the oxidation processes are

typically very low to maintain high selectivity. This is

necessary because the desired partial oxidation products

can easily be further oxidized under typical reaction con-

ditions. A major motivation for the development of new

oxidation routes is the desire to achieve high selectivities

at high conversions.

One approach to the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons

is to eliminate the use of organic solvents through the use

of gas-phase reactants and products. A clean, inexpensive

oxidant, molecular oxygen can be used in these reactions.

Thus these reactions have the potential to be green

processes that use no solvents and minimal energy with

catalysts (i.e., zeolites) that have been used in industry for

many years. However, several crucial issues related to the

application of these processes have emerged. These issues
Fig. 6 Scanning electron microscopic image of free-standing

fibers formed from nanocrystalline silicalite (100-mm scale bar).
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involve improving the efficiency of the photooxidation

process and improving the diffusion of product and

reactant molecules in the zeolites.[34,35]

For the application of zeolites as environmentally

benign photooxidation catalysts, a major problem is light

scattering by the zeolite. The efficient use of light energy

in zeolites requires that light be propagated through a long

path length of the zeolite material. However, zeolite

crystallites strongly scatter visible light because of their

small dimension. Thus only a thin photoreactive zone is

obtained regardless of the zeolite bed thickness. In pre-

vious photooxidation work, it was determined that yield

of photooxidation reactions in zeolites strongly depended

on the thickness of the zeolite layer. Using zeolite Y with

a crystallite size of approximately 1 mm, product forma-

tion for the photooxidation reaction of p-xylene (holding

irradiation time and loading constant) was monitored as

the sample thickness was varied. The results are shown in

Fig. 7 and clearly demonstrate that the effective yield

drops drastically as the thickness of the zeolite layer

increases. This is because the light is not able to penetrate

through more than approximately 100 mm of zeolite and,

as stated above, is a problem for applications to

photooxidation reactions. Therefore nanocrystalline mate-

rials should be better materials for these reactions as they

can form optically transparent thin films.

Environmental Remediation:
NOx Emissions Abatement

The emission of NOx and N2O from stationary and

automotive sources, such as power plants and lean-burn

engines, is a major environmental pollution issue. NOx

leads to the production of ground-level ozone and acid

rain and N2O is a greenhouse gas. The catalytic reduction

of nitrogen oxides to N2 is an important environmental

challenge for scientists and engineers. Recently, the

selective catalytic reduction of NOx and N2O by hydro-

carbons (SCR-HC) over transition-metal exchanged zeo-

lites, particularly in the presence of oxygen, has attracted

much interest for emission abatement applications in

stationary sources, such as natural gas-fueled power

plants.[43,51–53] SCR-HC of NOx and N2O shows promise

for applications to lean-burn gasoline and diesel engines

where noble-metal three-way catalysts are not effective

at reducing NOx in the presence of excess oxygen.[54]

Another aspect of these transition metal-exchanged

zeolites that has been reported in the literature is the

photocatalytic activity for the direct decomposition of

NOx and N2O[55–57] and the SCR-HC of NOx.
[58] The use

of zeolite nanostructures would provide some of the same

advantages as have been discussed for the oxidation

reactions such as more efficient light absorption, reactant

diffusion, and increased surface area. Applications for

which these materials might be important include trans-

parent objects, such as windows, that could be coated with

transparent zeolite thin films. The zeolite thin film would

then be activated for NOx decomposition by sunlight.

Another interesting question is whether the catalytic

activity of transition-metal exchanged zeolites changes

when nanometer-sized zeolites are used instead of

conventional zeolites. For example, Zhang et al.[14] de-

termined that nanometer-sized HZSM-5 has more

Brønsted acid sites on the external surface than conven-

tional HZSM-5. Iron-exchanged zeolites exhibit high

activity for the SCR of NOx and N2O with ammonia or

hydrocarbons as the reductant.[59–67] In addition, iron-

exchanged zeolites are highly resistant to poisoning by

water which is a crucial property for potential applica-

tions. The catalytic activity of iron-exchanged zeolites is

very sensitive to the exchange procedure used to introduce

the iron into the zeolite. Therefore it is conceivable that

the properties of iron-exchanged nanozeolites could be

dramatically affected by the use of nanometer-sized zeo-

lites and have the potential to be more active catalysts.

Fig. 7 Conversion of paraxylene to paratolualdehyde as a

function of BaY film thickness.

Table 1 Examples of liquid-phase oxidation reactions

Reactant

Partial

oxidation product

Conversion

(selectivity) Application

Cyclohexane

(C6H12)

Cyclohexyl

hydroperoxide,

cyclohexanol,

cyclohexanone

C6H11OOH,

C6H11OH,

C6H10O

12–13%

(>90%)

Nylon-6

Isobutane

[CH(CH3)3]

tert-butyl

hydroperoxide,

tert-butyl alcohol

(CH3)3COOH,

(CH3)3COH

10–20% Propylene

oxide
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Environmental Remediation: Photocatalytic
Decomposition of Organic Contaminants

Photocatalysts, such as TiO2, can be used to degrade a

wide range of organic compounds found in polluted water

and air.[68–70] Much of the research in the last decade has

focused on aqueous solution photocatalysis for the

decontamination and purification of water. However, gas

phase heterogeneous photocatalysis can be an effective

way to remove undesirable organic contaminants from

air.[70–77] TiO2 photocatalysts are active at ambient

temperatures and pressures in the presence of UV

irradiation and oxygen. Potential applications include

purifying enclosed atmospheres, such as those found in

spacecrafts, offices, industrial plants, and homes. The

major pollutants in these applications are oxygenates and

aromatics. TiO2 photocatalysts have been shown to

oxidize toluene, trichloroethylene (TCE), methanol/etha-

nol, and a number of other organic compounds.[70]

Recently, several groups have considered the use of

zeolite TiO2 composites,[78–80] TS-1 (titanium-substituted

ZSM-5),[81] and nanometer-sized TiO2.[82,83]

Similar to the problems discussed in the selective oxi-

dation of hydrocarbons, light-scattering problems make

these zeolite TiO2 composite catalysts less than optimal.

Zeolite TiO2 composites prepared using nanometer-sized

zeolites may be useful decomposition catalysts. Mole-

cules such as toluene, benzene, and oxygenates, includ-

ing aldehydes and ketones, are candidates to evaluate the

effectiveness of nanometer zeolite TiO2 composites for

the removal of these undesirable organic contaminants

from air and water.

CONCLUSION

The development of nanometer-sized zeolites for applica-

tions in heterogeneous catalysis can potentially lead to

solutions of several important environmental problems.

These problems span from new methodologies in envi-

ronmentally benign synthesis to new methodologies in

environmental remediation of pollutants. The develop-

ment of new green methodologies for the catalytic

syntheses of industrially important compounds is neces-

sary if the production of hazardous waste is to be reduced.

The remediation of harmful pollutants using nanometer-

sized zeolite catalysts has important implications in the area

of emission abatement. NOx and volatile organic com-

pounds (VOC) emissions are intimately linked to tropo-

spheric ozone formation in a complex nonlinear way.[84]

Because zeolites are also used in sensors and as

materials in separation processes, there are other environ-

mental benefits to developing zeolite nanostructured

materials that go beyond what has been discussed in this

paper. For chemical sensor applications, photoactive

molecules can be occluded within the structure of the

zeolite.[17,85,86] As other molecules enter the pores of the

zeolite, they can be expected to influence the electronic

structure and therefore the optical spectrum of the

occluded chromophores.[17,86] Detection of the change in

the optical spectrum using a fiber optic would enable the

construction of chemical sensors. Zeolites-based sensors

could be developed for detection of specific pollutants or

perhaps chemical warfare agents. Zeolite thin films could

be used in applications to separate hazardous substances

from environmentally benign species. These and other

applications could result from the further development of

the zeolite nanostructures. The studies described in this

paper are just a first step in the synthesis and potential

uses of nanocrystalline zeolite materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles have no exact definition, but they are

aggregates of atoms bridging the continuum between

small molecular clusters of a few atoms and dimensions

of 0.2–1 nm and chunks of solid containing millions of

atoms and having the properties of macroscopic bulk

material. In water, nanoparticles include colloids; in air,

they include aerosols. Nanoparticles are ubiquitous. We

pay to have them. We pay more to not have them. They

occur as dust in the air, as suspended particles that make

river water slightly murky, in soil, in volcanic ash, in our

bodies, and in technological applications ranging from

ultratough ceramics to microelectronics. They both pol-

lute our environment and help keep it clean. Microbes

feast on, manufacture, and excrete nanoparticles.

Understanding nanoparticle formation and properties

requires sophisticated physics, chemistry, and materials

science. Tailoring nanomaterials to specific applications

requires both science and Edisonian inventiveness. Ap-

plying them to technology is state-of-the-art engineering.

Tracing their transport and fate in the environment

invokes geology, hydrology, and atmospheric science.

Applying them to improving soil fertility and water reten-

tion links soil science and agriculture to surface chemis-

try. Understanding their biological interactions brings in

fields ranging from microbiology to medicine. Probing

the impact of nanoparticles on humans and of human

behavior on the production and control of nanoparticles

requires the behavioral and social sciences, e.g., in dealing

with issues of automotive pollution. The purpose of this

review is to describe some of the unique features of

nanoparticles and to discuss their occurrence and impor-

tance in the natural environment.

Although we often think of the natural environment as

that part of the planet which we can see, a somewhat

broader definition includes the ‘‘critical zone’’: the atmo-

sphere, hydrosphere, and shallow portion of the solid earth

that exchange matter on a geologically short time scale, on

the order of tens to thousands of years. This critical zone

affects us directly, and our activities influence it. Because

of the active chemical reactions continuously taking place

in the critical zone, and because its temperatures and

pressures are relatively low and it is dominated by water,

solids are constantly being formed and decomposed.

Many of these solids start out as nanoparticles; many re-

main so. In a yet broader sense, our entire planet from

crust to core, the solar system, and the galaxy are part of

our environment.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
OF NANOPARTICLES

A major feature of nanoparticles is their high surface-to-

volume ratio. Fig. 1 shows the volume fraction within 0.5

nm of the surface for a spherical particle of radius r. One

can think of this fraction either as the fraction of atoms

likely to be influenced by processes at the surface, or as

the fraction of the volume of a material that could be taken

up by a 0.5-nm coating of another material. In the first

case, because the surface dominates chemical reactivity,

the increased surface to volume ratio means that nano-

particles dominate chemical reactions. In the second case,

the ability to carry a substantial coating offers a mecha-

nism for the transport of nutrients or pollutants.

Many oxides are polymorphic, exhibiting several crystal

structures as a function of pressure and temperature. Often,

nanosized oxide particles crystallize in structures different

from that of large crystals of the same composition.[1]

Examples are g-Al2O3, a defect spinel rather than a-Al2O3,

corundum, g-Fe2O3, the defect spinel maghemite rather

than a-Fe2O3, hematite, and the anatase and brookite forms

of TiO2 rather than rutile. From arguments based on

transformation sequences and the occurrence of phases, it

was long argued that there may be a crossover in phase

stability at the nanoscale if the structure which is meta-

stable for large particles has a significantly lower surface

energy.[2] This has been proven for alumina and titania in

recent calorimetric studies (Fig. 2).[3,4] The resulting

transformation enthalpies and surface energies, and those

of other related systems are shown in Table 1. Another

interesting feature is that the hydrous phases AlOOH

boehmite and FeOOH goethite have significantly lower

surface energies than their anhydrous counterparts, Al2O3

and Fe2O3.[5,6] Whether this is a general feature of

hydrous minerals with hydroxylated surfaces is not

yet known.

As particles become less than about 10 nm in size, their

X-ray diffraction patterns are broadened sufficiently that
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they begin to appear ‘‘X-ray amorphous’’ (Fig. 3). This

term lacks exact definition. High-resolution electron mi-

croscopy may still detect periodicity, and short-range

order is certainly present.[7] The identification of structure

in 1–10 nm particles is very difficult, and phases are

empirically described as, for example, ‘‘two line ferrihy-

drite,’’ based on x-ray diffraction patterns.[8]

NANOPARTICLES IN SOIL AND WATER

Soil is a complex aggregate of inorganic, organic, and

biological material.[9] Its constituents of largest size are

rocks and gravel, small animals, plant roots, and other

debris. Smaller mineral grains, clumps of organic matter,

and microorganisms make up an intermediate size

fraction. The smallest particles, ranging into the nano-

scale, are clays, iron oxides, and other minerals. These are

often heterogeneous and coated by other minerals and

organic matter. The entire composite is porous and

hydrated. The percolation of water in soil transports both

nanoparticles and dissolved organic and inorganic species.

The texture and porosity, as well as the chemical com-

position and pH, are crucial to biological productivity.

The surfaces of nanoparticles provide much of the chem-

ical reactivity for both biological and abiotic processes.

Major aluminosilicate minerals in soils include clays,

zeolites, and poorly crystalline phases (Table 2). These

can change their water content in response to ambient

conditions, often swelling in wet seasons, and shrinking in

dry seasons. These nanophase materials are major con-

trollers of soil moisture and permeability. Iron and

manganese oxides are another class of major sol minerals.

Fig. 1 Volume fraction of a nanoparticle within 0.5 nm of the

surface as a function of particle radius. (From Ref. [42]. Kluwer

Academic Publishers.)

   
   

 

Fig. 2 (a) Enthalpies of alumina polymorphs as a function of

surface area. (From Ref. [3].) (b) Enthalpies of titania poly-

morphs as a function of surface area. The heavy lines show the

stable polymorphs in each size range. (From Ref. [4]. PNAS.)

Table 1 Energetic parameters for oxide and

oxyhydroxide polymorphs

Formula Polymorph

Metastability

(kJ/mol)

Surface energy

(J/m2)

Al2O3
a Corundum (a) 0 2.6

Spinel (g) 13.4 1.7

Fe2O3
b Hematite 0 0.8

Maghemite 20 0.8

TiO2
c Rutile 0 2.2

Brookite 0.7 1.0

Anatase 2.6 0.4

AlOOHd Diaspore 0 ?

Boehmite 4.9 0.5

FeOOHb Goethite 0 0.3

Lepidocrocite 0.3

aFrom Ref. [3].
bFrom Ref. [6].
cFrom Ref. [4].
dFrom Ref. [5].
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Their extensive polymorphism at the nanoscale makes

them highly variable. They sequester and/or transport and

make available the essential plant nutrient iron, as well as

other essential transition metals (cobalt, copper, zinc,

etc.). They frequently carry coatings of other metal oxides

and oxyhydroxides, including toxic metals such as lead

and chromium. They also frequently have organic coat-

ings. Sulfates, including the jarosite–alunite family of

hydrated [(K, Na), (Al, Fe)] sulfates, are another impor-

tant constituent. In alkaline and arid environments, other

sulfates and halides form, and their formation, dissolution,

and transport is a major issue in heavily irrigated regions.

How much these processes are controlled by nanoscale

phenomena is not known.

Groundwater is constantly in touch with soil and rock,

and minerals are dissolving and precipitating as it flows.

The load of fine sediments in streams and groundwater

can be substantial, especially during spring floods. The

Missouri River is called ‘‘the Big Muddy’’ because of its

load of particulate matter, a large fraction of which is of

Fig. 3 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of sol–gel zirconia heated at various temperatures. The structure and average particle

diameters are indicated. (M. Pitcher and A. Navrotsky, unpublished data.)

Table 2 Major soil minerals and constituents

Type Composition Structures

Clay Hydrated aluminosilicate Layered

Zeolite Hydrated aluminosilicate Three-dimensional porous

Salts NaCl, Na2SO4, CaSO4 Ionic crystals

Carbonates CaCO3–MgCO3–FeCO3 Calcite, dolomite, others

Allophane Hydrous aluminosilicate gel Amorphous

Iron oxides Fe2O3, FeOOH Various polymorphs

Aluminum oxides AlOOH, Al(OH)3 Various polymorphs

Quartz SiO2 Quartz

Manganese oxides Mn2O3, MnOOH, MnO2 Various polymorphs

H2O H2O Water, ice, vapor

Organics C–H–N–O Large surface area amorphous colloids

Jarosite–alunite Alkali (Fe, Al) sulfates Ionic double salts
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nanoscale dimensions. The yearly flooding of the Nile,

depositing fertile soil with its large nanoparticle content,

made ancient Egyptian civilization flourish. Today, one of

the major concerns of our system of dams, especially in

the arid western United States, is interference with the

normal cycle of sediment transport and ‘‘silting up’’ of the

lakes behind the dams. Silt is partly nanoparticles.

Contaminants and pollutants in water can be trans-

ported as aqueous ions (dimensions <0.5 nm), as mo-

lecular clusters (0.5–2 nm), as nanoparticles (2–100 nm),

as larger colloids (100–1000 nm), and as macroscopic

particles (>1 �m). These size range distinctions are rather

arbitrary and serve to illustrate the continuity between the

dissolved and the solid state. Several examples illustrate

this complexity. Aluminum oxyhydroxide particles can

transport transition metals such as nickel, cobalt, and zinc,

seemingly as adsorbed coatings. Initially thought to be

loosely bound metal complexes at the surface of the

aluminum oxyhydroxide mineral grain, these are now

realized to be precipitates, only a few atomic layers thick,

of mixed double hydroxides of the hydrotalcite family, in

which anions such as carbonate play an essential role.[10]

The transport of plutonium through groundwater is a

concern in old plutonium processing facilities such as the

Hanford, WA atomic energy reservation, in the Nevada

nuclear test site, and in the planned nuclear waste repos-

itory at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. There remain questions

of permeability and the adhesion of particles to the rock

and engineered barrier walls, of colloid transport, of

biological transport, and of mineral precipitation which

can change the rate of progress of a contamination plume.

Linking laboratory scale, field scale, and simulation

studies of nanoparticle transport is an essential area of

research for understanding radioactive and chemical

contamination and geologic processes involving uranium

and other actinides.[11]

When particles are below 5 nm in size, several other

effects must be considered. Whereas for larger particles,

most of the atoms are in specific planes or faces, for

smaller ones, an increasing number of surface atoms must

sit at the intersection of facets, in presumably even higher

energy sites. An alternate, more macroscopic way of

describing this is to consider the surface as curved, rather

than as a series of planes. Then the surface energy per unit

area is no longer a constant, but potentially increases quite

rapidly with decreasing particle size. This unfavorable

energy may be relaxed by the adsorption of various mol-

ecules on the surface, and there is evidence that the ad-

sorption coefficient of organics rises steeply at very small

particle size.[12]

The flocculation of colloids depends on the surface

charge; the pH of which the surface is neutral is the ‘‘point

of zero charge.’’[13] Does this depend on particle size?

This is an area of active research.

How do nanocrystals form from solution? The classical

picture of nucleation and growth by addition of single

atoms or ions is probably inadequate.[14] There is in-

creasing evidence for clusters of atoms or ions in solution

which contain 5–50 atoms and clearly show some of the

structural features of the solid. An example is the Keggin-

molecular cluster containing 13 aluminum atoms shown in

Fig. 4.[16] It appears stable over a wide range of neutral to

basic pH, and is probably a major precursor to and a

dissolution product of aluminum oxyhydroxides.[17] The

growth of TiO2 anatase may occur by the oriented

attachment of �3-nm particles.[18] The growth of zeolites

templated by organics may involve 3-nm cuboctahedral

clusters.[19] Nanoclusters have been invoked in the growth

of sulfides in ore-forming solutions.[20] Characterization

of such nanoscale precursors in aqueous solutions remains

a major challenge.

The coarsening and phase transformation of nanoscale

precipitates upon heating is equally important to the sol–

gel synthesis of ceramics and the geologic compaction and

diagenesis of buried sediments. Loss of water, loss of

surface area, and phase transformations to the stable bulk

polymorph are closely interlinked.[14] A nanoparticle with

dimensions below 5 nm probably cannot maintain defects

or dislocations; they can migrate to the surface and be

annihilated.[21] An aggregate of such single domain na-

nocrystals, with disorder and impurities at their surfaces,

may be a common morphology in nature. Such aggregates

give smaller average particle size from X-ray peak broad-

ening than from gas adsorption [Brunauer–Emmett–Teller

(BET)] measurements.

Magnetic nanoparticles cannot hold a direction of

magnetization for a long time because of thermal fluc-

tuations.[22] The magnetic iron oxides found in magneto-

Fig. 4 Al2O8Al28(OH)56(H2O)24
18 +(aq) (often called Al30)

cluster of 2 nm dimensions, which is intermediate in structure

and properties between isolated ions and solid aluminum. (W.H.

Casey, personal communications. From Ref. [15].) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tactic bacteria, which are single domain particles, neither

too large nor too small, provide orientation in the Earth’s

magnetic field (see below). On a geologic time scale

(millions of years), magnetization of largely nanophase

iron oxides provides a record of the variation of the

Earth’s magnetic field through time, including periodic

reversals of north and south poles. Thus the ability or

inability of nanoparticle oxides to retain magnetization is

of critical importance.

NANOPARTICLES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Atmospheric particles include dust (rock and soil), sea

salt, acids including sulfuric, organics (especially carbon),

inorganics, and, of course, water and ice (Table 3). The

atmosphere can carry particles of spherical equivalent

diameters from 1 to 105 nm. Often, a trimodal distribution

of particle sizes, with peaks in number density near 5,

50, and 300 nm, is seen.[23] The smaller particles ac-

count for most of the reactive surface area but little of

the total mass.

Atmospheric particles affect the environment in

many ways.[23,24] They reduce visibility (smog, haze) pri-

marily through light scattering. They act as nuclei for

water vapor condensation and cloud formation. They

are involved in radiative forcing, changing the ratio of

absorbed sunlight to reflected sunlight. Thus they are

implicated in global climate change. Their effect on ra-

diative forcing can be positive (more energy adsorbed)

or negative (more energy reflected), leading to warming

or cooling, respectively.[23,24] Their net effect is a sub-

ject of vigorous research and controversy.

Anthropogenic particles contribute disproportionately

to the fine particle fractions.[23] These may have very

significant effects on climate and (see below) health. Soot

(carbon) from burning coal and oil and from automobile

(especially diesel) emissions contributes greatly to the

atmospheric load of nanoparticles.

Particles in the atmosphere travel a long way. Dust

from Africa is seen in Florida; industrial emissions from

China are detected in North America. Particles are

removed from the atmosphere by diffusion and gravita-

tional settling (aided by small particles coalescing into

larger ones) and by rain. The residence time of nanopar-

ticles in the atmosphere ranges from minutes to days.[23]

Atmospheric nanoparticles are more involved in gas

phase reactions than particles in soil and water.[24] Their

formation may involve combustion synthesis, as in in-

dustrial or automobile emission. Mineral nanoparticle

surfaces may catalyze the oxidation of SO2 and NO2,

leading to sulfuric and nitric acid. These acids can exist as

gaseous species, liquids, or solid hydrates at low temper-

ature. Nanoparticles are invoked in the depletion of atmo-

spheric ozone by catalytic production of reactive chlorine

compounds. Changes of phase (liquid to solid) are critical

to the chemistry of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate

particles, with their water content being controlled by

available humidity.

Mineral dust particles may provide critical nutrients

(e.g., iron) to the surface of the ocean far from land. The

ocean’s biological productivity is often limited by the

availability of these nutrients; thus such inorganic nano-

particles may significantly influence the global cycling of

carbon through ocean biomass.[25]

NANOPARTICLES IN SEDIMENTS,
ROCKS, AND THE DEEP EARTH

The debris of rock weathering is brought down river to the

ocean in sediments consisting of nanoscale particles of

clay, small quartz grains, and other minerals. Indeed, the

terms ‘‘clay’’ and ‘‘silt’’ have a classic connotation of

size fraction, although the former also implies a structural

group of minerals, the layered aluminosilicates. In the

ocean, carbonates precipitate, dissolve, and reprecipitate

as a complex function of depth.[26] Both silica and various

polymorphs of calcium carbonate (calcite, aragonite,

vaterite) are produced by organisms such as diatoms,

foraminifera, and corals. Their debris rains down on the

ocean bottom, forming sediments which often show

annual cycles in composition and texture and which bear

records of climate change, shifts in ecosystems, and

catastrophic events such as meteor impacts.[27] These

Table 3 Atmospheric nanoparticles

Liquid droplets

Water

Sulfuric acid

Nitric acid

Sea water and other salt solutions

Organics

Solid particles

Ice (H2O)

NaCl

Na2SO4

CaSO4�2H2O

NaNO3

H2SO4�4H2O

HNO3�3H2O

C (graphite, amorphous, fullerenes, nanotubes)

SiO2

Iron oxides

Clays

Organics

Many particles have core–shell structures and coatings.
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sediments start off largely nanoscale. They coarsen and

dehydrate with time and depth of burial. The evolution of

their organic matter leads to petroleum. The evolution

of their minerals, involving coarsening and compaction,

called diagenesis, leads to rocks such as limestones and

shales. The nanoscale processes that take place (dehydra-

tion and organic loss, phase transformation, coarsening

and densification) are natural analogs of ceramic proces-

sing which starts with nanoscale precipitates or gels.

Natural processes involving changes in temperature,

pressure, acidity, and oxygen fugacity cause the concen-

tration of trace metals into ore deposits. These often occur

in hydrothermal systems, spatially contained circulations

of hot, pressurized, metal-rich aqueous solutions. Our

ability to mine low-grade deposits by chemical leaching

techniques brings us into the world of nanoparticles and

reactions at mineral surfaces. There is increasing evidence

that microorganisms play an active role in ore deposi-

tion.[28,29] Hot springs at the surface produce deposits of

nanoscale amorphous silica and other minerals, which

may also be closely linked to microbial activity.[30]

At temperatures above a few hundred degrees Centi-

grade and pressures above a few kilobars, coarse-grained

metamorphic and igneous rocks predominate. The interior

of the Earth is layered, with seismic discontinuities

delineating the crust, upper mantle, transition zone, lower

mantle, and core. These discontinuities represent regions

of rapidly changing density, mineralogy, and chemistry.[31]

Ongoing phase transitions and chemical reactions can

decrease the grain size of a material and render it easier

to deform.[32] Thus nanoscale phenomena, occurring at

specific locations, may play a disproportionate role in

processes such as subduction, plate tectonics, earthquake

generation, and volcanism. Shock processes, (e.g., meteor

impact, nuclear detonation) also produce nanoparticles.

When a volcano erupts explosively, a plume of dust

particle is sent into the atmosphere, sometimes reaching

the stratosphere. These particles make beautiful sunsets

but they also exert a significant cooling effect on climate

for several years and pose a significant aviation hazard.

Combining sedimentation, coarsening, subduction, volcan-

ism, and weathering, there is an ongoing global geo-

chemical cycle of nanoparticles, analogous in some ways

to global geochemical cycles of elements such as carbon.

However, the mass balances, or imbalances, in global

nanoparticle production and consumption through time

have not been characterized.

NANOPARTICLES BEYOND THE EARTH

In the early stages of planet formation, dilute and more or

less uniform gas condensed to form a series of mineral

particles, with the order of condensation described by

thermodynamic calculations based on the volatility and

stability of these phases.[37] The more refractory oxides

condensed earlier than those with higher volatility. These

particles accreted, under the influence of gravity, to form

our solar system. What was the nature of these initial

particles? What was their size distribution? Were they

crystalline or amorphous? Were metastable polymorphs

formed? While the initial high temperatures might argue

against such metastability, the low pressures and con-

densation from a vapor argue for it. In technological

processes, chemical vapor deposition produces nanoscale

amorphous silica ‘‘snow,’’ and combustion produces soot

and inorganic nanoparticles. The role of nanoparticles

in planetary accretion has not yet been explored. The

change in stability at the nanoscale, which will be dif-

ferent for various compositions and polymorphs, may

alter the sequence of condensation of phases. Are the

particles now present in space as interplanetary dust partly

or mostly nanoparticles?

The surfaces of the Moon and Mars, subject to ‘‘space

weathering’’ by bombardment with meteorites of all sizes,

contain an extensive fine grained dust or soil layer.[32]

Samples of lunar soil, brought back by the Apollo mis-

sions, contain a distribution of particle sizes of spherules

and irregular shards. Their particle size distribution

appears not to have been a subject of active interest, but

clearly a significant number are in the nanoregime. The

red surface of Mars appears to be dominated by various

fine-grained or nanophase iron oxides. Until Martian

sample return missions, planned to occur in the next

decade or two, bring some of this material to Earth, we

must rely on remote sensing technology (spectroscop-

ic techniques) and instrumentation on Martian landers

(possibly Mossbauer spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence,

and X-ray diffraction) to obtain information on the com-

position and structure of Martian soil. Considering the

difficulty of characterizing iron oxide nanoparticles in the

best laboratories on Earth, definitive conclusions about

the nature of Martian soil are unlikely until we have some

samples in hand. Meteorites believed to be from Mars

contain micron-sized spherules, which were proposed to

be biological in origin. This sparked much recent con-

troversy and it is by no means settled whether these

structures are fossil microorganisms or the product of

inorganic nanoscale crystal growth processes.[33,34]

NANOPARTICLES AND LIFE

Microbial communities are rich in the production and

utilization of nanoparticles.[35] Table 4 lists some exam-

ples. In addition to aerobic respiration (the enzymatic

oxidation of carbohydrates and other organics with

molecular oxygen to produce water, carbon dioxide, and
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energy stored as high-energy phosphate linkages) orga-

nisms use many other strategies to extract energy from the

environment. The following biological reactions produce

or consume nanoparticles. Dissolved Mn(II) or Fe(II) can

be oxidized by oxygen, producing Mn(III), Mn(IV), or

Fe(III) oxide nanoparticles, while organics can be oxi-

dized by manganese or iron oxides, producing soluble

Mn(II) and Fe(II) species. Some bacteria can also utilize

the U(IV)–U(VI) couple as an energy source. Because

hexavalent uranium is much more soluble than tetravalent,

biological processes that accelerate its production are of

concern in modeling nuclear waste leaching. The sum of

these two groups of redox processes is the oxidation of

organics by oxygen, akin to respiration. The important

difference is that the organic food source and the oxygen

source can be spatially separated in the sharp gradients in

oxygen and organic contents that frequently occur in

sediments, and different communities of organisms par-

ticipate in the two processes. In marine sediments, sulfate

is the dominant biological electron acceptor and is more

important than oxygen. Bacterial sulfate reduction pro-

duces sulfide which often precipitates as nanophase metal

sulfide minerals. Sulfide and sulfur oxidizing bacteria

typically live in specialized environments where there is

enough oxygen to oxidize sulfur but not so much that

chemical oxidation swamps biological oxidation. This

oxidation consumes solid sulfur and sulfides, and pro-

duces soluble sulfate.

Organisms utilize nanoparticles in processes other than

respiration. Bacterial precipitation of sulfide minerals,

e.g., ZnS and UO2, may also be a mechanism of detox-

ification.[36] Similar detox processes may occur in plants.

Magnetotactic bacteria synthesize and align single domain

magnetic iron oxide and iron sulfide particles in structures

called magnetosomes.[37] Such bacteria align themselves

both north–south and vertically in the Earth’s magnetic

field. The navigational (homing) capabilities of bees,

pigeons, and probably other higher organisms utilize

magnetic field orientation sensed by magnetic iron oxide

particles in their brains. Similar particles, although at

lower abundance, occur in many mammals, including

Homo sapiens.[38] There has been a debate in the public

sector whether the magnetic fields produced by high-

voltage power lines are potentially dangerous to human

health. In contrast, the use of magnets in alternative

medicine, and the market for magnetic pillows, back

supports, etc. suggests, or at least hopes for, a beneficial

effect of the interaction of magnetic fields with animals.

Key to either harmful or helpful biological effects is a

mechanism for the magnetic field to interact with living

cells. Interaction with biological magnetic nanoparticles

may provide such a mechanism, but very little is known

at present.

Nanoparticles have other documented health effects.[39]

When inhaled into the lungs, particles cause an inflam-

matory response, which contributes to allergies, asthma,

and cancer.[48] The detailed mechanism of this response,

and how it depends on surface area, particle size, or

specific particle chemistry, is not clear. The harmful

effects of inhaled particles may be enhanced by other

pollutants, particularly ozone, typically present in smog.

Nanoparticles penetrate deep into the lungs. Many are

returned with exhaled air, some stick to the surfaces of the

alveoli, and some may even penetrate into general blood

circulation and be transported to other organs. Studies

linking detailed nanoparticle characterization, biochemi-

cal and physiological processes, and health effects are just

beginning to be carried out. It is likely that not all particles

have comparable effects, and understanding which are the

most dangerous could lead to rational, rather than

arbitrary, emission standards for automotive and indus-

trial particulates.

In the early Earth, prebiotic processes culminated in

the origin of life.[40] Because the synthesis of complex

organic molecules competes with their destruction by

hydrolysis and other degradation, it is possible that the

Table 4 Example of interactions of microorganisms and nanoparticles

Class of organisms Example Nanoparticle interaction

Iron and manganese

oxidizing bacteria

Thiobacillus Oxidize soluble Mn2 + and Fe2 + to insoluble

higher oxides

Iron and manganese

reducing bacteria

Shewenella Reduce insoluble Mn and Fe oxides to soluble forms

oxidize sulfide to sulfate to sulfide precipitate

Sulfur reducing bacteria Thiobacillus Reduce sulfate to sulfur in sulfide

Magnetotactic bacteria Aquaspirillum

magnetotacticum

Nanoparticles of Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and/or iron sulfides.

Uranium reducing bacteria Geobacter, shewenella Soluble U6 +! insoluble U4 +

Fungi Specific strains unknown Oxidize Mn2 +, precipitate MnO2

Diatoms Various Precipitate silica

Foraminifera Various Precipitate CaCO3 calcite and aragonite
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most successful synthesis could have occurred in shel-

tered and catalytic environments, such as those provided

by mineral surfaces, nanoparticle surfaces, and pores

within mineral grains. Present-day organisms utilize a

wide variety of elements (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, Zn, Se) in

specific enzymes. Although large amounts of such ele-

ments are toxic, trace amounts are essential. The active

centers in enzymes utilizing these trace elements often

consist of clusters of metal atoms, sometimes associated

with sulfide. Are these fine-tuned by evolution from

earlier simpler metal clusters and nanoparticles existing in

the environment? Thus nanoparticles may play a role not

just in the sustenance of life but in its origin.

CONCLUSION

Nanoparticles play diverse roles in the environment and

are involved in both abiotic and biologically mediated

chemical and physical processes. Their high surface area,

chemical reactivity, polymorphism, and unique properties

involve nanoparticles in a disproportionately large frac-

tion of the chemical reactions occurring on and in the

Earth and other planets. Understanding this involvement is

itself evolving into a new field of study in the environ-

mental and Earth sciences, which is beginning to be called

‘‘nanogeoscience.’’ Nanogeoscience will take its place

alongside other new areas such as astrobiology and bio-

geochemitry, fields that link physical, chemical, and bio-

logical processes viewed in the context of the long time

and distance scales natural to the Geosciences.
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INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are three-dimensional, microporous, crystalline

solids with well-defined structures that contain aluminum,

silicon, and oxygen in their regular framework. When

zeolite crystals are intergrown to form continuous layers,

the resulting membranes can separate gas mixtures with

high selectivities because their pore sizes are comparable

to the molecular dimensions. Separation is possible by

molecular sieving, preferential adsorption, or differences

in diffusion rates. Zeolitic membranes can be classified as

either symmetric membranes (self-supported) or asym-

metric membranes (supported). Different from the meso-

porous inorganic membranes used in gas diffusion process

for uranium isotope separation, zeolite membranes consist

of many crystallites packed together without crystallite

boundary gap in ideal cases. Different types of membranes

have varying crystal structure, pore size, and surface

properties, thus exhibiting different separation and/or

catalytic properties.

Up to date, some zeolite membranes such as the MFI

type have been well developed in the last decade since

some early works in this area.[1,2] Preparation techniques

have been developed and fine-tuned in recent years, which

makes it possible to fabricate a large and pinhole-free

zeolite membrane. Zeolite-membrane-based separations[3]

and reactions[4] have generated much interest in recent

years. They are attractive for a variety of reasons,

including steady state operation, tailored selectivity, low

energy consumption, compatibility to high-temperature

and high-pressure conditions, and potential for effective

separation and combined reaction-separation systems.

Such merits offer the opportunity to solve problems

associated with high production costs. Zeolite membranes

have been the highlight in the separation technology and

novel reactor engineering fields, and is widely expected

to find commercial applications in the near future. Some

excellent reviews on the preparation and application of

zeolite membranes have appeared in the last several

years.[5,6] However, the rapid development of this field

necessitates a timely update on this topic, particularly on

preparation of zeolite membrane and its application to

environmental separation and reactions.

TYPES OF ZEOLITE MEMBRANES

Zeolite, with its well-defined, nanometer-sized pore

structure, is an attractive material for inorganic membrane

separation and reactions. Small (i.e., 0.3–0.4 nm with 6-

and 8-membered ring), medium (i.e., 0.5–0.6 nm with

10-membered ring), and large pore (i.e., 0.7–0.8 nm with

12-membered ring) zeolites have been successfully made

into membranes.

SAPO-34 and NaA, having pore size windows of 0.38

and 0.43 nm, respectively, are examples of small-pore

zeolite membranes. SAPO-34 zeolite membranes were

reported by Poshusta et al.[7] to separate CO2/CH4, CO2/

N2, N2/CH4, H2/CH4, H2/CO2, and H2/N2 binary mix-

tures. NaA membrane has been intensively studied for

dehydration of solvents and alcohols.[8] Their use in

hybrid membrane reactor has been demonstrated for

esterification reaction.[9] Recently, Xu et al.[10] and Dong

et al.[11] used a novel process to synthesize a high-quality

NaA membrane from clear solution. Besides, Xu and

other researchers[12,13] investigated the effects of micro-

wave heating on the synthesis of NaA zeolite membrane.

Their results indicated that the microwave synthesis has

the advantages of very short time, small zeolite particle

size and narrow particle size distribution, and large

permeance. Shah et al.[14] applied the NaA zeolite

membrane to separate methanol/water, ethanol/water,

and dimethylformamide/water mixtures with selectivities

of 140, 2140, and 330, respectively.

The MFI structure (i.e., silicalite or its aluminosilicate

analog, ZSM-5) has been most intensively investigated
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experimentally and theoretically and often employed in

laboratory membrane devices. Owing to its medium-size

(�0.55 nm) pore network, which are close to the dimen-

sions of industrial gases, it has been applied in many areas

such as hydrocarbons separation, recycling of valuable

gases[15] and novel metal complexes,[16] natural gas clean-

ing,[17] membrane reactor, and so on. With their three-

dimensional pore channel network, MFI zeolites are fairly

robust and have been a main subject of research in zeo-

lite membrane. Separations of light gases, close-boiling

hydrocarbons, organic-water solution, and butane or xyl-

ene isomers have been reported in the literature using MFI

zeolite membranes. MFI zeolites have an anisotropic pore

structure consisting of straight channels along the 010

crystallographic orientation intersected by sinusoidal

channels along the 100 direction. This structural anisot-

ropy is expected to influence the transport properties along

the different zeolite crystallographic orientations. Foreign

atoms can be easily substituted for Si in the MFI zeolite

framework.[18] These include aluminum for ZSM-5,

titanium for TS-1, and vanadium for VS-1.[19] This renders

MFI zeolites a wider range of chemical and catalytic

properties as compared to other zeolite families. Silicon-

rich silicalite membrane is inert and hydrophobic, whereas

the addition of Al in ZSM-5 transforms the zeolite into

acidic catalyst with hydrophilic property. Similarly, the

incorporation of titanium and vanadium in TS-1 and VS-1

impart the zeolites with unique catalytic properties.

Besides modifying the zeolite chemistry, the presence of

these foreign atoms in the framework also perturbs the size

and shape of the zeolite pores affecting the transport of

molecules through the channel. It also alters the chemical

interaction between the diffusing molecule and the zeolite

pore wall. The unsaturated charges caused by the insertion

of foreign atoms are balanced by counterions, whose

presence can further physically restrict and chemically

modify the pore channels. Ge,[20] B,[21] V,[22] and Fe[23]

atoms have been incorporated into the framework of MFI

zeolite membrane with interesting properties exhibited.

Faujasite zeolites including zeolite NaY and NaX are

representatives of large-pore zeolite (0.74 nm) mem-

branes. Hence it can be used in applications involving

larger molecules. Depending on their Si/Al ratios, fauja-

sites are categorized into X (Si/Al�1–1.5) and Y (Si/

Al>2) although they both have topologically the same

framework. Furthermore, modification of the faujasite

crystals, either by ion exchange or by dealumination, can

be used to control the adsorption or intracrystalline

diffusion properties, providing a way of tailoring the

membranes to specific applications. Hasegawa et al.[24]

prepared ion-exchanged faujasite membranes that can

separate CO2/N2 with a separation factor of 40. They also

synthesized an NaY-type zeolite membrane on the inner

surface of a porous a-alumina support tube by a

hydrothermal technique. The synthesized Y-type zeolite

membranes were stable at temperatures up to 400�C. Kita

et al.[25] employed an NaY pervaporation membrane for

the separation of methanol and methyl-tert-butyl ether

(MTBE) mixtures. Nikolakis et al.[26] applied faujasite

zeolite membrane to successfully separate benzene/cyclo-

hexane, benzene/n-hexane, toluene/n-heptane, propylene/

propane, and ethylene/methane with the separation factors

of 160, 144, 45, 6.2, and 8.4, respectively. Lassinantti et

al.[27] described the preparation of FAU zeolite membrane

on polished, seeded alumina wafers. The film thickness

was found to be a linear function of synthesis duration up

to a certain point. Further treatment reduced the film

thickness. Continuous and crack-free films with thick-

nesses in the range 210–2670 nm were synthesized in their

work. Jeong et al.[28] and Kobayashi et al.[29] studied the

application of the NaY-type zeolite membrane to separate

C6 hydrocarbon mixtures both experimentally and theo-

retically. Another large-pore zeolite, mordenite,[30–32] has

also been used for H2/N2 and water/alcohol separation.

Mordenite’s unidimensional, straight pore channels pro-

vide easy access and transport through the membrane, but

make it more susceptible to fouling.

PREPARATION OF ZEOLITE MEMBRANES

In general, there are two categories of zeolite membranes

mainly related to their preparation processes, i.e., self-

supported membranes and composite membranes. The

first type of membrane is constituted by a pure zeolitic

phase, while a zeolitic thin film formed on a support is the

composite type. The preparation of self-supported zeolitic

films easily introduces some drawbacks in terms of lack of

homogeneous thickness and mechanical instability. So far,

zeolitic films have been synthesized in the presence of

momentary support (therefore removed after the prepara-

tion) or permanent support (to form zeolite composite

membranes). A momentary support can be a poly(tetra-

fluoroethylene) slab, a Teflon sleeve, a Vycor frit, a silver,

nickel, or stainless-steel plate. A permanent support can

be any of the numerous available materials such as

amorphous silica, silicon wafers, glass, aluminum plate-

lets, stainless steel, porous ceramics, or porous a-Al2O3,

g-Al2O3 membranes.

Freestanding zeolite layers larger than a few square

centimeters are difficult to form, and the resulting struc-

tures are fragile. Therefore zeolite membranes are typi-

callydeposited on mechanically robust porous supports

(alumina, stainless steel, etc.). The technical challenge

developing supported zeolitic membranes lies in how

to decrease the large thickness (typically 50 mm) of the

membrane required to obtain defect-free samples, because

defects are easily presented in very thin layers. Several
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methods have been reported to grow zeolite films on

porous supports by the in situ approach. Among the dif-

ferent strategies for the preparation of zeolite membranes,

as shown in Fig. 1, the preparation of the so-called com-

posite membranes seems to be the most frequently used

and most promising technique.

The thin zeolite top layer can be hydrothermally

crystallized in one step on the top of the support or inside

the pores of the support, which can be called ‘‘direct in

situ crystallization.’’ The essence of the in situ approach is

to bring the surface of a porous support in contact with a

zeolite synthesis solution (sol or gel) and keep the system

under controlled conditions so zeolite can nucleate and

grow to a continuous film on the support surface. If the

zeolite layer is formed in several steps using seed crystals

that grow together to a continuous supported zeolite layer

in a subsequent hydrothermal synthesis, the process is

referred to as ‘‘seeding supported crystallization.’’ In

addition to the hydrothermal crystallization as the main

technique to prepare supported zeolite layers, defect-free

zeolite layers can be synthesized by a vapor-phase method

called ‘‘dry synthesis.’’ An amorphous dry gel can be

crystallized on a porous alumina support by a vapor-phase

transport method. Other new preparation concepts, such as

pulsed-laser deposition,[33,34] microwave assisting synthe-

sis,[12,13] and substrate heating method,[35] have been

proposed in recent years.

ZEOLITIC MEMBRANES USED IN
ENVIRONMENTAL SEPARATION

Zeolites have been conventionally used as catalysts, ion

exchangers, and adsorbents. Molecules with different

sizes and shapes can be discriminated or separated

by zeolites through their channels. Generally, separation

or purification of gases by zeolites is carried out by

pressure swing adsorption. High capital costs and energy

consumption characterizes the limitations of such process,

and continuous operation is not easily realized. In a

membrane configuration, both equipment and operation

costs can be dramatically reduced, and continuous

operation is possible. Since the 1990s, much research

effort has been devoted to the synthesis of zeolite

membrane. The potential of using zeolitic materials for

membrane-based separations has been realized only in

recent years. Uses of zeolite membranes in environment-

friendly separations such as the production of clean fuel

and energy-efficient processes are emerging. Among

Fig. 1 Preparation strategy for zeolite membrane.
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them, H2 separation from light gas mixtures and alcohol

from aqueous solutions have received increasing atten-

tion. Some researchers have also studied other environ-

ment-relating separations. For example, Turlan et al.[16]

applied silicalite membrane to recover a palladium

homogeneous catalyst from its mixture with solvent and

product. Piera et al.[36] used MFI-type zeolite membranes

to separate CO/air at very low CO concentrations (160

ppbv). At 245 K, a CO/air separation factor of 3.14 was

achieved, which shows that it is possible to use zeolite

membranes for the removal of pollutants from air,

especially where these gases are present in trace concen-

trations. This is the first work in the open literature dealing

with gas separations at trace concentration levels using

zeolite membranes.

H2 Separation from Gas Mixtures

Hydrogen as a clean energy carrier has attracted increas-

ing attention worldwide because of their higher energy

content, environmental advantages, and potential market.

The greatest potential use for hydrogen is as an energy

carrier for fuel cell vehicles. Moreover, the use of hy-

drogen presents a totally clean energy use without any

emissions of NOx, CO, and CO2. However, H2 usually

coexists with other light gases when it is produced

from industrial processes such as gasification reactions

and steam reforming reactions. Therefore it is highly

desirable to separate hydrogen from other gases from

hydrogen-rich gas streams. Membrane separation has

been demonstrated to be superior than the present PSA

technology. Studies in separation of H2 from light gases

have been performed by many groups in recent years.

Some key findings related to hydrogen separation are

summarized in Table 1.

Smaller-pore zeolites such as zeolite A (0.38-nm pore

diameter) and SAPO-34 (about 0.43-nm pore diameter)

have the potential to improve light gas separation by

exploiting differences in size between light gases. Sev-

eral research groups[7,37,42] have explored the synthesis

of small-pore zeolite membranes for the separation of

light gas mixtures. They reported that H2/CH4 mixture

was separated primarily by differences in molecular size,

and the selectivity was about 4–25. Aoki et al.[38] re-

ported that H2/N2 selectivities through NaA zeolite

membranes were 3.7. Masuda et al.[39] develop a silane-

cracking method to modify the pore size of MFI-type

membrane, which was applied to H2 separation from

mixture gases containing H2 and N2 or O2 in a flow

system. The permeances of N2 and O2 of the modified

membrane were markedly reduced to about 1/500 of those

of a fresh membrane, whereas the permeance of H2

decreased to only 1/10 of that of a fresh membrane.

Consequently, the separation factor of H2, which is 1.5–

4.5 for a fresh membrane, could be enhanced to about 100.

Illgen et al.[40] fabricated H2-selective MFI zeolite

membranes on a porous ceramic tube. At 500�C, this

membrane separate H2 from isobutane with separation

factors of 70 and H2 permeances of ca. 1 m3 (STP)/m2

hbar. The high temperature is applied to eliminate the

adsorption effects on the permeation. Lai and Gavalas[41]

prepared the supported ZSM-5 membranes using a TPA-

free synthesis gel on asymmetric a-Al2O3 tubular sup-

ports. The membranes have Si/Al ratio much greater than

the membranes prepared using TPA+ in the synthesis gel.

Gas permeation measurements yielded high selectivities

based on the molecular size. At room temperature, the

selectivities of H2 over N2, CH4, and n-butane were 38,

61, and 104, respectively.

Membranes for Energy-Efficient
Alcohol/Water Separations

Alcohol/water separations are conventionally achieved by

distillation, which is apparently inferior to membrane sep-

aration both in operating costs and energy consumption.

Table 1 H2 separation data from gas mixtures

Gases Membrane type Permeance [10�8 mol/(m2 s Pa)] Selectivity Reference

H2/CH4 SAPO-34 5.0–17/0.48–3.8 4.5–13.5 [7]

H2/CH4 SAPO-34 3.2/0.13 24.6 [37]

H2/N2 A type 5.0/1.3 3.7 [38]

H2/N2 Modified MFI �2.5/�0.025 90–140 [39]

H2/O2 Modified MFI – 110–120 [39]

H2/i-C4H10 MFI 12.4/– 70 [40]

H2/N2 MFI 2.6/0.068 38 [41]

H2/CH4 MFI 3.3/0.054 61 [41]

H2/n-C4H10 MFI – 104 [41]
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Besides, membrane separation between alcohol and water

usually exhibits quite high selectivities because of the

strong affinity between zeolites and water. Fruitful results

in this area have been achieved in recent years and are

summarized in Table 2.

Mitsui Engineering and Ship-Building Co. first in-

stalled a commercial plant using 16 zeolite A tubular

membrane modules and produced 600 L/hr of dehydrated

solvents (ethanol, 2-propanol, acetone, etc.) containing

less than 0.2% of water from feeds at 120�C containing

10% of water.[8] Shah e al.[14] explored the commercial

zeolite NaA membranes for the pervaporation separation

of binary solvent/water systems in a broad range of

concentrations and temperatures. Tuan et al.[43] separated

liquid mixtures by pervaporation using metal ion-substi-

tuted ZSM-5 zeolite membranes. Their results indicate

that substituted ZSM-5 membranes had higher methanol/

water separation factors than silicalite-1. The B-ZSM-5

membrane had a methanol/water separation factor of 49.

The separation factors and fluxes in pervaporation through

substituted ZSM-5 membranes (except Ge-ZSM-5) were

in the order methanol>ethanol>propanol. Gallego-Lizon

et al.[44] compared the commercially available polymeric,

microporous silica and zeolite (NaA type) membranes by

pervaporation with respect to the dehydration of binary

mixtures of t-butanol and water. They showed that the

microporous silica membrane resulted in the highest flux

(3.5 kg m�2 h�1) and the NaA zeolite membrane

exhibited the highest selectivity (16,000).

ZEOLITIC MEMBRANES FOR
MEMBRANE REACTORS

Zeolite membranes are thermally stable and well adapted

to high-temperature applications because they can be used

as separators only and/or as active contactors if they are

catalytically active. The use of zeolite membranes in

reactors has many advantages in terms of the several

unique functions: to separate the products formed, to re-

move inhibitors, or to add reactants in a variety of reaction

scenarios. In addition, the zeolite materials that constitute

the membranes often have intrinsic catalytic properties,

which makes it possible to conceive reactors where the

membrane itself performs the reaction and separation

functions. Integration of reaction and separation at the

microscopic level has numerous potential advantages in

applications, such as the increase of selectivity in situa-

tions where a short-lived valuable intermediate product is

generated. It has demonstrated an increase in conversion

of the reactants and, in some situations, increase in

selectivities. Membrane reactors are now widely used in

reaction processes.

Generally, there are two configurations in the mem-

brane reactor. The first is that the membrane performs the

exclusive separating function, and does not take part in the

reactions. The other is an integrated system with the

membrane simultaneously performing the functions of

separation and catalysis in the reaction. In the former case,

the products formed on the catalyst must desorb, diffuse to

the membrane surface, and transport to the opposite side.

Obviously, this introduces a supplementary transport re-

sistance compared to the case where reaction and sepa-

ration are carried out in the absence of catalytic materials

other than the membrane itself.

Membrane Reactors with
Separation Functions

In this case, zeolite membranes are used as separation

membranes and not as catalytic membranes. The use of

Table 2 Data for alcohol/water separations

Gases Membrane type Total flux of the permeate (kg/m2 �h) Selectivity Reference

Ethanol/water A type 1.10–4.53 >10,000 [8]

Ethanol/water Faujasite 0.89–1.59 130–360 [8]

Methanol/water A type 0.57–3.50 2,100–5,700 [8]

2-Propanol/water A type 1.76 10,000 [8]

Ethanol/water A type 2.1 2,140 [14]

Methanol/water A type 1.8 140 [14]

Methanol/water Silicalite 0.12 12 [43]

Methanol/water ZSM-5 0.10–0.30 13–49 [43]

Ethanol/water ZSM-5 0.05–0.11 2.1–29 [43]

i-Propanol/water ZSM-5 0.03–0.06 0.9–16 [43]

t-BuOH/water Silicalite 3.5 144 [44]

t-BuOH/water A type 1.5 16,000 [44]

t-BuOH/water Polymeric 0.5 3,615 [44]
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zeolite membranes for the dehydrogenation of hydrocar-

bons is a typical example for this configuration. Ciavarella

et al.[45] showed that the isobutene yields were increased

to four times higher than that observed in a conventional

reactor. The possibility of using membrane reactors to

increase the removal of hydrogen in dehydrogenation

reactions or in other processes producing hydrogen, such

as decomposition (H2S, H2O) and synthesis gas produc-

tion, will significantly promote the conversion of reac-

tants. Illgen et al.[40] fabricated H2-selective, MFI zeolite

membranes on a porous ceramic tube, which was used

to support the packed bed inside. The conversion of

isobutane dehydrogenation was increased by almost a

factor of 2.

Piera et al.[46] investigated the use of an MFI (silicalite)

zeolite membrane reactor (ZMR) in the liquid-phase

oligomerization of i-butene. The membrane was used for

the selective removal of i-octene from the reaction

environment, thus reducing the formation of unwanted

C12 and C16 hydrocarbons. Reaction experiments were

then carried out over an acid resin catalyst bed located on

the membrane tube side. Seen from Fig. 2, the ZMR

(zeolite membrane reactor) produced a very significant

increase in the selectivity, and as a consequence also in

the yield of i-octenes (intermediate product in the

oligomerization of i-butene), compared to a conventional

fixed-bed reactor (FBR), while maintaining the similar i-

butene conversion.

Salomon et al.[47] employed some different hydrophilic

membranes (mordenite or NaA zeolite) to selectively

remove water from the reaction atmosphere during the

gas-phase synthesis of methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE)

from tert-butanol and methanol. This reaction was carried

out over a bed of catalyst packed on the inside of this

zeolite tubular membrane. Their results indicate that

MTBE yields were obviously higher than the traditional

fixed-bed reactor. Farrusseng et al.[48] applied three

different porous ceramic membranes (microporous MFI

zeolite, mesoporous SiO2, and meso-macroporous AlPO4

membranes) to distribute O2 for the partial oxidation of

C3H8 in an inert membrane reactor. The performance of

the three membranes as O2 distributors were evaluated by

their ability 1) to control the O2 partial pressure in the tube

side and 2) to limit the back-diffusion of C3H8 to the shell

side by application of a transmembrane pressure. The

AlPO4 membrane was shown to be the most efficient

membrane as a porous O2 distributor. Jafar et al.[9] applied

zeolite A membranes to the esterification of lactic acid

with ethanol to give ethyl lactate. Experimental results

demonstrated the removal of water by pervaporation or

vapor permeation enhanced the yields of ethyl lactate by

about 20%. Liu et al.[49] applied the NaA membrane in a

membrane reactor (NiO/La2O3-g-Al2O3 as catalyst) for

CH4/CO2 reforming. CH4 and CO2 conversions, and CO

and H2 selectivities were significantly higher than the

values observed over a traditional fixed-bed reactor by

more than 10%, especially for the increase of CO2

conversion by 30%.

Membrane Reactors with Combined
Separation and Catalytic Functions

Zeolite membrane, with its intrinsic or incorporated

catalytic properties, can be applied in zeolite membrane

reactors, combining the reaction and separation function-

alities at the same time. Oxidative dehydrogenation of

alkanes is a good case in point. The potential use of

catalytic membrane reactors in this case appears to be

of particular interest for 1) controlling the oxygen feed-

ing to limit the highly exothermic total combustion and

2) improving the contact between the reactant and the

catalytic sites. Immobilizing transition metal ions in

zeolites by ion exchange or by incorporation into the

lattice leads to stable, isolated, and well-defined, redox-

active catalytic sites. Julbe et al.[22] tested the oxidative

dehydrogenation of propane on V-free MFI membranes

and V-MFI zeolite membranes. Both MFI and V-MFI

membranes were found to produce propene with about

40% selectivity but with higher O2 and C3H8 conversions

for the V-MFI. Hasegawa et al.[50,51] applied noble metal-

impregnated Y-type zeolite membranes for the selective

oxidation of CO, which was present at concentrations of

several 100 ppm in a stream of hydrogen. Ciavarella et

al.[52] separated H2 and isobutene mixture using compos-

ite alumina–MFI–zeolite with a separation factor of 25

at 723 K, a typical temperature of the isobutane dehydro-

Fig. 2 Comparison of ZMR (zeolite membrane reactor) and

FBR (fixed-bed reactor) performances. The i-octene yield as a

function of temperature. (From Ref. [46].)
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genation in membrane reactor, which indicates a good

commercial prospect. Takata et al.[53] applied the ion-

exchanged H-type MFI zeolite membranes to the alkyl-

ation of toluene with methanol. A p-xylene selectivity of

80% were attained using H-MFI zeolite membranes at

450–500�C, as illustrated in Fig. 3, providing the possible

application of an MFI zeolite membrane for use in a

catalytic membrane reactor (CMR).

Bernal et al.[54] used a catalytically active zeolite

membrane to shift the reaction equilibrium by selective

water permeation during ethanol esterification. The H-

ZSM-5 membrane used in their work had sufficient

catalytic activity to carry out the esterification of ethanol

with acetic acid, and at the same time was selective for

water permeation. As a consequence, the reaction and

separation functions could be very efficiently coupled,

and the conversion obtained (63.1%) at the same feed rate

and catalyst loading was greater than in conventional

fixed-bed reactors (49.4%), or in reactors where the

zeolite membrane was kept separated from the catalyst

(56.9%). Zhang et al.[23] fabricated the crack-free Fe-MFI

zeolite that was used for the conversion of ethylbenzene to

styrene and obtained 15% of conversion increase over the

conventional fixed-bed reactor.

CONCLUSION

Successful synthesis of high-quality microporous zeolite

membranes has opened up new fields of membrane

applications in environmental separation and reactions.

Some separation applications such as H2 from mixtures

and water/alcohol separation have great commercial po-

tential. Zeolite membranes permit the integration of

reaction and effective separation in a single stage. Some

reactions have been tested in zeolitic membrane reactors

and showed promising results. Extending the catalytic

zeolite membrane to more reactions is currently the

focus of many industrial and research groups around

the world.

However, many challenges exist in zeolite membranes.

A typical example is the low flux through the zeolite

membrane because of the fact that relatively thick zeolite

layers on the order of a few micrometers to 50 �m are

necessary to ensure a pinhole-free and crack-free zeolite

layer. Decreasing the membrane thickness while keeping

its compactness will dramatically increase its flux, thus

resulting to more throughputs in practical applications.

Some researchers have reported some significant ad-

vances in increasing the gas flux through the membrane

by reducing the membrane thickness or by fabricating the

membrane with higher surface area. However, reproduc-

ibility for thick zeolite membrane fabrication is always a

challenge. In this regard, the search for optimal zeolite

membrane materials and novel synthesis methods for

improved chemical and structural stability will require

continuing efforts of researchers.

Many catalytic processes of industrial importance

involve the combination of high-temperature and chem-

ically harsh environments, two factors that strongly favor

zeolite membranes. They can be integrated in broad

arrays of membranes in membrane reactors for separation

and reaction applications, ranging from biochemical

through environmental to petrochemical applications.

The zeolite membranes can be employed for the

permeation of the products to shift equilibrium limita-

tions or the distribution of reactants for the control

of concentration of selected species, or to carry out cataly-

sis and separation at the same time. Hence conversion

enhancement can be significantly achieved in several

reaction processes such as hydrogenation, dehydrogena-

tion, and esterification. Therefore the employment of

zeolite membrane reactors for several industrial applica-

tions is envisioned. However, scale-up problems are still

the main limitations of this technology, in particular that

large, crack-free zeolite membrane surface areas are

required for membrane reactors in industrial application.

This area requires major research and development

efforts to take the technology to the industrial applica-

tion stage.
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INTRODUCTION

In chemistry (as well as biology and medicine), the

concept of molecular structure is axiomatic; its status is

essentially that of a cornerstone for predicting and un-

derstanding diverse molecular phenomena. Consequently,

a lot of attention has been paid to developing molecular

geometry predictive computational methods.[1] Despite

the ability of modern large-scale ab initio calculations to

accurately predict molecular geometries (in small-size and

medium-size molecules), the forces that control the pre-

ferred conformer shape remain only partially appreciated.

ETHANE

Single bonds allow facile rotation around the bond,

leading to an abundance of conformations for molecules

with many such bonds (e.g., alkanes, sugars, and poly-

mers). It is noteworthy that the formulation of fundamen-

tal chemical concepts, including that of molecular

structure, originated in the framework of carbon chemis-

try. The simplest model molecule for studying C C bond

rotation is ethane (C2H6). It is the textbook example of a

molecule that can rotate internally around one or more of

its bonds so that during a full 360� rotation, it changes

between unstable and relatively stable conformations. The

equilibrium structure is the staggered (S) structure in

which the two methyl (CH3) groups are stacked so that the

hydrogen atoms are maximally separated (Fig. 1a). As one

of its two methyl groups rotates once around the central

carbon carbon bond, the molecule will alternate three

times between the preferred staggered conformation

(Fig. 1a) and a �3-kcal/mol[2,3] higher-energy unstable

eclipsed (E) conformation (Fig. 1b). Schreiner[4] has

given a careful account of the rich history behind the

conviction for hindered rotation in ethane. Ebert and

Wagner[6] appear to have been the first to propose

ethane-hindered rotation in 1929 and 1931, respectively.

Their molar heat capacity measurements led to recogni-

tion—in the early years of quantum theory—by Nielson[5]

and Teller and Weigert[6] of the quantum mechanical

nature of internal rotation. However, the magnitude of the

barrier remained in dispute and it was not until 1936 that

Kemp and Pitzer[7] established definitively, from precise

thermodynamic measurements, that the rotational barrier

is appreciable, close to the now-accepted 3 kcal/mol.

Wilson,[8] realizing that elucidation of rotational barrier

origins would lead to an in-depth understanding of the

relationship between electronic and molecular structures,

published many papers (ethane included) on this topic.

More details of the ethane internal rotation history, with

additional references, have been given by Payne and

Allen[9] and Veillard.[10]

Early work on the staggered structural preference

focussed on the change in exchange repulsion (basically

the Pauli principle leading to a tendency of electrons to

avoid occupying the same space).[11] In this intuitively

satisfying model, while ethane rotates toward an eclipsed

structure, the electrons in C H bonds on the different

carbon atoms draw closer to each other (Fig. 1b) and

experience increased repulsion, which destabilizes the

eclipsed structure. Other conjectures included classical

electrostatics, van der Waals (dispersion) forces, d-orbital

and f-orbital participation, and hyperconjugation.[12] A

more recent proposal involves quadrupole polarization of

the C C bond density in the eclipsed conformation.[13]

Hyperconjugation is the term given to stabilizing delocal-

ization effects caused by s–s* interactions, analogous to

the p-conjugation present in unsaturated molecules.a

Mulliken,[15] as early as 1939, concluded that sCH–sCH*

hyperconjugation plays a role in the torsional potential of

ethanelike molecules. However, Mulliken’s estimate of

the hyperconjugation effect at that time was necessarily

crude, seeming to suggest that it was too small to account

for the observed 3.0-kcal/mol staggered–eclipsed energy

difference. This idea was largely forgotten until the simple

Huckel molecular orbital (MO) studies of Lowe,[16,17] and

the analysis in terms of semilocalized orbitals, by England

aMulliken et al.[14] originally labeled such extended s-delocalization

arising from p–s* and s–p* interactions in unsaturated systems as

hyperconjugation. The extension to s–s* delocalization in fully satu-

rated molecules[15] is sometimes termed ‘‘secondary hyperconjugation.’’
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and Gordon[18] in the early 1970s, rekindled interest in

hyperconjugation as a factor in the ethane torsional barrier.

Building on England and Gordon’s finding that

overlap between the tails of incompletely localized CH

bond orbitals is important in energy analysis, Brunck and

Weinhold,[19] using semiempirical MOs, showed how the

staggered–eclipsed energy difference can arise simply

from the change in the overlap of vicinal sCH and sCH*

orbitals in the anti and syn arrangements of the staggered

and eclipsed conformers (Fig. 2). It is clear that the

donor–acceptor interactions are sharply reduced in the

syn arrangement compared to anti because of unfavorable

cancellation in the latter case, as the nodal plane of the

CH antibond cuts through the main lobe of the CH bond

orbital. This visual estimate is confirmed by the overlap

integral magnitudes shown in Fig. 2, which strongly

favor larger hyperconjugative stabilization in the stag-

gered conformer.

Thus by the turn of the century (i.e., 21st century), the

two surviving models for the ethane staggered prefer-

ence were: 1) lower steric and electrostatic repulsion;

and 2) higher hyperconjugative stabilization than for

the eclipsed structure. The latter model, although ad-

vocated by a substantial segment of the theoretical

chemistry community, remained controversial and vir-

tually every undergraduate organic chemistry textbook

in 2000 favored the intuitively seductive steric repul-

sion model. Almost all omitted any mention of the

hyperconjugation explanation.b Even so, a key step had

been made in 1980, which had the potential for al-

lowing a decisive choice to be made between the two

models: Brunck and Weinhold’s formulation of natural

bond orbital (NBO) theory.[19] Lowdin[21] defined a set

of ‘‘natural orbitals’’ describing a system as the unique

complete set of orthonormal maximum occupancy orbitals

possible within the general double occupancy Pauli res-

triction. Natural bond orbitals represent an extension of

natural orbitals: they are two-centered transforms of MOs

into almost doubly occupied bonding orbitals (bonds) and

nearly unoccupied antibonding orbitals (antibonds), which

fulfill the natural orbital restrictions. They retain the

energetic accuracy of MOs; however, they have the

desirable property of being able to describe properties of a

system in localized terms that are well hidden in the

complex forms of MOs.

The NBO scheme allowed s–s* delocalization effects,

essentially buried in the ethane MOs, to be pinpointed.

Fig. 1 Ethane internal rotation. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

bAn exception is Ref. [20], but this volume is rarely used in

undergraduate courses.

Table 1 Conformational dependence on hyperconjuga-

tive interactionsa

Deleted hyperconjugative

interactions

Torsional

angle (�)
Corresponding

conformer

No deletion 60.0 S

No hyperconjugation 0.0 E

No vicinal

hyperconjugation

0.0 E

No geminal

hyperconjugation

60.0 S

aHF/6-311G(3df,3pd) geometry optimization. These trends are found

to be basis set-independent.

Source: Ref. [25].

Fig. 2 Leading vicinal sCH–sCH* hyperconjugative donor–

acceptor interaction in the staggered (S) and eclipsed (E) confor-

mers of ethane. Dark shading: antibonding orbitals; light shading:

bonding orbitals. (View this art in color at www. dekker.com.)
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The resulting energetic analysis favored the hyperconju-

gative model,[22] but a complication arises in evaluating

the steric and electrostatic interactions. Steric energetics

inherently involve a collective response of the entire N-

electron system to the spatial region and, consequently, is

sensitive to the details of the staggered!eclipsed tor-

sional coordinate.[23] Thus a central point in eliminating

repulsive interactions as a factor in determining the

staggered structure is including skeletal expansion, ex-

plicitly C C bond lengthening (i.e., torsion in ethane is

not pure rotation).[24] Wanting to get away from the

pitfalls of energy analysis, Pophristic and Goodman[25]

carried out a series of ethane geometry optimizations by

successive removal of hyperconjugative, Pauli exchange,

and repulsive electrostatic interactions (with and without

the skeletal relaxations).

Because an individual hyperconjugative interaction is

expressed as a charge (electron) transfer between selected

bond and antibonds in the NBO description, specific

hyperconjugative interactions that influence structural

preference can be pinpointed. Table 1 shows the result

of geometry optimization with selected charge transfers

absent. If the inversion of conformational preference

occurs on removal of a specific charge transfer interac-

tion, the controlling factor for ethane’s staggered structure

has been identified. The ‘‘no hyperconjugation’’ entry in

Table 1 shows that preference for the staggered confor-

mation is lost on removal of all charge transfers. Fur-

thermore, the equilibrium conformer of ethane with

only the vicinal hyperconjugation (i.e., charge transfer

between NBOs on adjacent carbon atoms) removed (‘‘no

vicinal hyperconjugation’’ entry) is eclipsed. If only the

geminal hyperconjugation (i.e., charge transfers between

the orbitals originating on the same carbon atom) is

deleted, the inversion of conformational preference does

not occur. The conclusion is that vicinal charge transfer

interactions are the ones that keep the molecule in the

staggered conformation. By this argument, it is the

hyperconjugatively induced preferential stabilization that

controls the ethane structure.

Where does this leave the repulsion model? Repul-

sion involves two types of interactions: exchange, nec-

essarily a short-range effect because of the orbital overlap

requirement, and electrostatic or Coulomb involving

classical 1/R repulsion between charges. Taken together,

these are frequently regarded as ‘‘steric repulsion.’’ Fig. 3

considers two cases: the real ethane molecule with all

interactions present, and a hypothetical one with all of the

exchange repulsions removed. One potential curve (with

all interactions present) represents the energy of the real

molecule; the other curve represents the energy of the

hypothetical molecule with exchange repulsion absent.

The conclusion from Fig. 3 is that the minima of both

curves coincide at the staggered conformation, establish-

ing that the staggered conformation is preferred regardless

of the presence of exchange repulsion.

The effect of electrostatic repulsion can be understood

by comparing its torsional angle dependence for three

cases: rigid rotation (i.e., pure rotation, all skeletal

relaxations frozen), partially relaxed rotation (only C C

bond lengthening included), and fully relaxed rotation (all

skeletal flexings taken into account). Fig. 4 shows that for

rigid rotation, both electron and nuclear Coulomb repul-

sions increase as the torsional angle incrementally

increases to the eclipsed conformer. However, when

C C bond lengthening is included as part of the rotational

process as it is in fully relaxed rotation, both repulsions

decrease, agreeing with Bader et al.[13] Thus the central

bond stretching that is an intrinsic part of the rotational

coordinate, which takes ethane from the staggered struc-

ture to eclipsed, reduces the strain that is accumulated in

Fig. 3 Torsional angle dependencies of energy of real ethane

(solid curve) and hypothetical ethane with exchange repulsion

absent (dashed curve). Zero degrees denotes the staggered con-

former; ±60� denotes the eclipsed conformer. (From Ref. [25].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Torsional dependence of nuclear–nuclear (NN; full

line), electron–electron (EE; long dash line) repulsion, and

nuclear–electron (NE; short dash line) attraction energy changes

for rigid (RR) and fully relaxed (FR) rotation in ethane.

Corresponding curves for the partially relaxed model (C C

bond lengthening included) are indistinguishable from the

FR ones on the figure scale. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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the molecule by rotation alone. The 0.014-Å C C bond

lengthening leads to a large decrease in Coulomb repulsion

energies. Therefore electrostatic repulsion does not ex-

plain the staggered structural preference in ethane.

The conclusion is that ethane adopts the eclipsed

conformation when the vicinal charge transfers are absent,

and no inversion of structure occurs on the removal of

Coulombic and exchange repulsions. This shows deci-

sively that it is hyperconjugation, not repulsive forces, that

determines the staggered equilibrium structure of ethane.

A central point in eliminating repulsive interactions as a

factor in determining the staggered structure is the

necessity to take into account skeletal expansion, explic-

itly C C bond lengthening (i.e., internal rotation is not

pure rotation).

DISILANE AND DIGERMANE

The interest in silicon and germanium group IV analogs of

ethane, disilane (SiH3SiH3), and digermane (GeH3GeH3)

stems from a combination of two factors. One is the

increased separation of the rotating groups (the central

Si Si and Ge Ge bonds are 0.84 and 0.92 Å, respec-

tively, longer than in ethane; Table 2) and the other is the

X–H (X=Si and Ge, respectively) polarity reversal from

ethane. These changes are expected to cause hyperconju-

gative interactions between the XH3 groups to become

small, if not negligible. An analysis of these ethane

congener interactions allows a deepening of the hyper-

conjugative conformational preference conclusion drawn

for ethane itself. Although experiments have not estab-

lished their equilibrium conformer structure (H atoms

contribute little to electron diffraction patterns),[26] all

calculations conclude that both digermane and disilane

exhibit a staggered conformational preference. As

expected from the hyperconjugative diminution, the

rotational barriers are strongly reduced (Table 3).[27–32]

As pointed out, these molecules can be thought of as

stretched ethanes enriched by additional electrons.

Fig. 5 illustrates that hyperconjugative stabilization,

the principal barrier forming interaction in ethane, falls to

a small fraction of the ethane value (Table 3), as seen from

the related reduced overlap between the s–s* hypercon-

jugating orbitals. The absence of significant backside lobe

overlap with the middle lobe of the antibond is particu-

larly conspicuous. Is the barrier attenuation primarily

because of the larger Si Si and Ge Ge bond lengths, or

because of the X–H polarity reversal? That the attenuation

is mostly because of the larger bond lengths can be seen

from the barrier energies in two phantom molecules

created by expanding ethane to the more open structures

of disilane and digermane, respectively, without any

electron configuration change (Table 4). These phantom

molecules have C H bonds instead of the Si–H and Ge–

H ones in the real molecules. The calculated barrier

energies are reduced to even lower values than those

found for real disilane and digermane.[31,32]

The effect of hyperconjugation alone is sufficient to

keep disilane from exhibiting free rotation (Table 2).[31]

However, the 0.3-kcal/mol hyperconjugation energy, by

itself, is insufficient to prevent digermane from going into

free rotation. Nevertheless, the role that hyperconjugation

plays in rigidizing the digermane equilibrium conformer is

shown clearly by the internal rotation potential curves

with and without this interaction given in Fig. 6. The 0.3-

kcal/mol delocalization energy is substantially smaller

than the Boltzmann energy at 300 K. The total energy

is actually only greater than the Boltzmann energy when

the torsional angle exceeds 40�. Thus digermane is ex-

pected to exhibit large amplitude (�80�) torsional oscil-

lations at room temperature. If vicinal hyperconjugation

is removed (dashed curve in Fig. 6), digermane is pre-

dicted to go into free rotation at this temperature.

Table 3 Internal rotation barriers and delocaliza-

tion energy changes in ethane,[31] disilane,[31] and

digermane[32] (kcal/mol)a

DEbarrier DEdeloc

Ethane 3.03 6.61

Disilane 1.03 0.68

Digermane 0.74 0.32

aHF/6-311G(3df,2p) geometries and energy calculations,

except for digermane geometries (MP2/6-311G(3df,2p)).

Table 2 MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) optimized geometries of ethane,

disilane, and digermane conformers

X X bond

lengtha,b
X H bond

lengtha,b 5HXHa,b

Ethane

S 1.523 1.089 107.6

E 1.537 1.088 107.1

Disilane

S 2.344 1.479 108.7

E 2.358 1.479 108.5

Digermane

S 2.444 1.539 108.7

E 2.454 1.539 108.5

Bond lengths in angstroms; bond angles in degrees.
aX represents carbon atom in ethane, silicon in disilane, and germanium

in digermane.
bBond lengths rounded off to the nearest 0.001 Å; bond angles rounded

off to the nearest 0.1�.
Source: Ref. [32].
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Fig. 5 C H/C H*, Si H/Si H*, and Ge H/Ge H* bond/antibond overlaps for the anti (staggered conformer) and syn

(eclipsed conformer) arrangements in ethane (a), disilane (b), and digermane (c). (From Ref. [32].)
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CONCLUSION

The weight of evidence (particularly direct structural

optimizations with missing interactions) indicates that vi-

cinal hyperconjugation controls the staggered structure of

ethane. A central point in eliminating repulsive inter-

actions as a factor in determining the staggered structure is

the effect of the C C bond lengthening that accompanies

internal rotation (i.e., internal rotation in ethane is not pure

rotation). The group IV congeners, disilane and diger-

mane, show greatly attenuated hyperconjugative interac-

tions. In digermane, hyperconjugation stabilization is

predicted to be so weakened that it is insufficient to give

much rigidity to the molecule at room temperature.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the soccer-ball-shaped molecule C60 and other

fullerenes became available in macroscopic quantities, a

wide variety of derivatives with multiple C–F bonds have

been generated and observed in the gas phase. A

significant number of these have also been isolated in

weighable amounts and characterized by spectroscopic,

electrochemical, and diffraction techniques. Those that

have had their structures unambiguously determined

by single-crystal X-ray diffraction include the fluoro-

fullerenes C60F18, C60F36, and C60F48; the trifluoromethyl

derivative C60F17(CF3); the oxafluorofullerene C60F18O;

and the organofluorofullerene C60F15[CBr(CO2Et)2]3. In

this article, the major developments in fluorofullerene

chemistry will be reviewed, including the synthesis and

characterization of selectively fluorinated fullerenes

and their physical properties and chemical reactivities

that will be important in their consideration for techno-

logical applications.

BACKGROUND

Fluorination was among the first derivitizations proposed

for buckminsterfullerene, C60, the new allotrope of car-

bon discovered in laser-vaporized graphite in 1985.[1]

Although it was only known as a gas-phase species at

the time, the discoverers speculated that the preparation

of fully fluorinated ‘‘Teflon-like’’ ball bearings (e.g.,

C60F60) might lead to a new era of ‘‘superlubricating’’

materials. Not surprisingly, when C60 became available

in macroscopic quantities in 1991,[2] its reaction with F2

was immediately investigated.[3] Extensive experimental

work followed, with dozens of publications from experts

in the specialized and technically demanding field of

fluorine chemistry.a

The history of fluorofullerene (FF) chemistry can be

divided into two periods, the first being the initial

exploration period from 1991 to 1994. Commonly avail-

able fluorinating reagents and well-known methodologies

were employed during this time.a The substrate for these

seminal papers was either a few milligrams of pure C60 or

larger amounts of the so-called ‘‘fullerene extract,’’ which

was predominantly C60 with the bulk of the remainder

being C70. The purported FF products proved difficult

to characterize. Nevertheless, approximate numbers of F-

atom substituents (formerly referred to as F-atom ad-

dends[4]) were reported. Also reported were relative sta-

bilities in various solvents, thermal stabilities, relative

solubilities, and, to a limited extent, chemical reactivities,

although these early FF products were not pure com-

pounds of definite composition. They were complex, often

intractable mixtures, in most cases containing a broad

distribution of C60Fx and C70Fx molecules. Furthermore,

it is now known that some early samples contained sig-

nificant amounts of oxafluorofullerenes, C60FxOy (y=1,

2[5] or y=1–18[6]), making the product mixtures even more

complex than originally thought. For these reasons, the

early literature should be examined with skepticism and

cited with caution. The frequently cited Nature paper ‘‘No

Lubricants from Fluorinated C60’’ is a good example.[7]

The rapid hydrolysis and low stability of FF samples was

reported, but it was the abundant, much more reactive

C60FxOy ‘‘impurities,’’ and not the simple C60Fx FFs, that

turned out to be thermally labile and to undergo rapid

hydrolysis.[6] Another example is a current website that

describes the putative C60F60 FF as a ‘‘colorless,’’

‘‘crystalline solid’’ with a ‘‘melting point of 287�C,’’[8]

although the original reports of its preparation and

isolation are now widely believed to be incorrect.[9] As

discussed below, the most highly fluorinated [60]fullerene

that has been isolated is C60F48. The hypothetical molecule

containing a closed C60 cage and having one F atom

attached to each C atom has not been shown to exist,

reports of its aforementioned physical properties (and

pending commercial availability!) notwithstanding.

The second period, from 1994 to the present, has been a

period of deliberate improvements and innovations in

aSpace limitations preclude a complete bibliography of the earliest

fluorination papers in this article.
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synthetic strategies that resulted in the isolation and

complete characterization of several FFs that are 90+%

compositionally pure, including one that is also isomeri-

cally pure to within the limit of detection.b The break-

through that inspired this work was the synthesis and 19F

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) characterization of

�70% compositionally pure C60F48 from C60 and F2 (i.e.,

direct fluorination).[10] Its detailed structure (i.e., the

positions of the 48 C–F bonds and the 6 remaining C––C

double bonds) could not be unambiguously determined

from the NMR data. Assuming, as the authors correctly

did, that C60F48 was an intact C60 cage with 48 F atoms

attached to 48 of the 60 C atoms, 14 different isomers

were consistent with the NMR data (the total number of

possible isomers for C60F48 is greater than 20,000,000).

They suggested that the two most likely structures, one

with D3 symmetry and one with S6 symmetry, were the

two predicted by MO calculations to be the most stable

thermodynamically, although it was not known whether

the fluorination reaction was under thermodynamic or

kinetic control. The importance of this paper, overlooking

the low yield and poor compositional purity, is that two

important features of FF chemistry that served to inspire

others had been determined: 1) the final product of direct

fluorination is C60F48, so previously reported products

with fewer than 48 F atoms represented incomplete

fluorinations; and 2) fluorinated products of certain stable

compositions can, in principle, be obtained. Further study

of C60 direct fluorination led to the high-yield prepara-

tion of macroscopic amounts of compositionally pure

C60F48,[11] which made possible its complete charac-

terization by a battery of physicochemical techniques

including X-ray crystallography[12] and combustion calo-

rimetry, the latter providing the first experimentally de-

termined enthalpy of formation for any fullerene

derivative.[13]

The next important development in the preparation of

selectively fluorinated fullerenes was reported in 1995

by chemists at the Moscow State University. They used

transition-metal fluorides as fluorinating reagents and

observed the formation of the selectively fluorinated

fullerenes C60F18 and C60F36.[14] This was followed by

papers describing the laborious chromatographic separa-

tion of dozens of less-abundant products, including FFs

with x=2, 4, 6, 8, 16, and 20,[15–21] as well as oxafluoro-

fullerenes[22–24] and fullerenes containing both F atoms

and CF3 groups.[23,25] For the first time, detailed studies of

the physical and chemical properties of gram quantities of

individual, compositionally pure FF compounds could be

carried out, studies that must precede the development of

commercial applications of any new compound.

SYNTHESIS OF FLUOROFULLERENES

From C60 and F2, XeF2, KrF2, ClF3, or BrF5

Until 1995, direct fluorination with F2 was the most ex-

tensively studied method of C60 fluorination.[26] Many

different experimental conditions were investigated: reac-

tion temperatures from 25�C to 355�C; a 1-atm continuous-

flow reactor or a high-pressure batch reactor; and reaction

times from hours to months. In some cases, the in situ mass

uptake of the sample was recorded[3] or the volatile pro-

ducts were monitored by mass spectrometry[27] or infrared

(IR) spectroscopy.[3] In others, color changes from black to

brown to pale yellow to white were noted.[28,29]

Direct fluorination occurred slowly at 25�C (weeks),

affording mixtures of unreacted C60 and C60Fx FFs

with even x values from 36 to 46.[30] Similar results, but

with higher overall conversions, were obtained at 130–

250�C.[29,31] A complicated two-stage direct fluorination

at 250–275�C in the presence of NaF afforded a 56% yield

of FF material in 50 hr that was 70 mol% C60F48 ac-

cording to mass spectrometry.[10] In contrast, a one-stage

direct fluorination in a flow reactor at 315–355�C afforded

a 70% yield of FFs in 3–10 hr that was 95 mol% C60F48

according to electron-ionization mass spectrometry (EI-

MS).[31] This is still the highest compositional purity

reported to date for C60F48.

Use of the noble gas fluorides XeF2 and KrF2, which

are more powerful fluorinating reagents than F2, did not

afford compositionally pure C60F48. In the case of XeF2,

complex mixtures of FFs were isolated.[28,32] In the case

of KrF2, a mass spectrum of the complex mixture of

fluorocarbon products showed the presence of nonfuller-

ene C60Fx species with x>60, which requires C60 cage

rupture and the formation of CF2 and/or CF3 groups.[33]

Such hyperfluorinated species had been previously ob-

served as products of the direct fluorination of C60 under

UV radiation.[34]

The use of the reactive interhalogens ClF3 and BrF5 did

not result in significant yields of any compositionally pure

FF.[5] To further complicate matters, many products

containing multiple Cl or Br atoms in addition to F atoms

were obtained based on IR spectroscopy and elemental

analysis. It was also reported that ‘‘IF7 did not react [with

C60] in the gaseous phase.’’[5]

The reaction of C60 dissolved in liquid Br2 (which is

known to produce C60Br24) with BrF3 was reported to

yield C60F24.[35] The stoichiometry was based on the ratio

of C 1s and F 1s XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy)

bCompositional purity is the mol% of molecules with a specific

molecular formula in a given sample. Isomeric purity is the mol% of a

specific isomer in a sample having a specific molecular formula.
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intensities. However, new, unpublished mass spectromet-

ric evidence indicates that the product actually consisted

of a distribution of C60Fx compositions with an average x

value of 24 (N.F. Yudanov and O.V. Boltalina, unpub-

lished data, 2001).

The reaction of C60 with IF5 in liquid CCl4 was re-

ported to yield chlorofluorofullerenes, including C60Cl18-

F14.[36] However, the only method of characterization was

low-resolution mass spectrometry, and these data were

inconclusive. For example, a sample of C60Cl24 and a

sample purported to be C60Cl18F14 exhibited similar

complex distributions of ions with m/z at 1534±2 Da,

1464±2 Da, 1394 Da, 1322±2 Da, etc.

From C60 and High-Valent Metal Fluorides

A conceptual breakthrough in the synthesis of selectively

fluorinated fullerenes was discovered in 1995, not by

synthetic chemists but by mass spectrometrists at Moscow

State University (MSU) who were studying the thermo-

chemistry of gaseous ions.[14] They used a magnetic-

sector mass spectrometer equipped with a Knudsen

effusion cell as a chemical reactor. Solid state reactions

of fullerenes with various high-valent transition-metal and

rare-earth-metal fluorides as fluorinating reagents resulted

in the simultaneous generation and mass-spectrometric

detection of the volatile products. Because the tempera-

ture was programmed to increase over time, a wealth of

information on the dynamics of formation and distribution

of combinatorial-like mixture of products as a function

of temperature was obtained for each pair of reagents and

stoichiometric ratio studied. Significantly, a large fraction

of the products formed at a given temperature were

condensed on a specially designed collection plate, which

allowed for the further characterization of new derivatives

by a variety of spectroscopic techniques.[15,16]

The Knudsen-cell technique was largely responsible

for the rapid development of synthetic fluorofullerene

chemistry. It was discovered that heating a 1:36 mole ratio

mixture C60 and MnF3 afforded a 60–70% yield of 90+%

compositionally pure C60F36.[37] Another paper reported

that mixtures of C60 and the ternary metal fluoride K2PtF6

resulted in the selective formation of C60F18 (also with

90+% compositional purity and in 60–70% yield) with

only trace quantities of C60F36 and several other FFs with

fewer than 18 F atoms present.[38] In general, reactions

with high-valent metal fluorides gave products with high

compositional purity or, at worst, a narrow distribution of

C60Fx compositions. In general, it was also found that the

average number of F atoms added to C60 is correlated with

the relative fluorinating strength of the metal fluoride,

which to a first approximation increases as the enthalpy

change for the reaction

MFnðsÞ ! MFn�1ðsÞ þ 1=2F2ðgÞ

becomes less positive or more negative.[39] Additionally,

it was found that, for a given metal fluoride, higher

temperatures favored the selective formation of FFs with

fewer F atoms per C60 cage. Some representative data are

listed in Table 1.

A recent paper reported a series of reactions of C60

with ternary metal fluorides other than K2PtF6.[40] This is

Table 1 Values of x for the CyFx or C59NFx major products of fullerene fluorinationsa

Fullerene substrate

Fluorination reagent

(temperature range, �C)

F2

(25–300)

AgF2

(330–500)

MnF3

(380–500)

CeF4

(420–520)

K2PtF6

(450–520)

C60 48 44 36 36 36, 18

C70 56/54 40/38/36

C74 48/46 40/38/36 38, 18

C76 54/52 40/38 42/40/38 38/36, 20

C84 58/56 44/42 42/40 40/38, 24

C59Nb 37/35/33 35/33 33/31, 17

Percentage of occupancy,

(x/y)�100%c
67–80 62–73 49–60 48–60 24–30

aSlashes separate x values for a distribution of species observed under a given set of conditions. Commas separate x values for different species or

different distributions of species observed under two different sets of conditions.
bThe substrate for these fluorinations was (C59N)2, but the x values listed are for a single azafullerenes, which, with an odd number of F atoms, are closed-

shell species.
cIn those cases where products from two different sets of conditions are listed, the percentages of occupancy are for the species with the smallest number

of F atoms.
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potentially a significant next step for two reasons. First,

ternary metal fluorides are more numerous than the

corresponding binary transition metal fluorides (consider

K2MnF6 and Rb2MnF6 vs. MnF4 and Cs2
PbF6 and Cs3

PbF6

vs. PbF4), so a wider variety of reagents has become

available to the synthetic chemist. Second, these ternary

compounds are generally weaker fluorinating reagents

(i.e., less reactive) than the parent binary metal fluoride.

This feature makes them easier to handle in the laboratory

environment and, more importantly, opens up the possi-

bility of isolating FFs with lower degrees of fluorination.

The reaction of C60 with WF6, TaF5, NbF5, and TiF4,

which are not particularly strong fluorinating reagents,

only produced ‘‘adducts’’ of unknown structure [e.g.,

C60(MFn)x].
[41] No fluorofullerenes were observed.

Fluorination of Higher Fullerenes
and Some C60 Derivatives

Fluorination of the higher fullerenes C74, C76, C78, and

C84 and of C60 derivatives such as (C59N)2, C60Clx, and

C60Brx were investigated as these compounds became

available in macroscopic quantitites. As far as the higher

fullerenes and (C59N)2 are concerned, EI-MS character-

ization of volatile products generated by the Knudsen-cell

technique showed that specific compositions, or narrow

ranges of compositions, could be attained with a given

high-valent metal fluoride and a given reaction temper-

ature.[42–44] Representative data are listed in Table 1.

Note that the percentage of occupancy for the CyFx and

C59NFx compounds with the smaller of the listed x values

parallels the percentage of occupancy for the C60Fx

products with the same fluorination reagent. Some

individual higher FFs and C59NFx compounds have been

isolated, but none has been extensively characterized.

Nevertheless, the fact that different x values or narrow

ranges of x values were observed in each case means that

certain CyFx and C59NFx compounds may possess a special

kinetic or thermodynamic stability similar to the special

stabilities possessed by C60F18, C60F36, and C60F48.

Based on this reasoning, likely structures of C74F38

and C76F20
[44] and several C59NFx compounds[45] have

been proposed.

Reactions of the halofullerenes C60Br6, C60Br8,

C60Br24, C60Cl6, and C60Cl24 with either F2 or XeF2 were

reported to produce a variety of FFs, mixed fluorohalo-

fullerenes, and/or oxafluorofullerenes.[36] Another study

of the reactions of C60Br8 and C60Br24 with XeF2 reported

similar findings.[32] An important goal of these studies

was to prepare compositionally pure FFs such as C60F6,

C60F8, and C60F24 that have not yet been prepared by other

methods. However, to date, there is no convincing

example of a direct, high-yield C60Xx!C60Fx transfor-

mation (X=Cl, Br).

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF FLUOROFULLERENES

X-Ray Crystallography

The fluorofullerenes and fluorofullerene derivatives that

have been structurally characterized by single-crystal X-

ray diffraction are all derivatives of C60. The complete list

includes the three FFs, C60F18, C60F36, and C60F48, and

the three FF derivatives, C60F17(CF3), C60F18O, and

C60F15[CBr(CO2Et)2]3. From these few structures, an

analysis of F-atom addition patterns and of interatomic

distances and angles has provided some insight into the

mechanisms by which F atoms and other atoms or groups

of atoms are added to a given starting material or

intermediate. An assessment of the distances and angles

also provides insight into the steric and electronic reasons

that the underlying C60 cage is distorted, in some cases

significantly distorted, from the nearly spherical Ih

symmetry of native C60.

C60F18

This was the first FF to be structurally characterized.[46]

Seven different modifications have been studied, a

solvent-free modification,[38] a toluene solvate,[46] and

five other arene solvates.[47] They all contain the same

C3v isomer of C60F18. A ball-and-stick plot (BSPlot) of

the C60F18 molecule present in the toluene solvate, and

its Schegel diagram, are shown in Fig. 1. The molecule

has all 18 F atoms situated on one hemisphere. This

undoubtedly makes it highly polar (calculated dipole

moments range from 12 to 16 D.)[46] The Schlegel

diagram shows that the 18 F atoms have been added to a

contiguous set of C atoms, a common feature of hydro-

fullerenes but uncommon when larger substituents are

present, as in chlorofullerenes and bromofullerenes.[48]

The Schlegel diagram also shows that the fluorinated

hemisphere contains a central, nearly planar, fully aro-

matic benzenoid ring, with six nearly identical C–C

distances, separated from the remainder of the fullerene

p-electron system by a belt of sp3 C atoms each bearing

a C–F bond. The BSPlot shows that the fluorinated

hemisphere is significantly flattened, so much so that if

the unfluorinated hemisphere is superimposed on a

molecule of C60, the C atoms of the benzenoid ring

are ca. 0.6 Å closer to the center of the C60 molecule

than the C atoms of the antipodal hexagonal ring. The

C–F distances are normal. The C(sp3)–C(sp3) distances,

many of which are greater than 1.62 Å, are significantly

longer than typical organic C–C distances but are not

unusual for highly fluorinated or perfluorinated hydro-

carbons.[46]
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C60F17(CF3)

This compound was a by-product of C60 fluorination with

K2PtF6. It was originally believed to be C60F18(CF2), with

the CF2 group incorporated into a cyclopropane ring.[49]

The true nature of the structure was revealed by X-ray

diffraction analysis. Crystals of this compound were

found, both by X-ray and 19F NMR analysis, to contain a

Cs isomer (ca. 68%), the Schlegel diagram of which is

shown in Fig. 1, and a pair of C1 enantiomers (ca. 16%

each) having the CF3 group attached instead to one of the

six symmetry-related sp3 C atoms that are not directly

bonded to the central benzenoid ring.[50] All of the

isomers exhibit threefold rotational disorder in the solid

state. Nevertheless, a reasonable structure solution was

possible. A BSPlot of the major isomer is shown in Fig. 1.

The molecule exhibits the same flattening observed in

the structure of C60F18. It may be mechanistically

significant that the major isomer of C18F17(CF3) has

the CF3 group attached to the least sterically demanding

sp3 C atoms.

C60F18O

As was the case with C60F17(CF3), the X-ray diffraction

analysis of the oxafluorofullerene C60F18O settled a long-

standing problem concerning its structure. It was also a

by-product of C60 fluorination with K2PtF6. It had been

originally formulated as an epoxide,[6] an interpretation

that remained unchallenged nearly a decade later.[20,51–53]

The structure, shown in Fig. 1, revealed that it is an ether

formed (conceptually, not necessarily mechanistically) by

the insertion of an O atom into a C(sp3)–C(sp3) bond of

C60F18.[22] The structure shown is the major isomer of

C60F18O; two other isomers were separated by high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and are

presumably also ethers, with the O atom inserted into

different C(sp3)–C(sp3) bonds. Note that in the major

isomer, the O atom has been inserted into one of the three

longest C(sp3)–C(sp3) bonds, which average 1.67 Å in

C60F18. The two remaining such bonds in C60F18O are

probably also extremely long, but the threefold rotational

disorder in these crystals makes distances and angles

involving these C atoms unreliable.

C60F15[CBr(CO2Et)2]3

This compound, originally prepared and characterized by

mass spectrometry (A.L. Mirakyan, personal communi-

cation to O.V. Boltalina, 2000), was later purified and

structurally characterized by single-crystal X-ray dif-

fraction.[54] Its structure is related to that of C60F18 except

that the three bulky organic substituents are not attached to

C atoms contiguous with the belt of 15 sp3 C atoms.

Fig. 1 Ball-and-stick plots and Schlegel diagrams for three structures determined by X-ray crystallography. The open and hatched

circles in the plots represent C and F atoms, respectively. The solid circle in the plot of C60F18O represent the O atom. The solid circles

in the Schlegel diagrams represent C–F bonds.
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C60F36

There are three isomers known for this composition. The

two major isomers have C3 (>90%) and T (<10%)

symmetry.[55] A BSPlot and Schlegel diagram of the T

isomer are shown in Fig. 2.[56] This structure is severely

disordered, so much so that all 36 C–F bonds had to be

constrained to have the same distance. There were other

constraints imposed on the two independent C60F36

molecules in the asymmetric unit. Nevertheless, four

salient features were unambiguously determined. First,

this isomer of C60F36 does indeed have idealized (al-

though not crystallographic) T symmetry, in agreement

with predictions based on 19F NMR spectra.[55,57] In

accordance with its proper rotational symmetry, T-C60F36

is chiral and exists as a pair of enantiomers. Second, the

36 F atoms were added to a contiguous set of C atoms,

which is consistent with the addition patterns extant in

C60F18, C60F17(CF3), and C60F18O. Third, there are four

isolated benzenoid rings in this isomer, each of which is

planar to within ±0.02 Å. The Schlegel diagram in Fig. 2

shows that any three of the four benzenoid rings are

symmetrically related by a C3 axis perpendicular to the

plane of the remaining ring. Fourth, the molecule is

severely distorted from the nearly spherical structure of

C60. The four benzenoid rings are much closer to the

geometric center of the molecule than the corresponding

six-membered rings in C60, while the C6F6 hexagons

opposite the benzenoid rings are much farther away from

the geometric center. In C60, the distance from each C

atom to the geometric center is 3.57 Å; in T-C60F36, the

corresponding distances from the geometric center to the

benzenoid C atoms and to the antipodal C6F6 C atoms are

3.0–3.1 and 3.9–4.0 Å, respectively.

The structure of the C3 isomer has not yet been deter-

mined by X-ray diffraction. Its likely structure, deduced

from a careful analysis of 1-D and 2-D 19F NMR spectra,

has three benzenoid rings and three isolated C=C double

Fig. 2 Ball-and-stick plots and Schlegel diagrams for the T-symmetry isomer of C60F36 and the D3-symmetry structure of C60F48, both

determined by X-ray crystallography. Two different rotational orientations, A and B, are shown for C60F48. In orientation B, looking

down the C3 axis, the 12 remaining sp2 C atoms are represented as grey circles and form the six isolated C=C double bonds, three in the

upper hemisphere and three in the lower hemisphere. Elsewhere, the open and hatched circles represent C and F atoms, respectively. The

solid circles in the Schlegel diagrams represent C–F bonds. Also shown is the local structure around one of the C=C bonds in D3-C60F48.

The size of each F atom in this drawing corresponds to its van der Waals radius.
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bonds arising from a contiguous addition of F atoms.[57] If

one of the double bonds were moved by just one C atom,

the C3 axis would be lost and the molecule would have C1

symmetry. This isomer has recently been isolated and

structurally characterized by X-ray diffraction.[58]

C60F48

Single crystals of this compound, grown from mesitylene

solution, were found to contain nearly equal amounts of D3

and S6 isomers. The X-ray diffraction analysis was further

complicated by the fact that both isomers appeared to be

statistically disordered over two positions. The structure

was eventually solved, and a BSPlot and Schlegel diagram

of the D3 isomer are shown in Fig. 2.[12] As in the other FFs

and FF derivatives that have been structurally character-

ized, the 48 F atoms have been added to C60 in a contiguous

manner. There are only 12 remaining sp2 C atoms distri-

buted over six isolated C––C bonds, each of which is a

common edge to a hexagon and a pentagon, the same as for

the three isolated C––C bonds in the C1 and C3 isomers of

C60F36. Similar to the structure of T-C60F36, the structure of

C60F48 is severely distorted. The distances between the 12

sp2 C atoms and the geometric center are all ca. 3.05 Å,

while the distances between sp3 C atoms that are bonded

only to other sp3 C atoms are all ca. 3.9 Å.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the structure is

that the six remaining C––C bonds are well shielded from

external reagents, both by the distortion that draws them

closer to the molecular center and by their four adjacent

C–F bonds. A diagram showing one of the isolated C=C

bonds in C60F48 and its four closest F atoms is also shown

in Fig. 2. The size of each F atom corresponds to its van

der Waals radius. The four F atoms are nearly coplanar

and form an idealized rectangle having two sides of 2.6 Å,

two sides of 3.3±0.2 Å, and two diagonals of 4.1 Å. It is

rather obvious that the addition of more than 48 F atoms to

an intact C60 cage must have a high kinetic barrier if not a

high thermodynamic barrier.

Neither the D3 nor the S6 isomer has a permanent

dipole moment. Therefore C60F48 may be the closest

approximation to a spherical ‘‘Teflon-like’’ ball prepared

to date. It will be interesting to see what lubricating

properties, if any, it possesses.

Fluorine-19 Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy

Many more FFs have been studied by NMR spectroscopy

than by X-ray crystallography, both because many

compounds have not yet yielded suitable crystals and

because NMR spectra of mixtures can be, in many cases,

readily interpreted. Although NMR analysis cannot, in

general, lead to unambiguous structure elucidation, it can

rule out many structure possibilities on the basis of

symmetry (number and intensities of peaks) and coupling-

constant patterns.

Nuclear magnetic resonance studies that simply

support the results of X-ray structure determinations

discussed above will not be included here because of

space limitations.

C60Fx

Small amounts of the FFs C60F2, C60F4, C60F6, C60F8,

C60F16, and C60F20 were isolated by HPLC from the

crude reaction products of C60 fluorinations with

K2PtF6.[15–19,21] Their 19F NMR spectra are consistent

with sequential, contiguous addition patterns that result

from a series of 1,2 additions of F atoms. Diagrams

showing these additions for C60F2, C60F4, and C60F6 are

shown in Fig. 3. Note that NMR spectroscopy is a

particularly suitable technique for distinguishing between

the three patterns shown for C60F6. Structure S would

result in an NMR spectrum with three equal intensity

peaks (this was what was observed), structure O would

result in a spectrum with one peak, and structure T would

result in a spectrum with four peaks with relative

intensities 1:1:2:2. Even in cases where the number of

peaks and their relative intensities cannot distinguish

between two different patterns, a distinction based on

coupling constant patterns may still be possible.

Fig. 3 Diagrams showing likely F-atom addition patterns for

C60F2 and C60F4 and three possible F-atom addition patterns

C60F6. The solid circles represent C–F bonds. The 19F NMR

spectrum of C60F6 is consistent with the diagram labeled S.
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The 19F NMR spectrum of C60F20 is interesting

because of its simplicity. It consists of a single peak,

requiring that all 20 F atoms are symmetrically related.[19]

The only possible contiguous addition structure has D5d

symmetry with the 20 C–F bonds arranged on the

‘‘equator’’ of a C60 cage. The structure, shown in Fig. 4,

is reminiscent of the planet Saturn, and C60F20 has been

tentatively named saturnene.

C60FxOy

The isolation and 19F NMR analysis of small quantities of

the oxafluorofullerenes C60F2O, C60F4O, C60F6O, C60F8O,

C60F16O, and several isomers of C60F18O led to the

conclusion that they are all intramolecular ethers like the

isomer of C60F18O that had been structurally character-

ized.[18] Schlegel diagrams for the likely structures of

C60F2O, C60F4O, C60F6O, C60F8O, based on the distinctive

chemical shifts of F atoms on the two ether C atoms, are

shown in Fig. 5. The contiguous pattern of F atom addition

is clearly seen, and the O atom is always inserted into the

weakest C(sp3)–C(sp3) bond.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF FLUOROFULLERENES

Solubilities in Organic Solvents

The statement that FFs are more soluble than their parent

fullerene can be found in a growing number of publica-

tions. Not only is this statement incorrect in many

instances, the quantitative data on which it would be

properly based have not yet been published in the open

literature. Quantitative solubilities could only be mea-

sured after selectively fluorinated fullerenes became

available in macroscopic amounts. Some of the recently

measured solubilities of C60F36 and C60F48 in hydrocarbon

solvents are listed in Table 2.[59]

It was found that the solubilities of C60F48 in aromatic

hydrocarbon solvents were lower, not higher, than the

Fig. 4 Schlegel diagram and an artist’s rendition of the

proposed structure of C60F20 (saturnene). The structure has D5d

symmetry; therefore all 20 F atoms are equivalent. The solid

circles in the Schlegel diagrams represent C–F bonds.

Fig. 5 Schlegel diagrams showing likely F- and O-atom addi-

tion patterns for C60F2O, C60F4O, C60F6O, and C60F8O based on
19F NMR spectra. The solid circles represent C–F bonds.
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corresponding solubility of C60. The solubilities for

C60F18 were even lower than those for C60F48. Neverthe-

less, the solubilites are high enough so that toluene can be

used as the eluent for HPLC purifications. On the other

hand, the solubilites of C60F48 in aliphatic hydrocarbon

solvents were orders of magnitude higher than for C60, and

those for C60F36 were ca. 10–50 times higher than for C60.

In contrast to the solubility of FFs in aliphatic and

aromatic hydrocarbon solvents, bromofullerenes have

such low solubilities that little synthetic work with them

can be anticipated in common organic solvents.[9]

Whenever a FF is crystallized from an aromatic

hydrocarbon or halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon sol-

vent, one or more solvent molecules per FF are strongly

bound in the lattice (see the ‘‘X-Ray Crystallography’’

section). For example, crystals containing one toluene

molecule per C60F18 are stable up to 190�C, at which

temperature the solvent evaporates, leaving behind sol-

vent-free C60F18.[47] The structure of C60F48 discussed

above was determined with a crystalline modification

containing two mesitylene molecules per FF. A drawing

of the formula unit is shown in Fig. 6. The two symmetry-

related mesitylene molecules lie directly above and below

the molecule along the C3 symmetry axis. Further solid

state and solution studies will be needed to more fully

understand the relative solubilities of fullerenes and FFs.

As far as oxygenated solvents are concerned, the early

literature must, once again, be approached with caution.

For example, acetone and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were

used in the early 1990s to extract FFs from reaction

vessels.[28,29] It was later found that these solvents, as well

as methanol, completely degrade FFs with 36 or more F

atoms, even to the point of rupturing the C60 cage.[60] The

decomposition rate in THF increased as the residual water

content of the solvent increased. On the other hand,

C60F18 has recently been found to be stable for weeks in

carefully dried THF or 1,2-dimethoxyethane.[61]

Table 2 Solubilities of fluorofullerenes in hydrocarbon solvents at 25�Ca

Solvent

Solubility (mmol L�1) Solubility ratio

C60F36 C60F48 C60F48/C60F36 C60F36/C60 C60F48/C60

n-Pentane 0.26(4) 11.9(1) 46 46 2.2�103

n-Hexane 0.36(4) 7.1(1) 20 6.7 1.3�102

n-Heptane 0.43(3) 6.6(1) 15 6.7 1.0�102

n-Decane 0.43(1) 5.5(1) 13 4.5 57

Benzene 0.91(1) 0.44

Toluene 0.86(1) 0.22

Mesitylene 0.19(1) 0.09

aSolubilities are reported in mmol fullerene per liter of solvent. The molar masses of C60, C60F36, and C60F48 are 720, 1404, and 1632 g mol� 1.

Fig. 6 Ball-and-stick plot of the C60F48�2 C6H3Me3 formula

unit determined by X-ray crystallography (C6H3Me3 =1,3,5-

C6H3Me3 =mesitylene). Hydrogen atoms on the mesitylene

molecules have been omitted for clarity. The open and hatched

circles represent C and F atoms, respectively. The distances

between the three molecules are to scale.
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Thermodynamic Properties

The compositional purity, thermal stability, and availabil-

ity of gram quantities of C60F18, C60F36, and C60F48 have

allowed some of their thermodynamic properties to be

investigated. Selected data are listed in Table 3.[13,62–65]

The vaporization properties of all three compounds

have been studied[66,67] and parallel the sublimation

enthalpies listed in Table 3. The vapor pressure of

C60F48 is marginally higher than that of C60F36 (e.g.,

0.45 vs. 0.17 Pa, respectively, at 560 K).[68] The major

isomers of these compounds are either nonpolar or have

negligible polarity; they are spheroidal, essentially non-

polarizable, fluorocarbon nanoparticles with weak inter-

molecular interactions. In contrast, the vapor pressures of

C60 and C60F18 are orders of magnitude lower, but for

different reasons. The extended p-electron system in C60

renders its polarizable, which leads to a relatively large

sublimation enthalpy. On the other hand, the large dipole

moment of C60F18 leads to strong intermolecular interac-

tions and a large sublimation enthalpy.

Combustion calorimetry was used to measure standard

molar enthalpies of formation, DfHm
o, both in the solid

state and in the gas phase (the two values differ only by

the standard molar enthalpies of sublimation).[13,62,63] The

importance of these measurements is that it allowed the

average C–F bond dissociation energies, ca. 290 kJ

mol�1, to be determined. Temperature-dependent heat

capacity measurements for C60F36 revealed an order–

disorder phase transition at 329.6 K (DtrsH
o =7 kJ

mol�1).[69,70] An ordered body-centered tetragonal to

plastic face-centered cubic phase transition was also

observed in a variable temperature X-ray diffraction

study.c

Properties of Fluorofullerene Ions

Ionic properties of FFs have been of particular interest to

both gas-phase and solution chemists as the expectation

was that addition of many electronegative F atoms should

significantly enhance the electron accepting ability of the

fullerene. Indeed, the very first measurements of EA

(C60F2)[71] and EA(C60F46,48)[72] showed them to be 2.72

and 4.06 eV, respectively, higher than EA(C60), which is

2.67 eV.[73] Even more remarkable was the discovery made

by gas-phase scientists that FFs formed doubly charged

anions in the gas phase either under high-energy collisions

of C60Fx
� with inert gases[74] or as the result of a thermal

desorption electron-capture process.[69,70] In the latter case,

C60F48
2� was found to be exceptionally stable toward

ejection of the second electron under collision conditions,

or in the process of metastable decay, this was explained by

the existence of the Coulomb barrier to the removal of the

excess electron. The ability to form stable negative ions is a

manifestation of the exceptional electron-withdrawing

character of FFs. Another manifestation was observed in

electrochemical studies of C60F48,[75] C60F36,[76] and

C60F18,[77] with reported Ered values of 1.38, 0.58 and

0.04 V, respectively, vs. SCE [cf. Ered(C60)=�0.43 V vs.

SCE].[77] The FF C60F48 is believed to have the most

positive Ered among known organic electron acceptors. A

comparison of EAs[77] and Ered values shows that, as

expected, the electron-accepting ability of FFs increases as

the number of F atoms increases.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF FLUOROFULLERENES

Formation of Oxafluorofullerenes

In a series of earlier papers,[5,6,78] considerable attention

was paid to the presence of oxygenated fluorofullerene

Table 3 Thermodynamic properties (kJ mol�1) of fluorofullerenes and C60

Compound ���fHm
o (c)a DDDsubHm

ob DDDfHm
o (g)c Ave. BDE(C–F)

C60F48 �7563±166 130±7 �7454±166 287±4

C60F36 �5362±201 139±8 �5223±201 295±6

C60F18 202±10 �1450d 302

C60 �2355±15 174±6 �2586±14

DfHm
o(c)= standard molar enthalpy of formation of the crystalline solid; DsubHm

o =standard molar enthalpy of sublimation; DfHm
o (g)= standard molar

enthalpy of formation of the gaseous substance; Ave. BDE(C–F)= average C–F bond dissociation energy.
aData from Refs. [13] (C60F48),[63] (C60F36), and [62] (C60).
bData from Refs. [64] and [66].
cSum of the values in the first two columns except for C60F18.
dAverage of the two theoretical values (�1400 and �1500 kJ mol� 1) reported in Ref. [65].

cPoster presented by O.V. Boltalina et al. at 15th International Con-

ference on Chemical Thermodynamics, Porto, Portugal (July, 2001).
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species C60FxOy in the products of some fluorination

reactions (with F2, interhalogens, or XeF2). The origin of

these by-products was believed to be either exposure of

fluorofullerenes in air or formation during the synthesis

because of the presence of adventitious O2 or H2O.

However, the first hypothesis was not confirmed as solid

FFs can be kept in open air for years without any change

in chemical composition (O.V. Boltalina, unpublished

data). The latter reason seems more feasible; moreover,

this is confirmed by direct observations by the MSU group

of the increased content of C60F34O (or C60F18O) in the

crude product of reaction between C60 and MnF3 (or

K2PtF6), used for large-scale preparation of C60F36 (or

C60F18) under reduced pressure of 10�2 Torr, in compar-

ison with the product obtained in situ in a mass spec-

trometer (pressure 10�6 Torr).[79] A similar effect, i.e., the

enhanced formation of oxygen-containing species, also

occurred in the presence of hydrolysis products of some

fluorinating reagents, such as high-valent metal fluorides.

Addition Reactions

The chemistry of C60 includes the attachment of pairs of

atoms or groups of atoms across double bonds, resulting in

C60Xx derivatives, and various types of cycloadditions

yielding monoadducts, bisadducts, or polyadducts.[9] If a

fullerene derivative with some of its reaction sites occupied

is used in an addition reaction, one might expect a more

restricted set of products with fewer added functional

groups. The simplest examples that can be found in

the literature are further fluorinations of FF substrates

with specific compositions: C60F18,[80] C60F36,[81] and

C60F48.[82] The latter substrate was used in a reaction with

F2 in an attempt to achieve a higher degree of fluorination.

However, the reaction led to the rupture of the fluoroful-

lerene cage. In case of fluorinations of C60F18 with MnF3

and C60F36 with F2 or XeF2, selective formation of C60F36

and C60F48, respectively, with the expected isomer com-

positions, were reported. This is another piece of evidence

confirming the stability of specific isomers of [60]full-

erenes with 36 and 48 F atoms.

At present, C60F18, with its bare hemisphere, and other

FFs with relatively few F atoms, appear to be the most

suitable substrates for addition chemistry. The availability

of these compounds allows one to explore reactions

similar to those carried out with pristine C60. At present,

only a few examples have been reported: reactions of

anthracene with C60F18 and C60F20
[83,84] and the reaction

of C60F18 with tetrathiafulvalene (TTF).[85] In the reaction

with anthracene, only 1:1 cycloaddition products were

formed with both FFs because of steric hindrance caused

by the presence of F atoms on the cage, while C60 itself

formed monoadducts and several bisadducts in similar

reactions. In the case of addition of TTF to C60F18, six-

electron cycloaddition occurred through the terminal

C––C bond in the fulvalene (accompanied by elimination

of two F atoms) and yielded as a main product an

asymmetric C60F16�TTF monoadduct. Another recent

example concerns the CF3-radical addition to C60F18,

with silver trifluoroacetate used as source of trifluoro-

methyl radicals. Gas-phase species with up to six attached

trifluoromethyl groups to C60F18 were observed by mass

spectrometry.[44]

Substitution Reactions

Earlier reports on the chemical reactivity of FFs involved

impure mixtures, so isolation and characterization of the

products was not achieved. These studies concerned

introduction of the phenyl and methyl groups[86] or the

formation of various hydroxides and oxides from hydro-

lysis reaction of relatively compositionally pure C60F36,

although characterization of those products was not

complete.[87] Two types of substitution reactions were

more systematically studied using C60F18 as a substrate:

electrophilic substitutions into aromatics in the presence

of Lewis acid catalyst and nucleophilic substitutions. The

first study of the phenylation of C60F18, in which FeCl3
was used as the catalyst, resulted in the formation of a

triphenylated derivative.[51] This was followed by a more

extensive study of a variety of aromatic addends.[88]

Monosubstituted, disubstituted, and trisubstituted pro-

ducts C60F18�nArn were isolated (n=1–3) for Ar=4-tolyl,

4-methoxyphenyl, 4-phenoxyphenyl, and 4-chlorophenyl.

In all cases, substitution occurred at the three least

sterically hindered F atoms (the F atoms outside of the 15-

F-atom belt in C60F18). For the bulky substituents Ar=2-

fluorenyl, 2-biphenylyl, and 1- and 2-naphthyl, mono-

adducts C60F17Ar were the dominant products. The Lewis

acids SbF5 and TiCl4 were also found to be effective

catalysts for these reactions.

The reaction of a fluorofullerene with a bromomalo-

nate diester (Bingel reaction) was first studied by MALDI

mass spectrometry and resulted in the substitution of up to

three F atoms with bromomalonate groups (A.L. Mir-

akyan, personal communication to O.V. Botalina, 2000).

Later isolation and spectroscopic and crystallographic

characterization of the monosubstituted, disubstituted, and

trisubstituted products revealed that instead of the

expected (by analogy with similar reaction of C60)

methanofullerene formation, nucleophilic substitution of

up to three bromomalonate groups for F atoms in C60F18

occurred, with the three F atoms leaving from the least

sterically hindered positions. The trisadduct had a prom-

inent emerald-green color because of the formation of 18p
annulene belt of electrons with high conjugation.[54] This

new type of fluorofullerene derivative with various

electron–donor substituents was extensively studied with
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the goal of designing of donor–acceptor systems to be

probed in photovoltaic devices.[89] Mono- and bis-

addition products of the Prato reaction with C60F18

([3+2] dipolar cycloaddition with aldehydes and amino

acids) were obtained, with a much greater variety of

isomeric products than in the case of Prato reactions with

C60.[90]

CONCLUSION

The first decade of the fluorine chemistry of fullerenes has

passed. Joint efforts of research chemists worldwide laid

the foundation for further developments in this fascinating

branch of fullerene chemistry. At present, fluorine-con-

taining fullerenes represent the largest group of deriva-

tives with the same single substituent that have been syn-

thesized in macroscopic amounts, isolated into specific

compositionally and/or isomerically pure compounds, and

fully or partially structurally characterized. Fundamental

physical quantities such as formation enthalpies, vapor

pressures, heat capacities, reduction potentials, ionization

energies, and electron affinities were determined for few

specific fluorofullerenes, which constitutes the basis for

more advanced theoretical and experimental physical-

chemical and chemical studies with these compounds.

Developments of new nonconventional approaches to the

preparation of fluorine-containing derivatives provides

hope that compounds with new compositions and struc-

tures will be obtained in the future.

Basic physical properties such as solubility, stability,

thermal resistance, and resistance toward light and

moisture were studied, all showing that fluorofullerenes

represent a promising class of new chemical materials,

sufficiently robust to be probed/examined/used for various

practical applications. Although the high price remains an

obstacle for advancing these materials, as it does for other

fullerene-related applications, recent activities of large

international companies as well as small nanotech busi-

nesses should bring down the prices of fullerenes once

planned ton-scale production facilities come on line.

As for the possible applications of fluorinated full-

erenes that were discussed in the past decade, which

include their use as cathode materials in Li-batteries, as

lubricants, and as oxidizing and fluorinating reagents,

more research with pure materials under controlled

conditions is needed (early reports on the performance

of FFs in batteries or as lubricants were based on studies

with complex mixtures of FFs contaminated with various

oxafluorofullerenes). Current interest in the use of FFs in

photovoltaic devices is based on their ability to function as

good electron acceptors. In this regard, the report that the

charge-transfer lifetime of a complex of C60F18 and

tetrathiofulvalene is 780 nsec is very promising.[91] The

possibility that FFs might be useful in lithography

technologies has also been suggested recently.[92]
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INTRODUCTION

Biosensors find increasing applications in different areas

such as the detection of biological agents, chemicals,

explosives, food safety, environmental, and energy appli-

cations. The main reasons for the growing popularity of

the biosensor-based applications are the simplicity of use,

monitoring of the reactions in real time and radiolabel free

detection of the binding or breakdown of complexes.

There is a continual need to enhance the sensitivity, se-

lectivity, stability, regenerability, and decrease the re-

sponse time of the biosensor. Also, it is significant to

obtain kinetic and dissociation rate coefficients for ana-

lyte–receptor interactions in order to obtain better physical

insights into functionally dissimilar processes they are

involved in. An analysis of the interaction wherein the

receptor is immobilized on the sensor chip of a surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor and the corresponding

analyte is in solution is an initial step in this direction. This

is an in vitro application. However, one recognizes that

the receptor may not be immobilized in real-life applica-

tion in the human body (for e.g., cellular interactions).

Surface Plasmon Resonance Biosensor

The SPR biosensor protocol requires one of the compo-

nents (receptor) to be detected to be immobilized on the

biosensor-chip surface and the other component (analyte)

to be in solution. The protocol analyzes the analyte–

receptor interaction kinetic curves using classical satura-

tion models under diffusion-free conditions. The analysis

also assumes that the receptors are homogeneously distrib-

uted over the sensor surface. Computer programs and

software that come with the equipment provide values of

the rate coefficients (for e.g., Biacore 2002[1]). Although a

careful analysis and experimental protocol may eliminate

or minimize the influence of diffusional limitations, realis-

tically speaking, it is more appropriate to include a hetero-

geneous distribution of receptors on the sensing surface.

The immobilized receptor–analyte in solution system

by its design is heterogeneous. Elimination of this hetero-

geneity may result in incorrect interpretation of the ki-

netics of the interactions. One possible way of accounting

for the presence of heterogeneity that exists on the surface

is by using fractals.[2] A characteristic feature of fractals is

the self-similarity at different levels of scale and dilata-

tional symmetry. Fractals are particularly useful for this

type of analysis because they help characterize the heter-

ogeneity on the biosensor surface and other factors such as

mass-transport limitations. The heterogeneity on the

surface can be described by a lumped parameter; the frac-

tal dimension.

An alternate analysis is used in this manuscript to

reanalyze the data obtained from literature that incorpo-

rates theoretically in the kinetic model the heterogeneous

distribution of receptors on the sensing surface. This is a

more realistic approach to the real-life situation. This

would become more significant if the degree of hetero-

geneity of the receptors on the surface affects the binding

and the dissociation rate coefficients to a large degree.

Osmond et al.[3] investigated protein–heparin interac-

tions using BIAcore 2000. Protein interactions with

heparin are widespread and mediate many biologically

important processes. An understanding of the affinity and

kinetics of these interactions is of considerable impor-

tance. Biotinylated heparin derivatives were immobilized

on streptavidin sensor chips and several heparin-binding

proteins were examined. In this article we discuss the

binding and dissociation interaction of lactoferrin (pro-

tein) binding to three biotinylated heparins, namely, EP–

heparin, NH2–heparin and CO2H–heparin.

Along with the above example, drug–liposome inter-

actions are analyzed using the fractal approach. Baird

et al.[4] used both BIAcore 2000 and 3000 to study drug

interactions with liposome surfaces. They used this study

for predicting intestinal permeability of a drug. Lipo-

somes captured on the biosensor chip surface create a

lipid barrier representative of the membrane of an intes-

tinal epithelial cell. As the drug flows over the chip
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surface, lipid interactions can be monitored in real time

without any labeling.

THEORY

Havlin[5] reviewed and analyzed the diffusion of reactants

toward fractal surfaces. The details of the theory and the

equations involved for the binding and the dissociation

phases for analyte–receptor binding are available.[6] The

details are not repeated here. A brief outline of the

equations is given to permit an easier reading.

Single-Fractal Analysis

Binding rate coefficient

Havlin[5] considered the diffusion of a particle (analyte)

from a homogeneous solution to a solid surface (e.g., re-

ceptor-coated surface) on which it reacts to form a product

(analyte–receptor complex). The concentration of the

product [analyte � receptor] increases with time as follows:

ðAnalyte � receptorÞ

�
tð3�Df;bindÞ=2 ¼ tp ðt < tcÞ

t1=2 ðt > tcÞ:

(
ð1aÞ

Here Df,bind is the fractal dimension of the surface during

the binding step; tc is the cross-over value. The cross-over

value may be determined by the relationship rc
2�tc. Above

the characteristic length, rc, the self-similarity is lost.

Hence, above tc, the surface may be considered homoge-

neous and ‘‘regular’’ diffusion is now present. For the

present analysis, tc is chosen arbitrarily and we assume that

the value of the tc is not reached.

In Eq. 1a the concentration of the (analyte �receptor)

complex on a solid fractal surface scales at two different

scales with time: 1) with the coefficient, p=(3�Df,bind)/2,

at short timescales and 2) p=1/2 at intermediate time-

scales.[5] Note that the value of the coefficient, p, is

different from the ‘‘normal’’ case, p=0, which is the con-

sequence of two different phenomena, the fractality

(heterogeneity) and the imperfect mixing (diffusion-lim-

ited) condition. For a homogeneous surface, Df,bind is

equal to 2.[5] When only diffusional limitations are pres-

ent, p=1/2 as it should be. Another way of looking at the

p=1/2 case is that the analyte in solution views the fractal

object, in our case the receptor-coated biosensor surface,

from a ‘‘large distance.’’ In essence, in the binding pro-

cess, the diffusion of the analyte from the solution to the

receptor surface creates a depletion layer of width (Dt)1/2,

where D is the diffusion constant. This gives rise to the

fractal power law, [analyte �receptor]�t(3�Df,bind)/2.

It is worthwhile commenting on the units of the

binding and the dissociation rate coefficient(s) obtained

for the fractal analysis. In general, for SPR biosensor

analysis, the unit for the [analyte � receptor] complex on

the biosensor surface is RU (resonance unit). One

thousand resonance units is generally 1 ng/mm2 of sur-

face, or one resonance unit is 1 pg/mm2. Then, the unit for

the binding rate coefficient, kbind, from Eq. 1a is pg mm�2

sec(Df,bind�3)/2. Note that the unit of dependence in time

exhibited by kbind changes slightly depending on the

corresponding fractal dimension obtained in the binding

phase, Df,bind. The fractal dimension value is less than or

equal to three. Three is the highest value of the fractal

dimension because the system is embedded in a three-

dimensional system. Note that kbind and kdiss are inter-

changeably used as k and kd, respectively.

It would be useful to specify what the carrier of fractal

properties is. It could be either the analyte surface, the

receptor surface, or the immobilizing (in our case, the

biosensor) surface. There is a considerable body of work

on fractal surface properties of proteins.[7–10] Daily

et al.[11] indicate that the active sites (in our case the

receptors on the biosensor surface) may themselves form

a fractal surface. Furthermore, the inclusion of nonspe-

cific binding sites on the surface would increase the fractal

dimension of the surface. At present, we are unable to

specify what the carrier of the fractal properties is. This is

exacerbated by our reanalysis of kinetic data available in

the literature. Presumably, it is because of a composite of

some or all of the factors mentioned above.

Dissociation rate coefficient

The diffusion of the dissociated particle (receptor or ana-

lyte) from the solid surface (e.g., analyte–receptor com-

plex coated surface) into solution may be given, as a first

approximation by:

ðAnalyte � receptorÞ � �tð3�Df;dissÞ=2 ðt > tdissÞ
¼ �kdisst

ð3�Df;dissÞ=2
ð1bÞ

Here Df,diss is the fractal dimension of the surface for the

dissociation step; tdiss represents the start of the dissoci-

ation step. This corresponds to the highest concentration

of the analyte–receptor complex on the surface. Hence-

forth, its concentration only decreases. Df,bind may or may

not be equal to Df,diss.

The units for the dissociation rate coefficient, kdiss, are

obtained in a similar manner as done for the binding

rate coefficient. The unit for the kdiss is pg mm�2

sec(Df,diss�3)/2. Again, note that the unit dependence on
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time exhibited by kdiss changes slightly because of the

dependence on Df,diss.

Dual-Fractal Analysis

Binding rate coefficient

The single-fractal analysis has been extended to include

two fractal dimensions. The concentration of the analyte–

receptor complex is given by:

ðAnalyte � receptorÞ

�
tð3�Df1;bindÞ=2 ¼ tp1 ðt < t1Þ
tð3�Df2;bindÞ=2 ¼ tp2 ðt1 < t < t2 ¼ tcÞ
t1=2 ðt > tcÞ:

8><
>:

ð1cÞ

The time (t= t1) at which the first fractal dimension

‘‘changes’’ to the second fractal dimension is assumed to

be arbitrary and empirical. One of the reasons for the

‘‘change’’ in fractal dimension is the fact that the analyte–

receptor binding is different from catalytic reactions. In

catalytic reactions, the catalytic surface exhibits an

unchanging fractal surface to the reactant in the absence

of fouling and other complications, whereas for analyte–

receptor binding the biosensor surface exhibits a changing

fractal surface to the analyte in solution. This occurs

because as each binding reaction takes place, smaller and

smaller amounts of ‘‘binding’’ sites or receptors are

available on the biosensor surface to which the analyte

may bind. Furthermore, as the reaction proceeds, there is

an increasing degree of heterogeneity on the biosensor

surface for some reaction systems. This is manifested by

two degrees of heterogeneity, or two fractal dimensions on

the biosensor surface.[12] In the theoretical limit one might

envisage a temporal fractal dimension wherein there is a

continuous change in the degree of heterogeneity on the

surface, although of course, such situations would be rare.

At present, the dual-fractal analysis does not have a

basis at the molecular level. This represents two different

levels of heterogeneity on the biosensor surface. For the

most part the use of dual fractal analysis is dictated by the

data analyzed and the experience gained by handling a

single-fractal analysis. The r2 (regression coefficient)

value obtained is also used to determine if a single-fractal

analysis is sufficient to provide an adequate fit. Only if the

r2 value is less than 0.97 for a single-fractal analysis do we

use a dual-fractal model.

The binding rate coefficients, k1 and k2, in the dual-frac-

tal analysis have the same units, pg mm�2 sec(Df1,bind�3)/2

and pg mm�2 sec(Df2,bind�3)/2, respectively, as the binding

rate coefficient, k, in the single-fractal analysis.

Dissociation rate coefficient

In this case the dissociation rate coefficient is given by:

ðAnalyte � receptorÞ

�
�tð3�Df1;dissÞ=2 ðtdiss < t < td1Þ

�tð3�Df2;dissÞ=2 ðtd1 < t < td2Þ:

(
ð1dÞ

Here Df,diss is the fractal dimension of the surface for the

dissociation step; tdiss represents the start of the dissoci-

ation step. This corresponds to the highest concentration

of the [analyte �receptor] on the surface. Df,bind may or

may not be equal to Df,diss. The dissociation rate

coefficients, kd1 and kd2, in the dual-fractal analysis have

the same units, pg mm�2 sec(Dfd1�3)/2 and pg mm�2

sec(Dfd2�3)/2, respectively, as the dissociation rate coeffi-

cient, kd, in the single-fractal analysis.

The affinity, K=kdiss/kbind, can be calculated using the

above models. The K value is frequently used in analyte–

receptor reactions occurring on biosensor surfaces. This

ratio, besides providing physical insights into the analyte–

receptor system, is of practical importance because it

may be used to help determine (and possibly enhance)

the regenerability, reusability, stability, and other biosen-

sor performance parameters. The affinity K has the unit

sec(Df,diss�Df,bind)/2. This applies to both the single- as well as

the dual-fractal analysis. Note the difference in the units

of affinity obtained for the classical as well as the fractal-

type kinetics. Although the definition of affinity is the

same in both types of kinetics, the difference(s) in the

units of the different rate coefficients eventually leads to a

different unit for the affinity in the two types of kinetics.

This is not entirely unexpected because the classical

kinetic analysis does not include the characteristics of the

surface in the definition of the affinity K, whereas the

present fractal analysis does. Thus, one may not be able to

actually compare the affinities in these two types of sys-

tems. This is a significant difference in the kinetic analysis

of binding and dissociation reactions on biosensor sur-

faces from what is available in the literature.

RESULTS

A fractal analysis is applied to the data obtained for

protein–heparin[3] and drug–liposome interactions[4] taken

from the literature. Alternate expressions for fitting the

data are available. These include saturation, first-order

reaction, and no diffusion limitation cases, but these

expressions are apparently deficient in describing the

heterogeneity that inherently exists on the surface. The

method widely used for modeling data is the Langmuirian

approach. This approach may be used to model the data
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presented if one assumes the presence of discrete classes

of sites (e.g., double-exponential analysis as compared

with a single-exponential analysis).

Lee and Lee[13] indicate that the fractal approach has

been applied to surface science, e.g., adsorption and

reaction processes. These authors emphasize that the frac-

tal approach provides a convenient means to represent the

different structures and morphology at the reaction

surface. They also emphasize using the fractal approach

to develop optimal structures and as a predictive approach.

Fig. 1 Binding curves of lactoferrin at various concentrations to immobilized heparin. (A) Lactoferrin binding to EP–heparin. (B)

Lactoferrin binding to NH2–heparin. (C) Lactoferrin binding to CO2H–heparin. Legend: When only a solid line (___) is used then a

single fractal analysis applies. When both a dotted (- - - -) and a solid (____) line are used, then the dotted line (- - - -) represents a

single-fractal analysis, and the solid line (____) represents a dual-fractal analysis. The data points are represented by (&). (From

Ref. [3].)
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Another advantage of the fractal technique is that the

analyte–receptor binding (as well as the dissociation

reaction) is a complex reaction, and the fractal analysis

via the fractal dimension and the rate coefficient provides

a useful lumped parameter(s) analysis of the diffusion-

limited reaction occurring on a heterogeneous surface. The

parameters obtained by this analysis of the diffusion-

limited binding kinetics occurring on heterogeneous

surfaces provide a useful comparison of different recep-

tor–analyte biosensor systems.

In the classical situation, to demonstrate fractality, one

should make a log–log plot, and one should have a large

amount of data. It may also be useful to compare the fit to

some other forms, such as exponential, or one involving

saturation, etc. At present, we do not present any inde-

pendent proof or physical evidence of fractals in the

examples presented. It is a convenient means (because it

provides a lumped parameter) of making the degree of

heterogeneity that exists on the surface more quantitative.

Thus, there is some arbitrariness in the fractal model to

be presented.

Our analysis at present does not include the nonselec-

tive adsorption of the analyte. We do recognize that in

some cases this may not be a significant component of the

adsorbed material and that this rate of association, which

is of a temporal nature, would depend on surface avail-

ability. If we were to accommodate the nonselective ad-

sorption into the model, there would be an increase in the

heterogeneity on the surface because by its very nature

nonspecific adsorption is more heterogeneous than spe-

cific adsorption. This would lead to higher fractal di-

mension values because the fractal dimension is a direct

measure of the degree of heterogeneity that exists on the

surface.[14]

For a first-order reaction, as expected, an increase in

the degree of heterogeneity on the surface because of

nonspecific binding would lead to lower values of the

(specific) binding rate coefficient. The deletion of this

nonspecific binding in the analysis would lead to

(artificially) higher values of the binding rate coefficient

for first-order reactions. Our reactions are, in general,

higher than first order. Sadana and Chen[14] showed that

for reaction orders higher than one a certain amount of

heterogeneity is beneficial for the binding rate coefficient.

There is apparently an optimum range because of steric

factors. Thus, depending on whether one is inside or out of

this optimum range, the deletion of nonspecific binding in

the analysis would lead to either an increase or a decrease

in the binding rate coefficient. In other words, if one is in

the optimum range for a particular reaction order, then the

presence of nonspecific binding would lead to higher

values of the (specific) binding rate coefficient. In this

case, the deletion of the nonspecific binding leads to lower

than real-life values of the binding rate coefficient.

The previous analyses used the software provided by

the SPR biosensor manufacturer (Biacore 2002) to obtain

the values of the rate coefficients and the affinities. The

model did not take into account the heterogeneity present

on the sensor chip surface. Here we present the reanalysis

of these interactions using the above equations.

Osmond et al.[3] have analyzed binding and the dis-

sociation of protein–heparin interactions. These authors

have used SPR biosensor for the analysis of the kinetics.Fig. 1 (Continued).
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Biotinylated heparin derivatives were immobilized on

streptavidin sensor chips and their effect was analyzed.

Fig. 1A, B, and C shows the binding curves of lactoferrin

at various concentrations (200, 100, and 50 nM) to CO2H–

heparin, NH2–heparin, and EP–heparin, respectively,

immobilized on the sensor chip surface.

For EP–heparin, a dual-fractal analysis is adequate to

describe the binding as well as the dissociation kinetics for

all of the concentrations analyzed. A dual-fractal analysis

was adequate to describe binding kinetics for NH2–

heparin and CO2H–heparin complex immobilized on

sensor-chip surface. However, a single-fractal analysis

was sufficient to describe the dissociation of these

reactions with an exception for 50 nM lactoferrin

concentration binding to NH2–heparin; a dual fractal

analysis was required for this case. The values of the

binding and the dissociation rate coefficients are given in

Table 1. These values were obtained from a regression

Fig. 2 Relationship between the affinities and the ratio of

fractal dimension for dissociation to that of binding for

lactoferrin binding to EP–heparin. (A) Increase in the affinity,

K1, with an increase in the fractal dimension ratio, Dfd/Df1. (B)

Increase in the affinity, K2, with an increase in the fractal

dimension ratio, Dfd/Df2. Legend: as in Fig. 1 legend.

Fig. 3 Relationship between the affinities and the ratio of

fractal dimension for dissociation to that of binding for

lactoferrin binding to NH2–heparin. Increase in the affinity,

K1, with an increase in the fractal dimension ratio, Dfd/Df1.

Fig. 4 Relationship between the affinities and the ratio of

fractal dimension for dissociation to that of binding for

lactoferrin binding to CO2H–heparin. (A) Increase in the

affinity, K1, with an increase in the fractal dimension ratio,

Dfd/Df1. (B) Increase in the affinity, K2, with an increase in the

fractal dimension ratio, Dfd/Df2. Legend: as in Fig. 1 legend.
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analysis using Corel Quattro Pro 8.0[15] to model the data

using Eqs. 1c and 1d.

As the concentration of lactoferrin binding to all three

different ligands increases, there is an increase in the

binding fractal dimension (Df) and in the dissociation

fractal dimension (Dfd). This leads to an increase in the

binding rate coefficient, k, and the dissociation rate

coefficient, kd. The higher receptor concentration (200

nM) on the SPR surface leads to a higher degree of

heterogeneity on the surface because of the saturation of

the active sites on the surface. This leads to a higher

binding rate coefficient for EP–heparin and CO2H–

heparin immobilized on the biosensor surface. However,

for the NH2–heparin ligand this surface saturation not only

leads to increase in rate coefficients but also to a change in

mechanism of dissociation, which can be seen by the use

of a dual-fractal analysis to describe the process.

The affinity K1 (kd/k) values are also calculated. There

is no trend in these values with respect to different ligands.

However, if we compare the affinity values of different

concentrations of lactoferrin binding to a particular ligand

with the ratio of the fractal dimension for dissociation to

the fractal dimension for binding (Dfd/Df), we note an

increasing trend. Fig. 2A shows that the affinity K1 (kd/k1)

Fig. 5 Binding and dissociation curves for different amounts of liposome captured for drug-binding response. (A) 4 mM liposome

suspension. (B) 2 mM liposome suspension. (C) 1 mM liposome suspension. (D) 0.5 mM liposome suspension. (E) 0.25 mM liposome

suspension. Legend: as in Fig. 1 legend. (From Ref. [4].)
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increases, for the binding of lactoferrin to the CO2–

heparin immobilized on the sensor surface, as the ratio

Dfd/Df1 increases. For the data analyzed and presented in

Table 1, the affinity K1 (kd/k1) is given by:

K1 ¼ ð0:6650� 0:0179ÞðDfd=Df1Þ6:196 � 0:2025 ð2aÞ

The affinity, K1, is very sensitive to the degree of

heterogeneity that exists on the surface as noted by the

high value of the order of dependence of K1 on Dfd/Df.

Fig. 2B relates the affinity K2 (kd/k2) to (Dfd/Df2). The

affinity can be given by

K2 ¼ ð0:7544� 0:0457ÞðDfd=Df2Þ7:110�2:065 ð2bÞ

A similar analysis is done for binding of lactoferrin on

NH2–heparin and CO2H–heparin ligands. The dependence

of affinities on the ratio of fractal dimension is shown

in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. For the data analyzed of

different concentrations of lactoferrin binding to NH2–

heparin, the affinity, kd/k1 is given by:

K1 ¼ ð1:0158� 0:1074ÞðDfd=Df1Þ1:8256 � 0:4650 ð3aÞ

For the data analyzed of different concentrations of

lactoferrin binding to CO2H–heparin, the affinities, K1 and

K2, are given by:

ðkd=k1Þ ¼ ð0:7042� 0:1497Þ

�ðDfd=Df1Þ0:8367 � 0:6110 ð4aÞ

ðkd=k2Þ ¼ ð0:5597� 0:0193ÞðDfd=Df2Þ4:728 � 2009 ð4bÞ

These results suggest heparin attached through the

reducing terminus (EP–heparin) had the highest binding

capacity followed by heparin immobilized via intrachain

bare amines (NH2–heparin). Heparin immobilized through

the carboxylate groups of uronic acids (CO2H–heparin)

had lowest binding capacity. This is in accordance with

the results suggested by the authors.

To examine how drug-binding responses were affected

by liposome capacity, Baird et al.[4] used different

amounts of lipids captured on a sensor chip surface by

varying the concentration of liposome injected. Fig. 5

shows the binding and dissociation curves obtained for

liposome concentrations from 0.25 to 4 mM. For all of

the concentrations of liposome suspension analyzed, a

dual-fractal analysis is required to adequately describe

the drug–liposome binding kinetics. The dissociation

phase is well described by a single-fractal analysis. The

values of the binding and the dissociation rate coeffi-

cients are given in Table 2. According to the authors

there are two types of drugs. Type I drugs dissociate

rapidly from the lipid surface and Type II drugs display

at least two distinct kinetic phases during the binding

and the dissociation. This suggests diffusion of the drug

into the phospholipid bilayer. This can be one of the

reasons for the need of a dual-fractal analysis (instead of

single-fractal analysis) to adequately describe the asso-

ciation (binding) of the drug–liposome interaction. The

second reason can be the sigmoidal shape of the binding

curve. A sigmoidal curve is usually observed when there

is a change in the binding mechanism. For the disso-

ciation case, there is a sharp decrease in the response,

suggesting a single mechanism at work, justifying the

use of single fractal analysis.

As in the protein–heparin example,[3] as the liposome

suspension concentration increases, the binding as well as

the dissociation rate coefficient increases. This leads to an

increase in the fractal dimension for binding and disso-

ciation. The reason for this increase in the rate coefficients

is the increase in heterogeneity on the sensor chip surface

Fig. 6 (A) Increase in the affinity, K1, with an increase in the

fractal dimension ratio, Dfd/Df1. (B) Increase in the affinity, K2,

with an increase in the fractal dimension ratio, Dfd/Df2. Legend:

as in Fig. 1 legend.
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because of increase in density of liposome in solution. An

increase in density gives rise to multiple collisions. This in

turn increases the effective reaction order, which leads to

an increase in the fractal dimension.[16]

The affinity values (kd/k) are also calculated and

presented in Table 2. Both the affinity values, K1 (kd/k1)

and K2 (kd/k2), exhibit decrease with increase in the

concentration of the liposome.

Fig. 6A shows the plot of K1 vs. the ratio Dfd/Df1. For

the data analyzed of different concentrations of liposome,

the affinity, K1, is given by:

ðkd=k1Þ ¼ ð0:1643� 0:0166ÞðDfd=Df1Þ5:638 � 0:320 ð5aÞ

Note that as indicated earlier, the units of kd and k1 are

slightly different.

Fig. 6B shows the plot of K2 versus the ratio Dfd/Df2.

For different concentrations of liposome analyzed, the

affinity, K2, is given by:

ðkd=k2Þ ¼ ð0:1526� 0:0069ÞðDfd=Df2Þ8:896 � 0:4046 ð5bÞ

Both Eqs. 5a and 5b suggest a strong dependence of the

affinities on the ratio of fractal dimensions. For correct

cell signaling, lower values of K are beneficial, whereas

for incorrect cell signaling higher K values are beneficial.

Knowing the relation of affinity with the fractal dimension

(degree of heterogeneity) may suggest useful means by

which appropriate interactions (to promote correct cell

signaling) and inappropriate interactions (deleterious to

health signaling) may be better controlled.

CONCLUSION

A fractal analysis of the binding and dissociation of

protein–heparin and drug–liposome interactions along

with the influence of different ligands on these interac-

tions occurring on SPR biosensor applications is studied.

This analysis provides a quantitative indication of the

state of disorder or roughness in terms of fractal di-

mension on the biosensor chip surface and its effect on the

binding and the dissociation rate coefficients and affinity

values. This analysis can be considered as an alternate

way to understand the kinetics on the heterogeneous

surface with diffusion-limited reactions occurring toward

structured surfaces.

For example, data taken from the literature[3,4] is

reanalyzed to include the degree of heterogeneity present

on the surface and its influence on the binding and the

dissociation kinetics. The analysis of both the binding and

the dissociation steps provide a more complete picture of

the reaction occurring on the sensor chip surface. The

fractal analysis also provides a value of the affinity, K (the

ratio of the dissociation rate coefficient, kd, and the

binding rate coefficient, k). The K values obtained may

give us an idea or provide a basis for selective modulation

of the surface, thereby changing the binding as well as the

dissociation reactions in desired directions. This has

biomedical as well as environmental implications.

The degree of heterogeneity can be quantitatively

measured in terms of the fractal dimension. The degree of

heterogeneity is affected by the presence of ligands on the

sensor chip surface. In general, the degree of heterogene-

ity for the binding and the dissociation phases is different.

Both types of examples are presented wherein either a

single- or a dual-fractal analysis is required to adequately

describe the binding and/or the dissociation kinetics. The

dual-fractal analysis is used only when the single fractal

analysis did not provide an adequate fit (sum of least

squares less than 0.97). This was done by regression

analysis provided by Quattro Pro.

Predictive expressions are developed for the affinities,

K1 (kd/k1) and K2 (kd/k2), as a function of the ratio, Dfd/Df1

and Dfd/Df2, respectively. The fractal dimension for the

binding or the dissociation phase is not a typical

independent variable and cannot be directly manipulated.

The predictive relationships provide a means by which

these binding or the dissociation rate coefficients may be

manipulated by changing either the analyte concentration

in solution or the degree of heterogeneity that exists on

the surface. Note that a change in the degree of hetero-

geneity on the surface would, in general, lead to changes

in both the binding as well as the dissociation rate co-

efficient. Thus, a careful consideration is required to get

the desired result.

It is interesting to note that the fractal surface leads to

turbulence, which enhances mixing, decreases diffusional

limitations, and leads to an increase in the binding rate

coefficient.[17] This also applies to the dissociation rate

coefficient. For this to occur, the characteristic length of

this turbulent boundary layer may have to extend a few

monolayers above the sensor surface to affect bulk

diffusion to and from the surface. However, given the

extremely laminar flow regimes in most biosensors this

may not actually take place. A fractal surface is

characterized by grooves and ridges, and this surface

morphology may lead to eddy diffusion. This eddy

diffusion can then help to enhance the mixing and extend

the characteristic length of the boundary layer to affect the

bulk diffusion to and from the surface.

In both of the examples discussed above, as the

concentration of ligand on the sensor chip surface (for the

protein–heparin case) or in solution (for the drug–

liposome case) increases, there is an increase in the

binding as well as in the dissociation rate coefficient.
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Even though the analysis is presented for these

interactions occurring on biosensor surfaces, they do

provide insights into these reactions occurring on cellular

surfaces. More such studies are required to determine if

the binding and dissociation rate coefficients are sensitive

to the degree of heterogeneity that exists on the biosensor

or cellular surfaces. The analysis should encourage

cellular experimentalists, particularly people dealing with

analyte–nuclear receptor reactions, to pay increasing

attention to the nature of the surface and how it may be

modulated to control cellular analyte–nuclear receptor

reactions in desired directions.
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INTRODUCTION

The Nobel Prize winning discovery of fullerenes[1]

initiated a new era in carbon chemistry. In addition to

the two well-known allotropes, graphite and diamond, a

large number of carbon structures were synthesized.[2–7]

Here we will first discuss the structure of single- and

multiwalled nanotubes and the nanotube ‘‘ropes.’’ The

fullerene molecule (primarily the most abundant fullerene,

C60), the polymerized, and doped fullerenes will be

considered. We will review some of the physical

properties, mostly focusing on the electronic structure:

electrical conduction, superconductivity, and magnetism.

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

Conceptually, the new structures[1–7] can be derived from

graphene, an sp2-bonded honeycomb lattice of carbon

atoms, which is the basic element in the structure of

graphite.[8] Assume each carbon atom is connected to

three neighbors, the bond lengths are fixed to be the same,

but the bound angles are a bit variable. If a long strip of

graphene is cut out and bent into a cylinder, so that loose

carbon bonds match up, we get a nanotube. The matching

carbon atoms can be labeled by a chiral vector Ch. This

vector is represented by two basic vectors (a1 and a2) and

by two integers (n1 and n2); Ch=n1a1+n2a2 (Fig. 2).

Accordingly, the structure of every nanotube is unambig-

uously characterized by the Ch vector; in a shorthand

notation Ch = (n1, n2), so that n1�n2. Based on the

patterns visible on the nanotube they may be called

‘‘zigzag’’ (for n2=0; Fig. 1), ‘‘armchair’’ (for n1=n2), or

‘‘chiral’’ (for any other, see, for example, Fig. 2.). The

diameter of the nanotube is given by d = (a/p)

[3(n1
2+n1n2+n2

2)]1/2, where a=0.144 nm is the carbon–

carbon distance. There is no upper limit on the size of the

nanotube, although at large diameter the structure

becomes very soft [except for multiwalled nanotubes

(MWNT), see later]. For small diameter the carbon–

carbon bonds are more strained, and the thinnest stable

nanotube corresponds to Ch=(5,5) (Fig. 3).

The nanotubes derived from a single graphene strip are

called single-walled nanotubes (SWNT).[4,5] If a set of

subsequently smaller diameter nanotubes are stacked like

concentric cylinders, a MWNT is obtained. The distance

between the carbon layers in an MWNT is about the same

as the distance between the graphene layers in graphite.

MWNTs are produced more commonly, and the very first

report of nanotubes by Iijima was about MWNTs.[3]

A nanotube rope[10] is a parallel arrangement of

SWNTs in a crystalline order, as shown in Fig. 4. The

rope is held together by weak van der Waals forces (just

like graphite), but it is extremely strong along the long the

direction. SWNT strands as long as a few centimeters

have been produced.[11]

Fullerenes can be viewed as fully closed graphene

sheets. The guiding principle is that each carbon atom is

connected to three neighbors, and the bond angles must

remain close to 120�. The perfect honeycomb lattice

satisfies this requirement, as the building blocks are ideal

hexagons. However, in order to get closed surfaces, one

has to allow for an occasional pentagon in the structure,

just as in the domes designed by the architect Buckminster

Fuller (hence are the names of ‘‘fullerene’’ and ‘‘bucky-

ball’’). There is a simple geometrical principle, Euler’s

theorem, that connects the number of faces ( f ), vortices

(v), and edges (e) of a closed three-dimensional polyhe-

dron, f+v�e=2. If only hexagons and pentagons are

allowed, one can easily prove that the number of

pentagons is always 12.

The smallest fullerene, C36, has the shape of a

dodecahedron, with exactly 12 pentagons, and no

hexagons. However, this molecule is very reactive,[12] as

the bond angles are quite stretched. If we look for surfaces

where no two pentagons can be nearest neighbor we get

the smallest and most abundant stable fullerene, C60

(Fig. 1). In this molecule the carbon nuclei reside on a

sphere of about 0.7 nm diameter, with the electronic

wavefunctions extending inside and outside by about

0.15 nm. The diameter of the molecule is approximately

1.0 nm, and there is a 0.4-nm-diameter cavity inside. This

molecule still has the same symmetry properties as the

dodecahedron (described by the icosahedral symmetry

group, Ih), and the symmetry is preserved even if not all

bond lengths are exactly the same. In fact, in C60 the edges

that separate two hexagonal faces are slightly shorter

(0.140 nm) than the edges separating a pentagonal and a

hexagonal face (0.146 nm). The chemical bond along the

shorter edge is sometimes considered double bond,
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whereas the others are single bonds. Notice, however, the

single bond distance in diamond is 0.154 nm (much longer

than 0.146 nm), and the typical double bond in molecules

is 0.135 nm (much shorter than 0.140 nm). This already

indicates that the simple bond picture does not work for

C60, and the p electrons are, at least partially, delocalized.

The most abundant fullerene higher than C60 is C70. Its

structure can be constructed by adding a ‘‘belt’’ of five

hexagons in one of the equatorial planes of C60. Other

fullerenes, such as C76, C78, C80, and up, have also been

prepared and purified. The number of isomers increases

rapidly with the increasing fullerene size, representing

some difficulty for the determination of their structure

(mainly by NMR measurements and theoretical calcu-

lations). It is interesting to note that one of the isomers of

C80 has the exact shape of an icosahedron (there are also

six other isomers with lower symmetry).

Nanotubes with closed ends can be obtained by

capping the open ends with a fullerene fragment of

appropriate size and shape. For example, the (5,5)

nanotube can be capped at the two ends with the two

halves of a C60 molecule. Adding more ‘‘belts’’ of

hexagons to C70 yields the same structure. In this sense

the distinction between nanotubes and fullerenes is some-

what artificial.

SYNTHESIS

Once synthesized in the laboratory, fullerenes were also

discovered in common sooth and in natural minerals, but it

is still more productive to make them in the laboratory.

The most common way of preparing fullerenes and

nanotubes is the arc discharge method. The typical

apparatus[2] consists of a high current source (e.g., and

arc welding machine) and a vacuum jar, where a partial

pressure (about 100–200 Torr) of He is maintained. Inside

the jar two carbon rods are brought into contact to form an

arc. A constant distance should be maintained between the

Fig. 1 Four carbon structures, representing diamond, graphite,

a typical fullerene (C60), and a typical nanotube (10,0 zigzag, see

discussion later). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of deriving a nanotube structure from graphene. The unit vectors a1 and a2, and the chiral vector Ch are

indicated in the first panel. Bending the graphene strip results in the nanotube shown in the last panel. (From Shigeo Maruyama,

University of Tokyo, www.photon.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~maruyama.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Scanning tunneling microscope image of a nanotube.

The peaks correspond to individual carbon atoms; the chirality

of the structure is quite visible. (From Cees Dekker; TU Delft,

http://www.mb.tn.tudelft.nl/nanotubes.html, see also Ref. [9].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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rods as the material is gradually converted into carbon

sooth. In one version of the apparatus the weight of one of

the carbon rods maintains a loose contact between the

rods. The sooth is collected from the inside surface of the

jar, and from other parts.

A more precisely controlled preparation method

involves laser ablation of carbon.[1,10] The graphite target

is kept at high temperature (1200�C) in a furnace. A high

power laser (typically a Nd:YAG laser operating at

several hundred millijoules of power) is aimed at the

target and produces a carbon plasma. A flow of inert gas

carries the end products and deposits them in a colder part

of the apparatus.

In both cases the reaction products are mixtures of

various fullerenes, nanotubes, and amorphous carbon,

although by properly setting and controlling the prepara-

tion conditions the relative quantity of the end products

can be influenced greatly. Nevertheless, the separation

and purification of the components is a critical part of the

process. Various organic solvents (such as toluene or

tetrahydrofurane) can be used to dissolve fullerenes or

disperse the nanotubes. High-performance liquid chroma-

tography (HPLC) is used to separate the different

fractions. Once a solid phase is obtained fullerenes can

be further purified by sublimation (e.g., C60 sublimes at

430�C). Smaller quantities of higher fullerenes can also be

purified by gas-phase separation methods.

A third approach, primarily used in the production of

SWNTs, is based on chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

This method involves a carefully prepared catalyst, and it

can be used to grow large quantities of ordered nano-

tubes.[13] It is generally believed that SWNTs are more

readily obtained if the reaction temperature is not too

high. Note that in the arc discharge method the reaction

happens at temperatures larger than 3000�C, whereas in

CVD the temperature of the reaction can be kept below

1000�C. Fig. 5 shows a pattern of ‘‘nanotube forest’’

synthesized by CVD.

MOLECULAR PROPERTIES

The unsaturated nature of the sp2 bonds is responsible for

several interesting properties of fullerenes and nanotubes.

Functionalization (attaching other molecules with desir-

able properties) can be carried out easily. A pretty good

description of the electronic properties can be obtained by

assuming that three of the four valence electrons of each

carbon are tied up in the three s bonds, and by considering

the behavior of the remaining one electron. There is a

large body of literature dealing with these issues (see, for

example, Refs. [6] and [7]); we will focus on one of the

fullerenes, C60. We will also discuss the electronic states

in a single SWNT.

Electronic States in C60

C60 has 240 valence electrons, but each carbon atom has

three sigma bonds to its neighbors, using up a total of 180

electrons for this purpose. The energy of these electrons is

well below the Fermi surface. They stabilize the structure,

but they will not contribute to the conduction. The

remaining 60 electrons are distributed around the molecule

on orbitals that originate from the (much less tight)

carbon–carbon p orbitals. There are two important differ-

ences between these orbitals and the p electrons of a

graphene plane. First, the three bonds around a carbon

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of a nanotube rope. (From Don

Noid and Bobby Sumpter, ORNL, http://www.csm.ornl.gov/

SC98/viz/noid_multi.jpg.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Nanotubes grown by chemical vapor deposition on a

pattern of catalyst deposited on a substrate. (Courtesy of Laszlo

Forro, EPFL, Lausanne.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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atom in C60 (or in any other fullerene) do not make a plane.

Whereas in graphene the electrons had equal probability of

being ‘‘below’’ and ‘‘above’’ the plane, in fullerenes the p
electrons tend to spend more time outside of the ball than

inside. Second, in C60 the C–C bond lengths are not

uniform, the p electrons are not truly delocalized around

the six-member carbon rings (like in benzene or graphene),

but they are distributed over 30 ‘‘bulges’’ of electronic

orbits that stick out of the C60 molecule. A somewhat lower

electron density belongs to the other 60 orbits connecting

the carbon pairs with longer bond lengths.

The first insight to the nature of the molecular orbitals

can be obtained by borrowing ideas from the early days of

nuclear physics, when the quantum mechanics of particles

confined into a spherical potential well was first

considered. In this case the states are still labeled by

quantum numbers n, l, and m, just like in the hydrogen

atom, but the peculiar degeneracy of the different angular

momentum states, which characterizes the textbook

treatment of the hydrogen atom, does not apply. In

steep-walled potential well (like in a nucleus or in a C60

molecule) the lower l states will have lower energy.

Let us consider 60, noninteracting electrons, confined

to a sphere on a high n orbit with various l’s. The first two

electrons will fill up l=0 state. Proceeding to higher l, one

has to count the number of available states, N=2(2l+1)

(where the first factor of 2 stands for spin). It is easy to see

that by reaching l = 4 altogether 50 electrons are

consumed. The remaining 10 electrons will all go to the

l=5 state.

In reality the situation is much more complex. The

potential does not have the spherical symmetry; each

carbon atom creates its own potential well for the

electrons. Nevertheless, a more exact treatment of the

electrons (e.g., a Hückel molecular orbital calculation)

shows that the above arguments work well for l=0,1,2,3,4.

For higher energies the ‘‘spherical potential’’ approxima-

tion does not work anymore. In order to go any further we

need to look at the energy splitting due to the true atomic

potentials. In the real C60 l is not a good quantum number,

and the electronic orbitals should be labeled according to

the irreducible representations of the icosahedral symme-

try group. The orbitals available for the remaining 10

electrons are, in the order of increasing energy, the hu, the

f1u, and the f1g levels. The degeneracy of these levels

(including spin) is 10, 6, and 6, respectively. The hu level is

completely filled by the 10 remaining electrons, becoming

the highest occupied molecular orbit (HOMO), and the f1u

level becomes the lowest unoccupied molecular orbit

(LUMO). The HOMO–LUMO gap is about 2 eV.

The energy gap between the filled and empty electronic

states causes the molecule to be nonreactive, and it

accounts for the insulating nature of the C60 solid. The

empty f1u level can hold six electrons, and a proper

addition of electrons to the molecule (sometimes called

‘‘doping’’, in analogy to adding electrons to a pure

superconductor) should result in dramatic changes in the

properties, including higher reactivity and metallic

character. Two possible ways will be discussed here

shortly: adding an atom inside the C60 cage (endohedral

doping) and exchanging a carbon atom to another one (on-

site doping; Fig. 6). The third (and most fruitful) method,

exohedral doping, when the donor atom is placed in-

between the C60 molecules, will be considered later.

Endohedral C60 molecules can be prepared by a

‘‘brute-force’’ method, where ions of atoms are acceler-

ated and implanted to the C60 cage.[14] The ions should

have just enough energy to open up the cage and enter.

The first collision should absorb and redistribute a good

part of the initial kinetic energy so that the atom does not

escape the cage. Endohedral molecules of M–C60 with

M=N, P, Li, Ca, Na, K, Rb were produced this way in

small quantities. A larger yield can be achieved by

coevaporation[15] of the carbon and the metal is an arc-

discharge chamber (typical for fullerene production). In

this process mostly higher endohedral fullerenes, such as

M–C82 (where M is a metal atom), can be extracted from

the soot on a chromatographic column.

Electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) studies and

detailed quantum chemical calculations show that the

endohedral dopant atom does not always transfer its charge

to the cage. If the dopant remains neutral, it stays in the

center of the cage, like in N–C60.[16] Compounds such as

La–C60 are very interesting, as complete charge transfer

from La to the C60 cage results in a triply charged molecule.

On-ball doping has been achieved by replacing one

carbon atom with a nitrogen atom obtaining C59N

(azafullerenes).[17] The replacement of N for C adds one

extra electron to the cage, changes the structure locally,

lowers the symmetry of the molecule, and splits the

degeneracy of the electronic orbitals. Furthermore, this

chemical substitution renders the molecule very reactive

with a high electron affinity. At ambient temperature the

C59N exists only in a dimerized phase.

Electrical Conduction in Nanotubes

In order to understand the electrical properties of a

nanotube, we first have to look at a single graphene sheet.

Fig. 6 Endohedral and on-site doping of a C60 molecule. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Graphene is on the borderline of being metallic: the band

structure calculation results in a ‘‘zero-gap semiconduc-

tor’’ behavior.[18] Fig. 7 shows an illustration of the

electron energy as a function of the two-dimensional wave

vector. The Brillouin zone of graphene is a hexagon, and

the allowed electronic states (wave vectors) correspond to

the points inside the hexagon; the electronic bands reach

the Fermi level at the six corners of the hexagon.

Therefore the Fermi ‘‘surface’’ consists of six points, as

indicated in the two panels in Fig. 8. (In graphite the

influence of the neighboring layers causes the bands to

cross the Fermi level, and there will be finite Fermi

surface, yielding a semimetallic behavior.)

By bending the graphene sheet into a nanotube the

most drastic change will be the constraint introduced due

to the periodic boundary condition along the circumfer-

ence of the cylinder. Accordingly, in the direction

perpendicular to the tube axis the allowed wave vectors

will be constrained to lines. The larger the diameter of the

nanotube the more dense are the lines. Naturally, for a

very large diameter nanotube the allowed wave vectors

are just about the same as for the graphite, and the

properties are also similar. However, for smaller diame-

ters the constraint is really important. As shown in the two

panels of Fig. 8, the relative orientation of the lines

corresponding to the allowed states is sensitive to the

actual structure of the nanotube.[8,19] For armchair nano-

tubes one of the lines always intersects the corner of the

hexagon, therefore these nanotubes are metallic; for the

zigzag structure it is possible that the lines miss the

corners, and in those cases the nanotube is semiconduct-

ing. By carrying out this analysis in more detail, we obtain

that a nanotube is metallic if the integers in the chiral

vector describing the structure Ch = (n1,n2) satisfy

n1�n2=3j, where j is an arbitrary integer. More detailed

calculations, taking into account the curvature of the

graphene sheet, lead to the conclusion that for n1=n2

(armchair) the nanotubes are metallic, for n1�n2=3j there

is a tiny gap at the Fermi surface, and for all other cases

the gap is large.

Much progress has been made in the experimental test

of these predictions.[21] One prefers to work with a

SWNT, because for a MWNT it is unlikely that all of the

component nanotubes are of the same type (metal or

semiconductor). The first conductance measurements

were done on a nanotube rope, a collection of similar

SWNTs. Several single SWNTs of various chirality have

been tested later. The measurements largely support the

conclusions drawn above. For the complete interpretation

of the experimental results one needs to step beyond the

simple theory of bulk metals: the electrical leads to the

nanotube must be treated as tunneling contacts. The

resonance between higher quantum levels and the

Coulomb repulsion of electrons on the nanotube play

important roles.[22,23]

FULLERENE SOLID

The vast majority of research on the fullerene-based solids

was done on C60. The molecule dissolves in various

solvents. Crystallization from solution usually yields a

structure that includes the solvent molecules.[24] However,

sublimation in vacuum or inert gas atmosphere may yield

pure C60 crystals of several millimeters or even centimeter

size. In the solid form the centers of the fullerene

molecules are ordered in a face-centered cubic (fcc)

crystal lattice (Fig. 9).

At room temperature the fullerene molecules rapidly

and randomly rotate between various orientations.[25] In

time average the molecules look like spheres and all of

the molecular sites are equivalent. (The well-defined

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the energy bands in

graphene. The possible electron states are constrained in a

hexagon in the base plane. The lower band is full, the upper band

is empty. The energy of the electrons is zero (equal to the Fermi

energy) at the six corners of the hexagon. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 The six corners of the hexagon correspond to electronic

states available for conduction. The lines represent the allowed

electronic states in a zigzag and an armchair nanotube. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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molecular center and a nearly free molecular rotation are

not a unique property of the fullerene molecule. It is

characteristic to many organic solids, where the binding

is due to van der Waals forces, and the molecule has

‘‘rounded’’ symmetric shape, like solid CH4 and CCl4.)

The nearest neighbor C60–C60 distance corresponds to

the diameter of the molecule. At room temperature the

size of the cubic unit cell is 1.417 nm, and the nearest

neighbor distance is 1.002 nm. As the temperature is

lowered, the rotation of the molecules stops. The center of

the molecules remains in about the same place, but the

incompatibility of the icosahedral molecular symmetry

and the cubic lattice symmetry makes it impossible to

describe the structure in terms of the simple fcc lattice,

with one C60 molecule of fixed orientation each unit cell.

The freezing of the rotational motion actually happens in

two stages. First, at 261 K the rotational axis of each mol-

ecule becomes constrained. The building block of the new

structure consists of four C60 molecules arranged at the

vertices of a tetrahedron, with each one of them spinning

around a different, but well-defined axis.[26–29] Then, at

lower temperatures, the rotation around these axes slows

down and stops gradually. Below about 90 K the mol-

ecules are entirely frozen, but they never order perfectly.

Doped Fullerenes

The linear size of a fullerene molecule is 10 times larger

than a typical atom. Even in a close-packed fcc structure,

large empty spaces between the molecules are freely

available for smaller atoms, ions, or molecules. Because

of the unsaturated character of the C–C bonds on the

fullerene, there are plenty of electronic states to accept

electrons from appropriate donors. The combination of

alkali and alkaline earth elements with fullerenes results in

an unusual variety of AnC60 materials that are mostly

near-stoichiometric (A can stand for Na, K, Rb, Cs Ca, Sr,

and Ba). Organic and inorganic molecules were also used

to produce charge transfer salts with fullerenes. The term

‘‘doped fullerene’’ is often used to describe the product

(although in its original sense, ‘‘doping’’ means a small,

nonstoichiometric amount of charge transfer, typically in

a semiconductor).

In the fcc structure the interstitial sites have either

octahedral or tetrahedral symmetry. The tetrahedral sites

are smaller, and there are twice as many of them as

octahedral sites. A series of AnC60 (with n=0,1,2,3,4,6,10)

materials are based on the original fcc structure of pure

C60. Several other compounds are known where the C60

abandons the close-packed structure.[30–35] Two of these,

the body-centered tetragonal A4C60 and the body-centered

cubic A6C60, are illustrated in Fig. 10. There is also a

series of compounds with alkaline earth metals. Based on

the simple electron band arguments, the HOMO level of

the C60 can accept a total of six electrons. Anything less

than that should result in a partially occupied electron

band and lead to a metallic behavior in the solid state.

Surprisingly, at room temperature and ambient pressure,

only AC60, and A3C60 are metals (for a review, see

Ref. [34]).

Superconductivity and Magnetism
in Fullerenes

A class of alkali-metal-doped fullerenes, with chemical

composition A3C60, is metallic at room temperature[36]

and turns into superconductor at low temperature.[37] The

transition temperature is unusually large; for example, in

Rb3C60 it is 32 K.[38] In contrast to other exotic

superconductors (such as the copper-oxide-based high-

temperature superconductors) the superconductivity in

fullerides is well understood in terms of the theory de-

veloped in the 1960s by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer

(BCS). The formation of Cooper pairs (two electrons that

are held together by some attractive force) is the key

element of the BCS theory. In the A3C60 fullerides the

conduction electrons are donated by the alkali metal atoms

to the C60 molecules, the electrons easily hop between the

molecules (because of the overlap of the molecular

orbits), and the attractive interaction is mediated by the

deformation of the molecule induced by the presence of

the electron.

Fig. 9 A pure fullerene crystal, and the illustration of the

structure of the fullerene solid. (From Ref. [34].)

Fig. 10 The leftmost structure corresponds to A3C60, with

A=K, Rb, Cs, (or a mixture of these). If the dopant is an

alkaline-earth metal (denoted by B), the structure is B3C60. The

A4C60 and A6C60 structures shown here are known to exist with

A=K, Rb, and Cs. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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When C60 is combined with the strong electron

acceptor tetrakis(diethylamino)ethylene (TDAE) each

fullerene molecule loses an electron. It was expected that

this material will also be a metal, and perhaps a super-

conductor, too. Instead, it turned out to be an insulator, but

when it was cooled to low temperature a strong

magnetism was detected. (TDAE)C60 is a ferromagnetic

compound with a Curie temperature of 16 K.[39,40] It is

very rare to find ferromagnetic behavior with no transition

metal (such as iron or nickel) in the chemical formula.

(TDAE)C60 held the record of being the highest tem-

perature truly organic ferromagnet.

Polymerization of Fullerenes

The ability of the C60 molecule to form covalently bonded

polymers was first noticed in laser-irradiated thin films of

C60.[41] The polymerization happens in a Diels–Alder-type

(2+2) cycloaddition reaction when the double bonds on

two fullerenes are broken up and cross links are formed.

This reaction has a large activation energy, and at room

temperature it is extremely slow. It is believed that (2+2)

cycloaddition also occurs in high-pressure/high-tempera-

ture polymerization of fullerenes.[42] Some of these high-

pressure synthesized disordered polymers are very

attractive for applications, as they can exhibit mechanical

properties stronger than diamond.

In doped fullerenes polymerization can happen without

exposing the material to light, high temperature, or

pressure. The best known examples are KC60 and

RbC60, where the fullerene molecules form linear chain

structures (Fig. 11). The formation of these chains

happens spontaneously as the material is cooled slightly

below room temperature.[43] There are dramatic changes

in the electrical conductivity and in the other properties;

most notably the material becomes stable in air (otherwise

all alkali-doped fullerene compounds decompose rapidly

in air). This is a reversible transition, and the material

turns back to the monomeric form if the temperature is

raised. A slightly different polymer is formed in Na4C60.

In this compound, sheets of C60 molecules are formed so

that there is a single bond between the nearest neighbors.

CONCLUSION

Inorganic fullerenes and nanotubes have been prepared in

binary composition; for example, the graphite-like solid

lubricant MoS2 served as the basis for a series of

compounds.[44] However, only carbon has the extraordi-

nary chemical flexibility to serve as the sole basic unit of

such a variety of compounds. The materials discussed here

are testing grounds for important concepts in condensed

matter theory; at the same time there is a constant effort to

find potentially useful applications. Fullerene-like struc-

tures are known in more complex materials, including

biologically important molecules, including the HIV

virus. C60 was investigated as a potential drug delivery

agent, it may have antiviral activity,[45] and endohedral

C60 compounds can be possibly used as a spin label (or

relaxation agent) in magnetic resonance spectroscopy.[46]

Bulk quantities of nanotubes are considered for reinforce-

ment additives in metals and for storage of hydrogen

gas.[47] In scanning tunneling and force microscopy the

nanotubes may serve as the sharpest possible microscope

tip. Single nanotubes were shown to work as single-

electron transistors, reaching the ultimate limit of nano-

scale electronics.[48,49] Electron emission and light

emission from the tips of the nanotubes have been seen

at relatively low applied voltages, and according to a

recent press release from Motorola, the nanotube-based

‘‘nanoemissive display (NED) technology enables man-

ufacturers to design large flat panel displays that exceed

the image quality characteristics of plasma and LCD

screens.’’ The strange structures, discovered during the

search for new molecules in the interstellar medium,[1]

may have a real impact on our everyday life in the not-too-

distant future.
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Fullerenes: Chemistry
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INTRODUCTION

Fullerenes are the most exciting new set of chemical

structures discovered in the last part of the 20th century.

The advent of these novel structures has led to fascinat-

ing new scientific questions and to intriguing potential

applications. This article provides an overview of the

structures of the common members of the fullerene class

of carbon allotropes and introduces the essentials of

fullerene reactivity. Specific types of reactivity discussed

herein include reactions of fullerenes with nucleophiles

and electrophiles, oxidations and reductions, as well as

reactions with metals and cycloaddition reactions. A

glimpse of the potential applications of these fascinating

molecules is also provided. The focus will be on the

chemistry of C60 as it is the most available and the best-

understood member of an expanding set of chemical

structures. The chemistry of C70 is discussed briefly as

well, demonstrating how strain directs the reactivity of

this less-symmetrical structure.

STRUCTURE

Fullerenes are hollow clusters of carbon atoms. The name

fullerene is a shortened form of buckminsterfullerene, a

name that pays homage to the designer of the geodesic

dome.a The structure of C60 is reminiscent of that famous

dome, being a near-perfect sphere formed from a set of

fused rings in the same manner as a soccer ball. C70 is

similar, having the same general structure with an extra

‘‘belt’’ of 10 carbon atoms. Common members of this

class of structures include C60, C70, C76, and C84, although

small amounts of larger structures (‘‘higher fullerenes’’)

are formed along with the more common species. As the

number of carbon atoms increases, the number of possible

structures increases, and indeed multiple isomers of

several of the higher fullerenes have been observed.b

New fullerene species have been prepared from other

fullerenes, albeit in low yield.c

The C60 cage (Ih symmetry) measures 7 Å across. The

C70 ‘‘rugbyball’’ shape (D5h symmetry) is 7 Å across and

10 Å long. These highly curved structures place carbon in

a strained geometry. Trivalent carbon (sp2 hybridization)

typically leads to a planar geometry. In fullerenes, the

bonding arrangement at carbon is far from planar—the

three bonds form a shallow pyramid.[4,5] The strain in C60

is significant (over 400 kcal/mol) and is responsible for

much of the reactivity of fullerenes.[6]

The bonding pattern in these molecules may be better

illustrated through a ‘‘Schlegel’’ diagram, which is a

flattened projection of the three-dimensional structures

shown in Fig. 1. In these diagrams, the pattern of 5-

membered and 6-membered rings is easily seen.

Only the pattern of s bonds is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

There is an extensive (and critically important) set of p
bonds that involves every carbon atom in the molecule. It is

clear from the reactivity of C60 as well as from theory that

these bonds are not localized between pairs of car-

bon atoms, but are instead delocalized over the surface

of the fullerene cage. There is some debate over whether

fullerenes can be properly classified as aromatic.[7]

Aromaticity is normally associated with significant elec-

tronic ring currents, diminished reactivity, and diminished

bond length alternation. Fullerenes display a degree

of bond length alternation. The bonds that form the fusion

of a 6-membered ring with a 5-membered ring are some-

what longer (bond length of 1.46 Å) than the bonds that

form the fusion of two 6-membered rings (1.40 Å), but this

amount of bond length alternation is also found in some

molecules commonly considered to be aromatic (Fig. 3).

Fullerenes are much more reactive toward addition

reactions than are classical aromatic compounds such as

benzene. This likely reflects the relatively poor overlap of

p-orbitals (splayed apart as a result of the curvature of

structure), as well as the tremendous release of strain that

results from conversion of carbon atoms from highly

strained sp2 geometry to a much less strained sp3

geometry. Ring currents in fullerenes are segregated into

opposing diamagnetic and paramagnetic currents that sum

to 0 in the case of C60 and to small values for the other

fullerenes. It is clear that traditional notions of aromaticity

and indeed some of the traditional hallmarks of aroma-

ticity, which were originally developed for planar,

monocyclic systems, are not easily applied in the case

aFor a detailed discussion of fullerene nomenclature, see Ref. [1].
bFor an example, see Ref. [2].
cFor an example, see Ref. [3].
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of these spherical, polycyclic structures. A novel 2(N+1)2

rule has been proposed as a guideline for aromaticity in

spherical systems.[8]

C60 has three degenerate lowest unoccupied molecular

orbitals (LUMOs) and can be reduced to the C60
n� anions,

where n is 1–6. The reduction can be achieved electro-

chemically, by electron transfer from various anions, or by

direct reduction with metals. Reviews on electron-transfer

reactions of fullerenes[14] and of the preparation and prop-

erties of the anions (fullerides) and the less well-known

cations (fullerenium ions) have been published.[15]

Synthesis

These beautiful molecules were first detected in the plume

above a laser-evaporated carbon target and have also been

formed on a large scale in electric arcs between carbon

electrodes and in particular types of flames.[9–11] The

precise mechanism by which fullerenes form is not

known, but they seem to occur during the condensa-

tion of carbon plasmas. There has been a total synthesis

of C60 reported,[12] but the ease, low cost, and scal-

ability of arc and of flame methods clearly make these

the preferred routes. In essentially all cases, the domi-

nant fullerene formed is C60, and the amounts of the

higher fullerenes (C70 and higher) diminish rapidly, to

the point where miniscule amounts of fullerenes larger

than C84 are formed. In 2003, a large-scale facility ded-

icated to fullerene production was established, using the

flame method.

Purification of fullerenes is usually accomplished by

chromatography, and numerous methods have proven

effective. On large scales, short silica/carbon columns are

most appropriate. On smaller scales, sublimation can be

used to produce highly pure, solvent-free fullerenes.

Fullerenes are typically dark, sometimes lustrous,

solids. The liquid phase has not been observed, but the

solids sublime well under high vacuum. The solubility of

fullerenes is negligible in hydrocarbon solvents, but

reasonable in aromatic and halogenated aromatic sol-

vents.d Larger fullerenes are typically less soluble than

smaller ones.

CHEMICAL REACTIVITY

When macroscopic amounts of fullerenes became avail-

able for study around 1990, it did not take long to discover

that these molecules were quite reactive.e Because full-

erenes themselves have no chemical groups available for

Fig. 1 The two most common fullerenes: a) C60 and b) C70.

Fig. 2 Planar projection of C60, showing the pattern of 5- and

6-membered rings.

dFor an extensive list of the solubility of C60 in different solvents, see

Ref. [13].
eA number of key early studies of the chemical reactivity of fullerenes

are contained in Ref. [16].
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substitution, they can react only in addition reactions.[17]

The driving force for these reactions is provided (in part)

by the release of strain from pyramidalization. The

chemistry of fullerenes has turned out to be very rich.f

Hydrogenation

Hydrogenation of fullerenes is easily accomplished

under a variety of conditions. The simplest hydrogenated

fullerenes, C60H2 and C70H2 (Fig. 4), have been made by

reduction with BH3, with Zn, with diimide, and with

other reagents.g In both of these cases, the two hydrogen

atoms are bonded to adjacent carbons, as this arrange-

ment is more stable than arrangements that place the

hydrogen atoms farther apart. Interestingly, C60H2 is a

remarkably acidic compound for a hydrocarbon, with a

pKa below 5.

As expected, more highly hydrogenated compounds

can be obtained, and compounds out to C60H36 have been

prepared, using transfer hydrogenation, Li/NH3, or high-

pressure catalytic hydrogenation. While C60H18 is isolated

as a single species, C60H36 is isolated as a mixture of

isomers. The structure of C60H18 has been established as

having a ‘‘turtle-shell’’ shape (Fig. 5).

Oxidation

Treatment of C60 with most oxidizing agents results in the

formation of C60O. This compound is less soluble than

C60 itself and less chromatographically mobile. Multiple

oxidations occur with excess oxidizing agent, and multi-

ple isomers of the C60Ox product are formed. These oxides

are increasingly insoluble and difficult to characterize.

Oxidation of C70 is somewhat more complex, as multiple

isomers of the monoadduct are possible. The two

predominate isomers formed are shown in Fig. 6.

Cycloadditions

Fullerenes react readily in a variety of different cycload-

ditions.h These reactions often proceed at room temper-

ature, although multiple additions occur. In most cases, a

single cycloaddition to C60 will produce a single isomer of

monoadduct, but a second cycloaddition produces a

mixture of isomeric diadducts. Reactions on less-sym-

metrical higher fullerenes are even more problematic. In

practice, reactions are usually limited to less than 50%

conversion to maximize the yield of monoadduct.

A number of different [2+2] cycloadditions have been

reported. For example, benzyne adds in a [2+2] manner to

produce a new 4-membered ring fused to C60 (Fig. 7).

This reaction is thermal, although there are analogous

photochemical reactions between fullerenes themselves,

for example, the photopolymerization of C60. While

strong dienophiles will react with C60, they do so in a

[2+2] manner rather than the [4+2] manner of the

classical Diels–Alder reaction.

A number of different [3+2] cycloadditions have been

reported, leading to a rich variety of products. Nitrile

oxides add to C60 to form isoxazolines, azomethine ylids

add to form pyrrolidines, and diazoalkanes add to form

pyrazolines. The latter case is one of the most important

reactions in fullerene chemistry, and the C60–pyrazoline

adduct is thermally unstable and decomposes to new

products. In the case of Ph2CN2, the primary product is the

methanofullerene. However, in the case of CH2N2, the

product is a novel compound C61H2, known as a

homofullerene or a ‘‘fulleroid.’’i Fulleroids are fullerenes

that have been ‘‘inflated’’ by the addition of a carbon

atom and the opening of one of the original C C bonds in

Fig. 3 A common type of drawing of C60, showing double

bonds at the site of the shortest bonds and not showing the back

side of the ball.

fExcellent reviews include Refs. [18–22].
gFor reviews of hydrogenated fullerenes, see Refs. [23,24].

Fig. 4 a) C60H2 and b) C70H2.

hFor a review of cycloadditions of fullerenes, see Ref. [21].
iFor a detailed discussion of the nomenclature of fullerenes (including

homofullerenes), see Ref. [25].
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the cage. The opened bond is typically the bond that

formed the fusion of a 5-membered ring with a 6-

membered ring (Fig. 8).

Similar chemistry occurs with alkyl azides, leading to

the formation of azafulleroids. Azafulleroids have served

as the starting material for the formation of C59N-based

species, a rare example of a fullerene cage with a hete-

roatom replacing one of the carbon atoms[26] (Fig. 9).

Fullerenes undergo a number [4+2] cycloadditions,

with the fullerene functioning as the 2-electron compo-

nent. Reaction with dienes such as cyclopentadiene yields

adducts, and, as is often the case, multiple additions

can occur.

Of the various 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions that

have been demonstrated on fullerenes, the addition of

azomethyne ylids has proven to be particularly versatile.

This reaction converts a fullerene into a fulleropyrrolidine

(Fig. 10). The nitrogen atom provides a convenient point

of attachment for a host of different groups.

A tandem [4+4]/[2+2+2] cycloaddition route has been

used to generate a novel fullerene (C62) that is not formed

in significant amounts in arc reactors (Fig. 11).

Addition of Nucleophiles

Fullerenes react in a manner not unlike electron-deficient

alkenes. Strong nucleophiles add readily and often add

repeatedly if conditions are not carefully controlled. Ex-

amples of carbon nucleophiles that react with C60 include

alkyl lithium reagents, alkyl magnesium (Grignard) re-

agents, acetylide anions, and cyanide. Addition of several

equivalents of nucleophile is a common side reaction.

Organocuprates also add readily, resulting in a symmet-

rical cyclopentadienyl pattern. Heteroatom nucleophiles,

including amines, are also known to add to C60.

One of the most useful reactions in all of fullerene

chemistry is the addition of dialkyl bromomalonate

anion. This reaction, often called the Bingel reaction,

results in formation of a cyclopropane (Fig. 12). Most

likely, this reaction involves addition of the enolate

nucleophile, followed by displacement of the bromide

ion by the resulting fulleride anion. This reaction has

produced Td-symmetrical species that display lumines-

cence. Luminescence from fullerenes and fullerene

derivatives is uncommon.[27]

Addition of Radicals

Radicals add readily and repeatedly to fullerenes.[28]

Alkyl radicals can add over 30 times to C60. Sulfur- and

nitrogen-based radicals have been observed to add to

fullerenes. The tendency for multiple additions and

multiple isomers has limited the synthetic utility of this

reaction. However, radical addition to fullerenes has been

used as method for covalent incorporation of fullerenes

into polymers.

Addition of Electrophiles

Halogenation of fullerenes is easily accomplished with a

variety of reagents. The resulting compounds are reactive

under a variety of conditions, establishing the halogenated

compounds as useful synthetic intermediates. Addition of

F2, Br2, and Cl2 to C60 are all known, but addition of I2 is

Fig. 5 The structure of C60H18. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 The monooxides of C60 and C70.

Fig. 7 The [2+2] cycloaddition of benzyne to C60.
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not favorable. Reaction of C60 with neat Br2 produces

C60Br8 and C60Br24 (Fig. 13).[29] The addition is revers-

ible, as both products loose Br2 upon heating.

Chlorination with ICl produces C60Cl6, an interesting

compound with an isolated cyclopentadienyl substructure.

The presence of chlorines opens up new chemical possi-

bilities, and these atoms have been substituted by

methoxide and by aromatic rings.[30] Dissolving C60Cl6
in benzene with AlCl3 brings about a classical Friedel–

Crafts reaction, producing C60Ph5Cl (Fig. 14).[31] This

compound has been used to make metal–cyclopentandi-

enyl complexes.

Fluorination has resulted in a number of different

highly fluorinated species (up to C60F48),[32] and these are

typically reactive toward nucleophiles, including weak

nucleophiles such as water. In many cases, the addition

patterns seen in fluorination reactions mimic the pattern

seen in hydrogenation.

Fuming sulfuric acid adds to C60 to produce cyclic

sulfates. These can be hydrolyzed to produce polyhy-

droxylated compounds known as fullerols. These com-

pounds are usually isolated as complex mixtures, con-

taining species with different numbers of hydroxyl groups

and numerous isomers for each molecular formula.

Fullerols are notable as one of the few classes of fullerene

derivatives that are commonly water-soluble.

Electrophilic Substitution

The chemistry of most aromatic hydrocarbons is charac-

terized by substitution reactions, in which an attacking

electrophile replaces a peripheral hydrogen. The lack of

peripheral groups (the lack of a periphery!) makes it

impossible to do a true substitution reaction on a fullerene,

but fullerene derivatives can participate in these reactions.

The halides have proven to be useful in electrophilic

aromatic substitution reactions. Dissolving C60Cl6 in

benzene with AlCl3 brings about a classical Friedel–

Crafts reaction, producing C60Ph5Cl.

Multiple Additions

While a single isomer results from addition of one group

to C60, addition of a second group can result in large

number of different isomers. Two isomers are the most

common, but in most cases, complex mixtures of many

isomers result.

A template-directed approach has been used to address

this problem. This approach relies on the initial addition

that connects a template to the fullerene. The template

bears reactive groups that lead to additional reactions on

the fullerene, but only at sites that can be reached by the

template.j

Metal Complexes

Fullerenes form complexes with a wide array of transition

metals,[34,35] essentially always in a Z�2 manner.k These

complexes are often very insoluble, but a number have

been crystallographically characterized. Complexes with

platinum and iridium are common, and a typical example

is shown in Fig. 15.

Alkali metals and alkaline earth metals generally

undergo electron-transfer reactions with fullerenes, lead-

ing to MxC60 species, where x depends on how strongly

reducing the metal is. In solution, the exact species formed

depends on the metal and on the solvent.

The most novel aspect of the organometallic chemistry

of fullerenes is the chemistry of endohedral fullerenes.

Fig. 8 Formation of a fulleroid via addition of diazomethane to C60.

Fig. 9 The C59N dimer.

jFor an example, see Ref. [33].
kFor an example of a pentahapto metal complex, see Ref. [36].
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Endohedral complexes of fullerenes are composed of one

or more atoms inside of a carbon shell. Such species are

commonly denoted as ‘‘M@C60,’’ meaning atom M

inside C60.[37,38] There is very little free space inside of a

fullerene, so only individual atoms or small groups of

atoms can be accommodated.

Endohedral fullerenes can be prepared in a number

of different ways. It is possible to drive small inert gas

atoms directly into the interior of a fullerene. This is the

common synthetic route for species such as 3He@C60 and
3He@C70. This procedure requires high temperature

(>600�C) and pressures (>2000 atm) and results in low

(�0.1%) incorporation.[39] Regardless of the difficulty,

these 3He complexes have proven invaluable for the
3He NMR signal, which has been used to determine the

number of isomers of a fullerene (or fullerene derivative)

present in a sample and as a probe of the internal

electronic environment.

A second route to endohedral fullerenes is to form the

fullerene around the endohedral atom(s). This is most

commonly performed by using a metal-doped carbon rod

in an arc reactor. The resulting endohedral complexes are

then isolated from the resulting soot and purified by

chromatography. A wide range of endohedral complexes

has been formed by this method, and the carbon shell

formed around the metal is often (usually) not a C60 or a

C70 shell.

The most common members of this class of compound

are species such as La@C82. Much larger shells and much

smaller shells have been observed (La3@C106, U@C28).

Multiple atoms can be encapsulated, including a mixture

of metals and nonmetals (Sc3N@C82).

The Chemistry of Higher Fullerenes

Higher fullerenes (C70 and larger fullerenes) have re-

ceived much less attention than has C60.[40,41] The limited

availability and high price of these molecules have made it

difficult to undertake extensive studies of their chemistry.

Thankfully, the reactivity of the higher fullerenes is very

similar to that of C60. However, because C70 and the

higher fullerenes are less symmetrical than C60, there are

more options for the site of the first addition, for the

second addition, and so on. Hirsch–Bingel reactions on

C70 have been used to identify the most reactive site, the

second reactive site, and so on.[42] As expected, the most

reactive site on C70 is the C C bond between the most

Fig. 10 A fulleropyrrolidine.

Fig. 11 The structure of C62.

Fig. 12 Cyclopropanation of C60.

Fig. 13 C60Br24, showing one side of the structure. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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pyramidalized carbons in the molecule. The second most

reactive site is typically at the opposite pole of the

molecule. The last to react are usually the carbons closest

to the equator.

There are exceptions to this rule. Addition of chlorine,

as well as reduction with Zn(Cu), results in addition near

the equatorial belt. This pattern may result from a

different mechanism (radical?) than is operating. As a

result, reactions on the poles and near the equatorial belt

are known.

APPLICATIONS

A variety of applications have been proposed for full-

erenes based on the potential exploitation of the electronic

or optical properties. The quantum yield for production of

the triplet excited state of C60 is nearly unity, and C60 is an

efficient sensitizer for producing singlet oxygen. The high

molar absorptivity and absorption at the long-wavelength

end of the visible spectrum, coupled with being an

efficient sensitizer, makes fullerenes good candidates in

photodynamic therapy. Fullerenes exhibit nonlinear opti-

cal behavior, and so optical limiting applications are

possible.[43] Fullerene derivatives have also been used in

enzyme inhibitors, and fullerene derivatives have shown

activity against a number of tumor cells lines.[44] Fullerols

have shown some promise as MRI contrast agents.

Most of the potential applications lay in the electronic

and materials areas. Transistors have been made from C60

films and from C70 films.[45] Much excitement was

generated when the superconductive M3C60 species were

discovered, and these fulleride films and Tc’s as high as

33 K have been measured in Cs2RbC60. While some

advances beyond 33 K have been reported, to date, the

Tc’s of fullerene-based superconductors have not sur-

passed copper oxide-based materials.

CONCLUSION

Fullerenes are closed shells formed of carbon atoms. The

chemistry of these novel forms of carbon is similar to

electron-deficient alkenes, in that the fullerenes react with

nucleophiles faster than with electrophiles. The chemistry

of fullerenes is largely addition chemistry, and a host of

reagents is known to add to C60 and other fullerenes. Most

addition reactions will proceed multiple times, and

conversions are typically limited to �50% to produce

the highest yield of monoadduct. Multiple additions

generally result in complex mixtures of isomers. Higher

fullerenes (C70 and larger) pose even more daunting

regiochemical problems. Template-directed methods can

help produce diadducts, triadducts, and higher adducts

with predictable regiochemistry.
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Fullerenes: Identification of Isomers Based on Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spectra
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INTRODUCTION

Buckminsterfullerene C60 was first detected in the time-

of-flight mass spectrometer from the product of laser va-

porization of graphite[1] and later obtained in large

quantity from electric arc resistive heating of graphite

rods.[2,3] The four characteristic peaks in the infrared (IR)

spectrum of C60 revealed its truncated icosahedron

structure,[3] which was further confirmed by nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.[4–6] Separation

and characterization of fullerenes C70,[4,5,7] C76,[8] C78,[9–

12] C82,[11] and those with even higher carbon atom counts

followed. High-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) has proved to be a powerful technique to separate

fullerene isomers, while 13C NMR is the method of choice

to characterize them.

The cage-like structure of a fullerene consists of 12

five-membered rings and a number of six-membered rings

depending on the number of carbon atoms.[13] It was

postulated that the five-membered rings need to be sepa-

rated from each other to reduce the localization of the

strain caused by the bending of the sp2-hybridized carbon

atoms. This is the essence of the isolated pentagon rule

(IPR),[13] which dramatically reduces the possible number

of isomers for a given fullerene family. Fig. 1 shows the

major isomers of fullerenes C60 to C84. On the other hand,

it is still common that several IPR isomers of a fullerene

have same point-group symmetry and have same 13C

NMR patterns. For instance, isomers 1, 5, 21, and 22 of

fullerene C84 all have D2 symmetry and give 21 NMR

peaks with equal intensity. One of the two major isomers

of C84 has D2 symmetry as observed in experiment, but its

structure cannot be determined from the one-dimensional

(1-D) NMR spectrum.[11,12] Relative energies calculated

using quantum mechanics are helpful, but not definitive in

determination of the molecular structure. Accurate theo-

retical chemical shifts predicted by high-level quantum

mechanical calculations have been shown to result in

unambiguous assignment for those isomers.[14,15]

This entry reviews the identification of the fullerene

isomers based on theoretical 13C NMR chemical shifts.

All the studied isomers have been separated by HPLC and

characterized by NMR spectroscopy, and their NMR

chemical shifts are taken from literature. We first briefly

review the experimental aspects of the generation, sepa-

ration, and characterization of fullerene isomers and

earlier theoretical attempts to assign these isomers. Sub-

sequently, the predicted NMR spectra for nine isomers of

fullerenes C70, C76, C78, C80, and C84 are compared with

experimental data, demonstrating the accuracy of the

density functional theory (DFT) calculated chemical shifts

and, at the same time, confirming the experimental struc-

tural assignment. The discrepancy between experiment

and theory in the NMR spectra of the D5d isomer of

fullerene C80 is discussed. Then the predicted NMR

spectra for fullerenes C82 to C90 are summarized, and the

identification of 11 previously unassigned isomers is

achieved for which good experimental spectra are avail-

able. The reported results on theoretical NMR chemical

shifts for charged and substituted fullerenes are also

briefly reviewed. Finally, the relationship between

chemical shift and local connectivity, and the energetics

of the stable fullerene isomers are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL ISSUES

Fullerenes were first detected in the product of laser va-

porization of graphite.[1] Although this method gave suf-

ficient amounts of fullerenes for mass spectroscopic

measurement, it is not suitable to produce samples large

enough for separation. Gram-scale samples of fullerenes

were obtained by resistive heating,[2,3] electric arc dis-

charge,[16] and plasma discharge of graphite.[17] Full-

erenes up to C108 have also been obtained from the

condensable material from flat premixed benzene/oxygen/

argon flames.[18,19] Recently, the rational chemical syn-

thesis of C60 has been achieved by laser irradiation[20] of

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon C60H30 and later in

isolable quantities by flash vacuum pyrolysis[21] of

C60H27Cl3 at 1100�C. Because no other fullerenes were

produced as byproducts, this method raised the possibility

of producing fullerenes by target-specific synthesis.
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The resulting fullerenes are normally first extracted

using various organic solvents, then separated by HPLC.

Characterization of the fullerenes includes mass spectrum,

UV–Vis, IR, and NMR measurements. Among the char-

acterization techniques, 1-D 13C NMR spectrum is easily

obtained and directly related to the molecular structure,

thus commonly used for fullerenes. The 3He NMR spectra

have also been used to distinguish among isomers as

well as to probe the magnetic shielding environment in-

side the fullerene cavity.[22,23] We will focus in this entry

on the identification of fullerene isomers based on 1-D

NMR spectra.

EARLIER THEORETICAL ATTEMPTS

Much attention was focused on the energetic aspects of

fullerenes, while considerably less effort has been paid to

their magnetic properties. The magnetic susceptibility of

buckminsterfullerene C60 was studied in the early theo-

retical studies[24–26] before the fullerene samples were

obtained. After fullerene samples became available, the

prediction of NMR chemical shifts has been an active

subject to identify the observed isomers. Fowler and

Manolopoulos[13]27] presented all mathematically possible

structures for fullerenes C60–C100 and compiled the

structures for all IPR-abiding isomers. Häser et al.[28] used

the gauge-independent atomic orbital-coupled perturbed

Hartree–Fock (GIAO-CPHF/DZP) method to calculate

the chemical shifts of C60 and C70. In the first attempt to

identify the observed D2 isomer of C84, Schneider et al.[29]

calculated the NMR spectra for isomers 5, 22, and 23

(isomer numbering after Fowler and Manolopoulos,[13]

which will be followed here) using the GIAO-SCF/TZP

level of theory. They concluded that isomer 22 was the

most likely structure because the spectral span of isomer 5
was much larger than that of the observed isomer and

isomer 22 was favored over isomer 21 on energetic

grounds. The calculated NMR spectral spans were used to

rule out the D2(Ih) isomer of C80 as the experimentally

observed D2 isomer.[30] Heine et al.[31] used the individual

gauge for local orbitals-density functional based tight

binding (IGLO-DFTB) method to study fullerenes C70,

C76, C78, five isomers of C84, (C36)2, and (C60)2. Quali-

tative agreement with experiment was achieved for the

experimentally distinguished isomers, and assignment of

the D2 isomer as 22 was supported. A full survey of the 24

isomers of C84 was later reported.[32] The structure of C70

was solved by Hedberg et al.[33] in gas-phase electron

diffraction experiments with the help of NMR chemical

shifts calculated at the GIAO-SCF/TZP level of theory.

Accurate chemical shifts of C60 and C70 were calculated

using Hartree–Fock (HF) and DFT methods by Bühl

et al.[34]

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

While the relative energies of the fullerene isomers cal-

culated from total electronic energies by various quantum

mechanical methods play an important role in determining

the structures of the observed isomers, it is not definitive

because the observed isomers have to survive the high

temperature used in the production process. Direct com-

parison between accurate theoretical chemical shifts and

experimental values is necessary to assign the observed

fullerenes as NMR is the commonly used characterization

technique and chemical shift directly relates to the

chemical environment of the nucleus. In early 1998, it

appeared to us that the calculation of NMR chemical shifts

for molecules of the size of fullerenes became practical

using ab initio or DFT methods with medium basis sets.

Because the DFT method[35] in the form of B3LYP[36]

hybrid functional had been shown to give better geome-

tries and vibrational frequencies for a wide range of

molecules than ab initio HF method, it was tested to

predict the NMR chemical shifts of isomers 22 and 23 of

fullerene C84.[15] The results were in very good agreement

with experimental data and led to the prediction of NMR

chemical shifts for other fullerenes and subsequent as-

signment of their isomers. The calculation of NMR

properties of fullerenes has recently been reviewed by

Heine.[37]

To perform NMR calculations, good geometry is re-

quired.[38] Starting from model building or downloaded

coordinates,[39] we first optimized the geometries using

C60 (Ih) C70 (D5h)  C76 (D2) C78:1 (D3)

C78:2 (C2v)  C78:3 (C2v)  C80:1 (D5d) C80:2 (D2)

C82:3 (C2)  C84:22 (D2)  C84:23 (D2d)

Fig. 1 The major isomers of fullerenes C60, C70, C76, C78, C80,

C82, and C84.
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the PM3 semiempirical method.[40] Frequency analyses

were normally performed at this level to ensure that the

structures are indeed minima. The structures corres-

ponding to true minima were further optimized using

B3LYP functional[36] and the STO-3G, 3-21G, and

6-31G*(or 6-31G for C86, C88, and C90) basis sets. The

main purpose of this practice is to save computer time by

always starting from the best available geometry; it also

gives structures and energy values at the intermediate

theoretical levels. Geometry optimizations normally con-

verge after about ten cycles at the B3LYP/STO-3G level

and after about four or five cycles with larger basis sets.

Because the numbers of IPR isomers for the large full-

erenes are very large (46 for C90),[13] we have limited the

calculations using the larger basis sets on the isomers of

fullerenes C86, C88 and C90 that have relative energies less

than 25 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/STO-3G level. The default

settings for convergence criteria and the default integra-

tion grid were used. All geometry optimizations were

performed using Gaussian 98 program.[41]

The NMR shielding tensors were evaluated employing

the GIAO method[42] at the geometries optimized at the

highest level. The 6-31G* or 6-31G basis sets were used

for all fullerene isomers depending on the basis set used

for geometry optimization. A larger 6-311G** basis set

was also used for selected isomers. The NMR calculations

were carried out using the PQS program.[43] The 13C

NMR chemical shifts were obtained by converting the

isotropic shielding constant by the following formula:

dðiÞ ¼ dðC60Þ þ sðC60Þ � sðiÞ ð1Þ

where the experimental chemical shift of C60, d(C60), is

taken as 143.15 ppm, after Avent et al.,[44] s(C60) is the

calculated chemical shielding for C60, and i is the carbon

atom under consideration. The experimental chemical

shift of C60 is used as a second reference to correct the

systematic error of about 4 ppm in the calculated chem-

ical shifts when only TMS is used as the reference.[14]

VALIDATION OF PREDICTED 13C NMR
CHEMICAL SHIFTS FOR FULLERENES

In this section, we show that the DFT-calculated 13C NMR

chemical shifts for fullerenes agree well with experi-

mental values for the fullerene isomers that can be iden-

tified based on the 1-D NMR pattern. It is shown that the

spectral span, grouping of the peaks, and the relative

positions of the half-intensity peaks with respect to those

of full-intensity peaks are important features in comparing

theoretical and experimental NMR spectra. An empirical

trend emerges to indicate that the NMR peaks above 140

ppm are better reproduced than peaks below 140 ppm.

Buckminsterfullerene C60

The icosahedral symmetry of fullerene C60 renders all of

its 60 carbon atoms equivalent, giving one signal in the

NMR spectrum. The observed chemical shift for C60

ranges from 142.68[4] to 143.2 ppm.[5,8,10] The chemical

shift predicted at the B3LYP/6-31G* level is 138.72

ppm.[14] This is in very good agreement with experiment,

considering that 13C NMR signal spread over a wide

range of 0–200 ppm. The deviation between our predic-

tion and experiment is 3.96 to 4.48 ppm depending on

which experimental value is used. This difference is

comparable to deviations of earlier theoretical values,[34]

ranging from �6 ppm for GIAO-HF to �1 ppm for

GIAO-UDFT-BPW91 methods. Because this deviation is

mainly systematic for fullerenes,[31] we use the chemical

shift of C60 as a second reference in calculating chemical

shifts for other fullerenes.

Fullerene C70

Fullerene C70 has D5h symmetry that gives five different

sets of atoms. Five NMR peaks were observed in exper-

iment and assigned to the five sets of atoms based on both

1-D and 2-D NMR measurements.[4,5,7] The NMR spec-

trum of C70 calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of

theory correctly shows the required two full-intensity

peaks and three half-intensity peaks.[14] Fig. 2 shows the

experimental and predicted NMR spectra for C70. The

calculated spectral span and the distribution of the peaks

are in good agreement with experiment. Similar results

were also reported by Bühl et al.[34] and Heine et al.[31,32]

Because all five peaks have been experimentally assigned,

Fig. 2 13C NMR spectra of C70 by (i) experiment,[4] (ii) ex-

periment,[10] and (iii) calculated by B3LYP/6-31G*. All spectra

are referenced to C60 at 143.15 ppm. (From Ref. [14]. Copyright

2000 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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the case of C70 presents a unique example to assess the

quality of the predicted chemical shifts. A one-to-one

comparison gives 0.70, 0.24,�0.26, 1.09, and 1.32 ppm

deviations with respect to the experimental values of

Taylor et al.[4] Because the chemical shifts are referenced

with respect to the experimental value of C60 at 143.15

ppm and this is the center of the normal spectral span of

fullerenes, it is expected that peaks far away from the

spectral center have larger deviations than those close to

the center. It seems, however, that the peaks below 140

ppm have larger deviations from experimental values than

those peaks above 140 ppm. In the case of C70, the de-

viation for the most upfield peak (1.32 ppm) is almost

twice that for the most downfield peak (0.70 ppm). This

trend becomes clear when we consider more NMR spectra

of fullerenes. Therefore we expect a 1–2 ppm overesti-

mation for peaks below 140 ppm and a much better

comparison for peaks above 140 ppm.

Fullerene C76

Two IPR structures are possible for fullerene C76,[13] but

only one isomer with D2 symmetry has closed-shell

electronic configuration, thus stable under normal condi-

tions. Experimentally, 19 NMR peaks have been reported

with equal intensity.[8] The 19 peaks form five groups

from downfield to upfield, containing 1, 6, 8, 3, and 1

peaks. These five groups and the spectral span were well

reproduced in the predicted NMR spectrum,[14] as shown

in Fig. 3. Fifteen peaks occurring between 140 and

150 ppm appear to agree with experiment much better

than the four peaks below 140 ppm. Overestimations of

chemical shifts of as much as 2.22 ppm from experiment

were calculated for the four peaks below 140 ppm. The

chemical shifts of C76 earlier predicted by IGLO-DFTB

were able to give a good estimate on the spectral span but

failed to show the subtle distribution of the peaks.[31,32] A

one-to-one assignment of the NMR peaks based on our

predicted chemical shifts was not possible because of the

crowdedness of the spectrum. It is, however, obvious that

the NMR chemical shifts calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G*

level are accurate enough to determine the isomeric

structure when good experimental spectrum from isomer-

pure sample is available.

Fullerene C78

Three of the five IPR isomers of C78 have been charac-

terized by NMR spectroscopy.[9–12] Isomer 1 (D3) has 13

NMR peaks with equal intensity, which can be divided

into four groups with 2, 2, 7, and 2 peaks from downfield

to upfield. The predicted NMR chemical shifts gave good

agreement with experiment in terms of distribution of

peaks and spectral span.[14] It became obvious from our

theoretical result that two NMR peaks occur in the 132–

135 ppm region instead of three as reported in Ref. [10].

The deviations from experiment for the two most down-

field peaks, 0.18 and �0.17 ppm, are much smaller than

those for the two most upfield peaks, 1.70 and 0.89 ppm,

illustrating the much better reproduced chemical shifts for

peaks above 140 ppm.

Isomers 2 and 3 both have C2v symmetry, but show

different NMR patterns: the ratio of full-intensity peaks:

half-intensity peaks is 18:3 for isomer 2 and 17:5 for

isomer 3. The spectral spans were well reproduced for

these two isomers by our DFT calculations.[14] The dis-

tribution of the peaks was also in agreement with exper-

iment, thus confirming earlier assignment of the isomeric

structures. Also reported were the chemical shifts for

isomers 4 and 5 of C78, which could facilitate their

identification if they are observed.

Fullerene C80

The NMR spectra of six IPR isomers of C80 predicted by

DFT calculations have been reported, including isomers

1–5 and a D2 distorted form of isomer 7(Ih).[45] The NMR

spectra of isomer 2 (D2) show good agreement between

theory and experiment.[30] At the downfield end, a group

of three peaks were well reproduced in the spectra cal-

culated using B3LYP hybrid functional and the 6-31G, 6-

31G*, and 6-311G** basis sets. Sixteen peaks occurring at

the middle of the spectrum in the calculated spectra also

agree with experiment. One peak at the upfield end tends

Fig. 3 13C NMR spectra of C76:1 by (i) experiment,[8] (ii)

experiment,[10] (iii) experiment,[12] and (iv) calculated by

B3LYP/6-31G*. All spectra are referenced to C60 at 143.15

ppm. (From Ref. [14]. Copyright 2000 American Chemical

Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to be underestimated by large basis set than by medium

basis set. Overall, the distribution for most of the peaks

was well reproduced.

The NMR spectrum of another observed isomer,

C80:1, shows large discrepancy between DFT results[45]

and experiment,[46] as shown in Fig. 4. This isomer has

D5d symmetry, thus shows three full-intensity peaks and

two half-intensity peaks. The DFT-predicted spectrum

shows that the two half-intensity peaks occur at down-

field positions than the full-intensity peaks, which is

consistent with experiment. The separation within the four

downfield peaks seems to be comparable with that

in experiment. However, one full-intensity peak in the

DFT results occurs at around 90 ppm, far below the nor-

mal NMR ranges for fullerenes. Switching to a gradient-

corrected pure functional such as BLYP did not improve

the result.[47] Furche and Ahlrichs[48] also reported similar

chemical shifts for the D5d isomer of C80 using the

BP86 functional.

To solve the apparent discrepancy, we have carried out

NMR calculations at the HF/6-31G* level.[47] The

chemical shifts are all in the 120–155 ppm range that is

normal for fullerenes, and the peak positions are in good

agreement with experiment. On the energetic aspect,

isomer 1 is predicted at the B3LYP/6-31G* level to be

2.20 kcal/mol less stable than isomer 2, but its HOMO-

LUMO gap is only 0.986 eV, which is much smaller than

that of isomer 2 (1.346 eV). At the HF level, its HOMO-

LUMO gap is 4.56 eV, still slightly smaller than that (4.97

eV) of isomer 2, but much larger than those (�3.2 eV) of

isomers 3–5. This shows that the wrong chemical shifts

from DFT calculations can be related to the severely

underestimated HOMO-LUMO gap.

Isomers 3, 4, and 5 have small HOMO-LUMO gaps

and high relative energies at both DFT and HF

levels.[45,47] These isomers also have NMR peaks at be-

yond the normal 120–160 ppm range, suggesting that the

electron distribution in the molecule is less optimal.

Fullerene C84: Two Major Isomers

Two major isomers of C84 were among the first observed

fullerene species[11,12,49] and have drawn much research

interest. Because isomer 23 (D2d) can be uniquely iden-

tified by 1-D NMR spectrum among the 24 possible IPR

isomers[13] and isomer 22 (D2) has been identified by 2-D

Fig. 4 13C NMR spectra of C80:1 by (I) experiment,[46] (II)

calculated by B3LYP/6-31G*, (III) by B3LYP/6-311G**, (IV)

HF/6-31G*, and (V) BP86/SVP.[48] All spectra are referenced to

C60 at 143.15 ppm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Theoretical and experimental 13C NMR spectra of C84.

(a) Spectra of 23(D2d) by experiment (i), B3LYP/6-31G* (ii),

and B3LYP/6-311G** (iii). (b) Spectra of 22(D2) by experiment

(i), B3LYP/6-31G* (ii), and B3LYP/6-311G** (iii), and of

21(D2) by B3LYP/6-31G* (iv), and B3LYP/6-311G** (v).

Experimental spectra reproduced from Ref. [52]. (From

Ref. [15]. Copyright 2000, The Royal Society of Chemistry

and the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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NMR experiment on the 13C-enriched sample,[50] they

represent interesting testing cases for the DFT-calculated

chemical shifts. We used density functional theory at the

B3LYP level with the 6-31G* and 6-311G** basis sets to

predict the chemical shifts for these two isomers and

isomer 21 (D2).[15] Isomers 22 and 23 were isoenergetic

and both have large HOMO-LUMO gaps. Fig. 5 shows

their theoretical NMR spectra in comparison with exper-

iment. Both DFT results for isomer 23 are in very good

agreement with experiment in terms of the spectral span

and peak positions. The rms deviation calculated for all 11

chemical shifts were 0.464 and 0.556 ppm for 6-31G* and

6-311G** basis sets, respectively. We note that because

one-to-one peak assignment was not possible, the rms

deviation will likely be larger when the peaks are

assigned. However, the change would be small and thus it

would not affect our conclusion. It is evident that the

accuracy of the calculated chemical shifts allows identi-

fication of isomeric structures of fullerenes.

Earlier calculated NMR results could not unambigu-

ously distinguish between isomers 21 and 22.[29]31,32] Our

DFT-calculated chemical shifts, as shown in Fig. 5b,

clearly differentiate these two isomers.[15] Both spectral

span and peak distribution conclusively favor isomer 22
over isomer 21 as the observed species. The rms devia-

tions of chemical shifts between theory and experiment

were 1.944 and 0.512 ppm for isomers 21 and 22 at the

B3LYP/6-31G* level, respectively. Essentially same

values of rms deviation were obtained from calculations

using a larger basis set 6-311G**. Again, we note that,

while the rms deviation values will likely change when all

NMR peaks are assigned, the conclusion will hold. This

assignment was further supported by the large differences

in the relative energies (16.04 kcal/mol) and the HOMO-

LUMO gaps of isomers 21 and 22.

IDENTIFICATION OF FULLERENE ISOMERS
BY NMR SPECTRA

As the results for the nine observed isomers of fullerenes

C70 to C84 have shown, the DFT-calculated NMR chemical

shifts are accurate enough to determine the molecular

structures for the observed fullerene isomers. In the mean

time, care needs to be taken in the cases where the DFT-

calculated HOMO-LUMO gap is too small. In the follow-

ing section, we summarize theoretical NMR results for

fullerenes C82 to C90 and for charged and substituted ful-

lerene species, focusing on the identification of the ob-

served isomers when experimental spectra of good quality

are available. The calculated NMR chemical shifts for the

isomers that have not been isolated have also been reported

in the literature and should facilitate in determining the

molecular structures when new isomers are observed.

Fullerene C82

Fullerene C82 poses the first challenge to successively

identify an isomer based on theoretical 13C NMR chem-

ical shifts. One major isomer having C2 symmetry was

observed in experiment with some minor isomers whose

symmetry could not be determined.[11] Of the three C2

isomers (1, 3, and 5), isomer 3 was predicted to have the

lowest energy and a large HOMO-LUMO gap from our

DFT calculations.[51] Its predicted chemical shifts com-

pare favorably with experiment, as shown in Fig. 6. The

two NMR peaks at the downfield end of the spectrum are

well separated from the rest in both theory and experi-

ment. The separation of a group of six peaks at the upfield

end from the group at the middle of the spectrum is less

obvious in the 6-31G* results than in the 6-31G results.

The spectral spans from theoretical results of both basis

sets also show isomer 3 as the observed isomer. Thus the

excellent agreement of the NMR spectrum together with

the low energy and large gap allowed us to identify the

observed C2 isomer as isomer 3.

The predicted chemical shifts of isomers 1, 2, 4, and

5 fell in the normal range for fullerenes, whereas

the chemical shifts of isomer 6 have values as low as

113.50 ppm.[51] Because the four isomers have relatively

low energy and large HOMO-LUMO gaps, their obser-

vation may be possible and the predicted chemical shifts

could facilitate their identification.

Fullerene C84

Nine isomers have been obtained and characterized by

NMR spectroscopy.[11,12,49,52–54] As discussed above,

Fig. 6 13C NMR spectra of C2 isomers of fullerene C82 for (i)

isomer 3 by experiment,[11] (ii) isomer 3 calculated by B3LYP/6-

31G, (iii) isomer 3 calculated by B3LYP/6-31G*, (iv) isomer 1

calculated by B3LYP/6-31G*, and (v) isomer 5 calculated by

B3LYP/6-31G*. All spectra are referenced to C60 at 143.15 ppm.

(From Ref. [51]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.)
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structures of the two major isomers 22 (D2) and 23 (D2d)

of fullerene C84 have been assigned,[15] and here we look

at the minor isomers.

A second D2d isomer of C84 was observed and assigned

as isomer 4 based on the ratio of the full-intensity peaks:

half-intensity peaks.[53] In our DFT results at the B3LYP/

6-31G* level, isomer 4 has a relative energy of 14.64 kcal/

mol and a HOMO-LUMO gap of 2.13 eV.[55] The pre-

dicted NMR chemical shifts were in good agreement

with experiment. Three full-intensity peaks are well sep-

arated from each other at the 131–138 ppm region, while

the rest of the full-intensity peaks are found at 143–

149 ppm. The half-intensity peaks are all above 140 ppm,

consistent with experiment.

A second D2 isomer was tentatively assigned as isomer

5.[53] Its experimental NMR spectrum has a single peak

well separated from others at the downfield end and four

peaks separated at the upfield end. Our theoretical spec-

trum of isomer 5 reproduced these features very well,

confirming the earlier assignment.[55] The calculated

spectral span, 21.17 ppm, is in excellent agreement with

the measured value (22.10 ppm). Similarly, good agree-

ment was also obtained for the spectral span (15.13 ppm)

of the observed C2 isomer and that of isomer 11 (15.15

ppm), whereas the calculated spectral spans for other C2

isomer are much larger.

Two Cs isomers were isolated from graphite soot of DC

arc discharge.[53] Both isomers have two half-intensity

peaks and 41 full-intensity peaks, which suggests that they

are isomers 14 and 16 but no final assignment could be

reached. The spectral spans are very close, being 15.29

and 15.51 ppm for Cs(a) and Cs(b), respectively, and the

full-intensity peaks are very crowded. Because of this,

the assignment of these isomers has to be based on the

chemical shifts of the half-intensity peaks. The two half-

intensity peaks of isomer 14 occur at 132.22 and 148.49

ppm in our B3LYP/6-31G* results,[55] in good agreement

with those of Cs(b) occurring at 134.33 and 148.44 ppm.

On the other hand, the two half-intensity peaks of isomer

16 occur at 136.12 and 141.01 ppm, consistent with those

of Cs(a) appearing at 137.03 and 141.76 ppm. Thus isomer

Cs(a) is isomer 16 and isomer Cs(b) has the structure of

isomer 14.

Two highly symmetric isomers, 19 (D3d) and 24 (D6h),

have also been characterized.[54] The predicted general

pattern of the six full-intensity peaks of isomer 19 was in

agreement with the experiment.[55] The two half-intensity

peaks appear at 133.85 and 136.86 ppm, which is different

from experimental values of 136.39 and 147.81 ppm.

Other authors have suggested that the half-intensity peak

at downfield region is misassigned.[32] This appears to be

likely because the measurement was taken from mixture

samples. For isomer 24, the two full-intensity peaks are

in fair agreement between theory and experiment,[55]

whereas the position of one of the three half-intensity

peaks is shown to be misassigned in experiment. Future

NMR measurement on isomer-pure samples is highly

desirable for these isomers.

Fullerene C86

Two isomers of C86 with C2 and Cs point group symmetry

have been isolated using the multistage HPLC method.[56]

Based on earlier energy calculations,[57] they were provi-

sionally assigned as isomers 17(C2) and 16(Cs), respec-

tively. Our calculated NMR chemical shifts at the B3LYP/

6-31G level confirmed this assignment.[58] The calculated

spectral span, 20.25 ppm, of isomer 17 is in excellent

agreement with the experimental value, 20.28 ppm. The

other C2 isomers (2, 3, 4, 6, and 14) all have much larger

spectral spans. A single isolated peak at the downfield end,

a single isolated peak at the upfield end, and the crowded

middle part of the NMR spectrum are well reproduced in

our theoretical results for isomer 17.

Two Cs IPR isomers, 15 and 16, have the ratio of

full-intensity peaks/half-intensity peaks[13] that was ob-

served in experiment. In addition to the low energy and

large HOMO-LUMO gap, isomer 16 has a calculated

spectral span of 17.73 ppm, in good agreement with

experimental value of 17.99 ppm for the Cs isomer. The

distribution of the NMR peaks also supports the exper-

imental assignment.[58]

Fullerene C88

Three isomers of C88 were separated and characterized by

NMR as C88-1(Cs), C88-2(C2), and C88-3(C2).[56] Isomer

17(Cs) has the lowest energy and a large HOMO-LUMO

gap in our DFT results.[59] The chemical shifts of isomer

17 calculated by B3LYP/6-31G have two distinct half-

intensity peaks at the downfield end, which is consistent

with experimental spectrum. The 42 full-intensity peaks

occur within the 130–147 ppm range in theory, comparing

well with the experimental range of 131–148 ppm. Similar

comparison was also obtained for the 6-31G* results.

Of the five C2 isomers studied, isomers 7 and 33 have

low energies and have been proposed as the observed

isomers.[56] All C2 isomers have 44 NMR peaks with

equal intensity. The spectral spans for isomers 7 and 33
are 20.68 and 18.29 ppm,[59] respectively, suggesting that

they correspond to C88-2 and C88-3, respectively. Detailed

comparison on the peak positions shows that two peaks at

the downfield end of the B3LYP/6-31G*-calculated

spectrum of isomer 7 are separated from others, which

agrees with the spectrum of C88-2. The downfield end of

the predicted NMR spectrum of isomer 33 is crowded, in

consistency with the spectrum of C88-3. Thus our DFT

results strongly suggest C88-2 as isomer 7 and C88-3 as

isomer 33.
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Fullerene C90

Isomer 45(C2) of C90 is the most stable isomer in our DFT

results, while isomers 28(C2), 30(C1), 32(C1), 35(Cs),

40(C2), and 46(C2v) show significant stabilities.[60] The

chemical shifts for these isomers all occur in the nor-

mal range of 125–155 ppm for fullerenes. Isomers of C90

have been observed only in mixture, and this prevents the

determination of molecular structures because of the large

number of NMR peaks. Five weak experimental NMR

peaks were reported in literature, which led to the spec-

ulation of the existence of isomer 36(C2v).[61] Our DFT

calculations show that isomer 36 has very high energy,

thus unlikely to be the source of the observed weak NMR

peaks. A comparison of the predicted chemical shifts

suggests that the five weak peaks are more likely from the

stable isomers 35 and 46.[60] Future measurements on

isomer-pure samples are needed to elucidate the ground-

state structures of fullerene C90.

Charged and Substituted Fullerenes

Besides the pristine fullerenes, the charged and substituted

fullerenes have also been subjected to theoretical NMR

studies using DFT methods, and the NMR chemical shifts

calculated at B3LYP/6-31G* or comparable levels of

theory have been used for identification of the fullerene

species. The hexa-anions of fullerenes C76-D2, C78-D3,

C78-C2v, C84-D2, and C84-D2d have been recently obtained

from lithium reduction of neutral fullerenes and charac-

terized by NMR spectroscopy.[62] DFT-calculated chem-

ical shifts were used to assist the determination of the

reduction states of the multiply charged anions. The

chemical shifts of the hexa-anions are deshielded com-

paring to the neutral fullerenes.

The carbocation C59N+ has recently been obtained

from the oxidation of (C59N)2 by crude hexabromo(N-

phenyl)carbazole and characterized by MS, X-ray, NMR,

UV–Vis, and infrared spectroscopy.[63] Theoretical NMR

chemical shifts calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G** level

are in good agreement with experiment. The majority of

the NMR peaks cluster around 144 ppm, showing the

overall positive charge of the cation.

The 13C NMR chemical shifts of the proposed aza-

[60]fullerene C48N12
[64] have been recently predicted us-

ing DFT method.[65] Compared with C60, most NMR

peaks of C48N12 have lower chemical shifts.

NMR CHEMICAL SHIFTS AND
LOCAL GEOMETRY

Nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts are deter-

mined by the electronic configuration of the molecule and

are affected by the local structure close to the atom.

Diederich et al.[8]10] have suggested that the carbon site in

fullerenes be divided into three types: pyracylene (type 1,

pc), corannulene (type 2, cor), and pyrene (type 3, py).

Fig. 7 Theoretical 13C NMR chemical shifts and POAV angles of isomers 4, 5, 11, 14, 16, 19, and 22–24 of fullerene C84 calculated by

B3LYP/6-31G*. The py-type carbons are represented by squares, the cor type are represented by crosses, and the pc type are represented

by circles. (From Ref. [55]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The chemical shifts should fall in the pc>cor>py order.

Heine et al.[31,32] plotted the chemical shifts against the p-

orbital axis vector (POAV) angle[66] and found a marked

upward trend of chemical shifts with increasing POAV

angle for pc and cor sites but no apparent trend for py sites.

We have also studied the relationship between chem-

ical shift and local geometry in the context of POAV

angle.[14,45,51,55] The chemical shifts are, in general, larger

for type pc than cor, which in turn are larger than py.

There is, however, no clear range where each type will

occur and the chemical shifts of different types are in fact

often mixed. To thoroughly study the relationship between

chemical shift and local geometry, we have considered

further neighbors of a given atom and arrived at 15

structural motifs.[55] Fig. 7 shows the graph of chemical

shifts vs. POAV angles for the nine observed isomers of

C84. Distinct ranges of POAV angles and chemical shifts

are seen for each of the five motifs of the py type. Two

and three groups of POAV angles are obvious for the cor

and pc types, respectively, but the chemical shifts for

these sites occur throughout the 130–150 ppm range.

ENERGETICS OF STABLE FULLERENES

We have been using low relative energy and large HO-

MO-LUMO gap as indicators of the stability of fullerene

isomers. Here we show a statistical graph of the energy

and gaps for the observed isomers in Fig. 8. The majority

of the observed isomers have relative energies less than 10

kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. The highest energy

of the observed isomers is for C84:5 with 15.94 kcal/mol.

The HOMO-LUMO gaps for observed isomers are all in

the range 1.35–2.34 eV. Note that the gap (0.99 eV) for

C80:1 is wrong in the DFT calculations. Therefore for a

fullerene isomer to be isolable, it should have a low rel-

ative energy and large HOMO-LUMO gap.

CONCLUSION

Theoretical NMR chemical shifts calculated using density

functional theory at the B3LYP/6-31G* level have been

shown to be accurate to unambiguously determine the

molecular structures of the observed fullerene isomers.

For the isomers of fullerenes C70, C76, C78, C80, and some

isomers of C84 where the NMR spectral patterns uniquely

correspond to the structures, the predicted chemical shifts

are in very good agreement with experiment. The spectral

spans and the distribution of the NMR peaks are well

reproduced for these cases. Comparing the predicted and

experimental chemical shifts of isomers 22 and 23 of

fullerene C84, rms deviations were 0.464 and 0.512 ppm,

respectively. The calculated NMR chemical shifts allowed

the identification of the previously unassigned fullerene

isomers: C82:3, C84:5, C84:11, C84:14, C84:16, C84:22,

C86:16, C86:17, C88:7, C88:17, and C88:33. The calculated

NMR chemical shifts also proved necessary in determin-

ing the charge status of the charged and substituted ful-

lerene species. The local geometry at the sp2-hybridized

carbon in fullerenes has been shown to have some effect

on the chemical shift, but lack any linear relationship. The

observed fullerene isomers all have low energies and large

HOMO-LUMO gaps among the set of possible IPR iso-

mers for each fullerene family. Because of the high ac-

curacy of the DFT-calculated chemical shifts, we expect

the calculation of NMR chemical shifts to be performed

commonly in various areas of chemical research because

the computers are becoming faster and the programs ca-

pable of calculating chemical shifts are becoming easier

to use.
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Fig. 8 The relative energy and HOMO-LUMO gap for the

isomers of fullerenes C78 to C90. The observed isomers are

represented by solid circles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of fullerenes[1,2] has disclosed a new wide

area of research in fundamental condensed matter phys-

ics,[3,4] as well as in chemistry[2,5] and materials science,[6]

confirming carbon as the most versatile element of nature.

Fullerenes constitute a family of cage-like carbon mole-

cules where each carbon atom is threefold coordinated and

forms covalent sp2 bonds with the three nearest neighbors

like in a single graphite sheet. The atoms of fullerenes lie

on a closed surface topologically equivalent to a sphere.

The actual shapes of fullerene clusters are polyhedra

whose structural features can be largely understood from

pure topological arguments. The number N of atoms of

a fullerene molecule vary from a minimum of 20 to in-

definite large values, presumably in the range of several

thousands, although the far most stable fullerene is made

of 60 atoms (C60) and takes the shape of a soccer ball,

otherwise known as a truncated icosahedron. The shape of

this highly symmetric polyhedron, having 60 equivalent

vertices that can be generated by the 60 operations of the

icosahedral point group, was well known to ancient Greek

mathematicians, notably to Archimedes who described the

13 possible semiregular polyhedra. Semiregular polyhe-

dra, otherwise known as the Archimedean polyhedra, are

made of two different kinds of regular polygons and are

obtained by vertex truncation of the five regular (Platonic)

polyhedra. The first known representations of the trun-

cated icosahedron have been given by the celebrated

Renaissance artists and scholars Piero della Francesca and

Leonardo da Vinci (Fig. 1).

In this article, the structural and topological features of

graphite-like carbon are described, with special emphasis

on the novel families of graphene materials that have been

discovered and thoroughly investigated after the first

identification of the fullerenes C60 and C70. In ‘‘Historical

Background,’’ an overview is given on the historical

development and the scientific and technical motivations

of studies on the different forms of graphite-like carbon.

The topology of graphene structures is presented in

‘‘Graphene Topology.’’ This section contains an elemen-

tary introduction to the general topological properties of

graphenes, which allows for a classification of the

graphene families in terms of topological connectivity.

This is followed by four subsections describing the main

graphene families: fullerenes, nanotubes, schwarzites, and

amorphous sp2 carbon. ‘‘Topology vs. Total Energy and

Growth Processes’’ shows that the energetics and the

growth processes of graphene structures can also be

related to and, to some extent, understood from general

topological arguments.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The first idea that graphite sheets could be bent, at the cost

of replacing a number of six-membered rings with five-

membered ones, so as to form graphite balloons, dates

back to the mid-1960s and is due to D. E. H. Jones.a The

conjecture that 60 carbon atoms could arrange themselves

in a stable molecule having the shape of a truncated

icosahedron was investigated in 1970 by the Japanese

chemist Eiji Osawa and confirmed shortly after by the

Russian chemists Bochvar and Galpern with a Hückel

calculation (1973) and by R. A. Davidson (1980) by

means of a group theoretical analysis. It is now recognized

that fullerenes are rather frequent in nature, especially in

soot and probably in interstellar dust. However, it was in

1985 that the cluster C60 was experimentally identified by

Robert F. Curl, Harold W. Kroto, and Richard E. Smalley

with their graduate students J. R. Heath and S. C. O’Brien

at Rice University.[1] The molecule was recognized

among the various products of a cluster beam experiment

where carbon clusters were generated by laser vapor-

ization of graphite—a technique developed by E. A.

Rohlfing, D. M. Cox, and A. Kaldor a year before and

then adopted by Richard Smalley for his experiments at

Rice. The large abundance of C60 in the cluster beam, as

signaled by mass spectra, was indicative of its exceptional

stability whereas the occurrence of a single line in the

nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum suggested that all

aReferences to this and following historical works are found in Sir H. W.

Kroto’s introductory paper in Ref. [2].
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60 atoms are equivalent, which led to one single possible

geometry for the molecule, the truncated icosahedron.

Although the number of possible fullerenic isomers

rapidly increases with the cluster size and many isomers

have a comparable cohesive energy per atom, the

truncated icosahedron is definitely the most stable form

of C60 among its 1812 possible isomers. The resemblance

of these new molecules with the geodetic domes invented

by the renowned architect Buckminster Fuller led to the

general name of buckminsterfullerenes, subsequently

abbreviated into fullerenes.

A further breakthrough in the chemistry and physics of

fullerenes was made by Wolfgang Krätschmer and Donald

R. Huffman (1990) who devised a method for the pro-

duction of fullerenes in gram quantities.[7] This allowed

for the growth of fullerene crystals, either pure (fullerite)

or in a compound form with other elements (fullerides),

and led to the discovery of superconductivity in alkali

fullerides at moderately high temperatures (1991).[8]

Carbon clusters can also be considered as the building

blocks for a large variety of carbon-based, cluster-

assembled materials and novel nanostructured carbon

forms.[9] Quite often clusters have peculiar properties,

originating from the low dimensionality, which are

frustrated in the corresponding three-dimensional solid.

The concept behind cluster assembling is that some of the

interesting properties and functions that occur in the

composing clusters may be preserved in a three-dimen-

sional robust structure. Much of the materials science

based on fullerenes relies on their peculiar chemistry and

on various functionalization and polymerization processes

that have been discovered and extensively studied starting

from the early 1990s.[10] The chemistry of fullerenes also

includes the synthesis of endohedral fullerenes having the

formula Cn@Me, where Me stands for a metal atom inside

the fullerene cage. Indeed, these studies have suggested

enormous potentialities and a wide range of applications

for carbon-based materials, thanks to the possibility of

tailoring their physical properties and performances. It

was suggested, for example, that the superconducting

critical temperature of doped fullerite increases with the

curvature of fullerene cages, namely with the reduction of

the cluster size from C60 down to C36,[11] and perhaps C28

and C20. Moreover, an unexpected ferromagnetic behavior

has been recently described in fullerenic materials.[12]

The surprising wealth of physical and chemical proper-

ties found in fullerenes has stimulated an extensive search

for additional forms of carbon.[13] The peculiar cage-like

geometry of fullerenes has provided a new ingredient for

the structural analysis and growth of some widely studied

forms of aggregation of sp2 carbon, such as carbon blacks,

which are currently obtained by dehydrogenation of hy-

drocarbons and modeled as concentric shells of graphitic

segments.[14] Indeed, single fullerenes may work as

templates for the formation of a highly idealized form of

sp2 carbon nanoparticles known as carbon onions. Carbon

onions consist of concentric hollow carbon spheres that

are produced with a strong electron beam irradiation of

carbon nanoparticles such as those present in carbon

blacks. Carbon onions have been found to act as pre-

cursors for the formation of diamond under suitable high-

temperature electron beam irradiation. The low-density

aggregation of sp2 clusters leads to the formation of highly

porous, low-density carbon phases (carbon aerogels).

Among these structures, schwarzites, discussed below,

are of special interest from the topological point of view.

Another important class of sp2 carbon materials is that

of carbon fibers, which can be viewed as assemblies of

closely connected carbon nanotubes. A single-wall carbon

nanotube (SWCN) consists of graphite sheet rolled up to

form a cylinder of a given constant diameter and indefinite

length. The diameter can be as small as about 0.7 nm.

When a nanotube is closed (capped) at both extremities,

the nanotube can be viewed as a very elongated fullerene,

and is indeed topologically equivalent to a fullerene. A

single-wall nanotube can be dressed by other coaxial

nanotubes in the very same way as a carbon onion grows

around a fullerene and forms a multiwall carbon nanotube

(MWNT). Carbon nanotubes have been discovered by

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

by S. Iijima in 1991[15] and since then have stimulated an

enormous interest for their great mechanical robustness

combined with excellent transport properties and potential

applications in field emitters, supercapacitors, nanoelec-

tronics, etc. Carbon nanotubes can be grown from the

decomposition of hydrocarbons on metal nanoparticles

acting as catalysts. Like endohedral fullerenes, nanotubes

can be filled with metal ions that modify their one-dimen-

sional properties; for example, their electrical behavior

and functions as nanowires. Indeed, nanotubes are con-

sidered as elementary components for nanocircuits, T- and

Fig. 1 The truncated icosahedron according to Piero della

Francesca (Libellus de Quinque Corporibus Regularibus, 1492

manuscript at Bibliotheca Vaticana) and Leonardo da Vinci

(in L. Pacioli, De Divina Proportione, Bologna 1498). (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Y-shaped junctions, and possibly semiconducting n–p

junctions where the difference between the two sides of

the junction is achieved either with two unequal nano-

tube structures or through doping, e.g., with endohedral

metal atoms.

Other exotic morphologies of sp2 carbon that have

been obtained with the use of different catalytic metal

particles, laser-ablation processes, or simply by flash

chemical vapor deposition techniques are carbon parallel-

epipeds,[16] single-wall[17] and multiwall[18] ring-shaped

nanotubes, graphitic nanocones,[19] carbon nanohorns,[20]

and nanotrees.[21] Nanotubes as well as cones and similar

morphologies can be obtained in principle by a continuous

bending of a graphite sheet without breaking any bond,

namely without introducing disclinations. As will be

explained in the next sections, from the topological point

of view, this kind of deformation keeps the Gauss

curvature of the surface constant, in this case zero as for

the originally flat graphite sheet. For comparison, the

bending of a graphite sheet and its closure into a fullerene

implies a change of the Gauss curvature from zero to a

positive value and the creation of a certain number of

positive disclinations associated with the conversion of

some hexagonal rings into smaller polygons.

The synthesis of new sp2 carbon forms, such as ful-

lerenes and nanotubes, and the observation of important

properties, such as superconductivity in alkali metal-

doped fullerenes,[22] field-emission,[23] and supercapaci-

tance[24] from arrays of nanotubes, are opening fascinating

perspectives for nanostructured carbon as a novel, all-

purpose material. However, fullerenes and nanotubes, as

well as graphite, aggregate into van der Waals three-

dimensional (3-D) solids. For many technological appli-

cations, there is a need of highly connected, fully covalent

sp2-bonded carbon forms, combining the valuable proper-

ties of fullerenes and nanotubes with a robust 3-D

architecture. A basic question is whether a graphite sheet

can be transformed into a surface characterized by a

negative Gauss curvature everywhere through the creation

of a sufficient number of negative disclinations where

some hexagonal rings transform into larger polygons. A

special case of negative Gauss curvature occurs when the

mean curvature is zero everywhere, which corresponds to

what is known in differential geometry as a minimal

surface. The conjecture that a minimal surface is partic-

ularly stable has stimulated much theoretical work on

hypothetical graphite sheets (graphenes) with the shape of

a periodic minimal surface.[25–31] These structures have

been called schwarzites, after the name of the mathema-

tician H. A. Schwarz, who investigated the differential

geometry of this class of surfaces at the end of the 19th

century.[32] Similar theoretical sp2 carbon structures such

as polybenzenes[33] and hollow graphites[34,35] can be

ascribed to the general family of schwarzites. In the late

1990s, possible routes to the synthesis of schwarzites

through the assembling of small carbon clusters in

supersonic cluster beam deposition (SCBD) experi-

ments[36,37] have been theoretically investigated by means

of classical molecular dynamics.[37,38] Indeed, there is a

clear evidence that random schwarzites, characterized by

a highly porous, fully 3-D graphite-like carbon, are

formed under special conditions.[28,39] Recently, periodic

structures, with a porosity on the mesoscopic scale and

fascinating perspectives in optoelectronics, have been

synthesized by chemical methods.[40]

While most of the theoretical studies concerned

periodic schwarzites, experimental evidence has been

recently obtained for an amorphous schwarzitic form of

carbon corresponding to the random schwarzite pre-

viously envisaged by various authors.[28,41,42] This new

structure, which is fully covalent in three dimensions,

represents the fourth form of sp2 carbon; the first form,

fullerite, is the aggregation of zero-dimensional objects

(fullerenes); the second form, nanotubes bundles, is the

aggregation of one-dimensional objects (nanotubes); and

the third form, graphite, is the aggregation of two-

dimensional objects (the graphite sheets or graphenes).

Random schwarzites have been obtained by supersonic

cluster beam deposition (SCBD) of carbon clusters in the

presence of very small catalyst nanoparticles,[39] and look

like a highly porous spongy carbon. The numerical sim-

ulation of the TEM images suggests that random schwarz-

ites grow in the form of a self-affine minimal surface, with

relevant and not yet fully understood topological features.

The topology and structural properties of the different

classes of sp2 carbon are discussed in ‘‘Graphene

Topology.’’

Supersonic cluster beam deposition experiments have

also shown that by increasing the energy per atom of

the beam clusters, an increasing sp3-to-sp2 bond ratio is

observed in the SCBD carbon. A natural question was

whether carbon is able to form other fully covalent, fully

three-dimensional sp3 solids besides diamond and lonsda-

leite, which can be obtained from the coalescence of ful-

lerenic cages. Much theoretical work and speculations

have been made about the possible geometries and struc-

ture of carbon clathrates originating from the coalescence

of small fullerenes,[43–46] but no experimental synthesis

of these interesting materials has been obtained so far.

Similar structures, characterized by only a partial satura-

tion of bonds (mixed sp3/sp2 forms), have been recently

synthesized by linking together through covalent bonds

C36 clusters[11] or C20 clusters.[47] The topology of clath-

rates is discussed in general terms in Refs. [48,49] while

some topological algorithms that generate complex

and even fractal clathrate structures can be found in

Refs. [46,50] together with some topological algorithms

that generate complex and even fractal clathrate structures.
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GRAPHENE TOPOLOGY

From the topological point of view, fullerenes as well as

graphite sheets, nanotubes, and schwarzites [which we

shall group under the general family name of graphenes

(Fig. 2)] are here described as polygonal tilings of surfaces

with only hexagons, pentagons, and heptagons, where

each vertex corresponds to a carbon atom, each edge

corresponds to a covalent bond, and each polygon cor-

responds to a carbon ring. The generalization to structures

with larger and/or smaller polygons is straightforward.

Each atom has a threefold coordination. The surface,

covered by a polygonal tiling of carbon rings, defines the

shape of a graphene and is characterized by its connec-

tivity or order of connection k. According to Hilbert and

Cohn-Vossen,[51] the order of connection is the number

plus one of the close cuts that can be made on the given

surface without breaking it apart in two pieces. The

surface topology may be alternatively characterized by the

Euler–Poincaré characteristic w= 3�k or the genus

g=(k�1)/2. For example, a simple (one-hole) torus can

be cut along two closed lines without splitting it in two

pieces, and therefore k=3 or w=0, g=1. For a sphere, k=1

(g=0, w=2), whereas for an n-hole torus, k=1+2n,

w=2(1�n), and g=n. Thus the genus represents the

number of ‘‘holes’’ (or ‘‘handles’’) of a generalized torus.

While fullerenes are represented by a closed surface

topologically equivalent to a sphere (k=1), uncapped

nanotubes, graphite sheets, and schwarzites are open

surfaces with an infinite extension in one, two, or three

dimensions, respectively. However, graphenes character-

ized by a periodic atomic structure can be conveniently

reduced to a closed surface by applying cyclic boundary

conditions. In this way, uncapped nanotubes and graphite

sheets become topologically equivalent to an ordinary

(one-hole) torus (k=3). On the other hand, the connectiv-

ity of an infinite periodic surface is infinite. However, if

cyclic boundary conditions are applied on a finite portion

of the periodic surface, the connectivity is finite, although

dependent on the actual number of unit cells of the per-

iodic structure. Thus it is convenient to define the

connectivity per unit cell. This is obtained by closing

the portion of surface contained in the unit cell on itself

as implied by the cyclic boundary conditions, and the

number gcell of handles generated by the closure operation

gives the order of connection per unit cell as

kcell ¼ 2gcell þ 1 ð1Þ

There is a fundamental relationship, known as the Gauss–

Bonnet theorem, which links the topological properties of

a closed surface, expressed by the Euler–Poincaré char-

acteristic, to its differential geometrical properties,

expressed by the principal curvature radii R1 and R2:Z
S

dS

R1R2

¼ 2pw ð2Þ

where the integral extends over the whole surface S. For a

periodic surface, the theorem applies to any portion of it,

notably to a single unit cell, after closure through the

periodic boundary conditions. The two principal radii are

usually replaced by two more convenient variables, the

mean curvature H and the Gauss curvature K, defined by

H ¼ 1

2

1

R1

þ 1

R2

� �
; K ¼ 1

R1R2

ð3Þ

respectively, with the convention that radii have a positive

or a negative sign according to whether they are oriented

on one side of the surface or the other. Thus according to

the Gauss–Bonnet theorem, the Euler–Poincaré charac-

teristic is the average Gauss curvature times S/2p.

According to Euler’s theorem, the tiling of a closed

surface with a Euler–Poincaré characteristic w fulfils

the equation

v� eþ f ¼ w ¼ 3� k ¼ 2ð1� gÞ ð4Þ

where v is the number of vertices (atoms), e is the number

of edges (bonds) and f is the number of polygonal faces

Fig. 2 The four allotropic forms of graphite-like carbon, which

are characterized by sp2 bonds and threefold coordination and

are grouped under the general name of graphenes: (a) Two

lattice planes of graphite crystal, where each plane represents an

ideal graphene with only hexagonal rings. (b) The fullerene C60,

formed by 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. (c) A nanotube,

having a cylindrical shape and an indefinite length. (d) A three-

periodic, D-type schwarzite, characterized by a lattice with the

diamond structure. While the crystalline forms of fullerenes,

nanotubes, and graphite are held together by van der Waals

forces in three, two, and one space directions, respectively,

schwarzite is entirely covalent in three dimensions.
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(atom rings). We shall indicate by fj the number of

j-membered rings present in the tiling, so that

f ¼
X

j

fj ð5Þ

and

v ¼
X

j

jfj=3 ¼ 2

3
e ð6Þ

By inserting Eqs. 5 and 6 into Eq. 4, one obtains

X
j

ð6� jÞfj ¼ 6ð3� kÞ ¼ 12ð1� gÞ ð7Þ

For a given connectivity (genus) of the surface, this

equation provides a condition among the numbers of

polygons. It appears that this condition is independent of

the number of hexagons, which is therefore arbitrary.

Special cases are the Platonic tilings, with a single kind

of polygons, and the Archimedean tilings, with two

different kinds of polygons, one of which is, in the present

discussion, the hexagon. In both cases

fj ¼ 6ð3� kÞ=ð6� jÞ ð8Þ

for j 6¼6, whereas the number of hexagons is zero for

Platonic tilings or any other number >1 for Archimedean

tilings. If, besides hexagons, the tiling also includes pen-

tagons and heptagons, then

f5 � f7 ¼ 6ð3� kÞ ð9Þ

From this equation, it appears that pentagon–heptagon

pairs may be added to (or cancelled from) a tiling within

the same topology of the surface. Thus if a hexagon is

replaced by a pentagon in some thermally induced or

stress-induced defect formation process, a heptagon must

be formed as well in some other place of the graph-

ene network.

To replace a hexagon in a flat graphite layer with a

pentagon with no bond stretching, a whole sector 60�-
wide of the surrounding hexagonal lattice has to be

removed. This transforms the original flat lattice into a

cone truncated by the pentagonal face, where the

continuous surface encompassing the atoms acquires a

positive Gaussian curvature: The perimeter of a circle of

radius R lying on the surface and centered at the pentagon

center is shorter than 2pR. This defect is an example of a

positive disclination. In a similar way, a hexagon can be

replaced by a heptagon with no bond stretching by in-

serting a 60�-wide sector, which transform the original flat

lattice into a saddle around the heptagonal face, with a

negative Gaussian curvature: The perimeter of a circle of

radius R lying on the surface and centered at the heptagon

center is longer than 2pR. This defect is an example of a

negative disclination.

The creation of pentagon–heptagon defect pairs occurs,

for example, when a cylindrical nanotube is bent. An

ideally infinite cylindrical nanotube is a perfect hexagonal

tiling. An elbow bending produces a positive Gauss cur-

vature on the external side and a negative Gauss curvature

on the internal side of the elbow, and this is accommo-

dated by the creation of pentagon and heptagon defects on

the two sides, respectively. These arguments are easily

extended to the case where octagons are considered

instead of, or in addition to, heptagons.

The topological features of graphenes are relevant to

their cohesive energy and electronic structure. Intuitively,

the number of topologically different close electron orbits

increases with the order of connection of the graphene

surface. The topological structure of the electronic eigen-

functions in graphenes, notably in schwarzites, has been

theoretically investigated in some recent works by Aoki et

al.[52] The electronic energy levels and their degeneracy

depend also, and more specifically, on the local point

symmetries. The subtle links between topological and

point-symmetry properties have been elucidated by

Fowler, Ceulemans, and coworkers in a series of seminal

works.[53–56]

Fullerenes

For fullerenes (k=1), Eq. 8 gives f5=12 or f4=6 or f3=4.

By excluding energetically unfavorable three- and four-

membered rings, it turns out that Archimedean fullerenes

must always contain 12 five-membered rings, and the

number of atoms grows with the number of six-membered

rings as

v ¼ 20þ 2f6 ð10Þ

Therefore the most common fullerenes C60 and C70

have 20 and 25 six-membered rings, respectively, whereas

the smallest fullerene is the Platonic dodecahedron C20. In

general, fullerenes with abutting pentagons are less stable.

To avoid abutting pentagons, each pentagon must be

surrounded by five hexagons, and each hexagon cannot

have more than three adjacent pentagons. Thus the

smallest fullerene with no abutting pentagons must have

12x5/3=20 hexagons, and this explains the high stability

of C60 in its isomeric form with the 12 pentagons regularly

spaced at the vertices of an icosahedron. On the other

hand, the carbon atom at the trihedral vertex of three

abutting pentagons has three bonds forming angles of

108� and can therefore easily go in an approximate sp3

configuration as long as its outward dangling bond is

saturated, say, by a hydrogen atom, which leads to rather

stable forms of hydrogenated fullerenes. Thus C20H20,
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C28H4, etc. are particularly stable molecules, unlike the

corresponding pure fullerenes that have a very low

stability. As regards the possible isomeric forms, even

restricting the fullerene isomers to those exclusively made

of five- and six-membered rings, their number rapidly

increases with v. As shown by Fowler et al.[57,58] in some

basic works, the enumeration of isomers and the classi-

fication of their electronic structures can be achieved

through the so-called spiral algorithm and leapfrog rules.

Thus for C28, there are only two isomers; for C40 this

number is 40, whereas for C60 there are 1812 spectrally

distinct isomers. Fortunately, because of the geometrical

conditions discussed above, there is, in general, at least

for not too large fullerenes, only a small number of

particularly stable isomers that are largely favored with

respect to the others. They are the isomers with no

abutting pentagons: only one isomer for C60, but five for

C78, seven for C80, etc. The most stable isomers ap-

proximate as much as possible the spherical shape to

minimize the distortion of the bonds from the ideal sp2

configuration. For approximately spherical fullerenes, the

average diameter dv can be evaluated from the equation

pd2
v ffi

f6S6

1� S6=Sp

þ 12S5

1� S5=Sp

ð11Þ

where S5ffi 1.720r5
2 and S6ffi 2.598r6

2 are the areas of

pentagons and hexagons of average edge length r5 and r6,

respectively, and Sp = 12S5+f6S6 is the surface area of the

fullerene polyhedron. For r5 and r6 equal to the bond

length in graphite r0 = 0.142 nm, the diameter of C60

estimated from this equation is d60ffi 0.694 nm, whereas

the experimental value is 0.704 nm. This small discrep-

ancy is fully accounted for by using the actual average

bond lengths r5 = 0.145 nm and r6 = 0.142 nm.

Giant fullerenes, with v in the range 102–103, are

believed to approach an icosahedral shape with the 12

five-membered rings at the vertices and the 20 triangular

faces made by graphite sheets (Fig. 3). In this limit, the

fullerene may be viewed as obtained by folding a single

graphite sheet through the insertion of 12 positive

disclinations. However, capped nanotubes may also be

viewed as giant fullerenes where the 12 five-membered

rings are concentrated in the caps, six on each side.

Nanotubes

A single-wall carbon nanotube can be constructed by

rolling up a portion of a graphite sheet into a cylinder so as

to bring an atomic site in the unit cell (L,M) of the graphite

sheet to coincide with its equivalent site in the origin unit

cell (0,0) (Fig. 4a). The structure of the nanotube is en-

tirely defined by the pair of integer numbers (L,M). The

diameter is given by.[60,61]

dL;M ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

p
roðL2 þ LM þM2Þ1=2 ð12Þ

On pure geometrical grounds, the smallest open-ended

nanotube is (3,0); however, with the requirement of end

capping with six pentagons on each side, the smallest

possible nanotube is (5,0) with a diameter of about 0.39 nm.

Fig. 3 A giant fullerene of 1620 carbon atoms. Rather than

spherical, the structure is approximately icosahedral as a result

of the positive disclinations induced by the 12 pentagonal rings

requested by Euler’s theorem and located at the vertices. (From

Ref. [59].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 (a) A single-wall carbon nanotube can be obtained by

folding a graphite sheet so as to bring the point (L,M) to coincide

with the origin (0,0). The vector T, orthogonal to the circum-

ference C, defines the periodicity in the axial direction. In this

example (L,M)=(4,1). (b) An achiral perpendicular nanotube

of indices (5,5). (c) An achiral parallel nanotube of indices

(9,0). (d) A chiral (7,3) nanotube. (Ph. Lambin, pri-

vate communication.)
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Nanotubes are classified into three types depending on

the indices (L,M) (Fig. 4b–d): parallel nanotubes, with

indices (L,0) or (0,M), where one third of the interatomic

bonds is parallel to the nanotube axis; perpendicular

nanotubes, with indices (L,L), where one third of the

interatomic bonds is normal to the nanotube axis; and

chiral nanotubes with either L> M > 0 (right-handed) or

M > L > 0 (left-handed).

From the symmetry point of view, the nanotube axis

is a rotation axis of order L for both parallel (L,0)

and perpendicular (L,L) nanotubes, whereas chiral nano-

tubes have a screw axis. In the direction parallel to

the axis, nanotubes are periodic with a period of 3r0 for

the parallel type,
ffiffiffi
3
p

r0 for the perpendicular type and

pdLM=
ffiffiffi
3
p

DðL;MÞ for the chiral type, where D(L,M) is the

greatest common divisor of L and M. Thus for prime pairs,

for which D(L,M)=1, the period along the axis is 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p

times the circumference.

Multiple-wall nanotubes grow by sequential addition of

layers on an original single-wall nanotube. The interlayer

distance is constant and is about 0.34 nm, with a tolerance

that keeps, for energetic reasons, within about 1%. Thus

the diameters of a multiwall nanotube with the concentric

nanotubes labeled in the outward direction by n=1, 2, 3,

. . . are given by

dL0M0 ¼ dLM þ 2ðn� 1Þð0:34 nmÞ ð13Þ

It turns out that each layer has indices (L’,M’) that differ

from the indices (L,M) of the template (n=1) layer, their

values being those that better simultaneously fulfill

Eqs. 12 and 13 within a 1% tolerance (Fig. 5).

Apart from caps, which contain 12 pentagons each,

ideal straight nanotubes are exclusively made of hexag-

onal rings as in the graphite sheet, with a good conjugation

among interatomic bonds. However, as explained above,

nanotubes can be bent with the addition of pentagon–

heptagon pairs that introduce pairs of disclinations of

opposite sign. In particular, an open-ended nanotube can

be closed on itself to give a toroidal shape. Ring-shaped

and even coiled nanotubes have been experimentally

observed.[17,62]

Nonideal nanotubes may have a variety of defects as in

ordinary graphite. Of special interest here are the

topological defects in which some hexagons are replaced

by other polygons preserving the threefold coordination at

each atom. Since the connectivity must not change, the

number fj
d of polygons replacing hexagons in each defect

must fulfill the equationX
j

ð6� jÞf d
j ¼ 0 ð14Þ

as a consequence of Eq. 7. The simplest topological

defect, which can be entirely accommodated within a 14-

membered ring with no alteration outside, is constituted

by two pentagon–heptagon pairs (f5
d= f7

d=2) and is

generated by the so-called Stone–Wales transformation

(Fig. 6).

Periodic Schwarzites

The fourth form of sp2 (graphite-like) carbon, which we

have called schwarzite, may be defined on a pure

topological basis as a graphene with a negative average

Gauss curvature (w < 0), unlike fullerenes and capped

nanotubes, having w>0, and graphite, open and toroidal

tubulenes, having w = 0. Any periodic surface with a

periodicity in two or three space directions has a unit cell

that can be closed by the periodic boundary conditions

with two or three handles, respectively, and therefore the

Fig. 5 A multiwall nanotube is grown around an initial single-

wall (9,2) nanotube of circumference C1 by the addition of fur-

ther layers of circumferences C2 =C1 +2p (0.34 nm), C3 =C2 +2p
(0.34 nm), etc. The indices of second, third, etc. layers are those

that better match the respective radii with some interatomic

distance: (15,8) and (19,16) in the present example. (Ph. Lam-

bin, private communication.)

Fig. 6 Illustration of the simplest topological defect in a

nanotube originating from the rotation of the AB bond into A’B’.
This operation, known as Stone–Wales transformation, reduces

by one the edge number of polygons having AB in common and

increases by one the edge number of the two adjacent polygons.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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average Gauss curvature is always negative. As proved

in ‘‘Topology vs. Total Energy and Growth Processes,’’

the highest stability of a graphene with a negative w occurs

for a shape corresponding to a minimal surface, namely

when the principal radii fulfil the condition R1=�R2

everywhere, or equivalently the mean curvature H van-

ishes at any point of the surface. Among the possible

shapes of minimal surfaces, special attention has been

given to branched tubular structures, as an obvious gener-

alization of nanotubes,[30] which form two disjoint laby-

rinths, one complementary to the other. For this special

feature, periodic schwarzites have been pictorially termed

as the plumber’s nightmares.[30]

Periodic schwarzites are generated by covalent con-

nections of identical units (elements). The unit cell may

contain one or more such elements. The centers of the

elements can be viewed as the nodes of a corresponding

dual lattice. One of the two labyrinths, assumed as the

internal one, contains the dual lattice. The dual lattice with

the four-coordinated diamond structure defines an impor-

tant class of cubic schwarzites, with two elements per unit

cell (bielemental schwarzites). They are tessellations of a

D-type Schwarz minimal surface[28] (Fig. 7a). Monoele-

mental cubic schwarzites with a sc, or bcc or fcc dual

lattice are also possible, in principle, although the negative

curvature of the elements becomes large and energetically

unfavorable because of the increasing dual-lattice coordi-

nation (6, 8 and 12, respectively). However, sc(P-type)

schwarzites (Fig. 7b) include a special class of structures

known as polybenzenes, which have been predicted to be

rather stable.[33]

Minimal surfaces can be analytically defined by means

of the complex Weierstrass–Enneper representation.[63,64]

However, for visual representation purposes, a minimal

three-periodic surface can indeed be sufficiently well ap-

proximated by a trigonometric expression corresponding

to the lowest-order terms of a Fourier expansion. For

example, D- and P-type surfaces are well described in the

(x, y, z) space by

cosðxÞ cosðyÞ cosðzÞ þ sinðxÞ sinðyÞ sinðzÞ ¼ 1 ð15Þ

cosðxÞ þ cosðyÞ þ cosðzÞ ¼ 0 ð16Þ

respectively (Fig. 7).

In D-type schwarzites, each element is linked to four

identical elements and therefore has four open termina-

tions. Correspondingly, the unit cell, containing two

elements, has six terminations. The closure procedure

transforms a single element into a two-hole torus (kel=5),

and the unit cell into a three-hole torus (kcell=7). Thus the

Platonic tiling of a D type, according to Eq. 8, is obtained

with either 12 heptagons or 6 octagons or 4 nonagons per

element, and 28, 16, or 12 atoms per element, respec-

tively. The corresponding numbers per unit cell are twice

as much.

Each Platonic tiling is the zeroth element of an infinite

series of larger schwarzites obtained by inserting in each

element an arbitrary number (f6 > 1) of hexagons. The

number of atoms per element increases by two units for

each additional hexagon (Eq. 6). Thus the D-type schwarz-

ites with only heptagons and hexagons form a family of

crystals with 2(28+2f6) atoms in the unit cell. However,

only certain values of f6, given by

f6 ¼ 4ð3nþ mÞ þ 6l ð17Þ

with l, n any integer 
0 and m=0, 1, are compatible with

the tetrahedral symmetry and give a fcc crystal. Therefore

the smallest member of this family is fcc-(C28)2

(l=n=m=0). The second member is fcc-(C36)2 (l=n=0

Fig. 7 The unit cells of D-type (a) and P-type (b) schwarzites with a tessellation of hexagonal and heptagonal tiles. Schwarzites are

three-periodical minimal surfaces. According to Euler’s theorem, heptagons (darker grey) must be 24 in the unit cell of both types,

whatever is the number of hexagons (except 1). D-type schwarzites have the structure of a diamond lattice so that the unit cell can be

split into two identical elements having 12 heptagons each, whereas P-type schwarzites have the structure of a simple cubic lattice. In

principle, schwarzites can be associated to any kind of lattice, either periodic or amorphous (random schwarzites). (From Ref. [28].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and m=1) with 36 atoms per element and four hexagons in

each element lying on the faces of the tetrahedron. The

third member is fcc-(C40)2 (l=1 and m=n=0) with 40

atoms per element and six hexagons lying on the edges of

the tetrahedron, etc. The respective elements are shown in

Fig. 8a–c: While the elements of fcc-(C36)2 and fcc-(C40)2

have a full tetrahedral point symmetry (Td) with six mirror

planes, fcc-(C28)2 shows an intriguing chirality (T point

group) that allows for two enantiomeric lattice forms.

Fig. 9 depicts a portion of the fcc-(C36)2 lattice.[65]

Isomeric forms of schwarzites are possible with rules

similar to those applied to fullerenes, although no sys-

tematic analysis is presently available. Also, in this

case, isomers with nonabutting heptagons are expected

to be more stable. The smallest D-type schwarzite with

nonabutting heptagons requires seven hexagons around

each heptagon and three heptagons adjacent to each

hexagon. This makes f6 =12(7/3)=28 hexagons per

element, corresponding to the lattice formula fcc-(C84)2.

Indeed, this structure, analogous to C60 for being the

Fig. 8 The atomic structure of the elements of the smallest D-type schwarzites with a tetrahedral symmetry: (a) (C28)2 with 12

heptagons per element and no hexagon; (b) (C36)2 with 4 hexagons per element; (c) (C40)2 with 6 hexagons per element. The unit cell of

D-type schwarzites contains two elements. Note that (C28)2 has a chirality that allows for two enantiomeric lattices, whereas (C36)2 and

(C40)2 are achiral.

Fig. 9 The structure of the D-type schwarzite (C36)2 shows the distinct features of a face-centered cubic diamond lattice as seen along

the h100i direction. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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smallest structure with nonabutting odd polygons, was

theoretically predicted to be very stable.[30] The lattice

constant a(f6) of the cubic cell for D-type fcc schwarzites

with only heptagons and hexagons is approximately

given by

aðf6Þ
að0Þ ffi 1þ f6S6

24S7

� �1=2

ð18Þ

where a(0)=1.5 nm is the lattice constant of the Platonic

member of the family and S7=3.634r7
2 is the area of the

heptagons. It is a simple exercise to extend the above

analysis to the family of schwarzites with only octagons

and hexagons of both D and P types.

Amorphous sp2 Carbon

Among the various forms of amorphous graphite-like

carbon, random schwarzites are of special interest here for

their topological features as well as for the fact that

they have been recently synthesized. The synthesis was

achieved through SCBD in the presence of a metallor-

ganic catalyst.[39] More information can be found in

‘‘Nanostructured Carbon, p. 000.’’ The SCBD experi-

ments relied on a number of previous theoretical studies

based on classical molecular dynamics of the aggregation

process of carbon clusters in a gaseous phase[38] or during

a cluster beam deposition on a substrate.[37] The aggre-

gation process can be conveniently understood from a

topological point of view, e.g., by following the evolution

of the order of connection k as a function of time, namely

as a function of the time step.

Two examples of such simulations, starting from

different cluster distributions in the gas phase, are dis-

played in Fig. 10. The insets show the initial distribu-

tions of carbon clusters and the aggregation obtained at

the end of the molecular dynamics simulations and after

different changes of temperature.[38] Although the con-

densed phases obtained at the end of the simulation look

qualitatively similar, the evolution of k follows different

behaviors. In both cases, the connectivity, after large

oscillations, becomes stabilized at a limit value klim,

which is 3 for the aggregation of carbon dimers, or 5 for

the aggregation of larger clusters. The first value cor-

responds to a graphitic layer (or open nanotube); the

second value corresponds to a schwarzite. These struc-

tures can be better visualized by periodically repeating, in

three dimensions, the cubic simulation cells shown in

Fig. 10. The clear distinction between two regimes, with

either an oscillating or a constant connectivity, has been

viewed as the topological definition of an ill-condensed

and a well-condensed phase, respectively. However, a

constant value of k does not mean that the system does not

evolve any more. However, the interatomic bonds keep

breaking and reforming in a way that the connectivity

remains constant. In fact, any change of k would require

the sudden creation/annihilation of a fixed number of

pentagons/heptagons, as a consequence of Euler’s theo-

rem, and this has a substantial cost in terms of free energy.

In principle, the evolution at constant k=3, 5 may

gradually transform the above disordered structures into

Fig. 10 Simulations by classical molecular dynamics of the condensation process of carbon clusters of various sizes (a) or carbon

dimers (c) into a connected graphene structure (b,d). The final condensation temperature is 3500 K. The time evolution, expressed in

time steps of 0.7 fsec, of the order of connection k, allows to distinguish between ill-condensed and well-condensed matter, according to

whether the connectivity oscillates or is stable. While a distribution of clusters including fullerene fragments leads to a connectivity

corresponding to a schwarzite structure, the dimer gas condenses into graphite (or open nanotube) sheets. The simulation cells shown in

a–d should be periodically repeated in three dimensions. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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an ideal graphite layer (or an open-ended nanotube) or an

ideal schwarzite, respectively.

These examples show that the topological connectivity

is a useful parameter for characterizing and monitoring the

evolution of a condensed amorphous phase. Another

application of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 11 where

the thermal dissociation of the D-type schwarzite fcc-

(C36)2 lattice is signaled by the sudden drop at Tc=3800 K

of the order of connection k from 19, corresponding to

eight elements within the cubic simulation cell, to 3,

corresponding to a graphite sheet.[65] Thus the topological

analysis reveals that transition at Tc corresponds to a

graphitization process. This example shows that the order

of connection can provide a sort of order parameter and a

useful topological picture of a structural phase change.

Series of high-resolution transmission electron micro-

scope (HRTEM) images of this material, such as the one

reproduced in Fig. 12a, suggested a novel form of nano-

structured carbon consisting of three-dimensional, fully

connected sp2 networks. This form of carbon seemingly

consists of multiply connected graphene sheets forming a

spongy structure with meso- and macroporosity, and

appears to be fully covalent in three dimensions, which

ensures a certain robustness as compared to fullerite and

nanotube bundles, which are held together by van der

Waals forces. An atomic force microscopy (AFM)

analysis indicated that SCBD carbon films grow in a

fractal self-affine structure[66–68] characterized by a

growth exponent b of the order of 0.5.

In general, the reconstruction of the detailed three-

dimensional structure is not possible from HRTEM

images, but a useful comparison can be made with

simulated images originating from the projection of a

model analytical surface with suitable topological req-

uisites. To simulate extended regions of the observed

graphene surfaces as they appear in HRTEM images,

analytical surfaces have been generated by applying a

self-affine distortion along a given axis z, assumed as the

growth direction, to the approximate Eqs. 15 and 16 for

D-type or P-type three-periodic schwarzites through the

coordinate transformation

x! xzb; y! yzb; z! zb�1=ðb� 1Þ ð19Þ

where the coordinates x, y, z are in units of a conventional

length ao=1 nm and b=0.5. The direct comparison of the

HRTEM images with the simulated ones (Fig. 12b) gives

a convincing evidence that the observed SCBD spongy

carbon can be ascribed to a random schwarzite, more pre-

cisely a form of fractal self-affine schwarzite.

TOPOLOGY VS. TOTAL ENERGY
AND GROWTH PROCESSES

It has been shown[69] that the total energy of a curved

single-walled graphene can be written in the form pro-

posed by Helfrich for membranes and foams.[70–72]

E ¼
Z

S

dSðgþ kH2 � �kKÞ ð20Þ

where S is the (portion of the) surface which the total

energy refers to and g=2.82 eV/Å2 is the energy for a

unitary flat surface (a graphite sheet)[61] The constants k
and �k are two elastic constants associated with cylindrical

and elliptical/hyperbolic deformations of the surface,

Fig. 11 Thermal evolution of the D-type schwarzite (C36)2 as

monitored by the connectivity for the simulation cell of Fig. 8.

By heating up to 3700 K, the connectivity shows a small de-

crease as a result of a random break of bonds; but suddenly

above that temperature, the connectivity drops to a small value,

which is indicative of a transition leading to graphitization.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 (a) A high-resolution transmission electron microscope

(HRTEM) image of random schwarzite obtained by supersonic

cluster beam deposition compared with (b) an image simulation

constructed through a self-affine distortion of an analytical ex-

pression for a P-type minimal surface. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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respectively. Density functional calculations in the local

density approximation for nanotubes of variable radius R

[where H=1/(2R) and K=0][73] and C60 (where H=1/R

and K=1/R2)[61] permit to extract the values k=3.1 eV and
�k ¼ 1:7 eV . Consistently, a value of �k ¼ 1:5 eV can be

obtained from the available calculations of the cohesive

energy of schwarzites[28,30,42,65] by means of the Gauss–

Bonnet theorem (Eq. 2). This shows that the above

Helfrich’s form for the total energy approximately holds

also for graphenes. The total energy expressed by Eq. 20

has the important property, if �k is constant, that a minimal

surface corresponds to a stable local minimum, because

for k > 0, the integral on H2 is always positive unless

H = 0, while the integral over K is, according to Gauss–

Bonnet theorem, independent of any small continuous

deformation of the surface. Thus graphenes taking the

shape of a minimal surface, such as schwarzites, are stable

forms, up to effects of the contour where k and �k may

change, as discussed below. If the negative disclinations

yielding a negative Gauss curvature are exclusively be-

cause of heptagons, the number of disclinations Nd is fixed

by the Euler characteristic as Nd=6(2�w) independently

of the length scale of the surface.[74] On the other hand, if

the Gaussian surface energy density ��kK is roughly as-

sumed to be nonzero only at pentagons or heptagons, a

local definition of �k is obtained as

�k ’ g
2K5

5S6 � 6S5

5S6 þ 3S5
’ g

2K7

7S6 � 6S7

7S6 þ 3S7
ð21Þ

where K5= 0.0808 Å�2 and K7 =�0.0783 Å�2 are the

Gaussian curvatures at a pentagon and a heptagon

surrounded by five or seven hexagons, respectively.[27]

With the polygon areas given above, Eq. 21 yields
�k ¼ 2:1 eV for both pentagons and heptagons. The

consistency of this value with that deduced from densi-

ty-functional calculations for the various types of graph-

enes confirms the validity of the Helfrich’s form of total

energy for graphenes of any shape. The residual discrep-

ancy of 0.4 eV may be ascribed to the crude approxima-

tions implied in Eq. 21, although this equation is useful

because it relates �k to the actual size of the polygons

generating the disclinations, hence to the local electronic

structure. The values of k and �k give general indications

about whether the growth process of sp2 carbon prefer-

entially leads to fullerenes, nanotubes, or schwarzites. In

an incipient growth process from an initial radius R1 on

the surface of a catalyst, the second principal radius R2

corresponding to a local energy minimum is obtained

from Eqs. 3 and 20 as

R1

R2

¼ 2�k
k
� 1 ð22Þ

The surface deformation energy densities for (spherical)

fullerenes (R1=R2�R), nanotubes (R1�R, R2!1), and

schwarzites (R1=�R2�R) are ðk� �kÞ=R2, k/4R2 and
�k=R2, respectively. Therefore, for any given R1, the values

of k and �k define three different topological domains:

schwarzites are favored for �k < 1=4k, nanotubes for

1=4k < �k < 3=4k and fullerenes for �k > 3=4k. When
�k � k=2, as found from density-functional calculations,

nanotubes are more likely to occur. However, the local

values of �k and k either at the surface termination into

vacuum, where the growth takes place by cluster addition,

or at the contact with a catalyst where the growth process

starts, may be quite different from the above values

(which have been fitted to ideal close structures), and

therefore other forms can be favored. The expected local

changes in the electronic structure, e.g., a p bond-charge

depletion or accretion, can substantially modify �k. The

fact that the growth of schwarzites supersedes that of

nanotubes when metallorganic precursors are used[39]

suggests that the charge redistribution produced by a

catalyst, and the consequent change of the incipient �k=k
ratio, generally depend on the actual size (and shape) of

catalyst nanoparticles. Once the growth has started as

either a nanotube or a schwarzite, it is likely to proceed

within the same topological domain. As mentioned above,

simulations of the aggregation process of a fixed number

of carbon clusters have shown that after the initial

condensation process, the Euler–Poincaré characteristic

w stabilizes at a given value (for either the topology of a

nanotube or a schwarzite, depending on the initial

conditions) during all the subsequent morphological

evolution. On the other hand, the growth of a fully

connected schwarzite in the open space with a constant

addition of atoms results in a progressive branching and

joining of schwarzitic elements with an increase in

connectivity and a corresponding stepwise increase Dw
of w. The process leading to an increase in connectivity is

actually favored if the corresponding total energy increase

�2p�kDw is overcompensated by the total energy decrease

associated with the reduction in the free contour length.

The geometrical constraints on the surface derivatives

associated with the minimality conditions and topology

(via Gauss–Bonnet theorem) lead to apparently well

organized, albeit amorphous structures, through a fairly

deterministic, low-entropy process.

CONCLUSION

Fullerenes, nanotubes, and schwarzites, when considered

from the topological point of view, provide a paradigmatic

example of the close link between topology and various

physical aspects, ranging from thermodynamic stability to

electronic and transport properties. In the particular case

of schwarzites, the surface minimality condition, implied

by the Helfrich form for the total energy, leads to the far-

reaching consequence that an extensive property E (for
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example, the total energy) is minimal if and only if a local

(intensive) condition I (for example, a vanishing mean

curvature) is fulfilled everywhere. If the kinetics of a

growth process are such that condition I is fulfilled at any

step, then the property E turns out to be automatically

minimal at any stage of the process. In this case the

evolution of the system occurs along the valley bottom of

the energy landscape.

The intriguing similarity between graphenes and

foams, based on the Helfrich form for the total energy,

suggests the existence of a wider class of systems, where

the calculation of the total energy can be reduced, through

a variable transformation, to the calculation of a surface

area. For all of them the search for the stability conditions

can be reformulated in the well-established mathematical

realm of minimal surfaces. Many complex chemical sys-

tems such as supramolecular structures, nanoporous

materials, biomembranes, and many other objects which

are crowding into the rapidly growing fields of nano-

structures and mesoscopic physics are characterized by

complicated, highly connected surfaces with a large

specific area and a large surface-free energy. A challeng-

ing question is whether the morphology and the stability

of each of these systems can be reduced to a problem

of minimal surfaces and solved with the tools of

differential geometry.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon is one of the most prevalent elements in nature,

and is critical to a number of important biological and

geological structures. Of importance to chemistry, it can

form sp-, sp2-, and sp3-hybridized bonds permitting the

production of a wide range of geometries and hence,

compounds. Graphite, albeit a key component of pencils,

has one of the largest in-plane elastic moduli of any

material, because of the extended sheets of sp2-hybridized

carbon arranged in a honeycomb mesh of hexagons. Dia-

mond is the gem of choice, although it is simply a ther-

modynamically metastable form of carbon with the largest

hardness of any material; it has the highest thermal con-

ductivity and melting point of any solid. Fullerenes,[1–3]

discovered by Kroto et al. in 1985, were produced by

using laser vaporization techniques in the gas phase and

were initially serendipitously detected using a molecular

beam apparatus. They now have been reported to occur

naturally in some forms of carbon soot[4] and have been

produced by resistive heating of carbon rods in a va-

cuum,[5] in plasma discharges between carbon electrodes

in He, and by oxidative combustion of gasoline/benzene/

argon gas mixtures.[6] These molecules, essentially trun-

cated icosahedrons, can be viewed as graphite sheets

wrapped into closed carbon cages, consisting of 60 atoms

shaped into a soccer ball with pentagons that can then

accommodate curvature in the system.[2]

Another potentially more useful class of materials has

arisen from the generation of fullerenes, that is essentially

a nanometer-scale self-assembled structure of carbon.

This time, however, we are not referring to cake and

sandwich structures but rather to graphitic carbon,

forming seamless cylindrical shells,[7] the carbon nano-

tubes. Of an intrinsic structural beauty,[8,9] these tubes

consist of shells of sp2-hybridized (trivalent) carbon atoms

forming a hexagonal network that is itself arranged

helically within the tubular motif (Fig. 1). Nanotubes are

observed in two distinct structural forms (which can be

controlled by growth conditions): multiwall nanotubes

(MWNTs), which are made by coaxially nesting succes-

sively larger nanotubes[10] separated roughly by the

interplanar graphite spacing of �0.34 Å, and single-wall

nanotubes (SWNTs), which consist of a single graphene

sheet rolled into a seamless tube.[11–14]

OVERVIEW

The diameter and helicity of a defect-free SWNT can be

uniquely characterized by the roll-up vector, ch =

na+mb� (n,m), connecting crystallographically equiva-

lent sites on a two-dimensional (2-D) graphene sheet,

where a and b are the graphene lattice unit vectors, and n

and m are integers. Each pair of integers (n,m) defines a

different way of rolling up the graphene sheet to form a

carbon nanotube. Electronic band structure calculations

predict that the (n,m) indices will determine whether a

SWNT will be a metal or a semiconductor.[11–15]

To first order, (n,0) or zigzag SWNTs will exhibit two

distinct types of behavior. The nanotubes will be metallic

when n/3 is an integer, but otherwise semiconducting. So

as ch rotates away from (n,0), chiral (n,m) SWNTs are

possible with similar electronic properties to zigzag tubes.

When (2n+m)/3 is an integer, the tubes are metallic;

otherwise, they are semiconducting. If ch is rotated 30�
relative to (n,0), m=n. These (n,n) or armchair tubes are

metallic. Zigzag and armchair tubes with wrapping angles

of 0� or 30� are called achiral tubes. Single-walled

nanotubes with intermediate wrapping angles are referred

to as chiral tubes. Both (n,0) and (n,n) nanotubes have

especially high symmetry and exhibit a mirror symmetry

plane normal to the tubule axis.[9] In other words, their

structure determines their electronic behavior.

Because of their seamless cylindrical graphitic shells,

carbon nanotubes[16] might be stiffer and stronger than

potentially any other known material with implications for

the design of composite materials, as well as nanometer-

scale devices.[17] In fact, mechanical measurements have

shown that multiwalled nanotubes have a very high

stiffness and, in fact, a high Young’s modulus in the TPa

range, at least as large if not higher than the in-plane

modulus of graphite.[18] By measuring the amplitude of

the intrinsic thermal vibrations of MWNTs, one group has

shown that the Young’s modulus of elasticity (the ratio of

the force per unit area applied to the nanotube to the
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deformation thereby produced) is about 1�1012 Pa or

1�1012 N/m2, which is among the highest of any known

material. Furthermore, bending and buckling experi-

ments[19] indicate that MWNTs can be repeatedly bent

through large angles without undergoing catastrophic

failure, and that they can sustain forces that will deform a

local area of the nanotube by as much as 16% without

irreversible damage. Thus not only do these tubes possess

extremely desirable mechanical properties of strength and

flexibility,[20] but also, as has been noted, at least some are

metallic in character.[21]

Indeed, the fundamental importance and uniqueness of

SWNTs, relative to other types of fibrous materials such as

Kevlar, arises from their molecularly ‘‘perfect’’ structure;

there are no or relatively few imperfections within the

length of the material that would cause weakness or in-

stability. Furthermore, no surface passivation is required of

these seamless cylinders. They are thought to have a host of

wide-ranging, potential applications including catalyst

supports in heterogeneous catalysis, field emitters, high-

strength engineering fibers, sensors, actuators, tips for scan-

ning probe microscopy, gas storage media, and as molecular

wires for the next generation of electronics devices.[22–30]

Understanding the chemistry of SWNTs thus becomes

critical to rational manipulation of their properties. In fact,

the ability to disperse and solubilize carbon nanotubes

would open up new prospects in aligning and forming

molecular devices and allow for the development of a

reproducible chemistry of these materials to take place.

Nonetheless, this objective necessitates controlled chem-

ical functionalization of tubes, a relatively unexplored

area of research.

In this article, we will explore existing strategies of

nanotube functionalization, ending with recent efforts to

treating nanotubes as chemical reagents (be it inorganic or

organic) in their own right or in understanding chemical

reactivity involving tubes from a structural perspective,

which would expand the breadth and types of reactions

SWNTs can undergo in solution phase. Indeed, from their

inherent structure, one can view nanotubes as sterically

bulky, p-conjugated ligands or conversely, as electron-

deficient alkenes. Moreover, controllable chemical func-

tionalization suggests that these unique electronic and

mechanical properties can be tailored in a determinable

manner. For instance, it has been predicted[31] that

covalent chemical attachments can decrease the maximum

buckling force by about 15% regardless of tubular helical

structure or radius. Prevailing themes in nanotube func-

tionalization have been involved with dissolution of

tubes, enabling more precise manipulation and fraction-

ation of these materials, as well as predictable functiona-

lization of nanotube surfaces, at the ends (Fig. 2) as well

as the sidewalls (Fig. 3). Indeed, controllable derivatiza-

tion is essential for advanced functionalized material

applications, as well as for the efficient generation of

SWNT nanocomposites.

SIDEWALL FUNCTIONALIZATION
OF SWNTS

The sidewalls of purified SWNTs have been noncova-

lently functionalized[32] with a bifunctional molecule,

namely 1-pyrenebutanoic acid, succinimidyl ester, which

p stacks onto the graphene sidewalls; amide groups on

proteins then react with the anchored ester to form amide

bonds for protein immobilization. In an analogous

Fig. 1 A single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) may be visualized as a sheet of graphite rolled up to form a seamless cylinder that is

1 atom in thickness. The roll-up vector or direction determines whether the tube is metallic or semiconducting, and tubes are accordingly

classified as either zigzag, armchair, or chiral. (Courtesy of Dr. Elton Graugnard, University of Illinois.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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fashion, ferritin, streptavidin, and biotin have been simi-

larly localized on nanotube surfaces with high specificity

and efficiency. In another approach to immobilizing pro-

teins on the nanotube surface, SWNTs have been func-

tionalized with bovine serum albumin (BSA) proteins via

a diimide-activated amidation under ambient conditions.

Based on data such as atomic force microscopy (AFM),

thermal gravimetric analysis, Raman spectroscopy, and

gel electrophoresis, the resultant nanotube–BSA conju-

gates are structurally interlinked, highly water-soluble,

and bioactive, forming dark-colored aqueous solutions.[33]

It turns out that Raman spectroscopy, in particular, is

notably effective at denoting the presence and extent of

functionalization as well as for understanding vibrational

and electronic properties of nanotubes and fullerenes.

Whereas the radial breathing modes (RBM)[34,35] near 200

cm�1 depend sensitively on tube diameter, the high-

frequency tangential displacement G modes[36] near

�1590 cm�1 and the second-order G’ bands[37] near

2600 cm�1 are sensitive to the charge exchanged between

nanotubes and guest atoms that have intercalated into the

interstitial channels in the tube bundles. Indeed, the line

shapes of the G band allow for differentiation between

semiconducting and metallic tubes. Semiconducting tubes

are characterized by sharp Lorentzians while metallic

tubes show Brit–Wagner–Fano line broadening. Impor-

tantly, in the context of this review, the shape and

intensity of a weak disorder mode peak at 1290–1320

cm�1 has been correlated with the extent of nanotube

sidewall functionalization.[38]

Much effort has been involved with fluorinating tubes.

High-temperature (over 500�C for several hours) reactions

using pure fluorine gas destroyed nanotube structure,

whereas at room temperature, transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction, and Fourier trans-

form-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy showed that fluorine–

SWNT intercalation compounds could be formed.[39]

Similarly, MWNTs[40] can be fluorinated at room tem-

perature by using a gaseous mixture of BrF3 and Br2.

SWNTs fluorinated at temperatures ranging from 150 to

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of a common functionalization route, used to derivatize SWNTs at ends and defect sites. SWNTs are acid-treated

to generate carboxylic acid groups at the ends and defect sites. These acidic functionalities are then linked to amines either by an initial

reaction with SOCl2 and subsequently with an amine, or though carbodiimide-mediated amide bond formation with amines. An

alternative route to functionalization is through zwitterionic interactions between carboxylic acid and amine groups. Panel (b) shows an

example where oxidized SWNTs were linked to an amino-derivatized crown ether moiety. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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325�C survived the fluorination process. Two major

diagnostic features[41] in the Raman spectra of the

fluorinated tubes are 1) a decrease in intensity of the

radial breathing mode near 200 cm�1 and 2) an increase in

the intensity of the disorder D band at �1320 cm�1,

which are attributable to the destruction of the intrinsic

sp2-hybridized structure as C F bonds are created and

sidewall carbons become sp3-hybridized. These fluori-

nated tubes can also be solubilized in various alcohol

solvents via ultrasonication. Scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) images (Fig. 4) of fluorinated tubes reveals a

dramatic banded structure indicating broad continuous

regions of fluorination terminating abruptly in bands

orthogonal to the tube axis. These results suggest that the

Fig. 3 Schematic demonstrating various sidewall functionalization reactions of SWNTs. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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fluorine adds more favorably around the circumference of

the tube, backed up by semiempirical AM1 calcula-

tions.[42] Further calculations show that the F atoms tend

to bond next to each other.[43]

Sidewall-fluorinated nanotubes can be further modified

by reacting them with alkyl magnesium bromides in a

Grignard synthesis or by reaction with alkyllithium

precursors to yield sidewall-alkylated nanotubes, via a

concerted, allylic displacement mechanism.[44] These

routes render SWNTs soluble in various organic solvents

such as chloroform, methylene chloride, and tetrahydro-

furan. Covalent attachment to the sidewalls was con-

firmed by ultraviolet (UV)–visible (vis)–near IR spec-

troscopy, in which optical features originating from

transitions between the van Hove singularities in the 1-

D electron density of states of the tube disappear as the

electronic structure becomes perturbed.

Oxidizing these alkylated nanotubes in air allows for

recovery of pristine nanotubes. As for fluorinated tubes, it

was found that hydrazine could be used to regenerate the

unfluorinated starting material;[45] a procedure was also

established to ‘‘tune’’ the fluorine content of the tubes by

first fluorinating heterogeneously, solvating in alcohol,

and then defluorinating with substoichiometric quantities

of hydrazine to generate tubes with different fluorine

contents.[46] Heating at 100�C in noble gases of fluori-

nated tubes can also lead to recovery of pristine tubes, as

determined by a decrease in the IR intensity of C F

stretch bands at 1207 cm�1, reappearance of bands for the

A2u mode at 867 cm�1 and E1u mode at 1579 cm�1, as

well as the reduced resistance of nanotubes samples.[47]

There are a number of other sidewall functionalization

strategies. Single-wall nanotubes have been chemically

functionalized in situ by a thermally induced reaction with

diazonium compounds, generated by action of isoamyl

nitrite on aniline derivatives[48] (Fig. 3). Tetra-tert-

butylphthalocyanines have been immobilized on SWNTs

through a p–p interaction.[49] Direct addition to the

unsaturated p-electron systems of SWNTs can occur

through the following: 1) a [2+1] cycloaddition of

nitrenes; 2) the addition of nucleophilic carbenes; and 3)

the addition of radicals (through the photoinduced

addition of perfluorinated alkyl radicals).[50] Tubes func-

tionalized in these ways enable a large variety of

functional groups to be introduced onto nanotube surfaces

with implications for nanocomposite formation (Fig. 3).

Recently, our group was involved with developing[51]

an ozonolysis protocol (Fig. 5) involving treatment of

tubes at �78�C, followed by reaction with various

reagents, in independent runs, to generate a higher

proportion of carboxylic acid/ester, ketone/aldehyde, and

alcohol groups, respectively, on the nanotube surface.

This ‘‘one-pot’’ oxidative methodology has three major

consequences: first, the purification of as-prepared

SWNTs to obtain a high-quality product; second, the

chemical functionalization of nanotube sidewalls; and

third, a systematic procedure to select for particular

distributions of oxygenated functional groups in the

resultant purified SWNTs.

Significantly, this work bears out the theoretical

prediction that 1,3 dipolar cycloaddition to the SWNT

sidewalls is experimentally achievable. In fact, these

experiments indicate that a certain degree of control over

the presence of particular functional groups on the

surfaces of these SWNTs can be obtained by judicious

choice of the appropriate cleaving agent, all of which can

be achieved with minimal sample loss. More importantly,

this protocol presents a nondestructive, low-temperature

method of introducing oxygenated functionalities directly

onto the sidewalls and not simply at the end caps of

SWNTs. Thus molecular species, which can be currently

tethered to the ends of the nanotubes, can now be

chemically dispersed along the sidewalls as well, with

implications for the design of nanotube-based optoelec-

tronic devices and well-dispersed nanocomposites.

INORGANIC INTERFACES TO SWNTS

While nanotubes have been treated with dichlorocar-

bene and Birch reduction conditions (i.e., lithium in 1,

2-diaminoethane),[52] recent efforts have been involved

with generating more controllable derivatization of

SWNTs, both spatially and structurally. One of the ideas

pursued by our group was to derivatize SWNTs with

Fig. 4 Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images. (a) An

image of a SWNT fluorinated at 250�C for 12 hr. The ap-

proximate carbon-to-fluorine ratio by microprobe analysis is 2:1.

(b) An image of a SWNT fluorinated at 150�C for 5 hr. The

corresponding carbon-to-fluorine ratio, in this case, by micro-

probe analysis is 3.7:1. The darker area on the left side of the

image appears to be a less-fluorinated area. (c) A high-resolution

image of a carbon nanotube fluorinated at 250�C for 1 hr,

obtained by using a C60 functionalized STM tip. (Courtesy of

Professors Kevin Kelly and Naomi Halas, Rice University.)
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relatively bulky inorganic complexes, which not only

yields a novel metal-based molecular coordination com-

plex but also offers the possibility of tailorable solubility

in a variety of solvents, through mechanisms such as

charge-mediated stabilization along the length of the tube

and ligand exchange, without completely disrupting the

tube’s electronic structure. In addition, these generated

adducts can be used in a number of different catalytic

processes, including homogeneous catalysis, upon which

the expensive metal-support assembly can be facilely

recovered from solution. As another example of the utility

of metal complexation, nanotubes, functionalized with a

ruthenium complex, for example, have been utilized to

create interconnects showing multiple T- and Y-junc-

tions.[53]

Specifically, both oxidized nanotubes and raw, unfunc-

tionalized SWNTs have been reacted with Vaska’s com-

pound, trans-IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2, to form covalent nano-

tube–metal complexes.[54] Moreover, the complexes of

oxidized SWNTs with Vaska’s compound are much more

soluble in dimethylformamide (DMF) than raw tubes, a

finding that should facilitate the chemical manipulation

as well as photophysical analyses of these materials. In

fact, the solubility of oxidized tubes varied with the

concentration of Vaska’s complex added, suggesting that

dissolution was chemically induced. The solubility of a

typical adduct sample in DMF at room temperature was

�250 mg/L, about 1 order-of-magnitude improvement

over that found for unmodified tubes.[55] Analogously,

the SWNT adduct with Wilkinson’s complex[56] (Fig. 6)

shows a relatively high degree of solubility in dimethyl-

sulfoxide (DMSO), reproducibly >150 mg/L, and rough-

ly 30% of that value in DMF and tetrahydrofuran (THF).

Our results with oxidized nanotubes, but otherwise

unmodified with any of these metal complexes, showed

a solubility of �25 to 35 mg/L in DMF and 4–10 mg/L

in THF. Conceptually, the novelty of this derivatization is

that the nanotube can be considered as a primary ligand,

as a functional moiety like any other, with respect to the

central metal atom, Ir. Results were confirmed by 31P

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, FT-IR

spectroscopy, electron ionization mass spectroscopy, as

Fig. 5 (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of ozonized tubes. Scale bar is 1 mm. (b) Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of

as-prepared HiPco tubes. (c) TEM of ozone purified HipCo tubes. Scale bars in panels (b) and (c) are 130 and 140 nm, respectively. (d)

Proposed reaction scheme for ozonation. The primary ozonide that is initially formed is cleaved to yield functional groups on the

sidewalls. (e) Raman spectra show an increase of the D band upon ozonation, implying sidewall functionalization and considerable

perturbation of the electronic structure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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well as data from transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).

To summarize, Vaska’s compound complexes to raw

nanotubes by Z2 coordination across the graphene double

bonds. In effect, ligand binding is an associative process

with the formation of a p complex and is expected to be

similar to that observed[57,58] in (TCNE)IrBr(CO)(PPh3)2

or in the fullerene adduct.[59] This type of reaction, in

which the ligand acts as a weak base toward the metal

complex, has been referred to as a ‘‘reductive addition’’

(with respect to the metal).[60] For the adduct formed with

the oxidized SWNTs, coordination through the oxygen

atoms seems a more likely possibility, in other words,

through an oxidative addition to form a hexacoordinate

structure. Oxidative additions to form 18e� ‘‘coordina-

tively saturated’’ compounds are well known for Vaska’s

compound and other related d8 complexes and have been

extensively studied.[61,62] Thus it is postulated that the

Fig. 6 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) height images of functionalized nanotube adducts. Scale bars are (a) 500 nm, (b) 100 nm, and

(c) 200 nm. (a) A high density of tubes has been deposited from solution. Aggregates of tubes appear to be exfoliating into smaller

bundles. (b) Image of a single bundle roughly 15 nm in diameter. (c) A 3-D view of exfoliating tubes. The bundles are relatively clean

and free of nanoparticulate impurities. (d) Optimized geometry of M(PH3)2 coordinated in an Z2 fashion to SWNT sidewalls. (e)

Proposed structure of SWNT–Wilkinson’s adduct. Panel (d) is based on a schematic provided by Professor Antonio Sgamellotti

(Universita di Perugia). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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oxidized nanotubes coordinate to the compound via

oxidative addition to form an Ir(III) complex. These

conclusions are in general agreement with theoretical

predictions, based on a cluster model approach and a

density functional theory study.[63]

The reactivity of SWNTs toward metal complexes is

substantially different from that of fullerenes, although

both possess a nonplanar sp2 configuration. Curvature

effects and different degrees of local strain between the

two structures likely account for the observed differences

in behavior. Specifically, the presence of five-membered

cyclopentadienyl-like rings in C60 substantially enhances

the affinity of (6,6) bonds in coordinating metal com-

plexes and allows for strong back donation in the resulting

adducts, thereby promoting their stability. However,

theoretical calculations on molecular fragments replicat-

ing SWNT surface curvature indicate that, unlike in the

case of fullerenes, five-membered rings are not present to

stabilize p* ligand orbitals and hence, backbonding

interactions are much weaker in these systems.[63] This

would rationalize the preference for oxidative addition,

when that should become a possibility.

Single-wall nanotubes have also been used as sub-

strates for the deposition of metals by electron-beam

evaporation, resulting, in the case of Au, Al, Pb, and Fe, in

the formation of discrete particles on nanotubes due to a

weak interaction between metals and nanotubes.[64] Acid

groups on treated SWNTs can act as nucleation sites for a

well-dispersed deposition of Pt clusters.[65] With Ti, Ni,

and Pd, quasi-continuous coatings are possible, resulting

in the formation of nanotube-supported metal nanowire

structures.[66] Zinc oxide nanowires have been grown on

the surfaces of MWNTs without the presence of catalyst

through a thermal treatment.[67]

Our group has been involved with the generation of

nanotube heterostructures as well, involving the creation

of nanotube–nanocrystal adducts. Indeed, a novel strategy

of altering the electronic properties of nanotubes is to

chemically functionalize them with a moiety or structure

whose intrinsic properties are electronically configurable.

One such structure is the family of semiconductor

nanocrystals,[68] such as CdS and CdSe, alternately known

as quantum dots, which exhibit strongly size-dependent

optical and electrical properties. The high luminescence

yield of these materials[69] as well as the potential of

adjusting emission and absorption wavelengths by select-

ing for nanocrystal size make quantum dots attractive for

constructing optoelectronic devices, for instance, with

tailored properties. In fact, the electronic structure of

semiconductor nanocrystallites exhibits distinctive quan-

tum effects;[70] the bandgap of these materials increases

with decreasing particle size.

We have reported[71] the synthesis and characterization

of SWNTs covalently joined to CdSe and TiO2 semicon-

ductor nanocrystals by short chain organic molecule

linkers (Fig. 7). In each case, purified, oxidized nanotubes

were reacted with nanocrystals, derivatized with either

amine or acid terminal groups in a reaction mediated by a

carbodiimide reagent. By judiciously varying the nature of

the organic capping groups on the nanocrystal surface and

the organic bifunctional linkers, we can modulate inter-

actions between the nanotubes and the nanocrystals, with

implications for self-assembly. Such composites are ex-

pected to be useful for applications as diverse as mole-

cular electronics, photocatalysis, solar energy conversion,

and as probes for scanning force microscopy.

TEM examination (Fig. 8) showed nanocrystals linked

to the oxidized SWNTs, forming discrete nanocomposites.

The nanocrystals tend to be concentrated at the open caps

and the ‘‘ends,’’ where there is the largest concentration

of carboxylic groups[72,73] and thus, the highest probabil-

ity of amide bond formation.[74] A commonly observed

structure was a cluster of nanoparticles, especially in the

case of CdSe, localized at the outer edges of the tubes

(Fig. 8d). In other cases, especially with individual tubes,

numbers of nanocrystals tended to disperse along the

sidewalls, presumably attaching to defect sites on the

oxidized nanotube surface (Fig. 8c). The TiO2 system

showed substantially greater coverage of the tubes with

the nanoparticles (Fig. 8b). Carboxyl groups adsorb

strongly onto bare titanium dioxide surfaces.[75] Hence,

larger numbers of these particles can interact with

nanotubes and in effect, amide bond formation may not

be required for an underivatized, uncapped TiO2–SWNT

adduct to be directly produced. Indeed, we postulate that

this is the reason for the enhanced coverage with TiO2

particles. Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis on both

nanocomposite systems was consistent with the presence

of appropriately functionalized nanocrystals attached to

nanotubes as proposed. These patterns of nanocrystal

clustering on the nanotubes were not observed in control

experiments, without the use of carbodiimide linking

agents, where the tubes themselves were found to remain

totally separate from the nanocrystals.

SOLUBILIZATION OF NANOTUBES

Whereas fluorination tends to derivatize tubes and disrupt

band structure of SWNTs, most experiments involving

solubilization of nanotubes aim for the retention of

important photophysical properties. Moreover, solubiliza-

tion facilitates the placement of a huge array of functional

groups onto SWNT surfaces for composite formation.

By visual inspection and quantification using UV–

visible absorption spectroscopy, small-diameter SWNTs

(ca. 0.7 nm), grown by a gas-phase catalytic process,[76]

were found to be somewhat soluble in a number of

organic solvents such as 1,2-dichlorobenzene, chloroform,
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Fig. 7 Schematic of the addition of derivatized CdSe nanocrystals to oxidized SWNTs. Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)-capped

nanocrystals were prepared by established methods using organometallic precursors. (a) TOPO capping was substituted for a thiol ligand to

form a carboxylic acid terminated CdSe nanocrystal. Substituted thiocarboxylic acids used included p-mercaptobenzoic acid, thioglycolic

acid, and 3-mercaptopropionic acid. (b) The nanocrystals prepared in panel (a) were linked to oxidized SWNTs by an ethylenediamine

linker in the presence of N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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1-methylnapthalene, dimethylformamide (DMF), and tet-

rahydrofuran (THF).[55] Laser-oven produced SWNTs

(with diameters of about 1.2 nm) can be dissolved to

some extent in DMF, N-methylpyrrolidinone, and hex-

amethylphorphoramide.[77] Many strategies aimed at

improving the solubility behavior of nanotubes involve

the oxidation and purification of nanotubes; reports[78,79]

have placed the total percentage of acidic sites, generated

by such processing, in full-length SWNTs at a range of 1–

3% and defect sites in the 5% range. Examples of defects

in nanotubes include pentagon/heptagon Stone–Wales-

type defects, associated with a rotation of a bond in the

SWNT atom network, vacancies in the nanotube lattice,

the presence of adatoms or carbon dimers on the side-

walls, the occurrence of sp3-hybridized carbons, and

pentagon-terminated caps.[80–82]

Indeed, metallic and semiconducting SWNTs were

initially derivatized in organic solutions, such as chloro-

form, dichloromethane, aromatic solvents (including

benzene, toluene, and chlorobenzene), and CS2, by

converting acid-terminated, purified nanotubes with thio-

nylchloride to generate acylchloride groups that could

then be reacted with amines such as octadecylamine.[83]

This work was later extended to amide formation from

alkyl–aryl amines such as 4-dodecyl-aniline.[84] NMR

spectra of the soluble SWNTs exhibited peaks because of

the aliphatic and aromatic moieties, respectively. Raman

spectroscopy indicated that nanotube structure was likely

preserved. Solution-phase mid-IR analysis[85] shows that,

for the reaction with octadecylamine, the weight percent-

age of the octadecylamino functionality is about 50%, at

defect sites as well as the ends of SWNTs. Full-length

Fig. 8 TEMs of (a) a purified single-walled carbon nanotube bundle. Scale bar denotes 30 nm. (b) Oxidized SWNT bundle

circumscribed by capped TiO2 particles. Scale bar is 45 nm. (c) Oxidized tubes linked to CdSe nanocrystals capped with 4-

mercaptobenzoic acid. The crystallites are concentrated at the functionalized open ends, with some coverage on the sidewalls, likely on

defect sites. Scale bar is 150 nm. (d) Oxidized nanotube linked to CdSe nanoparticles capped with 3-mercaptopropionic acid. Image at

high magnification shows prolate nanocrystals scattered along the length of the tube. Scale bar represents 20 nm.
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dissolution[86] of purified SWNTs (containing carboxylic

acid groups) was also achieved through an acid–base

reaction by forming an octadecylammonium, SWNT-

carboxylate zwitterion. AFM showed that the majority of

the SWNT ropes were exfoliated into small ropes (2–5 nm

in diameter) and individual nanotubes with lengths of

several microns during the dissolution process.

Single-wall nanotubes, functionalized with esters[87] at

defect sites [i.e., SWNT–COO(CH2)17CH3)], have been

prepared, as determined by Raman and IR bands, leading

to improved solubilization in solvents such as THF and

CHCl3. Strong attachment of deuterium[88] to SWNTs

in solution has been observed when deuterated ethanol

is used as a coreactant in esterification reactions; results

were obtained from 2H NMR and FT-IR measurements.

Derivatization based on 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of

azomethine ylides, generated by the condensation of an

a-amino acid and an aldehyde, has been used to solubilize

tubes in most organic solvents.[89] Evidence of functiona-

lization was further supported by observation of fluores-

cence in the adducts, as was also noted in SWNT–aniline

systems.[90] SWNTs have also been functionalized with

derivatized pyrene, via a similar reaction, namely the

esterification of nanotube-bound carboxylic acids, to

create adducts soluble in chloroform, THF, and toluene.[91]

Fluorescence and fluorescence excitation results suggest

that the tethered pyrenes form ‘‘intramolecular’’ (intrana-

notube) excimers. The pyrene monomer and excimer

excitations are quenched by the SWNTs in a mechanism

whereby the nanotubes serve as acceptors for excited-state

energy transfers from the tethered pyrene moieties.

It has been proposed, for instance, that large organic

groups assist in solubility by exfoliation of the bundles

into individual tubes through the formation of intervening

moieties that can overcome the intrinsic van der Waals

forces[92] between these tubes. It is not surprising, given

this improved solubility, that recent work has been

performed on separating soluble SWNTs and zwitterion-

functionalized shortened SWNTs by length, diameter, and

chirality from THF using high-performance liquid chro-

matography (HPLC) and gas chromatography techni-

ques.[93,94] In addition, this body of solubilization work in

stable, organic solvents has allowed Raman and near-IR

spectroscopies to be used for the detection and identifi-

cation of different species (i.e., diameters and metallicity)

of SWNTs based on their Raman frequencies and vis–near

IR electronic transitions.[95]

In water, a stable dispersion of full-length, well-

separated individual tubes has been formed upon stabili-

zation in gum arabic,[96] a water-soluble polysaccharide;

adsorption is presumed to disrupt the intertube interac-

tions in the crystalline ropes. Aqueous solubilization (in

the range of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/mL) was also achieved by

functionalizing SWNTs with glucosamine. In this case,

grafting of the glucosamine to the tubes was achieved by

reacting the amine with acyl chloride groups created on

the SWNT surface.[97] Treatment of nanotubes with a 9:1

mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide for 30 min

followed by sonication for varying lengths of time allows

for the creation of carboxylate groups on defect sites and

tube ends, which render the SWNTs water-soluble in

different pH buffers. Electronic structure is maintained, as

evidenced by absorption spectra, where the van Hove

singularities are maintained.[28] There has also been a

claim that SWNTs, sonicated and dispersed in 1% sodium

dodecylsulfate buffer and glycerol, can be distributed to a

certain extent by diameter and length simply by the

application of an electric field, again implying that

solubilization has consequences for rational manipulation

of nanotubes.[98] Molecular dynamics simulations indicate

that in water, polar functional groups attached to SWNTs

are likely to be more energetically stable in extended

configurations, whereas nonpolar functional groups will

prefer to remain folded.[99]

To generalize and broaden the potential of functiona-

lization, in our group, we have also solubilized oxidized

SWNTs through the attachment of organic moieties in a

large number of solvents of varying polarity.[100] In this

case, we grafted a functionalized organic crown ether,

namely 2-aminomethyl-18-crown-6, onto our SWNTs.

The resultant, synthesized adduct yielded concentrations

of dissolved nanotubes on the order of �1 g/L in water

as well as in methanol, according to optical measure-

ments. These values are dramatic improvements over

conventional dissolution behavior of unfunctionalized

nanotubes. The nanotube-crown ether adduct can be

readily redissolved in a number of different organic

solvents, such as ethanol, 2-propanol, acetone, o-dichlo-

robenzene (ODCB), dimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahy-

drofuran (THF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), ethyl

acetate, and benzene, at substantially high concentrations.

One implication of these results lies in further exploita-

tion of the solution chemistry of these tubes for

photophysical analyses in a number of previously un-

tested solvents as well as for the generation of novel

nanoscale architectures.

SWNT–POLYMER COMPOSITES

Single-wall nanotubes can also be solubilized in water by

noncovalently associating them with linear polymers such

as polyvinyl pyrrolidone and polystyrene sulfonate. In this

case, the polymers rigidly and uniformly associate with

the sides of nanotube, disrupting the hydrophobic inter-

face with water and the intertube interactions within the

tubular aggregates (Fig. 9). Nanotubes can then be
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‘‘unwrapped’’ by changing the solvent system.[101] In

another study, wrapping of polymer ropes (modified

poly(p-phenylenevinylene) around the tube lattice occurs

in a well-ordered periodic fashion, arising from a van der

Waals interaction between the phenyl rings of the polymer

and the hexagonal lattice of the nanotube; solutions of the

polymer in toluene are thought to be able to suspend

nanotubes ‘‘indefinitely.’’[102] Based on Raman and

absorption data, it is thought that the polymer interacts

preferentially with nanotubes of certain diameters or a

range of diameters. The attachment[103] of lipophilic and

hydrophilic dendra, which are terminated with long alkyl

chains and oligomeric poly(ethylene glycol) moieties,

respectively, via amidation and esterification reactions,

can render SWNTs and MWNTs soluble in common

organic solvents, such as hexane and chloroform as well

as water, to form colored homogeneous solutions. These

functionalized tubes can be defunctionalized in homoge-

neous solutions under base- and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis

reaction conditions.[104] These functional polymer–nano-

tube composites may have unique, favorable properties;

for instance, SWNT–poly(metaphenylenevinylene) com-

posites have nearly eightfold increase in electrical

conductivity compared with just the polymer and have

favorable photo- and electroluminescence properties as

well.[105]

Fig. 9 Molecular model of a (6,6) SWNT complex with poly(aryleneethynylene)s (PPE), showing interaction of the polymer backbone

with the SWNT sidewall through p stacking. (Courtesy of Dr. Jian Chen, Zyvex Corporation.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Preparation of functionalized carbon nanotube tips. Diagram illustrating the modification of a nanotube tip by coupling an

amine to a pendant carboxyl group, and the application of this probe to sense specific interactions with functional groups (X) of a

substrate. The circular inset is a molecular model of a single nanotube wall with one carboxyl group at the tip end. Inset: TEM image

showing the open end of a shortened nanotube tip.
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ADDITIONAL CHEMICAL
FUNCTIONALIZATION STRATEGIES

Single-wall nanotubes can also be modified by a number

of other methodologies. Sonication of tubes in a mono-

chlorobenzene solution of poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA) created SWNTs with many defects in the side-

walls when burned in oxygen.[106] Using radio frequency

glow-discharge plasma activation,[107] amino-dextran

chains have been immobilized onto acetaldehyde-treated

aligned SWNTs through a Schiff-base formation and

reductive stabilization with sodium cyanoborohydride,

Fig. 11 (a) A possible scheme for nanotube ring closure with N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC). (b) AFM images of closed ring

systems. The scale bar is 2 mm. (Courtesy of Professor Masahito Sano, Yamagata University.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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while periodate-oxidized dextran–fluorescein isothiocya-

nate (FITC) chains have been chemically grafted onto

ethylenediamine-derivatized SWNTs via the same reac-

tion. SWNTs can also be derivatized by bombard-

ment[108,109] with CH3 and CF3 radicals impacting with

incident energies of 10, 45, and 80 eV, as was confirmed

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and scanning elec-

tron microscopy.

Chemical functionalization of SWNTs attached to

conventional atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes

was also demonstrated as a methodology yielding high-

resolution, chemically sensitive images on samples con-

taining multiple chemical domains.[10,74,110] Moreover,

when these probes were derivatized with amine, carboxy,

and biotin groups at their ends with domains of similarly

defined functional groups localized on the surface, they

could be used to measure specific and definable interac-

tions in a variety of solvent media (Fig. 10).

MANIPULATION OF TUBES

Although it appears that oxidized SWNTs have a tendency

to stack and form larger aggregates,[111] interesting nano-

scale architectures can be created by judicious manipula-

tion of the chemistry of these tubes. For instance, lightly

etched SWNTs have been chemically reacted[112] to form

rings, with an average diameter of 540 nm (Fig. 11). The

same research group created a hollow spherical ring made

of nested SWNTs.[113] To accomplish this geometry,

SWNTs were first adsorbed onto amine-terminated silica

gels in solution, a step that determined the nature of the

nested network. Subsequent drying and readsorption

cycles were used to grow the nest layer-by-layer through

nanotube–nanotube interactions. Ultimately, the silica

gels were etched away to give hollow cages.

Carboxy-terminated SWNTs have been assembled onto

amino-terminated gold surfaces via electrostatic inter-

actions, with the aid of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide con-

densation agents.[114] Similar chemical strategies were

employed to adsorb SWNTs onto silver surfaces.[115]

Work has also been completed on depositing tubes on

chemically functionalized nanolithographic patterns. Cre-

ation of these assemblies is critical because these

strategies allow for precise positioning of nanotubes in

specific locations and orientations; consequently, there is

now the potential of creating simple nanostructures with

SWNTs and of connecting these to other structures. This

is crucial to the fabrication and development of simple

electrical circuits with tubes and hence, provides for a

means of measuring electron transport characteristics in

these systems.[116] Recently, it has also been found[117]

that ozonized SWNTs can be assembled onto amine-

terminated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as well as

physically adsorbed via layer-by-layer deposition with

bridging of metal cations, i.e., Fe+ 3 on carboxylate-

terminated SAMs or Cu+ 2 on thiol-terminated SAMs. A

further advance has come from a report of room-

temperature assembly of directional SWNT strings across

polymer microchannels.[118]

CONCLUSION

Rational nanotube functionalization provides for the

potential of the manipulation of nanoscale properties in

a predictive manner. In many cases, it may also render

tubes soluble and stable in aqueous and organic solution,

thereby enabling further exploitation of their wet chem-

istry and investigation of their photophysical properties.

In addition, derivatization allows for a number of site-

selective nanochemistry applications such as the possibil-

ity of self-assembly of nanotubes with tailorable electron-

ic properties, important for advances in molecular

electronics. Other derivatized nanotube adducts also show

the potential for novel charge transfer characteristics, the

development and understanding of which have implica-

tions for photocatalysis as well as for scanning probe

microscopy with functionalized tips. Finally, chemical

manipulation of SWNTs is critical for hierarchical build-

up of these nanomaterials into novel architectures, such

as nanocomposites and nanocircuits, with unique struc-

tural properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Imparting desired properties to silica surfaces to obtain

functionalized silica surfaces is usually effected in

different directions. In some cases, it is necessary to

moderate interactions between surrounding molecules and

surface sites, while in other cases, such interactions should

be enhanced to prepare modified matrices with high

specificity and selectivity. Besides, functionalization of

silica surfaces is often carried out to immobilize diverse

compounds to make them heterogeneous. A description is

provided for chemical reactions, which are used to modify

surfaces and to produce functionalized silica surfaces. A

consideration is given to basic principles that should be

adhered to when applying functionalized silica surfaces to

various types of chromatographic separation [in such

cases as stationary phases in gas and liquid chromatog-

raphy, reversed and normal phases in high-performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC) and affinity chroma-

tography, chiral stationary phases for separating optical

isomers]. Examples are presented which are intended to

illustrate the production of highly specific and complexing

adsorbents based on silicas with functionalized surfaces

and their application in solid-phase extraction (SPE) of

ions and molecules. A general outline is made of methods

for activating surfaces of silica matrices with a view to

heterogenize metal complex catalysts, to immobilize

enzymes and other biologically active compounds. Also

included is a brief analysis of the practical experience

acquired in the sphere of application of functionalized

silicas in the capacity of chemically active fillers of poly-

meric compositions and effective thickeners of dispersion

media. Some consideration is also given to the state of

the art and scope for research into the application of

functionalized silica surfaces in formation of nanostruc-

tures in various fields of modern materials science

(sensitive elements of sensing devices, organically mod-

ified silicates, organically modified ceramics, etc.).

GENERAL NOTIONS

The wide practical use of synthetic silicas (precipitated

and pyrogenic silicas, silica gels, and aerogels of silica) in

medern material science and other fields in the capacity of

fillers of polymers, thickeners of dispersion media, ad-

sorbents, supports of catalysts, and active compounds is

attributable to their chemical, mechanical, and microbio-

logic stability (silica preparations are resistant to high

temperatures, ionizing radiation, oxidizing and reducing

agents, solutions of all acids with the exception of the

hydrofluoric one; they do not swell in organic solvents and

are distinguished for their high mass exchange rate) and to

the possible regulation (within certain limits) of their main

geometrical characteristics: value of specific surface area,

size of particles, diameter, and distribution of pores.[1]

The chemical modification of silicas further broadens

the opportunities for their effective use because, after

deposition or chemical attachment of various functional

compounds to the silica surface, the formed functionalized

silica surfaces (FSS) retain the major characteristics of

starting silica matrices while the attached compounds

impart new properties to the support.[2–4] Although the

modification of silica surface is effected through a thermal

treatment (dehydration and dehydroxylation), hydrother-

mal treatment (hydroxylation and hydration), adsorption

of diverse substances (particularly substances with a large

molecular weight), and deposition of carbon or metals,

the most ample opportunities for a purposeful change of

silica properties are provided by the attachment of one

chemical compound or another as a result of various

chemical reactions with the participation of surface sites.

At present, mechanisms of such reactions as well as struc-

tures of the formed surface compounds are studied via

spectroscopy in infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV), and visible

regions, solid-state 29Si, 13C (and other nuclei) cross-po-

larization magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic reso-

nance method (CP-MAS NMR), isotope exchange

combined with mass spectrometry, and other contempo-

rary physicochemical techniques.[3–5] Under favorable

conditions (particularly in nonporous, highly disperse

preparations of fumed silicas), infrared spectroscopy

enables one to exert a practically direct control over the

proceeding of chemical reactions in a surface layer.

The approach employed for imparting desired func-

tional properties to the silica surface depends on the nature

of the practical or scientific task in question, and may

involve such major methods as weakening of intermolec-

ular interactions of surrounding molecules with sites of
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the surface, enhancement of these interactions with a view

to lend specificity and selectivity to the surface, and

modification of the silica surface to transfer surface

compounds to their heterogeneous state (immobilization

of active compounds). Specifically, the substitution of

structural silanol groups by methylsilyl groups through

reactions with appropriate organosilicon compounds

substantially moderates the energy of adsorption of polar

adsorbates (one can observe a decrease in values of

adsorption and heat of adsorption), and the silica surface

acquires stable hydrophobic properties. At the same time,

such a chemical modification of surface prevents the

aggregation of disperse silica particles and facilitates their

more uniform distribution in hydrocarbons and polymeric

media. Moreover, attachment of sufficiently long hydro-

carbon radicals (C16–C18) makes it possible to use such

modified silicas as a basis for creation of adsorbents

intended to concentrate organic compounds, which is of

importance in designing methods of analysis for contents

of pesticides and other organic impurities when effecting

monitoring of environment.[6]

Attachment of a layer of chemically grafted organic

radicals with various functional groups ( NH2,

COOH, CH CH2, CN, SH, etc.) that differ in

their physicochemical properties and reactivities enables

one to enhance desired characteristics of the silica surface,

which offers ample scope and novel potentiality for

practical application of FSS. Similar functional silicas

find much use in the normal-phase variant of high-

performance liquid chromatography. Besides, they may

hold considerable promise in the development of chem-

ically active fillers of polymers and in the design of

selective adsorbents including highly specific affinity and

immune affinity adsorbents for separation and purification

of biopolymers.

Furthermore, FSS acquired great importance in the

sphere of production of heterogeneous metal complex

catalysts and immobilization of enzymes, other biologi-

cally active compounds, antibodies, cells, sections of

tissues, and microorganisms on an inorganic matrix. This

approach holds promise for the development of chemical

and biological sensors whose application makes it pos-

sible to exert a pulsed or continuous control over corre-

sponding components in a gas phase or liquid medium.

For example, chemical modification of the surface of

electrodes with functional organosilicon compounds (sol–

gel transformations) is rather widely used for the

attachment of electroactive compounds in a surface layer

(electrochemical sensors). From this standpoint, the most

promising technique is the chemical binding of an active

compound, because the construction of sensing elements

of control systems via polymer encapsulation methods

does not provide a perpetual accessibility of an active

compound and uniformity of its distribution in a film

as well as a necessary strength of bonding with the elec-

trode surface.

TYPES OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS
USED TO PRODUCE FUNCTIONALIZED
SILICA SURFACES

Most of the reactions used to produce FSS are classified

among heterolytic processes of electrophilic or nucleo-

philic substitution (SE or SN), addition (AdE or AdN), and

elimination (E).[3,7] The surface groups are considered as

centers of attack whose direction is determined by the

character of electron density distribution on the atoms of

surface sites participating in a chemical reaction, and by

the nature of a corresponding electrophilic or nucleophilic

reagent. From this point of view, one can expect that

silicon atoms on the silica surface (to be more exact,

atoms that are members of groups SiOH or SiOSi )

are more preferable for an attack by nucleophilic reagents.

In contrast, oxygen atoms as members of the same groups

are more preferable for an attack by electrophilic reagents.

Possible types of heterolytic reactions involving silica

surface sites are represented below:

Among the reactions used for chemical modification

of a surface, there is a large class of processes where an

attack is carried out by an electrophilic reagent through

oxygen atoms of silanol groups of the surface. These

processes are referred to as reactions of electrophilic

substitution of protons (SEi). They proceed during

interactions with various chloro- and alkoxysilanes,

organosilazanes, organosiloxanes, numerous organoele-

mental compounds, and halogenides of various elements.

The class also includes processes of electrophilic addi-

tion (AdE) to groups SiOH (for example, in the case of

isocyanates or ethylene imine). In particular, the inter-

action between various trimethylsilylating reagents and

silanol groups of the silica surface involves an attack on
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oxygen atoms and proceeds according to the scheme

(shown above).

Another class of reactions involves an attack of a

nucleophilic reagent on silicon atoms of the silica surface.

This class includes processes of nucleophilic substitution

(SNi) (e.g., interactions between silanol groups of the

surface and hydrohalogens or alcohols) and processes of

nucleophilic addition (AdN), e.g., reactions of a solid-

phase hydrosilylation of olefins,[8,9] with participation of

groups SiH attached to the silica surface:

In a number of cases, the function of reactive sites on

the silica surface is simultaneously performed by silicon

atoms and oxygen atoms of siloxane bonds so that the

corresponding processes proceed by mechanism AdN,E,

for example:

It is also necessary to allow for the possible proceeding

of elimination (E) and rearrangement processes with

participation of chemical surface compounds.[3,7]

Introduction of new sites (e.g., groups SiR, SiOR,

SiNH2, SiHal, SiH, etc. where R is an aliphatic or

aromatic radical and Hal is a halogen atom) into a surface

layer of silica leads to an increase in the number of

potential heterolytic transformations with their participa-

tion. Grafted organic radicals can also participate in

homolytic processes of substitution or addition (SH or

AdH). These processes have been the subject of experi-

mental studies, but the amount of experience gained for

the present is not large.

FUNCTIONALIZED SILICA SURFACES
IN CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
SOLID-PHASE EXTRACTION

Functionalized silica surfaces provide considerable ex-

pansion of capabilities of chromatography and sorption

techniques, which find much use for separation, purifica-

tion, and concentration of substances.[2,10–13] It is appro-

priate to mention here that in various types of chromato-

graphic separation [gas-adsorption chromatography, high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), affinity

chromatography], a surface layer of silica should contain

sites that are able to participate in diverse kinds of in-

termolecular interactions. Thus, gas-adsorption chroma-

tography and reversed-phase HPLC make use of siliceous

supports with attached nonspecific methyl, phenyl, octyl,

octadecyl groups, while in the case of normal-phase

HPLC, it is necessary to use FSS with quaternary ammo-

nium compounds or with aminopropyl, cyanopropyl,

carboxyl, propylsulfo, alkyldiol, and other groups capable

of participating in donor–acceptor interactions with

molecules of compounds which are separated. In affinity

chromatography, which depends on the formation of bio-

specific complexes (enzyme–substrate, enzyme–inhibitor,

lectin–glycoproteid, antigen–antibody, etc.), one of the

constituents of such a complex should be chemically

bonded to the surface of a silica matrix. The function of a

biospecific ligand is most often performed by lectins, pro-

tein A, certain dyes, polysaccharides, amino acids, mono-

clonal, and polyclonal antibodies, which are attached to

functional silica surface with the help of diverse cross-

linking agents. Determination of contents of medicinal

preparations in biological fluids containing substantial

amounts of albuminous compounds calls for the applica-

tion of porous FSS of diphilic nature, i.e., there should be a

hydrophilic external surface (accessible for proteins) and

organophilic internal surface (inaccessible to proteins).

Such a structure of FSS makes it possible to retain

macromolecules of proteins on the external surface of a

sorbent and to effect the separation of medicinal prepa-

ration molecules (which have smaller sizes and which

interact with the hydrophobic internal surface of pores) via

reversed-phase mechanism. It should also be noted that

functionalized silica surfaces find use for covalent

(chemospecific) chromatography of biopolymers. This

chromatography technique is based on reversible chemical

reactions between functional groups of modified silica

and of a compound, which is separated. It is appropriate
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to mention here thiol-containing silicas activated with

Ellman’s reagent,[14] which are suitable for the isolation

and purification of thiol-containing enzymes, proteins, or

peptides with the aid of the following reversible reaction

proceeding by the thiol-disulfide exchange mechanism

(see above).

Functionalized silica surfaces form the basis for

designing effective chiral stationary phases for separation

of optical isomers. With the view of producing enantio-

selective sorbents of this kind, the chiral selectors of

various electronic and geometric structures are attached to

the silica surface. Such grafted selectors must afford to

provide two- or three-point interactions with separated

optical isomers.[15]

Also significant is the fact that FSS are employed for

adsorption concentration of ions and molecules in analyt-

ical practice [solid-phase extraction (SPE)].[6,11–13] For

instance, columns containing FSS with grafted octadecyl-

silyl groups are used for preconcentration of phenols,

pesticides, and herbicides. Octadecylsilica with adsorbed

derivatives of dithiocarbamates, crown esters, and other

compounds is utilized for SPE of metals. In particular, C18

columns with adsorbed tri-n-octylphosphine oxide are

used for extraction and determination of uranium and

thorium in water.[16] In the case of a repeated use of C18

cartridges with adsorbed bonding or complexing com-

pounds, there proceeds a gradual elution of such com-

pounds from the surface of a sorbent. Therefore, many

researchers put forth their efforts to develop methods for

chemical bonding of most important analytical reagents

on silica and other appropriate matrices. Such modified

silicas with covalently bonded complexing compounds are

referred to as complexing silicas. By now, efforts have

yielded a number of rather versatile methods suitable

for immobilization of a large majority of analytical re-

agents.[11] Characteristically, the researchers of such

methods derived benefit from the experience, which was

acquired when designing procedures for immobilization

of enzymes and other biologically active compounds on

inorganic matrices. For example, to attach 4-(2-pyridyl-

azo)resorcinol, 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol, and 8-hydro-

xyquinoline to the silica surface,[17] a use was made of the

single-stage Mannich reaction (see below).

Although complex-forming adsorbents based on or-

ganic polymers possess an increased capacity with respect

to extracted compounds in comparison with mineral

supports, the developed FSS with grafted analytical

reagents do not swell in water and organic solvents.

Moreover, they are distinguished for their high rate of

mass exchange with a surrounding medium and, hence,

for better kinetic characteristics.

Complexing silicas may be classified according to the

nature of an attached functional group (nitrogen-, oxygen-,

sulfur-, phosphorus-containing silicas; modified silicas

with functional groups involving unsaturated carbon–car-

bon bonds; polyfunctional silica surfaces)[3] or according to

the nature of a bond between an ion and a grafted ligand

(donor–acceptor bonds, ion exchange, charge-transfer

complexes, inclusion complexes of the ‘‘host–guest’’ type).

METAL COMPLEX CATALYSTS
ANCHORED ON SILICAS

It is known that complexes of transition metals are

attached to support surfaces (including FSS) for the pur-

pose of producing catalysts that preserve the specificity

and selectivity of homogeneous metal complexes and gain
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technological advantages afforded by heterogeneous

contacts.[18,19] Attachment of metal complexes to a

surface prevents the agglomeration of coordination unsat-

urated sites and enhances the thermostability of com-

plexes. At the same time, one cannot foretell the possible

influence of the surface of a support on the catalytic

activity and selectivity of attached complexes. Although

production of heterogeneous metal complex catalysts on

siliceous matrices involves adsorption (metal complexes

preliminarily prepared by using suitable solvents as well

as metal complexes concurrently synthesized in a surface

layer with participation of metal ions and of adsorbed

ligands) or ion exchange, the most commonly employed

methods consist of formation of coordination bonds

between metal ions and ligands chemically bonded to

surface. In this case, FSS performs the role of a polymeric

macroligand. Anchoring of organic ligands on surfaces of

silicas is also often accomplished by using functional

organoalkoxysilanes whose functional groups, which

contain ligands, are bound to surface through hydrolyt-

ically stable bonds Si C, while alkoxy groups and silanol

groups form bonds Si O Si. For example, anchoring of

phosphorus-containing ligands on the silica surface and

subsequent formation of metal complexes with rhodium

(Wilkinson catalyst), which are active in reactions of

hydrogenation of various olefins, can be effected accord-

ing to the following general scheme (see above).

Introduction of oxygen- and nitrogen-containing lig-

ands and ions of various transition metals makes it pos-

sible to obtain heterogeneous metal complex catalysts

possessing high activity and selectivity in processes of

linear and cyclic oligomerization, hydroformylation,

hydrosilylation of olefins, and in some other reactions.

Attachment of chiral ligands and complexes on FSS

enables the possibility of substantially expanding the

potentialities of asymmetric heterogeneous catalysis,

which is employed for synthesis of optically active

compounds. Also of further interest is the application of

metal complexes anchored on FSS in reactions of transfer

and activation of oxygen.

IMMOBILIZED ENZYMES AND
FUNCTIONALIZED SILICA SURFACES

The main aim of immobilization is the production of

heterogenized enzymes, which are readily separated from

reaction media and which can be repeatedly used under

flow reactor conditions. Immobilization of enzymes on

silica matrices is effected by both the adsorption method

and method of covalent binding on surface.[20,21] Chemical

bonding permits one to create more stable immobilized

preparations, particularly preparations that are elution-

resistant in varying surrounding medium factors (ionic

strength, pH, concentration of a substrate, and content of

substances which may lead to desorption of enzymes).

At present, the available range of methods for covalent

bonding of enzymes with silica surface is rather broad. As

a rule, all of them involve a preliminary modification of

surface by bifunctional silane and subsequent introduction

of active groupings that are able to form covalent bonds

with side residues of amino acids of enzymes. The most

commonly employed method is a preliminary modifica-

tion of silica by 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane and subse-

quent activation of the surface by various reagents (such

as glutaraldehyde, diazonium salts, isothiocyanates, car-

bodiimides, acylazides, haloalkyls, acid chlorides).[22]

Good performance is also shown by methods for activat-

ing the aminoorganosilica surface with 2,4-toluene diiso-

cyanate (a) and cyanuric chloride (b) (see below).[14]

The function of starting organosilicas used for produc-

tion of activated matrices can be performed not only by

aminoderivatives but also by organosilicas with other func-

tional groups (such as SiCH CH2, SiH, SiRSH).

In particular, activated silica matrices for immobilization

of enzymes were prepared through reactions between
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grafted vinyl groups and maleic anhydride, addition of

acrolein to surface silicon hydride groups, and interaction

of grafted sulfhydryl groups with Ellman’s reagent.[14]

Because the properties of an immobilized enzyme are

determined by a package of properties of a biocatalyst and

support and are dependent on the method for binding the

biocatalyst to the support surface, when carrying out a

concrete task it proves useful to test various methods for

binding with a view to choose the procedure which is

optimal from the standpoint of activity and stability of

products. In porous silica matrices, the geometric char-

acteristics of a support exert a substantial effect on the rate

of binding of enzymes, on the capacity of a matrix with

respect to a protein, and on the manifestation of activity of

immobilized preparations, which is attributable to inside-

diffusion retardation. The activity of immobilized prepa-

rations is, to a great extent, dependent on the pH of a

medium where binding of an enzyme takes place. It has

been observed that the maximum degree of binding of a

protein to the silica surface is observed at pH values close

to the isoelectric point of the protein.

Although the practical application of immobilized

enzymes has considerable potential in fine organic

synthesis and in various fields of biotechnology, it is in

the creation of biosensors that their application is most

impressive. In biosensors, a use is made either of flow

minireactors with immobilized enzymes or of a biocata-

lyst that is attached directly to the surface of ion-selective

electrodes. In the first case, the function of supports is

performed by silica-based materials, which possess a rigid

structure and, therefore, set good hydrodynamic condi-

tions in a flow of a buffer and of a solution that is

analyzed. Placing an appropriate transducer at the outlet

of such a minireactor with an immobilized enzyme makes

it possible to create analyzers for a broad spectrum of

substances, which are substrates or effectors of the en-

zyme. The role of transducers is most often played by an

oxygen electrode, flow spectrophotometer, H+- and other

ion-selective electrodes, as well as by a multipurpose

enthalpimetric transducer. In the second case, enzymes are

directly immobilized on the surface of a sensitive element

(such as ion-selective field-effect transistor, piezoelec-

tric quartz element, optical fiber element). So long as

the supports used contain silicon dioxide, the chemical

attachment of enzymes to their surface should be effected

with allowance for the experience acquired in the sphere of

immobilization of active compounds on modified silicas.

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in

effecting enzyme-catalyzed reactions in nonaqueous sol-

vents with a view to increase yields of products or to carry

out novel syntheses. Because of their stability in organic

solvent, silica matrices may hold considerable promise in

the capacity of supports for appropriate enzymes. For

example, it is possible to perform synthesis of various

peptides with the help of immobilized proteases and with

allowance for reversibility of hydrolysis of peptide

bonds.[14] In this case, as a consequence of the absence

of racemization, the prepared products possess a higher

optical purity in comparison with products prepared via

the classical peptide synthesis.

FUNCTIONALIZED SILICA SURFACES IN
POLYMERS AND DISPERSION MEDIA

In numerous cases, efficiency of the application of func-

tionalized silica surfaces in polymers and dispersion media

is determined by the ratio of hydrophilic sites to hydro-

phobic sites in a surface layer. This index is of critical

importance for thickeners of lubricants and fillers of poly-

meric materials. Substitution of surface hydroxyl groups

by grafted organic radicals favors a better distribution of

silica particles in organic media. At the same time, the

complete screening of the silica surface (e.g., by alkyl

groups) may impair structural and mechanical character-

istics of thickened systems, and filling of polymeric ma-

terials may worsen their physicomechanical properties.

A substantial reinforcement of filled systems can be

attained in the situation when active sites of FSS (–NH2,

–COOH, –SH, SiH, etc.) are capable of chemical

interaction with functional groups of polymeric macro-

molecules. Such a chemical mechanism of reinforcement

was employed for the first time in glass–fiber compo-

sites.[23] From this standpoint, functionalized silica sur-

faces containing grafted amine groups may hold consider-

able promise as chemically active fillers of chlorine- and

bromine-containing elastomers and copolymers, epoxy

resins, polyurethane rubbers, melamino-formaldehyde and

resorcinol-formaldehyde latex and resins, sulfonated eth-

ylene–propylene–diene terpolymers, carboxyl-containing

polymer systems. Specifically, in the case of introduction

of FSS with amine groups into carboxyl-containing

polymers, formation of salt-type cross bonds between the

filler and polymer is observed:[3]
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On the contrary, FSS with carboxyl groups may

considerably reinforce butadiene–vinylpyridine copoly-

mer, elastomeric terpolymer of vinylpyridine, styrene,

and butadiene, etc. FSS with grafted unsaturated groups

can be advantageously employed for reinforcement of a

broad range of olefin-containing copolymers and elas-

tomers. Chemisorption of sterically hindered phenols on

the surface of highly disperse silicas makes it possible

to produce fillers and thickeners having antioxidant

properties.[3]

Applications of highly disperse silica in varnishes and

paints are based on the thixotropic properties of this

thickener and on its ability to increase the viscosity of

systems and to decrease the sedimentation of pigments of

various types. One of the salient features of such systems

with siliceous thickeners lies in the fact that, at an

infinitely small shearing stress, their behavior is similar to

that of solids, and at high shearing stresses, to that of

liquid compositions. The thixotropic properties of highly

disperse silica are related to the deformation caused by

shear, stirring, or shaking, which leads to breaking of

bonds at points of contact of particles (of aggregates of

particles) or of solvate shells of particles, and to their

subsequent restoration at the state of rest. Application of

functionalized silica surfaces enables one to exert control

over the viscosity of a system and to substantially enhance

the water-resisting property of a coating.

CONCLUSION

Purposeful variation of properties of the surface of silicas

is of great importance in carrying out numerous scientific

and practical tasks in adsorption, chromatography, catal-

ysis, and chemistry of filled polymers. Presently, function-

alized silica surfaces find much use in the production of

immobilized reagents, which are successfully employed in

synthetic organic chemistry.[24] Of particular significance

is the ever-growing role of FSS in modern material

science and nanodimensional engineering. Also notewor-

thy is the prevalent use of polysilsesquioxanes produced

by the sol–gel method (cohydrolysis of organofunctional

trialkoxysilanes and tetraalkoxysilane), organically mod-

ified silicates (ormosils) including silicates doped with

diverse dyes, and organically modified ceramics (ormo-

cers) for producing novel optical materials and lasers,

sensitive elements of sensing devices, biocompatible

ceramics.[25–29] New vistas in the production of FSS are

furnished by chemical modification of surface and core of

ordered mesoporous siliceous materials (such as MCM-41

and MCM-48),[30] which possess an exceptionally ex-

tended surface and unique structure of pores accessible

to large molecules. It is not ruled out that such FSS will

form the basis for the development of new generation

adsorbents and catalysts. Also of significance is the

formulation and establishment of principles of mosaic

nanodimensional modification of siliceous supports be-

cause, under favorable conditions on the surface of such

supports, it is possible to construct models of active cen-

ters of multicomponent metal complex catalysts and

biological catalysts, as well as to create ultraselective

and affinity sorbents. Functionalized silica surfaces are

increasingly used in the field of novel dispersion media,

polymeric compositions, and modern materials.
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Functionalization of Surface Layers on Ceramics

Toshihiro Ishikawa
Ube Industries Ltd., Ube Research Laboratory, Yamaguchi, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Ceramics are often prepared with surface layers of dif-

ferent composition from the bulk,[1,2] to impart a specific

functionality to the surface or to act as a protective layer

for the bulk material.[3,4] Here I describe a general process

by which functional surface layers with a nanometer-scale

compositional gradient can be readily formed during the

production of bulk ceramic components. The first concept

regarding this process was established by Ishikawa et al.

in 1998.[5] The basis of this approach is to incorporate

selected low-molecular-mass additives into either the

precursor polymer from which the ceramic forms, or the

binder polymer used to prepare bulk components from

ceramic powders. Thermal treatment of the resulting

bodies leads to controlled phase separation (‘‘bleed out’’)

of the additives, analogous to the normally undesirable

outward loss of low-molecular-mass components from

some plastics;[6–10] subsequent calcination stabilizes the

compositionally changed surface region, generating a

functional surface layer. This approach is applicable to a

wide range of materials and morphologies, and should

find use in catalysts, composites, and environmental

barrier coatings.

PREVIOUS METHODS TO OBTAIN SURFACE
GRADIENT STRUCTURES

To avoid the concentration of thermomechanical stress at

the interface between the surface layer and the bulk

material, many materials were developed that had gradu-

ally varying properties as the distance into the material

increases.[11] Such materials can contain gradients in

morphology or in composition. For example, gradients in

morphology can result in materials that have a graded

distribution of pore sizes on a monolith of silica aerogel,

and a type of integral plastic. These materials were cre-

ated by strictly controlling the vaporization of the volatile

during the production process.[12,13] Gradients in chemical

composition have been achieved, for example: 1) chemi-

cal vapour deposition;[14,15] 2) powder methods such as

slip cast or dry processing;[16] 3) various coating meth-

ods;[17] and 4) thermal chemical reaction.[2,18] Of these,

1) and 4) are relatively expensive, complicated and re-

sult in damage to bulk substrates. Items 2) and 3) pro-

duce stepped gradient structures, and it is difficult to

control the thickness of each layer to less than 100 nm.

Furthermore, most of these processes are not easily adapted

to coating samples in the form of fiber bundles, fine

powders, or other materials with complicated shapes.

A NEW PROCESS FOR CREATING
SURFACE FUNCTIONAL LAYERS

We have addressed the issue of establishing an inexpen-

sive and widely applicable process for creating a material

with a compositional gradient and excellent functionality.

A schematic representative of our new in situ formation

process for functional surface layers, which have a gra-

dient-like structure toward the surface, is shown in Fig. 1.

The important feature of this method is that the surface

layer of the ceramic is not deposited on the substrate, but

is formed during the production of the bulk ceramic. We

confirmed that our process is applicable to any type of

system as long as, in the green-body (that is, not calcined)

state, the system contains a resin and a low-molecular-

mass additive that can be converted into a functional

ceramic at high temperatures. Here the resin is a type of

precursor polymer (polycarbosilane, polycarbosilazane,

polysilastyrene, methylchloropolysilane, and so on) or

binder polymer used for preparing green bodies from

ceramic powders.[19] Although the former case (using

precursor polymers) is explained in detail in this paper, the

latter case, using binder polymers, was also confirmed by

treating a Si3N4 body with a TiN surface layer. Si3N4 can

exhibit excellent thermal stability and wear resistance in

the high-speed machining of cast iron, but shows poor

chemical wear resistance in the machining of steel.[20] To

avoid this problem, TiN coating, via expensive chemical

vapor deposition, was often performed on previously pre-

pared Si3N4 substrates. But if our new process is ap-

propriately applied, formation of the TiN surface layer

could be achieved during the sintering process of the

Si3N4 green body. In this case, titanium(IV) butoxide and

polystyrene are used as the low-molecular-mass additive

and binder polymer, respectively. By a combination of

sufficient maturation (in air at 100�C) and subsequent

sintering (in NH3+H2+N2 at 1200�C), Si3N4 covered with

F
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TiN is successfully produced. This technology would be

very useful for producing ceramic materials with compli-

cated shapes and various coating layers. Moreover, our

process is advantageous for preparing precursor ceramics

(particularly fine particles, thin fibrous ceramics and

films). The systems to which our concept is applicable are

shown in Fig. 1.

Here I give a detailed account of the results for the pre-

cursor ceramic obtained by using polycarbosilane. Poly-

rbosilane (–SiH(CH3)–CH2–)n is a representative prece-

ramic polymer for preparing SiC ceramics—for example,

Hi-Nicalon fiber[21] and Tyranno SA fiber.[22] Further-

more, oxide or nitride can also be produced from the

polycarbosilane by firing in air or ammonia, respectively.

Our new technology makes full use of the bleed-out

phenomenon[6–10] of additives intentionally mixed in the

polycarbosilane. Here we treated a polycarbosilane with

Ti(OC4H9)4 or Zr(OC4H9)4, and created a strong, fibrous

photocatalyst with a surface TiO2 layer, or a highly alkali-

resistant SiC-based fiber with a surface ZrO2 layer.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a general process for in situ formation of functional surface layers on ceramics. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 A new process for producing strong photocatalytic

fiber with gradient structure. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Surface gradient compositions of the photocatalytic

fiber. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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PHOTOCATALYTIC FIBER PRODUCED
BY THIS NEW PROCESS

The preceramic polymer containing Ti(OC4H9)4 (50 wt.%)

was shaped into a fiber by melt spinning. The fiber was

then matured in air at 70�C for 100 h; during this process,

the titanium compound oozed from the preceramic poly-

mer. The bleed-out phenomenon was confirmed by using

electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA). Af-

ter the maturation, the fiber material was cured in air

at 200�C. The cured material was then calcined in air at

1200�C to obtain a silica fiber covered with titania. This

production process is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth

analysis of the surface layer of the fiber. The thickness of

the surface layer can be controlled in the range 5–500 nm

by changing the temperature (70–100�C) and time (10–

F

Fig. 5 Felt material of the photocatalytic fiber. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Decomposition of acetaldehyde using the photo-catalytic fiber with UV irradiation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Surface appearances and cross sections of the TiO2/

SiO2 photocatalytic fiber. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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200 h) of the maturation.[23] Furthermore, the composition

of the surface layer reflects the composition of the low-

molecular-mass additives.

According to the results of X-ray diffraction analysis,

these fibers were composed of anatase TiO2 and an

amorphous SiO2 phase. Investigation by scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM) showed that the outer surface of

the fiber prepared via maturation for 100 h appeared to be

smooth (Fig. 4a) and was covered with titania particles

(Fig. 4b). Furthermore, the transmission electron micro-

scopy (TEM) image of the cross section near the surface

showed a TiO2-sintered surface and particle-dispersed

bulk structures (Fig. 4c). Most of the surface TiO2

crystals (crystalline size: 8 nm, Fig. 4d) were directly

sintered (directly sintered structure), whereas the internal

TiO2 crystals were bound with the amorphous SiO2 phase

(liquid-phase sintered structure). This result corresponds

to the gradient composition shown in the AES data. The

gradient-like structure resulted in strong adhesion

between the surface TiO2 layer and the bulk material,

Fig. 7 The results of extinction activity of coliform using the photocatalytic fiber with UV irradiation. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 The relationship between the photocatalytic activity and the size of a titania crystal. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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which is different from the behavior of other coating

layers formed on substrates via conventional methods.

Although in the case of the other TiO2-covered silica

fiber, the TiO2 layer was easily peeled off, and our TiO2-

sintered surface definitely did not drop off after heat-

cycling, washing, or rubbing.

Furthermore, a strengthening effect of the fine particles

(<10 nm) dispersed in the bulk ceramics can be achieved at

the same time by using our technology. Tensile testing of

the monofilaments according to the ASTM D3379-75

standard with a 25-mm-gauge length demonstrated that the

strength was markedly higher (>2.5 GPa) than that of

ordinary sol–gel TiO2/SiO2 fibers (<1 GPa).[24] At present,

the reason for this is not clear, but it was assumed that this

was caused by less stress concentration at the surface

region because of the gradient structure toward the surface.

We subsequently confirmed the objective function (pho-

tocatalytic activity) of the above-mentioned fiber (titania

fiber) as follows. We prepared a quartz tubular reactor

(inner volume: 7 cm3) with an ultraviolet (UV) lamp. The

tubular reactor was filled with 2 g of the felt material (Fig. 5)

made of the titania fiber. The photocatalytic activity was

confirmed by using air containing 140 ppm of acetaldehyde,

at a flow rate of 1 L/min, and UV light at an intensity of 1–5

mW cm�2 (wavelength, 352 nm). Under these conditions

(single pass), the acetaldehyde was effectively decomposed

accompanied by the generation of CO2. The results are

shown in Fig. 6.

It is well known that the catalytic effect of TiO2 is

attributed to the generation of a strong oxidant, hydroxyl

radicals. Following this theory, the quantum efficiency of

the felt material prepared from the above titania fiber was

calculated from a decrease in the acetaldehyde. In this

F

Fig. 9 Circulation purifier for pollutants using photocatalytic

fiber with a UV lamp. (View this art in color at www.dekker.

com.)

Fig. 10 Purification test of the water of a circulation bath system using the circulation purifier. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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case, if the number of molecules is significantly larger

than the number of photon, acetaldehyde is oxidized to

CH3COOH as follows:

CH3CHOþ H2Oþ 2hþ ¼ CH3COOHþ 2Hþ

�Semiconductor ðsuch as TiO2Þ

þ hn ðenergy of photonÞ

¼ e� ðelectronÞ þ hþ ðholeÞ

In this case, the apparent quantum efficiency (QE) of the

felt material prepared from the aforementioned titania

fiber is calculated by the following equation:

QE ¼ 2� ðNumber of decomposed moleculesÞ=
ðNumber of incident photonsÞ

Wavelength ¼ 352� 10�9 m; Intensity of UV light

¼ 1 mW=cm
2 ¼ 10 J=sec=m

2

Actual irradiation area ¼ 8:33� 10�4 m2

The calculation result using these values showed an

extremely high QE value even at room temperature (over

37%). It is believed that this higher value at high

temperatures is attributable to the evaporation of the

formed acetic acid adsorbed on the fiber surface. These

excellent QE values could be realized by the dense

existence of very fine anatase-TiO2 crystals (8 nm) on the

surface. These fine crystals are considered to facilitate the

diffusion of excited electrons and holes toward the surface

before their recombination.

We also confirmed the coliform-sterilization ability of

this fiber as follows. Our fiber (0.2 g) was placed in waste-

water (20 mL) containing coliform at a concentration

of 1�106 mL�1. Irradiation by UV light (wavelength:

352 nm, 2 mW cm�2) was performed at room temperature,

and a small amount of the wastewater was extracted. After

cultivation using the extracted water, the amount of active

coliform was calculated from the number of colonies

formed. In this experiment, using the desirable fiber co-

vered with very fine titania crystals (8 nm), all of the coli-

form in the wastewater was completely sterilized within 5

hr, accompanied by the generation of CO2. In the com-

parative study, using undesirable fibers covered with large

titania crystals (9–11 nm), sterilization of the coliform was

markedly slow (Fig. 7). From the results, the size of the

titania crystal is found to be closely related to the photo-

catalytic activity. It is assumed that, in the case of large

crystals, the recombination (inactivation) of the hole and

excited electron generated by UV irradiation easily occurs

(Fig. 8). To suppress the recombination and obtain the good

photocatalytic activity, the creation of the smaller titania

crystals is very important. The new process described in

this paper is very desirable for controlling the size of fine

crystals, because both the bleed-out phenomenon of the

low-molecular-mass additive and the crystallization of the

led functional material proceed competitively.

Fig. 11 The results of the purification test using the circulation purifier. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF THE
PHOTOCATALYTIC FIBER WITH A
GRADIENT TITANIA LAYER

A circulation purifier for pollutants (Fig. 9) was developed

by using the felt material made of the aforementioned

photocatalytic fiber. This is a very simple purifier with a

module composed of the cone-shaped felt material (made

of the photocatalytic fiber) and UV lamp. Purification of

the bath water of a circulation bath system was performed

by using the above purifier (Fig. 10). Many bacteria (com-

mon bacterium, legionera germ, and coliform), which

existed in the bath water before the purification, were

perfectly decomposed into CO2 and H2O by using the

above purifier (Fig. 11).

Furthermore, the photocatalytic fiber can be used for

the purification of the many types of wastewater. Fig. 12

shows the result regarding a decomposition of dioxin con-

tained in a wastewater. In this case, 95.1% of the dioxin

was found to be decomposed after only 2 hr.

FORMATION OF THE ALKALI-RESISTANT
SURFACE LAYER ON SiC

The next fiber was prepared from polycarbosilane

containing Zr(OC4H9)4 by the same process as that used

for the TiO2/SiO2 fiber material (the aforementioned

photocatalytic fiber), except that the calcination was

performed in Ar atmosphere at 1300�C. In this case, the

polycarbosilane and Zr(OC4H9)4 were effectively con-

verted into SiC-based bulk ceramic and zirconium oxide

(cubic zirconia), respectively (X-ray diffraction results are

given in Fig. 13). Before the conversion, bleed-out of the

zirconium compound proceeded effectively. AES depth

analysis of the fiber surface showed an increase in the

concentration of zirconium toward the surface. This cons-

truction was confirmed by the TEM image of the cross

section near the fiber surface (Fig. 14a and b). This

indicates the direct production of an SiC-based fiber

covered with a ZrO2 surface layer, which has a gradient-

like composition toward the surface. In general, amor-

F

Fig. 13 X-ray diffraction pattern of the SiC fiber covered with

zirconia.

Fig. 12 Decomposition of dioxin using the circulation purifier. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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phous fibers covered with ceramic crystal do not show

high strength.[25] However, this fiber showed relatively

high strength (2.5 GPa) compared with other SiC fiber

(2.1 GPa) coated with zirconia nanocrystals via the sol–

gel method. The initial strength of the SiC fiber used for

the comparative study was 3.1 GPa. The ZrO2 surface

layer, a basic oxide material, can provide better alkali

resistance for SiC ceramics.

To confirm the better alkali resistance for our ZrO2-

covered SiC fiber, the following experiment was per-

formed. The fiber material was immersed for 15 min in

deionized water saturated with potassium acetate and then

annealed at 800�C for 100 hr in air after drying. Com-

parative studies were conducted by using the SiC-based

fiber prepared from polycarbosilane, which did not

contain zirconium (IV) butoxide, as well as commercial

SiC fibers, namely, Hi-Nicalon and an alkali-resistant

sintered SiC fiber[22] (Tyranno SA fiber). Fig. 15 shows

the fractured surfaces of the tested fiber bundles, obtained

by using field-emission scanning electron microscopy

(FE-SEM). As can be seen from the micrographs, only

the ZrO2-covered SiC fiber, which was obtained by using

our method, retained its intact fibrous shape, whereas the

other SiC fibers were extensively oxidized and then

bonded together.

CONCLUSION

Fundamentally, this new process can be applied for pre-

paring functional ceramics with gradient, nano-sized sur-

face structures as long as in the green-body state, the

Fig. 14 Surface appearances and cross sections of the SiC fiber covered with ZrO2
.

Fig. 15 Alkali resistance of the SiC fiber covered with ZrO2 with comparative results.
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F
system contains both a polymer component and a low-

molecular-mass additive which can be converted into a

functional ceramic by heat treatment at high temperatures.

Namely, this process does not care about the shape of the

precursor materials. Fine particles, thin fibrous ceramics

and films (SiC, Si3N4, SiO2) covered with functional

layers (BN, TiN, TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3) could also be

synthesized by sufficiently maturing and firing the pre-

cursor powders of polycarbosilane or polysilazane includ-

ing the corresponding additives. The atmosphere and

temperature during firing would need to be strictly con-

trolled. This process is applicable to a wide range of

materials and morphologies, and should find use in cata-

lysts, composites, and environmental barrier coatings.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main goals of researchers working on

Nanoscience and Nanotechnology is the design and the

fabrication of nanostructured materials with novel and

perhaps unexpected properties.[1] These systems are

defined as materials constructed from structural elements

(clusters, crystallites, or molecules) with dimensions in

the range of 1–100 nm. The case of gold-based nano-

structured materials has been especially relevant because

of the potential applications in nanoelectronics[2] and in

biological diagnostics.[3] An important contribution in this

area was the self-assembly of two- and three-dimensional

superlattices of nanometer-diameter gold particles linked

to each other by organic interconnects.[4–6] Thiol-pas-

sivated gold nanoclusters, assembled in closed-packed

arrays, showed interesting electronic transport properties,

such as single-electron tunneling at room temperature, and

are expected to be useful for the development of nanoscale

electronics.[5,6] It was also shown that although the self-

organization of nanoparticles is a powerful route to grow

these materials, imperfections in the superlattice can result

from incorrect chemical recognition between the consti-

tuents.[2] This can be a serious limitation in making

nanostructured materials for electronic applications,

where long-range order is important. On the other hand,

biological systems are able to solve complex recognition

problems. In particular, DNA transmits well-defined

chemical information through the pairing properties of

nucleotide bases. A major advance in controlling the self-

assembly of metal particles was achieved by using

oligonucleotides to organize colloidal gold nanoclusters

into superlattices, allowing for the controlled growth of

hybrid DNA-gold nanostructured materials.[7,8]

Although the main mechanisms to synthesize and to

isolate hybrid DNA-gold nanostructured materials have

been discovered,[7,8] further studies continue to fully

characterize the structural, electronic, optical, transport,

and other physical and chemical properties. This research

represents a challenge for future investigations in

Nanoscience and Nanotechnology because of the com-

plexity of these materials, which are a complex mixture of

inorganic and biological structures.[9] The first investiga-

tions toward a full characterization of gold-based nano-

structured materials have already begun. In a first stage,

valuable information on the properties of each subsystem,

metal particles and DNA, is being obtained. These

separate properties will be fundamental in understanding

the behavior of the hybrid materials.[9] Along this

direction, theoretical and experimental information on

the shape and morphology of bare and passivated gold

nanoclusters will be fundamental to fully predict and

understand their electronic, optical, and other physical and

chemical properties. This information is essential to

optimizing their utilization as building blocks of the

new molecular nanostructured materials.

OVERVIEW

The objective of this article is to describe recent

theoretical advances on the study of the shape and

morphology of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters of

different sizes. A detailed knowledge of the most stable

structural configurations of these nanostructures is a very

active field of research because the cluster geometries are

the starting point to study their electronic, optical, and

other physical and chemical properties, which are relevant

for the design and fabrication of gold-based nanostruc-

tured materials. The main trend emerging from recent

theoretical studies on structural optimizations of bare Au

clusters in the size range up to 200 atoms indicates that

many topologically interesting low-symmetry, disordered

structures exist with energy near or below the lowest-

energy ordered isomer.[10,11] Moreover, chiral structures

have been obtained as the lowest-energy isomers of bare

Au28 and Au55 clusters,[12] whereas in the size range of

75–212 atoms, defective Marks decahedral structures are

nearly degenerate in energy with the ordered symmetrical

isomers.[11,13] For methylthiol-passivated gold nanoclus-

ters [Au28(SCH3)16 and Au38(SCH3)24], structural relaxa-

tions have shown that the ligands are not only playing the

role of passivating molecules, but their effect is strong

enough to distort the metal cluster structure.[12,14] These

predictions on the existence and the stability of disordered

configurations for bare and passivated gold nanoclusters

have opened the possibility of constructing gold-based
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nanostructured materials, where the amorphous-like char-

acter of the gold nanoparticles could generate interesting

electronic and optical behavior with potential nanotech-

nological applications.

In the next section, we briefly describe the theoretical

methodologies utilized to study the structural properties of

bare and passivated gold nanoclusters, as well as the

existing experimental techniques that provide useful

information to complement the structural characterization

of these systems. The trends on the most stable geometries

of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters are then

discussed including a recent prediction on the existence

of chirality in such systems. Finally, some concluding

remarks are presented.

THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES

Several experimental studies have reported results on the

properties of bare and thiol-passivated gold nanoclusters

that constitute the building blocks of gold-based nano-

structured materials. For example, structural information

of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters of different sizes

has been obtained using high-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HRTEM),[15–19] X-ray powder

diffraction (XRPD),[20–23] scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM),[24,25] and extended X-ray absorption fine structure

(EXAFS).[26,27] Furthermore, optical spectrum measure-

ments on the smallest gold particles (1–2 nm) have shown

discrete electronic transitions indicating the existence of

quantum size effects in these systems.[20] Despite the

existence of these sophisticated experimental tools,

several questions concerning the physical and chemical

properties of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters

remain unsolved or under debate.[9,11,12,14] For example,

the current approach to determine nanocluster structures is

based on the comparison between experimental HRTEM

images[16,19] or XRPD and EXAFS structure fac-

tors[20,21,26] with those calculated from geometrical

models of these nanostructures. However, the actual

experimental resolution is not sufficient to resolve the

broad features shown in the XPRD patterns,[21,23] neither

have the HRTEM images[16,19] allowed for a clear

discrimination of the atomic positions of gold nanoclus-

ters in the size range of 1–2 nm.

An effective theoretical approach to determine the

lowest-energy configuration (global minimum) and the

structures of low-energy isomers (local minima) of clusters

combines genetic algorithms and many-body potentials (to

perform global structural optimizations over the cluster

potential energy landscape),[9–12,28–32] with first-principles

density functional theory (to confirm the stability and the

energy ordering of the local minima).[9–14,33–36] This

method has been recently utilized to study the structural

properties of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters. In the

initial stage of this approach, global unconstrained

structural optimizations of bare gold nanoclusters of

different sizes are performed using semiempirical many-

body potentials, such as the Gupta potential,[37,38] and a

genetic-symbiotic algorithm.[29,31,39,40] With this proce-

dure, it is possible to obtain the distribution of lowest-

energy isomers in a range of potential energy values for

each cluster size.[28,29] From this distribution, representa-

tive isomers such as those with the lowest energy are

selected, together with those isomers that are considered

good candidates to be the lowest-energy minima, based on

the existence of well-known symmetric structures for

certain cluster sizes such as the truncated octahedron,

icosahedron, or decahedron configurations.[12]

In the second stage of this approach, the first-

principles methods, which do not depend on empirical

parameterizations and have a reliable predictive power,

are used to locally reoptimize the representative isomers

obtained at the first stage. Specifically, unconstrained

relaxations are performed using the forces calculated

from density functional theory (DFT) in the local density

(LDA) and generalized-gradient (GGA) approximations.

The DFT calculations are performed using scalar relativ-

istic norm conserving pseudopotentials and numerical

atomic orbitals[41] or plane waves[42] as basis sets. For

these quantum mechanical calculations, the atomic

coordinates of each cluster, obtained from the global

optimizations realized at the first stage, are used as initial

conditions for the DFT relaxations.

The lowest-energy structures of passivated gold clus-

ters are obtained by performing local relaxations, using

the forces calculated from the DFT–LDA–GGA first

principles method, and starting from different cluster-

ligands configurations.[9,11,12,14,43–48] These include the

lowest energy bare gold cluster geometries obtained by

the procedure described above, with the passivating

molecules placed on different adsorption sites (top,

bridge, and hollow), as well as on random positions over

the metal cluster surface.[9,11,12,14] For passivated gold

clusters, a global structural optimization, of the type

mentioned above for bare gold clusters, is more difficult to

perform because of the lack of adequate model potentials

that describe appropriately the interaction between the

metal cluster and the organic passivating molecules.

Nevertheless, some calculations of this kind have been

reported in connection with gold-based nanostructured

materials.[49]

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF
BARE GOLD NANOCLUSTERS

Extensive theoretical studies on the geometrical structures

of the most stable isomers of bare gold clusters have
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shown that these systems have interesting and perhaps

unique peculiarities. For example, in the small-size regime

(n�13), quantum mechanical calculations of neutral and

charged gold clusters[34,36,50–54] indicate that the lowest-

energy configurations correspond to planar (two-dimen-

sional) structures. These results have been attributed to the

nonadditivity of the many-body forces existing in small

noble metal clusters[50,51] and to the strong sp-d hybrid-

ization caused by the large relativistic effects present in

the bonding and structure of gold clusters.[52,53] This

Fig. 1 Left: stable isomers and their energies (in eV) of the Au55 cluster. The three upper configurations correspond to amorphous gold

clusters. The cluster shown on the top was the lowest-energy configuration obtained in the optimization procedure. The icosahedron and

octahedron structures are local minima with higher potential energy. Right: vibrational spectra of the five isomers. The vertical axis

shows the degree of degeneracy. (From Ref. [55].)
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planarity in the structures of small gold clusters is being

considered as an important factor for the appearance of

unusual catalytic activity, recently observed in these

systems.[52,53]

In the intermediate-size regime (n=12–55), structural

optimizations of Aun clusters have shown that many

topologically interesting low-symmetry, disordered

structures exist with energy near or below the lowest-

energy ordered isomer.[9–12,29,30,32,33,35,36,55] This is es-

pecially surprising because the calculations include

‘‘magic’’ cluster sizes for which very compact ordered

structures exist. Fig. 1 shows the lowest-energy struc-

tures calculated for the Au55 cluster.[55] In this case,

there are several amorphous-like structures, such as

those shown in the three upper panels of Fig. 1, that

have higher stability than the ordered icosahedral and

cuboctahedral structures.

It was shown that the analysis of the cluster local

stress can be used to understand the physical origin of

the higher stability of disordered clusters with respect to

their ordered isomers.[33,35] Specifically, it was found

that the compact ordered structures are destabilized by

the tendency of metallic bonds to contract at the surface

because of the decreased coordination. The cluster

amorphization is also favored by the relatively low

energy associated with bond length and coordination

disorder in metals.[33,35] Although these are the general

effects of the metallic bonding, they are especially large

in the case of gold because of the short range of the

many-body forces existing in this system as compared

with other metals.[55] The low spatial symmetry or lack

of symmetry at all in the most stable configurations of

intermediate-size gold nanoclusters opened the possibil-

ity of having distinct electronic and optical properties

in such systems that are of interest for the fabrication

of gold-based nanostructured materials.[10] In fact, the

atomic disorder in the gold nanocluster structures is

reflected in the broad features present in their vibra-

tional and electronic density of states (DOS), as

compared with the sharper structure found in the DOS

corresponding to high-symmetry ordered structures.[10]

Such differences could lead to distinct optical responses

according to the cluster size and structural symmetry.

Fig. 2 displays a comparison of different physical

properties, including the vibrational and electronic DOS,

between disordered and ordered gold nanoclusters of

different sizes.[10]

In HRTEM studies[56,57] on Au and Pd nanoparticles,

images of polycrystalline and amorphous structures have

been reported in the size range of a few nanometers,

providing experimental evidence for the existence and the

stability of disordered metal nanoclusters. Further exper-

imental evidence in this direction was obtained through

the qualitative agreement between the XRPD patterns

Fig. 2 Cluster structures, distribution of interatomic distances,

vibrational density of states, and total electronic density of states

(DOS) for the lowest-energy amorphous and ordered isomers of

Aun (n=38, 55, 75) nanoclusters. The DFT–LDA calculated

difference in cluster energy between the lowest-energy amor-

phous isomer and the first-ordered structure is shown. The insets

show the distribution of interatomic distances of the ordered

isomers. Vibrational and electronic DOS results for the ordered

isomers are also included for comparison (thinner lines). (From

Ref. [10].)
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measured for Au38 and Au75 clusters and those calculated

using their disordered configurations.[28,29] It can be

noticed in Fig. 3 the level of agreement with the

experimental results between the structure factors

corresponding to the disordered and ordered clusters.

However, the above comparisons are not completely fair

because the experimental samples corresponded to thiol-

passivated gold nanoclusters, whereas the calculated

structures corresponded to bare gold particles. In fact, an

obvious question is what the effect is of the thiol-

passivating monolayer on the physical and chemical

properties of gold nanoclusters.

More recently, it was also found using DFT calcula-

tions that in larger gold nanoclusters (Aun, n=75, 101,

146, 192, and 212), defective decahedral structures are

nearly degenerate in energy with the highly symmetrical

Marks decahedron isomer.[13] These results are in agree-

ment with another experimental study on Au clusters of

2–4 nm in size, where complex and defective structures

have been detected using XRPD.[23]

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF
THIOL-PASSIVATED GOLD NANOCLUSTERS

Several theoretical studies have been performed to

investigate the effect of thiol passivation on gold

nanoclusters.[9,11,12,14,43–49] One approach consists of

performing conjugate gradient structural DFT relaxations

starting from different cluster-thiol monolayer configura-

tions. Specifically, the Au28 and Au38 clusters coated with

16 and 24 methylthiol (SCH3) molecules, respectively,

have been investigated.[9,11,12,14] These passivated gold

clusters with diameters of 0.8 and 1.1 nm have been

isolated and characterized by XRPD and other exper-

imental techniques.[20,58] According to the DFT calcula-

tions performed on these passivated clusters, the effect of

the thiol monolayer is strong enough to drastically distort

the structure of the bare gold cluster. In one calculation, a

truncated octahedron Au38 cluster (with fcc symmetry)

was dramatically distorted upon relaxation with 24

methylthiol molecules, symmetrically positioned on the

(111) facets close to the hollow sites.[14] The relaxed

structure of the Au38(SCH3)24 cluster corresponds to a

disordered, passivated nanocluster where the sulfur atoms

of the thiol heads are incorporated within the cluster

surface. Fig. 4 shows the clearly separated gold and sulfur

atomic shells of the fcc structure and their distortion and

overlap in the disordered configuration.[14] Different

patterns of charge transfer are expected to occur on this

disordered, alloyed cluster surface.[14]

The lowest-energy structure obtained from DFT struc-

tural relaxations of Au28(SCH3)16 also corresponds to a

highly disordered passivated nanocluster with an ill-

defined gold–thiol interface.[12] It was obtained by the

relaxation of the lowest-energy disordered structure of the

bare Au28 cluster, with the methylthiols placed close to

three-atom hollow sites.[12] In the top panel of Fig. 5, the

gold and sulfur atomic shells of the T structure and the

most stable disordered configuration of the bare Au28

cluster are compared.[12] The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows

the gold and sulfur atomic shells for the most stable

disordered configuration of the passivated Au28(SCH3)16

cluster.[12] From different DFT studies on thiol–gold

cluster systems, it has been found that the main driving

force producing the metal cluster distortion is the

Fig. 3 Comparison of the experimental structure factors (Refs.

[20] and [21]) for Au38 (a) and Au75 (b) with those determined

using calculated cluster configurations obtained by global

optimization techniques and DFT relaxations. The solid line is

for the disordered isomer, the dashed line is for the fcc structure,

and the dot-dashed line is for the icosahedral structure. (From

Ref. [29].)
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gold–sulfur interaction.[45–47] This corresponds to a strong

covalent-like (directional) bond between the sulfur atom

of the passivating thiol and the gold atoms in the metallic

cluster core.[45–47]

CHIRALITY IN GOLD NANOCLUSTERS

Although most of the theoretical results mentioned above

on the degeneracy in energy of amorphous or disordered

isomers with ordered structures for intermediate-size

gold clusters have been obtained by several research

groups,[9–14,28–33,35,36,55] and the calculated XRPD struc-

ture factors of the disordered gold clusters are in

qualitative agreement with the experimental data,[28,29]

direct confirmation of the existence of bare and thiol-

passivated gold nanoclusters with low or no spatial

symmetry has not been possible. This is mainly because

of the lack of enough experimental resolution in

HRTEM and XRPD measurements for cluster in the

size range of 1–2 nm.[20,21] Nevertheless, a recent study

using circular dichroism techniques found strong optical

activity in the metal-based electronic transitions (across

the near-infrared, visible, and near ultraviolet regions) of

size-separated glutathione-passivated gold clusters in the

size range of 20–40 atoms.[58] In this work, it was

pointed out that the most plausible interpretation of these

results is that the structure of the metal cluster core of

the gold glutathione cluster compound would be inher-

ently chiral.[58] Moreover, because the most abundant

cluster in the experimental samples corresponds to the

passivated cluster Au28(SG)16, where SG denote the

glutathione adsorbate, a chiral structure with T point

group for the Au28 cluster was proposed.[58]

In earlier studies, several structural, vibrational, and

electronic properties of disordered gold nanoclusters have

been reported.[10 – 12,55,59] Although an initial quantifica-

tion of the amount and type of local disorder present in

amorphous-like structures of Au55 was obtained,[55] no

attempt to theoretically investigate the existence of

chirality in gold nanoclusters has been reported. Very

recently, a theoretical study on the existence and quan-

tification of chirality in bare and thiol-passivated

nanoclusters was published.[11,12] In this study, the

asymmetrical structures corresponding to the lowest-

energy configurations of several cluster sizes, obtained

by the theoretical approach described above, have been

analyzed to calculate their index of chirality.[11,12] This

information is relevant for a proper interpretation of the

circular dichroism measurements performed on glutathi-

one-passivated gold nanoclusters.[11,12]

Because chirality is a geometrical property of the

system, independent of its chemical and physical mani-

festations, it is possible to quantify chirality without

reference to experimental measurements, but using the

inherent structural symmetry of the clusters. Although in

recent years several approaches have been developed to

measure chirality,[60,61] the Hausdorff chirality measure

(HCM) has emerged as the general method of choice for

the quantification of chirality.[62,63] Within this approach,

the degree of chirality is found by calculating the

maximum overlap between the actual molecular structure

and its mirror image, using the Hausdorff distance

between the sets of atomic coordinates. By rotating and

translating one structure with respect to the other, the

Fig. 4 Distances of the gold (i=1–38) and sulfur (i=39–62) atoms from the cluster center of mass for the Au38(SCH3)24 nanocluster in

the disordered (closed circles and stars) and the truncated octahedron fcc (open circles and diamonds) structures. The inset shows the

relaxed disordered structure. Sulfur atoms are depicted as darker spheres and only one CH3 group is shown. (From Ref. [14].)
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optimal overlap can be calculated. The HCM is a con-

tinuous and similarity-invariant function of the molecular

shape and is zero only if the molecule is achiral.[62,63] The

advantage of this approach is that its numerical imple-

mentation for large cluster sizes in a three-dimensional

space is straightforward.[11,12]

The HCM for the lowest-energy structures of the bare

and passivated gold nanoclusters can be calculated using

their relaxed Cartesian coordinates measured with respect

to the cluster center of mass.[11,12] Through an inversion

operation, the coordinates of the mirror-image clusters are

obtained. By calculating the maximum overlap between a

given cluster and its mirror image, the HCM is obtained.

This corresponds to the minimum value of the Hausdorff

distance between the sets of atomic coordinates of both

structures. To obtain the minimum Hausdorff distance, the

mirror cluster is translated and rotated around the original

cluster in the three-dimensional space generating different

configurations. For each configuration, the Hausdorff

distance with respect to the original cluster is calculated.

The minimum of these values, normalized by the largest

interatomic distance in the cluster, corresponds to the

HCM.[11,12]

Chiral structures, with HCM values different from

zero, have been obtained for the lowest-energy isomers of

bare (Au28 and Au55) and thiol-passivated [Au28(SCH3)16

and Au38(SCH3)24] gold nanoclusters using the HCM

approach.[11,12] For the lowest-energy isomers of bare

Au38 and Au75 clusters, the HCM index of chirality is

zero. These values are expected because the lowest-

energy structures corresponding to these sizes have one

plane of symmetry and therefore are achiral. By compar-

ing the HCM index of chirality of bare and passivated

gold nanoclusters, an interesting theoretical predic-

tion,[11,12] to be confirmed experimentally, indicates that

the effect of the passivating thiol monolayer is strong

enough to distort the bare cluster geometry, producing

chiral metal cores that give rise to intense chiroptical

activity. This effect could change an achiral cluster into a

chiral one as in the Au38 case or increase the index of

chirality in an already chiral structure as in the Au28

cluster.[11,12]

The HCM values calculated for bare and passivated

clusters have been compared with the corresponding

values of other chiral nanostructures such as the D2–C78

and D2–C84 fullerenes. It shows that the chiral gold

clusters are as chiral as those fullerenes.[11,12] However, it

remains to be seen if clusters with different chirality can

be detected experimentally. In this respect, circular

dichroism spectroscopy seems to be an appropriate

technique to study the above effect, as has been suggested

by the optical activity measurements in passivated

gold-glutathione cluster compounds.[58] At present, it is

expected that novel and interesting properties emerge

from the chiral character of metal clusters that could

be useful for new applications.

CONCLUSION

Along this article, several trends and predictions on the

most stable configurations of bare and passivated gold

nanoclusters, obtained through a theoretical approach

that incorporates ‘‘state-of-the-art’’ techniques,[39–42]

have been discussed. The main conclusion emerging from

these studies indicates the existence of many topologi-

cally interesting low-symmetry, disordered structures,

nearly degenerate in energy.[9–14,28–36] Specifically,

Fig. 5 Top panel: distances of the gold atoms from the center

of mass and cluster geometry for the lowest-energy disordered

[closed diamonds and inset (a)] and the T [open circles and inset

(b)] isomers of the bare Au28 cluster. Bottom panel: distances of

the gold (open diamonds) and sulfur (stars) atoms from the

center of mass for the lowest-energy structure of the thiol-

passivated Au28(SCH3)16 cluster. The closed diamonds denote

the same gold atom distances as in the top panel. They are

included to show at the same scale the degree of distortion and

expansion of the gold metal cluster core upon passivation. The

insets show the geometries of the chiral metal cores and the

passivated clusters. Sulfur atoms are depicted as darker spheres.

(From Ref. [12].)
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planar,[34,36,50–54] low-symmetry,[9–12,28–33,35,36,55,59] chi-

ral,[11,12] and defective[13] structures have been obtained

as the most stable configurations for bare gold clusters

in the size range of 3–200 atoms. On the other hand,

highly distorted structures were found for gold clus-

ters with 20–40 atoms upon passivation with thiol

monolayers.[9,11,12,14] Experimental techniques such as

HRTEM,[16,56,57] XRPD,[23] and circular dichroism[58] have

now been used to provide further evidence to support the

above predictions.

The existence and the stability of disordered structures

of bare and passivated gold nanoclusters have opened the

possibility of using these amorphous-like nanostructures

as building-blocks of gold-based nanostructured materials,

where the nanoscale disorder may produce interesting

behavior with potential nanotechnological applications.

Although most of the results on disordered nanostructures

described in this article have focused on gold nanoclus-

ters, other metals may have similar structural behavior as

indicated by recent theoretical studies.[59] One important

characteristic of the structural nanoscale disorder existing

in gold clusters is that it is not a result of kinetic or

temperature effects,[64] but of the complexity of the cluster

potential energy landscape generated by the special

bonding mechanisms involving Au atoms, where nonad-

ditive,[50,51] relativistic,[52,53] and strong sp-d hybridiza-

tion[52,53] effects are present.
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INTRODUCTION

Gold nanoparticles supported on titania show a high ac-

tivity in many catalytic processes, including the oxidation

of CO and the destruction of SO2. This is a remarkable

phenomenon because surfaces of bulk metallic gold are

not good catalysts. In recent years, many experimental

and theoretical studies have been focused on understand-

ing the high catalytic activity of gold nanoparticles sup-

ported on titania. Quantum effects related to the small

size of the particles could be responsible for the enhance-

ment in catalytic activity with respect to bulk gold, but it

is becoming increasingly clear that interactions between

the gold nanoparticles and the titania support plays a very

important role. In this contribution, a review is presented

of studies dealing with the behavior of a well-defined

system such as Au/TiO2(110). The edge and corner sites

of a gold nanoparticle (i.e., sites having three to four

metal atom neighbors) can bond well adsorbates such

as CO, O2, and SO2. They can even perform the catalyt-

ic oxidation of CO, but for more demanding reactions, the

chemical activity of the isolated Au nanoparticles is not

enough. A comparison of the DeSOx activity for the Au/

TiO2(110) and Au/MgO(100) surfaces illustrates the im-

portant role played by gold–titania interactions. The titania

support is not a simple spectator.

CATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF BULK
GOLD AND GOLD/TITANIA

Bulk metallic gold typically exhibits a very low chemical

and catalytic activity.[1–4] Among the transition metals,

gold is, by far, the least reactive and is often referred to as

the ‘‘coinage metal.’’ Fig. 1 shows a valence photoemis-

sion spectrum for metallic gold.[5] The zero of binding

energy represents the Fermi level of the system. States

with Au 6s,p character appear from 0 to 2 eV, while the

Au 5d states extend from 2 to 8 eV.[5] The low reactivity

of metallic Au is a consequence of combining a deep-

lying valence 5d band and very diffuse valence 6s,p

orbitals.[3,4,6]

In the last 10 years, gold has become the subject of con-

siderable attention because of its unusual catalytic proper-

ties when dispersed on some oxide supports.[7–29] The Au/

TiO2 system is particularly interesting.[8,14–20,23,25,28,29]

Gold particles supported on titania are active catalysts for

the low-temperature oxidation of CO, as shown in Fig. 2.

This phenomenon was originally discovered by Haruta

and coworkers in the early 1990s,[8] and has been cor-

roborated by many subsequent studies.[7,10,19,25,27,29] The

exact catalytic activity of the Au/TiO2 system depends

on the method of preparation and the dispersion of the

metal on the support,[8,10,25,29] but in general, Au parti-

cles with sizes between 2 and 4 nm display a catalytic

activity for CO oxidation much larger than that of bulk

metallic gold. New preparation methods aim for the syn-

thesis of very small Au particles (<2 nm) with an extreme-

ly high catalytic activity.[25] The Au/TiO2 systems lose

catalytic activity over time as a consequence of the sin-

tering of the Au particles.[8,25] The smaller the initial size

of the particles, the more dramatic the negative effects

of sintering.

Au particles supported on titania are also efficient cat-

alysts for the complete oxidation of methane, the selective

or partial oxidation of propene, the hydrogenation of CO

and olefins, the reduction of NO with hydrocarbons, and

the decomposition of SO2.[8,9,11,24,28–31] Depending on the

conditions, Au/TiO2 is a useful catalysts for the destruc-

tion of the three major contaminants produced during

the combustion of fossil-derived fuels: CO, NO, and

SO2.[8,29,31] Several models have been proposed for ex-

plaining the activation of supported gold:[8,10,17–19,23,29,31]

ranging from special electronic properties resulting from

the limited size of the active gold particles (usually less

than 10 nm),[8,10,19,31] to the effects of metal–support

interactions (i.e., charge transfer between the oxide and

gold).[15,18,23,31] In principle, the active sites for the

catalytic reactions could be located only on the supported

Au particles or on the perimeter of the gold–oxide inter-

face.[8,10,12,16,31] The Au/TiO2(110) surface appears as an

ideal and well-defined system to examine some of these

hypothesis in a controlled manner.[10,12,14–18,22,23,28]

GOLD NANOPARTICLES ON TiO2(110)

Fig. 3 shows a schematic model for the (110) face of

titania in its rutile phase. The surface exposes pentacoor-

dinated Ti cations, while O atoms are present at in-plane

and bridging positions. O vacancies are usually created by
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the removal of O atoms from bridging positions. Several

studies indicate that gold grows on TiO2(110) epitaxially,

forming two- or three-dimensional particles (Volmer–

Weber growth mode).[10,12,16] The formation of two-

dimensional (2-D) clusters has been detected only at low

gold coverages [<0.2 monolayers (ML)] and moderate

temperatures (<350 K).[10,16] Although, thermodynami-

cally, gold would prefer to form three-dimensional (3-D)

islands from the onset of growth, kinetic limitations

constrain the growth initially to two-dimensional (2-D)

islands.[16] The critical gold coverage for a 2-D!3-D

transition decreases with temperature, and increases with

the defect density of the TiO2 surface.[10,16] At elevated

temperatures (�750 K), 3-D particles are usually present

on the oxide surface, without encapsulation of the Au

islands by Ti suboxides.[10,12,16]

Fig. 4 shows an image of scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) for 0.25 ML of Au on TiO2(110) after

deposition of Au at 300 K and annealing at 850 K for

2 min.[10] The TiO2(110) surface consists of flat (1�1)

terraces separated by monoatomic steps. The Au clusters

are imaged as bright protrusions with a relatively narrow

size distribution.[10] The clusters preferentially nucleate

on the step edges of the TiO2(110) substrate and have an

average size of �2.6 nm in diameter and �0.7 nm in

height (two to three atomic layers). Studies of scanning

tunneling spectroscopy (STS) indicate that the clusters

have a small band gap (0.2–0.6 V) and electronic

Fig. 1 Valence photoemission spectrum for metallic gold.

(From Ref. [5].)

Fig. 2 Turnover frequencies for CO oxidation at 300 K on Au/

TiO2 as a function of the mean particle diameter of Au. [From

Refs. [8] (curve a) and [29] (curve b).]

Fig. 3 Schematic model for the TiO2(110) surface. Dark spheres

represent Ti atoms, while white spheres represent O atoms.

Fig. 4 STM image for 0.25 ML of Au on TiO2(110). (From

Ref. [10].)
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properties different from those of bulk metallic Au.[10]

This is important, because such difference could be

responsible for the variation in chemical activity when

going from the nanoparticles to bulk gold.[10]

The nature of the interactions between Au and

TiO2(110) has been examined in several theoretical

studies.[15,17,18,23] In agreement with experimental obser-

vations, density-functional (DF) calculations show weak

bonding interactions between Au atoms and stoichiomet-

ric TiO2(110). Au Au bonds are stronger than Au TiO2

bonds, which explains the formation of mostly 3-D

particles in Fig. 4. The results of STM and DF calcula-

tions show that Au adatoms prefer to interact with the

O-vacancy sites present on the oxide support.[18,23,30]

Theoretical studies[18,23] and photoemission measure-

ments[15,23] indicate that the Au atoms bonded to these

sites receive electron density from the oxide substrate.

Fig. 5 displays Ti 2p photoemission spectra collected

before and after dosing Au to a TiO2(110) surface.[23] The

surface without gold (top) was initially annealed at 750 K

for 2 min to induce the formation of O vacancies. In this

way, one obtains a distribution of vacancies from the

surface to the bulk of the sample. The Ti 2p spectrum for

this system is well fitted[23] by a set of two doublets

with p3/2 components at 458.03 eV (Ti4 +) and 455.96 eV

(Ti3+). Under these conditions, the near surface region

contains O vacancies with a density of �7%. When Au

is deposited on this surface at 300 K, the features

between 454 and 456 eV gain relative intensity with

respect to the main feature at �458 eV and the resulting

Ti 2p spectrum needs three doublets for a good fit

(center of Fig 5). The p3/2 components of these doublets

appear at 458.06, 456.93, and 455.41 eV. The first peak

is attributable to Ti4+ cations, the last one corresponds to

Ti3+ species, and the middle one can be assigned to Ti3 +

ions weakly oxidized (Tid+) by interaction with Au.[23]

Final annealing of the Au/TiO2(110) surface at 750 K

produces a clear increase in the signal covering the 454–

456 eV region because of a rise in the intensity of the

Ti3+ and Tid+ peaks. This phenomenon is not a con-

sequence of the oxidation of Au, or the evolution of O2

into gas phase. It originates in the migration of O va-

cancies or Ti3+ interstitial sites from the bulk to the

surface of the oxide.[23] One has a complex situation, in

which the admetal modifies the rate of exchange of

defects between the bulk and surface of the oxide, and at

the same time, the presence of O vacancies in the sur-

face electronically perturbs the gold, probably making it

more chemically active.

OXIDATION OF CARBON
MONOXIDE ON Au/TiO2(110)

High surface area Au/TiO2 catalysts are very efficient for

the oxidation of CO.[8,25] The top panel in Fig. 6 shows

how the CO oxidation activity of a Au/TiO2(110) surface

changes as a function of particle diameter.[10] There is a

marked size effect on the catalytic activity, with Au

clusters in the range of 3.5 nm exhibiting the maximum

reactivity. For this size, most of the particles have a band

gap of 0.2–0.6 V according to STS (Fig. 6B and C).

Particles with a larger band gap (>1 V) display a lower

reactivity, and particles with metallic character (band gap

�0 V) are the least active. Thus there is a correlation

between the electronic and chemical properties of the

supported Au nanoparticles. Studies of STM indicate that

exposure to CO has no effect on the morphology of the

Au/TiO2(110) surface.[10] On the other hand, significant

morphological changes occur after exposure to O2 or

CO:O2 mixtures. In these cases, the Au cluster density is

Fig. 5 Ti 2p photoemission spectra taken before and after

dosing 0.5 ML of gold to a TiO2(110) surface. In the first step,

the clean oxide was annealed at 750 K, and then the top

spectrum was recorded. This was followed by the dosing of Au

at 300 K, middle, and final heating to 750 K, bottom. (From

Ref. [23].)
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considerably reduced as a result of sintering. The Au/

TiO2(110) surfaces exhibit an exceptionally high reactiv-

ity toward O2 at 300 K that promotes the sintering of the

Au nanocrystallites.[10,14] This sintering eventually leads

to a decrease in the CO oxidation activity of the Au/

TiO2(110) systems.[10]

A transfer of electrons from the titania support to atoms

in the Au nanoparticles could help to explain the high

catalytic activity of Au/TiO2
[10,15,18] DF calculations have

been used to study the CO oxidation process on an isolated

(i.e., nonsupported) Au10 cluster.[19] The results are

summarized in Fig. 7. Two different reaction paths were

considered: one where O2 dissociates and one where

adsorbed O2 directly reacts with adsorbed CO. Both

reactions were found to be extremely facile on the Au10

particle, with reaction barriers of less that 0.4 eV indi-

cating that the CO oxidation reaction should be possible

well below room temperature.[19] This is contrary to the

behavior found for a Au(111) surface. The small Au10

cluster offers special geometrical configurations (corner

and edge sites) that cannot be found on the extended sur-

face.[19] The size and shape of the Au particle are impor-

tant parameters. Also, the electronic structure of the Au

atoms in the cluster is different from that of the Au atoms

at the surface of a large crystal. The d states of Au10 are

0.75 eV higher in energy than the d states of the surface

atoms of an Au(111) surface.[19] These DF results show

that an isolated Au nanoparticle could catalyze the oxi-

dation of CO.

No theoretical study has been published examining the

role of the oxide support during the oxidation of CO on

Au/TiO2(110). Similar studies have been carried out in the

case of the Au/MgO(100) system.[26,27] It appears that the

smallest gold cluster that catalyzes the CO oxidation

reaction is Au8.[26] A key aspect for the reactivity of this

particle is its structural fluxionality that allows the adsorp-

tion and activation of O2.[26] DF calculations indicate that

the active sites for CO oxidation on Au/MgO(100) involve

low-coordinated Au atoms and Mg cations.[27] The oxide

stabilizes a peroxolike intermediate, CO .O2, and then

the oxidation reaction proceeds in the metal–oxide in-

terface.[27] Such a reaction pathway is consistent with

studies for Au/TiO2 high-surface area catalysts,[31] which

show that a strong contact between the Au nanoparticles

and oxide support is indispensable for high catalytic

activity because the periphery sites probably carry out the

oxidation of CO.Fig. 6 A) The activity for CO oxidation at 350 K as a function

of the Au cluster size supported on TiO2(110). B) Cluster band

gap measured by STS as a function of the Au cluster size

supported on TiO2(110). C) Relative population of the Au

clusters that exhibited a band gap of 0.2–0.6 V as measured by

STS. (From Ref. [10].)

Fig. 7 Calculated reaction profile for CO oxidation on a

Au10 particle. All energies are given with respect to CO and

O2 in gas phase. Black color, direct path; gray, indirect path.

Thicker lines represent stable states, while thinner lines cor-

respond to transition states. Light gray spheres represent Au

atoms, dark spheres represent O atoms, and gray spheres

represent C atoms. (From Ref. [19].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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DECOMPOSITION OF SULFUR
DIOXIDE ON Au/TiO2(110)

Surfaces of metallic gold interact very weakly with SO2

and the molecule desorbs intact at temperatures below

200 K.[23] Titania is the most common catalyst used in the

chemical industry and oil refineries for the removal of

SO2 through the Claus reaction: SO2 + 2H2S!2H2O +

3Ssolid.[1,2,32] The main product of the adsorption of SO2

on stoichiometric TiO2(110) are SO3 and SO4 spe-

cies.[23,33] A substantial concentration of O vacancies on

the oxide surface is necessary to induce the decomposition

of SO2 at high temperatures (>400 K). In contrast, Au/

TiO2(110) surfaces fully dissociate SO2 at room temper-

ature.[23] Fig. 8 shows S 2p photoemission spectra for the

adsorption of SO2 on TiO2(110) and Au/TiO2(110) at 300

K. The Au/TiO2(110) surfaces were prepared following

a procedure similar to that used to obtain the surface in

Fig. 4.[10] The S 2p spectra indicate that upon adsorption

of SO2 on Au/TiO2(110), SO4 and atomic S (produced by

the full dissociation of SO2) coexist on the surface. For the

systems in Fig. 8, the larger the Au coverage on titania

(0.05–0.5 ML range), the bigger the amount of atomic S

deposited. This trend points to a direct involvement of

gold in the dissociation of SO2. A large shift in the cor-

responding Au 4f core level spectra also supports this

idea.[23]

Fig. 9 compares S 2p areas measured for atomic S after

dosing the same amount of SO2 to Au/TiO2(110) and Au/

MgO(100) surfaces at 300 K.[28] Neither TiO2(110)

nor MgO(100) is able to dissociate SO2 on their own.

On both oxide supports, the largest activity for the full

dissociation of SO2 is found in systems containing Au

coverages smaller than 1 ML when the average diameter

of the nanoparticles is below 5 nm.[10,28] Clearly, the Au/

TiO2(110) systems are much more chemically active than

the Au/MgO(100) systems. Catalytic tests also show that

Au/TiO2 is substantially more active than Au/MgO for the

Claus reaction or the reduction of SO2 with CO.[23,28]

These data indicate that titania either play a direct active

role in the dissociation of SO2 or modifies the chemical

properties of the supported Au nanoparticles.

DF calculations have been used to examine the ad-

sorption of SO2 on Au(100) and a series of clusters: Au6,

Au8, and Au14.[28] Very weak bonding interactions were

observed on the extended Au surface with adsorption en-

ergies smaller than 0.15 eV. On the other hand, the corner

atoms in the Au clusters were able to interact reasonably

well with SO2, giving adsorption energies of 0.43–

0.65 eV. However, none of the isolated clusters was

able to dissociate the SO2 molecule. The DF calcula-

tions indicate that such a process is very endothermic on

Au6, Au8, and Au14.[28] One of the most favorable cases

found in shown in Fig. 10.[28] The adsorption of SO2 on

the Au14 particle is an exothermic process but, upon

heating, the molecule should desorb instead of dissoci-

ating. The chemistry observed experimentally for SO2

on Au/MgO(100) seems to reflect mainly the intrinsic
Fig. 8 S 2p photoemission spectra for the adsorption of SO2 on

TiO2(110) and Au/TiO2(110) at 300 K. (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 9 Relative amounts of atomic S formed by the full

dissociation of SO2 on Au/MgO(100) and Au/TiO2(110) sur-

faces at 300 K. Each surface was exposed to the same amount of

SO2. The S coverage is assumed to be proportional to the area

under the corresponding S 2p XPS features. (From Ref. [28].)
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reactivity of Au nanoparticles with the oxide support

playing only a minor role.[28]

Variations in the strength of metal–support interactions

are probably the key to the large difference in chemical

activity seen in Fig. 9 for Au/MgO and Au/TiO2. During

the preparation of the active Au/TiO2(110) surfaces, the

system is annealed to temperatures as high as 700–750 K

to induce the formation of O vacancies and migration of

bulk defects to the surface of the oxide.[23] Au particles

like to interact with O vacancies,[15,18,23,30] and on these

adsorption sites an oxide!gold charge transfer has been

predicted from theoretical studies[15,18,23] and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.[10,15,23]

The active Au/TiO2(110) surfaces combine electronically

perturbed Au atoms and an oxide substrate with a

significant amount of defects. Both factors probably con-

tribute to the high activity of these surfaces for the

dissociation of SO2.[23] DF calculations for SO2/Au/

TiO2(110) systems show several bonding conformations

in which Au- and O-vacancy sites work in a cooperative

way to dissociate the SO2 molecule.[23] Thus the active sites

should be at the Au–TiO2 interface. In the case of MgO

(100), the formation of O vacancies is a highly endo-

thermic and difficult process.[34] In the Au/MgO(100)

surfaces, a negligible number of O vacancies is expected

and this probably leads to a low activity for the dis-

sociation of SO2.

CONCLUSION

Gold nanoparticles supported on titania show a high ac-

tivity in many catalytic processes not seen for bulk

metallic gold or titania. Quantum effects related to the

small size of the particles could be responsible for the

Fig. 10 Bottom: Diagrams showing an isolated Au14 cluster and the cluster with the SO2 molecule bonded. The molecule is bonded via

the oxygen atoms (Z2-O,O). Each oxygen atom is bonded to a corner site of the Au14 cluster. Top: Change in energy for the dissociation

of a SO2 molecule on the Au14 cluster. The zero of energy corresponds to an initial state with SO2 and the Au14 separated. Then, the SO2

molecule is adsorbed in the configuration shown at the bottom of the figure. This is followed by cleavage of a S–O bond, and at

the end, the molecule is fully dissociated into one S and two O atoms. (From Ref. [28].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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enhancement in catalytic activity with respect to bulk

gold. The edge and corner sites of a gold nanoparticle

have distinctive electronic properties and can bond well

adsorbates such as CO, O2, and SO2. They can even per-

form the catalytic oxidation of CO, but for more de-

manding reactions, it is becoming increasingly clear that

interactions between the gold nanoparticles and the titania

support can play a very important role in determining

chemical activity.
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INTRODUCTION

According to Cram, a @ @guest’’ is a molecule or ion that

possesses divergent binding sites, while a @ @host’’ is a

molecule containing convergent binding sites.[1] The

combination of the two is a host–guest complex, an

incredibly large number of which have been identified and

studied. The paradigm of @ @guests within large synthetic

hydrophobic pockets’’ represents a small subset of host–

guest chemistry. Hence, using the adverb @ @within’’ limits

the discussion to systems in which the (smaller) guest can

actually reside inside the host. Likewise, the adjective

@ @ large’’ narrows the coverage further by focusing on

sizable cavities that by the laws of physics bind sizable

guests. In this review, @ @sizable guests’’ refers to those of

at least seven nonhydrogen atoms. The term @ @hydropho-

bic’’ is used to focus only on organic guest molecules

undergoing solution phase complexations. Finally, and

perhaps most importantly, the term @ @pocket’’ narrows the

review somewhat to focus on hosts that possess well-

defined, highly concave surfaces or enclosed surfaces. An

arbitrary value of greater than approximately 50%

encapsulation has been set. Thus, crown ethers and other

@ @2-D’’ macrocycles, as well as simple resorcinarenes,

calixarenes, and other bowl-shaped cavities do not fall

within the purview of this work. Although setting the bar

at this height is undoubtedly subjective, it seems reason-

able, bearing in mind that the general movement of the

field is toward greater @ @percent encapsulation’’ and

maximal guest control. Finally, one more proviso must

be added. The general topic of hosts binding guests within

hydrophobic pockets have been reviewed—albeit in

several separate contributions—within the major publica-

tion, Comprehensive Supramolecular Chemistry.[2] This

review is therefore primarily interested with the literature

since this publication.

For chemists, the underlying rational for placing

molecules or guests within synthetic hydrophobic pockets

is straightforward: control. Chemists are interested in

placing guest molecules within hydrophobic pockets to

gain complete control of the immediate environment

around the guest molecule. Why do this? There is a variety

of potential applications: protecting the guest from

reacting with the surrounding environment, or at the

opposite extreme, orchestrating noncovalent or covalent

interactions to affect a precise conversion of the guest into

a product. Alternatively, the goal may be to bring about a

change in the host so that the guest can be detected. These

applications—storage/delivery, catalysis, and detection—

are powerful motivators for the field of host–guest

chemistry in general.

There are three ways in which synthetic hydrophobic

pockets can be synthesized. First, they can be constructed

in a method analogous to the way Nature does it. In other

words, a polymer can be folded into a distinct conforma-

tion that possesses the required cavity. At the moment the

protein-folding problem is just that, a problem. Conse-

quently, the normal way to build a cavity using polymers

is to use one with relatively few conformational degrees of

freedom so that some preferred conformation is @ @guar-

anteed.’’ Because there is a distinct qualitative difference

between a well-defined hydrophobic pocket and the

microenvironment within a dendrimer, dendrimers do

not fall under the auspices of this review. Instead, we will

focus on systems that possess one principle conformation

to define their hydrophobic cavity.

The second approach is to use conventional synthetic

techniques and build up the hydrophobic pocket, @ @brick-

by-brick.’’ This circumnavigates the problem of protein

folding and in theory allows precise control of the shape

of the cavity. No approach is perfect, however, and this

strategy suffers from the problem of hydrophobic pocket

collapse. By constructing a @ @mere’’ shell to define the

pocket, it is hard to build into it design elements that

inhibit collapse. The conformational minimum of the

target must possess the desired cavity.

The third approach is to use self-assembly. This

strategy is treated in a separate review titled @ @Guest

Within Large Hydrophobic Pockets: Synthesis Using

Self-Assembly.’’

THE POLYMER APPROACH

The term @ @ foldamer’’ has been used by Gellman to

describe any polymer with a strong tendency to adopt a

specific conformation.[3] From a hydrophobic pocket

perspective, polymers get interesting when they adopt
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specific conformations that engender a hydrophobic

pocket. As we shall see, some polymers need only possess

local conformational preferences, or what is called de-

fined secondary structure, to create a pocket. On the other

hand, many foldamers cannot form a suitable pocket from

secondary structure alone, and these elements of second-

ary structures must combine to form a tertiary structure.

Unfortunately, to date no synthetic polymer with a defined

tertiary structure analogous to a compact folded protein

has been synthesized. Not that this is a problem if your

interests lie out with hydrophobic pocket design. For

example, b-peptides, foldamers built from b-amino acids

such as trans-2-aminocyclohexanecarboxylic acid 1, or b-

homo amino acids 2, have been intensively studied.[3–6]

These investigations revealed unusual protease-resistant

peptidomimetics,[7] novel inhibitors of fat and cholesterol

absorption,[8] and new antibiotics.[9] Other polymer

systems with exciting possibilities, including vinylogous

peptides 3,[10] b-sulfonepeptides 4,[11,12] and aedamers

5,[13–15] have also been investigated, but if hydrophobic

pockets are your goal then more time is needed to develop

variations on these themes that possess tertiary structure.

A central theme of the Moore group is the development

of foldamers that form hydrophobic pockets.[16–18] Thus,

all-meta phenylacetylene oligomers 6 have been shown to

fold into distinct helical conformations when n>8. The

formation of secondary structure, driven in part by

nonspecific solvophobic forces, engenders a cylindrical

cavity the length of which is dependent on the number of

residues in the polymer. Fig. 1 shows a space-filling

model of the polymer (n=18), where the side chain ester

groups have been @ @ reduced’’ to methyls. The binding

properties of the corresponding 12-mer have been inves-

tigated.[18] In mixed water/acetonitrile, the polymer exists

as a pair of helical enantiomers (P and M) that possess the

requisite pocket for binding small bicycles such as (�)-a-

pinene 8 or (+)-b-pinene 9. The binding constants for

several enantiopure, chiral guests were recorded at

between 1790 and 6830 M�1. Each of these Kas represent

an amalgam of the association constants for the diaster-

eomeric complexes formed when the chiral guest forms a

complex with the two helices, e.g., 8 �P and 8 �M.

Interestingly, the molecular volume of these guests

corresponds to about 55% of the volume of the pocket,

a criterion for binding suggested by Rebek.[19] Circular

dichroism (CD) spectroscopy demonstrated that the ratio

of each pair of diastereomeric complexes varied consid-

erably with only small changes in the structure of the

guest. Thus, 8 was 20 times more selective for one helical

enantiomer than 9 was, even though the association

constants were very similar. The dynamic nature of these

hosts was emphasized by determining the association

constants for the same guests to polymer 7. Although the

methyl groups in this derivative essentially fill its

pocket, the association constants for the bicycles
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examined decreased only by two orders of magnitude.

In contrast, such changes to less conformationally flex-

ible hosts generally cause a more dramatic drop in as-

sociation constants.

Larger guests can be incorporated into longer meta-

phenylacetylene polymers. Hence, the association con-

stants between rodlike guest 10 and a range of polymers

ranging in length from a 10-mer to a 24-mer have been

determined.[17] In these studies, the 10-mer proved to be

the weakest host (Ka=5600 M�1), with binding increasing

rapidly to 30 times this level for the 20-mer and 22-mer.

Binding was weaker for slightly larger hosts. However,

even larger n-mers will be required to confirm that

maximal binding occurs in the region of n=20 or 22. The

volume of guest 10 was calculated to be 58% of the

volume of the pocket of the 22-mer, again suggesting that

at least to a first approximation, a cavity should be

between 1.5 times and twice the volume of the intended

guest for maximal binding.

THE SYNTHESIS APPROACH

In the earlier days of host design, the diversity of

approaches to synthesizing hosts was inspiring. The field

@ @scanned’’ the different possible approaches to host

architectures to identify workable systems of molecular

curvature. Phase II, for want of a better phrase, built on

those systems that proved to be the most utilitarian, those

that were easily synthesized and easily adapted. Thus, the

bulk of the literature concerning the synthesis of hydro-

phobic pockets since 1995 has focused in relatively few

systems. These are described below.

In 1983, Cram proposed the concept of a molecular

container.[20] He suggested hypothetical structure 11 as an

interesting possible target. An important design feature of

11 is that it cannot readily collapse. Just as an architect

must use the known gamut of architectural rules to build,

say a dome, so a chemist must carefully choose the

different hybridization states and connectivities of the

atoms involved to synthesize a cavity that cannot collapse

under its own @ @weight.’’ The target must be conforma-

tionally flexible to bestow it with reasonable solubility

and recognition properties, and unless the idea is to

permanently entrap a guest, the shell of the cavity must

possess at least one portal. At the same time, however, the

cavity-possessing conformer must be at, or close to, the

thermodynamic minimum. Since this seminal paper,

advances in molecular host design has progressed to the

point that new entrants to the field have a range of starting

materials with which to induce molecular curvature. Of

these different kinds, arguably the two richest sources of

molecular curvature are the calixarenes[21–24]12 (R=var-

ious, n=4–20) and the resorcinarenes[1,23,25]13 (n=4). In

terms of general utility to supramolecular chemistry, the

former has proven most engaging, primarily because they

Fig. 1 Perpendicular views of the 18-mer of polymer 6. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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are available in a larger range of sizes. However, for the

construction of large hydrophobic pockets the resorcinar-

enes have perhaps proven of greater utility.

Many of the larger hosts that have been synthesized are

obtained by combining multiple copies of molecular

subunits in self-assembly processes. These are discussed

in the aforementioned accompanying paper. Here the

focus is on hosts derived from calixarene or resorcinar-

enes, as well as other hosts such as the cucurbiturils,

which are formed via traditional synthetic means. Note

that this is a subjective means of demarcation. If self-

assembly is considered in terms of probability,[26] cucur-

biturils, calixarenes, and resorcinarenes themselves could

also be discussed under the banner of self-assembly. Their

placement here is the result of their nomenclature;

cucurbiturils are considered as monomers, not n-mers, of

glycoluril and resorcinarenes are considered as monomers,

not as n-mers, of resorcinol, etc.

Hosts Based on Resorcinarenes

Resorcinarenes have themselves been used as hosts for

sugars and bis-carboxylic acids.[27–30] However, the cavity

of these hosts is too small to encapsulate large guest

molecules. One way to increase the cavity is to add long

chains to each phenol oxygen. This produces a poorly

preorganized cavity that we will review only briefly.

Hence, by attaching sugar chains to resorcinarenes, the

Aoyama group has generated a series of hosts that bind

large molecules.[31–33] Water-soluble host 14 can bind

both nucleotides and 8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonate

(ANS). In the latter case, if a quartz plate is immersed

in a solution of ANS and the host, the complexed guest is

delivered to the quartz surface by the host, as it

irreversibly binds. Similar systems have also been used

to deliver guests to proteins.[31]

To synthesize cavities that are more preorganized, the

phenol groups of resorcinarenes must be @ @bridged’’ to

form cavitands, molecules possessing rigid, enforced

cavities. The first attempt at bridging was with bromo-

chloromethane and 2,3-dichloro-1,4-diazanaphthalene to

give, respectively, 15 and 16 (R=Me).[34] Although

capable of binding guests,[35] the cavity of the former is

still rather small. However, the cavity of 16, the first

example of what can be termed a deep-cavity cavitand,[36]

is capable of binding large guests. One of the obstacles to

confirming this point was solubility. Thus, longer @ @ feet,’’

the R groups in structure 16, were appended to these

cavitands to bestow them with better solubility. The

resulting cavitands were shown to bind monosubstituted

aromatic guests with Kas ranging from 29 to 200 M�1, and

with kinetics of entry and egression that were fast on the

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) timescale.[37,38] In

certain cases, such as the binding of 4-(dimethylamino)-

benzonitrile, the preferred orientation of the guest within

the pocket was determined by NMR line broadening

considerations. In the case of both 4-(dimethylamino)-

benzonitrile and 4-(dimethylamino)nitrobenzene, the
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guest bound amino group down. The overall, rather weak

binding can in part be attributed to poor complementarity

between host and guest, limited preorganization of the

host,[39] and a tendency of these hosts to dimerize in a

manner such that each monomer fills the cavity of the

other.[40] Nevertheless, taken to extremes, this type of

deep-cavity cavitand architecture is capable of binding

guests as large as C60.[41]

Cavitands such as 16 possess some conformational

flexibility because the @ @second row’’ of aromatic rings

can @ @ flap’’ open. In the conformation shown in structure

16, the molecule is @ @vaselike.’’ However, by @ @flowering’’

the molecule can adopt a more open conformation. One

way to prevent this is to introduce hydrogen-bonding

groups at the cavity rim to hold the molecule in a vaselike

form. Cavitand 17 is one such example.[36,42,43] In this

host the integrity of the cavity is maintained by a seam of

interannular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds between

amide N–H and amide C O groups. This seam can run

either clockwise or anticlockwise. Thus, hosts such as 17
exist as pairs of enantiomers whose interconversion rate

depends on the solvent that the host is examined in[44] and

the guest that is bound in the cavity.[45] Interestingly,

adamantanes appeared by Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK)

models to be ideal guests but did not bind very strongly to

this host. However, the increased preorganization of 17
was evident in the kinetics of guest exchange, which was

slow on the (600 MHz) NMR timescale. This resulted in a

clearer picture of guest orientation in selected com-

plexes.[46] Water-soluble analogues have also been syn-

thesized and analyzed.[47] Host 18 was shown to exist as a

D2d dimer in aqueous solution, but the addition of lipo-

philic guests resulted in monomeric hosts with a vaselike

conformation. Small guests did not form kinetically stable

complexes with these cavitands, but larger molecules

including adamantanes and camphor derivatives did. In

these cases, the strength of binding was noted to be greater

in less polar solvents such as methanol. Presumably, water

in part disrupts the seam of hydrogen bonds around the

rim of the cavitand, promoting dimerization and reducing

the ability of these hosts to complex guests. Although this

is perhaps intuitive, a taste of the intricacies of hydro-

phobic pocket design is evident when it is noted that in

certain cases quite the opposite can be true. Thus, with

related cavitands the Rebek group has observed hydro-

phobic pockets that are in part held together by hydrogen-

bonding DMSO molecules[48] or even hydrogen-bonding

water molecules![49]

Building on these earlier-generation hosts, the Rebek

group has also synthesized chiral cavities[50] and, perhaps

more significantly, added functionality to control the

guest.[45,51–54] Thus, the introduction of a carboxylic acid

group into the inner wall of these cavitands has resulted in

hosts that can precisely discriminate between amine

guests, orientate them selectively, and even reduce the

N-inversion rate of a bound guest.[51,52] A porphyrin

moiety has also been introduced into these cavitands. Host

19 was shown to bind a variety of pyridine/adamantyl

conjugates, with the former moiety binding strongly to the

zinc center, whereas the latter bound to the lower portion

of the cavity. For these guests it was noted that increasing

the separation of the pyridine and adamantyl moieties by

as little as two methylene groups could increase the

strength of association by three orders of magnitude. Host

20, composed of two cavitands linked by a porphyrin, also

bound suitably shaped guests. Studies revealed that a rod-

shaped guest, with an adamantyl group at each end and a

pyridine moiety in the center, bound strongly. Interest-

ingly, binding was only slightly stronger than with guests

possessing only two (pyridine and adamantyl) recognition

points, suggesting that perhaps for entropic reasons the

second adamantyl group did not contribute significantly to

binding. Host 20 can also form ternary complexes by

binding two guests. Variations on this theme of two deep-

cavity cavitands tethered together to make a large,

nanoscale cavity have also been investigated.[55,56]
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Most recently, these types of cavitands have been

modified to include other metal ion binding sites. Cavitand

21 is one such example capable of binding amines that

coordinate to the zinc center.[53] Going one step further,

Gibson and Rebek have also investigated a cavitand that

promotes allylic alkylations.[54] This palladium(0) cavi-

tand, complex 22, was shown by mass spectrometry to be

capable of subtly discriminating among various allyl

acetates of general structure R’CH(OAc)CHCH2. As a

result, the rate of 1,4-addition to these substrates, using the

conjugate base of dimethyl malonate as nucleophile, was

dependent on the nature of the hydrocarbon R’ group.

In the aforementioned examples, hydrogen bonding

constrained the aromatic rings in the @ @second row’’ to

conformations that defined a hydrophobic pocket. An

alternative way to preorganizing deep-cavity cavitands is

to add a further covalent link between the aromatic rings

in the second row. One way that this has been accom-

plished is to first bridge resorcinarenes with benzal

bromides.[57–59] The resulting cavitands such as 23 are

amenable to a range of strategies for preorganizing their

hydrophobic pockets. One approach is to perform an

eightfold Ullman ether reaction on octabromide 24 with

bis-nucleophiles such as resorcinol (Scheme 1).[60] The
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resulting series of hosts, e.g., 25, possesses highly

preorganized cavities that are ca. 1 nm in diameter and

depth and capable of binding guests as large as adaman-

tane and camphor derivatives. One of the more significant

noncovalent interactions that can form between host and

suitably appended guest are C–H� � �X–R hydrogen

bonds.[60–63] Each of the benzal hydrogens at the base of

the cavity is electron deficient, and the geometry of the

array is such that halogen atoms on a guest can fit within

it. This is especially true for iodine groups, which snugly

fit within the crown and interact with all four benzal

hydrogens simultaneously. As a result, guests such as

iodoadamantane bind strongly (DG� �7.3 kcal mol�1) in

noncompetitive solvents such as DMSO. Binding of such

highly complementary guests is enthalpically driven.

Smaller guests—down to bromocyclobutane—also bind

if DMSO is used to study complexation.[61,64]

These hosts cannot undergo a @ @flowering process’’ to

release their guests. Consequently, those guests that are

highly complementary to the shape of the cavity exchange

in a dissociative mechanism that is slow on the (500 MHz)

NMR timescale.[65] On the other hand, the small weaker

binding guests undergo exchange much more rapidly.

It is relatively straightforward to modify these hosts by

dangling functional groups from the rim of the pocket.

These can control what type of guest binds in the pocket,

how the guest is oriented once inside, and if several

orientations are available to the guest, the equilibria

between the different isomeric complexes.[65] The place-

ment of a methyl group at the rim greatly decreases the

strength of association between the resultant host 26 and

adamantyl guests. Indeed, binding to 26 is completely shut

down if the adamantane guest is so shaped that a

substituent is forced to impact the methyl group on the

wall of the cavity. On the other hand, host 27 is selective

for guests that can form salt bridges or hydrogen bonds

with the phenol group. In these situations, the guest

binds functional group up. Finally, placing four methyl

groups at the rim of cavity drastically alters the properties

of the pocket. Thus, tetramethyl cavitand 28 binds

halocycloalkanes as large as bromocycloheptane but has

a strong preference for halocyclopentanes.[61]

 

   

Scheme 1 Synthesis of deep-cavity cavitand 25.
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A third way in which cavitands can be deepened is to

directly add a new layer of moieties to the 3-position of

the resorcinol rings. This strategy[66] allows cavitands

such as tetra-amidinium 29 to be synthesized.[67] By ne-

cessity, the second row of aromatic rings must be at right

angles to the first. This makes for a rather open cavity,

which in this case can bind a variety of nucleotides.

Hosts Based on Calixarenes

Although calixarenes 12 (R=various) as large as 20-mers

have been synthesized and characterized,[68] the larger

examples are too @ @ ropey’’ to construct discrete hydro-

phobic pockets. The smaller calixarenes are capable of

binding guests if they are constrained in the cone con-

formation, a task readily accomplished by the alkylation

of the phenols with groups of sufficient size to inhibit

the interconversion between the different possible con-

formations. As was the case with resorcinarenes, simple

calixarene hosts are ideally suited for complexing rela-

tively small guests, with some of the most recent en-

deavors focusing on the development of concave reagents

and enzyme mimics.[69–75] Readers interested in these

examples and the bigger calixarene picture are directed to

an excellent resource.[23]

Extending the cavity of calixarenes by attaching amino

acids or sugars to their rim leads to a range of fascinating

hosts on the verge of this summary. These hosts have been

recently reviewed.[76] Adding a @ @ roof’’ to such deriva-

tives makes for a much more defined pocket that can

encapsulate guests more fully. By way of example, 30 has

been characterized by solution and solid-state techniques

and has been shown to bind benzoate ions and N-acyl

amino acid derivatives with Kas up to 44,000 M�1.[77]

Examples where cavitands[78] or porphyrins[79] have been

used as roofing material have also been reported. As

expected, the zinc-containing derivatives of the latter

hosts bind Lewis basic guests such as 4-methylpyridine.

Perhaps the most common approach to synthesiz-

ing large hydrophobic pockets using calixarenes is to

join two or more calixarenes together. Saadioui and

Böhmer have recently written an excellent review on this

topic.[80] The most common strategies are to join two

calixarene @ @hemispheres’’ via either one or two linking

groups. We focus here on illustrative examples that show

a high degree of guest encapsulation. For a more com-

prehensive review of covalently linked polycalixarenes,

readers are directed toward the latest calixarene com-

pendium.[23]

Turning first to singly linked calix[4]arenes, compound

31 (Fig. 2) binds methylpyridinium and methylquinolin-

ium guests.[81] Binding is strongest for methylpyridinium

iodide (Ka=480 M�1) while NMR shift data suggest that

methyl quinolinium iodide is a little too large to be fully

included into the p-rich cavity.[81] Related hosts,[82]

including those from the Arduini group in Parma,[83]

show similar binding profiles. For example, the olefin–

linked calixarene 32 also binds pyridinium and quinolin-

ium guests.[82] In contrast, directly connecting calix[4]ar-

enes with an aryl–aryl bond reduces the size of the cavity

so that only methylpyridinium species may bind.[84]

Linking the two hemispheres together with a ferrocenoyl

group generates host 33, capable of sequestering benzoate

ions. In this case the aromatic ring binds into the hy-

drophobic cavity, while the carboxylate group interacts

with the ferrocenoyl linker.[85]

Bis-linked calix[4]arenes have more preorganized

cavities. Two related examples are 34 and 35 (Fig. 3),

both of which are capable of binding methylpyridinium

and methylquinolinium guests.[86,87] As anticipated, the

binding of methylpyridinium iodide to 34 is stronger than

its association to 31. Additionally, unlike host 32, ex-

change of N-methyl-g-picolinium iodide and other guests

into and out of the cavity of 34 is slow on the (500 MHz)

NMR timescale. It is less feasible for the host to adopt a

conformation possessing a large portal for guest entry or

egression. NMR peak shifts of the guest suggest that it is

predominantly in an orientation in which the methyl group

  

Fig. 2 Mono-linked bis-calixarenes.
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protrudes out of the cavity at the @ @equator’’ of the host.

The larger cavity of 35 does not bind pyridinium guests

strongly. Instead, its preferences are for methylquinolin-

ium guests. Furthermore, because of the larger portals

in the host the kinetics of guest exchange are faster than

in 34.

A series of bis-calixarenes with larger and more open

cavities has been reported by Kim’s group.[88,89] In this

work, several bis-calixarenes with aromatic linkers were

investigated for their ability to bind viologens and other

bis-pyridinium derivatives. In this regard, one of the best

hosts was bis-thiophene 36 (Fig. 3).

Calix[5]arenes or larger are capable of binding full-

erenes. Indeed, the early successes in developing facile

means of C60 purification[90,91] resulted in a flurry of

activity as analogous methods for purifying other full-

erenes were sought. Many open hosts consisting of one

calixarene moiety have been investigated, as a recent

review by Zhong et al. will testify to.[92] Our focus here is

on the less common hosts capable of encapsulating C60,

rather than binding to the surface of it. Host 37 is one such

example.[93] This host was shown to weakly bind both C60

and C70; with Ka values of 43 and 233 M�1, respectively,

the KC70/KC60 ratio was 5.4. Stronger binding was

observed for host 38. However, the recorded association

constants of 1300 and 625 M�1 for C60 and C70,

respectively, gave a KC70/KC60 ratio of only 0.48. An

even stronger binder of C60 and C70 is host 39, which

presumably exists in solution as a mixture of intercon-

verting meso and enantiomeric stereoisomers.[94] In

toluene, the association constants for C60 and C70 were

76,000 and 163,000 M�1, respectively. NMR experiments

revealed that the poles of C70 bind deeply into the

calixarene cavities of the host. Hence, the spherical C60

cannot form as intimate a series of contacts as C70 can.

Studies on a closely related host reveal that the complex-

ation of C60 is entropically penalized.[95]

Fig. 3 Bis-linked bis-calixarenes.
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Hosts Based on Glycoluril

Another source of molecular curvature is glycoluril 40.

This simple bicycle has been polymerized with formalde-

hyde to form a series of fascinating, gourdlike macro-

cycles, the cucurbiturils. It has also served as the

foundation for the syntheses of a family of hosts known

as molecular clips. We will review each of these in turn.

In 1981, Freeman et al. reported the structure of cyclic

hexamer 41, the main product from the acidic condensa-

tion of glycoluril with excess formaldehyde.[96] This

reaction had been investigated 75 years earlier by Behrend

et al.,[97] but without the benefit of modern instrumenta-

tion the remarkable structure of what is now termed

cucurbit[6]uril could not be identified. More recently,

several other cucurbiturils possessing five, seven, and

eight glycoluril moieties, have been synthesized and

characterized.[98] A space-filling model of cucurbit[8]uril

is shown in Fig. 4. As a rule, cucurbiturils are rather rigid

and so are only significantly soluble in aqueous acidic

media or aqueous solutions of alkaline metal salts. In the

latter, the capping of each portal with two sodium metal

ions is responsible for the noted solubility.[99] Because of

these solubility limitations, most of the organic guests that

have been shown to form host–guest complexes with

cucurbiturils are ammonium species.[100–104] For the

cyclic hexamer 41, the largest guests observed in the

hydrophobic pocket are para-substituted aromatic deriva-

tives such as p-methylbenzylammonium. A telltale sign

that the cavity of 41 is filled by this guest is that the

corresponding ortho- and meta-substituted isomers do no

bind. The para-oriented substituents are apparently

poking out of the portals when such guests bind. Another

indicator is that the Ka for p-methylbenzylammonium is

3.2�102 M�1, while the strongest binding guests such as

a,o-alkanediammonium ions bind with Kas in the region

of 2.4�106 M�1. The shell must distort to accommodate

the bulkier guest. For these and other guests, the rates of

exchange in and out of the pocket is independent of the

structure or concentration of the displacing molecule; that

is, the rate-determining step is the egression of the

occupant. Rate constants varied by seven orders of

magnitude depending on the guest. The binding properties

of the larger cucurbiturils have also been examined.

Cucurbit[7]uril has been shown to bind 4,4-bipyridinium

(viologen) dications, guests that can be reduced while

bound inside the cavity,[105] whereas the larger cucurbit

[8]uril has been shown to bind two dissimilar guests that

form a charge transfer complex within its cavity.[106] The

latter has also been shown to bind aza-crowns, which,

once bound, can be metalated by treatment with copper or

zinc salts. Encapsulation of copper within the aza-crown,

within the cucurbituril, stabilizes the Cu(I) state and

considerably slows the electron transfer rate between

electrode and redox center.[107]

The Nolte group’s approach to pocket design is to use

glycoluril as a foundation and build up hosts possessing

narrow slitlike cavities.[108–110] For example, the combi-

nation of benzil and urea yields foundation 42, whereas a

Fig. 4 Space-filling model of cucurbit[8]uril. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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further two-step process leads to hosts 43 (R=H, OH,

OMe or OAc).[111] The two walls of the cavity of 43
(R=H), the ortho-xylylene units, can adopt anti or syn

orientations with respect to the phenyl groups. NMR

experiments reveal that the host can adopt three possible

conformers: aa (the conformation with an actual cavity),

as, or ss, but that the former is generally preferred.[111]

Examining many systems demonstrates that the precise

conformer population depends on the structure of the host

and occasionally even the type of guest.

Host 44 binds metal ions and bis-ammonium or

paraquat guests,[112] while variations on this structure,

e.g., 45, have been shown to bind dihydroxybenzene de-

rivatives.[113] The order of guest affinity for 45 is res-

orcinol>hydroquinone>catechol. Hydrogen bonding and

p–p stacking are important to binding, the latter being

apparent from color changes upon complexations and the

observation that electron-withdrawing groups on the guest

increase association. Thus, 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone

binds more strongly (Ka=3�105 M�1) than hydroquinone

or even resorcinol. To separate the contributions of

hydrogen bonding and p–p stacking, complexation has

been examined in a series of related hosts.[114] By and

large, hydrogen bonding is the larger contributor. A

@ @cavity effect,’’ the result of an entropy effect and a

solvation effect, was also found to be important.

The Nolte group has also investigated how their hosts

can act as shape-selective catalysts. For example, the

copper (II) complex of pyrazole derivative 46 is capable

of the shape-selective oxidation of benzyl alcohols.[115]

Dihydroxybenzene derivatives bind into the cavity of 46,

and if these guests also possess a benzyl alcohol group it is

quickly oxidized. The rate of formation of the cor-

responding aldehyde varies by over 5�104, with com-

plementary guests being oxidized fastest.

More recent technologies have allowed the synthesis of

a variety of molecular clips possessing two different

cavity walls.[116,117] This had led to examples such as 47
(R= t-Bu), possessing one porphyrin wall and capable of

binding resorcinol derivatives.[116] Guest binding was

shown to influence both the electrochemistry and the

fluorescence of 47. The latter was quenched upon binding

because of a photoinduced electron transfer process, an
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observation of interest because in the photosynthetic

reaction center, aromatic residues are thought to play a

role in the electron transfer process.

Molecular clips have also been designed and synthe-

sized in which a porphyrin moiety is used to @ @ roof’’ the

cavity. Host 48 is an example.[118] The pocket of this

molecule is capable of binding viologens, resorcinols, and

pyridine derivatives. Some of the strongest binding guests

are the viologens, whose pyridinium moieties can interact

with the crown ether functionality of the host. Pyridine

guests can also bind strongly via N-coordination to the

zinc center. 3-Hydroxy pyridine binds particularly strong-

ly as a hydrogen bond between host and guest can also be

established. Resorcinols, which can only bind primarily

with the aid of hydrogen bonding, bind more weakly.

The Mn(V)-oxo derivative of 48 has been shown to

catalyze the epoxidation of alkenes.[119] Epoxidation can

be accomplished from either porphyrin face. Thus, when

pyridine was added to a solution of the Mn(III)–Cl

complex, it was shown to enter the cavity and bind axially

to the metal. The addition of oxygen and substrate led to

epoxidation of the latter on the outer face, and decompo-

sition of the catalyst. In contrast, when a bulky pyridine

derivative was used it coordinated to the metal center on

the open face of the porphyrin, and hence epoxidation

occurs within the pocket. Under these conditions, the

observed conversion rates are intimately tied to the shape

of the substrate. For example, trans-stilbene was oxidized

almost twice as fast as cis-stilbene, a reversal of the results

observed for the simple porphyrin. Furthermore, under

these conditions no decomposition of the catalyst oc-

curred. Related, two-cavity systems in which molecular

clips are covalently attached to each face of a porphyrin

have also been synthesized.[120] One example of these

hosts demonstrated negative homotropic allosteric bind-

ing; a viologen guest can bind to each compartment,

but the binding of the first is 15 kJ mol�1 stronger than

the second.

Recent research from the Nolte group includes the

synthesis of alternative hosts. Thus, molecular clips based

on propanediurea 49 (R=R’=H, or R=H, R’=Me, or

R=R’=Me) have been synthesized and analyzed.[121,122]

Propanediurea hosts such as 50 possess U-shaped rather

than V-shaped clefts. In addition, the distance between the

hydrogen bond acceptor carbonyl groups in 50 is ca. 0.3 Å

shorter than the glycoluril-based hosts. As a result, these

two families of hosts possess slightly different binding

properties. Generally, guests can form stronger hydrogen

bonds and make more intimate contacts with the walls of

50 than they can in the corresponding glycoluril host 43
(R=OMe). Hence, in CDCl3 the Kas between 5-cyano-

resorcinol and hosts 50 (R=R’=H) and 43 (R=Me) are

2.4�106 and 1.0�105 M�1, respectively.

Hosts Based on Steroids

The incidents of steroids in molecular recognition have

been reviewed.[123] In terms of steroids being used to
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construct hydrophobic pockets, molecular curvature can

be introduced by two architectural approaches. If the

steroid of choice has all trans-A/B, B/C, and C/D ring

junctions, then each unit is essentially flat and the

curvature must be introduced by the groups that link

them together. If on the other hand the steroid possesses,

e.g., a cis-A/B ring junction, then the steroid framework

itself possesses a degree of curvature that can be used to

construct hydrophobic pockets. Examples of the latter

approach predominate. Many of the steroid-based host

systems that have been reported do not form hydrophobic

pockets as such. Work from the Regen group is illustrative

in this regard, where one of the main thrusts of their

research is the synthesis of facial amphiphiles called

molecular umbrellas.[124–126] Structure 51 is one example

that, under aqueous conditions, can envelop guests and

transport them across membranes.[125]

Steroids have been used to construct large macro-

cycles. Hosts 52–54 are representative examples of what

have been termed cholaphanes, cyclophanes derived from

the 5b steroid, cholic acid.[127,128] These hosts have been

shown to bind octyl b-D-glucoside 55 with association

constants of 1305, 600, and 1560 M�1, respectively.[129]

No binding of 55 to analogues 56[130,131] has been noted,

but the corresponding host with a para-substituted

aromatic ring was noted to bind this guest.[127] A triply

bridged cholaphane 57 has also been synthesized and its

properties examined. This host was shown to bind several

guests including p-nitrophenol, triethanolamine, benzyl-

oxycarbonyl-protected amino acids, as well as glycoside

55.[132] Smaller guests formed 1:2 complexes, with the

second association constant being about one-fourth the

value of the first. Cholic acid roofed porphyrin 58[133] has

also been examined for their ability to bind several alkyl-

chained glycosides.[134] In this regard, a semiquantitative

two-point binding model was developed with the strength

of binding rationalized in terms of the number of

hydrogen bonds between host and guest. An interesting

feature of these systems is that glycoside binding was

noted to increase in the presence of small traces of

methanol or water. A detailed analysis revealed that @ @gap

filling’’ by the methanol or water was occurring. Host and

guest are not perfectly complementary in the 1:1 complex,

but the overall fit is greatly improved if a methanol or

water molecule joins the glycoside inside the cavity and

forms a 1:1:1 complex. The binding properties of

porphyrin hosts @ @ roofed’’ on both faces with bis-cholic

acid moieties have also been examined in micelles. Chiral

discrimination of hydrophobic amino acids was noted.[135]
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Cyclophane Hosts

Early cyclophanes were rather open and bound relatively

small guests. However, as synthetic approaches to these

unique types of hosts have been honed, so have their size

and complexity increased.[2] Our first example is host 59,

capable of catalyzing the ring opening of isoxazoles

(Scheme 2).[136] The 5-nitrobenzisoxazole binds into the

cavity of 59, whereupon the pyridine nitrogen removes the

requisite proton and triggers the ring-opening process. The

overall reaction can be described in terms of a fast

preequilibrium, a slow intramolecular reaction, product

release, and subsequent product reuptake. It was shown

that the product bound much more strongly to 59 than the

starting material. Nevertheless, host 59 accelerated the

reaction in question by 6000-fold relative to a cavityless

pyridine analogue.

Inouye et al. have also recently investigated the

properties of cyclophanes. By way of example, they

synthesized host 60.[137] The two pyrene rings are held

about 4.5 Å apart, just the right distance for binding

aromatic rings. Guests that bind to 60 included the four

nucleotides: adenine, uracil, guanine, and cytosine. Pre-

sumably, the base moiety of each enters the cavity leaving

the phosphate sugar free in solution. The strongest binding

guest examined was 4-hydroxy-2,7-naphthalenedisulfonic

acid sodium salt. When bound, the naphthalene ring of

this @ @ ideal’’ guest was completely shielded from the

Scheme 2 The base-promoted decomposition of 5-nitrobenzi-

soxazole.
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water/ethylene glycol solvent, leaving the charged groups

at the portals of the cavity.

Cyclophanes have also figured prominently in the

recent research endeavors of the Dougherty group. Chiral

cyclophane 61 forms the foundation of much of this

work.[138] Both slim guests such as quinoline and

methylquinolinium chloride, as well as more rotund

guests such as N,N,N-trimethyl-1-adamantanammonium

chloride, bind into 61. The free energy of complexations

for these guests, DG298�=5.3, 8.4, and 6.7 kcal mol�1,

respectively, were typical values observed for a wide

range of similarly shaped guests. Slim guests bind best,

especially so if they possessed a positive charge that

interacts with the walls of the cavity. When fluorine atoms

are added to the structure of the host, i.e., 62, binding is

reduced relative to 61 by 2 kcal mol�1 if the guest is

charged, and 1 kcal mol�1 if the guest is neutral.[139] This

result was attributed to the electron-withdrawing fluorine

atoms that essentially reverse the quadrupole moment of

the benzene moieties. In other words, the walls of the

cavity of 62 are relatively electron deficient and any

cation–p interaction diminished. Hosts 63 and 64 have

also been examined.[140] The binding of neutral guests to

63 differed little from host 61. Thus, even though it is

conceivable that the additional carboxylate group would

decrease the hydrophobicity of the pocket, this does not

seem to be the case. Additionally, a more detailed

comparison between 61 and 63 suggested that the

carboxylate group had little influence on the conformation

of 63. The strength of association between 63 and cationic

guests was generally stronger, but this was not always the

case. For some guests, e.g., N,N,N-trimethyl-1-adamantan-

ammonium iodide, the salt bridge between the host and

guest was not strong in pure water, and the binding of this

guest to 61 and to 63 were identical. However, in 10%

aqueous acetonitrile, this and other charged guests were

noted to bind more strongly to 63. In contrast to 63, host 64
showed a general decreased affinity for neutral guests, a

diminution attributed to a decrease in the hydrophobicity

of the cavity. For charged guests complexing with 64,

binding was considerably stronger if the guest was flat, but

slightly reduced with quasi-spherical guests. This differ-

ence arises because aromatic and adamantyl guests

induced different host conformations. The rhomboidal-

shaped cavity ideal for binding the former allowed the

formation of salt bridges between host and guest, whereas

the toroidal form ideal for binding rotund guests did not.

A rather open, chiral cavity is engendered by the

unusual structure of host 65 synthesized by the Diederich

lab.[141] With six converging hydroxy groups, this C3

symmetry host was designed to recognize pyranosides.

Thus, binding of guest 55 and other sugars was demon-
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strated in CDCl3. The addition of phenethyl groups to each

naphthalene moiety and the development of a successful

strategy to engender C2 symmetry isomers has expanded

the size of the family of these hosts.[142] In these cases,

guest binding was rather weak. However, stronger binding

was realized with hosts such as 66. Possessing eight

converging phosphodiester groups, this cyclophane was

capable of sequestering mono- and disaccharides from

deuterated acetonitrile/methanol mixtures. Binding con-

stants as high as 41,000 M�1 were recorded.[143]

The Diederich group has also synthesized cyclophane

67.[144] This rather complicated host is a mimic of the

enzyme pyruvate oxidase, a flavin adenine dinucleotide

(FAD)-dependent enzyme that within lactobacteria cata-

lyzes the reaction from pyruvate to acetyl phosphate. The

mimic consists of three essential features, the first of

which is a slot-shaped cavity for binding aromatic guests.

It also possesses two pieces of catalytic machinery

@ @ taken’’ from the enzyme, which in this model study

were used to oxidize aldehydes to carboxylic acids/esters.

First, it possesses a thiazolium moiety that readily forms

an ylide by deprotonating of the C-2 atom. This nu-

cleophile initiates conversion by attacking the carbonyl

group of the substrate. The mimic also possesses a flavin

moiety that oxidizes the resulting intermediate to form an

activated ester. In the last step of the reaction either water

or an alcohol reacts with this activated ester to generate

the product. The naphthalene ring is ideal for binding to
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67. Thus, the binding constant for 2-naphthaldehyde to 67
was 2900 M�1. By comparison, binding of 2-naphthalde-

hyde to the corresponding cyclophane without a thiazol-

ium ring was 5300 M�1, indicating a small amount of

self-complexation occurs in 67. In methanol, and in the

presence of triethylamine, 67 smoothly converts 2-

naphthaldehyde to the corresponding ester. A comparison

with reactions using mixtures of the individual compo-

nents, e.g., a flavinless cyclophane plus flavin, demon-

strated the increase in efficiency when all the catalytic

machinery are brought together in one reagent. Unfortu-

nately, attempts to complete the catalytic cycle by running

the reaction under aerobic conditions to allow reoxidiza-

tion of the flavin were not successful.

We finish off with some more encapsulating cyclo-

phanes. Host 68 is a water-soluble cyclophane whose

conformational motions are relatively slow because of

its many amide bonds.[145] Its binding properties were

examined with fluorescent guests such as ANS. In

aqueous acetate buffer, a Ka between 68 and ANS of

20,000 M�1 was recorded. The complexation and pre-

ferred orientation of the more sizable guest, pamoic acid

69, was also examined. Related cyclophanes have also

been used for complexing steroids.[146] Cyclophane 70 is

also capable of sequestering sizable guests.[147] This host

from the Davis group was examined for its ability to bind

a range of monosaccharides and disaccharides. Of the

different guests examined, the host was shown to bind

only the all-equatorially substituted n-octyl-b-D-cellobio-

side 71. Monosaccharides, or disaccharides with axial

substituents, did not fit within the cavity.

CONCLUSION

Both selected polymers and traditional synthetic tech-

niques can engender the formation of discrete hydrophobic

pockets. Each approach is associated with considerable

diversity and offers many opportunities for new strategies

in storage/delivery, catalysis, and detection. Many of

these goals are currently being addressed by rather open,

solvated, supramolecular tools. And what successes there

have been! Nevertheless, it is surely the case that soon the

more encompassing hydrophobic pockets highlighted

here will ultimately herald even more powerful supramo-

lecular tools.
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INTRODUCTION

This review focuses on how self-assembly can form hosts

capable of binding large guests. Its sister article, ‘‘Guests

within Large Synthetic Hydrophobic Pockets Synthesized

Using Polymer and Conventional Techniques,’’ reviews

like-minded work using either polymers or hosts synthe-

sized by traditional synthetic approaches. As described in

more detail in that paper, the focus here is on hosts

capable of binding organic molecules of more than seven

nonhydrogen atoms. Likewise, a similar definition of a

‘‘pocket’’ is retained, with the focus on hosts possessing

well-defined, highly concave or enclosed surfaces. An

arbitrary value of greater than approximately 50%

encapsulation has been set. ‘‘Comprehensive Supramo-

lecular Chemistry’’ covers much of our discussion topic

up to 1995.[1] This review is therefore primarily interested

with the literature since that time.

Motivators for supramolecular chemists include molec-

ular storage/delivery, the detection of substances, and the

conversion of one substance into another via catalytic

processes. All these processes include at some point the

binding of a guest to a host. The hard part in these endeav-

ors is the synthesis of the host, with all the required func-

tionality gathered in a converging array. One approach uses

self-assembly, whereby molecular subunits are designed to

merge in a specific pattern that possesses a hydrophobic

pocket. In this regard, both self-assembly and self-assem-

bly with covalent modification have been used. As with the

polymer and traditional synthetic strategies, the self-

assembly approach has pros and cons. Normally, relatively

rigid subunits are used and so a common worry in cavity

design—hydrophobic pocket collapse—is generally avoid-

ed. On the other hand, at our current level of understanding

we are limited to relatively symmetrical subunits and

assembled structures. Nevertheless, testimony to the power

of this approach is found in the large cavities formed, some

in the order of thousands of cubic Ångströms.

The bulk of recent self-assembly research has focused

on understanding the rules that govern how one product

can arise out of a reaction mixture that, if all things were

equal, would lead to a highly complex mixture. Hence in a

manner analogous to contemporary polymer research, the

emphasis is on understanding how the structure of the

product is reached, rather than on understanding the

properties of any cavity in the product. As a result, many

of the very large cavities created by self-assembly are

‘‘simply’’ filled with a large number of (small) solvent

molecules. Such examples are not dealt with explicitly

here but can be found in citations throughout the text.

HOSTS BASED ON RESORCINARENES

In the last seven or so years it has become apparent that

resorcinarenes, 1 (n=4), a family of molecules[2–5] held in

much regard for their hosting properties and their use in the

synthesis of a plethora of cavitands, also possess a

spectacular flair for self-assembly. Two general assembly

products have been identified (Fig. 1). Either two mole-

cules can come together in a pseudo C4h symmetric host, or

six assemble into a pseudo-octahedral array. A second

component, usually solvent, is necessary to ‘‘glue’’ the

subunits together. The first hint of this supramolecular

chemistry was pinpointed by MacGillivray and Atwood,

who identified the pseudo-octahedral complex both in the

solid and the solution state.[6] The total assembly consists

of six resorcinarenes, eight water molecules and has a

solvent-filled cavity. Shortly thereafter, the dimer, again in

part held together by 2-propoanol/water molecules, was

identified independently by the Rose and Aoki groups.[7,8]

The latter identified a tetraethylammonium ion within the

cavity. A third such structure, this time hosting triethyl-

ammonium, was identified shortly thereafter.[9] Recently,

Atwood et al. identified a more robust pseudo-spherical

hexamer derived from pyrogallol[4]arenes 2,[10] while

Shivanyuk and Rebek have determined that the corre-

sponding dimeric assembly also forms and encapsulates

large guests.[11] Thus, in deuterated methanol or aqueous

acetonitrile, NMR evidence suggests that 2 (R=Pr) is

monomeric. However, the addition of tropylium tetra-

fluoroborate results in an intense red color indicating a

charge transfer complex between 2 (R=Pr) and guest.

Furthermore, at host/guest ratios larger than two, the 1H

NMR at 233 K demonstrates that a 2:1 complex of 2
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(R=Pr) and tropylium tetrafluoroborate exists. At this

temperature, the kinetics of guest exchange is slow on the

(600 MHz) NMR time-scale. Further experiments

revealed that 1) at higher equivalents of guest a 1:1

complex was formed, and 2) a protic solvent was

necessary for assembly of the dimer host. This latter

point was noted when more lipophilic 2 (R=C11H23) was

shown to only assemble in deuterated chloroform when

a trace of methanol was present. Interestingly, resorcin-

arenes 1 (R=Me, or Et) did not undergo this encapsu-

lation of the tropylium ion.

The octahedral assemblies of 1 (n=4)[12,13] have dem-

onstrated some fascinating encapsulation properties. For

example, in water saturated, deuterated chloroform, the

hexamer of 1 encapsulates a range of ammonium ions in a

manner that is intimately tied to the size and concentration

of the guest.[14] Tetrahexylammonium bromide is an ideal

guest and exchanges slowly, relative to the 600-MHz

NMR time-scale, between cavity and free solution. Nu-

clear magnetic resonance evidence suggests that the larger

guest tetraheptylammonium bromide is cramped within

the confines of the assembly, while the still larger tetra-

hexadecylammonium bromide was not complexed. With

smaller guests, things became even more interesting.

Thus, in the case of Bu4N+BF4
�, the small counter ion is

coencapsulated along with cation. In such cases, solvent

is also present in the cavity but leaves when a more

suitable space-filler is present. Hence, at the expense of

bound water 4-phenyltoluene is also encapsulated along

with Bu4N+BF4
�. Still smaller ammonium ions instead

template the assembly of the dimeric host. Bu4SbBr,

along with a variety of co-encapsulated aromatic guests, is

also seen within the hexameric assembly.[15] Co-guests

included are benzene, p-xylene, 4-phenyltoluene, and

naphthalene. In contrast, 4,4’-dimethylbiphenyl was not

encapsulated with the antimony guest, suggesting that

adding an extra methyl group to 4-phenyltoluene was

enough to destabilize the complex. Size, however, is not

the only important factor for encapsulation. Neither hexa-

fluorobenzene, cyclohexane, nor pentane was coencapsu-

lated. Rather, the antimony guest and presumably some

solvent molecules occupied the cavity.

As the basis of cavitands, resorcinarenes have also

been instrumental in the synthesis of carceplexes such as

3 (Scheme 1).[16–18] As defined by their inventor, Donald

Cram, carceplexes are closed surface compounds that

permanently entrap guest molecules or ions within their

shell, such that guest escape can only occur by rupture of

covalent bonds. Since their initial synthesis,[19] their self-

assembly (with covalent modification) has been intensive-

ly investigated; as has the relationship between host shell

(the carcerand) and guest. As it transpires, these two facets

are intimately tied. Early work focusing on small guests

established that templation[20] is essential for successful

synthesis. The best yields arise when a template stabilizes

the transition state of the rate-determining step (rds) for

the synthesis. Furthermore, the transition state at the rds

has a similar cavity to the product.[21–29] Hence good

templates for assembly make good guests for the

carcerands. In these initial studies, the best guest identi-

fied was pyrazine, while the worst guest, and hence the

solvent of choice for many of these studies, was N-

methylpyrrolidinone (NMP).

Fig. 1 Dimeric and hexameric assemblies of resorcin[4]arenes.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Carceplexes can be increased in size to allow the

encapsulation of large guests. One way is to use wide-

bodied cavitands—cavitands derived from resorcin

[5]arenes—in the carceplex reaction.[30] Another is to

join several ‘‘normal’’-sized cavitands together.[31–33] To

date, only relatively small molecules have been observed

within hosts synthesized by these methods. A more

common approach is to increase the size of the linker

groups that join the two ‘‘hemispheres’’ of the shell, i.e.,

replace bromochloromethane in the synthesis shown in

Scheme 1 with a compound with two separate electro-

philic centers.[34] The resulting products, such as 4 (R=–

(CH2)4–),[35] are called hemicarceplexes; so named

because the portals in the shell, or hemicarcerand, are

large enough for guests to exit or enter the cavity

without covalent bond rupturing.[36] The ability of over

68 molecules to template the formation of 4 (R=–

(CH2)4–) has been recently studied.[37] Of these, 30

proved capable of templation, with the best template

p-xylene proving to be 3600 times better than the worst

N-formylpiperidine. However, in contrast to carceplex 3,

the final host structure 4 did not appear to be a

reasonable model of the transition state of the rds in

its synthesis.

Although many hemicarceplexes can be assembled via

templation, most have been synthesized by inserting the

desired guest post-assembly. This has provided informa-

tion about how solvent and the shape of the portals or

guest influence thermodynamic stability, and complexa-

tion and decomplexation rates. For example, after syn-

thesizing hemicarceplex 4 (R=–(CH2)4–, guest=solvent),

the guest solvent can be exchanged using the law of mass

action. Either heating the hemicarceplex in the presence of

100 equivalents of new guest in a solvent too large to enter

the cavity, or more simply heating the complex in neat

guest, leads to exchange. Using this technique, it is pos-

sible to synthesize a range of hemicarceplexes.[38] In

general, long, thin guests complexed the fastest, while for

disubstituted aromatic guests a general order of com-

plexation was demonstrated by the xylene isomers; p-

xylene�m-xylene>o-xylene. Computational studies on a

related hemicarceplex indicated that two type of gating

processes, involving conformational changes in the intra-

hemispherical linker groups, affect guest entry or egres-

sion.[39,40]

How do guests inside the cavity interact with species in

free solution? Host 4 (R=–(CH2)4–) was used to study the

first SN2 reactions of inner-phase guests with outer-phase

reactants.[41] For example, when the complexes 4 (R=

–(CH2)4–, guest=either 4-HOC6H4OH or 3-HOC6H4OH

or 2-HOC6H4OH) were exposed to THF/NaH/CH3I, three

different reaction outcomes were noted. The encapsulated

para-isomer gave no reaction, the meta-isomer was doubly

methylated, while the ortho-isomer gave a mixture of mono-

and dimethylated guest. Different reactivity profiles were

noted because each guest prefers a different orientation

within the cavity. In the case of the 1,4-isomer for example,

the two OH groups can reside deep within the ‘‘poles’’ of

the host and cannot be readily alkylated. A similar rationale

explains the observed alkyllithium additions and borane

reductions of 4 (R=–(CH2)4–, guest =benzaldehyde,

benzocyclobutenone, and benzocyclobutenedione).[42] If

Scheme 1 Synthesis of carceplex 3.
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a reactive species is generated within the cavity, it can

sometimes react with the hemicarcerand shell. For exam-

ple, reaction at 0�C between 4 (R=–(CH2)4–, guest=-

benzocyclobutenedione) and an excess of MeLi gave diol 5
(Scheme 2). Experiments revealed that a possible mech-

anism for this conversion begins with the addition of one

equivalent of MeLi to a C O group of the guest. The basic

lithiate complex 6 can then induce a b-elimination in one

of the linkers. This produces a butene ether derivative 7
that can then undergo a further elimination to yield the bis-

phenoxide. Workup yields 5. The tetramethylene linkers

are not the sole reactive sites in this hemicarcerand. Thus

the methylene bridges in each hemisphere undergo reaction

with the guest derived from methyl lithium addition to

encapsulated N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone.[42]

By carrying out a two-step (hemi)carceplex reaction,

lower symmetry hydrophobic pockets can be synthe-

sized.[43,44] To point out just two examples, hosts such

as 4 (R=–CH2–, or R=–(CH2)6–) were synthesized and

their corresponding hemicarceplexes examined by X-ray

crystallography, NMR, and computational studies.[45] As

anticipated, introducing a dissimilar linker between the

hemispheres altered the shape of the pocket, the orientation

of the guest, and hence the thermodynamic and kinetic

stability of the corresponding complexes. The kinetics of

exchange were measured at different temperatures for 1,4-

dimethoxybenzene vacating 4 (R=1,3–(CH2)2C6H4), to

show how DHz, DSz, and hence DGz varied as a function

of solvent.[43] These studies revealed that solvation plays

an important role in decomplexation. Hence decomplexa-

tion rates in CDCl3 were 800 times faster than in

deuterated 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane. An examination of

different hemicarcerands showed that the structure of the

unique linker also has a considerable effect on egression

rates. For example, changing the dissimilar linker R in 4
from pentamethylene to hexamethylene increased the rate

constant for egression by a factor of 177. Lower sym-

metry cavities can also be made by using two different

cavitands to construct a hemicarceplex. For example, in

hosts 8 and 9 methylene and dimethylene bridges link the

phenol oxygens of the former, while dimethylene and

trimethylene linkers are used in the latter.[46,47] Nuclear

magnetic resonance evidence demonstrates that these

subtle changes in the host are manifest in how the guest

moves within the pocket. Hence when the guest in 8 is

1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene three signals are observed for

the methoxy groups. The 1- and 3-methoxy groups reside

within different hemispheres, and the movement of the

guest that allows them to exchange is slow on the (500

MHz) NMR time-scale; in contrast, the slightly bigger

cavity of 9 means that the corresponding process is fast

on the NMR time-scale. Although no simple rules were

discernable, the size of the bridges between the phenolic

O-atoms undoubtedly influences guest movement and

decomplexation rates.

Scheme 2 Synthesis of diol 5 via an inner-molecular reaction.
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Building on these developments, Cram moved the

carceplex and hemicarceplex field into the realms of

aqueous solution, while at the same time synthesizing

chiral hosts. The first water soluble hemicarceplexes were

isolated from hemicarcerand 10.[48] In aqueous solution,

this host is capable of sequestering a number of guests

including naphthalene and 1,3-dimethoxybenzene. Guests

such as alkyl ammonium salts that are well solvated by

water did not bind. Chiral hemicarceplexes can be

synthesized by using the two-step process discussed

above. Hosts 11 and 12 are two examples.[49] Introducing

the chiral linker group of 11 in the presence of a racemic

mixture of selected chiral guests resulted in ratios of the

diastereomeric complexes of up to 1:1.5. Alternatively,

higher diastereomeric ratios could be attained if the chiral

hemicarceplex 11 containing chloroform was heated

either in the presence of pure, racemic guest, or in

diphenylether with an excess of racemic guest. By this

approach the highest diastereomeric ratio observed was

>20:1 in favor of the R-isomer of 4-MeC6H4S(O)Me

binding to 11. In contrast, the diastereomeric ratio ob-

served for complexing racemate C6H5S(O)Me was only

1.6:1 in favor of the R-isomer. Overall, the hemicarcerand

12 (guest=chloroform) was less discriminating than 11.

This was attributed to the two ‘‘nonchiral,’’ 26-membered

ring portals in 12 being less encumbering than its two

chiral portals.

As a rule, the shape and functionality of the guest can be

transferred through a hemicarceplex shell to the external

environment. A simple thin layer chromatography exper-

iment is usually sufficient to demonstrate this point.

Furthermore, hemicarcerand shells allow the transfer of

triplet energy from aryl ketone guests to free naphtha-

lene.[50] These results notwithstanding, guests in carce-

plexes or hemicarceplexes are in relatively sheltered

waters, and this has allowed these unique hosts to be used

as storage containers for highly reactive guests.[34,51,52]

The first example, involving a small guest, was carried out

over 12 years ago. Nevertheless, the trapping and room

temperature analysis of cyclobutadiene 13 (Fig. 2), the

Mona Lisa of organic chemistry as Cram described it, is

always worth mentioning.[34] Equally as exciting was the

trapping by Warmuth of o-benzyne 14 inside the cavity of 4
(R=–(CH2)4–).[51] This remarkable feat was accomplished

by the photolysis of 4 (R=–(CH2)4–, guest=benzocyclo-

butenedione) and allowed its 1H and 13C NMR analysis.

The former suggested that ‘‘free’’ benzyne would possess
1H NMR chemical shifts of d=7.0 and 7.6 ppm, while
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13C–13C coupling in the latter suggests that 14 is best

described as a cumulene. Interestingly, when warmed up

to room temperature, the guest reacted with the hemi-

carcerand in an inner-molecular Diels–Alder reaction.[53]

Following on from this work, Warmuth and Marvel suc-

cessfully trapped an enantiomeric mixture of 1,2,4,6-

cycloheptatriene 15 inside hemicarceplex 4 (R=–(CH2)4),

by first encapsulating phenyldiazirine and then irradiating

the resulting hemicarceplex.[54] Protected by the host

shell, 15 could not dimerize and was stable for weeks at

ambient temperature. By carrying out the same chemistry

within chiral host 12, a 3:2 ratio of the two resulting

diastereomeric complexes was formed.[55] No coalescence

of NMR signals could be observed when heating these

complexes up to 100�C, which puts a lower limit to the

enantiomerization barrier of >19.6 kcal mol�1. This value

was collaborated with a parallel experiment using the

diastereomeric complex of 12 (guest=16). Thus using line

broadening analysis of the 1H NMR signals from the

methyl groups of the two complexes (d=�1.47 and�1.57

ppm), a similar isomerization barrier was determined.[56]

Although tetraenes 15 and 16 are stabilized by the

protective shell, the hemicarcerand cannot stop oxygen

and other small reagents from entering the cavity. Hence

when a solution of 4 (guest=15) is exposed to oxygen, the

spirodioxirane 17 forms, which upon heating evolves CO2

to leave an entrapped benzene guest. Furthermore, when

heated entrapped 16 rearranges to the corresponding p-

tolylcarbene, which goes on and reacts with the hemi-

carcerand shell in a number of different ways.[57]

The aforementioned examples have generally been

concerned with keeping guests within the confines of the

cage-shaped host. In contrast, the opposite line of thought

has implications in drug delivery. Hemicarceplex 18
(Scheme 3), for example, possess one 2-nitrobenzyl

group for a linker, which upon exposure to radiation of

ca. 330 nm undergoes fragmentation to the corresponding

aldehyde 19.[58] Thus irradiation opens a large portal in

the host and the guest can escape. If irradiation is ter-

minated, so is guest release.

Cavitands can also self-assemble into supramolecular

species held together by noncovalent forces. An excellent

example from the Rebek group is 20.[59–61] This molecule

possesses a rim of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors,

oriented in such a manner that it dimerizes in solution to

produce a cylindrical capsule 1.0 nm in width and 1.8 nm in

length.[62] Binding studies with a series of aromatic amides

and N-protected amino acid esters reveal the effective

Fig. 2 Reactive species trapped within hemicarceplexes.

Scheme 3 Guest release from a hemicarceplex via irradiation.
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cavity dimensions to be 0.6 nm by 1.4 nm.[63,64] The only

prerequisites for successful assembly of the capsule are that

the solvent must be of relatively low polarity, and that a

molecule must be present that is the correct shape or size to

act as guest. Rod-shaped molecules such as cyclohexyl

carbodiimide and trans-stilbene fit very well into the

dimer, as do the aforementioned aromatic amides. Addi-

tionally, in large, noncompetitive solvents such as deuter-

ated mesitylene, 1H NMR demonstrates that two small

guests can occupy the cavity. The ability of the dimer to

precisely select such guest pairs was demonstrated when

both benzene and p-xylene were added to mesitylene d12

solutions of 20; only a mixed complex was seen in which

20 encapsulates one benzene and one p-xylene molecule.

Two benzene molecules do not sufficiently fill the cavity,

while two p-xylene molecules fill it too well! Guests that

hydrogen bond to each other can also pair up in the

capsule.[65] In cases such as the complexation of racemic

1,2-dihydroxycyclohexane, it was noted that the hetero-

chiral pairing was more stable than the homochiral pairing.

Things become more intriguing when a mixture of toluene

and g-picoline is added to a sample of mesitylene solvated

20. In this experiment four species were observed: two

homodimeric species and two heterodimeric assem-

blies.[66] A cartoon of the heterodimeric assemblies is

shown in Fig. 3. In these assemblies, each toluene molecule

tumbles freely whereas the methyl pyridine can only adopt

one of two, thermodynamically equilibrated orientations.

Replacing the toluene guest with another guest alters this

equilibrium.[67] This intriguing supramolecular isomerism

is not of course restricted to two guests. For example, in

more recent work, the isomers that can result when three

guests are encapsulated within the dimer of 20 have also

been identified.[68]

Host 20 can also be used as a means of storage and

delivery. Thus, capsule-bound dibenzyl peroxide was

shown to be incapable of oxidizing triphenylphosphine.

However, normal peroxide reactivity is restored when

dimethylformamide is added and the capsular assembly

broken.[63] The same host can also be used to control the

regioselectivity of cycloaddition reactions.[69] The 1,3-

dipolar cycloaddition between phenylacetylene and phenyl

azide can lead to two isomeric triazoles, the 1,4 isomer or

the 1,5-isomer (Scheme 4). At ambient temperature and

millimolar concentration this reaction is negligible on the

human time-scale. In the presence of 20 though, a hetero-

assembly formed, the effective molarity of the two reac-

tants greatly increased, and the reaction accelerated.

Furthermore, the shape of the cavity directs the reaction

only toward the 1,4-isomer.

The capsule formed by the dimerization of 20 can

engender more complex kinetic systems (Scheme 5).[70]

When free in solution, acids 21a and 21b can react with

amine 22 via the activated ester formed between the acid

and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide 23. The main products are

amides 24a/24b and urea 25. Both acids are observed to

react at about the same rate. Adding a stoichiometric

amount of 20 slows these reactions down because 23 is

encapsulated, leaving little to promote the formation of

the amide bond. The two acids 21a and 21b do not,

however, react at the same rate. The smaller acid 21a
reacts faster because both products 24a and 25 fit within

the confines of the capsule. Indeed, they associate more

strongly with the capsule than 23 does. Thus, for each

peptide bond formed, two molecules that bind to the

capsule are generated and two equivalents of encapsulated

reagent 23 are expelled into free solution. In contrast, 24b
is a poor guest, so for each peptide bond made only one

molecule of 25 can liberate one carbodiimide 23. As a

result, in the presence of 20, the formation of 24b is

slower than the formation of 24a.

The kinetics of exchange into and out of dimer 20 have

been examined for both pairs of small guests and singular

large guests.[71] Using 1H magnetization transfer experi-

ments it was shown that the substitution of a benzene

Fig. 3 Cartoon of the two, heterodimeric assemblies in the 202

toluene and g-picoline complex.
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guest in the dimer of 20 containing one benzene and

one p-xylene molecule occurred without the capsule break-

ing in two. Instead, two walls of one subunit can flap

open to allow the guest to be displaced either by an

incoming benzene molecule or by the resident p-xylene

guest. For singular guests, a mechanism was proposed

in which solvent displaces the guest, before it in turn is

displaced by either a copy of the original guest or a com-

peting species.

Tetra-glycoluril derivative 26 is another resorcinarene-

based host that self-assembles into a hydrophobic cavi-

ty.[72] The dimer of this molecule features a cavity of

volume 950 Å3, sufficiently large enough to complex

cryptates such as 27. Furthermore, the potassium thiocya-

nante salt of 27 is also encapsulated within the dimer of 26
to form a complex within a complex.

Metal ion coordination is a powerful means to synthe-

size hydrophobic pockets via self-assembly. Most exam-

ples utilize planar subunits (vide infra); however, metal

ions have also been used to assemble resorcinarenes and

calixarenes. The Dalcanale group in Parma investigated

several such resorcinarene-based systems, including using

palladium ions to assemble 28 and 29.[73–75] To date,

however, only triflate ion binding in the former has been

reported.[75] Related systems have also been developed by

the Harrison group. The tetra-cobalt derivative 30, as well

as the corresponding iron complex, has been shown to bind

40 guests.[76–78] The largest of these were bromobenzene,

p-xylene, and their ilk. One interesting feature of 30 is that

it acts as a NMR shift reagent. 1H NMR signals for a guest

shift as much as �30 and �40 ppm, and can cover a range

of 12 ppm. The Beer group has also been active in this

area. Host 31 (R=n-butyl or n-propyl, M=Cd2 + or Zn2 +)

possesses a cavity large enough to bind C60.[79] The

binding constants between each variant and C60 were

similar, with the host 31 (R=n-propyl, M=Cd2 +) showing

the strongest association (log Ka>6).

Although cavitands have played a large role in the field

of self-assembling resorcinarene derivatives, they are not

alone. For example, Shivanyuk et al. have noted that

regioselectively acetylated resorcinarenes also undergo

self-assembly.[80] Thus in CDCl3 tetra ester 32 dimerizes

around a templating tropylium salt. The intense red color

observed is indicative of a charge transfer complex, and

indeed the forces in such a complex are essential for as-

sembly as neither benzene nor toluene is capable of af-

fecting a similar assembly. The combination of the charge

transfer forces and eight CO� � �HO hydrogen bonds (as

evidenced by X-ray crystallography) is sufficient to form

a thermodynamically and kinetically stable complex.

Scheme 4 Reaction between phenyl acetylene and phenyl azide.

Scheme 5 Synthesis of amides 24a and 24b.
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HOSTS BASED ON CALIXARENES

The self-assembly of calixarenes, 33 (R and n=various), is

another active area of cavity synthesis research. Most of

this research has utilized calix[4]arenes (n=4). For

example, independently the Rebek and Böhmer groups

devised a family of upper-rim, urea-functionalized calix-

arenes of general structure 34 (R and R1=various). These

molecules dimerize to produce a quasi-spherical host in

which the two hemispheres are 45� out of register, and the

urea arms interdigitated.[81,82] By meshing in this manner,

the subunits form interstrand hydrogen bonds between the

carbonyl of one strand and the two N–H donors of an

adjacent strand. Thus, the host is held together by a circular

array of 16 hydrogen bonds. The first examples, 34 (R=Bn,

R1 =Ph or p-fluorphenyl), were shown to bind both

deuterated benzene, deuterated toluene, as well as chloro-

benzene and 1,4-difluorobenzene.[83,84] More recently,

selected ammonium salts, including tetra-alkyl ammonium,

pyridinium, and N-methylquinuclidinium, were also en-

capsulated.[85] The multitude of noncovalent forces be-

tween the three species induces each hemisphere to clamp

down on the guest, with the result that guest exchange is

slow on the NMR time-scale. At the same time, the

conformation of each individual hemisphere is also altered.

For example, calixarenes with small R groups, e.g., 34
(R=Me), can adopt several conformations because the R

group can pass through the annulus of the macrocycle.
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Thus, each of the precursors to 34 (R=Me, R1=p-tolyl)

is in partial cone conformations. Contrastingly, each

hemisphere in the dimer is 100% cone conformation.[86]

All things being equal, the combination of two

different calixarenes should lead to a statistical distribu-

tion of the three possible products (A2, 2�AB, B2).

However, the combination of 34 (R=Me, R1=C6H4-p-

C7H16) and 34 (R=Me, R1=SO2C6H4-p-CH3) led exclu-

sively to the heterodimer; a supramolecule that, because

the seam of hydrogen bonds can run in either a clockwise

or anticlockwise manner, exists as a pair of enantio-

mers.[87] Encapsulation of a chiral guest therefore leads

the formation of two diastereomeric complexes, com-

plexes that only reach equilibrium at ambient temperature

after several days. Chiral calixarenes such as 34
(R=C10H21, R1 =CH(Me)Ph) also dimerize around

guests.[88] In these cases 1H NMR chemical shifts

suggested that different heterodimers possessed the

opposite sense of directionality to their respective hydro-

gen-bonding seam. Building on this work, a close exam-

ination of the ability of chiral calixarenes to form

heterodimers with achiral calixarene 34 (R=C10H21,

R1=Ph) was undertaken to determine the influences that

control heterodimerization.[88] Solvent was found to be

important in the percentage of homo- vs. heterodimeric

assemblies, with benzene promoting the formation of the

latter. Structural influences were subtler, and although
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selected derivatives were identified for optimal hetero-

dimer formation, pinpointing the rules governing assem-

bly proved elusive.

In an effort to identify a more capacious system, Cho

et al. synthesized calixarene 35 (R=CH2C(O)NEt2, R1=p-

tolyl).[89]1H NMR revealed that this calixarene did indeed

dimerize in solution. By mixing 35 (R=CH2C(O)NEt2,

R1=p-tolyl) with 35 (R=CH2C(O)NEt2, R1=p-(n-hexyl)-

phenyl)) and identifying the three possible complexes, it

was apparent that dimerization was slow on the NMR

time-scale; N–H signals could be observed for each

individual dimer. Neutral guests did not bind to these

assemblies, but charged species including pyridinium and

quinuclidinium salts did. In these cases, exchange rates

were faster than the rate of assembly, indicating that

guests can vacate the cavity through portals in the host.

Böhmer’s group also investigated dimerizing calix[4]-

arenes that possess urea functionality at the wide rim. As

the first to observe heterodimerization of calixarenes

with general structure 34,[90] their research lent credence

to the dimer structure initially put forward by Shimizu

and Rebek on the basis of N–H and guest NMR signal

shifts.[83] The case for a dimer assembly was clinched with

the crystal structure of the dimer of 34 (R=CH2C(O)OEt,

R1=p-tolyl).[82] Furthermore, the synthesis of a lower

symmetry calixarene with two different R groups in an A/C

arrangement provided a handle for an intense NMR

investigation and the determination of the rate constants

for assembly.[91] Recent studies show how the nature of the

guest influences the rates of assembly. Although the bulk of

the DGz for dissociation presumably arises through the

breaking of hydrogen bonds, the shape and electronics of

the guest nevertheless have a considerable effect. For

example, the half-lives of guest exchange for cyclohexane,

fluorobenzene, and toluene were measured at 78 days,

3 days, and 4.2 hr, respectively.[92] The nature of the R1

groups influences assembly, with large groups both

reducing the range of homo- and heterodimers that can

form, as well as slowing down the rate of assembly.[93] In

deuterated benzene, discerning monomer 34 (R=Me,

R1=trityl) does not form homodimers, nor heterodimers

with calixarenes such as 34 (R=Me, R1=3,5-di(t-butyl)-

phenyl). It does, however, form a heterodimer with 34
(R=Me, R1=4-tritylphenyl), one that is particularly stable

in deuterated cyclohexane. As well as increasing the

kinetic stability of the dimer, increasing the size of the R1

group also decreases the size of the cavity. Thus, the

homodimer of 34 (R=Me, R1=trityl) forms a homodimer

by encapsulating a relatively small tetramethyl ammoni-

um ion, but the complex is kinetically stable even in neat

d6-DMSO.[94] The motion within the cavity of such

relatively small guests has also been examined.[95]

With urea-substituted calix[5]arenes, it has been pos-

sible to encapsulate C60.[96] Urea groups are not, how-

ever, the only functionality that can be used to promote

the assembly of calixarenes. For example, metal ion

coordination has also been used to encapsulate both C60

and small chiral amines between assembling homooxa-

calix[3]arenes.[97–99] In addition, carboxylic acids have

been used to promote the assembly of calixarenes. Tri-

acid 36 is one such example.[100] This compound has been

shown to dimerize around molecules such as N-methyl-4-

picolinium iodide, but not N-methyl-2-picolinium iodide.

Functionalization of the lower rim of calixarenes also

leads to subunits capable of self-assembly. Thus 37
(R=C8H17) was shown to dimerize around benzene and

toluene.[101] In these cases some of the 1H NMR signals
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were broad, an indicator that these solvents are not good

guests. In contrast, the 1H NMR signals of the same

complex in CDCl3 were well resolved, suggesting that this

guest did complement the cavity.

HOSTS BASED ON GLYCOLURIL

The Rebek group has worked with a number of glycoluril-

based assembly systems for the generation of hydrophobic

pockets. One of the richest systems devised is 38, a

molecule possessing 14 fused rings and an overall ‘‘C’’

shape (Fig. 4). In suitable organic solvents, this molecule

forms a hollow, pseudo-spherical dimer in which the two

halves are held together by hydrogen bonds between the

glycoluril termini and the amide carbonyl groups. The

first examples of these ‘‘soft-ball’’ hosts, e.g., 38
(R=phenyl, X=H), were shown to bind various guests,

the strongest binder being 1-adamantanecarboxylic ac-

id.[102,103] Subtle modifications to 38 (R=4-n-heptyl-

phenyl, X=OH) generated a self-assembling system that

was both more soluble, thanks to the heptyl groups, and

more robust, thanks to the phenol groups which contrib-

uted to the total number of hydrogen bonds between the

subunits.[104] As expected, in both these systems assembly

and guest complexation was highly dependant on the

solvent.[105] Interestingly, in all solvents examined,

binding of guests was entropically driven. To rationalize

this observation it was proposed that two or more solvent

molecules occupied the cavity and that the addition of a

large guest liberated these. By such a mechanism, the

system could become more disordered upon complexation

and release up to 6.0 kcal mol�1 of free energy when 1-

adamantanemethanol was encapsulated. Once a guest is

encapsulated, exchanging it for another is a relatively

slow process. The mechanism, at least in the case of

[2.2]paracyclophane substituting adamantane in a deuter-

ated xylene solvent, has been examined.[106] The guest

vacates the cavity via a conformational change in one

subunit that opens a ‘‘flap’’ in the side of the host. The

new guest can then exchange with the resident, potentially

via an intermediate that possesses a solvated cavity. One

of the remarkable properties of host 38 (R=4-n-heptyl-

phenyl, X=OH) is its ability to accelerate[107,108] and even

catalyze Diels–Alder reactions.[109] The first experiments

highlighting these properties involves the reaction in

Scheme 6, a process that at millimolar concentrations in

xylene has a half-life of about 1 year. In contrast, the

reaction greatly accelerates in the presence of capsule

38 (R=4-n-heptylphenyl, X=OH) because the host can

encapsulate both reagents and hold them at an effective

concentration 1000 times that of the free reagents. The

capsule is not, however, a catalyst. That bane of cat-

alyst designers, product inhibition, raises its head and

prevents catalytic turnover. On the other hand, no such

problem was observed with the Diels–Alder reaction

involving p-quinone and 2,5-dimethylthiophene dioxide

(Scheme 7).[109] In this system, p-quinone binds more

strongly to the cavity formed by host 38 (R=4-n-heptyl-

phenyl, X=OH). Consequently, the product is driven out

of the cavity by the starting material and so each dimer

can induce many transformations.

Analogous systems have also been used for chiral

recognition. Host 39 (X=H) possesses one symmetry

plane and is therefore achiral (CS).[110] In the softball-type

assembly, however, the two subunits are orthogonal to

Fig. 4 Perpendicular views of space filling model of subunit 38 (R groups omitted for clarity, X=OH). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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each other and each plane bisects and therefore violates

the other. The result is a chiral capsule (C2) that racemizes

via a process of disassembly and reassembly. Upon the

addition of a chiral guest two diastereomeric complexes

form, with diastereomeric excesses ranging from 0% for

guest 40, to 35% for the more complementary 41. The

latter value corresponds to DDG� of 0.4 kcal mol�1. A

more extensive examination revealed diastereoselective

excesses as high as 50%.[111]

The additional hydrogen bonds in the dimer of 39
(X=OH) slow its rate of isomerization down somewhat so

the t1/2 is approximately 10–20 hr. In contrast, the rate of

guest exchange in this system is much faster because the

subunits do not need to completely dissociate for ex-

change to occur. As per 38, a flap can open to allow guest

egression. These points lead to an unusual memory effect.

If a deuterated p-xylene solution of the dimer of 39
(X=OH) is charged with (+)-pinanediol 41, then after

equilibration an excess of one diastereomeric complex is

observed. The addition of an excess of the enantiomer of

41 rapidly leads to guest exchange. As this process is so

much quicker than racemization, the enantiomeric shells

of the original major and minor complexes find them-

selves with a mismatched and a matched guest, respec-

tively. The major diastereomeric complex is now the least

stable complex, and only through the slow racemization

can equilibrium be reestablished. Until then, the system

finds itself ‘‘remembering’’ the shape of the first guest.

Another way to introduce chirality is to make assem-

blies using 38 (X=H) in which the pairs of R groups on

each glycoluril are different. This approach has to date

been less successful in chiral recognition, presumably

because the chirality is associated with the outer surface

rather than the inner cavity.[112]

The glycoluril subunit has been used by the Rebek group

to synthesize other assembling systems. The ‘‘jelly

doughnut,’’ a dimer of tri-glycoluril 42 (R=CO2-i-pentyl)

capable of encapsulating benzene and cyclohexane, lies at

the edge of our review. Readers interested in its hosting

properties, and its ability to slow the ring inversion of

encapsulated cyclohexane, are directed toward Refs. [113]

and [114]. Building upon these studies, a modular approach

to self-assembling subunits such as 43–45 (G=glycoluril)

has been proposed.[115] By a combination of NMR and

mass spectrometry, the smaller of these three hosts, 43, was

shown to bind N-methylquinuclidinium, while the large

Scheme 6 The Diels–Alder reaction between p-hydroquinone and cyclohexadiene.

Scheme 7 The Diels-Alder reaction between p-quinone and

2,5-dimethylthiophene dioxide.
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guests built from cavitands could bind 2,2’bipyridine and

metal complexes of cryptates such as 27.

A final self-assembling host based on glycoluril is built

from monomer 46 (R=4-n-dodecylphenyl, X=H).[116]

This molecule possesses curvature, and at each end, an

acidic H-bond donor (the sulfamide N–H) and a basic ac-

ceptor (the glycoluril carbonyl). Because the sulfamide N–

H/glycoluril C O hydrogen bond is the strongest possible

noncovalent interaction between subunits, the molecules

assemble into a barrel-shaped tetramer of D2d symmetry

where each stave is antiparallel to its neighbors. The

monomer has low solubility in CD2Cl2 and toluene-d8, but

the addition of adamantane derivatives results in a homo-

geneous solution. Diketone 47 was the strongest binding

guest initially screened (Kapp=3200 M�1), and exchanged

slowly (relative to the 600-MHz NMR time-scale) between

the free and the bound states. Subsequent competition ex-

periments between neutral guests and cationic species such

as 48 revealed that the latter bind more strongly.[117] The

barrel assembly is chiral (D2 symmetry) if the staves used

to construct it are 46 (R=4-n-dodecylphenyl, X=OH).[118]

This monomer is itself chiral—it possesses a plane of

chirality—and was therefore resolved upon synthesis.

Choosing one enantiomer and investigating its ability to

bind racemic guests revealed a range of diastereoselective

recognitions. For example, the diastereomeric excess in

binding (±) 3-methylcyclo-hexanone 49 was 60%, while

for its constitutional isomer (±) norcamphor 50 there was

no diastereomeric excess. Shape is everything! The binding

profiles of these hosts have recently been investigated as a

dynamic combinatorial library. By examining mixtures of

seven different staves in the presence of a series of guests, it

was possible to identify the different assembly products,

often in distributions far from statistical, that arose from

matched and mismatched assembly components.[119]

Even larger guests can be encapsulated with the host

arising from 51 (R=4-n-heptylphenyl).[120] This mono-

mer again forms a tetrameric, barrel-shaped assembly and

is capable of binding guests such as adamantane 52 and

congressane 53. These assemblies are very secure

structures in solvents such as CD2Cl2 or CCl4. In the

latter, EXSY NMR experiments revealed a lower limit

for the activation energy of the dissociation of tetramer of

51 (R=4-n-heptylphenyl) containing 52 to be 20 kcal

mol�1. Two possible mechanisms of this exchange were

identified. Either one or two staves flip up to allow the

guest to escape, or the barrel breaks in two before the

guest enters solution.

HOSTS BASED ON PLANAR SUBUNITS

As just described, hydrophobic pocket design via self-

assembly often utilizes curved subunits. However, as

MacGillivray and Atwood have observed,[121] there are

also many ways that planar subunits can be used to form

quasi-spherical hosts. The majority of these assemblies
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use metal ion coordination to join subunits with Lewis

basic sites. As arguably the most powerful approach to

self-assembly, an important goal of this field has been to

garner the rules that govern assembly.[121–124] Thus a

great deal of metal coordination assembly has not been

directly concerned with guest binding within hydropho-

bic pockets. Here the focus is on assemblies in which

large guest molecule binding properties have been

studied. For more general reviews readers are directed

to Refs. [125–131].

The Fujita group investigates using heterocycles and

palladium complexes in self-assembly. Their research has

led to some of the largest hydrophobic cavities reported to

date.[127] A particularly rich seam of research emerged

from the triazine-based subunit 54, which assembles into

tetrahedral structure 55 in the presence of palladium or

platinum ions (Scheme 8). This host is spacious enough to

complex four adamantane guests.[132] Guests can be se-

questered by stirring an aqueous solution of 55 (M=Pd2 +)

with a saturated hexane solution of the desired tar-

get.[133–135] Adamantane is one such example; another

is tri-tert-butylbenzene. The latter is larger than the

portals in the host and therefore is encapsulated very

slowly. Only at 80�C is the 1:1 complex formed at an

appreciable rate. For the smaller guests, a ‘‘ship-in-a-

bottle’’ mechanism is in operation whereby each guest

enters the cavity sequentially, and the contents of the

cavity assembled into the lowest free-energy packing

arrangement; an assembly within an assembly! Not all

guests can pack with equal efficiency though. Thus in com-

petition experiments between cis- and trans-dimethyl-

azobenzene only two molecules of the former are

taken up by 55 (M=Pd2 +).[136] Residency within 55
(M=Pd2 +) alters the properties of the cis-4,4’-dimethyl-

azobenzene guests, in so much as they do not isomerize

to the more stable trans form even after a few weeks of

exposure to visible light. Interestingly, two molecules of

unsubstituted azobenzene do not bind to 55 (M=Pd2 +).

It was suggested that CH–p interactions between the

methyl protons of the guest and the walls of the cavity

are important in the packing process. Host 55 (M=Pd2 +)

recognized cis and not trans isomers via shape-recogni-

tion. Shape complementarity is not, however, the only

important factor in determining guest complexation. For

example, although 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene is a good

guest, electron deficient guests such as 1,3,5-tribromo-

benzene were not taken up by the host.[134]

Host 55 (M=Pt2 +) has also been used to assemble cyclic

siloxanes that are presumed to be ephemeral intermediates

in the so-called sol–gel condensation; the polycondensa-

tion of trialkoxysilanes that leads to siloxanes.[137,138]

Guest 56 is one such example. It is a kinetic intermediate en

route to a thermodynamic product in the sol–gel process,

the cyclic ‘‘tetramer.’’ In contrast, 56 is kinetically stable

Scheme 8 The metal-ion assembly of ligand 54 into host 55.
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when synthesized inside host 55 (M=Pd2 +). This is

determined by hydrolyzing phenyltrimethoxysilane in a

solution of the host. A NMR spectrum after only 5 min of

reaction suggested that three or four molecules of phenyl-

trihydroxysilane were initially incorporated into the cavity,

while within 1 hr NMR spectroscopy demonstrated that the

complex 55 �56 had been formed. Once encapsulated, a

consideration of the NMR spectrum of the shell and

variable temperature NMR experiments told a good deal

about the mobility of the guest.[139]

Host 55 (M=Pd2 +) can also accelerate and control

reactions (Scheme 9).[140] When acenaphthylene guest 57
(R=H) was heated with 55, two guests were encapsulated.

Irradiation of this sample led to a near quantitative yield

of syn-dimer 58 (R=H), in a considerably shorter time

than is required for reaction in free solution. On a related

note, normally guest 57 (R=Me) does not undergo

dimerization. However, inside 55 (M=Pd2 +) the C2v

product was quickly formed in near quantitative yield. No

Cs symmetric dimer was observed. Similar rate accelera-

tions and stereoselectivities were seen for the dimeriza-

tion of naphthoquinones, and cross-photodimerizations

(Scheme 10).[141] Thus when 5-ethoxy-naphthaquinone 59
(R’=Et) and acenaphthylene 57 (R=H) were heated with

host 55 (M=Pd2 +) a 1:1:1 complex formed. Irradiation of

this complex gave a 92% yield of the cross syn product 60
(R=Et, R’=H). Surprisingly, with 59 (R’=Me) this yield

dropped to 44%, and a considerable amount of the

homodimers were observed. More dramatically, with 59
(R’=H) only a 35% yield of the cross product was ob-

served, along with 21% of the dimer of 59 and 14% of the

dimer of 57.

Another family of subunits from the Fujita group are

the oligo(3,5-pyridine)s such as 61 (Scheme 11). In the

presence of palladium ions this subunit forms square prism

or ‘‘nanotube’’ 62.[142–144] To affect this formation, a rod-

like template, e.g., 4,4’-biphenylenecarboxylate 63, is

required. In the final assembly product the dicarboxylate

resides within the hydrophobic tube. In fact, it is rather hard

to remove. Only at elevated temperatures was (weaker

binding) biphenyl slowly extracted from the pocket by

chloroform. The smaller subunit 64 (n=1) undergoes an

analogous assembly, whereas the even-numbered pyridine

igand 64 (n=2) forms two assembly products, 65 and 66.

These products have C2h and D2h symmetry, respectively,

and are formed in a 1:1 ratio in the presence of template

63.[143] The rate of isomerization between 65 and 66 is

slow. Two weeks were required for one isolated product

to form an equilibrium mixture. The movement of guests

within these nanotubes was examined by synthesizing the

complex between 62 and 4-phenylbenzoic acid.[144] This

lower symmetry guest induced desymmetrization of the

host framework at room temperature. As the temperature

was raised, coalescence of the NMR signals at 47�C
demonstrated that the guest vacated the cavity via an

activation barrier of 16 kcal mol�1. This coalescence

temperature varied as a function of guest concentration

suggesting two mechanisms of exchange, a dissociative

one at low concentrations and an associative mechanism

at higher guest concentrations. Guest egression depends

on the length of the nanotube—the shorter the tube the

lower the activation energy—and the nature of the

guest.[138,144]

A subtle change to 54 leads to a family of bowl-

shaped hosts. Thus subunit 67 assembles into cavitand 68
(Scheme 12).[145] Binding studies revealed that this host

can hold two molecules of m-terphenyl.[146] At room

temperature, guest motion within the cavity is slow on the

NMR time-scale. Interestingly, the solid-state structure of

this complex revealed a dimeric capsule of 68 encapsu-

lating four guests. Whether this is the case in solution

could not be determined. The encapsulation of cis-stilbene

in 68 was equally interesting. Six molecules were trapped

in a dimeric capsule in the solid state. In solution, the

garnered evidence suggested that a monomeric host

containing one or two guests was in equilibrium with the

dimeric capsule containing six. Host 68 has also been used

Scheme 9 A [2+2] photodimerization of acenaphthylenes.
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to stabilize sol–gel condensation intermediates, in partic-

ular the condensed ‘‘dimer’’ of naphthyltrihydroxysi-

lane.[138]

The assembly properties of tripodal ligand 69 have been

examined.[147] In the presence of palladium ions, this sub-

unit assembles into one of two forms: dimer 70 that exists

as a pair of enantiomers, and 71 (Scheme 13). Addition of

1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid to the assembly reaction

leads to 70, whereas addition of a more spherical guest

leads to 71 with the more spherical cavity. Furthermore,

each assembly product can be converted to the other by the

addition of a suitable excess of the requisite guest. Hence

this system constitutes a dynamic receptor library. This

library can be taken to the ‘‘next level’’ by mixing ligands

69 and 72. This leads to up to four products whose ratios

depend on the guest present in the assembly mixture.[148]

Hexahedral capsule 74 (Scheme 14), formed by the as-

sembly of 18 palladium ions and six copies of subunit 73, is

a remarkable structure that, at least for host/guest applica-

tions, was designed too well.[149] The shell possesses little

in the way of portals and, with six connections between

each of the organic subunits, is of very high kinetic sta-

bility. Guest exchange is hard. For this reason 75, a subunit

that possesses a ‘‘N-defect,’’ was synthesized.[150] This

molecule assembles into an analogous structure, but with

one less coordination site, there are fewer linking groups

between each subunit and the shell is a bit more forgiving.

To date, only guests as large as CBr4 have been stored in

this capsule.

Scheme 10 A [2+2] cross-photodimerization of olefins.

Scheme 11 Assembly of nano-tube 62.
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Subunit 76 follows different assembly paths than 75.

Using four subunits and eight metal ions, this triangular

subunit forms either a tetrahedron-shaped capsule, or an

open pocket of square pyramidal architecture.[151] The

assembly is again template dependant. Benzil promotes

the formation of the open pocket, which in aqueous

conditions is filled with one guest. In contrast, the smaller

CBr4 leads to the sealed, tetrahedral-shaped host. In the

absence of a template, two products form in a 3:2 ratio.

The major component was tentatively identified as a

trimer of 76 possessing an open, trigonal pyramid

structure, while the minor component was the open,

square pyramidal pocket.

Porphyrin derivative 77 also undergoes self-assembly

with palladium ions; three subunits assemble into a

trigonal prism capable of encapsulating pyrene.[152]

Porphyrin dimers have also been reported that bind

bipyridines.[153] Subunit 78 forms a square prism assem-

bly.[154] By using a biphenyl template, it was possible to

switch this assembly to a trimer of trigonal prism

architecture, while crystallization led to the formation of

an alternative (lower symmetry) square pyramid structure.

The Raymond group has also utilized Lewis acid/Lewis

base coordination processes to drive the assembly of

subunits into hydrophobic pockets. One of their more

successful systems in this regard is based on ligand 79,

which, in the presence of a variety of metal ions,

assembles into the distorted tetrahedron 80 (Scheme 15).

Host 80 is chiral (symmetry group T) and therefore exists

as a pair of enantiomers. The helical twist of the three

ligands around each metal center induces chirality. In each

enantiomer, all these centers possess the same twist sense,

DDDD or LLLL. In the absence of a guest, water fills the

cavity of host 80 (M=Ga3 +) and the counterion of the base

used in the assembly, e.g., K+, is not incorporated into the

cavity.[155] If a guest such as Et4N+Cl- is added to the

assembly process, it is encapsulated within the racemic

mixture of host.[156] As expected, there is a dramatic

upfield shift of the 1H NMR signals of the encapsulated

guest. Furthermore, the signal from each methylene

proton, enantiotopic in the free state but diastereotopic

in the assembly, appears as a complex multiplet rather

than a quartet. Other guests can be encapsulated within the

confines of 80. A study of the entrapment of Me2Pr2N+,

Pr4N+, and Me2NCH2CH2NMe2H+ revealed that Et4N+ is

Scheme 12 Assembly of cavitand 68.
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the best guest and that the assembly processes were

endothermic (for a cation binding to a host of charge

�12!).[155] The endothermic nature of this process was

rationalized in terms of the necessity to desolvate both

host and guest. However, desolvating the host is not at all

bad. As the authors pointed out, the release of the

solvating waters from the cavity is probably at the root of

the enthalpic gain of guest complexation. A mono-

charged guest does, however, appear to be a necessity.

Neither Et4Si—isosteric with EtN4
+—nor doubly charged

N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-1,3-propanediamine was observed

to bind to the cavity of 80 (M=Ga3 +).

Host 80 (M=Ga3 +) is also capable of stabilizing

reactive species in aqueous solution. For example, the

phosphonium salt [Me2C(OH)PEt3][Br] has been trapped

in its cavity.[157] This salt can be formed by the reversible

addition of triethylphosphine to acetone in the presence of

HBr, but in an aqueous solution devoid of acetone this

compound rapidly decomposes to its constituent parts.

The combination of a water-free cavity, a high effective

Scheme 13 Assembly of 69 to form 70 and 71.

Scheme 14 Assembly of 73 to form hexahedral cage 74.
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concentration of the components, and shielding by the

cavity walls, stabilizes the normally reactive phospho-

nium salt. The proposed formation involved triethylphos-

phine entering the confines of the cavity and undergoing

reaction with an acetone guest.

Complex 80 (M=Ga3 +) is large enough to act as a

host for a host.[158] Thus mixing 80 with either

[12]crown-4, [15]crown-5, or [18]crown-6 led to the

appearance of new 1H NMR signals that corresponded to

the encapsulated crown ether complex. That the crowns

were carrying a metal ion was revealed using 7Li NMR

on the lithiated host Li12[Ga4L6] containing one of the

two smaller crown complexes. In these experiments,

with the signal from the crown complex free in solution

referenced at 0 ppm, the signal for the encapsulated

complexes appeared at �4.0 ppm. The association

constants for the three Na+ complexes of [12]crown-4,

[15]crown-5 and [18]crown-6 binding to 80 (M=Ga3 +)

were calculated at 2700, 18, <0.1 M�1, respectively.

Nuclear magnetic resonance evidence also suggested that

one or two water molecules were incorporated into the

host along with the crown complex.

As discussed above, host 80 (M=Ga3 +) exists as a pair

of enantiomers. These do not interconvert with any appar-

ent haste. The activation energy for flipping a tris(cat-

echolate)gallium(III) center from D to L has been

measured at about 67 kJ mol�1.[159] Hence incorporation

of a guest that possesses an element of chirality should

result in the formation of readily separable diastereomeric

complexes. This was accomplished with the guest, N-

methyl-(�)nicotinium 81.[160] The separated complexes

were indeed very stable; they retained their diastereomeric

purity in alkaline aqueous solution over a period of at least

8 months. The isolation of each enantiomer of 80
(M=Ga3 +) allowed experiments that revealed a chiral

memory effect.[161] Thus host 80 (M=Ga3 +) was prepared

with the N-methyl-(�) nicotinium 81 guest, and the

DDDD diastereomer isolated. Cation exchange with ex-

cess Et4N+ gave the enantiomerically pure DDDD
(Et4N+)12 salt, with one of the ammonium ions acting as

guest by occupying the cavity; guest exchange did not

affect the chirality of the shell. Addition of an excess of

helicate complex 82 led to the gradual replacement of the

naphthyl ligands in 80 with the phenyl biscatecholamide

ligands of 82. The tetraethyl ammonium guest was a good

reporter group for this exchange process, but it was CD

spectrometry that revealed that the original chirality of

host 80 (M=Ga3 +) was retained even after all six ligands

had been exchanged!

Scheme 15 Assembly of 79 to form T-symmetry cage 80.
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CONCLUSION

Self-assembly is a powerful technique for hydrophobic

pocket design. Although contemporary technologies mean

that the pockets so synthesized must be of relatively high

symmetry, this strategy allows access to very large host

molecules and supramolecules. As a result, inroads are

already being made in terms of molecular storage and

catalysis. As the field’s ability to synthesize increasing

lower symmetry hosts improves, self-assembly is likely to

play an increasing role in the development of new tools

for molecular storage/delivery, detection, and catalysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Microscopically engineered surface structures allow the

local control of physical properties such as adhesion,

friction, and wettability. These properties are related both

to molecular interactions and surface topology.[1,2] If the

structure features are small enough—till nanometer

scale—and well ordered, they may be applicable to

electron confinement for light emission or novel elec-

tronic devices.[3] Commonly used techniques to create

laterally structured surfaces are photolithography and

electron beam lithography. Based on these structures, the

feature size can be reduced down to 30 nm using soft

lithography (microcontact printing).[4] A newly developed

technique named as Nanoimprinting can be used to create

surface features down to 5 nm over macroscopic areas.[5,6]

Another way to create structured surface with nanometer-

sized features is to introduce surface coating layers with

defined structures, for instance, by using block copoly-

mer lithography[7] and surface-induced patterning using

polymers.[8,9]

Ultrathin organic films prepared, for example, with the

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) and the self-assembly (SA)

techniques are other promising candidates for surface

modification.[10] By using these techniques, organic mol-

ecules with great variability can be incorporated into

organized assemblies in a well-controlled manner.[11]

During the condensation procedure of molecules into

densely packed states, lateral structures with adjustable

shapes and arrangements may occur, which can be

understood in terms of dipole–dipole interaction and line

tension.[12,13] The size of structures induced in this way is

usually in the range of 1–100 mm, and many of them

(especially the anisotropic structures) are randomly

arranged. Less addressed are the nanoscopic structures

created in these quasi two-dimensional systems, although

the existence of ‘‘micelle’’ clusters in organic monolayers

has been suggested even at the very early stage by

Langmuir.[14] This was partially because of lack of high-

resolution real space approach in detection methods for

this size range, until the advent of scanning probe

microscopy (SPM) applicable on thin organic films.[15,16]

A different approach to create microscopically pat-

terned surface is based on the wetting instability during

LB transfer, as first reported by Riegler. By withdrawing

a hydrophilic solid substrate (Si-wafer) through a mono-

layer-covered [L-a-dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine

(DPPC)] water surface under suitable conditions, parallel

stripe patterns can be created.[17] The chemical formula of

DPPC, the surface pressure/area, and the transfer position

are shown in Fig. 1. The stripes are parallel to the three-

phase contact line (air-substrate monolayer-covered water

surface), i.e., perpendicular to the deposition direction, as

shown schematically in Fig. 2. The width (several

micrometers) and distance (1 to 100 mm) of stripes were

found to be adjustable with the transfer speed, which

varied from 0.5 to 4.0 mm sec�1.[18] At higher transfer

speeds, the distance became smaller. Later on, Gleiche[19]

observed the similar phenomena by using the same

molecule but with another substrate (mica instead of Si-

wafer) and at another speed range (from 83.3 to 333.3 mm

sec�1). The question of what the size (width) limitation of

the stripes and the distance between them are if the

monolayer is drawn further faster arises.

REGULAR NANOCHANNEL LATTICE

To miniaturize the structure features, we first chose mica

instead silicon as substrate to transfer DPPC monolayer.

The freshly cleaved muscovite mica, K[Al2(Si3AlO10)-

(OH)2], is negatively charged, while DPPC has a zwit-

terionic head group. The electrostatic interaction between

DPPC and mica allows a very fast deposition of the DPPC

monolayer. By increasing the transfer speed by 1–3 orders

of magnitude compared with the previous works, the

similar phenomenon as reported by Riegler was observed:

the faster the transfer speed, the smaller the distance

between the stripes. For instance, at a withdrawing speed

of 33 mm sec�1 (2mm min�1), the average distance

between the stripes is measured to be 14.3±1.8 mm (as

shown in Fig. 3), while it became 4.0±0.32 mm at a

withdrawing speed of 167 mm sec1 (10mm min�1) and
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2.5±0.20 mm at a withdrawing speed of 500 mm sec�1

(30mm min�1).[19]

By further increasing the withdrawing speed till

1000 mm sec�1 (60mm min�1) and under a low surface

packing density (85 Å2/mol, 3 mN m�1) in the pure liquid

expanded (LE) phase, the stripe patterns become period-

ic![20] Surface topography inspections with scanning force

microscopy (SFM) reveal regular hydrophilic channels of

about 200 nm in width, which are separated by hydropho-

bic stripes of monolayer with a latitude of about 800 nm as

shown in Fig. 4. The height difference between the stripe

region and the channel region is about one monolayer

thick. Here the ‘‘stripe’’ is defined as the monolayer-

covered region, and ‘‘channel’’ is defined as the uncovered

region. The tiniest channels obtained so far with this

method exhibit a width of about 100 nm. This method is

fast and reliable. For example, only 1 min is required to

produce a sample of 6cm in length fully covered with the

channel lattice structure with a density of 10,000 cm�1.

These structures can extend over the whole substrate areas,

which can be easily visualized with an optical microscope

 

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of L-a-dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcho-

line (DPPC), surface pressure/area isotherm, and the transfer

position (arrow). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of stripe formation as a result

of substrate-induced condensation during Langmuir–Blodgett

transfer of amphiphilic molecules in liquid-expanded phase.

Fig. 3 Optical micrograph of parallel stripe patterns on mica

surface formed by transferring DPPC monolayer at a surface

pressure of 3.5 mN m� 1 with a withdrawing speed of 33 mm

sec�1 (2mm min�1). The surface was decorated with a thin

silver layer to obtain optical contrast.

Fig. 4 Scanning force microscopy images of the structured

mica surface (image size 30�30 mm2). Scanning force micros-

copy inspections reveal channels of about 200 nm in width sep-

arated by stripes (800 nm wide) of a monomolecular DPPC film

(inset, 6�6 mm2) imaging. The monolayer prepared on pure

water was rapidly transferred with a speed of 1000 mm sec�1

(60mm min�1), at a lateral surface pressure of 3.0 mN m�1 and

constant temperature of 22.5�C. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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by decorating the surface with a thin silver layer (2 nm). By

thermal evaporation, silver atoms preferentially wetting the

mica surface (channels) than the monolayer stripes results

to an optical contrast,[21] as shown in Fig. 5.

The formation of the observed stripe structure can only

take place during the molecular transfer of a low-pressure

precursor film, which equals to a low surface packing

density of molecules at the air / water interface. The

transfer from such an isotropic liquid-expanded state (no

predefined orientations) is normally not expected to build

up close packed monolayers. In our experiments, the

transfer ratio was approximately unity, but only 70–80%

of the surface is actually covered. This corresponds well to

the difference in the molecular packing density between

the condensed phase on the mica surface and the expanded

phase on the water surface. The mechanism of stripe for-

mation differs from that which is responsible for striation

in multilamellar liposomes at lower temperature (ripple

phase)[22] or in simple granular mixtures[23] and in shrink-

ing experiments.[24] Anisotropic domain growth at the air /

water interface can also lead to stripe patterns, which can

be understood in terms of a lowered line tension com-

peting with dipole–dipole interactions.[25,26] There, how-

ever, the resulting structure has a random distribution of

alignment. The transfer-induced regular structures differ

remarkably from stripe phases of monolayers grown at the

air / water interface because of their highly reproducible

regularity and predefined orientation parallel to the three-

phase contact line.

It turned out that slow monolayer deposition results in

large distributions of channel distances and widths,

whereas an improvement of the regularity is observed

with increasing transfer velocity. The deposition speed

always exhibits an upper limit where the molecular

transfer ratio decreases, although the best quality of the

stripe structure (i.e., homogeneous periodicity over the

whole substrate) is obtained close to this critical value at

which the meniscus oscillation becomes self-synchro-

nized. Besides the transfer speed, other experimental

conditions such as temperature and molecular packing

density (surface pressure) can also strongly influence the

formation of the regular linear structure. With increased

surface pressure (higher molecular packing density), even

before the main phase transition, no stripe structure

parallel to the contact line is observed.

Although the periodic structure can be found every-

where on the whole substrate, a variation in channel

widths and distances must be taken into account,

especially when contaminations at the air / water inter-

face or defects on solid substrate exist, as shown in

Fig. 6. To obtain long-range well-ordered structure, both

Fig. 5 Optical micrograph representing the regular stripe

structure over an area of 80�60 mm2. The hydrophilic channels

were filled with more silver coating (bright lines), whereas the

DPPC monolayer depicted dark (less silver).

Fig. 6 Defects which disturb the regularity of the stripe structure

owing to A) contaminations and B) step edges on mica surface.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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DPPC solution and the LB trough have to be kept in

clean conditions.

MODELS OF WETTING INSTABILITY

Although the origin of the periodic structures by Lang-

muir wetting is not yet fully understood, there are sev-

eral possible qualitative explanations falling mainly into

two categories. One is the oscillation of the meniscus

height induced by the substrate-mediated condensation,

and the other is the local pressure oscillation induced by

the transfer.

It is well known that the contact line between the water

and a hydrophilic solid substrate (three-phase contact line)

normally exceeds the planar water surface up to a few

millimeters by surface tension, thus defining the static

equilibrium meniscus height, as shown in Fig. 7. This

meniscus height heq can be expressed with liquid/vapor

interfacial tension gLV and the contact angle y[27] as

heq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gLV

rg
ð1� sin yÞ

s
ð1Þ

Combining with the well-known Young’s equation

gSV ¼ gSL þ gLV cos y ð2Þ

where gSV and gSL are the solid/vapor interfacial tension

and solid/liquid interfacial tension, respectively, we obtain

heq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

rg

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLV �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2

LV � ðgSV � gSLÞ2
qr

ð3Þ

When the water surface is covered with a monolayer of

amphiphilic molecules, the molecules can condense on the

substrate surface at the three-phase contact line generated

as a result of the interaction between the molecules and

the substrate. This is named substrate-mediated conden-

sation (SMC).[28] Depending on experimental conditions,

the condensation can either lead to a straight-line, liquid-

condensed stripes and/or regular fingers. A decreased

meniscus height was experimentally observed in the

course of SMC. According to Eq. 3, this can be under-

stood as a consequence of a decreased solid/vapor in-

terfacial tension (gSV). On the other hand, the meniscus

height will tend to exceed its equilibrium value by a

continuous substrate motion (upstroke) building up a

dynamic equilibrium height hde (Fig. 4). If the water

surface is covered with a monolayer, the increased

meniscus height will result in an accelerated molecular

adsorption on the substrate.[18] Thus the dynamic behavior

of the meniscus height is governed by two counteracting

processes, which lead to an oscillation of the meniscus and

result in regions of transfer depletion normal to the

dipping direction. It turned out in our work that the

oscillation of the meniscus height may become periodic in

the submicrometer size under certain controllable condi-

tions. A similar stick-jump motion of the meniscus has

been found in monolayers of dimethyldioctadecylammo-

nium bromide, resulting in a striped surface, but on a

significantly larger length scale (�1 mm).[29]

The second possible explanation for the generation of

the periodic structures is the local surface pressure (or

local surface density) oscillation instead of the meniscus

oscillation. With a strong molecule–substrate interaction,

molecules change their state very fast from the liquid-

expanded phase to the liquid-condensed phase at the

three-phase contact line. This process must result in a

sudden area reduction of the molecules. Because of the

viscoelasticity of monolayers, which is related to the

cohesive energy of the molecules, the molecules very near

the contact line will be drawn up and condensed on the

substrate resulting in a low surface pressure region

because of the reduced molecular density. With a very

fast transfer speed, the surface pressure can even reach

zero resulting in a transfer depletion. Such kind of low

surface density regions were observed previously around

the liquid-condensed domains, when monolayers were

transferred in the two-phase coexistence region.[30] After

the depletion, the surface pressure will increase because

the molecules will accumulate again at the contact line by

the moving barrier, thus resulting in a local surface pres-

sure oscillation.

If the second model is correct, one should expect a

temperature dependence of the periodicity because the

cohesive energy of molecules depends on the temper-

ature. At increased temperature, the cohesive energy

gets reduced. Thus the periodicity should decrease

with increased temperature. This is indeed observed
Fig. 7 Increased water meniscus height dynamic wetting (hde)

compared with static wetting (heq).
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experimentally. However, it is not possible to distinguish

this mechanism from the first one solely in terms of

temperature effect because the condensation will also

depend on the temperature (or more precisely, the tem-

perature gradient).

Just recently, some theoretical groups proposed models

to understand such a periodic oscillation during LB

deposition. One of the groups used a model for one-

dimensional flow of a van der Waals fluid near its dis-

continuous liquid–gas transition. They found that steady-

state flow becomes unstable in the vicinity of the phase

transition, and this instability can lead to complex periodic

density oscillations at some suitable chosen sets of

parameters.[31] It is expected that, combining theoretical

and experimental works, one will be able to quantitatively

understand the mechanism of the periodic pattern forma-

tion during LB transfer in the near future.

ROBUST STRUCTURED SILICON SURFACES
WITH CHEMICAL CONTRAST

Compared with other lithography methods, the Langmuir–

Blodgett-based preparation for regular stripe patterns

shows its advantages of low costs, fast, and an unusual

ratio between the width and the length of the linear

structures (the line width can be as small as 100 nm, and

the length is, in principle, unlimited). However, with the

combination of DPPC as the organic monolayer and mica

as the substrate, the structure is not stable to be inserted

into aqueous solutions and polar solvents. This restricts

the application potential of such patterned surfaces as a

template in many cases, especially for biological systems.

The concept was then expanded to form stable patterns

on silicon surfaces based on template-directed self-as-

sembly. First, line patterns with regular channels and

stripes composed of DPPC on silicon surfaces were

fabricated with the Langmuir–Blodgett technique, as

previously performed on mica surfaces. By using oxygen

plasma-treated silicon surface, similar periodic monolayer

stripes are obtained.[32] The optimal transfer conditions of

DPPC on silicon surfaces are different from that of DPPC

on mica surfaces because of the different surface

properties between silicon and mica. The periodicity can

be as small as 410 nm, as shown in Fig. 8, and even below.

The stripe structure of DPPC on silicon is not stable

when the slide is inserted into an aqueous solution as well

as in the case of DPPC on mica. To obtain stable and

functional structures on silicon surfaces, we used the

DPPC-structured silicon surface as a mask for the pattern

transfer. A general approach is based on the substitution of

the stripes and channels by two different molecules (e.g.,

silane 1 and silane 2), which are terminated with different

chemical groups, according to different purposes. Thus a

robust, covalently bound, chemically active and selective

patterned surface can be fabricated onto the silicon

surface. Finally, a line pattern of covalently bonded

molecules with selective functionality replaced the phys-

ically adsorbed DPPC structure. In Fig. 9, the basic

strategy for fabricating chemically functionalized surfaces

by using DPPC stripes as a template is illustrated

schematically.

The second step of the general approach depicted in

Fig. 9 is realized using 3-Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane

to silanize in the channels selectively. After that, the

DPPC stripes were washed away (step 3 depicted in

Fig. 9). Fig. 10 shows a topographical image of the

resulting surface obtained by SFM. The topography of

Fig. 8 Scanning force microscopy image of DPPC stripe

structure on silicon surface (left, 9.2�9.2 mm2). The periodicity

can be as small as 410 nm, as indicated by the section analysis

(right) which is taken from the black frame of the left image.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the striped structure has been inverted. New stripes

consisting of silane molecules formed in the original

channel areas. The height of the new stripes is around

0.4 nm in the case of amino silane, which is smaller than

the theoretical length of the chain. This kind of height

anomaly is quite common when measuring soft organic

films in tapping mode.[33] Furthermore, functional

surfaces can be fabricated according to the schematic

procedure depicted in Fig. 9. The original DPPC-

occupied areas were silanized with octadecyltrichlorosil-

ane (OTS) (step 4). The resulting surface structure is

shown in Fig. 10B. Because of defects in the original

DPPC stripes, the conversion to an OTS layer is not

complete. The holes in the stripe structure are converted

to the amino silane in the first step and represent

imperfections in the forming OTS layer. The images

were taken in the contact mode presenting the lateral

force signal (friction). The contrast in lateral force is

induced by the two different functional groups (–NH2

and –CH3).

ANISOTROPIC WETTING AND
TEMPLATE-DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY

Structured surfaces of this type introduce an anisotropic

wetting behavior. Thus the shape of the liquid/solid phase

boundary can be strongly influenced.[34] For example, the

contact line of a droplet placed on a chemically structured

surface of this type may deviate from that of an ideal

circle[35] and becomes orientation-dependent. This devi-

ation depends on the ratio of the droplet radius and the

lateral size of the heterogeneity and is more prominent for

comparatively small droplets. In the following wetting

study, we use phenyloctane as a wetting liquid. The inset

of Fig. 11 shows a droplet of phenyloctane on the struc-

tured surface (diameter of about 65 mm). A polygonal

contact line parallel to the channels can be clearly

observed. Furthermore, the drying process of this small

Fig. 10 Scanning force microscopy images of the silanized

silicon surfaces with two different silane molecules. A) SFM

topographical image of 3-Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane assem-

bled in the DPPC-free channels (image size 10�10 mm2).

B) SFM lateral force image of 3-Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane

and octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) assembled in the DPPC chan-

nels and stripes (image size 5�5 mm2). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration for the pattern transfer based on

the self-assembly on silicon surfaces. a) Step 1: DPPC stripes on

the silicon surface. b) Step 2: Silane molecule 1 silanizing the

channel area of the silicon surface. c) Step 3: Silane molecule 2

on the previous stripe regions after removing the DPPC stripes.

d) Step 4: Structured silicon surface with silane molecules 1

and 2. (From Ref. [32].)
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droplet is found to be surface structure-dependent. Its

phase boundary parallel to the stripe direction retracts

discontinuously, jumping abruptly from channel to chan-

nel during the evaporation, whereas the contact line

perpendicular to the stripe direction shows a smooth and

continuous motion. Fig. 11 represents an optical micro-

graph of a temporal sequence gradually revealing the

surface chemical structure periodicity. As a consequence,

the droplet diameter perpendicular to the channel direc-

tion is determined by an even multitude of the lattice

period. The dotted lines in Fig. 11 were drawn tangentially

to the droplet perimeter emphasizing the underlying

structure. This discontinuous dewetting process is evoked

by the regular change in the interfacial tension when

moving across the surface. Considering a periodically

striped surface with alternating chemical properties, an

anisotropic wetting behavior is expected as discussed in

Ref. [36].

In recent years, template-directed selective deposition/

self-assembly of nanosized materials and functional

molecules received more and more scientific and techno-

logical interests. The structured mica or silicon surfaces

reported here offer an easily prepared template with

wetting or chemical selectivity. The different wetting

behavior of the hydrophilic channels and the hydrophobic

stripes can be used to deposit materials along the channels,

for example, by an anisotropic surface structure-deter-

mined wetting/dewetting process[37,38] by using capillary

(capillary filling)[39,40] and electrostatic forces.[41]

Template-Directed Self-Assembly
from Organic Solutions

Surface structure-dependent adsorption is obtained by

applying a suitable solution carrying the material to

deposit. Water-insoluble gold clusters (Au55) stabilized

by an organic ligand shell[42] dissolved in 1-phenyloc-

tane were dropped on the structured mica surface and

investigated with SFM after the drop has been removed.

Exposed to this solvent, the DPPC film remains

absolutely stable. Channels filled with Au55 clusters

are shown in Fig. 12. Cluster aggregates were lined up

in the channels. Their height (almost 4 nm) corresponds
Fig. 11 Time-dependent discontinuous dewetting observed

with an optical microscope during the evaporation of a phe-

nyloctane droplet. A superposition of five frames showing the

retracting perimeter (from top to bottom, elapsed time in

parenthesis). The contact line of the droplet parallel to the stripe

direction shows a stick-jump behavior moving from channel to

channel (periodicity �1.6 mm). The dotted lines indicate the

orientation of the underlying structure. The inset represents the

initial state (32�43 mm2). (From Ref. [36].)

Fig. 12 Scanning force microscopy image of selective de-

posited Au55 cluster aggregates (bright spots) aligned along

the channels (image size 11�11 mm2) on mica surface. The

spikes depicted in the three-dimensional rendered selected area

(inset) indicate that the height of many cluster aggregates is

about one cluster layer thick, although lateral size of the

aggregates is larger than the individual clusters (image size

5� 5 mm2). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to a single cluster diameter, but some of them exceed the

monolayer height. In contrast, the DPPC monolayer is

virtually not wetted and only a few cluster aggregates

are located on the top of the stripe region resulting in a

nearly perfect selective adsorption. With the same

method, CdSe nanoclusters (5 nm) trapped by an organic

ligand layer[43] were successfully selective-deposited in

the channel region, as shown in Fig. 13. In the inset, an

image of scanning near-field microscopy (SNOM) is

shown which was taken with a home-designed setup and

newly developed scanning tip[44] at the excitation

wavelength of 488 nm (emission maximum of the 5-

nm CdSe cluster is 532 nm). Thus we obtain the clear

evidence that the channel regions are really filled with

nanoclusters as wished.

Template-Directed Self-Assembly
from Aqueous Solutions

On the other hand, water-soluble Au55 cluster can be

deposited selectively onto the robust structured silicon

surfaces with chemical contrast. Here Au55 clusters

were solved in water and dropped on the structured

silicon surface. Experimental results indicate that Au55

clusters stay in separated form and assemble selectively

on the stripes formed by the amino silane as shown in

Fig. 14. The density of the cluster is higher than that

assembled on the DPPC-structured mica surface and

the clusters.

Fig. 15 Scanning force microscopy image (4�4 mm2) of the

channel structure filled with paramagnetic FeCl3 molecules with

gas deposition. In some locations, three-dimensional crystals

were growing along the channels. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 14 Scanning force microscopy images of water-soluble

Au55 cluster selectively deposited on the patterned silicon

surface (image size 3.5�3.5 mm2). The inset represents the

phase image (image size 700�700 nm2), where the single

clusters packing along the channel region are observed. (From

Ref. [32].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Scanning force microscopy image of selective de-

posited CdSe cluster aggregates (bright spots) aligned along

the channels (image size 10�10 mm2) on silicon surface. The

SNOM image (image size 5�5 mm2) shown in the inset indicates

that the channels are filled evidently with CdSe nanoclusters.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Template-Directed Self-Assembly
from Gas Phases

A small droplet of FeCl3 solution was brought onto the

structured mica surface and evaporated slowly. The FeCl3
molecules condensing from the vapor phase were selec-

tively adsorbed in the channels, whereas the monolayer

stripes were not coated. In some places, three-dimensional

crystals growing along the channel direction are observed,

as shown in Fig. 15. The SFM images were taken at

positions several centimeters away from the droplet of

FeCl3. Channels filled with paramagnetic FeCl3 mole-

cules provide a contrast in magnetic force microscopy

(MFM).[20]

Thermally evaporating silver in high-vacuum (1�10�6

Torr) silver atoms will first selectively wet the channel

regions on mica surface, as discussed previously (Fig. 5).

If less silver is evaporated (not more than 2 nm), only

the channel regions are fully covered with silver, as shown

in Fig. 16. This offers the possibility to make one-dimen-

sional electrodes.

CONCLUSION

The original goal of the application of Langmuir–

Blodgett technique was to achieve extended homogenous

monolayer/multiplayer of organic molecules, which

should be highly ordered at the molecular level. It turns

out in this work, however, that by adjusting the molecule–

molecule interactions and molecule–substrate interac-

tions, the LB transfer under appropriate experimental

conditions can lead to long-range-ordered nanoscopic

structures over macroscopic areas. Interestingly, the pre-

cursor LB monolayer has to be in a highly isotropic,

disordered phase. Besides the nanoscopic feature size and

characteristic long-range order, the structure may be

heterogeneous. The potential applications of ordered het-

erogeneous surfaces with nanosized features as template

structures for selective deposition of nanoclusters and

molecules are demonstrated. The method presented above

should not be restricted to a specific molecule–substrate

pair and may be extended to other amphiphilic molecules

and polymers.
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INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical structures can be found in nature from the

macroscopic level to the microscopic level. Biomaterials

are selectively self-organized from molecular- to macro-

length scales, with organized units of subassemblies that

are generated to serve biological purposes.[1] Inspired by

the complexity of biomaterials, research has been initiated

to mimic biomineralization processes and chemically pro-

duce hierarchical structures.[1–10] This chapter is focused

on a new methodology to generate hierarchical materials

as novel sorbents for separation of metal ions via

hierarchical imprinting synthesis.

Molecular Imprinting

The concept of molecular-imprinted polymers was

originally introduced by Wulff and Sarhan in the early

1970s.[11] Imprinting synthesis (Fig. 1) is a polymerization

method that creates selective adsorption cavities inside or

on the surface of solid materials with functionalities

spatially organized around templates. The templates

interact with a complementary portion of a functional

monomer, by either covalent[12] or noncovalent[13] in-

teractions such as ionic, coordinative, hydrophobic, or

hydrogen bonding. The functional monomers are fixed

around the templates upon polymerization. After removal

of templates, a set of recognition sites is retained in the

polymer matrices or on the surface of the substrates.

Recognition sites are employed to rebind the imprinting

templates or some analogous molecule with similar

physical/chemical characteristics. The imprinted cavities

have ‘‘one-to-one’’ specific selectivity, which mimics

enzyme. Accordingly, the imprinted sorbents are also

called artificial enzyme or biomimic antibodies. Tem-

plates ranging from the smallest species (proton) to

biomacromolecules (proteins) have been successfully

imprinted.[12–21] Various applications have been utilized

in the areas of separation, catalysis, chemosensors,

biomimic enzymes, drug delivery, etc.

WHY HIERARCHICAL
IMPRINTING SYNTHESIS?

Molecularly imprinted polymers are usually synthesized

as bulk materials.[12] Templates are removed via extrac-

tion after grinding the bulk polymers into fine particles.

Although imprinting synthesis has proven to be the most

efficient method for tailoring binding sites, both site

accessibility and site heterogeneity remain as problematic

issues. The imprinted cavities located on the surface of the

fine particles are fully accessible. However, those located

inside the particles are only partially accessible or in-

accessible, depending on the porosities of the corre-

sponding hosts. Grinding of the imprinted polymers can be

eliminated by casting thin films, making porous mem-

branes, or producing small spherical particles via emul-

sion polymerization. Site accessibility is significantly

improved through these synthesis techniques without

increasing the template population. Porous membranes

and surface imprinted substrates are the prototype of the

imprinted sorbents with hierarchical structures. The orig-

inal concept of hierarchically imprinted porous sorbents

was coined based on the imprinting synthesis involving

multiple templates over several discrete dimension

scales.[23] This concept has been extended from its

original metal-ion imprinting to various target chemical

species.[60] Hierarchically imprinted porous sorbents have

advantages of perfect binding-site integrity, fully acces-

sibility of imprinted sites, excellent mass transport, and

finely adjustable hydrodynamic properties.

Hierarchically imprinted structures can be assembled

via two methodologies: 1) coassembly[22,23] and 2) step-

wise assembly.[40,60] Imprinting synthesis through a coas-

sembly method is based on the self-assembly of

hierarchical structures through simultaneous uses of mul-

tiple templates. However, the stepwise assembly method

involves sequential generation of hierarchical structures.

Both methods have been successfully employed to

synthesize hierarchically imprinted sorbents for metal

separation. Hierarchically imprinted sorbents have more

than one type of porosity, which takes different roles in
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applications. The primary porosity is the recognition

cavities, which function as selective binding sites for

template species. The secondary porosity can be meso-

pores. The mesopores open the accesses of solution to the

binding sites. The uniformity of the mesopores offers

homogeneous diffusion of the target analytes. Macropores

are attributed to the tertiary porosity. Both the secondary

and tertiary porosities substantially improve the mass

transport properties of the hierarchically imprinted

sorbents. Fig. 2 illustrates the topological structure of

hierarchically imprinted sorbents. In the following,

examples for the applications of these two hierarchical

imprinting methodologies in developing novel sorbents

are reviewed.

COASSEMBLY SYNTHESIS APPROACH

Mesoporous Silica Sorbents via
Hierarchical Imprinting

The discovery of ordered mesoporous materials using a

surfactant-templated approach has opened a new era in

synthesis of ordered nanoscale materials.[23,24] This class

of materials has attracted the attention of scientists from

different fields because of their unique structural features.

Firouzi and coworkers[25] have developed a model that

makes use of the cooperative organization of inorganic

and organic molecular species in three-dimensional ar-

rays. They divided the global surfactant-directed ordered

porous material synthetic process into three reaction

steps: multidentate binding of silicate oligomers to the

cationic surfactant and the silicate, preferential silicate

polymerization in the interface region, and charge densi-

ty matching between the surfactant and the silicate. This

micelle-based template synthesis can be viewed as a

mesoscale-imprinting process and ideal to generate

uniform mesopores.

The combination of the above mesoscale-imprinting

synthesis with metal ion-imprinting synthesis has resulted

in novel hierarchical sorbents for metal separation.[22] The

concept behind this multilevel imprinting is as follows.

Surfactant micelles and metal ions both simultaneously

act as templates in these hierarchically imprinted sorbents.

An acidic ethanol solution leaches and extracts the metal

ion and surfactant. The leaving of these templates results

in two different yet associated imprints within the silica

matrixes. Each imprint carries out a specific function

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of imprinting polymerization. (From

Ref. [23].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Topological structures of hierarchically imprinted porous sorbents. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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individually. On the microporous level, removal of the

metal ions from the corresponding complex leaves

cavities (1–3 Å) that exhibit ionic recognition. These

pores give the sorbents enhanced selectivity for the given

ions. On the mesoporous level, removal of the surfactant

micelles results in the formation of relatively large,

cylindrical pores (diameters of 25–40 Å) that give the gel

an overall porosity, including large surface areas and

excellent metal-ion transport kinetic.[26–29] Pore sizes can

be easily controlled by the chain length of the surfactant

molecules.[30–35] This combination of selectivity and high

capacity, coupled with fast kinetics, makes these materials

ideal candidates for many separation applications.

The synthetic procedure was developed to produce

hierarchically imprinted sorbents for Cu2 +.[22] Briefly, the

Cu2 + template is coordinated with a bifunctional ligand 3-

(2-aminoethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane (aapts) via a

standard literature procedure.[36] The [Cu(aapts)2]2 + com-

plex and a surfactant typically cetryltrimethylammonium

bromide (CTAB) are imprinted into a silica matrix by

the base-catalyzed hydrolytic condensation of tetraethyl-

orthosilicate (TEOS). The resulting blue solid is collected

by filtration. An ethanol/ HCl solution effectively

removes all templates. The bidental amine ligands lose

the metal cations when protonated at pH 3 or below. The

surfactant is extracted by the acidic ethanol. Fig. 3 gives

a schematic illustration of this hierarchical imprinting

methodology for the synthesis of Cu2 + templated sor-

bents. Small-angle X-ray scatterings (Fig. 4) of the

surfactant-free mesoporous sorbents show a peak around

Q=1.2–2.4 nm�1. This peak indicates a long-range

ordered or a wormy structure organized by the surfactant

templates. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the UV–Vis

spectrum of [Cu(aapts)2]2 + in a methanol solution with the

corresponding diffuse reflectance spectrum of a washed-

and-dried as-synthesized mesoporous silica. The close

match between the spectrum of [Cu(aapts)2]2 + and that of

[Cu(b-aapts)2]2 + (b-aapts= aapts ligand covalently bond-

ed to silica) indicates that the stereochemical environ-

ments of the copper ion in the two systems are similar.

Therefore the complex is covalently doped in the bulk

silica matrix. The absorption position of the peak is

consistent with the fact that Cu2 + is coordinated with four

amine ligands, because both three and two amine-

coordinated copper complexes have absorption peaks at

much longer wavelengths.[37] Therefore the imprint of

Cu2 + is successfully formed in the mesoscopic compos-

ite materials.

Competitive ion-binding studies were conducted with

Cu2 + and Zn2 + ions to measure the selectivity of the

imprinted material. The Zn2 + ion was chosen as the

competitor species because it has the same charge and

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram showing the synthesis of a hierarchically imprinted sorbent using Cu2 + and CTAB simultaneously as

templates from Ref. [23]. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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nearly identical size, and also binds well with the diamine

ligand. The selectivity coefficient, k, for the binding of a

specific ion in the presence of competitor species can be

obtained from equilibrium binding data[38,39] according to

Eqs. 1–3:

M1ðsolutionÞ þ M2ðsorbentÞ � M2ðsolutionÞ

þ M1ðsorbentÞ ð1Þ

k ¼ f½M2�solution½M1�sorbentg=f½M1�solution½M2�sorbentg

¼ KdðCuÞ=KdðZnÞ ð2Þ

where Kd is the distribution coefficient, expressed as:

Kd ¼ fðCi � CfÞ=Cfg


 fvolume solution ðmLÞg=fmass gel ðgÞg ð3Þ

Here Ci is the initial solution concentration and Cf is the

final solution concentration. Comparison of the k values

for the imprinted and control blank gels can show the

effect that imprinting exerts on the metal-ion selectivity

for a given material. A measure of the increase in se-

lectivity due to molecular imprinting can be defined by the

ratio of the selectivity coefficients of the imprinted and

nonimprinted materials:

k0 ¼ kimprinted=knonimprinted

Significant increases in Kd(Cu), k, and k’ for Cu2 +

through hierarchical imprinting has been observed with

the largest k�33,000 and the largest k’�240. These

values are, to our knowledge, the highest k and k’ values

currently achieved for imprinting synthesis with metal

ions.[40] The hierarchical imprinting approach gives rise to

a significant improvement over imprinted organic poly-

mer sorbents in both capacity and selectivity.[38,39] The

Kd(Cu) and k values of the sorbents prepared without the

use of surfactant templates are only 250 and 26, re-

spectively. Both values are significantly less than those of

the hierarchically imprinted sorbents, demonstrating the

synergism of different scale templating synthesis.

Mesoporous Bridged Polysilsesquioxane
Sorbents Synthesized via
Hierarchical Imprinting

A new approach for the hierarchical synthesis of ion-

imprinted sorbents[41] is based on the newly developed

mesoporous bridged polysilsesquioxane materials.[42–46]

Structural similarities between bridged silsesquioxanes

and organosilanes allow a good mixing of these sol–gel

precursors and a uniform incorporation of the functional

Fig. 5 UV/Vis spectra of [Cu(aapts)2]2 + in methanol and

immobilized in a mesoporous sorbent prepared by CTAB as a

structure directing reagent. (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 4 Small-angle scatterings of hierachically imprinted

sorbents using a) CTAB, b) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),

and c) dideoxyadenosine DDA, where Q=(4p/l)sin(y/2), where

l is the X-ray wavelength (0.154 nm) and y is the scattering

angle. The asterisks in a) and b) indicate the other diffraction

peaks from the hexagonally packed mesoporous materials. No

additional diffraction peaks in c) are consistent with the fact that

the neutral surfactant template DDA gives rise to the worm-

structured mesoporous materials. (From Ref. [23].)
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ligands into the mesoporous polysilsesquioxane frame-

work. Inagaki and coworkers[44] pioneered the synthesis

of ordered mesoporous bridged polysilsesquioxane mate-

rials. The bridged silsesquioxane precursor that had been

explored to generate hierarchically imprinted sorbents is

1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane (BTSE). In general, the

copolymerization of BTSE with metal ion complexes of

aapts around supramolecular assemblies of cetyltrimethyl-

ammonium chloride (CTAC) gives a nanocomposite poly-

mer.[41] Extraction of the surfactant and metal ions results

in a porous material with a high affinity for the metal ion

template. Again, both the metal ions and the surfactant

micelles act simultaneously as templates in this system.

Removal of the surfactant leaves a network of pore

channels that give these sorbents large surface area and

excellent metal ion transfer kinetics. Removal of the metal

ions results in the formation of tailored binding sites made

of ethylenediamine functionalities. Arranged functional-

ites in conformations favor the rebinding to the metal ion

template. Selective sorbents have been synthesized for

Cu(II), Ni(II), and Zn(II).

The batch tests indicated that the Kd(Ni) of the Ni-

imprinted sorbent and Kd(Zn) of the Zn-imprinted sorbent

over thousands have been achieved.[41] The selectivities of

the nickel and zinc-imprinted sorbents were investigated

by competitive sorption. All initial solutions contained

equimolar amounts of Ni(II) and Zn(II) at five different

concentrations from 10�4 to 10�3 M (with respect to

both ions) and pH 6.0. Interestingly, the nickel-imprinted

sorbent adsorbed more Ni(II) than Zn(II) at all concen-

trations. This results in higher distribution coefficients for

Ni(II) than Zn(II) with the nickel-imprinted material. This

sorbent removed nearly all of both metal ion species from

the highly diluted Ni(II):Zn(II) mixture (10�4:10�4 M).

At low concentration, the population of binding sites is

larger than the total number of metal ions. The lack of

competition may cause the loss of selectivity. In direct

contrast to the adsorption behavior of the nickel-imprinted

material, the zinc-imprinted sorbent absorbed more Zn(II)

than Ni(II) at all concentrations studied. This results in

higher distribution coefficients for Zn(II) than Ni(II) with

the zinc-imprinted material.

Polymer Sorbents Prepared by
Emulsion Polymerization

The surface template polymerization diverges from the

bulk imprinted materials by creating microspheres with

imprinted external surfaces.[48,51] The original method-

ology was pioneered by Uezo et al.[48] The microspheres

have a hierarchical structure of spherical surfaces and

imprinted cavities scattering on the surfaces. Such a

structure is formed via a coassembly synthesis approach.

In this synthesis, metal ions, amphiphilic functional

molecules, surfactants, and monomers play the roles of

imprinting targets, selectively binding ligands, morphol-

ogy-controlling agents, and polymer matrix precursors,

respectively. During emulsion polymerization, each

component fulfills its role, individually. The surfactants

control the shape and size of the final spherical particles

with certain size distribution. The complexes of the metal

ions and the amphiphilic functional molecules are

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of ion imprinting in microspheres. (From Ref. [52].)
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imbedded on the surfaces of the spherical polymer matrix

to form imprinted cavities. The amphiphilic nature of the

functional molecules is the key factor for this surface

template polymerization. The functional molecules play

two roles in this coassembly synthesis: 1) interface

between hydrophobic matrixes and hydrophilic templating

ions; and 2) generation of imprinted sites. Fig. 6 illustrates

the methodology of the surface template polymerization.

The imprinted surface has better site accessibility than the

conventional molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs).

Therefore this technique overcomes the fundamental draw-

backs of conventional polymer imprinting methods.[47–54]

After many years of intensive studies by several

groups, surface-imprinted polymers evolved from water-

in-oil (W/O) and oil-in-water (O/W) systems to more

complicated water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) system for

the better control of imprinting effect. The imprinting

effect has also been improved by using rigid polymer

matrixes and strong binding ligands. Trimethylolpropane

trimethacrylate (TRIM) replaced divinylbenzene (DVB)

in some applications by offering improved matrix rigidity.

Diphenyldodecyldiphosphonic acid (DDDPA) has been

found as an efficient functional molecule for metal ion

imprinting.[47–51] Several applications have been made for

selective binding of Zn2 +, Cu2 +, and lanthanide ions. The

pH dependence of the absorption of the imprinted polymer

to metal ions has been investigated. The dissociation of

the metal ion/polymer complex is suppressed by the

elevated pH value. Therefore the uptake of metal ions

from aqueous solution is enhanced with the increase of

pH. Size exclusion effect was observed when Dy(III),

Ce(III), and La(III) ions were imprinted.[55] Dy(III) ion

imprinted polymer excludes the accesses of the other two

ions, while La(III) ion imprinted one accepts all ions. As a

result of the similarity of the affinities of the lanthanoid

ions to the functional molecules, the selectivity of the

imprinted polymers to lanthanoids is only contributed by

the size selectivity. This result is consistent with the ion

radius order of Dy(III), Ce(III), and La(III), which are

1.083, 1.196, and 1.216 Å, respectively.

STEPWISE ASSEMBLY

Surface-Imprinted Mesoporous Sorbents

Hierarchical imprinting can also be accomplished in meso-

porous materials through stepwise assembly.[40] First,

ordered mesoporous materials can be fabricated via

surfactant templating synthesis. Functional groups are

then introduced to the pore surface of mesoporous silica

through imprint coating. The key to this stepwise design is

to coat the mesopore surface with complexes between

ligands and target metal ions rather than just the free

ligands. After the removal of metal ions, the ligand

imprints of the template metal ions are created on the

mesopore surfaces. This organization reflects both the size

and stereochemical signature of the template ion, and

should ultimately lead to future ion recognition and

selective rebinding of the target ion from ion mixtures.

Such functionalized ordered mesoporous materials exhibit

significantly greater target ion binding selectivities than

sorbents prepared by conventional coating methods. The

success of this new approach is built on the unique

environments of ordered, hexagonally packed mesopore

surfaces for conducting surface imprinting. These include:

1) circularly curved, extremely rigid pore surfaces, and

optimum pore diameters (20–100 Å), which match the

stereochemical requirements for surface imprinting of

4- or 6-coordinated metal ions; 2) a very uniform pore size
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Fig. 7 Surface imprinting on mesoporous materials. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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distribution which allows the generation of the uniform

imprints and limits the possible choices of coordina-

tion environments.

Fig. 7 shows a schematic diagram for making the

sorbents for Cu2 + via the stepwise assembly. The batch

uptake tests have indicated that imprinted sorbents exhibit

distinctly higher effective capacities for Cu2 + than

their respective control blanks. Fig. 8 shows samples

of imprinted and nonimprinted monolith mesoporous

beads after being exposed to identical solutions contain-

ing 0.001 M Cu2 +. The capacity enhancement due to

molecular imprinting can be easily observed via the

development of blue color associated with the formation

of Cu2 +–amine complexes only in the surface-imprinted

beads. Adsorption equilibria for these coated, mesoporous

sorbents are generally achieved in less than 15 min,

attesting to the fact that the adsorption kinetics for these

materials are also significantly faster than those for

analogous microporous materials. Furthermore, their

capacity does not change after repeated cycles of loading

and elution. These properties make them ideal for many

separation applications requiring recyclable solid phases.

The selectivities of these new sorbents were investigated

by using aqueous solutions of zinc and copper. Compar-

ison of the Kd values for Cu2 + imprinted with control-

blank samples for the aapts-coated sorbent system shows a

sixfold increase in Kd for Cu2 +, while Kd for Zn2 +

decreases by the same amount. The k’ value of 40 for

aapts-imprint-coated sorbent has been observed.

Ion-Imprinted Zeolitic Sorbents

Zeolites consist of a crystal lattice having defined pores

and cavities.[56] They are usually synthesized by hydro-

thermal methods in the presence of certain organic

molecules (e.g., quarternary ammonium salts) acting as

templates to control the type of lattice being formed. The

harsh synthesis conditions eliminate the possibility of

using the coassembly method for synthesizing hierarchi-

cally imprinted zeolitic sorbents. A ‘‘ship in bottle’’

imprinting technique has been developed for the assembly

of cavity sites for uptakes of metal ions. The essence of

this stepwise assembly method involves first introduction

of metal ion via ion exchange, which is followed by a

facilitated surface functionalization.

Fig. 9 shows a schematic diagram for synthesizing

Cu2 +-imprinted zeolite-L sorbents. A comparison of the k

value for the Cu2 +-imprinted sorbent with that for the

corresponding control sample showed an increase in k for

Cu2 + through ion imprinting, with the k value for the

imprinted zeolite near 30 and k’ more than 2. For

comparison, the competitive adsorption for the unfunc-

tionalized plain zeolite has exhibited similar Kd values for

both Cu2 + and Zn2 +. In this case, the mechanism of

absorption is through the ion exchange reaction. This

indicates that the original zeolite network has no

selectivity toward a specific ion. The selectivity of the

imprinted zeolite is generated through ion imprinting and

surface functionalization.

Ion-Imprinted Lamellar Sorbents

Lamellar structured silicate materials, which are com-

posed of one or multiple negatively charged sheets of SiO4

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of molecular imprinting in L-zeolite. (From Ref. [56].)

Fig. 8 Comparison of nonimprinted (left) and imprinted (right)

sorbent beads. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tetrahedra with abundant silanol-terminated surfaces,

provide an adjustable space with their intergalleries,

whose negative charges are balanced by either Na+ or

H+ in the interlayer spacing.[57] Various chemical species

(charged or neutral) have been intercalated into the

galleries of layered silicate such as magadiite to form

the corresponding intercalation compounds for various

applications. Many novel materials have been derived

from layered silicate materials. For example, organic

functional groups can be covalently grafted on the silanol-

terminated interlayer surfaces through the use of organo-

silanes containing the functional ligands.[58,59] Surface

imprinting synthesis of these materials as sorbents for

Cu2 + has been successfully demonstrated via stepwise

assembly. The 29Si cross-polarization (CP)/magic angle

spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectra of imprint-functionalized magadiite A) and control

blank magadiite B) are shown in Fig. 10. The 29Si reso-

nance peaks at ca. �103 and �114 ppm are assigned to

the 29Si nuclei of Q3 and Q4 environments, respectively.

The relative narrow peak widths indicate that the crystal-

line structure of the magadiite framework has been retained

during the functionalization reactions. The resonance

peaks at ca. �56.5 and �67.5 ppm arise from the (–O)2-

Si(OH)R and (–O)3SiR species assigned to T2 and T3,

respectively. The presence of the T2 and T3 bands indicates

that the aapts functional groups are covalently bonded to

the magadiite surface. The major reactions employed in

this intersurface imprinting using the magadiite host are

schematically shown in Fig. 11. The enhanced uptake

of Cu2 + by the Cu2 +-imprinted layered sorbent has been

observed. The Kd value of the Cu2 +-imprinted sample

is threefold greater than that of the control sample. The

value of the relative selectivity coefficient k’ (3.24) is >1,

which indicates enhanced adsorption through the ion-

imprinting synthesis. The capacity did not change after

several cycles of loading and striping.

Toward ‘‘Biomimic’’ and ‘‘Enzyme Mimic’’
Nanoporous Materials

Three-dimensional ordered nanoporous materials are

widely found in nature.[60] Those materials possess hi-

erarchically ordered structures having at least one

Fig. 10 29Si MAS NMR spectra of A) imprint-functionalized

magadiite and B) control blank magadiite (inset: expansion

spectrum between �25 and �75 ppm). (From Ref. [57].)

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of molecular imprinting in magadiite silicate. (From Ref. [57].)
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dimension down to the nanoscale. Proteins, enzymes, and

biomembranes are known as hierarchically structured

materials carrying out various biological functions such as

sensing, catalysis, size and shape selection, and response.

The marvelous functions of biomaterials attract research

interests from many fields. Material scientists simulate the

bioactivity by creating artificial biomaterials through

‘‘biomimic’’ or ‘‘enzyme mimic.’’ Ion selectivy is one

of the most important properties of those biomaterials. For

example, the Na+/K+ pump of the cell membrane

maintains that the Na+ concentration inside the cell is 36

times higher than that outside of the cell.

A recent report demonstrated the control of the three-

dimensional architecture based on a stepwise assembly

technique.[60] This approach created a novel hierarchical

porous material with tunable size- and shape-selective

pore structures to mimic the microchannels in biomem-

branes. Ordered mesoporous materials are formed by

micelle templates. A monolayer of ligand is sequentially

grafted to the channel surface by surface imprinting. This

material consists of a rigid mesoporous oxide frame and a

soft monolayer with tailored microcavities that mimics the

shape and size selectivity of the biomaterials. Fig. 12

shows the scheme of the hierarchical porous materials

with ordered mesoporosities and microcavities in the

long-chain molecular monolayer coatings. The triangular

shape in the cavity represents the template molecules, or

the idealized shape of the cavity.

CONCLUSION

Synthesis methodologies of hierarchically structured

sorbents for metal ions were reviewed. Such hierarchically

structured sorbents exhibit not only fast binding kinetics

and high capacities, but also molecular recognition

capabilities. The simplicity of this technique should lead

to a wide variety of highly selective sorbents, the prop-

erties of which can be optimized for many metal ions with

the proviso that they form stable coordination complexes

with suitable bifunctional ligands. Furthermore, this

hierarchical imprinting methodology should not be limited

to the synthesis of sorbents for the binding of metal ions.

Organic molecules can be used as templates for generation

of sorbents exhibiting molecular recognition of the target

molecules. The general design principles illustrated by

these results highlight opportunities in areas such as

selective sorbents, chemical sensors, and catalysts offered

by the imprinted mesoporous materials as molecular

recognition devices.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges facing chemists from a variety of

disciplines (e.g., catalysis, biochemistry, materials sci-

ence) is to determine the identity of unknowns, mecha-

nisms and kinetics of reactions, and the nature and stability

of intermediates. For example, understanding the mecha-

nisms for catalytic reactions can allow for the design of

custom catalysts. Powerful analytical tools (e.g., FT-IR,

NMR, X-ray) are often used to study such things as

surface states, adsorbed species, intermediates, and prod-

ucts.[1–4] Studying these reactions and chemical species in

realistic chemical and physical environments represent-

ative of actual conditions is challenging.

Mass spectroscopy (MS) has been used for decades for

compound identification as well as following the progress

of reactions.[5–7] Commonly, mass spectral measurements

are very rapid, making it ideal to provide information

about intermediates while monitoring the consumption of

reactants and the formation of products.

In this chapter, Fourier transform ion cyclotron reso-

nance mass spectroscopy (FT-ICR/MS) will be shown to

be a powerful tool for investigating chemical reactions.

FT-ICR/MS is capable of providing high-resolution mass

values of molecules for compound identification. When

monitoring reactions, relative abundances and mass

values of reactants, intermediates, and products are re-

corded simultaneously as a function of time. Very good

discussions on FT-ICR/MS theory are found else-

where,[8,9] so only a brief summary will be presented here.

FT-ICR/MS DESCRIPTION

High-resolution FT-ICR/MS provides the empirical for-

mula of the molecule by measuring what is typically

called the ‘‘exact mass.’’ Of course, some measurement

uncertainty is associated with the measured mass but with

parts-per-million resolution, very few combinations of

atoms will add up to the measured mass. The number of

combinations is usually further reduced by incorporating

some knowledge about the reaction to eliminate consid-

eration of some atomic combinations when certain atoms

are known to be absent in the reaction. A simple example

is the identification of CO and N2. Both have a nominal

mass of 28 Daltons (Da), but more precise calculations of

the masses show CO to equal 27.99491 Da and nitrogen to

equal 28.00615 Da (both rounded to five places past the

decimal). Although the difference between the masses of

CO and N2 is only 0.01124 Da, the peaks are readily

distinguishable at typical FT-ICR/MS resolutions.

Ions may be created in many ways including electron

impact (EI) ionization, chemical ionization (CI), photo-

ionization (PI), and others.[8,9] Each has advantages and

disadvantages depending on the sample type and analysis

needed. This chapter will deal primarily with ionization as

a result of laser ablation (discussed later).

A typical ‘‘rectangular’’ FT-ICR/MS trapping cell is

shown in Fig. 1. In FT-ICR/MS, ions are ‘‘trapped’’ in a

high-magnetic field between electrodes or end plates.

Applying the appropriate positive or negative direct cur-

rent (DC) voltage to the plate can trap either positive or

negative ions. Although most FT-ICR/MS methods trap

one or the other exclusively, trapping both positive and

negative ions simultaneously is possible using RF trap-

ping in a novel cell design.[10]

Trapped ions generally remain colinear with the static

magnetic field and are repelled by the end electrodes.

Many trap geometries have been used[10–17] including

cylindrical, cylindrical with a concentric wire, segmented

plates, and even an open cell using RF excitation to trap

ions. Theoretical modeling of cell geometries and ion

trajectories is typically performed using an ion simulation

program such as SIMION.[11,15,17–26] In some instruments,

two cells are connected together having a common

electrode, or plate, between them. With this arrangement,

ions can be trapped in either or both cells and transferred

from one cell to the other. To detect the trapped ions,

excitation waveforms are applied to the excitation plates

causing the ions to assume orbits within the trap passing

close to the detection plates (Fig. 2). As the ions pass by

these plates, the oscillating potential is recorded as a

function of time. The frequency of the orbit is related to

the mass-to-charge ratio of the molecular ion or fragment

ion, so a Fourier transform[27] of that data set will yield

data relatable to the mass-to-charge ratio.
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In an FT-ICR experiment, the sequence and timing of

events is programmed and executed. A sample timing

diagram of an experimental sequence is shown in Fig. 3

and examples of other sequences specific to research

applications are presented elsewhere.[16,28–31] Timing is

very precise with submicrosecond accuracies possible

with readily available data acquisition clocks. Many

parameters can be varied in the experiment including

event duration, timing between events, plate voltages, and

excitation frequencies and magnitudes. As the parameter

space is very large, learning the fundamentals of FT-ICR

to understand the impact of changing the various

parameters is very helpful. Utilizing an ion-modeling

program can also assist in determining desired parameters

for a specific experiment.

Ions may be selectively excited and/or rejected from the

trap by using a SWIFT (stored waveform inverse Fourier

transform) waveform.[28,32] For SWIFT excitation, a

waveform is calculated that contains the resonant frequen-

cies of the mass-to-charge ratios of interest. If a large

excitation voltage is used, the selected mass-to-charge

ratio will be ejected from the trap. By careful application

of this technique, the ion populations within the trap(s) can

be tailored for the particular reaction being studied.

A great amount of research has been performed to

optimize parameters once the ions are trapped in the cell.

For example, resolution suffers greatly if ions are widely

dispersed, so tightly organized ‘‘packets’’ of ions are

desirable. When using ionization methods such as laser

ablation, the ions produced exhibit a wide range of kinetic

energy and spatial distributions, which is undesirable for

FT-ICR/MS analyses. A wide spatial distribution makes

excitation difficult because some of the coherency as well

as some of the ions is lost. The ions that are detected will

not be in a well-organized packet, which will decrease the

resolution. Additionally, transfer of ions from one trap to

another, in the case of a dual-cell instrument, is not very

feasible as most of the ions are not aligned with the small

conductance limit orifice between the cells. The high

kinetic energies of these ablated molecules have been

described as the major problem for trapping and detec-

tion.[17] In order to alleviate this problem, a process called

axialization is employed to collect ions in the center of the

trap before excitation starts. This process results in

enhancements of both resolution and ion yield. In one

example, the resolution for a peak was improved from

2400 without axialization to 144,000 with axialization.[33]

Common methods for axializing ions include inserting a

time delay prior to excitation to allow for the decay of

excess energy as the ions orbit in the trap, adding an inert

buffer gas so that collisions remove the energy, and RF

axialization of the ions. Simply waiting for the energy to

decay is not practical because of ion loss. Buffer gases are

effective and easy to implement;[31,34,35] however, ramp-

ing the trapping plate potentials down linearly to poten-

tials normally used for excitation has been shown to be

effective, even without a buffer gas.[34] In one application,

an ablation chamber impedes the spreading of the neutrals

after ablation so they act as the buffer gas.[31] Radio-

frequency axialization involves applying pulses of ex-

citation voltages to various plates (depending on the

trap geometry) to cause the ions to align themselves

axially with the trap magnetic axis near the center of the

trapping cell.[13,14,16,17,20,28,36–41] Further tests have

shown that a combination of a buffer gas (e.g., 5�10�7

Torr argon) with active RF axialization has been shown

Fig. 1 Example of an ion trap. Excitation plates (E) and

detection plates (D) are shown. The right end plate is left out

for clarity.

Fig. 2 Schematic view of an ion trap looking down the

direction of the magnetic field. Once ions are inside the trap and

axialized to the center of the trap as in (a), the RF excitation

waveform is applied to two excitation plates causing the

orbital radius of the ions to increase (b). When the excitation

is ‘‘off,’’ the ions continue to orbit near the plates (c) allowing

detection (d).
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effective.[33,42–45] Once an effective way to axialize the

ions is realized, not only are better spectra obtained, but

the ions can be re-excited and remeasured, provided that

the ions are axialized between scans.[33]

Another way to improve peak resolution is to correct

the data for the frequency drift of ions during data

acquisition. By mathematically correcting the data using

digital quadrature heterodyning, improvements in resolu-

tion of up to several orders of magnitude have been

realized.[46,47]

Once a well-resolved peak is obtained, an accurate

mass measurement is possible. Mass calibration is most

accurate when known peaks exist within the spectra from

which the frequency-to-mass relationship can be calcu-

lated.[48] One study compared the accuracy of two com-

mon frequency-to-mass algorithms showing calculated

mass errors are very small (ppb).[49]

Accurate mass determination and ion manipulation

make high-resolution FT-ICR/MS a powerful analytical

tool to ascertain the empirical formula of a molecule and to

study chemical reactions. In the next sections, the com-

bination of laser ablation with FT-ICR/MS will be shown

to be well suited for heterogeneous catalysis research.

LASER ABLATION

Laser ablation is a technique commonly used to vaporize

and ionize a solid sample in preparation for FT-ICR/MS

analysis. A review of recent advances and applications of

laser ablation shows widespread application and utility.[50]

Parameters that can be varied to optimize ablation include

wavelength, power density, and total energy deposited on

the sample. Laser energy is focused on a sample causing

the sample to heat, bonds to be broken, and material to be

ejected from the bulk via a short-lived plasma. The plume

of sample vapors expands out from the surface of the solid

in a shape that is proposed to be similar to a supersonic jet

expansion.[51,52] Vapors produced are a combination of

ions and neutrals, the distribution of which was estimated

to be about 1% ions and 99% neutrals for ablated silicon

carbide.[53]

Once ions have been produced, they need to get into

the trap volume where they are stored for subsequent

reactions and/or analyses. If the ablation occurs in[12] or

close to the trap, the kinetic energies of the ions are used

to transport the ions into the trap. However, if the distance

to the trap is great or other barriers prevent the ions from

freely entering the trap (e.g., the magnetic field), an ion

guide is necessary to funnel the ions into the trap. Many

schemes for ion transport have been contrived but

typically potentials on electrodes are used to accelerate

and decelerate ions, and RF excitation voltages are used to

keep the ions traveling on a coherent path. SIMION

(discussed previously) or some other ion trajectory

modeling program can be used to aid in the design.[25]

Theoretical and practical ion optics considerations for

designing an ion guide are presented elsewhere.[54] Other

developments include a ring ion guide,[55] an off-axis ion

injection from a continuous ion source,[52] an RF octa-

pole,[56] and a cylindrical ion guide with a concentric wire

electrode.[21,22]

Fig. 3 Sequence of events in a typical laser ablation FT-ICR/MS experiment.
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Trapping the ions is not a simple operation as ablated

ions have kinetic energies ranging from less than one to

hundreds of electron volts.[22,51,53,56–61] Some ablation

sources are close to the trap eliminating the need for an

ion guide, but that means the trap must be operated in such

a mode as to effectively trap many ions. Even with ion

guides to direct ions into the trap, the timing and plate

voltages must be carefully tuned. Most often, only a part

of the ions ablated are ever retained in the trap because the

slow, low-energy ions do not reach the trap before the trap

voltages are applied, and/or the fast, high-energy ions

either pass through the trap before the voltages are applied

or simply cannot be trapped with the voltages used. The

timing and trap voltage are set so as to maximize the

number of ions of interest retained in the trap.

Varying the power density and wavelength applied to

the sample can cause different fragmentation patterns. In a

study using 1064-nm Nd-YAG laser excitation at powers

of 200, 900, and 2000 MW/cm2, fragmentation patterns

for several zeolites showed a dependence on power

density.[29] These data showed that the higher energy

density yielded larger fragments and clusters. By changing

the wavelength of the ablating laser, the fragmenting and

clustering patterns also change. Stöber silica was ablated

using 193-, 248-, and 355-nm laser radiation, and the

longer wavelengths generated larger fragments.[62]

Another type of laser ablation suitable for ionizing

large molecules without extensive fragmentation is called

matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI).[63]

In this technique, the molecules of interest are mixed with

another molecule that strongly absorbs the laser energy.

The strongly absorbing molecule will cause the large

molecules to be ionized and released from the surface via

energy transfer. This technique has been very successful

in biological fields.[35,64–67]

ZEOLITE/SILICA MASS
SPECTROSCOPY RESEARCH

Mass spectroscopic studies of catalysts, in particular

zeolites, commonly involve the use of gas chromatog-

raphy/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) to determine the

efficiencies of various catalytic beds and reactant com-

binations.[68–70] In one recent application, product and

reactant gases from a Parr reaction vessel were monitored

in real-time using low-resolution MS.[71] However,

relatively few studies of zeolites using high-resolution

FT-ICR exist.[72]

Laser ablation of zeolites is difficult because the

fragments ablated tend to undergo clustering and rear-

rangement. Clustering is not uncommon given the high-

energy plasma environment during ablation and has been

seen with other materials, e.g., dichlorosilane[73] and

metals.[59,74,75] Several researchers have looked at the

laser-ablated zeolites and silica powders and have ob-

served SiO2 clustering using time-of-flight/MS (TOF/

MS)[76–79] and high-resolution FT-ICR/MS.[29,62,80] Fig. 4

shows a small portion of a typical mass spectrum showing

the repeating peaks every 60 Da for laser-ablated beta

zeolite. The distinctive ‘‘triplets’’ seen in a mass spectrum

arise from the isotopic abundances of the naturally

occurring isotopes of silicon[7] and provide a simple

way to visually identify a silicon-containing compound.

Table 1 shows a summary of the experiments and the

(SiO2)X� cluster series reported (others may have been

detected but not reported). The order of the atoms in the

formula is not intended to imply any structural significance

(e.g., HO� vs. OH�). Series that are in common include

(SiO2)n O� and (SiO2)n HO�, regardless of the type of

zeolite or silica, laser wavelength, and the power density

used. As the formation of these series is independent of

these variables, dissociation and recombination reactions

in the ablation plasma must dominate their formation.

Lafargue ejected ions such as [SiO2]� and [OH]� from the

trap that would act as building blocks for cluster formation

in order to exclude the possibility of in-trap clustering. No

changes in the spectra were found, implying clustering was

complete prior to entering the trap.[62] Further confirmation

of this is that the mass spectrum was the same for doped

silica aerogels (carbon introduced through pyrolysis and

Rhodamine-6G dopants) as with undoped silica aero-

gels.[79] However, if the silica aerogel was doped with

fullerene or coke, the mass spectra showed peaks arising

from the dopants only, and none from the host matrix (the

silica aerogel). The table also shows a number of

differences between the experiments. The [(SiO2)n H]�

series is only seen in the TOF/MS experiments and not in

the FT-ICR/MS experiments. Zeolite ablation also yielded

series containing the associated cation, Na+ and K+, for the

NaMOR (mordenite), KLTL (Linde Type L), and NaLTA

(Linde Type A) zeolites. An aluminum-containing series,

[AlO(SiO2)nO]�, was also detected for some zeolites

containing aluminum framework atoms. Additionally,

the TOF/MS analysis of UV-ablated (308 nm) zeolites,

silicalite-1 and MCM-41, showed series [(SiO2)n Si]� and

[(SiO2)n OSi]� that were not reported for the IR-ablated

(1064 nm) NaMOR, KLTL, and NaLTA zeolites analyzed

by FT-ICR/MS.

Positive ion spectra of zeolites and silicas show no

clustering with the primary cations identified as Na+, Al+,

K+, Si+, AlH2O+, and KAlO2
+ for the NaMOR, KLTL,

and NaLTL zeolites.[29] For Stöber silica, the primary

cations detected were Si+ and [SiOH]+.[62]

Negative ion mass spectra of ablated zeolites and

silicas are typically very complex, having hundreds of

peaks. Routinely, series of peaks can be addressed with a

single descriptor (e.g., [(SiO2)n]�) and an integer range
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that describes cluster sizes in the series (e.g., n=1–8).

However, when analyzing the mass spectrum peak-by-

peak, a quick method for determining the identity of a

peak’s series is useful. One such method is to use the

modulus equivalent, calculated using the repeating mo-

lecular mass as the base, for the experimentally measured

mass of a peak.[81] For example, a peak occurring at mass

377 in a silica cluster series can be quickly categorized as

part of the OH� ligand series by computing the following:

Mod60(377)=17 (note: mass of SiO2 is 60 Da, and mass of

OH is 17 Da). This works if each series is separated from

the other by at least 1 amu and if the ligands have a mass

less than that of the cluster unit. This simple technique is

readily applicable to other types of clusters (e.g., metal

clusters) by simply changing the value for the base of the

modulus calculation.

CHEMISTRY INSIDE THE TRAP

Another powerful capability of FT-ICR/MS is the ability

to perform chemical reactions within the ion trap between

ions or between ions and neutrals. This ability has been

used in many applications in many industries.[82] For

example, the kinetics and mechanisms for reactions that

formed explosive solid residues in dichlorosilane process

exhaust stacks were identified for the semiconductor

industry using FT-ICR/MS.[73] Knowing the details of

the reaction made it possible to implement mitiga-

tion measures.

Few studies exist exploring the chemical reactions of

zeolites, silicas, silicon dioxide, or clusters using FT-ICR/

MS. In one study, hydrocarbons were desorbed from the

surface of HMFI zeolite (Si/Al=55) and characterized

using FT-ICR/MS.[72] The zeolite was exposed to ethene

for 30 min at different temperatures (298, 420, and 560

K). The ethene-treated zeolite samples were 1) introduced

into the vacuum region of the trap causing the release of

the hydrocarbons whereupon EI spectra were obtained; 2)

laser ablated at 1064 nm but storing only positive ions,

which favored hydrocarbons; and 3) chemically ionized

using Au+. Oligomerization of the ethene was evident for

all three tests. In other FT-ICR/MS research, chemical

reactions of Sin
+ clusters with ammonia[83] and ethyl-

ene[84] were studied.

In studies undertaken in our laboratory, alkenes

(ethene, propene, 1-butene, and 2-butene) were reacted

with silica clusters arising from laser ablation of beta

zeolite.[81] As with the above examples of ablated zeolite

and silica, dissociative and recombinative reactions in the

Fig. 4 Three series seen in the mass spectrum when beta zeolite is ionized using laser ablation.
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ablation plasma are dominant for the beta zeolite as well.

Fig. 5 shows the spectra obtained from the reaction of

alkenes with silica clusters from beta zeolite. The

attachment is seen primarily on the [(SiO2)n HO]� series,

but also seen to a lesser degree on the [AlO(SiO2)n O]�

series and not at all on the [(SiO2)n H2O3]� series.

One criticism that must be addressed is the relevance of

studying ion chemistry to bulk solution processes. A

detailed comparison of gas phase vs. solution chemistry

was published by Speranza.[85] One major difference is that

solvation effects are not replicated in the gas phase work.

Consequently, not all information obtained in the gas phase

is directly applicable to solution chemistry. However,

Speranza notes that gas phase chemistry provides ‘‘in-

valuable information upon the nature and stability of the

ionic intermediates involved in ionic reactions.’’ Thus FT-

ICR/MS can provide very elusive information about re-

actions such as compound identification (reactants, inter-

mediates, products), ion stabilities, mechanisms, etc.

CONCLUSION

FT-ICR/MS is a powerful analytical tool capable of

providing information about mechanisms, kinetics, inter-

mediates, and compound identification in heterogeneous

catalysis research. By simultaneously identifying reac-

tants, intermediates, and products using the high-resolution

mass determinations, detailed mechanisms can be deter-

mined. The ability to follow reactions as a function of time

and measure all masses simultaneously provides vital

information on relative abundances as reactions progress.

Fig. 5 Hydrocarbon attachment to zeolite fragments is shown above for (a) ethene, (b) propene, (c) 1-butene, and (d) 2-butene.
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Finally, new and novel chemistries, e.g., cluster chemistry,

can be explored easily and quickly with FT-ICR/MS.
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INTRODUCTION

High-strength alloys with a nanoscale-size microstructure

(nanostructured alloys and composites on their base)

demonstrate superior mechanical properties in a wide

range obtained because of very small grain (particle) size

ranging from 1 to 100 nm. Nanoscale grains (particles)

can have a crystalline, quasicrystalline, or amorphous

structure. These alloys often have nonequilibrium nature,

although many of them exhibit remarkable stability

against structural coarsening. The classical example of

strong dispersion-strengthened alloys are age-hardened

Al–Cu alloys, discovered in the beginning of the 20th

century,[1] with nanoscale Guinier–Preston zones, y@ and

y’ phases,[2,3] which can be considered as one of the first

examples of the use of nanogranular phases in alloys for

practical purposes. Because of the very small size, ob-

servation of the Guinier–Preston zones and these nano-

granular phases requires application of transmission

electron microscopy.

At present, alloys with nanostructured phases exhibit

mechanical properties that are superior to that of conven-

tional polycrystalline alloys. They posses high hardness,

tensile, and compressive strength values, and exhibit

superplastic behavior at low reduced temperature.

FORMATION OF A NANOSTRUCTURE

Nanostructured alloys are usually produced by inert gas

condensation from vapor phase,[4] sputtering,[5] rapid

solidification of the melt,[6] electrodeposition,[7] or me-

chanical attrition,[8] severe plastic deformation[9] of the

solid phase as well as by devitrification of glassy alloys,[10]

and other techniques.

The processing procedure can be a single-step or

double/multistep one. The same material can be produced

by different techniques. However, the production tech-

nique often makes significant influence of the properties

of nanomaterials.

If the process involves nucleation and growth, then

high nucleation rate and low growth rate of the precip-

itating phase are required in order to obtain a nano-

structure. Such conditions are usually obtained under

primary devitrification with long-range, diffusion-con-

trolled growth.[11] For example, Al-rich amorphous alloys

with high Al concentrations above 85 at.%, in general,

suffer double or multistage devitrification in which the

first-stage exothermic reaction is due to the precipitation

of fcc-Al, and the other exothermic peaks result from the

decomposition of the residual amorphous phase to

intermetallic compounds. Another way of forming a

nanostructure by devitrification of the metallic glasses is

spinodal decomposition.[12,13]

Al–RE–TM (RE—rare earth metals, TM—transition

metal) system glassy alloys were produced in the late

1980s in Japan[14] and the United States.[15] These alloys

are usually produced in a ribbon shape by the melt

spinning technique[16] or in a powder one by gas

atomization.[17] Al85Ni10Ce5 (here and elsewhere alloy

compositions are given in nominal atomic percents, at.%)

bulk amorphous samples of high relative density were

obtained by warm extrusion of atomized amorphous

powder.[18]

Various Al–RE–TM glasses containing about 85 at.%

Al show primary precipitation of Al solid solution (a-Al)

nanoparticles on heating[19] with extremely high nucle-

ation rate[20] of above 1020 m�3 sec�1. fcc a-Al lattice

parameter measurements and atom probe ion field

microscopy investigation[21] showed very low concentra-

tion of the alloying elements in nanocrystalline Al in

accordance with phase diagrams[22] of Al–RE and Al–

TM. Segregation of the RE metal having low trace

diffusivity in Al on the a-Al/amorphous phase inter-

face is considered to be one of the most important reasons

for the low growth rate of a-Al. Nearly the same effects

were observed during the formation of the a-Fe nano-

crystals.[23]

The supercooled liquid region and the regimes of heat

treatment used play an important role in the devitrification

behavior of the glassy alloys. Y-, Sm-, Gd-, and Dy-

bearing glassy alloys of the Al85RE8Ni5Co2 composition

showed a precipitation of the a-Al nanoparticles after

continuous heating using DSC at high enough heating ratexFamily name can also be spelt as ‘‘Luzgin.’’
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to prevent devitrification below Tg (0.67 K/sec and higher)

or annealing at the temperature above Tg. At the same

time, Y-, Gd-, and Dy-bearing metallic glasses as well as

the Al85Y4Nd4Ni5Co2 showed simultaneous formation of

the intermetallic compound(s) and a-Al nanoparticles, or

primary formation of the only intermetallic compound

after annealing below Tg.[24] For example, the Al85Y8-

Ni5Co2 alloy shows a formation of an unknown interme-

tallic compound conjointly with a-Al nanoparticles after

annealing up to the completion of the primary phase

transformation. The intermetallic compound is metastable

and has a multicomponent composition. The volume

fraction of the intermetallic compound is higher than that

of a-Al and the fraction of a-Al depends upon an

annealing temperature below Tg.

Devitrification of the Ti50Ni20Cu23Sn7 alloy begins

from the primary precipitation of a nanoscale equiaxed,

almost spherical particles of cF96 Ti2Ni solid solution

(other alloying elements are partially dissolved in this

phase) [Fig. 1a,b].[25] One should mention that these

particles exhibit high thermal stability against coarsening

and retain their nanoscale size even after heating up to

850 K when TiCu phase starts to precipitate from the

residual glassy matrix [Fig. 1c].

Formation of the nanoscale icosahedral phase was

observed in Zr–Cu–Al, Zr–Al–Ni–Cu,[26] and Zr–Ti–Ni–

Cu–Al[27] glassy alloys containing an impurity of oxygen

above about 1800 mass ppm, although no icosahedral

phase is formed if oxygen content is lower than 1700 mass

ppm. Later, the nanoscale icosahedral phase was obtained

in Zr-based alloys containing noble metals[28] as well as a

result of V, Nb, or Ta addition at much lower (typically

about 800 mass ppm) oxygen content. Some Hf–NM–

(Ni,Cu)–Al alloys also devitrify forming nanoicosahedral

phase.[29] The study of amorphous! icosahedral phase

transformation in a Zr65Al7.5Ni10Cu7.5Ag10 showed that

the quasilattice constant decreases with annealing time

and the zirconium and silver content in the icosahedral

particles differ from those in the remaining amorphous

matrix[30] as it should be in the case of primary-type

reaction. Recently, nanoscale icosahedral phase with a

size of less than 10 nm homogeneously dispersed in the

residual glassy matrix was formed in Cu-based alloy[31]

(Fig. 2).

The local atomic structures around Pt as well as Zr

in the amorphous and quasicrystalline Zr–Al–Ni–Pt

alloys have been determined by the anomalous X-ray

Fig. 1 (a) Bright- and (b) dark-field TEM images of

Ti50Ni20Cu23Sn7 alloy after isothermal calorimetry at 725 K

for 2200 sec. (c) HRTM after DSC at 0.67 K/sec up to 850 K.

(From Ref. [25].)

Fig. 2 Bright-field micrograph of the Cu55Zr30Ti10Pd5 alloy

annealed for 1.2 ksec at 750 K. The insert-nanobeam electron

diffraction pattern of fivefold symmetry.
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scattering method.[32] The existence of chemical short-

range order clusters was found in the glassy state as

well. Moreover, recently it was shown that the icosahedral

order exists in the liquid phase of Ti–Zr–Ni quasicrystal-

forming alloy.[33]

Two very important parameters of such composite

nanomaterials are grain (particle) size and its volume

fraction. Primary devitrification of highly supercooled

liquid or amorphous phase often has the following unique

features, i.e., high nucleation frequency, low crystal

growth rate, high concentration gradient of solute element

at liquid/solid interface resulting from low atomic diffu-

sivity, formation of metastable phases by the control of

redistribution of solute elements, formation of a residual

amorphous phase with high solute concentration, defect-

free nanocrystalline particles with low residual strain,

highly dense packed structure at liquid/solid interface,

nanoscale interparticular spacing, and size and shape

effects of nanoscale spherical particles. Relying upon the

aforementioned, new nanoscale mixed-phase alloys con-

taining a residual amorphous phase were obtained by

devitrification of glassy alloys.[34]

STRUCTURE AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Single-Phase Nanocrystalline Alloys

In general, bulk single-phase nanostructured materials

were found to exhibit low ductility at room temperature,

which impedes a limit on their practical applications. For

example, electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni with a mean

grain size of 10 nm showed yield strength, ultimate ten-

sile strength, and elongation to fracture of 900 MPa,

2000 MPa, and 1%, respectively, compared to 100 MPa,

400 MPa, and 50%, respectively, for polycrystalline Ni

with 10-mm grain size[35] The major reasons for the

brittleness of bulk metallic nanomaterials are connected

with the difficulties of dislocation generation and move-

ment, porosity, and other artifacts as well as instability of

crack nucleation and propagation. However, recent studies

on nanocrystalline pure metals showed that quite high

ductility values on tensile test can be obtained at definite

grain size after proper treatment.[36] For example, nano-

crystalline hcp Co samples with a mean grain size of

12 nm produced by pulse electroplating on Ti substrate

followed by a thermomechanical treatment showed an

ultimate tensile strength of 1865 MPa, yield strength of

1000 MPa at 7% elongation, which is an example of a

very good combination of strength and ductility.[37]

Mechanical yield strength of conventional polycrystal-

line materials obeys the well-known Hall–Petch relation-

ship that has been extrapolated to nanomaterials as well.

The Hall–Petch relation states that the yield strength sy

increases monotonically with decreasing the average grain

size d as:

sy ¼ s0 þ kd�1=2 ð1Þ

where s0 is the friction stress needed to move dislocations

and k is a material-dependent constant. Considerable

strengthening is achieved on reducing the grain size from

the macro- to the micro- and finally to the nanoscale size.

However, different types of strength variation with

nanoscale grain size have been reported, ranging from

respecting the Hall–Petch relationship to showing a

saturation of strength or even fall of strength at the finest

grain sizes.[38–40]

A number of models have been proposed to interpret

the inverse Hall–Petch behavior. Some calculations[41]

based on the idea that very small grains cannot sustain

significant dislocation activity indicate that the Hall–

Petch behavior should cease when the average grain size

is below 10–20 nm. Numerous models have been pro-

posed to explain the deformation when the grain size falls

below the cut-off value for significant dislocation activity.

It is frequently predicted by a mechanism based on grain

boundary sliding accommodated by diffusion or by the

emission of dislocations into the grains.[42] The inverse

Hall–Petch relation is also explained by the size-depen-

dent line tension where the dislocation elastic strain is

assumed to be screened within the distance of the grain

diameter.[43] On the basis of the composite model

involving a crystalline matrix and intercrystalline layers,

the yield stress of nanocrystalline materials can be

expressed as the sum of the matrix contribution and the

intercrystalline contribution, both of which are assumed to

be linearly connected with the corresponding shear

module and to be functions of the grain size.[44] The

attempt was also done to explain the inverse Hall–Petch

relation by the change of the deformation mechanism

from a dislocation glide process to the Coble creep.

Multiphase Nanostructured Alloys

Commercial high-strength materials usually have a mul-

tiphase microstructure. For example, a new Mg97Zn1Y2

low alloy with high yield strength and ductility was

produced recently by compaction and extrusion of the

powder produced by high-pressure gas atomization.[45] As

the extrusion temperature rises, the resulting tensile yield

strength changes from 600 to 420 MPa, while the

percentage elongation increases from 5% to 15%. These

values are extremely high for Mg-based alloys.
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Mg–Zn–Y alloys show a novel long periodic hexagonal

matrix phase. Fig. 3 shows the TEM image of the

Mg97Zn1Y2 alloy obtained by extrusion at 573 K. The

alloy consists of fine grains with grain sizes ranging from

100 to 150 nm. In addition, each grain contains a high

density of stacking fault-similar defects as well as very

fine precipitates with a size of about 10 nm. In the

selected-area electron diffraction pattern shown in

Fig. 3,[46] one can see extra reflection spots in the di-

rection of (0001), indicating the formation of a long-

periodic structure in which the periodicity is longer than

that for the ordinary hcp-Mg phase.

This long-period ordered structure has a unit cell

composed of six close-packed planes of the magnesium

crystal with a stacking sequence of ABCBCB’, where the

A and B’ layers are significantly enriched in Zn and Y.[47]

However, an atomic structure model of the Mg–(Zn, Y)

long-period ordered structure was constructed based

ona monoclinic lattice with g=88�, a=0.56, b=0.32,

c=1.56 nm, by using the lattice distortion from the ideal

long periodic hexagonal structure. The lattice distortion

from an ideal hexagonal lattice arises from an asymmetry

of the chemical order with respect to the hexagonal-type

stacking order. In addition to the change in the structure of

the matrix phase, homogeneous dispersion of fine pre-

cipitates of a Mg24Y5 phase with cubic lattice and a size of

about 7 nm was observed.

Mg97Zn1Y2 alloy also exhibited high strain rate su-

perplasticity showing tensile elongation above 700% at

623 K at a high strain rate of 0.1 sec�1 as well as a high

strain rate sensitivity exponent of 0.4. The sample with the

largest elongation at a high strain rate of 0.1 sec�1 was

elongated through a homogeneous deformation mode.

Thus the Mg97Zn1Y2 alloy has excellent mechanical

properties as well as high strain rate superplasticity.

Recently, it has been shown also that a 3-mm-diameter

cylindrical rod of cast Ti60Cu14Ni12Sn4Nb10 alloy con-

sisting of a micron-size b-Ti dendrites and nanostructured

precipitates exhibits high ultimate compressive strength of

2.4 GPa and 14.5% plastic strain.[48]

Nanoquasicrystalline Alloys

High strength and good ductility for the icosahedral base

alloys can be obtained in a nanostructured state when the

icosahedral phase coexists with the fcc a-Al phase and has

a spherical morphology, small grain size, and homoge-

neous dispersion. The mixed structure consisting of

icosahedral and a-Al phases is formed in the Al-rich

melt-spun Al–Mn–RE alloys, and the mixed phase alloys

have good bending ductility and high fracture strength

reaching 1320 MPa. The high-strength Al92Mn6Ce2 alloy

consists of spherical icosahedral particles with a size of

about 50 nm surrounded by nanoscale fcc-a-Al layer with

a thickness of 5 to 10 nm. The similar nanoscale mixed

structure is also formed in rapidly solidified Al–Cr–Ce–

Co alloys[49] and the icosahedral particles with a size of

20–40 nm are homogeneously dispersed in the Al phase.

For example, Al94.5Cr3Ce1Co1.5 alloy exhibits high frac-

ture strength of 1340 MPa.

The icosahedral phase-based alloys also have good

cold deformability and can be cold rolled up to the

significant reduction ratio in thickness above 70%.[50] The

cold-rolled alloy has a much finer mixed structure con-

sisting of an icosahedral phase with a size of 5 to 10 nm in

coexistence with nanoscale fcc a-Al phase.

Here it is important to point out that the high tensile

strength combined with good ductility is obtained only for

the mixed phase alloys prepared through the unique

solidification process in which the nanoquasicrystalline

phase precipitates as a primary phase, followed by the

solidification of a-Al from the remaining liquid. On the

other hand, when the Al-based alloys have the other type

of solidification processes in which an a-Al solid solution

is formed first, followed by the precipitation of an

icosahedral phase within a-Al grains and along a-Al

grain boundaries, the studied alloys showed low tensile

strength and ductility.

In addition, the same mixed structure consisting of the

nanoscale icosahedral phase surrounded by the fcc a-Al

phase is also formed for atomized powders in Al–Mn–RE

and Al–Cr–RE–TM systems as well as in Al–Mn–TM and

Al–Cr–TM systems without the RE element.[51] For the

atomized powders extruded in the temperature range

below 673 K, which is lower than the decomposition

temperature of the icosahedral phase, one can obtain fully

dense bulk icosahedral-base alloys.[52] Fig. 4 shows the

relation between tensile strength and plastic elongation for

the extruded bulk icosahedral base alloys in comparison

with the data of conventional Al-based alloys. The bulk

icosahedral-based alloys have high fracture strength

Fig. 3 High-resolution TEM image and selected-area electron

diffraction pattern of the RS/PM Mg97Zn1Y2 alloy produced at

573 K. (From Ref. [46].)
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values of 500 to 850 MPa combined with large elongation

of 5–25%, which are much superior to those for the

conventional Al-based alloys.

A mostly single icosahedral phase was obtained for the

Al–Fe–Cr–Ti alloys.[53] The new Al–Fe–Cr–Ti alloys

exhibit excellent elevated temperature strength of 400 to

460 MPa at 473 K and 350 to 360 MPa at 573 K. It has

further been shown that the high elevated temperature

strength level of the extruded Al93Cr3Fe2Ti2 alloy is

maintained even after annealing for 1000 hr at 573 K. The

annealed alloy also keeps a fine mixed structure consisting

of fine icosahedral particles and fine Al grains.

Thus the icosahedral phase-based Al alloys can be

classified into three groups: 1) high-strength-type alloys in

Al–Mn–RE and Al–Cr–RE–TM systems; 2) high-ductil-

ity-type alloys in Al–Mn–Cu–TM and Al–Cr–Cu–TM

systems; and 3) high-elevated-temperature-strength-type

alloys in Al–Fe–Cr–Ti system. The present nanoquasi-

crystalline Al alloys exhibit good combination for almost

all properties including tensile strength, elevated temper-

ature strength, Charpy impact fracture energy, cold

workability, elongation and Young’s modulus except

thermal expansion. Fine-grained magnesium alloys rein-

forced by quasicrystalline particles were developed by

thermomechanical processes for as-cast Mg96Zn3.4Y0.6

and Mg94.8Zn4.3Y0.7Zr0.2 alloys.[54]

Nanostructured Alloys with Glassy Phase

Nanocomposite materials can be produced using a single-

step process, e.g., on rapid solidification by controlling the

cooling rate or by using a double-step one such as

devitrification of the glassy matrix.

The structure types of Al-[55] and Zr-based[56] nano-

structured alloys are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 together with

their typical mechanical properties.

One should also mention that some bulk glassy alloys

contain medium-range order (MRO) zones and nanoscale

particles[57,58] in as-solidified state (Fig. 7),[59] although

these precipitates do not produce diffraction peaks in the

XRD and selected-area electron diffraction pattern be-

cause of their low volume fraction.

Al-based amorphous alloys exhibit high tensile

strength exceeding 1200 MPa.[60] It is important that

amorphous alloys in the ternary Al–RE–TM system, e.g.,

Al–Y–Ni, in addition to their high strength, possess good

bend ductility. An addition of Co partially replacing Y in

the Al85Y10Ni5 increased the tensile fracture strength, e.g.,

from 920 to 1250 MPa, in the case of Al85Y8Ni5Co2

metallic glass, without worsening of bend ductility.[61] At

the same time, the addition of 2 at.% Co to Al85Y10Ni5
alloy also caused a drastic increment of the glass-form-

ing ability.

Subsequently, it has been noticed that the homoge-

neous dispersion of nanoscale fcc a-Al particles in an

amorphous matrix causes a drastic increase in tensile

fracture strength to 1560 MPa for the Al85Y8Ni5Co2

without a reduction in bend ductility.[62] An optimum

Fig. 4 Relation between tensile strength and plastic elongation

for the extruded bulk icosahedral base alloys. The data of con-

ventional Al-based alloys are also shown for comparison. (From

Ref. [18].)

Fig. 5 Microstructure and mechanical properties of nonequi-

librium Al-based alloys. (From Ref. [55].)
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strength value was obtained for a crystalline phase volume

fraction ranging from 5% to 25%.[63] The volume fraction

of the fcc-Al phase is controlled by changing the rotation

speed of the wheel and is evaluated by the change in the

exothermic amount due to crystallization. The tensile

fracture strength increases from about 1100 MPa at

volume fraction of fcc-Al (Vf) Vf=0% to 1560 MPa at

Vf=25%, accompanying an increase in Vickers hardness

from 280 to 400 and Young’s modulus from 63 to 71

GPa.[51] The significant decrease in tensile fracture

strength by the further increase in Vf is due to the

embrittlement of the remaining amorphous phase by the

progress of structural relaxation and the enrichment in the

solute elements.

Al88Y2Ni9Fe1 amorphous alloy containing 7% volume

fraction of the fcc-Al particles with a size of about 3–7 nm

(Fig. 8) has a high tensile fracture strength of 1320 and

1260 MPa with volume fraction of 24%, respectively.[64]

It is notable that the values for the former alloy are higher

than the highest values of Al-based amorphous single-

phase alloys. The high strength is combined with good

bend ductility.

Fig. 6 Microstructure and mechanical properties of nonequi-

librium Zr-based bulk alloys in Zr–Al–Ni–Cu and Zr–Al–Ni–

Cu–M (M=Ag, Pd, Au, Pt or Nb) systems. (From Ref. [56].)

Fig. 7 HRTM image of rod-shaped bulk (2 mm in diameter)

Zr55Co20Al12Cu5Nb8 glassy alloy containing MRO zones and

nanoscale particles in as-solidified state. The insert represents

selected-area electron diffraction pattern. (From Ref. [59].)

Fig. 8 Dark-field electron micrograph (a) and electron

diffraction pattern (b) of a rapidly solidified Al88Y2Ni9Fe1

alloy. The circle in the diffraction pattern represents the position

and size of the aperture used to take the dark-field electron

micrograph. (From Ref. [64].)
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Bulk Al88.5Ni8Mm3.5 alloy having a mixed structure

consisting of amorphous and fcc-Al phases was produced

by extrusion of atomized powders at an extrusion ratio

of 10 and at 633 K and was found to exhibit high ten-

sile strength of 940 MPa at room temperature, 700 MPa

at 423 K and 520 MPa at 473 K.[65] Similarly, the yield

strength is also as high as 845 MPa at room temperature

and 420 MPa at 473 K. The high values of strength

remain unchanged even after annealing for 100 hr at these

testing temperatures. The fatigue limit after the cycles of

107 is also as high as 330 MPa at 293 K and 220 MPa at

473 K. The fatigue limit at room temperature is also 1.2

times as high as the highest value for conventional Al-

based alloys.

The deformation of amorphous materials is concen-

trated on the shear band of maximum shear stress, which

maintains about 45� with the load (tensile or compressive)

direction. The width of the shear band, e.g., in Al alloys, is

about 20 nm. An Al88Ni10Ce2 glassy alloy primarily

transforms from amorphous to amorphous plus fcc a-Al

state and exhibits a large elongation reaching 45% in the

temperature range of 450 to 465 K. In this temperature

range, primary fcc-Al particles with a size of about 12 nm

precipitate homogeneously in the amorphous matrix with

an interparticular spacing of about 6 nm. The appearance

of the significant elongation is due to a crystallization-

induced elongation phenomenon. The process occurs

through inhomogeneous deformation along shear plane,

followed by deformation-induced preferential precipita-

tion of Al particles on the shear plane and then

propagation of the deformation site to other site resulting

from the precipitation-induced strengthening in the de-

formed area.[60]

The increase in strength by the dispersion of nanoscale

fcc-Al particles in the amorphous matrix has been thought

to result from the combination of the following three

effects, i.e., 1) defect-free effect of nanoscale fcc-Al

particles, as the Al particles are too fine to contain dis-

locations; 2) interface effect, as the amorphous/Al particle

interface has a highly dense packed structure without

excess vacancies owing to a low interfacial energy; and

3) nanoscale effect, as the Al particle size is smaller than

the width of the inhomogeneous shear deformation region

and hence the nanoscale Al particles can act as an ef-

fective barrier against the shear deformation of amorphous

matrix.[34] It also explains the maintenance of a good bend

ductility. At the same time, it was also suggested[66] that

the hardening could be attributed mainly to solute en-

richment of the residual glassy matrix due to the lowering

of the Al content.

A model of the ductile–brittle transition of partially

crystallized amorphous Al–Ni–Y alloys was proposed in

Ref. [67]. The maximum strength of the partially

crystalline Al–Ni–Y alloys was obtained when the size

of Al particles is 10 nm. However, partially crystallized

Al–Ni–Y alloys become brittle when the size and the

volume fraction of the Al particles exceeded the optimum

values. It was assumed that the Al–Ni–Y alloys become

brittle when the solute content of the interface layers

reached the critical value (20%). The predictions were

found to be in good agreement with the published data.

However, in some cases the formation of the primary

a-Al particles worsens the mechanical properties of Al-

based alloy. For example, partial replacement of Ni by Cu

in the Al85Y8Ni5Co2 metallic glass caused the formation

of the nanoscale a-Al particles that resulted in sharp

decrement in tensile strength, hardness, crystallization

temperature, and disappearance of the supercooled liquid

prior to crystallization.[68] Cu has a much lower absolute

value of heat of mixing with Al, Y, and Co than Ni that

leads to decrement of the interatomic constraint force.

Thus Cu may weaken the interaction needed for the

stability of the glass, thus resulting in the disappearance of

Tg and precipitation of a-Al nanocrystals. In addition, the

volume fraction of the a-Al nanocrystals in Al85Y8Ni3-

Co2Cu2, for example, is much lower than that in the

primarily devitrified Al85Y8Ni5Co2 metallic glass. a-Al

interparticular distances in the Al85Y8Ni3Co2Cu2 metallic

glass significantly exceed the particle size. Thus a-Al

particles cannot act as an effective barrier against the

shear deformation of amorphous matrix as was supposed

for the Al85Y8Ni5Co2 metallic glass.

At the same time the existence of the MRO zones and

nanoscale particles in as-cast rod-shaped bulk (2 mm in

diameter) Zr55Co20Al12Cu5Nb8 glassy alloy (Fig. 6)

enhances its ductility leading to the appearance of a

plastic deformation region of about 1% deformation.

Moreover, nanocrystalline bulk Zr55Al10Cu30Ni5 alloy

containing nanoscale crystals embedded uniformly in a

glassy matrix also has both high tensile strength of 1.7

GPa and good ductility.

It can be shown that the cylindrical bulk sample of

Zr65Al7.5Cu7.5Ni10Pd10 alloy, the structure of which

consists of an almost single icosahedral phase with

nanoscale grain sizes of 20–40 nm, shows better combi-

nation of mechanical properties than the as-cast glassy

sample. The Young’s modulus, 0.2% proof stress, ultimate

tensile strength, total percentage elongation including

elastic elongation are 85 GPa, 1640 MPa, 1750 MPa, and

2.2%, respectively, for the glassy alloy and 88 GPa, 1780

MPa, 1830 MPa, and 3.1%, respectively, for the icosahe-

dral phase-based alloy.[69] However, it is well known that

stoichiometric icosahedral phase-based alloys have high

hardness and are extremely brittle. Thus it is difficult to

consider that the icosahedral phase itself in the present

alloys has plastic deformability.[70] The good mechanical

properties are attributed to the existence of residual

intergranular glassy phase, although the volume fraction
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of the glassy phase is estimated to be less than 5%. The

deformation of the icosahedral-based alloy takes place

in the intergranular glassy phase along the maximum

shear plane. The existence of nanoscale icosahedral or

crystalline particles can act as a resistant medium against

shear deformation (Fig. 9). The good ductility of the

glassy layer is also attributed to the localization effect

of deformation. The localization generates the multi-

axis stress condition as well as causes the increase in

the temperature.

At the same time it is shown[71] that the nanoicosahe-

dral phase can be obtained in Zr-based alloys with the

addition of Ti instead of Pd and Al.

CONCLUSION

Nanogranular phases of crystalline and quasicrystalline

origin play a very important role in the strengthening of

conventional polycrystalline as well as glassy alloys as an

effective barrier for dislocation activity and share bands

propagation in the former and latter case, respectively.

Moreover, nanogranular precipitates enhance the ductility

of bulk glassy alloys, which opens an area for their future

application as structural materials. At the same time recent

studies showed that even pure metals in nanocrystalline

single-phase state after proper treatment can show high

strength and good ductility values on tensile test. All the

abovementioned promotes further studies on nanostruc-

tured alloys.
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INTRODUCTION

Carrier-mediated drug delivery has witnessed a sea

change in the last two decades, wherein the focus on

particulate carriers has shifted from lipid-based vesicles to

polymeric nanoparticles. The inadequacy of the liposomal

system has led researchers to focus on carriers with

properties more conducive to drug loading, in vivo con-

trolled drug release, and storage stability. The polymeric

nanoparticles have evolved as an outcome of these

requirements, and innumerable reports on studies in this

area can be encountered in the scientific literature.[1–3]

Synthetic biomaterials that are highly biocompatible and

nonimmunogenic have paved the way for the development

and synthesis of nanoparticles from homo/copolymeric

blends that can be suitably monitored according to the

type of drug that requires to be delivered. In light of this

interest, poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), the water-solu-

ble homopolymer of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone (NVP), which

has long been used as a blood-plasma substitute and ex-

tender, became of interest for its application in nano-

particles. Such a highly biocompatible and biologically

acceptable polymer could form ideal carriers for hydro-

philic drugs. The hydrogel properties of the polymer could

also provide hydrophilic surface properties that would

help the nanoparticles in evading the reticuloendothelial

system (RES) of the body. This article highlights various

studies incorporating the preparation of PVP nanoparticles

in reverse micelles and its applications.

BACKGROUND

It is a well-documented fact that the intravascular delivery

of particulate carriers—particularly those that promote

opsonization—is limited due to the recognition and

scavenging by the RES. The polymeric nanoparticles be-

ing used for drug delivery investigations were prepared

primarily from hydrophobic polymers, such as poly-

alkylcyanoacrylate, polymethylmethacrylate, polylactate,

polylactate-co-glycolate, etc.[4–6] Subsequent strategies of

surface modifications that would confer stealth properties

to these nanoparticles had been developed so as to evade

RES uptake. Several polymers with hydrophilic groups

have been used for the purpose of conferring surface

hydrophilicity and steric stabilization, these include PEG,

PEO, the poloxamers and poloxamines, polyacrylamide,

polyvinylpyrrolidone, dextran, etc.[7–12]

Besides surface hydrophilicity, the size of the nano-

particles plays an important role in ensuring access to all

sites in the body without attracting RES uptake. In keeping

with the architecture of normal as well as diseased tissue,

nanoparticles <100 nm in diameter are ideal candidates for

access to all cell types following extravazation from the

systemic circulation. To borrow an example from nature,

disease-causing microorganisms, the viruses in particular,

are able to aptly evade the RES and invade target cells. An

important observation is that most animal viruses are

considerably less than 100 nm in size. The ultralow size of

these viral particles is considered to be one of the reasons

for efficient evasion of the RES. Further, a virus escapes

exclusion from the kidney because its size is large enough

to avoid renal excretion. As a result, they are able to cir-

culate in blood for a long time, and as the size is less than

100 nm they can extravasate to reach the target sites,

where they attach and invade the host cells. The viral ar-

chitecture thus provides an ideal example to emulate.

On the other hand, with the advent of recombinant

DNA technology, various types of proteins and polypep-

tides are being used as drugs as well as vaccines. The pace

of development in the protein and peptide drug industry

has altered the course of drug delivery using polymeric

nanoparticles. The hydrophobic nanoparticles were not

ideal candidates for entrapment of these hydrophilic

drugs. Thus nanoparticles of hydrogel materials were
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thought to be the most suitable for overcoming these

limitations. The development of hydrophilic biomedical

materials or the ‘‘hydrogels’’ as novel pharmaceutical

formulations for delivery of drugs, primarily peptides and

proteins, was necessitated. The hydrogels, which are

three-dimensional hydrophilic polymeric networks, are

capable of imbibing large amounts of water or biological

fluids, and exhibit a thermodynamic compatibility with

water, which allows them to swell in aqueous media. They

resemble natural living tissue more than any other class of

synthetic biomaterials, because of their high water content

and soft consistency. The networks may be composed of

homopolymers or copolymers, which are insoluble be-

cause of the presence of cross-links (tie-points, junctions)

or physical cross-links such as entanglements or crystal-

lites. The suitability of a hydrogel as a drug delivery de-

vice, and its performance in a particular application,

depends to a large extent on its bulk structure. The net-

work structure and the thermodynamic nature of the

components of these networks play a key role in the

molecular mesh size changes, their diffusion behavior,

and the associated molecular stability of the incorporated

bioactive agents, especially in environmentally responsive

hydrogels.[13] These materials do not simply release the

drug, peptide, or protein at some characteristic rate, but do

so in a way that the pharmaceutical scientists and mo-

lecular designers require.

Hydrogels have attracted considerable attention as ex-

cellent candidates for controlled release devices, as well

as targetable carriers of therapeutic agents.[14,15] In the

present context, nanoparticulate devices composed of

hydrogels have greater advantages over disk- or film-

shaped macrogels hitherto developed, as they would have

both extensive swelling kinetics of hydrogels, as well as a

wide variety of biomedical applications because of their

small size. The preparation of ultralow size hydrogel

nanoparticles as drug carriers for the purpose of drug

targeting is a challenging area of research. Considerable

effort has been devoted to the creation of nanoparticles

acceptable for general systemic use and capable of car-

rying a drug to its target, at the tissue or cellular level. The

delivery of hydrophilic drugs through targeting of nano-

particles to sites other than the RES presents an important

challenge in the present context of drug delivery. Nano-

particles of hydrogel materials can be made RES evading

and long circulating, without making any surface mod-

ifications. Moreover, the presence of reactive groups on

the particle surface makes attachment of appropriate

ligands possible. By adjusting the chemical composition

of these hydrogel materials, smart hydrogel nanoparticles

encapsulating water-soluble drugs can also be prepared.

Hydrophilic polymeric nanoparticles were previously

prepared by Birrenbach and Speiser[16] in 1976, using

reverse micelles, but were eventually discarded due to

certain inherent drawbacks. Following the basic concep-

tual preparative method of Birrenbach and Speiser, with

the necessary modifications, nanoparticles of the hydrogel

PVP have been prepared.[17] The method is suitable for

any hydrophilic polymer, but the extensive biomedical

usage and general acceptability of polyvinylpyrrolidone

led to its use in the preparation of nanoparticles by the

revised method.

A WIDELY USED
HYDROGEL—POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE

Poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone), the water-soluble homopoly-

mer of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone (NVP), was first synthe-

sized by Professor Walter Reppe and his colleagues[18]

during the 1930s, and was widely used as a blood-plasma

substitute and extender during World War II. Tradition-

ally, the synthesis of NVP and the polymerization of the

homopolymer have been based on the Reppe acetylene

chemistry, represented by the series of reactions shown in

Fig. 1. NVP is one of the various products of the acetylene

chemistry discovered by Reppe.[19] Polymerization can be

carried out in bulk (including solid state), in solution, or in

suspension. Radical initiation in solution is the most im-

portant method for the synthesis of linear PVP with

weight-average molar masses from 2500 to 1 million. The

relevant techniques are described in detail by Kern and

Cherdron.[20]

PVP preparations are available in different molecular

weight ranges, with means varying from a few thousand to

over 1 million. Molecular weights between 2500 and

106 g/mol are described. It seems quite difficult to get a

trustworthy value for the molecular weight of PVP, and it

is quite common to measure its viscosity in solution and to

apply the ‘‘Fikentscher k-value–molecular weight rela-

tionship’’ for its calculation.[21] Kern and Cherdron[20]

have developed a relationship between Mw, Mn, and k:

Mw=15k2.3, Mn=24k2. The letter k and an appropriate

number related to the molecular weight are used to des-

ignate the different PVPs. k-12 has an average molecular

weight of around 4000 and k-90 has an average molecular

weight of around 1 million. Furthermore, PVP with a

specified k-value and average molecular weight consists

of a range of molecular sizes with a slightly skewed bell-

shaped distribution around the average.

PROPERTIES OF
POLY(N -VINYLPYRROLIDONE)

A special and unusual property of polyvinylpyrrolidine is

its solubility in water as well as in various organic sol-

vents. The reason for this phenomenon is that PVP has

hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic functional groups, and
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therefore interactions with various solvents are possible.

Only the viscosity of the resulting solution limits the ex-

tent of solubility, for all practical purposes. Aqueous so-

lution of PVP shows that the viscosity is not affected by

electrolytes. In solution, PVP probably exists as a random

coil. Depending on the molecular weight, the coil di-

mensions in an aqueous solution of sodium chloride have

an average end-to-end distance of between 10 and 1000 Å.

The size of the coil is important for applications in the

medical field, in particular for the ability of the human

body to excrete the polymer.[22] PVP cannot be processed

in the melt because of its low decomposition temperature,

and the extremely poor flow properties of the melt. Films

coated from solution are very brittle, clear, and glassy.

The glass transition temperature (Tg) increases with mo-

lecular weight and reaches a plateau at about 175�C,

which corresponds to a molecular weight of about 1

million. At low molecular weight Tg falls to values below

100�C. The addition of small amounts of water also leads

to lower Tg values.[23]

The heat of PVP solution is �4.81 kJ/mol (�1.15 kcal/

mol); aqueous solutions are slightly acidic, pH 4–5. Under

ordinary conditions PVP is stable as a solid as well as in

solution. It is also relatively inert to chemical modifica-

tion. Exposure of PVP solution to light in the presence of

oxidizing agents or diazo compounds can cause gelation.

When aqueous solutions of PVP are heated with strong

bases such as lithium carbonate, trisodium phosphate, or

sodium metasilicate, a precipitate results from the opening

of the pyrrolidone ring and the subsequent reaction across

Fig. 1 Reppe reaction for the polymerization of N-vinylpyrrolidone.
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different chains. This precipitation mostly occurs at ele-

vated temperatures. PVP is nonantigenic, biologically

compatible, has low toxicity, film forming, and adhesive

characteristics, unusual complexing ability, relatively in-

ert behavior toward salts, and is resistant to thermal deg-

radation in solution.

Uses of Polyvinylpyrrolidone Homopolymer

PVP has come into prominence as a biomedical polymer,

because of its primary use as a blood plasma extender or

substitute, and because of its low toxicity.[24] Presently, it

is no longer used as a blood plasma extender, but has

found extensive application in diverse areas of pharma-

ceutics, biomedical sciences, biotechnology, food and

beverage, cosmetic and toiletry, as well as the photo-

graphic industries.[25–27] The major use of PVP in quan-

titative terms has been in the manufacture of tablets. It has

been widely used medically in the manufacture of tablets

and for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes since the

early 1940s. Under U.S. law PVP has a number of per-

mitted uses in foodstuff, including use as a binder for

vitamin and mineral concentrate tablets, as well as a

binder for synthetic sweetener tablets. It is also used as a

diluent and dispersant for food colors. PVP is permitted as

a coating for fresh citrus fruit and as a component in the

packaging materials, which are in contact with aqueous,

fatty, and dry foods.

PVP-iodine aqueous solution, Povidone-iodine, is a

form of iodine commonly used for skin cleansing, as a

prophylaxis or treatment for wound infection. Present

literature focuses on the importance of using such ‘‘tra-

ditional’’ methods of combating and preventing wound

infection,[28] and as a disinfectant for cold sterilization of

oral cavity prior to surgery.[29,30] PVP finds use as a

protectant for the cryopreservation of microorganisms and

has been used widely with satisfactory results.[31] It is also

added to the protective solution used for lyophilization of

human red blood cells.[32] An optimum concentration of

40% PVP in DMSO renders optimum protection to RBC.

The film-forming, membrane-forming, and adhesive

properties of PVP have been used to improve the adhesion

properties of available water-soluble pressure-sensitive

adhesives.[33–35]

Many undesirable effects of protein adsorption at

solid–liquid interfaces are encountered in variable situa-

tions. Surface-induced thrombosis due to adsorption of

plasma proteins, fouling of membranes used in food and

beverage processing, or performance degradation in ana-

lytical protein liquid chromatography, are some of such

instances. Although various factors affect protein ad-

sorption, the surface chemistry of the substrate has been

studied most intensively with the goal of affecting protein

adsorption via a variety of surface modification tech-

niques. Polymer coatings designed to reduce protein ad-

sorption have been used to modify a variety of polymeric

substrates such as polycarbonate, polysulfone, polypro-

pylene, low-density polyethylene, polystyrene latex, as

well as glass and ceramic surfaces. The nonionic polymer,

PVP, has proven effective in reducing adsorption of many

proteins such as lactoglobulin and bovine serum albumin

onto polysulfone surfaces.[36] It has been suggested that

the degree of reduction in protein adsorption is determined

largely by the effect of protein exclusion from the native

surface due to the polymer surface chains that provide a

steric barrier.[37] PVP has also been considered for mod-

ifying ceramic surfaces to reduce fouling of ceramic

membranes during protein ultrafiltration, and for produc-

ing ceramic biocompatible surfaces for biomedical

applications. The potential effectiveness of PVP as a zir-

conia surface modifier was investigated using lysozyme.

The study demonstrated that a PVP brush layer is capable

of reducing lysozyme adsorption up to about 76%.[38]

ULTRAFINE POLY(N -VINYL
PYRROLIDONE) NANOPARTICLES

In order to encapsulate water-soluble drugs, it is necessary

to have nanoparticles with complete hydrogel behavior.

That is, both the outer shell and the inner core should be

hydrophilic. Preparation of nanoparticles by chemical

polymerization or cross-linking reactions within emulsion

droplets invariably produces particles with high polydis-

persity.[39] This problem can be overcome by carrying out

polymerization reaction in reverse micelles.[40] As the size

of the reverse micellar droplets is in the order of a couple

of tens of nanometers in diameter, and these droplets are

highly monodispersed, preparations of drug-loaded na-

noparticles of diameter smaller than 100 nm in the reverse

micellar droplets would be possible. These particles are

expected to be fairly monodispersed. Controlling the size

of the aqueous core of the reverse micellar droplets could

also control the size of the nanoparticles. The water-in-oil

reverse microemulsions contain pools of water enclosed in

surfactant reverse micelles, surrounded by oil molecules.

Each of these water droplets may be used as miniature

nanoreactor to produce hydrogel nanoparticles. Chemical

thermodynamics governing the reverse micellar system

drives the monomer molecules added to the solution right

into the water droplets. The polymerization reaction

occurs inside the water droplets, triggered by the addition

of an appropriate initiator substance into the micellar

droplets. The microscopic polymerization process inside

the tiny water droplet is similar to macroscopic poly-

merization. It is during this polymerization process that

the polymer material takes up the hydrophilic drug

molecules that are intended to be encapsulated within the
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nanoparticles, and the nanoparticles formed assume the

spherical shape of the water droplet. The size of the

resulting nanoparticles is restricted by the diameter of the

water droplet, and the size of the droplet in turn depends

on various parameters of the reverse micellar systems.

Most previous attempts to develop hydrophilic nano-

particles through the reverse micellar route led to an un-

controlled size distribution of the nanoparticles. By the

polymerization of acrylamide and N,N’-methylene bis-

acrylamide (MBA), Birrenbach and Speiser[16] succeeded

in preparing nanospheres containing several tracers or

active substances, such as iodine-labeled human IgG,

tetanus toxoid, and urease. The method used to prepare

polyacrylamide nanospheres is a polymerization in a re-

verse micelles. This method requires 1) large amounts of

organic solvents, e.g., hexane, toluene, or chloroform, as

the external phase; 2) anionic surfactants such as sodium

bis(2-ethyl hexyl) sulfosuccinate, i.e., AOT, to produce

the reverse micelles; and finally, 3) an induction of the

polymerization by either a physical or chemical initiator.

Kopf et al.[41] succeeded in entrapping 96% of norephe-

drine HCl in these nanospheres. But Couvreur et al.[42]

and later Labhatsewar and Dorle[43] had poor results with

fluorescein, metronidazole, and primaquine. High

amounts of active substances have always been included

in the polymerization medium rather than adsorbed af-

terwards. In the previously used preparative method, pu-

rification was always necessary to eliminate the solvents,

the surfactants, and if used, the chemical initiator. Based

on these initial investigations, several research groups

improved and modified the original processes.[44] This

included reduction in the amount of solvent and poly-

merization initiator in the polymerization methods. But

due to several lacunae in the preparation protocols, none

of these methodologies could be successfully used.

Eventually, they were abandoned, and scientists reverted

to nanoparticle preparation in emulsion medium.

In the earlier methods of nanoparticle preparation in-

volving reverse micelles for pharmaceutical applica-

tions,[41–43] the most important point, i.e., the control of

particle size, was always overlooked. As a matter of fact,

the condition of an exact micellar phase with discrete

droplets dispersed in a hydrocarbon medium was not

maintained, and in most cases the polymerization took

place in a separate aqueous phase in which uncontrolled

particle size resulted. Other limitations of the previous

reverse micelle-mediated process for preparation of drug-

loaded nanoparticles were the failure of complete elimi-

nation of toxic materials, such as organic solvents, sur-

factants, and if used, chemical initiators, from the final

Fig. 2 Flowchart of PVP nanoparticles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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product. Fine-tuning of these various aspects was neces-

sary so as to obtain a preparative procedure that would

take into account the particle size as well as the toxicity of

the end product.

Preparation of Cross-Linked
Polyvinylpyrrolidone Nanoparticles

The preparation of PVP nanoparticles was optimized in

our laboratory, following the original method previously

developed[16] by Maitra et al. in 1997.[17] AOT was se-

lected for the formation of reverse micelles because this

surfactant aggregates in oil without the help of any co-

surfactant, and the reverse micellar solution can dissolve a

considerable amount of water and other hydrophilic

materials. Moreover, unlike other surfactants, the removal

of AOT from the aqueous system through its precipitation

as calcium salt is easy, quantitative, and rapid. The reverse

micelles were prepared in n-hexane as it is easily re-

movable by evaporation, and for this purpose a typical

system was prepared by dissolving AOT in n-hexane

(usually 0.03 to 0.1 M of AOT solution). Because the

reverse micellar droplets are highly monodispersed and

the droplet size can be varied, the nanoparticles prepared

using reverse micelles medium are nearly monodispersed

with narrow size distribution dispersions. Moreover,

controlling the size of the reverse micellar droplets can

modulate their size. A typical protocol for the preparation

of PVP nanoparticles is as follows.

Forty milliliters of 0.03 M AOT solution in hexane

was taken and to it 280 ml of freshly distilled NVP,

100 mL of MBA (0.049 g/mL), 20 mL of N,N,N’,N’-
Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), and aqueous

solutions of 20 mL of ammonium persulphate (20%w/v)

and 50 mL of an active compound, such as fluorescein

isothiocyanate-dextran (Mw=10 kDa) (FITC-dextran)

(3.2%w/v), were added. The solution was homogeneous

and optically transparent. For the entrapment of a protein

solution or hydrophilic drug, FITC-dextran was replaced

with 50 mL of the required substance used. Polymeri-

zation was carried out at 37�C for 8 hr in a thermostated

water bath with continuous stirring. After the comple-

tion of the reaction, the excess solvent (hexane) was

evaporated off in a rotary evaporator and the dry mass

was resuspended in 10 mL of water by sonication. Then

1-mL aliquots of 30% w/v calcium chloride solution

were added drop by drop with continuous stirring to

precipitate the AOT (surfactant) as calcium salt of di-

ethyl-hexylsulphosuccinate, Ca (DEHSS)2. It was then

dialysed for 2 hr. Ca (DEHSS)2 was separated by cen-

trifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. The centrifuged

aqueous solution contained the dye/drug-loaded PVP

nanoparticles that were homogeneous and transparent.

The precipitate of Ca (DEHSS)2 after centrifugation

contained some dye/drug-loaded PVP nanoparticles ab-

sorbed on it. The precipitated pellet was dissolved in

15 mL of hexane and the hexane solution was washed

three times with 1 mL of water. The phase-separated

aqueous layer was drained out and added to the previ-

ously centrifuged supernatant solution containing the

PVP nanoparticles. The total aqueous dispersion of

nanoparticles was lyophilized immediately to dry pow-

der. Lyophilized nanoparticles were easily redispersable

in aqueous buffer. The flow diagram for the preparation

of the nanoparticles through reverse micelles is shown

in Fig. 2.

Properties of Cross-Linked
Poly(N-Vinylpyrrolidone) Nanoparticles

PVP nanoparticles prepared in reverse micellar droplets

have a particle diameter <100 nm with a narrow size

distribution. When dispersed in aqueous buffer these

particles appear to be transparent and give an optically

Fig. 3 Relationship of some physicochemical parameters of polymerization, on the yield (%) of cross-linked PVP nanoparticles.
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clear solution. Lyophilized powder of these nanoparticles

is redispersable in aqueous buffer, without any change in

size and morphology of the particles. The yield of the

nanoparticles was found to be dependent on certain

physicochemical parameters, such as monomer concen-

tration, initiator concentration, and temperature of poly-

merization (Fig. 3). The optimum monomer concentration

is 280 mg/mL, beyond which no further increase in yield

is obtained. The optimum quantity of polymer is produced

at a monomer concentration of 20 mg/mL and reaction

temperature of 37�C. From gel permeation chromatogra-

phy data, the approximate molecular weight of the poly-

meric nanoparticles was found to be about 3500 kDa. The

entrapment efficiency of FITC-dextran by these nano-

particles is high (>70%), and this also depends on the

amount of cross-linking agent present in the polymeric

material. The release of the entrapped molecules from

these nanoparticles depends on the degree of polymer

cross-linking, particle size, pH of the medium, extent of

loading, as well as the temperature of the aqueous phase.

Extensive study and detailed characterization of the cross-

linked nanoparticles was reported by Bharali et al.[45]

Characterization was done on the basis of the data

obtained from FT-IR, 1H NMR, dynamic light scattering

(DLS) measurements of particle size, and transmission

electron microscopic (TEM) pictures, to establish particle

morphology. As the cross-linked PVP nanoparticles were

prepared by the vinyl polymerization of the monomer,

vinylpyrrolidone, in the presence of cross-linking agent

methylene bis-acrylamide (MBA), using the initiator am-

monium persulphate (APS), the spectra of the starting

material as well as the polymer were obtained for com-

parative assessment. According to the FT-IR spectra

(Fig. 4), the strong peak at 850 cm�1 corresponding to the

CH2 wagging of the vinyl double bond, and the peaks at

1630 and 1426 cm�1 for –C C– and vinyl scissoring vi-

bration present in the monomer are absent in the spectrum

corresponding to the polymer spectrum. This confirms the

formation of the polymer. The C–H stretching vibration of

the polymer backbone is manifested through a strong peak

at 2928 cm�1 corresponding to >C O stretching from

pyrrolidone units. From the 1H NMR (Fig. 5) analysis

polymerization is indicated by the absence of a double

doublet for two protons at d=4.4 for CH CH2 in

N-vinylpyrrolidone, due to coupling with the neighboring

proton. The absence of downfield protons in the starting

compound MBA in the range d=6.3–5.7 for unsaturation

confirms cross-linking during polymerization.

The PVP nanoparticles loaded with a marker molecule,

FITC-dextran, having 0.6% w/w cross-linking prepared in

AOT reverse micelles of wo=15 were found, as measured

by DLS, to be around 50 nm (Fig. 6). The same particles

exhibit a diameter of about 30–35 nm in the TEM picture

(Fig. 7a), while a 1.2% w/w of MBA in the polymer

composition results in an increase in particle size from 35

to 80 nm (Fig. 7b). The possible difference in particle size

observed for 0.6% cross-linked particles by DLS and

TEM measurements could be due to the hydration and

swelling of the particles in aqueous buffer. The cross-

linking ratio is one of the most important factors that af-

fect the swelling of hydrogels. It is defined as the ratio

of moles of cross-linking agent to the moles of polymerFig. 4 FT-IR spectra of cross-linked PVP. (From Ref [45].)
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Fig. 5 NMR spectra of cross-linked PVP. (From Ref [45].)
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repeating units. In the case of bulk gels, highly cross-

linked hydrogels have a tighter structure and swell less

compared to the same hydrogels with lower cross-linking

ratios. Cross-linking hinders the mobility of the polymer

chain, hence lowering the swelling ratio.[46] But, contrary

to the observations in the bulk phase, the increase in

particle size on increasing the cross-linking agent can be

explained on the basis of higher interlinking of the pri-

mary polymeric particles, during interdroplet interaction

in the reverse micellar phase. A detailed analysis of par-

ticle growth in reverse microemulsion may be found in

the previous publications of Bharali et al.[45] and Munshi

et al.[47]

In Vivo Applications of PVP Nanoparticles

Biodistribution of the PVP nanoparticles prepared by the

optimized method[17] was studied in Balb/c mice using the

hydrophilic fluorescent dye, FITC-dextran. These parti-

cles show practically negligible (<1%) uptake by the

macrophages in liver and spleen (Fig. 8), and 5–10% of

these particles remain in circulation even 8 hr after in-

travenous injection.[48] Due to the longer residence time in

blood, these PVP nanoparticles have potential therapeutic

applications, particularly in cancer. The water-soluble

cytotoxic agents encapsulated in these particles can be

targeted to tumors while minimizing the likelihood of

toxicity to the RES. PVP nanoparticles containing taxol,

prepared by reverse microemulsion method, with particle

size ranging between 50 and 60 nm, show antitumour

effect in B16F10 murine melanoma transplanted in

C57B1/6 mice. The in vivo efficacy of Taxol-containing

nanoparticles, as measured by reduction in tumor volume

and increased survival time, is significantly greater than

an equivalent concentration of free Taxol.[49] PVP nano-

particles provide a promising delivery system for proteins,

as they are biocompatible, conserve the integrity and bi-

ological activity of proteins, augment antibody response,

and provide a sustained antibody level with single-step

immunization. The formulation may also be useful for

hyposensitization therapy for various allergens.[50] Tar-

geted delivery of PVP nanoparticles encapsulating FITC-

dextran was established in human hepatoblastoma cells

(HepG2). Cytosolic delivery of nanoparticles was achiev-

ed by encapsulation in F-virosomes, which are capable

of membrane-fusion-mediated delivery of nanoparti-

cles to the cell cytoplasm.[51] The hybrid vector has the

Fig. 6 Size distribution spectra of 0.6% cross-linked PVP

nanoparticles.

Fig. 7 (a) TEM picture of PVP nanoparticles (cross-linking

agent 0.6%). (b) TEM picture of PVP nanoparticles (cross-

linking agent 1.2%).

Fig. 8 Blood clearance of cross-linked PVP nanoparticles,

surface modified with hydrophobic groups. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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potential to deliver hydrophilic drugs to liver cells in

vivo. Plasmid DNA encapsulated in PVP nanoparticles

was also used successfully for in vitro transfection of

MCF-7 cell line. Significant in vivo tissue expression of

pSV bgal, delivered in PVP nanoparticles as vectors, was

observed in the lung and liver tissue of Swiss albino

mice.[52]

Using the reverse micellar system, pH- and tempera-

ture-sensitive hydrogel nanoparticles of copolymers of

vinylpyrrolidone and acrylic acid, cross-linked with N,N’-
methylenebisacrylamide, were prepared, with size ranging

between 35 and 60 nm. Particle size increases with in-

creasing molar ratio of acrylic acid (AA), due to the self-

adhesive behavior of AA.[53] The release of FITC-dextran

from these nanoparticles was highly pH- and temperature

dependent. Release rate was increased with increase in

temperature and pH, and decreased at acidic pH. Such

copolymeric nanoparticles can be used as ideal carriers for

oral delivery of hydrophilic drugs,[54] as AA provides

muco-adhesivity, while the presence of a hydrophobic

entity provides surface hydrophobicity for recognition and

uptake by the Peyer’s patches in the GI tract. Oral delivery

of insulin using such copolymeric nanoparticles gradually

reduces blood glucose level in alloxan/streptozotocin-

induced diabetic rats.[55]

CONCLUSION

Nanoparticles of polyvinylpyrrolidone cross-linked with

methylene bis-acrylamide can be used for entrapping

vaccines, peptide drugs, other hydrophilic drugs, and

DNA. The ultralow size of these nanoparticles prepared in

the aqueous core of reverse micelles, and their hydrogel

nature which renders them inconspicuous to the RES,

makes them ideal candidates for in vivo drug delivery.

The longer residence time of these nanoparticles in the

blood circulation makes it possible to use them for several

therapeutic purposes, particularly for drug delivery to

solid tumors. Attachment of specific ligands can provide

tissue- or cell-targeting ability to these nanoparticles.

Further investigations in this front may yield many ex-

citing possibilities related to drug and gene delivery in the

future, using PVP nanoparticles as carriers.
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Ice Nanotubes Inside Carbon Nanotubes
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INTRODUCTION

The carbon nanotube provides a well-defined quasi one-

dimensional (1-D) space where one can prepare a quasi 1-

D material and explore its new properties that have not

been found for the corresponding bulk material. Water

is one of the substances that may actually be confined to

the carbon nanotube, but its properties in the quasi 1-D

space had been as little studied as, or even less studied

than, those of other quasi 1-D materials despite the fact

that water itself has been more studied than any other

substance. However, recent theoretical studies and the

following experimental studies of water confined in the

carbon nanotube showed that the confined water freezes

into crystalline structures that were never found in the

bulk water and exhibits the phase behavior of melting and

freezing that no bulk system has ever shown.[1–3] This

article is a review of these theoretical studies of the

confined water. There are other theoretical or experimen-

tal studies on water in the carbon nanotube, focusing on

the dynamic properties of water,[4] and more studies of

confined water in general.[5]

Computer simulation studies[1] show that the structure

of solid water in the zigzag (‘, 0), single-walled, carbon

nanotube (SWCN) (with ‘=13, 14, . . ., or 17) is quite

different from the bulk ice structure; it is a 1-D array of n-

gonal ‘‘rings’’ consisting of n molecules. As in ordinary

ice—in fact, as in any one of the 12 bulk ice polymorphs

excluding ice X—every H2O molecule in the solid water

in the carbon nanotube is hydrogen bonded to its four

neighboring molecules. Because it has a hollow-tube

structure and its width is of the order of 1 nm (=10�9 m),

this quasi 1-D ice is called the ice nanotube. Simulations

show that liquid water confined in carbon nanotubes

freezes into a square, pentagonal, hexagonal, and heptag-

onal form of the ice nanotube, each corresponding to n=4,

5, 6, and 7, respectively. Which structure is selected on

freezing is dependent on the diameter of the carbon

nanotube and the external conditions such as pressure and

temperature. It is also found from the simulations and

free-energy calculations that the phase behavior of

confined water is qualitatively different from the bulk

counterpart. Melting and freezing in any bulk system

occur as an infinitely sharp change of the state of matter,

i.e., as the first-order phase transition; however, freezing

into and melting from the ice nanotube are either

continuous with no well-defined melting point or discon-

tinuous as in any bulk system.

In 2002, it was reported[3] that the structure of water

inside the carbon nanotube at low temperatures deter-

mined by X-ray diffraction is consistent with that of the

ice nanotube found in the computer simulation.

STRUCTURE OF ICE NANOTUBE

In any known crystalline ice every water molecule is

hydrogen bonded to its four neighboring molecules. This

is because with this condition the potential energy of

the system would be significantly lower than otherwise.

Thus, all the 12 different forms of bulk ice have a perfect

hydrogen bond network structure. If this condition were

possible in a quasi 1-D space, water would freeze into a

quasi 1-D ice with a perfect hydrogen bond network. The

ice nanotube is one type of such a quasi 1-D ice. It refers

to a set of crystalline ice forms that extend in only one

direction with a constant diameter of the order of 1 nm.

The structure of the ice nanotube, which will be described

in the following, was speculated and was analyzed by the

classical and quantum calculations of the potential energy

in vacuum at 0 K[6] before the actual demonstration by the

computer simulation that liquid water freezes into the ice

nanotube in the carbon nanotube.[1]

The ice nanotube is a 1-D array of n-gonal rings of

water molecules. Imagine a strip of the 2-D square lattice

with some finite width and infinite height (Fig. 1a). There

is a water molecule at each intersection of the vertical and

horizontal lines. In this way, every molecule, except those

along the two edges of the strip, is connected to its four

neighbors by hydrogen bonds as denoted by the solid line

segments in the figure. Now if one rolls up the strip and

joins the two long edges such that each molecule along

one edge forms the fourth bond with a molecule along the

other edge at the same height, then one would obtain a

hollow-tube structure of water with a perfect hydrogen

bond network (Fig. 1b), which is the basic structure of the
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ice nanotube. This is analogous to the SWCN, which may

also be viewed as a rolled graphite sheet. The difference

between this ice and the carbon nanotube is that, when

unrolled, the carbon nanotube has a honeycomb lattice

structure, whereas the ice nanotube has a square lattice

structure. Also, while the carbon nanotube may take many

different forms each being specified by the index (‘, m),

the ice nanotube seems to have only a small number of

different forms; only four forms, square (n=4), pentagonal

(n=5), hexagonal (n=6), and heptagonal (n=7) ice

nanotubes, were found in the computer simulation,[1]

and even less structures were found in the experiment.[3]

The diameter of the narrowest square ice nanotube is

about 4 Å and that of the widest heptagonal ice nanotube

is about 6 Å.

As in the ordinary ice, each oxygen atom is surrounded

by four others, and between the central O and each one of

its four neighboring O’s is a hydrogen atom. These four

H’s are not at the midpoints between two O’s, but two are

closer to the central O (forming H2O with the central O)

and two are closer to the neighboring O’s. These con-

ditions, which are referred to as the ice rule, are satisfied

Fig. 1 (A) Square lattice with finite width and infinite height; (B) The basic structure of a perfect hydrogen bond network in the

ice nanotube.
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in most of the bulk ice forms. In the ordinary crystalline

form of ice, i.e., ice Ih, every configuration satisfying the

ice rule has nearly the same potential energy. The number

of such configurations is (3/2)N, with N being the number

of water molecules as obtained by Pauling, so that the

residual entropy S per mole because of the degeneracy is,

with R the gas constant, S=R ln(3/2)=0.81 cal/(mol K), in

essential agreement with experiment.

In the ice nanotube, however, not all the configurations

satisfying the ice rule correspond to the ground state; only

some of them would have nearly a same lowest potential

energy and contribute to the residual entropy. This is

because four neighboring molecules of any given mole-

cule are lying in the directions significantly different from

the ideal tetrahedral directions as in ice Ih (Fig. 2). Two

neighbors are those in the same n-gonal ring, and thus the

two directions from the central molecule to such two

neighbors form an angle pð1� 2
n
Þ; Two other neighbors

are those in the two adjacent rings, and thus the two

directions to such neighbors are both along an edge of the

n-gonal prism and just opposite, forming an angle p. In

ice Ih, two OH ‘‘arms’’ in a H2O molecule may be in any

two directions, and thus each molecule has six possible

orientations. But in the ice nanotube, two OH arms of one

molecule would never form hydrogen bonds with two

neighbors in the two opposite directions along the edge of

the n-gonal prism because the angle p is too large. With

this constraint, if the two OH arms formed hydrogen

bonds with two neighbors in the same ring, then the

formation of a closed loop of the hydrogen bonds along

that ring would be impossible. Therefore, one OH arm of a

molecule must form a hydrogen bond with one neighbor

in the same ring and the other OH arm of the molecule

must form a hydrogen bond with one neighbor at the same

edge of the prism. This is a condition that every molecule

in the ice nanotube must satisfy in addition to the ice rule.

It follows from this condition that the OH arms along each

ring line up either clockwise or counterclockwise and that

the OH arms along each edge of the n-gonal prism are

either all up or all down. That is, there are only two

ways of arranging a set of all the OH arms along each

ring or along each edge. Because the number of such

rings is N/n and the number of such edges is n, the total

number of possible configurations of OH arms, or H

atoms, in the n-gonal ice nanotube of N molecules would

be 2n + (N/n).

However, the numerical calculation shows that config-

urations of an n-gonal ice nanotube would have signifi-

cantly lower potential energies if they have the smallest

number of two neighboring edges both with the same

direction of the OH arms (up or down); the smallest

number is 0 if n is even and 1 if n is odd. This is a special

condition on the configuration of H atoms in the ice

nanotube. The possible number of configurations would

then be 2(N/n) for the n-gonal ice nanotube. The numerical

calculation shows that the potential energy is nearly the

same for these configurations. With R=NAk, where NA is

Avogadro’s number and k is Boltzmann’s constant, the

degeneracy W per mole is then 2(NA/n) and the residual

entropy S per mole is S=k ln W=(R/n) ln 2; thus for n=4,

5, 6, and 7, we have S=0.70, 0.56, 0.47, and 0.40 cal/(mol

K), respectively, which is smaller than that of ice Ih.

FREEZING AND MELTING BEHAVIOR

Necessary Conditions

The computer simulation and the free-energy calcula-

tion[1] show that the following three conditions are

essential for the formation of the ice nanotube. First,

water may freeze into the ice nanotube only when it is

confined to a cylindrical pore; the spontaneous formation

of the ice nanotube without confinement has never been

observed in experiment or in computer simulation.

Second, the diameter of the cylindrical pore must be in

a range between 10 and 15 Å. The n-gonal ice nanotube

with large n, say 10 or 20, would fit a pore with larger

diameter, but then all the hydrogen bond angles would be

so different from the ideal angle that such a structure

becomes energetically less favorable than other possible

crystalline or amorphous forms. Third, the surface of

cylindrical pore should be hydrophobic in the sense that

water molecules do not form hydrogen bonds to the

surface atoms. This is because the closed hydrogen bond

network of water molecules, i.e., the structure of ice

nanotube, would be impossible if water molecules interact

with the surface more strongly than with each other. The

inner space of the carbon nanotube with an appropriate

diameter may satisfy all the conditions described above
Fig. 2 Configuration of an O atom and its four neighboring O

atoms in the ordinary ice (ice Ih) and in the ice nanotube.
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and thus serve truly an ideal environment for the forma-

tion of the ice nanotube.

Freezing into the Ice Nanotube

The structure of the ice nanotube was noted as a possible

form that the hydrogen bond network may extend only in

one dimension with perfect connectivity, i.e., with every

water molecule being hydrogen bonded to each of its

four neighbors, and the stability of various forms of the

ice nanotube at 0 K in vacuum was studied.[6] However,

whether liquid water may really freeze into that structure

in the carbon nanotube had remained to be seen until the

molecular dynamics simulations[1] demonstrated the

spontaneous freezing of water into the ice nanotube at

various conditions.

The potential functions and their parameters were

chosen to simulate water molecules confined in the zigzag

(‘, 0) SWCN. The diameter D of this form of the carbon

nanotube is given by D ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

a= sinðp=‘Þ with a=1.423 Å

is the distance between two neighboring carbon atoms.

Freezing and melting behavior of water was examined for

the systems of the (13, 0), (14, 0), (15, 0), (16, 0), (17, 0),

and (18, 0) carbon nanotubes with D=10.3, 11.1, 11.9,

12.6, 13.4, and 14.2 Å. Equilibrium properties of each

system at a given temperature T and a given pressure Pz in

the direction parallel to the axis of the carbon nanotube

was achieved by the constant NPzT ensemble molecular

Fig. 3 (A) Square, (B) pentagonal, (C) hexagonal, (D) heptagonal ice nanotubes at 240 K (except d at 230 K) at 50 MPa in the (14, 0),

(15, 0), (16, 0), (17, 0) carbon nanotubes, and (E)–(H) the corresponding liquid phases at 320 K (except h at 300 K) at 50 MPa. Shown

here for clarity are the structures at the local minima of the potential-energy surface; any instantaneous displacement from these

structures because of the thermal vibrations is absent. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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dynamics simulation. For each system, a series of such

simulation was performed along the isobaric path or along

the isothermal path. Details of the simulation methods are

given elsewhere.[1]

At high enough T (e.g., 350 K or 80�C) and low or

moderate Pz (e.g., around or below 50 MPa), water

confined in any of these carbon nanotubes is in a liquid

state; it has no long-range order in its structure and has

high diffusivity. The potential energy of the system

because of the intermolecular interactions between water

molecules at such T and Pz is much higher than that of the

bulk water at the corresponding condition. This indicates

that the hydrogen bonds in the liquid water are on average

not strengthened but weakened by the hydrophobic inner

surface of the carbon nanotube, as opposed to the

hydrophobic effect on the structure of water around a

hydrophobic solute molecule.

However, such a disordered structure of water at high T

turns into an ordered structure at sufficiently low T in the

(13, 0), (14, 0), (15, 0), (16, 0), and (17, 0) carbon

nanotube (Fig. 3). The resulting ordered structure is

identical or almost identical to the anticipated structure of

the ice nanotube; the only difference, if any, is that some

defects may exist in the otherwise ordered structure, and

such defects may in turn cause a twisted structure

(Fig. 3b). It is unclear as yet whether an ordered structure

with a few defects is already in equilibrium at finite T or

would be ultimately replaced by a perfect defect-free

structure. In any case, water molecules in the ordered

phase have extremely small or nearly zero diffusivity,

which is also indicative of a solid state.

The diameter of the carbon nanotube plays a crucial

role in selecting a crystalline form of the ice nanotube.

When Pz is fixed at 50 MPa and T is decreased stepwise,

liquid water freezes into the square ice nanotube (n=4) in

the (13, 0) and (14, 0) carbon nanotube, whereas it freezes

into the pentagonal, hexagonal, and heptagonal ice

nanotubes (n=5, 6, and 7) in the (15, 0), (16, 0), and

(17, 0) carbon nanotubes, respectively.

In the (18, 0) carbon nanotube, however, crystallization

was not observed, at least within the timescale of

simulation. As remarked earlier, the structure of the ice

nanotube becomes increasingly unstable as n goes up from

6. Thus, there must be an upper limit for n for the possible

Fig. 3 Continued.
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forms of the ice nanotube. Then there must also be a

corresponding upper limit for the index ‘ or the diameter

D of the carbon nanotube in which water may freeze into

the ice nanotube. The results of the simulation suggest

n=7 (i.e., the heptagonal ice nanotube) to be the upper

limit, although it does not exclude the possibility of n=8

(i.e., the octagonal ice nanotube). However, formation of

the ice nanotube with n>8 from pure water confined to a

wider carbon nanotube seems unlikely.

In any ordered structure found at low T in the simula-

tion, the orientation of water molecules indeed satisfies

the special condition described in the previous section, as

seen in Fig. 3; that is, the configuration of H atoms lying

along the n edges parallel to the axis of the n-gonal prism

is uniquely determined, and the only disorder is that in the

arrangement of the clockwise and counterclockwise

configurations of H atoms along each n-gonal ring.

Sharp and Continuous Freezing

Melting and freezing in general always occur as a

discontinuous change of the state of matter, which is

called the first-order transition. This is not necessarily true

in a 1-D or quasi 1-D system. The simulation of water in

the carbon nanotube indicates that both continuous and

discontinuous freezing may occur depending on the

diameter of the carbon nanotube and on the path followed

in the thermodynamic Pz–T plane.

Fig. 4 shows plots of the potential energy of water

confined in the (‘, 0) carbon nanotube (‘=13, . . ., 18) as a

function of temperature. When ‘=13, 14, and 15 at Pz=50

MPa, the potential energy decreases continuously with

decreasing T while when ‘=16 and 17 at the same

pressure it makes an abrupt decrease at a certain point on

cooling and exhibits a large hysteresis on heating. The

Fig. 3 Continued.
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molar volume of water also exhibits discontinuity or

continuity just as the potential energy does. The discon-

tinuity or continuity in the macroscopic properties of

water is associated with the discontinuous or continuous

change from a disordered structure (of liquid water) to

an ordered structure (of the ice nanotube) or vice versa. In

the (18, 0) carbon nanotube, the potential energy

decreases nearly linearly with decreasing T and the

disordered liquidlike structure at high T remains even at

the lowest T.

Whether freezing occurs continuously or discontinu-

ously depends not only on the index ‘ or the diameter D of

the carbon nanotube but also on the pressure Pz. Under a

very high pressure (500 MPa), water in the (15, 0) carbon

nanotube freezes discontinuously to the hexagonal form of

ice nanotube; remember that it freezes continuously to the

pentagonal form at 50 MPa (Fig. 4c). More complex

behavior is found in the (14, 0) carbon nanotube (Fig. 4b).

On cooling at 50 MPa water freezes continuously into

the square ice nanotube; at 200 MPa, it freezes discon-

tinuously into the pentagonal ice nanotube; and finally

at 500 MPa it freezes continuously into the pentagonal

ice nanotube.

A set of isotherms in the Pz–V plane allows us to

understand such complex phase behavior and can be a

basic source to construct a phase diagram. Each isotherm

is a plot of the system’s volume against Pz at fixed T,

which is readily obtained from the NPzT-constant molec-

ular dynamics simulation. Fig. 5 shows the set of

isotherms for the (14, 0) carbon nanotube system. When

T is fixed at 280 K, V makes a sudden drop at 200 MPa on

compressing and a sudden jump at 170 MPa on decom-

pressing; that is, the isotherm shows discontinuity and a

hysteresis. The low-density phase (before the sudden drop

or after the sudden jump in V is observed) has a liquidlike

disordered structure, whereas the high-density phase (after

the sudden drop or before the sudden jump in V is

observed) is basically a pentagonal ice nanotube. The

diffusion constants of the low-density phase (at 190 MPa)

and the high density phase (at 200 MPa), both during

compression at 280 K, are 1�10�6 and 1�10�10 cm2

sec�1, respectively, which reinforces that the low-density

Fig. 3 Continued.
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phase is liquidlike, whereas the high-density phase is

solidlike. When T is fixed at 300 K, however, V shows a

marked decline between 250 and 330 MPa but with no

discontinuity, although the same liquidlike and solidlike

phases are found at low and high pressures, respectively.

This means the liquid–solid transformation at this tem-

perature is continuous. When T is fixed at 330 K, the

isotherm is much less steep, and at 350 K it slopes down

even more gently. Thus, the isotherms for the (14, 0)

carbon nanotube system are similar to typical isotherms

around the critical point of fluids.

For the (15, 0) carbon nanotube system, all the

isotherms obtained at T=280, 300, 320 K show discon-

tinuity, and the low-density phase is always liquidlike at

these temperatures whereas the high-density phase is the

hexagonal ice nanotube (even at 320 K!).

PHASE DIAGRAM

A phase diagram of water confined in the carbon nanotube

is inferred from the results of the computer simulation and

free-energy calculation. Before presenting the phase

diagram, however, we note that it is not obvious whether

or not a quasi 1-D system would show any phase transition

or phase separation, even if the corresponding bulk system

does. This is because when the dimension d is less than 2,

much of the theoretical models in studies of the phase

transition no longer exhibit any phase transition at any

finite T. We should also note that the computer simulation

itself cannot prove or disprove the existence of the phase

transition because it cannot treat a macroscopic number

N�1023 of molecules corresponding only to a thermody-

namic limit in which the phase transition occurs. Never-

theless, the computer simulation can demonstrate

discontinuous changes in microscopic and macroscopic

properties of a system with changes in the temperature,

pressure, or other thermodynamic field variable, and such

discontinuous changes in a finite system do correspond to

some abrupt, if not discontinuous, change of the state of

the macroscopic system. Thus, in this sense we now use

the terms ‘‘phase transition’’ and ‘‘phase boundary’’ for

quasi 1-D water.

Fig. 4 The potential energy vs. temperature for water confined to the (‘, 0) carbon nanotube with ‘=13–18 (a–f ). The axial pressure is

fixed at Pz =50 MPa (. and 6 in a–f ), 200 MPa (& and 5 in b), and 500 MPa (~ and 4 in b and c). Filled and open symbols indicate

the cooling and heating process, respectively. The potential energy is the energy associated with the intermolecular interactions between

water molecules.

Fig. 5 Isotherms in the Pz–V* plane for confined water in the

(14, 0) carbon nanotube at temperatures 280 K (. and 6), 300 K

(&), 330 K (~), and 360 K (^). V* =V/(Npr2 Å). Filled and

open symbols indicate the compressing and decompressing

process, respectively.
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Fig. 6 shows a schematic phase diagram in the T–Pz

plane for the (14, 0) carbon nanotube system. The phase

boundary separates the high- and low-density phases,

which are now referred to as pentagonal and square phases

for convenience. At low temperatures (e.g., 200 K) both

phases are solidlike; at higher temperatures (e.g., 270 K)

the high-density phase is still solidlike, whereas the low-

density phase is liquidlike. Because the phase change

becomes continuous above 280 K, the phase boundary

should terminate at some point around that temperature.

The point is referred to as a ‘‘critical point’’ in the same

restricted sense as remarked above. This phase diagram

explains the complex phase behavior of the (14, 0) carbon

nanotube system (Fig. 4b): the isobaric path at 50 MPa

does not cross the phase boundary, and thus the phase

change between the liquid and the square ice nanotube

phase is continuous; the isobaric path at 200 MPa, how-

ever, crosses the phase boundary, and thus the change is

between the liquidlike square phase and the solid pentago-

nal phase and it is discontinuous; and finally, the isobaric

path at 500 MPa does not cross the boundary because it is

above the critical pressure, and thus the change between

the square and pentagonal phases is continuous.

For the (15, 0) carbon nanotube system, the phase

boundary separates the low- and high-density phases,

which may be referred to as pentagonal and hexagonal

phases, respectively, because at low temperatures they are

the pentagonal and hexagonal ice nanotubes. Unlike in the

(14, 0) carbon nanotube system, no continuous path from

one phase to another has been found in the T–Pz plane

examined by the simulation. That is, the phase boundary

may not terminate at any critical point, just as in any bulk

liquid–solid phase equilibrium.

Similarly, for the (16, 0) carbon nanotube system, low-

density and high-density phases are separated by a phase

boundary that does not terminate at any critical point. The

low-density phase is in a liquid state, whereas the high-

density phase is a solid hexagonal ice nanotube.

For the (17, 0) carbon nanotube systems—the widest

nanotube that allowed formation of the ice nanotube in the

simulation—again the two phases, which we now call

simply the solid and liquid phases, are separated by a

phase boundary with no critical point. The solid phase is

identified as the heptagonal ice nanotube. In this system,

unlike in other systems, liquid water expands as it freezes

into the ice nanotube at 50 MPa. That is, the density of the

heptagonal ice nanotube is smaller than that of the liquid

at the phase boundary at 50 MPa. At higher Pz this would

hold even more strongly because the density of liquid

increases more rapidly than that of the solid with

increasing Pz. Thus, for the (17, 0) carbon nanotube

system, the slope of the phase boundary in the T–Pz plane

should always be negative: dPz /dT<0.

As we have seen above in the phase diagrams, the

phase behavior of water confined in the different carbon

nanotubes is qualitatively different even if the index ‘ of

the carbon nanotube differs only by 1. However, if ‘ (or D)

is taken to be continuous, rather than discrete, and is

introduced as another axis in the original phase diagram,

the resulting global phase diagram in the 3-D TPz‘ (or

TPzD) space would account for how these apparently

independent phase diagrams at discrete ‘ (or D) are related

to each other.[2] From the thermodynamic relations analo-

gous to the Clapeyron equation and the simulations for

several systems with noninteger values of ‘, e.g., a hypo-

thetical (14.2, 0) carbon nanotube system, we find the

following picture of the global phase diagram. First, there

are at least five phase boundaries, which are now surfaces

in the TPz‘ space and have very steep slopes with respect

to the ‘ axis. Two of them, a surface separating the square

and pentagonal phases and a surface separating the liquid

and square phases, seem to terminate at a ‘‘critical line.’’

The other three are the surfaces separating the pentagonal

and liquid (hexagonal) phases, the hexagonal and liquid

(heptagonal) phases, and the heptagonal and liquid phases,

and they seem not to terminate at any critical line.

RELATED SIMULATIONS
AND EXPERIMENTS

Some computer simulations have been performed to

examine the structure of an alkali halide, KI, inside the

SWCNs and the mechanism of encapsulation of the

molten salt into the hollow space of the carbon nano-

tubes.[7] The results of the simulations suggest that the salt

is crystallized rather easily in the carbon nanotubes even

at temperatures at which the bulk counterpart is a melt.

Fig. 6 A schematic T–Pz phase diagram of water confined to

the (14, 0) carbon nanotube. The phase boundary (solid line)

divides the low-density (square) and high-density (pentagonal)

phases. The phase boundary terminates at a critical point (.)

around 280 K.
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Coulombic interaction facilitates the formation of the

crystalline structures of KI inside the SWCNs. In this

sense, the salt in the confined space exhibits a phase

behavior similar to that of water; however, water shows

the more facile transition because of its characteristic

intermolecular interaction, i.e., the hydrogen bond. Those

structures of the salt are either fragments of the bulk KI

crystal or a twisted one, the latter of which has nothing to

do with the bulk crystalline structure. Further investiga-

tion is required to discern which structure is the real entity

in the SWCNs. Among other interesting topics are the

structure and phase behavior of aqueous electrolyte

solutions in SWCNs, which are expected to be greatly

different from those of pure water in SWCNs. The

hydration structure around ions and the ion-pair formation

could be influenced by the quasi 1-D confinement, and

they may become distinct from the bulk counterparts.[7]

Formation of the heptagonal ice nanotube in the SWCN

has recently been observed experimentally,[3] which

reinforces the theoretical prediction by the molecular

dynamics and free energy calculations. Also observed in

the experiment is that the melting point increases with

decreasing the diameter of the carbon nanotube (Y.

Maniwa, private communication).
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In Situ Electron Microscopy Techniques

Charles W. Allen
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

For decades, electron microscopies, transmission electron

microscopy especially, have been employed as an impor-

tant tool in materials research studies in nanoscience and

developments in nanotechnology, for their powerful

analytical techniques at spatial resolution and also as a

kind of microlaboratory in which dynamic studies have

been conducted ‘‘in situ.’’ Such in situ or real-time studies

have included those involving phase transformations,

mechanical deformation and failure, irradiation-related

phenomena, and a host of others involving changes in

physical, chemical, magnetic, and electrical structure,

microstructure, and properties. This article will present a

number of examples from in situ studies to illustrate how

such electron microscopy-based studies may contribute,

often in unique ways, to the understanding of the behavior

of material systems of relevance to modern nanoscience

and nanotechnology. We will also review briefly a number

of analytical techniques that have been developed over the

years and applied to electron microscopies and finally

comment on potential impact ongoing developments,

particularly the correction of electron optical aberrations,

will have on in situ studies.

OVERVIEW

The initial demonstration of an in situ experiment with

photographic record is often ascribed to an English-born

photographer, Eadweard Muybridge. In the 1870s and

1880s, in part under the auspices of Leland Stanford, then

Governor of California, Muybridge employed a series of

photographic cameras triggered sequentially as a horse

trotted by. The resulting sequence of photographs clearly

demonstrated that the depiction of horses in motion in

paintings and in the common belief of the time had been

anatomically incorrect; that, rather than the horse’s gait

being side to side with one pair of legs at a time, all four

legs come off the ground at once as a horse trots or gallops

(For example, see Ref. [1]).

An in situ experiment is somewhat like watching an

entire football match, rather than trying to imagine what

happened by checking the score occasionally. For systems

of almost any complexity or with events occurring rapidly

as in the trotting horse example, it is not always possible

to correctly deduce the evolution of changes simply by

observing the end results in relation to the initial and final

or sometimes even selected intermediate conditions.

Furthermore, a well-designed in situ experiment may be

an extremely efficient way to perform a scientific or

technological study.

For many years in situ experiments have been per-

formed involving a host of different analytical tools

including X-ray diffractometers and synchrotron radiation

sources, optical microscopes, and electron microscopes

and have involved techniques of observation and mea-

surement in real time or near real time such as

microscopies (i.e., imaging of events), diffraction, ele-

mental microanalysis, and changes in various physical

properties. This article focuses mainly on the application

of transmission and scanning transmission electron mi-

croscopies (TEM and STEM), and to a lesser extent on

scanning electron microscopy, for in situ experiments with

particular emphasis on applications related to nanoscience

and nanotechnology. The topic of related instrumenta-

tion such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and

atomic force microscopy (AFM) is presented elsewhere in

this volume.

In situ techniques are often very powerful in yielding

insight into the mechanisms of real-time behavior, such as

when two or more phenomena compete in producing

changes or when highly localized short-term changes are

superimposed on long-term trends. A further situation in

which in situ observation is essential is when elevated or

cryogenic temperatures, loads, or fields are employed in a

materials study, and further changes in the experimental

object would occur as a consequence of returning the

material to room temperature, zero load, or zero field

for subsequent observation and analysis. The same may

be said for all types of in situ studies, X-ray, neutron,

and electron.

In situ electron microscopy studies should be regarded

as complementary to similar synchrotron studies and, for

very slowly varying phenomena, neutron scattering

studies. The latter present a view of time-dependent

phenomena, generally averaged over much larger volumes

of observation. It is, however, sometimes difficult to

convince people who have extensive experience with
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X-ray or neutron scattering studies of the value-added as-

pect of complimentary analyses by some form(s) of elec-

tron microscopy, including the application of in situ tech-

niques. This complementarity of techniques is emphasized

in Table 1 in terms of selected characteristics for each of

these types of radiation sources.

The elastic mean free paths for neutrons and X-rays are

large compared to that for electrons, which means that

elastic scattering, for example, is relatively inefficient in

the former requiring very high intensities or long data

acquisition times to achieve reasonable spatial resolutions.

On the other hand, small absorption lengths for electrons

require very thin specimens, but because electrons are

readily focused by electromagnetic and electrostatic

lenses, very fine, intense probes may be formed which,

coupled with the thin specimen, result in excellent spatial

resolution. The bottom line is simply that these related

techniques can and should be more often understood as

complementary rather than competitive.

EXAMPLES OF IN SITU ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY STUDIES

It may be easier to grasp the value of applying in situ

techniques in electron microscopy by considering a va-

riety of representative examples. By no means will these

form an exhaustive compilation of such studies. The

examples presented are brief excerpts from in situ

TEM or STEM studies. However, some of these same

ideas may be adapted or have been adapted for in situ

SEM studies. Furthermore, variable pressure or environ-

mental SEMs offer other altogether unique aspects for in

situ experiments.

Magnetic Studies

The techniques for imaging and analysis of magnetic

structures in TEM have been developed over many

decades. These include Fresnel, Foucault, electron holo-

graphic, and differential phase contrast imaging. The

Fresnel technique is an off-focus technique which, for

example, images magnetic domain walls as bright or dark

lines due to an excess or deficiency of local image

brightness. Foucault imaging is a dark field technique

(i.e., employing scattered rather than transmitted elec-

trons) in which the objective aperture selects a segment of

a split deflected beam, which is due to different local

magnetization directions within the imaged area. Electron

holography is a field-imaging technique which results

from the interaction of bright field specimen waves with a

reference wave usually from an adjacent open area of

specimen. Differential phase contrast imaging is a STEM

technique employing position-sensitive detection.

For an in situ TEM investigation of the effect size of

elliptical disk-shaped particles of a Permalloy (Ni+19

at.% Fe), arrays of such particles 8 nm thick were pre-

pared employing electron beam lithography and a 30-nm

Si3N4 support film. Four such particles are shown in

Fig. 1, whose aspect ratios (major axis dimension/minor

axis dimension) are 2:1 and whose major axes vary from

3.4 to 5.0 mm. This system of particles has been mag-

netically saturated in the direction indicated by the large

arrow and then is subjected to an increasing applied field

in the opposite sense (smaller arrows) as the specimen

is imaged using the Fresnel technique (also known as

Lorentz microscopy), the resulting contrast of which is

sensitive to local variations of a particle’s magnetic in-

duction and its gradients in the horizontal plane. The

interaction of such variations with the incident electrons

produces complementary image contrast when the ob-

jective lens is under- or overfocused. The series of images

in Fig. 1 shows the dependence and sequential details of

the reverse magnetization processes in the four particles.

Image defocus is constant. While the geometrical demag-

netization factor is the same for the four disks (constant

aspect ratio), the observed differences for a given applied

field are due, in part, to the role of the resulting de-

magnetizing fields associated with the different intrinsic

distributions of magnetic moment within each particle

due to size (the total energy of individual particles must

be minimized). In this experiment a commercially avail-

able Lorentz objective lens is employed in which the

Table 1 Comparison of selected (approximate) characteristics of state-of-the-art neutron, x-ray, and electron sources employed for

materials research

Type of

radiation

Source brightness

(particles/cm2/sr/eV)

Elastic

mean-free

path (nm)

Absorption

length (nm)

Minimum

probe

size (nm)

Spatial

resolution (nm)

Neutrons (SNS) 1014 107 108 106 106

X-rays (APS) 1026 103 105 102 102

Electrons (S)TEM 1029 101 102 10�1 10�1

SNS, spallation neutron source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory; APS, advanced photon source at Argonne National Laboratory.
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usual field of the objective may be switched off and a pair

of minilenses is employed in its place, whose fields can

be set to cancel at the specimen position; a special speci-

men holder incorporates a set of miniature coils to pro-

duce the required variable magnetic field in the plane

of the specimen.[2] In such a situation, image resolution

is limited to several nanometers (Josef Zweck, personal

communication, 2003).

There are a number of useful although sometimes less

quantitative examples of in situ magnetic studies in which

magnetic structure changes of a specimen are achieved by

tilting the specimen in the objective lens field, which

results in an increasing component of applied field in the

plane of the specimen. An example of this is the following

study of magnetization reversal in a series of patterned

interconnected rings as shown in Fig. 2. Again the

imaging technique involves a form of Lorentz microscopy

but this time in a scanning transmission electron micro-

scope (STEM). The material is sputter-deposited Co on a

thin silicon nitride substrate. In the actual experiment the

specimen was tilted in 1� increments about an axis parallel

to the ring array. Fig. 2 shows Lorentz images at four

stages in the magnetization reversal process. Many es-

sential features of this process may be deduced unam-

biguously from the series of images; for example, the

white and dark lines at the ring intersections in Fig. 2a and

d are 90� domain walls (Nestor Zaluzec and Natali

Metlushko, personal communication, 2003).

Electrical Property Studies

Studies analogous to those for magnetic materials may

also be performed in situ for ferro- and ferrielectric

material systems, which are in some ways more straight-

forward because the applied fields are electric rather than

magnetic fields. The magnetic field of the objective lens

has little effect on electric polarization processes.

Another type of electrical property study with simul-

taneous TEM is a quantized conductance study of gold

wires of nanometer and subnanometer cross section

(quantum point contacts). In this instance a miniaturized

STM was incorporated as part of the specimen holder of

an ultrahigh vacuum high-resolution TEM. By means of

Fig. 1 Magnetization reversal in elliptical disks 30 nm thick

and major axes ranging from 3.4 to 5.0 mm; Ni+19 at.% Fe and

constant aspect ratios 2:1. Following saturation in one easy

direction (large arrow), magnetization reversal process under

oppositely directed applied field (small arrows) depends on size,

the larger disks reversing at smaller fields. Lorentz TEM.

(Joseph Zweck, private communication, 2003.)

Fig. 2 Reversal of the magnetic domain state of a row of

sputter-deposited Co rings on silicon nitride. In-plane field

component normal to row increases from (a) to (d), reversing

magnetic state. Lorentz STEM. (Zaluzec, N.; Metlushko, V.,

private communication, 2003.)
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the shear-type piezoelectric positioner, a sharpened gold

tip was brought into contact with a gold island and slowly

withdrawn at constant speed under computer control.

Structural changes were observed continuously and video

recorded as indicated in Fig. 3a–f, and electrical conduct-

ance was measured simultaneously as shown in Fig. 3g. In

the same work a single row of four gold atoms (the

ultimate wire) parallel to [100] was formed whose

conductance was �13 kO�1 corresponding to 2e2/h,

the quantized conduction unit. In addition the conduct-

ance of a double row was twice this value, showing that

equipartition holds for electron transport in these quan-

tum systems. The high-resolution microscopy was clearly

essential to the analysis of the conductance data.[3]

Mechanical Property Studies

The deformation and fracture behavior of metals and

alloys represents one of the most common applications for

in situ microscopy studies since the 1960s, often having

been performed in high-voltage TEM because of greater

thickness for observation afforded by the higher energy

electrons. In our context, the goal of such studies is to

determine the fundamental mechanisms controlling the

mechanical response of nanostructured systems and to

correlate it with the observed mechanical behavior. For

example, to achieve this goal a novel MEMS microtensile

test device has been developed which allows measurement

of the applied load and sample displacement with

Fig. 3 Quantum conductance of [110] rows of gold atoms. (a)–(e) Gold tip is withdrawn from gold sample, causing continuous

reduction in the number of vertical gold atom rows to fracture at (f), with simultaneous conductance measurement. Note dislocation in

(a). At (e) conductance is �2� (13 kO)�1, two times unit conductance (unit conductance=2 e2/h). (g) Quantized conductance measured

during withdrawal of the gold tip [as in (d)–(f)]. (From Ref. [3].)
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concurrent observation of the deformation mechanisms.

The device is such that it can be used in a wide range of

instruments, although it has been used primarily in SEM

and TEM studies. The device consists of a thin dogbone-

shaped test specimen that is patterned and cofabricated

with microforce and displacement sensors and supports

made of silicon using standard photolithographic and deep

reactive ion etching techniques. The support beams ensure

true uniaxial loading. Fig. 4 describes the fabricated de-

vice. The specimen is freestanding between the beams,

allowing its inherent response to loading to be determined,

including details of the deformation and fracture mecha-

nisms. Because the specimen is integrally fabricated with

the loading device structure, issues of attaching it to the

test frame and aligning it to ensure uniaxial loading are

mitigated.[4] Fig. 5 is a series of TEM micrographs

showing the glide of a dislocation from the interior of a

200-nm-thick grain to a grain boundary into which it is

absorbed, leaving no trace. This demonstrates in a very

Fig. 4 Schematic drawing and SEM micrograph of tensile

testing chip. (From Ref. [4].)

Fig. 5 Dislocation motion and incorporation into a grain

boundary in an Al crystal under increasing tension in device

described in Fig. 4. (Ian Robertson, private communication,

2003.)

Fig. 6 Electric-field-induced mechanical resonance in a carbon

nanotube. (a) The nanotube is quasi-stationary (thermal

vibration only). (b) The first and (c) second harmonic resonance

is induced by high-frequency electric fields (MHz range). (From

Ref. [5].)
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elementary way the need for such dynamic in situ studies

(Ian Robertson, private communication, 2003).

An example, quite different from the first, of the

determination of elastic properties of carbon nanotubes by

in situ TEM is represented in Fig. 6.[5] In this case the long

carbon nanotube shown is excited to mechanical reso-

nance by a high-frequency electric field imposed between

it and a nearby positionable counterelectrode. The first

and second harmonics are induced by tuning the frequen-

cy. The shape of the nanotube at resonance corresponds

closely to that expected for a cantilevered uniform beam,

which allows its bending modulus to be determined from

the dimensions of the nanotube and the driving frequency

at resonance. For nanotubes produced by arc-discharge, it

is found that this modulus varies from about 1.2 TPa (like

the value for diamond) for nanotubes smaller than 8 nm to

as little as 0.2 TPa for those with diameters larger than 30

nm. Static electric fields which induce bending of carbon

nanotubes in situ may also be employed for elastic

modulus determination.[6]

Finally, Fig. 7a describes a TEM/STEM specimen

holder for nanoindentation of a thin foil or film, which,

like that employed in the vibrating carbon nanotube

example and the earlier quantum contact example, in-

volves piezoelectric positioning of a part of the experi-

mental apparatus (the indenter, the counterelectrode, or

the gold tip). Fig. 7b–e shows TEM micrographs of

dislocation activity during the indention process.[7,8]

Catalysis and Other Reaction Studies

Catalysis is responsible for the commercial production of

countless organic substances, the catalytic particles

responsible by necessity being in the nanosize regime.

One of the aspects of this topic relevant to in situ

microscopy studies, for example, involves ensuring that a

catalyst remains in the nanosize regime under conditions

simulated in the microscope for those to be encountered in

production of a particular product. There have been two

quite different approaches to allow such studies to be

conducted in situ in TEM or STEM, one involving the

design of environmental specimen holders which contain

the entire experiment, environment and all, used in

conjunction with an unmodified microscope, and the

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic drawing of dedicated in situ nanoindentation holder for TEM/STEM. (b) Bright field transmission electron

micrograph showing indenter tip and single grain of aluminum thin film on silicon. (c–e) Sequence of dark field images showing

introduction and glide of dislocations into the aluminum grain during indentation (indenter no longer visible in dark field). (From

Refs. [7] and [8].)
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other, the design of a dedicated environmental micro-

scope into which the desired chemical environment is

introduced in the presence of a specimen holder which

may provide independent capabilities such as heating. In

the case of the environmental holder concept, windows

with adequate electron transparency must be employed to

isolate the experimental environment from the vacuum of

the microscope, which may severely limit the pressures

employed as well as instrumental spatial resolution. In

an environmental microscope, as in older environmental

cells that were inserted between the objective poles,

usually of high-voltage electron microscopes (HVEMs), a

pair of apertures, one pair before and the other after the

specimen holder, serve this isolation function, there being

differential pumping within each aperture pair. Align-

ment of the apertures is critical. The success of the ded-

icated in situ microscope concept, especially since

about 1995, attests to its experimental versatility and

economic advantage for catalysis research in both in-

dustry and university.

The first of two short examples of its application is

from a study of the stability of Ru particles in TiO2 during

the hydrogenation of adiponitrile during the production of

Nylon 6,6. Fig. 8 shows the catalyst (the 2–3-nm Ru

particles) in hydrogen at 20�C and at 280�C after 2 hr,

demonstrating no obvious reaction between the Ru

particles and TiO2 support. Such reaction associated with

reduction by hydrogen is known for this important

commercial system above 500�C. This type of in situ

finding has important implications for the utility and

performance of such catalysts in the selective hydrogena-

tion reaction.

Fig. 9 Wet-ETEM of in situ polymerization. (a) Co–Ru on

titania catalyst system particle at m (supported on sample grid

G) with reactant solution from which (b) polymerization over

the catalyst occurs at about 188�C. (From Ref. [10].)

Fig. 8 In situ real-time EHREM dynamic observations of Ru

on titania xerogel catalyst in hydrogen environment recorded (a)

at room temperature and subsequently during reaction at about

280�C for 2 hr. (From Ref. [9].)
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The second example illustrates the in situ observation

of catalyst-promoted polymerization and involves the

same environmental TEM/STEM as the first example and

a heating holder incorporating a windowless wet cell (the

microscope provides the atmosphere and the wet cell, a

microliter or so of fluid in contact with catalyst). In the

case shown in Fig. 9 the catalyst/support particle (m),

composed of a Ru–Co alloy on TiO2, is immersed in a

solution of hexamethylene diamine and adipic acid, at

�188�C. The polymerization reaction to the polyamide is

observed to occur at the interface with the particle seen in

Fig. 9b. The observations demonstrate a stable catalyst

and the formation of an essentially clean polymer

structure. In this example a specialized specimen holder

was employed. An example of a cell designed for studies

of electrochemical reactions such as electroplating is

shown in Fig. 10. The cell simply inserts in a holder for

insertion in TEM or STEM (Frances Ross, private

communication, 2003).

Irradiation Effects Studies

Generally, in situ studies of irradiation effects require

somewhat specialized electron microscopes. Because

displacement thresholds by electrons, in terms of incident

electron energies, vary from 0.1 MeV or less for oxygen in

some oxides to more than 1.5 MeV for large atomic

number elements, HVEM have routinely been used for

such studies since their introduction in the 1960s. For

electrons in this range of energies, damage consists largely

of single Frenkel pairs (vacancy–interstitial pairs). Since

1961 when the first observations of unintentional in situ

ion damage were reported in Au in an 80-kV TEM, due to

negative ions desorbed from the microscope’s electron

source, in situ TEM studies of ion irradiation effects have

become well established for both fundamental and applied

irradiation effects research. While the field is often

associated with nuclear science and technology, it is

relevant to other areas as well such as degradation of

microelectronic components in radiation environments,

and doping and creation of buried layers by ion implan-

tation in semiconductors. Ion implantation and its asso-

ciated damage consists of implanted atoms and cascades

of point defect clusters which may collapse to form voids

or other 3-D defects or partial dislocations which may

have profound effects on physical properties. In situ ion

beam-related studies require the integration of the micro-

scope and one or more ion sources or ion accelerators,

more than a dozen of which have been constructed, mostly

in Japan with one in France and two in the United States,

involving ion sources ranging from a focused ion beam

(FIB) source to a 2-MV tandem accelerator. Two of the

Japanese HVEMs employ two ion accelerators each for

simultaneous dual ion experiments. In order to do

quantitative work in this area, electron and/or ion beam

dosimetry, employing miniaturized Faraday cups and

effectively performed at or near the specimen position, is

a standard requirement.[11,12]

A simple example of a study involving high-energy

electrons as the stimulus is shown in Fig. 11. The initial

Fig. 10 Schematic drawing of a closed system electrochemical cell for insertion in a TEM/STEM specimen holder. (Frances Ross,

private communication, 2003.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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specimen was prepared by implantation of Xe in Al at

room temperature. The Xe is very insoluble in the Al

matrix and precipitates as nanocrystals, provided they are

less than about 10 nm in diameter (at larger sizes the Xe

precipitates are fluid). Two such Xe crystals are shown at

high resolution in Fig. 11 under 1-MeV electron irradi-

ation in an HVEM, the series of images having been

grabbed from videotape. In the sequence, the precipitates

experience significant shape changes that lead to their

migration. Immediately prior to their coalescence, the

precipitates remain with a single plane of Al atoms sep-

arating them for several tens of seconds, indicating an

absence of elastic interaction of the precipitates. Follow-

ing coalescence, the resultant precipitate tends to spheroid-

ize as one would expect. Such precipitates of gases in

metals appear to grow only by migration and coalescence,

as opposed to Ostwald ripening characteristic of purely

metallic systems, an important fact which was not

heretofore factored into simulations of life expectancies

of nuclear reactor materials. In related experiments with

the Xe–Al system, the absolute values of {100} and {111}

Xe/Al interface tensions were determined and ordering at

fluid Xe/solid Al interfaces demonstrated.[13–15]

Fig. 12 shows two TEM images from an ion irradia-

tion-induced crystalline study of CoSi2, a material studied

extensively as a buried layer in Si. In this study Co and Si

were coevaporated onto a thin silicon nitride substrate to

produce noncrystalline CoSi2, which was then heated in

the TEM to partially crystallize it (the large ‘‘spheres’’ in

Fig. 12). It was then subjected to 1.5-MeV Kr irradiation

in situ at room temperature, causing additional fine

nucleation and growth of crystals (the tiny spheres) during

formation and recovery of the cascades of point defects

produced by the ions. Fig. 12 shows the ion-stimulated

crystallization process at two stages during continuous

irradiation. From such in situ experiments one may

determine the ion-induced nucleation and growth rates

for the particular irradiation conditions and explore the

dependence of these kinetic processes on ion mass and

energy which result in different cascade structures.[16]

Quantum Dot and Thin Film Growth Studies

The first example is that of growth of quantum dots of

Ge on Si. During lattice mismatched epitaxy a range of

interesting structures can form spontaneously in order to

minimize the total strain and surface energies. In many

semiconductor systems having moderate lattice mismatch,

Fig. 11 Migration and coalescence of two isolated crystalline Xe precipitates during continuous 1-MeV electron irradiation. Measured

from the first image, the elapsed times at which video frames were recorded are (a) 0, (b) 101, (c) 418, (d) 549, (e) 550, (f) 551, (g) 561,

(h) 584, and (i) 727 sec. (From Ref. [13]; Copyright 1999 by the American Physical Society.)

Fig. 12 Ion-irradiation-assisted crystallization of CoSi2 thin

film at 300 K (fine dispersion of crystals), following in situ

partial thermal crystallization (massive crystals; the medium-

sized sphere near the middle is 500 nm in diameter). Specimen

has been irradiated with 1.5 MeV Kr to (a) 3.4�1018 and (b)

8.5�1018 m�2 at 300 K in an HVEM. (From Ref. [16].)
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greater than about 2%, a common growth mode is the

formation of individual, coherently strained 3-D islands.

The material at the top of the islands is partially elastically

relaxed, reducing the total energy although the surface

area of the system increases. For a lattice mismatch of

several percent the islands formed have dimensions in

the nanoscale regime (up to several tens of nano-

meters) and this restricted size can lead to interesting

optical and electronic properties. This makes such self-

assembled islands, or quantum dots, interesting for a

range of applications from solid-state lasers to quan-

tum cellular automata.

To understand the growth process, island self-assembly

in Ge on Si was examined in real time in the TEM. Ge was

grown in situ by CVD onto Si (001) at a specimen

temperature of 650�C using digermane gas (Ge2H6). A

weak beam (dark field) imaging condition was chosen

which revealed the strain field around each island. This

allowed island positions and sizes to be determined,

although the images do not show well the shapes of

individual islands. The in situ observations reveal a rich

evolutionary process as shown in Fig. 13. After nucle-

ation, a bimodal distribution of sizes consisting of domes

and pyramids is visible; later the smaller (pyramid) peak

almost disappears.

A simple model was developed based on the existence

of the two island shapes. During growth, islands can

exchange Ge atoms by surface diffusion. If one island, due

to its shape or size, has a lower energy per atom than

another island, Ge atoms will preferentially detach from

higher energy islands and attach to the lower energy

island. Islands thus shrink or grow depending on their

energy per atom in comparison to other islands in the

neighborhood. If all islands were the same shape, larger

islands would always have a lower energy per atom than

smaller ones by virtue of their lower surface energy/

volume ratio. Larger islands would grow at the expense of

smaller ones (Ostwald ripening). However, if two differ-

ent island shapes are allowed, the process becomes much

more complex and interesting. In the model, islands

reaching a critical volume make the transition from

pyramids to domes and rapidly grow at the expense of

smaller pyramids. These real-time TEM observations,

therefore, have led to a kinetic model for island growth

that predicts how best to control island size and shape

given the kinetic nature of the process so that uniformly

sized island arrays may be grown. Island positioning now

remains the greatest challenge to the use of self-assembled

islands in novel devices, and in situ TEM can also be used

to investigate the effects on island nucleation of chemical

and topographic patterning of the substrate (Frances Ross,

private communication, 2003).

By way of introduction to the second example, the

relaxation of strain in semiconductor heterostructures is

frequently accomplished by the deposition of misfit

dislocation segments at the interface between the hetero-

epitaxial layer and the growth substrate when the film is

sufficiently highly strained. These dislocations must first

nucleate and then propagate to the interface. However, as

the dislocations move through the film, they will likely

interact with other, preexisting interfacial misfit disloca-

tion segments. If the level of strain in the heterolayer is

high, these interactions will not block the motion of the

moving ‘threading’ portion of the dislocations. However,

when the epitaxial strain is lower, the preexisting inter-

facial misfit segments may block the threading disloca-

tions. This limits the ability of the film to relax; these

threading segments deleteriously affect the electronic

performance of heterostructure devices.

In situ TEM techniques were used to investigate how

individual dislocations interact during growth and anneal-

ing in strained layer heterostructures. SiGe films of

varying composition and thickness were deposited onto

clean Si substrates in situ in the modified ultrahigh

vacuum TEM of the previous example. This allows the

real-time observation of the nucleation, propagation, and

interaction of dislocations during strain relaxation, an

example of which is shown in Fig. 14. The experimental

observations indicated that at very low levels of hetero-

epitaxial strain, all dislocations become blocked as a result

of interactions, whereas for a regime at higher levels of

strain, only dislocations with parallel Burgers vectors may

become blocked during interactions, as illustrated in

Fig. 14 (at the arrows). Computational simulations

indicated that dislocation reactions that occur between

dislocations with parallel Burgers vectors result in a stable

configuration, and that the stability of this configuration is

Fig. 13 The evolution of Ge islands growing on a thin Si(001)

substrate by in situ CVD at 650�C in a TEM. By 3 sec,

nucleation of islands is evident, which coarsens with time; after

16 sec a transition occurs in which steep-walled domes form at

the expense of shrinking shallow pyramids. (Frances Ross,

private communication, 2003.)
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a function not only of the Burgers vector combination, but

also of the direction of approach of the dislocations.[17,18]

A Comment on Specialized Apparatus
for In Situ Studies

While the most common in situ studies may involve only

heating or cooling of the specimen, several pieces of more

specialized apparatus have already been mentioned in

conjunction with the specific studies cited above. These

include specimen holders which 1) allow application of

a magnetic field of known strength and direction, 2)

incorporate piezoelectric positioning of some component

of an experiment (technology borrowed from scanning

probe microscope technology), and 3) incorporate

MEMS-type devices for mechanical testing of thin films,

nanowires, and the like. At the other extreme of size and

investment are microscopes largely dedicated to in situ

studies in ultrahigh vacuum or in other environments and

to studies involving irradiation effects. The latter may

involve connection of an ion accelerator or other radiation

source to a microscope with devices for irradiation do-

simetry near the position of the specimen.[12] What sets

these types of studies apart from their ex situ counterparts

is the value-added advantage afforded by the simulta-

neous availability of a variety of imaging, electron

scattering, and chemical and elemental analytical tech-

niques while the specimen is being stimulated in appro-

priate ways. The possibilities for designing and perform-

ing in situ studies are limited largely by the imagination

of the investigator.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES SUITABLE
FOR IN SITU STUDIES

The extent to which a particular analytical technique or

material property measurement method is useful for in situ

applications depends largely on the time resolution re-

quired per meaningful observation. As a simple example,

imagine that one wishes to study Brownian motion of

5-nm Au particles on (0001) graphite in an SEM with

field emission gun (FEG). At video scan rates the spatial

resolution may be worse than the size of the objects to

be observed, and at slow high-resolution rates perhaps

the particles move 10 nm on average over the course of

a 30-sec exposure scan, for which the effective frame rate

is reduced by a factor of nearly 900. Perhaps some in-

termediate conditions would be suitable, of course. On

the other hand, in a conventional TEM it is likely that

such observations would be possible at video frame rates

at a resolution of 1 nm or better. In TEM the image of the

entire area of view is formed at once. Unfortunately, even

in this case the recording is not instantaneous though.

This example points out the first two factors that are

important in conducting in situ studies: the basic instru-

ment in which the experiment is to be conducted and the

space/time capabilities of instrumentation for recording

the relevant experimental information. The third impor-

tant factor is the specimen itself. In the case of the SEM

experiment the single-crystal graphite substrate could be

relatively thick, several micrometers for example, where-

as in the TEM experiment the substrate would have to

be electron transparent, several tens of nanometers, for

example; the thinner the better from a resolution point of

view. Finally, in general, if the experimental observations

involve imaging, it is important to remember that TEM

images are formed in parallel (i.e., all pixels of a given

image develop at the same time as mentioned above)

whereas in both SEM and STEM, images are formed

serially as the area of observation is repetitively scanned.

This is not to say that SEM and STEM are categorically

inappropriate instruments in which to conduct in situ

studies; the choice of instrument largely depends on the

nature of the study and the time resolution required in

relation to the spatial resolution required.

While it is common and not improper to call SEMs,

TEMs, and STEMs microscopies, their several image

forming modes of operation are by no means their only

modes of operation. For simplicity the other modes may

be lumped into two categories, namely, electron scattering

and other analytical modes corresponding to various sig-

nals from a material specimen resulting from interactions

of the incident electron beam with the specimen. These

signals may include secondary and Auger electrons, back

scattered electrons, visible light and characteristic X-rays

as useful signals in the case of SEM, and transmitted

Fig. 14 Dark field TEM micrograph from an in situ study of

dislocation interactions during recovery in a strained 70-nm-

thick Si80Ge20/Si (001) heterostructure. Dislocation pairs of

identical Burgers character are indicated by an asterisk if the

reaction results in blocking and by an arrow for cases in which

interaction does not produce blocking. (From Ref. [17].)
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electrons, elastically and inelastically scattered elec-

trons, Auger electrons, visible light, and characteristic

and diffuse X-rays in the cases of TEM and STEM. A

host of specific analytical techniques using these signals

have been developed over the past decades as the

sophistication of instrumentation has evolved. A number

of these are summarized in Table 2, which is not all

inclusive. Acronyms for techniques that lend themselves

to at least some real-time studies are emphasized in

bold. Few of these have been extensively exploited for

in situ studies, however.

As indicated in Table 2, in TEM and STEM the

addition of (electron) energy filtering capability, in

column or post column, further enhances the quantitative

and aesthetic value for nearly all those analytical

techniques involving electrons directly, i.e., bright and

dark field imaging, electron scattering, and electron

energy loss mapping and spectroscopy.

IMPACT OF ABERRATION CORRECTION
OF ELECTRON OPTICS ON IN
SITU MICROSCOPIES

With the exception of electron guns and stigmators, which

incorporate electrostatic elements, all electron optical

lenses in commercial electron microscopes have been

electromagnetic (magnetic fields) with cylindrical sym-

metry (‘‘round lenses’’) which unavoidably suffer from

positive spherical aberration[19] as well as the other

resolution-limiting aberrations familiar in light optics.[20]

However, whereas in conventional light optics spatial

resolution for imaging (minimum separation of two

objects which are distinguishable) is diffraction or

wavelength-limited to a few hundred nanometers, in

electron optics for which wavelengths are very short (for

100 kV electrons, 3.7 pm) ultimate spatial resolutions are

aberration-limited, usually to a few tenths of nanometers

for 100 kV, for example.

For some years, several electron optical aberrations—

1) defocus, 2) twofold astigmatism, and 3) axial coma—

have been routinely correctable by varying 1) the

objective lens current (imaging modes in TEM, STEM,

and SEM) or diffraction lens current (diffraction modes in

TEM); 2) a biasing field of a weak magnetic octopole

within the objective lens (imaging modes in TEM, STEM,

and SEM) or diffraction lens (diffraction modes in TEM)

which corrects astigmatism introduced by the specimen

and objective aperture as well as that of the lens; and 3)

accurate correction of beam tilt with respect to the optic

axis of the objective lens (especially high-resolution

imaging modes in TEM or STEM).

In the past for high-resolution TEM (HREM), the

effects of (third-order axial) spherical aberration (de-

scribed by the coefficient of spherical aberration Cs or C3)

have been partially mitigated to achieve improved spatial

resolution by choosing defocus of the objective to

optimize phase contrast, known as Scherzer defocus,[21]

Table 2 Analytical functions for various operational modes for SEM, TEM, and STEMa

Category

Specific operational mode

SEM TEM STEM

Imaging SEI, BEI, SC, VCI,

VPSEM, LM, OIM , SI, CL

BF, DF, HREM,

LM, EFI,

BF, DF, HAADF LSTEM,

SI, EFI OIM, SEI, BEI

Diffraction (BS)ECP SAD, CBED, RHEED,

EFED

PRD

Elemental microanalysis (X)EDS, SI, AES, WDS (X)EDS, SI, EELS (X)EDS, SI, EELS

Chemical analysis (DOS) AES EELS, AES, ELNES,

EXELFS

EELS, AES, ELNES

Atom site location EXELFS, HREM ALCHEMI, EXELFS,

HAREXCS, HAADF

ALCHEMI, atom location by channeling-enhanced microanalysis; BF, bright field imaging; AES, Auger electron spectroscopy; (BS)ECP, (back

scattered) electron channeling pattern; BEI, back scattered electron imaging; CBED, convergent beam electron diffraction; CL, cathodoluminescence;

DF, dark field imaging; DOS, density of states; (X)EDS, (X-ray) energy dispersive spectroscopy; EELS, electron energy loss spectroscopy; EFED. energy

filtered electron diffraction; EFI, energy filtered imaging; ELNES, energy loss near edge fine structure; EXELFS, extended energy loss fine structure;

HAADF, high angle annular dark field; HAREXCS, high angular resolution electron channeling X-ray spectroscopy (based on PRD); HREM, high-

resolution (transmission) electron microscopy; LM, Lorentz microscopy; LSTEM, Lorentz STEM; OIM, orientation imaging microscopy (based on

BSECP); PRD, position-resolved diffraction; RHEED, reflection high energy electron diffraction; SAD, selected area diffraction; SC, specimen current;

SEI, secondary electron imaging; SI, spectrum imaging (or elemental mapping); VCI, voltage contrast imaging; VPSEM (or ESEM), variable pressure (or

environmental) SEM; WDS, wavelength dispersive (X-ray) spectrometry.
aSpecific modes that may be more suitable for in situ studies are shown in bold.
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or to minimize the disk of least confusion, known as focus

of least confusion.[22] Successful demonstration in the

1990s of hardware correctors for Cs has spurred commer-

cial development of a number of aberration correction

systems for electron microscopes based on combinations

of electrostatic and magnetostatic hexapole and octupole

elements of variable strength. While the concept was

introduced 40 years earlier, its realization depended on

more recent development of high-speed computer capa-

bility and of CCD cameras for execution of the necessary

involved, iterative alignment procedures for the corrector

elements with respect to one another and with respect to

the round lenses of the instrument. The other critical

element is the development of current and high-voltage

power supplies of significantly improved stability. By

2003, point-to-point resolution for imaging in TEM at

Scherzer defocus was improved from 0.24 to �0.13 nm at

200 kV. The correction of Cs in TEM, STEM, and SEM is

achieved with assemblies of multipole electrostatic ele-

ments, rendering Cs a free parameter of the instrument

(like defocus) rather than a fixed property of the objective

lens. In addition, for high-resolution imaging in a Cs-

corrected TEM, it is possible to partially mitigate the next

higher order spherical aberration coefficient for the

instrument (C5) by choosing a slightly negative value

for Cs for the corrected objective lens.

These continuing developments of aberration correc-

tion systems impact ultimate instrumental resolution both

for imaging and microanalysis (or more appropriately

nanoanalysis) and for in situ applications.[23] In the case of

in situ TEM, correction of Cs allows more space around

the specimen, into which experimental devices may be

incorporated. Previously, increased space was achieved by

employing instruments with shorter wavelength electron

sources, namely, HVEM, spatial resolution being propor-

tional to Csl
4/3. However, in the cases of conventional

HVEM and Cs-corrected TEM, spatial resolution remains

a sensitive function of the objective lens focal length (gap

size in a side-entry objective) due to chromatic aberration

associated with high voltage and lens current instabilities

(characterized by Cc). For example, in an uncorrected

TEM, spatial resolution for imaging of magnetic struc-

tures (Lorentz microscopy) is about 2 nm. With both Cs

and Cc correction, it should be possible to improve this

by an order of magnitude in an experimental space several

centimeters in every dimension (Bernd Kabius, private

communication, 2003). Furthermore, Cc correction re-

gains some of the advantage of greater penetrating power

associated with higher voltage TEM for thicker speci-

mens. Inelastic scattering for thicker specimens dimin-

ishes the information limit; this can be compensated by

correcting Cc. The development of correction not only for

spherical but for chromatic aberration as well should

provide, therefore, a strong stimulus for both superb

imaging and other analytical functions and for much

improved in situ capabilities, in TEM, STEM, and SEM.

CONCLUSION

Over the past several decades, in situ techniques applied to

various electron microscopies have contributed extensive-

ly to our current understanding of dynamic processes in

the areas of materials science and engineering and ma-

terials physics. This trend should thrive in the environ-

ment of nanoscience and nanotechnology in the future as

well, as new and improved instrumentation and experi-

mental techniques, as well as existing analytical tech-

niques which have not been extensively exploited yet, are

conceived and brought to bear on the many materials and

material systems problems ahead. Performing studies in

situ can be a very efficient way to get the job done and, in

addition, oftentimes provide an entirely new insight and

understanding to physical processes and mechanisms. The

possibilities for designing and performing such in situ

studies are limited largely by our imaginations.
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INTRODUCTION

Realization of nanometer-scale semiconductor quantum

dot structures has become an important area of research

focus in recent years primarily because of the potential of

nanometer-scale systems in future device applications.[1–5]

With the conventional silicon technology rapidly moving

toward saturation in terms of scalability and complexity of

fabrication, semiconductor quantum dot structures hold

promise as future electronic devices beyond silicon elec-

tronics. Furthermore, developing nanometer-scale quan-

tum dot devices on Si and GaAs substrates offers the

possibility of advancing their mature device technologies.

As a consequence, InAs/GaAs[6–8] and Ge/Si[9–11] hetero-

structures are currently being investigated extensively to

develop nanometer-scale quantum devices. While these

structures have been extensively investigated because of

the availability of advanced GaAs and Si device technol-

ogies and the relative ease of growing self-assembled III–

V and Si–Ge nanostructures, the InAs/Si heterostructure

offers the possibility of growing direct gap InAs on in-

direct gap Si and holds considerable promise as a candi-

date for silicon-based optoelectronics as the incorporation

of direct band InAs in silicon could significantly improve

the radiation recombination efficiency.[12] Although there

is more than 11% lattice mismatch between InAs (6.0583

Å) and silicon (5.4310 Å) making InAs/Si a highly strained

system, their closely matched thermal expansion coeffi-

cients (InAs: 4.70�10�6 K�1; Si: 4.68�10�6 K�1) make

InAs/Si a promising heterostructure to grow nanometer-

scaled InAs islands. Also, this large lattice mismatch can,

in fact, be exploited to grow a high density of InAs islands

on silicon surface under optimized growth conditions.

Laser structures emitting at 1.013 mm have already been

fabricated on silicon substrates using quantum dots of

compositional InGaAs alloys as active layers.[13]

OVERVIEW

The initial stages of semiconductor heteroepitaxial growth

are governed by three possible growth modes, viz., the

Frank–van der Merve mode involving layer-by-layer

growth, the Volmer–Weber (VW) mode involving island

growth, and the Stranski–Krastanow (SK) mode involving

layer-by-layer growth followed by island growth.[14] Of

these, the SK growth mode has been predominantly used

to achieve nanometer island formation in lattice mis-

matched semiconductor heterostructures including InAs/

Si. While the large lattice mismatch may seem to indicate

island growth in the SK mode, VW mode has also been

observed in the InAs/Si system under certain growth con-

ditions in the growth temperature range of 300–

400�C.[15,16] Although conditions favoring specific growth

modes have not been extensively studied, considerable

research efforts continue to focus on the dependence of

InAs island morphology on the growth parameters in-

volved. Furthermore, solid source molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) remains the growth method of choice to produce

nanoscale InAs islands on Si. Mano et al.[17] first

established the possibility of growing high-quality InAs

nanocrystals on hydrogen-terminated Si (100) by using

MBE growth technique and used cross-section transmis-

sion electron microscopy (XTEM) and field emission

scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) to characterize

the crystalline quality. Their evaluation of InAs/Si in-

terface band discontinuity indicates that both holes and

electrons can be confined in InAs nanocrystals. Growth

conditions favorable for yielding a high density of

uniform InAs islands on silicon were studied in detail

by Hansen et al.[18,19] by using in situ surface analytical

techniques such as reflection high energy electron diffrac-

tion (RHEED) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). They have also studied the growth of InAs on Si

(001) and Si (111) substrates. In addition to conventional

SK growth mode, they have used a dewetting method to

grow InAs islands on Si (001). This method involves

devolution of continuous two-dimensional (2-D) InAs

film into small three-dimensional (3-D) InAs islands by

cooling the substrate temperature from the growth tem-

perature (�370�C) down to approximately 320–300�C
soon after the growth of about 1 monolayer (ML) of InAs.

The InAs islands thus grown, however, have been found

to be dislocated as also the InAs islands grown on arsenic

(As)-terminated Si (111).[20] While their observations

suggest this dewetting transition in InAs/Si (001) to be

irreversible, a similar dewetting transition used recently to

grow InAs islands on GaAs (100) at high substrate
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temperatures (�540�C) has been found to be revers-

ible.[21] Uragami et al.[22,23] investigated the structural

properties of InAs quantum dots on Si (100) by comparing

data obtained from generalized grazing incidence X-ray

diffraction (G-GIXD) technique with the finite element

method (FEM) calculations of the structural factors. G-

GIXD technique enables the observation of fine changes

in lattice constant both in lateral and normal directions of

island growth over the substrate surface. They found that

the InAs dots were dilated in the normal direction and

compressed in the lateral direction because of the strain

from the lattice mismatch and conclude that the intro-

duction of misfit dislocations beneath InAs dots alone is

not sufficient to relieve the strain and that shape change of

dots is also a contributing factor in releasing the lateral

strain. Combining Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

(RBS) and secondary-ion mass spectroscopy, Karl et

al.[24] have studied the stoichiometry of MBE-grown InAs

nanocrystals buried in a silicon matrix and found

significant diffusion of indium (In) and As into the Si

matrix and the presence of excess As on the surface in

addition to a layer of stoichiometric InAs nanocrystals.

Based on these observations, the authors recommend low

growth temperatures and small As/In flux ratios to

successfully grow InAs nanocrystals on Si (100). Al-

though MBE remains the most convenient growth

technique to study InAs/Si nanostructures, there also have

been successful attempts to form InAs nanocrystals in a

silicon matrix by sequential ion implantation of In and As

ion species in Si (100).[25,26] Using RBS, TEM, and X-ray

diffraction (XRD/XD), the authors of this study establish

that it is possible to produce InAs nanocrystals in Si (100)

by ion implantation at 500�C followed by a 900�C
thermal annealing cycle. Their ion implantation studies

further reveal that morphological changes can be effected

by reversing the order of implantation between As and In

as implanting either In or As first produces distinctly

different morphologies. Nanocrystals of diameter 20–70

nm imbedded in silicon were produced by this method. Si-

exposed GaAs substrates have also been used recently to

grow self-assembled InAs quantum dots.[27] These studies

indicate that the exposure of GaAs substrates to a Si-

molecular beam flux prior to InAs deposition aids in

achieving higher uniformity in InAs dot lateral dimen-

sions possibly because Si atoms on GaAs surface act as

nucleation centers and create preferential growth regions

for InAs.

The chief motivation for the study of nanometer-scale

InAs islands on Si is to exploit the interesting optical

properties that arise out of integrating InAs into well-

established silicon technology. By growing InAs nano-

crystals of desired dimensions, it is possible to bring about

changes in the optoelectronic properties of InAs/Si

system. Cirlin et al. have conducted photoluminescence

(PL) studies on InAs nanocrystals grown in both SK and

VW modes in a Si matrix[15,16] and also on samples

deposited with various InAs ML coverages and 30–60 nm

silicon cap layers.[28–30] They found a luminescence band

exhibited by these samples around 1.3-mm region that

showed a shift toward higher energies with increasing

excitation density. The authors determined that the origin

of this luminescence band was indeed from InAs

nanocrystals by eliminating the influence of silicon

substrate and the cap layer on the PL signal. They also

found that samples with very small InAs coverages

showed no noticeable luminescence as very small InAs

inclusions (<5 nm) would produce no charge localization.

Their experiments on the temperature dependence of PL

showed a monotonic shift from 1.3 mm at 10 K up to 1.6

mm at 290 K.

We describe below our studies on the formation of

nanometer-scale InAs islands on silicon including the

experimental procedures, the dependence of island mor-

phology on critical growth parameters such as the

monolayer coverage, the flux ratios, and the growth tem-

perature. Our observations and results are also compared

with the results available in the published literature of

other research groups working on the InAs/Si hetero-

structure for nanometer InAs island growth.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples used for our studies were grown on (100)-

oriented epiready silicon wafers in a solid source-

integrated molecular beam epitaxy system (Perkin–Elmer)

equipped with in situ reflection high energy electron

diffraction (RHEED), residual gas analysis (RGA), k-

space data acquisition (KSA), and pregrowth heating

systems. Effusion cells of elemental Ga, In, Al, and As

and dopants C and Si are typically loaded in the system.

Prior to introduction into the load-lock module, the

samples were cleaned using Shiraki procedure[31] and

then hydrogen-terminated in dilute HF solution. While the

evolution of the growth front was monitored by RHEED, a

combination of pyrometer and thermocouple was used to

sense and measure the substrate temperature. The samples

were heated for outgassing prior to their introduction into

the growth chamber and heated up to 600–650�C in the

growth chamber to facilitate hydrogen desorption. The

surface morphology of the samples was studied by atomic

force microscopy (AFM) (Park Scientific Instruments)

scans. Using line scan analysis of AFM, the dimensions of

several individual islands were directly measured and the

image analysis was carried out by using ImagePro, an

image analysis software to collect the statistical data

on island distributions. The growth rate of InAs was

calibrated by RHEED specular spot intensity oscillations
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using InAs homoepitaxy. The arsenic source in the system

is coupled to a valved cracker to produce As2 which aids

in better crystalline quality of the grown layers as As2

incorporates more efficiently than As4 on the growth

surfaces.[32] The cracker mechanism also helps in econ-

omizing the consumption of arsenic material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study the evolution of growth front morphology with

increasing InAs thickness, we have grown samples by

depositing InAs of varying thicknesses on Si (100) using

growth conditions optimized for producing InAs islands in

SK mode. As mentioned earlier, InAs grows either in SK

mode or VW mode depending on the growth conditions.

In SK mode, 3-D islands begin to grow over an initial 2-D

wetting layer when a critical thickness (tc) is reached. This

critical thickness at which the growth transition takes

place is dependent on important growth parameters such

as the growth (substrate) temperature (Ts), the flux ratios

of reacting species In and As, the substrate orientation,

and even the substrate cleaning method prior to growth.

As a consequence, there is considerable variation in the

critical thickness reported by different groups. Using a

growth temperature of 450�C, we have grown samples

with nanometer-scale InAs islands by depositing 3.8 to 5

ML of InAs on Si (100).[33] The AFM images of four such

samples are shown in Fig. 1(A–D). Within a short range of

approximately 1.5 ML InAs coverage, we observed the

rapid formation of 3-D InAs islands on a 2-D wetting

layer, right from the appearance of sparsely distributed

small islands [Fig. 1(A)] through a dense formation of

uniform islands [Fig. 1(B)] to the merging of several small

islands to form larger islands [Fig. 1(D)]. While InAs

coverages below 3.8 ML showed no significant island

formation, deposition of InAs material beyond �6 ML

resulted in the formation of very large relaxed InAs

islands with greatly reduced densities. Thus depending on

As/In flux ratios, it is possible to obtain coherently

strained InAs islands on silicon with a monolayer

coverage of up to 6 ML by using moderate growth

temperatures (<475�C). The dense formation of islands

was found to be uniformly spread all across the substrate

with no significant differences in island densities between

any two regions on the sample surface. The mean

dimensions of the islands obtained through direct AFM

measurements on the samples in Fig. 1 are plotted against

Fig. 1 Atomic force microscopy images (1�1 mm) of Si (100) samples with nominal InAs coverages of (A) 3.8 ML, (B) 4.1 ML, (C)

4.6 ML, and (D) 5.0 ML. All the samples are grown at 450�C. (From Ref. [33].)
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the InAs monolayer coverage in Fig. 2. It can be suggested

from this figure that InAs coverage of about 4 ML may be

optimum for obtaining closely related island dimensions

with high densities under the growth conditions used to

grow these samples. Also, a monolayer coverage in the

range of 3–6 ML of InAs has, in general, been found to

yield uniform nanometer-scale islands on Si.[12,17,33] The

statistical data collected from large ensembles of InAs

islands using image analysis of AFM images for different

monolayer coverages are presented in Table 1. The

retention of uniform dimensions and small standard

deviations even at larger island sizes (>40 nm) averaged

over large ensembles is evident from this table. The initial

rapid increase in island density with monolayer coverage

followed by a decrease as seen in Fig. 2 is consistent

with the evolution mechanism of InAs islands on Si. In

InAs/Si heteroepitaxy, strain as a result of initial over-

layers is relieved by the energetically favorable forma-

tion of large ensembles of 3-D islands elastically strained

to the substrate [Fig. 1(B)]. Strain as a result of further

InAs deposition leads to changes in the geometry of is-

lands as they tend to attain irregular shapes and eventually

become faceted. Fig. 1(C) represents such a scenario of

faceted InAs islands. Strain upon further InAs growth is

accommodated by the introduction of dislocations beneath

large islands formed by the coalescing of several smaller

InAs islands. Fig. 1(D) shows such large dislocated InAs

islands under coalescence. The formation of such large

islands is a consequence of Ostwald ripening which is

characterized by the re-evaporation of material from

nearby smaller islands to larger islands. Uragami et al.’s

investigations also provide physical evidence[22,23] to our

explanation of strain-relieving mechanisms in effect

during the evolution of InAs island morphology on sili-

con. The very high InAs island densities observed in our

experiments are essentially a result of the high strain

arising out of large lattice mismatch between InAs and Si

as it becomes energetically favorable to form a propor-

tionally large number of 3-D islands all across the sub-

strate surface. The inter-island distances in our images

showed a random spatial distribution with the Fourier

transform images of island spreads for various InAs

coverages showing no order. Table 2 summarizes the InAs

island data obtained by various groups using different

growth temperatures and growth methods. It can be seen

from this table that there is a close match among InAs

island sizes obtained under wide-ranging growth condi-

tions. Coherent islands with lateral dimensions in the

range of 10–40 nm may find useful applications as it is

possible to achieve charge localization within these

islands.[12]

Another important growth parameter found to have

significant influence on the island morphology and com-

position is the flux ratio of reacting species In and As.

Attempts made to deposit InAs islands on Si using As/In

ratios from 2 to 12 revealed that while very high growth

temperatures produced no islanding independent of As/In

flux ratios, very high flux ratios (>7) resulted in the

reduction of an order of magnitude in island densi-

ty.[15,16,18] Our experiments to grow InAs islands at 450�C

Fig. 2 Average island dimensions for different InAs coverages

of samples grown at 450�C. InAs thicknesses of 4 to 4.5 ML

yield uniform island dimensions with narrow distributions.

(From Ref. [33].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Atomic force microscopy statistical data of InAs islands grown on Si (100) surface for different InAs monolayer thicknesses

obtained through direct measurements on individual InAs islands

Sample

code

InAs coverage

(MLs)

Mean island

size/S.D. (nm)

Mean island

height (nm)

Aspect ratio

size/height

Inter-island

distance (nm)

Island density

(cm�2)

A 3.8 15.04/3.60 6.30 2.39 57.89 1.0�1010

B 4.1 25.58/5.35 8.90 2.87 24.67 6.6�1011

C 4.6 33.67/5.50 10.65 3.16 44.23 7.7�1010

D 5.0 42.77/7.80 12.80 3.34 115.48 1.1�1010

Source: Ref. [33].
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using very low As/In flux ratios resulted in the formation

of In-rich clusters all across the sample surface as shown

in Fig. 3. To explain this observation, it can be argued that

the depleted As levels at low flux ratios result in

stoichiometric deviations as several As atoms tend to

adsorb to Si and several others diffuse into the Si

substrate, thereby reducing the probability of 1:1 chemical

bonding between In and As atoms at high growth

temperatures. Thus as a trade-off between low island

density at high flux ratios and In clustering at low flux

ratios, a 3–6 flux ratio of As/In maybe suitable for

growing stoichiometric InAs nanoislands on Si. The

crystalline orientation of substrate is also of considerable

importance in the growth of InAs islands. Table 3

summarizes the InAs island sizes on Si substrates of

different orientations reported in literature. We used Si

(100) substrates because silicon complementary metal

oxide semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing technology

is based on this surface. However, hydrogen-terminated Si

(111) is also being used to develop silicon-based opto-

electronic devices such as the green and blue light-

emitting diodes (LEDs). As can be seen from Table 3, the

island dimensions of InAs grown on Si (100) by various

groups are very close to those grown on Si (111) by

Hansen et al.[20] Likewise, the island densities achieved by

various groups on silicon surfaces of different orientations

are uniformly high in the range of 5�1010 to 6�1011

cm�2. It is interesting to note that unlike GaAs,[35] silicon

of different surface orientations is amenable to the growth

of InAs nanometer islands.[20] The nature of surface

termination of Si has also an effect on the morphology of

InAs islands grown clearly because surface preparation

influences the nature of chemical bonding between

reacting In and As species impinging on silicon surface.

Our choice of hydrogen termination of silicon is to

saturate the dangling bonds at the surface with hydrogen

to try and minimize dangling Si bonds that act as

adsorption sites. Empirically, InAs growth on Si (100):H

seems to result in the formation of dislocation-free islands

even for higher monolayer coverages and growth tem-

peratures[17,33] as opposed to growth on Si (001):As

surfaces.[20] Likewise, surface preparation by desorption

Table 2 Island sizes for InAs islands grown on silicon by various groups at different growth temperatures

Authors

Growth

method

Growth temperature

(Ts) (�C)

Monolayer

coverage (ML)

Island size

range (nm)

Reference

number

Cirlin et al. MBE 400 7 10–40 [12,15]

300 3 [28–30]

Hansen et al. MBE 370 2.5 30 [18–20]

Mano et al. MBE 300–500 4 30–70 [17,22,23]

Sharma et al. MBE 450 3.8–5 15–50 [33,34]

Tchebotereva et al. Ion implantation 500 NA 60 [25,26]

Saucedo-Zeni et al. MBE GaAs:Sia 480 2–2.5 18–30 [27]

aGaAs (100) substrate exposed to silicon flux.

Fig. 3 Atomic force microscopy image (1�1 mm) of InAs/Si

(100) sample grown using a low As/In flux ratio of 2:1. The

patchy spread of matter seen in this image is clustered indium.

Table 3 Island sizes of InAs grown on silicon surfaces of

different orientations by various groups

Substrate

orientation

Growth

temperature

(�C)

Island

sizea

(nm) Author

Reference

number

Si (100) 450 32 Sharma et al. [33]

Si (001) 370 30 Hansen et al. [18]

Si (111) 370 20 Hansen et al. [20]

Si (100) 400 30 Mano et al. [17]

Si (100) 400 37 Uragami et al. [22]

Si (100) 250 12 Cirlin et al. [12]

Si (100) 400 12 Egorov et al. [30]

aIsland size is generally the average value of a few base

diameters of individual islands. Island size given here is the

average value of the size ranges.
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of oxide layer on silicon by a high-temperature treat-

ment step prior to growth appears to hasten the process of

defect introduction at the Si–InAs interface for smaller

InAs coverages.

We have also investigated the effects of growth

temperature (Ts) on the formation and morphology of

InAs islands on Si (100). Choosing a temperature range of

350–530�C, we have obtained samples grown at the

intervals of �25�C using optimized growth conditions

and InAs monolayer coverages. Within this range of

temperatures, we have observed drastic changes in the

formation and morphology of islands. We notice that the

island density increases with decreasing growth tempera-

tures from near-zero island formation at a temperature of

530�C to an extremely dense (>5�1011 cm�2) formation

of islands at a temperature of 350�C. Furthermore, we find

the complete absence of 3-D SK island formation for

temperatures higher than 530�C as evidenced both by in

situ RHEED patterns and by postgrowth AFM observa-

tions. For higher growth temperatures (>530�C), the

RHEED patterns remain streaky indicative of only 2-D

InAs layer-by-layer growth. On the other hand, at low

growth temperatures, the island formation is too dense to

render any accurate measurements difficult. However, we

find that a narrower growth temperature range of 400–

425�C yields dense InAs 3-D islands of uniform dimen-

sions with narrow distributions and small standard

deviations. These observations, in general, are consistent

with the observations of other groups.[15–18] The temper-

ature dependence of island dimensions is shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from this figure that the island dimensions

exhibit an increase up to a growth temperature of around

450�C and then a decrease to nearly half their values

around 500�C before 3-D island formation finally ceases

at 530�C. This trend in island formation is possibly a

result of the availability of greater thermal energy for

strain relaxation at higher growth temperatures which

limits island formation as a dominant mechanism to

accommodate interfacial strain. The RHEED patterns of

islands grown particularly in the 400–450�C range

showed prominent chevrons indicative of curved facets

on InAs islands.

CONCLUSION

Investigations on InAs/Si heterostructure as a candidate

for nanometer-scale optoelectronic and quantum-optic

devices show considerable promise as it is possible to

realize coherent nanometer islands of direct gap InAs on

indirect gap Si. We have investigated the dependence of

InAs island morphology on various growth parameters

such as growth temperature, As/In flux ratios, substrate

orientation, and surface termination. Our experimental

results establish the possibility of growing elastically

strained InAs islands of uniform dimensions on Si surface

using MBE under optimized growth conditions involving

low flux ratios, low InAs coverages, and low growth

temperatures. While photoluminescence studies by Cirlin

Fig. 4 InAs island dimensions vs. growth temperature. Data on standard deviations are also presented to signify the uniformity of InAs

islands, particularly those grown using temperatures in 400–425�C range. (From Ref. [34].)
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et al. pave the way for device applications, the InAs

island formation through a dewetting transition observed

by Hansen et al. might lead to better insights into InAs

island formation for smaller coverages well into the

submonolayer regime. However, it is essential to address

the issues of defect formation, reproducibility of

morphologies, effects of capping layers, and lumines-

cence properties in future through systematic character-

ization. Vertical stacking of island layers separated by

spacer layers is another future research direction toward

realizing InAs/Si nanodevices.
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Inorganic Nanotubes Synthesized by Chemical
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotubes of transition metal dichalcogenides have

raised much scientific attention since the first report on

the synthesis and structure of MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes

in 1992.[1] The two most efficient methods producing

tenths of grams of nanotubes consist in annealing the

oxidized transition metal films or particles in a stream

of H2S gas[2] or in thermal decomposition of (NH4)2MoS4

or MoS3 in hydrogen.[3] Other growth techniques with

lower efficiencies make use of electron beam irradiation

in transmission electron microscope[4] and in scanning

tunneling microscope,[5] sonoelectrochemical bath reac-

tion,[6] and electrochemical deposition from ethylene

glycol solution.[7]

The nanotubes of other transition metal dichalcogen-

ides (NbS2, TaS2) have been recently synthesized. The

reduction of NbS3 and TaS3 powder in a stream of H2

at 1000�C for 30–60 min led to the growth of thick-

walled NbS2 and TaS2 nanotubes with inside diame-

ters ranging from 4 to 15 nm.[8] The silver alloyed NbS2

nanotubes have been grown by partial decomposition of

the Ag-(NbS4)xI (x�4) precursor crystals using electron

beam irradiation or microwave irradiation. They represent

the first case of nanotubes grown by self-assembly of

nanocrystallites.[9]

The MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes were also synthesized

by the chemical transport reaction, which is the stan-

dard method for the growth of transition metal dichalco-

genide-layered crystals.[10] In the present report, the

overview of growth mechanisms, their structural proper-

ties, and self-assembly at different range scales are

presented. Besides pure MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes, the

alloyed nanotubes with silver and gold are shown,

evidencing the geometrical stabilization of new com-

pounds, which are not known in the usual plane geometry.

The subnanometer-diameter MoS2�x nanotubes, which

self-organize to the first case of molecular crystals

composed of inorganic nanotubes, represent the extreme

case of inorganic nanotubes. Because of their metal-

lic conductivity, we can rank them to the promising

family of molecular wires.

THE MoS2 AND WS2

MULTIWALL NANOTUBES

The chemical transport method enables growth of inor-

ganic nanotubes with very slow rate from the vapor phase.

The transport agent, iodine in our case, reacts with the

transition metal at high temperature, forming the volatile

product that decomposes at lower temperature, where

transition metal reacts again with sulfur to solid transition

metal disulfide. The silica ampoules containing MoS2 or

WS2 powder and iodine in amount of 5 mg/cm3 were

evacuated and sealed at a pressure of 10�3 Pa. The

transport reaction using iodine as a transport agent ran at

1060 K with a temperature gradient of 5.6 K/cm in two-

zone furnace. After 3 weeks of growth, the silica am-

poules were slowly cooled to room temperature with a

controlled cooling rate of 15�C/hr. Approximately a few

percent of the starting material was transported by the

reaction to form nanotubes, while the rest of the

transported material grows as strongly undulated thin

plate-like crystals. The lasting nearly equilibrium growth

conditions enable the synthesis of nanotubes of different

diameters, length, and wall thickness, but with extremely

low density of structural defects. They grow up to

several millimeters in length. The diameters in multiwall

nanotubes range from several micrometers to less than

10 nm. While microtubes usually grow as single tubes,

the nanotubes frequently combine ropes formed by self-

assembly and syntactic coalescence of primary nano-

tubes (Fig. 1).

Crystal Structure of MoS2 and WS2

Plate-Like Crystals

MoS2 and WS2 compounds belong to Group VI family of

transition metal dichalcogenides.[11] They are extremely

unisotropic solids with layer-type structure. The interac-

tion holding the layers is in great part of van der Waals

(VdW) type. The molecular layer S–Mo–S or S–W–S

shows a trigonal symmetry. The transition metal atom is

coordinated by six sulfur atoms situated at corners of a
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trigonal prism. The molecular layers can be stacked in two

ways (Fig. 2), as a hexagonal polytype 2Hb with two

molecular layers (P63/mmc) and as rhombohedral poly-

type 3R with three molecular layers per unit cell (R3m).

Filled dz2 orbitals promoting to the space between the

molecular layers prevent a stacking of molecular layers in

such a manner that the positions of transition metal atoms

would be one above the other perpendicular to the layers.

MoS2 and WS2 plate-like crystals usually grow in the

hexagonal 2H polytype, while the rhombohedral 3R

polytype is metastable at room conditions. It was found

that the 3R polytype of MoS2 is stable—it grows above

1000�C and at high pressures (40 kbar), but it transforms

back to the 2H polytype when the pressure is de-

creased.[11] Lattice parameters of 3R polytypes, with

respect to the 2H polytype, are slightly larger in basal

plane (1% for MoS2 and 2% for WS2), while perpendic-

ular to the layers, the c-parameters are shortened for

�0.2% in both compounds[11] (Fig. 3).

Nucleation and Lattice Structure of MoS2 and
WS2 Microtubes and Nanotubes

The MoS2 and WS2 tubes grow by helical winding

of molecular layers with the basal plane perpendicular

to the tube cross section. They typically exhibit the

relative ratio of expansion of the distance between

molecular layers of 1–3% with respect to plate-like

crystals (Table 1). Nonalloyed tubes are always found in

the helical forms.[10,12–14] They grow by a single molec-

ular layer, which continuously winds around the tube.

Projection of a tube axis onto the basal [0001] plane of the

wall is rotated with respect to the h10�10i lattice directions

for an angle of chirality a.

Two growth mechanisms have been observed.[10] Thin

folded flakes can directly roll up and adopt the cylindrical

shape. The folds of strongly undulated layered crystals at a

microlevel size can also serve as an origin of turbulent gas

flow of transported molecules, which promotes a tube-like

growth mode. Instability of weakly bonded molecular

layers at plate-like crystal edges and at surface growth

steps against bending causes the growth of very narrow

nanotubes (Fig. 4). The nanotube nucleation stops the

Fig. 3 Electron diffraction pattern of MoS2 nanotube as a

superposition of electron scattered by both nanotube walls

revealing the chiral growth mode.

Fig. 2 Two possible stacking of adjacent MoS2 and WS2

molecular layers: (a) three-dimensional model of the stable 2Hb

stacking; (b and c) the [1120] sections of 2H and 3R stacking,

respectively.

Fig. 1 (a) The high-resolution electron micrograph of a MoS2

nanotube, 15 nm in diameter, reveals the tube walls built of

seven molecular layers. The distance between the layers is

expanded by 3% with respect to the corresponding parameter of

the plate-like crystal. (b) A WS2 single nanotube, 12 nm in

diameter, and ropes grown in coaxial or side-by-side type of

self-assembly.
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growth of the crystal flake in the basal plane. The

nanotube extricates from the nucleation envelope at the

crystal edge and continues to grow. The area of extrication

of the multiwall nanotube, 78 nm in diameter, from the

nucleation envelope is marked by arrow. The bonds

between the top tube layers and the envelope are deeply

broken to the inside of the nucleation channel. The

envelope wall is composed of seven molecular layers.[15]

Several tubes can nucleate by such a way at the same

crystal edge, where they combine and continue in growth

like a rope. The nanotube in a rope still grows in

longitudinal direction, up to a few millimeters in length,

while its radius is limited by cogrown nanotubes. The

second kind of the nanotube nucleation sites are the

helical extremities of external and inner spirally rolled-up

molecular layer building the already growing tube.[14]

They are subject of bending like surface steps or edges of

flat crystals. The nanotubes in so created ropes are usually

rolled around or inside the central tube. They present a

special case of growth by syntactic coalescence, where the

wound tubes follow the crystal structure of the supporting

tube. In a case where several nanotubes nucleate at

the same inner extremity, they are mutually rolled up

(Fig. 5).[13]

Explanation of the Instability of Thin
Crystal Flakes Against Bending

The cause of the folding of thin crystal flakes or inner or

outer helical extremities of supporting nanotubes is still

not known. The atomic force microscopy of the top

surface of a MoS2 microtube revealed superstructures that

are explained as nucleation stages of rhombohedral and

hexagonal stacking.[16] The subsequent nucleation of both

polytypes is associated by an appearance of grain

boundaries. The mismatch between both polytypes results

in creation of vacancies (Fig. 6).[14] Their nonsymmetrical

distribution at 3R–2Hb transitions induces shearing

stresses along the basal planes. The bending with

shrinkage/extension effects decreases the stress caused

by lattice mismatch. The perpendicular component of the

strain tensor is caused by slightly different unit cell

parameters of both polytypes (Table 1).

When the tube nucleates, the cylindrical growth mode

is dominant with respect to the plate-like geometry. For

example, the 3.3-mm-diameter tube shown in Fig. 7

nucleated in microfold of thin, undulated layered crystal.

At the point where the tube was in contact with the crystal

Table 1 Unit cell parameters of MoS2 and WS2

plate-like crystals

Unit cell 2Hb-MoS2 3R-MoS2 2Hb-WS2 3R-WS2

a [nm] 0.316 0.3164 0.3154 0.3162

c [nm] 1.229 1.839 1.2362 1.85

(From Ref. [11].)

Fig. 4 (a) The nucleation of the nanotube at the layered-crystal

edge. The area of extrication of the multiwall nanotube, 78 nm in

diameter, from the nucleation envelope is marked by arrow. (b)

The bonds between the top tube layers and the envelope are

broken deeply to the inside of the nucleation channel. The

envelope wall is composed of seven molecular layers.

Fig. 5 The WS2 nanorope composed of two mutually rolled-up

nanotubes with diameters of 15 nm and a spiral period of 110

nm. The pair of nanotubes nucleated at the inner surface step of

the nanotube, 1.2 mm in diameter.
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flake (marked by arrow), the perforation of the flake

appeared. The tube has obviously grown on account of

already grown layered crystal. This kind of recrystalliza-

tion contributes to the very rigid growth mode of nano-

tubes. When an obstacle in the form of a plate-like crystal

is met during growth, the perforation of crystal flakes, as a

result of recrystallization, enables the straightforward

growth of the tubes.

Stacking-Order Dependence
on a Tube Diameter

It was found that the variety of polytypic stackings does

not only influence the instability of thin crystal flakes

against bending, but also controls the diameter of

nanotubes and wall thickness. Both known polytypes

(2H and 3R) simultaneously nucleate on the surface of a

nanotube, but one of them prevails during the process of

growth. Besides the strain caused by different stacking, an

enlarged circumference and bending of molecular layers

increase the elastic energy by extension and/or contrac-

tion of the layers. Considering the transition metal layer as

a reference layer without deformations due to bending, the

external sulfur layer of the corresponding molecular layer

is stretched, whereas the internal sulfur layer, which is

closer to the tube axis, is compressed. The sum of elastic

energy per primitive cell caused by enlarged circumfer-

ence and by bending is relatively larger in nanotubes than

in microtubes, where the elastic energy is distributed over

a larger number of atoms.

Actually, we have found that the stacking between

molecular layers composing the walls of nanotubes with

diameters up to 200 nm is different than in those tubes

with diameters above few micrometers (Fig. 8).[16] The

selected area diffraction on the microtube wall revealing

the rhombohedral (3R) stacking, otherwise stable at

elevated pressure,[11] indirectly evidences the presence

of the strain incorporated into the microtube wall. The

intensity of incorporated strain increase toward the tube

axis, causing the contraction of interlayer distance and an

instability of inner molecular layers at place where the

incorporated strain is relaxed with the creation of edge

dislocations or stacking faults. In nanotubes with diam-

eters below 200 nm, the strain is relaxed, stabilizing the

hexagonal (2H) stacking.

The Dependence of Nanotube Chirality
on Interlayer Distances

The contraction of interlayer distances caused by internal

strain incorporated in the tube wall influences the

Fig. 6 Schematically presented transition between 3R (AbA

BcB CaC) and 2Hb (AcA CaC) stacking shown in the [1120]

section. (From Ref. [14].)

Fig. 7 The nucleation of nanotube in microfold of undulated

layered crystal.[10] The arrow marks a perforation of crystal

flake caused by preferential growth of nanotube with respect to

the layered crystal.

Fig. 8 Transmission electron diffraction patterns taken at the

tube edge presenting the [010] zones of a tube:[16] (a) 3.5 mm in

diameter; the position of side spots of (101l) type reveal the

rhombohedral 3R stacking in accordance with the rule (�h+

k+ l=3n); (b) 190 nm in diameter; the side spots (101l) satisfy

the rule l=±(2n+1).
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chirality of the nanotubes. Each winding of the molecular

layer of thickness t, i.e., 0.6147 nm for MoS2,[11] enlarges

the tube circumference for pt. Because this value is not an

integer multiple of lattice parameter a in the basal plane

(0.316 nm), the molecular layers have to be strained and/

or helical, assuming that a regular crystal lattice is formed

at least in narrow strips parallel with the nanotube axis.

Increasing strain intensity toward the nanotube central

hole causes the coexistence of several chiralities in the

same nanotube. In thick-walled nanotubes, the incorpo-

rated strain causes the reduction of the interlayer

distances, in some tubes even below the value typical

for plate-like crystals. In such a case, the nanotubes are

stopped in longitudinal growth with the typical crater-

cone terminations. For example, a thick-walled nanotube,

76 nm in diameter, terminated in geometry of a steep

crater with a small truncated cone in the central part of

the tube (Fig. 9). The diameter of the inner hole is less

than 2 nm. At the top of the truncated cone, the hole is

widened because the intensity of incorporated strain is

reduced as a result of the decreasing number of rolled-up

molecular layers (insert).

The abrupt change of chirality in a role of the strain

relaxation can change the geometry of nanotubes and

stops the longitudinal growth. For example, the WS2

nanotube, 20 nm in diameter, terminates in a sharp tip

shape (Fig. 10). The surface steps show the increasing of

the chiral angle along the direction toward the tip

termination of the nanotube. The wall thickness is

decreased by 50% near the area of the transition from

the cylindrical to the tip shape and by an additional 30% at

the conical-shaped termination. The thickness of a

nanotube wall dictates its chirality and vice versa, i.e.,

the chirality influences the wall thickness.

NANOTUBES ALLOYED WITH
SILVER AND GOLD

Change of the nanotube crystal structure is typical also

fo rMoS2 and WS2 nanotubes alloyed with gold and sil-

ver, which are found mainly nonhelical.[17,18] MoS2 and

WS2 plate-like crystals are inert materials and only few

intercalated compounds are known, mainly with alkali

metals.[19] Phases composed of MoS2 or WS2 and noble

metals have not been reported up to now in usual plane

geometry. On the contrary, MoS2 and WS2 microtubes

and nanotubes have been successfully alloyed with silver

and gold. The typical tubular structure stabilizes the

compounds, which are not stable in the plate-like

geometry. The noble metals in proportion of 0.5 at.%

were added to sulfur, molybdenum, or tungsten for the

synthesis of the starting material before the transport

reaction. The transport reaction ran for 22 days at 1060 K

in an evacuated silica ampoule at a pressure of 10�2 Pa

and with a temperature gradient of 5.6 K/cm.

The walls of the MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes alloyed with

gold and silver are composed of molecular layers grown in

the form of coaxial cylinders. Two orientation relation-

ships of the crystal lattice with respect to the tube axis are

possible: The projection of the tube axis onto the lattice

can be parallel with the [11�20] direction (A type) or with

the [10�10] direction (B type).

The coaxial growth mode of the type A is inferred

from electron diffraction patterns of Au-WS2 tube, 0.1

mm in diameter (Fig. 11). The diffraction diagram is a

superposition of two specific patterns belonging to [001]

and [010] zones. Electrons are scattered 1) by both tube

walls with the basal planes perpendicular to the electron

beam—[001] zone; and 2) by the tube longitudinal edge

with the basal planes parallel with the beam—[010]

zone. The (10�10)* direction, perpendicular to the c*

direction, is parallel with the tube axis. The side spots

(10�1l) satisfy the rule l=±(2n+1) that corresponds to the

2Hb polytype.

Both types of nonchiral growth mode (A type and B

type) can coexist in the same nanotube. The diffraction

diagram measured with the Au-MoS2 tube (Fig. 12) is a

superposition of two hexagonal patterns belonging to the

[001] zone rotated by 30� with respect to each other. The

Fig. 9 The WS2 nanotube, 76 nm in diameter, terminated in

geometry of a steep crater with a small truncated cone (insert) in

the central part of the tube.

Fig. 10 The tip-shape termination of the WS2 nanotube

associated with the change of the chirality.
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tube axis, perpendicular to the direction of the spot

elongation, is aligned along the [11�20] direction of one of

both possible orientations (A type and B type).

Two types of interlayer interstices exist in the 2Hb

polytype, octahedral and tetrahedral ones. In the closed-

packed stacking of spherical ions, the volume of octahe-

dral and tetrahedral interstices is smaller than 0.02 and

0.005 nm3, respectively. Comparison between atomic or

ionic radius of gold (0.146 nm, 0.137 nm) and silver

(0.144 nm, 0.126 nm) with the interstice sizes shows that

the noble metal atoms can occupy octahedral sites only if

no shear is present. Because of the size mismatch between

the octahedral interstices and noble metal atoms or ions,

the van der Waals gaps have to extend in any case.

The built-in noble metal species in the tube walls

increase the interaction between molecular layers and

cause a double layer by double layer growth mode.

Consequently, the interlayer distances are expanded,

causing the change in the tube morphology. The chirality

is completely or partially suppressed. The tube walls are

composed of molecular layers grown in the form of

coaxial cylinders (Fig. 13).

The presence of chirality in nonalloyed tubes and

its suppression in the MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes alloyed

with gold and silver are geometrically explicable. A

cross section of a chiral tube perpendicular to the tube

axis shows a spiral shape with co spacing between

adjacent turns of the spiral. The difference in length of

adjacent turns of the spiral is the same as the difference

in circumference of two adjacent coaxial cylinders, i.e.,

2pco. The length of the curve between the spiral pole

and the point of the nth turn (Ln) of the spiral is in the

approximation of large angles (j=n2p): Ln=[co/(2p)]-

[n2(2p)2/2], where co is the spacing between adjacent

turns in the radial direction. The length of the nth turn,

i.e., cop(2n�1), differs by 2pco from the length of the

previous one. This difference has to be an integer

multiple (N) of the lattice parameter in a basal [0001]

plane perpendicular to the tube axis. In tubes with the

tube axis parallel to one [11�20] direction (A type), the

difference in circumferences has to be an integer

multiple of the parameter a, while in the tubes with

the tube axis parallel to one [10�10] direction (B type), it

has to be an integer multiple of a
ffiffiffi
3
p

=2. In chiral tubes,

the tube axis is rotated with respect to the [10�10]

direction for the chiral angle a. The tube axis is close to

one [10�10] direction (A* type), if 0�<a<15�, or to one

[11�20] direction (B* type) for a>15�. Values of the

multiple number N at different extensions of lattice

Fig. 12 The transmission electron diffraction patterns of

electrons scattered by both walls of the Au-MoS2 tube as a

superposition of two orientational variants with [11�20] or 10�10

direction parallel with the tube axis. (From Ref. [17].)

Fig. 13 The crater-cone shape of typical extremity of the

alloyed Au-WS2 nanotube in the shape of a crater and a hollow

truncated cone in the central part of the tube; double layer by

double layer growth mode on the crater surface and layer by

layer growth of the central cone of the tube (inset). The regular

distribution of the circles reveals the abrupt termination in

growth of double layers. (From Ref. [17].)

Fig. 11 The transmission electron diffraction patterns of

electrons scattered by both walls of the Au-WS2 tube with the

[11�20] direction parallel with the tube axis revealing the

suppression of the chirality. (From Ref. [17].)
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parameter co are summarized in Table 2, assuming that

the lattice parameters in the basal plane are not

deformed, i.e., a=0.3154 nm (WS2) and a=0.316 nm

(MoS2).[11]

The 1–3% expansion ratios in nonalloyed tubes

correspond to numbers N in the intervals 12.4–12.7

(A* type) and 14.3–14.7 (B* type). These values do

not meet the requirement that N has to be an integer.

The molecular layers in such a case cannot satisfy

the stacking order with respect to the previous turn

without a rotation with respect to the tube axis. This

geometrical matching leads to the spiral growth mode.

The chiral angle a can be estimated from the simple

geometrical equation:

a ¼ 30� � arccos
Na

ffiffiffi
3
p

4pco

� �

The typical values of the chiral angle 7.1–2.5� (N=13) and

22.7–12.1� (N=14) are calculated for 0–3% expansion

ratios without considering the internal strain and defects

incorporated into real tube walls.

Alloyed MoS2 and WS2 nanotubes do not show the

self-assembly in any different morphology, i.e., among

microtubes, nanotubes, or ribbons-collapsed tubes, in spite

of the sizes similar to those of nonalloyed tubes. The

absence of the assembly in alloyed tubes evidences that the

self-assembly is influenced not only by the tube dimen-

sions but also by its chemical and/or structural properties.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF SINGLE-WALLED
MoS2�x Nanotubes

The subnanometer-diameter MoS2� x nanotubes were

grown by a catalyzed transport method.[20] The crucial

conceptual novelty in the synthesis procedure, compared

to standard transport growth, is in the use of C60 as a

growth promoter in the reaction. Thus C60 in proportion of

5 wt.% was added to MoS2 powder in the transport tube as

a catalyst. The transport reaction was running typically for

22 days at 1010 K in an evacuated silica ampoule at a

pressure of 10�3 Pa with a temperature gradient of 6 K/

cm. Iodine had been used as a transport agent. Approx-

imately 15 wt.% of the source material was transported

by the reaction to form nanotubes, with the rest remain-

ing at the initial side in the form of layer crystals. The

transported material was subsequently thoroughly washed

with toluene to remove C60.

The transported material grows in the form of thin furry

foil composed of mutually oriented needles (Fig. 14),

which are themselves bundles of MoS2 nanotubes. The

bundles start to grow in ‘‘hedgehog’’—needles from

randomly distributed nuclei on the quartz surface. The

color of the dense backside of the sample shows metallic

luster while the front side is black because of the high

porosity and strong light absorption. When adjacent

structures touch, growth perpendicular to the quartz

substrate appears to prevail. The bundles usually termi-

nate in a sharp tip forming remarkably clean and sharp

needles. Each bundle contains more than 500,000 ordered

Table 2 Values of the number N calculated for the hexagonal 2Hb stacking of MoS2 and WS2 tubes

MoS2 Plate-like crystal 2Hb
[11] Nonalloyed tubes Alloyed tubes

a 0.316 nm MoS2 Au-MoS2 Ag-MoS2

co =c/2 0.6147 nm 0.621 nm–0.633 nm 0.652 nm 0.649 nm

Relative expansion of c 1% 3% 6% 5.5%

Number N (A* and A types) 12.35 12.6 12.96 12.89

Number N (B* and B types) 14.25 14.53 14.96 14.88

WS2 Plate-like crystal 2Hb
[13] Nonalloyed tubes Alloyed tubes

a 0.3154 nm WS2 Au-WS2 Ag-WS2

co =c/2 0.6181 nm 0.624 nm–0.637 nm 0.655 nm

Relative expansion of c 1% 3% 6% 5.5%

Number N (A* and A types) 12.43 12.68 13.05 12.99

Number N (B* and B types) 14.36 14.64 15.06 14.99

Fig. 14 Self-arrangement of the MoS2� xIy bundles at different

range scales. (Image taken by Dr. E. Klein, Weizmann Institute

of Science, Rehovot.)
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nanotubes. The secondary nucleation of the bundles on the

rough top surface of the foil leads to the formation of

microscopic geometrical shapes, such as spheres or

rectangular forms.[20]

A high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) investigation of the bundles along their

longitudinal direction revealed a hexagonal close pack-

age of identical nanotubes (Fig. 15), where the center-to-

center distance between two tubes is 0.96(1) nm. High-

resolution TEM approximately perpendicular to the

nanotube axis resolved the ordered structure of individ-

ual nanotube as well as their regular stacking in the

bundle (insert).

Based on transmission electron diffraction and X-ray

diffraction, the proposed unit cell of the hexagonal close-

packed nanotubes within a bundle is 0.40(1) nm along the

bundle axis and 0.96 nm perpendicular to the bundle axis.

High-resolution simulations using the symmetry opera-

tions of Group P63-No. 173 was found in agreement with

the observed high-resolution images. The stoichiometry is

still not exactly determined, especially in the case of the

molybdenum–sulfur ratio. The reason is a strong overlap

of the X-ray characteristic peaks, which prevents the

accurate quantitative chemical analysis. Moreover, the X-

ray and electron diffraction spectra are dominated by

heavy molybdenum atoms, which make the determination

of crystal structure difficult (Fig. 16).

The proposed model structure of a subnanometer-

diameter MoS2 nanotube[20] consists of sulfur–molybde-

num–sulfur cylinders (Fig. 17). Following the usual

nomenclature,[21] the structure corresponds to a (3, 3)

armchair nanotube. van der Waals interaction is proposed

as a force that keeps the nanotubes together. The closest

sulfur atoms on adjacent nanotubes in a bundle are

separated by 0.35(1) nm, which approximately corre-

sponds to their van der Waals bond length. Iodine atoms

are inserted in interstitial trigonal voids between the

nanotubes creating one-dimensional rows along the

bundle axis. Iodine could also serve as a charge exchange

reservoir between the Mo3S6�x units. It would contribute

to the bonding. The periodicity of possible sites for iodine

position along the bundle is 0.40 nm, which is slightly less

than the van der Waals distance for iodine (0.43 nm).

Iodine was only partially removed by ultrasound bathing

in ethanol, which was used to decompose the bundles. The

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) evidenced the

lowered concentration of iodine after the decomposition.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies show that

iodine is removed from the surface of a bundle, but it

might stay inserted in between the associated nanotubes. It

is suggested that iodine with high density of electrons

Fig. 15 The high-resolution transmission electron images of

(a) the bundle of subnanometer MoS2� x nanotubes along the

[001] direction, revealing the regular hexagonal close package of

the nanotubes; (b) the side view of the bundle along [101]

direction, evidencing the ordered stacking of the nanotubes

along the bundle axis.

Fig. 16 Transmission electron diffraction pattern of MoS2� xIz

bundle indexed in accordance with the model structure. (From

Ref. [20].)

Fig. 17 The model structure of a single-wall MoS2 nanotube in

the top and the side view.[15] Considering covalent radii in the

model, the diameter of the inner sulfur cylinder is 0.32 nm, the

diameter of the molybdenum cylinder is 0.58 nm, and that of the

outer sulfur cylinder is 0.75 nm.
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increases the stability of nanobundles on the substrate,

while single nanotubes are strongly affected by the

scanning STM tip.

The strong self-assembly of the single-wall nanotubes

into the bundles suggests the role of C60 as template

during the synthesis. The presence of C60 in the growth

process was found essential, and the single-walled MoS2

nanotubes do not grow in its absence. The detailed growth

mechanism is not clear at present. We remark on the fact

that the (1,1,1) plane of C60 crystals shows a hexagonal

pattern with the in-plane lattice parameter of 1.004 nm,[22]

which nearly matches the nanotube crystal lattice shown

in Fig. 15. In addition, it is conceivable that the mismatch

between the lattice parameter of C60 (1.004 nm) and MoS2

nanotubes (0.96 nm) plays an active role in promoting the

growth of the bundle in the typical tip shape. C60 is most

probably situated at the extremities of the nanotubes

during the growth.

ASPECTS OF POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
OF INORGANIC NANOTUBES

As a result of their cylindrical geometry, these novel

advanced nanomaterials have a low mass density, a high

porosity, and an extremely large surface to weight ratio.

Their potential applications range from high porous

catalytic and ultralight anticorrosive materials, atomic

probes, and electron field emitters to nontoxic strength-

ening fibers. This may lead to a more efficient use and an

increase in durability of materials. Doping of these

semiconducting nanostructured materials may also allow

further miniaturization of electronic systems and may lead

to new optoelectronic materials. The helical structure of

undoped tubes with semiconductor behavior and their

optical activity enable possible applications in nonlinear

optics and in solar cell technology. By functionalizing the

nanotubes, e.g., using specific Mo containing enzymes,

novel functional biomaterials could be made.

Among others, MoS2 and WS2 are also applicable for

construction of photovoltaic cells in which electron-hole

pairs are photoexcited and do not recombine but migrate to

the edge of the crystal. Most research in this area has been

concentrated on growth of large and pure layered crystals,

which has been technologically very expensive and

complicated. However, similar effects need to be inves-

tigated in nanotubes and other nanostructures of the same

materials, whereby acceptor molecules can be included in

between the layers that will inhibit recombination and

allow more efficient use in photovoltaic applications.

The MoS2�xIy subnanometer-diameter nanotubes with

observed self-assembly at different scales are due to the

tip geometry and the porous structure, promising candi-

dates for applications as reversible lithium batteries,[23] in

advanced electronics as molecular wires in nanode-

vices,[24] and as electron field emitters.[25]

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the chemical transport reaction enables

synthesis of different transition metal dichalcogenide

nanotubes. The advantage of lasting transport reaction is

that the so grown nanotubes contain extremely low

density of structural defects. The tubes grow up to several

millimeter lengths with diameters ranging from several

micrometers to less than 10 nm. The MoS2 and WS2

nanotubes have been successfully alloyed with gold and

silver. The chirality, otherwise typical for the pure MoS2

and WS2 nanotubes, was partially or completely removed

in the alloyed nanotubes and the electrical properties were

changed. The existence of noble metal–MoS2 ternary

compounds gives evidence that the cylindrical geometry

of crystals can stabilize new compounds otherwise un-

known in a plane geometry.

The subnanometer MoS2�xIy nanotubes have been

synthesized using C60 as a growth promoter. The

nanotubes display a self-assembly on different length

scales. They group to the first case of molecular crystals

composed of inorganic nanotubes. Scanning tunneling

microscopy investigations of individual nanotubes and

nanotube bundles reveal metallic behavior in two dimen-

sions, along the tubes and along its circumference, while

the conductivity among nanotubes is hindered revealing

the semiconductivity. As a result of the metallic behavior,

these smallest known inorganic nanotubes belong to the

family of promising molecular wires.
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Inorganic Nanotubes: Structure, Synthesis, and Properties
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles of inorganic layered compounds, such as

WS2, were shown to be unstable in the planar form and, in

analogy to carbon nanoparticles, they form closed-cage

structures with polyhedral or nanotubular shapes. These

findings extend the paradigm of carbon fullerenes and

nanotubes to the field of inorganic chemistry, where

numerous examples for its validity have been documented

in recent years. Templated growth of nanotubes from

isotropic (3-D) compounds such as metal oxides and

chalcogenides was reported as well, but these nanotubes

are generally not perfectly crystalline. Various issues in

the structure, synthesis, and properties of such inorganic

nanotubular and fullerene-like structures are reviewed,

together with some possible applications.

CARBON FULLERENES AND NANOTUBES

When the first generation of high-resolution transmission

electron microscopes (TEM) became available during the

late 1960s, nanoparticles of fired soot with unique charac-

ter were revealed. These multilayer polyhedra (‘‘onions’’)

were essentially closed graphitic sheets with an empty

core, which were thought to consist of pieces of small

graphitic platelets ‘‘stitched’’ together by an unknown

‘‘glue.’’ In 1980, Iijima proposed that such structures were

in fact made of graphitic sheets ‘‘glued’’ together by

pentagonal rings. He suggested that according to the Euler

rule each polyhedron in the onion consists of 12 carbon

pentagons and a large number of hexagons. Each pentagon

forces the flat hexagonal network of graphitic sheets to

distort from the planar structure, and disposing such 12

pentagons leads to closure of the entire plane into a hollow

caged structure.

The stunning discovery of the C60 molecule by Kroto,

Smalley, and Curl[1] led to a new era in the science of

nanomaterials. This molecule was shown to consist of 20

hexagons and 12 symmetrically disposed pentagons.

Following this discovery, many other fullerenes and

related forms of carbon were identified, in particular

multiwall and single-wall nanotubes, discovered by

Iijima.[2] Carbon nanotubes are made of rolled graphene

sheets capped with half a fullerene molecule of the same

diameter at each of the two ends. Therefore, these

structures can be viewed as an elongated form of a

fullerene. Both fullerenes and nanotubes are seamless

structures having threefold bonded carbon atoms only.

The absence of dangling bonds renders these structures

energetically very stable. Nonetheless, the deviation from

planarity induces a nonnegligible amount of stress into the

fullerenes, which explains many of their chemical and

physical properties.

CAN THE PARADIGM OF FULLERENES
AND NANOTUBES BE EXTENDED
BEYOND CARBON?

The driving force for the formation of carbon fullerenes

and nanotubes stems from the abundant reactive atoms on

the periphery of the quasi 2-D graphitic nanostructure.

These rim atoms are only twofold bonded rather than

being threefold (sp2) bonded as in the bulk (Fig. 1). It was

concluded, therefore, that in spite of the elastic strain of

the folded nanoparticles, the planar topology of graphitic

nanoparticles is unstable with respect to folding into the

seamless fullerenes. Using similar reasoning, it has been

proposed[3,4] that the formation of fullerenes is not unique

to carbon and in fact is a genuine property of 2-D (lay-

ered) compounds. Inorganic layered compounds are

abundant, in particular among the transition-metal chalco-

genides (sulfides, selenides, and tellurides), halides

(chlorides, bromides, and iodides), oxides, and numerous

ternary (quaternary) compounds. However, in contrast to

graphite, each molecular sheet consists of multiple layers

of different atoms chemically bonded to each other.

If one considers MoS2 as an example (Fig. 1), each

molecular sheet is made of a layer of molybdenum atoms

sandwiched between two outer sulfur layers. The Mo

atoms are sixfold bonded to sulfur atoms, forming a

trigonal biprism. In analogy to graphite, the S–Mo–S

layers are stacked together through weak van der Waals

forces. Like graphite, such compounds are highly aniso-

tropic with respect to many of their physical and chemical

properties. The (00.1) surfaces (van der Waals surfaces) of

the crystal, which are perpendicular to the c-axis, consist

of threefold bonded sulfur atoms, which are chemically

not reactive. In contrast to the fully bonded bulk atoms,
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the sulfur and molybdenum atoms on the rim of the

nanocluster, i.e., on the prismatic (10.0) faces (parallel to

the c-axis), are not fully bonded and are therefore

chemically very reactive. Indeed, each molybdenum atom

in the (10.0) prismatic edge is bonded to only two sulfur

atoms of the upper plane and two sulfur atoms of the lower

plane. Therefore, each Mo atom has two dangling bonds

per atom on the (10.0) face and is consequently chemi-

cally reactive. On the opposite face (�10.0) of the MoS2

nanosheet, sulfur atoms are only twofold bonded and they

possess one dangling bond per atom. Therefore, the Mo

atoms of the (10.0) face would tend to recombine with the

S atoms of the opposite side of the platelet. Because the

ratio between peripheral (partially bonded) and bulk (fully

bonded) molybdenum (sulfur) atoms increases with

shrinking size of the platelet (sheet), nanoparticles of

MoS2 are not stable in the planar form and they fold

into closed-cage nanostructures. This hypothesis has been

invariably confirmed by both experiment and theory. Ex-

tensive experimental data available now tend to substan-

tiate this initially intuitive hypothesis and show that this

new curved and hollow phase of layered compounds,

designated as inorganic fullerene-like (IF) material, is the

thermodynamically stable form, given the constraint that

the particles cannot grow beyond, say 0.2 mm. Initially,

however, energy must be provided to overcome the

activation barrier ensuing from the elastic energy of

bending of the otherwise planar sheet. In most cases,

heating (thermal energy) was provided for this purpose,

but other energy sources, such as irradiation, microwave,

sonochemical, and electrical energy were found to

activate the nanoparticles’ folding process.

Fig. 2 shows a TEM image of typical MoS2 hollow

nanoparticles (onions) consisting of more than 10 molec-

ular MoS2 layers arranged in a concentric seamless form.

A few kilograms of nested (fullerene-like) WS2 structures

were synthesized by the Weizmann Institute laboratory

over the last year and efforts to scale up this production

Fig. 1 Schematic drawings of graphite (a) and MoS2 (b) nano-

clusters. Note that in both cases, the surface energy, which de-

stabilizes the planar topology of the nanocluster, is concentrated

in the rim atoms, which are situated on the prismatic edges par-

allel to the c-axis. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 TEM image of typical MoS2 nanoparticles with

fullerene-like structure. Each dark line represents an atomic

layer of the basal plane (0001). The distance between each two

layers is 6.18 Å. The c-axis is always normal to the surface of

the nested fullerene-like structure.
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are well under way. Fig. 3 shows typical TEM images of

multiwall WS2 nanotubes. Nanotubes of this kind are

currently produced by the grams, albeit not as a pure

phase, yet.

Theoretical considerations show that the bending ener-

gy of isotropic (3-D) materials such as silicon or TiO2 is

exceedingly higher than that of 2-D compounds. This

energy cannot be fully compensated for by remediation of

the dangling bonds,[5] which makes their folding into

crystalline nanotubes unlikely. Furthermore, for such na-

nostructures to become stable, their surface must be

passivated, or else they will react with the surrounding and

form new entities with a different chemical composition.

Therefore, isotropic (3-D) materials are not likely to form

stable IF nanostructures. Synthesis of semicrystalline

nanotubes from such isotropic compounds has been

devised, mostly through templated growth (see, e.g,

Ref. [6]). In spite of this fact, or perhaps because their

surface atoms are not fully bonded, semicrystalline na-

notubes can be very useful. Their large surface area,

combined with their nanometer-scale pore sizes and re-

active chemical moieties, may lead to the development of

highly reactive and selective catalysts, sensors, and a host

of other applications.

Therefore, from the chemical perspective a question of

great importance concerns the borderline between those

materials that can form fully crystalline IF nanostructures

and isotropic materials that cannot afford fully crystalline

nanostructures, or can result only in semicrystalline

nanotubes. Stated differently, it is possible to ask whether

IF structures are generic to all 2-D layered compounds, a

group of a few thousands materials, or else only to a

subset of this large canon. One way to address this issue

is to try to synthesize IF nanostructures from layered

compounds of completely different chemical nature. For

instance, by synthesizing NiCl2 nanotubes[7] it became

apparent that even 2-D compounds of highly ionic char-

acter, which are very hygroscopic and are quite unstable in

the ambient, are able to form stable IF nanostructures.

Incidentally, the kinetics of water uptake by the seamless

IF NiCl2 nanostructures is appreciably slower than the

water uptake by nanoplatelets of the same compound,

making the former much less hygroscopic and amenable

to detection by electron microscopy.

SYNTHESIS OF INORGANIC NANOTUBES

To produce pure IF phases, and nanotubes in particular, it

is imperative to prevent the nanocrystallites from growing

beyond a certain size during the process (arrested growth).

Numerous methods have been devised for this purpose. A

few grams of IF WS2 were initially synthesized from the

respective oxide phase.[8] However, lately a few kilo-

grams of this phase were synthesized using the fluidized

bed reactor.[9] In the first step of this reaction, which lasts

about a second, heated WO3 nanoparticles react with H2S

gas at 840�C and are sulfidized at the surface. This fast

reaction produces one closed layer of WS2, enfolding the

entire WO3 nanoparticle. The sulfide-encapsulated oxide

nanoparticles become surface passivated and they cannot

grow further in size. Once this protective layer has been

completed, a slow diffusion-controlled process leads to

the conversion of the oxide core into a metal disulfide in a

highly uniform and regular fashion. Notably, although the

inward diffusion of the (H2S) gas is isotropic, the growth

of the WS2 layers occurs along one growth front only,

which explains the almost perfect crystallinity of the

IF nanoparticles.

In early reports, only minor amounts of WS2,[3]

MoS2,[10] and BN[11] nanotubes could be produced.

However, recently, different strategies were successfully

developed for the synthesis of various nanotubes. Thus,

using the same fluidized bed reactor that is used for

the synthesis of fullerene-like WS2 nanoparticles, under

slightly modified operating conditions, a few grams of

very long and slender WS2 nanotubes are being synthe-

sized.[12] In another study, a two-step growth process, in

which an oxide nanowhisker phase is first obtained and is

subsequently converted into WS2 nanotubes phase in H2SFig. 3 TEM micrographs of three very long WS2 nanotubes.
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atmosphere, was demonstrated.[13] Uniform WS2 nano-

tubes were obtained also by the chemical vapor transport

(CVT) technique,[14] in which the WS2 powder is trans-

ported from the hot to the cold zones of a quartz ampoule

using a transporting agent, such as iodine. Extremely uni-

form and very long single-wall MoS2 nanotubes with

diameter of less than 1 nm were synthesized.[15] These

nanotubes all come in the armchair (3,3) configuration.

Their perfectness can be also gauged by the fact that they

self-assemble into a hierarchy of higher-order structures,

from the single-nanotube level to macroscopic crystallites.

Interestingly, these nanotubes were obtained via a CVT

process using C60 as a catalyst. Nanotubes of the disulfides

(and some diselenides) of the transition metals W, Mo, Nb,

Ta, Zr, Hf, and Ti were synthesized by high-temperature

annealing of the respective metal trisulfides (see, e.g.,

Ref. [16]). This effort was recently summarized in a

comprehensive review article.[17] Double-wall boron

nitride (BN) nanotubes of high uniformity were produced

via the arc-discharge method.[18] V2O5 nanotubes were

synthesized using organic amines as templating molecules

in a sol–gel process followed by hydrothermal treat-

ment.[19] Whereas some of the nanotubes are open-ended

and have scroll-like shape, others were made of concentric

layers and with a closed tip. The inorganic–organic

superstructure, obtained from the rather ionic oxide and

the aliphatic amine, leads to softening of the layers making

them more amenable to folding. The use of ‘‘chimie

douce’’ processes for the preparation of new kinds of

nanotubes from a number of oxide compounds has

recently gained appreciable attention. Thus, scroll-like

nanotubules have been obtained from potassium hexanio-

bate, K4Nb6O17, by acid exchange and careful exfoliation

in basic solution.[20] The exfoliation process results in

monomolecular layers, which are unstable against folding

even at room temperature, and consequently form the

more stable scroll-like structures. Moreover, although the

binary oxides of these transition metals do not possess the

lamellar structure, and consequently they cannot form

crystalline nanotubular structures, the reduced oxides of

these phases can. A typical example belonging to this

category is the compound H2Ti3O7, which is a member of

the class of lamellar H2TinO2n + 1 phases. This nanotubular

phase was prepared by the usual sol–gel process and

subsequent treatment with a concentrated NaOH solution

at 130�C.[21] Numerous other strategies were employed for

the synthesis of these and other inorganic nanotubes in

recent years. These works demonstrate the richness of the

chemical apparatus in the context of inorganic nanotubes

and fullerene-like nanostructures.

Hydrothermal synthesis has recently been used ex-

tensively for the synthesis of various nanotubes. Thus,

bismuth nanotubes were obtained by hydrothermal

treatment of a basic bismuth nitrate solution and hy-

drazine at 120�C.[22] Tellurium nanotubes were obtained

by hydrothermal reduction of Na2TeO3 in ammonia so-

lution at 180�C.[23] The chiral motif of the nanotubes

can be attributed to the spiral structure of the trigonal

unit cell of tellurium. InS nanotubes were obtained by

refluxing tert-butyl indium with H2S gas at 203�C.[24]

Interestingly, the layered form of this compound was not

known before. Obviously, therefore, the seamless nano-

tubular structure endows extra kinetic stability to the

lamellar phase. Numerous other nanotubular and fuller-

ene-like structures have been reported in the literature

over the last few years.

STRUCTURE OF INORGANIC
FULLERENE-LIKE NANOPARTICLES

C60 is made of hexagons and pentagons only, exhibiting

icosahedral symmetry. Neither graphite nor MoS2 have

pentagonal elements within their native structure. How-

ever, the trigonal network of MoS2 possesses triangles

and rectangles (rhombi) as genuine elements of lower

symmetry. It was therefore proposed[4] and later on

experimentally verified[25] that MoS2 octahedra (bucky

octahedra) made of six symmetrically disposed rectangu-

lar (rhombohedral) corners can be obtained. Similarly, in

one case a MoS2 ‘‘bucky tetrahedron,’’ made of sym-

metrically disposed four triangles in its corners, was

observed. These structures are likely to be the most stable

form of IF MoS2 nanoparticles, i.e., the analog of C60 in

MoS2. Presently, the synthesis of bucky octahedra

from MoS2 and other compounds remains a most chal-

lenging task. Recently, rather small IF MoS2 nanopar-

ticles have been prepared by discharging graphite and

MoS2 elecrodes embedded in deionized water.[26] Most

of the nanoparticles were found to have rectangular

(rhombi)-shaped corners, alluding to the great stability

of such nanoparticles.

Boron nitride nanotubes and fullerene-like nanoparti-

cles were among the early noncarbon systems to be

studied. Boron is situated to the left of carbon in the

periodic table while nitrogen is to its right. In analogy

to carbon, BN exists in two main phases: hexagonal

(graphitelike) and cubic (diamond-like). Moreover, the

stable form of BN at room temperature is the graphitic

(hexagonal) polytype. Therefore, nanoparticles of this

phase are expected to be unstable in the planar form and

afford a fullerene-like structure. Because B–B or N–N

pairs are not favorable nearest neighbors, pentagonal rings

cannot form. Instead, the folding can be obtained by

introducing six squares into the hexagonal network. The

smallest stable fullerene-like structure was calculated to

be the B12N12 octaheder,[27] consisting of six hexagonal

rings and six squares. Indeed, BN nanooctahedra with
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symmetrically disposed six squares[28] and nanotubes with

flat tops having three squares[29] were indeed synthesized

by various methods.

Using an elastic continuum model, the topology of

WS2 (MoS2) cage structures was studied.[5] A first- order

phase transition from an evenly curved (quasi-spherical)

structure into a polyhedral cage was predicted for

nanoparticles with shell thickness larger than about 1/10.

The same model foresaw a similar transition for nano-

particles two layers thick and with radius of curvature

smaller than 10 nm. A transition of this kind was observed

during the synthesis of IF WS2 particles from 50-nm WO3

nanoparticles.[8] The conversion of WO3 nanoparticles to

IF WS2 proceeds from the surface of the nanoparticles

inward.[8] When the number of WS2 layers is three or less,

the nanoparticles appear to be evenly folded and therefore

have quasi-spherical shape. However, when the conver-

sion process continues and the thickness of the sulfide

shell in the nanoparticles exceeds a few nanometers, i.e.,

four layers and more, the nanoparticles are transformed

into a faceted structure. Further agreement with the above

model was obtained in a number of other experimental

studies. Fullerene-like MoS2 nanoparticles 3–4 nm in

diameter and two to three layers thick, prepared by laser

ablation, were found to adopt a highly faceted octahedral

shape.[25] Moreover, in accordance with this theory, NbS2

nanoparticles, which have larger Young’s modulus than

their WS2 counterparts, are found to be appreciably more

faceted.[7] In contrast to the caged fullerene-like nano-

particles, WS2 nanotubes with 20-nm diameters are rarely

faceted. Obviously, the elastic strain involved in folding

along one axis (nanotubes) is appreciably smaller than that

of nanoparticles folded along two axes (fullerene-like

nanoparticles). This idea is further vindicated by compar-

ing the stability of phosphorous nanotubes and fullerene-

like structures as predicted from ab initio density

functional theory tight-binding calculations. While the

1-D nanostructures are found to be perfectly stable,[30] the

phosphorous fullerenes are unstable and they decompose

into P4 clusters.[31]

The ionic character of layered metal chlorides, such as

NiCl2 or CdCl2, is appreciably higher than that of the

layered metal dichalcogenides. Consequently, the bending

modulus of the former compounds is about twice as large

as that of the latter compounds. Furthermore, the free

slippage of the molecular layers on top of each other is

crucial in maintaining low elastic strain during folding of

the nanoparticles. However, the shearing energy in the

ionic NiCl2 is sixfold larger than for MoS2.[32] Not sur-

prisingly therefore, whereas one-layer-thick fullerene-like

nanoparticles of metal dihalides afford either quasi-

spherical or faceted polyhedral structure,[7,32,33] three-

layer-thick polyhedra are invariably highly faceted. The

most common motif for fullerene-like nanoparticles of

this family is a hexagonal polyhedron. On the other hand,

NiCl2 nanotubes are generally cylindrical.[7,32]

The topology of polyhedra made of one layer has been

investigated virtually for hundreds of years. Contrarily,

the mathematics of polyhedra made of a number of

interconnected layers with fixed lattice points in each

layer, which is commonplace in IF structures, has been

barely studied. This challenging issue is clearly demon-

strated in the case of IF CdCl2, where only partial in-

formation regarding the structure of the hexagonally

shaped polyhedron is available. Furthermore, realistic

models of IF structures, like MoS2 octahedra consisting of

some 1800 atoms, require highly developed ab initio

calculations, which makes this task presently quite

intractable. Some progress in this direction was discussed

in Ref. [34]. Future developments in handling these

mammoth calculations is likely to have tremendous

impact on our ability to decipher the structural details

and the physical properties of IF structures. In conclusion,

the synthesis and elucidation of the structure of IF

nanoparticles remains a most challenging task for years

to come.

PROPERTIES

Early theoretical work was concerned with BN, BC2N,

and BC3 nanotubes.[35] More recently, nanotubes of other

compounds, such as phosphorous,[30] GaSe,[36] WS2,[37]

MoS2,[34] and others, were studied. It follows that

nanotubes of semiconducting compounds remain so also

after folding. However, the bandgap was found to shrink

with decreasing diameter of the nanotubes. Therefore, the

bandgap of semiconducting nanotubes can be tuned all the

way from the UV spectrum (ca. 3 eV) down to the infrared

(ca. 0.2 eV) by varying the diameter of the nanotubes.

This behavior stands in sharp contrast with the generic

behavior of semiconductor quantum dots, where the

bandgap expands with decreasing diameter of the nano-

particles because of the quantum size effect.

This opposite shift was experimentally confirmed by

measuring the absorption spectrum of IF MoS2 and IF

WS2 of different sizes and numbers of shells.[38] More

recently, however, I–V curves for single WS2 nanotube

was recorded using scanning tunneling microscopy, and

consequently the bandgap of the nanotubes could be

determined.[39] Fig. 4 shows variation of the normalized

bandgap as a function of the nanotube diameter as de-

termined in this study. As expected, shrinkage of the

energy gap with the nanotube diameter was observed. This

observation was confirmed by first-principle theoretical

calculations.[39] The same theory shows[34,37] that arm-

chair nanotubes possess an indirect bandgap for the lowest

electronic transition, whereas zigzag nanotubes exhibit a
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direct transition. This surprising observation suggests that

zigzag WS2 (MoS2) nanotubes could show strong optical

absorption and luminescence, or even stimulated emission

(laser action). First-principle theory also shows that

independent of their diameter and chirality, NbS2 nano-

tubes are metallic,[40] which suggests that they will be

very good field emitters. Indeed, the superconducting

behavior of NbS2 and NbSe2 nanotubes was recently

confirmed.[17,41]

APPLICATIONS

2H-MoS2 (2H-WS2) are used as additives to heavy-duty

tribological fluids, as tribological coatings, or as lubricat-

ing powders in ultra-high-vacuum instrumentation. The

spherical shape of the fullerene-like WS2 nanoparticles

and their inert sulfur-terminated surfaces offer enhanced

tribological behavior for solid lubricant nanoparticles of

this kind. The usefulness of IF powder as a superior solid

lubricant has been worked out through a long series of

experiments in the laboratory of Rapoport.[42] Further

experiments show that IF WS2 and IF MoS2 powders

exhibit superior tribological applications in different

modalities,[43,44] suggesting almost countless number of

possible applications. Fig. 5 shows the results of a

tribological test in which bronze–graphite partly prepared

by powder metallurgy and impregnated with 5% IF WS2

outperforms the nonimpregnated part. This work has

stimulated substantial commercial interest recently.

Recently, substantial interest has been paid to metal

and hydrogen intercalation in inorganic nanotubes of

various kinds. Thus, Li intercalation and deintercalation in

V2O5 and MnxV2O5 +x nanotubes were studied. Potassium

and sodium intercalation in MoS2 (WS2) fullerene-like

nanoparticles was also investigated. Reversible hydro-

gen[45] and lithium[46] intercalation in MoS2 nanotubes

was demonstrated. The charge/discharge cycles were

found to be reversible and relatively facile, which can

be attributed to the high surface area and the open tips of

the nanotubes. The reversibility of these systems can be

attributed to the perfect crystallinity of the nanotubes,

allowing one to accomplish numerous charge/discharge

cycles of the rechargeable electrode without losing its

loading capacity. Catalytic conversion of CO+H2 into

methane and water using MoS2 nanotubes as catalyst was

recently demonstrated.[47] The mechanism of the catalytic

action of the nanotubes is quite a puzzle, because the fully

bonded sulfur atoms in the van der Waals surfaces and in

the galaries between the MoS2 layers (van der Waals gap)

of the nanotubes are not expected to be chemically very

reactive. This surprising result is nevertheless promising

Fig. 4 Comparison between theoretically calculated and STM measured normalized bandgap (g/g0) of WS2 nanotubes with varying

diameters. g0 is the energy gap of the bulk materials (1.2 eV). Notwithstanding the scattering in the experimental data, the dependence of

the bandgap on the nanotube diameter is clearly demonstrated. (From Ref. [33].)
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to incite a new research effort into the catalytic properties

of inorganic nanotubes.

CONCLUSION

The advent of nanotubes and fullerene-like particles from

inorganic layered compounds has opened new avenues in

the solid-state chemistry of inorganic compounds and

new opportunities for application of such nanostructures

in the emerging field of nanotechnology as well as in

numerous other areas. Fundamental questions remain to

be solved to permit a more judicious approach to the

synthesis and study of the properties of these new

nanophase materials. The elucidation of the detailed

structure of IF nanoparticles, which is a most demanding

and important issue in this field, is progressing by

combining theory and experiment.
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INTRODUCTION

Coinciding with the discovery of the C60 buckminsterful-

lerene molecule,[1] nanotechnology was envisioned in the

mid-1980s[2] as the art of manipulating matter at the

atomic level. Since then, nanotechnology rapidly became

a growing interdisciplinary research area, driven by one

promise: Regardless of the rate at which nanotechnology

will be implemented, it holds the potential to change

everything. Unfortunately, it has proven to be very

difficult to obtain reliable structural data on nanostruc-

tures, and their chemical reaction mechanisms are still

largely unknown, making it extremely difficult to create

commercially successful applications. In addition to these

difficulties, the quantum effects responsible for the prop-

erties and reactivity of nanoscale chemical systems are

very often qualitatively different from those of either bulk

material or atoms and molecules, thereby preventing us

to make use of our knowledge of their electronic struc-

tures. We find ourselves today forced to study nanoscale

electronic structures from the very beginning with the

focus on a size domain where quantum mechanics and

classical mechanics meet to create new fascinating

phenomena and structural wonders. Unfortunately, the

computational cost of traditional electronic structure

methods remains by far too large even today at the age

of ultrafast computers to permit direct investigation of

realistic models relevant to the nanoscale at the quantum

chemical level. The problem is the vast number of atoms

involved in these structures. For instance, when one

assumes an interatomic distance of �0.2 nm in the solid

state, a 3-D system only 10 nm in size involves �125,000

atoms. Although advances in massively parallel proces-

sing, linear scaling techniques, localized orbital methods,

and sophisticated integral approximation methods have in

recent years extended the applicability of ab initio

molecular orbital (MO) and density functional theory

(DFT) methods to larger and larger systems, calculations

on the nanometer scale remains far beyond their reach.

Atomic level modeling of systems of this size is only

theoretically achievable by means of molecular mechanics

force fields. Unfortunately, classical mechanical force

field approaches are incapable of describing fundamental

chemical processes such as oxidation, reduction, electron-

ic excitation, and bond breaking. Band gaps, relative

position of conduction and valence bands, lifetimes of

electron/hole pairs, magnetic response, optical response,

charge transfer rates, (photo)oxidation/reduction rates,

and bond breaking/formation rates are important proper-

ties of quantum character that require a rigorous quantum

chemical treatment where conventional molecular me-

chanics force field approaches naturally fail.

Clearly, describing electronic structure at the nanoscale

is a great challenge, which has been taken on by many

research groups worldwide using a variety of different

approaches. As a zero-order approximation, computation-

ally inexpensive and not very accurate semiempirical or

tight-binding methods have been used to compute the

electronic structures of large clusters and nanostructures,

and in some cases DFT methods in combination with

small basis sets were employed, unwillingly accepting a

low level of accuracy. In very few cases, higher-accuracy

methods such as second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation

theory (MP2) with reasonably sized basis sets were used

to predict equilibrium geometries for highly symmetrical

structures.[3,4] In general, however, chemically accurate

(within �3 kcal/mol) calculations for nanoscale systems

cannot be performed using straightforward, high-accuracy

quantum chemical methods. As a possible solution to this

dilemma, so-called ‘‘integrated’’ or ‘‘hybrid’’ methods

have recently become an attractive alternative for large-

scale quantum chemistry, by combining high-accuracy

calculations for small parts of the nanostructures and less

accurate lower levels of theory for the entire system. In

fact, if applied carefully, these methods are capable of

delivering chemical accuracy in the prediction of elec-

tronic structures and reactivities in the chemistry on the

nanoscale. Their recent contributions toward a deeper and

more accurate understanding of nanoscale quantum

chemistry are subject of this review.

At first we will introduce quantum chemical methods

applicable to extended molecular systems or parts of

them, describe in short the theory behind integrated

methods, and in the second part discuss their applications

to the most recognizable areas of nanochemistry, namely,

the chemistry of fullerenes, nanotubes, and silica- based

nanosystems. Finally, we will give an outlook into the

future development of integrated methods and their
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tremendous potential in the theoretical investigation of

quantum chemistry on the nanoscale.

QUANTUM CHEMICAL METHODS
FOR EXTENDED SYSTEMS

Semiempirical Methods

Similar to ab initio Hartree–Fock (HF) theory, semiem-

pirical methods are based on the Roothaan–Hall equa-

tions:[5,6]

FC ¼ SCE ð1Þ

Here, F is the Fock matrix and S is the overlap integral

matrix between atomic basis functions, C is the matrix of

molecular orbitals in an atom-centered orbital basis

following the linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO) approach of Hund and Mulliken,[7–9] and E is

diagonal and its elements are eigenvalues (orbital ener-

gies) of the Fock matrix F. While ab initio HF requires

that all elements of F have to be calculated fully without

approximation, in semiempirical calculations several

simplifications to the evaluation of the elements of F
are made.

The main effect regarding a reduction of computer time

is achieved by elimination or approximation of some of

the integrals needed for the evaluation of the Fock matrix

elements. Furthermore, only valence electrons are con-

sidered in semiempirical methods, all other electrons are

included in the ‘‘core.’’ Usually, Slater type (s-, p-, and

d-type) functions are used as atom-centered basis func-

tions. With the noticeable exception of extended Hückel

theory[10,11] most semiempirical methods make use of

the zero differential overlap (ZDO) approximation, which

defines the overlap integral between different basis func-

tions as zero. The overlap matrix S in the Roothaan–Hall

equations thus becomes a unit matrix:

FC ¼ CE ð2Þ

The various ZDO models can be grouped according to their

approximations for the one- and two-electron integrals and

their different approaches to parameterization:

. CNDO: complete neglect of differential overlap,[12]

. NDDO: neglect of diatomic differential overlap[13]

. INDO: intermediate neglect of differential overlap[14]

. MINDO/3: modified INDO[15]

. MNDO: modified neglect of diatomic overlap[16]

. AM1: Austin Model 1[17] analogue of MNDO

. SAM1: improved AM1,[18]

. PM3 and PM5: third (fifth) parametrization of

MNDO[19,20] analogue of MNDO

Most of the integrals of these methods are estimated

from experimental values. Hence outside the class of

chemical compounds for which these estimations are

parameterized, results may be doubtful. This is especially

a problem in the case of nanotechnological systems, where

experimental values for quantum chemical integrals are

almost impossible to obtain.

The extended Hückel theory (also sometimes called

‘‘tight-binding’’ method) and its charge iterative cousins

neglect the two-electron integrals altogether or retain only

the most important two-center repulsion integrals.[10,11]

Their simplicity and resulting tremendous computational

speed make them potent candidates for a qualitative

treatment of electronic effects in large, extended systems.

In particular, molecular dynamics (MD) calculations for

systems at finite temperature have been carried out using

semiempirical methods in the context of nanometer-sized

systems.[21–24]

Linear Scaling, Resolution of Identity,
and Localized MO Methods

In the quest to make conventional quantum chemical

methods computationally more economical, efforts to-

ward low-order scaling have been made in recent years by

taking advantage of the fact that long-range interactions

can be evaluated approximately by power series expan-

sion or by mathematical projection techniques (resolution

of identity, or RI).[25,26] For instance, in DFT, the long-

range Coulomb potential has been successfully approxi-

mated using a variety of linear scaling versions of the fast

multipole method (FMM), and the scaling of exchange

and correlation functionals has been linearized using

quadrature techniques, allowing the implementation of

purely O(N) DFT. The RI method is an alternative to

FMM, where four-center coulombic integrals are approx-

imated by three-center integrals, using fitting functions for

the electron density in the spirit of Baerends et al.[27] An

efficient implementation of RI-DFT can be found, e.g., in

the TURBOMOLE program package.[28]

More accurate methods such as MP2 are based on the

evaluation of orbital–orbital interactions and are very

expensive because of their large number and the deloca-

lized nature of HF orbitals. The RI method has found its

application in MP2 calculations as well,[29] and analytical

gradients are available. In another approach to simplify

MP2, several groups found that replacing delocalized ca-

nonical HF MOs by localized molecular orbitals (LMOs)

leads to a tremendous speedup for localized MP2

(LMP2) calculations at a small loss of accuracy.[30–32]

However, LMP2 analytical gradients desperately required
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for geometry optimizations of large molecular systems are

not generally available until now. While electron corre-

lation methods based on LMOs are still not applicable to

systems beyond the size of about 100 atoms today, they

certainly will provide a way to significantly extend the

range of applicability for these methods.

Hybrid Quantum Mechanics/Molecular
Mechanics Methods

Hybrid methods use different levels of theory for different

parts of the molecular system under investigation. The

earliest practical implementation of such a technique by

Warshel and Karplus combined a semiempirical MO

method with a classical molecular mechanics method,[33]

a methodology commonly called the ‘‘QM/MM’’ meth-

od.[34,35] In most QM/MM implementations, ‘‘link atoms’’

are introduced to satisfy the valencies of the QM atoms that

are connected to any MM atoms. The Hamiltonian

describing the entire system is typically partitioned as

H ¼ HQM þ HMM þ HQM�MM ð3Þ

where HQM is the QM part of the Hamiltonian, HMM is the

energy of the MM part, and HQM–MM represents the

interaction between the QM part and the MM part, treated

either by molecular mechanics or by quantum mechanical

calculations. More recently, ab initio or DFT QM/MM

methods have gained considerable popularity (see, e.g.,

Refs. [36], [37], and [38]). While QM/MM methods are

being successfully applied in bioorganic and bioinorganic

systems such as enzymes consisting of proteins the size of

hundreds of thousands of atoms with a local reactivity

center, their usefulness in the context of nanoscale

chemistry is somewhat limited because of the extended

delocalized electronic structures encountered here. For

instance, carbon nanosystems typically possess almost

infinitely extended p-conjugated systems, and the elec-

tronic structures of metallic nanoclusters closely resemble

electronic bands in dependence of the system size. Because

MM is not capable of incorporating these electronic

effects, their influence on the QM part is missing in a QM/

MM treatment of nanochemistry systems. Nevertheless,

the QM/MM approach finds its use in the theoretical

investigation of nanostructures because of the ability of

MM to impose structural constraints, such as, e.g., ring

strain and steric repulsion.

Integrated Methods

The ONIOM (our N-layered integrated molecular orbital

and molecular mechanics) method can also be considered

as a hybrid method. It has the advantage of greater

conceptual simplicity than QM/MM, is well defined, can

make use of all of the methods described above, and is

exact in the case when identical methods are used for

different layers of the system. The author and his co-

workers developed ONIOM as an onion-skin-like extrap-

olation method (Fig. 1) that allows the combination of a

variety of QM methods and optionally an MM method in a

hypothetically unlimited number of layers.[39–44] Practi-

cally, two and three layers are being used, usually denoted

as ONIOM2 and ONIOM3, respectively. The system can

additionally be solvated by applying a well-defined in-

tegrated solvatation scheme, commonly called ONIOM-

PCM.[45] The ONIOM implementation of the GAUSS-

IAN03 program package[46] provides the flexibility to call

external QM or MM program codes for individual layers,

making ONIOM independent from the methods offered by

GAUSSIAN itself.

The goal of ONIOM is to describe a large real system

at a high level of theory, which is usually prohibitively

expensive, E(high,real). In ONIOM, this target calculation

is extrapolated from a computationally more feasible,

lower-level calculation for the real system, E(low,real),

and an accurate high-level calculation for a model sys-

tem, E(high,model), together with a ‘‘correction’’ term

E(low,model):

EðONIOM; realÞ ¼ Eðlow; realÞ

þ Eðhigh; modelÞ

� Eðlow; modelÞ ð4Þ

These are three calculations that can be carried out

independently from each other, and the scheme can easily

be extended to three or more layers of any theoretical

method, as shown in Fig. 1. Unique to ONIOM and in

contrast to the QM/MM hybrid method, it is possible to

combine different theoretical levels of MO-based meth-

ods, making ONIOM more useful for extended quantum

systems. Furthermore, energy gradients with respect to

nuclear coordinates @E(ONIOM,real)/@E(Rreal) as well as

various properties, such as electron densities, dipole mo-

ments, nuclear magnetic shielding, etc., are well defined

and can be calculated in the same spirit as ONIOM ex-

pectation values of the corresponding operator o as

hoðONIOM; realÞi ¼ hoðlow; realÞi

þ hoðhigh; modelÞi

� hoðlow; modelÞi ð5Þ

Specific ONIOM combinations are uniquely denoted as

ONIOM(high-level method: low-level method) with a

‘‘:’’ (colon) separating individual layer methods.

Although ONIOM(MO:MO)-type calculations include

the extended electronic structure of the real system in the
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low layer, the user is not released from the duty of paying

attention if the system under investigation can be soundly

partitioned into a high-level and a low-level layer.

ONIOM works well only if the ‘‘major players’’, i.e.,

the area of chemical transformation, are fairly localized in

a specific region of the system, with the outer environment

playing the role of ‘‘minor players’’ or ‘‘spectators.’’ An

arbitrary choice of partitioning scheme and method

combination may not work, and therefore a systematic

procedure to test the reliability of the level/method

combination has been devised.[44] This test is based on

the so-called S-value (substituent value), which is defined

at a given level as

SðlevelÞ ¼ Eðlevel; realÞ � Eðlevel; modelÞ ð6Þ

and represents the influence of the environment on the

model system. ONIOM becomes exact when S(low) is

identical to S(high). The test requires knowledge of

S(high), and in practice one performs an expensive target

calculation for a few compounds out of a series of related

systems to which ONIOM is to be applied in order to

calibrate the accuracy of ONIOM for the chosen layer/

method combination. To illustrate the S-value test, Table 1

shows an example for the Csp3–H bond-dissociation

energy of a series of hydrocarbons and derivatives. Test

molecules are iso-butane and toluene, with a minimal

CH3–H as the model system for the bond dissociation

process. Here the RMP2/6-31G(d) S-value is very close to

that of the target high-level G2MS calculation, which is

itself an extrapolation method based on CCSD(T) and

MP2 energeticsa, making RMP2/6-31G(d) an ideal low-

level method in conjunction with the high-level G2MS

Fig. 1 The ONIOM method. (A) The onion skin-like layers and models. (B) The two-layer ONIOM method. (C) Three-layer ONIOM

method. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

aThe G2MS energy is a simplified version of the G2 method and is

defined as G2MS=CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+ MP2/6-311+G(2df,2p)–MP2/

6-31G(d), which extrapolates the CCSD(T)/6-311+ G(2df,2p) result.
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method in this example. Other methods in Table 1 are,

however, off by as much as 20 kcal/mol, indicating that

these are very poor level methods in combination with

the G2MS high-level method. Tests such as these are

necessary in order to assess the reliability of ONIOM

calculations. Keeping this in mind, however, ONIOM

is potentially a very powerful, and to date in fact the

only large-scale, electronic structure method delivering

high accuracy.

APPLICATION OF HYBRID AND INTEGRATED
METHODS IN NANOCHEMISTRY

Fullerene Chemistry

Following their first appearance in mass spectra, C60,

larger and smaller fullerenes, as well as their derivatives

and chemical reactions, have become some of the most

popular objects for research in theoretical and computa-

tional chemistry worldwide. Almost any theoretical

method available to the computational chemist has been

applied in the calculation of their properties and reactiv-

ities, with the only exception of expensive correlation

methods based on multireference wave functions.[47–49]

Here we will concentrate on the application of integrated

methods that have been employed in the theoretical study

of fullerene chemistry.

Bond-breaking energies in C60 fullerene

The first documented work on C60 using an integrated

method was published in 1999 and presented ONIOM3

results for adiabatic S0!T1 and S0!Q energy splittings

as models for bond-breaking processes in fullerene

molecules.[50] The target method in this case was the

highly accurate, single-reference G2MS level of theory,

and a three-layer ONIOM3 approach was chosen to

extrapolate G2MS single-point energetics for the singlet

ground state and first triplet and quintet states of C60 for

AM1-optimized geometries. This way, single- and dou-

ble-bond-breaking processes for the hexagon/hexagon C–

C bond in C60 were studied, using ethylene as the high-

level model and naphthalene as the intermediate-level

model. For this system size with G2MS as target method,

performing an S-value test is clearly impossible, and

therefore the accuracy of different ONIOM3 energetics

was determined by comparison with the experimental

adiabatic S0 !T1 splitting of 36.1 kcal/mol. At the time

this work was done, it was found that the best ONIOM3

methodology applicable to this problem was a G2MS:

MP2:HF (H)igh:(I)ntermediate:(L)ow-level combination

with naphthalene and ethylene as intermediate and small

model, respectively, specifically the ONIOM(G2MS(R):

ROMP2/6-31G(d):RHF/6-31G) methodology with a com-

puted S0!T1 splitting of 35.1 kcal/mol in almost perfect

agreement with experiment. This was an indication that

the G2:MP2:HF combination generally seems to work

very well. In a later study it was observed that, if the target

level is CCSD(T) or a G2-like method, the best choice of

lower level is MP2, and that HF is a good lower-level

choice for MP2.[44] No practicable single-level quantum

chemical methods can even give qualitatively similar

results for the bond-breaking processes of C60, as HF/6-

31G for the real system lacks important dynamic electron

correlation, and correlated calculations on model systems

alone lack sufficient p-conjugation and the strain of the

carbon cage.

Insertion of a small atom or
ion into the C60 cage

Encouraged by the success of the previously described

G2:MP2:HF ONIOM3 study, a similar ONIOM scheme

was applied for the study of Li+ insertion into the orifice

of a chemically modified C60,[51] created by a concerted

ring-opening retro [2+2+2] cycloaddition reaction as

proposed by Rubin et al.[52] Precursors to the opened

species are hypothetical hexahydro and hexamethyl

derivatives, as well as the experimentally studied bistria-

zoline and bislactam derivatives. Common to these

modified fullerene molecules are six substituent bonds

attached to a single hexagon of C60, leading to six single

Table 1 S-values (in kcal/mol) and their differences (in parenthesis) for Csp3–H bond dissociation for iso-butane and toluene,

employing a minimal (methane) model and B3LYP/6-31G geometries

Level iso-Butane Toluene

G2MS(R ) �7.75 (0.00) �16.21 (0.00) target (high) level

UHF/6-31G(d) �7.29 (+0.46) �26.12 (�9.91) poor low level

RHF/6-31G(d) �6.73 (+1.02) �10.28 (+5.93) poor low level

UMP2/6-31G(d) �7.72 (+0.03) 6.93 (+23.14) poor low level

RMP2/6-31G(d) �8.10 (�0.35) �15.04 (+1.17) excellent low level
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C–C bonds, thereby interrupting p-conjugation in this

region. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (which also shows the

three different ONIOM layers), this hexagon can easily

break open in two ways to reduce ring strain and re-

establish p-conjugation by cutting bonds of either ad-

jacent five-membered (5-open) or six-membered (6-open)

rings. Aromatic stabilization arguments already suggest

that leaving six-membered p-conjugated rings intact (5-

open species) would be preferable, and previous AM1

and PM3 semiempirical methods already indicated this

preference. The S-value of ONIOM is very helpful in

quantifying these effects. Here particularly interesting is

the S(I–M)-value between the (M)odel and (I)ntermediate

systems, which is calculated to be about 28 kcal/mol

more stabilizing for 5-open species as opposed to the 6-

open species. Subsequent Li+ insertion barriers were

optimized using an ONIOM2 approach with MP2/6-

31G(d) and RHF/3-21G for the intermediate model and

the real system, respectively, and the transition states

characterized by performing vibrational frequency anal-

ysis at the same level of theory. The lithium cation, as the

smallest representative of a metal, experiences still a

relatively high barrier for the hypothetical hexahydro and

hexamethyl open derivatives between 45 and 62 kcal/mol,

its value closely related to the size of the opening

diameter. The bistriazoline and bislactam systems, how-

ever, exhibit slightly larger orifices, causing the barrier

to drop down to 20 and 16 kcal/mol. In recent ex-

periments, He atoms with a comparable atomic radius to

Li+ have indeed been successfully inserted into the

bislactam species,[53] confirming the predictions of this

ONIOM3 work.

Dynamics of endohedral fullerene complexes

Besides the formation mechanism and/or synthetic routes

for endohedral and exohedral metal fullerene complexes,

the dynamics of metal atoms in these systems is of great

interest to theoreticians, because experimentally only very

limited information can be obtained on their dynamics

within or on the surface of the carbon cage. However,

because strong charge transfer typically characterizes

most endohedral and exohedral fullerene complexes,

reasonable quantum chemical molecular dynamics simu-

lations have to be performed for this purpose. Only

recently, semiempirical QM/MM MD studies on the

dynamical change of Be effective charges in (Be+nH2)–

C60 endohedral fullerene complexes (n=0, 1, and 2) in the

bulk were published by Shigeta and Saito[54] in order to

elucidate the controversial question[55] as to whether the

Be atom could become negatively charged for n=0 at

finite temperatures. In this study, spin-restricted AM1

dynamics are performed on singlet and triplet electronic

states for a single complex, surrounded by periodic

replicant MM images to simulate NVT ensembles. While

MM2 parameter sets were used for MM interactions, the

NDDO approximation was selected for QM/MM electro-

static interactions, with effective charges on MM atoms

being replaced by the single molecule AM1 Mulliken

charges. Total simulation time was 8 psec with time steps

of 0.2 fsec under constant temperatures at 0, 100, 200,

300, and 400 K. In these simulations it is found that the

endohedral Be atoms are indeed negatively charged in the

n=0 and 1 cases, with charge fluctuation reaching 0.1 e�

at higher temperatures, and that even for the n=2 case Be

Fig. 2 Schematic drawings of the structures and ONIOM models for H6, H6-5o, H6-6o, M6, M6-5o, M66o, N3, and NCO. The atoms

inside the smaller circle (plus link H atoms) constitute the small model system M and the larger circular curve (plus link H atoms) the

intermediate model system I. (From Ref. [51].)
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becomes occasionally slightly negatively charged during

10 psec of simulations at 400 K. This study revealed that

dynamic charge fluctuations are potentially problematic

for the design of molecular memory cells based on en-

dohedral fullerene charge transfer complexes.

Van der Waals interactions with fullerene

Van der Waals complexes represent a challenge for com-

putational chemistry methods because at least the MP2

level with a polarized basis set is required for a quali-

tatively reasonable treatment of dispersion forces. Al-

though fullerene molecules themselves have been treated

before at the MP2 level of theory, these calculations were

made possible by taking advantage of the high molecular

symmetry characteristic for fullerenes.[3] Under chemical

transformations, however, the high symmetry is lost, and

pure MP2 calculations become beyond the reach of

computational practicability. Fomine et al. investigated

chemical reactions of C60 with exactly these requirements,

namely, complex formation with the donor molecules

dimethyl ether, dimethylamine, dimethylsulfide, furan,

pyrrole, and thiophene, choosing a two-layer

ONIOM(MP2/6-31G(d):PM3) approach for geometry

optimizations.[56] Their high-level model system included

donor molecule as well as a napthacene unit (two

hexagons plus one adjacent pentagon) of the fullerene.

Binding energies were then evaluated using pure LMP2

single-point energies in combination with the 6-31G(d)

and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets. Tests on the reliability of the

applied methods were carried out only for LMP2 ben-

zene dimer interactions. As LMP2 analytical gradients

have not yet been developed for this particular approach,

ONIOM2 provided a valuable alternative for the calcula-

tion of these fullerene van der Waals complexes.

Carbon Nanotube Chemistry

The electronic structures of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

have been studied extensively using semiempirical ex-

tended Hückel and tight-binding methods, and periodic

DFT functionals have been employed as well.[57,58] In

particular, band gaps and the associated electrical con-

ducting properties for pristine nanotubes with different

helical indices and diameters can be explained by using

the simple Hückel theory.[59] This circumstance is

particularly fortunate for theoretical investigations of

carbon nanotubes using integrated MO:MO approaches,

as the extended tube p-system can be included qualita-

tively at the low level using low computational cost

semiempirical methods. Yet, MO:MM methods have also

found application in the theoretical study of CNT

chemistry, because they allow the introduction of curva-

ture in these rolled graphitic sheets by means of a ‘‘shape

restraint’’ at the low level.

Functionalization of CNTs

Recent studies by Basiuk et al.[60–62] examined the suit-

ability of either AM1 or universal force field (UFF)[63] for

the lower theoretical level in ONIOM on nanotube chem-

istry by systematically comparing ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-

31G(d):AM1) and ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF) ap-

proaches for the study of aliphatic amine interaction with

carboxylated achiral, hydrogenated open SWCNTs. The

model system for the carboxylated armchair or zigzag

nanotubes employed in this study included just one

hexagon plus two nearest neighbored carbon atoms at

the opening with the –COOH group pointing outside the

tube. Also included in the B3LYP/6-31G(d) layer were

amines as large as nonylamine, interacting with the

carboxylate via a hydrogen bond. Reactant complexes,

transition states, and hydrogen-bonded as well as separat-

ed products were computed at both levels, as well as

single-level AM1 and UFF. It was found throughout their

studies that armchair nanotubes are more reactive than the

zigzag type, a conclusion that correlates very well with the

fact that the Hückel HOMO–LUMO band gap is zero for

infinite armchair nanotubes.[59] Because a target B3LYP/

6-31G(d) calculation was not performed, the authors could

not give a definitive answer as to which method would be

more suitable for the lower level, except for the obvious

advantage that UFF requires much less computer time

than AM1.

Cycloaddition reactions are a natural choice for the

functionalization of CNTs, and several types have been

studied using integrated methods. Experimentally, the first

CNT functionalization was carried out using dichlorocar-

bene,[64] and [2+1] cycloaddition reactions investigated

using an ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-31G(d):AM1) scheme in-

clude dichlorocarbene, silylene, germylene, and also ex-

perimentally used oxycarbonylnitrene.[65] A pyrene-like,

high-level model was chosen for a hydrogenated, open

(5,5) armchair nanotube C130H20, and two reaction sites

were investigated: the central, biphenyl-like 1,2-bond, and

an adjacent 2,3-bond. The calculations revealed a strong

preference for the 1,2-pair site, with thermal stabilities in

the order oxycarbonylnitrene 
 dichlorocarbene > sily-

lene > germylene, and suggest that silylene is a favorable

[2+1] cycloaddition partner which could be employed in

future CNT functionalizations.

The same group studied 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition re-

actions with a series of 1,3-dipolar molecules[66] as well as

ozone[67] and Diels–Alder reactions with 1,3-butadiene

and quinodimethane[68] on the sidewalls of differently

sized armchair nanotubes, using again a pyrene-like part

of the sidewall as high-level model in ONIOM2(B3LYP/
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6-31G(d):AM1) studies. In these studies it is found that

both 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition and retro-cycloadditions

are moderately dependent on the diameters of the

SWCNT, implying the feasibility of making use of such

addition reactions to purify and separate SWCNTs di-

ameter specifically.

In a study by a different group, a pyrene-like, high-

level model for a (5,5) armchair SWCNT was also se-

lected in an ONIOM2(B3LYP/LANL2DZ:UFF) study on

the problem of sidewall oxidation and complexation by

NH3-catalyzed, synchronized [3+2] cycloaddition of tran-

sition osmium tetraoxide. Reactants, transition states, and

cycloaddition products were investigated in the presence

of NH3 and without, and the prediction of this study was

that base-catalyzed osmylation should be a very feasible

new way to provide a starting point to further functional-

ize SWCNTs.

Binding energies of atoms and
molecules with CNTs

In 2000, Bauschlicher published the first theoretical

binding energies of fluorine and hydrogen atoms to the

side walls of a (10,0) open-ended, hydrogen-saturated

C200H20 carbon nanotube, using the ONIOM2(B3LYP/4-

31G:UFF) approach.[69] These calculations served as an

alternative for the high-level ab initio calculations of Jaffe

on small polyaromatic hydrocarbon molecules, where

curvature was artificially introduced by constraining the

distance between carbon edge bonds on one hand,[70] and

the semiempirical AM1 calculations of Kelly et al. on a

(10,10) tube[71] on the other. Bauschlicher’s high-level

model was composed of six hexagons surrounding a cen-

tral hexagon and included 24 carbon atoms, 12 hydrogen

link atoms, as well as one hydrogen or fluorine probe

atom. Attempts to use semiempirical methods for the low

level reportedly failed due to SCF convergence problems

that can be attributed to the high density of states near the

HOMO–LUMO gap for nanotubes, and the UFF was used

instead. It was found that the sum of the first two F atom

binding energies of 78 kcal/mol in a 1,2-type addition is

significantly larger than the F2 bond energy, which is only

34 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/4-31G level of theory, whereas

calculated binding energies suggest that covalent bonding

of hydrogens to the (10,0) tube would be only slightly

exothermic. Most noticeably, the first addition of F as well

as H yields much smaller binding energies as compared to

the second addition. In the quest to investigate the

addition of hydrogen to CNT side walls in more detail,

ONIOM2 studies on so-called ‘‘high coverages’’ of

hydrogen on (10,0) and (9,0) zigzag, and (5,5) armchair

achiral, capped tubes have been performed.[72,73] These

studies with CNT coverage rates between 24% and 100%

employ also B3LYP/4-31G and B3LYP/6-31G methods in

the high level and use either UFF molecular mechanics or

AM1 semiempirical methods in the low level. Twenty-

four carbon atoms at the center of the tubes are treated at

the high level. It was found that the average C–H binding

energies for similar patterns are similar for all three tubes.

The 100% coverage on the outside appears to be

unfavorable, while 50% hydrogen on the inside and 50%

on the outside seem to be a very favorable bonding

situation, thus making hydrogen storage in carbon

nanotubes a strong, realistic proposition. Similar conclu-

sions were also reached by Froudakis in ONIOM2-

(B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF) studies on hydrogen-terminated,

open-ended SWCNTs with smaller diameters doped with

alkali metal dopants and without.[74,75]

CNTs are easy to oxidize and exhibit different elec-

trical conductivities in their oxidized states. There are

indications that oxidization might be a reversible process,

possibly allowing the manufacturing of switches in mo-

lecular wires based on oxidized CNTs. The experimental

binding energies of O2 to CNTs remain unknown to date.

ONIOM2(MP2:UFF) calculations were carried out both

on the physisorption and on the chemisorption of O2 on

the inner and outer walls of a (9,0) CNT to elucidate the

binding nature between molecule and tube.[76] The basis

set for geometry optimizations was 6-31+G(d,p), whereas

larger, augmented, and polarized triple zeta basis sets

were used for single-point energetics. Several models

were examined, ranging from four to seven fused carbon

hexagons plus one O2 molecule. Similar to the case of

fullerenes described above, the MP2 method was used to

describe van der Waals interactions between the tube and

the O2 molecule. Physisorption was found to be favorable

inside and outside over a single hexagon, with a small

binding energy of about 2.5 kcal/mol for triplet O2 being

aligned parallel to the hexagon plane. Little charge

transfer was found with Mulliken population analysis,

suggesting that the band gap of the CNT would only be

insignificantly modified. Chemisorption in a [2+2]

cycloaddition reaction was computed to be favorable by

20 kcal/mol, but associated with a large barrier of 65 kcal/

mol, making this process very unlikely. The nature of

defects of significantly modified oxidized CNTs remains

therefore unclear and subject to future studies.

Very similar in spirit, however, with a much smaller

high-level model system, an ONIOM2(MP2:UFF) study

was carried out for the interaction of a (9,0) capped

tube with the N2 molecule, where the experimental

binding energy is known to be 2 kcal/mol, suggesting

physisorption in this case.[77] Similar to the previously

described studies, large basis sets were used for single-

point MP2 energetics, while 6-31G(d) was used for

geometry optimizations. However, as high-level model,
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only ethylene plus N2 was considered, and no S-value test

was performed. Their good agreement of the computed

binding energy of 1.88 kcal/mol with experiment was

explained to be related to error compensation. The same

group published also interaction energies of N and O

atoms with CNTs using ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF)

and ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-31G(d):B3LYP/STO-3G) ap-

proaches.[78] Once again, ethylene was used as the high-

level model part for the CNT, and both the doublet and

quartet states for the N-bridged structure are found to be

bound. The author says that in case of O the present

ONIOM calculation fails ‘‘miserably.’’ As no S-value test

was performed, it is not clear whether the poor model or

the poor low-level method is responsible for this failure.

Vibrational spectroscopy

While there have been many calculations on the vibra-

tional spectra of various types of pristine carbon nano-

tubes using periodic semiempirical extended Hückel or

simple molecular mechanics calculations, only one work

appeared in the literature predicting the change in Raman

spectra for models of SWCNTs upon oxidization.[79] In

this study, geometry optimizations and frequency calcula-

tions were performed using pure B3LYP/6-31G(Od)b

Fig. 3 Side and top views of the ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31 G(Od):B3LYP/STO-3G)- optimized geometries of three-layered belt of [12]-

cyclacene 3_12 and its doubly oxidized 1,2-(3_12_012) and 1,4-forms (3_12_012). Bond lengths are given in angstrom. For 3_12,

numbers in parentheses correspond to a pure B3LYP/6-31 optimization. For 3_12_012 and 3_12_014, numbers inside the ring

correspond to the inner ring, whereas the numbers outside correspond to the outer rings. (From Ref. [79].)

bThe simple 6-31G basis set was used for carbons and d-polarization

functions were used only on oxygen.
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density functional theory for small cyclacene rings, and

the ONIOM2 (B3LYP/6-31G(Od):B3LYP/STO-3G)

method for a larger SWCNT model. Macrocycles con-

sisting of 6 and 12 fused C6 hexagon units, C24H12 and

C48H24 or [6]- and [12]-cyclacene, respectively, were

chosen as models for the pure B3LYP/6-31G(Od) calcu-

lations, whereas a vertically extended belt model with

three fused [12]-cyclacenes, C96H24, was studied at the

ONIOM level. The oxidation was modeled by 1,2- or 1,4-

cycloaddition products of two oxygen atoms at the

furthest ends of each macrocycle; 1,4-adducts are found

to be much more stable than 1,2-adducts and are possibly

the actual oxidation products. It was found for all these

cases that, when oxygen atoms react, the macrocycles

undergo large deformation from the totally symmetric

cyclic structure toward an oval shape (Fig. 3). This is due

to the introduction of sp3 centers on the ring and

subsequent relaxation of the adjacent C6 hexagon units.

Upon oxidation, the calculated Raman spectra show a

large reduction in peak intensities (Fig. 4), which can be

ascribed to the loss of cylindrical symmetry due to

structural deformation. Thus this study suggested a novel

explanation for the experimental observation that the

Raman spectra of individual CNTs are highly sensitive

to oxidization.

Photoluminescence of Silica-Based
Nanoscale Materials

The study of silica-based nanoscale materials is an

important issue because of their potential broad applica-

tions in the design of combined Si/SiO2 systems such as

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) and nanoscale silicon

optoelectronic devices and Si/SiO2 superlattices.[80,81]

However, the origin of the photoluminescence (PL) prop-

erties of Si/SiO2 systems is still a subject of speculation

and theoretically very difficult to tackle as electronically

excited state calculations have to be carried out which are

usually very expensive and prohibitive for nanometer-

sized systems. However, Mebel et al. recently performed a

combined experimental and theoretical study using a two-

layer ONIOM2(B3LYP/6-31G(d):PM3) approach for ge-

ometry optimizations with subsequent time-dependent

density functional theory (TDDFT) single-point calcula-

tions for excited state energies,[82] and showed that com-

bined defects including nonbridging oxygens (NBO) and

an oxygen vacancy (OV) in various positions exhibit suit-

able properties both for energies and oscillator strengths,

which are responsible for the observed PL bands. These

combined defects are proposed to occur in extremely thin

(�1 nm) nonequilibrium substoichiometric silicon oxide

(SiOx , x < 2) layers. The combined ONIOM2 and TDDFT

calculations clearly indicate that the PL band shift can be

induced by one, two, and three OVs in the nearest vicinity

of NBO, and that Si–Si bond relaxation in OVs as well

as the orientation of NBOs and distances between them

and OVs influences transition energies and oscillator

strengths. In order to compute equilibrium geometries for

these defect sites, a high-level layer containing 5 Si and

12–15 O atoms was introduced, surrounded by a low-level

SiO2 cluster treated with the semiempirical PM3 method.

The combination of ONIOM ground state equilibrium

geometry optimization with single-point TDDFT results

leads to excitation energies that closely match the PL

peaks observed.

Fig. 4 Calculated Raman spectra for the three-layered belt of

[12]-cyclacene 3_12 and its oxidized forms 3_12_012 and

3_12_014. (From Ref. [79].)
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Data Storage on an Atomic Scale

Bauschlicher et al. have suggested in a series of pa-

pers[83–86] that it could be possible to store one bit of data

on a surface using one atom, leading to a hypothetical data

density that is about 1 million times higher than today’s

storage technique using magnetic disks. Their idea is based

on the experiments of Avouris et al. who demonstrated that

specific hydrogen atoms can be removed from a hydrogen

passivated silicon surface using an atomic force micros-

copy (AFM) by applying an electric field.[87] According to

Bauschlicher et al., data could be stored by depositing

heteroatoms X on the missing hydrogen positions and be

read using a functionalized CNT. For this purpose it is

extremely important that a clear difference can be found

between the presence of data atoms X and hydrogen on the

surface, and highly accurate calculations for the tip/H and

tip/X interactions are required. Pure B3LYP/6-31G quan-

tum chemical calculations were performed on a surface

model featuring 13 Si atoms, and the AFM tip was

modeled using a pyridine molecule. These calculations

were applied to the study of four scenarios: the interaction

of pyridine with X surrounded by six X or H atoms, or H

surrounded by six X or H atoms. It was found that the

choice of chlorine as data atom X is preferable over

fluorine or cyanide, as the pyridine/Cl interactions were

distinguishable from pyridine/H interactions by more than

1 kcal/mol in the worst-case scenario. In order to make

their system more realistic, the ONIOM3(B3LYP/6-

31G:AM1:UFF) three-layer approach was employed for

a Si74H61X7 (X=H or Cl) two-slab model for the silicon

surface, with the pyridine molecule being attached to an

approximately 17-Å-long (5,5) SWCNT.[88] In order to

include the effect of the CNT electronic structure, the

nanotube was always treated at the AM1 semiempirical

level, while the pyridine and all seven data atoms are

chosen to be members of the B3LYP/6-31G high level.

The silicon surface was treated using AM1 for the first slab

consisting of 37 silicon atoms, allowing the electronic

structure of silicon to influence the electronic charges on

data atoms, while the UFF force field was applied to the

second slab in order to prevent the silicon surface from

deforming too much due to the different Si–Cl and Si–H

interactions. Full geometry optimizations on all four

scenarios were carried out, and it was found that in

particular the addition of the second silicon slab improves

the stability of the surface model greatly while interaction

energies and N-surface distances were quite similar to

those obtained with the smaller models at the pure B3LYP/

6-31G(d) models. The electronic structure of the CNT did

not significantly affect the interaction energies, and the

conclusion of Bauschlicher et al. is that the Si (111) surface

with H and Cl data atoms should be seriously considered

as a possible method for data storage at the atomic level.

CONCLUSION

Without doubt, hybrid QM/MM and even more so

integrated ONIOM (MO:MO) methods have found wide-

spread application in a variety of nanochemical problems.

They have served to accurately predict carbon–carbon

bond energies in fullerene and the insertion barriers of

metal atoms into their chemically modified derivatives, to

study cycloaddition functionalization reactions of carbon

nanotubes, to describe van der Waals complexes between

adsorbent molecules and carbon nanostructures, and to

predict vibrational and excitation spectra of systems with

as large as 100 atoms. While these investigations mark

already remarkable achievements on the way toward

better understanding of the chemistry on the nanoscale, we

would like to emphasize that the potential of integrated

methods is actually far greater and predict that they will

play an even more important role for the study of nano-

scale electronic structures.

A major obstacle in their current applications is the fact

that S-value tests cannot be performed simply in the

context of nanochemistry using conventional high-level

methods. Yet, linear scaling and RI-DFT methods are

becoming more and more availablec and popular, pushing

the limits of DFT applicability to systems with up to

approximately 1000 atoms. S-value testing thus becomes

much more realistic, e.g., in an RI-DFT:AM1 approach,

and knowledge obtained in these tests can be transferred

to similar combinations such as B3LYP:AM1, where no

S-value test can be performed.

Another benefit of these and LMP2 and RI-MP2

methods is that the size of the high or intermediate model

systems can be increased to several hundred atoms as

well, allowing calculations of systems with several

thousands of atoms with semiempirical methods in the

low layer. A very promising, yet never attempted low-

level method is the self-charge consistent density func-

tional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB) method, which will give

more consistent results in combination with DFT high-

level methods than more traditional semiempirical meth-

ods such as AM1 and PM3. Extension of DFTB in a

massively parallel scheme toward the treatment of perhaps

100,000 atom systems is within current reach, expanding

the size of future ONIOM calculations dramatically.

In addition, RI-MP2 analytical gradients are available

and proved to be very accurate and reliable approxima-

tions for true MP2 gradients, thus allowing van der Waals

complexes to be fully optimized in an ONIOM scheme

with an approximated MP2 quality for the interaction

cFor instance, RI-DFT as implemented in the TURBOMOLE program

package[28] can be easily facilitated in the GAUSSIAN external ONIOM

scheme.[46]
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region, electronically embedded in the remainder of the

nanostructure-treated DFT or semiempirical methods.

Three-layer ONIOM schemes, although not popularly

practiced yet, have impressively proven their predictive

powers and should play a much more pronounced role in

the future, e.g., in a G2MS:RI-MP2:HF hierarchy. For

electronic excited states, computationally efficient

TDDFT and RI-CC[89] methods will play an important

role to extend the size of the low level in ONIOM

calculations, where the model system is described using

multireference wavefunction methods.

While all of the above schematics explore chemistry in

a static manner, quantum chemical molecular dynamics

have become an indispensable tool for the study of

phenomena at the nanoscale. A spectacular success was

recently presented where single-level DFTB MD has been

used to elucidate the formation mechanism of fuller-

enes.[23,24] ONIOM MD has recently been performed on

the solvation problem of simple metal cations,[90,91] and

we expect even greater and more accurate insight into the

dynamics of nanostructures on the atomic level using

high-level quantum chemical methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Polypropylene (PP) is a versatile material whose use has

significantly penetrated numerous sectors of the manu-

facturing, medical, and packaging industries. Polymer

clay nanocomposites are multiphase organic/inorganic

hybrid materials pioneered by researchers at Toyota,[1–3]

which may exhibit significantly improved mechanical,

flammability, and permeability properties relative to the

base polymer matrix at very low clay loading. Although

first demonstrated for nylon, polymer clay nanocompo-

sites have since been prepared for a range of thermoplastic

and thermoset polymers. However, the development of

PP clay nanocomposites poses special challenges because

of polypropylene’s hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, possible

commercial applications have motivated substantial re-

search into strategies for the dispersion of clays in this

technologically important polymer. This article reviews

recent progress in the synthesis, preparation, and charac-

terization of polypropylene nanocomposites. The resulting

clay intercalation structure receives particular attention

because most polypropylene nanocomposites prepared to

date have yielded significant structures of this kind. After

reviewing the state-of-the-art in polypropylene nanocom-

posite synthesis, characterization of clay and polymer

morphology, and measurement of rheological and me-

chanical properties, we identify future research challenges

that should be addressed to continue improving the possi-

bility for commercial applications of these materials.

OVERVIEW

Mixtures of clay platelets and polymer chains compose a

colloidal system. Thus in the melt state, the propensity for

the clay to be stably dispersed at the level of individual

disks (an exfoliated clay dispersion) is dictated by clay,

polymer, stabilizer, and compatibilizer potential interac-

tions and the entropic effects of orientational disorder and

confinement. Anisometric dimensions of clay platelets also

have implications for stability because liquid crystalline

phases may form. In addition, the very high melt viscosity

of polypropylene and the colloidal size of clay imply slow

particulate dynamics, thus equilibrium structures may be

attained only very gradually. Agglomerated and networked

clay structures may also lead to nonequilibrium behavior

such as trapped states, aging, and glassy dynamics.

Clay structure in polymer nanocomposites can be

characterized as a combination of exfoliated platelets and

intercalated tactoids. Clays themselves are layered silicate

minerals with charged surfaces neutralized by interlayer

counterions. Unless a liquid crystalline order disorder

transition occurs, the exfoliated structure is spatially and

orientationally disordered and the clay is dispersed at the

level of individual disks. Intercalated clay retains inter-

layer ordering, at least within a particular tactoid; how-

ever, intergallery spacing is increased relative to natural

clay because stabilizing surfactants, compatibilizers, and/

or matrix polymers are infiltrated within the clay galleries.

In the extreme case of clay/polymer matrix immiscibility,

intercalation spacing not much greater than the clay and

its counterion indicates negligible penetration of poly-

meric or compatibilizing species between clay layers. Clay

platelets or tactoids themselves comprise the mesoscale

structure of nanocomposites. Possible structures include

that of a dispersed suspension, a percolated network, or a

liquid crystal with orientational order. The hierarchy of

possible states is depicted in Fig. 1.

The reinforcement of polypropylene and other thermo-

plastics with inorganic particles such as talc and glass

is a common method of material property enhancement.

Polymer clay nanocomposites extend this strategy to the

nanoscale. The anisometric shape and approximately 1 nm

width of the clay platelets dramatically increase the

amount of interfacial contact between the clay and the

polymer matrix. Thus the clay surface can mediate

changes in matrix polymer conformation, crystal structure,

and crystal morphology through interfacial mechanisms

that are absent in classical polymer composite materials.

For these reasons, it is believed that nanocomposite

materials with the clay platelets dispersed as isolated,

exfoliated platelets are optimal for end-use properties. For

example, the high aspect ratio of the exfoliated disk and

their nanoscale width provide the greatest potential for

solid-state mechanical property enhancement. Further-

more, the probability of defects and inclusions that can

compromise the impact strength of composite materials

is reduced by homogeneous dispersion at the nanoscale.
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However, even intercalated clay nanocomposites yield

valuable mechanical property enhancement and other

useful end-use properties.

This review focuses on polypropylene–clay hybrid

materials. Recent general reviews of polymer clay

nanocomposites and their properties are available else-

where.[4–6]

SYNTHESIS AND PREPARATION

Organophilic smectite clays can be introduced into a

polymer matrix by methods involving in situ polymeriza-

tion or melt mixing. Commonly used layered silicates of

this kind include montmorillonite or synthetic sodium

fluoromica. These clays typically have submicron disk

radii and a width of about 1 nm. Before introducing them

into the polymer host, the clays are rendered organo-

philic by the exchange of natural counterions for more

hydrophobic species such as amine surfactants. The ion

exchange treatment increases clay intergallery spacing

because of the increased excluded volume of the hydro-

phobic surfactant. Amines with alkyl chain length in the

range C12–C18 are most effective in increasing the inter-

calation spacing of a fluoromica clay.[7] However, for

polypropylene, these steps alone are insufficient to gen-

erate significant polypropylene intercalation or clay ex-

foliation.[8] The additional step of introducing a com-

patibilizer consisting of short-chain polypropylene with

grafted maleic anhydride (PP-MA) functionality leads to

enhanced intercalation and some exfoliation.[8–12] The

blending has been accomplished by using a molecular

diluent, such as toluene or trichlorobenzene, but this

requires an additional step to remove the solvent.[13–15]

Direct melt preparation by twin-screw extrusion or Brae-

bender mixing is more consistent with potential com-

mercial applications. Although the detailed mechanism

of intercalation has yet to be elucidated, a qualitative

explanation is that the polarity of the maleic anhydride

yields more favorable interactions with organophilic clay.

These interactions offset the entropic penalty for confine-

ment of intercalated chains. There also exists the pos-

sibility of acid–base equilibrium reactions of the amine

surfactant and maleic anhydride.

In efforts to manipulate the degree of dispersion and

mechanical properties of polypropylene nanocomposites,

researchers have varied clay surface treatment, compati-

bilizer molar mass, and compatibilizer acid content. The

miscibility of the compatibilizer with neat polypropylene

at melt temperatures,[10] higher compatibilizer acid con-

tent,[11] and larger compatibilizer loading[16] have been

reported to be conducive to improved intercalation

spacing and dispersion. However, the molar ratio of MA

to PP-MA has also been proposed as an indicator of

intercalation capability.[17] Kim et al.[18] found that maleic

anhydride content above about 1.0% is undesirable

because it leads to the reordering of clay layers. Other

Fig. 1 Schematic of the hierarchy of clay structures in polypropylene nanocomposites of mixed morphology. Clay tactoids and

exfoliated platelets comprise the mesoscale morphology. The internal intercalation structure of clay tactoids is determined by the

compatibilizer and compounding conditions. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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intercalation and compatibilization agents, such as diethyl

maleate graft polypropylene, semifluorinated alkyltri-

chlorosilane, and epoxypropyl methacrylate, have also

been used to prepare polypropylene nanocompo-

sites.[15,19,20] Recently, novel methods to promote disper-

sion by supercritical processing have been disclosed.[21]

The effect of melt compounding fluid dynamics on

dispersion and end-use properties has, to date, received

limited attention for the specific case of polypropylene

nanocomposites. Lack of control of these parameters is

likely a significant source of the substantial variation

among literature reports of intercalation spacing and

materials property characterization. A possible mecha-

nism for the interaction of flow and clay dispersion has

been provided by Fornes et al.[22] Their schematic,

reproduced in Fig. 2, shows that when clay is dispersed

by nonequilibrium mechanisms such as melt compound-

ing, applied flow fields can act to rupture initially large

clay aggregates, to refine tactoid dimensions, and to

promote exfoliation by contacting the compatibilizer,

clay, and matrix polymer.

Although melt compounding is currently the principal

method of polypropylene nanocomposite preparation,

metallocene catalysis yields nanocomposites with high

polymer isotacticity by in situ polymerization.[23] In situ

polymerization to prepare polypropylene nanocomposites

is potentially attractive because of the reduced need for

compatibilizer treatments that are required in melt

compounding. Although exfoliation and mechanical prop-

erty enhancement are achieved by in situ polymerization,

current reports indicate that the dispersion is not entirely

homogeneous because micrometer-size, clay-rich parti-

cles persist after polymerization.[23]

CHARACTERIZATION OF
CLAY INTERCALATION AND
EXFOLIATION STRUCTURE

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) are principal methods for the interroga-

tion of the intercalation structure of polymer clay nano-

composites. The ordered clay layers yield peaks in XRD

intensity at scattering angles specified by the Bragg

condition. For example, the spacing for naturally occurring

Na-montmorillonite is about 1.1 nm. For one prepa-

ration,[24] when natural counterions were exchanged for

stearylamine, the interlayer spacing increased to 2.1 nm,

and melt compounding in polypropylene with a PP-MA

compatibilizer further increased the intercalation spacing

to 2.9 nm. In comparison, melt compounding of organo-

philic montmorillonite in neat polypropylene yields little

increase in spacing,[10] thereby demonstrating the role of

the PP-MA compatibilizer in promoting intercalation.

A major challenge in polymer nanocomposite charac-

terization is to quantify dispersion in mixed systems

comprised of both intercalated tactoids and exfoliated clay

sheets, such as that depicted in Fig. 1. XRD alone offers

little scope for such quantification;[25] however, quantita-

tive analysis of sufficiently large regions of TEM

micrographs is a promising way forward. Techniques for

the quantification of the degree of exfoliation in polypro-

pylene nanocomposites with mixed clay morphology have

recently been discussed.[15,17] These methods should be

more routinely employed to better permit the assessment

of the relative performance of available synthetic and

compounding strategies.

CRYSTALLIZATION STRUCTURE
AND KINETICS

The mechanical properties of semicrystalline isotactic

polypropylene materials that are formed by injection

Fig. 2 The mechanisms by which the fluid dynamics of

compounding may affect clay dispersion in polymer/clay nano-

composites. (From Ref. [22]. #Elsevier Science Ltd., 2001.)
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molding are inferior to theoretical upper limits based on

the polypropylene unit cell. Processing modifications

designed to enhance the orientation of PP, such as low

injection temperature or dynamic packing operation, can

generate modest improvements in tensile modulus,

even without the addition of conventional or nanoscopic

filler. However, the traditional avenue to manipulate

polypropylene properties is to reinforce the polymer with

anisometric, high-modulus inorganic particles, such as

talc. Another more promising possibility is to tailor

the filler so as to induce morphological changes in the

crystalline structure of polypropylene itself. These mor-

phological changes will in turn have implications for

mechanical properties such as modulus, strength, and

toughness. In this scenario, the nanoscopic scale of the

filler becomes relevant because smaller fillers, with their

larger surface area-to-volume ratio, reside in close

proximity to a greater percentage of the bulk PP than

conventional fillers. There are a number of ways in which

nanoscopic fillers, such as exfoliated or intercalated

layered silicate, may influence the crystalline morphology

of PP.

First, the crystalline unit cell may change. This effect

has been observed in, for example, nylon 6 nanocompo-

sites where addition of clay induces a change from a to g
crystalline form.[26] Three crystalline lattices for isotactic

PP are known and there is evidence for preferential for-

mation of the g-phase in PP nanocomposites.[27,28]

Second, the crystalline morphology may be affected.

For example, a transformation from spherulitic to oriented

structure may occur. When crystallized at high shear rates,

PP forms oriented structures that can hypothetically be

modified by the presence of dispersed clay.[29] Fibrous

crystalline morphology has also been reported in PP nano-

composites.[30]

Third, the degree of crystallization may change. As

quantified by differential scanning calorimetry, it has been

reported that the crystallinity of PP nanocomposites

decreases modestly with increased clay content.[31]

Fourth, the characteristic size of crystalline morphol-

ogy may be affected. Svoboda et al.[31] found that for

nanocomposites with spherulitic structure, the average

crystallite size decreases significantly with increasing clay

content, possibly because of a role of clay in nucleation.

Time-resolved light scattering and optical microscopy at

the early stages of crystallization have also identified

differences in the number of point nuclei in PP and PP

nanocomposites.[32]

Fifth, the kinetics of crystallization may be modified.

Time-resolved light scattering and differential scanning

calorimetry studies have found that added intercalated

clay can either increase or decrease characteristic crystal-

lization times for polypropylene.[30–34] Interactions be-

tween an initially present nucleating agent, a PP-MA

compatibilizer, and the dispersed clay generate complex

crystallization kinetics, even in isothermal crystallization

studies.[32] The data suggest that nanocomposite crystal-

lization is dominated by the presence of a compatibilizer

because nanocomposite data overlay PP/PP-MA blend

measurements and crystallization times are not signifi-

cantly affected by changes in clay loading.[32]

Interestingly, there have been preliminary reports of

segregation of clay particles at the spherulitic boundary of

maleated PP nanocomposites.[34] The possibility of poly-

mer crystallization-induced changes in mesoscale clay

morphology warrants further investigation because of the

implications of such segregation for nanocomposite me-

chanical properties.

RHEOLOGY

The flow properties of polypropylene nanocomposites

are relevant to processing operations such as injection

molding. In addition, the viscoelastic response to linear

and nonlinear deformation is a sensitive indicator of clay

dispersion and interaction. Thus rheology can be used to

evaluate the performance of various strategies for synthe-

sizing and compounding polypropylene nanocomposites.

The compounding of organophilic clay and compati-

bilizer with polypropylene dramatically changes the linear

viscoelastic response to shear deformation as quantified

by the storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G@. Fig. 3

compares the G’ and G@ of polypropylene and an in-

tercalated nanocomposite with 4.8% inorganic clay. The

Fig. 3 The melt state linear viscoelastic moduli of 4.8 wt.%

intercalated polypropylene nanocomposites. (From Ref. [24].

#American Chemical Society, 2001.)
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curves differ significantly, particularly at low frequencies.

The apparent plateau in the nanocomposite data at low

frequencies is consistent either with the response of a

viscoelastic solid, or a viscoelastic liquid with a long

relaxation time. The abrupt transition from liquidlike to

solidlike linear viscoelasticity as clay loading is increased

is suggestive of the generation of a gel or a network

structure at a critical clay volume fraction. Because it is

thought that such clay clustering is not likely to lead to

optimal end-use properties such as modulus and tough-

ness, measurement of melt state linear viscoelasticity is

a useful tool to indirectly characterize the nanocom-

posite clay structure. Toward this end, qualitative effects

of alkyl amine clay treatment and PP-MA compatibilizer

acid content on clay structure have been assessed by

rheological characterization.[17,24] Intercalation kinetics

has also been estimated.[35] Koo et al.[36] generated

maleated polypropylene nanocomposites with different

intercalated and exfoliated clay morphologies by varying

the matrix polymer molecular weight and found that the

linear viscoelastic modulus G’ was sensitive to morpho-

logical changes.

Nonlinear rheological characterization is predictive of

nanocomposite behavior in typical processing operations

such as injection molding. The presence of intercalated

clay even at a clay loading of less than 5.0 wt.% can

increase the viscosity by many orders of magnitude at low

shear rates; however, at higher shear rates, which are more

characteristic of processing conditions, viscosity enhance-

ment is much more modest. This strong shear thinning

behavior may have two origins: 1) anisometric particles

such as rods and disks display shear thinning even at low

concentrations because flow preferentially orients the

particles in the flow direction; and 2) deformation applied

to a gel cluster network can induce rupture of mechanical

contacts and, consequently, shear thinning.[24]

Furthermore, nonlinear rheological measurements in-

dicate that intercalated polypropylene nanocomposites

possess fragile structures that are easily manipulated by

flow. For example, the onset of strain dependence of the

storage modulus occurs at an applied strain g0�0.3 for

neat polypropylene; however, the transition for a 4.8 wt.%

nanocomposite occurs at g0�0.007.[24] The startup of

steady shear experiments after samples were presheared

and then allowed to rest quiescently demonstrates that

structures deformed during flow reestablish themselves on

time scales longer than hundreds of seconds.[24] Linear

viscoelasticity and XRD of intercalated polypropylene

nanocomposites annealed for various periods provide

additional evidence that structural evolution persists

even longer—at least for many hours.[37,38] This evolu-

tion in linear and nonlinear rheology is likely related

to strong attractive interactions, aging, and glassy dy-

namics in polymer nanocomposites that are not stably

dispersed.[24,39,40]

Although shear rheology has been the focus of most

studies to date, a report on the effect of uniaxial

elongational flow on maleic anhydride-modified polypro-

pylene nanocomposites has recently appeared.[41] Post

facto TEM images indicate that at an elongational rate of

1.0 sec�1 and a Hencky strain of 1.3, clay platelets align

perpendicular to the flow direction. Because flow in

injection molding is comprised of a significant extensional

component, these results point to the possibility of

direction-dependent material properties in components

molded by this method.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Modulus, yield stress, toughness, and heat deflection

temperature (HDT) are measures that characterize the

potential for improved end-use performance of a polymer

nanocomposite relative to the neat polymer or a tradi-

tional composite. Dispersed clay can affect the mechan-

ical properties of a semicrystalline thermoplastic such as

polypropylene in a number of ways. First, the high-

modulus clay inclusions of anisotropic shape can rein-

force the thermoplastic. This mechanism differs little

from the classical picture of composite reinforcement.

Thus in this view, the anisotropic shape of the discotic

clay is important to mechanical property enhancement;

however, the nanoscopic dimension of the clay plays no

direct role. Second, inhomogeneous dispersion that results

when even a small amount of micron-scale clay aggre-

gates is present can seriously compromise the material’s

impact strength. Thus homogeneous dispersion at the

submicron scale is desirable for successful practical

application of polymer nanocomposites. Third, the nano-

scale dimension of the clay filler leads to a large inter-

facial region at the clay surface. Thus even small amounts

of clay can possibly mediate large changes in polymer

matrix conformation, crystal structure, or crystal mor-

phology. There is indirect evidence for a role of each of

these conditions in mediating polypropylene nanocompo-

site mechanical properties.

The first reports of the successful preparation of

polypropylene nanocomposites showed that the materials

demonstrated only modest mechanical property enhance-

ment relative to neat polypropylene or blends of polypro-

pylene and PP-MA. At 7.2 wt.% inorganic clay content,

29% enhancement in tensile modulus was observed for the

highest concentration of PP-MA studied.[12] Later work

has generated improved tensile modulus enhancement. By

varying the amine surfactant treatment and anhydride
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content of the compatibilizer, Reichert et al.[7] generated

an increase in tensile modulus at 5 wt.% organophilic clay

loading, which was as large as 74%. If nanocomposites are

prepared in a matrix of pure PP-MA, the relative material

property enhancement is slightly greater. For example, at

approximately 5 wt.% inorganic clay content, the tensile

modulus increased by 86% relative to PP-MA; however,

the nanocomposite modulus is still inferior to that typical

of neat polypropylene.[42] Polypropylene nanocomposites

prepared by in situ polymerization using metallocene

catalysis have generated a >100% enhancement in tensile

modulus at 10.5 wt.% clay loading.[23] A similar perfor-

mance has been obtained for in situ polymerized PP

synthesized by the Ziegler–Natta catalysis.[43] These

improvements exceed results for other anisometric

fillers, such as talc, which are not nanoscopic. For ex-

ample, Walter et al.[44] found that more than 30 wt.%

talc was required to yield modulus enhancement compa-

rable to clay nanocomposites with less than 7 wt.% in-

organic content.

Although significant progress in enhancing polypro-

pylene nanocomposite tensile moduli has been achieved,

this improvement is offset by the reduced elongation at

break and impact strength of these materials. Elongation

at break, which is a determinant of toughness, has been

reported to fall by more than an order of magnitude

relative to neat PP on melt mixing with organophilic clays

and compatibilizers.[7,12] The changes have a number

of possible origins: 1) the reduced toughness of PP-MA

relative to PP because of its low molar mass; 2) the

improved adhesion between the polymer matrix and the

intercalated clay induced by the compatibilizer, which

contributes to yielding a more brittle material; and

3) immiscible aggregates of clay acting as defects and

stress concentrators, which contribute to failure even if

they are present only at low concentrations.

A limitation to the penetration of polypropylene into

various component and market categories is its low upper

use temperature. One measure of this property is the HDT.

At 8 wt.% clay, the HDT of polypropylene nanocompo-

sites synthesized by in situ Ziegler–Natta catalysis is 40�C
greater than for pure PP.[43]

CONCLUSION

Recent research has generated advances in polypropylene

nanocomposites that are sufficient to motivate new

technological applications. For example, PP-based nano-

composites have been developed for application as

exterior automotive components.[45] Cone calorimetry

measurements of peak heat release rate from maleated

PP nanocomposites with 4% loading are reduced by 75%

relative to the pure polymer.[46] These improvements are

relevant to applications requiring reduced flammability.

Yet, relative to other thermoplastic nanocomposites,

such as nylon 6, the improvement in end-use properties for

polypropylene nanocomposites has been modest. Thus

research in the areas of synthesis and, especially,

compounding, which are aimed at closing this perfor-

mance gap, is necessary. Alternatively, improved funda-

mental understanding of the detailed interactions and

chemistry between clays, amine surfactants, and maleic

anhydride compatibilizers can help elucidate the complex

thermodynamics of clay dispersion. In addition, noting

that many synthesized PP nanocomposites are likely to

exist as nonequilibrium structures, research into the aging

and rejuvenation of these mesoscale structures is war-

ranted. Furthermore, better methods to characterize the

full distribution and hierarchy of structural states present

in PP nanocomposites are required because, for example,

rare aggregates can seriously compromise nonlinear

mechanical properties such as toughness, yield stress,

and elongation at break. Finally, the interaction between

clay platelets and polymer crystallization requires further

attention because these interactions are likely a signifi-

cant determinant of the end-use properties of polypropyl-

ene nanocomposites.
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INTRODUCTION

Coalescence phenomena, emulsion stability, and the role

of colloids in stabilizing liquid–liquid emulsions have

been the subject of intensive study, yet there is still no

satisfactory quantitative theory for the prediction of the

rate of coalescence of drops at an interface or in an

emulsion. Direct measurement of the forces between a

liquid interface and another liquid interface or a colloid

particle has been a key piece of information that has been

missing. This article describes recent advances in the

theory and experimental techniques in colloid chemistry

that enable the direct measurement of these forces.

This is an important step in the understanding of co-

alescence and emulsion stability phenomena.

BACKGROUND OF THE MEASUREMENT
OF SURFACE FORCES

The measurement of surface forces has, for many years,

been the focus of much interest in the field of colloid and

surface science.[1] This is principally because the long-

range interactions between particles frequently control the

ability of a dispersion to resist coagulation/flocculation. In

addition, the rheology of dispersions can also be deter-

mined to a large degree by interparticle forces.

The interaction of solid colloidal particles with de-

formable liquid interfaces is of fundamental interest in

many technologically important areas. Understanding the

behavior of the forces acting at a liquid interface and,

hence, the interactions that occur in solid/fluid particulate

dispersions, is motivated by the myriad of problems

encountered in many chemical engineering and process-

ing applications within the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and

mineral processing industries, in the preparation and pro-

cessing of foods, and in a vast range of biomedical tech-

nologies. For example, the interactions between solid and

deformable fluid interfaces are important in determin-

ing the wetting characteristics of surfaces by liquids.[2]

The quantitative understanding of the forces acting at a

liquid interface and how they are influenced by various

additives is important to understanding the behavior and

properties of fluid and solid particulate dispersions. The

need to understand the interactions present in these

systems is evident, in view of their ubiquitous presence

and importance.

Interaction forces involving such interfaces have

been deduced previously from measurements of related

properties, such as contact angle, interfacial tension, and

electrophoretic mobility. These measurements, while in-

valuable, provide only a qualitative assessment of long-

range forces, and are unable to describe the response of

a deformable interface to an approaching particle or

surface.[2] Hence, the direct measurement of surface

forces involving a deformable surface is important. The

measurement of surface forces involving liquid interfaces

is complex due to interfacial fluidity and deformability.

These two features can have a great impact on hydrody-

namic interactions and the resulting dynamic properties

of such systems,[3–9] which are particularly important for

the kinetic stability of emulsions.[3–5,10,11] With the ex-

ception of thin film measurements[12–19] (discussed later),

the experimental complexities associated with direct

force measurements between deformable interfaces have

restricted their study. Until recently, there has not been

any equilibrium study of surface forces, either experi-

mentally or theoretically, which provides a description

of the influence of surface interaction on these deform-

able systems. Attempts to obtain direct force measure-

ments experimentally have been performed recently on

solid–oil droplet systems and are described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

INTERFACIAL (DLVO AND
NON-DLVO) FORCES

The methodologies for the study of interactions between

nondeformable surfaces are well established, and for well-

characterized systems, experimental results are in good

agreement with theoretical predictions.[20–22] In the

literature there is much data describing the interaction

between two solid surfaces or particles dispersed in an
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aqueous solution. Most of these results have for their

fundamental origin the mean-field theory of colloidal

interaction published over 50 years ago by Derjaguin,

Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek.[20,21] In recent years,

Chan, Carnie, and coworkers[23–27] have, as a result of

systematic studies covering many possible configurations

of particle charge and shape, produced abundant data

useful to the colloid chemist or physicist.

The stability of a colloid depends on the relative mag-

nitude of the potential energies of attraction and repul-

sion with separation between a pair of particles.[28] The

two most important forces acting in colloidal dispersions

are the electrical double-layer (EDL) force and the van

der Waals (vdW) force. The Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–

Overbeek (DLVO) theory, which includes only the com-

bined effects of these two forces, is widely used to explain

properties of colloids. The interaction free energy between

two surfaces, VT, is calculated by summing the repulsive

EDL interaction energy, VR, and attractive vdW interaction

energy, VA, thus:

VT ¼ VA þ VR ð1Þ

According to DLVO theory, the stability of a lyophobic

colloidal sol is determined by the shape of the total

potential energy curve, which is the balance between the

repulsive and attractive forces that the particles experience

as they approach each other. The shape of the total potential

energy curve for a sol is very important in understanding its

behavior (Fig. 1).

At a fundamental level, van der Waals interactions are

of importance in colloid and polymer science. The force

of attraction between colloidal particles occurs between

all particles in any suspension medium.[29] In many cases,

these forces alone determine the stability of colloidal

suspensions. A repulsive force can be introduced by

adding an electrical charge to the particles. This results in

an electrostatic force between the particles. Altering the

magnitude of the repulsion, either by increasing the ionic

strength of the solution or by changing the surface

potential on the particles alters the total potential energy

of interaction, VT.

Although DLVO theory provides an excellent approx-

imation of the interaction forces between many colloidal

particles, it has become clear that it does not account for

all of the phenomena observed in colloidal dispersions.

There are many systems where the simple interplay be-

tween electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction

is neither a complete nor an accurate description of inter-

facial interactions. This is because beyond their simple

definition as a dielectric continuum containing point

charges, the solvent and solutes surrounding a surface

are not intrinsically considered in DLVO theory. In

reality, the most ‘‘real’’ technological and biological

interactions occur in systems where the relationship

between the surface and solvent/solute mixtures is more

complex. In the past few decades, other types of inter-

particle forces have been shown to play an important

role in the stability of dispersions. These include hydro-

dynamic, hydration, steric, hydrophobic, and depletion

interactions. In general, the net interaction energy profile

resulting from all such forces governs the behavior of a

suspension.[28,30]

An important nonequilibrium force when considering

the forces between solid and liquid particles is the

hydrodynamic force. Hydrodynamic forces include effects

due to viscosity, density difference between the phases,

film area, and mobility of the interfaces. The drainage

of fluid from between two approaching surfaces is not

only dependent on surface forces acting between the sur-

faces, but also on the hydrodynamics of the system and, in

particular, the speed at which the interacting surfaces

approach each other. Increasing the viscosity of the

intervening fluid, the film area, and the immobility of the

surfaces acts to hinder film drainage and results in a

decrease in the rate of fluid flow from between the plates.

An immobile surface is a surface for which the

tangential components of the velocity are equal to zero.

Surfaces can be rendered immobile by increasing the

concentration of surfactant adsorbed to the surfaces. This

is achieved by surfactant molecules adsorbed at the

surfaces confining the film that are carried in the direction

of fluid flow, resulting in the accumulation of surfactant

molecules at the film periphery.[4,31,32] This results in the

formation of interfacial tension gradients along the

interfaces, which in turn induces stresses in the system

Fig. 1 Total potential energy of interaction, VT=VA +VR for

two interacting surfaces. The broken curves show the potential

energy of repulsion, VR, due to the electrical force whereas VA is

the van der Waals attraction. The full curve, VT, is obtained by

summing VR and VA.
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and acts to restore the equilibrium distribution of adsorbed

surfactant molecules. These stresses are commonly known

as Marangoni stresses and act to inhibit further drainage of

the film. Recent work in measuring film drainage has

shown this phenomenon is important in many cases where

liquid interfaces are involved.[33]

INTERACTIONS INVOLVING
DEFORMABLE INTERFACES

Indirect Measurements of the
Physicochemical Properties of
Deformable Interfaces

Techniques such as electrokinetic, light scattering, and

surface tension studies can be used to investigate the effect

of additives on the interactions between colloids in dis-

persions indirectly. Measurements of isolated properties,

such as contact angle, interfacial tension, and elec-

trophoretic mobility have been used in the past to estimate

the interaction forces between deformable interfaces.

Electrophoretic measurements

Electrophoresis is the study of the movement of particles

in response to an electric field. The electrophoretic

velocity of the particles can be used to calculate the z-

potential of the particle. Interfaces acquire surface charge

in aqueous environments through the dissociation of

surface groups and/or adsorption of ions from solution.

Electrostatic repulsive forces resulting from the interaction

between such charged surfaces are frequently responsible

for the stability of colloidal suspensions or emulsions as

they approach coagulation or coalescence.[34] It has long

been recognized that the z-potential, i.e., the electrostatic

potential measured at the shear plane of isolated surfaces

or particles, is a good indicator of the magnitude of the

electrostatic potential present at the interface.

Many attempts have been made over the last 100 years

to measure the electrical potential and charge at bubble

and emulsion interfaces under different conditions using

electrophoretic measurements. These involve measure-

ments of bubble and emulsion mobility using convention-

al electrophoresis[2,34–46] and, more recently, electro-

acoustic techniques.[47–50]

It has been widely reported that negative potentials

exist at the hydrocarbon–aqueous and air–aqueous inter-

faces in simple salt solutions or distilled water.[51–53] It

has been postulated for the case of electrolytes that neg-

ative adsorption of cations occurs, giving rise to a charge

separation. Preferential adsorption of OH� ions at such

interfaces has also been proposed as a mechanism for the

acquisition of a net negative surface charge.[54]

A major problem with these measurements on nonrigid

particles is that results are often affected by incidental

contamination by surface-active materials adsorbed at the

surface–aqueous solution interface.[35] Rigorously clean

conditions are required for electrophoretic experiments.[2]

Another problem arises in data interpretation. Classical

electrophoretic mobility theories require a well defined

slip boundary condition at the surface of a particle,

prohibiting both the two-dimensional motion of charge at

the interface and material circulation within the particle of

interest, all of which cannot be assumed to be true for

liquid particles. Most droplet electrophoresis studies in

the literature assume solid particle hydrodynamic proper-

ties and use the theory of Smoluchowski to interpret

the droplet shear surface potential, or z-potential. The

Smoluchowski result is reasonable in the limit of thin

double layers, but for oil droplets the assumption of solid

particle hydrodynamic behavior has not been justified by

independent measurements.[34,41–46] The O’Brien and

White theory is the accepted standard for relating

measured electrophoretic mobilities to the z-potentials

for solid particles up to 250 mV.[55] An extension of

O’Brien and White’s theory was made by Ohshima et

al.[42] to include the effects of internal hydrodynamic

circulation in a liquid particle. Baygents and Saville[44]

have also extended the Ohshima et al. theory for the

analysis of bubbles and droplets. Electrophoretic studies

of immiscible oil droplets therefore involve an added

complexity associated with droplet hydrodynamics. Re-

cently, using both the O’Brien and White[55] and Ohshima

et al.[42] theories, an independent determination of the

surface potential of the liquid interface was achieved,

using a combination of light scattering and surface tension

experiments, which permitted the unambiguous determi-

nation of the z-potential of liquid droplets in the presence

of surfactant.[53] It was found for the system characterized

that the z-potentials had no obvious dependence on bulk

surfactant concentrations and that the surfactant-coated oil

droplets were also shown to behave like solid particles in

terms of their hydrodynamic mobility for all surfactant

concentrations studied.

Several other approaches including laser Doppler

anenometry and the spinning cylinder technique have

also been used for measuring the z-potential of a gas–

liquid interface.[37]

Contact angle measurements

Contact angle measurement remains a favored methodol-

ogy for assessing the interactions between liquid and solid

media.[56] From the contact angle between two droplets,

information about the relative depth of the interaction

potential can also be obtained.
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Using calculations of surface free energies derived

from the Young–Dupré equation, various researchers have

also attempted to develop theoretical techniques for

describing the macroscopic contact angle in terms of the

long-range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions

implicit in DLVO theory. Klahn et al.[57] have extended

this by developing analytical expressions for the nonre-

tarded London-van der Waals potential of two identical

flattened spheres and the existing force between them.

The results obtained extend the applicability of the

‘‘classical’’ Hamaker-type equations.

Chatelier et al.[58] presented a theoretical description

for the macroscopic contact angle of a solid / vapor /

aqueous solution interface when the solid surface is

ionizable and relatively hydrophobic. The contact angle is

related to the free energy of formation of the ionizable

surface in aqueous solution. Therefore, the theoretical

approach takes into account the electrostatic free energy of

charging the surface and the change in the free energy

associated with the acid–base reactions of the surface sites.

Scattering techniques

Colloidal particles and aggregates in a fluid can diffract

light under conditions where the wavelength of the light

is comparable to the size of the particles. Hence, opti-

cal techniques such as light scattering, neutron scattering,

and X-ray diffraction can be used to characterize the

size and structure of colloidal dispersions. Several studies

have probed emulsions using static and dynamic light

scattering.[59–72] Theoretical studies have also been

conducted.[73–75]

Direct Measurements of the Interactions of
Liquid/Deformable Interfaces

Thin film techniques

Thin liquid films are considered to be the basic structural

elements of foam and emulsion systems. The surface

forces that operate within them control the structure and

stability of emulsions and foams.[76] Consequently,

considerable effort has been invested in the study of thin

liquid films, with a view to elucidating the interactions

between the confining surfaces.[3] Thin film balance

techniques have been used to measure the forces for single

foam, emulsion, and solid–fluid films.[16,17,59,77–82] Inves-

tigations have focused primarily on the collapse of a drop

at a flat interface or the coalescence of two drops, because

results from single-drop experiments may be related to

emulsion stability in a qualitative fashion. Although many

theoretical and experimental investigations have been

carried out to recognize the factors that affect coalescence,

the phenomenon is not yet fully understood.[60,61] One of

the main reasons for this is that coalescence occurs at the

interfacial region, which often contains surface-active

agents. Surfactants and trace impurities have been shown

to have a significant effect on interfacial mobility and film

flow behavior.[3–8,19,62]

The simplest thin film experiment uses an apparatus

that allows a bubble or oil droplet to be manipulated near a

solid surface, such as that of a plane parallel film of an

aqueous solution confined between a solid and a deform-

able surface. The thickness of this film is monitored using

an interferometric technique.[33,63] The pressure inside

the bubble may be calculated from its dimensions. By

controlling bubble dimensions and/or the radius of the

plane parallel film, the pressure applied across the plane

parallel film (which balances the disjoining pressure

between the solid–liquid and air–liquid interface) is

varied. In this way, a disjoining pressure–film thickness

isotherm is defined.

Other refinements have been made to the thin film

apparatus.[64,65] In particular, the design of the liquid

surface forces apparatus (LSFA) is that of a thin capillary

in which a small oil droplet in an aqueous phase can be

moved in a controlled manner toward an oil–water

interface.[66,67] A feature of the LSFA is that disjoining

pressure isotherms may be determined for emulsion films

of a few micrometers radius (i.e., of similar dimensions to

the films formed by contact of two emulsion drops in a

bulk emulsion).[67] Theoretical models have been pro-

duced with the aim to account for the observations of film

stability and structure formation inside a liquid film

containing colloidal particles.[68–71]

DIRECT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Surface Force Measurement Techniques

The direct measurement of surface forces between solid

surfaces has been undertaken by measuring the force

between macroscopic solid interfaces as a function of their

separation. A large amount of data can be found in the

literature that describes the interaction between two solid

surfaces or particles dispersed in aqueous solution. These

data have generally been obtained using devices such as

the surface force apparatus (SFA) and the atomic force

microscope (AFM). The AFM has one significant advan-

tage over the SFA. It is not confined to studying optically

transparent surfaces that are molecularly smooth over a

large surface area. This application has enabled experi-

mentation on systems that are not accessible using the

SFA. Continuing development in atomic force microscopy

has subsequently allowed progression to solid–liquid and

solid–gas systems. The AFM is a useful tool for study-

ing surface interactions because of the ease by which
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force–separation information may be extracted.[72] AFM

force–distance curves are routinely used in several kinds of

measurements for the determination of elasticity,

Hamaker constants, surface charge densities, and degrees

of hydrophobicity. It is also possible to extract some

information about the adhesion between the tip and the

surface and the elasticity of the surface being probed.

Surfaces that are not rigid can easily be deformed by the

AFM tip and, consequently, the material properties of

such surfaces can be studied. In Fig. 2 a schematic of the

AFM is given and it demonstrates how the AFM is used to

determine forces of solid surfaces.

The core of the AFM is a cantilever with a micro-

fabricated tip that deflects when interacting with the

sample surface. As long as the sample can be mounted on

a piezoelectric scanning stage, the cantilever deflection

will reproduce the sample topography. A controller

regulates, collects, and processes the data and drives the

piezoelectric scanner. Because the AFM measures forces

between a tip and a sample surface it can be used to study

interactions between the tip (or a colloidal probe attached

to the tip, called the colloidal probe technique) and the

sample as a function of separation. Although the colloidal

probe technique of atomic force microscopy is now a

routine method for exploring interfacial phenomena

between two solid surfaces,[83,84] precise measurement

of such forces when one or both of the particles is

deformable, such as a liquid droplet, is more complex

because of interfacial fluidity and deformability.

Another technique that is becoming more commonly

used is total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM). TIRM

monitors Brownian fluctuations in elevations as small as

1 nm by measuring the scattering created from a single

sphere illuminated by an evanescent wave when the

sphere is levitated by colloidal forces such as electrostatic

double-layer repulsion near an interface.[85] TIRM[85,86]

can measure much smaller interactions than either the

SFA or the AFM. Forces as small as 10�13 N have been

measured to within a few percent of known values with

TIRM,[87] compared with 10�9 N with SFA[88] or 10�11 N

with AFM.[89] TIRM has no control over separation,

unlike the SFA and AFM.

Leal-Calderon et al.[90] developed a force measurement

technique that allows the determination of force vs.

distance between minute colloidal droplets. This tech-

nique requires the use of monodisperse oil–in–water

ferrofluid emulsions whose resultant droplets are para-

magnetic.[91] This technique uses the anisotropy of the

forces between magnetic dipoles, which causes particles

to form linear chains. At low particle volume fraction,

Fig. 2 Use of the atomic force microscope on solid surfaces. (From Ref. [30].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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well-separated linear chains with a thickness of one

particle and oriented parallel to the field direction are

produced. The repulsive forces between droplet interfaces

can be deduced once the dipolar magnetic interaction is

known. Variation of the intensity of the applied magnetic

field allows the full force–distance profile to be deter-

mined.[92]

Deformable interactions

Ducker et al.[83] and Butt[89] were the first to report the

attachment of a colloidal probe to a cantilever for probing

colloidal forces. The attachment of a colloidal probe to a

cantilever has meant that virtually any colloidal particle of

interest can be used with the benefit of measurements

being relatively fast and easy to perform. The first direct

measurements of particle–deformable interface interac-

tions were made subsequently by Butt.[93] He measured

forces between a silica particle attached to the AFM

cantilever and an air bubble anchored to the piezo-driven

stage in an aqueous environment. Similar experiments

with air bubbles have been reported.[94–100]

Preuss and Butt[96] determined the influence of an

anionic and a cationic surfactant on the force between

hydrophilic and hydrophobized 5-mm-diameter silica

particles and an air bubble. It was found that the force

between a hydrophobic particle and an air–water interface

becomes repulsive when surfactants are added to the

aqueous solution. The bubble repelled hydrophilic parti-

cles, although different behavior was observed depending

on the adsorption of the surfactant to the particle surface.

The measured forces were interpreted in terms of simple

surface forces, which, as discussed, is clearly not the case.

The first measurements of forces between a probe

particle and sessile oil drops submerged in water have

been reported by Mulvaney et al.[101] followed by Synder

et al.[102] Hartley et al.[103] Basu and Sharma,[104] and

Aston and Berg.[105,106]

Recently, however, new developments in microposi-

tioning and displacement detection have stimulated

renewed interest in the measurement of surface forces

operating between deformable interfaces, and have

allowed the first steps to be taken toward a comprehensive

understanding of the interactions responsible for their

equilibrium behavior.

Theoretical Analysis of Deformable Surfaces

In the case of identically charged materials interacting,

DLVO theory separates the total interaction into two

contributions: an attractive van der Waals interaction and

electrical double-layer repulsion. Importantly, the total

interaction free energy can be taken as the sum of these

two contributions. If the interacting surfaces have dissim-

ilar charges, the electrical double-layer contribution can

be either attractive or repulsive or can even change from

one to the other through charge regulation with changes in

separation. For force measurements made between a

sphere and a flat plate, the Derjaguin approximation is

used to relate the interaction energy per unit area between

parallel plates to the force between a sphere and flat plate.

Traditionally the deformation of elastic particles has

been described by the Hertz[107] and the Johnson, Kendall,

and Roberts (JKR)[108] theories. The Hertz theory assumes

only normal stresses and is used to predict the contact area

as a function of the applied load. The JKR theory has been

extended to include the effect of surface forces on contact

deformation, which results in the surfaces adhering when

in contact. It was predicted that the solids would separate

abruptly once a critical finite tensile load (the pull-off

force) was reached. Both approaches assume particles

interact only when in contact and ignore the extended

range of the interactions in real systems.

The Derjaguin, Muller, and Toporov (DMT)[109]

model, in contrast, assumes a Hertzian pressure distribu-

tion in the contact area and that the attractive forces

between the surfaces act over a finite range in a region just

outside the contact zone. It was predicted that the solids

would separate only when the contact area was reduced to

zero and the estimated pull-off force was larger than that

estimated by the JKR model.

Beyond these contact theories are the soft contact

approaches,[110–112] that take into account these extended

interactions, although they are also based on linear

elasticity. Recently, work has been conducted on devel-

oping theoretical models.[113–118] Experiments have been

performed to measure surface profiles at small separations

using both the SFA and AFM and comparing these results

with the classical models[119,120] and newer, more com-

plex models.[121] More recently, viscoelastic response in-

teraction forces between a spherical silica probe and a

cross-linked polydimethylsiloxane colloidal droplet have

been performed.[122–124]

The asymmetric nature of the interaction operating

between an air bubble and a particle is an added com-

plication of a deformable surface. Miklavcic et al.[125–128]

addressed the mathematical complexities associated with

such systems. The development of this theory has been

assisted by the work of Horn et al.[129] which involves the

measurement of surface and hydrodynamic forces be-

tween a flat mica surface and a mercury drop emerging

from a thin capillary. Surface forces can be detected due

to very small deformations of the drop (�1 nm). By

measuring the shape of the mercury drop, they were able

to deduce the force between the mica surface and the

drop, using a modification of the SFA, while the separa-

tion between the surface and the drop was measured using

an optical interference technique. Miklavcic et al.[125]
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found that deformation even at a microscopic scale

enhances the effective area of interaction and results

in a large difference in the measured force arising

from deformations.

Force Curve Analysis of AFM Experiments

The methodologies for the study of interactions between

nondeformable surfaces by AFM are well established, and

for well characterized systems, experimental results are in

good agreement with theoretical predictions.[20–22] Un-

fortunately, interpretation of AFM interparticle force

experiments is not straightforward when the surfaces

deform during interaction. This is because a liquid surface

is much more deformable than a solid surface and can

change shape dramatically in response to a surface force.

Because of such deformations, the surface shapes and

hence the effective interaction areas are not known a

priori, but will vary with surface separation. To fully

interpret the surface force measurements, knowledge of

the true separation between the solid–liquid interface is

required. This is a critical ingredient for developing an

understanding of the apparent interplay between interfa-

cial deformation and double-layer interactions observed in

these experiments.

Until recently, the interpretation of these measurements

required the additional assumption that the bubble or

droplet be treated as either elastic or a nondeformable

solid. For instance, the work of Ducker et al.[94] assumed

that the air bubble deforms in a linear manner in order to

estimate the separation between the two interfaces in

AFM force measurements. They treated the deformable

interface and cantilever as two springs in series, where the

measured stiffness Km is given by

1

Km

¼ 1

Ks

þ 1

Kint

ð2Þ

where Ks is the spring constant of the AFM cantilever and

the stiffness of the interface, Kint can be calculated, from

the slope of the measured force in the pseudolinear

regime (Eq. 3). Kint has been referred to as an effective

spring constant:

Kint ¼ Ks
Dh

Dc
� 1

� ��1

ð3Þ

The disadvantage of this method is that the bubble or

droplet is treated as either an elastic or a nondeformable

solid. A disadvantage with the AFM is that because of

surfaces deforming during interaction, it does not provide

an absolute measure of separation between the surfaces.

Upon interaction of a deformable colloid with either

another colloidal particle or a surface, deformation results

in additional variation of the surface separation and/or the

contact area, and it is inappropriate to describe the

interaction behavior in the same way as for rigid

colloids.[83,89,130,131]

The AFM measures force and separation, but not the

absolute separation between the colloidal probe and

sample. Instead, separations are calculated relative to a

hard wall contact. The accurate evaluation of the data

requires that a hard wall, referred to as the ‘‘constant

compliance’’ region, be reached. In this region, it is

assumed that the expansion of the piezo leads only to a

corresponding deflection of the cantilever, i.e., the

surfaces are in hard contact but are incompressible.

However, a problem, commonly referred to as ‘‘the zero

separation problem,’’ arises when either of the surfaces

under investigation are not rigid, as is true for surfaces

bearing polymers, surfactants, or biomolecules, or de-

formable surfaces such as air bubbles or oil droplets.

Hence, an absolute separation cannot be determined with

this type of analysis. Previously, the deformable system

has been analyzed by defining a zero ‘‘relative separa-

tion’’ at the point at which a deflection of the cantilever

was first observable. Hartley et al. defined zero to be when

the force divided by the radius (F/R) was equal to 0.01

mN/m.[103] Although this type of analysis allows com-

parison between experiments, no information about ab-

solute separation can be obtained. A theoretical model

was developed by Bhatt et al.[132] Although, they de-

veloped a way of comparing experiments to theoretical

predictions, they did not give a direct comparison between

theory and experimental data.

The true surface separation between the solid and the

deformable liquid interface needs to be determined, so

that the surface forces operating at liquid–liquid interfaces

can be quantitatively determined. Because this informa-

tion cannot be obtained from direct measurements, a

model is needed, which provides the determination of the

true separation between the solid–liquid interface as well

as provides an understanding of the interplay between

interfacial deformation and surface forces in the system. A

number of theoretical models have been recently pub-

lished.[118,125–128,132,133] A theoretical model that al-

lows the determination of the true separation between

the solid–liquid interface has been developed.[118,133] Chan

et al.[118] modeled the AFM measurement of forces be-

tween a solid colloidal particle probe and a deformable

liquid sessile drop on the piezo-driven stage. Independent

measurements of droplet surface potential, colloidal

probe surface potential, contact angle, interfacial tension,

and probe radius are needed as inputs into the interpretive

theory to provide a quantitative understanding of the

measured forces operating at liquid–liquid interfaces.

This theory provides the possible determination of the

true separation between the solid and the deformable

liquid interface. It provides the link between interfacial
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deformation and disjoining pressure due to electrical

double-layer and van der Waals interactions in contribut-

ing to the observed force in these experiments. From

this theory, it is possible to deduce a quantitative picture

of the deformation of the liquid interface as a function

of separation.

Recent results for SDS solutions have shown an

unambiguous determination of the absolute separation

between the particle probe and the droplet interface was

achieved if all physical parameters of the system were

known. The adsorption of SDS provides the droplet

interface with a surface potential of sufficiently high

magnitude to stabilize the particle–droplet system against

engulfment because of the ever-present attractive van der

Waals interactions. Under these circumstances, deforma-

tion of the droplet interface provides a mechanism to

increase the effective areas of repulsive interaction be-

tween the particle and the droplet, which stabilizes the

system against engulfment even at the highest forces that

can be applied in the AFM.[134] Fig. 3 shows a typical

result for the force vs. separation distance between a

colloid particle and a decane drop compared with the

theory of Chan et al.[118]

For electrolyte solutions, the surface potential of the

droplet interface was not known with precision. In these

cases, the model could not fully account for the inter-

actions observed. Factors such as hydrodynamics, rough-

ness, and Marangoni effects were considered, but did not

resolve the inconsistencies seen between the experimental

and theoretical data. A definitive resolution of this issue

will require accurate determinations of the surface poten-

tials of the decane–electrolyte interface in the absence of

added surfactant.[135] This theory allows the determination

of the true separation between the solid–liquid interface

and provides an understanding of the interplay between

interfacial deformation and surface forces in this system

and known material properties needed to calculate the

electrical double-layer and van der Waals interactions

with retardation and salt screening effects. The picture

that emerges has important implications in understanding

both emulsion stability and wetting phenomena.

CONCLUSION

Recent theoretical and experimental developments have

led to the first direct force measurements between a solid

colloidal particle and a deformable interface using the

atomic force microscope. This development is crucial to

the understanding of a range of phenomena associated

with emulsion stability, coalescence of drops, etc. This

article reviews developments in this area and describes

how developments in the interpretation of signals from the

atomic forces microscope can be interpreted as forces and

how this compares with other methods for determining

these forces.
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INTRODUCTION

The capability to control and manipulate structure and

properties of chemical, biological, and physical systems

at nanometer dimensions holds immense potential for

technological advancement. This promise of nanotech-

nology has spurred increasing investment into research at

the nanometer length scale in virtually every scientific

discipline. One of the hallmarks of nanoscience and

engineering research is the predominance of interfacial

phenomena, which occurs as a natural consequence of the

shrinking length scale. Examples of these phenomena

include molecular interactions at interfaces within chem-

ical or biological systems, behavior of complex fluids

such as polymers confined to an interface or between

surfaces, synthesis of tailored nanoparticles, and two-

dimensional nanostructures built by assembling nanoscale

building blocks. One of the central questions faced in the

studies of interfacial phenomena at the nanoscale is the

impact of the interplay between molecular structure,

forces, and organization. Here we discuss how this

interplay can result in an exquisite molecular selectivity

at a self-assembled surface, which in turn can form the

basis of innovative applications in separations, analysis,

and diagnostics.

MOLECULAR RECOGNITION
AT INTERFACES

In the last few years, molecular assemblies such as self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) and Langmuir–Blodgett

(LB) films have become a popular vehicle for the in-

vestigation of interfacial interactions. The phenomenon of

molecular recognition and association, in particular,

has been actively studied because of its relevance in im-

munoassays, sensing, and other applications based on

selective affinity of molecules to surfaces as well as its

significance to fundamental studies of supramolecular

interactions in well-defined geometries.[1–10] A number of

investigations have relied on SAMs of organosulfides on

gold because of the ease of preparation and the flexibility

in design of the chemical interface.[11,12] It has been

demonstrated that SAMs formed from alkanethiols and

thiolated ligands can bind metal ions, surfactants, and

volatile organic compounds.[8,13,14] Recent attention has

focused on SAMs formed from complex synthetic ‘‘host’’

receptors such as cyclodextrins[15–7] and calix[n]resorci-

inarenes.[18–25] These hosts contain a molecular cavity for

targeted recognition of ‘‘guest’’ molecules. A primary

challenge here has been to understand the role of

molecular organization, structure, and forces in the

guest–host recognition process and thereby to improve

the selectivity of surfaces for binding metal ions, sugars,

organic vapors, steroids, and apolar molecules.

Calix[4]resorcinarenes are macrocyclic host molecules

that possess a bowl-shaped molecular cavity formed by

four resorcinol units (Fig. 1). These cyclic tetramers are

prepared by acid-catalyzed condensation of resorcinol and

aldehydes.[26,27] In pioneering work, Aoyama et al. dem-

onstrated that calix[4]resorcinarenes could trap various

guest molecules such as sugars in aqueous solutions

within the bowl-shaped cavity.[28–35] The trapping was

driven by either p-acid/base interactions or by cooperative

hydrogen-bonding interactions between the guest and the

host molecules.

Thoden van Velzen et al.[36] extended the strategy to

self-assembled surfaces. Calix[4]resorcinarenes were

modified with dialkyl sulfides that undergo physisorption

on gold surfaces.[37,38] The tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinar-

ene host had a cavity that was made rigid by bridging the

oxygen atoms of neighboring aromatic rings (Fig. 1a).

One of the first studies reported selective recognition

of tetrachloroethylene from the gas phase.[39] However,

similar selectivity of organic vapors by amorphous poly-

mer films demonstrated that general dispersion inter-

actions rather than specific interactions heavily influence

recognition from vapor phase.[40] In contrast, more recent

studies have shown that specific recognition of steroids

or other neutral molecules occurs readily from aqueous

solutions on SAMs of oxygen-bridged tetrasulfide calix

[4]resorcinarene.[22,41]

We and others have also reported recognition by self-

assembled surfaces wherein calix[4]resorcinarenes were

modified with alkylthiols (Fig. 1b) that strongly chemi-

sorb onto gold.[18–21] Recent studies have demonstrated

that self-assembled surfaces of tetrathiol calix[4]resorci-

narene (Fig. 1b) discriminate between guest molecules

that differ slightly in their molecular structure as well as

between structural isomers.[18,42] These studies have
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established that small differences in the chemical structure

of the guest molecules are important and that recognition

of the guest is driven by a combination of factors such as

hydrogen-bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and steric

match. Furthermore, the structure of the host molecule and

the organization of the self-assembled monolayer strongly

influence the association of neutral molecules in aqueous

solutions.[19] Results from these studies illustrate the

critical relationships between molecular organization of

the monolayer, the forces that drive molecular recogni-

tion, and the structure of the guest and the host molecules.

CHEMICAL SELECTIVITY OF SURFACES:
SOME REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS

Role of Molecular Structure and
Molecular Interactions

In Fig. 2, we show the experimental results from Faull and

Gupta[18] that illustrate the role of molecular structure and

the forces in guest–host association properties of SAMs

formed from tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene. The three

guest molecules possess slight differences in the pendant

group—butyrolactone (BL), hydroxy-g-butyrolactone

(HBL), and pantoylactone (PL) (Fig. 2a). Surface plasmon

resonance (SPR) and polarization-modulation infrared

reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) were

used to investigate the recognition of guest molecules

from aqueous solutions by the SAMs. In SPR (Fig. 2b),

total internal reflection of an incident beam of light

occurs. An exponentially decaying evanescent optical

field probes the solid–liquid interface and resonates with

the plasmon surface polariton on the metallic at the SPR

angle (qp). The association at the surface was monitored

by measuring the change in the SPR angle (Dq) as the

solution of the guest molecule was pumped over a gold

film supporting the self-assembled monolayer.

The typical evolution of the SPR angle [Dq(t)] when a

SAM formed from the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene

host was placed in contact with an aqueous solution of a-

HBL and BL is shown in Fig. 2c. A rapid rise was

observed for Dq in the case of a-HBL indicating fast

association with the surface, but no recognition of BL was

observed. Thus the surface selectively interacts with HBL.

Fig. 2c shows that for a-HBL, the maximum change in Dq
is reached within 1000 sec. Experiments with multiple

sample surfaces reveal that typically, Dqmax lies between

0.06� and 0.08�. In Fig. 2c, it is observed that upon

switching the flow to pure water, Dqmax dropped by

approximately 0.02� and then stabilized, indicating that

only some of the a-HBL is washed away with pure water.

Rinsing the surface with a few milliliters of pure ethanol,

on the other hand, readily removes all of the HBL. When

the rinsed surface is again placed in contact with a

solution of HBL, the shift in the SPR angle is reproduced

indicating that a self-assembled surface with the host

receptor can be used for multiple recognition steps. Fitting

of the reflectivity curve using the optical model gives a

thickness of �4 Å for the HBL layer and indicates that

multilayering of the guest adsorbate is largely absent.
The SPR results in Fig. 2c show an interesting contrast

with the reports on guest–host association on the more

rigid, tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene with O-bridged

aromatic cavity (Fig. 1a). Friggeri et al.[22,41] and Schier-

baum et al.[39] have reported that association of guest

molecules such as benzoic acid and its derivatives occurs

in a few seconds, which is significantly faster than the

results on the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene. Further-

more, a-HBL associated with a SAM formed from

the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene cannot be completely

rinsed using water, but the association of benzoic acid

derivatives with the tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene

was reported to be reversed by washing with water. The

absence of measurable association between BL and sur-

faces formed from tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene sug-

gests that hydrogen-bonding interactions as a result of

the hydroxyl (OH) pendant group on the a-HBL play an

important role in guest–host recognition at these surfaces.

The importance of hydrogen bonding agrees with con-

clusions by Friggeri et al. based on the association of

benzoic acid derivatives with various tetrasulfide calix[4]-

resorcinarene. The association of a-HBL reported here

with tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene is plausibly enhanced

by the presence of hydroxyl groups on the rim of the

macrocylic cavity.
To gain insight into the orientation of the a-HBL

associated with the surface, PM-IRRAS was used to

characterize the surface before and after association.

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of calix[4]resorcinarene host

molecules. (a) Tetrasulfide host where the aromatic rings are

covalently bound by oxygen bridges and the dialkyl sulfide

chains are similar in length; (b) tetrathiol host where the

macrocyclic cavity is not oxygen-bridged.
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After 1200 sec of contact with an aqueous 1-mM so-

lution of a-HBL, a large positive peak at �1744 cm�1

and a weaker peak at 1125 cm�1 were observed. The

peak at �1744 cm�1 can be assigned to the carbonyl,

C O, bond in a-HBL. Comparison with a spectrum of a

cast film of a-HBL on gold shows that the peak at

1125 cm�1 in the surface may be a result of the

C C( O) O bond stretch in a-HBL.[43] Because the

frequencies corresponding to both the C O bond and the

C C( O) O bond can be discerned in the IR spectra,

it can be inferred that the HBL molecule is oriented such

that the transition moments of these two bonds have

components along the normal to the surface. The lack of a

peak in the 1100–1300 cm�1 region, where typically the

C O H bend vibration would be observed, indicates

that C O H absorption is either quite weak or has a

large component parallel to the surface. Fig. 2d shows

the associated complex that conforms with the IR results

and shows the potential hydrogen bond between the OH

group of a-HBL and the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene.

A Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) model of Fig. 2d shows

that there is a close steric match between the guest and the

host. Interestingly, this model of the association predicts

that the a-HBL projects out by a distance of approxi-

mately 3.5 Å, which matches quite well with the

estimated thickness from SPR.

As a control experiment, a surface formed by the self-

assembly of HO(CH2)11SH was used to test the interac-

tion of a-HBL with a hydrophilic surface. No measurable

shift is observed in the SPR angle suggesting that the

hydrophobic interactions contribute to the guest–host

recognition by tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene. To further

test the recognition capability of the SAMs formed from

host surface, pantoylactone (PL) was used as a guest

molecule. The guest molecule PL possesses a pendant

hydroxyl (OH) group and two pendant methyl (CH3)

groups (Fig. 2a). No measurable shift in the SPR angle

was observed when an aqueous solution of PL was

brought in contact with the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinar-

ene surface. The absence of interaction of PL with the

surface formed from tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene sur-

face can be interpreted in light of the schematic illustrated

 

  

 

Fig. 2 (a) Chemical structures of the guest molecules BL, a-HBL and b-HBL, and PL. (b) Schematic of the SPR arrangement. (c) Shift

in SPR angle caused by adsorption from 1 mM a-HBL (circles) and BL (squares) solutions on a monolayer formed from tetrathiol

calix[4]resorcinarene. Pure water flows through at t<0 and the adsorbate solution is injected at t=0. The arrow indicates a rinse with

pure water. (d) Schematic of the complex formed between a-HBL and the macrocyclic cavity. For clarity, only the macrocyclic cavity is

shown. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.
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in Fig. 2d. Unlike a-HBL, hydrogen-bonding interaction

between tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene and the hydroxyl

moiety in PL is not possible as the pendant methyl groups

pose a large steric hindrance.

It has been demonstrated recently that the balance bet-

ween various forces contributing to the recognition of

guest molecules by SAMs formed from tetrathiol calix[4]-

resorcinarene can be exploited to selectively discriminate

between two structural isomers.[18,42] Fig. 3 shows that in

contrast to the positive Dq observed with a-HBL, no shift

in the SPR angle is observed when a solution of b-HBL is

placed in contact with the surface formed from tetrathiol

calix[4]resorcinarene. Like pantoylactone, hydrogen-

bonding interactions between the hydroxyl group of b-

HBL with the tetrathiol-calix are hindered, plausibly, be-

cause the oxygen atom in the C O group precludes a

steric match with the macrocyclic cavity.

Faull and Gupta[42] have also demonstrated that the

chemical selectivity of SAMs of host molecules such as

calix[4]resorcinarenes extends to isomers of several

different guest molecules besides those discussed above.

By using structural isomers of guest molecules such as

bipyridine and nitrophenol that are multidentate hydrogen

bond acceptors, it has been shown that geometric match

between guest and host molecules is an integral aspect of

the recognition phenomena. Results from SPR and PM-

IRRAS experiments highlight the interplay between steric

size and forces such as hydrogen-bonding and hydropho-

bic interactions. These experimental studies also highlight

the value of molecular modeling studies of the interaction

between groups such as hydroxyl (OH), nitro (NO2), and

pyridine nitrogen of guest molecules and hydroxyl groups

of host surfaces and the molecular orientations of the

guest that favor these interactions. In other experiments[42]

on competitive and sequential adsorption of guest mole-

cules such a-HBL and 4,4’-bipyridine, it has been shown

that the guests compete for the same binding sites on the

surface and the interplay between steric size and molec-

ular forces underlies the preferential selectivity of one

guest molecule over another. Such studies promise

valuable insights into the fundamentals of the interfacial

recognition phenomena and tailoring of surfaces to exploit

the phenomena in novel applications.

Interplay Between Molecular Organization
and Molecular Interactions

While the discussion in the previous section points to the

impact of guest structure and molecular forces in the

interfacial recognition process at nanometer length scales,

the molecular organization of a monolayer is known to be a

sensitive function of the chemical and physical structure of

the molecules that form the monolayers and therefore can

be expected to play an important role in the molecular

association. This has been illustrated recently in studies[19]

on comparative studies of guest–host recognition on SAMs

formed by two different host molecules—thiol-derivatized

and dialkyl-sulfide-derivatized calix[4]resorcinarene

molecules that possess similar head groups (Fig. 4a).

The impact of the host structure on the monolayer

structure is clearly observed in Fig. 4b, which shows PM-

IRRAS spectra of self-assembled monolayers formed

from the two host molecules. For comparison, SAMs

formed from hexadecanethiol [CH3(CH2)15SH] and octa-

nethiol [CH3(CH2)7SH] are also shown. Both tetrathiol

calix[4]resorcinarene and tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinar-

ene show peaks corresponding to the stretching modes of

methylene (–CH2) groups at nas=2929–2930 cm�1 and at

ns=2856 cm�1. For the tetrathiol derivative, no peaks are

observed at frequencies corresponding to the methyl

stretch (near 2936, 2964, and 2877 cm�1) because the

molecule does not contain methyl groups (Fig. 4a). In

comparison, the spectrum of tetrasulfide shows a broad

shoulder at nas=2962 cm�1, which corresponds to the

asymmetric stretch of the methyl (–CH3) group. This is

consistent with the presence of the methyl on the dialkyl

sulfide tether (Fig. 4b).

Comparison of the PM-IRRAS spectra of the

calix[4]resorcinarene hosts and the reference spectra of

monolayer formed from CH3(CH2)15SH highlights the

differences in molecular organization of these mono-

layers. In the two SAMs formed from the calix[4]resor-

cinarene hosts, the asymmetric stretch of the –CH2

groups is observed at a higher wave number than in a

monolayer of CH3(CH2)15SH (2929–2930 cm�1 vs.

Fig. 3 Shift in SPR angle during adsorption of a-HBL and b-

HBL on a monolayer formed from tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinar-

ene. The curves are offset such that pure water is flowing

through the cell at t<0 and the solution of adsorbate is injected

at t=0. The arrow indicates the time at which the surface was

rinsed with pure water after HBL adsorption. Sparse markers

have been used for clarity (every third point is shown).
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2918 cm�1). A similar shift toward higher wave num-

bers is also observed in the symmetric –CH2 peak (2856

cm�1 vs. 2850 cm�1). These shifts indicate that the

alkyl chains in the SAMs formed from both macrocyclic

hosts possess more gauche conformations and less order.

Previous reports by Reinhoudt et al. on O-bridged, di-

alkyl sulfide SAMs of calix[4]resorcinarene have also

shown that SAMs formed from these bulky macrocy-

clic hosts lack the well-ordered nature of simple, long-

chain alkanethiols.

Fig. 4b shows that the peak positions for –CH2 ab-

sorption occur at comparable frequencies for the tetrathiol

calix[4]resorcinarene and tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinar-

ene, which indicates that the degree of conformational

ordering within these two types of monolayers is similar.

In previous studies, Thoden van Velzen et al.[24] report-

ed an asymmetric –CH2 peak absorption near 2925–2927

cm�1 for monolayers formed from O-bridged, calix

[4]resorcinarene molecules with dialkyl sulfide tethers

(Fig. 1a). Thoden van Velzen et al. estimated the cross-

sectional area of a calix[4]resorcinarene head group as

�140 Å2 and speculated that because four alkylthiol

chains with an area �4�20 Å2 do not fill the void space

beneath the macrocyclic cavity, a host with eight dialkyl

sulfide is necessary to form monolayers with higher order.

In later studies, Schoenherr et al.[44] used a computational

model to correct the head group cross-sectional area of the

host shown in Fig. 1a to �117 Å2. Results in Fig. 4b

indicate that increasing the number of alkyl tethers from

tetrathiol to tetrasulfide does not necessarily enhance the

order. Molecular modeling results show that the cross-

sectional area of the calix[4]resorcinarene head group in

Fig. 4a is �85–95 Å2, which suggests that the four

alkylthiol chains instead of the dialkyl sulfide chains

provide a better fit to the head group size.[19] These

simple geometric arguments alone indicate that the

tetrasulfide host should occupy a larger area per molecule

and will consequently have a lower density than tetrathiol

derivative. The IR spectra support the impact of host

structure on the organization of the monolayers as they

show comparable intensity for the asymmetric –CH2

(2929–2930 cm�1) peak in both hosts. Because the

absorption as a result of –CH2 groups remains the same

despite the increase in the number of methylene moieties,

the spectra indicate that the density of tetrasulfide

calix[4]resorcinarene within the monolayers is smaller

than tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene. A schematic illus-

tration of the monolayers is shown in Fig. 5a.

The changes in the monolayer structure illustrated in

Fig. 5a are manifested in interfacial wettability and film

thickness measurements. The thickness of the monolayer

of tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene was found to be 21 Å

(±1 Å), while self-assembled monolayers formed from

tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene were determined to be

13 Å (±1 Å) by SPR, which indicates that the dialkyl

sulfide chains do not fold neatly beneath the calix[4]re-

sorcinarene head group. The SAMs formed from tetra-

sulfide calix[4]resorcinarene also show a slightly greater

hydrophobic nature (larger advancing contact angles) as

well as a higher receding angle. This difference in

hydrophobic nature can, in turn, be expected to impact

the molecular forces at play in the guest–host recognition.

A typical temporal evolution of the SPR angle [Dqp(t)],

when SAMs formed from the two hosts were placed in

contact with an aqueous solution of a-HBL, is shown

in Fig. 5b. Both surfaces show a rapid rise in Dqp indica-

ting fast association of a-HBL with the self-assembled

surfaces. The magnitude of the maximum shift (Dqmax)

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Chemical structures of calix[4]resorcinarene host

molecules modified with 4 alkylthiol or dialkyl sulfide anchors.

(b) PM-IRRAS spectra of monolayers formed from (i) tetra-

sulfide calix[4]resorcinarene, (ii) tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinar-

ene, (iii) CH3(CH2)15SH, and (iv) CH3(CH2)7SH on gold in the

spectral region 3100–2700 cm�1.
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is �0.1–0.12�, which indicates the molecular dimension

of the adsorbed layer (�3–5 Å). Subsequent water rinse

causes a slight decrease in Dqmax but does not wash out

the a-HBL. Interestingly, the interaction of a-HBL with

a SAM formed from tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene

shows that the time scale of the rise in Dqp and the

magnitude of the angular shift are comparable to tetrathiol

calix[4]resorcinarene. The orientation of the a-HBL as-

sociated with the two surfaces can be probed by using

PM-IRRAS to characterize each surface before and after

association. The spectra of both surfaces show a large

positive peak at �1744 cm�1 as a result of the carbonyl,

C O, bond in HBL and weaker peaks at 1260 and 1125

cm�1 as a result of the C C( O) O bond stretch

in HBL. The orientation of the HBL molecule and its

association with the calix[4]resorcinarene cavity follows

the schematic shown in Fig. 2d.

Differences in the structure and monolayer organiza-

tion between the tetrasulfide and tetrathiol hosts do not

show significant effects in SPR and IR measurements

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of monolayers formed from tetrasulfide (a) and tetrathiol (b) calix[4]resorcinarene hosts. (c) Shift in

SPR angle (Dqp) caused by adsorption from a 1-mM aqueous solution of HBL on monolayers formed from tetrasulfide calix[4]-

resorcinarene (dotted curve) and tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene (solid curve). The arrow indicates the time at which the surface was

rinsed with pure water.
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on the molecular association with a-HBL. Because the

thermodynamic affinity of a-HBL to the surface is a

sensitive function of the forces driving the interaction, and

because the SAMs formed from the two hosts differ in

their hydrophobic nature and molecular organization, the

association of a-HBL was measured as a function of

its bulk concentration in solution. Fig. 6 shows a plot of

the shift in Dqp observed for a-HBL concentration vary-

ing between 0.01 and 10 mM. Both surfaces show a

Langmuir-type behavior with saturation of the response at

high concentration. This behavior is in stark contrast

to the measurements reported by Friggeri et al.[22] for

SAMs formed from the O-bridged calix[4]resorcinarene

host (Fig. 1a). Friggeri et al. reported that Dqp for a guest

molecule such as benzoic acid increased linearly with

bulk concentration, which was interpreted to result from

physisorption and formation of multilayers of the guest.

The experimental data in Fig. 6 were fit to the equation

derived from a Langmuir isotherm, and regression anal-

ysis gives Dqsat=0.166±0.006 and DG�ads=�4.6±0.5

kcal/mol for the association with the tetrasulfide calix[4]-

resorcinarene surface and Dqsat=0.1±0.002 and DG�ads=

�5.2±0.6 kcal/mol for the tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene

surface. Comparison of this complexation energy with

measurements in bulk solution will be important to

understand how preorganization of host molecules on a

surface and conformational mobility influence the phe-

nomena of guest–host recognition. The estimates sug-

gest that the difference in the energy of association

is comparable to thermal energy and the saturation

capacity of the surface formed from tetrasulfide calix[4]-

resorcinarene surface is larger than tetrathiol calix[4]-

resorcinarene surface.

Because the structural characterization strongly

indicated that there are fewer tetrasulfide calix[4]resor-

cinarene surface molecules per unit area compared with

tetrathiol derivative, the above result suggests that the

guest a-HBL molecules come in contact with binding

sites other than the macrocyclic cavity on self-assembled

surfaces of tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene. The sche-

matic structure shown in Fig. 5a indicates that interstitial

cavities can exist within the monolayers because of the

incommensurate packing of dialkyl sulfide chains below

the calix[4]resorcinarene head group. The interstitial

cavities are similar to the macrocyclic cavity of the

calix[4]resorcinarene head group with, plausibly, some

difference in the steric structure as well as the hydropho-

bic character. Previous studies on both self-assembled

monolayers and Langmuir films have demonstrated that

steric traps (similar to the interstitial cavities in SAMs of

tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene) can cause molecular

recognition.[8,45,46] It is therefore reasonable to expect that

intercalation of HBL is possible within these interstitial

cavities. Faull and Gupta[19] have shown that the

intercalation of guest molecules has important conse-

quences when multiple adsorption–desorption is per-

formed using the self-assembled surfaces. Whereas HBL

bound to the SAMs formed from tetrathiol derivative

could be almost completely desorbed into an organic

solvent, the binding to the tetrasulfide surface was largely

irreversible. Multiple adsorption cycles revealed that the

ratio of reversibly associating HBL molecules is 25–30%

for SAMs formed from tetrasulfide calix[4]resorcinarene

relative to over 95% for tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene.

Thus the interstitial trapping on the SAMs of the tetra-

sulfide host results in complexation that is relatively

strong in comparison to the host–guest complexation

within the macrocyclic cavity.

CONCLUSION

Incorporation of synthetic receptors such as calix[4]-

resorcinarene within molecular assemblies of Langmuir

or Langmuir–Blodgett films, self-assembled monolayers,

and lipid bilayers is a useful route to promote selective

molecular association in a manner that is analogous to

enzymatic recognition. The phenomenon of molecular

recognition and association plays a critical role in im-

munoassays, sensing, and other applications based on

selective affinity of molecules to surfaces. The results

reviewed here demonstrate that the SAMs formed from

hosts such as calix[4]resorcinarene provide a unique en-

vironment to study the relationships between molecular

structure, organization, and forces that drive intermolec-

ular association at the solid–liquid interface.

 

Fig. 6 Magnitude of the shift in SPR angle (Dqp) for adsorption

of HBL from aqueous solutions of different bulk concentration

(C) onto self-assembled surfaces of tetrasulfide calix[4]resorci-

narene (squares) and tetrathiol calix[4]resorcinarene (circles).

Dashed lines are drawn as a guide to the eye.
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The experiment highlights several promising directions

for future studies on the interfacial phenomenon of

molecular recognition. The interplay between the host

structure and the molecular organization of the self-

assembled surface and its impact on the trapping of

molecules suggests that tailoring of the terminal func-

tionality of the dialkyl sulfide derivatives can be used to

manipulate the molecular forces at play in the interstitial

trapping. It is also clear that the capability to prepare

surfaces of these complex synthetic hosts and their use in

targeted recognition of organic molecules can now be

greatly expanded to systems such as chiral calix[4]resor-

cinarene hosts for enantiomeric selectivity and ionized

calix[4]resorcinarene assemblies for recognition of cat-

ionic analytes. Concurrently, the experimental results

indicate that more definitive insights into the molecular

association process also require direct measurement of the

monolayer structure and the binding of the guest molecule

to the surface. Future studies that employ methods such as

scanning probe microscopy (STM and AFM) for molec-

ular imaging of the self-assembled surfaces and the guest–

host interactions will be highly instructive. Finally, an

inevitable consequence of the nanometer length scale

of guest–host recognition at interfaces is that the experi-

ments need to be supplemented by computational model-

ing and visualization to fully elucidate the complex

molecular interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of colloidal particles into disordered

structures or highly ordered superlattices can be achieved

in different ways. Hydrodynamic forces during controlled

drying allow control over the deposition process[1,2] by

varying the solvent vapor pressure[3] and temperature, or,

more physically, by structuring the substrate.[4] Impressive

results have been obtained, for example, with nanocolloidal

magnetic particles.[5,6] In addition, the application of elec-

tric and magnetic fields during drying leads to mod-

ifications of the deposited structures.[7–12]

To study deposition processes without the influence of

hydrodynamic interactions, colloidal superstructures need

to be formed prior to evaporation of the solvent. One way

to achieve this is by chemical modification of the substrate

to induce a specific affinity for the colloidal particles. For

a number of different particles, chemical modifications by

using either polymers, amino-functionalized and thiol-

functionalized monolayers, or even DNA have been

described.[13–21] For example, for gold nanocrystals, there

is a strong attractive electrostatic interaction between

positively charged NH2 groups on the derivatized sub-

strate and negatively charged citrate groups on the surface

of the suspended gold particles.[2,13,15,19,22,23]

The high surface affinity and the resulting strong

bonding of the deposited gold particles to the surface

give rise to negligible surface mobility and sticking

probability of one. Deposition processes governed by

these characteristics can be adequately described as a

random sequential adsorption (RSA) process.[24–33] In

RSA simulations, the adsorbing particles are treated as

‘‘hard’’ disks, which are randomly placed on a planar

surface. Placement of such a disk is only successful

when it does not overlap with any other previously de-

posited disks. The maximum particle density after an

RSA event is markedly lower than that of a hexagonal

close-packed monolayer of spherical particles. The satu-

ration coverage has been determined from extensive nu-

merical calculations and is equal to the jamming limit

qjam=54.7%.[24,26–30,32] However, strong repulsive inter-

actions, for example, because of electrostatic forces, can

lead to a considerably lower maximum attainable cov-

erage,[24,25,28–32] in agreement with the Derjaguin-Lan-

dau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory.[34,35] This will

be described in more detail in ‘‘Electrostatic Interactions

in Particle Deposition.’’

In previous work, many investigations into the impor-

tance of electrostatic interactions in colloid deposition

processes have been described based on results using large

particles (diameter >100 nm). In this paper, we use

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to study ex situ the

deposition of colloidal gold nanocrystals (�13 nm) on

Si/SiO2 substrates, derivatized with aminopropyltriethox-

ysilane (APTES). Spatial distributions after saturation of

the deposition experiments are analyzed in terms of radial

distribution functions, and indicate that the interparticle

distance is tunable by varying the ionic strength. The

results are shown to be in good quantitative agreement

with other experiments on markedly larger particles.

ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTIONS
IN PARTICLE DEPOSITION

Electrostatic interactions play a dominant role in the field

of colloid science.[35,36] One of the most prominent

examples is that of charge-stabilized colloidal systems.[34]

Generally, the surface charge of particles suspended in a

liquid gives rise to a double layer of countercharge

surrounding the particle. This is schematically illustrated

in Fig. 1. Overlap of the double layers of neighboring

particles is energetically unfavorable, leading to a repul-

sion of the suspended colloids and thus to a stable sus-

pension. Variation of the ionic strength allows tuning of

this double-layer interaction; a higher ionic strength is

accompanied by a more effective screening of the surface

charge and thus a thinner double layer. The spatial extent

of the repulsive interaction, as described by the DLVO
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theory, is related to the Debye screening length k�1. The

Debye screening parameter k is given by:[34–36]

k2 ¼
e2
P

i

niz
2
i

ee0kT
ð1Þ

where ni and zi are the number density and valence of ions

i, respectively; and e, k, T, and ee0 are the elementary

charge, Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, and

dielectric permittivity of the electrolyte, respectively.

Recently, the tunability of the repulsive interaction

because of double-layer overlap, in combination with an

externally applied potential, has been elegantly used to

control the crystallographic structure of colloidal super-

structures.[37]

The stabilization of colloidal suspensions is often

governed by electrostatic repulsive interactions, whereas

attractive electrostatic forces between colloids and the

substrate can be employed to control the deposition of

particles.[2,14,16,22,25,32,33] In this work, we investigate the

adsorption of negatively charged nanocolloidal gold

particles on positively charged APTES-derivatized silicon

surfaces.[38] However, attractive interactions have been

used in systems of a very different nature to control the

deposition and the resulting morphology. Examples

including proteins[30,39] and bacteria,[40] and the self-

organization of charge-bidisperse mixtures of colloidal

particles have been studied.[41–43] Furthermore, the ad-

sorption of polyelectrolytes onto surfaces,[16,44–46] both in

a single layer and layer-by-layer self-assembly, is also

governed by electrostatic interactions arising from nega-

tively charged polyanions and positively charged polycat-

ions. Similarly, combinations of colloidal particles and

polyelectrolytes have been used to controllably grow

polymer/nanoparticle multilayer films.[15,16,20,21,23] In

addition, the roughness of polyelectrolyte films has been

shown to depend on the ionic strength.[45] With increasing

salt concentration, the polymers go through a transition

from an extended conformation, because of repulsive

interactions between charged groups on the chain, to a

more compact form.

As mentioned in the ‘‘Introduction,’’ deposition pro-

cesses governed by strong attractive interactions between

particles and substrates are generally characterized by

large sticking probability and low lateral surface mobility.

These systems have been adequately described in terms of

RSA,[25–33] in which the adsorbing particles are treated as

‘‘hard’’ disks. The maximum saturation coverage in the

RSA model amounts to qjam=54.7%.[24,26–30,32] Markedly

different results have been obtained in experimental

studies on the deposition of charge-stabilized colloidal

particles. The maximum attainable coverage is consid-

erably lower than the aforementioned jamming lim-

it,[2,14,16,19,25–32,38] which can be understood by

considering the interparticle repulsion in suspension.

This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, where uni-

versal coverage curves are plotted as a function of the

effective screening parameter ka, where k is the Debye

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the double layer formed

near the surface of a charged (colloidal) particle because of

accumulation of countercharge. Assuming a constant surface

potential, the spatial extent of the double layer is smaller for

higher ionic strengths. This is indicated by the schematic graph

of the potential c as a function of distance from the particle

surface, for two concentrations with C2 >C1. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the coverage as a function

of the screening parameter ka. The dash–dotted line represents

the jamming limit for random sequential adsorption. The solid

and dashed lines show the variation of the coverage with varying

double-layer thickness and surface potential. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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screening parameter as given by Eq. 1 and a is the

particle radius. On the right in Fig. 2, the coverage

approaches the jamming limit qjam at ka�1, which cor-

responds to ‘‘hard,’’ noninteracting spheres with a

Debye screening length much smaller than the particle

radius a. For low ionic strengths and/or relatively small

particles (small ka; left in Fig. 2), the interparticle

repulsion in suspension dominates and the maximum

coverage is well below the jamming limit. The concept

of RSA is still applicable, but the colloidal particles,

with their electric double layer, are best treated as spheres

with an effective radius aeff markedly larger than their

actual size a. The maximum attainable surface coverage

qmax, in relation to the jamming limit qjam, is described by:

ysat ¼ yjam
a

aeff

� �2

ð2Þ

The effective radius aeff = a+Da not only depends on the

ionic strength, but also on the particle surface potential cp.

For low surface potentials, the effective enlargement Da

of the radius is much smaller than for high surface

potentials. This results in a shift of the saturation coverage

curve to larger ka values, as indicated in Fig. 2. In fact, a

comparison of calculations to the measured saturation

coverage values allows a rough determination of the par-

ticle surface potential.

SYNTHESIS AND IRREVERSIBLE
ADSORPTION OF GOLD NANOCRYSTALS

Synthesis of Nanocolloidal Gold Suspension

Colloidal suspensions of gold nanocrystals are prepared

by standard citrate reduction.[22,47] In a typical synthesis,

250 mL of a 1-mM HAuCl4 aqueous solution is heated to

100�C under refluxing conditions. Under vigorous stir-

ring, 25 mL of a 38.8-mM sodium citrate solution is

rapidly added. This results in color changes of the

originally yellow solution to transparent, to dark blue/

gray, and, finally, after approximately 2 min, to burgundy

red, which marks the end of the reaction. For 15–20 min,

the reaction vessel is kept at 100�C. Subsequently, it is

cooled to room temperature, still stirring continuously.

Based on their size and the initial gold concentration,

the nanocrystal density in the as-prepared suspension is

estimated to be 7.70�1018 m�3. The ionic strength of the

as-prepared colloidal solution is estimated based on the

composition of the initial reactants, and by taking into

account the pH (�5) of the solution. In this way, we

obtain an ionic strength I = 0.5Si zi
2ci = 15.8 mM, where

the summation is over all ions i in solution, with zi and ci

as their valence and concentration, respectively. The ionic

strength is varied by adding NaCl to the suspension.

All chemicals are used as-received, without any further

purification. Sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7, 99%) and

hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HauCl4, 99.999%) are from

Aldrich; all other chemicals are ‘‘for-analysis’’ grade

from Merck. Aqueous solutions are prepared with water

purified in a Milli-Q system (18.2 MO cm).

Gold Nanocrystal Size Distribution

Several methods have been employed to characterize the

size distribution of the gold nanocrystals. The diameter

distribution, as determined by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) measurements, is shown in Fig. 3.

The distribution exhibits a peak at diameters of 2a=12.5–

13.0 nm. In agreement with this, a Gaussian fit yields an

average particle size of 12.7 nm (i.e., a radius a=6.4 nm),

with a standard deviation s=1.05 nm, which corresponds

to a polydispersity of approximately 8%. The TEM results

also show that nearly all particles are spherical; the

number of particles with a measurable shape anisotropy is

less than 0.5%.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements on

colloidal films[38,48] also provide an indication of the

particle size. From the pixel height diagram, the difference

between the substrate level and the top of the particles

amounts to 13.2 nm, thus an average particle radius a=6.6

nm. In addition, the coverage as obtained from counting

the particles in AFM images of known size has been

compared with the total amount of gold atoms determined

by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements.[48] A linear

relationship is obtained, which yields an average total of

7.6�104 gold atoms per colloidal nanocrystal. Based on

TEM images, such as the insert in Fig. 3, we conclude that

the particles consist of a number of crystalline domains.

Fig. 3 Distribution of particle sizes determined from TEM

images, such as that shown in the insert. The solid line

represents a Gaussian fit to the data, which yields an average

radius a=6.4 nm and a standard deviation s=1.05 nm.
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Therefore we use the bulk density of gold to deduce from

the XRF measurements an average particle radius of 6.7

nm, slightly larger than what is found by the other two

methods. In the following sections of this contribution, we

use the average radius of the aforementioned values (i.e.,

a=6.6 nm).

Substrate Treatment and Particle Deposition

We use polished silicon (100) wafers, with typically a 1.5-

nm native oxide layer. For reflectometry measurements, a

thicker oxide of 45 nm provides higher accuracy. The

wafers are cleaved into 12�12-mm2 pieces. The sub-

strates are cleaned ultrasonically in methanol for at least

15 min prior to further handling. High surface affinity for

the colloidal gold particles is achieved by derivatiza-

tion[23] of the silicon substrates in a 10% APTES solution

in methanol for 60 min, followed by thorough rinsing in

methanol. After drying in nitrogen flow, the samples are

immersed in water for 15 min.

Deposition of the gold particles is done by immersing

the derivatized substrates in the colloidal suspension for at

least 12 hr. The suspension is diluted five times, which

leads to an effective particle concentration of 1.54�1018

m�3 for all experiments. Samples that have not been

treated with APTES do not show any deposition of gold

on the surface. All of these procedures are performed at

room temperature.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AND
SATURATION COVERAGES

In a recent publication, we presented a study of the tunable

spatial distribution of colloidal gold nanocrystals based on

AFM images.[48] Because the particles and the AFM tip

have radii of the same order of magnitude, adsorbed

nanocrystals appear markedly larger than they actually

are. This hinders accurate determination of particle

positions, especially within clusters consisting of a

number of touching particles. Consequently, this limits

the accuracy of the spatial distribution obtained from the

analysis. Here we present similar images, but in this case,

they were obtained using low-voltage SEM. The SEM

measurements are performed with a LEO Gemini 1550

FEG-SEM, equipped with a field emission gun plus

Thermo Noran Vantage EDX system and Thermo Noran

MAXray parallel beam spectrometer. The electron accel-

eration voltage can be set between 200 V and 30 kV;

because of the low voltage, the deposition of a thin metal

(gold) film is not required to ensure electric conduction.

The lateral resolution is approximately 2 nm, which

enables accurate determination of particle positions.

In Fig. 4, three typical SEM images are shown for

colloidal gold assemblies at maximum coverage. Satura-

tion of the coverage is obtained after 5–6 hr, which is

primarily determined by diffusion of nanocrystals to the

surface. However, generally, deposition is performed

overnight, ensuring that, indeed, the surface particle

density has reached its maximum value. The ionic

strength in Fig. 4 increases from left to right. In agreement

with the DLVO theory,[34,35] the average distance between

particles decreases with increasing ionic strength, leading

to an increase of the overall coverage. The SEM mea-

surements in Fig. 4 were obtained after removal of the

samples from the colloidal suspension, thorough rinsing

with water and, finally, drying. The adherence of the

nanocrystals to the substrate is good, as multiple reim-

mersion, rinsing, and drying steps do not lead to

a measurable change in the particle distribution and/

or coverage.

More quantitative information is obtained from radial

distribution functions, calculated from SEM images such

as those presented in Fig. 4. Positions of all particles in

Fig. 4 Typical SEM images of colloidal gold particles irreversibly adsorbed at silicon/silicon oxide substrates, derivatized with

APTES. The image size amounts to 750�750 nm2. The ionic strength was varied to tune the average interparticle distance. Coverages

are obtained by manual counting and amount to 10% (left), 18% (middle), and 28% (right) for the three images.
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these images are determined using Scion Image (Beta

4.0.2; Scion Corporation). The radial distribution function

(also referred to as the pair correlation function) is ob-

tained from these positions by calculating:

g0iðrÞ ¼
dNðrÞ
n2prdr

ð3Þ

for every particle i, where dN(r) represents the number of

particles within a ring of width dr at a distance r. The

overall surface density of particles is represented by n.

The total radial distribution function g(r)=N�1Sigi’(r) is

found by averaging over all N=nA particles, with A=0.56

mm2 as the surface area in the image. In Fig. 5, the radial

distribution functions obtained from the images in Fig. 4

are shown. As mentioned above, we have recently

shown[48] that all g(r) curves in the coverage range

considered in this work scale onto a single radial dis-

tribution function g(r/r0) when the distance r is normal-

ized by r0=n�
1/2. This scaling behavior is also exhibited

in the coverage dependence of the peak positions in the

bottom plane of Fig. 5; the solid line is given by

r = (pa2/q)�
1/2. Surprisingly, this scaling implies an ap-

proximately cubic distribution of nanocrystals over large

ranges on the surface. For a close-packed distribution,

hexagonal distribution is expected, which is not the case as

can clearly be seen in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, the cubic

distribution is also not evident from the SEM images.

The fact that the curves can be scaled indicates that, in

the range of ionic strengths considered in this work, the

spatial distribution of nanocrystals is universal. Appar-

ently, a single mechanism dominates the nanocrystal

organization on the surface, irrespective of the ionic

strength. Obviously, for considerably lower coverages, at

which the interparticle interactions can be neglected, this

is no longer valid. In that case, the statistical distribution

of nanocrystals results in a Boltzmann distribution.

Careful examination of the heights of the maxima in the

radial distribution functions (see back panel in Fig. 5)

indeed exhibits a decrease with lower coverages (i.e., for

lower ionic strengths).

The radial distributions exhibit features such as the

maximum at r0, followed by the shallow minimum near

1.5r0, which are in good agreement with results of RSA

simulations assuming effectively enlarged colloidal par-

ticles[24–26,29–32] (i.e., with an electric double layer on the

order of, or larger than, the particle radius). For ideally

distributed highly monodisperse nanoparticles, a consid-

erably higher and narrower peak is expected, followed by

a larger number of minima at larger distances. However,

polydispersity of the colloidal suspension gives rise to a

lower maximum and widening of the peak; this phenom-

enon is even more pronounced for particles in the low-

nanometer range, compared with much larger parti-

cles.[29,49] Moreover, for ideal distribution, the polydis-

persity must be below 5%, which is obviously not the case

in our suspensions.

Unfortunately, with the citrate-stabilized nanocolloidal

gold system, only a limited range of ionic strengths is

available. At high ionic strength, the repulsive interaction

between particles is reduced and the van der Waals

attraction begins to dominate. Eventually, this leads to

irreversible coagulation of the particles in suspension,

which gives rise to the deposition of larger clusters on the

substrates. For gold suspensions, an upper limit for the

ionic strength of I = 24 mM has been reported.[34] This

corresponds to a maximum coverage of approximately

35%, which is also the upper limit of the data in Fig. 5.

Low ionic strengths can only be achieved by dialysis or

ultracentrifugation. In both cases, the citrate concentration

in the solution becomes so low that citrate groups on the

particles (the stabilizing mechanism) start to desorb. This

then leads to instability of the colloidal suspension.

KINETICS OF NANOCOLLOIDAL
GOLD ADSORPTION

In addition to the aforementioned study of spatial dis-

tributions after saturation of the coverage, we have also

investigated the ionic strength-dependent kinetics of nano-

colloidal gold adsorption at APTES-derivatized surface.

Fig. 5 Three-dimensional representation of the coverage-

dependent radial distribution functions g(r), calculated from

the three images in Fig. 4. The projected curves on the back

panel clearly show the increase of the peak height and its shift to

smaller distances for higher coverage. In the bottom plane, the

coverage-dependent shift of the peak maxima for a larger

number of radial distribution functions is shown; the solid

line is a guide to the eye. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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For this in situ study, we used single wavelength

reflectometry, in combination with a radial impinging

jet cell[14,24] geometry to provide a controlled supply of

colloidal particles to the substrate surface. This setup is

often combined with an optical microscope to visualize

the adsorbed particles,[7,9,10,24,32] but as the gold nano-

crystals are markedly smaller than the wavelength of the

probing light (HeNe laser, 632 nm), we use a nonimaging

polarized optical reflection technique. The coverage is

calculated from the reflectometry signal using the thin

island film theory, similar to what was described pre-

viously.[38]

In Fig. 6, typical reflectometry transients, obtained at

various ionic strengths, are shown. The intrinsic ionic

strength of the diluted suspension amounts to 3.6 mM. The

ionic strength of the solution is varied by adding 0–15 mM

NaCl, which corresponds to Debye screening lengths from

5.1 to 2.2 nm. Two distinct regimes are observed in the

curves in Fig. 6. For short times, the deposition rate is

constant and independent of the ionic strengths, which

implies that, initially, the deposition process is limited by

the supply of colloidal particles to the surface. The

hydrodynamics of colloid deposition in a radial impinging

jet cell has been discussed by Dabros and Van de Ven.

The particle flux toward the surface is, in principle,

constant and is merely determined by the cell geometry,

the fluid viscosity, the diffusion constant of the particles,

and the colloid density in the suspension. Assuming a

sticking probability of one in the initial stage of the

deposition process, a constant deposition rate dQ/dt is

expected because the particle concentration and the

nanoparticle diffusion constant are constant for all

reflectometry measurements. This is indeed observed in

the transients for the first few minutes.

The initial linear deposition region is followed by a

transition to a region where the deposition rate decreases

and the adsorption saturates. A quantitative analysis of

this transition range lies outside the scope of this work,

and will be described in a forthcoming publication. We

now turn to the saturation regime of the deposition curves

in Fig. 6. With increasing ionic strengths, the maximum

attainable coverage becomes larger, as it is also indicated

by the solid line in the back panel. As we already

discussed above, this is in agreement with the DLVO

theory, considering that the double layer surrounding

every particle gives rise to an enlarged effective nano-

crystal radius aeff = a+Da, with Da	1/k. This in turn

gives rise to saturation coverages below the RSA jamming

limit of 54.7%, in agreement with Eqs. 1 and 2. In

‘‘Quantitative Analysis,’’ the results presented in Figs. 5

and 6 will be discussed quantitatively, also in comparison

to literature data.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The results described in ‘‘Kinetics of Nanocolloidal Gold

Adsorption’’ can be compared with calculations using a

relatively simple model for the repulsive interaction

between particles. Many experiments dealing with the

influence of the ionic strength on the deposition of large

particles in the 100–1000 nm range have been published.

Different techniques were employed, including optical

microscopy, AFM, and SEM. To quantitatively compare

results for varying ionic strengths and particle radii, and to

obtain a universal curve, the coverage is often plotted as a

function of the screening parameter ka.[24–30,32,49] For

deposition processes with ‘‘hard,’’ noninteracting spheres,

with a Debye screening length considerably shorter than

the particle diameter, which are governed by RSA, the

saturation coverage approaches the aforementioned jam-

ming limit qjam = 54.7%. For small values of the screening

parameter ka (i.e., for low ionic strengths and/or small

particles), the repulsive interaction between particles in

the solution limits the coverage to values well below the

jamming limit.

In Fig. 7, the data from Figs. 5 and 6, together with our

previous results using AFM,[48] are plotted as a function of

the screening parameter. Also shown are the results

calculated from experiments on polystyrene[31] and

silica[14,51] particles. The results are compared with a

calculation for ionic strength-dependent coverage, repre-

sented by the solid line. Generally, the repulsive interaction

between neighboring colloidal spheres, owing to the

overlap of their double layers, can be obtained by solving

the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. For a system of two

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional representation of the ionic strength-

dependent adsorption kinetics of gold nanocolloidal particles

in stagnation point flow geometry. The coverage is obtained

by polarized reflectometry. The data on the back panel indicate

the evolution of the saturation coverage with increasing ionic

strength for a number of reflectometry experiments; the solid

line is a guide to the eye. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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spherical particles, the Poisson–Boltzmann equation can-

not be solved analytically, and an approximation has to be

used. The frequently employed low surface potential

approximations[34–36] are not valid for our citrate-stabilized

colloidal gold system because the particles have a surface

potential on the order of 80–100 meV.[52,53] However,

because of the limited available range of ionic strengths, the

distance between neighboring particles is, in all cases,

relatively large, which enables a description in terms of a far

field effective potential. Sader[54] formulated an accurate

analytical expression for the particle–particle repulsive

interaction Upp(r/a), which is valid for all values of the

screening parameter:

Upp
r

a

� �
¼ kTBpp

a

r
e�kðr�2aÞ ð4Þ

where r is the center-to-center distance between particles.

The characteristic particle–particle repulsion is given

by:[30]

Bpp ¼
4pee0kTa

e2

� �
yp þ 4gOka

1þ Oka

� �2

ð5Þ

where yp=cp(e/kT) is the dimensionless particle surface

potential. The quantities g and O are defined as:

g ¼ tanhðypÞ ð6aÞ

O ¼ yp � 4g
2g3

ð6bÞ

If we assume a constant surface potential cp, the inter-

particle distance rkT at which Upp drops below kT can be

obtained numerically as a function of the screening

parameter ka from Eqs. 4, 5, 6a, 6b. From Eq. 2, with

aeff = 0.5rkT, the corresponding coverage is obtained. The

choice of kT is, in principle, arbitrary, but it originates from

the fact that the repulsive interaction is competing with the

Brownian motion of the nanocrystals in suspension; the

energy involved in the latter process is on the order of kT.

The solid line in Fig. 7 represents a fit to our data for

nanocolloidal gold particles with an average diameter of 13

nm. From the fit, we find a surface potential |cp|=129 meV,

which is considerably larger than the absolute value of the

z-potential found by Chow and Zukoski[52] and Van der

Zander et al.[53] from electrokinetic measurements at

comparable ionic strengths. This discrepancy is very

common and is extensively described in standard colloid

chemistry textbooks.[35]

When we compare our results and the corresponding fit

curve in Fig. 7 to results obtained for silica and poly-

styrene particles,[14,31,51] qualitative agreement between

the different experiments is found. In the region ka = 1

and ka = 5, the coverage for all types of particles and sizes

is comparable to what we find for gold nanocolloids. The

data for polystyrene and silica particles for values of the

screening parameter ka>5 deviate from the fitted curve.

This can be understood by considering that the far field

potential approximation we employed in Eqs. 4 and 5 is

only valid at relatively large particle separations. For

higher coverage at larger values of the screening param-

eter, this approximation no longer provides an accurate

description of the interparticle repulsive interaction.

Furthermore, polydispersity may also give rise to devia-

tions from ideal behavior, but in that case, a higher

coverage is to be expected, compared with model cal-

culations. Finally, the surface potential of the polystyrene

and silica particles probably differs from the value of cit-

rate-stabilized gold colloids. As indicated schematically

in Fig. 7, this also gives rise to deviations from the cal-

culated curve.

CONCLUSION

Using SEM, we present an investigation into the influence

of ionic strength on the spatial distribution of nanocolloi-

dal gold particles irreversibly deposited at APTES-

derivatized substrates. Radial distribution functions are

used to analyze the SEM images, and indicate that the

deposition process is governed by RSA. This is in

agreement with the large sticking probability and the

low lateral mobility of gold nanocrystals on the surface

after adsorption.

The radial distribution functions exhibit a maximum,

which corresponds to the minimum interparticle separa-

tion of the adsorbed nanocrystals. This distance, and thus

the overall surface coverage, can be tuned by varying the

ionic strength, in agreement with DLVO theory. Scaling

indicates an approximately cubic long-range distribution

Fig. 7 Experimental coverage, obtained from the data in Figs.

5 and 6, as a function of the screening parameter ka, compared

with the calculated curves as shown in Fig. 2. Also shown are

the data for polystyrene particles with sizes in the 40–530 nm

range and for silica particles with sizes in the 32–190 nm range.

(From Refs. [14], [31], and [51]. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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of particles. The results are in agreement with calcula-

tions, in which the repulsive particle–particle interactions

are described using a far field potential approximation.

Furthermore, our results for nanocolloidal gold films are

in qualitative agreement with similar results deduced from

literature for silica and polystyrene particles with sizes in

the range of 332–530 nm.
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INTRODUCTION

Iron oxide is one of the oldest materials used even in

archeological founds, e.g., in Ajanta or in Altamira, as red

pigments. Even today, its significance in the pigmental

materials is not lost. Since the advent of magnetic

recording systems, however, ferromagnetic iron oxides

gained its importance quite rapidly. These two important

application fields are coupled to gain magnetic or

intelligent inks.

There are many chemical species categorized as iron

oxides. While hematite (a-Fe2O3), maghemite (g-Fe2O3),

and magnetite (Fe3O4) are, by far, the most important

species of pure iron oxides, many hydroxides, such as

ferric hydroxide (Fe(OH)3), and oxyhydroxides, such as

goethite (a-Fe(O)OH), are also of industrial significance,

particularly as precursors of pure or complex oxides. As

for the complex iron oxides, ferrites are of particular

importance as ferromagnetic materials.

Like many other nanoparticles, those of iron oxides and

ferrites are prepared either via wet chemical routes such as

colloid chemical or sol-gel methods or by dry processes

such as vapor deposition techniques. Usually, nanoparti-

cles are not shaped by conventional granulometrical

methods. Instead, they are most frequently arranged to

films, so that many preparation methods of thin films are

regarded as those for nanoparticles as well. It is often

desired to assemble or pattern iron oxide nanoparticles to

give magnetic or optomagnetic functions.

This review summarizes the preparation, magnetic

properties, and some representative examples for appli-

cation of the pure and complex iron oxides.

PREPARATION OF PARTICULATES

Concepts

Morphological states of nanoparticles are generally

divided into two, i.e., matrix-supported and self-sup-

ported. It is also important to select whether the produced

primary particles should be well dispersed or aligned.

While self-supported or free particles are prepared either

by wet chemical or by vaporization–condensation pro-

cesses, supported particles are prepared by the methods

usually used for making thin films, as mentioned in

‘‘Introduction.’’

Preparation of Pure Oxides via Colloid
Chemical Routes

Preparation of iron oxide ultrafine particles has been

developed in view of obtaining magnetic fluids, whereby

iron oxide nanoparticles are usually produced via a

surface modification after the formation of magnetic

nanoparticles.[1,2] A typical preparation method of mag-

netite nanosol is to wash magnetite precipitates by very

diluted HCl and put into a soap solution, e.g., 1% aque-

ous solution of sodium oleate.[3] It is possible, however,

to peptize a nanosol without using any organic species.

The method is quite simple: A mixed aqueous solution

of ferric and ferrous chlorides (e.g., 40 ml of 1 M FeCl2
and 10 ml of 2 M FeCl3 in 2 M HCl) was added to an

ammonia solution (e.g., 500 ml 0.7 M). When the pre-

cipitate was stirred with 2 M aqueous solution of 2 M

perchloric acid, peptization was achieved by merely di-

luting with water.[3]

On the other hand, we have wonderful models of

preparing iron oxide nanoparticles in nature. Many

wandering animals have inborn abilities to orient them-

selves by magnetic particles, mostly magnetite. They are

formed generally from soluble precursors within a soft-

tissue matrix.[4] The difference from common preparation

methods of magnetic fluids by using soaps or similar

surfactants and biological formation is the growth of the

magnetite nanoparticles in the presence of polymers in the

latter. It is therefore reasonable to prepare magnetic

nanoparticles in some aqueous polymer dispersion. One of

the examples is to precipitate magnetite particles by

adding ferrous and ferric chlorides in an aqueous solution

of poly(vinyl chloride) containing NaOH to set the initial

pH value as high as 13.8. Well-dispersed, phase pure

magnetite particles of ca. 8 nm were obtained.[5,6]

When 0.1% of OH groups of poly(vinyl alcohol)

(PVA) were converted to COOH groups, a polymer layer

was observed on the particles; forming a cluster, they are

similar to magnetotactic bacteria, which contain chains of

magnetic nanoparticles.[7]
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Ferrites and Composites

Usually, ferrite nanocrystals are available only after

heating at elevated temperatures. Immediate products

from colloid chemical processing, most commonly by

coprecipitation, are quite often either amorphous or poorly

crystallized, so that they are regarded as precursors and

subject to subsequent heating. It is therefore important to

promote nucleation in the precursor and decrease the

temperature needed for crystallization. Ultrasonication,

for instance, was revealed to promote crystallization. Shin

et al.[8] obtained fairly well crystallized Ni–Cu ferrite

nanoparticles by ultrasonication. After ultrasonication for

5 hr, distinct crystalline ferrite powders were obtained, as

shown in Fig. 1. By prolonged irradiation (for 25 hr), its

crystallinity became higher than those heated at 500�C
for 2 hr.

Reactant solutions are often confined into a microspace

to guarantee limited growth of the particles to obtain well-

dispersed nanoparticles. Inverse micelle or microemulsion

methods are typical examples under these concepts.

Barium ferrite nanoparticles were prepared in a micro-

emulsion dispersed in n-octane by using cetyl trimethyl

ammonium bromide (CTAB) as a surfactant and 1-butanol

as a cosurfactant.[9] Two identical emulsions were pre-

pared containing a mixed aqueous solution of barium and

ferric nitrates in the first one and an aqueous solution of

ammonium carbonate in the second. Well-dispersed

precipitates of the precursor comprising particles between

3 and 8 nm were calcined at 950�C for 12 hr to obtain

phase pure magnetoplumbite. Particle size did not exceed

100 nm despite fairly severe heating condition.

An alternative preparation of ferrite nanoparticles is

autocombustion. Mg–Zn ferrites doped with Cu were

prepared from a mixed solution comprising nitrates of

respective metallic species and citric acid.[10] Dried gel

obtained by heating the solution at 135�C under constant

stirring was subsequently ignited to commence self-

propagating combustion, which ended up with the

formation of fairly well crystallized loose powder.

Average particle size was 56 nm determined from a

XRD profile by Scherrer method.[11]

Iron oxide–metal nanocomposites were obtained from

ethanolic solution of ferric nitrate by slow addition of

propylene oxide to occur rapid gelation.[12] When other

fine-grained metal powders (e.g., Al) were added to the

stirred Fe(III)/epoxide solution just before gelation, rigid

composite gel was obtained. Slow evaporation or super-

critical extraction with CO2 brought about xerogel. As

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of the prepared powder for various

ultrasonic irradiation times; .: NiFe2O4. (From Ref. [8].)

Fig. 2 (a) HRTEM of Fe2O3/ultrafine-grained Al powers xerogel nanocomposite and (b) SAED pattern of the labeled Al particle in (a).

(From Ref. [12].)
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shown in Fig. 2, the microstructure of the monolithic

xerogel comprises interconnected clusters of hematite

(3–10 nm) with well-dispersed Al powers of ca. 30 nm.

ORIENTATION AND PATTERNING

Concepts

One of the most important properties of the ensemble of

magnetic particles is their coherency or chain-like

clustering. Anisotropic aggregation, in turn, inevitably

results in the anisotropy of the magnetic properties.

Patterning and two-dimensional assemblage, on the other

hand, are not exclusive for magnetic particles. Many

functional materials could be prepared, however, from

these techniques on iron oxides as well. Some typical

examples are given below.

Thin Films with Aligned
Magnetic Nanoparticles

Starting from a commercially available water-based

magnetic fluid comprising Fe3O4 particles of ca. 10 nm,

PVA was added and the viscosity was adjusted by water

evaporation.[13] Spin-coated films were then formed in the

magnetic field up to 5 kOe. Orientation of the chain

clusters with increasing the magnetic field is visible in

Fig. 3. The separation of the chain cluster was estimated to

be 0.27 mm regardless of the magnetic field.

Magnetic susceptibility was measured in the field par-

allel (k) and perpendicular (.) to that during the film prep-

aration. As shown in Fig. 4, their deviation becomes larger

with increasing the applied field during film formation.

The film serves as an optical grating because of the

angle dependence of the transmittance measured by using

628 nm linearly polarized light. Optical anisotropy was

revealed to be proportional to the magnetic anisotropy.

This kind of materials can serve as a light-controlling

device utilizing magneto-optical effects.

Two-Dimensional Array

Not only one-dimensional assembly, as mentioned in the

previous section, but also two-dimensional array of

nanoparticles gives rise to many new functions. Use of

self-organizing properties of organic molecules is a

rational method to realize such an assemblage. Ferritin,

being a popular iron-containing protein, is appropriate for

such a purpose.[14] Ferritin was obtained from a horse

spleen by adding CdSO4. On the surface of dilute ferritin

solution containing NaCl and phosphate buffer, poly-1-

benzyl-L-histidine was spread after solubilization in

chloroform. After a heat treatment, well-ordered two-

dimensional array of ferritin molecules was obtained at

the air–water interface. The array was easily transferred to

different substrates, i.e., Si single crystals. By subsequent

heat treatment up to 700�C in nitrogen, protein shell of the

ferritin molecules was eliminated to obtain FeO nanopar-

ticles.[14] Closer examination by FT-IR and thermogravi-

metry, it turned out that FeO was obtained after heating at

above 450�C. Heating at higher temperatures tends to

break assemblage, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 Photographs of films for three different alignment field

strengths Hd: (a) 5.0 kOe; (b) 0.1 kOe; and (c) 0 kOe. (From

Ref. [13].)

Fig. 4 Change in the susceptibility, w, of films with Hd. (From

Ref. [13].)
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The array of iron oxide cores can be observed after

heating up to 500�C. As SEM cannot visualize the protein

shell of the ferritin molecule, AFM study in contact mode

is necessary to examine the existence of the shell and

subunits of the ferritin molecule.[14]

In Situ Patterning

Microscopic patterning by ion oxides was made by using

the hydrophilic self-assembled organic monolayers and

subsequent microcontact printing (mCP).[15] Stamps with

patterned relief structure were prepared by mixing

poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) with a curing agent at

room temperature and subsequently cured at 100�C.

Chrome and gold layers were sputtered. For inking, the

stamps were dipped into a dilute ethanolic solution of

hexadekanethiol. After curing the inked stamps, they were

conformably contacted to the gold surface to create

hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). The

samples were dipped into hydrophilic SAMs solutions to

deposit dithiothreitol SAMs for the area, where hexade-

kanethiol was not stamped. Selective deposition of iron

oxide films was then carried out from an iron nitrate

aqueous solution. By annealing under different conditions,

patterned a- or g-Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 nanoparticles were

obtained with a line width as narrow as 1 mm.[15]

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Concepts

Downsizing of magnetic particles is accompanied by the

decrease in the saturation magnetization. The mechanisms

of such magnetic degradation are manifold but are

somehow associated with increases in the specific sur-

face and lattice defects. Some data with this context

are given with possible strategy of preventing size-

dependent degradation.

Mössbauer spectroscopy is a versatile tool for iron-

containing materials. The second half of this article deals

with the use of Mössbauer spectra in the analyses of iron

oxide nanoparticles.

Saturation Magnetization and Coercive Force

Ferrite particles with their average particle size smaller

than 20 nm were primarily applied to magnetic fluids, so

that their magnetic properties, among others, saturation

magnetization, have been studied in detail. Saturation

magnetization of most of those particles decreases dras-

tically when their particle size becomes below 20–30 nm.

In the case of ultrafine magnetite, for instance, saturation

magnetization amounts between 30 and 60 emu/g as

compared with that of bulk material, 92 emu/g.[16]

Variation of the saturation magnetization is illustrated in

Fig. 6 for some representative ferrites.[16]

Crystalline magnetic anisotropy constant, K1, also

plays an important role on the relative saturation mag-

netization. As shown in Fig. 7, the relative saturation

Fig. 5 H-SEM images of arrays of the ferritin molecules (a)

before and (b–d) after heat treatment under nitrogen at 300�C,

500�C, and 700�C for 1 h, respectively. (From Ref. [14].)

Fig. 6 Dependence of the relative saturation magnetization, ss/

sbulk, on average particle size D311. Solid line: particles by

coprecipitation; broken line: grown particles by heat treatment.

(From Ref. [16].)
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magnetization is smaller for materials with a larger value

of K1.

It is well known that saturation magnetization de-

creases with the decrease of the crystallinity. However,

even when the particles are well crystallized as confirmed

by high-resolution electron micrographs, decrease in the

magnetization is unavoidable. One of the main reasons for

the decrease is then the existence of the magnetically

inactive surface layer. The relationship between the

crystalline magnetic anisotropy constant and the thickness

of the inactive layer is displayed in Fig. 8.

Crystalline magnetic anisotropy is closely related with

the coercive force. Many attempts were therefore made to

control large K1 by varying preparation methods without

great success hitherto. It is to be noted, however, that

coexistence of a-Fe2O3 in g-Fe2O3 brings about substan-

tial increase in the coercivity.[17] This kind of materials is

prepared by careful annealing of conventionally precip-

itated hydrous oxide.[17]

Mössbauer Spectra

Characterization of detailed structure of nanoparticles is

not particularly easy. In case of iron-containing com-

pounds, however, Mössbauer spectroscopy serves as a

versatile tool for characterization. A typical Mössbauer

study was made on Mn–Zn ferrite nanoparticles embed-

ded in silica matrix.[18] The spectrum comprises two

components superimposing with each other, i.e., one

sextet as a result of ferromagnetic particles and a doublet

as a result of superparamagnetic behavior of nanosized

ferrite at the center. Quadrupole splitting of the nanopar-

ticles is larger than that of bulk ferrite presumably because

of the loss of cubic symmetry in the finer particles.

A more detailed study on the Mössbauer spectra is

given on the pressed sample of 3 nm a-FeOOH.[19]

When nanoparticles are compressed together, signifi-

cant Mössbauer absorption is observed even at room

temperature, with a quadrupole doublet typical for super-

paramagnetic materials as shown in Fig. 9. This is not the

case on the loose power. The difference is attributed to the

suppression of the particle motion, which is significant for

such nanoparticles because of the loss of recoilless

fraction by the particle motion, overlapped with the lattice

vibration. At temperatures as low as 10 K, we observe

well-known hyperfine structure.

By detailed analysis of the spectra, the amount of the

mean-square amplitude of the vibration in the direction of

g-ray emission, hx2i, was calculated and plotted as a

function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 10.

FUNCTIONS AND APPLICATION

Concepts

Functions and application of iron oxide nanoparticles,

mostly with their assembly, are quite diverse in nature and

Fig. 7 Relationship between ss/sbulk and K1 at constant

particle size for several different ferrites. Points of a to f indi-

cate materials corresponding to those of Fig. 6 and the symbols

with parentheses indicate estimated values. (From Ref. [16].)

Fig. 8 Relation between magnetically inactive layer thickness

and K1. (From Ref. [16].)
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large in quantity, if not of industrial significance for the

time being. Some interesting case studies are given below.

Catalysis

Catalytic activity depends largely on the specific surface

so that downsizing of the particles is always favorable for

catalysis. Milling products are generally considered to

have drawbacks for any characteristics attractive for

modern industrial application just because of lower

crystallinity. Milling zinc ferrites, for instance, were,

nevertheless, revealed to be very effective for adsorption

of gaseous species such as H2S.[20] Mechanical activation

leads to the substantial increase of its sulfur absorption

capacity. Increased mobility of cations at sulfurization

temperature, connected with their thermally stimulated

return from the inversion into equilibrium sites, is the

main reason for the increase in the absorption capacity.

Magnetic Inks

A product of extended traditional technology of magnetic

fluids is an intelligent ink, i.e., a colored water-based

magnetic fluid. This is appropriate for an ink-jet-type

printer[21] and is extended to magnetofluidgraphy.[22] By

combining Mg–Zn and Mn–Zn ferrites with appropriate

dyes, the concept for intelligent ink could be furnished by

red and yellow azo dyes or mixed with copper phthalo-

cyanine for blue magnetic inks.[23] Viscosity of these

Fig. 9 Mössbauer spectra of compressed 3 nm a-FeOOH at

10 K and room temperature. (From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 10 Plot of hx2i as a function of temperature for the as-prepared sample. Theoretical line is also plotted with o=2�1011. (From

Ref. [19].)
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magnetic inks ranges between 1.5 and 2.0 mPa �S, being

fluid enough for practical rapid printing.

Electromagnetic Functions

When ferromagnetic iron oxide particles are well assem-

bled in a thin film together with photoisomerizable

molecules such as azobenzene-containing layers, the

magnetic properties of the film can be controlled by

photoillumination at room temperature.[24] Self-assembled

films were prepared by dipping a substrate, e.g., silanized

quartz, into an aqueous solution of cationic and anionic

polyelectrolytes alternatively. Cationic colloidal magne-

tite was subsequently adsorbed on the precoated substrate

to obtain the final organized layer. A corresponding

surface chemical structure is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 11.

Photoisomerization of the film was examined by UV–

vis spectra. The initial trans state was illuminated with

360-nm UV light to transform to the cis state. The latter,

in turn, reversibly transformed to the trans state by

illuminating visible light (400–700 nm). The photoisome-

rization was accompanied by the reversible change in the

magnetization of the film to exhibit photoswitching

properties at room temperature.[24]

Similar photoswitching properties were observed in

conjunction with the light-induced excited spin state

trapping (LIESST).[25] Some ferric coordination com-

pounds were found to be sensitive to LIESST so that their

application toward molecular devices is expected.[26]

Fine particulate ferrites prepared by self-combustion

method are quite appropriate for multilayer chip ferrite

inductor (MLCI).[10,11] Because of the low temperature

necessary for sintering (<950�C), fineness of the grain is

maintained without disturbing thermal stability.

CONCLUSION

Preparation, properties, and application of pure and

complex iron oxides were presented with special emphasis

on the particularity of downsizing as well as particles

organization. Intrinsic properties of nanoparticles are

symbolized by the increased significance of magnetically

inert near-surface region and superparamagnetism. While

unsupported, unorganized nanoparticles are not particu-

larly attractive from application viewpoints; alignment

and assemblage of nanoparticles look quite promising for

various functional devices. Experimental characterization,

particularly its topochemical aspect, is quite insufficient

just because of the resolution limit of the existing

analytical tools. Simulation studies with emphasis on the

near-surface region might compliment these experiment-

al difficulties.
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INTRODUCTION

Under a range of technologically interesting conditions,

films of metals, certain oxides, and semiconductors grow

or etch via two-dimensional island formation. Atomic-

scale control of the resulting island distribution and final

morphology of these films depends on a detailed under-

standing of these early stages of island formation. This, in

turn, requires a precise treatment of the environment de-

pendence of adatom or ad-vacancy capture by other ada-

toms or ad-vacancies and by growing islands. In particular,

the evolution of the densities of islands of different sizes

(i.e., of the island size distribution) reflects the form of the

‘‘capture numbers’’ and specifically their dependence on

island size, which measures the propensity for islands of

different sizes (in a variety of environments) to capture

diffusing ad-species.[1–3] One current challenge is the

formulation of both an analytic treatment of the observed

form of the ‘‘capture numbers’’ and new simulation stra-

tegies for analysis of the asymptotic behavior of models of

island formation, in the regime of large characteristic

lengths, which is still expensive to simulate with conven-

tional algorithms.

Traditional mean-field rate-equation treatments,[4] in

which the typical environment of an island is assumed

independent of its shape and size, fail to reproduce the

form and scaling properties of the island size distributions

observed in experimental and simulation studies.[5–10] This

has been a half-century-old challenge. Recent simulation

studies revealed not only the well-known spatial correla-

tion of island positions associated with depletion of the

population of nearby islands (as a result of competition by

islands for diffusing ad-species),[11] which has been

incorporated into mean-field approaches,[4] but also a

more subtle correlation between the size and separation of

islands, which is still missing and is hard to fold into

traditional mean-field approaches. It is the latter correla-

tion that controls the individual island growth rates and the

island size dependence of the ‘‘capture numbers’’ and thus

the selection of the shape of the island size distribution.

OVERVIEW

Key to quantifying and elucidating the development of

this island size-spatial correlation is a precise character-

ization of island nucleation,[8–10] especially when nucle-

ation is irreversible. A basic observation is that when only a

few islands exist, nucleation occurs quasi-deterministical-

ly, not surprisingly near the dominant maximum in the

density of the diffusing ad-species. However, once a more

complex landscape of islands develops, nucleation occurs

more randomly, often near secondary maxima. Very im-

portantly, these deviations from the dominant maxima

allow for stronger correlations in the growth rates of neigh-

boring islands.[10] They have not been characterized in

detail in the literature.

Some of these basic features are best illustrated for a

few-island system. A system of two-dimensional vacancy

islands or pits, obtained by exposure of a Si(001) terrace

to molecular oxygen,[7] is chosen below for this purpose.

However, only results for larger simulation systems allow

a statistically relevant characterization of the island nuc-

leation process, i.e., the typical behavior and fluctuations.

In particular, one is interested in assessing the generally

expected tendency for islands to nucleate near the

boundaries of a suitable tessellation of the surface (into

so-called ‘‘capture areas or cells’’) based on the island

positions. This information is essential to guide the

development of simpler, geometric-like, and computa-

tionally less-expensive models of island formation.[12]

The main goal of this work is then to provide exact

predictions of island nucleation obtained from kinetic

Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of a realistic model

of island formation during deposition or etching. The

focus is entirely on the simplest case of irreversible two-

dimensional island formation, via homogeneous nucle-

ation, mediated by isotropic diffusion of ad-species.

Work on the reversible case has just begun. Several

quantities describing spatial features of the nucleation

process are monitored in the simulations. The results show

that they are generally characterized by broad probability

distributions, implying a broad spread of environments

for islands of each size. This feature underlies observed

scaling properties.

OUTLINE

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. The

next section describes the experimental and simulation
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study of the system of a few islands formed irreversibly

during the etching of a large Si(001) terrace at high

temperatures and oxygen pressures. This example illus-

trates perfectly the failure of purely deterministic models

of island formation to even qualitatively predict basic

aspects of island nucleation, such as the sequence of

nucleation events, the resulting spatial arrangement of the

islands, and, ultimately, their individual growth rates. For

quantitative predictions for irreversible island formation, a

general model and simulations are then developed, which

also serve to illustrate the unique power of simulations to

address these nucleation issues. The goal is to describe in

detail the exact nature of the nonequilibrium spatial

correlations that develop during the nucleation process

and thereby predict, using suitable measures, the expected

impact of a nucleation event on the evolution of a large

system of islands.

A FIRST VIEW OF ISLAND NUCLEATION:
ETCH PITS ON Si(100)

As mentioned above, a small system of islands can

provide a direct view into basic aspects of the island

nucleation process and motivate and guide specific studies

on larger systems. In fact, the etching study described here

is one of the existing few that have provided a real time, in

situ view of island nucleation. The actual nucleation

positions of the etch pits, recorded with low-energy

electron microscopy (LEEM), were compared with pre-

dictions from solving the diffusion equation for the ad-

vacancy species density, with appropriate boundary

conditions, and from kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simula-

tions. The solution of the diffusion equation was used to

study simplified, deterministic rules of island formation,

which fail to describe the exact behavior observed in the

KMC simulations.

Basic Experimental Observations

At elevated temperatures (>1000 K), exposure of a clean

Si(001) surface to molecular oxygen leads to the produc-

tion of volatile SiO and a net removal of Si from the

surface. No oxide layer develops. On large, step-free sur-

faces, this active etching process begins with the nucle-

ation of two-dimensional vacancy islands or pits, as

illustrated in the sequence of LEEM images in Fig. 1. The

LEEM images were formed using the (1/2,0) beam

associated with one of the (2�1) reconstruction domains

of the Si(001) surface, resulting in contrast across adjacent

terraces. Islands are the darker gray regions in Fig. 1.

Under continued oxygen exposure, these islands grow,

each at a rate that directly reflects the local distribution of

neighboring islands.[7] Islands with large ‘‘capture areas’’

(like island no. 3 in Fig. 1) grow much faster than those

with many close neighbors, indicative of a diffusion-

mediated island formation process. The observed island

growth rates have been reproduced quantitatively[7,13] in

simulations of a model that assumes irreversible incorpo-

ration of ad-vacancies at the edge of near-elliptical islands

and at the terrace outer step. The model has no free

parameters because the ad-vacancy diffusion coefficient

and (weak) anisotropy have been estimated from exper-

imental data[14] and from first-principles calculations,[15]

and an estimate of the vacancy flux was obtained from a

combination of etching experiments.[7]

Purely Deterministic vs. Stochastic
Rules for Nucleation

The issue of the island nucleation positions was not

addressed in the work mentioned above. Fig. 2 shows

clearly that a purely deterministic rule for nucleation, by

which islands nucleate at the instantaneous global max-

imum of the ad-vacancy species density, produces a

different ‘‘time’’ sequence of nucleation events and a

Fig. 1 Dark-field LEEM images, a few seconds apart, recorded during the etching of a 10-mm-wide terrace at 1235 K, in an oxygen

pressure in the 10�7 Torr range. Darker gray regions have lower height. The islands are labeled in the order in which they nucleated.

(Courtesy of J.B. Hannon and G.L. Kellogg, Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico.)
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different final island spatial configuration (reflecting the

near sixfold symmetry of the terrace) than experiment.[16]

The maxima were obtained by solving the steady-state

diffusion equation, Dr2n+F=0, with absorbing boundary

conditions (n=0) at the edges of previously nucleated

islands and at the outer terrace step. Here D is the diffusion

coefficient of the ad-vacancy species, n is the ad-vacancy

species density, and F is the net flux (chosen as estimated

from experiment[7]). Even if the actual positions of

previously nucleated islands are assumed, deviations in

the location of the next nucleation event from the in-

stantaneous global maximum, toward a secondary maxi-

mum, are typical (Fig. 3). Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations

confirm that, indeed, nucleation is a stochastic process. In

Fig. 4, island nucleation positions were marked for several

millions of nucleation events obtained during irreversible

island formation (consistent with the model that matched

the island growth rates at a lower oxygen pressure or lower

flux.[7,13]) The nucleation conditions and initial island

configurations are the same as for Fig. 3 (except that the

steady-state condition was not assumed a priori). These

simulation results show a considerable spread in the

regions of significant nucleation probability, well beyond

the neighborhood of the global and secondary maxima.

Pit Positions Relative to
Diffusion Cell Boundaries

Finally, it is interesting to compare the actual island

nucleation positions for the Si(001) system with the

location of the boundaries of a tessellation of the terrace

based on the numerical solution of the steady-state

diffusion equation for the ad-vacancy species density.

The net flux of diffusing ad-vacancies is zero across the

boundaries of the tessellation cells (‘‘diffusion cells’’ or

DCs). Inside each DC associated with an island, the lines

of flux converge to that island. It is thus easy to show

that the free area inside a DC is exactly proportional to

the rate of diffusion-mediated ad-vacancy capture by

the associated island.[5,6] For this small system of islands,

the nucleation positions appear all near the DC bound-

aries (Fig. 5). However, for larger, statistically more

relevant systems of islands, the results are more complex.

In fact, the probability of island nucleation is nonzero

and fairly high in wide regions around the DC bound-

aries, extending well inside the cells. This feature is

revisited below.
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Fig. 2 Comparison between (a) the actual island nucleation

positions observed with LEEM and (b) the predictions of a

purely deterministic nucleation rule based on the location of

the instantaneous global maximum of the ad-vacancy species

density.
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Fig. 3 Contours of the ad-vacancy species density from the numerical solution of the steady-state diffusion equation with absorbing

boundary conditions at island and step edges, for each partial set of islands observed in the experimental sequence of Fig. 1. The position

of the instantaneous global maximum is marked with a dot. Only the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd islands nucleate near the global maximum.
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GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF MODELS OF
IRREVERSIBLE ISLAND FORMATION

Basic Model Prescription

During irreversible island formation on a single-crystal

surface, represented by a regular array of adsorption sites,

ad-species are created randomly at rate F per adsorption

site, they hop between adjacent sites at total rate h,

irreversibly nucleate new islands upon meeting, and

irreversibly incorporate into existing islands upon aggre-

gation. Compact, near-equilibrium island shapes are

chosen whenever island-shape restructuring upon capture

of ad-species by islands is efficient on the timescale of

aggregation. To describe behavior at very low coverages,

when islands cover only a small fraction of the surface,

Fig. 4 Simulation results for the spatial distribution of nucleation events during the etching of the Si(001) terrace of Fig. 1. Each dot

marks the location of a nucleation event for the partial island configuration shown in each panel. The color of the dots is chosen

according to the probability for nucleation, which increases from red to blue to green to yellow. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Comparison between (a)–(c) the actual nucleation position of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th island and (d)–(f) the location of the DC

boundaries for the configuration of islands that exist prior to nucleation. As in Fig. 3, the dot in each panel marks the location of the

global maximum of the ad-vacancy species density.
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one can consider simpler ‘‘point-island’’ models,[17] in

which islands occupy a single site, but carry a label

indicating their size. Point-island models are especially

useful to separate correlations that develop during the

island formation process from other subtle effects because

of the island finite extent. Fig. 6 compares island con-

figurations for point- and near-square islands. Measured

two-point correlation functions for the positions of the

island centers show similar results for the two models at

submonolayer coverages. The basic shape of the island

size distribution is also similar.

Basic Algorithm for Simulation

To characterize the general behavior of the model, an

L�L square lattice (typically with L>1000) is used, with

periodic boundary conditions. Ratios h/F typical for many

systems are larger than 107, requiring for efficiency that

one keep a compact list of the positions of all hopping ad-

species. With probabilities proportional to total rates, one

randomly chooses between creation (total rate L2F) and

hopping (total rate h times the number of hopping ad-

species). For the former, one randomly chooses a site. For

the latter, one randomly chooses an entry from the list,

which is updated after each hopping, creation, or

aggregation event.

Analyses

For understanding various spatial features of island nuc-

leation and the detailed shape of the island size distribu-

tion, a central concept already introduced above is that of

‘‘capture zones’’ (CZs) associated with each island.

Because construction of ‘‘exact’’ CZs based on the

solution of the diffusion equation for the ad-species den-

sity is nontrivial and computationally expensive, it is

convenient (and often a reasonable approximation) to

construct CZs based on geometric tessellations of the

surface that reflect the island spatial arrangement. The

simplest possibility is to use Voronoi cells (VCs), which

are based on the distance between the island centers. Sites

within a VC are closer to the center of the associated

island than to that of any other island. A more realistic

alternative for islands of finite extent is to use ‘‘edge

cells’’ (ECs), which are based on the distance to the island

edges.[6] The tessellations of VCs and ECs coincide

for point-islands.

In the simulations, one can readily monitor several

quantities of interest. In particular, from Ns,A, the density

of islands of size s and CZ area A (s and A measured in

lattice sites), one gets 1) the density, Ns=SANs,A, of

islands of size s (averaged over CZ areas), 2) the density,

NA=SsNs,A, of islands of CZ area A, 3) the average island

density Nav=Ss > 1Ns, 4) the average CZ area for islands of

size s, As=SAANs,A/Ns, 5) the average CZ area for all

islands (note that the partition fills the surface),

Aav=Ss > 1AsNs/Nav=1/Nav, 6) the coverage (or fraction

of the surface covered by islands and diffusing ad-

species), q=Ft=SssNs, where t is the duration time of

deposition or etching, and 7) the average island size,

sav=Ss > 1sNs/Nav=(q�N1)/Nav. In the scaling regime of

large sav�q/Nav and N1�Nav, one introduces continuous

Fig. 6 Simulation snapshots (400�400 sites) of typical configurations of (a) point-islands (sav =255, Aav =2550) and (b) near-square

islands (sav =459, Aav =4590), for h/F=1010, q=0.1 ML. The labels are the island size (in bold, in units of atoms) and the area of the EC

of the island (in units of sites), which includes the island ‘‘footprint.’’
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scaled variables x=s/sav and a=A/Aav and defines scaling

functions H(x,a), f(x), and g(a) such that

Ns;A � NavðsavAavÞ�1
Hðx; aÞ;

Ns � NavðsavÞ�1
f ðxÞ; and NA � NavðAavÞ�1

gðaÞ ð1Þ

with

f ðxÞ ¼
Z

0	x	1
daHðx; aÞ;

gðaÞ ¼
Z

0	x	1
dxHðx; aÞ; and

Z
0	x	1

dx

�
Z

0	a	1
daHðx; aÞxiaj

¼ 1

for i or j ¼ 0 or 1

ð2Þ

As indicated above, the focus here is on quantities

that characterize basic aspects of the island nucleation

process, motivated by the realization that they influence

the selection of the shape of the scaling functions H, f,

and g.[2,8–10] Such quantities include the distribution of

CZ areas for just-nucleated islands, the distribution of

the number of existing islands whose CZ’s are reduced

by each nucleation event, the fraction of area that each

contributes to the CZ of a just-nucleated island, and

some measure of the tendency for nucleation to occur

near the boundaries of the CZs. Whenever significant,

behavior for point-islands is compared with that of near-

square islands.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ISLAND
NUCLEATION PROCESS

The Nucleation Rate

In the initial stages of irreversible island formation, on an

initially empty substrate, one expects a transient regime

where the ad-species concentration increases linearly with

time, in proportion to the flux, F, followed by a steady-

state regime where gain of ad-species is roughly balanced

by loss as a result of aggregation with existing islands. For

small q, one can write simple rate equations for the

diffusing ad-species density, N1, and for Nav, that can

capture this behavior. Keeping only the dominant terms

(for large h/F), one has for isotropic diffusion

dN1=dt � F � savhN1Nav and dNav=dt � s1hðN1Þ2 ð3Þ

where s1 and sav=Ss > 1ssNs/(Ss > 1Ns) measure the pro-

pensity for diffusing ad-species to be captured by other

diffusing ad-species or by islands, respectively. Logarith-

mic corrections are discussed in Ref. [17]. It follows that

N1 � y and Nav � ðh=FÞ
Z

dy s1y
2 ð4Þ

in the transient regime, where q�q*� (h/F)�1/2,[17] and

N1 � F=ðsavhNavÞ and

Nav � ðh=FÞ�1=3

�Z
dy s1=s2

av

�1=3

ð5Þ

in the steady-state regime (dN1/dt�0), where q�q*.

Simulation data for point-islands shown in Fig. 7 are

consistent with s1 and s1/sav
2 weakly dependent on q. In

fact, simulation data shown in Fig. 8 suggest the relation

s1/sav
2�0.606/0.6952�1.25, for not too small q0.01.

Fig. 7 Simulation results for the evolution of the average island density, Nav, for point-islands (thin solid line) and near-square islands

(thick solid line), for h/F=1010, q	0.1 ML. Statistics were obtained for nearly 200,000 point-islands and 100,000 near-square islands.
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For sufficiently large h/F values, one also finds from the

simulation data that

Nav � ðh=FÞy3 ð6Þ

in the transient regime and

N1 � ðh=FÞ�2=3y�1=3 and Nav � ðh=FÞ�1=3y1=3 ð7Þ

in the steady-state regime, again consistent with s1 and s1/

sav
2 weakly dependent on q. At fixed q, Eqs. 6 and 7 give

also the h/F dependence of the densities for finite-extent,

compact islands (near-square islands are used here).

However, the steady-state q dependence (at fixed h/F) is

significantly modified from point-island scaling, even for

small q�1. For example, for h/F=1010, the deviation

between point-island and near-square island behavior, i.e.,

the difference in the actual values of Nav in Fig. 7(a) and in

the scaling with q in Fig. 7(b), is significant already for

coverages on the order of 10�3 ML. These differences

reflect stronger q dependence (in the form of logarithmic

corrections) of s1/sav
2 for near-square than for point-

islands. This is because of more efficient capture of

random walkers by finite-extent islands than by point-

islands. More details are shown in Fig. 8. For near-square

islands, one finds s1/sav
2/� ln(q), in the range of q

considered here, so, from Eq. 5, one gets Nav/q1/3

[� ln(q)]1/3, the ln(q) factor producing the observed

saturation of Nav with q shown in Fig. 7. If one assumes

the form Nav=g(h/F)�w, at each fixed q, then one finds for

the effective exponent w and prefactor g the values

w=0.24, 0.29, 0.30, 0.31, and 0.31 and g=0.022, 0.12,

0.19, 0.38, and 0.49 (consistent with the relation

g�1.08q1/3; Fig. 8) for point-islands and w=0.26, 0.31,

0.32, 0.33, and 0.33 and g=0.028, 0.15, 0.23, 0.42, and

0.49 for near-square islands, at fixed q=0.001, 0.005, 0.01,

0.05, and 0.1 ML, respectively, for 108	h/F	1010.

Finally, for both point-islands and near-square islands,

note that the island density Nav� (h/F)�1/2 at the onset of

the steady-state regime, q�q*, is well below the steady-

state value of Nav� (h/F)�1/3. Thus most nucleation

occurs in the steady-state regime, in which the next

sections focus.

Fig. 8 Simulation results for the dependence of s1 (solid circles) and sav (open circles) on q for (a) point-islands and (c) near-square

islands, for h/F=108, 0.001 ML	q	0.1 ML. In (a), the lines are the fits s1 =0.606+0.0272ln(q) and sav =0.695+0.0358ln(q). The fits

in (c) are not as simple. Simulation data (symbols) for the fraction s1/sav
2 are shown in (b) for point-islands and in (d) for near-square

islands. Nearly perfect fits (lines) are obtained with s1/sav
2 =1.11�0.136ln(q) in (b) and s1/sav

2 =�0.417�0.259ln(q) in (d). In (d), but

not in (b), the logarithmic term dominates in the range of q considered.
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Distribution of Capture Zone Areas of
Just-Nucleated Islands

Once a nucleation event occurs, the distribution of CZs

(and the growth rates) of the islands neighboring the

nucleation site is modified. The typical area assigned to

the new island is an essential quantity in rate-equation

formulations of the evolution of the CZ area distribution

during island formation.[2,8,9,18] Typical distributions of

CZ areas for a new island, for tessellations of ECs, are

shown in Fig. 9, for a selected set of simulation para-

meters. It is interesting to compare these distributions with

those of the CZ areas for all dimers. First, note that the

average CZ area of a dimer must be strictly smaller than

the average CZ area of a just-nucleated dimer (and both of

these smaller than the average CZ area for all islands)

because areas of just-nucleated dimers can only decrease

with continued island nucleation. However, the basic

Table 1 Statistical properties of the area distributions for VCs of point-islands (PI) and ECs of near-square islands (NSI) of size

s=2 (just-nucleated dimers and all dimers) at q=0.1 ml

System h/F Ajust-nucleated A2 nnjust-nucleated nn2 kkkjust-nucleated kkk2

PI 107 284.7 268.3 88.6 87.7 0.40 0.45

108 572.7 537.5 182.8 179.2 0.42 0.45

109 1165.0 1098.1 381.3 374.2 0.42 0.45

NSI 107 268.7 251.8 93.9 94.8 0.39 0.40

108 560.6 515.9 198.7 199.5 0.37 0.43

109 1125.0 1076.1 455.5 427.8 0.40 0.42

The A’s denote the average area, the n’s denote the standard deviation, and the k’s denote the skewness. Average areas for all islands are Aav =307.0,

612.7, and 1243.9 for point-islands, and Aav =461.9, 979.4, and 2110.0 for h/F =107, 108, and 109, respectively. Areas and standard deviations are in units

of surface sites. The skewness is dimensionless.

Fig. 9 Scaled area distributions (a=A/Aav) for (a)–(b) VCs of point-islands (Aav =612.7 sites) and (c)–(d) ECs of near-square islands

(Aav =979.4 sites) of size s=2, obtained with h/F=108, q=0.1 ML. In (a) and (c), data are for just-nucleated dimers only, and in (b) and

(d), data are for all dimers. The average dimer areas are Ajust-nucleated�0.93Aav (0.57Aav) and A2�0.88Aav (0.53Aav) for point-islands

(near-square islands). The distributions are slightly skewed relative to a Gaussian (line fits).
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statistical properties of the two distributions, including the

area fluctuations, are similar (Fig. 9 and Table 1). Second,

there is a noticeable difference for point-islands and near-

square islands in the average CZ areas of dimers or just-

nucleated islands relative to the total average CZ area (for

all islands). For near-square islands, the ratio is smaller

than 0.6 (and only slightly higher, if taking the ratio to the

average free area, defined as Aav�sav, instead) compared

with 0.9 for point-islands. Finally, for contrast, Fig. 10

shows the CZ area distribution for all islands. Note that

the (normalized) envelope of this distribution is the

function g(a).

The Impact of Nucleation on the Capture
Zones of Existing Islands

Some of the natural measures of the impact of nucleation

on a configuration of islands, and in particular on its CZ

area distribution, are 1) the probability that the CZ of a

given island will be overlapped (and thus reduced) by the

CZ of the just-nucleated island, 2) the typical number of

such overlapped islands, per nucleation event, sorted by

island size or CZ area, and 3) the typical fraction of the

area that each overlapped island contributes to the CZ area

of the just-nucleated island (see the schematic in Fig. 11).

Simulation results for each of these measures are

presented below.

These three measures are not independent. If Ps,A

denotes the probability that a nucleation event reduces the

CZ of area A belonging to an island of size s and hM0i
denotes the average number of existing CZs overlapped

by the CZ of a just-nucleated island, then one has the

normalization conditionX
s

X
A

Ps;A ¼ hM0i ð8Þ

In addition, if Asubset(s,A) denotes the average area of the

portion of the CZ of the just-nucleated island that overlaps

the existing CZ of area A belonging to an island of size s

and hAsubseti denotes the average area of such individual

portions, then one also has the constraintX
s

X
A

Asubnucðs;AÞPs;A ¼ hAsubnucihM0i

¼ Ajust�nucleated ð9Þ

where Ajust-nucleated is the average area of a just-nucleated

island (Fig. 9 and Table 1).

Fig. 11 Schematic showing the rearrangement of VC bound-

aries for a point-island distribution (h/F=1010, q=0.001 ML)

following a M0 =4 nucleation event. The new island is marked

with a �, and existing islands are marked with dots. The shifted

boundaries (dashed lines) enclose the CZ of the new island. Little

or no rearrangement occurs for cells beyond the nearest neighbors

of the new island. The four area portions contributed to the cell of

the new island are highlighted with a pattern.

Fig. 10 Scaled area distributions (a=A/Aav) for (a) VCs of point-islands and (b) ECs of near-square islands of all sizes (h/F=108,

q=0.1 ML). The lines are Gaussian fits. The standard deviation and skewness of the data are n�0.33Aav, k�0.46 for point-islands, and

n�0.38Aav, k�0.46 for near-square islands. The skewness for a random Voronoi tessellation in two dimensions (see, e.g., Ref. [19]) is

significantly higher (�0.66).
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The probability that a nucleation event reduces
the capture zone of an existing island

Although the probability Ps,A that a nucleation event im-

pacts (i.e., reduces) a CZ of area A belonging to an island

of size s includes contributions from nucleation events

occurring inside that area-A cell and inside neighboring

cells, generally of different area, one anticipates that Ps,A

scales directly with the fraction of islands of size s and CZ

area A, Ns,A/Nav. One can then write

Ps;A � ðNs;A=NavÞqðs;AÞ ð10Þ

where the scaling factor q(s,A) reflects the actual pro-

pensity for overlap. The simulation data shown in Fig. 12

for the reduced probabilities Ps=SAPs,A that a nucleation

event impacts the CZ of some island of size s and

PA=SsPs,A that a nucleation event reduces the CZ of some

island of CZ area A indeed have a shape similar to Ns and

NA, respectively. If the above factorization holds, this

behavior of the reduced probabilities implies that the

factor q(s,A) is a weak function of both s and A, in the

range where Ns,A is significant. In fact, q(s,A) is probably a

stronger function of A than of s because the likelihood of

overlap should depend primarily on the area A.[9]

The distribution of M0 values

Fig. 13 shows distributions of M0 values for two distinct

coverages, one near the onset of the steady state, where

point-islands and near-square islands behave similarly,

and the other within the steady state. In either case, note

that no nucleation events with M0=1 were recorded in the

simulations; that is, the CZ of a just-nucleated island

never overlapped just one existing CZ. Thus despite the

dramatic simplification of theory that this scenario

brings,[2,8] such an assumption is not well justified. Other

features are interesting to note. With increasing coverage,

there is a large shift in the distribution for near-square

islands toward smaller M0. For example, far fewer

nucleation events with M07 and many more events

with M0=3 occur at 0.1 ML than at 10�3 ML. Such shift

would be consistent with an increasing preference to

nucleate closer to triple points (assuming the average

number of neighboring cells of a CZ, which is about 6,[13]

and other topological properties of the tessellation do not

change significantly with increasing coverage).

The portions, Asubset, of existing capture
zone areas overlapped by the capture
zone of a new island

The distribution of Asubset values, distinguished by size and

area (A) of the overlapped CZs, is well described by an

exponential distribution, as shown in Fig. 14. (Note that for

an exponential distribution, the mean and variance are

equal, and the skewness is equal to 2.) It exhibits a

significant population at small area portions and exponen-

tially small populations for Asubset above Aav. In fact, Asubset

is, on average, only 0.14A and only 0.17Aav. However, it

does follow, as anticipated, that Asubset(s,A) is mainly

determined by A (that is, it is a weaker function of s) (see

the insets in Fig. 14 and Ref. [9] for more details). Note

that the relation Ajust-nucleated=hAsubnucihM0i holds, e.g.,

for h/F=107, q=0.1 ML, one finds Ajust-nucleated�285

(Table 1), hAsubnuci�52 (Fig. 14), and hM0i�5.5 (Ref. [9]).
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Fig. 12 Simulation results for (a) Ps and (b) PA. Data are for point-islands, h/F=107, q=0.1 ML (Aav�307, sav�30.7). The thinner

lines are the average density of islands of size s, in (a), and the average density of islands of CZ area A, in (b). The data were normalized

so that the area under all the curves is unity.
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The Island Nucleation Positions

A natural expectation is that most nucleation events that

occur in the steady-state regime must occur near the

boundaries of CZs where the diffusing ad-species density

(and thus the nucleation rate) is relatively high. (Some

caution is justified when using geometric tessellations, as

these do not exactly reflect the spatial profile of the

Fig. 14 Simulation data for Asubset, in (a), scaled by the total area, A, of the overlapped CZs, in (b). Data are for 100,000 point-

island nucleation events, with h/F=107, q=0.1 ML (Aav�307, sav�30.7): hAsubseti�52, nsubset�51, ksubset�1.5, hAsubset/Ai�0.14,

nsubset/A�0.13, ksubset/A�1.1. The lines are fits with an exponential distribution. The insets show Asubset(s), averaged over A, in (a), and

Asubset(A), averaged over s, in (b). Here, statistics were obtained from nearly 500,000 nucleation events. The lines in the insets are guides

to the eye only.

Fig. 13 The distribution of M0 values for (a)–(b) point-islands and (c)–(d) near-square islands, for h/F=108. In (a) and (c), q=10�3

ML; in (b) and (d), q=0.1 ML. The lines are Gaussian fits. The average, hM0i, and the standard deviation, nM0
, are (a) hM0i=5.9,

nM0
=1.2, (b) hM0i=5.6, nM0

=1.2, (c) hM0i=5.8, nM0
=1.3, (d) hM0i=4.8, nM0

=1.2. Statistics were obtained for 10,000–100,000

nucleation events.
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adspecies density.) Small sets of nucleation events do

show such bias.[20] However, for statistically more rele-

vant sets of nucleation events, this feature is less obvious

(Figs. 4 and 15). Fig. 15 shows not only some clustering of

nucleation events near boundaries and triple points, but

also many nucleation events occurring inside the larger

cells. This, no doubt, reflects the feature that the ad-spe-

cies density does not vary sharply across the CZ boun-

daries, as is often assumed.

CONCLUSION

The selection of simulation results discussed above un-

derscores two important features of the behavior of

canonical lattice-gas models of thin film epitaxy. First,

the exact behavior of even simple quantities, including

those describing spatial aspects of island nucleation, is

highly nonintuitive, making phenomenological approxi-

mations of their behavior often unreliable. Second, most

quantities are better described by broad probability

distributions, reflecting strong fluctuations about the

average environment of an island, and the stochastic

nature of the island nucleation process. Moments of these

distributions are key input to refined rate-equation

formulations.[8,9]
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoisland patterned surfaces, in which functionalized
nanodomains are surrounded by a matrix of secondary
functionality, are scientifically and technologically
important for their wide variety applications in
biomimetic materials, templated nanocrystallization,
induced reactions (as surface catalysts), etc. Islands ter-
minated with particular groups can serve as direct sites
for molecular recognition and can therefore be used
in separations (e.g., as chromatographic supports).
Designing the matrix to be nonadsorbing reduces the
fouling of the surface and enhances the island activity
for molecular arraying. For example, polyethylene
glycol (PEG) terminations are particularly important
for their resistance to nonspecific protein adsorption
and thus are valuable in bioassaying, in which the
receptors are often large molecules (ranging from a
few nanometers in cross section for DNA to several
nanometers for proteins). Corralling of these receptors
into domains is not always effective because steric
interaction limits the number of targets that can bind
to the receptors. In this case, it is more advantageous
to individually isolate the receptors onto nanoscale
island sites, where only one receptor is anchored by
the terminal group in the island. In addition, by
anchoring the terminal group in recessed islands (pock-
ets), the conformation of the binding site can be
arranged for optimum accessibility of the target. For
example, thiol functionalization of the island self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) can be used to link a
protein through disulfide linkages to cysteine residues.
Another important potential application of nano-
islands is for nanocrystallization. Due to their small
size and unique electrical, photonic, and transport
properties, nanoparticles have been the focus of much
research intended to take advantage of their unique
properties. The nanoparticulate form is a preferred
route of delivery because of the ready passage of the
particles through the circulatory system, and unim-
peded transport across cell membranes. The ability to
tailor the band gap structure of a semiconductor nano-
particle by controlling the particle size[1] leads to useful

technological applications.[2] Recessed nanoislands can
serve as vestibules for the crystallization of nanocrys-
tals or the sequestering of nanosized particles such as
liposomes. It is well recognized that chemically func-
tionalized surfaces at the interface of a crystallizing
solution can heterogeneously nucleate crystallites,
sometimes with polymorph selectivity. Charged func-
tionalizations are effective nucleators of ionic crystals
as they attract oppositely charged counterions in the
solution to the surface, which leads to the assembly
of the incipient nucleus. Island patterned surfaces con-
sisting of recessed nanodomains that have floors that
are functionalized with active templates and that are
surrounded by a matrix inert to crystallization can
nucleate individual, nonagglomerating nanoparticles
of controlled size. Particles covered with island cavities
on their surfaces sequestering grown nanoparticles can
subsequently be dispersed in an appropriate matrix
(e.g., glass or polymers) to achieve a substantial collec-
tive response, avoiding the usual problems associated
with nanoparticle agglomeration.

In order to fabricate nanoisland surfaces, some
approaches with SAMs have been developed to chemi-
cally pattern surfaces in the nanoscale. For example,
the tip of a scanning probe microscope [atomic force
microscope (AFM) or scanning tunneling microscope
(STM)] has been used to pattern the surface,[3,4] with
the tip being used to displace molecules of an already
deposited SAM either physically (AFM, nanoshaving)
or electrically (STM, electrochemical etching) to create
a pattern. Alternatively, in dipped pen nanolitho-
graphy, the tip is used to transfer a self-assembled
surfactant onto the surface, creating the pattern. While
these techniques can be used to create intricate pat-
terns, as well as the island domains of interest here,
they do suffer from certain drawbacks compared to
the backfilling and mixed adsorption techniques we
have developed here. First, the backfilling and mixed
adsorption methods are easier to employ than the
scanning probe methods, and while intricate patterns
cannot be created, island patterns are all that are
required in many applications. Second, the scanning
probe methods allow only patterning over square
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micrometer-sized planar areas. While this may be
acceptable for some applications (e.g., miniaturized
sensors), other technologies that require a high surface
area per volume may require patterning onto the
curved surface of a particulate (e.g., particulate pat-
terned with island receptors for chromatographic sup-
port, and beads patterned with recessed island
templates to produce nanocrystals on a large scale).
Such patterning cannot be undertaken with scanning
probe lithography, but can easily be undertaken by
the backfilling and mixed adsorption methods to be
developed here. In this paper, we review the literature
on using SAMs for the preparation of island surfaces
and then explore newly developed approaches.

BACKGROUND

The most widely used SAMs are generally classified
into thiol and silane SAMs.[4–8] In the case of
alkylthiols [X–(CH2)n–SH] adsorbed on gold (1 1 1),
the –SH head group covalently bonds to the hollow
sites of the hexagonally arrayed Au atoms of the
(1 1 1) surface. For methyl terminated alkylthiol SAMs
[CH3–(CH2)n–1–SH] at room temperature, when n is
approximately six or more, the van der Waals cohesion
between the chains is large enough to drive the amphi-
philes into a dense crystalline array at full coverage,
whereas for smaller hydrophobic chain lengths
(n < 6), the SAM at complete coverage has a mottled
appearance.[9,10] The adsorption of alkyl trifunctional
silanes [X–(CH2)n–SiY3; Y ¼ Cl, OMe, or OEt] to
hydroxylated surfaces does not initially involve cova-
lent linking to the surface[11–13] but involves a three
step adsorption process,[14,15] in which the chloro or
trifunctional silane groups are first hydrolyzed to form
silanols [X–(CH2)–Si(OH)3]; the alkylsilanols then
hydrogen bond to the physisorbed water layer on the
surface, and gradually siloxane crosslinking bridges
form between adjacent amphiphiles and a few surface
hydroxyl groups. At full coverage at room tempera-
ture, SAMs of the methyl terminated long chain
octadecyltrichlorosilane [OTS: CH3(CH2)17SiCl3], the
most well-studied alkylchlorosilane, form a well-
ordered SAM with the hydrophobic chains trans
extended canted approximately 10� from the normal
and an area per molecule of approximately 21 Å2,
equivalent to the alkylthiols. As the chain length
decreases, gauche defects appear in the chain because
of the reduced van der Waals cohesion; the chains
begin to become disordered, and their tilt from the
normal and the area per molecule increases. For alkyl-
chlorosilanes with only a few methylene groups the
monolayers are completely disordered.[16–18]

With regard to using the alkylthiol and alkyl-
silane amphiphiles to form nanoisland surfaces by

backfilling, both exhibit the prerequisite clustering
into nanoislands for adsorption times less than those
required for full coverage. Methyl terminated
alkylthiols of n > 6 adsorb at room temperature on
a clean gold surface at first randomly as a lattice
gas, and then form the stripped lying down phase in
which the head groups pair and the chains lie along
the surface. Upon further adsorption, the stripped
phase undergoes a series of transitional states from
which emerge nanoisland domains of upright, densely
packed, c(4 � 2) ordered phase, which grow and
form the complete monolayer.[19–22] The fact that
the condensed islands arise from the stripped and
intermediate phases makes it difficult to fill around
them using a second functional phase.[23,24]

Rondelez and coworkers[25,26] studied the adsorp-
tion of the alkyltrichlorosilanes on hydrated silicon
oxide surfaces. For sufficiently hydrated surfaces, they
measured OTS as a function of temperature (in the
range of 5–60�C) and found that below a critical
temperature Tc (¼ 28 � 4�C) the prepared mono-
layers exist in the condensed well-ordered state. In con-
trast, in those prepared above the critical temperature,
the infrared (IR) peak shifted, signifying reduction of
the trans conformers and the rise of gauche defect
populations. Simulations of the IR adsorption data
indicated that the disordered regions existed as islands
rather than being uniformly mixed. This suggested, in
analogy with the Langmuir monolayers, that below
the critical temperature, the SAM forms by direct con-
densation of a gaseous phase to a condensed phase,
while above Tc an intermediate liquid phase forms;
the condensed phase nucleates from the liquid and
complete monolayers retain some liquid domains.
Atomic force microscopy studies have directly con-
firmed this picture and provided details of the assembly
process: Height AFM images of partially complete
OTS monolayers prepared at room temperature show,
after a few seconds of immersion, condensed island
domains with heights of the order of the fully extended
chain and island sizes in the hundreds of nanometers
size range.[27–29] With time, these islands grow to
micrometer sizes and eventually become surrounded
by a matrix liquid phase whose height begins to grow
with time and arrests the growth of the island phase.
For deposition conditions below 16�C, Maboudian
and coworkers[29] found that the micrometer-sized
islands with fully extended chain heights are once again
observed after a few seconds, but grow continuously,
with the surrounding area remaining bare (or with a
gaseous monolayer) during the growth. These low tem-
peratures are below the critical temperature for the
existence of a liquid phase, and the monolayer devel-
ops directly by condensation from the gaseous state.
Whether this state is gaseous cannot be established
conclusively from scanning probe topography images
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and it could also be a liquid phase of low density in
equilibrium with the condensed phase.[28]

While the clustering of condensed domains in a
sparse background for alkylsilanes is now well recog-
nized, there have been only a few studies that have
considered using backfilling to produce nanoisland
topography. Mathauer and Frank[30] studied the
system of OTS and a naphthalene terminated silane
with an 11-carbon hydrophobic spacer, alternatively
backfilling either with OTS or the naphthalene silane.
Examination of the ratio of the intensities of the exci-
mer to monomer fluorescence of the naphthalene term-
inal group gave no indication of macroscale phase
separation because the ratio increased uniformly with
increase in the amount of the naphthalene amphiphile.
These observations did not provide clear insight into
the existence of nanoscale separation in the monolayer.
In a related effort, Knobler et al.[31] spread Langmuir
monolayers of alkyl trichlorosilanes, transferred them
by the Langmuir–Blodgett technique onto hydrophilic
surfaces, and then heated the surface to create
condensed micrometer-sized domains that were then
backfilled by deposition of a second silane.

Phase separation in mixed SAMs of alkylthiols due
to mixed adsorption was first studied by Whitesides
and collaborators[32,33] in the course of their investiga-
tions on the relationship between wetting and the
composition of the mixed SAMs. In order for phase
separation to take place, two conditions must be met.
First, preferential interactions between the amphiphiles
of one component in the binary mixture must be able
to counter the entropic energy gain that is realized
through random mixing of the two components in
the monolayer. Second, the adsorbed amphiphiles
should be laterally mobile so that molecules of one
kind can take advantage of the preferential interaction.
Whitesides et al. studied two examples of preferential
interaction in their wetting studies. The first was a
significant difference in the length of the hydrocarbon
spacer, and the second was hydrogen bonding interac-
tions of the terminal group. When the hydrophobic
chains of one amphiphile are much larger than those
of the other, there is an increased van der Waals dis-
persive cohesion that is especially important when
the chains pack in the lengthwise fashion of assembled
alkylthiols. Monte Carlo and molecular dynamic simu-
lations of laterally mobile alkylthiols have shown
phase separation for methyl terminated thiols when
the difference between the chain lengths is larger than
approximately 7–10 methylene units.[34] Whitesides and
coworkers[33] measured the contact angles of binary
alkylthiol SAMs in which the thiols differed by 10
methylene units and were terminated by methyl groups.
The contact angles of the pure components were
almost identical, while the mixed SAMs showed a pro-
nounced minimum in contact angle. If macroscopic

islands (domains micrometers in size, which would
be the only ones expected to affect the contact angles)
were present, then, since the methyl groups in the
islands would be ordered and well packed, the mixed
monolayer should have contact angles the same as
those of the pure component surfaces. However,
nanoscale separation was not ruled out, and IR spec-
troscopy provided some evidence of islands of the
longer chain thiolate.[33] Recently, a few scanning
probe microscopy studies have provided definitive evi-
dence for nanoscale separation. Tamada et al.[35] have
shown nanometer scale phase separation of mixtures
of the alkylthiols CH3(CH2)3SH and CH3(CH2)11SH.
The second preferential interaction studied byWhitesides
et al. is hydrogen bonding interactions at the terminal
group of one of the components.[32] Contact angles of
water on a binary SAM in which both amphiphiles have
the same hydrophobic length but one is capable of
hydrogen bonding [HS(CH2)10CH2OH and HS(CH2)10
CH3] decreased in a convex monotonic form with con-
stant hysteresis as a function of the fraction of the polar
component, indicating no microscopic separation. The
nanoscale features of this system remain unclear and
related studies using scanning probe microscopy are
contradictory as to whether phase nanoscale separation
occurs.[36] However, nanoscale phase separation has
been consistently observed in the case in which the
terminal groups of short chain hydrogen bonds as shown
in the systems HO(CH2)4SH=CH3(CH2)16SH by Allara
and coworkers,[37] HOOC(CH2)2SH=CH3(CH2)16SH
by Imabayashi et al.,[36] and 4-aminothiophenyl=
CH3(CH2)16SH by Hayes et al.[38] Evidently the extra
attraction between the shorter chain hydrogen bonding
amphiphile insures its exclusion from the condensed
domain forming from the longer chain amphiphile.

There have been several studies of two component
SAMs deposited from binary alkyltrichlorosilane solu-
tions, but not many researchers have investigated the
formation of nanoislands. Mixed methyl terminated
SAMs with two different alkyl chain lengths have been
studied by a few authors,[39] but for the most part they
have focused more on the determination of composi-
tion in the monolayer and not on phase separation.
Offord and Griffin noted from measurements of the
surface energies of mixed monolayers of methyl termi-
nated short (n-butyl and tert-butyl) and long chains
(dodecyl, hexadecyl, octadecyl) that because the sur-
face free energies of the mixed SAMs were higher than
the energies of the single components, it was doubtful
whether there was macroscopic phase separation, since
the surface energy of the mixed SAM would be a
weighted average of the two contact angles. Mixed
SAMs of an aryl and methyl terminated SAMs have
also been studied, but only the study of Mathauer
and Frank,[40] who observed no macroscopic separa-
tion, addressed the issue of phase segregation. Silane
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amphiphiles with hydrophobic spacers consisting of
–CF2 rather than –CH2 groups, which make the hydro-
phobic spacers less flexible, are plausible candidates
for phase separation when mixed with amphiphiles
with methylene spacers, because analogous Langmuir
monolayers phase segregate. Studies of mixed mono-
layers of octyltrichlorosilane and CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2
SiCl3 by Chuang and coworkers[41,42] demonstrated
preferential adsorption of the fluorosilane and showed
that macroscopic phase separation was unlikely; how-
ever, no conclusions could be reached on whether the
fluorosilanes altered the structure by being well mixed
in the monolayer or in nanosized islands. Finally, a
few other studies focusing on the composition of
mixed monolayers of methyl terminated and, among
others, either carboxyl,[43] halogen, ester,[44] or cyano
terminated silanes have been undertaken.

The above discussion makes it clear that alkyltri-
chlorosilanes are preferable to alkylthiols for use in
the backfilling method. With regard to binary mixed
adsorption, while it is clear from the few scanning
probe microscopy studies mentioned above that
alkylthiols can phase separate into nanodomains under
the right conditions (e.g., if the amphiphiles differ suffi-
ciently in chain length), none of these studies demon-
strate an ability to manipulate the size of the islands.
Due to the covalent linking of the thiol group to the
gold, lateral diffusion is limited, and it is doubtful that
the size can be easily manipulated. On the other hand,
while there have been no studies identifying nanois-
lands in mixed alkylchlorosilanes, their lateral mobility
and analogous behavior to Langmuir and Langmuir–
Blodgett monolayers makes them better candidates
for use in sequential adsorption, and hence we use
the alkylsilanes for both the sequential and mixed
adsorption studies.

APPROACHES TO PREPARING ISLAND
SURFACE

Self-assembled monolayers of trichlorosilane or trialk-
ylsilane amphiphiles, X�R�SiY3 (where X is the term-
inal group and R the hydrophobic spacer; Y is a chloro
or alkyl group), have been used here to fabricate func-
tionalized nanoisland surfaces. Since the surface prop-
erty of SAMs is primarily determined by the terminal
functional groups (�X) of the assembled molecules,
the functionalization of nanodomains could be simply
tethering the desired functional group moiety to the
hydrophobic assembled silane. But if the moiety is
reactive to the silane group or has an affinity for the
surface (which competes with the attachment of the
silane group to the surface and compromises chain
packing and ordering), an unreactive precursor has
to be assembled with the SAMs first and then

subsequently the desired moiety has to be derivatized.
Because of space constraints, details of precursor
synthesis are omitted here.

Backfilling (Sequential Adsorption)

In the backfilling technique, the nanoisland domains
are created first. They are assembled by using silanes
that when adsorbed (for periods of deposition shorter
than those necessary to achieve complete coverage)
could phase separate into condensed islands and a
background gaseous phase. To insure this phase
separation, the deposition is carried out for relatively
short deposition times, so that the condensed phase
does not entirely cover the surface, at temperatures
below room temperature, and using the longer chain
silanes: OTS (n ¼ 17) for methyl termination, amino-
phenyltrimethoxysilane [APhMS: NH2C6H4–Si(OMe)3]
for amine termination, CF3CH2O(CO)(CH2)17SiCl3 for
carboxylate termination, and CH3(CO)S(CH2)17SiCl3
for thiol termination (in situ reactions can change
these precursor functionalities to the desired ones).
Phase separation of the long chain cyano, trifluoroester,
and acetothiol silanes has not been studied; however,
their long chains should provide enough cohesive energy
to drive the condensation phase transition despite
the opposing effect of the bulkiness of the terminal
groups.

Another case that we observed in our experiments
is that, instead of nanoisland formation, long chain
amphiphile deposition on the surface for a relatively
long time (not long enough to completely cover the
whole surface) led to the formation of a continuous
phase with nanoscale holes (nanowells). Fig. 1 is a
typical AFM image of a 2-[methoxy(polyethylenoxy)
propyl]trimethoxysilane [mPEG: CH3O(CH2CH2O)n
C3H6Si(OMe)3; n ¼ 6–9] nanoisland surface formed
by this approach (for convenience, the term nanoisland
is used for both nanoscale pillars and holes). After an
mPEG nanoisland surface of desired size is obtained,
the nanoisland can also be modified by a secondary
chemical functionality, like amino, cyano, ester, or
thioacetyl terminated silane.

The major issue in the backfilling technique—once
self-condensation has been established in the first
step—is how to control the size of the islands (‘‘pillar’’
or ‘‘holes’’) and their density. These features are
controlled in the first step by controlling the size and
density of the condensed islands, and it is clear that
the deposition time, the concentration of the silane,
and the amount of water in the solvent (determined
by the polarity of the solvent and its state of hydration)
are the parameters that control how much silane
adsorbs onto the surface, and therefore the area occu-
pied by the condensed phase. Hence, these parameters
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can be used to determine the rough island sizes and
densities. But given a certain condensed phase area,
how can the island size be fine-tuned? During the first
deposition, the line tension created at the island peri-
meter between the silane’s methylene chain and the
depositing solvent plays a central role: Large tensions
favor large and less numerous islands, and lower
tensions smaller and more islands, each within the con-
straint of how much condensed phase has adsorbed. As
the spacer is hydrophobic, the more polar the solvent
the larger the tension and the coarser the island struc-
ture—for the same amount of condensed silane
adsorbed. Therefore, our strategy is to first obtain a
reference ‘‘rough scale’’ island structure for a given
concentration, deposition time, and solvent, and then
fine-tune the island size by changing the solvent while
adjusting the concentration and deposition time to
keep constant the amount of silane adsorbed. Thus,
if the adsorption is from a polar solvent yielding large
islands, we could fine-tune to smaller islands by redu-
cing the polarity of the solvent. To compensate for
the probable reduction in available water necessary
for chlorosilane hydrolysis, the concentration of silane

can be increased or the deposition time lengthened so
as to keep constant the total amount adsorbed.

Mixed Adsorption

In the mixed adsorption technique, the silicon wafer is
dipped into a solution containing the silanes that make
up both the island and matrix phases, and these, upon
adsorption, phase separate to form the desired pattern.
The central challenge is to insure that the segregation
takes place, and this requires an understanding of the
factors that control the phase separation as opposed
to those that promote uniform mixing. As discussed
before, most of our insight into phase separation in
mixed systems derives from alkylthiol studies, which
showed that mixtures with disparate chain lengths
(i.e., n < 5 and n > 16) segregate due to the
increased cohesion of the longer chains, which drives
their mutual aggregation into condensed domains,
excluding the lower chain amphiphiles, which organize
themselves into a more disordered phase. Chain length
induced phase separation has also been verified by

Fig. 1 (A) AFM image of par-
tially packed mPEG surface with

nanoisland defects. Cross-section
analysis gives average diameter
of island to be about 100–300 nm

and depth approximately 2.5 nm.
(B) In situ three-dimensional
image. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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computer simulations of the adsorption of two
alkylthiols with differing chain length on Au (1 1 1);
these demonstrate phase separation when the chain
length differs by more then seven or eight methylene
units. Another crucial factor that needs to be taken
into account is the interactions of functionalities
embedded in the hydrophobic spacer or at the termi-
nus. In principle, if one of the amphiphiles in the
binary mixture contains a terminal group (or a group
embedded in the hydrocarbon spacer) that is strongly
attractive to itself (as for example hydrogen bonding
moieties), this extra interaction could promote phase
separation. This kind of phase separation has been
observed in mixed monolayers spread at the air=water
water interface and subsequently transferred to a
hydrophilic surface by the Langmuir–Blodgett techni-
que. For example, two amphiphiles, each with the same
chain length but one containing an amide head group
[–C(O)NH2] and the other an amide and carboxylic
head group [�C(O)NH(CH2)2COOH], phase separate
due to the extra hydrogen bonding of the carboxylic
group. Analogous experiments by Allara et al. on
mixed SAM formation via the coadsorption of two
thiols of approximately the same chain length with
one capable of hydrogen bonding [CH2O2(CH2)15SH]
while the other is unable to hydrogen bond
[CH3(CH2)16SH] show nanoisland phase separation.
However, contradictory results have been obtained
with similar systems by Bo and Lieberg using
HOC(CH2)10SH=CH3(CH2)10SH and Kakiuchi et al.
using HOOC(CH2)10SH=CH3(CH2)10SH, each of
which showed no evidence of phase separation. If the
chain length of the methyl terminated amphiphile is
much longer than the length of the amphiphile with
the hydrogen bonding terminus, phase separation is
observed consistently, as shown in the systems HO
(CH2)4SH=CH3(CH2)16SH by Allara and coworkers,
HOOC(CH2)2SH=CH3(CH2)16SH by Imabayashi,
and 4-aminothiophenyl=CH3(CH2)16SH by Hayes et
al. Evidently the extra attraction between the shorter
chain hydrogen bonding amphiphile insures its exclu-
sion from the condensed domain forming from the
longer chain amphiphile.

We use different chain lengths as our primary tool
to insure segregation. Because of the flexibility of the
ethylene oxide chain for oligomeric and polymeric
PEG silanes, we take advantage of this to use PEG-
grated silane to form the long chain phase. Once phase
separation is assured, the amphiphile that constitutes
the matrix phase and the size of the islands is governed
primarily by which amphiphile adsorbs more quickly
to the surface, as this is the one that usually forms
the continuous matrix phase, with the slower adsorb-
ing species forming the island phase. The factors that
govern the relative rates of adsorption of the silanes
are principally: 1) the composition ratio in the bulk;

2) the affinity of the terminal groups for the surface;
3) the affinity of the amphiphile for the solvent; and
4) any cooperative effects that enhance the adsorption
of one amphiphile once some adsorbed molecules of
that amphiphile are already down on the surface.
The latter effect is particularly important for the mixed
adsorption of short and long chain thiols, where the
greater cohesive force of larger chains may be expected
to accelerate their adsorption and leads to a surface
enrichment relative to the solution phase. In the design
of our systems, we begin by using the composition
ratio of the bulk solution to set principally which phase
is the island phase and which is the matrix, and the
size and density of island. Total concentration of
amphiphiles in the depositing solution and the time
of deposition are adjusted to allow for full coverage.
Once a rough scale for the size and density is achieved
with a given composition ratio, we again use the
solvent polarity to tune the island size and density on
the surfaces.

EXAMPLES

In the following, we give some examples of nanoisland
surfaces prepared by the backfilling and mixed adsorp-
tion methods discussed above. Usually, we use single
crystal silicon wafers (double side polished, n-type,
h1 1 1i) with a native oxide layer to assemble silane
monolayers. These substrates were cleaned, stored in
deionized water, and dried in a stream of nitrogen
prior to use; treated in this way, the substrates retain
a physisorbed water layer upon immersion into the
nonpolar solvent. All chemicals, including silanes and
organic solvents with different polarities (chloroform,
carbon tetrachloride, toluene, etc.), were used as
received without further purification. The bulk solutions
of different silanes were prepared by adding OTS, 3-ami-
nopropyltrimethoxysilane [APS: NH2C3H6Si(OMe)3],
APhMS, or mPEG in the required quantities to the
organic solvent. The silane amphiphiles were assembled
onto the silicon oxidized substrates by adsorption
from solutions of varying polarity. The cleaned silicon
substrates were immersed into the bulk solution with
different compositions for a certain amount of time
so that the silanes could be hydrolyzed by the water
present in the solution. The deposition was termi-
nated by rinsing the substrates in organic solvent
for 5min or sonicating for 1min if necessary. The
excess solvent was blown off with a dry nitrogen
beam. The substrates could also be baked on a hot
plate at 120�C to complete the chemisorption of the
silane to the hydroxylated surface by promoting silox-
ane bridging linkages between silanes and the surface.

We used the solvent polarity to tune the island size
and density. After deposition for a prescribed time in
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the assembled silane solution, the wafers were rinsed
(or sonicated) to remove excess silane or siloxane oli-
gomers from the surface, and dried by nitrogen stream.
In situ modifications (i.e., CN reduction to amines,
ester hydrolysis to carboxylates, thioacety hydrolysis
to thiols), if required, followed. For mixed adsorption,
the process was then complete. In the case of sequential
adsorption, the dried and possibly modified substrates
were then redipped in a second silane solution, soni-
cated, dried, and (if necessary) in situ modified once
again.

The primary tool to visualize the surface morphol-
ogy is atomic force microscopy, which allows direct
in situ scanning of the surfaces. Atomic force micro-
scopy images were obtained by using a Nanoscope
III instrument (Digital Instruments, Inc.). Silicon
nitride sharpened tips with a force constant of
0.58N=m were used for height and friction images in
contact mode. A normal force of approximately
10 nN was used in the contact mode experiments.
For every sample, at least three different locations were
acquired. Height and friction data for various phases
on the samples were obtained by taking cross sections
at random locations. All the friction images acquired
were from the same area as that from which the height
images were acquired.

Long chain methyl terminated silane OTS and short
chain amine terminated APS were mixed adsorbed on
the surface to form a pattern in which the recessed
islands with charged functionality were surrounded
by a hydrophobic methyl terminated matrix. The total
concentration of amphiphiles in the depositing solu-
tion and the time of deposition were adjusted to allow
for full coverage. The use of the short chains of APS
relative to the long chain OTS insures phase separa-
tion, and the matrix is elevated 1.5–2.0 nm relative
to the islands. The significant hydrogen bond of
amine strengthens the later chain interaction and thus
enhances the segregation. The islands of the polar
terminated silanes are formed because the composition
ratio favors the methyl terminated silanes. As Fig. 2
shows, the binary OTS=APS system phase separates
on the surface to form the nanoisland surface when
the OTS=APS ratio in the bulk solution is 3 : 1 and
total concentration is 2.0mM in anhydrous chloro-
form with 0.02% (v=v) water added. The water contact
angle equals 98�, implying that the majority phase is
hydrophobic OTS (pure OTS has a contact angle of
110�). The friction image (right) with the same pattern
also confirms this result, since the amino group of
APS has relatively higher friction compared with the
alkyl group of OTS, so that the lower islands of APS

Fig. 2 AFM image of nanoisland
surface formed by OTS=APS
mixed monolayer (2mM; bulk

ratio 3 : 1) in anhydrous chloro-
form and 0.02% (v=v) water for
2 hr; contact angle ¼ 98�. Cross-
section analysis shows it to be
50 nm in diameter and 1.5 nm
recessed from matrix. Bright spots

on friction image correspond to
higher friction of amino group
of APS. (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)
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(‘‘dark dots’’) on the height image appear to be bright
spots on the friction image (right). Cross-section analy-
sis gives an island size of �50nm and a depth of
�1.5 nm, consistent with the former thickness prediction.

Phase separation on solid–liquid interface from a
binary mixture of amphiphiles in which one compo-
nent terminates in a PEG chain has not been studied,
either for the thiol or the silane case. The steric repul-
sion between the ethoxylated head groups of the oligo-
meric (6–9 units) PEG terminated silanes acts to form
a disordered SAM relative to the ordering we might
expect from the long alkyl chain silanes. Therefore,
we use amino terminated silanes (APhMS) and coad-
sorb these with oligomeric mPEG terminated silanes.
Following the same protocol and using APhMS and
long chain mPEG to replace OTS and APS, respec-
tively, we also obtained a similar nanoisland pattern
on the surface (Fig. 3). Cross-section analysis shows
that the approximate size of the recessed island is
about 300 nm and the depth is about 3.0 nm from
matrix. The height image and friction image of the sur-
face tell us that the island is APhMS and the matrix is
mPEG. The depth of the island is also consistent with
the height difference between the two amphiphiles.

As discussed before, the deposition conditions are
essential for the phase separation behavior on the sur-
face. For the same system and experimental conditions,
when the composition of the bulk solution is changed,
phase separation still occurs, but the pattern of each
phase domain is totally different. Fig. 4 shows the
same system of APhMS=mPEG with the same bulk

composition ratio of 1 : 1 for an immersion time of
3 hr. Instead of APhMS holes forming, the long chain
mPEG forms pillars and the APhMS forms a continu-
ous matrix. The mPEG pillars appeared to be bright
patches on the height image (left) and dark patches
on the friction image (right). The size of the mPEG
pillars is about 150 nm and the height from the
surrounding APhMS matrix, 1.5 nm. The simple expla-
nation for these different results is that because of the
strong intermolecular interaction between the long
alkyl chains, for the mPEG-rich sample (Fig. 3), the
short chain APhMS tends to form islands, whereas
when the composition ratio is changed to 1 : 1, mPEG
becomes the minority phase and forms pillars within
an amine terminated matrix. The discrepancy in the
island depth and pillar height in Figs. 3 and 4 is also
due to the different phase coverage on the surface. In
Fig. 3, the long chain mPEG on the surface is the
majority phase, so that the chains are densely packed
and do not have much space to sway but extend per-
pendicularly, while in Fig. 4, the mPEG is the minority
phase on the surface, so that the extruded chains have
more spatial freedom to sway around, thus leading to
the lower height value measured when scanned with
an AFM tip.

The steric repulsion between the ethoxylated head
groups of the oligomeric PEG terminated silanes
makes it difficult to form a condensed SAM. For
most situations this is undesirable for nanopattern
formation because of the loose structure. However,
if we can control the formation conditions and

Fig. 3 AFM image of nanoisland

surface from mPEG=APhMS
mixed monolayer (1mM; bulk
ratio 3 : 1) in anhydrous chloro-
form for 3 hr and toluene rinsed

for 1min. Cross-section analysis
gives size of 300 nm and depth of
3.0 nm (average). (View this art
in color at www.dekker.com.)
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manipulate the deposition parameters, like the deposi-
tion time, solvent polarity, etc., the defective structure
with well-distributed holes on the surface can serve as
the first step of the backfilling process. Fig. 1 is the
AFM image of an mPEG surface with defect nano-
wells. With short deposition time, the mPEG silanes
did not have enough time to fully cover the surface
and formed the partially packed monolayer with
nanoscale defects. The AFM height image and friction
image both give good distribution and the correct fric-
tion pattern, in which the lower holes on the height
image appear to be bright (because of the partially
negatively charged hydroxylated silicon bare surface).
Cross-section analysis gives the size of the spherical
defect to be about 100–300 nm and the depth, 2.5 nm.
Also due to the loose structure and disordered packing,
this length is understandably a little lower than the
fully extended length of 3.0 nm. The in situ three-
dimensional image gives the direct visualization of
the distribution of holes on the surface. After the
mPEG surface with the defects is prepared, further
backfilling with other desired functional groups can
be undertaken, since the bottom surface of the defect
holes is still bare hydrated surface, so that further
hydrolysis can take place. Fig. 5 is the mPEG nanois-
land surface after APhMS monolayer backfilling.
Compared to the pure mPEG nanoisland pattern in
Fig. 1, the most distinct change is that the bright spots

on the friction image (right) have disappeared after
amino group modification. The possible explanation
is that the frictions of the amino terminal groups and
methoxy terminal groups of mPEG are very similar
in aqueous buffer solution, so that they are hardly to
be detected by AFM imaging.

Oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) spacer is recognized
as a resistant material that prevents nonspecific
adsorption of proteins, so that it has been incorporated
into SAMs to form nanoisland surfaces because of its
ability to render surfaces biocompatible.[45] As one of
the important applications of nanoisland surfaces, we
immobilized intact small unilamellar liposome vesicles
(SUV) onto the abovementioned nanoisland for future
biosensing application. In general, the liposome vesi-
cles tend to unravel and spread on the solid surface
and eventually form multiple layers when exposed to
either hydrophobic or hydrophilic solid supports. This
is undesirable for many special situations, for example
when the conformation and fluidity of lipid membrane
are necessary for the embedded protein receptors to
function in biosensor and molecular-recognition
applications. The nanoisland surfaces in our research
provide an alternative mechanism to circumvent this
problem and maintain the liposome vesicle intact.
Fig. 6 is the AFM image (under fluid cell) of a
nanoisland surface after liposome exposure. The
negatively charged liposome (SUV) was prepared from

Fig. 4 AFM image of mPEG

island from mPEG=APhMS mixed
monolayer (1mM; bulk ratio 1 : 1)
in dry chloroform and 0.02% water

(v=v) for 3hr. Contact angle ¼35�.
Cross-section analysis gives appro-
ximately 150–200nm diameter and

1.5 nm recessed from matrix. Lower
friction of mPEG (methoxy term-
inal group) shows dark patches in

friction image (right) corresponding
to bright (higher) patches on height
image (left). (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)
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pre-liposome formulation-4 [L-a-phosphatidylcholine-
b-oleoyl-g-palmitoyl (POPC), L-a-phosphatidyl-DL-
glycerol (PGDO), dioleoyl, and cholesterol from
Sigma-Aldrich Co.] by standard extrusion through
0.2 mm filter and has �200 nm size distribution in
solution (by light scattering measurement). Unlike
the usual case of unraveling on the surface, most of
the liposome vesicles under buffer solution maintained
their intact structure, with a height of 40 nm and dia-
meter of 400 nm (from cross-section analysis of the
zoom-in image of Fig. 6B). The flattening deformation
of the liposome shape was attributed to the gravity of
the interior buffer liquid and the electronic attraction
of the island surface. The deformation of the spherical
shape to square shape in the zoom-in image is the
result of AFM tip scratch (especially in contact mode).

The mechanism of intact liposome immobilization on
the nanoisland surface is as follows: The nanoislands
on the nanopattern surface have the same order of size
range (100–300 nm) as the liposomes (�200 nm) so that
a complete bilayer cannot be accommodated; the
oppositely charged terminal groups (positively charged
amino groups) of the island bind the liposome via
electrostatic force; the inert surrounding mPEG matrix
resists the liposome adsorption. In addition, because of
recessing of the islands relative to the matrix so that
liposomes are physically removed from the matrix,
the nanoisland surface with specially tethered function-
ality is a good model to prevent the spreading and
unraveling of the liposome bilayer on the surface and
to maintain the intact conformation of liposome
vesicles.

Fig. 6 (A) AFM image (under fluid cell with buffer solution) of liposome (Ø ¼ 0.2 mm) exposed to nanoisland surface after
buffer rinsing. (B) Cross-section analysis of zoom-in image shows height of 40 nm and size of 400 nm approximately. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 AFM image of nanoisland
surface of mPEG monolayer after

APhMS backfilling. Bright spots
on friction image (right) disap-
peared after amino group modifi-

cation. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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CONCLUSIONS

Self-assembled monolayers provide a route for tailor-
ing functionalities and submicrometer patterns on
surfaces. The phase separation of SAMs has been
explored to fabricate heterogeneous, robust arrays of
nanodomains with variable functionalities. Uniformly
arranged nanoisland (nanowell) domains with specific
functionality have been patterned on solid surfaces
through mixed adsorption and backfilling approaches.
Given a well-defined binary system with specific
molecular structure, functionalities and preparation
approaches, the morphology of phase separation, to
a certain extent, could be controlled by manipulating
the deposition conditions. Compared to other nano-
pattern techniques, these approaches provide a conve-
nient alternative to pattern large surface areas and
curved surfaces with nanoscale domains. As a future
application of this work, intact liposome vesicles could
be incorporated or loaded with desired reagents, drug
molecules, or membrane protein receptors and arrayed
onto our nanoisland surfaces for further bioassay,
biosensor, or drug delivery studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Micro reactors, in their simplest form, consist of a network

of micron-sized channels (typical dimensions are in the

range 10–300 mm) etched into a solid substrate (see Refs.

[1–9] for introductory overviews). The ability to move

chemical reagents around the channel network enables

spatial control of reactions, which can be exploited to alter

yield and product selectivity in synthetic chemical

processes. This extra dimension of reaction control, not

achievable in bulk reactors where concentrations are

uniform, is comparable with compartmentalized biosyn-

thetic processes in biological cells. Hence, in addition to

their applications in analysis, micro reactors open up new

horizons for the controlled synthesis of fine chemicals.

This article discusses the current and future applications

of micro reactors in the fields of chemical synthesis and

drug discovery. The fabrication and physical character-

ization of micro reactors, together with details of their use

and operation, is described. Examples of liquid and gas

phase reactions are used to illustrate some key advantages

of performing chemical reactions in micro reactors.

BACKGROUND

For solution-based chemistry, the channel networks of the

micro reactors are connected to a series of reservoirs

containing chemical reagents to form the complete device

or ‘‘chip’’ with overall dimensions of a few centimeters, a

simple example of which is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the

micro reactor, reagents can be brought together in a

specific sequence, mixed and allowed to react for a

specified time in a controlled region of the channel

network using electrokinetic or hydrodynamic pumping.

For electrokinetically driven systems, electrodes are

located in the appropriate reservoirs to which specific

voltage sequences can be delivered under automated

computer control. This control offers a simple but

effective method of moving and separating reactants and

products within a micro reactor, without the need for

moving parts. Hydrodynamic pumping exploits conven-

tional or microscale pumps, notably syringe-type pumps,

to maneuver solutions around the channel network.

However, for hydrodynamic pumping, either an interface

between large external pumps and the chip is required or it

is necessary to fabricate complex small moving parts

within the device itself.

Alongside the continuing development of miniaturized

total analytical systems (m-TAS) and related analytical

applications,[10–17] a concerted effort is now underway to

establish the benefits that micro reactors can bring to the

field of reaction chemistry. The ability to manipulate

reagent concentrations in space and time by electrokinetic

control within a micro reactor provides a level of reaction

control that is not possible in traditional batch reactors

where concentrations are generally uniform. Interestingly,

the spatial and temporal control of chemical reactions in

micro reactors, coupled with the features of very small

reaction volumes and high surface interactions, makes this

technology akin to the conditions under which reactions

occur within biological cells. Nature has become very

effective at exploiting the organized distribution of

reagents within the micron-sized domains of cells to

control the chemical selectivity of compound production,

relative to the situation of large-scale synthetic method-

ology. Based on this notion, it has now been demonstrated

that many chemical reactions show improved reactivity,

product yield, and selectivity when performed in micro

reactors compared with the same reaction performed using

conventional laboratory procedures with macroscale reac-

tors. Reported research confirms that micro reactor

methodology is applicable to performing both gas and

liquid phase reaction chemistry. From the work cited in

this article, the evidence is that the unique modus operandi

of micro reactors (namely, the low-volume spatial and

temporal control of reactants and products in a diffusive,

laminar flow mixing environment) offers a novel method

for chemical manipulation and product generation. In

short, micro reactors are new tools with which to generate

molecules and increase our knowledge of complex chemi-

cal processes.

In the authors’ experience, a reaction performed within

a micro reactor can commonly be speedily optimized to
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generate relatively pure products in higher yield and in

shorter time, when compared with the equivalent bulk

reaction. Product amounts, although relatively small, are

generally sufficient to perform full instrumental charac-

terization. One of the immediate and obvious applications

is therefore in drug and process discovery, where the

generation of compounds either with different reagents or

under variable conditions is an essential factor. An

interesting twist to the micro reactor chemistry carried

out in the authors’ laboratories is not just the opportunity

to separate reactants and products in real time, but also the

capability to manufacture and use reagents in situ.

MICRO REACTOR FABRICATION

Materials such as silicon, quartz, glass, metals, and poly-

mers have all been used to fabricate micro reactors.[9,11]

Important considerations in material choice include chem-

ical resistance, ease and reproducibility of fabrication,

compatibility with detection methods, and, if relevant,

whether the material supports electroosmotic flow (EOF)

with the solvents of interest. Glass is a popular choice

because it allows EOF with many common solvents, is

chemically inert, enables the use of a range of visible

light detection methods, and fabrication techniques are

well established.

Depending on the material used, a range of channel

microfabrication methods such as photolithography, hot

embossing, powder blasting, injection molding, and laser

microforming are available.[18] For glass micro reactors,

photolithographic fabrication of channel networks is

performed as shown schematically in Fig. 2.[19,20] First,

the channel network is designed and printed using suitable

computer drawing software and a film negative of the

desired final size is then prepared by photoreduction to

form the optical mask. Commercially available borosili-

cate glass photolithographic plates (thickness of 3 mm)

coated with a thin metal etch mask layer (normally

chromium) plus an upper layer of positive photoresist

(0.5–2.0 mm depth) are used for channel network

fabrication. The pattern of interconnecting channels is

transferred from the optical mask to the photoresist layer.

After light exposure, the photoresist is developed and

removed, together with the chromium layer, to reveal the

areas of glass to be etched. The patterned plate is then

heated to allow the volatiles to evaporate before

performing the chemical etch. The channels may be

etched, for example, using a mixture of 1% HF and 5%

NH4F in water at 65�C, resulting in an etch rate of

typically 0.3 to 0.5 mm min�1. During the etch process, the

system must be well agitated to ensure a consistent supply

of etchant to the surface and the efficient removal of etch

debris. In our laboratories, we have found that ultrasound

irradiation during the etch process is effective.[20]

Fig. 1 Borosilicate glass micro reactors. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Photolithographic fabrication of channel networks

in glass.
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The base plate containing the etched channel network

must next be sealed by bonding to an upper plate (17mm

thick) containing predrilled holes to act as reservoirs for

reagents and products. In our laboratories, the upper plate

is aligned with the channel geometry and thermally

bonded to the base plate (typically at 575�C for 3 hr).[19,20]

Thermal bonding is aided by placing a weighting block of

nonadhering quartz of high softening temperature on the

upper plate. A schematic of the device produced by this

method is illustrated in Fig. 3, and a photograph of such a

micro reactor is shown in Fig. 1. For good thermal

bonding, it is important to ensure that both pieces of glass

have the correct thermal softening and expansion proper-

ties. In addition, the surfaces to be bonded must be clean

and flat. More recently, the thermal bonding of ceramic

adaptors to glass has enabled hydrodynamic pumping to

be more effectively realized. Fig. 4 shows a glass micro

reactor with ceramic adaptors, enabling high-performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC)-type fittings to be

connected directly to the chip.

Fabrication in polymeric materials, while attractive

from an engineering and cost perspective, poses a number

of reagent compatibility issues. However, the U.K. Lab-

on-a-Chip consortium project has demonstrated that

devices containing channels fabricated from an epoxy

resin (SU-8) coated onto a polymer support, such as

methacrylate, are relatively robust to chemical attack

(Fig. 5). This methodology has the advantage that the

nonwetted bulk of the chip can be fabricated from low-

cost commodity polymers.

Of all the fabrication media, perhaps metal is the most

robust in terms of engineering requirements and, more

specifically, micromixers have been constructed and

applied in chemical processing.[9] A number of alternative

methods for producing channels in glass have also been

reported, such as deep reactive ion etching, powder

blasting, and laser ablation.[9]

PRINCIPLES OF REACTION CONTROL
IN MICRO REACTORS

Pumping of solutions around a channel network by EOF,

using voltages applied via electrodes placed in the res-

ervoirs, has several significant advantages over alternative

pumping methods. It can be easily miniaturized because

Fig. 3 Exploded view of a micro reactor constructed from a

base plate containing the etched channel network and thermally

bonded to a thick upper plate containing reagent reservoirs.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Micro reactor with ceramic fittings. (Courtesy of

Micro Chemical Systems Ltd.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Micro reactors fabricated from polymers. (Courtesy of

Epigem Ltd.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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no mechanical moving parts are involved and the required

voltage sequences can be readily applied under automated

computer control. For a glass micro reactor, the channel

wall–solution interface normally has a negative charge,

arising from ionization of immobile surface silanol

groups. This immobile surface charge attracts a diffuse

layer (of thickness of the order of nanometers) of mobile,

oppositely charged counterions in the solution adjacent to

the channel wall (cations for a negatively charged glass

channel wall). As shown schematically in Fig. 6,

application of an electric field along the channel length

causes the nanometer-thick ‘‘skin’’ of mobile cations to

move toward the more negative electrode and drags all

the intervening solution in the bulk of the channel with

it.[21–23] An important feature of EOF is that the liquid

EOF velocity is constant across the channel except in the

nanometer-thick regions of the diffuse layer of counter-

ions very close to the wall. Unlike EOF, pressure-driven

flow produces a parabolic velocity profile with high ve-

locities in the channel center and slow velocities near to

the wall, giving rise to increased ‘‘blurring’’ of reagent

zones along a channel length. The imaging of velocity

profiles induced by EOF and pressure-driven flow has

been described by Paul et al.[24]

The EOF fluid velocity veof is given by Eq. 1

veof ¼
Eee0z
Z

ð1Þ

where E is the electric field (voltage divided by electrode

separation), e is the relative dielectric constant of the

liquid, e0 is the permittivity of free space, z is the zeta

potential of the channel wall–solution interface, and Z is

the liquid viscosity.[21–23] For the glass–aqueous solution

interface, the value of z varies from �50 to �150 mV at

pH 7 (dependent on ionic strength), but decreases in

magnitude to 0 at pH around 2.5.[25] The magnitude of

the electric field applied in micro reactors (typically

some hundreds of volts per centimeter) gives EOF

velocities in the range 0.1 to 1mm sec�1 for aqueous

solutions at pH 7.

From Eq. 1, it can be seen that veof is proportional to the

applied voltage and depends on the properties of both the

liquid and the channel material. Electroosmotic flow does

not occur with low polarity solvents such as alkanes where

no diffuse layer of surface counterions exists. The EOF

velocity veof is independent of the channel cross-sectional

dimensions, whereas the EOF volumetric flow rate (given

by the product of veof multiplied by the channel cross-

sectional area) depends on the channel dimensions.

Under EOF voltage control, the solvent and any

uncharged solutes move with a velocity veof. Within the

electric field, charged solutes have an additional electro-

phoretic velocity vph which is given by Eq. 2

vph ¼
zeED

kT
ð2Þ

where z is the charge number on the species, e is the

electronic charge, D is the diffusion coefficient of the

species, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the ab-

solute temperature.[21,23] The magnitude of vph for typical

micro reactor operating voltages is commonly compara-

ble with veof. The total velocity of a charged species is

given by the vector sum of veof and vph. The direction of

EOF for aqueous solutions in a glass micro reactor is

normally toward the more negative electrode, whereas

for a cationic solute species, vph will be in the same

direction as the EOF (i.e., toward the more negative

electrode) and will move faster down the channel than

the solvent and neutral species. Anionic solutes will be

retarded and may, if the magnitude of vph is greater than

veof, move in the opposite direction. In this way, elec-

trophoretic separation of solutes occurs along with EOF

in the micro reactor channels when operated under elec-

trokinetic control. The ability to use electrophoretic mo-

bility to spatially locate charged reagents and products

within a micro reactor independently of the solvent forms

a useful aspect of reaction control. Differential electro-

phoretic mobilities have been exploited to selectively

control product detection times in the capillary electro-

phoresis technique of electrophoretically mediated mi-

croanalysis (EMMA).[26–29]

The strategy of using micro reactors to electrokineti-

cally control the spatial and temporal evolution of

chemical reactions relies on the ability to use voltage

sequences to direct reagents to selected points at specified

times within a channel network. For an intricate channel

network with many reservoirs and electrodes, the relation-

ships between the applied voltages and the liquid flow

rates and solute mobilities in the different sections of the

network can be very complex. The basic approach is to

analyze the channel network in terms of an equivalent d.c.

Fig. 6 Voltage-driven movement of the diffuse layer of cations

adsorbed at the negatively charged channel wall (left-hand

figure) produces a flat EOF velocity profile across the channel

except within the nanometer-thick diffuse counterion layer

(right-hand figure). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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circuit where the different channel sections correspond to

resistance elements and, as will be shown, the electrical

currents are proportional to the volumetric liquid flow

rates within the corresponding channel sections.[30–32] As

an illustrative example, we discuss the channel network

shown in Fig. 7 where we wish to achieve a flow–inject–

flow sequence to obtain a ‘‘slug’’ of one reagent in a

flowing stream of a second reagent. In the ‘‘flow’’ mode,

we require flow from reservoir A to D with zero flow from

both B and C to D. In the ‘‘inject’’ mode, we require flow

from B to C with zero flow from A to D. To obtain both

modes, a multichannel voltage supply operating under

computer control using LabVIEW software is used to

deliver the correct voltage sequences to the electrodes in

reservoirs A, B, and C (voltages VA, VB, and VC) relative

to reservoir D, set to ground voltage. The following

analysis shows how the voltages are related to the

electrical currents (IA, IB, and IC) which, in turn, are

related to the volumetric flow rates in the corresponding

channel sections FA, FB, and FC.

We consider the simplest possible situation in which

the channel network of Fig. 7 is filled with a liquid of

uniform electrical conductivity k and the zeta potential

of the channel wall is equal in all channel sections.

Experimentally, this situation can be achieved even when

mixing different reactant solutions by ensuring a high

background concentration of an inert electrolyte. For the

sake of simplicity, we ignore the (normally small) con-

tribution to the overall conductivity of a channel section,

which arises from surface conduction.[21–23,31] With these

approximations, the electrical resistance of the ith channel

section Ri is given by Eq. 3

Ri ¼
Li

kAi

ð3Þ

where Li and Ai are the length and cross-sectional area of

the ith channel section, respectively. The d.c. circuit used

to drive flow in the channel network of Fig. 7 is shown in

Fig. 8 and serves to define the current values in the

different channel sections. In each of the loops of the

coupled circuit, the applied voltages equal the sums of the

products of the resistances and currents. Writing these

gives a series of (n�1) simultaneous equations, where n is

the number of reservoirs containing electrodes (it is n�1

because one electrode is set to ground). For the channel

network considered here, we have the set of three

equations shown below.

VA ¼ RAxIA þ RxyðIA þ IBÞ þ RyDðIA þ IB þ ICÞ
VB ¼ RBxIB þ RxyðIA þ IBÞ þ RyDðIA þ IB þ ICÞ
VC ¼ RCyIC þ RyDðIA þ IB þ ICÞ ð4Þ

Solving these simultaneous equations (using a software

package such as MathCAD) yields the corresponding

expressions for the electrical currents shown in Eq. 5 (see

below). The volumetric liquid flow rate in the ith channel

Fig. 7 Double T-junction channel network and flow–inject–

flow required to achieve a ‘‘slug’’ of one reagent within a

flowing stream of a second reagent.

IA ¼
ðRCyRxy þ RCyRyD þ RBxRyD þ RxyRyD þ RCyRBxÞVA � ðRCyRyD þ RCyRxy þ RxyRyDÞVB � RBxRyDVC

RCyRBxRAx þ RCyRxyRBx þ RCyRxyRAx þ RCyRyDRBx þ RCyRyDRAx þ RBxRyDRAx þ RxyRyDRBx þ RxyRyDRAx

IB ¼
�ðRCyRxy þ RCyRyD þ RBxRyDÞVA � ðRCyRxy þ RCyRyD þ RCyRAx þ RxyRyD þ RyDRAxÞVB � RAxRyDVC

RCyRBxRAx þ RCyRxyRBx þ RCyRxyRAx þ RCyRyDRBx þ RCyRyDRAx þ RBxRyDRAx þ RxyRyDRBx þ RxyRyDRAx

IC ¼
�ðRBxRyDÞVA � ðRyDRAxÞVB � ðRBxRAx þ RyDRAx þ RxyRAx þ RxyRBx þ RBxRyDÞVC

RCyRBxRAx þ RCyRxyRBx þ RCyRxyRAx þ RCyRyDRBx þ RCyRyDRAx þ RBxRyDRAx þ RxyRyDRBx þ RxyRyDRAx

ð5Þ
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section Fi is proportional to the corresponding electrical

current Ii according to Eq. 6.[21,23]

Fi ¼ �Ii

ee0z
Zk

� �
ð6Þ

To determine the voltages required to achieve a particular

pattern of flow rates (e.g., ‘‘flow’’ or ‘‘inject’’ modes

described above), all the resistance values of the different

channel sections, filled with the liquid of interest, must be

known. This can be performed by measuring the currents

as a function of the various voltages within the micro

reactor and computer fitting the resistance values. Alter-

natively, one can measure the liquid conductivity (using a

conventional conductivity meter) and all the channel

dimensions and calculate the required resistances accord-

ing to Eq. 3. Calibration measurements of liquid flow rates

within the micro reactor as a function of different set

currents yield the value of z, which then enables the

conversion of measured currents (logged during a run) to

liquid flow rates from Eq. 6.

Representative plots of electrical currents vs. one of the

voltages (with the remaining voltages being fixed) are

shown in Fig. 9. The current values are typically in the

microampere range, and, as expected from Ohm’s law,

they are proportional to the voltage. However, because of

the linking together of the different limbs of the overall

circuit, the voltages required to produce zero current in a

particular channel section are determined by a complex

function of all resistance and voltage values. An example

of the linear correlation between the electrical current and

liquid flow rates in corresponding channel sections is

shown in Fig. 10. Applying this type of information,

Table 1 lists the calculated voltage settings required to

achieve flow and injection modes with set flow rates for

the system shown in Fig. 10.

Full details have been published[31] where it is dem-

onstrated that measurement of the liquid conductivity k,

zeta potential z, and all channel dimensions enables the

correct calculation of the voltages needed to achieve any

set of flow rates. However, several notes of caution should

be emphasized. First, the results reported indicate that

correction of the overall electrical current for surface

conduction along the channel walls is sometimes required.

The surface conduction may become non-negligible when

the bulk conductivity of the liquid is relatively low.

Second, the analysis given here applies to the situation in

which the liquid conductivity and the zeta potential are

both uniform throughout the channel network. Mixing of

Fig. 8 Direct current circuit used to drive the channel network

of Fig. 6. Reservoir voltages (relative to ground in D) are VA, VB,

and VC and x and y denote the channel junctions. The electrical

current in channel section Ax is IA, section Bx is IB, section Cy is

IC, section xy is (IA + IB), and section yD is (IA + IB + IC).

Fig. 9 Illustrative plots of electrical currents versus VA for VB

and VC both set to 200 V. The data refer to the channel network

of Fig. 6 filled with 50 vol.% ethanol/water containing 35 mM

phosphate buffer at pH 7.5.

Fig. 10 Correlation between measured volumetric liquid flow

rates and the corresponding electrical currents for the channel

network of Fig. 6 filled with 50 vol.% ethanol/water containing

35 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.5.
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reagent solutions, which possess different conductivities

and/or different zeta potentials, with the channel walls

will produce moving channel zones with non-uniform

properties and EOF mobilities. Obviously, this situation

requires a considerably more complex analysis. Last, the

simplified analysis presented here, although sufficient to

illustrate the main features of flow control, takes no

account of flow inertial effects and the non-uniformity

of the electrical field around channel junctions. At a

microscopic level, the effects cause complex local flow

patterns in these regions, which can be modeled using

sophisticated fluid dynamics software.[33–38]

In addition to its use in determining the required

electrokinetic flow control parameters, in situ monitoring

of electrical currents in channel networks provides useful

diagnostic information on micro reactor operation. First,

the observation of a current dropping to zero in a branch

of the channel network can indicate the position of a

channel blockage. Second, application of an excessive

voltage across a channel network can cause electrochem-

ical reactions, which may result in the release of gas

bubbles. Electrolysis occurs in micro reactors when the

overall voltage difference between an electrode pair

(typically several hundred volts) is sufficiently high or

the electrical resistance of the relevant channel section is

low such that the voltage change across an electrode /

solution interface (typically a fraction of a volt) exceeds

the redox potential required for an electrochemical

reaction. Last, for chemical reactions, which result in a

change of conductivity of the solution, in situ current

monitoring can, in principle, be exploited to monitor the

extent of a reaction within the channel network.

Except for unimolecular reactions, two or more

reactant solutions must be mixed as a necessary first step

to achieving reaction. Two main modes of mixing are

possible which have very different characteristics. The

first mode, denoted ‘‘diffusive mixing,’’ is illustrated in

Fig. 11 which shows the 3-D concentration profile re-

sulting when a dye solution (entering from the left

channel) is combined with solvent entering from the right-

Fig. 11 3-D plot of dye concentration vs. position within a T-junction. The dye solution enters from the left and is combined with

solvent entering from the right. The flow velocity down the ‘‘leg’’ of the T is 0.48 mm sec�1. Detailed analysis of the diffusional

broadening of the dye–solvent interface seen as the laminar streams move down the channel (corresponding to different times after

contact) yields the diffusion coefficient of the dye (4.0�10� 10 m2 sec�1 in this example). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Voltages, electrical currents, volumetric flow rates,

and liquid EOF velocities for flow and injection modes in the

system of Fig. 10

Variable

Flow mode

(A!D)

Inject mode

(B!C)

VA (V) 225 1

VB (V) 169 86

VC (V) 169 �38

IA (mA) 15 (set) 0 (set)

IB (mA) 0 (set) 8 (set)

IC (mA) 0 (set) �8 (set)

FA (nL sec�1) 0.45 0

FB (nL sec�1) 0 0.24

FC (nL sec�1) 0 �0.24

veof (A) (mm sec�1) 0.05 0

veof (B) (mm sec�1) 0 0.03

veof (C) (mm sec�1) 0 �0.03
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hand channel of a T-junction. The two solutions flow

together down the leg of the T. For typical EOF con-

ditions, the linear fluid velocities are of the order of 0.1–

1mm sec�1. The Reynolds number Re (equal to Devr/Z
where De is the effective channel diameter, v is the

velocity, r is the liquid density, and Z is the liquid

viscosity) for such flow is <10, well below the transition

from laminar to turbulent flow, which occurs at Re values

of around 2500. The co-flowing reagent streams therefore

retain their laminar flow pattern and mixing occurs only

by interdiffusion. From the 3-D concentration plot of the

dye, it can be seen that only a small extent of diffusional

mixing occurs in the time between the first contact of the

solution streams flow to a position corresponding to the

bottom edge of the image. For the flow velocity used (0.48

mm sec�1), this time corresponds to approximately 2 sec.

In this mode of mixing, at very long times, the reagent

concentrations are diluted by a ratio equal to the ratio of

the flow rates of the incoming streams. A crude estimate

of the time required for mixing across the complete width

of the channel (w) is given by t�5w2/D, where D is the

diffusion coefficient of the solute species. For a typical

channel width of 100 mm and a value of D of 5�10�10 m2

sec�1, this time is of the order of 100 sec. It can be seen

that the mixing of two streams flowing at 1 mm sec�1 in a

typical channel length of a few centimeters will normally

be very incomplete. Imaging of the diffusive broadening

of the concentration gradient perpendicular to the laminar-

flowing streams at different times has, in fact, been used

to determine diffusion coefficients of absorbing or fluo-

rescent species.[32,39]

Complete mixing by diffusion can be achieved by

using slow (or stopped) flow to increase the contact time.

Alternatively, faster flow or smaller channel cross

sections, within long channels (generally folded to reduce

overall device size), will achieve the same result. Elegant

designs of networks containing cascades of T-junctions

connected by suitably long, tortuous channels have

produced output channels giving simultaneously a series

of fully mixed dilutions of the original input solution[40,41]

or concentration gradients of complex shapes.[42] This

type of multiple outputs is useful when using a micro

reactor to determine, for example, a calibration plot of

detector signal vs. the concentration of an analyte species.

The fact that the laminar flows of reagent streams inter-

diffuse only relatively slowly has been exploited by using

chemically reactive reagent streams. Reactions between

appropriate reagents at the interface between laminar, co-

flowing streams of the reactants have been used, for

example, to deposit very thin lines of metals (plus a range

of other species) at the channel base as a novel means of

fabricating ‘‘nanowires’’ in specified locations.[43]

The second mode of mixing, ‘‘slug injection,’’ is

illustrated in Fig. 7. Using a pair of offset T-junctions and

the ‘‘flow–inject–flow’’ sequence described earlier, a slug

of one reagent is produced within a flowing stream of a

second reagent. We illustrate the main features of this

mode by considering the behavior of a slug of a reagent X

in a flowing stream of a reagent Y where X and Y can

chemically react to give product Z. We consider the

situation where the reactant concentrations and the

reaction rate constant are such that chemical reaction

occurs fast; that is, virtually immediately, the reagents are

locally mixed in a particular channel section. Using the

simulation procedure described in Ref. [30], we are able to

calculate the concentrations of all the species X, Y, and Z

as a function of the distance along the flow channel length

for different times after the production of the initial

rectangular slug of X in the stream of Y. Input variables

include the initial concentrations of X, Y, and Z, the

Fig. 12 Time snapshots at 0, 10, and 20 sec of the

concentration profiles of reactants X (red) and Y (black) and

product Z (blue). The top plot shows the initial configuration of

a rectangular slug of X in a stream of Y, centered at channel

position = 0. The left-hand plots correspond to veof = 0.05 mm

sec�1 with vph of all species = 0 (diffusive mixing only). The

right-hand plots correspond to veof = 0.05 mm sec� 1 and vph

(X) = 0, vph (Y) = 0.76 mm sec�1, and vph (Z) = 0.23 mm sec�1.

In this case, mixing of X and Y occurs mainly as a result of the

different electrophoretic velocities. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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forward and reverse rate constants for the reaction

X+YÐZ, the EOF velocity, and the electrophoretic

velocities of X, Y, and Z. The first simulation (Fig. 12)

shows a series of time snapshots for the situation in which

the electrophoretic velocities of X, Y, and Z are all zero

(corresponding to these species all being uncharged). In

this case, all species move with velocities equal to veof and

mixing (and hence reaction) occurs only by interdiffusion

at the leading and trailing edges of the slug of X. For the

wide slug and the short time shown, the interdiffusion and

therefore the extent of the reaction are low. The time for

diffusive mixing across the slug (approximately 5 ws
2/D,

where ws is the slug width) can be made shorter by

reducing the slug width. To maximize the conversion to

products in this mixing mode, a series of many narrow

slugs are therefore more effective than a single, broad

slug. Elegant methods to achieve very narrow slug widths

have been described.[35]

In the second simulation shown in Fig. 12, vph for X is

set to zero, but vph for Y and Z are set to positive values

corresponding to these species bearing positive charges. Y

now moves slowly with a velocity veof, whereas X moves

faster with a velocity veof + vph. In this situation, the slug

of X becomes displaced relative to the concentration

‘‘gap’’ in Y and mixing of X and Y therefore occurs

relatively rapidly as a result of the different electropho-

retic mobilities of the two species and results in reaction at

the trailing edge of the slug of X. It should be noted that,

in contrast to the ‘‘diffusive mixing’’ mode discussed

above, mixing by differential electrophoretic mobilities

does not result in dilution of the localized reagent

concentrations. Fig. 13 shows the experimental realization

of this type of mixing and reaction. A slug of the

uncharged ligand, pyridine-azo-dimethylaniline (PADA),

is injected into a flowing stream of Ni2 + ions. As seen in

the measured concentration profiles along the channel

length, fast complexation to form the NiPADA2 + complex

occurs at the trailing edge of the PADA slug and can be

successfully modeled using the kinetic rate parameters

measured for the forward (complexation) and reverse

(complex dissociation) reactions.[32]

Following the time sequence shown in Fig. 13, it is

possible to reverse the flow, which moves the NiPADA2 +

complex product peak back into the concentration ‘‘gap’’

of Ni2 +. Because the complex formation reaction is

reversible, the complex dissociates via the back reaction

into PADA and Ni2 +. This example, using a mechanis-

tically very simple reaction, demonstrates how micro

reactors can be used to realize an extra dimension of

spatial and temporal control of reactions, which is

unachievable in bulk solution reactors where all concen-

trations are uniform.

REACTIONS PERFORMED
IN MICRO REACTORS

To date, most reactions that have been performed in micro

reactors have been conducted simply to demonstrate that it

is possible to perform reactions within such devices. A

summary of the reactions that have been performed in

micro reactors is presented in Table 2, and many of these

are reviewed in detail in Refs. [44] and [45]. The

following section reviews some reactions that have been

performed within micro reactor systems that have dem-

onstrated interesting results.

Skelton et al. have reported the application of micro

reactors for the Wittig reaction[66,67] where they prepared

cis- and trans-nitrostilbene esters 1 and 2 (Scheme 1). A

number of features such as stoichiometry and stereo-

chemistry were investigated in the micro reactor environ-

ment. When two equivalents of the aldehyde 3 to the

phosphonium salt 4 were used in the reaction, a

conversion of 70% was achieved. The micro reactor

demonstrated an increase in reaction efficiency of 10%

over the traditional batch synthesis. The reaction stoichi-

ometry was subsequently reduced to 1:1, but using

Fig. 13 Comparison of simulated (solid lines) and measured

(data points) concentration profiles for the reaction between

Ni2 + ions (black) and a slug of the ligand PADA (red) to form

the NiPADA2 + complex (blue) at the trailing edge of the PADA

slug. Concentration profiles of the coloured PADA and complex

species were determined by analysis of digitized video images.

The concentration profiles correspond to 10 sec (upper plot) and

70 sec (lower plot) after PADA slug injection. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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continuous flow of reagents, as above, the conversion was

poor (39%). The conversion was increased to 59% using

an injection technique, where slugs of the phosphonium

salt 4 were injected into a continuous flow of the aldehyde

3.

The research was extended to investigate the stereo-

chemistry of the reaction. The ratio of isomers 1 and 2 was

controlled by altering the voltages applied to the reagent

reservoirs within the device, which, in turn, affected the

EOF and electrophoretic velocities of the reagents. The

variation in the external voltage subsequently altered the

relative reagent concentrations within the device, produc-

ing Z/E ratios in the region 0.57 to 5.21. In comparison,

the authors report that when a traditional batch synthesis

was performed based on the same reaction time, concen-

tration, solvent, and stoichiometry, a Z/E ratio of approx-

imately 3:1 was observed. This demonstrated that signif-

icant control was possible in a micro reactor compared

with batch reactions. The authors also demonstrated that

micro reactors could be used for the rapid reaction de-

velopment and optimization, based on analog chemistry,

by using other aldehydes in the reaction.[66,67]

Carbanion chemistry is one of the most common

methods of C C bond formation used in the pharmaceu-

tical industry. Wiles et al.[68] reported the preparation of

the enolates from a series of 1,3-diketones using an

organic base and their subsequent reaction with a variety

of Michael acceptors such as 5 to afford 1,4-addition

products within a micro reactor (Scheme 2).

When using a continuous flow of the reagents 5 and 6,

15% conversion to the adduct 8 was observed, compared

with 56% when the diketone 7 was reacted with 5 forming

the Michael adduct 9. The authors, however, demonstrated

enhancements in conversions through the application of

the stopped flow technique. This procedure involved the

mobilization of reagents through the device for a des-

ignated period of time, using an applied field, and the flow

was subsequently paused by the removal of the applied

field, prior to reapplying the field. Using the regime of 2.5

sec on and 5 sec off, the conversion to the product 8 was

improved to 34%, while lengthening the stopped flow

period to 10 sec resulted in a further increase to 100%.

This was compared with the preparation of 9, in which the

regime of 2.5 sec on and 5 sec off resulted in an increase

in conversion to 95%. This demonstrated that the enolate

of 2,4-pentanedione 7 was more reactive than the

corresponding enolate of benzoyl acetone 6. The authors

propose that the observed increase in conversion, when

using the technique of stopped flow, was a result of an

Table 2 Reactions conducted in a micro reactor

Reaction Ref.

Kumada coupling [46]

Aldol [47]

Enamine [48]

Diazo coupling [49]

Diazotization [50]

Nitration [51]

Cycloaddition [52]

Photochemical generation of singlet oxygen [53]

Phase transfer [54]

Dehydration [55]

Esterification [56]

Hydrogenation [57]

Free radical fluorination [58]

Fluorination [59]

Partial oxidation of ammonia [60]

Generation of hydrogen cyanide [61]

Synthesis of amides [62]

[63]

Photocyanation [64]

Pyrrazole synthesis [65]

Scheme 1
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effective increase in residence time within the device

corresponding to the different kinetics associated with

these reactions. This approach is clearly relevant to those

wishing to study the kinetics of such reactions, and the

results demonstrate the ease with which reactions may be

optimized in micro reactors when conducting combinato-

rial synthesis.

Although the previous result demonstrates the ease

with which reaction conditions may be optimized, it is still

sometimes necessary to heat reactions to achieve high

yields of products. Industrially, special equipment is re-

quired when performing large-scale reactions at elevated

temperature. However, Fernandez-Suarez et al.[69] have

demonstrated the synthesis of a series of 2-aminothiazoles

using a Hantzsch synthesis within a micro reactor. Dur-

ing the experiments, the T-shaped micro reactor was

heated to 70�C using a Peltier heater, which was aligned

with the channels, and the heat generated by the de-

vice was applied to the base of the micro reactor. Reaction

of a-bromoketones such as 10 with a thiourea derivative

such as 11, using NMP as solvent, resulted in the prep-

aration of the aminothiazoles 12 in up to 85% conver-

sion (Scheme 3).

Nitration reactions in organic synthesis are problematic

because of the use of excess quantities of concentrated

nitric and sulfuric acids. The reactions are extremely exo-

thermic and it is hence difficult to control the temperature

of such reactions when performed on a large scale. As a

result, micro reactors have a considerable attraction for

these reactions because the reactor enables excellent

temperature control of the reaction. Doku et al.[70] have

reported the nitration of benzene 13 in a borosilicate glass

micro reactor. The benzene was mobilized by electro-

osmotic flow as a microemulsion using the surfactant

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The nitronium ions, which

were produced in situ by mixing sulfuric and nitric acids,

underwent electrophoretic-induced mobility. A co-sol-

vent, butan-1-ol, was used to enhance the solubility of

the benzene in the aqueous system. The authors report

that mononitration occurs in 65% conversion to give

nitrobenzene 14 (Scheme 4) and that approximately 8%

of 1,3-dinitrobenzene 15 and 5% of 1,3,5-trinitroben-

zene 16 were obtained. Importantly, Doku et al. dem-

onstrated that it is possible to mobilize a nonpolar

liquid, such as benzene, using EOF by dissolving it in

a microemulsion.

Lu et al.[71] have reported a photochemical reaction

within a micro reactor. The reactor was fabricated by

bonding a patterned silicon wafer to a quartz wafer, the

advantage of this fabrication technique being that the

quartz substrate allows reaction and detection using UV

light of lower wavelengths than permitted by Pyrex

substrates. The authors investigated the pinacol formation

reaction of benzophenone 17 in propan-2-ol (Scheme 5).

The reaction is known to follow a radical reaction path-

way, and it is reported that the longer the residence time of

the reaction, the greater the conversion to benzopinacol

18. The authors report that there was no detectable product

formation for flow rates >10 ml min�1. With reduced flow

rates, having larger residence times, the conversion

Scheme 2

Scheme 3
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Scheme 4

Scheme 5

Scheme 6

Scheme 7
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improves because the amount of light absorbed increases,

and there is therefore sufficient time for the excited

species to diffuse and react with the benzophenone. The

authors report conversions of up to 60% when using flow

rates of 4 ml min�1.

Greenway et al.[72] have demonstrated the Suzuki

reaction within a micro reactor device using an immobi-

lized heterogeneous catalysis where 1.8% palladium on

silica was placed in the central channel of the micro

reactor. The catalyst was immobilized between micropo-

rous silica frits prepared from potassium silicate and

formamide. The micro reactor was optimized using flow

injection analysis principles, producing a conversion of

67% of cyanobiphenyl 19 at room temperature. The flow

injection method adopted allowed the periodic injection

of the aryl halide 20 into a continuous flow of the

phenylboronic acid 21 (Scheme 6). Traditionally, tetra-

hydrofuran (THF) is used as the solvent in this reaction.

As has been found with many organic solvents, however,

THF has very low natural EOF properties, and for this

reason, it was mixed with water (75:25). The conversions

obtained were comparable with Suzuki reactions carried

out on a batch scale using homogeneous catalysis. Im-

portantly, there were negligible levels of the palladium

catalyst in the product, which was demonstrated using

inductively coupled-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), thus

illustrating that the catalyst was not leaching from

the reactor.

One of the interesting observations of the reaction was

that, unlike conventional Suzuki reactions, an additional

base was not required. Although the exact reason for this

is not clear, it is postulated that the electric field may be

sufficient to cause ionization of the water at the metal

surface. Possibly the hydroxide formed in this way may

be sufficient to perform the function of the conven-

tional organic or inorganic base. Alternatively, a more

basic environment may be formed at the surface of the

micro reactor.

The use of elemental fluorine in organic synthesis is

problematic because of the difficulties associated with

the safe handling of gaseous fluorine.[73,74] In addition,

fluorination reactions are generally extremely exothermic

and it is difficult to control the temperature of such re-

actions when performed on a large scale. micro reactors

have a considerable attraction for direct fluorination pro-

cesses because there is only a small amount of fluorine in

the reactor at any given time. In addition, the micro reac-

tor enables excellent thermal dissipation and temperature

control of the reaction as well as an opportunity for scale

up by the simultaneous use of many such reactors.

Chambers and Spink[75] and Chambers et al.[76] have

reported the use of micro reactors for the fluorination and

perfluorination of organic compounds using elemental

fluorine. A nickel or copper micro reactor was used for the

investigation, and the liquid reactants and solvents were

introduced into the reaction chamber via a syringe using a

syringe pump. Fluorine, in a nitrogen carrier gas, was

introduced from a cylinder using a mass-flow controller.

The liquid–gas mixing proceeded via ‘‘cylindrical flow,’’

where the liquid forms an outer cylinder coating the reactor

surface with the gas flowing through the center. This flow

regime has enormous benefits in that it provides very large

surface-to-volume ratios for the liquid phase, producing a

very efficient reaction over a short distance. The products

were trapped in a tube, which was cooled with either a salt/

Scheme 8

Scheme 9
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ice bath (0�C) or an acetone/carbon dioxide bath (�78�C).

The fluorination of b-dicarbonyl compounds proceeded

with a high efficiency using 10% fluorine in nitrogen at

5�C and with formic acid as the solvent. Ethyl acetoacetate

22 was fluorinated in 99% conversion to give ethyl 2-

fluoroacetoacetate 23, while ethyl 2-chloroacetoacetate

24 was fluorinated in 90% conversion, yielding ethyl 2-

chloro-2-fluoroacetoacetate 25 (Scheme 7). Importantly,

under these conditions, no perfluorination of the sub-

strates was observed, with only the monofluorinated

derivatives being isolated. The authors report that the

bulk fluorination of ethyl 2-chloroacetoacetate 24 gives

only a low conversion to 25,[77] illustrating that the flow

system is more efficient. This illustrates the catalytic

effect of the fluorinated metal surface.

Watts et al.[78,79] have recently demonstrated the

first example of a multistep synthesis in a micro

reactor where they have used their devices in peptide

synthesis. Reaction of pentafluorophenyl ester 26 with

amine 27 formed dipeptide 28, which was reacted with

Fig. 14 Integration of a micro reactor with a bioassay system. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

 

Fig. 15 A micro reactor system, in parallel mode of operation for scale out. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) to effect Fmoc

deprotection. The amine 29 was then reacted in situ with

another equivalent of pentafluorophenyl ester 26 to pre-

pare tripeptide 30 in 30% overall conversion (Scheme 8).

The approach clearly demonstrates that intermediates may

be generated in situ and used in subsequent reactions

enabling the combinatorial synthesis of peptides, which

are of biological and pharmaceutical interest.

Having demonstrated that peptide bonds could be suc-

cessfully formed when using a micro reactor, the authors

then investigated racemization in peptides derived from

a-amino acids.[80] Reaction of the pentafluorophenyl ester

of R-2-phenylbutyric acid 31, at 0.1 M concentration, with

a-methylbenzylamine 32, gave the product 33 in quan-

titative conversion with 4.2% racemization (Scheme 9).

Importantly, there was less racemization than observed

in the batch reaction at the same concentration and tem-

perature. The reduced level of racemization was attrib-

uted to the reduced reaction times observed within the

micro reactors. This demonstrates that there would

be real advantages to performing the combinatorial

chemistry in microfluidic reactors compared with tradi-

tional batch systems.

CONCLUSION

Micro reactor chemistry currently shows great promise as a

novel method on which to build new chemical technology

and processes in which the reactions generally produce the

desired product in higher yield and purity in shorter periods

of time. The technology is still in its early development, but

some early trends are clear. One of the immediate and ob-

vious applications is in combinatorial chemistry and drug

discovery, where the generation of compounds with dif-

ferent reagents or under variable conditions is an essential

factor. Perhaps more intriguing, micro reactors may bring

new approaches to reaction chemistry and these possibil-

ities are only now emerging. For example, extending the

heterogeneous catalyst work already described, one can see

how immobilized or supported reagents could be placed

within a device to impart functionality to a reaction while

maintaining spatial and temporal control. A microchannel

system may provide a potential separation column and

integration of a micro reactor device to one of the many

highly sensitive microchannel-based biological assay

systems and may also address some of the pharmaceu-

tical industries’ potential requirements. Apart from the

greatly reduced reaction times demonstrated for the micro

reactors, handling times to assay and chemical reagent

costs may be virtually eliminated. This paradigm is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 14.

Reactions within the micro reactors are found to be

more atom-efficient, which is of significant environmental

importance as this reduces the quantities of raw materials

required and minimizes waste. Furthermore, the technol-

ogy allows the temperature of reactions to be controlled,

enabling reactions to be conducted safely, where explo-

sion may be observed if the reaction was conducted on a

batch scale.

The use of solvent for purification of products is often

the largest contributor to waste in a chemical process.

Research is currently underway to investigate the purifi-

cation of chemicals within the micro reactors by exploit-

ing the electrophoretic mobility of the chemical species,

which would not require any solvent to be moved within

the reactor.

In terms of Green Chemistry, micro reactors offer

considerable potential in performing safer and more

efficient chemical reactions by the use of novel method-

ologies such as solvent-free mixing, in situ reagent

generation, and integrated separation techniques. The

capability of producing a parallel network of micro

reactors, the so called ‘‘scaling out’’ of the process, offers

a clear route to generating product volume, as shown

schematically in Fig. 15. Furthermore, this methodology

would enable chemicals to be prepared on demand, at the

point of use, so reducing the need to store and transport

hazardous or reactive chemicals.
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INTRODUCTION

The laser-based particle deposition (LBPD) technique is

one of ‘‘direct-write’’ techniques that can be used for

patterning nanoparticles into a variety of microstructures.

If properly developed, LBPD may have wide application

in manufacturing novel electronic, sensing, catalytic, and

other devices that require specific structures, combina-

tions of unlike materials, and unconventional substrates.

The technique makes use of laser-induced optical forces to

guide particles by a narrow laser beam from an atomizer

source until depositing them on a substrate. One of the

LBPD versions based on aperture guidance is reviewed in

this paper.

The discussion covers both the fundamentals of both

laser guidance and solid–liquid interactions during pat-

terning, including recommendations for the best setups, as

well as a more detailed description of optical and other

forces exerted on particles inside the LBPD apparatus.

Some examples of nanoparticle deposition and patterning

are also presented.

LASER-BASED PARTICLE
DEPOSITION TECHNOLOGY

A wide range of techniques generally referred to as

‘‘direct-write technologies’’ have recently emerged in

response to the needs for rapid prototyping of micro-

patterns made of continuous phase or fine particles.[1]

Technologies such as inkjet printing, micropen writing,

plasma spray, laser particle guidance, and matrix-assisted

pulsed-laser evaporation are capable of direct fabrication

of microstructures on a variety of substrates using a wide

range of materials. All of these approaches have the

advantage of avoiding the need for masks and complicated

lithographic technologies associated with microscale

electronic device fabrication. These rapid prototyping

techniques are often able to consolidate powder materials

into three-dimensional structures.

Laser-based particle deposition technique is one of

many such techniques under recent development that has a

promising potential for the fabrication of electronics and

sensors based on microvolume materials. The LBDP tech-

nique makes use of laser-induced optical forces to guide

particles by a narrow laser beam until depositing them on a

substrate. As described in Ref. [2], LBPD has many

advantages over existing patterning techniques. ‘‘. . .In
contrast to photolithography, the process adds material to

the surface (as opposed to etching material) and does not

require harsh or corrosive chemicals. In contrast to robotic

microspotting, deposition, inkjetting, and screenprinting,

particles are strongly localized within the laser beam and

the deposition accuracy can be below one micrometer.

Most importantly, nearly any material in either liquid or

aerosol suspension can be captured and deposited as long

as convection and gravity are weaker than the guidance

forces (typically in the nanonewton range).’’

Additionally, LBPD allows one the fabrication of

various porous structures of nanoparticles, which can

serve, for example, as microsensors.[3] Although perfec-

tion in nanoparticle arrays is not required in such

applications, achieving sufficient control over deposited

micropatterns to manufacture porous microstructure is not

a trivial task. There are only two promising techniques for

such applications at present, inkjet writing and LBPD.

Each of them has different merits and demerits, so that

they rather complement each other being suitable for a

different range of applications. Although both techniques

can produce similar structures, the resolution of inkjet

writing at present reaches only 10–20 mm; LBPD is not

restricted either by solvent viscosity to the degree required

by inkjet techniques. More importantly, LBPD is also

temperature-flexible: When the transporting particles

absorb laser light, the resulting heat, if required, can

activate chemical reactions and/or phase transformations

during and after deposition. At the same time, the laser-

induced heat can also be rather low: Because of high

transporting velocities and such option as cooling carrier

gas, both the droplet and substrate temperatures can be

controlled allowing only moderate short-duration temper-

ature increases. Because the LBPD-transported material

is in the form of either liquid precursor or colloidal

suspension atomized to micrometer-size droplets, the

deposited particles can be of any size between several

nanometers to about a micron. Finally, LBPD is capable
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of codepositing dissimilar materials offering a potential

to fabricate both heterostructured and porous patterns

that combine distinct electronic, organic, and biological

materials using the same basic fabrication technology.

The LBPD technique, although still in its early stages

of development, has been used to fabricate micron-scale

structures from a wide variety of materials, such as metals

(Au, Ag, In, Cu, Pt), semiconductors (Si), oxides (CuO,

RuO2, Al2O3), ferroelectrics (BaTiO3), ionic crystals

(NaCl, KI), biological cells (neurons, others) on such

various substrates as glass, alumina, silicon, sapphire, and

various polymers.[2–8] In principle, LBPD allows depos-

iting virtually any material that can be suspended in a

liquid or formed by decomposition of a precursor. The

primary restrictions on the LBPD technique are that the

substrate is transparent to light at the laser frequency (to

avoid substrate heating) and that the particles being

deposited should not undergo unwanted reactions (e.g.,

decomposition) during transport in the laser beam.

Historically, it was Ashkin[9] who was the first to

demonstrate the optical ‘‘levitation’’ that moved and

suspended micrometer-sized particles against gravity in a

focused laser beam. Stable three-dimensional trapping of

such particles in the minimum-waist region of a highly

focused laser beam was demonstrated later.[10] These and

other findings formed the basis of the so-called optical

tweezers used in many applications.[11] Renn and Pas-

tel[4,5] were the first to demonstrate laser guidance and

trapping of mesoscale particles from suspensions and

liquid droplets in hollow-core optical fibers. The obtained

data gave rise to industrial applications of a laser-guided

direct write of electronic and biological components.[2]

Finally, LBPD technique with aperture guidance was dem-

onstrated recently.[12] Unlike optical trapping techniques,
[9–11] LBPD utilizes optical transverse gradient forces to

confine particles inside weakly focused laser beams and

take advantage of the radiation pressure to move particles

axially along through an aperture onto a substrate within the

near-field region. This version of the LBPD technique as

developed at Michigan Technological University is de-

scribed in this review.

The principal LBPD setup is shown schematically in

Fig. 1. It includes a mist chamber (MC), source chamber

(SC), process chamber (PC), and a laser system. The mist

chamber includes an atomizer and delivery system to

make a mist of micron-sized liquid droplets (or particles)

that are precursors for the deposited material. The droplets

are delivered from the atomizer to the source chamber by

a carrier gas, and a mass flow meter measures and controls

the gas flow. The source chamber is connected to a

process chamber by a micron-sized aperture, with a

typical size in the range from 15 to 35 mm. The droplets

are usually much smaller, of the order of a micron or less.

The laser beam is coupled into the aperture by an optical

lens of low numerical aperture to allow particle guidance

to a substrate that is mounted on a translational stage. The

supply chamber both provides an environment suitable for

the deposition process and shields the particles from

Fig. 1 Schematic of the MTU LBPD system: source of deposited material (carrier gas supply and atomizer inside mist chamber MC);

supply (SC) and process (PC) chambers linked by a high-power laser aperture (details shown in the insets); laser system (laser and

focusing lenses); movable substrate on a translational stage. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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convection currents that can deflect particles out of a

laser’s confinement.

As shown in Fig. 1, in contrast to optical tweezers,[9–11]

LBPD allows droplets to be captured continuously from

the supply chamber and transport them onto the substrate

to ‘‘write’’ on it. Guidance in the LBPD aperture-based

system is achieved by a weakly focused laser beam and

diffracted laser radiation within near-field limits at the

front and the rear of the aperture, respectively.[12] Also

shown in Fig. 1 (inset b) are the main forces exerted on a

particle in the apparatus. Three of them, the optical

radiation force Fz, the optical transverse gradient force Fr,

and optical axial gradient force Fga, are resulted from the

interaction of the particle with incident laser beam, and

the drag force FD is due to the interaction of a moving

particle with the ambient. They and other forces will be

discussed in detail below.

Examples of different materials deposited by the LBPD

apparatus can be found elsewhere.[2,3,7,8,13] Several

additional examples are shown in Fig. 2.

LBPD BASICS

Optical Field Inside the LBPD System

It is important to discuss the spatial distribution of laser

optical field near an aperture as the light intensity provides

both axial and transverse guidance of particles. In

particular, it is the optical axial force Fz and the optical

transverse gradient force Fr that determine the guidance

efficiency, the particle velocity, and the throughput rate of

an LBPD apparatus.

We will consider the laser beam with a TEM00 (or

fundamental) mode that can be represented by an ideal

Gaussian intensity profile. Such a beam with the total

power P propagates in free space along the z direction

toward a centered circular aperture with radius a (Fig. 1b).

The intensity (or irradiance) I(z, r) of such a beam is

then.[14]

Iðz; rÞ ¼ I0e�2r2=w2

ð1Þ

where I0(z) = 2P/pw2 is the axial (peak) intensity at r = 0,

w(z) is the spot radius diverging with the distance as

wðzÞ � w0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ ðz=zRÞ2

q
, and the smallest spot radius

w0 (at the beam waist) is at z=0. For such a beam, the

distance zR, the waist spot radius w0, and the beam full-

angle divergence y are beam parameters defined asa

zR ¼ pw2
0=l; y ¼ 2lM2=pw0 ð2Þ

aEq. 2 is analogous to the optical (the Smith–Helmholtz) invariant in an

optical system comprising only lenses. In practice, lasers as a rule are

characterized not only by the beam-waist spot w0 but also by the beam

divergence y.

Fig. 2 Examples of materials deposited by the LBPD apparatus: (a) SEM micrograph of microspheres formed by 7-nm Au–

S(CH2)7CH3 particles deposited by a 200-mW laser; (b) AFM image of a cluster of 100-nm polystyrene particles; (c) SEM micrograph

of an array of 400-nm polystyrene spheres partially coated with 100-nm polystyrene spheres; (d) optical image of the 7-nm Au–

S(CH2)7CH3 particles deposited on an array of gold microelectrodes by a 200-mW laser; (e) similar to (d), after an electrode was

produced by in situ melting by a 500-mW laser beam. (f) Structure made of �20-nm Au–S(CH2)7CH3 particles deposited after

atomization of 2–4 g/L suspension of nanoparticles in toluene. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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where M2�1 is a factor representing the beam quality (for

an ideal Gaussian beam, M2=1), and for a beam behind a

circular aperture with radius a, zR=pa2/l. The parameter

zR is referred to as the Rayleigh range indicating an

approximate border between the near-field diffraction

region (at z<zR) and the far-field diffraction region (at

z>zR). The extent along the beam between ±zR points

relative to the beam waist is commonly considered as the

collimated waist region. The diffraction angle y of a beam

spreads in the far field, where w(z)�w0z/zR=lz/pw0 at

z	zR. The angle y is often considered as a laser primary

parameter because divergence is of fundamental impor-

tance for many laser applications. However, any one of

the beam parameters completely characterizes the optical

field along the entire Gaussian beam because only one is

independent at a particular wavelength l. Therefore the

axial intensity I0 of a laser cannot be increased by

reducing w0 without also increasing its divergence. As we

will see, this is especially important for the LBPD

systems. The beam intensity falls off very fast with radius

r beyond the spot size w: at r=w the intensity decreases

to 0.135I0 (1/e2 criterion) and to about 0.01I0 (often called

99% criterion) at r = pw/2.

The circular aperture, which links the supply and

process chambers of the LBPD apparatus (Fig. 1), changes

the beam optical field by two different ways. First, due to

aperture truncation, the power transmission of the passing

beam can be cut off considerably depending on the ratio

a/w0, especially at a/w0
1. Even an aperture with radius

a = w0 transmits only �86% of the total beam power P.

Fig. 3 The transverse diffracted intensity I calculated for different ratios a/w0 as a function of the transverse distance r from the
beam axis normalized by the aperture radius a, and corresponding diffraction images. The arrow in the plot marks the first
minimum for the ratio a/w0=1.4. The ratio a/w0 increases from (a) to (e); the latter corresponds to a typical working setup with a/
w0�1.8. In (a), the size of the first ring is about 70 mm. The images were obtained with a digital camera in the far-field
diffraction region of the 35-mm aperture. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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However, this effect can be avoided by increasing the

ratio: An aperture transmits as much as 99% after the ratio

increase to a/w0�p/2 = 1.6. Secondly, diffraction of the

beam on an aperture produces more complex intensity

patterns in both the near-field and far-field regions.[14,15]a

In the far field, the axial intensity decreases due to

standard Gaussian beam divergence: According to Eq. 1,

the axial intensity changes with distance as I0(z) = (zR/

z)2I00, where I00 is the axial intensity at the beam waist.

Additionally, a diffracting aperture perturbs the beam

creating well-known diffraction effects that significantly

change the optical field distribution including the central

far-field lobe intensity. In the near field, the changes in the

characteristics of the diffracted beam are the most

essential. The intensity ‘‘Fresnel’’ ripples appear and

become more and more distinguished as the ratio a/w0

decreases. The intensity variation DI/I can be as large as

±20% even for a 99% aperture. (The far-field central

intensity will also be decreased by 20% by such an

aperture.) As a result, rings of a higher and lower intensity

are typical in the near-field region, their location, am-

plitude, and number changing with distance and with the

ratio a/w0 (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the average

intensity is practically a constant or even increasing with

distance in the near-field region at z<zR. Finally, there is a

peak at or near the beam axis that might be rather spiky

closer to the aperture.

For a typical double-frequency YAG-laser (l = 532 nm,

y = 0.5 mrad and M2 = 1), Eq. 2 then gives w0�0.7mm

and a long collimated waist region of 2zR�5.4 m.

Focusing such a collimated beam with a lens of the focal

length f=35mm decreases the original waist spot diame-

ter 2w0 to 2w0’ = 2yf = 35 mm. At the same time, the

divergence increases to y’ = w0y/w0’�20 mrad and the

beam Rayleigh range zR diminishes to 1.8 mm. Obviously,

the same zR=1.8mm is for the beam after passing an

aperture with the diameter 2a = 2w0’ = 35 mm.

The intensity of a real laser beam can be different than

that of an ideal Gaussian beam because of both a possible

mixture with higher-order modes and effects of nonideal

optics. Although the Rayleigh range is still the same in

such cases, the waist spot size and divergence are larger,

as can be seen from Eq. 2 for M2>1. The most dis-

tinguished feature, however, is the more complex intensity

profile of such laser beams: Instead of Eq. 1, the intensity

distribution exhibits local maxima and minima inside the

collimated region or focus.

Setup Optimization of the LBPD System

The discussion above and computational results based on

the paraxial approximation of a Gaussian beam diffracted

by a circular aperture[15–17] suggest several factors im-

portant for the optimal setup of LBPD. The calculations

and experimental comparison of the diffraction patterns

with the best particle flux through the 25- and 35-mm

apertures have shown that one of the most important

factors is the ratio a/w0. The ratio affects the far-field

diffraction pattern as can be seen in Fig. 3 for seven

ratios a/w0. The calculations are performed for conditions

close to real experimental setups: Gaussian beams with

w0 = 3–20 mm and circular apertures with diameters from

35 to 5 mm. Only three pairs of maxima and minima

without a much higher central maximum are displayed.

As seen, both the positions of the first minima and the

diffraction contrast (determined as the intensity differ-

ence between the first maximum and minimum) depend

on the ratio a/w0. The contrast decreases as the ratio

increases, and the first minimum completely vanishes at

a/w0�1.8.

Experimentally, the ratio a/w0 can be changed by either

displacing different focusing lenses relative to the laser

(changing the waist radius w0 only), or changing the

aperture size, or both. The experimental data confirm the

calculation results (Fig. 3). The images are obtained by

axially displacing a 35-mm aperture closer and closer to

the beam waist, until the first minimum cannot be seen

anymore in Fig. 3(e). Using such images, one can find the

best alignment of the laser–lens–aperture system. Numer-

ous deposition experiments with apertures and laser beam

waists of various sizes confirmed that deposition is

impossible when the contrast between the first minimum

and the first maximum is high, such as in Fig. 3(a) through

(d). As the contrast decreases, deposition is finally made

possible near a/w0�1.7. This number is larger than the

ratio of 1.125 required for a maximum axial intensity in

the far-field range but closer to p/2 that corresponds to

�99% power transmission.[14] The other important factor

is the divergence of the beam ahead of the aperture. A

large divergence in the region near the beam waist (as

utilized in optical tweezers)[11] can lead to reverse

radiation pressure, especially for small w0
l.[18] Our

experiments with 100-nm polystyrene spheres, 25-mm

circular aperture, and 30-mm focusing lens have shown

that the setup can be optimized to provide guidance at as

low laser power as P�100 mW.[17]

High accuracy is essential for direct-write applications.

Because it is determined by many factors, systematic

studies are required to estimate their contributions.

Preliminary experiments with five different materials[19]

have shown that the deposition accuracy is inversely

proportional to the transport distance. The accuracy also

strongly depends on the material properties of the

transported particles, such as the refractive index and

absorption, and relatively weakly on the laser power when

measured inside a relatively low-power range. To increase

deposition precision and utilize the features of the near-

field intensity pattern, the substrates during LBPD
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operations are usually located at z<zR, i.e., closer to

the aperture.

Particle Dynamics and Forces
in the LBPD System

Two special features critically influencing the forces ex-

erted on droplets inside a LBPD apparatus are a nonuni-

form optical field with on-axis maximum intensity and a

droplet small size of R
l. There are three types of forces

important for LBPD: optical forces, radiometric forces,

and the drag force. The optical forces arise from scattering

and absorption of light by the particle; the radiometric

forces result from the temperature gradients either inside

the particle or in the medium; and the drag force develops

due to the resistance of the medium to a moving particle.

Additionally, the force of gravity and hydrodynamic

interaction forces between particles are also present.

However, a characteristic feature of the dynamics of

droplets inside the LBPD system is that the interaction

forces between particles and the force of gravity are, in

most cases, considerably less than the other three. For

submicron particles typical of the LBPD technique, the

force of gravity is below the 10�14-N range and decreases

significantly with the particle size, so that we can safely

ignore the gravity force. The droplets can also be

considered independent of one another inside the supply

chamber because of their relatively low concentration so

that we can neglect hydrodynamic forces as well. On the

other hand, the particle interaction might be important

during delivery from the atomizer to the supply chamber,

as the clouds of particles not only move faster than the

individual particles[26] but also the particles can coagulate

forming larger droplets or clustered particles.

When a particle is illuminated by an incident beam, its

electromagnetic energy and momentum are lost because

of absorption and scattering processes. The use of

conservation of energy and momentum allows calculating

the beam-induced stress tensor on the surface of the

particle and the corresponding optical force field; such

forces are collectively called the radiation forces. They

depend on the size, shape and material of the particle, the

beam polarization and intensity distribution, and the

position of the particle inside the beam.[20–22] Then the

forward force exerted on a spherical particle of radius R

inside a gaseous medium with the refractive index nb�1

by a beam with the axial intensity I0 and the waist spot

w0	R is given by[20]

Fz ¼
pR2I0

c
Qpr ¼

pR2I0

c
ðQext � Qscacos yÞ ð3Þ

where Qpr, Qext, and Qsca are the so-called efficiencies for

radiation pressure, extinction, and scattering, respectively,

Qext=Qsca+Qabs (where Qabs is the efficiency for absorp-

tion), c is the velocity of light in free space, and the

average cosine of the scattering angle cos y is the

scattering asymmetry parameter. Because the refractive

index of gases is very close to 1, we can use c instead of

the velocity of light in the medium in Eq. 3. For low-

absorbing particles (such as liquid droplets of water-based

dilute solutions), Qpr � ð1� cos yÞQsca; in the opposite

limit of particles with no scattering (ideal ‘‘black’’

particles), Qpr � Qabs. Eq. 3 allows calculating the

forward axial force Fz based on various approximations of

light scattering models.[20–22] To include both absorption

and scattering processes into the calculations, the refrac-

tive index m of the particle is represented by a complex

number, m = n+ ik, where the real part n is responsible for

scattering and the imaginary part k (or the extinction

coefficient) is responsible for absorption. The extinction

coefficient k is related to the absorption coefficient a
(sometimes also called the turbidity or attenuation

coefficient) of the Beer–Lambert law, It = Iiexp(�al), as

k = la/4p, where the incident intensity Ii decreases to It

over the path length l. The refractive index m can vary

over a wide range of 1
m<1, where the lower limit

corresponds to translucent liquids and solids, and the

upper limit, typical of metals in the infrared region,

corresponds to total reflection. The other way to charac-

terize particles is through the relative dielectric constant

er = e1+ ie2 = m2, so that e1 = n2�k2 and e2 = 2nk.

In the calculation, the particle size is represented by the

normalized size parameter x = 2pR/l, which for particle

sizes typical for LBPD, 50
R
500 nm, is approximately

within a range of 0.6
x
6.b Such a range requires a

rigorous calculation to find Fz, and it can be performed

using the generalized Lorenz–Mie theory (GLMT).[20] If

the particle is spherical, scattering can be simulated with

the GLMT independently of the spheres’ diameter and

refractive index. An example of such a calculation is

shown in Fig. 4;[19] similar calculations were performed

for weakly absorbing spheres.[20–22] As seen, the average

envelope of the Qpr–x curve shows a relatively small

change as x decreases from 20 to 3 remaining at Qpr� 0.5,

with a flat maximum near x = 6. Taking LBPD typical

conditions for a collimated beam of w0 � 10 mm and

P = 1 W yields Fz � 6�10�12 and 1�10�12 N for the

particles of R = 500 and 200 nm, respectively.c The other

feature is a superposition of ripple structures with maxima

and sharp spikes that originate in resonant electromagnetic

normal modes of a sphere.[22] Such structures are typical

of the morphology-dependent resonances (MDRs); they

bNote that although we have propelled and deposited as small solid

particles as 7 nm,[3,7,8] they were in suspensions.
cNote that the force on particles with stronger absorption might be

significantly higher; we deposited metallic particles in suspension at as

low laser power as less than 100 mW.
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were both predicted by the Mie theory and observed in

experiments involving several different techniques.[23]

During the deposition process, laser-induced evaporation

of the moving droplets changes the particle size so that the

forward force experiences the corresponding fluctuations

of MDRs. However, the droplet motion in gaseous

medium is normally overdamped because of the drag

force (see below) so that such short peaks should not

affect the particle motion.

The classical Mie–Lorentz theory assumes only planar

waves in the incident optical field,[29] but it can also be

applied to a real laser beam provided that the waist spot

w0	R. To include into consideration also gradient forces,

important for both LBPD and optical trapping, other

approach is required. A gradient force arising from

electrical forces on a polarizable particle can be calculated

directly from a standard expression,

Fg ¼ ða=2ÞrE2 ð4Þ

where rE is the gradient of laser electric field E and

a = 4pR3(er�1)/(er+2) is the particle polarizability for

small particles when x�1/k.[22] For larger particles, the

expression for a can be corrected.[24] Alternative models

have also been proposed to calculate both gradient and

forward forces for small particles of 2R
l. The models

use either an extended GLMT[18] or a two-component

approach,[25] and in all cases the transverse gradient force

Fr is larger than the axial force Fz. Such gradient force Fg

is large enough to confine the particles to the laser beam:

The force is attracted toward high intensity for positive a
and thus provides the necessary guidance along the laser-

beam axis. Estimates also demonstrate[4] that the potential

created by such gradient forces is several orders of

magnitude larger than the thermal energy of the ambient

molecules, which ensure particle guidance under ambient

conditions. The models also revealed that an additional,

axial gradient force Fga can exist in tight-focused systems

that can produce trapping in the diverging part of the beam

(the inverse radiation pressure). To avoid this, a better

optical design with focusing lenses of low numerical

aperture is required.

The drag force FD is given by the well-known Stokes’

formula

FD ¼ 6pZRv ð5Þ

where Z is the ambient shear viscosity (R/l	1, l is the

mean free path of the ambient molecules), and v is the

particle velocity. Depending on the particle radius R, the

force FD diminishes either linearly or steeper with R. As

l�10 nm in air at atmospheric pressure, FD decreases

linearly as far as R is less than several hundreds of

nanometers, and approximately quadratically at R
20 nm

(molecular kinetics regime). A transition region exists at

intermediate particle sizes where one of the two depen-

dencies trends to the other. The drag force FD can be

reduced substantially, practically almost to zero, by

decreasing the ambient pressure.

Absorption not only directly increases the forward

force but also determines the guided particle temperature

and therefore creates two additional effects: the appear-

ance of the radiometric force FT and initiation of such

thermal processes as evaporation, in-flight chemical

reactions inside transported droplets, and even melting

of strongly absorbing particles. Estimates show that the

absorption becomes especially important for the particles

with R
50 nm as the scattering contribution into the

forward force decreases as R6 in this size range, while the

absorption contribution only as R3. The radiometric force

FT arises from a temperature gradient DT inside the

particle illuminated from one side and points against the

gradient, i.e., in the forward axial direction. Because in

LBPD systems R/l	1, FT provides an additional axial

forward force due to a rather complicated and different

than normal viscous flow process, often called radiometric

flow or thermal creep. Under a simplified assumption that

DT is constant over a spherical particle (which is rarely the

case for dielectric particles[6] but provides a reasonable

estimate) with the thermal conductivity w, the radiometric

force is given as.[26]

FT ¼
3pZ2Rg

pM
RDT � 3pZ2Rgab

2pMw
RI0 ð6Þ

where Rg is the molar gas constant, p the pressure, M the

molecular weight of the gas, and ab the absorption factor

(for the absolutely black particle, ab = 1). Estimates show

that proper illumination can create FT that is comparable

Fig. 4 Typical size dependence of the efficiency factor Qpr for

a polystyrene sphere (the refractive index m=1.431) obtained by

numerical calculation based on a generalized Lorentz–Mie

theory with no absorption. The arrows show the corresponding

radii R for l=532 nm. (From Ref. [19].)
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with Fz in strongly absorbing particles; an effect of such a

radiometric force was also observed experimentally.[27]

SOLID–LIQUID INTERACTIONS
DURING PATTERNING

The LBPD technique relies on precise and controlled

deposition of liquid droplets, suspensions, and wet

formulations. The capillary forces operating in these

multiphase systems govern the dimensions and morphol-

ogy of the deposited clusters as well as the extent of fusion

among deposited clusters. An understanding of the solid–

liquid interactions is crucial in achieving three major

objectives in laser-deposition technology: 1) to prepare

suspensions that remain stable during the time of dep-

osition; 2) to control phase separation (promote or avoid,

depending on the need) in solid particle-in-liquid droplets

transported by a beam; and 3) to manipulate the spread

of deposited droplets and formation of pattern over a

substrate. Fulfillment of these tasks requires an under-

standing and the manipulation of the surface properties of

solids, both dispersed in liquid and used as substrates for

patterning. If surface properties of particles or substrates

cannot be manipulated, selection of the appropriate sol-

vent or solution is needed.

The solid–liquid interactions specific for the processes

important for laser-deposition systems have not been

considered in depth so far. The discussion presented

below relies rather on fragmentary experimentation and

observations during the laser deposition process combined

with the knowledge of solid–liquid interactions extracted

from broad surface chemistry research activities. A

unified (but simplified) theory on solid–liquid interactions

is reviewed in the first part of this section and then the

applicability of this theory to laser-deposition systems is

discussed in subsequent parts.

Solid–Liquid Interfacial Energy

The interfacial interactions are analyzed in this paper

using the Lifshitz–van der Waals Lewis acid–base

interaction theory developed by van Oss, Good, and

Chaudhury at the end of 20th century.[28–30] According to

this theory, the total free energy of interaction between

two surfaces, e.g., liquid and solid, is given by

DGSL ¼ DGLW
SL þ DGAB

SL ð7Þ

where DGSL
LW and DGSL

AB are the Lifshitz–van der Waals

component and Lewis acid–base component, respectively,

of the free energy of interaction between a solid (S) and a

liquid (L). The DGSL
LW component refers to interfacial

apolar interactions caused by orientation, induction, and

dispersion forces, whereas the DGSL
AB component reflects

the contribution from the (Lewis) acid–base (polar)

interfacial interactions. Both components, as well as their

combination, are assumed in this theory to follow the

Dupre equations,[29,30]

DGLW
SL ¼ gLW

SL � gLW
S � gLW

L ð8Þ

DGAB
SL ¼ gAB

SL � gAB
S � gAB

L ð9Þ

DGSL ¼ gSL � gS � gL ð10Þ

where g is the surface or interfacial free energy; the

subscripts S, L, and SL refer to solid and liquid surfaces,

and solid–liquid interface, respectively; and the super-

scripts LW and AB denote the Lifshitz–van der Waals and

acid–base interactions, respectively.

Because of the symmetrical nature of the LW interac-

tions, both the total LW interaction energy and the LW

surface free energy components follow a combining

rule,[28–30]

DGLW
SL ¼ �2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S gLW
L

q
ð11Þ

gLW
SL ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

L

q� �2

ð12Þ

The combining rule does not apply to asymmetrical AB

interactions; instead, they have been defined (a priori) by

the following two equations,

DGAB
SL ¼ �2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�S g

þ
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
L

q� �
ð13Þ

gAB
i ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþi g

�
i

q
ð14Þ

where the superscripts � and + refer to the electron donor

(Lewis base) parameter and electron acceptor (Lewis acid)

parameter, respectively. Combining Eqs. 11 and 13 with

Eq. 7 then yields

DGSL ¼ �2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S gLW
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�S g

þ
L

q� �
ð15Þ

Another expression for the total free energy of interaction

between two surfaces DGSL can be obtained by substitut-

ing the Young’s equation,

gS � gSL ¼ gL cos y ð16Þ

into Eq. 10, in the form

DGSL ¼ �gLð1 þ cos yÞ ð17Þ
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where gL is the surface tension of liquid and y>0 is the

contact angle for liquid on the solid surface.

The two equations (15 and 17) are commonly used for

the calculations of the surface free energy and surface free

energy components of a solid surface and a liquid from

contact angle measurements. Because Eq. 15 contains three

unknowns (gS
LW, gS

�, gS
+), the contact angles of three liquids

with known surface tension must first be measured, so that

three simultaneous equations can then be solved.[28–30]

The gLW, g+, and g� components of surface free energy

were determined for a number of liquids and solids and

several examples are shown in Tables 1 and 2; the values

for g+ and g� are relative, as they refer to a standard value

assumed for water, g+=g�=25.5 mJ/m2.[29,30]

Table 1 Surface tension (surface free energy) components for selected liquidsa

Liquid gggggL [mJ/m2] gggggL
LW [mJ/m2] gggggL

� [mJ/m2] gggggL
+ [mJ/m2]

Benzaldehyde 38.5 38.5 14.0 0

Benzene 28.85 28.85 2.7 0

Chloroform 27.15 27.15 0 3.8

Diiodomethane 50.8 50.8 �0 0

Dodecane 25.35 25.35 0 0

Ethanol 22.4 18.8 �68 �0.02

Ethyl acetate 25.2 25.2 13.1 0

Ethylene glycol 48 29.0 47.0 1.9

Formamide 58 39 39.6 2.28

Glycerol 64 34 57.4 3.92

Heptane 20.14 20.14 0 0

Methanol 22.5 18.2 �77 �0.06

N-Octanol 27.5 27.5 18.0 0

Toluene 28.5 28.5 2.3 0

Water 72.8 21.8 25.5b 25.5b

aSee footnote h.
bAssumed standard values.

Source: From Ref. [33].

Table 2 Surface free energy components for selected solidsa

Solid gggggS [mJ/m2] gggggS
LW [mJ/m2] gggggS

� [mJ/m2] gggggS
+ [mJ/m2]

Alumina 39.7 31.6 27.2 0.6

Apatite 35.4 35.4 20.5 0

Calcite 57 40.2 54.4 1.3

Cellulose 54.5 44 17.2 1.6

Cellulose nitrate 45.1 44.7 13.9 0.003

Dolomite 42.5 37.6 30.5 0.2

Glucose 42.2 42.2 34.4 0

Hematite 53.4 45.6 50.4 0.3

Human fibronectin (dry) 59.3 29.5 51.6 4.3

Lactose 41.1 41.1 26.8 0

Maltose 44.9 41.3 63.7 0.05

Polyethylene 33 33 0 0

Polyisobutylene 25 25 0 0

Polymethyl methacrylate 40 40 14.6 0

Polystyrene 42 42 1.1 0

Polyvinyl alcohol 42 42 17–57 0

Polyvinyl chloride 43.8 43 3.5 0.04

Rutile 47.1 40.8 32.8 0.3

aSee footnote h.

Source: From Ref. [33].
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Preparation of Suspensions

The stability and homogeneity of the suspension used for

the generation of a mist in laser-based deposition tech-

nology is crucial for maintaining a constant concen-

tration of solid particles carried by droplets. The quality

and reproducibility of patterned structures strongly de-

pend on the concentration of particles and reproducibility

of this concentration in the droplets. The stability of

suspensions is controlled by particle–particle forces,

which include the van der Waals (apolar) interactions,

Lewis acid–base (polar) interactions, electrostatic inter-

actions, and Brownian movement forces.[29–31] As intense

mixing results in dynamic conditions of suspension, the

effect of Brownian movement forces on the stability of

suspensions used in the formulation of mist can be

ignored. For the same reason, any flocculation effects

caused by long-range forces and by the presence of a

secondary minimum in attraction[29–31] can also be

neglected in this simple analysis. A more accurate analysis

of the interactions between surfaces as a function of

distance is beyond the scope of this paper and therefore

is excluded from further discussion. Finally, although the

electrostatic forces originating from the Coulomb inter-

action between surface charges are important to many

aqueous suspensions and some other organic solvent-

based suspensions (and can be used in stabilization of

suspensions), they are also ignored to simplify our

analysis; the electrostatic interactions in apolar and

weakly polar solvents have often only negligible effect

on the stability of suspensions.

Keeping the abovementioned simplifications in mind,

it can be said that suspensions of particles remain stable if

solid–liquid adhesion exceeds the cohesion forces for

liquid molecules and particles. As a result, the interaction

energy between two solid surfaces immersed in a liquid

can be estimated from the Lifshitz–van der Waals

Lewis acid–base interaction theory using the following

equation:[29,30]

DGSLS ¼ �2 gLW
S þ gLW

L � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S gLW
L

q� �

þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�S g

þ
L

q�

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
S

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþL g

�
L

q �
ð18Þ

Spontaneous dispersion and complete stability of the

suspension can only be accomplished when the DGSLS

value is positive.[29,30] However, such a strong stability of

suspension is not always necessary in the formulation of

the mist for laser deposition. In our research, different

suspensions with small negative DGSLS values were

successfully used in making the mist and used for

patterning.d For example, 8–20-nm gold nanoparticles

modified with self-assembled monolayers of thiols termi-

nated with either methyl or benzyl functionality have been

used for patterning of porous chemiresistor sensors.[3,13]

The gold-thiolate particles functionalized with CH3–

groups disperse well in many apolar or weakly polar

solvents such as saturated hydrocarbons, chloroform, and

toluene, but because of the hydrophobic nature of these

particles they flocculate in polar solvents such as water

and, to a lesser extent, in ethanol and methanol. The

behavior of Au–S(CH2)nCH3 particles, or other particles,

in solvents can be predicted from the calculated DGSLS

value.e Examples of calculation of the DGSLS value for

Au–S(CH2)nCH3 dispersed in different solvents are shown

in Table 3. It can be seen that the DGSLS value for Au–

S(CH2)nCH3 particles is close to zero for such good

solvents as chloroform, toluene, or dodecane but increases

for polar solvents from �5.4 mJ/m2 for ethanol to over

�102 mJ/m2 for water.f

The surface free energy characteristics for gold-thiolate

particles change drastically if the self-assembled mono-

layer of a ‘‘long-chain’’ thiol with CH3– functionality is

replaced with a monolayer of a short-chain thiol ended

with the benzyl group (Table 3). The Au–S(CH2)2C6H5

particles disperse spontaneously in chloroform, ethylene

glycol, and water but have a tendency to flocculate in

toluene, dodecane, ethanol, and methanol. As water is a

convenient liquid carrier in the laser-based deposition

technique because of its high surface tension and limited

evaporation, the formulation of stable suspensions of

dSpherical and relatively large particles, 100 nm and larger, are easier to

disperse in liquids than nanoparticles having a diameter of a few

nanometers and crystalline shape due to increasing adhesion expressed

per volume of the particle with decreasing particle size.
eLong-range colloidal forces should be included in detailed analysis of

the system; see Ref. [33] and footnote 8 for more details.
fThe drawback of the Lifshitz–van der Waals Lewis acid–base theory is

that small DGSLS values are not very reliable. The values of electron–

acceptor and electron–donor parameters for both solids and liquids can

change significantly with only a small variation in measured contact

angles. For example, it should be recognized that the DGSLS values in

Table 3 were calculated based on not always precise surface free energy

components of solids and liquids and therefore the values shown in

Table 3 should be treated as estimates. This is particularly true for

methanol and ethanol, for which electron–donor and electron–acceptor

parameters need to be determined with better accuracy. Additionally,

ethanol can carry a trace amount of water as a contaminant or pick it up

from the laboratory humid environment. Such a contamination might

affect the suspension stability if water separates or adsorbs on the particle

surface. The other concern is that gold nanoparticles might carry less

perfect self-assembled monolayers of thiols as those commonly formed

on flat macroscopic surfaces of gold. Any uncoated areas of gold particles

will enhance the attractive interactions between suspended nanoparticles.
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Au–S(CH2)2C6H5 nanoparticles in water without stabiliz-

ing chemicals is advantageous.

The selection of a carrier liquid for polymeric particles

is often more difficult. For example, Table 3 shows the

calculated DGSLS values for polystyrene dispersed in

different apolar and polar liquids. Positive or close-to-zero

negative value is predicted for chloroform and toluene.

These two solvents, unfortunately, dissolve polystyrene.g

In such cases more polar solvents are required for use in

the formulation of suspension. Because of the poor

compatibility between polystyrene and polar solvents

such as ethanol, ethylene glycol, or water, the suspensions

formulated without stabilizing agents will flocculate even

under intense mixing conditions. A modification of the

surface properties of polystyrene particles is required and

it can be accomplished by using surfactants that reduce the

hydrophobicity of the polymer and improve the polar

interaction with liquid and enhance the repulsive interac-

tions between surfactant-coated particles.

Nanoparticles in Transported Droplets

Suspensions with a reduced solid–liquid interaction favor

the formation of aggregates, as discussed in the previous

section, and also often promote accumulation of particles

at the liquid/droplet surface. A film of particles formed

at a liquid surface increases the droplet’s surface rigidity

and influences the structure of deposited clusters. The

particles carried on the surface of a droplet form more-or-

less regular monolayer structures that often promote the

formation of spherical clusters with a well-organized

assembly of particles. Also, due to reduced liquid–air area,

the rate of liquid evaporation is reduced during transpor-

tation by the laser beam.

The tendency for particles to attach to the liquid droplet

surface can be predicted by the Lifshitz–van der Waals

Lewis acid–base interaction theory by calculating the

interaction energy between a particle and a liquid–gas

interface:[29,30]

DGSLV ¼ �gLW
L þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S gLW
L

q

þ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�S g

þ
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
L

q
� 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�L g

þ
L

q� �
ð19Þ

The positive DGSLV value indicates that the particle will

avoid the liquid–gas interface, whereas the negative value

indicates the preferential adhesion of particles to this

interface. More negative DGSLV values point toward

stronger adhesion of the particle to the liquid–air

interface, which ultimately leads to a larger portion of

the particle that is exposed to a gas phase after attachment.

The position of the particle at the liquid–gas interface is

determined by the wetting characteristics of the solid

expressed in contact angle values.[33]h Table 3 shows

gEntropic term must be added to the equation on DGSLS to calculate the

interaction energy of dissolution and predict the behavior of the polymer

in a solvent (Ref. [33].)

Table 3 The interaction energy for selected apolar and polar liquids with polystyrene and gold-hexadecanethiol

Liquid

Polystyrene

(gggggS
LW =42, gggggS

�=1.1,

gggggS
+=0 mJ/m2)

Gold-thiolate

Au–S(CH2)nCH3; n>>>>>>>>7

(gggggS
LW =24.6,

gggggS
�=gggggS

+ffi0 mJ/m2)a

Au–S(CH2)2C6H5

(gggggS
LW =37.0, gggggS

�=52.7

gggggS
+=0.46 mJ/m2)***

#GSLS

[mJ/m2]

#GSLV

[mJ/m2]

#GSLS

[mJ/m2]

#GSLV

[mJ/m2]

#GSLS

[mJ/m2]

#GSLV

[mJ/m2]

Chloroform +4.7 (dissolves) +10.7 �0.1 �1.3 +35.4 +32.8

Toluene �2.6 (dissolves) +6.1 �0.3 �2.0 �16.7 +6.0

Dodecane �4.2 +7.3 �0 �0.4 �21.9 +5.3

Ethanol (�13.3)b (+4.9)b (�5.4)b (�2.0)b (�4.0)b (+16.1)b

Methanol (�18.6)b (+1.4)b (�9.6)b (�5.6)b (�4.0)b (+14.6)b

Ethylene glycol �34.6 �29.0 �38.4 �40.1 +0.2 �4.8

Water �87.4 �82.9 �102.2 �100.6 +34.6 �15.2

aArbitrarily chosen values based on the data from Ref. [49].
bEstimate due to uncertain values for the electron–donor and electron–acceptor parameters for ethanol and methanolh.

hThe contact angle measured for a liquid in contact with a nanoparticle is

usually different from the contact angle measured on large (millimeter-

sized) particles as a result of a contribution of the linear free energy at the

highly curved three-phase line (Ref. [34].)
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examples of calculated DGSLV values for polystyrene and

gold-thiolate particles. Because of the positive DGSLV

values, polystyrene does not adhere to the surface of

ethanol, methanol, and dodecane, although because of

negative DGSLS values the polystyrene particles will likely

flocculate inside the bulk of these liquids. Therefore the

structure and, to a lesser extent, shape of the deposited

clusters might become unpredictable.

It can be seen from the data in Table 3 that it requires

the use of liquids with relatively high surface tension

value such as ethylene glycol or water to generate droplets

coated with films of polystyrene particles. Unfortunately,

as also discussed in the previous section, the formulation

of suspensions of polystyrene in water (or ethylene glycol)

that are stable for at least a few seconds (time required to

prepare a mist and transport the droplets to a substrate) is a

challenge. In such systems the use of surface-active

compounds or additional particulates that adsorb on the

surface of polystyrene and strengthen the interactions of

the particles with liquid is usually a need.

The surface free energy of self-assembled monolayers

of HS(CH2)nCH3 (n>7) on a gold surface is much smaller

than the surface free energy of polystyrene, and, therefore,

the gold-thiolate particles can coat almost any liquid listed

in Table 3. However, small negative DGSLV values for

chloroform, dodecane, and toluene indicate that adhesion

of Au–S(CH2)nCH3 particles to these liquids is weak and

the particles can easily detach from the liquid–air

interface. As a result, irregular and irreproducible clusters

usually result from deposited suspensions formulated

using one of these three solvents. The use of polar

solvents such as ethanol, methanol, water, and ethylene

glycol promotes the accumulation and alignment of Au–

S(CH2)nCH3 particles at the droplet surface. Again, due

to strong particle–particle interactions in these liquids,

good stability of Au–S(CH2)nCH3 suspension is difficult

to maintain.

The scenario is completely different for Au–S(CH2)2-

C6H5 particles. As the DGSLV values shown in Table 3

indicate these particles will avoid the liquid–air interface

when suspended in chloroform, toluene, dodecane, etha-

nol, and methanol. Although the Au–S(CH2)2C6H5 parti-

cles disperse extremely well in chloroform, they tend to

flocculate in toluene, dodecane, ethanol, and methanol.

The DGSLV values are also negative for the Au–

S(CH2)2C6H5 particles dispersed in ethylene glycol and

water. These two systems, with positive DGSLS values and

negative DGSLV values, seem to be exceptionally suitable

for the deposition of uniformly shaped clusters of par-

ticles. Particles with negative DGSLV values tend to form

well-organized films on the surface of a liquid droplet

during transportation and at the same time particle–par-

ticle repulsive forces (positive value of DGSLS) are re-

sponsible for a good dispersion of the remaining particles

in the liquid bulk, protecting them against aggregation.

As discussed above, the control of adhesion of particles

to the droplet surface promotes the structuring of

deposited clusters. Fig. 5 shows two extreme cases.

Irregular clusters made of Au–S(CH2)7CH3 particles that

were deposited on a hydrophobized glass slide from

particle-in-toluene suspensions are shown in Fig. 5a:

DGSLS = �0.3 mJ/m2 and DGSLV = �2.0 mJ/m2. The

negative value of DGSLS is disadvantageous for uniform

alignment and tight packing of the particles in a cluster.

On the contrary, the negative value of DGSLV is

advantageous, although DGSLV = �2.0 mJ/m2 indicates

a weak adhesion of particles to the interface and easy

disturbance of particle-at-interface organization process.

Spherical clusters made of regularly aligned polystyrene

particles were deposited from suspension formulated in

phosphate buffer solution with the addition of proteins and

are shown in Fig. 5b; DGSLS ffi 0 mJ/m2 and DGSLV �
0 mJ/m2 (exact values have not been determined).

Packing density and alignment of nanoparticles in the

film formed over the droplet surface are controlled by the

size and shape of particles and interparticle interactions

operating through both liquid and gas phases.[33,35]

Capillary forces are negligible in these systems because

of the small dimensions of particles and resulting flat

meniscuses formed by the liquid between particles.[33]

This is not necessarily true for the transported and

deposited droplets if the laser beam strongly interacts

with the droplet content. The resulting increase in

temperature of the transported droplet causes the liquid

to evaporate at a higher rate. Consequently, depletion of

the liquid volume in the droplet that carries a high

concentration of particles forces the liquid to shrink into

interparticle space, and capillary forces start to operate

Fig. 5 AFM phase images of clusters made of (a) �20-nm

Au–S(CH2)7CH3 particles and (b) 100-nm polystyrene particles.

Gold nanoparticles were deposited from toluene suspensions

whereas polystyrene particles were deposited from aqueous

suspensions stabilized with surfactants and addition of avidin.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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among newly formed meniscuses aligning particles into

regular spherical clusters with particles tightly bound to

each other.i

Capillarity Phenomena for
Droplet-on-Substrate Deposits

The laser beam guides droplets or clusters (wet or dry) and

deposits them on a substrate. Dry clusters and clusters

carrying inside a small volume of liquid practically remain

intact after deposition on a substrate. It is well document-

ed that large droplets and wet clusters might deform

during impact with the substrate, particularly if they travel

at high velocity.[36,37] However, because of very small

Reynolds number, Re=(1.5 to 6.0)�10�4, and Weber

number, We=10�15 to 10�8 for the micron-sized droplets

impacting substrates during the deposition with a laser

beam,j droplet deformation is negligible and has no

practical consequences in patterning process.

The deposited droplets with no particles or particles

weakly adhered to the liquid–gas surface will spread over

the substrate and the extent of spreading is governed by

the substrate–suspension interactions. Droplets and wet

clusters will also fuse into each other and spread to form

larger clusters if one is deposited on top or at very close

proximity of another droplet or cluster. Fig. 6 shows two

examples of gold-thiolate nanoparticle clusters deposited

over a silanized glass slide in either dry (or almost dry) (a)

or wet (b) form. Dry spherical clusters with a diameter of

about 0.2 to 1 mm remain intact after deposition, although

they have a tendency to form chains and aggregates of

clusters—likely as a result of attractive interactions

among clusters stronger than interactions between clusters

and substrate (Fig. 6a). Fig. 6b shows, on the other hand,

that wet clusters formed plate-like structures as a result of

liquid spreading and evaporation. Partially fused (disin-

tegrated) clusters are also visible on top of the plate-like

structure in Fig. 6b. Cracks between ‘‘plates’’ reflect

boundaries between fused clusters and also some of them

result from contraction of the volume of the deposited

material during drying.

Spreading of deposited liquid drops (or wet clusters)

over a substrate surface is controlled by the competition

between the substrate–liquid adhesion and cohesion forces

of liquid. This can be analyzed through the spreading

coefficient SSLV,[38]

SSLV ¼ gS � gSL � gL ð20Þ

which for finite contact angles (y>0) becomes

SSLV ¼ gLðcos y � 1Þ ð21Þ

where gS, gL, and gSL are the surface free energy of solid,

liquid, and solid–liquid interfacial free energy; and y is the

contact angle.

Using the Lifshitz–van der Waals Lewis acid–base

model, the spreading coefficient can also be calculated

from the following equation:

SSLV ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLW

S gLW
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþS g

�
L

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�S g

þ
L

q� �
� 2gL

ð22Þ

A spontaneous and complete spreading of liquid to form a

thin film occurs when the SSLV value is positive or zero,

which corresponds to zero contact angle. This situation is

very undesirable in patterning technology because of lack

of control of the size and shape of the deposited droplets/

wet clusters, and the resulting structures. It is therefore

necessary to select the substrate on deposition of liquid

droplets and wet clusters with such a wetting character-

istic that y	0. The contact angle from about y = 60 to

110� is usually preferable if control of the size of

deposited individual clusters is desired.

The base diameter of the deposited liquid droplet or

wet cluster (db) is an important parameter if the size of the

deposited clusters must be controlled. This parameter can

be predicted from the volume of the droplet delivered by a

iOn the contrary, fast evaporation of a liquid carrying a small quantity of

particles leads to droplets of such small sizes that the laser beam cannot

guide them effectively so that the droplets spread in almost every

direction instead of following the path of the beam.
jReynolds number Re describes a balance between inertial and viscous

forces, Re=Dvr/Z, and Weber number We expresses a ratio of inertial

to capillary forces, We=rv2D/g, where D is the diameter of the droplet

[�1 (m)], v the droplet velocity at impact [200–600 (m/sec)], r the

density of liquid or suspension [�1000 (kg/m3)], and Z the liquid

viscosity [�10� 3 (kg/msec)].

Fig. 6 Scanning electron micrographs of intact clusters made

of (a) 7-nm Au–S(CH2)7CH3 deposited from toluene suspension

and (b) plate-like structure made of the same particles but

formed from wet clusters that fused to each other.
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nebulizer to a deposition chamber and the geometry of

formed spherical cap using the following equation,

db ¼
4

2 � 3 cos y þ cos3 y

� �1=3

2R sin y ð23Þ

CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that the LBPD technique makes

it possible to deposit a variety of materials at the micron

scale in the form of individual particles or clusters, with

the particle size ranging from tens of nanometers to less

than a micron. A weakly focused, relatively low-power

laser beam guides micron-sized droplets through a

micron-sized aperture toward a substrate after the droplets

are generated by an atomizer from a liquid precursor or a

suspension of particles. The technique allows depositing,

codepositing, and patterning materials of different classes

making use of the same basic fabrication technology.

Another essential asset of the technique is that the light–

matter interaction inside the LBPD apparatus allows

controllable activation of the chemical reactions and/or

phase transformations inside the droplets making the

technique even more flexible. Due to such distinct

features, LBPD differs from the other direct-write tech-

niques. At the same time, as the technique is still at the

early stages of its development, many material aspects of

the technique are not yet well understood, so that further

research is required for successful development of LBPD.
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of ordered monolayers and multilayers of

both organic and inorganic materials on solid substrates

with various functionalities has been a subject of intensive

research in view of the possible applications in a wide

variety of fields in nanotechnology and nanoscience.

Metal and semiconductor nanoclusters are the good

candidates as building blocks for the multilayer formation

because they have various interesting characteristics,

which are different from those of the bulk materials.

Since the report by Brust et al.,[1] gold nanoclusters

(GNCs) covered by self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of

alkanethiols have attracted many research groups[2–17]

because SAM-covered GNCs have a high stability and

those of a certain size with a narrow size distribution can

be prepared relatively easily. Gold nanocluster with

special functionalities can be constructed by using thiol

molecules with special functional groups. One can utilize

the rich references on alkanethiol SAMs with various

functionalities[18,19] including ours.[20–27]

Structurally organized GNC multilayers have been

constructed on solid substrates by various wet processes,

including bond formation between a sulfur atom of an

alkanedithiol, a linker, and metal atoms of a substrate as

well as of a nanocluster[8,28–31] and the Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB) method.[32] The electrostatic layer-by-layer

(LBL) assembly method, which was initially developed

for thin film fabrication of pure polymeric materials of

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes,[33] has been extended

to the construction of alternate multilayer assemblies

composed of oppositely charged nanoparticles and poly-

ions.[10–12,14,34,35] The simplicity and versatility of the

LBL technique as well as the resulting high-quality films

provide broad perspectives in both fundamental and

applied research in nanostructure systems.

OVERVIEW

In this study, multilayers composed of two types of GNC,

one covered by mixed SAMs of mercaptoundecanoic acid

(MUA), hexanethiol (C6SH), and ferrocenylhexanethiol

(FcC6SH), MHF-GNC, and the other covered with MUA

and C6SH, MH-GNC, are constructed on Au(111) and

ITO surfaces using a cationic polymer, poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH), as the binding layer based on the

carboxylate/PAH/carboxylate electrostatic interaction.

The electrochemical characteristics of these multilayers

are investigated and the effects of the substrates are

examined. The charge transfer mechanism within the

GNC multilayers is also discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (average Mw = 70,000)

was purchased from Aldrich. Perchloric acid (ultrapure

grade), sodium chloride, and sulfuric acid (ultrapure

grade) were obtained from Wako Pure Chemicals. All

chemicals were used as received. Indium–tin-oxide (ITO)-

coated glass was obtained from Tokyo Kinoene Optics.

Ultrapure water was obtained using a Milli-Q water pu-

rification system (Millipore), and ultrapure N2 (99.999%)

was obtained from Air Water.

Substrates

A gold single crystal was prepared from a gold wire

(99.999 %, f = 1 mm, Tanaka Precious Metals) by

Clavilier’s method.[36,37] It was cut to expose the (111)

face, mechanically polished, and then annealed at 800�C
for 8 hr in an electric furnace (Denken, KDF S-70) under

an ultrapure N2 atmosphere. Gold substrates used for the

electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM)

measurements were prepared by the vacuum evaporation

of 10-nm-thick titanium followed by 100-nm-thick gold

onto a 5-MHz quartz crystal plate (double-side polished)

kept at 300�C with an evaporation rate of less than 0.01

nm sec�1. This procedure is known to provide a highly

ordered Au(111) phase with wide terraces.[38] For the X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements, a
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gold disk (99.99 %, f = 8 mm, thickness = 3 mm, Tanaka

Precious Metals) was used as the substrate after

mechanical polishing and electrochemical treatment by

cycling the potential between �0.2 and +1.5 V vs.

AgjAgCl in 0.1 M H2SO4. The ITO substrate was cleaned

by immersing it in a 1:3 H2O2 (30%)–H2SO4 (conc.)

solution for 5 sec, then thoroughly rinsing it with Milli-Q

water, and finally drying it with ultrapure nitrogen.

Preparation of Gold Nanoclusters

Two types of GNC protected by mixed alkanethiol SAMs,

one covered by mixed SAMs of C6SH, FcC6SH, and

MUA (MHF-GNC), and the other covered by C6SH and

MUA (MH-GNC), were prepared by the procedures

reported previously.[39–41] Transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM, JEOL-2000EX, 200 kV) proved that the core

diameter of the GNCs was 1.8 ± 0.4 nm in both cases. The

molar ratios of C6SH:FcC6SH:MUA on the MHF-GNC

surface and C6SH:MUA on the MH-GNC surface

estimated by 1H-NMR (Hitachi, R-1900, 90 MHz) were

47:19:34 and 26:74, respectively. Based on these results,

the number of FcC6SH molecules adsorbed on one GNC is

calculated to be 10 because 53 thiol molecules adsorb on a

GNC with a core size of 1.8 nm.[9]

Preparation of Multilayers of
Gold Nanoclusters

Multilayers of MHF-GNC were constructed on Au(111)

and ITO substrates based on the carboxylate/polycation

electrostatic interaction. All the gold substrates were

annealed by a hydrogen flame and cooled in air just before

dipping in the thiol solution. The cleaned ITO substrate

was immediately transferred to an ethanol solution

containing 1 mM MUA and kept in the solution for at

least 36 h.

Gold nanocluster multilayers with the following three

different arrangements as described in Scheme 1 were

formed on the carboxylate-terminated (MUA) SAM-

modified gold substrates based on the carboxylate/PAH/

carboxylate electrostatic interaction. 1) A multilayer con-

taining only MHF-GNC/PAH [Au(111)/MUA/(PAH/

MHF-GNC)n] was prepared on a gold surface by repeating

the two-dip and rinse cycle as reported before.[40] 2) A

multilayer of MH-GNC and MHF-GNC with only one

layer of MHF-GNC existed in the layer closest to the gold

electrode, i.e., the first layer, and MH-GNC in the other

layers [Scheme 1a: Au(111)/MUA/PAH/MHF-GNC/

(PAH/MH-GNC)n]. 3) A multilayer of MH-GNC and

MHF-GNC with only one layer of MHF-GNC existed

Scheme 1 Schematic view of the idealized layer structure of (a) Au(111) or ITO/MUA/(PAH/MHF-GNC)n, (b) Au(111) or ITO/

MUA/PAH/MHF-GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)n, and (c) Au(111) or ITO/MUA/(PAH/MH-GNC)n/PAH/MHF-GNC electrodes.
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only in the outermost layer and MH-GNC in the other

layers [Scheme 1b: Au(111)/MUA/(PAH/MH-GNC)n/

PAH/MHF-GNC].

The gold substrate precoated with MUA SAM was

dipped in a 2 wt.% PAH aqueous solution (pH = 6)

containing 1 M NaCl for 30 min followed by a Milli-Q

water rinse and then dipped in a 0.75 wt.% GNC ethanol

solution for 30 min followed by a rinse with ethanol.

This two-dip and rinse cycle was repeated to construct

the multilayers.

After the MUA SAM-coated ITO substrate had been

thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and dried with ultrapure

nitrogen, the MHF-GNC multilayer was constructed by

alternately dipping the ITO substrate in a 2.0 mg/mL PAH

solution containing 1 M NaCl for 10 min and 1.0 mg/mL

MHF-GNC solution for 10 min.

Structural Characterization of the Gold
Nanocluster/Poly(Allylamine
Hydrochloride) Multilayers

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out using a

PicoSPM (Molecular Imaging) in a contact mode. Atomic

force microscopy tips were made of Pt/Si3N4 with a

typical spring constant of 0.12 N/m. Measurements were

carried out at room temperature (ca. 20�C) and ambient

humidity (ca. 38 ± 2%). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

measurements were performed using a Rigaku XPS-7000

spectrometer with an MgKa X-ray source (1253.6 eV).

The takeoff angle between the sample surface and the

analyzer was fixed at 90� in all cases. The narrow-scan

spectra of the Fe2p region were taken with a resolution of

0.1 eV and the signals of 64 scans were averaged. Cross-

sectional transmission electron microscopy of a GNC

multilayer was carried out using a JEOL electron

microscope JEM-2010F with 200-kV acceleration volt-

age. A multilayer with 10 MHF-GNC/PAH deposition

cycles was prepared on a silicon wafer with a pre-evap-

orated Au film of 150 nm. After the multilayer formation,

the multilayer was further covered with the evaporated Au

and epoxy resin to protect the multilayer for the prep-

aration of a sliced sample.

Electrochemical and Electrochemical Quartz
Crystal Microbalance Measurements

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded with an

automatic polarization system (Hokuto Denko, HSV-100).

A potentiostat/galvanostat (Hokuto Denko, HA-151) and a

function generator (Hokuto Denko, HB-111) were used

for the EQCM measurements, which were carried out in a

three-compartment cell. The resonant frequency of the

quartz crystal electrode, which was oscillated using a

homemade oscillation circuit, was simultaneously moni-

tored with the electrode potential and current by a fre-

quency counter (Hewlett-Packard, HP53131A) controlled

by a personal computer (NEC, PC9821cb2) through a

general purpose interface bus (GPIB) interface. The

frequency stability of the EQCM system was better than

0.1 Hz for a sampling gate time of 0.1 sec. Pt wire and

AgjAgCljNaCl(sat) were used as the counter and refer-

ence electrodes, respectively. The measurements were

carried out in a 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution, which was

deaerated by passing ultrapure N2 gas through it for more

than 30 min before each measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure and Electrochemical
Characteristics of the MHF-Gold
Nanocluster/Poly(Allylamine
Hydrochloride) Multilayers

Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional micrograph of a

multilayer with 10 MHF-GNC/PAH deposition cycles

on an evaporated gold film. The substrate, GNC/PAH

multilayers, and the protecting layers, i.e., the evaporated

Au and epoxy resin, are clearly visible in Fig. 1a. From

this image, the total thickness of the GNC multilayer with

10 GNC/PAH cycles was estimated to be about 58 nm,

which is in good agreement with the previously reported

value of 51 nm determined by ellipsometry for the same

system.[40] This and the higher resolution image [Fig. 1b]

reveal that the GNCs are dispersed within the polymeric

matrix rather uniformly and the well-defined layered

structure as illustrated in Scheme 1 is not observed,

suggesting a homogenous mixture of the GNCs and PAH

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional TEMs of (a) a MHF-GNC multilayer

film with 10 deposition cycles on an evaporated Au film on the

silicon wafer and (b) a higher-resolution image of the GNC/PAH

multilayer region. (From Ref. [41].)
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in the LBL film rather than the expected vertically ordered

structure with sharp interfaces between the two compo-

nents. This is reasonable because the layered LBL

assembly might be obscured in the case of globular

nanoparticles alternatively assembled with flexible linear

polymeric chains because of the interpenetration between

the adjacent layers and high interlayer roughness or by

embedding of the GNCs on the polymeric chains. The

spherical nanoparticles are separated from each other by

the organic shells and the mean size of the immobilized

GNC core is about 1.8 ± 0.3 nm, which is almost the same

as that of the GNC in solution, revealing the absence of

aggregation or reshapening of the linked GNC particles to

those of larger core size in the LBL multilayers. The

average separation distance of the immobilized GNCs was

estimated by measuring the edge-to-edge distances of the

particles in the cluster regions in Fig. 1b. The result yields

an almost uniform spacing close to the cluster core size.

Similar features are expected for the multilayers with the

ferrocene group either existing in the innermost and or

outermost layers because both types of GNCs used for the

fabrication of LBL multilayers with PAH spacing layers

have same core size and similar activity.

Redox Properties of the MHF-Gold
Nanocluster/Poly(Allylamine
Hydrochloride) Multilayers

Fig. 2a shows the CVs of the gold electrode modified with

MHF-GNC/PAH multilayers of 1–10 deposition cycles

measured in a 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution at a scan

rate of 100 mV sec�1. The oxidation and reduction peaks

due to the redox of Fc/Fc+ are observed around +360 mV

(vs. AgjAgCl) in all cases. The full width at half

maximum (fwhm) of the MHF-GNC multilayer-modified

electrode was constant at around 90 mV regardless of the

GNC deposition cycles, suggesting a simple Langmuir-

type redox process of the ferrocene moieties. The peak-to-

peak separation was less than 60 mV in all cases,

suggesting a facile charge transfer within the MHF-GNC

multilayers.

Fig. 2b shows CVs of ITO electrodes modified with

MHF-GNC multilayers of various layer thickness [ITO/

MUA/(PAH/GNC)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10] measured

in a 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution at the scan rate of

100 mV sec�1. For all cases, quasi-reversible peaks due to

the redox of the ferrocene moiety were observed around

+350 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). These redox peaks were sharp in

all cases with full width at half maximum (fwhm) of

45 mV (n = 1), 47 mV (n = 2), 52 mV (n = 5), and 60 mV

(n = 10), which are much narrower than that expected for

a simple Langmuir-type redox process observed at the

gold electrode. The peak separation increased as the

MHF-GNC layers increased from 23 mV (n = 1) to 39 mV

(n = 2), 75 mV (n = 5), and 100 mV (n = 10).

The electrochemical responses of the MHF-GNC

multilayer film-modified ITO electrode were also inves-

tigated in acidic (pH = 1) and neutral (pH = 7) solutions

containing ClO4
�, NO3

�, or SO4
2�. The peak potentials of

the wave due to the redox of the ferrocene/ferrocenium

cation (Fc/Fc+) couple were almost independent of the pH

but strongly dependent on the nature of the electrolyte as

shown in Table 1. The results are in good agreement with

those reported for ferrocene thiol SAMs-modified gold

electrodes,[42–44] indicating that the ferrocene molecules

adsorbed on the GNCs behaved essentially in the same

manner as those of the SAMs on planar electrodes.

The amounts of redox-active ferrocene groups of the

multilayer-modified gold and ITO electrodes estimated

from the anodic charge of the redox peak are plotted as a

function of the number of deposition cycles in Fig. 3.

Although the amount of the electroactive Fc moiety

increased with increase in the number of deposition cycles

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammograms of Au(111)/MUA/(PAH/MHF-

GNC)n for n = 1–10 (a) and an MUA SAM-precoated ITO

electrode modified with MHF-GNC multilayers of various

thickness (b) measured in 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution at a

scan rate of 100 mV sec�1. Number of deposition cycles is

shown in the figure. (From Ref. [41] and Song et al., Phys.

Chem. Chem. Phys. 2003, 5, 5279–5284.)
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in both cases, the manner and the magnitude of increase in

the amount of the electroactive ferrocene moiety with

increase in the number of deposition cycles depended on

the substrate. While the amount of the redox-active Fc

group on the gold substrate increased almost linearly with

increase in deposition cycles, the increment of that on the

ITO substrate at each deposition cycle became smaller at

higher deposition cycle. The increment of the adsorbed Fc

groups at each deposition cycle on gold was 1.8�10�10

mol/cm2 in average and that on ITO was 12.5�10�10

mol/cm2 initially and decreased to 5.5�10�10 mol/cm2 as

the number of deposition cycles increased. Because one

GNC contained 10 FcC6SH molecules on the surface as

mentioned above, the numbers of adsorbed GNCs per

deposition cycle on ITO and Au substrates were esti-

mated to be 7.6–3.4�1013/cm2 and 1.1�1013/cm2, re-

spectively. Both values are greater than that calculated for

a hexagonally packed monolayer of thiol-covered GNCs,

(3.8–8.8)�1012/cm2,[40] as well as that of a previously

reported GNC assembly with a comparable core size.[14]

One possible reason for this discrepancy is that not the

monolayers but the relatively thick GNC/PAH layers were

adsorbed on both surfaces at each deposition cycle under

the present preparation conditions. We used a rather high

concentration of salt in the PAH adsorbing solution (1 M

NaCl), and it is known that the use of an adsorbing

solution of high ionic strength usually results in the

thicker adsorbed layers.[33] The reason for the larger

amount of deposited GNC and the decrease in the

deposited amount as the number of deposition cycles

increased on the ITO substrate will be discussed later.

Differential Capacitance of MHF-Gold
Nanocluster/Poly(Allylamine
Hydrochloride) Multilayers

Fig. 4 shows the deposition cycle dependencies of the

apparent differential capacitances of GNC multilayers on

ITO and gold electrodes calculated by dividing the charg-

ing currents observed before and after the redox peak by

the scan rate.a For all cases, the apparent differential ca-

pacitances after the ferrocene oxidation were greater than

those before the oxidation and increased with increase in

the number of deposition cycles. Increase in capacitance

upon oxidation of the ferrocene moiety has been ob-

aFor more accurate determination of capacitance, it needs to carry out

impedance measurements using wide range of a.c. frequencies, but the

values obtained in this work are still accurate enough for the purpose of

this paper.

Fig. 4 Apparent differential capacitances before (4 and 5) and

after (6 and �) oxidation of ferrocene moiety as a function of

MHF-GNC deposition cycles on the ITO (4 and 6) and Au (5

and �) electrodes. (From Song et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.

2003, 5, 5279–5284.)

Fig. 3 Amount of electroactive Fc groups as a function of

number of MHF-GNC deposition cycles on ITO (6) and Au (5)

electrodes. (From Song et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2003, 5,

5279–5284.)

Table 1 Redox potential and peak separation of Fc/Fc+ couple

of an MHF-GNC/PAH multilayer-modified ITO electrode in

aqueous solutions containing 0.1 M of various anions at two

pH values.

PH 1 PH 7

Anions

Epa

(mV)

Epc

(mV)

DDDDEp

(mV)

Epa

(mV)

Epc

(mV)

DDDDEp

(mV)

ClO�4 420 320 100 450 345 105

NO�3 470 370 100 490 380 110

SO2�
4 625 500 125 630 500 130
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served at a ferrocene SAM-modified electrode and is

known to be a result of an increase in hydrophilicity.[45]

The capacitance increased with increase in the number

of deposition cycles in both cases, suggesting that the

immobilized GNCs act as an ensemble of numerous

nanosized electrodes. It is notable that the capacitance

increased linearly with increase in the number of

deposition cycles at the GNC-modified gold electrode,

but the capacitance increment per deposition cycle be-

came smaller as the number of deposition cycles increased

at the GNC-modified ITO electrode. This observation is in

accordance with the observation for the deposition cycle

dependencies of the amount of redox-active Fc groups.

The surface area of one GNC with a core size of 1.8 nm is

ca. 1.02�10�13 cm2. Using the number of GNCs

adsorbed on the ITO surface estimated from Fig. 3, the

total electrode surface area of the GNCs assembled on an

ITO surface of 1 cm2 can be calculated to be ca. 7.5 (1

cycle)–54 (10 cycles) cm2. Because the capacitances of

the GNC-modified ITO electrode before and after the

redox peak were ca. 50 (1 cycle)–140 (10 cycles) mF/cm2

and 73 (1 cycle)–280 (10 cycles) mF/cm2 based on the

apparent surface area of the ITO electrode, the capaci-

tances of the GNC assembly on the ITO surface in reduced

and oxidized states of the ferrocene moiety based on the

real electrode surface area were ca. 6.7–2.6 and 9.7–5.2

mF/cm2, respectively. Similarly, the capacitances of the

GNC assembly on the Au electrode surface based on the

real electrode surface area were estimated to be ca. 7.0 and

13.0 mF/cm2 in reduced and oxidized states of the

ferrocene moiety, respectively. Thus although the appar-

ent capacitances of the GNC/PAH-modified ITO elec-

trode were much greater than those of the GNC/PAH-

modified gold electrode, the capacitances of the GNC/

PAH-modified ITO electrode based on the real surface

area were smaller than those of the GNC/PAH-modified

gold electrode. The difference between the capacitances

of the GNCs on the ITO electrode and those on the gold

electrode may reflect the higher conformational order of

the SAMs on the GNCs assembled on the ITO electrode

than those on the gold electrode. Actually, the redox peaks

at the GNC-modified ITO electrode were sharper than

those at the gold electrode as mentioned before, indicating

a stronger interaction between the ferrocene groups on the

GNCs assembled on the ITO electrode than on the gold

electrode. Thus the difference is essentially because of the

difference in the amount of deposited GNCs on these

surfaces, and the GNC/PAH layer on the ITO electrode is

more compact than that on the gold electrode.

These capacitance values are comparable to those of

ferrocene SAMs on a planar Au surface,[42] confirming

that the order of ferrocene SAMs formed on a GNC

surface is essentially the same to that of ferrocene SAMs

formed on a planar Au surface.[7]

Effect of the Underlying Substrate on
the Formation of Gold Nanocluster/
Poly(Allylamine Hydrochloride) Multilayers

The amounts of adsorbed GNC multilayers on the ITO

electrode were always greater than those on the Au

electrode of the same deposition cycle, suggesting that the

underlying substrate plays an important role in GNC

multilayer formation. Atomic force microscopy measure-

ments of the two substrates showed that while the Au

surface consisted of very large and almost atomically flat

terraces, a number of hemispherical islands of ca. 100 nm

in diameter and several tens of nanometers in height were

observed on the ITO surface. An ordered and closely

packed MUA SAM is expected to form on a gold surface

as it has been well documented for the formation of

various alkanethiol SAMs, and both the adsorbed PAH

and the GNC layers are expected to be well organized and

closely packed when the gold surface with uniformly

distributed charged sites of the carboxylate group was

alternately immersed in PAH and GNC solutions.[33]

The amount of adsorbed GNC of the multilayer-

modified ITO electrode was 3–7 times greater than that

of the Au electrode, although the surface roughness of the

ITO electrode was only ca. 2.5 times greater than that of the

Au electrode, as determined from the AFM images. These

findings suggest that the multilayer formation of GNC on

an ITO surface and therefore the electrochemical behavior

were related to but not solely determined by surface

roughness. The nature of the underlying metal oxide layers

on the ITO electrode as well as the adsorbed MUA

molecules should play important roles in the GNC packing

arrangement and therefore its electrochemical behavior.

We have already demonstrated that alkanethiol molecules

tend to form an island structure on the ITO surface with

surface coverage of only 1/3–1/4 of that on the gold

surface, although the formed SAM was well organized.[46]

A nonuniform MUA SAM layer on the ITO surface and/or

intrinsically dangling Sn–O� bonds resulted in disordered

polymer layer adsorption. The GNCs can both adsorb on

top of the polymer surface and diffuse into the layers,

binding to internal sites of PAH through ion exchange of

uncompensated anions. This is one possible reason for the

large amount of adsorbed GNC on the ITO. The deviations

from linear relations of both the adsorption amount and the

capacitance of the ITO-modified electrode with the number

of deposition cycles shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively,

may be the result of the less-ordered multilayer structure on

ITO than that on Au.

The decreases in the deposited amount of GNC per

deposition cycle and the capacitance per unit real area

with increase in the number of deposition cycles can also

be explained by considering that the surface became

smoother as more GNC/PHC layers were deposited.
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Electrochemical Characteristics of the
Multilayers Consisting of Only One
MHF-Gold Nanocluster Layer and
MH-Gold Nanocluster as the Other
Layers with Two Different Sequences

The electrochemical characteristics of multilayers of

MHF-GNC and MH-GNC with two different sequences

containing only one layer of MHF-GNC, as described in

Scheme 1a and 1b, were investigated. In the first

system, MHF-GNC existed in the layer closest to the

electrode surface, i.e., the first layer, and MH-GNC

existed in the other layers [Scheme 1a: Au or ITO/

MUA/PAH/MHF-GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)n, n = 1–9]. In

the other system, MHF-GNC existed only in the outer-

most layer and MH-GNC existed in the other layers

[Scheme 1b: (Au or ITO/MUA/(PAH/MH-GNC)n/PAH/

MHF-GNC, n = 1–9].

The X-ray photoelectron spectra of the multilayer

assemblies (a) Au(111)/MUA/PAH/MHF-GNC/(PAH/

MH-GNC)n for n = 1, 3, and 5 and (b) Au(111)/MUA/

(PAH/MH-GNC)n/PAH/MHF-GNC for n = 1, 3, 5, and 9

in the Fe2p region showed that while the Fe peak was

observed only for n = 1 and no peak was observed even at

n = 3 in the former, the peak intensity did not change with

n in the latter, confirming that the ferrocene group

definitely existed at the innermost and outermost layers in

the former and the latter systems, respectively, as sug-

gested in Scheme 1a and 1b.

The redox peaks of the ferrocene group were ob-

served in the CVs of the former and the latter

multilayer-modified gold and ITO electrodes measured

in a 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution. Although the double-

layer charging currents increased with increase in the

number of MH-GNC deposition cycles, suggesting se-

quential LBL deposition of MH-GNC on the ITO sur-

face, the charges in the Fc redox peaks did not depend

on the number of MH-GNC deposition cycles and are in

good agreement with that of the electrodes modified

with only one MHF-GNC layer, implying that all of

the Fc groups in the innermost or outermost layer were

electrochemically active regardless of the number of

MH-GNC layers, showing that the transport of both

electrons and anions through these two types of multi-

layers was rather facile.

Charge Transfer Through the Gold
Nanocluster Multilayers

Because the redox process of the surface-attached fer-

rocene group is known to be represented by[42,47]:

� Fc þ X�s ! � FcþX� þ e� þ solv:

where �Fc and �Fc+ are the neutral and oxidized states

of the ferrocene group, respectively, Xs
� is the solvated

anion in solution, �Fc+X� is an ion pair between the

ferricenium cation and the anion, and solv. is a solvent

molecule; the electron and anion should be transferred

between the ferrocene moiety and the electrode, and

between the electrolyte solution and the ferrocene moiety,

respectively, upon the redox reaction of the ferrocene

group. Thus the results shown in Figs. 2 and 4 strongly

suggest that perchlorate anion, which forms an ion pair

with Fc+, is transferred between the electrolyte solution

and the ferrocene group at the innermost layer through

the 1–9 PAH/MH-GNC layers at the Au/MUA/PAH/

MHF-GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)n (n = 1, 3, 5, and 9) elec-

trodes, and an electron is transferred between the ferro-

cene group at the outermost layer and the gold electrode

through the 1–9 PAH/MH-GNC layers at the Au/MUA/

(PAH/MH-GNC)n/PAH/MHF-GNC (n = 1, 3, 7, and

9) electrodes.

Fig. 5 shows the potential dependencies of current and

EQCM frequency shift at the Au/MUA/PAH/MHF-GNC/

(PAH/MH-GNC)9 electrode obtained simultaneously in

0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution at a scan rate of 10 mV

sec�1. A significant frequency decrease and increase, i.e.,

weight increase and decrease, were observed when the

current due to the oxidation and reduction of the ferrocene

moiety, respectively, flowed. A linear relation was

observed between the mass change calculated from the

frequency change by using Saubrey’s equation and the

charge in the region of the ferrocene oxidation (250–

550 mV) with a slope of 216 g/mol electron. A similar

EQCM response was observed for the Au/MUA/PAH/

MHF-GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)3 and Au/MUA/PAH/MHF-

GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)6 electrodes. The slopes for the

mass change–charge relations, i.e., mass per electron

(mpe), for the former and the latter were 233 and 177,

Fig. 5 EQCM response of the Au(111)/MUA/PAH/MHF-

GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)9 electrode measured in 0.1 M HClO4

aqueous solution at a scan rate of 10 mV sec�1. (From Ref. [41].)
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respectively. Furthermore, essentially the same EQCM

response was obtained at the Au/MUA/(PAH/MH-GNC)9/

PAH/MHF-GNC. These results clearly show that the

EQCM response was not affected by the number of the

PAH/MH-GNC overlayers, confirming that perchlorate

ions are transferred between the electrolyte solution and the

ferrocene group at the innermost layer through the PAH/

MH-GNC. The mpe values obtained for Au/MUA/PAH/

MHF-GNC/(PAH/MH-GNC)n (n = 3, 6, and 9) are in good

agreement with the value observed at the gold electrode

modified with PAH/MHF-GNC multilayers (245 g/mol

electron) and are much larger than the molar mass of

perchlorate ion (99.5 g/mol), suggesting that each perchlo-

rate ion moves into and is released from the modified layer

accompanied by 5–7 water molecules upon the oxidation

and reduction of the ferrocene moiety, respectively.

Because the distance between the ferrocene group in

the outermost layer and the gold electrode in the GNC

multilayers with 10 deposition cycles is far too long for an

electron to tunnel, i.e., more than 50 nm as evidenced

from both cross-sectional transmission electron micros-

copy and ellipsometry, electron should be transferred

between the ferrocene group and the gold electrode not by

direct tunneling, but through the GNCs by hopping.

CONCLUSION

Two types of GNCs, one covered by SAMs of MUA,

C6SH, and FcC6SH, MHF-GNC, and the other with MUA

and C6SH, MH-GNC, were used for the construction of

GNC multilayers on the MUA-modified Au(111) and ITO

surfaces based on the carboxylate/polycation (PAH)/

carboxylate electrostatic interaction. Electrochemical

measurements at the GNC/PAH multilayer-modified gold

and ITO electrodes showed that the amount of GNC

adsorbed on the ITO surface was larger than that of the Au

electrode, indicating the different packing arrangements

of GNC on the two surfaces. Both the underlying substrate

and the adsorbed MUA molecules seem to play important

roles in the GNC/polymer multilayer organization.

Results of electrochemical studies on the two series of

multilayers of MHF-GNC and MH-GNC layers of

different sequences on Au and ITO surfaces by placing

MHF-GNC either as the layer closest to the gold electrode,

i.e., the first layer, or as the outermost layer with MH-GHC

in the other showed that both electrons and anions

transferred facilely through these multilayers. The results

of the present study imply that 1) stable GNC multilayers

can be constructed on gold and ITO surfaces through LBL

assembling processes, 2) the amount of GNCs and their

packing arrangement in the multilayers can be tuned by the

number of deposition cycles and selection of underlying

substrate, and 3) the charges, i.e., electron and anion, are

transported through these multilayers as shown in Scheme

2 and the charge transport is facile.
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INTRODUCTION

Polyelectrolyte multilayers prepared upon alternate elec-

trostatic adsorption of positively and negatively charged

polymers have recently shown promise as membranes and

catalysts. Recent progress in the preparation of mem-

branes for gas separation, separation of liquid mixtures

under pervaporation conditions, ion separation under di-

alysis conditions, salt transport under nanofiltration (NF)

and reverse osmosis conditions, separation of enantio-

mers, and others have been reported. The purpose of this

article is to summarize recent activities in the field of

membrane[30–50] and catalyst applications[51–78] of poly-

electrolyte multilayer assemblies. It describes the use of

polyelectrolyte multilayers as carriers for catalysts and

biocatalysts, and then covers examples of catalyzed

reactions such as enzyme reactions, photocatalytic reac-

tions, and metal-catalyzed processes.

BACKGROUND OF MULTILAYER FILMS

About a decade ago, Decher and coworkers[1–4] reported

on a new method to prepare ultrathin polymer films, based

on the alternate electrostatic adsorption of cationic and

anionic polyelectrolytes on solid substructures. Mean-

while, the layer-by-layer deposition technique developed

into a standard method for preparation of polymer films

with controlled structure and thickness in the nanometer

range. Numerous studies appeared, which were either

concerned with fundamental aspects of film growth,

structure, and morphology,[5–22] or with the preparation

and characterization of functional polyelectrolyte multi-

layers with photo- and electroactive properties appli-

cable in micro- and optoelectronic devices. The state of

the art has recently been reviewed in books[23,24] and

articles.[25–29]

Probably one of the most interesting properties of

polyelectrolyte multilayer assemblies is their selectivity

in the transport of gases,[30–34] solvent mixtures,[35–42]

ions,[43–47] and enantiomers.[48] In several studies, the use

of polyelectrolyte multilayers as membranes was dem-

onstrated, e.g., for dehydration of organic solvents under

pervaporation conditions,[35–42] for water softening and

desalination under nanofiltration[49,50] and reverse osmo-

sis[49] conditions, respectively. Furthermore, the incorpo-

ration of biocatalysts[51–68] and inorganic catalysts[69–78]

opened a new area for the formation of membrane reactors

and catalytic membranes. Early studies demonstrate the

utility of the polyelectrolyte multilayers as reactors and

catalysts.[51–78]

PREPARATION OF MEMBRANES

Soon after the method of layer-by-layer assembly of

polyelectrolytes was reported, ultrathin polyelectrolyte

multilayers were studied as permselective membranes. In

a typical process of membrane preparation, a negatively

charged porous or nonporous supporting membrane is

dipped into a dilute aqueous solution of a positively

charged polyelectrolyte so that the polymer is adsorbed at

the substrate surface as a molecularly thin film and the

surface charge is reverted (Fig. 1). After careful washing,

the coated substrate is dipped into the aqueous solution of

a negatively charged polyelectrolyte so that this polymer

is adsorbed on top of the previous one and the surface

charge is reverted again. By repeating the adsorption steps

several times, a polyelectrolyte multilayer is obtained,

whose thickness is adjustable between a few nanometers

and about half a micrometer by varying the number of

dipping cycles. Scanning electron micrographs[44,79] in-

dicate that the polyelectrolytes do not enter and block the

pores of the support, but a smooth coating of the sub-

structure with a dense and defect-free polyelectrolyte skin

layer is obtained. Previous studies of materials transport

across polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes have re-

cently been reviewed.[79–87] Here an updated summary of

the research activities is presented.
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STUDIES OF MATERIALS
TRANSPORT ACROSS
POLYELECTROLYTE MULTILAYERS

Gas Permeation

At first, studies on the transport behavior across poly-

electrolyte multilayers were concerned with gas perme-

ation.[30–33] Membranes were prepared from porous sup-

ports [Celgard,[30–32] Isopore,[32] and polyacrylonitrite/

polyethylene terephthalate (PAN/PET)[32]], as well as

nonporous supports (silicone[30] polymethylpentene,[31]

and Nafion,[33]). Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH),

and poly(styrenesulfonate sodium salt) (PSS) were mostly

used as the polyelectrolytes. Up to a hundred layer pairs

were deposited, which caused a reduction of the mem-

brane permeability by more than a factor of 103. Theo-

retical selectivities in gas permeation were generally low.

For CO2/N2 separation, a selectivity of 2.4 was re-

ported,[32] for oxygen/nitrogen permeation the highest

selectivity was 3.5.[33] This value was obtained by using a

polyelectrolyte couple of PSS and poly(N-octadecyl-2-

ethynylpyridinium bromide), a substituted polyacetylene

derivative. The selectivity was ascribed to the high af-

finity of the unsaturated C C bonds to oxygen.

Only recently, better results were obtained, when PAH

and polyamic acids were alternately deposited followed

by heat-induced imidization at 250�C for 2 hr.[34] The

resulting polyimide multilayer membranes showed O2/N2

selectivities of up to 6.9 and CO2/CH4 selectivities of up

to 68.

Pervaporation of Alcohol/Water Mixtures

Polyelectrolyte multilayer assemblies were also tested as

pervaporation membranes. An initial study was reported

by van Ackern et al.[32] Using PAH/PSS separating

membranes on a PAN/PET support, they tried to separate

ethanol/water and benzene/cyclohexane mixtures. The

separation was only modest, but after a careful adjustment

of several parameters the ethanol–water separation could

be considerably improved.[35–40] It was found that mem-

branes with high efficiency in alcohol/water pervaporation

separation require the following.

. The use of polyelectrolytes of high charge density such

as polyethyleneimine (PEI),[37,38] polyvinylamine

(PVA),[38–40] polyvinylsulfate (PVS),[38–40] polyacryl-

ic acid (PAA),[40] or polyvinylsulfonate (PVSu).[40]

These polyelectrolytes form complexes with small

pore size and large hydrophilicity, which favors the

transport of water across the membrane.
. The use of polyelectrolyte solutions of either low pH

(1.7) with a high concentration of supporting electro-

lyte (e.g., 1 M NaCl),[38,40] or neutral pH without

supporting electrolyte for preparation of the mem-

branes.[40] In the former case, very thick polyelectro-

lyte layers are adsorbed,[2,3] a thick membrane with

low flux and good separation is obtained. In the latter

case, very thin and smooth layers are adsorbed.[16] A

thin but very dense membrane with good separation

efficiency is obtained.
. Deposition of a large number of layer pairs (approxi-

mately 60) to avoid voids and defects in the mem-

brane.[35,40]

. Annealing[35–38] of the membrane for 1 hr at 90�C to

smoothen the surface and to heal defects in the poly-

electrolyte multilayer, which was especially useful in

case of PEI/PVS membranes.[37]

. A pervaporation temperature of about 60�C or

higher.[35,37]

The use of polyelectrolytes of high charge den-

sity[37–40,42] is especially crucial for obtaining high

selectivities. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which shows

a plot of the total flux and water content in the permeate

vs. the charge density rc of the polyelectrolyte complex.

It can be seen that the lowest flux and the highest water

content in the permeate are obtained for the membranes

made from polyelectrolytes of the highest rc values.

The separation behavior was explained in terms of the

nanopores model[86,87] shown in Fig. 3. The alternately

Fig. 1 Scheme of layer-by-layer assembly of polyelectrolytes on activated porous supporting membrane. The separating membrane is

obtained upon multiple repetition of steps A and B. In reality, pore diameters are 20–200 nm, while polymer chains are less ordered and

partially overlapping. (From Ref. [38].)
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adsorbed polycations and polyanions form a network

structure, in which the polymer-bound ion pairs represent

the cross-linking units. For polyelectrolytes of high charge

density, a much closer network is obtained as for poly-

electrolytes of low charge density. Because each pore of

the network contains an ion pair, a network with narrow

pores will be more hydrophilic and preferentially perme-

able for the small and polar water molecules, while a

network with larger pore size will be less hydrophilic and

more permeable for the bigger, more hydrophobic alcohol

molecules. The correlation between rc and the membrane

selectivity holds for most of the polyelectrolytes and can

even be used to predict the separation capability of un-

known polyelectrolyte couples. This is surprising, because

specific structural elements, such as the presence of aro-

matic rings, chain branching, or nature of the ionic groups,

have not been taken into account yet. More detailed studies

on structure/property relationships were undertaken by

Toutianoush and Tieke,[40] when they studied influences

of the nature of the anionic polyelectrolyte groups on the

separation behavior. For this purpose, three multilayer

membranes with same high charge density, but different

anionic substituent groups were investigated. The poly-

cation was always PVA, the polyanion was either PVSu,

PVS, or PAA. With increasing acidity of the polyanion,

i.e., from PAA to PVSu, the membranes became increas-

ingly hydrophilic. Therefore PVA/PVSu membranes were

especially suited to remove small amounts of water from

organic solvents, while the less hydrophilic PVA/PAA

membranes showed the best performance at high water

content of the mixture.

Using the PVA/PVSu membrane, a series of alcohol/

water mixtures with alcohols of different hydrophobicity

were studied.[40] As can be derived from Fig. 4, the flux

and separation increased, if the hydrophilicity of the

alcohols decreased. For a t-butanol/water (9:1) mixture,

for example, a total flux J of about 2.18 kg�2 h�1, a water

content in the permeate of 99.9%, a separation factor a of

about 9000, and a separation efficiency (pervaporation

separation index, PSI) aJ of 1.96�107 were found, the

pervaporation temperature being 58.5�C. The PVA/PVS

Fig. 2 Separation characteristics of polyelectrolyte multilayer

membranes (60 layer pairs) as a function of the charge density r
of the polyelectrolyte complex. Feed solution, ethanol/water

(93.8:6.2) (w/w); pervaporation temperature, 58.5�C. PAH:

poly(allylamine); P4VP: poly(4-vinylpyridine); CHI: chitosan;

PVA: poly(vinylamine); PDADMA: poly(diallyldimethylammo-

nium bromide); PEI: branched poly(ethyleneimine); PSS:

poly(styrenesulfonate); DEX: dextrane; PVS: poly(vinylsulfate);

PAA: poly(acrylic acid). (From Ref. [38].)

Fig. 3 Simplified structure model of polyelectrolyte multilayer membrane of high (a) and low (b) charge density r. Note that the

nanopores become larger and less hydrophilic if r decreases. The model does not take into account possible chain interdigitation and

incomplete ionization. (From Ref. [38].)
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membrane showed similar behavior.[39] The excellent

separation is primarily a result of the lower solubility of

the more hydrophobic alcohols in the multilayer mem-

brane, and secondly, a weaker hydrogen bonding between

the more hydrophobic alcohol and water molecules.

Ion Permeation

From earlier studies,[88,89] it is known that the sequential

solution casting of a cationic and an anionic polyelectro-

lyte leads to a so-called bipolar membrane. In such a mem-

brane, permeating ions receive strong repulsive forces

from the equally charged parts (Donnan rejection) and

attractive forces from the oppositely charged parts (Donnan

attraction) of the membrane. For divalent permeating

ions, the interactions are much stronger than for mono-

valent ones and thus, a high selectivity in ion transport

occurs. Polyelectrolyte multilayers resemble in their ar-

chitecture the bipolar membranes except that the multi-

layer structure causes a multibipolar character of the

membrane. A corresponding structure model[43] is shown

in Fig. 5 and indicates that divalent ions will receive much

stronger repulsive forces than monovalent ones. The

model agrees with experimental results showing that the

permeation rate of sodium chloride across a PAH/PSS

membrane is at least 15 times higher than for magnesium

chloride.[36] After careful adjustment of several param-

eters, Krasemann and Tieke[43] reported theoretical

selectivities a(Na+/Mg2 +) of up to 112.5 and a(Cl�/SO4
2�)

of up to 45. The PR values were dependent on the number

of deposited layers, the charge density of the polyelec-

trolytes, pH, and ionic strength of the polyelectrolyte

solutions used for membrane preparation. The high trans-

port selectivity was confirmed by the study of Harris

et al.[44] on anion permeation. The authors used porous

aluminum oxide as support, the pore size in the skin layer

Fig. 4 Separation characteristics of a PVA/PVSu membrane (60 bilayers) for various alcohol/water feed mixtures. Plot of water

content in permeate (a), total flux (b), separation factor a (c), and separation efficiency (d) vs. water content in feed mixture.

Pervaporation temperature, 58.5�C. (From Ref. [79].)
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was about 20 nm. The inorganic substrate was coated with

several PAH/PSS layers, the a(Cl�/SO4
2�) and a(Cl�/

Fe(CN)6
3�) values being 7 and 310, respectively. For

PAH/PAA membranes, the selectivity was comparable,

but the anion flux was three times smaller.

In a more recent study, Toutianoush and Tieke[45] in-

vestigated the ion transport across highly charged PVA/

PVS membranes. In agreement with the transport model

based on Donnan exclusion/inclusion, it could be shown

that the permeation rates of alkali and earth alkaline metal

cations increase from Li to K, and from Mg to Ba, that is

in the direction of decreasing charge density of the naked

ions (Fig. 6). In the study of the permeation of NaCl,

MgCl2, Na2SO4, and MgSO4, it was found that PR values

increased in the sequence 2.2-electrolyte < 2.1-electro-

lyteffi 1.2-electrolyte < 1.1-electrolyte, again in the di-

rection of decreasing charge density of the ions. Fur-

thermore, it was found that the influence of the surface

charge on the permeation rates was negligible for thick

membranes consisting of more than 50 bilayers. The effect

of salt concentration on PR was also studied. Up to a

concentration of 0.3 mol L�1, the PR values of NaCl or

MgCl2 changed only slightly, and the selectivity of the

membrane was essentially maintained. However, at higher

electrolyte concentration, a significant increase in ion flux

was found and the selectivity dropped strongly. The effect

can be explained by considering the equilibrium (1) of

polyelectrolyte complex formation[46,80,83]

PþX� þ P�M
þ V PþP� þMþ þ X

� ð1Þ

with P+ and P� being charged segments of the cationic

and anionic polyelectrolytes. At high concentration of

permeating M+ and X� ions, the equilibrium begins to

shift to the left side. Dissociation of the polymer-bound

P+P� pairs sets in, the pore size of the membrane increases

and the flow of the electrolyte solution becomes pro-

gressively higher and less selective.

Lebedev et al.[90] modeled the salt permeability of a

fixed-charge multilayer membrane taking into account the

charge number of the salt ions, the diffusion boundary

layers flanking the membrane, and the different values of

the ion diffusion coefficients in these layers and the

membrane. The theoretical model was used in the Nernst–

Planck equations together with the Donnan theory for the

ionic equilibria at the membrane boundaries. Their cal-

culations qualitatively reproduced the experimental re-

sults, but the theoretical permeabilities were considerably

higher, if the experimental layer thickness was introduced.

The model of Donnan exclusion/attraction is based on

the assumption that some of the polymer-bound charges

within the polyelectrolyte multilayer are not balanced by

polymer repeat units of opposite charge, but by small,

exchangeable counterions. The excess polymer-bound

charges act as ion-exchanger sites and are responsible for

the high transport selectivity. The extent of polymer

charge compensation in polyelectrolyte multilayers is still

a matter of debate. In some studies,[91,92] evidence for in-

complete polymer charge compensation and presence of

small ions within the multilayers was found, while in other

studies,[11,12] especially on polydiallyldimethylammonium

bromide (PDADMA)/PSS multilayers, the polymer charge

compensation was found to be essentially complete, the

charge stoichiometry being 1:1. In that case, no selectivity

in ion transport can be found, as was demonstrated by

Krasemann and Tieke[43] studying PDADMA/PSS multi-

layers. Riegler and Essler[93] suggested that polymer

charge stoichiometry depends on the charge density of the

polyelectrolytes. If the distance between the charges is

Fig. 6 Plot of the permeation rates of various chloride salts

against the charge density z+e�/4pr2 of the nonhydrated metal

cations (z+: charge number of ion; r: radius of metal cation).

Membrane: 60 layer pairs PVA/PVS. Electrolyte concentration

of aqueous feed solution: 0.1 M. (From Ref. [79].)

Fig. 5 Rejection model of the multibipolar polyelectrolyte

multilayer membrane. (From Ref. [45].)
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less than the Bjerrum length, the strong binding of the

counterions (Manning condensation) prevents their release

during multilayer formation, and the ion exchanger sites

are permanently included in the film. This applies to

the PAH/PSS multilayers, while in PDADMA/PSS

membranes, the charge density is low enough to cause a

complete complexation.

However, Farhat and Schlenoff[46] pointed out that

small ion exchanger sites can be forced into these mem-

branes if salt is added to the external bathing solution.

Under these conditions, equilibrium (1) is partially shifted

to the left because some of the polymer ion pairs disso-

ciate. The authors demonstrated that the ion exchanger

sites created in this way have a strongly nonlinear effect

on the transport of redox-active ferro- and ferricyanide

ions across the membrane.[46] The authors also devel-

oped[94] a theoretical base for their observations by in-

troducing a model of ion hopping between discrete sites of

polymer-bound exchanger sites. However, the model does

not take into account that several kinds of permeating

ions, especially multivalent ions, may also receive other

than electrostatic forces within the membrane. As reported

by Toutianoush and Tieke,[95] di- and multivalent Cu2 +,

La3 +, Ba2 +, and hexacyanoferrate(II) ions become per-

manently fixed in PVA/PVS membranes, either because

of a complex formation with the polymer-bound charged

sites, as in the case of copper and hexacyanoferrate ions,

or to a replacement of polymer-bound charged sites by the

permeating barium ions, as indicated in Eq. 2:

2PþP� þ Ba
2þ V P�Ba2þP� þ 2P

þ
ð2Þ

Salt Transport Under Nanofiltration and
Reverse Osmosis Conditions

Very recent studies[49,50] were concerned with pressure-

driven transport of aqueous inorganic salt solutions across

polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes. Using either a

dead-end[49] or a cross-flow apparatus,[50] ion permeation

was investigated under nanofiltration (NF) (5–20 bar) and

reverse osmosis conditions (more than 30 bar). In a first

comprehensive study, Jin et al.[49] investigated the trans-

port of aqueous electrolyte solutions containing NaCl,

Na2SO4, MgCl2, and MgSO4 across multilayer mem-

branes consisting of 60 bilayers PVA/PVS. For the two

magnesium salts, a complete rejection was found inde-

pendently from the concentration of the feed solution and

the pressure applied (Fig. 7). For sodium chloride and

sulfate, the rejections were 84% and 96% at 5 bar, and

93.5% and 98.5% at 40 bar, respectively. The ion rejection

was comparable with those of commercial membranes,

but the flux was lower because the less permeable PAN/

PET membrane was used as the support. Nevertheless, the

study demonstrated that at low pressure, polyelectrolyte

multilayers are suitable for NF applications such as water

softening, while at high pressure, they can be used for

water desalination. In a subsequent study, Stanton et al.[50]

reported NF measurements across PAH/PSS membranes

consisting of only five bilayers on porous alumina. Be-

cause of the ultrathin polyelectrolyte membrane, water

flux was higher, but the ion rejection was lower than in the

previous study. Again, the authors point out that the

membranes are potentially attractive for NF applications

such as water and salt purification.

Separation of Organic Compounds
and Enantiomers

Besides small gas and solvent molecules or inorganic ions,

polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes are also permeable

for organic neutral molecules and ions provided they are

small enough to pass the nanoporous structure of the

membrane (Fig. 2). This allows the membrane to separate

organic monoanions from dianions, for example, or naph-

thaline from the much larger pyrene or triphenylene, or

phenol from hydroquinone.[96] If chiral polyelectrolytes

are used for preparation of the membranes, even mixtures

of enantiomeric compounds can be separated. In a recent

study,[48] polyelectrolyte multilayers were prepared from

polypeptides such as L- and D-poly(lysine) (PLD; PDD),

L- and D-polyglutamic acid (PLGA; PDGA), and an op-

tically active, quaternized polyvinylpyridine. As chiral

probes, L- or D-ascorbic acid and 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-L/

D-alanine were used. Selectivities of up to nearly 29%

were found for D/L-ascorbic acid, if PDGA/PDL membranes

were used, the flux was very high (Table 1). Multilayers

made from two optically active polyelectrolytes were al-

ways more selective than multilayers containing only one

optically active polyelectrolyte.

Separation of Proteins and Fouling Behavior

Polyelectrolyte multilayers were also deposited on sub-

strates used for protein separation and filtration.[97]

Celgard membranes were first treated with CO2 plasma,

followed by grafting of polyacrylic acid to the surface.

Then a bilayer of PDADMA/PAA was adsorbed. The

bilayer-modified membrane showed a much lower tend-

ency for protein adsorption and fouling than the un-

modified membrane. The flux of an aqueous solution of

human serum albumin (HSA) through the modified

membrane was twice as high as the flux across the merely

grafted membrane.

Müller et al.[98] studied the fouling behavior of CO2

plasma-treated polypropylene films modified with PEI/

PAA multilayers. For the modified films, the fouling was

much lower than for the unmodified samples. Interaction

of various charged model proteins such as HSA and
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lysozyme immunoglobulin G, and the polyelectrolyte

multilayer were also investigated. Using infrared spec-

troscopy, small amounts of adsorbed protein were found,

if the top polyelectrolyte layer and the protein were

equally charged, whereas enhanced adsorption occurred

for electrostatic attraction between the protein and the

polyelectrolyte layer.

Graul and Schlenoff [99] also reported on the resistance

of polyelectrolyte multilayers to irreversible protein ad-

sorption. Fused silica capillaries were coated with poly-

electrolyte multilayers and used for capillary zone elec-

trophoretic separations. Basic proteins could be separated

with good efficiency, and the columns were resistant to

irreversible protein adsorption.

Other Work

In a number of studies, the transport behavior of poly-

electrolyte multilayers was investigated on a more fun-

damental, less application-oriented base. In the following,

some of the papers are briefly reviewed. von Klitzing and

Möhwald[100] were the first to study proton and molecular

transport through polyelectrolyte multilayers. Proton

transport was investigated by using PAH/PSS multilayers

Table 1 Percent selectivities for different membranes and

chiral probes

Membrane

Percent

selectivity

for AA

enantiomer

Percent

selectivity

for DOPA

enantiomer

PLGA/PLL 28.1 D/L 14.1 L/D

PDGA/PDL 28.9 D/L 13.8 D/L

PDGA/PLL 0.4 D/L 0.3 D/L

PLGA/PDL 0.3 D/L 0.1 D/L

AA = ascorbic acid; DOPA = dihydroxyphenylalanine.

(From Ref. [48].)

Fig. 7 Plot of salt rejection and permeation flux J of 10�2m aqueous solutions of sodium chloride (a), magnesium chloride (b), sodium

sulfate (c), and magnesium sulfate (d) as a function of the operative pressure Dp. Experiments carried out at 20�C; feed solution stirred

at 700 rpm. Jw indicates pure water flux. Membrane: 60 layer pairs PVA/PVS. Permeate solution was analyzed by measuring cation and

anion concentration using high-performance liquid chromatography. (Some data were taken from Ref. [49].)
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on glass. A fluorescent, pH-sensitive dye was embedded

in the multilayers at different distances from the glass

surface and the pH dependence of the fluorescence

emission was studied as a function of film thickness,

surface charge, and ion concentration. The data showed

that the films were permeable for protons. In subsequent

work,[101] the time dependence of the fluorescence of a

fluorescein-labeled PAH embedded at different depth in

PAH/PSS multilayer films on glass substrates was studied.

Adding rhodamine to the outer phase, a quenching of the

fluorescence was observed as a result of energy transfer

to the permeating rhodamine molecules. Paramagnetic

quenching using a spin-labeled amine-N-oxide-based

compound was also studied. Because this molecule was

smaller than rhodamine, the diffusion coefficient was

found to be at least 2 orders-of-magnitude larger.

Harris and Bruening[102] investigated the transport of

hexacyanoferrate(III) and hexaammineruthenium(III) ions

across PAH/PSS and PAH/PAA films on gold electrodes

using electrochemical and ellipsometric measurements.

The permeability of these ions was found to depend on

solution pH, number of layer pairs in the film, presence or

absence of a supporting electrolyte during film deposition,

and the nature of the constituent polyelectrolytes. pH-

dependent measurements of ion permeation were also

carried out.

In other studies, polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes

were subsequently cross-linked to reduce the permeability.

Upon heating, it was possible to replace the polymer-

bound ion pairs of PAH/PAA multilayers by amide link-

ages.[103] Cross-linking of the multilayers at 130�C was

found to reduce the permeability of hexacyanoferrate(III)

ions to 1% of its original value. In another approach,[104]

multilayer films were prepared from PAH and a maleate-

based copolymer with carboxylic acid and mono-

methylester groups. Heating in vacuum caused more than

one-half of the amino groups to be converted into imide

linkages with the substituent groups of the copolymer.

After cross-linking, the films displayed selective perme-

ation of methylorange against myoglobin (Mb).

Permeability studies were also reported from poly-

electrolyte multilayer capsules. Transport of small mole-

cules such as fluorescein, 6-carboxyfluorescein, pyrene,

rhodamine 6 G, or ibuprofen through the multilayer wall

was investigated, either from the outside to the interior of

the capsules, or in the opposite direction.[105–110] The

capsules were usually prepared from PAH and PSS.

Capsules were found to be permeable in either direction,

and the permeability could be controlled by a lipid coating

of their surface,[111] by varying pH[108] or salt[109] con-

centration of the outside solution, or by annealing.[112]

Effects of these parameters on the permeability were

similar to flat multilayer membranes discussed above and

thus are not further treated here.

CATALYST APPLICATIONS

The use of polyelectrolyte multilayers as catalytic surfaces

is a rather new, but interesting topic, and comparatively

few publications regarding this subject are available yet.

Biocatalytic films may be obtained by incorporating

enzymes into the films or binding them physically or

chemically to the surface; inorganic catalytic films might

be obtained by incorporation of inorganic nanoparticles in

the films or binding catalytically active sites to the sur-

face. A review on biocatalytic polyelectrolyte multilayers

appeared recently.[113] In the next section, the research

activities on biocatalytic multilayer assemblies are com-

piled; then, the multilayers containing inorganic catalysts

are reviewed.

Biocatalytic Multilayer Assemblies

In an early study by Kong et al.,[51] negatively charged

glucose oxidase (GOD) and bolaamphiphiles with bipyr-

idine head groups were alternately built up on quartz

slides and porous beads. For the assemblies, a high en-

zyme activity was reported. In a subsequent paper,[52] the

same group prepared a bolaamphiphile-based multien-

zyme reactor by using a 3-mercaptopropionic acid-modi-

fied gold electrode as support. The authors alternately

adsorbed the cationic bolaamphiphile and anionic GOD or

glucoamylase (GA). The multilayer assemblies catalyzed

both the hydrolysis of maltose and the oxidation of glu-

cose. The enzymatic activity increased with the number of

GOD and GA layers, but the activity per layer decreased.

The reason for this might be a limited diffusion of sub-

strates in such condensed films.

In the following years, Kunitake et al.[53–57] prepared

alternate assemblies of polyelectrolytes and enzymes and

studied their catalytic activity. For example, PEI/GOD

films were assembled on a quartz plate, and the reaction

catalyzed by GOD was analyzed. GOD converts glucose

and oxygen into gluconolactone and hydrogen peroxide,

and H2O2 oxidizes an indicator dye in the presence of

peroxidase (POD) in aqueous solution. Finally, the blue

oxidation product of the dye is monitored by ultraviolet

(UV) spectroscopy. The study[55] clearly demonstrated

that the activity of the enzyme was not lost in the multi-

layer assembly. In another study,[56] a multienzyme re-

actor containing PEI/GOD and PEI/GA bilayers was

constructed on an ultrafiltration membrane. For the study

of enzymatic activity, an aqueous starch solution was

employed. When flowing across the membrane, GA de-

composed starch to glucose, and GOD converted glucose

to gluconolactone, thereby producing hydrogen per-

oxide as the product. The H2O2 concentration was an-

alyzed as described above. A high catalytic activity was

found, and the efficiency of the glucose oxidation was
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observed to be affected by PEI/PSS intermediate layers,

flow rate, and starch concentration. In another study,[57] it

was found that premixing of GOD and PEI followed by

alternate adsorption with PSS showed a significant in-

crease in enzymatic activity.

Coating electrodes with enzyme/polyelectrolyte multi-

layers provides the basis of a biocatalytic device including

an enzymatic bioreactor. Lvov et al.[58] prepared myoglo-

bin (Mb) containing alternately assembled films at an

electrode. Electrochemical reduction of the FeIII in Mb to

FeII is accompanied by H2O2 formation from oxygen. H2O2

is able to oxidize FeIII in the Mb into the active oxidant

form ferrylmyoglobin (MbFeIV), and is thereby reduced

to water. In the paper, it is demonstrated that MbFeIV is able

to epoxidize styrene at the multilayer surface. Calvo

et al.[59] demonstrated that GOD, lactate oxidase, and

soybean peroxidase can be electrically wired to an under-

lying electrode through PAH with a covalently attached

osmium complex. This multilayer system was able to in-

directly drive lactate oxidation by the electrode via the

corresponding enzyme. Earlier, Hodak et al.[60] assembled

GOD with a redoxactive poly(allylamine)ferrocene medi-

ator on alkanethiol modified gold electrodes. GOD was

found to be catalytically active in glucose oxidation, but

only a small fraction of the active enzyme was electrically

wired by the ferrocene polymer. Ma et al.[61] reported on

electroactive Mb films grown layer-by-layer with PSS on

pyrolytic graphite electrodes. Cyclic voltammetry showed

the expected reversible peaks of the Mb FeIII/FeII redox

couple. Oxygen and trichloroacetic acid could be catalyt-

ically reduced by the Mb in the multilayer assemblies. He

et al.[62] reported on multilayer devices consisting of

PDADMA and the anionic bacteriorhodopsin (BR). The

biological activity of BR in these assemblies could be

confirmed by measuring the generation of a photocurrent.

Use of spherical particles as substrates for the en-

zyme-containing multilayer assemblies is advantageous

because these particles offer a high surface area and a

large amount of enzyme can be incorporated. Schüler

and Caruso[63] reported on the construction of enzyme/

polyelectrolyte multilayer films on submicrometer-sized

polystyrene (PS) spheres using the layer-by-layer ap-

proach: PEI and glucose oxidase (GOD) were alternately

adsorbed. Up to three layer pairs were deposited. The

enzymatic activity was measured by following the cou-

pled enzymatic reaction of GOD and horseradish per-

oxidase. The activity increased regularly with increasing

number of GOD layers immobilized, indicating that the

multilayer films were sufficiently permeable for sub-

strate diffusion. In another study,[64] GOD, POD, or

preformed enzyme–polyelectrolyte complexes were as-

sembled in alternation with oppositely charged poly-

electrolytes onto PS particles. Particles coated with the

preformed enzyme–polyelectrolyte complexes displayed

a significantly lower enzymatic activity (by up to 70%)

than those fabricated by direct adsorption of the free

enzyme. Furthermore, experiments were conducted with

particles exhibiting both magnetic and catalytic func-

tions. Magnetic support materials are widely used in

biotechnology because they can easily be separated. For

this purpose, 200 nm PS particles that were precoated

with four layers of Fe3O4 nanoparticles and PDADMA,

followed by two PAH/PSS additional polyelectrolyte

layers and an outer GOD layer were prepared by using the

layer-by-layer approach. Then, the particles were repeat-

edly used as catalysts following their rapid and easy sep-

aration with a magnet.[64] Santos et al.[65] constructed

biocatalytic thin films by incorporating enzymes, specifi-

cally alkaline phosphatase (AP) and GOD into multilayers

of PEI and PSS supported on a glass substrate. For both

enzymes, the reactive films demonstrated increased ac-

tivity with the successive number of deposited enzyme

layers. In hybrid films consisting of alternating layers

of AP and GOD, both enzymes retained their activities

similar to those of their corresponding films of either

enzyme alone.

Biocatalytic and magnetic particles prepared upon

the layer-by-layer approach were also reported by Fang

et al.[66] The authors started from 420-nm latex particles,

onto which they alternately assembled silica or magnetite

nanoparticles, GOD, and oppositely charged polyelec-

trolytes. The inclusion of silica layers on latex yields a

higher surface area resulting in greater GOD adsorption,

thereby increasing the catalytic activity. The enzymatic

activity was proportional to the core surface area and also

to the number of GOD layers in the shell. The presence of

magnetic nanoparticles allowed the self-stirring of the

nanoreactor with a rotating magnetic field and enhanced

the productivity.

In a very recent study,[67] enzyme activity of organo-

phosphorus hydrolase (OPH) in polyelectrolyte-encased

multilayer assemblies coated on glass beads was reported.

The stability of the multilayer systems (e.g., against

exposure to high salt concentration) could be strongly

enhanced by anchoring monomers, such as 1.2-dihy-

droxypropyl-4-vinyl-benzylether, to the outer PAA layer

and subsequently polymerizing the systems by UV irra-

diation. The OPH activity was not affected. Preparation of

high-activity, enzyme-containing multilayer films on

planar substrates was reported by Jin et al.[68] Catalase

microcrystals were first encapsulated by the alternate

adsorption of PSS and PAH on their surface yielding ex-

tremely high enzyme loading in the polyelectrolyte mul-

tilayer capsules. Subsequently, layer-by-layer deposition

of the polyelectrolyte-coated catalase microcrystals and

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes was used to construct

multilayer films on glass supports. The catalyze achieve-

ment of these high enzyme content films was up to 50
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times higher than of those prepared by conventional layer-

by-layer deposition of the enzymes.

Multilayer Assemblies Bearing
Inorganic Catalysts

Polyelectrolyte multilayers are not only able to bind

bioactive compounds, such as enzymes to produce highly

efficient biocatalytic surfaces, but also inorganic com-

pounds with high catalytic activity was reported. There

are many studies on the incorporation of small inorganic

particles in polyelectrolyte multilayer assemblies, but

applications of these systems as catalysts are only

scarcely demonstrated. Mecking and Thomann[69] reported

on the adsorption of a catalytically active rhodium

complex on anionic latex particles, which were previ-

ously coated with a PDADMA layer. The rhodium

complex was bound to the PDADMA layer via electro-

static interactions of its sulfonated phosphine ligands.

The structurally well-defined core–shell particles were

able to catalyze hydroformylation reactions such as the

conversion of methyl acrylate into methyl 2-formyl-

propionate. Wang et al.[70] fabricated PAH/PAA multi-

layers by using the layer-by-layer approach and selec-

tivity bound palladium catalysts for electroless nickel

plating to the surface. Depending on whether the surface

was cationic or anionic, either the negatively charged tet-

rachloropalladate or the positively charged tetraamine

palladium ion was bound to the surface. Upon immersion

into an electroless nickel plating bath, the palladium-

coated parts of the surface were selectively plated. Using

inkjet printing, the facile patternability of the polyelec-

trolyte multilayers was demonstrated. Wang et al.[71] also

prepared palladium nanoparticles within PAH/PAA

multilayers as seeds for binding tetraamine palladium

from aqueous solution to PAA carboxylic acid function-

alities in the polymer film and subsequent reduction.

Two-nanometer catalytic palladium particles were

obtained, onto which a nickel shell of arbitrary thickness

could be grown. Up to 14-nm particles were obtained.

Liu et al.[72] described a similar route to the fabrication of

polyelectrolyte multilayers containing catalytically active

palladium nanoparticles. A 4-aminobenzoic acid-modified

glassy carbon electrode was alternately coated with tetra-

chloropalladate dianions and a quaternized poly(4-vinyl-

pyridine) complexed with osmium. Three-dimensional

palladium particle multilayers were subsequently formed

upon electrochemical reduction of the tetrachloropaladate

anions. The palladium nanoparticles in the film effectively

catalyzed the reduction of dissolved oxygen and the

oxidation of hydrazine compounds in aqueous solution.

Antipov et al.[73] prepared PAH/PSS multilayer capsules

containing silver ions. Subsequently, the silver ions

were reduced via photoirradiation, or by chemical meth-

ods. The potential of the prepared silver-containing

capsules to serve as catalysts was checked by the reduc-

tion of 4-nitrophenol into 4-aminophenol in the presence

of sodium borohydride. The system under investiga-

tion was found to possess higher activity than the pure

silver solution.

In some studies, multilayers of redoxactive compounds

and polymers were assembled on electrodes to obtain

electrocatalytic surfaces. Sun et al.[74] prepared layer-by-

layer assemblies of polycations bearing an osmium com-

plex and PSS or poly(aniline-co-N-(3-sulfopropyl)aniline)

on gold electrodes. The chemically modified electrodes

showed electrocatalytic response for the reduction of ni-

trite. Cheng and Cox[75] used the layer-by-layer approach

to prepare nanocomposite multilayer films of a ruthenium

metallodendrimer and a Dawson-type polyoxometalate.

These multilayers were used as bifunctional electro-

catalysts, able to catalyze both reductions and oxidation.

Using cyclovoltammetric studies, the mediated reduction

of iodate by the polyoxometallate (phosphotungstate) and

the oxidation of arsenite by the ruthenium dendrimer were

demonstrated. Photocatalytic porphyrin multilayer as-

semblies were reported by Araki et al.[76] Electrodes

modified with these films were photocatalytically active

toward the reduction of O2.

Finally, Sasaki et al. prepared multilayer films of

PDADMA and titania nanosheet crystallites,[77] and of

titania nanoparticles and PSS.[78] UV irradiation of both

types of films did not cause the expected photocatalytic

decomposition of pollutants or water, but instead, the

entire organic polyelectrolyte inside the multilayers was

decomposed, and a polymer-free inorganic film was

obtained. The photocatalytic reaction was monitored via

infrared and X-ray photon spectroscopy.

CONCLUSION

In the last decade, a variety of studies demonstrated that

the alternate layer-by-layer assembly of cationic and an-

ionic polyelectrolytes is a suitable method to prepare ul-

trathin, dense separation membranes on solid porous or

pore-free supports. The main advantages are the simple,

yet elegant preparation method; the environmentally

sound, purely water-based chemistry; the use of low-cost,

easily available compounds; the potential to precisely

control structure and thickness of the membrane in the

nanometer range; and the wide variety of compounds that

can be chosen for the construction of the membranes.

Previous studies also demonstrated that polyelectrolyte

multilayers represent multipurpose membranes, which are

well suited for dehydration of organic solvents under

pervaporation conditions, for separation of mono- from
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multivalent ions under dialysis conditions, for water

softening and desalination under nanofiltration and re-

verse osmosis conditions, as antifouling coatings for

protein separation. Although the thickness of the multi-

layer membranes is usually below 100 nm, the efficiency

of the membranes is comparable to commercial mem-

branes of macroscopic thickness applied in modules.

The nanoporous, physically cross-linked structure of

the membrane favors the permeation of small, hydrophilic

molecules and ions of low charge density. In general, the

selective transport behavior and the possibility to control

the transport by adjusting pH and ionic strength of the

feed solution, or by a chemical modification of the

membrane, are two of the most interesting properties of

polyelectrolyte multilayers. Future studies will be con-

cerned with further improvement of the efficiency of the

membranes, either by modifying hydrophilicity or cross-

linking density, or by incorporating permselective com-

pounds such as calixarenes, cyclodextrines, zeolithes, or

inorganic complex salts acting as molecular filters and ion

sieves. Furthermore, studies will be concerned with a

better theoretical understanding of the transport behavior.

For catalyst applications, the electrostatic buildup of

polyelectrolyte multilayers with catalytic sites either em-

bedded in the films or physically attached at the surface

offers great advantage over covalent coupling and chem-

isorption methods. As recently demonstrated, the ad-

sorbed or embedded enzymes and inorganic nanoparticles

retain, at least partially, their catalytic activity rendering

the multilayer assemblies attractive as new bioactive and

catalytic materials. Although this review may be incom-

plete, the examples presented indicate a high potential

of the polyelectrolyte multilayers to serve as carriers

for catalytic substances. The experiments indicate that a

binding of the catalyst to the surface leads to higher ef-

ficiencies than the dispersion of the catalyst within the

multilayer. Furthermore, the use of spherical particles or

capsules as a substrate is superior to a binding of the

catalysts to flat multilayers. The reason is the much larger

surface area providing a higher catalytic activity. Future

work will be concerned with more systematic studies on

incorporation, mobility, and activity of catalytic com-

pounds in polyelectrolyte multilayers. Further systems

demonstrating the suitability of polyelectrolyte multi-

layers as bioreactors and chemical nanoreactors need to

be developed.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, thin films of semiconductor nanoparticles

have found an increasing number of applications in solar

energy conversion, electronics, and light-emitting diodes

(LEDs).[1–13] Different approaches, such as Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB), self-assembly (SA), and layer-by-layer

assembly (LBL), were developed to fabricate thin

films.[4,11,14] Among these approaches, layer-by-layer

assembly offers a simple scheme to fabricate films

consisting of different layers. This may be potentially

used to construct films with advanced functions, such as

electron and energy transfer between component layers.

Layer-by-layer assembly techniques which are based on

electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged mole-

cules in adjacent layers were successfully applied to the

construction of multilayer films of molecules,[15] nano-

particle/polymer mixtures,[16–18] and other inorganic

materials.[19] This LBL assembly method is quite simple

and versatile.[11] In the preparation process, the substrate,

functionalized with a charged layer, is first immersed in

a solution containing materials of opposite charge to

allow the deposition of the first layer. The resultant film

is then rinsed and dried. To deposit the second layer, the

same procedure is repeated for materials of opposite

charges to the first layer. The deposition cycle can be

repeated until the desired number of bilayers is reached.

Because of the strong interactions between the oppo-

sitely charged layers, the LBL films have shown long-

term mechanical stability in air, water, and other polar

solvents.[20] Many nanoparticles, such as TiO2, CdSe,

and Au, were successfully assembled into films, for which

a number of advanced electronic and photonic applications

were demonstrated.[16,17,19]

As an alternative method to electrostatic interaction-

based LBL assembly, multilayer films based on hydrogen

bonding have been reported by Stockton and Rubner[21]

using polyaniline, and by Wang et al.[22,23] using

poly(vinyl pyridine)/poly(acrylic acid) (PVP/PAA). Re-

cently, we extended this hydrogen bonding-based LBL

approach to assemble inorganic nanoparticles.[24,25] In this

report, we review our group’s work on layer-by-layer

assembly of metal and semiconductor nanoparticles. Both

films of single- and multiple-particle types (size or

chemical nature) have been fabricated. We will describe

two approaches of LBL assembly based on hydrogen

bonding interaction between adjacent layers. We will

discuss the use of UV–visible absorption spectrum to

monitor the buildup of the multilayers and Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to investigate

the hydrogen-bonding interaction between the layers.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

Poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) (Mw = 6.0�104), poly

(acrylic acid) (PAA) (Mw=2.4�105), polyethylenimine

(PEI) (Mw=7.5�105), 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA),

selenium power (99.99%), sulfur powders, tellurium

powders, hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate, cad-

mium acetate dihydrate (98%), and sodium borohydride

were purchased from Aldrich. Methanol and dimethylfor-

mide were used as they were found.

Synthesis of Au Nanoparticles with Carboxyl
Group Tailored Surfaces (4-MBA-Au)

4-Mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA, HS–C6H4–COOH)-

capped Au nanoparticles were synthesized in methanol/

acetic acid solution following a published procedure with

a slight modification.[26] Briefly, 0.40 mmol of tetrachlo-

roauric acid and 1.2 mmol of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid
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were codissolved in 35 mL of 6:1 methanol/acetic acid,

producing a yellow solution. NaBH4 (0.3 g, 8 mmol) in

15 mL of methanol was added with rapid stirring. The

solution immediately changed to a black suspension. The

suspension was stirred for an additional 30 min. The sol-

vent was then removed under vacuum. The black product

was washed several times with diethyl ether and dried

under an N2 stream. The sample was soluble in polar

solvents such as water and methanol.

Synthesis of Au Nanoparticles with Pyridine
Group Tailored Surfaces (Py–Au)

A total of 55.8 mg of PVP was dissolved in 150 mL of

methanol, into which 70.8 mg of HAuCl4 dissolved in 10

mL of methanol was added under rapid stirring.[24] The

molar ratio of metal salts to pyridine units was about 1:2.

Ten minutes later, 27 mg of NaBH4 in 10 mL of methanol

was quickly added. A change of color from yellow to pink

was immediately observed, indicating the formation of Au

nanoparticles. After 30 min of further stirring, the solution

was maintained at 278 K for further use.

Synthesis of CdS (CdSe) Nanoparticles in
N,N Dimethylformide (DMF)

Cadmium acetate dihydrate powder was suspended in

ethanol and refluxed for 3–6 h, yielding a 0.1 M Cd

precursor. NaHS (NaHSe) ethanolic solution (0.56 M) was

prepared from the reaction between selenium and sodium

borohydride in absolute ethanol.[27] For CdS (CdSe)

nanoparticle preparation, 10 mL (1 mmol) of the Cd

precursor was evaporated under reduced pressure. The

resulting dry residue was dissolved in 100 mL DMF, into

which 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (2.5 mmol) was added.

The colorless solution was then reacted with 1.0 mL of

NaHS (NaHSe) ethanolic solution under argon atmo-

sphere, producing an orange CdS (brown CdSe) colloidal

solution. After further stirring for 30 min, the solution was

kept at 278 K for future use.

Synthesis of 4-MBA-Capped
CdTe Nanoparticles

4-MBA-capped CdTe nanoparticles were synthesized in

two steps: first, we prepared TOPO-capped CdTe nano-

particles according to a published procedure;[28,29] then,

the TOPO capping groups on CdTe nanoparticles were

substituted by 4-MBA in DMF solutions, following lite-

rature procedures.[30]

Fabrication of Polymer/Metal
(Semiconductor) Nanoparticle
Multilayer Films

To fabricate LBL films of polymer/metal (semiconduc-

tor)-nanoparticles, it was first necessary to pretreat the

substrates. In this step, we functionalized the substrate

(e.g., quartz, CaF2 plates, cover glass, and carbon-coated

copper grids) with an NH2-tailored surface by immersing

into a branched polymer (PEI, 0.5 wt.%) solution. Poly-

ethylenimine is an attractive choice because it can adhere

to a variety of substrate surfaces. Au nanoparticles with

carboxyl group and pyridine group tailored surfaces were

assembled according to the following two routes.

LBL assembly of PVP and
4-MBA-Au nanoparticles

The PEI-pretreated substrates were transferred to a PAA

(0.252 g/L) methanol solution for 10 min, resulting in a

COOH-tailored surface. The substrates were then im-

mersed in a PVP (0.256 g/L) methanol solution for 5 min

to add a layer of PVP. After rinsing with methanol, the

substrates were then transferred to a methanol/acetic acid

(10:1) solution of Au nanoparticles for 10 min to deposit

one layer of Au nanoparticles. The procedure was

repeated until the desired number of bilayers of PVP/4-

MBA-Au was reached as shown in Fig. 1.

LBL assembly of PAA and Py–Au nanoparticles

As schematically shown in Fig. 2, the PEI-pretreated

substrates were first immersed in a PAA (0.252 g/L)

methanol solution for 10 min, resulting in a COOH-

tailored surface. After washing with methanol, the

substrates were transferred to a methanol solution of

PVP-capped Au nanoparticles for another 10 min, adding

one layer of Au nanoparticles. Multilayer films can be

obtained by repeating the last two steps.

LBL Assembly of PVP/CdSe and
PVP/CdS Multiplayer Films

Briefly, the substrates treated with PEI solutions were

transferred to a PAA methanol solution (0.252 g/L) to

form a carboxylic acid terminated surface. The resulting

substrates were immersed in PVP methanol solution

(0.256 g/L) for 10 min to add a PVP layer. After being

rinsed with methanol, the substrates were immersed into a

dilute CdS (CdSe) colloid (DMF/methanol=1:1) for 10

min to form a CdS (CdSe) layer. Multilayer films can be

obtained by repeating the last two steps, as shown

schematically in Fig. 1.
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LBL Assembly of CdSe/CdTe
Mixed Multilayer Films

Cover glasses were first treated with PEI as described

previously. The pretreated substrates were immersed into

a CdSe colloid in DMF for 10 min to form a CdSe layer.

The resulting substrates were rinsed with methanol and

then immersed in PVP methanol solution (0.256 g/L) for

10 min to add a PVP layer. The substrates, after rinsed by

methanol, were immersed in a CdTe colloid in DMF for

another 10 min to deposit a layer of CdTe. Multilayer

films could be fabricated by depositing PVP/CdSe/PVP/

CdTe layers alternately.

LBL Assembly of CdS/Py–Au Multilayer Films

The CdS/Py–Au multilayer films were assembled accord-

ing to the following procedure: CaF2 plates were sequen-

tially treated in PEI, PAA, and PVP solutions. The sub-

strates were then immersed in a dilute CdS colloid solution

(DMF/methanol=1:1) for 10 min to form a CdS layer. The

substrates were then rinsed in methanol and dried. After

that, the substrates were immersed into the Py–Au solution

for 10 min. Multilayer films could be fabricated by

depositing CdS and Py–Au layers alternately.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Layer-by-Layer Assembly of
Single-Composite Nanoparticles

LBL assembly of gold nanoparticles

Poly(vinyl pyridine) (PVP) is known to be a strong metal-

chelating agent.[31,32] We synthesized stable Au nanopar-

ticles in the presence of pure PVP, producing pyridine

group tailored surfaces (hydrogen-bonding acceptors).

The UV–vis spectrum of Py–Au methanol solution (Fig. 3,

upper curve) showed a pronounced surface plasmon (SP)

band around 530 nm. Although the UV–vis spectrum of

4-MBA-capped Au nanoparticles in methanol solution

(Fig. 3, bottom curve) showed only a weak SP band,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images indicate

that the Au nanoparticles were round in shape and had an

average diameter of about 2.6±0.9 nm.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the buildup of multilayer assembly by consecutive adsorption of PVP and metal or semiconductor

nanocrystals (NC).
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Multilayer film buildup of Au nanoparticles was

monitored by using UV–vis spectroscopy. The observed

absorption could be attributed to 4-MBA and Au particles

because polymer absorption in the visible region was

found to be negligible. Fig. 4(a) shows the UV–vis

absorption spectra of the multilayer film of PVP/(4-MBA-

Au) with different number of bilayers on a quartz slide.

The absorption spectra of PVP/(4-MBA-Au) nanoparticle

multilayer films were in agreement with that of the Au

nanoparticle solution (Fig. 3), indicating the successful

assembly of 4-MBA-Au nanoparticles into the film. In

addition, a linear increase of the absorbance with the

number of bilayers (Fig. 4(a)) was observed, suggesting

that approximately the same amount of Au nanoparticles

was adsorbed in every deposition cycle.

A similar linear increase of absorbance with the

number of bilayers (Fig. 4b) was observed for the PAA/

(Py-Au) LBL film, again indicating a stepwise and

uniform assembly process. Such behavior has been

observed in many layer-by-layer deposition systems based

on electrostatic interaction.[16–18,33,34] Our result demon-

strated that layer-by-layer assembly based on hydrogen

bonding provided an alternative way to fabricate homo-

geneous organic/inorganic multilayer films.

The PVP/(4-MBA-Au) LBL film was also studied

by small-angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD), which is a

convenient and direct method for determining film

thickness.[35,36] Fig. 5 shows the SAXD pattern of a

12-bilayer film of PVP/(4-MBA-Au) on a quartz sub-

strate. The X-ray curve revealed well-defined Kiessig

fringes, which indicated that the PVP/(4-MBA-Au) LBL

film was uniform and flat. The total thickness of the film

was estimated to be about 39.6 nm from the oscillation

period. Because the UV–vis results demonstrated a

stepwise and uniform assembly process, the thickness of

one PVP/Au bilayer was calculated to be about 3.3 nm.

The direct evidence for hydrogen bonding between

PVP and 4-MBA on the surface of Au nanoparticles was

obtained by using FTIR spectroscopy. Hydrogen bonding

between pyridine groups and carboxyl groups resulted in a

splitting pattern of the OH stretching bands.[37–40] Fig. 6

shows the IR spectra of a cast film of 4-MBA-Au

nanoparticles, a cast film of PVP, and a 10-bilayer PVP/

(4-MBA-Au) film on CaF2 plates. The spectrum of the

4-MBA-Au nanoparticles shows a pronounced C O

band at 1678 cm�1, which is consistent with that of

4-MBA in KBr glass.[41,42] This band, as well as the broad

OH stretch (�3450 cm�1), indicates hydrogen-bonding

Fig. 3 UV–visible spectra of 4-MBA capped Au nanoparticles

and Py–Au nanoparticles in methanol. (From Ref. [24]. Copy-

right 2000 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the buildup of multilayer

assembly by consecutive adsorption of PAA and PVP capped

metal or semiconductor nanocrystals.
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interaction between terminal carboxyl groups of 4-MBA

on the surface of Au nanoparticles.[41–43] The absorption

peaks at 1595.8, 1556.6, and 1414.2 cm�1 in the spectrum

of the cast film of PVP are assigned to ring vibrations of

pyridine groups of PVP.[22]

After Au nanoparticles were assembled into multi-

layer film, the C O stretching vibration was shifted to

Fig. 4 (a) UV–visible absorption spectra of the PVP/(4-MBA-Au) nanoparticle multilayer film with different numbers of bilayers.

From the lower to upper curves, the number of PVP/(4-MBA-Au) bilayers is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Shown in the inset is a plot of the

absorbance at 400 and 500 nm vs. the number of PVP/(4-MBA-Au) bilayers. (b) UV–visible absorption spectra of PAA/(Py–Au)

nanoparticle multilayer thin film with different numbers of bilayers. From the lower to upper curves, the number of PAA/(Py–Au)

bilayers is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The inset is a plot of the absorbance at 530 nm vs. the number of PAA/(Py–Au) bilayers. (From Ref. [24].

Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 5 Small-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of a 12-bilayer

film of PVP/Au on a quartz substrate. (From Ref. [24]. Copy-

right 2000 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 6 FTIR spectra of a cast of film of PVP, a cast film of

4-MBA-Au nanoparticles, and a 10-bilayer PVP/Au film on

CaF2 plates. (From Ref. [24]. Copyright 2000 American Chem-

ical Society.)
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1710 cm�1. Another striking feature is the appearance of

new bands at 1937 and 2520 cm�1. These bands were

assigned to the stretching bands of hydrogen-bonded OH

groups based on a similar splitting pattern of OH groups

observed in polymer blends containing carboxyl and

vinylpyridine groups.[37–40] The presence of these bands

in the multilayer thin films indicated strong hydrogen

bonding between the carboxyl groups (donors) on the

surface of Au nanoparticles and pyridine groups (ac-

ceptors) of PVP. The peaks in the spectral region from

1650 to 1400 cm�1 were difficult to assign because

of overlapping absorption bands, although they arose

mainly from the ring vibration of both 4-MBA and

pyridine groups.

Fig. 7 shows the FTIR spectra of a cast film of PAA

and a 10-bilayer PAA/(Py–Au) film on CaF2 slides. The

IR spectrum of pure PAA shows a broad absorption band

around 3000 cm�1 and the C O stretching vibration at

1709 cm�1, indicating that the polymer was in an

associated state.[22] For the PAA/Py–Au films, in addition

to a shift of C O stretching band to 1723 cm�1, O H

stretching vibrations at 2530 and 1943 cm�1 were also

observed. These spectral features indicated strong hydro-

gen bonding between the carboxyl groups of PAA and

pyridine groups on the surface of Au nanoparticles.[37–40]

Ring vibrations of pyridine groups at 1605, 1557, and

1416 cm�1 were also observed.

LBL assembly of semiconductor nanoparticles

The PVP/4-MBA hydrogen bonding pair was also used to

assemble semiconductor nanoparticles in nonhydrolytic

solution. UV–visible spectroscopy was used to monitor

the assembling process of PVP and CdS LBL films.

Fig. 8(a) shows the UV–vis absorption spectra of a PVP/

CdS multilayer film prepared on a quartz slide with

different numbers of bilayers. The band at 370 nm was in

agreement with the first exciton band of CdS colloidal

particles as shown in Fig. 8(a). This illustrated that the

CdS nanoparticles were successfully assembled into thin

films. In addition, the observed linear increase of CdS

absorbance vs. the number of bilayers (Fig. 8(a)) indicated

a stepwise and uniform assembling process.

Similar results can be found for PVP/CdSe (Fig. 8(b)).

UV–visible results for LBL assembly exhibits a well-

resolved peak at 430 nm, which agrees very well with the

first exciton band of CdSe colloid solution (Fig. 8(a)).

Moreover, a linear increase of the absorbance with the

number of PVP/CdSe bilayers (Fig. 8(b)) was observed,

indicating that approximately the same amount of CdSe

nanoparticles was absorbed in every deposition cycle. The

flatness of PVP/CdSe film was also monitored by small-

angle X-ray diffraction, as shown in Fig. 9. It revealed

well-defined Kiessig fringes, which suggested that the

PVP/CdSe LBL film was uniform and flat. The thickness

of one PVP/CdSe bilayer was calculated to be about

24.7 Å. This is consistent with the average diameter of

the CdSe particles of 17–20 Å determined by light

scattering measurement.

Fig. 7 FTIR spectra of a cast film of pure PAA and a 10-

bilayer PVP/Au film on CaF2 plates. (From Ref. [24]. Copyright

2000 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 8 UV–visible absorption spectra of (a) the PVP/CdS

multilayer film with different numbers of bilayers. From the

lower to upper curves, the number of PVP/CdS bilayers is 1, 2,

3, 4, and 5, respectively. Inset: the absorbance at 370 and 300

nm vs. the number of PVP/CdS bilayers; (b) the PVP/CdSe

multilayer film with different numbers of bilayers. From the

lower to upper curves, the number of PVP/CdSe bilayers is 1, 2,

3, 4, and 5, respectively. Inset: the absorbance at 430 and 300

nm vs. the number of PVP/CdSe bilayers. ((b) From Ref. [25].

Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.)
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The driving force for the construction of PVP/CdSe

multilayer film was identified by infrared spectroscopy.

For this study, we prepared a film without the step

involving poly(acyllic acid) to avoid its strong infrared

absorption. The multilayer film was fabricated by directly

immersing PEI-coated CaF2 plates into CdSe and PVP

solution alternately. Fig. 10 shows the IR spectra of a cast

film of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid stabilized CdSe nanopar-

ticles, a cast film of PVP, and a 10-bilayer PVP/CdSe film

on CaF2 plates. The C O band of 4-MBA-capped CdSe

appeared at 1670 cm�1 and the ring vibration of 4-MBA

was observed at 1589.7 cm�1. The absorption peak at

1541 cm�1 was assigned to the vibration of carboxylate

salts of cadmium acetate (present in the CdSe nanoparticle

solution). For the cast film of PVP, the absorption peaks at

1595.8, 1556.6, and 1414.2 cm�1 were assigned to the

ring vibration of the pyridine groups of PVP. After CdSe

nanoparticles were assembled into a multilayer film, a

C O stretching vibration appeared at 1710 cm�1, which

suggested that carboxylic acid groups on the surface of

CdSe were not ionized in the assembling process. In

addition, broad O H bands appeared at 1930 and 2520

cm�1, indicating the formation of hydrogen bonding

between the carboxylic acid on the surface of CdSe

nanoparticles and pyridine groups of PVP. These results

provided the evidence that the multilayer film was

assembled based on hydrogen bonding.

LBL Assembly of Multicomposite Multilayer
Films of Different Nanoparticles

As indicated above, we have successfully fabricated

multiplayer films consisting of one type of nanoparticles

(metal or semiconductor) by using hydrogen bonding-

based layer-by-layer assembly. We have demonstrated

that two different approaches, as indicated in Figs. 1 and

2, can be used. More recently, we showed that the same

strategies could be used to assemble thin films containing

multiple types of nanoparticles. This will potentially

enable the design of films with properties (such as spectral

response and functionality) that cannot be easily achieved

by using only one type of particles. Next, we will review

our results in CdSe/CdTe and CdS/Py–Au LBL assembly.

Fig. 9 Small-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of a 12-bilayer film of PVP/CdSe on a quartz substrate. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright 2000

American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 10 FTIR spectra of a cast film of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid

stabilized CdSe nanoparticles, a cast film of PVP, and 10

bilayers of PVP/CdSe thin film on CaF2 plates. (From Ref. [25].

Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.)
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TOPO-capped CdTe nanoparticles were prepared

according the method of Peng et al.[28,29] To produce

4-MBA-capped CdTe nanoparticles, the TOPO ligands

were replaced by 4-MBA, following the procedure of

Mattoussi et al.[30] The 4-MBA-capped CdTe particles

were stable for over 1 month in the refrigerator. UV–

visible spectrum shows a very clear first exciton peak at

660 nm, as indicated in Fig. 11(c). The assembly process

of a 12-bilayer LBL film of CdSe and CdTe was

monitored by UV–visible spectroscopy, as indicated in

Fig. 10. CdSe and CdTe nanoparticles were alternately

Fig. 12 UV–vis absorption spectra of CdSe/CdTe multicomposite film with different numbers of bilayers. From the lower to upper

curves, the number of CdSe and CdTe bilayers is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 alternatively. Inset: the absorbance at 530 nm vs.

the number of CdSe layers and the absorbance at 660 nm vs. the number of CdTe bilayers.

Fig. 11 UV–visible spectrum of (a) CdS; (b) CdSe; (c) CdTe

nanoparticles in DMF.

Fig. 13 UV–vis absorption spectra of the CdS/Py–Au multi-

layer film with different numbers of bilayers. From the lower to

upper curves, the number of CdS/Py–Au bilayers is 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5, respectively. Inset: absorbance at 530, 360, and 250 nm

vs. the number of PVP/CdS bilayers.
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assembled to form a film consisting of layers of CdSe /

PVP/CdTe/PVP. The process is similar to the method

indicated in Fig. 1. Two strong peaks at 530 and 660 nm,

attributed to CdSe and CdTe, respectively, were observed,

indicating that CdSe and CdTe were successfully assem-

bled into the film. A linear increase of both CdSe and

CdTe absorption as a function of layer number is also

observed (Fig. 12, inset).

Multilayer CdS/Py–Au film was assembled by using

the method shown in Fig. 2. The buildup was also

monitored by using UV–visible spectroscopy as indicated

in Fig. 13. In addition to the strong SP band of Au

nanoparticles around 530 nm, a weak peak at 370 nm is

also observed, which is attributed to CdS on the basis of

the UV–visible spectra of CdS solution (Fig. 11(b)). These

absorption peaks suggest that both CdS and Au nanopar-

ticles were successfully assembled into the film. In

addition, a linear increase of CdS and Py–Au absorbance

vs. the number of bilayers was also observed, as shown in

the inset of Fig. 13. This illustrates a stepwise and uniform

assembling of both CdS and Au layers.

The direct evidence for hydrogen bonding between

4-MBA-capped CdS nanoparticles and Au nanoparticles

with poly (4-vinylpyridine) tailored surface was obtained

via FTIR spectroscopy. Fig. 14 shows the FTIR spectra of

a cast film of Py–Au and a cast film of six bilayers of

CdS/Py–Au thin film on CaF2 plates. For the Py–Au film,

the peaks at 1594, 1546, and 1411 cm�1 can be assigned

to ring vibrations of the pyridine group. After the CdS and

Au nanoparticles were assembled into multicomposite

films, two broad peaks at 1882 and 2485 cm�1 were

observed, indicating hydrogen bonding between carbox-

ylic acid on the surface of CdS and pyridine group on the

surface of Au nanoparticles.

CONCLUSION

We have presented two strategies for assembling single-

composite and multicomposite multilayer thin films of

inorganic nanoparticles based on hydrogen bonding. The

multilayer buildups were monitored by UV–vis spectros-

copy. Uniform layer deposition was achieved with this

assembly technique, as indicated by the linear increase of

the film absorbance with the number of bilayers. Hydro-

gen bonding interaction is believed to be the driving force

for the formation of multilayer films.

We demonstrated that both films of one and two types

of nanoparticles could be assembled. In principle, many

different nanoparticles (sizes and composition) can be

assembled into different layers. Thus this technique may

be potentially used to fabricate films with more compli-

cated composition and advanced functionalities. For

example, layers consisting of particles of different band

gap and band edge position can be included in the film to

allow directed energy and/or electron transfer. These films

may find applications in LED and solar cells. Ongoing

works are devoted to the understanding of interaction

between different nanoparticles in the multicomposite

films. Fabrication of LED or solar cells that are based on

LBL assembly of highly luminescent quantum dots will

also be explored.
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INTRODUCTION

The science of depositing thin polymer films over the
surface of electrodes is widely used by electrochemists
for sensor technology.[1–3] Applications include studying
mass transport of molecules across these films, thin-film
electrochemical detection, and electroactive sites or
species embedded within the polymer backbone.[4,5]

Electroactivity of thin polymer films on the surface
of inert electrodes is the major topic covered in this
article with emphasis on polyelectrolytes, ion complexes,
and colloids. Thin films discussed here are not of the
classical ion-exchange type,[6] nor their composites or
complexes.[7,8] It focuses on layer-by-layer (LBL) thin
films introduced by Decher, Hong, and Schmitt,[9] where
many different types of polyelectrolytes, ion complexes,
and colloids are alternately deposited to assemble multi-
layer thin films.[10,11] Even at this juncture research has
diversified and segregating electroactive LBL thin films
into separate families or categories would be helpful to
scientists browsing this field. Because of the intensive
work done on electroactive LBLs, the article discusses
briefly each citation with emphasis on the newly fabri-
cated ‘‘carbon–polymer electrodes.’’ It includes as many
references as possible starting from the early 1990s when
the LBL field was born. In all the topics discussed,
emphasis is made on the chemicals involved in making
the LBL thin film, the type of the electrode used and
the functionalization needed for thin film deposition, the
application of cyclic voltammetry, and the type of elec-
troactive or electrocatalytic center involved.

Topics that are covered in this article comprise LBL
thin films containing:

1. Phthalocyanin, porphyrins, and dendrimers
2. Electroactive complex salts
3. Polyoxometallates
4. Redox polymers
5. Metallic, semiconductor, and metal-oxide col-

loids
6. Conducting polymers
7. Graphite oxide and graphite carbon colloids

In each case a brief introduction is given about the
mechanism of assembly and the electrochemical activ-
ity of the chemical species involved.

PHTHALOCYANIN, PORPHYRINS, AND
DENDRIMERS

The molecules of the phthalocyanin and porphyrin
family possess a potential electroanalytical capability
to detect soluble ions and molecules. Using LBL tech-
nique these molecules can be assembled with bipolar
pyridine salts, polyelectrolytes, diazo resins, metallo-
porphyrins, and polyoxometallates.

Assembly with bipolar pyridine salts. Layer-by-layer
ultrathin films containing water-soluble copper(II)
phthalocyanine-3,40,400,4000-tetrasulfonic acid (CuPcTs)
and bipolar pyridine salt Pyþ-C6H12-Ph-Ph-C6H12-
Pyþ where (Pyþ ¼ C6H5N

�) were assembled on gold
electrodes. Six bilayers yielded a cyclic voltammogram
of two redox peaks within a potential range þ0.8 to
�0.5V using an acetate buffer of pH 4.5. The detection
limit of the modified electrode toward Cu(II) ions is
7 � 10�6M, yielded an acceptable selectivity, and a
response time of 15–30 sec.[3,12] The copper center can
be replaced by cobalt for carbohydrate and hydrazine
detection.[1]

Assembly with polyelectrolytes. Layer-by-layer ultra-
thin films containing water-soluble copper(II)
phthalocyanine CuPcTs and the polycation poly
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAC) were
assembled on inert electrodes. The cyclic voltammo-
gram of the fabricated films in 0.1M KCl aqueous
solution showed redox peaks of the CuPcTs at appro-
ximately þ0.9 and þ0.05V vs. Ag=AgCl.[13] Layer-
by-layer electroactive films of iron tetrasulfonated
phthalocyanine (FeTsPc) and polycationic poly
(allylamine hydrochloride) PAH showed reproducible
pairs of oxidation–reduction peaks at 0.92V and
0.70V for a 50-bilayer PAH=FeTsPc film at a sweep
rate of 50mV=sec vs Ag=AgNO3.

[14,15]

Assembly with diazo resins. A covalently attached
multilayer film of a diazo-resin[16] and cobalt phthalo-
cyanine tetrasulfonic acid tetrasodium salt (CoTsPc)
was fabricated on the surface of a glassy carbon elec-
trode by UV irradiation. Cyclic voltammetry showed
the modified electrode had an excellent electrocatalytic
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response to the oxidation of hydrazine at a lower
potential. The modified electrode also exhibited fast
response, good stability, and repeatability.[17] Layer-
by-layer film of a diazo-resin and CoTsPc on glassy
carbon electrode induced a potentiometric response
to iodide ions.[18]

Other selected examples. Layer-by-layer films of
[tetrakis(N-methylpyridyl) porphyrinato] cobalt and
polyoxometallate [M(H2O) nP2W18O62]

6� where
M ¼ Co or Eu were assembled on 4-aminobenzoic
acid (4-ABA) modified glassy carbon electrode. Cyclic
voltammetry showed remarkable electrocatalytic activ-
ity for the four-electron reduction of the oxide ion to
water and the two-electron reduction of O2� ion to
H2O2 in pH 1–6 buffer solutions.[19] Electrochemical
and photoelectrochemical measurements on LBL
ordered substituted phthalocyanine or conducting
poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid)-sensitized TiO2 multi-
layers were used to study Gratzel-type photovoltaic
cells.[20] Layer-by-layer films of polycationic meso-
tetra(4-pyridyl)porphyrin-4-[Ru-II(bipy)2Cl]

4þ and
anionic porphyrins was capable of displaying
electrochemical, electrocatalytic, and photochemical
interactions.[21] Multilayer films of polycationic tetra-
ruthenated zinc porphyrin, Zn[meso-tetra(4-pyridyl)
porphyrin-4-(Ru-II(bipy)]4þ and anionic meso-tetra-
phenyl porphyrin sulfonate, deposited on inert electro-
des exhibited a reversible wave at 0.94V and were
photocatalytically active toward the reduction of the
oxide ion.[22] Layer-by-layer films of the positively
charged pentaerythritol-based metallodendrimer with
ruthenium(II) terpyridine units and Poly(styrene
sulfonate) (PSS) were assembled on a glassy carbon
electrode to catalyze the oxidation of L-methionine
and insulin at neutral pH.[23,24]

ELECTROACTIVE COMPLEX SALTS

Complex salts such as Prussian blue can be assembled
layer by layer either in combination with each other or
with polyelectrolytes. The electrochromic and electro-
catalytic activity is a major lure to scientists in this
field.

Layer-by-layer electroactive (salt-on-salt) deposi-
tion. Layer-by-layer ultrathin films of metal hexacya-
nometallates were prepared by alternate electrostatic
assembly between metal cations Mmþ (i.e., Fe3þ,
Fe2þ, Co2þ, and Ni2þ) and hexacyanometallate anions
[M(CN)6]

n� such as Fe(CN)6
3�, Fe(CN)6

4�, and Co
(CN)6

3� on solid supports with typical electrochemical
activity on top of their separation properties.[25–27]

Layer-by-layer films of Dawson-type tungstodiphos-
phate anion, P2W18O62

6�, and cationic Ru(NH3)6
3þ

were alternately assembled on a 1,7-diaminoheptane
functionalized glassy carbon electrode. The P2W18

O62
6� multilayers exhibited high electrocatalytic

response and sensitivity toward the reduction of IO3
�

and the catalytic potential shifted positively with layer
number.[28] Electrochemically assembled LBL films of
Pt(IV=II) and Pd(IV=II) complexes displayed interest-
ing electrocatalytic and electrochromic properties.[29]

Layer-by-layer multilayer films of tris(2,20-bipyridyl)
ruthenium(II) and sodium decatungstate (W10O32)

4�

deposited on indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrode showed
electrocatalytic activities manifested by the reduction
of IO3

� and the oxidation of oxalate ions.[30]

Layer-by-layer polyelectrolyte with electroactive salts
deposition. Layer-by-layer films of Prussian blue
nanoparticles and novel polyelectrolytes have been
carefully monitored by cyclic voltammetry.[31] These
ranged from Prussian blue nanoparticles and linear
poly(ethylene imine) assembled on ITO and gold
electrodes that were characterized spectroelectrochemi-
cally to silicotungstate and cationic redox polymers
on cysteamine-coated Au electrodes studied by cyclic
voltammetry.[32,33] Layer-by-layer films of PDAC and
anionic sodium decatungstate (W10O32)

4� were
assembled onto quartz, mica, and ITO-electrode sub-
strates. The electrochemical properties of the S-
(PDAC=(W10O32)

4�)n films were found to differ from
those in which the polyelectrolyte remained at the out-
ermost layer, i.e., S-(PDAC=(W10O32)

4�)n=P.
[34]

POLYOXOMETALLATES

The polyoxometallates (POMs) are large crystals with
multiple negative charges that can reach 42�. Most com-
mon are the molybdates, usually abbreviated as MoN
where N is the number of the molybdenum atoms within
the cluster (e.g., Mo132O372(CH3COO)30(H2O)72]

42�.
There are the metallo POMs abbreviated as M-POM
where ‘‘M’’ symbolizes a certain metallic atom (e.g.,
Eu-POM ¼ [EuIII(H2O)P5W30O110]

12�. The POMs
have been successfully assembled with positively
charged polyelectrolytes such as PDAC, PAH, and
polyethyleneimine.

Using electrostatic LBL self-assembly, the forma-
tion of multilayers with polyelectrolytes and nano-
scopic POM clusters of different sizes and charges is
extensive.[12] Cyclic voltammetry indicates that the
electrochemical properties of the POM clusters are
fully maintained in the polyelectrolyte matrix, which
opens a route toward practical applications such as
sensors or heterogenous catalysis.[35]

Cyclic voltammograms of (Co-POMs=PAH)10 LBL
film on modified ITO electrode using a 0.5M NaCl
solution produced multiple redox peaks at a potential
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range of –0.8V to –0.2V vs. Ag=AgCl.[12,36] Under
similar conditions (Eu-POMs=PAH)20, LBL film
yielded multiredox cyclic voltammograms.[37] Layer-
by-layer electrostatic assembly was used to prepare
films comprising generation-4 polyamidoamine den-
drimers and dirhodium polyoxometallates on glassy
carbon electrodes pretreated with a monolayer of
4-ABA. Electrocatalytic activity showed the reduction
of nitrites and the oxidation of arsenites.[38] The elec-
trochemical behavior of ultrathin multilayer films of
sphere-shaped polyoxomolybdate Mo8V2O28 � 7H2O=
PAH and wheel-shaped molybdenum POM clusters
(Mo-38)n, (Mo-36)n=PAH was investigated at room
temperature.[39–41] Through LBL assembly, a series of
undecatungsto-zincates substituted by transition
metals, ZnW11M(H2O)O39

n� (M ¼ Cr, Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu, or Zn) were successfully immobilized on a
4-ABA modified glassy carbon electrode surface. The
electrochemical and electrocatalytic response of such
LBL films toward the reduction of H2O2 and BrO3

�

was analyzed.[42] Layer-pairs of oppositely charged
cationic PDAC and silicotungstate, SiW12O4

4�, were
grown on grafted carbon substrates. The multilayer
films electrocatalytically reduced NO2

� in acidic
solution while the catalytic currents increased as more
SiW12O4

4� layers were deposited.[43]

REDOX POLYMERS

Most famous of these are the quaternized poly(4-
vinylpyridine)-osmium complex [(Os(bpy)2Cl)

2þ] and
the polyviologens. The redox polymers were assembled
with biological molecules, polyelectrolytes, and
heteropolytungstates.[44] The metallopolymer provides
an LBL film with electrocatalytic and light-emitting
effects.

Redox polymer with polyelectrolytes. Layer-by-layer
films of [(Os(bpy)2Cl)

2þ] with two kinds of polyanions,
PSS and poly[aniline-co-N-(3-sulfopropyl) aniline]
assembled on gold electrodes showed different elec-
trocatalytic response for the reduction of nitrites.
High-efficiency LBL solid-state light-emitting devices
have been fabricated from polymeric ruthenium (II)
complex, Ru(bpy)3

2þ, polyester and poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA).[45] Redox polyelectrolytes characterized by
the electrocatalysis of viologen polyelectrolyte films
on platinum electrodes showed higher currents with
layer number.[46,47] Layer-by-layer films of ditopic
ligand 1,4-bis(2,20:60,200-terpyridine-40-yl) benzene and
Co(II) metallo-supramolecular coordination polyelec-
trolyte and PSS assembled on inert electrodes showed
a reversible one-electron redox transition in the poten-
tial range of �0.15 to 0.35V. The iron ions showed
strong ion-exchange properties within the multilayer

by forcing a removal of the cobalt ions. Charge trans-
port through the multilayer was induced by electron
hopping and self-exchange reactions.[46,48]

Redox polymer with biological molecules. Multilayers
of glucose oxidase (GOD) and poly(4-vinylpyridine)
complex of osmium [(Os(bpy)2Cl)

2þ] on gold electro-
des showed that osmium exchanged electrons effec-
tively between the immobilized GOD and the
electrode surface.[2,49] Electrochemical behavior of
LBL films of negatively charged horseradish peroxi-
dase and [(Os(bpy)2Cl)

2þ] assembled on gold electro-
des showed that multilayer films containing the
enzyme and the redox polymer were highly stable.
The enzyme-multilayer electrode was sensitive to the
electrocatalytic reduction of hydrogen peroxide.[50]

Multilayer immobilization of antibiotin IgG on [Os
(bpy)2ClPyCH2NH poly(allylamine)] redox polymer
adsorbed on thiolated gold electrodes was harnessed
for molecular recognition of horseradish peroxidase–
biotin conjugate as the enzyme was a part in the
electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2.

[51]

Redox polymer with heteropolytungstates. Layer-by-
layer ultrathin multilayer films have been prepared by
means of alternate adsorption of iron(Ill)-substituted
heteropolytungstate anions and osmium-based cationic
redox polymers on 4-ABA modified glassy carbon elec-
trode.[52] The resulting multilayer films can effectively
catalyze the reduction of H2O2, NO2

�, and BrO3
�.

Layer-by-layer films were also assembled from tri-vana-
dium-substituted heteropolytungstate V3(P2W15O53)
and a cationic polymer of [(Os(bpy)2Cl)

2þ] on a
4-ABA modified glassy carbon electrode. The vana-
dium-centered redox reaction of V3(P2W15O53) in the
multilayer films effectively catalyzed the reduction of
NO2

�, BrO3
� and induced the catalytic oxidation

of ascorbic acid.[53] Layer by layers of silicotungstic
heteropolyanion (SiW12O4)

4� and [(Os(bpy)2Cl)
2þ]

assembled on a 4-ABA modified glassy carbon electrode
showed electrocatalytic reduction activities of four
probes HNO2, H2O2, NO2

�, and BrO3
�.[54,55]

METALLIC, SEMICONDUCTOR, AND
METAL-OXIDE COLLOIDS

Colloidal nanoparticles have been prepared as stable
suspensions in aqueous solution using a variety of
methods. Therefore, many scientists utilized these
colloidal solutions to assemble LBL films that showed
interesting electrochemical activity.

Layer-by-layer films containing metallic nanop-
articles. Layer-by-layer films of Pt nanoparticles
assembled by PtCl6

2�and [tetrakis-(N-methylpyridyl)
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porphyrinato] cobalt on a 4-ABA modified glassy
carbon electrode possessed catalytic activity for the
reduction of the oxide ion to water in 0.5M H2SO4

solution.[56] Following LBL assembly of PdCl4
2� and

polycation [(Os(bpy)2Cl)
2þ] on 4-ABA modified glassy

carbon electrodes, Pd nanoparticles were embedded in
LBL films by electrochemical reduction of PdCl4

2�.
The resulting Pd nanoparticle multilayer-modified elec-
trode possessed electrocatalytic activity for the reduction
of dissolved oxygen and oxidation of hydrazine com-
pounds in aqueous solution.[57] Layer-by-layer gold
colloidal nanoparticles assembled with 1,6-hexanedithiol
as cross-linker yielded a gold-multilayer electrode with
electrochemical properties similar to metallic Au.[58]

Gold nanoparticles functionalized with a monolayer of
mercapto-decanoic acid were suitably assembled with
PAH=PSS on inert electrodes. These LBL films were
probed electrochemically using ferrocene as the active
probe vs. Ag=AgNO3.

[59]

Layer-by-layer films containing semiconductor and=or
metal oxide colloids. Layer-by-layer films were
assembled using trioctylphosphine oxidecapped n-type
CdSe nanoparticles, 1,6-hexadecanethiol, onto p-doped
semiconducting polymers [for example, either chemi-
cally deposited poly(3-methylthiophene) or electro-
chemically deposited poly(pyrrole)]. Dissymmetrical
junctions showed rectification in the forward bias and
a Zener breakdown in the reverse.[60] Micrometer-size
gold nanowires were coated with nanoparticles of
TiO2 or ZnO in combination with polymer multilayer
LBL film inside porous membranes to give con-
centric structures of TiO2=PSS, ZnO=PSS, and ZnO=
polyaniline (PANI). The current–voltage characteristics
of the nanowires=semiconductor nanoparticles showed
some current rectification.[61] Layer-by-layer films of
vanadium oxide V2O5=PANI nanocomposites were
assembled to utilize the electrochemical behavior of
V2O5 and the chromogenic properties of PANI.[62]

For example, LBL films of V2O5=PANI nanocompo-
sites built for charge storage devices showed a charge
storage capability of 2.25mC=cm2 in comparison with
1.86mC=cm2 for PANI and V2O5 combined storage.[63]

Positively charged tris(2,20-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II)
[Ru(bpy)3

2þ] and negatively charged SiO2 nanoparti-
cles were assembled on ITO electrodes by LBL method.
Electrochemical and electrogenerated chemilumines-
cence of the SiO2=[Ru(bpy)3

2þ]nmultilayer film-modified
electrodes were studied by cyclic voltammetry.[64]

CONDUCTING POLYMERS

Conducting polymers such as PANI, polypyrrole,
PANI-sulfonate, and 3,4-polyethylenedioxythiophene–
PSS can be suspended in aqueous solution in their

colloidal form. In LBL films conducting polymers can
be rendered electronically conductive by doping with
strong acidic solutions or dopants such as anthraqui-
none.[65–67]

Layer-by-layer films of PANI and PSS multilayers
deposited onto polystyrene colloidal particles showed
that PSS=PANI multilayers maintained their chemical
stability and electrochemical properties after removal
of the core.[68] Layer-by-layer nanostructured films
of two conducting polymers, poly(o-methoxyaniline)
(POMA) and poly(3-thiopheneacetic acid), showed a
different electrochemical response from a pure POMA
cast film.[69] Layer-by-layer films of polycation, PDAC
and polyanion, sulfonated polyaniline (SPANI) on
ITO plates showed that PDAC=SPANI LBL films
were electrically active.[70]

Layer-by-layer film of polycationic PANI and poly
(anions), such as SPANI, PAA, poly(vinyl sulfonate),
and PSS were successful in electrocatalyzing the
oxidation of beta-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide in
neutral solution where the catalytic activity of the
PANI=SPANI system showed the best performance.[71]

Ultrathin multilayer films of polypyrrole and PSS
deposited on various substrates (glass, mica, ITO coated
glass plates) were embedded with glucose oxidase to
study multielectron transfer processes.[72] Layer-by-layer
stable electroactive films of myoglobin or horseradish
peroxidase and PSS were grown on SPANI function-
alized rough pyrolytic graphite electrodes. A highly
efficient coupling between the enzymes and electrode,
PDAC=SPANI=(enzyme=PSS)3 films exhibited a higher
sensitivity for the electrochemical catalytic reduction of
hydrogen peroxide and a sensitivity for up to 14mA=
mM=cm2 and a detection limit of 3 nM.[73]

GRAPHITE OXIDE AND GRAPHITE
CARBON COLLOIDS

Unfortunately, LBL conducting polymer films are
weak ionic conductors and unstable in the long term.
A more resilient combination is a polyelectrolyte–
colloid composite such that the colloid is electronically
conducting and ready to assemble. Many colloids
can assemble with polyelectrolytes, but in most cases
the LBL films are nonconducting. Only one original
approach used exfoliated graphite oxide (GO) that
is not conducting to assemble polyethyleneoxide=
PDAC=GO LBL films. The problem with graphite is
that it is difficult to disperse in water and it ‘‘forms
micrometer-sized irregular aggregates in organic
solvents.’’ After assembly the GO can be converted
to graphite under severe reduction conditions with
H2 gas.

[74,75]

Recently, a new method, devised at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, directly employs polyelectrolyte
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graphite mixtures to assemble LBL electrodes[76,77]

without having to convert the graphite powder to
exfoliated GO and then back to graphite, where in
both processes severe chemical, electrochemical, and
thermal conditioning was applied. The LBL poly-
electrolyte–carbon electrodes (LPCE) have major
advantages over LBL conducting polymers. The elec-
tronic conductance of LPCE is pH independent and
its structure showed good stability because it did not
degrade as conducting-polymer based LBLs do. The
graphite powder can be assembled as catalyzed carbon
or pure carbon loaded with a suitable catalyst. In
electrochemical systems, especially fuel cells, the LPCE
is expected to perform multiple tasks due to their
complexity. The LPCE should be ionically conducting
(>10�4 S=cm); electrically conducting (>1.0 S=cm);
deposit as micrometer-thin film; hydrophobic to expel
water; stable to chemical and mechanical degradation;
loaded with catalysts and intimately adhere to the
proton-exchange membrane and the gas-diffusion
layer. Finally, its open-circuit potential should be
similar to a pure metal.

Layer-by-layer polyelectrolyte–carbon electrodes
assembled using the 20% Pt-Hispec3000 fuel cell car-
bon black catalyst showed good dispersion of platinum
particles as in the powder form, with a catalyst loading
that approached half that of a commercial electrode
(i.e., 0.5mg=cm2) verified by scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) x-ray analysis. Depositing LPCEs on
LBL membrane of PDAC and poly(2-acrylamido-2-
methyl-1-propane sulfonic acid) (PAMPS) resulted in
a ‘‘soft’’ membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) with
no hot pressing applied (Fig. 1A). A cross-sectional
view of a linear poly(ethyleneimine)=PAA=Pt=carbon
flake LPCE using SEM revealed an electrode thickness
of 5–6.0 mm with a surface roughness of less than
400 nm (Fig. 1C).

Scanning electron microscopy revealed that the
graphite particulates are held in intimate contact and
an electronic conductivity up to 2.0 S=cm was recorded.
The electronic conductance of the LPCE decreased as
humidity increased but even when soaked in water the
electronic conductivity remained higher than 0.5 S=m.
Unlike LBL conducting films that use conducting
polymers such as poly(aniline) or poly(pyrrole), the
LPCE required no dopants and was remarkably stable.
It is crucial that the LPCE should maintain integrity
after prolonged use in the severe environment of
electrochemical devices such as fuel cells. The open
circuit potential (OCP) of a solid platinum electrode
vs. saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in 0.02M �H2SO4

purged in hydrogen [Pt=0.02M �H2SO4=H2(g)==SCE]
measured þ0.32 to þ0.359V. For Au=0.02M�H2SO4=
H2(g)==SCE the OCP ¼ 0.005 to þ0.02V; and for a
carbon coated gold electrode: [C=Au]=0.02M �H2SO4=
H2(g)==SCE the OCP ¼ þ 0.005 to þ0.03V; while

for LPCE coated gold electrode: [Pt-C=Au]=0.02M �H2

SO4=H2(g)==SCE the OCP ¼ þ0.345 to þ0.347V. In a
galvanic cell of acidified dichromate and basic borohy-
dride solutions the OCP of LPCE deposited on stainless
steel electrode measured þ1.63V (Figs. 2 and 2b), while
pure platinum electrodes yielded an OCP ¼ þ1.58V,
and an uncoated stainless steel SS316L electrode yielded
an OCP ¼ þ0.89V. The difference in the power gener-
ated is 2.0mW=cm2 by the LPCE-Hispec3000 coated
SS316L, 0.088mW=cm2 by the uncoated SS316L
electrodes, and 0.6mW=cm2 by the pure platinum

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy pictures of (A) [poly-
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)=poly(2-acrylamido-2-
methyl-1-propane sulfonic acid)=20% Pt-Hispec3000 fuel cell
carbon black catalyst] (i.e., PDAC=PAMPS=Hispec3000)

LPCE, resolution ¼ 100mm; Ee ¼ 5 kV; (B) a PDAC=
PAMPS=Hispec 3000 LPCE, resolution ¼ 100 nm; Ee ¼
5 kV; and (C) a cross sectional view of a linear poly

(ethyleneimine) =PAA=Pt=carbon flake LPCE with a thick-
ness of 4–5.0 mm and a surface roughness �500 nm, Ee ¼
5 kV.
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electrodes. Results from the power generated signify
effective platinum loading in the matrix of the LPCE
and resiliency to acidic=basic and reductive=oxidative
aqueous solutions.

The ionic conductivity si of the LPCE reached a
maximum of 2.0 � 10�4 S=cm in 0.02M �H2SO4

indicating the porous nature of the LPCE and efforts
under way to measure si around the catalyst. The
LPCE was successfully deposited on membranes such
as Nafion112� and LBL PDAC=PAMPS composite
membrane (Figs. 2c and 2d), to fabricate the MEA.[76]

The LPCE was found to adhere intimately to the ion
conducting membrane eliminating the need to apply
extreme hot pressing methods to fabricate the MEA.
When properly mounted, a soft MEA, running on H2

and air produced a stable OCP up to þ0.9V, similar
to any commercial MEAs; however, the power deliv-
ered was only a few milliwatts per square centimeter,
which should be attributed to the low ionic conduction
that affects the catalyst performance.

CONCLUSIONS

A brief review on nonbiological electroactive LBL thin
films was provided to illustrate the versatility of the
LBL technique in thin film assembly. Multilayers of
the phthalocyanin and porphyrin family possess a
potential electroanalytical capability to detect soluble
ions and molecules. The electrochromic and electro-
catalytic activity of multilayer complex salts and the

complexity of the polyoxometallate clusters made them
potentially adaptable toward practical applications
such as sensors and heterogenous catalysts. Metallo-
polymer based LBL films possessed electrocatalytic
and light-emitting effects. Layer-by-layer films assembled
from metallic, semiconductor, and metal-oxide colloids
showed interesting electrochemical activity, while
those containing conducting polymers and doped
with strong acids become electronically conductive.
More resilient electronically conductive films can be
assembled from polyelectrolyte–graphite oxide LBLs.
One new method of direct assembly of carbon–polymer
electrodes can combine the electrochemical activity of all
the systems mentioned earlier to produce highly
adaptable electrodes. The porous graphitic nature of
the LBL carbon–polymer electrodes opens a wide
range of application such as fuel and galvanic cells,
batteries, supercapacitors, electrolyzers, and catalytic
converters.
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Layer-by-Layer Electrostatic Self-Assembly
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INTRODUCTION

Layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly of multilayer films

involves the construction of complex composite materials

with nanoscale precision in film thickness, one layer at a

time, enabling the development of novel structures and

devices with properties tailored by controlling the

molecular makeup and arrangement. Early fundamental

studies of multilayer assemblies on planar substrates

demonstrated the practicality and versatility of the

approach, and work over the past decade has included

further investigation into the internal structure and

composition of LbL films, including dynamic and long-

term interactions between film components, solvents, and

solute, especially transport properties. Beyond assembly

onto flat planar surfaces, the multilayer deposition via

LbL has been extended to colloidal templates, leading to

elaborate modification of micro/nanoparticles and even

to hollow capsules, both of which are exciting and attract-

ive for many applications. While the bulk of work in LbL

has been in experimental investigations, some efforts to

generate theoretical descriptions for the multilayer as-

sembly have also been undertaken, although much more

work is needed in this area to establish useful models

for design of devices based on this approach. Finally,

applications for LbL films abound and are now being

pursued at the academic level, with some examples of

industrial success. Examples given here particularly focus

on the biomedical arena, where sensor technology and

drug release are prime candidates to benefit from use of

multilayer films.

MOTIVATION AND BASIC CONCEPTS

‘‘What could we do with layered structures with just the

right layers?’’ was one of the questions asked by Richard

Feynman in his now-famous speech to the American

Physical Society in December 1959. Feynman, considered

by many to be the ‘‘father of nanotechnology,’’ because of

his prophetic comments given in the lecture entitled

‘‘There’s plenty of room at the bottom,’’ continued: ‘‘I

can’t see exactly what would happen, but I can hardly

doubt that when we have some control of the arrangement

of things on a small scale we will get an enormously

greater range of possible properties that substances can

have, and of different things that we can do.’’ Since that

time, scientists have begun to provide answers to this

marvelously insightful question by developing practical

ways to deposit materials with dimensional control on the

order of single molecules. One of the most promising

methods for building functional nanostructures (i.e.,

nanodevices) using a sequential approach to defining

multilayer thin (truly ultrathin) films is the electrostatic

LbL assembly process, which has been developed and

extensively studied over the last decade.[1–8]

Fundamentals of Electrostatic
Layer-by-Layer Self-Assembly

First proposed by Iler[9] in 1966, and then rediscovered by

Decher et al.[1–3] in the early 1990s, the LbL electrostatic

adsorption process has only recently been reduced to

practice as a general method for alternately depositing

dense monolayers of charged molecules onto oppositely

charged surfaces.[1] The power of the approach is evident

from the generality of the process, which relies mainly on

the attractive force between oppositely charged mole-

cules; materials employed in the assembly process range

from charged polymers (‘‘polyelectrolytes’’ or ‘‘poly-

ions’’) to proteins, dyes, and semiconductor nanopar-

ticles.[4–8] Each layer has a thickness on the order of a few

nanometers, and this thickness is controllable through

careful selection of materials and reaction parameters.[6]

Furthermore, the composition of films can be engineered

through the sequential deposition of different materials;

thus, complex film architecture may be achieved through

a common process without need for complicated chem-

istry. Thus the LbL method provides a practical procedure

for building precisely engineered nanocomposite films, a

basis for considering the question posed by Feynman.

The principal idea of the method consists of the

resaturation of polyion adsorption, resulting in the

alternation of the terminal charge after every subsequent

layer deposition (Fig. 1).

This idea is general, implying that there is no

fundamental restriction to the choice of polyelectrolytes.

The technique suggests the possibility of designing
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ultrathin ordered films in the range of 5–1000 nm, with a

precision better than 1 nm and a definite knowledge of

their molecular composition (Fig. 2).

From Planar Substrates to
Micro- and Nano-Templates

The initial fundamental research on LbL assembly was

performed on planar bulk templates: Layers defined by the

electrostatic adsorption process were formed on the

surface of relatively large, flat, smooth, charged substrates

as they were dipped in solutions of charged materials. The

LbL process, however, is in no way limited to such

situations; that is, the films may just as well be deposited

on charged roughened surfaces or small (micro/nano)-

templates, given that the dimensions and materials are

sufficient for the necessary interactions. Thus the pro-

cedure has also been elaborated to demonstrate the fabri-

cation of three-dimensional (3-D) layered structures by

using charged substrates with micrometer and nanometer

dimensions.[10–12] Specifically, microspheres and nanopar-

ticles have been extensively studied because of the wide

availability and attractive surface properties of spherical

particles. Functional nanocomposite films can be depos-

ited on these carriers, which are attractive for controlling

catalytic reactions and other interfacial phenomena be-

cause of the high surface-to-volume ratio.[13] The key

to this process is the separation of the templates from

the layering materials following adsorption, which is

achieved via centrifugation or filtration (Fig. 3).[14]

From Layered Colloids to Nanocapsules

In the past several years, a technique for fabrication of

hollow micro/nanocapsules has been developed using an

extension of the polyelectrolyte layering process applied

to colloids. Subsequent to deposition of coatings com-

prising charged molecules around the templates, the core

material is removed using chemical etching to achieve

hollow shells (Fig. 4).[10,15–20] Dimensions and shape of

the capsules is dependent on the chosen nano/micro-

templates: These may be latex, silica, or lipid tubules

ranging from 20 to hundreds of nanometers. Methods for

‘‘replication’’ of more complex particles such as viruses

and cells are also under development. The method is very

Fig. 1 Illustration of layer-by-layer nanofabrication approach, showing adsorption of charged materials to oppositely charged surfaces.

Assembly on the surface results in stable immobilization via multiple electrostatic bonds, and surface charge reversal. Materials may be

(a) charged molecules, (b) particles, or combinations thereof. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 SEM cross-section view of multilayer films with

different structural properties based on the varying components:

(a) (PEI/40-nm silica)25 multilayers; (b) (PEI/40-nm silica/PEI/

50-nm diameter halloysite tubules)4 multilayer; (c) (PAH/

glucose oxidase)18 multilayer on a silver electrode. The samples

were coated with 2-nm Pt for imaging. (Continued) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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versatile, and shell properties can be controlled: Inner

diameters are dependent upon the size of templates used

for assembly, wall thicknesses can be controlled precisely

to within a few nanometers, and walls may be constructed

using a diverse selection of charged molecules (polyelec-

trolytes, proteins, dyes, inorganic particles, copolymers,

etc.).[10,19] The versatility in construction of these tiny

capsules and control over their properties makes them

attractive for use in sensor applications.

Polyelectrolyte capsules have been demonstrated to

partition between solvents[18] as well as encapsulate small

molecules such as dyes[20] and active materials such as

enzymes.[19] Encapsulation depends on membrane perme-

ability of polycation–polyanion complexes, which is

strongly influenced by solution pH.[21] Opening of rela-

tively large (�10–20 nm) pores in multilayer films is pos-

sible by varying solvent pH, which can then be used to

modulate the diffusion rate of molecules through capsule

Fig. 2 (Continued) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of LbL assembly on colloids. Examples

of nanoassembled films of nanoparticles deposited on slightly

larger colloidal templates. (b) TEM image of 70-nm silica nano-

particles surrounding a negatively charged 250-nm diameter

latex core, attached through interaction with PEI (polycation)

interlayers; (c) SEM image of 400-nm latex covered with two

monolayers of 12-nm magnetite particles in alternation with

polycation. (From Ref. [14].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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Fig. 4 Scheme of capsule formation using adsorption of charged species to micro/nanotemplates, followed by removal of the core.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Examples of microcapsules formed via nanoassembly on dissolvable materials. In this case, 4-mm capsules with 20-nm-thick

walls of (PSS/PAH)4 composition were produced on MnCO3 cores. (a) AFM image of dried capsule; (b) confocal scanning laser

fluorescence images of hydrated capsules (PAH labeled with rhodamine); (c) zoom out of same capsules, illustrating the efficiency of

the fabrication approach; (d) AFM tapping-mode image of a dry, broken capsule loaded with glucose oxidase. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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walls. This concept has recently been demonstrated for

encapsulation of dextran and albumin[22] and the process

appears to be completely reversible. A similar effect has

been noted when solution dielectric constant is changed by

the addition of ethanol to aqueous solutions; however, the

underlying mechanism is not yet understood[19] (Fig. 5).

Thus a prospective technology which may arise from

these novel nanostructured materials is polymer cap-

sules with dynamically varying permeability, opening up

possibilities for encapsulation and controlled release and

possibly impacting environmental and medical areas such

as remediation and drug delivery. With this overview of

the present state and brief suggestion of what may come

from LbL multilayer films, the following sections will

review candidate materials for substrates and adsorbates,

the properties of LbL films and will conclude with a look

at current and future applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR
LAYER-BY-LAYER ASSEMBLY

Adsorbate Materials

Because of the general nature of the interactions domi-

nating the LbL self-assembly process, primarily electro-

statics, a large palette of materials is available for

building multilayer assemblies—keeping in mind that the

order and conditions of assembly also influence the

properties of the assemblies, the possibilities to concoct

novel nanocomposite materials from simple recipes are

nearly limitless. Potential ingredients range from highly

charged polymers, organic or inorganic nanoparticles,

functional polymers, orientable chromophores, charged

lipid micelles, and biopolymers such as short-chain

polypeptides, proteins, and DNA.[2,23–26] The versatility

of the multilayer formation process with respect to the

variety of materials which can be used as building

blocks, and the additional possibility of combination

with other assembly procedures, results in a high ap-

plication potential in a broad range of different areas of

materials development.

The polyions predominately used in the electrostatic

self-assembly process include: polycations—poly(ethyl-

enimine) (PEI), poly(dimethyldiallyl ammonium chloride)

(PDDA), poly(allylamine) (PAH), poly(lysine), and

chitosan; and polyanions—poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS),

poly(vinylsulfate) (PVS), poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), and

dextran sulfate. The dominant polanion/polycation pair

that has been used in published studies of LbL films to

date, including microcapsules, is PSS/PAH. The specific

properties of films assembled from various combinations

are discussed below. In addition, multilayer assemblies of

natural polyions, such as charged polypeptides, protamine

sulfate, sodium alginate, and polysaccharides (e.g.,

heparin, chondroitin, and chitosan), are particularly

interesting for biological and medical applications. DNA

and polynucleotides (polyuridylic and polyadenylic acids)

can be readily assembled in alternation with polycations

(PEI, PAH, polylysine). Assembly of polysaccharides,

such as dextran, is also possible as a means of

biocompatible surface preparation.

Many proteins have been assembled in organized

multilayers by alternation with oppositely charged linear

polyions. Typical concentrations for assembly solutions

fall within the range of 0.1–2 mg/mL, and adsorp-

tion saturation occurs within 20 min as long as the

pH of the protein solutions is adjusted away from the

isoelectric point so that proteins are sufficiently charged

under the experimental conditions. Water-soluble pro-

teins, including cytochrome c and P450, lysozyme,

histones, myoglobin, pepsin, different peroxidases, hemo-

globin, glucoamylase, concanavalin A, albumin, glucose

oxidase, lactate oxidase, catalase, invertase, diaphorase,

bacteriorhodopsin, and immunoglobulin IgG, have been

used successfully for LbL assembly.[26] A book on protein

architectures reviews the materials, methods, and film

characteristics of nanoassembled proteins.[26]

Advanced materials comprising nanocomposite multi-

layer assemblies of polymers and nanoparticles have been

demonstrated using a variety of metal, semiconductor, and

dielectric materials.[27–30] Ordered nanostructured films

with desired periodicity have been created to tune

mechanical, magnetic, electrical, optical, and optoelec-

tronic properties.[27,30] Densely packed, conformable

sheets of rigid crystals form in the adsorption process

when alternated with flexible polyion ‘‘glue.’’[28] Growth

of nanoparticle–polyelectrolyte multilayers may occur in

both normal (vertical) and in-plane (lateral) directions,

depending upon assembly conditions and particle proper-

ties.[29] Nanoparticles also assemble into ordered films

when alternated with globular proteins.[31] A review of

nanoparticle assembly via LbL provides an excellent

overview of the current state of knowledge and applica-

tions in this area.[30]

Substrate Materials

The basic substrate for LbL assembly is a flat, charged

surface, typically a slab of glass (e.g., microscope slide or

cover slip) or quartz. There is essentially no limit to the

template used—examples of practical cases include slides

of optical materials (glass, quartz, etc.), gold-coated glass,

silicon, metals, porous ceramics, plastics, filters, optical

fibers—and, in reality, depend only upon the intended

application. In addition to macroscale, largely planar

substrates, colloidal particles have also been used as LbL

templates. Typical materials used for this purpose range
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from dielectric nanoparticles, quantum dots, metal nano-

particles, core-shell structures, biological cells, carbon

nanotubes, lipid tubules, and polymer microspheres.

Methods have also been elaborated to allow coating of

drug or dye crystals.

Capsules are formed by colloidal coating followed by

dissolution or etching of the template core. Following core

removal, hollow and closed structures are formed. These

have exactly the same shape of the template, but now with

walls comprising the ultrathin multilayer films deposited

on the template surface; thus, it is a way to replicate

structures with new materials, in effect a nanoscale version

of molding. The initial demonstrations of capsules formed

from core removal of LbL-coated templates used weakly

cross-linked polymeric particles, e.g., melamine formal-

dehyde (MF), which dissolve at low pH.[44] A drawback to

the use of MF is the residual polymer left in the capsule

after exposure to acid, resulting in ‘‘contaminated’’

capsule interiors. Thus alternative templates that allow

more efficient removal of core material have been sought,

such as organic particles,[32–34] inorganic microcrystals,[35]

and even biological cells.[36] Examples of materials used in

creation of micro/nanocapsules are melamine formalde-

hyde (acid removal), silica (acid etch), gold (acid etch),

cadmium carbonate (acid removal),[37] manganese car-

bonate (acid removal), platelets,[38] and human erythro-

cytes (red blood cells) (oxidation removal).[39]

Multilayer Coating Methods

Multilayer film formation by alternate immersion

Nanoassembly by immersion of charged substrates into

solutions of adsorbate is the typical procedure. Uncharged

or weakly charged surfaces may be suitably modified with

a layer of charged material using other interactions

(e.g., SAMs) to provide the initial charged interface. For

example, gold surfaces may be modified with molecules

containing thiol groups [e.g., HS–(CH2)8–COOH],[40] and

oxide surfaces can be similarly coated with silanes.[41]

Once a suitable surface is available, LbL assembly

proceeds by alternate dipping in solutions containing

molecules of opposite charge from the current surface, and

washing steps are used in between adsorption steps to

remove weakly bound material. Typically, solutions

are aqueous and adjusted to a pH at which the molecules

of interest have sufficient and appropriate charge. Drying

of films during assembly is optional and has been shown

to affect the final film structure and properties.[42]

Generally speaking, this process is inexpensive to

perform and requires a minimum of specialized equipment

and supplies; development work can be done under

normal conditions in any reasonably clean lab. However,

the dipping technique typically requires 10–30 min

per adsorption step, making the assembly somewhat

time-consuming.

In the case where colloids are to be coated, a method of

alternate exposure of colloids to polycations and poly-

anions is still used, with intermediate rinse and separation

cycles. The separation step is the key to this procedure,

and centrifugation[43,44] and ultrafiltration[45] have been

demonstrated as useful techniques for this purpose. Such

methods allow multilayer assemblies to be deposited on

curved surfaces in the size range of a few nanometers to

several micrometers, with proof of film growth shown by

microelectrophoresis and single-particle light-scattering

measurements.[43,46,47]

Spray and spin assembly of multilayer films

A disadvantage of the alternate immersion process for

multilayer formation is the long time required to assemble

a single film (1 min to 1 hr, depending on adsorbing

systems; typically 10–20 min). Another disadvantage is

the difficulty in application of multilayers to large surface

areas. In an attempt to overcome some of these problems,

alternative methods for the application of multilayers

using spraying and spinning approaches have been

developed.[48–51]

Polyelectrolyte multilayers deposited by sequential

spraying provides the advantage of rapidly obtaining a

highly uniform thin film over a large area. Spray ap-

plication over a large area is advantageous for rapid, high-

throughput fabrication of devices bearing active or passive

multilayers, for large-area membranes, and for external

coatings as corrosion protection or adhesion modification.

The morphology, uniformity, and chemical composition

of films prepared by spraying were found to be identical to

those from dipping. Disadvantages of spraying, how-

ever, include several minutes of contact time for max-

imum (steady-state) coverage and the inefficient use of

polymer solution because it cannot be reused.[48]

Polyelectrolyte multilayers deposited by sequential spin

coating (‘‘spin-assisted’’ assembly) provides the advan-

tage of drastic reduction in the preparation time per layer,

i.e., from 20 min to 20 sec.[50] In spin coating using

polyelectrolytes with the same molar concentrations used

in alternate immersion, film thicknesses are thicker than

those obtained in dipping methods.[49,52] The centrifugal

force and hydrodynamic air drag, generated by a high

spinning rate and short spinning time, act together to

remove both water (accelerating drying) and loosely bound

polymer chains from the substrate. The fast elimination of

water significantly increases the local molar concentration

of the polyelectrolyte solution during the short deposition

time and hence the thicker films result.

A critical aspect of spun films is the lesser dependence

upon charge densities; in fact, multilayer films have been
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successfully demonstrated using sequential adsorption of

uncharged and even same-charge layers. Recently, water-

soluble, cationic, anionic, and neutral polymers were used

to form repeat trilayer (polycation/polyanion/uncharged

polymer or polycation/polyanion/polyanion) films using

spin assembly. These multilayer films assemble through

physical entanglement, electrostatic, and/or H-bonding

interactions.[53] Moreover, multiple deposition cycles of a

single polyelectrolyte resulted in the formation of a film

whose thickness grew linearly with each deposition.[53,54]

One must keep in mind a critical feature for the

assembly of well-charged species: Electrostatic interac-

tions not only drives binding between neighboring

molecular layers but also recharges the surface to prevent

additional adsorption of similarly charged polyions.

Therefore the binding force is complemented by a force

preventing uncontrollable increase in thickness that would

result from continuous deposition. From our experience,

electrostatic LbL assembly of highly charged components

results in more organized multilayer nanocomposites

compared with multilayers assembled via biospecific or

hydrogen-bonding interactions, where repulsion prevent-

ing nonspecific adsorption is absent.

Film thickness increases with increasing concentra-

tions of the solution and decreases with spin speed due to

shorter contact time.[50,51,53,54] The thickness may also be

controlled by changing factors known to influence film

thickness in immersion assembly, including ionic

strength, pH,[50] hydrophobicity, and charge density.[53]

The amount of material deposited on a substrate is

inversely proportional to the logarithm of the molecular

weight of polymers at low concentrations.[55] The air drag

is believed to strengthen the electrostatic attraction

between oppositely charged polymers.[49,52,55] In addition,

spin assembly induces deposition through polymer chain

entanglement between the deposited layer and the film’s

outer layer; as a result, spin assembly is controlled by

mechanical rather than thermodynamic factors.[50,53,54]

An interesting and important difference in structure

between films prepared by spinning compared to dipping

lies at the interface between neighboring layers. The air

shear force driven by the spinning process significantly

enhances the surface planarization of the multilayer films,

making them smoother compared to dip assembled

films.[49,50,52] In contrast to the interpenetration of

neighboring layers that is characteristic for adsorption

during immersion, films prepared with the spin process

possess distinct interfaces between respective layers,

providing a well-ordered internal structure.[49,52]

Nanofilm patterning

Micropatterning of LbL multilayers, an attractive exten-

sion beyond nondiscriminatory surface coverage, was

initiated in the works of Hammond et al.[56–60] The

interest in these systems arises from the potential for

lateral definition of nanofilm features, providing further

versatility in structures that may be realized. The ability to

produce structures of composite materials with nanometer

resolution in vertical and (ultimately, with advances in

nanolithography) lateral dimensions in a simple, fast, and

cost-effective process would enable manufacture of

devices at increasingly smaller size and lower cost. The

foundation for this has been laid using a combination of

self-assembled monolayers and LbL films. For this,

charged patterns are first created on gold surfaces by

microstamping of thiol compounds terminated with

negatively or positively charged groups. The remaining

unstamped surface is then backfilled with additional

hydrophobic-terminated thiols to define adsorption-resis-

tant regions. Then, by alternate dipping of the patterned

substrates with short periods of sonication in between to

remove nonspecific adsorption, multilayers of different

materials following the template patterns were assem-

bled.[56–59] Furthermore, with some additional efforts,

filling of empty areas (between initially patterned strips)

was achieved via hydrogen bonding with secondary

materials.[60]

In another approach, traditional microlithography was

combined with electrostatic LbL nanoassembly to produce

3-D structures. In contrast to the microstamping method

described above, this technique integrates directly with

standard silicon-processing lithographic procedures and

allows for easy alignment of structures deposited in

multiple steps. The process follows the typical lift-off

procedure for metallization with aluminum via thermal

evaporation. A layer of photoresist (�1 mm) is first ap-

plied to a substrate, then patterned through a mask by

standard UV irradiation and photoresist development.

Multilayers may then be deposited onto the substrate with

patterned resist via the electrostatic LbL self-assembly

technique. This step results in deposition on the exposed

substrate regions as well as on top of the remaining

photoresist. Finally, the photoresist with polyions on top

of it is exposed to acetone, accompanied with sonication,

leaving the nanofilm patterns on the substrate with

intervening regions of bare substrate. As demonstrations

of this process, cationic polymers (PEI or PDDA)

alternated with anionic nanoparticles (silica or 40-nm

fluorescent latex) were assembled into 5-mm strips of

ordered nanoparticle layers, as shown in Fig. 6.[61,62] In

these patterns, the edge roughness was better than 0.2 mm,

as evident from SEM micrographs (Fig. 6a,b). In

addition, the lithographic approach was used to generate

clean patterns of multiple types of nanoparticles on a

single 4-in. silicon wafer.[63] Metal oxide semiconductor

capacitor arrays were fabricated on silicon wafers using

LbL self-assembled insulator layers.[64] Recently, more
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complex field effect transistors based on LbL nano-

assembly of tin oxide and silica nanoparticles were also

demonstrated.[65]

Because of the conformal nature of LbL nanoassem-

blies, organized multilayers may also be used to function-

alize existing microstructures. That is, substrates with

preformed features may be completely modified with an

overlying multilayer. As an example, multilayers of

nanoparticle catalysts have been assembled in micro-

channels for miniature reactors (Fig. 6c).

PROPERTIES OF LAYER-BY-LAYER FILMS

Electrostatic and Secondary Interactions

The principal requirement for multilayer film deposition is

the availability of charged species of sufficient charge

density and molecular weight. It is clear that while small

molecules are attracted and stick to oppositely charged

surfaces, these do not provide a stable layer for adsorption

of other molecules; generally speaking, a molecular

weight greater than 10 kDa is preferable for efficient

and stable film formation.[66] A number of attempts to

form multilayers through alternation of linear polyanions

with smaller molecules have been reported, such as

boladications and Yt3 + ions,[67] polycations and citric

acid,[68] and via sequential deposition of Zr4 + ions and

diphosphonic acid.[69] Besides, in these cases, the main

idea was to create an excessive charge (due to special

steric structure of these ions) at every stage of assembly

that leads to recharging of the outermost surface at every

step of film formation.

Although the formation of LbL multilayers is typically

attributed to the strong attraction arising from multiple

electrostatic bonds, other forces may also play significant

roles in formation, stabilization, or rearrangement of the

resulting assemblies. Other important influences include

hydrophobic interactions between polymer segments[70]

and specific binding based on molecular recognition. As

an example of the potential importance of these

interactions, the thickness of multilayers was found to

depend directly on temperature and ionic strength,

reflecting the increasing contribution of hydrophobic

interactions, especially when charges are screened.[71]

Thus the choice of adsorption species and control of

assembly conditions can be critical in determining the

structure of the resulting assemblies.

It is interesting to note that the adsorption of a polyion

layer to preformed multilayers differs largely from

adsorption to rigid, charged surfaces. An important

characteristic of the films structure is the entanglement

of molecules in outer multilayers. Studies have shown that

about one-third of the charges of the superficial layer are

complexing with exposed charges from the underlying

layer (‘‘intrinsic’’ compensation), whereas the remaining

charges on the molecules in the outer layer are

compensated by counterions (‘‘extrinsic’’ compensa-

tion).[72] Some or all of the counterions are then released

upon adsorption of an additional layer. The first layer,

close to the surface, and the exposed ‘‘loops’’ of the

superficial layer are less dense than the complexation

region, resulting in a periodicity in film density for

multilayer films.[73]

The strong interpenetration of components between

neighboring film layers has been demonstrated, resulting

in the concept of ‘‘fuzzy nanoassemblies’’[2] due to these

Fig. 6 Examples of patterned LbL films—SEM images of:

(a and b) (200-nm SiO2 particles/PDDA)4, with 5-mm lines;

(c) (78-nm silica/PDDA)4 multilayers deposited in 100-mm

channel.
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blurred boundaries. This property contrasts sharply with

the two-dimensional (2-D) stratification observed in

Langmuir–Blodgett multilayers. The interpenetration, or

overlap, of neighboring layers has been measured to be

approximately 1–2 layers;[74–76] therefore, the physically

separated segments of ultrathin films are not the

neighboring layers, but rather the first and the third or

fourth layers.

Finally, it is interesting to discuss dissolution of LbL

multilayers. Generally, these ultrathin films are amazing-

ly stable, and it is difficult to remove them from a solid

substrate. There are two possibilities to remove LbL

films. First, high pH (�12) can be used, which will

discharge the first polycation layer and destroy the ionic

bonds that stabilize the films. A second method is to

expose the LbL multilayers to solution with very high

ionic strength, such as 3 M NaCl, under sonication for

approximately 2–3 hr. In this second method, the

combination of ultrasonic energy and high concentration

of free ions in solution can disrupt polycation/polyanion

bridging and neutralize exposed charges with Na+ and

Cl� ions. This process is well established for interpoly-

electrolyte complexes and for multilayer films which

never were dried. However, LbL multilayers that are

dried are much more difficult to dissolve, probably as a

result of additional hydrophobic interactions between

polymer chains incurred during dehydration.

Ionic Strength and pH Dependence

As noted above, the condition of electrical neutrality is

met by intrinsic or extrinsic charge compensation. In the

latter, complexation of polymers with exact 1:1 stoichi-

ometry may leave uncompensated regions because of the

inability of the adsorbing species to rearrange and match

the exposed surface charges exactly. In this case,

neutrality is maintained by counterions associated with

exposed uncompensated charged groups on the polymers.

Again, this situation is not completely understood, and

remains an intriguing question that is still under intense

investigation: While it is believed that about one-third of

charges on polymers are free for binding of ions (as

demonstrated by dyes adsorption into preformed layers),

small counterions also appear to be removed during

washing, which demands local film rearrangement to

achieve neutrality or leaves a nonneutral situa-

tion.[2,24,25,71,77–80]

From a practical standpoint, it is desirable to control

the thickness of film layers during deposition. Using salt

solutions of varying ionic strength was the first approach

to control layer thickness over a wide range.[1] The

solution salt ions screen neighboring charges on the

polymer, allowing linear chains stretched by electrostatic

repulsion to collapse and adopting a more compact, coiled

3-D conformation. While the dependence of thickness on

salt concentrations is recognized, reliable models for this

behavior have been elusive. For different polyanion/

polycation pairs, findings range from linear dependence of

thickness on salt concentration to power-law scaling with

[salt]a, where a ranges from 0.05 to 0.5.[81–84] There

appears to be a minimum requirement in which approx-

imately half of monomers are ionized to achieve

saturation and charge reversal as a result of overcompen-

sation.[86,89] Above this threshold, film growth is reliable

and thickness is proportional to solution ionic strength; at

lower ionization levels are flat layers with minimal

looping and few uncompensated charged form, resulting

in neutral or weakly charged surfaces that are poor

substrates for further electrostatic adsorption. For very

high charge densities, the effective charge density is

controlled by counterions, and the adsorption is essentially

independent of charge density in this range.[88] However,

for lower charged fractions still above the threshold,

thicker layers form because of the increased ability of

polymer chains to adopt more highly coiled conformations

in solution.[89]

Multilayers comprising weak polyelectrolytes have

drawn great attention recently because the molecular

charge density can be adjusted by changing solution pH

value, thereby controlling the resulting film properties.

For multilayers wherein both components are weak

polyions, the pH of both adsorption solutions influences

the thickness of layers formed.[90] Combining two fully

ionized chains results in very thin layers, whereas when

one of the species is kept close to full dissociation, large

thicknesses are obtained.[91] Moving from one extreme to

another, thickness may change over more than an order of

magnitude. For weak polyelectrolyte combinations, the

thickness of the adsorbing layer is determined primarily

by the surface charge of the previous layer or by the

charge of the adsorbing polyion chain.[90,91]

In addition, the dissociation of weak polyelectrolytes in

preformed multilayers, resulting in film decomposition,

can be varied by controlling external conditions. Small

charged molecules can be absorbed into and released from

weak polyion films, by modulating ambient pH to control

dissociation within the films.[92] The local pKa of a weak

polyion assembled in a multilayer is decreased relative to

the solution value and is dependent on the salt

concentration.[93] The superficial layer of preformed

multilayer films also influences the internal film proper-

ties; for example, the dissociation of carboxylic groups

within multilayers increases when the outer layer is

polycationic and decreased for a polyanionic terminal

layer.[94] This behavior, in turn, affects the amount of

material adsorbed in the terminating layer.[78,95] The

surface potential directly determines water mobility in

multilayer films as a result of changes in dissociation,

swelling, or water structuring.[96]
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The swelling properties of LbL multilayers have also

been investigated. Films prepared from salt solutions take

up water in humid air and aqueous environments, and

multilayers prepared in the absence of additional salt swell

when exposed to salt solutions.[81,84] In all cases, the film

thickness and total volume increase as a consequence of

swelling. The interaction of multilayers with water

molecules is similar to that of hydrophobic poly-

mers.[81,97–99] The swelling behavior of LbL nanoassem-

blies is dependent upon salt concentration and is

apparently correlated with the internal hydrophobicity

for a given polyion pair.[100,101] Environmental salt and

pH conditions have also been shown to affect film

roughness and porosity,[100,102] as has solvent.[103]

Permeability

Because of short path lengths and tunable properties, one

of the most promising uses of multilayers, in either planar

or capsule form, is as a selective transport barrier, which

may find application in many fields requiring filtration,

controlled uptake or release, or immunoisolation. The

key design goal, in most cases, is to produce materials

with high transport rates, which are guaranteed by the

nanometer thickness of LbL nanoassemblies and are

controlled by the number of layers, layer thickness, and

layer composition. A second property that is critical to

many applications is a high selectivity for a target mole-

cule or a class of molecules, which can be controlled by

the chemical composition of the films.[104,105] For exam-

ple, high selectivity for different ions has been reported

based on film composition.[106–109] A third feature,

desirable in some cases, is the ability to dynamically

control the transport properties, i.e., change the perme-

ability over time in response to a stimulus (e.g., solvent

properties,[32] pH,[33,110] ionic strength,[111] tempera-

ture,[109] etc.).

While multilayer films offer the promise of fulfilling

all of the needs of systems with controlled transport

properties, a great deal of effort is still required to reduce

these concepts to practice. Some progress has been made

toward a general understanding of permeability properties

of LbL nanoassemblies, but the complex, dynamic

interactions between molecular components and external

conditions that determine transport rates make this a

difficult task. It has been noted that changes in pH or salt

concentration during or after film deposition result in

increased porosity, and it is still unclear whether these

effects are reversible or permanent.[102,112,113]

This complex interplay between films composition, fab-

rication conditions, and environmental variables becomes

especially important when attempting to design and prepare

multilayer capsules with specific permeability. This is

because the dissolution process of the template, typically

involving large pH changes and high osmotic pressures,

adds an additional degree of complexity that must also be

considered to impact the final form and function of the

multilayers. It has been shown that hollow capsules are

semipermeable, although this is clearly dependent upon

film composition and assembly conditions.[44]

A remarkable property of polyelectrolyte microcapsules

is that the capsule interior can provide chemical conditions

different from the surrounding medium. Thus the capsules

act as membranes to provide a specialized, partially iso-

lated microenvironment with internal volumes on the order

of femtoliters, even attoliters, with phenomenal surface-to-

volume ratios. For example, using a typical 5-mm-diameter

MF or MnCO3 template, a resulting capsule, would have

an internal volume of �65 fL and a surface area of

�8�10�7 cm2; scaling the template down to a 50 nm

silica particle would result in a volume and a surface

area of �0.065 aL and �8�10�11 cm2, respectively.

The corresponding change in surface-to-volume ratio

scales directly with the change in diameter: approximately

12,000 cm2/cm3 for 5 mm capsules and 1,200,000 cm2/cm3

for capsules with 50-nm diameter. These features form the

basis for interest in performing chemical reactions within

the unique volumes defined by the capsules. Several

demonstrations of exploiting the partitioned environment

within microcapsules have been given. Capsules have been

used to selectively partition organic solvents[114] and for

controlled precipitation of organic and inorganic materi-

als.[115] Additionally, polymer synthesis within micro-

capsules has been performed.[116]

Electrical Properties

In spite of efforts to use in LbL assembly of water-soluble

derivatives of polypyrrole or polythiophene, no stable

conductive LbL multilayers of these materials have been

produced to date. Most interesting works in this direction

were performed by Ferreira et al.,[117] wherein electrical

conductivity of up to 100 S/cm in 50-nm-thick poly-

pyrrole/poly(styrenesulfonate) film was achieved. More

promising results were reached in semiconducting LbL

films based on water-soluble derivative of well-known

polyphenylene vinylene [PPV, e.g., poly(p-phenylene(1-

tetrahydrothiophene)ethylene chloride].[118] Light-emit-

ting diodes based on multilayer heterostructure of

alternate poly(phenylene vinylene) and sulfonated poly-

aniline have also been demonstrated. A 20-nm-thick light-

emitting diode device had a turn-on voltage of about 1 V,

and green light was clearly observed under normal room

illumination.[119] Light-emitting diodes and display de-

vices of large area and low operating voltage is one

interesting application of LbL multilayers, although such

ultrathin conducting systems could also find application in

biomedical devices for neuroprosthetics, e.g., retinal
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implants or functional electrical stimulation devices.

Furthermore, neural networks may benefit from the ability

to integrate living tissue by controlled cell adhesion and

direction (see below) with functional electrical systems.

THEORIES REGARDING ASSEMBLY

A number of theories have been developed to describe

LbL nanoassemblies. These deal primarily with the

adsorption process and multilayer formation as well as

the properties of preformed films. Models range from

mathematical descriptions derived from fundamental

physical theory to those that deal directly with experi-

mental data. An initial theoretical model for adsorption

and surface charge inversion was derived from first prin-

ciples including the effect of solution ionic strength.[120] A

theoretical phase diagram has been constructed to describe

charge-reversal mechanisms with dependence on screen-

ing length and charge density,[121,122] in which model

applies directly to semiflexible chains with increased

rigidity, where adsorbing layers are thin and flat, and a

mean field description does not apply. A Debye–Huckel

model for multilayer formation was also derived, con-

centrating on flexible chains.[123] A phenomenological

approach has also been developed to describe the excess

charge of the outer layer as distributed over several un-

derlying layers using charge overcompensation level and

the charge decay length into the multilayer.[124]

Attempts to describe the kinetics of multilayer

formation have also been made. The typical approach

involves a two-step model, i.e., a fast adsorption phase

involving the transport of chains to the surface by

diffusion, followed by slow rearrangements at the surface

where ionic bonds are formed because of electrostatic

force.[25,73] Subsequent slow rearrangements enable seg-

ments of the adsorbing molecules to move into the inner

regions of the previously deposited layer, resulting in a

final irreversible complexation within deeper regions

while the outer region maintains some flexibili-

ty.[82,125,126] The interaction of an adsorbing polyelectro-

lyte layer with a previously immobilized layer can be

sufficiently strong to result in desorption of a soluble

complex. In this situation, an initial increase in adsorbed

mass is observed, then over time (a few minutes), the

adsorbed amount decreases again, suggesting desorption

of material complex from the surface.[127] This behavior

has been described as the equilibrium between a solid

complex phase and soluble complexes in solution as

viewed by a phase diagram, including liquid and glassy

states, with dependence upon ionic strength.[127]

Preformed LbL nanoassemblies are most commonly

viewed as soft materials, essentially hydrogels with a

cross-linking density dependent upon the charge distribu-

tion along the polymer chain.[104,108] However, multilayer

films have also been described as being in a glassy,

quasifrozen state[123] and as ‘‘layered complexes’’ which

exhibit the same local interactions as identical soluble

complexes, only possessing great density and a defined

2-D molecular architecture. The internal dynamics of

multilayers have been probed, from which it appears that

multilayers are in fact structurally similar to polyelectro-

lyte complexes in solution, as swelling and temperature

changes result in rearrangement processes that occur on

the order of hours.[97,98,126]

BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
OF LAYER-BY-LAYER FILMS

Primary biomaterial applications of planar layers involve

the use as matrix materials for functional or biological

molecular entities, e.g., sensors, tissue engineering scaf-

folds, membranes, or for surface modification of other

materials. The range of potential applications is even

broader when considering uses of multilayer-coated

functional colloidal particles including novel sensors and

reactor systems. Further expansion of applicability is

given by removal of the solid colloidal core to produce

stable, hollow polymeric shell structures. Such hollow,

thin-walled microcapsules have attracted particular inter-

est from the viewpoint of applications in encapsulation,

for example, as drug carrier systems or microreactors.

Surface Modification

Recent examples of how LbL is being used to modify

surfaces of real systems for improving properties are

found in both industrial use and envisioned potential in the

scientific literature. To begin with, Ciba-Vision has

patented use of the LbL process to modify contact

lenses,[128] and this method continues to be studied as an

approach for applying several novel, multifunctional

coatings. This is believed to be the first commercial use

of the process. A second example is found in function-

alized food wrapping, recently released by the Japanese

company Shiratori NanoTechnology in Kawasaki. Its

‘‘Yasa-sheet’’ coating is a multilayer coating comprising

chitosan, a major sugar-based ingredient of crab shells,

and an enzyme-containing liquid extracted from bamboo.

The protective wrapper designed to preserve fruit and

vegetables works by suppressing the food’s emission of

ethylene gas, a naturally produced ripening agent that

eventually makes fruits and vegetables rot.[129]

Several additional useful applications of coatings are

envisioned based on solid laboratory demonstrations

recently reported in the scientific literature. Corrosion

control is particularly promising, as suggested by recent
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experiments using ultrathin (70 nm) polymer coatings

deposited on stainless steel wires. When the coated wires

were immersed in saltwater and biased with an electrical

potential, they exhibited considerably less corrosion for

all potentials when compared to untreated wires.[130]

These coatings could improve the longevity of implanted

devices as well as enhance environmental stability of

pipes and other metal-based systems. Optical coatings

have also been proposed, including antireflection coat-

ings, demonstrated to enhance the throughput of optical

elements, offering a cost-effective alternative to current

coating methods,[131] and designed profiles of silver

nanoparticles and organic layers generate ideal reflection

because of the refractive index gradient.[132]

As a complement to surface coatings designed to

impart specific chemical or optical properties, transport

barriers have been assembled on porous surfaces to assess

the potential for depositing selectively permeable films for

separation via controlled diffusion or filtration. Control

over charge and composition in polyelectrolyte ‘‘skin’’

has been shown to allow highly selective separation of

ions according to charge, size, or hydration energy.[133]

Additionally, using ‘‘template’’ ions to control fixed

charge density has been shown to further enhance anion-

transport selectivity.[105] Deposition of polyelectrolyte

nanofilms on porous supports can also yield nanofiltration

membranes that allow high selectivities, water fluxes, and

ion rejections, making them potentially attractive for

applications in water and salt purification.

Cell/ Tissue Scaffolds

Nanostructured polyelectrolyte multilayer thin films has

recently been applied as novel substrates for growth of

cells in culture. This new class of biomaterial allows

precise control over the cellular microenvironment, which

dynamically interacts with cells to determine in vitro

behavior, and may lead to biological test beds that more

Fig. 7 Examples of controlled cell–material interactions

enabled by LbL nanofilm assembly and patterning. (a) Con-

ceptual rendering of multifunctional substrate with four regions

of different composition and structure; (b) Flourescence micro-

graphs for experimental demonstration of two-region pattern

comprising PSS{PAH/PSS}5 {PAH/FITC-secreted phospholi-

pase A2}5 (green) and PSS{PAH/PSS}5{TRITC-poly(lysine)/

PSS}5{TRITC-poly(lysine)} (red) patterned on a background of

PDDA on glass; (c) and (d) examples of spatially controlled

cell–material interactions using rat aortic smooth muscle cells

(RASMCs) grown on fibronectin-coated LbL films of PDDA/

PSS patterned against a cytophobic PDDA background. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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exactly match in vivo conditions. Fibroblasts have been

shown to attach to multilayer combinations in which

strong interactions dominate, whereas weakly ionically

cross-linked multilayers which present hydrated surfaces

resisted fibroblast attachment.[134] By controlling the

multilayer assembly conditions (pH, ionic strength), a

single multilayer combination may be either cell-adhesive

or cell-resistant. Hydrogen-bonded multilayers were also

found to exhibit high resistance to the fibroblast adhesion,

even with only a single bilayer coating.[135] More recent

work with protein-coated patterned polymer multilayers

has shown the ability to deposit precise micropatterns of

nanofilms, and the underlying architecture of these

profoundly influences cell morphology.[136,137] These

recent findings are likely to lay the foundation for a large

effort to investigate biomaterial interactions with LbL

nanoassemblies. Examples of the exciting potential of

these systems are given in Fig. 7. These microscopic

images of patterned LbL nanofilms demonstrate the

feasibility of using especially designed multilayer struc-

tures to control and manipulate cell adhesion.[136]

Building Living Tissues/Organs

It may be possible to employ the exquisitely simple LbL

approach to nanoassembly as an aid in wound healing and

repair of damaged tissue using films containing natural

materials with specific bioactivity. A tremendous possi-

bility proposed recently is to directly deposit multilayers

onto arterial walls to provide protection for the damaged

blood vessels and to avoid restenosis.[138] LbL self-

assembly of two polysaccharides, hyaluronan (HA) and

chitosan (CH), known to have anti-inflammatory proper-

ties, was recently reported for modifying the arterial wall

in ex vivo models. The polyanionic chitosan apparently

adheres strongly to the negatively charged surfaces

presented by damaged blood vessels, providing a surface

for HA deposition, which can be immobilized within

the films at concentrations much higher than is possible

by infusion. In addition, doping of multilayers with

L-arginine showed increased thromboresistance.

A second example, less remarkable yet still significant,

was used to show the potential for LbL to modify

implantable materials for improved biocompatibility and

controlled release of substances to facilitate healing. In

this case, assembly of HA and CH was used to modify

endovascular stents.[139] Multilayer-coated NiTi disks

presented enhanced antifouling properties, compared to

unmodified NiTi disks, as evidenced by decreased platelet

adhesion in an in vitro assay, although ex vivo assay on a

porcine model indicated that the coating did not prevent

fouling by neutrophils. The multilayers were also used as

in situ drug delivery systems by incorporating the nitric

oxide donor sodium nitroprusside (SNP), which further

reduced platelet adhesion.

Enzyme Assemblies—Nanoreactors

The LbL deposition of organized enzyme multilayered

shells on nanoscale cores is a promising approach for

creating tiny reactors for biocatalysts applications, as has

recently been demonstrated for glucose oxidase, peroxi-

dase, urease, luciferase, and b-glucosidase.[13,14,140] Such

organized enzyme/polyion multilayers, with enzymes

arranged in a predetermined order within semipermeable

polymeric shells, present a new class of bio/nanoreactors.

The degree of order and complexity that can be imparted

to these systems via the flexible LbL technique makes

them distinct from the more traditional liposome- or

copolymer-shelled enzymatic reactors. Additionally, an

expansion of capabilities for bio/nanoreactors through

inclusion of inorganic and magnetic nanoparticles within

multilayer polymer/enzyme films was demonstrated.

Enhanced functionality, such as catalytic activity and

manipulation, may be produced by higher surface area and

magnetic shells.[14] This is part of an overall strategy to

create unique and complex biocolloids, with emphasis on

tailored enzyme self-assembly using nanoparticle layers

on latex microcores. Examples of potential applications of

these general technologies include therapeutic devices,

reactors for efficient catalysis, and biosensors.

Sensors

Building upon the possibilities afforded by coating micro/

nanoscale templates with functional materials such as

enzymes and dyes, sensors for chemicals and biochem-

icals are being developed as tools for biological research,

medical diagnostics and monitoring, and biodefense

applications. Using nanoparticles coated with fluorescent

materials that respond selectively to specific species by

binding or other interactions, ratiometric nanoscale probes

have been developed for intracellular and extracellular

measurements of ions and oxygen.[141–145] These nano-

devices have advantages over standard liquid-phase small-

molecule indicators in that they provide a protective

package for the chemistry, separating the dyes from the

biological environment and, in doing so, reducing

nonspecific responses, dye–protein binding, and toxic

effects. In addition, the immobilization of the indicators

within the nanofilms provides physical linkage with

reference fluorophores, allowing constant ratiometric

monitoring without large shifts in calibrations otherwise

seen. By coupling the chemical nanosensors with an

enzyme nanoreactor, a second class of sensors may be

realized, using direct monitoring of coreactants or
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products as an indirect means of determining the con-

centration of other substrates.[14,146,147]

Therapeutic Agents

A promising use for microcapsules and therapeutic agents

modified directly with multilayer coatings is in controlled

release. A variety of demonstrations for protein and drug

encapsulation suggest a bright future for applications in

controlled delivery of therapeutic agents.[19,148–150] In an

effort to exploit these possibilities toward commercial use,

Capsulution GmbH (Berlin, Germany) is offering several

products based on LbL coatings for drug delivery (LBL-

Flash1—enhanced dissolution for poorly soluble drugs;

LBL-Solv1—enhanced bioavailability for drug candi-

dates; LBL-Intra1—prolonged circulation and enhanced

intracellular uptake) and a variety of diagnostic products

for improving fluorescence-based assays.[151]

CONCLUSION

Layer-by-layer nanofabrication is a simple yet versatile

means of precisely modifying any charge substrate by

sequential deposition of complementary materials. The

choice of molecules available is wide, the dimensional

precision is high, and the potential application areas are

broad. Over the past 10 years, significant progress has

been made toward understanding fundamental structural,

chemical, and physical properties of multilayer ultrathin

films, and this work is beginning to enable creation of

novel coatings tailored to realize desired properties. As a

result, nanoassembly is now finding some commercial

applications, and many more are expected to arise in the

near future. Because of the amazing flexibility and

precision allowed, this technique of self-assembly will

lead to useful nanoscale devices, and the impact will

likely be large.
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Liquid Crystals and Nanostructured Surfaces: A Novel
System for Detecting Protein-Binding Events

Yan-Yeung Luk
University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of nanometer-scale phenomena represent one of

the most flourished areas in science at the beginning of

21st century.[1] While the early activities have focused on

fabricating well-defined nanomaterials and their novel

properties, few have demonstrated a workable functional

principle that can be developed into tangible applica-

tions. On the other hand, the protein binding events that

orchestrate the biological activities in living cells (so-

called cell signaling pathways) occur at nanometer scale.

Scheme 1 shows a schematic representation of the

complexity of one of such signaling pathway. The

protein binding events can be first induced at membrane

proteins by either a physical or chemical signal or an

internal stimulus such as hormone.[2] The dimerization

or phosphorylation of membrane proteins leads to a

series of protein binding events in the cytosol. The final

binding event in the cytosol may lead to the transport of

a protein into the nucleus that induces gene expression

to produce a new protein. The new protein expressed

signals a biological response in the form of new

activities, such as cell death, proliferation, disease, or

expression of white blood cells.

Deciphering the protein binding events in such com-

plicated and interconnected signaling pathway will lead

to molecular-level understanding of the physiology of

living system as well as drug design. However, the scope

of the problem demands a rapid and global approach.

Because the quantity of protein involved on chip-based

assay is little and the detection scheme can be highly

parallel, surface-based proteomics tools have the potential

to increase the rate of discovery and the scope of in-

vestigations aimed at understanding protein function,

modification, and regulation in cell signaling processes

as well as the study of protein–drug interactions.[3,4]

This article describes a new detection method for

protein binding events by using a well-controlled nanoto-

pography on surface and the unique optical properties

(birefringence) of liquid crystals. The development of this

method integrated knowledge from multiple disciplines

including self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), liquid crys-

tals, protein immobilization, and molecular biology. In the

following, the effect surface topography and chemistry on

the alignment of liquid crystal is first investigated. Then,

the influence of surface-bound proteins on the alignment of

liquid crystal is reported. Establishing the response of

liquid crystal to surface-bound protein, a general scheme is

designed to support biospecific protein binding on surface.

Last, the binding activities of the immobilized protein on

nanostructured surface toward specific and nonspecific

antibodies are detected by the molecular organization

(orientations) of liquid crystals in contact with the surfaces

where binding occurs.

BACKGROUND

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on

gold provide a class of versatile substrates for biological

studies.[5] This class of surfaces is particularly useful

because of several unique properties. First, monolayer

formed from alkanethiols on gold substrate presents a

structurally well-defined surface. Second, because of the

powerfulness of organic synthesis developed over the past

decades, almost any desired organic compound (including

alkanethiols) could be synthesized so long as the com-

pound is stable under condition of application. Hence

a vast variety of functional groups can be presented

on surfaces to tailor the surface chemistry at desire.

Scheme 2 shows the functionalized alkanethiols used

in this review and a schematic representation of the

SAMs. Recently, SAMs that resist protein adsorption and

cell attachment are also developed providing a class of

model surfaces for studying specific interactions of pro-

teins and cells.

Liquid crystal is a delicate phase of materials that

existed in between crystal and liquid.[6] This phase has the

fluidic property of a liquid crystal and, at the same time,

has the optical property of a crystal. The coexistence of

these properties in liquid crystals rises from the orienta-

tional order of molecules. This orientational order gives

each molecule a preferred orientation relative to each

other that is absent in an isotropic liquid, while each mo-

lecule in liquid crystal still bears the translocation free-

dom. Thus all the terms used for characterizing crystals

such as packing, defect, and symmetry elements are also

applicable to liquid crystal. Hence the texture of a liquid
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crystal, which reflects the organization of the mesogens

and the degree of order in the bulk of the liquid crystal,

can be readily viewed under a polarizing microscope.

Based on the detailed molecular organization in the phase,

liquid crystals are further classified into smectic (layer-

like), nematic (thread-like), and discotic (disk-like).

Scheme 3 demonstrates a schematic representation of

the organization of a crystal, a smectic, a nematic liquid

crystal, and an isotropic liquid. One character that is

common to both crystal and liquid crystal is the almost

ubiquitous existence of defects. These defects disrupt the

local organization of molecules (or atoms in the case of

crystals) preventing the crystal or liquid crystal from

forming a perfect crystal. However, one of the most

exquisite phenomena in liquid crystals is that the orien-

tational order can transmit up to 100 mm or 106 before

being disrupted by defects.

An implicit, but aptly useful aspect of the transmission

of this orientational order of liquid crystals is that it

bridges and amplifies the interactions at molecular level

to micrometer-scale phenomena. Because most of the bio-

logical interactions occur at nanometer scale, and liquid

crystalline phases exist ubiquitously in the membranes of

cells, liquid crystals and biological systems share common

characters such as they both break the symmetry of

isotropy and bear structural order to different extent. In

this article, this unique property of orientational order in

liquid crystal is explored to form the basis for a new

detection scheme for protein binding events on nanos-

tructured surfaces.

NANOSTRUCTURED SURFACES

Vapor deposition of gold atoms on surfaces in high

vacuum (�10�7 to 10�8 Torr) leads to polycrystalline

gold films.[7] This polycrystalline gold film is particularly

useful because it supports the self-assembly of alkane-

thiols that form well-organized monolayers with well-

defined structure.[8] The exact detailed structure of these

monolayers is still much in research, but it is generally

known that the alkanethiols complex with surface at the

(1,1,1) facet of the polycrystalline gold forming a two-

dimensional crystalline with each alkanethiol tilted 30�
from the normal of the surface.[9] This well-organized and

close-packed structure of alkanethiols on gold is absent

from other monolayers. For example, on silica surface,

the monolayer structure formed by alkyl silane is not

Scheme 1 A schematic presentation of cell signaling pathway

from cell membrane to nucleus. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 2 Chemical structure of alkanethiols used for protein immobilization and controls experiments, and a schematic presentation

of the two-dimensional crystallinity of the SAMs. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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close-packed and is poorly organized because of the large

spacing between each alkyl silane.

Abbott et al.[7,10] further discovered that different

experimental setups of the deposition of gold atoms also

lead to subtle but significant topographical structures in

the gold films. Fig. 1 demonstrates three different ex-

perimental setups of the deposition of gold atoms that

lead to different topography at nanometer scale on

surfaces. These three different depositions are named as

uniform deposition (Scheme 4A and B), oblique deposi-

tion (Scheme 4C and D),[7] and gradient deposition

(Scheme 4E and F).[10] By uniform deposition, the sub-

strates are positioned normal to the incidence of gold

atoms, and the substrates are rotating during the time

period of deposition. In this mode of deposition, the

topography on the surface of the gold film is uniform or

Scheme 3 Molecular order in different state of matter. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 (A) Image (350�350 nm) of an obliquely deposited film of gold obtained by AFM with the direction of deposition parallel to

the scanning direction. The insets are fast Fourier transforms of the real-space images. The gray scale of contrast in the real-space

images corresponds to a variation in height (z-axis) of 8 nm. Note that 0� denotes a direction parallel to the direction of gold deposition,

and 90� denotes a direction perpendicular to the direction of gold deposition. (B) Cross-sectional topographical profile of the obliquely

deposited gold film in (A). (C) Contour lengths calculated from AFM images of obliquely deposited films of gold shown in (A).

Sampling lengths are 4, 8, 12, 20, and 40 nm. (From Ref. [11].)
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isotropic. By oblique deposition, the substrates are po-

sitioned at an oblique angle relative to the incidence of

the gold atoms (Scheme 4C and D). In this mode of de-

position, the gold atoms ‘‘hit’’ the substrate at a fixed

oblique angle. Thus the surface features (topography) on

the gold film parallel and perpendicular to the direction

of gold deposition are no longer degenerate.

To characterize the gold films at a resolution of nano-

meter scale, Skaife and Abbott[11] applied atomic force

microscopy (AFM) to sample the topography of the gold

surfaces. Fig. 1A is an AFM micrograph showing the

surface features of a gold film deposited at an angle of

incidence of 45� measured from normal of the substrate.

A coarse inspection of Fig. 1A indicates that the surface

is rough and consisted of grains of gold crystalline with

diameters of roughly 25 nm. However, by mere visual

inspection of AFM micrograph, no anisotropy (or dif-

ference) can be observed in the texture/roughness be-

tween the direction parallel and perpendicular to the

gold deposition.

To characterize the roughness quantitatively, Skaife

and Abbott measured the contour lengths across a family

of directions relative to the direction of gold deposition

with different sample lengths. Fig. 1B shows an example

of the cross-section profile of the roughness scanning

across the direction parallel to the direction of gold

deposition. The total length of this cross-section profile

represents the contour length of the topography on the

surface and thus a direct measure of the surface

roughness. A long contour length implies high roughness

and vice versa. The measured contour length (roughness)

of the surface, however, depends on the dimension of the

sample length that is used to measure the surface

roughness. Similar to a ruler, if the sample length is

much larger than the surface features, each measurement

will cover multiple surface features (grains) and thus no

longer measure the roughness on the surface. Fig. 1C plots

a family of the contour lengths across different directions

on the topography of an obliquely deposited gold film

with different sample lengths ranging from 4 to 40 nm.

The measured contour lengths increase with decrease in

the sample lengths. This is consistent with the fact that a

small sample length measures more the roughness at

nanometer scale. However, more importantly, with small

sample lengths (4 to 12 nm), the contour lengths are

longer in the direction parallel to the gold deposition than

perpendicular to the gold deposition. This anisotropy in

the topography of obliquely deposited gold films starts to

vanish when the sample lengths reach around 30 to 40 nm.

This result indicates that the topography of surface on an

obliquely deposited gold film bears a maximum rough-

ness in the direction parallel to the direction of gold

deposition and a minimum roughness in the direction

perpendicular to the direction of gold deposition. Because

the amplitude of the roughness is approximately 1 to

2 nm (Fig. 1B) and the anisotropic roughness appears on

a minimum length scale of roughly 30 to 40 nm, the

anisotropic topography can be idealized as a corrugation

with the amplitude of 1–2 nm and the wavelength of 30–

40 nm.

By gradient deposition, a substrate of 7 cm in length is

positioned at an oblique angle close to the source of the

gold atoms (Scheme 4E and F). Because at close

proximity to the gold source, the oblique angle of gold

Scheme 4 Setups for vapor deposition of ultra-thin gold films by electron beam evaporator. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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deposition onto the surface varies along the substrate

following a simple equation:

y ¼ arctan½ðx þ bÞ=a	

where y is the oblique angle of incidence of gold atoms

measured from normal, x is the position on the substrate

measured from the bottom of the substrate, b is the vertical

distance measured from the bottom substrate to the level of

the gold source, and a is the horizontal distance measured

from the horizontal position of the substrate to the gold

source. In this mode of deposition, because the angle of

deposition changes gradually and continuously along the

substrate, a gradual and continuous change (gradient) in

the anisotropic topography is created in the gold film.[10]

EFFECT OF ANISOTROPIC TOPOGRAPHY
ON LIQUID CRYSTAL ALIGNMENT

While the anisotropy in the topography of the gold film

prepared by oblique deposition (or gradient deposition) is

subtle, it affords drastic effect on the alignment of liquid

crystals. Studies using nematic liquid crystals show that

when brought in contact with surfaces that do not have

an anisotropic topography, nematic phase such as 4-

cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) adopts random orienta-

tions on surfaces.[7] However, when brought in contact

with anisotropic topography of gold films by oblique

deposition, 5CB assumes a uniform orientation with the

principal (long) axis of the mesogens lying in an

azimuthal direction parallel to the direction of minimum

roughness of the anisotropic topography (Fig. 2).[7] This

uniform orientation represents a single crystal without any

defects giving a uniform texture under the polarizing

microscope. Furthermore, much like a single solid crystal,

liquid crystal with uniform orientation modulates the

intensity of the polarized light with maximum extinction

when the director of the liquid crystal is perpendicular to

either one of the crossed polarizers, and minimum

extinction with the director is 45� relative to either one

of the crossed polarizers.

EFFECT OF SURFACE CHEMISTRY ON
LIQUID CRYSTAL ALIGNMENT

The mechanistic origin of the uniform orientation and

azimuthal direction of the principle axis of liquid crystal

as a result of such small, subtle anisotropy in the nano-

meter-scale topography is not entirely understood and

is still the subject of on-going research. However, the

orientation of mesogens is known to minimize the elastic

distortion within the liquid crystal when brought in

contact with a surface. In general, it is most stable for

the azimuthal direction of the principal axis in the uniform

orientation of liquid crystal to lie in the direction of

minimum roughness of the topography. It is important to

note that the next energetic minimum (a metastable one)

for liquid crystal alignment is actually the uniform

orientation with the azimuthal alignment in the direction

of maximum roughness. The energetic difference between

the two azimuthal alignments is small, ca. 0.015 mJ

m�2.[11] Hence the azimuthal alignment of the uniform

orientation turns out to be highly sensitive to the mo-

lecular details (and chemical functionality) of the mono-

layers of alkanethiols assembled on obliquely deposited

gold film. For example, on obliquely deposited gold films,

5CB aligns in the azimuthal direction of minimum

roughness on SAMs formed from pentadecanethiol, but

aligns in the azimuthal direction of maximum roughness

on SAMs formed from hexadecanethiols.[12] The subtle

difference between the two SAMs is only the orien-

tation of the terminal methyl groups at the surface of

each monolayer.

A more important class of SAMs is oligo(ethyl-

ene glycol)-terminated alkanethiols on gold substrate

(Scheme 5). Monolayers formed from these alkanethiols

are particularly useful for biological researches and

applications because they resist the nonspecific adsorption

of proteins and adhesion of cells.[13] The structure and

dynamics of this class of SAMs are believed to be inti-

mately related to their ability to resist protein adsorption

and cell adhesion and thus are under intense research.[14]

While methyl-terminated SAMs are well organized, the

conformational homogeneity and flexibility of the termi-

nal ethylene glycol groups are not definitely known.

Interestingly (and luckily), 5CB aligns uniformly on

oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAMs supported by

gold films possessing an anisotropic topography (oblique-

ly deposited at 40� measured from normal of the glass

substrate). Furthermore, when supported on obliquely

Fig. 2 Optical appearance (crossed polars) of 5CB sandwiched

between two obliquely deposited gold films with Saran wrap

(12 mm). Both gold films were the direction of gold deposition

parallel to each other. The orientation of the sample relative

to one of the cross polars is indicated below the liquid crystal

image. A schematic representation of the azimuthal orienta-

tion of the liquid crystal with respect to the topography is

shown to the right. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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deposited gold films (Scheme 5B), 5CB aligns in the

azimuthal direction of maximum roughness on tri(ethylene

glycol)-terminated SAM (Scheme 5A), but aligns in the

azimuthal direction of minimum roughness on tetra(eth-

ylene glycol)-terminated SAMs.[15] This result is both

significant and useful. First, it indicates that the oligo-

(ethylene glycol)’s are largely well organized at surface in

contact with an organic phase (5CB) and thus shed light

for the large effort of probing the structure of oligo(eth-

ylene glycol) at surface. Because bare gold films uni-

formly align the nematic phase of 5CB in the azimuthal

direction of minimum roughness, the azimuthal orienta-

tion observed on the surfaces covered with tri(ethylene

glycol)-terminated SAMs suggests that molecular-level

interactions between the SAMs and 5CB are important

in determining the alignment of 5CB. Second, the uni-

form alignment of liquid crystals on these oligo(ethylene

glycol)-terminated monolayers provides a great potential

for combining use of liquid crystals with surfaces that

supports exclusively biospecific interactions.

DETECTION OF PROTEINS BY MASKING
THE TOPOGRAPHY

Because the sizes and dimensions of many proteins (5–

20 nm in their longest dimension) are comparable to the

spatial scale of the nanometer-scale topography of the

obliquely deposited gold films, proteins bound to surfaces

can mask or erase the topography of the surface. The

uniform alignment of liquid crystal, on SAMs not sup-

porting bound protein, can be disrupted by the presence of

bound protein (Scheme 6).[16] The nonuniform alignment

of the liquid crystal is readily distinguished from the

uniform alignment by using polarized light microscopy. It

should be noted that this scheme of detecting proteins

on surface is direct and does not require any secondary

interactant or labeling.

The magnitude of the anisotropy within the topography

of the gold films depends on the oblique angle of deposi-

tion of the gold atoms.[17] At higher oblique angle (mea-

sured from normal of the substrate) of deposition, the

magnitude of the anisotropy between the direction parallel

and perpendicular to the direction of gold deposition is

higher. By bringing the silica substrates closer to the

source of gold for deposition, the end of the substrate that

are farther from the gold source will have a larger oblique

angle than the end of the substrate that are closer to the

gold source (Scheme 4E). Thus a gradient in the anisotropy

of the topography is created across the substrate. With this

gradient in the topography, protein adsorbed on surface

will mask the topography with low anisotropy to greater

extent than the topography with high anisotropy.[10] An

idealized representation of protein adsorbed on surface

with gradient in the topography is shown in Fig. 3A.

Scheme 5 Azimuthal orientation (indicated by arrow) of the uniform planar alignment of 5CB on oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated

SAMs. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 6 Illustration of detection scheme for protein on

nanostructured surfaces by the use of liquid crystals. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Fig. 3B shows optical images of liquid crystal cell

comprised of 5CB in contact with protein BSA adsorbed

on gold film (7 cm in length) with gradient in topography.

Two distinct regions are observed in Fig. 3B. First, in

regions of the gold film deposited at 56� (gold thickness of

�13 nm), BSA masks the topography of the surface

resulting in nonuniform alignment of the liquid crystal.

When the alignment of the liquid crystal is nonuniform,

there is little modulation in the optical appearance of the

liquid crystal when it is rotated between crossed polar-

izers. Second, in regions of the gold film deposited at 63�
(gold thickness of �7 nm), the liquid crystals are

uniformly oriented in contact with BSA on the surface.

While the liquid crystal image is distinct in either region

of the surface, the presence of the adsorbed BSA is

confirmed by ellipsometry.[10] This result suggests that

protein (BSA) adsorption on surface sufficiently masks

the region of low anisotropy causing a nonuniform align-

ment of 5CB. But the topography of the gold film with

high anisotropy is sufficiently pronounced that adsorption

of BSA can no longer mask the topography that orients the

liquid crystal. Furthermore, it indicates that the topog-

raphy of the gold film can be adjusted by choosing

particular angles of deposition for optimal reporting of the

presence of protein on nanostructured surfaces.

This gradual change in the liquid crystal orientation

represents continuous transformations in the orderliness,

uniformity, and symmetry across the solvent structure at

the interface. The essence of this transformation is de-

monstrated by the artwork by M.C. Escher (Fig. 3C). It is

worth noting that while the artwork itself does not bear

any specific scientific implication, the idea behind tran-

scends across multiple areas in science from liquid crys-

tal orientation on nanostructured surfaces (demonstrated

here) to proposed Kibble mechanism in cosmology.[18]

PROTEIN BINDING VIA NTA–Ni(II)
HIS-TAG COMPLEXATION

Immobilization of oriented proteins and rapid detection of

specific binding events on surfaces are two key challenges

for surface-based proteomics tools. Conventional surface-

based protein assays such as enzyme-link immunoassays

(ELISA) have typically relied upon rudimentary surface

chemistries, such as the use of hydrophobic surfaces to

promote antibody adsorption.[19] Adsorption of BSA is also

often used to minimize nonspecific adsorption. The

nanometer-scale structure of surfaces used in conventional

surface-based proteins assays is not typically controlled.

Recently, however, advances have been reported on both

fronts. First, surfaces with well-defined chemical func-

tionalities have been reported for biological studies.

These surfaces use self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of

o-functionalized alkanethiols on gold to oligo(ethylene

glycol)[13] or polyol groups[20] that have been demonstrated

to resist nonspecific protein adsorption and cell attach-

ment. Second, preparation of surfaces with anisotropic

nanometer-scale topography and the opportunities of using

this topography in combination with liquid crystals on

biological assays have also been reported.[12,21,22]

Fig. 3 (A) Schematic representation of protein bound on surface with gradient topography. The extent of masking of the topography is

indicated above the image. (B) Optical appearance (crossed polars) of liquid crystal sandwiched between two gold films supporting

BSA. Both gold films were deposited at an angle of incidence that changes from 56.5� to 63.5� across the length of the slide. The image

shows the entire length of a microscope slide. (C) The artwork ‘‘transformation’’ by M.C. Escher. (From Ref. [10].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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The regulation of proteins in cell signaling pathways

often involves activation or deactivation. Activation, such

as phosphorylation, enables specific binding events be-

tween proteins that ultimately regulate cellular processes.

Mitogen-activated and extracellular signal-related protein

kinase (MEK) is one of such proteins in cell signaling

pathways [mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cas-

cade].[23,24] Detection and characterization of MEK are of

substantial interest in cell biology. Here a general immo-

bilization scheme is used to tether MEK on nanostructured

surfaces, and liquid crystals are used to detect its presence

on surface and further binding activities with antibodies.

Many immobilization schemes have been developed to

afford oriented protein on surfaces.[25–27] The immobili-

zation of protein on SAMs is guided by past work of Sigal

et al.[28] This general scheme is based on the use of mixed

SAMs presenting nitrilotriacetic (NTA) (1) and tri(eth-

ylene glycol) (2) (Fig. 4). Nitrilotriacetic was used be-

cause, when complexed with Ni(II) ions via a tetravalent

chelate, the NTA–Ni(II) complex can specifically bind

proteins that present a sequence of six histidines (His-tag)

at the amino end of the protein. His-tags are commonly

incorporated into the amino end of the primary sequence

of recombinant proteins to facilitate purification by metal-

affinity chromatography.[29] The tri(ethylene glycol)-ter-

minated alkanethiol, 2, functions as a diluent of the NTA-

terminated alkanethiol to prevent nonspecific protein

adsorption. With a background surface of ethylene glycols,

all proteins bound to the surface were immobilized either

by complexation to NTA–Ni(II) or by specific binding to

the immobilized His-tag protein.

His-tag MEK were first immobilized on gold films that

possessed nanometer-scale topography and presented

mixed SAMs formed from 1 and 2 [following chelation

of the Ni(II) with the surface]. Because the chelation

of Ni(II) ions by 1 within the mixed monolayer is a

requirement for specific binding of the His-tag MEK, a

control experiment was conducted by binding of His-tag

MEK to mixed SAMs without Ni(II) ions. Because the

sensitivity of liquid crystal to bound protein can be en-

hanced by decreasing the anisotropic topography within

a gold film (achieved by decreasing the oblique angle

of deposition of gold film),[17] gold films prepared by ob-

lique deposition at a low angle (30� from normal) were

used. Mixed SAMs formed with low percentages of the

NTA-terminated alkanethiols (5% 1 and 95% of 2 in

ethanol) were used to afford a low surface coverage of

NTA so that two experiments are aimed to detect differ-

ence as a result of small amount of protein specifically

immobilized on surface.

 

 

 

Fig. 4 General scheme for immobilization of proteins on mixed SAMs formed from NTA-terminated alkanethiols, 1, and tri(ethylene

glycol)-terminated alkanethiols, 2. Each nitrilotriacetic acid group on the SAM chelates a Ni(II) ion, which is subsequently recognized

and bound by the histidine tags of the protein to be immobilized. The histidine-tagged protein functions as a receptor that binds a second

protein. The tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAM resists nonspecific protein adsorption. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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The optical appearances of nematic phases of 5CB

contacted with SAMs-treated NiSO4 and then the His-tag

MEK are shown in Fig. 5A. The optical appearance of

the 5CB was nonuniform and the extent of modulation

of light as the sample was rotated between the cross

polarizers was low confirming that no preferred azimuthal

orientation is present within the sample. In contrast, when

the SAM was treated with deionized water instead of

NiSO4 solution and then His-tag MEK, 5CB assumed a

uniform alignment on the surface. A strong modulation of

the intensity of light was measured as the sample was

rotated between cross-polarizers (Fig. 5B). By comparing

the optical appearance of the liquid crystal in Fig. 5A

and B, the orientation of 5CB is disrupted only when

the surface is treated with both Ni(II) ions and His-tag

MEK. This result indicates that His-tag MEK binds

specifically to the Ni(II) NTA complex within the SAMs.

This conclusion is further supported by the increase of

ellipsometric thickness only after the surface is treated

with both Ni(II) ions and His-tag MEK. Because the size of

MEK is comparable to the scale of the topography on the

obliquely deposited gold films, bound His-tag MEK masks

the topography of the surface from the liquid crystal, thus

resulting in nonuniform alignment of the liquid crystal.

SPECIFIC BINDING OF ANTIBODIES TO
IMMOBILIZED PROTEINS

To investigate the binding activity of the immobilized

MEK on surface, specific anti-MEK immunoglobulin G

(IgG) and nonspecific streptavidin immunoglobulin G

(IgG) were used as model binding partners of MEK to

demonstrate the possibility of using liquid crystals to

detect binding events on surfaces that involve MEK. The

presence of a second protein bind to the immobilized

receptor will mask the nanometer-scale topography to

greater extent. Fig. 6 demonstrates a schematic represen-

tation of changes in the topography upon binding of an

antibody to the immobilized protein. Because the liquid

crystal is sensitive to the magnitude of the anisotropy

in the topography, the alignment of liquid crystal on

surfaces supporting bound proteins can be made uniform

by increasing the anisotropy of the topography on the

surface. Whereas gold films deposited at an angle of 30�
provide an anisotropic topography that is facile for

reporting bound MEK using liquid crystal, gold films

deposited at 40� instead of 30� are used to obtain uniform

alignment of liquid crystal on the surface with MEK

present. On these gold films, mixed SAMs with higher

Fig. 5 Optical images (crossed polarizers) of nematic 5CB supported on MEK-treated mixed SAMs (1/2: 20/80 in ethanol) on gold

films obliquely deposited at 30�. The mixed SAMs were incubated in either (A) 50 mM NiSO4 or (B) deionized water for 2 hr prior to

incubation in 0.5 mM of His-tag MEK for 5 hr. The mixed SAMs supported on the anisotropic gold films were aligned with the direction

of minimum roughness on each surface parallel to each other. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of changes in the surface topography due to binding of an antibody to immobilized His-tag MEK on a

SAM supported on a surface possessing nanometer-scale topography. The approximate topography of the surface supporting the bound

protein is indicated by the dashed line. (From Ref. [15].)
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surface density of NTA (1/2: 20/80 in ethanol) were used

to investigate the orientational response of liquid crystal

to IgG bound to His-tag MEK immobilized on the surface.

After incubating the SAMs in His-tag MEK (0.1 mM

in PBS, pH 7.2) for 2 hr, ellipsometric measurement

indicated a thickness of �1.9 nm of MEK. In contrast, a

layer of MEK having a thickness of only �0.9 nm was

bound to SAMs presenting low density of NTA (1/2: 5/95

in ethanol). Next, substrates immobilized with MEK were

incubated with solutions containing either anti-MEK IgG

(0.5 mM) or antistreptavidin IgG (0.5 mM) for 5 hr.

Fig. 7A shows the optical textures of nematic 5CB in

contact with immobilized His-tag MEK on gold obliquely

deposited at 40�. A strong modulation in the intensity of

light was observed as the sample was rotated between

crossed polarizers, indicating a largely uniform planar

alignment of the liquid crystal. With the ellipsometric

thickness of 1.9 ± 0.5 nm of MEK bound on surface, this

result shows that this amount of immobilized MEK is not

sufficient to mask the influence of the topography of the

gold film (obliquely deposited at 40�) on the orientation of

the liquid crystal.

Whereas 5CB on surfaces presenting immobilized His-

tag MEK that was treated anti-MEK IgG (�150 kD)

assumed nonuniform orientations with little modulation of

the intensity of polarized light (Fig. 7B), a control ex-

periment in which antistreptavidin IgG was used instead

of anti-MEK IgG yielded a liquid crystal with a uniform

alignment (Fig. 7C). Ellipsometric measurement con-

firmed the increase of thickness only when specific anti-

MEK IgG is used. Whereas surfaces with immobilized

MEK treated with anti-MEK IgG showed an increase of

�3.3±1 nm in thickness, no increase in thickness was

detected after treatment with antistreptavidin IgG. Both

of the experiments showed that the results are consistent

with the specific binding between the immobilized MEK

and the anti-MEK IgG in solution. Furthermore, specific

binding of the second protein (anti-MEK IgG) sufficiently

masks the topography of gold films obliquely deposited

at a higher angle (40�) and thus is readily reported by

the nonuniform orientation of liquid crystal.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental procedures such as organic synthesis,

gold deposition, ellipsometry, and AFM measurements

are well documented in the referenced literatures. How-

ever, the unique experimental procedures pertaining to

protein binding assays using liquid crystals in this work

bear a beauty of brevity and are described here. Scheme 7

demonstrates a four-step procedure that completes an

assay of protein binding starting from surface preparation.

An example is shown below.

Mixed SAMs of 1 and 2 (prepared from 5% of 1 and

95% of 2 in ethanol) was immersed in 50 mM of NiSO4

Fig. 7 Optical images (crossed polarizers) of nematic 5CB supported on MEK-treated mixed SAMs (1/2: 20/80 in ethanol) on gold

films obliquely deposited at 40� that were exposed to PBS solution containing the following proteins prior to contact with nematic

5CB: (A) His-tag MEK, (B) His-tag MEK and anti-MEK IgG, and (C) His-tag MEK and antistreptavidin IgG. The schematic

representation of the protein binding events is shown to the left of the liquid crystal images. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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for 2 hr (Scheme 7A) and then incubated the rinsed

surfaces in PBS containing 0.5 mM of His-tag MEK for 5

hr (Scheme 7B). Upon removal of the samples from

contact with the His-tag MEK, the surfaces were rinsed

with PBS buffer (pH 8.2). Two substrates with immobi-

lized protein (or treated with second protein) were spaced

with a Saran wrap (12 mm) to create a liquid crystal optical

cell. Nematic 5CB was injected into the cell at a

temperature above the nematic–isotropic transition by

capillary motion (Scheme 7C). Last, the cell was placed

under a polarizing microscope, and the texture of the 5CB

was examined and analyzed.

CONCLUSION

In summary, using liquid crystal in combination with

SAMs supported on nanostructured gold films, protein

binding events can be readily detected without using

secondary protein reporter or any labeling. Several unique

characters make the use of liquid crystals with nano-

structured gold films power for biological studies. First,

the liquid crystal is sensitive to both the nanometer-

scale topography and the molecular details of the organic

monolayer on surface. Second, the liquid crystal can be

masked from the nanometer-scale topography by the pre-

sence of surface-bound protein. Third, the anisotropy of

the nanometer-scale topography can be adjusted by

varying the angle of oblique deposition. Fourth, the com-

bination of liquid crystal and nanostructured surfaces is

completely compatible with sophisticated surface chem-

istry (mixed ethylene glycol monolayer) that prevents

nonspecific protein adsorption and supports biospecific

interactions. Fifth, by increasing the anisotropy of the

topography of the nanostructured surfaces, multiple bio-

specific protein binding events can be detected. Together,

these results suggest that nanostructured surfaces support-

ing biospecific interactions combined with liquid crystals

form the basis of a general and facile method for detecting

protein binding events on surfaces directly.
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Low-Dielectric Constant Materials for
On-Chip Applications

Robert D. Miller
Advanced Organic Materials, K17F, IBM Almaden Research Center, San Jose, California, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

While the prefix nano- became the scientific buzzword
for the last decade of the 20th century, nanotechnology
has become the technology driver for the 21st.
Although nanotechnology really means the ability to
fabricate and control functioning structures integrated
over size scales ranging from nanometers to centi-
meters, ‘‘smaller’’ has captured the imagination of
the public and funding agencies.

The semiconductor industry is an example built on
the foundations of nanotechnology. Integrated semi-
conductor devices have become progressively smaller
to improve performance and accommodate an increase
in functional density. This obsession has driven the
industry for the last 30–40 yr. As device densities
increase and component dimensions shrink, the rela-
tive effect of the on-chip wiring on performance
progressively increases. Many performance issues can
be ameliorated by the introduction of low-k insulators
as replacements for silicon dioxide, thus stimulating a
flurry of interest in these materials.

In this review, we have focused on the need for new
low-k insulators, the timing for introduction of new
materials and processes, the chemical nature of the
dielectrics and methods of application, the role of
porosity in future dielectric insulators and we end with
opportunities beyond porous materials. We have tried
to focus on the new materials and chemistry; the
review does not deal extensively with the characteriza-
tion and integration of low-k films, except in the con-
text of current integration processes and concerns.
The topic of the review is particularly timely given
the key role that new materials will play in evolution-
ary complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) device performance and the fact that the first
truly low-k materials are just now appearing in volume
chip manufacturing.

BACKGROUND

For many years, semiconductor manufactures have
produced new generations of products according to
Moore’s Law, which states that device densities on

chips should approximately double every 18–24mo.[1]

Fig. 1 shows a relative size comparison for a number
of common objects. Scaling in semiconductors has
required a continuous reduction in device dimensions.
The transistors and other active electronic devices are
integrated into the substrate (usually silicon) and are
connected with each other and to the outside world
by a myriad of on-chip wiring. This interconnect
wiring, on-chip insulation, and local packaging is
often referred to as the back-end-of-the-line (BEOL),
while the active devices on the substrate constitute
the front-end-of-the-line (FEOL) portion of the chip.
Advanced chips many contain hundreds of millions
of active devices with the interconnect wiring distribu-
ted over 8–10 vertical wiring levels and approaching
10,000m in cumulative length. All of this is integrated
on chips with 1–3 cm2 total surface area. A typical
BEOL configuration is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 shows a number of chip cross-
sections from some commercial processor chips. Both
Figs. 2 and 3 also show an actual IBM seventh genera-
tion CMOS microprocessor from which the insulating
oxide has been removed to reveal the copper BEOL
wiring.

As device dimensions decrease and device densities
increase, chip performance degrades owing to signal
delays and cross talk between the conductor lines.
Signal propagation delays are characterized by the
product of metal resistance times the capacitance of
the lines (RC), which has the dimensions of time.[2]

Various equations describing the signal delays and
power consumption are shown in Fig. 4. The RC delay
depends on the resistivity of the wiring metallurgy, the
dielectric constant(s) of the insulating media, and the
dimensions and configuration of the metal lines. The
relatively recent change in metallurgy from aluminum
to copper has reduced the resistivity of the metal by
about 30%, providing a significant improvement in
performance.[3] Copper metallurgy is now standard
for advanced logic devices and will remain so for the
foreseeable future. The difficulty in gas phase etching of
copper has necessitated the development of polishing
processes [chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)] to
planarize metallized structures. Such an integration
technique is known as a damascene process and can
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be further characterized as either single or dual damas-
cene (Fig. 5) depending on whether the lines and layer-
connecting vias are processed separately or together.[4]

Further examination of Fig. 4 shows that the dielectric
constant of the on-chip insulating media has a strong
influence on both signal delays and power consump-
tion. Until the end of the last decade, this insulator

was invariably SiO2 with a dielectric constant ranging
from 3.9 to 4.2 depending on the deposition and/or
processing technique. Signal delays and power con-
sumption are currently driving the search for low-k
alternatives to SiO2. The replacement of silicon dioxide
has proved much more difficult than anticipated. For
example, the International Technology Roadmap for

Fig. 1 Relative size comparison of common objects.

Fig. 2 (A) IBM CMOS seventh generation microprocessor with silicon dioxide insulator removed. (B) Schematic of on-chip
BEOL wiring showing insulator and wiring levels. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Semiconductors (ITRS) predicted in 1999 that the
90 nm device generation would employ insulators with
dielectric constants between 1.3 and 1.4 in 2005
(Table 1). Reality is that current 90 nm production
node uses insulators with dielectric constants around
3.0[5] and the revised 2004 ITRS roadmap predicted
porous materials with k < 2.4 at 65 nm in 2007.[6] In
fact, the situation has changed again with most of
the industry targeting a bulk dielectric k value of 2.7
(nonporous) for the 65 nm node and the first introduc-
tion of porous materials at the 45 nm node (k ¼ 2.2–2.4)
projected for production in 2009–2010.

LOW-k DIELECTRIC INSULATORS

Table 2 shows the types of materials that have been
auditioned as replacements for silicon dioxide at
various times. On the right hand side of the table are

Fig. 3 Cross-section micrographs of commercial microprocessor chips; (center) schematic for BEOL wiring levels. (View this art
in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 RC delay and power consumption as a function of
BEOL wiring capacitance. (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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a set of challenging integration properties that have
evolved primarily from the extensive use of SiO2. The
materials in the table may be roughly divided into
two classes: 1) those materials that are more inorganic
in nature represented primarily by cross-linked orga-
nosilicates and 2) organic materials represented by var-
ious high-temperature organic polymers (polyarylenes,

polyarylene ethers, and polyazoles). The former have
good electrical and thermal properties, but are fragile
and prone to cracking, while the later are tough but
soft with higher thermal coefficients of expansion
and lower thermal stabilities. While initially both
classes of materials were considered as candidates,
the current situation is that the inorganic materials

Fig. 5 Damascene processing for Cu interconnects; CMP is used for planarization of deposited metal (A), single damascene
processing (B), and dual damascene (line and via) procedure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 ITRS BEOL Roadmap evolution from 1999 to 2003
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have currently moved to the forefront and will be
very difficult to displace. The difficulty in finding an
acceptable replacement for silicon dioxide has placed
a premium on dielectric extendibility i.e., maintaining
a very similar elemental composition albeit with pro-
gressively decreasing dielectric constants for sub-
sequent device generations. There is no true dielectric
extendibility without embracing the concept of porosity,
which brings with it a new set of materials problems
(e.g., pore size and distribution, poor mechanical
properties, reduced thermal conductivity, and con-
tamination issues). The only common dense organic
polymers with dielectric constants in the 2.0–2.2 range
are heavily fluorinated (e.g., Teflon and Teflon-AF).
The presence of substantial amounts of fluorine
bound to carbon causes thermal issues (temperatures
>400�C) particularly in the presence of common
interconnect metallurgy (Cu, Ta, TaN, W, etc.). For
this reason, the use of porous materials eventually
seems inevitable, although the industry will delay
implementation as long as possible, certainly until
the 45 nm technology node. In addition to the stan-
dard integration issues shown in Table 1, there are
a number of porosity-specific integration criteria:

e.g., pores must be small relative to minimum device
dimensions, the pore distribution should be uniform,
the porous surfaces must be uniformly covered by
added integration layers (caps, hardmasks, etch bar-
riers, liners, etc.), contaminant uptake must be mini-
mized and localized, the materials must show high
strength and toughness under low density conditions,
and others. Given the requirements, it is little wonder
that the introduction of any new low-k materials and
porous materials in particular into products has been
progressively delayed.

CVD vs. Spin-on

Dielectric materials can also be classified according to
their method of application. In this regard, materials
can either be deposited from the gas phase by CVD
or plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PE-
CVD) or by spin-on techniques. Gas phase techniques
were the mode of application of silicon dioxide and
capital accumulation in semiconductor manufacturing
heavily favors this technique for future low-k materi-
als. On the other hand, spin-on techniques are well

Table 2 Material candidates for replacement of silicon dioxide BEOL insulator and

integration requirements required based on the use of silicon dioxide on-chip insulators

No single candidate meets all requirements.

Dielectric material k

Silicon dioxide

Fluorosilicate glass (FSG)

Polyimides

HSSQ

Diamond-like carbon (DLC)

Carbon-doped oxide/SiCOH

Parylene N

Benzocyclobutenes

Fluorinated polyimides

MSSQ

Polyarylene ethers

Polyarylenes

Fluorinated DLC (F-DLC)

Parylene-F4

Fluoropolymers

Porous organics

Xerogels (silica)

Mesoporous silica

Porous HSSQ/MSSQ

Thermal stability to 450ºC

Dielectric constant < 3.0 (dense)

                               < 2.2 (porous)

High Tg

Low moisture absorption

Good adhesion (caps hardmasks

liners, substrates, etc.)

Good mechanical properties

Chemical compatibility (no reaction with

metallurgy, liners, etc.)

Solvent resistance

Compatibility with CMP

High etch selectivity

Reasonable shelf life

Environmental compliance

Low cost

Pores sizes <1/10 of minimum features

3.9–4.5

3.3–4.0

3.1–3.4

2.9–3.2

2.7–3.4

2.8–3.2

2.6–2.7

2.5–2.9

2.6–2.8

2.7–2.9

2.6–2.7

2.4–2.8

2.4–2.5

1.9–2.1

2.1–2.2

2.0–2.3

2.0–2.2

1.4–2.2

2.7

Integration requirements

vs.
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established and are currently used primarily for the
application of liquid photoresists. Generally speaking,
the equipment costs for CVD processes are higher, but
the materials costs are lower than for spin-on applica-
tions. The CVD processes have already been adopted
at the 90 nm node (k � 3.0)[5] and provide the strongest
candidates for the 65 nm node (k � 2.7). These materi-
als will not be significantly porous. The first appear-
ance of porous materials will be at the 45 nm node
and even there only at the levels where low-k materials
provide the maximum performance benefits. Table 3
shows some typical CVD dielectric precursors. Most
viable candidates contain the elements of C, H, O,
and Si.

When oxygen is not present in the precursors, it is
usually introduced in the form of a plasma oxidant
e.g., oxygen, N2O, H2O2, CO2, etc. The film products
have complicated cross-linked structures comprised
of rings and chains and are known collectively as
carbon-doped oxides (CDO) or SiCOH materials. The
dielectric constants and 3-D structures can be tuned to

some degree by varying the plasma and deposition
conditions. Depending on the tool supplier and mono-
mer(s) employed, the dielectric products are designated
by various vendor names, e.g., Aurora (ASM), Black
Diamond (Applied Materials), and Coral (Novellus).
Some common CVD precursors are shown in Table 3,
each with its own champion. In spite of the availability
of spin-on candidates for k ¼ 2.6–3.0, including
polyarylene ethers (VELOX, Schumacher/Air Pro-
ducts,[7] and Flare, Honeywell)[8] and polyarylenes
(SiLK, Dow Chemical),[9] CVD-deposited CDO mate-
rials will dominate both the 90 and 65 nm device
generation nodes.[6] While the electrical and thermal
properties of CVD-deposited CDO materials can be
excellent, the mechanical properties are less so—a
situation that will be exacerbated by the transition
from dense to porous materials. Fortunately, critical
mechanical properties such as modulus, fracture
toughness, and fracture energy can often be improved
by postdeposition e-beam or UV treatment.[10]

Such postdeposition treatment becomes essential for

Table 3 Common chemical vapor deposition (CVD) precursors to carbon-doped oxide films: 3-TMS
monomer requires an oxidizing coreagent (e.g., N2O) to produce Si–O–Si bonds in film
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porous materials regardless of the mode of application
(vide infra).

Mechanical Properties

Fracture energies, fracture toughness, and cohesive
energies are important parameters related to the
mechanical properties of the film.[11] For fragile mate-
rials such as organosilicates, they are related to the
formation and propagation of devastating cracks.
However, measurement of fracture energies, fracture
toughness, and cohesive energies is not trivial, often
requires specialized equipment, and is time consuming
and tedious. For this reason, the film modulus is often
used as a predictor of mechanical properties. Modulus
together with film stress are important contributors
to the mechanical properties of thin films. Fracture
toughness, fracture energy, and modulus are inter-
related as shown below in Fig. 6. Modulus is the easiest
of these properties to measure in thin, constrained
films. The most widespread measurement technique is
nanoindentation, which produces values for both the
modulus and the hardness.[12] This technique can,
however, result in inaccurate values for very thin films,
is prone to substrate effects, and is less applicable for
fragile and crushable materials. More recently, surface
acoustical wave spectroscopy (SAWS) has been used to
study film properties in constrained systems, particu-
larly for very thin films.[13] The numbers from SAWS
measurements are almost always lower than those gen-
erated by nanoindentation, sometimes significantly so.
The actual difference in the modulus values measured
by the two techniques also depends on the structure
and composition of the films. Techniques for the com-
plete characterization of thin film insulators (thermal,
mechanical, and electrical), both dense and porous,

have been recently reviewed by Maex et al.[14] and will
not be discussed in detail here.

POROUS MATERIALS

The transition from dense to porous materials is
inevitable for dielectric constants less than 2.4. Porous
spin-on materials have a longer history starting with
silica aerogels (formed by solvent extraction with super-
critical CO2)

[15] and evolving to xerogels where the
solvent occupying the pores is removed by successive
solvent exchange and careful thermal processing.[16]

Higher boiling solvents have also been trapped in films
that are cross-linked with gas phase catalysts (e.g.,
NH3) and serve ultimately as pore generators.[17] For
silica xerogels, porosities of 70–80% are common and
dielectric constants of <2.0 have been demonstrated,
although the mechanical properties are quite poor.
One problem with silica matrices, aside from the high
dielectric constant of the dense matrix, is that they tend
to be hydrophilic, leading to the uptake of water and
other polar contaminants during processing. A poten-
tial solution to this problem is post-porosity silyla-
tion[18] (hexamethyldisilazane is often utilized) to
passivate the reactive sites. For this job, many reagents
have been auditioned in the gas phase, in solution, or
dissolved in supercritical CO2. The lack of surface ten-
sion effects in supercritical fluids (SCFs) allows the
reagents to be introduced into small features without
difficulty.[19] Silylation, particularly with multifunc-
tional reagents, can also lead to improved mechanical
properties of porous films. An alternative approach to
the formation of porous hydrophobic materials is to
substitute more hydrophobic monomers such as methyl
triethoxysilane for tetraethyl orthosilicate either com-
pletely or in mixture in the sol–gel process. The result
is the formation of an intrinsically more hydrophobic
matrix (vide infra).

Porosity Without Added Pore Generators

In general, there are many ways of introducing poros-
ity into thin films. A number of them can be used to
generate nanoporous organic and inorganic films.
These techniques may be roughly divided into those
that do not require sacrificial pore generators (poro-
gens) and those that do. Without porogens, the
amount of porosity that can be introduced is limited
although k values down to 2.2 seem to be attainable
in some cases. There are a number of techniques that
can be used to generate porosity without adding a
sacrificial porogen. A noncomprehensive list would
include: 1) introduction of free volume into the films
via the use of large and poorly packing substituents;[20]

Fig. 6 Mechanical properties of constrained thin films;
(insert) four-point blending technique for measurement of
fracture energies (G).
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2) the use of SCFs, which dissolve in and plasticize the
films such that nucleation sites can be produced to
introduce nanoscopic porosity;[21] 3) the generation
of particles with a predetermined shape and reactive
functionality on the particle surface, which can subse-
quently be sintered to produce a matrix containing
interstitial volume;[22] 4) the incorporation of particles
containing meso and/or microporosity already into a
reactive matrix followed by sintering to incorporate
the particle into the matrix;[23] and 5) assembly of
porous yet shape-persistent particles into a contiguous
array to introduce porosity. Some of these techniques
have been applied for the generation of both organic
and inorganic porous films. For example, recently
route (1) has been auditioned for the generation of
thermally stable organic polymer films and dielectric
constants as low as 2.4 have been demonstrated.
Amorphous nanoporous polymer films have been pro-
duced using polyimides and supercritical CO2 at high
temperatures, although the procedure has yet to be
demonstrated for thin films of <10 mm using route
(2). There are a number of porous organosilicate mate-
rials where the porosity is introduced by the interstitial
packing of preformed functionalized particles. These
particles can be composed of primarily surface functio-
nalized silica or more hydrophobic versions containing
substituted organosilicate particles. Using this techni-
que, dielectric constants as low as 2.2 have been
reported without the need for sacrificial porogens.
This technique is capable of producing films with
reasonable mechanical properties that can be further
improved by post-porosity treatment.

Porosity Through Addition of Sacrificial
Pore Generators

A large amount of effort has been devoted to the gen-
eration of porosity by the removal of a sacrificial pore
generator (porogen). Using such an approach, sub-2.0
dielectric constants may be realized. This approach is
applicable both for CVD and spin-on materials. The
porogens may be small molecules, aggregates, oligo-
mers or organic polymers; they can be chemically
attached to the matrix[24] or not, but they must be
easily removed without destroying the matrix material.
This removal may be thermal, initiated by ionizing
radiation, photochemically induced, or employ some
combination of techniques. Removal of the porogens
must be delayed until the mechanical properties of
the matrix are developed (thermosetting resins) and
can resist the potentially pore-collapsing capillary
forces associated with the formation of the voids.

Early entries into the nanoporous polymer dielec-
tric arena included porous organic polymers such
as polyimides,[25] polyarylene ethers [Velox-ELK,

Schumacher,[26] and GXP-3 (Honeywell)], polyarylenes
(SiLK, Dow Chemical),[27] and others. With the excep-
tion of the polyimides, all viable candidates utilize
thermosetting resins. The most advanced material is
SiLK Y from Dow Chemical, which uses a polyarylene
matrix and a thermally labile polymeric porogen.[27]

While organic polymers can be thermally stable and
are often quite tough, they are intrinsically soft and
have higher expansion coefficients than inorganic-like
materials. For these reasons, the industry has moved
to organosilicates and the organic polymers have been
utilized mainly in building hybrid structures[28]

containing both inorganic and organic polymeric
dielectrics—a compromise structure designed to miti-
gate the deficiencies of both material classes.

Porous organosilicates derived from porogens have
received considerable attention and have recently been
realized in CVD processes by the incorporation of
small molecule porogens, often terpene derivatives or
other unsaturated hydrocarbons.[29] Although the
number of porous CVD candidates and amount of
accumulated data lag far behind the spin-on materials
currently, a number of strong CVD candidates have
arisen for the 45 nm technology node, which likely will
utilize a material with dielectric constant in the 2.4–2.5
range. The history and options for porous organosili-
cates from spin-on materials are much more numerous.
Porogens for spin-on organosilicates include small
molecules,[30] polymers with various molecular archi-
tectures, amphiphilic block copolymers (vide infra),
cross-linked nanoparticles,[31] and amphiphilic core
shell materials that behave like nanoparticles without
the need for extensive cross-linking.[32]

There is extensive literature on the formation of
mesoporous films (defined by IUPAC convention
as pores ranging from 2–50 nm in size) using self-
organized amphiphiles to template the hydrolytic
condensation of reactive monomers such as tetraethyl-
orthosilicate.[33] For these examples, the templating
surfactants have included cationic materials, nonionic
amphiphiles, amphiphilic block copolymers, and
others. Regular structures can be produced in this
manner and the process is adaptable to both spin
and dip coating. In these cases, the structure is pro-
duced by evaporation-induced self-assembly and the
hydrolytic process is templated by the organized struc-
tures. Calcination ultimately produces pores and the
pore size can be tuned to some extent by the amphi-
phile. Such a process has recently been demonstrated
with hydrophobic alkoxysilane monomers, obviating
the need for post-porosity treatment characteristic of
porous silica.[34] An interesting variant of this tem-
plated condensation uses preorganized block copoly-
mer films, which are subsequently phase-selectively
mineralized with hydrolyzing organosilicate monomers
and water in SCCO2.

[35] The catalyst is selectively
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incorporated into the hydrophilic phase and the struc-
ture of the organized block copolymer is maintained
upon mineralization. Also, recently it has been demon-
strated that low-k porous films could be generated
from colloidal zeolite nanocrystals produced using tem-
plating surfactants under hydrothermal conditions.[36]

Upon calcination of thin films of solution-spun nano-
crystals, low-k materials with surprising mechanical
properties are formed.

Amorphous, randomly oriented porous organosili-
cates can also be produced using porogen molecules.
For any sacrificial porogen process, the decomposition
of the porogen must occur after the matrix has devel-
oped enough strength to resist the capillary forces
associated with pore generation. These thermally labile
porogens are often oligomers or polymers. A variety of
thermosetting organosilcates have been employed.
Many organosilicates are hydrolysate-condensates
produced from alkyl- and aryl-substituted silane
monomers. The most common candidates have been
silsesquioxanes (SSQs, RSiO1.5)n produced by acidic
hydrolysis of appropriately substituted monomers.[37]

These structurally complex materials are available in
a variety of structures and molecular weights, depend-
ing on the hydrolysis conditions. In general, these
materials may be thermally cured to produce organo-
silicate films with acceptable thermal and electrical
properties. Depending on the substitution, the dielectric
constants of the densified organosilicates can range from
2.8 to 3.3, values substantially lower than those for silicon
dioxide. Invariably, however, these materials form fragile
films, which are prone to cracking, particularly in films
thicker than 1mm. The CVD-deposited CDOs often have
similar elemental compositions, but are muchmore struc-
turally complex. This is obvious in Fig. 7, which shows
solid state 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
tra of a cured, solution-spun MeSSQ material together
with that of a CVD-deposited CDO derived from
octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCATS). Although the
functionality is similar in both cases, the CVDmaterial is
structurally much more complex. Because of the wide
range of deposition parameters available for CVD and
PE-CVD processes (temperature, pressure, reagent flow
rates, plasma power, etc.), films with widely varying
electrical and mechanical properties can be produced
from the same precursor. This is not usually the case
for spin-on materials where composition is fixed and
the processing parameters are limited. NMR[38] and
infrared[39] are the spectroscopic techniques that are most
often used for structural analysis of cross-linked organo-
silicate films.

In general, both solution-spun and CVD-deposited
organosilicates are fragile and must be enhanced by
postcure treatment, usually using e-beams or energetic
UV photons. Mechanical properties become an inte-
gration issue because of damascene processing, chip

dicing, wire bonding, and other processes that require
mechanically robust materials. Other troubling inte-
gration issues for organosilicates include dielectric
damage upon plasma etching and plasma stripping of
the developed photoresist. These issues are exacerbated
in the transition from dense to porous materials. In
spite of these problems, organosilicates are currently
the materials of choice for the 90 nm technology and
beyond.

Nucleation and Growth vs. Templating

The simplest route to the generation of porous, spin-on
organosilicates is a blending approach that involves
mixing the thermosetting organosilicate that will
become the matrix material with the organic porogen.
Such a process is shown in Fig. 8. Although small
molecules such as cyclodextrins[30] have been utilized,
the most common porogen molecules are low-
molecular-weight organic polymers. As most polymer
mixtures are immiscible,[40] the porogen molecule
must be tailored to be compatible with the organosili-
cate before vitrification. This usually requires strong
interactions of the polymer functionality and/or the
chain ends with the end groups of the SSQ prepoly-
mers to prevent macroscopic phase separation.[41] As
a result, low porogen molecular weights and high
end-group functionality are beneficial. For this reason,

Fig. 7 Solid state 29Si NMR spectra for organosilicate insu-
lators: (A) spin-on methyl silsesquioxane spectra, sample

cured to 425 C; (B) PE-CVD-deposited CDO derived from
OMCATS.
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stars, dendritic, and hyperbranched homo- and copoly-
mers have been studied in some detail.[42] A require-
ment for the formation of nanoscopic hybrid
domains and porosity is that the porogen must be
either miscible or compatible with the organosilicate
prior to curing. Phase separation must be limited until
significant vitrification of the matrix has occurred,
which limits domain growth (kinetically restricted).
Such a process, where the components are initially
miscible and phase separate after the matrix cures is
called nucleation and growth (N&G), which leads to
random pores, that can be quite small. A large number
of blends that ultimately form porous organosilicates
may be described as N&G processes. Characteristics
of this type of process are random pore distributions
often with irregular shapes and dependence of the pore
size and size distribution on parameters such as

loading level, porogen and resin structure, porogen
molecular weight, film processing conditions, etc.
While N&G can be operationally simple with the right
materials, control of the process is often not.

As mentioned, nucleation and growth formation of
phase-separated nanodomains requires that the poro-
gen be initially miscible in the resin precursor and
phase separate after vitrification. Nanoporous organo-
silicates can also be made by a templating process
using organic nanoparticles. For this, the nanoparticles
must be compatible with the resin precursor, but not
miscible. This usually requires a particle with a corona
shell, which interacts strongly with the matrix precur-
sors. Compatibilized, highly cross-linked nanoparticles
have been prepared by microemulsion polymerization.
These highly cross-linked examples have been used as
porogens with SSQ precursors and nanoporous films

Fig. 8 Blending scheme for the spin-on generation of organosilicate nanohybrids and nanoporous thin films; oganosilicate resin
and miscible/compatible porogen are mixed in a suitable spinning solvent. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Templating particle-like behavior
from core-shell amphiphiles with minimal

cross-linking; hydrophobic core collapses
in polar media but the particles are compa-
tibilized by corona substitution to prevent
aggregation; (top left) a schematic of a

classic top-down approach to cross-linked
nanoparticles by microemulsion polymeri-
zation. (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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with dielectric constants as low as k ¼ 2.0 have been
demonstrated. Shipley has been sampling such materi-
als for some time under the name of Zirkon.[31]

The porosity in these samples seems to be randomly
dispersed throughout the film and is sub-4 nm—a
significant achievement using microemulsion polymer-
ization techniques.

Recently it has been demonstrated that extensive
cross-linking of organic nanoparticles is not always
necessary for templating the condensation of organo-
silicates. In this regard, core–shell polymeric unimole-
cular amphiphiles with little or no cross-linking
have been exercised as porogens in organosilicate
thermosetting resins.[32] These materials are basically
core-shell block copolymer amphiphiles where the
hydrophobic core collapses in the presence of the poly-
mer SSQ prepolymer, but aggregation is prevented by
the polar, compatibilizing corona. This concept is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 9. The core for the
templating nanoparticle was polystyrene (anionic poly-
merization) while the corona was a polyethylene glycol
(PEG) methacrylate shell (formed by atom transfer
polymerization from the end-functionalized multiarm
(20–40 arms) stars. A significant result for the tem-
plated polymerization is that one particle produces
one pore (loading levels <30wt.%) and that the size
and shape of the pore is determined by the porogen
molecule itself. A further distinguishing feature is that
over a porogen range from 5% to 35%, the pore sizes
are essential constant and only the number density
changes. This is a significant difference relative to
N&G processes. Fig. 10 shows a comparison of TEM
micrographs for both N&G and templating porogens.
In general, templating processes are easier to control
and depend on fewer material and processing variables
than N&G procedures. The main difficulty seems to be

in the synthetic routes to small particles required for
integration, which are compatible with the matrix
polymers. This is a particular problem when the
core–shell block copolymers are prepared by tandem
polymerization processes. A more successful approach
is surface small molecule or oligomer attachment,
which limits the size of the polar corona. Most bottom-
up procedures are easily applicable for particles in the
10–40nm range while particles <5nm or more than
50nm present more of a synthetic challenge.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, continual evolutionary progress in CMOS
devices with scaling requires progress in imaging techni-
ques and lithographic materials, new high-k materials
for the FEOL transistors, advances in processing, metal-
lurgy, hardmasks, etch stops, liners, and especially low-k
insulators for the BEOL. For the latter, the search
has been driven mainly by the desire to minimize RC
delays and cross talk, although power issues are becom-
ing more important. However, the replacement of silicon
dioxide as the BEOL insulator has proven much more
difficult than anticipated, explaining the dramatic slip
in the schedules as defined by the various ITRS road-
maps. At least 10 years after the realization that low-k
replacements for silicon dioxide could be a major perfor-
mance enhancer for devices beyond the 180nm device
node, people are still arguing whether spin-on or CVD
provides the most versatility for the future. In the short
term, at least for the 90 and 65nm nodes, it appears that
CVD processes have gained the upper hand. Even here,
there is room for some imaginative chemistry in the
development of precursors to address current materials
and integration limitations. For porous materials

Fig. 10 TEM cross-sections of porous MeSSQ films: (A) porosity generated by N&G porogen [poly(propylene glycol)]; (B) por-

osity generated by templation using core-shell amphiphilic stars (polystyrene core–PEG methacrylate corona).
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required for the 45nm node and beyond, there are still
questions that remain, e.g., CVD vs. spin-on how much
porosity, porogen vs. nonporogen approaches, bound
vs. unbound porogens, etc. The key here will be dielectric
extendibility over multiple technology nodes. This
becomes critical because the integration of new materials
is very difficult. It seems likely that CMOS technology
will extend now at least through the 25nm node genera-
tion. Although the use of porous materials seems inevita-
ble, an important question is how much porosity is
necessary for the future and if and when we should gra-
dually change over to the use of air gaps where air consti-
tutes the volume bulk of the dielectric. In this regard, a
number of imaginative schemes directed toward air gap
dielectrics, some of which utilize sacrificial materials have
already appeared.[43]
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INTRODUCTION

Bioconjugation of nanoparticles (NPs)[1–14] is the attach-

ment of specific biological molecules or components to

nanoparticles. The resulting structures represent the con-

volution of biotechnology and nanotechnology, and yield

hybrid materials, processes, and devices that can utilize

both the unique optical and magnetic properties of NPs

and highly selective binding of biological interactions.

The combination of these features can potentially make a

prominent impact in current biomedical technologies, and

possibly in nanoelectronics, microphotonics and related

fields. Antigen and antibody interaction is a naturally oc-

curring immunology interaction of the biological defense

system, and has been widely used as molecular recogni-

tion method for medical diagnostics and detection of

biological threat agents.[15] The bioconjugation of NPs

with antigens and antibodies are interesting and important

as a method for their organization in more complex struc-

tures, and as a pathway to new sensing and imaging tech-

nologies. In the viewpoint of biologically programmed

assembly of nanostructures,[12,16,17] the similarity of sizes

of NP and proteins limits the overall number of affinity

ligands around one semiconductor core to a few proteins

leading to, for instance, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-valent quantum

dots. The practical aspect of NP-antigen/antibody conju-

gation is related to the further development of immuno-

luminescence as a technique that affords highly sensitive

and specific detection of various biological and nonbio-

logical analytes of military and civilian importance.

Colloid gold nanoparticles have been used in labeling

antigens and antibodies as contrasting agents of various

immunoassays;[18–20] however, their sensitivity is limited

by the nature of colorimetric detection. Luminescence

spectroscopy is more sensitive than absorption spectros-

copy because of its substantially better signal-to-noise

ratio. We observed the excited-state dipole–dipole cou-

pling between NPs of different sizes in the constructed

immunocomplex, which results in the excitation energy

transfer from NPs of smaller diameters to those with

bigger diameters, i.e., Förster resonance energy transfer

(FRET). The detection limits of analytical processes

based on FRET can be as low as 10 ppt, with a linear

dynamic range of 0.1–1000 ppb,[21,22] while the utiliza-

tion of antibodies enables the selective detection of

substrates, which may differ only by a few atoms. Highly

luminescent semiconductor NP, or quantum dots, are a

new class of luminescence materials providing a number

of advantages over organic dyes. They can be made in a

single-step synthesis, with precisely controlled size dis-

tribution and tunable emission spectrum. Compared to

organic dyes such as Rhodamine, this new class of lu-

minescent material are 20 times brighter and 100 times

more stable against photobleaching, and one-third as wide

in spectra linewidth.[3] Therefore luminescence nanopar-

ticles will have tremendous potential in biomedical

imaging and diagnostic applications.

Typically, NPs are synthesized by arrested precipita-

tion in the presence of organic molecules strongly coor-

dinating to metal ions, such as thiols or phosphines.[23,24]

The simplified description of the product is a semicon-

ductor core coated with a monolayer of organic molecules

attached to surface metal sites. The core of the NPs is

highly crystalline, which is a prerequisite for strong lumi-

nescence. Many different thiol derivatives may be used for

the stabilization of II–VI nanoparticles. The terminal end

of the thiol can be conveniently used for further func-

tionalization of nanoparticles and for conjugation to bio-

logical molecules by either nonspecific electrostatic ab-

sorption or specific conjugation reactions. Most antigens

and antibodies are proteins, have a number of amino

acids that provide functional groups which can be

chemically conjugated, such as –NH2 (lysine, and N-

terminal), –COOH (aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and C-

terminal), and –SH (cysteine).

The direct NP–protein conjugation method frequently

used is the 1-ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodii-

mide hydrochloride (EDC)/N-hydroxysulfo-succinimide

(sulfo-NHS) reaction (Scheme 1).[20,25–27] NHS-conjugat-

ed proteins have the highest bioactivity among other

conjugates, as established by several comparative stud-

ies.[28–30] The carboxylic acid group of thioglycolic
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acid-stabilized NPs will form amide bond with the primary

amine groups of the protein, or, the amine groups of a

cysteine-stabilized NPs can link to the carboxylic acid

group of protein.

To explore and demonstrate the potential of NP

Bioconjugates, we used EDC/sulfo-NHS reaction to

conjugate different-sized CdTe NPs to two antigen/

antibody systems: 1) bovine serum albumin (BSA) and

anti-BSA IgG (immunoglobulin G)[8] and 2) Brucella suis

and its antibody Bru-38 (Anti-GBa-O side chain). Anti-

gens were conjugated to red-emitting CdTe NPs, while

green-emitting NPs were attached to the corresponding

antibodies. FRET was observed upon the formation of

immunocomplex between the complementary antigens/

antibodies. the competitive inhibition of FRET by unla-

beled antigens was investigated.

METHODOLOGY

The optimized EDC/sulfo-NHS conjugation protocol is as

follows: a reaction mixture containing 0.05 mM CdTe NP,

1.5–2.5 mg/mL antigen or antibody, 0.05 M NHS, and

0.05 M EDC in pH 7.0 PBS buffer was prepared and kept

in room temperature for 2–4 hr, then stored overnight at

4�C. This allows the unreacted EDC to hydrolyze and lose

its activity. After that, a small amount of precipitate is

formed, likely consisting of unconjugated NPs, which are

known to agglomerate and become nonemissive at fairly

low pH. The precipitate (if any) is removed by centrifu-

gation. The stock, ready-to-use solution of the product

was stored at 4�C. Optionally, the conjugates can be

dialyzed with Spectra/Por1 4 membrane with molecular

weight cut-off 12,000–14,000 (Spectrum Laboratories,

Inc.) in pH 7.4 phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove

the small molecules.

The NP bioconjugates were characterized by gel

electrophoresis, gel permeation high-performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC), circular dichroism (CD), fluo-

rescence spectroscopy, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay (ELISA) test. Optical absorption spectra were

obtained on a Hewlett-Packard 8453 diode array spectro-

photometer using 1-cm quartz cuvettes. Fluorolog 3 and

Fluoromax 2 from JY SPEX were used to register the

luminescence spectra. The right-angle registration mode

with no intermediate filters was utilized in all measure-

ments. All FRET experiments were carried out after

centrifugation of the solutions to remove all particles

aggregated as a result of oxidation and coagulation. The

quantum yield of NP luminescence was determined by

using Rhodamine B in ethylene glycol (lmax=580 nm,

quantum yield 1) as a standard as described elsewhere.[7,8]

The luminescence intensity does not decrease even after

the samples were stored for over a month at 4�C. Gel

permeation HPLC experiment was carried out on an HP-

1090-II instrument equipped with Jordi GPC column 500A

with physical dimensions of 300�7.8 mm. Deionized 18

MO water was used as an eluent. The optical adsorption

signal was monitored at 254 nm by a diode array detector.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigate the Formation of NP-BSA and
NP-Anti-BSA Bioconjugates
by Electrophoresis

The native electrophoresis results (Fig. 1, left panel) show

that both NP-conjugated BSA (well 2) and anti-BSA IgG

(well 4) bands become more mobile in the electric field

than the unlabeled biospecific ligands (wells 1 and 3). The

BSA monomer band shifts from the relative marker of 65

Scheme 1 Schematics of the sulfo-NHS/EDC conjugation reaction. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to 47 kDa, which demonstrates that the high negative

charge of the NP and their compactness overcomes the

increase of their mass as a result of labeling. Note that

the commercial BSA shows two other bands at 100 and

150 kDa, corresponding to BSA–BSA dimer and globu-

lins, respectively. This observation agrees with the

specifications of Sigma; these compounds have minor

influence on the biospecific reactions discussed below.

Both of these bands shift synchronously with BSA

monomer to smaller masses after the NP conjugation.

By mixing NP with BSA and IgG without adding coupling

reagents (EDC and sulfo-NHS), no evidence of nonspe-

cific binding was observed in native gel electrophoresis.

The mobility of the proteins in sodium dodecyl

sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

(Fig. 1, center panel) is determined by the mass/charge

ratio of denatured protein chains carrying SDS, which

imparts negative charge to them. Interestingly, the band

positions of NP-labeled and unlabeled proteins virtually

coincide at the 65-kDa marker (Fig. 1, center panel).

Similar to the native gel results, the increase of mass re-

sulting from the addition of NPs to the protein is com-

pensated by the increase of the overall charge density of

the conjugate. Unlike NP-BSA, the SDS-PAGE band of

NP-IgG conjugate remains at 150 kDa, while the free IgG

are mostly broken apart into small molecular weight

fragments as a result of SDS and heating treatment (Fig. 1,

center panel, wells 3–4). Considering the SDS-PAGE

data, we emphasize three factors. 1) Estimates of mole-

cular masses based on gel electrophoresis results can give

erroneous outcomes for bioconjugates from highly

charged NPs. Different experimental techniques must be

used for this purpose. 2) A brief heat treatment (150 sec)

at 96�C was used for the preparation of SDS-PAGE

samples. Because high-temperature denaturation destroys

the tertiary structure of the protein, little nonspecific

binding of NP and BSA is to be expected after that.

Therefore the observation of NP luminescence in the

SDS-PAGE bands demonstrates covalent linkage between

protein and the semiconductor units. 3) Bioconjugation to

NP may increase the stability of antibodies. The relative

intensity of the SDS-PAGE bands indicates that the

conjugated antibodies are more resilient to this temper-

ature than the unlabeled ones. The unlabeled antibodies

(well 3) are mostly broken apart by SDS and heating into

small fragments, showing up as band at 40–50 kDa;

whereas for NP–IgG conjugates, this band has signifi-

cantly lower intensity—the antibody remains mostly

intact. The latter effect was reproduced in several con-

trol experiments.

The direct evidence of the successful conjugation of

CdTe to BSA and IgG can be found from the lumines-

cence analysis of the gel plates. The NP conjugate bands

show strong luminescence, while the free proteins do not

show any detectable signal in the luminescence image

(Fig. 1, right panel). As before,[7] the gel pieces cut out of

the gel plates in the area of the conjugate bands reveal

the luminescence spectra with identical peaks to the ori-

ginal NPs.

Confirm the Formation of NP-BSA and
NP-Anti-BSA Bioconjugates by HPLC

The formation of NP bioconjugates was also confirmed by

HPLC size exclusion chromatography (Fig. 2), which is

Fig. 1 Native and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis of CdTe bioconjugates on 4–20% gradient Tris–HCl precast gels (Bio-Rad). Left panel-

native, stained by Coomassie Blue. Center panel—SDS-PAGE, stained by Coomassie Blue. Right panel—SDS-PAGE, luminescence

image (excitation 360 nm). Wells: 1) BSA; 2) green-emitting NP-BSA; 3) anti-BSA IgG; 4) red-emitting NP-IgG; N) Free CdTe NPs; L)

standard protein ladder, molecular weight are marked on the side in kiloDaltons (kDa). Note that in native electrophoresis, the position

of the band is not linearly proportional to the molecular weight, because of the different charge status of each sample. (From Ref. [8].

Copyright 2002, American Chemical Society.)
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complementary to electrophoresis. The original BSA

revealed three HPLC peaks congruent to the three bands

seen in gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1). Because the species

with higher molecular weight are eluted at shorter

retention times, the observed HPLC peaks at retention

times 7.8, 6.8, and 5.4 min should be attributed to BSA

monomer, BSA dimer, and globilins, respectively. After

conjugation to CdTe, the same three peaks can be seen at

6.5, 5.3, and 4.2 min, all being shifted to higher molecular

weight, as expected for the attachment of NPs to proteins.

Considering that the approximate molecular weight of

5.0-nm red-emitting CdTe attached to BSA is 240 kDa

(specific density of CdTe is 6.2 g/cm3), the HPLC peak

shift for monomeric BSA shows that not more than one

NP is attached to this protein. Similar behavior can be

observed for the bioconjugates of IgG. An HPLC peak

attributed to free IgG was observed at 6.7 min, while

shifting to 6.1 min after conjugation to green-emitting NP

of ca. 2.5 nm in diameter. Their molecular mass is

estimated to be 30 kDa; therefore, the HPLC molecular

weight shift corresponds to the attachment of about one

quantum dot per IgG as well. We want to emphasize that

the estimates of NP–protein composition of the conjugates

should be taken with caution and should be treated as

preliminary data. The retention of NPs and polymers/

proteins in gel permeation media may follow different

scaling schemes, and therefore introduce an unforeseen

error in them. No free BSA or large oligomeric NP-BSA

agglomerates with gradually increasing molecular masses

can be detected in elution curves (Fig. 2). Besides such

oligomers, the luminescent bands seen at the starting line

in gel electrophoresis can possibly originate from aggre-

gates produced by accumulation on dust particles, rather

than multiple chemical cross-linking because of BSA’s

tendency to adsorb on many surfaces.[31]

Study Structure of NP-BSA and NP-Anti-BSA
Bioconjugates by CD Spectroscopy

The integration of antigen and antibody structure after NP

conjugation was confirmed by CD spectroscopy, which

shows little change between both BSA and NP-BSA

conjugate, as well as the anti-BSA and NP-anti-BSA pair.

These data show that the tertiary structure of both proteins

remains mostly intact after conjugation.[8]

Examine Biological Activity of NP-BSA and
NP-Anti-BSA Bioconjugates by ELISA

The antigen–antibody binding affinity was retained for

both conjugates as evaluated by standard ELISA

experiments.[8] NP-IgG retained 25–50% of binding

affinity to free BSA, as compared to free IgG, while

NP-BSA retained almost 100% of binding capability to

unmodified antibody. The decrease in NP-IgG binding

affinity is believed to be a result of partial blocking of

binding sites 1) by NP positioned close to theN terminal

of the IgG and 2) by other bioconjugates in forming

dynamic aggregates. The luminescence properties of NPs

remained unchanged in the conjugates as measured

by fluorescence spectroscopy.

FRET Study of NP-BSA and
NP-Anti-BSA Bioconjugates

When NP-IgG (anti-BSA) with green luminescence are

combined with NP-labeled BSA with red luminescence,

the NP-IgG/BSA-NP immunocomplex should form. As

expected, a significant enhancement of the NP-BSA’s red

emission at 611 nm and the corresponding quenching of

the green emission of NP-IgG at 555 nm are observed

after the self-assembly of the labeled biospecific ligands

in the immunocomplex (Fig. 3). The mutual affinity of the

antigen and antibody brought the NPs close enough

together to allow the resonance dipole–dipole coupling

required for FRET to occur. Thus the energy of the ex-

citonic state in the green-emitting NP was transferred to

the similar state of the red-emitting NP with lower exciton

energy. FRET efficiency is particularly high for green/red

NP pairs because of the strong overlap of their emission

and absorption spectra. Importantly, when unlabeled BSA

was added to the immunocomplex, it competitively bound

to NP-IgG, and replaced NP-BSA in the immunocomplex,

thereby inhibiting the FRET process. Consequently, the

green emission peak of NP-IgG at 555 nm can be observed

again, while the red emission peak at 610 nm shows

decreased intensity. Following this approach, we were

able to clearly detect as low as 1.5�10�8 M BSA (Fig. 4).

Unlike ELISA, the described detection process does not

require the multiple binding and washing steps. High-

Fig. 2 HPLC gel permeation elution curves for: 1) BSA and 2)

NP-BSA. (From Ref. [8]. Copyright 2002, American Chemical

Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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concentration egg albumin, which does not bind to anti-

BSA IgG, shows no influence on FRET between NP-IgG

and NP-BSA. It demonstrates the high biospecificity of

the prepared conjugates and virtually absent interference

from the noncomplimentary proteins.

Study of NP-Conjugated B. suis
and Its Antibody

After successfully demonstrating FRET-based detection

in the BSA/anti-BSA model system, we examined it with

a more practical antigen–antibody system. We obtained

whole-cell killed B. suis and the corresponding antibody

Bru 38 (anti-GBa-O side chain) and prepared the green

NP-conjugated B. suis and red NP-conjugated Bru 38

according to the NP-anti-BSA protocol. We used CdTe/

CdS NPs with green emission (561 nm) and red emission

(601 nm) for the conjugation experiment. The concentra-

tion of Bru38 used in the synthesis was 3 mg/mL and the

final concentration in the conjugation was 1.2 mg/mL.

The concentration of B. suis (estimated from optical den-

sity, OD 600 nm absorption value) used in the synthesis

was 2.7�10�12 M (1.6�109 cells/mL) and the final

concentration in the conjugation was 7�10�13 M (4�108

cells/mL). The conjugated B. suis was purified by cen-

trifuge and washed with 0.1 M PBS buffer three times.

Native and SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis results of the

conjugated Bru 38 are very similar to the NP-anti-BSA

conjugate. Although the surface of the bacteria is com-

plex, it should contain numerous primary amine sites for

the NP binding, and many of these binding sites should be

close enough to the antibody-binding site to allow FRET

to occur. Considering the much larger size of bacteria,

multiple attachments of NPs on a single bacterium is ex-

pected; however, we did not verify it at this stage.

Similar to BSA results, we observed (Fig. 5) FRET as

expected when we mixed NP-anti-B. suis with the NP-B.

suis solution. It results as a fluorescence enhancement of

the red-emission NP-anti-B. suis at 601 nm. The present

unlabeled B. suis bound to NP-Bru 38 and competitively

inhibited the FRET process, and dramatically reduced the

fluorescence enhancement at 601 nm.

Binding kinetics, as well as specificity of the FRET,

has been studied, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 Result of FRET-based detection limit—concentrations:

1.5�10�8 M BSA, NP-BSA 3.8�10�9 M NP-BSA and 1.6�
10�9 M NP-IgG. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 FRET-based detection of Brucella suis in solution. 1)

NP-anti-B. suis; 2) NP-B. suis; 3) NP-B. suis+NP-anti-B. suis;

4) B. suis + NP-B. suis + NP = anti-B. suis. Concentration: NP-

anti-B. suis (Bru38) 2�10� 7 M, NP-B. suis 3.3�10� 15 M

(2�106 cells/mL), B. suis 1.3�10�14 M (8�106 cells/mL).

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 FRET-based detection of BSA in solution. 1) NP-BSA;

2) NP-BSA+NP-IgG; 3) BSA+NP-BSA+NP-IgG. Concentra-

tions: NP-BSA 5�10�7 M, NP-IgG 5�10�7 M, BSA 2�10�6

M. (From Ref. [8]. Copyright 2002, American Chemical

Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The presence of unlabeled B. suis inhibited the FRET

process. The full reaction takes about an hour to finish,

because of the antigen/antibody binding nature. However,

FRET and competitive inhibition effect can be clearly ob-

served a few minutes after mixing the components together.

CONCLUSION

Luminescence NPs represent a new class of biological

labeling reagents with advantages over traditional dyes.

To demonstrate the potential of this class of materials, two

complementary antigens and antibodies systems were

labeled with thiol-stabilized green- and red-emitting CdTe

NPs. They retain substantial bioactivity and can form the

corresponding immunocomplex, which pairs NPs with

different emission properties in a supramolecular assem-

bly. Quenching of the green-emitting NPs and the

enhancement of the luminescence of their red-emitting

counterparts signify the presence of FRET in the immu-

nocomplex. The introduction of unlabeled antigen into the

complex solution induced the competitive inhibition of

FRET. The exceptional specificity of immunocomplex

reactions affords unique possibilities for assembling

organized assemblies of NPs and other nanocolloids.

After synthetic optimization such as enhancement of the

luminescence quantum yield of the bioconjugates, FRET

effects can be exploited in biosensing as well as in hybrid

photoelectronic devices.
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Magnetic Behavior of Polymerized Fullerenes

Tatiana L. Makarova
Umea University, Umea, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

An important milestone in the history of fullerenes[1] is

the discovery of the polymerization phenomenon,[2] which

initiated a new research field: the preparation and studies

of polymerized fullerene states. At atmospheric pressure,

a polymeric phase is produced by irradiation with light,

electron, or ion beams, as well as by charge transfer.

Polymeric phases are readily formed by high pressure–

high temperature treatment of fullerenes,[3] which leads to

a great variety of polymeric forms.[4]

OVERVIEW

C60-based materials exhibit a number of important

physical properties: superconductivity, ferromagnetism,

nonlinear optical activity, and ultrahardness. In this series

one can cite the experimental evidence of a room-

temperature magnetically ordered state in fullerenes,

polymerized by pressure,[5–7] or by light,[8] as well as in

hydrofullerites.[9]

Ferromagnetism in systems containing only p- and s-

electrons is now a reality.[10–13] Pure organic substances

have very low temperatures of ferromagnetic transition.

There have been dozens of reports on room-temperature

magnetism in carbon-based structures,[14] but poorly

reproducible results cast doubts on the intrinsic nature of

magnetism. After the first observation of a finite sponta-

neous magnetization in polymerized fullerenes, similar

results were obtained by several groups. Studies of the

room-temperature fullerene-based magnets show that the

fullerene cages are not damaged in structures exhibiting

the ferromagnetic transition. A recent observation of a

magnetic domain structure via magnetic force microscopy

(MFM) in impurity-free parts of samples offers a strong

argument in favor of the intrinsic character of ferromag-

netism in polymerized fullerenes.[15]

The mechanism for the origin of magnetism in carbon-

based materials is not well understood. This paper is

arranged as follows: first, we give a brief account of the

magnetic properties of fullerenes in the pristine state, then

touch on the main properties of the ferromagnetic molecule

tetrakis-dimethylaminoethylene C2N4(CH3)8 (TDAE)-

C60
[16] and outline the mechanisms of fullerene polymer-

ization. Then, we describe the experimental results on

room-temperature ferromagnetism in several fullerene

phases and other structures, based on pure carbon. Fi-

nally, we bring together the existing evidence and con-

cepts that can shed light on the origin of magnetic carbon

phases, and indicate possibilities for applications of these

new materials.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
CLOSED-SHELL CARBON CLUSTERS

Fullerenes represent the third allotropic form of pure

carbon, after diamond and graphite, and are stable closed-

shell structures (Fig. 1). In carbon molecules, there is no

spontaneous magnetic moment, and the response of these

molecules is given by a sum of a diamagnetic contribution

and a Van Vleck paramagnetic term. The diamagnetism of

the C4 + ion is �1.2�10�8 emu/g.[17] The susceptibility

of diamond is attributable to contributions from core and

valence electrons, and a Van Vleck term, with a total

value of �0.5�10�6 emu/g.[18] The magnetic properties

of graphite are dominated by the presence of ring currents

circulating above and below the hexagonal lattice planes.

The Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility in bulk graphite is

negligible because the density of states is suppressed at

the Fermi level. Because of the in-plane delocalization of

p-electrons, graphite has the highest diamagnetic suscep-

tibility after superconductors, w?=� (22–50)�10�6 emu/

g in the c-axis. It is usually accepted that, in the basal

plane direction, graphite susceptibility is also diamagnet-

ic: wk=�0.5�10�6 emu/g. However, all measured values

have a magnetic component coming from the intrinsically

misaligned perpendicular planes, and the parallel suscep-

tibility is probably several orders of magnitude smaller.[19]

There is evidence for graphite paramagnetism at low

fields[20] and for a complex behavior of the g-factor as a

function of the applied magnetic field.[21]

Fullerenes are classified as aromatic compounds,[22]

although not all connotations of ‘‘aromaticity’’ are appli-

cable to fullerenes. Long before the experimental discov-

ery of fullerenes, the term «superaromaticity» was used to

describe diamagnetic currents around a hypothetical three-

dimensional, quasi-spherical carbon molecule having the

shape of a truncated icosahedron.[23] Immediately after
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their discovery, fullerenes were expected to have unusual

magnetic properties. However, the ring current suscepti-

bility calculated using the London method was predicted

to be vanishingly small.[24] Later, the same group reported

the existence of noticeable ring currents, despite the

vanishingly small ring-current magnetic susceptibility,[25]

and stated that the strong diamagnetic ring currents in six-

member rings and paramagnetic currents in five-member

rings mutually cancel their contribution to the magnetic

susceptibility.[26] It was shown that the paramagnetic ring

currents circulating below the pentagonal faces resulted

from an intense electron flow about the double bonds

abutting on the pentagons. The p-electron current density

was schematically represented as a pair of counterrotating

cogs, with the paramagnetic current density in the

proximity of pentagonal faces arising from the combined

action of five cogs rotating in phase.[27] Calculations of

the nucleus-independent chemical shifts in a series of

fullerenes C32–C180 helped to identify the regions of aro-

maticity and antiaromaticity, associated with hexagons

and pentagons.[28] The term «ambiguous aromatic charac-

ter», coined for the fullerenes, reflects the presence of

both dia- and paratropic ring currents.

Assuming additive contribution of pentagons and hex-

agons to the diamagnetic susceptibility, one can expect a

steady increase in the diamagnetic ring current contribu-

tion, as the number of carbon atoms in the cage increases.

However, this trend is found only for the giant fullerenes,

Cn, n>100, while the susceptibility of C540 exceeds the

corresponding value for graphite.[29] Whereas electric po-

larizability increases linearly in the series C60–C70–C84,

magnetizability shows a maximum for C70.[30]

Experiment confirmed both a small magnetic sus-

ceptibility of C60 and an appreciable p-electron dia-

magnetism of C70,[31,32] with the corresponding values of

w=�0.35�10�6 and 0.59�10�6 emu/g. The data on the

temperature dependence of fullerene magnetic suscepti-

bility are represented as a sum of diamagnetic and

paramagnetic contributions, the paramagnetic term being

usually ascribed to the oxygen impurity. Some indications

exist that the paramagnetism is also attributable to defects,

such as a C60
� ion. This contribution is absent for the

high-quality single C60 crystal samples which are almost

free from oxygen.[33] At the point of the orientational

ordering phase transition a discontinuity in susceptibility

is observed, explained by small intramolecular geometry

changes due to lattice forces.[33]

FERROMAGNETIC MOLECULE TDAE-C60

Despite the small magnetic response in the pristine state,

C60 gave rise to a new class of magnetic materials,[34] and

formed a family of superconducting or antiferromagnetic

compounds by intercalation of alkali metals, alkaline earth

metals, rare earth metals or molecules.[35] Strong corre-

lation exists between the relative orientation of near-

neighbor C60 units and intermolecular magnetic exchange

interactions; for example, the intercalation of neutral

ammonia molecules into fcc K3C60 transforms the crystal

structure and changes its ground state from superconduc-

tivity to antiferromagnetism. This is the first molecular

magnet controlled by molecular rotation.

The discovery of the ferromagnetic fullerene derivative

TDAE-C60 demonstrated that p-electron ferromagnetism

at comparatively high temperatures is a reality.[16] This

substance, containing only light elements, has a ferro-

magnetic ordering temperature Tc=16 K. Here we men-

tion only the most important features of this organic

ferromagnet: the role of TDAE (tetrakis-dimethylamino-

ethylene C2N4(CH3)8), the role of the structure, and the

type of ferromagnetism.

TDAE-C60 is a donor–acceptor type magnetic material,

where the radical ions result from electron transfer from

the p-orbitals of the donor molecule. There are indications

that TDAE itself is not essential for the magnetic inter-

actions because other charge-transfer C60 (never C70) salts

exhibit a low-temperature ferromagnetic ground state,[36]

but plays a certain role in the structural effects. The

TDAE-C60 crystal has a monoclinic structure with un-

usually short distances between the buckyballs. The

material exists in two forms: ferromagnetic a-TDAE-C60

and paramagnetic a’-TDAE-C60. The a’-form transforms

into the a-form upon annealing. The mutual orientation of

neighboring C60 molecules plays a key role in the fer-

romagnetic exchange. The ferromagnetic form shows a

sigmoid magnetization behavior with a very small residual

magnetization, if any. The saturation magnetization in

high-quality samples reaches 6 emu/g (�1 mB/C60).

The insulating behavior of the crystal excludes band

ferromagnetism. The magnetic resonance measurements

exclude superparamagnetic and spin-glass behaviors and

Fig. 1 Fullerene C60.
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point toward an isotropic or nearly isotropic Heisenberg

ferromagnet.[34]

POLYMERIZATION OF FULLERENES

Undoped fullerenes can be polymerized by different

methods: exposure to light with photon energy of at least 2

eV,[2] irradiation by an electron or ion beam, or applying

an electric discharge. High-pressure and high-temperature

treatment of fullerenes has the advantage over other

polymerization methods of being capable to produce dif-

ferent types of polymerization: one-, two-, or three-di-

mensional polymers.[4] These phases occur because of the

ability of the C60 molecules to form bonds by 2+2 cy-

cloaddition, when double bonds on neighboring molecules

break to form a sp3-bonded fullerene dimer. The poly-

merization type is governed by the pressure and tem-

perature conditions, which can be estimated from the

pressure–temperature phase diagram.[37] An orthorhombic

phase (Fig. 2a) forms at the pressures 1–9 GPa and at low

temperatures (below 650 K). Higher temperatures lead to

an increase in the number of interfullerene bonds, and two

types of two-dimensional polymers can be formed. The

tetragonal phase with the interfullerene bonds along the

<110> direction (Fig. 2b) requires pressures of about 2

GPa, while the optimal pressure for the rhombohedral

phase (Fig. 2c) is 6 GPa. This phase is more dense than the

tetragonal, and polymerization occurs in the close-packed

h111i plane. At temperatures above 1000–1100 K, the

fullerene cages break down, and a new phase appears,

usually described as a disordered cross-linked layered

structure, disordered crystalline carbon, or partially graph-

itized fullerene.

Although polymerization transforms sp2 into sp3

(diamond-like) bonds, the energy gap does not approach

that of diamond; by contrast it becomes narrower. The

dispersion of the conduction and valence bands is

significantly stronger than in the fcc C60 case. The strong

changes in electronic structure ensue mainly because of

the features of the conduction and valence bands are

determined by the topology of the p-electron system.[38]

The interlayer interaction in 2-D C60 polymer is consid-

ered to be of the van der Waals type, similar to graphite. In

contrast to 2-D polymerized fullerenes, the electronic

structure of the 3-D polymer is metal-like.[39]

FERROMAGNETISM IN
LIGHT-POLYMERIZED FULLERENES

The first observation of room-temperature ferromagnet-

ism of polymerized fullerenes dates back to 1996. Expo-

sure of the C60 crystals to light in the presence of oxygen

leads to the appearance of saturating behavior in the

magnetic field with a hysteresis loop.[8] Oxygen-free C60

films and crystals are known to transform into a

photopolymerized state under the action of ultraviolet

(UV) and visible light.[2] When C60 is simultaneously ex-

posed to oxygen and light, two processes occur: a pho-

toassisted diffusion of molecular oxygen into solid C60

and an oxidation of C60. The photopolymerization re-

action occurs between the monomer C60 in the excited

(triplet) state and another monomer in the ground state. It

is commonly believed that polymerization does not occur

in the presence of oxygen, because oxygen quenches the

C60 triplet state.

A nonlinear magnetization curve is observed only for

the fullerenes exposed to light in the presence of oxygen;

without light, only an enhancement of the paramagnetic

Curie term is registered. The magnitude of the suscepti-

bility increases with increasing exposure time. When

allowance is made for the superimposed Curie term, the

susceptibility of light-and-air exposed fullerenes increases

slightly with temperature.[40]

Pristine van der Waals C60 crystals are diamagnetic

(Fig. 3, curve a). As discussed above, the susceptibility

value for the oxygen-free single crystals is negative and

practically independent of temperature. Oxygen-exposed

crystals remain diamagnetic at room temperature but show

a paramagnetic upturn at low temperatures.

A different situation occurs if the sample is exposed to

oxygen under the action of the strong visible light. The

Fig. 2 Transformations of fullerene C60 under pressure. (a) Orthorhombic phase, (b) tetragonal phase, (c) rhombohedral phase.
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susceptibility changes its sign to positive in the whole

temperature range. Exposure during 2.5 hr creates

signatures of ferromagnetism: nonlinear magnetization

processes at low fields (Fig. 3, curve b).

The physisorped oxygen can be forced away from the

C60 crystal by heating in vacuum. On the contrary, heating

of the sample which was oxygen-exposed under the action

of visible light, does not restore it to a pristine state. This

sample still retains the ferromagnetic behavior, but the

paramagnetic background changes to a diamagnetic one

(Fig. 3, curve c).

The magnetization increases with increasing exposure

time (Fig. 3, curve d). The saturation value at high fields is

1.4�10�2 emu/g, corresponding to approximately 0.001

mB/carbon atom, remanent magnetization is about 10% of

the saturated value, and the coercive force is 100 Oe.

Magnetization curves remain almost the same from 5 K

to room temperature. Above 300 K, magnetization starts

to decrease, remaining finite up to 800 K.

The small saturation value for the photopolymerized

fullerenes was increased by separation of the material into

a magnetic and a nonmagnetic part.[8] Separation was

made by dissolving in toluene, a solvent for pristine C60.

The undissolved part showed the same ferromagnetic

behavior and can be considered as a concentrated ferro-

magnetic phase. This residue substance has a hundred

times larger magnetization: 0.1 mB/carbon atom.

X-ray diffraction measurements and Raman spectra

identify the orthorhombic phase of polymerized C60.

Insolubility of the ferromagnetic phase in toluene is an

additional argument for its polymerized state. The

suggested model takes into account both polymerization

and oxidation of C60. Oxidation of C60 molecules is

regarded as a mechanism for unpaired spin formation. For

the spins on neighboring polymerized molecules the

exchange interaction is possibly stronger than for the spins

on the same molecule.[8]

Fig. 4 Hysteresis loops for the Rh-C60 obtained at T=10

(triangles) and 300 K (circles). (a) Hysteresis is observed in

the field range �2 kOe<H<2 kOe; (b) saturation of the

magnetization is clearly seen in a broader field region. (From

Ref. [5].)

Fig. 5 Magnetization of the Rh-C60 in a fixed applied field of

0.2 T (upper curve, triangles) and the remanent magnetization

obtained at H=0 (lower curve, circles) as a function of tem-

perature. The Curie point is about 500 K. (From Ref. [5].)

Fig. 3 The field dependence of magnetization at T=5 K for (a)

the pristine C60 crystal, (b) the sample exposed to light in

oxygen for 2.5 hr, (c) baked at 400�C for 2.5 hr, and (d) exposed

for 3 months. (From Ref. [8].)
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FERROMAGNETISM IN
PRESSURE-POLYMERIZED FULLERENES

The presence of a magnetically ordered phase was

revealed in rhombohedral C60 (Rh-C60) prepared at a

pressure of 6 GPa and in a narrow temperature range. Five

of the six samples prepared at 1025 or 1050 K showed

similar behavior.[5] Magnetization loops measured in the

field range �2 kOe<H<2 kOe, for temperatures 10 and

300 K, show nearly identical hysteresis with Mr=0.015

emu/g and Hc=300 Oe (Fig. 4).

A saturation of the magnetization is clearly seen above

�2�104 Oe. Using the spin concentration value obtained

from the electron spin resonance data, n=5�1018 cm�3,

the magnetic moment is estimated as 0.4 mB per electron.

From the temperature dependence of the magnetization at

a fixed field of 0.2 T, and also from the temperature

dependence of the remanent magnetization obtained at

H=0 after decreasing the applied field from 2000 Oe, the

Curie temperature is found to be about 500 K (Fig. 5).

Four times higher magnetization and Tc=820 K was

achieved by another group.[7] The samples are prepared at

the same pressure; and five of the eight samples prepared

at 1020�T�1065 K show ferromagnetic signal.

To elucidate the nature of the magnetic properties of

pressure-polymerized fullerenes, different conditions of

sample preparation have been tried.[41] Experiments were

performed at the pressure of 2.5 GPa, which is favorable

for the formation of the tetragonal phase. Similar results

were obtained: the magnetic phase is formed in a very

narrow temperature range with the maximum at 1025 K.

The ferromagnetic behavior totally disappears for samples

prepared at 1100 K and higher, and the susceptibility

reverts to a diamagnetic behavior. The magnetic proper-

ties are very sensitive to preparation time, and the search

for optimal preparation conditions is to be carried out in a

three-dimensional p–T–t space.

An increase in pressure to 9 GPa results in the

following conditions: for temperatures as low as 800 K,

the polymerized samples are paramagnetic (prepared

from the pristine diamagnetic material). For the temper-

ature of 900 K, a distinct hysteresis is superimposed over

the paramagnetic signal. Further increase in temperature

leads to an abrupt transition to the diamagnetic behavior

(Fig. 6).[6]

The reduction of the ferromagnetic character and the

return to a diamagnetic behavior indicates a considerable

loss of magnetic centers during graphitization. A small

ferromagnetic contribution is seen even after the cage

Fig. 6 M vs. H loops of high pressure/temperature treated C60

at 9 GPa over the range 700–1200 K. (From Ref. [6].)

Fig. 7 Hardness and remanent magnetization graph for

samples treated at 9 GPa, indicating the region of radical center

generation. (From Ref. [6].)

Fig. 8 A map of the pressure and temperature conditions for

creating different C60 phases. Points mark the conditions under

which the ferromagnetic phase were observed: 1—;[42] 2—;[5,7]

3—.[6]
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collapse, but this feature weakens as the preparation

temperature increases. The variation in remanence mag-

netization with temperature in comparison with the hard-

ness variation is shown in Fig. 7: the remanence shows a

dramatic increase at 800 K, which is lower than the

temperature of C60 cage collapse.[6]

The magnetic phase of pressure-polymerized fullerenes

invariably appears on the boundary between polymerized

fullerenes and postfullerene phases. The three points at

which the magnetic properties were found to be most

pronounced: (2.5 GPa, 1025 K; 6 GPa, 1075 K; 9 GPa,

900 K) are situated at the critical points of the pressure–

temperature plane showing the various phases of C60

created under different conditions (Fig. 8).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shows that

the radical centers are formed in the polymeric state

before collapse, without damage to the buckyballs. The

samples are polymeric and crystalline in nature (Fig. 9).

However, the amount of collapsed fullerenes can be

negligibly small and undetectable in structural studies.

Several samples of Rh-C60 were investigated to un-

derstand the nature of ferromagnetism.[42] The studied

samples do contain impurities, and their influence must be

carefully studied, but the magnetization values do not

show correlations with the impurity content. To check for

a possible superparamagnetic behavior caused by small

clusters of magnetic impurities, measurements of magne-

tization loops were performed at fixed various tempera-

tures for all samples, and the small variation of remanence

and coercivity gave no indications for magnetism of small

particles. Temperature treatments of the samples revealed

that they have different magnetic stability which is

connected with different structural stability, determined

by the preparation conditions.[42]

The possible influence of impurities on the ferromag-

netic properties of C60 polymer was investigated by la-

terally resolved particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE)

and magnetic force microscopy (MFM). In pure regions

(concentration of magnetic impurities <1 mg/g), three

different magnetic images were found: In region A, stripe

domains are observed and the direction of domain

magnetization is oblique to the sample surface. The

stripes are almost parallel to each other, the width is either

2 or 0.6 mm and the length in both cases is �20 mm. In

region B, corrugated domain patterns are observed and the

domain magnetization is oriented approximately normal

to the surface. Region C does not contain any magnetic

domains. The size of regions A and B is�30% of the pure

region. The magnetic domains change with the external

magnetic field, and the stripe domains almost disappear in

a magnetic field of �0.01 T. Fig. 10 shows an example

of magnetic domains, taken in a pure region. The results

reveal that the polymerized C60 sample is a mixture of

magnetic and nonmagnetic parts and only a fraction of

the sample contributes to the ferromagnetism.[15]

FERROMAGNETISM IN OTHER
FULLERENE DERIVATIVES

There have been observations of room-temperature ferro-

magnetism in fullerene compounds, other than polymer-

ized phases. A small increase of electron paramagnetic

absorption was observed in a dimethylformamide solution

of polyvinylidenefluoride, in which C60 was ultrasonically
Fig. 9 TEM images of the ferromagnetic phase illustrating its

crystalline polymeric structure. (From Ref. [6].)

Fig. 10 Magnetic force gradient image taken in impurity-free

parts of samples. Here the scan area was 10�10 mm and scan

height was 100 nm for MFM image. (Courtesy of K.-H. Han and

P. Esquinazi, Leipzig University.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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dispersed.[43] Vacuum evaporation of the solution yields a

C60-containing polymer film free from metallic contam-

ination. The observed magnetism is supposed to be due to

the radical adducts represented as C60Rn (R=H, F, CF3

and polymer fragments), where n is odd.

Fullerene hydride C60H36 is a room-temperature

ferromagnet with Ms=0.04 emu/g.[44] The hydrogenated

fullerenes were prepared by transfer hydrogenation pro-

cedures. Samples produced from several batches showed a

similar dependence of magnetization vs. external field,

whereas other compositions preserved a diamagnetic

character. Further investigations of hydrofullerites[9] con-

firmed the initial observations. The samples were pre-

pared in a different way, under pressure in an excess of

hydrogen, and 12 C60Hx samples, with x ranging from

24 to 32, were obtained. Every sample shows a magnetic

hysteresis with the coercivity about 100 Oe. Most hy-

drofullerites have low values of saturation magnetization,

but three samples showed rather large values: 0.046,

0.054, and 0.16 mB/C60. All three samples were synthe-

sized under the same pressure–temperature conditions and

had virtually the same composition C60H24 and the fcc

crystal structure. A 1-year storage brings the samples to a

diamagnetic state without noticeable changes in their

composition and lattice parameter (Fig. 11).

The s (H) curves are the same in the temperature range

80–300 K, showing that the Curie temperature lies well

above room temperature for all samples including the

ones stored in air. The combination of high Curie tem-

perature and small values of magnetization shows that the

sample is unlikely to be a bulk collinear ferromagnet. The

explanation from the viewpoint of spin canting or defects

in an antiferromagnetic structure is hardly adapted to

aging of the samples with the transition to diamagnetic

behavior: after the disappearance of spin alignment the

sample would remain antiferromagnetic. Another possi-

bility is that the samples comprise a mixture of diamag-

netic and ferromagnetic phases: this is consistent with

both the aging phenomenon and the scattered values of

magnetization of as-prepared samples.

FERROMAGNETISM IN
ALL-CARBON STRUCTURES

In the last 20 years there have been many reports on

different metal-free organic compounds that exhibit

ferromagnetic behavior up to room temperature. This

evidence supports the theoretical predictions showing

that electronic instabilities in pure carbon may give rise

to superconducting and ferromagnetic properties even

at room temperature. Five types of room-temperature

carbon-based magnets were obtained experimentally: 1)

chains of interacting radicals; 2) amorphous carbon struc-

tures containing three-valence elements such as P, N,

B; 3) carbonaceous substances with a mixture of sp2

and sp3 coordinated atoms; 4) nano-sized and bulk gra-

phite; 5) fullerenes.[14] The last three types consist solely

of carbon.

‘‘Of many candidates of the magnets, carbon com-

pounds will be the most promising from the practical point

of view, because the carbons exhibit a spontaneous

magnetization at room temperature and are cheap to

make, chemically and physically stable, and easy to

process.’’[45] The cited paper reviews methods to prepare

pyrolytic magnetic carbon preparation, and analyzes the

relationship between the structure of the starting material

and the value of saturation magnetization at room

temperature. Pyrolitic carbons prepared at relatively low

temperatures, 600–1300�C, have a highly oriented struc-

ture and contain a large number of unpaired electrons

in the graphite skeleton. It is possible to expect spin

exchange interactions between unpaired electrons in the

graphitic network. The highest magnetization value

achieved using this approach is 10.5 emu/g, correspond-

ing to 0.022 mB/carbon atom.[46] The origin of high

magnetization values and the high stability of the material

is a result of the three-dimensional network structure

consisting of both sp2 and sp3 carbons.

The electronic properties of finite graphene sheets

(nano-sized graphite) are different from those of bulk graph-

ite: the presence of graphite edges drastically changes the

p-electronic system. The ‘‘zigzag’’ edge states produce a

peak at the Fermi level, and they contribute to the Pauli

paramagnetic susceptibility which competes with the

orbital diamagnetism.[47] In general, the origin of unpaired

spins in carbon materials has been attributed to dangling s
bonds. A different origin for the spins in carbon materials

Fig. 11 Magnetization s as a function of magnetic field H at

room temperature for the C60H24 sample synthesized at hydrogen

pressure P=0.6 GPa and temperature T=350�C and exposed to

ambient conditions for 1 day and for 1 year. (From Ref. [9].)
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has led to the detection of novel molecular magnetism in

combination with conduction electrons, and predictions of

a possibility of ferromagnetism. Another source of unusual

magnetic properties of graphite is the presence of topo-

logical defects, which modify the band structure, produc-

ing flat bands.[48]

There exist both theoretical predictions and experi-

mental evidence that electronic instabilities in pure graph-

ite can lead to ferromagnetic and superconducting

properties even at room temperature.[49] Studies of the

properties of bulk graphite via conduction electron spin-

resonance give a cogent argument for the existence of an

effective internal ferromagnetic-like field in graphite.[21]

Measurements of weak ferromagnetism in various, well-

characterized graphite samples[19] gave conclusive proof

for the intrinsic nature of the ferromagnetic signal. This

signal is caused either by topological defects (grain

boundaries and edge states) locally changing the elec-

tronic structure or by itinerant ferromagnetism of a dilute

2-D electron gas system as a result of a large electron–

electron interaction.[42]

CAN POLYMERIZED FULLERENE
BE FERROMAGNETIC?

Ferromagnetism is usually a feature of d and f electron

systems, and purely organic ferromagnetism is a rarity.

Under normal conditions, the intermolecular exchange

aligns spins of adjacent s- and p-unpaired electrons anti-

ferromagnetically. The models of organic magnetism and

the principles for the design of organic ferromagnets are

described in Refs. [10–13] A stable all-carbon structure

with a ferromagnetic interaction has been predicted to

exist. If some carbon atoms in a graphite two-dimensional

network are substituted by sp3 hybridized atoms, the

resulting magnetic moment can be extremely high: the

calculated magnetization value for such an intermediate

graphite–diamond structure is 230 emu/g. This phase

contains an equal number of sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms per

unit volume, which corresponds to the maximum possible

concentration (50%) of unpaired-electron carriers, i.e., sp2

carbon atoms.[50] An influence of impurities, not as a

source of the entire magnetic signal, but as a mechanism

for enhancing the ferromagnetic response of graphite

(magnetic proximity effects) is addressed in Ref. [51].

The first attribute of polymerization is that it produces

a structure containing both sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon

atoms. The interfullerene bonds are directed at right

angles and have considerably lower bond energy, i.e., are

capable of providing an unpaired spin.

Polymerization creates the second prerequisite for

spin ordering, namely, topological alignment of the mole-

cules: molecules do not rotate freely and are oriented in

the same way. Fullerene derivatives teach us a valuable

lesson: there exists a strong correlation between the rela-

tive orientation of near-neighbor C60 units and intermo-

lecular magnetic exchange interactions. Considering car-

bon structures, one should keep in mind possible oxygen

or hydrogen contamination (a lesson from the hydroful-

lerites and light-and-air exposed fullerenes). This fact is

not crucial for the existence of the high-temperature p-

electron ferromagnetism, but may affect the model choice.

An analysis of the experimental data on pressure-

polymerized fullerenes shows that the ferromagnetic

behavior appears quite close to the boundary where the

fullerene cages are destroyed. However, when sufficient

amorphous-like carbon is mixed with fullerene molecules

the ferromagnetic properties quickly decay. The defect

nature of fullerene magnetism draws an analogy with the

magnetism of nanographite.

Two possibilities are considered: one is that the high-

pressure collapses some of the buckyballs, thereby gen-

erating unpaired electrons; another is that the buckyballs

remain intact but unpaired electrons arise at the bonds

between them. Fullerene polymers prepared under critical

pressure–temperature conditions possess highly oriented

structure and contain unpaired electrons. The magnetic

phase appears as islands in a nonmagnetic matrix forming

stripe domains as well as corrugated domain patterns.

Understanding new magnetic materials requires fun-

damental knowledge of their structure, disorder and

electronic properties. Detection and isolation of the pure

magnetic phase is the primary task.

CONCLUSION

Ferromagnetism in polymerized fullerenes is an example

of the more universal phenomenon: ferromagnetism in

pure carbon structures. The discovery of unusual magnetic

properties of fullerenes, activated carbon fibers, nano-

sized graphite, highly oriented pyrolitic graphite have

shown that the properties of carbon—the basic element of

living substances—are far from being understood.

Two main reasons advance further studies of these

phenomena. The first one is scientific curiosity: what

cases magnetic behavior in a structure made of atoms that

have no magnetic moment. Electronic instabilities in pure

carbon are predicted to lead to various types of order-

ing, from ferromagnetic to superconducting, and carbon

structures promise many surprises yet to come.

Second, new materials have always been a dominant

factor in driving advances in material usage. An ideal

structure containing alternating sp2 and sp3 hybridized

carbon atoms theoretically exceeds the specific magne-

tization of a-Fe, making the system potentially attractive.

Magnetic carbon materials are suitable as toner for
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copiers and other business machines; they are welcome

in medicine, for example, in drug delivery systems: it is

a biocompatible magnet.[14] Possible high-tech applica-

tions include computer memory devices or spintronic

devices, taking into account their semiconducting prop-

erties. Magnetic fullerenes together with carbon nano-

tubes can be used as building blocks in the all-carbon

integrated circuits.

Since the Industrial Revolution, manufacturing has

been creating wasteful by-products, which are usually

harmful to life and expensive to neutralize. Carbon is a

material that meets the demands for environmental

protection, public health, and safety.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanophased magnetic materials have wide applications in

magnetic recording device,[1] ferrofluids,[2–4] and bio-

medical science.[5–7] Nanoscale particles are considered to

have a size range from 1 to 100 nm. Particles within this

size range usually have hybrid properties different from

those of the bulk solid or the molecular/atomic species.

The unique properties of nanoscale particles can be

attributed to two basic phenomena. The first is that the

number of atoms at the surface and/or interface in these

materials is comparable to that of atoms located in the

crystal lattice. Therefore the chemical and physical

properties, which are normally determined by the struc-

ture of the bulk lattice, become increasingly dependent

upon the atoms at the surface and interface. The high

number of atoms on the surfaces of nanoparticles form a

layer of ‘‘damaged’’ lattice with a higher energy state;

therefore these particles are highly unstable and more

reactive. The second phenomenon is the ‘‘quantum-size

effect’’ or ‘‘quantum confinement effect.’’ When particles

approach the nanometer-size range, their electronic and

photonic properties can be significantly modified as a

result of the absence of a few atoms in the lattice and the

regional relaxation of the lattice structure.[8,9]

The small size and rich surface/interface structure of

magnetic nanomaterials can lead to properties quite

different from those of the bulk. Studies on magnetic

nanomaterials will not only provide information about the

structure–property relations of magnetic nanomaterials

but also help generating new ideas and technologies for

the fabrication and application of these materials. The first

part of this review will describe common fabrication

techniques for magnetic nanomaterials. The second part

will give a brief introduction to the theoretical aspects of

fine particle magnetism; experimental results on some of

these topics will also be discussed.

FABRICATION OF
MAGNETIC NANOMATERIALS

Magnetic nanomaterials can be categorized into three

types based on their structural and compositional char-

acteristics. The first types are magnetic nanoparticles or

clusters. They are free-flowing magnetic powders of

nanometer sizes. The second types of magnetic nanoma-

terials are nanostructured or nanophased magnetic mate-

rials. They are either bulk magnetic materials with nano-

sized grains, or magnetic nanoparticles/clusters embedded

in random within a nonmagnetic bulk matrix. The later are

often called magnetic nanocomposites. The third types of

magnetic nanomaterials are nano-sized magnetic particles

or magnetic ‘‘dots’’ organized in either two- or three-

dimensional arrays in a long-range order. The various

types of magnetic nanomaterials require different fabri-

cation techniques; and in many cases, several techniques

are combined to obtain a certain type of material.

Magnetic nanoparticles of metals, such as iron, cobalt,

and nickel, can be prepared in many ways. The biggest

challenge is to protect these particles from oxidation. The

traditional methods for the preparation of ultrafine iron,

cobalt, or nickel particles include the inert-gas evapora-

tion method and the chemical reduction method. Small

iron particles can be generated by evaporating iron metal

in an inert gas atmosphere[10] or by chemical reduction of

iron ions in solution or iron compounds in solid state. The

obtained magnetic metal particles were stabilized by

slowly exposing them to oxygen over a long period of

time to form a layer of oxides on the surfaces of the

particles. The common disadvantage of these methods is

the reduction of average magnetization intensities of the

particles. Iron particles obtained usually have magnetiza-

tion intensities of about 700 to 900 emu/cm3 and consist of

as much as 50% to 70% of oxides by volume. Coating the

surface of small magnetic metal particles with a nonmag-

netic matrix to protect them from oxidation is a useful

method to obtain air-stable nano-scale magnetic metal

particles.[11] These coating materials can be metals,

oxides, polymers, and surfactants. When metallic coating

materials are used, these metals should be immiscible with

iron, cobalt, or nickel, or intermetallic alloys would be

formed which contain no single-phase nano-sized clusters

of pure iron, cobalt, or nickel.

There are two important methods to fabricate small Fe,

Co, or Ni clusters homogeneously within a matrix of

coating material. The first is the coevaporation method. Fe,

Co, or Ni can be coevaporated with a second component,
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which can be a metal, an oxide, or other types of materials.

The evaporation is carried out either in vacuum or in an

inert atmosphere. Electric heating is usually the first

choice, while other heating methods such as sputtering

can be applied to evaporate materials that are not easily

evaporated by electric heating. Particle size can be

selected from 1 to 1000 nm by controlling the pressure

of the inert gas, the type of gas, and the evaporation

rates of the starting materials. The diameter of the

particles produced is roughly proportional to the pressure

of the inert gas and the atomic weight of the gas. If

evaporation rate is raised, the distribution of particle size

becomes wider and the average particle size increases.

Examples for the evaporation-produced particles include

iron grains of sizes from 5 to 8 nm dispersed in an

amorphous Al2O3 matrix by cosputtering Fe and

Al2O3,[12] Fe–SiO2 and Fe–BN granular solids obtained

from Fe, SiO2 and BN targets by using RF magnetron

sputtering,[13] Fe(Co)/Ag particles with Fe of about 17

nm and Co of about 110 nm, and Fe/Mg particles with

Fe of about 2.6 to 40 nm.[14]

Mechanical alloying, also known as high-energy ball

milling, is another effective way to obtain a homogeneous

mixture of two materials immiscible under normal

conditions. The starting materials are fine powders in

the sizes of a few to a few hundreds of microns produced

by conventional methods. Often, the starting materials are

either a mixture of a magnetic material and a nonmagnetic

matrix material, or a mixture that would undergo chemical

reactions under milling to produce a magnetic phase. If

no chemical reactions occur during the milling process,

depending on the time of milling and energy applied,

the as-milled samples can be either atomic mixtures of the

starting materials or mixtures of small clusters of the

starting materials, in which one or both of the components

still maintain a short-range order. Heat treatment can be

applied to the as-milled samples to introduce phase

separation and increase the grain sizes. Examples of

samples produced by mechanical alloying include Fe–

SiO2 nanocomposite materials,[15] Al100� xFex amorphous

powder,[16] Fe100�yMy powder blends with M=Al, Si, and

Cu and y<50,[17] nanocrystalline Ni3Al,[18] and Sm2Co17

alloy nanoparticles and BaFe12O19 synthesized by a

mechanochemical process.[19,20]

The melt-spun method, which is a liquid-quenching

technique, is often used to produce nanostructured mag-

netic materials such as amorphous or granular Fe-, Co-, or

Ni-based metastable alloys. Fe-based nanostructured

alloys were usually prepared with this method.[21,22] The

amorphous alloys were prepared by arc melting of Fe

together with a nonmagnetic metal, followed by melt

spinning in an inert atmosphere. Melt-spun techniques can

produce metastable alloys of metals that are normally

immiscible in liquid state. Heat treatment can later be

applied to induce phase separation and grain growth of

the metals.

Chemical reactions, such as liquid-phase reduction of

metal ions,[23,24] hydrogen reduction of metal salts,[25]

decomposition of organometallic compounds,[26,27] and

hydrothermal or radiation-assisted reactions,[28,29] are

very useful methods to produce amorphous metal powders

or nanometer-sized metal crystallites. Simple chemical

coprecipitation reactions are an economical way to pro-

duce various types of nanometer-sized oxides or mixed

oxides magnetic particles such as iron oxides or fer-

rites.[30–33] Zeolites and graphitic materials are good

matrices for the encapsulation of angstrom-sized metal

clusters. Cobalt clusters of 7 Å were incorporated into

zeolites by first subliming cobalt carbonyl compound

Co2(CO)8 onto dehydrated Na-X zeolite at room temper-

ature, and later decomposing the cobalt carbonyl com-

pound by using an argon microwave plasma.[34] Super-

paramagnetic Fe particles with a size of about 4 Å

dispersed in graphite matrices were also prepared by

incorporating iron carbonyl compound Fe(CO)5 and

Fe2(CO)9 into matrix materials followed by thermal

decomposition of the iron carbonyls.[35] Clusters of up

to 28 Fe atoms were introduced into the supercages of

NaY zeolite by ion exchange of Fe2 + for Na+ followed by

reduction to Fe0 with solvated electrons and Na� ions.[36]

Small clusters of Fe were also fabricated within the pores

of ZSM-5 zeolite.[37]

Metal clusters can also be coated with another metal

by chemical reduction methods. Chatterjee et al.[38]

produced iron particles with diameters of around 8 nm

loosely packed within nanometer-sized copper particles

by hydrogen reduction at 450�C of gel powders obtained

from the aqueous solutions of ferric nitrate and copper

nitrate. The chemical reduction of gels containing nickel

and palladium salts also produced Pd-coated Ni nano-

particles.[39]

A sol–gel route followed by reduction treatment is an

effective technique to produce metal–glass and metal–

ceramic nanocomposites. For the preparation of Fe–SiO2

or Ni–SiO2 nanocomposites, hydrated Fe or Ni chlorides

or nitrates and an appropriate amount of silicon tetraeth-

oxide were mixed into an alcohol–water solution and a

clear gel was formed after a few hours or a few days. The

gel was then dried and ground into small particles.

Chemical reductions in a hydrogen atmosphere at high

temperatures (500–800�C) were carried out to produce

metal clusters within the silica gels. Metal particles with

diameters ranging from a few to a few tens of nanometers

could be obtained. Varying the metal ion concentrations

and reduction temperature[40] can control the sizes of the

metal particles.

The formation of alumina, aluminosilicate/iron, cobalt,

and nickel magnetic nanocomposites followed a slightly
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different route.[41] Porous gels of alumina or alumino-

silicate were prepared first. Then the metallic phase was

introduced by immersing the gels in aqueous solutions of

metal nitrates (iron, cobalt, or nickel nitrates) to allow the

diffusion of metal ions into water trapped within the pores

of the gels. After heat treatment in hydrogen at 600�C,

nanocomposites with iron, cobalt, or nickel clusters of 5 to

70 nm were obtained.

Microemulsion is one of the latest techniques explored

to prepare encapsulated magnetic clusters. Surfactant, S,

dissolved in organic solvents, can form spherical aggre-

gates.[42] These aggregates can be formed with and with-

out the presence of water. When the medium is com-

pletely free of water, the aggregates are very small and

polydisperse. Large and monodisperse surfactant aggre-

gates can be formed in the presence of water. The amount

of water present in the medium usually determines the

sizes of the aggregates. As water molecules are attracted

to the polar ends of the surfactants, a ‘‘water pool’’ is

formed in the polar core of the surfactant aggregates, with

its size being determined by the water-surfactant molar

ratio w (w=[H2O]/[S]). According to Pileni,[43] aggregates

containing only a small amount of water (w<15) are

usually called reverse micelles, and they are called mic-

roemulsions when a large amount of water molecules

(w>15) is contained in the droplets. However, the terms

reverse micelle and microemulsion are often used as an

equivalent description without the consideration of the

values of the water-surfactant molar ratios.

The water-in-oil structure of reverse micelles makes

them microreactors that can host chemical reactions to

produce nanometer-sized inorganic clusters.[44] Coprecip-

itation reactions inside reverse micelles can produce

nanometer-sized particles of compounds such as quantum-

confined semiconductor clusters, and chemical reduction

of metal ions performed in micelle solutions can produce

surfactant-coated metal clusters. Rivas et al.[45] prepared

iron particles with a diameter of less than 100 nm by using

microemulsions consisting of an aqueous solution, n-

heptane, and surfactant AOT (Bis-2-ethyl hexyl sodium

sulphosuccinate). At first two microemulsions were

prepared, one with FeCl2 and the other with the reducing

reagent NaBH4. Then the two microemulsions were mixed

and the chemical reduction took place through the ex-

change of matter by diffusion between the different drop-

lets. A high-temperature reduction in hydrogen was later

carried out at 500�C to prevent unwanted oxidation. Chen

et al.[46] synthesized cobalt particles in the size range of 18

to 44 Å in diameter with the microemulsion technique.

First, CoCl2 �6H2O was dissolved in an 11 wt.% didode-

cyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) solution in

toluene at concentrations of 0.005 to 0.02 M, where

DDAB is a cationic surfactant. A blue solution was

formed with Co2 + ions trapped in H2O/DDAB micelles.

Then an aqueous solution of NaBH4 was added to reduce

the Co2 + ions into metallic cobalt particles. The small

cobalt particles were coated with a layer of DDAB sur-

factant molecules when the toluene was removed. Other

examples of magnetic nanoparticles synthesized in water-

in-oil microemulsions include stable colloidal Fe3O4 par-

ticles[47] and ultrafine barium ferrite powders.[48]

The latest effort in the production of nanophased

magnetic materials involves the fabrication of highly

ordered two- or three-dimensional nanophased magnetic

material arrays or nanowires.[49–51] Such efforts will aid

the development of magnetic devices based on magnetic

nanomaterials, such as high-density magnetic storage

media. When magnetic nanoparticles/nanowires uniform

in size/shape are arranged into an ordered structure with

identical spacing, each of these nanoparticles/nanowires

could act as a single bit. This could greatly enhance the

memory capacity of the magnetic device.

There are three general approaches that could lead to

the formation of ordered magnetic nanostructures. The

first approach is based on the tendency of some magnetic

colloidal nanoparticles to settle into a long-range ordered

structure through self-organization. Magnetic particles

with uniform morphology and a narrow size distribution

can be dispersed in a solvent, either with or without the aid

of a surfactant. When such a dispersion of magnetic

nanoparticles is placed on a solid substrate and let dry

under controlled conditions (temperature, atmosphere),

particle arrays of two- or three-dimensional long-range

order can be formed through particle self-assembly when

the solvent is removed. Cobalt nanoparticle arrays have

been fabricated via such a process.[52,53] The second ap-

proach is the formation of ordered magnetic nanostruc-

tures with the aid of a template. Well-organized arrays of

silica spheres of uniform size can be formed through the

hydrolysis of Si(C2H5O)4. Under appropriate reaction

conditions, perfect spherical microparticles with very

small size distribution can be formed.[54] These micro-

particles of silica will form an array with periodic surface

geometry when allowed to settle onto a glass substrate by

natural sedimentation. Cobalt film was first grown onto

the surface of the silica array by ultrahigh-vacuum elec-

tron-beam evaporation, then the formed cobalt film was

allowed to undergo a controlled oxidation process. The

oxidation will fully convert the thinner Co films on the

side regions of the spheres into cobalt oxide but leave

the thicker Co films on the top of the spheres only

partially oxidized to allow the formation of an ordered

array of isolated metallic cobalt ‘‘magnetic dots.’’[54]

Three-dimensional cobalt nanocrystal arrays were also

deposited from a suspension of cobalt nanocrystals onto a

highly oriented graphite substrate with the aid of an

applied magnetic field parallel to the substrate.[55] When a

magnetic field was not present during the deposition, the
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deposited films showed no long-distance order for the

cobalt nanocrystals. With the presence of an applied

magnetic field, the deposited cobalt nanocrystals formed

regular stripe patterns.[55] Alumina membranes with

ordered pore arrays could serve as templates for the

formation of magnetic nanowire arrays. Such porous

alumina films can be formed by the anodization of

aluminum. Well-organized pores with diameters of nano-

meter in size and micron in length can be obtained within

these films. Magnetic nanowire arrays of Fe, Co, and Co–

Cu alloy were fabricated within the alumina pores by

electrochemical deposition.[56–59] Nuclear track-etched

polycarbonate membranes also have pore structures

similar to those of anodized aluminum films; therefore

they can also serve as templates for the formation of

magnetic nanowire arrays.[60,61] However, unlike alumina

templates, polycarbonates cannot allow annealing after

the nanowires are formed.

The most practical and versatile method for the fabri-

cation of nanomagnetic arrays may be the nanolithogra-

phy process. Magnetic dots can either be evaporated onto

a template produced by electron or ion-beam etching, or

by etching of predeposited metal films on a substrate

through a resist.[62,63] Scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) can also be

employed to aid the formation of ordered nanoscale mag-

netic structures. In such processes, particles are deposited

one by one with the aid of the STM or AFM tip.[64,65]

PROPERTIES

Magnetic Domain and Superparamagnetism

All magnetic effects are derived from the movements of

particles that have both mass and electric charge. These

particles include electrons, holes, protons, as well as

positive and negative ions. A spinning electric charged

particle is called a magneton, or a magnetic dipole. The

magnetic moment of an atom is the vector sum of all its

electronic moments. Diamagnetism arises when the

magnetic moments of all the electrons of an atom are so

oriented that they cancel one another out, so the atom as a

whole does not possess a net magnetic moment. When

cancellation of electron moments is only partially

achieved, the atom will have a net magnetic moment.

The varieties of magnetism arise from the different

magneton alignments. Based on its magnetic behavior

toward an applied field, a magnetic matter can be de-

scribed as paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic, ferromagnet-

ic, or ferrimagnetic.[66]

In ferromagnetic materials, magnetons are associated

in groups. A magnetic domain (also called a Weiss

domain) refers to a volume of ferromagnetic material in

which all magnetons are aligned in the same direction by

the exchange forces. The concept of domains distin-

guishes ferromagnetism from paramagnetism. Also, the

domain structure of a ferromagnetic material determines

the size dependence of its magnetic behavior. When the

size of a ferromagnetic material is reduced below a critical

value, it would become a single domain. Fine particle

magnetism has traditionally dealt with size effects, which

are based on the magnetic domain structure of ferromag-

netic materials. It assumes that the state of lowest free

energy of ferromagnetic particles has uniform magneti-

zation for particles smaller than a certain critical size and

nonuniform magnetization for large particles. The former

ones are generally referred to as single-domain particles,

while the latter are called multidomain particles. In earlier

studies, Kittel[67,68] estimated the critical single-domain

size for spherical particles of some ferromagnetic materi-

als to be roughly 150 Å. Kittle and his colleagues were

also the first to clearly show the existence of single-

domain particles through experiment.[69,70] According to

the magnetic domain theory, the critical size of the single

domain is affected by several factors including the value

of the magnetic saturation, the strength of the crystal

anisotropy and exchange forces, surface or domain-wall

energy, and the shape of the particles.[67,71]

In magnetic studies on fine particles, the coercivity is

the single property of most interest. It must be at least

above several hundred oersterds (Oe) to be of any value

for permanent magnetic application. The coercivity of fine

particles is a good example for size-dependent character-

istics. It has been found that as the particle size is reduced,

the coercivity increases to a maximum, and then decreases

toward zero (Fig. 1).[70,72] Although the magnetic behav-

ior of small particles has not been fully understood, certain

relationship between particle size and coercivity has been

established based on a uniaxial and monodispersed non-

interacting particle system. As the particle size decreases

below single-domain, the coercivity HC of such parti-

cles is[70,71]

HC ¼ HCð0Þ½1� ðDS=DÞ3=2� ð1Þ

and HC (0) is given as 2K/MS, where DS is the critical size

for single-domain behavior, D is the particle size, HC (0)

is the coercivity when temperature T approaches zero, K is

the anisotropy constant, and MS is the saturation magne-

tization. Another version of the coercivity of single-

domain particles, showing its temperature dependence, is

written as[70]

HC ¼ HCð0Þ½1� ðT=TBÞ1=2� ð2Þ

where TB is the blocking temperature for ferromagnetism–

superparamagnetism transition.
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Single-domain size could be experimentally estimated

when the coercivity reaches a maximum. Gong et al.[73]

studied the magnetic properties of Fe, Co, and Ni

ultrafine particles prepared by evaporation in an inert

atmosphere. They found that the maximum HC was 450,

1000, and 1500 Oe, respectively, for Ni (310 Å), Fe

(210 Å), and Co (200 Å) at room temperature. They also

calculated the sizes of these particles based on formula

given by the domain theory, and the results were 424 Å

(Ni), 196 Å (Fe), and 192 Å (Co), respectively. Zhang et

al.[74] examined the coercivities of [Mg]Fe particles at

various temperatures. Coercivities reached maximum for

Fe with size of about 20 nm (Fig. 2) for all the

temperatures. Such behavior of coercivities was also

observed in granular solids consisting of a magnetic

element and a nonmagnetic matrix, such as Fe–SiO2
[75]

and FexCu1� x.
[76] In these magnetic granular solids, co-

ercivity first reaches a maximum with the increase in the

concentration of the magnetic element, then gradually

decreases with the further increase in the magnetic ele-

ment concentration. The behaviors of coercivities of

granular solids could also be considered as a size effect.

With the increase of concentration of the magnetic

phase, the average size of the magnetic grains within

these materials could increase from below single-domain

size, through single-domain size, to multidomain size.

When the size of single-domain particles further

decreases below a critical diameter, the coercivity be-

comes zero, and such particles become superparamag-

netic. Thermal effects cause superparamagnetism. In

superparamagnetic particles, thermal fluctuations are

strong enough to spontaneously demagnetize a previously

saturated assembly of particles. A superparamagnetic spec-

imen has zero retentivity and coercivity. Therefore it has

no hysteresis. Also, magnetization curves measured at

different temperatures superimpose when M is plotted as a

function of (H/T).[70] These two aspects were well illus-

trated by the magnetic behavior of fine iron particles

dispersed in solid mercury.[77]

Superparamagnetic behavior arises from the time-

dependent thermal relaxation process of ferromagnetic

materials. If a magnetic particle is very small (typically

�100 Å), it will exhibit serious thermal relaxation effects

which tend to reduce the coercivity force and lead to a

time-dependent magnetization. For isolated uniaxial sin-

gle-domain particles with negligible interactions, the

Néel–Arrhenius law gives the relaxation time of the mag-

netic moment in zero-field:[71]

t ¼ t0 expðKV=kBTÞ ð3Þ

In Eq. 3t0 is a frequency factor related to gyromagnetic

precession and is often taken as t0ffi10�9 – 10�13 sec, K

is the effective anisotropy constant, V is the particle vol-

ume, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For a bulk fer-

romagnetic material, the thermal relaxation time is much

higher than the measurement time. When the relaxation

time reaches the measurement time due to the decrease of

Fig. 2 Size and temperature dependence of coercivities of iron

crystallites in the [Mg]Fe systems. (From Ref. [74].)

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the coercivity–size relations of

small particle systems. (From Refs. [70] and [72].)
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particle size, the transition from ferromagnetic behavior to

superparamagnetic behavior occurs.

The intrinsic time-dependent behavior of ferromagnet-

ic materials at finite temperatures can be used to predict

the critical size and the blocking temperature for super-

paramagnetism. However, this basic theory based on the

Néel model of single-particle system is often insufficient

to describe magnetic relaxation process because of the

complex nature of most magnetic systems. In real

systems, factors affecting the time-dependent relaxation

of single-domain particles include particle size distribu-

tion,[78] anisotropy energy distribution,[79–81] dipole–di-

pole coupling between particles,[82–84] and the presence of

an applied field.[85,86] For an individual real system,

experimental results and theoretical studies are often

combined to determine the dominating factors in the

relaxation process in order to achieve the best description.

The existence of a distribution of energy barriers leads to a

logarithmic decay of magnetization in time and can be

described as[83,87]

MðtÞ ¼ M0 � S lnðtÞ ð4Þ

where S is called magnetic viscosity. For a system of

particles with a distribution of anisotropy energies, there

will be a distribution of blocking temperatures. For a

measurement time t, the Néel law gives the median

blocking temperature, TB, as[86]

TB ¼
KV

kB½lnðt=t0Þ�
ð5Þ

When two measuring times t1 and t2 are selected, two

median blocking temperatures TB1 and TB2 will be

obtained as

TB1

TB2

¼ lnðt2=t0Þ
lnðt1=t0Þ

ð6Þ

both t0 and the anisotropy energy KV can be deter-

mined.[86] For a system of previously saturated uniaxial

particles with an applied field H along the easy axis, the

relaxation time is given by[85]

t ¼ t0 exp
KV

kBT
1� H

HK

� �2
" #

ð7Þ

where HK is anisotropy field. For interacting particles,

magnetic relaxation is a Curie-Weiss behavior and is

described by a Vogel–Fulcher law[83]

t ¼ t0 exp
KV

kBTðT � T0Þ

� �
ð8Þ

where T0 is the spin freezing temperature.

Magnetization Temperature/Size Dependence
and the Bloch Law

According to Bloch, the magnetization due to spin wave

fluctuation is described as[88]

MðTÞ ¼ Mð0Þð1� BTbÞ ð9Þ

In Eq. 9, M(T) is the temperature-dependent magnetiza-

tion, B is the Bloch constant and b is the Bloch exponent.

The exponent is given by b=3/2 for a three-dimensional

bulk system and has been well defined.

By using calculation on spin waves, Mills and

Maradudin[89–91] found Bloch exponent remained b=3/2

for ‘‘nonbulk’’ surface materials, and the Bloch constant

for the surface was expected to be twice that of the bulk.

By using spin wave simulations, Wildpaner[92,93] and co-

workers studied particles of various sizes and found

stronger temperature dependencies with decreasing size,

and the magnetization temperature relation did not fit

Eq. 9. More importantly, spin excitations were found to

be inhomogeneous through the particle. Hendriksen et

al.[94] considered the spin wave spectrum of nanometer-

sized particles by solving the Heisenberg Hamiltonian.

Again the excitations were a function of radial position

in the particles, and the overall result was a predication

that the exponent b should increase above the bulk value

of 3/2 inversely proportional to the particle size.

Experimental investigations of M(T) for nanoparticles

gave a mixed story. Pierce et al.[95] studied the magne-

tization of macroscopic surfaces and found results

consistent with Mills and Maradudin. Linderoth et al.[96]

followed up their calculations[94] with a measurement on

Fe–C particles with a diameter of 3.1 nm and found b=1.9

in qualitative agreement with their theory. Xiao and

Chien[97] studied iron imbedded in SiO2 at 
50% volume

fraction. The iron particle size was 2–3 nm. They found

b=3/2 with Bsurfffi10 Bbulk. Chen et al.[98] studied

MnFe2O4 particles and found b in the range 1.5–1.9 for

sizes in the range 5–15 nm.

The effect of particle size on magnetization of

magnetic nanoparticles has to be taken into consideration

when magnetization–temperature dependencies of parti-

cles of various sizes are studied under various temperatures.

In experimental investigations, the average magnetic mo-

ments of the magnetic atoms in these particles are either

found enhanced or depressed compared to those of the

atoms in bulk materials. Billas et al.[99] used a molecular

beam deflection method to study the magnetic moment of

small Fe, Co, and Ni clusters containing several tens to

several hundreds of atoms at temperatures between 80 and

1000 K. They found that clusters with fewer than 400 atoms

generally had larger magnetic moments than the bulk.

Douglas et al.[100] studied the magnetic properties of free

cobalt clusters with a similar method, and they found an
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internal magnetic moment per atom of 2.24±0.14 mB/atom

for cobalt clusters containing 65 to 215 atoms, which is

substantially higher than the bulk value of cobalt.

Coevaporation of a magnetic metal with a nonmagnetic

matrix material can produce very small magnetic metal

clusters embedded within the nonmagnetic matrix.[101]

This not only provides oxygen-free nanometer-sized

magnetic clusters that can be studied in air but can also

produce magnetic nanoparticles with various sizes by

annealing these matrix-isolated metal clusters at different

temperatures. Zhang et al.[102–104] prepared BCC-Fe

nanoparticles by coevaporating Fe with Mg or MgF2 in

a pentane vapor, followed by annealing at various

temperatures ranging from 100 to 600�C. Low-tempera-

ture annealing (below 430�C) produced a series of Fe

nanoparticles ranging from 3 to 18 nm, as confirmed by

XRD and TEM. The SQUID magnetometer was used for

magnetic measurements. The saturation magnetization MS

was determined by H�1!0 extrapolation using fields of

H�55 K Oe (Figs. 3 and 4). Both the [Mg]Fe and

[MgF2]Fe systems show increasing temperature depen-

dencies of MS with decreasing particle size. The concave

upward dependence of MS vs. T in Fig. 4 for the 3-nm-

diameter [MgF2]Fe sample even indicates a Bloch expo-

nent b<1. The [MgF2]Fe samples also show a significant

magnetization quench, especially for smaller particles. It

is believed that this quench is due to an electron donation

from MgF2 coating material to the unfilled minority d

band of the iron.

Double logarithmic graphs of the magnetization

depression vs. T were plotted for both the [Mg]F and

[MgF2]Fe systems (Figs. 5 and 6). The form of Bloch

law (Eq. 9) implies that the magnetization depression

MS(0)�MS(T) is a power law with temperature (T).

Thus if Bloch law holds, a double logarithmic graph of

Fig. 3 Saturation magnetization vs. temperature for different

size iron crystallites in the [Mg]Fe systems. (From Ref. [102].)

Fig. 5 Saturation magnetization depression relative to its

values at T=0 K vs. temperature for different size iron

crystallites in the [Mg]Fe system. (From Ref. [102].)

Fig. 4 Saturation magnetization vs. temperature for different

size iron crystallites in the [MgF2]Fe systems. (From Ref. [102].)
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these quantities will yield straight lines, the slopes of

which will be the Bloch exponent b and with intercepts

related to BMS (0). The data presented all fall in line

to imply that Bloch’s law holds for these particles.[102]

Linear fit of Eq. 9 to the data also yielded the Bloch

parameters b and B plotted in Figs. 7 and 8. The results of

both the [Mg]Fe and [MgF2]Fe systems indicated that

nanoparticles still obey the Bloch law, but with decreasing

size, the Bloch exponent b falls from the bulk value of

b=3/2 to smaller values, while the Bloch constant rises

from the bulk values by orders of magnitude.[102] Also,

the chemistry of the interface can affect the size-de-

pendent properties of M(T). Recent studies on the mag-

netic properties of oxide-coated iron nanoparticles by

Banerjee et al.[105] provided some quantitative agreement

to the results on the [Mg]Fe and [MgF2]Fe systems. Four

oxide-coated Fe samples, with sizes of 4.9, 5.5, 9.5, and

11.1 nm, were synthesized by an electrodeposition

method. For the samples with the sizes of 4.9 and 11.1,

the values of the Bloch exponent b were 0.79 and 1.1, both

smaller than the bulk value of 3/2. The saturation

magnetization values of these samples were also found

depressed as compared with the theoretical value.

For a three-dimensional bulk system at a low temper-

ature, Bloch law can also be written as[106]

MðTÞ ffi Mð0Þð1� BT3=2 � CT5=2Þ ð10Þ

Curve fitting by using the original Bloch law equation

could give bffi2. And this may explain why b was near 2

in some nanoparticle systems such as Fe–C[96] and Ni.[107]

Bloch’s T3/2 law is based on an infinite ideal three-

dimensional system and it is not always suitable for all

real systems. The foundation of the Bloch law based on

classical theories of solid-state physics should still hold

Fig. 7 Bloch exponent b as a function of iron crystallite size.

Dashed line is the bulk value. (From Ref. [102].)

Fig. 8 Bloch constant B as a function of iron crystallite size.

Dashed line is the bulk value. (From Ref. [102].)

Fig. 6 Saturation magnetization depression relative to its

values at T=0 K vs. temperature for different size iron crys-

tallites in the [MgF2]Fe system. (From Ref. [102].)
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for magnetic nanomaterials. However, the unique char-

acteristics of the nanostructured materials should also be

addressed when these theories are employed to describe

the behaviors of nanomaterials. For a thin film, one of its

dimensions is limited, for a nanowire, two dimensions

could be reduced, and for very small particles, all three

dimensions may be reduced. Nanoparticle systems have a

high surface volume fraction. In order to emphasize the

two-dimensional nature of the surface, Bloch law could be

written as

MðTÞ ¼ Mcoreð0Þð1� BT3=2Þ þMsurfaceð0Þð1� CTÞ
ð11Þ

If magnetic coupling exists between the surface and the

soft core, and the surface becomes dominant in determin-

ing the overall magnetization process of the particle, then

Bloch law could also be written as

MðTÞ ffi Mð0Þð1� BTÞ ð12Þ

And for extremely long magnetic nanowires, they could

be considered as one-dimensional systems and M(T) could

be linear to T1/2.

The Effect of Particle Shape on
Magnetic Properties

Single-domain magnetic nanoparticles can become the

building blocks of high-density magnetic memory de-

vices.[108–110] However, merely decreasing the size of

the memory bits would not be adequate to form high-

density magnetic recording systems. The signal/noise

ratio is another important factor determining the quality

of magnetic memory. For ordered single-domain mag-

netic particle arrays to become desirable magnetic mem-

ory elements, they should have both high remanence and

high coercivity. Remanence and coercivity are de-

termined by anisotropy forces, which are affected by

many factors. One of the important anisotropies is shape

anisotropy, which is directly associated with the shape of

the nanomagnet.

Most magnetic nanoparticles in the size ranges of

several nanometers do not have well-defined shapes and

often appear spherical. Spherical particles do not have

shape anisotropy; therefore their shapes do not affect

important magnetic properties such as coercivity, rema-

nence, hysteresis, and susceptibility. Studies of larger

particles with stable and defined nonspherical geometric

shapes could reveal the influence of shape on magnetic

properties due to shape anisotropy. Arrays of magnetic

particles in the size range from 35 to 500 nm with nearly

uniform shapes and identical sizes were fabricated by

using high-resolution electron beam lithography with a

standard lift-off pattern transfer process.[111] The shapes

of nanomagnets in these arrays include elliptical, trian-

gular, square, pentagonal, and circular geometries, and

adequate spacing between particles was allowed for some

arrays to eliminate interparticle interaction. The influence

of size, shape, and thickness on the magnetic properties of

these nanomagnets was carefully examined with both

theoretical modeling and experimental measurement by

Cowburn.[111] It was found that there were two distinct

phenomena that could be attributed to the shape and size

effects on magnetic properties. The first is the small

deviations from uniformity in the magnetization field

within the nanostructures. Such deviations could give rise

to higher-order anisotropy terms due to configurational

anisotropy, and these anisotropies could dominate the

overall magnetic properties. The second phenomenon is

the existence of competition between quantum mechan-

ical exchange energy and classical magnetostatic energy.

This competition will not only determine whether a

nanoparticle exhibits single-domain behavior, but also

control configurational anisotropy by defining nonuni-

formity in magnetization.

For smaller circular nanomagnets of 100 nm in

diameter and 10 nm in thickness, hysteresis loops showed

a high remanence and a low switching field, which is

typical single-domain behavior. For larger circular nano-

magnets of 300 nm in diameter and 10 nm in thickness,

hysteresis loops showed a sudden loss of magnetization at

near zero-field. This phenomenon indicates a ‘‘flux-

closing’’ configuration that may be characterized by a

‘‘vortex’’ phase in which the magnetization vectors were

parallel to the nearest edges at all positions along the

particle surfaces. The hysteresis loops of magnetic arrays

containing thin triangular, square, and pentagonal nano-

magnets were very different from each other; and they

were also different from the loops of conventional

unstructured material. The multifold anisotropy fields of

these materials were attributed to a phenomenon called

configurational anisotropy, which was associated with the

geometric shapes of the nanomagnets. The elliptically

shaped nanomagnets clearly showed easy-axis behavior

characterized by high remanence and high coercivity;

therefore they are the best choice for patterned nano-

magnet arrays.[111] He et al. compared the magnetization

behaviors of single-domain and multidomain, square and

elliptical cobalt nanomagnet arrays, and they also con-

cluded that elliptical cobalt nanomagnets were preferred

to form a single-domain demagnetization state.[112]

Surface Effects and Interparticle Interactions

Fine particle magnetism has always been dealing with two

very common aspects of small particle behavior, namely,

the surface/interface effect and interparticle interactions.

The reduced geometry at particle surface/interface often
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leads to the relaxation of crystal lattice. This will generate

an inhomogeneous spin structure throughout the whole

particle, with spins at the surface behaving very differ-

ently compared with those in the core. For a ferromagnetic

particle, this type of nonlinear spin structure can be de-

scribed as a ferromagnetic core with aligned spins, and a

structurally disordered surface spin structure. The surface

spin structure resembles a spin-glass-like state, with the

surface spins not oriented at random but inclined to the

direction of the net magnetization through exchange

interaction with the core.[113] Surface spin canting has

been demonstrated in 6-nm g-Fe2O3 prepared by chemical

precipitation,[114] NiFe2O4 nanoparticle prepared by

grinding with oleic acid in kerosene,[115] NiFe2O4 pre-

pared by chemical precipitation,[116] and ball-milled

CuFe2O4.[117] Surface/interface effects can also come

from either magnetic or nonmagnetic coatings formed due

to the oxidation of metal particle surface or the presence

of a surface coating or matrix. Many abnormalities of fine

particle magnetism can be attributed to the surface effects.

For example, for oxide-coated or matrix-hosted nanoscale

Fe, Co, and Ni particles, interactions between particles

and the coating materials may modify the coercivity of the

system. Therefore magnetic coercivity in these systems is

somewhat considered as a surface/interface property.

Hadjipanayis et al. explained the coercivity behavior of

the oxide-coated Fe clusters as the result of the interaction

between the soft Fe2O3 shell and the hard Fe core.[118]

This gave the high coercivity at low temperature and its

strong temperature dependence. The whole particle may

become magnetically soft when the core is very small and

fluctuation of the magnetic moment of the shell dominates

the overall magnetic properties.

Noninteracting single-domain magnetic nanoparticles

are superparamagnetic below certain temperatures. How-

ever, when particles are brought closer together, dipole/

exchange interactions can occur. Such interactions will

increase the effective energy barriers for spontaneous

magnetization. For a densely packed but disordered

assembly of superparamagnetic particles, the interparticle

interactions can be inhomogeneous, thus giving rise to a

distribution of effective energy barriers for spontaneous

magnetization. Fiorani et al.[119] studied relaxation prop-

erties of 4.7-nm g-Fe2O3 with increasing strength of

interparticle interaction and discovered that the very

weakly interacting particles can be well described by the

Néel–Brown model for superparamagnetism. For particles

with weak to medium interaction, Néel–Brown model still

applies if interparticle interaction is accounted for. For

strongly interacting particles, the result of such distribu-

tion of energy barriers is the transformation from pure

superparamagnetism to a glass collective state resembling

spin glasses, but with its own distinct features. Zysler

et al.[120] compared the blocking behaviors and hystere-

sis cycles of amorphous (Fe0.26Ni0.74)50B50 nanoparticles

(mean diameter 2 nm) and the same nanoparticles

dispersed in a polymer with a 0.3 wt.% ratio for the

nanoparticles. Results from the polymer-dispersed sam-

ple, with a mean interparticle center-to-center distance of

18 nm, showed good agreement with the model of

noninteracting particles. For nondispersed particles,

strong interparticle interaction was observed. The MZFC

had a maximum at a temperature Tmax100 K, which was

higher than that of the dispersed sample (55 K). Above

Tmax, the nondispersed sample could still be described as

superparamagnetic if interparticle interaction is consid-

ered. Below 50 K, the nondispersed sample underwent a

regime change as indicated by its magnetization and

hysteresis behaviors. It is believed that the low-temper-

ature state is a collective glassy-like state, which is

characterized by a randomly frozen assembly of correlated

particle moments.

The coupling particle moments of interaction of

magnetic nanoparticles at low temperatures could give

rise to a new magnetic order if the particle moments are

parallel. Such magnetic ordering is called superferromag-

netism.[121] Superferromagnetism should behave similarly

to normal ferromagnetic materials, but with much higher

magnetic moment.

Giant Magnetoresistance Effect

Magnetoresistance is defined as the fractional change in

resistance or resistivity of a material induced by an ap-

plied magnetic field relative to the resistivity either at zero

field, r(0), or at the saturation field HS, r(HS):[122,123]

Dr
r

� �
0

¼ rðHÞ � rð0Þ
rð0Þ ð13Þ

or

Dr
r

� �
Hs

¼ rðHÞ � rðHsÞ
rðHsÞ

ð14Þ

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was first discovered in

Fe/Cr magnetic superlattices.[124] Baibich et al.[124] first

suggested GMR in Fe/Cr magnetic superlattices as the

result of spin-dependent electron transmission between Fe

layers through the thin Cr interfaces. This spin-dependent

electron transport between ferromagnetic Fe layers was

facilitated by the interplay of orientation of the Fe layers

induced by the magnetic field. The spin-dependent

electron transmission through an interface, also referred

to as spin-dependent scattering, is called the ‘‘two-current

model.’’ Other effects, such as exchange coupling, spin-

value effect, and periodic density of states, were also

considered to be the reasons for GMR in thin films.[123]
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Giant magnetoresistance effects in granular films were

first discovered in heterogeneous granular Cu–Co

alloys[125] and in Co–Cu and Fe–Cu granular alloys,[126]

and were later observed in many other granular sys-

tems.[123,127–129] A granular magnetic metal system is

generally referred to as a material consisting of nanoscale

magnetic metal granules (clusters) embedded in a non-

magnetic matrix. Although magnetic granular films lack

defined structures, the mechanism of spin-dependent

scattering could still be applied to explain the GMR

phenomenon in these materials. Rather than going through

a layer-to-layer electron transport process, the neighbor-

ing magnetic granules, under an aligning magnetic field,

could undergo electron transfer through the nonmagnetic

interfaces. Giant magnetoresistance in granular metals

was found to be dependent upon the size, shape, as well

as the concentration of the magnetic granules.[130]

Initially, it was believed that GMR could only exist in

granular metal/metal systems because of the absence of

metallic conductivity in metal/insulator systems such as

Fe–Al2O3.[123] Recent studies have shown that GMR can

also be found in metal/insulator granular films. The

magnetoresistance in these films is called tunneling

magnetoresistance (TMR). Tunneling magnetoresistance

in metal/insulator films occurs when electrons are trans-

ferred between magnetic clusters by a spin-dependent

tunneling effect through tunneling junctions or grain

boundaries. The probability of spin-dependent tunneling

depends on many factors including particle size, shape,

distribution, the nature of the particle/matrix interfaces,

and film thickness.[131–133]

Quantum Tunneling of Magnetization

Quantum tunneling of magnetization, or macroscopic

quantum tunneling (MQT), is a phenomenon that

describes quantum mechanically the nonconservation of

magnetization along a certain axis between different

energy configurations.[77,134–137] Consider the classical

case of superparamagnetism to ferromagnetism transition

in a single-domain particle. For a small single-domain

ferromagnetic particle with its entire spins (magnetic

moments) aligned along an easy axis in an applied field,

the overall magnetic relaxation process of the particle can

be described as a single macroscopic degree of freedom,

with all the individual spins acting as a total moment

(spin) of the particle. This is a thermodynamic process

whereas magnetic relaxation of the system has a linear

relation to temperature as described by the Arrhenius law

t=t0exp(DE/kBT). When temperature drops below a

certain point, all the individual spins in the small fer-

romagnetic particle will be frozen out because of crystal

anisotropy, and the spontaneous magnetization M will be

close to saturation magnetization value M0. When a mag-

netic filed H is applied along the opposite direction of the

original spontaneous magnetization M, a metastable state

arises with M being antiparallel to H. To overcome such a

metastable state and achieve a stable magnetization state

with M being parallel to H, spontaneous magnetization

must overcome certain energy barriers.[134] These poten-

tial energy barriers generally originate from two sources:

anisotropy energy barriers due to intrinsic crystal anisot-

ropies, and possible barriers caused by the pinning of

domain walls by defects.[138] As these energy barriers

have no direct relations with temperature, magnetic relax-

ation will no longer be temperature dependent. Chud-

novsky and Gunther considered a simple spherical ferro-

magnetic system with an energy barrier Ea as[134]

Ea ¼ ðKk þ K? sin2 fÞ sin2 y�MHð1� cos yÞ ð15Þ

with H in the �z direction, and Kk and K? being parallel

anisotropy and transverse anisotropy, respectively. By

combining the classical equation for M and their own

theory of quantum nucleation, they gave a crossover tem-

perature T* for quantum tunneling as[134]

T* ¼ ð3=8ÞhgðKkK?eÞ1=2=kBMS ð16Þ

where e is (1�H/HC) and HC is coercivity. From the above

we can see that a high crossover temperature is expected

for a sample with high anisotropy energies and low

saturation magnetization. Furthermore, the magnetic tun-

neling of a system at a certain temperature could also be

achieved by controlling the external magnetic field. Tejada

et al. estimated the range of T* to be 0.1–5 K for small

magnetic particles with high magnetic anisotropy.[139]

In real systems, there can be a broad distribution of

energy barriers. Under such conditions, there is no longer

a single crossover temperature below which quantum

tunneling occurs, and the magnetic relaxation process

theoretically could be both temperature and field depen-

dent. The time-dependent magnetization for such systems

would be[138,139]

MðtÞ ¼ M0½1� SðT ;HÞ lnðt=t0Þ� ð17Þ

where M0 is the magnetization at t0 and S(T,H) is

magnetic viscosity. At high temperatures, magnetic

viscosity is temperature dependent and is called thermal

viscosity ST and ST
 T. At very low temperatures,

magnetic viscosity is independent of temperature and is

called quantum viscosity SQ.[139]

There are several types of magnetic tunneling mecha-

nisms.[140] Although ample experimental evidence has

been obtained to suggest the existence of these processes,

it is not easy to achieve quantitative agreements between

theory and experiment results in many systems. This may
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be because many systems studied have been assemblies of

particles with heterogeneous parameters that lead to

unknown barrier energy distributions. These various

energy barriers could be different crystal anisotropy

energies originating from nonuniform particle sizes or

shapes, or due to the simultaneous precipitation of

different domain walls in the blocking process. In ad-

dition, other small particle behaviors, such as particle

interactions, could be confused with macroscopic quan-

tum tunneling without detailed analysis.[141,142] Tejada

et al.[139] studied the magnetic relaxation of small ferro-

fluid particles Fe3O4 (36 Å), FeC (60 Å), and CoFe2O4

(50 Å) by examining the hysteresis loops, time-dependent

magnetization, magnetization relaxation times, and mag-

netic viscosity at temperatures above and below the block-

ing temperature TB. At T�TB, these particles exhibited

typical superparamagnetic thermal relaxation behaviors.

At T�TB, S(T,H) became linear to T, suggesting weak

interactions between the particles. At extremely low

temperatures, relaxation time, coercivity, and magnetic

viscosity S(T,H) all appeared independent of T, suggesting

quantum tunneling of magnetization. The crossover

temperatures, Tc, were estimated as about 0.5, 1, and 2.5

K for Fe3O4, FeC, and CoFe2O4, respectively. Tejada and

Zhang[138,140] studied several different types of materials

including single-domain particles (SDPs) and granular

solids with SDPs embedded within. These materials

included CrO2 recording tapes, antiferromagnetic horse-

spleen ferritin, and magnetic thin film of TbFe3. They

observed quantum magnetic tunneling effects in these

systems with experimental values of Tc ranging from 2 to

5.5 K. Rather sharp crossover from thermal to quantum

state for these samples was observed, suggesting that

dissipation had very little effect on magnetic tunneling.

Peng et al.[143] studied monodispersed ferromagnetic Co

clusters coated with an antiferromagnetic CoO shell and

observed enhanced coercivities (2–8.5 K Oe) and quantum

magnetization behavior with a crossover temperature of

8 K. The high coercivities and high crossover temperature

were attributed to the enhanced uniaxial anisotropy caused

by the ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic coupling between

the Co core and the CoO shell.

Unlike assemblies of small magnetic particles with

inhomogeneous sizes and properties, high-spin molecular

clusters have uniform chemical characteristics and can be

defined with certain parameters. Therefore they could be

better candidates for the studies of quantum magnetic

relaxation process. Friedman et al.[144] examined the low-

temperature relaxation of a superparamagnetic and highly

anisotropic molecular cluster compound Mn12O12(CH3-

COO)16(H2O)4, and they observed stepwise magnetization

with periodic increase of external field, as well as much

faster magnetization relaxation near these steps. They

described this as a process called resonant tunneling of

magnetization. They suggested that Mn12 molecule had

two symmetrical ground states m=S and m=�S, due to

uniaxial anisotropy, with S being the total spin of the

molecule (S=10). When an external field was applied, the

symmetry between two ground states was destroyed and

this led to the formation of a metastable state and a new

ground state. The metastable state first resonated with an

excited state associated with the new ground state, then

degenerated into the new ground state. The energy levels

of the states depend not only on temperature but also on

the applied field; therefore such quantum tunneling is a

‘‘thermally assisted’’ and ‘‘field-tuned’’ process.

CONCLUSION

The studies on the fabrication and properties of magnetic

nanomaterials have made great progress. Many well-

established techniques have found success in the prepa-

ration of magnetic nanomaterials of various sizes and

structures. In the studies of magnetic properties, both

theoretical and experimental efforts have demonstrated

that fine particle magnetism is not only a result of the

reduction of size, but also due to surface/interface effects

and the interaction of particles. The fundamental theories

of solid-state physics that describe the magnetic proper-

ties of bulk materials can still be applied to magnetic

nanomaterials, if the unique structural aspects and col-

lective behaviors of nanoparticles are taken into consid-

eration. Theoretically, future effort should be focused

on the improvement of the modeling of magnetic proper-

ties of nanometer-sized particles. Although theoretical

modeling for clusters consisting of a few to a few tens

of atoms has been well established, there is still a

need for dependable approaches to the calculations of

nanometer-sized particles. Experimentally, further im-

provement in the fabrication techniques should lead to

more effective ways to generate particles with con-

trollable size and uniform morphology, and better

methods to handle and study individual particles. The

availability of ‘‘identical’’ particles, and the techniques

to put a single or a few of such particles under study,

not only would enable closer examination of size-

dependent magnetic properties, but could also, through

nano-manipulation, enable them to become building

blocks for magnetic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of nanomaterials presents a great interest

not only for elucidation of basic research problems, but

also for practical applications. Because of the presence

of very small size nanoparticles, these materials acquire

new properties that differ from those of bulk materials

of the same composition.[1] As a result of the special

magnetic properties of small particles, nanomaterials find

promising use in various applications: ferrofluids, infor-

mation storage media, magnetic refrigeration, magnetic

resonance imaging, etc.[2]

Ferrites—magnetic materials—are composed of a-

Fe2O3 and another metallic oxide MOn. The general

formula of ferrites is xMOn �yFe2O3. If M is a divalent

metal ion with ionic radius, r < 1 Å, a spinelic ferrite is

formed: MO �Fe2O3 (n = 1). The ‘‘spinel structure’’

proceeds from the natural combination MgAl2O4 called

‘‘spinel.’’ Spinelic ferrite structure consists of a cubic

close-packed oxygen arrangement, in which the cations

reside on tetrahedral and octahedral interstices. The unit

cell is obtained by the union of two face-centered cubic

oxygen sublattices along each of three directions. This

results in 64 tetrahedral sites (A) and 32 octahedral sites

(B). Only 8 sites A and 16 sites B are occupied by cations

in a stoichiometric spinel. The spinel compounds mainly

belong to the space group Fd3m and the lattice parameter

is �8.5 Å. Occupation of all the tetrahedral sites with

divalent metal ions yields a normal spinel structure, while

occupation of the octahedral sites with the divalent metal

ions yields an inverse spinel structure. Ferrites can adopt

both a normal spinel structure (M2 + = Zn2 +, Cd2 +, Mn2 +)

and an inverse spinel one (M2 + = Fe2 +, Co2 +, Ni2 +,

Cu2 +). Ferrites constitute a broad and important class of

magnetic ceramic materials, with important technological

applications which cover electronic and electrotechnical

devices, heterogeneous catalysts, cement products, paints,

and plastics.[3,4] The magnetic properties of ferrites

(magnetic saturation, magnetization, and coercivity)

change drastically when the size of particles becomes

very small.[5] For this reason, the idea that synthesizing

ferrites with nanometer-sized particles (nanoferrites)

would help obtaining materials with superior magnetic

properties is of great interest.[6,7]

THE COMPLEXATION METHOD FOR
SYNTHESIS OF FERRITES

The method of preparation plays a very important role

in determining the chemical, structural, and magnetic

properties of spinel ferrites. Ferrites are commonly

produced by the ceramic technique that involves high-

temperature solid-state reactions between the constituent

oxides, carbonates, or oxalates. The particles obtained

by the ceramic method are large and of nonuniform

size. The products obtained by sintering are, in most cases,

nonreproducible in terms of their magnetic properties.[8–11]

Because the average particle sizes and the particle

size distribution of nanoferrites affect very much their

magnetic properties, the control of these parameters is

crucial. To overcome the difficulties arising from the

ceramic route, wet chemical methods, such as coprecip-

itation,[6,7,12–14] hydrothermal processing,[4,15,16] and sol-

gel technique,[17] were designed and employed. The control

of colloid chemistry properties that determine the stability

of microemulsions and self-assembling of nanoparticles is

particularly recommended for the synthesis of nanofer-

rites.[2,18–21] The essential requirements of obtaining well-

controlled uniformity and high-purity materials make these

chemical methods the preferred choice.

The nature of precursors plays a very important role in

the synthesis of nanoferrites. In many cases, the use of a

particular precursor may affect the structure of mate-

rials at the molecular level, thus improving the homo-

geneity and increasing the dispersion of resulted prod-

ucts. Considerable efforts have been made to develop

chemical synthesis routes that yield precursors having

two or more metal ions included in the same molec-

ular entity. Synthesis routes, in which polynuclear co-

ordination compounds with two or more metal ions are

formed as precursors, are preferred because these
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compounds are capable of giving mixed oxides by ther-

mal decomposition.[22–24]

Synthesis of nanoferrites by thermal decomposition of

polynuclear complex compounds is a nonconventional

chemical method that belongs to ‘‘chimie douce’’ (soft

chemistry). This method is sometimes referred to as the

complexation method for synthesis of ferrites.

Compared to classical methods, the complexation

method offers a series of advantages:

. The distribution of chemical species is homogeneous

at the molecular level.
. The decomposition of coordination compounds is

simultaneous with, or is immediately followed by, for-

mation of a ferrite.
. The temperature of ferrite formation is much lower

than the temperature range of ceramic processes.
. Because of the relatively low temperature of forma-

tion, the ferrites obtained through the complexation

method are characterized by ultrafine particle granu-

lation and high specific surface areas.

Over the past 20 years, the chemistry of polynuclear

coordination compounds has developed spectacularly and

now it could be regarded as a well-established branch of

coordination chemistry. In spite of all this progress, in-

formation regarding the use of polynuclear coordination

compounds as precursors of ferrites is limited.

The successful application of the complexation method

for synthesis of nanoferrites requires two important steps:

. A detailed study on the formation of the polynuclear

complex compounds to establish the parameters that

influence the synthesis, such as the combination ratio

of elements, the nature of the ligand, the pH of the

reaction medium, the temperature, etc.
. A study on the mechanism of their thermal decompo-

sition, accompanied by the characterization of the

obtained ferrites.

The polynuclear coordination compounds, which may

successfully be used as precursors for ferrite formation,

should generate by decomposition only volatile products.

Scheme 1 Polynuclear coordinator compounds-precursors for ferrites.
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The ligands that largely satisfy this requirement are

the anions of polycarboxylic and polyhydroxy carbox-

ylic acids: citrate, acetate, oxalate, etc. Thus there are

various variants of the complexation method for fer-

rite synthesis encountered in the literature, which are

named according to the acid employed as the complexing

agent (e.g., citrate, acetate, oxalate, and malate methods).

In Scheme 1, these alternative methods are presented to-

gether with the self-propagating combustion. We consider

this last method, in which the combustion occurs in situ,

together with the group of methods based on thermal

decomposition of polynuclear coordination compounds.

FERRITES OBTAINED BY THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION OF POLYNUCLEAR
COORDINATION COMPOUNDS

Citrate Method

Synthesis of ultrafine ferrites by the citrate precursor

technique is the only synthesis route that has enjoyed so

far technological applications.[25–27] It requires the use of

precursor solutions containing the metal ions and citric

acid in the desired ratio. Dehydration is carried out in

revolving evaporators under a pressure of a few milli-

meters of Hg at 70�C; it is stopped before the viscosity

becomes high. Dehydration is completed by drying for an

additional 3 to 24 hr in a vacuum oven at temperatures

below 100�C. This procedure yields transparent glasses,

uniformly colored, completely amorphous to X-ray

diffraction. The materials present no evidence of non-

homogeneity. Moderate temperatures are sufficient for

the pyrolysis of the precursors (500–600�C). When the

expected mixed oxides do not form at this temperature,

pyrolysis is conducted at, or above, the lowest temperature

necessary for product formation. Thus the Fe2Mn0.5

Zn0.5O4 nanoferrite was obtained after 2 hr of thermal

treatment at 500�C. The X-ray pattern indicated formation

of a pure, perfectly homogeneous phase, with particle

sizes in the range between 30 and 100 Å.[25]

Verma et al.[28] have prepared by this method high-

resistivity nickel–zinc ferrites: Ni1�xZnxFe2O4 with x =

0.2, 0.35, 0.5, and 0.6. They observed that these Ni–Zn

ferrites have resistivity �108 O cm which is higher by 2

orders of magnitude than that reported (�106 O cm) for

ferrites prepared by the conventional ceramic method.

This is attributed to better purity and homogeneity of these

ferrite powders.

An alternative of this method was proposed for Ni–Cu–

Zn ferrite powders with compositions:[29]

ðNi0:2Cu0:2Zn0:6ÞOðFe2�xMnxO3Þ0:98

(x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06). A mixed solution containing

metal nitrates and citric acid in a 1:1 ratio (pH value of the

solution was adjusted to �7 using ammonia) was poured

into a dish and heated at �135�C until it transformed into

a dried gel. The dried gel burned in a self-propagating

combustion to form a loose ash. The synthesized

nanoferrites powders could be sintered by heating for 5

hr at 900�C in air. These nanoferrites are characterized by

high magnetic permeability. Attempts to separate complex

citrates from the reaction medium were very difficult

because of their high solubility. Prasad et al.[30] have

succeeded the isolation of a citrate precursor with the

general formula Co3Fe6O4(C6H6O7)8 �6H2O. Ultrafine

particles of CoFe2O4 were obtained by decomposition of

this precursor. The citrate polynuclear compound was

characterized through elemental chemical analysis and IR

spectrum. It was difficult to predict the bonding positions

of metal ion sites with the citric acid. Therefore based on

thermal analyses, chemical analyses, and gas analyses and

X-ray diffraction (XRD), infrared (IR), and nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) data, the authors have

proposed the following mechanism. The decomposition

of the citrate complex compound occurs in one or two

major steps, depending on the heating rate in static or in

flowing air atmosphere. For heating rate of 5�C/min:

1. Co3FeO4ðC6H6O7Þ8�ðnþ 6ÞH2O

!<120�C
Co3Fe6O4ðC6H6O7Þ8�6H2Oþ nH2O

2. Co3Fe6O4ðC6H6O7Þ8�6H2O

!120�220�C
Co3Fe6O4ðC5H6O6Þ8

þ 6H2O þ 8CO

3. Co3Fe6O4ðC5H6O6Þ8!
220�330�C

3CoFe2O4�6CO2

þ 10CO2 þ 8ðCH3COCH3Þ

4. 3CoFe2O4�6H2O!>330�C
3CoFe2O4 þ 6CO2

For heating rate of 10�C/min

1. Co3Fe6O4ðC6H6O7Þ8�ðnþ 6ÞH2O

!<120�C
Co3Fe6O4ðC6H6O7Þ8�6H2Oþ nH2O

2. Co3Fe6O4ðC6H6O7Þ8�6H2O

!120�160�C
3CoFe2O4�14CO2 þ 8CO þ 8H2O

þ 2CO2 þ 8ðCH3COCH3Þ

3. 3CoFe2O4ðCO2Þ14!
160�330�C

3CoFe2O4 þ 14CO2

When the heating rate is 5�C/min, the hexahydrate

cobalt iron citrate precursor was isolated by removing

the lattice water around 120�C. The first step represents

the major reaction in the thermal decomposition of the

citrate precursor. During this process, the metastable

Magnetic Nanomaterials: Nonconventional Synthesis and Chemical Design 1685
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acetonedicarboxylate complex, Co3Fe6O4(C5H6O6)8, is

formed. In the second step, the complete internal con-

version of carboxylate groups, methylene, and hydroxyl

groups takes place to form acetone and CO2 gas. In the

IR spectrum of this intermediate compound, the char-

acteristic bands of nsymCH (�2900 cm�1), nasymCOO

(1570 cm�1), and nsymCOO (1400 cm�1) are absent.

Some amount of CO2 gas is adsorbed on the CoFe2O4

lattice because of the large surface area.

When the heating rate is 10�C/min, the first and the

second steps occur simultaneously at a lower temperature

(120–160�C). At the same time, a large amount of gases

(CO, CO2, water vapors, and acetone) is released. The

compound 3(CoFe2O4) �14CO2 obtained was X-ray-amor-

phous. The adsorbed CO2 gas disappears only by heating

at 250�C for more than 1 day.

The complete crystallization of the CoFe2O4 amor-

phous phase occurs above 280�C, as confirmed by its

XRD pattern. This crystalline phase CoFe2O4 shows the

crystallite size in the range of 7.5–34 nm.

Sainamthip and Amarakoon[31] synthesized ultrafine

ferrite powders (Mn–Zn ferrite) by alcoholic dehydration

of citrate/formate solution. This method consists of spray-

ing or atomizing an aqueous citrate/formate solution con-

taining the metal ions in the desired ratio into a bath of a

hygroscopic liquid (acetone or alcohol), which rapidly

removes water. A bright yellow citrate complex is ob-

tained. Thermal decomposition of this precursor yields

a fine, high-purity, homogeneous ferrite. The success of

powder preparation depends on the water content in

the starting solution, the pH of the solution, the amount

of alcohol used, and the drying step. Low-temperature

calcination (350�C in air) for decomposition, followed by

calcinations at 900�C for 4 hr in an enclosed vessel, leads

to submicrometer-sized ferrite powders with an important

degree of agglomeration.

The citrate method is simple and inexpensive. It is a

promising method for the synthesis of high-perform-

ance nanoferrites.

Tartarate Method

The capacity of tartaric acid to form coordination com-

pounds is well known. This capacity originates in the

following structural characteristics:

. The presence of four potentially ionizable H atoms.

. The presence in the molecule of several coordina-

tion positions.
. The tendency of molecular association because of the

polydentate nature of the tartarate anion.

Although the factors that influence the structure of the

complex species are known, their individual contribution

in assuming one structure or another is hard to establish.

Tapscott et al.[32] published an exhaustive study on the

anionic homodinuclear species in which two metallic ions

are bonded in bridged position through two tartarate

tetradentate ligands. In the literature, there are relatively

few studies concerning the coordination compounds in

solid state with tartaric acid as ligand.[33] The multiple

function of the ligand is responsible for its capacity to

form heteropolynuclear coordination compounds.[34]

To establish to what extent such heteropolynuclear

coordination compounds may represent the raw materials

for spinelic ferrites formation, the following systems have

been studied:[35]

2FeðIIIÞ :MðIIÞ :tartaric acid

MðIIÞ ¼ MðIIÞ; CoðIIÞ; ZnðIIÞ

and

2FeðIIIÞ :½0:5MðIIÞ:0:5M0ðIIÞ�:tartaric acid

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ; M0ðIIÞ ¼ ZnðIIÞ

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ; M0ðIIÞ ¼ MnðIIÞ

The study of the chemistry solution of the tartaric acid

has evidenced the dependence of the nature of the poly-

meric species on the pH of the reaction medium. For

this reason, the behavior of the above systems depended

on the selected reaction medium pH (pH = 1–2 and pH =

6–7, respectively) at constant Mn+/tartaric acid ratio

[2Fe(III):1M(II):4tartaric acid].

The following types of compounds were obtained:

pH ¼ 1� 2

½FeðIIIÞ2MðIIÞðC4O6H3Þ2ðC4O6H4Þ��xH2O

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ;ZnðIIÞ;MnðIIÞ
½0:5MðIIÞ þ 0:5M0ðIIÞ� :CoðIIÞ þ ZnðIIÞ;

CoðIIÞ þ MnðIIÞ
x ¼ 2� 4

pH ¼ 6� 7

ðNH4Þ2½FeðIIIÞ2MðIIÞðC4O6H3Þ2ðC4O6H2Þ��xH2O

MðIIÞ ¼ MnðIIÞ;CoðIIÞ;ZnðIIÞ
½0:5MðIIÞ þ 0:5M0ðIIÞ� ¼ CoðIIÞ þ ZnðIIÞ;

CoðIIÞ þ MnðIIÞ
x ¼ 2� 4

The formula of these compounds was established by

correlating elemental chemical analysis with physico-

chemical measurements (IR, UV–Vis spectra, and mag-

netic and thermogravimetric runs).
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The IR spectra recorded for the two types of com-

pounds suggest the coordination of both carboxylic groups

existing in the molecule of tartaric acid at metal ions. The

band at 1750 cm�1 of tartaric acid, assigned to nC O is

replaced in the spectra of the compounds by the two bands

nas(OCO) and ns(OCO). The analysis of these spectra within

1000–1100 cm�1 range shows a considerable difference

between the spectrum of free tartaric acid and those of the

two compounds. In the tartaric acid spectrum, the peak at

�1097 cm�1 is assigned to the C–O stretching vibration

of OH secondary group. In the spectra of complexes, this

band splits and shifts toward lower frequencies (1085–

1059 cm�1). The splitting could be assigned to a different

bonding of the two secondary OH groups present in the

molecule of the acid. Thus one can advance the hypothesis

that the two secondary OH groups coordinate at two

different metal ions.

The analysis of electronic spectra and their second

derivatives recorded within 9000–50000 cm�1 for both

types of compounds supplied data about the stereochem-

istry of metal ions. For example, the spectrum of

(NH4)2[Fe2
IIICoII(C4O6H3)2(C4O6H2)] �xH2O shows one

low intensity absorption band at about 11000 cm�1 which

may be assigned to the spin-forbidden transition
6A1g ! 4T1g for Fe(III)(d5) ion, in an octahedral high

spin configuration. Another band at �18560 cm�1 could

be assigned to 4T1g ! 4T1g(P)(n3) transition, characteris-

tic to Co(II) ion in a high spin octahedral configuration.

All compounds are paramagnetic. The experimental

values of magnetic moments are lower than the theoretical

ones. This difference could be assigned to the antiferro-

magnetic interaction between metal ions.

The thermal decomposition of the intermediate com-

plex compounds was further studied. For the first type of

compounds, the following scheme was advanced:

Fe2MðIIÞðTartÞ3�4H2O!120�130�C

�H2O
Fe2MðIIÞðTartÞ3

�!150�200�C

�H2O;CO;CO2

Fe2MðIIÞðC2O4Þ4

�!230�300�C

�CO2CO
Fe2MðIIÞO2ðCO3Þ2!

300�320�C

�CO2

Fe2MðIIÞO4

For the compounds from the second group, the following

scheme was suggested:

ðNH4Þ2½Fe2MðIIÞðTartÞ3��4H2O!120�140�C

�H2O
ðNH4Þ2

� ½Fe2MðIIÞðTartÞ3�!
220�230�C

�NH3;CO;H2O
Fe2MðIIÞO3ðCO3Þ

�!300�320�C

�CO2

Fe2MO4

The spinelic ferrites were formed at a temperature above

320–350�C, but the crystallinity was quite low. An

additional thermal treatment was required to obtain a

good crystallinity product (e.g., 7 hr at 700�C for

Fe2ZnO4; 5 hr at 800�C for Fe2CoO4) (Fig. 1).

Also used for obtaining of mixed cadmium–cobalt and

cadmium–nickel ferrispinels:[36,37]

Cd1�xMII
x Fe2O4

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ;NiðIIÞ; x ¼ 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1:0

the following tartarates complex precursors:

CdFe2ðC4H4O6Þ3�5H2O

CoFe2ðC4H4O6Þ3�7H2O

NiFe2ðC4H4O6Þ3�5H2O

CoxCd1�xFe2ðC4H4O6Þ3�nH2O

NixCd1�xFe2ðC4H4O6Þ3�nH2O

x ¼ 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1:0

were obtained by adding a sodium tartarate solution to

the mixture of metal-sulfate solutions. The pH of the

reaction medium was adjusted to a low-enough value

(pH < 6). Acetone was added to ensure high yield of

Fig. 1 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products

of (NH4)2[Fe2Co(C4O6H4)3(OH)4] �4H2O.
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compounds. In addition, acetone influences the homoge-

neity and the stoichiometry of the fine-grained powders.

These tartarates precursors were decomposed and calcined

for 2 hr at 700�C and slowly cooled afterward (3�C/min)

to room temperature. The polycrystalline powders were

reground and recalcined for 2 hr at 700�C. The X-ray

diffraction patterns of all the compositions indicated the

formation of a single-spinel phase with cubic structure.

Mean crystallite size varied in the range of 24–35

nm ± 10%. The formation of these ferrispinels was also

studied by electrical conductivity, thermoelectric power,

magnetic susceptibility, magnetic hysteresis, and Möss-

bauer spectroscopy.

Oxalate Method

Oxalic acid enjoyed a special attention, among the

carboxylic acids that can operate as a ligand, because of

its multiple coordination capacity, either as a monodentate

ligand (bonded to the oxygen atoms of the same car-

boxylic group), as a bidentate ligand (bonded at one oxy-

gen atom from each carboxylic group), or as a tetradentate

ligand (double bridge between two or four metal ions).

Although several investigations focused on coprecipi-

tation processes as well as on decomposition of complex

oxalates, the information regarding the precipitation and

the decomposition conditions that decisively influence the

purity of the final oxide phase are scarce.

Thermal analysis of complex oxalates of the type:

MFe2ðC2O4Þ3�nH2O

where M(II) = Ni(II), Co(II), (Ni, Zn), and (Mn, Co) leads

to the conclusion that the decomposition is apparently a

low-temperature phenomenon and the structure of spinelic

phase depends to a great extent on the thermal treatment

applied.[38]

In the systems:

2FeðIIIÞ:1MðIIÞ:mC2O2�
4

where M(II) = Mg(II), Zn(II), and Mn(II).

Brezeanu et al.[39–41] have synthesized and character-

ized the following series of polynuclear coordination

compounds that serve as precursors of spinelic ferrites:

ðNH4Þ8½Fe2MðC2O4Þ8�

MðIIÞ ¼ MnðIIÞ;ZnðIIÞ;MgðIIÞ

ðNH4Þ4½Fe2MðC2O4Þ2ðOHÞ6� MðIIÞ ¼ MgðIIÞ;ZnðIIÞ

½Fe2MðC2O4Þ2ðOHÞ4� MðIIÞ ¼ MnðIIÞ;ZnðIIÞ

Extension of these studies to the systems:[42]

2FeðIIIÞ :CoðIIÞ:mC2O2�
4

2FeðIIIÞ :½0:5CoðIIÞ :0:5MðIIÞ�:mC2O2�
4

where M(II) = Zn(II), Mn(II) resulted in isolation and

characterization of a wide range of complex compounds

depending on the pH of the reaction medium, the Mn +/

mC2O4
2� ratio, and the nature of precipitating agent

(B = NH4OH 12.5%; KOH 40%) (Table 1). These

compounds were characterized by IR and electronic

spectra and by magnetic measurements. The optimal

conditions of decomposition of these polynuclear coordi-

nation compounds for obtaining ferrites were established

by means of thermal analysis data. The following

decomposition route is advanced as an example:

½Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞðC2O4Þ2ðOHÞ4� � 2H2O

� !140�C

�H2O
½Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞðC2O4Þ2ðOHÞ4�

�!200�220�C

�H2O
½Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞðC2O4ÞðCO3Þ2�

�!230�250�C

�CO
½Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞðC2O4ÞðCO3ÞO2�

�!250�300�C

�CO;CO2

½Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞðCO3Þ2O2�

�!360�400�C

�CO
Fe2ðCo0:5Zn0:5ÞO4

The IR spectrum of the intermediate product at 350�C
shows the characteristic bands of carbonate anion

[nas(CO3
2�) at 1430 cm�1, d(CO3

2�) at 880 cm�1 (out of

plane), and d(CO3
2�) at 700 cm�1 (in plane)]. The IR

spectrum of the final product shows strong absorption

bands at �580 cm�1 (n1) and �400 cm�1 (n2) charac-

teristic to Fe2Co0.5Zn0.5O4 spinelic ferrites. The X-ray

diffraction pattern confirms the formation of Co–Zn

ferrite (Fig. 2). Mean crystallite sizes of 90–100 Å

were obtained.

Because the CuFe2O4 is an important deep oxidation

catalyst for volatile organic compounds removal and air

purification, we tried to obtain this spinelic oxide by the

pyrolysis of polynuclear oxalate complexes.[43] To estab-

lish the optimal conditions of polynuclear compound

isolation, the following systems were studied:

2FeX3 : CuX2 : mC2O2�
4

where x = Cl�, NO3
� and m = 2, 10.

For a complete precipitation, the pH of the medium

was adjusted with a solution of NH4OH 12.5% (pH �5–

6). The slurries were filtered, washed with water and
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ethanol, and dried in vacuum on P4O10. The polynuclear

compounds have the following molecular formulae:

. for m ¼ 10

ðNH4Þ8½CuFe2ðC2O4Þ8��xðNH4Þ2C2O4

ðIÞ

. for m ¼ 2 ½Fe2CuðC2O4Þ2ðOHÞ4��4H2O ðIIÞ

The IR spectra of the oxalate compounds are usually

dominated by two strong bands in the 1650–1550 and

1400–1300 cm�1 ranges, arising from C–O stretching

vibrations. In the case of C2O4
2� anion, the band

assignment is complicated by its multiple coordination

ability. The spectra of these compounds are a proof. Thus

the splitting of nasym(OCO) and nsym(OCO) vibrations in

the spectrum of compound I suggests two different

coordination modes for C2O4
2� anions: as a tetradentate

bridge and as a chelate ligand. For compound II, only the

chelate bonding is evidenced. The reflectance spectra

reveal an octahedral high spin environment of the

Fe3 +(d5) ions and a pseudotetrahedral one of Cu2 +(d9).

The stereochemistry of the Fe3 + and Cu2 + ions is

supported also by Mössbauer and electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) results.

The polynuclear oxalate compounds decompose in the

temperature range 80–400�C. The X-ray diffraction

patterns of the thermolysis products show:

. The formation of CuFe2O4 (as the main product)

together with a-Fe2O3 (hematite) and CuO (tenorite)

by the pyrolysis of compound I.
. The formation of a single CuFe2O4 tetragonal phase by

the decomposition of compound II. The mean crystal-

lite size was �100 Å (Fig. 3).

The results are supported by Mössbauer measurements

on these powders (Fig. 4). In the case of the first

thermolysis compound, the Mössbauer spectrum exhibits,

besides the two characteristic sextets of CuFe2O4, a sextet

belonging to a residual a-Fe2O3. The Mössbauer spectrum

of the second oxide exhibits only the two magnetic sex-

tets characteristic of the CuFe2O4 tetragonal phase. The

value for the saturation magnetization (26.89 emu g�1;

1 emu g�1 = 1 A m2 kg�1) for the pure CuFe2O4 tetrag-

onal phase is in accord with the literature data.[44]

These results reveal the importance of the precursor

nature on the formation conditions and properties of the

final product. The specific molecular architecture of

compound II, which consists of a succession of Fe–Fe–Cu

units with iron linked via OH bridges shorter than the

length of oxalate ones, favors the solid-state ferritization

during thermal decomposition.

Malonate Method

The selection of malonic acid as a ligand is justified by its

excellent coordination ability. Moreover, the multiple

function of this ligand is responsible for its capacity to
Fig. 2 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products

of [Fe2(Co0.5Zn0.5)(C2O4)2(OH)4] �2H2O.

Table 1 Coordination compounds obtained in 2Fe(III):(CoxM1� x):mC2O4
2� system (x = 0, 0.5; M(II) = Zn, Mn)

Mn+:mC2O4
2�

Condition of reaction

Compoundpp. agent pH T (�C)

2Fe(III):Co(II):10C2O4
2� NH4OH 25% 5–7 25 (NH4)8[Fe2Co1�xMx(C2O4)8] �3H2O

2Fe(III):(Co, M):10C2O4
2�

2Fe(III):Co(II):4C2O4
2� NH4OH 25% 5–7 25 [Fe2Co1�xMx(C2O4)2(OH)4 �2H2O

2Fe(III):(Co, M):4C2O4
2� 10 25/(100�C/10 hr) [Fe2Co1�xMx(OH)8 �1H2O

2Fe(III):(Co, M): mC2O4
2� KOH 5–7 25 [Fe2Co1�xMx(C2O4)2(OH)4]

m = 2, 4 40% 12 25 [Fe2Co1�xMx(OH)8] �H2O

12 80–100�C/10 hr [Fe2Co1�xMxO4] �0.5H2O
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form species containing an unusual type of carboxylate

bridge (this coordination mode is sometimes called

‘‘malonate coordination mode,’’[45]). Lanthanide malo-

nate and copper (II) malonate complexes have been ex-

tensively studied[46–48] but no detailed studies of the mal-

onate complexes as precursors for spinelic mixed oxides

are available.

Our study[49] was focused on the use of malonate co-

ordination compounds as precursors for the spinelic fer-

rites. Furthermore, this idea was supported by the results

obtained in a recent study about the thermal stability of

malate cobalt complexes[50] where malonate–cobalt com-

plexes as intermediates were formed.

To obtain the single and mixed compounds, the

following systems were studied:

CoðIIÞ :C3O4H2�
2

FeðIIIÞ :C3O4H2�
2

2FeðIIIÞ :1CoðIIÞ:mC3O4H2�
2

Elemental chemical analysis and physicochemical mea-

surements (IR, UV–Vis spectra, and thermal analysis)

have indicated that the coordination compounds corre-

spond to the following general formulae:

½CoðC3O4H2ÞðH2OÞ2:5�2
fðNH4Þ½FeðC3O4H2Þ2ðH2OÞ�g2

ðNH4Þ2½Fe2CoðC3O4H2Þ2ðOHÞ6ðH2OÞ2�

Fig. 3 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products of (a) (NH4)8[Fe2Cu(C2O4)8] and (b) [Fe2Cu(C2O4)2(OH)4]�4H2O.

Fig. 4 Mössbauer spectra of the final thermolysis products of

(a) (NH4)8[Fe2Cu(C2O4)8] and (b) [Fe2Cu(C2O4)2(OH)4]�4H2O

at 25 ± 1�C.
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Based on experimental data, and by similarity with the

literature ones, the probable structure for these malonate

complex compounds is proposed as shown in Fig. 5.

To identify the formation temperature of the cobalt

ferrite, the thermal decomposition of the polynuclear

malonate complex was investigated. The decomposition

starts at about 55�C with two partially overlapped

endothermic stages. They are followed by the complex

decomposition (138–300�C) for which the DTA curve

evidenced three processes: an endothermic one first,

followed by two exothermic ones. The following decom-

position scheme may be written:

ðNH4Þ2½Fe2CoðC3O4H2Þ2ðOHÞ6ðH2OÞ2�

! ½Fe2CoðC3O4H2Þ2ðOHÞ6� þ 2H2O þ 2NH3

!½O� CoFe2O4 þ 5H2O þ xCO þ yCO2

x þ y ¼ 6

The final product obtained after the pyrolysis of the

complex compound was calcined for 5 hr at 300�C. The

X-ray diffraction pattern confirmed the formation of

ultrafine CoFe2O4 (Fig. 6) with particles sizes ranging

between 50 and 80 Å.

Acetate Method

The homotrinuclear acetates with mixed valence and the

heterotrinuclear ones are, at present, the largest group of

isostructural compounds which offer a wide field of

studies on possible interactions between metal ions.[51]

These compounds represent also one of the most impor-

tant sources of raw materials for spinelic ferrites. X-ray

diffraction analysis of these compounds has revealed that

the symmetric [FeIII
2MIIO(RCOO)6L3] cluster structures

are unique (Fig. 7). The three iron atoms lie at the corners

of an equilateral triangle with an oxygen atom in the

middle. The carboxylate ions bridge the iron atoms so that

each pair of iron atoms is connected by two bridges.

The selection as precursors for obtaining of ferrites of

[FeIII
2MIIO(CH3COO)6(H2O)3] compounds, where

Fig. 5 Probable structure of [Co(C3O4H2)(H2O)2.5]2 and

(NH4)2[Fe2Co(C3O4H2)2(OH)6(H2O)2].

Fig. 6 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products

of (NH4)2[Fe2Co(C3O4H2)2(OH)6(H2O)2].

Fig. 7 Structure of [Fe3O(CH3COO)6(H2O)3].
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M(II) = Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Mn(II), and Zn(II), is justi-

fied by a series of arguments, such as:

. The compounds contain the two metals in the exact 2:1

ratio [2Fe(III):1M(II)] which is necessary to form

the ferrite.
. The ligands decompose at low temperature and

according to a simple mechanism.
. The reaction yield remains adequate even for varia-

tions within wide limits of the parameters that control

the process.

The other two methods for ferrite synthesis (glycolate

and formate methods) are based on the thermal decom-

position of the oxotrinuclear compounds.

The homonuclear complex species:

½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðRCOOÞ6ðH2OÞ3� � xH2O

where R = CH3 and H were separated as intermediates in

the process of obtaining magnetite.[52]

The thermolysis of the oxotrinuclear acetate occurs in

three steps. The first step, between 50�C and 150�C,

entails a weight loss of about 8%, which corresponds to

the elimination of three coordinated water molecules. In

the second step, between 200�C and 400�C, a weight loss

of 52% is recorded, corresponding to the decomposition

of [Fe3O(CH3COO)6] complex. This loss is accompanied

on the Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) curve by a

strong exothermic effect. The residue (39.96%) corre-

sponds to Fe3O4 that is oxidized, turning into a-Fe2O3. X-

ray analysis of the final product showed the characteristic

lines of a-Fe2O3. The thermal analysis of this compound

was coupled with identification of gaseous products

resulted through mass spectrometry. The decomposition

of the acetate complex shows loss of water in a first stage

(maximum of 75%), followed by the loss of acetone in

two steps (at about 280�C and 320�C), and finally by

elimination of CO (�400�C) (Fig. 8).

The decomposition of the oxotrinuclear acetate sup-

ports the following scheme:

½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðCH3COOÞ6ðH2OÞ3�

�!50�120�C

�3H2O
½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðCH3COOÞ6�

�!200�400�C

�3ðCH3Þ2CO�3CO
Fe3O4!

600�700�C

1=2 O2

a� Fe2O3

The study of the thermal decomposition of the polynuclear

coordination compound [Fe(III)2Ni(II)O(CH3COO)6

(H2O)3] showed in the temperature range of 350–400�C
that the process ends up with the formation of the spinelic

phase. Thus the temperature required to form NiFe2O4 is

400�C. The crystallinity of the samples was improved by

5-hr thermal treatment at 400�C.[53] At temperatures

higher than 400�C, hematite was present, as an impurity,

besides NiFe2O4. The mechanism of Ni-ferrite formation

may be presented as in Scheme 2. The oxide phases were

identified by Mössbauer spectroscopy. Formation of

NiFe2O4 from magnetite/maghemite, which was visual-

ized first, suggests its germ role in spinel lattice. The

intermediate oxide phases react fast to form structurally

ordered solid solutions of Fe3O4–NiFe2O4 type that grad-

ually convert into NiFe2O4. The inversion degree and the

size of crystallites increase with the duration of the ther-

mal treatment applied.

Walker et al.[54] have discovered a new class of metal

carboxylates that appeared to be similar to the other basic

carboxylates of iron: Fe3O(MEEA)7 �5.5H2O where

MEEA = 2-[2-(2-methoxy)etoxy] etoxyacetate (MeOCH2

CH2OCH2CH2OCH2COO�).

The similar composition of the iron MEEA salt to the

basic carboxylate suggested that it might also have a

similar trinuclear cluster. The mass spectroscopy of Fe3O-

(MEEA)7 �5.5H2O supports this hypothesis because the

largest fragment observed corresponds to Fe3O(ME

Fig. 8 Thermal decomposition in vacuum of [Fe3O(CH3-

COO)6(H2O)3], b = 16�/min.
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EA)7 �H2O. However, the IR spectrum of Fe3O(ME

EA)7 �5.5H2O indicates that the bonding is different from

that of the acetate. The stability toward hydrolysis of

Fe3O-(MEEA)7 �5.5H2O is another factor that differenti-

ates it from other ‘‘Fe3O’’ polynuclear carboxylates.

[Fe3O(RCOO)6L3] hydrolyzes to give dimers such as

Fe6O2(RCOO)12 or larger clusters such as Fe11O6 (OH)6-

(RCOO)15, while Fe3O(MEEA)7 �5.5H2O may be dis-

solved in water without change in composition.

The precursor for the nickel ferrite was obtained by

solving 0.5 M equivalent of Ni(NO3)2 in Fe3O(-

MEEA)7 �5.5H2O solution. The formula of this liquid

nickel ferrite precursor may be written as [Fe3O(-

MEEA)7][Ni(NO3)2] �2H2O. Thermogravimetric analysis

indicated dehydration at 125�C followed by burning out of

the organic and nitrate ions over the range 150–330�C. The

XRD pattern of the material showed that it is amorphous.

However, a sample heated to 400�C demonstrated that a

well-crystallized phase of pure nickel ferrites was formed.

These results confirm our previous works on obtaining of

NiFe2O4 from oxotrinuclear acetate compounds.

Formate Method

The nature of formate compounds utilized as precursors of

ferrites is influenced by the pH of the reaction medium.

For this reason, the following systems were studied:[55]

2FeðIIIÞ :MðIIÞ :HCOO�

where M(II) = Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), and Fe(II)

2FeðIIIÞ :½0:5MðIIÞ; 0:5M0ðIIÞ�:HCOO�

where M(II) = Mn(II) and M’(II) = Co(II) in two different

pH ranges (3–3.5 and 7–7.5, respectively).

. At pH = 3–3.5, oxotrinuclear formate compounds

similar with the basic acetate complexes were

obtained:

½Fe2MOðHCOOÞ6ðH2OÞ3��3NH4COOH

½Fe2ðM0:5Co0:5ÞOðHCOOÞ6ðH2OÞ3��6NH4COOH

½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðHCOOÞ6ðHCOOHÞ3��3NH4COOH

. At pH = 7–7.5, only the species (NH4)2[Fe2Co(HCO

O)2(OH)8] was obtained.

The IR spectra of the oxotrinuclear formates evidenced

strong bands at 580–590 and 585 cm�1, respectively,

which could be assigned to nas(M3O) units.

The thermal decomposition of the polynuclear com-

pounds was investigated. The final products obtained at

about 600–650�C were analyzed by X-ray diffraction. The

diffractograms indicated the formation of spinelic ferrites

(Fig. 9) with mean crystallite sizes of 70–90 Å.

The decomposition of the oxotrinuclear formate.[52]

½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðHCOOÞ6ðHCOOHÞ3�

Scheme 2 Mechanism of Ni-ferrite formation.

Fig. 9 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products

of (NH4)2[Fe2Co(HCOO)2(OH)8].
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supports the following scheme:

½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞOðHCOOÞ6ðHCOOHÞ3�

�!120�200�C

�3HCOOH
½FeðIIIÞ2FeðIIÞðHCOOÞ6�

�!200�250�C

�3H2O�6CO
Fe3O4!

250�300�C
g-Fe2O3!

600�C
a-Fe2O3

The decomposition of this compound (Fig. 10) shows

the loss of HCOOH in a first stage (of two steps between

100�C and 200�C) followed by a gradual loss (above

200�C) of HCOO radical simultaneously with fragments

originating from the decomposition of this radical.

Magnetite (Fe3O4) is obtained at temperatures lower

than 250�C (the lines characteristic of Fe3O4 are present

on the X-ray diagrams of the product obtained on cal-

cination at 220�C). The X-ray analysis of the oxide ob-

tained at 300�C shows the lines characteristic of maghem-

ite (g-Fe2O3). Calcination at 600–700�C results in the

conversion of g-Fe2O3 into a-Fe2O3 modification.

Glycolate Method

The glycolic acid (hydroxyacetic acid) is the simplest

representative of the polyhydroxycarboxylic acids with

many coordination possibilities because of the presence in

the molecule of both carboxylic and hydroxy groups.

The isolation and the characterization of the polynu-

clear coordination compounds, potentially precursors for

ferrites, were carried out from the systems[56]

2FeðIIIÞ :1MðIIÞ :CH2ðOHÞCOO�

where M(II) = Co(II) and Ni(II).

To determine the nature of the species formed and,

especially, to establish the stability range of these species,

three pH intervals have been selected for the synthesis: 2–

2.5, 3–5, and 6.5–8.0.

The results of the elemental analysis indicated that the

polynuclear compounds have the following composition

as a function of the pH reaction medium:

pH ¼ 2---2:5

½FeðIIIÞ2CoðCH2ðOHÞCOOÞ4�ðNO3Þ4 �6H2O ðIÞ

pH ¼ 3---5:0

½FeðIIIÞ2MOðCH2ðOHÞCOOÞ6ðH2OÞ3�

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ;NiðIIÞ ðIIÞ

pH ¼ 6:5� 8:0ðNH4Þ3
� ½FeðIIIÞ2MðCH2ðOHÞCOOÞ3ðOHÞ8�

� 3H2O ðIIIÞ

or

ðNH4Þ3½FeðIIIÞ2MðCH2ðOÞCOOÞ3ðOHÞ5��3H2O

MðIIÞ ¼ CoðIIÞ;NiðIIÞ

To obtain data concerning the ligand bonding, IR spec-

tra were recorded over 400–4000 cm�1 for all these com-

pounds. These spectra were compared with those of the free

ligand and of the sodium salt. The examination of these IR

spectra has shown the coordination through the mono-

dentate COO� group and the OH group in compounds I

and III and the coordination of the bidentate bridging

COO� group (Dnas�ns = 170 cm�1) in compound (II); this

participation correlated to the existence of n(M3O)(as)�
590 cm�1 pleads for an oxotrinuclear configuration.

The electronic spectra were recorded in the 400–1000

nm range. Analysis of all spectra suggests the assignment

of an octahedral configuration to Fe(III) ions as well as

to M(II) = Co(II) and Ni(II) for all the polynuclear
Fig. 10 Thermal decomposition in vacuum of [Fe3O(CH3-

COO)6(HCOOH)3], b = 16�/min.
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compounds. The magnetic moments values of paramag-

netic compounds (m = 7.27 Bohr magnetons for [Fe(III)2-

CoO (CH2(OH)COO)6(H2O)3] and m = 6.38 Bohr

magnetons for (NH4)3[Fe(III)2Ni(CH2(OH)COO)3(OH)8])

are smaller than those obtained by summing up the

magnetic moments of the metal ions. This indicates that

antiferromagnetic interactions were present, as generally

expected in such polynuclear compounds.

The thermal decomposition of these compounds was

investigated to establish the decomposition steps and the

optimal conditions for the conversion into spinelic phase.

The first step corresponds to the loss of the three water

molecules. The second step, a very complex one, cor-

responds to the decomposition of the glycolate ligands and

the formation of the spinelic phase. This final product was

analyzed by X-ray diffraction. The diffractograms sug-

gested the formation of spinelic ferrite (Fig. 11).

FERRITES OBTAINED BY
COMBUSTION METHOD

Fine particles spinel ferrites are useful for the preparation

of ferromagnetic liquids.[57] The synthesis of these

nanoferrites continues to be a challenge to chemists and

material scientists.

One of the most recent synthesis strategy used to elim-

inate the difficulties of classical methods is the ‘‘com-

bustion synthesis,’’ also known as ‘‘self-propagating

high-temperature synthesis’’ (SHS). The combustion

method has been used in the preparation of a large

number of technologically important oxides (refractory

oxides, magnetic, semiconducting oxides, insulators, cat-

alysts, sensors, etc.). In recent years, there is a growing

interest in the combustion synthesis of materials because

this method is simple, fast, economic, and yields high-

purity products.

The SHS method was developed by Patil et al.[58–61]

and during the last decade, a number of review works on

the combustion method have already been published. The

combustion method uses the energy produced by the

exothermic redox decomposition of a mixture of metal

nitrates with an organic compound. In the combustion, the

mixtures of nitrates and organic compounds behave

similarly to conventional oxidants and fuels. The reaction

is carried out by dissolving metal nitrates and fuel in a

minimum amount of water and heating the mixture to

evaporate water in excess. The resulting viscous liquid

ignites and undergoes self-combustion, producing ashes

that contain the oxide products. During the combustion,

exothermic reactions take place. Gases such as N2, H2O,

and CO2 evolve, favoring the formation of fine particle

ashes.[57]

The exothermicity of the combustion is controlled by

the nature of the fuel and the ratio oxidizer/fuel. Fuels

are organic compounds: hydrazine (H) and its deriva-

tives (monomethyl, unsymmetric disubstituted methyl

hydrazines and hydrazides), hydrazine carboxylic acid

(N2H3COOH), oxalyldihydrazide (ODH) (CON2H3)2,

maleic hydrazide (C4H4N2O2, MH), malonic dihydrazide

(C3H8N4O2, MDH), tetraformyl tris-azine (C4H16N6O2,

TFTA), urea (CH4N2O, U), etc. The stoichiometric com-

position of the metal nitrate–fuel mixture is given by the

equivalence ratio Fe which reflects the relative ratio fuel/

oxidizer. In propellant chemistry, the species M2 +, M3 +,

M4 +, C, and H are considered to be reducing with the

corresponding valences +2, +3, +4, +4, and +1. Ele-

mental oxygen is an oxidizing species with valence 2. All

of these organic fuels are at the same time very good

ligands. The strategy for using hydrazine and its deri-

vatives, urea and tetraformyl tris-azine, as fuels involves

complexation with appropriate metal ions. For this reason,

we regard the combustion method as a thermal decompo-

sition of polynuclear coordination compounds in situ.

The metal hydrazine compounds:[58,61]

MðN2H4Þ2
þ

have low ignition temperature (<300�C) and, once ignited,

decompose autocatalytically to yield fine particle oxides.

Fig. 11 Powder XRD patterns of the final thermolysis products

of [FeIII
2CoO(CH2(OH)COO)6(H2O)3].
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Hydrazine has a great affinity for CO2 and forms the

hydrazine carboxylic acid (N2H3COOH). The hydrazine

carboxylate anion, N2H3COO�, is a bidentate ligand,

which can form coordination compounds such as:

MðIIÞðN2H3COOÞ2 �2H2O

where M(II) = Mg(II), Mn(II), and Zn(II)

LnðIIIÞðN2H3COOÞ3 �3H2O

Together with hydrazine, it can form coordination

compounds with mixed ligands:

MðIIÞðN2H3COOÞ2ðN2H4Þ2
ðN2H5ÞMðIIÞðN2H3COOÞ3 �H2O

where M(II) = Mg(II), Co(II), Mn(II), Fe(II), Ni(II),

Cu(II), and Zn(II)

ðN2H5ÞM1=3Fe2=3ðN2H3COOÞ3 �3H2O

where M(II) = Mg(II), Mn(II), Co(II), Zn(II), and Cd(II)

ðN2H5ÞNixZn1�xFe2ðN2H3COOÞ3 �3H2O

x ¼ 0:2; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:8

These complexes and their solid solution have low ig-

nition temperatures (120–300�C) and decompose or

combust in air with evolution of NH3, H2O, and CO2 to

yield fine particle oxides. These powders have a narrow

size distribution with average agglomerate particles of 5–

50 nm. The fine particulate nature is attributed to evo-

lution of a large amount of gases (NH3, H2O, and CO2)

that help to dissipate the heat, thereby preventing the

oxides from sintering.

If the fuel is oxalyldihydrazide (CON2H3)2, the

theoretical equations proposed by Suresh and Patil[59,62]

for the complete combustion of the redox mixtures to

obtain spinelic oxides are:

AðNO3Þ2aq þ 2BðNO3Þ3aq

þ 4C2H6N4O2aq!
350�C

AB2O4ðsÞ

þ 8CO2ðgÞ þ 12N2ðgÞ þ 12H2OðgÞ

The formation of a spinel phase was confirmed by its

characteristic powder XRD pattern. The spinel ferrites

show considerable X-ray line broadening owing to the

fine particle nature. The crystallite size of MFe2O4 where

M(II) = Mg(II), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II)

are in the range 15–30 nm.

Another important, very simple fuel is urea (CON2H4).

The property of urea to form ureates with inorganic salts

has been known for over 50 yeas. The usual way of their

synthesis is the isothermal evaporation of aqueous

solutions containing an inorganic salt and urea. The final

product is a compound in which the water molecules may

be partially or completely substituted by urea.

Using compounds containing urea and two or more

metal ions as precursors of spinelic ferrites opens very

interesting reaction routes.[63,64]

For this reason, the following systems were

investigated:

2FeðNO3Þ3 :1MðNO3Þ2 :6Urea

where M(II) = Ni(II), Co(II), and Zn(II).

The compounds containing Fe(III), M(II), and urea as

ligand (in the best ratio 2:1:6) were separated by two

synthesis methods:

. A solid-state method.

. A coprecipitation method.

Both synthesis methods lead to the formation of the

same polynuclear compound:

½Fe2MðIIÞðureaÞ6�ðNO3Þ8

where M(II) = Ni(II), Co(II), and Zn(II).

The IR spectra of these compounds compared with that

of urea indicate the coordination of urea to metal ions

through oxygen atoms. This coordination mode leads to a

decrease of the CO stretching bands.[65] Bands assigned to

the vibration mode of NO3
� anion were also identified.

The thermal analyses performed for these compounds

showed that the decomposition occurs above 110�C in

four stages of weight loss. The first one, associated with

an endothermic effect, is a result of the release of four

molecules of urea. The second one, a strong exothermic

effect, is a complex process; the decomposition of the two

remaining urea molecules takes place together with the

nitrate anions. The last two steps correspond to the

oxidation of the decomposition urea product.

The nanosized ferrite powders were obtained with

crystallite sizes in the range of 40–60 nm. The Mössbauer

spectra indicated superparamagnetic behavior. The com-

bustion synthesis applied for the obtaining of nanoferrites

is a very promising procedure. The combustion process is

simple, rapid, and has the advantages of the wet chemical

methods. As Prof. Patil himself described very eloquently

this method,[61] ‘‘The materials arise from the combustion

residues (ash) like a ‘‘Phoenix,’’ the mythological bird

that burnt itself on pyre and arose from the ashes with

renewed youth to live again.’’

CONCLUSION

The complexation method—comprising the thermal de-

composition of the polynuclear complex compounds and
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the self-autocombustion method—is one of the most

promising methods for obtaining of nanoferrites.

In the synthesis of nanoferrites, the precursors play a

very important role. The use of a particular precursor may

affect the materials’ structure on a molecular level. Using

appropriate precursors ensures the homogeneity and the

highly dispersed state of the resulted materials.

The polynuclear coordination compounds with two or

more metallic ions included in the same molecular entity

satisfy all of these requirements:

. The atomic distribution is homogeneous at molecu-

lar level.
. The decomposition of compounds is simultaneous with,

or is immediately followed by, formation of ferrite.
. The temperature of ferrite formation is much lower

than that used in the classical methods.
. Because of this relatively low temperature of the

formation, the ferrites are characterized by ultrafine

granulation and high specific surface area.

In this paper, we emphasized the important role of the

coordination chemistry in the nanoparticle science. As

Busch[66] stated in his review, ‘‘Coordination chemistry is

a field that spawns fields. . .; It is foundational to other

burgeoning fields, for example solid-state chemistry,

extended and mesoscopic materials, photonic materials,

models for solid surface and molecular electronics,

machines and devices. The enormous extension of the

field reflect its fundamental nature: the principles are so

basic that they have immediately application as un-

dreamed of new substances. . .’’
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INTRODUCTION

Ferrofluids are synthesized colloidal mixtures of nonmag-

netic carrier liquids, typically water or oil, containing

single-domain, permanently magnetized particles, typi-

cally magnetite, with diameters on the order of 5–15 nm

and volume concentration up to about 10%.[1–6] A 10% by

volume magnetite ferrofluid would have a saturation mag-

netization of about 0.0560 T = 560 G (1 T = 10,000 G).

Brownian motion keeps the nanoscopic particles from

settling under gravity and a surfactant layer, such as oleic

acid, surrounds each particle to provide short-range steric

hindrance and electrostatic repulsion between particles

to prevent particle agglomeration. A polymeric layer sur-

rounding each nanoparticle may also serve this purpose.

These nanoparticle coatings allow ferrofluids to maintain

fluidity even in intense, high-gradient magnetic fields. The

study and application of ferrofluids, invented in the mid-

1960s,[7] involves interdisciplinary science and technology

integrating chemistry, fluid mechanics, and magnetism.

Because of the small particle size, ferrofluids involved

nanoscience and nanotechnology from their inception.

Conventional ferrofluid applications use d.c. magnetic

fields from permanent magnets for use as liquid O-rings

in rotary and exclusion seals,[8–10] bearings, as dampers

in stepper motors and shock absorbers, in magnetorheo-

logical fluid composites,[11,12] for heat transfer in loud-

speakers,[1–5] in inclinometers and accelerometers, for

grinding and polishing, and in magnetocaloric pumps

and heat pipes.[1,13] Ferrofluid is used in over 50 million

loudspeakers each year. Almost every computer disk drive

uses a magnetic fluid rotary seal for contaminant

exclusion[14] and the semiconductor industry uses silicon

crystal-growing furnaces that employ ferrofluid rotary

shaft seals. A representative seal can withstand a pressure

difference of up to 1.5 MPa (�15 atm) at a speed of 7000

rpm.[15] Ferrofluids are also used for the separation of

magnetic from nonmagnetic materials and for the sepa-

ration of materials by their density using a nonuniform

magnetic field to create a magnetic pressure distribution in

the ferrofluid that causes the fluid to act as if it has a

variable density that changes with height.[1,16] Magnetic

materials are attracted to the regions of strongest magnetic

field, whereas nonmagnetic materials are displaced to the

regions of low magnetic field with matching effective

density. Magnetomotive separations use this selective

buoyancy for sink–float separation of materials such as

ore minerals,[16] one novel application being the separa-

tion of diamonds from beach sand.[17,18]

Ferrofluids are a multifunctional medium[2] that al-

low applications in each of its constituent disciplines

of chemistry, fluid mechanics, and magnetism. With

modern advances in understanding nanoscale systems,

current research focuses on synthesis,[19–23] characteriza-

tion,[20,22–27] and functionalization[21,22,28–34] of nanopar-

ticles with magnetic and surface properties tailored for

application as microelectromechanical/nanoelectrome-

chanical sensors, actuators, in microfluidic/nanofluidic

devices, as nanobiosensors, as targeted drug delivery vec-

tors, in magnetocytolysis of cancerous tumors, in hyper-

thermia, in separations and cell sorting, for magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), and in immunoassays.

FERROFLUID SYNTHESIS

Ferrofluid Composition

The current ‘‘nanotechnology’’ focus on nanoscale

devices is new, but the synthesis and formulation of

magnetic nanoparticles in ferrofluids has been fairly well

established in science and engineering over the last four

decades.[1–6,17,32–38] As illustrated in Fig. 1, ferrofluids
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generally consist of suspensions of permanently magne-

tized nanoparticles up to about 10% by volume, with

diameters on the order of 5–15 nm and with adsorbed

surfactant/polymer dispersant layers of approximately

2 nm thickness,[39] undergoing rotational and translational

Brownian motion in a suspending fluid. A transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) electron micrograph at

500,000� magnification of approximately 6-nm-diameter

iron oxide particles to be utilized in commercial grade

ferrofluid is shown in Fig. 2.

Ferrofluid Colloidal Stability

Colloidal stability involves competition between ther-

mal energy=kT and magnetic energy = m0MdHV, where

k = 1.38�10�23 J/K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the

absolute temperature [in K], m0 = 4p�10�7 H/m is the

magnetic permeability of free space, Md is the particle

magnetization [in A/m], H is the magnetic field [in A/m],

and V = pD3/6 m3 is the magnetic volume of a spherical

ferrofluid nanoparticle of diameter D = 2Rp [in m3].[1]

Stability against settling in a magnetic field requires

that the thermal energy be large compared to the mag-

netic energy:

kT

m0MdHðpD3=6Þ > 1 ) D < ð6kT=ðpm0MdHÞÞ1=3 ð1Þ

For the typical magnetite ferrofluid nanoparticle with

Md = 4.46�105 A/m (or, equivalently, m0Md=0.56 T) in

a magnetic field of H=104 A/m (m0H�0.013 T) at room

temperature (T=298 K), Eq. 1 yields D<11.2 nm.

Commercially available ferrofluids with a volume

concentration f of magnetic particles with magnetization

Md have a saturation magnetization Ms = fMd up to about

0.1 T, but calculations show that an upper limit of

saturation magnetization can be 0.21 T for 16-nm-di-

ameter magnetite particles, 0.48 T for 8.7-nm cobalt

particles, and 0.55 T for 7.8-nm iron particles.[40]

Ferrofluid Preparation

The two primary methods of preparing particles in the

nanosize range are grinding[7] and precipitation.[41] The

first commercial ferrofluid was prepared in the mid-1960s

by wet grinding of magnetite in kerosene starting from

micron-sized particles in a ball mill. It takes about 500–

1000 hr to reach �10 nm diameter. Chemical precipita-

tion methods are much faster, and thus are most often

Fig. 1 Ferrofluid as a colloidal dispersion of permanently

magnetized nanoparticles of radius Rp, on the order of 5 nm,

possessing a permanent dipole moment with domain magneti-

zation Md. A stabilizing dispersant layer of thickness d, on the

order of 1–2 nm, is adsorbed on the magnetic particle’s surface.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 A TEM electron micrograph at 500,000� magnifica-

tion of a mixture of Fe3O4 and Fe3O2 iron oxide particles.

The average diameter is 5.9 ± 0.4 nm, with a standard deviation

of 2.3 nm. Particles are coated with a surfactant and are utilized

in the preparation of a commercial-grade ferrofluid. (Courtesy

of Ferrotec Corporation.)
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employed to produce small magnetic nanoparticles.[1–6]

The overall chemical reaction for precipitation of ferro-

fluid nanoparticles is:[41]

2Fe3þ þ Fe2þ þ 8OH� Ð Fe3O4 þ 4H2O ð2Þ

where Fe3O4 is magnetite with a divalent/trivalent iron ion

ratio of FeIII/FeII=2. Following precipitation, the small

particles are resuspended in a mixture of a surfactant and

an organic solvent.

An easy and economical method for preparing an

aqueous ferrofluid in less than 2 hr reacts iron(II) and

iron(III) ions in an aqueous ammonia solution to form

magnetite (Fe3O4):

2FeCl3 þ FeCl2 þ 8NH3 þ 4H2O

! Fe3O4 þ 8NH4Cl ð3Þ

The magnetite is then mixed with an aqueous tetramethyl-

ammonium hydroxide [(CH3)4NOH] solution to form a

stabilizing surfactant coating.[17]

A ferrofluid using a liquid metal carrier is desirable

for high thermal and electrical conductivity applications.

A liquid mercury ferrofluid with 2% by weight iron

was made with a saturation magnetization of about 700 G.

However, stabilizing surfactants have not yet been found

for liquid metals, and so, to date, no stable conducting

ferrofluid has been made.[1,42,43]

Whereas conventional ferrofluids are opaque, Xerox

has developed a new series of water-based ferrofluids

based on hydrogel technology with high optical transpar-

ency for colored magnetic toner and ink applications.[44]

Using maghemite (g-Fe2O3 particles) in the size range of

2–10 nm, Xerox produced transparent colloids ranging in

color from light amber to dark red with saturation mag-

netization greater than 400 G.

FERROFLUID MAGNETIZATION

Magnetization Relaxation Time Constants

When a d.c. magnetic field H̄ is applied to a ferrofluid,

just like a compass needle, each magnetic nanoparticle

with magnetic moment m̄ experiences a torque m0m̄�H̄,

which tends to align m̄ and H̄. There are two important

time constants that determine how long it takes m̄ to align

with H̄:[1,45]

tB ¼ 3ZVh=kT ; tN ¼ t0eðKVp=kTÞ ð4Þ

The Brownian rotational relaxation time tB describes the

hydrodynamic process when the magnetic moment is

fixed to the nanoparticle and surfactant layer of total

hydrodynamic volume Vh, and the whole rotates in a fluid

of viscosity Z to align m� and H�. For the spherical

nanoparticle in Fig. 1, Vh = 4p/3(Rp+d)3. The Néel time

constant tN is the characteristic time for the magnetic

moment to align along the particle’s easy axis with H̄,

without particle rotation. The parameter K is the particle

magnetic anisotropy and Vp = 4p/3Rp
3 is the volume of

magnetic material alone. The literature gives different

values for the anisotropy constant of magnetite, over the

range of 23,000–100,000 J/m3, whereas t0 approximately

equals 10�9 sec. Recent work[46] has used Mössbauer

spectroscopy to show that the value of K is size-dependent,

increasing as particle size decreases and gives a value of

K = 78,000 J/m3 for 12.6-nm-diameter magnetite nano-

particles. The total magnetic time constant t including

both Brownian and Néel relaxation is given by:[1,45]

1

t
¼ 1

tB

þ 1

tN

) t ¼ tBtN

tB þ tN

ð5Þ

The time constant t is dominated by the smaller of tB or

tN. For K = 23,000 J/m3 with 12.6-nm-diameter magnetite

nanoparticles at T = 300 K, tN approximately equals 336

nsec, whereas for the same size particles and temperature

with K = 78,000 J/m3, tN approximately equals 368 msec.

For a ferrofluid with a representative fluid viscosity of

Z = 0.001 Pa sec and with a surfactant thickness d = 2 nm,

tB = 1.7 msec. Thus we see that with K = 23,000 J/m3, the

effective time constant is dominated by tN, whereas for

K = 78,000 J/m3, the effective time constant is dominated

by tB. Experiments with ferrofluid particles of the order

of 10 nm diameter have found effective magnetic

relaxation times by fitting theory to experimental mea-

surements. The computed Brownian relaxation time[47]

thus indicated that K has value on the order of 78,000

J/m3, as recently reported[46] rather than previously used

values on the order of 23,000 J/m3. Brownian and Néel

relaxation are lossy processes leading to energy dissi-

pation and causing complex susceptibility to have an

imaginary part measurable using spectroscopic magne-

tometry.[48] These losses lead to heat generation using

time-varying magnetic fields, which can be used for

localized treatment of cancerous tumors.

In rotating magnetic fields, the time constant t of Eq. 5

results in the magnetization direction lagging H̄; therefore

a time average torque acts on each nanoparticle, causing

the particles and surrounding fluid to spin.[1,49–62] This

leads to new physics as the fluid behaves as if it is filled

with nanosized gyroscopes that stir and mix the fluid. In a

flow field, if the nanoparticles spin to cause secondary

flow in the direction opposite to the local vorticity of the

flow, the driving pressure must increase to maintain the

initial flow, in the same way as if the fluid viscosity

increased. Similarly, if the nanoparticles spin to cause

secondary flow in the same direction as the local vorticity

of the flow, the driving pressure can decrease for the same
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initial flow, in the same way as if the fluid viscosity

decreased. Thus the nanoscale flow field resulting from

the spinning nanoparticles can result in an increase or de-

crease of effective magnetoviscosity. A decrease in vis-

cosity that is controllable by magnetic field amplitude and

frequency has been termed ‘‘negative viscosity.’’[64–68]

The torques described above can drive ferrofluid flow for

microfluidic and nanofluidic pump applications, or gen-

erate heat by viscous dissipation of spinning nanoparticles.

Langevin Magnetization Characteristic

Ferrofluid equilibrium magnetization is accurately de-

scribed by the Langevin equation for paramagnet-

ism:[1–6,45]

M ¼ Ms coth a � 1

a

� �
; a ¼ m0mH=kT ð6Þ

where M and H are collinear, Ms = Nm = Mdf is the

saturation magnetization when all magnetic dipoles with

moment m = MdVp and magnetic nanoparticle volume Vp

with magnetization Md are aligned with H, N is the number

of magnetic dipoles per unit volume, and f is the volume

fraction of magnetic nanoparticles in the ferrofluid. For

the typically used magnetite nanoparticle (Md = 4.46�105

A/m or m0Md = 0.56 T), a representative volume fraction

of f = 4% with nanoparticle radius Rp = 5 nm (Vp =

5.24� 10�25 m3) gives a ferrofluid saturation magneti-

zation of m0Ms = m0Mdf = 0.0244 T and N = f/Vp �
7.6�1022 magnetic nanoparticles/m3.

Fig. 3 shows Eq. 6 plotted together with magnetization

measurements of four different ferrofluids at various

temperatures.[69] At low magnetic fields, the magnetiza-

tion is approximately linear with H̄, m̄=wmH̄, where:

wm ¼ m0m2N=ð3kTÞ ð7Þ

is the magnetic susceptibility, related to magnetic perme-

ability as m=m0(1+wm). For our representative numbers at

room temperature and 10-nm-diameter magnetite parti-

cles, we obtain wm � 4.24 and m/m0 � 5.24. The univer-

sality of the Langevin curve of Eq. 6 for different

ferrofluids, different nanoparticle sizes, and different

temperatures is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Magnetocaloric Effect

The temperature dependence of magnetization causes

ferrofluids to exhibit the magnetocaloric effect whereby

magnetic materials can heat up in a magnetic field and

cool down when the magnetic field is removed.[1,70] This

allows a direct and efficient conversion of magnetic work

to heat with no mechanical moving parts, or, if the cycle is

reversed, refrigeration or heat pumping is obtained. If the

magnetic field H of a magnetic material with magnetiza-

tion M(H,T) is increased by an amount DH, adiabatic

demagnetization results in a decrease of temperature:

DTdecrease ¼
TDH

CH

@MðH; TÞ
@T

ð8Þ

where CH is the heat capacity at constant H.[38] For

example, using iron in a 20-T magnetic field, the adiabatic

temperature drop is 53�C.[1]

For a heated magnetic fluid with a change in mag-

netization of DM in a magnetic field H, the pressure

increase is:

Dp � ðm0DMÞH ð9Þ

For DM � 5�104 A/m in a m0H = 1 T magnetic field, the

pressure drop is Dp � 5�104 Pa (�1/2 atm).[1]

Magneto-Optical Effects

Anisotropy from nonspherical nanoparticles orienting in

an applied magnetic field causes birefringence (also

known as the Cotton–Mouton effect, where the refractive

index changes along axes parallel and perpendicular to the

magnetic field), dichroism (change in light color depen-

dent on direction of light polarization), and Faraday

rotation (the plane of linearly polarized light is rotated

when a magnetic field is applied parallel to the direction

Fig. 3 Measured magnetization (dots) for four ferrofluids

containing magnetite particles (Md =4.46�105 A/m, or, equiv-

alently, m0Md =0.56 T) plotted with the theoretical Langevin

curve (solid line). The data consist of Ferrotec Corporation

ferrofluids: NF 1634 Isopar M at 25.4�C, 50.2�C, and 100.4�C,

all with fitted particle size of 11 nm; MSG W11 water-based at

26.3�C and 50.2�C, with fitted particle size of 8 nm; NBF 1677

fluorocarbon-based at 50.2�C, with fitted particle size of 13 nm;

and EFH1 (positive a only) at 27�C, with fitted particle size of

11 nm. All data fall on or near the universal Langevin curve

indicating superparamagnetic behavior. (From Ref. [69].)
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of light propagation).[71,72] Birefringence causes incident

linearly polarized light to become elliptically polarized at

some angle to the applied magnetic field. If the birefrin-

gent ferrofluid is placed in an optical polariscope, the

transmitted light intensity varies with applied magnetic

field magnitude and direction. Such a configuration can be

used as a light shutter or as a magnetometer. After

removing a magnetic field, the transient birefringence

can be measured to determine the Brownian relaxation

time of Eq. 4 from which the hydrodynamic nanoparticle

size can be determined. Such magneto-optical relaxation

measurements have also been used to determine the

binding reactions of antibodies to their antigens through

increases of nanoparticle size.[73]

FERROHYDRODYNAMICS

Ferrohydrodynamic Bernoulli’s Law

The magnetic force density acting on an incompressible

ferrofluid is:[1,74]

�F ¼ m0ð �M � rÞ�H N=m3 ð10Þ

so that ferrofluids move in the direction of increasing

magnetic field strength.

When M̄ and H̄ are collinear, this force density

modifies Bernoulli’s equation for inviscid and irrotational

flow to:

� r
@c
@t
þ p þ 1

2
rv2 � r�g � �r � m0

Z H

0

MdH

¼ constant ð11Þ

where r is the ferrofluid mass density [in kg/m3], c is the

velocity potential defined as v̄=�rc, p is the pressure

[in Pa], vjv̄j is the magnitude of the fluid velocity v̄=, ḡ is

the gravitational acceleration vector, and r̄=xīx+yīy+zīz
is the position vector. The magnetic term in Eq. 11 is

the magnetic contribution to fluid pressure and describes

such magnetic effects as the shape of a ferrofluid

meniscus; flow and instabilities of a ferrofluid jet such

as for magnetic fluid inkjet printing; operation of mag-

netic fluid seals, bearings, and load supports; magnetic

fluid nozzles; and magnet self-levitation in a ferro-

fluid.[1,74] Ferrofluids in a nonuniform magnetic field can

be used to separate material mixtures according to their

densities, known as sink–float separation. With gravity

directed in the �z direction, the apparent density of

ferrofluid with density r when H = 0 is:[35]

ra ¼ r � m0M

g

dH

dz
ð12Þ

Fluid Instabilities

Ferrofluids exhibit a wide range of very interesting lines,

patterns, and structures that can develop from ferrohy-

drodynamic instabilities.[61] Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the

ferrofluid hexagonal peaking behavior resulting from a

magnetic field perpendicular to the free surface of a

ferrofluid layer.[1,75,76] The peaks initiate when the

magnetic surface force exceeds the stabilizing effects of

fluid weight and surface tension. In Fig. 6, the gearlike

structure results from the radial perpendicular field

instability when a small magnet is placed behind a

ferrofluid drop confined between closely spaced glass

plates. In a rotating magnetic field, this ‘‘star wheel’’ will

rotate and can function as a gear, flow stirrer, or pump.

Possible further microdevice and nanodevice applications

could result from solid structures made from a ferrofluid

that is solid at room temperature but becomes liquid at

slightly elevated temperature, such as by using a paraffin-

based ferrofluid. If the ferrofluid is heated and then

cooled in the presence of a magnetic field, solid magnetic

nanostructures can be fabricated such as the gearlike

structure in Fig. 6. Solid spiked structures with shapes like

those in Figs. 4 and 5 may be useful for forming high

electric fields at the tips that can be used in charge

injection devices. Fig. 7 shows the labyrinth instability

that results when a magnetic field is applied tangent to the

thin dimension of the ferrofluid layer confined between

closely spaced glass plates.[77–79] The labyrinth forms

Fig. 4 Hexagonal peaking patterns of about 1 cm spacing

result when a perpendicular magnetic field is applied to a layer

of Isopar M magnetic fluid with saturation magnetization of 400

G. The peaks initiate when the magnetic surface force exceeds

the stabilizing effects of the fluid weight and surface tension.

The image with a magnetic field of about 330 G shows the sharp

peaks with a hexagonal base pattern. (From Ref. [61].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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because the induced magnetic poles on the top and bottom

surfaces of the ferrofluid create a magnetic field that

opposes the applied field, the so-called demagnetization

field, so that the magnetic field in the ferrofluid is less

than the magnetic field in the nonmagnetic region outside

the ferrofluid. Because the ferrofluid is attracted to

regions of strong magnetic field, a comblike interfacial

instability develops and the interface forms thin lines that

move away from the ferrofluid layer. Such fine lines may

be useful for lithography and printing applications.

Rotating Magnetic Field
Torque-Driven Phenomena

Attention has shifted to rotating magnetic field phenom-

ena, where the magnetization relaxation time constant of

Eq. 5 creates a phase difference between magnetization

and magnetic field, so that M̄ and H̄ are not in the same

direction. This causes a magnetic torque density:[55–63]

�T ¼ m0
�M � �H N=m2 ð13Þ

which causes the magnetic nanoparticles and surrounding

fluid to spin. The concerted action on the order of 1022–

1023 nanoparticles/m3 leads to interesting microdrop

behavior. A ferrofluid spherical microdrop, about 20 mm

in diameter, in a rotating magnetic field of intensity from

50 to 1000 A/m over a frequency range of 4 Hz–4 kHz

forms a set of complicated shapes of loops, worms, and

stars at intermediate strength fields and a ‘‘spinning

starfish’’ shape with many arms at high magnetic field,

all corotating with the magnetic field.[53]

Other new ferrohydrodynamic phenomena with simul-

taneously applied d.c. and rotating magnetic fields are

shown in Fig. 8 for a ferrofluid contained between glass

plates with a 1.1 mm gap.[80,81] Two experiments are

shown in Fig. 8. The first experiment, images (i)–(iii),

uses 50 mL of ferrofluid, brings the d.c. axial field up to

100 G, and then turns on the clockwise rotating field.

Image (i) shows the circular ferrofluid drop before the

Fig. 6 Gearlike structure that results when a small 5-mm-

diameter permanent magnet, with strength of about 1200 G, is

placed behind a small Isopar M ferrofluid droplet confined

between glass plates with 1 mm gap. (From Ref. [61].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Another view of the perpendicular field instability

including a crown of peaks on the glass container wall edge when

a 400-G magnetic field is applied to Isopar M ferrofluid. The

containing vessel has a 15 cm diameter. (From Ref. [61].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Labyrinth instability that results when a 1-mm-thick

layer of Isopar M ferrofluid between glass plates is stressed by

a magnetic field of about 150 G tangent to the thin dimension

of the ferrofluid layer. The line thickness is about 200 mm.

(From Ref. [61].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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magnetic field is applied, whereas image (ii) shows the

spiking labyrinth pattern formed by the ferrofluid after

only the d.c. axial field has been applied. Then the

clockwise rotating field is applied and the spikes begin to

curl in on themselves, eventually forming the smooth

spiral pattern shown in image (iii) after some of the spikes

are absorbed into the larger structure. The smooth spirals

form as the clockwise rotating magnetic field causes

counterclockwise viscous shear flow on the outside

ferrofluid surfaces, which returns on the inside surfaces.

The second experiment, with 200 mL of ferrofluid, is

seen in images (iv)–(vi) and is the result of first placing

Fig. 8 Spiral and intricate structure shapes with simultaneously applied d.c. and 20-G, 25-Hz rotating magnetic fields to fluorocarbon-

based ferrofluid drops with �400 G saturation and low field magnetic susceptibility �3 confined between two glass plates with

a 1.1 mm gap. The ferrofluid is surrounded by a 50/50 mixture of isopropyl alcohol and deionized water, which prevents ferrofluid

wetting of the glass plates. (i)–(iii) have 50 mL of ferrofluid. (i) shows the ferrofluid drop before the magnetic field is applied. (ii) The

d.c. axial field is first increased to 100 G to cause the radially spiking labyrinth pattern. (iii) The clockwise rotating field is turned on and

the spikes begin to curl in on themselves, forming a smooth spiral pattern. (iv)–(vi) have 200 mL of ferrofluid. The test cell is first placed

in the clockwise rotating field, which causes a counterclockwise flow that holds the fluid drop together without spikes. In (iv), a 100-G

d.c. axial field is then gradually applied, causing the ferrofluid drop to appear to expand before the phaselike transition to (v) at a critical

d.c. magnetic field strength around 100 G. (vi) The magnetic field is increased from 100 to 250 G. (From Ref. [81].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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the cell in the clockwise rotating field and then gradually

applying a 100-G d.c. axial field. This results in the

originally round ferrofluid drop appearing to expand in

image (iv) before the phase transition to image (v) at a

critical d.c. magnetic field strength around 100 G,

evolving to image (vi) as the d.c. magnetic field is further

increased to 250 G.

These intricate patterns can possibly have applications

as self-assembling structures in fluidic devices, printing,

separations, etc.

Application to Power Transformer Cooling

With the development of a ferrofluid transformer oil that

meets electrical property and breakdown requirements of

high-power transformers,[82] there has been recent applied

research[83–92] to use ferrofluid physical, mechanical, and

thermal properties together with the magnetic body force

density of Eq. 10 for enhanced cooling of power

transformers. Heat generated by the windings and mag-

netic core produces temperature gradients in the ferro-

fluid, where there is also a nonuniform magnetic field. It

is also thought that the high a.c. magnetic field in the

vicinity of the windings and oil ducts can cause magnetic

particle stirring that reduces ferrofluid thermal gradients.

Measurements for 10- and 50-kVA transformers showed

up to about 12�C lower operating temperature for

ferrofluid transformer oil than for nonmagnetic trans-

former oil.[88,89] Because the 10-nm-diameter ferrofluid

particles are so small, they appear to have no deleterious

effect on the oil electrical breakdown strength.[90] The

enhanced cooling method uses the temperature depen-

dence of ferrofluid magnetization described by the

Langevin relation, so that the magnetic susceptibility wm

in Eq. 7 decreases as temperature increases. Thus, hot

ferrofluid in the vicinity of the transformer windings has a

lower magnetic permeability than cold ferrofluid. Then,

cool (high magnetic permeability) ferrofluid is attracted to

high magnetic field regions near the transformer windings

as hot (low magnetic permeability) ferrofluid is displaced.

Thus, the temperature gradients in a transformer can be

used to induce magnetic permeability gradients that cause

cooling ferrofluid motion and the resulting convective

flow enhances transformer cooling. As an additive, a

ferrofluid concentrate can be used to extend the lives of

millions of aging transformers. As a new technology,

ferrofluid transformers may be smaller, more efficient,

and possess improved dielectric capabilities. A related

analysis models a laminar and turbulent pipe flow that is

applicable to transformer duct flows and validates a set of

ferrohydrodynamic equations including the effects of

nanoparticles interacting with magnetic fields and ther-

mal/flow gradients.[93]

APPLICATIONS TO
NANOELECTROMECHANICAL AND
MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Advantages of Magnetic Field Devices

To demonstrate the advantages of magnetic field-based

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and nanoelec-

tromechanical systems (NEMS) devices over the usual

electric-field based devices, we can compare representa-

tive electric and magnetic energy densities.[61] An electric

field device is generally limited by the maximum allowed

electric field without electrical breakdown, typically

E � 108 V/m for small-scale devices that take advantage

of the Paschen curve at small gaps to raise the electrical

breakdown strength of air (e.g., a variable capacitance

micromotor may use 150 V across a 1.5-mm gap).[94]

Magnetic field devices have no limitations analogous to

electrical breakdown and the maximum magnetic flux

density is on the order of the saturation magnetization of

single-domain magnetic nanoparticles, which is about B�
2.1 T for single-domain iron particles. The resulting

electric and magnetic energy densities are then:

We ¼ 0:5e0E2 � 4:43� 104 J=m3;

Wm ¼ 0:5B2=m0 � 1:75� 106 J=m3 ð14Þ

This possible increase in energy density and correspond-

ing forces for magnetic devices has the added advantage

of increased reliability as there are no catastrophic failure

mechanisms analogous to electrical breakdown. Potential

new NEMS applications using ferrofluid nanoparticles,

with and without carrier fluid, include nanoduct flows,

nanomotors, nanogenerators, nanopumps, nanoactuators,

and other similar nanoscale devices.[61,95]

Magnetic Nanoparticle
Sensors and Actuators

The capability to actuate ferrofluids through magnetic

fields and magneto-mechanical coupling makes them at-

tractive for MEMS/NEMS applications,[61,96–99] as well as

for energy conversion schemes.[95]

The essential principles of magnetic nanoparticle

sensors and actuators are illustrated in Fig. 9. Single

magnetic nanoparticles can be trapped in nanofabricated

wells surrounded by a nanocoil. The nanocoil can then

serve to sense a voltage when open-circuited, or a current

when short-circuited, or, with imposed current, can drive

nanoparticle rotation, much like in the operation of mac-

roscopic generators or motors. Imposed flow over the

nanowell would serve to drag the magnetic nanopar-

ticle into rotation. Such rotation would result in a time-

varying magnetic flux in the nanocoil, causing induced
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open-circuit voltage or short-circuit current. The induced

voltage or current can be measured and used to determine

the flow rate of the fluid, or can be used as a micropower

source converting flow kinetic energy to electrical energy.

The reverse operation with proper multiphase time-varying

currents, through a set of such coils to cause a rotat-

ing magnetic field, would result in magnetic nanoparticle

rotation and flow actuation. Both single wells and arrays

are possible, allowing for sensing and actuation of flow

over whole surfaces of a microelectromechanical or

nanoelectromechanical device consisting of nanoscale

electromagnets, coupled with wells to hold the magnetic

nanoparticles.

The fabrication procedure for micron-sized electro-

magnets and micron-sized gold wires has been demon-

strated[100,101] and was successfully used to trap and

manipulate collections of magnetic nanoparticles and at-

oms. At liquid nitrogen or helium temperatures in

vacuum, the wires could carry currents of several amperes

with a current density of �108 A/cm2 and a power

dissipation of �10 kW/cm2, producing magnetic fields

to 0.3 T.

Representative present technology can fabricate gold

coil windings that are about 3 mm thick and 10 mm

wide, with center-to-center spacing of 20 mm, and can

support a current density as high as 1011 A/m2.[100] A

representative maximum current of 3 A produces a mag-

netic field of about 0.1 T. Fig. 10 extends the concepts in

Fig. 9 and shows a proposed micropower supply method

for possible space applications. Waste heat is converted to

ferrofluid flow using a vapor bubble pump that control-

lably causes magnetic particle rotation, which generates a

time rate of change of magnetic flux through a nearby

coil.[61] A 10-nm-diameter magnetite nanoparticle with a

magnetization of 0.56 T would have a total magnetic flux

of about 4�10�17 Wb. If this nanoparticle rotated next

to our representative coil at an angular speed of 1000 rps

with all the magnetic flux of the nanoparticle linking the

coil, the induced peak voltage would be about 3�10�13

V. The conductivity of gold is 4�107 S/m so that the

resistance of a gold wire of length 100 mm with a cross

section of 10�3 mm2 would be about 0.08 O. The short

circuit peak current would be the ratio of the voltage

divided by the coil resistance, or approximately 4 pA.

The maximum power that could be delivered by this

single nanoparticle generator would be about 10�24 W.

If confined to a single plane, there could be as many as

1016 such single nanoparticle generators per square me-

ter. If connected in series, the open circuit peak voltage

could be as high as 3000 V/m2 of generator surface,

whereas if connected in parallel, the short circuit peak

load current could be as high as 40,000 A/m2 of genera-

tor surface, or in more practical units for nanoscale

devices, about 0.04 mA/mm2 of generator surface area.

The delivered time average power would then be on the

order of 10�8 W/m2.

Of course, practical packing constraints, small wafer

sizes, smaller nanoparticle rotation rates, magnetic flux

leakage (so that the nanocoils do not link all the magnetic

flux), nanoparticle sticking, nanoparticle confinement,

and other nonidealities and problems of controlling

motions of nanoparticles would lower these idealized

large values, but these ‘‘back-of-the-envelope’’ prelimi-

nary calculations indicate the practical possibility of

generating useful levels of micropower for selected

applications, such as in space where plentiful waste heat

can be used to cause ferrofluid flow to generate electricity,

along the lines shown in Fig. 10.

Similar devices with submicron dimensions allow for

single-particle manipulation and sensing. Trapping of

nanoparticles would occur because of magnetophoretic

forces,[102,103] analogous to dielectrophoretic trapping

of particles,[104,105] where magnetic nanoparticles are

attracted to the position of maximum magnetic field

strength. A micromachined particle separator 2�3 mm

in size was fabricated on a silicon wafer. Electromagnetic

coils using 500 mA of d.c. current generated a �0.03-T

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of a proposed micropower supply

method that takes waste heat to cause a time-varying flow that

controllably rotates ferrofluid nanoparticles so that there is a

time-varying magnetic flux through a coil that induces a current

through a load. (From Ref. [61].)

Fig. 9 Proposed surface-immobilized magnetic nanoparticle-

based flow sensors and actuators. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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magnetic field to separate �1-mm magnetite particles

from a water suspension at a velocity of �1 mm/sec in a

channel that was 90 mm deep and 100 mm wide.[103]

Microfluidics/nanofluidics

Ferrofluid devices can be a major component of a micro

total analysis system (mTAS), also know as ‘‘lab-on-a-

chip.’’ The magnetic pressure generated in a ferrofluid

is:[96–98]

pm ¼ m0

Z H

0

MðHÞdH ð15Þ

Ferrofluid plugs act as valves when placed near a sta-

tionary magnet and do not require any power. Hermetic

sealing of a channel 250 mm wide, 150 mm deep, and 9.5

mm long has been achieved using a 400-G hydrocarbon-

based ferrofluid with 42 cP viscosity and a 1200-G

magnet, generating a magnetic field-induced change

in pressure of pm � 13.5 Pa.[97] Ferrofluid microplugs

have been able to sustain a pressure difference up to

1700 Pa.[99]

A number of micropumps use moving magnets to push

ferrofluid microplugs that then displace nonmagnetic

fluids.[96–99] A circular channel of �1 cm diameter with

250 mm depth and 2 mm channel width containing a 125-

G hydrocarbon-based ferrofluid pushing water had a flow

rate of 45.8 mL/min with an 8-rpm motor rotating a 3500-

G permanent magnet at speed 3.75 mm/sec, generating a

pressure of 1200 Pa.[99]

An electromagnetic ferrofluid pipette was designed to

accurately dispense liquid volumes smaller than 0.2

mL.[106] The pipette consisted of four electromagnets with

a total of 160 turns around a 1.8-mm air gap holding the

pipette tube. A small hydrocarbon-based ferrofluid plug

of 600 G saturation magnetization and 1.43 Pa sec viscos-

ity in the pipette would move with 0.6 A total current

applied to the electromagnets, causing a ferrofluid pres-

sure rise up to 770 Pa. The ferrofluid would move at a

speed of 0.9 cm/sec in about 1.5 sec and would dispense

90 nL of water. The position of the ferrofluid plug was

controlled to within 0.2 mm.

BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

There are a number of methods in which mag-

netic nanoparticles can be used for biomedical appli-

cations:[107–110]

a) Magnetic nanoparticles can bind to drugs, proteins,

enzymes, antibodies, or organisms.

b) Magnetic nanoparticles can be directed to organs,

tissues, or tumors using an external magnet for thera-

peutic effect.

c) Dissipation in alternating and rotating magnetic fields

can cause heating of magnetic nanoparticles for use

in hyperthermia.

Such chemotherapeutic applications require particles to

be able to pass through organ and tissue capillary systems

without threat of vessel embolism and be able to transport

pharmacologically active materials with an effective

release mechanism of the drug at the target site. All

components for the drug carrier system must be nontoxic,

biodegradable, and/or removable.[111]

As an example application, Fig. 11 shows a surface-

immobilized nanoelectromechanical flow sensor or actu-

ator that may operate for detection of biological molecules

and organisms. Magnetic nanoparticles functionalized

with a surfactant coating for specific binding to a bio-

logical molecule or organism would be placed in the

nanowells. A biological liquid medium would then flow

over the nanosensor array. If the biological molecule or

organism of interest is present in the medium, then

specific binding with the magnetic nanoparticles would

result, thus hindering their rotation. This, in turn, would

result in a measurable change in the induced current

through the nanocoils. In this way, a surface-immobilized

flow-through nanobiosensor may be developed.

Magnetorelaxometry is a technique used to measure

the binding or immobilization of a magnetic nanoparticle

through measurement of changes in magnetic relaxation

time following the removal of an applied magnetic field.

Small free nanoparticles have magnetization decay be-

cause of Brownian relaxation, with time constant tB of

Eq. 4 increasing when additional molecules are bound to

the nanoparticle because of the increased hydrodynamic

volume Vh. The Néel relaxation time only depends on

the magnetic material volume Vp and so is independent

of nonmagnetic material binding to a magnetic nanopar-

ticle. If the nanoparticle is bound to a solid phase and

Fig. 11 Proposed surface-immobilized magnetic nanoparticle-

based nanobiosensor. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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has restricted motion, the magnetization predominantly

decays by Néel relaxation. By determining if magnetiza-

tion relaxation is occurring through Brownian or Néel

mechanisms, the binding conditions of nanoparticles to

molecules or fixed material are determined.[112]

Suitability for biotechnological and biomedical appli-

cations of magnetic nanoparticles and ferrofluids is being

determined through fundamental studies of magnetic

nanoparticle cell toxicity, biocompatibility, and transport

for such applications as separations, magnetic resonance

imaging, drug delivery, cytolysis (cell destruction), hy-

perthermia, colloid extractants, cell sorting, and immuno-

assays. A brief summary of current research follows.

Magnetocytolysis

Classical hyperthermia induces damage to cells and

tissues, enhances radiation injury to tumor cells, and

improves chemotherapeutic efficacy. A local thermal ef-

fect is desired within cancerous tissues while leaving

normal tissues unaffected.[113,114] Heating between 41�C
and 46�C generally reduces the viability of cancer cells

and increases their sensitivity to radiation and chemo-

therapy. Temperatures up to 56�C (thermoablation) lead

to cell death.[113–116] Magnetic materials for hyperthermia

of biological tissues have been used since at least the late

1950s. Over a diameter range of 5–10 nm, the effective

relaxation time of Eq. 5 in magnetite varies over two

orders of magnitude. Ferrofluid subdomain particles (�10

nm diameter) absorb more power at reasonable

a.c. magnetic fields than by hysteresis heating of multi-

domain particles (�1 mm).[114–118]

Small amounts of magnetic fine particles in radio-

frequency (rf) magnetic fields can easily rise in temper-

ature to cause cell death. For example, for a magnetic

field intensity of 6.5 kA/m at 300 kHz, Néel relaxation

has peak dissipated power density of about 1010 W/m3 for

magnetite nanoparticles of about 9 nm radius, decreasing

to about 108 W/m3 at 7 nm radius and to 106 W/m3 at 12

nm radius. Hysteresis losses are about 106 W/m3 at 9 nm

nanoparticle radius, rising to about 1010 W/m3 for

nanoparticles larger than about 10 nm particle radius.

Calculations and confirming measurements show that a

temperature rise of about 16�C in about 30 min results

from a 3-mm radius sphere of crushed magnetite embed-

ded in a gel in a magnetic field of 17.6 kA/m at

300 kHz.[119]

To study the biological effects of a.c. magnetic field

excited ferrofluids, both in vivo and in vitro studies have

been done in cancer cell lines and spontaneously induced

tumors in animal models.[118] The term magnetic fluid

hyperthermia (MFH), which uses a.c. magnetic fields to

heat target areas containing magnetic fluids, is suggested

for this new cancer treatment method. It has been

shown[120] that MFH is able to inactivate tumor cells in

vitro to at least the same extent as water bath hyperthermia

and that there is no cytotoxic effect of intracellularly

administered dextran-ferrite magnetic particles.[121,122]

An in vivo study[123] using transplants of a mammary

carcinoma showed that high doses of MFH were able to

induce tumor control in 44% of the cases up to 30 days

after therapy.

Trials carried out on human and mouse macrophages

(leukocytes, white blood cells) without a magnetic field

and in a constant magnetic field did not observe any

cytolysis or toxic effects.[124] Under an alternating mag-

netic field of 100 G at a frequency of 1 MHz, the tem-

perature of a concentrated ferrofluid increases from 37�C
to 80�C in about 2 min. Magnetocytolysis experiments

were carried out using very low concentrations of

magnetic nanoparticles, such that no increase in the tem-

perature of the bulk solution was evidenced. After being

subjected to alternating fields for 5 min, it was observed

that 40–50% of the mouse and human macrophages are

killed, but only 3–6 hr after application of the oscillating

field. It was found that binding of the magnetic nanopar-

ticles to the cell membrane is essential for cytolysis.

For iron oxide nanoparticles of 10 nm diameter de-

posited into tumors in mice and exposed to a 6500-A/m,

400-kHz magnetic field for 4 min, the local heating, called

‘‘magnetic thermoablation,’’ raised the tumor temperature

by �62�C, causing therapeutic irreversible damage to the

tumor.[125] Similar measurements in mice using water-

based dextran-ferrite magnetic fluid in a 9300-A/m mag-

netic field at 0.88 MHz raised the tumor temperature by

�45�C, with 33% tumor regression and mouse life span

increases of 150%.[126]

Drug Delivery

The use of biocompatible ferrofluids as a delivery system

for therapeutic drugs is commonly called ‘‘magnetic drug

targeting.’’[127–129] Mitoxantrone, a chemotherapeutic

agent that inhibits DNA and RNA synthesis, was ionically

bound to magnetic nanoparticles and was directed to

cancerous tumor sites in rabbits using a 1.7-T magnet

focused on the tumor. Complete tumor remissions with

no adverse side effects were obtained using only 20% of

the normal mitoxantrone dosage.[130] Similar success

was achieved using ferrofluids labeled with iodine in a

0.6-T magnetic field.[131]

Magnetic targeting of anticancer drugs reversibly

bound to magnetic fluids to locally advanced tumors can

be achieved using magnetic fields directed to the tumor

surfaces from outside the patient.[118,132] Phase I clinical

trials using this approach in patients with advanced and

unsuccessfully pretreated cancers or sarcomas showed
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successful magnetic drug targeting with epirubin[118] and

epirubicin.[132] Based on magnetic resonance tomographic

techniques, pharmacokinetics, and the histological detec-

tion of magnetite, it was shown that ferrofluids could be

successfully directed by externally imposed magnetic

fields to the tumors in about one half of the patients.

Superparamagnetic nanoparticles were surface-modi-

fied with poly(ethylene gycol) (PEG) and folic acid, re-

spectively, to improve their intracellular uptake and abil-

ity to target specific cells.[133] It was found that PEG

modification of nanoparticles resulted in decreased uptake

by macrophages, whereas folic acid modification did

not result in any change in uptake by macrophages. How-

ever, both PEG and folic acid modification resulted in

increased internalization of magnetic nanoparticles in

breast cancer cells.

Separations

Separation techniques are important for purification of

biological materials and for identification of organisms,

cells, and genomic materials. Application of a magnetic

field to a suspension of magnetic nanoparticles confined

between planar sheets causes the nanoparticles to self-

organize into a regular array of columns. The column

spacing can be controlled from submicron to 100 mm by

varying gap width, nanoparticle size, and concentration.

Such a self-assembled array of magnetic particles was

used to separate large DNA in a microchannel in about 30

min, in contrast to the usual pulsed field agarose gel

electrophoresis method, which takes about 12–24 hr.[134]

Because pore size control from about 1–100 mm can be

obtained without the need for sophisticated microlithog-

raphy, there are many separation applications envisioned

for DNA, cells, proteins, organelles, and microparticles

or nanoparticles.

Magnetic fluids have also been used as magnetically

responsive extractants usable in treating aqueous media

contaminated with organic compounds. In one study,[135]

magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles of �7.5 nm nominal

diameter coated with a �9-nm bifunctional polymer layer

composed of a hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)

outer region and a hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide)

(PPO) inner region were prepared. With the advantages of

very high surface area and decreased diffusion lengths,

these magnetic fluids were shown to have high capacity

for organic solutes, similar to that of analogous PEO–

PPO–PEO block copolymer micelles. Efficient magnetic

nanoparticle recovery using high-gradient magnetic field

separation (HGMS) has been shown and incorporated into

a proposed water purification process.[135]

Magnetic cell sorting schemes based on quadrupole

fields[136] and in microfabricated magnetic arrays[137]

have been developed. The objective was to develop eco-

nomical, high-throughput, high-purity, and high-recovery

alternatives for separation of heterogeneous cell popula-

tions based on expression of particular surface markers.

An efficient magnetic vector/effector synthesis proce-

dure was developed to target membrane receptors in target

cells for subsequent separation.[118] This system was used

to target, separate, and count damaged red blood cells.

Applications of this technology include: 1) quality testing

of human blood during storage in vitro;[138] 2) studies of

the evolution of erythrocyte populations during parasitic

pathologies such as malaria[139] and Alzheimer’s dis-

ease;[140] and 3) detection of membrane modifications in-

volved in complex biological processes such as apoptosis

(programmed cell death).

Immunoassays

Immunoassays are widely used in biology and medicine

for the determination of the composition of complex sam-

ples such as blood by labeling one of the reaction com-

ponents with radioisotopes, enzymes, or fluorescent dyes.

Magnetic nanoparticle labels offer advantages as they are

inexpensive to produce, are stable, and can be safely and

easily stored, handled, and disposed of without problems

of radioactivity or environmental contamination.[141]

Antibodies were coupled with magnetic nanoparticles

and reacted with their solid-phase adsorbed antigen. The

samples were first placed in a magnetic field of 1500 A/m

and then the remanent magnetization in the absence of

magnetic field was measured in a superconducting

quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.

This measurement technique investigated the binding of

monoclonal antibodies (MABs) to collagen type III using

Dextran-coated iron oxide nanoparticles with 13 nm mean

diameter. Then polystyrene tubes used as sample contain-

ers were incubated with the antigen collagen type III so

that the antigen was adsorbed onto the tube wall. The

measured magnetic moment after switching off the mag-

netic field is entirely caused by the remanent magnetiza-

tion of nanoparticles with hindered mobility because of

their binding to the antigen fixed at the tube wall. Un-

bound nanoparticles relax by Brownian relaxation and

have no net remanent magnetization. For this method

to work, the Néel relaxation time must be longer than

the measurement period, typically about 100 sec, which

requires larger size magnetic particles on the order of >20

nm diameter for magnetite particles.[141,142]

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic materials are highly opaque to x-rays and, with

8–10% volume concentration in ferrofluid, offer compa-

rable image quality to conventional barium sulfate.[2,143]
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Magnetic nanoparticles, conjugated to various MABs,

peptides, or proteins, show potential applications for in

vivo monitoring of brain intercellular communication and

target-oriented magnetic resonance imaging in animal and

human brains.[144] Dextran-coated superparamagnetic iron

oxide is commercially available for MRI and has been

used for localization and diagnosis of brain and cardiac

blood obstructions and for liver lesions or tumors, where

the nanoparticles tend to accumulate because of the

difference in tissue fluidity and endocytotic processes

(incorporation of substances into cells).

Approximately 7-nm-sized magnetite nanoparticles

coated with polymeric starch were injected into a rat

brain. The magnetic nanoparticles were well distributed

within the dorsal hippocampus, demonstrating the feasi-

bility of using magnetite nanoparticles for in vivo MRI of

the rat brain.

Bacterial Threads of Nanomagnets

Magnetotactic bacterial threads can be used to direct the

self-assembly of ordered magnetic microstructures.[145]

Bacillus subtilis strain FJ7 is a mutant strain that can

be cultured with intertwining filaments to form web-

like structures. A thread was dipped into an aqueous

colloidal suspension containing 10-nm-diameter mag-

netite nanoparticles between the cell strings to form

threads of magnetic materials with an estimated nanopar-

ticle density of 1018 particles/cm3 and a volume fraction of

about 7%.

CONCLUSION

This article has described the integrated chemistry, fluid

mechanics, and magnetic nanoscience and nanotechnolo-

gy of magnetic fluids with summary reviews of ferrofluid

synthesis: composition, colloidal stability, and prepara-

tion; ferrofluid magnetization: relaxation time constants,

magnetization characteristic, magnetocaloric effect, and

magneto-optical effects; ferrohydrodynamics: Bernoulli’s

law of pressure and flow, instabilities, and rotating

magnetic field torque-driven phenomena; applications to

microelectromechanical/nanoelectromechanical systems:

magnetic nanoparticle sensors, actuators, and microfluidic

devices; and biomedical applications: drug delivery,

hyperthermia, immunoassays, magnetic resonance imag-

ing, separations, and cell sorting. These topics span the

range from the nanosize magnetic nanoparticles to the

concerted action from 1022 to 1023 magnetic nanoparti-

cles/m3 to cause macroscopic pressure and flow. Con-

tinuing research will integrate ferrofluid nanotechnology

to MEMS/NEMS fabrication capability by modification

and tailoring of magnetic nanoparticle suspension prop-

erties for specific new high-technology applications as

sensors, actuators, and biomedical tools.
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INTRODUCTION

Moore’s Law has been the most famous symbol of the

power of high technology in the last half of the 20th

century. In 1965, Moore[1] predicted that the number of

transistors on a computer chip would double every 18

months. Indeed, the number of transistors has grown at a

compound annual rate of 39% per year (Fig. 1) for more

than 30 years.[2] Meanwhile, the data storage density of

magnetic hard drives has matched the pace of growth in

data storage density (36% per year) until 1990, when it

accelerated to 79% per year. Both technologies have

grown at an amazing pace, providing higher-performance

computing and higher-capacity data storage at lower

costs, thereby fueling growth of the Internet. However,

both technologies face scientific challenges that threaten

to limit continued growth.

Modern magnetic data storage devices record data as

magnetized bit cells in thin films, either polycrystalline

metal films or particulate films (acicular iron particles in a

polymer matrix).[3] Each bit cell contains many grains or

particles, and the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the

number of particles in the bit volume.[4] The data storage

density of state-of-the-art hard disk drive systems is 100

gigabits per square inch,[5] and the information storage

industry is now pursuing basic research aimed at densities

beyond 1 terabit per square inch.[6] Increases in data

storage density are achieved by scaling down the bit size,

i.e., the bit length (increasing the bits per inch), the track

width (increasing the track per inch), and the film

thickness. In 2002, the bit cell dimension in state-of-the-

art hard disk media was approximately 50�400 nm. If

densities were to increase at a rate of 41% per year over

the next decade (less than the last decade), then the bit cell

would be 4�4 nm in 2012 (Fig. 2). This is less than the

size of a single grain in current media and would

necessitate a new paradigm in magnetic recording. The

reduction in bit size using conventional recording methods

means that magnetic grains and particle sizes must be

decreased. However, the superparamagnetic limit threat-

ens to limit the bit sizes that can be achieved using

conventional recording methods. Superparamagnetism

arises when the thermal stability factor (KV/kT) becomes

small, where K is the anisotropy constant, V is the particle

or grain volume, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the

temperature. KV gives the magnetic anisotropy energy for

a magnetic grain or particle, and as the volume decreases,

the anisotropy energy decreases. As the ratio of anisotropy

energy to thermal energy (KV/kT) decreases, the thermal

stability of the magnetization decreases (i.e., subject to

thermally activated magnetization reversal). When KV/kT

is less than about 60, long-term data storage (>10 years) is

no longer reliable. Of course, the grain size can be

decreased if K is increased. This has led to increased

interest in materials with high values of magnetocrystal-

line anisotropy, and the L10 phase of FePt has found

particular scrutiny because of its very high value of Ku

(6 to 10�107 erg/cm2).[7]

Here we report our progress on solving basic materials

science problems, whose solution would enable self-

assembled FePt nanoparticles to be used in high-density

magnetic recording. We describe the synthesis of FePtAg,

FePtAu, FePtCu, or FePtCo ternary alloy nanoparticles.

The effect of added Ag, Au, or Cu on temperature

required to transform the particles from the fcc phase to

the L10 phase is reported along with the effect of added Co

on the magnetic properties.

FePt NANOPARTICLES

A team from IBM first reported the synthesis of nearly

monodisperse 3- to 4-nm diameter FePt nanoparticles and

self-assembly of the particles into close-packed films and

magnetic recording in the films.[8] We found that we

could reliably reproduce their synthetic procedure.[9] The

particles were prepared by heating a solution of platinum

acetylacetonate and 1,2-hexadecanediol in dioctyl ether to

100�C. Iron pentacarbonyl, oleyl amine, and oleic acid

were added, and the reaction mixture was heated to

boiling (�280�C) for 30 min, giving a black dispersion of

FePt nanoparticles. Adding ethanol precipitated the
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particles, which were isolated by centrifugation. The

particles were redispersed in hexane and reprecipitated

by adding ethanol. Repeated cycles of dispersion and

precipitation removed impurities and somewhat narrowed

the size distribution.

As prepared, the FePt particles were single crystals with

a disordered face-centered cubic structure and were

superparamagnetic. The particles had an average diameter

of 3.5 nm and a distribution of particle diameters of about

5% of the average. They had a coating of organic surfac-

tants and could be dispersed in hydrocarbon solvents.

When dispersions in a 50/50 mixture of hexane and octane

were cast onto a solid substrate (either a silicon wafer or a

carbon-coated copper TEM grid) and the solvent evapo-

rated slowly, the particles self-assembled into films con-

taining close-packed arrays (Fig. 3). If the solvent evap-

orated too rapidly, the particles had positional disorder.

Using octane lowers the solvent evaporation, allowing the

particles to find their lattice positions as the films form.

The X-ray diffraction curves for films containing

Fe48Pt52 particles showed two diffraction peaks, the 111

peak and the 200 peak, indicative of a disordered fcc

phase. The films were heat-treated for 30 min either in a

tube furnace with flowing 2% hydrogen in argon

(T=350�C to 500�C) or in a vacuum annealer (T=550�C

to 700�C). After heat treatment at temperatures above

500�C in an inert atmosphere, the L10 001 and 110 peaks

appeared. The fcc 200 peak split into two peaks, the L10

200 and 002 diffraction peaks. The 111 peak moved two

higher values of 2y and the d-spacing decreased to the

Fig. 1 Comparison of the growth of data storage density for magnetic disks (solid circles) and the number of transistors on a computer

chip (solid squares).

Fig. 2 The incredible shrinking bit—road map for future bit

cell dimensions in magnetic hard drive systems.
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bulk value for FePt (d111=219.7 pm). The position of the

d111 peak could be used as a measure of the degree of

transformation, which depended on the heating tempera-

ture (Fig. 4). While being heated at these temperatures, the

organic surfactant decomposed, leaving a carbonaceous

char. There was considerable loss in particle positional

order and particle agglomeration.[10] This is a problem

because it defeats the object of preparing small particles

with a narrow distribution of sizes and self-assembling

them into highly ordered structures.

As the particles transformed to the L10 phase, the

coercivity increased, reflecting the high anisotropy of the

phase. For films containing weakly interacting single-

domain particles, Hc will depend on the magnetic

anisotropy energy, K, and the volume, V, of the particle.

As prepared, the spherical particles had very small

anisotropy with KV<25kBT, the particles were super-

paramagnetic, and Hc=0. The bulk anisotropy of fully

ordered L10 FePt is K�6–10�107 erg/mL,[6] which, for

fully ordered 4-nm diameter FePt particles, would give

KV/kBT�48–81 and the films would exhibit a high room-

temperature coercivity. For films containing weakly

interacting single-domain particles with randomly orient-

ed easy axes, the coercivity would be expected to follow

the Sharrock equation, given by[11]

Hc ¼ H0 1� kBT

KV
lnðf0tÞ

� �2=3
( )

ð1Þ

where f0 is an attempt frequency of the order of 109–1011

Hz and t is the effective measuring time. H0 is the low-

temperature or short-time coercivity given by H0�K/Ms,

where Ms is the saturation magnetization. For highly

Fig. 3 TEM image of self-assembled FePt nanoparticles.

Fig. 4 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the value of the d-spacing for the 111 diffraction peak.
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ordered FePt nanoparticles, Eq. 1 predicts high coerciv-

ities; however, Hc will depend on temperature and particle

size. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the room-temperature coer-

civity as a function of heat treatment temperature for films

containing self-assembled Fe48Pt52 nanoparticles. After

heat treatment at 350�C or 400�C, the films were still

superparamagnetic, with no coercivity. Only after heat

treatment at 450� did the films become ferromagnetic and

show some coercivity. Heat treatment at higher tempera-

tures gave higher values of coercivity as the transforma-

tion to the L10 phase was more complete. Scherrer

analysis of the linewidth of the 111 diffraction peaks for

the films heated to temperature over 500�C showed

increased crystallite size, suggesting particle sintering.[12]

Particle coalescence has also been shown in high-re-

solution TEM studies of FePt films that have been heat-

treated at temperatures above 500�C.[10] Accordingly, in

interpreting this increase in coercivity, it is difficult to

separate the effect of increasing the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy of the particles as a result of transforming to

the L10 phase from the effect of increasing particle vol-

ume as a result of sintering.

The problem of transforming the particles from the fcc

phase to the L10 phase is somewhat vexing. Heat

treatment at temperature in excess of 500�C caused

degradation of the organic surfactants, leading to loss in

particle positional order. Furthermore, as the heat treat-

ment temperature exceeds 550�C, there is extensive

particle coalescence. Particle coalescence increases the

switching volumes, which defeats the purpose of making

small particles. The solution to this problem could be to

heat-treat at lower temperatures, thereby decreasing the

amount of particle coalescence. However, heat treatment

at lower temperatures results in incomplete phase trans-

formation, giving films with a distribution of order

parameters and, in turn, a distribution of magnetic

anisotropies, which is detrimental to high-density mag-

netic recording. It would be highly desirable if the fcc to

tetragonal phase transformation could be carried out at

lower temperature, at least below temperatures where the

particles coalesce, preferably below temperatures where

the surfactants decompose.

FeCuPt NANOPARTICLES

Our interest in finding means of lowering the temperature

required for transforming the FePt particles from the fcc to

the L10 phase led us to add copper to the FePt

nanoparticles. We were motivated by literature reports

that adding copper to sputter-deposited FePt films greatly

reduced the L10 ordering temperature. Maeda et al.[13]

Fig. 5 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the coercivity of films containing Fe48Pt52 nanoparticles.
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reported that for films containing [FePt]85Cu15, the

coercivity was 5000 Oe after annealing at 300�C, while

Hc for FePt films was only a few hundred oersted after

annealing at 300�C. Takahashi et al.[14] found that adding

4 at.% Cu into FePt sputtered films decreased the

temperature required for fcc to L10 ordering from 500�C
to 400�C. They suggested that the addition of Cu lowered

the melting point for the alloy, increasing the atomic

mobility, thereby enhancing the kinetics of ordering.

These reports suggest the possibility of lowering the

temperature needed to bring about the fcc to L10 phase

transformation for FePt nanoparticles by adding copper.

This led us to devise a method to prepare FePtCu ternary

alloy nanoparticles that was quite similar to the synthesis

of FePt nanoparticles,[15] except for adding a source of Cu

and using diphenyl ether as the solvent. A solution of

platinum acetylacetonate, copper bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-

3,5-heptadionate), and 1,2-hexadecanediol in diphenyl

ether was heated to 80�C. Iron pentacarbonyl, oleyl

amine, and oleic acid were added and the mixture was

heated to reflux (�260�C) for 30 min to give a black

dispersion. After cooling to room temperature, the

particles were precipitated by adding ethanol and isolated

by centrifuging. As with the FePt nanoparticles, the

FePtCu nanoparticles were repeatedly redispersed and

reprecipitated to remove impurities and narrow the

particle size distribution. Varying the relative ratio of

Fe, Pt, and Cu charged to the reaction mixture varied the

particle composition. However, the amount of Fe in the

particles was much less than the amount of Fe charged

into the reaction as iron pentacarbonyl. Particles with the

compositions Fe55Pt35Cu10, Fe45Pt44Cu11, Fe48Pt40Cu12,

and Fe35Pt50Cu15 were prepared.

Self-assembled films consisting of close-packed

FePtCu nanoparticles were prepared in exactly the same

manner as for the FePt nanoparticles (Fig. 6). The average

particle size was 3.5 nm, and the particles were single

crystalline with a disordered fcc structure. There was no

Fig. 6 TEM image of self-assembled Fe45Pt44Cu11 nano-

particles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 X-ray diffraction curves for films containing FePtCu nanoparticles as-prepared.
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evidence either in the TEM images or the X-ray dif-

fraction curves (Fig. 7) for particles other than a ternary

FePtCu alloy. There were no apparent diffraction peaks

due to fcc copper. The films were heated in a tube furnace

in an atmosphere containing 4% H2 in Ar, and X-ray

diffraction was used to determine the amount of phase

transformation. Results for the composition Fe45Pt44Cu11

(Fig. 8) were typical of the other compositions. Only after

heat treatment above 550�C did the particles begin to

transform to the L10 phase. The copper remained in the

particles; otherwise, the 111 peak for fcc Cu would have

appeared near 2y=43�. Only after heating at 700�C did the

L10 phase completely form, as seen by the sharp 001 and

110 diffraction peaks and the splitting of the fcc 200 peak

into the L10 200 and 002 peaks. The ternary Fe–Pt–Cu

phase diagram shows a range of compositions for FePtCu

where a single L10 phase is formed and other composi-

tions where the L10 phase and the fcc phase coexist.[17] In

both phases, Cu is substituting for iron. Careful exami-

nation of the X-ray diffraction curves for the films heat-

treated at 700�C (Fig. 8) revealed an extra peak near

2y=48.5�, between the L10 200 and the 002 peaks. This

peak may be a result of the presence of a small amount

of the fcc phase. The extra peak was not seen for

Fe48Pt40Cu12.

Fig. 8 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the X-ray

diffraction curves for films containing Fe45Pt44Cu11.

Fig. 9 Magnetic hysteresis curve for Fe45Pt44Cu11 heat-treated at 700�C (solid curve). The curve was decomposed into a hard

magnetic component (dotted curve) and a soft magnetic component (dashed curve).
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The hysteresis curve in Fig. 9 was measured for the

Fe45Pt44Cu11 particles heat-treated at 700�C and is typical

of the curves for the other compositions also heat-treated

at 700�C. The shape of the curve suggests a mixture of

hard and soft magnetic phases, and it could be decom-

posed into hard and soft loops. The hard component co-

ercivities of Fe45Pt44Cu11, Fe48Pt40Cu12, and Fe35Pt50Cu15

were greater than 5000 Oe and were comparable to that of

Fe48Pt52. The soft component coercivities were less than

1500 Oe. In all cases, the shape of the loops suggests that

the maximum field of the magnetometer was not sufficient

to saturate the loops and that the actual coercivities are

higher. These results are in agreement with the X-ray

diffraction results that suggest phase separation of the

FePtCu particles into L10 and disordered fcc phases. The

hysteresis loop for the Fe48Pt40Cu12 particles had the

smallest soft magnetic fraction (<20%), which was

consistent with the fact that the X-ray diffraction (XRD)

showed no evidence of a cubic phase. The soft magnetic

phases may also consist of iron oxides, which if

disordered, would not exhibit well-defined XRD peaks.

The effect of heat treatment temperature on coercivity is

plotted in Fig. 10, where the hard component coercivity

was used at the highest annealing temperature for the

films containing FePtCu particles. The coercivity for the

Fe48Pt52 nanoparticles began to increase after heat

treatment above 450�C, while the coercivity for the

FePtCu nanoparticles only increased after heating to

550�C. Only after heat treatment at 650�, where the X-ray

diffraction curves indicated that the particles had largely

transformed to the L10 phase, did the coercivity for the

hard component for the FePtCu nanoparticles match that

for the FePt nanoparticles.

The addition of Cu to FePt nanoparticles did not lower

the temperature required for the fcc to L10 phase transfor-

mation. This was unexpected because the transformation

occurs at temperatures in the range of 300�C to 400�C in

FePtCu sputtered films. Instead, the FePtCu nanoparticles

had to be heated to temperatures as high or even higher than

the temperature required to transform the FePt nanoparti-

cles. The reason for the different effect of additive Cu in

chemically synthesized nanoparticles and sputtered films is

not well understood. One factor may be grain size. It has

been shown that additive Cu promotes grain growth in

sputtered FePt films and chemical ordering has been shown

to increase with grain size.[16] There has been also a recent

report that, for FePt sputtered films, relief of film stresses

occurs in the course of the phase transformation process,[17]

whereas there is no film stress for the self-assembled

FePtCu nanoparticles.

Our FePtCu results led us to try to incorporate other

metals into FePt particles. A recent report compared the

Fig. 10 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the coercivity for films containing Fe48Pt52 (filled circles), Fe55Pt35Cu10 (triangles),

Fe45Pt44Cu11 (upside-down triangles), Fe48Pt40Cu12 (squares), or Fe35Pt50Cu15 (open circles) nanoparticles.
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effect of additive Cu, Ag, and Au on the chemical

ordering of sputtered FePt films.[18] In agreement with

previous reports,[10,11] Cu was found to promote the L10

ordering for FePt. During annealing, copper did not

appear to phase-segregate and large grain growth oc-

curred. On the other hand, Ag and Au additives tended to

phase-segregate from the FePt, thus limiting the FePt

grain size. Adding silver to CoPt/SiO2 granular films was

found to promote the CoPt L10 ordering process, thereby

reducing the ordering temperature by 100�C, compared

with CoPt.[19] This result encouraged us to prepare FePt

nanoparticles containing Ag.

FePtAg AND FePtAu TERNARY
ALLOY NANOPARTICLES

FePtAg or FePtAu ternary alloy nanoparticles were made

using the same procedure as for the preparation of FePtCu

nanoparticles, except that silver acetate was used to

prepare FePtAg nanoparticles[20] and gold acetate was

used to prepare FePtAu nanoparticles.[21] The relative

amount of Ag or Au in the particles could be systemat-

ically varied by varying the amount of silver acetate or

gold acetate in the reaction mixture. For the case of Ag,

we obtained compositions [FePt]100�xAgx, where x=0, 4,

15, 18, or 30, while for [FePt]100�xAux, x=8, 12, or 24. In

all cases, the particles had a disordered fcc lattice, were

superparamagnetic, and self-assembled into films contain-

ing close-packed arrays of particles.

The FePtAg films were heat-treated under flowing 2%

hydrogen in argon for 30 min at temperatures ranging

from 300�C to 500�C. The X-ray diffraction pattern for

the film containing [FePt]88Ag15 heat-treated at 350�C
(Fig. 11) showed a hint of the 001 and 110 L10 peaks.

After heat treatment at 400�C, the peaks due to the L10

phase were clearly present, and there was also a shoulder

on the low 2y side of the 111 peak. After heat treatment at

higher temperatures, this shoulder became a separate peak

consistent with the Ag 111 diffraction peak, indicating

that the Ag atoms had left the FePt particles. For the

sample heat-treated at 500�C, the Ag 200 diffraction peak

could also be seen. Similarly, the X-ray diffraction curves

for [FePt]85Au15 in Fig. 12 show the effect of heat

treatment temperature on the fcc to L10 phase transfor-

mation. The L10 001 and 110 diffraction peaks were

apparent after heat treatment at 350�C and increased in

intensity when heated to higher temperatures. After

heating at 500�C, the Au 111 diffraction peak appeared

at 2y=38.2�, which indicated that gold had also phase-

separated from the FePt particles. Adding Ag or Au to

FePt nanoparticles lowers the temperature required to

transform the particles to the L10 phase. In both cases, the

Ag or Au atoms leave the particles, providing vacancies

that allow the Fe and Pt atoms to move to their L10 lattice

positions at lower temperatures than for pure FePt.

Magnetic measurements on annealed FePtAg and

FePtAu films support the findings from the X-ray

diffraction measurements that the addition of Ag and Au

significantly reduces the required annealing temperature

for obtaining L10 order. Fig. 13 compares the hysteresis

loops for films containing [FePt]88Ag12 and Fe48Pt52

nanoparticles after heat treatment at 400�C for 30 min.

The Fe48Pt52 film was still superparamagnetic (Hc=0),

while Hc for the [FePt]88Ag12 film was 3400 Oe. A plot of

film coercivity as a function of heat treatment temperature

(Fig. 14) showed a clear benefit of adding Ag into the FePt

nanoparticles. The [FePt]88Ag12 films showed an increase

in coercivity at heat treatment temperatures some 100�C
to 150�C lower than that for the Fe48Pt52 films. The effect

of additive Ag on the coercivity enhancement depended

on the concentration and was largest in the range 12–15%.

Fig. 15 shows the coercivity as a function of annealing

temperature for different Au concentrations. The coercivity

increases as a function of Au concentration up to 24% Au.

It can be seen that the effect of 15% and 24% Au is even

greater than Ag up to an annealing temperature of 450�C.

The coercivity enhancement for 24% Au occurs at temper-

atures about 150�C below that for FePt with no additive.

Fig. 11 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the X-ray dif-

fraction curves for films containing [FePt]88Ag12 nanoparticles.
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FeCoPt NANOPARTICLES

The FePt nanoparticle synthesis can also be modified to

prepare FeCoPt nanoparticles by a simultaneous polyol

reduction of platinum acetylacetonate and cobalt acetylac-

etonate and the thermal composition of iron pentacarbon-

yl.[22] The solvent was dioctyl ether, the reducing agent

was 1,2-hexadecane diol, and a mixture of oleyl amine and

oleic acid was the surfactant. The FeCoPt particles were

isolated and purified in the same manner as for FePt

nanoparticles. This gave particles with an average diam-

eter of 3.5 nm that self-assembled into close-packed arrays

of particles (Fig. 16). The relative amounts of platinum

acetylacetonate, cobalt acetylacetonate, and iron penta-

carbonyl were varied to produce nanoparticles with

different compositions (Table 1). As prepared, the parti-

cles had a disordered face-centered cubic structure and

were superparamagnetic.

The films of the self-assembled FeCoPt nanoparticles

were heat-treated in a tube furnace with flowing 2%

hydrogen in argon to transform the particles to the L10

phase. In this case, we used the quotient c/a as a measure

of the degree of transformation to the L10 phase, where a

is the a-axis unit cell length and c is the c-axis unit cell

length. For the films heat-treated at 600�C for 30 min,

Fig. 13 Comparison of the magnetic hysteresis curves for films containing Fe48Pt52 or [FePt]88Ag12 nanoparticles.

Fig. 12 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the X-ray dif-

fraction curves for films containing [FePt]85Au15 nanoparticles.
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small increases in the amount of Co had little effect on the

ability of the particles to transform to the tetragonal phase.

Values of c/a in Table 1 were in the range 0.971 to 0.976

for Fe48Pt52, Fe49Co7Pt44, and Fe40Co17Pt43. Heat treating

at 700�C for 30 min decreased the values of c/a to 0.964–

0.966. However, further increasing the Co content in-

hibited the transformation. Fe34Co19Pt47 or Fe23Co27Pt50

was only completely transformed after heat treatment at

700�C for 3 hr. Heat treatment also increased the average

crystallite size, as measured by Scherrer analysis of the

111 peak in the X-ray diffraction. There was a slight

increase in average crystallite size upon annealing at

550�C. The crystallite size increased greatly when

annealing at temperatures beyond 600�C. These results

are in agreement with a recent paper by Dai et al.,[10]

which reported that FePt nanocrystals coalesce to form

larger grains when annealed at temperatures above 600�C.

For films having small amounts of Co and annealed at

600�C, the average crystallite size decreased with in-

creasing Co content. However, the films annealed at other

temperatures showed little effect of composition on crys-

tallite size. The films containing higher amounts of Co

(Fe34Co19Pt47 and Fe23Co27Pt50) were not as susceptible

to coalescing. Annealing at 600�C for 30 min resulted in

smaller increases in average crystallite size. Even after 1-

hr annealing at 700�C, the average crystallite size was still

smaller than that for the films containing lower amounts

of Co.

After annealing, the films were ferromagnetic with an

in-plane coercivity that depended on the annealing tem-

perature and the composition (Table 1). The coercivity for

the film containing Fe48Pt52 and annealed at 700�C was so

high that the electromagnet on the alternating gradient

magnetometer (maximum field 18 kOe) could not saturate

the sample and only a minor loop was obtained. For films

heated at 600�C or 700�C, having similar values of c/a and

similar average crystallite sizes, the coercivity decreased

as the cobalt content increased. This can be qualitatively

explained by the lower value of magnetocrystalline

anisotropy for CoPt (Ku=4.9�107 erg/cm3) relative to

FePt (6.6 to 10�107 erg/cm3). However, when completely

transformed by annealing at 700�C for 3 hr, the film with

the highest Co content, Fe23Co27Pt50, had a high coercivity

(Hc=9090 Oe). This could not be explained by grain size

because the average crystallite size was comparable (18.9

nm) to that for the samples annealed at 700�C for 1 hr. The

magnetic properties of the films containing self-assembled

FexCoyPt100�x�y particles were consistent with the prop-

erties of thin alloy films prepared by rf sputtering[23] or by

electron beam evaporation.[24] Films prepared by rf

sputtering at low temperatures (<400�C) had a disordered

fcc structure and a low coercivity. After annealing at

Fig. 14 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the coercivity of films containing either Fe48Pt52 or [FePt]88Ag12 nanoparticles.
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650�C to 700�C in vacuum, the films transformed to the

tetragonal phase and had high coercivities that decreased

with increasing cobalt content. For the case of the particles

described in our work, the relationship between the

coercivity of the films and the cobalt content was complex,

particularly for the films having high cobalt content.

Films containing self-assembled FePt alloy nanoparti-

cles are promising candidates for granular thin film media

in future high-density magnetic hard disk systems. A

number of problems must be solved before they can find

application. Perhaps the most challenging problem is how

to maintain the highly ordered structure without particle

coalescence/sintering after annealing to transform the

particles to the tetragonal phase. We have also found that

films containing partially transformed FePt particles have a

broad distribution of magnetic anisotropies.[9] One ex-

planation is that there was extensive particle coalescing

leading to a distribution of particle sizes. This underscores

the need to find annealing conditions where the parti-

cles transform without coalescence. Another explanation

is that the broad distribution of magnetic anisotropies

arises from a broad distribution of degrees of transforma-

tion from the fcc to the L10 phase. This suggests that one

must completely transform the particles to the tetragonal

phase to achieve a narrow distribution of magnetic

anisotropies. However, in the case of FePt, the magneto-

crystalline anisotropy is so high that the completely trans-

formed particles had coercivities in excess of 10,000 Oe,

much too high to be useful in magnetic recording. The

FexCoyPt100�x�y alloy particles described here provide an

opportunity to prepare self-assembled films that are

completely transformed but have lower coercivity.

Fig. 15 Effect of heat treatment temperature on the coercivity of films containing FePt Au nanoparticles.

Fig. 16 TEM image of self-assembled Fe49Co7Pt44 nanopar-

ticles. The inset is the low-angle electron diffraction pattern.
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CONCLUSION: OUTLOOK FOR FePt
NANOPARTICLES AS GRANULAR
MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIA

The large magnetocrystalline anisotropy, coupled with the

ability to make very small particles that self-assemble into

highly ordered arrays of particles, make FePt nanoparticles

a serious candidate for future high-density magnetic

recording systems. To realize this application, a number

of materials science problems must be solved. Methods

must be found to lower the temperature required for

transformation to the L10 phase to avoid degradation of the

particle positional ordering and sintering. We have made

progress along those lines by incorporating Ag or Au into

the particles. Better yet, it would be desirable to prepare the

L10 phase directly, and other groups are pursuing this

approach.[25] The very high magnetocrystalline anisotropy

for FePt gives films with very high coercivity, perhaps too

high for recording using current head technology. The

industry is examining thermally assisted recording, where a

laser locally heats the recording layer, thereby lowering the

coercivity allowing writing lower fields. This raises issues

including the temperature dependence magnetic properties

of the FePt nanoparticles and the thermal stability (both

chemical and physical) of both the particles and the matrix.

A new matrix must be found that renders the films

tribologically robust. The carbonaceous char arising from

decomposition of the oleyl amine and oleic acid surfactants

left after heat treatment would not be suitable.

Perpendicular recording, where the magnetization of

the data bit is directed perpendicular to the plane of the

film, is being given serious consideration as the means to

achieve very high bit densities.[26] To support a perpen-

dicular recording scheme, the magnetic easy axis (i.e., the

crystallographic c-axis) must be directed perpendicular to

the film. No one has yet reported achieving either in-plane

or perpendicular anisotropy for films containing FePt

nanoparticles. An obvious approach would be to heat-treat

the particles in a magnetic field, and we have attempted

this without success. We suspect that heat treatment to

transform the particles to the L10 phase occurs at

temperatures above the Curie temperature; therefore there

is no force directing the magnetic anisotropy.
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Magnetic Nanoparticles: Preparation and Properties
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic particles are well known for their use in re-

cording devices. For such an application that involves

information storage, the nature, size, and shape of the

particles are important parameters. These particles are

usually made of magnetite (Fe3O4), maghemite (g-Fe2O3),

cobalt ferrite (Fe2CoO4), or chromium dioxide (CrO2).

They are spherical or acicular, and are usually micron-

sized.[1] These particles are deposited on a substrate, and

only magnetic properties of the systems are considered.

In this entry, we shall not focus on magnetic particles

as magnetic pigments, but as special colloids. Indeed, we

shall describe the synthesis and properties of particles

whose diameters are smaller than 15 nm, and thus are

subject to Brownian motion.

OVERVIEW

Nanometric magnetic particles can be prepared by

grinding a magnetic material, typically a ferrite, for sev-

eral weeks using chemical synthesis.[2] Many synthesis

procedures are used, according to the nature of the mag-

netic particles: iron oxide particles are usually obtained

using a precipitation method; synthesis of metallic parti-

cles needs more subtle processes. The main difficulty is in

getting monodispersed samples in a nanometric range.

Nevertheless, it is an important point because the mag-

netic properties of particles vary based on their size. The

materials constituting the particles are ferromagnetic or

ferrimagnetic materials.[3] Because of their small dia-

meters, the particles under consideration are magnetic

monodomains, which means that each particle has a per-

manent magnetic moment whose intensity is proportional

to the particle’s volume and to the specific magnetization

of the material. Depending on this volume, this moment is

either blocked in the easy axes of magnetization, or is free

to rotate inside the grain. In this last case, the grain is said

to be ‘‘superparamagnetic.’’[4] For even smaller particles,

the magnetic order will disappear.

Because of their small size, magnetic nanoparticles

can be dispersed in a liquid carrier.[5] A superpara-

magnetic colloidal dispersion (usually called ferrofluid) is

then obtained.[6] Such a dispersion is stable for years,

contrary to the so-called ‘‘bitter fluid’’ or to the mag-

netorheological fluids that are dispersions of micron-

sized particles. It does not settle with time—neither

when a magnetic force is applied and is not magnetic in

zero field but becomes magnetized when a magnetic

field is applied.[7] It is able to move under the action of

a magnetic force and indeed finds numerous applications

in the field of mechanics. Because the entry on ‘‘Mag-

netic Nanoparticles in Fluid Suspension: Ferrofluid

Applications’’ covers this aspect in depth, this entry will

only touch on this area of research. A key condition for

the development of ferrofluid-based applications is that

the colloidal dispersion has to be stable. To prevent

particle aggregation because of van der Waals forces or

magnetic dipolar interactions, interparticle repulsions

have to be ‘‘chemically’’ created. Oxide particles can be

directly dispersed in water, provided the pH value is

such that the surface hydroxyl groups are ionized.[8] In

this case, electrostatic repulsions prevent particles from

aggregation.[9] Particles can also be coated by surfactants

or polymers, especially when they have to be dispersed

in oily media, and steric repulsions are, in this case,

responsible for the stability of the system.[10] Obtaining

stable dispersions of magnetic particles is an important

point for applications, but on the theoretical point of

view, such dispersions are also original examples of

colloids, with additional interparticle interactions, that

are tunable using an external parameter (i.e., the mag-

netic field). These dispersions have, in addition, many

original properties because of their global response to a

magnetic field. This response can be a ‘‘magnetic’’ one

(the medium becomes magnetized), but also an optical

one (the medium becomes birefringent) or a rheological

one (the medium becomes structured).[6,7,9]

These properties can be transmitted to more complex

media: glasses,[11] polymeric gels,[12] lyotropic systems

(nematics[13] and smectics[14]), and microscopic colloids

(emulsions,[15] latex,[16] and liposomes[17]), which then

obtain a response to a magnetic field of small intensity.

For example, orientational transition of self-organized

phases of surfactants[18] and deformation of liposomes[19]

have been observed in low-intensity magnetic fields.

Magnetic nanoparticles have also been introduced in in-

organic or polymeric gels as viscosity probes, analyzing

their magneto-optical response.[20]
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These magnetic nanoparticles should find numerous

applications. Nevertheless, until now, except for the

‘‘ferrofluid applications’’ in the field of commercial me-

chanics,[21] few applications have been developed. The

challenge seems to be in the field of biomedical applica-

tions in the next few years.[22,23]

PREPARATION PROCEDURES

According to the chemical nature of the particles (me-

tallic or oxide particles), synthesis procedures will be

very different.

Chemical Nature of Particles

Magnetic nanoparticles are, of course, constituted of a

magnetic material: a ferromagnetic material or a ferri-

magnetic one.[3] In a ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic

material, specific interactions exist between the spins of

atoms and lead to an ordering of the spins in parallel or

antiparallel directions (Fig. 1). This spontaneous order-

ing of individual magnetic moments results in a mag-

netic moment per unit volume that is called its specific

magnetization Ms, but it disappears above a given tem-

perature, which is called Curie temperature. Please note

that although ferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism are

formally different, they lead to the same macroscopic

magnetic properties, and the word ‘‘ferromagnetism’’ is

often used in place of ‘‘ferrimagnetism,’’ even in

this article.

Table 1 lists several ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic

materials, in order of increasing magnetization.

Unfortunately, the more magnetic materials (metals)

are, the more easily they are oxidized; this tendency to

oxidation is enhanced when materials become powder.

Consequently, the most commonly used magnetic mate-

rials as colloidal particles are iron oxides because they are

cheap and easy to obtain.

Magnetite and Maghemite Particles

The most widely known magnetic iron oxide is magnet-

ite (Fe3O4). Indeed, the first magnetic nanoparticles

were obtained by grinding magnetite grains in ball mills,

in the presence of a surfactant and a liquid carrier. The

surfactant, at the same time, helps in grinding and pre-

vents particle aggregation. This process costs time (about

1000 hr) and leads only to surfactant-coated particles.[2,24]

Chemical synthesis of colloidal magnetite is now

widely used. It has been known for a long time: aqueous

mixtures of ferric and ferrous salts are mixed with an

alkali to induce the precipitation of a black hydrophilic

magnetic product, which is constituted of magnetite par-

ticles—negatively charged and associated with the coun-

terions of the alkali.[25] According to the experimental

conditions of the synthesis, the particle size can be roughly

controlled.[26,27] The particles are rocklike (Fig. 2a) and

the system is always polydispersed in size, but the aver-

age diameter can be monitored between 5 and 14 nm

through the nature of the alkali, its concentration, the

concentration of the ferric and ferrous salt, the Fe(II)/

Fe(III) ratio, the ionic strength, the temperature, the way

of admixing the reactants, and the efficiency of stir-

ring.[26] Once all these parameters are fixed, the result of

the synthesis is reproducible. Concerning magnetite, the

situation can be summarized this way. Magnetite nano-

particles are obtained at room temperature and, for a

given concentration of ferric and ferrous species, an in-

crease of pH induces a decrease of particle size, sodium

hydroxide leads to particles smaller than ammonia (for

the same pH), an increase in ionic strength induces a

decrease in particle size, and an increase in the Fe(II)/

Fe(III) ratio increases the particle size. Another way to
Fig. 1 The three types of cooperative magnetism. Antiferro-

magnetism does not lead to macroscopic magnetism.

Table 1 Some commonly used ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic

materials (Tc is the Curie temperature, and Ms is the saturation

magnetization of the material)

Material

Type of

magnetism Tc (�C)

Ms

(kA/m)

Chromium

dioxide (CrO2)

Ferrimagnetic 117 410

Maghemite

(g-Fe2O3)

Ferrimagnetic 590 414

Cobalt ferrite

(CoFe2O4)

Ferrimagnetic 520 422

Magnetite

(Fe3O4)

Ferrimagnetic 585 470

Nickel

Ni(a)

Ferromagnetic 358 485

Cobalt Co(a) Ferromagnetic 1131 1400

Iron Fe(a) Ferromagnetic 770 1707
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reduce particle size is to add to the synthesis mixture a

molecule-chelating iron species. For example, it is known

that carboxylate species interfere with the formation and

growth of ferric oxides. Performing the synthesis of col-

loidal magnetite in citrate or tartrate species allows the

reduction of the average particle diameter to 3 nm.[28]

However, particle size distribution remains rather wide.

Synthesis using micelles has been proposed to control

the size distribution.[29] Processes using iron(III) acetyl-

acetonate in organic media have been recently proposed

to produce monodisperse magnetite particles.[30] Please

note that nature is also able to synthesize colloidal mag-

netite (e.g., magnetotacticum bacteria produce nanometric

magnetite particles).[31]

Colloidal magnetite gets oxidized easily. If it is kept

under usual atmosphere, it quickly oxidizes, and the

product often called magnetite is, in fact, bertholide [i.e., a

ferric oxide whose composition is between that of mag-

netite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (g-Fe2O3)]. That is the

reason why magnetite is sometimes deliberately oxidized

to maghemite, by dispersing the magnetic particles in

acidic medium and stirring them with ferric nitrate.[10]

The maghemite particles obtained are then chemically

stable in alkaline or acidic medium. The saturation mag-

netization of maghemite is slightly lower than the one of

magnetite, but the difference of magnetization is largely

counterbalanced by the gain of chemical stability.

Other Ferric Oxides

Many ferric oxide materials with a spinel-like structure

(MFe2O4, M=Co, Mn, etc.) can be obtained as nano-

particles. The synthesis of cobalt ferrite particles and man-

ganese ferrite particles has been widely described.[32–35]

The process is again a precipitation of the oxide using an

alkali, but the synthesis conditions to obtain magnetic

nanoparticles depend on the nature of the oxide syn-

thesized. For example, cobalt ferrite particles are more

rapidly obtained at 90�C, using sodium hydroxide or

methylamine.[33] Such particles are highly unstable in

acidic medium: they are completely dissolved, leading

back to the initial mixture. The same problem exists

with manganese ferrite particles. Coating particles with a

thin amorphous ferric oxide shell prevent this dissolution

and stabilize the samples in acidic media.[32]

M can stay for a mixture of two metallic species (e.g.,

Zn and Mn, Ni or Co). Compounds with such a compo-

sition M1�xZnxFe2O4 have magnetic properties that are

continuously dependent on the value of x (when x=1, the

compound ZnFe2O4 is no more ferrimagnetic at room

temperature). The problem is to control the particle size at

the same time, which is dependent on x and the magnetic

properties.[34]

Again synthesis using micelles has been described to

produce calibrated cobalt ferrite,[33,36] or zinc–cobalt

ferrite nanoparticles.[37] Surfactant of the type metal

dodecyl sulfate [Fe(DS)2, Co(DS)2, or Zn(DS)2] are syn-

thesized and mixed in micelles; addition of an alkali again

induces the formation of particles.

Metallic Particles

Metallic particles seem to be more interesting than oxides

because their specific magnetization is higher (Table 1).

Nevertheless, metallic particles are highly oxidizable and

often lose their high magnetization because of oxidation.

Different processes have been developed.

Decomposition of metal carbonyl compounds is a

convenient method that allows one to obtain large amounts

of monodisperse metal particles. Cobalt particles are

prepared from dicobalt octacarbonyl (Co2(CO)8).[38–40]

Iron particles are obtained from iron pentacarbonyl

(Fe(CO)5).[41,42] In the case of iron particles, the solvent

is usually toluene or decalin, and the stabilizing agent is

either oleic acid, or a polymer as polyisobutene. Usually,

the metallic particles obtained this way have narrower size

distributions than the ferrite particles (Fig. 2b). Never-

theless, their magnetization is always lower than the one of

Fig. 2 TEM pictures of ferrite nanoparticles (a) and iron

particles (b).
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the bulk material because of surface oxidation and carbon

incorporation. The surfactant or the polymer dispersed in

the solvent is supposed to catalyze the reaction, to prevent

particles from aggregating and to protect them against

oxidation. Unfortunately, for this last point, the efficiency

of the surfactants or polymers tested is not as promising.

Decomposition of iron octacarbonyl in the presence of

ammonia has been described as leading to iron–nitride

particles (Fe3N), which has a high saturation magnetiza-

tion and a good chemical stability.[43] The particle diam-

eter is monitored between 5 and 10 nm, through the

Fe(CO)5 content.

Reduction of metal salts by strong reducing agents such

as borohydrides is another method to obtain metallic

particles, but it is difficult to obtain colloidal objects with

reasonable polydispersity without using reverse micelles.

For example, nanosized particles, with diameters on the

order of 6 nm, are obtained from the reduction of cobalt

bis(2-ethylhexyl)-sulfosuccinate (Co(AOT)2) involved

in Na(AOT) micelles.[44] Nearly monodispersed cobalt

nanocrystals were obtained by reduction of cobalt chlo-

ride at high temperature in the presence of stabilizing

agents.[45] A special case is the one of iron particles dis-

persed in mercury that have been obtained by electrolytic

reduction of metal salt solutions, or of colloidal solutions

of iron oxide in a supporting electrolyte.[46] Nanometric

particles are obtained, but the prevention of particle ag-

glomeration is the key problem and is still under study.

A third method uses the evaporation of metal in a

vacuum in the presence of a solvent containing a surfac-

tant.[47] This technique produces metal particles, the size

of which depends on the time during which samples are

heated and the amount of surfactant.

Polydispersity of Samples

Polydispersity is the main problem encountered when

working with nanoparticles. It can be solved, in some

cases, by the choice of the synthesis process, or by size-

sorting processes once the particles are synthesized.

In the case of ferric oxide particles, the average di-

ameter is easily controlled through the experimental

conditions of synthesis, but the system is always poly-

dispersed. The particle size distribution is well described

using a log-normal distribution of diameters (Fig. 3):

PðdÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

ds
exp � ln2ðd=d0Þ

2s2

� �

In usual products synthesized by a coprecipitation

method, the polydispersity s ranges between 0.3 and 0.4.

This corresponds to a rather wide distribution. Synthesis

using micelles reduced polydispersities but never obtained

monodisperse samples.[48] Centrifugation and magnetic

separation can be alternative procedures.[49] A size-sorting

process has been proposed to reduce significantly the

polydispersity down to 0.15. It is based on the thermo-

dynamic properties of colloidal dispersions (‘‘Phase Be-

havior of Dispersions of Magnetic Nanoparticles’’) and

has already been used to obtain monodispersed emul-

sions.[15] It is described in the case of positive or negative

ferrite particles dispersed in water in Refs. [49] and [50].

Such dispersions are stabilized by the electrostatic repul-

sions between particles. These repulsions depend on the

ionic strength in the aqueous solution and can be reduced

by addition of an electrolyte in the medium. The screening

of the repulsions induces a reversible phase separation

between a liquid phase dense in colloids and a liquid

phase poor in colloids. If both phases are separated and

analyzed, it is found that the dense phase contains the

bigger particles, and the light phase contains the smallest

ones. Performing this process two or three times, it is

possible to fractionate the size distribution and obtain

almost monodispersed samples with a reasonable yield.

Metallic particles are usually obtained with a

very low polydispersity (Fig. 2) and size sorting is in-

deed unnecessary.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Because of their colloidal size, the magnetic particles

under consideration here and whose synthesis is described

above have magnetic properties that are strongly modified

with respect to the properties of bulk materials.

Bulk Ferromagnetic Materials

In ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic materials, the order

results in high magnetostatic energy.[3,51] To reduce

this energy, the bulk material divides into domains,

Fig. 3 Two examples of log-normal distribution of diameters.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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called magnetic monodomains, separated by the so-called

‘‘Bloch walls.’’ Each monodomain has a permanent

magnetization vector, which is oriented, in zero field, to

minimize this magnetostatic energy (Fig. 4). In zero field,

this magnetization vector has a given crystallographic di-

rection, which is one of the so-called ‘‘easy axes of mag-

netization.’’ In some materials, there are three easy axes

of magnetization; in others, only there is only one axis. In

the first case, it is told that the material has a cubic an-

isotropy; in the second instance, it has an axial anisotropy.

Moving the magnetic vector away from an easy axis of

magnetization costs energy, which is called the energy of

anisotropy (Ea). This energy depends on constants called

the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants (denoted K),

which are a function of the material under consideration.

On the macroscopic point of view, the magnetization of

a ferromagnetic (or a ferrimagnetic) material in zero field

is equal to zero, and its magnetization curve (magnetiza-

tion as a function of the applied magnetic field) is a shape

characteristic of a ferromagnetic material with a hysteresis

loop (Fig. 5a).

Magnetic Properties of Fine Particles

The diameter of the colloidal particles under consideration

here are always smaller than the dimension of a magnetic

domain. It means that each particle is a magnetic mono-

domain and has a permanent magnetic moment, whose

intensity m is proportional to the specific magnetization of

the material constituting the grain (Ms), and to the volume

of this grain (V):

m ¼ MsV

Ms is usually lower than the magnetization of the bulk

material for several reasons. The first is relevant for oxi-

dized materials; for example, metallic particles’ specific

magnetization, if submitted to oxidation, will fall down—

and this change will be more dramatic as the particle

surface increases. But even for particles stable with re-

spect to oxidation, the local disorganization of the surface

leads to a lowering of the specific magnetization.[7]

For 7-nm-diameter maghemite particles, a typical val-

ue of m is 5.4�10�20 A m2, which corresponds to about

6000 mB.[52]

The direction of this moment is fixed in the direction of

an easy axis of magnetization. Nevertheless, the nature of

the anisotropy (cubic one or uniaxial one) depends on the

particles’ shape and size. The value of the energy of an-

isotropy is also modified compared with the value of the

bulk material. For an uniaxial anisotropy, it is given by:

Ea ¼ Ka effV

where V is the volume of the monodomain, and Ka eff is

the anisotropy constant of the material in the grain. This

anisotropy constant depends now on the particle shape,

particle size, and the interactions between grains. It is

difficult to propose a calculation of such an energy, but

experimental magnetization or Mössbauer measurements

have allowed estimations for ferrite particles.[37]

For a given material and a given temperature, the en-

ergy of anisotropy decreases when the particle size

decreases. Under a given diameter, it becomes the same

order of magnitude as the entropic term kT: this means

that the magnetization vector fluctuates around the easy

axis of magnetization, with a characteristic relaxation time

(Néel relaxation time) such as t=t0 exp(Ea/kT) (t0 is

on the order of 10�10 sec). This phenomenon is called

superparamagnetism (by comparison with the paramag-

netic behavior of isolated magnetic moments, and by

Fig. 4 Magnetic domains in zero field.

Fig. 5 (a) Scheme of the magnetization curve of a ferromag-

netic (or ferrimagnetic) material. (b) Real magnetization curve

of a superparamagnetic material. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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opposition to the ferromagnetic behavior of the bulk ma-

terial) and the particle is called a ‘‘soft dipole.’’ For a

given temperature, according to the nature of the material,

the diameter below which superparamagnetism is ob-

served differs. For example, at room temperature, 5-nm-

diameter maghemite particles have a superparamagnetic

behavior, although cobalt ferrite particles have a ferro-

magnetic behavior. But please note that the colloids under

consideration here are always polydispersed in size and, at

a given temperature, an assembly of such colloids presents

a rather large distribution of relaxation times. Some

studies have tried to relate the anisotropy of cobalt ferrite

grains to the particle size.[53,54] A complete description

of the magnetic properties of nanoparticles needs to take

into account surface effects: the surface disordered spins

fluctuate and hinder the dynamics of the magnetic moment

associated with a particle. Surface anisotropy can be more

important than the volume.[55]

On a macroscopic point of view, the shape of the

magnetization curve of a diluted assembly of super-

paramagnetic grains is well described by the Langevin

formalism (Fig. 5b):

MðHÞ ¼ Ms coth
mH

kT
� kT

mH

� �

The polydispersity has to be taken into account and can

modify the shape of the curve because of its high influ-

ence on m.[52]

COLLOIDAL DISPERSION OF
MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES

As mentioned earlier, because of their colloidal dimen-

sions, magnetic nanoparticles can be dispersed in a liquid

carrier, and a stable colloidal dispersion, usually called

‘‘magnetic fluid’’ or ‘‘ferrofluid,’’ can be obtained.[6] Such

dispersions conjugate the properties of usual colloidal

dispersions and the magnetic properties of the nano-

particles dispersed. Indeed, oily magnetic fluids have found

many commercialized applications (special seals and

bearings, moving coils speaker, inertia dampers, etc.)[56]

and many other conceptual ones (captors, magnetic ink,

magnetic levitation, magneto-optical devices, etc.).[57]

Processes for the Dispersion of Magnetic
Colloidal Particles in Liquid Carriers

Oily carriers

Organic solvents are often needed for commercialized

applications. That is the reason why most of the particle

synthesis processes involve a step during which a sur-

factant is added to the mixture, to adsorb on particles and

to provide them an affinity for the oily media.[58,59] The

surfactant avoids aggregation of particles in the oily liq-

uid carrier, and the resulting product is a stable colloidal

dispersion of magnetic particles. Surfactants are, for

applications, commercial products. Oleic acid is often

used because it is one of the best surfactants for dis-

persing metal oxide particles in hydrocarbon media. But

it cannot be used for dispersion of particles in aromatic

oils or chlorinated solvents. In fact, the choice of a sur-

factant is not a trial-and-error work.[10,60,61] It is always a

single-chain surfactant and the chemical nature of the

chain is a function of the nature of the liquid carrier. For

example, dispersion in aromatic oils is possible with

surfactants having an aromatic cycle in their tail. The

choice of the polar head is determined by the nature of

the particle surface. Oleic acid is a good surfactant for

ferric oxide particles because the carboxylic acid group is

a good chelating agent of Fe species.[62] But even when

the affinity of the surfactant for the surface is strong, it

has to be kept in mind that desorption can occur (e.g.,

when diluting the colloidal dispersion with the liquid

carrier). This is a serious limitation for applications as for

theoretical studies.

Polymeric species, again introduced during the syn-

thesis of particles, are sometimes described as stabilizers,

in the case of metallic particles.[39,40] In some other cases,

they are grafted as macrosurfactants on the particles after

synthesis.[63]

Anyway, the result is that, at the present time, it is

possible to obtain dispersions of magnetic nanoparticles in

a wide variety of media: alkane, aromatic solvents, chlo-

rated solvents, ketones, phtalates, and commercial oils

derived from silicon oils, resins, etc. Some dispersions are

commercialized; others are laboratory products.

Aqueous solvents

Aqueous solvents are also used for the dispersion of

ferrite particles, usually for fundamental studies or bio-

medical applications.[64] In this case, the dispersions are

stabilized, thanks to particle surface charges. Indeed, a

metal oxide surface in water has a specific acid–base

behavior, which leads to anionic or cationic surface

charges according to the value of the pH, which are called

‘‘structural charges’’.[8] When particles have a sufficient

number of structural charges, electrostatic repulsions can

stabilize their dispersion in water or in a brine solution.

Unfortunately, for the magnetic ferric oxides constituting

the magnetic particles under consideration (cobalt ferrite,

maghemite, etc.), particles have a sufficient amount of

surface charges only for strongly alkaline media (pH>11)

or strongly acidic ones (pH<3).[9] As an example, it has
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been found that 7-nm-diameter maghemite particles have

80 structural charges at pH 2, 25 at pH 3, and only 8 at

pH 4.[65]

Such a pH range is not suitable for applications, but

can be modified by adsorption of small organic molecules

(e.g., citrate species). The latter provide to the surface their

own acid–base behavior and ensure negative surface

charges for particles for any pH higher than 3.[9,65] More-

over, it has been found that dispersions of citrate-coated

particles were astonishingly stable in brine solution for

electrostatically stabilized systems, indicating that ad-

sorption of citrate leads to additional short-range repul-

sions of steric origin.[66] To modify the pH stability range

of their dispersions, the particles can also be coated by

silica or by molecules such as dimercaptosuccinic acid.

This last molecule is of particular interest as it allows a

further grafting of biological species through thiol

bridges.[67]

The number of structural charges is not, in fact, the

relevant parameter to explain the stability of electrostati-

cally stabilized aqueous colloidal dispersions. As a matter

of fact, the nature of the counterions of particles (charge

and size) is of great importance because these counterions

will condense on the charged surface, leading to an ‘‘ef-

fective surface’’ charge, inferior to the structural one and

is the relevant parameter to quantify the electrostatic

repulsions.[68] Highly charged and small counterions have

to be avoided to obtain stable dispersions. That is the

reason why tetramethylammonium has often been used in

the case of dispersions of negatively charged ferrite par-

ticles, and nitrate anions in the case of positively charged

particles.[25]

Phase Behavior of Dispersions of
Magnetic Nanoparticles

Dispersions of magnetic nanoparticles are special exam-

ples of colloidal dispersions because to the usual inter-

particle interactions (van der Waals attractions, electro-

static repulsions, or steric repulsions) are added the

anisotropic dipolar magnetic interactions between the

monodomains.[69] As a consequence, the total interparti-

cle potential, which controls the structure and the phase

behavior of the dispersion, becomes, theoretically, an-

isotropic. This is a rather original behavior and many

theoretical papers dealing with dipolar fluids take dis-

persions of magnetic nanoparticles as an experimentally

available example of dipolar fluid.[70–79] Theories predict

for dipolar fluids in the high-dipole concentration regime

the existence of a ferroelectric liquid phase,[73,75,76,80–84]

or a ferroelectric crystal,[84] but, until now, such phases

have never been observed. When the system is diluted,

theories predict that the key parameter is the ratio of the

dipolar attractions to the isotropic ones:[72,75–77,84] if this

ratio is high, chains of dipoles, described as living

polymers, are formed; if it is low, a ‘‘gas–liquid’’-like

phase transition can be observed. Application of a mag-

netic field to such systems has been considered for a long

time. Authors who predict chains in zero field predict in

magnetic field a phase transition between a ‘‘gas of

chains’’ and a ‘‘liquid of chains,’’ or a phase separation

leading to elongated drops of dense phase that do not

contain chains, according to the form given to the total

interparticle potential.[75,76] Please note that refinements

are now available to take into account the polydispersi-

ty.[78]

Interparticle interactions in magnetic fluids are van der

Waals attractions, and dipolar magnetic interactions and

repulsions, which depend on the nature of the dispersion:

1) The potential relative to the van der Waals interac-

tions is isotropic and, for two spherical colloids of

radius R separated by r, is given by:

UVdW ¼ � A

6

� 2R2

r2 � 4R2
� 2R2

r2
þ ln 1 � 4R2

r2

� �� �

where A, the Hamaker constant, can be estimated on

the order of A=10�19 J for metals and metallic oxi-

des.[85]

2) The potential relative to magnetic dipolar interac-

tions between two dipoles is anisotropic and is given

by the formula:

UdipðrÞ
kT

¼ g
4p
ð2 cos y1 cos y2 � sin y1 sin y2 cosjÞ

where yi is the angle between the dipolar moment of a

particle i and the vector joining the centers of two

particles, and j is the azimuthal angle between both

dipoles. The reduced parameter g=moms
2V2/kTr3 (V is

the volume of a particle, ms is the specific magne-

tization of the material, and r is the distance between

particles) characterizes the strength of the magnetic

coupling between particles. The average dipolar

term is attractive and is usually calculated in two

limit cases:[65,86] the case of low coupling in zero

field (g/4p�1), corresponding to the case of small

moments or (and) large separations, and the case of

high coupling (g/4p	1), corresponding to the case

of high moments separated by small distances.

For maghemite particles, with a diameter of 7 nm, the

reduced parameter g leads to a dipolar term in zero field,

which is small compared with van der Waals attractions

whatever the interparticle distance is.[65,87,88] Indeed, in
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zero field, usual ferrite magnetic fluids behave as isotropic

systems. Thus as in any other colloidal dispersion, the

range of attractions compared with the range of repulsions

controls the phase diagram of the system: if attractions are

short-range, ‘‘fluid–solid’’-like phase transitions are

expected; if there are long-range attractions in the system,

a critical point can exist, and ‘‘gas–liquid’’-like, ‘‘liquid–

solid’’-like, and ‘‘gas–solid’’-like transitions can be ob-

served.[86,89–91] The theoretical treatment to describe such

a behavior is not specific of magnetic fluids, and literature

on this subject exceeds the present paper. We just em-

phasize here that aqueous dispersions of citrate-coated

maghemite nanoparticles have allowed to experimentally

investigate all the possible interactions regimes. At low

ionic strength, electrostatic repulsions dominate interpar-

ticle interactions, and the phase diagram is one of an

isotope-repulsive system. At high ionic strength, repul-

sions are screened and the interparticle potential is an

isotope-attractive Lennard–Jones-like one in zero field.

The equation of state P= f(f) of an aqueous dispersion

of 7-nm-maghemite particles covered by citrate species

has been constructed [using small-angle neutron scattering

(SANS) and osmotic compression experiments] in several

cases.[86–91] Such an equation is analogous to the equation

of state of gases. Particles are compared with the mole-

cules of a real gas, and the liquid carrier is compared with

a continuum. P, the osmotic pressure, is the pressure of

the gas of particles. P/f is a function of f that allows to

check if the interactions between the particles are attract-

ive or repulsive ones. It has been shown that it is possible

with this unique system in zero field, varying the ionic

strength and the temperature, to observe all the phase

behaviors predicted by theories. At low ionic strength, the

phase diagram is similar to the repulsive spheres and

‘‘gas–solid’’-like transitions are observed for high-vol-

ume fractions of colloids. Nevertheless, the residual

polydispersity, even if small, avoids to obtain a colloidal

crystal and glasses are obtained.[90] At high ionic strength,

the phase diagram is similar to the one of an atomic

system and ‘‘gas–liquid’’-like transitions are observed:[87]

a phase dense in colloids nucleates inside a phase poor in

colloids. A critical point has been localized. This notice-

able richness of behaviors is because of the presence at

the same time of monitorable electrostatic repulsions,

strong steric repulsions because of the citrate coating, and

long-range van der Waals attractions associated with the

dipolar ones.[86]

In zero field, for these particles, chains have never been

found. But using iron particles (that have a higher mag-

netic moment), chains have been observed even in zero

field.[92,93]

The effect of a magnetic field depends on the range of

the repulsions. In strongly repulsive systems, the appli-

cation of a magnetic field will not macroscopically modify

the aspect of the dispersions. Nevertheless, nanometric

investigation, using SANS, shows that the structure of the

suspensions is sensitive to the field, a model of magnetic

interactions explaining the underfield anisotropy of the

SANS nuclear contribution.[94] However, in the regime of

low repulsions, the dispersions are very sensitive to the

application of a magnetic field, even macroscopically:

gas–liquid’’-like phase transitions can be induced by the

application of the field.[9]

Some Properties of Dispersions
of Magnetic Nanoparticles

The colloidal dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles has

several original properties. Because the entry on ‘‘Mag-

netic Nanoparticles in Fluid Suspension: Ferrofluid Ap-

plications’’ covers this aspect in depth, here we shall only

say few words on the magnetic and magneto-optical

properties of these dispersions.

Magnetic properties

A colloidal dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles, whatever

its nature, has a superparamagnetic behavior provided it is

not too concentrated in particles in the absence of inter-

particle magnetic interactions (volume fraction lower than

1%).[7] Thus its magnetization curve is described by the

Langevin formalism (Fig. 5b). This property has two ori-

gins. First, it may be because of the fact that the magnetic

particles themselves are superparamagnetic (‘‘Magnetic

Properties of Fine Particles’’). But even if all the particles

were ferromagnetic, the behavior of their dispersion would

be superparamagnetism because of the Brownian motion

of particles in the carrier. Thus two characteristic times

control the magnetic response of the colloidal disper-

sion—the Néel time (‘‘Magnetic Properties of Fine Par-

ticles’’) and the Brownian rotational relaxation time—

tB=3ZV/kT, where Z is the viscosity of the medium into

which the particles are dispersed and V is their volume.[95]

The relaxation process that is more rapid will control the

relaxation. This provides magnetic fluids interesting fre-

quency-dependent properties.[96,97]

Magneto-optical properties

These properties have been described for ferrite parti-

cles[98–106] and cobalt ferrite. In a zero magnetic field, a

colloidal dispersion of such nanoparticles is an optically

isotropic solution, but when a magnetic field is applied, it

becomes anisotropic. When a beam of polarized light

passes through a dispersion of nanometric ferrite particles

(sufficiently diluted to limit absorption), according to the

relative direction of the wave vector with respect to the
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magnetic field, linear anisotropy (field perpendicular to

the wave vector) or circular anisotropy (field parallel to

the wave vector) will be observed. Linear anisotropy is

characterized by linear birefringence and linear dichroism

measurements. Circular anisotropy is characterized by

Faraday rotation and ellipticity measurements. Both an-

isotropies increase as the magnetic field increases, and

disappear without remanence when the magnetic field is

cut off if the carrier is liquid. Nevertheless, they do not

have exactly the same microscopic origin. Circular an-

isotropies behave as magnetization with respect to the

magnetic field, although birefringence is related to the

Brownian alignment of the particles (and not the Néel

alignment of the moment) and follows the second Lan-

gevin law.[100] Trapped in a silica matrix, the dispersed

magnetic nanoparticles can indeed be used to produce

components for ellipsometry.[107]

MAGNETIC COLLOIDAL PARTICLES
ASSOCIATED WITH OTHER
COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS

Magnetic nanoparticles have been introduced these last

years in several complex media, either as probes to char-

acterize the viscosity (and subsequently the structure) of

the medium,[11,12,20,89,108] or to obtain field-dependent

materials.[13–19] Such a mixture of a colloidal system with

another has chemical and physico-chemical limitations.

Hybrid Magnetic Materials: A Problem of
Chemistry and of Physico-Chemistry

In any case, an eventual chemical incompatibility between

the nanometric magnetic particles and the host colloid has

to be examined first. A modification of the pH, an increase

of the ionic strength, and adsorption or desorption of the

charge-determining species or of the surfactants can occur

during the mixing process or a few weeks after. The latter

case is especially harmful because it can be unnoticed and

leads to important interpretation errors. In the case of

mixtures of self-assemblies of surfactants with particles, if

the surfactant can adsorb on the ferrite particles, the

properties of both the lyotropic system and the dispersion

of nanoparticles will be modified. But even mixtures of

purely inorganic systems can raise problems. For exam-

ple, some clays are chemically stable only between pH 9

and pH 10: magnetic nanoparticles stable for these precise

values have to be used to mix them with such a clay.[89,108]

Chemistry of magnetic colloids is now sufficiently well

developed to succeed in solving such problems.

As soon as the chemical stability of both colloidal

systems is controlled, it has to be verified that one of the

colloids will not ‘‘stress’’ the other one. As a matter of

fact, each colloidal system is characterized by its own

osmotic pressure, and it can be roughly said that the system

that has the higher osmotic pressure will impose its own

pressure to the other one, which can then destabilize.[67]

Magnetic Colloidal Particles as Viscosity
Probes for the Characterization of Gels

As soon as particles can be dispersed in a medium, the

medium will carry a magnetic field of induced birefrin-

gence (cf. ‘‘Some Properties of Dispersions of Magnetic

Nanoparticles’’). This birefringence disappears when the

field is cut off, and its decrease is related to the Brownian

motion of particles and their random orientations. The

characteristic relaxation time is related to the diffusion

coefficient of Brownian rotation of the particles in the

carrier (tB=3ZV/kT) and becomes a measure of the local

viscosity of the medium surrounding the particles, as soon

as the latter are dispersed as individual grains is this

medium (V, the hydrodynamic volume of the particles,

must not vary during the experiment). This result makes

the magnetic nanoparticles suitable probes to test the

viscosity of several media at a nanometric scale[109] and

allows, as a consequence, one to have an idea of the

nanometric structure of a material. For example, if parti-

cles are able to rotate in a glass obtained by sol–gel pro-

cess, it means that condensation is not complete or that

heterogeneities exist into which nanometric objects are

able to move. If the particles are really trapped in the silica

matrix, a permanent birefringence can be remained.[11]

Another example is provided through the character-

ization of laponite gels.[89,108] Laponite is a synthetic clay,

constituted by small discotic particles. These can be dis-

persed in water, but over a given volume fraction, a gel is

obtained. Mixing nanometric maghemite particles in very

low concentration with laponite particles (solving the

problems of chemistry mentioned in ‘‘Hybrid Magnetic

Materials: A Problem of Chemistry and of Physico-

Chemistry’’), it has been possible to investigate the local

viscosity of laponite gels by measuring the relaxation

decay of the birefringence signal of the probes. It has been

found that in some macroscopically solid gels, the nano-

metric particles are able to rotate and feel the same vis-

cosity as the one of water. This indicates the existence of

mesoscopic liquid domains in the apparently homoge-

neous gels.

Magnetic polymeric hydrogels have also been synthe-

sized, trapping nanometric maghemite or cobalt ferrite

particles in polyacrylamide networks. Relaxation of a bi-

refringence experiment has shown that according to the

nature and amount of cross-linker and to the particles’

diameter, these particles are able or not able to rotate in

the mesh of the network.[20,110,111]
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Magnetic Colloidal Particles to Induce a
Magnetic Response to Lyotropic Systems

Magnetic fields or electric fields are often used to modify

lyotropic systems: orientational transitions are induced in

nematics or smectics;[112] liposomes are deformed by the

application of an electric field.[113] Incorporation of a very

small amount of magnetic colloidal particles in such

systems can induce very impressive responses to low-in-

tensity magnetic fields.

Magnetic liquid crystals

Several so-called ‘‘ferrosmectics’’ have been synthesized.

Surfactant-coated particles have been introduced in

the cyclohexane part of the pseudo-ternary system water/

sodium dodecyl sulfate/pentanol/cyclohexane.[14,114,115]

Bidimensional packing of magnetic layers alternating with

nonmagnetic ones was obtained and it has been shown

that this lamellar system, stabilized by Helfrich repul-

sions, can admit a great amount of particles and orientates

in magnetic fields of low intensity. The origin of the

coupling between the particles and the lyotropic systems

is still not well established, with the coefficient of trans-

lational diffusion of the particles in the plane of the la-

mellae not modified by their confinement.[116] Later,

negatively charged magnetic nanoparticles have been in-

troduced in the aqueous part of the same system, and the

role of the nature of the membrane interaction has been

evidenced, modifying the system from a purely electro-

static one to a sterically stabilized one.[117] Indeed, pure

electrostatic systems such as the binary one (didodecy-

lammonium bromide/water) do not admit many particles,

excluding them from the lamellar structure under the form

of a dense magnetic aqueous phase.[63]

Ferronematics have also been obtained by mixing

anisotropic micelles with maghemite nanoparticles.[13,118]

The lyotropic system was, in this case, the ternary mix-

ture potassium laurate/decanol/water and, surprisingly,

stable ferronematic samples have been obtained by mix-

ing this system with positively charged maghemite par-

ticles.[13] The phase diagram of the hybrid system has

been constructed in the vicinity of the nematic area

showing that the existence domain of the hybrid is very

narrow.[119] Nevertheless, it exists and allows one to

observe the so-called ‘‘Frederickz transitions’’ in low

field (lower than 100 Oe).[18] Even if not explained on the

microscopic point of view, the analysis of the dependence

of the threshold magnetic field on the thickness of the

sample and the volume fraction of magnetic oxide is

explained by assuming a superparamagnetic behavior of

the grains, but a strong coupling between the latter and

the nematic matrix.

Liposomes, Emulsions, Capsules, and Latex

Incorporation of magnetic nanoparticles in lyotropic

systems (as phospholipidic vesicles) or in polymeric

ones (as latex) is usually performed in biotechnological

applications. For example, magnetic latex is a commer-

cial product used for cell labeling and cell sorting (i.e.,

for in vitro applications).[120,121] Magnetic liposomes

have many conceptual applications especially for in vivo

applications.[122–126]

Until now, the so-called ‘‘ferroliposomes,’’ obtained

by encapsulation of maghemite nanoparticles in dio-

leoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) vesicles, have been

essentially considered for their unique physical proper-

ties.[19,127] They are able to move in a magnetic field

gradient and giant liposomes elongate when a magnetic

field is applied. From the analysis of the modification of

the liposome shape, it is possible to obtain some infor-

mation on the properties of the DOPC membrane bending

modulus.[19] For applications, small unilamellar lipo-

somes have now been considered. Several procedures are

possible to encapsulate the particles in the liposomes, but,

first of all, these particles have to be negatively charged to

avoid a quick adsorption on the phospholipid on their

surface, and to be citrate-coated to disperse in water at

pH 7.[9,62] Then they can be introduced in the liposomes

by a multiple emulsion process, either through a sponta-

neous swelling in water of phospholipidic bilayers stuffed

with magnetic particles, or by swelling of the liposomes in

a magnetic fluid, followed by the separation of the non-

encapsulated particles.[17,127]

Magnetic multilamellar vesicles (oignons) can also be

obtained by dilution of a lamellar phase containing mag-

netic particles.[128]

Synthesis of magnetic emulsions[15] and magnetic

capsules[129] has also been described. These systems are

interesting transpositions at the microscopic scale of

nanoscopic particles. For example, chaining these mag-

netic objects with the application of a magnetic field is

observed with a microscope or by light scattering and may

have many interesting properties.[16] The main limitation

of the technology at the present time is the polydispersity

of the object synthesized.

TECHNIQUES FOR THE
CHARACTERIZATION OF MAGNETIC
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES

Particle Size

The particles under consideration here have diameters on

the order of 10 nm. This implies the use of techniques
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allowing size determination in the nanometric range. It

has to be kept in mind that the systems are always poly-

dispersed. Few techniques give the particle size distribu-

tion; most methods give average diameters, and it is

repeated here that the log-normal size distribution given in

‘‘Metallic Particles’’ leads to average diameters such as:

hdni=d0
n exp(n2s2/2).[130]

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) allows one to

calculate particle size and shape. It is well suited for

magnetic particles as they are constituted of heavy metals

such as iron or cobalt. Its data may provide a histogram of

diameters, and log-normal size distribution can be ad-

justed to obtain d0 and s.

X-ray diffraction on powders allows one to check the

crystallographic nature of particles and provides an av-

erage diameter such as dRX=d0 exp(2.5s2).

Magnetization measurements allow one to obtain the

particle size distribution also, through the analysis of the

shape of the magnetization curve.[7,51] For sufficiently

magnetic systems, this is constructed by using a vibrating

magnetometer (called ‘‘Foner’’). Particles have to be well

dispersed in a solid or liquid carrier. The size obtained has

to take into account the specific magnetization of the

material constituting the particles.

Small-angle neutron scattering and small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) also allow one to find the particle size

and shape, as soon as particles are dispersed in a carrier.

The analysis of the form factor of diluted suspensions of

magnetic nanoparticles allows one to verify that particles

are well described as spheres [I(q) proportional to q�4 in

the high q range], and the gyration radius found is usually

in good agreement (taking into account the polydispersity

effects) with the TEM results.[64,131]

The hydrodynamic radius of particles when dispersed

in a solution can be obtained from dynamic light scattering

but also from the experiment of relaxation of birefringence

(cf. ‘‘Magnetic Colloidal Particles as Viscosity Probes for

the Characterization of Gels’’). Indeed, the relaxation

time, when the viscosity is known, becomes a measure of

the particle’s hydrodynamic volume.[98,132] The diameters

obtained by these techniques are always much higher that

the other ones because they are hydrodynamic diameters

and because they are averages providing an important

weight to the polydispersity. Relaxation of birefringence

can, in that way, be used to characterize the binding of

biological molecules on particles.[133]

Nature of the Surface Coverage

Adsorption isotherms have to be constructed to determine

the amount of species (surfactants, polymers, or ions)

adsorbed on particles. It is not specific to magnetic par-

ticles and will not be developed here, but is discussed in

the entry on ‘‘Nanoparticles: Generation, Surface Func-

tionalization, and Ion Sensing.’’ Please just note that the

main difficulty in the case of nanometric particles is to

separate the particles from the supernatant without mod-

ifying the adsorption phenomena.

Interactions Between Particles

Again the interactions between particles are not specific to

magnetic particles and are discussed in ‘‘Nanoparticles

in Solutions: General Interactions.’’ Nevertheless, these

particles have been revealed to be good examples of

colloidal systems. SAXS and SANS have allowed to de-

termine the structure factor of several aqueous and non-

aqueous dispersions of magnetic nanoparticles.[64,90,94]

Direct measurements of osmotic pressure have also been

performed.[65,86,90] Using these techniques, it has been

possible to propose a reasonable form for the interparticle

interaction potential.

APPLICATIONS INVOLVING
MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES

As stated at the beginning of this article, magnetic re-

cording is not the only application of magnetic nano-

particles. As a matter of fact, superparamagnetic particles

are not able to keep magnetic information. Applications

involving magnetic nanoparticles can be classified in two

categories: technological applications involving magnetic

fluids (ferrofluids applications)[21] and applications taking

advantage of some particular properties of the nano-

particles, especially the biomedical applications.[22,23]

Ferrofluids applications will not be detailed here be-

cause they are not really concerned with the colloidal

aspect of the system. Nevertheless, they are the only

applications of magnetic nanoparticles truly commercial-

ized at this point.

The other application fields concerning magnetic nan-

oparticles are conceptual ones:[57] optics (realization of

birefringent components) and microwave technology (dis-

persions of particles can be wave guides or microwave

absorbants) are some examples.

Applications in the field of biotechnology and medical

imaging are in full expansion[22,23,135] (e.g., Ref. [134]).

Dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles is already com-

mercialized as contrast agents for magnetic resonance

imaging.[135–141] They can be used as drug carriers at the

same time.[142] But the problem of the biodistribution of

magnetic probes is not fully solved. Particle size and

surface coating both are parameters that have to be con-

trolled. Another promising application is the treatment of

tumors using magnetothermocytolysis: an a.c. magnetic
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field applied to magnetic nanoparticles that induces an

increase of temperature and cell hyperthermia.[143] Con-

cerning in vitro applications of magnetic nanoparticles,

the latter are now commercialized.[22,23] Nevertheless,

they have to challenge the magnetic latex and emulsions

that are widely commercialized for rapid biosepara-

tion processes. This area still leads to sparkling new re-

sults.[144]

CONCLUSION

Magnetic nanoparticles are original colloids because of

their magnetic properties. Improved manipulation of these

properties is a permanent challenge for scientists involved

in the chemistry of materials. On the theoretical point of

view, it is interesting to note that colloidal dispersions of

such particles have proven to be excellent experimental

systems, allowing one to illustrate the phase behavior of

colloids. More and more, these particles are used as

probes to test other colloidal systems, and new colloids,

hybrid ones, are born from these works. The development

of their applications in the field of biotechnology is the

new challenge now.
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INTRODUCTION

Permanent magnets (PMs) are one of the key materials

that support modern electronic technologies and the

society that is built upon them. The basic function of a

PM is to provide a static magnetic field in a limited space

in which electric energy is converted into mechanical

energy or vice versa. The quest for PM materials that can

generate a larger magnetic flux with a given volume, or

that can generate a given magnetic flux with a smaller

volume, still exists even after the advent of the Nd–Fe–B

anisotropic magnets.[1] The maximum magnetic energy

product (BH)max exceeding 450 kJ/m3, a magnificent

record that was only a dream 20 years before, has been

achieved in the Nd–Fe–B magnets prepared by controlled

powder-metallurgical route.[2] An ideal permanent magnet

having a rectangular hysteresis loop with the remanence

value of Br will have a (BH)max value of 1/4m0�Br
2

provided that the intrinsic coercivity is greater than one

half of Br/m0.[3] As a remanence cannot exceed the

saturation polarization (Js) of the PM material, the

maximal value of Br is m0Js. Therefore when one reminds

that B=J+m0H and that H<0 for the case under con-

sideration, the theoretical limit of (BH)max is 1/4�m0Js
2,

namely, a product of 1/2�m0Js and 1/2�Js. Therefore a

search for a more powerful PM involves, as its principal

element, a search for ferromagnetic materials that have Js

larger than that of Nd2Fe14B,[4] the main hard magnetic

component of the Nd–Fe–B magnets.

Nanocomposite PM (NPM) is a PM consisting of a

combination of a hard magnetic phase (HP) and a

relatively soft magnetic phase (SP) having a large Js.
[5]

The concept of NPM has attracted considerable attention

because of the possibility that a larger Br than the Js value

of the currently most powerful PM (Nd–Fe–B) can be

realized by combining an SP of a larger Js than that of

Nd2Fe14B (1.6 T at room temperature) as was pointed out

by Skomski and Coey.[5]

The first NPM was probably Nd4Fe81B19 ribbons

obtained by rapid solidification and a subsequent anneal-

ing treatment.[6] This material consisted of Fe3B, Nd2

Fe14B, and a small amount of a-Fe. Its Br was approxi-

mately 1.2 T at room temperature. Because of the iso-

tropic nature of the material, i.e., no orientation of

crystallographic axes was present, this value of Br is

smaller than the Js of both Fe3B and Nd2Fe14B phases.

However, it is significantly larger than the expected value,

which is one half of Js,
[7] for noninteracting ensemble of

hard magnetic particles of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy.

This type of materials, which we classify as the Fe3B/

Nd2Fe14B-type hereafter, have been constantly improved

with respect to their magnetic performance by several

research groups including ourselves,[8] and form a class of

commercial products that are used as a hard magnetic

component of resin-bonded PM. A variety of combina-

tions of hard magnetic and soft magnetic phases have been

tried, and mechanisms of formation of nanostructures

have been investigated in the past years as presented in

this article.

PRINCIPLES

Exchange Coupling and Critical Sizes

A composite material consisting of an HP and an SP,

which are coupled via mere magnetostatic interactions or

dipolar field interactions, cannot have a good hysteresis

loop for practical PM applications. The reason is that the

magnetization of HP, which is typically a soft magnetic

phase such as a-Fe or Fe3B, easily responds to a

demagnetization field. To prevent a sizable response of

the SP magnetization from occurring, it is necessary to

lock it by a strong coupling between SP and HP magnetic

moments. Kneller and Hawig[9] discussed the role of

exchange couplings in such a composite and argued that

the composite can behave as if it were a single-phase PM

if SP and HP are coupled via the exchange interactions

between spins at the grain boundaries and if the grain sizes

are smaller than the following critical values:

for soft magnetic phase: bcS ¼ pðAS=2KHÞ1=2 ð1Þ

for hard magnetic phase: bcH ¼ bcH ð2Þ

where AS stands for the exchange stiffness constant of SP

and KH stands for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy

constant of HP. With typical values for AS and KH,
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10�11 J/m and 2�106 J/m3, respectively, one obtains

bcS=bcH=5 nm.[9]

Remanence

Kneller and Hawig[9] further discussed about remanence

and coercivity expected for a nanocomposite permanent

magnet. If the saturation magnetization of HP and SP are

JsH and JsS, respectively, and the volume ratio of HP is vH,

the saturation magnetization Js of the composite magnet is

given by

Js ¼ vHJsH þ ð1� vHÞJsS ð3Þ

The remanence Br of the composite magnet is given by

Br ¼ vHmrHJsH þ ð1� vHÞmrSJsS ð4Þ

where mrH and mrS represent relative ratio of remanence

of each component phase given by

mr ¼ Br=Js ¼ hcos yi ð5Þ

where � represents the angle between the direction of the

previous saturation field H and the direction of magne-

tization of a grain. hcos �i represents the average of cos �
over the entire composite. For an HP with a uniaxial

magnetic anisotropy, hcos �i=0.5, if there exists no mag-

netic coupling among grains. However, in the nanocom-

posite permanent magnet, the magnetization of SP is

exchange-coupled with the magnetization of HP along

their mutual grain boundaries. Therefore the resulting

remanence of SP will be parallel to the magnetization of

HP. If the easy direction of magnetization of the HP

grains are distributed throughout the composite, the re-

sulting magnetization state after saturation along H is

inhomogeneous and numerical estimation of the values of

mr will require knowledge of space distribution of mag-

netization in the sample.

Coercivity

For the optimal microstructure with bcH = bcF, the upper

limit of the nucleation field Hn0 is 2KH/JsS for a

completely aligned microstructure,[9] and it is about one

half of this for isotropic polycrystallites;

Hn0 ¼ KH=JsS ð6Þ

which yields a coercivity value of the order of 1 MA/m

for the case KH = 2�106 J/m3 and JsS = 1.8 T.

The Maximum Energy Product

Skomski and Coey[5] analytically considered a case of an

ideally soft magnetic inclusion of diameter D embedded in

a hard magnetic matrix. The nucleation field Hn0 reaches a

plateau for D values below the Bloch wall width of HP,

4(AHKH)1/2. For larger inclusions, Hn0 decreases as D�2.

The plateau value was estimated to be about 20 T for

the case of JsS=2.15 T, JsH = 1.55 T, AF/AH = 1.5, KF = 0,

and KH = 12 MJ/m3, the case of a-Fe inclusion in the

Sm2Fe17N3 matrix. For a fully aligned microstructure with

rectangular hysteresis loop, they obtained an estimation

for (BH)max as

ðBHÞmax ¼ 1=4m0J2
sSf1� m0ðJsS � JsHÞJsS=ð2KHÞg ð7Þ

and corresponding volume fraction of HP as

vH ¼ m0J2
sS=ð4KHÞ ð8Þ

For the case of a-Fe inclusions in Sm2Fe17N3 matrix,

Eq. 7 yields (BH)max of 880 kJ/m3 with only 7 vol.% of

Sm2Fe17N3. However, this treatment may be oversim-

plified because of the assumption of the completeness in

alignment and the squareness of the hysteresis loop.

Micromagnetically Assessed
Magnetic Properties

Micromagnetic calculation of inhomogeneously distribu-

ted magnetization states in exchange-coupled isotropic

polycrystalline composite magnets have been performed

for realistic microstructural models. Fukunaga et al.[10]

considered a model magnet composed of cubic grains of

the edge length of L. Each grain is either an SP or an HP

grain, the crystallographic axis of which is randomly

oriented from grain to grain, namely, the magnet is an

isotropic polycrystalline material. From the necessity that

functional derivative of the total magnetic energy W with

respect to magnetization vector of each grain to be null, a

set of nonlinear equation is derived and a set of solutions

is numerically obtained so that magnetic torque acting on

magnetization of each grain diminishes. The solution thus

obtained is not unique. When the fraction of SP is spec-

ified, the hysteresis loop depends on seven parameters;

three intergranular exchange coupling constants, two in-

tragranular exchange coupling constants, and two magne-

tocrystalline anisotropy constants for SP and HP. Fig. 1

shows the relationship between reduced coercivity (hc)

and reduced remanence (mr) calculated with varying grain

size L. Each curve corresponds to a specific value of

fraction of SP (expressed as ‘‘soft’’ in Fig. 1). With de-

creasing L, the corresponding point on the curve moves

from lower right to upper left, passing through a

maximum of hc when the fraction of SP is not zero. The

maximum of hc occurs because the hysteresis loop has a

characteristic two-phase behavior when L is much larger

than bcS while the hysteresis loop becomes extremely

narrow as the anisotropy energy begins to be averaged out
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when L is much smaller than the ferromagnetic correlation

length (AK)1/2 as shown in Fig. 2.

The inhomogeneous distribution of directions of

magnetization vectors in isotropic nanocomposite perma-

nent magnets can be calculated by using finite-element

micromagnetic calculation approach.[11] Very recently,

progress in electron holography technology of transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) has made observation of

magnetic force lines in a nanocomposite permanent

magnet possible,[12] as shown in Fig. 3 for the case of

SP=Fe3B and HP=Nd2Fe14B. The white lines in Fig. 3

correspond to magnetic force lines and the net drawn by

solid black lines correspond to grain boundaries. The

arrows indicate the easy directions of magnetization of the

Nd2Fe14B grains. Grains identified to be Fe3B via

nanobeam electron probe X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) are

indicated as S.

‘‘Exchange-Spring’’ Behavior

The response of magnetization of a permanent magnet to a

varying demagnetizing field is called a recoil curve. The

recoil curve of an NPM has a characteristic nearly re-

versible response to the demagnetization field because

magnetization of SP rotates in a reversible manner as long

as magnetization of HP does not reverse its direction

irreversibly. The reversible rotation of magnetization of

SP occurs because the exchange field counteracts applied

demagnetization. This characteristic recoil behavior is

frequently referred to as exchange-spring, as termed by

Kneller and Hawig.[9] An example of recoil curves of an

Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type isotropic nanocomposite magnet is

shown in Fig. 4.

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SOFT
MAGNETIC AND HARD MAGNETIC PHASES

In principle, any combination of SP and HP is possible

provided that they coexist in a stable or quasi stable state.

Typical HP phases of interest are listed in Table 1 together

with their room temperature magnetic properties. Large

magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the rare-earth-based

intermetallic compounds such as SmCo5 arises from the

single-ion anisotropy of the rare-earth ions. On the other

hand, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the ordered

(L10 structure) CoPt and FePt alloys is due to Pt atoms.

For economic reasons, bulk magnets produced in indus-

trial scales are iron-based materials, typically Nd–Fe–B.

Fig. 1 Relationship between reduced coercivity (hc) and

reduced remanence (mr) calculated with varying grain size L.

Fig. 2 Hysteresis loops of an isotropic nanocomposite per-

manent magnet calculated for various fractions of soft magnetic

phase (‘‘soft’’ in the figure). (From Ref. [8].)

Fig. 3 Magnetic force lines in a nanocomposite permanent

magnet composed of Fe3B and Nd2Fe14B. (Courtesy of

Professor Daisuke Shindo, from Ref. [12].)
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Soft magnetic phases with large Js’s are listed in Table 2

together with their room temperature magnetic properties.

For the iron-based HP, a-Fe and bcc-(Fe–Co) alloys are

the most promising candidates for SP. In the following, a

type of a nanocomposite is designated by the SP and HP

combination as SP/HP.

Because of the large Js of Nd2Fe14B, the Fe-rich region

of the Fe–Nd–B system is of a particular interest in

conjunction with NPM. The volume fraction of SP can be

chosen to be any value for the a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B or a-Fe/

Sm2Fe17N3 type in terms of metallurgy. In contrast,

available volume fraction of the metastable Fe3B phase is

limited in the case of the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B type because

other metastable compounds are formed in a certain

composition range.[14]

FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR
NANOCRYSTALLINE STRUCTURES

A nanocrystalline structure can be fabricated through

rapid solidification and crystallization. The technique

most commonly used for rapid solidification of hard

magnetic alloys is the melt spinning (MS) technique. In

the MS technique, a melt is ejected through a small orifice

onto a surface of a rotating chill wheel or roll. The surface

velocity of the wheel is typically 20–50 m/sec and the

cooling rate is around 106 K/sec. The crystallization

process may occur either during the solidification process

or during an annealing heat treatment after the alloy is

quenched into an amorphous state and subsequently

heated to a temperature at which atomic diffusion can

take place (i.e., around 600–700�C). Empirically deter-

mined critical cooling rates for amorphous formation (Rc)

in the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type alloys are approximately

2�105 K/sec. For the a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B-type alloys, Rc is

several times larger than this value if no additive elements

that retard the crystallization process are used.

Alternative methods to fabricate a nanocrystalline

structure include mechanical alloying (MA) or mechanical

grinding (MG) followed by a suitable annealing treatment,

vapor deposition (VD) techniques such as sputtering

followed by suitable annealing treatments. Except for the

VD techniques, only an isotropic nanocrystalline structure

is obtained. Anisotropic or oriented films can be fabricated

by sputter- or pulsed-laser-deposition (PLD) techniques.

EXAMPLES OF NANOCOMPOSITE
PERMANENT MAGNETS

Examples of nanocomposite permanent magnets are

briefly discussed in this section. Their magnetic properties

are summarized in Table 3.

Isotropic Nanocomposite Permanent
Magnets Based on aaaa-Fe/Nd2Fe14B

The fabrication of Nd2Fe14B-based permanent magnets

with trace of a-Fe was fabricated via MS by Yajima

et al.[15] in as early as 1988. Nd10Fe82B8 showed a distinct

indication of coarse a-Fe precipitation in as-spun ribbon.

Partial replacement of Fe with Zr resulted to a significant

improvement of magnetic properties, but with a significant

reduction of the amount of the a-Fe phase resulting in a

Fig. 4 An example of recoil curves of an Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type

isotropic nanocomposite magnet.

Table 1 Hard magnetic phases for nanocomposite permanent

magnets and their magnetic properties at room temperature

Material Js (T) K (MJ/m3) Reference

SmCo5 1.07 17.2 [13]

Sm2Co17 1.28 3.3 [13]

Nd2Fe14B 1.61 4.9 [13]

Sm2Fe17N3 1.54 8.6 [13]

CoPt 1.00 4.9 [13]

FePt 1.43 6.6 [14]

Table 2 Ferromagnetic phases of interest as the high-

magnetization component for nanocomposite permanent mag-

nets and their magnetic properties at room temperature

Material Js (T) K (MJ/m3) Reference

a-Fe 2.15 0.05 [13]

hcp-Co 1.81 0.53 [13]

Fe3B 1.62 �0.32 [11]
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nearly single-phase Nd2Fe14B-type magnet in melt-spun

Nd9Fe72.5Co10Zr2.5B6. Manaf et al.[16] prepared Nd8-

Fe86B6 melt-spun ribbons of a high remanence, 1.12 T,

which was attributed to the existence of a-Fe. They in-

vestigated the microstructure of melt-spun Nd10Fe84B6 by

TEM and showed existence of a nanometer-sized a-Fe

particle at a grain junction of a-Fe grains.[17] Ribbons

with significant amounts of a-Fe were prepared by Manaf

et al.[17] One of the best energy densities achieved (185 kJ/

m3) was obtained by Bauer et al.[18] on Nd8Fe87.5B4.5 via

MS under an He atmosphere. On the other hand, Inoue

et al.[20] showed that an a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B-type nano-

composite with a remaining amorphous phase exhibit

a superior magnetic properties to fully crystalline mate-

rials. More recent micromagnetic calculation by Fuku-

naga et al.[21] suggested that softening of exchange

coupling in a grain boundary phase should be beneficial

to increase coercivity.

Recent improvements of magnetic properties of the a-

Fe/Nd2Fe14B-type nanocomposite permanent magnets are

based on structural refinement by use of refractory

metallic elements such as Nb, Hf, Mo, and Zr.[22] These

elements affect the solidification and crystallization

kinetics in the a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B-type nanocomposite alloys.

Nb is one of the most effective elements in this sense.[22]

Growth kinetics in undercooled Nd2Fe14B alloys with C

and Ti or Mo addition was recently studied by Hermann

and B˘cher[23] using the electromagnetic levitation tech-

nique. The growth velocity of the Nd2Fe14B phase was

estimated to be from 1.1 to 6.4 mm/sec, depending on the

degree of supercooling, in Nd2Fe14B melt, whereas it was

reduced to 0.3–2.5 mm/sec in (Nd2Fe14B)0.94(TiC)0.03

alloy. The considerable slowing down of the growth ki-

netics resulted in refinement of grain sizes.

One approach toward a nanocomposite permanent

magnet with an improved coercivity is to increase the

magnetocrystalline anisotropy of HP. Partial replacement

of rare-earth ions such as Pr, Tb, and Dy for Nd in the

Nd2Fe14B-type compounds results in an increase in KH of

the compound. Hadjipanayis et al.[22] prepared melt-spun

ribbons of Nd6Fe87Nb1B6 and Nd4Tb2Fe86Nb2B6 and

obtained HcJ values of 302 and 358 kA/m, respectively.

Chang et al.[24] studied effects of Co substitution for Fe

and obtained good magnetic properties of (BH)max=143

Table 3 Typical magnetic properties of isotropic nanocomposite permanent magnets

Type (SP/HP) Composition

Preparation

method Br (T)

HcJ

(kA/m)

(BH)max

(kJ/m3) Reference

a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B Nd10Fe82B8 MS 0.85 541 78 [15]

Nd9Fe72.5Co10Zr2.5B6 MS 0.89 �640 130 [15]

Nd9Fe85B6 MS 1.10 485 158 [15]

(70 wt.%)a-Fe/(30 wt.%)Nd2Fe14B MS 1.45 207 115 [17]

Nd8Fe87.5B4.5 MS 1.25 �500 185.2 [17]

Nd7Fe89B4 MS 1.28 252 146 [19]

Nd3.5Fe91Nb2B3.5 MS 1.45 215 115 [22]

Nd6Fe87Nb1B6 MS 1.04 302 78 [22]

Nd4Tb2Fe86Nb2B6 MS 0.72 358 41 [22]

Nd8Fe76Co8Nb2B6 MS 1.12 512 143 [24]

(Nd0.9Dy0.1)9(Fe0.9Co0.1)84.5B5.5Nb1 MS–A 1.07 593 166 [25]

a-Fe/Pr2Fe14B (30.4%)a-Fe/(69.6%)Pr2Fe14B MS 1.17 480 180.7 [27]

Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B Nd4Fe80B20 MS–A 1.20 191 93.1 [6]

Nd4.5Fe72.3B18.5Cr2Co2Cu0.2Nb0.5 MS–A 1.10 336 123 [32]

Nd3.4Dy1Fe71.7B18.5Cr2.4Co2.4Cu0.4Zr0.2 MS–A 0.97 465 105 [32]

Nd4.5Fe73Co3Ga1B18.5 MS–A 1.21 340 128 [36]

Nd3.5Dy1Fe73Co3Ga1B18.5 MS–A 1.18 390 136 [36]

Nd3.5Dy1Fe73Co3Ga1B18.5 MS 1.15 400 131.6 [41]

Nd5.5Fe66Cr5Co5B18.5 MS–A 0.86 610 96.6 [36]

Fe–B/Nd2Fe14B (Nd0.95La0.05)11Fe66.5Co10Ti2B10.5 MS–A 0.94 1282 146 [39]

Nd8Fe73Co5Hf2B12 MS N/A 820 107 [40]

a-Fe/Sm2Fe17Nx Sm8Zr3Fe85Co4Nx MS–A–N 0.94 764 118 [43]

a-Fe/Sm2Fe17Cx Sm8Fe76Cu4Si8C4 MS 382 85 [46]

a-Fe/Sm2Co17 SmCo10 MA–A 0.94 318 81 [47]

(Fe, Co)/Sm–Co Sm11.67Co58.33Fe30 MA–A 0.97 600 101 [48]

Fe3Pt/FePt Reduced Fe3O4(4 nm)/FePt(4 nm)=1:10 SANP 0.96 1166 160 [63]

Preparation methods: MS=melt-spinning; MA= mechanical alloying; A= annealing; N =nitrogenation; SANP=self-assembly of nanoparticles.
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kJ/m3 for Nd8Fe76Co8Nb2B6. More recently, Arai et

al.[25] achieved an energy density of 166 kJ/m3 for (Nd0.9

Dy0.1)9(Fe0.9Co0.1)84.5B5.5Nb1 via the melt-spinning

method, with grooved TiN-coated roll under an He

atmosphere. It was rationalized that the TiN-coating layer

lowered the heat transfer at the roll–ribbon interface,

resulting in uniform cooling rate through the thickness of

the ribbon. Better combinations of HcJ and (BH)max have

been obtained for Pr–Fe–B nanocrystalline magnets than

for the Nd–Fe–B, resulting from the higher magneto-

crystalline anisotropy of Pr2Fe14B than Nd2Fe14B.[26] In a

systematic study of a-Fe/Pr2Fe14B melt-spun magnets, a

large (BH)max of 180.7 kJ/m3 was obtained for 30.4 vol.%

of a-Fe.[27]

Isotropic Nanocomposite Permanent
Magnets Based on Fe–B/Nd2Fe14B

The first nanocomposite permanent magnet was the melt-

spun Nd4Fe80B20, which was of the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B

type, composed of 73% Fe3B, 15% Nd2Fe14B, and 12%

a-Fe.[4] This material had relatively large Br of 1.2 T, but

HcJ was not large enough for most applications. Among

various elements that have been tried to improve mag-

netic properties of the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-based nanocom-

posites, Cr is one of the most effective elements to im-

prove the intrinsic coercivity, HcJ.
[28] Because of the

strong affinity of Cr with B, Cr is enriched in Fe3B upon

crystallization and stabilizes this phase.[29] This leads to

formation of the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B composite even in the

concentration range where formation of Nd2Fe23B3

prevails (namely for Nd>�5 at.%) in the ternary alloys.

Accordingly, Cr addition helps to realize nanocomposites

with a larger volume fraction of Nd2Fe14B and hence a

large coercivity. Suzuki and Cadogan[30] pointed out that

Cr has a significant effect on kinetics of phase formation

and decomposition, and that it allows a reaction path in

which the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B composite is formed as a

metastable intermediate structure instead of the Fe3B/

Nd2Fe23B3 combination.

Fe23B6 has spontaneous magnetization of approxi-

mately 1.7 T at room temperature,[9] which is larger than

that of Fe3B (1.6 T) and Nd2Fe14B (1.6 T). Therefore the

presence of this phase may be beneficial. Fe23B6

crystallizes from residual amorphous phase nearly

simultaneously with Nd2Fe14B at a slightly higher

temperature than the crystallization temperature of

Fe3B when Nb is microalloyed in Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type

alloys.[31] Cu also has a prominent effect on the kinetics

of Fe3B crystallization. Three-dimensional atom probe

microanalysis (3-D APM) has revealed that Cu-enriched

clusters are formed upon annealing of an amorphous

Nd4.5Fe76.8B18.5Cu0.2 alloy well below the crystallization

temperature of Fe3B.[31] Nd is also enriched in these

clusters, leaving Nd-depleted and B-enriched region

around them. This region provides a chemically favored

crystallization site for Fe3B. Interestingly, simultaneous

addition of very small amount of Cu and Nb resulted to

significant improvement of the magnetic properties

trough refinement of the grain sizes.[31] The small

amount of addition is sometimes referred to as ‘‘mir-

croalloying.’’ The impacts of microalloying of Cu and

Nb on demagnetization curves and microstructure of an

Nd4.5Fe77B18.5 Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type NPM are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6.[31]

Zr is also effective in refining grain sizes in the Fe3B/

Nd2Fe14B nanocomposites. Addition of 0.1–0.5 at.% of Zr

increases the crystallization temperature of particularly

Nd2Fe14B. The effect of microalloying Zr is greater than

that of Nb.[32] According to a recent 3-D APM analysis of

Zr–Cu-doped magnets, Zr is rejected from Fe3B and thus

suppresses grain growth of this phase. Zr concentrates

along grain boundaries between Fe3B and Nd2Fe14B in the

fully crystallized stage.[33]

Compositional adjustment has yielded a relatively high

coercivity material on the basis of Nd–Fe–B–Cr–Co,

namely Nd4.5Fe73B18.5Cr2Co2, which has Br of 1.05 T, HcJ

of 378 kA/m, and (BH)max of 108 kJ/m3. Simultaneous

addition of small amounts of Cu and Nb to this material

has been successfully carried out to improve (BH)max with

a slight sacrifice in HcJ to yield Nd4.5Fe72.3B18.5Cr2Co2-

Cu0.2Nb0.5 with Br of 1.10 T, HcJ of 336 kA/m, and

(BH)max of 123 kJ/m3.[32] Manipulation of crystallization

behavior, especially that of Nd2Fe14B, can be carried out

by readjusting Cu content. An example of such composi-

tional modifications to yield higher coercivity magnets is

Fig. 5 Demagnetization curves of Nd4.5Fe77B18.5Fe3B/

Nd2Fe14B-type nanocomposites showing the impact of micro-

alloying Cu and Nb. (From Ref. [31].)
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Nd3.5Dy1Fe71.3B18.5Cr2.4Co2.4Cu0.4Nb0.5, which has Br of

0.93 T, HcJ of 468 kA/m, and (BH)max of 100 kJ/m3.[34]

Utilizing the stronger effect of Zr to prevent grain growth,

better magnetic properties have been obtained in Nd3.4

Dy1Fe71.7B18.5Cr2.4Co2.4Cu0.4Zr0.2, which has Br of 0.97

T, HcJ of 465 kA/m, and (BH)max of 105 kJ/m3.

Gallium (Ga) is another important element for im-

proving magnetic properties of the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B na-

nocomposite.[35] One of the best Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type

nanocomposite is Nd3.5Dy1Fe73Co3Ga1B18.5 with

(BH)max of 136 kJ/m3, Br of 1.18 T, and HcJ of 390 kA/

m.[36] Mishra and Panchanathan[37] studied Nd3.5Dy1-

Fe73Co3Ga1B18.5 by TEM–EDX, and observed that Ga

additives were all detected in the Nd2Fe14B phase with

Ga concentrations mostly near grain boundaries. More

recently, a 3-D APM analysis revealed that Co and Ga

atoms are partitioned to the Nd2Fe14B phase. Moreover,

evidence for a slight enrichment of Ga atoms at the

Nd2Fe14B/Fe3B interface has been found.[38]

The effects of Cr, Ti, Nb, Zr, Hf, Ta, and W on mi-

crostructure and magnetic properties of nanocomposites

composed mainly of Nd2Fe14B, with minor amounts of

ferromagnetic borides such as Nd2Fe23B3, have been

studied by Chang et al.[39] The formation of metastable

Nd2Fe23B3 was found to be suppressed by the addition

of Cr, Ti, Nb, and V in (Nd0.95La0.05)9.5Fe78M2B10.5.

Thermal magnetic analysis indicated existence of a-Fe

and an Nd2Fe14B-type phase. Considerable refinement of

grain sizes was observed by TEM in (Nd0.95La0.05)9.5-

Fe78Cr2B10.5 and in (Nd0.95La0.05)9.5Fe78Ti2B10.5. In a

similar composition range, Chiriac et al.[40] reported that

relatively good hard magnetic properties can be obtained

by a chill disk melt spinning technique with a small

surface velocity of only 3 m/sec in the as-cast state of

Nd8Fe73Co5Hf2B12. Thermal magnetic analysis indicated

formation of Nd2Fe14B-type phase and a-(Fe, Co).

However, significantly better magnetic properties are

obtained in as-cast alloys for the Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B-type

alloys.[41]

Isotropic Nanocomposite Permanent
Magnets Based on aaaa-Fe/Sm–Fe–C,
aaaa-Fe/Sm–Fe–N, and Sm–Co

An a-Fe/Sm2Fe17Nx-type nanocomposite permanent mag-

net powder, the combination of the phases that was em-

phasized by the theoretical study of Skomski and Coey,[5]

was obtained in as early as 1993 by Ding et al.[42] by

mechanical alloying of Sm7Fe93 followed by annealing

and nitriding. The powder was isotropic and was reported

to have a very large remanence of 1.75 T and a (BH)max

value of 204 kJ/m3 after a correction for the demagnetiza-

tion field. From the melt-spinning route, Yoneyama

et al.[43] prepared an a-Fe/SmFe7Nx-type nanocomposite

powder. The SmFe7Nx phase has the TbCu7-type structure,

which is a disordered hexagonal structure that can

be derived from the Th2Zn17-type Sm2Fe17 structure but

with a random arrangement of dumbbell Fe pairs at the Sm

sites. The addition of Co, aiming at a higher Curie temper-

ature and remanence, resulted in a higher coercive force.

To eliminate the gas–solid reactions, namely nitriding,

preparation of NPM on the basis of the Sm2Fe17Cx hard

magnetic compound have been attempted. Substitution of

Al, Ga, Cr, and Si for Fe stabilized Sm2Fe17 with high

carbon concentration.[44,45] Melt-spun and annealed rib-

bons of a-Fe/Sm2Fe15Si2C with Cu additives showed

reasonable magnetic properties of (BH)max = 85 kJ/m3.[46]

Cobalt as an SP may coexist with Sm2Co17. Isotropic

nanocomposite permanent magnets were prepared by

mechanical alloying processes to exhibit relatively good

magnetic properties after annealing at 900�C of (BH)max=

81 kJ/m3 for Co/Sm2Co17.[47] Somewhat better magnetic

properties were obtained by mechanically alloying Sm–

Co alloys and Fe powder and subsequent annealing. The

finished powder of Sm11.67Co58.33Fe30 had a (BH)max of

101 kJ/m3.[48]

Anisotropic Nanocomposite
Permanent Magnet Films

Thin films prepared by vapor deposition techniques such

as Ar-sputtering normally show magnetic anisotropy or

Fig. 6 Transmission electron microscope images of (a)

Nd4.5Fe75.8B18.5, (b) Nd4.5Fe76.8B18.5Cu0.2, (c) Nd4.5Fe75.8B18.5-

Cu0.2Nb1, and (d) Nd4.5Fe76B18.5Nb1, showing the impact of

simultaneous microalloying of Cu and Nb. The average grain size

is about 30, 17, 12, and 43 nm, respectively. (From Ref. [31].)
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texture. Therefore epitaxially grown thin films composed

of soft magnetic and hard magnetic alternate layers can

potentially become anisotropic nanocomposite perma-

nent magnets of extraordinary (BH)max values. An Fe/

Nd2Fe14B/Fe trilayer grown by Parhorer et al.[49] had

texture with the easy direction of magnetization perpen-

dicular to the film plane. Fe/[NdFeB/Fe]5 multilayers

grown by Shindo et al.[50] (Table 4) with isotropic

texture in the hard magnetic layers were used to estimate

the exchange-coupling constant JSH between the soft and

hard magnetic layers. The estimated JSH value is

2.0�10�3 J/m, which is about 1 order of magnitude

smaller than the Fe/Fe and Nd2Fe14B/Nd2Fe14B cou-

plings. Epitaxial superlattices of [Sm–Co (45 nm)/Co

(30 nm)]10 grown by Fullerton et al.[51] showed a rel-

atively large HcJ value of about 400 kA/m. Textured a-

Fe/SmFe12 films in which the composite phases are

randomly dispersed have been synthesized by Kato

et al.[52] The film containing 25 vol.% a-Fe showed

(BH)max of 152 kJ/m3. Apart from rare-earth-based

systems, Lui et al.[53] succeeded to obtain a large (BH)max

value of 420 kJ/m3 along the film—normal direction in

an Fe3Pt/FePt multilayer film. The preparation procedure

of the film included sputter deposition of Fe/Pt multi-

layers on a cold substrate and subsequent rapid thermal

annealing of more than one step during which the Fe3Pt

phase was formed.

UTILIZATION OF NANOCOMPOSITE
PERMANENT MAGNETS

The main application area of the rapidly solidified or

mechanically alloyed nanocomposite permanent magnet

powders will be the resin-bonded magnet as the nano-

scopic structure is metastable and cannot be maintained in

the normal densification processes such as sintering. The

resin-bonded magnets may be classified in compression-

molded magnets and injection-molded magnets. The

compression-molded magnets normally have a higher

packing fraction of the magnetic composition than the

injection-molded magnets. The typical packing fraction

of the magnetic powder for these two types of magnets

is 80 and 60 vol.%, respectively. Therefore the (BH)max

of a resin-bonded magnet is only about one half of the

magnetic powder used in the magnet. However, owing

to the relatively simple preparation process and good

dimensional accuracy originating from the molding pro-

cesses, the resin-bonded magnets are widely used in

electric devices such as small high-precision motors,

which are used, for instance, in hard-disk drives mounted

in personal computers. Rapidly solidified Nd–Fe–B pow-

ders with a small excess amount of Nd over Nd2Fe14B

stoichiometry[54] have been almost exclusively used for

the resin-bonded magnets. The advent of the nanocom-

posite permanent magnets based on the a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B or

Fe3B/Nd2Fe14B nanocomposite powders have added

alternative choices for material engineers in this area

of applications.

The R–Fe–B-based NPM powders (R is a rare-earth

element) have several unique aspects when compared

with the conventional Nd2Fe14B-based powders. First,

NPM has compositions richer in Fe than the conventional

powders, and consequently shows weaker susceptibility to

oxygen or moisture. This is beneficial in massive

handling of fine metallic powders in the production of

bonded magnets. Second, because of the off-stoichio-

metric compositions, the R–Fe–B-based NPM alloys

generally have greater formability of an amorphous

phase, which allows application of rapid solidification

techniques with relatively slow cooling rates. For

instance, gas atomization may be used to produce

spherical particles, which has beneficial characteristics

for the injection-molding process.[55] The Fe3B/

Nd2Fe14B-based NPM powders have similar morpholog-

ical characteristics because of the relatively large thick-

ness of the rapidly solidified alloys from which the

powder particles are obtained by crushing.[8,56]

Table 4 Magnetic properties of anisotropic nanocomposite permanent magnet films

Type (SP/HP) Composition

Preparation

method

Br

(T)

HcJ

(kA/m)

(BH)max

(kJ/m3) Reference

a-Fe/Nd2Fe14B SiO2/NdFeB/Fe/NdFeB/Cr S 1.2 380 N/A [49]

Ti/Fe/[NdFeB/Fe]5/Ti S 0.75 240 43 [50]

Co/Sm–Co MgO/Cr/[Sm–Co(45 nm)/

Co(30 nm)]10/Cr

S N/A 500 N/A [51]

a-Fe/SmFe12 (25 vol.% a-Fe)/

(75 vol.% SmFe12)

S 1.3 240 151 [52]

Fe3Pt/FePt Fe2Pt S–A 1.4 1400 420 [53]

S and A denote sputtering and annealing, respectively.
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To exploit the large remanence of an NPM, the NPM

powder needs to be fully consolidated. However, as

mentioned above, normal densification processes such as

liquid-phase sintering cannot be applied because if long-

distance diffusion is to be allowed, the nanocomposite

structure will be destroyed. To densify NMP, pressure-

aided, moderate-temperature processes such as hot

pressing must be used. Fully dense NPMs were pre-

pared by Ono et al.[57] using spark plasma sintering

method on the basis of Nd10Fe75Co8V1B6 to exhibit

(BH)max=134 kJ/m3.

CONCLUSION

We have witnessed an era of spectacular development of

permanent magnetic materials in the last few decades.

After the discovery of the Nd2Fe14B hard magnetic

compound, no superior hard magnetic phase has been

found. The concept of nanocomposite permanent magnet

(NPM) remains the only concept that leads to designed

experimentation toward a superior permanent magnet

material. An NPM is a polycrystalline material com-

posed of nanometer-sized hard magnetic phase and

ferromagnetic phases that augment the total magnetiza-

tion of the material. The nanosized microstructure is a

prerequisite to obtain smooth J–H and B–H curves. A

giant magnetic energy product reaching about 0.7 MJ/m3

may be expected in a textured NPM consisting of bcc Fe

and hard magnetic phases such as Nd2Fe14B or Sm2

Fe17N3, although, in reality, only nontextured, isotropic

NPM have been successfully produced in a sizable mass

via rapid solidification or other techniques. Attempts to

fabricate textured thin films via sputtering or laser pulse

deposition[58] are among the most promising approaches.

Other techniques that recently appeared may include

self-organized assembly of nanoparticles prepared by

means of wet chemistry,[59] spark erosion,[60] repeated

cold rolling of layered stack of metallic sheets,[61] and

crystallization of amorphous precursor in a magnetic

field.[62] One novel and promising approach utilizes wet-

chemical, self-organized assembly of nanoparticles. In

the approach recently proposed by Zeng et al.,[63] both

FePt and Fe3O4 particles were incorporated as nano-

meter-scale building blocks into binary assemblies.

Subsequent annealing under a flow of a mixture of Ar

and H2 converted the assembly into FePr–Fe3Pt

nanocomposites (see Table 3 for magnetic properties).

Many other processes may be proposed. On the other

hand, currently exploited Nd–Fe–B sintered magnets

have (BH)max values exceeding 400 kJ/m3 in the mass-

production level. The prices of these conventional high-

performance magnets are reasonably low as a result of

maturing of production techniques. Therefore the process

used to produce the textured nanocomposite permanent

magnets must be simple and suitable for a massive

operation. Moreover, soft magnetic materials used with

the hard magnetic materials as cores or yokes need to be

improved to fully utilize such high-remanence hard

magnets. Otherwise, the application area will be limited

inside a small community.

For commercial applications, isotropic NPM has en-

tered the stage of practical utilization as a hard magnetic

ingredient for resin-bonded magnets. Indeed, NPM has

some characteristics superior to those of conventional

materials for this application. Some of the Fe–R-based

NCM alloys have inherent characteristics that allow a

high-throughput operation of the rapid solidification

process and, accordingly, may be produced at a lower

production cost. Therefore isotropic NPM powders will

replace the conventional material in many application

areas of resin-bonded magnets.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies on system of magnetic nanoparticles with sizes in

the nanometer scale have been the object of intensive

research because of their many technological applications

and unique magnetic properties that differ considerably

from those of bulk materials.[1–3] Nanometer magnetic

particles exhibit specific properties such as superpara-

magnetism[4] because of their very small sizes and

fundamental change in the coordination, symmetry, and

confinement.[1–3] Superparamagnetism is regarded as a

unique feature of magnetic nanoparticles and has great

relevance to modern potential technologies including

magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents, data lifetime

in high-density information storage, and ferrofluid tech-

nology.[5,6] However, because of the various contributions

(i.e., magnetocrystalline, surface, shape, and dipolar an-

isotropy), the transition from superparamagnetic state to

collective magnetic excitations (i.e., spin-glass) could oc-

cur in the interacting magnetic nanoparticles systems.[7,8]

The study on the mechanism of superparamagnetic prop-

erties in the system of fine magnetic particles will fa-

cilitate the control of superparamagnetic behavior and be

favorable for their technological applications.[9]

OVERVIEW

Following the discovery of the method for the preparation

of fullerenes in macroscopic quantities by the so-called

Kratschmer–Huffman carbon-arc method,[10] some novel

magnetic system of carbon-coated ferromagnetic materi-

als, e.g., Fe, Co, and Ni, had successfully been obtained.[1,4]

Interest was paid not only to the properties of the encap-

sulated particles, in particular, to those involving novel

magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials.

As an alternative magnetic nanoparticles system, car-

bon-encapsulated ferromagnetic materials should be con-

sidered good candidates for studying the effect of particle

size on crystalline structure, magnetization process,

magnetic interparticle interaction effect,[11–14] superpara-

magnetism,[3,4,15] and quantum relaxation of magnetiza-

tion.[16]

We herein use the modified arc-discharge (carbon-arc)

method to generate two types of nickel nanoparticles

[Ni(C) and Ni(O)] and iron nanoparticles [Fe(C) and

Fe(O)] in methane and in a mixture of H2 and Ar atmo-

spheres. High-resolution transmission electron microsco-

py (HRTEM), nanoscale electron diffraction (SAED), and

X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used to investigate the re-

markable microstructure. Moreover, various magnetic

measurements were performed by superconducting quan-

tum interference device magnetometer (SQUID) and

Mössbauer magnetometer at different temperature and

magnetic fields. Typical and modified superparamagnetic

behaviors have been evidenced. The relationships between

the microstructure and novel magnetic behavior have also

been established.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The detailed experimental apparatus (modified arc dis-

charge) was fully illustrated elsewhere.[17] The pure

material (bulk Ni and Fe) to be evaporated was laid on

a water-cooled copper stage, which served as the anode. A

copper arm that was also water-cooled supports the upper

carbon rod, which served as the cathode. After the

chamber was evacuated, the desired gas of methane or a

mixture of H2 and Ar were backfilled as a reactant gas to

reach the desired pressure; the distance between the two

electrodes can be adjusted from outside the chamber, so

that the arc can be started and controlled during a con-

tinuous operation.

A JEOL-2010EX high-resolution transmission electron

microscope (HRTEM) operated at 200 keV was used to

reveal the internal structure and morphology of the

particle. It also allowed us to record selected area

diffraction (SAED) analysis information. X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) was conducted using CuKa radiation in a

Siemens X-ray diffractometer to identify the different

nanophases and the crystal structure of nanoparticles.

Mössbauer spectra were recorded at room temperature

using an Austin Science Associates Model S-600 spec-

trometer with a 57Co/Rh source. The absorption spectra

were fitted by using the NORMOS program that used the

input parameters as a first approximation to fit the ex-

perimental curve.

The magnetization (d.c. susceptibility) measurements

were carried out using a quantum design superconducting
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quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer in

the temperature range from 2 to 300 K at different applied

magnetic fields. For the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magne-

tization measurements, the sample was first cooled down

to 2 K without the applied field, after which the magnetic

field was applied. The sample was then slowly warmed up

to 300 K for subsequent measurements of the magnetic

moments (ZFC). Thereafter, for the field-cooled (FC)

magnetization measurement, the sample was cooled down

to 2 K without turning the magnetic field off; measure-

ments of magnetic moment could be obtained at each

intermediate temperature (FC). The magnetization as a

function of temperature [M(T)] reveals some of the main

features of a superparamagnetic system. The average

blocking temperature (TB), below which the particle

moments are blocked, is usually considered an important

parameter when characterizing the magnetic behavior of a

magnetic nanoparticles system. In general, TB can be

obtained by analyzing the zero-field-cooled and field-

cooled (ZFC/FC) magnetization vs. temperature curve.

Above TB, thermal fluctuations can flip the direction of

the magnetic moment; in addition, no hysteresis is

observed in the M(H) measurement. When the particles

interact, magnetic dipole–dipole interactions become

significant (stronger). This dipole interaction may be

either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending upon

the dipole orientations. In those cases, the superparamag-

netic relaxation process becomes highly blocked and

the magnetic dipole–dipole interactions may become

important in determining the magnetic state of the

nanoparticle system. Thus a system of nanometer particles

with disordered magnetic moments may exhibit spin-glass

behavior (collective behavior), such as that observed in

the g-Fe2O3 magnetic particle systems.[18] In such

systems, the irreversible temperature, Tirr, is defined by

the point where the ZFC and FC branches of M(T)

curves separate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Assemblies of Ni(C) and
Ni(O) Particle Systems

Powder X-ray diffraction profiles of Fig. 1a clearly show

the presence of a majority of fcc Ni, with a small amount

of hexagonal Ni3C present from carbon-encapsulated Ni

nanoparticles. Additionally, that the hexagonal Ni3C

phase is detectable using XRD suggests that the hexagonal

Ni3C most likely is one single phase along with majority

of fcc Ni phase in these assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles.

However, the main reflection peaks of XRD (Fig. 1b) for

pure Ni nanoparticles coated with NiO layers are similar

to those of the pure fcc Ni phase, except that the peaks are

broader. One can infer from such a XRD study that the

concentration of NiO oxide on the surface of Ni(O)

nanoparticles should be less than a few percent. This is

Fig. 1 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of Ni(C) (a) and Ni(O) (b) nanoparticles at room temperature. (From Ref. [24].)
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quite similar to the results reported before.[13] The average

grain size estimated from the XRD patterns using the

Scherrer formula shows that these two kinds of Ni

nanoparticles have an average grain size of 10–15 nm,

which is consistent with the corresponding HRTEM

images (Fig. 2).

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

images and SAED patterns (Fig. 2A and B) also indicate

that most of particles are spherical in shape and do not

show any well-developed facets. It is worth noting from

Fig. 2A that several carbon layers encapsulating the Ni

lattice planes are quite visible. The contiguous carbon

fringes around the Ni nanocrystal are good evidence for

completed encapsulation by carbon layers. Both fcc-Ni

(111) and hexagonal Ni3C (101) phases are clearly

observed from SAED patterns of Ni(C) particles. In

addition, the (002) reflection is also present from those

encapsulated carbon layers. However, only fcc-Ni and

NiO phases are verified from SAED patterns of Ni(O)

particles (Fig. 2B). Nano-energy dispersive spectroscopy

(EDS) analysis can further confirm the presence of Ni, O,

and carbon phases in these two-kind Ni particles. Those

results are in good agreement with the XRD analysis and

HRTEM observations.

One significant morphological characteristic to note,

from the HRTEM images (Fig. 2A), is that neither gaps

nor intermediate phases are observed between the outer

carbon layer and the core materials in the Ni(C) carbon

cages. These characteristics typically reflect a growth

history of these nanoencapsulated Ni particles, in which

carbon atoms dissolve into a molten or solid carbon–metal

alloy and then graphite precipitate at the surface dur-

ing carbon-arc discharge plasma process.[19] However,

Fig. 2B shows some polycrystalline discontinuities in

the layers of the Ni(O) nanoparticles.

Fig. 3 shows the magnetization vs. field plots (M vs. H

hysteresis loops) at 300 K (Fig. 3a) and 2 K (Fig. 3b) for

the assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles. Fig. 3a indicates a

rapid increase with increasing applied magnetic field

without saturation because of the superparamagnetic

relaxation and the noncollinear moment of the surface

spins in the smaller particle assembly.[20] Hysteresis is

absent with a little remanence and coercivity (HC), which

suggests the presence of a long-range magnetic dipole–

dipole interaction among the assemblies of superpara-

magnetic Ni(C) particles. With decreasing temperature,

the magnetization of the samples increases and exhibits a

symmetric hysteresis loop under both ZFC and FC at 2

K, indicating a transition from superparamagnetic to

ferromagnetic behavior. Specifically, the temperature

dependence of the magnetization under the ZFC (MZFC)

and FC (MFC) conditions gives further confirmation of

Fig. 2 (A) HRTEM image and corresponding SAED patterns

of Ni(C) nanoparticles. Note that arrows indicate the carbon

layers; G symbol is carbon phase; C symbol is Ni3C phase.

(B) HRTEM image and corresponding SEAD patterns of

Ni(O) nanoparticles. The arrows indicate NiO oxide layers.

(From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 3 (a–b) Field dependence of magnetization for the

assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles at 2 and 300 K, respectively.

(From Ref. [24].)
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superparamagnetism in the assemblies of Ni(C) nanopar-

ticles, as shown in Fig. 4.

An important feature to note from Fig. 4 is the

temperature at which the MZFC curve exhibits a cusp that

defines as the blocking temperature (TB). Below TB, the

superparamagnetic transition is blocked; in other words,

the magnetization cannot relax during the time of the

measurements. In particular, the well-defined TB of the

MZFC at 115 K and broad blocking temperature ranges are

consistent with the particle size distribution as observed

from HRTEM images. Furthermore, the continued in-

crease of the MZFC and the irreversibility occurring below

225 K are also consistent with the presence of super-

paramagnetic particles.[20]

Therefore for the assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles

above TB, the magnetization could be free to align with

the fields during the measurement time, and the curves

of magnetization vs. applied field should exhibit no

hysteresis loop (Fig. 3a). In such a superparamagnetic

state, the relative magnetization M/Ms can be described by

the standard Langevin function,[21–23]L, using the relation:

M=MsðT ¼ 0Þ ¼ cothðmH=kTÞ � kT=mH

where Ms (T=0) is the 0 K saturation magnetization of the

sample, and m is the particle moment given by MshVi
where Ms is the saturation magnetization of the bulk phase

and hVi is the average particle volume.

Fig. 5 shows good agreement with Langevin function

of the observed magnetization M/Ms curves as a function

of the applied magnetic fields at room temperature for the

assemblies of Ni(C) particles. Consequently, below the

TB, a hysteresis loop response is observed (Fig. 3b)

because thermal energy is not enough to allow the align-

ment of particle moments with the applied fields. Con-

sistent with the theory of superparamagnetism,[15,24,25]

the coercivity, HC, has the temperature dependence of

HC=HC0[1� (T/TB)1/2] at lower temperatures.

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the coercivity with

temperature for the assemblies of Ni(C) particles. It

is evident from this figure that the coercivity (HC) vs.

temperature (T) data can be fit to the above expres-

sion. It is interesting to note, from Fig. 6, that the

zero temperature coercivity (HC0) is determined to be

�425 Oe and the blocking temperature TB is deter-

mined to be �120 K. Note that this TB value is very

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of magnetization for the

assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles at applied field of 1000 Oe;

the blocking temperature is about 115 K. (From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 5 Experimental curves of relative magnetization as a

function of applied fields at 300 K for the assemblies of Ni(C)

nanoparticles. (From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 6 Plot of HC(T ) vs. T1/2 for the assemblies of Ni(C)

nanoparticles. The TB is near 120 K. (From Ref. [24].)
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close to the one that inferred from the sharp max-

imum of MZFC curves.

It is known that a small magnetic particle becomes

single domain below some critical size because of the

interplay between the energy of dipole fields and domain

wall creation.[26] Consequently, Ni(C) nanoparticles, with

an average size of about 10.5 nm, may be considered as

having a single magnetic domain, the origin of its mag-

netic hysteresis being spin rotation. Thus the magnetic

behavior is size-dependent and should be considered

in conjunction with thermal energy and surface anisotropy

aspects.[27] In particular, single-domain particles below a

certain critical diameter are greatly affected by temper-

ature fluctuations. From Table 1, at 300 K, it is clear that

the Mr and HC values of the assemblies of Ni(C) particles

are significantly lower than that of microcrystalline Ni.

Compared with 300 K, the assemblies of Ni(C) particles

show much larger remanent magnetization (Mr) and

coercivity (HC) at 2 K. This implies that the thermal

energy for demagnetizing becomes dominant over spon-

taneous magnetization at 300 K for the assemblies of

Ni(C) nanoparticles. At 2 K, however, the thermal energy

effects decrease significantly, so that the interparticle

dipole–dipole interaction and surface anisotropy energy

may play a significant role in determining the magnetic

behavior.[27] It can be supposed that such Ni(C) super-

paramagnetic particle assemblies exhibit modified super-

paramagnetic behavior. The larger decrease of remanent

magnetization (Mr) and coercivity (HC) at T >TB for the

assemblies of Ni(C) particles is a unique characteristic

that associated with modified superparamagnetism.

In addition, from Table 1, the saturation magnetization

(Ms) of the assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticle is suppressed

in magnitude compared to that of the bulk Ni from mi-

crostructural analysis (HRTEM) results. We contribute

this result to a small amount of carbon solubility in Ni

particles. Hwang et al.[27] suggest that the decrease in Ms

is a result of the nonmagnetic or weakly magnetic inter-

face that leads to a decrease in the effective magnetic

moment per unit mass. So the possibility is that some

carbon (which is diamagnetic) may have remained inside

the Ni nanocrystals as a metastable solid solution, thereby

reducing the contribution of the effective magnetic mo-

ment during magnetization process.[27]

On the other hand, one may suggest that the existence of

the small amount of metastable hexagonal Ni3C phase in

the assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles has also affected the

magnetization process. The metastability Ni3C is generally

attributed to the low maximum solubility of carbon in

nickel (2.7 at.% at 1600 K). The metastable hexagonal Ni3C

phase, in particular, is expected to be nonferromagnetic

because of strong hybridization between Ni and C orbital

except that it remains in a disordered state.[28] Therefore the

saturation magnetization (Ms) from the minority of meta-

stable Ni3C phase effect should be ruled out of this study.

Thus the gradual decrease in Ms could be attributed to the

nanocrystalline nature of the encapsulated particles, cou-

pled with possible carbon solution in Ni nanoparticle.[27]

Magnetization vs. temperature measurements at dif-

ferent magnetic fields (H=100, 1000, and 10,000 Oe),

for the assemblies of Ni(O) nanoparticles, are shown in

Fig. 7a–c. It seems that this is typical ferromagnetic

nanocluster glass behavior (collective behavior) for the

assemblies of nanoparticles.[29,30] Note the deviation be-

tween the zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC)

magnetization below the irreversibility temperature (Tirr).

This strong irreversibility is very dependent on the

strength of applied magnetic fields. This behavior may

be attributed to the random distribution of stronger mag-

netic dipole–dipole interactions and surface anisotropy

effects among those Ni(O) nanoparticles. High-resolution

transmission electron microscopy images of Fig. 2B

confirm that those Ni(O) nanoparticles are well con-

nected. It is possible that the dipole interaction energy

among those Ni(O) nanoparticles is strong to be on the

same order of magnitude as the anisotropy energy, KV.

Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the strong

irreversibility in curves of Fig. 7a and b disappears when

magnetic fields reach 10,000 Oe in Fig. 7c. This means

that Tirr decreases with increasing applied fields. This

occurred while the anisotropy field and dipole–dipole

interaction effects among these Ni(O) nanoparticles are

surpassed. In other words, this collective behavior is ex-

pected for energy barriers that are reduced by the exter-

nal field, allowing reorientation of the moments by the

thermal fluctuations at lower temperatures. Actually, the

above observed magnetic phenomena suggest that those

ferromagnetic Ni(O) nanoparticle assemblies can exhibit

nanocluster glass behavior depending on external applied

fields.[31–35]

From a magnetic point of view, the Ni(O) particles are

an assembly of nanoclusters together with stronger

Table 1 Comparison of saturation magnetization (Ms),

remanent magnetization (Mr), and coercivity (HC) values for

carbon-encapsulated Ni nanocrystals and Ni in bulk

T
(K)

Ms

(emu/g)

Mr

(emu/g)

HC

(Oe)

d
(nm)

Ni(C) 300 22.5 1.37 7 10±0.2

Ni(C) 200 23.9 2.11 46 10±0.2

Ni(C) 100 24.9 2.70 117 10±0.2

Ni(C) 50 25.2 7.08 198 10±0.2

Ni(C) 10 25.2 7.37 316 10±0.2

Ni(C) 2 25.2 10.55 367 10±0.2

Bulk Ni 300 55.0 2.70 100 2–3 Am

Source: Ref. [24].
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interparticle interactions. The magnetic dipole interactions

in the overall particle, which, in turn, lead to the magnetic

ordered state, resemble cluster glass behavior (collective

behavior). Consequently, the Tirr vanishes when the applied

field is strong enough to flip the overall cluster moments

and destroy the blocking of the interaction behavior.[31–35]

Table 2 shows that the assemblies of Ni(O) nanopar-

ticles possess a larger coercivity and remanence magne-

tization from RT to 2 K compared with the bulk Ni and

the assemblies of Ni(C) nanoparticles. These phenomena

could be explained by the exchange anisotropy interac-

tion and the spin flip behavior near the interface of the

Ni(O) nanoparticles and their oxide layer on the particle

surface.[13] It is also consistent with the studies of the

ordering of the nanocluster magnetic moments in the case

of stronger dipole–dipole interaction that cause aggrega-

tion and subsequent ferromagnetic-like ordering of the

nanoparticles.[34–36] This suggests that this magnetic

phenomenon can be interpreted in terms of ordering of

the ferromagnetic Ni moments in the ferromagnetic

nanocluster glass state below Tirr.
[18,29]

The Assemblies of Fe(C) and
Fe(O) Particle Systems

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of both Fe(C) and Fe(O)

nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. It is

very apparent to reveal that a-Fe (bcc), g-Fe (fcc), and

Fe3C (orthorhombic) nanophases are detected from the

assemblies of Fe(C) nanoparticles; these three phases are

usually found in similarly prepared Fe–C nanocom-

posites.[19] However, dominant a-Fe nanophases and a

small amount of Fe3O4 phases are examined from the

assemblies of Fe(O) nanoparticles. As revealed by high-

resolution images (HRTEM) of Fig. 9a,b and 10a,b, these

Fe(C) nanoparticles (a-Fe, g-Fe, and carbide Fe3C) are

Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of magnetization for the assemblies of Ni(O) nanoparticles at different applied magnetic fields; (a)

100 Oe, (b) 1000 Oe, and (c) 10,000 Oe. (From Ref. [24].)

Table 2 Comparison of saturation magnetization (Ms),

remanent magnetization (Mr), and coercivity (HC) values for

pure Ni nanocrystals coated with NiO oxide and Ni in bulk

T

(K)

Ms

(emu/g)

Mr

(emu/g)

HC

(Oe)

d

(nm)

Ni(O) 300 43.66 16.85 265 24±0.2

Ni(O) 200 45.49 18.02 265 24±0.2

Ni(O) 100 46.01 19.44 372 24±0.2

Ni(O) 50 46.76 20.00 382 24±0.2

Ni(O) 10 46.76 20.52 500 24±0.2

Ni(O) 2 47.18 21.12 547 24±0.2

Bulk Ni 300 55.00 2.70 100 2–3 Am

Source: Ref. [24].
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typically spherical in core-shell shape and completely

encapsulated by the wrapping shell carbon layers, which

thickness is uniform over the surface of each particle. The

size of three core nanocrystals is generally 10 to 15 nm,

and note that each core nanocrystal is tightly covered by

10 to 40 carbon layers rather than a single carbon layer

only.[19,37] Meanwhile, electron diffraction (SAED) pat-

terns of Figs. 9 and 10 further confirm the presence of a-

Fe, g-Fe, and carbide Fe3C nanophases that were covered

with carbon layers. Especially, X-ray diffraction (XRD)

Fig. 8 (a–b) XRD patterns for Fe(C) nanoparticles (a) and Fe(O) nanoparticles (b). (From Ref. [11].)

Fig. 9 (a–b) HRTEM image (a) and SAED patterns (b) for a-

Fe(C) and g-Fe(C) nanoparticles. Note that arrows indicate the

carbon layers. (From Ref. [11].)

Fig. 10 (a–b) HRTEM image (a) and SAED patterns (b) for

Fe3C phases in Fe(C) nanoparticles. Note that arrows indicate

the carbon layers and structure defects. (From Ref. [11].)
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and electron diffraction (SAED) patterns indicate that no

intermediate phases are observed between the wrapping

carbon layers and three core nanocrystals.[12] These

striking structural properties are in well agreement with

our previous work of other carbon-coated transition metal

particles.[12,15,17,24,25]

On the other hand, HRTEM images of Fe(O) nano-

particles in Fig. 11 show that the particles are roughly

spherical with many structure defects and slight dis-

tortion inside the particle’s core. The particle size is

about 15–20 nm. Electron diffraction patterns (SAED)

in Fig. 11 reveal the existence of a-Fe and Fe3O4

nanophases; moreover, additional diffuse SAED line

patterns could be attributed to a few of spinel-type

Fe3O4 oxide that, surrounding on the surface of these

Fe(O) particles, also reflect the presence of structure

defect inside the particles.

Typical Mössbauer spectra and hyperfine fields of the

assemblies of Fe(C) and Fe(O) nanoparticles at room

temperature are shown in Fig. 12a–d. Spectra of Fig. 12a

and c are fitted into the following components: the

three sextets whose magnetic hyperfine field (Hhyp)

values of 335, 271, and 200 kOe are assigned to a-Fe

and two carbide Fe3C nanophases, respectively;[38–40] also,

the singlet near zero velocity with an isomer shift

(IS)=�0.126 mm/sec is assigned to g-Fe. On the other

hand, Fig. 12b and d is decomposed into two phases: the

two external sextets of low intensity with a magnetic field

of 477 and 444 kOe are assigned to the Fe3O4 structure;

the next internal intense sextet with a magnetic field

of 320 kOe is assigned to a-Fe.[41,42] Generally speaking,

Mössbauer spectra results at room temperature are in

well agreement with that of above XRD analysis and

HRTEM observations, which confirm these distinct

Fig. 11 (a–b) HRTEM image (a) and SAED patterns (b) for

Fe(O) nanoparticles. (From Ref. [11].)

Fig. 12 (a–d) Mössbauer spectra and hyperfine field distributions for Fe(C) and Fe(O) nanoparticles. (From Ref. [11].)
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nanophases in both Fe nanoparticles. In addition, the

evidence of modified superparamagnetic absorption peaks

could be observed at room temperature from Fig. 12a.

However, such superparamagnetism can be blocked by

interparticle dipole interactions because of the fact that

the encapsulated particles are in contact with each other,

which suggests that the assemblies of Fe(C) nanoparticles

display modified superparamagnetic relaxation at room

temperature.[39] Whereas, from Fig. 12b, it can be seen

that ferromagnetic properties at room temperature appear

in the assemblies of Fe(O) nanoparticles because of the

increased magnetocrystalline anisotropy that originated

from structure defects and the coupling effects between

ferromagnetic a-Fe core and antiferromagnetic oxide

(Fe3O4) shell layer in each particles.[7,12] As we know,

from the HRTEM images of Fig. 11, these Fe(O)

nanoparticles are combined with the aligned necklace

structure; thus the magnetic moment of these particles

couples with that of adjacent larger particles and becomes

stable under thermal fluctuation. Therefore it should not

be surprising that the assemblies of Fe(O) nanoparticles

display ferromagnetic properties at room temperature.

CONCLUSION

In summary, two types of nickel (Ni) and iron (Fe)

nanoparticles, carbon-coated Ni and Fe nanoparticles

[Ni(C) and Fe(C)], as well as pure fcc Ni and a-Fe nano-

particles that coated with oxide layers [Ni(O) and Fe(O)]

have been successfully synthesized using modified graph-

ite arc-discharge method. High-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HRTEM), electron diffraction

(SAED), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses have been

used to characterize these distinct structural morphologies

of Ni and Fe nanoparticles. The presence of the majority

of carbon-encapsulated fcc Ni and the minority of Ni3C

phases is confirmed in these Ni(C) particles; meanwhile,

the evidence of pure Ni nanocrystal coated with NiO layer

is observed from these Ni(O) particles. On the other hand,

the presence of carbon-encapsulated a-Fe, g-Fe, and Fe3C

phases is also identified in those Fe(C) particles; the

evidence of pure a-Fe surrounded by an Fe oxide layer

composed of Fe3O4 is examined from those Fe(O) particles.

Magnetization measurements [M(T) and M(H) curves]

for the assemblies of Ni nanoparticles indicate that typical

ferromagnetic nanocluster glass behavior (collective be-

havior) has been observed because of stronger ferro-

magnetic dipole–dipole interaction effects among the

assemblies of Ni(O) particles. However, modified super-

paramagnetic properties at T>TB have been found in the

assemblies of Ni(C) particles. The blocking temperature,

TB, is determined to be near 115 K under a certain applied

field. Moreover, a gradual decrease in saturation magne-

tization (Ms) is observed, which is attributed to the

nanocrystalline nature of the encapsulated particles, cou-

pled with possible carbon solution in Ni nanocrystals.

Mössbauer spectra and hyperfine magnetic fields at

room temperature for the assemblies of Fe(C) and Fe(O)

nanoparticles confirm their distinct nanophases that were

detected by XRD analysis and HRTEM observation.

Especially, the assemblies of Fe(O) nanoparticles exhibit

ferromagnetic properties at room temperature because of

the stronger interparticle interaction and bigger magneto-

crystalline anisotropy effects among these Fe(O) nano-

particles. Furthermore, modified superparamagnetic

relaxation is observed in the assemblies of Fe(C) nano-

particles, which is attributed to the nanocrystalline na-

ture of the carbon-coated nanoparticles. As a matter of

fact, it is necessary to perform further studies on magne-

tization measurements and confirm these specific mag-

netic properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale biomaterials, in the form of nanostructures
such as nanofibers and nanoparticles, have been exten-
sively used in biomedical applications such as tissue
engineering and drug delivery. As these nanostructures
are subjected to physical stresses within the body
during application, it is important to ensure that their
structural integrity remains intact and that they do not
fail in vivo. Thus, there is a need to mechanically char-
acterize these nanoscale biomaterials. Here, techniques
for characterizing these nanobiomaterials using tensile
test, nanoscale bend test, and nanoindentation will be
presented and the challenges involved highlighted.
Most of these techniques involve the use of atomic
force microscopy (AFM) or AFM cantilevers as a
means to apply or measure force and displacement in
the nanometer range. The current limitations in the
mechanical characterization of nanoscale biomaterials
and future work required will be briefly mentioned.

BACKGROUND

Biomaterials can be defined as any biological or
man-made materials that are used to construct pros-
thetics or medical devices for implantation in a human
body for the purpose of performing, augmenting, or
replacing a natural function.[1,2] Biomaterials in the
form of nanostructures are often fabricated to mimic
the body’s extracellular matrix in the area of tissue
engineering[3] and/or as drug delivery devices in the
area of pharmaceuticals.[4] These nanostructures
normally come in the form of nanofibers and nano-
particles. When the nanostructures are implanted in
the body, it is essential that they do not buckle, deform
permanently, or fracture when subjected to various
stresses in the human body. Therefore it is important
to obtain the mechanical properties of individual
nanofibers and nanoparticles to ensure that these
nanostructures are able to perform their designated
functions in vivo.

In this article, various mechanical characterization
techniques of these nanostructures will be presented.
These techniques include tensile test, bend test, and

indentation done at the nanoscale for the charac-
terization of nanofibers. Owing to the shape of nano-
particles, only nanoindentation or compression tests
have been performed. The challenges of each technique
and the methods of overcoming them will be men-
tioned in each section. Finally, the current limitations
and future directions will be discussed.

NANOFIBERS

The most common type of nanofibers used for bio-
medical applications are the biodegradable polymeric
nanofibers. These fibers have been used to form tissue
engineering scaffolds for the regeneration of tissues
such as cartilage,[5] blood vessel,[6] and nerve.[7] The
preferred method of fabricating such nanofibers is by
electrospinning as it is simple and able to produce
continuous nanofibers (Fig. 1A).[3] Phase separation
has also been used to produce nanofibers in the form
of a nanofibrous foam (Fig. 1B).[7,8]

Owing to the small size of the nanofibers, conven-
tional testing methods of characterizing larger fibers
cannot be directly applied to nanofibers. The diffi-
culties of testing single nanofibers include preparing
and handling single strand nanofibers, finding force
transducers and actuators with nanoscale and sub-
nanoscale resolutions, and finding a way to observe
the deformation of nanofibers. Although methods for
testing nanoscale materials have been established for
materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs),[9–11] these
methods cannot be easily applied to polymeric nano-
fibers as the tests have to be carried out inside a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) or transmission
electron microscope. Owing to the nonconductive
nature of most polymeric nanofibers, such methods
are not suitable. However, by modifying existing tech-
niques for testing microscale fibers and CNTs, feasible
methods of testing single polymeric nanofibers have
been developed.

Tensile Test

Some challenges unique to tensile tests in addition to
those mentioned in the previous section include sample
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gripping and fiber alignment. Conventional mechanical
gripping methods may not be suitable for nanofibers
owing to the small size of the fibers.[12] Fiber alignment
is necessary as misalignment between fiber axis and
loading direction may result in unwanted bending
moment, which may lead to premature sample

failure.[12] Two methods of performing tensile test of
nanofibers are presented with these factors in mind.

AFM cantilevers have been used for tensile tests of
CNTs within the SEM chamber.[11,13] Although this
method is not suitable for nonconductive samples,
it can be adapted for testing polymeric nanofibers.
Tan et al.[14] performed tensile test of electrospun poly-
ethylene oxide (PEO) nanofibers using a piezo-resistive
AFM cantilever. Aligned electrospun nanofibers were
produced[15] to obtain several aligned fibers across
two parallel strings mounted on a wooden frame.
One end of a selected nanofiber was attached to a
motorized optical microscope stage and the other end
to a piezo-resistive AFM cantilever tip (Fig. 2). The
nanofiber was stretched by moving the microscope
stage in the X-direction and the force was measured
by the cantilever deflection. The stress–strain charac-
teristics of the nanofiber can be obtained from this test.
Although this method is feasible, it is time consuming
and requires practice for successful attachment of
nanofiber to the AFM tip and the microscope stage.

The conventional method of preparing tensile test
samples of microfibers is to mount single fibers onto
a paper or plastic frame with the fiber spanning across
a hole in the frame.[16,17] A similar method of preparing
single nanofibers for tensile test can be done for elec-
trospun nanofibers.[18] Currently, a commercial nano
tensile testing system (Nano Bionix System, MTS,
U.S.A.) has the capability of testing polymeric nano-
fibers of as small as few hundred nanometers.[18,19]

Electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL)[18] and poly
(L-lactic acid) (PLLA)[19] nanofibers have been tested
using this method. Polycaprolactone nanofibers were
electrospun by directly depositing nanofibers across a
cardboard frame (Fig. 3). After mounting the sample
on the nano tensile tester, the cardboard frame was
cut along the discontinuous lines at the two sides of
the frame before the fiber was stretched (Fig. 3). The
stress–strain curves for the PCL fibers at different fiber
diameters are shown in Fig. 4.

The mechanical properties were observed to vary with
fiber diameter owing to the higher ‘‘draw ratio’’ that was
applied during the electrospinning process for fibers with
smaller diameter. Although many samples can be tested

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of
the tensile test of a polyethy-
lene oxide (PEO) nanofiber

using a piezo-resistive AFM
tip. (From Ref.[14].)

Fig. 1 SEM images of biodegradable nanofibers. (A)

Electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers and, (B)
poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) nanofibrous scaffold produced
by phase separation.
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conveniently with this method, observation of the nano-
fibers during the tensile test is difficult as this system does
not provide a suitable observation system to investigate
the deformation and mode of failure.

Bend Test

The AFM is able to apply forces in the nano- and
pico-Newton range and measure deformation in the

subnanometer range. Thus it is a very useful tool for
mechanical testing of nanostructures. The AFM has
been used for three-point bend tests of CNTs[20–22]

by using the AFM tip to apply a point load at the
mid-span of a CNT suspended over a hole or groove.
Three-point bend test of nanofibers such as b-chitin,[23]

PEO,[24] and PLLA[25] can be performed in the same
way as the sample does not need to be conductive.

PLLA nanofibers produced by phase separation will
be used to illustrate three-point bend test of single
nanofibers.[25] The bend test was performed by using
an AFM tip to apply a point load at the mid-span of
a suspended nanofiber over an etched groove on the
silicon wafer (Fig. 5).

The adhesion between the sample and substrate is
usually sufficient for the bend test to be conducted
successfully without slippage at the fixed ends.
Young’s modulus, E, is found from beam bending
theory[26] for a beam with two ends fixed as

E ¼ PL3

192nI
ð1Þ

where P is the maximum force applied, L is the
suspended length, n is the deflection of the beam at

Fig. 3 A single nanofiber sample (not visible) is first
mounted vertically across a cardboard partition or frame.
This cardboard frame is then mounted onto a nano tensile

tester for the nano tensile testing of a single polymer nano-
fiber. (NanoBionix, MTS, U.S.A.). (From Ref.[18].)

Fig. 5 Nanofibers suspended over etched grooves of silicon
wafer. (A) SEM image of poly(L-lactic acid) PLLA nanofi-
bers deposited onto the silicon wafer; (B) AFM contact mode

image of a single nanofiber (300 nm diameter) suspended
over an etched groove; and (C) schematic diagram of a
nanofiber with mid-span deflected by an AFM tip. (From
Ref.[25].)

Fig. 4 Plot of stress vs. strain for electrospun polycapro-
lactone (PCL) ultrafine fibers with varying fiber diameters.
(From Ref.[18].)
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mid-span, and I is the second moment of area of the
beam (where I ¼ pD4/64 and D is the beam diameter).
The method of obtaining n from the force curves
using AFM is shown in Fig. 6. E is found to be
1.0 � 0.2GPa for PLLA nanofibers assuming that
the fibers undergo pure bending.

The nanofiber was assumed to be an elastic string
instead of a rigid elastic beam for the bend test of
electrospun PEO nanofibers[24] as the force curves for
suspended PEO nanofibers were best fitted with a cubic
equation. In this case, the Young’s modulus is given by

E ¼ P

8Aðn=LÞ3
ð2Þ

where A is the cross-sectional area of the fiber. It is
necessary to ensure that there is no indentation made
on the nanofiber by the AFM tip for the bend tests
as this will result in underestimating the Young’s mod-
ulus. This can be done by ensuring that no indentation
is made when applying the same maximum force to
portions of nanofiber on the substrate. This technique
is useful for testing both continuous nanofibers and
nanofibrous networks.

A novel way of performing bend test of single
nanofibers was proposed by Gu et al.[27] Single electro-
spun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers were cut
before attaching one end to an AFM tip with epoxy
(Fig. 7A). The free ends of the nanofibers were bent on
the sharp edge of a silicon substrate (Fig. 7B). The
dimensions of the nanofiber are obtained from SEM
observation without coating the sample. The nanofiber was considered to be an ideal spring over the whole

length and the Young’s modulus is given by

E ¼ 4

3p
� P

x
� L3

r4
ð3Þ

where r is the radius of the nanofiber and P/x is the
product of the spring constant of cantilever and the slope
of the approaching line of the force curve. This method
may not be suitable for fibers that are sensitive to
thermal treatments as the fibers need to be first cooled
in liquid nitrogen before cutting them and then sub-
sequently get heated up by electron beam in the SEM.

Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation of nanofibers is performed by using
an AFM tip to apply a load on the curved or sectioned
surface of the nanofiber, such that the nanofiber
deforms elastically or elastic-plastically. Although the
sample can be prepared for testing by simply deposit-
ing the nanofibers on a hard and flat substrate with
sufficient adhesion between the substrate and the

Fig. 6 Plot of cantilever deflection (D) vs. vertical displacement

of the z-piezo (Z). A reference curve is obtained by measuring
the cantilever deflection over the Z piezo displacement on a
silicon wafer. The loading and unloading curves are obtained

by using the AFM tip to deflect the mid-span of the nanofiber.
The deflection of the fiber, n is the difference between the
loading and the reference curve. (From Ref.[25].) (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 (A) SEM image of a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fiber
attached to a contact mode cantilever and (B) schematic
diagram of a nanofiber with one end attached to AFM
tip and the other end deflected by silicon substrate. (From

Ref.[27].)
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nanofiber, interpretation of nanoindentation results
may vary based on the assumptions used.

Elastic nanoindentation

The elastic modulus of the material is obtained during
elastic nanoindentation, whereby the deformation
of the sample by the AFM tip is recoverable. The
use of AFM for nanoindentation requires careful
consideration of the following factors:

1. The elastic modulus values can be overestimated
if the diameter of the nanofiber is too small
(<200 nm).[28] However, this can be overcome
by using small penetration depths.

2. Actual tip radius and cantilever spring con-
stants usually deviate from the nominal values
provided by the manufacturer.

3. Surface roughness of the nanofiber will result in
the reduction of contact pressure for a given
load,[29] thereby resulting in an underestimated
value of elastic modulus.

4. If nanoindentation is performed on the curve
surface of the nanofiber, the curved surface of
the nanofiber has to be taken into account
especially when the radius of curvature of the
AFM tip and the fiber diameter are of compar-
able size.

5. As the AFM tip is not perpendicular to the
sample surface, slip and friction between the
AFM tip and the sample surfacemay occur during
indentation.[30] However, the nonperpendicular
load factor is not significant.[31]

6. In a high-humidity environment (>70% relative
humidity), the effects of adhesion owing to
capillary effect of water condensation between
tip and sample can be significant.[32]

AFM was used to perform nanoindentation of
electrospun PAN nanofibers.[33,34] It was assumed that
the indentation depth was of comparable size to the
AFM tip, and the tip radius (5 nm) was small com-
pared to nanofiber diameter (50–500 nm) such that
the nanofiber curvature can be ignored. The reduced
modulus is given by

P

d
¼ 2

ffiffiffiffi
A

p

r
Er ð4Þ

where P is the normal force, d is the indentation depth,
A is the contact area, and Er is the reduced modulus,
which is given by

1

Er
¼ 1 � n2

E
þ 1 � n2i

Ei
ð5Þ

where E and n are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio, respectively, for the sample and Ei and ni are the
same quantities for the AFM tips. As the AFM tip is
much stiffer than polymeric samples (Ei � E), the last
term in Eq. (5) is assumed to be zero.

A different assumption was used for the nano-
indentation of PLLA nanofibers produced by the
phase separation method.[35] Hertz’s theory of normal
contact of elastic solids was used to analyze the force-
indentation data.[36] The nanofiber was assumed to be
a cylinder and the AFM tip a sphere. The reduced
modulus, Er, is given by

Er ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9P2

16Red
3

s
ð6Þ

where P is the force applied, d is the indentation depth,
and Re is the equivalent radius for a spherical indenter
in contact with an infinitely long cylinder. Re is given by

Re ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
tRf

Rt þ Rf

s
ð7Þ

where Rt is the AFM tip radius and Rf is the radius of
the nanofiber. The elastic modulus of the nanofiber
was then calculated assuming that n is 0.33.[37]

The root mean square (RMS) roughness[29]

(Rq ¼ 1.1 � 0.6 nm) was taken from the AFM image
of the nanofiber surface and used to determine the cor-
rection required for the calculated modulus values. The
elastic modulus of PLLA nanofiber was found to be
0.7 � 0.2GPa for fibers with diameter >250 nm.
Higher values were obtained for fibers with smaller
diameter owing to the effect of the underlying sub-
strate. To determine if the effect of surface roughness
on the calculated elastic modulus was significant, a
nondimensional parameter, a, has to be determined
where

a ¼ ss
16ReE

2
r

9P2

� �1=3

ð8Þ

and ss is the RMS roughness. The Hertz’s theory for
smooth surfaces can be used with a few percentage of
error if the parameter a is less than 0.05.[29] Because
a for this study was calculated to be 0.28, correction
has to be made to the elastic modulus values. A second
nondimensional parameter, m, defined by Greenwood
and Tripp[38] is given by

m ¼ 8

3
Zsssð2R=ksÞ

1=2 ð9Þ

where Zs is the asperity density and ks is the
mean curvature of the summits of the asperities.
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Greenwood and Tripp obtained a range of m between
4 and 17, which encompass a wide range of practical
rough surfaces. The two parameters, a and m, are then
used to determine the correction required. The ratio
of effective contact radius a� (experimental) to the
Hertz radius a0 (theoretical) are influenced by the sur-
face roughness as shown in Fig. 8. For a ¼ 0.28 and
4 < m < 17, the ratio of a�/a0 is between 1.14 and
1.18. As E is proportional to 1/a3, the elastic modulus
after roughness correction was found to be approxi-
mately 1 GPa. This result after roughness correction
for the PLLA nanofibers agrees well with that of
the three-point bend test.[25]

Elastic–plastic nanoindentation

The elastic modulus can also be obtained from elastic–
plastic nanoindentation. However, this type of nano-
indentation is not suitable for very thin sections or very
small fibers owing to the larger penetration depth.
Typically, the elastic modulus from elastic–plastic
indentation is obtained from the slope of the initial
portion of the unloading curve (S), which has been
fitted by a power-law relation. This was first for-
mulated by Oliver and Pharr[39] as shown in Eq. (10)

S ¼ 2b

ffiffiffiffi
A

p

r
Er ð10Þ

where b is a constant that depends on the geometry of
the indenter and A is the projected area of the indent.
This model assumes that the nanofiber diameter is
much larger than the AFM tip.

Elastic–plastic nanoindentation has been performed
on electrospun silk nanofibers.[40] The uncertainties
of cantilever stiffness and tip geometry of the AFM
tip make it difficult to determine the exact value of
modulus from Eq. (10). This problem was overcome
by first making an indent on epoxy, which has a known

value of elastic modulus (E1). The contact radius of
the plastic indent (r1) and slope of unloading curve at
maximum load for epoxy (S1) were then obtained.
Another indent is made with the same loading force
on the nanofiber using the same tip. The contact radius
of the plastic indent (r2) and slope of unloading curve
at maximum load for the nanofiber (S2) were obtained.
All these values are substituted into Eq. (11) to
calculate the modulus of the nanofiber (E2).

S1

S2
¼ r1E1

r2E2
ð11Þ

Viscoelastic creep may be significant for polymeric
samples, which results in overestimation of modulus
values. This is owing to the increase in the initial slopes
of the unloading curves.[41]

NANOPARTICLES

Nanoparticles such as polymeric and ceramic nano-
particles, polymeric micelles, liposomes, and dendrimers
have been used as drug delivery devices.[42] An example
of nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 9. Most nanoparticles
used for drug delivery are in the form of nanocapsules
or vesicles in which the drug is confined to a cavity
surrounded by a membrane. Fabrication methods
include microemulsification, supercritical fluids, aero-
sols, and reactive precipitation.[44] Owing to the size
and geometry of nanoparticles, nanoindentation or
compression using the AFM is the most suitable
technique for probing the mechanical properties of
single nanoparticles. Although other techniques such
as micropipette aspiration have been used[45,46] to
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Fig. 8 Influence of the surface roughness on the effective
contact radius a� compared with the Hertz radius a0.
(Adapted from Ref.[29].)

Fig. 9 SEM image of paclitaxel-loaded vitamin E D-a-
tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (TPGS)
emulsified poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) nanoparticles
(bar ¼ 1 mm). (From Ref.[43].)
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characterize microparticles, it cannot be easily applied to
nanoparticles as it is challenging to fabricate pipettes
with nano-sized openings. Mechanical properties such
as elastic modulus, bending modulus, and buckling
instability can be obtained from the AFM studies.

Hertz’s theory of normal contact of elastic solids
has been used to obtain the elastic modulus of egg yolk
phosphatidylcholine (EggPC) liposome in the form of
vesicles.[47–49] The size of the vesicles range from 40
to 70 nm in diameter. The aim of these studies was to
investigate effects of modification on the stability and
rigidity of the vesicles. The elastic modulus of the
vesicles were found using Eq. (6). After substituting
the relevant parameters for the reduced modulus Er,
the force applied P, and the equivalent radius for a
spherical indenter in contact with a spherical object
Re, the indentation depth d is given by

d ¼ 0:825
k2ðRtip þ RvesÞð1 � n2vesÞ

2

E2
vesRtipRves

" #1=3

� ðd � d0Þ2=3 ð12Þ

where Eves is the elastic modulus of the vesicle, Rtip and
Rves are the radius of the tip and vesicle, respectively,
nves is the Poisson’s ratio of the vesicle, k is the canti-
lever spring constant, d is the deflection of the AFM
tip, and d0 is the noncontact deflection. The bending
modulus of the vesicle kc is deduced from the elastic
modulus as

kc ¼
Evesh

3

12ð1 � n2vesÞ
ð13Þ

where h is the bilayer thickness.
Owing to the small size of the vesicles, the force

curves have to be interpreted carefully. Fig. 10 shows
a typical force curve on a cholesterol-containing
EggPC liposome.[48] Region I represents the non-
contact region whereby the tip is far away from vesicle
and the force between the tip and the vesicle is zero.
Region II shows the elastic deformation of the vesicle
under tip compression, which can be used to calculate
the elastic properties. Region III corresponds to
further tip compression after the tip penetrates the
top bilayer of the vesicle. Region IV reflects the
cantilever deflection when it is in contact with the hard
mica substrate after penetrating through the vesicle’s
bottom bilayer. As mentioned in the section ‘‘Elastic
Nanoindentation,’’ elastic nanoindentation of thin
samples requires the penetration depth to be shallow
to avoid the influence of the hard substrate on the
mechanical properties obtained. Therefore only data
obtained in region II was used to deduce the elastic
properties. It was found that addition of cholesterol[48]

or Pluronic�[49] copolymer resulted in a significant
increase in bending modulus of EggPC vesicles. This
increases the viability of this liposome as a drug carrier.

Mechanical properties of polyelectrolyte-multilayer
capsules were studied using AFM in a similar man-
ner.[50,51] These capsules consist of alternating layers
of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) and poly(allylamine
hydrochloride). Although these particles are micro-
scale in size, nanoscale particles can be fabricated using

Fig. 11 Typical force–deformation curve of a 20mm diameter
capsule. Loading and unloading curves are shown in black and
gray, respectively. Inset pictures are 11.4mm � 11.4mm.

Reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) images
were taken at different intervals during the experiment that
can be separated in three parts: A) small-deformation regime;

B) large deformations with an increase in contact area; and
C) buckling of capsule with an increase in contact area. The
fringes inside the contact area show the buckling of the capsule
(Box 4). (From Ref.[50].)

Fig. 10 Force curve on an egg yolk phosphatidylcholine
(EggPC)/cholesterol liposome. (From Ref.[48].)
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the same layer-by-layer method.[51] Therefore, this
characterization technique can be applied for smaller
particles. The indentation experiments were carried
out with a micro-sized glass bead attached to the end
of an AFM cantilever and under an inverted micro-
scope operating in reflection interference contrast
microscopy (RICM). The buckling behavior of the
capsules could be observed under the microscope.
The particles were assumed to be shells of radius R,
of thickness h, and were made of an isotropic elastic
material with Young’s modulus E given by

E ¼ SR=Ah2 ð14Þ

where S is the slope of the force–displacement curve
and A is a numerical prefactor around 0.6. The onset
of buckling instability could be observed from both
force curves of the AFM and from RICM (Fig. 11).

CONCLUSIONS

Developing techniques for mechanical characterization
of nanoscale biomaterials is essential for the design of
the materials that match the in vivo requirement. The
range of techniques presented here for nanofibers and
nanoparticles are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen
that most techniques involve the use of AFM or AFM
cantilevers for imaging and/or force measurement.
The main advantage of the characterization methods
presented is in most cases, direct manipulation of
single nanofiber or nanoparticle is minimal, thus allow-
ing nanomechanical characterization to be performed
easily. Tensile test, bend test, and nanoindentation
are used to characterize the mechanical properties of

nanofibers. Only nanoindentation has been used to
characterize nanoparticles.

Although nanostructured materials can be charac-
terized using various methods, an effective mode of
observing deformation is yet to be found. Most of
the measurements also did not take into account the
viscoelastic nature of the polymers used. In some
techniques such as tensile test and bend test, it is
difficult to perform the test in in vivo conditions as
only dry samples can be tested conveniently. Therefore,
future work would involve developing devices or
methods of observing the deformation behavior of
the various nanostructures and means of performing
dynamic material characterization. A means of charac-
terizing the nanostructures in in vivo conditions is
required. It would also be interesting to determine
the actual mechanism of deformation and failure of
nanofibers or nanoparticles in relation to their nano
and molecular structures.
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INTRODUCTION

Because of the high size and structure selectivity of

nanomaterials, their physical properties could be quite

diverse, depending on their atomic-scale structure, size,

and chemistry.[1] To maintain and utilize the basic and

technological advantages offered by the size specificity

and selectivity of the nanomaterials, there are three key

challenges that we need to overcome for the future tech-

nological applications of nanomaterials. First, synthesis

of size, morphology and structurally controlled nanoma-

terials, which are likely to have the precisely designed

and controlled properties. Secondly, novel techniques for

characterizing the properties of individual nanostructures

and their collective properties.[2] This is essential for

understanding the characteristics of the nanostructures.

Finally, integration of nanomaterials with the existing

technology is the most important step for their applications,

especially in nanoscale electronics and optoelectronics.

Characterizing the mechanical properties of individual

nanotubes/nanowires/nanobelt [called one-dimensional (1-

D) nanostructure] is a challenge to many existing testing

and measuring techniques because of the following

constrains. First, the size (diameter and length) is rather

small, prohibiting the applications of the well-established

testing techniques. Tensile and creep testing require that

the size of the sample be sufficiently large to be clamped

rigidly by the sample holder without sliding. This is im-

possible for 1-D nanomaterials using conventional means.

Secondly, the small size of the nanostructure makes their

manipulation rather difficult, and specialized techniques

are needed for picking up and installing individual

nanostructure. Therefore new methods and methodologies

must be developed to quantify the properties of individual

nanostructure. The objective of this chapter is to introduce

the theory and techniques that have developed for char-

acterizing the mechanical properties of individual nano-

tubes/nanowires/nanobelt using in situ transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM).

DYNAMIC BENDING MODULUS BY
ELECTRIC FIELD-INDUCED
MECHANICAL RESONANCE

The main challenge for characterizing the mechanical

behavior of a single nanostructure is its ultrasmall size that

prohibits the application of conventional techniques. We

first have to see the nanostructure and then measure its

properties. TEM is a powerful tool for characterizing the

atomic-scale structures of solid materials. A modern TEM

is a versatile machine that not only can provide a real

space resolution better than 0.2 nm but also can give a

quantitative chemical and electronic analysis from a

region as small as 1 nm. It is feasible to receive a full

structure characterization from TEM. A powerful and

unique approach could be developed if we can integrate

the structural information of a nanostructure provided by

TEM with the properties measured in situ from the same

nanostructure.[3–5] This is a powerful technique that not

only can provide the properties of an individual nanotube

but also can give the structure of the nanotube through

electron imaging and diffraction, providing an ideal

technique for understanding the property–structure rela-

tionship. The objective of this section is to introduce this

technique and its applications.

Experimental Method

To carry out the property measurement of a 1-D

nanostructure, a specimen holder for a TEM was built

for applying a voltage across a 1-D nanostructure and its

counter electrode (Fig. 1).[4,6] In the area that is loading

specimen in conventional TEM, an electromechanical

system is built that allows not only the lateral movement

of the tip, but also applying a voltage across the 1-D

nanostructure with the counter electrode. This setup is

similar to the integration of scanning probe technique with

TEM. The static and dynamic properties of the 1-D

nanostructures can be obtained by applying a controllable

static and alternating electric field. The microstructure of

the measured object can be fully characterized by electron

imaging, diffraction, and chemical analysis techniques.

The 1-D nanostructure to be used for property

measurements is directly imaged under TEM (Fig. 2),

and electron diffraction patterns and images can be

recorded from the 1-D nanostructure. The information

provided by TEM directly reveals both the surface and the

intrinsic structure of the 1-D nanostructure. This is a

unique advantage over the SPM techniques. The distance

from the 1-D nanostructure to the counter electrode is

controllable. The typical dimensions of the 1-D nano-

structures are 5–100 nm in diameter/width and lengths of
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1–20 mm. The counter electrode is typically an Au ball of

diameter �0.25 mm.

The Fundamental Resonance
Frequency and Nonlinear Effect

Our first measurements were carried out for multiwalled

carbon nanotubes produced by an arc-discharge technique.

Because of the sharp needle shape of a carbon nanotube,

it can be charged by an externally applied voltage; the

induced charge is distributed mostly at the tip of the

carbon nanotube and the electrostatic force results in

the deflection of the nanotube. Alternatively, if an applied

voltage is an alternating voltage, the charge on the tip of

the nanotube is also oscillating, so is the force. If the

applied frequency matches the natural resonance frequen-

cy of the nanotube, mechanical resonance is induced. By

tuning the applied frequency, the first and the second

harmonic resonances can be observed (Fig. 3). The

analysis of the information provided by the resonance

experiments relies on the theoretical model for the system.

The most established theory for modeling mechanical

systems is the continuous elasticity theory, which is valid

for large-size objects. For atomic scale mechanics, we

may have to rely on molecular dynamics. The diameter

of the nanotube is between the continuous model and

the atomistic model; thus we need to examine the valid-

ity of applying the classical elasticity theory for the

data analysis.

We have compared the following three characteristics

between the results predicted by the elasticity theory and

the experimental results shown in Fig. 3. First, the theo-

retical node for the second harmonic resonance occurs at

0.8L, and the experiment showed �0.76L. Secondly, the

frequency ratio between the second to the first mode is

n2/n2 = 6.27 theoretically, while the observed one is n2/

n2 = 5.7. The agreement is reasonably well if one looks

into the assumptions made in the theoretical model: the

nanotube is a uniform and homogeneous beam, and the

Fig. 2 TEM image showing one-dimensional nanostructures at

the end of the electrode and the other counter electrode. A con-

stant or alternating voltage can be applied to the two electrodes

to induce electrostatic deflection or mechanical resonance.

Fig. 1 A transmission electron microscope and a schematic diagram of a specimen holder for in situ measurements. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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root of the clamping side is rigid. The latter, however, may

not be realistic in practical experiment. Finally, the shape

of the nanotube during resonance has been compared

quantitatively with the shape calculated by the elasticity

theory, and the agreement is excellent. Therefore we can

still use the elasticity theory for the data analysis.

If the nanotube is approximated as a uniform solid bar

with one end fixed on a substrate, from classical elasticity

theory, the resonance frequency is given by[7]

ni ¼
b2

i

8p
1

L2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðD2 þ D2

i ÞEB

r

s
ð1Þ

where D is the tube outer diameter, Di the inner diameter,

L the length, r the density, and Eb the bending modulus. It

must be pointed out that the bending modulus is different

from Young’s modulus, because bending modulus de-

pends on the geometrical shape of the object. The reso-

nance frequency is nanotube selective and it is a specific

value of a nanotube.

The correlation between the applied frequency and the

resonance frequency of the nanotube is not trivial. From

Fig. 2 we know that there are some electrostatic charges

built on the tip of the carbon nanotube. With consideration

of the difference between the surface work functions

between the carbon nanotube and the counter electrode

(Au), a static charge exists even when the applied volt-

age is withdrawn. Therefore under an applied field the

induced charge on the carbon nanotube can be repre-

sented by Q = Qo+aVocosot, where Qo represents the

charge on the tip to balance the difference in surface

work functions, a is a geometrical factor, and Vo is the

amplitude of the applied voltage. The force acting on the

carbon nanotube is

F ¼ bðQo þ aVo cosotÞVo cosot

¼ abV2
o=2 þ bQoVo cosot þ abV2

o=2 cos 2ot ð2Þ

where b is a proportional constant. Thus resonance can be

induced at o and 2o at vibration amplitudes proportional

to Vo and Vo
2, respectively. The former is a linear term in

which the resonance frequency equals to the applied

frequency, while the latter is a nonlinear term and the

resonance frequency is twice of the applied frequency. In

practical experiments, the linear and nonlinear terms can

be distinguished by observing the dependence of the

vibration amplitude on the magnitude of the voltage Vo.

This is an important process to ensure the detection of the

linear term.

Another factor that one needs to consider is to iden-

tify the true fundamental resonance frequency. From

Eq. 1, the frequency ratio between the first two modes

is 6.27. In practice, if resonance occurs at o, resonance

could occur also at 2o, which is the double harmonic.

To identify the fundamental frequency, one needs to

examine the resonance at a frequency that is half or close

to half of the observed resonance frequency; if no reso-

nance occurs, the observed frequency is the true funda-

mental frequency.

The diameters of the tube can be directly determined

from TEM images at a high accuracy. The determination

Fig. 3 A selected carbon nanotube at (a) stationary, (b) the first

harmonic resonance (n1 = 1.21 MHz), and (c) the second har-

monic resonance (n2 = 5.06 MHz). (d) The traces of a uniform

one-end fixed elastic beam at the first two resonance modes, as

predicted by the continuous elasticity theory.
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of length has to consider the 2-D projection effect of the

tube. It is essential to tilt the tube and to catch its

maximum length in TEM, which is likely to be the true

length. This requires a TEM that gives a tilting angle as

large as ±60�. Also, the operation voltage of the TEM is

important to minimize radiation damage. The 100-kV

TEM used in our experiments showed almost no detect-

able damage to a carbon nanotube, while a 200-kV

electron could quickly damage a nanotube. The threshold

for radiation damage of carbon nanotubes is �150 kV.

To trace the sensitivity of resonance frequency on

beam illumination and radiation damage at 100 kV, a

carbon nanotube was resonanced for more than 30 min.

The resonance frequency showed an increase of �1.4%

over the entire period of experiment, but no dependence

on the electron dose was found. The FWHM for the

resonance peak was measured to be Dn/n = 0.6% in a

vacuum of 10�4–10�5 Torr. A slight increase in the

resonance frequency could be related to the change of

carbon structure under the electron beam, but such an

effect has a negligible effect on the measurement of the

bending modulus.

The Young’s modulus is a quantity that is defined

to characterize the interatomic interaction force, and it

is the double differential of the bonding energy curve

between the two atoms. The ideal case is that it is an

intrinsic property at the atomic level and is independent

of the sample geometry. For the nanotube case, the bend-

ing of a nanotube is determined not only by the Young’s

modulus, but also by the geometrical shape of the nano-

tube, such as the wall thickness and tube diameter. What

we have measured by the in situ TEM experiments is the

bending modulus. Fig. 4 shows a group of experimentally

measured bending modulus of multiwalled carbon nano-

tubes. It is apparent that the smaller-size nanotubes have

a bending modulus approaching the Young’s modulus,

while the modulus for the larger-size ones is much

smaller. This size-dependent property is related to the

elastic deformation of the carbon nanotubes.

To explore the intrinsic meaning of the measured Dn/n1

value, we consider a 1-D harmonic oscillator with an

intrinsic resonance frequency n1. If a viscosity (or friction)

force is acting on the particle and the force is proportional

to the instantaneous speed of the particle, the damping of

the vibration amplitude is given by exp(� t/t0), where t0 is

the life decay constant of the oscillator. This decay

constant is related to Dn/n1 by Dn/n1�1 by

t0 ¼ ½ðDn=n1Þpn1=1:732	�1 ð3Þ

For Dn/n1 = 0.65%, n1 = 1.0 MHz, the lifetime is t0 = 85

msec. From the definition of t0, the viscosity/friction

coefficient Z = 2M/t0, where M is the mass of the particle;

thus the time decay constant depends mainly on the

viscosity coefficient of the nanotube in vacuum (10�4

Torr) under which the measurement was made, and it

is almost independent of the intrinsic structure of the

carbon nanotube. This agrees with our experimental ob-

servation and Eq. 1 can also be used to explain the larger

value of Dn/n1 obtained in air than that in vacuum given

that the atmosphere should have a higher viscosity

(friction) coefficient.

Theoretical investigation by Liu et al.[8] suggests that

the Eq. 1 used for the analysis is based on the linear

analysis, which is valid for a small amplitude of vibration;

for large vibration amplitude, the nonlinear analysis may

have to be used. Based on the nonlinear elasticity theory,

they have successfully explained the rippling effect

observed experimentally by Wang et al.[4] In practical

experiments, the resonance frequency shows no drift as

the vibration increases to as large as 30�, suggesting that

the frequency measured can still be quantified using the

linear analysis.

BENDING MODULUS OF
COMPOSITE NANOWIRES

The technique demonstrated for carbon nanotubes applies

to any nanowire shape object regardless of its conductiv-

ity.[9] Here we use composite silicon carbide–silica

nanowires synthesized by a solid–vapor process as an

example. The as-synthesized materials are grouped into

three basic nanowire structures: pure SiOx nanowires,

coaxially SiOx sheathed b-SiC nanowires, and biaxial b-

SiC–SiOx nanowires. Fig. 5 depicts the TEM images of

the nanowires and their cross-section images, showing the

coaxial and biaxial structures. The nanowires are uniform

with a diameter of 50–80 nm, and a length that can be as

Fig. 4 Bending modulus of the multiwalled carbon nanotube

produced by arc-discharge as a function of the outer diameter of the

nanotube. The inner diameter of the nanotubes is �5 nm, inde-

pendent of the outer diameter. The FWHM of the resonance peak

is inserted. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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long as 100 mm. The coaxial SiC–SiOx nanowires have

been extensively studied and have a h111i growth

direction with a high density of twins and stacking faults

perpendicular to the growth direction.

For a beam with one end hinged and the other free, the

resonance frequency is given by:[7]

n0 ¼ ðb2=2pÞðEI=mÞ1=2=L2 ð4Þ

where no is the fundamental resonance frequency,

b = 1.875, EI is the flexural rigidity (or bending stiffness),

E is the Young’s modulus, I is the moment of inertia about

a particular axis of the rod, L is the length of the beam, and

m is its mass per unit length. For a uniform solid beam

with a coaxial cable structured nanowire whose core

material density is rc and diameter is Dc and a sheath

material density that is rs with outer diameter Ds, the

average density of the nanowire is given by

re ¼ rcðD2
c=D2

s Þ þ rsð1 � D2
c=D2

s Þ ð5Þ

The effective Young’s modulus of the composite nano-

wire, Eeff, is

Eeff ¼ re½8pf0L2=b2Ds	2 ð6Þ

The bending modulus for the coaxial cable structured

SiC–SiOx nanowires results in combination from SiC and

SiOx, where the contribution from the sheath layer of SiOx

is more than that from the SiC core because of its larger

flexural rigidity (or bending stiffness). The bending

modulus increases as the diameter of the nanowire

increases (Table 1), consistent with the theoretically

expected values of Eeff = aESiC +(1�a)ESilica, where

a = (Dc/Ds)
4. The data match well to the calculated values

for larger diameter nanowires.

From the cross-sectional TEM image of a biaxially

structured nanowire, the outermost contour of the cross

section of the nanowire can be approximated to be

elliptical. Thus the effective Young’s modulus of the

nanowire can be calculated using Eq. 6 with the

introduction of an effective moment of inertia and density.

For an elliptical cross section of half long-axis a and

half short-axis b, the moments of inertia are Ix = pab3/4,

and Iy = pba3/4, where a and b can be calculated from

the widths of the composite nanowire. With considera-

tion of the equal probability of resonance with respect

to the x and y axes, the effective moment of inertia

introduced in the calculation is taken to be approximately

I = (Ix+ Iy)/2, and the density per unit length is meff =

Table 1 Measured Young’s modulus of coaxial cable structured SiC–SiOx nanowires (SiC is the core, and silica is the sheath)

(rSilica = 2.2�103 kg/m3; rSiC = 3.2�103 kg/m3). The Young’s modulii of the bulk materials are ESiC = 466 GPa and ESilica = 73 GPa

Ds (nm)

(±2 nm)

Dc (nm)

(±1 nm)

L (mmm)

(±0.2 mmm) fo (MHz)

Eeff (GPa)

experimental

Eeff (GPa)

theoretical

51 12.5 6.8 0.693 46±9.0 73

74 26 7.3 0.953 56±9.2 78

83 33 7.2 1.044 52±8.2 82

132 48 13.5 0.588 78±7.0 79

190 105 19.0 0.419 81±5.1 109

Fig. 5 (a,b) TEM images of the coaxial and biaxial structured

SiC–SiOx nanowires, and (c,d) the cross-sectional TEM

images, respectively.
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ASiCrSiC+ASilicarSilica, where ASiC and ASilica are the cross

sectional areas of the SiC and SiOx sides, respectively.

The experimentally measured Young’s modulus is given

in Table 2.

BENDING MODULUS OF OXIDE NANOBELTS

Nanobelts—Structurally
Controlled Nanowires

In the literature, there are a few names being used for

describing 1-D elongated structures, such as nanorod,

nanowire, nanoribbon, nanofiber, and nanobelts. When we

named the nanostructures to be ‘‘nanobelts,’’[10] we mean

that the nanostructure has specific growth direction, the

top/bottom surfaces and side surfaces are well-defined

crystallographic facets. The requirements for nanowires

are less restrictive than for nanobelts because a wire has a

specific growth direction, but its side surfaces may not be

well defined, and its cross section may not be uniform nor

have a specific shape. Therefore, we believe that nano-

belts are more structurally controlled objects than

nanowires, or simply a nanobelt is a nanowire that has

well-defined side surfaces. It is well known that the

physical property of a carbon nanotube is determined by

the helical angle at which the graphite layer was rolled up.

It is expected that, for thin nanobelts and nanowires, their

physical and chemical properties will depend on the

nature of the side surfaces.

The most typical nanobelt is ZnO (Fig. 6a), which has a

distinct cross section from the nanotubes or nanowires.[10]

Each nanobelt has a uniform width along its entire length,

and the typical widths of the nanobelts are in the range

of 50 to 300 nm. A ripple-like contrast appearing in the

TEM image is due to the strain resulting from the bending

of the belt. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and electron

diffraction studies show that the ZnO nanobelts are

structurally uniform, single crystalline, and dislocation

free (Fig. 6b).

There are a few kinds of nanobelts that have been

reported in the literature. Table 3 summarizes the nanobelt

structures of function oxides.[10–14] Each type of nano-

belts is defined by its crystallographic structure, the

growth direction, top surfaces, and side surfaces. Some

of the materials can grow along two directions, but they

can be controlled experimentally. Although these mate-

rials belong to different crystallographic families, they

do have a common faceted structure, which is the nano-

belt structure. In addition, nanobelts of Cu(OH)2,[15]

MoO3,[16,17] MgO,[18,19] and CuO.[20]

Table 2 Measured Young’s modulus of biaxially structured SiC–SiOx nanowires. Dwire and DSiC are

the widths across the entire nanowire and across the SiC subnanowire, respectively

Dwire (nm)

(±2 nm)

DSiC (nm)

(±1 nm)

L (Mm)

(±0.2 Mm) fo (MHz)

Eeff (GPa)

experimental

58 24 4.3 1.833 54±24.1

70 36 7.9 0.629 53±8.4

83 41 4.3 2.707 61±13.8

92 47 5.7 1.750 64±14.3

Fig. 6 (a) TEM image of ZnO nanobelts synthesized by a solid–vapor phase technique. (b) High-resolution TEM image of a ZnO

nanobelt with incident electron beam direction along ½2�1�10	. The nanobelt grows along [0001], with top/bottom surfaces ð2�1�10Þ and side

surfaces ð01�10Þ.
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Dual-Mode Resonance of Nanobelts

Because of the mirror symmetry and rectangular cross

section of the nanobelt (Fig. 7a), there are two distinct

fundamental resonance frequencies corresponding to the

vibration in the thickness and width directions, which are

given from the classical elasticity theory as.[21]

nx ¼
b2

1T

4pL2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3r

s
ð7Þ

ny ¼
b2

1W

4pL2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ey

3r

s
ð8Þ

where b1 = 1.875; Ex and Ey are the bending modulus

if the vibration is along the x axis (thickness direction)

and y direction (width direction), respectively; r is the

density, L is the length, W is the width, and T is the

thickness of the nanobelt. The two modes are decoupled

and they can be observed separately in experiments.

Changing the frequency of the applied voltage, we

found two fundamental frequencies in two orthogonal

directions transverse to the nanobelt.[21] Fig. 7c and d

shows the harmonic resonance with the vibration planes

nearly perpendicular and parallel to the viewing direction,

respectively. For calculating the bending modulus, it is

critical to accurately measure the fundamental resonance

frequency (n1) and the dimensional sizes (L, and T and W )

of the investigated ZnO nanobelts. To determine n1, we

have checked the stability of the resonance frequency to

ensure that one end of the nanobelt is tightly fixed, and the

resonant excitation has been carefully checked around the

half value of the resonance frequency.

Fig. 7 A selected ZnO nanobelt at (a,b) stationary, (c) the first harmonic resonance in the x direction, nx1 =622 kHz, and (d) the first

harmonic resonance in the y direction, ny1 =691 kHz. (e) An enlarged image of the nanobelt and its electron diffraction pattern (inset).

The projected shape of the nanobelt is apparent. (f) The FWHM of the resonance peak measured from another ZnO nanobelt. The

resonance occurs at 230.9 kHz.

Table 3 Crystallographic geometry of functional oxide nanobelts

Nanobelt Crystal structure Growth direction Top surface Side surface

ZnO Wurtzite [0001] or ½01�10	 ±ð2�1�10Þ or ±ð2�1�10Þ ±ð01�10Þ or ±(0001)

Ga2O3 Monoclinic [001] or [010] ±(100) or ±(100) ±(010) or ±ð10�1Þ
t-SnO2 Rutile [101] ±ð10�1Þ ±(010)

o-SnO2 wire Orthorhombic [010] ±(100) ±(001)

In2O3 C-Rare earth [001] ±(100) ±(010)

CdO NaCl [001] ±(100) ±(010)

PbO2 Rutile [010] ±(201) ±ð10�1Þ
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ZnO nanobelts can be used as a force sensor. Fig. 8a

shows a selected ZnO nanobelt with a hooked end, which

is equivalent to a cantilever with an integrated tip. Be-

cause of the two transverse vibration modes of the

nanobelt, resonance along two orthogonal directions has

been observed (Fig. 8b and c). The two resonance modes

just correspond to the two modes of the tip operation

when the nanobelt-base cantilever is used as a force

sensor: one is the tapping mode and the other is the

noncontact mode. Thus the force sensor fabricated using

the ZnO nanobelts is versatile for applications on hard and

soft surfaces.

Bending Modulus of Nanobelt

The geometrical parameters are the key for derivation of

the mechanical property from the measured resonance

frequencies. The specimen holder is rotated about its axis

so that the nanobelt is aligned perpendicular to the

electron beam; thus the real length (L) of the nanobelt can

be obtained. The normal direction of the wide facet of the

nanobelt could be firstly determined by electron diffrac-

tion pattern, which was ½2�1�10	 for the ZnO nanobelt. Then

the nanobelt was tilted from its normal direction by

rotating the specimen holder, and the tilting direction and

angle were determined by the corresponding electron

diffraction pattern. As shown in the inset of Fig. 7e, the

electron beam direction is ½1�100	. The angle between

½1�100	 and ½2�1�10	 is 30�, i.e., the normal direction of the

wide facet of this nanobelt is 30� tilted from the direction

of the electron beam. Using the projected dimension

measured from the TEM image (Fig. 7e), the geometrical

parameters of this nanobelt are determined to be W = 28

nm and T = 19 nm. Based on the experimentally measured

data, the bending modulus of the ZnO nanobelts is

calculated using Eqs. 7 and 8. The experimental results are

summarized in Table 4.[21] The bending modulus of the

ZnO nanobelts was �52 GPa. This value represents the

modulus that includes the scaling effect and geometrical

shape, and it cannot be directly compared to the Young’s

modulus of ZnO (c33 = 210 GPa, c13 = 104 GPa),[22]

because the shape of the nanobelt and the anisotropic

structure of ZnO are convoluted in the measurement. The

bending modulus measured by the resonance technique,

however, has excellent agreement with the elastic modu-

lus measured by nanoindentation for the same type of

nanobelts.[23]

Although nanobelts of different sizes may have a slight

difference in bending modulus, there is no obvious

difference if the calculation was done using either Eq. 7

or Eq. 8. The ratio of two fundamental frequencies ny1/

nx1 is consistent with the aspect ratio W/T, as expected

from Eqs. 7 and 8, because there is no significant dif-

ference between Ex and Ey.

The resonance technique demonstrated here is very

sensitive to the structure of a nanowire. Fig. 9a and b

shows a silicon nanowire that has a Au tip, but the Au

Fig. 8 A selected ZnO nanobelt with a hooked end at (a)

stationary, (b) resonance at 731 kHz in the plane almost parallel

to the viewing direction, and (c) resonance at 474 kHz in the

place closely perpendicular to the viewing direction.

Table 4 Bending modulus of the ZnO nanobelts. Ex and Ey represents the bending modulus corresponding to the resonance along the

thickness and width directions, respectively

Nanobelt

Length

L (mmm)

(±0.05)

Width

W (nm) (±1)

Thickness

T (nm) (±1)

Fundamental frequency (kHz)

Bending modulus

(GPa)

W/T nnx1 nny1 nny1/nnx1 Ex Ey

1 8.25 55 33 1.7 232 373 1.6 46.6±0.6 50.1±0.6

2 4.73 28 19 1.5 396 576 1.4 44.3±1.3 45.5±2.9

3 4.07 31 20 1.6 662 958 1.4 56.3±0.9 64.6±2.3

4 8.90 44 39 1.1 210 231 1.1 37.9±0.6 39.9±1.2
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particle is off the symmetric axis of the nanowire. This

asymmetric structure results in two distinct resonance

along two perpendicular directions (Fig. 9c and d). The

difference between the two resonance frequencies is re-

lated to the mass of the Au particle.

THE HARDNESS OF A NANOBELT
BY NANOINDENTATION

Nanoscale mechanical properties of individual zinc oxide

nanobelts were characterized by Nanoscope IIIa atomic

Fig. 9 (a) A silicon nanowire with a gold particle at the tip, showing (b,c) two independent resonance along two perpen-

dicular directions.

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic of nanoindentation on ZnO by AFM tip. (b,c) AFM image of a nanobelt before and after being indented,

showing plastic deformation on the surfaces. (d) Hardness of ZnO and SnO2 nanobelts as a function of penetration during

nanoindentation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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force microscope (AFM) (Fig. 10a) and Hysitron Tribo-

Scope with homemade side-view CCD camera.[23] The

prepared nanobelt sample was investigated by two means:

one is by tapping mode of Nanoscope IIIa, using a

diamond indenter tip with a radius of <25 nm. The other is

by STM mode of Hysitron TriboScope, an add-on force

transducer from Hysitron Inc., using a diamond cubic

corner tip with a radius of <40 nm. In either case, in-

dividual nanobelts were imaged, and then nanoindenta-

tions were made on the nanobelt using varied loads

(Fig. 10b and c). After indentation, the indent was imaged

in situ using the image mode of the AFM. For nanoin-

dentations, the hardness is normally defined as the maxi-

mum load divided by the projected area of the indenter in

contact with the sample at the maximum load. Thus,

H ¼ PMAX

AC

ð9Þ

where H, PMAX, and AC are the hardness, maximum

applied load, and projected contact area at the maximum

applied load, respectively. Because the indenter tip is not

rigid during indentation, the elastic modulus cannot be

directly determined from the load vs. the displacement

curve. However, the reduced elastic modulus can be

determined from the unloading portion of the curve by

the relation:

Er ¼
ffiffiffi
p
p

2
� dP

dh
� 1ffiffiffiffiffi

Ac

p ð10Þ

where Er and dP/dh are the reduced modulus and

experimentally measured stiffness, respectively.

Based on Eq. 9, using load vs. deflection curves

during nanoindentation, the hardness of ZnO and SnO2

nanobelts was calculated as a function of indentation

penetration, and the result is summarized in Fig. 10d.

The hardness of ZnO is lower than that in the SnO2

nanobelt. Also, it can be seen that the lower the

penetration of the nanoindentation, the higher the

hardness of the nanobelt, which is attributed to the strain

gradient effect (size effect) during nanoindentation for

most materials.[24] The effective elastic modulus can also

be derived from the force–displacement curve and the

result is E = 45 GPa for ZnO, in good agreement with

that from the resonance technique.[21]

NANOBELTS AS NANOCANTILEVERS

The cantilever-based scanning probe microscopy (SPM)

technique is one of the most powerful approaches in

imaging, manipulating, and measuring nanoscale proper-

ties and phenomena. The most conventional cantilever

used for SPM is based on silicon, Si3N4 or SiC, which is

fabricated by e-beam or optical lithography technique and

typically has a dimension of thickness of �100 nm, width

of �5 mm, and length of �50 mm. Utilization of nano-

wire- and nanotube-based cantilevers can have several

advantages for SPM. Carbon nanotubes can be grown

on the tip of a conventional cantilever and be used for

imaging surfaces with a large degree of abrupt variation in

surface morphology.[25,26] We demonstrate here the

manipulation of nanobelts by AFM and its potential as

nanocantilevers.[27]

Manipulation of nanobelts is important for integrating

this structurally controlled nanomaterial with microelec-

trical mechanical system (MEMS). Using an AFM tip,

a nanobelt can be manipulated into different shapes

(Fig. 11). A ZnO nanobelt of 56 nm in width can be bent

for over 60� without breaking, demonstrating extremely

high mechanical flexibility. Further bending bent the

nanobelt into two segments. This is a technique for cutting

a nanobelt into specific length.

Combining MEMS technology with self-assembled

nanobelts, we are able to produce cost-effective canti-

levers with much heightened sensitivity for a range of

Fig. 11 A series of shape of a ZnO nanobelt created by

manipulation using an AFM tip, showing deformation and

break-up. (Image courtesy of M.S. Arnold, Ph. Avouris.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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devices and applications. Force, pressure, mass, thermal,

biological, and chemical sensors are all prospective

devices. Semiconducting nanobelts are ideal candidates

for cantilever applications. Structurally, they are defect-

free single crystals, providing excellent mechanical

properties. The reduced dimensions of nanobelt cantile-

vers offer a significant increase in cantilever sensitivity.

The cantilevers under consideration are simple in design

and practice. Using a Dimension 3000 SPM in tapping

mode, we have successfully lifted ZnO nanobelts from a

silicon substrate. Capillary forces are responsible for the

adhesion strength between the AFM probe and the ZnO

nanobelts. Combining the aforementioned techniques

with micromanipulation has led to the alignment of

individual ZnO nanobelts onto silicon chips (Fig. 12).

The aligned ZnO cantilevers were manipulated to have a

range of lengths. This exemplifies our ability to tune the

resonance frequency of each cantilever and thus modify

cantilevers for different applications such as tapping and

contact mode AFM. The nanobelt-based nanocantilever

is �50–1000 times smaller than the conventional

cantilever. Decreased size in microoptical mechanical

devices corresponds to increased sensitivity. Combining

the aforementioned techniques with micromanipulation

has led to the horizontal alignment of individual ZnO

nanobelts onto silicon chips (Fig. 12). This exempli-

fies our ability to tune the resonance frequency of each

cantilever and thus modify cantilevers for different

applications such as contact, noncontact, and tapping

mode AFM.

THE WORK FUNCTION AT THE TIP OF A
NANOBELT BY RESONANCE TECHNIQUE

The field-emission property for well-aligned ZnO nano-

wire arrays has been reported,[28] demonstrating a promis-

ing application of semiconductor nanowires as field

emitters for flat panel display. Following the Fowler–

Nordheim (F–N) theory,[29] an important physical quantity

in electron field emission is the surface work function,

which is well documented for elemental materials. For

the emitters such as ZnO nanowire arrays, most of the

electrons are emitted from tips of the nanowires, and it is

the local work function that matters to the properties of the

field emission. However, the work function measured

based on the F–N theory is an average over the large scale

of emitting materials. So it is necessary to measure the

local work function at the tip of an individual emitter. Gao

et al.[30] have measured the work function at the tips of

carbon nanotubes by an in situ TEM technique. The

measurement relies on the mechanical resonance of the

carbon nanotube induced by an externally applied oscil-

lating voltage with tunable frequency.

The measurement of the work function at the tip of a

single ZnO nanobelt was carried out in situ at 200 kV in a

Hitachi HF-2000 FEG TEM. A specimen holder was built

for applying a voltage across a nanobelt and its counter

gold electrode. The nanobelts to be used for measurements

are directly imaged under TEM. Fig. 13 is a setup for work

function measurement. One end of the nanobelt was

electrically attached to a gold wire, and the other end

Fig. 12 Site-specific placement and alignment of ZnO nanobelts onto a silicon chip, forming nanocantilever arrays. The inset is an

enlarged SEM image of the third nanocantilever showing its shape; the width of the cantilever was measured to be 525 nm.
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faces directly against the gold ball. Because of the

difference in the surface work function between the ZnO

nanobelt and the counter Au ball, a static charge Q0 exists

at the tip of the nanobelt to balance this potential

difference.[31] The magnitude of Q0 is proportional to

the difference between the work function of the nanobelt

tip (NBT) and the Au electrode, Q0 = a (fAu�fNBT),

where a is related to the geometry and distance between

the nanobelt and the electrode.

The measurement is based on the mechanical reso-

nance of the nanobelt induced by an externally alternative

electric field. Experimentally, a constant voltage Vd.c. and

an oscillating voltage Va.c.cos2pft are applied onto the

nanobelt (Fig. 13a), where f is the frequency and Va.c. is

the amplitude. Thus the total induced charge on the

nanobelt is

Q ¼ Q0 þ aeðVd:c: þ Va:c: cos 2pftÞ ð11Þ

The force acting on the nanobelt is proportional to the

square of the total charge on the nanobelt

F ¼ b½Q0 þ aeðVd:c: þ Va:c: cos 2pftÞ	2

¼ a2bf½ðfAu � fNBT þ eVd:c:Þ2 þ e2V2
a:c:=2	

þ 2eVa:c:ðfAu � fNBT þ eVd:c:Þ

� cos 2pft þ e2V2
a:c:=2 cos 4pftg

ð12Þ

where b is a proportional constant. In Eq. 12, the first term

is constant and it causes a static deflection of the ZnO

nanobelt. The second term is a linear term, and the res-

onance occurs if the applied frequency f is tuned to the

intrinsic mechanical resonance frequency f0 of the ZnO

nanobelt. The most important result of Eq. 12 is that, for

the linear term, the resonance amplitude A of the nanobelt

is proportional to Va.c.(fAu�fNBT+eVd.c.).

The principle of the measurement is as follows. We

first set Vd.c. = 0 and tune the frequency f to get the

mechanical resonance induced by the applied oscillat-

ing field. Second, under the resonance condition of

keeping f = f0 and Va.c. constant, slowly change the mag-

nitude of Vd.c. from zero to a value Vd.c.0 that satisfies

fAu�fNBT+eVd.c.0 = 0. At this moment, the resonance

amplitude A becomes zero although the external a.c.

voltage is still in effect. Therefore the work function at the

tip of the ZnO nanobelt is fNBT = fAu+eVd.c.0, while

fAu = 5.1 eV. Fig. 14 is a plot of the vibration amplitude

A of the nanobelt as a function of the applied direct cur-

rent voltage Vd.c., from which the value for Vd.c.0 is

determined. The work function of the ZnO nanobelts is

�5.2 eV.[32]

CONCLUSION

The property characterization of nanomaterials is chal-

lenged by their small-size structures because of the

difficulties in manipulation. A typical example is the me-

chanical properties of individual 1-D nanostructures, such

as nanotubes, nanowires, and nanobelts. This chapter

reviews the experimental methods for measuring the

mechanical properties of 1-D nanostructures using a reso-

nance technique in TEM. The static and dynamic pro-

perties of the 1-D nanostructures can be obtained by

applying controllable static and alternating electric fields.

Fig. 14 A plot of vibration amplitude of a ZnO nanobelt as a

function of the applied direct current voltage, from which the

offset voltage Vdc0 =0.12 V.

Fig. 13 Experimental set-up for measuring the work function

at the tip of a ZnO nanobelt.
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The resonance of carbon nanotubes can be induced by

tuning the frequency of the applied voltage. The technique

is powerful in such a way that it can directly correlate

the atomic-scale microstructure of the carbon nanotube

with its physical properties, providing a one-to-one

correspondence in structure–property characterization.

Because of the rectangular cross section of the

nanobelt, two fundamental resonance modes have been

observed corresponding to two orthogonal transverse

vibration directions, showing the versatile applications

of nanobelts as nanocantilevers and nanoresonators. The

bending modulus of the ZnO nanobelts was measured to

be �52 GPa. Nanobelts have also been demonstrated as

ultrasmall nanocantilevers for sensor and possibly imag-

ing applications in AFM.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the different processes able to produce nanocrys-

talline powders in bulk quantities, mechanosynthesis, i.e.,

the synthesis of nanograined powders by means of

mechanical activation, is one of the most interesting from

an industrial point of view. Mechanosynthesis of nano-

phase powders is one of the less sophisticated technolo-

gies—and, in such a sense, also the most inexpensive—to

produce nanophase powders; in fact, it exploits devices

and processes that have many aspects in common with

mixing, fine grinding, and comminution of materials.

However, it does have interest for applications, as, in

principle, this is a very low cost process and its potential

for industrial applications is very significant. This article

describes the basis of the process, some possible applica-

tions and perspectives of mechanosynthesized nanophase

powders, and some simple ideas that are able to depict part

of the process, with a specific mind to the mechanosynth-

esis of nanocrystalline materials starting from elemen-

tal powder precursors. Mechanosynthesis belongs to the

family of process technologies known as mechanical al-

loying, which are basically using the same or very similar

apparatuses, i.e., milling or size reduction devices, which

could be generally described as ball mills. A recent

thorough analysis by Suranarayana[1] of the processes

related to mechanical alloying defines mechanosynthe-

sis as a mechanochemical synthesis, attributing most of

the research work in this field of mechanical alloying

to Dodd and McCormick,[2] Takacs,[3] and Matteazzi

et al;[4] it is also necessary to quote the fundamental

and pioneering work of Butyagin[5] and Urakaev and

Boldyrev[6] and some important developments by Calka

and Wexler.[7] While, because of many different process

parameters and conditions, a complete modeling of the

mechanical alloying process and mechanosynthesis of

nanophase materials would be an aim very difficult to

reach, it is useful to identify the operating principle of

the most common devices employed for the process,

along with some kinematic aspects, some specific me-

chanical considerations, and thermodynamic and kinetic

issues of the process as well. Finally, current production of

mechanosynthesized powders and perspectives will be

briefly discussed.

THE MECHANOSYNTHESIS PROCESS

The concept of the mechanosynthesis process is very

simple: to seal in a vial some—usually powdered—ma-

terials along with grinding media, which are usually balls,

and to reduce the size of the materials by mechanical

action, providing at the same time an intimate mixing

of the different materials introduced, so close that

diffusion and chemical reactivity are greatly enhanced.

For clarity, one could consider a mixture of elemental

powders—for simplicity, we could limit to powders of

element A and element B—introduced in a cylindrical

container, the jar of a vibrating mill, with repeated and

prolonged impacts imposed by mechanical energy im-

parted to grinding media (Fig. 1).

Depending on the nature of the reactants, different

intermixing mechanisms are possible; generally speaking,

the ductile phase tends to incorporate—if such a phase is

present—a more brittle phase, with a tendency to form

particles which are microscopically (to a scale of microm-

eters) folded.

With prolonged milling, the crystal size of both re-

actants decreases in an exponential way, following a de-

creasing trend with the processing time t of the type:[8,9]

d ¼ df þ ðdi � df Þeð�c1tÞ ð1Þ

where d should be considered representative of the crystal

size, being di the initial, df the steady-state crystal size,

and c1 an empirical constant depending on the process

parameter. Other possible trends of the crystal size

evolution with milling time are discussed in the next

paragraph, especially if exothermic effects of the reaction

A + B! AxBy are to be taken into account.

The gradual transformation of the milled powders from

a rather coarse to a nanocrystalline grain size could be

simply depicted as a formal reaction:

A þ B ! A nano þ B nano

Miani and Fecht[10] have been considering mechanical

milling—i.e., the reduction of metal powders of elements

and intermetallic compounds to nanocrystalline powders

by grinding—and they have proposed empirical estimates

for the enthalpy stored. These estimates could be a base
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for an evaluation of the mechanochemical energy transfer

imparted to the powders. In mechanochemical processing,

as time is increasing, along with the energy imparted to

the materials, new phases/compounds tend to appear. It

has been generally recognized, by different authors, that

the generic reaction path linking the time evolution of the

reactants with time is sigmoidal.[8–10] We shall come back

to this point dealing with the process kinetics. Here we

could depict the second step of the reaction as:

nA nano þ B nano ! AnB nano

This is an oversimplification, as the mechanosynthesis

process occurs continuously. However, it may be useful to

evaluate, for instance, energetic aspects.

KINEMATIC AND MECHANICAL ASPECTS

Milling devices are of different nature: vibrating mills,

planetary mills, attritor mills, and tumbling mills—with

efficiencies in the process that are decreasing from

vibrating to tumbling—have been employed successfully.

The different devices employed for research purposes are

described in Koch;[11] there has been a tendency of

different research groups[5,12,13] to develop ad hoc mills

for the synthesis by milling of nanophase materials. Fig. 2

describes a mill developed in the University of Udine,

which has been scaled-up to be industrially employed.

The most important physical parameters involved

are well described in a series of papers by Cocco and

Delogu,[8,9,14] in an attempt to propose a quantitative

understanding of the mechanical alloying processes.

These authors have underlined the importance of relating

basic and phenomenological aspects, suggesting that the

framework of solid-state chemistry and chemical kinetics

should be the most fruitful to interpret results and devel-

op new trends. For the sake of simplicity, considering a

mill with just one ball, and adopting the terminology of

Butyagin,[5] one of the pioneers in the field of mechano-

chemistry, Table 1 was proposed. With such a situation, it

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Mechanosynthesis schematic process and steps.
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could be interesting to adopt the quantitative techniques

used in engineering the deformation processes, as it has

been proposed earlier by Courtney and Maurice.[15] In any

case, with the aid of simple kinetic trends, the milling

time should be related to the energy dose, not only for

device scale-up, but also for process control. This could

help, for instance, in controlling exothermic mechano-

chemical reactions where combustion appears, imparting

the completion of a mechanochemical synthesis of

nanocrystalline materials.

A possible new design for a jar for laboratory milling

is the one presented in Fig. 3, together with its con-

structional details. The purpose of the experimental jar is

to use a diatermic oil to monitor heat release during pro-

cessing. The jar has been produced with integral internal

channels by means of selective laser sintering[16] and it is

available for experimentation on SPEX 8000 mills; typical

dimensions of the main cylinder are 75mm in height and

60mm in outside diameter.

THERMODYNAMICS

Mechanosynthesis is a technique involving far from

equilibrium processing; so, in principle, thermodynamics

arguments should not be of help. However, it is possible

to conceive the most simple reaction in the mechano-

synthesis of nanocrystalline materials—the one involving

elemental powders A and B—as a two-step process: the

first could be thought of as a reduction of the crystal

domains and the second as the formation of a nanophase

compound or alloy. Miani and Fecht’s[10] extrapolation

may be employed for the first step, and Miedema mod-

el for the second step, assuming that the enthalpy of alloy

formation is the same also in the nanocrystalline status

(Table 2). This approach is able to give order-of-

magnitude correct results, as could be checked compar-

ing these semiempirical calculations[10] to the actual heat

release.[17]

Fecht proposed an empirical regression with an anal-

ysis by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

data on nanocrystalline metals and intermetallic com-

pounds obtained by 24-hr ball milling by SPEX milling.

Scanning up to 870 K with 20 K/min, he obtained the

results listed in Table 3.

These data allow to estimate the excess enthalpy stored

DH:

DH=DHf ¼ 8:5� 10�5Tm ð2Þ

where DHf is the enthalpy of melting and Tm is the
melting temperature.

KINETICS

For what concerns kinetic evolution, the situation is very

complex. We have different and contrasting phenomena.

Dealing with the mechanosynthesis of nanophase materi-

als, we are interested to obtain a crystal size of the order

of tens of nanometers, which is usually considered an

effective value for applications. The crystal size evolution

with time could be depicted with Eq. 1 reported above.

If thermal effects are present, i.e., if the enthalpy of re-

Table 1 Butyagin terminology for an elementary

mechanochemical process: ball milling with one ball

Physical quantity Expression Units

Impact energy E = 1/2mbvimp
2 J

Impact frequency N hits/sec

Milling intensity I = NE = 1/2Nmbvimp
2 W

Energy dose D = It = NEt = 1/2Nmbvimp
2 t J

Specific dose Dm = NEt/mp J/kg

mb and mp are the mass of the ball and of the powder, respectively.

Source: Ref. [14].

Fig. 2 Experimental vibrating mill for the synthesis of nano-

phase materials in significant quantities. (From Ref. [12].)
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action A + B is high enough to increase temperature, we

should introduce a term:

@

@t
dðt; TÞ ¼ f ðtÞ þ gðtÞe �

E
RTð Þ ð3Þ

where E is an activation energy, R is the gas constant, and

T is the absolute temperature. This leads to an integrated

form of the type:

dðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

f ðuÞ þ gðuÞe �
E

RTð Þdu þ d0 ð4Þ

where d0 is the initial grain size. Although this is a

hypothesis which neglects chemistry and assumes the

existence of just one chemical species or compound, still,

this equation is too general to be exploited on a practical

Fig. 3 (A) Prototype vial for the SPEX 8000 Mill, along with a section view of internal channels. (B) Prototype vial for the SPEX 8000

Mill: constructional details for the direct metal-selective laser sintering processing.

Table 2 Miani and Fecht’s[10] data for the empirical

extrapolation of the excess enthalpy stored in mechanically

milled nanocrystalline powders

Material Structure Tm (K) d (nm) DDH (kJ/mol)

Fe bcc 1809 8 2.1

Cr bcc 2148 9 4.2

Nb bcc 2741 9 2.1

W bcc 3683 9 4.6

Co hcp 1768 14 1.0

Zr hcp 2125 13 3.4

Hf hcp 2495 13 2.2

Ru hcp 2773 13 7.2

NiTi CsCl 1583 5 5

CuEr CsCl 1753 12 6.8

SiRu CsCl 2073 7 10.1

AlRu CsCl 2300 8 5.2
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ground; however, it does take into account the mechanism

of grain reduction as a result of milling action in the term

f(t) and the grain growth in the second term. If the reaction

A+B is exothermic enough, adiabatic temperature T, for

the sake of simplicity, may be evaluated considering a

simple first-principle calculation. In the case the temper-

ature is low enough, the integral equation will coincide

with Eq. 1. Avvakumov[18] has proposed a kinetic equa-

tion for mechanochemical synthesis; Cocco et al.[8,9,14]

have validated it in some applications of mechanical al-

loying. One should consider the elements A and B that

react to form the compound AnB at the initial ratio of A on

B reactant in the reaction:

nA þ B ! AnB

By considering a as the degree of reaction atoms react-

ed on the initial atoms, n as the stoichiometric number,

m as the initial atomic ratio of A atoms on B atoms, and

e as n/m ratio, a generalized Avvakumov equation is

proposed here:

@

@t
aðtÞ ¼ ð1 � aðtÞÞð1 � eaðtÞÞ f ðtÞ ð5Þ

With the initial condition a(t = 0) = 0, it is possible to

integrate then the equation to:

aðtÞ ¼ e
�
R t

0
f ðuÞdu þ

R t

0
f ðuÞdue

� �
� 1

�1 þ ee
�
R t

0
f ðuÞdu þ

R t

0
f ðuÞdue

� � ð6Þ

which is still a complicated expression. More insight

could be given if the elemental powders are introduced in

the vial with an initial ratio m of A on B species equal to

the stoichiometric ratio of the formed compound AnB, n.

In such a case, e = n/m = 1, and the equation simplifies to:

@

@t
aðtÞ ¼ ð1 � aðtÞÞ2f ðtÞ ð7Þ

which may be integrated as:

aðtÞ ¼

Z t

0

f ðuÞduZ t

0

f ðuÞdu þ 1

ð8Þ

Now it is possible to make the position

F ¼
Z t

0

f ðuÞdu ð9Þ

and formally calculate a as a function of F.

a ¼ F

F þ 1
ð10AÞ

It is possible to invert such a relationship to estimate

the unknown function f(t) on the basis of experimen-

tal evolution.

F ¼ a
1 � a

ð10BÞ

Coming back to the general solution, one could consider

Eq. 6 as a function of F as:

ae ¼
eðFðe � 1ÞÞ � 1

eeðFðe � 1ÞÞ � 1
ð11Þ

In general, the two F functions will be different;

however, it is likely that the f (t) function does not

depend strongly on composition, as it physically takes

into account the mechanical response at a microstructural

level of the mixture to the repeated impacts of the balls.

This is equivalent to assuming that the crystal size evo-

lution does not change too much with slight variations of

composition. It is then possible, by algebraic substitution,

to link the more simple kinetics, described by Eq. 8 at

initial stoichiometric ratio, to the general described by

Eq. 6 in such a way as:

ae ¼
e

aðe � 1Þ
1 � að Þ � 1

ee
aðe � 1Þ

1 � að Þ � 1

ð12Þ

where a may be computed using the values of the mix-

ture at initial stoichiometric composition.

Table 3 Iron conversion ratio a in the

mechanosynthesis of nanophase iron

carbides using a SPEX 8000 mill

Milling

time (hr)

Fe conversion

ratio aaa

0.25 12.2

0.5 12.7

0.75 14.8

1 13.6

1.25 14.1

1.5 13.2

1.75 13.9

2 16.6

2.5 26.2

3 26.9

3.5 32.4

5 51.8

7.5 68.4

10 82.1

15 91.0
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AN EXAMPLE IN THE
MECHANOSYNTHESIS OF Fe3C

Kinetic quantitative studies are not very common in

mechanosynthesis of nanophase materials. A set of

experiments was performed several years ago, and results

were published in Ref. [19]. In such a system,[20,21]

experimental results suggest that fracturing of graphite

crystal progresses by steps: fracturing along the hexago-

nal plane and subsequent fracturing of the hexagonal

networks. Most of the experiments were performed at a

fixed initial stoichiometric composition, 3 Fe 1 C; this

composition corresponds to that of cementite Fe3C. In

such conditions, in the modified Avvakumov Eq. 5

reported above, e = 1 holds, and it is possible to consider

the simpler Eq. 7 and its solution Eq. 8. Using a SPEX

8000 vibrating laboratory mill, with 6 g of powder charge

and a ball-to-powder weight ratio 10:1, it was possi-

ble to identify by appropriate microstructural analysis—

Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction—several

phases, Fe, C, a low carbon martensite-like alloy, and

three main types of carbides. If we simplify the kinetic

trend considering Fe3C, cementite, as the unique carbide

present, and we neglect the martensite-like alloy, we

have to take into account just three chemical species:

Fe, C, and Fe3C. In such a way, the real kinetic evolution

is simplified; experimental results are reported for iron

in Table 3.

The F(t) function presented above is shown as

in Fig. 4.

The R2 value for a quadratic fit is high indeed and a

good correlation is found linking [a/(1�a)] to F (t). The

almost parabolic trend of F (t) means that the derivative

of the F(t) function, f (t), could be linear. It is possible

that an approach decoupling the two main contributions

to reaction rates in mechanosynthesis would be found in

the future, linking f (t) to the crystal size evolution.

Considering such a hypothesis, Eq. 7 could become:

@

@t
aðtÞ ¼ cð1 � aðtÞÞ2

d
ð13Þ

which one may solve as:

aðtÞ ¼

Z t

0

1

dðuÞ duZ t

0

1

dðuÞ du þ 1

c

ð14Þ

The crystal size evolution d(t) may be evaluated by means

of X-ray diffraction line broadening; experimental results

for these specific systems are presented in Table 4.

One might check that the crystal size evolution could

be assumed as a simple reciprocal function of time. In

this case, 1/dFe = 0.0259t + 0.0111 and 1/dC = 0.0682t +

0.0189, where dFe and dC are the iron and carbon crystal

size, respectively. The reciprocal of the grain size d could

be assumed as[10] 1/d = 1/dFe + 1/dC and, in this case, by

summing 1/dFe and 1/dC contribution, as 1/d = 0.0941t +

0.03. Substituting this expression in Eq. 13 and integrating

as in Eq. 14, one could obtain:

aðtÞ ¼ ctð941t þ 600Þ
941ct2 þ 600ct þ 20 000

ð15Þ

where c should be evaluated by data fitting. With the

choice c = 0.81, the data fitting is excellent, apart the first

three or four points of the kinetics; this could be a result

of an erroneous attribution of the hyperfine field distri-

bution in the Mössbauer spectra at early milling times.

Fig. 4 Mechanosynthesis of nanocrystalline iron carbides: plot

of Eq. 10B suggests a possible parabolic trend of F(t) function;

squares are experimental data. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Table 4 Iron and carbon crystal size evolution in the

mechanosynthesis of nanophase iron carbides with a laboratory

SPEX 8000 mill

Milling time (hr)

Fe crystal

size (nm)

C crystal

size (nm)

0.25 38 24.6

0.5 32.5 20.4

0.75 34.2 15.7

1 31.3 10.8

1.25 27.9

1.5 23.6

1.75 18.1

2.5 11.6

3 13.4

3.5 8.8

5 9.3
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The agreement with the F(t) function is also excellent.,

as reported in Fig. 5.

INDUSTRIAL TRENDS AND RESULTS

At the moment of writing this entry, there are two com-

panies that are exploiting successfully the mechanochem-

ical synthesis of nanocrystalline powders: Advanced

Powder Technology Pty Ltd.[22] of Perth, Western

Australia, and M.B.N., Italy.[23] Both companies have

strong connections with the university field and could be

considered as spin-offs of the research group of Matteazzi

et al.[4] and Dodd and McCormick.[2] Matteazzi has

pioneered the works in the mechanochemical synthesis of

nanophase powders, and, along with Le Caer, he was the

first to employ the terminology ‘‘mechanosynthesis’’ in

obtaining nanocrystalline carbides and silicides[24] and

aluminides.[25] These compounds, and especially car-

bides, have remarkable industrial applications in the field

of cutting tool materials. Matteazzi chose the Fe–C

system as a model for the mechanosynthesis of nano-

crystalline carbides for the availability of a powerful tool

in microstructural analysis, Mössbauer spectroscopy,[26]

which is applicable to Fe-containing systems. Subse-

quently, he studied alumina-based nanocomposites[27]

and the solid-state reduction of oxides such as the

transformation of hematite to nanocrystalline wustite.[28]

Further work includes the first reported applications of

mechanosynthesized materials to catalysis[29,30] and the

development of a vibrating mill[12,13] scaling up the

possibilities of mechanosynthesizing of the SPEX 8000

mill. Latest developments include the study of grain

growth and of conso- lidation by means of cold isostatic

pressing (CIP) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP).[31] The

Italian company M.B.N.[23] has now developed and

scaled-up, with an industrial production capacity of 200

t/years of materials, several of the earlier works by

Matteazzi. The company is now focusing on the Mechan-

omade1, which is basically a mechanosynthesis tech-

nique, and on consolidation technologies such as forging

and extrusion with the processes of Mechanoforge1 and

Mechano XT1. These techniques have led, for instance,

to the production of an Al2O3 doped copper alloy (99%

Cu, 1% Al2O3), which has outstanding mechanical

properties (yield strength of 800 MPa, ultimate tensile

strength of 900 MPa).

McCormick has obtained the most interesting results

in the field of mechanochemical synthesis of nanocrystal-

line materials. With different coauthors and collaborators,

along the years, he has started studying the mechanical

alloying process, considering further some constructional

detail of vibrating mills. He has recently exploited some

results in the field of displacement mechanochemical

reactions, which are interesting for the industrial field

to patent a specific process—now property of an indus-

trial spin-off of the University of Western Australia,

Advanced Powder Technology Pty Ltd.[23]—that has

been called mechanochemical processing MCP1. Mech-

anochemical processing consists in solid-state displace-

ment mechanochemical reactions caused by collisions

between particles and balls inside mills. At the end of the

reactions, nanocrystalline powders (grain size�10 nm)

within a soluble salt matrix are obtained. Thermal treat-

ments, at low or intermediate temperatures, are typically

performed depending on the specific nanocrystalline

powders to be obtained. The final step is washing the

salt matrix with appropriate solvents, allowing to obtain

separated nanoparticles.

The use of a diluent phase may be necessary to:

1. Avoid combustion reactions during milling.

2. Reduce the volume fraction of nanoparticles (in this

way, it is possible to avoid nanoparticles being ag-

glomerated).

3. Control the particle size distribution.

Comparing it to the more simple mechanochemical

reaction which has been presented in previous paragraphs,

it is harder to model the physicochemical process.

McCormick has obtained main results by using single

(A + BC!AB + C) or double (AB + CD!AD + BC) dis-

placement reactions.

Fig. 5 Experimental results (in squares) in mechanosynthesis

of iron carbide compared with values calculated according to

real crystal size evolution (Eq. 15).
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For instance, in the production of ultrafine Co and Ni

particles[32] with a narrow particle size distribution of 10–

20 nm, the reactions:

Reaction DH (kJ/mol)

CoCl2 + 2Na! Co + 2NaCl �495

NiCl2 + 2Na! Ni + 2NaCl �507

were obtained by SPEX 8000 processing with a ball-to-

powder ratio 3:1 and with typical processing times of the

order of 24 hr. Here and in other previous works, a

remarkable effect of the diluent phase NaCl was observed

on the influence of the mean particle size, being of the

order of nanometers in case 25–50 wt.% diluent and

increasing it to the micron range when not present.

Further examples include the synthesis of metal sul-

fide nanoparticle[33] reaction of the type ZnCl2 + CaS!
ZnS + CaCl2, with a mean particle size, observed by TEM,

of 12 nm.

The synthesis of metal-oxide nanoparticles was de-

scribed in Ref. [34]. A representative reaction is:

Reaction DH (kJ/mol)

CeCl3 + 3NaOH! Ce(OH)3 + 3NaCl �345

Finally, one should also consider the activities of the

Institute of Solid State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry

of Novosibirsk, Russia,[35] which has a research experi-

ence in field of mechanochemistry dating back to 1970s.

Several applications, which span from the metal industry

to the field of medical and cosmetic, are now directed to

the mechanochemical synthesis of ceramic powders such

as, for instance, nanocrystalline Al2O3.[36]

CONCLUSION

This article has presented some aspects of mechanochem-

ical synthesis of nanophase powders, with an elementary

modeling of the process[37] and a general description of

the results in the field. Mechanosynthesis is one of the

most appealing technologies for the synthesis of nano-

phase materials, and, at an industrial and commercial

level, it is already exploited for sintered products,[23]

abrasive processing,[22] catalysis,[22,23] medical,[23] cos-

metic,[23,35] and even cleaning applications. Among

different mechanosynthesizing processes, MCP1 pro-

cess—which combines mechanochemical synthesis with

appropriate thermal posttreatments—appears the most

interesting for its capability to obtain nanocrystalline

powders of the order of 10–20 nm of many different

materials. Possible research activities, related to applica-

tions in the field, would likely include the study of the

influence of diluents in mechanochemical reactions and

techniques for engineering, controlling, and sizing parti-

cles which have dimensions 2 orders of magnitude less

than the finest powders used in metal powder technologies.

More details of the technologies of nanostructured

material synthesis by mechanical attrition, in which

mechanosynthesis should be inserted, are described in

the entry by Koch[38] in this encyclopedia; the reader is

referred there not only for a more thorough description

of these technologies, but also to appreciate shortcom-

ings of this methodology, mainly represented by pow-

der contamination during milling, which have not been

discussed here.
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Mesoporous Materials (M41S):
From Discovery to Application
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INTRODUCTION

The quest for new molecular sieves in the late 1980s led

Mobil researchers to the discovery of a family of nano-

structured mesoporous materials known as M41S.[1–3]

MCM-41 is undoubtedly the best known and most widely

studied of this family of materials, each synthesized via a

self-assembled liquid crystal mechanism involving sol–

gel precursors which form a hexagonally packed rod-

shaped micelle structure.[4] The other members of the

M41S family are the cubic (MCM-48) and lamellar

(MCM-50) forms. This article describes the progression of

M41S materials from discovery through characterization

and development. ExxonMobil has very recently com-

mercialized MCM-41 for an undisclosed application. Its

decade-long journey from initial identification to com-

mercial application is similar in duration to that of many

novel materials. Yet there were many unique challenges

posed by the synthesis and development of such a novel

material. This is its story.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE M41S
MATERIALS FAMILY

Like most discoveries of novel materials, the discovery of

Mobil’s M41S mesoporous molecular sieves was an

unanticipated outcome of the application of observational

skills, knowledge, and techniques developed over many

years of effort in synthesizing large pore catalytically

active frameworks. Like many major petroleum compa-

nies, Mobil had a material synthesis effort attempting to

identify new zeolites that could selectively convert high

molecular weight petroleum-based molecules. In the mid-

1980s, Mobil Technology Company had a significant

effort in developing pillared layered materials. This class

of materials, theoretically, offered the ability to tune pore

size, active site density, and composition; variables that

the traditional aluminosilicate zeolites did not possess. By

varying the pillar size and pillar density, the Mobil

researchers learned that pore systems could be tuned for

the desired application. The pillar composition also ap-

peared to be adjustable so various chemistries could be

effected. Unfortunately, although significant progress was

made in designing these pillared layered materials,[5]

realistically these materials did not have sufficient ther-

mal and hydrothermal stability or catalytic activity to be

used in most petroleum processes. Furthermore, the pil-

lar composition could not be as varied as initially con-

ceived. Toward the end of the decade, a small group of

researchers at Mobil’s Paulsboro Laboratory approached

this effort of discovering large pore frameworks by

attempting to combine both the concepts of the pillared

layered materials and the formation of zeolites. The

approach was to consider that some zeolites were formed

via layered intermediates. Thus if this intermediate could

be isolated and used as a layered composition to form

pillared porous materials; the resultant product would be

composed of crystalline walls that would be thermally

stable and catalytically active. This concept had credibil-

ity because of a new layered framework that was dis-

covered during that time.[6] It was designated by Mobil as

MCM-22 (MWW).

We noted that upon thermal treatment of the as-

synthesized MCM-22, the X-ray diffraction pattern of the

material shifted to higher 2Y values, similar to that of

swollen layered materials when the intercalate is removed.

In layered materials the low-angle lines associated with

the interlayer distance shifted to lower d-spacings consist-

ent with the removal of the organic template intercalate

and the collapse of the layers. However, in the as-

synthesized MCM-22 sample, this shift of the d-spacings,

upon thermal treatment, was subtle, �2–3Å, and the base

crystalline framework remained relatively unaffected.

This suggested that the MCM-22 zeolite was composed

of crystalline layers that were linked together by weak

chemical bonds during the synthesis. Upon thermal

treatment, these chemical linkages became much stronger,

as the layers condensed onto each other.

Using the as-synthesized zeolite material, with the

template intact and prior to any thermal exposure, we

attempted to delaminate or separate these crystalline

layers of the MCM-22 ‘‘precursor.’’ A pillared layered

material resulting from this delamination and subsequent
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pillaring was obtained and identified as MCM-36.[7,8] The

process involved the initial intercalation of the layers

using an alkyltrimethylammonium compound followed by

the insertion of stable inorganic pillars using a reactive

silica source such as tetraethylorthosilicate.

The layered zeolite precursors, exemplified by the

MCM-22 case, differed from their layered predecessors

such as clays and layered silicates in possessing layers

with high zeolite activity and porosity. Obviously, these

were very attractive from the catalyst standpoint. Another

feature distinguishing the layered zeolite precursors from

the other layered materials was their resistance to swelling

by ion exchange with neutral or mildly basic media, such

as quaternary ammonium salts or amines. It was only with

the introduction of a quaternary ammonium surfactant in a

hydroxide form, specifically cetyltrimethylammonium

hydroxide solution obtained by anion exchange of the

halide solution with hydroxide, that successful swelling of

the layered zeolite precursor was demonstrated. The use of

an apparently equivalent medium, a mixture of surfactant

halide and another hydroxide, instead of the anion

exchanged surfactant hydroxide, was ineffective.[9]

This general approach of interrupting zeolite syntheses,

isolating the layered zeolite precursors, and using these

potential crystalline layered materials as reagents to form

large pore active catalysts was investigated for other

zeolite families such as ZSM-35, or synthetic ferrierite. In

this system, the ferrierite sheet, pre-Fer, may be the

principal building unit of the resultant zeolite material. To

optimize the formation of these layered precursors,

several reaction conditions were identified and imposed

on the traditional zeolite synthesis. The zeolite synthesis

was interrupted prior to any X-ray diffraction evidence of

crystallinity. The interruption could be initiated at any

point within �25% to 75% of the total expected synthesis

time. High concentrations of the intercalate, an alkyltri-

methylammonium salt, at high pH were added to this

interrupted zeolite precursor media. In other syntheses, a

reactive silica source, tetramethylammonium silicate, was

also added as a potential pillaring agent. These new

synthesis mixtures were then subjected to additional

hydrothermal treatment in an attempt to form the zeolite-

layered hybrid. In many instances, the resulting product

exhibited some very unusual properties.

The X-ray diffraction pattern was essentially feature-

less except for one broad low-angle peak at about 28 2Y.

This X-ray diffraction pattern was intriguing because the

original zeolite templating agent still existed in the

synthesis composition. Apparently, the reaction condi-

tions and time and temperature sequence were changed

during the addition of the quaternary salt. This inhibited

the formation of the originally intended zeolite. Normally,

even this low-angle line might not have been observed,

except that we were using a chromium X-ray source

instead of the typical copper tube. The chromium source,

which is very useful for low-angle peak detection, was a

remnant from our pillared layered material research effort.

The other unusual properties on this unknown material

were the extremely high BET surface areas and hydro-

carbon sorption capacities. These BET surface area

values, typically >600 m2/g, were many times those

normally observed for zeolite samples. The hydrocarbon

(n-hexane and cyclohexane) sorption capacities were in

excess of 50 wt.%, also abnormally high compared to our

typical microporous samples. In fact, our analytical

laboratories initially incorrectly believed that their test

equipment was broken or out of standard because of the

results obtained from these initial mesoporous materials.

In a separate and concurrent synthesis study, the

cetyltrimetylammonium hydroxide was used directly as a

structure-directing agent in zeolite-like hydrothermal

syntheses. The product properties were similar to those

generated in the layered zeolite precursor systems, i.e.,

characterized by a low-angle line in an X-ray diffraction

pattern corresponding to large d-spacing and unusually

high BET surface area and adsorption capacities. Thus

both interrupted zeolite precursor systems and direct

introduction of cetyltrimethylammnium hydroxide as a

template resulted in the mesoporous molecular sieve

products. As described below, subsequent detailed char-

acterization studies allowed elucidation of the nature of

these remarkable materials.

Obviously, these abovementioned unusual physical

properties are characteristics of the mesoporous molecular

sieves. However, with only one broad low-angle X-ray

diffraction peak and the uniquely high values for both

surface area and hydrocarbon sorption as data, this was

insufficient to fully identify the nature of these materials.

We initially concluded from this one broad X-ray

diffraction peak material that we had completely disrupted

the interlayer connectivity of layered zeolite hybrids, and

the resulting X-ray diffraction was simply a repeat of the

thickness of the layered precursor of about 4.0 nm. A key

in the identification of this new class of porous materials

was the observation, by TEM analyses, of a trace amount

of MCM-41 in one of our samples. At this time, our small

research group had the luxury of having as one of the

members, a microscopist, Mike Leonowicz, who typically

would conduct analyses on some of our more unusual

samples. The observation of trace quantities of MCM-41,

the uniform hexagonal pore structure, in one of the

interrupted synthesis preparations provided us with hard

evidence of this new class of materials (Fig. 1).

In a relatively short time, we were able to produce

sufficient excellent quality samples of MCM-41 to

characterize these materials by X-ray diffraction, pore
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size distribution, sorption capacities, and NMR and to

evaluate them for catalytic applications. Many researchers

at both the Paulsboro and Princeton Laboratories were

involved in this effort. In all cases, we were analyzing a

new class of materials that presented unique data. For

example, the pore size distribution was remarkable; the

narrow pore size appeared to be like that of microporous

materials but within the mesopore range. As mentioned

previously, the hydrocarbon sorption capacity was unique.

Benzene sorption isotherms clearly indicated pore con-

densation inflections at benzene partial pressures indica-

tive of mesopore size channels. These inflections were

typically not observed with microporous materials be-

cause of the low partial pressures needed. We were also

able to synthesize various pore size materials using both

different alkyl chain lengths of the cationic surfactant as

well as taking advantage of micellular swelling.[10] These

techniques improved our knowledge of micelles and

liquid crystal chemistry improved. Both this knowledge

base and the resultant samples helped to establish the basis

for the mechanism of formation of these materials.

In retrospect, the synthesis conditions that we were

using to try and obtain our layered zeolite hybrids, high pH,

high surfactant concentration, and a reactive silica source,

were synthesis conditions conducive to the formation of the

mesoporous molecular sieves. The discovery and identifi-

cation of other members of this new class of porous

materials, MCM-48 and MCM-50, came several months

later as a result of a detailed study relating the effect of

surfactant concentration on the silica reagent (Fig. 2). The

discovery of these additional two members of the meso-

porous molecular sieve family was another key factor in

developing the proposed mechanism of formation.

The discovery of this new class of materials, mesopo-

rous molecular sieves, posed several challenges for our

understanding of the formation of porous materials. Our

first conclusion, based on both the hexagonal ordering of

the pores, as seen in TEM analyses, and the XRD pattern,

was that we had discovered one of the crystalline phases

predicted by Smith and Dydrich,[11] known as the 81(n)

family of frameworks. The theoretical XRD pattern of this

family almost matched that of some of our best samples of

MCM-41. It was not until we obtained the silica NMR

data that we determined that our material was not typical

of crystalline frameworks that we had expected. The

realization that XRD patterns could be generated by the

order of the pores and not the crystalline structure was

another key feature of this new class of porous materials.

Fig. 1 The initial discovery by TEM analysis of MCM-41.

(From Ref. [1].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The M41S family of materials including MCM-41, MCM-48, and MCM-50. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The mechanism of formation was also a challenge,

which led to many long debates within our research group.

We initially approached the concept of formation of these

materials like traditional zeolite chemists. Our first prem-

ise was that the materials were formed by some sort of

templating structure or pore filling agent. This meant, in

the case of the mesoporous molecular sieves, that the

templating agent was an aggregation of molecules and not

the discrete molecules that normally template micropo-

rous structures (Fig. 3). Based on our limited knowledge

of liquid crystal structures and micelles, we initially

concluded that the liquid crystal structure existed prior to

the formation of the molecular sieve. In the case of

the MCM-41, this would be the hexagonal liquid crys-

tal phase.

However, this simple mechanistic pathway was not

universally accepted within our group of researchers.

Alternatively, it was proposed that the silicate reagent also

affected the formation of these materials. And it was this

proposed route that gathered more popularity as more data

were obtained. A significant set of data appeared to help

establish the preferred mechanistic route. This was a

group of experiments that studied the effect of various

levels of surfactant (SUR) as a function of silica. By

changing the SUR/Si molar ratio we were able to

synthesize MCM-41, -48, and-50 while keeping all of

the other synthesis conditions the same.[12,13] These

conditions would then exclude the possibility of any

preformed liquid crystalline phase prior to the formation

of the silicon phase, as we used the same surfactant

solution and concentration for all experiments, only

changing the amount of silica added. These data supported

the concept that the anion, in this case, the silicate species,

significantly affected the formation of the resultant

template of the mesoporous molecular sieves (Fig. 4).

These data were some of the evidence that led us to

propose the possible mechanisms of formation that we

published in our initial articles.[1,4]

In retrospect, both proposed pathways proved to be

valid. The predominate pathway appears to be the anionic

species initiated one (using cationic surfactants). This

concept was explained and expanded upon by many re-

searchers, specifically by the group at the University of

Santa Barbara headed by Galen Stucky.[14,15] A Michigan

State University group, headed by Tom Pinnavaia, ex-

panded this mechanistic pathway further to include neu-

trally charged directing agents such as polymers.[16,17]

Later, researchers at the University of South Hampton

demonstrated the other proposed pathway, originally

labeled the liquid crystal phase initiated pathway.[18,19]

Attard and his co-researchers used a preformed liquid

crystal phase to synthesize both a silica and a metal (plat-

inum alloy) mesoporous molecular sieve.

M41S SYNTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

When contrasted with the development of many high

silica zeolites, MCM-41 posed several synthetic chal-

lenges that were immediately evident after its discovery.

The first of these was the need to remove an inordinately

large amount of surfactant that remained occluded in the

pores of this mesoporous molecular sieve. Compared to a

typical 5 to 8 wt.% organic component in most high silica

zeolites, MCM-41 contained as much as 50 wt.% organic.

Organic structure directing agents (SDA) are typically

removed from zeolites by careful calcination or ion

exchange. Calcination is normally preferred because of

Fig. 3 The role of quaternary directing agents. (From Refs. [1] and [4].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the ease with which the gaseous effluent can be handled.

Ion exchange is normally more difficult either because of

the ionic selectivity of the zeolite for the SDA or because

the SDA may literally be locked inside of the zeolite by

virtue of being situated at pore intersections or in the super

cages. While the bulky hexadecyltrimethylammonium

cation in MCM-41 was more amenable to ion exchange

than the SDA in most unidimensional pore zeolites, the

pH of the exchange step had to be carefully monitored.

In the absence of CTMA the material was extremely

sensitive to alkaline conditions. The ion exchange route

was also attractive because it allowed us to recover the

majority of the expensive surfactant. The surfactant re-

covered from the ion exchange step could be easily com-

bined with that recovered from the residual mother liquor.

In the initial synthesis preparations, a significant amount

of the surfactant remained in the mother liquor. It was

clear that organic recovery and subsequent recycle use

would substantially reduce the manufacturing cost. Sev-

eral routes for recovering the surfactant from the as-syn-

thesized MCM-41 were evaluated.

A second challenge was the need to develop an agreed

upon protocol for determining MCM-41 product quality

both during the synthesis and immediately following

drying and post-processing. While MCM-41 is a highly

ordered structure, its walls are amorphous. We found that

the surface area, hydroxyl content, wall thickness, and

even the pore diameter were highly dependent on syn-

thesis conditions. Whereas X-ray powder diffraction can

be used to very quickly quantify the crystallinity of zeo-

lites, this was not the case in MCM-41 or any of the M41S

materials. The pH of the synthesis liquor for zeolites can

also be followed as a rough indicator of the crystallinity

of these structured materials. However, this protocol was

not useful for determining the precise degree to which a

fully formed MCM-41 material is obtained. It remained

for the final product to be treated to remove the surfac-

tant before a good assessment of MCM-41 product quality

could be made through adsorption capacity and low-angle

X-ray peak location.

A third challenge was to change the silica reagents from

expensive tetramethylammonium silicate (TMA-Si) and

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) to more reasonably priced

sources. While cost was an important consideration, the

availability, handling, and disposal issues associated with

TEOS were most compelling. Identification of alternate

reagents brought about a whole new series of problems

associated with material and phase purity and the impacts

on subsequent catalytic performance.

Fundamental studies of the mechanism of MCM-41S

formation provided insight into a convenient laboratory

synthesis route.[20] Our studies showed that high quality

MCM-41 with consistently uniform 4.0-nm pores could be

produced in the laboratory under very reasonable condi-

tions. X-ray analyses showed that the preferred synthesis

conditions produced materials exhibiting four peaks with

positions corresponding to hexagonal symmetry. Subse-

quent analysis confirmed that the MCM-41 had high BET

surface area, a large pore capacity, and very narrow pore

size distribution as discerned by its nitrogen adsorption/

desorption isotherm.

While much of the development was based upon our

previous experience with the commercialization of high

silica zeolites, one major difference was the apparent ease

with which MCM-41 could be formed. Our initial studies

showed that the M41S family of materials could be formed

at much milder conditions than zeolites. In fact, it was

quickly found that pure material could be formed even at

ambient conditions and in relatively short duration (i.e., 6

to 12 hr) syntheses. However, the ease of making this

material was deceptive, because the stability of MCM-41

varied significantly with synthesis conditions. Usually, the

stability increased with synthesis time and temperature.

Surprisingly, our analysis of fully dried ‘‘retained’’

samples that were placed in storage for several weeks with

the occluded surfactant still present showed that the

Fig. 4 The proposed mechanism of formation pathways. (From Ref. [1].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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material became amorphous with time. This reversion

produced a series of concerns regarding the stability of the

material to storage even under mild conditions. Later

studies showed that the synthesis conditions and the prompt

removal of the surfactant were critical to improving the

stability of mesoporous M41S. The studies also suggested

that calcination was preferred to ion exchange for

applications where hydrothermal stability was important.

Synthesis efforts within Mobil in the early and mid-

1990s focused in two objectives: 1) identify and develop

to a modest scale commercially attractive routes for pro-

ducing MCM-41 materials with a range of pore diameters

and acidity; and 2) broaden the compositional range and

synthesis approaches to produce additional exploratory

materials. The progress was closely linked to parallel cat-

alytic evaluation studies looking at a range of applica-

tions (vide infra). Exploratory materials syntheses first

focused on the production of both aluminosilicate and

metalloaluminophosphate M41S materials including silico-

aluminophosphate. Almost simultaneously, studies were

initiated around the incorporation of metals either during

the synthesis or post-synthesis. Later, in recognizing that

these mesoporous materials were slightly less acidic than

zeolites, we carried out studies aimed at incorporating acid-

ity by post-treatment techniques such as impregnating

MCM-41 with heteropoly acids.

We recognized very early on that these materials had

uncharacteristically large surface silanol concentrations.

NMR studies showed that nearly 40% of the silicon atoms

located on the surface of the walls could be associated

with hydroxyls. The silanols can be functionalized to

modify M41S pore size and the hydrophobicity as well as

serve as anchoring sites for attachment of selective groups

for separation applications. The availability of large

quantities of silanol groups led to a series of functional-

ization studies. The work provided the foundation for the

synthesis of phase transfer catalysts built around M41S as

well as the underlying concepts needed for anchoring the

aforementioned heteropoly acid catalysts.

FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES

The functional form of molecular-sieve-based catalysts

and adsorbents is a tablet, pellet, or extrudate where the

active material is incorporated as a component with mate-

rials such as binders, weighting agents, or other active

materials. Among the challenges addressed during devel-

opment was the potential for collapse of the mesoporous

structure under the pressures implicit in the forming

steps. As crystalline structures, zeolites have the rigidity

needed to withstand inordinately high point pressures.

However, M41S materials with amorphous walls sur-

rounding large amounts of occluded surfactant had to be

viewed differently.

Binding of M41S materials where the surfactant had

been removed prior to forming proved to be even more

challenging. Not only was the collapse of the pores a more

significant concern, but intrusion and pore blockage from

some of the gel-type binder systems became an important

consideration. Solubilization of the binder system and loss

of physical integrity during ion exchange of uncalcined

particles also had to be addressed. While calcination

remained an attractive process option for removing the

hexadecyltrimethylammonium structure directing agent

post-forming, the burden on the gaseous effluent abate-

ment systems proved a considerable obstacle.

Most commercial applications of molecular sieves are

developed around volumetric constraints, where the

challenge is to load as much of the active material as

possible into a given volume. This drives product devel-

opment programs toward formed products with higher

levels of the active component and lower levels of binder

or weighting components with the limits being set by

physical (e.g., crush) strength. The framework density of

M41S is approximately 70% of typical zeolites. This

translates directly into a lower particle density. Thus,

balancing the fraction of M41S in the formed particle with

the fraction and type of binder and weighting agent in the

finished particle became a key consideration in maximiz-

ing the amount of M41S in the process vessel.

APPLICATIONS OF MCM-41

Because evaluations of larger pore exfoliated pillared

layered materials were already under way at the time of its

discovery, MCM-41 was able to be quickly screened for a

number of applications of interest to Mobil. Not surpris-

ingly, most of these focused on petroleum refining, poly-

mer, and petrochemical manufacture applications. Later,

applications outside of the core petroleum and petrochem-

ical businesses were identified. Much of this story can be

traced through the ExxonMobil patent literature.

Because the initial commercial application of MCM-41

remains undisclosed by ExxonMobil, and very few results

from the applications directed research have been pub-

lished, we will focus on information provided in issued

US patents as well as on similar studies published in the

open literature. That the first commercial application of

such a scientifically exciting new material required nearly

a decade is an interesting story in itself. The protracted

development resulted not nearly as much from the tech-

nical hurdles implicit in the identification of a commer-

cially attractive route for synthesis, forming, and activa-

tion of MCM-41, as it did from the difficulty in identifying

a commercial application with the technical incentives,
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inherent risk profile, and economics required to justify the

introduction of such a unique new material.

In the following, MCM-41 is discussed in terms of its

attributes as: 1) a refining catalyst or catalyst component;

2) a petrochemical catalyst or catalyst component; and 3)

an adsorbent or material otherwise used for separation.

Additional applications such as sensors, optical guides,

and fuel cell electrodes are also highlighted. Unless

otherwise indicated, the MCM-41 materials used in these

studies had diameters of approximately 4.0 nm. However,

this does not connote that the same material was used

throughout. Composition (e.g., aluminum content) varied

considerably depending upon targeted application and

synthesis conditions. This review of applications exam-

ined by ExxonMobil is not intended to be exhaustive.

Comprehensive surveys of potential applications of meso-

porous materials, including MCM-41, have been published

by On et al.[21] and Zhao et al.[22]

CATALYTIC APPLICATIONS OF MCM-41

Refining and Polymerization Catalysis

Kresge et al.[23–25] describe a broad range of hydrocarbon

conversion processes over MCM-41 including aromatic

dealkylation, cracking, and hydrocracking. Their work

established the catalytic activity of MCM-41 and its

ability to perform both as a solid acid catalyst and as a

catalyst support for hydrocarbon conversions in general.

No performance comparisons were made with other solid

acid catalysts.

Catalytic Cracking

Catalytic cracking is the most widely deployed catalytic

petroleum refining process. Nearly 35 wt.% of all gasoline

is produced by cracking of gas oils and atmospheric resid

over large pore ultrastable Y (USY) zeolite catalysts. The

products include both fuel and petrochemical feedstocks.

For many years, researchers have looked for larger pore

alternatives to USY or to large pore materials to sup-

plement the effectiveness of USY in fluidized catalytic

cracking (FCC) particularly for processing heavy hydro-

carbons. Aufdembrink et al.[26] examined MCM-41 alone

and in combination with USY for catalytic cracking vac-

uum gas oils and atmospheric resids. The catalysts were

mildly steamed to simulate equilibrated FCC regeneration

conditions. Their performance comparisons showed that

equilibrated MCM-41 was superior to amorphous silica–

alumina both in its cracking activity and in its propensity

for producing larger amounts of gasoline at equivalent

coke yield. Comparisons at equivalent conversions to

gasoline, distillate, and light gases, showed that MCM-41

was more selective for heavy oil conversion, again

Table 1 Comparison of MCM-41 and silica–alumina catalysts in catalytic cracking of Joliet sour heavy gas oil (5168C, fixed-fluidized

bed reactor; 1 min on stream, catalyst/oil=2 to 6)

Yields, wt.%

Silica–aluminaa MCM-41a Difference

Comparison at equivalent coke yields (=4 wt.%)

Coke, wt.% 4.0 4.0 –

Conversion, wt.% 48.5 56.8 8.3

C4’s, vol.% 9.7 13.3 3.6

C5’s, vol.% 3.7 4.7 1.0

C5
+ gasoline, wt.% 32.6 37.2 4.6

Gasoline, RON 92 92 –

Light fuel oil, wt.% 36.7 32.2 (4.5)

Heavy fuel oil, wt.% 14.7 11.0 (3.7)

Comparison at equivalent conversion (=55 wt.%)

Conversion, wt.% 55.0 55.0 –

Coke, wt.% 4.7 3.3 (1.4)

C5’s, vol.% 3.8 4.6 0.8

C5
+ gasoline, wt.% 34.9 36.0 1.1

Gasoline, RON 92 92 –

Light fuel oil, wt.% 35.0 33.6 (1.4)

Heavy fuel oil, wt.% 13.1 11.3 (1.8)

Source: From Ref. [26].
aBoth catalysts steamed for 4 hr, 45% steam, 6508C.
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producing more gasoline than the amorphous silica–

alumina. This is shown in Table 1.

However, in a similar gas oil cracking comparison,

MCM-41 was not nearly as active or as gasoline selective

as USY, although it was more selective in converting the

heavier fractions in fully formulated catalysts. This

comparison is shown in Table 2.

Similar investigations by Corma et al.[27] suggested

that fresh MCM-41 had unique cracking selectivities,

producing significantly higher amounts of gasoline and

less coke than USY, but that the selectivity disappeared

once the material was steamed under simulated FCC

regeneration conditions. Corma et al.[28] concluded that

MCM-41 partially collapsed when steamed to produce a

material resembling silica–alumina. The corollary was

that MCM-41 lacked the hydrothermal stability needed for

it to be useful as an FCC catalyst component.

Nickel and vanadium are present in small concentra-

tions especially in heavier hydrocarbon feedstocks where

they tend to degrade typical FCC catalyst performance as

they accumulate on the catalyst. In a recent study, Balko

et al.[29] found that MCM-41 could be used as an FCC

catalyst component to very effectively trap and concen-

trate the metals so that they are much less deleterious to

FCC catalyst performance. MCM-41, when used at low

levels (5 to 30 wt.%) in conjunction with the USY zeolite,

acted as a metals ‘‘getter’’ and protected the cracking

function by effectively passivating the metals. MCM-41

could be added as a component in the cracking catalyst

particle or could be added as a separate particle.

Oligomerization Catalysts

Pelrine et al.[30,31] evaluated a chromium-impregnated

MCM-41 as an oligomerization catalyst for the production

of high viscosity synthetic lubricants. Evaluations were

carried out in a fixed bed reactor using 1-decene and

reaction temperatures ranging from 1208C to 1828C at

LHSV=1.9 to 2.0 hr�1. The analysis showed that MCM-

41 could produce a significantly higher viscosity product

than, for example, a commercial Cr/SiO2 polymerization

catalyst under the same reaction conditions. The same

reaction catalyzed by chromium acetate-impregnated and

calcined MCM-41 was used to demonstrate the concept

and utility of functionalized MCM-41.[32] Bhore et al.[33]

extended the oligomerization concept to Ni/MCM-41

catalysts for dimerization of lower molecular weight

olefins. The principal application was for C3 to C10 olefin

dimerization primarily to produce gasoline. In their study

the performance of Ni/MCM-41 catalysts compared

favorably to Ni-based Dimersol1 catalysts.

Le et al.[34] used MCM-41 to selectively react the C3–

C5 olefins in a mixed stream of lower molecular weight

(MW) olefins and paraffins with the intent of producing a

heavier oligomer stream that could be readily separated

from the lower MW paraffin-enriched stream. Reaction

conditions used in the study were 1208C, 10.3 MPa, and

LHSV=1.8 hr�1. The resulting oligomers were highly

branched and could be converted to tertiary olefins suit-

able for a number of applications via subsequent selective

disproportionation or cracking over, for example, a zeo-

litic catalyst. Specific applications are for the production

of tertiary C4 and C5 olefins for subsequent paraffin–ole-

fin alkylation or oxygenate production.[35]

Bhore et al.[36] investigated metals-free MCM-41 for

the oligomerization of olefins for the production of higher

molecular weight products as, for example, fuels, lubri-

cants, fuel additives, and detergents. For acid-catalyzed

propylene oligomerization, they found MCM-41 particu-

larly selective for trimer and tetramer synthesis, materials

Table 2 Comparison of 35% MCM-41 and 35% USY catalystsa in catalytic cracking of Joliet sour

heavy gas oil (5168C, fixed-fluidized bed reactor; 1 min on stream, catalyst/oil=2 to 6)

Yields, wt.%

USYb MCM-41c Difference

Equivalent conversion

Conversion, vol.% 65.0 65.0 –

Coke, wt.% 2.4 6.0 3.6

C4’s, vol.% 14.2 16.1 1.9

C5’s, vol.% 10.2 9.7 (0.5)

C5
+ gasoline, wt.% 43.2 37.4 (5.8)

Gasoline, RON 92.1 91.6 (0.5)

Light fuel oil, wt.% 28.1 28.9 0.8

Heavy fuel oil, wt.% 9.8 8.3 (1.5)

Source: From Ref. [26].
a35 wt.% active component (MCM-41 or USY)/65 wt.% binder; spray dried catalysts.
bSteamed for 10 hr, 45% steam, 7888C.
cSteamed for 4 hr, 45% steam, 6508C.
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that are well suited for clean gasoline. Reaction tempera-

tures ranged from 408C to 2508C and pressures ranged

from 0.1 to 13 MPa.

Hydrocracking

MCM-41 alone, or in combination with zeolites such as

USY, has been examined as the active component in

vacuum gas oil and lube hydrocracking catalysts. Degnan

et al.[37–39] examined the performance of NiW-impreg-

nated USY/MCM-41/Al2O3 catalysts and found them to

be superior in activity and comparable in selectivity to

several commercial distillate selective hydrocracking

catalysts. The work was further extended to hydrocracking

heavier feedstocks to produce lubricants.[40–42] Fig. 5

compares the hydrocracking activity of NiW/MCM-41

and a conventional NiW/fluorided alumina lube hydro-

cracking catalyst for conversion of heavy slack wax at

13.7 MPa, 1 LHSV. The comparison, at equivalent

conditions of 13.8 MPa, LHSV=1 hr�1, shows that

MCM-41 is more active for conversion of this heavy

hydrocarbon feed.

Work by Apelian et al.[40] and Marler and Maz-

zone[41–42] also showed that MCM-41 could be com-

bined with a strong hydrogenation function to subse-

quently hydroisomerize the heavy hydrocrackate to

produce high-quality, low pour point lubricants. In a

similar study, Corma et al.[43] compared the mild hydro-

cracking performance of NiMo (12 wt.% MoO3, 3 wt.%

NiO) supported on MCM-41 with that of amorphous

silica–alumina and USY zeolite catalysts with the same

Ni and Mo loadings. The feedstock was vacuum gas oil.

The MCM-41 catalyst was superior to the other catalysts

in hydrodesulfurization, hydrodenitrogenation, and hy-

drocracking activities in single-stage hydrocracking.

When a hydrotreating stage was used in front of the

hydrocracking stage, the USY catalyst became more ac-

tive than the MCM-41 catalyst, but MCM-41 was still

significantly more active than the amorphous silica–alu-

mina catalyst. Most importantly, the MCM-41 catalyst

distillate selectivity was better than that of USY and was

very similar to the silica–alumina catalyst. A number of

other studies have also pointed to MCM-41 as a superior

distillate selective hydrocracking catalyst.[44–45]

Hydrodemetallation

Vanadium, nickel, iron, and other trace metals pose

problems in processing heavy oils because they foul

catalysts and cause undesirable side reactions. Kresge

et al.[46] showed that MCM-41 (d-spacing >1.8 nm) was

very active for removing trace metals from petroleum

residua and shale oils. Nickel- or molybdenum-impreg-

nated MCM-41 extrudates (MCM-41/Al2O3) were found

to be particularly selective for the removal of iron,

vanadium, nickel, and even arsenic. Shih also found that

staging MCM-41 materials of different pore sizes, with

the largest pore size material positioned first to see the oil,

was a particularly effective strategy for hydrodemetalla-

tion.[47] Fig. 6, taken from Shih’s patent, shows the effect

of MCM-41 pore diameter on metals uptake effectiveness

using hydrodesulfurization (HDS) activity as a basis for

comparison. As metals accumulate on the catalyst they

tend to poison HDS activity. The comparison shows that

MCM-41 with 8.0-nm pores has a greater metals capacity

than smaller pore MCM-41.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the hydrocracking activities of NiW/MCM-41 and NiW/fluorided alumina demonstrating the superior cracking

activity of the MCM-41 catalyst. (From Ref. [40].)
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Hydrogenation

Given its large surface area (>600 m2/g) and its large

concentration of silanol groups that are easily function-

alized or ion exchanged, MCM-41 is an obvious choice

as a support material for metals in both precious and

base metal hydrogenation catalysts. Evaluations by Baker

et al.[48] and Degnan et al.[49] showed that MCM-41 was

more active than other conventional supports for long-

chain olefin and heavy aromatic hydrogenation. The

specific applications cited are for polyalphaolefin (PAO)

saturation for synthetic lube hydrofinishing and for

alkylaromatics hydrogenation for color and viscosity in-

dex (VI) improvement. Similarly, Borghard et al.[50] dem-

onstrated that metal impregnated MCM-41 is a very active

catalyst for the saturation of highly aromatic feedstocks

under relatively mild hydrogenation conditions. Hydro-

treating highly aromatic cracked distillate stocks with

NiMo- or CoMo/MCM-41 or other strong hydrogenation

metals supported on MCM-41 to produce low aromatic

distillates, e.g., for high-quality diesel fuels, is described

by Apelian et al.[51]

Similarly, Corma et al.[52] found that MCM-41 pro-

vided an excellent medium for dispersion of Pt particles,

and that the Pt/MCM-41 catalysts were superior in

overall hydrogenation activity for naphthalene saturation

when compared to Pt supported on amorphous silica–

alumina, zeolite USY, g-alumina, and silica. These in-

vestigators demonstrated that sulfur tolerance was a

strong function of molecular sieve aluminum content. Pt

supported on USY and Al-rich MCM-41 was superior in

sulfur tolerance to Pt located on the other supports. They

were able to confirm the sulfur tolerance in the hydro-

genation of a mildly hydrotreated light cycle oil (LCO)

containing approximately 70 wt.% aromatics and 400

ppm sulfur.

Hydroisomerization

When combined with a strong hydrogenation function

(e.g., Pt or Pd) MCM-41 is an effective long-chain

paraffin isomerization catalyst once trace nitrogen and

sulfur compounds are removed. This is shown in the

aforementioned hydroprocessing patents[42,48] where

Marler and Mazone demonstrated that MCM-41 could

be used to improve the viscometric properties of hydro-

processed or synthetic lubricating oils. DelRossi et al.[53]

extended the hydroisomerization studies to lower molec-

ular weight hydrocarbon feeds and found that noble metal

MCM-41 catalysts are both active and selective for

isomerization of C4 to C8 paraffins. Similar results were

obtained by Chaudhari et al.[54] in their analysis of noble-

metal-impregnated MCM-41 for n-hexane isomerization.

Olefin Disproportionation

Higher molecular weight olefins can be converted to

lower, more highly branched and often more valuable

lower molecular weight olefins through disproportion-

ation. The process is not used widely but has the potential

for providing incremental lower molecular olefins as a

feedstock for paraffin–olefin alkylation for fuels or for

petrochemical applications. Le and Thompson[55,56] de-

termined that MCM-41 was an attractive cracking catalyst

for the conversion of light olefinic gasoline to propylene

and isobutylene.

Light Olefin-Paraffin Alkylation

MCM-41 is an attractive support for either Lewis or

Bronsted acids used in the alkylation of C4 to C12

isoparaffins with <C10 olefins.[57,58] The principal appli-

cation of low molecular weight isoparaffin–olefin alkyl-

ation is for the production of high-octane C5 to C12

isoparaffins for gasoline. These studies highlighted the

ability of MCM-41 to concentrate the acid and increase its

effectiveness by nearly an order of magnitude over the

free acid as measured by the amount of alkylate produced

at the same volumetric acid to oil ratio. Typical reaction

conditions for both Bronsted (H2SO4) and Lewis (BF3)

acid/MCM-41 catalyzed paraffin–olefin alkylation were

�208C to 2008C, 0.7 to 1.4 MPa, and an isobutane/2-

butene molar ratio of 10:1. The reactions were carried out

in batch reactors for a preset duration.

Kresge et al.[59] and DelRossi et al.[60] found that the

performance of MCM-41 for this application could be

improved if the activity of MCM-41 could be increased

Fig. 6 Hydrodemetallation activity comparison—effect of

MCM-41 pore diameter. (From Ref. [47].)
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through the addition of heteropoly acids via, for example,

impregnation with phosphotungstic acid, H3PW12O40. In

batch experiments with 50:1 isobutane/2-butene molar

ratio, 1218C, 3.4 MPa, incorporation of 50 to 75 wt.% of

the heteropoly anion, via impregnation, significantly im-

proved both the catalyst activity and the yield of desirable

trimethylpentane (TMP) and dimethylhexane (DMH) iso-

mers. Comparison catalysts prepared by impregnation of

equivalent loadings of H3PW12O40 onto high surface

silica and high surface alumina did not produce nearly

equivalent activities or TMP and DMH yields. This

comparison is shown in Table 3.

PETROCHEMICAL CATALYSIS

Aromatics Alkylation

MCM-41 is an effective catalyst for olefin alkylation of

single-ring aromatics under milder conditions than are

used in, for example, ZSM-5. Le[61] evaluated MCM-41

combined with an alumina binder for the production of

ethylbenzene via benzene alkylation and found that the

same ethylene conversion could be achieved at a reaction

temperature that was 408C lower than with ZSM-5.

Polyalkylated benzene yields were higher, but MCM-41

produced no undesirable xylenes. Conditions were 2.1–3.4

MPa and a benzene/ethylene (molar) ratio=10:1.

Le[62] also identified MCM-41 as an attractive catalyst

for single- and multiring aromatic alkylation with higher

molecular weight olefins. Higher molecular weight olefins

are used to alkylate aromatics to produce linear alkyl

benzenes (LABs). Linear alkyl benzenes are the basis

for linear alkyl benzene sulfonate (LAS). Linear alkyl

benzene sulfonate is used widely as a large component in

liquid detergents. Le’s work is focused on the alkylation

of mono- and polycyclic aromatics for lube additive and

detergent applications.

PHASE TRANSFER CATALYSTS

Hellring and Beck[63] found that MCM-41 containing a

stabilized onium ion, such as cetyltrimethylammonium

(CTMA) cation, could effectively catalyze dual-phase

reactions within the MCM-41 pores. To demonstrate

the concept, Hellring and Beck reacted water insoluble

bromopentane with potassium iodide in an agitated

aqueous medium to produce iodopentane. Addition of

CTMA-MCM-41 to the stirred dual-phase mixture greatly

increased the reaction rate. The results implied that

CTMA, which is amphiphillic, is able to concentrate bro-

mopentane and increase its interaction with iodide, which

is closely associated with the CTMA cation.

CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION
OF NITROGEN OXIDES

Vanadium- and titanium-impregnated high surface area

alumina or silica is a commercially attractive selective

catalytic reduction (SCR) catalyst for NOx reduction.

Beck et al.[64] compared several TiV/MCM-41 samples

Table 3 Comparison of isoparaffin–olefin alkylation selectivities and activities of high surface area heteropoly acid catalysts effect

of supports

Conditions: Isobutane/2-butene ratio=50:1; 3.4 MPa; 121888C; batch autoclave

Support MCM-41 SiO2 (Cab-O-Sil) Alumina

Support surface area, m2/g 738 159 207

H3PW12O40, wt.% 75 75 75

Olefin conversion, wt.% 87 60 66

Yield, gram C5 +/gram 2-C4 = 1.1 1.0 1.2

Total product distribution, wt.%

C5–C7 9.1 2.8 5.5

C8 57.2 69.7 58.8

C9 34.0 27.5 35.7

C8 product distribution, wt.%

TMP (trimethylpentane) 23.9 13.8 13.2

DMH (dimethylhexane) 35.8 25.3 28.0

Unknown 40.3 60.9 58.9

TMP/DMH 0.7 0.5 0.5

TMP/ (C8-TMP) 0.3 0.2 0.2

Source: From Ref. [60].
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with conventional metal-oxide-based SCR catalysts and

found the MCM-41 materials were comparable in both

NOx removal selectivity and activity. The ability of the

high surface area of MCM-41 to support large amounts of

highly dispersed titanium and vanadium was believed to

account for the high activity of the MCM-41 catalyst.

APPLICATION OF MCM-41
TO SEPARATIONS

MCM-41 can be used to separate at least one component

from a mixture of gaseous or liquid components as

described in the patent of Beck et al.[65] The examples

provided in this reference relate mainly to separation of

higher and lower viscosity components of a mixture. The

concept of using MCM-41 alone or as a composite in a

membrane or as an active component in chromatographic

separation media is described by Herbst et al.[66] Among

the contemplated uses are size exclusion applications such

as the bioseparation of endotoxins or pyrogens. In another

study, Kuehl[67] examined MCM-41 as a selective sorbate

for the removal of large molecules such as polynuclear

aromatics (PNAs) from fluids and gases. The applications

range from wastewater and catalyst regeneration gas

cleanup to the reduction of PNAs in hydrocarbon fuels.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

A wide array of other MCM-41 applications have been

investigated, each based on the unique composition,

uniform pore size, and extraordinarily high surface area

of the M41S family of materials. While the reviews by

On et al.[21] and Zhao et al.[22] have described many of

these, we want to highlight three applications to illus-

trate the breadth of potential applications outside the

realm of catalysts and adsorbents. The first relates to the

use of MCM-41 and M41S materials as key components

in microoptical and microelectronic applications. Beck

et al.[68] determined that M41S materials, when processed

to include quantum clusters of semiconducting inorganic

or organic compounds, have unique nonlinear optical prop-

erties useful as frequency mixers, frequency doublers, and

parametric amplifiers. Extended uses are for beam steer-

ing, optical switching, and image processing.

In the second application, MCM-41 is used as a central

component in a sensor device.[69] Electrical, optical, or

gravimetric systems designed around MCM-41 detect, for

example, the presence of specific gases, changes in pH, or

the presence of metal ions. The examples describe a range

of biological, chemical, and physical sensor applications

including the selective detection of benzene, ammonia,

nickel, formaldehyde, and carbon monoxide.

Finally, Ozin et al.[70] describe the use of M41S (nick-

el/platinum)–yittria–zirconia M41S materials as thermally

stable electrode materials in solid oxide fuel cells. The

mesoporous materials, which are synthesized in aqueous

media using glycometallates and metal complexes, have

the highest known surface area of any form of (metal)–

yittria-stabilized zirconia and thus improve the efficiency

of solid oxide fuel cells.

CONCLUSION

For many new materials, traversing the path from dis-

covery to commercial application can take as long as a

decade. This was certainly true for MCM-41, the most

widely studied representative of a new class of materials

known as the M41S family. Commercialization of MCM-

41 required approximately 10 years as issues surrounding

scale-up of the synthesis, raw materials selection, and

post-processing had to be addressed. However, the major

challenge was associated with identification of an appli-

cation where the performance advantages justified the

risks and costs associated with the targeted commercial-

ization. Initial commercializations of truly new materials

are, by their very nature, expensive and associated with a

large degree of uncertainty. The initial application bears

all of the developmental costs which normally represents a

significant hurdle in the development of any truly ‘‘step

out’’ material.

Now that MCM-41 is commercial, we anticipate that

several new applications will be pursued. Work on meso-

porous materials such as M41S continues in many labo-

ratories around the world as witnessed by the consistent

increase in both M41S-related patents and publications

since the discovery of MCM-41, the first member of this

family, in 1989.
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INTRODUCTION

Metal clusters on oxides play a profound role in modern-

day society because such systems are the basic ingredients

in catalysts used for environmental protection, refining of

fossil fuels, and production of chemicals. In the automo-

tive three-way catalytic converter, for example, chemical

reactions take place on nanometer-scale metal particles of

Rh, Pt, and/or Pd distributed on an oxide of a high surface

area, typically alumina.

Catalysis has thus been the main motivation for re-

search on metal clusters on oxides. The improved ability

to control the size and distribution of metal clusters cou-

pled with the development of techniques for better char-

acterization of the structural, electronic and chemical

properties of metal clusters on oxides (primarily scanning

probe techniques) has spurred an increased research ac-

tivity in the field. Consequently, a series of interesting

new results have been obtained, which have demon-

strated how, e.g., the properties of the metal clusters may

change in the nanometer-scale regime due to quantum

size effects.

Atomic-scale investigations of industrial catalysts are

hampered by the complexity of the systems. In this article

emphasis will therefore be on metal clusters on oxides

prepared and investigated in laboratory research envi-

ronments, i.e., under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions.

The advantage of such model systems is that they lend

themselves much more readily to investigations based on

a large variety of surface science tools. The article is

intended to give the reader an overview of the techniques

for synthesis and characterization of model systems, as

well as to address important issues that are relevant for

metal clusters on oxides in general. For further reading,

reference is given to a number of reviews on metals on

oxides.[1–5]

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION, GROWTH,
AND CLUSTER MORPHOLOGY

Fig. 1 shows an image of a ruthenium catalyst for am-

monia synthesis recorded with high-resolution transmis-

sion electron microscopy (HRTEM).[6] The Ru metal

clusters appear as dark, almost circular regions on a lighter

background of MgAl2O4. The experimental challenge of

investigating (at the atomic level) systems of a structural

complexity such as that in Fig. 1 is still so formidable that

strong efforts are made to derive information from struc-

turally simpler systems. In the following, focus will be

on techniques for creating model systems of metal clusters

on oxides.

Substrate Preparation

Typically, the metal clusters are supported on low-index

surfaces of crystalline metal or semiconductor oxides,

such as MgO, Al2O3, TiO2, Fe2O3, ZnO, and SiO2. The

surface science of metal oxides has been treated in an

excellent monograph.[7] Unfortunately, the preparation of

clean and well-ordered oxide surfaces on a bulk specimen

still remains an experimental challenge.[1] The standard

procedures for creating clean, well-ordered metal surfaces

include polishing and etching, followed by ion sputtering

to remove impurities and annealing to reestablish the

crystal order. Such procedures, when applied to oxides,

will, in many cases, lead to poor order or loss of stoichi-

ometry due to preferential sputtering and/or thermally

induced segregation.

As an alternative, in situ cleavage of bulk oxide speci-

mens under UHV may be considered. However, materials

such as SiO2, Al2O3, and TiO2 are difficult to cleave suc-

cessfully in the sense that the cleavage plane will not co-

incide with an extended low-index plane, and that the

surface may locally be very rough. Successfully cleaved

surfaces can be used for one-shot experiments. To remove

deposited metal, sputtering/annealing cycles are necessary.

Being large band gap materials the oxides are strongly

insulating, adding to the difficulty and a severe drawback

because when working with oxide surfaces most experi-

mental techniques involve electron transfer, leading to

charging effects. The charging problem has spurred the

development of alternative schemes, where the oxide is

made conductive by the introduction of point defects, or

the oxide is grown in the form of an ultrathin film on a

metallic substrate[1–4,8,9] that allows for electric transport

through the film, e.g., in the form of a tunneling current.

Examples of the two types of alternative schemes are

shown in Fig. 2 in the form of scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) images of a TiO2 bulk crystal surface and
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an Al2O3 thin film surface. Titanium dioxide is used ex-

tensively, not only for heterogeneous catalysts, but in

several other technologically important areas such as

photocatalysis and sensor technology. Bulk TiO2 in its

rutile form has a band gap of 3 eV, but thermal reduction

under vacuum leads to oxygen deficiencies which create a

shallow donor level in the gap, giving rise to a sufficiently

increased conductivity for performing experiments such

as STM on the surface.[7,8] The (110) surface of TiO2 in its

rutile form shown in Fig. 2a is the most intensively studied

TiO2 surface and it has become a prototype of a metal

oxide.[10] Aluminum oxide (alumina), Al2O3, is extremely

important in both ceramics and catalysis. A band gap of 8–

9 eV makes Al2O3 an excellent insulator, and Al2O3

surfaces are not easily accessible for surface science

experiments. Fortunately, thin alumina films can easily be

prepared.[8,9] Oxidation at elevated temperatures, for ex-

ample, of a (110) NiAl alloy single crystal surface results

in the formation of an alumina film.[3,11] The ensuing film

depicted in Fig. 2b has a thickness of only �0.5 nm, less

than the thickness of a unit cell of g-Al2O3 or a-Al2O3,

but nevertheless sufficiently thick to have most of the

properties of g-Al2O3.[3] And importantly, electron

transport through the film is easily achieved, facilitating,

e.g., STM investigations.

Metal Deposition

The standard technique for metal deposition on extended

oxide surfaces is vapor deposition, where a metal in close

proximity to the oxide is heated to a temperature at which

the metal has a suitable vapor pressure. Metal atoms will

then impinge on the oxide surface at thermal energy. At

room temperature (RT), the reevaporation probability for

metal atoms is generally very low, i.e., the sticking

probability is close to unity.

After landing, the metal adatoms may diffuse on the

surface with a diffusion constant D determined by

D ¼ ðna2=4Þ expð�Ed=kTÞ ð1Þ

for 2-D diffusion. Here n is a frequency factor of the

order of 1013 Hz, a is the distance between neighboring

adsorption sites, Ed is the energy barrier for diffusion, k

is the Boltzmann constant, and T the absolute tempera-

ture. Diffusion can therefore be enhanced by an increase

in temperature.

In a time interval t the diffusing adatoms will travel a

root-mean-square (rms) distance l given by

l ¼ ð4DtÞ1=2 ð2Þ

For sufficient metal coverage the diffusion process leads

to nucleation. If the diffusing metal atom attaches itself to

a surface defect (such as a step edge), the nucleation is

heterogeneous. If, on the other hand, diffusing adatoms

meet and form stable nuclei, the nucleation is termed

homogeneous. In general, only a few atoms need to ag-

glomerate to form stable nuclei. The minimum number of

other adatoms that a diffusing metal adatom must meet to

form a stable nucleus is called the critical cluster (or is-

land) size. Thus if a metal dimer is stable, the critical

cluster size is one.

Fig. 1 High-resolution TEM micrograph of a ruthenium

catalyst for ammonia synthesis. The almost circular dark regions

are Ru metal clusters. The oxide is MgAl2O4. (From Fig. 3 of

Ref. [6], with permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers.)

Fig. 2 STM images of oxides. (a) A clean TiO2 (110) surface

(13�13 nm2). The bright lines are rows of Ti atoms. The bright

dots imaged between the Ti rows (see circle) are vacancies in

rows of oxygen atoms which are in bridge positions relative to

underlying Ti atoms. (Courtesy: Renald Schaub, CAMP, Uni-

versity of Aarhus.) (b) A thin Al2O3 film grown on NiAl(110) by

oxidation. The two dark lines are antiphase domain boundaries

relieving strain due to a mismatch between the film and the

substrate (20�20 nm2).
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Continued metal evaporation does not lead to an ever-

increasing density of clusters. The saturation density N is

determined by parameters such as the rate R at which

atoms impinge on the surface, the temperature T, the

frequency factor n from the diffusion constant D (Eq. 1),

the diffusion barrier Ed, and the critical cluster size i.[12] It

is important to realize that for a given metal–oxide sys-

tem, the saturation density of clusters can be controlled by

changing the substrate temperature during nucleation and/

or the evaporation rate R.

When the saturation density of clusters has been

reached, the clusters will grow by attachment of further

adatoms. Although exceptions exist, the growth modes

can conveniently be divided into three classes: Frank van

der Merwe growth in which the metal grows layer-by-

layer across the entire surface, Volmer–Weber growth in

which metal grows as 3-D islands separated by bare oxide,

and Stranski–Krastanow growth which starts as layer-by-

layer growth, but with 3-D islands appearing after a few

monolayers. Based on a model in which the cluster is

treated as a liquid droplet on the support surface it is

possible to have some preconception of the growth mode

of a particular metal–oxide system. If gmet and gox denote

the surface energies of the metal and the oxide, respec-

tively, and gint the interface energy, the following rule can

be established:[13]

gox � gmet þ gint : layer� by� layer growth ð3aÞ

gox < gmet þ gint : 3-D cluster growth ð3bÞ

Expressions (3a) and (3b) apply to the thermodynamical

equilibrium. It is important to note that film growth is a

kinetic process which does not take place at thermody-

namic equilibrium (growth is incompatible with equilib-

rium!). The expressions are therefore applicable only to

growth conditions which are close to equilibrium. As the

free energies of the mid-to-late transition metals and the

noble metals are frequently larger than the free energies of

the supporting oxides, 3-D growth rather than layer-by-

layer growth is to be expected for such systems. This is,

indeed, confirmed by experiments.[1] In the following,

3-D cluster growth is assumed.

Cluster Morphology

The thermodynamic equilibrium shape of a free metal

cluster can be found from the Wulff theorem[14] if the

surface free energies of the low-index surfaces are known.

The basis of the theorem is that for a given volume, the

equilibrium shape must be determined by minimizing the

total surface free energy. The ensuing theorem states that

the ratio between the real-space distance di from the

cluster center to the facet plane i and the surface energy gi

of this facet is a constant:

di=gi ¼ c ðconstantÞ ð4Þ

Fig. 3a shows a free cluster with a shape determined by

the relative values of the surface energies g100, g110, and

g111. A cross section of the cluster along the (110) plane

is shown in Fig. 3b. The relative area of the different

facets clearly depends on the relative values of g100, g110,

and g111.

If the metal cluster is formed on an oxide, a metal–

oxide interface is created. The free energy of the interface

is given by the Dupré equation:

gint ¼ gmet þ gox � Wadh ð5Þ

where gint is the interface energy, gmet and gox the surface

free energy of the contact facet of the cluster and the

substrate, respectively, and Wadh the adhesion energy, i.e.,

the work per unit area needed to separate the cluster and

the substrate.

The equilibrium shape of a supported cluster can now

be found using a modified Wulff construction scheme,[15]

by replacing the free energy of the surface in contact with

the substrate with an effective surface energy g*, which is

the difference between the interface energy and the sur-

face energy of the oxide:

g* ¼ gint � gox ð6Þ

The height H of the supported cluster, relative to that of

a free cluster, thus depends on g*. For a cluster residing

on a {111} facet (Fig. 4), the cluster will adopt its free-

space form on the oxide if g*=g111. For smaller values

of g* the cluster gets truncated [Fig. 4a], and for

negative values of g*, the height of the supported cluster

becomes less than half the height of the free cluster, as

illustrated in Fig. 4b. An experimental value of the g*

Fig. 3 The Wulff construction. (a) Cluster displaying three

types of facets. (b) Cross section of the cluster along the (110)

plane. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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can be derived from the observed, detailed morphology

of the clusters in terms of the cluster surface energies.[16]

From Eqs. 5 and 6

Wadh ¼ gmet � g* ð7Þ

Again, gmet denotes the surface free energy of the metal

cluster facet in contact with the oxide. The work of

adhesion can therefore be derived from experiments, if

the surface energies are known.

The Wulff construction is basically a continuum de-

scription which does not consider the discrete nature (fi-

nite number of atoms) of the clusters, and neglects the

formation energy of corner and edge atoms, which play an

important role in small clusters. Nevertheless, the theorem

has been extremely successful in predicting or rational-

izing shapes of metal clusters on oxides.

TWO CASE STUDIES

A large amount of metal/oxide combinations have been

studied and an impressive amount of knowledge has been

gained. In the following, focus will be on two different

metal/oxide systems which have attracted special atten-

tion. The two systems will serve to illustrate fundamental

properties, results, considerations, and problems related to

research on metal clusters on oxides in general.

Palladium on Al2O3

Palladium on alumina is an important catalyst for partial

or complete oxidation in many catalytic processes. The

system has therefore been studied extensively, both in the

form of industrial catalysts and as a model system. Most

laboratory studies of Pd on alumina have been carried out

on Al2O3 thin films because of the insulating nature of

bulk Al2O3. Fig. 5a is an STM image showing the result

of Pd evaporation onto a thin Al2O3 layer formed by ox-

idation of NiAl(110) (cf. Fig. 2b). As expected from

surface free energy considerations, Pd grows in the form

of 3-D clusters (Volmer–Weber growth). For room tem-

perature, low-coverage deposition of Pd on well-ordered

films, the spatial distribution of the clusters is heavily

influenced by the intrinsic defect structure of the film with

a tendency for the clusters to nucleate at step edges and

domain boundaries.

From Fig. 5a it is evident that a large fraction of the

clusters are hexagonal in shape. On films with large

domains up to 50% of the clusters are hexagonal in

shape,[16] reflecting the fact that these clusters are crys-

talline. The remaining clusters have not necessarily

adopted their thermodynamical equilibrium form because

of incorporated defects, insufficient temperature, etc.

Because of the finite size of the STM tip the clusters are

imaged as a convolution of the cluster and the tip shapes.

This leads to a certain rounding of edges and corners as

illustrated in Fig. 5b which displays height contours of a

single Pd cluster.[17] Based on atomic resolution STM,[16]

the facets of the cluster can be identified: The top facet is

of {111} orientation while the sides are {111} and {100}

Fig. 4 Cross section of a cluster supported on a {111} facet for

a positive (a) and a negative (b) value of the effective surface

energy g*. H denotes the height of the cluster. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 (a) STM image of nanoclusters on Al2O3/NiAl(110).

Note the characteristic hexagonal shape of many clusters.

(50�50 nm2). (b) Height contours (thin lines) of a single Pd

cluster. The thick line indicates the idealized, regular form.

(15�15 nm2). (c) Ball model of a cluster displaying {100} and

{111} facets. (d) Height contours (thin lines) of a Cu cluster,

closely resembling a regular hexagon (thick line), (9�9 nm2).

[(b) and (d) are reprinted from Ref. [17], Copyright 2001,

with permission from Elsevier.] (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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facets. For comparison, Fig. 5c shows a ball model of a

cluster. As discussed earlier, the general shape of the

cluster is governed by the surface and interface energies

(modified Wulff construction). The clusters do not display

any {110} facet, either because g110 is too large compared

to g100 and g111 (cf. Fig. 3b), or because the cluster is too

small to develop a genuine {110} facet. Fig. 5d shows

the height contours of a Cu cluster formed under similar

conditions.[17] In this case the shape of the top facet

approaches a regular hexagon, illustrating how the surface

energies influence the cluster morphology.

The principal objective for dispersing the active metal

in a catalyst in the form of nanosized clusters is to increase

the surface area. There are, however, several reasons why

the dispersion, i.e., the formation of clusters, may influ-

ence the reactivity and make it deviate from that of

corresponding, extended surfaces. First of all, the number

of edge and corner sites will obviously increase dramati-

cally. If such sites are active (see ‘‘Gold on TiO2’’ sec-

tion), the dispersion will promote an increase in activity

which is easily explained. Secondly, exposure to gases

may have different effects on extended surfaces and

clusters dispersed on oxides. As an example, exposure of

an extended Pd(111) surface to O2 is known to result in

the formation of a (2�2) structure, i.e., a structure with a

unit cell four times bigger than the substrate unit cell.

Exposure of a clean Pd nanocrystal [Fig. 6a] to O2 has

the same effect in the central portion of the top {111}

facet, but an entirely new structure develops along the

facet edge, as shown in Fig. 6b.[18] It is beyond the scope

of this article to discuss this phenomenon in detail; suffice

it to state that the adsorption of gases on nanoclusters may

cause reconstructions along facet edges, thereby creating

new, possibly catalytically active sites. For very small

clusters, the presence of gas may therefore influence the

structure of the entire cluster.

The previous example is related to adsorption under

static conditions, i.e., at a fixed temperature and in an

unchanging atmosphere of (low pressure) oxygen. What

happens to the cluster morphology when the cluster is

exposed to gases at a higher pressure and temperature,

i.e., under industrial catalytic conditions? An answer was

recently found based on an in situ investigation.[19] Model

catalysts of Cu nanoparticles on ZnO (equivalent to the

industrial methanol synthesis catalyst) were imaged with

TEM in a high-pressure cell. The Cu nanocrystals were

found to undergo dynamic, reversible shape changes in

response to changes in the gaseous environment. The

changes were found to be caused by adsorbate-induced

changes in the surface energies and by changes in the

interface energy. To describe and understand the catalytic

properties of nanoscale clusters, dynamic effects on the

nanocrystal morphology must therefore be included.

Dispersion may lead to effects of an even more subtle

origin. Consider, for example, the sensitivity to changes in

the lattice parameter. Because of the increased importance

of the surface stress for smaller clusters, the lattice pa-

rameter is expected to decrease for decreasing cluster

size.[20] Fig. 7 shows an experimental verification ob-

tained for Pd on Al2O3 on the basis of TEM mea-

surements.[21] The smallest clusters (size �1.5 nm) show

a 4–5% reduction in lattice parameter. A smaller lattice

parameter results in a broadening of the d-band. Compare

to the effect of bringing atoms together to form a solid:

The atomic levels broaden and become energy bands. The

closer the atoms the stronger the broadening. For transi-

tion metals with d-bands that are more than half-filled,

such as Pd, the broadening results in a downward shift of

the d-band center to maintain the degree of filling.

According to the d-band model, a shift in the d-band

center relative to the Fermi energy will be correlated with

a change in binding energy.[22] Hence a change in the

lattice parameter will influence the reactive properties of

Fig. 6 Two atomically resolved STM images (2.5�2.5 nm2)

of a Pd cluster before (a) and after (b) exposure to O2. The

(2�2) oxygen adlayer in (b) is not imaged by STM, but a severe

reordering of the facet edge has taken place. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Atomic spacing in Pd clusters on g-Al2O3/NiAl(110) as

a function of cluster size. Horizontal bars illustrate the difference

in length and width of the clusters whereas the vertical bars are

estimated errors. (From Ref. [21]. Copyright 1999, American

Chemical Society.)
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the cluster. An indisputable experimental verification of

this effect on clusters is still lacking, but changes in the

reactivity of a metallic surface induced by a change in

lattice parameter has been reported for a (0001)-oriented

Ru sample in an area where an edge dislocation intersects

the surface.[23] On one side of the dislocation the lattice is

compressed, and on the other side it is stretched. When

analyzing the results of NO dissociation on the surface

with STM, a much larger concentration of N atoms

appeared at the stretched than at the compressed and the

defect-free surface, signaling an enhanced reactivity of the

stretched surface in accordance with the d-band model.[22]

For tiny (few-atom) clusters, the electronic structure

cannot be properly described in a band structure model.

Instead the energy levels may be described in a picture

based on molecular orbitals. The energy levels, and hence

the reactivity, will therefore be very sensitive to the de-

tailed size and shape of the cluster.

In this section a number of concepts which are central

in the description of catalytically active metal clusters

have been described, whereas the role of the substrate has

been neglected, apart from its part in providing a passive,

high surface-area matrix (structural promoter) for the

dispersed metal clusters. Increasing evidence has been

found that the oxide in many cases plays a much more

active and decisive role than hitherto expected. Refer-

ences to some aspects of metal–oxide interaction will be

made in the next section.

Gold on TiO2

Gold is generally accepted to be the noblest of all the

metals because of its electronic structure with a filled 5d

band.[24] Only little attention has therefore been paid to

gold as a potential catalyst. Nevertheless, when gold is

highly dispersed on select oxide surfaces in the form of

nanosized clusters, its chemistry changes dramatically and

surprisingly a high activity and/or selectivity is exhibited

in catalytic processes such as the low-temperature oxi-

dation of CO.[25] The observation that the chemical

properties of gold depend on the support and in particular

on the size of the Au clusters has spurred an intense search

for the underlying physical origin.

When Au is evaporated onto a TiO2 surface (cleaned

by Ar ion sputtering and vacuum annealed to �1000 K),

the Au atoms form clusters that nucleate at defects. Apart

from major defects such as steps, the main nucleation sites

are the bridging-oxygen vacancies shown in Fig. 2a.[26] A

single oxygen vacancy will bind up to three Au atoms and

for larger Au clusters, the Au/ TiO2 interface will contain

a high density of oxygen vacancies.

Fig. 8A shows an STM image of a 50�50-nm area of

a TiO2 (110) surface with a large number of Au clusters

(bright protrusions).[27] As already mentioned the average

cluster size can be varied by adjusting the evaporation

flux, temperature, and total dose. By measuring the turn-

over frequency (TOF), i.e., the number of reactions taking

place per Au atom per second, for CO oxidation as a

function of the Au cluster size, a clear correlation between

the TOF and the cluster diameter was revealed, showing a

distinct maximum for a Au cluster diameter of �3 nm.[27]

In the search for the origin of this effect, the electronic

properties of the Au clusters were investigated with

scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).[27] In this tech-

nique, the STM tip is positioned on top of a particular

cluster, and the tunnel current I is recorded as a function of

the tunnel voltage V. The resulting I–V curves reflect the

electronic properties of the clusters and can be correlated

with cluster size and geometry, as shown in Fig. 8B. A

perfectly metallic cluster on a conducting substrate should

display a simple ohmic behavior, i.e., a straight line as I–V

curve. From Fig. 8B it is evident that the smaller the

Fig. 8 (A) Constant-current STM image of Au/TiO2(110). The total amount of Au corresponds to 0.25 monolayer. (B) Scanning

tunneling spectroscopy data acquired for Au clusters of varying sizes on the TiO2(110) surface. For reference the STS data of the TiO2

substrate are also shown. (From Ref. [27]. Copyright 1998, American Association for the Advancement of Science.)
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cluster the stronger the deviation from simple ohmic be-

havior is observed. When the dimension of the cluster is

decreased, a plateau of zero tunnel current develops

around zero bias voltage corresponding to the appearance

of a band gap between the valence and the conduction

band. For comparison, an STS curve for the TiO2 sub-

strate, having a wider band gap than the Au clusters, is

also included in Fig. 8B. These measurements provide a

fine illustration of how quantum size effects become im-

portant when the dimensions of metal clusters are reduced,

but do not by themselves explain the peak in activity for a

given cluster size.

To elucidate the mechanism behind the observed ac-

tivity, the possible role of the substrate must also be

considered. It is well known that the support may take part

in reactions, for example via spillover effects where

reactants may be formed at the metal clusters or the oxide

and migrate from one to the other. The active role of an

oxide support during CO oxidation over supported Au

catalysts has been investigated theoretically and experi-

mentally with conflicting results (see Ref. [28] and

references therein). To illustrate the complexity of the

problem, reference is made to a case study: a theory study

based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations.[29]

MgO rather than TiO2 was chosen as a substrate because

of its structural simplicity and appearance in the experi-

mental literature (Au clusters on MgO have also been

shown to be reactive to CO oxidation at RT and even

below.)[30] The higher reactivity of supported nanometer-

sized Au clusters was found to originate from two effects:

1) the oxide acts as a structural promoter, leading to the

formation of small Au clusters with low-coordinated Au

edge sites that readily bind CO; 2) the proximity of the

oxide stabilizes a peroxo-like reaction intermediate

CO	O2.

It remains to be seen how general such mechanisms

are, but the example serves to illustrate how the catalytic

process may rely on an intricate interplay between the

metal cluster and the oxide, and how challenging it is to

sort out the relative importance of different effects.

CONCLUSION

In this article, emphasis has been on the synthesis and

characterization of metal clusters on relatively flat, ex-

tended oxides which mimic real, metal-based catalysts

sufficiently well to be exploited as model systems. Based

on two case stories, Pd/Al2O3 and Au/TiO2, a number of

issues relevant for such systems have been introduced and

discussed. Many other fascinating applications of metal

clusters on oxides may be developed in the near future.

Examples can already be found in the literature, such as

the fabrication of single-electron transistors based on

contacting Au nanoclusters on SiO2 with carbon nano-

tubes.[31] While each example is of interest in its own area,

the principal importance of metal clusters on oxides is

unquestionably still in the field of catalysis.
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Metal Nanoparticle Ensembles:
Collective Optical Properties

Alexander Wei
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Ensembles of gold and silver nanoparticles in the 10- to

100-nm size range exhibit collective electromagnetic

properties, which can be tuned according to particle size

and interparticle spacing. Self-assembly is a critical en-

abling mechanism for organizing nanoparticles into

ensembles with well-defined lattice structures or geome-

tries, if particle dispersion forces can be adequately con-

trolled. Presented here are several recent theoretical and

experimental studies on metal nanoparticle assemblies

with novel and technologically appealing optical proper-

ties. For example, gold nanoparticles with intense plasmon

resonances can be organized into planar arrays or spherical

ensembles around dielectric cores, and serve as substrates

for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Recent

theoretical developments indicate that the electromagnetic

field factors responsible for such enhancements can be

further tuned by adjusting the diameter–spacing ratio,

enabling the optimization of metal nanoparticle ensembles

for various applications in sensing and nanophotonics.

SURFACE PLASMONS

Gold and silver nanostructures are well known to exhibit

electrodynamic phenomena commonly referred to as

surface plasmons (see entry on ‘‘Surface Plasmon Spectra

of Gold and Silver Nanoparticles’’). These are generated

by the collective excitation of free electrons in the metal

particle, in response to a characteristic electromagnetic

frequency. The surface plasmon modes of metal nano-

structures have essentially the same function as radio

antennas, except that they resonate in the optical and near-

infrared (NIR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Surface plasmons can be categorized into two types: lo-

calized plasmon resonances, in which incident light is

absorbed or scattered by the oscillating electric dipoles

within a metal nanoparticle, and surface plasmon polar-

itons, which propagate along metal surfaces in a wave-

guide-like fashion until released at some distance from

their point of origin (Fig. 1). Localized plasmon reso-

nances generate electromagnetic field factors, which en-

hance linear and nonlinear optical effects near the metal

surface. The localized plasmonic responses of individual

metal nanoparticles are now quite well understood and

have been summarized in several recent works.[1–3] On the

other hand, metal nanoparticle ensembles can support

both localized and propagating surface plasmon modes,

whose physical relationships are less well defined. Re-

gardless of the complexity of these phenomena, the

plasmonic coupling of metal nanostructures with light

enhances a broad range of useful optical phenomena, such

as resonant light scattering (RLS), surface plasmon reso-

nance (SPR), and SERS, all of which have tremendous

potential for ultrasensitive chemical and biomolecular

detection and analysis.

The plasmonic responses of coupled metal nano-

structures are capable of intensifying local electromag-

netic fields by many orders of magnitude. For example,

many of the early SERS observations in the late 1970s and

early 1980s were performed using kinetically formed

aggregates of Ag and Au nanoparticles.[4] Interest in

SERS has been further stoked by reports of single-mole-

cule SERS spectroscopy;[5–7] however, the reproducibility

of such activities has been poor. Despite strong evidence

that aggregated nanoparticles can generate ‘‘hot spots’’

that produce enormous enhancements in Raman intensi-

ties, these vary widely from sample to sample and often

disappear after a few days’ aging. The conditions that

enable reproducibly high SERS enhancements have yet to

be established, and constitute an important challenge in

nanomaterials synthesis.

FABRICATION OF
NANOPARTICLE ASSEMBLIES

In the last few years, significant progress has been made in

the fabrication and optical characterization of metal

nanoparticle assemblies in one, two, and three dimensions.

Much of this work has been directed toward the self-as-

sembly and materials properties of nanoparticle assem-

blies in which the unit particle size is below 10 nm (radius

R<5 nm); these have been reviewed elsewhere.[8–10]

More recently, several investigations have focused on
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metal nanoparticle assemblies with unit structures in the

10- to 100-nm range, the central theme of this entry. Both

theoretical considerations and experimental investigations

of discrete clusters and extended arrays of these mid-

nanometer-sized nanoparticles will be discussed. It will

become evident that in addition to particle size, structural

parameters such as interparticle distance, lattice geometry,

and periodic order also have important roles in the col-

lective optical responses of these ensembles.

Discrete Clusters of Metal Nanoparticles

Plasmon-resonant nanoparticles can experience signif-

icant dipolar coupling when their interparticle separation

d is on the order of diameter 2R or less where R is

nanoparticle radius, giving rise to additional plasmon

modes. Effective-medium theories such as the Maxwell–

Garnett formula, which can accurately describe the plas-

mon resonance of isolated metal particles below 30 nm,

can provide only a limited approximation of the optical

responses by coupled nanoparticles.[11] These approx-

imations lose their accuracy if d is much less than one

particle diameter (d<1.5R), at which point evanescent

(near-field) coupling becomes significant.

Simulations of discrete N-particle systems based on

generalized Mie theory[1,12] or numerical approaches such

as discrete dipole approximation[13,14] appear to provide

more consistent models of coupled metal nanoparticles.

These have been used to predict the extinction and ab-

sorption cross sections of specific aggregate structures,

such as chained particles in linear or bent conformations

(Fig. 2). Linear chains of Ag nanoparticles produce lon-

gitudinal plasmon resonances at strongly redshifted

wavelengths, whereas close-packed aggregates exhibit

less pronounced shifts in their collective plasmon reso-

nance frequencies. The optical responses of these N-par-

ticle clusters in fact correlate closely with anisotropic

metal particles of similar overall shape, such as nano-

rods[15,16] and nanoprisms.[13,14,17]

More recent theoretical treatments have given empha-

sis to the local electromagnetic fields generated near the

metal nanoparticle surfaces, with the objective of defining

regions with the highest field factors (often quantified as

a function of |E/E0| where E and E0 are the plasmon-

enhanced and incident electric field intensities) for a given

frequency o. This is especially important for surface-

enhanced spectroscopies such as SERS, in which signals

are amplified as a function of GEM=|E(o)/E0(o)|2� |E(o’)/
E0(o’)|2, where GEM is the local Raman enhancement

factor and o and o’ are the incident and Stokes-shifted

frequencies, respectively.[18] In the simplest case of a two-

sphere system, it is widely agreed that local field factors

are greatest when the two particles are almost touching.

Xu and coworkers have performed electrodynamics cal-

culations on pairs of Au and Ag particles (10–90 nm)

separated by as little as 1 nm, and suggested GEM values

more than 1011 for the best cases.[19] These localized

enhancements are exquisitely sensitive to interparticle

spacing; changes in d by just a few nanometers can cause

the local enhancements to drop by several orders of

magnitude (Fig. 3). These calculations, in conjunction

Fig. 2 Extinction spectra of 20-nm Ag particle aggregates in

different geometries, as calculated by generalized Mie theory.

(Adapted from Ref. [1].)

Fig. 3 Electrodynamics simulation of local field enhancements

(GEM) between two 90-nm Ag particles at interparticle sep-

arations of d=5.5 and 1.0 nm. (From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 1 Incident light on nanostructured metal surfaces can result in localized (standing) plasmon resonances (a), propagation of surface

plasmon waves (b), or a combination of the two (c). Excitation of conduction electrons produces local electromagnetic fields (pink) near

the metal surfaces. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with experimental studies by the same group,[7,20] imply

that nanoparticle dimers have potential as substrates for

routine single-molecule SERS, given a reliable method for

localizing analytes in regions of high field.

Linear Arrays of Metal Nanoparticles

Linear (1-D) arrays of metal nanoparticles have attracted

much interest for their potential to transport energy in an

antenna-like fashion and serve as near-field optical

waveguides at subwavelength dimensions, with the pos-

sibility of integrating nanophotonics with far-field optical

devices.[21] Theoretical calculations of vectorial energy

transport through chains of closely spaced 50-nm Au

nanospheres suggest remarkably high levels of transmis-

sion at optical resonance, with optimized losses ranging

between 10 and 25 dB per micron (Fig. 4).[22,23] Several

methods for producing nanoparticle 1-D arrays have been

reported, including self-assembly on prepatterned sur-

faces[24] and inside of nanoporous templates[25,26] as well

as by directed assembly using scanning probe microscopy

tips.[21]

Recent experimental studies on plasmonic 1-D

nanoarrays have so far been promising. Proof of concept

was established by Krenn and coworkers, who used

photon scanning tunneling microscopy to image near-

field excitations within Au nanoparticle chains.[27] Near-

field optical transport in linear arrays of Au nanoparticles

and Ag nanorods was also recently demonstrated by

Maier et al.[23,28] The latter case was shown to support

plasmon propagation with losses as low as 6 dB per 200

nm, which suggests their feasible integration into all-

photonic device architectures.

Two-Dimensional Arrays
of Metal Nanoparticles

Several methods have been employed for arranging

metal nanoparticles into periodic and aperiodic two-di-

mensional (2-D) lattices. Periodically ordered 2-D arrays

with relatively large interparticle spacings (D/2R=1.5 to

5, where center-to-center distance D=2R+d) have been

fabricated by electron-beam lithography[29,30] or by self-

assembly on lithographically defined surfaces[24] (for

some recent examples see Refs. [31,32]). Aperiodic 2-D

arrays of the same genre have also been produced by

self-assembly techniques, mostly by random sequential

adsorption onto charged surfaces.[33–37] For these cases,

the collective optical properties of nanoparticles are

dominated by dipolar coupling mechanisms; however,

their responses are more complex than predicted by

classical dipole–dipole interactions, whose strength var-

ies with 1/D3. Particles larger than 30 nm can exhibit

sizable retardation effects in their dipolar interactions,

and this can impact both the wavelength and decay time

of their coupled plasmon resonances.[29,38] For example,

Chumanov et al. observed a remarkable blueshifting and

narrowing of extinction maxima in submonolayer films

of 100-nm Ag particles as a function of packing densi-

ty.[33] This was later reproduced in lithographically de-

fined Ag nanoparticle 2-D arrays, and reexamined as a

function of particle diameter–spacing ratio.[37] Recent

theoretical analyses by Zhao and coworkers suggest that

the blueshifting and narrowing are largely due to radi-

ative dipolar coupling, an electrodynamic term that

scales largely with 1/D.[39]

Aperiodic 2-D arrays may also provide a practical

and straightforward method for preparing SERS sub-

strates.[34–36] Submonolayer ensembles of colloidal metal

particles can be prepared with packing densities of up to

30% (Fig. 5, left), which is well below the close-packing

limit (�90%) but sufficient to produce significant elec-

tromagnetic coupling and SERS.[34–36,40] Electrostatic

self-assembly of Au nanoparticles on spherical submicron

particles has also been reported recently;[41] in this case,

packing densities on the order of 50% can be achieved by

increasing the nanoparticles’ surface potentials, with a

concomitant enhancement in electromagnetic coupling

(Fig. 5, right).

Fig. 5 Left: planar ensemble of 40-nm Au particles adsorbed

onto thiol-functionalized SiO2. (From Ref. [40]. Copyright 1995,

American Chemical Society.) Right: spherical core–shell en-

sembles of 30-nm particles adsorbed onto amine-functionalized

390-nm SiO2 particles. (From Ref. [41].) Scale bar=200 nm in

both images.

Fig. 4 Finite-difference time-domain simulation of electric

fields (red) localized within a linear array of 50-nm Au particles

(blue), with interparticle separations of d=75 nm. (From

Ref. [23].)
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2-D nanoparticle arrays with much smaller interparticle

spacings (D/2R<1.1) are likely to support strong near-

field coupling as well as dipolar coupling, and should be

excellent substrates for generating SERS and other sur-

face-enhanced spectroscopies. In principle, such nano-

particle ensembles should also be accessible by thermo-

dynamic self-assembly; however, metal particles in the

midnanometer size range experience strong interaction

potentials that can promote kinetic aggregation, resulting

in poorly defined structures. This can be viewed as a

problem in dispersion control: If repulsive interactions can

offset particle self-attraction at close range, conditions for

thermodynamically controlled self-organization can be

achieved. Earlier demonstrations by Schmid et al.[42] and

by Giersig and Mulvaney[43,44] have indicated that col-

loidal Au particles can be organized into close-packed

domains with local 2-D order.

A general method for organizing metal nanoparticles

into hexagonal close-packed 2-D arrays has recently been

developed by Wei and coworkers, using multivalent mac-

rocyclic surfactants known as resorcinarenes.[45,46] These

compounds are capable of extracting colloidal Au parti-

cles from aqueous suspensions and dispersing them in-

to organic solvents or at air–water interfaces.[47] In the

latter case, resorcinarene-stabilized nanoparticles as large

as 170 nm have been organized into 2-D arrays with ex-

cellent local order (Fig. 6). Here the D/2R ratios are well

below 1.1; careful inspection of the TEM images reveals

an inverse correlation between array periodicity and

interparticle spacing d, most likely due to greater van der

Waals attraction with unit particle size.

The periodic 2-D nanoparticle arrays exhibit size-de-

pendent optical properties at visible and NIR wavelengths.

The gold nanoparticle films vary in hue from blue (2R=16

nm) to a faint gray (2R>70 nm), the latter being strongly

absorptive in the NIR region (Fig. 7). The specular re-

flectance is also dependent on periodic structure, with

maximum reflectance of white light observed for 2R be-

tween 40 and 70 nm.[48] These variable reflectivities can

be attributed to several effects: 1) an angular dependency

in attenuated reflection as a function of surface roughness,

a well-studied phenomenon in metallic thin films;[49]

2) size-dependent optical absorption, with significant ab-

sorptivities in the visible region for nanoparticle arrays

with periodicities below 40 nm; and 3) size-dependent

increases in Mie scattering, a phenomenon that has been

Fig. 7 Size-dependent optical properties of Au nanoparticle arrays. (From Refs. [45,48].) Left: 2-D nanoparticle arrays transferred

onto annealed quartz substrates, as viewed directly (bottom) and with specular reflectance (top, yi =60�). Substrates are approximately

1 cm wide. (Reproduced by permission of the Materials Research Society.) Right: extinction spectra of 2-D nanoparticle arrays.

(Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 6 Self-organized 2-D arrays of resorcinarene-encapsulated Au nanoparticles. Unit particle sizes: (a) 16 nm; (b) 34 nm; (c) 87 nm.

(From Ref. [45]. Copyright 2001, American Chemical Sociey.
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characterized for nanoparticles and nanostructured metal

surfaces with roughnesses on the order of 40 nm or

more.[1,2,49]

The 2-D nanoparticle arrays also exhibit size-depen-

dent SERS activities, with excellent levels of signal en-

hancement in many cases.[50] Surface-averaged Raman

signals generated from the adsorbed resorcinarenes could

be optimized as a function of periodicity and excitation

wavelength, with enhancements as high as 107. The ob-

served trends are in accord with previous theoretical cal-

culations describing electromagnetic SERS,[51–54] and

also with SERS studies on disordered metal colloid

aggregates.[55–57] However, the resorcinarene-stabilized

nanoparticle arrays have considerable advantages in re-

producibility and stability, and retain essentially all SERS

activity more than a year after self-assembly. Additional

signal enhancement could be obtained by increasing the

solid angle of incidence and collection; the angle-depen-

dent Raman intensities suggest that propagating surface

plasmons in the Au nanoparticle films contribute signifi-

cantly to the SERS effect.

The colloidal Au nanoparticle arrays are capable of

detecting exogenous analytes by SERS and thus have

potential as spectroscopic chemical sensors.[50] Volatile

organic compounds adsorbed onto the array surface pro-

duce a detectable signal within seconds; removal of the

surfactant layer by plasma treatment further increases the

arrays’ sensitivities and enables the reproducible detection

of analytes in aqueous solutions at micromolar con-

centrations.[58] However, recent theoretical calculations

indicate that detection limits can be further lowered by

adjusting the interparticle spacing. An incremental change

in d delocalizes field intensities but at the same time

increases the available sampling space for analyte detec-

tion. Recent calculations by Genov et al. indicate that the

surface-averaged enhancement factor GR (as opposed to

the local factor GEM) from periodic nanoparticle arrays

can be maximized as a function of excitation wavelength

at a given value of 2R/d, and can surpass that produced by

disordered metal–dielectric films by several orders of

magnitude (Fig. 8).[59]

3-D Superlattices of Metal and
Metallodielectric Nanoparticles

In addition to enhancing spontaneous emission events

such as SERS, metal nanoparticle superlattices may also

be capable of blocking electromagnetic radiation at select

frequencies, i.e., a photonic band gap. Highly monodis-

perse particles on the order of an optical wavelength are

well known to crystallize into 3-D superlattices, and often

produce opalescent Bragg reflections. Colloidal crystals

may also exhibit photonic band gaps in the visible to NIR

range, and have been highly sought after as a way to

manipulate the flow of light.[60] In principle, a photonic

band gap can be engineered from nearly any type of

material by periodically modulating its dielectric proper-

ties. However, lattices with relatively low dielectric con-

trast are not optimal materials for designing photonic band

gaps at optical wavelengths. Periodic metal–dielectric

nanostructures are capable of much stronger optical

modulation; ‘‘inverse-opal’’ metal-coated colloidal crys-

tals have recently been fabricated and have some promise

as photonic band-gap materials.[61]

Theoretical studies by Moroz indicate that plasmonic

colloidal crystals can support a complete photonic band

gap in the visible and even the near-UV range.[62] Close-

packed, face-centered cubic (FCC) crystals of colloidal

Ag particles were calculated to posses tunable band gaps,

at frequencies defined by the particle radius and plasma

wavelength (R/lp) and with relative gap widths between

5% and 10% as defined by (Do/oc), the gap width to

mid-gap frequency ratio. The photonic band gaps were

predicted to be greatest for colloidal crystals with

R/lp>0.9; for Ag, 3-D arrays of large, submicron-sized

Fig. 8 Left: numerical calculations of surface-averaged field enhancements (GR) from 2-D hexagonal superlattices, with diameter–

spacing ratios of 5, 10 and 30, vs. a random metal–dielectric film at the percolation threshold (p=pc). (From Ref. [59].) (Copyright

2003, American Chemical Society.) Right: local field distribution within a hexagonal lattice produced by p-polarized light (l=600 nm,

2R/d=10).
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particles would be needed to produce band gaps for vis-

ible wavelengths.

A related study by Zhang et al. suggests that tunable

photonic band gaps can also be made using metal-coated,

core–shell nanoparticles as 3-D array elements.[63] The

band gaps of these materials are predicted to be less de-

pendent on long-range order, a critical and challenging

issue in the self-assembly of colloidal crystals. Photonic

band gaps have been calculated for FCC lattices of SiO2/

Ag core–shell nanoparticles of different sizes and packing

densities: 500/50-nm core–shell particles at 45% packing

density are expected to have a robust band gap centered at

l=1.5 mm, whereas 160/50-nm core–shell particles at

42% packing density are expected to have a band gap

across the visible spectrum. Graf and van Blaaderen have

recently reported a closely related core–shell colloidal

crystal, in which a second dielectric shell has been grown

around the metal-coated nanoparticle.[64] The outermost

SiO2 shell reduces the van der Waals interactions con-

siderably, and permits their self-organization into colloi-

dal crystals with fractional densities close to that proposed

by Zhang et al.[63]

CONCLUSION

In closing, the controlled assembly of metal nanoparticles

into well-defined structures can yield novel collective

electromagnetic behavior, with excellent potential for

function and application. Chemical and bioanalytical

nanosensors have already reached a remarkably advanced

stage of development, with detection and analysis bor-

dering on the single-molecule limit, and the emerging area

of nanophotonics may have long-term impact on tele-

communications and device integration.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology is a catchword that evokes excitement in

researchers and captures the imagination of laymen. The

excitement in the research community stems from the fact

that theoretically predicted variations in the physical

properties of solid objects as their dimensions approach a

few nanometers (1 nm=10�9 m)—viz. lowering of

melting point, Coulomb charging, novel magnetic, optical

phenomena, etc.—have been verified experimentally.[1–4]

This experimental verification has been possible because

of rapid strides made over the last two decades, both in

techniques for synthesis and in tools for characterization

of individual nanoscale objects. These advances have also

opened up a vast array of potential technological appli-

cations and have occurred just as the limits of photoli-

thography-based solid-state technology are being reached.

Coupled with the revolutionary impact of solid-state

electronic devices on our lives, advances in synthesis,

manipulation, and characterization of nanomaterials have

made nanotechnology—and in particular nanoelectro-

nics—a cynosure of public interest.

There are two alternative approaches for fabricating

nanoelectronic devices: the ‘‘top–down’’ and the ‘‘bot-

tom–up’’ approaches. The top–down approach is similar

to current photolithographic techniques used to pro-

duce microelectronic devices. It consists of ‘‘chiseling’’

nanometer-scale features in bulk materials. Using such

techniques as e-beam lithography and x-ray phase shift

lithography, this approach can now produce nanoscale

features (<50 nm) and has the decided advantage of being

compatible with current microelectronic processing meth-

ods and design concepts. However, this approach suffers

from two important drawbacks: 1) processing costs rise

exponentially as feature size decreases; and 2) the surfaces

and interfaces produced by this approach exhibit atomic-

scale imperfections, which critically degrade device per-

formance as feature size approaches nanometer dimen-

sions. The bottom–up approach consists of ‘‘building’’ the

device or circuit by assembling it from preformed

nanoscale ‘‘bricks.’’ Bottom–up processing, involving

the serial manipulation of nanoscale objects, is techno-

logically impractical. However, it is often possible to

induce nanoscale objects to assemble themselves into

desired structures. It is such biologically inspired self-

assembly which holds the greatest promise.

There are a number of interesting nanoelectronic

building blocks, viz. metal nanocrystals and nanowires

(both magnetic and nonmagnetic), semiconductor nano-

crystals and nanowires, and carbon nanotubes. In this

chapter, we focus solely on nonmagnetic metal nano-

crystals. Two characteristics of metal nanoparticles are

critical for assessing their usefulness in nanoelectronic

applications: 1) the ease with which bare metal particles

cold weld on contact to form hard aggregates; and 2) the

tendency of metal particles to oxidize in an atmospheric

environment especially in the presence of water mole-

cules. The first characteristic means that the surface of a

metal nanoparticle must be passivated by attachment of a

monolayer of capping ligands or surfactant molecules

before any attempt is made to assemble these particles

into a uniform nanostructure. We will refer to such

encapsulated particles as molecularly protected nanopar-

ticles (MPNs). The second characteristic means that only

noble metals such as Au and Ag will form nanoparticles

that are not rapidly oxidized when exposed to an

atmospheric environment. Linear alkanethiol molecules

readily react in solution with both Au and Ag nanopar-

ticles to form stable MPNs. These MPNs can be

manipulated as stable physical species in a variety of

organic solvents. The ability to manipulate Au and Ag

MPNs in organic liquids, to synthesize macroscopic

quantities of these particles with diameters in the 2–

20 nm range, and to control the interparticle spacing in

arrays of these particles by changing the length of the

alkanethiol molecules coating the metal core make Au

and Ag MPNs ideal building blocks for the self-assembly

of nanoelectronic devices. To date, most studies of metal

MPNs are of Au nanoparticles encapsulated by an al-

kanethiol monolayer.
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ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS OF
METAL NANOPARTICLES

The simplest metal nanoparticle-based electronic material

is fabricated by suspending Au MPNs in an organic

solvent such as toluene, casting or spraying this suspen-

sion on a solid substrate, and allowing the solvent to

evaporate. The nanoparticles agglomerate as the solvent

evaporates to form a loosely aggregated solid. If the

original suspension is dilute and care is taken to allow the

solvent to evaporate slowly, small 3-D superlattice

domains or ‘‘ordered MPN crystals’’ form as the

suspension becomes supersaturated; however, in general,

the solid phase that forms is amorphous. The closest

interparticle spacing in the solid is determined by the

length of the alkanethiol molecules encapsulating the Au

particles. Because this spacing is on the order of a

nanometer, these amorphous solids are weak electrical

conductors in which electrons tunnel through the organic

layers separating the Au particles and hop from particle to

particle. Snow and Wohltjen[5] have measured the

electrical conductivity of amorphous films of Au MPNs

as a function of the ratio of the diameter of the gold core to

the length of the alkanethiol encapsulant. They measured

electrical conductivities ranging from 10�6 to 10�12

(O cm)�1 and found that the conductivity at a given

temperature increases as this ratio is increased. They have

also shown that, when such an MPN solid is exposed to

volatile organic vapors, its electrical conductivity is a

function of the partial pressure of the organic molecule.[6]

This effect is most probably because of the absorption of

the organic molecule into the alkanethiol layer surround-

ing the gold nanoparticles. Quantum tunneling varies

exponentially with distance, and a small swelling of this

layer results in a large variation in tunnel resistance. Thus

even as simple a structure as an amorphous solid of Au

MPNs constitutes an interesting electronic material, and a

film of this nanostructured material can act as a chemi-

resitive sensor. Unfortunately, films of alkanethiol-coated

Au nanoparticles are not strongly species-selective.[6]

However, adding different chemical functionalities to the

ligand shell around the Au particles may be a way to

increase the chemselectivity of the film.

Amorphous films of Au MPNs can also be used to

fabricate low-resistance electrical conductors on flexible

substrates. Low-resistance conductors are important com-

ponents of high-Q inductors, capacitors, tuned circuits,

and interconnects. An inexpensive method for fabricating

such conductors on flexible substrates is critical for the

development of ultralow-cost microelectronic systems

such as radiofrequency identification tags. Using a dense

suspension of Au MPNs in a volatile organic liquid, it is

possible to print micron-thick lines via either ink jet or silk

screen techniques on a substrate. If the Au particle

diameter and the alkanethiol encapsulant are optimized,

these low-conductivity Au MPN lines can be converted

into high-conductivity Au lines. This transformation is

made possible by the low melting temperature and low

shear resistance of Au nanoparticles.[2,7,8] It is accom-

plished either by thermally annealing the lines at a

relatively low temperature (<150�C),[9] or by exposing

them to laser radiation.[10]

Although the electrical conduction behavior of an

amorphous film of Au MPNs has technological potential,

placing a single Au MPN between two electrodes provides

a much richer range of electronic behavior. In this

configuration (Fig. 1), the nanoparticle is able to suppress

all electrical conduction at low-bias voltages. This

phenomenon is called ‘‘Coulomb blockade.’’ Coulomb

blockade occurs when the electrostatic energy increase

caused by adding a single electron on a capacitatively

coupled metal island is much larger than the thermal

energy of the electrons:

e2=2C � kBT ð1Þ

where e is the charge on an electron, C is the effective

capacitance of the metal island, kB is the Boltzmann

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation and equivalent circuit of nanostructure consisting of a single metal MPN placed between two

electrodes. (b) Ideal I–V curve for this nanostructure illustrating Coulomb blockade at low bias and Coulomb staircase as bias is

increased. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the metal

island. In the case of metal MPNs, the capacitance C is

directly proportional to the radius of the metal nanopar-

ticle. For room temperature operation, Eq. 1 is satisfied

when the particle diameter is less than approximately 2–

3 nm. Larger particles are able to suppress all electron

transport only if their temperature is lowered. For

Coulomb blockade to be observed, the tunneling resist-

ance (R) to and from the metal island must also be much

greater than the resistance quantum (RQ):

R� RQ ð2Þ

where RQ=h/2e2 (�12.9�103 O), with h being the

Planck’s constant.

When both Eqs. 1 and 2 are satisfied, the I–V curve for

an asymmetric junction {RR�RL or RL�RR} shows

characteristic steps in the current, called ‘‘Coulomb

staircase’’ (Fig. 1). The asymmetry in the resistance

means that the flow of electrons is controlled either at the

right or left tunnel junction, and so electrons tend to

accumulate on the metal island. Because of the electro-

static energy associated with the charging of the island, an

additional electron is not added at steady state until this

excess energy is compensated for by increasing the

external bias. Both Coulomb blockade and Coulomb

staircase phenomena have been experimentally verified at

room temperature using an Au MPN.[3,11] In this exper-

iment, a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was used

to measure the I–V characteristics of a vertical nano-

structure, fabricated by depositing a single 2-nm-diameter

gold particle on a gold substrate that had been coated with

a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of a double-ended

thiol molecule.

The structure shown in Fig. 1 is the simplest example

of a large class of nanoelectronic logic and data storage

devices that are based on the controllable transfer of

single electrons between small conducting islands sepa-

rated by tunnel barriers.[12] For example, Tucker[13]

proposed a nanoscale field effect transistor (FET) based

on modulating the voltage range of the Coulomb

blockade by applying an asymmetric bias on a conducting

island transverse to the direction of current propagation.

Fabrication of such a single electron tunneling-field

effect transistor (SET–FET), using metal nanoparticles,

requires the ability to place 1-D chains of metal MPNs on

an insulating substrate with variable interparticle spacing

and the ability to address a nanoparticle having a diam-

eter of �2 nm from three directions. At present, there

does not appear to be any way to self-assemble such a

device. Although, in principle, any SET architecture can

be constructed using metal MPNs, the technical difficul-

ties involved in self-assembling complex SET circuits that

can operate at room temperature seem overwhelming.

Roychowdhury et al.[14] have suggested a logic

architecture (Fig. 2) involving metal MPNs that does not

require room temperature Coulomb blockade for its

operation. This architecture consists of a uniform 2-D

array of Au MPNs with input and output addressing along

the edges of the array. The nanoparticles are coupled

through electron tunneling barriers both to each other and

to a semiconductor substrate that is a resonant tunneling

diode (RTD) structure. The computation is performed by

allowing the array to relax to its ground state, which

depends on the Coulomb interactions of adjacent islands

for a particular set of input voltages. This 2-D array

architecture is compatible with the self-assembly and

microcontact printing techniques described later in the

present chapter, and recent reports on the formation of

8-nm-wide metallic lines[15] and addressable cantilever

arrays[16] suggest that edge addressing issues and even

readout of the charge state of individual nanoparticles may

be tractable.

The weak interaction forces that exist between metal

MPNs, although ideal for promoting self-assembly from

solution, are not strong enough to produce 1-D, 2-D, or

Fig. 2 Schematic of nanoelectronic architecture proposed by Roychowdhury et al. for Boolean logic. Nanostructure consists of an

ordered 2-D array of Au MPNs linked to a RTD substrate. (From Ref. [14]. #IEEE, 1997.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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3-D arrays that are structurally robust. Thus it is often

necessary to strengthen the self-assembled structures

formed by Au MPNs. This can be accomplished by dis-

placing the monofunctional alkanethiol molecules coating

the particles with difunctional molecules that bind the

particles to each other or to the substrate. Both dithiol

molecules and diisonitrile molecules are able to displace

monothiol molecules from Au.[17,18] Attaching conjugated

molecules having distributed electronic states in the gap

between adjacent metal nanoparticles in an array, or

between a metal nanoparticle and a substrate, is also an

attractive way to self-assemble another kind of electronic

nanostructure. The metal–molecule–metal bridge that is

established in this manner is the focus of the emerging

field of molecular electronics.[19,20] The diode structure

shown in Fig. 1 can now be thought of as being replaced

by one in which the conjugated linking molecule takes the

place of the Au MPN. To date, experimental measure-

ments of electron transport through such metal–molecule–

metal structures have been attempted either by introducing

a ‘‘nano’’ gap between two metal electrodes and

adsorbing the desired organic molecules on the electrodes,

or by STM manipulation of metal atoms and a single

organic molecule on a substrate. An elegant example of

this latter type of experiment is reported in the recent

paper by Nazin et al.[21] Although interesting electronic

behavior has been demonstrated,[22] the problem of how to

self-assemble logic or memory circuits is still unsolved. A

fruitful approach to this problem may be to self-assemble

molecular electronic devices using ‘‘linked arrays’’ of

metal MPNs.

Au MPNs have been used to fabricate lateral structures

that are linked by conjugated molecules. Andres et al.[17]

fabricated a linked monolayer of Au nanoparticles in the

gap between lithographically defined electrodes by first

self-assembling a uniform superlattice array of Au MPNs

and then by replacing the alkanethiol molecules coating

the Au particles with difunctional conjugated molecules.

They measured electron transport in this monolayer film.

Datta et al.[23] have proposed the use of quasi-1-D

conductive ribbons of linked metal nanoparticles, which

they term ‘‘molecular ribbons,’’ as interconnects for semi-

conductor devices. It is difficult to fabricate linked mono-

layer films that are free of defects when the length of the

linking molecule does not closely match the spacing in the

original MPN array. One way to solve this problem is to

fabricate a linked bilayer film, such as that shown in

Fig. 3.[24] This bilayer consists of two monolayers of Au

MPNs with a molecular interconnect covalently linking

the two layers. This nanostructure has been proposed as

the basis of a novel chemiresistive sensor.[24] It is

hypothesized that target molecules that ligate with the

linking molecules will shift the electronic energy levels of

the linking molecules, thereby changing the tunnel resist-

ance between the two layers and the electrical conductiv-

ity of the film. If this hypothesis is confirmed, this scheme

would provide a generic method for fabricating chemi-

selective sensing elements.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of a chemiresistive sensor element proposed by Santhanam. (a) Plane view and (b) cross-sectional

view. Nanostructure consists of a uniform bilayer of Au MPNs in which the two layers are interconnected by adsorbate-specific organic

molecules. This bilayer forms the channel of a electrical diode. (From Ref. [24].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Au MPNs have also been used to construct linked

vertical structures. They have been utilized as nanoscale

contacts on a semiconductor substrate[25] and as nanoscale

switches on top of redox molecules.[26] Such linked

vertical structures represent an attractive paradigm for

molecular electronics-based devices.

Metal MPNs are also being studied for hybrid

microelectronic applications such as floating gate memory

cells and multiple tunnel junction devices.[27,28] Metal

nanoparticles provide an attractive choice for these

applications because of the abundance of electrons near

the Fermi level and the ability to tune their work function

by changing the metal.

MPN SYNTHESIS

Metal MPNs can be synthesized either in the gas phase or

in liquid solution. In either case, the essential requirement

for synthesizing particles with a narrow size distribution

is to initiate a temporally discrete homogeneous nucle-

ation event followed by a slow growth regime, and to

prevent particle aggregation. An apparatus for gas-phase

synthesis of metal nanoparticles is shown schematically in

Fig. 4.[29,30] Metal atoms, evaporated from a single

crucible or a series of crucibles located in a resistively

heated oven, are entrained in helium and induced to

condense by mixing the hot flow from the oven with a

room temperature stream of helium. Controlling condi-

tions in the oven and helium flows controls the mean

particle size. The particles are thermally annealed in the

gas phase by passing the aerosol mixture through a tube

furnace. They are scrubbed from the gas phase by contact

with a mist of organic solvent containing surfactant

molecules and collected as a stable colloidal suspension.

The reactor shown in Fig. 4 also has provision for

expanding a portion of the aerosol stream into a vacuum

chamber to form a particle beam. Potential advantages of

gas-phase synthesis are: 1) the ability to synthesize

extremely small particles and to vary the mean particle

size over a wide range; 2) the ability to produce pure metal

particles, which may then be encapsulated with a wide

variety of surfactants; 3) the ability to produce mixed

metal particles even when the constituent metals are

immiscible at room temperature; and 4) the ability to

thermally anneal metal particles before encapsulating

them with an organic surfactant.

Solution-based techniques for the synthesis of metal

nanoparticles are based on the reduction of positively

charged metal ions or ion complexes in solution usually in

the presence of a capping ligand to arrest particle growth

at a desired size. The major advantage of solution

synthesis is the simplicity of the required equipment.

The major disadvantage is the need for removal of excess

reactants and for isolation of the particles as pure MPNs.

In the case of Au particles, encapsulation by alkanethiols

simplifies the isolation and purification steps greatly. A

general technique for solution synthesis of nanoparticles

with a controlled size and a narrow size distribution is to

isolate small volumes of aqueous solution in which

particle growth takes place by means of nonionic inverse

micelles.[31,32] However, two homogeneous solution

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of an aerosol reactor used to produce metal MPNs with a narrow size distribution. Metal atoms are

condensed in a helium flow to form bare metal clusters (nanoparticles). The aerosol containing the nanoparticles then passes through an

annealing furnace, after which the particles are encapsulated with an appropriate surfactant molecule and captured as a colloidal

suspension. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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methods are more commonly used for the production of

Au MPNs. The first method is reported by Brust et al.[33]

This is a two-phase (water–toluene) reduction of AuCl4
�

by sodium borohydride in the presence of an alkanethiol.

The Au ions are transferred to the toluene phase using

tetraoctylammonium bromide, where they are simulta-

neously reduced by borohydride and capped by the

alkanethiol. Once encapsulated Au particles have formed,

they are precipitated from the toluene solution by the

addition of a polar solvent, and then washed, dried, and

resuspended in a nonpolar solvent such as toluene,

hexane, or chloroform. The second method is reported

by Giersig and Mulvaney.[34] This method makes use of

the classical method of Turkevich et al.,[35] which

produces charge-stabilized Au particles by reduction of

AuCl4
� in water using trisodium citrate as the reducing

agent. An alkanethiol dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF)

is then added to this aqueous solution, causing encapsu-

lation of the Au particles and their gradual flocculation.

The capped Au particles can be extracted into cyclohex-

ane. They are precipitated from cyclohexane by the

addition of a polar solvent, and then washed, dried, and

resuspended in a nonpolar solvent. Au MPNs produced by

the Giersig method retain a residual charge before they are

extracted into cyclohexane and can be deposited on a

conducting substrate by electrophoresis.[34] After they

have been washed, dried, and resuspended in a nonpolar

solvent, there does not seem to be any difference between

Au MPNs produced by the two methods; however, the

Brust method appears to be more suitable for the synthesis

of smaller particles (<5 nm) and the Giersig method

appears to be more suitable for the synthesis of larger

particles (>5 nm).

The standard deviation of the diameter distribution of

particles synthesized by either the Brust method or the

Giersig method is about 10%. The size distribution can be

narrowed by fractional crystallization.[36] This involves

selective precipitation of the particles in a solvent mixture

containing a good solvent and a poor solvent such as

toluene/acetone. Whetten et al.[37] have used selective

precipitation in the presence of excess alkanethiol sur-

factants to refine the size distribution of Au MPNs syn-

thesized by the Brust method. Starting with Au MPNs

having a mean diameter in the 1- to 2-nm range, they

were able to prepare monodispersed samples having a

fixed number of gold atoms. Stoeva et al.[38] have found

that it is possible to refine both the size distribution and

faceting of Au MPNs simply by heating a concentrated

suspension of the particles in a process they have termed

‘‘digestive ripening.’’

Au MPNs produced by solution synthesis are compact,

nearly spherical particles with a narrow size distribution

that can be improved by size-selective precipitation;

however, the gold cores are not necessarily faceted single

crystals. Whetten et al.[37] report that in the 1.5- to 3.5-nm

range, Au MPNs synthesized by the Brust method have

faceted gold cores that are primarily single crystals with a

face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice and a lattice constant

close to the bulk gold value of 0.409 nm. High-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis of

Au MPNs that were synthesized by the Giersig method

with diameters in the 5- to 20-nm range reveals that these

particles are primarily polycrystalline.[39] This is also true

for Au MPNs with diameters greater than a few nano-

meters that are synthesized by gas-phase condensation,

unless they are thermally annealed by heating them above

their melting temperature and then allowing them to

recrystallize in the gas phase. Then they become predom-

inately single crystals or singly twinned crystals with an

FCC lattice and a lattice constant of 0.409 nm.[24,39]

The ultimate Au MPN as far as controlled size and

crystal structure are concerned is the triphosphine ligand-

protected 55-gold-atom particle synthesized by Schmid

et al.[40] almost two decades ago. These particles have an

icosahedral geometry and exhibit Coulomb blockade

behavior at room temperature. They played an important

role in establishing the quantum size behavior of metal

MPNs and in suggesting possible electronic applications

of encapsulated metal nanoparticles.[41,42] However, the

complex synthesis of these particles, which requires

anaerobic conditions and diborane as a reducing agent,

and the difficulty of replacing the triphosphine ligands

with other ligands have led to these particles being studied

much less than alkanethiol-encapsulated Au particles. A

more convenient synthesis technique and schemes for

utilizing exchange reactions to modify the characteristics

of these particles have been reported.[43]

Because of their simplicity and flexibility, the solution-

based synthesis routes of Brust et al.[33] and Giersig and

Mulvaney[34] are currently the methods of choice for

preparing Au MPNs for electronic applications. Similar

solution-based methods are available for preparing semi-

conductor and magnetic metal MPNs.[36,44] Methods

utilizing safer solvents and biosynthetic routes are being

explored to address environmental concerns.[45,46]

FABRICATION OF ORDERED MPN ARRAYS

The ability to assemble nanometer-scale metal islands or

particles into ordered arrays is a prerequisite for the

successful fabrication of nanoscale electronic devices

based on these building blocks. In what follows, we focus

on self-assembly methods involving metal MPNs. ‘‘Top–

down’’ approaches using resist-based lithographic pat-

terning will not be discussed at all. However, two methods
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that do not make use of metal MPNs are worth

mentioning. The first technique is to self-assemble an

ordered monolayer of polystyrene or silica spheres on a

substrate and thermally evaporate metal atoms onto this

colloidal mask. This results in nanometer-scale metal

deposits forming on the areas of the substrate not masked

by the colloidal spheres.[47] The second technique

involves synthesis of metal nanoparticles inside structures

formed using diblock polymers.[48,49] The major draw-

backs of both of these schemes are that the metal islands

or particles have largely uncontrolled shapes and typically

have interparticle spacings much larger than molecular

dimensions. Because of the ease by which Au nanopar-

ticles can be thermally annealed, the first of these draw-

backs may not be severe in the case of Au. Nevertheless,

the large interparticle spacings make it difficult to see how

electronic circuits can be fabricated using these methods.

Self-assembly of MPNs that have been preselected as to

size, shape, and surface chemistry into ordered arrays

seems to be the most promising approach for fabricating

nanoscale electronic devices.

3-D Arrays

Starting with metal MPNs that have a narrow size

distribution, it is relatively easy to produce ordered 3-D

arrays or superlattices, in which the MPNs take the place

of atoms in conventional crystals. Ordered 3-D arrays are

formed by supporting a drop of the colloidal nanoparticle

suspension on a flat surface and slowly evaporating the

solvent. Encapsulated metal nanoparticles typically self-

assemble into an FCC or HCP superlattice.[38,50] Faceted,

single-crystal Au MPNs often adopt preferred orientations

in both 2-D and 3-D arrays in which the (111) atomic

planes of each Au particle align parallel to the (111)

atomic planes of all the other Au particles and to the

surface of the supporting substrate.[38,39]

2-D Arrays

Uniform, close-packed monolayers of MPNs are an

essential component of many proposed nanoelectronic

devices. There are several techniques for fabricating

nanoparticle monolayers by self-assembly. These fall into

three categories: 1) field-enhanced or molecular interac-

tion-induced deposition from a colloidal solution of MPNs

onto a solid substrate; 2) drop casting or spin coating of a

suspension of MPNs onto a solid substrate and allowing of

the solvent to evaporate; and 3) spreading of a suspension

of hydrophobic MPNs in an organic solvent on a water

surface, allowing of the solvent to evaporate, and

transferring of the floating MPN film to a solid substrate.

Giersig and Mulvaney[34] employed electrophoretic

deposition at field strengths of 1 V/cm to deposit a

monolayer of Au MPNs on a carbon film-coated TEM

grid. The monolayer was polycrystalline with small

hexagonal close-packed domains. When the nanoparticles

were deposited without an electric field, no ordering was

observed. The adsorption of MPNs from solution onto

functionalized surfaces has also been used to form

nanoparticle monolayers. In this case, the substrate is

coated with a ‘‘tether’’ molecule having a strong affinity

for the particles. The substrate is immersed in a colloidal

solution of MPNs, removed after a period of time, and

rinsed to remove unbound particles. The MPN monolayer

formed in this manner is amorphous and is seldom dense

(Fig. 5a).[51,52] This approach can also be used to form

multilayers if, after the deposition of each monolayer,

the monofunctional molecule encapsulating the parti-

cles is replaced by a difunctional molecule such as a

dithiol. The major drawback of these methods for

electronic applications is the lack of long-range order in

the particle film.

The simplest method of forming a monolayer of MPNs

is to spread a thin film of a colloidal suspension

containing the particles either by drop casting or spin

Fig. 5 Examples of nanoparticle monolayers self-assembled by three different methods. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

micrograph of a monolayer formed by adsorption of the particles onto a substrate coated with a bifunctional tether molecule. (From

Ref. [51]. #ACS, 2000.) (b) SEM micrograph of a monolayer produced by compression of nanoparticle rafts on a Langmuir trough.

(From Ref. [56]. #AIP, 2001.) (c) TEM micrograph of a monolayer formed by drop casting a colloidal suspension of nanoparticles on a

carbon film-coated TEM grid.
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coating on a substrate that is wet by the solvent, and to

allow the solvent to evaporate.[17] As the solvent evapo-

rates, small monolayer islands form on the substrate.

These islands result from the breakup of the liquid film

because of dewetting as the film thickness approaches

molecular dimensions. The monolayer islands are dense

and consist of small hexagonal close-packed domains

(Fig. 5c). An important parameter for optimizing the size

and degree of order in these monolayer domains is the rate

of evaporation of the solvent. However, the key to

forming large ordered regions are the uniformity and

smoothness of the substrate.[53] Surface nonuniformities

arrest the lateral mobility of the nanoparticles and result

in microscopic voids and grain boundaries in the parti-

cle film.

A liquid/liquid interface, because of its inherent uni-

formity in the lateral direction and nonuniformity in the

vertical direction, provides an ideal surface for self-

assembling 2-D arrays of nanoparticles. Usually the self-

assembly process is carried out by casting an organic

suspension containing nanoparticles, which are encapsu-

lated by a hydrophobic molecule, on a water surface and

by allowing the solvent to evaporate. The number of

nanoparticles spread on the water surface is taken to be

smaller than the number needed to form a dense

monolayer. When the organic solvent evaporates, discrete

monolayer rafts of nanoparticles form on the water

surface. These monolayer domains are often well-ordered

but cover only a fraction of the surface area. A dense

monolayer is obtained by decreasing the area available to

the particle rafts using a Langmuir trough.[54–56] As the

area of the trough is decreased, the monolayer rafts collide

with each other and coalesce. Without an organic solvent

present, the monolayer domains typically exhibit solidlike

behavior and resist deformation. Collier et al.[57] were

able to make use of the rigid behavior of a nanoparticle

film supported on a water surface to carefully compress a

film of Ag MPNs and to measure a reversible insulator-to-

metal transition as the film was compressed and the

tunneling distance between adjacent particles was de-

creased. Unfortunately, this rigid behavior often results in

microscopic voids (Fig. 5b) and multilayer domains in

monolayers assembled using a Langmuir trough.[56]

Schmid and Beyer[58] have proposed an intriguing

variation on the classical technique. They introduce an

amphiphilic molecule that has a strong affinity for the

nanoparticles to assist in the formation of an ordered

particle monolayer. They first self-assemble a layer of

these molecules at an organic / water interface. When

nanoparticles are introduced to the system, they adsorb on

the amphiphilic layer and assemble into monolayer sheets

or ribbons, depending on the experimental conditions.

Santhanam et al.[59] have also proposed a modification

of the classical technique. They are able to self-assemble

uniform, ordered 2-D arrays of Au MPNs on a water

surface by controlling the nucleation and growth of the

particle monolayer. This is accomplished by designing a

cell that establishes a ‘‘concave’’ lens of colloidal solution

on the water surface (Fig. 6). As the solvent evaporates,

the organic layer thins fastest at the center of the cell and,

at some point, a monolayer array of MPNs nucleates at

this spot. The periphery of this 2-D array is defined by a

circular contact line. As more solvent evaporates, addi-

tional MPNs deposit at the edge of the particle monolayer,

and the contact line moves steadily outward. The

advantage of this technique is that new particles are

added to the growing monolayer in the presence of solvent

molecules. This ensures enough particle mobility to

largely eliminate microscopic holes and grain boundaries,

and promotes the formation of a close-packed crystalline

monolayer. Fig. 7 shows a photograph of a film of 5-nm-

diameter Au MPNs that was self-assembled on a water

surface using this technique. The different hue seen near

the edge of the cell arises from the increased curvature of

the water interface at the cell wall, which leads to contact

line instabilities. This results in alternating bands of

multilayer regions surrounding the uniform monolayer

region in the center of the cell. Fig. 7 also shows TEM

micrographs of samples of this Au MPN film taken near

the center and the edge of the cell. These images clearly

illustrate the long-range translational ordering of the

monolayer that forms in the center of the cell and the

nature of the multilayer bands that form at the edge of the

cell. A bilayer film can be produced on the water surface

simply by increasing the concentration of the particles in

the initial colloidal solution.

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the process proposed by Santhanam et al. for self-assembly of a uniform close-packed monolayer of

metal MPNs by controlling the nucleation and growth of the monolayer film on a water surface. (From Ref. [59]. #ACS, 2003.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Once a high-quality monolayer of MPNs is self-as-

sembled on the water surface, if it is to be used for

constructing an electronic device, it must be transferred to

a solid substrate. This transfer has been accomplished by

either dipping the substrate through the water surface and

slowly withdrawing it [Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method],

or by holding the substrate parallel to the water surface

and touching it to the nanoparticle film [Langmuir–

Schaefer (LS) method]. Although Santhanam et al.[59]

found the LS method preferable, it proved unsatisfactory

when the substrate was large and/or hydrophilic. As a

result, they developed a two-step transfer process. First,

using the LS method, the nanoparticle film is transferred

from the water surface to a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

pad. After carefully wicking off any water drops that

adhere to the transferred nanoparticle film, the PDMS pad

is then pressed conformally onto the desired substrate.

This technique is analogous to conventional microcontact

printing,[60] with the nanoparticle monolayer taking the

place of the molecular ink. This two-step printing

technique facilitates the formation of MPN films with a

controlled number of layers. This can be achieved either

Fig. 7 Photograph of a film of 5-nm-diameter Au MPNs that were self-assembled on a water surface using the method of Santhanam et

al. The two inserts are TEM micrographs of samples of this nanoparticle film that were transferred to carbon film-coated TEM grids.

The upper insert is taken from the central portion of the film, which is a uniform close-packed monolayer with a diameter of

approximately 1 cm. The lower insert is taken from the outer edge of the film and shows one of the multilayer bands that form near the

wall of the cell. (From Ref. [59]. #ACS, 2003.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 TEM micrographs of a bilayer film of 5-nm-diameter Au MPNs that were deposited as a pattern of parallel lines on a silicon

nitride substrate using the two-step process proposed by Santhanam et al. The low-magnification micrograph on the left shows the lines

printed on the substrate. The higher-magnification micrograph in the center shows the relatively sharp edge of one of the lines. The

highest-magnification micrograph on the right shows the dense close-packed nanostructure of the film at the edge of one of the lines.

(From Ref. [61]. #ACS, 2003.)
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by repeating the process for a desired number of cycles

and printing the monolayers one on top of the other, or by

picking up the monolayers successively onto the same

elastomeric pad and then using a single printing step. The

use of a PDMS stamp also allows the formation of

patterned monolayer and multilayer arrays of MPNs by

using an appropriately structured elastomeric pad.[24,61]

Fig. 8 shows TEM images at three different magnifica-

tions of a bilayer film of 5-nm-diameter Au MPNs that has

been patterned into a series of micron-scale lines and

printed on a Si3N4 substrate.[24,61]

1-D Arrays

The ability to form 1-D arrays or thin ribbons of metal

MPNs is important in the context of using linked metal

MPNs as interconnects. However, because metal MPNs

are nearly spherical in shape, this is a difficult pattern to

produce by self-assembly and can be accomplished only

with the help of appropriate templates to direct the self-

assembly process. For example, carbon nanotubes, long-

chain polymers, and DNA strands can be decorated with

MPNs to produce quasi-1-D chains, and MPNs can be

assembled inside a nanotube or adsorbed on a thin line

fabricated on a substrate. Hornyak et al.[62] have synthe-

sized nanoporous alumina membranes with controlled

pore size and narrow pore size distribution, and used the

pores as a template to form quasi-1-D chains of Au MPNs.

A colloidal solution of the particles was drawn by means

of a vacuum into the pores. On evaporation of the solvent,

some of the pores were found to be filled with MPN

chains. Gleich et al.[63] made use of the wetting instability

of a monolayer transferred onto a solid substrate to

produce channels on the order of 200 nm in width and

were able to form quasi-1-D chains of MPNs by drop

casting a colloidal solution onto this template. Quasi-1-D

arrays or ribbons of MPNs have also been prepared by

patterning a 2-D monolayer of MPNs using e-beam

lithography.[64] In principle, the PDMS stamping tech-

nique described in ‘‘2-D Arrays’’ could be extended to

produce nanometer-scale ribbons of metal MPNs using an

appropriate master to mold the PDMS stamp. The

technique of Melosh et al.,[15] which makes use of

selective etching of a GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice to

generate thin parallel trenches, could possibly be used as

the master, or a master could be generated using e-beam

lithography and PMMA resist.

CONCLUSION

Au MPNs are attractive building blocks for fabricating

nanoelectronic devices by self-assembly. The synthesis of

Au MPNs with a mean diameter in the 2- to 20-nm range,

with a narrow size distribution, and with a monolayer

coating of alkanethiol molecules is, by now, a standard

procedure. The assembly of these particles to form

chemiresistive films and low-resistivity printable conduc-

tors is well established. Recent results describing the self-

assembly of high-quality monolayer films of Au MPNs on

a water surface and the discovery that these films can be

transferred as patterned close-packed arrays onto any

reasonably flat substrate have opened up a wide range of

potential nanoelectronic applications. What remains is the

need to establish methods to reproducibly link these

ordered arrays of alkanethiol-encapsulated gold particles

with conjugated organic molecules to form nanometer-

scale interconnects and molecular electronic circuits.
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Metal Nanoparticles Modified with Molecular Receptors

Jian Liu
Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Presently, monolayer-protected metal nanoparticles

(MPNPs) are the subjects of some exciting and very active

interdisciplinary research because of the rapid develop-

ment of preparation methods using organic thiols as sta-

bilizers. The organic monolayer not only protects the

particles from agglomeration, but also furnishes a scaffold

for the construction of different functional entities on their

surfaces leading to a broad range of interesting applica-

tions. Among these studies, the attachment of molecular

receptors capable of engaging in well-defined host–guest

interactions is receiving considerable attention.[1] This ar-

ticle summarizes recent advancements in the development

and applications of artificial receptor-modified metal na-

noparticles. The research work on metal nanoparticles

modified with biological species, such as DNA, was re-

viewed recently;[2] thus this topic will not be included here.

PREPARATION OF RECEPTOR-MODIFIED
METAL NANOPARTICLES

There has been a great advance[3] in the development of

synthetic methodology for the preparation of MPNPs after

a seminar report from Brust et al.[4] In their approach,

metal nanoparticles were prepared by chemical reduc-

tion of corresponding salts under a mild condition using

NaBH4 as the reducing agent. The presence of thiol

ligands with various stoichiometries to metal salt in the

reaction resulted in metal nanoparticles ranging in size

between 2 and 8 nm. Molecular receptors on metal

nanoparticles can be introduced by directly using the

thiolated receptor as the capping agent during the particle

formation. An alternative approach uses the ligand-ex-

change[3] method to further elaborate the preformed

MPNPs with thiolated receptors. In the first case, a crucial

consideration is the solubility of the receptor in the reac-

tion media because metal salts are not soluble in nonpolar

organic solvents. For example, Kaifer et al. developed a

special method to prepare the water-soluble Au,[5] Pt,[6]

and Pd[6,7] nanoparticles modified with perthiolated

cyclodextrins (PSH-CDs, Chart 1). In this approach, the

special solvent, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or dimeth-

ylformamide (DMF), was used as the reaction media to

bring all reacting components, the PSH-CD, the cor-

responding metal salt, and NaBH4 in the same phase. This

one-phase, one-step (1P-1S) approach eliminates the use

of phase transfer reagents in a typical two-phase, one-step

(2P-1S) method.[4] In the 1P-1S method, the final particle

size is influenced not only by the concentration of thiols[5]

but also by the nature of these molecules. For instance, a

‘‘macrocyclic effect’’ was observed during the prepara-

tion of Ag nanoparticles in DMF.[8] Perthiolated b-CD

(PSH-b-CD) was found to be more efficient as a capping

ligand than monothiolated b-CD (MSH-b-CD, Chart 1).

Similarly, a tetrathiol cavitand derivative (Chart 1) was

also more efficient than a simple monothiol model com-

pound. This sort of ‘‘macrocyclic effect’’ probably results

from an increased probability of surface attachment for

the multidentate thiols, as they possess more functional

groups capable of initiating their chemisorption process.

In addition, once the surface attachment starts, their

multidentate character may lead to a more robust, multi-

point anchoring of the ligand. Therefore, this macrocyclic

effect in metal nanoparticle capping reactions may have

both a kinetic and a thermodynamic origin.

PSH-CD-modified metal nanoparticles prepared by 1P-

1S approach have a diameter less than 10 nm. To obtain

PSH-b-CD-modified gold nanoparticles (PSH-b-CD–Au)

larger than 10 nm, a 2S method was applied. Preprepared,

citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles (13 nm in diameter)[9]

were further modified with PSH-b-CDs by ligand ex-

change with citrate on the particle surface in the aqueous

solution.[10] A similar strategy was used by Lin et al.[11] to

prepare Au nanoparticles (18 nm in diameter) modified

with thiolated crown ether derivatives (Chart 1). Inter-

estingly, surface-modified gold nanoparticles with even

larger size (16–87 nm in diameter) were prepared by

extracting citrate-stabilized particles in aqueous solutions

into toluene or chloroform with thiolated resorcinarene

derivatives (Chart 1),[12] the compounds relevant to some

macrocyclic receptors. These tetrathiolated resorcinarenes

improved the dispersion and robustness of midnanometer-

sized gold nanoparticles in organic solvents. However, the

authors clearly demonstrated that the tetraarylthiol

adsorbed on the surface is much weaker as compared to

tetrabenzylthiol. This is another case that shows how the

nature of the thiol compound affects the passivation on

metal nanoparticles. Direct modification of Au particles
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(4 nm in diameter) with another type of crown derivative

(Chart 1) was also achieved[13] by adapting Brust’s 2P-1S

approach.[4] Rotello et al.[14–16] introduced their organic

receptors (Chart 1) by using ligand exchange approach to

preformed, alkanethiol-modified Au particles in organic

solvents. Multivalent receptors were also introduced by

the same group on Au particles with similar methodolo-

gy.[17] In the sense of practical application, the ligand

exchange approach provides an easier way to control the

number of receptors on each particle, which is one of the

key factors for molecular recognition at particle surfaces.

Particle size characterization is usually carried out by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The solubility

of MPNPs in various solvents affords a unique opportu-

nity to characterize them by using standard solution-phase

techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

and UV–vis spectroscopies. For example, a 1H NMR

spectrum of gold nanoparticles modified with perthiolat-

ed g-CD (PSH-g-CD–Au) in D2O affords the broad-

ened proton resonances from surface-immobilized g-CDs

(Fig. 1).[18] Such phenomenon is consistent with the ob-

servation obtained by Templeton and coworkers.[3] In

these systems, the resonances of those protons closer to

the metal surface are more seriously broadened, whereas

the effect is less pronounced for the protons that are far-

ther away. Fast relaxation and environmental hetero-

geneities are thought to be responsible for these line-

broadening effects. The UV–vis spectroscopic study

revealed that PSH-b-CD–AuNPs with small size (3 nm in

diameter) presented a relatively weak surface plasmon

band (SP band) around 520 nm. In contrast, the bigger

particles (13 nm in diameter) gave a strong SP band,

which may serve as a signal for visibly probing chemical

and biological species in the solution.

MOLECULAR RECOGNITION AT THE
SURFACES OF RECEPTOR-MODIFIED
METAL NANOPARTICLES

The purpose of introducing molecular receptors on metal

nanoparticle surfaces is to endow these nanoscale entities

with the capability of engaging molecular recognition.

Electrochemistry and UV–vis spectroscopy are the two
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common techniques used to study the molecular recog-

nition events on particle surfaces in various solutions.

Several aspects in this scenario are addressed as follows.

Recognition of Redox-Active Species

An important feature of cyclodextrin (CD)-modified metal

nanoparticles is their excellent aqueous solubility. This

property is probably contributed by the polarity of the

secondary hydroxyl groups on cyclodextrin (CD) recep-

tors, which afford a polar character to the surface of

nanoparticles. Surface attachment of the CD hosts through

their primary faces necessarily leaves the wider, second-

ary faces exposed to the solution phase, a configuration

that favors binding between the immobilized CDs and

appropriate guests in the solution.

Liu et al. used some water-soluble, electroactive

molecules (Chart 2) to study the complexation ability of

surface-immobilized b-CDs on metal nanoparticles in

aqueous solutions. For example, addition of PSH-b-CD–

Au led to two pronounced effects on the electrochemical

response of ferrocenemethanol:[5] 1) it decreased the

current of the voltammetric wave, and 2) it shifted the

apparent half-wave potential to more positive values. Both

effects clearly indicated that ferrocenemethanol was

forming inclusion complexes with the CD receptors

immobilized on the gold nanospheres. This was further

verified by addition of 1-adamantanol to the same solu-

tion. Adamantanol, being also an excellent guest for in-

clusion complexation by b-CD,[19] competed effectively

with ferrocenemethanol for the available CD binding sites

on the surface of the gold particles (Scheme 1). As a

result, most of the ferrocenemethanol molecules were

displaced from their binding sites and released back to the

bulk solution, giving rise to a voltammetric response very

similar to that recorded in the absence of the b-CD–Au.

The host-binding ability of b-CD immobilized on gold

nanoparticles was further verified using compound 17 as

guest probe in a 1H NMR study.[18] The displacement and

broadening of the ferrocene proton resonance in the

presence of PSH-b-CD–Au were attributed to the forma-

tion of the inclusion complexes on the nanoparticle sur-

faces, as they were similar to those observed upon the

addition of free b-CD to solutions of ferrocene deriva-

tives. The substantial line broadening must have resulted

also from the association of the ferrocene guest to the

massive nanoparticles, and was probably related to

chemical exchange (free ferrocene going to bound ferro-

cene and back), as well as to relaxation effects in the

bound state. Note that when the ferrocene guest was

bound to a CD cavity, it became a part of a rather large

supramolecular assembly.

A similar redox-controlled recognition event on re-

ceptor-modified metal nanoparticles was also demon-

strated by Boal and Rotello in a different nanoparticle

system. Reversible complexation between flavin (Flox)

and diamidopyridine (DAP) tethered on gold nano-

particles was successfully controlled electrochemically in

Fig. 1 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, D2O) of (A) free g-CD and

(B) PSH-g-CD–Au. (From Ref. [29]. Copyright 2001, American

Chemical Society.)

Scheme 1 Competative binding of ferrocene methanol and 1-

adamantanol to theb-CD host immobilized on a gold nanoparticle.
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chloroform (Scheme 2).[14] Moreover, the same group

investigated the multitopic recognition at gold nano-

particles by creating multivalent recognition sites through

tethering both DAP and pyrene on the same particle sur-

face. A stronger recognition of electron-deficient Flox on

particle surfaces was achieved through hydrogen bonding

to DAP units and favorable p stacking with the electron-

rich pyrene units.[17,20]

Recognition of Cations

Lin et al.[11] reported an efficient recognition of K+ by 15-

crown-5-modified gold nanoparticles (18 nm in diameter)

in aqueous solution containing physiologically important

cations, such as Li+, Cs+, NH4
+, Mg2 +, Ca2 +, and an excess

amount of Na+. Upon exposure to K+, the color of the

nanoparticle solution changed from red to blue cor-

responding to the surface plasmon absorption of dispersed

and aggregated nanoparticles. The authors postulated that

one potassium ion efficiently bound to two crown moie-

ties tethered to two different nanoparticles forming a

sandwichlike 2:1 complex, which led to the aggregation

of nanoparticles.

Recognition of Anions

Gold nanoparticles modified with a mixed monolayer of

alkanethiols and amidoferrocenylalkanethiol were used

as effective exoreceptors for electrochemically sensing

H2PO4
� and HSO4

�.[21] The authors found that the redox

potential of amidoferrocenyl group was perturbed by the

synergy among the hydrogen bonding, electrostatic in-

teraction, and topology of mixed monolayer to recognize

H2PO4
� and HSO4

� on particle surfaces. However, the

potential change is much smaller for HSO4
� than for

H2PO4
�, showing certain selectivity of the recognition of

these particles. The same group extended this work to gold

nanoparticles modified with thiol dendrons containing

three redox-active amidoferrocenyl or silylferrocenyl

units.[22] These surface-functionalized particles could

effectively recognize H2PO4
�. More insights about the

stereoelectronic effect of amidoferrocenyl group on the

recognition of oxoanions at gold nanoparticle surfaces

were reported recently from the same group.[23] The rec-

ognition properties were weakened by permethylation of

one Cp ring (electron releasing and sterically demanding)

on amidoferrocenyl moiety but enhanced by acetylation of

the same ring (electron withdrawing). Thus, the authors

claimed, the stereoelectronic property of the amidoferro-

cenyl group acted as the key role for the recognition by the

amidoferrocenium form through the hydrogen bonding

between the –NH– amido group and the charged terminal

oxygen atom of the oxoanions. The recognition properties

of gold nanoparticles functionalized with metallodendrons

were further discussed in a recent report.[24] Gold nano-

particles modified with up to 360 silylferrocenyl units on

each particle were achieved. These dendronized gold

nanoparticles combine the advantages of dendrimers and

nanoparticles as sensors for the selective recognition of

H2PO4
� and adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP2�) even in

the presence of other anions. A dendritic effect on the

recognition properties was clearly observed; in other

words, the shift of the ferrocenyl redox potential upon

introduction of the anion became larger as the generation

number of dendrons increased.

Watanabe et al. developed amide-functionalized gold

nanoparticles as a prototype for optical recognition of

various anions, such as H2PO4
�, HSO4

�, AcO�, and NO3
�,

in organic solvents.[25] Interestingly, the addition of an-

ions initially caused a decrease in the surface plasmon

absorption of gold nanoparticles. However, the intensity

of this SP band increased when excess anion existed in the

CH2Cl2. The authors reasoned that initial decrease of the

SP band was because of the anion-induced aggregation of

gold nanoparticles. Further addition of anion caused the

disaggregation of the suprananoparticles composed of

particles and anions.

RECEPTOR-MODIFIED METAL
NANOPARTICLES AS BUILDING
BLOCKS IN THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF
ORGANIC–INORGANIC NANOCOMPOSITES

Metal nanoparticles modified with molecular receptors are

excellent candidates as ‘‘building blocks’’ for the bottom-

up construction of organic/inorganic hybrid nanocompos-

ites in solution phase by using the noncovalent molecular

interactions at particle surfaces. Such nanoscale systems

may serve as the initial prototypes in the fabrication of

nanoelectronic devices. Several aspects of this scenario

will be summarized in this section. A detailed discussion

about the research work on this topic from Shenhar and

Rotello can be found in a recent review.[26]

Scheme 2 Recognition of flavin by surface-immobilized

diacyldiaminopyridine.
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Receptor-Modified Metal Nanoparticles
as Templates for the Construction of
Micellar Structures

In a recent report, Liu et al.[18] reasoned that the intro-

duction of molecular species by molecular recognition at

PSH-CD–Au might lead to reversible functionalization of

particle surfaces. Therefore, a series of ferrocene deriva-

tives with different lengths of aliphatic chains (Chart 3)

were used to examine this idea.

Mixing a chloroform phase containing 22 with an

aqueous solution containing PSH-b-CD–Au caused a

color change of the organic phase from initial yellow to

brown. The visible absorption spectrum of this solution

clearly revealed two distinct bands residing at 430 and

510 nm, corresponding to the absorptions by the ferro-

cene residues and the nanoparticles (SP band), respec-

tively. The obvious conclusion from these results was

that compound 22 acted as an efficient phase transfer

agent for the water-soluble PSH-b-CD–Au and enabled

their solubilization in the chloroform phase. Further

study showed that only compounds 20, 21, and 22 (with

aliphatic chains of 12, 16, and 22 carbon atoms) effec-

tively promoted the solubilization of the PSH-b-CD–Au

in the chloroform phase; compounds 18 and 19 (with

shorter aliphatic chains of 3 and 7 carbon atoms) were

ineffective. This finding strongly suggested that the long

aliphatic chains of ferrocene derivatives could effec-

tively cover the particle surfaces after the complexation

with surface-immobilized b-CDs leading to more hy-

drophobic aggregates, which favored organic solvents.

The effectiveness of phase transfer was enhanced when

the initial concentration of either ferrocene derivatives or

PSH-b-CD–Au increased, which perfectly matched the

transfer mechanism that involved the formation of in-

terfacial complexes between the CD hosts on the nano-

particles and the ferrocene residues of the amphiphilic

guests. Notably, PSH-b-CD–Au were more effectively

solubilized in the organic phase than PSH-a-CD–Au

under identical experimental conditions. This finding

was in excellent agreement with the well-established

selectivity of ferrocene derivatives for b-CD hosts com-

pared to a-CD (or g-CD) and provided additional sup-

port to the proposed involvement of nanoparticle/CD–

ferrocene complexation in the phase transfer mechanism.

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) measurements

verified that no aggregation happened after the phase

transfer of PSH-CD–Au in chloroform. Gold nanoparticles

still stayed individually in the solution with long-term

stability.

Based on these findings, such phase transfer was

believed to be accomplished by host–guest complexation

between surface-immobilized CDs and ferrocene deriv-

atives at gold nanoparticle surfaces. As the formation of

inclusion complexes took place in the aqueous solution,

water molecules were also transferred along with the

nanoparticles into the chloroform solution leading to the

stable complex in this organic solvent. The presence of

the positively charged nitrogen atoms near the ferrocene

subunits probably assisted in transferring water mole-

cules and counterions to the organic phase. Further

experiments supported this proposed mechanism. Thus,

the proposed idealized structure of the nanoparticles

after their transfer to the chloroform phase had some

similarities with the structure of reverse micelles. Liu

et al.[18] concluded that these nanoparticle-centered as-

semblies were conceptually similar to gold-filled reverse

micelles (Scheme 3).

A similar micellar structure was also fabricated in

Frankamp’s group.[16] The hydrogen bonding between

the thymine tethered on gold nanoparticles and the

complementary diaminotriazine on a copolymer yielded a

polymer/nanoparticle composite in which the polymer

blocks bearing the diaminotriazine closely interacted with

nanoparticles resulting in a spherical core, whereas the

polystyrene units acted as the hydrophobic tails project-

ing out into the solution. Lala et al.[27] also reported a

relevant result in which gold nanoparticles capped with

inclusion complexes of a-CD and alkanethiols were

transferred into the chloroform phase by using a similar

strategy discussed above.

Scheme 3 Proposed structure for the assemblies formed upon

transfer of the PSH-b-CD–Au into chloroform solution.
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Fabrication of Rotaxanes on
Metal Nanoparticles

One of the fast-growing research fields in nanochemistry

is the construction of molecular architectures on nano-

particle surfaces. By employing the well-known host–

guest chemistry between CDs and organic molecules,

Liu et al. built, for the first time, a nanoparticle-sup-

ported rotaxane system,[28] which provides an interesting

example of molecular structure for the further develop-

ment of the functional nanoscopic systems at nano-

particle scaffolds. Ligand exchange of a thiolated

ferrocene derivative solubilized by a-CD with the citrate

on citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticle (13 nm) in an

aqueous solution led to the attachment of this compound

on the particle surfaces. Further study of these materials

revealed that some a-CDs were trapped on particles. On

the other hand, when long-chain aliphatic thiols were

used under identical conditions for the preparation of

thiol-modified gold nanoparticles, no a-CD was detected

after the necessary purification. These data suggested

that the dynamic character of the complex between CD

and alkanethiol allowed dissociation to take place after

attachment to the gold surface, whereas the bulky fer-

rocene group at one end of the thiolated ferrocene de-

rivative precluded a-CD dissociation from the complex

after its attachment on the particle. Thus, a novel mo-

lecular structure obtained in this study was a ‘‘gold-sup-

ported rotaxane’’ in which one of the rotaxanes’ stopper

groups was the gold nanosphere itself (Scheme 4). In-

terestingly, Fitzmaurice and coworkers reported[13] a

pseudorotaxane system on gold nanoparticles by binding

dibenzylammonium cation in a crown derivative tethered

on particle surfaces.

Fabrication of Nanoparticle
Networks in Solutions

Host–guest chemistry has been used as the general strat-

egy to self-assemble receptor-modified metal nano-

particles in aqueous solutions. Liu et al. reported their first

attempt in this research direction by using PSH-b-CD–Au

(12.5 nm) as building blocks and ferrocene dimers

(Scheme 5) as ‘‘linkers’’ in aqueous solutions.[10]

It was found that the addition of a ferrocene dimer to an

aqueous PSH-b-CD–Au solution initially caused a red

shift of the SP band. Almost immediately, slow precipi-

tation of a red solid took place, accompanied by the at-

tenuation of the intensity of the SP band. After several

control experiments, the authors verified that such floc-

culation was driven by the host–guest interaction between

b-CDs anchored on gold nanoparticle surfaces and the

ferrocene dimers in the aqueous solution. In the process of

complexation, two ferrocene sites in the same molecule

bound with two b-CDs on different particles resulting in

the network nanoparticle aggregates. Thus, the ferrocene

dimer acted as the linker in self-assembly of nanoparti-

cles in aqueous solutions. In addition, such aggregation

process could be tuned by the addition of free host orScheme 4 Nanoparticle-supported rotaxane.

Scheme 5 Gold nanoparticle aggregate driven by molecular

recognition between surface-immobilized PSH-b-CD and ferro-

cene dimmer.
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guest molecules in the solution. For instance, introduction

of b-CD in the same solution slowed and even shut down

the aggregation process as free CD competed with sur-

face-attached CD hosts for the available ferrocene groups.

Thus, the flocculation was hindered because the dimers

could not form a significant number of linkages between

nanoparticles. Temperature also played an important role.

Increasing the temperature diminished the extent of floc-

culation, resulting from the decrease in binding constant

between the ferrocene residues and the b-CD hosts.

By using similar host–guest chemistry, another type of

interesting organic/inorganic nanocomposites was con-

structed in the aqueous solution.[29] Direct mixing of PSH-

g-CD–Au (3 nm) and solid C60 in water led to large

nanoparticle aggregates with average size of around 290

nm as characterized by PCS analysis and TEM measure-

ment. In an alternative approach, mixing a toluene phase

of C60 with a PSH-g-CD–Au aqueous solution at 0�C also

yielded similar nanoparticle aggregates in aqueous media.

It is known that g-CD can form stable 2:1 complex with

C60 in aqueous solution.[30] Therefore, the authors reas-

oned that the solubilization of C60 in aqueous solution

was attributed to its complexation by the nanoparticle-

attached g-CD hosts. Interestingly, the 2:1 stoichiometry

of this complex suggests that the fullerene molecules may

behave as noncovalent linkers between the nanoparticles,

leading to their aggregation (Scheme 6).

Boal’s group developed a ‘‘brick and mortar’’ ap-

proach in the fabrication of three-dimensional organic/

inorganic nanostructures using receptor-modified gold

nanoparticles as building blocks and polymers tethered

with complementary recognition units as the glue. The

three-point hydrogen bonding between the thymine-

functionalized gold nanoparticles and diaminotrazine-

functionalized polystyrene poly-Triaz yielded micro-

spheric structures 97±17 nm in diameter.[31] The tem-

perature had a profound effect on the assembly process. At

�20�C, the largest microscale clusters were obtained,

which were 10 times larger than the aggregates formed at

23�C. Each of these clusters was composed of 0.6–5.0

million individual gold nanoparticles representing the

most complex synthetic structures known. Norsten’s

group also reported a nanoparticle network system by

using metal ions as the linkage. The chelation of various

metal ions, Fe(II), Zn(II), Cu(II), and Ag(I), with two

terpyridines that were tethered to separate nanoparticles

resulted in the network aggregates.[15] The stability of

these structures could be controlled by changing the sol-

vent, adding excess terpyridine, or through the choice of

bridging metal.

Ryan and coworkers reported that silver nanocrystals

stabilized by chemisorption of a mixture of an alkane

thiol and a thiolated dibenzo-24-crown-8 could form the

nanoparticle aggregates by adding a small amount of bis-

dibenzylammonium through the formation of crown-am-

monium pseudorotaxane assembly.[32] It was also shown

that the addition of excess dibenzylammonium cation or

dibenzo-24-crown-8 inhibited further aggregation. This

novel demonstration of controlled nanocrystal aggregation

pointed the way toward the programmed assembly of

complex nanocrystal architectures in solution. In a sub-

sequent work, the same group reported the first example

of binary nanostructures composing two different types of

inorganic nanoparticles by using a similar recognition-

directed templating strategy.[33] Dibenzo-24-crown-8-

modified Ag nanoparticles (7 nm in diameter) recognized

and bound to dibenzylammonium cation modified silica

nanosphere (180 nm in diameter) via pseudorotaxane

formation. Such templating process was proved to be re-

versibly controlled.

RECEPTOR-MODIFIED METAL
NANOPARTICLES AS NOVEL CATALYSTS

The increasing interest in using metal nanoparticles as

catalysts is due to their high surface to volume ratio. In a

recent and elegant work, Crooks and coworkers have

prepared catalytically active metal nanoparticles encap-

sulated inside dendrimers.[34] The dendrimer effectively

stabilizes the nanoparticles without passivating their sur-

faces, and its branched structure acts as a ‘‘molecular

filter’’ imparting selectivity to the catalyst assembly. Re-

cently, Kaifer et al.[6,7] reported several research works

on the development of CD-modified Pt and Pd na-

noparticles for catalytic reactions in aqueous solutions.

Special effort has been made in tuning the catalytic

activity of these CD-modified nanoparticles through in-

troduction of host–guest interactions on their surfaces.
Scheme 6 Fullerene-induced network of PSH-g-CD–Au in

aqueous solution.
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In an initial attempt,[6] water-soluble PSH-b-CD–

modified Pt and Pd nanoparticles (13 to 15 nm in diam-

eter) were prepared in DMSO–H2O mixed solvents by

reducing corresponding metal salts using borohydride as

reducing agent. Both Pt and Pd nanoparticles prepared

here could successfully catalyze the hydrogenation of

allylamine to propylamine in aqueous solutions. The ease

of recovering the metal catalysts through precipitation

with ethanol from the reaction medium provided an op-

portunity to recycle the catalyst for the hydrogenation

reactions. The authors then focused their attention on the

‘‘selectivity’’ in the catalytic process. In this case, smaller

Pd nanoparticles (3 nm) modified with b-CD were made in

DMF. These b-CD-modified Pd nanoparticles (PSH-b-

CD–Pd) behaved as efficient catalysts for the selective

hydrogenation of different substrates (Chart 4) in aqueous

media. Interestingly, adding millimolar concentrations of

25 to the reaction mixture substantially decreased the rate

of hydrogenation of 23. However, the addition of similar

concentrations of tetramethylammonium bromide or tet-

raethylammonium bromide had a much smaller effect on

the rate of hydrogenation of 23. Similarly, the nega-

tively charged ferrocene derivative 26 and adamantanol

(a neutral b-CD guest) were considerably less effective

than 25 as catalyst inhibitors. All these data support the

idea that 25 acts as an effective inhibitor of the catalytic

activity of the PSH-b-CD–Pd because of (1) its ability

to act as a guest with the CD cavities and (2) its posi-

tive charge.

Further evidence of the strong correlation between in-

hibition by 25 and its binding ability with the CDs that

decorated the Pd nanoparticles was obtained by investi-

gating the concentration dependence of the reaction rate.

The data obtained showed the saturation behavior that was

clearly associated with the binding isotherm of the ferro-

cene derivatives in the binding sites (CD cavities) on the

surface of the nanoparticles. The authors also found out

that the actual effect of compound 25 to inhibit the hy-

drogenation of substrates 23 and 24 differed. Compound

25 was a more effective inhibitor with 23 than 24. This

was probably because of the ferrocene group present in

24, which increased its affinity to the CD-modified na-

noparticles. Thus, 25 competed with the substrate itself

(24) for the available binding sites, and its overall inhi-

bition effect was strongly curtailed. The results presented

in that work clearly showed that (1) PSH-b-CD–Pds were

active catalysts for the hydrogenation of water-soluble

alkenes 23 and 24, (2) catalytic activity could be subs-

tantially decreased by addition of the cationic ferrocene

derivative 25, and (3) the inhibiting character of 25 was

due to its ability to create Coulombic barriers for the ap-

proach of the positively charged substrates (Scheme 7),

resulting in the decrease in the surface density of catalytic

active sites. These Pd nanoparticles served as heteroge-

neous catalysts while their small sizes and solubility

properties approach those of homogeneous catalysts.

These Pd nanoparticles were further used as the efficient

catalysts for Suzuki reactions in aqueous media.[35]

CONCLUSION

This article summarizes the recent advancement on the

preparation and applications of molecular receptor-modi-

fied metal nanoparticles. Although, substantial progress

has been achieved in these past years, this research field is

still in its infancy. More work needs to be done in the

future to reveal fundamental insights and explore more

applications for these nanoscale materials. For example,

Scheme 7 Complexation control of the accessibility of

reacting sites on PSH-b-CD–Pd for hydrogenation reaction.

(From Ref. [7]. Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)
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water solubility of these receptor-modified metal nano-

particles is the key factor for the development of chemical

and biological sensors. To make three-dimensional na-

nocomposites self-organized by molecular recognition

with long-range order and the controllable interparticle

space is still a big challenge. High stereoselectivity pro-

vided by molecular receptors on metal particle surfaces is

desired for the development of ecoefficient, environmen-

tally benign heterogeneous catalysts. The author expects a

great advancement in this research field in next few years.
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Metal Nanoparticles Prepared in
Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Solutions

Harry W. Rollins
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory,
Idaho Falls, Idaho, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The novel optical, electronic, and/or magnetic properties

of metal and semiconductor nanoparticles have resulted in

extensive research on new methods for their preparation.

An ideal preparation method would allow the particle size,

size distribution, crystallinity, and particle shape to be

easily controlled, and would be applicable to a wide

variety of material systems. Numerous preparation meth-

ods have been reported, each with its inherent advantages

and disadvantages; however, an ideal method has yet to

emerge. The most widely applied methods for nanopar-

ticle preparation include the sonochemical reduction of

organometallic reagents,[1,2] the solvothermal method of

Alivisatos,[3] reactions in microemulsions,[4–6] the polyol

method (reduction by alcohols),[7–9] and the use of

polymer and sol–gel materials as hosts.[10–13]

In addition to these methods, there are a variety of

methods that take advantage of the unique properties of a

supercritical fluid.[14,15] Through simple variations of

temperature and pressure, the properties of a supercritical

fluid can be continuously tuned from gas-like to liquid-

like without undergoing a phase change. Nanoparticle

preparation methods that utilize supercritical fluids are

briefly reviewed below using the following categories:

Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions (RESS),

Reactive Supercritical Fluid Processing, and Supercritical

Fluid Microemulsions. Because of its easily accessible

critical temperature and pressure and environmentally

benign nature, carbon dioxide is the most widely used

supercritical solvent. Supercritical CO2 is unfortunately a

poor solvent for many polar or ionic species, which has

impeded its use in the preparation of metal and semicon-

ductor nanoparticles. We have developed a reactive

supercritical fluid processing method using supercritical

carbon dioxide for the preparation of metal and metal

sulfide particles and used it to prepare narrowly distrib-

uted nanoparticles of silver (Ag) and silver sulfide (Ag2S).

The preparation and characterization of these materials

and the effects of processing conditions on particle

properties is reported.

NANOPARTICLE PREPARATION METHODS
USING SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS

Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions

The Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions (RESS)

process takes advantage of the pressure dependence of

solute solubility in supercritical fluids. In this method, a

supercritical solution of the solute is prepared by

dissolving the solute in an appropriate solvent and then

pressurizing and heating the solution to above its critical

point. (Alternatively, the solute can be directly dissolved

by the solvent at supercritical conditions.) The supercrit-

ical solution is rapidly expanded through a small nozzle or

orifice into a region at lower pressure, where the solute is

insoluble. The very rapid reduction in pressure results in

the precipitation of the solute. The timescale for the

precipitation has been estimated to be on the order of 10�7

sec,[16] which results in the homogeneous nucleation and

precipitation of the solute. A wide variety of organic,

polymeric, and inorganic nanoparticles have been pre-

pared by RESS.[17–23] Organic particles prepared using

this method typically have a wide particle-size distribution

and are in the �1-mm size range. Particle size is highly

dependent on solute concentration, with smaller particles

being produced at lower concentrations. Ginosar et al.[24]

reported that the on-line particle-size analysis for the

RESS preparation of phenanthrene nanoparticles from

carbon dioxide solutions consists of a bimodal distribution

of primary nanoparticles and much larger micron-sized

aggregates. Processing by RESS using carbon dioxide

solutions has primarily been used in the preparation of

organic nanoparticles because of the limited solubility of

inorganic salts and polymers in CO2. Smith, Matson,

Petersen, and coworkers[18,20,25] have used supercritical

water solutions for the RESS preparation of SiO2 and

GeO2 nanoparticles. Processing of SiO2 by RESS using

a preexpansion temperature of 470�C at 590 bar and

an expansion nozzle with an inner diameter of 60 mm

resulted in the formation of particles with diameters

from less than 0.1 to 0.5 mm. Variation of the SiO2
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concentration from 10 to 500 ppm resulted in SiO2

particles with diameters from less than 0.01 to 0.5 mm,

with larger particles being produced at higher SiO2

concentrations. Variation of the processing conditions

has been used to generate thin films of the inorganic

material. Supercritical carbon dioxide has been used for

the RESS preparation of triiron dodecacarbonyl, diman-

ganese decacarbonyl, and chromium hexacarbonyl.[26]

The triiron dodecacarbonyl particles ranged in diameter

from 1 to 10 mm.

Reactive Supercritical Fluid Processing

The RESS process is a precipitation process based on the

pressure dependence of solute solubility in supercritical

fluids. Unfortunately, metals and metal sulfides are

insoluble in most solvents, thus precluding their direct

preparation by RESS. Using aqueous solutions of metal

salts, the RESS process has been used to prepare metal

oxide nanoparticles. Processing of Fe(NO3)3 solutions by

RESS using water at 500�C and 100 MPa and orifices with

diameters of 50–200 mm resulted in the formation of

Fe2O3 nanoparticles with diameters of 20–40 nm.[27]

Oxidation of metal salts in pressurized water at high

temperatures is typically referred to as hydrothermal

processing and is a common method in the synthesis of

metal oxides. Hydrothermal treatment using batch-type

reactions affords little control over the solution temper-

ature and duration of exposure and typically results in the

formation of micron-scale particles. Careful control of the

reaction conditions has been demonstrated using a flowing

system in which the aqueous solution of the metal salt is

rapidly mixed with a preheated water stream. Variation of

the temperature and flow rate of each stream and the

residence time at high temperature can be precisely

controlled and limited to short exposure times. Using

flowing systems, Poliakoff and coworkers[28,29] were able

to prepare nanoparticles of Ce1� xZrxO2 and MFe2O4

(M=Co, Ni, Zn) with particle sizes of �10 nm. Solutions

of metal salts in alcohols have also been processed using

high temperatures and pressures to prepare nanoparticles

of a variety of metals.[30,31]

Sun and coworkers[15,32–36] have developed a reactive

supercritical fluid method for the preparation of metal and

metal sulfide particles based on the RESS process. In this

method, a metal salt is dissolved in a polar solvent, which

is then pressurized and heated to supercritical conditions.

The supercritical solution is then rapidly expanded

through a small nozzle or orifice into a liquid solution

containing a second reactant (e.g., reducing agent or

sodium sulfide). The method is versatile and can be used

with a variety of metal salts, supercritical fluids, and

reagents. They have used this method to prepare nano-

particles of the metals, Ag, Cu, Fe, Ni, and Co, as well as

the metal sulfides, CdS, Ag2S, and PbS. The particles

produced have average diameters of �10 nm with

particle-size distributions of �1 nm. Solvents used in-

clude methanol, ethanol, acetone, tetrahydrofuran, and

ammonia. Particle aggregation is minimized by collecting

the sample in liquid solution and can be further prevented

through the use of polymer surfactants such as poly(N-

vinyl-2-pyrolodone) (PVP).

Supercritical Fluid Microemulsions

To overcome the limited solubility of polar compounds,

particularly metal salts, in carbon dioxide, several

researchers have used reverse micelles. Wai and co-

workers[37,38] reported the preparation of silver and copper

nanoparticles using water-in-CO2 reverse micelles. Silver

and copper salts were dissolved in the aqueous core of

reverse micelles formed with sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfosuccinate (AOT) and the cosurfactant perfluoropo-

lyether phosphate in supercritical carbon dioxide. The

cosurfactant perfluoropolyether phosphate is necessary to

dissolve the AOT, which is not soluble in carbon dioxide.

Addition of a reducing agent to the reverse micelle

solutions resulted in the formation of metallic Ag or Cu

nanoparticles with 5–15 nm diameters.[37,38] AgI, AgBr,

and AgCl nanoparticles (3–15 nm) have been prepared by

mixing two carbon dioxide microemulsions, one contain-

ing AgNO3 and the other containing NaI, NaBr, or

NaCl.[39] A fluorinated analog of AOT has been synthe-

sized and used for the preparation of CdS and ZnS

nanoparticles by mixing two CO2 reverse micelle solu-

tions, one containing the metal salt and the other Na2S.[40]

The average diameter was calculated from the band gap

and varied from 2.7 to 4.2 nm depending on the water to

surfactant ratio. Formation of water-in-CO2 microemul-

sions by perfluoropolyether surfactants has been demon-

strated[41–44] and used to prepare CdS nanoparticles.[45]

Sun et al.[46] have used perfluoropolyether ammonium

carboxylate water-in-CO2 microemulsions to dissolve

AgNO3, which was then rapidly expanded into a room

temperature solution of sodium borohydride resulting in

Ag nanoparticles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have developed a reactive supercritical fluid nano-

particle preparation method based on the RESS process

that uses supercritical carbon dioxide as the solvent. In

this method, neutral metal salts are dissolved in carbon

dioxide using tributyl phosphate (TBP). The method can

be used with a variety of metal salts and can be used for

the preparation of both metal and metal sulfide nanopar-

ticles. The particles thus prepared have average diameters
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of approximately 10 nm, with narrow size distributions.

The preparation and characterization of silver and silver

sulfide nanoparticles is presented.

Silver Nanoparticles

The experimental apparatus for the reactive RESS

preparation of nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 1. The

system consists of an ISCO model 260D syringe pump, a

floating piston cylinder (TEMCO model CFT-50-50, 300-

cm3 volume), a high-pressure nitrogen cylinder and

regulator, a preheating zone with �40 ft of 1/16-in. o.d.

tubing in an aluminum clamshell, an Omega CN4800

temperature controller with k-type thermocouple in

contact with the fluid, a 127-mm i.d. by 10-cm-long

nozzle, and an expansion chamber. For the preparation of

silver nanoparticles, CF3SO3Ag solution in tributyl phos-

phate (TBP) was added to the floating piston cylinder,

which was filled with liquid CO2 and pressurized to 2000

psi at room temperature. The amount of CO2 was

gravimetrically determined. The floating piston cylinder

was placed on a horizontal platform rocker and allowed to

equilibrate for at least 2 hr. The preheating zone was

brought to temperature and allowed to equilibrate. A

solution of NaBH4 in ethanol or methanol (150 ml) was

immediately prepared before use and was placed in the

expansion chamber. The polymer PVP (molecular weight

360,000, �3.5 mg/mL) was also dissolved in the NaBH4

alcohol solution to prevent particle aggregation. An ex-

cess of sodium borohydride was used for the preparation

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus for the reactive RESS preparation of nanoparticles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Transmission electron micrograph of silver nanoparti-

cles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 70�C, 3500 psi,

with 0.22 wt.% TBP. The particle-size distribution is shown in

the inset. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrograph of silver nanoparti-

cles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 110�C, 3500

psi, with 0.24 wt.% TBP. The particle-size distribution is shown

in the inset. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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of all samples ([NaBH4]/[Ag+]=3–5). The CF3SO3Ag

solution in CO2/TBP was pressurized to 3500 psi using

nitrogen on the back side of the piston. The system

temperature was equilibrated by flowing CO2 at 3500 psi

for �5 min. The CO2 flow was stopped and the

CF3SO3Ag solution flow was initiated and expanded into

the NaBH4 solution.

The NaBH4 solution immediately turned yellow upon

addition of CF3SO3Ag solution, typical of silver nanopar-

ticle suspensions. The resulting suspension was then

characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), and UV–Vis absorption

spectroscopy. For TEM analysis, a drop of the suspension

was placed on a carbon-coated Cu grid, allowed to dry,

rinsed with hexane, and then dried in a vacuum oven at

100–120�C overnight to remove residual TBP. For UV–

Vis analysis, the samples were diluted to an optical density

<1 using 0.2-cm path length cuvettes. For XRD analysis,

the sample was dried on a rotary evaporator at up to 80�C.

Upon removal of the alcohol, the silver particles and PVP

polymer precipitated and the remaining TBP liquid was

decanted. The sample was rinsed with hexane and then

dried in a vacuum oven. X-ray diffraction patterns for the

samples matched the powder diffraction file reference

patterns for face-centered cubic silver (04-0783).

Several silver nanoparticle samples were prepared

using different expansion temperatures and concentra-

tions of TBP. Transmission electron microscopy analysis

and particle-size distributions are shown in Figs. 2–4 for

several silver nanoparticle samples. Particle diameters

and size distributions were determined from the TEM

micrographs and are based on a minimum of 200

particles. The samples shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were both

prepared using 0.2 wt.% TBP. The sample prepared using

a temperature of 70�C has an average particle diameter of

9.9 nm, while the sample prepared at 110�C has an

average diameter of 7.4 nm. The particle diameter

standard deviation is �3.5 nm for both samples. Analysis

by TEM of a sample prepared using a temperature of

104�C and [TBP] of 1.41 wt.% has an average diameter of

12.9 nm and a standard deviation of 2.2 nm. Sample

preparation conditions and results from TEM analysis are

summarized in Table 1. Particle diameter shows a slight

dependence on expansion temperature, with smaller

particles produced at lower temperature. The particle size

and distributions were highly dependent on TBP concen-

tration, with larger, more uniform particles prepared at

higher TBP concentrations. The absorption spectra of the

9.9- and 12.9-nm diameter silver nanoparticles are shown

in Fig. 5, and both samples exhibit the characteristic

surface plasmon absorption band. The 12.9-nm diameter

Table 1 Properties of silver and silver sulfide nanoparticles

prepared by reactive RESS processing using CO2 solutions

Temperature

(�C)

[TBP]

(wt.%)

Diameter

(nm)

S

(nm)

Silver 70 0.22 9.9 3.4

Silver 110 0.24 7.4 3.5

Silver 104 1.41 12.9 2.2

Silver sulfide 50 0.23 3.1 1.2

Silver sulfide 70 0.23 3.0 1.0

Silver sulfide 110 1.38 7.2 1.8

Fig. 4 Transmission electron micrograph of silver nanoparti-

cles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 104�C, 3500

psi, with 1.41 wt.% TBP. The particle-size histogram and

Gaussian-distribution analysis are shown in the inset. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Normalized absorption spectra of silver nanoparticles

prepared from supercritical CO2 solutions. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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sample is red shifted and broader than the 9.9-nm

diameter sample. The absorption maximums are at

406.5 nm (68 nm FWHM) and 399.5 nm (62 nm FWHM)

for the 12.9- and 9.9-nm samples, respectively.

Silver Sulfide Nanoparticles

Silver sulfide nanoparticles were prepared using the

reactive RESS processing method. The preparation con-

ditions were the same as those used for the preparation

of silver metal nanoparticles except that the expansion

chamber contained a methanol solution of Na2S with

PVP. Excess Na2S was used in the preparation of all

the samples ([S2�]/[Ag+] �7.5). X-ray diffraction analy-

sis of the samples matched the reference pattern for

monoclinic Ag2S (75-1061). Transmission electron

micrographs and particle-size distributions for silver

sulfide nanoparticles are shown in Figs. 6–8. Preparation

conditions and TEM results are summarized in Table 1.

The samples prepared using temperatures of 50�C (Fig. 6)

and 70�C (Fig. 7) were both prepared using 0.2 wt.%

TBP. The sample prepared using an expansion temper-

ature of 50�C had an average diameter of 3.1±1.2 nm and

the sample prepared using 70�C had an average diameter

of 3.0±1.0 nm. The expansion temperature had little, if

any, effect on particle size; however, the sample prepared

using 50�C had a slightly larger size distribution. Silver

sulfide nanoparticles were considerably smaller than

silver metal particles prepared using similar conditions.

For samples prepared using an expansion temperature of

70�C and 0.2 wt.% TBP, silver nanoparticles were

9.9±3.4 nm, while silver sulfide nanoparticles were

3.0±1.0 nm. Silver sulfide nanoparticles prepared using

an expansion temperature of 110�C and 1.38 wt.% TBP

had an average diameter of 7.2±1.8 nm (Fig. 8). Particle

size and size distribution are larger for the silver sulfide

sample prepared using higher TBP concentration. The

Fig. 7 Transmission electron micrograph of silver sulfide

nanoparticles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 70�C,

3500 psi, with 0.23 wt.% TBP. The particle-size distribution is

shown in the inset. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Transmission electron micrograph of silver sulfide

nanoparticles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 110�C,

3500 psi, with 1.38 wt.% TBP. The particle-size histogram and

Gaussian-distribution analysis are shown in the inset. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Transmission electron micrograph of silver sulfide

nanoparticles prepared from supercritical CO2 solution at 50�C,

3500 psi, with 0.23 wt.% TBP. The particle-size distribution is

shown in the inset. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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UV–Vis–NIR absorption spectra of the silver sulfide

nanoparticle suspensions are shown in Fig. 9. The

samples with average diameters of �3 nm have an

absorption onset at �950 nm, while the sample with an

average diameter of 7.2 nm has an absorption onset at

�1250 nm. This is consistent with a shift in band gap

(and absorption onset) to higher energies with decreasing

particle size for semiconductor nanoparticles.

CONCLUSION

Silver and silver sulfide nanoparticles with average

diameters �10 nm with narrow size distributions have

been prepared using a reactive supercritical fluid process-

ing method. In this method, a neutral metal salt is

dissolved in CO2 using tributyl phosphate. The supercrit-

ical solution of the metal salt is rapidly expanded into a

liquid solution containing a second reactant, resulting in

the formation of metal or metal sulfide nanoparticles. The

nanoparticles have been characterized by powder X-ray

diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, and ab-

sorption spectroscopy. The particle size and size distribu-

tion depend on preparation conditions, most notably on

TBP concentration.
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Metal Nanoparticles Protected with Monolayers:
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INTRODUCTION

The basic synthetic methods of monolayer-protected

metal nanoparticles including Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, and Pd

particles are presented. (There is also an article on ‘‘Metal

Nanoparticles Protected with Monolayers: Applications

for Chemical Vapor Sensing and Gas Chromatography,’’

which explores the sorptive properties in depth.) This

entry introduces the fundamentals about protective

monolayers from various organic compounds containing

reactive functional groups such as thiol, disulfide, sulfide,

thiosulfate, xanthate, ammonium, amine, phosphine,

phosphine oxide, carboxylate, selenide, isocyanide, etc.

BACKGROUND

Nanoparticles (particles of 1–100 nm in diameter) have

generated intense interest over the past decades because of

their unique electronic, optical, photoresponsive, and

catalytic properties. However, nanoparticles are subject

to the irreversible particle aggregation and the oxidation

reactions. Thus the stabilization of nanoparticles against

these problems is a requirement for further advancement

in nanoparticle science and technology. In 1981, Schmid

et al.[1] synthesized the first example of the ligand-

stabilized gold nanoparticles, Au55(PPh3)12Cl6. However,

the dependable and practical formation of more stable and

isolable monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles was

achieved about a decade ago by Brust et al.[2] The organic

monolayers, which bind to the surface of metal nano-

particles, not only prevent aggregation of the metal

nanoparticles, but also stabilize them from harsh reaction

conditions and enhance the solubility in various sol-

vents.[3–5] Subsequent investigations were extended to

different metal particles including Au,[1–53] Ag,[31,38,54–68]

Cu,[38,59,69–71] Pt,[72–79] Pd,[76,80–86] Ni,[85,87] and alloy

particles.[88,89] Other organic compounds with different

reactive head groups, such as thiol,[8–29] disulfide,[30,31]

sulfide,[32–35] thiosulfate,[36,37] xanthate,[38] phos-

phine,[1,39–41] phosphine oxide,[42] ammonium,[43,44]

amine,[45–47] carboxylate,[48–50] selenide,[51,52] and iso-

cyanide,[53] can protect metal nanoparticles by self-

assembly. Monolayers with different functional groups

and moieties can also be incorporated onto the surface of

metal nanoparticles.[3–5] The modification of nanopar-

ticles by the incorporation of a functional group is of

potential significance for the expansion of chemical and

biological applications of these nanomaterials. This

review focuses on the synthesis of various metal nano-

particles protected with monolayers containing different

reactive head groups and functional tail groups.

GOLD NANOPARTICLES

Gold nanoparticles have drawn remarkable interest in the

last few years because of their high stability to oxidation

and their optical and well-defined size-related electronic

(e.g., quantized charging) properties.[6,7] Biological appli-

cations of hybrid Au nanoparticles have also shown a

great promise for the use of these nanomaterials in

biotechnology.[4] The synthesis of monolayer-protected

gold nanoparticles will be described based on the reactive

head groups, which provide self-assembly of organic

monolayers onto the nanoparticle surface.

Gold Nanoparticles Protected with Thiols

The stabilization of gold nanoparticles with alkanethiols

was a direct result of advancement in the passivation of

two-dimensional gold surfaces using alkanethiols in the

late 1980s and early 1990s, which results in the formation

of self-assembled monolayers on gold substrates.[90] The

first report regarding the capping of Au nanoparticles with

alkanethiols was made by Giersig and Mulvaney[8] in

1993. Brust et al.[2] reported a convenient two-phase

synthesis of isolable and soluble alkanethiolate-protected

gold nanoparticles in 1994, which had a huge impact on

the nanoparticle research. In this reaction (Fig. 1), AuCl4
�

was transferred to toluene using tetraoctylammonium

bromide as the phase-transfer reagent. Addition of

dodecanethiol to organic-phase AuCl4
� followed by the

reduction with NaBH4 generated dodecanethiolate-pro-

tected gold nanoparticles. The research was extended to

the alkanethiols with different chain lengths (C3–C24).[3]
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Gold nanoparticles synthesized using the modified

Schiffrin reaction generally have the average core size of

1–10 nm. The core size of gold nanoparticles could be

controlled by modification of reaction conditions. It has

been found that the nanoparticle formation behaves as a

nucleation growth passivation process.[3] Therefore the

average core size of particles gets smaller when a larger

thiol/gold mole ratio is used, the reductant is added faster

(<10 sec) at lower temperature, the reaction is quenched

after a shorter period of time (30 min to 1 h) has elapsed,

or sterically bulkier ligands are used.[3,4,9–11] Because

alkanethiolate-protected gold nanoparticles generated by

the Schiffrin protocol are still somewhat polydisperse,

there have been several studies aimed at getting more

monodisperse particles using solubility fractionation,

extraction, annealing, chromatography, and capillary

electrophoresis.[12–16]

Alkanethiolate-protected gold nanoparticles are gener-

ally considered as nonreactive species. By incorporation

of o-functional groups to the monolayer, these nano-

materials can have specific functions and reactivities.

p-Mercaptophenol-protected gold nanoparticles were syn-

thesized directly from p-mercaptophenol and AuCl4
� in

a one-phase system, which was reported first by Brust

et al.[17] This research was extended to various o-

functionalized alkanethiols,[3–5] alkanethiols with internal

amide groups,[18] thiols terminated with oligo- or polyeth-

ylene oxide,[19] thiols with ionic liquids,[20] fluorinated

thiols,[21] arenethiols,[3] and crown ether-functionalized

thiols[22] using the modified Schiffrin reaction and yielded

various functionalized nanoparticles including water-

soluble gold nanoparticles (Fig. 2).[3,4] Later, a mixture

of alkanethiols was also used to synthesize mixed

monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles.[23] This result

showed that the coadsorption of alkanethiols is governed

by solvation-driven thermodynamic reactivities of the

precursor ligands. When polymeric Au(I)-SG (glutathi-

one: N-g-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine) was reduced with

NaBH4 in water, it produced small (1–2 nm) water-soluble

monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles.[24] The reduction

of trithiol (thiocyanuric acid)-Au polymer precursor with

potassium bitartrate resulted in the formation of water-

soluble nanoparticles with varied geometric shapes.[25]

Dithiol, trithiol, tetrathiol (thiolated resorcinarene),

Fig. 2 Various thiols used for the generation of monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles.

Fig. 1 Formation of gold nanoparticles protected with alkanethiolates by reduction of Au(III) compounds in the presence

of alkanethiols.
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thiolated a-, and thiolated b-cyclodextrin-protected gold

nanoparticles were also reported.[26–29]

Templeton et al.[3] reported the ‘‘ligand-place ex-

change’’ method to modify the composition of the

monolayer-protected nanoparticles. This research enabled

incorporation of many different functional groups and

moieties onto the surface of gold nanoparticles (Fig. 3). In

the exchange reaction, the incoming ligands replace the

thiolate ligands on nanoparticles by an associative

reaction, and the displaced thiolate becomes a thiol. The

rate of ligand exchange depends on the chain length and/

or steric bulk of the initial monolayers and electronic

charge on nanoparticles. Various functional groups

ranging from simple organic functional groups to

functional complexes (electroactive or photochemical

groups) were incorporated into the nanoparticles using

ligand-place exchange reactions.[3–5]

Reactions of functionalized gold nanoparticles were

also frequently used for the incorporation of more specific

organic groups and moieties having electroactive, photo-

responsive, catalytic, mechanical, and biological proper-

ties (Fig. 4).[3–5]

Gold Nanoparticles Protected with Other
Sulfur-Containing Species

Other sulfur-containing species such as disulfides,[30,31]

sulfides,[32–34] episulfides,[35] thiosulfates,[36,37] and xan-

thates[38] have been used for the synthesis of monolayer-

protected gold nanoparticles (Fig. 5). The formation of

alkanethiolate-protected gold nanoparticles generated by

the adsorption of dialkyl disulfides showed that the

characteristics (monolayer crystalline structure, core size,

stability, and solubility) of these particles were identical to

the nanoparticles generated by the adsorption of alka-

nethiols.[30,31]

Dialkyl sulfide-protected gold nanoparticles exhibited

lower aggregation stability than alkanethiolate-protected

gold nanoparticles because of the noncovalent bonding

interactions between the gold surface and sulfur atoms.

Because of low reactivity of sulfide groups, the average

core size of dialkyl sulfide-protected gold nanoparticles

was larger than that of alkanethiolate-protected nanopar-

ticles prepared under the same conditions.[32] Alkyl

sulfide-protected gold nanoparticles underwent ligand

Fig. 3 General scheme and examples of functionalized thiols for the ligand-place exchange reactions.
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Fig. 5 Various organic compounds used for the protection of metal nanoparticles.

Fig. 4 General scheme and examples of organic reactions of functionalized metal nanoparticles.
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exchange by both thiols and disulfides.[33] In the case of

thiol exchange of weakly adsorbed sulfides, it was found

that intact thiols (RSH) rather than thiolates (RS-) were

present on the surface of the nanoparticles. Tetradentate

thioether was used for the spherical assembly of gold

nanoparticles that could be readily assembled and dis-

assembled.[34]

The synthesis of alkanethiolate-protected gold nano-

particles using sodium S-dodecylthiosulfate resulted in

the production of particles with larger average core

dimensions (caused by low reactivity of thiosulfates) but

indistinguishable Au–S bond compared with those

prepared using dodecanethiol.[36] Xanthate-protected gold

nanoparticles were found to be much less hydrophobic

and temperature sensitive.[38]

Gold Nanoparticles Protected with
Phosphorus-Containing Species
(Phosphine and Phosphine Oxide)

The ligand-stabilized gold nanoparticles, Au55(PPh3)12-

Cl6, synthesized by Schmid et al.[1] were the first example

of phosphine-stabilized quantum-dot particles. Weare et

al.[39] improved the initial cumbersome procedure (anaer-

obic conditions and diborane gas as a reducing agent) with

a more convenient and safer method using a two-phase

system similar to the Schiffrin reaction to produce

Au101(PPh3)21Cl5 particles. This improved synthetic

method allows size control and is tolerant of a variety of

functionalized phosphine ligands. These phosphine-stabi-

lized gold nanoparticles underwent ligand-place exchange

with o-functionalized alkanethiols producing alkanethio-

late-protected gold nanoparticles.[40] Subnanometer phos-

phine-stabilized undecagold nanoparticles were

synthesized by the NaBH4 reduction of AuCl(PPh3).

Ligand-exchange reactions of these Au11 nanoparticles

with alkanethiols and o-functionalized alkanethiols

resulted in the formation of thiol-protected Au11 nano-

particles.[41]

The reduction of gold (IV) chloride by sodium

borohydride in hot tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) at

ca. 190�C resulted in gold nanoparticles with core sizes of

10–100 nm.[42] TOPO acts as both a reaction medium and

passivating ligand. Particle synthesis in a mixture of

TOPO and octadecylamine at ca. 190�C produced smaller

and stable gold nanoparticles (ca. 8.5 nm).

Gold Nanoparticles Protected
with Nitrogen-Containing Species
(Amines and Ammonium Salts)

Au nanoparticles capped with tetraoctylammonium bro-

mide were prepared by the NaBH4 reduction using the

modified two-phase protocol (without the presence of

thiols).[43] Binding of these gold nanoparticles with

organic molecules containing functional groups such as

–SCN or –NH2 was found to dampen the surface plasmon

bands of gold. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

(CTAB)-capped gold nanoparticles were also synthesized

using CTAB as both a phase-transfer reagent and

stabilizer in a two-phase system.[44]

Alkylamine-stabilized gold nanoparticles were synthe-

sized and used for the formation of ordered super-

lattices.[45] Thermal decomposition of organometallic

gold (I) amine complexes produced gold nanoparticles

protected with a monolayer of alkylamines.[46] The

antibacterial drug ciprofloxacin (cfH) has been used to

protect gold nanoparticles synthesized by citrate reduction

in water.[47] The release of the drug (cfH) molecule from

the nanoparticles showed the possible drug delivery

application of gold nanoparticles.

Gold Nanoparticles Protected
with Other Organic Compounds

Citrate reduction of HAuCl4 in water led to less stable

citrate-capped gold nanoparticles with core sizes ranging

from 15 to 150 nm. The core size of gold nanoparticles

was based on the ratio of trisodium citrate to gold.[48]

This method is typically useful when a rather loose

shell of ligands is required around the gold core.[49]

Thermal decomposition of Au(I)(C13H27COO)PPh3 at

180�C resulted in the formation of myristate-capped gold

nanoparticles.[50] The core size (10–45 nm) of these parti-

cles increased with reaction time and increasing reac-

tion temperature.

Gold nanoparticles stabilized by alkyl selenides and

alkyl tellurides could be prepared by using a two-phase

Schiffrin reaction.[51,52] Passivation by alkyl selenide was

characterized by greater chain density and stronger Au–Se

bond strength. Particle size was, however, uniform in

the cases when different ligand/substrate ratios were

employed.[52]

The adsorption behavior of 4-biphenylisocyanide on

gold nanoparticles has been studied using surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).[53] The result showed

that the isocyanides adsorbed on gold via the carbon lone

pair electrons.

SILVER NANOPARTICLES

Recently, research efforts have been intensified for the

synthesis of Ag nanoparticles because of important roles

played by Ag particles in antimicrobial applications,

catalysis, and as a substrate for SERS. Thiols[54–58] have

been the most popular choice of capping reagents

for Ag nanoparticles because of a higher stability
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over other capping reagents, such as amines[59,60] and

carboxylates,[61–63] which are weakly anchored to Ag

particle cores. Other organic compounds, such as dialkyl

disulfides,[31,64] dialkyl sulfides,[65] thiosulfates,[66] thio-

salicylic acids,[67] and xanthates,[38] have been used to

generate monolayer-protected Ag nanoparticles.

Silver Nanoparticles Protected
with Sulfur-Containing Species

Alkanethiolate-protected Ag nanoparticles were synthe-

sized using the modified two-phase Schiffrin reac-

tion.[54,55] Two-dimensional ordered superlattices of the

Ag nanoparticles could be formed by evaporating a drop

of the particle solutions on carbon films.[55] The

fluorinated thiol-capped Ag nanoparticles could be

prepared using the NaBH4 reduction of AgNO3 in the

presence of perfluorodecanethiol in acetone/water. These

particles could be redispersed in acetone and liquid and

supercritical CO2.[56] Thiolated b-cyclodextrin-protected

Ag nanoparticles were also synthesized from AgNO3.[57]

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) was used as both the

solvent and the reducing agent in this reaction. Synthesis

of water-soluble tiopronin-protected Ag nanoparticles was

also reported.[58]

Unlike Au nanoparticles functionalized by the adsorp-

tion of dialkyl disulfides, the monolayers of alkanethio-

late-protected Ag nanoparticles derived from dialkyl

disulfides were somewhat less crystalline than those

prepared similarly from alkanethiols.[31] Positively

charged Ag nanoparticles were synthesized by the NaBH4

reduction of AgNO3 in the presence of quaternary

ammonium dialkyl disulfides.[64] Adsorption of benzyl

phenyl sulfide on silver nanoparticles in water has been

studied.[65] Alkanethiolate-protected Ag nanoparticles

were synthesized from sodium S-dodecylthiosulfate in

aqueous solution.[66] Silver nanoparticles, produced by the

borohydride reduction of AgNO3 in H2O, were stabilized

by the adsorption of S-dodecylthiosulfate followed by the

removal of the SO3
� moiety.

Alkyl xanthates were also used for the capping of Ag

nanoparticles.[38] Xanthate-capped Ag particles are less

hydrophobic than alkanethiol-protected Ag nanoparticles

and less stable than the oleate-capped particles (but still

stable in aqueous solutions for over a month). Thiosali-

cylic acid (TSA)-functionalized silver nanoparticles were

synthesized from NaBH4 reduction of TSA-AgNO3 in

aqueous ethanol solution.[67]

Silver Nanoparticles Protected
with Other Organic Species

A synthesis of alkylamine-capped silver nanoparticles was

developed using thermal decomposition of [Ag(m-mesi-

tyl)4] (mesityl=2,4,7-Me3C6H2) derivatives in alkylamine

solution.[59] Two-phase (n-heptane/water) NaBH4 reduc-

tion of N-hexadecylethylenediamine silver nitrate com-

plex produced N-hexadecylethylenediamine-protected

silver nanoparticles.[60] The colloidal solution of di-

amine-protected silver nanoparticles was free from

flocculation and aggregation for several months.

Long-chain carboxylates (or fatty acids) have been

one of the most commonly used ligands for silver par-

ticles.[61–63] The simple dissolution of silver 2-ethyl-

hexanoate in DMSO (as both a solvent and reducing

agent) produced silver nanoparticles.[61] Addition of

stabilizing agent, sodium citrate, produced stable yet

catalytic monolayer-protected silver nanoparticles. Ther-

mal reduction of silver trifluoroacetate in isoamyl ether in

the presence of oleic acid generated Ag nanoparticles with

diameters in the range of 7–11 nm with narrow size

distribution.[62]

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering studies of 4-

biphenylisocyanide of silver nanoparticles proved the

adsorption of isocyanide on silver surfaces.[53] Dye-

protected silver nanoparticles were prepared through the

reduction of metallic Ag ions by NaBH4 in aqueous

media.[68] The dye used was a cyanine derivative, 5,5’-
dichloro-3,3-disulfopropylthiacyanine sodium salt.

COPPER NANOPARTICLES

Because of the inexpensive nature of copper precursors

and the expected optical, electronic, and catalytic proper-

ties of copper nanoparticles, there has been an increased

interest in the synthesis of stable monolayer-protected

copper nanoparticles. Monolayer-protected copper nano-

particles have been synthesized using alkanethiols,[69,70]

alkylamines,[59] tetra-alkyl ammonium complexes,[71] and

alkyl xanthates[38] as their stabilizing ligands. However,

progress has been limited because of the instability

(oxidation) of these copper nanoparticles.

Copper Nanoparticles Protected
with Sulfur-Containing Species

Alkanethiolate-protected copper nanoparticles with the

size of 1–2 nm in diameter were prepared in a one-phase

tetrahydrofuran (THF) system using lithium triethylbor-

ohydride (superhydride) as the reducing agent.[69] The

aged particles typically failed to maintain their electronic

and optical properties because of the oxidation of the

copper core. Thermal annealing of copper nanoparticles in

solid state produced large (>10 nm) nanoparticles with

distinct shape evolutions. Thermolysis of copper com-

plexes in the presence of alkanethiols in supercritical

water produced small monodisperse Cu nanoparticles.[70]

Alkyl xanthate stabilization also enabled the preparation

of copper nanoparticles in aqueous solution.[38]
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Copper Nanoparticles Protected with
Other Organic Species

Alkylamine-protected copper nanoparticles (8–9 nm)

were synthesized by thermolysis of [Cu(m-mesityl)5]

(mesityl=2,4,7-Me3C6H2) derivatives in octylamine fol-

lowed by injection into a hot hexadecylamine solution.[59]

A sonochemical approach was used for the preparation of

elongated copper nanoparticles coated with cetyltrime-

thylammonium p -toluene sulfonate.[71]

PLATINUM NANOPARTICLES

Platinum nanoparticles have drawn quite an interest

because of their catalytic properties and promising fuel

cell application. Ligand-stabilized platinum nanoparticles

with alkanethiols,[72–75] thiolated b-cyclodextrins,[76] al-

kyl xanthates,[77] alkylamines,[78] and alkyl isocya-

nides[79] have been reported.

Platinum Nanoparticles Protected with
Sulfur-Containing Species

Alkanethiols have been the choice of protecting ligands

for Pt particles. The reduction of H2PtCl6 by a small

(10%) stoichiometric excess of sodium borohydride in the

presence of a toluene solution containing 1-dodecanethiol

produced dodecanethiolate-protected platinum nanopar-

ticles, which were transferred to the toluene layer.[72]

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results showed

that these Pt nanoparticles have a mean diameter of 2.6

nm and a nearly monodispersed particle size distribution.

Concentrated HCl was sometimes added to transfer Pt

hydrosol, prepared by the NaBH4 reduction in water, to

the organic phase for thiolation.[73] The platinum nano-

particles synthesized in this manner have an average

diameter of 4.4 nm. One-phase synthesis of alkanethiol-

protected platinum nanoparticles using tetrahydrofuran as

the solvent and superhydride as the reducing agent

generated Pt nanoparticles with an average size of �3

nm.[74] Water-dispersible mercaptosuccinic acid-pro-

tected platinum nanoparticles were prepared by one-phase

reduction of chloroplatinic acid with sodium borohydride

in either water or methanol.[75] The average particle

diameter changes from 2.5 to 4.7 nm depending on the

thiol/Pt ratio from 0.7 to 0.1, respectively.

Thiolated b-cyclodextrin-protected platinum nano-

particles were synthesized by NaBH4 reduction of

PtCl4
2� in DMSO–H2O in the presence of per-6-thio-

b-cyclodextrin.[76] These water-soluble platinum nano-

particles exhibit catalytic activity for the hydrogenation

of allylamines. Alkyl xanthate-capped platinum nano-

particles were produced by the addition of alkyl xan-

thates in an aqueous solution containing uncapped

platinum particles (4.0 nm).[77] Xanthate-capped plati-

num nanoparticles were found to be more stable than

alkanethiol-protected platinum nanoparticles toward

chemical corrosion and heating.

Platinum Nanoparticles Protected
with Other Organic Species

The use of hexylamine as an intermediate labile capping

reagent for 4-mercaptoaniline-protected platinum nano-

particles has been reported.[78] tert-Butylammonium-

stabilized platinum nanoparticles were prepared by a

two-phase chemical reduction method. The addition of

dodecyl isocyanide to this solution produced alkyl

isocyanide-protected platinum nanoparticles.[79]

PALLADIUM NANOPARTICLES

Research efforts to synthesize palladium nanoparticles

have been increased because of the important roles played

by palladium in catalysis. The catalytic activity of

palladium nanoparticles is very sensitive to the particle

size, shape, and ligand structure and density. Palladium

nanoparticles were protected with alkanethiols,[80–82]

thiolated b-cyclodextrins,[76,83] tetra-alkylammonium

salts,[84,85] and alkyl phosphines.[86]

Palladium Nanoparticles Protected
with Sulfur-Containing Species

Alkanethiol-protected palladium nanoparticles can be

synthesized using either the two-phase Schiffrin reac-

tion[80] or one-phase superhydride reduction.[81,82] The

size and morphology of palladium nanoparticles are

sensitive to the thiol/Pd precursor ratio used in the

reaction mixture. o-Functionalized monolayer-protected

Pd nanoparticles can be synthesized by the ligand-place

exchange reaction. Further organic reactions of function-

alized Pd nanoparticles allow for the preparation of

ferrocene-functionalized Pd nanoparticles.[80] Pd nano-

particles can be modified with thiolated b-cyclodextrin

receptors by the reduction of PdCl4
2� in DMF, yielding

water-soluble Pd nanoparticles with good catalytic

activity for the hydrogenation of various alkenes in

aqueous media.[76,83]

Palladium Nanoparticles Protected
with Other Organic Species

Palladium nanoparticles stabilized by tetra-alkylammo-

nium salts are prepared by the electrochemical reduction

of Pd complex in the presence of tetra-alkylammonium

surfactants.[84] Glycolate-stabilized Pd and Ni nano-

particles were synthesized by hydrogen reduction of

Metal Nanoparticles Protected with Monolayers: Synthetic Methods 7
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Pd(NO3)2 in the presence of tetraoctylammonium glyco-

lates.[85] Monodisperse Pd nanoparticles with core dimen-

sions of 3.5, 5, and 7 nm were synthesized by the thermal

decomposition of Pd-trioctylphosphine (TOP) complex in

an argon atmosphere.[86] The core size of Pd nanoparticles

was controlled by varying the concentration of TOP.

APPLICATIONS

Because the precise control over the chemical and

structural composition of a monolayer surrounding a

metal nanoparticle can dramatically affect its macroscopic

properties and functions, monolayer-protected metal

nanoparticles have found increased use in many recent

applications including electronics, optics, catalysis, and

chemical recognition. Quantized double-layer charging

has been one of the more interesting properties of

alkanethiolate-protected metal nanoparticles. Optical

properties of metal nanoparticles could be tuned by the

incorporation of photoactive ligands. Optoelectronic

properties of metal nanoparticles related to the surface

plasmon absorption have also drawn increased interests.

Catalytic properties of monolayer-protected metal nano-

particles are now being investigated in the broad field of

catalysis including simple organic reactions, polymeriza-

tion, and electrocatalysis. Functionalized monolayer-

protected metal nanoparticles recognize molecules, bio-

conjugates, supramolecules, and metals based on various

interactions (e.g., hydrogen-bonding, van der Waals, and

electrostatic interactions). The combination of electronic

and/or optical properties of metal nanoparticles with

sensing capability results in the development of excellent

sensory devices. The article on ‘‘Metal Nanoparticles

Protected with Monolayers: Applications for Chemical

Vapor Sensing and Gas Chromatography’’ touches on

some of these particular applications.

CONCLUSION

The synthesis of monolayer-protected metal nanoparticles

has undoubtedly expanded the available diversity of the

nanomaterials as functionalized chemical reagents. Var-

ious monolayer-protected metal nanoparticles including

Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, and Pd particles have been prepared in

different reaction conditions. However, there is still a

great demand for new and convenient techniques that

allow environmentally benign and cost-effective prepara-

tion of monolayer-protected metal nanoparticles and other

hybrid nanoparticles. More extensive and systematic

studies are essential for further advancement in the

nanoparticle-related research field.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles and nanoparticle-based materials are of

considerable interest for their unique properties and their

potential for use in a variety of applications. Metal

nanoparticles, in which each particle’s surface is coated

with a protective organic monolayer, are of particular

interest because the surface monolayer stabilizes them

relative to aggregation and they can be taken up into

solutions.[1–4] As a result, they can be processed into thin

films for device applications. We will refer to these

materials as monolayer-protected nanoparticles (MPNs).

Typically, the metal is gold and the organic layer is a self-

assembled thiol layer, and this composition will be as-

sumed throughout the remainder of this chapter. A di-

versity of materials and properties is readily accessible by

straightforward synthetic procedures, either by the struc-

tures of the monolayer-forming thiols used in the syn-

thesis, or by postsynthetic modifications of the mono-

layers. A particularly promising application for these

materials is as selective layers on chemical vapor sensors.

In this role, the thin film of MPNs on the device surface

serves to collect and concentrate gas molecules at the

sensor’s surface. Their sorptive properties also lend them

to use as new nanostructured gas chromatographic sta-

tionary phases. This chapter will focus on the sorptive

properties of MPNs as they relate to chemical sensors and

gas chromatography (GC).

BACKGROUND

The use of a sorptive layer to collect and concentrate

vapor molecules at a sensor’s surface is shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 1. The presence of these sorbed vapor

molecules can then be detected in a variety of ways,

depending on the transduction mechanism of the sensor

device. Acoustic wave devices, such as the thickness shear

mode (TSM) device or the surface acoustic wave (SAW)

device, transduce the presence of the vapor as an increase

in mass detected by a change in the acoustic wave ve-

locity.[5–8] Typically, the acoustic wave velocity change is

measured as a change in oscillator frequency.

A schematic diagram of an MPN as an individual

particle, its component parts, and a film is shown in Fig. 2.

The film represents a cross section where gold cores are

separated by the organic monolayers, with areas of lower

density suggested between the MPNs. As a sorptive layer,

molecules could sorb into the thiol material and/or the free

volume associated with areas of lower density.

Chemiresistor devices measure a change in the resist-

ance of the applied thin films as a function of the sorbed

gar or vapor.[9–12] Because an MPN film on such a device

carries the current, it participates directly in the trans-

duction mechanism.[12] These films consist of metal par-

ticles separated from one another, insulating monolayers

on their surfaces (Fig. 2). The current observed as elec-

trons travel through a film from particle core to particle

core can be modulated by the sorption of vapor molecules

in the insulating regions. These insulating regions are of

molecular dimensions, hence the sorption of molecules

can represent a significant perturbation. Wohltjen and

Snow[12] described MPN-sensing films as metal–insula-

tor–metal ensembles (MIMEs) in recognition of the

nanostructure of the films.

Regardless of the transduction mechanism chosen, the

sorption of a vapor into the MPN film represents a sig-

nificant aspect of the sensor response. The amount of

vapor uptake and the rate of vapor uptake by these film

materials provide useful information for understanding

and interpreting sensor response behavior. Differences in

the sorption of various vapors (i.e., selectivity) provide the
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basis for discriminating among vapors using arrays of

such sensors, and for separating vapors using GC.

SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES

The typical synthesis procedure for MPNs involves the

reduction of gold salts in the presence of a monolayer-

forming thiol. A two-phase water/toluene process with a

phase transfer salt was first reported by Brust et al.[2] and

has been used by many others as well.[12–15] For example,

alkanethiol-protected gold nanoparticles are typically

prepared starting with solutions of HAuCl4 �H2O in water,

alkanethiol in toluene, sodium borohydride as the reduc-

ing agent in water, and tetraoctylammonium bromide as

the phase transfer salt in toluene. The aqueous HAuCl4
solution is added to the toluene solution containing tet-

raoctylammonium bromide. After thorough stirring to

transfer AuCl4
� anions into the toluene, the dodecanethiol/

toluene solution is added followed by the aqueous NaBH4

solution. The product MPNs are recovered from the tol-

uene phase.

MPNs can also be prepared in one-phase procedures

that have been used, for example, for a variety of ar-

enethiol-protected gold nanoparticles. The single-phase

methanol/water synthesis was developed by Brust et al.[1]

and used by others.[15,16] A synthesis method from solv-

ated metal atoms has also been described, where vapor-

ized metal atoms and solvent vapors are codeposited as a

frozen mixture, followed by reaction with the thiol.[17]

This method is effective at generating gram quantities of

MPNs that are unambiguously free of ionic impurities

from reducing agents or phase transfer reagents.

A great variety of thiol ligands have been used in the

synthesis of MPNs, some of which are shown in Fig. 3.

Alkanethiols have been particularly popular, whereas the

substituted arenethiols provide a facile method to incor-

porate varying functionality in the structure. In addition,

the ligand shell can be synthetically modified by organic

reactions with organic ligands. Additional examples of

thiols used and postsynthetic modifications can be found

in Ref. [3].

Preparations are typically polydisperse in particle size.

The metal cores can be observed and measured by high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). An

example of a TEM of a monolayer of MPNs is shown in

Fig. 4. Particle core sizes in most studies average between

1.5 and 5 nm in diameter. It is believed that the cores

prefer to reach discrete sizes with closed-shell structures

(i.e., completed outermost layers of gold on the particle or

crystal), although nonequilibrium structures may be pro-

duced under kinetically controlled growth conditions.[3] A

number of studies have described the ripening of nano-

particle sizes after synthesis.[17–22] Particle sizes may in-

crease with time and heating under appropriate conditions;

however, reduction in gold core size has also been de-

scribed by heating in neat thiol. Ripening of nanoparticles

appears to lead to a more uniform size distribution than

that obtained during synthesis.

A variety of additional characterization methods are

also frequently applied. Thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) provides a measure of the mass percentages of gold

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the mechanism for a chemical

vapor sensor where the sorption of a vapor from the gas phase

into a sorptive layer on the transducer surface results in an

analytical signal.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a gold nanoparticle protected

with organic thiol monolayer, along with a hypothetical film

where the gold cores are black, the monolayer material is gray,

and there are areas of potentially lower density between the

particles that may facilitate vapor diffusion and sorption.

Fig. 3 A selection of thiol structures that have been used

as monolayers on gold nanoparticles. The alkanethiols indi-

cated on the left typically range from octanethiol to dodecane-

thiol (n=1–5).
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and organic material in the prepared sample. Ideally, the

organic material is all gold-bound thiol; however, impure

samples may also contain excess free thiol, the corre-

sponding disulfide, or phase transfer salt. Infrared spectra

are sometimes used to look for the presence of phase

transfer salt. Free thiol or disulfide can be observed by

chromatographic methods including thin layer chroma-

tography and liquid chromatography.

Additional techniques that have been applied to the

study of MPNs include small-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS), conventional and synchrotron X-ray diffrac-

tion, mass spectrometry, scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), differential

scanning calorimetry, and nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), to name a few. Detailed structural studies of

carefully crystallized samples of alkanethiol-protected

gold nanoparticles have been described.[4]

Of particular interest with regard to sorption are the

relative proportions of the organic thiol material serving

as a sorptive medium and the gold cores whose volume

excludes sorbed molecules. The mass ratios of gold and

thiol can be determined from TGA, where the organic

material burns off, leaving gold. From our own data[15] as

well as data in the literature,[13,14,23] it is found that MPN

materials are typically 75–90% metal by mass and only

10–25% organic by mass. Nevertheless, these proportions

are reversed when volume fractions are considered. We

have estimated that typical volume fractions are 70–90%

organic material by volume and only 10–30% metal by

volume, using the densities of bulk gold and condensed

phase thiols to convert mass fractions to volume frac-

tions.[15] Thus despite the low mass percentage of sorptive

organic material, these materials are actually primarily

sorptive organic material by volume.

Low-volume fractions of gold—and hence high-vol-

ume fractions of thiol—are also indicated by structural

studies.[4] In studies of crystalline samples of MPNs with

alkanethiol ligands, the gold cores have been assumed to

have the density of bulk gold metal, and the volume not

occupied by gold has been found to have a density very

close to that of the bulk thiol.[24]

SORPTIVE PROPERTIES AS MEASURED
USING ACOUSTIC WAVE SENSORS

Sorption, the Partition Coefficient, and
Chemical Sensor Response

The analytical signal of a coated microsensor entails the

sorption of the vapor and transduction of the presence of

the vapor in the film.[25,26] The vapor sensor’s response R

is empirically expressed as a function of the gas-phase

concentration of the test vapor Cv as in Eq. 1, and this is

the basis of the calibration curve:

R ¼ f ðCvÞ ð1Þ

Nevertheless, the sensor’s response is more directly a

function of the concentration of the vapor in the sorptive

coating Cs as indicated in Eq. 2:

R ¼ f ðCsÞ ð2Þ

The ratio of the concentrations Cv and Cs is given by the

thermodynamic partition coefficient K (Eq. 3):

K ¼ Cs=Cv ð3Þ

Consequently, the response function to the vapor con-

centration in the film (Eq. 2) can be expressed as a

function of the product of the gas-phase vapor concen-

tration and the partition coefficient (Eq. 4):

R ¼ f ðKCvÞ ð4Þ

Hence knowledge of the partitioning of vapors into sensor

films (i.e., absorption) is fundamental to understanding

sensor performance and mechanism.[25,26] We are partic-

ularly interested on how this knowledge can help to elu-

cidate the relative roles of sorption and transduction in

observed sensitivities and detection limits. Partition

coefficients are also fundamental to the separation of

vapors by GC.

Vapor Sorption by Nanoparticle Films

Four MPN materials were selected for detailed studies on

sorptive behavior.[15] These four were satisfactorily

characterized and all gave rapid and reversible sorption of

the test vapors considered. They were MPNs with dode-

canethiol, benzenethiol, chlorobenzenethiol, and tri-

fluoromethylbenzenethiol ligands.

Vapor sorption measurements were made on TSM

devices spray-coated with an amount of MPN material,

Fig. 4 TEM image of a polydisperse sample of bromobenze-

nethiol-protected gold nanoparticles.
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yielding approximately 10 kHz frequency shifts (an indi-

cation of film thickness).[15] Impedance measurements

were made to assure that the MPN layers on the TSM

devices yield gravimetric sensors and valid vapor uptake

measurements can be made. The test sensors were eval-

uated against four vapors: n-hexane, toluene, 2-butanone,

and 1-butanol. These vapors represent a diverse set of

properties to probe differences in behavior and chemical

selectivity among the nanoparticle materials. Sensor

responses to the test vapors were generally rapid and re-

versible, with exposures leading to steady-state or near-

steady-state responses within the 6-min exposure period.

Examples of such responses are shown in Fig. 5.

Calibration curves for vapor on four MPN a selected

coatings are shown in Fig. 6. This figure includes cali-

bration curves for two polymers selected for comparison.

Polymers are widely used in chemical sensing and their

sorptive properties have been examined in detail. The

selected polymers—poly(isobutylene), PIB, and poly

(epichlorohydrin), PECH—have been used in a variety of

vapor-sensing studies, including sorption measurements

on 10-MHz TSM devices.[27] They represent simple pro-

totypical sorptive polymers whose structures and sorptive

properties have been described in detail elsewhere.[26–29]

The data for the polymers were normalized to 10-kHz

films to match the film amounts applied to the MPN-

coated sensors.

The calibration curves show two main points. First, the

curves are linear or nearly linear in the vapor concentra-

tion range considered. We found that TSM sensors with

dodecanethiol, chlorobenzenethiol, and trifluoromethyl-

benzenethiol yielded calibration curves with small inter-

cepts (typically 1 Hz or less) and high correlation

coefficients (typically 0.998 or higher for R2 as evidence

for linearity).[15] For gravimetric sensors at a fixed tem-

perature, linear calibration curves indicate linear sorption

isotherms over the test concentration ranges.

Second, from the results in Fig. 6 and others we have

published,[15] it is apparent that the sorption of the test

vapors by the MPN films is typically less than the sorption

of vapors by the selected polymers. The most sorptive

nanoparticle films for any test were less sorptive on a per-

mass basis than the best sorptive polymer considered

within the concentration range studies, the polymer being

better by a factor of 2–2.5. This analysis compares the

sorptive properties on a mass of vapor sorbed per mass of

sorbent material.

Nevertheless, vapor sorption is often quantified based

on the partition coefficient defined in Eq. 3, where the

concentration of vapor in the sorbent phase is in grams per

liter; thus quantification of sorption is measured on a

mass-per-volume basis. The partition coefficient is related

to gravimetric sensor responses according to Eq. 5:[30]

Dfv ¼ DfsCvK=r ð5Þ

The frequency shifts indicated by Dfs and Dfv refer to the

shift obtained on coating the bare sensor with the sorptive

coating, and the shift observed when the sorptive coating

absorbs a vapor. This relationship assumes that the ob-

served frequency shifts are caused by the bulk absorption

Fig. 5 Response of a dodecanethiol-protected gold nanoparti-

cle film on a TSM device to increasing concentrations of hexane.

Data points are shown 2 sec apart.

Fig. 6 Calibration curves for toluene on a series of monolayer-

protected gold nanoparticles with data for two polymers, PIB

and PECH, included for comparison.
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of vapor in the film. The r parameter is the sorptive

material density. Densities of the applied films are re-

quired to convert observed frequency shifts to partition

coefficients for vapor sorption. Based on the mass frac-

tions of gold and thiol in the film materials as determined

by TGA, and the bulk densities of the condensed-phase

gold and thiol materials, estimates of the required densi-

ties were determined for the calculation of partition

coefficients according to Eq. 5.[15] On a per-volume basis,

the sorption of organic vapors by these MPN materials is

of the same order of magnitude as the polymers at this

concentration. Thus it appears unlikely that the nano-

particle-based materials considered are more sorptive than

the conventional polymers. If the actual densities of the

film materials were lower than the estimated values used

in the calculations (i.e., because of inefficient packing

and/or large free volumes), then the actual partition

coefficients would be proportionately lower, and it would

still be true that these nanoparticle-based materials are not

more sorptive than the polymers used for comparison.

The sorptive properties of these nanoparticle films

prepared by monothiols can also be compared with net-

worked nanoparticle films containing bridging dithiols.

Quantitative data on vapor uptake of the latter films as

measured on TSM devices by Han et al.[31] were com-

pared with our quantitative data on vapor uptake by the

monothiol-based MPNs.[15] After converting the reported

data to similar units, it appears that the networked films

sorb organic vapors with gravimetric sensitivity of the

same order of magnitude as the monothiol-based materi-

als, with the sorption by the particular alkanethiol-based

film in our study being somewhat greater than the par-

ticular alkanedithiol-based film in their study.[32]

NANOPARTICLE FILMS AS GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHIC PHASES

Our interest in the sorptive behavior of these nanoparticle

materials prompted us to investigate them as gas chro-

matographic phases. Dodecanethiol-protected gold nano-

particles were examined using an open tubular column

configuration.[33] The nanoparticles were deposited on the

inner walls of a deactivated silica capillary (0.530 mm

i.d.) by deposition from a dichloromethane solution passed

as a plug through the length of the column. This process

was repeated until a layer yielding a uniform brown color

was obtained. Scanning electron microscopy was used to

characterize the thickness and consistency of the nano-

particle film. A film of 60 nm thickness in a 2-m column

was used for subsequent chromatographic experiments. A

cross-sectional image of the MPN film in the capillary is

shown in Fig. 7.

Several test mixtures were separated on the open tu-

bular GC column using both isothermal and temperature-

ramped protocols. Rapid separations with good peak

shapes and resolution were obtained.[33] Figs. 8 and 9 il-

lustrate the separation of an eight-component mixture

Fig. 7 Scanning electron microscope image of a cross section

of the open tubular GC column coated with the dodecanethiol-

protected gold nanoparticles, shown as the light band between

the silica column material and the column lumen. The band is

60 nm thick.

Fig. 8 Separation of an eight-component mixture on the

nanoparticle-coated GC column under isothermal conditions at

50�C. The eight vapors were ethanol, benzene, 1-butanol, 3-

heptanone, chlorobenzene, 3-octanone, anisole, and decane.
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under isothermal and temperature-ramped conditions.

Determination of reduced plate height as function of linear

flow velocity indicated an efficient open tubular system.

The performance of the MPN-coated column was com-

pared with a commercial polymer stationary phase AT-1

in the same column length and inside diameter, and

comparable phase thickness (100 vs. 60 mm for the MPN

phase). These two columns were found to have compa-

rable separation efficiencies. These experiments demon-

strate that MPN materials can be successfully coated as

chromatographic phases for open tubular GC, yielding

chromatographically efficient columns.[33]

We have further demonstrated that MPNs can be

coated in 100�100 mm2 square-bore capillaries.[34]

Polymeric stationary phases present problems in the col-

umns with noncircular channels because the material

tends to be thicker in the corners than on the other sides.

Using the MPN materials, this effect was greatly reduced

and an efficient chromatographic system was obtained.

The phase thickness on the column sidewalls was 15 nm.

A seven-component mixture representing four compound

classes was separated in 2 sec on a 1.3-m column. These

results are shown in Fig. 10.

Columns with noncircular channels are of interest be-

cause microfabricated GC columns (i.e., microGC or GC-

on-a-chip) typically have angular channels as a result of

the etching and capping process. Thus the square bore

capillary GC columns just described serve as a model for

microGC angular channels, while focusing on the per-

formance of the stationary phase and not on the rest of a

microGC system. Our result demonstrated that the MPN

materials have advantageous coating properties for

microGC systems.

NANOPARTICLE FILMS AS
CONDUCTIVE SENSING LAYERS
ON CHEMIRESISTOR SENSORS

As noted in the background material, MPN films can be

used as the selective layer on chemiresistor sensors, which

measure changes in the electrical conductivity of the films

as a function of changing vapor concentration. Initial

investigations by a number of groups have demonstrated

the potential of MPN-based films for chemical vapor

sensing by this mechanism.

Wohltjen and Snow[12] reported the first use of MPN-

coated chemiresistors as vapor sensors, demonstrating

large decreases in the conductance of an octanethiol-based

MPN film in response to toluene and trichloroethene.[35]

Snow and Wohltjen have observed that MPN-coated

chemiresistors can offer detention limits that are signifi-

cantly better than those of polymer-coated SAW devices

(A. W. Snow, Naval Research Laboratory, 2000, personal

Fig. 9 Separation of the same eight-component mixture as in

Fig. 8 under temperature-ramped conditions from 40�C to 80�C
at 70�C/min.

Fig. 10 High-speed separation of seven components using the

dodecanethiol MPN stationary phase within the 100-mm2 square-

bore capillary. The retention order is: methyl ethyl ketone,

benzene, octane, chlorobenzene, anisole, 3-octanone, and

decane. The separations were obtained by using a 1.3-m column

at 75�C operated under constant pressure conditions at 25 psi

(�200 cm/sec hydrogen gas).
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communication).a Subsequently, Evans et al.[16] demon-

strated that chemiresistor devices with four different ar-

enethiol-based MPN films yielded different patterns for

each of the eight vapors, although it was observed that

reproducibility was a concern for some vapors on some

sensors. Additional work by this group attributed MPN-

coated chemiresistor responses to film permittivity chan-

ges at low vapor concentrations and to film swelling that

increases core–core distance at high vapor concentra-

tions.[38]

Han et al.[31] investigated novel networked nano-

particle film materials containing bridging dithiols be-

tween gold cores as layers on both chemiresistor and TSM

devices. Vapor uptake as measured on the TSM device

was correlated with film resistance changes as measured

by the chemiresistor. Zamborini et al.[39] also described

both chemiresistor and TSM sensor measurements on

networked nanoparticle materials; these authors conclud-

ed that film swelling as a result of vapor uptake leads

to reduced electron-hopping rates. Gold nanoparticle/

dendrimer composites have also been used as layers on

chemiresistor vapor sensors.[40–43] Joseph et al.[44] have

also examined gold nanoparticle alkanedithiol films pre-

pared by a layer-by-layer assembly process directly on

sensor surfaces. These films showed linear current–volt-

age characteristics and reversible responses to toluene and

tetrachloroethene. Responses were consistent with a film

swelling mechanism. In experiments with alkylene chains

of varying lengths, it was found that the normalized vapor

responses increased exponentially with increasing alkane-

dithiol length.

Cai and Zellers[45] described the vapor-sensing per-

formance of MPN-coated chemiresistors with either

octanethiol-protected gold nanoparticle or 2-phenyleth-

anethiol-protected gold nanoparticles. Rapid and revers-

ible responses to most of the 11 test vapors were observed

in direct exposures. Detection limits were reported to be

10- to 90-fold (with 20 as a typical value) better than those

of selected polymer-coated SAW sensors. The sensors

were also used as detectors for GC.

CONCLUSION

Vapor sorption by a sensing film on a chemical micro-

sensor is a fundamental influence on sensor response and

performance. Our studies have examined the sorption of

vapors by gold nanoparticle materials protected with or-

ganic thiols, where the organic thiol represents the largest

volume fraction of the material and its structure influences

vapor sorption and selectivity. The nanoparticle-based

films considered here were less sorptive that the selected

polymers on a per-mass basis. Partition coefficients,

which measure the mass of vapor sorbed per volume of the

sorptive phase, were estimated for these MPN materials

and were found to be comparable with, or less than, those

of the polymer layers. Strictly from the standpoint of

sorption, these materials do not appear to have advantages

over polymers as sensing layers.

Nevertheless, others have reported that chemiresistor

sensors coated with MPN films can offer better detection

limits than polymer-coated vapor sensors,[36,37,45] such as

those based on SAW devices or those based on chemi-

resistors coated with carbon black-containing polymers. If

this is the case, and the MPN layers and polymer layers

absorb similar amounts of vapor, then it follows that the

lower detection limits for MPN-coated chemiresistors

must be because of more signal-to-noise ratio per sorbed

vapor molecule. Apparently, the electron transfer from

one nanoparticle to another is very sensitive to the sorp-

tion of vapors into the spaces between the conducting gold

nanoparticle cores. These spaces are of molecular

dimensions. The implications are that nanostructure ma-

terials and can be used in the design of new chemical

sensors with superior properties.

As sorptive materials, MPN films may also be used in

other microanalytical applications. We have demonstrated

that these materials can be advantageously used as sorp-

tive stationary phases in GC. In addition, they appear to

offer advantages over conventional polymers with respect

to angular chromatographic channels; thus they may be

useful in microfabricated channels and structures.
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Metal Nanoparticles Used as Catalysts
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INTRODUCTION

‘‘Metal nanoparticles’’ receive much attention because of

their uniform size and sharp size distribution in nano-

meters, and because they are easily prepared as a result of

recent developments in nanoscience and nanotechnology.

In addition, catalysts based on such metal nanoparticles

are highly active and selective. They also exhibit a long

lifetime for several kinds of chemical reactions. In this

article, a background on the use of metal nanoparticles as

catalyst is first briefly discussed. Then, preparation,

characterization, structures, and catalyses of metal nano-

particles, especially of bimetallic nanoparticles, are de-

scribed. The prospects on the use of metal nanoparticles as

catalysts[1–8] are summarized in the last section.

METAL NANOPARTICLES AS CATALYSTS

There is a long history since metal has been known to

work as a catalyst for various kinds of reactions. The

catalytic sites of metals are located on its surface. This

means that metal nanoparticles of 1–10-nm size (thus,

having a large surface-to-volume ratio) are expected to

work as effective catalysts. The surface-to-volume ratio

increases with decreasing particle size. In other words, the

ratio of surface atoms with respect to all atoms in a particle

increases with decreasing particle size. Fig. 1 shows the

dependence of the ratio of surface atoms of Au nano-

particles on the radius of nanoparticles, assuming that

Au nanoparticles have the same fcc (face-centered cubic)

crystalline structure as that of the bulk gold. Fig. 1 shows

that the smaller the size, the larger is the ratio. Another

characteristic property of the nanoparticles is the quantum

size effect. Although bulk metal has a band structure, the

electronic energy levels of metal nanoparticles with size of

a few nanometers are rather separated as shown in

Fig. 2.[9] This may have an advantage as a catalyst.

When metal nanoparticles are used as catalysts, it is

necessary for the metal nanoparticles to be stabilized

under the catalytic reaction conditions. Otherwise, metal

nanoparticles can very easily coagulate in solution to

form aggregates, which are less effective as catalysts

than the original ones. There are two ways to stabilize

metal nanoparticles: One is to immobilize the metal

nanoparticles on inorganic supports, resulting in hetero-

geneous catalysts. The other method is to surround

metal nanoparticles with stabilizers, resulting in homo-

geneous catalysts, or more precisely, homogenized het-

erogeneous catalysts.

In practical industries, heterogeneous catalysts are of-

ten used because they are easy to handle. They can be used

in tubular reaction vessels for gaseous reactions in con-

tinuous reaction processes, and thus are effective for mass

production of conventional chemicals. However, metal

nanoparticles often cannot keep their shapes and proper-

ties when immobilized on inorganic supports. For exam-

ple, interactions between metal particles and inorganic

supports are often very strong in the supported catalysts.

This strong interaction can sometimes increase the sta-

bility and activity of catalysts, but in some cases can make

the catalytic properties worse.

In contrast, metal nanoparticles in solution, especially

those stabilized by polymers, are less affected by the

stabilizers than those immobilized on inorganic supports

because the interaction between metal nanoparticles and

capping polymers is usually very weak in comparison

with that between metal nanoparticles and inorganic

supports. The structure models of a conventional hetero-

geneous metal catalyst and a typical metal nanoparticle

catalyst are shown in Fig. 3.

In metal nanoparticles stabilized by strong coordina-

tion with organic ligand molecules, the story is quite

different from those stabilized by polymers. Because the

strongly coordinating organic molecules can occupy the

surface of metal nanoparticles, the reaction substrates

cannot attack the surface of metal nanoparticles. Thus

metal nanoparticles strongly coordinated by organic

ligands cannot work as effective catalysts.

The advantages of using metal nanoparticles as cata-

lysts are the following:[1,4]

1. The size and shape of metal nanoparticles are easily

controlled by the preparation conditions.

2. Metal nanoparticles dispersed in solution can be used

as catalysts in solution like homogeneous catalysts.

Thus the temperature applied to the catalyst is below

the boiling point of the solvent.

3. Metal nanoparticles dispersing in solution are trans-

parent to light. Thus they can be used as photocatalysts.
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4. Metal nanoparticles capped by organic polymers can

be functionalized by modifying the organic polymers.

5. It is possible to prepare bimetallic and trimetallic

nanoparticles with various compositions and struc-

tures. The catalytic activity and selectivity of these

metal nanoparticles can be controlled by varying the

composition and structure.

6. Metal nanoparticles immobilized on solid supports

can be used as catalysts even for the reactions in a

gaseous phase.

7. Metal nanoparticles dispersed in solution or immobi-

lized on solid supports are usually more active and

selective as catalysts under mild reaction conditions

than the conventional industrial catalysts.

The metal nanoparticles dispersed in solution and used

as catalysts can be characterized not only by their own

structure but also by the structure of the organic layers

surrounding them. Both structures provide various func-

tions to the metal nanoparticles used as catalysts.

The structure of a metal nanoparticle capped by an

organic layer is shown in Fig. 4. The diameter d of core

metal nanoparticles can be easily measured by transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM). The thickness d of the

organic layer or the total diameter D including the organic

layer can be measured by various methods depending on

the kind of organic layer. In solution, hydrodynamic ra-

dius provides D/2. When the hydrodynamic radius is large

enough, it can be measured by a light scattering method.

However, when the hydrodynamic radius is small, it can

still be measured by a Taylor dispersion method if the size

is homogeneous or uniform enough.[10] When the organic

layer is composed of soluble polymers, the direct mea-

surement of D is not so easy. The thickness d was pro-

posed to be measured by the amount of polymers adsorbed

on the surface of metal nanoparticles.[11] Because it is not

easy to measure D in solution, measurement using scan-

ning tunnel microscopy (STM) was performed in the

dry state.[12]

In solution, the metal nanoparticles interact with each

other by weak interaction forces; they form ‘‘super-

structures,’’ the size of which can be measured by small-

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).[13]

Fig. 1 Dependence of the ratio of surface atoms (rs) on the

radius (r ) of gold nanoparticles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Formation of separated energy-levels of metal nano-

particles by a quantum size effect.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the structures of (a) con-

ventional metal catalyst and (b) metal nanoparticles capped

by polymers.

Fig. 4 Illustration of the metal nanoparticle capped by an

organic layer.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF METAL NANOPARTICLES

Metal nanoparticles are defined as metal particles of

nanometer size, which have a rather uniform size in the

range of 1–10 nm. Metal nanoparticles with rather strict

structures are called metal nanoclusters. Metal nano-

particles immobilized on solid supports or dispersed in

solution can be used as catalysts.

Preparation of Metal Nanoparticles
Used as Catalysts

Metal nanoparticles with a rather uniform size can be

prepared by both physical and chemical methods. In the

physical method, sometimes called the top-down-type

method, metal nanoparticles are prepared by decomposi-

tion of bulk metal with mechanical force, vaporization,

laser abrasion, and so on, which can provide higher energy

to bulk metal than the bond energy of metal. In the

chemical method, sometimes called a bottom-up-type

method, the preparation process starts from reduction of

metal ions to metal atoms, which is followed by aggre-

gation resulting in metal nanoparticles Fig. 5. Both phys-

ical and chemical methods have their own advantages.

However, chemical methods are now considered to be

better than physical methods from the viewpoints of re-

producibility, homogeneity (e.g., uniformity in size), and

mass production.

The production of metal nanoparticles by chemical

methods requires some techniques by which coagulation

is prevented. For example, electrostatic and steric repul-

sions among metal nanoparticles are used for this purpose.

To prevent coagulation and to keep the dispersity of metal

nanoparticles by electrostatic repulsion, electrical charges

are provided. Adsorption of ions on the surface of metal

nanoparticles is a simple way to acquire such charges

Fig. 6a. The typical conventional colloidal dispersions of

metal nanoparticles are usually stabilized by this method.

The most satisfying method for stabilization of metal

nanoparticles by steric repulsion is the dispersion of metal

nanoparticles in solid such as glass. However, in this case,

the metal nanoparticles cannot work as catalysts because

the substrate molecules cannot attack the surface of metal

nanoparticles. Thus adsorption of metal nanoparticles on

the surface of inorganic supports or immobilization in

porous solids is often used for stabilization of metal

nanoparticles by steric repulsion on solids Fig. 6b&c.

For the stabilization of metal nanoparticles in solution

by steric repulsion, attachment of organic molecules or

organic macromolecules on the surface of metal nano-

particles is easily considered to be a favorite method. An

organic molecule with S and/or N atom(s), for example, is

used as a ligand, which strongly bonds to metal nano-

particles Fig. 6d. In the case of organic macromolecules,

the molecule is strongly attached to the metal nanoparticle

because the macromolecule interacts with the surface of a

Fig. 5 Formation of metal nanoparticles by a chemical method.

Fig. 6 Various metal nanoparticles stabilized by (a) electric

charge, (b) inorganic supports, (c) porous solids, (d) organic

molecules, (e) soluble macromolecules, and (f) surfactants.
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metal nanoparticle at many sites although each interaction

may be weak Fig. 6e. Organic molecules with low mo-

lecular weight can occasionally act as if they were a

macromolecule when the interactions among the organic

molecules are strong enough. In micelles and reverse

micelles, surfactant molecules aggregate and protect the

metal nanoparticles from coagulation Fig. 6f.

One of the simplest and most reproducible methods for

preparation of metal nanoparticles is alcohol reduction of

precious metal ions in alcohol–water in the presence of

water-soluble polymers such as poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrroli-

done) (PVP).[14] This process is schematically shown in

Fig. 7. Thus the precious metal ions form complexes with

polymers at first. The metal ions can be reduced by al-

cohol to produce polymer–metal atom complexes ac-

companying aldehyde formation from alcohol.

Other chemical reductants, such as hydrazine, molec-

ular hydrogen, glycol, sodium borohydride, etc., can be

used instead of alcohol. Energy, such as photoenergy,

X-ray, g-ray, electron beam, microwave, ultrasonic wave,

electrolysis, etc., can also be used in solution in the

presence of stabilizers to break the bond or reduce

the metal ions to 0-valent metal atoms resulting in

metal nanoparticles.

Other stabilizers such as organic ligands can be used

instead of protective polymers. In general, the presence of

strong ligands requires a strong reductant if the reduction

is carried out in the presence of stabilizers. Otherwise,

stabilizers must be immediately added after the reduction

and coagulation of metal atoms to form metal nano-

particles and before the aggregation of metal nanoparticles

to form the precipitates.

Metal nanoparticles stabilized by weakly coordinating

polymers are considered as the best metal nanoparticle

catalyst because substrate molecules can easily attack the

surface of metal nanoparticles and the reaction smoothly

occurs as shown in Fig. 8. Because the polymer molecule

weakly coordinates with the metal nanoparticle, the sub-

strate molecules can replace the polymer on the surface of

metal nanoparticle. When the reaction occurs on the sur-

face and the substrate changes to a product, then the

product can easily be removed from the surface because it

cannot strongly interact with the metal surface. Upon re-

moval of the product, the parts of the polymer that were

left on the metal surface can now interact with the metal

surface again and cover the metal nanoparticle. This kind

of reversible capping of the polymer on the metal surface

cannot occur in organic ligands with low molecular

weight, although organic ligands or ionic species play an

important role to control the shape of metal nanoparticles.

The metal nanoparticles immobilized on solid supports

can be prepared by immobilization of the separately pre-

pared metal nanoparticles on solid supports. Immobiliza-

tion can be carried out by chemisorption or chemical bond

formation between metal nanoparticles and solid supports.

The immobilized metal nanoparticles thus prepared work

Fig. 7 Preparation of polymer-capped metal nanoparticle by alcohol reduction.

Fig. 8 Illustration of the catalytic reaction process of a metal

nanoparticle catalyst stabilized by weakly coordinating poly-

mers. : reaction substrate; : reaction product. (From Ref. [7].)
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as industrial catalysts for reactions in solution as well as in

gaseous phase.

Characterization of Metal Nanoparticles

Metal nanoparticles can be characterized by a combina-

tion of the following methods:[2,3]

1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This is

the simplest and most reliable method to measure

the size and shape of metal nanoparticles. The av-

erage size is usually calculated by counting the sizes

of about 200 particles. High-resolution TEM (HR-

TEM) can provide information not only on the

particle size and shape but also on the crystalline

structure of metal nanoparticles. When energy dis-

perse X-ray microanalysis (EDX) is used in con-

junction with TEM, elemental information of metal

nanoparticles can be obtained. The localized ele-

mental information is also obtained by electron en-

ergy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) in conjunction with

energy-filtering TEM (EF-TEM).

2. Ultraviolet and visible absorption spectroscopy (UV/

VIS). The color change is a very useful and conve-

nient method to identify the chemical change from

the solution of metal ions to the dispersion of metal

nanoparticles. The colloidal dispersions of Au, Ag,

and Cu (Group 11 elements) have a red to yellow

color because of their plasmon absorption, the peak

position of which varies depending on the particle

size and the extent of coagulation. The plasmon

absorption of other metal nanoparticles is located in

a UV region and is often difficult to clearly detect.

3. Infrared spectroscopy (IR). The IR spectra can pro-

vide information on organic layers surrounding

metal nanoparticles. For example, the coordination

of poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) onto the sur-

face of metal nanoparticles was revealed by a shift

of C O stretching vibration absorption in the IR

spectra. The structure of organic layers and the in-

teraction of organic layers with metal nanoparticles

are effective in the catalysis of metal nanoparticles.

Thus information given by the IR spectra is very

important in some cases. The IR spectra can also be

used to understand the surface structure of the metal

nanoparticles. The IR spectra of carbon monoxide

adsorbed on the surface metal are so often used to

identify the element of the surface metal of bime-

tallic nanoparticles.

4. X-ray diffraction (XRD). The solid structure of

metal nanoparticles can be investigated by XRD. For

monometallic nanoparticles, XRD can give infor-

mation on the phase changes depending on the

particle size. X-ray diffraction can determine if the

bimetallic system is composed of the mixtures of

two kinds of monometallic nanoparticles or of single

bimetallic nanoparticles in which two elements are

included in one particle.

5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Photo-

electron spectroscopy is used to obtain information

on the state of metal, e.g., the oxidation state of

metal on the surface. Metal on the surface is often

oxidized by air. So the 0-valency of surface metal

must be confirmed by using XPS or other methods.

When polymers cover the metal nanoparticles, clear

XPS spectra of the metal cannot be observed. In this

case, the removal of covering polymers from the

surface of metal nanoparticles is required. Etching of

covering polymers could be useful for this purpose.

The polymers can also be removed from the metal

nanoparticles by washing the nanoparticles adsorbed

on thiol-modified silica supports with a good sol-

vent. The quantitative analysis of XPS spectra of

bimetallic nanoparticles can suggest the elements

present in the surface region of nanoparticles.

6. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The

SERS spectra can be obtained in the case of nano-

particles containing Au, Ag, and/or Cu. Quantitative

analysis of enhanced Raman spectra can provide

information about the adsorbing structures of or-

ganic molecules on the metal nanoparticles. Not

only monometallic nanoparticles but also bimetallic

nanoparticles containing Au, Ag, or Cu can enhance

Raman spectra.

7. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM). Scanning probe

microscopy techniques such as scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy

(AFM) can give information on the total size of

metal nanoparticles capped by organic layers and the

coagulating structure (superstructure) of capped

metal nanoparticles. The superstructure sometimes

has an effect on catalysis of capped metal nano-

particles. Although SPM is usually used for obser-

vation of dry samples, the superstructure at dry state

is often thought to be similar to that in solution.

8. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS).

This is one of the most powerful characterization

methods to determine the detailed structure of metal

nanoparticles, especially bimetallic nanoparticles.

Because big synchrotron radiation facilities are now

available, the EXAFS technique becomes useful for

structure analysis of nanoparticles of precious

metals. EXAFS can provide the number of atoms

surrounding the X-ray absorbing atom and their in-

teratomic distances involved in the various coordi-

nation shells, as well as the electron density.

However, to obtain exact information, the sample of
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metal nanoparticles should be homogeneous, i.e.,

uniform in size and narrow in size distribution.

Because the number of atoms surrounding the X-ray

absorbing atom and even their interatomic distances

can vary with the size of metal nanoparticles, we

succeeded to give a core/shell structure model for

Pd/Pt (4:1, mol/mol) bimetallic nanoparticles

capped by poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), be-

cause they are very homogeneous (mono- dis-

persed) and stable.

9. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Analysis of

SAXS data can give information on rather long

regularity, for example, size of superstructures.

10. Thermogravimetry (TG) and differential thermal

analysis (DTA). Thermal analysis (TG and DTA)

can give information not only on composition and

structure of organic layers but also on the phase

transition of metal.

11. Dynamic light scattering (DLS). This method gives

the hydrodynamic radius; that is, the size of metal

nanoparticles including organic layers.

STRUCTURE CONTROL OF
BIMETALLIC NANOPARTICLES

Bimetallic nanoparticles, in which each particle contains

two metal elements, are very important and interesting

from the viewpoint of catalysis of metal nanoparticles

because catalytic performance is very often affected by

the addition of another element to the metal. In addition,

the structure of bimetallic nanoparticles is strongly related

with the catalytic performance.

Typical structures of bimetallic nanoparticles are il-

lustrated in Fig. 9. These bimetallic nanoparticles have

two kinds of metal–metal bonds, i.e., a homobond and a

heterobond. If the metal particles are composed of atoms

A and B, the homobond is either an A–A bond or a B–B

bond, while an A–B bond is a heterobond. If the binding

energies of the homobonds are same with that of the

heterobond, the random alloy or solid solution should

be the thermodynamically most stable structure. If the

homobonds are much stronger than the heterobond, no

bimetallic particles may be produced but only the mixture

of two kinds of monometallic particles will be favorably

obtained. However, in practice, there are no such big

differences between the two kinds of bonds in precious

metals. When heterobonds are preferred over homobonds,

a heterobondphilic structure may be obtained.[15] The

opposite case gives a homobondphilic structure. Hence a

core/shell structure, a kind of homobondphillic structure,

is obtained as a thermodynamically stable structure. In

contrast, an inverted core/shell structure is thermody-

namically metastable. Such metastable structures can be

constructed by the concept of kinetic control. Thus the

structure of bimetallic nanoparticles depends on the kind

of a couple of elements used.

Bimetallic Nanoparticles Composed of a
Couple of Platinum-Group Elements

Bimetallic nanoparticles of two kinds of platinum-group

elements such as Pt, Pd, Au, etc. can be produced by

coreduction of the corresponding metal ions in refluxing

alcohol–water in the presence of water-soluble polymer.

The coreduction usually gives colloidal dispersions of

bimetallic nanoparticles with a core/shell structure, a kind

of homobondphilic structure. For example, the solution of

PdCl2 and H2PtCl6 in refluxing ethanol–water in the

presence of PVP gives colloidal dispersion of Pd/Pt

bimetallic nanoparticles with a Pt-core/Pd-shell struc-

tures.[16] From HAuCl4 and PdCl2, Au-core/Pd-shell

structured bimetallic nanoparticles were obtained.[17]

The easiness of core formation increases in the order of

Rh<Pd<Pt<Au. Thus Rh is the most easily shell-forming

element. The core/shell structure is constructed via the

complexes shown in Fig. 9. Two factors control the core/

shell structure: 1) redox potential of metal ions; and

2) coordination ability of metal atom to the polymer.[18]

The PVP-protected Pd/Pt bimetallic nanoparticles

work as a catalyst for partial hydrogenation of 1,3-

cyclooctadiene to cyclooctene under mild conditions. The

catalytic activity depends on the composition of Pd and Pt.

The highest activity can be achieved by the Pd/Pt ratio

(4:1, mol/mol) of bimetallic nanoparticles, in which 13

atoms of Pt form a core and 42 atoms of Pd surround the

Pt core to form a shell.[16]

The mechanism of formation of Pd/Pt bimetallic

nanoparticles with a thermodynamically stable Pt-core/Fig. 9 Various structures of bimetallic nanoparticles.
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Pd-shell structure has been proposed as shown in Fig. 10.

In this process, easily reduced Pt(IV) ions are first reduced

to produce Pt atoms that form a Pt core. Less easily re-

duced Pd(II) ions later produce Pd atoms, which deposit

on the Pt core to form a Pd shell.

An inverted core/shell structure can be prepared by the

so-called sacrificial hydrogen reduction method.[19] For

example, Pd-core/Pt-shell bimetallic nanoparticles can

successfully be prepared by this method. Successive re-

duction of Pd(II) and Pt(IV) ions cannot produce the

inverted core/shell structured bimetallic nanoparticles,

because addition of Pt(IV) ions to Pd(0) core nano-

particles results in redox reaction between them to form

Pt(0) nanoparticles and Pd ions. Hence before the addition

of Pt(IV) ions, the dispersion of Pd-core nanoparticles is

treated with molecular hydrogen, forming hydride-cov-

ered Pd nanoparticles. Addition of Pt(IV) ions into the

hydride-covered Pd nanoparticles produces Pt atoms,

which immediately deposit on Pd cores to form Pd-core/

Pt-shell, i.e., inverted core/shell structured bimetallic

nanoparticles. This sacrificial hydrogen reduction method

is useful for constructing other kinds of core/shell struc-

tured bimetallic nanoparticles.

Bimetallic Nanoparticles Composed
of an Iron-Group Element and a
Platinum-Group Element

Reduction of ions of an iron-group element (transition

metal in the third period) is more difficult than those of a

platinum-group element. Nevertheless, ions of an iron-

group element can easily be reduced to the corresponding

atoms in the coexistence of nanoparticles of a platinum-

group element. For example, copper(I) and palladium(II)

can be reduced by ethylene glycol at ca. 200�C to pro-

duce the dispersions of Cu/Pd bimetallic nano-

particles,[20] which are surprisingly stable even under air.

The structure of Cu/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles is ana-

lyzed to be a random alloy (solid solution) on the basis of

preliminary EXAFS measurements. The precise EXAFS

analysis has recently concluded that the Cu/Pd bimetallic

nanoparticles thus prepared have a heterobondphilic

structure Fig. 11 rather than a random alloy structure.[15]

The Cu/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles work as catalysts

both for hydration of nitriles and hydrogenation of ole-

fins, suggesting that both Cu and Pd atoms are located on

the surface of the nanoparticles, because the Cu and Pd

are generally known as active catalysts for the former

and the latter reaction, respectively. Bimetallic nano-

particles with other combinations such as Cu/Pt, Ni/Pd,

Ni/Pt, Fe/Pd, and Fe/Pt can be prepared by the same

method.[21,22]

Fig. 10 Proposed formation mechanism of Pt-core/Pd-shell-structured bimetallic nanoparticles. (From Ref. [18].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Model structures for Cu/Pd 1:1 (left panel) and Cu/Pd

4:1 (right panel) bimetallic nanoparticles. Big dark balls

correspond to Pd. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Formation of Bimetallic Nanoparticles
by Mixing Two Kinds of Monometallic
Nanoparticles; Self-Organization
of Metal Nanoparticles

Self-organization is one of the most important concepts in

supramolecular science. In the formation of bimetallic

nanoparticles from two kinds of metal atoms, the bime-

tallic structures, such as a core/shell, random alloy, and

heterobondphilic structure, are controlled by self-organi-

zation in practice.

Another type of self-organization has recently been

observed to produce pseudo-core/shell structured bime-

tallic nanoparticles by mixing two kinds of monometallic

nanoparticles in solution.[23] Mixing of colloidal disper-

sions of PVP-protected Ag nanoparticles with those of

PVP-protected Rh nanoparticles in solution at room tem-

perature was found to result in a kind of ‘‘fusion’’ to

produce colloidal dispersions of Ag/Rh bimetallic nano-

particles with a pseudo-core/shell structure in a few hours

Fig. 12. Poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) is suggested to play

an important role for this self-organization. However, the

driving force as well as the conditions for this self-orga-

nization is not well understood yet.

Nevertheless, Pd/Ag/Rh and Pt/Pd/Rh trimetallic

nanoparticles with a triple core/shell structure have re-

cently been successfully prepared by this method.

CATALYSES OF METAL NANOPARTICLES

Metal nanoparticles are used as catalysts for various kinds

of reactions in dispersions or on supports, which are

summarized here. Metal nanoparticles stabilized by

weakly coordinating polymers are considered to be an

effective catalyst, which works as shown in Fig. 8. As for

polymer-protected metal nanoparticle catalysts, the cata-

lytic performance, i.e., activity and selectivity, is affected

not only by the structures of metal nanoparticles but also

by those of the surrounding polymers.

Reduction

Hydrogenation of C–C multiple bonds is catalyzed by

many kinds of precious metal nanoparticles. The ac-

tivity depends not only on the kind of metal element

but also on the size and shape of metal nanoparticles.

One of the most significant examples of the size effect

is shown for hydrogenation of internal olefins catalyzed

Fig. 13 Size effect of catalytic activity of PVP-protected Rh

nanoparticle catalysts for hydrogenation of internal and vinyl

olefins. [From Shokubai 1985, 27, 488.] (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 14 Dependence of the catalytic activity of PVP-protected

Pd/Pt bimetallic nanoparticles for partial hydrogenation of

cyclooctadiene to cyclooctene upon the composition of the

nanoparticles. (From J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans. 1993,

89, 2537.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 Formation of pseudo-Ag-core/Rh-shell-structured

bimetallic nanoparticles. (From Ref. [23].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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by PVP-protected Rh nanoparticle catalysts prepared by

an alcohol reduction method Fig. 13.[1]

In bimetallic nanometal catalysts, the activity

depends on the composition and structure of bimetallic

nanoparticles.[3] For example, PVP-protected Pd/Pt

bimetallic nanoparticles with a core/shell structure show

the highest catalytic activity for partial hydrogenation of

1,3-cyclooctadiene to cyclooctene Formula I at a 4:1

atomic ratio of Pd to Pt Fig. 14, in which the Pt core is

covered by an atomic layer of Pd.[16] This means that

the catalytic active site of the metal nanoparticles is

located on the surface Pd atoms and that the Pt core

adjacent to the Pd has an electronic effect on the surface

Pd atoms. In other words, the additional Pt atoms do not

have an ensemble effect, but a ligand effect, on the

active Pd sites.

The catalytic selectivity of metal nanoparticles can

sometimes be controlled by their sizes and shapes. The

selectivity of partial hydrogenation of cyclopentadiene

catalyzed by PPV-protected Pd nanoparticles rapidly

increases when the diameter of Pd nanoparticles is below

2 nm.[1]

The selectivity is more often controlled by the organic

layer surrounding metal nanoparticles. 10-Undecenoic

acid is much more easily hydrogenated than 2-undecenoic

acid when catalyzed by Pd nanoparticles stabilized by

nonionic surfactant molecules.[24] This selectivity control

is shown in Fig. 15. Polycyclodextrin-covered metal

nanoparticles are also effective catalysts for the reaction

with high substrate selectivity because the cyclodextrin

cavity can recognize the substrate molecule.

Enantioselective hydrogenation can be achieved by

using metal nanoparticles capped by chiral stabilizers such

as cinchonidine and dihydrocinchoxidine in dispersions

and on inorganic supports.[25]

The reduction of C O bond was reported to be cata-

lyzed by Rh nanoparticles. The reduction of nitrobenzene

to aniline by hydrogen at room temperature Formula II

was catalyzed by PVP-protected Ni/Pd bimetallic nano-

particles, prepared by glycol reduction at 190�C. In ni-

trobenzene, the atomic ratio Ni/Pd=1:4 gave the most

active catalyst, while in the other substituted nitrobenzene,

the ratio was 2:3.

Visible-Light-Induced Hydrogen Generation

Because metal nanoparticles in dispersions are transparent

to visible light, their application to catalyses for photo-

chemical reactions is preferred over conventional solid

catalysts. Colloidal dispersions of Pt nanoparticles in

water was used for visible-light-induced hydrogen gen-

eration in the system of metal nanoparticles/methyl

viologen (electron mediator)/trisbipyridineruthenium(II)

dichloride (photosensitizer)/ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid disodium salt (electron donor) Formula III.

Various kinds of bimetallic nanoparticles were recently

examined as catalysts of the above reaction. It was found

that the hydrogen generation rate is proportional to the

rate of electron transfer from methyl viologen cation

radical to the metal nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 16, and

that the bimetallic nanoparticles are more active as a

catalyst than the corresponding monometallic nano-

particles.[26]

Fig. 16 Relationship between hydrogen generation rate and

electron transfer rate over various kinds of metal nanoparticle

catalysts. (From Ref. [26].)

Fig. 15 Schematic illustration of selectivity control of

surfactant-protected Pd nanoparticle catalysts for hydrogenation

of 2- and 10-undecenoic acid. (From Ref. [24].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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Oxidation

Oxidation is one of the most general chemical reactions

and is often applied to industrial processes. Nevertheless,

there are few reports on the application of metal nano-

particle catalysts for oxidation reactions. This is because

organic stabilizers are easily oxidized, resulting in their

decomposition. Hence development of the stabilizers

strong against oxidation is very important.

Oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide by molecular

oxygen Formula IV is catalyzed by Ag nanoparticles

stabilized by poly(sodium acrylate). The reaction pro-

ceeds under the pressure of ethylene and oxygen at

170�C.[27]

Catalytic oxidation is enhanced by the presence of

Cs(I) and Re(VII) ions, which are immobilized on the

stabilizer poly(acrylate). The catalytic activity of Ag

nanoparticles depends on the protecting polymer. Poly-

acrylate-protected Ag nanoparticles have much higher

activity than PVP-protected ones especially at high tem-

perature. This is probably because of the stronger coor-

dinations of polyacrylate to Ag nanoparticles.

Other examples include oxidation of cyclooctane to

cyclooctanal and cyclooctanone by t-butyl hydroperoxide

(t-BHP) catalyzed by Ru nanoparticles in a biphasic sys-

tem, and oxidation of D-glucose to D-gluconate by mo-

lecular oxygen catalyzed by tetraalkylammonium-

stabilized Pd/Pt bimetallic nanoparticles on charcoal.[28]

Hydration

Selective hydration of acrylonitrile, which is catalyzed by

copper catalysts, is used for industrial production of ac-

rylamide. The same reaction can proceed by using Cu

nanoparticles as catalysts. The colloidal dispersions of

PVP-protected Cu nanoparticles were prepared by NaBH4

reduction of Cu(II) ions and applied to the catalyst for this

reaction.[1] However, Cu nanoparticles are easily oxidized

by the contaminant air and are not stable enough to be

repeatedly used. To stabilize Cu nanoparticles, Cu/Pd

bimetallic nanoparticles were prepared by coreduction of

Cu and Pd ions by glycol at 190�C in the presence of

PVP.[20] The bimetallic nanoparticles are more stable, and

much more active as the catalyst for hydration of acry-

lonitrile to acrylamide Formula V than the simple Cu

monometallic nanoparticles.

C–C Bond Formation

The C–C bond formation is a useful reaction in organic

syntheses and is often catalyzed by homogeneous cata-

lysts of organometallic complexes. Metal nanoparticles

have recently been used instead of organometallic com-

plexes as catalysts for C–C bond formation. Because these

reactions are catalyzed by ionic species of precious metals

in homogeneous catalysts, real active species of these

metal nanoparticle catalysts are often considered to be the

ionic species produced by oxidation of metal nano-

particles. Further research is required to understand the

real reaction mechanism.

Heck reaction, the coupling between aromatic and vi-

nyl carbons Formula VI, was found to be catalyzed by Pd

nanoparticles in the presence of base at a rather high

temperature.[29,30]

Because the reaction requires a rather high tempera-

ture, enough stable polymers are preferred as the stabilizer

for the metal nanoparticles used as catalysts.

Carbonylation of methanol to directly produce acetic

acid Formula VII is catalyzed by a homogeneous Rh

catalyst. Poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone)-protected Rh nano-

particles were used as the catalyst of this reaction at 140�C
under CO pressure.

Suzuki reaction, which is useful for direct coupling of

two different benzene rings Formula VIII, were catalyzed

by Pd and Pd/Ni nanoparticles.[31] The stability of the

PVP-protected Pd nanoparticles was investigated as

well.[32]

[3+2] Cycloaddition reaction between methylene-

cyclopropane and methyl acrylate in reflux toluene

Formula IX was catalyzed by Ni nanoparticles immobi-

lized on alumina.[33]
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In these C–C coupling reactions, the catalytic activity

of metal nanoparticles is less than the corresponding

homogeneous organometallic catalysts. However, metal

nanoparticle catalysts have an advantage for repeated

usage. For the practical use of metal nanoparticles as

catalysts, further investigations of stable protective

polymers and of immobilization on inorganic supports as

well as of the reaction mechanism will be required.

CONCLUSION

Catalysts based on metal nanoparticles have recently re-

ceived much attention because investigations in the field

of metal nanoparticles has rapidly developed. Now many

techniques have been reported to control the structures of

metal nanoparticles, not only the structures of metal parts

but also the structure of organic layers surrounding them.

By using these techniques, metal nanoparticles can be

constructed according to the design.

Metal nanoparticles can be used as catalysts not only in

dispersions but also on solid supports. In dispersions,

metal nanoparticles can be used as catalysts only for

reactions in a solution, while on solid supports they can be

used both in solution and in gaseous phase. Thus metal

nanoparticles are now applied to catalysts for various

kinds of reactions. The number of the reactions for which

metal nanoparticles are used as catalysts is going to rap-

idly increase. In the field of environmental catalysts,

which are the largest in the market of catalysts, conven-

tional catalysts may be replaced by metal nanoparticles

designed for this purpose.
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Metal Nanostructures Synthesized by Photoexcitation
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INTRODUCTION

The current interest in the structural control of metal and

semiconductor materials in the nanoscale region has been

rapidly promoted in terms of construction of ultrasensitive

and low-energy-consumption devices.[1] Recently devel-

oped nanodevice technologies using scanning probe

microscopy have allowed us to construct ultrasmall

structures on an atomic scale.[2] However, this method is

not adaptable to mass production because it is too slow,

especially for sizes of more than a few nanometers. This

situation, together with the limitation of the size control

to about a hundred nanometers for conventional photo-

lithographic techniques, clearly indicates that the creation

of nanodevices sized between a few nanometers and tens

of nanometers remains an undeveloped aspect of the pres-

ent nanotechnology (Fig. 1). Thus we should develop

methods of effective and high-speed construction of

desirable nanostructure in this size region.

To solve the problem, we have proposed the idea of

applying localized photoexcitation at metal nanostructures

for the structural controls. Generally, metal nanoparticles

such as Au, Ag, and Cu show characteristic surface

plasmon absorption in the visible–near-infrared wave-

length region (Fig. 2).[3,4] The electric field induced by

excited surface plasmons is highly localized, and the

direction of its polarization can be controlled by changing

the wavelength and polarization of illumination light.

Thus if the localized field can be utilized to induce

electrochemical reactions, such as metal dissolution and

deposition, the effect can be applied to change and control

the metal nanostructures (Fig. 3).

OVERVIEW

There have been numerous reports on structural changes

of metal nanoparticles under photoillumination;[5,6] un-

fortunately, most of them describe fragmentation and

structural deformation of the particles. There are few

reports concerning structural control in a nanometer

region by photoillumination. Generally, it is known that

the quantum efficiency of photoelectrochemical reactions

at metals is extremely low because of the very short

lifetime of photoexcited electrons or holes in the system.

But it should be noted that there are several interesting

examples to prove the possibility of the plasmon-mediated

photoinduced electron transfer phenomenon in photo-

emission experiments using roughened metal elec-

trodes.[7–11] For example, Fedurco et al.[7] reported that

increments in photocurrent reduced carbon dioxide in

solution at roughened Ag electrode. The quantum yield

of the photocurrent exhibited a sharp maximum at the

peak wavelength of surface plasmon of Ag electrode.

The results suggest that plasmon-mediated photoinduced

electron transfer at metal electrode may be possible

if an appropriate electron acceptor/donor exists at the

interface. Metal deposition and dissolution could be

involved in the reactions for the structural control.

In this review, we summarize our recent developments

to control metal nanostructures via photoillumination.

After brief summaries of the research, the possibilities of

future applications will be discussed.

PHOTOINDUCED ANISOTROPIC
AGGLOMERATION OF GOLD
NANOPARTICLES IN SOLUTION AND ON
Au(111) SINGLE CRYSTAL SURFACE

One of the promising ways to construct well-organized

periodic nanostructures is the use of self-assembling

processes of colloidal crystal agglomeration.[12–16] When

the surface charge of inorganic nanoparticles with a

narrow size distribution are carefully controlled in the

course of the preparations, the nanoparticles form

agglomerates with a highly ordered superstructure. Exam-

ples of well-ordered colloidal particles composed of

nanosized metal and semiconductor crystals have been

reported. If one can control the interaction between

particles, desirable periodic superstructures and anisotro-

pies can be introduced into the nanosized colloidal

crystals. To demonstrate the possibility of combining

photoexcitation for this aim, we investigated anisotropic

agglomeration of gold nanoparticles (diameters ca. 6 nm)

modified with organic thiols by photoillumination with

monochromatic light in aqueous media.[17]
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Fig. 4 shows time-dependent spectral changes of gold

nanoparticles after adding a surface-modifying reagent,

thionicotinamide (TNA), in the dark and under illumina-

tion. In Fig. 4a and b, the initial spectrum with a single

absorption peak at 520 nm in the dark is accompanied by

evolution of an absorption band at wavelengths longer

than 700 nm. After ca. 300 sec, the spectrum demonstrated

double peaks at 520 and 720 nm. These changes can be

attributed to agglomeration of gold nanoparticles by

surface modification with the added reagent. The two

absorption maxima of 520 and 720 nm can be attributed

to the excitation of the transverse and longitudinal modes

of surface plasmons in anisotropic agglomerates, respec-

tively.[3,4] The modifying reagent should be bound on the

gold surface via strongly interacting groups of thiol and/or

amide.[18] The formation of such binding is expected to

reduce or diminish anionic surface charges on the gold

nanoparticles, leading to an increase in van der Waals at-

tractive forces among the surface-modified gold nanopar-

ticles, and hence resulting in agglomeration. Fig. 4c–f

shows the effect of photoillumination on agglomeration

of the gold nanoparticles. Under illumination at 830 nm,

agglomeration was slightly accelerated. The evolution of

the new absorption band above 700 nm became faster

than that in the dark, showing the saturation in about 200

sec after the addition of TNA. In the case of 530-nm

illumination, such acceleration of agglomeration was also

observed, and further became faster than the illumination

at 830 nm. The evolution of the new band above 700 nm

reached saturation in about 180 sec. For the illumina-

tion at 830 and 530 nm, the absorption intensities also

decreased after the saturation. The decreases reflect fur-

ther aggregation and precipitation of the nanoparticles in

solution. This result indicates that photoillumination

accelerates the agglomeration of gold nanoparticles de-

pending on the wavelength of the illumination light.

The above-presented photoinduced agglomeration re-

flects the change in the interaction between the gold

nanoparticles by surface plasmon excitation. The interac-

tion between colloidal particles was described by the total

interaction potential consisting of an attractive van der

Waals potential and a repulsive electrostatic potential in

the DLOV theory.[19] The former potential contains a

constant term determined by material- and geometry-

dependent dispersion of coupled surface plasma oscilla-

tion frequencies. It was suggested that photoexcitation of

the oscillations induces additional attractive forces via

Fig. 1 Dimensions of nanotechnology. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Schematic presentation of electric field at roughened

metal surface under illumination. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Color of the plasmon absorption of metal nanoparticles.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Fig. 4 Time-dependent absorption spectra of an aqueous solution containing gold nanoparticles modified with thionicotinamide.

Measurements were performed 120 times at intervals of 10 sec, (a) in the dark, (c) under illumination at 830 nm, and (e) under

illumination at 530 nm. Contour plots of time-dependent absorption spectra of the same systems, (b) in the dark, (d) under illumination

at 830 nm, and (f) under illumination at 530 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electromagnetic multipolar interactions. The results of the

photoinduced agglomeration shown here should also be

attributed to the photoinduced increase in the attractive

force between the gold nanoparticles via surface plasmon

excitation by illumination at 830 and 530 nm (Fig. 5). The

wavelength dependence, i.e., slightly higher acceleration

of agglomeration as well as earlier start of precipitation by

530-nm illumination than those by 830-nm illumination,

may suggest another contribution of photoexcitation than

the expected one. Illumination at 530 nm is known to

cause not only plasmon excitation but also interband

excitation of the gold nanoparticles, leading to photo-

chemical reactions.[6] The relatively higher-energy exci-

tation often results in destruction of the particles via

electron ejection from them, fragmentation, and fusion.

On the other hand, illumination at 830 nm under the

present condition does not seem to cause structural

deformation of individual particles. Furthermore, the

excitation of the longitudinal mode at 830 nm is expected

to induce anisotropic polarization along the long axis of

the anisotropic agglomeration. Although the present

results on the wavelength dependence of photoinduced

agglomeration suggest that the 530-nm illumination is

more effective in speed, it seems that the illumination at

830 nm is a more suitable perturbation to cause aniso-

tropic agglomeration via plasmon excitation without any

degradation of the gold nanoparticles.

The behavior of adsorption of the gold nanoparticles

on Au(111) surfaces under photoillumination was also

investigated. Surface modified gold nanoparticles are ad-

sorbed on Au(111) surface. We reported that their agglom-

erates on the Au(111) surface, prepared by immersion of

the surface in the solution of gold nanoparticles, formed

dot-interconnected lines of gold particles with a single

particle width.[20] When the immersion conditions, such as

the concentration of the gold nanoparticles and the im-

mersion time, were changed, the coverage of the nano-

particles on the surface could be altered. Fig. 6 shows

scanning tunneling microscopic (STM) images of the gold

nanoparticles on the Au(111) surfaces prepared under

830-nm light illumination with different magnifications

for different places. The images clearly show that each

line of arrays is composed of the gold nanoparticles with

the diameter of ca. 6 nm. Fig. 6b shows that the linear

arrayed structure of the gold nanoparticles is formed on a

typical structure of steps and terraces of the Au(111) sur-

face with a monoatomic height at step edges crossing at

60� with each other, suggesting that the coverage of the

nanoparticles should be a monolayer. It is also seen that

the aligned arrays are parallel to the direction of one of the

steps [Fig. 6c]. Although some vacancies or pits of the

nanoparticles are observed, the alignment of the gold

nanoparticles is not affected by such imperfections. It

should be noted that this linearly arrayed structure was not

observed at the surface prepared under dark or under

illumination at 530 nm.[17]

As shown before, the photoillumination should cause

an additional attractive interaction between the gold

nanoparticles. The excitation at a long wavelength of

830 nm corresponds to the excitation of the longitudinal

mode of surface plasmons in the anisotropic gold agglom-

erates, which propagates in the long-axis direction. The

selective excitation of this mode is expected to cause an

anisotropic electric field, leading to agglomeration in one

specific direction. Isotropic excitation at 530 nm will not

be able to induce such an anisotropic field, leading to

Fig. 5 Agglomeration process of the gold nano-particles in

solution. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Scanning tunneling microscopic images of linear arrayed structures of gold nanoparticles adsorbed on a Au(111) surface

prepared under illumination at 830nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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random adsorption of nanoparticles. In addition, relatively

strong excitation at 530 nm caused the destruction of the

nanoparticles as observed in the solution experiments.

In this section, we have shown the promoting effect

of photoillumination on agglomeration of surface-modi-

fied gold nanoparticles. The additional interactions be-

tween the particles were induced by photoillumination,

and were controlled by changing the wavelength of illumi-

nating light. In the case of adsorption onto the Au(111)

surface, the illumination also affected the adsorption

structure. The illumination at 830 nm led to the formation

of a closed-packed and linearly arrayed superstructure

on the surface. The results imply that photoillumination

can be applied to control the superstructure of colloidal

metal nanoparticles.

NANOSCALE STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTODISSOLVED
Au(111) SINGLE CRYSTALLINE SURFACE

We investigated the effect of photoillumination on

electrochemical dissolution of a gold electrode in KCl

electrolyte. Structural changes in the surface morphology

of metal electrodes by photoillumination have been

recognized, especially in the field of surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy.[21–23] Enhance-

ment factors of the scattering signal are very sensitive to

the surface microscopic morphology.[24–26] There are

several reports on the change in SERS enhancement

factors by photoillumination during electrochemical

roughening in halide solutions.[21–23] The difference in

the scattering intensity may reflect the structural char-

acteristics of the surface prepared under the illumination.

Thus the dissolution of metal electrode under photoillu-

mination is expected to give some characteristic features,

which differ from the surfaces prepared under the dark. In

this section, the structure of the photoillluminated elec-

trode surface was characterized by STM. Comparison

between the electrodes prepared under darkness and

photoillumination conditions shows the effect of photo-

excitation of metal on the electrochemical reaction.[27]

Several surface structures of Au(111) surface prepared

by electrochemical dissolution were shown in Fig. 7.

Under the dark conditions, it was found that the change of

the surface structure was observed when the potential

became more positive than 0.6 V vs. an Ag/AgCl

reference electrode. Fig. 7a shows STM images of the

surface after the positive polarization at 1.0 V under the

dark. Formation of a random-valley structure at the terrace

was shown in the image. Potential cycling between

oxidation and reduction potentials (�0.1 and 1.0 V)

resulted in a further roughened surface, consisting of

spherical particles with the diameter of 20–30 nm as

shown in Fig. 7b. The surfaces prepared in the dark had

neither flat parts nor residual step lines. Fig. 7c exhibits a

photodissolved surface formed at a relatively negative

potential of 0 V. The image shows that structural changes

can be caused at much more negative potentials under the

photoillumination than that in the dark. As the structural

characteristics, homogeneous islands approximately 15 nm

in size were found on the surface. The height of the islands

was quite uniform, and the trace of the step edge was

seen as a well-aligned dot-line structure of the islands.

Fig. 7 Scanning tunneling microscopic images and vertical sectional views of Au(111) surface kept at (a) 1.0 V for 5 sec under

darkness, (b) �0.1 V for 5 sec after positive polarization at 1.0 V for 5 sec under darkness, and (c) 0 V for 5 sec under

photoillumination; observed area was 500�500 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Comparison of the vertical sectional view of the surface

to the surfaces prepared under the dark condition

[Fig. 7a,b] shows that the size of the islands and the

depth of the valleys are uniform.

Photoillumination of metal surfaces excites electrons

and holes, and thus could induce electron transfer

reactions if electron donors/acceptors exist at the inter-

face. In the present system, a gold electrode dissolves via

oxidation of gold forming AuCl4
� when a sufficiently

positive potential (>0.8 V) is applied. Photoexcitation at

830 nm can generate excited holes with energy of 1.49 eV

relative to the Fermi level, leading to the oxidative

dissolution of the surface at a more negative potential. In

addition to this effect of the potential, there were

interesting structural characteristics observed at the

dissolution under the dark. As shown in Fig. 7c, the

island structure had a relatively narrow size distribution.

Theoretical calculation of the electric field, taking into

consideration strong electromagnetic coupling on the

metal surface, predicted the creation of a very localized

plasmon mode at the valley of the periodic superstruc-

ture.[28,29] Calculation results show that the strongest

electric field is highly localized at the bottom of the valley

between the particles. Thus, in the present case, after the

formation of these randomly distributed valleys, some of

them, whose separation distance is the same as the period

of the photoexcited field induced by 830-nm light

illumination, are selectively excited and form a localized

field at the bottom of the valleys. Such a localized field

could induce localized photodissolution of the metal via

resonant electronic excitation. Formation of the periodic

structure by photoillumination may be explained by the

selective dissolution caused by a periodic electromagnetic

field on the surface.

Scanning tunneling microscopic images proved that

dissolution of the gold electrode was accelerated by

photoillumination. At the surface prepared under the

illumination, the size distribution of the islands was

relatively small, and the heights of the islands were

uniform. The selective dissolution caused by a periodic

electromagnetic field on the surface may contribute to

the formation of such uniform structure. The present

results imply that the photoillumination can be applied to

control the structure of metals in the size around 10 nm

via photodissolution.

PHOTOINDUCED SINGLE METAL-DOT
DEPOSITION ONTO METAL SURFACE

Photoinduced electron transfer reactions via plasmon

excitation have been reported in several roughened metal

electrode systems.[7–11] For further developments as a

novel method of nanostructural control in the size between

a few nanometers and tens of nanometers, coupling the

phenomenon with an electrochemical scanning tunneling

microscope (EC-STM) system could prove interest-

ing.[30,31] Several attempts have been reported on using

photoirradiation for the tunneling gap of STM systems for

nanostructure fabrication.[32–38] Although some of these

studies succeeded in the preparation of nanostructures on

solid surfaces, several problems still remain. When light is

irradiated in the STM gap, thermal expansion of the tip

and the sample substrates is observed as the most

prominent effect.[32–34,36,39–49] This contribution is diffi-

cult to control, and often changes the distance of the gap

leading to the deformation of the prepared structures. Thus

it is important to identify the conditions that minimize

the thermal expansion. Appropriate potential control

of the electrodes in EC-STM systems is expected to im-

prove the reaction efficiency of the photoinduced metal

deposition.[50]

In this section, the effect of the photoirradiation on the

gap between the Au(111) surface and the tip of the

electrochemical STM was shown. Relatively weak light

(100 mW/cm2) was irradiated in the gap in the present

experiment. During the irradiation for 10 msec, the

position of the tip was fixed at the central part of the

observed area under the constant tunneling current mode.

After the irradiation, the tip was again scanned to obtain

the surface image. This relatively weak light irradiation in

the gap between the tip and the surface of the Au(111)

electrode, whose potential was maintained at 0.4 V vs. Ag/

AgCl in aqueous solution containing 0.1 M CuSO4, re-

sulted in the formation of a small island structure on the

Au(111) surface in the vicinity of the tip (Fig. 8). The

island structure was formed on the surface just below

the tip only when the light was irradiated at the point of

the gap. The island was dissolved when the potential

of the electrode was maintained at 0.6 V, indicating that

the island is a photodeposited Cu dot. This fact indicates

that a Cu metal nanodot can be prepared by the photoirra-

diation of an atomically smooth surface of a metal elec-

trode in the vicinity of the metal tip. The position of the

dot can be controlled by changing the position of the metal

tip of the electrochemical STM.

In this system, the contribution of the plasmon mode

was successfully applied to construct a single metal-dot

structure on the smooth Au(111) surface in the vicinity of

the thin metal tip. Ukraintsev and Yates[40] proposed the

possibility that the tip can work as a conical antenna or a

waveguide for the light under irradiation. Thus it is

expected that the enhanced field was induced by photo-

irradiation in the gap between the smooth metal sur-

face.[35,51–53] The field can induce the highly localized

excitation of electrons at that point, leading to position-

selective metal deposition onto the electrode surface,

in the vicinity of the tip. As a result, a dot 15 nm in size
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and 1 nm in height was prepared on the Au(111) surface

(Fig. 8). The fact that the preparation of the dot was

achieved under relatively weak light irradiation proves the

effective antenna effect of the tip in localizing the

excitation. The method of position-selective photodeposi-

tion may be applied as a novel method to construct three-

dimensional metal nanostructures on the solid surface.

PHOTOINDUCED STRUCTURAL CHANGES
OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES ON GLASS
SUBSTRATE IN SOLUTION UNDER AN
ELECTRIC FIELD

In the field of structural control of metal nanoparticles,

several important topics remain unresolved. One of these

areas involves the application of an external electric field

for structural control. It is desirable to achieve control of

metal nanostructures on surfaces of insulating materials,

as metal nanostructures constructed for use as conducting

materials. In this case, structural control of metals must be

conducted via electrochemical dissolution and deposition

without donation of charge from the substrate electrode.

Numerous reports exist, describing sophisticated tech-

niques pertaining to construction of metal nanostructures

on electrodes of conducting materials,[54–56] as well as

photoinduced structural changes of dispersed metal

nanoclusters in solution. However, little documentation

occurs with respect to induction of the electrochemical

reaction of metal dissolution/deposition to control the

metal nanostructure adsorbed on insulating materials, in

the absence of an external electric circuit.[57,58] Investi-

gation of the combined effects of an external electric field

and photoillumination is expected to give useful informa-

tion on the structural control of metal nanostructures on

insulating materials. The investigation shown here clari-

fied the effect of photoirradiation of Ag nanoparticles

adsorbed on a glass substrate under an electric field in

solution.[59,60]

Application of an electric field to the Ag nanoparticles

on glass immersed in solution was conducted employing a

two-electrode cell (Fig. 9). Ag nanoparticles on a glass

plate were prepared by the method of sputter deposition.

The size of the hemispherical islands was approximately

Fig. 8 Electrochemical scanning tunneling microscope image of Cu nanodot on Au(111) single crystalline electrodes prepared by

photoirradiation with power of 100 mW/cm2 for 10 msec. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Schematic presentation of experimental setup and two-

electrode cell. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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20 nm in diameter (Fig. 10). The absorption spectrum of

the film showed a plasmon absorption peak at 480 nm in

air (Fig. 10). The absorption spectra of the Ag nanopar-

ticles changed as a result of photoirradiation under an

external electric field in water. Fig. 11 shows the time-

dependent changes in the absorption spectra of the Ag

nanoparticles on the glass plate during photoirradiation at

various intensities (0.06, 0.26, and 0.90 mW/cm2) under

applying an electric field of 20 V/cm. Absorption around

the spectral peak wavelength (approximately 500 nm)

decreased as a result of photoirradiation. Slight changes in

the absorption were observed in the wavelength region

below 420 nm.

The rate of the changes linearly increased as the

intensity of the irradiated light increased. Fig. 12 displays

the dependence of photoirradiation intensity on the change

in the absorption of the nanoparticles. The increase in the

level of the changes was nearly linear with increasing

intensity of irradiation. The effect of the applied electric

field is also presented as the difference in the slope of the

intensity dependence. The slope of an applied electric

field of 20 V/cm was greater than twice that observed in

the absence of an applied field. These results prove that

photoirradiation induces dissolution of Ag particles even

under relatively weak light irradiation in the range of

mW/cm2; moreover, the findings indicate that photodis-

solution accelerates upon application of an external elec-

tric field in solution. It should be noted that dissolution

caused by application of an electric field alone without

photoirradiation was minor, compared with the case

involving the combination of an electric field and ir-

radiation. Only slight incremental intrinsic dissolution of

nanoparticles was evident upon application of an electric

field in solution under darkness.

The synergetic effect of the weak light and the electric

field was also detected in the structural changes. Fig. 13

displays AFM images of as-prepared Ag nanoparticles and

those following treatment with light only, and with light

and the electric field. The treatments with light only

Fig. 10 Absorption spectrum (top) and an atomic force

microscopic image (bottom) of evaporated Ag nanoparticles on

a glass substrate. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Time-dependent absorption spectral change of the

evaporated gold nanoparticles on a glass substrate in pure water

during irradiation at 0.06 mW/cm2 (a), 0.26 mW/cm2 (b), and 0.90

mW/cm2 (c). Applied electric field was 20 V/cm. Measurements

were performed nine times at intervals of 15 sec. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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resulted in slight decreases in the number of Ag nano-

particles without apparent size changes in the particles.

On the other hand, the combined perturbations led to

significant changes in particle size. The original size of

approximately 20 nm in the prepared samples increased to

50–100 nm following polarization under irradiation. The

particles were interconnected, forming anisotropic shapes.

These changes in the size of the nanoparticles were more

apparent when the irradiated light intensity became

stronger (Fig. 13). This observed structural change

suggests that photoirradiation under an external electric

field induces deposition of Ag to specific particles as well

as dissolution. This dissolution of the particles leads to an

increase of the interparticle distance. The spectral blue

shift shown in Fig. 3 seems to reflect this decrease in the

interaction between the particles rather than the change in

the size of the nanoparticles.

The effect of photoirradiation with respect to acceler-

ation of dissolution under an electric field may be

considered as follows. In comparison to the relatively

large-sized metal particles, the present electric polariza-

tion of Ag nanoparticles approximately 20 nm in size

should be much smaller, and would be on the order of

10�5 V. Although this polarization appears to be

insufficient to induce an electrochemical reaction, photo-

irradiation may assist the increase in polarization of the

nanoparticles via photoexcitation. When resonant elec-

tronic excitation of nanoparticles is induced via plasmon

excitation, the resultant polarization corresponding to

several electron volts can generate electrochemical reac-

tions such as metal dissolution and deposition (Fig. 14).

In the present system, possible electrochemical reac-

tions in a single particle during the initial stage may

include the oxidation reaction of Ag metal dissolution, the

reductive reaction of hydrogen evolution, dissolved

oxygen, and/or native oxide partially covering the surface

of the Ag nanoparticle.[61] As the reaction proceeds, a Ag+

ion is likely to be generated by dissolution, and diffuse to

the neighboring particles. When a Ag+ ion arrives at a

neighboring particle, Ag deposition could occur as a

dominant reductive reaction at the particles, leading

to changes in the size of the Ag nanoparticles. The

applied electric field can assist the migration of the Ag+

Fig. 12 Dependence of irradiation power on the absorption

change at 500 nm of the gold film observed in the absence of an

electric field (solid line) and upon application of an external

electric field (20 V/cm) (broken line) for 120 sec.

Fig. 13 Atomic microscopic images of the evaporated Ag nanoparticles on a glass substrate, as-deposited, following only irradiation,

and following irradiation and an electric field. Dimensions are indicated on the images. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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ions; consequently, the electric field accelerates the

present reactions.

The results shown here proved that photoirradiation of

metal nanoparticles under polarization by an external

electric field accelerates structural changes in Ag nano-

particles. The reaction can be attributed to the highly

localized electrochemical reactions of metal dissolution/

deposition on the surface of the Ag nanoparticles. This

phenomenon can be utilized for structural control of

Ag nanoparticles adsorbed on the surface of an insulat-

ing material, circumventing the need for an external

electric circuit.

CHANGES IN NEAR-INFRARED OPTICAL
RESPONSE OF METAL THIN FILM ON
GLASS SUBSTRATE BY ELECTRIC
POLARIZATION IN SOLUTION

The technique of applying an external electric field to

metal nanostructures could be used to control the optical

properties of metal thin films on glass. One of the

promising applications of metal nanostructures is their use

as substrates for single molecular detection employing

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).[62–65] The

phenomenon utilizes localized electromagnetic fields at

the metal nanostructure under photoirradiation. Although

the SERS enhancement has often included visible exci-

tation because of its very sensitive resonance condition,

the importance of near-infrared (NIR) excitation has also

been recognized because of the advantages associated

with nonfluorescence properties and lower damage in

photosensitive target molecules.[66,67] Recently, theoreti-

cal calculations proved that the effective electromagnetic

enhancement via near-infrared excitation would be pos-

sible if some appropriate metal nanostructures were

constructed.[29] Recent efforts have focused on prepara-

tion of the NIR–SERS active substrates using well-

controlled structural units.[25,68] Although several sophis-

ticated methods were successful with respect to generation

of fully reproducible NIR–SERS activity, the preparations

were often complicated because of the need for special-

ized synthetic or preparative techniques. Furthermore,

additional tuning for optimized NIR–SERS activity is

rather difficult following the preparation. Thus novel

facile and controllable techniques to prepare NIR–SERS

active substrates should be developed.[69]

Near-infrared SERS activity of the Ag on Au film

on glass substrate under electric polarization was evalu-

ated in aqueous solution containing 1 mM glutamic acid.

Spectra were obtained in situ from the near-infrared laser

Raman microscope system with excitation wavelength of

780 nm.[70] Intensity of the SERS significantly increased

upon application of an external electric field to the film

(Fig. 15). The empirical signal enhancement factor, which

was determined from the peak integration ratio of the

SERS vibration at 1400 cm�1 to the unenhanced signal

from the solution of a defined sample concentration, was

found to be greater than 107. The value is comparable to

the recently reported value of the near-infrared SERS from

carefully prepared gold nanoparticle superstructures pos-

sessing a precisely controlled periodic structure.[71,72]

Strong enhancement of greater than 107 in the present

Fig. 14 Proposed mechanism of the photoinduced structural change under an external electric field in solution. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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systems could be attributable to the small particle structure

characterized by diameters of approximately 10–20 nm on

the Ag on Au film.

In this investigation, the NIR–SERS activity of an Ag

on Au thin film was controlled via application of an

external field to the metal thin films on an insulating

substrate in solution. We found a novel application of an

external electric field to the control of metal nanostruc-

tures on an insulating material in solution. As the result of

the structural change of the Ag on Au thin film, significant

enhancement of the near-infrared Raman scattering of

amino acid molecules in solution was achieved (Fig. 16).

The method is an extremely facile and effective technique

in terms of control of NIR optical properties of such thin

metal films on an insulating material in solution. More-

over, this procedure should be applied in the preparation

of substrates displaying optimized NIR–SERS activity for

various highly sensitive molecular sensors.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

We have demonstrated that selective excitation of a spe-

cific surface plasmon mode of metal nanostructures can be

employed as a perturbation for effective structural control.

Useful effects on the particle interaction and highly

localized electrochemical reaction were found in several

nanostructured metal systems. The phenomena can be

applied as a novel method to control metal nanostructures

in the size region between a few nanometers and a hundred

nanometers. As for the use of the method in future tech-

nologies, further optimization is required, utilizing the

specificities of the wavelength and the polarization of

the light for finer-size tuning at the metal nanostruc-

tures. Control in the contribution of the heat caused by

photoillumination is also important for more precise struc-

tural control in the nanometer-size region. Despite these

still unsolved issues, the structural control via localized

 

Fig. 16 Surface structures of the Ag on Au film before and after the application of an external electric field. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 15 Time-dependent SERS signals from the Ag on Au film

during application of an external electric field. Measurements

were performed at 20-sec intervals (from bottom to top). Two

spectra at the top were at 420 and 480 sec after applying field.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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photoexcitation should be one of the promising approaches

to construct nanostructures in a size region, which remains

underdeveloped in the present nanotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION

This entry summarizes several approaches to the large-
scale synthesis of metal nanostructures with various
well-defined shapes by controlling the chemistry in
solutions. The strategies include preferential adsorp-
tion of capping reagents on different crystallographic
planes, use of self-assembled surfactant molecules
as templates, control over the plasmonic excitation,
and template-engaged replacement reaction. The as-
synthesized nanostructures have well-controlled shapes
and exhibit unique properties compared to their bulk
material. They are promising candidates for applica-
tions in a range of fields that include optoelectronics,
photonics, sensing, clinical diagnostics, catalysis, and
energy storage=conversion.

MOTIVATION FOR CONTROLLING THE SHAPE

Studies on metal nanoparticles have a long history
since Faraday first observed the remarkable change
of color associated with the size variation of gold col-
loids.[1] In addition to color tuning, properties of metal
nanostructures have been extensively studied during
the last two decades because of their promising uses
in photography,[2] catalysis,[3] photonics,[4] electro-
nics,[5] optoelectronics,[6] information storage,[7] chemi-
cal and biological sensing,[8,9] surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS),[10–12] clinic diagnosis,[13]

and cancer therapy.[14] The performances of metal
nanostructures in the aforementioned applications
can be tailored by their chemical composition, size,
shape, crystallinity, and structure (solid vs. hollow)
because the intrinsic properties of a metal nanostruc-
ture are sensitive to any one of these parameters. The
number of references in this multidisciplinary field
has increased dramatically and comprehensive reviews
covering various aspects of the field have been
published in recent years.[15–22] The first edition of this
Encyclopedia includes overviews on ‘‘Nanocrystals
Synthesized in Colloidal Self-Assemblies’’ and ‘‘Metal

Nanostructures Synthesized by Photoexcitation.’’
However, this article focuses on as much as possible
a wider array of chemically synthetic approaches and
how these techniques apply to the preparation of metal
nanostructures with well-defined shapes and hollow
interiors.

Controlling the shape of a metal nanostructure has
been proven a powerful handle to fine-tune its proper-
ties. For example, the optical responses (e.g., surface
plasmon resonance or SPR, and fluorescence) of gold
or silver nanorods have been demonstrated to be
highly sensitive to their aspect ratios.[15] Theoretic
studies have suggested that the number of absorption
peaks and effective spectral ranges for SERS are
strongly dependent upon the exact morphology dis-
played by metal nanostructures.[23] With regard to cat-
alysis, cubic platinum nanoparticles with their surfaces
bound by f1 0 0g facets prefer to adsorb hydrogen
molecules while carbon monoxide tends to strongly
bond on the f2 1 0g facets of buckyball-shaped
platinum nanoparticles.[24] Most recently, El-Sayed
and Narayanan have comparatively studied the cataly-
tic activity of platinum nanoparticles with different
shapes (e.g., tetrahedron, cube, and quasisphere)
toward the reaction between hexacyanoferrate (III)
ions and thiosulfate ions in colloidal solution, and
concluded that the activation energy decreased with
the increase of percentage of surface atoms located on
the corners and edges.[25] In case of magnetic property,
the arrayed Ni nanowires with diameter of �30 nm
that were prepared using the porous alumina mem-
branes showed much enhanced coercivities, as high as
680 Oersteds, in comparison with bulk Ni (only tens
of Oersteds) and remnant magnetization up to
90%.[26] When metal nanostructures are developed into
hollow ones, they can offer some advantages over their
solid counterparts in making composites in terms of
lighter weight, saving of material, and reduction of
cost.[27] In particular, hollow nanostructures made of
metals are intriguing to synthesize and study because
they exhibit super tuning ability compared to their
solid counterparts in surface plasmon resonance and
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catalytic activities. For example, Pd nanoshells have
recently been demonstrated as an effective, recoverable
catalyst for the Suzuki coupling reactions,[28] while
solid Pd nanoparticles usually lose their catalytic
activities after once cycle of operation.[29]

OVERVIEW OF SYNTHETIC APPROACHES FOR
CONTROLLING THE SHAPE

The fundamental and technological importance of
metal nanoparticles with well-defined shapes has trig-
gered the development of practical approaches that
could produce nanostructures with desirable morphol-
ogies in large quantities. In principle, a metal can be
generated by reducing its corresponding salt(s) with
chemicals having relatively low redox potentials (e.g.,
NaBH4, H2, citric acid, and alcohols) and=or radicals
generated from radiolysis of solvents or gases.[30,31]

Pyrolysis of organometallic precursor is also an effec-
tive way to produce versatile metals in organic
media.[32] This entry provides a brief overview of
several solution-phase (which is referred to as ‘‘soft’’
medium) approaches that have been demonstrated
for synthesizing metal nanostructures with well-defined
shapes rather than spheres. It is further divided into
four sections according to the properties of confine-
ments that are used to direct the growth of metal
nanocrystals. The first section explicitly discusses that
the preferential adsorption of capping species (e.g.,
polymeric molecules and ions) onto different crys-
tallographic planes can kinetically control the growth
rates along different axes, resulting in various
morphologies. The second section compares various
metal structures synthesized by mediation of the
self-assembled surfactant molecules (e.g., cetyltri-
methylammonium bromide or CTAB, and sodium
bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate or AOT). The third
section represents that the plasmonic excitation

induces the anisotropic transformation of metal nano-
particles into planar nanoprisms or nanodisks. The
fourth section assesses the potential of template-
engaged replacement reaction in synthesizing metal
nanostructures with hollow interiors and complex
multi-layered configurations. Finally, the entry is con-
cluded with personal perspectives to the way in which
this field is developing.

PREFERENTIAL ADSORPTION OF
CAPPING AGENTS

It is well known that the capping agents can protect
metal nanoparticles from aggregating are used to
obtain well-dispersed sols of metal colloids. The cap-
ability of capping reagents in growing metal nanopar-
ticles with selective shapes has been recognized in the
last few years. To this end, the common sense is that
the molecules could preferentially adsorb onto different
crystallographic faces and mediate the relative growth
rate along different crystal axes, resulting in the
formation of nanoparticles with various shapes.[33,34]

With sharing this view, Sun and Xia developed a
modified polyol process[35] involving poly(vinyl pyrro-
lidone) (PVP) that has been demonstrated a practical
approach to synthesize nanowires (or nanorods) and
nanocubes of silver.[36–38] In the synthesis, silver atoms
are generated by reducing silver nitrate with ethylene
glycol (which serves as both solvent and reducing
agent) at elevated temperatures. The resultant atoms
spontaneously assemble into small nanocrystals with
different shapes and crystallinites depending on the
reaction conditions (Fig. 1). We refer to this evolution
process as the nucleation stage. These nanocrystals
could serve as seeds for further addition of silver atoms
(referred to as the growth stage). Although the exact
function of PVP in the nucleation stage is still to
be elucidated, it is believed that the preferential

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration on the formation of silver

nanowires (or nanorods) and nanocubes via the PVP-
modulated polyol process. The planes marked in gray
with light and deep tones represent the facets bounded

by f1 1 1g and f1 0 0g crystallographic planes, respec-
tively. The twinned f1 1 1g planes and boundaries are
filled in black color. ‘‘PVP=Ag’’ denotes the ratio
between the amount of PVP (in terms of repeating unit)

and silver nitrate.
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adsorption of PVP molecules to f1 0 0g facet of silver
plays a critical role in growing one seed into larger
structure. The shape of resultant nanoparticles is a
manifestation of the crystallinity and morphology of
the seed (see Fig. 1). For instance, multiple-twinned
particles (MTPs) with the decahedral shape are pro-
duced when no PVP is introduced at the nucleation
stage. Such a seed is comprised of five slightly
deformed tetrahedrons by twinning their adjacent
f1 1 1g faces. The seeds with fivefold symmetry would
evolve into uniform nanowires characterized by penta-
gonal cross-section when their growth is assisted with
PVP. In this case, the deposition of silver atoms on
the twin boundaries leads to the uniaxial elongation
of an MTP into a rod-shaped nanostructure under
the confinement of twin planes (marked in black in
Fig. 1). Meanwhile, the growth of rods in lateral direc-
tions is highly passivated by PVP through the strong
co-ordination bonding between PVP and the side sur-
faces (exposing f1 0 0g facets). In comparison, the 10
end surfaces terminated with f1 1 1g facets retain high
activity in attracting silver atoms because they are
loosely covered by PVP. When a proper amount of
PVP is added during nucleation, for example, when
the molar ratio of the repeating unit of PVP to silver
ions is between 1.5 and 2.0, single crystalline cuboocta-
hedrons are formed. The passivation of f1 0 0g facets
by PVP causes a much higher growth rate of f1 1 1g
facets than that of f1 0 0g facets, and leads to the
formation of nanocubes exposing only f1 0 0g facets.

The characterization results of silver nanowires and
nanocubes were consistent with the evolution mechan-
ism sketched in Fig. 1. Fig. 2A shows a typical SEM
image of the as-obtained silver nanowires with dia-
meter of 50–60 nm and lengths up to 50mm, indicating
the abundant quantity that could be routinely achieved
using this synthetic approach. Their cross-sections
were directly observed from microtomed slices, which
were prepared by cutting the nanowires embedded in
cured epoxy. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2B, the
nanowires exhibited a pentagonal profile with the five-
fold contrast originated from the twinned boundaries.
The stark contrast across each twin plane confirmed
that each silver nanowire contained five single crystal-
line subunits (labeled as T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5). These
subunits were equivalent and each had an untwinned
side surface that tended to lie against the surface of
TEM grid during sample preparation. As a result, the
TEM image always displayed a straight twin boundary
in the middle of a nanowire (as indicated by the arrow
in Fig. 2B). Fig. 2C displays the selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern recorded from the silver
nanowire shown in Fig. 2B by aligning the electron
beam perpendicular to the side surface of subunit
T1. This pattern confirmed the formation of multi-
twinned crystalline structures.[39] Analysis of this

pattern indicated that the side surfaces of each nano-
wire were terminated by f1 0 0g facets. The reactivity
of the side surfaces and ends of as-prepared silver
nanowires was studied using the ligand-exchange
experiment.[38] In a typical operation, gold nanoparti-
cles were added to the dispersion of silver nanowires
after they had been incubated in a very dilute solution
of 1,12-dodecanedithiol. Fig. 2D shows the result,

Fig. 2 (A) An SEM image taken from the silver nanowires
randomly assembled on a silicon substrate. (B) A TEM image

recorded from the end of an individual nanowire showing the
existence of a twin plane along the longitudinal axis (as indi-
cated by the arrow). The inset in (B) is a TEM image of the

cross-section of a Ag nanowire indicating that each wire had
a fivefold twinned structure characterized by five single crys-
talline subunits (marked as T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5). (C) A
selected-area electron diffraction pattern taken from an indi-

vidual nanowire by directing the electron beam perpendicular
to one of its five side surfaces. It corresponds to a superposi-
tion of square [0 0 1] (marked with italic characters, corre-

sponding to T1) and rectangular ½1 �11 �22� (marked with
regular characters, corresponding to T3 and T4) zone pat-
terns of face-centered cubic silver, together with the double

diffraction reflections. The (2 2 0) and ð�22 �22 0Þ reflections
for these two zone patterns resulted in the same diffraction
spots. (D) SEM image of several short silver nanowires after

they had exchanged their PVP capping molecules with 1,12-
dodecanedithiol (50 nM), and reacted with gold nanoparti-
cles for 10 hr. The bright dots at the ends of the nanowires
represent gold nanoparticles that had been attached through

the dithiol linkage. Silver nanorods with relatively low aspect
ratios were selected for this study in order to show both ends
of each nanorod in the same image. The final concentration

of AgNO3 and PVP (Mw � 55,000, calculated in terms of
the repeating unit) were 0.027 and 0.05M, respectively. The
reaction temperature was 160�C and the reaction time was

60min.[37]
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indicating that only the ends of each wire could adsorb
gold nanoparticles. This observation implied that the
interaction between PVP and the side surfaces of silver
nanowires was too strong to be replaced with the
dithiol molecules when the concentration of dithiol
was sufficiently low. In contrast, because the interaction
between PVP and the ends of each nanowire was much
weaker, the ends remained highly reactive for continu-
ous addition of silver atoms during the growth stage.

Fig. 3A shows a typical SEM image of as-synthe-
sized silver nanocubes with a mean edge length of
175 nm. The inset is the SEM image taken by tilting
the sample stage of 20�, which clearly reveals that all
the faces of each cube were smooth. The inset in
Fig. 3B shows the electron diffraction pattern obtained
by directing the electron beam perpendicular to one
of the square faces of a cube. The square symmetry of
the spots indicates that each silver nanocube was a sin-
gle crystal bounded by f1 0 0g facets. Silver nanocubes
with different sizes could be easily obtained by control-
ling the growth time. Fig. 3B shows a TEM image of
the product obtained by shortening the growth time
from 45 (the corresponding product as shown in
Fig. 3A) to 14min; the edge length decreased to
95 nm. The observation implied that the growth rate
of all faces was almost the same once the cubic shape
was formed. Thus, the further growth only increased
its size without significant morphological change due
to the equivalence of the six faces of each cube.

In contrast to the polyol process, silver nanoplates
with triangular shapes can be obtained when ethylene
glycol is replaced with N,N-dimethyl formamide
(DMF). Liz-Marzán and Pastoriza-Santos have
successfully synthesized silver nanoprisms by refluxing

a DMF solution of silver nitrate (0.22mol=L) in the
presence of PVP (0.4mmol=L).[40] The dependence of
morphology of silver nanostructures on solvent implies
that the solvent molecules might compete with PVP
molecules for preferential adsorption because both
ethylene glycol and DMF have atoms (O for ethylene
glycol and N for DMF) with lone electron pairs that
could fill the empty orbitals of silver atoms to form
co-ordination bonds. The synergetic adsorption of
PVP and solvent molecules is similar to the synthesis
of Co nanocrystals via pyrolysis of Co2(CO)8 in
o-dichlorbenzene, a solvent having negligible interac-
tion with Co.[41] In this system, the surfactant mixture
of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and olieic acid was
used to modulate the relative growth rates of different
crystal facets. In addition to organic molecules, inor-
ganic anions (e.g., halogenide and hydroxide) have also
been found to dramatically change the shapes of metal
nanostructures.[42,43] Pileni and coworkers systemati-
cally studied the effects of different anions on the
shape of Cu nanoparticles synthesized from the
Cu(AOT)2–isooctane–water system.[42] The addition
of Cl� led to the formation of Cu nanorods with high
aspect ratios. Nanocubes became the dominated
products by replacing Cl� with Br� and the size of
nanocubes decreased significantly with addition of F�.
The preferential adsorption of capping reagents could
enable us to synthesize metal nanoparticles with well-
controlled shapes (for example, nanorods, nanowires,
nanocubes, and nanoprisms) and in large quantities.
However, the success systems are limited to only a
few metals (e.g., Ag, Pt, Cu, Co, Fe[44]), and how the
capping regents work is still elusive.

SELF-ASSEMBLED SURFACTANT MOLECULES

Surfactant molecules with polar hydrophilic heads and
hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains tend to self-assemble
into mesophase structures with various constructions
when they are added to water. As shown in Fig. 4,
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) could self-
associate to different aggregates, depending on the
pH value of medium. Weakly basic environment leads
to the formation of rod-like micelles with double layers
(process A), while planar lamellar phase is generated in
strongly basic solution (process D). These assemblies
provide a class of ‘‘soft’’ templates for synthesizing
metal nanostructures with controlled shapes. Murphy
and coworkers[45,46] have reported a seed-mediated
route to the synthesis of metal nanorods with control-
lable aspect ratios in the presence of rod-like micelles.
In this synthesis, small gold or silver nanoparticles
stabilized with citrate ions were used as seeds. When
a metal salt (e.g., HAuCl4 or AgNO3), a weak reducing
agent (e.g., ascorbic acid), and a base solution (e.g.,

Fig. 3 (A) SEM image of silver nanocubes obtained by
growing silver nanocrystals via the polyol process for
45min. The inset gives the high-magnification SEM image

of the same sample taken at a tilting angle of 20�. (B)
TEM image of the silver nanocubes obtained by shortening
the growth time to 14min. The inset shows diffraction pat-

tern recorded by aligning the electron beam perpendicular
to one of the square faces of an individual cube. The final
concentration of AgNO3 and PVP were 0.068 and 0.10M,
respectively. The reaction temperature was 160�C.[36]
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NaOH) with relatively low concentration were mixed
with the seeds, the seeds served as nucleation sites for
the growth of nanorods within the confined micellar
phase (see, process B). The lateral dimensions and
aspect ratios of these one-dimensional (1D) nanostruc-
tures could be controlled by varying the concentration
of seeds. Gold nanorods with more repeatable and
higher quality could be obtained if the (CTAB)-capped
seeds were used instead of citrate-capped ones.[47] Pure
nanorods could be collected by removing the surfac-
tant molecules after the reaction has completed
(process C). The formation of rod-like structures was
found to be independent of the reducing means. For
example, Yang and coworkers and Esumi and cowor-
kers[48,49] have prepared gold nanorods via the photo-
chemical reactions induced by UV irradiation in the
presence of rod-like CTAB micelles. Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA) have been employed to study the struc-
ture of surfactant layers on the resultant gold nanor-
ods.[50,51] The results indicated that CTAB adsorbed
to the side surface of gold nanorods in a bilayer fash-
ion, with the trimethylammonium headgroup of the
inside monolayer of CTAB facing the gold surface.
Chen and Carroll have demonstrated that the same
approach could extend to synthesize truncated triangu-
lar silver nanoplates by increasing the pH value of
reaction solution.[52] The TEM images of the closely

stacked nanoplates revealed that the facial surfaces of
each nanoplate were covered with a monolayer of
CTAB, consistent with the formation of a planar
lamellar phase (processes D and E). The monolayer-
protected silver nanoplates were not stable. The aging
of triangular plates (with D3h symmetry) at 40�C could
transform them into various shapes with higher
symmetries, such as circular disks (with C1,h symme-
try) and spheres (with Cs symmetry) (see processes F
and G).[53] Most recently, these authors have success-
fully prepared gold nanocrystals with shapes of mono-
pod, bipod, and tripod by using the as-synthesized
silver nanoplates as seeds (process H).[54]

Another surfactant system used to successfully
synthesize metal nanoparticles with various shapes
was based on the reverse micelles formed in mixtures
of sulfosuccinate (AOT), isooctane, and water.[55–57]

In this case, the shape of surfactant assemblies was
mainly determined by the ratio (w) between water
and surfactant. For examples, Pileni and coworkers
have synthesized Cu nanorods by templating against
the interconnected cylinders of AOT assembled at
w ¼ 10. When the value of w was increased to 20,
supra-aggregates of AOT were formed, leading to the
generation of Cu nanocrystals with various shapes,
including MTPs and triangular plates. Metal nanopar-
ticles could be synthesized in large quantities by using
this kind of ‘‘soft’’ templates, albeit it is difficult and

Fig. 4 Depiction of metal nanostructures with various shapes formed by templating against self-assembled CTAB molecules in
aqueous medium. (A) Formation of rod-like micellar phase; (B) reduction of metal ions which are encapsulated within the micel-
lar cylinder; (C) removal of surfactant with appropriate solvents to collect pure nanorods or nanowires; (D) formation of planar
lamellar mesophase; (E) generation of truncated triangular plates by templating against the lamellar phase; (F) aging of truncated

triangular plates with formation of circular disks; (G) continuous aging of circular disks leading to the formation of spheres; (H)
formation of armed structures (e.g., monopod, bipod, and tripod gold nanocrystals) by using the truncated triangular nanoplates
of silver as seeds. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tedious to prepare micellar phase with controlled
morphologies as well as to remove the surfactant layers
attached on the surface of metal nanostructures.

CONTROLLED PLASMONIC EXCITATION

Plasmonic excitation has been suggested to provide the
driving force that guides anisotropic growth of nano-
particles made of noble metals that exhibit strong
surface plasmons.[58–62] Mirkin and coworkers[58,59]

pioneered this approach to synthesize silver triangular
nanoprisms with well-controlled size and monodisper-
sity. In their synthesis, spherical silver nanoparticles
with small size of 4.8–8.0 nm were firstly prepared by
reducing silver nitrate with NaBH4 in the presence of
trisodium citrate and bis(p-sulfonatophenyl) phenyl-
phosphine dehydrate dipotassium (BSPP). The resultant
colloidal solution was transferred to transparent vessels
and placed under the irradiation of light. The light
fragmented silver nanospheres into much smaller
clusters along with the formation of small silver
nanoprisms. When subject to continuous illumination,
the nanoprisms acted as seeds and grew until all the
nanospheres had been consumed. If a lamp with mono-
chromic output (e.g., 550 nm) was used, the ultimate
product contained bimodal silver nanoprisms with edge
lengths around 70 and 150 nm, respectively. Each large
prism was proposed to originate from four small ones
through an edge-selective particle fusion mechanism.[58]

In this case, the light wavelength (i.e., 550 nm) corre-
lated to the dipole plasmon band (i.e., 640 nm) of silver
nanoprisms with edge length of 70nm. When a second-
ary beam with wavelength at either 340 or 450nm was
selected to excite the quadrupole plasmon (out-of-plane
or in-plane mode) of the nanoprisms, the particle fusion
process was inhibited, leading to the formation of
nanoprisms with uniform size. Once the secondary
beam was fixed to excite the quadrupole plasmon, the
average edge length of the monodisperse nanoprisms
correlated well with the wavelength of the primary
excitation. Larger particles with in-plane dipole plas-
mon band located at longer wavelengths could be
produced by increasing the wavelength of primary
excitation. No matter which kind of silver source (small
silver nanospheres vs. silver ions) was used, the plasmo-
nic excitation could generate silver nanoprisms with
shape and size related to the properties of exciting
light.[60] Although this approach works only on the
preparation of silver nanoprisms at the moment, it
might be able to generate various morphologies of silver
as well as other plasmonic metals when the role of light
is thoroughly explored. The interested reader can find
more details on the use of photoexcitation for structural
control of metal nanoparticle assemblies in another
review entry of the first edition of this Encyclopedia.

TEMPLATE-ENGAGED REPLACEMENT
REACTION

Galvanic replacement reaction has been demonstrated
as a versatile and effective means for preparing metal
nanostructures (e.g., thin films) by consuming the more
reactive component.[63,64] Xia and coworkers have
recently exploited the replacement reactions between
silver nanostructures and desired metal salts that enable
one to prepare metal nanostructures with hollow inter-
iors.[65–71] For example, nanoboxes made of Au=Ag
alloy could be synthesized by reacting silver nanocubes
with aqueous chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) solution:

3Ag ðsÞ þ AuCl4
� ðaqÞ

! Au ðsÞ þ 3Agþ ðaqÞ þ 4Cl� ðaqÞ ð1Þ

Fig. 5A summarizes the major steps involved in the
galvanic replacement process that is performed at
100�C.[65] When the HAuCl4 solution was mixed with
the dispersion of silver nanocubes bounded by f1 0 0g
facets (see a typical SEM image shown in Fig. 5B),
the replacement reaction started from the sites with
relatively high surface energies. The elemental gold
generated from the replacement reaction tended to
deposit on the surface of each template because their
crystalline structures (both gold and silver are face-
centered cubic) and lattice constants (4.0786 and
4.0862 Å for gold and silver, respectively) matched
well. If the concentration of HAuCl4 was high
enough, the dissolution of silver could be continued
until the whole silver template was completely con-
sumed, leading to the formation of a box-like structure
with uniform and homogeneous walls (Fig. 5C). The
surface smoothness of each nanobox could be attributed
to the Ostwald ripening process occurring at elevated
temperature. The TEM image taken from a microtomed
nanobox (inset of Fig. 5C) confirmed the formation of a
void interior. Along with the replacement reaction,
alloying also occurred between the deposited gold layer
and the underlying silver surface because the interdiffu-
sion rates of silver and gold atoms are relatively high
at 100�C.

Silver atoms in the cubic boxes made of Au=Ag
alloy (Fig. 5C) could be selectively removed when more
HAuCl4 was added to the reaction system. In this so-
called dealloying process, numerous lattice vacancies
would be formed because only one gold atom can be
generated at the expense of three silver atoms, accord-
ing to the stoichiometric relationship shown in Eq. (1).
These lattice vacancies could be released via Ostwald
ripening along with reconstruction of the morphology
of the nanoboxes. As a result, each corner of the
box became truncated to form new faces bounded by
f1 1 1g crystallographic plane (step ii of Fig. 5A).
Fig. 5D shows a typical SEM image of such truncated
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nanoboxes, and each of them was bounded by eight
triangular faces and six octagonal ones. The inset
shows the SEM image of a truncated nanobox sitting
on the silicon substrate against its triangular faces,
indicating that the newly formed triangular faces were
also flat. Further dealloying could generate more lat-
tice vacancies, and the Ostwald ripening process could
not reconstruct the box and form a seamless box with
ultrathin walls because such structures were not stable
at 100�C. To this end, the lattice vacancies coalesced
into pinholes in the wall (step iii of Fig. 5A). Fig. 5E
shows a typical SEM image of such porous nanoboxes
with cubic morphology. It is conclusive that the
template-engaged replacement reaction between silver
nanocubes and HAuCl4 has the capability to generate
hollow nanoboxes of Au=Ag alloys with various walls:
cubic and seamless walls, truncated cubic and seamless
walls, and truncated cubic and porous walls.

The template-engaged replacement reaction can be
extended to silver templates with other shapes and
crystallinities, such as polycrystalline spheres and
multiple-twined wires. Fig. 6B shows a TEM image of
Au=Ag alloyed nanoshells obtained by reacting the
silver nanospheres of �75 nm in diameter with HAuCl4
in aqueous medium (step i of Fig. 6A). The surface of
resultant Au=Ag alloyed nanoshell could be coated
with a conformal, thin layer of pure Ag via an elec-
troless plating process (step ii of Fig. 6A). When the
replacement reaction was repeated one more time, a
concentric Au=Ag alloyed layer with slightly larger
dimension would be formed, and a double-walled
Au=Ag nanoshell was finally obtained (step iii of
Fig. 6A). Nanoshells with more than two walls could
be readily prepared by repeating steps ii and iii.[68]

Fig. 6C shows a TEM image taken from the bilayered
nanoshells of Au=Ag alloys. It was believed that the

Fig. 6 (A) Depiction of the procedure for
synthesizing multiple-walled nanoshells com-

posed of Au=Ag alloys: (i, iii) galvanic replace-
ment reaction between Ag and HAuCl4 and
alloying between Ag and Au; (ii) electroless
deposition of pure silver on the surface of

Au=Ag alloy shell. (B, C) Typical TEM images
of Au=Ag alloy nanoshells that contained
single (B), and double (C) walls, respectively.

(D) TEM image of rattle-like nanostructures
that were composed of solid Au=Ag alloyed
nanoparticles encapsulated within Au=Ag

alloyed nanoshells.[68]

Fig. 5 (A) Summarization on the typical morphologies
involved in the galvanic replacement reaction between a
silver nanocube and an aqueous HAuCl4 solution. The

major steps include following: (i) formation of a cubic
nanobox with a uniform, smooth, homogeneous wall
composed of Au=Ag alloy; (ii) dealloying of Au=Ag

alloyed wall along with morphological reconstruction,
resulting in the formation of a truncated nanobox of
Au=Ag alloy; and (iii) continuation of dealloying,

together with the formation of pores in the wall. The
cross-sectional views correspond to the plane along
dashed lines. (B–E) SEM images were taken from silver

nanocubes (B) before and (C–E) after they had reacted
with different volumes of 1mM HAuCl4 solution: (C)
0.5, (D) 1.0, and (E) 2.0ml.[65]
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inner shells were movable in the liquid medium because
they could be located at the bottom of the outer shells
as well as the top ceilings and=or other positions
during the drying of sample. The spacing between
outer and inner shells was determined by the thickness
of silver layers deposited in the electroless plating pro-
cess. If the Au=Ag alloyed nanoshells were replaced
with solid Au=Ag alloyed nanoparticles to undergo
the electroless plating of Ag and replacement reaction,
nanorattles consisting of movable solid cores and
hollow shells (both are made of Au=Ag alloys) could
be prepared. Fig. 6D shows a typical TEM image of
nanorattles that were prepared by using Au=Ag
alloyed nanoparticles with diameter of �30 nm as
templates. The average diameter of the outer shells
was �70 nm, which was consistent with the thickness
of silver layers deposited via electroless process. Statis-
tical analysis over several hundred particles indicated
that the yield of such nanorattles could be as high as
95% in each run of synthesis.

The approach which combines replacement reaction
and electroless deposition could also enable us to pre-
pare coaxial Au=Ag nanotubes with multiple layers by
templating against silver nanowires.[71] Fig. 7A shows
an SEM image of double-walled nanotubes consisting
of Au=Ag alloys after they had been subjected to
strong sonication. The inset of Fig. 7A clearly displays
that each tube was composed of two coaxial sheaths
characterized by a pentagonal cross-section similar to
that of the silver template. If precursors rather than
HAuCl4 were applied in the second round of replace-
ment reaction, double-walled nanotubes made of
hybrid components could be generated. Fig. 7B gives
an SEM image of the product obtained by reacting
the Ag-coated Au=Ag nanotubes with aqueous
Pd(NO3)2 solution. In this sample, the inner and outer
walls of each tube were constructed from Au=Ag and
Pd=Ag alloys, respectively. The broken nanotube
clearly shows that the side surfaces of Pd=Ag alloy
tube (i.e., the outer wall) were rougher than those of

Au=Ag alloy tube (i.e., the inner wall). The surface
roughness could be attributed to the polycrystallinity
of Pd=Ag sheath caused by the lattice mismatch
between Pd and Ag (�4.8%).

It is believed that the template-engaged replacement
reaction could be easily extended to produce hollow
nanostructures with numerous compositions because
nanostructures made of many metals other than silver
have been synthesized through various approaches.
For example, hollow nanoshells composed of Pt nano-
particles with size of �2 nm had been prepared by
reacting the Co nanoparticles with H2PtCl6 in the
nitrogen-saturated aqueous medium.[72] Different from
the solid Pt nanoparticles with roughly the same size as
that of nanoshells, nanoshells had relatively larger
surface area, resulting in the increase of catalytic activ-
ity towards the electrochemical oxidation of methanol
in acid solution.

CONCLUSIONS

We have briefly discussed four classes of confinements
that have been used to direct the anisotropic growth of
metal nanostructures: 1) preferential adsorption of
capping reagents onto different crystallographic
planes; 2) self-assembled surfactant molecules; 3) con-
trolled plasmonic excitation; and 4) template-engaged
replacement reaction. Each method has been successful
in preparing nanostructures consisting of specific com-
ponents and having specific shapes. A comprehensive
understanding of the complex chemical and physical
processes involved in the synthetic strategies is still
necessary to extend the present approaches to synthe-
size metal nanostructures with a broader number of
shapes and compositions. The properties of a metal
nanostructure have been suggested to be highly depen-
dent on its shape and=or construction, but the novel
properties associated with well-defined morphologies
are still to be explored in order to improve its perfor-
mance in the existing applications as well as to find
new applications. In addition to systematic studies on
the properties of the as-synthesized metal nanostruc-
tures, effective methods are sought for assembling indi-
vidual nanostructures into ordered architectures (or
superlattices) that might provide functional platforms
in various applications such as chemical and biological
sensing. For instance, Mirkin and coworkers have
demonstrated that the oligonucleotide-modified gold
nanoparticles could be selectively bonded to an
arrayed substrate modified by the complementary
oligonucleotide strand. This strategy has the ability
to detect DNA with high sensitivity similar to that
obtained from fluorophore-probe technique.[73] The
recent results demonstrated by Yang and coworkers
suggested that Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) process was

Fig. 7 Metal nanotubes with double-layered walls: (A) both
the inner and outer walls were composed of Au=Ag alloys;
(B) the inner wall of each nanotube was made of Au=Ag
alloy and the outer one was made of Pd=Ag alloy.[71]
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a powerful technique to assemble 1D metal nanostruc-
tures (e.g., silver nanowires) into monolayered film
with aligned orientation.[74] Such LB films of silver
nanowires served as a kind of excellent substrate for
SERS of 2,4-dinitrotoluene, the most common
nitroaromatic component sought in detection of buried
landmines and other explosives. There are still infinite
opportunities to develop processes for synthesizing
metal nanostructures and assembling them into
ordered functional architectures. However, one who
is working on metal nanostructures should take great
caution because the particles with sizes on the nan-
ometer scale have been proven pulmonary toxic.[75]
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INTRODUCTION

Metal oxides include materials with a wide range of

properties and applications. When the size of these

materials is brought down to the nanometer regime, a

number of size-dependent properties arise primarily as a

result of surface chemistry. This field of nanoscience is

facilitated by the fact that many of the systems of interest

have been extensively studied in the bulk form and

therefore provide ready comparisons with the nanoparti-

culate systems.

The insulating oxides are made up of the metals from

the left and right sides of the periodic table. Typical

examples of insulating oxides include MgO, CaO, Al2O3,

and SiO2. The oxides of the metals in the middle of

the periodic table (Sc to Zn) make up the semiconduct-

ing or metallic oxides. Typical examples include ZnO,

TiO2, NiO, Fe2O3, and Cr2O3. Additionally, the transition

metal oxides, which include the oxides of Ru, Mo,

W, Pt, V, and so forth, are of particular interest for

applications in catalysis, sensor materials, and other po-

tential applications.

OVERVIEW

The surface chemistry effects result from the large number

of atoms at the surface of nanoscale materials. In spherical

nanoparticles, for example, at a size of 3 nm, 50% of the

atoms or ions are on the surface, allowing the possibility

of manipulation of bulk properties by surface effects and

allowing near stoichiometric chemical reaction.[1] When

strong chemical bonding is present, delocalization can

vary with size; this, in turn, can lead to different chemical

and physical properties.[2]

Because of the refractory nature of most of the metal

oxides, the formation of the ultrasmall particles is

facilitated.[2] The highly ionic nature of some materials,

especially MgO, Al2O3, ZrO2, and TiO2, allows the

formation of many stable defect sites, including edges,

corners, and anion/cation vacancies. In choosing materials

for study, MgO and CaO were found to be attractive

because they are highly ionic and have high melting points,

and it would be expected that samples of very small particle

size might be stable and isolable. Furthermore, reactive

surface sites on these oxides have been extensively studied,

especially for MgO crystals and powders.

It should also be noted that materials prepared via

aerogel methods have very low densities, can be translu-

cent or transparent, have low thermal conductivities, and

have unusual acoustic properties. They have found various

applications, including as detectors for radiation, super-

insulators, solar concentrators, coatings, glass precursors,

catalysts, insecticides, and destructive adsorbents. It has

been shown that nanoparticles of ceramic materials

(which includes some metal oxides) can be compressed

at relatively low temperatures into solids that possess

better flexibility and maleability than traditional ce-

ramics.[2] It should also be noted that nanoparticles of

crystalline substances have about 1019 interfaces/cm3 and

range in surface area up to 800 m2/g. Upon compaction,

but without growing the nanocrystals, solids with multi-

tudinous grain boundaries are formed. In the case of

TiO2,[3] solid samples are obtained that undergo plastic

deformation at room temperature, presumably by diffu-

sional creep. It has been proposed that further work in the

area of consolidated nanophase materials may lead to

ceramics with increased flexibility, less brittleness, and

perhaps greater strength.[2] It may also be possible to form

materials with a large fraction of atoms at grain bound-

aries, perhaps in arrangements that are unique. Addition-

ally, it may be possible to produce binary materials of

normally immiscible compounds or elements.

The very high surface areas of nanoscale particles gives

rise to a number of defect sites. There have been numerous

studies of their surfaces in an attempt to clarify the type of

defect sites that can exist.[4–7] The most common defects

are coordinatively unsaturated ions due to planes, edges,

corners, anion/cation vacancies, and electron excess

centers. Such sites are often attributed as the active sites

for many useful and interesting reactions, including

methane activation,[8] D2-CH exchange,[9] CO oligomer-

ization,[10–12] oxygen exchange in CO2,[13] and H2O.[14]

STRUCTURE AND BONDING

Determining the exact nature of structure and bonding in

nanomaterials is particularly difficult because, generally,

these materials are made of very small crystallites or are
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amorphous. Recent advances in crystallography for

powders and crystals employing X-ray, electron, and

neutron diffraction have provided insight into the struc-

tures of metal oxides. Metal oxides crystallize in a variety

of structures, and bonding in these materials can range

from ionic (MgO, Fe1�xO) to metallic (TiO, ReO3).[15]

An understanding of not only the crystal structure and

bonding, but also the local microstructures, which result

from defects, is necessary to understand the structure of

complex transition metal oxides. Of course, on the

nanoparticulate scale, the number of defects due to edges,

corners, centers, and other surface imperfections is greatly

enhanced by the large surface area (Fig. 1). The pursuit of

an understanding of the structure/property relationship is

integral to the understanding of the unique properties

observed on the nanoscale.

In bulk structures, five types of crystals can be defined

based on bonding considerations: covalent, ionic, metal-

lic, molecular (van der Waals), and hydrogen bonded.

These structures are also present on the nanoscale;

however, one must also consider the number of atoms at

the surface when examining the structure of nanoscale

materials. Ionic crystals are formed when highly electro-

negative and highly electropositive elements are com-

bined in a lattice. It has been found that the ionic model is

a poor approximation for crystals containing large anions

and small cations (e.g., oxides and sulfides), where the

covalent contribution to bonding becomes significant.[15]

Van der Waals interactions play a crucial role in many

transition metal oxides, especially those with layered

structures. In many oxide hydrates or hydroxy oxides,

hydrogen bonding also contributes to the cohesive energy.

In most transition metal oxides, the bonding is only partly

ionic; however, there are several examples that are

primarily ionic such as MgO and CaO. In other words,

there is a considerable overlap between the orbitals of the

cations and anions. Many transition metal oxides also

exhibit metallic properties.

Inorganic compounds of the formula AB can have the

rock salt (B1), CsCl (B2), Zn blend (B3), Wurzite (B4), or

NiAs (B8) structure.[16] Alkaline earth metal oxides, such

as MgO and monoxides of 3d transition metals, as well as

Lanthanides and Actinides, such as TiO, NiO, EuO, and

NpO, exhibit the rock salt structure with the 6:6 octahe-

dral coordination.

Defects

Because of the number of atoms at the surface and the

limited number of atoms within the lattice, the chemistry

and bonding of oxide nanoparticles is greatly affected by

the defect sites present. Point defects in crystals, such as

vacancies and interstitials described by Schottky and

Frenkel, account for the transport properties of ionic

solids.[16] However, it appears that the point defect model is

valid only when the defect concentration (or the deviation

from stoichiometry) is extremely small. The defects that

occur in the ionic solids are grouped into the following

classes: point, linear, planar, and volumetric defects. Point

defects are a result of the absence of one of the constituent

atoms (or ions) on the lattice sites, or their presence in

interstitial positions. Foreign atoms or ions present in the

lattice represent another type of point defect. Point defects

cause displacements on neighboring atoms or ions because

of polarization in the surrounding region. A cationic

vacancy in an ionic solid will have an electronegative

charge, causing displacements of neighboring anions.[15]

The energy of formation of a point defect mainly depends

on the atomic arrangement in the immediate neighborhood

of the corresponding to rows of atoms that do not possess

the right coordination. Boundaries between small crystal-

lites (grain boundaries), stacking faults, crystallographic

shear planes, twin boundaries, and antiphase boundaries

are planar defects. Three-dimensional volumetric defects

are a result of segregating point defects.

The common point defects in ionic solids are Schottky

pairs (pairs of cation and anion vacancies) and Frenkel

defects (cation or anion interstitial plus a vacancy).[16]

When there is a large concentration of Schottky pairs, the

measured pyknometric density of the solid is considerably

lower than the density calculated from the X-ray unit cell
Fig. 1 A representation of the various defects present on metal

oxides. (From Ref. [162].)
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dimensions (e.g., VOx).
[15] Creation of defects is generally

an endothermic process. Thus the formation energies of

vacancies in ionic solids are generally 2eV or more.

Therefore, the intrinsic defect concentration in these

solids is extremely low even at high temperatures.[15]

The surface of a crystal constitutes a planar, 2-D defect.

The environment of atoms or ions on the surface of a

crystal is considerably different from that in the bulk. In

polycrystalline materials, there are grain boundaries

between the particles. The interface between two solid

phases is an important factor in determining the course of

reactions, crystal growth, and so on. An interface may be

coherent, incoherent, or semicoherent. It is coherent when

the interface matches perfectly between the contact planes

of two solid planes. Epitaxial growth occurs when there is

considerable mismatch (semicoherent interface).

In close packed solids, one also often encounters

stacking faults. For example, in a solid with cubic close

packing, ABC ABC ABC, there can be a fault such as ABC

AB ABC. Other types of planar defects include tilt

boundary (array of periodically space of edge dislocations),

twist boundary (array of screw dislocations), twin bound-

ary (a layer with mirror plane symmetry with respect to the

rotation of one part of the crystal, on a specific plane, with

respect to another, and antiphase boundary across which

the sublattice occupation becomes interchanged).

The radius of the oxide anion (1.44 Å) given by

Shannon and Prewitt is larger than most cations.[15]

However, in crystals, the ionic radii correspond to free

ions and not ions. The anions in crystals are subjected to a

positive Madelung potential, which gives rise to a

contraction of the charge cloud, while cations are sub-

jected to negative potential causing an opposite effect.[15]

Generally, phase purity is hard to achieve, especially for

phases containing more than one cation.[17] Often, phase

segregation occurs, and so the particles are a mixture of

other possible phases derivable form the precursors.

SYNTHESIS

One of the areas of fundamental importance to the

understanding and development of nanoscale materials, is

the development of synthetic methods that allows the

scientist control over such parameters as particle size,

shape, and size distributions. While considerable progress

has taken place in recent years, one of the major challenges

to scientists is the development of a ‘‘synthetic toolbox,’’

which would afford access to size and shape control of

structures on the nanoscale and conversely allow scientists

to study the effects these parameters impart to the chemical

and physical properties of the nanoparticles.

The syntheses of nanoscale particles are generally

grouped into two broad categories: ‘‘bottom up’’ and ‘‘top

down.’’ Those materials prepared from atomic precursors

that come together to form clusters, and subsequently

nanoparticles are referred to as ‘‘bottom up’’ preparations.

Conversely, when the nanoscale is reached by physically

tearing down larger building blocks, the process is

referred to as ‘‘top down.’’

‘‘Bottom up’’ preparation methods are of primary

interest to chemists and materials scientists because the

fundamental building blocks are atoms. Gaining control

over the way these fundamental building blocks come

together and form particles are among the most sought-

after goals of synthetic chemists. Therefore these methods

will be the focus of this section. Interest in ‘‘bottom up’’

approaches to nanoscale oxides and other materials is

clearly indicated by the number of reports and reviews on

this subject.[18–34] Indeed, there are numerous ‘‘bottom

up’’ approaches to the preparation of nanoscale materials

and metal oxides are no exception. Generally, the

preparations can be divided into two basic categories:

physical and chemical. Several physical aerosol methods

were reported for the synthesis of nano-size particles of

oxide materials. These include gas condensation tech-

niques,[35–41] spray pyrolysis,[39,42–48] thermochemical

decomposition of metal–organic precursors in flame

reactors,[41,49–51] and other aerosol processes named after

the energy sources applied to provide the high tempera-

tures during gas–particle conversion. The most common

and widely used ‘‘bottom up’’ wet chemical method for

the preparation of nanoscale oxides has been the sol–gel

process. Other wet chemistry methods including novel

microemulsion techniques, oxidation of metal colloids,

and precipitation from solutions have also been used.

The methods of sample preparation are naturally the

determining factors in producing different morpholo-

gies.[1] For example, burning Mg in O2 (MgO smoke)

yields 40–80 nm cubes and hexagonal plates, while

thermal decomposition of Mg(OH)2, MgCO3, and espe-

cially Mg(NO3)2 yields irregular shapes often exhibiting

hexagonal platelets. Surface areas can range from 10 m2/g

(MgO smoke) to 250 m2/g for Mg(OH)2 thermal decom-

position, but surface areas of about 150 m2/g are typical.

In the case of calcium oxide, surface areas can range from

1 to 100 m2/g when prepared by analogous methods, but

typically about 50 m2/g is typical.

Physical/Aerosol Methods

Vapor condensation methods

Gas condensation techniques to produce nanoparticles

directly from a supersaturated vapor of metals are among

the earliest methods for producing nanoparticles. They

generally involve two steps: first, a metallic nanophase

powder is condensed under inert convection gas after a
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supersaturated vapor of the metal is obtained inside a

chamber. A high pressure of inert gas is usually needed to

achieve supersaturation, then the powder is oxidized by

allowing oxygen into the chamber. This postoxidation is a

critical step and very often it becomes necessary for this

process is to be performed slowly. Because of the large

exothermic reaction, particles heat up for short times

(usually less than 1 sec) to temperatures as high as

1000�C, resulting in their agglomeration into large

particles by rapid diffusion processes. A subsequent

annealing process at higher temperature is often required

to complete the oxidation. For further information on

these processes, please see Refs. [52–57].

Supersaturated vapor has been achieved by many

different vaporization methods. The most common

techniques include thermal evaporation,[57–65] sputter-

ing,[35,39,66,67] and laser methods.[36,41]

Gas condensation methods to prepare nanoparticles

directly from supersaturated vapor have many advantages

over other techniques including: versatility, ease in

performance and analysis, and high-purity products. They

can also be employed to produce films and coatings. In

spite of the success of these methods, the drawback lies in

the high production cost because of low yields and the

difficulty in scaling-up. Heating techniques have other

disadvantages that include the possibility of reactions

between the metal vapors and the heating source materi-

als. Furthermore, the operating temperature is limited by

the choice of the source material, and because of that, they

cannot be used to make a wide variety of materials. For

further discussion on supersaturation, particle nucleation

and growth, and the transport and collection of the

particles, see Ref. [54].

Spray pyrolysis

Spray pyrolysis is another useful method for the synthesis

of high-purity homogeneous oxide powders.[39,42–48] This

technique has been known by several other names

including solution aerosol thermolysis,[45] evaporative

decomposition of solutions,[46] plasma vaporization of

solutions,[47] and aerosol decomposition.[48] The starting

materials in this process are chemical precursors, usually

appropriate salts, in solution, sol, or suspension form. The

process involves the generation of aerosol droplets by

nebulizing or ‘‘atomization’’ of the starting solution, sol,

or suspension. The generated droplets undergo evapora-

tion and solute condensation within the droplet, drying,

thermolysis of the precipitate particle at higher temper-

ature to form a microporous particle, and finally, sintering

to form a dense particle.

Aqueous solutions are usually used because of their low

cost, safety, and the availability of a wide range of water-

soluble salts. Metal chloride and nitrate salts are com-

monly used as precursors because of their high solubility.

Precursors that have low solubility or those which may

induce impurities, such as acetates that lead to carbon in

the products, are not preferred.[43,46] For further details on

atomization techniques, refer to Refs. [39,43–46].

During the transformation of the aerosol droplets into

particles, different processes are involved including sol-

vent evaporation, precipitation of dissolved precursor, and

thermolysis of precipitated particles. One advantage to this

process is that all of these processes take place in one step.

Other advantages include the production of high-purity

nano-size particles, the homogeneity of the particles as a

result of the homogeneity of the original solution, the fact

that each droplet/particle undergoes the same reaction

conditions, and no subsequent milling is necessary.

Disadvantages of spray pyrolysis include the large amounts

of necessary solvents and the difficulty in scaling up the

production. The use of large amounts of nonaqueous

solvents increases production expenses because of the high

cost of pure solvents and the need for proper disposal.

Combustion methods

The combustion synthesis technique consists of bringing a

saturated aqueous solution of the desired metals salts and

suitable organic fuel to boil, until the mixture ignites a

self-sustaining and rather fast combustion reaction takes

off, resulting in a dry, usually crystalline, fine oxide

powder. By simple calcination, the metal nitrates can, of

course, be decomposed into melt oxides upon heating to or

above the phase transformation temperature.

Flame processes have been widely used to synthesize

nanosize powders of oxide materials. In this process,

chemical precursors are vaporized and then oxidized in a

combustion process using a fuel/oxidant mixture such as

propane/oxygen or methane/air.[49] It combines the rapid

thermal decomposition of a precursor/carrier gas stream in

a reduced pressure environment with themophoretically

driven deposition of the rapidly condensed product

particles on a cold substrate.[51] The flame usually pro-

vides a high temperature (1200–3000 K), which promotes

rapid gas-phase chemical reactions.[41] Several types of

flame reactors have been used in research settings and

have produced numerous types of nanoscale metal

oxides.[41,49–51,68–73]

Mechanochemical synthesis

Mechanochemical synthesis involves the mechanical acti-

vation of solid state displacement reactions. This process

has been successfully used recently to make nanoparticles

of a number of materials including ceramics, such as Al2O3

and ZrO2.[74–79] It involves the milling of precursor

powders (usually a salt and a metal oxide) to form a
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nanoscale composite structure of the starting materials,

which react during milling and subsequent heating, if

necessary, to form a mixture of dispersed nanocrystals of

the desired oxide within a soluble salt matrix.

Chemical Methods

Sol–gel technique

Sol–gel techniques have long been known for the

preparations of metal oxides and have been described in

several books and reviews.[18,19–25,27–34] The process is

typically used to prepare metal oxides via the hydrolysis

of metal reactive precursors, usually alkoxides in an

alcoholic solution, resulting in the corresponding hydrox-

ide. Condensation of the hydroxide molecules by giving

off water leads to the formation of a network of metal

hydroxide. When all hydroxide species are linked in one

network-like structure, gelation is achieved and a dense

porous gel is obtained. The gel is a polymer of a three-

dimensional skeleton surrounding interconnected pores.

Removal of the solvents and appropriate drying of the gel

results in an ultrafine powder of the metal hydroxide.

Further heat treatment of the hydroxide leads to the

corresponding ultrafine powder of the metal oxide.

Because the process starts with a nanosized unit, and

undergoes reactions on the nanometer scale, it results in

nanometer materials.

The chemical and physical properties of the final prod-

uct are primarily determined by the hydrolysis and drying

steps. Hydrolysis of metal alkoxides (M(OR)z) involve

nucleophilic reactions with water as follows:

MðORÞy þ xH2O$ MðORÞy�xðOHÞ þ xROH

The mechanism of this reaction involves the addition of a

negatively charged HOd� group to the positively charged

metal center (Md+). The positively charged proton is then

transferred to an alkoxy group followed by the removal of

ROH. Condensation occurs when the hydroxide molecules

bind together as they release water molecules and a gel/

network of the hydroxide is obtained, as demonstrated

below. The rates at which hydrolysis and condensation take

place are important parameters affecting the properties of

the final product. Slower and more controlled hydrolysis

typically leads to smaller particle sizes and more unique

properties. Hydrolysis and condensation rates depend on

the electronegativity of the metal atom, the alkoxy group,

solvent system, and the molecular structure of the metal

alkoxide. Those metals with higher electronegativities

undergo hydrolysis more slowly than those with lower

electronegativities. For example, the hydrolysis rate of

Ti(OEt)4 is about 5 orders of magnitude greater than that of

Si(OEt)4. Hence the gelation times of silicon alkoxides are

much longer (on the order of days) than those of titanium

alkoxides (seconds or minutes).[43] The sensitivity of metal

alkoxides toward hydrolysis decreases as the OR group

size increases. Smaller OR groups lead to higher reactivity

of the corresponding alkoxide toward water and, in some

cases, results in uncontrolled precipitation of the hydroxide.

Because alcohol interchange reactions are possible, the

choice of solvents in sol–gel processes is very important.

As an example, when silica gel was prepared from

Si(OMe)4 and heated to 600�C, and when ethanol was

used as a solvent, the surface area was 300 m2/g with

mean pore diameter of 29 Å. However, when methanol

was used, the surface area dropped to 170 m2/g and the

mean pore diameter increased to 36 Å.[20]

The rate of hydrolysis also becomes slower as the

coordination number around the metal center in the

alkoxide increases. Therefore alkoxides that tend to form

oligomers usually show slower rates of hydrolysis, and

hence, are easier to control and handle. n-Butoxide (O-n-

Bu) is often preferred as a precursor to different oxides

including TiO2 and Al2O3 because it is the largest alkoxy

group that does not prevent oligomerization.[21]

Careful handling in dry atmospheres is required to

avoid rapid hydrolysis and uncontrolled precipitation

because most metal alkoxides are highly reactive toward

water. For alkoxides with low rates of hydrolysis, acid or

base catalysts can be used to enhance the process. The

relatively negative alkoxides are protonated by acids

creating a better leaving group and eliminating the need

for proton transfer in the transition state. Alternatively,

bases provide better nucleophiles (OH�) for hydrolysis;

however, deprotonation of metal hydroxide groups

enhances their condensation rates.

Developments in the areas of solvent removal and

drying facilitated the production of nanoscale metal

oxides with novel properties. When drying is achieved

by evaporation under normal conditions, the gel network

shrinks as a result of capillary pressure that occurs and the

hydroxide product obtained is referred to as xerogel.

However, if supercritical drying is applied by using a

high-pressure autoclave reactor at temperatures higher

than the critical temperatures of solvents, less shrinkage of

the gel network occurs as there is no capillary pressure

and no liquid–vapor interface, which allows the pore

structure to remain largely intact. The hydroxide product
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obtained in this manner is referred to as an aerogel.

Aerogel powders usually demonstrate higher porosities

and larger surface areas compared to analogous xerogel

powders. Aerogel processing has been very useful in

producing highly divided powders of different metal

oxides[18,26,80] (Figs. 2 and 3).

Sol–gel processes have several advantages over other

techniques for the synthesis of nanoscale metal oxides.

Because the process begins with a relatively homogeneous

mixture, the resulting product is a uniform ultrafine

porous powder. Furthermore, sol–gel processing has the

advantage in that it can also be scaled up to accommodate

industrial-scale production (personal Contact with Nantek

Inc., Manhattan, KS, June 1999).

Numerous metal oxide nanoparticles were produced by

making some modifications to the traditional aerogel

method. One modification involved the addition of large

amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons to the alcohol–meth-

oxide solutions before hydrolysis and alcogel formation.

This was carried out to further reduce the surface tension

of the solvent mix and to facilitate solvent removal during

the alcogel–aerogel transformation.[1,18,81] The resulting

nanoparticles exhibited higher surface areas, smaller

crystallite sizes, and more porosity for samples of MgO,

CaO, TiO2, and ZrO2 [these samples are often referred to

as aerogel preparation (AP) samples for aerogel or

autoclave preparation].[17,82]

Reverse microemulsions/micelles method

The reverse micelle approach is one of the recent

promising routes to nanocrystalline materials. Several

recent studies have shown that this approach is a potential

candidate to synthesize nanocrystalline metal oxide pow-

ders with well-defined and controlled properties.[83–90]

By carefully controlling reaction parameters, this tech-

nique affords a great deal of control over the particle size

and shape.

Surfactants dissolved in organic solvents form sphe-

roidal aggregates called reverse micelles. In the presence

of water, the polar head groups of the surfactant molecules

organize themselves around small water droplets, small

water pools (�100 Å), leading to dispersion of the

aqueous phase in the continuous oil phase as shown in

Fig. 4.[91–93]

Reverse micelles are used to prepare nanoparticles by

using a water solution of reactive precursors that can be

converted to insoluble nanoparticles. Nanoparticle syn-

thesis inside the micelles can be achieved by different

methods including hydrolysis of reactive precursors, such

as alkoxides, and precipitation reactions of metal

salts.[84,85] Solvent removal and subsequent calcination

leads to the final product. A variety of surfactants can be

Fig. 2 TEM micrograph of the nanostructure of CP MgO. Note

that, here, there is no porosity and all of the nanocrystals have

agglomerated together. (From Ref. [113].)

Fig. 3 TEM micrograph of the nanostructure of AP MgO

(supercritical solvent removal). Here the porosity is formed by

the interconnected cubic nanocrystals of MgO. (From Ref. [113].)
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used in these processes such as, pentadecaoxyethylene

nonylphenylether (TNP-35),[85] decaoxyethylene nonyl-

phenyl ether (TNT-10),[85] poly(oxyethylene)5 nonyl

phenol ether (NP5),[90] and many others that are com-

mercially available. Several parameters, such as the

concentration of the reactive precursor in the micelle

and the weight percentage of the aqueous phase in the

microemulsion, affect the properties, including particle

size, particle size distribution, agglomerate size, and

phases of the final oxide powders. There are several

advantages to using this method—the preparation of very

small particles and the ability to control the particle size.

Disadvantages include low production yields and the need

to use large amount of liquids.

Low-temperature wet-chemical synthesis;
precipitation from solutions

One of the conventional methods to prepare nanoparticles

of metal oxide ceramics is the precipitation method.[94–96]

This process involves dissolving a salt precursor, usually

chloride, oxychloride, or nitrate, such as AlCl3 to make

Al2O3, Y(NO3)3 to make Y2O3, and ZrCl2 to make ZrO2.

The corresponding metal hydroxides usually form and

precipitate in water by adding a base solution such as

sodium hydroxide or ammonium hydroxide solution. The

resulting chloride salts, i.e., NaCl or NH4Cl, are then

washed away and the hydroxide is calcined after filtration

and washing to obtain the final oxide powder. This

method is useful in preparing composites of different

oxides by coprecipitation of the corresponding hydroxides

in the same solution. One of the disadvantages of this

method is the difficulty to control the particle size and size

distribution. Very often, fast (uncontrolled) precipitation

takes place resulting in large particles.

Colloidal methods

Some nanostructured metal oxides can also be prepared

through the oxidation of metal colloids. Nanosized (i.e.,

3–5 nm) colloidal Fe(0), Co(0), and Ni(0) particles are

very oxophilic both in solution and in powder form, and

cannot be redispersed after exposition to air. However, the

precisely controlled, stoichiometric addition of argon-

diluted air to an organic solution of a 3-nm Fe(0)-sol

stabilized by N(octyl)4
+Br� leads to a rusty-brown solu-

tion of colloidal Fe3 + oxide, which can be isolated and

redissolved, e.g., in THF.[97] Colloidal CoO nanoparticles

have also been prepared by air oxidation of N(octyl)4
+Br�

stabilized Co(0) particles[98] (Fig. 5).

Particles prepared via the colloidal approach are also

easily supported to form heterogeneous catalysts. It was

shown that air oxidation at room temperature leads to

surface passivation. Consequently, the resulting particles

show a composite structure with a metallic core surroun-

ded by an oxide surface layer.[99] Recently, a new process

for the manufacture of a water-soluble PtO2 colloid has

been developed, which is significant because of its use as

a water-soluble ‘‘Adams catalyst.’’[100,101] Colloidal PtO2

stabilized by carbo- or sulfobetaines, respectively, were

prepared by simple hydrolysis/condensation of metal salts

under basic aqueous conditions in the presence of the

surfactants. This method was further exploited to give bi-

and trimetallic colloidal metal oxides used as precursors

for fuel cell catalysts, e.g., colloidal Pt/RuOx and Pt/Ru/

WOx.
[102]

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of (a) micelle and (b) inverse micelle.
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SPECIFIC PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

As previously mentioned, the properties of nanoparticles

are usually size-dependent. When prepared in nanometer

size particles, materials exhibit unique chemical and

physical properties that are remarkably different than

those of the corresponding bulk materials. The study of

physical and chemical properties of nanoparticles is of

great interest as a way to explore the gradual transition

from atomic or molecular to condensed matter systems.

As the size of a particle decreases, the percentage of

atoms residing on the surface increases. As an example, a

study on different samples of MgO nanoparticles has

revealed that for particles �4 nm in diameter, �30% of

the atoms are surface atoms.[18] Naturally, surface atoms/

ions are expected to be more reactive than their bulk

counterparts as a result of coordinative unsaturation.

Because of this and the fact that the surface-to-volume

ratio is large, it is not unusual to see unique behavior and

characteristics for nanoparticles. This particle size effect

is a characteristic of different nanomaterials including

metal oxides.

In this section, we will briefly discuss some selected

properties of nanophase metal oxides showing significant

size dependence.

Chemical Properties: Acid/Base Behavior
of Metal Oxide Surfaces

Metal oxides are often hard acids or bases (e.g., MgO,

Al2O3), so they possess sites capable of catalyzing acid/

base chemistry. Several insulating oxides and oxide

composites were found to be potential catalysts for a

variety of important reactions as a result of their surface

basicity or acidity.[103–107] Some selected reactions typical

to metal oxides include dehydration of alcohols, cracking

of hydrocarbons, isomerization of olefins and parrafins,

dehydrohalogenations, alkylations, and esterifications.

Acidity and basicity vary from one metal oxide to

another. Several metal oxides exhibit surface basic

behavior, such as MgO, CaO, and SrO, while others are

considered to be acidic solids that possess more and

stronger acidic sites on their surfaces, such as Al2O3.

Acid/base behavior and the presence of several types of

deficiencies in the lattice and on the surface are two major

driving forces for surface reactivity of metal oxides. When

metal oxides are prepared in nanostructures, the percent-

age of coordinatively unsaturated ions, especially on

edges and corners, increases significantly. Consequently,

surface chemistry effects, which are barely noticeable in

large particle systems, become overwhelming in nanopar-

ticle systems. These effects are demonstrated by enhanced

surface reactivities and catalytic potentials possessed by

many nanoparticle systems of metal oxides.[108–112]

Two of the most intensively studied nanoparticulate

systems of the metal oxides are MgO and CaO. Two types

of nanocrystalline oxides have been prepared and thor-

oughly studied; a ‘‘conventional preparation’’ (CP), and

an ‘‘aerogel preparation’’ (AP).[1,17,18,81] Nanocrystalline

MgO prepared by a modified aerogel procedure (AP),

yields a fine, white powder of 400–500 m2/g and 4 nm

average crystallite size. High-resolution transmission

electron microscope (TEM) imaging of a single crystallite

indicated a polyhedral structure suggesting the presence of

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the oxidation of tetraalkylammonium stabilized colloids. (From Ref. [97].)
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high surface concentrations of edge/corner sites, and

various exposed crystal planes (such as 002, 001, 111).[113]

Conversely, the conventional preparation (CP) yields

particles with surface areas of 150–200 m2/g and 8 nm

average crystallites.

If intrinsic surface chemistry differences due to size are

to be uncovered, consider that in bulk MgO the effective

ionic charges are close to +2, whereas the MgO molecule

is much more covalent with effective charges close to

+1.[1] Lower coordination surface ions such as Mg3c
2 +,

Mg4c
2 +, O3c

2�, and O4c
2� are expected to have effective

charges between +1 and +2. Surface sites on crystalline

and powdered MgO have been probed by theoretical as

well as experimental efforts. Ab Initio calculations with

H2 have been used to probe perfect crystal surfaces and

various defect sites. On the perfect (100) MgO surface, H2

has a small adsorption energy and does not dissociate.

However, temperature programmed desorption methods

have shown that polycrystalline samples do dissociate H2,

probably on O3c–Mg3c sites. These sites are apparently

very active for heterolytic H2 dissociation. The micro-

faceted (111) surface of MgO is particularly reactive, and

steps, kinks, and point defects (ion vacancies and subs-

titutions) are also important. Indeed, the unique catalytic

properties of defective MgO surfaces also depend on a

plethora of unusual coordination sites.

There have also been studies of the Lewis acid and base

sites of metal oxide nanoparticles using a variety of tech-

niques. For example, through the use of probe molecules,

electron spin resonance (ESR) was used to quantify the

Lewis acid and base site on AP–MgO.[114] Surprisingly,

AP MgO was found to possess both types of Lewis sites,

which is very interesting because MgO is not typically

associated with acid catalysis, and it is believed that this is

the first observation of this type of Lewis acid activity on

MgO.[115]

Catalytic properties of transition metal oxides

The development of nanoscale transition metal oxides has

been of importance to several applications, especially in

catalysis. Transition metal oxides that are electrically

conductive are of fundamental importance to catalysis and,

in particular, to fuel cells. Ion and electron transfer

reactions required for these applications require high

surface area materials with defective or charged sur-

faces.[116] Water-soluble PtO2 (i.e., a colloidal ‘‘Adams

catalyst’’) has been applied in the immobilized form for

the reductive amination of benzaldehyde by n-propyl-

amine.[100,101] The selectivity in favor of the desired

monobenzylated product was found to be >99% and the

immobilized PtO2 was found to be 4–5 times more active

than the commercial Adams catalysts. The PtO2 colloid

was also effective in the hydrogenation of carbonyl

compounds, or of olefins in solution or in immobi-

lized form.

The most active and CO-tolerant fuel cell catalysts

[direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) and proton exchange

membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)] have been shown to

contain oxides and hydrous oxides of Pt and Ru. Recent

studies have revealed that practical Pt–Ru blacks are not

single phase materials, but are instead bulk mixtures of Pt

metal, Pt hydrous oxides, and hydrous and dehydrated

RuO. A proposed mechanism for the increased CO

tolerance is that Pt-adsorbed CO is removed via an

oxygen transfer step from electrogenerated Ru–OH

because Ru(0) transfers oxygen more effectively than

Pt(0). Additionally, recent studies have suggested that the

presence of metal oxides (in particular, Ru, Sn, and Mo) in

electrocatalysts working with a carbon containing feed

show improved CO tolerance.[117,118] It is generally

accepted that this is a result of the oxide interacting with

the CO-poisoned metal (usually Pt) and oxidizing the CO

to CO2. Because these metal oxides are composed of

metals with high oxidation potentials, the hydrous oxides

are readily regenerated by water in the feed.

RuIV�O2 �þHþ þ e� ! RuIII�OH�

Ruþ H2O! Ru�OHþ Hþ þ e�

Ru�OHþ Pt� CO! Ruþ Ptþ CO2 þ Hþ þ e�

Furthermore, by combining Pt/Ru alloy catalysts with

transmission metal oxides (WOx, MoOx, VOx) improved

DMFC catalysts have been produced. Electrochemical

results demonstrated that the introduction of the oxides

leads to an improvement of the catalytic activity toward

methanol oxidation.[119] The addition of a transition metal

oxide to the PtRu catalyst led to a decrease in the

methanol oxidation and surface oxide formation with the

most effective being VOx.

Ruthenium oxide, in particular, has been the subject

of numerous investigations because of the numerous

chemical and electrical applications it can be used for.

Ruthenium oxide also catalyzes the Fischer Tropsch

methanation of CO2, and selectively hydrogenates

benzene and its derivatives to cyclohexane and rele-

vant cycloalkenes.[120] Solid state nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) investigations of hydrous ruthenium oxide

prepared using LiOH have demonstrated that the mobility

of water molecules and their interaction with ruthenium

oxides play an important role in proton charge density.[121]

RuO2–TiO2 aerogels have been prepared and the

redistribution of electrical properties on the nanoscale

have been studied. It was found that the electrical
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(electronic and protonic) transport properties of the bulk

RuO2–TiO2 are redistributed when synthesized as an

aerogel. Electron transport dominates the characteristics

of the dense form, while protonic transport of the hydrous

oxide surfaces governs the electrical properties of the

aerogel.[122] Anhydrous RuO2 is also used as a thick film

resistor but the hydrous oxide is preferred in electrocata-

lysis.[123] RuO2 electrodes are generally prepared by the

thermal decomposition of RuCl3�yH2O,[124] which pro-

duces hydrous materials that are more correctly described

as RuOx�yH20 or RuOxHy.

Adsorptive Properties

Compared to their conventionally prepared and commer-

cial counterparts, nanoparticles of several metal oxides

exhibit a significantly enhanced ability to chemically

adsorb and dissociate a variety of organic molecules on

their surfaces. One of the great promises that nanoparticles

of metal oxides hold in chemical applications is their

remarkable ability to chemically adsorb a wide variety of

molecules, especially organic molecules that are of

concern as environmental hazards.

Several oxides have shown promise in this field

including MgO, CaO, Al2O3, SiO2, and ZnO. A wide

range of molecules including chlorinated hydrocarbons,

phosphorous compounds, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones,

and amines were found to strongly adsorb and chemically

decompose on the surfaces of these oxides.[125–133] Details

and examples on this subject are discussed in the

literature.[1,134]

It has been proposed that as particles become smaller in

size, they may take on different morphologies, which may

alter their surface chemistry and adsorption properties in

addition to increasing the surface area and porosities.[135]

One of the most intriguing observations was that nano-

crystals prepared by the altered aerogel approach have

exhibited higher surface chemical reactivities than more

conventionally prepared samples (precipitation of hydrox-

ides followed by vacuum dehydration, herein referred to

as CP samples).[135] For example, in the reaction of

2CaO+CCl4!2CaCl2 +CO2, AP (aerogel prepared) sam-

ples demonstrated reaction efficiencies twice those of CP

samples and 30 times higher than commercial sam-

ples.[1,136] For the adsorption of SO2, AP MgO adsorbed

three times as much as CP MgO/nm2.[137,138] For the

destructive adsorption of CH3(CH3O)2PO, the reaction

efficiency was four times higher for AP MgO than CP

MgO, and 50 times higher than for CM MgO.[139] This

high reactivity observed at both room temperature and

high temperatures observed for numerous reactions

demonstrates that this is not an effect of higher surface

area alone. Nanoparticles (especially the AP samples)

have been shown to possess a much greater number of

defect sites per unit surface area, which are believed to be

responsible for the observed chemistry.

Physical/Mechanical Properties

Many physical properties of nanoscale metal oxides are

also size-dependent. Most of the physical properties are

dominated by those of the surface, which differ from the

bulk because of the different bonding geometries present in

nanoscale materials. Several systems of nano-phase oxides

have exhibited quite interesting and potentially useful

mechanical properties, which creates the necessity for

much more work on exploring their physical properties.

Improved sintering and hardness properties

Unique consolidation and compaction properties have

been observed in ceramics produced from nanophase

powders. Ceramic is processed from nanophase powders

by first compacting a powder composed of individual

ceramic particles (usually less than 50 nm in size) into a

raw shape (often called a green body), then it is heated at

elevated temperatures. Densification occurs as a result of

diffusion of vacancies out of pores (to grain boundaries)

leading to sample shrinkage, which is referred to as

pressureless sintering. Fortunately, nanophase powders

were found to compact as easily as their analogous

submicron particles. Samples have to be sintered at the

lowest temperature possible for a time sufficient to

remove the residual porosity and establish coherent grain

boundaries to avoid particle size growth. Successful

sintering enhances the hardness of materials. However,

if, hardness decreases with sintering, only grain growth is

occurring.[54]

Experimental evidence has demonstrated that nano-

phase powders densify at faster rates than commercial

(submicron) particles. The slow densification of commer-

cial samples is a result of their larger grain and pore

sizes. It has also been found that faster densification rates

allow achieving a given density at smaller grain sizes,

before serious growth takes place. As a result of their

small particle and pore sizes, nanocrystalline powders

sinter to much greater densities than their conventional

analogs at the same temperature. This also demonstrates

that nanocrystalline powders, as compared to convention-

al powders, reach the same density at much lower

temperatures, which eliminates the need for very high

temperatures.[54,133,140–142]

Nonuniform heating where the outside layers of the

particles densifies into a hard impervious shell, which

constrains the inside of the sample from normal

shrinking leading to some cracking as a result of strain
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incompatibility, is one disadvantage that can occur with

fast densification. This problem can be avoided by

several ways. The most efficient way is to heat the

samples slowly to reduce the shrinkage in the outer shell

while heat is transported to the inner regions.[143]

Additionally, high-density nanostructured oxide systems

including Y2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2 have been achieved via

pressure-assisted sintering, and it has been shown

that applying some pressure during sintering can in-

crease the densification rate and suppress the particle

growth.[144,145]

Reduced brittleness and enhanced
ductility and superplasticity

The ability of some polycrystalline materials to undergo

extensive tensile deformation without necking or fracture

is referred to as superplasticity and ductility. Theoretical

and experimental results provide evidence for the possi-

bility that, traditionally, brittle materials can be ductilized

by reducing their particle and grain sizes. Brittle ceramics

can be superplastically deformed at modest temperatures

and then heat-treated at higher temperatures for high-

temperature strengthening when made from nanocrystal-

line precursors. The great interest in this property stems

from the fact that brittle fracture is a technical barrier in

the use of ceramics in load-bearing applications. This

interest in the superplasticity of oxide materials has been

growing after it was experimentally demonstrated in 1986

that yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystals could

be elongated by over 100% in tension.[145,146] Similar

behavior was later demonstrated by other nanophase

ceramic systems involving Al2O3, TiO2, and ZnO.[147–155]

One important use of superplasticity in ceramics is

diffusion bonding, where two ceramic parts are pressed

together at moderate temperatures and pressures to form a

seamless bond through diffusion and grain growth across

the interface. Diffusion bonds form more easily in

nanocrystalline ceramics than in larger-grained ceramics

as a result of both the enhanced plastic flow of nanocrys-

talline ceramics and the larger number of grain boundaries

they provide for diffusional flux across the inter-

face.[156,157]

Other properties of ceramics that are size-dependent

include electrical and optical properties. An increase in the

electrical resistance and dielectric constant was observed

for nanophase ceramic materials as a result of their small

particle sizes.[158,159] An effect on optical properties of

ceramic materials was also found because of their nano-

meter particle sizes. As an example, nanoparticles of TiO2

were found to become a more efficient ultraviolet (UV)

absorber.[160] In conclusion, nanophase ceramic powders

and metal oxides hold great promise for better materials

with unique desired properties and potential applications as

compared to their large-grained counterparts.

Additional selected size dependent properties

Lead zirconate–titanate (PZT), a solution of ferroelectric

PbTiO3 (Tc=490�C) and antiferroelectric PbZrO3 (Tc=

230�C), belongs to the ferroelectric family of perovskite

structure with a general formula of ABO3 (where

A=mono or divalent, and B=tri to hexavalent ions).[158]

Nanoscale PZT particles (25 nm) were synthesized by

using an in situ method. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)

studies of these particles found the sample X-ray

amorphous and produced single phase PZT after heating

at 500�C.

Nanophase powders of YxZr1�xO2�x/2 have been

prepared from a mixture of commercially available ZrO2

and Y2O3 powders.[161] It was found that, depending on

the starting powder mixture composition, the yttrium

content in the nanophases can be controlled and the

tetragonal or cubic phases can be obtained. Tetragonal or a

mixture of tetragonal and cubic were observed for low

yttria content (3.5% mol yttria), and cubic for higher yttria

contents (19, 54, and 76% mol yttria). These powders

were found to have a most probable grain radius of about

10–12 nm and the grains appear as isolated unstrained

single crystals with polyhedral shapes. The grain shapes

appeared to be polyhedral and not very anisotropic.

Lattice fringes were parallel to the surfaces demonstrating

that (100) and (111) faces dominate.

CONCLUSION

Nanoscale metal oxides are of considerable importance to

both the fundamental understanding of size-dependent

properties and numerous applications. While, in many

cases, a basic understanding of the bonding and structure

present in these systems has been determined, there is still

a great deal of work to be carried out. Additionally, the

methods for the preparation of oxide systems is a

continually evolving area of science. Ultimately, devel-

opments in the areas of synthesis, instrumentation, and

modeling will aid scientists as we try to gain an

understanding of the relationships between physical,

electronic, and chemical properties.

Developing a ‘‘tool box’’ of synthetic methods, which

would afford scientists the possibility to put atoms

together into nanomaterials with predetermined shapes

and sizes, is an ongoing effort among preparative

chemists. Another ongoing effort is the search for

relationships between these shapes and sizes, and the

chemical and electronic properties observed. As rapid
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advances take place in these areas, we will begin to see the

potential of nanoscience begin to realize its potential.

Metal oxides should be at the forefront of these advances

in nanoscience because of their stability and the amount of

information that has been gathered about their bulk

counterparts through the years.
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INTRODUCTION

It is now widely recognized that the fundamental prop-

erties of materials strongly depend on the size of crystal-

lites, especially if they are in the nanometer regime. Most

of the physical, optical, and electronic properties of a bulk

solid vary when the crystallites are in the nanoscale

regime. If the grain size can be maintained at nanoscale

dimensions, this creates major opportunities to design

advanced materials with enhanced properties.

The emerging nanometals industry encompasses nano-

particles, nanolayers, thin films, nanofibers, and bulk

nano-structured metals and alloys. This chapter focuses on

metal nanoparticles, their properties and uses, with special

emphasis on those manufactured by the electroexplosion

of metal wire (EEW), a process that is the most com-

mercialized and has produced the greatest diversity of

metal nanopowders.

Nanometals are in the process of becoming one of the

major feedstocks for a host of emerging technologies and

industries. The body of knowledge on nanosize particles

has grown throughout the latter part of the twentieth

century as various processes for producing them were

developed. With the exception of precious metals, most of

the focus has been on ceramics and nonmetallic materials.

More recently, there has been an increasing interest in

other metallic nanoparticles. Handling them is problem-

atic because they are highly reactive and difficult to pro-

duce, handle, and ship.

Nanosize precious metals have already had a long

history of development and use as catalysts and in photog-

raphy because of their chemical stability in water and

air. Precious metal catalysts in a ceramic matrix, as in

automotive catalysts, or dispersed homogeneously in

media have had a profound affect on industrial processes.

The increasing availability of other nanosize metals

should lead to a plethora of new applications from com-

posites to chemicals.

NANOMETAL PROCESSES

There are over a dozen companies that are currently

developing processes for nano metal particles, but only a

few companies routinely manufacture and supply them.

Production quantities are currently limited to only grams

or a few kilograms but some companies claim they are

building facilities to produce tens to hundreds of kilo-

grams per day. As a result of the small quantities, the

prices range from several hundred to a few thousand

dollars per kilogram. Most companies do not stock nano

metal powders but will produce them on a custom basis.

The manufacturing processes for micron-scale pow-

ders, such as water atomization, are generally not adapt-

able to nanometer size metal powders, mostly because the

powders would be oxidized in the environment in which

they are produced. The methods currently being devel-

oped for nanosize particles include the following:

Ball milling—This method is capable of milling brittle

materials to nanometer size, but fails for ductile metals

such as copper unless milling is performed at cryogenic

temperatures. Milling produces nonspherical particles

with a broad particle size range. Dry milling of the

more reactive metals can result in their contamination

by air but wet milling under an organic fluid can pro-

tect the powder. Dry milling in an inert atmosphere is

more complex and expensive.

Precipitation from aqueous solution—Such processes are

limited to precious metals because most other nanosize

powders will react with water, causing surface con-

tamination and, in the case of reactive metals, rapid and

sometimes violent reaction. Metals that are precipitated

from aqueous solutions generally tend to be porous and

highly agglomerated. For example, silver particles can

be produced[1] via the reduction of acidic silver salt

solutions using aldehydes in the presence of silica sol,

but the powder is highly agglomerated. The silica is
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subsequently hydrolyzed in caustic, and aided by a

surfactant, it is separated from the agglomerated silver

powder. Bonet et al.[2] describe a method for producing

deagglomerated precious metal particles smaller than

10 nm by heating a mixture of precious metal salts with

hot (�150�C) ethylene glycol using polyvinylpyrrol-

idone (PVP) to minimize agglomeration.

Organometallic synthesis in solution—This method

employs the use of kinetically controlled reactions of

organometallic precursors usually in nonaqueous sol-

vents to product metal nanoparticles. The process can

also utilize redox chemistry to reduce an inorganic

precursor. The advantage of this process is that mono-

disperse populations of small (<50 nm) particles is

possible, and the disadvantage is that Schlenk-type

techniques may be necessary.

Evaporation/condensation under vacuum—Vacuum-driv-

en thermal evaporation is limited to low-boiling-point

metals such as aluminum and copper. Higher-boiling-

point materials can be evaporated by e-beam or laser

heating, but the capital and operating costs of such

processes are high, favoring the development of

processes that operate at or near ambient pressure.

Evaporation/condensation of the metal in an inert gas

environment—Because most of the nanometals will

react with oxygen or nitrogen to form oxides and

nitrides, such processes require an inert gas cover.

Generally, argon is used because of its lower cost

compared to helium. Higher energy or impulse heating,

such as laser bombardment or electric discharge, can

attain higher temperatures and volatilize higher boiling

metals compared to slower heating, e.g., via resistance

heating of a crucible containing the molten metal.

Ablation is well suited to refractory materials espe-

cially when employing laser-based heating. This has

been performed both with excimer and CO2 lasers for

a variety of high melting materials. Once evaporated,

the metal nucleates in the cold inert gas and coalesces

to larger particles during transport to the collector.

Eifert and Gunther[3] describe a pilot-scale reactor

using a cryogenically cooled condenser with a scraper

to remove product from the condenser. Other collec-

tion approaches involve an electrostatic filter and cy-

clone separators.

Thermal decomposition of a salt or organometallic pre-

cursor in a flame or plasma–Axelbaum et al.[4] pro-

duced nanosize metal particles submerged in a sodium

chloride shell by flame reaction of a metal salt such as

titanium tetrachloride with sodium vapor in argon. The

NaCl encapsulate is removed from the particles by both

washing and subsequent sublimation at 800�C. There

is potential for ionic contamination of the product, as

well as sintering that could occur during sublimation of

the salt.

The electroexploded wire (EEW) process—The EEW

process is a physical process converting wire into nano

particles in the absence of any chemical reaction that

could contaminate the product. It is capable of pro-

ducing a wide spectrum of nanopowders including high

and low boiling metals as well as complex alloys. The

EEW process has a very long history. In 1773, Edward

Nairne applied an electrical pulse to a wire, causing it

to explode in air to form aerosols of metal oxide. The

EEW phenomenon also occurs at the moment of

burnout of an incandescent filament, when a thinned

filament is explosively converted to aerosolized pow-

ders in the burned out bulb, producing a momentary

brilliant flash. The EEW principal is also used in

exploding bridge wire (EBW) explosive detonators.

There was a considerable amount of research carried

out on EBWs in the 1940s and 1950s, showing that the

pulse duration is only a few microseconds long and

temperatures higher than 15,000 K are reached at the

moment of explosion.

In the 1970s and 1980s, institutes of the Russian

Academy of Sciences located in Tomsk, Siberia, invested

considerable effort in developing the EEW process. Their

innovation included adaptation of the process within an

inert gas chamber and an effective mechanism for feed-

ing wire from an internal spool to an electrode. Prior to

1995, most of their emphasis was for producing nano

aluminum for energetics and nano copper for use in lu-

bricating oil.

In 1994, Argonide Corporation was founded to com-

mercialize EEW nanopowders. In 1997, a cooperative

research and development agreement (CRADA) between

the Department of Energy (DOE) and Argonide funded

these Russian groups to further develop the process. Funds

were also provided to the National Renewable Energy and

Los Alamos National laboratories for characterization of

the nano powders. With the exception of a 2-year halt

during 1998–1999, the program continues to the present.

The focus of this joint effort is on process improvement

and applications development.

EEW powders can be produced from any metal that is

available as ductile wire. Kilogram quantities have been

produced with aluminum, copper, nickel, tin, indium,

zinc, titanium, tungsten, niobium, tantalum, and silver and

gram quantities with gold, palladium, and platinum. The

alloys that have been produced include stainless steel,

Hastelloy, and nickel–titanium.

Fig. 1 shows an EEW machine, where the main

reactor is seen in the upper center. The chamber and

associated piping include either one or two cyclone

separators (one is visible under the main chamber). A

reel of wire is enclosed in the right side of the chamber

and is then fed through an electrically insulated baffle.
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When the wire contacts a strike plate located in the

center of the chamber, the circuit is closed causing a

large pulse (102–103 J in 1 msec) to flow through the

wire, creating a plasma. A very strong field is formed

that contains the plasma during the microsecond pulse.

When the vapor pressure of the metal exceeds the ability

of the field to contain the plasma, there is an interruption

in current flow, and containment by the field is lost,

allowing clusters of metal atoms to be projected at

supersonic speed through the argon. The metal clusters

are less than about 10 nm, but coalescence occurs as

flowing argon (at 2–3 atm) transports the clusters to a

cyclone separator, where the now agglomerated particles

are collected. At this point, further growth and coales-

cence is frozen, producing spherical particles with an

average particle size of 40–150 nm, depending on the

wire size, exploding regime, and freezing point of the

metal. X-ray diffraction shows the powders to be rel-

atively pure elemental metal.

Several hundred grams of powder per hour are

produced in a single exploder with the rate proportional

to the specific gravity of the metal. The energy density

introduced in an exploding wire is one of the most im-

portant parameters in the process. Pulse energy is op-

timized by balancing the energy input with the diameter of

the wire to produce electrical energy equivalent to the

sublimation energy of the metal. With the current power

supplies, the best trade-off between the particle size and

production rate is achieved by using 0.3-mm diameter

wire and results in nanopowders with an average size of

100 nm. Smaller particles (down to about 50 nm average

particle size) are produced by substantial reduction in wire

diameter, but at the cost of reduced throughput of metal

powders. Below a critical energy density, no explo-

sion will occur and the wire is evaporated leading to

coarser particles.

Particle size can also be reduced by a higher rate of

electrical explosions and by reducing the overpressure of

inert gas. Low levels of active gases, such as nitrogen and

oxygen, if added to the argon in the reactor, often result in

reduced particle size without much contamination of the

metal. The apparent mechanism is the formation of fine

oxide coatings such as aluminum oxide on aluminum,

inhibiting coalescence of the metal particles. Excessive

oxygen will result in the production of nanosize metal

oxides such as (gamma) aluminum and titanium oxides,

with particle size about 30–50 nm in diameter.

Powder is collected in the separators until they contain

about 1 kg. The collector is frequently emptied into a

collection drum. The EEW process is scalable, and a

newer reactor design increases the throughput of the

reactor and minimizes downtime. In the newer device, the

explosion frequency has been increased from about 0.5 to

3 Hz, as recirculation of the argon gas is increased. A

feed-through system was developed so that a large spool

of wire can be fed into the reactor without opening the

chamber and interrupting the process. Also, the arrange-

ment and length of the piping was altered to improve

sedimentation, particularly of occasional large particles

that are produced by the conventional process.

Fig. 1 Electroexplosion machine.
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The EEW process is limited to particles with average

sizes less than about 300 nm. Particles as small as 20 nm

have been made in experimental quantities. Virtually all

the metals produced by this process are combustible, and

several of them, such as aluminum, iron, titanium, and

zirconium, are either pyrophoric or nearly so. The

powders are collected and protected from oxidation by

the argon in the reactor. The more reactive powders are

transferred to liquid hydrocarbon. In the case of Alex1

nanoaluminum, the particles are passivated by adding dry

air before removing it from the chamber and are then

packaged as a dry powder.

All EEW powders are handled and shipped as hazard-

ous (combustible) metal powder. Alex1 is the nanometal

made in the greatest quantity, followed by nickel, copper,

tungsten, stainless steel, silver, and zinc. While Ni, Cu, and

W may oxidize when exposed to air, they are relatively

well behaved compared to dry iron, stainless steel, or

titanium powders. The preferred method of packaging

dry metal powders is in glass ampoules, and they are

offered in quantities of at least 100 g net weight of powder.

The principal advantages of the EEW process are:

1. As with gas condensation techniques, contamina-

tion by chemical reactants or by reaction with solvents

is avoided.

2. Spherical particles are ordinarily produced.

3. As compared to other high-temperature processes,

virtually all of the electrical energy in the EEW

process is directly converted to heat. There is little

opportunity for convection or radiation heat loss

during the very rapid (�1 msec) pulse.

4. Alloys can be converted to nanopowder with no

measurable segregation as compared to evaporative

processes, where the composition of the particles

will vary.

5. The process operates with pressurized inert gas,

simplifying the weight and cost of the reactor and

piping.

Alloys are produced on a custom basis, so long as the

fine wire is either commercially available in a continuous

filament or can be produced with sufficient ductility to be

fed into the wire feed mechanism without breakage.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Table 1 summarizes the surface area and crystallographic

character of several EEW powders including aluminum

oxide (g phase) and aluminum nitride. As with other nano

powders, the principal difference in the physical and

chemical properties of nanometals results from their

greater surface area as compared to fine (micron) size

particles. The surface area is inversely proportional to the

square of the diameter of the particle, so a 100-nm

spherical particle has a surface 1000 times greater than a

10-mm particle. This creates opportunity for creating

materials with new and useful properties, but also poses

difficulty in handling, shipping, and storage.

Table 1 Electroexploded nanopowders and their characteristics

Powder

Particle size

distribution function

Average particle

size [nm]

Metal content

[%]

Surface area

[m2/g]

Particle

morphology Crystalline defects

Al Normal-logarithmic 80–150 Passivated �92 8–18 Spherical Numerous defects

Al Normal Gaussian 30–50 Depends on particle

size distribution

20–48 Crystallites No information

Cu Normal logarithmic 100–150 passivated �90 5–8 Spherical Numerous defects

nonpassivated �96

Cu Normal Gaussian 30–50 passivated �90 �12 Crystallite

faces

Small amount

of defects

nonpassivated �96

Ni Normal logarithmic 80–100 passivated �95 4.5–6 Spherical Numerous defects

nonpassivated �99

Ni Normal Gaussian 30–50 passivated �95 �7.5 Crystallite

faces

Small amount

of defects

nonpassivated �99

Zn Normal logarithmic 100–200 passivated �90 4.1–6 Spherical Numerous defects

g-Al2O3 Normal Gaussian 30–50 Not applicable 20–45 Spherical Small amount

of defects

AlN Normal Gaussian 50–60 Not applicable �36 Crystallite

faces

Small amount

of defects
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A scanning electron microscopy photo of Alex1

nanopowder is seen in Fig. 2. Surface area [Brunauer–

Emmett–Teller (BET)] measurement is generally a good

surrogate for determining average particle size because

EEW powders are mostly spherical, fully dense, and

smooth. The surface area of Alex1 with 100 nm average

particle size ranges from about 10 to 20 m2/g. Fig. 3 shows

a sector of an Alex1 particle with a passivation coating

about 2.5–3 nm thick. X-ray powder diffraction shows

these particles are primarily metallic aluminum, while the

coating is principally aluminum oxide with minor

amounts of nitride and an oxynitride. The amount of

active aluminum for a 100-nm size average particle is

approximately 88–90 wt.%. The oxide content rises with

diminishing particle size, as the 3-nm oxide layer

comprises an increasingly greater mass.

The thermal properties [differential thermal analysis

(DTA)] of Alex1 powder when heated in air, oxygen, and

nitrogen was compared[5] to that of micron size aluminum.

Alex1 powder reacts rapidly with these gases, producing

very sharp exotherms that occur well below the melting

point (660�C) of aluminum, while 20-mm-size aluminum

does not react until about 1000�C.

An organic coating has been developed for many of

the nanometals and is being used for coating aluminum

and other reactive nanometals. The coating (called L-

Alex1) is based on the reaction of a carboxylic acid

(palmitic) acid with the aluminum powder rather than

coating it with oxide. The resistance of L-Alex1 to

moisture attack during accelerated aging was com-

pared[6] to oxide-coated Alex1 and to a 17-mm-size

aluminum powder (Cap45a). The test involved exposure

of a thin layer of the aluminum particles in a dish within

a temperature humidity chamber. Each day, a sample of

each powder was removed and titrated for residual alu-

minum metal. The powder in the dish was mixed daily

to expose fresh surface. Aging was performed at several

temperatures and humidity levels from room temperature

and dry conditions to a maximum of 60�C/75% relative

humidity (RH). Fig. 4 shows a 20% and 70% aluminum

metal loss, respectively, in the case of Cap45a and

Alex1 powders, but the L-Alex1 showed little alumi-

num loss throughout the 40-day test exposure. The study

also showed that bayerite (Al(OH)3) is the major product

of hydrolysis rather than Al2O3. Degradation of the

Cap45a powder ceased after day 12 when exposed to

harsher conditions as a result of the buildup of a layer

of bayerite.

Melting point is one of the properties that can be

altered by reducing particle size down into the nanometer

range. Fig. 5 shows the melting point of gold[7] as a

function of particle size. Melting point reduction is not

really significant until the particle size is less than about

10 nm.

Fig. 2 Field emission electron microscopic view of Alex1 (50,000�).
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EEW powders have crystal defects, faults, and twins

caused by rapid quenching during the process. Fig. 6

shows a high-resolution transmission electron microscope

(TEM) view of EEW nickel showing twins and polytwins.

The clusters are propelled by electroexplosion at 2 km/sec

through the cold argon, which results in a quenching rate

of about 108 �C/sec. The disorder in the EEW aluminum

crystal extends into the oxide outer layer, causing the

powders to be physically metastable and more chemically

reactive. Fig. 7 is a DTA of EEW silver showing an

exotherm at about 220�C, far below the melting point

(960�C) of silver. The internal energy is estimated to be

about 40% of the heat of fusion. When alloy wire is

electroexploded, the very high quench rates often pro-

duces nonequilibrium phases. For example, EEW 300-

stainless steel can be heterogeneous, containing not only

the expected austenite phase, but also alpha iron, nickel,

and others components in the Fe–Ni–Cr phase diagram.

Fig. 3 High-resolution (400,000�) transmission electron microscope of alumina layer on the surface of spherical Alex1 particle.

Fig. 4 Aluminum powder accelerated aging in 60�C/75% RH air. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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APPLICATIONS

Nanomaterials and nanotechnology are currently receiv-

ing major attention and publicity as a future market. While

certain ceramic nanopowders have reached commercial

status, nano metals are still in the research stage and sales

average about 1 kg per order. Prices are hundreds of

dollars per kilogram, and while substantial reductions in

cost are anticipated, nanopowders will always be more

expensive than conventional size powders. In addition,

they bear higher shipping and handling costs. Therefore

the focus of nanopowder suppliers is on applications, in

which there is high value added by the nanosize particles.

Target markets include energetics, microelectronics,

metallurgical coatings, biotechnology, and niche powder

metallurgy applications.

Energetics

Aluminum is a highly energetic combustion fuel, partic-

ularly on a volumetric basis. For more than a century, it

has been used as an additive in energetic compositions

such as thermite, in explosives and pyrotechnics, and

Fig. 5 Melting point of gold particles as a function of particle

size.

Fig. 6 Crystallographic defects in EEW nickel.

Fig. 7 DTA of EEW silver particles. (Courtesy of Los Alamos

National Laboratory.)
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more recently, in rocket propellants. Because of its high

surface area, nano aluminum provides a number of

advantages over conventional aluminum powder, partic-

ularly with respect to burning rate. Fig. 8 shows that

substituting Alex1 for a conventional micron size (�20

mm) aluminum in a mixture with ammonium perchlorate

can increase the burning rate about 20 times.[8] Nano

aluminum also ignites more rapidly. When combusted in

an air shock tube, Alex1 has an ignition delay of only 3

msec compared to 600 msec for 3-mm diameter alumi-

num powder.

Rocket Propellants

Rapid burning increases the thrust and speed of a rocket

engine, and higher thrust is desired in many advanced

missile systems. Several researchers[8–10] have noted a

doubling of burning rate when Alex1 is substituted for

micron size aluminum in conventional solid rocket

propellants such as Al/ammonium perchlorate/hydroxy-

terminated isobutylene binder (Al/AP/HTPB). The rapid

burning is attributed to the smaller particle size and

(much) larger surface area. A model developed for

aluminum particle combustion in a rocket engine predicts

that nano aluminum would burn very rapidly. This

model[11] describes the life of the burning particle as

proportional to the square of the particle diameter.

Experimental data shows that a 5-mm aluminum particle

survives for about 4 msec in a rocket engine. Extrapolation

of the d2 model down to a 100-nm diameter predicts that

the particle would be consumed in about 600 nsec, about 4

orders of magnitude shorter than the micron-size particle.

High-speed photography of a burning propellant surface

confirms that a nano aluminum particle is completely

consumed at the surface of the burning grain rather than

being propelled into the burning flow stream as in the case

of the micron size aluminum. A faster burning grain is also

more efficient because combustion is complete within the

engine rather than in the exhaust stream of the rocket. The

hybrid rocket engine would also benefit from nano

aluminum as a fuel ingredient. The classic hybrid uses

liquid oxygen with a rubber base binder (HTPB) grain that

contains either no oxidizer, or just enough to react with the

HTPB so as to be a gas generator. Pyrolysis of the rubber

creates low-molecular-weight organic molecules that are

forced into the engine and then react with liquid oxygen. If

aluminum is added to a solid fuel such as HTPB, there is a

theoretical increase in rocket performance, but unfortu-

nately micron size aluminum does not burn effectively in

such a hybrid. However, Chiavarinni et al.[12] found that

adding 10 wt.% Alex1 to an HTPB slab increased the

regression rate by 70% and also resulted in smoother

burning compared to the pure HTPB slab.

Aluminum, if gelled into kerosene, increases the

volumetric energy density of the liquid rocket fuel.

Unfortunately, micron size aluminum does not burn ef-

ficiently when immersed in kerosene; however, nano

aluminum additive is completely combusted.[13] The

higher temperatures created by combustion of nano alu-

minum also accelerates the combustion of the kerosene.

Explosives

Reshetov et al.[14] were the first to notice that nano

aluminum influences the detonation velocity of high

explosives. When less than 30 wt.%, nano aluminum is

added to hexamethyl-3-nitroamine (HMX) (Fig. 9),

detonation velocity (VoD) decreased from 5400 to 4700

m/sec, about equivalent to that of explosives when micron

size aluminum is added to HMX. However, beyond 30

wt.%, there is a rapid rise in VoD to 7000 m/sec. Even

Fig. 8 Burning rate of aluminum/ammonium perchlorate

powder mixes.

Fig. 9 Detonation velocity as a function of aluminum in HMX

explosive.
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where the VoD is not affected, the force of the detonation

is enhanced by the rapid reaction of the nano aluminum

with the gases generated behind the detonation wave.

The affect of nano aluminum on enhanced detonation

was demonstrated experimentally in the United States and

Europe, and several organizations are studying Alex1’s

use in explosives. When incorporated into ammonium

dinitramide, Alex1 was shown[15] to increase VoD from

4380 m/sec for a 97% dinitramide (balance Viton binder)

to 5070 m/sec (73:24:3 ADN/Alex1/Viton). Identical

loading of conventional aluminum had a detrimental

effect on VoD. Similarly, detonation tube experiments

comparing type 40XD flake aluminum and Alex1 in N2

gas dispersed lactose/Al/ammonium perchlorate com-

positions showed VoD enhancements for Alex1 over the

flake grade at four different Al concentrations.[16] Most

recently, a collaborative program between Australian

(DMSO-Adelaide) and Canadian (DREV) laboratories

has demonstrated a beneficial enhancement for both VoD

and brisance for a number of trinitrotoluene (TNT)-based

tritonal and H-6 derivatives containing Alex1.[17] VoD

enhancements of 200–300 m/sec and improvements in

brisance of up to 27% were observed in a number of

tritonal charges when conventional aluminum grades were

substituted for Alex1.

Gun Propellants

When Alex1 is added to gun propellants, the burning rate

was nearly doubled as compared to high caloric conven-

tional double-base propellants.[18] Simultaneously, the

pressure exponent of Vieille’s burning law decreases from

more than 0.8 for double base propellant to 0.66, resulting

in more stable burning. Such aluminized gun propellants

would be useful as a burning rate accelerator, as an igniter

in high-pressure rocket propulsion, and as a booster.

Miscellaneous Pyrotechnics

Metal/oxide pyrotechnic heat sources (thermite) are

enhanced with faster burning nanosize aluminum. Mix-

tures of nano size aluminum and nano MoO3 powder

results in a very fast burning material. The reaction rate

can be altered to develop energy release rates spanning the

range between conventional explosives and conventional

thermites. Such mixtures have application in advanced

munitions, pyrotechnics, detonators, and primers.

Self-Heating Synthesis (SHS)

Refractory compounds or alloys may be synthesized by

direct reaction using the heat generated by metal/metal

reaction or as in thermite, where a metal reduces an

inorganic compound. Table 2[19] shows several reactions

in which EEW powders were used to form intermetallic

alloys. At 200�C, a pellet of EEW copper and micron zinc

powder can react within a second producing light and

forming brass. Pressed pellets of Alex1 and amorphous

boron, when heated to 500�C and ignited by a hot wire,

immediately forms aluminum diboride, while ordinary

aluminum and boron would have to be heated above

1000�C for several hours to form the diboride. Nickel

aluminide and alloys of aluminum with tungsten, iron,

nickel, or molybdenum were produced at much lower

temperatures and at shorter times than could be achieved

by reacting micron size powders.

Electrically Conductive Inks and Pastes

The goal of shrinking circuits and increasing functionality

has resulted in a continuing search for new and improved

processes in electronic packaging. Metal powders such as

copper, gold, nickel, tin, and solder are formed into pastes

and used for electronic interconnects. Copper pastes are

used in the production of hybrid multi-chip module

(MCM) circuits. The pastes are printed on ceramics such

as aluminum oxide and more recently aluminum nitride to

produce highly dense, thick film circuits. Nanosize

powders provide a flatter surface topology and more

precise edge definition and line spacing that would be

attainable as compared to conventionally sized powders.

Precise patterning ensures lower cross-talk between

Table 2 Alloying reactions in EEW pressed pellets

Metal 1 Metal 2 Reaction method Product/comments

EEW Cu Coarse Zn—30% hot wire at 25C Brass verified by XRD

EEW Al Amorphous B hot wire at 500C AlB2 produced

EEW Al Coarse Ni hot wire at 25C Al–Ni alloy principal phase

EEW Al Coarse Fe hot wire at 25C FeAl, FeAl3 and Fe2Al5
EEW Al EEW W (60 wt %) self-ignited at 300C WAl4 and WAl5
EEW Al Coarse Mo no reaction

EEW Al EEW Mo self-ignited at 300C Al12Mo, Al5Mo and Al4Mo
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adjacent conductor lines. While such better edge defini-

tion is not attainable in silk screening patterns because of

resolution limits of the process, newer patterning methods

such as photo-patterned thick film processes could benefit

from the smaller features of nanosize particles.

Metal-filled polymers also play an important role in

microelectronics, including electrically conductive adhe-

sives, polymers for shielding from radiofrequency radia-

tion, and in magnetic polymeric layers. In most cases, high

aspect ratio fibers and flakes are used because of the

greater opportunity for conductor/conductor contact with-

in the composite. Nano metal powders offer an advantage

in increased electronic conductivity because of an increase

in the number of point-to-point contacts. The authors

developed silver-filled polyurethane and epoxy adhesives

having an electronic conductivity of 1�10�5 and

2�10�6 O m, respectively, which are improvements

over silver flake-filled polymers. The conductivity of the

composite is enhanced by agglomerated particles that are

particularly prevalent in EEW silver.

Nanostructures

Over the last few years, there have been extensive studies

on nanostructures, with an expectation that they will form

superplastic or ultrahigh strength, tough materials. Smal-

ler grains result in greater strength, generally following

the classic Hall–Petch relation, at least for grain sizes 50

nm and larger. Extrapolations forecast 2–7 times higher

hardness and 2–3 times the tensile strength as compared to

parts produced from conventional powders. Furthermore,

the boundaries formed in a nanocrystalline structure tend

to have higher ductility. Thus in contrast to most methods

of strengthening metals, nanostructures have the potential

dual benefit of increasing strength while also maintaining

or increasing ductility.

There is a dilemma in that smaller grain size of a nano

powder based compact recrystallize and grow at lower

temperature, countering efforts to form nanostructures.

Consolidation methods, such as equal channel angular

extrusion (ECAE), that do not rely on much heating can

densify the compact to greater than 99% while minimizing

grain growth.

The breadth of potential applications for nanostruc-

tured metals and alloys is considerable. The higher tensile

strength and fatigue strength, and even the enhanced

ductility that have been reported in nanostructured metals

can impact any application in which strength or strength-

to-weight ratios are critical properties. Transportation,

aerospace, sports products, implantable medical compo-

nents, and chemical and food processing applications

appear promising.

Low-Temperature Sintering

The onset of sintering occurs substantially lower in

temperature with nanosize particles. Eifert et al.[20]

achieved a decrease in the onset of sintering of tantalum

from about 1800 to 900�C when the particle size is

reduced from 2 mm to 50 nm. The onset of sintering of 40

nm iron powder is as low as 370 K, approximately 21% of

the melting point as compared to �900 K, or 50% of

melting for 2-mm-size iron powder.[21,22] The challenge of

the nanoparticulate approach is that the pores are readily

formed in nano sinters at low temperatures, and they tend

to slow full densification unless there is some strain

induced in the porous compact to prevent the stabilization

of larger pores.

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS

Wear-resistant and microelectronic coatings can be

formed from slurries of nanopowders. For example, the

authors bonded a pattern of copper particles to glass by

laser irradiation of a dried nanopowder paste deposited by

silkscreen. The laser melted the individual particles to

form circular disks approximately 1 mm in diameter in a

line pattern with resolution of approximately 5 mm. The

particles then provided a seed layer for the electroless

deposition of additional copper to form a circuit pattern.

Selective laser sintering of metal powders is used for

the computerized 3-D design and production of rapid

tooling. Nanopowders are likely to be superior to con-

ventional powders in that they sinter more readily and

produce parts with tighter tolerance because of their

smaller particle size.

Nanosize nickel–titanium alloys are being evaluated as

source materials for producing memory alloy components.

Sintered metal disks are used in industrial filtration

because of their capability to operate at elevated temper-

ature and in corrosive environments. Disks produced from

nanopowders would result in smaller pore size and would

be more effective in filtering submicron particles.

A new class of heat transfer fluids is being developed

where nanocrystalline particles are being suspended in

liquids such as water or oil.[23] Copper oxide (5 vol.%)

suspended in water results in an improvement in thermal

conductivity of almost 60% as compared to water without

nanoparticles. Direct evaporation of copper nanoparticles

into pump oil results in similar improvements in thermal

conductivity compared to oxide-in-water systems, but

more importantly, requires far smaller concentrations of

dispersed nanocrystalline powder.

Gold and other spheres are being considered for use as

carriers of pharmaceutical and therapeutic agents through
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the blood stream to target organs. Colloidal gold particles

have also been exploited in several bioanalytical methods,

including a proposed DNA detection method.[24]

Iron powder, if injected into underground water

plumes, will destroy trace halogenenated solvents.

‘‘Iron walls,’’ which are permeable reactive barriers

injected into the plumes, containing zerovalent iron,

intercepts halogen-saturated solvents causing their de-

chlorination. For chlorinated ethenes (perchlorethylene

(PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE)), the products are

mostly fully dechlorinated although some chlorinated

alkanes yield partial dechlorination products that may

still be a pollution problem. There have now been many

feasibility studies, pilot tests, small- to medium-scale

demonstration projects, and full-scale applications per-

formed by numerous groups. The authors have found

that nano-iron is far more effective in converting per-

chlorethylene to dichlorethylene than micron size iron.

Also, nano iron has potential for the conversion of trace

As [+3] to As [+5] so that it could be filtered from

drinking water.

Nanosize particles interact differently with the electro-

magnetic energy spectrum than do micron size particles.

For instance, solid particles, with sizes substantially below

<1/20 of the wavelength of light are transparent so that the

film can be strengthened by adding inorganic particles

without affecting transparency.

Nanosize metallic silver is being considered as a bio-

cide for water purification and in medical formulations.

Nanosize copper is used as an additive in lubricating

oils and sold in Russia. Tarasov et al.[25] showed that

adding 0.5% nano copper to lubricating oil reduces

friction in rubbing surfaces, particularly when under high

load as in heavy-duty engines, thereby extending their life.

The lubricating mechanism is believed to be the deposi-

tion of nano copper particles onto the surfaces of a hot

friction pair, producing a softer metal surface on the

aggravated surface. Such mixtures may prove to be

superior to existing lubricants such as those containing

Teflon particles.

Nanosize metal particles also have potential as pre-

cursors for the synthesis of a wide variety of inorganic

compounds such as oxides with complex stoichiometry

and with unique sizes, shapes, and reactivities. Further-

more, they have potential as precursors in the direct

synthesis of metal organic compounds.

SAFETY, HANDLING, AND
SHIPPING CONSIDERATIONS

Nano-metal powders are regarded as hazardous materials,

particularly with respect to shipping regulations. Depart-

ment of Transportation and International Air Transport

Authority (IATA) require the user to test and categorize

such powders relative to the combustion hazard prior to

shipment. Should testing under the protocol show the

powders to be pyrophoric in air, then shipment on

passenger aircraft is disallowed. United Parcel Service

and other carriers will not handle pyrophoric materials.

The powders may be passivated by oxidizing their surface

as in the case of nano aluminum, coating with an organic

as in the case of L-Alex1, or immersion in a compatible

liquid such as a hydrocarbon.

Working safety is also an issue with nano metal

powders. Caution must be exercised to minimize the

danger of untoward ignition and burning. Efforts should

be directed to minimize the possibility of static ignition,

particularly when there is an oxidant mixed in with the

powder. Such oxidants include metal oxides and other

oxidizing salts and halogenated organic liquids and solids.

For instance, magnesium or aluminum mixed with Teflon

powder is a highly reactive pyrotechnic. Users should

study Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) before using

nano metals. High efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-type

respiratory filters should be used in operations where there

is an opportunity for encountering nanoparticulate dust.

An issue common to most forms of nano metal

powders is packaging to assure purity. Glass ampoules

are superior to packaging in plastic containers, although

ampoules would still not be acceptable under Department

of Transportation (DOT) or IATA rules if the powder is

pyrophoric. In this case, the powders have to be

submerged in liquid hydrocarbon and sealed to prevent

the ingress of air to minimize contamination.

CONCLUSION

The burgeoning field of nanotechnology is forecast to

have an economic impact as great as biotechnology or

microelectronics. Nano powders including nano metals

are likely to be key source materials in this new industry.

The EEW process is one of several methods being

commercialized for manufacturing nano metal powders.

EEW powders are readily produced from any metal or

alloy that can be produced in the form of fine metal wire

including elemental metals such as aluminum and copper,

refractory metals such as titanium, tantalum, and tungsten,

and alloys such as stainless steel and nickel–titanium.

Applications for nano metals include energetics such as

rocket propellants, explosives and pyrotechnics, in self-

heating synthesis of inorganic compounds and alloys, in

high-strength nano structured metals, electrically con-

ducting inks for microcircuits and in advanced capac-

itors, in environmental remediation, as carriers for
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bioactive and medical therapeutics, and in wear-resistant

coatings. Most of the sales of nano powders are for small

quantities to researchers investigating new properties

with potential applications not discernable at this writing,

but which are likely to add to the potential growth of

this subindustry.
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INTRODUCTION

Active metal powders are extensively used as fuels in

most solid rocket propellants because of the high energy

produced during their combustion. The specific impulse

(Isp) of the rocket engine is proportional to (Tc/M)1/2,

where Tc is chamber temperature and M is molecular

weight of combustion products. Thus the best propellants

are those that produce the highest combustion tempera-

ture and the smallest possible molecular weight of the

combustion products. Therefore the best oxidizers are

fluorine and oxygen and the best fuels are lithium,

beryllium, boron, aluminum, and magnesium. Lithium

is extremely reactive and beryllium is extremely toxic

so these are impractical in rocket applications. That

leaves boron, aluminum, and magnesium powders as

primary candidates.

Aluminum is a major ingredient in solid rocket fuels,

often combined in a rubbery binder along with particles

of oxidizer. When burning aluminum in solid propel-

lants, the energy utilized can be diminished because the

droplets agglomerate, producing larger droplets and slow-

er combustion that can occur too late (after the nozzle)

to be effective. The agglomerates, although partially oxi-

dized, often slag up on the internal surfaces of the en-

gine, reducing combustion efficiency and weighing down

the vehicle.

As with solid propellants, adding aluminum to liquid

fuels would also provide a theoretical advantage in higher

volumetric energy density, but the metal must be

uniformly dispersed and remain so in the hydrocarbon.

As with solid propellants, aluminum combustion must be

rapid enough so that it is consumed within the rocket

engine. The most effective means of achieving complete

combustion is to use powders with particle sizes at least an

order of magnitude or two smaller than the metal powder

ordinarily used in solid propellants. This article focuses on

Alex1 nanosize aluminum particles manufactured by the

electroexplosion of metal wire (‘‘EEW’’) and its use in

liquid and solid rocket propellants.

BACKGROUND

Metal Powders for Solid Rocket Engines

Boron has been considered for many years as a candidate

solid rocket fuel as it has a high energy content on both

a gravimetric (Isp) and volumetric (density Isp) basis. In

practice it has been difficult to realize these advantages as

the combustion is severely hindered by a layer of oxide

layer (B2O3) on the particle surface and boron’s vapor

pressure is too low to escape the droplet, limiting the gas-

phase oxidation to a much slower heterogeneous surface

reaction.[1–3]

Aluminum has always been recognized as a highly

energetic reactant for solid rocket fuels and one that can

be more practically applied than boron. Because its spe-

cific gravity is high (2.7 g/cm3) relative to organic fuels, it

is particularly advantageous for increasing density specif-

ic impulse, thereby reducing the size and therefore the

weight of the rocket. It is generally used with ammonium

perchlorate (AP) as a solid oxidizer and the two solid

phases are held together with a rubber base binder such as

hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) resin. Alumi-

num and its oxides are nontoxic and nonpolluting. While

AP has been the oxidizer of choice, it is a groundwater

pollutant and it also produces large quantities of hydro-

gen chloride in rocket exhaust. Newer and more ener-

getic oxidizers such as ammonium dinitramide (AND) are

being considered, primarily because they do not produce

halogens in the exhaust. Also, there are efforts to replace

HTPB with more energetic binders such as glycidyl azide

polymer (GAP).

Metal Powders for Liquid Rocket Engines

When burning aluminum in solid propellants, the deliv-

ered performance is affected because it agglomerates

while molten. Duterque[4] collected the ash of aluminum

from a solid propellant burn and found that it contained a
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significant amount of unburned aluminum. Despite this

deficiency, aluminum is quite attractive and it is used

widely in solid propellants, particularly as the aluminum

oxide particle reduces or suppresses combustion instabil-

ity by damping of combustion waves.[5]

Dispersing metal particles as a gel in liquid propellants

have been studied analytically and experimentally for

more than 69 years[6] because of the higher specific

impulse afforded by adding active metals such as

aluminum. NASA[7–13] studied its use into gelled RP-1

(kerosene) for bi-propellant liquid propellant systems. It

has also been considered as an additive to liquid hy-

drogen[14] because it would thicken the hydrogen, in-

creasing safety in the event of leakage. Palaszewski and

Rapp[11] suggest that given the suitable rheological

tailoring, metallized propellants offer tremendous safety

advantages. Design studies conducted for NASA missions

show that aluminized gelled RP-1 with liquid oxygen can

deliver rocket engine efficiencies that are comparable to

that of traditional liquid propellants. Palaszewski and

Rapp[11] discuss how using O2/RP-1/Al gel propellants as

a replacement for the liquid rocket booster in the space

shuttle boosters results in shorter boosters for the same

payload size due to the increased propellant density. This

in turn has the potential to deliver a higher payload mass

over its solid counterpart. Fig. 1 shows the volumetric

energy density calculated using the Propellant Evaluation

Program (PEP) code[15] for aluminized RP-1 and ethanol

fluids and compares these two fuels with nitrogen

tetroxide/hydrazine, a highly energetic bi-propellant but

one that is toxic and environmentally unfriendly. The

computed energy available increases consistently with

increasing aluminum content.

Unfortunately, conventional aluminum powder, when

burning in liquid hydrocarbon fuel, also agglomerates as

in the case of solid propellants, reducing delivered

specific impulse (Isp). Wong and Turns[16] noted sig-

nificant Al agglomeration in burning JP-10 resulting in

inefficient combustion. And as in the case of solid

propellant engines using aluminum, this agglomeration

would result in unburned combustion products deposited

on engine walls.

Metal Powders in Liquid Monopropellants

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Atlantic Research

studied the combustion of Arcogel, a gel of aluminum

powder, ammonium perchlorate with dioctyl adipate as a

liquid carrier. They found that such mixtures had adequate

(6 months) shelf life and good stability under high

acceleration loading and vibration. Arcogel was exten-

sively characterized and found to be nondetonable and

insensitive to ignition. They also conducted small motor

tests. However, they found the viscosity to be unac-

ceptably high at low temperatures (�55�C). In the early

1990s, this work was continued,[17] evaluating nitrated

ester/AP/Al, hydrogen peroxide/Al, and HN/water/Al

gels. All were found to have limited promise because of

their sensitivity to premature ignition or detonation.

Environmental Issues

Regulatory environmental requirements are forcing new

choices for rocket propellant ingredients. For instance,

ammonium perchlorate (AP), the oxidizer of choice for

solid propellants, is falling out of favor because hydrogen

Fig. 1 Theoretical density specific impulse (vacuum, 100:1 expansion ratio) of aluminized bi-propellants.
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chloride is a significant combustion product. Toxicolog-

ical constraints are also affecting the choice of liquid

propellants. For instance, hydrazine, which is extensively

used, is very toxic, as is nitrogen tetroxide. Threshold

limit value (TLV) concentrations for hydrazine are

fractions of a part per million, often below the limits of

detection (LOD) of continuous monitoring instruments.

Those working with this fluid often have to wear

completely encapsulated suits. In addition to AP, there

are two other inorganic oxidizers that have potential for

solid propellants—ammonium nitrate (AN) and ammoni-

um dinitramide. Another oxidizer being developed in the

Netherlands is hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF).

Fluids such as ethanol[18,19] and methanol[20] are being

considered as nontoxic options in bi-propellant system.

Boeing[21,22] reported on the hazardous and costly opera-

tions associated with monomethyl hydrazine (MMH) and

nitrogen tetroxide propellants related to the Space Shuttle

Orbiter OMS/RCS system which culminated in NASA’s

selection of ethanol/LOX as the bi-propellant. They de-

signed such a propellant system and projected improve-

ments in vehicle weight, complexity, and operational cost.

They believe that the design solutions are applicable to

other space-based cryogenic propulsion and power gen-

eration systems. Aluminizing these nontoxic fuels could

substantially enhance propellant energy density without

causing any environmental or toxic concerns.

Effect utilization of aluminum’s combustion energy in

propellants resolves a number of problems—improved

performance, particularly on a volumetric basis, and

achieving that with no penalty as a pollutant or a toxin.

NANOMETAL POWDER FUELS

Many of the difficulties related to inefficient burning of

aluminum powder in solid (as well as liquid) propellants

could be ameliorated if the particle size of the powder

were small enough. Nanosize aluminum was first prepared

in the early 1970s by Russian scientists in Siberia,[23] who

formed the powder by electroexploding metal wires

(EEW). The EEW method is described in a separate

article of this Encyclopedia. Most of the Russian work

was focused on producing nanosize aluminum for its

potential use as a metal additive for rocket propellant fuel.

Electroexploding metal wire aluminum powder

(Alex1) consists of spherical particles that are fully dense

and about 100 nm in size. Because they are so active,

during collection they form hard agglomerates. Because

these particles are potentially pyrophoric, the final step in

the manufacturing process involves controlled oxidation

with dry air to form a passivating layer approximately 3

nm thick. Oxygen analysis shows the coating to be about

92–95% aluminum (between about 85% and 89% as ox-

ide). X-ray diffraction shows the crystallites to be essen-

tially aluminum, while the coating has been found[24] to be

principally aluminum oxide, with some aluminum nitride

and some aluminum oxy-nitride. The passivation step is

controllable and thinner passivation layers are readily ob-

tained, but the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)

and International Air Transport Association (IATA)

prevent air shipment of pyrophoric materials, so sufficient

coverage is necessary to assure no pyrophoricity.

When ignited in air Alex1 appears to have two

separate ignition steps. The first occurs at lower tempera-

tures (400–500�C) and a second where the powder burns

white hot. Mench et al.[25] studied the thermal behavior of

Alex1 powder and compared it to micron-size aluminum.

Their data show that Alex1 powder has very sharp exo-

therms when heated in air, oxygen, or nitrogen. These

occur well below the melting point (660�C) of aluminum,

while 20-mm-size aluminum does not react with oxygen or

air until about 1000�C.

A coated version of nano-aluminum (L-Alex1) is

based on the replacement of the oxide coating by reaction

with palmitic acid to form a monomolecular layer of

palmitate. This version was tested by boiling the coated

Alex1 in water for an hour and the resulting coating

appears to protect the metal, while ordinary Alex1 would

have reacted within minutes. Accelerated aging testing

showed[26] L-Alex1 to be superior in moisture and

oxidation resistance to conventional Alex1.

Alex11111111 as an Additive to Solid Propellants

Ivanov and Tepper[23] reported a 10- to 20-fold increase in

burning rate if air-passivated Alex1 was substituted for

ordinary propellant grade aluminum when mixed with

ammonium perchlorate powder (no binder). Sigman and

co-workers[27] also reported that the burning rate of Alex1

with AP (again no binder) was 10 times greater than with

other micron-size aluminum powders. Chiaverini et al.[28]

reported that Alex1 when added to HTPB binder pro-

duced a substantial increase in the burning rate in oxygen.

The agglomeration of aluminum droplets has been

studied by Simonenko and Zarko[29] who noted that there

was a growth in aluminum oxide particles collected from

the combustion products of a solid propellant grain as

compared to that of the original particle size of the

aluminum. They also noted that there was a substantial

amount of aluminum left within the residual products they

collected. In a separate study Glotov and co-workers[30]

noted that the replacement of commercial aluminum

by Alex1 in quantities as small as 8 wt.% increases

burning rate and decreases agglomerate size as well as

increases the amount of oxidation. For example, total

replacement of commercial aluminum by Alex1

increases combustion efficiency to 99.2% as compared

to 94.28% for coarse aluminum.
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There have been considerable studies and modeling of

the combustion of aluminum in a solid rocket engine. The

Brooks and Beckstead model[31] estimates that the life of

the particle is proportional to the particle size raised to the

power of n with nominal values of approximately 1.5 to

1.8.[32] The life of a 35-mm particle is about 6 msec.

Extrapolating the Brooks and Beckstead equation for the

burning time of a 100-nm-size particle (Alex1) results in

a lifetime of only approximately 160 and 920 nsec,

respectively, for n=1.8 and n=1.5.

Experimental observations support the very short life

computed for combustion of an Alex1 particle that had

originated from a solid propellant. Wang and co-work-

ers[33] found that when Alex particles are flash-heated to

the boiling point, 2740 K, in the presence of a nitrocel-

lulose (NC) oxidizer, the energy release occurs in �5 nsec

even much faster than predicted by the Brooks and

Beckstead model. Ivanov and Tepper[23] noted from high-

speed cinematographic photographs of a burning propel-

lant that the combustion of Alex1 is complete at the

burning surface, while micron-size aluminum is known to

burn throughout the throat and often past the nozzle.

Alex11111111 as an Additive to Hybrid Propellants

The classic hybrid technology uses LOX with an HTPB

grain that contains either no oxidizer, or just enough to

react with the HTPB so as to be a gas generator. This

creates low molecular weight organics that are forced into

the engine and then react with the liquid oxidizer. The

hybrid fuel technology offers a number of advantages

including the ability to throttle the engine in real time,

stop and start and shift from combustion with on-board

oxidizers to air. Should the mission require rapid

launching, then the hybrid with storable oxidizers offers

advantages over cryogenic fuels. Also, the grain case is

smaller and much lighter without the heavy inorganic

oxidizer that is in conventional solid propellants. Hybrid

solid propellants are much easier, safer, and less costly to

manufacture because the oxidizer is not combined into the

grain. Also, there are fewer corrosion problems as the fuel

is solid. These advantages would be very useful in a

rocket-based combined-cycle (RBCC) engine.[34]

Hybrid problems include the fact that the distance of

the flame to the burning surface is an order of magnitude

larger than with solid propellant. This makes heat transfer

an order of magnitude smaller and consequently the

regression rate is an order of magnitude smaller. Because

the main flow is rather stratified, the mixing process and

therefore the combustion can be incomplete. To achieve

complete mixing and combustion of oxidizer and fuel, an

aft combustion chamber is added to the hybrid motor.

However, many of these problems can be ameliorated

by adding Alex1. Chiaverini et al.[28] added 10 wt.%

Alex1 to an HTPB slab and found an increase of 70% in

the regression rate. They also noted much smoother

burning in the case of Alex1-loaded HTPB. Table 1

shows how using Alex1 increases the specific impulse

and density-specific impulse of a hybrid and compares it

to NTO/Hydrazine.

Alex11111111 as an Additive to Liquid Propellants

Palaszewski and Powell,[35] in some theoretical computa-

tions, demonstrated that 0-, 5-, and 55-wt.% aluminum

loaded into RP-1 gel propellants provide benefits over

neat RP-1. The 0-wt.% loading is attractive when safety

over traditional RP-1 (ungelled) is desired and the 5-wt.%

loading gave the maximum theoretical specific impulse.

The 55-wt.% loading was chosen based on the fact that a

liquid-based booster with O2/RP-1/Al could conform to

the volume constraints of the current solid rocket booster

even with potential two-phase flow losses taken into

account. Palaszewski and Zakany[7,9] did some combus-

tion experiments with these three mixes using micron-size

aluminum for the 5% and 55% loadings. While relatively

good performance was obtained, the engine efficiencies

were not sufficient for NASA missions.

Mechanisms of Combustion of
Gelled Aluminized Propellants

The combustion of a heterogeneous two-phase gel of li-

quid fuel and aluminum particles is essentially a two-step

process. The first step is the combustion of the liquid

droplet, which involves boiling of the liquid. A vapor

blanket of fuel exists around the two-phase droplet and the

flame zone is at some distance beyond the liquid–gas

interface, protecting the aluminum from oxidation. At the

temperatures and pressures that exist in the rocket engine,

the aluminum will be molten. Aluminum combustion

would be delayed until the hydrocarbon is burned away,

Table 1 Specific impulse of aluminized HTPB resins with

liquid oxygen (LOX)

Fuel

Oxidizer
Isp (vacuum)a,

sec

Isp
density,

sec g /cm3Metal Carrier

0% Al 100%

HTPB

LOX 371 392

25% Al 75%

HTPB

LOX 376 423

50% Al 50%

HTPB

LOX 370 458

Hydrazine N2O4 362 442

aAt chamber pressure of 6.895 MPa (1000 psia) and expansion ratio of

100:1.
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and during that interval the micron-size aluminum

droplets could coalesce. The smaller the hydrocarbon

droplet the less time there is for the aluminum to

agglomerate. The second step in the process involves

the combustion of the now dry aluminum droplet. The

mechanisms associated with this second step would be

very similar to that occurring had the particles been gen-

erated from a solid propellant grain such as Al/organic

binder/solid inorganic oxidizer. A nanosize aluminum

particle would therefore be expected to have a life less

than a microsecond, several orders of magnitude shorter

than if micron-size aluminum had been dispersed into

the kerosene.

Development and Formulation
of Aluminized Gels

The authors were sponsored by NASA to evaluate the

benefits of using Alex1 in lieu of micron-size aluminum

powder as a dispersed phase in RP-1.[36] Wetting and

gelling agents were used as additives to aid in homoge-

nization and providing dynamic stability. Fumed silica

(Cab-O-Sil1 grade M5) was used as a gellant and the

stability of the gel was determined by centrifugation for 1

hr at 1300 rpm. It was found that when Alex1 loading was

greater than about 25 wt.%, fumed silica was unnecessary

as the powder acts as a pseudo-gellant. A 30 wt.% Alex1

in RP-1 gel was found to be dynamically stable when

stored for 2 years at room temperature. A nonanionic

surfactant, specifically Tween-85 (polyoxyethylene sorbi-

tan trioleate), was used because it was more effective as a

wetting and dispersing agent for the aluminum particles

than anionic and cationic surfactants.

The viscosity of the gelled formulations was then

measured so as to determine the practicality of pumping

the mixture and spraying it into a combustion chamber.

Spray characteristics of a given gas–liquid injector are a

function of the liquid surface tension and the gas and

liquid velocities, densities, and viscosities.[37] Liquid

propellants typically have viscosities near 1 mPa sec and

have Newtonian-type flow behavior.

Green and co-workers[37] reported absolute viscosity

value of 1.89 mPa sec for RP-1. This value remains

constant in a wide range of applied shear rates from 1 to

100,000 sec�1. Gelled propellants typically have viscosity

in the range of 20 to 50 mPa sec at the shear rates in the

range of 105 to 106 sec�1 that are typically encountered in

engine injectors.[38] This is within the range of the

pumping systems currently used in rocket engines. As the

viscosity of a gelled fuel is a function of variables other

than temperature (e.g., shear rate and temporal rheological

effects such as thixotropy and gel relaxation time), the

rheology is non-Newtonian, and viscometry is reported as

‘‘apparent’’ viscosity at a specific shear rate.

Fig. 2 shows the viscosity of Alexgel fluids and

compares them with the viscosity measurements of

Rapp[39] for micron-size aluminum/fumed silica/RP-1

gel permitting extrapolation to strains characteristic of

the injector. Note the reduced viscosity when a surfactant

is added to a 30% Alex1/RP-1. A power law rheological

model (t=K�gn, where t is a shear stress, g is a shear rate,

n is effective flow behavior index, and K is a constant of

Fig. 2 Apparent viscosity of aluminized fuels.
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effective consistency) can be applied to model flow

behavior. In general, power law is applicable to model

flow behavior of pseudo-plastic fluids with zero yield

point. Gelled fuels evaluated in Refs. [7], [9], [39], and

[40] have very small yield values ranging from 0.03 to 22

Pa. These yield points are greatly exceeded in injector

fluid flow, so their contributions are negligible. By

extrapolation of viscosity data to high shear rates using

a power law rheological model to the large shear rates

encountered in engine injectors, the gels have viscosity

near kerosene and therefore within the capability of the

pumping systems currently used in rocket engines.

Ignition Delay Measurements

Fig. 3 is a stainless steel combustion bomb[41] used to

measure ignition delay of kerosene and its aluminized

versions. The injection port is water cooled to keep the gel

(or neat RP-1) at ambient temperature. Fuel temperatures

are monitored by a thermocouple at the nozzle close to the

tip. The bomb, containing an oxidizing gas of known

pressure, is preheated to a defined temperature. Using a

piston powered by high-pressure argon, approximately

0.3 cm3 of fuel is injected into the bomb and it auto-

ignites at temperatures above about 400�C. An internal

transducer measures pressure rise due to combustion. The

time is measured from the first movement of the piston

forcing the fluid into the chamber until there is a rapid rise

of pressure. Generally, the pressure rise due to combus-

tion is 2–4 times the original pressure, depending upon

whether the gas is air or oxygen. The inner length of the

bomb is 10 cm, which is the maximum length of the spray

pattern. The transit time of the spray to the farthest end of

the internal space is approximately 25 msec. At lower

temperatures where reaction was slow, the spray would

deposit on the inner walls, and the ignition delay extended

out to hundreds of milliseconds. This appears to be

characteristic of the time for auto-ignition of the gel as a

film on the wall of the chamber rather than during the

spray interval.

Combustion of Metallized RP-1

Fig. 4 shows chemical ignition delay times of neat RP-1,

gelled RP-1, and aluminized gelled RP-1 in hot oxygen[40]

at a fixed pressure at 0.8 MPa and at four different test

temperatures (410�C, 460�C, 520�C, and 580�C). Gelled

RP-1 was used as a control rather than neat RP-1, to attain

equivalent viscosity and permit comparison of the

combustion of control vs. the aluminized fluids under

similar spray patterns as predicted by the power law

model. The gelled RP-1 (6.5-wt.% silica) had a viscosity

at high shear rates equivalent to 30% Alex1/RP-1. The

data in Fig. 4 indicate that the 30-wt.% Alexgel ignites

Fig. 3 Device for measuring ignition delay times of gels.
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faster than gelled RP-1, but about equivalent to that of

pure kerosene. However, a surfactant when added to the

30-wt.% Alexgel reduces ignition delay below that of pure

RP-1 kerosene (compare curve 1 and curve 2), demon-

strating that Alex1 acts as combustion accelerant for

kerosene. Estimations based on the power law model

indicate that apparent viscosity of this gel is comparable to

that of RP-1 at injector shear rates (6.3 �104 sec�1). Gels

produced from 5-mm aluminum did not show any

reduction in ignition delay.

Similar experiments were repeated except in air[40]

rather than oxygen, and at an initial air pressure of 1.1

MPa. Four different fuels were examined: gelled RP-1,

25-wt.% Alexgel, neat RP-1, and 30-wt.% L-Alex1/

2-wt.% Tween-85/RP-1 fuel. Tests were performed at

four different temperatures (430�C, 550�C, 580�C, and

600�C). The data in Fig. 5 indicate that 25-wt.% Alexgel

(curve 3) ignites faster by approximately 30% than gelled

RP-1 (curve 4). Curve 1 shows that the L-Alex1 version

ignites faster by factor of 2–3 than neat RP-1 (curve 2). As

it was noted earlier, these two fluids have similar fluidity

at high shear rates, confirming that L-Alex1 is even more

superior as a combustion accelerant than Alex1 in an

air environment.

Fig. 4 Average ignition delay in hot oxygen vs. temperature.

Fig. 5 Average ignition delay of different fuels in air vs. temperature.
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‘‘Combustion’’ in Nitrogen

Alex1 is known to react rapidly with gaseous nitrogen

and this is supported by the DTA data of Mench et al.[25]

This characteristic would be of benefit in air-breathing

engines, permitting incipient combustion to occur and

support these engines when they are starved for air.

Alex1/RP-1 gels (55-wt.% Al) were sprayed into pure

nitrogen at 750�C showing incipient combustion, but

substantially slower than in air or oxygen. Nevertheless,

the energy generated by this reaction can contribute to

heat generation, while minimizing the opportunity for

flame-out in air-breathing engines such as RBCC systems.

Small Rocket Engine Tests

The combustion performance of Alexgels was measured

in a small rocket engine by Mordosky et al.[42] The objec-

tive was to measure flame temperature, specific impulse,

and c* combustion efficiency (defined as PcAt/dm/dt).[43]

In order to compare rocket test results obtained from

different test engines, it is beneficial to have exactly

the same fuel and oxidizer compositions as well as

approximately the same operational conditions. The small

rocket engine constructed by Mordosky et al.[42] was 30.5

cm long with an internal diameter of 12.0 cm. Combus-

tion of Alexgels was done in gaseous oxygen. The alu-

minum loadings (Table 2) were the same, but there were

some variations in the surfactant and gellant. Table 3

shows average values of adjusted c* efficiency of the

Penn State fuels as compared to the work of Palaszewski

and Zakany.[7,9] They show that:

(i) The 5-wt.% Alex1/RP-1 gel burns more efficiently

as compared to 5-wt.%Al/RP-1 gel using coarse

aluminum.

(ii) The 55-wt.% Alex1/RP-1 gel burns more efficient-

ly as compared to 55-wt.%Al/RP-1 gel.

(iii) The 5-wt.% Alex1/RP-1 gel burns with the same

efficiency as neat RP-1, although the viscosity of

the neat RP-1 is very much lower than that of gelled

RP-1 or Alex1-loaded gels.

These data show that the combustion of the nano alu-

minum overcomes the deficiency of a larger droplet spray

pattern associated with higher viscosity of the Alexgels.

They also measured the aluminum oxide that is produced

during combustion and found it to be submicron in size.

APPLICATIONS OF ALEXGELS

Hydrocarbon-Based Liquid Rocket Engines

Combustion bomb testing reinforced by small rocket

engine tests shows that Alex1 nano aluminum powder

provides improvement in volumetric energy density over

pure kerosene while micron-size aluminum burns ineffi-

ciently when dispersed in hydrocarbon. Another benefit

is the reduction of metal slagging on the walls of the

rocket engine.

Hydrocarbon-Based RBCC Systems

Cryogenic hydrogen is being considered for RBCC

engines. However, maintaining this cryogenic fuel over

long duration flights, such as its use for re-entry, is

problematic. Should hydrocarbon fuel be considered for

RBCC engines, then adding Alex1 would provide the

same potential benefits as its use in hypersonics, i.e.,

flame stability and increased output in the air augmented

mode, while providing increases in volumetric Isp in the

rocket mode as well.

Pulse Detonation Engines

Another possible use for aluminizing kerosene is in pulse

detonation engines (PDEs). The detonation of kerosene in

air has yet to be demonstrated. The potential for reducing

ignition delay into the submillisecond regime by adding

Table 2 Compositions of the RP-1/Alex1 gel propellants tested at Penn State

Metal loading

weight percentage

Liquid fuel

(RP-1)

Metal powder

(Alex)

Gellant

(SiO2)

Surfactant

(Tween-85)

0 wt.% 95% 0% 5% 0%

5 wt.% 90% 5% 5% 0%

10 wt.% 86% 10% 4% 0%

30 wt.% 68.2% 30% 1.3% 0.5%

55 wt.% 43.3% 55% 0.4% 1.3%
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Alex1 is almost certain. Further reductions of particle

size, enhanced by finer sprays as well as organic layered

aluminum such as the L-Alex1, could result in overcom-

ing the difficulty in detonating kerosene.

Liquid Hydrogen Engines

Adding aluminum to cryogenic hydrogen to form gels has

been suggested by Starkovich et al.[14] as a means to

increase volumetric energy density and at the same time

increase the containment of a liquid hydrogen leak. Such

benefits could also be useful for a liquid hydrogen RBCC

engine, where Alex1 could also serve to increase flame

stability during the air cycle.

CONCLUSION

Gels of Alex1 in RP-1 are dynamically stable at least over

the short term and matched the viscosity of coarse alu-

minum gelled into RP-1 (Fig. 2). Ignition delays of nano-

aluminized gels were always shorter than gelled RP-1

(equivalent viscosity) as well as neat RP-1, which has

lower viscosity. Alex1 acts as a combustion accelerant for

RP-1, and probably other kerosenes as well. An organic

coated version of Alex1 (L-Alex1) was developed and

found to have ignition delays in air lower than RP-1 by a

factor of 2–3. These findings are relevant to advanced

rocket combined cycle engines, hypersonic (scramjet) en-

gines, and perhaps pulse detonation engines. Coarse alu-

minum is not a combustion accelerant for RP-1 in oxygen.

Rocket engine testing at Penn State showed that the

5-wt.% and 55-wt.% Alexgels burn substantially more

efficiently than coarse aluminum. The 5-wt.% Alex1/

RP-1 gel burns with the same efficiency as neat RP-1,

although the viscosity of the neat RP-1 is very much lower

than that of gelled RP-1 or micron-size aluminized gels.

Apparently, the kinetics of combustion of the nano

aluminum overcomes the larger droplets of the spray

caused by higher viscosity.

The overall conclusion is that loading Alex1 into RP-1

improved its combustion kinetics and efficiency as

compared to neat RP-1, and better than published values

for micron-size aluminum gels. Moreover, Alex1 addi-

tions would result in improving the combustion of

kerosene in air-breathing engines.
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Metal–Oxide Interfaces: Toward Design via
Control of Defect Density

A. Bogicevic
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since metals and ceramics were first joined together,

mankind has striven to control this bond to enable the

development of new and superior composite products.

Transistors, catalytic converters, light bulbs, jet engine

turbines, cutting tools, and dental implants are but a few

examples of every day products that depend on the

integrity of metal–ceramic interfaces. Further technology

development is, in an increasing number of applications,

rapidly reaching a point where precise atomic-level

control of the composite interface is required. This is

already a reality in the ever-shrinking world of microelec-

tronics components, where device performance relies on

metal–oxide junctions, often only a few atomic layers

thick, and in emerging fields such as nano-fabricated cat-

alysts and nano-electromechanical systems.

The ability to control the formation and stability of

composite interfaces can be generally viewed as requiring

two critical components: an adequate understanding of

what factors determine interface formation and integrity,

and the actual means to manipulate the interface using

that insight. Atomic defects and impurities are well

known to strongly influence interface formation and can,

these days, be relatively well controlled experimentally.

However, the poor understanding of how such defects

affect individual metal–oxide systems currently repre-

sents a major obstacle for using defect control to one’s

advantage in tailoring interfaces. The large variations in

system behavior with respect to any given defect

situation indicate the complexity of the problem. This

intricacy is ultimately rooted in the quantum mechanical

nature of nano-sized components, which, in itself, can

lead to the emergence of new properties, e.g., the onset

of catalytic ignition of normally inert metals.[1] There-

fore, first-principles parameter-free atomistic calcula-

tions are a useful complement to well-controlled

experiments for shedding some light on this problem.

Substantial progress has been made lately on both

theoretical and experimental ends, and this article high-

lights some of these developments with regard to simple

point defects. While the focus here falls on applications

involving thin metal films and dispersed metal particles

on metal oxides, certain generalizations can be made

for other materials, as well as the inverse situation

encompassing the growth of oxides on metals.

In the following, a brief overview of metal–oxide

bonding is given from a theorist’s perspective, as an

introduction to the important concepts of adhesion, wet-

ting, and nucleation and growth processes. A natural di-

vision is made into thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of

interface control, and the discussion then shifts to the role

of common point defects and the prospects of defect-

mediated control of metal–oxide interfaces.

METAL–OXIDE INTERFACE

The nature and strength of the bond between a metal and

an oxide varies, often sensitively, with the constituent

materials and their preparation, e.g., surface morphology,

metal coverage, gas phase atmosphere, etc. A number of

different adhesion mechanisms have been reported,

including weak van der Waals dispersion forces between

induced surface dipoles, electrostatic polarization binding,

and strong ionic and covalent bonding (the latter being

more directional).[2–5] Several reviews on the general

science of metal–oxide interfaces have been recently

published. Recommended background literature includes

the excellent reviews on the surface science of metal

oxides by Henrich and Cox,[6] and on metal–oxide

interfaces by Finnis[2] and by Campbell.[7]

Single metal atoms tend to form relatively strong

chemical bonds to most oxide surfaces.[2,4,5] This is

mainly the result of a severe under-coordination of the

metal atom (compared to its favored bulk state), which is

therefore reactive with the surface. These ionic or

covalent metal–oxide bonds are correspondingly quite

short, normally around 1–2 Å.[4,5,8,9] Typical bond

strengths range from 1 to several eV, and are normally

referred to as adsorption or desorption energies—defined

as the energy required to remove a metal atom to the

vacuum level. The metal–oxide bonds tend to further

strengthen at various oxide surface defects, e.g., anion/

cation vacancies, which can trap and immobilize diffusing

metal atoms (as discussed in detail below). Fig. 1

illustrates how the adsorbate–substrate bonds shorten

and strengthen on ultrathin (’5 Å) alumina films as the
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adsorbate radius decreases (see Ref. [5]). For ionic

adsorbate–substrate bonds, the metal atoms normally

occupy the electrostatically favored position at low cov-

erages,[3–5,9] although this rule of thumb weakens with

oxide covalency. Strong chemical bonds tend to introduce

new states in the band gap of the oxide, and one often

finds a moderate to strong net spin polarization on the

metal atom.[9]

As the metal coverage increases, metal–metal bonds

are strengthened at the expense of weakened metal–oxide

bonds. At some point, the very nature of the interfacial

bond can change, and several theoretical studies have

suggested simple polarization binding[10,11] as the origin

of metal–oxide cohesion at coverages near and above 1

monolayer (ML).[5] This image interaction-based binding

is considerably weaker than the ionic and covalent bonds

typically found at low coverages. Fig. 2 illustrates the

polarization binding found in a number of metal–oxide

systems at the atomic level. The transition to increased

metal coverage is marked by a lengthening of the metal–

oxide bonds, typically by about 1 Å or more,[5,9] accom-

panied by a substantially weakened metal–oxide bond.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for single-layer ML thick metal

films atop an ultrathin alumina substrate. The exact

coverage at which metallic states appear depends on

several factors, but has been estimated to be about 2/3 ML

in certain systems.[5]

As the metal film or particle grows thicker, its co-

hesion to the oxide decreases only slightly in the case

of polarization binding, and stabilizes already at about

2 ML.[5] This is a simple consequence of the image

Fig. 2 Charge density difference plot that illustrates how

single-layer Nb, Ru, and Pd metal films adhere to a thin alumina

support by means of polarization binding atop the oxide anions

(see Ref. [5] for details). Solid lines indicate charge accumu-

lation, dashed lines charge depletion, and the position of the

topmost oxygen ions and the adsorbate atoms is indicated with

(six) filled dots. As one moves to the right in the periodic table

(PT), d-shell filling increases, there is more charge rehybridiza-

tion, and less of the ionic core exposed, resulting in weakened

metal–oxide bonds. Note the counterpolarization of the oxygen

ions in the top layer of the oxide, which thus actively participate

to some degree in the bond formation. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Low coverage metal–oxide bond lengths (d01) and metal adsorption energies (Ea) for various metal atoms deposited on thin

alumina films. The dashed line separates 4d elements and the Group IB coinage metals. Note how the metal–oxide bond lengths (d01)

increase down and to the left in the periodic table as the metal cation radii increase, with an attendant weakening of the adsorption

energy. Note also the exception to this bond length–bond strength relation for the Ru–Nb–Y series, which is attributable to multiple

ionization for Nb and Y (cf. Ru–Pd–Ag that are all singly ionized). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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interaction bonding, which is to first order independent

of the metal film thickness. The interface structure can

change at any time during the film formation, as existing

bonds are broken and new ones are formed. During initial

film formation, this tends to happen because of improving

metal coordination. For example, Pt clusters on MgO(100)

occupy initially both anion and cation sites to maximize

their coordination, but spread out to anion sites only as the

cluster becomes larger and starts forming a metal film.[9]

In other circumstances, it is the variation in elastic strain

energy within the growing metal film that leads to change

of interface structure, as reported in a systematic study of

metal film growth atop thin alumina films.[5] Here it was

found that elastically soft single-layer films preferred a

buckled adsorption atop cations, while at 2 ML and above,

all metal films preferred unrumpled atop anion adsorption

because of the accumulated strain energy penalty.[5]

Overlayer strain is also often relieved through misfit dis-

locations, which can already appear at a few ML film

thickness, leaving behind epitaxial interface domains.

Adhesion and Wetting (Thermodynamics)

Thermodynamic analyses constitute a good starting point

for assessing interface morphology and stability [kinetics

are discussed in the section ‘‘Nucleation and Growth

(Kinetics)’’]. The work of adhesion Wad describes the

reversible free-energy change for cleaving an interface to

produce surfaces in equilibrium with their environments.

It is defined by the Dupré equation as

Wad ¼ sm þ so � gmo ð1Þ

where the three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 1

denote the surface energies of the metal and the oxide, and

their mutual interface energy.a The work of adhesion is

directly correlated to the degree to which a metal will wet

an oxide, with the contact angle q given by

cos y ¼ so � gmo

sm

ð2Þ

The smaller the contact angle �, the greater the wettability

of the oxide by the metal, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

In some applications, good wetting that results in a

uniform metal film atop the oxide is desired (e.g., metal–

oxide electronic junctions), while in other situations one

instead strives to decrease the wetting to improve metal

particle dispersion (e.g., catalysis applications). High

oxide surface energies and low metal surface energies

aThe work of adhesion is closely related to the work of separation Wsep,

which is a fundamental interfacial quantity that establishes the minimum

work needed to cleave a metal–oxide interface into two free surfaces. A

detailed discussion on this topic is given in Ref. [2].

Fig. 3 High coverage adhesion energies and film–oxide separations for various metal films deposited on ultrathin alumina films. The

trends are similar to those at low coverage (cf. Fig. 1), which is largely attributable to atomic size arguments here as well, although the

far-left elements again behave anomalously because of the rehybridization illustrated in Fig. 2. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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thus favor wetting of an oxide by the metal, as does

increasing the interface energy.b

At this moment, it is useful to make a note about

theoretical adhesion studies between metals and oxides. If

one starts from unrealistic surfaces (e.g., nonstoichiomet-

ric oxides), which may not spontaneously reconstruct

because of constraints, artificially strong interface ener-

gies will be computed because such surfaces are unstable

and therefore very reactive. This is particularly important

for oxide surfaces, and the simple recipe for avoiding such

misconstructions is to ensure that the surface free energies

are realistic, if not in agreement with experiment. The

alternative is to include the energetic penalty of altering a

realistic oxide into a reactive state by taking into account

the displaced oxide material in the energetic balance.

Nucleation and Growth (Kinetics)

Metal–oxide interfaces are, in a number of applications,

manufactured through controlled growth of one compo-

nent atop the other. The most common growth modes in

epitaxial growth are layer-by-layer Frank–Van der Merwe

(FV) growth, three-dimensional Volmer–Weber (VW)

growth, and the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode

that transitions from FV to VW growth after a few initial

layers (Fig. 5). The two-dimensional FV growth mode

corresponds to complete wetting, and is expected on

thermodynamic grounds for systems in which so� gmo>

sm. Correspondingly, three-dimensional VW growth is

expected for the opposite scenario where so� gmo < sm,

and the intermediate 2-D–3-D SK mode for situations in

which so� gmo’ sm.

These types of free-energy analyses outline the

thermodynamic limits of achievable interface morpholo-

gies. In reality, it can be technically quite difficult to

realize the desired interface properties within these limits.

In addition, there is frequently a need to also join non-

wetting materials. The fact that epitaxial growth is a

highly nonequilibrium process is part of the problem with

achieving thermodynamically stable interfaces, but also

enables joining nominally nonwetting materials. This kind

of interface manipulation is enabled by kinetic control of

the microscopic pathways that the system undergoes as

one material is grown atop the other.

Mean-field nucleation theory provides a suitable

mathematical framework for understanding the role that

different atomic diffusion and reaction processes play in

determining film morphology. As atoms arrive on the

surface from the gas phase, they diffuse and meet to form

the smallest stable island nuclei, e.g., dimers. As more

atoms are deposited, the further growth of these nuclei

competes with the formation of new nuclei. At the

saturation density of stable nuclei, any further deposition

leads exclusively to island growth. The mean-field as-

sumption that the monomer density in between islands is

homogeneous facilitates a simple analytical solution to the

time evolution of island densities.

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of how the contact angle � is

determined by surface/interface energies, and how wetting in-

creases with a smaller contact angle. Nonwetting occurs for

� > 90�, wetting for <90�, and perfect wetting or spreading

for � = 0�. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of three common epitaxial growth

modes. The SK growth mode starts out in a layer-by-layer FV

fashion, and later transitions to a 3-D VW-type growth. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

bThe sign conventions differ in the literature, so some caution must be

taken when comparing the three relevant energies. While a higher surface

free energy is typically associated with an energetic penalty, a higher

interface energy is often taken to mean more energetically favored.
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As an example illustrating the important concepts of a

critical nucleus size and its relation to atomic processes

that can be manipulated via defect density, the simple

case of 2-D nucleation and growth with stable dimers is

considered next. The rate equations for the density of

single atoms n1 and stable metal islands nx then read,[12]

dn1

dt
¼ F � 2t1Dn2

1 � txDn1nx � fxFðFt � n1Þ

� 2f1Fn1 ð3Þ

dnx

dt
¼ t1Dn2

1 þ fFn1 � 2nxðF � dn1=dtÞ ð4Þ

where the subscript x denotes the number of atoms in the

island, t represents the capture rates, D is the adatom

diffusivity, F is the influx rate of atoms, t is the time,

and f relates to direct impingement on existing islands.

Incorporating the standard Arrhenius relation for ther-

mally activated processes within transition state theory,

n = n0 exp�E/kBT, where n represents the process rate,

n0 the vibrational prefactor, kB the Boltzmann factor, and

E the activation energy of the process, and using the

approximate mean free path relation l’ (D/F)1/6, one

arrives at the general island density expression for 2-D

islands in the complete condensation regime,

nx ¼ Zðy; iÞ D

F

� ��w
exp

Ei

ðiþ 2ÞkBT

� �
ð5Þ

with the scaling exponent w given by

w ¼ i

iþ 2
ð6Þ

and where � denotes the coverage and Z represents a

universal scaling function of the coverage �. The critical

island size i represents the number of atoms in the

smallest stable nucleus minus one, and Ei its binding

energy (E1=0). From Eqs. 5 and 6, it is evident that

these last two parameters, in particular, strongly affect

the island density, which is the primary means to kinetic

control of growth morphology. This is the primary

subject of the remainder of this paper.

ROLE OF DEFECTS

There are essentially two approaches to tailoring metal–

oxide interfaces: manipulation of thermodynamic energies

and manipulation of growth kinetics. In the first case, one

strives to adjust the interface energy or the surface ener-

gies of the constituents, while the second approach en-

compasses adjusting the nucleation and growth kinetics.

Point defects in particular were repeatedly shown to strong-

ly influence or control both interface formation and

interface stability [13–16] as well as the chemical reactivity

of thus formed overlayers.[1,6,7,10,17–19] Even in well-

controlled ultrahigh vacuum environments, relatively mod-

est defect densities on the order of 1012 cm�2 (roughly 1

defect per 1000 surface atoms) have been known to do-

minate the nucleation and growth process of interface

formation.[14,16] For example, it was recently shown that

even low 10�11 mbar pressure chambers allowed for low-

level impurities to completely change the growth mode of

Pt(111) from flat films (FW) to 3-D dispersed particles

(VW).[20]

The presence of point defects is often noted indirectly,

e.g., via sample coloration, or by the way the metal island

density varies in growth experiments (see below). Some-

times, it is discrepancies with other studies that eventually

lead to the realization of defect-affected systems. In the Pt

example above, new experiments prompted by variances

with first-principles calculations revealed that 0.001 ML

of adsorbed CO was responsible for the unexpected 3-D

growth.[20] In other examples, hydroxyl groups from

dissociated water were identified as nucleation centers in

several metal–oxide systems,[21–24] as confirmed by first-

principles theoretical calculations.[8,23] The mechanism by

which hydroxyls tend to nucleate metal islands on oxides

is discussed in some detail in Refs. [8,23,24]. Other

defects that have been commonly held responsible for

affecting metal–oxide interface formation are hydrogen,

carbon, sulphur, and other contaminants, as well as

intrinsic oxide point defects such as oxide vacancies.

A common misconception in the literature is that the

trapping ability of a defect is also a signature of its

propensity to preferentially nucleate metal islands. If one

ignores the interaction between the trapped atom and the

sea of diffusing adatoms, there is actually no net effect

whatsoever on the nucleation and growth process. All

that would happen upon the trapping is that the popula-

tion of diffusing adatoms and the availability of surface

sites would decrease by the number of trapped atoms.

In essence, this would be equivalent to considering a

smaller portion of the growth area, resulting in no

net perturbation.

Clearly then, at the very heart of nucleation and growth

lies the interaction between metal adatoms, and its

manipulation is grounded in the modification of these

interactions. A defect will preferentially nucleate metal

islands if, and only if, it stabilizes the metal–metal bond(s)

of the cluster compared with the same cluster on the

defect-free surface. Specifically, the defect must enhance

the binding energy of the smallest stable cluster, hence-

forth referred to as the core cluster. The core cluster is

what the critical cluster, introduced earlier, becomes upon

the addition of a single atom. Thus, one distinguishes

between unstable, critical, core, and stable clusters, which
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contain n < ni, ni, ni + 1, and n > ni + 1 atoms, respectively,

with i representing the critical cluster size.

It is evident from these arguments alone that the

concept of critical and core clusters are central in any

growth process, and that the trapping energy of clusters

smaller than the core cluster are not (single atoms

included). This is also reflected in the nucleation theory

expressions for the island density, which carry an

exponential dependence of the core cluster binding energy

(cf. Eq. 5). Depending on the metal–oxide system and the

overall growth conditions, the core cluster can consist of a

dimer, trimer, tetramer, or even larger aggregates. In many

instances, dimers (pairs of atoms) constitute the core

cluster (i=1). In this case, the appropriate quantity en-

tering Eq. 5 is the dimer binding energy Eb, which is

defined with respect to two infinitely separated adatoms.

A good indication of whether a defect may preferentially

nucleate metal islands for i=1, is to thus consider whether

it enhances Eb. For a discussion of how cluster mobility

enters the picture, and the conditions under which larger

clusters than dimers may become critical, the reader is

referred to the excellent review of nucleation and aggre-

gration by Brune.[12]

At this point, it is important to realize that, in some

cases, even significant changes in core cluster binding

energies brought about by defects can be absolutely

irrelevant for the nucleation and growth process. The

relevance of defect-mediated changes in the binding

energy of the core nucleus depends on the degree of

perturbation and on the relevant growth conditions. For

example, a change in Eb of, say, 1 eV on top of an already

strong dimer bond of several eVs will barely perturb the

nucleation process under most growth conditions—once

two atoms meet, they will stick together for a sufficiently

long time to nucleate an island irrespective of the actual

dimer binding energy. Conversely, the same change of 1

eV in a system with relatively weak dimer bonds of an eV

or less will have a tremendous effect under the same

growth conditions. Clearly, the relevant measure here is to

consider the relative change the defect brings about in the

core cluster binding energy compared with its absolute

value on the pristine surface, and to view that perturbation

in light of the growth conditions (e.g., temperature and

flux), cf. Eq. 5.

NUCLEATION AT OXIDE VACANCIES

The role of intrinsic oxide point defects in metal–oxide

interface formation remains quite controversial. It has

been suggested in several studies that surface anion

vacancies serve as nucleation centers for metal islands by

trapping metal adatoms, thereby strongly affecting the

growth kinetics and consequent growth modes.[16,27–29] A

number of theoretical first-principles studies have shown

that both single metal atoms and metal films bind

stronger, in the former case much stronger, to oxide

surfaces containing intrinsic defects such as oxygen

vacancies.[8,9,27,28,30–32] Oxygen vacancies in particular

were suggested as the most likely candidate for nucleating

metal islands.[16,30] However, there is, to this date, no

direct experimental or theoretical evidence to support this

supposition. Direct experimental verification remains

elusive, not least because of the inherent difficulty in

atomically resolving insulating oxide surfaces. Instead,

indications of defect-controlled nucleation and growth

often comes from noting that the metal island density nx

stays constant over a wide range of deposition tempera-

tures T and/or deposition fluxes F,[15,16] cf. Eq. 5. Theo-

retical studies, while supporting the trapping model, have

not adequately addressed the issue of nucleation, which

involves the buildup of metal–metal bonds on the oxide

surface. The first theoretical study to actually do so

suggested that oxygen vacancies on MgO(100) do not

preferentially nucleate Pt islands, contrary to prevailing

speculations.[8] Subsequent studies of a number of other

systems lend further support to these initial findings, and

provide a physical explanation to why highly reactive

vacancies do not necessarily nucleate metal islands.[9] In

the following, these arguments are recounted and elabo-

rated on to explain why the ability of oxygen vacancies

(and other defects) to trap individual atoms is, in general,

not a good indication of their propensity to preferentially

nucleate metal islands.

Anion and cation vacancies can both exist in several

charge states in most oxides. The Fs surface anion

vacancy results from the removal an oxygen atom, and

contains two electrons that are weakly trapped by the

electrostatic Madelung potential. These electrons give rise

to electronic surface states, which at a sufficient (bulk)

density of vacancies can often be seen by the naked eye

through coloration of the oxide. The Fs center (the F stems

from the German Farbe for color) can be viewed as a

core-less oxygen ion, although a much more reactive one

at that. In the case of divalent oxides, one can construe

two additional types of anion vacancies, the singly charged

paramagnetic Fs
+ center and the doubly charged Fs

2 +

center, where one or both of the color center electrons are

absent. The Fs center is typically the most stable of these

anion vacancies,[25,26] and also the most well studied one.

The generalization to oxides of other valency, and to the

corresponding cation vacancies is analogous.

Trapping of Individual Adatoms

The first thing to keep in mind when considering oxide

vacancies is that they are undoubtedly more reactive

than most, if not all, other sites on the otherwise pristine
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oxide surface. Their reactiveness can be appreciated by

considering the energetic penalty of creating the defects.

The anion vacancy formation energy (Fs center) for

MgO(100) is a huge 13.5 eV, which is a rather repre-

sentative value for other oxides as well (the corresponding

cation formation energy is reportedly 13.1 eV).[8] There-

fore, it is not very surprising that both anion and cation

vacancies are extremely reactive and will trap and im-

mobilize nearly any metal (or nonmetal) atom that comes

near. The natural abundance of surface vacancies in

thermodynamic equilibrium is obviously quite low be-

cause of their large formation energy. However, inten-

tional creation of oxide vacancies can be accomplished

using a variety of experimental techniques, including

ultraviolet (UV) irradiation in reducing atmospheres, ion

beam sputtering, and doping with aliovalent cations.[33,34]

The trapping ability of neutral oxygen vacancies is

illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the adsorption energy

of individual metal atoms at regular sites (atop anions)

and at Fs centers on MgO(100) (where they sit deeply

inside the vacancy).[9] The adsorption energies increase

substantially at the Fs defect compared with the surface in

all cases except Nb, which is too large to fill the vacancy.c

The color center electrons are largely transferred to the

trapped metal atoms, which assume a negative charge.

Similar results have been noted in several other sys-

tems,[8,9,27,28,30–32,35] several of which have also suggested

that the trapped metal atoms develop a significantly en-

hanced activity toward other adsorbates.

Impact on Cluster Stability

To assess whether there is a preference for metal islands to

nucleate at oxide vacancies, it is thus appropriate to

compare the dimer binding energies at the vacancy and on

the defect-free surface. The dimer binding energy at the

vacancy is defined with respect to one atom trapped in the

vacancy and the other infinitely far apart on the defect-

free surface. For details about adsorption geometries of

dimers, the reader is referred to Ref. [9].

Fig. 7 displays the dimer binding energy for a variety

of metal dimers at regular sites and at Fs centers on

MgO(100).[9] The dimer binding on the pristine surface is

noted to increase to the left in the periodic table. This

trend follows that of the bulk cohesive energy of these

metals, and can be well understood by simple d-shell

filling arguments: the strongest metal–metal bonds occur

for half-filled d-shells, and so as the antibonding d-states

become increasingly more occupied to the right of Nb, the

bond strength decreases accordingly. Silver and gold both

Fig. 6 Adsorption energies Ea at regular sites (atop anions) on MgO(100) and at Fs centers at 1/36 ML coverage for a string of 4d and

5d metal elements across the periodic table, as computed within generalized gradient approximation of density functional theory (DFT-

GGA). (From Ref. [9].) The main point of this figure is to illustrate the considerable strengthening of the metal–oxide bond at the

oxygen vacancy, with the only exception Nb being due to its large size preventing sufficient penetration of the vacancy.c (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

cAtoms too large to sufficiently fill the vacancy may not bind as strongly

because of the exponentially decaying Madelung field away from

the surface.
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behave somewhat anomalously in this regard, a well-

known fallacy of the d-shell model in alloy theory

involving these elements.

Fig. 7 further shows that the dimer binding trend at the

Fs vacancy is quite similar to that on the defect-free sur-

face, and that, in several cases, the adatom–adatom bond

is actually weakened at the defect. More importantly, it is

evident from a comparison between Figs. 6 and 7 that

there is no apparent relation between how well vacancies

stabilize atoms (universally) vs. how they affect dimer

bonds (quite varied). These results lend tangible support

to the main conclusion of the previous section—that it

is inappropriate to deduce a defect’s ability to nucleate

islands based solely on how strongly it traps individ-

ual atoms.

A good part of these observations can be understood by

simple bond-order and d-shell filling arguments. Bond-

order and rebonding considerations state that the stronger

one of the dimer atoms interacts with a third party, the

weaker its bond becomes to its partner adatom, as noted in

Fig. 7. The fact that the dimer binding trend at and away

from vacancies is the same originates from the d-shell

filling arguments outlined above. However, depending on

the amount of charge transfer to the dimer, one would

expect a shift in the maximum, to the left in the periodic

table for Fs vacancies. The reasoning here is as follows.

As a second atom joins an already trapped atom at the Fs

vacancy, electron density from the color center electrons

is shared between the two atoms. This is evident from a

lengthening of the adatom–adatom bond, by the dimer tilt

angles being toward neighboring oxide cations, and from

charge density analyses.[9] In Group VIII elements, this

adds to antibonding levels because the d-shells are over-

full, thereby weakening the adatom–adatom bonds. In

contrast, the opposite happens to the far left in the periodic

table (Nb and beyond), where added electron density to

the underfilled d-shell strengthens the dimer bond. In the

extreme case of complete transfer of the two color center

electrons, one would therefore expect the maximum ad-

atom–adatom binding to be shifted by one element to the

left in the periodic table. The noble metals bind only

weakly to the oxide, and their dimers are less prone to

interact with the Fs defects. This results in a weak

perturbation of the dimer bond due to lesser charge

exchange, as attested by the dimer bond strengths being

quite near gas phase values (e.g., 1.7 eV for Ag.[36]).

As mentioned previously, changes in core cluster

energies resulting from defects may or may not be rele-

vant, depending on the magnitude of both relative and

absolute energies, as well as the growth conditions, cf.

Eq. 5. A closer examination of Fig. 7 suggests that Fs

vacancies on MgO are unlikely to significantly affect the

nucleation kinetics of, e.g., Nb, Ru, Ag, and Au, while

Pd, Pt, and possibly also Ir, should be considerably more

sensitive to such defects.

While d-shell filling arguments seem to provide a

useful perspective on metal nucleation at defects, there are

a number of other factors that likewise influence the core

cluster binding energy. The size of the metal atom has

already been mentioned, as it affects its trapping and

amount of charge transfer to the atom and subsequent

clusters. The degree of covalency is another factor which

Fig. 7 Dimer binding energies Eb on the defect-free terrace of MgO(100) and at Fs centers at 1/18 ML coverage for various 4d and 5d

metal elements, as computed within DFT-GGA. (From Ref. [9].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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varies depending on the type of metal bonding, e.g., s–p

and s–ds bonding, and which affects the ability to form

multidirectional bonds.[37] For large enough clusters, the

ability to relieve mismatch strain becomes energetically

competitive and is clearly affected by adsorption

geometry. In addition, the d-shell filling arguments

become less indicative as the cluster becomes bigger

and the charge is shared over more atoms. Studies of how

larger clusters are affected by Fs vacancies are reported

elsewhere.[9]

CONCLUSION

This paper emphasizes the need of a microscopic un-

derstanding of nucleation kinetics and adhesion energetics

to facilitate defect-mediated engineering of metal–oxide

interfaces. For example, it is shown via straightforward

nucleation theory analyses that single-atom trapping is, by

default, not a good indicator of a defect’s ability to

preferentially nucleate metal islands as it omits the crucial

aspect of metal–metal bond formation. The principal con-

clusions in this regard can be summarized as:

1. Defects affect metal–oxide interfaces by changing the

nucleation kinetics, by modifying adhesion and

thereby wetting energetics, or both.

2. To assess whether a defect serves as a preferential

nucleation center, it is not sufficient to consider only

single atom trapping. A better measure is how well the

defect stabilizes the binding energy of the core cluster.

3. The stabilization of the core cluster must be viewed in

light of both the absolute core cluster binding energy

and the growth conditions to assess its impact on

nucleation dynamics.

The neutral oxygen vacancy defect, whose much-debated

role as potential nucleation center remains a controversial

topic, is considered in some detail within the nucleation

theory framework. A series of first-principles calculations

very clearly shows the disconnect between single-atom

trapping and core cluster stabilization at Fs centers on

magnesia. These calculations further demonstrate consid-

erable variations in cluster formation energies depending

on metal species, which is interpreted by using d-shell

filling arguments. The computed energies suggest that, in

several cases, Fs centers on magnesia do not, in fact,

stabilize island formation. While nucleation theory and

chemical arguments provide a reasonably well-grounded

basis for interpreting the role of defects in metal–oxide

interface formation, more studies are needed for quanti-

tative predictions and generality assessments. In particu-

lar, it would be interesting to extend these studies to other

metal–oxide systems, and to quantify the formation

barriers for dimers at and away from defects where

charge transfer to/from the adsorbates may play an

important role. In addition, more studies are needed to

assess whether defects that destabilize initial cluster

formation may actually increase the monomer density

between the defect sites, and thereby promote nucleation

away from the defects. More studies are also needed to

provide a better understanding of cluster geometries, to

which the energetics underpinning all nucleation argu-

ments are extremely sensitive.
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INTRODUCTION

The area of nanotribology has advanced greatly in the

past 17 years with the introduction of scanned probe

microscopies[1] for the characterization of surface prop-

erties.[2–9] The ability to probe the details of struc-

ture, friction, and adhesion on a local atomic/molecular

scale affords a definitive approach for understanding

the mechanisms of wear at the most fundamental level.

Muscovite mica, a layered aluminosilicate in the form

of KAl2(Si3AlO10)(OH)2, has been a suitable standard

for atomic force microscopy (AFM)[1] investigations of

the atomic scale relationship between friction,[10–26]

adhesion,[10,13,14,16,23,25,27–31] and wear[14–16,23,32,33] due

to the ability to readily generate large areas of atomically

smooth surface. The rich solution chemistry of mica,

attributed to the Brønsted acid sites [Si–O(H)–Al] within

the basal (001) plane and its alternating sheet structure,

combine with the vast atomically flat surface areas created

when cleaved, to give a model substrate for examining a

variety of phenomena. These include studies of double

layer forces,[28,30,34–40] van der Waals forces,[38,41–43]

ion binding and mobility,[35,44–46] monitoring the recoil

tracks of alpha particles,[17,47] the characteristics of poly-

mers at interfaces,[38,48,49] and ordering of discrete water

layers.[38,43,50]

This review will be limited to a discussion on the wear

of mica surfaces, with instructive comparisons drawn to

other systems. The overall scope and outline of the chapter

is detailed as follows.

As the area of nanotribology is too vast for us to cover

in this review,[5,51,52] we shall endeavor to provide a

perspective on studies as related to the mica surface, with a

focus on direct observations of charge nucleation and

defect formation, further limited to scanned probe micros-

copy studies. Relevant oxide and inorganic systems that

have exhibited behavior paralleling that of mica will also

be discussed. We will first begin with a description of the

structure and chemistry of the mica surface followed by an

overview of the scanned probe methodologies employed in

the investigation of nanotribological properties of mica

surfaces. This includes the operating principles of the

atomic force microscope (AFM), lateral force (or friction)

measurements by AFM, as well as adhesion measure-

ments. Moreover, as one wishes often to quantify such

details we will also describe methodologies used to cal-

ibrate the signals retrieved from such experiments and then

provide a brief description of a standardized approach for

the measurement of wear at surfaces, whereby the details

of the tip contact area will be explicitly taken into

consideration when evaluating the number of scans needed

to induce wear at an interface. After describing these

approaches, we will then focus on the wear of the mica

surface, including the impact of water, and functionaliza-

tion of the mica surface with alkylsilanes.

MICA SURFACES

The outermost mica surface typically exposes a hexago-

nally arrayed pattern of oxygen atoms, with a periodicity

of 0.52 nm (Fig. 1A). Mica is comprised of a layered

aluminosilicate structure with a periodicity of 1.0 nm

normal to the (001) crystal basal plane (Fig. 1B), which is

defined by a repeating boundary layer of K+.[53,54] The K+

ions electrostatically bind the sheets together and act to

neutralize the net negative charge associated with the

partial substitution of Si with Al (on average one out of

every four). It is at these boundaries that cleavage is

preferred and is where shearing of the layers most readily

occurs. Under aqueous conditions of low electrolyte con-

centrations, the outermost K+ layers are solvated into

solution and exchanged with H+.[19,30,34–36,44,46] This

ready displacement has hindered direct imaging of the

K+ terminated mica surface. The surface of mica may also

be readily functionalized by a range of chemistries. Some

of the most popular involve the organization of self-

assembled monolayers of triethoxy- or trichloro-derivi-

tized alkylsilanes, which can form densely packed

structures on mica.[20,55–65] This provides a means of in-

vestigating lubricant layers as protective barriers for the

minimization of friction and wear.

To date, most surface wear studies have focused on

the evaluation of surface structure before and after
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wear,[15,33,66–71] thus missing the key stage of the nu-

cleation of defects that ultimately results in the gross

structural changes observed. Although some studies have

investigated the time evolution of wear using scanned

probes,[14,16,72–77] the different approaches presented can

make it difficult to compare experiments from different

laboratories, and a more standardized approach is

required. This is in part because of the typically large

contact area between the AFM tip and the surface being

worn, which frequently exceeds the area density of defects

nucleated. Thus, an averaging over the contact renders the

low population of defects ‘‘invisible’’ to the probe tip

until gross wear has occurred.

Investigations of the wear of oxide surfaces such as

mica and silica have unique difficulties when probing

wear at the atomic level, which are associated with the

chemical complexity of the surfaces, especially in the

presence of water[71,78–87] where the surface charge

density is highly pH dependent.[66,79–81,88,89] A recent

demonstration by Maw et al. illustrates the incongruous

wear behavior that exists for ceramics in solution

(pH = 7).[32] Specifically, they found that a Si3N4 tip

exhibited pronounced wear after being rastered against a

quartz substrate for 25 scans at �120 nN of force.

However, under similar conditions the Si3N4 tip exhibited

little wear when the surface was mica. Here the disparity

has been attributed to the relevant population of silanol

(Si–OH) groups that can form bonds between the tip and

substrate, which facilitates removal of tip materials. As

the basal plane of mica possesses a Brønsted acid site,

because of the 1 in 4 substitution of Si for Al, it is

expected that the ionization potential of the surface is

largely controlled by this site (at least at lower pH’s), and

therefore the chemically active Si–O� or M–OH should be

in minute quantities.[40,46,65,90] Because the isoelectric

point (IEP) of quartz is between pH 2 and 3, it is apparent

that at pH 7 a significant number of Si–O� and Si–OH

groups are available for condensation at the tip–quartz

contact.[78] The influence of such tribochemically active

species in initiating surface degradation is evident and

illustrates the necessity to account for this when choosing

material pairs for a given application, i.e., the chemistries

should be complementary. This certainly applies to device

applications such as microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) where interfacial chemical forces can readily

dominate the moving contacts within the device.[70,91–96]

The organization of the water molecules[38,43,50] and

counterions[19] immediately at the oxide surface may also

impact the evolution of surface defects. Studies of the

influence of water on the wear of oxide surfaces show a

critical dependence on the amount of water present[14]

and, in the case of solvation of the surface, the local pH of

the surrounding water environment. Much of the wear

processes present at oxides can be attributed to the

catalytic activity of water (more appropriately the OH�

ion) on the metal–oxygen and silicon–oxygen bonds pres-

ent on such surfaces, the details of which have been in-

vestigated for many years.

SCANNED PROBE METHODOLOGIES

Atomic Force Microscopy:
General Methodology

In atomic force microscopy, a sharp tip with a radius of

curvature ranging between 10 and 50 nm is scanned over a

surface using a piezoelectric translator to control the

position of the tip relative to the sample. The forces acting

between the tip and sample (these can be van der Waals,

electrostatic, or magnetic in nature) act to attract or repel

the tip to or from the surface, which in turn alters the

bending of the lever to which the tip is attached. In most

conventional AFMs, lever deflections are detected by

reflecting a laser beam off the back of the cantilever onto a

quadrant photodiode. The photodiode signals are split to

Fig. 1 (A) Pictorial representation of the mica (001) cleavage

plane showing the 0.52-nm lattice periodicity. (B) Repeating

layered structure of mica along the c axis with interlayer dis-

tances referenced to the basal plane.
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allow detection of the normal or torsional motions of the

cantilever–tip assembly (Fig. 2). These motions can in

turn (when appropriately calibrated, as discussed later) be

translated into the normal and lateral forces acting

between the tip and surface. The AFM can be operated

in several imaging modes, including contact, noncontact/

tapping, amplitude, and phase-modulated force or fric-

tional force imaging. For nanotribological studies, con-

tact and frictional force imaging modes are the most

frequently used.

In contact mode the tip is brought in contact with the

surface until the lever experiences a fixed amount of

deflection. Assuming that this amount of deflection stays

within a linear limit, then a Hooke’s law response can be

assumed. If the lever spring constant is known (see be-

low) then the amount of deflection can be converted into

the force applied between the tip and surface. During

imaging, a feedback loop is then used to maintain a

fixed amount of lever deflection (constant normal force)

by repeatedly moving the piezoelectric translators up

and/or down, hence following the topography of the

surface. The lateral force signals are concomitantly

acquired with the topographic images allowing for

correlations to be drawn between the two. The lateral

force signal is an excellent indicator of changes in local

chemistry even when obvious topographic differences

are not present. For example, the spatial organization of

films consisting of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic

end-groups, which have the same thickness and appear

uniform in topography, can be easily distinguished in the

frictional images [Fig. 3A (2–3)].

Lateral Force
(Friction and Shear) Measurements

Eventhough qualitative lateral force, or frictional re-

sponse, can be readily obtained by AFM, quantifying

frictional forces can be a daunting task. This is due to the

difficulties associated with calibration of the lateral spring

constants for AFM cantilevers (see below). Here we

briefly discuss the type of information, which may be

obtained from lateral force or shear force measurements.

In lateral force measurements, friction is assessed using a

friction loop. The friction loop is generated from the

forward and reverse scans plotting the lateral force data

vs. distance (Fig. 3B). Initially, the tip sticks to the sur-

face and the torsional force on the lever increases without

the sliding motion of the tip. Once the static friction

has been overcome, then the tip will begin to slide over

the surface and the sliding friction may be determined

(Fig. 3B). The shear modulus of the surface may also be

measured using this same basic approach. To evaluate

the shear modulus, the tip is oscillated in the scan direc-

tion and the slope of the friction force (Ff) vs. distance

signal is measured prior to sliding. This slope value

contains the combined stiffness of the tip–sample contact

(Eq. 1) from which the shear modulus of the surface may

be determined.

dFf

dx
¼ ktotal ¼

1

klever

þ 1

kcontact

� ��1

ð1Þ

A significant advantage of this measurement is that the

details of the tip size ultimately fall out of the calculation,

removing a potential source of error. The reader is

directed to the literature for a more complete description

of lateral stiffness measurements.[97]

MAKING QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS

Calibration of AFM Cantilevers

AFM cantilevers can be bought from numerous sources

and most frequently come as V-shaped or rectangular

springboard-shaped levers. The levers are generally made

from silicon and silicon nitride. Coatings are often

applied to enhance the reflectivity of the laser beam.

The reflective coating, however, can add strain to the

levers when used in vacuum because of heating. The

average lever spring constants provided by the manufac-

turer are often inaccurate and quantitative measurements

should not be based on these values. Therefore, each lever

should be independently calibrated, preferably via an in

situ methodology.

Fig. 2 Schematic of an atomic force microscope. In this con-

figuration, the tip is scanned over a fixed sample. The can-

tilever–tip assembly is mounted on a piezoelectric translator,

which controls the tip position over the surface. In contact mode,

the tip is pressed against the surface until a fixed set point force

is reached (Fo). The deflection of the lever is detected by a

quadrant photodiode from which the normal force (Fz) and

torsional (frictional) force (Ff) may be measured. As the tip is

scanned over the surface a feedback loop raises and lowers the

tip depending on whether the normal force is larger than or less

than the set point force to maintain a constant force. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The determination of lever force constants is less

demanding for a rectangular cantilever beam,[98] but it still

requires nontrivial details of the lever’s dimensions and

physical constants, e.g., modulus and Poisson ratio. These

details become more difficult to define for metal-coated

levers, as the coating significantly modifies the lever’s

elastic properties. For a rectangular beam of length L,

width w, thickness t, Young’s modulus E, the stiffness k is

given by:

klever ¼
Ewt3

4L3
ð2Þ

Errors inherent to the determination of the spring constant

come from difficulties in accurately measuring (by SEM)

the thickness of the lever. In addition, for chemical vapor

deposited silicon nitride levers, variations in E can also

occur. If a bulk value for E is used, the thickness can be

determined by measuring the resonance frequency of the

cantilever.[99] However, this method works only for

uncoated monolithic cantilevers.[100] The formulae for

the spring constants for V-shaped levers are much more

complicated.[101] Uncoated, single-crystal silicon cantile-

vers are perhaps the best choice for which the force

constant can be reliably determined by using Eq. 2 and the

resonance frequency.[102]

A range of methods for the calibration of the

normal[99–114] and torsional (lateral) force con-

stants[101,105,110,115,116] of AFM cantilevers have been

described. A recent method proposed by Sader et al.

appears to be reliable and simple to perform for

rectangular levers.[107] It relies on measuring the reso-

nance frequency and the quality factor of the cantilever in

air. Use of the hydrodynamic function relates the damping

of the lever resonance by air to the quality factor, and the

dependence of E and t are eliminated from the resulting

formula for the force constant.

Probe Tip Characterization

A problem of quite a different nature is an accurate

measurement of the AFM tip shape and composition. With

Fig. 3 (A) Topographic (1) and forward and reverse friction images (2, 3) of mercaptoundecanoic acid grafted into a dodecanethiol

self-assembled monolayer on Au. Whereas the topographic image shows almost no height contrast in the image because of the near

equivalent heights of the two materials, the friction images clearly show the ‘‘chemical’’ contrast of the –COOH terminated regions vs.

the –CH3 terminated regions. (B) Schematic of a friction loop. Initially the tip sticks to the surface (1) until the static friction between

the tip and surface is overcome. The tip then enters a sliding friction regime (2). As the scan is reversed, the signal in the photodetector

becomes negative (3) and a reverse trace is produced. The ‘‘frictional’’ force is the average of the forward and reverse friction traces.

The stiffness of the contact may be deduced from the slope of the friction loop (dFf/dx) before sliding. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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respect to tip geometry, continuum mechanics requires a

priori knowledge of the probe shape, mechanical proper-

ties, and physical dimensions in order for the models to be

properly applied.[117,118] Carpick et al. illustrated this

point rather succinctly in an instructive set of experiments

with nonparabolic Pt tips on a mica substrate in ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV).[12]

There are several in situ methods to characterize the

tip shape, where an AFM topographic image is used to

deconvolute the tip and sample geometry.[119–121] Separa-

tion of the tip and sample contributions by contact imaging

of known, or at least sharp, sample features allows

determination of the tip.[104,105,120–131] Ex situ tip imaging

by electron microscopy has also been performed.[103] Some

of these measurements have revealed that a number of

microfabricated cantilevers possess double tips and other

unsuitable tip structures.[122,125130,131] This demonstrates

the importance of tip characterization in nanotribological

measurements. Thin film coatings applied to the micro-

fabricated levers can provide robust, smooth, and even

conductive coatings.[132,133] Further work in this direction

would be useful in providing a wider array of dependable

tip structures and materials.

Detailed control of tip chemistry is still a difficulty of

scan probe studies with commonly used tips (e.g., silicon

nitride) possessing a variable stoichiometry.[89,112,134]

Coating with inert metals (such as Au or Pt) or func-

tionalization with alkylsilanes or alkanethiols is often

useful; however, one must be aware of the ‘‘chemical’’

compatibility and how this can translate into ‘‘anoma-

lous’’ wear behavior.[32] The chemical composition of the

tip is equally important, but is also challenging to

determine or control. Qian and coworkers have shown

that the AFM tip is readily chemically modified when

scanned in contact with various materials,[25] even tips

that have been coated with self-assembled monolayers to

control their chemistry. They recommend ‘‘running in’’

the tip with a standard sample to give reproducible results.

The stresses that take place in a nanocontact can be very

large, and so modification of both the chemistry and

structure of the tip is an important consideration.

Adhesion Measurements

When quantifying adhesion and interfacial energies from

AFM measurements, often the contact mechanics model

developed by Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR)[118,135]

is used to analyze adhesion data from force–distance

spectroscopy. Determination of the most appropriate

continuum mechanics model to use, however, requires

consideration of the range of forces and the materials

operative at the contact. The JKR model is often applied

to highly adhesive, compliant contacts, whereas the

Derjauin–Müller–Toporov (DMT) model relates to stiff,

weakly adhering contacts.[117,136] Attention has been

given to identifying which model is most appropriate

and therefore best describes the contact for a given

material pair; the reader is directed to the references for

the complete treatments.[135–138] The application of such

models to AFM force of adhesion measurements (Fadh)

enables the number of interacting species (and conse-

quently the average ‘‘unit’’ interaction force or energy) to

be derived from the estimated contact area and the average

molecular packing density. Using the JKR model, one can

see that the Fadh (AFM pull-off force) is related to the

work of adhesion, Wadh, and the reduced radius, R, of the

tip–surface contact:

Fadh ¼ � 3

2
pRWadh ð3Þ

The work of adhesion, a formalism of Dupré from 1869, is

a combination of the tip–surface (gts), tip–solvent (gtl), and

surface–solvent (gsl) interfacial energies (Wadh = gsl +

gtl�gts). For tip–surface combinations that have the same

chemical composition, the surface energy may be esti-

mated directly from the adhesion measurement

(Wadh = 2gsl) because gsl = gtl, with gts = 0. Furthermore,

the effective contact radius at separation, rs, from the JKR

model is given as:

rs ¼
3pWadhR2

2K

� �1=3

ð4Þ

where K is the reduced elastic modulus of the tip and

surface. Using the contact area at separation and the

assumed packing density of the molecules at the surfaces

in contact, an estimate of the adhesion force or interaction

energy on a per molecule basis can be made.

The accuracy of the interfacial energies and per

molecule values obtained with this approach must be

carefully evaluated, as several sources of error exist in the

various elements of the calculation. These include

imprecise knowledge of the contact, including the tip

radius, packing densities of molecular monolayers on the

modified surfaces, as well as unknown elastic properties

of the contact. Such properties are typically assumed

to be dominated by those of the underlying substrate,

and the bulk values of the surface and/or tip mate-

rials (Au, Si, mica, Si3N4, SiO2) are often used

in these calculations.[59–61,139] Moreover, as mentioned

earlier, if the molecular packing densities of the mono-

layers being evaluated are not known (as is frequently

the case with a typical AFM tip), then estimations must

be used.
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Watching Wear with the AFM
(How Many Scans Does It Take?)

Atomic force microscopy tips, acting as single asperities,

have proven indispensable in actively mediating the tran-

sition of a substrate surface from its native state to the

defect nucleation regime (rupture of terminating surface

bonds) and finally to the molecular-fragment abstraction

(gross wear) regime.[14,73–77,140–142] Unifying empirical

evidence pertaining to the intimate details of defect

nucleation is essential to properly aid the current effort of

wear map modeling on the micro- and macroscopic scales,

situations with multiple asperity contacts, and a multitude

of wear mechanisms operating in concert.[51,143] To ease

comparison of data compiled from numerous research

facilities within the field, guidelines outlining the optimal

experimental protocol for an SPM study are desirable.

Recent developments in modeling tip-activated dissolution

of calcite and brushite by Dickinson et al. has given

impressive results and holds promise for evaluating other

‘‘model’’ systems.[74–77] Salmeron and Kopta have recent-

ly used a model, similar to the one adopted by Dickinson et

al., in their studies of tip induced mica surface degradation

under low vacuum with variable humidity.[14] In this work,

the objective was to evaluate the critical defect density

necessary for the onset of gross surface degradation

(abstraction of the surface terminating SiO3 molecular

fragments). The progressive layer removal illustrated the

fidelity of inducing defects; however, linear regression

analysis obtained a collected physical constant (B0) that

was appreciably higher than anticipated. This could be

attributed to scan overlap, which can lead to significant

additional history of unintentional wear on the surface.

Here we outline a strategy for conducting wear trials

with AFM, based on the Hertzian theory of elastic con-

tacts,[144] to account for the degree of scan overlap in

AFM wear trials, and arrive at an interesting contact

radius–line step (CRLS) relationship.[145] This approach is

intended to 1) account for additional scan history that line-

scan overlap imparts to a surface and to experimentally

quantify the impact of this overlap on the propagation of

defects; 2) eliminate the systematic error in reported scan

history (experimental number of scans, Nscans
Exp ) for wear

trials performed with line-scan overlap; and 3) examine

previous load (Fz) and frequency (Nscans
Exp ) studies to

reevaluate activation parameters for defect nucleation.

Furthermore, the extent of wear can be predicted with

application of CRLS analysis for paired overlap and

nonoverlap wear trials, giving a unique perspective of

the fundamental kinetics and thermodynamics of defect

nucleation and growth.

Contact Radius–Line Step Analysis

A brief description of CRLS analysis follows with a focus

on its application rather than on the details of its

derivation. A comprehensive discussion of CRLS model

and experiments is described elsewhere.[145] First, con-

sider the general case of obtaining an AFM micrograph or

performing a wear trial. In either instance, one of many

Fig. 4 Inverse relationship between image line step (LS) and image resolution (res) for several slow scan lengths Lsscan. The dashed

line and accompanying shaded region illustrate the occurrence of scan overlap during AFM imaging for contacts with a contact radius

a�2 nm. For wear trials this implies that scan overlap will systematically contribute unaccounted attempts to defect production.
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parameters set during image acquisition is the image

resolution (res), the number of lines scanned per image.

Typically, it is adjustable within the range of 8–1024

lines/image, depending on the design specifications of the

microscope used. Although it is not generally thought of

as an adjustable parameter for use in experimentation, it is

readily illustrated that res can play an important role when

assessing the number of scans required to induce wear. Its

importance arises because res dictates the magnitude of

the line step (LS), i.e., the distance the tip moves in the

slow scan (Lsscan) direction after each forward–reverse

trace. Fig. 4 illustrates the inverse relationship between LS

and res for the specified slow scan lengths (Lsscan). Before

we show how LS ties into defect production, we introduce

the Hertzian definition of the contact radius (a) as defined

for an AFM tip compressed against flat elastic body

without adhesion (Eqs. 5 and 6):[118]

a ¼ 3RFz

4e

� �1=3

ð5Þ

with

e ¼ 1 � v2
1

E1

þ 1 � v2
2

E2

� ��1

ð6Þ

Here R, Fz, and e are the tip radius of curvature, the

applied normal force, and the combined elastic modulus

given in terms of the individual tip and substrate Poisson

ratios (vi) and Young’s moduli (Ei). It is apparent that at a

typical res of 256 lines/image, the LS is <4 nm for all

Lsscan below �1 mm in length. Thus, unless a�2 nm,

overlap from successive scans will occur, and shows that

avoidance of scan overlap and its effects are difficult to

realize when probing regions with nanoscopic dimensions.

If we make the assertion that ideal scanning condi-

tions for assessing wear as a function of the number of

scans requires imaging conditions with no scan overlap, it

is recognized that the line step (LS) must be greater than or

equal to the contact diameter. Using the Hertz definition of

a and the condition that ideal AFM wear trials have

LS=2a, the ideal ratio of contact radius to line step (CRLS)

is 0.5. Furthermore, line-scan overlap is avoided (neglect-

ing drift) when CRLS is �1/2. This further implies that an

ideal AFM wear trial, with LS=2a, will have an ideal slow

scan length, Lsscan
CRLS, given by Eq. 7. Expression (7) reveals

an important relationship between the AFM scanning

parameters, Lsscan
CRLS and res, and the applied normal load. A

Lsscan
CRLS vs. Fz plot is especially useful for conducting

internally consistent load (Fz)-dependent studies.

LCRLS
sscan ¼ 2a	 res ¼ res	 6RFz

e

� �1=3

ð7Þ

We have used the term ‘‘ideal’’ quite ambiguously to

describe Lsscan
CRLS, the most appropriate scan size for defect

generation. It is expected and empirically validated that the

generated defects will be more uniformly (relative to

overlapping trials) distributed over the wear area before the

advent of other varieties of defects. This allows for the

design of experiments to probe these low-density species

(typically <1 defect within the tip–sample contact).[14]

To evaluate the effects of scan overlap we must account

for the additional history overlap imparts to the surface;

achieved by estimating a scan correction (scancor) for

overlapping studies. The scancor determines the additional

number of scans contributed by overlap to the contact

history and therefore can be used to estimate the number of

scan cycles required to achieve an equivalent degree of

wear, under identical loads, without scan overlap. The

scancor is arrived at naturally by association to the force of

overlap within overlapping contacts. The Hertz model

defines the pressure distribution p(r) in terms of r, the

distance from the center of contact via Eq. 8.[144]

Fz ¼
Z 2p

0

Z a

0

pðrÞr drdy

¼ 1:5Fz

pa2

Z 2p

0

Z a

0

1 � r2

a2

� �1=2

rdrdy

¼ 2p0pa2

3
ð8Þ

Here po is the maximum Hertz pressure within the contact.

Once the boundary of the overlapping area is defined

(Fig. 5), the force of overlap can be calculated. The

scancor is collectively calculated in terms of Fovlp
Total, the

total force within all successive overlapping contact areas.

Fovlp
Total is formulated from a geometric breakdown of

overlapping circles of radii a (Fig. 5) and leads to the

three integrals in Eq. 9, which have been converted to

Cartesian coordinates. The (Fz	 res) term normalizes

each experimental scan and the functions A, B, and C are

given in Fig. 5 (see equation below).

scancor ¼ 1þ
2	

Pmi

m1

fres � myg
1:5Fz

pa2

� � Z a sinðyÞ

0

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�x2
p

0

pðx; yÞdydx�
Z a sinðyÞ

A

Z B

0

pðx; yÞ dydxþ
Z C

0

Z �B

0

pðx; yÞdydx

" #

res	 Fz

ð9Þ
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The center-to-center distance (Dy) along the slow scan

axis for successive scans is referenced to the first scan line

(n0=0) and is known a priori; ny is a positive integer

corresponding to the nth line step from n0 as shown in

Fig. 6. The series is truncated at ni (ni=2a/LS) because

overlap does not exist for the ith successive scan where

Di�2a. For simplicity, the summation is redefined in

terms of my having an integer range of [m1,mi] with

mi=ni�1 because the 1 in Eq. 9 accounts for n0. For the

interested reader, more details on the theoretical workup

can be found in Ref. [145]. We can now utilize the

general, material independent result (scancor given in

Fig. 5 Geometry of overlapping scans according to Hertzian contact mechanics theory.

Fig. 6 Definition of elements used for scancor analysis of sequential raster lines.
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Eq. 10) to explore how CRLS analysis is applied to pre-

vious wear trials with mica.

scancorðy;myÞ ¼ 1þ
XyðmiÞ

yðm1Þ

res � my

res

h i

	 1:011 exp
�ðy � 92:83Þ2

34:672

� �
ð10Þ

Completing the correction simply requires multiplying

the experimental number of scans containing overlap

(Nscans
Exp ) with scancor (scancor	Nscans

Exp = Nscans
cor ). Impor-

tantly, CRLS can be tested directly because it can

predict wear for ‘‘paired’’ trials. In such circumstances,

an experimental trial with overlap is taken as the

primary trial from which the CRLS prediction and the

secondary nonoverlapping experiments are based. Ex-

perimentally, the secondary trials are conducted at a

Hertz mean pressure (pm) equivalent to the primary run

over a region with LCRLS
sscans defined by Eq. 7. Therefore, the

nonoverlapping secondary wear trials consist of Ncor
scans

over a (LCRLS
sscans	Lfscan) nm2 region. The surface damage

from both instances can be evaluated and compared with

Fadh measurements, topography, and frictional force

microscopy. In theory, the two wear experiments have

‘‘identical’’ scan history within this Hertzian approxi-

mation. Deviations from CRLS behavior are expected,

however, because the tenets of elastic contact mechanics

do not include inelastic energy dissipation pathways

natural to a wearing contact. Numerical and experimental

results clearly demonstrate that the systematic error

attributed to scan overlap is considerable and affects

fundamental wear processes acting at the tip–surface

contact.[145] Work is currently under way to establish the

relationship between scan overlap and defect nucleation

and growth.

WEAR OF MICA SURFACES

There have been many theoretical and experimental

studies on wear of oxides and the generation and

propagation of defects within condensed matter. Here

we shall describe a few examples of crystalline systems

within the context of tip induced defect nucleation and

wear of mica surfaces in solution. The examples will focus

on studies of defect nucleation that have revealed the

prototypical behavior of what is to be expected (and what

is detectable with AFM) of a surface reconstructing under

the influence of an AFM tip. At the most fundamental

level of defect nucleation, this includes terminal surface

bond rupture for covalent systems as well as removal of

ions from ionic surfaces.

Native Mica Surfaces

Now we will briefly describe adhesion and wear of mica

surfaces using silicon-nitride-based AFM tips. The com-

plete experimental details are described elsewhere.[142] In

these studies, oxidized and hydroxylated silicon nitride

tips were used.[102,122] Under these conditions, the silicon

nitride tip chemistry then varies with pH similar to that of

silica,[146] where a neutral silanol-covered surface exists at

the isoelectric point between pH 2 and 3, with a gradual

surface charge increase via the formation of an anionic

surface species with increasing pH (�0.004–2 charges/

nm2) over the range of pH 3–10.[66,78] In aqueous solution,

the adhesive force (Fadh) vs. pH for native mica with an

oxidized and hydroxylated silicon nitride tip is shown in

Fig. 7. This pH dependence on adhesion is similar to that

found for silica surfaces under the same conditions,

with a shift in peak adhesion from pH�4.5, for silica/

silica, to pH�6 for the silica/mica interaction.[66] Based

on this profile, alterations in adhesion, friction, and to-

pography under various loads for three pH ranges (pH

2–3, 5–6, and >8) can be assessed and related to the

interfacial chemistry.

Typical of silicates, for the highest pH conditions

(pH�8), the mica surface undergoes rapid wear.[78–81,85]

Even under low loads (Hertz mean pressure, pm�1.2

GPa) wear scars 0.22 nm in depth are formed. With

additional scans (>10) wear scars of 1.0 nm or more are

rapidly formed (Fig. 8). Upon removal of a single repeat

layer (1.0-nm-deep feature), the friction in the wear scar is

equivalent to that of the contiguous unworn mica surface,

indicating that we have progressed from the outermost

oxygen-terminated layer to the next chemically equivalent

repeat layer. This is a general observation for mica wear

at any pH and has also been observed by Salmeron

Fig. 7 Mean Fadh vs. pH for muscovite mica with a Si3N4 tip.

Error bars correspond to the first standard deviation from the

>180 force distance curves collected for each point.
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et al. under humid conditions.[14,16] Comparison of the

threshold forces for removal of the SiO3/AlO3 tetrahed-

ral layer, i.e., generating 0.22-nm wear scars, illustrates

the tribochemical influence hydroxide ions have on

hydrolysis of surface bonds. Table 1 summarizes the

threshold pressures and the ab initio calculated activa-

tion energies (Ea) for water, acid, and base-catalyzed

Si–O–M hydrolysis[147,148] Once the MO3 (M = Si or Al)

basal fragment is removed, the underlying aluminate

(gibbsite) layer is exposed and should carry a net positive

charge for pH�10.[149,150] This is another ‘‘model’’

property of mica and the details on how this affects the

tip–sample contact during friction imaging can be found

in Ref. [142].

Conducting wear trials at pH 5 under lower loads

(pm�0.74 GPa; ca. 1/2 pthresh), the surface friction in the

imaged region is observed to decline (Fig. 9A) relative

to the unworn surface, before any noticeable wear

(topographical) on the nanometer scale. This decrease in

friction can be attributed to the accumulation of negative

surface charge both on the tip and at the imaged surface

through OH� insertion into strained Al–O–Si and Si–O–Si

bonds, yielding surface anions, such as siloxy (Si–O�)

groups.[83,86] Analysis of the surface topography reveals

a discernible increase by �0.05 nm (Fig. 9B), which is

near the noise-level limit of ±0.03 nm. This height

increase would be consistent with capping of the sur-

face dangling bonds by OH� and H+ as the bonds are

ruptured. Adhesion measurements, as summarized in

Table 2, within the native and worn (‘‘induced’’) region

show a marked shift to lower adhesive forces for the worn

surface, which is expected for the proposed repulsive tip–

sample interaction.

Although not a common observation, several groups

have reported surface charging with little to no topogra-

phy changes during wear experiments. Using the nano-

scale Kelvin probe, capable of measuring variations in

surface potential (work function mapping), DeVecchio

and Bhushan have observed electron-deficient regions

within the ‘‘zero-wear’’ regime for single-crystal alumi-

num under ambient conditions (RH 45±5%).[73] The

topography and potential maps are given in Fig. 10 and

illustrate the charging effect before catastrophic failure of

the surface.[73] While studying the frictional properties of

halide crystals (KF, KCl, and KBr) in UHV, Carpick et al.

observed the evolution of ‘‘mysterious’’ high-friction

regions for all crystal surfaces on AFM imaging. Table 2

provides a summary of the tribological properties of mica

and the halide crystals. An interesting characteristic of

the halide systems is that for KBr the increased fric-

tion was not accompanied with a change in topography;

however, topographic contrast on the order of 0.2 nm was

found to simultaneously occur for the KF crystal. It is

Fig. 8 Topographic AFM images of a worn mica surface at

pH 8 and the corresponding line trace across the surfaces

showing both 1.0- and 0.22-nm wear regions. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Threshold pressures for mica wear under solution

conditions, and ab initio calculated activation energies (Ea) for

acid-, base-, and H2O-catalyzed hydrolysis

Conditions

pthresh
[148]

(GPa)

Hydrolysis

activation energy

(Ea, kcal/mol)

Mica wear pH 3 2.1 –

Mica wear pH 5 1.5 –

Mica wear pH 8 1.2 –

Si–O–Si

(OH catalyzed)

– 2–8[148]

Si–O–Al

(H+ catalyzed)

– 16[147]

Si–O–Si

(H+ catalyzed)

– 24[147]

Si–O–Al

(H2O catalyzed)

– 26[147]

Si–O–Si

(H2O catalyzed)

– 29[147,160]

Threshold pressures (pthresh) were calculated with Hertz continuum

mechanics theory. pthresh corresponds to the gross deformation

(abstraction) regime that is defined by removal of SiO3 and AlO3 basal

tetrahedral units.
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believed that ‘‘defects’’ are triggered by the AFM contact;

however, it is not clear why localization of the high-

friction regions occurs and why the high- and low-friction

regions have nearly identical adhesive forces. Further

experiments are needed to address these questions and

will be valuable contributions toward bridging simulation

and experiment.[151–153]

For mica, under pH 5–6 imaging conditions, the tip

induced surface charges have a temporal stability between

10 and 45 min, depending on the number of subsequent

scans. Lattice-resolved images within a charged region,

even with negligible topographic and friction contrast,

portray a transforming mica lattice with two lattice con-

stants. One periodicity corresponds to the native surface

(0.52 nm) whereas the other corresponds to the defective,

reconstructed surface (0.3 nm). This transition has been

monitored in situ by scanning at a load �75% of the

threshold force for SiO3 abstraction. Exemplary friction

micrographs of an in situ reconstruction, at pH 5 and

under a load of 9 nN (pm of 1.25 GPa), are given in

Fig. 11. The progression from the 0.52- to the 0.3-nm

periodicity (Fig. 11) provides explicit evidence as well

as a characteristic structure of the metastable ‘‘nucleation’’

wear regime before the advent of gross deformation.

An additional benefit of this in situ reconstruction is

the ability to observe the transition regime, where a mixed

Fig. 9 Friction (A) and topography (B) cursor profiles of the

native and worn mica surface following defect nucleation

(charging) of a (400	400) nm2 region under pH 5 conditions.

The friction and topography profiles, respectively, indicate that

the worn surface has become negatively charged and has

expanded in height by �0.05 nm with respect to the unworn

(neighboring) mica surface.

Table 2 Tribological properties of mica and halide crystals

Specimen

Anion

radius

(nm)

Native

periodic

(nm)

Reconstructed

periodicity

(nm)

Nucleation

height

(nm)

Fadh
Induced/

Fadh
Native

Ff
Induced/

Ff
Native

Micaa – 0.52b 0.3 �0.05±0.03 0.38–0.75c 0.74–1c

KFd 0.136 0.378 – 0.2±0.03 0.98 2.3

KCId 0.181 0.445 – 0.04±0.02 0.93 1.79

KBrd 0.195 0.467 – <0.02 0.94 1.24

aFrom Refs. [142] and [145] with topography, friction, and adhesion data corresponding to the defect nucleation regime.
bFor micas (001) crystal plane; Fadh

Induced/Fadh
Native is the ratio of force of adhesion measurements within the wear-induced region to the native surface;

Ff
Induced/Ff

Native is the force of friction ratio of measurements within the wear-induced region to the native surface.
cDepends strongly on pH and the extent of surface charging.
dFrom Ref. [141].

Fig. 10 Topography (left) and surface potential (right)

micrographs of single-crystal aluminum postwear trial under

low loads. Although very little topographic contrast is present,

the surface potential detects an electron deficient domain (bright

central region) corresponding to the nucleation regime, i.e.,

pregross deformation of the surface. (From Ref. [73].)
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population of the two discrete surface species are ob-

served.[142] Such information may find applications

in calculating the kinetic parameters of the reconstruct-

ing surface.

The lattice-resolved reconstruction clarifies that the

change in the observed structure at the outermost surface

is due to scission of the surface Si–O–Si and Al–O–Si

bonds, along with the concomitant insertion of OH� and

H+ to terminate the surface. Appearance of the 0.3-nm

lattice is intriguing, however, because AFM only gives a

characteristic periodicity. The origin is difficult to assign

unequivocally, although a simple geometric argument

correlates well with AFM results.[142] There are interest-

ing corollaries to work on high-silica zeolites,[83] sili-

ca,[154] cristobalite,[155] and kaolinite[156] that lend

support to our current interpretation of the reconstruc-

tion; that is, hydrogen bonding is contributing signifi-

cantly to the stability of the reconstructed surface.[156] For

instance, Koller et al. have examined the siloxy–silanol

(SiO�  HOSi) defect interaction in high-silica zeolites

and found that six-member rings are able to form stable

conformations with multiple defects.[83]

For the lowest pH conditions (pH<3), wear of the

surface is inhibited even though the surface is still

immersed in water. In fact, the surface shows no wear

under identical loads with over 8 times the number of

scans required for wear at pH 5–6. Clearly, this is because

of insufficient amounts of OH� in the water to catalyze

the Si–O–Si or Al–O–Si bond scission needed to initiate

wear. Only after the load is increased to 23 nN (pm�2.1

GPa) is any noticeable wear observed (in the limit of 10

scans). Interestingly the threshold force of �70–80 nN

(pm�2.25 GPa), previously determined by Kopta and

Salmeron with monolayer coverage of water on mica, is

consistent with the range of our determinations in acidic

solutions.[14]

Comparing the surface wear at pH 3, 5–6, and 8

(Table 1) shows that load (the local stress field) plays a

more significant role under conditions where the OH�

concentrations are the lowest. Again, this is justified by

the necessity to strain the bridging oxygen bonds more

and induce cleavage in the absence of OH� mediated

bond scission. The critical load for this transition must

then be linked with the minimum stress needed to

facilitate bond scission in the presence of a particular

OH� concentration.

A brief comparison of mica wear[14,16,142,145] to the

tip induced dissolution of calcite is instructive because

there are distinct differences between these two systems.

Dickinson, Langford, Kim, Park, Hariadi, and Scu-

diero[74–77] have elegantly explored calcite and brushite

dissolution in supersaturated solutions with AFM. They

have found strong correlations between theoretical and

experimentally determined activated volumes and real-

istic activation energies using a relatively straightfor-

ward model. Application of a similar model to mica has

had some difficulties with agreement between empiri-

cally fitted material constants and their ‘‘known’’

values.[14] There is a fundamental difference between

mica and calcite that may be limiting the model’s

success. The basal mica plane is a covalent network of

bridging oxygen bonds, which require scission in order

for defect nucleation to occur. On the other hand, the

nucleating stage for calcite (an ionic crystal) involves

the displacement of individual surface ions into solution

(separating ion pairs). As demonstrated by Dickinson,

calcite wear does not exhibit a critical load where

dissolution suddenly begins (Fig. 12). This is in stark

Fig. 11 Frictional force images of in situ tribochemical surface reconstruction of the native mica lattice from a 0.52- (left) to a 0.3-nm

(right) periodicity under the local stress of an AFM tip. The 2-D FFT inserts clearly illustrate the lattice reconstruction. This progression

occurs over several scans and leaves no wear of the surface.
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contrast to mica, where in UHV and under 3�pH�8

conditions, a critical threshold pressure is observed, thus

indicating that mechanical stress accounts for a signif-

icant portion of the energy required to cleave the surface

bonds, and comparisons between the two systems should

be conducted with caution, especially relating to adapta-

tion of models.

Mica Surfaces Functionalized
with Alkylsilanes

There have been few frictional studies of modified mica

surfaces by AFM. Alkylsilanes in the form of triethoxy- or

trichlorosilanes can form mono- and multilayers on the

mica surface. The formation of monolayers of alkylsilanes

on mica and silicon surfaces has been heavily investigated

especially for use as potential lubricant and protectant

films in MEMS devices.[92,93,96,157,158] Unlike reactions of

alkylsilanes on hydroxylated silicon surfaces, alkylsilane

monolayers on mica do not form covalent bonds to the

substrate, but rather become organized via an

interconnected network of –Si–O–Si– linkages between

nearest neighbors. This produces monolayers with rela-

tively lower packing densities as compared to other

alkane-based SAMS such as alkanethiols on Au.[159] A

key difficulty in the formation of alkylsilane monolayers

is the precise control over the amount of water present

during film formation. Sufficient water is required to carry

out the condensation reactions on the surface for mono-

layer formation without inducing the production of

micelles among unreacted alkylsilanes. Long-range or-

dered structures are in general not observed for alkylsilane

films on mica surfaces.

Wear of the mica surface is inhibited by the presence of

an alkylsilane film. The friction response of the surface,

however, is highly dependent on the amount of water

present in the environment during wear. The presence of

water above 50% relative humidity rapidly increases the

friction as a function of load, much as it does for the native

mica surface as described above.[61] This impact of water

on the frictional properties of the nominally hydrophobic

coated surface clearly shows that defects within the films

can provide sufficient access of water to the underlying

surface–film interface to catalyze film breakdown even

under relatively low loads (�10 nN) as compared to the

wear of the native surface (�75 nN).

CONCLUSION

The area of nanotribology of oxides and the probing of

defect nucleation at the atomic level by AFM is just

beginning. Continuing developments in AFM technology

via enhanced noncontact methodologies is advancing the

ability of the AFM to probe even single atomic defects at

crystal surfaces on nonconducting substrates. In this

chapter we have described how detailed control of the

imaging environment and of the chemistry at the tip and

sample surfaces can allow for atomic-level details of

defect nucleation to be assessed and probed in situ before

the onset of gross wear. This has permitted examination of

tribochemically and mechanically enhanced wear pro-

cesses of mica to be explored. We have also outlined a

methodology for assessing the scan history dependence on

wear of surfaces. Many avenues of oxide wear and charge

nucleation at surfaces are unexplored and deserve atten-

tion, including the impact of temperature on wear at

the nanoscale.
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INTRODUCTION

In many aspects, colloidal particles suspended in a liquid

behave like large idealized atoms that exhibit liquid, glass,

and crystal phases similar to those observed in atomic

systems.[1–6] Phase transitions in colloidal systems have

been intensively studied over the last decade not only

because of the theoretical interest for addressing funda-

mental questions about the nature of liquids, crystals, and

glasses, but also for many practical applications of col-

loids.[7–11] In recent years, colloidal dispersions have

been used extensively for the fabrication of nanostruc-

tured materials such as photonic crystals, catalysts, mem-

branes, and ceramics, and for device applications.[11–16]

Current uses of colloidal particles as the building blocks

of materials rely mostly on empirical approaches. Mean-

while, present knowledge on the structural and thermo-

dynamic properties of colloidal dispersions is primarily

based on an effective one-component model (OCM)

where colloidal particles are represented by hard spheres

and all remaining components in the dispersion, including

solvent molecules, small ions, and polymers, are repre-

sented as a continuous medium.[17–23] Although the OCM

approach is attractive because of its simplicity, applica-

tion to practical systems is often limited by incomplete

understanding of colloidal forces.[24–28]

Amid numerous conventional colloids, aqueous disper-

sions of poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM) microgel

particles, first synthesized by Pelton and Chibante[29] in

1986, are of special interest for studying phase transitions

and for the fabrication of colloid-based advanced

materials.[30–36] Nearly monodispersed PNIPAM particles

can now be routinely prepared in a wide range of col-

loidal sizes (50 nm up to 1 mm) and with a variety of

physiochemical characterizations.[35,37] Because the size

of PNIPAM particles is temperature-sensitive,[38] crys-

tallization at different colloidal volume fractions can be

conveniently measured by varying temperatures. By

tuning the preparation conditions and the composition

of the aqueous solution, the interaction potential between

microgel particles can vary from star-polymer-like to

hard-sphere-like potential for short-range repulsion, from

electrostatically neutral to highly ionizable for long-range

electrostatic interactions, and from essentially no attrac-

tion to strong attraction for van der Waals forces.[36,39]

Furthermore, steric repulsion can be introduced by

grafting polymers on the surface of PNIPAM particles.[40]

The versatility in interaction potential makes PNIPAM

microgel particles attractive for studying a broad variety

of interesting phenomena in colloidal systems.[32,41–44]

Although the practical values of PNIPAM particles have

been long recognized, most previous studies on the phy-

siochemical properties of PNIPAM dispersions have fo-

cused on particle preparations, swelling, rheology, and

light (neutron) scattering measurements.[35,36,45–47] Little

work has been reported on the relationship between the

temperature-dependent interparticle potential and the

phase behavior of PNIPAM dispersions. Unlike that in

a conventional colloidal system, the interparticle potential

in aqueous dispersions of PNIPAM microgel particles is

sensitive to temperature changes. Consequently, the phase

diagram of PNIPAM dispersions may be noticeably dif-

ferent from those for ordinary colloids where, in most

cases, the interparticle potential is essentially invariant

with temperature.

In this chapter, we report our recent investigations

on the colloidal forces and phase behavior of neutral

PNIPAM particles dispersed in pure water.[48–50] We

will first discuss thermodynamic methods for the char-

acterization of colloidal forces based on dynamic and

static light scattering measurements. The analytical ex-

pression of colloidal forces allows us to construct a

theoretical phase diagram that can be compared with that

obtained from spectroscopic measurements. In particular,

we will illustrate how the volume transition of PNIPAM

particles affects the interaction potential and determines

a novel phase diagram that has not been observed in

conventional colloids. Finally, we discuss briefly the

kinetics of crystallization in an aqueous dispersion of

PNIPAM particles.
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COLLOIDAL FORCES BETWEEN
MICROGEL PARTICLES

Qualitatively, the pair potential between neutral microgel

particles includes a short-range repulsion that is similar

to the interaction between two polymer-coated surfaces,

and a longer-ranged van der Waals-like attraction that

arises from the difference in the Hamaker constants of

the particle and the solvent.[51,52] To obtain a quantita-

tive expression for the interparticle potential that covers

a broad range of temperature, we assume that the inter-

action potential can be represented by a Sutherland-like

function that includes a hard-sphere repulsion and a van

der Waals attraction. A similar potential was used Senff

and Richtering[43,53] for representing the phase behavior

and rheological properties of PNIPAM microgel disper-

sions. Fig. 1 shows that the relative zero shear viscosity

of PNIPAM dispersion can be approximately represented

by that for hard spheres. Besides, as shown later, the ki-

netics of microgel crystallization also resembles that for

hard spheres.

The variation of microgel diameter as a function of

temperature is related to the swelling of microgel parti-

cles. The classical theory of gel swelling, proposed many

years ago by Flory,[54] asserts uniform distributions of

polymer segments and crosslinking points throughout the

polymer network. However, recent experiments based on

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and light scattering

investigations suggest the heterogeneous nature of PNI-

PAM particles.[51,55] To take into account the heteroge-

neity, we use an empirical modification of the Flory–

Rehner theory proposed by Hino and Prausnitz.[56] This

theory has been applied successfully to describing the

volume transitions of bulk PNIPAM gels. Because the

physics for the volume transition is irrelevant to the

particle size as long as the surface effect is unimportant,

and because the effect of the osmotic pressure of dis-

persion on the swelling of an individual particle is neg-

ligible,[42] we assume that the same thermodynamic

model for bulk polymer gels is also applicable to micro-

gel particles.

According to the modified Flory–Rehner theory,[56] the

polymer volume fraction within the particle f is deter-

mined from:

lnð1 � fÞ þ f þ wf2 þ f0

m

� f
f0

� �1=3

� f
f0

� �5=3

þ f
2f0

� �" #

¼ 0 ð1Þ

where m is the average number of segments between two

neighboring crosslinking points in the microgel network,

and f0 is the polymer volume fraction in the reference

state where the conformation of network chains is closest

to that of unperturbed Gaussian chains. Approximately,

f0 is equal to the volume fraction of polymers within the

microgel particles at the condition of preparation. The

Flory polymer–solvent energy parameter w is given

empirically as a function of temperature T and polymer

volume fraction f:[56]

w ¼ 3

1 � 0:65f

� 2 ln
5001

1 þ 5000 expð2458:867=TÞ

� �
� 4566:468

T

� �
ð2Þ

At a given temperature, Eq. 1 can be solved to find the

polymer volume fraction f from which the diameter of

PNIPAM particles (s) is calculated:

s
s0

¼ f0

f

� �1=3

ð3Þ

where s0 is the particle diameter at the reference state. In

this work, we fit the average chain length m and the

volume fraction of polymer f0 at the reference state to

the diameters of microgel particles obtained from static

and dynamic light scattering measurements. Because

the osmotic pressure of microgel dispersion is small in

Fig. 1 Relative zero shear viscosity at different temperatures

vs. the effective volume fraction. The line represents the master

curve of hard-sphere suspensions. (From Refs. [43] and [53].)
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comparison to the gel swelling pressure, the microgel

particle concentration has a negligible effect on the chem-

ical potential of water. As a result, the size of microgel

particles should be insensitive to the overall concentration

of colloidal dispersions.

The van der Waals attraction beyond the hard-sphere

diameter may be represented by a power law potential:

uAðrÞ ¼ � H

rn
ð4Þ

where H is the Hamaker constant. We assume that n = 8

in considering that the range of attraction between col-

loidal particles (relative to the particle size) is shorter

than that between atomic molecules. The calculated re-

sults are not sensitive to a small change in n if the

Hamaker constant is obtained by fitting to osmotic second

virial coefficients from static light scattering experiments.

Because the interparticle attraction arises from the dis-

persion forces between polymeric segments from differ-

ent particles, the Hamaker constant of microgel particles

is approximately given by:[57]

H / r2
m ð5Þ

where rm represents the number density of polymeric

groups within each particle. The proportionality constant

in Eq. 5 is independent of temperature and polymeric

group density rm. Following Eqs. 4 and 5, we obtain the

attractive potential because of the van der Waals forces:

uAðrÞ
kT

¼ � kA
T0

T

� �
s0

s

� �6 þ n s
r

� �n

ð6Þ

where kA is a dimensionless constant, and T0 is the

reference temperature that is introduced for the purpose

of dimensionality. In Eq. 6, the parameters T0, s0, and kA

are temperature-independent and they can be obtained by

fitting to osmotic second virial coefficients from static

light scattering measurements. An osmotic second virial

coefficient in a colloidal dispersion is defined as:

B2 ¼ 2p
Z 1

0

½1 � e � uðrÞ=kT 
r2dr ð7Þ

where r stands for the center-to-center distance between

colloidal particles, k is the Boltzmann constant, and u(r)

is the interparticle potential.

The particle size and the osmotic second virial

coefficients of microgel dispersions can be conveniently

measured using static and dynamic light scattering. To

correlate the radius of PNIPAM gel particles as a function

of temperature, we combine the radius of gyration Rg with

the hydrodynamic radius RH from static and dynamic light

scattering measurements, respectively. By assuming that

the microgel particles are homogeneous spheres, we de-

fine the effective radius:

R ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5=3

p
Rg þ RHÞ=2 ð8Þ

This effective radius is introduced to represent the ex-

cluded volume of microgel particles as required in phase

equilibrium calculations. Fig. 2 presents the radius of

microgel particles near the volume transition temperature

(approximately at 34.3�C). The error bars give the dif-

ference between the hydrodynamic radius and that cal-

culated from the radius of gyration. The solid line is

calculated by using the modified Flory–Rehner theory

(Eqs. 1–3). In the calculation of the particle radius, the

polymer fraction at the condition of preparation

f0 = 0.0884, the average number of segments between

two neighboring crosslinking points m = 34, and the

particle radius at the preparation condition R0 = 125.8 nm

are obtained by fitting to the experimental data. These

model parameters are in good agreement with experiments.

Fig. 3 presents the reduced osmotic second virial

coefficients (B2/B2
HS) for PNIPAM microgel particles

dispersed in water. Here the open circles are data points

from static light scattering measurements and the line is

calculated using Eqs. 6 and 7, with the molecular weight

MW = 1.73�107 g/mol and the proportionality constant

kA = 6.43�10�5 obtained by fitting to the experimental

data. The hard-sphere second virial coefficient is related

to the particle diameter s by B2
HS = (2p/3)s3. A positive

osmotic second virial coefficient means that the overall

interparticle potential is repulsive; otherwise, it is attrac-

tive. Fig. 3 indicates that below the volume transition

Fig. 2 Radius of PNIPAM particles vs. temperature. The points

are averages from dynamic and static light scattering measure-

ments with the error bars showing the differences between the

two. The line is calculated from Eqs. 1–3.
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temperature, the PNIPAM particles behave essentially

like hard spheres. In this case, the microgel particles are in

the swollen state and they contain up to 97% of water by

volume. As a result, the van der Waals attraction between

colloidal particles is negligible because of the close match

in the Hamaker constants of the particle and the water.

The reduced osmotic second virial coefficient exhibits a

sharp change at the volume transition temperature, beyond

which it turns to negative, indicating an increase in the

van der Waals attraction as the particles collapse. Fig. 3

suggests that with temperature-dependent size and energy

parameters, the Sutherland-type function captures the

essential features of the interaction potential between

microgel particles.

Because the number density of polymeric segments

within each particle is closely related to the particle size,

we expect that the attraction between microgel particles

is highly temperature-sensitive. Fig. 4 shows the reduced

energy parameter e/(kT) near the volume transition tem-

perature as obtained by correlation with the osmotic sec-

ond virial coefficients from experiments. Experimental

values for this parameter are not included because it is

difficult to make a direct (or indirect) measurement of the

reduced energy parameter. But the credibility of calculat-

ed results is implied in the comparison of osmotic second

virial coefficients, as shown in Fig. 3. Remarkably, the

energy parameter increases by over six orders of magni-

tude as temperature changes from 24�C to 36�C, with the

sharpest increase at the volume transition temperature

of 34�C.

THERMODYNAMIC MODELS FOR PHASE
EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS

To calculate the phase diagram, we need to have the

thermodynamic models for both fluid and crystalline

phases, as well as the structure of the crystal. It has

been shown before by small-angle neutron scattering

measurements that even at low crosslinker concentrations,

aqueous dispersions of PNIPAM microgel particles

crystallize like hard-sphere liquids.[42] Fig. 5 indicates

that the structure factor of the colloidal crystal is well

represented by that for a face centered cubic (fcc) struc-

ture. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that hard spheres

provide a good reference system for representing the

thermodynamic properties of microgel dispersions. Be-

cause the van der Waals attraction between microgel

particles is short-ranged compared to the particle size, a

first-order perturbation theory is appropriate for both

phases. The higher-order terms are insignificant when the

perturbation potential is short-ranged.[58]

The Helmholtz energy of the fluid phase includes a

hard-sphere contribution that is given by the Carnahan–

Starling equation of state, and a perturbation that takes

into account the van der Waals attraction. In dimension-

less units, the Helmholtz energy is given by:

F

NkT
¼ lnðZÞ � 1 þ 4Z � 3Z2

ð1 � ZÞ2

þ 12Z
Z 1

1

x2gHS
F ðxÞ

uAðxÞ
kT

dx ð9Þ

where N represents the total number of particles,

Z = prs3/6 is the particle packing fraction, r is the

Fig. 3 The reduced osmotic second virial coefficients (B2/B2
HS)

for PNIPAM particles dispersed in pure water. Points are from

static light scattering and the line is calculated from Eq. 7

normalized by the second virial coefficient B2
HS = (2p/3)s3 for

the corresponding hard spheres. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 The reduced energy parameter (e/kT) for interparti-

cle potential between PNIPAM particles near the volume transi-

tion temperature.
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particle number density, and gF
HS(r) is the hard-sphere

radial distribution function. For convenience, we correlate

the integral in Eq. 9 as a function of particle packing

fraction using the radial distribution function gF
HS(r)

obtained from the Percus–Yevick equation:[59]

IFðZÞ �
Z 1

1

x�6gHSðxÞdx

¼ 0:027224Z2 þ 0:1642Z þ 0:2007 ð10Þ

The quadric form as given in Eq. 10 is applicable to the

reduced density rs3<0.6. Replacement of the integral in

Eq. 9 with IF(Z) gives:

F

NkT
¼ lnðZÞ � 1 þ 4Z � 3Z2

ð1 � ZÞ2
� 12ZIFðZÞe* ð11Þ

where:

e* ¼ e
kT
¼ kA

T0

T

� �
s0

s

� �6 þ n

ð12Þ

Other thermodynamic properties can be derived from

Eq. 11 following standard thermodynamic relations.

To describe the thermodynamic properties of the

solid phase, we follow a perturbation approach similar

to that for the fluid phase. The Helmholtz energy in-

cludes a contribution from the reference hard-sphere

crystal and a perturbation taking into account the van

der Waals attraction:

F

NkT
¼ FHS

NkT
þ 12Z

Z 1
1

x2gHS
S ðxÞ

uAðxÞ
kT

dx ð13Þ

where gS
HS(r) is the radial distribution function of the hard-

sphere solid. As in a hard-sphere system, an aqueous dis-

persion of PNIPAM microgel particles forms a face cen-

tered cubic lattice in the solid phase even when the particles

are at low crosslinking density (‘‘softer’’ particles).[42]

According to an improved cell theory,[60] the Helm-

holtz energy of the hard-sphere solid is given by:

FHS

NkT
¼ � ln

8ffiffiffi
2
p ðr=r0Þ

1=3 � 1
� �� �

ð14Þ

Compared with the original cell model proposed many

years ago by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire,[61] the

improved cell model introduces a factor of 8, taking into

account the fact that the neighboring particles share

partially the free space. Unlike the original cell model,

the modified cell model provides accurate freezing and

melting densities for the fluid–solid transition of uniform

hard spheres. The hard-sphere radial distribution func-

tion gS
HS(r) can be calculated using a modified Gaussian

model for density distributions.[49] Using the radial dis-

tribution function gS
HS(r) for the hard-sphere solids, we

numerically integrate the perturbation term in Eq. 13. The

final expression for the Helmholtz energy of the solid

phase is given by:

F

NkT
¼ � ln

8ffiffiffi
2
p ðr=r0Þ

1=3 � 1
� �� �

� 12ZISðrÞe* ð15Þ
where:

ISðrÞ �
Z 1

1

x�6gHS
S ðxÞdx

¼ 0:451r2 � 0:5253r þ 0:5514 ð16Þ

Eq. 16 is applicable for the solid phase with the reduced

density 0.95 < rs3 < 1.27.

EQUILIBRIUM PHASE DIAGRAM

Once we have an expression for the Helmholtz energy, the

chemical potential m and the osmotic pressure P can be

derived following standard thermodynamic relations:

m ¼ @F

@N

� �
T;V

ð17Þ

Fig. 5 (A) Neutron scattering profile for a dilute microgel dis-

persion. (B) Scattering profile for a colloidal crystal of microgel

particles. (C) Structure factor of the crystal. The Bragg peaks are

interpreted according to the fcc lattice. (From Ref. [42].)
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P ¼ � @F

@V

� �
T;N

ð18Þ

where ‘‘V’’ stands for the total volume. A fluid–fluid

coexistence curve is obtained from the criteria of

phase equilibrium:

ma ¼ mb ð19Þ

Pa ¼ Pb ð20Þ

where ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ designate two distinguishable fluid

phases. To calculate the pressure and the chemical po-

tential in the fluid phase, the Helmholtz energy is given

by Eq. 11. For each temperature, we solve for equilibrium

densities ra and rb using Eqs. 19 and 20. If no solution is

found, the temperature is above the critical temperature

for fluid–fluid equilibrium; in this case, there is only one

fluid phase.

For fluid–solid equilibrium, we also use Eqs. 19 and

20. But now, for phase a, we use Eq. 11 for the liquid-

phase Helmholtz energy, whereas we use Eq. 15 for the

solid-phase Helmholtz energy for phase b. Again, we

search for densities ra and rb that satisfy both equations

of phase equilibrium (i.e., Eqs. 19 and 20).

To calibrate the thermodynamic models proposed in

this work, we first consider the phase behavior of a

Yukawa system that is often used to represent colloidal

dispersions with weak attractive interactions. Fig. 6

compares the fluid–solid as well as metastable fluid–fluid

coexistence curves from simulation[62] and from the

perturbation theory. The agreement is satisfactory except

near the critical point of the fluid–fluid equilibrium where

the long-range fluctuations become significant. An im-

proved prediction in this region can be achieved by

applying the renormalization group theory.[63] Fig. 6

indicates that at high temperature, the system is dominated

by short-range repulsion and it exhibits freezing transition

similar to that for hard spheres, whereas at low temper-

ature, freezing occurs at dilute conditions and is separated

by a metastable liquid–liquid equilibrium.

Fig. 7 shows the calculated phase diagram of PNIPAM

microgel dispersion using the first-order perturbation

theories for fluid and solid phases. Also shown in this

figure are results determined from a UV–VIS spectrom-

eter. In this calculation, the calculated temperature is

rescaled empirically by T’ = T(15/Rg)0.005 to match the

experimental results quantitatively. The discrepancy is

probably because of the slight size difference (2 nm)

between the microgel samples used in light scattering and

in phase diagram measurements. Nevertheless, the theory

and the experiment agree, as least semiquantitatively.

The phase diagram shown in Fig. 7 differs drastically

from that of a conventional colloidal dispersion, or that of

a colloid polymer mixture.[64] Below the volume transi-

tion temperature, the coexistence phases at the freezing

and melting points have close particle densities, similar to

that observed in a hard-sphere system. However, above

the volume transition temperature, fluid–solid transition

Fig. 6 The phase diagram of a typical colloidal system with

weak attractive forces. The points are from simulation data for

Yukawa potential. (From Ref. [62].) The lines are from the

theory. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 The phase diagram of aqueous dispersions of PNIPAM

particles determined from turbidity measurements (symbols) and

from the thermodynamic perturbation theory with an empirical

correction of temperature (lines). The filled and open circles

represent the melting and the second phase separation tem-

peratures, respectively.
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spans over a wide gap of particle concentrations. At

high temperature, the fluid phase at the freezing point is

highly dilute, whereas the solid phase at the melting point

is highly concentrated. Interestingly, this phase diagram

indicates that the microgel dispersion can freeze at tem-

peratures both above and below the gel volume transition

temperature. For instance, according to this phase dia-

gram, a microgel dispersion with 7 g/L particle concen-

tration is in the fluid state at 34.5�C; it becomes a solid of

similar density when the temperature drops to about 34�C,

and the dispersion will be separated into a dilute solution

and a solid of much higher density (about 17 g/L) at about

35.3�C. The dashed line in Fig. 7 shows a metastable

fluid–fluid coexistence curve with a low critical solution

temperature. This coexistence curve is reminiscent of that

for an aqueous solution of uncrosslinked PNIPAM poly-

mer. Because of strong hydrogen bonding with water

molecules from CO and NH groups, PNIPAM can be

dissolved in water at low temperature. In this case, the

isopropyl groups along the PNIPAM chain are caged by

water molecules. When the temperature is increased, the

cages of water molecules are partially melted, resulting in

entropy increases. As a result, on increase of the tem-

perature, the hydrophobic attraction caused by the iso-

propyl groups and the polymer backbone become more

important and the solubility of PNIPAM in water drops.

KINETICS OF CRYSTALLIZATION

As shown in Fig. 3, light scattering measurements indicate

that when the particles are in the swollen state, the

osmotic second virial coefficients of PNIPAM microgel

dispersions are essentially the same as those for hard

spheres. The nucleation kinetics confirms further that the

swollen PNIPAM particles behavior like hard spheres. We

find that the kinetics of microgel crystallization can be

represented quantitatively by the classical nucleation

theory (CNT).

The classical theory of nucleation and crystal growth

has been adapted by Russel[65] to hard-sphere colloids,

and extended and evaluated numerically by Ackerson and

Schatzel.[66] According to the CNT,[67] the crystal nu-

cleation rate per unit volume I depends exponentially on

the Gibbs energy barrier in the formation of a critical

nucleus DGcrit:

I ¼ z expð � DGcrit=kBTÞ ð21Þ

where the kinetic prefactor z is usually expressed as

Af5/3(1�f/fg)2.6, where A is a constant independent of

the particle volume fraction f, and fg is the glass tran-

sition concentration. The critical Gibbs energy of nucle-

ation is related to the difference in the chemical potentials

of the solution and the crystal Dm, the solution–solid

interfacial tension g, and the number density of the

crystalline phase rs:

DGcrit ¼
16p

3

g3

½rsDm

2

ð22Þ

In most applications of the CNT to analyze crystal

nucleation experiments, the parameter A in the kinetic

prefactor and the interfacial tension are treated as

adjustable variables.

In Fig. 8, we compare the rate of nucleation per unit

volume in the microgel dispersion investigated in this

work with previous studies for hard-sphere-like col-

loids.[7,68–70] Also shown in Fig. 8 are calculated results

from CNT using A and g as adjustable parameters, as well

as the predictions of CNT with the kinetic prefactor and

the fluid–solid interfacial tension obtained from Monte

Carlo simulations.[71] In these calculations, the chemical

potentials of the fluid and solid phases are calculated from

Eqs. 11 and 15. Fig. 8 indicates that although the rate of

nucleation for microgel dispersions is close to previous

investigations on well-established hard-sphere-like col-

loids and it agrees well with CNT using log10(A) =�5.96

Fig. 8 The nucleation rates per unit volume as a function of the

particle volume fraction in an aqueous dispersion of PNIPAM

microgel particles and in various hard-sphere systems. The solid

line is calculated from CNT with the prefactor A and the fluid–

solid interfacial tension g as adjustable parameters. The dashed

line is the prediction of the CNT using A and g from Monte Carlo

simulation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and g/kBT = 0.45, it significantly deviates from simulation

results for hard spheres. Similar observations have been

reported by Schatzel and Ackerson for crystallization

kinetics in a model hard-sphere system consisting of poly-

methyl methacrylate particles coated with a thin layer of

hydroxystearic acid suspended in a mixture of decalin and

tetralin.[68]

CONCLUSION

The volume transition of PNIPAM particles significantly

affects the interaction potential and determines a novel

phase diagram that has not been observed in conventional

colloids. Because both particle size and attractive poten-

tial depend on temperature, PNIPAM aqueous dispersion

exhibits phase transitions at a fixed particle density by

either increasing or decreasing temperature. At low tem-

perature, freezing occurs at large particle volume frac-

tions, similar to that in a hard-sphere system; whereas at

high temperature, the freezing occurs at low particle con-

centration, driven by the strong van der Waals attraction

caused by the collapsed microgel particles. Although the

kinetics of nucleation in PNIPAM microgel dispersions is

similar to that for hard-sphere-like colloids, it deviates

significantly from the prediction of the CNT using the

kinetic prefactor and the fluid–solid interfacial tension

obtained from recent simulations for the crystal nucleation

of hard spheres.

In many aspects, the phase behavior of colloidal

dispersions reassembles that for simple fluids. However,

a noticeable difference is that unlike the vapor–liquid

equilibrium of a simple fluid, the equilibrium between a

dilute and a concentrated colloidal dispersion is often

metastable. Although that difference, arising for the short-

ranged solvent-mediated attraction between colloidal par-

ticles, is now well-documented, not much attention has

been given to other features that are unique in colloidal

systems. Temperature-dependent potential, as shown in

this work, is special in colloidal systems. Because the

interparticle potential is strongly temperature-dependent,

the phase behavior of PNIPAM dispersions differs

remarkably from that for simple fluids or for conven-

tional colloids. In future work, it might be interesting

to investigate other features that are special to colloidal

dispersions, including the multibody effect on the phase

behavior and dissimilarity of interparticle potentials in

different phases.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon dioxide (CO2), when heated and pressurized

above its critical temperature (31�C) and pressure (7.377

MPa), is identified as being in a fourth, supercritical state

with properties intermediate between liquid and gas

(Table 1). At the critical point, the interface of CO2

liquid and vapor starts to vanish (Fig. 1). Supercritical

CO2 (scCO2) has liquid-like densities providing good

solvent capability, gas-like viscosities, and diffusivities to

benefit mass transport, and a nonhazardous nature for the

environment. Because of these properties and other

advantages of CO2 over organic solvents such as low

surface tension and low cost, scCO2 has received

increasing industrial and research attention in a variety

of processes such as extraction,[3,4] cleaning,[5,6] polymer

synthesis,[7,8] and more recently microelectronics proces-

sing.[9,10] CO2 has been proposed to serve as an energy-

efficient and environmentally benign solvent platform.[11]

The real-time monitoring of the time-dependent mass

change is crucial to understanding, characterizing,

designing, and controlling the aforementioned processes.

However, this monitoring presents a number of chal-

lenges because of the difficulty in applying various de-

tection methods under high-pressure conditions.

In this chapter, two microweighing techniques in sc

CO2, gravimetric and piezoelectric, are reviewed. A com-

parison is made between two representatives of these

techniques: the magnetic suspension balance (gravimet-

ric) and the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, piezo-

electric). The QCM theory in high-pressure fluids is

briefly introduced, followed by a summary of recent

research which includes 1) the experimental verifica-

tion of QCM theory; 2) the scCO2 adsorption on metal

surfaces; and 3) the dissolution of polymer films for

applications in scCO2-based lithography processes.

Finally, the application of QCM in absorption, solu-

bility, and other surface-specific processes in scCO2

will be reviewed to highlight the versatility of the

QCM technique.

MICROWEIGHING TECHNIQUES:
GRAVIMETRIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC

Many important physical and chemical processes can be

monitored by observing the associated mass changes.

Currently, two microweighing techniques, gravimetric

and piezoelectric, have been widely used as an analytical

tool for research and applied applications. Gravimetric

microbalances are the most direct technique to measure

mass variations at the microgram level. However, in a

number of cases, most conventional gravimetric micro-

balances such as spring, beam, and torsional balances are

not designed for the operation under extreme conditions.

The extreme conditions are usually defined as conditions

of high pressures (>1450 psi), viscous fluids, and/or high

temperatures. In order to adapt the conventional gravi-

metric balances to work under extreme pressures, some

researchers[12,13] have designed a high-pressure container

to include both the microbalance and the sample. This not

only greatly increases the system expenses, structural

complexity, and operational difficulties, but also sacrifices

the capability under high temperatures (>125�C) because

of the microbalance working conditions. Jwayyed et al.[13]

modified a commercial high-pressure microbalance (Cahn

C-1000 balance) by redesigning the container (nipple

shape with 30 cm o.d. and 25 cm height) for use in scCO2.

They were only able to extend the pressure limit from

1600 to 3000 psi.

In recent years, some researchers[14,15] have been able

to design a unique balance, a magnetic suspension balance

(MSB), for mass measurements under extreme conditions

(>3000 psi). The MSB takes advantage of the principle of

magnetic coupling to isolate the balance from the sample

that is contained in a small pressure cell (Fig. 2), while

maintaining most features of the traditional microbal-

ances. Using this magnetic suspension coupling, the

measured force is transmitted from the pressure cell to

the microbalance that is located in the ambient environ-

ment. Such novel design eliminates the large container,

enables the capability of mass determinations under
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extreme conditions, and makes realistic applications of

gravimetric techniques in CO2-based processes. The MSB

has primarily been applied to determine the adsorption/

absorption and diffusivity of scCO2 in addition to other

solutes on/in bulk solid materials under static condi-

tions.[16–22] Applications of MSB for other chemical

processes and applications under dynamic (flowing)

conditions are rarely found in the literature.

Piezoelectric quartz crystal resonators take advantage

of the electric polarization that occurs when the crystal is

subjected to a mechanical stress.[23] Several different

devices operate using the piezoelectric technique accord-

ing to the modes of electromechanical coupling, such as

modes of thickness shear, face shear, and surface acoustic

wave.[24] The AT-cut thickness-shear mode resonator,

commonly referred to QCM, is the most widely used

piezoelectric mass sensor.[25] The QCM consists of a thin

quartz disk with two metal electrodes plated on its two

opposite surfaces (Fig. 3). The QCM is a powerful

microweighing tool for detecting in situ the mass changes

to the ng/cm2 level of sensitivity. In the last decade, there

has been increased application of the QCM for studies of a

wide range of chemical processes and chemistries on

surfaces and in thin films.[23–29] There are few difficulties

for QCM applications under extreme conditions, because

of the rigidity and chemical inertness of the quartz crystals

and the elimination of any connection except the supply of

electricity. Rigid electrical leads are commonly used to

hold the crystal in place and excite the sensor that is

contained in the pressure cell (Fig. 4). The QCM has been

applied to many scCO2-based processes and chemistries in

bulk phases or at surface films; they will be summarized

later in the following sections.

Table 2 summarizes a comparison of the performance

of MSB with QCM for the microweighing in scCO2. As

can be seen, the QCM is a more powerful and versatile

microweighing tool in scCO2 than the MSB, mainly owing

to its low cost, conceptual simplicity, high mass sensitiv-

ity, wide range of applications, rapid time response, and

miniature and simple construction. In particular, the

nanogram-level sensitivity enables the QCM as a possible

technique that can be utilized to study interfacial processes

related to nanotechnologies and nanomaterials.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE
THEORY IN HIGH-PRESSURE FLUIDS

Fundamentals

As the QCM is piezoelectric, an external electrical

potential applied across the electrodes produces internal

mechanical stress. This stress induces an acoustic wave

that propagates through the crystal and meets minimum

impedance when the thickness of the crystal is a multiple

of a half wavelength of the acoustic wave. A resonant

oscillation is achieved by including the crystal into an

oscillation circuit in which the electric and the mechanical

oscillation are close to the fundamental frequency (F0) of

the crystal.[25,26]

When a crystal is immersed in a fluid, any frequency

shift from its fundamental value (F0) in vacuum can be

observed because of contributions from 1) mass sorption

or desorption from the crystal surface; 2) pressure; 3) den-

sity and viscosity of the fluid surrounding the crystal; and

4) surface roughness of the crystal. The following expres-

sion has been established to describe changes in the crys-

tal frequency, DF, due to the aforementioned effects:[30]

DF ¼ F � F0 ¼ DFm þ DFP þ DFZ þ DFr ð1Þ

where F is the measured frequency of quartz, DFm relates

to mass loading, DFP is dependent on pressure, DFZ

Table 1 Physical properties of gas, liquid, and supercritical

fluid (order of magnitude)

Density

(g/cm3)

Diffusivity

(cm2/sec)

Viscosity

(g/cm/sec)

Gas 1�10�3 1�10� 1 1�10�4

Liquid 1.0 5�10� 6 1�10�2

Supercritical fluid 3�10�1 1�10� 3 1�10�4

Source: From Ref. [5], with permission of William Andrew Publishing.

Fig. 1 Phase diagram for CO2 with constant density lines (dot

lines, g/cm3). Above the critical point (31�C and 1070 psi), the

vapor–liquid equilibrium (VLE) boundary vanishes, and the

supercritical state is observed. The dash lines do not represent a

boundary, but for the convenience to distinguish different states

of CO2. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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changes with density and viscosity, and DFr is a function

of surface roughness.

According to the well-known Sauerbrey equation,[31]

DFm is directly proportional to the mass loading on

the crystal:

DFm ¼ �2nF2
0Dm=ðmqrqÞ

1=2 ¼ �CmDm ð2Þ

where mq is the shear modulus of quartz, rq is the density

of the crystal, Dm is the film mass per real surface area, n

is the number of faces of the crystal exposed, and Cm is

the mass sensitivity of QCM, which is a function of the

characteristic properties (F0, mq, and rq) of the quartz

crystal. Eq. 2 applies only if the adsorbed mass is much

less than the mass of the crystal and it assumes this mass is

firmly attached to the surface; hence the material moves

together with the crystal. Such conditions are assumed to

be fulfilled in cases of coated solid films and self-

assembled monolayers.

The pressure dependence of frequency, DFP, increases

with increasing pressure linearly, as shown by Stock-

bridge[32] for gases up to 15 psi. Susse[33] described a

similar relationship for liquids up to 1.5�104 psi. Thus

DFP can be written as:

DFP ¼ F0aP ¼ CPP ð3Þ

where a is the proportionality constant and Cp is the

pressure sensitivity of QCM crystal, both of which are

independent of the type of fluid in contact with the crystal.

The viscosity and density contribution, DFZ, describes

the interaction of the vibrating crystal with a Newtonian

viscous fluid. The interaction leads to an additional

Fig. 2 A typical magnetic suspension balance (MSB). (From Ref. [21].)

Fig. 3 Schematic view of a piezoelectric QCM crystal (only

one side shown). A typical 5-MHz QCM from International

Crystal Manufacturing consists of a thin quartz crystal (0.85 cm

diameter) sputtered with a metal electrode (0.35 cm diameter) on

each side. Both sides should be exposed to scCO2 because of

high pressure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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loading of the crystal, causing a decrease in frequency.

DFZ is expressed to be proportional to the square root of

the product of viscosity and density of the surrounding

fluid:[32,34,35]

DFZ ¼ �0:5CmðpF0Þ�1=2ðrfZfÞ
1=2 ð4Þ

where rf and Zf are the absolute density and viscosity of

the fluid, respectively.

Roughness Effect

A common feature of the approaches to QCM theory as

reviewed by Thompson et al.[27] is the neglect of

microscopic properties of interfaces and surface rough-

ness.[36] This leads to deviations of most experimental

frequency shift data from the predictions by these ap-

proaches. Buttry and Ward[23] and Schumacher et al.[37]

observed that up to 80% of the observed frequency shifts

for a crystal in contact with a liquid could be attributed to

roughness effects.

As the microscopic properties of crystal–fluid inter-

faces change with the surface morphology, a predictive

analytical expression for the roughness contribution

to frequency, DFr, is not available. Urbakh and Dai-

khin[36,38,39] formulated a model for surface roughness,

assuming that a rough surface can be characterized by the

average height (h), lateral length (a), and distance (l)

between the inhomogeneities of the surface (Fig. 5). They

incorporated this model into a framework of perturbation

theory [36,38] and derived a general relationship for DFr as:

DFr ¼ �0:5CmðpF0Þ�1=2ðrfZfÞ
1=2Cða=d; a=l; h=aÞ ð5Þ

where C is a scaling function, related to three dimen-

sionless factors, a/d, a/L, and h/a; d is the decay length of

Fig. 4 Schematic view of an experimental setup of QCM measurement system in scCO2. (From Ref. [50].)

Table 2 Comparison of two microweighing methods

Characteristics Gravimetric: MSB[21] Piezoelectric: QCM[24]

Mass sensitivity 10�5–10�6 g[13] <10� 9 g

Time resolution of

response

5�10� 2 sec[13] (need fine damping control system) <10� 3 sec

Measuring variables Gravity Frequency and/or impedance

Calculations Simple Simple

Construction Complex, especially the designing of the

magnetic coupling and fine damping control system

Very simple

Size Medium size when comparing with the QCM Miniature size (0.5–2.5 cm diameter)

Calibration Required to correct buoyancy Not necessary[25]

Cost Expensive Cheap (<$30 a QCM crystal)a

Operation conditions Mainly static;[13] extreme conditions Both static and dynamic; extreme conditions

Applications Mainly for processes and chemistries in

bulk phases

For processes and chemistries both in

bulk phases and at thin films

aPrice information was obtained from International Crystal Manufacturing.
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fluid velocities,

d ¼ ½Zf=ðpF0rfÞ�
1=2 ð6Þ

In particular, if one assumes a slowly varying roughness

(h/a	1 and h/d	1) for the crystal surface with a limit of

a/d	1 or a/d
1, the scaling functionC is proportional to

the ratio a/d.[36] Reformulating Eq. 5 yields:

DFr ¼ �0:5CmCrrf ð7Þ

where Cr=Cd is defined as the frequency–roughness

correlation factor. This factor is only a function of surface

roughness (h and a), provided that the assumptions above

are fully established. Otherwise, Cr should be additionally

viewed as a weak function of d.

EXPERIMENTAL EXAMINATION OF
QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE
THEORY AND ADSORPTION OF CO2 ON
METAL SURFACES

As the frequency of a QCM crystal exposed to a high-

pressure fluid is affected by different factors, it is critical

to accurately separate out each influencing factor. Experi-

mental verification of QCM theory enables the calculation

of the actual mass change on the crystal surface. The

investigation of CO2 adsorption on metal electrodes of

blank crystals is a required initial step for the successful

use of the QCM technique to investigate the chemical and

physical properties of surface films in scCO2.

Separation of Contributions to Frequency

As the microscopic properties of crystal–fluid interfaces

complicate the QCM frequency behavior, a unique

strategy[40] to verify the QCM theory in scCO2 is to

experimentally establish a relationship between the

microscopic properties of crystal surfaces and frequency

shifts. In a study reported here, the surface roughness of

QCM crystals (three gold and three silver 5-MHz crystals;

Table 3) was characterized using an AFM technique.

Three groups of QCM experiments were performed on the

six crystals to separate the following different contribu-

tions to QCM frequency: DFP, DFm, DFZ, and DFr. The

first set of experiments performed on Ag-polished and Ag-

rough crystals utilized helium, the lightest inert gas

considered nonabsorbing (DFm=0) on metals, to deter-

mine DFP and DFZ. To evaluate the roughness contribu-

tion of frequency, DFr, the second set of experiments

utilized N2, another nonabsorbing gas on the metal

surfaces at room temperatures (i.e., DFm negligibly

small). The last group of experiments was conducted

using low-density gaseous CO2 (<0.2 g cm�3), an

adsorbing gas at room temperatures, to test the adsorbed

masses of CO2 on the metal surfaces.

The first set of experiments in helium indicated that the

frequency shifts of the smoothest silver crystal (Ag-

polished) could be accurately predicted with the QCM

theory for pressure and viscosity (Eqs. 3 and 4) by

neglecting the roughness effect. However, for the roughest

silver crystal (Ag-rough), about 10% of the total frequen-

cy shifts could not be theoretically predicted with Eqs. 3

and 4. The variations in the prediction were attributed to

the roughness effect. This is consistent with the experi-

mental findings by Tsionsky et al.[30] who investigated

frequency shifts of gold and nickel crystals in He, H2, Ar,

and N2.

The second set of experiments in nitrogen showed that

the roughness effect had a significant influence on the

frequency even for the smoothest silver and gold crystals.

The experimental roughness contribution, DFr, was

calculated by subtracting theoretical DFP and DFZ from

the experimental DF (Eq. 1). The resulting DFr was

plotted as a function of theoretical N2 density; the

corresponding frequency shift corrected in this manner

was found to be a nearly linear function of density,

indicating the precision of the theoretical expression of

DFr (Eq. 7). Therefore the frequency–roughness correla-

tion factor, Cr, can be obtained by correlating DFr with

the N2 density (rf) or the decay length (d), using Eqs. 8a

and 8b,

Cr ¼ a1ð1þ b1rfÞ ð8aÞ

Cr ¼ a2 þ b2d ð8bÞ

where a and b are the constants assumed to be indepen-

dent of the type of fluid. The values of a and b for each

crystal are also shown in Table 3. Eqs. 8a and 8b represent

accurate predictions of Cr with most correlation coeffi-

cients better than 0.999. Eq. 8a is only applicable to gases

because of the neglect of the influence of viscosity, while

  

Fig. 5 Two types of ideal surface roughness. (a) Slightly

rough, h/d	1; (b) strongly rough, h/d
1. (From Ref. [40].)
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Eq. 8a is suitable for dense gases (rf>0.2 g/cm3) and

liquids.[40]Cr was found to be dependent primarily on the

rms roughness of crystals and, to a lesser degree, on a

and l.[40]

In the last group of experiments, the frequency shifts

(DF) of all six crystals in gaseous CO2 (pressure <1000

psi) were measured to evaluate the amount of CO2

adsorbed on the metal surfaces. The CO2 adsorption was

calculated from DFm that was obtained by subtracting the

theoretical DFP, DFZ, and DFr from DF, using Eqs. 1 to 4,

7, and 8a. As can be seen (Fig. 6), all six crystals with

different surface roughness values adsorbed similar

amounts of gaseous CO2 per real surface area, which

agrees well with the adsorption theory. This is additional

evidence of the accuracy of the reformulated QCM theory

by including the roughness contribution. It also implies

that the a and b values obtained in N2 are independent of

the type of fluid.

Adsorption of Supercritical CO2

on Metal Surfaces

Several researchers have determined the mechanisms of

adsorption of scCO2 on metal surfaces. Otake et al.[41]

determined the mass of CO2 adsorbed onto rough silver

QCM electrodes at 40�C and at pressures up to 5800 psi.

They concluded that scCO2 mass adsorption on metal

surfaces could approach values as high as 25 mg/cm2.

Guigard et al.[42] evaluated the adsorption of CO2 on

rough gold electrodes at 40�C and 45�C and at pressures

up to 1500 psi. They found the similar maximum amount

of CO2 adsorption as by Otake et al. However, these

researchers all neglected the roughness contribution to

frequency in the calculation. In order to fully account for

the roughness contribution, the Wu research group

examined in greater detail the scCO2 adsorption on metal

surfaces.[40]

The frequency shifts of Ag-polished and Ag-rough

crystals (Fig. 7) in scCO2 were measured to evaluate the

amount of CO2 adsorbed on the surfaces (Fig. 8). The

calculation procedure is the same as in the gaseous CO2.

As the CO2 density and the amount of adsorbed CO2

increase with increasing pressure, the holes and valleys

between the inhomogeneities on the crystal surface

are gradually filled (Fig. 8, inset), which causes a

gradual decrease of surface roughness.[36] Therefore Cr

was corrected for the overestimation of the roughness

Table 3 Some characteristic properties of six different QCM crystals

Crystals

RMS roughnessa

(10�7 cm) H (10�7 cm) a (10�7 cm) l (10�7 cm)

Cr (10� 5 cm)b

Eq. 8a Eq. 8b

Ag-polished 3.7 12 180 190 1.32(1–2.65rf) 0.398+4.96�104d
Ag-unpolished 26 85 1410 2180 1.79(1–3.48rf) 0.322+7.44�104d
Ag-roughc 647 1030 – – 7.28(1–1.27rf) 5.16+1.05�105d
Au-polished 2.8 8 110 120 1.37(1–2.23rf) 0.595+4.10�104d
Au-unpolished 115 210 1370 2120 3.22(1–2.37rf) 1.41+9.17�104d
Au-roughc 681 1090 – – 6.88(1–1.51rf) 3.99+1.63�105d

aThe rms roughness is defined as the root mean square (or standard deviation) of the Z values within a given AFM image area with respect to the average

Z value.
bThe units for rf and d are g/cm3 and cm, respectively.
cLack of data for a and l because of no apparent periodic inhomogeneities in the AFM images of the strongly rough crystals.

Source: From Ref. [40].

Fig. 6 Adsorption of gaseous CO2 on silver and gold surfaces

at 40�C, using the Cr values calculated with Eq. 8b. (From

Ref. [40].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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contribution,[40]

Cr ¼ ða2 þ b2dÞx=x0 ð8cÞ

where x and x0 are the roughness in centimeters of the

original substrate surface and the modified surface by the

absorbed molecules, respectively. x is a function of

thickness (or mass) of absorbed molecular layers. Analysis

showed that it was appropriate to predict scCO2 adsorption

on the Ag-polished crystal by neglecting the roughness

contribution (Cr=0 or x=0), when the density was larger

than 0.4 g cm�3 (Fig. 8). This was because the quantity

(2.4 mg/cm2) of CO2 mass absorbed at the density of 0.4 g

cm�3 could smooth the surface of Ag-polished crystal.[40]

For the Ag-rough crystal, calculation showed that the two

limits of x/x0=1.0 and 0.75 could fit the adsorption data of

the Ag-polished crystal well in the regions of low and high

densities (<0.4 and >0.7 g/cm3; Fig. 8). It was concluded

that the use of rough QCM crystals (rms roughness

>10 nm) required careful attention in scCO2 adsorption

studies, because of the variation of Cr.
[40] Only very smooth

QCM crystals (several nanometers or less) are capable of

accurately determining the adsorption of scCO2 on the

metal surfaces without considering the surface roughness

contribution. The adsorption of scCO2 on the silver and

gold surfaces at 40�C ranges to 3.6 mg/cm2, but not up to

25 mg/cm2 as determined by Otake et al.[41] and Guigard

et al.[42] who used very rough crystals and neglected the

roughness contribution.

APPLICATIONS OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL
MICROBALANCE FOR DISSOLUTION
STUDY OF POLYMER FILMS IN
SUPERCRITICAL CO2

Polymer dissolution (or polymer desorption) in solvents is

an important phenomena in polymer science and engi-

neering. Applications of polymer dissolution or desorption

are found in several areas such as microlithography,

controlled drug delivery, and plastics recycling.[43] For

example, the successful implementation of a microlithog-

raphy process requires technical information on the

dissolution of photoresist polymer films in specific

solvents during 1) the development of the resist images

and 2) the stripping of the remaining films after the

lithography process.[44] Hinsberg et al.[45,46] and Ito[47]

applied the QCM techniques to determine the dissolution

rate of novolac and poly(4-hydroxystyrene) films in

aqueous developer solutions at atmospheric pressure.

Mueller et al.[48] have used the QCM to investigate the

diffusivity of casting organic solvents in photoresist films

for the evaluation of the influence of the solvents on the

polymer dissolution behavior. These researchers demon-

strated that the QCM technique was a particular attractive

tool for the evaluation of the dissolution of polymer films

in organic and aqueous solutions.

The dissolution kinetics of polymer films in scCO2

provides useful technical information for the development

of scCO2-based interfacial processes that require excellent

control of surface properties (e.g., thickness and mor-

phology) at the micro- and nanometer scales. The recently

proposed surface processing of microelectronics in

scCO2
[9] is a typical field that requires information on

polymer film dissolution. However, a search of the

literature in this specific area revealed that there have

been a very limited number of studies on the polymer

dissolution kinetics in scCO2 by the use of QCM

technique. To date, the number of dissolution studies of

polymer films in scCO2 by other online techniques, e.g.,

interferometry,[49] is also limited. This is probably due to

the lack of various detection techniques at extreme

conditions and to the situation of such scCO2-based

processes being in the stages of early development.

Nevertheless, Wu and Grant[50] have utilized the QCM for

the evaluation of polymer film dissolution in scCO2.

Based on the availability and applicability of the re-

formulated QCM theory in scCO2, the dissolution study of

polymer films in scCO2 was achieved utilizing the ex-

perimental high-pressure QCM apparatus (Fig. 4). Fig. 9

represents a typical experimental run using a Si-polished

QCM crystal to evaluate the dissolution kinetics of poly

(FOMA-r-THPMA) films (low MW polymer) at 60�C and

2400 psi. The fundamental frequency (F0; Fig. 9) of the

Fig. 7 Frequency shift of Ag-polished and Ag-rough crystals in

gaseous and scCO2 at 40�C as a function of pressure. (From Ref.

[40].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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blank crystal was determined in vacuum (P=0 psi). The

crystal was removed from the vessel and the polymer film

was cast onto the crystal by dip-coating in an 8 wt.%

polymer-trifluorotoluene solution. After drying the film in

vacuum for 30 min the stable frequency (F1; Fig. 9) of the

coated crystal was measured. The total polymer mass (m0)

coated on the crystal corresponded to the frequency

difference of (F1�F0). CO2 was gradually pumped into

the vessel via steep changes in pressure (see abrupt steep

changes in frequency curve in Fig. 9) and the frequency

data (F2,i, i=1 to 4) were continually recorded. As the

polymer was insoluble at pressures lower than 1700 psi at

60�C, this set of frequency data at elevated pressures were

used to evaluate the swelling (or CO2 absorption) of film

and CO2 diffusivity in the polymer film. After the

frequency of the crystal became stable at the last steep

change in pressure (P=1520 psi), the CO2 pressure was

instantaneously raised to the required experimental pres-

sure (2400 psi) by adding more CO2 into the vessel. The

QCM frequency went through a minimum value (F3) and

increased rapidly, indicating the removal of polymer film

from the crystal surface. The minimum frequency is the

point at which CO2 absorption (film swelling) and film

dissolution are balanced. Therefore in the example

presented here, the dissolution of polymer film in scCO2

consists of two steps: 1) absorption-dominating and 2)

dissolution-dominating. After the polymer film dissolved

in scCO2 at 2400 psi and 60�C for 10 min, the CO2 in the

vessel was rapidly released and the QCM frequency (F5)

was measured again in vacuum. The remaining polymer

film was removed by dissolution in pure trifluorotoluene

(TFT), and excess TFT was dried off in vacuum. The

original fundamental frequency (F6=F0) of the crystal

was recovered, indicating complete polymer removal. On

the polymer dissolution graph, the line from F3 to F4

represents the dissolution curve that can be used to

evaluate the kinetics. Wu and Grant[50] have evaluated

the dissolution kinetics of poly(FOMA-r-THPMA) films

under the conditions that will be required for static film-

developing and stripping in the microelectronics proces-

sing. Studies are currently underway to evaluate the

dissolution kinetics of polymer films in a flowing

scCO2 environment.

ADDITIONAL QUARTZ CRYSTAL
MICROBALANCE APPLICATIONS IN
SUPERCRITICAL CO2

Absorption of Supercritical CO2 and Other
Analytes in Solid Films

The absorption and solubility of scCO2 or other analytes

in solid films are important properties that can be used to

understand many scCO2-based processes and chemistries.

The swelling of polymer films in scCO2 is a typical ex-

ample of absorption processes. The QCM determination

of absorption is realized by modification of the QCM

surface with a coating that can interact with a desired

analyte in a way that the mass and thickness of the coating

are increased (Fig. 10A). To date, researchers[51–53] have

successfully used the QCM technique to investigate the

absorption of scCO2 in polymers at elevated pressures

with high performance. There are a limited number of

QCM studies on the absorption of an analyte other than

CO2 into a solid film, where both the analyte and the solid

film are contained in a scCO2 environment.

Interestingly, based on the QCM, some dual techniques

have been developed to measure other absorption-relevant

physical properties. Hattori et al.[54,55] combined vapor–

liquid partition chromatography with a piezoelectric QCM

to measure vapor–liquid equilibrium (VLE) ratios of

benzene and toluene at an infinite dilution state in a

scCO2-poly(vinyl acetate) system. The QCM indicated the

solubility of organic solutes in the polymer phase while

the chromatography analyzed the concentrations of

solutes in the scCO2 phase. Good VLE data were obtained

with this dual technique. Nakamura et al.[56] reported the

determination of adsorption isotherms of scCO2 on several

proteins and polysaccharides by a combination of two

different microbalances, gravimetric and piezoelectric.

The QCM was used to measure the absorption of CO2 into

the proteins and polysaccharides; the absolute adsorption

Fig. 8 Adsorption of scCO2 at 40�C on Ag-polished and Ag-

rough QCM crystals. The inset on the upper right corner

demonstrates how the adsorbed mass may alter the surface

morphology. (From Ref. [40].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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could be accurately calculated from the gravimetric data

by subtracting the absorption contribution.

Precision Cleaning and Dissolution
Using Supercritical CO2

The QCM determination in cleaning and dissolution

processes typically involves the partial or complete

removal of a film or coating from the QCM surface by a

liquid, gas, or a fluid in the supercritical state (Fig. 10B).

Precision cleaning and precision decontamination can be

defined as processes that result in a surface contaminant

level of less than 10 mg/cm2.[57] However, most precision

cleaning processes require a contaminant level of less than

1 mg/cm2.[58] A majority of recently developed scCO2-

based precision cleaning processes are found in the

microelectronic industry. Some typical examples are 1)

the decontamination of micromechanical devices;[59] 2)

the initial removal of impurities such as organic soils and

fingerprints from silicon wafers; 3) the stripping of resists

from metallized silicon surfaces without damaging thin

metallization patterns;[60] and 4) the direct development of

resist films.[10,61] More recently, the scCO2-drying of

organic or aqueous rinse liquids from micro-electro-

mechanical systems (MEMS) or other silicon structures

were proposed to prevent the collapse of the fine features

on the surfaces.[62,63] The QCM is capable of monitoring

the mass changes in all these CO2-based precision-

cleaning processes at the nanogram scale.

Solubility of Chemicals in Supercritical CO2

A thermodynamic property that is essential to any

application of supercritical fluids is chemical solubility.

The application of the QCM in the determination of

solubility (Fig. 10B) is, in principle, very close to the

approach used for cleaning and dissolution studies. A

critical difference is the amount of time required for the

attainment of phase equilibrium. The QCM method is

ideally suited for solutes that exhibit low solubility, or for

measurements conducted at low scCO2 densities, a

condition in which many solutes have low solubility.

This is because the QCM theory (Eq. 2) is considered

accurate provided the mass of a coating does not exceed

2% of the crystal mass.[23] Guigard et al.[42] have applied

the QCM technique to determine the solubilities of two

metal chelates, bis(acetylacetonato) copper and bis(then-

oyltrifluoro-acetonato) copper, in scCO2 and described the

methodology in detail. They found that the solubilities

measured by the QCM were in excellent agreement with

the four sets of literature values obtained using other

techniques, with a standard deviation of 25%.[42] This

level of discrepancy is actually encouraging because of

the extreme low solubility values on the order of 10�5

mole fraction. Besides metal chelates, the QCM method

can be extended to determine the solubilities of natural

products (e.g., herbal medicines), photoresists, polymers,

fats, biomaterials, and many other chemicals of interest

for CO2-based processes. This is especially true in cases in

which the traditional detection methodologies (e.g.,

spectroscopic techniques) are limited due to either their

low sensitivity or the complexity of the associated

apparatuses under extreme pressure conditions.

Molecular Recognition in Supercritical CO2

Molecular recognition is of interest for biological pro-

cesses because most biomolecules show selectivity and

specificity when interacting with other species. This

particular microweighing methodology involves either

Fig. 9 A typical experimental QCM determination for the

dissolution of poly(FOMA-r-THPMA) film in scCO2 at 2400

psi and 60�C under static conditions. Detailed explanation in

the text. (From Ref. [50].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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directly coating host molecules (insoluble in scCO2) on

the surface of a QCM crystal (Fig. 10A) or modifying

the surface with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)

(Fig. 10D). The SAM can be formed using thiols or other

chain-like molecules that have two active groups at the

two ends of the chain. The –SH group of the thiol or one

end of the chain-like molecule is attached to the QCM

surface, while the –OH group or the other end is grafted

with the receptor molecule. When guest or donator

molecules are supplied into the vessel together with

CO2, they are bonded to the host or receptor molecules via

molecular interactions, resulting in a mass increase of the

coating. Naito et al.[64,65] successfully demonstrated two

examples of molecular recognitions in scCO2 using the

QCM technique. In the first system, ethyl acetate and

ethanol were selectively bound to anthracene-bis(res-

orcinol)tetraol that was coated on the crystal surfaces. In

the second situation, nucleobases such as 9-ethyladenine

and 2-pyrrolidone were recognized at different extents by

thymine that was immobilized on the thiol-modified QCM

surfaces. The equilibrium constants and the associated

kinetics of molecular binding were easily obtained by the

use of the QCM technique.

Evaluation of Deposition in Supercritical CO2

Chemicals either previously dissolved in the scCO2 phase

or produced via reactions of other CO2-soluble chemicals

may deposit onto surfaces, due to solubility variations

with temperature and pressure or the insoluble character-

istics. The dynamic mass of deposited surface films can be

detected in situ using the QCM method (Fig. 10C). For

example, the QCM technique can be directly used to

evaluate the deposition of metals (e.g., copper and nickel)

on silicon wafers.[66] The metals were generated via the

hydrogen reduction of organometallic compounds that are

dissolved in a scCO2 carrier. This deposition process was

named as chemical fluid deposition (CFD), and the

deposition of metals on pattern features less than 100

nm wide has been demonstrated using such CFD

technique.[66]

Polymer Foaming in Supercritical CO2

In recent years, scCO2-based polymer foaming has been

of particular importance in the production of low

dielectric films in electronics manufacturing and tissue

engineering scaffolds for biological purposes.[67] Upon

removal of the scCO2 phase, the absorbed CO2 is released

from swollen polymer networks, resulting in free-standing

porous foams. The foams have cell diameters of less than

1 mm and the process accomplishes density reductions of

97% relative to the parent polymers.[68] Quartz crystal

microbalance can act as a useful tool for detecting the

dynamic mass changes associated with such foaming

processes (Fig. 10E). The dynamic mass changes can be

correlated with the structure and morphology of the foams

by evaluation using microscopic techniques, such as SEM

and AFM. The combination of the QCM microweighing

with the microscopic techniques can provide a compre-

hensive understanding of the foaming processes.

 

 

Fig. 10 Schematic representations of some typical scCO2-

based processes or chemistries that can be investigated using the

QCM. (A) Absorption or molecular recognition; (B) cleaning,

developing, stripping, drying, dissolution, or solubility in scCO2;

(C) deposition; (D) molecular recognition; (E) foaming; (F)

surface reaction, or polymerization.
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Surface Reactions in Supercritical CO2

Reactions or polymerizations on metal oxide surfaces or

other surfaces immobilized with active groups can be

followed by detecting the mass increase on the surfaces

with the QCM technique (Fig. 10F). When treated with

acids, the metal oxide surfaces provide OH active groups

to promote immobilization. The silylation of native oxide

silicon surfaces in the preparation of coating for hydro-

phobic photoresists[69] is a typical example of surface

reactions in scCO2. Supercritical CO2 has been utilized

as a carrier of silane reagents, thereby reducing the

consumption of chemicals and improving the rate of

surface coverage.

CONCLUSION

Two techniques, MSB and QCM, have been developed

primarily as microweighing tools for wide use under

extreme conditions. In the literature, the MSB has been

utilized mainly for the determination of adsorption/

absorption and diffusivity of scCO2 in bulk polymers

under static conditions. When compared to the MSB

technique, the QCM has found a wider range of appli-

cations for many scCO2-based static or dynamic processes

both in the bulk phase and at the surface film. This is

primarily because of the intrinsic attributes of the QCM

approach, such as the nanogram-level mass sensitivity,

millisecond-level time resolution, miniature and simple

construction, and low cost. The QCM can be successfully

developed into a submicroweighing tool in scCO2 by the

careful examination of the QCM theory in high-pressure

fluids. Although the QCM has applications in various

CO2-based processes and chemistries, such as dissolution,

solubility, adsorption/absorption, and molecular recogni-

tion, the reported efforts and application areas in the

literature are limited to date. It is evident from the

progress reviewed in this chapter that the QCM demon-

strates great potential for use in scCO2.

Because scCO2 is a ‘‘green’’ solvent, it is expected that

the use of this solvent in nanoscale processing will

increase significantly in the next few decades. The

complete scope of the QCM in actual nanoscale process-

ing has not been realized either. Hence the QCM will

serve as an excellent analytical tool for developmental

studies on emerging nanotechnologies and nanomaterials.
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INTRODUCTION

The term ‘‘electrokinetics’’ means the combined effects

of motion and electrical phenomena. However, the term

‘‘electrokinetic properties’’ carry a wider connotation

including zeta potential (zp), the structure of electrical

double layer (EDL), surface potential, and isoelectric

point (iep) phenomena. The electrokinetic properties of a

substance, inorganic or organic, are used to explain the

mechanism of dispersion and agglomeration in a liquid

phase and to identify the adsorption mechanisms of ions

or molecules at a solid–liquid interface. Therefore they

play an important role in a spectrum of applications

including ceramics, food, mining, paper, medicine, water

and wastewater treatment, emulsions, biochemistry, and

detergents. In this paper, the type and significance of

electrokinetic properties of mineral nanoparticles, the

mechanism of particle–particle interactions in liquid

systems, and the applications of electrokinetic phenomena

are presented.

DESCRIPTION OF ELECTROKINETIC
PROPERTIES OF MINERAL PARTICLES

Origin of Surface Charge

Each mineral particle in a liquid whether colloidal (<1 mm)

or nanoparticle (<100 nm) carries electrokinetic charges

depending on the properties of liquid phase such as pH

and ionic strength.[1–3] The surface charge of minerals

can originate as a result of a number of mechanisms dis-

cussed below.

Dissociation of surface groups

In most solid minerals, dissociable functional surface

groups such as carboxyl (-COOH) and hydroxyl (-OH) are

present. These groups may be ionizable depending on the

solution pH; a surface is charged either negatively at high

pHs or positively at low pHs.

For metal oxides and hydroxides: (see Eq. (1) below),

where M represents a metal cation at the surface.

For coal representing a typical hydrophobic mineral-

where R represents a hydrocarbon compound constituting

the coal structure (see Eq. (2) below).

Consequently, for simple metal oxides and hydroxides,

e.g., SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, and AlOOH, complex metal

oxides including clay minerals[4–6] and some hydropho-

bic minerals, e.g., coal,[7] H+, and OH� ions are con-

sidered as the potential determining ions (pdis) (see

‘‘Potential Determining, Indifferent, and Specifically

Adsorbed Ions’’ section).

Preferential dissolution of lattice ions

This type of charging mechanism is generally developed

in aqueous solutions with some soluble ionic solids, viz.,

AgI, CaCO3, BaSO4, and CaF2 as a result of the pref-

erential release of certain constituent lattice ions from the
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solid into liquid phase as a result of hydration and lattice

energies.[8] The concentrations of these ions at equilibri-

um state are dictated by the solubility product of the

solid.[9] For AgI particles, for instance, the amount of Ag+

ions released into water from the particle surface at 25�C
is more than that of I� ions. Therefore the surface of AgI

particle remains negatively charged. Thus the constituent

lattice ions for these minerals are considered as the pdis.

Preferential adsorption of ions from solution

This mechanism is most commonly observed and results

from the differences in the affinity of two phases for some

ions. Some specific ions (see ‘‘Potential Determining,

Indifferent, and Specifically Adsorbed Ions’’ section) can

strongly adsorb on a solid surface and charge the particle,

or, vice versa, a charged particle can become noncharged

through such adsorption, e.g., adsorption of H+ and OH�

on oxide minerals (Eqs. 3 and 4 in the case of SiO2), Ag+

and I� adsorption on silver iodide particles, and Al3 + and

HDTMA+ (hexadecyltrimethylammonium) adsorption on

clinoptilolite.[10] It should be noted that especially for H+

and OH� ions, it is difficult to distinguish whether the

charging of a particle is generated from the adsorption or

dissociation of these ions. (see below).[2]

Isomorphic substitutions

Almost all clay and zeolite minerals that are generally

characterized as aluminum silicates exhibit negative

charges in water, which results from the substitutions

within the crystal lattice of Al3 + for Si4 + or Mg2 + for

Al3 +.[11–14] Consequently, negative charges are developed

in the lattice to compensate the so-called exchangeable

cations, i.e., Na+, K+, and Ca2 + entering the crystal

structure. When such minerals come in contact with water,

some of these cations can easily dissociate, leading to

negatively charged surfaces.

Accumulation and transfer of electrons

Besides ion transfer, as explained above, electron transfer

is also possible between solid and liquid phases depending

on differences in the electron affinities of the two phases.

Also, some molecules of dipole character may be oriented

at the solid–liquid interface leading to charged surfaces;[2,3]

this is mostly observed at the metal–solution interface.

Electrical Double Layer and
Double-Layer Models

When a mineral particle is immersed in a liquid, a surface

charge will be developed through one of the mechanisms

discussed above. Let us imagine a negatively charged

solid particle in an electrolyte solution; while the oppo-

sitely charged counterions will congregate in the vicinity

of the particle, coions having the same sign with that of

the particle will be repelled from the surface as a result of

electrostatic interactions. Thus a charged surface layer

(layer 1) and an ionic layer (layer 2) all the way to the bulk

water constitute the electrical double layer with a

thickness usually ranging from a few angstroms to a few

hundred angstroms. To examine the structure of EDL,

different models have been proposed.[3,15] These models

are introduced below.

Helmholtz compact layer model

The earliest model of the EDL, in which a rigid layer away

from the surface in solution consists of oppositely charged

ions, was proposed in 1879 by Helmholtz.[16] Also, the

surface charge of particle is equal to that of rigid layer.

Because this model ignores the disrupting effect of

thermal agitation, it is unreasonable. This model is known

as a molecular condenser model owing to its similarity to

a parallel plate condenser.[1] Using the law of distribution

of EDL, the potential c (V) across the double layer for this

capacitor is

c ¼ sd=ee0 ð5Þ

where s is the charge density per unit area of a plate

(C/m2), e (dimensionless) is the dielectric constant of the

medium, and e0 is the permittivity of free space

(8.854�10�12 C2/J m).

Gouy–Chapman diffuse double-layer model

This is independently known as the Gouy–Chapman mod-

el. They expressed that, in addition to the electrostatic

attraction of counterions to the charged surface, some of

them tend to diffuse toward the bulk solution because of

1992 Mineral Nanoparticles: Electrokinetics
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their thermal motion. Note that the EDL theory can be

developed for different solid geometries such as flat plate,

sphere, and cylinder. Because most studies for organic and

inorganic solids in liquids assume the flat plate geome-

try,[17,18] here we also consider the flat plate to simplify

the structure of EDL. The theory of Gouy–Chapman is

based on the two fundamental equations: Poisson and

Boltzmann.[16] The Poisson equation (Eq. 6) for a flat

surface given below is related to the potential distribution

of an electric charge relative to the distance from the

surface in a medium.

d2c=dx2 ¼ cðxÞ ¼ � rðxÞ=ee0 ð6Þ

where c(x) is the double-layer potential (V) at a point

located a distance x from the surface, r(x) is the charge

density per unit volume (C/m3) at the same point.

The Boltzmann equation is given by

ni ¼ n0
i expð�ziec=kTÞ ð7Þ

where ni is the number of ions of type i per unit volume

near the surface or in diffuse layer, ni
0 is the number of

ions of type i per unit volume in the bulk solution, zi is

the valence number of i including its sign, e is the

electronic charge (1.602�10�19 C), k is the Boltzmann

constant (1.381�10�23 J/K), and T is the absolute

temperature (K). The term ziec signifies the electrostatic

(or coulombic) work required to bring the ion, i, from

the bulk of the solution (where x!1 and c0=0) to a

position where the potential is c.

The volume charge density near the surface is

r ¼
X

ezini ¼
X

ezin
0
i expð�ziec=kTÞ ð8Þ

Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 6 yields the Poisson–Boltz-

mann equation (Eq. 9).

d2c=dx2 ¼ ð�1=ee0Þ
X

ezin
0
i expð�ziec=kTÞ ð9Þ

Eq. 9 shows a nonlinear differential equation without an

explicit general solution but can be analytically solved by

the Debye–Huckel approximation provided that ziec < kT,

i.e., the potential (c) < 25.7/zi mV throughout the EDL.

Thus Eq. 9 is converted to the following form[16]

d2c=dx2 ¼ k2c ð10Þ

where k is known as the Debye–Huckel parameter with a

unit of reciprocal length (m�1) and given by

k ¼ e2
X

n0
i z2

i

�� .
ðee0kTÞ

h i1=2

ð11Þ

For water at 25�C, Eq. 11 becomes

k ¼ 3:288I1=2 ð12Þ

where I is the ionic strength (I=1/2
P

cizi
2) of the

solution and ci is the concentration of an ion, i in mol/L,

and zi is the valence number of i. Note that the inverse

of k, 1/k, is a very important term in the stability of

colloidal particles and is called as ‘‘the electrical double-

layer thickness.’’ When the distance from surface

reaches the value of 1/k, the double-layer (DL) potential

(c) equals c0/e (e=2.7182). Eq. 12 clearly shows that

the double-layer thickness is basically dependent on the

ion concentration and the valency of the ion. An increase

in both parameters results in a decrease in double-layer

thickness and potential as shown in Fig. 1.

For surface potentials (c0) < 25 mV, the solution of

Eq. 10 yields[3]

c ¼ c0 expð�kxÞ ð13Þ

where x is the distance from surface and k is the Debye–

Huckel parameter. For high surface potentials, i.e., ziec >

kT, the exact solution of Eq. 9 is required. The solution

given by Gouy (1910) and Chapman (1913), for the case

of a symmetrical electrolyte (zi + =�zi� = z, such as

Fig. 1 Variation of electrical double-layer thickness with

electrolyte concentration. (From Ref. [16].)
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NaCl, CaSO4; and ni +
0 = ni�

0 = n0) and some mathematical

manipulations, becomes [16]

tanhðzec=kTÞ ¼ tanhðzec0=kTÞ expð�kxÞ ð14Þ

or

g ¼ g0 expð�kxÞ

where g=tanh(zec/4kT) and g0=tanh(zec0/4kT).

Evidently, although Eq. 14 is relatively more com-

plex than Eq. 13, it has wider applicability. The surface

charge density (s0) of a particle in a liquid is given

elsewhere.[3]

Stern–Grahame model

The Gouy–Chapman model of EDL includes some un-

realistic cases. For example, the ions are assumed as point

charges and any specific effects related to the ion size are

neglected. Therefore the adsorption densities on the solid

surface calculated for moderate surface potentials and

ionic strength values are so high that they are physically

Fig. 2 The Stern–Grahame model represented by (a) by low concentration of specifically adsorbed ions and (b) by higher

concentration of the specifically adsorbed ions.
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impossible. Also, the solvent is assumed to have contin-

uous properties everywhere in solution; however, its

properties such as the dielectric constant and the viscosity

may be different in the EDL and the bulk solution.

Stern (1924)[19] modified the Gouy–Chapman model

with an adsorbed layer of ions of thickness d, which is

usually considered as 0.3–0.5 nm. This layer, assumed to

be held fixed at the surface, is called the Stern layer. Thus

the ion distribution in solution around the charged particle

is divided into two parts: the Stern layer, which is the

identical form in the Helmholtz model and consists of

specifically adsorbed ions, and the diffuse (or Gouy)

layer. The double layer in Fig. 2 essentially shows three

layers, i.e., the layer of charged solid surface, the Stern

layer, and the diffuse layer, but in the literature the

commonly used term is ‘‘double layer.’’ Also, there is a

shear plane in the diffuse layer at which the double layer

potential (c) is called the zeta (x) potential.

Grahame[19] further divided the Stern layer into two

parts: inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer Helmholtz

plane (OHP) (Fig. 2a,b). At the b plane, there are spe-

cifically adsorbed unhydrated ions known as the IHP,

Fig. 2 (Continued).
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while that of the closest approach to the more weakly

adsorbed hydrated ions at d is known as the OHP, the

onset of the diffuse layer. This model, known as the Stern–

Grahame model, is usually represented with low amounts

of specifically adsorbed ions (Fig. 2a) while the modified

version (Fig. 2b) incorporates the specifically adsorbed

ions. In the former, the sign of particle surface cannot be

reversed, but it is possible in the latter. The potential

distribution in the diffuse layer for a symmetrical

electrolyte (Eq. 14) can be rewritten as;

tanhðzec=4kTÞ ¼ tanhðzecd=4kTÞ exp½�kðx � dÞ	
ð15Þ

Note that, in the case of electrolyte concentrations less

than 0.1 M, the zeta (x) potential can be used instead of

cd. The composition of the double layer is usually inferred

from a comparison between s0 and sd or c0 and cd, then

computed by some model. The following equation has a

reasonably wide applicability if the amount of specifically

adsorbed ions is low.

ðy=1 � yÞ ¼ ðci=55:5Þ exp½�ðziecb þ FÞ=kT 	 ð16Þ

where y=sb/s0 (0�y�1), sb and s0 are charge densities

at the IHP and at the surface (in C/cm2), and F stands for

the specific adsorption free energy in units of kT and cb is

the potential at the IHP, ci is the bulk concentration of ion

i (mol/L). Eq. 16 is an extension of the familiar Langmuir

equation.[2]

Potential Determining, Indifferent, and
Specifically Adsorbed Ions

Potential determining ions (pdi) are the major ions

responsible for the establishment of the surface charge

of particle.[3] Their activities in the liquid play a crucial

role in the generation of potential difference across a

solid–liquid interface. They are also able to reverse the

sign of zp of the solid. As a simple recipe, for a cation to

be the pdi, it must make the surface more positive upon

increasing the cation concentration. Similarly, for an

anion to be the pdi, it must impart the surface more

negative charges with increasing anion concentration.

While the pdi for ionic solids such as AgI, BaSO4, and

CaCO3, etc. are the lattice constituent ions, i.e., Ag+, I�,

Ba2 +, SO4
2�, Ca2 +, CO3

2, H+ and OH� ions are for metal

oxides and hydroxides, silicate or clay minerals, some

hydrophobic minerals (e.g., coal), and some synthetic

polymers with sulfate groups.[1,3,5,6] Fig. 3 clearly shows

the difference in the behavior of a positively charged

alumina surface toward (a) pdi: H+ and OH�; (b) the

indifferent ions Cl�, and NO3
�, Na+, and Ba2 +; and (c) the

specifically adsorbed ions SO4
2� and S2O3

2�. For

metal oxides, for example, the surface potential is

Fig. 3 Zeta potential profile of a positively charged alumina surface in the presence of various ions. (From Ref. [3].)
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determined by the activities of pdis and expressed by

Nernst-like equation

c0 ¼ ðRT=FÞ lnðaHþ=ao
HþÞ ð17Þ

where F is the Faraday constant, aH+ is the activity of H+,

and aH +
o refers to the point of zero charge (pzc). The

operational formula for aqueous solutions at 25�C is

c0=0.059 V (pHo–pH), where pHo refers to the pzc.[19]

For AgI, Eq. 17 can be written as

c0 ¼ ðRT=FÞ lnðaAgþ=ao
AgþÞ ð18Þ

Indifferent ions are those that cannot specifically adsorb in

the Stern layer of the EDL and unable to reverse the sign of

surface charge of the particle but only compress the

Table 1 iep and pzc of some typical natural and synthetic minerals

Mineral Typical formula iep or pzc Reference

Metal oxides and hydroxides

Corundum Al2O3 pH 3a [5]

Quartz SiO2 pH 2.2a [22]

Hematite Fe2O3 pH 3a, pH 7.1b [23]

Rutile TiO2 pH 4.7a [5]

Zirconium ZrO2 pH 10a [5]

Diaspore g-AlO(OH) pH<2a [5]

Goethite a-FeOOH pH 3.2a [5]

Metal sulfides

Pyrite FeS2 pH 6.5a [24]

Chalcopyrite CuFeS2 PH 1.8b [25]

Sphalerite ZnS pH 2b [25]

Silver sulfide Ag2S pAg 10.2b [3]

Soluble ionic minerals

Calcite CaCO3 pH 8a [26]

Fluorite CaF2 pCa 3b [3]

Silver iodide AgI pAg 5.6b [3]

Complex minerals

Colemanite Ca2B6O11.5H2O pH 10.5a [21]

Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 pH 3.8a [11]

Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 pH 8a [27]

Fluoroapatite Ca5(PO4)(F,OH) pH 6b [28]

Wolframite (FeMn)WO4 pH 2.5a [29]

Hydrophobic minerals

Coal C pH 1.5a–4.8a [7,30]

Anthracite C pH 3.3a [31]

Talc Mg3(Si4O10) (OH)2 pH 1.9b [1]

Sulfur S pH 2b [1]

Molybdenite MoS2 pH 1b [1]

Synthetic minerals and mineral mixtures (composites)

Silicon carbide SiC pH 3.3a [32]

Silicon Si pH 2.4a [32]

Hematite a-FeOOH pH 7.8b [33]

Boehmite AlOOH pH 9.2a,c [34]

Carbon (fiber) C pH 4.5a [35]

Rutile TiO2 pH 5.9a [36]

Mixed metal oxide (40% Ni + 60% Co)c pH 9.5b [37]

Mixed metal oxide (50% SiO2 + 50% Al2O3)d pH 5.2b [38]

aThe iep.
bThe pzc.
cSamples of Ni and Co mixed oxide in the form of powders were synthesized by thermal decomposition of the nitrates at 400�C.

Forty and sixty percent means the weight ratio of the composite material.
dAs starting materials, AlCl3 and tetraethyl orthosilicate were used. They were mixed in an autoclave, and were calcined

afterward at 500�C.
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electrical double layer. For example, monovalent ions such

as Na+ and Cl� are indifferent ions for colemanite,[21] and

Na+, Cl�, NH4
+ NO3

�, CaOH+, MgOH+ Al(OH)+, and

Al(OH)2 + are indifferent ions for clinoptilolite (natural

zeolite).[10] Indifferent ions, which usually decrease the

double-layer thickness (1/k), are used in electrokinetic

studies to determine the point of zero charge (pzc) or

isoelectric point (iep) of minerals (Fig. 3).

Specifically adsorbed ions possess special affinity for

the solid surface through coulombic and noncoulom-

bic forces. These noncoulombic forces may be chemi-

cal in nature, i.e., involving some degree of covalent

bonding with surface atoms or be more physical, e.g., van

der Walls forces between the ion and the surface or

between the hydrocarbon chains of surfactant ions

adsorbed.[3]

Isoelectric Point and/or Point of Zero Charge

Although the isoelectric point (iep) and the point of zero

charge (pzc) are identical by definition, there are some

differences between them. The iep or pzc of some typical

minerals are given in Table 1. While the pzc denotes the

state in which the net surface charge of the solid is zero,

the iep describes the condition at which the potential at the

shear plane, i.e., the zp obtained from electrokinetic

measurements is zero; the iep and pzc are the same in the

absence of the specific adsorption. But the pzc of a

mineral need not coincide with the iep in most cases as

seen in Table 1.

The iep of a mineral is directly obtained by electro-

kinetic measurements (see ‘‘Potential Determining, Indif-

ferent, and Specifically Adsorbed Ions’’ section) against

pH, usually in the presence of indifferent electrolytes (or

ions) of various molarities seen in Fig. 4. This figure

indicates that 1) KNO3 is an indifferent electrolyte for this

system and 2) the iep in this case is the same as the pzc.

The pzc is experimentally determined usually by poten-

tiometric titration method of the adsorbed pdi.[40] For

example, for oxides, hydroxides, and silicates, the surface

charge density at pzc, s0, can be expressed as

s0 ¼ FðGHþ � GOH�Þ ¼ 0 ð19Þ

where GH+, and GOH� are analytical surface excess for H+

and OH� ions, respectively. Here it must be noted that

iep and pzc of minerals depend on the heterogeneity of

mineral surface and pretreatments of minerals such as

leaching, washing, and ultrasonic scrubbing.[11,23,30,41]

Interestingly, the iep of particularly semisoluble salt-

type minerals has been found to vary with the solids

concentration.[21]

Zeta Potential (zp)

Zeta (x) potential is an intrinsic property of a mineral

particle in a liquid. It determines the strength of the EDL

repulsive forces between particles and identifies the

stability of a colloidal system. The zp is known as the

measurable surface potential of a particle, viz., the

potential at the shear plane. There is no direct experi-

mental method for determining both the surface potential

(c0) and Stern layer potential (cd).[3] So far, the exact

position of the shear plane within the diffuse layer of the

EDL could not be determined, but it is assumed that the

position of the shear plane is very close to the outer

Helmholtz plane (OHP).[1] The x potential is fairly close

to the Stern potential, cd, in magnitude, and definitely less

than the potential at surface, c0.

METHODS OF ZETA
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS

Electrokinetic measurements using electrophoresis, elec-

troosmosis, streaming potential, and sedimentation poten-

tial can be interpreted to yield a quantity known zeta or

electrokinetic potential.[3,42] Of these four techniques, the

electrophoresis is perhaps the best known and most

Fig. 4 Determination of the iep by electrokinetic measure-

ments against pH in the presence of indifferent electrolytes of

various molarities. (From Ref. [39].)
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commonly used technique to measure the zp of minerals.

While the electrophoresis technique with modifications is

extended for the measurement of very fine particles such

as nanoparticles (<100 nm) and colloidal particles (<1

mm), other techniques are usually employed for larger

particles. The size of mineral particles is independent of

the charge and only identifies the measurement technique.

Electrophoresis

When a charged mineral particle in a conducting liquid is

applied an electrical field, it moves toward the oppositely

charged electrode (relative to its charge). This is called

electrophoresis. The method is based on the mobility (U)

of the particle under the applied electrical field (E). The

electrophoretic mobility of the particle represents the

velocity (n) per unit electric field (E) and is given by

U ðmobilityÞ ¼ speed=electric field ¼ n=E

¼ ðm=sec:Þ=ðV=mÞ ð20Þ

The mobility of particle is converted to the zp by the

Henry equation

U ¼ ðxe=1:5ZÞf ðkaÞ ð21Þ

where x is the zeta potential, e is the dielectric constant of

the medium relative to the vacuum, Z is the viscosity of

the medium, f(ka) is the corrector factor depending on the

product of k (Debye–Huckel parameter), and a is the

particle radius. For very small particles in dilute solution

where the thickness of the DL (1/k) is large, ka�1 and

f(ka)=1 (Huckel equation). For large particles in more

concentrated solution, ka1 and 1/k is small, and

f(ka)=1.5 (Smoluchowski equation).[7]

If the particles are invisible, as in the case of some

protein molecules, they are tracked by the Tiselius

technique.[3,42] However, for particles of about 0.5 mm

in diameter or larger, direct observation is possible using

an optic microscope illuminated with a strong light

source. An ultramicroscope is useful for particles down

to 0.1 mm. An electrical field is applied on the cell

consisting of two electrodes and the movement of mineral

particles dispersed in a conducting liquid is observed.

Thus the rate of movement of particles moving toward the

opposite electrode is observed under an optical micro-

scope using a light beam lamp. Particle velocity is

measured by timing individual particles on a microscope

grid as they move from the start to the finish line. Ten to

twenty particles are usually tracked with each traverse

taking 3–15 sec. Thus the electrophoretic mobility of the

particle is determined and then converted to the zp using

the Smoluchowski equation.

Electrokinetic measurements of nanoparticles can be

performed by the Laser Doppler Electrophoresis method

(LDE), the Phase Analysis Light Scattering Techniques

(PALS), Tiselius technique, the Rotating Prism and

Rotating Grating, and zone electrophoresis methods.[42,43]

The LDE and PALS techniques can provide zp or

electrokinetic measurements of many millions of nano-

particles in a few seconds. The LDE is based on the

mixing of scattered light from a sample of a suspension of

colloidal particles moving in an electric field, with light

directly from the source. The scattered light is frequency-

shifted by the Doppler effect, and optical mixing of this

with the ‘‘unshifted’’ reference beam light leads to a

beating at a frequency dependent on the speed of the

particles. The limitation of this method arises from the

small displacement of the particles because of a low

mobility. This problem can be somewhat overcome with

the Phase Analysis Light Scattering Technique (PALS). In

this technique, phase modulation is applied so that the

Doppler frequency of zero mobility particle is equal to the

modulation frequency oo. It is possible then to measure

the deviation of the actual frequency, present in the

scattered light, by performing a phase comparison of the

detected signal with the imposed modulator frequency. If

the mobility is truly zero, the relative phase of the two will

be constant: If a small mobility is present, the relative

phase will be shifted, and a small phase shift can be

detected by a phase comparator.[43] At high ionic strengths

where the conventional zeta meters fail to function, the

PALS technique is becoming useful.

Electroosmosis

This method is based on the measurement of liquid in a

capillary (or in a system of capillaries such as a porous

plug of compressed solid particles) under an applied

electric field. When electric field or potential gradient, E,

is applied via the working electrodes on the system, the

electrolytes flow in response to the field and drag the

liquid along with them. This movement of liquid can be

conveniently observed by measuring the movement of a

small bubble in the capillary, converting it to the flow rate

from which the flow rate the zp of the solid may be

calculated using the following equation.[9]

x ¼ 4pZlVe=ei ð22Þ

where Ve is the electroosmosis velocity of the liquid, i

is the electric current passing through the capillary, Z
is the viscosity of the liquid, e is dielectric constant

of the liquid, and l is the specific conductance of

the liquid.
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Streaming Potential

Streaming potential method may be considered as the

converse of the electroosmosis. Here the electric field

instead of the liquid velocity is measured. When a liquid is

forced to flow through a capillary tube or porous plug by

applying pressure, a potential difference is developed.

This potential difference is called the streaming potential.

The zp of the solid (constituting the porous plug) from

streaming potential data is given by the following

Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 23).[19]

x ¼ 4pZlEs=eP ð23Þ

where Es is the streaming potential and P is the pressure

applied for streaming the liquid. This equation is valid

under the conditions where the flow is linear and the pore

diameter is much greater than the value of 1/k.[3,9]

Sedimentation Potential

This technique may be regarded as the converse of the

electrophoresis method. When a particle in a liquid settles

through a suspending medium under the gravitational

forces, it produces an electric field E. This electric field

is measured by inserting reversible electrode probes at

two different heights in the column of settling particles

and then E=Df/L, where Df is the potential difference

and L is the separation between the electrodes. The E

value may be used to calculate the zp, provided that the

particle surface is nonconducting, the particles are of

uniform size, and ka1.[3,9]

E ¼ ðxea3=3ZlÞðm1 � m2Þng ð24Þ

where a is the radius of the particle, m1 and m2 are the

densities of particle and liquid respectively, n is the

number of solid particles in a unit volume, and g is the

gravitational constant.

INTERACTION MECHANISMS BETWEEN
MINERAL PARTICLES

DLVO Theory and the Interaction
Energy Curves

The DLVO (Derjaguin and Landau, 1941;[44] Verwey and

Overbeek, 1948[45]) theory explains the stability of col-

loidal systems including nanosized particles considering

Fig. 5 Repulsive and attractive forces as a function of distance of separation.
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the total potential energy of interaction between colloidal

particles depending on the distance between them. The

total or net interaction energy is equal to the summation of

the EDL interaction energy (VER) and the van der Walls

interaction energy (VVA) and given as

VT ¼ VER þ VVA ð25Þ

The EDL interaction energy between two colloidal par-

ticles in an electrolyte solution results from the over-

lapping of their diffuse layers; that is, it results from an

osmotic pressure of counterions in repulsive character

when the two particles have the same sign of charge. But,

when they are opposite in charge, the DL interaction

energy becomes attractive in character. The van der Walls

interaction energy (VVA) between the particles arises from

the London–van der Walls forces. If the two particles are

identical, the van der Walls interaction is always negative

(attractive) but in the case of different particles, this may

change depending on the Hamaker constant of the

particles and the medium.[15,46]

For two spherical colloidal particles of equal size,

which usually appear in most colloidal systems, the total

interaction energy using the DLVO theory is described

provided that aH as follows[15]

VT ¼ 32pee0aðkT=zeÞ2w2 expð�kHÞ � ðAa=12HÞ
ð26Þ

where a is the radius of colloidal particles, H is the

shortest distance between them, A is the effective

Hamaker constant depending on the Hamaker constants

of the particles and the medium, k is the Debye–Huckel

parameter, and w is given by

w ¼ tanhðzex=4kTÞ ð27Þ

Indeed, the right hand of Eq. 27 is identical with the term

tanh(zecd/4kT) in Eq. 15, only the zeta (x) potential

instead of cd is used. In Eq. 26, the first term denotes the

EDL repulsion energy (VER) and the second term the van

der Walls attraction energy (VVA). Note that here x is used

as an effective surface potential of the particles. If VT,

Fig. 6 Total energy of interaction curves for silica particles and their corresponding coagulation behavior. (From Ref. [48].)
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VER, and VVA are plotted as a function of the distance (H),

the characteristic curves such as those in Fig. 5 are

obtained. Here the VT value at each distance is obtained by

the summation of the VER and VVA values; that is, the

smaller energy is subtracted from the larger energy. If

repulsive, the net value is plotted above; if attractive, the

net value is plotted below. The VT curve is then formed.

As seen in Fig. 5, both repulsive and attractive interactions

become weaker as the separation distance increases. At

sufficiently large distances, the particles exert no influ-

ence on each other.

If the colloidal particles are very close, the van der

Walls attractive forces take over with a resultant negative

energy of interaction leading to the coagulation of par-

ticles. At contact state, the total interaction energy is

known as the primary minimum. There is also another

negative attraction energy usually beyond 3 nm known as

the aggregation region or the secondary minimum.[46] But

the coagulation in this region is not stable and reversible

with respect to the case in the primary minimum.[9,47]

Rheological properties such as thixotropy are closely re-

lated to coagulation at the secondary minimum.

If the particles are further away, van der Walls attrac-

tion forces sharply decrease because of the large exponent

of inverse distance, and the EDL repulsion forces take

over with an energy barrier occurring between the par-

ticles. If aggregation is required, the height of the energy

barrier shown in Fig. 5 should be lowered or removed.

Conversely, for a good dispersion, the height of the energy

barrier must be enlarged. These two cases can be realized

by changing the EDL repulsive forces, as it is perhaps

impossible to change the van der Walls forces.

Now we can ask this question, how can we change the

EDL repulsive forces? This is possible by changing the zp

of particles through changing parameters such as the type

and concentration of electrolyte and solution pH. For

example, for negatively charged colloidal silica particles

in distilled water at 0, �14, and �30 mV, the photo-

micrographs of the colloidal silica particles taken by

Rosental[3] are given in Fig. 6a, b, and c, respectively. The

total interaction energy (VT) curves are assumed to

correspond to the cases in Fig. 6a, b, and c, respectively.

As seen in Fig. 6a, silica particles with a zp value of �30

mV exhibit dispersion and the height of the energy barrier

is considerably high. When KCl is added into water, the

zp of silica particles comes down to the �14 mV (Fig. 6b)

as a result of the double-layer compression with a

resultant decrease in repulsive energy and in turn in the

height of the energy barrier. Consequently, in this system,

sometimes the van der Walls attractive forces may

become dominant depending on the kinetic conditions

and/or the existence of the non-DLVO forces such as

hydration, hydrophobic forces, and steric forces. When a

trivalent electrolyte, AlCl3, is added into system, the zp

comes down to zero, which is called the isoelectric point

(Fig. 6c), owing to the charge neutralization on the silica

surface; the height of the energy barrier disappears and the

van der Walls attractive forces become dominant in the

system.[49] Accordingly, the colloidal particles come in

contact and coagulate (Fig. 6c).

At the point where the energy barrier just disappears:

dVT=dH ¼ 0 and VT ¼ 0 ð28Þ

Applying these conditions to Eq. 26 results in an expres-

sion for the critical coagulation (or flocculation) concen-

tration, Cc, for a symmetrical (z+=�z�, z is the valence

number of electrolyte, e.g., NaCl) electrolyte as follows:

Cc ¼ KðP4=A2z6Þ ð29Þ

where K is a constant that depends only on the properties

of the dispersion medium and A is the effective Hamaker

constant. When the zp is very high, the term P approaches

unity and the critical concentration becomes inversely

proportional to the sixth power of the valency, z. This

dependence of Cc on 1/z6, known as the Schultz–Hardy

rule, is consistent with the DLVO theory. For instance, if

coagulation occurs at 1 M with a 1:1 electrolyte, it will

occur at 1/26 (ffi0.016) M with a 2:2 electrolyte, and at

1/36 (ffi0.0014) M with a 3:3 electrolyte.

APPLICATIONS OF ZETA POTENTIAL AND
ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY

As mentioned earlier, the zp is a good indicator to explain

the stability mechanisms of different colloidal and

emulsion systems, and the adsorption mechanism between

any organic or inorganic species at any solid–liquid

interface. The term stability, when applied to colloidal

dispersions, is a relative term intended to express the

resistance of the dispersion to change. In any colloidal

system, colloidal particles may have different zp values

depending on the conditions, i.e., solution pH, existence

of electrolyte, type, and concentration. The zp is used

mainly in the following areas as an indicator of the dis-

persion and coagulation of colloidal systems. Therefore it

has a wide spectrum of applications, some of which will

be briefly mentioned.

The preparation of a well-dispersed clay–water colloi-

dal system in the slip casting molding method requires the

zp of clay particles be sufficiently high to provide re-

pulsion between the particles so that a dense packing with

strong material is produced.[50] In the purification of

municipal water and cleaning up of industrial wastes, it is

usually necessary to remove solids from dilute suspension.

The key to effective colloid removal is the reduction of zp
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of the colloidal particles to zero by adjusting solution pH,

and type and concentration of electrolyte.[11,51]

The pigments in paint, consisting of fine particles or

nanoparticles, colored or colorless solid particles, must be

dispersed readily to maintain a stable dispersion. The zp

value of pigments in a solvent plays an important role in

maintaining a good dispersion.[52] The pharmaceutical

industry often prepares their product by suspending col-

loidal particles or nanoparticles of the drug uniformly

throughout a liquid vehicle. A successful suspension re-

mains stable and enjoys a long shelf life. This is often

achieved by producing a stable dispersion that settles

very slowly at maximum zp. Suspensions of paper stocks

containing fine particles including filler or pigments are

generally regarded as colloidal systems. If fine particles

are agglomerated, they will attach to the fiber, leading to

better drainage and improvement in total retention at a zp

value of 0 mV.[53] The EDL repulsive forces and zp values

between colloidal latex particles defining a sol of polymer

particles such as polystyrene latex[50] have a decisive role

in the preparation of monodisperse latex.[54,55]

The zp measurements are used to determine the opti-

mum conditions for the stability of emulsions. In most

emulsion systems such as cream in cosmetic industry (oil

in water or water in oil emulsions), mayonnaise in food

industry (solid in liquid emulsion), and toothpaste in

pharmaceutical industry (solid in liquid emulsion), the

stability is achieved through a good control of zp.[56] The

zp values of fiber materials are used in the characteri-

zation of fiber materials such as carbon, polyethylene,

cotton, and polyester in liquids and identifying the ad-

sorption capacity of different organic dye molecules.[42]

Flotation is a technique widely used in mining industry

to separate valuable minerals from their ores or to separate

the valuable minerals from each other. Finely ground

minerals in water are coupled with an appropriate col-

lector chemical and then floated with air bubbles. The zp

is used to select appropriate collector, elaborate the meth-

od of collector adsorption on minerals, and examine ac-

tivation mechanism of minerals.[7,8,55]

Electrophoretic deposition is an important technique

directly used to produce a thin or thick coating on a

conducting base.[50,57] In this technique, charged particles

migrate to an electrode of opposite charge under the

influence of an electric field. Untirusting paint coatings on

metal surfaces, composite coatings, production of super-

conductors,[48] and photocopying by electrodeposition[58]

are further examples of this kind. Differences in electro-

phoretic mobilities of some proteins induce their sepa-

ration in biological systems.[19,40,42,47,52–54,58–61] Similarly,

analysis of the blood cells can reveal illness through

electrophoretic mobility; a mobility of �1.1 mm sec�1/

V cm�1 is reported for fresh human red cells in blood at

pH 7.4.[60] In addition, the intravascular coagulation

diseases of human can be indirectly controlled by zp.[48]

Bacterial action is also governed by electrical potential.[62]

Detergency is the ability to remove dirt such as soil and

oil adhering to fiber. The dirt removal from fabric by

detergent is explained by the heterocoagulation theory

including the EDL repulsion and van der Walls attraction

energy between two different materials, fabric and

dirt.[59,61] Soil used for agricultural purposes contains an

appreciable fraction of colloidal material composed of

both lyophobic and lyophilic colloids. When soil is treated

with water, the soil must be kept in a flocculated state to

impart porosity, a suitable medium for good plant growth;

this condition is provided by adding some electrolyte into

water. The permeability of oil-producing sandstones is

governed by the clay particles present in sandstone

material. The migration of clay particles is relevant to

the properties of water used in the system and also the

electrokinetic properties of clay particles.[63]

CONCLUSION

It is clear from this review that electrokinetic properties of

mineral particles are encountered in all walks of life.

Understanding of electrokinetics of mineral nanoparticles

in a liquid, in addition to the ionic composition of the

solution, requires the knowledge of surface charge, zeta

potential, surface potential, structure of EDL at the

mineral/liquid interface, and its double-layer thickness.

This information is then used to identify the interaction

mechanisms between two particles or between a particle

surface and a substance (in ionic or nonionic form), and in

turn, the stability of solid–liquid system and the adsorp-

tion of an ion (or molecule) on a charged or noncharged

mineral. Its practical implications are then explained in

terms of the DLVO theory.
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INTRODUCTION

Mixed metal oxide (MMO) nanoparticles (also called

heterometal oxide nanoparticles) can play an appreciable

role in many areas of chemistry and physics. The unique

electronic and magnetic properties obtained when com-

bining two metals in an oxide matrix have been well

studied.[1,2] However, the most common use for MMOs

has been in the area of catalysis, and here they have found

use both as the catalyst and as catalyst supports.[3,4]

Specifically, MMO containing aluminum has found many

opportunities in catalysis.[5 – 7]

Mixed metal oxides are also used in many applications

in the electronic industry as passive or active components

in devices. These exhibit high dielectric, and ferro- or

pyroelectric properties, e.g., BaTiO3, LiNbO3, KTaO3,

Pb1�xLaxTiyZr2O3, etc. The most remarkable MMO

materials are surely the thermal-conducting superconduc-

tors based on YBa2Cu3O7�x. The technological interest in

MMOs such as silica–titania and silica–zirconia arises

from their chemical resistance and their thermomechani-

cal or optical properties. SiO2–TiO2 glasses and zircon,

SrZrO4, are characterized by very low thermal expansion,

which confer them a high thermal-shock resistance.

SiO2–TiO2 and SiO2–ZrO2 glasses have high refractive

indices and are wonderful catalysts or catalyst supports.[8]

Owing to their refractoriness, these MMOs are difficult to

produce by conventional melting techniques; thus, sol–

gel technique is used for their preparation. The homoge-

neity of binary oxide has great influence on structural

evolution of the gels during the heat treatment. Magne-

sium aluminate spinel (MgAl2O4) is expected to have

applications as a structural material at high temperatures

because it has a high melting point and superior thermal

and chemical properties. It is also of technological interest

as a refractory material at elevated temperatures. It is

important to realize that improved properties are recorded

for ceramic materials at nanoscale and these materials are

expected to find the most important place in technology in

the coming years.

In this article, we have covered the most important and

recent methods of preparation of nanocrystalline MMOs.

Special emphasis has been given on sol–gel technique

because of its popularity among researchers, resulting in

homogeneous and pure MMO nanoparticles. Among

physical methods, perhaps flame spray pyrolysis is

gaining more importance in recent time. Structure,

properties, and applications of MMO nanoparticles have

also been discussed. This area of research is wide open

and offers scope for development in synthetic and ap-

plication fields.

SYNTHESIS OF MIXED METAL
OXIDE NANOPARTICLES

Developments in the field of MMO nanoparticles have

produced many significant and interesting results in all

areas investigated. This attracted attention toward the

preparation of these potential new materials with variable

composition having unique properties. Researches have

explored and developed both physical and chemical

methods by which such materials can be prepared.

Physical Methods

Several physical aerosol methods have been reported

for the synthesis of nanosized particles of ceramic

materials. The most successful include gas condensation

techniques,[9 – 12] spray pyrolysis,[13,14] thermochemical

decomposition of metal–organic precursors in flame re-

actors,[15,16] and some other aerosol processes named

according to energy sources applied to reach the tempera-

tures required for gas–particle conversion. The experi-
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mental details of these physical/aerosol methods have been

outlined by Khaleel and Richards.[17]

Vapor condensation method

It involves two steps. In the first step, a metallic

nanophase powder is condensed under an inert convection

gas at high pressure, after the supersaturated vapor of

metal is obtained inside a chamber. In the second step, the

powder is oxidized by allowing oxygen into the chamber.

It is a critical step in which the temperature is as high as

1000�C because of the exothermic nature of the reaction.

High temperature results in agglomeration into large

particles, and often annealing process at high temperature

is required for completion of oxidation. Nanoparticles

result when supersaturation is achieved above the vapor

source. A collection surface cooled by liquid nitrogen is

used to collect the particles.

Spray pyrolysis

Some other techniques with slight modifications also work

on same principle. They are aerosol thermolysis, evapo-

rative decomposition of solutions, plasma vaporization of

solutions, aerosol decomposition, flame pyrolysis, etc. A

new broad name suggested for these techniques is flame

spray pyrolysis (FSP) technology. The starting materials,

or chemical precursors, are usually the appropriate salts,

either in solution or in a sol or in suspension form. Aero-

sol droplets are generated by nebulizer or atomization

technique of the starting chemical precursors. These

droplets generated undergo evaporation with solute

condensation within the droplet followed by drying and

thermolysis of precipitate particles at high temperatures

forming microporous particles. They are finally sintered to

form dense particles. In this technique, various methods

are used for atomization, including pressure, two-fluid,

electrostatic, and ultrasonic atomizers. These methods

give droplets of different sizes (2–15 mm) at various rates

of atomization and various droplet velocities. Tal Materials

Inc. uses a patented flame spray pyrolysis process deve-

loped at the University of Michigan for the direct, large-

scale production of inexpensive MMO nanopowders.[18,19]

The preparation of a variety of nanosized MMO

powders from the thermolysis/flame pyrolysis of a new

polymer-matrix-based precursor solution has been

reported by Pramanic et al.[20] Spinels such as MgAl2O4,

CuFe2O4, NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4, ZnFe2O4; orthoferrites such

as LaFeO3; NdFeO3; GdFeO3; SmFeO3; garnets such as

Y3Al5O12, Gd3Al5O12, Gd3Fe5O12, Sm3Fe5O12; and

composites such as Fe2O3� NiO, Fe2O3� CuO, and

Fe2O3� TiO2 have been reported.

Thermochemical/flame decomposition
of metal–organic precursors

This method is an example of another type of gas

condensation technique. In this method, the starting

material is a liquid chemical precursor. It is also known

as chemical vapor condensation (CVC). It involves va-

porization of chemical precursors, which are then oxi-

dized with the help of a fuel–oxidant mixture (propane–

O2 or methane–O2). It combines the rapid thermal

decomposition of a precursor carrier gas stream in a

reduced pressure environment with thermophoretically

driven deposition of the rapidly condensed product par-

ticles on a cold substrate.[16] The flame temperature varies

between 1200 and 3000 K, which allows rapid gas phase

chemical reactions. In rapid thermal decomposition of

precursor in solution (RTDS), the precursor material

dissolved in water undergoes rapid hydrothermal reactions

in a near-critical and supercritical water environment. Due

to the short residence time and extremely fast quenching

rate, the particle growth in the reaction is limited. Both

ultrafine metal oxides and MMOs using inexpensive water-

soluble precursors are prepared using this method. Some

examples of nanocrystalline powders produced using

RTDS are (1) Fe3O4 (magnetite) having grain size less

than 12 nm from FeSO4 / urea as precursors, (2) NiFe2O4

(trevorite) having grain size less than 10 nm from Fe-

(NO3)3 / Ni(NO3)2 / urea as precursors, and (3) NiO / ZrO2

having grain size nearly 10 nm from Ni(NO3)2 / ZrO(NO3)2.

Chemical Methods

The most potential and successful route for preparing

homogeneous ceramic materials is liquid phase chemistry.

The most widely used and perhaps most reliable method

is the sol–gel method. There are many other wet

chemistry methods known, such as microemulsion

techniques and precipitation from solutions. Another

novel technique is the mechanochemical synthesis meth-

od, which involves solid-state chemistry reactions.

Sol–gel technique

The synthesis of MMOs by sol–gel technique is one of

several liquid phase methods that is the most widely

employed and has been widely reviewed.[21 – 28] Reviews

on the preparation of aerogels have also appeared in the

literature.[29,30] Mainly, three routes are used to prepare

sol–gel ceramic materials, which are distinguished by the

nature of the starting material. They are (1) an aqueous

solution of inorganic salt, (2) an aggregate of colloidal

particles in a solvent, and (3) a network-forming species
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in organic or aqueous solution. The last route is the most

acceptable because network formers can be tailor-made or

modified to control the chemistry and processing of the

gel, and ultimately its morphology. Usually, alkoxides,

bimetallic-m-oxoalkoxides, and heterometallic (double,

ter, tert-) alkoxides are used as precursors in alcoholic

solutions. Other precursors include metal b-diketonates

and metal carboxylates.

Hydrolysis and condensation of metal alkoxides: The

sol–gel route is actually a two-step inorganic polymer-

ization. In the first step, polymerization starts by

hydrolysis at the metal–alkoxy linkage yielding alcohol

and new reactants, hydroxylated metal centers (M–OH).

MðORÞn þ xH2O! ½MðORÞn�xðOHÞx� þ xROH ð1Þ

The mechanism of this reaction can be outlined as

below:

ð2Þ

In the second step, condensation or three-dimensional

propagation occurs when hydroxylated species condense

to form oxypolymers. Polycondensation involves alkox-

ylation, oxolation, or olation, a reaction that creates oxy-

gen bridges and releases XOH species (where X=H or R).

M��OH þMOR! MORþ ROH ðalkoxylationÞ ð3Þ

M��OH þMOH! M��O��Mþ H2O ðoxolationÞ ð4Þ

M��ðOHÞ2 þMOR! MðOHÞMþ ROH ðolationÞ ð5Þ

The nature of the inorganic framework obviously then

determines the relative rates of hydrolysis and condensa-

tion at different centers. The rates of hydrolysis and con-

densation depend upon the nature of metal in terms of its

electrophilicity and ability to expand its coordination

number.[31] The hydrolysis rates of transition metal alk-

oxides are very high, as metal centers are highly electro-

philic and exhibit several coordination numbers. This

sometimes complicates the problem, especially in the case

when heterobimetallic alkoxides are used as precursor, as

precipitation occurs at different rates and often instanta-

neously. One of the suitable ways to overcome this prob-

lem is the modification of precursor by reacting alkoxide

with other ligands when the exchange reaction takes

place.[32] This results into a new precursor, which may

undergo hydrolysis at a much slower rate.

MðORÞn þ xLOH! ½MðORÞn�xðOLÞx� þ xROH ð6Þ

Thus, at times when alkoxy ligands are quickly re-

moved by hydrolysis, then chelating ligands such as acetyl

acetone or other b-diketones act as terminating agents that

limit the condensation reaction.[33] The major steps in-

volved in sol–gel technique [21,22]for the preparation of

MMOs as outlined in Fig. 1 are:

1. Preparation of a homogeneous solution of pure

precursor in an organic solvent, which is miscible

with water or the hydrolysis reagent.

2. Preparation of sol from solution by treating the

homogeneous solution with H2O, or H2O with HCl/

NaOH/NH4OH.

3. Allowing the sol to convert into gel by polymeriza-

tion (aging).

4. Shaping of gel into the desired form or shape

followed by drying. In this step, solvent is removed.

The manner in which the liquid phase is removed

from wet gel determines whether the dried material is

a highly porous aerogel or a denser xerogel. A xerogel

is formed as the solvent evaporates from the wet gel,

resulting in collapse of the wet-gel structure. If the

network is compliant, the gel deforms because of

capillary forces generated by the liquid phase as it

recedes into the body of the gel. Supercritical drying

(SCD) or ambient pressure upon wet gels results in

Fig. 1 Steps involved in sol–gel method.
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aerogels. Aerogels are actually nanoscale mesoporous

materials of low density and high surface area.

SCD preserves the porosity by bringing the solvent

phase into its supercritical state (a state where no liquid–

vapor interface exist), so that capillary pressures do not

develop. There are two SCD methods. The sol–gel

synthesis of (RuxTi1�x)O2 (x = 0, 0.14, 0.20, 0.32)

involves modification of an alkoxide preparation of

TiO2 with a ruthenium chloride, RuCl3, refluxed in

ethanol. Monolithic aerogels are formed using SCD

method with CO2. These were characterized after

annealing treatment at 400�C, which removed the

chloride and alkoxide. The resulting oxides consisted of

	10 nm nanocrystallites of primarily phase-separated

TiO2 and RuO2 (these rutile phases can form only a solid

solution of a few mole percent RuO2 and TiO2). These

MMO aerogels show surface areas of approximately 85

m2 g� 1.[34]

Ambient pressure method involves surface modifica-

tions as well as network strengthening.[35 – 38] Surface

modification means, for example, that terminal silanols

(Si–OH) are replaced by nonreactive groups via silylation

or esterification. These modifications inhibit condensation

reactions, i.e., conversion of Si–OH centers to Si–O–Si,

which locks in structural collapse by sealing compressed

pores shut. This allows the porous network to almost

retain its original volume. Network strengthening is done

by either aging of wet gel in mother liquor (including

thermal treatment in water) or soaking it in a precursor

alkoxide [such as Si(OR)4] during washing or aging steps.

One can also use solvents with low surface tension so that

pore liquid is exchanged with low-surface-tension sol-

vents just before the ambient-pressure drying. The MMOs

so obtained have been named as ambigels and are less

porous than the corresponding SCD ceramics but have

comparable surface area and pore volume (Fig. 2).[31]

Finally, conversion of the shaped gel to the desired

ceramic material by heating takes place at a much lower

temperature than the conventional process of melting of

oxides together.

Another widely used method for obtaining MMO

aerogels is the prehydrolysis route.[39,40] In this method,

two alkoxides with different rates of hydrolysis are used

as precursors for obtaining MMO aerogels. However,

before mixing these together, the one with the lower rate

of hydrolysis is hydrolyzed or partially hydrolyzed sepa-

rately and then mixed with the other alkoxide solution.

This is to avoid phase segregation caused by different

rates of hydrolysis. Similarly, hydrolysis of metal alkox-

ide with faster rate of hydrolysis can be slowed by suit-

Fig. 2 The method used to extract the pore fluid from a wet gel

creates a dry solid with variable porosity: strong capillary forces

create a xerogel, weak capillary forces create an ambigel, and

zero capillary force creates an aerogel that nominally retains the

low-density framework for the wet gel. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [31].)

Fig. 3 Preparation route for spinel MgAl2O4 precursor.
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able complexation. This is done to promote formation of

M–O–M’ mixed bond, which increases the homogeneity

of MMO aerogel. A nonhydrolytic sol–gel route has also

been used for preparation of MMO aerogels.[41] The M–

O–M’ bridges are obtained by condensation of MX +

M’–OR ! M–OM + RX. In most cases, these reac-

tions are thermally activated. Actually, the condensation

completes with redistribution of the ligands, giving com-

plicated halogenoalkoxides,[42] which ultimately leads to

products after hydrolysis. The surface areas of oxides

obtained after calcination was found to be quite high, but a

low level of homogeneity on atomic scale was noticed.

Syntheses of MgAl2O4 spinel and Mg2SiO4 spinel for-

sterite precursor from a heterogeneous alkoxide solution

have been reported in the literature.[43,44] The preparation

route is shown in Fig. 3. The obtained precursor was

composed of a mixture of boehmite [AlO(OH)] and a

mixed hydroxide [Mg4Al2(OH)14� 3H2O]. The precursor

was converted to a spinel phase through two steps: (1)

decomposition of mixed hydroxide at 	 400�C and (2)

solid-state reaction between MgO (which has decomposed

from mixed hydroxide) and g-Al2O3 (which had been

converted from boehmite at higher temperature). To pre-

pare almost-monolithic spinel powder, calcination at a

temperature of 1300�C was required. Powder that was

calcined at 1000�C showed extraordinary sinterability, and

fully dense polycrystalline spinel could be obtained at

sintering temperature as low as 1400�C.

Synthesis of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO)/silica hybrid

nanocomposites have been reported by Huang et al.[45]

Homogeneous granular mixtures can be obtained through

sol–gel chemical route in a single step. The precursors

used are the following: (1) complexes of La3 +, Sr2 + , and

Mn2 + with EDTA and (2) tetraethoxysilane (TEOS).

Silica is produced by an ammonia-catalyzed method,

whereas LSMO is obtained by thermal decomposition of

the complex precursors. When hydrolysis of silicon

alkoxide to form silica oxyalkoxy oligomers takes place

in the LSMO precursor solution, both are formed in the

same system. Thus, effective combination of both phases

achieves a satisfactory level. The microstructure of the

composites can be controlled mainly through the

calcination temperature. When calcined at 800�C, silica

undergoes some interaction with LSMO, and Si–O–

metal bonds are formed. These bonds establish the

connection between silica network and LSMO surface.

Synthesis of pure nanocrystalline Al2O3/MgO powder

has been reported by Carnes et al.[46] The two Mg and Al

alkoxide solutions were mixed in desired molar ratios and

then allowed to react with a mixture of water in ethanol to

yield a hydroxide gel. Upon solvent removal, a fine

powder was obtained, which was then heat-treated under

dynamic vacuum. The powder has excellent surface area

(790– 830 m2/g) showing a completely amorphous

XRD pattern.

Bimetallic-m-oxoalkoxides as precursors for sol–gel

technique: Homogeneously dispersed bimetallic oxides in

nanocrystalline form, of the type MAl2O4 (where M=Mg,

Ca, Mn, Co, Fe, Ni, and Zn) were obtained by preparation

of bimetallic-m-oxo-bridged (Al–O–M–O–Al) alkoxides

[(RO)2Al–O–M–O–Al(OR)2], which upon thermal de-

hydration yield oxides [OAl–O–M–O–AlO] such that

M is homogeneously dispersed in M and Al2 ions of

empirical formula MAl2O4 in nanocrystalline form.[47]

These materials were obtained in high-surface-area forms

and were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), elec-

tron microscopy (TEM), surface area analyses (BET), and

solid-state 27Al NMR. Comparative studies of hydrolysis

of m-alkoxo-bridged alkoxides yielded MMO phases of

lower surface area. This method has proved advantageous

over other traditional routes. One such method is co-

precipitation of metal hydroxides followed by heat treat-

ment at high temperature.

Reverse microemulsion/micelle method

It is a promising route for synthesis of MMO nanopar-

ticles.[48 – 50] Surfactants dissolved in organic solvents

form spheroidal aggregates called reverse micelles. The

polar ends of surfactant molecules organize around small

water pools (	 100 Å) in the presence of water. This

leads to dispersion of aqueous phase in the continuous oil

phase. These reverse micelles are used as water solutions

of reactive precursors to prepare insoluble nanoparticles.

Various reactive precursors such as alkoxides or metal

salt mixtures can be used for synthesis of nanoparticles

inside the micelles. Solvent removal followed by cal-

cination lead to the final product.

The above method was adopted to prepare the

ZnFe2O4/TiO2 nanocomposite.[51] In this method,

ZnFe2O4 and TiO2 were prepared by coprecipitation and

controlled hydrolysis methods, respectively. ZnFe2O4 was

coprecipated from a mixed solution of Zn(NO3)2 and

Fe(NO3)2 in a 1:2 molar ratio at pH 13 and temperature of

100�C. TiO2 was precipitated from mixed solution with a

volume ratio of Ti(OBu)4: C2H5OH:H2O 
 1:10:100 at

pH 2. Both products were washed with deionized water.

They were added separately to dodecyl benzene sulphonic

acid (DBS), where ZnFe2O4 or TiO2 nanoparticles were

capped with a layer of DBS. These then readily dispersed

in organic solvents such as benzene or toluene. The

capped ZnFe2O4 and TiO2 nanoparticles were mixed in

various molar ratios, followed by extraction into toluene.

Organic phase was removed by distillation, leaving mixed

organic sol of ZnFe2O4/TiO2. This sol was distilled to

remove toluene solvent and finally heated at 400�C for
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2 hr to burn DBS, leaving behind nanocomposite

ZnFe2O4 / TiO2 material. CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were

also synthesized by this technique. It uses Co- and Fe-

containing surfactants as metal sources.[52,53]

Low-temperature wet chemical synthesis
by precipitation from solutions

It involves dissolving salt precursors, usually chloride,

oxychloride, nitrate, etc., in water followed by addition of

base solution (NaOH or NH4OH) to coprecipitate

hydroxides. The hydroxide mixtures are calcined to

obtain MMO powder. Its disadvantage is poor control of

particle size and size distribution, as fast (uncontrolled)

precipitation often causes formation of larger particles

and not nanoparticles. Mechanistically, in this solvation

sheets of water around metal ion are dehydrated under

alkaline conditions, e.g.,

2M3þðH2OÞ6 ! M2O3 þ 6Hþ þ 9H2O ð7Þ

The above scheme tells us the importance of alkaline

conditions.[54] As an example, manganese ferrite

(MnFe2O4) nanoscale particles ranging from 5 to 180

nm have been prepared from Fe3 +, Fe2 + , and Mn2 +

aqueous solution.

STRUCTURE AND MORPHOLOGY

Control over structural and morphological properties are

most crucial for performance of MMO nanoparticles in

various applications. Mixed metal oxides are known to

have different structural arrangement of constituent ions.

The nature of these ions is important (size and charge)

in the final adaptation of geometry; however, control

over homogeneity, stoichiometry, phase, and crystal-

linity largely depend upon structure and reactivity of

precursors in homogeneous solutions and their fate in

subsequent processing steps. The stoichiometry and

homogeneity depend upon the ability of mixed precursors

especially on addition of water to form a single molecular

species, so that the ions are distributed evenly.

Structural and morphological challenges initiated the

search for suitable methods of preparation of various

MMO ceramics. Several new and modified methods have

been proposed for preparation of numerous ceramic

nanoparticles. For example, in a modified aerogel method,

Fig. 4 Classification of the structures of A2BO4 ionic minerals as a function of cation radii. (Reproduced with permission from

Treatise on Solid State Chemistry, Vol. 1, N.B. Hannay, ed., Plenum, New York, Copyright # 1973, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.)
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addition of large amount of aromatic hydrocarbons to

alcohol–methoxide solutions before hydrolysis to form

gel yields ceramic materials with extraordinarily large

surface area in comparison to materials obtained without

adding it. This is probably because of reduced surface

tension of the solvent mixture, which facilitates solvent-

removed alcogel–aerogel transformation.[55,56]

Mixed metal oxide nanoparticles exhibit unusual

surface morphologies and possess more reactive surface

because of the presence of high concentrations of edge/

corner sites and other defects. Morphological studies

indicate that the nanocrystals are more polyhedral and

thus possess more defects. Such defects could be of

the Frankel or Schottky type (vacancies) or may be

manifested as unusual configurations of edges, corners, or

crystal planes. A ceramic material with high surface area

displays 30–40% of the ceramic moieties on the surface,

which allows surface gas reactions to approach the

stoichiometric range.[17] As MMOs contain a variety of

cations, the prediction of structure simply on the basis

of radius ratios of cations and oxide ions becomes

complicated. This means some simpler approach is

required. For example, take a list of known structures

and the radii of the ions present in them. The radii of two

of the ions present in a given compound are plotted

against each other. This is graphically related to

arithmetic radius ratio approach. It is seen that compounds

with similar structures are grouped together. In Fig. 4,

compounds of the type A2BO4 (where B is a higher-valent

metal than A) are plotted as a function of radii A and B. In

these materials, oxide ions form a closed packed array

(framework) and sizes of A and B decide how they fit in

(sometimes major distortion in closest-packed structure is

noticed). On the basis of fields in Fig. 4, one can predict

structures of newly discovered ceramic materials with

known rA and rB values.[57]

Spinel Structures

It consists of a face-centered cubic arrangement of oxygen

ions. A unit cell contains 32 O2� ions, 64 tetrahedral, and

32 octahedral sites, which are occupied by A2 + (A = Mg,

Fe, Ca, Zn, etc.) and B3 + (B = Al, Fe, etc.) cations. The

general formula of spinel is written as AII B2
IIIO4 [where

AII is a Group 2 metal ion or transition metal in +2 ox-

idation state and BIII is a Group 3B (B, Al, Ga, In) cation

or transition metal ion in +3 oxidation state]. As a unit

cell has 32 O2� ion and only 4 are present per molecule

(from the formula), then spinel structure has 8 (64/8) tet-

rahedral and 4 (32/8) octahedral vacancies per molecule

of AB2O4. When A2 + ions occupy one eighth of a tetrahe-

Fig. 5 XRD patterns of the ZnFe2O4/TiO2 composite with a molar ratio of Zn:Ti = 0.1 after annealing at various temperatures for

2 hr. A = anatase, R = rutile, S = spinel, $ = Fe2TiO5, # = ZnTiO3. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [51].)
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dral (1 out of available 8) hole and B3 + ions occupy half

(2 out of available 4) of an octahedral hole, the structure is

called ‘‘normal’’ spinel, e.g., MgAl2O4. This is a very

stable arrangement even in terms of coordination, having

tetrahedral arrangement about a divalent cation and oc-

tahedral arrangement about a trivalent cation. In some

cases, one half of B3 + ions exchange their positions with

A2 + ions. This is called ‘‘inverse’’ spinel, e.g., NiFe2O4.

In this arrangement, one eighth of tetrahedral sites are

occupied by half of B3 +, whereas the rest of B3 + ions

along with A2 + ions occupies half of the octahedral sites.

If the general formula for ‘‘normal’’ spinel is written as

(A)[B]2O4 to suggest ( ) and [ ] representing tetrahedral

and octahedral coordination, then the general formula for

‘‘inverse’’ spinel is written as (B)[AB]O4. Many MMOs

also have intermediate cation distribution between these

two extremes. The general formula for these structure is

then written as (A1�xBx)[B2�xAx]O4, where x is the

‘‘inversion parameter’’ (O < x < 1).[58,59]

Nanocomposites of ZnFe2O4 and TiO2 were studied by

Yuan and Zhang.[51] TiO2 (anatase phase) and ZnFe2O4

(spinel phase) with broad diffractions were recorded

[Fig. 5a]. This means that in the composite, TiO2 and

ZnFe2O4 crystallite phases separate each other, having

small size. Fig. 5b and c shows composite begins to form

at 600�C. Anatase to rutile transformation takes place at

700�C. [Fig. 5d and e]. The strongest peak (2q = 25.3�)
disappears and, simultaneously, two new peaks of phases

ZnTiO3 and Fe2TiO5 appear. This shows the follow-

ing solid-phase reaction might be taking place at an-

nealing temperature.

ZnFe2O4 þ 2TiO2 ! ZnTiO3 þ Fe2TiO5 ð8Þ

Measurement of grain sizes in comparison with values

of TiO2 and ZnFe2O4 shows the following: (1) As

annealing temperature increases, the grain size of TiO2

increases. (2) In composite, an increase in temperature has

the same effect of growth of ZnFe2O4 as it does on pure

ZnFe2O4. TEM analysis proved particles are distributed

homogeneously and particles grow with uniform sizes.

Perovskite Structures

Perovskite-phase MMO ceramics are important because

of changes in their physical properties on application of

an external electrical stimulus. These properties include

feroelectric, pyroelectric, piezoelectric, and dielectric

behavior. These have led to numerous applications in

electromechanical transducers, light modulation, charge

storage, nonvolatile memory applications, etc.[23,24] The

class of MMOs having the formula ABO3 (such as

CaTiO3) is called perovskite. The structure of this mineral

was first thought to be cubic but later confirmed as

orthorhombic. The truly cubic form is referred to as

‘‘ideal perovskite’’ having a unit cell edge of 	 4 Å

containing one ABO3. In perovskite structure, large cation

A is surrounded by 12 oxide ions to form cuboctahedral

coordination, while B cation is surrounded by 6 oxide ions

in an octahedral coordination.

Nanophase powders of YxZr1�xO2�x/2 have been

prepared from a mixture of ZrO2 and Y2O3 powders.[60]

It is shown that depending upon the starting powder

mixture composition, the yttrium content in nanophases

can be controlled to obtain tetragonal or cubic phases.

Tetragonal or a mixture of tetragonal and cubic were

observed for low yttria content (3.5 mol% yttria), and

cubic for higher yttria contents (19, 54, and 76 mol%

yttria). These powders were found to have a most

probable grain size of about 10–12 nm, and the grains

appeared as isolated single crystals with polyhedral shape.

The grain shape appeared to be polyhedral and not too

anisotropic. Lattice figures were parallel to surfaces,

showing that (100) and (111) face dominates.[17]

PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS OF
MIXED METAL OXIDE NANOPARTICLES

Properties of MMO nanoparticles are mainly size

dependent, and their chemical and physical properties

are unique in comparison to corresponding bulk materials.

The study of physical and chemical properties is

interesting as it allows gradual transition from atomic or

molecular to condensed matter systems. As the particle

size decreases, the percentage of atoms residing on the

surface increases. This makes MMO nanoparticles more

reactive, as atoms/ions are more reactive than their bulk

counterparts because of coordinative unsaturation. Be-

cause of this and high surface-to-volume ratio, it is not

unusual to see unique behavior and characteristics of

MMO nanoparticles, including insulating oxides. When

strong chemical bonding is present, delocalization varies

with size; this in turn can lead to different chemical and

physical properties.[17]

Acid–Base Behavior (Catalysts)

Several oxide composites have been found to be potential

catalysts for a variety of important reactions because of

different centers present in the same material and their

basicity or acidity.[61,62] This behavior varies from one

MMO to another. Some exhibit surface basic behavior

and some surface acidic behavior, whereas mixtures show

unusual properties. The mixing of two oxides can enhance

the catalytic activity many fold because of synergistic
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effects, as seen in the mixed aerogel of titania/zirconia.

The acid strength increases and active sites are more than

pure titania and zirconia. This is probably because of

oxide–oxide interaction at molecular level, suggesting

that co-gelling two metal oxides is an effective way to

bring two oxides in close contact.[17]

Unusual Adsorptive Properties

Perhaps one of the greatest promises of MMO nanopar-

ticles in chemistry is their ability to chemically adsorb a

wide range of organic molecules or inorganic gases that

are considered as hazardous environment pollutants. They

not only adsorb but also dissociate these to nonhazardous

substances on their surface. Carnes et al.[46] studied the

adsorption of CCl4, SO2, and paraoxon on both Al2O3 and

Al2O3/MgO.

Reaction of Al2O3 and (1/1) Al2O3/MgO with CCl4

The reaction of CCl4 with Al2O3 and Al2O3/MgO was

carried out to understand the destructive adsorption

abilities of the metal oxides toward a model chlorocarbon

at elevated adsorption temperatures.

2Al2O3 þ 3CCl4 ! 3CO2 þ 2Al2Cl6 ð9Þ

2MgOþ CCl4 ! CO2 þ 2MgCl2 ð10Þ

Thermodynamics predicts that the samples containing

or being made of MgO will be more reactive than the

Al2O3 samples.[31] However, surface area, crystallite size,

and morphology play important roles.

Sulfur dioxide adsorption on aluminum and
aluminum/magnesium oxide

Adsorption of SO2 was carried out to learn if the ad-

sorption properties are different for nanocrystals (NC)

when compared to commercial microcrystals (MC).[46]

The experimental results showed that at atmospheric

pressure and room temperature, SO2 adsorbed onto NC-

Al2O3 up to 3.5 molecules SO2/nm2; similarly, on CM-

Al2O3 there were 3.5 molecules SO2/nm2 adsorbed, and on

NC- (1/1) Al2O3/MgO there were 6.8 molecules SO2/nm2,

whereas on CM-MgO there were only 0.68 molecules

SO2/nm2 adsorbed. These data indicate that NC-Al2O3/

MgO efficiently adsorb SO2 in slightly more than one

layer. After adsorption, the samples were subjected to

dynamic vacuum to remove the physisorbed species. The

vacuum treatment removed most of the adsorbed SO2 from

the CM-MgO, whereas the NC-Al2O3/MgO sample

retained 3.9 chemisorbed molecules of SO2/nm2.

CONCLUSION

Mixed metal oxide nanoparticles can provide great diver-

sity of substances and phenomena. Different metals in their

various oxidation states can combine in different ratios to

produce a variety of materials. These new materials with

variation in physical, chemical, and morphological prop-

erties can be exploited in various fields of science and

technology. The compression of nanoscale ceramic parti-

cles yields more flexible solid objects, apparently because

of the multitude of grain boundaries that exist. After

further development of compression techniques so that

highly densified nonporous MMO nanomaterials can be

prepared, these may find uses as replacements for metals

in many applications including electrochemistry. These

materials, beyond doubt, would be environment friendly,

not only by themselves but also as future water purifiers

and destructive adsorbents. These MMO nanoparticles are

finding use in antichemical/biological warfare, in air

purification, and as an alternative to incineration of toxic

substances. Mixed metal oxide nanoparticles would also

be replacing many heterogeneous catalysts known today

because of high surface area, which increases their

efficiency many fold. Research on the effect of particle

size (percent dispersion as a measure of the fraction of

metal atoms on the surface and thus available to incoming

reactants) and shape (crystal faces, edges, corners, defects

that lead to enhanced surface reactivity) has been and

continues to be a potential field. In general, the ability to

prepare MMO nanoparticles for use in high surface area

catalysis has certain inherent advantages, and further

progress is sure to come in the near future. It has been

proposed that further work in the area of nanophase

ceramics may lead to increased flexibility, less brittleness,

and greater strength. It may also be possible to form

materials with a large fraction of atoms at grain

boundaries, maybe in unique arrangements. It may also

be possible to produce binary materials of normally

immiscible oxides. This article has explored the synthetic,

structural, and application prospects that MMO nanopar-

ticles provide. Although relatively few examples have

been chosen, all relevant areas have been covered.
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INTRODUCTION

Fabrication of one-dimensional (1-D) fundamental nano-

scale structures from molecular systems through bottom–

up approach should be one of the most important steps to

realize nanoscale electronic devices.[1–3] Because 1-D

systems are the structures with the lowest dimension that

permit efficient electron transport, the nanowires are

expected to be critical to functionalize and integrate the

nanoscale electronic devices. Nanowires are important

units in constructing electronic circuits, particularly in

electrical conducting; thus a variety of nanowires have

been the focus of extensive studies aimed toward

nanoscale electronic systems.[1–4] At present, a wide

range of compounds from inorganic metals, semiconduc-

tors, and carbon nanotubes have been employed as

nanowires (Fig. 1).a The diameter, length, and electronic

structure of these nanowires varied significantly. The

electronic properties of nanowires range from insulating,

semiconducting, metallic, to superconducting. Electrical

conduction within nanowires is dominated by the carriers

at around Fermi level of the band structure, just as in bulk

metals and semiconductors (Fig. 1).[5] Although the

electronic density of states along the short axis of nano-

wire has a discrete character because of the restricted

lattice translation, that along the wire direction is approx-

imately represented as the band structure.[6] The doped

polymers, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),

semiconductor, and metal nanowires may have Fermi

surfaces. On the other hand, DNAs are the insulator with

large band gap. Semiconductor nanowires are more

important than metal nanowires from the viewpoint of

device application.[7]

Although only a few examples are reported for the

preparation of nanowires of molecular assemblies,[8–10]

we consider that these molecular nanowires should have

an important role in the complete bottom–up manufacture

of the molecular electronics. Such nanowires can be

assembled from p-molecules through molecule-by-

molecule p-stacking. The researches in the field of

‘‘molecular conductors’’ will offer a guiding principle

in constructing electrical conducting molecular nano-

wires.[11–15] The anisotropic charge–transfer (CT) inter-

action in molecular conductors is advantageous to form

the 1-D p�p stacking nanowire structure. In addition,

‘‘supramolecular chemistry’’ will offer powerful tools to

fabricate molecular nanowires through the self-assembly

process.[16–18] Appropriate design of molecule to orient

and integrate the molecular-assembly nanowires on the

substrate surface should be effective to realize molecular-

assembly electronic devices. Furthermore, the techniques

of ‘‘Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) Films’’ are very useful

methods to fabricate nanoscale molecular-assembly struc-

tures on a variety of substrate surfaces.[19–21] To realize

molecular-assembly nanoscale devices through bottom–

up chemical approach, three types of scientific concepts—

molecular conductor, supramolecular chemistry, and

surface science—should be linked together.

Molecular Conductors

A large number of molecular conductors, ranging

from semiconductors to metals and superconductors,

was prepared.[11–15] In general, a stable organic molecule

has a closed-shell electronic structure without conduction

carriers, thereby making molecular solids highly insulat-

ing. Conduction carriers can be generated via the

intermolecular CT interaction between the highest occu-

pied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the electron donor (D)

and the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the

electron acceptor (A) molecules. Fig. 2a shows the

molecular structures of typical D and A molecules utilized

in the field of molecular conductors. Among them,

tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-p-quino-

dimethane (TCNQ) are the well-known D and A molecules,

respectively, which gave the first molecular metal of

(TTF+ 0.59)(TCNQ�0.59). The degree of CT (d) in the binary

(D+d)(A�d)x CT complex depends on the ionization poten-

tial of D and electron affinity of A molecules. The planaraRecent progress in nanowires. See special issue of nanowires in Ref. [4].
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p-conjugated D and A molecules have a tendency to

form the 1-D columnar structure through the p�p stacking

interaction, which also formed 1-D p-band structure

(Fig. 2b). Because the p-orbitals exist orthogonal to the

molecular plane, the direction of p�p interaction is highly

anisotropic. Therefore, the 1-D p�p interaction in the

molecular conductors is suitable for obtaining molec-

ular nanowires.

Langmuir–Blodgett Technique

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method is one of the conven-

tional fabrication techniques of nanoscale thin-film

structures utilizing the air–water interface.[19–21] Fig. 3

illustrates typical procedures to obtain Langmuir mono-

layer at the air–water interface and the film-forming

processes of LB multilayers on substrate. Amphiphilic

molecules having hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties

are dissolved into conventional organic solvents, which

were spread at the air–water interface. The monolayer

with a thickness of molecular scale can form a variety of

molecular-assembly structures such as gas-, liquid-, and

solid-like short- and long-range orders through the control

of surface pressure (F, mN m�1). Increase in the F

enhances the magnitude of intermolecular interactions

between the molecules. The chemical designs of hydro-

philicity and hydrophobicity of the component mole-

cules are important to obtain stable monolayer at the air–

water interface.

Stable monolayers at the air–water interface can be

transferred onto hydrophilic or hydrophobic substrates via

dipping of the substrate. Glass, quartz, CaF2, Si, and mica

are utilized as typical hydrophilic substrates. The surface

wetting of these substrates largely influences the surface

morphologies of the transferred LB films. Another con-

ventional deposition technique is the horizontal-lifting

method, which directly transfers the monolayer at the air–

water interface onto the hydrophobic substrate.

Electrically active thin films have been fabricated by

the LB techniques.[22–24] For example, metallic and

semiconducting LB films have been obtained from

amphiphilic molecular conductors based on TTF and

TCNQ derivatives.[22–24] Although the LB films possess a

periodicity along the film-forming direction, random

distribution of two-dimensional crystalline domains on

the substrate surface dispels bulk periodicity within the

substrate surface. To realize nanoscale electronic devices

through bottom–up self-assembly approach, the orienta-

tion and size control of these electrical active domains

within the substrate surface are two of the important

problems that need to be overcome.

Supramolecular Chemistry

The term of supramolecular chemistry is a last key science

to realize the bottom–up self-assembly approach.[16–18]

Supramolecule is defined as an entity composed of several

or large numbers of molecules, which are connected to

each other through the noncovalent weak intermolecular

interactions such as van der Waals (dipole–dipole, dipole-

induced dipole and dispersion interactions), charge–

transfer, hydrogen-bonding interactions, etc. The design

of these intermolecular interactions is essential to obtain

self-assembly molecular nanowires. Self-assembled supra-

molecules bearing the desired structure can be achieved

by using programmed molecules that are appropriately

designed. From the flexibility in supramolecular designs

together with the rich physics in molecular conductors,

electrical active molecular nanowires are considered as

very promising candidates for constructing future nano-

scale devices.

A large number of complex supramolecular assemblies

have already been constructed.[16–18] A simple complex

between cation and crown ether is one of the typical

model systems of supramolecules[25,26] (Fig. 4). Crown

ethers such as 12-crown-4, 15-crown-5, and 18-crown-6

have hydrophilic cavity to bind cation through metal–

oxygen interatomic interactions. According to the size of

hydrophilic cavity, cations can be selectively included

into the cavity. For example, 15-crown-5 and 18-crown-6

molecules show high Na+ and K+ affinity, respectively.

We already introduced two design concepts of molec-

ular conductors and LB technique to fabricate molec-

ular-assembly nanowires. For an effective design of

Fig. 1 Nanowires constructed from doped-polymer, SWCNT,

semiconductor, and DNA. The electronic band structures of

these are illustrated below. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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molecular nanowires, we further introduced the supramo-

lecular approach to obtain nanowire orientation on the

substrate surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design of Molecules for Fabricating
Molecular-Assembly Nanowires

Amphiphilic bis(tetrathiafulvalene) [bis(TTF)] macrocy-

cle 1 was designed from the concepts of molecular

conductors, Langmuir–Blodgett films, and supramolecu-

lar chemistry.[27,28] The molecule has two redox-active

TTF units that are linked via a [24]crown-8 macrocycle

and two long hydrophobic decylthio-chains (Fig. 5). Two

TTF units within the molecule 1 can act as electron donor

for realizing intermolecular CT interaction with electron

acceptors, which forms electrically conducting 1-D p–p
stacks. The second structural point is the introduction of

two hydrophobic chains (–SC10H21), which were intro-

duced into one side of the TTF unit. By introducing these

hydrophobic chains, the molecule has amphiphilic char-

acter to apply the LB technique. The last designing point

Fig. 2 Molecular structures of typical a) electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules employed in molecular conductors. b) The 1-D

columnar structure through the p�p stacking interaction in crystals (left) and metallic 1-D p-band structure of (TTF)(TCNQ) (right).

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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is carried out via the supramolecular approach—the

introduction of ion-recognizing crown ether moiety into

the molecule. The ion-recognizing property can be

employed to fabricate oriented molecular-assembly nano-

wires on the substrate surface.

Compound 1 was synthesized by the cyanoethyl

protected TTF building block.[29,30] Stepwise deprotec-

tion/alkylation procedure was performed by CsOH �H2O/

2,6-bis(2-iodoethoxy)ethane. Because a TTF molecule

possesses a two-step redox process (TTF!TTF+ and

TTF+!TTF2 +),[11–15] donor 1 possesses a four-step redox

process. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) diagram of

donor 1 in 1,2-dichloroethane (C2H4Cl2) vs. SCE showed

the two-step, two-electron oxidation waves at 0.56 and

0.90 V, respectively.[27,28] The two TTF units in donor

1, linked via [24]crown-8 unit, independently exhibited

redox reaction.

The CT complex between one molecule of donor 1 and

two molecules of 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyano-p-

quinodimethane (F4-TCNQ), (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 was pre-

pared to fabricate oriented molecular-assembly nano-

wires. The electronic ground state of the CT complexes

can be discussed in terms of the differences between the

redox potentials, DE = E1/2(donor)�E1/2(F4-TCNQ), for

electron donor 1 and F4-TCNQ.[31,32] Partial CT states,

(D+d)(A�d) with 0.5<d<1, are necessary for the forma-

tion of metallic CT complexes having a segregated-stack

structure, which is achieved when DE has a value between

�0.02 and 0.34 V.[31,32] Fully ionic (D+)(A�) and neutral

(D0)(A0) CT complexes are typically observed when

DE < �0.02 V and DE > 0.34 V, respectively. In the case

of donor 1 and F4-TCNQ (E1/2(1) = 0.73 V), the DE values

of CT complex of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 was �0.17 V. Because

these values were far from the conditions of partial CT

complexes, fully ionic ground state (12 +)(F4-TCNQ�)2

was expected for the molecular nanowires.

Monolayer of Charge–Transfer Complexes
at the Air–Water Interface

The CT complex (1)(F4TCNQ)2 was prepared in situ by

mixing donor 1 and two equivalent of F4-TCNQ in

CHCl3/CH3CN (9:1, v/v). Concentration of the spreading

solution was fixed at 1 mM with respect to (1)(F4-

TCNQ)2. Surface pressure (F)–area per molecule (A)

isotherms were recorded at 291.5 K with a barrier speed of

50 cm2 min�1. The LB monolayers were transferred onto

freshly cleaved mica surfaces by a single up-stroke

drawing. Because the macrocyclic moiety may recognize

ions introduced into the subphase upon the formation and

deposition of the monolayers, the K+ ions were introduced

into the subphase for realizing ion recognition at first.

The F–A isotherms of the floating monolayers of the

CT complex of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 on pure water and aqueous

Fig. 3 Langmuir–Blodgett technique to fabricate nanoscale thin-film structures. a) Langmuir monolayer at the air–water interface.

Amphiphilic molecule has hydrophilic (red head) and hydrophobic tail. Surface pressure (F, mN m�1) can be controlled by moving

barriers. b) Transfer process of Langmuir monolayer onto substrate surface. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Supramolecular complex between the cation and

crown ether. Cations are complexed into the crown ether cavity

through cation–oxygen interactions. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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0.01 M KCl subphase are shown in Fig. 6. The surface

areas of CT complexes extrapolated at 0 mN m�1 on pure

water and 0.01 M KCl subphase are almost consistent with

each other (A0�1.2 nm2). Because these values are larger

than that of neutral 1 (A0=0.6 nm2), the formation of CT

complex causes much expansion of the surface area. The

films were deposited under a controlled surface pressure

of 10 mN m�1, at which point the surface areas of (1)(F4-

TCNQ)2 on pure water and 0.01 M KCl (A10�1.1 nm2)

were almost identical to each other.

Molecular-Assembly Nanowires
on Mica Surface

Fig. 7 shows the surface morphologies of the CT complex

of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 that transferred onto freshly cleaved

mica by a single withdrawal from monolayer on a) pure

water and b) 0.01 M KCl subphase. Although both films

showed the formation of molecular-assembly nanowires,

significant difference about the nanowire orientation was

confirmed between them. Both nanowires had typical

width of 50 nm and height of �2.5 nm. By introducing

Fig. 6 F–A isotherms of CT complex of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 on a)

pure water and b) 0.01 M KCl subphase. The films were

transferred at 10 mN m�1. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Surface morphology of transferred nanowires of (1)(F4-

TCNQ)2 from a) pure water and b) 0.01 M KCl. The scales of

AFM images are 10�10 mm2. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Molecular design of amphiphilic bis(tetrathiafulvalene) [bis(TTF)] macrocycle 1 from the viewpoints of molecular conductor

(TTF), supramolecular chemistry (crown ether), and Langmuir–Blodgett films (hydrocarbons). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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0.01 M KCl into the subphase, the nanowire orientation

appeared as network structure connecting the well-

developed nanowires to each other. Almost all the

nanowires on the mica surface formed an angle of 60�
to each other.

Because the F–A isotherm of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 between

pure water and 0.01 M KCl subphase was almost

consistent with each other, the CT complex may not

recognize K+ ion at the air–water interface. Therefore the

orientation of nanowire should occur during the film

deposition processes because the orientation direction of

the nanowires was consistent with the crystal lattice of

mica.[33,34] The morphology of nanowires on mica surface

strongly depended on the cation species that were

introduced into the subphase (Fig. 8). When we intro-

duced Li+ (ion radius ri=0.6 Å) or Na+ (ri=0.95 Å) into

the subphase, although the formation of nanowires

were confirmed, the nanowire orientation completely

Fig. 8 Surface morphology of transferred nanowires of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 on mica from a) LiCl, b) NaCl, c) KCl, d) RbCl, e) CsCl, and f)

BaCl2 containing subphase. The concentration of ions in the subphase was fixed at 0.01 M. The scales of AFM images are 10�10 mm2.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 a) Crystal structure of mica surface. Hexagonal arrays of K+ sites are indicated by red closed circles. b) Atomic force

microscopy (AFM) image of oriented nanowires on mica surface deposited from 0.01 M KCl subphase. The white allows correspond to

hexagonal lattice of K+ site on mica, showing the relation between the nanowire orientation and K+ array. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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disappeared. Much larger cation of Cs+ (ri=1.69 Å)

yielded the ill-developed molecular nanowires with

maximum length of less than �1 mm. In the case of Rb+

(ri=1.48 Å), well-developed oriented nanowires were

observed at a typical length of above 2 mm. The most

densely developed oriented nanowires were confirmed by

the introduction of K+ (ri=1.33 Å) into the subphase,

which resulted in a typical nanowire dimension of

2.5�50��2000 nm3. Although Ba2 + (ri=1.35 Å) has

almost similar ionic radius to that of K+, the nanowire

orientation completely disappeared on the mica surface.

The difference of the nanowire orientation according to

the ions is related with the surface property of mica rather

than the ion radius. Mica has a typical composition of

KAl3Si3O10(OH)2, and vacant potassium sites of sixfold

symmetry appear by the cleavage (Fig. 9).[33,34] These K+

sites should be negatively charged and attract cations

when the mica substrates are immersed in the K+-

containing subphase. The nanowire orientation may occur

by matching of the surface potential of mica surface and

that of the nanowires, rather than by ion recognition of

individual molecules. The anionic species of F4-TCNQ

anion radical should be embedded on K+, and nanowires

may orient in an epitaxial way through the lattice match-

ing between mica and nanowires. Such recognition

mechanism is the most probable explanation for the

nanowire orientation. Although the dimension of nano-

wires is much larger than the unit cell of hexagonal array

of K+ on mica surface, the nanowire orientation was

affected by the K+ array on mica surface.

Fig. 10 shows selected AFM images (1�1 mm2) of

oriented molecular-assembly nanowires on mica. As

previously mentioned, the nanowires oriented 60� to each

other, which provided interesting nanoscale structures

such as nanowire tree and triangles. The six-folded

connecting modes of each nanowire form novel nanoscale

junction structures, which can apply for constructing the

integrated nanoscale electronic circuits.

Molecular-Assembly Structures
Within Nanowire

The single crystal of (2)(F4-TCNQ)2 were obtained, and

here donor 2 is the four-alkyl chain derivative of

compound 1. Assuming a similar molecular packing

structure of CT complex between (2)(F4-TCNQ)2 and

(1)(F4-TCNQ)2, we can discuss the molecular-assembly

structure in the nanowires based on the crystal structure of

(2)(F4-TCNQ)2.[35] Fig. 11 shows the unit cell of (2)(F4-

TCNQ)2 viewed along the b axis. Donor 2 formed an

intramolecular p–p dimer through folding of the flexible

24-crown-8 moiety, in which the p-planes of the two TTF

units overlapped at their inner C3S5 rings. Along the c

axis, the D–A layers are separated by the hydrophobic

decylthio chains; moreover, the hydrophilic and hydro-

phobic layers are alternately arranged. The crystal struc-

ture suggests that the direction normal to the substrate

surface in the LB film is consistent with the c axis (c=1.72

nm). As indicated in Fig. 11, which shows the p–p
stacking structure within the ab plane, the p–p dimer

structure of F4-TCNQ stacked alternately with the intra-

molecular TTF dimer along the �a + b axis. The p–p
stacking sequence between donor 2 and F4-TCNQ was –D–

A–A–D–, forming a 1-D mixed-stack structure.

The molecular orientation within the LB films was

evaluated by using the polarized ultraviolet–visible–near

infrared (UV–vis–NIR) spectra.[19–21] The polarized UV–

vis–NIR spectra of the LB film of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 did not

indicate any in-plane anisotropy with the normal inci-

dence, indicating the isotropic distribution of molecular

Fig. 10 Selected AFM images of oriented molecular-assembly nanowires. a) Nanowire tree and b) nanowire triangles. Scale of AFM

images are 1�1 mm2. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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orientation within the substrate surface. Two sharp

absorptions (B bands) were assigned to the intramolecular

transition of the F4-TCNQ� anion radical,[36] while the C

and D bands were assigned to the intramolecular transi-

tions of TTF+ and F4-TCNQ�, respectively.[37] The broad

A bands were assigned to the intramolecular transition of

bis(TTF)-macrocycles,[38–40] which overlapped with the B

bands. With 45� incidences (Fig. 12a), the absorption

intensity for the s-polarization was larger than that for the

p-polarization. Because the intramolecular transition

moments of donor 1 and F4-TCNQ lie along the long

axes of TTF and F4-TCNQ molecules, the long axes of

donor 1 and F4-TCNQ were relatively parallel to the

substrate surface.

From the results of X-ray structural analysis and

polarized UV–vis–NIR spectra, we constructed the sche-

matic molecular packing model within the nanowire

(Fig. 13).[27,28] The nanowires transferred from K+

containing subphase had typical dimensions of 2.5�
50��1000 nm3. Considering the molecular size of donor

1, the nanowire should be composed of 1–2 molecular

layers in the height direction and 20–30 molecules in the

width direction. Assuming that the nanowire has a local

structure similar to that of crystal structure of (2)(F4-

TCNQ)2, the longitudinal direction of the nanowire should

correspond to the p–p stacking direction of TTF units and/

or F4-TCNQ molecules. Therefore, a few thousand mol-

ecules are necessary to form over 1-mm-long nanowire,

taking into account that the standard p–p stacking distance

is around 0.35 nm.

Electrical Conductivity and
Magnetic Properties

To estimate the electrical conductivity of nanowires, the

temperature-dependent electrical conductivity and para-

magnetic susceptibility were measured in the form of the

LB film. Fig. 14 shows the temperature-dependent

Fig. 12 Polarized UV–vis–NIR spectra of the LB film of (1)(F4-

TCNQ)3. a) Optical arrangements of the substrates to measure the

polarized UV–vis–NIR spectra at 90� and 45� incidence. b)

Polarized UV–vis–NIR spectra of 45� incidence with p- and s-

polarization. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Crystal structure of CT complex (2)(F4-TCNQ)2. a) Unit cell viewed along the b axis. b) Alternate p–p stacking structure

between donor 2 and F4-TCNQ dimer along the �a+b axis. Alkyl chains are omitted. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electrical conductivity (right scale) and paramagnetic

susceptibility (left scale) of LB film of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2.

The room-temperature electrical conductivity (sRT) was

1.5�10�3 S cm�1 with an activation energy of 0.17 eV.

The semiconducting temperature dependence was consis-

tent with that of the mixed-stack arrangement of donor

and F4-TCNQ dimer. Although the accumulated film

should be composed of piles of nanowires and monolayers

of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2, each nanowire may have the same

order of electrical conductivity.

The temperature-dependent paramagnetic susceptibil-

ity (w) of the LB films of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2 was measured

via electron spin resonance (ESR). As shown in Fig. 14, w
increased monotonically with decreasing temperatures,

which followed the Curie–Weiss law. The line-shape of

the ESR signals could be fitted using Lorentzian. Line

width around 0.5 mT did not show anomaly within the

measured temperature range. Because g-values for

BEDT–TTF+ cation and F4-TCNQ� anion radicals have

been typically observed at 2.0074 and 2.0025, respective-

ly,[11–15] the g-values (�2.004) of the LB films for (1)(F4-

TCNQ)2 were observed in the intermediate range between

BEDT–TTF and F4-TCNQ, which indicated that both the

cation and the anion radical species contribute to the

paramagnetic susceptibility of the LB films.

CONCLUSION

We constructed oriented molecular-assembly nanowires,

which are important parts for the fabrication of nano-

scale electronic devices. Molecular-assembly nanowires

have a potential to fabricate nanoscale electronics in all

self-assembly chemical processes. Amphiphilic bis(TTF)

macrocycle derivative is one such example, forming

self-assembly nanowires oriented on mica surface. This

molecule was designed from the viewpoints of: 1)

molecular conductor; 2) Langmuir–Blodgett films; and

3) supramolecular chemistry. Designs from the concepts

of molecular conductor and Langmuir–Blodgett film are

necessary to construct nanoscale electrical conducting,

one-dimensional structure. Furthermore, the design of

weak intermolecular interactions (ion recognition) from

the supramolecular approach should be a key methodol-

ogy to construct oriented molecular-assembly nanowires.

Control of electronic structures of the nanowires may

be achieved through careful design of the charge–trans-

fer interactions (electronic dimensionality, bandwidth,

carrier concentration, etc.), while a variety of nanoscale

Fig. 14 Temperature-dependent electrical conductivity (right

scale) and paramagnetic susceptibility (left scale) of the

LB film of (1)(F4-TCNQ)2. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Possible molecular arrangements within a nanowire. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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structures such as zero-dimensional nanodots and nano-

wires should be obtainable from the designs of supra-

molecular chemistry.
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Molecular Assembly of Organosilanes

Atsushi Takahara
Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin films of organosilane have been identified as

promising nanocoating for micro- and nanoscale techno-

logies such as electronic devices and micromachines.[1–3]

As the silanol groups of organosilane monolayer pre-

pared from organotrichlorosilane or organotrialkoxysilane

strongly interact with the substrate surface, the monolayer

is thermally and chemically robust compared with con-

ventional amphiphilic monolayers. Because the chain

length of organosilane is approximately 1–3 nm, the or-

ganosilane forms a uniform ultrathin film on the sub-

strate surface.

Two methods have been proposed for the preparation

of organosilane monolayers. One is chemisorption from

organosilane solution,[4–7] and the other is the Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB) method.[8–22] Fig. 1 shows the film-

formation mechanisms of the organosilane by the LB

method (a) and the chemisorption method (b). In the case

of the LB method Fig. 1a, the toluene solution of organo-

trichlorosilane was spread on the water surface (pH = 5.8)

at a controlled subphase temperature. To attain the quasi-

equilibrium state of the monolayer, the monolayer was

kept on the water subphase under a given constant surface

pressure for 15 min. The monolayer was transferred and

immobilized onto the Si-wafer substrate surface by the LB

method. In the case of chemisorption Fig. 1b, organosi-

lane molecules were deposited either from the solution or

from the vapor phase. It has been clarified that the

aggregation state of the organosilane monolayers prepared

by the LB method shows a higher packing density than the

chemisorbed monolayers.[15,22]

Organosilane monolayers, which have surfaces ter-

minated by various functional groups, are useful for ma-

nipulation of the physicochemical properties of solid

surfaces such as wettability, nanotribology, and protein

adsorption behavior. A key to fabricating functional orga-

nosilane monolayers is controlling the distribution of sur-

face functional groups. Fabricating micro- and nanode-

vices using a bottom-up approach requires building blocks

with a precisely controlled and tunable chemical compo-

sition, morphology, and size that can be fabricated vir-

tually at will. The organosilane monolayer is a candidate

for such a building block because of its stability and ease

of fabrication. Patterned microfeatures of organosilane

monolayers can be fabricated on the substrate, allowing

surface physicochemical properties to be area-selectively

controlled. Two methods will be discussed in this article.

One of them utilizes crystallization of organosilane of

the binary component monolayer at the air/water inter-

face.[8–11] Because the diffusion of organosilane mole-

cules at the air/water interface is slow, macroscopic

phase separation is inhibited, even with the alkylsilane

and fluoroalkylsilane mixed monolayers. The phase-

separated monolayer is transferred to the Si-wafer

substrate by the LB method. Another method utilizes

photolithography by a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) ray

source.[23,24] In the case of a VUV source with l = 172 nm,

photodecomposition of the organic moiety occurs because

of the higher photon energy of the VUV ray compared

with the bond energy of a typical C–C linkage. Using

photolithography, one can prepare a micropatterned sur-

face with various organosilane monolayers by repeating

the photodecomposition and chemisorption processes.

By changing the shape and area ratio of the patterns of

the photomask, this technique enables one to control the

area ratio and the wettability gap of different organosi-

lane monolayers.

PATTERNING OF ORGANOSILANE
MONOLAYERS VIA CRYSTALLIZATION
AT THE AIR/WATER INTERFACE

Formation of Organosilane Monolayers
at the Air/Water Interface

Fig. 2 shows the chemical structure of organosilanes used

for monolayer preparation. Organotrichlorosilane is pri-

marily used for monolayer preparation at the air/water

interface. Lignoseric acid [LA, CH3(CH2)22COOH] is also

used to prepare the mixed monolayers. LA is not poly-

merized and is also nonreactive against the silicon sub-

strate. The chlorine groups of organosilane on the water

surface were found to be substituted by hydroxyl groups.

At a surface pressure of 10–30 mN m�1, the hydroxyl

groups in organosilane molecules reacted with those in

adjacent molecules in the case of the highly condensed

monolayer, resulting in formation of a polymerized
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monolayer. The polymerized monolayer was easily

transferred onto a Si wafer by the LB method, and the

residual hydroxyl groups could be covalently bonded with

silanol groups on the Si wafer surface.

Fig. 3 shows the surface pressure–area (p–A) isotherms

for the n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), n-dodecyltri-

chlorosilane (DDTS), [1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyl-

oxy]propyltriethoxysilane (FDOPTES), and [2-perfluoro-

octyl]ethyltrichlorosilane (FOETS) monolayers on the

water surface at a subphase temperature of 293 K, as well

as electron diffraction (ED) patterns of the monolayers

transferred onto the hydrophilic SiO substrate on the EM

grid at a surface pressure of approximately 20 mN m�1.

The p–A isotherms of the OTS and FDOPTES mono-

layers showed a steep increase in surface pressure with

decreases in the surface area. The molecular occupied

areas were determined to be 0.24 and 0.29 nm2 mole-

cule�1 for the OTS and FDOPTES monolayers, respec-

tively. Electron diffraction patterns of both the OTS and

the FDOPTES monolayers showed hexagonal crystal-

line arcs at 293 K. The (10) spacings of the OTS and the

FDOPTES monolayers were calculated to be ca. 0.42 and

0.50 nm based on ED patterns, respectively.[18] These ED

results make it clear that the hydrophobic alkyl and

fluoroalkyl chains in the crystalline OTS and FDOPTES

monolayers were closely packed in the hexagonal crystal

lattice at 293 K.

Fig. 1 Film formation mechanism of organosilane by Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method (a) and chemisorption method (b). (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Chemical structure of organosilanes.
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High-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) was

applied to observe the molecular arrangement of both

the crystalline OTS-C18 and FDOPTES monolayers.

Fig. 3 also displays AFM images on a molecular scale

for the crystalline OTS-C18 and FDOPTES monolayers

transferred onto a Si wafer at a surface pressure of 15

mN m�1 at 293 K.[18] The (10) spacing was evaluated to

be ca. 0.42 and 0.50 nm by two-dimensional fast Fourier

transform (2-D-FFT). These values are in good agree-

ment with the (10) spacings determined from the ED

patterns for the crystalline OTS and FDOPTES mono-

layers. Thus, it is conceivable that the higher portions

(the brighter dots) in the AFM images of Fig. 3 cor-

respond to the individual methyl group of the OTS

molecule and the fluoromethyl group of the FDOPTES

molecule in the monolayers, respectively. In contrast, the

p–A isotherms for the DDTS monolayer and the FOETS

monolayer with a shorter alkyl chain showed a gradual

increase in surface pressure with decreasing surface area.

In general, this can be interpreted as an indication that

the monolayer is in a liquid-condensed or liquid-ex-

panded state. In addition, the ED patterns of the DDTS

and the FOETS monolayers showed an amorphous halo

at 293 K. Hence, it can be envisaged that the chain

lengths of hydrophobic groups of the DDTS and the

FOETS molecules were not long enough to crystallize

on the water subphase at 293 K.

Phase Separation of Mixed Monolayers
at the Air/Water Interface

Phase separation is expected to occur in the binary com-

ponent monolayer of crystalline OTS and amorphous

FOETS because of the incompatibility of OTS and

FOETS. Fig. 4 shows the p–A isotherm and the AFM

image of the scanned area 10�10 mm2 for the OTS/

FOETS (50/50 mol/mol) mixed monolayer, which was

transferred onto the Si wafer substrate by the LB method

at a surface pressure of 25 mN m�1. The height profile

along the line shown in the AFM image revealed that the

brighter and darker portions in the AFM image correspond

to the higher and the lower regions of the monolayer sur-

face, respectively. The molecular occupied area (the li-

miting area) of 0.28 nm2 molecule�1 for the OTS/FOETS

(50/50) mixed monolayer appears to be almost equal to

the average of the molecular occupied area for the OTS

(0.24 nm2 molecule�1) monolayer and the FOETS (0.31

nm2 molecule�1) monolayer based on the molar fraction

of OTS and FOETS. The OTS/FOETS mixed monolayer

can be transferred onto the Si wafer substrate over a wide

range of surface pressure. The transfer ratio of the OTS/

FOETS mixed monolayer was ca. 1.0 at a surface pressure

of 25 mN m�1, indicating that the substrate surface is

almost completely covered with the immobilized mixed

monolayer. Also, the transfer of the OTS/FOETS mixed

Fig. 3 p–A isotherms for the OTS, DDTS, FDOPTES, and FOETS monolayers on the water surface at a subphase temperature of

293 K, as well as the AFM images and ED patterns of the monolayers transferred onto the substrate at the surface pressure of around

20 mN m�1. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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monolayer on the silicon substrate was confirmed by

using attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared

(ATR-FT-IR) spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS). Because the area occupied by the circular

flat-topped domains increases with increases in the OTS

content, it is expected that the circular domains corre-

spond to the OTS domain. The AFM line profile revealed

that the circular domains were 1.1–1.3 nm higher than the

surrounding area. Because the difference in molecular

lengths between OTS and FOETS was ca. 1.3 nm, it can

be concluded that the higher circular domains and the

surrounding flat matrix regions were composed of OTS

and FOETS molecules, respectively. OTS molecules

formed circular domains even if the molar percent of

OTS molecules was 75%. It is apparent from the ED

pattern of the OTS/FOETS (75/25) mixed monolayer that

the OTS domain is in a crystalline state, as the ED pattern

showed a Debye ring and the magnitude of spacing

corresponds to the (10) spacing of the OTS monolayer. In

the case of the mixture of fluoroalkane and alkane,

macroscopic phase separation was observed. However, in

the case of organosilanes at the air/water interface, mac-

roscopic phase separation such as that occurring with

coalescence of the crystalline domain is inhibited because

of the limited diffusion at the air/water interface.

A similar phase-separated structure was also expected

for the mixed monolayer of the crystalline NTS and

amorphous FOETS. Crystallization of the n-nonadecenyl-

trichlorosilane (NTS) phase was confirmed by ED.[17]

Fig. 5 shows the AFM images of the mixed NTS/FOETS

and carboxylated NTS (NTSCOOH)/FOETS monolayers. It

was clarified that the NTS/FOETS mixed monolayers

were in a phase-separated state, and that circular flat-

topped domains ca. 1–2 mm in diameter were surrounded

by a sealike flat region. The phase separation in the mixed

NTS/FOETS can also arise from crystallization of the

NTS component. The NTSCOOH/FOETS mixed monolay-

er was prepared through oxidation of the vinyl group of

the NTS phase in the NTS/FOETS mixed monolayer.[17]

The NTSCOOH monolayer showed high surface free

energy, with the magnitude being comparable to that of

water. The surface morphology of the NTS/FOETS mixed

monolayer was not changed even after oxidation because

of the presence of a strong interaction between silanol

groups of NTS and the Si wafer. The height difference

between the NTSCOOH domain and the FOETS matrix

phase in the NTSCOOH/FOETS mixed monolayer was

almost the same as that for the NTS/FOETS mixed

monolayer. In addition, an XPS measurement was

performed for the NTS/FOETS and the NTSCOOH/FOETS

mixed monolayers to confirm oxidation of the NTS phase.

The larger ratio of oxygen/carbon atoms for the

(NTSCOOH/FOETS) mixed monolayer than that for the

NTS/FOETS monolayer suggests that the vinyl end

groups of the NTS molecules were oxidized to carboxyl

groups. The magnitude of the lateral force of the

NTSCOOH phase was higher than that of the FOETS

phase in the case of the NTSCOOH/FOETS mixed

monolayer in contrast to the case of the NTS/FOETS

Fig. 5 AFM images of the mixed NTS/FOETS and carbox-

ylated NTS (NTSCOOH)/FOETS monolayers. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 p–A isotherm and AFM image of the scanned area

10�10 mm2 for the OTS/FOETS (50/50) mixed monolayer,

which was transferred onto the Si wafer substrate by the LB

method at the surface pressure of 25 mN m�1. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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mixed monolayer. As the NTSCOOH phase had hydrophilic

carboxyl end groups at the surface, these end groups can

presumably form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with

neighboring NTSCOOH molecules. Therefore, the surface

of the outermost NTSCOOH phase is expected to show a

higher shear strength than that of the NTS phase because

of a difficulty in surface deformation. Also, there is a

significant contribution of adhesion force between the

sample surface and the tip with regard to lateral force.

Because the surface free energy of the NTSCOOH phase is

comparable to that of water, the water capillary force

interacting between the NTSCOOH monolayer surface and

the hydrophilic Si3N4 tip could strongly contribute to the

adhesion force of the NTSCOOH phase. It is therefore

conceivable that the NTSCOOH phase exhibited higher

lateral force than the FOETS phase because of the

formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and a

thicker absorbed water layer as discussed above. Lateral

force microscopic (LFM) and XPS measurements reveal-

ed that the phase-separated monolayer with a large

surface energy gap was successfully prepared.

To investigate the various types of mixed monolayers,

a novel mixed-monolayer system was designed using

reactive organosilanes and a nonreactive fatty acid. A

phase-separated monolayer can also be prepared from

both FOETS and nonpolymerizable and crystallizable

amphiphiles such as stearic acid (SA) and lignoceric acid

(LA). Fig. 6 shows the AFM images of the LA/FOETS

(50/50 mol/mol) mixed monolayer Fig. 6a and after

extraction of LA with hexane Fig. 6b. The LA/FOETS

mixed monolayer was in a phase-separated state similar to

the OTS/FOETS mixed monolayer as shown in Fig. 4. It is

reasonable to conclude from Fig. 6a and b that the circular

domains are composed of LA molecules, as the circular

flat-topped domains were preferentially extracted with

hexane. In addition, the FOETS matrix was not extracted

with hexane because FOETS molecules were immobilized

on the Si wafer surface by the Si–O–Si covalent bond and

multiple hydrogen bonding. The electron diffraction of the

LA/FOETS mixed monolayer showed a crystalline dif-

fraction from LA domains. In addition, the circular

domain of LA is higher than that of FOETS by 2 nm.

Because the bare Si surface with Si–OH groups was

exposed to the surface, the Si phase can easily be back-

filled by another organosilane through chemisorption

from its solution. Thus, various types of surface modifi-

cation are possible by chemisorption of various organo-

silanes to the FOETS monolayer with holes shown in

Fig. 6b. Fig. 6c shows the AFM topographic image of

the OTS/FOETS mixed monolayer prepared by the

chemisorption of OTS onto the Si part of the FOETS

monolayer. The surface structure of Fig. 6c was very

similar to the phase-separated structure observed for the

OTS/FOETS mixed monolayer directly prepared by the

LB method. The OTS phase is mechanically and

chemically very stable because of the polymerization

Fig. 6 AFM images of the LA/FOETS (50/50 mol/mol) mixed monolayer (a), ghost monolayer after extraction of LA with hexane (b),

and after backfill of ghost monolayer with OTS (c). (Reproduced from Ref. [13].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and anchoring to the Si wafer. However, the domain

height of the OTS phase in Fig. 6c was less than that

observed for the OTS/FOETS mixed monolayer prepared

by the LB method in Fig. 6c. In addition, the surface

roughness of the OTS domains prepared by chemisorp-

tion was more distinct than that of the OTS domains

prepared by the LB method. These results indicate that

the OTS monolayer prepared by chemisorption is less

ordered than that prepared by the LB method. This was

also confirmed by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction

(GIXD).[15,22] However, the abovementioned procedure

to backfill the Si portion of the FOETS monolayer by

the chemisorption of organosilane could be applicable to

the preparation of two-phase monolayers in which the

constituents have different surface free energies or sur-

face chemistries.

FABRICATION OF MULTIPHASE
ORGANOSILANE MONOLAYERS
THROUGH CHEMISORPTION
AND PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY

A structural surface that exhibits patterns of varying

wettability can be produced by chemisorption and local

photodecomposition of organosilanes. Using such patterns

as templates for 3-D structures with various topographic

and surface properties appears very promising. Site-

specific adsorption of microparticles can be achieved by

specific interactions between microparticles and a mono-

layer surface. Immobilization of a polymerization initiator

on a functional monolayer enables site-specific polymer-

ization, which can result in a large topography change.

Fig. 7 summarizes the scheme of fabrication of micro-

patterned organosilane monolayers, site-specific polymer-

ization, and immobilization of microparticles on patterned

organosilane monolayers. These three processes are de-

scribed in this section.

Preparation of a Three Component
Patterned Organosilane Monolayer

Fig. 8 outlines the essential steps for fabrication of micro-

patterned organosilane monolayers. The first step was the

preparation of organosilane-grafted Si substrates. The

chemical vapor adsorption (CVA) method was used to

fabricate the monolayers from organotrialkoxylsilane.[25]

Uniform monolayer formation was confirmed by AFM

observations. Removal of the monolayer in selected areas

by photodecomposition was the next step in the process.

In photolithography, irradiation with VUV rays (l=172

nm) leads to excitation cleavage of covalent bonds such as

C–C, C–H, and Si–C bonds, and formation of surface Si–

OH residues.[25] The magnitude of water contact angle on

OTES and FHETES monolayers was measured as a

function of irradiation time of VUV light generated from

an excimer lamp (l=172 nm). VUV irradiation was done

under 0.8 mmHg of pressure. Initially, OTES and

FHETES monolayers gave water contact angles larger

than 100�. However, within 15 min, the angles approached

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of surface patterning, site-specific polymerization, and site-specific immobilization of microparticles.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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0�, which indicates that almost complete removal of a

monolayer can be achieved with 15-min irradiation of

VUV light. The monolayer removal was also confirmed

by XPS measurements. Using a photomask, one can

prepare a pattern with the desired shape and a precisely

controlled arrangement of surface functional groups. As

an example, the preparation and characterization of an

n-octadecyltriethoxysilane (OTES), [2-perfluorohexyl]-

ethyltriethoxysilane (FHETES), [2-aminoethyl]-3-ami-

nopropylmethyldimethoxysilane (AEAPDMS) patterned

surface is introduced in this section. The OTES-grafted Si

wafer was irradiated for 15 min with VUV light. The

second organosilane monolayer, FHETES (molecular

length ca. 1.0 nm), was then introduced onto the first

patterned surfaces by a similar method with alkylsilane.

Formation of a ternary component monolayer requires

another photodecomposition and chemisorption process,

with the photomask rotated 90� from its position in the

first patterning step. The OTES/FHETES sample was then

irradiated with VUV, resulting in crossline micropatterns

on the substrate surfaces. The third organosilane mono-

layer, AEAPDMS (molecular length ca. 0.9 nm), was

finally introduced onto the second patterned substrate

surfaces, again by the CVA method.

XPS and contact angle measurements were used to

characterize the changes in the surface chemical compo-

sitions of the micropatterned organosilane monolayers.

Fig. 9 shows the XPS survey scan spectra of the changes

in the surface chemical compositions through the mic-

ropatterning process. The OTES monolayer showed C1s,

O1s, Si2s, and Si2p peaks at 285, 533, 151, and 100 eV,

respectively. The OTES/FHETES patterned Si substrate

clearly showed an additional F1s peak at 690 eV, whereas

the OTES/FHETES/AEAPDMS grafted Si substrates

showed another N1s peak at 400 eV. Decomposition of

the FHETES monolayer was revealed by the decreased

intensity of the F1s peak. The grafting of organosilane

monolayers was also confirmed from C1s and N1s XPS

narrow-scan spectra. These results indicate that the three

kinds of organosilane molecules were subsequently grafted

on the substrate surfaces.

Fabrication of a micropattern with three kinds of

surface functional groups was confirmed by Scanning

force microscopy (SFM) observation. Fig. 10a and b

shows AFM and LFM images of an OTES/FHETES/

AEAPDMS three-component micropatterned organosi-

lane monolayer, respectively. Fig. 10c and d shows the

line profiles of the white lines in Fig. 10a. These figures

show crossline microstructures fabricated on Si-wafer

substrates. The widths of the fabricated FHETES and

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of site-specific photodecom-

position by irradiation with VUV rays and chemisorption.

(Reproduced from Ref. [24].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 XPS survey scan spectra of the OTES, OTES/FHETES,

and OTES/FHETES/AEAPDMS micropatterned Si substrates

(emission angle 45�).
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AEAPDMS lines were consistent with the widths of slits

in the photomask. In the line profile of the AFM image as

shown in Fig. 10c, the height difference between the

OTES and FHETES surfaces was ca. 1.4 nm. The height

difference corresponds to the difference in the molecular

length (ca. 1.3 nm) between OTES and FHETES. In

contrast, the height difference between the OTES and

AEAPDMS surfaces was ca. 1.5 nm Fig. 10d,

corresponding to the difference in the molecular length

(ca. 1.4 nm) between OTES and AEAPDMS. The origin

of the contrast in the LFM image can be explained by the

difference in the surface properties of the three compo-

nents, i.e., the chain rigidity, crystallinity, and chemistry

of terminal functional groups of the organosilane mole-

cules.[22] AEAPDMS-grafted areas are the brightest of the

three components because the terminal amino groups

exerted high lateral force due to the strong interaction

between the hydrophilic amino group and the Si–OH

group of the cantilever tip. The area ratio of the prepared

micropatterned monolayer is in accord with that of the

target value; that is, the estimated area ratio of OTES/

FHETES/AEAPDMS was 4/2/3.

The introduction of a different organosilane component

was also confirmed by the measurement of surface free

energy. Table 1 shows the surface free energies of uniform

or micropatterned organosilane monolayers. The surface

free energy was calculated from the contact angles of

water and methylene iodide based on Owens and Wendt’s

method.[26] In Table 1, gs
d and gs

p denote the dispersion

and polar components of surface free energy, respectively.

The surface free energy of the OTES/FHETES micro-

patterned surface is smaller than that of the OTES

monolayer surface; the decrease can be attributed to the

fluoroalkyl groups of FHETES, which are known to

decrease surface free energy. On the other hand, the sur-

face free energy, especially the hydrogen-bonding com-

ponent gs
h, extensively increased after the grafting of

AEAPDMS; this increase can likely be attributed to the

relatively high polarity of amino groups introduced in the

grafted AEAPDMS monolayers.[24] Taken together with

Fig. 10 AFM and LFM images of three-component micropatterned organosilane monolayers. (a) AFM image of an OTES/FHETES/

AEAPDMS micropatterned surface; (b) LFM image of an OTES/FHETES/AEAPDMS micropatterned surface; (c), (d) line profiles of

white line parts in (a). (Reproduced from Ref. [37].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Surface free energy of micropatterned organosilane

monolayers

Organosilanes

gggsv

(mJ m�2)

gggsv
d

(mJ m�2)

gggsv
h

(mJ m�2)

AEAPDMS 48.5 34.3 14.2

OTES 20.1 18.1 2

FHETES 14.7 13.1 1.6

OTES/FHETES 17.1 15.5 1.6

OTES/FHETES/

AEAPDMS

23.8 19.7 4.1
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the SFM observation, this stepwise change in surface

free energy confirms that the three-component organo-

silane surfaces had been micropatterned with highly

hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas. Our patterning of

three-component organosilane monolayers is expected to

be a useful template for immobilizing various organic or

inorganic materials on Si surfaces.

A laterally structured surface with different wetting

properties may be produced by various techniques such as

microcontact printing,[27] micromachining,[28] photoli-

thography,[29] and vapor deposition.[30] If one phase of a

micropatterned surface has an affinity toward a certain

liquid, the surface can be used as a template for local

liquid condensation. A line-patterned high-wettability con-

trast surface was prepared via the local photodecomposi-

tion of an FHETMS monolayer. The advantage of this

method is that the height difference of the two phases is

less than 2 nm and the topographic effect on wettability

can be ignored. The water-droplet formation on the mic-

ropatterned surface was directly observed with an envi-

ronmental scanning electron microscope. First, the

Environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM)

sample chamber was evacuated below the saturated vapor

pressure (612 Pa) of water at 273 K. The sample surface

was then cooled to 273 K and the vapor pressure of the

ESEM sample chamber was increased to 700 Pa. Fig. 11

shows the ESEM image of the water droplet on the surface

of the FHETMS/Si–OH patterned monolayer during the

initial condensation process. The water began to condense

on the Si–OH portion of the patterned surface. The size of

the water droplet and the number of water droplets in-

creased until the droplets coalesced in a line. Because

water has a large surface free energy compared with the

FHETMS phase, it is more likely to condense on the

higher surface free energy region. After the vapor pressure

of the ESEM sample chamber was raised to 1050 Pa, the

water droplet began to bridge with droplets on the ad-

jacent line. Because the micropatterning surface can

confine liquid in distinct micropatterned regions, the sur-

face can be used for local growth of a crystal of functional

molecules[31] or as a substrate for ink-jet printing with

functional molecules.[32]

Site-Specific Polymerization of
Methacrylate Monomers

The patterned organosilane monolayers introducing an

organosilane molecule with a polymerization-initiating

unit are useful as template surfaces for site-specific

polymerization. An atom transfer radical polymerization

(ATRP) unit was immobilized as a monolayer component.

Because ATRP is one of the most successful methods for

polymerizing a variety of monomers in a controlled

fashion,[33,34] tailor-made surface topography is possible.

Several reports have described the formation of polymer

thin film by radical polymerization from the immobilized

ATRP initiator.[35,36]

Fig. 12 shows a schematic representation of a site-

specific ATRP from a micropatterned monolayer sur-

face.[37] Before introducing the initiator for ATRP into the

organosilane monolayer system, an AEAPDMS mono-

layer was prepared on a Si wafer substrate surface. The

prepared surface terminated by amino groups was treated

with 2-bromoisobutyric acid in the presence of a conden-

sation agent. After the modification, the water contact

angle of the obtained surface increased from 63� to 69�
because of the change in the surface functional groups.

Introduction of the initiating unit was further confirmed

by an XPS measurement, in which the peaks attributed to

Br and carbonyl carbon were observed at 68 and 287.9 eV,

respectively. The resulting surface was irradiated by

VUV light through a photomask. The LFM image of the

patterned surface shows the presence of a pattern corres-

ponding to the line width of the photomask used.

Fig. 11 Environmental scanning electron microscopic image

of a water droplet on a monolayer after exposure to water vapor

at 273K. (Reproduced from Ref. [37].)

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the site-specific atom

transfer living radical polymerization from a micropatterned

monolayer surface and AFM image of line-patterned PMMA

ultrathin film. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Surface-initiated radical polymerization of methyl

methacrylate (MMA) was done in the presence of CuBr(I)

and 4,4’-di-n-heptyl-2,2’-bipyridine in anisole. To control

the polymerization process, the corresponding initiator,

ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate, was also added for bulk poly-

merization. The mixture was degassed, and argon was

bubbled through the mixture for 20 min to ensure that

oxygen was removed completely. The mixture was heated

to 363 K. After several hours, the polymerization solution

was cooled to room temperature to terminate the poly-

merization. The Si wafer was immersed in THF and rinsed

with toluene to remove the adsorbed free poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA). The PMMA micropattern was

observed by AFM.

Fig. 12 also shows the AFM image of the line-patterned

PMMA ultrathin film. An AFM image revealed that the

site-specific polymerization of methacrylate monomer

occurred on the micropatterned surface of the ATRP

initiator. The height and width of the PMMA layer is ca.

6–10 nm and ca. 5 mm, respectively. The width estimated

from the AFM image is in good agreement with the line

width of micropatterns of surface immobilized initia-

tor. The formation of a PMMA layer was further

confirmed by an XPS measurement, in which the

characteristic peaks attributed to the aliphatic ether and

carbonyl carbons were observed at 285, 286.5, and

288.8 eV, respectively.

Site-Specific Adsorption of
Charged Microparticles

Two-dimensional alignment of micro- and nanoparticles

on a substrate surface might be a promising method

for fabricating functional materials, as properties of

micro- and nanoparticles can be adjusted by controlling

the size and surface chemistry. Various attempts have been

made at the site-specific immobilization of micro- and

nanoparticles.[38,39] In this study, the micropatterned orga-

nosilane monolayer with an aminosilane/fluoroalkylsilane

line pattern was applied as a template surface for site-spe-

cific immobilization of negatively charged microparticles.

FHETMS and AEAPDMS were used as surface modi-

fiers for a Si wafer substrate. The AEAPDMS/FHETMS

micropattern (line width, AEAPDMS//FHETMS = 2/4

mm/mm) was fabricated by a method similar to that used

to yield the multicomponent organosilane monolayer. The

Si wafer substrate with a micropatterned surface was then

exposed to the aqueous dispersed solution of sulfonated

polystyrene (PS) microparticles at pH = ca. 6.0 for 30 min.

As shown in Fig. 13, the site-specific immobilization of PS

particles was successfully achieved on the micropatterned

substrate surface.[40] An AFM image shows that the layers

consisting of adsorbed PS microparticles are ca. 200 nm

high and ca. 2 mm wide. The height and width estimated

from the AFM image is in good agreement with the

diameter of PS microparticles and the line width of

AEAPDMS micropatterns, respectively. This result sug-

gests that the sulfonated PS particles were adsorbed on the

surface as a monolayer. The site-specific adsorption of

PS particles onto the AEAPDMS grafted surfaces can

be ascribed to the electrostatic interaction between

negatively charged sulfonic acid groups of PS particles

and positively charged amino groups of AEAPDMS-

grafted surfaces.

CONCLUSION

Patterned microfeatures of organosilane monolayers were

fabricated on the substrate by two different methods. One

method utilizes the crystallization of a binary component

organosilane monolayer at the air/water interface. An-

other method utilizes the local photodecomposition by

VUV light and backfilling of the decomposed area by

chemisorption of organosilane monolayers. It was also

revealed that micropatterned organosilane monolayers can

be used as model surfaces with controlled, area-selective

surface nature such as free energy, nanostructure, and

chemical composition.
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INTRODUCTION

Biopolymers such as nucleic acids and proteins encode

biological data and may be viewed as strings of chemical

letters. While electronic computers manipulate strings

of 0’s and 1’s encoded in electric signals, biologically

encoded data might, in principle, be manipulated by bio-

chemical means. During the last decade, several approach-

es to compute with biomolecules were developed, and the

field has become known as biomolecular or DNA com-

puting. The approaches varied widely with respect to the

model of computation they employed, the problems they

attempted to solve, and the degree of human intervention.

One approach focused on the application of the Turing

machine model and, more generally, string-processing

automata to biomolecular information processing. Its

goal is to construct computers made of biomolecules that

are capable of autonomous conversion of an input data-

encoding molecule to an output molecule according to a

set of rules defined by a molecular program. Here we

survey the field of biomolecular computing machines and

discuss possible future directions.

BACKGROUND

The seminal work of Adleman[1] demonstrated that com-

monly used biochemical manipulations of DNA can be

utilized to solve real-world computational problems and

initiated the field of biomolecular computing. In the bio-

molecular approach to computing, the computational

paradigm is chosen to fit the capabilities of biomolecules,

rather than adapting the biomolecular machinery to com-

putational schemes borrowed from electronic comput-

ers.[2] The problems initially solved by DNA computing

were so-called ‘‘combinatorial problems.’’ An example of

such a problem is the traveling salesman problem, which is

to find the most efficient route through several cities given

a distances chart between them, passing through each city

exactly once. Solving the problem can be performed by

calculating all possible routes that pass exactly once

through each city, comparing them and choosing the

shortest one. As the number of potential routes is expo-

nential in the size of the problem, this computation may

require an exponential number of steps. More efficient

solution methods are not known for the traveling salesman

problem and for similar such problems, termed NP-hard.

It was hoped that the potential massive parallelism of

DNA manipulation could speed up the solution of NP-hard

problems. The DNA computing technique employed to

solve the traveling salesman problem included 1) genera-

tion of all possible solution candidates (e.g., various

routes) encoded in DNA strands and selection of the cor-

rect ones, 2) their amplification and detection by known

molecular biology techniques, and 3) isolation and char-

acterization of the shortest one. Computational problems

solved in vitro with variations of this approach encom-

passed instances of Hamiltonian Path,[1] SAT,[3] maximal

clique,[4] and ‘‘knight move’’[5] problems. The computer,

i.e., the physical system that produced a solution, com-

prised the biomolecules themselves, the laboratory

equipment required to realize their biochemical manip-

ulation, and the laboratory personnel who operated

the laboratory equipment, performing the operations re-

quired to execute the computation. Therefore while these

computing systems used biomolecules for computa-

tion, they realized laboratory-scale, rather than molecular-

scale, computers.

A second direction in DNA computing, proposed by

Winfree,[6,7] uses self-assembly of DNA tiles.[8,9] It relies

on the mathematical theory of tiling. One result of this

theory discovered by Wang[10] is that aperiodic assembly

of appropriately designed tiles emulates the operation of

a Turing machine, a universal computer. The tiles have

colored edges, and they may be assembled once two ad-

jacent tiles have edges of the same color. DNA tiles[8] are

relatively rigid flat constructs with four sticky ends, with

one sticky end emulating one edge of a tile and different

sticky ends emulating different colors. DNA tiles make

contact through complementary sticky ends, emulating

recognition by the same color. Initial breakthrough in

this area was achieved by constructing a periodic two-

dimensional crystal from DNA tiles, based on Wang as-

sembly rules. The first actual computation performed by

this technique was a cumulative XOR (exclusive OR)

logical operation on a string of four binary bits.[9] In this

experiment, an input string was built from alphabet

tiles (either ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’) and then a second row of tiles
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self-assembled upon it. The first tile of the second row

contained the result of the XOR operation between the

first two bits, and each subsequent tile performed the

operation between the intermediate cumulative result and

the next unprocessed bit. Besides the potential to realize

universal computation through Turing machine emulation,

the technique of DNA tiles self-assembly may become a

basis for fabrication of smart, aperiodic materials on a

nanoscale, as suggested by several recent results.[11,12]

A third direction in DNA computing is an attempt to

realize the vision,[13] recalled by Adleman in the conclu-

sion to his seminal paper of a programmable, autonomous,

molecular-scale computer: ‘‘In the future, research in

molecular biology may provide improved techniques for

manipulating macromolecules. Research in chemistry

may allow for the development of synthetic designer

enzymes. One can imagine the eventual emergence of a

general purpose computer consisting of nothing more than

a single macromolecule conjugated to a ribosomelike

collection of enzymes that act on it.’’ This paradigm of

biomolecular computers is the focus of our review. It

views a DNA strand as a string or a tape that functions as

the input as well as the memory storage for automata such

as a finite automaton or a Turing machine.[13] This para-

digm is inspired by the realization that some biomolecular

machines in the living cell are essentially simple automata

operating on digital information encoded in directional

biopolymers.[14,15] An automaton operates by scanning a

tape of symbols one symbol at a time, possibly modifies

one symbol in each step, moving to an adjacent symbol

and changing its state according to a predefined set of the

transition rules. The tape of symbols may be naturally

encoded in a polar biopolymer such as DNA or RNA. The

transition rules of the machine may be encoded by tran-

sition molecules similar to tRNA. A transition, i.e., the

physical modification of the input according to the tran-

sition rules, may be accomplished, in principle, by a

combination of different processing enzymes. Taking this

viewpoint, DNA and RNA polymerases, the ribosome,

and recombinases can all be viewed as simple molecular

automata. For example, RNA polymerase is, mathemati-

cally speaking, a so-called finite state transducer, which

translates a string over the alphabet {A, T, C, G} into a

string over the alphabet {A, U, C, G} according to a

simple translation table. An artificial molecular automaton

may be able to operate autonomously, realizing a truly

molecular-scale computer. Such a computer could have

several important applications, discussed below.

The concept of a biomolecular computer was first in-

troduced by Bennett[13] in 1982 as a hypothetical design

for an energy-efficient computer. In this conceptual de-

sign, a set of artificial enzymes encoded the transition

table of the machine and operated on RNA-based data

tape. The design did not include any concrete imple-

mentation details. Several detailed designs were proposed

since then. Rothemund[16] and Smith[17] proposed models

for molecular implementations of Turing machines. Gar-

zon et al.[18] designed a model of finite automata and

Sakamoto et al.[19,20] implemented a semiautonomous

state machine that could perform state transitions.

MOLECULAR AUTOMATA

Automata

Generally, an automaton consists of 1) a data tape divided

into cells, each containing a symbol selected from the tape

alphabet, and 2) a finite-state device driven by transition

rules. The device is positioned over one of the cells and is

in one of a finite number of internal states. Depending on

the symbol read and the internal state, a transition rule

instructs the device to write a new symbol, change state,

and move one cell to the left or to the right. The Turing

machine[21] is the most general automaton, capable of

writing on the tape as well as moving in either direction.

Fig. 1A demonstrates a Turing machine with two symbols

and two states, with the upper part of the panel showing

the application of one transition rule. Each rule is of the

form initial state, current symbol!new state, new sym-

bol, direction of movement (R=right, L=left). A more

restricted, yet important, class of automata is called finite-

state acceptors (finite automata for short).[22] A finite

automaton is a unidirectional read-only Turing machine.

Its input is a finite string of symbols. It is initially posi-

tioned on the leftmost input symbol in a default initial

state and, in each transition, moves one symbol to the

right, possibly changing its internal state (Fig. 1B is an

example of a computation step of a finite automaton).

Each of its transition rules specifies a next state based on

the current state and current symbol. The computation

terminates after the last input symbol is processed. Al-

ternatively, it may suspend without completion when no

transition rule applies. Some states are deemed accepting

and the automaton accepts an input if there is a compu-

tation with this input that ends in an accepting final state.

Otherwise, it is said to reject the input.

A finite automaton with two states and an alphabet of

two symbols is shown in Fig. 1C. It determines whether a

string of symbols over the alphabet {a, b} contains an

even number of a’s. On a diagram, an incoming arrow

represents an initial state, and a double circle represents an

accepting state. Below the diagram, a sample computation

over an input abba shows the intermediate configurations

obtained during the sequential application of the transi-

tion rules.

A two-state, two-symbol automaton can have eight

possible transition rules. The programming of such an
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automaton amounts to selecting the transition rules and

determining the accepting states. Fig. 1D shows some

examples of additional final automata. The topmost au-

tomaton determines whether an input string contains at

least one b symbol. A second one determines if an input

string begins with a and ends with b. It is an example of

a nondeterministic automaton with two transitions (S1,

b!S0 and S1, b!S1) applicable to the same configu-

ration. A computation ending in an accepting state uses

S1, b!S1 for all b symbols except the last, and uses S1,

b!S0 for the last b.

Early Designs of Molecular Automata

Bennett[13] described a ‘‘truly chemical Turing machine’’

with a linear tape analogous to RNA, where the internal

state and head location are realized by a special chemical

modifier attached to one of the nucleotides. Each transi-

tion rule is realized by a hypothetical ‘‘enzyme’’ that

exclusively recognizes a unique combination of a nucle-

otide and its modifier, replaces a nucleotide by an output

symbol, and attaches a next-state modifier to one of the

adjacent nucleotides, according to the desired head

movement (Fig. 2).

In Fig. 2, a transition molecule 7 that recognizes a

combination of the symbol a and the state S0 loads itself

with the molecule for the symbol b and a molecule for the

state S1. The loaded molecule 2 reversibly attaches itself

to a data tape 1. An intermediate complex 3 forms through

new chemical bonds between the transition molecule and

the symbol a and state S0, between the new symbol b and

the data tape, and between the adjacent symbol b and the

new state S1 (dotted lines). In the next intermediate 4, the

old symbol a and state S0 become attached to the transi-

tion molecule and are detached from the data tape; the

new symbol b is inserted into the data tape; the new state

S1 attaches to the symbol b that lies to the right of the

site of newly inserted symbol. The transition molecule

6 dissociates from the completely modified data tape

5 and is subsequently stripped of the attached old state

and symbol.

Bennett introduced several logical elements that re-

main relevant till this day. First, he proposed to encode

a data tape in a single biopolymer, using a natural

Fig. 1 Examples of automata.
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‘‘alphabet.’’ Second, he introduced the important con-

cept of a ‘‘transition molecule,’’ i.e., representation

of each transition rule by a separate molecule or mo-

lecular assembly.

Following work on molecular automata dealt with re-

alizing this concept. Different ways to encode tape sym-

bols and machine states and to build transition molecules

were proposed and various biochemical transition mech-

anisms were considered.

Rothemund[16] proposed a detailed design for a mo-

lecular Turing machine that utilized a common DNA

structural motif known as a ‘‘cohesive terminus’’ or a

‘‘sticky end.’’ A sticky end is a short (one to six nu-

cleotides) stretch of single-stranded DNA emerging from

the double-stranded DNA molecule of a potentially un-

limited length. The advantage of a sticky end as compared

with the dsDNA is that it is reactive compared with

dsDNA. Molecules with sticky ends may interact once the

DNA sequences of their sticky ends are complementary,

irrespective to the sequence of their double-stranded part.

This technique is extensively used in recombinant DNA

technology. Rothemund’s hypothetical computer com-

prised a data tape and transition molecules made of DNA

and hardware containing DNA ligase and restriction

enzymes. Ligase is an enzyme that may glue together

fragments of DNA that have complementary sticky ends.

Restriction enzymes recognize specific locations in the

double-stranded DNA and cut inside of near this location,

forming two fragments with complementary sticky ends.

Rothemund pioneered an encoding system of ‘‘frame

shifts,’’ where a long stretch of double-stranded DNA

encoded a symbol while shorter sticky ends derived from

this stretch encoded state-symbol combinations. This

entailed a particular design of the transition molecules,

using SII-type restriction enzymes that cut DNA outside

their recognition sequence. The machine was not designed

to be autonomous as it required a number of manual steps

to perform a single transition (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 describes a single transition S0, a!S1, b, R as

implemented by Rothemund’s hypothetical Turing ma-

chine. In this design, each data symbol is represented by a

stretch of dsDNA flanked by invariant left (L) and right

Fig. 2 An example of a single transition performed by Bennett’s hypothetical chemical Turing machine. The rule implemented is S0,

a!S1, b, R. (From Ref. [13] # Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers.)
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(R) short sequences. The starting circular double-stranded

DNA structure 1 represents a data string bab and a Turing

machine head, located at a symbol a. Inside a ‘‘head,’’

there are two SII-type enzyme recognition sites. One is

denoted Inv and another St for ‘‘state enzyme.’’ Inv en-

zyme invariantly cuts in the R region of a symbol that lies

to the left of the head. St enzyme cuts inside the current

symbol a, and the exact restriction site is determined

by the length of a spacer between the St recognition site

and an L region of the current symbol. This spacer is

denoted as S0.

After double restriction by Inv and St, the enzymes

are removed and a modified data tape 2 with two sticky

ends is formed. One is inside the R region of the left-

most b symbol. Another lies within the coding sequence

of a current a symbol. Because the exact structure of

this sticky ends depends on the state spacer length, it

contains information on both the current symbol and the

current state. This sticky end is recognized by the

transition molecule 3, which encodes a rule S0, a!S1,

b, R. It contains two sticky ends: one recognizes the

current state-symbol sticky end of the data tape, and

another one recognizes the sticky end within the R re-

gion of the left-hand symbol. Its dsDNA region con-

tains, from left to right, an encoding for a new symbol

b, a spacer and a recognition site of the Inv enzyme, a

recognition site of the St enzyme, a new state spacer

(S1 in this case), L region, another spacer, two recog-

nition sites of the auxiliary SII-type enzymes X and Y,

and another L region.

Fig. 3 A single transition S0, a!S1, b, R as implemented by the Rothemund’s hypothetical Turing machine. (From Ref. [16] #

American Mathematical Society.)
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The solution containing the transition molecules is

added to the cleaved data tape 2. Because real computa-

tion would require many different kinds of transition

molecules, the existence of an invariant sticky end in a

data tape would allow it to react nonselectively with dif-

ferent transition molecules. Therefore the original design

contained only right-hand state-symbol specific sticky

end. The left-hand sticky end was exposed by yet another

restriction enzyme after correct ligation to the state-

symbol sticky end and washout of the useless transitions

(not shown on the figure). Following double ligation and

insertion of the transition molecule, an intermediate

structure 4 is formed. At this stage, the new symbol b is

inserted into the tape. The head is also inserted, with the

new state encoded by the new state spacer. However, the

previous symbol a is regenerated. It needs to be excised by

means of the enzymes X and Y. The enzymes form two

complementary sticky ends in the intermediate 5: one in

the L region of the right-hand symbol b, and another one

in the L region preinserted in the transition molecule.

After their ligation, the next legal configuration 6 is

formed. The St enzyme is now positioned at the correct

distance from the next symbol b. Thus this multistep

transition process results in an insertion of a new symbol

b, excision of a previous symbol a, and change of the

machine state from S0 to S1.

Sakamoto et al.[19,20] described a different approach to

biomolecular state machines. While their system imple-

mented only a fixed state-to-state transition scheme,

which is not dependent on any input, it had the advantage

of semiautonomous operation. The system was experi-

mentally verified and shown to perform several transitions

(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4A shows a set of transition rules. Panel B depicts

the molecular transition table. Each state is encoded by

unique sequence of a ssDNA of 20–30 nt long. A transi-

tion between S1 and S2 is represented by a concatenation

of two sequences, one complementary to S1 and another

one—to S2. The ‘‘stop’’ segment does not allow DNA

polymerase to pass through. Fig. 4C shows the initial

configuration of the machine. A transition table is con-

catenated to the initial state S1. Fig. 4D describes a sample

computation. Initial state S1 is annealed to its comple-

mentary counterpart in the rule S1!S2 of the transition

table and then extended by DNA polymerase to form a

DNA stretch for S2. After denaturation and another

annealing, the S2 stretch is annealed to its counterpart in

the rule S2!S3 and extended to S3 stretch. The whole

Fig. 4 A molecular state machine of Sakamoto et al.
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process is performed in the PCR-like manner, termed

‘‘Whiplash PCR’’ with cycles of denaturing, annealing,

and polymerase extension.

Shapiro[14,15] proposed a detailed logical design for

a molecular Turing machine, with an emphasis on a

general-purpose programmable computer that may op-

erate in vivo and interact with its biochemical envi-

ronment. The design was realized in a working

mechanical implementation.

The structural blocks of the design proposed by Sha-

piro are depicted in Fig. 5. The mechanical computer

employs a chain of basic building blocks (Fig. 5A), re-

ferred to as alphabet monomers, to represent the Turing

machine’s tape (Fig. 5B), and uses another set of building

blocks (Fig. 5C), referred to as transition molecules, to

encode the machine’s transition rules. The computer

operates on two polymers simultaneously: the tape poly-

mer, representing the Turing machine’s tape, and the trace

polymer, which is a byproduct of the computation con-

structed incrementally from displaced transition mole-

cules and displaced alphabet monomers and has no analog

in the theoretical Turing machine. A transition molecule

loaded with an alphabet monomer specifies a compu-

tational step of the computer similarly to the way an

aminoacyl-tRNA specifies a translation step of the ribo-

some.[23] The transition encoding is similar to a Wang tile

construction[10] which is also at the basis of DNA com-

puting via self-assembly.[6–9] The set of loaded transition

molecules constitutes the computer program (Fig. 1A). A

description of the design and mechanism of operation is

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5C shows the formation of a

transition molecule and Fig. 5D shows an active transition

molecule. An active transition molecule joins the two data

polymers. It is embedded in the tape polymer and repre-

sents the location of the Turing machine’s read/write head

as well as the machine’s internal state. At the same time,

the active transition molecule is the terminal molecule of

the trace polymer, representing the most recent transition

of the computation. Fig. 5E schematically depicts the

computer (hardware). The computer is made of two sub-

units, referred to as small and large, each with a tunnel

called the small tunnel and the large tunnel, respectively.

Fig. 5 Structural blocks of the Shapiro’s mechanical Turing machine.
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The small tunnel provides incoming loaded transition

molecules with access to the active transition molecule

and to its adjacent alphabet monomer. Access is con-

trolled by gating mechanisms that block transition mole-

cules that are ill-formed or do not match the current state

and current tape symbol. These mechanical analogs of

allosteric conformational changes open the channel only

when a valid incoming transition molecule approaches.

The large tunnel holds the active transition molecule and

the tail of the trace polymer being constructed.

The actual mechanical computer is 18�29�9cm as

shown in Fig. 5F. The small tunnel 1 is part of the small

subunit and is 2 units wide. The large tunnel 2 is part of

the large subunit and is 3 units wide, so that it can ac-

commodate the displaced transition molecule and the new

active transition molecules. The small and large subunits

can move one unit sideways relative to each other. Such

movement is necessary following a change of direction of

the computation. An incoming transition molecule 3 is

approaching the active transition molecule 4 and the al-

phabet molecule to its right. The tape polymer can move

left or right 1 unit, aligning the active transition molecule

to the left or to the right side of the large tunnel. Such

movement is necessary to accommodate consecutive

transitions in the same direction. The hardware as well as

the data tapes and the incoming transition molecule

are shown.

Fig. 5G shows the mechanical implementation of the

gating mechanisms, front (left) and back views. Five

mechanisms in the small tunnel prevent erroneous tran-

sitions from occurring. All mechanisms are based on a

spring-loaded bell crank/cam which is connected to a

linkage which, in its free state, blocks passage of the

approaching transition molecule. Each bell crank/cam

checks for a certain condition and, if the condition is met,

is rotated. The connected linkage then moves out of the

way of the approaching transition molecule, essentially

effecting a conformational change in the tunnel. Two

mechanisms 1 and 2 detect that the (left or right) transition

molecule is loaded with an alphabet molecule. Mechanism

3 detects that the recognition site of the incoming transi-

tion molecule matches the state side group of the active

transition molecule and the alphabet symbol to its right.

Additional two mechanisms check for the blank transition.

The computer operates in cycles (Fig. 6), processing

one transition molecule per cycle. In each cycle, an in-

coming loaded transition molecule 2 that matches the

current state and its adjacent alphabet monomer of the

data polymer 1 becomes the new active transition mole-

cule and its accompanying alphabet monomer is incor-

porated into the tape polymer via the intermediate 3. This

is achieved by displacing the currently active transition

molecule and the matched alphabet monomer, effectively

editing the tape polymer, and elongating the trace polymer

by the displaced molecules to form the next configuration

4. Specifically, when processing a left transition molecule,

the computer moves left to accommodate the molecule,

if necessary, and displaces the currently active transition

molecule and the alphabet monomer to its left by the

new molecule. The computer processes a right transi-

tion molecule similarly by moving right and displacing

the alphabet monomer to the right of the active transi-

tion molecule.

The trace polymer created during the computation

represents past state changes and head movements, as well

as the symbols that were ‘‘erased’’ from the tape during

each transition, and as such has several important advan-

tages. First, the trace polymer renders the computer re-

versible. Because the trace polymer embodies a complete

Fig. 6 Operational cycle of the Shapiro’s mechanical Tu-

ring machine.
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record of the computation, a molecular implementation of

the computer will be subject to the speed/energy con-

sumption tradeoff of reversible devices. Second, compu-

tation traces, in general, and the trace polymer, in

particular, enable many ‘‘software’’ program analysis and

debugging tools,[24] which are critically needed for large-

scale applications. Third, the trace polymer enables

‘‘hardware’’ error detection and correction. One expects

that any biomolecular implementation of the computer

may exhibit nonnegligible error rate. Such errors can be

detected, and possibly also corrected, by cascading sev-

eral computers along the same trace polymer, each

detecting, and possibly also correcting, errors produced

by its predecessor.

The most important property of the mechanical com-

puter is that it is reactive:[25] it can have an ongoing,

program-controlled, interaction with its environment. This

capability is a result of the biologically inspired archi-

tecture of the computer rather than inherited from the

theoretical Turing machine, which was conceived as a

‘‘batch’’ computing device that receives its input at the

beginning of the computation and produces an output if

and when the computation ends. The ribosome, for ex-

ample, suspends the construction of a polypeptide chain

when a required amino acid is unavailable. Similarly, this

computer can be ‘‘programmed’’ to suspend until a spe-

cific molecule is available. The availability of such a

control molecule can be tied to other relevant environ-

mental conditions, thus triggering a computation only

when these conditions prevail.

The Turing machine is a nondeterministic computing

device in that it can make choices during a computation,

and so is the mechanical computer. In a biomolecular

implementation, this capability can be used to have the

environment affect the course of a computation, based on

the relative concentrations of molecules that enable one

computational step compared with molecules enabling a

different computational step. Using these two capabilities,

the computer can be programmed so that both the timing

and the course of a computation are affected and con-

trolled by the biochemical environment.

The computer is endowed with an output device as

follows. A simple extension to the Turing machine design

is an instruction that erases the tape segment to the right

of the read/write head. This instruction would mean in

this context: ‘‘cleave the tape polymer to the right of the

active transition molecule and release this tape polymer

segment to the environment.’’ With this instruction, the

computer can create and release any effectively com-

putable polymer of alphabet monomers, in any number of

copies, in the course of a computation. A cleaved tape

polymer segment released by one computer can serve

as the initial tape for the computation of another com-

puter, or it can be ligated under certain conditions to

the tape of another computer, thus enabling parallel

processing, communication, and synchronization among

multiply operating computers.

The computer design allows it to respond to the

availability and to the relative concentrations of specific

molecules in its environment and to construct program-

defined polymers and release them into the environment.

Hence if implemented using biomolecules, the computer

can be part of biochemical pathways. In particular, given a

biomolecular implementation of the computer that uses

ribonucleic acids as alphabet monomers, one can envision

how cleaved tape polymer segments can function as

messenger-RNA, effecting program-directed synthesis of

proteins in response to specific biochemical conditions

within the cell. Such an implementation can provide a

family of computing devices with broad biological and

pharmaceutical applications.

Molecular Finite Automata

Two programmable, autonomous finite automata made of

biomolecules were demonstrated by Benenson et al.[26,27]

Both use a DNA molecule as input, DNA molecules as

software, encoding the automaton transitions, and DNA-

manipulating enzymes as hardware. The differences be-

tween the two are the source of energy for the computa-

tion and the reuse of software molecules. The first

automaton relies on ATP as an energy source and con-

sumes its software molecules during computation, while

the second utilizes solely the energy stored in the chemical

bonds of its DNA input molecule and its software mole-

cules are reusable. While having similar logical structures,

these versions differ in the implementation details. The

design of the molecular finite automaton incorporates

ideas from designs for molecular Turing machines.[15,16]

The hardware of the first automaton consists of a mixture

of the class IIS restriction nuclease FokI, T4 DNA ligase,

and ATP, while the second automaton utilizes only FokI.

The structure of the latter automaton is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7A shows the encoding of a, b, and terminator (sense

strands) and the <state, symbol> interpretation of exposed

4-nucleotide sticky ends, the leftmost representing the

current symbol and the state S1, similarly the rightmost

for S0. Fig. 7B shows the hardware: the FokI restriction

enzyme, which recognizes the sequence GGATG and

cleaves 9 and 13 nucleotides apart on the 5’!3’ and

3’!5’ strands, respectively. The software comprises eight

short double-stranded (ds) DNA molecules, the transition

molecules encoding the eight possible transition rules

(Fig. 7C). It consists of a <state, symbol> detector (light

gray), a FokI recognition site (dark gray), and a spacer

(intermediate gray) of variable length that determines the
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FokI cleavage site inside the next symbol, which, in turn,

defines the next state. Empty spacers effect S1 to S0

transition, single base-pair (bp) spacers maintain the cur-

rent state, and 2-bp spacers transfer S0 to S1.

A dsDNA molecule encodes the initial state of the

automaton and the input (Fig. 7D), with five to six base

pairs (bp) coding for one input symbol (Fig. 7A), with the

exposed sticky end at the 5’-terminus encoding the initial

state and the first symbol. The ligase-based system may

also contain ‘‘peripherals,’’ two output-detection mole-

cules of different lengths, each of which can ligate se-

lectively with a different output molecule to form an

output-reporting molecule that indicates a final state and

can be readily detected by gel electrophoresis. In the ATP-

free system, the output is detected by examining the

length of the remainder of a processed input molecule.

The computation starts when the hardware, software, and

input are all mixed together and runs autonomously, if

possible till termination. The automaton processes the

input as shown in Fig. 7E. The computation proceeds via

a cascade of transition cycles. In each cycle, the sticky

end of an applicable transition molecule may ligate to

Fig. 7 Design details and mechanism of operation of the molecular automata of Benenson et al. (From Ref. [27] # PNAS.)
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the sticky end of the input molecule, detecting the

current state and the current symbol. Alternatively, it

may hybridize noncovalently. In both cases, the product

is cleaved by FokI inside the next symbol encoding,

exposing a new four-nucleotide sticky end. The design

of the transition molecules ensures that the encodings of

the input symbols a and b are cleaved by FokI at on-

ly two different ‘‘frames’’,[16] the leftmost frame en-

coding the state S1 and the rightmost frame encoding

S0 (Fig. 7A). The exact next restriction site and thus

the next internal state are determined by the current

state and the size of the spacers (Fig. 7C, intermediate

gray) in an applicable transition molecule. The compu-

tation proceeds until no transition molecule matches the

exposed sticky end of the input or until the special

terminator symbol is cleaved, forming an output mole-

cule that has a sticky end encoding the final state. In a

step extraneous to the computation and analogous to a

‘‘print’’ instruction of a conventional computer, this

sticky end may ligate to one of two output detectors

and the resultant output reporter may be identified by

gel electrophoresis.

The ATP-free automaton has several advantages over

the ligase-based version. First, the software molecule used

in a transition is recycled because it undergoes no modi-

fication. Thus a finite number of software and hardware

molecules may, in principle, process an input of any

length. Second, much better performance characteristics

may be achieved with the ATP-free automaton because

the processing does not involve the usually slow ligation

step. Using stoichiometric amounts of the software and the

hardware molecules, it is possible to process a single

symbol in a few seconds. On the other hand, the ligase-

based automaton is less structurally restricted. It may

utilize different SII-type restriction enzymes as a hard-

ware, including those that require a covalently bonded

substrate. More importantly, it was found[27] that the

ability of FokI to cleave DNA with its recognition and

cleavage sites attached by sticky-end hybridization was

limited to specific hybridization complexes. Long spacers

and low GC content often resulted in cleaving only one of

the input strands, producing a computationally illegal

configuration. Correct performance was achieved with

short spacers and high GC content of the sticky ends. The

final design used the shortest possible spacers of 0, 1, and

2 bp (Fig. 7C), which dictated a particular symbol

encoding (Fig. 7A) and the introduction of spacers be-

tween the symbols (Fig. 7D). Using ligase may relax some

of these constraints.

These molecular automata may be viewed from two

perspectives. On one hand, the computations were per-

formed with bulk amounts of the input molecules. Each

molecule was processed independently and in parallel,

thus the inputs could potentially be distinct. The parallel

character of the computation could be employed in a hy-

pothetical process of screening of DNA libraries. Large

libraries of molecules could be filtered through the same

software, for a search of certain sequence feature. Tra-

ditional approach to the same problem would require

(nonparallel) sequencing of the whole library and then

running nonparallel computer algorithms on the se-

quences. To analyze parallel performance of our system,

the cumulative number of unit operations in a unit time

per unit volume was measured. This would represent an

upper limit on the complexity of the libraries that could be

analyzed. The parallel performance of the ligase-based

version was in the order of 8.3�106 operations/sec/mL,

while in the ATP-free case, the performance was im-

proved almost 8000-fold and reached 6.6�1010 opera-

tions/sec/mL.

Another approach is to try and scale down the system

to run it in a very small compartment such as living cell.

Then the question is what are the minimal requirements

from the operational system. It is not unfeasible that a

mixture of a single input molecule, four software mole-

cules, and one or two FokI molecules could form a

functioning computer while placed in a sufficiently small

volume (to avoid dilution). While such possibility still

requires experimental demonstration, it is possible to es-

timate its characteristics from the process performed in the

bulk. Scaling down the concentrations, such a ‘‘minimal

computer’’ would fit in a cube with a side length of

100 nm. The size of each component is in the range of

several nanometers, with long inputs being tens of nano-

meters long. Such a computer would be a truly nanoscale

computer. A computation on a single input molecule

would proceed at a rate of 1000 sec per step in the ligase-

based version and about 20 sec in the ATP-free version.

While such rates seem slow compared with the electronic

computers, they reflect the properties of biological sys-

tems. Once these computers would be able to operate in a

cell, their performance would be competitive with respect

to other cellular processes.

CONCLUSION

The notion of a biomolecular computing machine has

evolved gradually over the past decades. Theoretical

designs proposed for such machines eventually led to

simple molecular computing machines functioning in the

test tube. The field may develop in several directions.

First, more complex computing machines could be

designed and built. This includes general finite automata,

string transducers, stack automata, and, ultimately, the

Turing machine. Currently, progress in this direction
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seems to be hampered by the lack of DNA- and RNA-

manipulating enzymes; we hope that an eventual progress

in enzyme engineering may supply the tools required to

develop more complex machines. Another important is-

sue relevant to many machine designs is symbol encod-

ing. Current experimental realizations utilize artificial

alphabet of predesigned DNA sequences. However, the

computer should ‘‘understand’’ natural alphabets of ei-

ther single nucleotides or amino acid codons to be bio-

logically relevant. Designing even the simplest finite

automaton that would operate on an arbitrary DNA

sequence remains a major challenge. A third future di-

rection is a search for application that would clearly

demonstrate qualitative edge of a molecular computer

over competing technologies.

We believe that the application potential of autono-

mous biomolecular computers is not to surpass electronic

computers with performance; in fact, it is hard to believe

they ever will. The advantage is that biomolecular com-

puters process information encoded in molecules rather

than in electric signals. Any direct computing over bio-

molecular inputs could only be performed by the com-

puters of the same format, i.e., made of biomolecules. As

we already mentioned, running sequence analysis algo-

rithms on DNA libraries without actually sequencing all

library members could be conveniently performed by a

molecular state machine whose alphabet is composed of

single nucleotides or codons. Another broad range of ap-

plication may emerge once the molecular computer is

successfully ‘‘plugged into’’ cellular molecular environ-

ment. By ‘‘plugging into’’ we mean that some of the

computer components would be able to respond to certain

changes in the environment, affecting the result of the

computation. While the most obvious component to

communicate with the environment seems to be the soft-

ware, both the hardware and input could be affected as

well. Once the communication between the intracellular

compounds and the computer is established, the computer

may, in principle, perform complex analysis of the envi-

ronmental conditions. The complexity of such analysis

would increase with the complexity of the computing

machine and the sensitivity of the communication chan-

nels. However, even the simplest finite automata seem to

provide enough computational power to make rather

complex diagnostics.
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Molecular Designs for
Self-Organized Superstructures

Makoto Tadokoro
Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Molecular arrays with desirable topological networks

have recently been realized in crystal by self-organized

binding between molecular building blocks with hydro-

gen-bonding (H-bonding) and metal-coordinating affini-

ties. The coordination bonds and the H-bonds are

relatively weak interactions that impart strength, direc-

tionality, and complementarity.[1–6] Such crystal manip-

ulations, often known as crystal engineering, are per-

formed to yield arrays of controlled superstructures

providing new functional molecular solids.[7,8] Thus the

self-organization of designed molecules containing certain

kinds of complementary H-bonding and coordinating

units has stimulated new efforts in the material sciences

using, for example, controlled molecular arrays adsorbed

to a solid surface,[9–11] a self-organized molecular as-

sembly with unique cavities,[12] and an integrated system

of molecular device.[13]

MOLECULAR METAL BUILDING BLOCK

In some molecular systems, it has been possible to control

molecular aggregation in the crystal by the di-functional

ligands, which bond to metal using coordinate–covalent

interactions and to each other using H-bonding interac-

tions.[14–19] As 2,2’-biimidazole (H2bim) is a bidentate

chelating ligand with multiproton donor sites, it can

coordinate to a transition metal with three reversible types

of protonated and deprotonated mode: neutral (H2bim),

mono-deprotonated (monoanion, Hbim�1), and di-depro-

tonated (dianion, bim�2) types.[20] The 2,2’-biimidazolate

monoanion (Hbim�1), recently introduced by us, works as

such a di-functional bridging ligand not only to form a

stable metal–chelate complex but also a new intermolec-

ular complementary H-bonding with two sets of NH

donors and N acceptors, as shown in Drawing 1.[21]

Molecular system such as Hbim�1 has not been found in

molecular aggregation used for crystal engineering except

in our aggregation system.

CONTROLLED CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
WITH ANIONIC [Ni(Hbim)3]�

First of all, we have designed a new anionic building block,

a tris-biimidazolate nickel (II) complex ([Ni(Hbim)3]�),

where the biimidazolate ligand acts as a strong p-con-

jugated ligand to form three complementary H-bond-

ing sites, which forms a variety of multidimensional

superstructures with long-range ordered arrays. The

[Ni(Hbim)3]� is constructed from the nickel (II) center

coordinated by three bidentate Hbim� ligands through the

lone pairs of the imine nitrogen atoms in the imidazole

rings. The [Ni(Hbim)3]� has an approximate point group

D3 symmetry, whose D and L isomer are illustrated in

Fig. 1. In these cases, the nature of metal anion assembly

was affected by the nature and size of the countercation.

Interestingly, synthesis of simple one-pot procedures by

mixing the nickel (II) ion, Hbim�, and countercation

produces four types of H-bonded crystals 1–4 based on the

arrangement of [Ni(Hbim)3]�.[22] The production of the

four types of molecular architecture by one-pot molec-

ular self-organization of the [Ni(Hbim)3]� evolves from

three fundamental factors: 1) three complementary binary

H-bonding sites; 2) D and L optical isomers in the chiral

coordination mode; and 3) the kind of countercations.

Fig. 2 shows crystal structures of the four patterns of

molecular arrangement, respectively: a) a zero-dimension-

al (0-D) dot structure with no complementary H-bonds

of Hbim�, which are blocked by H2O molecules; b) a 1-D

H-bonded zigzag ribbon formed from alternative linkages

of H-bonds between the D and L optical isomers using two

of the three Hbim� of [Ni(Hbim)3]�; c) a 2-D H-bonded

honeycomb sheet self-organized by alternative H-bonds
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using all three Hbim� between D and L isomers of

[Ni(Hbim)3]�; and d) a 3-D supra cross-catenated network

formed from expanded 2-D honeycomb sheets. Each

crystal has a different kind of countercation, such as alkyl

ammonium [a tetramethyl ammonium (NMe4
+) ions for 1,

a tetra-n-propyl ammonium (NnPr4
+) ion for 2, and a

tetraethyl ammonium (NEt4
+) ion for 4] and a crown ether

derivative [a potassium cis-syn-cis-dicyclohexano-18-

crown-6 ([K-DCH(18-crown-6)]+) ion for 3]. Therefore

our results suggest that the mode of self-organization can

be controlled by varying the kind of countercation, al-

though at this stage the prediction of the cation specificity

is difficult. In the present study, we have succeeded

systematically in the organization of the [Ni(Hbim)3]� for

the creation of 3 with double channels as included micro-

porous crystals, such as an organic zeolite[23] and a modi-

fied zeolite with MOF[24] [Fig. 3a], and 4 with double-

interlocking chains as polycatenate structures [Fig. 3b].

The 3 is constructed from all three H-bonding sites of

[Ni(Hbim)3]� with the complementary intermolecular

H-bonds. Two of the H-bonding sites in it make a 1-D

H-bonded zigzag ribbon like 2. Then the 1-D zigzag

ribbons are connected to each other by the remaining

H-bonding site to form the 2-D honeycomb sheets along

the ab plane by the alternate arrangement of D and L

Fig. 1 L and D isomers of building blocks [Ni(Hbim)3]�.

Fig. 2 The crystal structures of the H-bonded building blocks [Ni(Hbim)3]�. (a) 0-D Dot structures in 1 formed from [Ni(Hbim)3]�

[ball and stick representation of Hbim� ligands (red) and nickel ions (magenta) along the c axis]. The orange ball-and-stick lines and the

green spheres are shown for the NMe4
+ and water molecules, respectively. (b) 1-D Zigzag ribbons in 2 formed from [Ni(Hbim)3]� along

the c axis. The orange and the green ball-and-stick lines are shown for the NnPr4
+ ions and methanol molecules, respectively. (c) Double

channel structures built up by 2-D honeycomb sheets in 3 formed from [Ni(Hbim)3]�. The inner channels in 3 are constructed by K+-

crown ether complexes [the ball-and-stick representations of K+ ions (orange spheres) and crown ethers (green ball-and-stick lines) and

the outer channels are constructed by [Ni(Hbim)3]� to form a microporous crystal]. (d) 2-D Expanded honeycomb sheet structure in 4

with [Ni(Hbim)3]� along the a axis. The free neutral H2bim ligands connect 1-D zigzag-ribbon arrays by complementary H-bonding to

form an expanded 2-D sheet structure along the bc plane. The orange ball-and-stick lines represent NEt4
+ ions. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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optical isomers of the six [Ni(Hbim)3]�. The 2-D sheet

stacks along the c axis to produce the outer channel

structures, which are built up by a sequence of the same

optical isomers. While 4 takes an interest in the

controlled self-organization of 3-D complicated super-

structures for supramolecular chemistry.[25] The inner

channels are formed by stacking of two [K-DCH(18-

crown-6)]+ cations facing each other along the c axis. The

channel contains methanol and water molecules with H-

bondings. The framework structure of 4 has four

structural characteristics. First, this has a 1-D zigzag

ribbon structure similar to that with 2. Second, free

neutral H2bim ligands connect 1-D ribbon arrays by

complementary H-bondings to form an expanded 2-D

honeycomb sheet structure along the bc plane. Third, the

honeycomb sheets interpenetrate the other honeycomb

sheets having the perpendicular orientation to construct a

double interlocking catenate structure. Finally, the cate-

nated structure is arranged in 3-D to form an infinite

interlocking cross-catenated structure.

Toward Complicated Crystal Structure

A major goal of the field of crystal engineering is to

control rationally the assembly of 3-D arrays using

intermolecular interactions and specific molecular topol-

ogies. We have found that the Cs+ ion can be used as a

new tool to manipulate an H-bonded superstructure built

with the [Ni(Hbim)3]�. Two of the three Hbim� in the

[Ni(Hbim)3]� can be bound to a Cs+ ion in crystal 5 by an

electrostatic p-bonding interaction, which is not possible

for other stable alkali metal ions. Furthermore, a more

complicated 3-D superstructure of the double-helical

racemate was formed in crystal 6 by cooperative appli-

cation of an organic cation and the Cs+ interaction.

Superstructures with many 3-D frameworks have been

created in different crystals by a self-assembly process.

Most of the 3-D frameworks were developed by employ-

ing various topological building blocks as coordination

polymers[26] and as H-bonding polymers.[27] However, the

cooperative construction of 3-D arrays using both the

weak H-bonding and coordination interactions has rarely

been achieved to date.[28,29] We explore the effects of

alkali metal ions, as well as organic cations, on super-

structures formed by [Ni(Hbim)3]�. Generally, alkali

metal ions with a large polarizability can coordinate to

aromatic rings in a multihaptic mode.[30] Of all the stable

alkali metal cations (i.e., Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+), only

the Cs+ ion was found to have a rational electrostatic

interaction with [Ni(Hbim)3]�. We have prepared not only

a 3-D double interlocking polycatenate superstructure of

interpenetrated 2-D honeycomb sheets by using such a

Cs+ interaction, but also a double-helical 3-D racemate

with (10,3)-a nets by using the cooperative interactions

between organic cations and Cs+.[31]

Fig. 4a shows a fragment structure of {Cs[Ni(H-

bim)3]}n in 5 formed from the interaction of the D and L
optical isomers of [Ni(Hbim)3]� with Cs+ as counter-

cations. The three Hbim� ligands in [Ni(Hbim)3]� are

involved in H-bonding interactions forming a 2-D honey-

comb sheet with (6,3) nets. Four Cs+ ions are located in

each hexagonal cavity of the sheet constructed by six

[Ni(Hbim)3]�, and fix the two interpenetrating rods of the

other two sheets at an inclination of �70� to create a 3-D

polycatenate superstructure with a double interlocking

interpenetration [Fig. 4b]. Electrostatic interaction be-

tween Cs+ and the two different optical isomers of

[Ni(Hbim)3]� forms a 1-D alternative coordination poly-

mer with the general formula {(D)-Cs[Ni(Hbim)3]-(L)-

Cs[Ni(Hbim)3]}n. Each D or L optical isomer fixed by

two Cs+ ions participates in the formation of a different

interpenetrating sheet, respectively. Such a 3-D double

interlocking interpenetration based on [Ni(Hbim)3]� has

Fig. 3 (a) A perspective stereo view of a microporous structure

with a double channel formed by both [Ni(Hbim)3]� and K+-

crown ether complexes for 3. (b) A portion of the 3-D

polycatenate network for 4: red and yellow lines represent the

different 2-D expanded honeycomb sheets formed from

[Ni(Hbim)3]�. The stacking honeycomb sheets in red interlock

with the other stacking honeycomb sheets with a perpendicular

orientation in yellow to generate a double-interlocking poly-

catenate structure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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already been prepared by 4 using an organic NEt4
+ ion.

Moreover, an organic cation can work cooperatively with

Cs+ to manipulate the new superstructure formed in the

crystal. The addition of NnPr4
+ ion led 6 with the general

formula {Cs[Ni(Hbim)3]2(NnPr4
+) �MeOH}n to form a 3-

D double-helical structure of racemate (10,3)-a nets

having a 1-D column of Cs+ in the center [Fig. 5a]. The

columns of Cs+ in the 41 double helices lie along the c axis

with Cs–Cs distances of 8.60 and 8.14 Å. The networks of

6 are composed of the D–D and L–L dimers with the same

optical isomer of [Ni(Hbim)3]� linked by one Cs+ ion. In

other words, each 41 strand in the helix is formed by using

only one optical isomer of [Ni(Hbim)3]�. Furthermore,

each helix is H-bonded to four other identical optical

isomers by using the Hbim� moiety. The 3-D H-bonded

network forms an 87 chiral double helix with large cavities

[Fig. 5b]. The entire racemate structure is created by

combining the 41 helices into an opposite-handed 87

helical structure. The superstructure formation of 6 can be

attributed to the cooperative use of NnPr4
+ and Cs+

cations. The NnPr4
+ ions occupy the void spaces created

by the interpenetration of each independent chiral 3-D net

with D or L isomers of [Ni(Hbim)3]�. The use of other

alkali metals with NnPr4
+ produces only 1-D zigzag

ribbons within 2.

The large ionic radius and high polarizability of Cs+

ions are important in the formation of this new, more

complicated structure. It is believed that the Cs+ ion is

bound to the deprotonated imidazolate site of the Hbim�

ligand by using electrostatic p-interactions in both 5 and 6.

The binding distances range from 3.188(10) to 3.62(1) Å

for the Cs–C bond and 3.323(10) to 3.607(8) Å for the Cs–

N bond for 5, and 3.368(6) to 3.565(7) Å (Cs–C) and

3.342(5) to 3.643(6) Å (Cs–N) for 6. It is also believed

that the crystal structures presented are the first where the

structure was formed from an interaction between a Cs+

ion and an imidazolate ring. The bond distances found in 5

Fig. 4 (a) The stereo view shows two interlocked honeycomb

sheets (red and blue) that are linked to each other by Cs+ ions.

The blue and red sheets were built up by alternate linkage

between the optical isomers (L and D) of [Ni(Hbim)3]�. Four

Cs+ ions (green spots) are present in each hexagon-cavity formed

by the six building blocks. (b) The stereo view shows the whole

structure of 4 (red and light blue lines) with the shortest Ni–Ni

bonds. The green spots represent Cs+ ions. The main honeycomb

sheet framework forms a twofold interpenetration with (6,3)

nets, and as a whole they form a double-interlocking poly-

catenate structure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 (a) A perspective view along the c axis showing the whole network with (10,3)-a nets of 5. The shortest Ni–Ni distances of L
isomers (red and yellow) and D isomers (blue and light blue) of [Ni(Hbim)3]� are shown. Green spots represent Cs+ ions. They are

constructed from each homochiral trinuclear unit with two D-isomers or two L-isomers of [Ni(Hbim)3]� bound by Cs (I) ions. (b) The

perspective stereo view along the c axis is shown for a larger right-handed 87 helix constructed from four smaller right-handed 41

helices. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and 6 are similar to those in different complexes.[32–34]

This clearly has shown that an electrostatic p-bonding

interaction can form between a Cs+ ion and an imidazolate

ring in [Ni(Hbim)3]�. Furthermore, when Cs+ and NnPr4
+

were used at the same time, an intricate 3-D racemate

structure with (10,3)-a nets was formed by the 41 double

helices wrapping around a 1-D column of Cs+ ions.

Finally, the current work may possibly be a general route

to the formation of 2-D and helical structures by

controlling the assembly of only D3 symmetric building

blocks with different optical activity.

CONTROLLED CRYSTAL STRUCTURES BY
NEUTRAL BIIMIDAZOLATE COMPLEX

We have tried to eliminate the counterion and create a

new superstructure with an infinite chain without the

effect of counterions on the assembly of metal complexes

constructed from H-bonding dimer units such as

Drawing 1. In this section, four types of self-organizing

superstructures with infinite chains are identified by

designing four neutral Hbim�1 complexes with altered

metal coordination spheres. As a result, we can system-

atically produce five types of preprogramming super-

structures of a dimer (A), a linear chain (B), a zigzag

ribbon (C), a honeycomb sheet (D), and a helical chain

(E), respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.[35]

Classification of multidimensional superstructures has

already been performed in organic compounds assembled

by intermolecular H-bonding of carboxylic acid deriva-

tives[36] as well as in coordination polymers by bridging

ligands such as oxalate.[37–40] Carboxylic acid H-bonding-

and oxalate coordination polymers have been rationally

synthesized in a linear chain and a zigzag ribbon, a

honeycomb sheet, and other 3-D superstructures. These

superstructures afford the classification of the multiag-

gregation compounds that consist only of H-bonds or

coordination bonds. Here we have established a new

categorical classification of the superstructures generated

by the simultaneous use of both complementary intermo-

lecular H-bondings and stable coordination bondings.

The H-bonded dimer unit through the Hbim�1 ligands

has been assembled securely and strongly by using neu-

tral complexes containing Hbim�1 (Drawing 1). For

example, the previously reported neutral [CuII(Hbim)

Fig. 6 Schematic representations of multidimensional assemblies formed by transition-metal complexes with controlled configurations

and regulated numbers of Hbim�1 ligands: (A) ‘‘Zero-dimensional dimer’’ constructed by complementary intermolecular H-bonds

between Hbim�1 in the metal complexes coordinated by only one Hbim�1 ligand. (B) ‘‘One-dimensional linear chain’’ assembled by

the metal complexes with trans-configuration coordinated by at least two Hbim�1 ligands. (C) ‘‘One-dimensional zigzag ribbon’’

assembled by metal complexes with two Hbim�1 ligands in cis-configuration. (D) ‘‘Two-dimensional honeycomb sheet’’ linked by

three intermolecular H-bonds between the metal complexes with three Hbim�1 ligands. The sheet is constructed by H-bonding with

alternate linkage between different optical isomers of D and L types. (E) ‘‘Helical chain’’ assembled by intermolecular H-bonding

between the same optical isomers of D or L containing at least two Hbim�1 ligands. The symbol n represents the number of Hbim�1

ligands coordinated to transition metal ions. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(SalenNMe2)] formed an H-bonded dimer of type A. In

contrast, the positively charged [CuII(Hbim)(tacn)]+

formed an intermolecular H-bonding interaction with

ClO4
� counteranion in preference to self-complementary

NH� � �N H-bonding interaction between Hbim�1

ligands.[41] It suggests that the counterions, in particular,

the anions with strong H-bonding ability in the ionic com-

plexes, interrupt the formation of the dimer unit. Although

countercations such as alkyl ammonium ions in the crystal

with the [Ni(Hbim)3] have an effect on the superstructures,

they do not perturb the complementary H-bondings. Thus

these facts indicate that there is no chance of interruption of

self-complementary ligand–ligand interactions because of

sterically demanding bulky cations and the preferential H-

bonding between Hbim�1 ligands of anion complexes.

From this point, in order to develop the effective self-

organization of superstructures, neutral complexes rather

than charged ones should be used.

Fig. 7 shows a superstructure with 1-D linear chains of

type B in crystal 7 constructed by neutral [NiII(Hbim)2-

(tBupy)2] (tBupy=4-tert-butyl pyridine) with a trans

configuration. The blue single crystals of it are obtained

from a basic methanol solution by simple one-pot self-

organization with NiII ions, Hbim�1, and tBupy. The

chain in the crystal along the a axis is composed of infinite

links of intermolecular H-bonds of two Hbim�1 ligands,

located in equatorial positions on the distorted octahedron

(the range of NH� � �N distances: 2.80–2.82 Å). The two

axial positions are occupied by two monodentate tBupy

ligands. Each chain is piled along the b axis to form

stacking sheets in the ac plane while fitting each tBupy

group into the space between the chains. On the other

hand, formation of the 1-D linear chains can be altered to

that of 1-D zigzag ribbons by changing the direction of

intermolecular H-bonding sites in the building blocks.

Fig. 8 shows the zigzag ribbon of type C in crystal

Fig. 8 Arrangement of one-dimensional zigzag ribbons in a crystal formed by 8. (a) A zigzag ribbon structure is formed by alternate

linkage between different optical isomers of D (red) and L (blue) types along the b axis (nickel ions shown in green). The zigzag ribbons

are stacked along the a axis. (b) A single chain of a one-dimensional zigzag ribbon is represented along the b axis. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Arrangement of one-dimensional linear chains in a crystal formed by 7. Three CH3 groups containing tBupy are omitted for

clarity. (a) A perspective view of one-dimensional linear chains linked along the a axis and piled along the b axis (color coding: Hbim�1

is shown in red, Ni2 + green, and tBupy blue). (b) A perspective stereo view of linear chains, as viewed along the a axis. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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8 constructed by [NiII(Hbim)2(bpy)] with the bpy (=2,2’-
bipyridine) ligand. The pale orange crystals of [NiII(H-

bim)2(bpy)] are obtained by the same synthetic method of

[NiII(Hbim)2(tBupy)2] except for the use of bidentate bpy

instead of tBupy. The zigzag ribbon consists of 1-D

ordered arrays along the b axis formed by alternative H-

bondings between different optical isomers of D and L of

[NiII(Hbim)2(bpy)]. Two Hbim�1 ligands of [NiII(H-

bim)2(bpy)] are used to form the H-bonded zigzag-ribbon

networks, but a coordinated bpy does not participate in

the formation of the networks (the range of NH� � �N dis-

tances: 2.78–2.83 Å). Each bpy residue on the zigzag

ribbon is aligned standing alternately parallel to each

other and perpendicular to the 1-D main chains. Thus

we have demonstrated that we can control linear vs.

zigzag 1-D networks by using monodentate and bidentate

ligands, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 9a, a neutral racemic complex of

[RuIII(Hbim)3] with D3 symmetry forms a 2-D honeycomb

sheet of type D in crystal 9 with (6,3) nets. Compound

[RuIII(Hbim)3] is prepared from the precursor complex

[RuII(H2bim)3]2 + and the desired dark blue single crystals

are crystallized from a methanol solution.[42] All the three

Hbim�1 sites of [RuIII(Hbim)3] form the complementary

intermolecular H-bonds completely. The honeycomb sheet

self-organized by [RuIII(Hbim)3] is constructed by using

alternative H-bondings between optical isomers of D and

L types of [RuIII(Hbim)3] (the range of NH� � �N distances:

2.79–2.80 Å). Each sheet forms an infinite number of

identical sheets and passes each hexagonal cavity created

by six [RuIII(Hbim)3] units through the two interpenetrat-

ing rods of the other two sheets at an inclination of�70� to

give a 3-D polycatenate structure with a double interlock-

ing interpenetration in 9 [Fig. 9b]. The two chiral building

blocks of L-[CoIII(Hbim)3] and D-[CoIII(Hbim)3] form 1-

D helical chains of type E with a right-handed (for crystal

10) [Fig. 10a and c represented by red] and a left-handed

(for crystal 11) [Fig. 10b and d represented by light blue]

orientation, respectively. The red single crystals 10 and 11

of L- and D-[CoIII(Hbim)3] are crystallized from 2-

propanol by the deprotonation reaction of the optically

Fig. 10 Arrangement of helical chains in a crystal formed by

10 or 11 (Co3 + ions are shown as yellow spheres): (a) and (b)

View of each helical chain is represented by the right-handed

helix formed by L-isomers of 10 in red and the left-handed helix

by D-isomers of 11 in light-blue along the c axis. (c) Stereo view

of two right-handed single helices made up of L-isomers 10

(red). The two single helices do not intersect each other and do

not form a double helix. (d) Stereo view of two left-handed

single helices made up of D-isomers of 11 (light blue). (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Arrangement of two-dimensional honeycomb sheets in a

crystal formed by 9 (stereo view). (a) A two-dimensional

honeycomb sheet is formed by alternate linkage between

different optical isomers of D (blue) and L (red) types (Ru3 +

ions are shown as magenta spheres). The sheet is constructed by

complete H-bonds on three Hbim�1 sites of 9. (b) The crystal

structure of the single polycatenate network for the crystal of 9.

Double-interlocking interpenetrations with the polycatenate

structure are formed by two sets of stacked honeycomb sheets

that are nearly perpendicular to each other in three dimensions.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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resolved L- and D-[CoIII(H2bim)3](NO3)3 precursor com-

plexes, respectively.[43] Each 1-D helical chain is con-

structed by employing intermolecular H-bonds between

the same optical isomers, which utilize two of three

Hbim�1 sites in L- or D-[CoIII(Hbim)3]. Both helical

chains form 41 single strands, which have a pitch of ca.

33.4 Å similar to that of the B-DNA double strand.

Another residual Hbim�1 site of D- and L-[CoIII(Hbim)3]

is blocked by H-bonds with 2-propanol of crystallization,

without using the helical chain construction.

In the case of superstructures on 10 and 11 using all of

three sites, a 3-D chiral network with larger porous spaces

formed by 87 cavities of (10,3)-a nets like 6 would be

expected to be constructed as found in the crystal with

[Ni(Hbim)3]�1, which has the structure reinforced by a

twofold interpenetration and stable double helical struc-

tures. In contrast, 10 and 11 do not have any larger porous

networks. It has not been obvious to date why large

cavities are not constructed by (10,3)-a single networks,

although two factors, solvent effect and the strength of the

H-bonds formed, are anticipated. Öhrstrom and Larsson

have shown lately the (10,3)-a nets based on single helical

H-bonding networks formed from both building blocks of

D- and L-[CoIII(Hbim)3] by using a solvent effect with

DMF/H2O mixed solvent.[44] Here the two superstructures

of a honeycomb sheet and a helical strand built from tris-

2,2’-biimidazolate complexes with D3 symmetry can be

individually prepared by using a racemic compound and

an optically resolved ones, respectively.

In summary, we demonstrated the practical structures

of A–E in Fig. 6 based on the relationships between

specified molecular arrays and molecular building blocks,

and identified the four types of new superstructures, B–E,

by X-ray analysis. The knowledge from structural data

should help provide the preprogramming of new super-

structures built from the ‘‘neutral’’ Hbim�1 complexes.

Thus we have recently found that the neutral complexes

with some Hbim�1 ligands can control the preprogram-

ming superstructures in multidimensionality by using

configurations around the coordination sphere, as there is

no chance of interruption of self-complementary ligand–

ligand interactions because of sterically demanding bulky

cations and the preferential H-bonding between Hbim�1

ligands of anion complexes.

CONCLUSION

Crystal engineering techniques using those functionalized

molecular building blocks will be utilized in future

studies for the creation of new solid-state materials. Thus

the building blocks in Fig. 6 would produce the

functionalized preprogramming superstructures by intro-

ducing additive ligands with physical properties such as

magnetic and photoactive ones to other coordination sites

on the arrays of A, B, C, and E. We are now attempting to

develop functional solid-state materials using these

techniques. Our further study will be aimed at finding

the mutual relationship between H-bonded superstruc-

tures of [Ni(Hbim)3]� and the kinds or shapes of their

component countercations. Thus cations play an impor-

tant role in predicting the crystal structures and rational-

izing the crystal structure engineering in these systems.

In addition, the introduction of paramagnetic metal ions

and transition metal chromophores into the system of

the H-bonding extended arrays may lead to the creation

of a new material with interesting magnetic and elec-

tronic properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic logic chips are used in many products today,

from cell phones to robotic toys to automobiles and trucks,

dishwashers and freezers, thermostats, and coffee makers.

The most visible application of course is in our desktop

and laptop computers. To enable further miniaturization

of the circuitry used in these devices, recent research has

focused on developing molecular-based logic and mem-

ory. In this chapter, we will review the state of the art in

the development and characterization of molecular elec-

tronic logic and memory, with discussions of the quantum

cellular array approach (QCA) (and the related electro-

static repulsion architecture) and the crossbar approach to

building molecular circuits followed by a more in-depth

look at very recent results from our laboratory concerning

the NanoCell approach to molecular logic and memory.

MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS

The rapidly developing field of molecular electronics is

one of the driving forces behind the interest in molecular-

based circuits.[1–9] The limitations of the present ‘‘top-

down’’ method of producing semiconductor-based de-

vices have been the subject of debate and conjecture since

Gordon Moore’s prediction that the number of compo-

nents per integrated circuit would double every 18

months.[10] It is thought that the inherent limitations of the

present technology will lead to a dead-end in the next few

years. For instance, silicon’s band structure disappears

when silicon layers are just a few atoms thick. Litho-

graphic techniques that are used to produce the circuitry

on the silicon wafers are limited, in part, by the wave-

lengths at which they work. However, leaders in the

semiconductor manufacturing world are still making

advances that appear to be pushing ‘‘Moore’s Law’’ be-

yond its prior perceived limits. In the commercial tech-

nology of 2001, the copper wires in Intel’s Pentium1 4

logic chip are 0.13 mm wide.[11] Intel is developing tech-

nology to create logic chips with wires 90 nm wide to be

commercialized in 2003.[12]

For comparison’s sake, a typical molecular electronics

candidate synthesized in our laboratory is calculated to be

0.3 nm wide and 2.5 nm in length (Fig. 1).[5] It would take

300 of these molecules, positioned side by side, to span

the 90-nm metal line in the most advanced logic chip in

development. The small size of these molecules is em-

phasized when one considers that 500 g (about 1 mol)

would contain 6�1023 molecules, or more molecules than

the number of transistors ever made in the history of the

world. This amount of material could be produced by

using relatively small 22-L laboratory reaction flasks.

Changing the physical characteristics of this molecule is

as easy as changing the raw materials used to make it. The

small size, the potential of synthesizing huge numbers in

small reactors, and the ease of modification of the phys-

ical characteristics of the molecules are good reasons for

pursuing molecular electronics research. As an example of

how far the technology has come, molecular electronics is

discussed in the ‘‘Emerging Research Devices’’ section of

the most recent International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors[13,14] and molecules that may act as wires

are a large part of the emerging technology. Molecular

electronics was named the ‘‘breakthrough of the year’’ by

Science Magazine for 2001.[15] Instead of replacing the

present silicon-based technology, nanoelectronic archi-

tectures could prove to be a complement to traditional

solid-state devices.[1,5,16,17]

To take advantage of the ultrasmall size of molecules,

one needs an interconnect technology that 1) scales from

the molecular dimensions; 2) can be structured to permit

the formation of the molecular equivalent of large-scale

diverse modular logic blocks as found in very large-scale

interconnect (VLSI) architectures; and 3) can be selec-

tively connected to mesoscopically (100 nm scale) defined

input/output leads.

The first approach to molecular computing is based on

quantum cellular automata (QCA) and related electro-

static information transfers.[18–20] This method relies on

electrostatic field repulsions to transport information

throughout the circuitry. One major benefit of the QCA or

electrostatics approach is that heat dissipation is less of an

issue because only a few or fractions of an electron are

used for each bit of information.

The second approach is based on the massively parallel

solid-state Teramac computer developed at Hewlett-

Packard (HP),[9,21] and involves building a similarly
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massively parallel computing device using molecular

electronics based on crossbar technologies that are pro-

posed to be defect-tolerant. A Teramac-like crossbar-

based approach called the ‘‘NanoFabric’’ architecture

deals more effectively with the numbers of wires ema-

nating from the array.[22] When applied to molecular

systems, the crossbar approaches propose to use single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)[23–27] or synthetic

nanowires (NWs)[28–31] for the crossbars. Logic functions

are performed either by sets of crossed and specially

doped nanowires, or by molecular switches placed at each

crossbar junction.

The third approach involves using molecular scale

switches as part of a NanoCell.[32] The NanoCell relies on

disordered arrays of molecular switches to perform logic

functions. It does not require that each switching molecule

be individually addressed, and furthermore utilizes the

principles of chemical self-assembly in construction of the

logic circuitry, thereby reducing complexity. While fab-

rication constraints are greatly eased, programming diffi-

culties increase dramatically.

QUANTUM CELLULAR AUTOMATA (QCA)
AND ELECTROSTATICS ARCHITECTURES

Quantum dots have been called ‘‘artificial atoms’’ or

‘‘boxes for electrons’’[33] because they have discrete

charge states and energy level structures that are similar to

atomic systems and can contain from a few thousand to

one electron. They are typically small, electrically con-

ducting regions, 1 mm or less in size, with a variety of

geometries and dimensions. Because of the small volume,

the electron energies are quantized. No shell structure

exists; instead, the generic energy spectrum has universal

statistical properties associated with quantum chaos.[34]

Several groups have studied the production of quantum

dots.[35] Heath et al. discovered that hexane solutions of

Ag nanoparticles, passivated with octanethiol, formed

spontaneous patterns on the surface of water when the

hexane was evaporated,[36] and has prepared superlattices

of quantum dots.[37,38] Lieber has investigated the energy

gaps in ‘‘metallic’’ single-walled carbon nanotubes[23]

and has used an atomic force microscope to mechanically

bend SWNT to create quantum dots less than 100 nm in

length. He found that most metallic SWNT are not true

metals, and that by bending the SWNT, a defect was

produced that had a resistance of 10–100 kO. Placing two

defects less than 100 nm apart produced the quantum dots.

In the QCA approach toward molecular electronic

computing systems, four quantum dots in a square array

are placed in a cell such that electrons are able to tunnel

between the dots but are unable to leave the cell.[39]

Coulomb repulsion will force the electrons to occupy dots

on opposite corners. The two ground state polarizations

are both energetically equivalent and can be labeled logic

‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1.’’ Flipping the logic state of one cell, for in-

stance, by applying a negative potential to a lead near the

quantum dot occupied by an electron, will result in the

next-door cell flipping ground states in order to reduce

Coulomb repulsion. In this way, a line of QCA cells can

perform computations.[40] A QCA fan-out structure has

been proposed; however, when the ground state of the

input cell is flipped, the energy imposed into the system

may not be enough to flip all the cells of both branches of

the structure, producing long-lived metastable states and

erroneous calculations. Switching the cells using a qua-

siadiabatic approach prevents the production of these

metastable states.[41]

While the use of quantum dots in the demonstration of

QCA is a good first step in reduction to practice, the ul-

timate goal is to use individual molecules to hold the

electrons and pass electrostatic potentials down QCA

wires. We have synthesized molecules that were shown by

ab initio computational methods to have the capability of

transferring information from one molecule to another

through electrostatic potentials (Fig. 2). The potentials use

a millionth of an electron per bit of information. This is

quite attractive because a major consideration in molec-

ular devices is the energy consumption/dissipation needs.

Considering the fact that there are 108 gates/cm2 (in

presently sized silicon-based systems) functioning at the

rate of 10�9 sec (present speeds), those gates afford 1017

electrons/sec (�0.02 A/cm2) if only one electron per gate

Fig. 1 The dimensions of a typical molecule studied in

molecular electronic applications are calculated to be 0.3 nm

in width and 2.5 nm in length using molecular mechanics to

determine the energy-minimized structure. (From Ref. [5].)
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is used to transport, indicate, fetch, or represent a binary

digit. At this point, heat considerations are already ex-

treme: if the average resistance of the circuit is 30 O, this

represents 20 W/cm2. If an increase of several orders of

magnitude in performance is expected with molecular

circuits, this would imply a proportional increase in power

dissipation. Such levels of power dissipation rule out most

conventional current or electron transfer methods for

practical molecular devices wherein large numbers of

devices are densely configured.

Electrostatic interactions are produced by small

reshapes of the electron density as a result of the in-

put signals. In turn, electrostatic potential interactions

between molecules could transport the information

throughout the central processing unit (CPU). When this

approach is used, there is no need for electron currents or

electron transfers as in present devices; a small change in

the electrostatic potential of one molecule could be

enough to send the information to another molecule.

These perturbations of the electrostatic potential imply a

very small amount of charge transfer, substantially less

than one electron.

Although we synthesized molecules that included

three-terminal molecular junctions, switches, and molec-

ular logic gates to demonstrate the electrostatics meth-

odology, none of the molecules were incorporated into an

actual assembly. Because the electrostatics method has

major obstacles to overcome before even simple labora-

tory tests can be attempted, all results were based on

computation only. While relatively large quantum dot

arrays can be fabricated by using existing methods, a

major problem is that placement of molecules in precisely

aligned arrays at the nanoscopic level is very difficult to

achieve with accuracy and precision. Another problem is

that degradation of only one molecule in the array can

cause failure of the entire circuit. There has also been

some debate about the unidirectionality (or lack thereof)

of QCA designs.[42–44] Examples of two-dot QCA arrays

have yet to be demonstrated using molecules, because

addressing the molecular-sized inputs and the recording

of a signal based on fractions of an electron are enor-

mous hurdles.

CROSS-BAR ARRAYS

Heath et al.[9] reported on a massively parallel experi-

mental computer that contained 220,000 hardware de-

fects yet operated 100 times faster than a high-end single

processor workstation for some configurations. The solid-

state-based (not molecular electronics) Teramac com-

puter, built at HP, relied on its fat-tree architecture for

its logical configuration. The minimum communication

bandwidth needed in the fat-tree architecture was deter-

mined by utilizing Rent’s rule, which states that the

number of wires coming out of a region of a circuit should

scale as the power of the number of devices (n) in that

region, ranging from n1/2 in two dimensions to n2/3 in

three dimensions. The HP workers built in excess band-

width, putting in many more wires than needed. The

reason for the large number of wires can be understood by

considering a simple city map. To get from point A to

point B, one can take local streets, main thoroughfares,

freeways, interstate highways, or any combination thereof.

If there is a roadblock at any point C between A and B,

then renavigation can be assessed by using the map to

Fig. 2 Three compounds that were synthesized for studies in computing using electrostatic potentials. 1 is a molecular three-terminal

junction that could be used as a molecular interconnect. 2 is a molecular-sized switch for which there is a corresponding equivalent of a

source, drain, and gate terminals of a bulk solid state FET. 3 can be an active OR or a passive NOR gate if positive logic is used, or an

AND or NAND gate if negative logic is used.
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arrive to point B. In the Teramac computer, ‘‘street

blockages’’ are stored in a defect database; when one

device needs to communicate with another device, it uses

the database and the map to determine how to get there.

Therefore the Teramac design can tolerate defects.

In the Teramac computer (or a proposed molecular

computer based on the Teramac design), the wires that

comprise the address lines controlling the settings of the

configuration switches and the data lines that link the

logic devices are the most important and plentiful part of

the computer. It is logical that a large amount of re-

search has been performed to develop NWs that could

be used in the massively parallel molecular computer.

This approach is dependent on precise order in devices

with exact arrays of nanostructures, including nanowires

or nanotubes, sometimes bridged by molecules, and

interfaced with microstructure in order to communicate

with the outside world.[9,18,45] Advancements have been

made in the art since our last review,[3] many of which

have been reviewed by Luo et al.[46] and by us. (See

the entry ‘‘Molecular Wires,’’ for our review of this

related area.)

Lieber has reviewed the work carried out in his labo-

ratory to synthesize and determine the properties of NWs

and nanotubes.[23] He used Au or Fe catalyst nanoclusters

to serve as the nuclei for NWs of Si and GeAs with di-

ameters of 10 nm and lengths of hundreds of nanometers.

By choosing specific conditions, Lieber was able to con-

trol both the length and the diameter of the single crystal

semiconductor NW.[28] Silicon NWs doped with B or P

were used as building blocks by Lieber to assemble

semiconductor nanodevices. Active bipolar transistors

were fabricated by crossing n-doped NWs with p-type

wire base. The doped wires were also used to assemble

complementary inverter-like structures.

Lieber used Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) techniques to

transfer multiple layers of nanowires onto planar sub-

strates, followed by spin coating a photoresist layer onto

the lattice.[47] The photoresist was patterned and devel-

oped, and the exposed nanowires were removed by soni-

cation in deionized water. The remaining photoresist

covering the nanowire arrays was dissolved in acetone.

Large arrays were built.

Yu et al.[48] reported the synthesis of silicon NWs by

chemical vapor deposition using SiH4 as the Si source and

An or Zn nanoparticles as the catalytic seeds at 440�C.

The wires produced varied in diameter from 14 to 35 nm,

and were grown on the surface of silicon wafers. After

growth, isolated NWs were mechanically transferred to

wafers and Al contact electrodes were put down by

standard e-beam lithography and e-beam evaporation such

that each end of a wire was connected to a metallic con-

tact. In some cases, a gate electrode was positioned at the

middle of the wire. Tapping-mode atomic force micros-

copy (AFM) indicated the wire in this case was 15 nm

in diameter.

Heath found that annealing the Zn–Si wires at 550�C
produced increased conductance attributed to better elec-

trode/nanowire contacts. Annealing Au–Si wires at 750�C
for 30 min increased current about 104, an effect attributed

to doping of the Si with Au, and lower contact resistance

between the wire and Ti/Au electrodes.

More recently, Melosh et al.[49] reported on a method

of obtaining aligned metal and semiconductor nanowires,

based on the process of first growing nanowires in a se-

lectively etched GaAs/Al0.8Ga0.2As superlattice, and then

releasing them onto a 10-nm epoxy adhesion layer on an

oxidized silicon wafer. After heat curing of the epoxy

layer, the GaAs template was removed by treatment with

KI/I/H2O. The wafer was then rinsed with ultrapure water

and dried, and the exposed epoxy adhesion layer was re-

moved by using an O2 plasma etch. This process produced

nanowire arrays with center-to-center distances as small

as 16 nm and high aspect ratios (up to 106). Multiple

cycles produced crossed nanowires with a junction density

>1011 per cm2. No molecules were placed at the junctions

of the nanowires.

Much research has been performed to determine the

efficacy of SWNTs as NWs in molecular computers. One

problem with SWNTs is their lack of solubility in com-

mon organic solvents. In their synthesized state, individ-

ual SWNTs form ropes,[50] from which it is difficult to

isolate individual tubes. In our laboratory, a measure of

the solubility of the tubes was seen in 1,2-dichloroben-

zene.[51] An obvious route to higher solubility is to

functionalize SWNTs by attachment of soluble groups

through covalent bonding. Mickelson et al.[52] found that

fluorinated SWNTs were soluble in alcohols, while Chen

et al.[53] were able to dissolve SWNTs by ionic function-

alization of the carboxylic acid groups present in puri-

fied tubes.

We have found that SWNTs can be functionalized by

electrochemical reduction of aryl diazonium salts in their

presence.[54] Using this method, about 1 in 20 carbon

atoms of the nanotube framework are reacted. We have

also found that the SWNTs can be functionalized by direct

treatment with aryl diazonium tetrafluoroborate salts in

solution, or by in situ generation of the diazonium moiety

using an alkyl nitrite reagent.[55] These functional groups

give us handles with which we can direct further, more

selective derivatization (Fig. 3) and we recently reviewed

the area of covalent sidewall derivatization of SWNTs.[56]

From an electronics perspective, the good thing about

SWNTs is that all the carbons on the sidewalls are es-

sentially the same; therefore, there is no location for an

electron to localize during electronic transport. However,

most of organic synthetic chemistry is predicated upon the

ability to distinguish different carbon atoms in a molecule
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based on their subtle electronic and/or steric differences.

Thus, from a synthetic perspective, the bad thing about

SWNTs is that all the carbons on the sidewalls are es-

sentially the same; therefore, one cannot use the plethora

of synthetic techniques that favor formation of one type

of carbon carbon bond over another. However, if one

did have a crossbar array of nanotubes, where the

voltage between the two tubes could be selectively ad-

dressed at discrete locations, then the bridging on the

specified cross-junctions might be possible; this has not

yet been demonstrated.

Unfortunately, fluorination and other sidewall func-

tionalization methods can perturb the electronic nature of

the SWNT. An approach by Smalley et al.[50,57] and

Stoddart and Heath[27] to increasing the solubility without

disturbing the electronic nature of the SWNTs was to

wrap polymers around the SWNTs, but leave individual

tubes’ electronic properties unaffected. Stoddart and

Heath found that the SWNT ropes were not separated into

individually wrapped tubes; the entire rope was wrapped.

Smalley found that individual tubes were wrapped with

polymer; the wrapped tubes did not exhibit the roping

behavior. Although Smalley was able to demonstrate re-

moval of the polymer from the tubes, it is not clear,

however, how easily the SWNTs can be manipulated and

subsequently used in electronic circuits. In any case, the

placement of SWNTs into controlled configurations has

been, for the most part, a top-down methodology. Sig-

nificant advances will be needed to take advantage of

controlled placement at dimensions that exploit a mole-

cule’s small size.

Lieber proposed a SWNT-based nonvolatile random

access memory device comprising a series of crossed

nanotubes, wherein one parallel layer of nanotubes is

placed on a substrate and another layer of parallel nano-

tubes, perpendicular to the first set, is suspended above the

lower nanotubes by placing them on a periodic array of

supports.[24] The elasticity of the suspended nanotubes

provides one energy minima, wherein the contact resist-

ance between the two layers is zero, and the switches (the

contacts between the two sets of perpendicular NWs) are

OFF. When the tubes are transiently charged to produce

attractive electrostatic forces, the suspended tubes flex to

meet the tubes directly below them, and a contact is made,

representing the ON state. The ON/OFF state could be

read by measuring the resistance at each junction, and

could be switched by applying voltage pulses at the cor-

rect electrodes. This theory was tested by mechanically

placing two sets of nanotube bundles in a crossed mode

and measuring the I(V) characteristics when the switch

was OFF or ON. Although nanotube bundles with random

distributions of metallic and semiconductor properties

were used, the difference in resistance between the two

modes was a factor of 10, enough to provide support

for their theory. In another study, Lieber used scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) to determine the atomic

structure and electronic properties of intramolecular

junctions in SWNTs samples.[25] Metal–semiconductor

junctions were found to exhibit an electronically sharp in-

terface without localized junction states, while metal–

metal junctions had a more diffuse interface and low-

energy states.

A major problem with using SWNTs or NWs is how to

guide them in formation of the device structures, i.e., how

to put them where you want them. Lieber has studied the

directed assembly of NWs by using fluid flow devices in

conjunction with surface patterning techniques, and found

that it was possible to deposit layers of NWs with different

flow directions for sequential steps.[28] For surface pat-

terning, Lieber used NH2-terminated surface strips to at-

tract the NWs; in between the NH2-terminated strips were

either methyl-terminated regions or bare regions, to which

the NW had less attraction. Flow control was achieved by

placing a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) mold, in which

channel structures had been cut into the mating surface, on

top of the flat substrate. Suspensions of the NWs (GaP,

InP, or Si) were then passed through the channels. The

linear flow rate was about 6.40 mm/sec. In some cases, the

Fig. 3 Reaction of SWNTs with aryl diazonium compounds.

Shown are the electrochemical reactions with preformed

diazonium salts, and the thermally activated reaction with in

situ generated diazonium compounds. Also shown are a number

of specific moieties that have been attached via these methods.
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regularity extended over mm length scales, as determined

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

In a similar fashion, the assembly of individual SWNTs

onto substrates was realized by functionalizing substrate

surfaces with polar and nonpolar chemical groups in ad-

jacent areas.[58] SWNTs deposited from a suspension

tended to self-assemble into the polar regions of the

substrate, with a lateral-directional force, probably as a

result of electrostatic interactions, rotating the SWNTs so

that they were confined with the polar area of the sub-

strate. At low concentrations of 0.02 mg/mL, only single

nanotubes were found at the center of each microscale

polar molecular pattern. Although there was room for

more than one SWNT on each patterned area, it was

postulated that the hydrophobic surface of the first SWNT

prevented additional SWNTs from being attracted to the

underlying hydrophilic functionality. A problem with

using carbon nanotubes is that they are always formed

as mixtures of conducting tubes (0 eV bandgaps), semi-

metallic or ‘‘mod-3’’ tubes (�1 meV bandgaps), and semi-

conducting tubes (1 eV bandgaps). Most protocols form

semiconducting tubes as �60–70% of the mixture,

therefore, one has to hope that the desired tube type would

form or assemble in the desired device region. Of course,

for a large array, the formation of the desired structure

with the proper tube type is statistically prohibitive.

Avouris and coworkers at IBM have developed a method

of engineering both multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) and

SWNTs using electrical breakdown methods.[59] Shells in

MWNT can vary between metallic or semiconductor

character. Using electrical current in air to rapidly oxidize

the outer shell of MWNTs, each shell can be removed in

turn because the outer shell is in contact with the elec-

trodes and the inner shells carry little or no current. Shells

are removed until arrival at a shell with the desired prop-

erties. We recently published a process for selectively

reacting the metallic and semimetallic tubes to the exclu-

sion of the semiconducting tubes.[60] Therefore there is the

hope, within a few years, that macroscopic quantities of

homogeneous tube types will become available.

While Lieber has shown that it is possible to use the

crossed NWs themselves as switches, Stoddart and Heath

have synthesized molecular devices that would bridge

the gap between the crossed NWs and act as switches in

memory and logic devices.[61] The UCLA/Caltech re-

searchers have synthesized catenanes and rotaxanes that

can be switched between states using redox chemistry.

For instance, LB films were formed from the catenane,

and the monolayers were deposited on polysilicon NWs

etched onto a silicon wafer photolithographically. A sec-

ond set of perpendicular Ti NWs were deposited through a

shadow mask, and the I(V) curve was determined. The

data, when compared to controls, indicated that the

molecules were acting as solid-state molecular switches.

As yet, however, there have been no demonstrations of

combining the Stoddart switches with NWs.

The defect-tolerant approach to molecular computing

using crossbar technology faces several hurdles before it

can be implemented. Large numbers of nano-sized wires

are used to obtain defect tolerance. How are each of these

wires going to be accessed by the outside world? Multi-

plexing, the combination of two or more information

channels into a common transmission medium, will have

to be a major component of the solution to this dilemma.

The directed assembly of the NWs and attachment to the

multiplexers will be complicated, nonetheless, HP and

CalTech researchers are making strides in this arena.

Another hurdle is signal strength degradation as it travels

along the NWs. Gain is typically introduced into circuits

by the use of transistors. However, placing a transistor at

each NW junction is an untenable solution because the

silicon transistor would be much larger than the NW

junction. Likewise, in the absence of a transistor at each

cross point in the crossbar array, molecules with very large

ON:OFF ratios will needed. For instance, if a switch with

a 10:1 ON:OFF ratio were used, then 10 switches in the

OFF state would appear as an ON switch. Hence isolation

of the signal via a transistor is essential. Researchers are

hoping to insert diodes to sidestep this hurdle.

Additionally, if SWNTs are to be used as crossbars,

connection of molecular switches via covalent bonds

introduces sp3-hybridized carbon atom linkages at each

junction, disturbing the electronic nature of the SWNT

and possibly rendering the SWNTs useless in the first

place. Noncovalent bonding of the device molecule to the

SWNT will probably not provide the conductance neces-

sary for the circuit to operate. Therefore continued work is

being carried out to devise and construct crossbar archi-

tectures that address these challenges.

THE NANOCELL

This NanoCell architecture involves an approach where

molecular switches are not specifically directed to a pre-

cise location and the internal topology is generally

disordered. A NanoCell is a two-dimensional (three-

dimensional models could also be considered) network of

self-assembled metallic particles or islands connected by

molecules that show reprogrammable (can be turned ON

or OFF) switching and/or memory properties. The Nano-

Cell is surrounded by a small number of lithographically

defined access leads at the edges of the NanoCell. Unlike

typical chip fabrication, the NanoCell is not constructed as

a specific logic gate and the internal topology is, for

the most part, disordered. Logic is created in the NanoCell

by training it postfabrication, similar in some respects

to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). Even if this
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process is only a few percent efficient in the use molecular

devices, very high logic densities will be possible. More-

over, the NanoCell has the potential to be reprogrammed,

thereby creating a real-time dynamic reconfigurable hard-

wired logic. The CPU of the computer would be composed

of arrays of NanoCells, wherein each NanoCell would

have the functionality of many transistors working in

concert. A regular array of NanoCells is assumed to

manage complexity, and ultimately, a few NanoCells,

once programmed, should be capable of programming

their neighboring NanoCells through bootstrapping heu-

ristics. Alternatively, arrays could be programmed one

NanoCell at a time via an underlying complementary

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) platform.

Within the fabricated NanoCell, the input and output

leads could be repetitively interchanged based on the

programming needs of the system, thereby demonstrating

the pliability of the architecture. Naturally, issues of gain

will eventually have to be addressed through either an

underlying CMOS layer or clocked circuits programmed

into the NanoCell.[62] Even if one CMOS transistor were

used for gain at the output from each NanoCell, enormous

space savings could be attained because a NanoCell could

possess the functionality of numerous transistors working

in concert to produce a specified logic function. Further-

more, by capitalizing on the NDR properties of the mo-

lecular switches, internal gain elements based on NDR/

nanoparticle/NDR stacks (Goto pairs) could be effica-

cious.[63,64]

The functionality of a NanoCell depends largely on

the I(V) characteristics and placement of its molecular

switches with respect to the nanoparticles. We have

demonstrated NDR with a large ON:OFF ratio from sev-

eral types of molecular switches based on nitro-containing

OPEs (similar to 4 in Fig. 4). We will exploit this

switching behavior (rise, then decline in the current with

increased voltage) to build logic devices that exhibit ne-

gating functionality such as NAND or XOR responses

from these two-terminal devices because two voltage

inputs that are high could set the device into an OFF state

(right side of the I(V) curve). Switches that do not exhibit

the NDR characteristic cannot provide the negating

functionality needed for the NanoCell approach.

The object in programming or training a NanoCell is to

take a random, fixed NanoCell and turn its switches ON

and OFF until it functions as a target logic device. The

NanoCell is then trained postfabrication by changing the

states, ON or OFF, of the molecular switches by imposing

voltages at the surrounding input/output leads.

NANOCELL MEMORIES

The NanoCell approach, as previously described and

simulated,[1,32] is not dependent on placing molecules or

nano-sized metallic components in precise orientations or

locations. The internal portions are, for the most part,

disordered and there is no need to precisely locate any of

the switching elements. The nano-sized switches are

added in abundance between the micron-sized input/out-

put electrodes, and only a small percentage of them need

to assemble in an orientation suitable for switching. The

result of the NanoCell architecture is that the patterning

challenges of the input/output structures become far less

exacting because standard micron-scale lithography can

afford the needed address system. Also, fault tolerance is

enormous.[32] However, programming is significantly

more challenging than when using ordered ensembles. We

describe here an example in which a NanoCell has been

successfully assembled and tested. Remarkably, the

NanoCell exhibits reproducible switching behavior with

excellent peak-to-valley (PVR) ratios,[65] peak currents in

the milliampere range and reprogrammable memory states

that are stable for more than a week with substantial 0:1

bit level ratios.

Fig. 4 SEM image of the NanoCell after assembly of the Au nanowires and 4. The top image shows the five juxtaposed pairs of

fabricated leads across the NanoCell, and some Au nanowires are barely visible on the internal rectangle of the discontinuous Au film.

The lower image is a higher magnification of the NanoCell’s central portion showing the disordered discontinuous Au film with an

attached Au nanowire that is affixed via the OPE-dithiol (not observable) derived from 4.
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A NanoCell is a two-dimensional unit of juxtaposed

electrodes fabricated atop a Si/SiO2 substrate. In the em-

bodiment described here, five Au electrode pairs were

patterned on opposing sides of the NanoCell (Fig. 4, top).

A discontinuous gold film was vapor deposited onto the

SiO2 in the central region (Fig. 4, bottom). The chips were

always treated with UV ozone and ethanol-washed im-

mediately prior to use to remove exogenous organics.

Electrical measurements of up to 30 V DC confirmed

there was �1 pA conduction across the discontinuous Au

film between the five juxtaposed pairs of �5-mm spaced

electrodes. In this study, each juxtaposed pair serves as an

independent memory bit address system.

The assembly of molecules and nanowires in the cen-

tral portion of the NanoCell was then carried out under N2

to provide a current pathway across the NanoCell. Com-

pounds similar to the mononitro oligo(phenylene ethy-

nylene) (OPE) 4[66] have been previously shown to exhibit

switching and memory storage effects when fixed be-

tween proximal Au probes.[66,67] Au nanowires (diameter

of 30 nm and length of 300–2000 nm, grown in a poly-

carbonate membrane by electrochemical reduction at 1.2

Coulombs[68]) were added to a vial containing 4 in

CH2Cl2. The vial was agitated for 40 min to dissolve the

polycarbonate membrane and to form 4-encapsulated Au

nanowires via chemisorption of the thiols to the nano-

wires.[69] Because the thiol groups are far more reactive

toward Au than thioacetyl groups,[70] this procedure

leaves the latter projecting away from the nanowire sur-

faces. NH4OH and ethanol were added, and the vial was

agitated for 10 min to remove the acetyl group.[71] A chip

containing 10 NanoCell structures was placed in the vial

(active side up), and the vial was further agitated for 27 hr

to permit the nanowires to interlink the discontinuous Au

film via the OPEs (Fig. 4). The chip was removed, rinsed

with acetone, and gently blown dry with N2.

The assembled NanoCells were electrically tested on a

probe station with a semiconductor parameter analyzer at

room temperature (297 K) under vacuum (10�5mm Hg).

Typical I(V) characteristics of the NanoCell devices are

shown in Fig. 5. Two stable and reproducible switching

peaks are observed in a bias range of �10 and +10 V. The

shape of the I(V) curve is asymmetric because the mole-

cule, as a result of the nitro-group orientation, is asym-

metrically oriented, and/or the contacts are likely to be

slightly different on each end. After about 300 scans, the

switching responses further stabilized in peak voltage;

the device showed no degradation to >2000 scans over a

22-hr period of continuous sweeping. Also, after testing,

an assembled NanoCell was stored in a capped vial (air)

for 2 months with little, if any, signal variations relative

to the readings recorded at the initial testing.

A juxtaposed pair of electrodes, as described above,

showed little variation in its behavior over several thou-

sand scans. However, there were notable differences when

comparing different electrode pairs in that they showed

variations in peak current position (occurring typically

within a range of 3–15 V), peak current (typically 0.1–1.7

mA), and PVR (typically 5–30). The differences are un-

doubtedly related to the variations in the conduction

pathways of these disordered arrays.

If a voltage sweep is conducted on a NanoCell in a bias

range that is up to or not far beyond the peak of the I(V)

curve (switching event), a pseudo-linear trace is observed,

as shown by curve a (0-state) in Fig. 6. However, if three

voltage pulses at �8 V (100 msec width, 104 msec pe-

riod) are then applied to the same pair of leads, a peak

Fig. 6 I(V) characteristics of the NanoCell before (a) and after

(b–d) three voltage pulses at �8 V at 297 K. Curves b, c, and d

were the first, second, and third scans (after the �8 V reset

pulses), respectively. Scans a–d were run at �40 s/scan. The

results here are from the same device used to generate the I(V)

curve in Fig. 5. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 I(V) characteristics of the NanoCell at 297 K. The

curves for a, b, and c are the first, second, and third sweeps,

respectively (�40 s/scan). The PVRs in c are 23:1 and 32:1 for

the negative and positive switching peaks, respectively. The

arrow indicates the sweep direction of negative to positive.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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appears (1-state) in the first scan after the voltage pulses,

as shown by curve b in Fig. 6. Apparently, the voltage

pulses set the system into a new state that is then read by

the bias sweep b. This is being termed the switch-type

memory effect. However, the following scans c and d
produced I(V) responses similar to curve a, the scans

before the voltage pulses, suggesting that the state set by

the voltage pulse was erased after reading it by scan b. In

other words, the switch-type memory effect has a de-

structive-read property [as seen with present-day dy-

namic random-access memory (DRAM)]. A positive

voltage pulse, i.e., +8 V, can also set the system into the

1-state. Voltages higher than ±8 V always worked, but

voltages lower than ±8 V did not reset this particular

NanoCell into the 1-state. All of the active NanoCells

showed this rewritable behavior, although the magnitudes

and set voltages varied between different. Nanocells as

described above.

On the same device as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, another

type of memory effect was found which has a nonde-

structive-read, the so-called conductivity-type memory,

which operates by the storage of a high- or low-conduc-

tivity (s) state. The difference between the switch-type

memory and the conductivity-type memory is based on

the voltage-sweep range: �4 to 0 V for the former and �2

to 0 V for the latter. An initially high conductivity state

(high s or 0-state) was observed in a bias range of �2 to

0 V as shown in Fig. 7, curves a–c. The high s state is

changed (written) into a low s state (1-state) upon appli-

cation of three voltage pulses at �8 V (100 msec width,

104 msec period), as shown by curves d–f. The low s state

persists as a stored bit, which is essentially unaffected by

successive read sweeps. There is a 400:1 0-state/1-state

ratio in current levels between the high and low s states

recorded at �2 V for this NanoCell device. The ratios

may vary between different electrode pairs but the ratio

here is representative. The highest observed 0:1 ratio was

12,500:1 (198 mA:16 nA at �2.0 V) for a 5-mm gap

electrode pair, and the lowest observed ratio was 10:1 at

the same voltage.

The conductivity-type memory effect is independent of

bias sweep directions. Once set into the low s state upon

application of voltage-set (write) pulses, the system holds

the low s state regardless of negative bias sweep from 0 to

�2 V or positive bias sweep from 0 to 2 V. Several routes

were investigated to erase the stored low s state (written

bit). Voltage pulses at �3 to �4 V (�20 pulses at 1 msec

pulse width, 10-msec pulse period) reset the memory into

the original high s state (use a voltage pulse that comes

near the peak of the switching event, but not far past the

peak). Although the overall write, read, erase sequence

used in the screening of these devices was rather slow

because of the resetting time of the probing electronics,

the inherent switching may be on the order of milli-

seconds, or faster, for each operation if customized elec-

tronics were used. The switch-type and conductivity-type

memory effects are shown here in the negative bias

regions; however, they apply in the positive bias region

as well.

The bit retention time for the switch-type memory is at

least 11 days and with �10% change in the voltage peak

position of the curves when compared to the read-tests run

seconds after setting the written state; however, there was

no decline in the magnitude of the response. The con-

ductivity-type memory persisted for at least 9 days. Over

this period, the 0:1 signal magnitudes interestingly in-

creased, although the reset voltages also drifted higher

(�10%) over this period. Therefore the two types of

memory effects can have much longer retention times, but

these are merely the time periods over which they have

been tested. Longer durations were not studied. During

waiting periods over which these retention times were

recorded, the NanoCells had been occasionally exposed to

air at 1 atm for periods of up to 30 min, as more samples

were moved through the testing chamber. Therefore the

stored written states are robust even with short exposure to

air. Yields of functioning NanoCells that have been pre-

pared via the protocol described here seemed to be elec-

trode gap-dependent. A NanoCell produced by using the

described protocol chip showed 100%, 65%, and 30%

yields for devices with 5-, 10-, and 20-mm spacings be-

tween the juxtaposed electrodes, respectively.

The assembled chips were tested in the probe station

both in the dark, by covering the observation window

with aluminum foil, and in the presence of the room light

Fig. 7 I(V) characteristics of the NanoCell before (scans a–c)

and after (scans d–f) three voltage set-pulses of �8 V at 297 K.

The initial high s state (0-state) is represented by curves a, b,

and c, which are the first, second, and third scans before the set-

pulse, respectively. The low s state (1-state) is represented by

curves d, e, and f, which are the first, second, and third scans

after the �8 V set-pulses, respectively. The inset shows scans

d–f in the mamp range. Scans a–c were run at �40 s/scan.

Scans d–f were run at �50 s/scan. This is the same device

depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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with the station’s fiber optic observation light projected

through the observation window �10cm above the

chip. The same electrical responses were obtained re-

gardless of the lighting, thereby excluding a photocon-

ductive mechanism.

Several control experiments were conducted to inves-

tigate the mechanism of action for the NanoCell memo-

ries. When the same assembly process was conducted but

4 was not added, all the leads were ‘‘open’’ and no

switching behavior was observed over the tested 15 jux-

taposed electrodes (5 pairs at 5-mm spacings, 5 pairs at

10-mm spacings, and 5 pairs at 20-mm spacings). There-

fore the process is 4-dependent. When the assembly pro-

cedure was conducted but the nanowires were not present

(only 4, polycarbonate devoid of nanowires, CH2Cl2,

NH4OH, and ethanol were added), two out of three jux-

taposed 5-mm spacings showed switching between them;

however, the switching effect signal degraded nearly

completely after 3–10 scans. Therefore some molecules

may have bridged the discontinuous Au film, but the

connections were not as abundant or stable. A similar

behavior was observed at 10-mm spacings between the

electrodes. When an alkyl system, AcS(CH2)12SH (5),[72]

was substituted for 4 in the standard assembly process,

and 30 juxtaposed electrode pairs were studied, 28 showed

no device behavior. Interestingly, however, one 5-mm

electrode pair showed the characteristic switching that

dissipated after three scans, while a second electrode pair

showed reproducible switching behavior but the onset

and peak currents occurred at 14 V. Therefore 1 is not

unique among molecule types.

Concerning the mechanism underlying the program-

mable memories, a molecular electronic effect was first

considered. Several mechanisms were proposed for mo-

lecular electronic switching[73–75] based upon charging of

the molecules, which results in changes in the contiguous

structure of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO). This can be accompanied by conformational

changes that would modulate the current based on changes

in the extended p-overlap. Conversely, as some have

pointed out, the so-called ‘‘molecular-based’’ switching

might not be an inherently molecular phenomenon, but

may result from surface bonding rearrangements that are

molecule/metal contact in origin. For example, a sulfur

atom changing its hybridization state, or subangstrom

shifts between different Au surface atom bonding modes,

or molecular tilting.[76,77] An estimate of the number of

molecular junctions between a set of juxtaposed electrode

pairs is difficult to gauge; however, based on the size of

the nanowires and the Au islands, which can be 0.3–1 mm

long, the number of molecular junctions could be as few

as four in a 5-mm electrode gap. The number of molecules

in parallel, per junction, could be as few as 30 or as many

as several thousand, based on the nanowire diameters and

lengths. Note that the quantum conductance of each

molecule is �0.08 mA/V.

In addition to a molecular electronic process, electrode

migration was considered as a cause for the high currents

and reset operations that are analogous to filamentary

metal memories.[78–81] To investigate this possibility, the

exposed organic material was stripped from a working

NanoCell by treating the assembled chip with UV ozone

for 10–30 min. Remarkably, the device behavior of the

NanoCell remained and often improved. In some cases,

the 0:1 bit level ratios for the conductivity memory even

increased up to 106:1 (2.53 mA:0.76 nA at �3.0 V). This

could suggest that the ozone was not able to reach the

small amount of active organic molecules in the key

nanodomains that are sandwiched between the nanowires

and the Au islands, and that the more exposed leakage

routes were destroyed by the ozone. Conversely, it could

suggest that, indeed, filamentary metal had grown along

the molecules and that these metal filaments were causing

the observed switching behavior, with any molecular

leakage routes being destroyed by the ozone. It was pre-

viously shown by modeling that the NanoCell should

exhibit extraordinary defect tolerance because of the

abundance of molecules available for switching; further-

more, if one molecule degrades, another could slip into

place from the self-assembled monolayers that cover all

the surrounding metal surfaces.[32] Consider also that, at

the atomistic level, a molecular change in either confor-

mation or hybridization at the metal–molecule interface,

due to voltage changes or charging, could give electronic

response characteristics that are analogous to filamentary

metals (atoms moving in and out of alignment for current

flow), and thereby resemble negative differential resist-

ance-like behavior. In other words, metallic nanofilaments

forming during a voltage sweep, then on increasing the

voltage, they could exhibit a sudden break, causing a

decline in the current.

Additionally, a mechanical motion involving the mol-

ecule-covered nanowires was considered. However, it was

deemed less likely because of the highly crosslinked na-

ture of the micron-sized matrix.

None of the former data was conclusive enough to

exclude either the molecular electronic-based mechanism

or the nanofilament mechanism. However, a later finding

pointed toward the nanofilament-based mechanism being

the dominant or exclusive pathway. As described above,

we had never seen the switch-like behavior from the bare

chips; they just showed open circuits. As customary to

ensure open circuits before we begin the molecule/nano-

wire assembly, while probing an older chip (4 months

storage at room temperature in a FluorowareTM container)

from the same lot of chips that was used to prepare the

NanoCell described here, we notice switching with mag-

nitudes similar to the levels outlined in Fig. 5. Neither
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nanowires nor molecules had been added; it was merely

the aged discontinuous Au film vapor-deposited between

electrodes. Possibly, while the film had aged, the islands

migrated across the gaps sufficiently close together to

form nanofilaments upon voltage scanning, and then

metal filament breakage occurred at higher voltages,

giving responses similar to that shown in Fig. 5. The

metallic island migration was not obvious by microscopic

analysis of the discontinuous Au films because the reso-

lution needed within the topologically nonplanar arrays

cannot be achieved with either SEM or AFM. We carried

out I(V,T) (current as a function of voltage and tempera-

ture, �2 to 2 V, 280 to 80 K and back to 280 K) mea-

surements to assess the possible conduction mechanism of

the high s conductivity-type memory state on the bare

chip. The data suggested ‘‘dirty’’ or modified-metal

conduction: metallic conduction with trace impurities.

However, in the low conductivity state, only thermionic

emission was observed. The same type of I(V,T) mea-

surements on a molecule/nanowire assembled NanoCell

showed both a temperature dependence and a non-

temperature dependence based on the particular juxta-

posed electrode set studied. Albeit confusing, there may

be a duality of mechanisms coexisting on the same chip,

namely, metallic filaments in the high sigma state and

molecular phenomena in the low s state. Further studies

are ongoing to better discern this process. Fabrication of

NanoCells with more refractory metals such as Pt or Pd

will be carried out to further test this point. Additionally,

we are currently making chips with a 193-nm stepper to

yield juxtaposed electrode gap spacings of <1 mm with

smaller Au-film islands and appropriately sized nano-

wires, with the hope of attaining higher degrees of con-

sistency between electrode pairs. With the presently sized

embodiments, write/erase speeds, and the lack of isolation

and fan-out, the NanoCell is not a harbinger for DRAM,

flash, or magnetic random access memory (MRAM) re-

placements. However, it demonstrates the first fabrication

of a disordered nanoscale ensemble for high-yielding

switching and memory, while mitigating the painstaking

task of nanoscale lithography or patterning; thereby fur-

thering the promise of disordered programmable arrays

for complex device functionality.

CONCLUSION

Of the three basic approaches to building a molecular

computer—QCA, crossbar array, and NanoCell, two

approaches appear to be at the forefront of the advancing

science—the crossbar array approach and the NanoCell

approach. The crossbar approach has seen many advances

in the fabrication and assembly of nanowire arrays on

surfaces. The NanoCell approach has also been swiftly

advanced, and includes molecules in its assembly, but

whether the device properties are due to the molecules

themselves or to the formation of metal nanofilaments

facilitated by the molecules remains unknown at this time.

Work continues on many fronts to advance the idea of

using molecules to meet the future computing needs of an

ever more complex world. We are amazed and delighted

to see this research unfold around us.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of scaling down modern semiconductor

devices faces serious obstacles, mainly because of device-

addressing problems. Practical limitations in fabrication

and extraordinary increases in production costs will also

be limiting issues. Small molecules, easy to tailor, are the

natural candidates to complement semiconductor compo-

nents in the generation of hybrid circuits, giving birth to a

completely new area of electronics, molecular electronics

or Moletronics. Experimental characterization is highly

challenging, and only a few experiments in which only

one molecule is addressed have been performed,[1–3] be-

cause technical possibilities of success become greatly

diminished with the minuscule system size. Fortunately,

modern quantum-chemistry-theoretical-based computa-

tional techniques are able to accurately solve molecular

systems using precise natural laws, and this ability in-

creases substantially as systems become smaller.

This review investigates recent results on molecular

systems that can potentially be used as electronic devices.

It is particularly focused on molecules that can behave as

controllable switches (a characteristic that allows pro-

grammability) and the theoretical techniques available for

their analysis, design, and simulation. Switching has been

studied before but not with the purpose of programma-

bility. For instance, Collier et al.[4] studied switching

based on the translation degrees of freedom of mechanical

bonds, and more elaborate molecular circuits have being

proposed, such as a flash-like, single-electron memory

cell;[5] however, they are hardly useful for a paradigm of a

chemically random assembly of molecules governed

mostly by thermodynamic and some kinetic controls

where programmability features at the level of devices are

of paramount importance.[6] The studies cited focused on

electrical features and their correlation to conformational

properties, the metallic contacts characterization, and the

metal–molecule interface. Determining the correlation

between transport characteristics and molecular electronic

and geometrical configuration is particularly important,

because this correlation provides a mechanism to control

electron transport in molecular and atomistic systems.

THEORY-BASED APPROACHES FOR THE
CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

In this section, we describe several approaches used for

the analysis of molecular electronic systems. We briefly

summarize the common methods and tools that allow

researchers to theoretically characterize, design, model,

and simulate moletronics systems.

Methods

The main methods used in moletronics are borrowed from

quantum chemistry and solid state physics, and in partic-

ular, density functional theory (DFT) is used for discrete

and extended systems as well as their interconnection

using the Green function (GF) scattering technique.

Ab initio density functional theory for molecules

In the study of molecules presenting highly nonlinear

features, the Kohn–Sham molecular orbitals (MOs) can

provide a qualitative picture of the molecular mechanisms

of operation and how they are affected by its boundaries.

The solution of the Schrödinger equation for the system

under consideration should provide an exact solution if an

exact Hamiltonian is used; however, such a solution is very

tedious because of the massive computational resources it

demands. One way to bypass this difficulty is to use DFT

where the solution of the wave function replaces the so-

lution of the electron density. Electron density is obtained

from auxiliary systems of noninteracting electrons whose

total electron density is forced to be identical to the

electron density of the interacting or real electrons. The

advantage of this approach is that the system of nonin-

teracting electrons can be easily separated into individual

one-electron MOs, also called Kohn–Sham MOs. Each

MO is associated to individual energies that can be

roughly correlated with the excitation energies of the

molecular system. The shape and energy of these MOs

have been widely used in the qualitative explanation of

electron transport (vide infra) in single molecules. How-

ever, the use of MOs is only for qualitative purposes. MOs
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from DFT, or any other theory, can never precisely de-

scribe the exact wave function of a real system because

real electrons are not independent particles. For most

practical purposes, DFT calculations using functionals

based on ab initio approaches and beyond the local ap-

proximation have been very successful in describing the

main features of molecular systems with acceptable pre-

cision. This fact has converted DFT into the main com-

putational tool in modern quantum chemistry, and into

the preferred tool for the study of molecular electronics.

Integration of several tools is often necessary. Single

molecules are first treated by using ab initio density

functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Gaussian-

98 program,[7] or its recent version, Gaussian-03.[8] The

molecular geometry is optimized with no constraint (ex-

cept for special cases) until all eigenvalues of the Hessian

matrix are positive, ensuring that the molecule is in a

minimum energy configuration. The Becke-3 Perdew–

Wang 91 (B3PW91) procedure, which consists of the

Becke3 hybrid exchange functional combined with the

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) Perdew–

Wang-91 correlation,[9–11] is used in combination with

different basis set selected according to the system. In

general, systems with metallic atoms are treated using

LANL2DZ,[12–14] an effective core potential and basis set.

The LANL2DZ basis set explicitly considers all the va-

lence electrons, rather than just those in last electronic

shell. Core electrons are treated in an approximate way by

using pseudopotentials that include relativistic effects

allowing an excellent description of heavy metal atoms.[15]

The level of theory B3PW91/LANL2DZ has been used

in several works, and further details can be found in

Refs. [16–20] In some cases, where no metallic atoms

are present, 6-31G* basis or higher sets are also used.

Atomic charges are estimated by using Mulliken pop-

ulation analysis, which associates charge to each atom by

integrating the basis functions assigned to each individual

atom and assigning equally to each atom of each pair their

overlap contributions. Mulliken charges can only provide

complementary information. Mulliken values do not

support conclusions, but provide a qualitative picture of

the quantitative results; atomic charges are not expecta-

tion values but mere indicators highly dependent on the

method and basis set used to solve the Schrödinger

equation. Nevertheless, if properly balanced basis sets

are used, Mulliken analysis can provide an excellent tool

for qualitative analysis and interpretations of charge

transfer effects.

Green functions

I–V characteristics are calculated by combining the

DFT results with a Green function technique originally

designed for mesoscopic systems.[21–27] This approach

considered the molecule attached to infinite contacts that

modify its electronic structure, the new modified elec-

tronic structure is, in turn, used to calculate the system

(molecule plus contacts) I–V characteristic. The electron

transport properties of a molecule under a bias voltage V

are described by its Green function, GM, obtained from the

molecular Hamiltonian, H(V), which is obtained by

reoptimizing the molecular electronic structure under the

presence of an external electrical field. The transport of

electrons takes place through the MOs, which are affected

by interaction with the contacts and with the applied

voltage.[28,29] MOs may be affected by an applied external

field or by the charge state on the molecule. For instance,

delocalized MOs can become localized, or vice versa,

when the molecule traps one electron. The molecule is in a

conducting state (low impedance) if delocalized MOs are

available in the energy range for which one contact has

occupied levels and the other unoccupied ones. The

molecule is in a nonconducting state (high impedance)

if those MOs are localized, i.e., they do not connect

both ends of the molecule to the contacts. When the

molecule is open shell (electrons are unpaired), both a
and b spin states are considered to obtain the molecular

I–V characteristics.

The Green function is obtained from Eq. 1,

GM ¼ ½E1� HMM � HM1g1H1M � HM2g2H2M��1 ð1Þ

where subscripts i and j in Hij (submatrices of H in Eq. 2)

refer to the molecule (M), contact 1 (1), and contact

2 (2).

H ¼
H11 H1M H12
HM1 HMM HM2
H21 H2M H22

" #
ð2Þ

Information about the macroscopic nature of the con-

tacts is introduced by a Green function for a semi-infinite

medium (gi), whereby s, p, and d contributions[30] to the

density of states (DOS) of the Au metal are explicitly

considered. Derosa and Seminario represented the metal-

lic contacts by assuming a density of states with s, p, and d

contributions, but energy-independent. This approach,

although not perfect, was an improvement compared to

available applications (see, for example, Refs. [31] and

[32]) that considered only an s-character, also energy-in-

dependent DOS. These descriptions of the contacts were

finally improved by calculating at DFT level, the DOS of

a metallic system extended using periodic boundary

conditions (vide infra).[33]

From the molecular Green function, the transmission

function (TF), which is the sum of the transmission

probabilities of all channels (MOs) available at energy E,

is obtained, as described by Eq. 3, and the current is
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obtained from Eq. 4,[25] where fi is the Fermi–Dirac

function for a voltage Vi at contact i (V=V2�V1).

TðE;VÞ ¼ tracebG1ðVÞGMðE;VÞG2ðVÞGþMðE;VÞc ð3Þ

IðVÞ ¼ 2e

h

Z �1
1

dE TðE;VÞ½f1ðE;V1Þ � f2ðE;V2Þ� ð4Þ

As a first approximation, the experimental work func-

tion of the metal making the contact, �5.31 eV for Au,

was used for some calculations of neutral systems.[34] In

previous works,[29,35] this value was also used to study the

anions. An average of the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO)–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO) midgap energy from several neutral organic

molecules attached to Au atoms yielded an energy of

�5.2 eV, which is in excellent agreement with the ex-

perimental work function of Au. However, the midgap

average energy for the single anions and dianions is

�1.55 and 0.88 eV, respectively. The HOMO and LUMO

energies obtained from DFT is an approximation (with a

minus sign) of the ionization potential and the electron

affinity of the molecule, respectively. Thus it is not sur-

prising that both energies are higher (in absolute value) for

anions than for neutral; however, this situation will not

reflect the position of the HOMO–LUMO gap (HLG)

relative to the metal Fermi level. This shift in position of

the HLG, which was not considered in our original model,

was later accounted for to estimate the electrical char-

acteristics of the anion and dianion.

The density of states (DOS) is also obtained from the

Green function formalism,[25] as shown by Eq. 5.

DOSðE;VÞ ¼ tracebðibGMðE;VÞ � GþMðE;VÞcÞc ð5Þ

A full description of this procedure is published else-

where,[29] where more detailed information and useful

references can be found.

Ab initio calculations for crystals
and extended systems

CRYSTAL-98[36] is used to study the metallic contacts

within the linear combination of atomic orbital approx-

imations. Macroscopic properties (band structure, DOS,

etc.) are obtained by reproducing the unit cell to infinite,

following the rules of the corresponding crystal structure.

CRYSTAL-98 is a suite of programs that can calculate the

electronic structure, total energy, and wave functions, in-

cluding its band structure, density of states, electron

charge distribution, electron momentum distribution,

Compton profile, Mulliken charges, electrostatic poten-

tials, and X-ray structure factors[37] by using a DFT ap-

proach for periodic systems.[38] The basis set expands the

Bloch functions built Ck(r) by using s, p and d Gaussian

functions, as can be observed in Eq. 6.

Ckðr þ gÞ ¼ CkðrÞ expðik � gÞ ð6Þ

The electron density of the N-electron system[38] is

given by Eq. 7, where y is the Heaviside step function, and

ei(k) is the eigenvalue of the ith crystalline orbital. eF is

the Fermi energy.

rðrÞ ¼
Z

Brillouin zone

dk
XOccupied bands

i

jjkiðrÞj
2yðeF � eiðkÞÞ

ð7Þ

The Bloch functions described above are used to ex-

pand the crystalline orbitals that are linear combinations

of atom-centered Gaussian-type functions, jki(r). The

coefficients for the linear expansion are adjusted such

that jki(r) are the solutions of the one-particle equations

(Eq. 8),

ĥijkiðrÞ ¼ ekijkiðrÞ
ð8Þ

where ĥ is the single particle Hamiltonian operator shown

in Eq. 9, which includes the contributions from kinetic,

external potential, Coulomb, and exchange-correlation

potential operators, respectively.

ĥKS ¼ t̂ þ v̂þ Ĵ½rðrÞ� þ v̂xcðrÞ ð9Þ

The exchange-correlation operator is expanded in a

basis of Gaussian-type functions, as seen in Eq. 10, where

g is the cell (vectors) containing the jth basis function

centered at the atomic position sj.

vi;jg
xc ¼

Z
drwiðr � siÞvxcðrÞwjðr � sj � gÞ ð10Þ

This integral is solved analytically because the ex-

change-correlation potential is expanded with Gaussian

auxiliary basis functions, Ga(r); thus the integral is

transformed into a linear combination of integrals of the

form given by Eq. 11, which is solved only once then

stored for subsequent use.

gi; jg
a ¼

Z
drwiðr � siÞGaðrÞwjðr � sj � gÞ ð11Þ

At each step, the coefficients are recalculated so the

exchange-correlation potential fits the analytic form that

depends on the charge density. In addition, the exchange

potential is calculated by using the Hartree–Fock pre-

scription, yielding a fully nonlocal functional, and when

combined with the PW91 correlation functional, yields

one of the so-called hybrid functionals. We use the hybrid

functional approach with the gradient-corrected PW91

functionals[10] for the correlation potential together with

the SBKJC VDZ ECP (8s 8p 6d)/[4s 4p 3d][39,40] ECP and
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basis set. The Au bulk is treated as an infinite periodic

system with face centered cubic (fcc) crystalline structure,

thus realistic density of states for a metal is obtained to

construct the Green function for the contacts.

Tools for Molecular Calculations

This section describes tools employing the ab initio based

techniques described in the last section.

Nonlinear circuit solver

Recently, an algorithm able to calculate the current–

voltage characteristics of combinations of single mole-

cules has been developed.[6] In general, the algorithm is

able to determine all possible solutions of an electrical

circuit with devices having highly nonlinear character-

istics, such as negative differential resistance or resonant

tunneling. The solutions to these circuits are multivalued

functions, which cannot be obtained with the traditional

programs to solve electrical circuits.

The DFT, GF, and their combination, DFT–GF, pro-

vide quantitative information needed for the design and

testing of programmable molecular circuits. Once the

molecule is characterized, the I–V curve is used as the

device characteristic. The analysis is systematically ap-

plied branch by branch, such as sweeping a suitable range

of currents and determining all compatible voltages from

the I–V of the device in the branch, then all possible

voltage drops in the branch (each configuring one possible

state) are determined by combining voltage drops on

each device.

The method does not scale very well at this stage of

development; the scaling depends on the number of so-

lutions for each branch and the number of branches.

However, this method can systematically solve any

combination of molecular devices irrespective of the

particular I–V characteristic and provide all possible

solutions; this feature is not available in any current

software for circuit solution.

Interpretation using molecular orbitals

A powerful technique for the analysis of molecular cir-

cuits, i.e., the use of the quantum chemistry techniques,

including MOs and their energies, as indexes for the es-

timation of electron transport was recently introduced into

the field of molecular electronics.[28,29,35] Delocalized

MOs are expected to provide a more suitable path for

electron transport, because they simultaneously connect

the molecule to the metallic atoms at both ends. Thus

analyzing MO qualitative predictions on how easy it is for

a molecule to conduct electrons can be inferred. MOs can

explain, without calculating the currents, the behavior of

several oligomers and the effect of their substituents.

Furthermore, using MOs can identify groups in the mol-

ecule responsible for a particular observed behavior, in-

formation that can be used in the design of new molecular

devices; for instance, using them to explain the electrical

behavior of p-conjugated organic molecules resembling a

resonant tunneling diode.[28]

Fig. 1 shows some of the conformations studied using

DFT. The HOMO–LUMO gap (HLG) energy for planar

and rotated p-conjugated organic molecules is reported in

this figure at the bottom of the corresponding case. Cal-

culations were extended to include gold clusters at both

ends of these molecules. This work determined the

mechanism of operation of the molecular resonant tun-

neling diode (MRTD),[28] where the electron transport

occurs through the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

and so the shape of the LUMO determines the transport

characteristics of the molecule presenting negative dif-

ferential resistance (NDR). These analyses explained

qualitatively[28] the peak found experimentally at 2.1 V at

a temperature of 60 K,[41] and explained the observed

reduction in peak voltage as temperature increases. One of

the key findings of this research is that Seminario and

Derosa analyzed single molecules providing the effect of

amplification.[42] Subsequently, electronic transport was

fully investigated, and it was concluded that the molecular

chemical potential determines the conduction barrier, and

that the molecule becomes charged as the external po-

tential increases.[33] In earlier studies, Seminario et al.[28]

were able to explain the nonlinear character of the cur-

rent–voltage (I–V) characteristic of the molecule and its

temperature dependence.

The effect of the bias voltage on the electron
transmission of a molecular device, negative
differential resistance

A bias voltage applied to a molecule attached to metallic

contacts has two effects. On one hand, it changes the

Fermi level in the contacts; electrons lower their energy

on the positive electrode and increase their energy in the

negative electrode and, as a result, electrons are available

on the negatively polarized contact at energies for which

empty states are available in the positive electrode. If

these electrons find a delocalized molecular level that

connects both ends, electron transport occurs. On the other

hand, the electric field created across the molecule affects

MOs and can change not only their energy, but also the

degree of localization; thus a MO that is localized at zero

voltage may become delocalized by the electric field and

vice versa.

One of the most interesting effects observed in

some of the molecules studied is the negative differential
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resistance (NDR). NDR means negative slope in the I–V

curve. NDR can occur for two main reasons. One is

charge or conformational-induced NDR; at a given

voltage, the molecule can become charged, or change its

structure such that current decreases after the voltage is

increased. The other, intrinsic NDR, is produced by a

change in the molecular electronic structure that reduces

the electron transport capabilities of the MOs involved in

conduction. Intrinsic NDR cannot be predicted if a bias

voltage is not included in the calculations and cannot be

predicted if the correct chemistry of the molecule is not

considered. The current is calculated via Eq. 4 (in the

section ‘‘Green functions’’), where T, the transmission

function, would only depend on E if a field is not ap-

plied to the molecule to account for the effect of the

voltage. In such a case, V only enters in the Fermi

Fig. 1 LUMO plots, HLG energies (in eV), and torsion angles (t) for the optimized neutral and for the vertical and adiabatic structures

of the anions. Only one LUMO is shown if the vertical and adiabatic shapes are similar. (See Ref. [28] for further details.)a Only vertical

HLG is shown because the structure becomes planar during the optimization. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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factors that control the ‘‘window’’; as a consequence,

the current can only monotonically increase with V, and

NDR would not be predicted.

Fig. 2 shows the current-vs.-voltage curve for two test

molecules; both molecules have three benzene rings

separated by a C–C triple bond group. Molecule 1 (NO2

in Fig. 2) has two nitro groups as substituents in the

central ring; molecule 2 (NH2) has one nitro and one

amino group in the central ring. We used density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations to explain the electrical

behavior of these p-conjugated organic molecules with

current–voltage characteristics resembling a resonant

tunneling diode.[33]

Considering the behavior of the neutral of these

molecules (blue curve solid and dotted, respectively, for 1
and 2), intrinsic NDR is observed for 2 at around 1.3 V,

while no NDR is observed for 1. Fig. 3 shows the trans-

mission function at voltages relevant for the observed

NDR effect. The NDR is observed between 1 and 1.5 V;

the integration range to obtain the current at 1 V is from

�5.81 to �4.81 eV (Fig. 3 and Eq. 3), and from �6.06

and �4.56 eV for 1.5 V.

For 2, a peak in the TF observed between �6.06 and

�5.81 eV increases in height and approximately main-

tains its width when the voltage rises from 1 to 1.3 V

(position of the NDR peak). Then the area below TF

decreases considerably as the voltage increases further,

thus explaining the decrease in the current (NDR). No

similar effect is observed for 1. This effect would have

gone unnoticed if an electrical field had not been con-

sidered; the observed effect on the TF is entirely attrib-

utable to the changes in the molecular electronic structure

(changes in MO localization and energy) due to the effect

of an external field.

Fig. 2 Current–voltage of the neutrals (blue), anions (red), and dianions (green) for 1 (continuous lines) and 2 (dashed lines). (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Transmission function vs. energy of incoming electrons at several bias voltages for the neutral of 1 and 2. (Adapted from

Ref. [33].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The need to implement the present methods is attribut-

able to the impossibility of using simple model barriers

able to represent the potential of small molecules acting on

the conducting electrons. There are two ways that NDR and

RT can be obtained from a single molecule. 1) The first is

by charging the molecule or changing its geometry. Be-

cause the ion of a molecule has totally different char-

acteristics than its neutral, charging a molecule is equi-

valent to substituting a molecule for another in the circuit.

2) Changing the shape of a molecule, for instance, by ro-

tating a ring with respect to the other, which will very likely

change the electron transport characteristics of molecule 2
via the intrinsic resonant tunneling (IRT) inherent to most

molecular systems. The former yields sharp changes in the

currents, and the latter yields smoother and symmetric

curves, such as those in a typical resonance case.

Molecular electrostatic potentials

Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) is another im-

portant piece of information needed to understand the

electronic properties of molecules. Areas of the molecule

with specific properties (such as electron donation or

electron-withdrawing capabilities) can be easily identified

from an MEP map; this information is extremely useful in

understanding molecular interactions and in molecular

design. With MEPs, the well-exploited electronic con-

figuration analysis is able to accurately explain a

switching experiment,[43] complementing the conclusions

drawn by experimentalists, with a further explanation that

include concepts and all the factors influencing the

switching of the molecule, and raising research goals for

subsequent experiments.

MEP does not show a smooth behavior across the

molecule. For instance, when a bias voltage is applied,

the voltage profile shows a complicated topology, which

is very different from monotonous decrease that is

expected from simple linear or bilinear devices. An ex-

ample of an MEP profile across a molecule is shown in

Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows the MEP profile across a single

benzene ring at 2 Å above the benzene plane, while b)

and c) are two different views of the MEP topology when

a bias potential of 2 V is applied across the molecule.

This picture dramatically changes the idea that molecules

are simple barriers, and indicates that more precise

studies should be performed to properly describe electron

transport properties in molecules.

Tour et al.[44,45] have also theoretically determined

the first precise electrostatic potential profile obtained

on a single molecule in the presence of an external

potential source.

Seminario and Derosa have heavily investigated the

behavior of benzene rings substituted with nitro and amine

groups. It has been already determined that these groups

render the negative ions of the ring stable with respect to

the neutral state of the same molecule, thus they are able

to exist as single, stable molecules. In addition, for some

of these molecules, electron transport characteristics are

different for the anion than for the neutral state. If this is

the case, these molecules are able to behave by themselves

as memory devices. Our calculations indicate that some of

these molecules are able to store a second electron when

bonded to metallic atoms.[28,33,35] The main advantage of

this behavior for molecular electronics is that these

molecules present storage characteristics at three levels

(charge=0, �1, and �2), therefore they could behave as

devices without the need for a control gate because we

have one extra state available forming a two-terminal,

three-state device that could be substituted for a three-

terminal, two-state device.[35,46]

Fig. 4 Molecular electrostatic potential profile at 2 Å above the molecular plane. a) No voltage applied across the molecule; b)

side view of the MEP profile when 2 V are applied across the molecule; c) like b) but from a different view angle: view of the MEP

profile showing the distribution on the plane. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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APPLICATIONS

The following discussion reviews several applications of

the tools and techniques described above.

DFT-Based I–V Calculations

As a preliminary approach to calculating the I–V charac-

teristic of single molecules, a purely ab initio approach for

the calculation of molecular current–voltage character-

istics was developed.[17]

This method only uses molecular calculations to esti-

mate the I–V through a molecule, thus formulating a new

prescription can obtain current–voltage characteristics via

the use of precise quantum chemistry techniques. As

shown by the results in Fig. 5, the agreement of calcula-

tions[17] with the experiments on single molecules[1] is

very encouraging. Fig. 5 shows results labeled as Au–S–

(p-C6H4)–S–Au to be within the two experimental curves

exp1 and exp2. This technique does not require any ex-

perimental feedback to predict the I–V characteristics. In

addition, these studies have determined that the position

of the molecule with respect to the metal tips has a strong

effect on the charge transfer process.

NDR and Memory

Some molecules have been found to present a particular

response, such as NDR, to an applied voltage. This simply

means that above a certain voltage, the current through the

device decreases when the applied voltage increases. It is

experimentally[41,47] and theoretically[28] known the

nitroamine molecule 1 shows a strong negative differential

resistance; its I–V is characterized by a threshold at low

voltage, followed by a steady and pronounced increase in

the current until it reaches a maximum, then it sharply

decreases. The steady increase in current is partly attrib-

utable to the increase in the TF of the neutral molecule, but

is mainly a result of a simultaneous charge of the molecule

to �1. The current for the negative ion is relatively small

compared to the corresponding current that could be ob-

tained with the neutral state; however, this is in qualitative

agreement with the experiment where only 1 nA is obtained

at the peak of the curve through 1000 molecules. The

Fig. 5 Panels (a) and (b) show electron densities along parallel axes to the molecule (Au–Xe–Au) axis at 1.5 and 3 Å, respectively.

Cases when the external applied field is able to transfer one electron from the Au atom on the right side of the junction to the Au atom

on the left side are shown. (c) Molecular I(V) characteristics. exp1 and exp2 correspond to the experimentally determined values of I(V).

(Adapted from Ref. [17].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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sharp drop observed in the experiment is attributable to a

second electron charging the molecule, and yielding a

current lower than the currents for neutral and anion as

shown in Fig. 2. These characteristics, together with the

fact that the presence of Au atoms stabilizes the first two

anions, make this molecule suitable for use as a memory

device. Based on experimental observations,[41,47] the

molecule probably charges with one electron at a voltage

between 0.5 and 1.5 V, and most likely one electron is

stored at a voltage closer to 0.5 V as a result of the

position of the LUMO (Fig. 6), which is accessible for

conduction at a bias voltage of 0.6 V, while the second

electron is stored at a voltage closer to 1.5 V.

A bias voltage charges (writes) the neutral, and a pulse

below 0.5 V allows reading the state of the molecule

without altering its charge state—thus the ‘‘memory’’ can

be read. If uncharged, the molecule will be in a low im-

pedance state; but if charged, it will be in a high imped-

ance state. The predicted position of the NDR peak is not

exactly identical to the experimental observation, proba-

bly because of temperature effects[28] that we had not

considered, and the fact that the experimental setting

corresponds to a statistical average of ca. 1000 molecules

in parallel.

Molecule 2 (dinitro) had not been experimentally

tested (to the best of our knowledge); therefore, its char-

acteristics were inferred from this study. Its anion and

dianion were also predicted to be stable against electron

ejection. If we assume that the molecule remains un-

charged for low voltages, a threshold for conduction is

observed. The LUMO of this molecule is accessible for

conduction of electrons from the metal contacts at bias

voltage of 2V, thus this molecule will not become charged

for lower bias voltages. The storage of one electron in this

molecule yields a sharp increase of current. If another

electron is stored, a sharp decrease takes place.

NDR is expected in the dinitro molecule, although

with a different mechanism than for the nitroamine. Un-

like the latter, a range of voltages might be predicted in

which the dinitro molecule is in a high conductance state,

rather than just a peak. As a result, charged and uncharged

states can be easily identified. The dinitro molecule

can also perform as memory device. Its neutral shows

high impedance, while its single ion shows low imped-

ance. A read pulse should be lower than 2 V, the con-

ductance of the neutral and the single charged state are

perceptibly different in that range, and the applied voltage

is insufficient to charge the molecule if it is uncharged.

However, if the write pulse is large enough to doubly

charge the molecule, an ambiguity can result, because

both neutral and double charge states of the molecule

show high impedance.

The nitro groups are known to be electron-withdraw-

ing groups; therefore, when the dinitro is connected to

macroscopic tips, electrons are available in the contact

flow and could charge the molecule even without an

applied voltage, resulting in a current–voltage character-

istic that is different from what is expected for the neutral.

High conductance is expected at low voltages, with a

sudden drop when a second electron is stored. This

molecule is stable under the ejection of the second

electron, thus keeping the charge until it is forced to dis-

charge. A voltage pulse of more than 2 V writes a non-

conducting state in the molecule, and a low voltage pulse

Fig. 6 Density of states (a) and transmission function (b) for the neutral of 1 (blue) and 2 (red). The position of EF, i.e., the interface

between the occupied and unoccupied levels, is a 5.31 eV (light blue). (Adapted from Ref. [33].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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will read the molecule statically, i.e., without changing its

charge state.

Molecular Gain

An interesting manifestation of molecular gain was dis-

covered,[48] and later calculated by using high levels of

theory[42] considering two different modes of operation of a

single molecule with two phenyl rings. The relative posi-

tion of these rings, perpendicular or parallel with respect to

each other, determines the magnitude of the impedance.

The observed rotational barrier for this molecule is

about 0.05 eV, which is the energy needed to shift from

the parallel conformation to the perpendicular one.

However, when such a shift occurs, the HLG increases to

0.85 eV—in other words, by investing 0.05 eV, the

transmission barrier can be changed to 0.85 eV, which

corresponds to an amplification factor of 17.

Another important finding of this calculation is the

switching capabilities of this molecule, the coplanar

conformation present an impedance of 50 KO at 1 V,

whereas for the perpendicular conformation, the imped-

ance is almost 3 MO, i.e., 60 times greater (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 shows the I–V for both conformations, the planar

and rotated conformations. The solid line corresponds to

the I–V obtained after the application of an electric field to

the molecule, the dotted line represents the zero-field

approximation, i.e., the Hamiltonian at zero bias is used

for the entire voltage range. No significant difference

between the two approaches is observed for this molecule

up to 1 V. Thus the zero-field approximation, unlike that

for other molecules, works fairly well here.

Conducting and Insulating
Molecular Devices

Seminario et al.[49] demonstrated that molecules of

nanometer sizes could still be characterized as low- and

high-impedance devices by using quantum ab initio

techniques. Low-impedance and high-impedance devices

are needed as building blocks for circuits and systems in

molecular electronics. Small alkanes and polyyne chains

with s and p bonding, respectively, yield a high–low

impedance relation of 2 orders of magnitude for changes

of 1 nm in length, of 3 orders of magnitude for changes

of 1.3 nm in length, and with exponential growth after

0.9 nm. A substantial difference between polyynes and

alkanes was observed at small lengths; this difference is

unpredictable from what is known about the larger chains.

Fig. 7 Demonstration of molecular gain in a thiotolane system.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Variation of the current in the alkanes and polyynes. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The current in the alkanes is relatively low compared with

the current in the polyynes. The current in the polyynes

increases linearly with the voltage, as shown in Fig. 8, but

it does not change too much with the size of the polyyne.

On the other hand, the current through the alkanes is

smaller and it decreases very rapidly with the number of C

atoms in the chain. Fig. 8 also shows, in logarithmic scale,

the current at 1 V for all cases. While polyynes do not

show a significant change with the size of the chain, the

current through alkanes decreases rapidly and almost ex-

ponentially for the larger alkanes.

A Programmable Diode

In searching for new possible molecular devices, Derosa

et al.[50] studied the molecule depicted in Fig. 9, the mole-

cule 3-nitro-2-(3’-nitro-2’-ethynylpyridine)-5-pyridinethi-

ol (DNDP) has two pyridine rings with a nitro group each

in a meta position with respect to theN atom in the pyri-

dine. The two rings are separated by a phenylene group.

The neutral state of this molecule has a stable configura-

tion for which the rings are almost perpendicular to each

other (87�).
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this molecule is

the only six-member-rings-based molecule separated by

phenylene groups that presents a stable configuration for

which the rings are not coplanar. Even more interesting,

the anion and dianion for the DNDP are coplanar, thus the

same molecule has a stable state with planar and non-

planar conformations. Fig. 10 depicts a comparison with

other similar molecules: a) is the DNDP, b) shows the

same molecule but without the nitro groups, i.e. two

pyridine rings separated by a phenylene, c) shows a

molecule similar to DNDP but with two phenylene rings

instead of pyridines, and d) shows the tolane. The only

case where the rings are not parallel is a), the DNDP.

Provided the anion (or the dianion) are low impedance

states, a molecule with this characteristic is desirable as a

controllable switch—in which switching can be achieved

by controlling the charge or the conformation in the

molecule. It can also be used as a memory device when

connected to two contacts—the molecule can be written

by using an external field to control the relative rotation of

the rings; this is possible because the presence of the nitro

group gives the rings a dipole moment that will interact

with the external field. To write a zero, we need to induce

the noncoplanar conformation; to write a one, we need to

force the rings to be coplanar and the molecule will grab a

charge from the contacts because it is energetically fa-

vorable. To read the molecule, we need to sense its current

by attaching the molecule ends to contacts: high imped-

ance means zero (rings noncoplanar and the molecule is

neutral), low impedance means one (rings coplanar, and

the molecule is ionized). Alternatively, this molecule can

be a nanoactuator, if we control the charge state; we can

induce rotation by charging or discharging the molecule.

The I–V for this molecule was calculated by attaching

two Au atoms on one end to a S atom, and attaching

another two Au atoms to the other end, directly bonded to

the pyridine ring. The I–V curves are shown in Fig. 11, as

expected, the neutral is a poor conductor while the anion

and dianion conduct very well for positive bias (‘‘+’’ on

the vapor deposited end-top in the figure, and ‘‘� ’’ on the

self-assembly end) and poorly for negative bias. The

different nature of the contacts provides this system with

an even more attractive application—it can work as a

programmable diode; it will behave as a diode if charged,

but it can be turned off if we uncharge the molecule.

The idea of using an external field to induce switching

was not born with this molecule, molecules with three

Fig. 9 The dinitro dipyridine molecule. Neutral (left), anion

(center), and dianion (right) are shown. Au, C, H, N, and O

atoms are green, gray, white, blue, and red respectively. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Comparison between related molecules, all of them

consisting of two six-member rings separated by a phenylene

group: a) both rings are pyridines and each has a nitro group, b)

both rings are pyridines, c) both rings are phenyls and each has

a nitro group, d) a tolane molecule. Au, C, H, N, and O atoms

are green, gray, white, blue, and red respectively. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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phenyl rings were modified by attaching substituents to

give this central ring a finite dipole moment to interact

with the external field.[41,51] Switches based on this idea

are schematically represented in Fig. 12.

Metal Alligator Clip Interactions

Several works were devoted to understand the nature of

the molecule–contact interface, and several other models

have been proposed.[23,52–57] Through the characterization

of different metallic contacts as they interact with the

molecular device through different alligator clips, it was

demonstrated that the best alligator clip corresponds to S,

which is, however, not much better than the isonitryl (NC)

alligator clip. It was predicted that the best metal for the

metal–molecule interface corresponds to Pd, followed by

Ni and Pt. Cu can be considered intermediate, and the

worst cases correspond to Au and Ag (Fig. 13).

The impact of this study has been accepted at several

research environments, including experimental ones, in

which Pd and Pt have been considered as main sub-

stituents for Au, the metal that had been extensively used

as contact for many nanotechnology approaches.[58]

A benzene ring bonded through a S or CN group to six

different metallic atoms (Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Au, and Pt)

at each end was fully studied. The I–V curves were

compared with each other, and conclusions were drawn

about the best clip–metal combination. For this particular

Fig. 11 Current-vs.-voltage curves for the neutral (black), anion (orange), and dianion (blue). The inset shows details at the low

voltage range. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 Complementary molecular field effect transistors (CMolFETs): The current through molecules is controlled by an external

electric field able to rotate the central part of the molecule. To perform an electronic function, complementary types of molecules are

required: Type I are ON when no field is applied and OFF when a field is applied, whereas the opposite takes place for type II molecules.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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calculation, no electric field was applied to the molecule,

and complementary calculations indicated that frontier

MOs of a single benzene ring are hardly affected by the

external field, thus unimportant differences would have

been found if a field had been applied.

The Metal–Molecule Interface

Derosa and Seminario also provided the theoretical proof

that solved a controversial issue for both experimentalists

and theoreticians, which involved the metal–molecule

interface geometry.[29,33] They demonstrated through the

geometrical optimization of different systems that the

interaction between the clip and the gold surface is

achieved through only one Au atom, rather than through

two or three Au atoms, i.e., S tends to bond to one Au

atom only. The system analyzed was a single benzene ring

attached through a S clip to Au atoms (we considered

from one Au atom to five Au atoms). Benzene was chosen

because it represents the end group of many molecules

very commonly used for molecular electronics, a series of

phenyl-based oligomers, and provided an insight into the

nature of the metal–molecule interface on a self-assem-

bled monolayer, and the metal–molecule interface on a

vapor-deposited metal from ab initio DFT.[59] The anal-

ysis is based on the ability of the Kohn–Sham MOs to

determine the electron transport characteristics of single

molecules when they are attached to metallic contacts.

The geometry optimization performed for all the studied

systems used a high-accuracy convergence criterion, and

one of the best tradeoffs between precision and cost.

Furthermore, the theoretical results reasonably reproduce

available experimental evidence.

The self-assembly process consists of the deposition of

the molecules over a Au surface; thus, the metallic surface

suffers minimal perturbations by the presence of the de-

posited structure. Accordingly, results show that the in-

teraction between the clip and the gold surface is achieved

through only one Au atom, rather than through two or

three Au atoms. We predicted a S–Au bond of 2.45 Å

and a C–S–Au of 105�. Considering S in a hollow site

attached to three Au atoms in the exact center of the tri-

angle, it is not compatible with the geometry we pre-

dicted; if S–Au is 2.45 Å, then the angle C–S–Au is 137�
(Au–Au distance in a crystal is 2.88 Å). On the other hand,

if the angle C–S–Au is considered 105�, in agreement with

our predictions, then the S–Au distance should be 1.7 Å.

Either way, we end up with a very high strain configu-

ration, thus a very unstable bond, which is incompatible

with the experimental finding that S is a good clip to

attach organic molecules to metal surfaces. S, even when

it can be above a triangle of Au atoms, cannot be in the

center but mainly attached to one of the Au atoms. In

short, even if S is above a triangle of three metal atoms, it

will not be in the bare center, but closer to one of the

atoms in the triangle; such a Au atom is the one with the

highest interaction with the S alligator clip. In some cases,

the S clip is bonded to two Au atoms; however, the

structure becomes energetically less favorable.

Charge Effect on the Contacts

In a study of the dinitro and nitroamine molecule, Semi-

nario et al.[33] determined that all the charge transferred

from the Au atoms to the molecule is taken from the Au

directly connected to the phenyl ring, and almost no

charge is taken from or added to the Au bonded to the S.

Therefore, there will be substantial differences when S

connects the molecule to the Au atoms at both ends. A

calculation of nitroamine molecule, but with two Au

atoms in the upper ring instead of one, yields a total

charge of 0.38 in the two Au atoms. When three Au atoms

are connected at each end of the molecule, the S–Au3

group at the S end is neutral, while the Au3 group at the

other end bears a total charge of 0.48. This structure has

two Au atoms directly connected to the S on one end, and

one Au atom connected to the aryl ring on the other end.

On the S side, the Au atom not directly connected to S has

a charge of �0.2, while the S is positive by the same

amount. The Au atoms directly attached to the S are

neutral. On the other end, the Au directly attached to the C

in the ring holds almost all the charge at that end (+0.46),

while the other two Au are almost neutral. This indicates

that, even when each nitro group can store up to half an

electron, the molecule only takes less than half an electron

from the contact with no S. When the nitroamine and the

dinitro molecules are charged, part of the charge is stored

in the Au atoms rather than in the molecule. For dianions,

almost one electron for the dinitro and over one electron

for the nitroamine are stored in the Au atoms, plus the

sulfur. The fact that the Au atoms adsorb part of the

charge does not imply that the molecule cannot become

Fig. 13 The study of the molecule–contact interfaces provided

information about the best way to interconnect molecular systems.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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charged with two electrons; in fact, there is no definite

limit in the real system where we can distinguish the

molecule from the contacts. Certainly, the few first Au

atoms making contact to the molecule have to be con-

sidered part of the molecule. Most of the charge trans-

ferred to the molecule comes from the Au atoms directly

attached to the upper ring, irrespective of how many Au

atoms are directly connected to the upper ring, or whether

there are other Au atoms connected to them. Indepen-

dently of how the molecule is connected to Au, the

amount of charge in the molecule is half of an electron.

The Au atoms attached to the upper ring are positive, and

compensate the charge in the rest of the molecule. Even if

the molecule is not intrinsically charged at 0 V, it can be

easily precharged before its use by applying a bias volt-

age, and therefore this molecule can operate in another

mode with two charge states, �1 and �2.

Geometry Effects of the Metallic Contacts

To make sure that a more detailed representation of the

interface geometry does not strongly affect the electrical

characteristics of the molecule, the original geometry in

the dinitro and nitroamine molecules, described in the

previous sections, was modified by adding one H atom

bonded to the C on the vapor deposited end and two more

Au atoms on the self-assemble monolayer (SAM) side,

such that the S atom is on a hollow site of three Au atoms.

The geometries for Au–(2’-nitro-4-ethynylphenyl-4’-
ethynylphenyl-5’-nitro-1-benzenethiolate)–Au3 (1@) and

Au–(2’-amino-4-ethynylphenyl-4’-ethynylphenyl-5’-nitro-

1-benzenethiolate)–Au3(2@) were partially optimized in

the following manner: one Au atom is placed randomly

close to a fully optimized benzene ring; then the calcu-

lation runs until a local minimum is obtained and it is

confirmed by a second derivative calculation of the en-

ergy. This full benzene ring plus Au atom system is

substituted into the molecules. This forms molecules that

are most likely more realistic than those used before. For

the S-ended side of the molecule, a triad of Au atoms is

optimized and an S atom is placed on the hollow site and

optimized with a constraint of C3v symmetry. Such a

structure is unstable, thus the constraint is needed to

represent a possible (111) surface hollow site of an Au

crystal. Next, a benzene ring is attached to the S of the

Au3S system, keeping the Au3S base fixed and letting the

benzene ring to reach its most stable configuration with

respect to the Au3S system.

The addition of a C–H bond to the system does not

change the frontier MOs or those around them, as shown

in Fig. 14. Therefore electrical characteristics, such as the

I–V curve, are not affected. As long as the electronic

structure around the Fermi level is the same, drastic

changes in the geometry of the system only slightly affect

the results. The metal geometry at the interface may add

impedance, but the main features, such as NDR, are

mostly governed by the molecular conformation in the

central ring. This is supported by experiments, which

show good reproducibility in the electrical characteristics

when measuring several samples of the same molecule. It

is expected that the geometry of the vapor deposited Au is

different from sample to sample; however, results are

reproducible as shown in Ref. [46] On the other hand, it

has been shown that the shape of the I–V curves changes

radically when the substituents in the central ring, which

are those that strongly modify the frontier MOs, are

changed. The substituents determine the nature of the

molecular device. Thus the contacts do not affect the main

characteristic of the device. Conduction is practically at-

tributable to antibonding orbitals, rather than bonding

ones, which are much more stable and much lower in

energy than the Fermi energy of the metallic contacts.

Neither the H bonded to a C nor the addition of more Au

Fig. 14 MOs of 1 and 1@ showing the effects of adding one H and two Au atoms to 1. (a) LUMO+3 of 1 and HOMO of 1@, (b) HOMO

of 1 and 1@, (c) LUMO of 1 and 1@. (Adapted from Ref [33].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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atoms contribute to the main channels of conduction

through the molecule, because they only contribute with

very stable bonding or very unstable antibonding MOs, all

of them well localized. Nevertheless, the presence of the

C–H or C–Au bonds provides marked and contrasting

suggestions on how the contacts were created. A cleavage

of the C–H bond could lead to strong damage of the

nanopore, and this is certainly of paramount importance

for a study of metal vapor deposition. On the other hand,

the addition of more gold atoms simply increases the

number of localized MOs, but they do not contribute to

electron conduction.

Although the correct geometry in the experiment is

unknown, the authors believe that the geometry with the S

symmetrically centered on a hollow site, sometimes used

in theoretical calculations, is chemically and physically

impossible. This assertion is based on experimental[1]

information and theoretical calculations,[29] which deter-

mine that S should be bonded to just one Au atom. Notice

that constraining the geometry is the only way a S atom

can be kept in the geometric center of Au triangle—thus

confirming our affirmation that this geometry is not re-

alistic. The extended nature of the surface may not be

really relevant because the attachment of the molecule to

the surface is strongly dominated by local effects. Even

assuming that the SAM was performed on a perfect (111)

surface, there is evidence that the angles are the correct

ones. For instance, an angle of 107� is reported for the

bond angle of Au–S–C when alkanes are used.[60] This is

in agreement with calculations yielding 102� in a slightly

different environment. There is experimental evidence

indicating that the metal–S–C angle is 104�,[61] which

agrees with the theoretical predictions described in this

section. Angles on the order of 150� are certainly a

possibility, but they yield substantially less stable struc-

tures as observed experimentally[60] and theoretically.[29]

In summary, interpreting that S is in a hollow site

might lead to confusion. The fact is that S does not po-

sition itself symmetrically above the center of an Au3

triangle. The geometry suggested in this section is com-

patible and in perfect agreement with the experimental

findings that S is on a hollow site. However, the S atom

does not remain at the center of the triad. We assume two

possible and realistic bond angles for S, 90� and 100�,
connecting an oligomer chain, thus making a tilt angle of

30� with the normal to the surface, as is already estab-

lished experimentally for some alkanes.[60,62]

Search for Minimum Molecular
Programmable Units

Molecular electronics can be developed if we are able

to program a RANDOM arrangement of molecules or a

field programmable molecular random array. Preliminary

simulations have shown that programming this molecular

arrays is possible;[63–65] however, schemes for imple-

menting these programming techniques still need to be

realized and that starts by characterizing the smallest

molecular system with programmable features. Present

programs for the calculation of current–voltage char-

acteristics of electronic circuits, needed for such demon-

strations, are only able to predict single-valued char-

acteristics. A procedure exists to incorporate molecular

physics procedures with a practical analysis of molecular

circuits having strong nonlinearities.[6] The highly non-

linear current–voltage (I–V) characteristics shown by

some molecules open up a complete new set of possibili-

ties for operational circuits. However, the engineering

design becomes more complex and new approaches should

be developed because traditional tools for circuit analysis

are prepared to deal mostly with linear components.

Combinations of nonlinear systems yield circuits with

multivalued characteristics. Thus determining all the

possible states of the circuits is of fundamental importance

to characterize operational modes defined as set of states

allowed under normal operation. A special signal, usually

large in magnitude, above a threshold, can be used to drive

this system from one operational mode to another. This

flexibility allows more than one I–V curve for each device,

facilitating the programming of molecular circuits.

The first step in the design flow of moletronics systems

is to determine the electrical properties of single mole-

cules. Theoretical methods allow scientists to study sys-

tems comprising a molecular system interconnected by

small metal clusters. Triangular patterns made of gold

clusters interconnecting molecules are expected to be the

building blocks of moletronics functional units, for which

all of their possible functional states need to be charac-

terized. The analysis of possible configurations allowed

by self-assembly procedures needs to be performed to find

possible programmable units. When programmable mo-

lecular units of a given geometrical structure are found,

the candidate molecule goes through the simulation loop

until the simulated system yields programmable char-

acteristics, otherwise the molecule is discarded and an-

other, with different I–V characteristics, is chosen.

Molecules with highly nonlinear current–voltage (I–V)

curves are preferred because of their ability to create

switchable states. The simulation loop, looking for a

programmable molecular unit, begins with the proposal of

new single molecular devices and their characterization

utilizing ab initio principles. The next step is the charac-

terization of simple combinations of series and parallel

circuits of a few units, then functional units can be stud-

ied. These minimum programmable units are then com-

bined in larger circuits with more versatility, leading to

field programmable molecular random arrays.[65]
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Testbed for Molecular Architectures

Having made a considerable effort to characterize the

molecular device, a design paradigm for molecular elec-

tronics is simulated to demonstrate that clusters of devices

showing negative differential molecular impedance can be

used as minimum programmable units.[6,64,66] These mo-

lecular-scale resonant tunneling devices show features of

multiple-valued logic and memory. The plausibility of

programmability of minimum molecular units arranged in

triangular structures, which are similar to the (111) surface

of a face centered cubic crystal, are shown in Fig. 15. In

general, minimum units can be used as multivalue logic

blocks.[64,66,67] Input, output, and control signals can be

used to program the molefabric to a specific function,

which can be accomplished by using artificial intelligence

techniques such as neural networks and evolutionary

techniques. Future work is needed to test other individual

molecules until an optimum molecule, with adequate I–V

characteristics, is found for an efficient learning process of

the molefabric.

CONCLUSION

The field of moletronics is certainly exciting. Modern

semiconductor devices are already facing complications

with further size reduction, and are now forced to consider

quantum mechanical effects as transistor sizes become

increasingly smaller. It is believed that the semiconductor

industry will soon hit a practical device size limit, and at

that point, it will be necessary to pursue alternate com-

puting strategies to further reduce size and power con-

sumption, while providing increased computing power.

Moletronics is one such alternative. Because molecules

are on the nanometer scale, using them as electrical

switches will provide an innate reduction in size, and the

high molecular densities that can be achieved should lead

to increased computing power. However, it is not expec-

ted that moletronics will replace conventional electronics;

rather, it will complement it. The small molecular size

also introduces many difficulties that must be overcome

before moletronic devices can become a reality.

In this article, we have discussed the methods used to

calculate the electronic and electron transport properties

of moletronic systems with programmability character-

istics, as well as some applications of these methods.

Theoretical results showed excellent consistency with

experiments and explained experimental phenomena that

were observed prior to these simulations, and recently

theory was also able to predict experimental outcomes

before the actual experiment were performed. This pre-

dictive capability enables molecular simulations to actu-

ally design molecular components and recommend to

Fig. 15 Design of configurable random molecular logic units. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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experimentalists the most appropriate systems to be test-

ed. Finally, the search for minimum molecular program-

mable units and how these units may be used for

computing purposes were discussed to explain the analy-

sis and design flow of molecular devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to intentionally manipulate three-dimensional

(3-D) irregular-shaped matter with atomic precision,

abiding to physical laws, is considered as one of the ul-

timate goals of nanoscience and engineering. Nature

has given us a vast assortment of biological molecular

machines that demonstrate the viability of this goal, in-

cluding, among others, the ribosome (which can translate

mRNA instructions into proteins) and kinesin, an enzyme

that acts as a molecular motor which pulls things toward

the outer reaches of the cell. In nerve cells, it is kinesin

that pulls vesicles or other cellular materials from the cell

body to the nerve endings. These biological systems are

primarily ‘‘application-specific molecular machines.’’

They are not universal assemblers that could, in principle,

be used in a programmable fashion to perform alternate

functions at the molecular level. Self-replicating pro-

grammable manufacturing systems able to arrange atoms

for multiple ‘‘applications’’ would require a universal

assembler with an appropriate end-effector and a cor-

responding controller. The scope of this entry explores

design criteria for such a universal assembler (Fig. 1).

This article reviews the literature on the creation of

nanometer-scale spatial positioners, from a kinematic and

dynamic standpoint, as one of the basic building blocks

for an atomic-scale manipulator (to arrange differently

functionalized molecular building blocks into a lattice or

any other nanometer-scale object in a specified and

complex pattern, it is necessary to introduce positional

control). The development of theoretical criteria for the

design of reduced constrained dynamic complexity of a

nanoscale positioning device (nanomanipulator), based on

the equations of motion (EOM) for spatial serially artic-

ulated rigid multibodies, is presented in this article. By

using a rigid-body semiclassical mechanics approach, it is

shown how dynamic complexities, such as coupling and

nonlinearities introduced by high-speed operation, com-

plicate the control task and deteriorate performance. The

first section of the article introduces the reader to appro-

priate state space forms of the EOM for a serially coupled

set of rigid bodies using internal coordinates. This allows

a compact mathematical description of the problem at

hand and exposes the intended solution by permitting

concise physical insight. The second section develops the

complete set of EOM for both the Newton–Euler and

Lagrange–Euler formulations. From the state space

equivalence of both methods, the EOM are then expressed

as a function of the articulated body inertia operator for

the multibody, leading to a highly dependent form of the

EOM on this operator. The internal matrix structure of the

articulated body inertia is then revealed. The third section

presents the analysis that leads to a reduced set of EOM

from the structural simplification of the articulated body

inertia matrix and develops the general kinematics and

mass distribution criteria for doing so. From the resulting

analysis, a set of compliant manipulator configurations

that could, in principle, be built from carbon nanotubes,

linked by direct-driven rotational molecular joints, is

shown. Finally, the last section concludes on the obtained

results and describes current and future work.

NEED FOR A UNIVERSAL
MOLECULAR ASSEMBLER

Today, atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides capa-

bilities that allow scientist to characterize matter at the

nanometer-scale (e.g., electrically, mechanically, and

chemically) while correlating it to structure.[1] But per-

haps its most notable capability is that of allowing

the manipulation of nanometer-scale objects efficiently on

2-D surfaces,[2,3] making it possible to explore substrate–

sample interactions[4] or the creation of devices incorpo-

rating nanometer-scale objects.[5] Atomic force micros-

copy is indeed an important tool for the study of

nanodevices, but as impressive as it may be, it is not likely

to become the type of atomic manipulator expected to

permit the aforementioned goal, leading to the shift in

paradigm proposed by molecular manufacturing: bottom-

up atomic-scale construction. For this, a new set of

devices is required to allow for atomic level manipulation

in 3-D space, autonomous/commanded self-replication,

nanometer/submicrometer-scale size, increased spatial

dexterity, and higher operational energy efficiency,

among others.

Currently proposed nanoscale molecular devices in-

herit their design, for the most part, from macroscopic

counterparts.[6,7] Little regard is taken to consider atomic-

scale effects (in particular, nonbonded interactions or the
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discrete nature of the atoms spherical contact surfaces[6])

other than mere static structural stability of the molecular

components or the undesired dynamic properties being

ported from the macroscopic systems to the nanoscale that

increase controller complexities and, in some cases, im-

pose serious constraints on performance. Nanometer-scale

manipulator designs tend to favor particular character-

istics (e.g., force magnitude at the end-effector or

stretching stiffness—refer to Fig. 2) while sacrificing

other properties that are also fundamental at the nano-

scale, such as dexterity (for molecular obstacle avoidance),

reachable workspace, or operational speed, among others.

New Approach

This article is concerned with the theoretical criteria for

the design of a nanoscale positioning device (nanoma-

nipulator), based on the equations of motion (EOM) for

spatial serially articulated rigid multibodies, in particular,

by using a rigid-body semiclassical mechanics approach.

The resulting equations for the corresponding micro-

canonical or canonical ensembles make it evident that the

key operator affecting the complexity of the EOM is the

articulated body inertia of the system.

This entry analyzes the necessary conditions under

which the spatial articulated body inertia operator for the

system can be made decoupled (diagonal) and configu-

ration-invariant (independent of joint coordinates). Sim-

plifying its structure via design, by considering the

kinematics and mass distribution of the system, proves to

be a major advantage for reducing the complexity of the

forward dynamics solution (used in molecular simula-

tions) and the inverse dynamics solution (used in the de-

sign of appropriate controllers). The proposed devices are

presumed to be fully actuated; that is, joint motion

depends on an individual actuator, located directly or re-

motely on the joint origin.

Although some research has been devoted in the past to

highly speculative designs and concepts,[7,9,10] some with

adequate functionality (evaluated via molecular simula-

tions using first principles), it is worth pointing out that

advances into the design of robust modular mechano-

synthesis nanodevices are still very limited. This work

provides a new direction in this quest by proposing novel

designs for a positioning device for molecular mechano-

synthesis with high dexterity, large workspace (ratio to

manipulator size), and improved dynamic performance at

high speed that could, in principle, be synthesized from

modular self-assembled parts. Furthermore, the proposed

designs can be actuated at the corresponding joints by

existing polymeric muscles at the nanometer scale. It is

assumed that arbitrary positioning of atoms in 3-D space

requires at least 3 degrees of freedom, while that of

complex macromolecules requires a minimum of 6 degrees

of freedom to account for the added complexity of arbi-

trary orientation of manipulated bodies.

Fig. 1 Universal molecular assembler.

Fig. 2 Nanometer scale Stewart platform manipulator (left picture—#K.E. Drexler, Institute of Molecular Manufacturing—http://

www.imm.org) and macroscopic commercial counterpart (right picture—by Physik Instrumente GmbH). Both designs trade off

controllability (highly coupled designs that limit speed), dexterity (useful in obstacle avoidance), and reachable workspace for

higher payload. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The approach presented here considers a semiclassical

dynamics formulation of the constrained EOM for a serial

set of articulated rigid molecular bodies, analogous in

structure to a human manipulator arm. The notion of rigid

body is employed at the molecular level in the context of

clusters of atoms (refer to Fig. 3) that make up the primary

components of the nanoscale positioning device (e.g., a

single atom, a phenyl ring, an alpha helix, or even an

entire protein domain). In turn, the notion of constrained

dynamics comes from introducing constraints on molec-

ular structural properties such as bond lengths and bond

angles to shift focus onto the dihedrals that distinguish

conformations, in this way reducing the number of atomic

degrees of freedom (DOF).

Consequently, the description and analysis of the mo-

lecular system are simplified without loosing nanoscale

properties, and the real-time requirements for control

or simulation of the device are significantly reduced

(intracluster motions are neglected). Articulated motion

comes from clusters interconnected via hinges or joints.

Joints do not have to be bonded atomically as shown in

Fig. 3.

STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION OF THE
EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Assume that the state of the system is known and defined

by the collection of generalized coordinates (Q, _Q, �Q)

corresponding to effective joint positions, velocities, and

accelerations, respectively. Furthermore, assume that the

mass distribution of each rigid element of the multibody

is completely characterized, given a localized center of

mass and a known inertia tensor. It then follows that for a

constrained molecular dynamics model, the EOM under

Newton’s formulation are represented in state space as

FðQÞ ¼ MðQÞ�Q þ CðQ; _QÞ þ NðQ; _QÞ ð1Þ

where F denotes the vector of generalized forces (e.g.,

torques) applied at the joint, N are any other conservative

forces (e.g., potential) acting on each generalized coor-

dinate, M denotes the articulated body inertia matrix, and

C denotes the nonlinear velocity-dependent terms of force

(e.g., Coriolis, centrifugal, and gyroscopic forces). Solv-

ing Eq. 1 leads to a direct calculation of joint actuator

forces required for the system to follow a specific spatial

trajectory. On the other hand, the dynamics of motion are

obtained by solving Eq. 1 for effective joint accelerations,

�Q ¼ M � 1ðQÞ½FðQÞ � CðQ; _QÞ � NðQ; _QÞ� ð2Þ

This article explores the dependence of both Eqs. 1 and 2

on the articulated body inertia operator M and particular

forms of this operator that lead to reduced complexities in

both the inverse and forward dynamics solutions expres-

sed above.

Canonical Ensemble

Standard Newtonian dynamics leads to conservation of total

energy along a motion trajectory; thus the collection of

points for this type of molecular dynamics (MD) describes a

microcanonical ensemble (NVE: number of particles, vol-

ume, and energy are conserved). To deal with normal ex-

perimental conditions, it is necessary to add contact with a

heat bath at constant temperature. An appropriate ensemble

to simulate these conditions (NVT and NPT) is the canonical

ensemble. The corresponding extensions to support a

canonical ensemble were carried out by Nosé[11] and

Hoover[12] for Cartesian dynamics. Nosé introduced an ad-

ditional time-scalingvariable, and its conjugatemomentum,

into the system to represent its interaction with the heat bath.

The resulting EOM drive the velocity changes with time

which, in turn, drive the changes in thermal energy (kinetic),

leading to itspropercanonicaldescription.However,Nosé’s

EOM involve virtual time, which implies unequal time steps

in real time. This is inconvenient for the analysis of dynamic

properties of the system (e.g., Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT)), so Hoover proposed transforming the Nosé EOM

into real variables. A concise form of the Hoover dynamics

EOM follows,

FðQÞ ¼ MðQÞ�Q þ CðQ; _QÞ þ Fnb
X þ xMðQÞ _Q ð3Þ

where FX
nb is the sum of gradients of the nonbond and

external potentials F with respect to Cartesian coordinates

and x denotes the baths friction coefficient. For simulation

purposes, the friction coefficient, x, is integrated for

each time step using a modified leap frog verlet from the

Fig. 3 Rigid body (atomic clusters) molecular system repre-

sentation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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relation between the ratio of instantaneous temperature to

bath temperature and the timescale of relaxation of the

bath variables.[13]

It should be noted that Eq. 3 has the same form as that

for the microcanonical ensemble (Eq. 1), except that it

includes one additional term: a friction term as a result of

the atomic interaction with a heat bath.

The Articulated Body Inertia Using
Spatial Operator Algebra

This section presents an overview of the development of

the EOM for a serial chain multibody (Fig. 3) using spatial

operator algebra. For additional detail on spatial algebra in

multibody dynamics, see Refs. [14] and [15]. From the

equivalence between the Newtonian and Lagrangian for-

mulations, a particular form of the EOM is found to ex-

press the nonlinear velocity-dependent terms in C (Eq. 1)

as a function of the articulated body inertia of the system,

M. This form of the EOM conduces to a straightforward

explanation of why altering the structure of M, by design,

is critical for the dynamic complexity of the system.

Spatial Transformations

To operate and manipulate 6-D physical quantities on a

common coordinate reference frame, 6-D spatial trans-

formation operators are required. For any generic 3-D

distance vector from point 1 to point 2, t1,2, the translation

operator is defined as

T̂1;2 ¼
U ~t1;2

0 U

� �
ð4Þ

where

~t1;2 ¼
0 � tz ty
tz 0 � tx
� ty tx 0

" #
ð5Þ

is the skew symmetric equivalent to the vector cross

product and U is the 3-D identity matrix.

To simplify notation, a coordinate free form repre-

sentation of the EOM is adopted, hence the orientation

transformation is not made explicit. For an actual imple-

mentation of the solution, such an operator is required.

Newton–Euler Formulation

Assuming a base to tip propagation of kinematic param-

eters (refer to Fig. 3), the spatial (translational and rota-

tional components stacked in a single 6-D operator)

velocities (V), from body i=1. . .n, are expressed as

Vi ¼ P̂
T

i � 1;iVi � 1 þ Hi
_Qi ð6Þ

where Hi denotes the projection matrix onto the joint (i)

DOF. Differentiating with respect to time results in the

spatial accelerations ( _V),

_Vi ¼ P̂
T

i � 1;i
_Vi � 1 þ Hi

�Qi þ _̂P
T

i;i � 1Vi � 1

þ _Hi
_Qi ð7Þ

A reverse (or downward) propagation from body i = n. . .1
of the spatial forces follows to complete the EOM,

Fi ¼ P̂i;i þ 1Fi þ 1 þ Ii
_Vi þ ½_Ii þ Ii

_̂
S

T

Oi;cm�Vi ð8Þ

where the spatial inertia matrix for body i, Ii2R6	6, is

obtained from the scalar mass and the moments of inertia

with respect to a point of interest on the body. Boundary

conditions are set accordingly for the type of base

(floating/fixed) and for the existence of external forces.

Assuming for body i a mass mi and a tensor of inertia Ji,cm

about its center of mass, cm, the spatial inertia operator is

defined as

Ii;cm ¼
Ji;cm 0

0 miU

� �
2 R

6	6 ð9Þ

It then follows from the parallel axis theorem that the

spatial inertia of the body about the hinge origin, Oi, Ii is

given by

Ii ¼
JOi mi~sOi;cm

� mi~sOi;cm miU

� �
ð10Þ

Finally, spatial forces are projected onto the DOF of each

joint to obtain the effective forces,

Fi ¼ HT
i Fi ð11Þ

By assuming, for notational simplicity, that EOM are

found at the center of mass and by defining higher level

physical operators as follows,

I ¼ diag½In; In � 1; . . . ; I1� 2 R
6n	6n

H ¼ diag½Hn;Hn � 1; . . . ;H1�T 2 R
6n	m

V ¼ ½Vn;Vn � 1; . . . ;V1�T 2 R
6n	m

_Q ¼ ½ _Qn; _Qn � 1; . . . ; _Q1�
T 2 R

n	m

_V ¼ ½ _Vn; _Vn � 1; . . . ; _V1�
T 2 R

6n	m

�Q ¼ ½�Qn; �Qn � 1; . . . ; �Q1�
T 2 R

n	m
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F ¼ ½Fn;Fn � 1; . . . ;F1�T 2 R
6n	m

S ¼ diag½Ŝn; Ŝn � 1; . . . ; Ŝ1� 2 R
6n	6n

P ¼

U 0 0 
 
 
 0

� P̂n; n � 1 U 0 
 
 
 0

0 � P̂n � 1; n � 2 U 
 
 
 0

..

. ..
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

0 0 
 
 
 � P̂2;1 U

2
666666664

3
777777775
ð12Þ

where m is the number of DOF per joint and U is the 6-D

identity matrix. Then, Eqs. 6–8 and 11 are rewritten in

indexless spatial notation.

PTV ¼ H _Q ð13Þ

Solving for spatial velocities in Eq. 13

V ¼ PT � 1

H _Q ð14Þ

where

P � 1 ¼

U 0 0 
 
 
 0

P̂n � 1; n U 0 
 
 
 0

P̂n � 2; n P̂n � 2; n � 1 U 
 
 
 0

..

. ..
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

P̂1; n P̂1; n � 1 
 
 
 P̂1; 2 U

2
666666664

3
777777775

2 R
6n	6n ð15Þ

Because PT� 1

(upper triangular) is nilpotent, P0,n
T� 1

= 0,

then PT� 1

= P�1T

. For simplicity, let r � P�1, then,

V ¼ rTH _Q ð16Þ

From the above equation, it follows that the manipulator

Jacobian (J), relating the joint state with the end-effector

position and orientation, is given by

J ¼ rTH ð17Þ

In turn, spatial accelerations are written as follows,

_V ¼ _rTH _Q þ rT _H _Q þ rTH �Q ð18Þ

and the spatial forces expressed with respect to joint origin,

PF ¼ _IV þ I _V � _SIV ð19Þ

Solving for spatial forces,

F ¼ r½_IV þ I _V � _SIV � ð20Þ

and from projecting onto the axes of motion from Eq. 11,

the effective forces are obtained,

F ¼ HTr½_IV þ I _V � _SIV � ð21Þ

Replacing Eqs. 14 and 18 in Eq. 21,

F ¼ HTr½_IrTH _Q þ I½ _rTH _Q þ rT _H _Q

þ rTH �Q� � _SIrTH _Q� ð22Þ

Grouping terms of �Q and _Q,

F ¼ ½HTrIrTH��Q þ HTr

	 ½_IrTH þ I _rTH þ IrT _H � _SIrTH� _Q ð23Þ

Recognizing that Eq. 23 is equivalent, in state space, to

Eq. 1, then the articulated body inertia operator for the

system is given by

M ¼ HTrIrTH ð24Þ

Clearly, M is strictly dependent only on the kinematics

and mass distribution of the multibody. Note that it can

also be written in terms of the manipulator Jacobian,

from Eq. 17

M ¼ JIJT ð25Þ

The nonlinear-dependent (quadratic in velocity) terms

(Coriolis, centrifugal, and gyroscopic) in Eq. 23 are

extracted as

C ¼ HTr½_IrTH þ I _rTH þ IrT _H � _SIrTH� _Q ð26Þ

Lagrange–Euler Formulation

Using the same operators already found, we will express

the EOM in terms of the Lagrangian operator, L=T�U,

where T is the kinetic energy and U is the potential energy.

The kinetic energy of the serial multibody

The kinetic energy for the entire system is the sum of the

kinetic energy of each of the links, equivalent to

Ti ¼
1

2

Xn

i ¼ 1

VT
i IiVi ð27Þ

This can be expressed in simplified spatial form from

the higher level operators in Eqs. 12 and 16, using the

above equation,

TðQ; _QÞ ¼ 1

2
_Q

T
HTrðQÞIrTðQÞH _Q ð28Þ
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From Eq. 18, it then follows that the kinetic energy is

given as a function of M by

TðQ; _QÞ ¼ 1

2
_Q

T
MðQÞ _Q ð29Þ

The potential energy of the serial multibody

The potential energy of each link is a function of the

geometry of the manipulator. Let hi(Q) be the height of the

center of mass of the ith link (position of the center of

mass opposing the direction of gravity). The total poten-

tial energy for the manipulator is given by the sum of

contributions from each link:

UðQÞ ¼
Xn

i ¼ 1

mighiðQÞ ð30Þ

where mi is the mass of the ith link and g is the gravita-

tional constant. For simplicity, the systems potential en-

ergy is denoted in spatial notation as

UðQÞ ¼ FðQÞ ð31Þ

No gravity pull is assumed at the nanoscale.

The Lagrangian operator for the serial articulated

multibody is then written as

LðQ; _QÞ ¼ T � U ¼ 1

2
_Q

T
MðQÞ _Q � FðQÞ ð32Þ

Yang and Tzeng[16] proposed a simple method to ‘‘lin-

earize’’ serial chain robot manipulators based on the

Lagrange–Euler formulation. The method consists of

eliminating by design the terms in T and U that depend on

joint coordinate variables. By doing so, differentiation of

both kinetic and potential energy leads to complete in-

dependence of the EOM on joint rates (velocity-dependent

terms) for simple manipulators of up to 3 DOF and sim-

plified dynamics for higher DOF. Nonetheless, the

resulting configurations are still joint-coupled.

Applying variational principles to the Lagrangian op-

erator results in the Lagrange–Euler dynamic EOM,

Fi ¼
d

dt

@L

@ _Qi

� @L

@Qi

ð33Þ

where Fi represents the spatial forces acting on the

ith joint.

It will be convenient to express the kinetic energy as

a sum,

LðQ; _QÞ ¼ 1

2

Xn

i; j ¼ 1

MijðQÞ _Qi
_Qj � FðQÞ ð34Þ

From Eqs. 29–31, the first term in Eq. 33 is given by

d

dt

@L

@ _Qi

¼ d

dt

Xn

j ¼ 1

Mij
_Qj

 !

¼
Xn

j ¼ 1

ð _Mij
_Qj þ Mij

�QjÞ ð35Þ

On the other hand, the first partial derivative of the

Lagrangian operator with respect to joint variables is

@L

@Q
¼ 1

2

Xn

j;k ¼ 1

@MkjðQÞ
@Qi

_Qk
_Qj �

@FðQÞ
@Qi

ð36Þ

Subtracting Eq. 36 from Eq. 35 results in the EOM.

Because the potential energy is dependent only on Q,

these are not expanded (our interest lays on nonlinear

velocity-dependent terms)

Fi ¼
Xn

j ¼ 1

ð _Mij
_Qj þ Mij

�QjÞ �
1

2

	
Xn

j;k ¼ 1

@MkjðQÞ
@Qi

_Qk
_Qj þ

@FðQÞ
@Qi

ð37Þ

This is expressed in higher-level spatial operators as

F ¼ M �Q þ _M _Q � 1

2
_Q

T
MQ

_Q þ @F
@Q

ð38Þ

where MQ corresponds to the partial derivative of M

with respect to joint variables. _Mij in Eq. 37 can be

expanded in terms of partial derivatives to yield

Xn

j ¼ 1

_MijðQÞ ¼
Xn

j; k ¼ 1

@MijðQÞ
@Qk

_Qk ð39Þ

Rewriting Eq. 37 using the above result yields

Fi ¼
Xn

j ¼ 1

MijðQÞ�Qj þ
@FðQÞ
@Qi

þ
Xn

j;k ¼ 1

@Mij

@Qk

_Qj
_Qk �

1

2

@MkjðQÞ
@Qi

tQk
_Qj

� �
ð40Þ

From Eq. 37, the nonlinear velocity-dependent terms are

given by

CðQ; _QÞ ¼ _M _Q � 1

2
_Q

T
MQ

_Q ð41Þ
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By inspection, Eq. 37 is equivalent in state space to

Eq. 1. It must then follow that Eq. 41�Eq. 26,

HTr½_IrTH þ I _rTH þ IrT _H � _SIrTH� _Q

� _M _Q � 1

2
_Q

T
MQ

_Q ð42Þ

The proof of this equality is reached in a straightforward

manner from the time derivatives of the spatial operators.

The key issue here is noting the dependence of F on M

in Eq. 40. By doing so, the following can be said about

simplifying the complexity of F via careful structural

design of the multibody.

1. Obtaining a decoupled form of the articulated body

inertia operator (i.e., a diagonalized form of it) elim-

inates joint actuator interactions.

2. Obtaining a configuration-invariant form of the artic-

ulated body inertia operator eliminates the dependence

of M on joint coordinates (Q), hence nonlinear ve-

locity-dependent terms in the EOM (C) vanish, except

nonbonded potential components and friction term.

STRUCTURAL SIMPLIFICATIONS ON M
THAT LEAD TO SIMPLIFIED
CONSTRAINED DYNAMICS

The existence of a diagonalized composite body inertia

form for serially articulated rigid-body spatial manip-

ulators can be proven given that the representing mass

operator for the system defines a metric tensor.[17] If this

tensor is made to be metric Euclidean (i.e., with constant

coefficients) by design, based on kinematic and mass

distribution characteristics, then its configuration manifold

is flat and the associated curvature tensor vanishes[21] (i.e.,

global diagonalizing transformation exists).

Rhijk ¼
1

2

	 @2Mhk

@Qi@Qj

þ @2Mij

@Qh@Qk

� @2Mhj

@Qi@Qk

� @2Mik

@Qh@Qj

� �

þ
X

l

l

ij

( )
½hk; l� �

l

ik

( )
½hj; l�

" #
¼ 0

ð43Þ

where R is the curvature tensor of M, Rhijk is the

corresponding n(n+1)/2 Riemannian symbols of the first

kind,[18] and the quantities

½ij; k� and
k

ij

� �

are the Christoffel symbols of the first and second kind,[18]

respectively, which are computed from the corresponding

first derivatives of the mass matrix operator with respect to

the joint angles.

On the other hand, the existence of a configuration-

invariant form of the articulated body inertia can be proven

and the corresponding criteria can be derived when the

first-order partial derivative of the corresponding metric

tensor with respect to joint coordinates vanishes (MQ = 0),

MQi
¼ @HT

@Qi

rIrTH þ HT @r
@Qi

IrTH þ HTr
@I

@Qi

rTH

þ HTrI
@rT

@Qi

H þ HTrIrT @H

@Qi

¼ HTr½~Hi

drI � IrT ~H
i

d�rTH ð44Þ

where the matrix ~Hd
i is the 6n	6n matrix whose elements

are all zero, except for the 6	6 block corresponding to the
~Hi at the ith location on the diagonal. The index i corre-

sponds to the joint-angle Qi with respect to which the

sensitivity derivative of the mass matrix MQ is being taken.

An alternate approach comes from the structure of M.

By analytically determining the joint coordinate-de-

pendent terms in M and explicitly eliminating these, or

inducing their constancy, through design criteria, config-

uration invariance can be achieved. Additionally, the off-

diagonal terms in M can be explicitly removed by design.

Expanding the spatial operator form of M, found in Eq. 24,

into its diagonal and off-diagonal components leads to

Mi;i ¼ HT
i Ii þ

Xn

k ¼ i þ 1

P̂
k

i IkP̂
k

i

T

" #
Hi ð45Þ

Mi;j ¼ HT
i P̂

i

jIj þ
Xn

k ¼ j þ 1

P̂
k

i IkP̂
k

j

T

" #
Hj i > j ð46Þ

For a serial chain, M is symmetric positive definite, then,

Mj,i=Mi,j
T , j< i. Clearly, Eq. 45 cannot be null because of

the principal moments of inertia.

Structural Manipulator Building Blocks

Simple two DOF cases can serve as building blocks for

more complex articulated multibodies. For 2 DOF arms

with open kinematic chain structure, the articulated body

inertia cannot be decoupled unless the joint axes are or-

thogonal to each other (refer to Fig. 4). Possible mass

distribution properties for decoupledness assuming joints

with a rotational single degree of freedom, r as the dis-

tance vector between the two joints, bi as the direction
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cosines of the joint axes (zi as the joint axis), and a tensor

of inertia given by

J ¼
Ixx Ixy Ixz

Iyx Iyy Iyz

Izx Izy Izz

2
64

3
75 ð47Þ

are shown in Fig. 5.

For arms with open kinematic chain structure, the ar-

ticulated body inertia can only be invariant iff one of the

conditions expressed in Fig. 6 or Fig. 7 is met.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2 DOF

open kinematic chain structure and mass distribution to

possess a decoupled and invariant articulated body inertia

are given in Fig. 8. For higher DOF, the above 2 DOF

cases can be used as building blocks. On the other hand,

one way to relax the orthogonality condition for decou-

pling is to relocate the actuators to reduce the reaction

torques exerted by an actuator. The above configurations

assume actuators acting directly on each joint, hence re-

action torques are present. From the conditions for

decoupling, it can be deduced that decoupling the inertia

tensor for more than 2 degrees of freedom requires

modification of the structure of the arm mechanism. This

was also demonstrated by Asada and Youcef-Toumi[20]

and Youcef-Toumi[24] for macroscopic manipulators with

fixed base. Fig. 8 shows a possible 4 DOF multibar spatial

mechanism configuration that can be controlled in a single

plane (fixed waist rotation during motion of y2, y3, and y4)

with full decoupled and invariant inertia. The rotation of

any link is a result of 1 and only 1 actuator [i.e., y1(1,4,6),

y2(2,5,8), y1(3,7,9)].

Thermal Noise and Positional
Variance (Uncertainty)

Thermal noise at the molecular level affects the positional

accuracy. One of the key issues in achieving good posi-

tional accuracy at the nanoscale is controlling temperature

or conversely controlling the structural stiffness of the

elements that make up the manipulator. The latter is

preferred, given the need to operate these nanodevices at

room temperature. Because the presented designs have

bending forces applied to their structural elements, we

wish to evaluate their stiffness with respect to deflection

of their ends as a consequence of thermal noise.

This has been shown by Ref. [19] from classical sta-

tistical mechanics. Let the probability density function for

one position coordinate of a particle, say x, subject to the

potential energy function V(x) be fx(x).

fxðxÞ ¼
exp½ � VðxÞ=kBT�Z 1

� 1
exp½ � VðxÞ=kBT �dx

ð48Þ

where kB=1.38	1023 J/K is the Boltzmann constant and

T is the temperature. From the potential energy for a

simple case, say the harmonic potential,

VðxÞ ¼ 1

2
ksx

2 ð49Þ

it is shown that the probability density function is

Gaussian:

fxðxÞ ¼
exp � ksx

2=2kBT½ �Z 1
� 1

exp � ksx
2=2kBT

� �
dx

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

sclass

exp
� x2

2s2
class

� � ð50Þ

Fig. 4 Schematic of two rotational DOF arm and correspond-

ing kinematic and mass parameters (cylinders indicate rotating

joint).

Fig. 5 Decoupled configurations resulting from Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 Invariant configurations resulting from Fig. 4.
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Yielding the classical value for the positional variance

(=standard deviation squared=mean square displace-

ment=RMS positional error squared),

s2 ¼ kBT

fR

ð51Þ

showing clearly that thermal noise can be controlled by

decreasing the temperature T or by increasing the re-

storing force fR (measured by the stiffness ks).

The positional uncertainty in quantum statistical me-

chanics for a harmonic oscillator shows that ‘‘quantum

effects’’ do not pose a fundamental problem either,

s2 ¼ �ho
ks

1

2
þ expð�ho=kTÞ � 1½ � � 1

� �
ð52Þ

Describing the frequency, o, in terms of the mechanical

parameters (o ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ks=m

p
) leads to

s2 ¼ �hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ksm
p 1

2
þ expð�ho=kTÞ � 1½ � � 1

� �
ð53Þ

Applying Eq. 51 to a cylindrical rod of radius r, length L,

and traverse stiffness given by

ks ¼
3pr4E

4L3
ð54Þ

where E is the material’s Young modulus (e.g., E = 1012

Pa for diamond), we can deduce that the positional error

squared is given as

s2 ¼ kBT4L3

3pr 4E
ð55Þ

For a rod at room temperature (300 K) of E = 1012 N/m2

(diamond), r = 8 nm, and L = 50 nm, the RMS positional

error is s = 0.007 nm, much less than an atomic diameter.

For the quantum mechanical version in Eq. 53, positional

variance is again acceptable.

Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCN) are good can-

didates as structural elements. In general, diamondoid

structures area favored for nanomechanical systems be-

cause of their fundamental physical properties (strength

and stiffness, among others).

Consequently, the structural elements that make up

the manipulator must be chosen according to the sys-

tems kinematics and the calculated positional error of

the end-effector. A simple kinematic analysis shows the

calculation of the RMS positional error at the end-ef-

fector as a function of the propagation of deflections of

the composing structural elements because of thermal

noise. Using the cylindrical rods defined previously as

structural elements for the kinematic configuration

found in Fig. 8, and assuming an equal positional var-

iance in all Cartesian coordinates, the worst-case RMS

positional error of the manipulator’s end-effector can

be computed from Eq. 16 for a joint differential change

on all 4 degrees of freedom. Using Denavit–Harten-

berg’s (DH) convention for coordinate frame assignment

and parameterization,[22] the Jacobian for such a con-

figuration can be computed algebraically from the kin-

ematics equations,

A0
1A1

2A2
3A3

4 ¼ T0
4 ð56Þ

where

Ai� 1
i

¼

cos yi � cos ai sin yi sin ai sin yi ai cos yi

sin yi cos ai cos yi � sin ai cos yi ai sin yi

0 sin ai cos ai di

0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

ð57Þ

where ai and di represent the Cartesian distance between

joint axes i and i�1, ai is the angle between adjacent

joint axis, yi is the ith joint angle, and T4
0 represents the

orientation and position of the end-effector with respect

to the inertial reference frame.

Fig. 8 Four DOF decoupled and invariant inertia manipulator

for simultaneous motions involving y2–4. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Decoupled and/or invariant configurations resulting

from Fig. 4.
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T0
4 ¼

nx ox ax px

ny oy ay py

nz oz az pz

0 0 0 1

2
6664

3
7775 ð58Þ

where n, o, and a represent the 3-D vectors associated

with the orientation of the manipulators’ end-effector

with respect to the inertial frame x, y, and z and p

represents the position of the end-effector with respect

to the same reference frame. For this particular con-

figuration, the DH parameters are given in Table 1.

The Jacobian can then be calculated from the col-

umn vectors that relate the differential Cartesian change

of the end-effector with the differential change in each

i joints,

dTn

dyi

¼

� nxpy þ nypx

� oxpy þ oypx

� axpy þ aypx

nx

ny

nz

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ð59Þ

Solving Eq. 16 for V, the maximum end-effector dif-

ferential translational deviation in any given coordinate

is 0.028 nm (still less than an atomic diameter). This

does not account for the additional error introduced by

joint backlash.

CONCLUSION

Two and three DOF configurations with movable base are

currently being designed at the molecular level, from

modular parts (carbon nanotubes). Decoupled inertia is

achievable for manipulators of up to 3 DOF, via structural

redesign of the serial chain, while configuration-invariant

inertia is manageable for higher DOF systems. These

results become the basis for designing manipulators

with reduced complexity dynamics, improved stability,

and controllability, given that 1) for a hypothetical

fully decoupled system, the dynamic control equations

could then be computed under strict parallelism in O(1)

with O(n) processors using a single input single output

(SISO) controller (given precomputation of FX
nb) and/or 2)

for a configuration-invariant system, the computation

of the inverse mass matrix does not need to be ex-

plicitly addressed at every control/integration time step.

Having both conditions met results in the following

simplified EOM,

F ¼ M �Q þ Fnb
X þ xM _Q ð60Þ

�Q ¼ M � 1½F � Fnb
X � xM _Q� ð61Þ

where M is diagonal and can be precalculated only once.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the biophysical and biochemical properties of

motor proteins have been well studied, only recently have

attempts been made to develop them as mechanical com-

ponents in hybrid nanoengineered systems.[1–4] The motor

protein F1-ATPase is the smallest rotary motor known and

can generate forces compatible with currently producible

nanomechanical structures; we have previously fabricated

and operated hybrid organic–inorganic nanodevices pow-

ered by F1-ATPase (Fig. 1).[4] Control of device activity is

a critical aspect in the engineering and deployment of in-

tegrated nanomachines. There are a variety of possible

control mechanisms, including mechanical, optical, elec-

trical, and chemical. We have previously implemented

chemical controls into F1-ATPase.[5] These controls fol-

lowed from the design and construction of allosteric metal-

binding sites that constituted a reversible and repeatable

on/off switch of motor activity which was demonstrated in

the bulk and at the single molecule level. For biomolecular

motor-powered hybrid devices to fully realize their po-

tential, progressing beyond scientific experiments and

low-functioning curiosities, the devices and device com-

ponents should be entirely reimagined from an engineer-

ing perspective. Development of a library of controls

acting directly on motor proteins, their fuel, the compo-

nents interfaced with them, or a combination of all of these

will be highly useful toward increasing the utility, appli-

cability, and range of operation of engineered biomotors.

In this article, we will address these issues, describing the

results of current research in which control of mechanical

proteins incorporated into hybrid devices has been address-

ed for the first time. We will also discuss our recent work

in which chemical controls were incorporated into the

F1-ATPase, able to reversibly start and stop the mechanical

motion at the single molecule level. We will conclude with

an outlook of the field as a whole and future directions.

MECHANISMS AND STRATEGIES FOR
CONTROL OF MOTOR PROTEINS

The F1-ATPase is a biomolecular rotary motor deriving its

mechanical energy from the hydrolysis of ATP. The

loaded motor has been measured at the single molecule

level to generate a constant torque of �40 pN nm while

operating at high (50–100%) efficiency.[6,7] The no-load

rotational velocity of F1-ATPase has been measured to be

over 7800 rpm.[8] In addition, genetic modification of F1-

ATPase has allowed the precise (sub-50 nm) positioning

of single F1-ATPase molecules on engineered nanofabri-

cated substrates of nickel-capped posts.[4,9] Such advanta-

geous natural and engineered characteristics of F1-ATPase

make it an ideal candidate for precision orientation and

attachment to nanomechanical structures.[4,10,11]

Potential applications of devices using the F1-ATPase

and other motor proteins are currently limited because of

the lack of control over the motor motion. The capability

of the motor to reversibly turn on and off in response to an

external signal represents an important first step in

rational and useful device design for the next generation

of biomolecular devices. Motor activity must be directed

for device manipulation and efficient use of fuel. In nat-

ural biological systems such as the cell, thousands of

proteins work interdependently, regulating themselves

and others to ensure that the cell can adapt to changing

external conditions, wasting no resources and ensuring

that essential functions are carried out. These natural

biological control mechanisms of proteins and protein

complexes regulate their function in response to a variety

of external stimuli: chemical, thermal, and mechanical,

among others.

Commonly occurring natural controls include confor-

mational changes in some proteins occurring in certain

ranges of pH or ionic strength. These shape changes can

alter the catalytic or hydrolytic activity of the protein,

slow it down, or affect its interactions with other proteins.

These conformational changes can also be induced

through the application of electric fields. The advantages

of engineering these kinds of responses in motor protein-

based hybrid devices draw upon the capability of micro-

and nanoelectromechanical systems, MEMS and NEMS,

fabrication to place arrays of electrodes at arbitrary po-

sitions on a substrate surface. Electric fields produced by

such electrodes would give the power to individually ad-

dress single motors. Electrical control has been shown to

exist naturally in the family of porins. Porins are pore

proteins that transport water and other solutes across cell
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membranes, controlling concentration-dependent proper-

ties such as osmolarity and acidity. Some porins have been

shown to open and close physically in response to an ap-

plied voltage, a shape change that activates and deactivates

the proteins’ transporting ability.[12–14] These shape

changes are a result of charged or polar groups in the

protein responding to an external electric field and, on a

small scale, occur in every ligand-receptor binding event.

It may be possible to engineer similar responses on other

proteins using polar or charged residues to enhance these

responses. Proteins not containing the necessary functional

groups to respond to the applied fields can be engineered

to contain the groups or to further tune their response,

much in the same way as the chemical binding sites dis-

cussed above were created. Electrical control mechanisms

have the promise of addressability, control of activity, and

easy interfacing with external instrumentation.

Motor activity can also be controlled without changing

the protein conformation. Attachment of cargo presenting

variable loads resulting from viscous, electric, or magnetic

forces will result in a change of the motor speed for mo-

lecular motors with constant torque output, such as F1-

ATPase. Although this will not be possible in every case,

it is a powerful and flexible method of motor control. Any

moving part attached to the motor, if susceptible to an

external field, may be used to increase controllably the

drag force experienced by the motor. Work by Noji

et al.[15] have used this principle to study the rotation

characteristics of F1-ATPase. In these experiments, mag-

netic beads were attached to F1-ATPase motors lying on a

substrate while observed by optical microscopy. As

the rotary shaft of the motor turned, the bead turned with

it. An external magnetic field with controllable direction

and magnitude was applied to this system, creating a

counterforce opposing the rotation of the motor. Fields

large enough to slow and stall the motor were used, with

the result that the rotary energy potential of the motor

was determined.

There are several different strategies for the imple-

mentation of controls into hybrid biomotor devices. In

contrast to natural systems, primitive engineered hybrid

nanosystems to date have contained only a few proteins

removed from their natural environments and therefore

also removed from their natural control mechanisms. As a

consequence, much regulation of the function of motor

proteins is often possible only through regulation of the

fuel supply. Fuel-based control techniques are able only to

activate motors, with the motors functioning until the fuel

is exhausted. In the regime of Michaelis–Menten kinetics

(i.e., in a steady state when the substrate concentration is

much greater than the enzyme concentration), V=Vmax[S]/

(KM+[S]), where V is the catalytic turnover rate, Vmax is the

maximum rate, [S] is the substrate concentration, and KM is

the Michaelis constant. Therefore the enzyme velocity can

be controlled by the substrate concentration, for substrate

concentrations small compared with KM (KM for unloaded

F1-ATPase is 15 mM). There are significant shortcomings

with an approach based on the regulation of the fuel sup-

ply: other ATP-utilizing molecules will also be affected,

there is no differential motor control, and fine control of

operational parameters such as speed is not possible.

Recent work in chemical control mechanisms has uti-

lized light-activated ‘‘caged’’ ATP, a chemical derivative

of ATP in a nonhydrolyzable form, which is able to release

a defined amount of ATP related to the intensity, duration,

and location of optical illumination.[16] This technique has

controlled the operation of kinesin motors for proscribed

periods of time as they proceeded along microtubule tracks

(Fig. 2).[1] Alternative mechanisms of fuel-based control

include myosin mutants with engineered binding sites

having sensitivities for analogs of ADP with bulky side

chains such as N6-(2-methylbutyl) ADP, allowing differ-

ential control between specific motor types.[17]

Alternatively, chemical control of the motors apart

from fuel regulation may be effected through chemical

modification of the motor itself. By engineering peptides

which bind directly to each other, the motor can be stopped

in the presence of the appropriate chemical reagents, as in

reversible disulfide cross-linking of kinesin.[18] Alterna-

tively, enzyme activity may be altered by engineering

metal ion-binding sites (e.g., the addition or substitution of

histidine, aspartate, or lysine residues)[19] into appropriate

regions of the protein. The presence of these metal-binding

sites can fix adjacent regions of the protein to each other

by introduction of metal ions into these binding sites. This

induces strong bonding between the ions and adjacent

Fig. 1 Depiction of the hybrid nanodevice constructed

previously.[4] Electron beam lithography was used to construct

50-nm Ni-capped SiO2 posts on which individual 10�His-

tagged F1-ATPase motors were mounted. Ni rods, 75�750 nm,

were linked to the rotor of the motor through a peptide/biotin/

streptavidin/biotin bond. Upon addition of ATP, the rods were

observed to rotate using conventional optical microscopy. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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residues. Because ions can bind several amino acids

simultaneously, it is possible to attach two separate, in-

dependent regions to the ion—in effect, altering the local

elasticity of these subunits by fixing them to each other. If

movement of these regions is necessary for protein activ-

ity, this activity can be impaired or entirely halted. This is

an illustration of an allosteric control mechanism, a

mechanism in which enzyme function is controlled with-

out affecting substrate availability or reactivity. With this

aim, we genetically modified the F1-ATPase, engineering

pockets in the enzyme with high affinity for binding zinc

ions. When the protein binds the zinc, it is incapable of

performing the conformational changes necessary for ro-

tation of its central shaft, the g subunit, therefore stopping

the motor from further motion.

IMPLEMENTATION OF ALLOSTERIC
CHEMICAL CONTROLS INTO F1-ATPASE

Isolated F1-ATPase is composed of five different subunits

with stoichiometry of a3b3gde. The a3b3g subcomplex of

F1-ATPase has been identified as a minimum ATPase-

active complex with characteristics and stability similar to

native F1-ATPase.[20–22] The X-ray crystallographic

structures of the F1 fragment of the bovine mitochondrial

ATPase (BF1) have revealed the nature of the conforma-

tional changes involved in ATP hydrolysis in atomic de-

tail.[23] The crystal structures of BF1 show that three a and

three b are arranged alternately forming a hexameric ag-

gregate having one nucleotide binding site each, with the

long coiled–coil structure of the g subunit inserted into the

central cavity of the ring. There are three catalytic sites,

located on b subunits at a / b interfaces, and three non-

catalytic sites, located on a subunits at different a / b
interfaces. The b subunits assume two conformations in

the crystal structures, an open and a closed state, that

interconvert via a hinge-bending motion. In the closed

state, the b subunit binds ATP (bT) or ADP (bD); in the

open state, the active site is empty (bE). The corre-

sponding conformations of the a subunits are designated

as aT, aD, and aE. The conformations of aT, aD, and aE are

nearly identical. In contrast, the structures of bT and bD,

which are quite similar to each other, are completely

different from that of bE. The bT and bD are in the

‘‘closed’’ conformation, the C-terminal domain of which

is elevated, closed to the nucleotide binding domain, while

the bE is in the ‘‘open’’ conformation, with its substrate

binding site open.[23–25] Although bT and bD adopt the

same overall state, there are structural differences in

several surface loops related to the critical role of these

states in the rotary motion of this complex.

During ATP synthesis, the three noncatalytic sites are

homogeneously liganded with MgAMP-PNP (an ATP

analog), whereas the three catalytic sites are heteroge-

neously bound to ligands during normal enzyme opera-

tion. These structural features, in addition to the direct

observation of g rotation in F1-ATPase,[26] strongly sup-

port the binding change model established by Boyer.[27]

The rotary mechanism postulated by this model assumes

that the sequential participation of the three catalytic sites

and alternate interchange of their roles during ATP hy-

drolysis drive the counterclockwise rotation of the g
subunit.[28,29] In other words, the intrinsic conformational

changes induced by the heterogeneous nucleotide affini-

ties to catalytic sites, coupled with the rotation of g, are

crucially necessary for the catalysis of ATP hydrolysis.

The binding change mechanism suggests that F1-

ATPase activity can be controlled by blocking the con-

formational changes necessary for ATP hydrolysis. Be-

cause the six a / b interfaces (three interdimer and three

intradimer) are all different, and the rotation of the g
subunit relies on sequential interchange between different

conformational and substrate ligation states, we hypothe-

sized that reversible inhibition of the catalytic and rotation

cycle may be achieved through insertion of secondary

metal binding site capable of interfering with the se-

quential cycle (Fig. 3). When the open/closed conforma-

tional interconversion of the b subunits is hindered, the

nucleotides that have been bound (MgATP or MgADP)

are trapped and free nucleotides are prevented from en-

tering the binding sites. Because the conformational states

of aT, aD, and aE are identical, they provide an immobile

substrate to which the b subunits can be fixed, physically

Fig. 2 Average speed of microtubules after exposure of caged

ATP to UV light for 30, 60, and 60 sec converting 20%, 30%,

and 20% of the initial caged ATP into free ATP. The presence of

the ATP-consuming enzyme, hexokinase, leads to a rapid de-

cline of the microtubule velocity. The inset shows the structure

of DMNPE-caged ATP. (From Ref. [1].)
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preventing switching between cooperative nucleotide

binding sites and the rotational movement of the g subunit.

The effect of this hypothetical conformational lock is to

fully inhibit the operation of F1-ATPase. Such a site is

therefore predicted to function as a classic allosteric

inhibitor of enzyme activity[30] and should provide a

chemical switch for the control of motor activity in a

nanomechanical device.

Obviously, a strong permanent binding of the a and b
subunits directly to each other would permanently im-

mobilize the protein, possibly irreversibly. However,

binding them each to a multivalent ligand in effect binds

them to each other, accomplishing the same immobili-

zation. Furthermore, removal of the ligands restores the

protein to its initial state and reverses the immobilization.

With this in mind, we modeled bovine mitochondrial F1-

ATPase and designed binding sites in the protein intended

to have high affinities for zinc ions. We chose to con-

struct an allosteric control element based on a zinc-

binding site, as these domains are relatively compact,

consisting of three or four amino acids that chelate the

metal.[31] Moreover, computational design methods have

been developed that reliably predict and construct de

novo metal centers into proteins of known structure.[32–34]

Reversible inhibition of the enzymatic activity may be

readily achieved by the addition of extrinsic metal che-

lators (e.g., 1,10-phenanthroline) that sequester zinc, but

not the Mg2 + required for ATP binding and hydrolysis.

The bovine protein was modeled because the crystal

structures of the F1-ATPase in empty, ATP-bound, and

ADP-bound states are known. Such structures of the F1-

ATPase from thermophilic Bacillus PS3 (TF1), used in

our previous experiments, are not available. However,

TF1 also has a functional asymmetry among the three

catalytic subunits, although it does not contain any en-

dogenously bound nucleotide.[35] Therefore the binding

Fig. 3 Model for zinc switch-controlled ATPase. Counterclockwise rotation of the g subunit from aE to bD initiates a

conformational change. Blue circles represent a subunits liganded with MgATP (omission of ATP for clarity). Green circles represent

b subunits at different states: circles represent b liganded with MgATP, ellipses represent b in the transition from closed to open

conformation, and hexagons represent b in open conformation. [ATP] represents the transition state of bD converting from closed to

open conformation. � represents the energy released during the hydrolysis. While the zinc binds to the engineered additional binding

site, the conformation of a3b3g is locked in one state, so that neither ATP nor ADP can enter in or exchange out. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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change model-based design for the fixation of confor-

mational change in bovine F1-ATPase is suitable to be

applied to TF1. The binding sites were produced through

the replacement of selected glycine, glutamine, and as-

partate residues with histidine.

To design locations for allosterically active zinc-

binding sites in BF1, we first identified regions in the

interfaces that undergo local conformational changes, but

are not part of the active site. In collaboration with Hel-

linga et al.[36] at Duke University, protoallosteric sites

were identified using Ca–Ca double-difference distance

maps comparing bE and bT structures. These binding sites

were placed at locations in each a / b interface having

large relative motions during catalytic activity but sepa-

rate from nucleotide binding sites. The DEZYMER al-

gorithm protein design program[32] was used to carry out

the calculations and refinement of site design for the

construction of a tetrahedral zinc center at the interface

between each pair of a and b subunits. The idealized

tetrahedral zinc primary coordination sphere consists of

three histidines and a water molecule. The zinc is allowed

to coordinate with either the Nd or Ne nitrogens of the

histidines and is constrained within the plane of the im-

idazole rings.[33,37,38] The algorithm predicted a set of

sites that were then rank-ordered and examined by in-

spection. The geometry of the interaction between the

metal and the histidine side chains is derived from visual

inspections of natural protein structures.[39] We chose a

site located in the interdimer interface between bD and aE.

This designed site replaces glutamine a405, glycine b392,

and aspartate b400 in BF1 with histidine residues. The

initial design phase yielded a site with approximate tet-

rahedral geometry. This site was then optimized using a

combination of molecular dynamics and conjugate gra-

dient energy minimizations to satisfy the metal coordi-

nation geometry resulting in movement of the loop in this

region. Mutations were chosen to satisfy both the desired

metal binding geometry and the steric compatibility of the

protein folding (Fig. 4).

Using site-directed mutagenesis, the peptide replace-

ments were made to the gene encoding a mutant F1-

ATPase (named DEMHZ) with 10�His tags on the b
subunits and a lone cysteine on the g subunit, described

previously.[4] The modified a, b, and g coding sequence of

TF1, DEMH, which contains five additional mutations as a

working wild type, was cloned into the expression plasmid

pETBlueTM (Novagen) with a T7 lac promoter. The vec-

tor-encoded NheI site (3434) was eliminated (gctagc to

gcgagc). Three histidines for creating the zinc binding

sites were introduced by standard PCR oligonucleotide-

directed mutagenesis techniques using Pfu DNA poly-

merase (Stratagene). Specifically, they are Gln-397-His

on a and Gly-398-His and Asp-406-His on b (calculated

with the inclusion of the 10�His tags). Expression of the

recombinant protein, DEMHZ, was conducted in

Escherichia coli TunerTM (lDE3) pLacI (Novagen).

The mutations on pETBlue-DEMHZ were checked by

restriction enzyme digestion and confirmed by DNA se-

quencing, which failed to reveal any additional mutations

or frameshifts. DEMHZ protein was overexpressed in E.

coli TunerTM (lDE3) by IPTG induction and purified to

homogeneity by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. There

was some concern about the endogenous ATPase genes in

the host strain TunerTM (lDE3) pLacI. However, because

the recombinant protein was stable to 100�C, and the

crude lysate was prepared by heating the extracts at 60�C
for 45 min, the native protein subunits should have de-

natured completely under such conditions. Moreover, the

use of Ni-NTA affinity chromatography also ensured the

purification of His-tagged constructs only. So it was very

unlikely that chimeric F1-ATPase was purified.

Following the generation of the mutant, the motor was

grown in large quantities in a bacterial expression system,

harvested, and purified. E. coli TunerTM (lDE3) pLacI

containing the F1-ATPase mutant expression plasmid,

pETBlue-DEMHZ, was cultured at 37�C in LB medium

Fig. 4 Molecular model of the computationally designed Zn2 +

binding site in BF1 ATPase. The histidines in the three

interdimer interface locations are shown in red. The circle

indicates the site in the bD / aE interface predicted to form a

tetrahedral Zn2 +-binding site (left insert). The ovals indicate that

the sites in the other two interdimer interfaces do not form a

geometry predicted to favor metal binding (right insert). (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(with 1% glucose, 50 mg/ml carbencillin, and 34 mg/ml

chloramphenicol). When the growth of this transformant

reached the mid-logarithmic phase (OD600=0.6), 1 mM of

isopropyl-b-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to

induce endogenous T7 polymerase, and the cells were

cultured successively for 4 hr. Purification of the mutant

a3b3g subcomplex was carried out following the methods

by Matsui and Yoshida[40] with some minor modifications.

Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000�g for 20

min at 4�C. The collected cells (7.5 g out of 2 L culture)

were resuspended in buffer A (50 mM Tris–SO4, 1 mM

EDTA), incubated with lysozyme on ice for 30 min. The

suspension was disrupted by sonication, and then heated

at 60�C for 15 min. The precipitate was removed by cen-

trifugation at 105,000�g (Beckman JA-30.50) for 15 min.

The supernatant was saved and heated at 60�C for 30 min

and then centrifuged at 105,000�g for another 45 min.

The supernatant fraction was applied to HiPrep1 16/10

DEAE column (Pharmacia) that was pre-equilibrated with

buffer A. The column was washed with 200 mL of buffer

A containing 150 mM NaCl and eluted with 80 mL of a

300–330 mM linear NaCl gradient. The eluted fractions

were concentrated by adding ammonium sulfate to a final

concentration of 75% saturation. The resuspended pellet

was mixed with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA)

SuperflowTM resin (QIAGEN), following a batch purifi-

cation procedure.[41] After washing the unbound proteins,

the bound proteins (with 10�His tags) were eluted out

with 1 M imidazole. The purity of the DEMHZ was ana-

lyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) using a 12% polyacrylamide

gel. Protein concentrations of the a3b3g complex were

determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm using

coefficient factor 0.45 of absorbance for 1 mg/mL of F1-

ATPase. Steady-state ATPase activity was determined

spectrophotometrically at 25�C in the presence of an ATP-

regenerating system.[42]

Bulk ATPase activity assays using an ATP-regenerat-

ing coupled enzyme system were performed to determine

if Zn(II) could effectively inhibit the activity of the

engineered ATPase, as well as the minimum Zn(II) con-

centration for full activity inhibition. To investigate the

zinc effect on the DEMHZ, the indicated amount of

ZnSO4 was added to the assay mixture, which contained

50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 100 mM KCl, 2.5 mM

phosphoenolpyruvate, 50 mg/mL double enzyme com-

posed of pyruvate kinase and lactate dehydrogenase

(Roche), 0.2 mM NADH (Sigma), 2 mM Na2ATP, and

4 mM MgCl2. One unit of activity was defined as the

activity that hydrolyzed 1 mmol ATP/sec/mmol ATPase.

Assessment of zinc effect on ATP binding affinity to

catalytic sites was carried out in the same assay system,

except with a fixed concentration (800 mM) of zinc that

could effectively inhibit ATPase activity, and various

Fig. 5 Steady-state kinetics of ATP hydrolysis in the wild-type

and mutant TF1 enzymes. (A) The effect of Zn2 + addition on the

activity of wild-type (DEMH; open circles) and mutant

(DEMHZ; closed circles) enzymes. For DEMHZ, Zn2 + binding

is modeled with a hyperbolic binding isotherm 19, with
appKd = 8.6 mM. (B) Eadie–Hofstee transformation of the

steady-state kinetics of DEMHZ with respect to ATP concen-

tration in the presence of different Zn2 + concentrations (open

circles, 0 mM; closed circles, 5 mM; squares, 200 mM). (C) Two

cycles of successive additions of 100 mM Zn2 + and 150 mM

1,10-phenanthroline (OP). (From Ref. [5].)
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concentrations of ATP. An experiment reversibly acti-

vating and deactivating the F1-ATPase was carried out

by adding 800 mM of zinc and about 10% excess of the

specific metal ion chelator 1,10-phenanthroline.

A summary of our previous work comparing ATPase

activity of the mutant and wild-type[5] is shown in Fig. 5.

In the absence of Zn2 +, DEMH and DEMHZ exhibited

similar specific activity, indicating that the histidine

mutations did not affect catalysis. Addition of Zn2 + to

DEMHZ reduced the activity by 60% at saturating con-

centrations, but did not affect wild-type TF1. Zn2 + bound

hyperbolically with an apparent dissociation constant of

8.6±1.2 mM. The Scatchard plot was linear (not shown)

and consistent with noncooperative binding of Zn2 +. An

Eadie–Hofstee transformation of the steady-state kinetics

with respect to ATP at various Zn2 + concentrations

revealed a pattern that is consistent with a linear mixed

inhibition mode, in which both Km(ATP) and Vmax are

affected by Zn2 +. This finding is consistent with binding

of Zn2 + to both the free enzyme and the enzyme–substrate

complex,[43] as expected. Repeated cycles of Zn2 + addi-

tion followed by chelation with 1,10-phenanthroline

demonstrated that the Zn2 + inhibition of the enzyme’s

hydrolytic activity was reversible. This deactivation/re-

activation cycle could be repeated many times. Taken

together, these data suggest that we have successfully

designed a Zn2 +-dependent allosteric effector site that

reversibly modulates TF1 activity, as predicted.

Enzyme kinetics derived from these studies indicated

that the mutant DEMHZ a3b3g has much higher propen-

sity than wild type to bind Zn(II). However, quantification

of the effect of the zinc on the mutant and wild-type

protein was complicated by the discovery that the coupled

enzyme assay itself was affected by the addition of zinc.

We also conducted phosphorus colorimetric detection

assays, an alternative method of measuring ATPase ac-

tivity, and found possible effects on wild-type activity, but

the sensitivity of that technique was poor and formed a

precipitate at certain reagent concentrations. We did not

use the Pi release method for measuring ATPase activity

because it is not able to monitor rate fluctuations.[44]

Several conclusions can be made from the data. 1)

Zn(II) did not alter the affinities of catalytic sites of the

wild-type a3b3g complex for ATP significantly, suggested

by Km=210 mM in the presence of zinc vs. Km=159 mM in

the absence of zinc. 2) Zn(II) has a strong effect on the

ATPase activity of the mutant complex. In the presence of

Zn(II), the activity was nearly fully inhibited; however, it

was noticed that at low ATP concentrations, a precipitate

formed upon addition of Zn(II), complicating the mea-

surement of ATP hydrolysis rate. Therefore it remains

unclear whether Zn(II) alters the ATP affinity to the

mutant a3b3g complex, apart its direct effect on hydrol-

ysis. 3) ATP hydrolysis of both the mutant and wild-type

a3b3g complex exhibited negative cooperativity as a

function of ATP concentration, as indicated by the Eadie–

Hofstee plots, consistent with reported literature.[24,40]

4) This zinc switch mutant had a Km (1490 mM) over 9

times bigger than wild-type Km (159 mM) in the absence of

Zn(II), which might be a result of some intrinsic changes

made by introducing the zinc-binding site in the mutant

a3b3g complex. 5) It is possible that Zn(II) substitutes in a

functional manner for Mg2 +. If this was true, Zn(II)

competitively bound to ATP as well as to the mutant a3b3g
complex, which led to a full inhibition of ATPase activity

of the mutant. The actual number of bound

Zn(II) equivalents to the mutant a3b3g complex remains to

be determined.

To overcome the shortcomings of the bulk activity

assays and also demonstrate the ability of the engineered

mutation to enable control of the motors on the single

molecule level, we observed fluorescent actin filaments

attached to individual molecules of TF1. A flow chamber

was constructed consisting of one (22�40mm #0) cov-

erslip attached to a microscope slide using double-sided

tape. In buffer A (50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

MOPS-KOH, pH 7) (1:10), 0.1% Ni-NTA-coated poly-

styrene beads[45] (0.22 mm) was infused into the flow cell

and incubated for 15 min, resulting in a bead density of

several beads in a 5�5 mm2 area. Nonadherent beads were

removed through rinsing 3 times with 2 volumes of buffer

B (buffer A+10 mg/mL BSA). The His-tagged biotin-

ylated ATPase (28 nM) in buffer B was then incubated for

5 min and rinsed 3� with 2 volumes of buffer B. Strep-

tavidin (180 nM) in buffer B was incubated for 12–15 min

and rinsed 3� with 2 volumes of buffer B. Actin filaments

(fluorescently labeled with Phalloidin-TRITC, polymer-

ized, and biotinylated[26]) were diluted to 50 nM in buffer

B and incubated in the flow chamber for 12–15 min. The

chamber was washed twice with 2 chamber volumes of

buffer B and a third wash of 2 chamber volumes of buffer

C [buffer B with an oxygen scavenger (0.5% 2-mer-

captoethanol, 30 U/mL catalase, 6 mg/mL glucose, and 0.2

mg/mL glucose oxidase) and an ATP regenerating system

(2 mM Na2ATP, 0.2 mg/mL creatine kinase, and 2.5 mM

creatine phosphate)]. The actin filaments were observed

using a Nikon E800 upright optical microscope in epi-

fluorescent mode. ZnSO4 (800 mM) in buffer C was added

to measure any inhibition on the mutant and wild-type

protein. 1,10-Phenanthroline (800 mM) in buffer C was

added to determine the reversibility of the zinc switch.

Upon addition of ATP, some filaments were observed

to rotate clockwise (as expected because the motors were

attached to the top surface and viewed from the motor side

‘‘upside-down’’), although the majority were stationary or

fluctuated around a central position. There were no fila-

ments observed rotating in the counterclockwise direction.

The rotating filaments were then incubated with 800 mM
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ZnSO4 and 2 mM ATP. Some filaments detached from the

surface during this buffer exchange, but all rotating fila-

ments (and some fluctuating filaments) remaining were

observed to stop after introduction of the Zn. After several

minutes, the filaments remained immobilized and 800 mM

1,10-phenanthroline, a Zn chelator, and 2 mM ATP were

introduced in the chamber. The filaments which were

formerly rotating and were not dislodged during the fluid

exchange restarted their motion (likewise with the for-

merly fluctuating filaments). Experiments with the wild-

type motor showed no effects resulting from the presence

of zinc; rotating filaments continued their motion at the

same rate both before and after Zn addition. To verify that

the rotation mechanism of the filaments was because of

the motor proteins, introduction of 0.5 M imidazole

resulted in the detachment of all moving actin filaments in

both the wild type and mutant experiments. In addition,

although the wild-type motors were not inhibited by zinc,

addition of 10 mM sodium azide halted filament rotation.

Plots of the rotation angle vs. time for several filaments

are shown for both the mutant and wild type in Fig. 6. The

process of Zn addition and removal from the mutant

protein does not appear to have any permanent effect on

the mechanical properties of the mutant ATPase; that is,

the rotation rates before zinc addition and after zinc re-

moval are very close. Furthermore, the mutation to the

ATPase has not appeared to alter its mechanical char-

acteristics when compared with the wild type; that is, the

motors rotate filaments of the same length at the same

rate, indicating that the torque output and efficiency of the

motor are unchanged.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have genetically engineered a zinc switch

in the a3b3g complex of TF1. Through introducing or re-

moving the Zn(II), the conformations of the a3b3g com-

plex were correspondingly fixed or freed, such that the F1-

ATPase activity could be turned on and off. This allowed

us to switch the nanodevice coupled with this genetically

modified F1-ATPase on and off in a well-controlled way.

Regarding the creation and implementation of control

mechanisms in general, each type of control mechanism

has unique advantages and disadvantages relative to the

intended application. Chemically controlled motors could

Fig. 6 Measurements of single molecule rotation and control. The movements of rotating fluorescent actin filaments were recorded

and digitized. The rotation angle vs. time is shown for eight filaments attached to the mutant ATPase and two filaments attached to

motors without the zinc mutation (black lines). The filaments rotated continuously in the presence of ATP. After the addition of 800 mM

ZnSO4 (blue arrow), the filaments attached to the mutant motor stopped, whereas the filaments attached to the wild-type motor

continued rotating at the same rate. 1,10-Phenanthroline (800 mM) was added to the stopped filaments (red arrow), restarting the motor

motion. There was an interval of about 3 sec after the addition of both the Zn2 + and the phenanthroline in which the filaments were

unfocused because of disturbance of the stage position, preventing a more precise determination of the times of cessation and reinitiation

of motion. Some filaments dislodged from the surface during the fluid replacement and so rotation data following the PNT addition is

not available (green lines). The data for all filaments have been shifted in time to synchronize the Zn2 + addition times. There appear to

be no lasting effects of the Zn2 + on the motors. The rotational rates before Zn2 + addition and after Zn2 + removal are similar, as linear

fits of each of the pink traces show: (1) before Zn2 + 0.96 rotations/sec, after Zn2 + 0.97 rotations/sec; (2) 0.61, 0.61; (3) 0.36, 0.32;

(4) 0.27, 0.19. The differences between the numbers are within the variations of rotational rate of each before Zn addition. The

lengths of filaments 1–4 are 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, and 2.25 mm, respectively. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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result in devices that respond to their environment vari-

ables, such as pH, ionic concentration, and temperature,

and are not tied to any specific location, although all

engineered motors would be affected. Immobile substrate-

bound devices may be best served by electrical contacts

integrated into the surface; this allows for differential

control, in which some devices are operational while

others are not. These contacts have the advantages of easy

and configurable connections to the outside world and

rapid conveyance of signals from the controller to the

device. Some proteins can be both electrically and

chemically controlled. This flexibility in choices allows

the design and application requirements to dictate the

components and not vice versa. Exploration and devel-

opment of artificial protein binding sites, determination of

optimal electrode configurations, electric field magnitudes

and frequencies, and buffer compositions utilize compu-

tational calculations and simulations. These techniques

are necessary for screening large numbers of variables and

exploring regions of parameter space prohibitive from a

cost and time perspective. Establishment of a library of

controls and control techniques is a crucial step toward a

wider array of useful hybrid bionanodevices.
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INTRODUCTION

The three phases of matter are gas phase, liquid (or

condensed), and solid state. In recent years, the stunning

advances in computational studies have led some to refer

to it in a jocular sense as the fourth: ‘‘the computational

state.’’ Some of the studies discussed in this article

concern gas phase results determined by mass spectrom-

etry and by calculation. Additionally, data have been

derived from solution and solid-state studies. Important

inferences can be drawn from computations, work under-

taken in the gas phase, in solution, and in the solid state.

Significant as all of these methods are, only X-ray crys-

tallographic data permit unambiguous analysis and com-

parison of structural information. The emphasis of this

article is therefore on the evidence for cation–pi interac-

tions that is available from solid-state structures.

ISSUES AND INTERACTIONS

The three major species considered in chemistry are

anions, cations, and neutral species. Anions are negatively

charged and therefore Lewis-basic. Arenes are electron-

rich and also considered to be Lewis bases. The in-

teraction between two Lewis bases is usually repulsive

rather than attractive. The term ‘‘neutral’’ means un-

charged, but a neutral compound may be either Lewis-

basic (e.g., dimethyl ether) or Lewis-acidic (e.g., alumi-

num chloride). Our major concern in this article will be

with interactions of the type illustrated in the lower panel

of Fig. 1. Such interactions involve the arene’s pi-cloud as

a Lewis (base) donor and the cation as a Lewis acid. The

cation is represented as M+, and most of the discussion

herein will concern metallic cations. Other cations are

certainly possible and will be noted where appropriate

(Fig. 1).

Although this article is limited to interactions of

cations with arenes, there is much to be considered.

Arenes may possess sigma-donors in addition to the pi-

system that is the primary focus of the present discussion.

Sigma-donors may be substituents on the arene or they

may be an integral part of the arene. They may enhance

the arene’s Lewis basicity or they may detract from it. The

top row of Fig. 2 shows benzene, the archetype aromatic,

at the left, followed by pyridine, nitrobenzene, and

methoxybenzene (anisole). The nitro group is electron-

withdrawing and the methoxy group is electron-donating.

Thus nitrobenzene is a weaker pi-base than is benzene and

anisole is stronger. In both cases, however, the oxygen

atoms can function as sigma-donors in their interactions

with cations.[1] The pyridine nitrogen atom is also a good

sigma-donor, and its presence in the heterocycle makes

the aromatic ring about as weak a pi-base as nitrobenzene.

The second line of Fig. 2 shows, from left to right,

furan, thiophene, imidazole, and cyclopentadienide anion.

The latter is formed by deprotonating cyclopentadiene.

When two cyclopentadienide (Cp) anions react with fer-

rous ion [Fe(II)], ferrocene (third line of Fig. 2) is formed.

Ferrocene is the prototype for cyclopentadienyl–pi com-

plexes, whether they involve a sandwich structure or only

one Cp ring. Organometallic structures of this general type

number in the thousands (Fig. 2).

The remaining two structures shown on the third line of

Fig. 2 are indole and phenol. Neither is a ‘‘simple’’ arene.

Both are important in nature as the side-chain arenes of

tryptophan (Trp, W) and tyrosine (Tyr, Y), respectively.

The other two arenes that occur as side chains of the

common amino acids are imidazole (second line) and

benzene (first structure). These arenes are side-chain

elements of histidine (His, H) and phenylalanine (Phe, F),

respectively. Imidazole is electron-poor and has two

potentially sigma-donating nitrogen atoms. As a result, it

has not generally been of interest, as a pi-donor has not

been explored. Interest in the arenes benzene, phenol, and

indole, however, has been high. The amino acids

phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan comprise about

8.5% of the amino acids in all known protein structures.

Thus along any given protein chain, one amino acid out of

every dozen is capable of interacting with ubiquitous

sodium, potassium, or other cations (Fig. 3).

GAS PHASE AND
COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES

Pioneering studies of the cation–arene interaction were

reported by Sunner et al.[2] in 1981. They used mass

spectrometric methods to show that the interaction of K+

with benzene in the gas phase was similar energetically to
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the interaction of this cation with either a molecule of

water or of methanol. Similar results were disclosed for

Na+ by Castleman et al.[3,4] and by Lisy et al.[5,6] some

time later. Fig. 4 shows the presumed orientation of a

benzene ring (shown in the CPK i.e., Corey-Pauling-

Koltunorspace-filling metaphor) and Na+ (left) and K+

ions. Benzene is symmetrical and the ion’s position with

respect to the pi-cloud is predictable. This is not

necessarily the case with more complex arenes such as

phenol or indole.

In recent years, a number of computational studies

have been conducted,[7–11] in some cases, in concert with

mass spectral analyses[12–14] (Table 1). In general, the

conclusions are the expected and reasonable findings.

Smaller cations of like charge, e.g., Na+ compared with

K+, interact more strongly with an arene. Likewise, more

electron-rich arenes, e.g., indole compared with benzene,

are better donors for the same cation.

An example of how mass spectrometry may be used to

study cation–pi interactions may be found in the study of

pyxophanes.[15] The diacetylene, 1, shown in Fig. 5 was

prepared so that it would have a pi-rich interior of a size

appropriate to bind Na+ but too small to bind K+. These

size notions were confirmed by a solid-state structure of 1.

The intriguing pyxophane has a molecular weight of 320

Da, but its 1H-NMR spectrum shows only two types

of protons.

When the electrospray mass spectrum of the pyxo-

phane was determined in the presence of equimolar Na+

and K+, a peak corresponding to [1 �Na]+ was observed at

m/e 343. No peak corresponding to 1+K+ was observed at

m/e 359. This suggested selective pi-complexation of the

Fig. 1 Lewis acid-base interactions. Top panel: The Lewis acid

AlCl3 interacts with the Lewis base chloride of NaCl while Na+

interacts with dimethylether. Bottom: Two representations of a

cation-pi interaction between a metal cation (M+ ) and benzene.

Fig. 2 The top row shows from left to right benzene, the

archetype aromatic, pyridine, nitrobenzene, and methoxyben-

zene (anisole). The second line shows, from left to right, furan,

thiophene, imidazole, and cyclopentadienide anion. When two

cyclopentadienide (Cp) anions react with ferrous ion [Fe(II)],

ferrocene (third line) forms. It is shown with indole and phenol.

Fig. 3 The four ‘‘essential’’ amino acids that have aromatic

side chains. The amino acids are phenylalanine (F), tyrosine (Y),

histidine (H), and tryptophan (W).

Fig. 4 The presumed orientation of a benzene ring (shown in

the CPK metaphor) and Na+ (left) and K+ ions. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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smaller Na+ ion by 1 and exclusion of larger K+. These

structural conclusions are reasonable based on known

shapes, sizes, and interactions. Details cannot be known

because they simply are not revealed in a mass spectral

study. Notwithstanding, a structure was proffered shortly

after the results appeared.[16] The conclusion was based on

computational analysis, which is useful and, in this case,

seemed reasonable. Thus one gains insight from both

studies but actual structural data from neither.

ARENE INTERACTIONS WITH
NONMETALLIC CATIONS

Ammonium (R4N+), phosphonium (R4P+), sulfonium

(R3S+), and some others are common in nonmetallic

cations. Their chemistry is both extensive and important.

From the biological perspective, however, ammonium

cations are the most important of these. The amine

side chain of lysine (Lys, K) is protonated at physiologic

pH as is the guanidinium residue of arginine (Arg, R).

The potential of nonmetallic cations to interact with

arenes was recognized in the early 1980s. Meot-Ner and

Deakyne[17] used mass spectrometric studies to explore

the interaction between -onium salts and arenes. At about

the same time, Burley and Petsko[18] surveyed the Protein

Data Bank (PDB) to see if -onium ion interactions with

arenes could be identified. They were successful in

identifying such interactions, but the structural database

was limited.

SOLUTION STUDIES OF ORGANIC
CATION–PI INTERACTIONS

Solution studies involving synthetic receptor molecules

have also been reported, which confirmed cation–pi

interactions in aqueous solution.[19] These have involved

several types of receptors, and their function has been

studied in various solvents. The receptor shown at the

right incorporates the essential elements for studies of this

type. It is shown with an included adamantanyltrimethyl-

ammonium cation. Receptor 2 is cyclic and contains an

internal cavity. It is soluble in water by virtue of its 4

carboxylate anions that are present as cesium salts. The

four sides of the receptor system are composed of pi-

surfaces. The carboxylates are potential sigma-donors, but

they are turned outward. The four oxygen atoms are also

potential sigma-donors, but their attachment to an aro-

matic system enhances the pi-donicity of the arene at the

expense of sigma-donation by the oxygen.

The use of water as a solvent has the potential

advantage of driving together the organic receptor and

substrate. The concern in such systems is that water will

so strongly solvate one or both of the components that

complexation between them will prove to be too weak to

detect. Gas phase studies (mass spectrometry or compu-

tation) are unencumbered by solvation issues but may be

criticized as unrealistic. This is especially true if infer-

ences in the chemistry are to be applied to biological

systems, which function in water.

Modern NMR techniques permit structural information

to be obtained from these complexation studies. Nuclear

Overhauser enhancements (NOEs) indicate proximity of

certain atoms or groups. The aromatic receptors are

especially amenable to study by NMR methods as the

arenes have shielding and deshielding zones that affect

Table 1 Values reported for sodium and potassium cation interactions with benzene

Interaction �#H (kcal/mol) Method(s) used Reference

Na+ +C6H6 28.0±0.1 Mass spectrometry [17]

Na+ +C6H6 24.7–28.1 Computational methods [9]

Na+ +CH3OH 26.6 Mass spectrometry [17]

Na+ +H2O 24.0 Mass spectrometry [17]

Na+ +C6H6 21.5–21.8 Mass spectrometry and computational methods [9,14]

K+ +C6H6 18.3 Mass spectrometry and computational methods [2]

K+ +H2O 17.9 Mass spectrometry and computational methods [2]

Fig. 5 Diacetylene, 1, has a pi-rich interior of a size

appropriate to bind Na+ but too small to bind K+.
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adjacent nuclei. Numerous examples of and additional

details concerning organic receptor molecules that have

been studied in solution may be found in a review by Ma

and Dougherty (Fig. 6).[20]

SOLID-STATE STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF
CATION–PI INTERACTIONS INVOLVING
ANIONIC ARENES

The salt potassium tetraphenylborate [K+B�(C6H5)4] has

been known for many years.[21] When it crystallizes, it

forms a repeating unit that is packed to maximize the

stabilizing forces and to minimize any unfavorable steric

and electronic interactions. A two-molecule segment of its

crystal structure, rendered in mixed ball and stick and

CPK metaphor, is shown in Fig. 7. The K+ ion is nestled in

an electron-rich pocket created by two benzene rings of

one anion and two from an adjacent anion. The lines at the

left of the figure from K+ to the arene indicate the line of

contact between the cation and the arene’s centroid. The

distance from K+ to the centroid is 2.986 Å, and the

centroid–K–centroid angle is �100�.
The boron atom’s negative charge is shared among the

four benzene rings in each salt, making each arene a

stronger donor than it would be if neutral. The packing of

the arenes is such that the space between them would

probably be empty if the spherical cation failed to occupy

it. This structure illustrates many of the issues of interest

in cation–pi complexation. It is also clear that such precise

distance and angle information cannot be gleaned from

other analytical methods.

A number of other salts have been studied that reveal

similar results. These include NaBPh4 and RbBPh4. The

latter was reported in 1962[22] and is recorded in the

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) using their six-

letter codea as ‘‘RBPBOR.’’ The structure of NaBPh4,

which is similar to the K+ and Rb+ structures, is recorded

in the CSD as ZZZUPI10.

Early efforts to demonstrate cation–pi interactions

involved using an alkali metal cation as a reducing agent

for an arene. Brooks et al. treated 1,4-dihydronaphthalene

with n-butyllithium to afford dilithium naphthalenide as a

dark purple solid. Its solid-state structure (CSD code:

NAPLIM) is shown in Fig. 8a.[23] The arene is in contact

with two lithium ions, which are present on opposite sides

of the naphthalenide (Fig. 8). The lithium ions are �2 Å

from the benzene ring centroids, and each cation is

stabilized by tetramethylethylenediamine. It is interesting

to note in this case that the van der Waals thickness of a

benzene ring is �3.5 Å and the ionic radius for Li+ is

aEach of the CSD’s more than 250,000 crystal structures is assigned a

unique code, usually consisting of six letters but sometimes followed by a

number. Where possible, and especially for early structures, the code was

suggestive of the structure as RBPBOR suggests rubidium and tetra-

phenylborate. As expected, most of the burgeoning number of structures

do not have identifiable or suggestive names.

Fig. 6 This figure shows a cyclic receptor (2 ), with an

adamantanyltrimethylammonium cation included in its inter-

nal cavity.

Fig. 7 Rendering of two molecules of KB (C6H5)4 showing the

cation–anion contacts. The boron atom’s negative charge is

shared among the four benzene rings in each salt, making each

arene a stronger donor than it would be if neutral. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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�0.7 Å, suggesting that a Li–arene contact should be

about (1.75+0.7=) 2.45 Å. In this structure, the distance is

�2 Å, suggesting a very strong cation–pi interaction.

A similar approach involved treating fluorene with

n-butylsodium and pentamethyldiethylenetriamine to give

orange crystals of the sodium fluorenide complex shown

in Fig. 8b.[24] The solid-state structure is recorded in the

CSD as VOKPUG. It is interesting that the cation–pi

interaction occurs with the central ring rather than either of

the benzene rings. The Na-centroid distance is 2.562 Å.

The ionic radius of Na+ is about 1 Å, so the observed

distance is once again shorter than the calculated value of

(1.75+1=) 2.75 Å.

SOLID-STATE STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF
CATION–PI INTERACTIONS INVOLVING
NEUTRAL ARENES

The importance of an early and revealing structural study

by Hrncir et al.[25] was not generally recognized at the

time it appeared. The K–benzene distance is 3.369 Å.

The ionic radius of K+ is approximately 1.35 Å, giving

an expected K+–arene contact distance of (1.75+1.35=)

3.1 Å. In this example, the K–arene contact is longer than

the sum of the van der Waals distances, but the arene is

not charged in this case. An interesting feature of this

structure is that the K+ ion is pulled out of the plane

formed from the 6 oxygen atoms in the crown ether

(Fig. 9).

Many solid-state structures show close contacts be-

tween arenes and cations.[26] One example is found in

zeolites, which trap cations and arenes within their

intricate molecular structure.[27] Another is found in

numerous calixarene complexes[28] in which one or more

cations are in proximity to the numerous arenes in the

receptor molecule.[29,30]

Fig. 8 Dilithium naphthalenide’s solid-state structure (CSD

code: NAPLIM) is shown in Fig. 7a. The arene is in contact with

two lithium ions, which are present on opposite sides of the

naphthalenide. A similar approach gives orange crystals of the

sodium fluorenide complex shown in Fig. 7b. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Crystal structure of potassium cation complexed by

dibenzo-18-crown-6- and axially-solvated by neutral benzene.

The K+ ion is pulled out of the plane formed from the 6 oxygen

atoms in the crown ether.

Fig. 10 Bibracchial (two-armed) lariat ethers having arene-

terminated side arms: 3, benzene; 4, penta flouro benzene; 5;

phenol; and 6, indole.
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LARIAT ETHERS AS MOLECULAR PROBES
OF CATION–ARENE INTERACTIONS

Examples of designed cation–pi receptor molecules are

not yet common. A number of such compounds have been

developed for gas phase and solution studies, but these

do not provide definitive structural information. On the

other hand, a solid-state structure is always suspected on

the grounds that packing forces may exert an unexpected

influence on the molecular arrangement. Even so, crystal

structures are generally persuasive and provide details not

available by other methods.

Lariat ethers are crown ethers that have flexible side

chains attached to the macroring. Donors present on the

side chains may further stabilize cations bound in the

macrocycle’s cavity. In principle, both sigma- and pi-

donors may be incorporated to serve this purpose. Four

bibracchial (two-armed) lariat ethers are shown as com-

pounds 3–6 (Fig. 10). Each is a diaza-18-crown-6

macrocycle that has an arene-terminated ethylene sidearm.

The arenes on 3,[31]5,[32] and 6[33] correspond to the side-

chain residues of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan,

respectively. Compound 4[34] is structurally very similar to

3, but the arene is electron-deficient owing to the strong

electron-withdrawing effect of fluorine (Fig. 10).

The solid-state structures of 3–6 as their KI complexes

are shown in Fig. 11a–d, respectively. In all cases, K+ is

complexed in the crown’s central cavity or hole. From the

electrostatic perspective, the iodide ion should be the best

anionic donor and it should be in essentially direct contact

with the ring-bound cation. Instead, the sidearm arenes

appear to be the axial donors in 3 �KI, 5 �KI, and 6 �KI.

Such a result might be caused by crystal packing forces.

Note that the iodide ion is in approximately the same

position in a, c, and d, although H-bond interactions with

hydroxyl (c) or amino (d) groups are possible only with 5
and 6, respectively. The concern about packing forces is

dispelled by the result shown in Fig. 9b. In this case, the

benzene ring of 3 has been replaced by pentafluorophenyl

groups. These are only slightly larger than benzene, but

they may be considered pi-acids rather than pi-bases. Thus

they are expected not to interact with bound K+. As shown

in Fig. 11, panel b, the two arenes are turned away from

the macrocycle and the cation interacts directly with the

iodide anion. Two iodide ions are shown in Fig. 11b. They

actually comprise part of an infinite chain of (–K–I–)n ion

pairs within the crystal (Fig. 11).

To further clarify these interactions, the diaza-18-

crown-6 compound (7) was prepared that has 2-methoxy-

ethyl and 2-phenylethyl side chains.[35] The compound

and the complex observed by X-ray crystallography are

illustrated schematically in Fig. 12. The complex pos-

sesses no obvious H-bonding residue in the sidearms, but

iodide anion in 7 �KI is excluded from the cation’s

solvation sphere. Because there is only one arene

available to serve as an axial donor, the other site is

occupied by the ether oxygen. When a single sidearm is

present (N-2-phenylethylaza-18-crown-6), iodide occu-

pies the axial position opposite the single arene.[36]

An interesting feature of the solid-state structural

studies is that the bound cation in 6 was closer to

the 5-membered ring instead of the more electron-rich

6-membered ring. Computational studies showed a clear

Fig. 11 The solid state structures of 3–6 complexing KI are

shown as a–d, respectively. In panel b, the two Lewis acidic

arenes are turned away from the macrocycle and the cation

interacts directly with iodide anion whereas iodide is excluded

from the solvation sphere in a, c, and d. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 The diaza-18-crown-6 compound (7) was prepared to

have 2-methoxyethyl and 2-phenylethyl side chains.
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preference for the benzo, rather than the pyrrolo subunit,

of indole to serve as the pi-donor. Similar experimental

results were observed for both Na+ and K+ in concert with

a variety of counteranions. When the position of attach-

ment between the macrocycle and the arene was moved,

benzene became the cation’s axial donor.[37] This suggests

that indole is indeed a versatile pi-donor.

CONCLUSION

Arenes are predicted by computational methods to bind

cations. The first evidence for such interactions came

from mass spectrometric studies conducted in the gas

phase. Subsequent studies undertaken with designed

receptor molecules gave evidence for cation–arene inter-

actions in various solvents. Recently, numerous solid-state

structural data have confirmed these interactions and have

provided distance and angle information upon which to

base more sophisticated receptor design efforts.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the remarkable physical properties of a DNA

molecule is that it is a strongly charged polyelectrolyte.

In solution, DNA dissociates, forming a negatively

charged polyion surrounded by an atmosphere of mobile,

positively charged counterions. Although positive coun-

terions are attracted to DNA, they screen the negative

charge of DNA, decreasing the attractive force for other

positive counterions. Additionally, ions of different val-

ency and size interact with DNA in a different manner,

leading to effects of competition between ions of different

species. There is always a delicate balance of forces

forming the equilibrium ion distribution around DNA.

The functionality of DNA in the cell is, in a decisive

degree, determined by electrostatic forces, which in turn

are dependent on the presence of different charged

components in the surrounding solution. It is clear that

understanding of DNA functionality is impossible with-

out an understanding of electrostatic interactions of DNA

with the environment.

The aim of the present review is to show how molec-

ular computer simulations can contribute to our under-

standing of the basic features of the interaction of DNA

with its ionic environment, what kind of information can

be obtained by computer simulations, and how this in-

formation can be used to bridge experimental and theo-

retical studies of DNA. First, some common polyelectro-

lyte models of DNA will be briefly reviewed, and a survey

of available computer simulation techniques will be given.

Then, applications of computer simulations to describe the

ionic environment of DNA on different levels of precision

will be discussed: Monte Carlo (MC) and Brownian dy-

namics (BD) simulations within the continuum dielectric

models, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with ex-

plicit treatment of solvent, as well as a combination of

these techniques, giving rise to the ‘‘multiscale model-

ing’’ approach.

Several reviews devoted to different aspects of DNA–

ion interactions and computer simulations of DNA have

recently appeared.[1–3] A more general and detailed re-

view of the computer simulation of polyelectrolytes is

presented in Ref. [4].

DNA POLYELECTROLYTE
MODELS AND THEORIES

A theoretical description of the ionic environment of DNA

is not a simple task. In fact, in any condensed matter

system, the more detailed and closer to reality the mo-

lecular model is, the more complicated (and often in-

cluding even more approximations) is the theory that has

to be applied to obtain meaningful results. There exist

several levels of theoretical descriptions of polyelectrolyte

systems. In the simplest approach (the so-called ‘‘primi-

tive model’’), a DNA is presented as a rigid cylinder, and

mobile ions as point charges or small rigid charged

spheres. Within the primitive model, the solvent is de-

scribed as a uniform dielectric continuum, described by a

dielectric permittivity of this solvent. The interaction be-

tween ions is described by the Coulombic potential scaled

by the value of the dielectric permittivity.

The most commonly used approach to describe the

properties of polyelectrolyte solutions at this level is the

Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) (mean field) theory.[5] This ap-

proach implies a Boltzmann distribution of the mobile ion

species in the average field of other ions. For a simple

cylindrical geometry, the PB equation can be rather easily

solved by numerical methods. If the electrostatic potential

is small, the exponent term in the standard PB equation

may be linearized, resulting in the linearized PB equa-

tion that allows an analytical solution. In this context,

the counterion condensation (CC) model formulated by

Manning[6] can also be mentioned. According to the CC

model, for a highly charged cylindrical polyion, a certain

amount of counterions remains in close proximity to the

polyion. These counterions neutralize a given fraction of

the total polyion charge, whereas the remaining counter-

ions reside in the bulk phase. Because most of the charge

of the polyion (76% in the case of DNA) is neutralized,

the distribution of ions in the bulk phase may be described

by the linearized PB equation. Because of its simplicity,

the Manning CC model has had a profound impact

on practical, as well as theoretical, studies of polyelec-

trolyte solutions.

The major problem with theories based on the PB ap-

proximation is that the Boltzmann expression for the ion
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density cannot be strictly derived from the statistical–

mechanical theory; therefore the accuracy of the PB the-

ory should be checked by more rigorous theories, or by

simulations. The PB theory neglects the small ion corre-

lations within the model. The effect of correlations can be

explained as follows. If a counterion is present at some

point near the polyion surface, it will decrease the prob-

ability for other counterions to be around it. Therefore

near this point, the counterion density will be lower than

that given by the PB theory. The decrease in local coun-

terion density causes an effective attractive force (in ad-

dition to the mean force) that draws the counterions closer

to the polyion surface. Clearly, the effect becomes stron-

ger with increase of the ion valency. Ion correlation

effects can considerably change the behavior of the

polyelectrolyte systems in quantitative as well as quali-

tative ways.

There exist a number of liquid state theories, based on

integral equations, which go beyond the PB approxima-

tion: the hypernetted chain approximation (HNC),[7,8] the

BBGY chain equations,[9,10] the mean spherical approxi-

mation,[5] the modified PB theory,[11] as well as some

others. A discussion of these theories and a comparison

of predictions of such models to both the PB model and

that of computer simulations can be found in a recent

review.[12]

More elaborate DNA models may include specific

details of its structure. One example is the so-called

‘‘grooved’’ model of DNA,[13] in which the charged

groups of DNA are located outside the cylindrical hard

core, on the sites corresponding to the phosphate groups

of DNA. In addition, full-atomic molecular models

of DNA or other polyelectrolytes in continuum solvent

have been considered. In such cases, the PB equation

becomes three-dimensional, but its solution is still rather

straightforward.[14,15] Sometimes effects of polarization

and hydration are included by considering a distant-de-

pendent and field-dependent dielectric constant. The

relevant theory to treat this class of models is the mod-

ified PB equation.[16] Stricter statistical–mechanical the-

ories become too complicated to be of any practical use

in this case.

The above-discussed analytical theories have to resort

to approximations already at the level of the primitive

model. Comparison of theory with experiment is, in such

cases, inconclusive; if discrepancies occur, it may be

difficult to attribute them to the approximations within the

model, or to approximations during the mathematical

treatment of the model. Computer simulations can help to

answer the questions because they may provide an accu-

rate, asymptotically exact, statistical–mechanical solution

for a given model. Moreover, computer simulations allow

to treat even more accurate and detailed models, with a

proper account of effects caused by hydration, dielectric

saturation, and the molecular structure of the solvent by

considering explicit solvent molecules.

The main computer simulation methods are MC and

MD. The MC method[17] is based on a stochastic proce-

dure, which generates molecular configurations with

probabilities equal to that in the canonical (or another

statistical) ensemble. By calculating simple arithmetic

averages over generated molecular configurations, it is

possible to define average values of physical properties in

the canonical ensemble and to obtain exact (in statistical

sense) answers to a statistical–mechanical problem. An

important kind of MC simulation technique is the grand

canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) method, which allows to

perform simulations in the grand canonical ensemble at

constant chemical potential.[18]

The MC method is very suitable for a description of

electrolyte and polyelectrolyte systems within the frame

of continuum solvent models (i.e., when solvent mole-

cules are not explicitly included in the simulations).

However, for models with explicit solvent molecules, the

MC method is not so efficient. The main reason is that in

the liquid state, the molecules are closely packed and the

fraction of the accepted MC steps becomes too small. For

molecular all-atom models of the solvent, the MD simu-

lation scheme is then more efficient.

The MD simulation technique implies a numerical

solution of the Newtonian equations of motion for all

atoms in the simulated molecular system. At each step of

the MD simulation, the coordinates and velocities of the

particles are recalculated according to equations of clas-

sical mechanics where forces are computed from some

predefined expressions, called the force field. The time

step is usually chosen at about 10�15 sec and a typical MD

simulation covers a time interval of 10�8–10�10 sec. In

addition to structural and thermodynamic properties, the

dynamics of the molecular system can be studied, in-

cluding time correlation functions, diffusion, and other

transport properties.

At present, MD simulation is the most commonly used

simulation method for studying molecules and molecular

interactions in the liquid state. However, because MD

implies simulation of all atoms in the system including

solvent molecules, it becomes too expensive for studies of

polyelectrolytes. A simplified description of polyelectro-

lyte systems, in terms of continuum solvent models, is still

a preferable option. For such models, either the MC

method or the stochastic analogue of MD–BD is used. In

BD, the solvent molecules are not explicitly accounted

for, but enter the equations of motion for solute molecules

by two terms: a friction force and a random force. The

third term in forces describes interactions with other

solute particles in the system (e.g., other ions or polyions).

Because the solvent molecules are not treated explicitly in

BD, it allows simulation of substantially larger systems
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than full-atomic MD simulation. Moreover, compared

with MC simulations, the dynamic properties of the ions

can be determined. For example, the effect of polyions on

ion diffusion can be studied.

SIMULATION OF COUNTERIONS
AROUND DNA WITHIN CONTINUUM
SOLVENT MODELS

Evaluation of Analytical Theories

The first attempts of computer simulations of DNA-like

polyelectrolytes were made in the beginning of the 1980s

using the MC method.[19,20] More systematic studies, with

varying salt concentrations and/or ion type, have been

carried out later.[21–27] The primary objective of these

earlier computer simulation studies was to evaluate the

applicability of analytical theories describing ionic dis-

tributions around DNA. In most of these works, the

primitive model was used [i.e., the DNA was modeled as a

hard body (cylinder) with a uniform distribution of surface

charge, and the ions were represented as point charges or

charged hard spheres]. In some of these works, a soft

short-range ion–ion or ion–DNA interaction potential,[23]

or a specific location of the charges on the polyion sur-

face[22] has been used. The main outcome of the early

simulations was that the PB approximation is generally

valid if only monovalent ions are present in the solution.

In subsequent works with more detailed and more accu-

rate (in the sense of longer runs) simulations, it was shown

that deviation of the PB theory from the simulations does

not exceed 10% for the ion distribution or the electrostatic

potential in the relevant range of ion concentrations.

For ions of higher valency and their mixtures, the PB

approximation often fails. The typical behavior is that the

PB approximation underestimates the ion density in the

nearest layer next to the polyion surface, which is a result

of neglecting ion–ion correlations. An example is given in

Fig. 1, which shows the ion density distributions for a

cylindrical model of DNA in the presence of a mixture of

divalent counterions and monovalent coions. One can see

an increased simulated concentration of counterions com-

pared with the PB result within about 5 Å from the polyion

surface. This feature may seem not large on the figure, but

given the facts of the logarithmic scale of Y-axis and steep

slope of the curve, it results in a noticeable higher affinity

of divalent ions to DNA.

An additional attraction of counterions to DNA can be

seen more clearly in the ‘‘integrated charge’’ curve, which

represents ion distribution integrated from the surface of

polyion to some distance r. The sense of this curve is the

total counterion charge (per length of the polyion) within

the cylinder of radius r around the polyion. An example of

the integral charge curve is shown in Fig. 2 for the mixture

of monovalent and divalent counterions with monovalent

coins.[23] It is seen that for the given case (0.022 M MgCl2
and 0.155 M NaCl mixture), the amount of divalent

ions within 5 Å from the DNA surface in the PB ap-

proximation is underestimated by about 20%. In other

cases (e.g., higher concentrations) deviations may reach

40% or even more.

Besides quantitative differences, computer simulations

can, in some cases, predict a qualitatively different be-

havior as compared with the PB model. An example is the

so-called ‘‘charge reversal’’ or ‘‘overneutralization,’’

which may happen if the total charge of the counterions in

the close vicinity of a polyion exceeds the charge of the

polyion itself, which then leads to an alternating sign of

the electrostatic potential. Such behavior was typically

observed for divalent or higher-valence counterions under

certain thermodynamic conditions,[25] but it may happen

even for monovalent ions if the salt concentration is high

enough.[13] The charge reversal cannot be obtained in the

PB theory. There is no clear experimental evidence of the

charge reversal, except perhaps for a rather old work by

Strauss et al.,[28] who observed a cationic polyion (poly-4-

vinilpyridine) moving against the electric field at high

salt concentration.

More accurate statistical–mechanical theories, such as

the HNC or the modified PB theory, were found to re-

produce properties of the ion distributions relatively well

even for multivalent ions.[8,11,23] Fig. 2, reproduced from

the work of Murthy et al.,[23] shows the integral charge

computed for a mixture of divalent and monovalent

ions by the PB and HNC theories as well as by MC

Fig. 1 Ion distribution profile around a cylindrical DNA model

for a mixture of divalent and monovalent counterions and

monovalent coions, obtained in MC simulation (solid lines) and

PB approximation (dashed lines). Radius of all ions in MC

simulations, 2 Å. The simulation was set up as in Ref. [37].
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simulations. Clearly, the HNC result is much closer to the

simulation data than that obtained by the PB theory. The

HNC theory, as well as some other more elaborated the-

ories, are able to reproduce even such effects as charge

reversal.[8] However, these theories are difficult to apply

in the case of more complicated (noncylindrical) geome-

tries (e.g., for a model with specific location of the charges

on the polyion).

Manning condensation theory is often considered as a

further simplification of the PB theory. Still, it catches

some basic features of ion distributions. Lamm et al.[27]

compared the fraction of electrostatically bound ions us-

ing the MC, PB, and CC methods. If the bound fraction of

counterions is determined as those residing within a re-

gion around the DNA where the electrostatic potential is

less than kT, the MC results are found to quantitatively

reproduce the bound fraction predicted by the Manning

condensation theory. Another interesting feature of ion

distribution, also related to the CC theory, is that the

concentration of counterions just next to the DNA surface

depends very weakly on the salt concentration, and

remains high (a few molars per liter) even at very low salt

concentrations. According to the CC theory, a fraction of

DNA counterions remains condensed to DNA even at

infinite dilution. This feature was also confirmed by the

computer simulations.

Dielectric Effects

MC computer simulations within the primitive electrolyte

model imply uniform continuum dielectrics with dielec-

tric permittivity of liquid water (��80). In fact, dielectric

permittivity of DNA itself is substantially lower. It is also

often argued that because the water molecules around the

DNA are strongly oriented in the electrostatic field of

DNA, their reorientation mobility is reduced, which must

make the dielectric permittivity lower than in the bulk

solution. Some estimations show that the effective di-

electric constant may be as low as 6–30 in the first one to

two molecular layers near a DNA surface[29,30] compared

with the bulk value of about 80. Nonuniform dielectric

permittivity is a source of polarization forces, and their

effect on ionic distribution is a priori unclear.

MC simulations, incorporating the effect of dielectric

discontinuity[31,32] at the polyion surface and using alter-

native dielectric saturation models,[33] have investigated

the effects of the assumption of a constant dielectric

permittivity, finding minor effects on the counterion dis-

tributions. Moreover, the effect may be different— it may

drive ions out of the DNA grooves,[31] or, at the opposite,

increase their concentration near the DNA surface,[32]

depending on the details of the DNA model (shape) and

the way how the dielectric effects are incorporated.

In fact, at distances on the order of a few angstroms, the

concept of dielectric permittivity is not well defined.

Within the primitive model, the interaction potential is the

Coulombic potential scaled by the value of the dielectric

constant. This potential is an approximation of the exact

solvent-mediated potentials between the ions in the solu-

tion, which in fact represents the free energy of ion–sol-

vent interactions. From this point of view, � in the inter-

action potential can be regarded as a parameter of the

potential, which may differ from the local dielectric

constant related, for example, to the water dipole fluctu-

ation or the dielectric response. Evaluation of solvent-

mediated potentials may be performed from the all-atom

MD simulations, which showed that the effective dielec-

tric constant—as a parameter of the effective potential—

remains high even at high-enough salt concentrations and

near the DNA surface.[33,34] The effects caused by an

explicit account of the solvent in computer simulations on

ion distribution around the DNA will be discussed in more

detail below.

Fig. 2 Radially integrated counterionic (q2 + and q+) and total

(q) charge for a 0.155 M NaCl and 0.022 M MgCl2 salt mixture

around a cylindrical model of DNA. Points are MC simulation

result; dash–dot lines and solid lines are PB and HNC theories,

respectively. (From Ref. [23]. # American Chemical Society,

1985.)
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Effect of Specific Distribution of Charges

The effects caused by a specific distribution of charges

on the polyion surface were studied in a number of

works[13,31,35–38] with applications to DNA. Quite evi-

dently, a different structure of the charge distribution on

the polyion may cause a rather different distribution of the

ion density in the close vicinity of the polyion. Typically,

one puts charges of �1 on the sites corresponding to the

phosphate groups of DNA. Additionally, helical grooves

may be set, mimicking the minor and major grooves of

DNA. In some cases, the DNA is presented with all-atom

resolution.[39]

A detailed study of different ways to mimic helical

grooves on DNA was presented by Montoro and Abas-

cal.[13] These authors observed that specific interactions of

ions with DNA (soft repulsion potential), the incorpora-

tion of the discrete charge distribution, and the grooved

nature of the DNA surface may change the ion density

profile around DNA considerably (Fig. 3). For example, in

a ‘‘groove model’’ of DNA, in which explicit grooves on

DNA were introduced, a double hump on the counterion

density profile was observed, which even transformed to a

double maximum at higher concentrations. This is in

agreement with BD simulations of a full-atomic descrip-

tion of DNA.[40,41] In addition, substantial penetration of

counterions in the minor and major grooves was ob-

served.[36] Enhanced concentration of counterions in the

grooves (with stronger effect in the minor groove) has

been observed also in several works.[37,38] However, dis-

tribution of counterions far from the DNA depends only

weakly on the structure of the DNA surface.

An MC study of a DNA model with an all-atom res-

olution in a continuum solvent was carried out by Mills

et al.[39] for different forms of DNA. It was found that

the grooved structure of both A-DNA and the B-DNA

affects the details of the ion distribution in the center re-

gion of the polyion dramatically. However, the total

number of bound ions at a particular added salt value

differs only slightly among the conformations.

A general conclusion from the studies on the effect of

the specific charge location on DNA is that although it

may affect strongly the details in ion distribution near the

polyion, the distribution of counterions far from the

polyion (at distances more than 20 Å from the DNA axis)

remains largely invariant. Furthermore, the integral prop-

erties of the ion distribution, such as the amount of ions

within a certain distance around the polyion, depend very

little on how the charges are located on the polyion sur-

face. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the integrated

charge is displayed for the same ion distributions as shown

in Fig. 3. The integrated charge curves are determined

Fig. 3 Ion distribution profiles at 0.05 M monovalent salt,

calculated in MC simulations for different DNA models. HH is

‘‘homogeneous hard cylinder,’’ HS is ‘‘homogeneous soft

cylinder’’ (ions interact with the polyion with repulsive 1/r9

potential), HS1 is homogeneous soft cylinder with a displaced

axis of short-range repulsion, DS is discretely charged, soft

repulsion model with charges located on sites of phosphate

groups, GP is grooved DNA model with explicit grooves. (From

Ref. [13]. # American Institute of Physics, 1995.)

Fig. 4 Integrated charge (charge compensation) function, cal-

culated in MC simulations for different DNA models. Nota-

tions are the same as in Fig. 3. (From Ref. [13]. # American

Institute of Physics, 1995.)
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mostly by the total charge density of the polyion and by

the ion composition. The primary reason for the weak

sensitivity of the global properties of the ion distribution

to the details of charge location is the long-range character

of electrostatic interactions, which effectively averages

contributions from all the charges of the polyion and

makes the total electrostatic field similar to that of a

uniformly charged cylinder.

Ion Competition

The interaction of mobile ions with polyions depends

strongly on the ion type, charge, and size. Counterions of

higher valency are more strongly attracted to polyions

than monovalent ions—that is why they force low-valency

ions out from the nearest vicinity of the polyelectrolyte.

The size of the ions additionally plays a role and becomes

especially important in the discussion of the competition

of ions of the same valency. Smaller ions can come closer

to the polyion surface and lower the electrostatic energy as

compared with larger ions. However, within the primitive

electrolyte model, the size of ions in simulations is not

directly related to their real ‘‘crystallographic’’ sizes.

Rather, it is a parameter that, in an average way, takes into

account the effective hydration shell of water molecules

around the ion. Reasonable values of the ion hydration

radii can be obtained by fitting to available experimental

data on ion osmotic and activity coefficients.[42] Other

ways of choosing effective ion radii are discussed in a

recent work by Banavali and Roux.[43]

The problem of ion competition has received much

attention because of its importance in biological and

technological applications. (For more information, see, for

example, Ref. [44].) Typically, one determines a ‘‘com-

petition coefficient,’’ which has a sense of an equilibrium

constant of the ion exchange process.[45] The competition

coefficient may be determined experimentally from nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation measure-

ments,[45] or from direct ion exchange experiments.[46,47]

The competition parameter may be also determined from

computer simulations, or other theoretical approaches in a

standard manner: For a given concentration of ions of

different species, the ion density profiles are calculated

and from these data, the amount of ions of each species

within some distance from the polyion surface is obtained.

Some uncertainty arises when one tries to define which

ions are ‘‘bound’’ and which are ‘‘free.’’ Usually, one

considers ions within some cutoff distance rB from the

surface of DNA (which is on the order of a few angstroms)

as ‘‘bound.’’ Paulsen et al.[45] analyzed the dependence of

the competition coefficient on the cutoff radius and found

that it is almost independent of rB if rB is chosen in rea-

sonable limits.

In this way, the competition of ions of several divalent

counterions with Na+ around the DNA was studied in the

work[45] where a comparison of the PB model, MC

simulations, and NMR experiments has been made. It was

found that simulation results were closer to the experi-

mental data than the PB results. Other studies of the ion

competition effects are reported in a number of more re-

cent MC simulations.[38,48,49] It was shown that the PB

approximation underestimates binding of higher-valency

ions and that this underestimation increases with ion

valency.[38,45]

In the case of concentrated polyelectrolyte systems

(e.g., oriented DNA fibers in equilibrium with a bulk

electrolyte solution), the situation is different. The sim-

ulation cell, in this case, cannot include the ‘‘bulk’’ so-

lution, so the concentration of the ions in the bulk is not

directly known. The problem can be solved by per-

forming GCMC simulations both in the polyelectrolyte

gel phase and in the bulk solution (without polyions), at

the same chemical potential.[50] The GCMC approach has

been applied for studying the competition of monovalent,

divalent, and trivalent ions in a series of works by Kor-

olev et al.[46,47,51] In these works, competition coeffi-

cients of different ions, computed in GCMC simulations,

were compared with the experimental ones measured by

ion exchange experiments for DNA fibers, which were

stabilized by the presence of ethanol. In computer simu-

lations, the presence of ethanol was modeled as a lower

(than in pure water) dielectric constant. The competition

coefficients for the ions of different valencies and sizes

have been computed and a good agreement with the ion

exchange measurements has been observed.

Interaction of DNA with Multivalent Ligands

Studies of DNA interacting with complex multivalent

molecular ions is of considerable interest because of the

role of such ions (e.g., polyamines) in living systems.

Additionally, polyamines are often used as condensing

agents in the preparation of condensed samples of DNA.

Other interesting and important applications are related to

binding of charged intercalative drugs to DNA and to

protein–DNA binding.

Application of standard polyelectrolyte theories to

complex multivalent ions faces additional difficulties re-

lated to the spatial distribution of the ion charges and the

internal degrees of freedom. In analytical theories, these

additional features are usually either ignored[52] or treated

in some approximate manner.[53,54] In computer simula-

tions, on the contrary, inclusion of the internal structure

of the ionic ligand does not pose any principal compli-

cations. In Ref. [37], the polyamine spermidine3+ was

modeled as a chain of three monovalent ions connected by
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harmonic bonds. It was shown that because of the effects

of the nonlocal charge distribution and internal degrees of

freedom, the binding affinity of spermidine to DNA was

reduced compared with that of a simple trivalent (metal)

ion. The binding was reduced even below the predictions

of the PB theory, which generally underestimates the

binding affinities of higher valency ions for simple ions.

Existing NMR diffusion studies qualitatively confirm this

result.[55]

The binding of an octavalent rodlike ligand to DNA in

the presence of monovalent salt has been studied by

Olmstedt et al.[56] using GCMC simulations. Such highly

charged ligand binds strongly to DNA, forming a stable

complex. A strong reduction in the surface counterion

(e.g., Na+) concentration over a region including—but

extending well beyond—the location of the ligand binding

site has been observed.

Brownian Dynamics of Counterions
Around DNA

BD simulations allow, alongside ion distribution, com-

putation of dynamic and transport properties of ions.

The presence of a polyion makes the diffusion of ions

slower than in the bulk solution, because of both the

steric obstacles imposed by the polyion and the elec-

trostatic interactions. Thus the retardation of the diffu-

sion provides information on the binding of ions to the

polyelectrolyte. An advantage of diffusion studies is

that the self-diffusion coefficient is a quantity that is

directly available from experiments measuring macro-

scopic self-diffusion.

The diffusion properties of counterions in the presence

of DNA were studied by BD simulations in a number of

works.[40,57,58] The self-diffusion coefficient can also be

obtained within the PB mean field approximation, using

the PB–Smoluchowski diffusion model.[59] A comparison

of lithium counterion diffusion coefficients determined

in BD simulations, in the PB–Smoluchowski model, and

in the experiment was performed in Ref. [57]. The

comparison of the two polyelectrolyte theories with the

experiment clearly demonstrated the effect of ion corre-

lations included in the BD simulations, which substan-

tially improve agreement with the experiment.

Apart from the general interest as to how the presence

of DNA affects ion dynamics, such simulations provide

valuable information for the interpretation of NMR re-

laxation experiments. For example, BD may provide data

on the time correlation function of the electric field gra-

dients[40,58] experienced by Na+ counterions associated

with DNA, for which the NMR quadrupolar relaxation of

the 23Na nuclei is determined by the time-dependent

fluctuation of these field gradients.

SIMULATIONS OF COUNTERIONS
AROUND DNA WITH EXPLICIT
ACCOUNT OF SOLVENT

Molecular Dynamics of DNA

The studies of the ionic environment of DNA discussed

above have been carried out within continuum solvent

models. The effects of solvent and hydration can be

taken into account rather straightforwardly in computer

simulations by introducing explicit solvent (water) mole-

cules. However, an all-atom description makes the simu-

lations very time-consuming and reduces the size of

the system that can be considered. At the present level of

computer power, the maximum number of atoms that

can be simulated long enough to obtain meaningful re-

sults is on the order 104, which corresponds to a simu-

lation box size of 50–60 Å . This size is not enough to

study polyelectrolyte aspects of ion distribution. Still,

all-atom simulations are extremely important for under-

standing ion–DNA interactions in close proximity to

the DNA.

The preferable method in all-atom simulations is MD,

although the first attempt to simulate such model was

performed by the MC method.[60] Earlier MD simulations

of DNA[61–63] were too short to produce information on

ionic distribution. Given the diffusion of counterions

around DNA on the order 10�6 cm/sec2, at least nano-

second time scale is needed for the counterions to sample

the space around DNA. Such simulations became possible

from the second part of 1990s, when a large number of

works on MD simulations of DNA, with full-atomic de-

scription of solvent and ions, appeared.[64–71] In the ma-

jority of these studies, the main interest was in the DNA

molecule itself, investigating DNA backbone structure

and dynamics, base stacking, phosphate orientation, over-

all nucleic acid structure, and so on. (For more informa-

tion on these issues, the reader is referred to recent re-

views.[3,72]) Below, we shall concentrate on works dealing

with MD simulations of ion distributions around DNA.

Note first that results on MD simulations are dependent

on the force field used. The force fields used in macro-

molecular simulations are usually empirically parameter-

ized to reproduce some set of experimental results. At

present, the most often used force fields for DNA simu-

lations are AMBER[73] and CHARMM.[74] It was found

that these force fields may give somewhat different DNA

structures.[70] However, the hydration structure and ion

distribution are very similar in AMBER and CHARMM

simulations.[71,75] This is because of the fact that these

force fields differ mainly by parameters describing intra-

molecular DNA interactions, whereas parameters de-

scribing forces between water, ions, and DNA are almost

the same.
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Specific Binding of Ions

A major issue in molecular dynamic studies of the ionic

environment of DNA is the problem of specific ion

binding to different sites on the DNA surface. Whether

this binding is sequence-specific or purely electrostatic is

still to be determined. X-ray experiments carried out in the

1980s have suggested that there exists a ‘‘spin of hydra-

tion’’ of DNA,[76] which is a sequence of water molecules

in the minor and major grooves that is impenetrable to

cations. Cations, according to this picture, form a diffuse

cloud around, which is defined by electrostatic inter-

actions. However, MD simulations, made in the 1990s,

have shown that Na+ counterions may intrude the spin

of hydration of DNA and substitute for water mole-

cules.[66–68,77] This was also confirmed by newer, high-

resolution X-ray data.[78]

The question of sequence-specific counterion binding

to DNA has a principal importance to our understanding

of mechanisms of DNA recognition. When counterions

bind to DNA in a sequence-specific manner, they form a

mosaic of nonuniform charge distribution depending on

the DNA sequence. Moreover, it was supposed that di-

rect ion binding to DNA affects the DNA structure,[78]

although this point of view is under debate.[79] Molec-

ular computer simulation can provide valuable infor-

mation to this discussion.

Most of the mentioned MD simulations of DNA have

been carried out with Na+ counterions. In some works,

other counterions were also studied. In Ref. [68], a com-

parative study of Li+, Na+, and Cs+ around DNA was

performed. It was found that these monovalent alkali ions

interact with DNA in a very different manner. Li+ ions

bind almost exclusively to the phosphate groups of DNA.

Na+ ions bind prevailing bases in the minor groove

through one water molecule, although a smaller fraction

of ions binds directly to the bases at some specific sites

(AT step in the minor groove and guanine bases in the

major groove). Cs+ ions bind directly to sugar oxygen in

the minor groove. It was shown also that the specific

character of ion bonding is, to a large extent, determined

by the hydration structure of water around DNA. A

stronger binding of Li+ ions to DNA was also confirmed

by NMR studies of the diffusion of Li+ and Cs+ ions in

oriented DNA fibers.[80]

DNA oligomers d(TpA)12 in the presence of K+

counterions were simulated in Ref. [81]. Comparing with

Na+ counterions, a stronger preference of K+ ions to the

major groove has been observed.

MD of DNA with divalent ions Mg2+ and Ca2+ was

performed in some recent works.[63,64,82] However, the

slow diffusion of Mg2+ ions makes it difficult to perform

a reliable estimation of distribution of these ions around

the DNA.

Recently, some works appeared on the distribution of

multivalent polyamine ions around DNA.[83–85] It was

found that flexible polyamine molecules (spermine or

spermidine) have several binding modes, interacting with

different sites on the DNA in an irregular manner. That is

why polyamine molecules are not seen in X-ray diffrac-

tions of DNA. Spermine4+ ions compete with Na+ ions

and water molecules in binding to bases in the minor

groove, and they influence the structure of the DNA hy-

dration shell in different ways.[85]

Comparison with Continuum Solvent Models

An interesting question that MD simulation could answer

is: How reliable are computations within the continuum

solvent model, for example, in the prediction of overall

ion density around DNA? The angularly averaged density

profile of counterions (Na+ mostly) has been calculated in

some recent works.[66–68] At short distances (within 5 Å

from the DNA surface), these density profiles are defined

mainly by the details of DNA structure and hydration

forces. Naturally, the distributions are very different from

the density profiles calculated for the cylindrical model of

DNA within the continuum solvent model (both in ana-

lytical approaches and MC simulations). Such compari-

son, from Ref. [68], is shown in Fig. 5, where angularly

averaged distributions of different monovalent counter-

ions around the DNA are displayed, together with the PB

theory result. Introducing details of the DNA structure

within the continuum dielectric model may make the

counterion distribution closer to that obtained in MD

simulations. For example, a maximum in ion density is

Fig. 5 Density profile of different ions around DNA obtained

in all-atom MD simulations. The results marked with (*) are

from a simulation with a larger simulation cell than the other

data. The thin dotted line shows the PB results with a cell radius

corresponding to the system marked (*). (From Ref. [68].

Adenine Press.)
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observed at about 8 Å from the DNA axis, corresponding

to a high probability for counterions to be inside the DNA

grooves.[38]

On larger distances from the DNA, the ion distribution,

computed in MD simulations, became more similar to that

calculated in the PB theory, or obtained in continuum

solvent simulations. In addition, the integral charge for

Na+ ions turned out to be very similar already on distances

greater than 12 Å from the DNA surface (Fig. 6). This

means that cylindrical PB equation, despite many inherent

approximations, is still able to evaluate amounts of ions

that are attracted (or ‘‘nonspecifically’’ bound) to DNA.

Multiscale Simulation Approach

However, direct simulation of ion density in MD simu-

lation is a tedious task and can be performed only at rel-

atively small distances from the DNA surface. These

distances do not include the true ‘‘bulk’’ phase, where

neither water nor ions are affected by the electrostatic

field of DNA. On the other hand, the problem of finding

the ion distribution in the whole range (from the DNA

surface to the bulk solution) is the important one. The

‘‘bulk’’ ion concentration in the living cell is determined

by the work of ion channels in the membrane; however,

only ions that are in close proximity to DNA affect their

properties. Although continuum solvent models allow to

compute for the ion distribution in the whole range, they

contain adjustable parameters, such as the effective ion

radius, and are unable to describe the effects of specific

ion binding (e.g., specific binding of Li+ ions to the

phosphate groups).

In Refs. [33] and [34], an approach was suggested to

link together the two levels of simulations of electrolyte or

polyelectrolyte systems (i.e., the all-atom MD simulations

and the MC simulations without explicit solvent). The

main idea is that detailed all-atom MD simulations pro-

vide information on how to parameterize parameters for

the continuum solvent model. In practice, as a first step, an

MD simulation of size as large as can be afforded is

performed. From this simulation, the radial distribution

function (RDF) between ions as well as between ions and

some sites of DNA is determined. Then, an inverse MC

procedure is performed,[34,86] which finds the effective

interaction potentials that match the RDF obtained in the

MD simulations. The great benefit of effective potentials

is that they can be used for simulation of the very same

system but of substantially larger scale because the sol-

vent molecules are not included. The typical behavior of

the effective potentials is that they have a few oscillations

at short distances, reflecting the molecular structure of the

solvent, and then—at distances of more than 10 Å—

approach the Coulombic potential with the dielectric con-

stant of water.[33,34] The short-range part of the effective

potentials is rather ion-specific, thus the specific features

of ion–DNA interactions are automatically included in

the model.

In Ref. [34], the effective potentials between different

alkali ions and DNA have been determined and used for

MC simulations of the ion environment of DNA. The

computed ion distributions are shown in Fig. 7. One can

notice clear similarities with the ion distribution obtained

in all-atom MD simulations in Fig. 5. Another interesting

observation is that for Na+ and K+ ions, the density pro-

files follow very closely the solution of the PB equation

for distances larger than 15 Å from the DNA axis

(of course, they were rather different at closer distances).

Fig. 6 Integral charge for Na+ and Cl� ions per phosphate

obtained in all-atom MD simulations and PB approximation.

(From Ref. [68]. Adenine Press.)

Fig. 7 Density profile of different ions around DNA obtained

by MC simulation with effective solvent-mediated potentials.

The notations for the curves are the same as in Fig. 5. (From

Ref. [34]. American Institute of Physics. Simulation details are

given in this reference.)
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For two other ions, Li+ and Cs+, the deviations from the

solution of the PB equation were more significant because

of specific interactions of these ions with DNA. From the

simulations, the relative binding affinity of these ions to

DNA was determined as Cs+>Li+>Na+�K+, in agree-

ment with the experimental results.

The multiscale modeling approach may be used to take

into account solvent and hydration effects in studies of ion

binding and competition, as well as of the interaction of

DNA with other ligands and proteins. Work in this di-

rection is now in progress.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the present review has been to show that

computer simulation techniques are becoming increas-

ingly important in the description of the ionic environment

of DNA as well as other properties of biomacromolecular

systems. Computer simulations allow us to follow the

motion of every atom in the studied system, thus provid-

ing very detailed information and contributing to our

general understanding of the physical mechanisms that

govern the behavior of these biologically, as well as

technologically, important systems. With the rapid de-

velopment of computer technology, allowing larger sys-

tems to be studied on a longer time scale and enabling

also a more accurate and detailed description of molec-

ular interactions, the importance of molecular simulations

in this area will grow further. Furthermore, new devel-

opments in experimental techniques including ‘‘single-

molecule’’ experiments, as well as an interest in more

and more complicated systems related to new areas

of biotechnology, biomaterials, and nanotechnology ad-

ditionally enhance the importance of computer simulation

methods.
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INTRODUCTION

The fascinating principles exploited by nature to control

organization, switching, and motion are a major source

of inspiration for the design and synthesis of artificial

molecular systems with such functions. The highly ef-

ficient retinal cis–trans photoisomerization in the pro-

cess of vision is a superior example of a molecular

switch,[1,2] and the intriguing biomolecular motors[3] set an

extremely high standard for the development of synthetic

counterparts. The bottom-up construction of switches and

motors, with the realization of machines and robotics of

nanosize dimensions as the ultimate goal, offers a

formidable challenge to scientists. Synthetic approaches

toward artificial machinery have already resulted in

several molecular systems whereby switching and/or

motion is controlled by means of chemical, electrochem-

ical, photochemical, or thermal input.[4–6] For instance,

molecular propellers,[7] brakes,[8] switches,[9] turn-

stiles,[10] ratchets,[11] and shuttles[12,13] have been con-

structed. Catenanes and rotaxanes have shown to be

particularly promising systems in the development of

molecular machines.[14–17] Jimenez et al.,[18] for example,

reported the contraction and stretching of a linear rotaxane

dimer resembling a natural muscle at work,[19] and Chia

et al.[20] demonstrated the threading and dethreading

of rotaxanes assembled on a surface. Recently, Hugel

et al.[21] reported the first single molecule machine based

on photoactive azo dyes.

In this article, we do not attempt to give a complete and

detailed overview of all molecular switches and motors

developed thus far and the reader is referred to various

reviews. Molecular switches, based on a large variety of

principles, have been reviewed extensively.[9] Molecular

motors found in nature as well as synthetic counterparts

are reviewed elsewhere.[22] We will focus on systems

based on sterically overcrowded alkenes, in which light

is used to induce switching or motion, to illustrate several

of the key principles involved.

STERICALLY OVERCROWDED ALKENES AS
CHIROPTICAL MOLECULAR SWITCHES

In a chiral approach toward molecular switches, the

unique properties associated with stereoisomers of chiral

photoresponsive molecules are exploited. The two stereo-

isomers of such photochromic compounds represent the

distinct states of a light-switchable digital molecular

system (Fig. 1).

Chiroptical techniques offer the attractive feature that

the change in chirality of the photochromic system[23] can

be detected. A major advantage of chiroptical switches

is that nondestructive readout is feasible by monitoring

the change in optical rotation at wavelengths remote

from the wavelengths used for switching. Another

important advantage of using chiral photochromic com-

pounds is that they can be employed to control other

(chiral) properties, e.g., the organization of a liquid

crystalline phase.

Chiral Switches Based on Enantiomers

A direct way of controlling chirality in a molecular

switching system is by using the interconversion be-

tween two enantiomers by chiral light (Fig. 2). Schuster

et al.[24,25] have published switchable systems which

function under the influence of circularly polarized light.

The switching process we envisioned involves the inter-

conversion of the (P)- and (M)-enantiomers of helically

shaped, inherently dissymmetric alkenes.

The possible photoisomerization steps are the follow-

ing: 1) irradiation with circularly polarized light (CPL)

will lead to a small excess of one of the two enantiomers

starting from a racemate; 2) alternating irradiation with

(l)- and (r)-CPL at a certain wavelength will result in a

modulation between both enantiomers; and 3) irradiation

with linear polarized or unpolarized light results again in

a racemic (P,M)-mixture.
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Decisive factors for a successful molecular switch

based on enantiomers are as follows: 1) irradiation with

CPL should not cause any photodestruction; 2) the en-

antiomers should have sufficiently high g-values (g =

anisotropy factor); and 3) the quantum efficiency for pho-

toracemization should be high, as the rate of photo-

resolution is exponentially related to this quantity. Out

of a large number of sterically overcrowded chiral alkenes

that were synthesized and resolved, helically shaped

alkene 1 meets these requirements (Scheme 1).[26] The

enantiomers of 1 are stable at ambient temperatures and

are fatigue-resistant. This overcrowded alkene shows

structural resemblance to helicenes, and large CD absorp-

tions and optical rotations are found. A stereospecific

photoisomerization takes place that reverses the helicity of

the molecules.

Starting from racemic 1, switching between photosta-

tionary states with small enantiomeric excesses (0.07%)

of (P)- and (M)-1 was accomplished by irradiation with

(l)- and (r)-CPL, respectively. This demonstrates that

chiral light can be used to switch a molecular system

from one handedness to the other. Such a switching

behavior on the molecular level might have potential in

developments toward molecular integrated systems or

optical data storage units, for example, by employing

liquid crystalline matrices (vide infra). The selectivity of

switching is, however, severely limited by the theoretical

limitations of the concept.[27]

Chiral Switches Based
on Pseudoenantiomers

A way of circumventing the major limitations predicted

and encountered in enantiomeric switches is by the use

of pseudoenantiomeric photochromic molecules. In-

spired by the efficient switching of retinal in the human

eye,[28] the design of pseudoenantiomeric chiroptical

switches is again based on sterically overcrowded alkenes

(Scheme 2).[29,30] As for 1, the intrinsic (helical) chirality

originates from a distortion of the molecular framework

leading to (M)- and (P)-helices. Both forms of the over-

crowded alkene feature a cis- and a trans-stilbene chromo-

phore in the same molecule. A photochemically induced

cis–trans isomerization results in reversal of the helicity.

Because of the near mirror-image relation of the two

pseudoenantiomers, such a system offers a way to control

molecular chirality merely by changing the wavelength of

the light employed.

The first chiroptical switching process was realized

with thioxanthene-based alkenes (M)-cis-2 and (P)-trans-

2 (Scheme 3).[31] Irradiation of enantiomerically pure

(M)- cis-2 in n-hexane solution at 300 nm resulted in a

photostationary state consisting of 64% (M)-cis-2 and

36% (P)-trans-2 because of different UV absorptions

of the (M)-cis and (P)-trans-isomers (vide infra). Using

250-nm wavelength light, a photostationary state of 68%

(M)-cis-2 and 32% (P)-trans-2 was reached. Alternated

irradiation at 250 and 300 nm resulted in a photomodula-

tion between these two photostationary states. It should be

noted that after 20 switching cycles, 10% racemization

was observed because of a relatively low racemization

barrier. A second drawback is the relatively low switching

efficiency of this prototype system. Both drawbacks can

be overcome by synthetic modification.

It was found that the racemization barriers could be

tuned over a range of approximately 50 to above 125 kJ

mol�1 by modification of the bridging atoms X and Y in

the upper and lower half of the inherently dissymmetric

alkenes (Scheme 2).[32] The effect of increasing the size of

X and Y is that the naphthalene unit of the upper half is

pushed toward the lower half, and as a consequence, the

steric hindrance at the so-called fjord region and the

barrier for racemization are increased. For instance,

going from Y = O to S, the Gibbs energy of activation

Fig. 1 Chiroptical molecular switch based upon stereoisomers

A and B with different chirality.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a molecular switch based

on enantiomers.

Scheme 1 Circularly polarized light switch based on sterically

overcrowded alkene 1.
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for the racemization process increases from 91.2 to

120.9 kJ mol�1.

In a switching process, which is based on the difference

in UV/Vis absorption of two states of a photochromic

molecular system, the switching efficiency is linearly

related to the ratio of the UV/Vis absorptions of the

isomers (following Eq. 1). The ratio of the two extinction

coefficients at a certain wavelength, together with the

ratio of the quantum yields (F) for interconversion of the

two forms, determines the photostationary state ratios.

The ratio of the two extinction coefficients of a photo-

chromic switch is wavelength-dependent, and this is a

decisive factor for the selectivity of the switch.

½cis�
½trans� ¼

etrans

ecis

Ftrans!cis

Fcis!trans

ð1Þ

To increase the stereoselectivity of the photochromic

process, a dimethylamino electron-donating substituent

and a nitro electron-withdrawing substituent were intro-

duced in the lower half (Scheme 4).[33,34] This asymmetric

substitution results in relatively large differences in the

UV/Vis absorption characteristics of the two pseudoenan-

tiomers (Fig. 3A). Maxima in the ratio of extinction

coefficients of the two pseudoenantiomers are found at

365 and 435 nm. With this system, in n-hexane, switching

between a photostationary state of 90% (M)-cis-3 and

10% (P)-trans-3 (435 nm) and 30% (M)-cis-3 and

70% (P)-trans-3 (365 nm) is achieved.[33] It was possible

to perform 80 switching cycles without any deterioration

or racemization.

Of utmost importance for further applications of

chiroptical molecular switches is the pseudoenantiomeric

relationship between the two isomers. This pseudoenan-

tiomeric relation is evident from the circular dichroism

(CD) spectra of the two forms (Fig. 3B). With this sys-

tem, molecular chirality can effectively be controlled

by changing only the wavelength of light used.

To obtain information on the necessity of both a donor

and an acceptor moiety in the same molecule to induce

efficient switching, the acceptor-only nitro-substituted

and donor-only dimethylamine-substituted switches 4
and 5, respectively, were synthesized (Fig. 4). For both

compounds, the wavelengths for the most selective

switching process are considerably blue-shifted compared

with the donor–acceptor switches because of the absence

of a charge transfer absorption band, and switching se-

lectivities for both 4 and 5 are lower than for the donor–

acceptor substituted analog. Apparently, a combination

of donor and acceptor substituents is a prerequisite for

selective chiroptical switching in sterically overcrowded

alkene systems. Therefore the concept of donor–acceptor

substituted switches was further exploited.

The major drawback of 3, which becomes of consid-

erable importance especially when the molecule is incor-

porated in a liquid crystalline matrix, is low solubility and

compatibility. Low compatibility leads to severe limita-

tions with respect to the applicability of the system in an

organized environment (vide infra). Donor–acceptor com-

pound 6 was designed to increase the solubility without

interfering with the switching efficiency (Scheme 5).[35]

Although the UV/Vis spectra of 6 are comparable to those

of its parent compound 3, there are subtle differences

resulting in slightly different photochemical behavior.

Irradiation of 6 in n-hexane solution at the most

efficient wavelength of 380 nm resulted in the formation

of a photostationary state consisting of 70% (P)-trans-6
and 30% (M)-cis-6. Subsequent irradiation at 465 nm

resulted in the formation of a photostationary state con-

sisting of 98% (M)-cis-6 and 2% (P)-trans-6. This sys-

tem thus shows nearly quantitative switching to a cis

photostationary state because of a slight bathochromic

shift of the UV/Vis curve of the trans-isomer rela-

tive to the cis-isomer. Although this is only a minor

effect, it allows irradiation at the red edge of the spec-

trum to almost exclusively excite the trans-isomer result-

ing in a near quantitative switching to the cis photo-

stationary state.

In another approach to change the photophysical

properties of donor–acceptor switches, the relative posi-

tion of the donor and acceptor substituents can be changed

Scheme 2 General scheme of a chiroptical molecular switch

based on pseudoenantiomers of a sterically overcrowded alkene.

Scheme 3 The first chiroptical molecular switch based on a

sterically overcrowded alkene 2.
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(Scheme 6).[36] By introducing a dimethylamino-substit-

uent in the upper half of the switch as in 7, the difference

between the two isomers was expected to increase. In case

of (M)-cis-7, where the donor and acceptor substituents

are close together, a strong dipolar interaction between the

donor and acceptor moieties is expected. The possibility

for this direct interaction is absent in case of (P)-trans-7.

Nevertheless, efficient photoisomerization was only ob-

served in one direction strongly depending on solvent

polarity. In toluene, for example, a remarkable cis/trans

ratio of 99:1 was found upon irradiation at 435 nm.

Switching to a state of excess, (P)-trans-7, however, was

only possible in highly polar solvents such as, for ex-

ample, dichloromethane, and even then, a maximum

trans/cis ratio of only 55:45 was achieved. Although at

certain wavelengths the extinction coefficient of the cis-

isomer is higher than that of the trans-isomer, there is a

preference for the cis-isomer throughout the entire

spectrum and in almost any solvent. Because absorption

characteristics are similar to those of 3, in this case,

apparently, the quantum yield ratio is the predominant

factor for the switching selectivity. As a result of

favorable donor–acceptor interaction in the excited state,

a cis-like geometry will be preferred leading to a cis-

ground state only slightly dependent on the wavelength

used for excitation. This assumption is supported by the

fact that in more polar solvents, where intramolecular

dipole interactions become less important, the photosta-

tionary states are increasingly shifted to the trans-isomer.

Compound 7 can, in principle, be used in a write-once

type of molecular information storage system where,

starting from the trans-state, information is written very

efficiently with a diastereomeric ratio up to 99:1 (in

toluene solution) in preference of the cis-state.

Special Molecular Switches

The above examples show that sterically overcrowded

alkenes allow control of molecular chirality and offer a

Fig. 4 Simplified analogs of the donor–acceptor switches;

acceptor-only compound 4 and donor-only compound 5.

Scheme 4 Donor–acceptor substituted chiroptical molecular switch 3 showing high stereoselectivity.

Fig. 3 UV/Vis (top) and CD (bottom) absorption spectra of

donor–acceptor switch 3 (inset: the ratio of the two extinction

coefficients ecis/etrans). The solid lines correspond to (M)-cis-3

and the dashed graphs correspond to (P)-trans-3.
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binary switch system on a molecular level. The next

examples aim to further exploit this chiroptical switching

concept toward control over other functions or toward

more sophisticated photochromic systems.

Controlled Molecular Rotation

An approach toward a functional switch involves the

control of the rotation around a single bond in a

photoswitchable molecule modified with a biaryl-type

rotor.[37] Photoisomerization between the (M)-cis-8 and

the (P)-trans-8 form should cause a distinct difference in

rotation rate for the biaryl rotation because steric

hindrance on the rotor is completely different for the

two pseudoenantiomers (Scheme 7). Dynamic NMR

studies revealed barriers for the biaryl rotation of

DGz = 4.54 and 4.71 kJ mol�1 for the cis- and trans-

isomer, respectively. In contrast with expectation, but in

agreement with semiempirical calculations, the barrier for

the trans-compound was higher than for the cis-com-

pound. The observed isomerizations were attributed to

distinct differences in the chiral conformations and

steric effects associated with folding in the molecules.

Particularly, the methyl groups of the xylyl rotor meet

severe steric hindrance of the CH2 groups of the upper

half in trans-8, whereas the nearly planar naphthalene

moiety in cis-8 simply bends away during the rotary

process. This system can be considered a molecular gear

but suffers from a small difference in energy barriers and

inefficient photoswitching.

Gated Response and Dual-Mode
Photoswitching of Luminescence

Locking of written information is absolutely essential for

optical data storage based on molecular switches. Donor–

acceptor switch 3, as a result of the presence of a basic

dimethylamino-substituent, allows gated photoswitching

(Scheme 8).[34] The photochemical isomerization process

of both (M)-cis-3 and (P)-trans-3 was effectively blocked

by protonation of the dimethylamine moiety which

changes the lower half of the molecule from a push–pull

donor–acceptor system to a pull–pull acceptor–acceptor

system. The photoisomerization behavior can be restored

upon subsequent deprotonation.

This protonation–deprotonation protocol does not only

lead to gated response, but also has an effect on the

fluorescence of the molecule, leading to a dual-mode

photoswitching of luminescence. For (M)-cis-3 in n-

hexane, a weak fluorescence is found around 528 nm,

whereas for (P)-trans-3b, a relatively strong fluorescent

emission is observed around 531 nm. The fluorescence

was found to be highly solvent-dependent. Protonation of

these photochromic compounds resulted in complete

Scheme 5 n-Hexyl modified donor–acceptor switch 6.

Scheme 6 Alternative chiroptical molecular switch 7 with donor group in upper half and acceptor group in lower half of the molecule.
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quenching of the emission for both forms, whereas after

deprotonation, fluorescence intensities were fully recov-

ered. Combined with the photochemical switching, this

allows for switching between three fluorescent states on

(trans), dimmed (cis), and off (both protonated forms) by

simultaneous use of light and acid/base stimuli. In

circularly polarized luminescence studies, it was found

that the chirality of the fluorescent excited states strongly

depends on the polarity of the solvent.[38] In n-hexane,

both (M)-cis-3 and (P)-trans-3 show circularly polarized

luminescence of the same handedness, while in benzene,

circular polarization of luminescence is opposite for

(M)-cis-3 and (P)-trans-3. This remarkable behavior

was explained by the existence of a mutual trans-

like luminescent excited state in n-hexane, where in

benzene, clearly, cis-like as well as trans-like excited

states can be observed. In benzene solution, this system

can function as a molecular modulator of circularly

polarized luminescence.

Pyrrolidine-Functionalized Molecular Switch

En route toward further functionalization of the switch

skeleton in compound 9, a chiral (S)-2-methoxymethyl-

pyrrolidine group was introduced as the electron donor

moiety (Scheme 9). The additional stereogenic center in

this molecular switch results in four distinct diastereo-

meric forms. As a result, the two photoequilibria are

now different, and a difference in energy for the two

separate cis- [(S)-(M)-cis-9/(S)-(P)-cis-9] and trans- [(S)-

(M)-trans-9/(S)-(P)-trans-9] isomers of 9 can be antici-

pated. For both pseudoenantiomeric couples, the ideal

Scheme 7 Controlled intramolecular rotation of a biaryl propeller unit in a chiroptical molecular switch 8.

Scheme 8 Gated photoswitching and fluorescence based on reversible protonation.
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switching wavelengths and photostationary state ratios

are summarized in Scheme 9. Switching selectivities

are similar for the two diastereomeric bistable switching

pairs, and functionalization of the donor part of the

molecular switch has only a minor influence on the

switching selectivity. This offers attractive possibilities

for the use of these switch molecules in multicomponent

photoactive materials.

Another interesting feature of 9 when compared with

donor–acceptor switch 3 (Scheme 4) is that because of the

diastereomeric relation between the respective cis- and

trans-isomers, the thermal helix inversion steps are no

longer true racemizations. The steady-state ratios are not

50:50, indicating that there is a small but significant

energy difference between the two cis- and the two trans-

forms of 9 (Scheme 9). This effect can be used to induce

directionality in molecular rotation which might lead to

molecular motors.

Chiroptical Switching in Polymeric Matrices

In order for any molecular switch to be useful in future

nanotechnological applications, the system should retain

its properties when incorporated in a processable matrix.

Incorporation into a polymer matrix would, for example,

offer a photoswitchable film for reversible data storage.

For this purpose, a polymer-bound sterically overcrowded

alkene 10 was designed (Fig. 5).[39] Irradiation of thin

films of this chiral photochromic polymer results in

distinct changes in the CD spectrum, but 10 suffers from

low switching selectivity and long irradiation times.

Photochemical switching of polymers doped with

sterically overcrowded alkenes revealed that photoswitch-

ing was possible in a polymer matrix. The isomerization

processes, however, critically depend on the mobility in

the matrix. The restrictive polymer matrix slows down

this process to a large extent, and more effective applica-

tions of the sterically overcrowded alkenes as chiroptical

Scheme 9 Four diastereoisomers of pyrrolidine-based chiroptical switch 9 and the isomerization pathways.

Fig. 5 Polymer-bound chiroptical molecular switch 10 (n = 1–

5; x/y 	 95.3:4.7).
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molecular switches were found with more flexible liquid

crystalline host materials.

TOWARD APPLICATIONS: SWITCHING OF
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE PHASES

Liquid crystals (LCs), which are already widely applied

in, for example, display technology, form excellent host

materials for chiral molecular switches. When doped with

a suitable molecular switch as a guest, liquid crystals offer

a processable photoswitchable material, with essential

features for application of these systems. Nematic liquid

crystals are especially appealing for use in combination

with these chiral guest compounds because they are

extremely sensitive toward chiral perturbations forming

chiral nematic or cholesteric phases. In their cholesteric

packing, the mesogenic host molecules amplify the mo-

lecular chirality of the guest material resulting in a

macroscopic chiral helical packing. Cholesteric phases

can be assigned by a helical packing of the mesogens with

a certain sign and a certain pitch.[40–42] This pitch is a

measure of the chirality of the system. An important

property of cholesteric liquid crystals for potential tech-

nological application is that they show unique optical

properties when the pitch is of the same magnitude as the

wavelengths of visible light. When illuminated with white

light, cholesteric phases reflect light of a certain wave-

length (color) dependent on the pitch of the LC phase. The

interest in colored doped cholesteric phases in the research

on chiroptical molecular switches is twofold. When

chiroptical molecular switches can induce pitch lengths

resembling the dimensions of the wavelength of visible

light, a direct color readout of written information is

possible. On the other hand, direct tuning of the color of

the cholesteric phase opens the opportunity to develop

color liquid crystal display materials addressable by light,

i.e., color pixel formation.

Enantiomeric Switches in a
Liquid Crystal Matrix

A main goal of the research on enantiomeric switches has

been the development of a potential liquid crystal photo-

trigger based on CPL. Because nematic materials are ex-

tremely sensitive to chiral perturbations, changes in LC

films can even reflect enantiomeric excesses as small as

0.07% as found for 1.[26] Irradiation with (l)-CPL (313

nm) of racemic 1 doped in a nematic LC host M15

resulted in the formation of a negative cholesteric phase.

The molecular chirality controlled by circularly polarized

light is amplified by the liquid crystalline environment.

Accordingly, irradiation with (r)-CPL (again 313 nm)

resulted in a cholesteric phase of opposite positive screw

sense. The amount of dopant needed to obtain a measur-

able cholesteric phase is relatively large (20 wt.%) because

of the small enantiomeric excesses reached in the photo-

stationary state. Irradiation of the cholesteric film with

linear polarized light at 313 nm resulted in an achiral

compensated nematic phase. The two chiral influences (l)-

and (r)-CPL at the most efficient wavelength stimulate the

two extreme photostationary states. Actually, this macro-

scopic switchable material represents a multistate switch

in which the cholesteric phases with intermediate pitches

can be addressed by changing, for example, the irradiation

time or wavelength (Scheme 10).

Pseudoenantiomeric Switches in a
Liquid Crystal Matrix

The photochemical modulation of the helical screw sense

and the pitch of a cholesteric phase was also realized with

the combination of a nematic liquid crystalline host and

donor–acceptor switch 3.[43] Different liquid crystals can

be used as a host and show comparable results. For

example, doping of liquid crystalline compound M15 with

(P)-trans-3 (2.4 wt.%) converts the nematic phase into a

cholesteric phase. Irradiation at 365 or 435 nm of a thin

film of this cholesteric phase led to photostationary states

with an excess of (M)-cis-3 or an excess of (P)-trans-3,

comparable to the system in n-hexane solution. These two

cholesteric phases show different pitches and opposite

screw sense (+8.5 and �12.2 mm), as expected from the

Scheme 10 Schematic representation of CPL switching be-

tween different liquid crystalline phases.
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pseudoenantiomeric relationship of the two forms of the

photoswitchable dopant. Switching efficiencies in a liquid

crystalline environment and in solution are more or less

equal, but irradiation times have increased. Doping con-

centrations are, however, limited for this particular

system. For this reason, compound 6 with a solubi-

lizing n-hexyl tail was synthesized (vide supra) and an

increase in compatibility was observed in all tested

nematic host materials.

For compound 6, a cholesteric phase was readily

induced by doping with either one of the enantiomerically

pure forms of 6 in all tested nematic liquid crystalline

hosts. The molecular chirality of the dopant was amplified

to provide a macroscopic chirality of the liquid crystalline

phase comparable to compound 3. Using a 2.6-wt.%

sample of 6 in M15, for example, switching between

cholesteric phases with pitches of +10.1 and �12.0 mm

was achieved using 380- and 435-nm light, respectively.

A material of choice for further improvement of the

system is E7, a commercially applied LC mixture which is

liquid crystalline at room temperature. Ideal switching

wavelengths in this LC host were determined to be 380

and 470 nm. Using again a 2.6-wt.% sample, switching

between cholesteric phases with pitches of +5.1 and �5.5

mm was possible. These values represent the minimum

pitches that can be reached for a 2.6-wt.% sample. By

changing the irradiation time or the irradiation wave-

length, cholesteric phases with intermediate pitches, in-

cluding a compensated nematic phase, are addressable

(Scheme 11).

Controlling the Color of Cholesteric Phases

As indicated above, to obtain colored LC phases, pitches

in the range of nanometers are required. Although the

dopant concentration for 6 in E7 can be further in-

creased, for LC color application, a different host system

has to be used. For two important reasons, the system of

choice was a chiral polymerizable cholesteric acrylate

mixture (11 and 12) developed by Philips Research

(Fig. 6).[44–47] First of all, because of the presence of a

chiral diacrylate, the LC host already shows a colored

cholesteric phase. Upon doping with a chiroptical switch,

the color of the LC phase only has to be influenced rather

than fully induced. A second important property of this

system is that because of the presence of an achiral

monoacrylate and a chiral diacrylate, this system can

undergo photopolymerization when a suitable photoini-

tiator is present. This photopolymerization process locks

the cholesteric phase to generate a stable polymeric matrix

reflecting the optical properties of the initial liquid crystal

matrix. This could allow stable storage of information.

The principle was demonstrated using a mixture of 40%

chiral (S,S)-diacrylate 11 with 60% achiral monoacrylate

12 (forthwith denoted as 11/12). This mixture forms a

green cholesteric phase with a maximum reflection

wavelength of about 440 nm.

Switching properties of 6 were retained in this acrylate

mixture.[35] Upon 435-nm irradiation, a photostationary

state was reached with a ratio cis-6/trans-6 of 67:33.

Irradiation at 380 nm resulted in a photostationary state of

31% cis-6 and 69% trans-6. In all doped cases, the

reflection wavelength was red-shifted compared with the

undoped mixture.

Switching experiments were performed on an aligned

sample with 12.5 wt.% of enantiomerically pure (M)-

trans-6 in the presence of 1 wt.% of photoinitiator

(Irgacure 651) and 1 wt.% of inhibitor (p-methoxyphenol)

at 435-nm irradiation. At this wavelength, no polymeri-

zation is initiated and a trans to cis isomerization of

the chiral dopant is the only process observed. Upon

photoisomerization, the reflection band of the LC film

was gradually shifted to shorter wavelength. Starting at

a reflection wavelength of 666 nm (red), a blue shift of the

reflection wavelength to 541 nm (green) was observed at

Scheme 11 Schematic representation of the switching of the chirality of a doped cholesteric liquid crystal.
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the photostationary state after about 150 sec of irradiation

(Fig. 7). When increasing the irradiation wavelength using

a 450-nm cutoff filter, the wavelength of reflection could

further be decreased to a value of 526 nm. This blue shift

of 140 nm can also be induced directly by >450 nm

irradiation of the initial pure (M)-trans-6 doped film.

Photopolymerization of the LC film was effected by 5-

min irradiation at 365 nm in vacuo. At this wavelength,

photoisomerization of the dopant is expected to some

extent. After the irradiation, the liquid crystalline phase

was polymerized and a rigid polymer matrix was ob-

tained. For the 12.5-wt.% sample of pure (M)-trans-6 in

11/12, photopolymerization resulted in a blue shift of the

reflection from 666 nm in the monomeric state to 632 nm

for the polymerized state. The photostationary mixture

obtained after 450-nm irradiation, which showed a reflec-

tion of 526 nm in the monomeric state, gave a polymerized

matrix with a 518-nm reflection. The obtained polymeric

phases in all cases reflect the photostationary state of the

chiral dopant. Furthermore, the polymerized phases are

completely inert to prolonged irradiation and the photo-

chemically written color information is effectively locked.

This system constitutes a ‘‘write and lock’’ mechanism

for color information (Fig. 7). Writing is performed by

Fig. 6 Photopolymerizable cholesteric mixture of monomeric acrylates 11 and 12.

Fig. 7 Color control of LC film: writing and locking information for a 12.5-wt.% sample of (M)-trans-6 in 11/12. Wavelength

of reflection at different stages of the process: A) initial sample; B) photostationary state after 450-nm irradiation; C) polymerized

sample after 365-nm irradiation of the initial sample (A); D) polymerized sample after 365-nm irradiation of the photostationary state

(B) and a schematic representation of color control and storage of information by photopolymerization of a cholesteric liquid crystal.
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light, and cholesteric phases with pitches between 666 and

526 nm can be induced by varying the irradiation time.

Color inspection (red to green) offers an easy readout

procedure. Further irradiation of this LC phase results in a

change in the (M)-trans-6 to (P)-cis-6 ratio and, as a

consequence, a change in the wavelength of reflection (the

color) of the LC film, as long as the 450-nm photosta-

tionary state is not reached. This monomeric state can be

considered a rewritable state. Upon photopolymerization,

the LC matrix will harden and the written information is

locked. Again, color inspection (orange to green) offers an

easy readout procedure which is now absolutely nonde-

structive. The information is locked and there is no change

in cholesteric pitch observed upon further irradiation.

STERICALLY OVERCROWDED ALKENES AS
UNIDIRECTIONAL ROTARY MOTORS

The design and synthesis of molecular motors are among

the major endeavors in nanoscience. Inevitable motor

functions will be needed to power nanomachines, al-

though the design and functioning might be completely

different from any known macroscopic or biological

motor. We formulated three basic requirements for a

molecular motor system: 1) repetitive 360� rotary motion;

2) consumption of energy; and 3) unidirectional rotation.

The first chemically driven[48–50] and photochemically

driven unidirectional rotary motors[51] were reported

simultaneously.[52] Until these accomplishments, no syn-

thetic system could be classified as a molecular motor

according to the prerequisites formulated above.

The chiroptical molecular switches already show a

unidirectional rotation of about 105� where the direction

of the movement is solely governed by the helicity in the

initial state, and this process is driven by light. In the

design of molecular motors, using sterically overcrowded

alkenes as the basic structure, an extension of the rotary

movement is necessary and the light-induced motion

during the switching event should continue in the same

direction. Realizing that these sterically overcrowded

alkenes consist of four stereoisomers, i.e., the pseudoen-

antiomeric forms that constitute the two switching stages

and their enantiomers, the possibility of full 360� rotation

arises as illustrated briefly for compound 9 (vide supra).

The First Light-Driven Unidirectional
Molecular Motor

Following extensive study on the thermal and photo-

chemical isomerization processes of biphenanthryl-

idenes,[53–56] it was demonstrated that the intrinsic

chirality associated with sterically overcrowded alkenes

can be used to accomplish unidirectional rotary mo-

tion.[57–59] In compound (3R, 3’R)-13 (Scheme 12), the

sterically overcrowded alkene skeleton bears two addi-

tional stereogenic centers besides the (P,P)-helical struc-

ture. In its most stable conformation (P,P)-trans-13, the

two methyl substituents adopt an energetically favored

axial orientation because of steric hindrance (Scheme 12).

Irradiation with light (l	280 nm) results in an isomer-

ization process (step 1) to form (M,M)-cis-13. Inherent to

the nature of such an isomerization, the methyl substit-

uents are forced to adopt an energetically unfavorable

equatorial orientation. At room temperature, a fast helix

inversion (step 2) takes place resulting in (P,P)-cis-13
where the methyl substituents again adopt an axial

orientation. A second photoisomerization step (step 3)

results in the formation of (M,M)-trans-13 with the methyl

substituents again in their energetically unfavorable

equatorial position. A second helix inversion (step 4) is

induced by heating at 60�C and results in the formation of

the initial (P,P)-trans-13 isomer.

These four discrete steps add up to a full 360�
unidirectional rotation of one (rotor) half of the molecule

relative to the other (stator) half. Two photochemical

energetically uphill isomerizations driving the rotary

movement (steps 1 and 3) are each followed by two ir-

reversible energetically downhill thermal helix inversions

(steps 2 and 4). The release of internal energy of the system

that takes place during helix inversion, to place the methyl

substituents again in the more favorable axial orientation,

ensures the unidirectionality of the process. The direction of

rotation is solely governed by the configuration of the

stereogenic centers because this determines the axial or

equatorial orientation of the methyl groups. Essential

features of the rotating system are the central olefinic

bond, the helicity of the overcrowded alkene, the absolute

configuration of the stereogenic centers, and the confor-

mational flexibility of the cyclohexenyl rings. Because of

the same wavelength used for both photoisomerization

steps, a repetitive unidirectional rotation can be induced

by continuous irradiation at elevated temperature. This is

the first example of a light-driven unidirectional molec-

ular motor as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Second-Generation Molecular Motor

One drawback of the first-generation motor is the thermal

requirement of the system, and although photon energy

is the driving force, heating to about 60�C is necessary

to continue the rotary motion. A second drawback is that

this system has little opportunities for structural variation.

To overcome these drawbacks, a so-called second-

generation motor concept was developed combining the
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design versatility of our chiroptical molecular switches

with the unique rotary behavior of the first-generation

molecular motor (Fig. 9). In this concept, one-half of the

molecule (a chiral 2-methyl-2,3-dihydrothiopyran upper

part) would function as the rotor part, while the other

could be used for adjusting the molecular properties by

synthetic modifications. The main question was whether

the presence of a single stereogenic center would suffice

to induce unidirectional rotation.

The prototype system that was synthesized is com-

pound (2’R)-14.[60] Analogous to the first-generation mo-

lecular motor, for 14, a strong preference for an axial

conformation of the methyl group at the stereogenic cen-

ter was established. This stereochemical feature is

essential to achieve unidirectional rotation. Starting from

the energetically favored (2’R)-(M)-trans-14 isomer, by

irradiation with 365-nm light, a trans to cis isomerization

was induced. This resulted in the corresponding less stable

isomer (P)-cis-14, completely analogous to the first-

generation molecular motor. Upon heating to 60�C, the

unstable cis-isomer (P)-cis-14 is converted to the stable

(2’R)-(M)-cis-form. A second energetically uphill photo-

isomerization step yields the unstable (2’R)-(P)-trans-

form which, upon heating, reverts again to stable (2’R)-

(M)-trans-14, completing a full unidirectional 360�
rotation of the rotor upper half relative to the stator lower

half of the molecule (Scheme 13).

The direction of rotation in this second-generation

motor is again dictated by the orientation of the methyl

substituent at the stereogenic center. The process is solely

driven by two light-induced energetically uphill photo-

isomerization processes, forcing the methyl substituent

in the upper half of the molecule in an energetically

unfavorable equatorial conformation. The release ofFig. 8 Continuous unidirectionally rotating molecular motor 13.

Scheme 12 Light-driven unidirectional molecular motor 13.
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internal energy is accomplished by a helix inversion step

where the methyl substituent adopts the favorable axial

conformation. These two energetically downhill processes

ensure the unidirectionality of the entire rotary motion.

Following this proof of principle, an important

objective was to decrease the barrier for the thermal

helix inversion steps to allow rotation at room tempera-

ture. The approach focused on modification of the

bridging groups X and Y (Fig. 9) to tune the steric

hindrance at the fjord region of the molecules. Based on

the experience with the molecular switches, compounds

15, 16, and 17 were synthesized in which, because of

decreased dimensions of the (hetero-)atoms X and Y (O

and CH2 compared with S), helix inversion was expected

to be facilitated (Fig. 10).[61] Changing the sulfur atom (in

15) for an oxygen atom in the lower half (in 16) resulted in

a decrease in the half-life (in n-hexane) at room temper-

ature by a factor of about 8. Replacing a sulfur by a carbon

atom in the upper half decreased the half-life by a factor of

about 320. This resulted in a motor 17 with a half-life for

thermal helix inversion of about 2400 sec at room

temperature allowing unidirectional rotation under ambi-

ent conditions.

In an attempt to further reduce these energy barriers,

a new motor 18 with a tetrahydronaphthalene instead

Fig. 9 Design of second-generation motors.

Scheme 13 First example of unidirectional rotation controlled

by a single stereogenic center; the prototype of the second-

generation motor 14.

Fig. 10 Second-generation motor: unidirectional rotation con-

trolled by a single stereogenic center and structural modifica-

tions that allow control of rotary behavior.
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of a tetrahydrophenanthrene upper part used in the other

second-generation motors including parent compound

19 was synthesized (Fig. 11).[62] Counterintuitively, for

motor system 18, the rotary motion is severely slowed

down. This remarkable effect was attributed to a higher

ground state energy of motor 19 compared with 18. It is

evident that there is a delicate balance between ground-

state distortion and steric and electronic effects on the

photochemical and thermal isomerization processes in

these sterically overcrowded alkenes.

Another objective is the design of a system that can

function under the influence of visible light. For this

purpose, the absorption of the molecules has to be shifted

from the UV region to the visible region. Asymmetric

donor–acceptor substitution in 20 was expected to induce

a red shift in UV/Vis absorption (Scheme 14).[63] Fig. 12

clearly shows that the UV/Vis absorption of both isomers

of 20 extends to about 500 nm implying the possibility of

excitation of these photoisomerizable compounds in the

visible region of the spectrum.

Completely analogous to other second-generation

motors, irradiation of enantiomerically pure (2’R)-(M)-

cis-20 with visible light of 435 nm resulted in the

formation of less stable (2’R)-(P)-trans-20 (Scheme 14).

In this compound, the methyl substituent is forced to adopt

an equatorial orientation. Subsequent heating at 50�C

Fig. 11 Tetrahydronaphthalene (18) and tetrahydrophenan-

threne-based (19) motor.

Scheme 14 Visible light-driven unidirectional rotation of donor–acceptor motor 20.

Fig. 12 UV/Vis absorption of cis-20 (solid) and trans-20

(dashed) in chloroform.
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resulted in the formation of the stable (2’R)-(M)-trans-20.

Irradiation of (M)-trans-20 with visible (435 nm) light

induced a second isomerization and the formation of

energetically unfavorable (P)-cis-24. Heating the system

to 50�C resulted in a helix inversion to form (M)-cis-20
again. The combined four-step rotary cycle ensures that

compound 20 functions as a molecular motor that can be

driven by visible light.

UNIDIRECTIONAL ROTARY MOTION IN A
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE ENVIRONMENT

In the first-generation molecular motor, the energy of the

irradiation light is used to exert mechanical motion. The

next step toward any nanotechnological application of

such a motor would be to actually drive other functions

or perform work. In addition, for future application of

these molecular motors, conservation of the molecular

properties in an organized medium is essential. Com-

bining the properties of our first molecular motor 13
with those of liquid crystalline materials is a first step in

the direction of a nanotechnological application. The

essence of the research is to examine whether the control

of molecular rotation that can be exerted by light

irradiation can be amplified to control the motion of a

large ensemble of molecules and, as a consequence, the

macroscopic (chiral) properties in a liquid crystalline

phase, thereby allowing indirect macroscopic visualiza-

tion of rotary motion.

Compound 13 (Scheme 12) efficiently induces

cholesteric phases for different mesogenic host com-

pounds. A helical twisting power of +69 mm�1, for

example, was found for (P,P)-trans-13 in E7.[64] The

rotary process in the liquid crystalline matrix was tested

using a drop-casted sample of E7 doped with 2.4 wt.%

of (P,P)-trans-13 and was shown to be analogous to

solution experiments (Scheme 12). Unidirectional rota-

tion was proven to be possible in a liquid crystalline

matrix. It should be noted, however, that during the

heating step, the LC material was in an isotropic stage,

and as a consequence, the orientation is temporarily

lost. The whole light-driven process is less efficient in a

liquid crystal than in solution for two important reasons:

1) the absorption of the LC material reduces the amount

of photons that will actually reach the photoisomeriz-

able material, which is evident from the strong depen-

dence of isomerization efficiency on substrate thick-

ness; and 2) because of the absorption of the LC

material, the wavelength range that actually reaches the

compound is >340 nm which causes a shift in the

two photoequilibria.

The high helical twisting powers for (P,P)-trans-13
open up the possibility to generate cholesteric phases with

pitch lengths in the range of the wavelength of visible

light. Doping of E7 with only 6.16 wt.% of (P,P)-trans-

13 resulted in a violet cholesteric phase with a pitch of

234 nm and a reflection wavelength (at an angle of 45�)
of 357 nm. From the ratio and the pitches of the 2.4-wt.%

sample discussed above, the helical twisting powers of

(P,P)-cis-13 and (M,M)-trans-13 could be calculated to be

+12 and �5 mm�1, respectively. The dramatic decrease

in the helical twisting power going from (P,P)-trans-13 to

the other isomers is essential for generating light-induced

macroscopic changes by unidirectional rotation. Upon

irradiation (l	280 nm) of the violet film of 6.16 wt.% of

(P,P)-trans-13 in E7, a fast bathochromic shift of the

reflection wavelength was induced. In only 80 sec, the

color of the film changed from violet via blue, green,

yellow, and orange to red as can be readily detected by

visual inspection. The time-dependent quantitative

change in reflection wavelength measured at a 45� angle

is presented in Fig. 13.

After heating the sample to 60�C at any time of

irradiation, the (M,M)-trans-13 isomer is converted to

(P,P)-trans-13 with a concomitant hypsochromic shift

of the reflection wavelength. Again, during the heating

process, the LC material was in an isotropic stage, and as

a consequence, the orientation is temporarily lost.

These results show that unidirectional rotary motion

could be performed in a LC matrix, as is schematically

illustrated in Fig. 14. The light-driven motion in the

dopant induces the motion of a large ensemble of rod-

like molecules during the reorganization in the LC film.

This indirectly allows visual observation of the rotary

motion, but, more importantly, shows that rotation on a

Fig. 13 Wavelength of reflection at a 45� angle of a molecular

motor doped LC phase (6.16 wt.% in E7) as a function of time

starting from (P,P)-trans-13 upon irradiation with >280 nm.
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molecular level can be used to drive a reorganization of a

macroscopic liquid crystalline film. Furthermore, it

demonstrates that the molecular motor can perform

actual work.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that chiral sterically overcrowded

alkenes are extremely suitable for functioning as molec-

ular switches and motors. Chiroptical switches based

on sterically overcrowded alkenes were constructed that

could function both in solution as well as in a liquid

crystalline matrix. These switches might be used as

molecular trigger elements or as reversible data storage

units at the molecular level. The first light-driven mo-

lecular motors were also based on an overcrowded alkene.

By combining two chiral elements (helical structure and

stereogenic center) in the same photoactive molecule, the

fundamental properties of a molecular motor, energy

consumption resulting in unidirectional rotary motion,

were demonstrated. This prototype system led to the

development of a second-generation of molecular motors

for which tuning of the rotation speed and irradiation

wavelength was proven to be possible. All the systems

developed are still far from actual application, but they

offer a solid basis for the development of future

generations of switches and motors to meet the numer-

ous challenges ahead on the road toward nanomechani-

cal machinery.
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INTRODUCTION

A switch is an ensemble of pieces whose function is to

stop and/or establish the electrical current in a circuit.[1]

This 19th century definition of a switch continues to

be valid in our days. But because of the requirement of

better communication means during the 20th century, the

pieces of our modern switches are no more mechanical or

electromechanical in nature. In our information society

era which uses plenty of communication and computation

machines, the many switches constituting those machines

are now made of solid-state semiconducting materials.

After the relay and the vacuum tube, the microfabricated

transistor is the modern reference of an integrated switch

at the surface of a silicon wafer. Furthermore, not only

electrical current, but also photons flux, magnetic flux,

etc. have now their own switches, expanding the possi-

bility of miniaturizing a switch to other types of material,

such as dielectrics and ferromagnets.

A human operator was supposed to operate a switch in

the 19th century. The increasing complexity of circuitry

made this operator to disappear to the benefit of a third

electrode per switch. In electronics, a switch is now a

three-terminal device. The ‘‘on/off’’ triggering informa-

tion is generally provided to a given switch by another one

inside the circuit, without involving the operator. Taking

the transistor as reference for switch performances, there

is now a continuous demand for a further reduction of the

weight, the size, the power consumption, and the switch-

ing time of the solid-state switches.

One solution is to reduce the amount of material re-

quired to fabricate a transistor by improving the litho-

graphic technique, engraving a transistor on an always

smaller and smaller portion of the surface of a semi-

conductor wafer. A radically new approach was pro-

posed by Aviram and Ratner in 1974.[2] Instead of

continuing the miniaturization of the transistor at the

surface of a wafer by inventing new lithography tech-

niques, why not go all the way down to the atomic scale.

Here the next big step is to create switches whose pieces

are simple organic molecules and even a few atoms

bound together to form a single molecule. Those switches

are called molecular switches. In principle, they can

control an electron flux or, for example, a photon flux in

a photonic circuit.

What remains unchanged is the kernel of the definition

of a switch: whatever the amount of material assembled

or bonded to fabricate a switch (a condensed phase, a

macromolecule, a few molecules, a single molecule), a

switch must have two states (the ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ states)

well separated to ensure the stability of both the ‘‘on’’ and

the ‘‘off’’ states. Behind the scene, there is often an

internal physical or chemical variable to describe the state

of the material assembled to constitute the switch. This is

independent of the physical or chemical effect triggering

the switch and whatever the flux to be controlled. Along

a reaction coordinate proper to each kind of switch, a

double-well energy curve can often be plotted (Fig. 1)

defining the ‘‘on,’’ the ‘‘off’’ states of the switch, and the

transition region. But in simple monostable molecular

switches, only one well is existing. The well is simply

deformed or displaced by the triggering effect. The

double-well case gives rise to bistable molecular switches:

in a few examples, the same value of the triggering

parameter can maintain both the ‘‘on’’ and the ‘‘off’’ state

depending on the history of the switching event, i.e., there

is a memory effect (note that conventional switches for

domestic applications are usually bistable, but electronic

switches such as transistors are only monostable). The

memory corresponds to a hysteresis effect related to a

cooperative phenomenon often obtained with molecular

material molecular switches.[3]

In practice, mainly molecular electronic switches are

explored. The reason is that the exchange of information

between a given molecular switch and other molecular

switches in the same circuit requires communication and

interconnections means adapted to the size of ultimately a

single molecule. Electrons have a much more practical

wavelength than photons for this purpose. Furthermore, a

tunnel junction is a very useful source of tunneling elec-

trons where a molecule can be positioned on, like a jumper.

Of course, such positioning is still very delicate to perform

experimentally, taking into account the necessity to know

exactly at the atomic scale the conformation and the exact

position of the molecule in the junction. The invention of

the scanning tunnel microscope (STM) in 1981[4] arrived
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exactly on time to show experimentally as early as in

1988[5] that such electrical interconnection between a

single molecule and a macroscopic operator was possible.

Many experiments on molecular switches are still

performed by averaging the answer of the molecules over

many and even billions of the same type. This increases

the signal-to-noise ratio and amplifies the signal to be

measured. In those experiments, each molecule is sup-

posed to be noninteracting with the others, so that the

switching ability depends only on one class of molecules.

Using many instead of one is not only a matter of

convenience. This approach can speed up the exploration

of new molecular switches, by separating two otherwise

intricated problems: obtaining a switching effect and

positioning one molecule on a surface.

In this article, we shall consider first ‘‘chemical

switches,’’ i.e., systems based on a chemical reaction, or

on a cooperative process involving many molecules. Thus

although the change in properties between the ‘‘on’’ and

‘‘off’’ states can be spectacular, it is not, in principle,

possible to reach the truly monomolecular scale. Then we

shall see the case of monomolecular switches, this latter

goal being now strongly boosted by technological and

fundamental purposes. There will be two variants: first

‘‘intrinsic’’ molecular switches, i.e., molecules which

present a special sensitivity to an external perturbation,

with a bistable character, and can be studied in solution, in

particular for screening purposes; the second variant will

be ‘‘surface bound’’ molecular switches, really inter-

connected to an electrical circuit, which implies a strong

interaction with the surface, so that the switching effect

comes actually from the molecule–surface ensemble.

CHEMICAL SWITCHES

Simple Chemical Conversions

A frequently encountered concept of molecular switch in

chemistry is based on the abrupt variation of a property

linked to a chemical concentration of some species, that

could be detected by various optic or electrochemical

measurement. In the most common approach, this is

achieved by selecting a reversible chemical reaction for

which the two processes back and forward are kinetically

very fast compared to the time scale of the experiment.

This is strongly reminiscent of colored indicators used in

classic analytical chemistry. If we consider a set of species

A, B, and X, the concentrations of which are controlled by

the following equilibrium A = B + X, then one can easily

show that the concentrations of species A and B (and thus

any macroscopic property linked to their concentrations,

such as color, etc.) will vary quickly over a limited

domain of � log [X] values. Thus the latter parameter can

be used as a control parameter. It is usually pH (X = H+),

it can also be pX for another ion or the potential of an

electrode. The switching effect is obtained by circulating

around the ‘‘threshold’’ value � log K (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Abrupt variation of the concentration of a species (and

thus of the related macroscopic property) around the threshold

value. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Topology of a switch. R is the response and X the

switching action. (a) Monostable switch: the response comes

back to its original value as soon as the switching action ceases;

(b) bistable switch: the response remains modified after the end

of the switching action (memory effect). Inserts: energy curves

describing the state of a switch as a function of an internal

coordinate. In the case of the bistable switch, an energy barrier

separates the two states, permitting the memory effect. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Sophisticated systems have been designed in order to

exploit the output signal. One can indeed read out the

switching by light (either in absorption, i.e., a color

change, or in emission, i.e., a luminescence change) or by

an electrochemical way, or by both. Many molecules have

been proposed[6–8] for which an output signal, typically

fluorescence, is triggered by chemical stimuli (Fig. 3).

When several input conditions must be fulfilled, such

systems even behave as logical gates.[8]

However, as these switches are based on a quantitative

conversion of a macroscopic population of molecules, in

practice one has to add a sufficient amount of species X

to the solution in order to read the signal related to

compound A, then to add a chemical that has a better

affinity toward X to set free the compound B. Thus a

‘‘switching cycle’’ involves an ordered sequence of

irreversible mixing steps and reversible chemical reac-

tions steps. This leads to the accumulation of the products

resulting from the necessary second chemical reaction and

of solvent. Thus the intervention of an operator is ab-

solutely necessary, to open or close taps to add chemicals,

playing the same role as ancient telephone operators from

the 19th century, before the introduction of the third

terminal on each switch.

Ways to suppress the use of an external operator have

been proposed. First, the states of different switches or

molecules can be coupled by the exchange of another

chemical species, for instance H+.[9] In addition, it is

possible to devise systems based on chemical reactors

with reactions far from equilibrium, where several steady

states can exist. For instance, in the case of ‘‘kinetic

bistability,’’[10] an abrupt variation can occur when the

system passes through a bifurcation. Finally, the most

spectacular developments would be the control of the state

of the switch by an oscillating reaction. Such reactions

have been used as a way to design logic gates, based on

the propagation of chemical waves in a two-dimensional

(2-D) nonstirred reactor containing an excitable media.[11]

This would represent an archetype of a neuronal comput-

er, because a living cell such as a neuron can be viewed as

an out-of-equilibrium reactor.

Molecules in Interaction: Cooperativity

A large class of works is related to switching effects

involving molecules in interaction, constituting a molec-

ular material. In some circumstances, one can achieve

appealing characteristics for information storage, such as

a sharp transition and even a hysteresis. The most typical

example is given by spin-transition systems.[3] They

involve paramagnetic coordination complexes with two

Fig. 4 Cooperativity and abrupt transition. Up: array of

interacting molecules, each presenting two states, for instance

6 = low-spin state (L), and . = high-spin state (H). WLH, WHH,

and WLL designate the interaction energies between molecules.

Bottom: response (proportion of .) as a function of temperature.

An abrupt transition occurs, as shown, when the cooperativity

parameter is positive, i.e., 1/2 (WHH + WLL) > WHL. In some cases

a hysteresis can appear (dotted lines).

 

Fig. 3 Switching of fluorescence by either H+, (From Ref. [7].)

or a combination of H+ and Ca2 +. (From Ref. [8].)
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possible states, a low-spin one and a high-spin one, the

high-spin situation being favored by temperature. If the

molecules are without interaction, the state of an individ-

ual molecule is governed by Boltzmann statistics, and

only a gradual transition occurs when the temperature is

raised. But an interesting situation arises when a positive

cooperativity occurs, i.e., when the high-spin state of a

molecule is favored by the presence of other high-spin

state molecules in its vicinity. Then, as shown by a simple

model, the transition from low-spin to high-spin can be

very sharp, and in some cases, a hysteresis appears,

corresponding to a memory effect (Fig. 4). This has been

the basis of a number of propositions to realize memory

Fig. 5 Switch made of two outer sites and a central switching

unit sensitive to a chemical agent. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Switches based on the control of an intramolecular energy flow by a redox group. Up: association of porphyrins. (From

Ref. [12].) Bottom: use of an azo group. (From Ref. [13].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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devices. In particular, the possibility to switch the system

state by light, and not only temperature, has greatly ex-

panded the potential for applications.[3]

However, in such systems, the switching effect relies

inherently on the cooperativity parameter, i.e., the

presence of many molecules. There is strictly no way to

downsize the device to one molecule.

Chemical Bimolecular Reactions Involving a
Change of an Intramolecular Process

En route for miniaturization, let us consider now the

attempts to switch ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ an intramolecular

transfer process of electrons. In this section we wish to

present some examples of switches operated by a

bimolecular reaction where the switching unit requires a

modification of its composition or electronic configura-

tion (Fig. 5), usually by a chemical reaction.

All of the chemical approaches of the problem imply

the synthesis of rather complicated molecules made of a

pair of groups A, B, the energetic or electronic config-

uration of which will prove the transfer, and a switching

unit able to respond to a chemical stimulation such as an

ion complexation, a redox reaction, or even a more

‘‘classic’’ organic chemistry reaction. Following natural

phenomena, two types of transfer have also been explored:

energy transfer and electron transfer.

Energy is a rather difficult communication vector to

control, because, after light absorption by a molecule,

creating an electronically excited state, the energy tends to

relax as heat to other parts of the molecule or to the

surrounding. This dissipation is unavoidable. However,

smart molecules have been devised, allowing cascading

the energy through an array of chromophores. The switch-

ing effect is then obtained either by uncoupling the

chromophores, or most commonly by creating a temporary

energy sink. Some examples[12,13] are given in Fig. 6.

Switching an electron transfer along a molecular wire

may sound easier as the electron should not vanish. Among

the best systems explored are mixed valence systems,

basically composed of at least two almost identical re-

dox centers: they are differing only by one excedentary

electron. Hence such a molecule undergoes a permanent

intramolecular redox reaction, reflecting the electron

quantum exchange between the two sites. This redox pro-

cess is simply described in terms of a double welled energy

landscape as a function of a reaction coordinate. Switching

is now based on changing the coupling between the two

redox states. This can be achieved for example by chang-

ing the set of molecular orbital of the bridge by an acid–

base reaction[14] or even a Diels–Alder reaction[15] (Fig. 7).

Finally, for such chemically sensitive switches, al-

though the molecules do not interact with themselves, the

input requires a chemical reaction and the output is a

population-averaged property. Consequently, these

switches will be hardly downsized to a single molecule.

MONOMOLECULAR SWITCHES (I):
INTRINSIC MOLECULAR SWITCHES

Model Molecules Studied in Solution

Here we consider molecules for which the barrier is large

enough (Fig. 1), defining two states, ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off,’’ that

Fig. 7 Switches based on the control of an intramolecular electron transfer by a chemical agent. Up: protonation/deprotonation. (From

Ref. [14].) Bottom: adduct formation. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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we assume of nearby energies. This corresponds to an

intrinsic bistability, which persists even when the mole-

cules are isolated. The transformation is actually an

isomerization reaction, i.e., a unimolecular process that

does not require the reactant molecules, but can be

activated by a physical process. The description is based

on a simple double-well energetic landscape.

Certain compounds undergo a light-induced one. This

usually leads to a deep change in the light absorption

properties and is therefore called photochromism. In such

a process, a molecule is brought in its Franck–Condon

excited state upon absorbing a suitable photon hn1 and

then starts to relax back to its ground state (Fig. 8).

However, for this type of compound two isomeric ground

states are available. A careful choice of the system can

lead to a quantitative isomerization of the starting

compound. An identical process but with another light

of energy hn2, or if the activation barrier is low, simply

heating can be used as a way to reverse the populations.

Photochromism has been widely used to demonstrate

the basic principle of switching, because the photochem-

ical transformation is an elegant way to transform, at the

macroscopic scale, one form into another, and these forms

remain usually unchanged after the irradiation. Following

the approach mentioned in the previous section, several

teams have presented molecules able to switch ‘‘on’’ and

‘‘off’’ an intramolecular ‘‘interaction’’ parameter.

Regarding the switching unit, any photochromic

moiety could be used in principle, but the recent work

has focused on diarylethene-based molecules, in which a

photocyclization/ring reopening process occurs. They

present indeed distinct advantages: they show excellent

photochromic characteristics (stability, reversibility,

quantum yield, etc.), but above all, the two states

correspond to very different states of conjugation of an

extended framework, thus heralding very different elec-

tronic properties, and finally, the geometry does not

change very much during the photocyclization process,

thus facilitating their incorporation in large supermole-

cules or assemblies.

The first members of the series were described

independently by Irie,[16] and Gilat et al.,[17] and this

initiated a bunch of studies where photochromism has

been associated to other properties. The change in

absorption properties between the two photoisomers is

already a signature of the large change in delocalization

along the molecular skeleton. But, upon connection of

redox sites of the pyridinium family, it is possible in

addition to modifying the electrochemical properties.[17]

Other variants have been described. For instance, the

introduction of a fluorescent unit allows the change in the

emission response.[18] The association with a hyperpolar-

izable group led to a modification of the nonlinear optical

properties.[19] Chiro-optical switching effects have also

been described.[20] Grafting paramagnetic sites on each

side of the central unit allowed the demonstration of

switching an intramolecular exchange interaction para-

meter.[21] Finally, with redox sites of the Ruthenium-

(cyclometallated) family, it has been possible to switch

‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ an intramolecular intervalence electron

transfer,[22] i.e., a process which constitutes for mixed-

valence molecules the equivalent of the conductance for

a nanojunction (Fig. 9).

Thanks to the versatility of diarylethene chemistry, it

is even possible to realize more complex functions than

just switching. Playing with electrochemical and photo-

physical properties can lead to elaborate responses such

as write/read/erase, which could be useful for the real-

ization of molecular-based memories.[23]

As photochromic compounds are addressed by light,

the response is typically the one of an ensemble of

molecules, usually without interactions. But it is pos-

sible in principle to record signals corresponding to

Fig. 8 Potential energy curves involved in photochromic

switches. The switching action drives the system from one

potential well to the other, via high energy excited states. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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a unique isolated molecule. This has been achieved

quite recently by Irie et al. who observed by confocal

microscopy the signal of single molecules of a dithi-

enylethene-bis(phenylethynylanthracene) dyad embedded

in a polymer film.[24]

Electrical Studies on an
Ensemble of Molecules

In this section, more recent molecules with an intrinsic

‘‘bistable’’ design are presented. They are destined to be

supported by a surface, following the recent evolution

of the technology to manipulate molecules at the surface

of a solid. Therefore they can be triggered from the ‘‘on’’

to the ‘‘off’’ states by the application of an electric field

when sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. As

they are chemically designed to be adsorbed on a surface,

the ultimate goal here is to electronically connect one

molecule at a time. This field was opened by Aviram who

synthesized in the 1980s a hemiquinone molecule well

adapted to be attached to a surface. The switch was

intrinsic and triggered by an electric field with double-

well-potential-like characteristics. The first STM mea-

surements were attempted in 1987 in IBM laboratories.[5]

But at that time, the available equipment did not permit to

reach a firm conclusion about the switching effect.[25]

This first experiment was nevertheless a prelude to

studies aiming at the demonstration of electronic functions

of molecules when disposed as thin monomolecular

Fig. 9 Photochromic switches based on diarylethenes. (a) Control of an exchange interaction between magnetic centers; (From

Ref. [21].) (b) control of an intramolecular electron transfer between redox sites. (From Ref. [22].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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layers, in particular rectification. This latter goal was

finally achieved by Metzger in 1997.[26] Since then and in

relation to the switching problem, a large number of

fascinating families of molecules equipped with different

groups have been synthesized for this purpose. For

example, the catenanes and rotaxanes molecular switches

are based on the concept of ‘‘threading,’’ i.e., they contain

two parts which cannot separate without breaking a

bond.[27,28] The active parts used to control a motion are

donor and acceptor moieties which can be associated

through weak interactions, but because these moieties are

kept in proximity by the special topology of the molecule

and cannot fully separate, the association reaction is

actually a monomolecular reaction analogous to an

isomerization. Despite the flexibility inherent to large

molecules presenting a large number of possible torsions,

the number of pertinent conformations they can adopt is

relatively limited, typically two, because of the unique

topology of the system They correspond to the location of

a mobile part (the ‘‘shuttle’’) in front of two possible

‘‘stations’’ (Fig. 10). Such molecules can be studied first

in solution, where the acceptor/donor character of a

moiety can be reversed by electrochemistry, and then can

be transferred and used in solid-state devices.

Many examples have been described by Luo et al. The

active molecules were deposited as Langmuir–Blodgett

(LB) monolayers on an n-polycrystalline silicon substrate

and covered by a Ti/Al top electrode, thus giving a two-

terminal device of monomolecular thickness. The re-

sponse was then probed by a method analogous to the

remnant polarization method used for ferroelectric

devices, i.e., scanning a voltage range while measuring

the current at a low nonperturbing voltage, to avoid ca-

pacitance effects.[29] The basic signature of a switching

effect is then the appearance of a hysteresis curve, as-

sociated with the existence of two possible conforma-

tions with different electron transport properties. Note

that the perturbation here is an oxidation/reduction of a

moiety, transforming, for instance, a donor tetrathiaful-

valene (TTF) (Fig. 11) into an acceptor (TTF+). This is

basically an electrochemical process, requiring in solu-

tion the intervention of a counter ion. It is not clear how

such a process occurs in the solid-state device based on

a monolayer.

Although several control experiments show that a two-

station structure is necessary to obtain a switching effect,

the exact interpretation remains obscure, because the

molecules contain several other flexible parts, and their

exact orientation in the LB layer, as well as the geometry

of the contacts with the interfaces, is not readily accessible

to experiment.

Another series of molecules was designed and studied

by Tour, Reed, et al.[30,31] They are made of several

(phenylene ethynylene) groups with thiol end groups for

attachments on electrodes (‘‘alligator clips’’). These mol-

ecules are then used either in a nanopore cell (Fig. 12),

allowing the contacting of an ensemble of molecules

(ca. 103) between a substrate and an evaporated upper

electrode. The molecules form a self-assembled monolayer

(SAM) and, because of the small size of the pore (30–50

nm), a defect-free ensemble can be expected. The

interesting behavior resides in the appearance of a negative

differential resistance effect (NDR), an effect tentatively

assigned to the rotation of a phenylene group and/or charge

injection under the influence of the applied voltage.

Looking further, although these devices are two-

terminal ones, they can be of some use in electronics

circuitry. The construction of a 2-D crossbar arrangement,

with such layers of molecules at the nodes, would give

Fig. 10 Molecular shuttle with two stations, A and B. The

motion is controlled by the electrochemical oxidation of the TTF

unit (station A). (From Ref. [29].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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an electronic circuit with a little amount of molecular

material at the node in a defect-tolerant architecture

similar to what was proposed in the 1960s.

MONOMOLECULAR SWITCHES (II):
SURFACE MOLECULAR SWITCHES

The end of the miniaturization roadmap for molecular

switches is a single molecule connected between two, or if

possible three, electrodes. This requires an underneath

surface that will support the molecule and the nanoelec-

trodes. The surface can be active or passive in the

definition of the molecular switch. The switching ability

of the molecule can be intrinsic to the molecule, as

mentioned in the previous section, or it can be created by

the interaction of the molecule with the surface.

As an example of the first possibility, we can mention

the recent experiment by Dulic et al.,[32] who succeeded

in contacting a photochromic switch of the diarylethene

family with two electrodes, by the ‘‘break-junction’’

technique. The switching of the nanojunction conduc-

tance was observed, but in one direction only (from

‘‘on’’ toward ‘‘off’’), due to the quenching effect of the

metal surface.

We now consider the second possibility, i.e., systems

strongly dependent on the interaction with a surface. The

first real demonstration that an object of the size of a

Fig. 12 The ‘‘nanopore’’ setup. Each nanopore is filled by several thousands of active molecules. (From Ref. [30].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Atomic and molecular switch on a surface. Up:

Eigler’s atomic switch using the positioning of a Xe atom. (From

Ref. [33].) Bottom: molecular switch based on the rotation of a

porphyrin ‘‘leg’’ out of the molecular plane. (From Ref. [34].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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single atom can switch ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ a current was

experimentally observed by Eigler et al. using a Xe atom

switching back and forth under the tip of an STM at

very low temperature.[33] This is a surface atomic switch

whose double-well potential is created on the surface by

the van der Waals trap created by the tip apex for the

‘‘on’’ state and by a nearby monoatomic step edge for

the ‘‘off’’ state. The tip-apex-to-surface applied electric

field is used to pass the atom from one well to the other

(Fig. 13).

The first double-well, truly single-molecular switch

was experimentally observed in 2001.[34] It results from a

peculiar property of the adsorption of a leg porphyrin

molecule on metal surface. On a Cu(100) surface, the four

legs of this molecule are almost perpendicular to the

surface. On a Cu(111) surface, the four legs are flat on the

surface, the central porphyrin being attracted by the 111

surface state of copper. The fabrication procedure was to

adsorb the molecule on a Cu(211) surface which presents

111 facets separated by monoatomic steps. Some mole-

cules adsorb on the edge of a step with three legs on the

111 facet and one at the step edge. The three legs are flat

but the fourth one is found in a metastable state. Its most

stable position is, of course, flat on the lower terrace. But

this leg is now a bit too far to the down facet compared to

the three others legs. Therefore it prefers to stay

perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 13, bottom part). This

creates a double-well potential for the configuration

energy of this leg. The barrier can be overcome by

pushing on the leg by the tip apex of the STM. The ‘‘on’’

and ‘‘off’’ states are defined for the same altitude of the

tip apex on the switching leg. The ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’

electrical resistance of this single intramolecular switch

has been measured together with the energy required to

switch on/off the leg. The on/off current difference in this

molecular switch is due to a control of the electronic

coupling between the tip and the surface through the

molecular legs. It is large when the leg is perpendicular to

the surface and low when parallel.

Another way to change the electronic coupling be-

tween the tip and the surface using a single molecule is to

change the homo–lumo gap of the molecule. A simple

experimental way is to deform the molecule by pressing

on it with the tip apex. The C60 single-molecule amplifier

is an example of such a device[35,36] as shown in Fig. 14.

Used in its blocked-saturated mode, this is a monostable

molecular switch. The C60 device beneficiates from the

high degeneracy of its homo and lumo orbitals, a de-

generacy yielding to a low transparency toward electrons

because of destructive interference effects through the

molecule. By compressing the C60, this degeneracy is

raised, giving rise to a very fast increase of the tunnel

current through the C60 molecule in this compressed

state. A C60 molecular device can be used as a switch but

Fig. 14 The variation of the drain-source current intensity as a function of the gate voltage for the original C60 single-molecule

amplifier and the original single-carbon nanotube transistor. This variation corresponds to the slope of the passage from an ‘‘off’’ to an

‘‘on’’ state in a mono-stable switch (Fig. 1). (Reproduced with permission from Nature, 2000, 408, p. 541. Copyright 2000, MacMillan

Magazines Limited) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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also as a transistor. This had opened the way to simulate

very complex hybrid molecular circuits made of more

than 600 C60 transistors interconnected together by a

standard metallic circuit to test how high impedance and

low gain transistors may still be used to design simple

processors.[37]

A macromolecular version of the C60 single molecule

switch was proposed in 2003 using a single-wall carbon

nanotube positioned on a mesoscopic junction.[38] To

create a monostable switch, the tip of an AFM is brought

from the top of the device to deform the tube in the cen-

ter of the device (Fig. 14). Depending on the chirality of

the tube, its band gap can be closed or opened, modify-

ing the resistance of the junction. With a good trans-

conductance, carbon nanotube electronic transistors

have also been fabricated using a third top metallic elec-

trode like the grid of a field effect transistor.[39] Those

mesoscopic devices are at the down limit of microelec-

tronics where the source–drain distance of the transistor is

of the dimension of a macromolecule.

CONCLUSION

The different approaches of ‘‘molecular switches’’ are

displayed in Fig. 15, according to the type of switching

action and the type of measured response. In addition,

a third characteristic is important, i.e., the scale at which

the system works: a large statistical ensemble, a few

molecules, or ultimately one. Only in this last case can

we expect to take the full benefit of miniaturization and

really reach the domain of molecular electronics, where

the major question is about the fundamental limits.

Like any devices, a molecular switch is characterized

by its performance such as its switching time and the

energy required to change the status of the switch. For

a single molecular switch interconnected between two

electrodes, it has not yet been possible to measure the

switching time. This is due to the large resistance of

a metal–molecule–metal tunnel junction of the order of

1 GO for a single organic molecule, down to a few

Fig. 15 Chart of the different types of molecular switches,

according to the type of switching action, and the type of response.

.: Experiments performed on a statistical ensemble, leading to a

relatively largedevice;6:onafewmolecules (ca.1000); :onone

molecule. From the following teams: a: Pease, Luo;[27,29] b: Tour,

Donhauser;[30,31] c: Joachim and Gimzewski;[35,36] d: Moresco;[34]

e: Tans;[39] f: Dulic;[32] g: Fraysse;[22] h: Gonzalo;[15] i: Haga;[14]

j: Hugel;[40] k: Akasaka;[13] l: Holten;[12] m: Irie;[16] n: Gilat;[17]

o: Irie;[24] p: Daffy, de Silva;[7,8] q: Matsuda.[21] (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 16 Switching energy as a function of time. The approach of fundamental limits. (From Ref. [42].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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megaohms for macromolecule molecular switches such as

a single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT). The RC con-

stant of the switch is mainly controlled by the product of

this resistance by the line capacitance, the latter of the

order of a few picofarads. This leads to a minimum

observable switching time of a few microsecond. Of

course, the isomerization of a single molecule takes less

than a few picoseconds. Here it is the way the device is

built which sets up the limit, not the intrinsic limitation

of the molecule itself.

Measuring the energy associated with a single-mole-

cule geometrical change is a technological challenge but

has been realized, for instance, with azobenzene mole-

cules by monitoring their mechanical properties.[40] In the

case of a surface electrical molecular switch, the energy

required to switch ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ has been recently

measured using a new near-field microscope: the noncon-

tact UHV AFM microscope.[41] The tip apex of the AFM

oscillates on the surface and the tip apex altitude is

decreased progressively toward the surface. This permits

in a dynamic way to record the interaction force between

the tip apex and the surface, giving access to the

interaction energy. This instrument was used on the leg

porphyrin switch to record the energy required to switch

‘‘off’’ the switch. The tip apex is located on the chosen

switchable leg of the molecule and the force–distance

curve recorded. The switching energy found is about

5�10�20 J (7 kcal/mol), which is four orders of

magnitude lower than the state-of-the-art semiconductor

technology transistor. It is interesting to report this value

on the diagram proposed some years ago by Keyes,[42] in

which the energy dissipated per logic operation is

displayed (in logarithmic units) as a function of date

(Fig. 16). One sees that the trend toward smaller and

smaller energy consumption continues and raises the

question of the absolute limit.

Thus aside from its technological applications, a

molecular switch is becoming a very interesting nanode-

vice to study the thermodynamic limits of switching. With

a value as low as 7 kcal/mol, one is very close to the kT

log 2 limit, considered as the minimum energy necessary

to drive any switching device interacting with a thermal

bath at a temperature T.[43]
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INTRODUCTION

Electrical wiring is used all around us in today’s world.

Metallic wiring 1 cm in diameter facilitates the flow of

electrons that power our household lighting, radios, tele-

visions, and other appliances such as computers. Within

those appliances and computers, wires 1 mm wide on

printed circuit boards connect electronic devices such as

resistors, rheostats, and logic chips. Inside those logic

chips, wires tenths of a micrometer wide connect solid-

state transistors, carved out of silicon, and allow them to

act in concert with thousands of similar transistors to

carry out computations. This last size reduction nearly

reaches what is thought to be the limit of present semi-

conductor manufacturing technology. To enable further

miniaturization, recent research has produced molecular-

scale wires, ranging in length from 1 to 100 nm. In this

chapter, we will review the state of the art in the synthe-

sis and characterization of molecular wires and examine

theoretical work concerning how they are thought to con-

duct electricity.

Molecular Electronics

The rapidly developing field of molecular electronics is

one of the driving forces behind the interest in molecular

wires.[1–8] The limitations of the present ‘‘top–down’’

method of producing semiconductor-based devices have

been the subject of debate and conjecture since the pre-

diction of Moore[9] that the number of components per

integrated circuit would double every 18 months. It is

thought that the inherent limitations of the present tech-

nology will lead to a dead end in the next few years. For

instance, silicon’s band structure disappears when silicon

layers are just a few atoms thick. Lithographic techniques

that are used to produce the circuitry on the silicon

wafers are limited by the wavelengths at which they

work. However, leaders in the semiconductor manufac-

turing world are still making advances that appear to be

pushing ‘‘Moore’s law’’ beyond its prior perceived

limits. In the commercial technology of 2001, the copper

wires in Intel’s Pentium1 4 logic chip are 0.13 mm

wide.[10] Intel is developing technology to create logic

chips with wires 90 nm wide to be commercialized in

2003.[11]

For comparison’s sake, a typical molecular wire

synthesized in our laboratory is calculated to be 0.3 nm

wide and 2.5 nm long (Fig. 1).[4] It would take 300 of

these molecules, side by side, to span the 90-nm metal line

in the most advanced logic chip in development. The

small size of these molecules is emphasized when one

considers that 500 g (about 1 mol) of this wire would

contain 6�1023 molecules, or more molecules than the

number of transistors ever made in the history of the

world. This amount of material could be produced using

relatively small 22-L laboratory reaction flasks. Changing

the physical characteristics of this wire is as easy as

changing the raw materials used to make it. The small

size, the potential of synthesizing huge numbers in small

reactors, and the ease of modification of the physical

characteristics of the molecules are good reasons for

pursuing molecular wire research. As an example of how

far the technology has come, molecular electronics is

discussed in the ‘‘Emerging Research Devices’’ section of

the most recent International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors[12,13] and new molecular wires are a large

part of the emerging technology. Molecular electronics

was named the ‘‘breakthrough of the year’’ by Science[14]

for 2001.

Optoelectronics

Because of their chemical structure, some highly conju-

gated molecular wires have applications in optoelectron-

ics.[15–17] Poly(phenylene vinylene)s are being used as

components in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) in

displays such as those used in cellular phones and other

electronic devices. Various other polymeric materials and

small molecules are also being used or are in develop-

ment. These materials are applied in very thin layers about

100 nm thick, with the organic small molecules form-

ing crystalline phases. This is quite different from the

molecular electronics field, where it is envisioned that

single molecules will eventually be used in circuits. How-

ever, much of the literature we will review addresses the

optoelectronics applications of the molecular wires, and
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so we have included leading references for that area

of research.

MOLECULAR WIRES

In this work, when we say ‘‘molecular wires,’’ we mean

discrete molecules, not crystals or films. We accept the

statement of Cotton et al.[18] that linear chains of metal

atoms that exist only in the solid state via the stacking of

flat molecules, or through the formation of m-bridged

chains of octahedral molecules (such as NbCl4) should not

be called molecular wires. The extremely interesting

inorganic crystalline nanowires being developed by Hu

et al.,[19] Chung et al.,[20] Cui and Lieber,[21] and Gudiksen

et al.[22] may eventually be used as wiring in molecular

electronics-based circuitry, but the fact that they comprise

crystalline phases and not discrete molecules precludes

their inclusion in this review.

In our survey of the literature, we find two general

types of molecular wires. The largest portion of the

literature, including most of our work, covers organic

molecular wires. A smaller portion of the literature covers

organometallic molecular wires. We include what some

may call inorganic molecular wires in the organometallic

class because of the ease of classification and the small

number of inorganic molecular wires in the literature.

Molecular wires are meant to conduct electricity

between two points of a circuit. However, a majority of

the molecular wires intended for molecular electronics

have never been tested in an actual circuit. One reason for

this is that it is difficult to do so because of their small

size. Another reason is that there is not one generally

accepted test-bed that is readily available to all research-

ers. Rather, there are several different test-beds in the

literature,[23–26] and the results from those molecular wires

that have been tested are, in many cases, not comparable.

These devices are difficult to make, yields are low, and

obtaining reproducible results requires care and patience.

Drawing conclusions about the activity of the classes of

compounds, or building structure–activity relationships

among several classes using the data generated can be a

difficult exercise. However, because it has been shown

that aromatic thiolates are much higher conducting that

alkane thiolates[27] when bonded to Au surfaces, much

attention has focused on conjugated aromatic molecular

wires (vida infra).

Organic Molecular Wires

Oligo(2,5-thiophene ethynylene)s

Our group has focused on the synthesis of organic molec-

ular wires. One class of compounds synthesized are the

oligo(2,5-thiophene ethynylene)s (OTEs), several exam-

ples of which are compounds 1–5, as shown in Fig. 2.[28–31]

This class of rigid-rod oligomeric molecular wires was

made through an iterative divergent–convergent synthesis

method that allowed the quick assembly of the products,

doubling their length at each step. The longest molecular

wire synthesized was 12.8 nm in length. Note that these

wires have thioester groups at one or both ends. When

deprotected in situ, the thiol groups enable the molecular

wires to adhere to Au (or other metal) surfaces,[27] thus

serving as ‘‘alligator clips.’’ When large numbers of mo-

lecular wires bond to Au in a regular packed array,

through this self-assembly process, the group of mole-

cules is called a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The

bonding of the S atom to Au enables the flow of

electricity from the Au metal Fermi levels through the S

molecular orbitals to the molecular orbitals formed by the

conjugated portion of the molecule (see ‘‘Theory and

Measurement of Conduction’’ and references cited

therein for a discussion of this phenomena). The ethynyl

units in between the aromatic molecules are used to

maintain a maximum overlap of the orbitals and to keep

the molecules in a rodlike shape. The various side chains

appended to the thiophene cores were intended to

increase the organic solvent solubility of the wires.

Unfunctionalized rigid rod oligomers of this length suffer

from severe solubility problems.

Fig. 1 The dimensions of a typical molecular wire are

calculated to be 0.3 nm in width and 2.5 nm in length using

molecular mechanics (Spartan) to determine the energy-

minimized structure. (From Ref. [4].)
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Oligo(1,4-phenylene ethynylene)s

A second class of molecules that has been studied

extensively in our laboratory[32] and by others [33,34] are

the oligo(1,4-phenylene ethynylene)s (OPEs). The mole-

cule shown in Fig. 1 is of this class, as are the molecules

shown in Fig. 3. As with the OTEs, the OPEs can be rapidly

synthesized using transition metal-catalyzed coupling

reactions. In this case, the compounds were synthesized

in both solution phase and on a polymer-based solid resin.

Compounds 6–9 of Fig. 3 are intermediates that were

produced by cleaving the products from the resin using

iodomethane and by coupling the resulting aryl iodides to

the alligator clip acetyl(4-ethynylthiophenol) using typical

transition metal-catalyzed coupling reactions.[32] The

removal of the trimethylsilyl-protecting groups from the

alkynes produced compounds 10–12 (from 6, 7, and 9,

respectively), and the coupling of the terminal alkyne in

each case to acetyl(4-iodothiophenol) produced com-

pounds 13 and 14 (from 10 and 12, respectively). As in

the OTEs, the C12 side chains were used to impart organic

solubility to the products. The use of longer side chains

such as C16 can result in side-chain interdigitation, leading

to insolubility problems rather than increasing solubility.

Fig. 3 A series of oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s (OPEs) was

synthesized using a polymer support to increase the yields and to

facilitate purification. (From Ref. [32].)

Fig. 2 Oligo(2,5-thiophene ethynylene) molecular wires 1–5 synthesized by the authors. (From Ref. [28].) Note that 1–4 have thioester

termini on one end only, whereas molecular wire 5 has thioester termini on both ends. The length of 5 is 12.8 nm for its energy-

minimized conformation.
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In a series of syntheses of molecules in OPE sub-

classes, we have made products with more than two

terminals and derivatives that are meant to test the

necessity for a completely conjugated system.[35] Fig. 4

shows a three-terminal molecular wire 15. Note that all

three terminals are functionalized with a protected thiol

alligator clip, and that three of the aromatic nuclei have

ethyl side chains to provide additional organic solvent

solubility to the molecule. Fig. 5 shows a three-terminal

molecular wire 16 that contains an interior methylene

group as a possible barrier to current. Fig. 6 shows two

four-terminal molecular wires 17 and 18, each with one

methylene group interior current barrier. Fig. 7 shows two

four-terminal molecular wires 19 and 20, each with two

methylene group interior current barriers. The unfortunate

circumstance is that, presently, no reliable system exists

for testing these three-terminal and four-terminal molec-

ular wires, so it is unknown whether or not the interior

methylene group barriers are indeed resistant to current.

However, the conductance of alkanethiolates (containing

no aromatic conjugation whatsoever) on Au surfaces has

been determined and has been shown to be less than that

of conjugated systems (vida infra).

To further explore the organic functionality necessary

for molecular wires to carry current, we have synthesized

a group of two-terminal molecular wires 21–26, shown in

Fig. 8, which contains interior methylene or ethylene

group barriers to electrical conduction, and which could

be tested using presently known test-beds.[35] Each of

these was synthesized using relatively straightforward

chemistry, a fact that illustrates our earlier claim that it is

easy to explore molecular wire space by changing just one

or two aspects of the synthesis. We also synthesized a

series of OPEs with different alligator clips to see what

effect that variation would have on the conductance of the

molecular wire,[36] and we have developed combinatorial

chemistry routes that will be capable of the synthesis of

tens to hundreds of new molecular wires at one time.[37]

When members of the OPE family were functionalized

with groups other than aliphatic ones (see Fig. 9), we

began to see switching behavior,[24,38,39] although there is

some question about whether the switching behavior

results from molecular tilting, modulations in the metal/

molecule contact,[38] or from molecularly inherent fea-

tures.[24] In the nanopore,[24] molecular wire 27 and

amine-functionalized 29 had no activity, whereas nitro-

functionalized 28 and 30 were both active switches; con-

versely, analysis by scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM)[38] indicated that all three of 27, 28, and 30 under-

went conformational-based switching (29 was not tested in

the STM experiment) (see Refs. [1,2] for more information

on switching). This underscores that fact that varying test-

beds can afford widely different results.

Oligo(phenylene vinylene)s

A third class of compounds that has been studied in our

laboratories as well as in others’ are the oligo(phenylene

vinylene)s (OPVs).[40–46] As mentioned earlier, the ma-

Fig. 4 A three-terminal molecular wire that is functionalized

with an alligator clip at each terminus and contains side-chain

ethyl groups for solubility. (From Ref. [35].)

Fig. 5 A three-terminal molecular wire containing an interior

methylene group meant to serve as a possible small gate-like

barrier to electrical current. (From Ref. [35].)
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jority of others’ works on OPVs have been geared toward

applications in the optical and OLED field.[41–44,46] Our

work produced molecular wires targeted for molecular

electronics applications, and involved the synthesis of the

three OPVs 31–33, shown in Fig. 10. Note that 31 is

unfunctionalized, containing only a protected thiol alli-

gator clip for later SAM formation. After formation of the

SAM, Au or other metals would be deposited, under

vacuum, for the formation of the top contact to complete

the circuit through the p-framework. We functionalized

32 with a nitro group on the interior aromatic core to

determine if 32 would then act as a switch. Compound

Fig. 6 Two four-terminal molecular wires 17 and 18, each containing an interior methylene group intended to be a gate-like barrier to

current. (From Ref. [35].)

Fig. 7 Two four-terminal molecular wires 19 and 20, with each terminal having a protected alligator clip and each molecular wire

having two interior methylene group current barriers. (From Ref. [35].)
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32 is undergoing testing in a collaborator’s laboratory.

Finally, 33 was synthesized with both a nitro functional

group and protected thiol groups at both ends so that it

could span two Au contacts and form a circuit via a self-

assembly process. This type of self-assembly process is

important in our nanocell research program,[1] and is quite

different from the approaches of others, who have not

necessarily designed OPVs that are meant to connect two

proximal probes, an interface to the present solid state-

based technology.

Fig. 8 Molecular wires 21–26, each containing an interior methylene or ethylene group barrier to conduction. (From Ref. [35].)

Fig. 9 Unfunctionalized OPE 27 and functionalized OPEs 28–

30. (From Refs. [24] and [38].)

Fig. 10 Three OPVs 31–33 synthesized by the authors. (From

Ref. [40].)
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Detert and Sugiono[46] synthesized a series of readily

soluble OPVs shown in Fig. 11 to study their electronic

spectra. They found that appending various electron-

withdrawing groups to the terminal aromatic rings al-

lowed the tuning of the electron affinity of the chromo-

phore without significant changes in the spectra. When

those same substituents were placed on the vinylene

segments of the OPV molecules, strong bathochromic

shifts were observed. Wong et al.[42] investigated simi-

lar substituent effects. Syamakumari et al.[41] and Gu

et al.[43] synthesized large assemblies of OPVs attached to

other molecules and measured their optical, electronic, and

aggregation behaviors.

Sikes et al.[45] and Davis et al.[44] have used OPVs as

core components of molecules (Fig. 12) synthesized to

test electron tunneling and long distance electron trans-

fer, respectively. Of the compounds Sikes et al. synthe-

sized, 35 spanned the most distance, 3.3 nm. The OPVs

were assembled on a Au electrode and the tethered fer-

rocene redox species at the other end of the OPV bridge

was exposed to an aqueous electrolyte. They used laser-

induced temperature jump techniques to measure the

Fig. 11 A series of OPVs 34 synthesized by Detert and Sugiono[46] to study the effect that variation of substituents R1, R2, R3, and R4

had on the electronic spectra.

Fig. 12 Sikeset al.[45] synthesized a series of OPVs including 35 to test electron tunneling whereas Davis et al.[44] synthesized a series

of OPVs including 36 to measure long distance electron transfer.
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rate constants of thermal interfacial electron transfer

through the system and observed transfer through the

OPV. They found that OPVs up to 2.8 nm in length

were good conductors, with the transfer limited by struc-

tural reorganization.

In their study of a series of compounds including 36
(Fig. 12), the lengthiest molecule tested, Davis et al.[44]

found that electron transfer over long distances depends

critically on the low-frequency torsional motions of the

molecular wires (i.e., when the molecules twist and turn,

their molecular orbitals do not line up in a fashion that

favors fast electron transfer). But their tests were in

solution rather than the more device-realistic molecule-

surface attached patterns.

Aromatic ladder oligomers

Our group has synthesized a vast array of aromatic ladder

polymers[47,48] for use in conducting polymer and opto-

electronic applications. However, we realized that for mo-

lecular electronic applications, the molecules we synthe-

sized needed to have defined length and composition to be

commercially useful as molecular wires.

As shown in Fig. 13, Gourdon[49] have synthesized two

classes of conjugated ladder oligomers that maintain

Fig. 13 Gourdon[49] synthesized the aromatic ladder oligomers

oligo(quinoxaline) 37 and the oligo(benzoanthracene) 38.

Fig. 14 One-dimensional polyphenylene polymers 39 and 40 that have been synthesized by Grimsdale and Müllen.[54]
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similar guidelines for molecular wires, including a defined

length, rigidity, extended p-conjugation for good electron

transfer, and good electronic coupling with metallic

contacts. The oligo(quinoxaline) derivative 37 and oli-

go(benzoanthracene) molecular wire 38 were synthesized

using standard condensation and coupling reactions. The

oligo(quinoxaline) 37 has built-in alligator clips in the

terminal 1,10-phenanthroline moieties. We have also

synthesized molecular wires containing terminal pyridine

and other nitrogen-containing functional groups.[36] Cal-

culations have supported their use as alligator clips.[50] An

iterative crossed divergent–convergent process that leads

to rapid growth of the oligomers was developed to

synthesize the oligo(benzoanthracene) 38.

Oligophenylenes and polyphenylenes

The oligophenylene and polyphenylene classes of mole-

cules, possessing a continuous overlap of molecular

orbitals through extended conjugation without intervening

groups such as alkynes or olefins, has been an active area

of research for our group.[51–53] Grimsdale and Müllen[54]

have synthesized a series of one-dimensional polyphenyl-

enes including polyindenofluorene 39 and poly(9,9-diaryl-

fluorene) 40, shown in Fig. 14. The photoluminescence

(PL) spectra of the series of polyindenofluorenes 39 all

have maxima around 430 nm, making them possible

candidates for OLED materials as well as molecular wires,

although for applications in molecular electronics, one

would normally want to be able to synthesize molecular

wires with known lengths and constitutions because of

concerns about homogeneity and materials handling. We

have synthesized many oligophenylene derivatives[35,36]

and generally find that the torsional twisting caused by the

steric hindrance between the hydrogen atoms at the ortho

positions of adjacent phenyl rings leads to decreased

orbital overlap, and possibly lower conductance.

Acetylene oligomers

Schenning et al.[55] and Livingston et al.[56] have syn-

thesized the acetylene oligomer class of organic molec-

ular wires. Their work included producing acetylene

oligomers that are insulated via dendritic encapsulation

(see Fig. 15). They found that the insulated product 41
underwent ready isomerization around the double bond,

producing a mixture of E and Z isomers that made puri-

fication of the materials difficult. Oligomeric acetylenic

molecular wires that have been encapsulated within zeo-

lites and other mesoporous materials show high electro-

chemical charge uptake.[57] Taylor et al.[58] have

Fig. 15 Encapsulated oligo(pentaacetylene) molecular wire 41

synthesized by Schenning et al.[55]

Fig. 16 Porphyrins 42–45 synthesized by the authors. (From Ref. [35].) Zn, Cu, and Co metal atoms were inserted into 42. Subsequent

deprotection of the thiol acetates resulted in no metal ion loss.
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published an approach to insulated molecular wires of the

oligo(phenylene) class.

Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes have been attractive candidates for use

as molecular wires.[59,60] The so-called ‘‘cross-bar’’

approach to the development of a molecular electronics-

based computer has, as one approach, the use of carbon

nanotubes for the wiring between the molecular

switches[5,8] of the circuitry. It is unfortunately difficult

to work with carbon nanotubes because of their insolu-

bility in most organic solvents,[61] and their tendency to

form bundles of tubes that are difficult to separate. Several

methods for the functionalization of the carbon nanotubes

that may make it easier to handle the carbon nanotubes

have been developed.[62,63] However, the same function-

alization techniques can also destroy the electrical prop-

erties of the molecules.[2] Calculations by Seifert et al.[64]

indicate that sidewall fluorination of carbon nanotubes

could produce products with a wide range of character-

istics from insulating to metallic-like behavior. It is pos-

sible that nanowires[19] will be used in the cross-bar com-

puting devices instead of carbon nanotubes because of the

easier synthesis and handling of the nanowires.

Organometallic Molecular Wires

We have synthesized molecules in the porphyrin class of

molecular wires[35] and have recently returned to this

work.[65] Fig. 16 shows four porphyrin derivatives made in

our laboratories. Zn, Cu, and Co were all inserted into 42
using the corresponding hydrated metal acetates. Depro-

tection of the thiol acetates by NH4OH resulted in no loss

of metal, as indicated by subsequent nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) analysis. Although being interesting

compounds in and of themselves, 44 and 45 could also be

intermediates in the synthesis of more complex molecular

Fig. 18 The porphyrin hexamer 47 synthesized by Ander-

son,[67] with six porphyrin units linked through dialkynes.

Fig. 17 A four terminal porphyrin-based molecular wire 46 synthesized by the authors. (From Ref. [35].)
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wires. A four-terminal porphyrin shown in Fig. 17 was

also synthesized.

Ambroise et al.[66] have published a large body of work

concerning the synthesis and testing of molecular ‘‘pho-

tonic’’ wires based on porphyrin molecules linked by

diaryl ethyne units to light-absorbing dyes. The energy

absorbed by the dyes is transmitted through the porphyrin-

diaryl-ethyne wires to a free-base porphyrin transmission

unit. The quantum efficiency was determined to be very

high, from 81% to >99%.

Anderson[67] has reviewed the synthesis and optoelec-

tronic properties of conjugated porphyrin molecular wires.

As with the OPTs, OPEs, and oligomeric acetylenes,

alkyne moieties have been used to link porphyrin units to

make longer molecular wires, such as 47 in Fig. 18. The

estimated length of 47 is 8.3 nm from Si atom to Si atom.

Anderson’s work has shown that the electronic behavior

of these types of systems can be attributed to strong

interporphyrin conjugation in the ground state. This strong

interaction is amplified in the excited states, and also in

the oxidized and reduced forms of the prophyrin core.

Iengo et al.[68] have used self-assembly techniques to

synthesize large metallacycles of porphyrins. By synthe-

sizing porphyrins having two peripheral pyridine appen-

dages at either 90� or 180� to each other, and by adding

the requisite ionic metallic component such as the RuCl2
complex of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), supramolecular

structures are produced. This self-assembly process pro-

ceeds with two porphyrin and two RuCl2 complexes form-

ing (as one example) the molecule 48 shown in Fig. 19.

The substitution of CO for DMSO in the RuCl2 raw

material forms a similar metallacycle with CO instead of

DMSO as Ru ligands. By inserting Zn into the resulting

porphyrin core and by exposing the mixture to 4,4’-bi-

pyridine (which acts as a ligand for the Zn atoms at the

porphyrin cores), a stacked complex was formed. The au-

thors envisioned that such complexes, with their extended

conjugation and metal centers, could harvest light energy

and act as molecular wires.

The self-assembly of inorganic molecular wires in

solution has been described by Kimizuku.[69] However, it

is unknown whether this process would produce products

usable in constructing devices.

Pyridine ligands are common in organometallic mo-

lecular wires,[70–72] with a review recently appearing.[73]

For instance, Constable et al.[70] synthesized the molecular

wire 49 shown in Fig. 20. The [Ru(terpy)2]2 + salts by

Fig. 19 The porphyrin metallacycle 48 synthesized by Iengo

et al.[68]

Fig. 20 The molecular wire 49 synthesized by Constable et al.[70] that showed luminescence because of the presence of 2,5-

thiophenediyl spacers.
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themselves are nonluminescent, whereas adding the 2,5-

thiophenediyl spacers produces a molecular wire that is

luminescent. Shiotsuka et al.[71] made a Ru–Au–Ru triad

by using a bis-s-Au-acetylide to connect two Ru com-

plexes. The resulting molecular wire showed an intense

emission at 620 nm upon excitation at 360 nm, suggesting

some energy transfer from the Au to the Ru site via the p-

conjugation offered by the ethynyl units. Berry et al.[72]

synthesized a trinickel complex of the ligand di-2,2’-
pyridylamide that had a deep blue color and showed

metal–metal bonding interaction in the crystal structure.

An interesting mixed-valence molecular wire pair 50
and 51 synthesized by Stang et al.[74] is shown in Fig. 21.

As we have seen in many of the molecular wires, both the

thiophenyl and the alkynyl units are present in this mo-

lecular wire.

THEORY AND MEASUREMENT
OF CONDUCTION

Theory of Conduction in Molecular Wires

The difficulties in obtaining direct measurements of

current in molecular wires have not deterred theoretical

chemists from developing models of the conductive

process. This has been a very fruitful area of research.

The editors of Chemical Physics recently devoted an

entire issue to ‘‘Transport in Molecular Wires.’’[75] We

will briefly review the relevant literature here.

The molecular wire–electrode interface

One of the most important aspects of the application of

molecular wires is developing a method for contacting the

molecular wire with the electrode that will be carrying the

current to the molecular wire. Several researchers have

examined the theoretical aspects of this connection.[76–79]

Yaliraki et al.[76] examined the bonding of 1,4-bis(thio-

methyl)benzene (52 in Fig. 22) to metal surfaces using

Green’s function and the extended Hückel Hamiltonian,

and found that, except for the length of the surface

bond, conductance through the molecule was not affected

by the angle of the S-metal bond to the surface. They

found that if Se substituted for S in the molecular wire,

the conductance through the wire was larger (O substitu-

tion produced conductance of the same magnitude as S).

They also found that Au made a better electrode than Ag.

Note that a methylene node was between the terminal

S atom and the aromatic benzene molecule, unlike other

models where the S atom is directly bonded to the aro-

matic nucleus.

Using ab initio Hartree–Fock calculations, Johansson

and Stafström[77] found that for a benzenethiol bonded to

Au, the conducting states of the organic molecular wire

interacted directly with the electronic system of the Au

substrate, forming an ohmic contact. Onipko et al.[78]

presented a detailed analytical approach to modeling the

connection of the contacts to molecular wires that is

applicable to a variety of functionalized systems. Semi-

nario et al.[79] used the Green function coupled with the

B3PW91/LANL2DZ level of theory to calculate the

behavior of S and isonitrile ( NC) alligator clip bonds

to Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au. They found that the best

metal for the metal–molecule interface was Pd, followed

by Ni and Pt. Cu was intermediate whereas Au and Ag

were worst. The S-based alligator clip was slightly better

than the isonitrile alligator clip. The bond angle of the

metal–alligator clip bond did make a difference in the

Fig. 21 A mixed-valence complex pair of molecular wires 50

and 51 as synthesized by Stang et al.[74]

Fig. 22 The structure of 1,4-bis(thiomethyl)benzene 52, the

molecule studied by Yaliraki et al.[76]
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calculated conductance of the molecular wire, apparently

because of various levels of overlap with the extended p
system of the aromatic nucleus.

The theoretical use of molecular wires to transport

spin-dependent information in an area of molecular elec-

tronics called ‘‘spintronics’’ has been studied by Emberly

and Kirczenow.[80] Spintronics utilizes the electron’s spin

degree of freedom as well the charge of the electron to

store, transmit, and process data. Based on their calcula-

tions, spin valve behavior should be observable in SAMs

formed from 1,4-benzenedithiol between two Ni wires (a

‘‘break-junction’’ test-bed).

Recall that in Figs. 5–8 were several examples of syn-

thesized molecules that contained methylene or ethylene

group spacers to break up the extended conjugation of the

OPEs. Karzazi et al.[81,82] have published quantum-chemi-

cal calculations that were used to describe qualitatively

the mechanism leading to resonant tunneling diodes

(RTDs) with negative differential resistance (NDR; a

switching phenomena) in molecular wires with such

spacers as part of their molecular structures. It was theo-

rized that having an ethylene spacer versus a methylene

spacer led to better NDR characteristics, with larger on–

off ratios.

Conductance theory of molecular wires

A large body of work has been published regarding

the theoretical aspects of conductance of molecular

wires.[83–96] We will highlight several aspects of the work

here, and invite the reader to explore the cited literature

for more information.

Seminario et al.[83,85,88] and Derosa and Seminario[87]

have used density function theory and Green function

theory to model the molecular orbitals of simple 1,4-

benzenedithiol and more complex conjugated OPE sys-

tems. Calculations show that the highest occupied

molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of a system can be localized

(i.e., confined to certain atoms of the molecule) or de-

localized (i.e., distributed over the entire molecular sys-

tem depending on the charge). The localization of molec-

ular orbitals will tend to prevent conductance through

the molecule, whereas delocalization will tend to favor

conductance. The addition of substituents and/or addition

or subtraction of electrons from the system can change

not only the shape (localization or delocalization) of the

LUMOs and HOMOs but their energy levels. Changes in

energy levels will affect whether the LUMOs and/or

HOMOs overlap with the Fermi levels of the metal con-

tact, also affecting the conduction through the molecules.

The values of conductance for these systems with various

charges determined by calculation agreed with experi-

mentally derived data. The change in the LUMOs and

HOMOs brought about by the injection of electrons into

the molecular system was the reason that they could act as

switches, turning on or off to current.

Mujica et al.[89] have examined the theoretical aspects

of molecular rectification.[97] Rectification occurs when

the shape of the forward I(V) curve is not the inverse of the

reverse bias I(V) curve when determining the conductance

of a molecular wire as related to the applied voltage. The

work of Mujica et al. suggested that the rectification is

difficult to achieve because the finite voltages in the

system cause the deformation of the structure, leading to

effectively symmetrical voltage profiles for the forward

and reverse biases. Interestingly, many have observed

rectification because the two contacts between the ends of

the molecular wires are different.

Avouris and Lang[98] have done an interesting theo-

retical study on the effect of coadsorption of contaminants

on the conductance of molecular wires. Avouris and Lang

had observed experimentally that the conductance of

semiconducting carbon nanotubes changed when metal/

semiconducting nanotube/metal devices were exposed to

oxygen. Density function theory was used to determine

that adsorption of electropositive Li atoms or electro-

negative O atoms perturbed the molecular orbitals of bi-

phenyl. This work has wide-ranging implications, as it

has been thought that the development of molecular elec-

tronics-based computers might not require the ultra pure

water (UPW) and expensive clean rooms that the semi-

conductor manufacturing industry needs to produce the

high yields of working devices of the present commer-

cial technology. However, purity of the chemicals and

cleanliness of the tools and reaction chambers could be

of paramount importance to the commercialization of the

molecular wire technology. This calculation also has im-

plications for experimental work, as contamination could

easily introduce artifacts and false positives or negatives

into laboratory testing.

Granger et al.[99] have recently predicted that carbon

nanotubes and other linear molecular conductors can

support electronic states that are localized far from their

surface. Hill and McLean[100] have published experimen-

tal evidence for such states around an In nanowire. This

work could have implications in answering the question:

‘‘Just how close does a molecular wire have to be to a

connection to conduct electricity?’’ Carbon nanotubes or

inorganic nanowires placed in near proximity may have

electronic effects on circuitry and devices.

Measurement of Conductance
in Molecular Wires

A large body of work has also been published con-

cerning the measurement of conductance in molec-

ular wires.[101–112] We will touch on the highlights in

this review.
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Reed et al.[23] and Chen and Reed[103] have studied the

conductance of both single molecules and of SAMs of

molecules formed in a nanopore device. Stable and

reproducible switching and memory effects were seen in

the nanopore devices, with demonstrated NDR and charge

storage with bit retention times of greater than 15 min at

room temperature.

Patrone et al.[105] compared the electronic coupling

efficiency of S and Se alligator clips on Au surfaces and

found Se to be the better coupling link. Rampi and

Whitesides[107] have developed a test-bed for measuring

conductance in molecular wires using two metal electro-

des sandwiching two SAMs, with the top metal electrode

being Hg for convenience of formation. There are three

different forms of this test-bed; the first comprises two Hg

drops, each covered with the same SAM; the second test-

bed comprises a Hg drop covered with a SAM interacting

with a SAM formed on Ag; the third test-bed is similar to

the first, only with redox-active molecules trapped

between the two SAMs to do electrochemical measure-

ments on them.

Avouris[108] has carried out extensive conductance

measurements on carbon nanotubes and has constructed

electronic devices containing them, including carbon

nanotube field effect transistors (CNTFETs). Nanotubes

are known to have either metallic or semiconducting

properties. One problem with single-walled nanotube

(SWNT) bundles is separating the metallic tubes from the

semiconducting tubes. Avouris has developed a process

that removes the metallic nanotubes, leaving the semi-

conducting behind.

Kushmerick et al.[110] have developed a test-bed device

in which a SAM of the molecule of interest is formed on

one of two 10-mm Au wires that are crossed, and brought

into contact by the Lorentz force (i.e., DC current in one

wire deflects it in a magnetic field). Using this device, I(V)

characteristics were measured for three molecules 53–55
shown in Fig. 23. Normalizing the conductance of the C12

alkanethiol 53 to 1, the conductance of the OPE molecular

wire 54 was measured at 15 and the conductance of the

OPV molecular wire 55 was measured at 46. Note that 55
has benzylic thioester moieties with methylene barrier

groups to disrupt the molecular orbital overlap of the rest

of the conjugated system. The researchers attribute the

increased conductivity of the OPV molecule to both the

increased coplanarity of the molecule (the alkynes in the

OPEs allow the phenyl rings to be more freely rotating

when compared to the vinylene group-linked OPVs, thus

the population of OPE molecules existing in fully

conjugated form is lower than the population of OPV

molecules existing in fully conjugated form at the same

temperature),and to the more regular periodicity of the

conjugated molecular backbone of the OPV molecular

wire. Compare the short 0.1218-nm alkyne linkage in the

OPE molecular wire to the 0.1352-nm vinylene linkage of

the OPV molecular wire and the 0.141±0.001 nm

periodicity of the p-conjugated molecular backbone.

Rawlett et al.[111] used conducting atomic force mi-

croscopy (cAFM) to measure the conductance of two dif-

ferent molecules that had been inserted into the naturally

occurring defect sites of a dodecanethiol SAM on Au. The

molecular wires 54 (Fig. 23) and 56 were (Fig. 24)

constrained to be standing upright, parallel to the surface

of the Au, because of the tight packing of the dodecanethiol

SAM. Au nanoparticles were attached to the projecting

deprotected thiol groups, and the nanoparticle was

Fig. 24 The molecular wire 56, the conductance of which was

tested by Rawlett et al.[111] using cAFM.

Fig. 23 The molecular wires 53–55 tested by Kushmerick

et al.[110] using a crossed-wire tunnel junction test-bed.
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contacted by a Au-coated AFM tip to measure the

conductance through what are thought to be individual

molecules based on evidence not discussed here. Repro-

ducible NDR effects were seen only for molecular wire 56,

not for 54, indicating that the functionalization of the wire

with the –NO2 group leads to the NDR effect.

Wang et al.[112] have completed a systematic temper-

ature-dependent study of the conductance of alkanethiol-

ates in SAMs and have shown conclusively that direct

tunneling is the dominant transport mechanism.

CONCLUSION

Based on the wealth of literature cited, fully conjugated

completely organic aromatic molecular wires are the best

candidates for introduction into new electronic devices as

replacements for the Al or Cu wiring presently used in

logic and memory devices. The OPE and OPV classes of

molecular wires with S alligator clips have the highest

conductances, both theoretical and measured. Recent data

indicate that OPV molecular wires are better than OPE

molecular wires. Many more questions remain to be

answered, the most important of which is how these

molecular wires will be integrated into processes to build

the molecular electronic and optoelectronic devices of the

future. Problems raised by such integration efforts will

likely require several iterations in molecular wire re-

search. As we have pointed out, the beauty of organic

chemistry is that simple changes to the raw materials used

in synthesizing the molecular wires can yield products

with vastly different physical properties. The molecular

wire(s) that eventually appears in commercial devices

may bear no resemblance to those we have discussed.

Thus research in this area can still yield much fruit.
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INTRODUCTION

Moore’s law predicts that the number of transistors in a

chip will grow exponentially in time. Exponents giving

the best fit of various chip families suggest an 18-month

transistor number doubling time. If Moore’s law of min-

iaturization will be followed below the size of 40 nm,

physics will impose fundamental and practical limits of

performance because of shrinking noise margin, increas-

ing and quickening noise, and increasing power dissipa-

tion. It is important to locate the fundamental aspects of

the problem, to explore relevant practical problems and

possible solutions, and to investigate this situation not

only in microelectronics, such as complementer metal

oxide semiconductor (CMOS), but also in single-elec-

tron transistor (SET)-based nanoelectronics and even in

quantum informatics applications. Recent studies show

that quantum computers are not satisfactory tools to solve

these problems of general-purpose data handling, and that

the fundamental limits governing classical (CMOS)

computers allow a much better performance than possible

quantum computers.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

We all have been enjoying the fast growth of speed and

memory size of computers during the last decades. Re-

cently, the emerging fields of quantum computing and

nanoelectronics have suggested that the future will be

even more brilliant.

However, as soon as we confront physical laws and

reality with expectations, the future becomes more realis-

tic. In this article, we briefly outline some of the key issues.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Thermal noise is an omnipresent small-voltage fluctuation

on resistors. It has been thought that thermal noise will

never be an issue in digital electronics. This view has been

reevaluated and changed recently by Kish.[1] On a parallel

resistor–capacitor (RC) unit, the effective thermal noise

voltage Un is given as:

Un ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kT=C

p
ð1Þ

and the bandwidth fc of this noise is:

fc ¼
1

2pRC
ð2Þ

Gaussian noise processes, such as thermal noise, can cross

large amplitude levels, provided that sufficiently long

time is available. In a logic circuitry, noise amplitudes

reaching beyond the noise margin Uth cause false bit flips

that can result in bit errors. For a single band-limited noise

process, the mean frequency n(Uth ) of bit errors can be

obtained from the Rice formula:[1]

nðUthÞ ¼
2ffiffiffi
3
p exp

�U2
th

2U2
n

� �
fc ð3Þ

where Un is the effective noise voltage and fc is

the bandwidth.

So, what happens during miniaturization? In CMOS

technology, the resistors are two-dimensional conductors;

thus the resistance stays (roughly) constant. Therefore the

supply voltage has to be decreased to keep the electrical

field and dissipation at acceptable levels. The capaci-

tances decrease. Together, these effects yield the follow-

ing trends:

1) Shrinking noise margin (because Uth is only a frac-

tion of the supply voltage)

2) Growing noise (because of Eq. 1)

3) Growing bandwidth (quickening of the noise; Eq. 2).

All these phenomena (1, 2, and 3) act toward radically

increasing the frequency of bit errors via Eq. 3. To have a

feeling of the nature of this problem, on Fig. 1, the bit

error frequency vs. the noise margin normalized to the

noise voltage is shown for different bandwidths (clock

frequency) and different numbers of transistor. The

practical limit of usability is a certain Uth /Un ratio when

the bit error rate is around 1 error/year. Even a 10% de-

crease of the Uth /Un ratio compared wirh its critical value

yields an error rate increase to 105 when we consider all

transistors in a modern PC (3�109–1010 transistors).

Utilizing these results and a prediction of the evolution

of capacitance and noise margin using present trends,
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recently, a prediction of the end of Moore’s law was

reported by Kish[1] (Fig. 2).

The shrinking noise margin (logic threshold voltage)

and the increasing noise margin required by the increas-

ing and quickening noise pose conflicting requirements,

which would stop miniaturization in 6–8 years if the

trends of the last year continue.

In the rest of this article, we outline the objectives that

need further analysis and give some initiatives for ex-

tended research in the future.

REFINEMENTS OF PREDICTIONS
FOR CMOS TECHNOLOGY

It has been pointed out in Ref. [1] that the prediction was

based on strong approximations to keep generality and

because of lack of information about certain device

parameters. Since Ref. [1] was published, new informa-

tion from microprocessor makers about some previously

unknown parameters has emerged and some new efforts

have been made to reduce the supply voltage with a rate

less than previously supposed. However, these efforts are

controversial because many large-scale users (e.g., in

aviation electronics)[2] would like to increase the rate of

supply voltage reduction to improve device failure rate,

which has been steadily growing because of high electric

fields in chips.

Therefore theoretical efforts have been made on re-

fining the prediction for the bit error problem because of

thermal noise. The refined model takes into the account

the following aspects:

. Further noise margin decrease because of the opening

threshold voltages of the P-type and N-type MOSFET

transistors
. Somewhat reduced noise because of parallel gate

circuits
. Various supply voltage reduction strategies (predic-

tions are controversial)
. The fact that the internal supply voltage and noise

margin of microprocessors in 2002 were already less

than supposed in Ref. [1].

Interestingly, preliminary investigations indicate that

the size range, where the problems begin, remains the

same because the different corrections act in different

directions and the effects compensate for each other. Thus

the conclusions obtained in the context of Fig. 2 remain

the same.

THE CASE OF SINGLE-ELECTRON
TRANSISTORS

The next question is the bit error situation of micro-

processors based on SETs.[3] SETs work with tunneling,

Fig. 1 Bit errors vs. the ratio of noise margin and effective

noise voltage. (From Ref. [1].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Prediction of the end of Moore’s law. (From Ref. [1].)

The technology faces a difficult problem when the upper limit of

noise margin set by the dissipation/field constraint and the lower

limit of noise margin required by the noise/error constraint cross

each other (between points A or B, depending on the evolu-

tion of gate oxide thickness). (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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which is not dissipative, but the processes coupled to it

are dissipative. The electrons at the tunnel junction of a

closed SET can be excited by thermal energy fluctua-

tions to the energy level where tunneling can occur and

a single electron can cause a single bit error in a SET.

Similarly, an open SET can be temporarily shut down

by thermal fluctuations. Thus the tentative expectation

is that SETs will have a similar nature of bit error

characteristics as CMOS. However, the picture is more

complex.[3]

. Instead of a single capacitance, three different capac-

itances influence bit errors: the two tunnel junction

capacitances and the quantum dot capacitance (gate

capacitance).
. The noise margin cannot be increased arbitrarily by

increasing supply voltage. It has a practical maximum

that is equal to the voltage difference between the

totally closed and totally open transistors. Higher

voltages cause multiple-electron operation mode, and

large noise and dissipation.
. There are two different working ranges vs. the quan-

tum dot size: larger sizes (Coulomb blockade controls

the current transport) and smaller sizes (<10 nm;

quantum confinement effects dominate).

Preliminary studies[3] show that the requirement for

small quantum dot size becomes much harder to satisfy

when not only the d.c. characteristics but also the bit

errors matter in a microprocessor with 108 or more SETs.

To have SET-based microprocessors, the characteristic

quantum dot size has to be less than 1 nm.

ULTIMATE LIMITS OF ENERGY DISSIPATION
VS. PERFORMANCE IN CLASSICAL AND
QUANTUM COMPUTING

Heat problems with today’s microprocessors have made

it very clear that the ultimate and most fundamental

questions of viability of the technology are related to

power requirement information processing. This is

the ultimate question for general-purpose classical or

quantum computers. If CMOS and SET fail, it is a

natural question if quantum computing and quantum

information can help us out and—if yes—how. Be-

cause, so far, the existing quantum computing archi-

tectures have been neither practical nor general pur-

pose, the only question we may be able to answer is the

ultimate limits of performance. Performance includes er-

ror rate (accuracy), speed (bandwidth), and power dis-

sipation. It is very important to take temperature into

account, and to compare the ultimate performance limits

of classical and quantum computers at the same temper-

ature.[4] If it is room temperature, both the classical and

quantum computers should be tested at room temperature;

if it is the microkelvin temperature range, than the same

conditions are required for both.

Recent studies[5] show that quantum computers have

energy requirement problems at high accuracy because of

arguments similar to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

Classical computers perform much better when accuracy

is concerned; however, quantum computers can balance

this deficiency by a greater speed.[4] (For a comparison

of the energy requirements of a classical and a quantum

gate when they run at the same clock frequency, see

Fig. 3.[4])

Realistic estimations[6] based on existing quantum

error correction methods indicate that a general-pur-

pose quantum computer, which would use the best

known quantum error correcting methods, would dissi-

pate at least 100 times more energy than its classi-

cal counterpart.

Concerning future research aspects, we think that the

ultimate focus of this study will not be the accuracy

(error rate) of classical and quantum computers, but the

energy requirements of processing Shannon information

(bit). This aspect induces many new questions, including

the problem of computer architectures that are not sen-

sitive to noise. An important question is the energy and

complexity requirement of error-correcting coding, and

the ultimate measure should be energy requirement vs.

Shannon information.

Fig. 3 Minimal power dissipation of a single logical gate,

classical (CMOS) and quantum, vs. the error ratio of the

gate. (From Ref. [4].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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INTRODUCTION

After billions of years of evolution, biological nanomotors

and, in particular, motor proteins have achieved a level of

performance unmatched by current synthetic nanomotors.

Motor proteins in hundreds of specific designs perform a

wide range of functions in biology, while achieving more

than 50% efficiency in the conversion of chemical energy

to mechanical work.[1,2]

The research discussed in this entry aims at utilizing

motor proteins in hybrid ‘‘bio/nano’’ devices to explore

the potential of nanomotors in technological applications.

Challenges for this approach include the design of suitable

synthetic environments, the interfacing of biological com-

ponents with synthetic structures, the controlled modifi-

cation of biological motors using recombinant techniques,

and in general, the difficulty of engineering at a size scale

where random fluctuations due to Brownian motion are an

integral part of the system.

At this point, an international group of research teams

has utilized a variety of rotational and linear motor pro-

teins to demonstrate the first devices integrating motor

proteins. These devices illustrate the important role that

motor proteins can play in nanotechnology.

MOTORS IN NANOTECHNOLOGY

Technological revolutions often involve access to new

materials, and the mastery of a new material is so funda-

mental to mankind that historic ages are defined by the

state-of-the-art material, hence the ‘‘stone age’’ or ‘‘bronze

age.’’ However, some technological revolutions are char-

acterized by the newfound ability of man to convert ener-

gy into mechanical work, based, for example, on the

invention of the steam engine, which powered the in-

dustrial revolution. Can nanotechnology become a revo-

lution of energy conversion in addition to a materials

revolution, driven by a nanomotor, which will power the

‘‘Nanofactory’’ and the ‘‘Nanoautomobile’’ of tomorrow?

Currently, no man-made nanomotor exists that can

impact nanotechnology in the way that the steam engine

defined the industrial revolution. However, while the first

prototypes of synthetic nanomotors are studied,[3,4] nature

provides us with a wide range of biological nanomotors,

which have evolved to perform a wide range of functions

with an amazing efficiency.[5] While the center stage is

occupied by motor proteins such as myosin, which is, for

example, responsible for muscle contraction, biological

motor designs include motors based on ribonucleic acid

(RNA) pulling on double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) to package it into the protein shell of a virus,[6]

ribosomes moving along RNA while synthesizing a new

protein, or even an electrostrictive membrane protein aid-

ing the process of hearing.[7] The mechanism by which

biological motors, in particular motor proteins, generate

force is a very active field of research, and significant

progress has been made.[8] Nowadays, motor proteins can

be readily isolated and are even commercially available.

Biomolecular motors, in particular motor proteins, are

a gift of nature to the nanotechnologist. They can be used

in hybrid ‘‘bionano’’ devices to explore the potential of

nanomotors. At this point, a small number of prototypical

nanodevices based on motor proteins has been assembled,

and in the following, we will introduce the biological

motors used, and discuss the progress in the design of

hybrid devices.

BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF
MOTOR PROTEINS

Motor proteins represent a unique class of enzymes and

enzyme complexes that convert chemical energy into

mechanical work with relatively high efficiency. In these

proteins, energy associated with catalysis (or an electro-

chemical gradient) is linked to conformational changes in
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the structure. As with man-made motors, these molecular

machines can be categorized as either rotary or linear

motors, depending on their mode of translation.

Two true rotary molecular motors were identified, and

extensively studied in terms of the biochemical and

biophysical properties of these protein complexes. The

bacterial flagellar motor is a classic example of a rotary

motor used by certain bacteria to move in a fluid

environment. The complex uses a proton gradient to

propel a large flagellum at speeds of up to 300 rps, and

produces a rotary torque in excess of 550 pN nm.[9] A

second rotary motor, ATP synthase (F0F1-ATPase), is a

ubiquitous enzyme complex responsible for proton-pow-

ered production of adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP) in

living system.[10] Translocation of H+ across a membrane

results in the rotation of a central shared subunit, and

synthesis of three molecules of ATP per revolution.

Moreover, the cytoplasmic F1-ATPase domain may

independently function as an ATP-fueled rotary motor;[11]

construction of integrated devices with this motor protein

will be discussed later (Fig. 1).

A number of linear motors were extensively studied in

terms of their biomechanical characteristics,[8,13,14] as

well as their potential use in hybrid nanodevices.[15]

Linear motors can be chosen from three principal families:

myosins—moving along actin filaments toward the

barbed end; kinesins—moving along microtubules toward

the plus end; and dyneins—moving along microtubules

toward the minus end[16] (Fig. 2).

Actin filaments, which are double-stranded twisted

ropes polymerized from 5.5-nm-long actin monomers, are

highly flexible and can branch into a dense mesh.

Microtubules are stiff, unbranched, proteinaceous tubes

with an outer diameter of �30 nm, consisting of 8–18

parallel protofilaments assembled from 8-nm-long tubulin

dimers. While motors of the myosin family are the

molecular actuators responsible for the contraction of

muscles, specialized motors of all families participate in

the intracellular transport of membrane organelles and

protein complexes. The morphology and biochemistry of

the different types of motors is closely coupled to their

function. For example, myosin II has evolved to act in

Fig. 1 (A) Side view of the crystal structure of the bovine

F1-ATPase reported by Braig et al.[12] Adjacent a and b subunits

were removed to show the g subunit and bound ADP (red).

(B) Top of the F1-ATPase motor showing the alternating a/b
hexamer (stator) and central g subunit (rotor). The g subunit

rotates counterclockwise in a three-step process during ATP

hydrolysis. The F0 portion of ATP synthase, which inserts into a

membrane and converts a proton flow into a rotary motion, is

not shown. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 (A) Myosin II, the myosin type present, e.g., in skeletal

muscle, assembles into a thick filament. The collective,

unsynchronized motion of the myosin motors along the actin

filament causes the contraction of muscle cells. Each myosin

motor attaches only intermittently to the actin filament

(nonprocessive motion), ‘‘running’’ along with a velocity of

up to 8 mm/sec. Actin filaments consist of two helical strands

polymerized from actin monomers with a full period of 72 nm.

(B) Conventional kinesin is a two-headed motor moving toward

the ‘‘plus’’ end of a microtubule. The two heads move in

coordinated fashion, covering a distance of 8 nm with each step,

hydrolyzing one ATP molecule per step, and generating a

maximum force of 7 pN. In vitro, kinesin takes up to 100 steps/

sec. At least one of the kinesin heads is attached at any point in

time (processive motion). Cytoplasmic dynein is a processive,

two-headed motor moving toward the ‘‘minus’’ end of the

microtubule. It is a particularly large protein complex, consisting

of more than eight subunits with a combined mass of more than

1000 kDa. Microtubules are tubular structures with an outer

diameter of 30 nm, which are polymerized from individual

tubulin monomers with a length of 8 nm. Microtubules

assembled in vitro can reach a length of up to 100 mm. In vivo,

microtubules constantly assemble and disassemble; however, the

use of drugs like taxol can stabilize microtubules for weeks by

slowing the depolymerization. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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a large array of motors in fast skeletal muscle. Conse-

quently, the biochemical cycle of binding ATP, hydro-

lyzing ATP, and releasing the products adenosine 5’-
diphosphate (ADP) and phosphate is tuned toward a short

time of attachment to the actin filament (nonproces-

sive motion). In contrast, the step size of a conventional

kinesin motor (transporting as a single motor, e.g., syn-

aptic vesicles) matches exactly the 8-nm spacing between

adjacent tubulin binding sites on a protofilament of a

microtubule, which, together with a coordinated hydroly-

sis cycle of the two heads of the motor, facilitates a large

number of consecutive steps without detaching from the

microtubule (processive motion).[5]

The large number of natural designs of linear motors

for functions ranging from muscle contraction to vesicle

transport can serve as a tool chest for hybrid devices. It is

also an inspiration for artificial modifications to existing

motors, for example, by integrating chemical switches or

by changing their processivity.[17,18,61] Currently, con-

ventional kinesins and microtubules are a motor/filament

combination, which is often utilized for reasons related to

the robustness of the proteins, the successful expression of

kinesin in Escherichia coli,[19] and the easy modification

of tubulin.[20]

MOTOR PROTEINS IN A
SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT

Controlling the interaction between the motor proteins and

the synthetic materials is a major challenge in the design

of hybrid devices.[21] While regions of the surface in-

tended as motor protein-coated tracks or islands have to

have a high affinity for protein adsorption, denaturation

and concomitant loss of function of the protein after ad-

sorption to the surface has to be avoided as well. It is

equally important for the defined positioning of motors in

a device to prevent the adsorption of motors to regions

surrounding the intended motor protein-rich regions, a

challenging task because of the general tendency of

proteins to stick to many synthetic surfaces.

A variety of approaches to reduce denaturation were

developed, ranging from precoating surfaces with a

generic protein (albumin, casein),[22] which restricts the

surface–motor contact to small patches in-between the

preadsorbed proteins, to coating the surface with polymer

brushes with functionalized ends,[23] which prevents

motor adsorption directly to the surface while providing

a designated binding site on the polymer. The most

sophisticated approach toward attaching a motor (dis-

cussed in more detail in the subsection ‘‘Rotational

Systems’’) relied on genetically engineering specific

anchor sites into the protein, which connect to a patterned

nickel film on the surface.[11,24] The adsorption of motors

has been selectively prevented by either empirically

identifying materials, which together with added deter-

gents in the solution reduce protein adsorption,[25] or by

using surface modification strategies originally developed

for nonfouling surfaces.[26]

The lifetime of hybrid bionanodevices is a frequent

concern. To maintain motor proteins in a functional state,

the temperature, ionic strength, pH, and salt concentra-

tion of the surrounding solution have to be controlled.[27]

Microtubules and actin filaments depolymerize over

time,[28] a process which can be slowed but not entirely

prevented. In addition, proteins are subject to degradation

by proteases, and they sustain photodamage during obser-

vation under the fluorescence microscope. In combina-

tion, these factors currently limit the lifetime of actively

operating devices to hours or a few days at room temper-

ature. However, for a large number of applications, this

lifetime, together with adequate storage at low tempera-

tures before operation, is sufficient.

REGULATING BIOMOLECULAR
MOTOR ACTIVITY

A fundamental element in the engineering of biomolecular

motor-powered devices and materials is the ability to

modulate the activity of the motors. To date, two strat-

egies have been used to regulate the functionality of

biomolecular motors in synthetic systems. The first

strategy involved the controlled release of caged ATP

into solution to modulate the linear translation of con-

ventional kinesin.[29] Because the density of tethered

kinesin was relatively low, an ATP-consuming enzyme,

hexokinase, was used to rapidly reduce the liberated ATP

in solution, and produce discrete spikes of available ATP.

In this manner, the magnitude of velocity and distance

could be regulated based on the intensity of light expo-

sure.[29] This strategy has direct application for controlling

any molecular motor that utilizes ATP as a fuel source. A

primary advantage in this system is the ability to produce

discrete spikes in ATP that, in turn, may be used to

regulate the velocity/distance traveled by linear motors, or

the speed/number of cycles for rotary motors.

The second strategy for controlling motor functionality

involved genetically engineering an allosteric effector site

into the catalytic domain of the F1-ATPase molecular

motor.[30] This site was engineered to bind Zn2 + such that

the conformation changes necessary for ATP hydrolysis

and g subunit rotation would be reversibly inhibited when

the site was occupied; chelation of the Zn2 + would sub-

sequently restore activity. In single molecule assays,

rotation of all (i.e., 100%) mutated F1-ATPase was

observed in the presence of 800 mm ZnSO4, whereas bulk
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activity assays indicated a 60% inhibition in catalytic

activity at saturating levels of Zn2 +. This suggests that

the complete inhibition of hydrolytic activity is not

requisite for tight control of motor rotation in ATPase.

Repeated cycles of Zn2 + inhibition, followed by chelation

with 1,10-phenanthroline, demonstrated the ability to

reversibly control the functionality of the F1-ATPase

motor.[30] A unique advantage in this strategy is the

ability to tailor the allosteric binding site, which may

serve as a recognition element in sensor-type applications.

NANODEVICES

Rotational Systems

The F0F1-ATPase enzyme complex consists of eight sub-

units (a, b, w, a, b, g, e, and d) that are arranged in two

distinct domains, the cytoplasmic F1 and hydrophobic F0

domains. The F1-ATPase domain can function indepen-

dently as an ATP-powered rotary motor,[11,31] and offers a

potential source of actuation in nanoscale device archi-

tectures.[24,32] During ATP hydrolysis, the central rotor

(i.e., g subunit) of F1-ATPase rotates in response to the

conversion of ATP to ADP+Pi at each of the three cat-

alytic sites. This three-step process that results in rotation

of the g subunit was confirmed by a number of meth-

ods.[32–34] The precise mechanism of mechanical coupling

of ATP hydrolysis and rotation of the g subunit has yet to

be determined.

In general, a prerequisite technology for utilizing mo-

lecular motors as functional components of nanoscale

devices is the ability to interface biological and nonbio-

logical components. To this end, the F1-ATPase from

thermophilic bacterium Bacillus PS3 was genetically eng-

ineered to express a 10x histidine (His) tag on the N-

terminus of the b subunits.[24,32] The His-tagged motors

were subsequently used to precisely position individual

F1-ATPase motors on arrays of nanoscale nickel dots.[35]

Because the His-tags were located on the N-terminal of

the b subunit, the motors were positioned such that the

base of the stator was adjacent to the surface, and the rotor

was positioned perpendicular to the surface and fully ac-

cessible for attachment of additional components. A sin-

gle cysteine (Cys) was also engineered at position 107 in

the g subunit to provide a unique chemical ‘‘handle’’ for

attaching synthetic cargo.[24,32] The ability to genetically

engineer the motors for specified interactions with syn-

thetic components represents a powerful tool for tailoring

the interaction of various components.

As a basic proof-of-principle, a simple device was

designed and constructed, in which the F1-ATPase motors

provided a source of actuation to nanoscale metallic com-

ponents.[36] This device has three primary components:

1) a lithographically defined surface of Ni posts, 2) F1-

ATPase motors, and 3) functionalized nanoscale ‘‘pro-

pellers’’ (Fig. 3). The device was assembled by sequential

addition of individual components; however, yield was

relatively poor (i.e., 1%, defined as the number of rotating

propellers divided by the number of propellers distributed

on the surface). Rotation was initiated with the addition

of ATP, and stopped with sodium azide, an inhibitor of

ATPase activity. The mean frequency of rotation was

4.8 Hz and directly correlated with the length of the

propeller, suggesting that the torque was constant. The

work performed by the F1-ATPase motor to rotate a

propeller through one complete revolution was calculated

to be �120 pN nm, with an efficiency of 50%.[36] The

device functioned for over 2 hr, at which point the

propeller broke free from the motor. Overall, this

experiment demonstrated the ability of this biomolecular

motor to function as an actuator in a nanoscale mechani-

cal device.

The force tolerances of these devices were character-

ized by using dynamic force spectroscopy to understand

and potentially design integrated nanodevices with an

increased assembly yield and lifetime.[37] In these experi-

ments, the relative order of bond strengths (strongest to

weakest) based on the magnitudes of their lifetimes were:

biotin–streptavidin, (His)6–Ni–NTA, (His)6–Ni, and

(His)6–gold. Based on these findings, the weakest bond

in the F1-ATPase-powered devices resides in the interac-

tion between histidine and Ni, and likely represents a

critical factor resulting in device failure. Improvements in

device assembly and longevity may be engineered through

further analysis and redesign of the interaction used to

adhere the F1-ATPase motors to the substrate, as well as to

the propellers (or other components).

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the integrated nanodevice

that provided a proof-of-principle with regard to actuating

nanomechanical devices with a biomolecular motor.[36] In the

presence of ATP, the rotary motor F1-ATPase spins the nickel

nanorod (10�150�1000 nm) with an angular velocity of 4 Hz

while providing a torque of 20 pN nm. Elevating the motor

on a post reduces the viscous drag on the moving nanorod,

which increases near a surface. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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Overall, the F1-ATPase biomolecular motor repre-

sents a highly efficient rotary actuator in integrated,

nanomechanical devices. A number of enabling technol-

ogies were developed and used to construct a simple

nanodevice powered by F1-ATPase motors. Further

characterization of this device by force measurements of

binding strengths has determined the key linkages that

likely result in poor assembly yields as well as device

failure. As a whole, these data provide a foundation for

the continued engineering and analysis of biomolecular

motor-powered nanodevices.

Transport Systems

One of the first ideas for a hybrid bionanodevice was a

nanoscale transport system, a ‘‘molecular shuttle,’’ with

the ability to move single molecules along tracks under

user control.[15] The close analogy to the biological motor

protein-based transport mechanisms[38] provided a clear

vision of the feasibility and utility of such a system.

Conceptually, a transport system requires solutions to the

questions of how to direct the movement, how to load and

unload cargo, and how to control the speed of the

system.[29] The guiding issue was addressed with two

different approaches (Fig. 4): either the actin filaments or

microtubules are selectively immobilized on the surface

and support the movement of motors attached to the cargo

(bead assay[39]), or the motors are selectively adsorbed to

the surface and move the corresponding filament, which in

turn connects to the cargo (gliding assay[40]).

While the initial experiments by Turner et al.[41]

yielded unpolarized patterns of aligned and immobilized

microtubules capable of supporting kinesin motility, later

experiments demonstrated polarized alignment of micro-

tubules on surfaces using a variety of methods based on

fluid flow.[42–44] Kinesin motors nonspecifically bound to

the cargo surface then supported the directed transport of

micrometer-sized objects across the array of microtubules.

The inverse arrangement, using microtubules as shuttle

modules that move across a surface coated with motors

and link specifically to the cargo, requires the structuring

of the surface in order to create tracks. A variety of

strategies including chemical modification,[45,46] guiding

channels,[29,47] and combinations of surface chemistry and

topography[25,48,49] has been employed to direct the

shuttles along predetermined paths. In addition, flow

fields[50] and electric fields[51] can influence the path of

the shuttle. The choice between these guiding strategies is,

in large part, determined by the physical properties of the

filaments used as shuttles. For example, the large stiffness

of microtubules[52] precludes effective guiding by motors

adsorbed in tracks on a chemically modified surface.[53]

Unidirectional motion of the shuttles propelled by surface

adsorbed motors can be achieved by suitable track

geometries.[25,53] Conveniently, the orientation of the

surface adsorbed motors does not have to be controlled,

because the flexible tail region of the kinesin motor allows

the motor heads to find a suitable position for microtubule

binding independent of the original orientation.[54,55]

Microtubules can be readily functionalized with fluores-

cent dyes or biotin linkers,[54] which facilitates the

observation of their movement as well as the attachment

of cargo if the microtubules are employed as shuttles.

In summary, the basic challenges of guiding, loading,

and controlling can be addressed by using a variety of

approaches to achieve directed transport, by linking cargo

to microtubules or motors, and by controlling motor ac-

tivity as described in the section on controlling motor

functionality. By integrating these approaches, a nano-

scale transport system can be assembled and, in the future,

Fig. 4 Nanoscale transport systems based on motor proteins face three principal challenges: guiding the movement, loading the cargo,

and controlling the speed.[15] Two approaches toward guiding the movement have emerged: (A) motor proteins are selectively adsorbed

to a structured surface and guide the movement of microtubules or actin filaments serving as shuttle modules, or (B) an oriented array of

microtubules is assembled on a surface by adsorption or polymerization and support the directed movement of motor proteins connected

to the cargo. Selective loading of cargo and control of movement has been demonstrated for approach (A) by using biotin/streptavidin

links for cargo attachment and controlled release of ATP from an inactive, ‘‘caged’’ precursor using UV light. (From Ref. [29].

Copyright 2001 Am. Chem. Soc.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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combined with other modular systems such as assembly

and packaging stations.

Surface Imaging

The self-propelled movement of microtubules with a

diameter of 30 nm on a kinesin-coated surface provides

us with a novel nanoscale probe, which can explore a sur-

face in a radically different fashion compared to the tip of a

scanning probe microscope. While scanning probe micro-

scopes use a single tip, which scans the surface in a

controlled, linear movement, the microtubule movement

per se is random. Therefore it is necessary to synthesize an

image of the surface based on the random paths of a large

number of microtubules exploring the unknown surface at

the same time. A basic implementation of this new ap-

proach to surface imaging (Fig. 5) was demonstrated for a

surface with a structured topography,[56] but the research

into guiding mechanisms for nanoscale transport systems

indicates that the microtubule path is influenced by surface

chemistry or fluid flow as well. Despite its limitations due

to the sensitivity of the proteins and the optical detection of

the microtubule position, the described technique is an

example of how the availability of self-propelled nano-

probes enables the implementation of a new scanning

method with similarities to mathematical Monte Carlo

methods. Nanotechnology is not always ‘‘the same but

smaller.’’ Instead, sometimes ‘‘small is different’’ (Uzi

Landman) applies, which creates opportunities to utilize

nanosystems for innovative technologies.

Actuators

While nanoscale transport systems are the technological

equivalent to the biological tasks of kinesin in intracel-

lular transport, nanoactuators are inspired by the biolog-

ical application of myosin motors in muscles. Evidently,

molecular motors can be assembled into large arrays and

exert many Newtons of force, and it is an interesting

question if highly efficient engines built from macro-

scopic arrays of molecular motors may replace electric

motors or heat engines in the future. However, for the

purposes of nanotechnology, even single biomolecular

Fig. 5 Fluorescently labeled microtubules transported by

surface-adsorbed kinesins can serve as nanoscale probes

exploring the surface. The sensitivity of the microtubule path

to the topography allows us to image an unknown surface.[56]

This is illustrated in (A), where a microfabricated pattern of

1-mm-high posts divides the surface into an accessible and an

inaccessible region, because microtubules move on the bottom

surface and are unable to climb a steep incline. Repeated

observation of microtubule positions under the fluorescence

microscope as shown in (B) yields information about the path of

several hundred microtubules. The superposition of 500 images

taken every 5 sec reveals the surface topography (C). (From

Ref. [56]. Copyright 2002 Am. Chem. Soc.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 A microscopic forcemeter for the measurement of

intermolecular forces on the order of a few piconewtons can be

assembled from microtubules functionalized with ligands, beads

coated with receptors, and kinesins (0 and 10 sec). It consists of

a cantilevered microtubule that binds to a streptavidin-coated

bead loaded onto a microtubule moved by kinesins.[59] The

kinesins push the moving microtubule (30 sec), straining the

bond between streptavidin and biotin until it ruptures (40 sec).

Observation of the concurrent bending of the cantilevered

microtubule allows the determination of the strain forces based

on the known stiffness of microtubules. (From Ref. [59].

Copyright 2001 Am. Chem. Soc.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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motors generate forces, which are sufficient to overcome

typical loads.[57,58]

Recently, a miniaturized forcemeter for the mea-

surement of intermolecular bond strengths was demon-

strated.[59] In this forcemeter, several kinesin motors

provide the force to strain the bond between a receptor–

ligand pair, while the magnitude of the strain is reflected

in the bending of a microtubule attached to the ligand,

which serves as a nanoscale cantilevered beam of known

stiffness (Fig. 6). The forcemeter with lateral dimensions

of less than 10 mm can generate and detect forces on

the order of several piconewtons, which is sufficient to

rupture most single molecule receptor/ligand bonds with-

in seconds. The strain generated by the action of motor

proteins inherently matches the low rate of force appli-

cation characteristic for in vivo conditions, a situation

that is difficult to duplicate with other approaches

to molecular force measurements.[60] In addition, the

small size of the instrument suggests the assembly of

an array of forcemeters, capable of drastically reducing

the time required for a statistically significant number of

force measurements.

This forcemeter points the way to more sophisticated

nanodevices, which aid in the measurement of properties

of nanoscale objects, and can play an active role in the

assembly and disassembly of nanoscale structures.

CONCLUSION

Motor proteins are fast and versatile nanomotors with

high energy efficiency and interface in a very specific

manner with ‘‘road’’-like filaments and various objects

serving as ‘‘cargo.’’ At this point, this makes them su-

perior to any man-made nanomotor, and allows us to

explore the technological applications of nanomotors in

hybrid nanodevices. Inspired by the biological applica-

tions of motor proteins in intracellular transport and as

actuators, a number of devices have been designed. Chal-

lenges regarding the interface between biological and

synthetic elements in the hybrid devices are addressed,

and artificial elements, such as ‘‘anchors’’ or a ‘‘throt-

tle,’’ are directly integrated into the motor protein. Nature

has mastered not only the design of nanoscale functional

units but also the integration of these units into the so-

phisticated multipurpose subcellular or cellular systems.

This research attempts to learn nature’s lessons and

translate them into valuable engineering.
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Multifunctional Ceramic Nanocomposites with
Self-Diagnostic Ability of Catastrophic Damage
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INTRODUCTION

Ceramic nanocomposites are widely used as engineer-
ing materials owing to their excellent mechanical prop-
erties. In the last decade ceramic nanocomposites
found new uses as a different kind of sensor. In this
entry, examples of the preparation of electroconductive
ceramic nanocomposites are shown together with their
utilization as self-monitoring sensors for crack initiation
and propagation. Four different methods for synthesis
of nanocomposite ceramics are presented, and their
effects on the structure of nanocomposites are com-
pared. The self-diagnostic ability of graded and layered
ceramic nanocomposites was not accompanied by any
sizable deterioration of mechanical properties.

BACKGROUND

In modern material science there is a trend toward
more flexibility and an increased interest in ‘‘smart’’
and ‘‘adaptive’’ materials. These are generally struc-
tural composite materials with constituents, which
include functions, such as conductivity, sensing=
activating properties, health monitoring abilities,
thermal-load dissipation, tailorable thermal expansion,
environmental protection, etc., as an inherent part of
their design and application. This multifunctionality
applies to the new scientific and engineering
approaches required for the development of these
new ceramic materials. The latest achievements in cera-
mic nanotechnology offer solutions for these market
demands. On the other hand, ceramic materials gener-
ally exhibit brittleness with relatively low reliability. A
fundamental approach to improve reliability is the
design of ceramic materials with high fracture tough-
ness and strength. Promising results have been
achieved for ceramic nanocomposites exhibiting such
properties.[1,2] Unfortunately, brittleness remains an
intrinsic character of ceramic materials, and it is diffi-
cult to overcome this problem completely in ceramics
for practical use. Accordingly, the development of
screening techniques andmethods for damage detection
and fracture forecasting are important to ensure the

reliability of structural ceramics.[3] Incorporation of
real-time damage sensors into ceramic materials can
assist in lifetime predictions of complex structures.
Until now, the most common applied sensor for
detection of defect initializing strain was a gauge
method. However, this is not practical for the deter-
mination of maximum strain applied after the load
has been removed. The other nondestructive methods
using x-ray, ultrasonic, and acoustic emission demand
large-scale equipment and their applications in the
practical use of ceramic parts are limited.

In the beginning of the 1990s, Yanagida proposed
a new method of fracture forecasting by electrical
measurements.[4] This self-diagnosis mechanism as an
intelligent function in ceramic materials is based on
the observation that there is a correlation between
the increase of electrical resistivity and crack propaga-
tion. The majority of works are focused on forecasting
the fatal fracture in carbon- or SiC-fiber reinforced
plastics and ceramic composites by measuring electri-
cal resistance.[3,5,6] The change in electrical resistance
occurs with a change in connectivity of C or SiC fibers=
whiskers in the composites. A similar approach can be
applied also for ceramic composites with spherical
micro-=nanoelectroconductive particles.

Although it is promising to fabricate ceramic com-
posites with such a self-diagnosis mechanism, available
conductive ceramic systems are limited and it seems
difficult to maintain the mechanical properties at a
level equivalent to those of the structural ceramics
already used. In addition, because engineering cera-
mics usually show a small strain prior to fracturing,
it is necessary that the electrical resistance change
induced by the strain be large. Such behavior is
observed near the percolation threshold of conductive
phase, when the resistivity can vary by several orders
of magnitude. Depending on the size and distribution
of electroconductive ceramic particles, the percolation
threshold varies from 8 to 30 vol%.

There are several processing routes for the introduc-
tion of electroconductive phase. Conductive ceramic
nanostructures are produced using molecular beam
epitaxy, organometallic vapor phase epitaxy, top-down
lithography, etc. These composites include, among
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others, sensors, actuators, or even miniaturized
systems comprising sensing, processing, and=or actuat-
ing functions. These systems can sense, control, and
activate on the micro-=nanoscale and function indivi-
dually or in arrays to generate effects on the macro-
scale.[7] However, all the above-mentioned processing
routes of nanoceramics are rather expensive and the
size of the products is limited. The market demands
multifunctional materials with acceptable production
costs and shape flexibility. Examples of relatively
low-cost processing of structural ceramics with Si3N4

or Al2O3 matrix and electroconductive carbon, SiC,
or TiN are shown in this work. Four different methods
have been used for in situ preparation of nanosized
electroconductive phases: 1) addition of an organome-
tallic precursor to commercial Si3N4 powder as a
source of nanoinclusions; 2) carbothermal reduction
of ultrafine SiO2 with carbon black to SiC and C; 3)
pyrolysis of organometallic Si=N=C precursors with
SiC, Si3N4, and C products; and 4) preparation of con-
ductive TiN by exchange reaction between titanium
butoxide or fine TiO2 and AlN.

The structure of shown nanocomposites varies from
homogenous bulk Si3N4=SiC or Al2O3=SiC ceramics,
through organometallic polymer-derived functionally
graded materials (FGM) on the base of Si3N4=SiC with
controlled electroconductive C content to layered Si3N4=
TiN composites prepared by tape casting. The two later
ceramic nanocomposites showed self-diagnostic ability
without sizeable degradation of mechanical properties.

Si3N4/SiC NANO-/MICROCOMPOSITES

Silicon nitride-based ceramics is a promising material
for a wide variety of applications. The diapason of
applications is very broad, from cast industry—where
these materials are used as a new generation of
refractories—to the high-tech applications in the auto-
motive and space industry. The main requirement for
application of this ceramics is an increased reliability
at room temperature as well as at high temperature.
An example of a material that fulfills such require-
ments is the Si3N4=SiC nanocomposite (SNC).

Samples were prepared by mixing Si3N4 matrix
powder (Ube E-10, Japan) with 5wt% Y2O3 (H.C.
Starck, Germany) sintering additive and 20wt% pyro-
lyzed polysilazane-based precursor (NCP 200, Japan)
in isopropanol. The detailed processing route of the
reference materials is already described elsewhere.[8]

Samples were hot-pressed under nitrogen atmo-
sphere and mechanical pressure of 30MPa at 1750�C
for 2 hr. The hot-pressed samples were cut to bars of
3 � 4 � 45mm and polished to 1 mm final finish.
The creep tests in bending (20=40 inner=outer span)
were performed in air from 1200�C to 1400�C, with

the step of 50�C. The stepwise-loading regime was
applied at each temperature. The creep experiment
started with a load of 50MPa for 24 hr, then
100MPa for the next 24 hr, and 150MPa for the last
24 hr to speed up the collection of data.

These nano-=microcomposites consist of the major
crystalline silicon nitride phase and the minor silicon
carbide phase. The larger matrix Si3N4 grains have
an elongated shape with a mean diameter below 1 mm
and lengths up to 15 mm. SiC nano-=microparticles
are randomly distributed along the grain boundaries
(inter-SiC grains; diameter 300–600 nm) as well as
within the Si3N4 micrograins (intra-SiC grains, dia-
meter 5–100 nm) as shown in Fig. 1.

The distribution of inter- and intra-SiC grains
within the Si3N4 matrix is shown in Fig. 2. The larger
grains were found at the grain boundaries (inter-SiC
grains), while the finer SiC were determined within
the Si3N4 host grains (intra-SiC grains). The number
of intra- vs. inter-SiC grains was estimated from trans-
mission electron microscopy micrographs and a ratio
of 80 vs. 20 was determined.

Room Temperature Properties

The room temperature properties of the Si3N4=SiC
composite (sample SNC) and of the reference Si3N4

materials (sample SN) are listed in Table 1.
The distinctly higher Weibull modulus of SNC

confirms the homogeneity of this composite. The
homogeneity of the SNC microstructure is reached
by the pinning effect of randomly distributed SiC
nanograins, which hinder the abnormal grain growth
of Si3N4. The length of b-Si3N4 grains was below
15 mm. This effect has already been presented else-
where, and it is a general feature of SNCs.[9]

The fracture toughness of SN sample (7.4MPam1=2)
is slightly higher compared to SNC (6.9MPam1=2).
Lower fracture toughness of nano-=microcomposite
material compared to the relative monolithic material
is attributed to the more equiaxed microstructure of
Si3N4 matrix and the low number of intra-SiC grains,
only 20% (see Fig. 2). However, the intrainclusions of
the second phase with a similar (but not the same) ratio
of thermal expansion coefficients as in the present case
should have a positive effect on the fracture toughness
of the two-phase composite.[10]

The amount of SiC phase within the microstructure
also plays an important role because of SiC influence
on the grain growth and simultaneously on residual
internal stresses. The optimum amount of SiC nano-
grains for room temperature properties is in the range
of 5–10wt%.[11] The amount of SiC nanograins present
in the SNC nano-=microcomposite is only 2.7 wt%, i.e.,
much lower than the indicated optimum of 5–10wt%.
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The fact that the present composite has excellent room
temperature properties at such low levels of SiC phase
indicates the potential for further increase in the frac-
tion of SiC. Moreover, depending on the content of
SiC and the remaining free-carbon content, the electri-
cal conductivity of the nanocomposite can be varied.

High-Temperature Properties

The SNC has almost one order of magnitude higher
creep resistance compared to the reference SN material
(Fig. 3). The difference is smaller at higher tempera-
tures. The apparent activation energy of SNC at stress
load 100MPa is 566 kJ=mol; for the reference material
SN it is only 289 kJ=mol. A more detailed analysis
showed that cavitation was the controlling mechanism
at lower temperatures, while at higher temperatures
diffusion creep dominated. Frequent cavitation was
observed in sample SN after creep test; on the other
hand, sample SNC was almost free of cavities.

The improvement of the creep resistance is usually
attributed to the distribution of the fine SiC nano-
grains along the grain boundaries.[12] A recent publi-
cation of Rendtel et al. shows that there exists an
optimum of SiC nanograins content, which lies within
the range of 10–15wt%.[13] The amorphous SiNC
powder added in the amount of 20wt% to the starting
mixture yields only 5.5wt% of SiC present in the SNC
nano-=microcomposite. The reason for the improved
creep resistance is an excess of the carbon in SiCN
amorphous powder, which reduces the residual glassy
phase on the grain boundaries and=or changes its
chemistry and increases the viscosity of the glassy
phase.[14,15]

Al2O3/SiC Nanocomposites

A similar approach has been used for the preparation
of alumina-based nanocomposites.[16] Nanosized
alumina powder (Taimicron TM DAR, particle size

Fig. 1 (A) SEM image of the Si3N4=SiC micro-=nanocomposite; white dots are SiC inclusions. (B) TEM image of the SiC
nanoinclusions within the Si3N4 grains. (From Ref.[29].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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150 nm) was used as a matrix with 5wt% CaO � 5SiO2

sintering additive. An organic granulation additive
(Dolapix ET85) was used as a source of carbon. The
SiC inclusions were prepared by in situ reactions
between SiO2 sintering additive and carbon. Samples
were densified by hot-pressing at 1450�C in argon
and 30MPa mechanical load.

The results showed that Al2O3=SiC=C nanocompo-
sites could be prepared by in situ pyrolysis of organic
additives. The mean grain size of the alumina matrix
was finer compared with the carbon-free reference
samples (Fig. 4). The remaining free carbon did not
impair the mechanical properties. The hardness of
densified materials increased from 20.3 to 23.2GPa
because of the presence of in situ formed SiC nano-
inclusions and reduction of grain boundary glassy
phase. This is a promising method for nonexpensive
in situ preparation of Al2O3–SiC nanocomposites.

Low-Cost SNCs

Silicon nitride–silicon carbide nanocomposite has been
prepared by an in situ method that utilizes the forma-
tion of SiC nanograins by carbothermal reduction of
SiO2 in the temperature range 1450–1630�C, prior to
the final sintering process.[17,18] The developed

SiO2 þ C-derived nanocomposite consists of a silicon
nitride matrix with an average Si3N4 matrix grain
diameter of approximately 200 nm with inter- and intra-
granular SiC inclusions with sizes of approximately 150
and 40nm, respectively. No pores, clusters of grains=
phases were identified in the microstructure of the nano-
composite. However, there were small areas of free car-
bon with the maximum size of several micrometers.
The mean value of room temperature four-point bend-
ing strength is 670MPa with a Weibull modulus of 7.5
and indentation fracture toughness of 7.4MPam1=2.
The Vickers hardness was HV1 ¼ 28.1GPa. The creep
behavior was investigated in bending at temperatures
from 1200�C to 1450�C under stresses ranking from
50 to 150MPa in air. The creep resistance of the nano-
composite was significantly higher compared to the
creep resistance of the monolithic Si3N4 (Fig. 5). This
improvement was achieved by the incorporation of
intergranular SiC nanoparticles into the Si3N4 matrix.

The cutting performance of the ceramic cutting
inserts prepared from this low-cost SNC shows a three
times longer lifetime compared to the commercially
available Si3N4-based cutting inserts.[19]

MULTIFUNCTIONAL Si–C–N BULK CERAMIC
NANOCOMPOSITES PREPARED BY
PYROLYTIC CONVERSION OF
POLYHYDRIDOMETHYLSILAZANE

Formation of ceramics from polymer precursors
is desirable because the processing is done at lower
temperatures and with simpler procedures than
conventional processes of sintering ceramic powders.
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Fig. 2 SiC particle size distribution within the Si3N4 matrix.
(From Ref.[14].)

Table 1 Room temperature mechanical properties of Si3N4-

based materials

Sample

KIC

(MPam1/2)

Strength

(MPa)

Weibull

modulus

SN 7.4 990 7

SNC 6.9 1203 19

Abbreviations: SN, reference Si3N4 material; SNC, Si3N4=SiC micro=
nanocomposite.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the creep resistance of Si3N4 material
(SNY) and Si3N4=SiC nanocomposite prepared from Si3N4

and pyrolyzed polysilazane mixture (SNY20). (From Ref.[8].)
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Although the preceramic polymers offer many
advantages over conventional coating techniques, the
large shrinkage that occurs on conversion from poly-
mer to ceramic remains a processing problem. This
shrinkage can exceed 50% and causes warping or
cracking in a coating or bulk material. The two main
methods for elimination of this effect are employing
compatible fillers (either active or passive) into the
polymer, or using a preceramic precursor with high
ceramic yield. On pyrolysis, the active filler reacts with
the surrounding matrix or a reactive atmosphere and
expands, thereby compensating for the shrinkage of
the polymer. Concerning the latter method, preceramic

precursors with ceramic yield higher than 85% became
recently available. In both methods two steps are
applied, cross-linking of a liquid precursor into a rigid
polymer followed by pyrolysis of the polymer into a
monolithic SiCN ceramic. These steps must be opti-
mized for each precursor. An example of optimal
cross-linking conditions of NCP200 polyhydrido-
methylsilazane is shown in Fig. 6.[20]

The composition of polyorganosilazane precursor
and, consequently, the final ratio of Si3N4=SiC can
be modified. Pyrolysis in argon results in an amor-
phous product with composition Si1C0.58N0.90, while
carbon-free specimens with compositions close to that
of stoichiometric Si3N4 were prepared by heat treat-
ment in ammonia (NH3) atmosphere.[21–23] In our earlier
work it was shown that by heat treatment of polysilazane
in mixed Ar=NH3 atmosphere with different volume
ratio or ammonia, the carbon content could be
adjusted in a wide range.[24] The optimal annealing
temperature for adjustment of carbon content in
amorphous Si–C–N ceramics was found between
500�C and 550�C. Higher annealing temperatures
within this interval and longer dwell periods at the
respective temperatures resulted in lower carbon
content in the product of pyrolysis. The increase of
the volume ratio of NH3 in reactive atmosphere from
10 to 50 vol% resulted in faster carbon removal from
the specimens. Dwell periods at intermediate tempera-
ture in argon promoted the formation of Si–C bonds,
and produced specimens with higher carbon content.
Optimization of the pyrolysis conditions up to
1100�C yielded crack-free amorphous bulk specimens
with carbon contents in the range of 0.3–16.2wt%.
After crystallization of such stoichiometric tough amor-
phous intermediates, Si3N4–SiC micro–nanocomposites

Fig. 4 SEM of Al2O3=SiC nanocomposite; upside arrows
indicate intergranular SiC inclusions and downside arrows
indicate intra-SiC inclusions. (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the creep rate of Si3N4 material
(5SNY) and Si3N4=SiC nanocomposite prepared from
Si3N4 and SiO2 þ C mixture (SNYC2b). (From Ref.[19].)
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with different volume fractions of SiC nanoparticles
could be obtained.

In addition, the Si–C–N stoichiometry can also be
tailored in the cross section of amorphous ceramics.[25]

Graded carbon content was achieved by changing the
conditions of reactive heat treatment (temperature,
holding time, Ar=NH3 ratio, and gas flow rate) of poly-
carbosilazane polymer during processing (Fig. 7).
Topochemical carbon analysis of a reference sample
with homogenous carbon distribution and of samples
heat-treated for 5, 7, 9, and 12 hr in the reactive atmo-
sphere (Ar þ 10 vol% NH3) at 525�C are shown in
Fig. 8A. A core-shell carbon distribution is evident.
The time dependence of the carbon content in the core
of a specimen under the same conditions is shown in
Fig. 8B. Depending on the carbon content, the electri-
cal conductivity of Si–N–C materials also varies. Fig. 9
illustrates the differences in DC-conductivity of two
amorphous Si=C=N ceramics with approximately 0.5
and 13.53wt% C-content.[26] Lowering the C-content
from 13.5 to 0.5wt% by ammonia treatment decreases
the DC-conductivity over the whole measured tempera-
ture range by approximately four orders of magnitude.

The relative simplicity of preparation of specimens
with different concentrations of carbon in the surface
layer and in the core opens the possibility for easy
preparation of FGM with respect to their electrical
properties.[27] Fig. 10 highlights the range of

DC-conductivity that can be covered by polysilazane-
derived samples through reactive ammonia treatment,
nonreactively pyrolyzed samples in argon, and also
subsequent aging at elevated temperatures (between
1100�C and 1450�C). This opens the opportunity for
the preparation of novel high-temperature resistant
electrical conductors mechanically reinforced by insu-
lator the Si3N4 surface layer.

LAYERED CERAMIC NANOCOMPOSITES
WITH SELF-DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY

Designing ceramic composites with laminated struc-
ture has gained increasing attention, because these
materials show improved mechanical properties (due
to decreased sensitivity to defects) and display a

Fig. 7 Optical micrograph of polymer-derived nanocompo-
site annealed in (A) combined Ar and Ar þ NH3 atmo-
sphere; (B) NH3; (C) Ar þ 10% NH3; and (D) Ar. (View
this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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balanced combination of other engineering properties
(like thermal and electrical conductivity, oxidation
and wear resistance, etc.). Nature has many objects
with laminated or graded structures. An example is
the nacre of abalone shell: a natural multifunctional
nanolaminated ceramic–polymer composite material

with good mechanical properties and the ability to
repair itself.[28]

Inspired by the nature, a similar design of layered
materials was used for the preparation of composites
with multifunctional properties. Ceramic laminates
based on Si3N4 with different TiN content (from 0 to
33 vol%) were prepared by tape casting and hot-
pressing.[29,30] TiN was prepared by in situ reaction
of titanium butoxide or fine grade rutile (TiO2) with
AlN according to the following reaction:

3TiO2 þ 4AlN ¼ 3TiN þ 2Al2O3 þ
1

2
N2

TiN derived from titanium butoxide had an average
diameter of 100 nm, while the size of particles obtained
from rutile was several micrometers (Fig. 11).

During the design of the layer sequence special
attention was paid to the minimization of residual
stresses in the layered composite, and the TiN content
was gradually increased from 0 to 3, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 33 vol%.[31] The bending strength normal to the
layers and the fracture toughness of materials are
shown in Figs. 12A and 12B. Both properties are
markedly higher for the layered L4-10 material in
comparison to the monolithic M-10 sample (Si3N4

with 10 vol% TiN). The high increase of fracture
toughness can be explained by the laminated structure,
by strong alignment of elongated b-Si3N4 particles,
and by reasonable thermal expansion mismatch
between Si3N4 and Si3N4 þ TiN layers.

The higher strength of the layered composites com-
pared to the monolithic M-10 sample is caused by the
presence of strong Si3N4 layers. However, on increasing

Ar/NH3
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Fig. 9 Variation of DC-conductivity of amorphous Si=C=N
ceramic body with temperature and carbon content. (From

Ref.[25].)

Fig. 10 DC-conductivities

[sdc, (O cm)�1] of various mate-
rials at 20�C.
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the TiN content to 33vol%, the strength of the layered
samples decreases because of higher residual stresses.

The anisotropic electrical conductivity was mea-
sured for the layered L4-20 and FGM samples in
parallel (x) and perpendicular (y) direction to the
layers (Table 2). In the parallel direction, the presence
of electroconductive TiN caused an increase in conduc-
tivity. On the other hand, the electrical conductivity
decreased in the direction perpendicular to the layer
alignment because of the presence of insulating Si3N4

layers. Very good conductivity was obtained for the
layered material with 33 vol% TiN.

The listed results show that a remarkable improve-
ment in strength and fracture toughness was achieved
for the layered ceramic materials. Nevertheless, the
possibility for catastrophic failure of ceramic compo-
nents hinders their wider application in the industry.
Fracture prediction in engineering ceramics is a
promising method to increase the reliability and prac-
tical application of ceramic materials. One of the
possible methods for forecasting the fracture is the
measurement of electrical resistivity of the conductive
layer based on the fact that, generally, the resistivity
increases with cracks generation.

For this reason, electroconductive self-monitoring
layer was joined to the layered composite (Fig. 13).
The monitoring layer contained a threshold volume
fraction of conductive phase, 19 vol% TiN.[32] The test-
ing bars were positioned on the four-point bend test
holder and the piezo-electric displacement transducer
stepwise increased the programmed load. The load

was released at a certain level, and the bar reloaded
again. The results of electrical resistivity measurements
under tensile load are shown in Fig. 14. The increase in
electrical resistivity can be explained by the formation
of microcracks in the conductive layer, which were also
observed by SEM. The change of electrical resistance
was of the order of 0.1 Ocm and can be recorded with
the available measuring devices. The output of
the measuring device can be simply recorded, and if
the derivative of the electrical resistance by load is
equal to zero (dr=dF ¼ 0), it means that the probabil-
ity of crack formation increased to a serious level. In

Fig. 11 Scanning electron micrograph of the interface
between seeded Si3N4 layer and Si3N4 þ 10 vol% TiN layer.

(From Ref.[29].)
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Fig. 12 (A) Three-point bending strength of the monolithic

and layered samples. (B) Fracture toughness (SEVNB) of
monolithic and layered samples. (From Ref.[29].)

Table 2 Electrical resistivity r of monolithic (M-10) and
layered samples

Sample TiN (vol%) qx (O cm) qy (O cm)

M-10 10 5.106 5 � 106

L4-10 10 8.107 2 � 1012

L4-20 20 6.10�2 5 � 1011

FGM 33 4.10�4 8 � 1010
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practical use, it indicates that the ceramic component
should be replaced.

The above results demonstrate that the ceramic
materials with electroconductive nanoinclusions can
be used as a simple and useful tool for the crack forma-
tion and failure of brittle ceramic materials.

CONCLUSIONS

Silicon nitride or alumina-based ceramic nanocompo-
sites with electroconductive carbon, SiC, or TiN
inclusions can be used for the preparation of self-
monitoring sensors with an ability to detect crack initia-
tion and crack propagation. Four different methods of

nanocomposite synthesis have been compared: 1)
adding an organometallic precursor to commercial
Si3N4 powder as a source of nanoinclusions; 2) car-
bothermal reduction of ultrafine SiO2 with carbon black
to SiC and C nanoinclusions; 3) pyrolysis of organome-
tallic Si=N=Cprecursorswith fine SiC, Si3N4, andCpro-
ducts; and 4) preparing conductive TiN by exchange
reaction between titanium butoxide or fine TiO2 and
AlN.

Depending on the preparation method, the structure
of nanocomposites varies from homogenous bulk
Si3N4=SiC or Al2O3=SiC ceramics, through organo-
metallic polymer-derived functionally graded Si3N4=
SiC-based materials to layered Si3N4=TiN composites
prepared by tape casting. The graded and layered cera-
mic nanocomposites showed self-diagnostic ability
without a sizeable degradationofmechanical properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, nanotechnology is concerned with fabrication

of useful materials at the nanoscale level for applications

in nanodevices. Several methods are being used for

nanofabrication,[1–10] e-beam lithography, interference

lithography, cluster method, etc. One commonly used

method is the use of membranes with nanosized holes.

When the holes are filled up with appropriate materials, it

leads to formation of a self-assembled nanoarray. Some

commonly used membranes are polycarbonate membranes

and nanoporous alumina membranes. Use of porous

alumina membranes is particularly noteworthy.[11] These

are aluminum oxide membranes with nanosized cylindri-

cal holes perpendicular to the surface of the film. The

membranes are available commercially in some fixed sizes

with specific pore diameters. They can also be prepared

very easily in the laboratory using electrochemical means.

Fabrication conditions can be controlled to achieve desired

pore length and diameter, and they can be used in many

different ways to prepare a variety of nanostructured

materials, magnetic metals and alloys, semiconductor

alloys and heterostructures, superconductors, carbon

nanotubes, etc. This article briefly reviews some of the

ongoing research in the area of nanofabrication using

porous alumina templates.

FABRICATION OF NANOPOROUS
ALUMINA TEMPLATE

It is well known that a thin (2–5 nm) film of aluminum

oxide always forms on the surface of aluminum exposed

to air. This is because of oxidation of aluminum in the

presence of oxygen and water vapor. The reactions oc-

curring during the process are

4Al þ 3O2 ¼ 2Al2O3 ð1Þ

and

2Al þ 3H2O ¼ Al2O3 þ 3H2 ð2Þ

The oxidation process can be hastened by anodizing or

oxidizing aluminum in the presence of an acid. Anodiza-

tion in a weak acid leads to formation of a nonporous

barrier layer of aluminum oxide. In contrast, a strong acid

can partially dissolve aluminum oxide. Anodization in a

strong acid (pH<4) therefore results in a porous alumi-

num oxide film (commonly known as porous alumina)

because of a competing mechanism of oxide growth and

partial dissolution of aluminum oxide by hydrogen

ions.[12,13]

In the laboratory, a commercially available aluminum

foil is first electropolished to create a clean, shiny, flat

surface (roughness �5–10nm). Electropolishing is carried

out under d.c. conditions in an electrolyte commonly

called the L1 electrolyte. It consists of 1050 mL ethyl

alcohol, 150 mL butyl cellosolve, 93 mL perchloric acid,

and 205 mL distilled water. The optimum voltage is of

the order of 30–60 V, and the optimum electropolishing

time is of the order of 10–30 sec.[14–16] The electropol-

ished Al surface is then anodized in the presence of an

acid. In this process, the Al foil is placed at the anode,

while a Pt mesh is used as cathode (Fig. 1). A d.c. voltage

is applied across the two electrodes. A moderately strong

acid (for example, 15% sulfuric acid, 3% oxalic acid, or

5% phosphoric acid) is used as electrolyte. During the

process of anodization, a thin film of nanoporous alu-

minum oxide forms at the surface of aluminum as shown

in the schematic cross-section diagram in Fig. 2.

The pores are cylindrical, straight, and are open at the

top. The pores do not grow all the way into the alumi-

num surface. There is a thin barrier layer of aluminum

oxide separating the porous alumina layer from the bottom

aluminum layer. The thickness of the barrier layer and the

diameter of the pores are controlled by fabrication

conditions, namely, the acid used and the voltage applied.

Some commonly used acids are 3% oxalic, 15% sulfuric,

and 5% phosphoric acid. The smallest pore diameters are

obtained by anodization in 15% sulfuric acid at low

voltages, and the largest pore diameters are obtained for

anodization in 5% phosphoric acid at higher voltages.

Pore densities are typically of the order of 1010–1011

pores/cm2. Barrier layer thickness is in the range of

tens of nanometers. Pore diameters are in the range of

8–200 nm. Theoretical modeling of pore growth and

dependence of pore parameters on fabrication conditions

are discussed in detail in Refs. [17–19] The length of the

pores is controlled by time of anodization. Increased time

of anodization leads to longer pore lengths. Some typical
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AFM images of templates prepared by anodization under

different conditions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The

pores are highly ordered over length scales of the order of

5–10 mm. The extent of ordering can be increased slightly

by annealing the Al foil prior to anodization and also by

carrying out a multistep anodization process.[20] In a

multistep process, Al foil is first anodized for a very long

time (typically 12–18 hr). Long time anodization causes

the pores to rearrange and reduces the number of defects

and dislocations. It also leads to formation of a very thick

alumina template. The thick template is dissolved away

in a 0.2 M chromic–0.4 M phosphoric acid mixture at

60�C which leaves behind a textured Al surface consisting

of an array of ordered bumps. Reanodization of the

textured Al surface for the desired length of time leads to

a well-ordered nanoporous template (Fig. 4). Instead of a

multistep anodization process, an initial ordered nanoin-

dentation of the Al surface can also be used to improve

the ordering of the subsequent pore array.[21]

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing a typical anodization

process.

Fig. 2 Schematic cross-sectional diagram of a typical porous

alumina template showing the nanoporous layer, the barrier

layer and the aluminum layer (L is the pore length, d is the pore

diameter, D is the interpore spacing, and B is the thickness of the

barrier layer).

Fig. 3 Transmission Electron Microscope image of a template

anodized in 15% sulfuric acid at 10 V showing an array of pores

with diameter �10 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.

com.)

Fig. 4 Atomic force microscopic image of a template anodized

in 3% oxalic acid at 40 V showing an array of pores with diameter

50 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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NANOFABRICATION METHODS
USING POROUS ALUMINA

Once the templates are fabricated with the desired pore

size, they can be used in many different ways to fabricate

nanoarrays. Some of these methods are discussed in

this section.

Electrodeposition

Alternating current electrodeposition is the simplest way

to fill the pores with the appropriate material. For

example, to prepare an array of Fe nanowires inside the

pores, a 0.1 M aqueous solution of FeSO4 can be used.

Porous alumina and the Pt mesh are the electrodes. An

a.c. voltage is applied across the two electrodes. The fre-

quency and voltage are optimized. In the solution, FeSO4

dissociates into Fe2 + ions and (SO4)2� ions. During every

negative half-cycle, Fe ions are reduced to Fe atoms

and deposit inside the pores. Fig. 5 shows a cross-section

SEM image of a nanoporous alumina membrane contain-

ing Fe nanowires. Using a similar electrodeposition

method, nanoarrays of other magnetic metals, for exam-

ple, Co and Ni, can also be prepared. Alloys, for example,

FeCo and CoNi, can be prepared by using an electrolyte

containing the appropriate ratio of the constituent materi-

als. The two materials are then subsequently electrode-

posited into the pores under optimized a.c. conditions to

create alloy nanoarrays. The magnetic properties of Fe,

Co, Ni, and FeCo nanoarrays are discussed in ‘‘Magnetic

Nanoarrays.’’ Other materials, for example, thermoelec-

tric materials such as Bi,[22] superconducting Pb,[23] con-

ducting materials Cu and Au,[24] and conducting poly-

mers,[25] may also be synthesized inside the pores by using

the appropriate electrolyte.

To carry out d.c. electrodeposition, the barrier layer

below the pores must be removed. This can be achieved

by following the sequence of steps shown in Fig. 6. The

top nanoporous layer is first coated with a protective

organic layer. The sample is then soaked in 3% HgCl2
solution to remove the bottom Al layer. This is followed

by soaking in 5% phosphoric acid solution for a

predetermined length of time to remove the alumina layer

at the bottom. The top organic layer is finally removed by

soaking in ethyl alcohol solution. This leaves behind a

through-hole template. One side is coated with a thin

conducting layer, e.g., Au. Using an appropriate electro-

lyte, nanowires can be deposited inside the pores under

d.c. conditions, using a three-terminal setup and a

potentiostat. The Pt mesh is used as the counterelectrode,

porous alumina is used as the working electrode, and a

third electrode, for example, calomel electrode, is used as

reference electrode. The voltage between the reference

electrode and the alumina is adjusted so that it is higher

than the standard reduction potential of the element to be

deposited. The standard reduction potentials are obtained

from literature. Direct current electrodeposition is partic-

ularly useful in the deposition of multilayered nanowires
Fig. 5 Sequence of steps to prepare a template in contact with

a conducting substrate to achieve d.c. electrodeposition.

Fig. 6 Scanning electron microscope cross-section image

showing an array of pores containing Fe nanowires. Pore

diameter �50 nm. (From J. Yun, Texas Tech University.)
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for applications in Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR)

devices and other semiconductor-based spintronic struc-

tures. Multilayer nanowires with layers as thin as a few

angstroms may be fabricated in porous alumina using

electrodeposition.[26] This is achieved using separate

electrolytes for the two components or by using a single

electrolyte. The electrolyte is prepared such that it consists

of only a trace amount of the nobler element, A, in

comparison with the second element, B. The deposition

voltage is continually switched between two values, one at

which only A is deposited and the other at which both A

and B are deposited. By keeping only a trace amount of the

nobler metal, A, in the electrolyte, it is ensured that the

amount of metal in the AB layer is small, so that its

deposition is diffusion-limited. The process may be

carried out by adjustment of either the current density

(galvanostatic) or the potential (potentiostatic).

Transfer of Porous Alumina onto Substrate

In this method, alumina template is transferred to an

appropriate substrate, so that it is in direct contact with the

substrate. Several processing steps are necessary to sep-

arate the template from the parent aluminum film. The

sequence of steps is shown in Fig. 7. The sample is

initially anodized for a very short time, sufficient to

produce a thin nanoporous layer �0.1–0.5 mm. A pro-

tective organic coating is then applied to the top porous

layer. The bottom Al and the barrier alumina layer are

etched away in HgCl2 solution and 5% phosphoric acid

solution, respectively. Dry etching methods, for example,

plasma etching or focused ion beam milling, may also be

used to remove the barrier layer.[27,28] In the final stage,

the organic coating is dissolved away in ethyl alcohol.

This leaves behind a thin through-hole nanoporous alu-

mina layer. The layer is carefully transferred onto a sub-

strate, dried, and subsequently used as a mask for

deposition of nanoarrays of various materials. Fig. 8 shows

an AFM of an array of Co nanodots prepared in this

Fig. 7 Sequence of steps to process a nanoporous alumina template for transfer onto a substrate.

Fig. 8 Atomic force microscopic image showing an array of

Co nanodots on a Si substrate. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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manner on a Si substrate. One difficulty with this method

is the very small area of the prepared masks. This is be-

cause of the very small thickness of the masks (�0.1–0.5

mm) and the very brittle nature of aluminum oxide. This

problem can be overcome if porous alumina is directly

deposited (instead of being transferred) on a substrate.

Direct Deposition of Porous
Alumina on a Substrate

In our laboratory, we have recently demonstrated a novel

method to deposit nanoporous alumina template on a

substrate.[29] The method also allows transfer of the nano-

porous template pattern onto the bottom substrate. The

technique combines anodization process to produce

template arrays and plasma etching through the pores.

The sequence of steps is shown schematically in Fig. 9.

We used silicon wafers as the starting substrate material,

although in principle, the method can be extended to any

other substrate, for example, epitaxial GaN.[30] A 5-nm-

thick adhesion layer of Ti is deposited onto Si substrate by

e-beam evaporation followed by a 1-mm-thick layer of

Al. Without the Ti layer, the subsequently deposited

nanoporous alumina membrane is found to peel from the

Si substrate. The aluminum film is anodized in an acid

under d.c. conditions for 2–3 min. A cross-section SEM

image of the as-deposited template is shown in Fig. 10.

The remaining Al layer following anodization and the

alumina layer produced by the anodization process are

clearly seen. The presence of a thin barrier layer of alu-

mina (U-shaped barrier) is also seen at the pore bottoms.

The thickness of the barrier layer in this case is only of

the order of 10–20 nm. One major problem for applica-

tions based on this method is posed by etching of this

barrier layer to pattern layers directly below. Wet chemi-

cal etching methods, such as dilute phosphoric acid,

although attempted in the past by other research

groups,[31,32] are not particularly useful. In addition to

removing the barrier layer, it also causes pore widening,

thus increasing pore diameter and, in some cases,

completely removing the alumina film. We have used

plasma etching to anisotropically remove the barrier layer

without changing pore diameter. Plasma etching was

carried out using a commercial inductively coupled

plasma system with reactive ion etching (RIE). Cl2
diluted with Ar was used as etchant. The etch process

required critical control over various parameters, in par-

ticular, etch power and etch time. Details of the process

are described in Ref. [29]. Cross-section image of the

final product after a 60-sec etch at 200-W RIE power

is shown in Fig. 11. The pores in the top nanoporous

alumina layer can be clearly seen. In addition, the etch

has penetrated through the barrier region and continued

down through the Al to the Ti adhesion layer. Some of

Fig. 9 Sequence of steps to deposit nanoporous alumina template on a substrate.

Fig. 10 Left: SEM cross-section image before plasma etch

showing nanoporous alumina layer at the top, barrier layer

followed by aluminum layer below.
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the Al nanotubes produced by the process have snapped

in cleaving, showing the hexagonal shape of the parent

hole template. Following breakthrough of the barrier

layer, etch time can be varied to control the depth of the

aluminum pores. In fact, with the appropriate etchant,

the etch can even be continued through the Ti layer into

the bottom substrate. In this manner, a nanoporous pat-

tern, which mirrors the pattern on the initial nanoporous

alumina template, can be created on any substrate. The

top nanoporous alumina layer can easily be removed by

soaking in a mixed solution of 0.2 M chromic/0.4 M

phosphoric acid. Fig. 12 shows an AFM image of the top

view of the aluminum template postremoval of the porous

alumina layer. The pore diameter is of the order of 50–60

nm similar to that of the initial alumina film. In the final

stage, nanoarrays of various materials can be synthesized

by depositing/growing them inside the pores.

SELF-ASSEMBLED NANOARRAYS

Using the various methods discussed, nanoarrays of

different materials have been successfully deposited. These

include magnetic materials, semiconductor compounds,

superconductors, and carbon nanotubes. A brief descrip-

tion of the properties of these nanoarrays is given below.

Magnetic Nanoarrays

Current magnetic recording media are based on magnetic

thin films where the information is stored on grains. To

increase data storage density in such media, one must

either reduce the size of the grains or reduce the number of

grains that constitute each bit. Reducing the number

of grains leads to increased noise and decreased size

of grains leads to superparamagnetism where thermal

energies alone are enough to flip the magnetization

direction. These limits depend mainly on the anisotropy

constant of the material and the aspect ratio of the grains.

For present-day magnetic media, the superparamagnetic

limit will be reached at densities of about 100 Gb/in2.

Patterned media consisting of isolated single-domain

islands where each island stores one bit of information

are expected to overcome the above problem. It is thought

that for such patterned media (with anisotropy constant

equal to that of present-day magnetic media), storage

densities as high as 1 Tb/in2 will be achievable. For such

large densities, the size of the islands will have to be

around 10 nm. Using porous alumina, one can easily

fabricate nanomagnetic islands with feature size down to

10 nm. Materials such as Fe, Co, and Ni electrodeposited

into the nanopores serve as a model system for the study of

magnetic properties, interactions, and thermal stability of

nanometer-sized particles. Several research groups have

carried out investigations on the magnetic properties of Fe,

Co, and Ni nanowires electrodeposited in porous alumi-

na.[33–37] The standard synthesis procedure has been to use

a.c. electrodeposition. The wires are in the form of

cylinders positioned perpendicular to the film plane in a

regular array. The wires have been characterized using

electron diffraction measurements. Fig. 13 shows a TEM

image of Fe nanowires released from alumina template

and dispersed onto a substrate. The wire diameter is of the

order of 10 nm. High-resolution TEM images of the wires

Fig. 12 Top view AFM image showing pores on aluminum

layer. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Right: Cross-section image postplasma etch showing

porous alumina layer and the porous aluminum layer below.

(From J. Yun, M. Holtz, Texas Tech Univ.)
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reveal that the wires are polycrystalline in nature with

grain sizes ranging from �5 to 50 nm. Electron diffraction

image for Fe nanowires is also shown in Fig. 14. Analysis

of the image confirms a bcc crystal structure for these

nanowires. Similar studies for Co and Ni nanowires

reveal an hcp structure for Co and fcc structure for Ni

nanowires.[38,39]

Magnetic properties of these nanowires exhibit strong

perpendicular anisotropy. Fig. 15 shows a typical magne-

tization vs. field image for an array of Fe nanowires

electrodeposited inside porous alumina. The diameter of

the wires is around 10 nm, and the length is of the order

of 1 mm. In the direction perpendicular to the film

plane, the coercivity is very high, about 2341 Oe

(remanence ratio 0.96), and in the parallel orientation,

the coercivity is only about 300 Oe (remanence ratio

0.055). The nanowires thus possess uniaxial anisotropy

with easy axis perpendicular to the film plane. The large

anisotropy arises mostly from shape anisotropy because of

the cylindrical shape of the nanowires. For a cylinder-

shaped entity, the demagnetizing factor for field parallel

and perpendicular to the cylinder axis are 0 and 2p,

respectively. The shape anisotropy therefore forces the

magnetization to be in the axial direction and is given by

2pMs, where Ms is the saturation magnetization. The

anisotropy field can be estimated by extrapolating the

magnetization curves using the Ms values for bulk Fe

(1710 emu/cm3) and is estimated to be of the order of

8 kOe for Fe nanowires. These may be compared with

theoretically predicted shape anisotropy field of 2pMs

(�10.7 kOe for Fe nanowires) for an infinite cylinder. The

large perpendicular coercivity suggests resistance to mag-

netization reversal. The large perpendicular squareness

Fig. 15 Magnetization vs. field for an array of Fe nanowires in

the perpendicular and parallel direction.

Fig. 14 Electron diffraction image of Fe nanowires. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Transmission electron microscopic image of Fe

nanowires released from porous alumina.
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in comparison to the parallel squareness indicates large

remanent magnetization. All of these factors, large per-

pendicular squareness, high remanence, and the large

coercivities, may make these materials useful for mag-

netic recording media.[40,41] For such applications, it is

necessary to investigate the dependence of magnetic

properties on size of the nanostructure.

We have carried out a systematic investigation of the

magnetic properties of Fe nanowires as a function of

length and diameter of nanowires.[42] For large length of

the nanowires, of the order of microns, the coercivity Hc

was found to be somewhat independent of length for

fixed wire diameter. The coercivity, however, depends

critically on the diameter of the wires. In general, the

coercivity is found to decrease with increasing wire

diameter. For example, Fe nanowires of diameter 32 nm

exhibit a coercivity of �2158 Oe which is about 200 Oe

smaller than that for wires of diameter 9 nm. The decrease

in coercivity is a result of development of multidomain

structure in larger nanowires.

An interesting feature is observed for wires with very

small diameter, <13 nm. As seen in Fig. 16, for diameter

<13 nm, the coercivity is found to decrease. The max-

imum in coercivity therefore occurs at a wire diameter of

about 13 nm and has a value of about 2640 Oe. In contrast

to the behavior at 300 K, at 5 K, the coercivity exhibits a

maximum for the smallest wire diameter investigated,

namely, 9 nm (Fig. 16). The coercivity is around 3700 Oe

at 5 K. Unlike the behavior at 300 K, for increasing wire

diameter, the coercivity continually decreases. The non-

monotonic behavior at 300 K, in contrast to that at 5 K,

can be explained as follows. At such small sizes, the wire

diameter is much smaller than a single domain. Ferro-

magnetic domains cannot form and superparamagnetism

dominates. Accordingly, the coercivity is low. Indeed, Li

and Metzger[43] reported very small activation volumes,

�1.0�10�18 cm3, for small diameter Fe nanowires

at room temperature. This value is very close to the

theoretical superparamagnetic limit.[44] The superpara-

magnetic effect will contribute to magnetization at low

temperature below blocking temperature leading to the

increase of coercivity at 5 K. Magnetic interaction

between the wires is an important factor in recording

media and can be estimated by measuring the quantity

defined as DM.

DM ¼ IdðHÞ � ð1 � 2IrðHÞÞ ð3Þ

where Ir(H) is d.c. demagnetization remanence and Ir(H)

is isothermal remanence. For isothermal remanent mag-

netization measurements, the sample was first demagne-

tized. A magnetic field was then applied and reset to

zero and the remanent magnetization was measured. This

was carried out for different field values, and the iso-

thermal remanent magnetization curve was obtained as a

function of the field. In the case of the d.c. demagne-

tization curve, the sample was first saturated in a high

field of 13 kOe and the remanent magnetization was

obtained at various values of the reversal field. Fig. 17

shows the DM plots for Fe wires with different diame-

ters. All of them show negative peaks, suggesting pres-

ence of magnetostatic interaction.

Fig. 16 Coercivity as a function of wire diameter for Fe

nanoarrays, at room temperature and at 5 K.

Fig. 17 DM plots for Fe nanowires of varying diameter.
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Magnetic properties of Co and Ni nanoarrays electro-

deposited in porous alumina have also been studied in

great detail by various authors. The largest coercivities for

Ni nanowires have been reported by Nielsch et al.[36]

They obtained coercivity of �1200 Oe for highly ordered

Ni wires of diameter 30 nm with remanence of the order of

100%. The diameter of the wires was varied in the range

30 to 55 nm while keeping the nanowire distance constant

(100 nm) and found that the coercivity drops to 600 Oe

(remanence�30%) for wires of diameter 55 nm. Magnetic

measurements for Co nanowires in anodic alumina

templates have been studied extensively by Zeng et

al.[45] For a fixed wire diameter of about 10 nm, as the

nanowire length is increased, Hc is found to increase

steeply until a constant value of about 2300 Oe is ap-

proached at wire lengths of about 200 nm. For larger wire

lengths, the coercivity is more or less independent of

length. For wire lengths of the order of 500–1000 nm, the

coercivity is found to decrease gradually with increasing

nanowire diameter. This is accompanied by shearing of the

hysteresis loop. Both the decrease of Hc and the shearing

of the loop are attributed to magnetostatic interactions.

Time dependence of magnetic properties of Fe, Co,

and Ni nanoarrays has been studied.[46–48] Quantities such

as magnetic viscosity and activation volume have been

calculated, and models for reversal mechanism in these

nanowires have been extensively investigated. Typically,

the activation volume for wires with diameter of the or-

der of 10 nm is calculated to be of the order of �4�
10�18 cm3. This value is much smaller than the physi-

cal wire volumes, which indicates that magnetization

reversal starts in a small region of wires. Magnetic re-

versal mechanisms such as coherent rotation and curling

treat the wires as perfect homogeneous cylinders. How-

ever, the coherent rotation and curling modes are delocal-

ized and could lead to activation volumes much larger

than those observed. A more reasonable explanation of the

reduced coercivities and thermal activation volumes

encountered in electrodeposited nanowires is morpholog-

ical inhomogeneities. Transmission electron microscopic

results indicate a considerable degree of polycrystallinity

with crystallite diameter of about 5 nm. Polycrystalline

wires can be interpreted as random-anisotropy ferromag-

nets where interatomic exchange tries to align the local

spins, but the exchange stiffness has to compete against

random-anisotropy forces associated with the local uniax-

ial anisotropy. As a consequence, the magnetization

processes become localized.[49] The localization length

or physical activation volume strongly depends on crys-

tallite size.

As discussed earlier, in nanowires, magnetic anisotropy

originates mainly from shape anisotropy. Large-shaped

anisotropies can result from large saturation magnetiza-

tion, which, in turn, can lead to large coercivity. This

suggests that large coercivities are expected in FeCo

nanowires because in bulk form, these alloys exhibit large

saturation magnetization (1950 emu/cm3 for 35 at.% Co)

which is larger than both Fe and Co. We have successfully

electrodeposited FeCo alloys into the pores.[50] For these

arrays, we did observe coercivity for some FeCo nano-

wires to be larger than that of Fe and Co. The coercivity

is found to be 2600 Oe for Fe0.93Co0.07, 2900 Oe for

Fe0.67Co0.33, 2850 Oe for Fe0.33Co0.67, and 2400 Oe for

Fe0.07Co0.93. The coercivity is largest for Fe0.33Co0.67

and Fe0.67Co0.33 samples and is much higher than those

obtained for Fe (2400 Oe) and Co (1900 Oe) prepared

under similar conditions. As in the case of elemental

Fe, Co, and Ni nanoarrays, we obtained very high square-

ness ratio (�1) for most of the samples, suggesting excel-

lent perpendicular magnetization characteristics. Fig. 18

shows the variation of coercivity as a function of diameter

of the nanowires for all the Fe1�xCox alloys. Length of the

nanowires is kept constant in all the samples (�3 mm). It

is noted that contrary to the behavior of pure Fe, Fe–Co

alloys show no maximum in coercivity as a function

of wire diameter, suggesting that the superparamagnetic

behavior is eliminated even for the smallest diameter

wires (9 nm) used in this study. With increasing Co

addition, the saturation magnetization and hence shape

anisotropy constant of Fe–Co alloys are increased, which

should result in higher energy barrier E (given by KV,

where K is the anisotropy constant and V is the volume).

Semiconductor Nanoarrays

Alternating current or direct current electrodeposition can

be used to fabricate arrays of semiconducting nanowires/

nanodots in porous alumina. Electrochemically, the most

Fig. 18 Variation of coercivity as a function of wire diameter

for FeCo alloys.
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easily fabricated semiconductors are the II–VI semicon-

ductors of the type CdS, CdSe, etc. This can be achieved

using three different methods. In the first method used by

Moskovits,[51] a metal capable of forming a semiconduc-

tor is first electrodeposited into the pores of alumina. The

top surface of the porous aluminum oxide is then etched

away in an acid to expose the ends of the metallic array of

wires. The deposited metal is then allowed to react with a

liquid or gaseous reagent to convert them chemically to a

semiconductor. For example, cadmium particles can be

converted to CdS by reaction with sulfur vapor or

hydrogen sulfide. Gallium particles may be converted to

GaAs by reaction with arsine.

In the second method, sulfuric acid is a.c.-electrolyzed

causing the sulfide atoms to be deposited in the pores.

This is followed by a.c. electrodeposition of Cd into the

pores, allowing the S atoms to react chemically with the

Cd atoms, causing formation of CdS. Instead of a.c.

electrodeposition of Cd, one may simply soak the porous

template containing S atoms into a boiling solution of

cadmium sulfate.

In the third method, the electrolyte used for the

electrodeposition is nonaqueous unlike that used for

magnetic materials.[52,53] For the preparation of semicon-

ductor nanowires of MX (M = Cd, Pb, Zn and X = S, Se,

Te), a solution of dimethylsulfoxide containing a salt

of M (50 mM) and elemental X (S or Se) is used. For

example, CdS is electrodeposited using a 50-mM solu-

tion of cadmium perchlorate and 50 mM S in a dimethyl-

sulfate solution. A small amount of lithium perchlorate is

also added to improve the conductivity.

We have successfully prepared nanowires of CdS,

CdSe, PbSe, ZnSe, etc. using the deposition methods

described above. Details of our studies on these nanoar-

rays and their possible device applications are discussed in

detail in Ref. [54]. Such nanowire arrays can be used to

study their electrical properties and thus investigate their

potential applications in devices such as diodes, transis-

tors, photodetectors, and light-emitting devices. Semicon-

ductor nanodots and nanowire devices could be the

building blocks for digital nanoelectronics, an integrated

circuit technology which will permit downscaling to be

carried beyond what is currently achievable.

Energetic Nanocomposite Nanoarrays

Energetic materials are a class of substances consisting of

an appropriate mixture of a fuel and oxidizer material.

When ignited, they release a large amount of energy

because of an exothermic reaction. Such materials have

several applications, in explosives, propellants, etc.

Recently, it has been found that when fabricated in the

form of nanocomposites, the energetic properties are

highly enhanced.[55]

Using porous alumina templates, we have developed

two novel methods to fabricate these materials. In both

methods, a thin film of Al is the fuel material and Fe oxide

nanowires are the oxidizer material. Al film is prepared

by means of thermal evaporation, while the nanowires

are prepared by means of electrodeposition inside nano-

porous alumina templates. We have found that presence

of aluminum oxide around the wires inhibits direct inter-

action between Al and iron oxide. The aluminum oxide

barrier layer and the aluminum oxide around the wires

therefore need to be completely removed. Fig. 19 shows

the sequence of steps that we followed to achieve this.[56]

Fig. 19 Sequence of steps to prepare Al–Fe oxide nanocomposites (method 1).
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The electrodeposited sample is first coated with a thin

organic layer. The sample is then soaked in 3% mercuric

chloride solution, which removes the bottom Al layer. The

top organic layer protects Fe wires inside the pores from

being etched away by mercuric chloride solution. In the

next step, the organic layer is removed in ethyl alcohol

solution and the sample is dried. The sample is now

soaked in a mixture of chronic–phosphoric acid at 60�C to

partially etch the pores from the top revealing Fe wires.

The sample is rinsed and dried, and a thin film of

Al (50 nm) is coated on top by means of thermal

evaporation. Al film is therefore in contact with the Fe

nanowires. The sample is annealed at 100�C for a few

minutes to improve the interface contact between Al and

the Fe nanowires. It is then soaked in chromic–phospho-

ric acid mixture to etch away the remaining aluminum

oxide film. This leaves behind an Al film attached to an

array of Fe nanowires. The sample is cleaned, dried, and

annealed to completely remove trace amounts of water

vapor and also to convert Fe nanowires into Fe oxide. In

method 2 (see Fig. 20 for sequence of steps), a thin film

of photoresist material is deposited on a glass wafer

followed by thermal evaporation of a thin layer of

aluminum (50-nm thickness). A commercial Al foil is

anodized separately under d.c. conditions at 40 V in 3%

oxalic acid for 30 min, creating a nanoporous template

with pore diameter of the order of 50 nm. Fe nanowires

are electrodeposited inside the pores under a.c. condi-

tions. The sample is then soaked in a mixed solution of

0.2 M chromic/0.4 M phosphoric acid at 60�C. The acid

mixture dissolves aluminum oxide completely leaving

behind the Fe wires in solution. This solution is poured

onto the thermally evaporated Al film. The Al film is

annealed at 100�C to improve adhesion of Fe nanowires,

followed by rinsing and drying to remove traces of the

acid. The sample is then soaked in a solution of acetone

to dissolve the photoresist material. This leaves behind

the final product, Al–Fe oxide nanocomposite film, which

is rinsed in methanol followed by annealing at 100�C for

a few minutes to remove all traces of water vapor. Al–Fe

oxide nanocomposite prepared using these two methods

is found to ignite readily under flame ignition, indicat-

ing several possible applications of these materials in

explosives, propellants, and other military applications.

Carbon Nanotube Arrays

Carbon nanotubes[57] can be viewed as rolled-up sheets

of graphite with diameters approximately a few nano-

meters. They can be either metallic or semiconducting,

with band gaps that can be controlled by controlling the

tube diameter. Several applications are envisioned for

these materials. Carbon nanotube electronics are expected

to provide a viable alternative to silicon when chip feature

sizes cannot be made any smaller using silicon.[58] Nano-

tube electronics are also expected to provide great prog-

ress in computer miniaturization and computing power.

They have potential applications in cold-cathode flat

panel displays because of their excellent field emission

properties.[59] Carbon nanotubes can be used to encapsu-

late other materials such as Fe, Co, etc.[60] They can be

used in infrared imaging, inert membranes for biomedi-

cine, etc. They can be placed on an Scanning Probe

Microscopy (SPM) tip to manipulate molecules with sub-

angstrom accuracy.[61] The tips are atomically precise

with chemistry similar to C60, and thus serve as functional

elements with a wide variety of molecular fragments.

Functionalizing carbon nanotube tips will allow mechan-

ical manipulation of many molecular systems on various

surfaces with sub-angstrom accuracy.

For several of the applications described above,

particularly in nanotube electronics, it is necessary to be

Fig. 20 Sequence of steps to prepare Al–Fe oxide nanocomposite (method 2).
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able to control the growth of carbon nanotubes both with

respect to size and orientation. Carbon nanotube arrays

have been successfully synthesized in ordered porous

alumina templates.[62–66] The diameter and spacing of the

carbon nanotubes are controlled by controlling the

diameter and interpore spacing in porous alumina. Most

of the methods involve initial deposition of Co inside the

pores which act as catalyst for the growth of carbon

nanotubes. Earliest demonstration of carbon nanotube

synthesis in porous alumina was provided by Li et al.[65,66]

A small amount of Co is electrodeposited in the pores,

and the templates are heated in a tube furnace at 600�C
for 4–5 hr under CO flow (100 cm3/min). The CO flow

is then replaced by a mixture of 10% acetylene in ni-

trogen at a flow rate of 100 cm3/min for about 2 hr at

650�C. The samples are then annealed for 15 hr in

nitrogen leading to formation of an array of carbon

nanotubes. The carbon nanotubes produced in porous

alumina templates have the following common character-

istic features: they always grow perpendicular to film

plane, are multiwalled, have uniform sizes, and are open-

ended. The growth of carbon nanotubes inside pores by

catalytic decomposition of organic vapors has been

postulated as either base or tip growth.[67] Scanning

electron microscopic studies indicate residual Co/Fe

catalyst in the base of the tubes, indicating that a tip

growth mechanism could be responsible for the tube

growth. It is also thought that the surrounding alumina

may also be acting as a catalyst in nanotube growth.[68]

Field emission characteristics of ordered carbon nano-

tubes have been investigated.[63–69] Yuan et al.[63] dem-

onstrated excellent field emission characteristics for these

nanotube arrays. In their measurements, they removed the

barrier layer between the aluminum and the porous layer.

Field emission was seen to begin at a relatively low

electric field (�2.8 V/m). They measured a very large

emission current 0.08 mA/cm2 at 3.6 V/mm, much greater

than that reported by Davydov et al.[69] for as-prepared

nanotube arrays (in presence of barrier layer). Over a

period of 150 hr, no significant reduction in emission

current was observed. In contrast, in the presence of the

barrier layer, the current density was found to decrease

rapidly with time over a period of a few minutes. Another

reason for the enhanced field emission may be related to

the open-ended nature of the carbon nanotubes, which

results in smaller radius of curvature than the closed ends,

thus causing electrons to be emitted more easily. In a

similar study, Jeong et al.[70] measured a turn-on field of

1.9–2.1 V/mm and a field enhancement factor of 3360–

5200. In their samples, the barrier layer is absent and the

density of carbon nanotubes was very small, �107 tips/

cm2. The intertube distance is therefore higher, minimiz-

ing field screening effect and, in turn, enhancing field

emission effect.[71] Field emitter arrays with such high

emitting efficiency are expected to have applications in

flat panel displays in the near future. For application

in nanoelectronics, it is sometimes necessary to be able

to make connections between carbon nanotubes. One

solution is to directly prepare T- or Y-junction carbon

nanotubes. In general, pores inside nanoporous alumina

are straight when the anodization voltage is kept fixed

during anodization. However, one can create branched

pores inside alumina by changing the anodization voltage

during anodization. In particular, Y-shaped pore forms in

porous alumina when the anodization voltage is reduced

by a factor of 1/ 2 during the anodization. Li et al.[66]

synthesized Y-junction carbon nanotubes in such tem-

plates by using Co as a catalyst and by pyrolysis of

acetylene at 650�C. Papadopoulos et al.[72] obtained

electronic transport measurements on both individual

and parallel arrays of Y-junction nanotubes synthesized in

porous alumina. Nonlinear transport and rectifying be-

havior was observed. This behavior can be explained in

terms of a change in band gap across the junction caused

by the change in diameter across the junction. Y-junction

carbon nanotubes are thus a realization of semiconductor

heterostructures in the nanometer scale. Y-shaped nano-

tubes and nanowires are expected to have possible

applications in room-temperature single electron transistor

and spintronic devices.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, porous alumina is indeed a versatile

template. It allows fabrications of a variety of nano-

structures in the form of nanoarrays with feature sizes

as small as 10 nm. As described in this article, character-

ization and measurement of appropriate properties of

the nanoarrays can be easily carried out. It allows inves-

tigation of several fundamental phenomena at the nano-

scale level and also allows for investigation of potential

applications of nanostructures in future high-performance

nanoscale devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Ceramics is one of the fields where nanoscience and

nanotechnology have shown remarkable progress, pro-

ducing a variety of advanced materials with unique

properties and performance. Nanoceramics is a term used

to refer to ceramic materials fabricated from ultrafine

particles, i.e., less than 100 nm in diameter. In this field, a

great deal of research has been accomplished in the last 20

years and has resulted in significant outcomes that are of

great impact academically as well as industrially.

OVERVIEW

Advanced ceramics include inorganic and nonmetallic

solid materials composed of polycrystalline sintered

bodies, fine powders, single crystals, noncrystalline

materials, thin or thick films, and fibers with various

morphologies. Systems of metal oxides, carbides, borides

and nitrides compose most of the important ceramic

materials. Traditional ceramics, or old ceramics, such as

tile pottery, are made from minerals such as clay;

however, industrial ceramics, or advanced ceramics, are

made of highly pure well-chosen materials such as silicon

carbide and alumina. Many people think that ceramic

materials are used for artistic objects and tableware only.

In fact ceramic products are now very important in a wide

range of industrial and advanced technical applications in

several fields including electronics, medicine, nuclear

industry, magnetic applications, and several others.

It has been well proven that the bulk behavior of

materials can be dramatically altered when constituted of

nanoscale building blocks. Mechanical, magnetic, optical,

and other properties of materials have been found to be

favorably affected. Hardness and strength, as an example,

can be greatly enhanced by consolidating ceramic materi-

als from nanoscale particles. Ductility and superplastic-

forming capabilities of nanophase ceramics have now

become possible, leading to new processing routes that

will be more cost-effective than traditional methods.

In this article, our focus will be on advanced ceramics

fabricated from nanometer-sized powders. Preparation,

properties, and applications will be the main directions of

focus and a special attention will be given to the effect of

the particle size in these materials.

PREPARATION

Remarkable progress in synthetic chemistry has led to

significant advances in material science, making possible

the synthesis of various substances and materials. The

manufacture of ceramics involves heat treatment of tightly

squeezed powders. The size of the building block of these

powders has been found to affect the properties of the

final product. The method of preparation is very often a

determining factor in shaping the material and its

properties. For example, burning Mg in O2 (MgO smoke)

yields 40–80-nm cubes and hexagonal plates, whereas

thermal decomposition of commercial Mg(OH)2, MgCO3,

and especially Mg(NO3)2 yields irregular shapes often

exhibiting hexagonal platelets. Surface areas can range

from 10 m2/g (MgO smoke) to 150 m2/g for Mg(OH)2

thermal decomposition. On the other hand, aerogel-

prepared Mg(OH)2 can lead to MgO with surface areas

as high as 500 m2/g.

Because the main focus of this article is ceramics

fabricated from nanometer-sized building blocks, differ-

ent methods for preparing ultrafine ceramic powders will

be discussed. The steps in manufacturing ceramics from

powders, which include molding, extrusion, and densifi-

cation, will not be discussed here.

Physical Methods

Vapor condensation methods

Gas-condensation techniques to produce nanoparticles

directly from a supersaturated vapor of metals are among

the earliest methods for producing nanoparticles. They

generally involve two steps: First, a metallic nanophase

powder is condensed under inert convection gas after a

supersaturated vapor of the metal is obtained inside a

chamber. Second, the powder is oxidized by allowing

oxygen into the chamber (to produce metal oxide powder).

A subsequent annealing process at high temperatures is

often required to complete the oxidation. The system
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consists of a vapor source inside a vacuum chamber

containing a mixture of an inert gas, usually argon or

helium, mixed with another gas, which is selected based

on the material to be prepared. Oxygen is mixed with the

inert gas to produce metal oxides. NH3 is usually used to

prepare metal nitrides and an appropriate alkane or alkene,

as a source of carbon, is usually used to prepare metal

carbides. Nanoparticles are formed when supersaturation

is achieved above the vapor source. A collection surface,

usually cooled by liquid nitrogen, is placed above the

source. The particles are transported to the surface by a

convection current or by a combination of a forced gas

flow and a convection current, which is set up by the

difference in the temperature between the source and the

cold surface. Some improved systems involve a way to

scrap the nanoparticles from the cold collection surface so

that the particles would fall into a die and a unit where

they can be consolidated into pellets. Supersaturated

vapor can be achieved by many different vaporization

methods. The most common techniques include thermal

evaporation, sputtering, and laser methods. A variety of

nanoscale metal oxides and metal carbides have been

prepared using laser-vaporization techniques.

The advantages of vapor condensation methods include

versatility, ease in performance and analysis, and high-

purity products. On the other hand, they can be employed

to produce films and coatings. Furthermore, laser-vapor-

ization techniques allow for the production of high-

density, directional, and high-speed vapor of any metal

within an extremely short time. Despite the success of

these methods, they have the disadvantage that the

production cost is still high because of low yields. Heating

techniques have other disadvantages that include the

possibility of reactions between the metal vapors and the

heating source materials.

Spray pyrolysis

This technique is known by several other names including

solution aerosol thermolysis, evaporative decomposition

of solutions, plasma vaporization of solutions, and aerosol

decomposition. The starting materials in this process are

chemical precursors, usually appropriate salts, in solution,

sol, or suspension. The process involves the generation

of aerosol droplets by nebulizing or ‘‘atomization’’ of

the starting solution, sol, or suspension. The generated

droplets undergo evaporation and solute condensation

within the droplet, drying, thermolysis of the precipitate

particle at higher temperature to form a microporous

particle, and, finally, sintering to form a dense particle.

Different techniques for atomization are employed in-

cluding pressure, two-fluid, electrostatic, and ultrasonic

atomizers. These atomizers differ in droplet size (2–15

mm), rate of atomization, and droplet velocity (1–20 m/sec).

These factors affect the heating rate and residence time of

the droplet during spray pyrolysis which, in turn, affect

some of the particle characteristics including particle size.

For a specific atomizer, particle characteristics, including

particle size distribution, homogeneity, and phase compo-

sition depend on the type of precursor, solution concentra-

tion, pH, viscosity, and the surface tension.

Aqueous solutions are usually used because of their

low cost, safety, and the availability of a wide range of

water-soluble salts. Metal chloride and nitrate salts are

commonly used as precursors because of their high

solubility. Precursors that have low solubility or those

that may induce impurities, such as acetates that lead to

carbon in the products, are not preferred.

The advantages of this method include the production

of high-purity nanosized particles, homogeneity of the

particles as a result of the homogeneity of the original

solution, and the fact that each droplet/particle goes

through the same reaction conditions. The disadvantages

of spray pyrolysis include the need for large amounts of

solvents and the difficulty to scale-up the production. The

use of large amounts of nonaqueous solvents increases the

production expenses because of the high cost of pure

solvents and the need for proper disposal.

Thermochemical/flame decomposition of
metalorganic precursors

Flame processes have been widely used to synthesize

nanometer-sized particles of ceramic materials. This is

another type of gas-condensation technique with the

starting material being a liquid chemical precursor. The

process is referred to as chemical vapor condensation

(CVC). In this process, chemical precursors are vaporized

and then oxidized in a combustion process using a fuel-

oxidant mixture such as propane–oxygen or methane–air. It

combines the rapid thermal decomposition of a precursor–

carrier gas stream in a reduced pressure environment with

thermophoretically driven deposition of the rapidly con-

densed product particles on a cold substrate. The flame

usually provides a high temperature (1200–3000 K), which

promotes rapid gas-phase chemical reactions.

A variety of chemical precursors can be used including

metal chlorides, such as TiCl4 to prepare TiO2 and SiCl4
to prepare SiO2, metal-alkyl precursors, metal alkoxides,

and gaseous metal hydrides, such as silane as a source of

silicon to prepare silica. Chlorides have been the most

widely used precursors in the industry and the process is

sometimes referred to as the ‘‘chloride process.’’ The high

vapor pressure of chlorides and the fact that they can be

safely stored and handled make them excellent potential

precursors. The disadvantages of using chloride precur-

sors are the formation of acidic gases and contamination

of the products with halide residues. Flame processes are
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used industrially to produce commercial quantities of

ceramic particulates, such as silica and titania. This is

because of the low cost of production as compared to all

other methods. The disadvantage of flame synthesis is that

the control of particle size (both primary particle and

aggregates size), morphology, and phase composition is

difficult and limited.

Chemical Methods

Sol–gel technique

The sol–gel process is typically used to prepare nanome-

ter-sized particles of metal oxides. This process is based

on the hydrolysis of metal reactive precursors, usually

alkoxides in an alcoholic solution, resulting in the cor-

responding hydroxide. Condensation of the hydroxide by

giving off water leads to the formation of a network-like

structure. When all hydroxide species are linked, gelation

is achieved and a dense porous gel is obtained. The gel

is a polymer of a three-dimensional skeleton surrounding

interconnected pores. Removal of the solvents and ap-

propriate drying of the gel result in an ultrafine powder of

the metal hydroxide. Further heat treatment of the hy-

droxide leads to the corresponding powder of the metal

oxide. As the process starts with a nanosized unit and

undergoes reactions on the nanometer scale, it results in

nanometer-sized powders. For alkoxides that have low

rates of hydrolysis, acid or base catalysts can be used to

enhance the process.

When drying is achieved by evaporation under normal

conditions, the gel network shrinks as a result of capillary

pressure that occurs and the hydroxide product obtained is

referred to as xerogel. However, if supercritical drying is

applied using a high-pressure autoclave reactor at tem-

peratures higher than the critical temperatures of solvents,

less shrinkage of the gel network occurs as there is no

capillary pressure and no liquid–vapor interface, which

better protects the porous structure. The hydroxide

product obtained is referred to as an aerogel. Aerogel

powders usually demonstrate higher porosities and larger

specific surface areas than analogous xerogel powders.

Sol–gel processes have several advantages over other

techniques to synthesize nanopowders of metal oxide

ceramics. These include the production of ultrafine porous

powders and the homogeneity of the product as a result of

homogeneous mixing of the starting materials on the

molecular level.

Reverse microemulsions/micelles method

The reverse micelle approach is one of the recent

promising routes to nanocrystalline materials including

ceramics. Surfactants dissolved in organic solvents form

spheroidal aggregates called reverse (or inverse) micelles.

In the presence of water, the polar head groups of the

surfactant molecules organize themselves around small

water pools (�100 Å), leading to dispersion of the

aqueous phase in the continuous oil phase.

Reverse micelles are used to prepare nanoparticles by

using a water solution of reactive precursors that can be

converted to insoluble nanoparticles. Nanoparticle syn-

thesis inside the micelles can be achieved by different

methods including hydrolysis of reactive precursors, such

as alkoxides, and precipitation reactions of metal salts.

Solvent removal and subsequent calcination lead to the

final product. Several parameters, such as the concentra-

tion of the reactive precursor in the micelle and the weight

percentage of the aqueous phase in the microemulsion,

affect the properties, including particle size, particle-size

distribution, agglomerate size, and the phases of the final

ceramic powders. There are several advantages to using

this method including the ability to prepare very small

particles and the ability to control the particle size.

Disadvantages include low production yields and the need

to use large amounts of liquids.

Precipitation from solutions

Precipitation is one of the conventional methods to pre-

pare nanoparticles of metal oxide ceramics. This process

involves dissolving a salt precursor, usually chloride, oxy-

chloride or nitrate, such as AlCl3 to make Al2O3, Y(NO3)3

to make Y2O3, and ZrCl4 to make ZrO2, in water. The cor-

responding metal hydroxides are usually obtained as pre-

cipitates in water by adding a base solution such as so-

dium hydroxide or ammonium hydroxide solution. The

remaining counter-ions are then washed away and the

hydroxide is calcined after filtration and washing to ob-

tain the final oxide powder. This method is useful in

preparing ceramic composites of different oxides by co-

precipitation of the corresponding hydroxides in the same

solution. Solution chemistry is also used to prepare non-

oxide ceramics or pre-ceramic precursors that can be con-

verted to ceramics upon pyrolysis.

One of the disadvantages of this method is the dif-

ficulty in controlling the particle size and size distribu-

tion. Very often, fast and uncontrolled precipitation takes

place resulting in large particles.

Chemical synthesis of pre-ceramic polymers
coupled with physical processing techniques

This method is based on the use of molecular precursors,

which facilitates the synthesis of nanomaterials containing

phases of desired compositions. It involves a chemical

reaction to prepare an appropriate polymer, which is then
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converted into ceramic material upon pyrolysis. Using

chemical reactions to prepare the pre-ceramic polymer not

only allows for control of phase compositions but also

overcomes the limitation of low production yields of the

physical methods. This method has been very useful in

preparing nonoxide ceramics such as silicon carbide and

silicon nitride. The conversion of an organometallic

precursor into a ceramic depends on different parameters

such as the molecular structure of the precursor and the

pyrolysis conditions (temperature, duration, and atmo-

sphere). Metal carbides and metal nitrides have been

obtained by pyrolysis of polymers containing the appro-

priate elements such as Si or Al and C or N. These

polymers are called pre-ceramic polymers and are

prepared from simpler chemical precursors. A consider-

able amount of free carbon from the thermolysis process is

very often a problem. Silicon carbide (SiC) and silicon

nitride (Si3N4) are the most studied ceramic materials

prepared via this route. They are usually synthesized by

the pyrolysis of polycarbosilanes and polysilazanes, for

which general structural formulas are shown in Fig. 1, at

temperatures between 1000�C and 1200�C.

Mechanochemical synthesis

Mechanochemical synthesis involves mechanical activa-

tion of solid-state displacement reactions. This process has

been successfully used recently to make nanoceramic

powders such as Al2O3 and ZrO2. It involves the milling

of precursor powders (usually a salt and a metal oxide) to

form a nanoscale composite of the starting materials,

which react during milling, and subsequent heating, if

necessary, to form a mixture of dispersed nanoparticles of

the desired oxide within a soluble salt matrix. Nanopar-

ticles of Al2O3 (10–20 nm), for example, can be prepared

by milling AlCl3 with CaO.

2AlCl3 þ 3CaO! g-Al2O3 þ 3CaCl2

BONDING CONSIDERATIONS

Understanding chemical bonding and structures in ceramic

materials is necessary in order to understand their chem-

ical and physical behavior. When materials are composed

of nanometer-sized building blocks, they deviate consid-

erably from structural perfection and stoichiometry. As a

result, the number of defects due to edges, corners, f-

centers, and other surface imperfections is greatly en-

hanced, which, in turn, affects several physical and

chemical properties as will be discussed below.

A range of cohesive forces contribute to the nature

of bonding in ceramic materials including ionic (MgO,

Fe1�xO), covalent, metallic, van der Waals, and hydro-

gen bonding. Ionic compounds are formed when highly

electronegative and highly electropositive elements are

combined in a lattice. Pure ionic model is a reasonable

approximation for some systems while it is a poor ap-

proximation for crystals containing large anions and

small cations. In such systems, covalent contribution to

bonding becomes significant. Van der Waals interactions

play a crucial role in many ceramic systems, especially

those with layered structures. In many oxide hydrates or

hydroxy oxides, hydrogen bonding also contributes to

the cohesive energy. For further reading on structure and

bonding, the reader is referred to structural inorganic

chemistry books.

SELECTED PROPERTIES

Ceramics possess their own chemical, physical, mechan-

ical, and magnetic properties that are different from those

of other materials such as metals and plastics. The

properties of ceramics depend mainly on the type and the

amounts of materials in their composition. However, the

size of the building blocks of a ceramic material has been

found to play an important role in its properties (see

Ref. [1] and references therein).

When materials are prepared from nanometer-sized

particles, a significant portion of the atoms become ex-

posed on the surface. As a result, such materials exhibit

unique properties that are remarkably different from those

of the corresponding bulk. The physical and chemical

Fig. 1 General structural formulas of polycarbosilanes and

polysilazanes.
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properties of nanoparticles show the gradual transition

from atomic or molecular to condensed matter systems.

Chemical Properties

Ceramic materials are relatively inert, especially crystal-

line materials that tend to have perfect structures with

minimum amount of defects. Most of the reactivity of

these materials involves the surfaces where coordinatively

unsaturated as well as defect sites exist. The behavior of

the surface toward other species and the nature of

interaction depend on the composition and the morphol-

ogy, which determine the nature and the degree of surface

interactions with other substances. Most of the time,

interactions are limited to adsorption on the surface,

which does not affect the bulk making these materials

good corrosion-resistant.

The possibility of preparing ceramic powders in high

surface areas with high porosity makes them well desired in

some advanced applications. One example is the use of

ceramic materials as supports for heterogeneous catalysts.

Another example is the use of such materials in biomedical

applications, where the surface of nanophase ceramics

exhibits a remarkably improved biomedical compatibility

compared to conventional ceramics, as discussed below.

Mechanical Properties

Ceramics are very strong materials showing considerable

resistance against compression and bending. Some ce-

ramic materials are similar to steel in strength. Most

ceramics retain their strength at high temperatures. Silicon

carbides and silicon nitrides, as an example, retain their

strength at temperatures as high as 1400�C. As a result,

such materials are used in high-temperature applications.

Many of the physical and mechanical properties are

particle-size dependent. As a result, several systems of

nanophase ceramics have exhibited quite interesting and

favorably enhanced mechanical properties.

Improved sintering and hardness properties

Nanoceramics are processed from nanophase powders by

compacting first powders composed of individual ceramic

particles (usually less than 50 nm in size) into a raw shape

(often called a green body). This compacted powder is

then heated at elevated temperatures. Densification occurs

as a result of diffusion of vacancies out of pores (to grain

boundaries), which lead to shrinkage of the sample. This

process is referred to as pressure-less sintering. Fortu-

nately, nanophase powders were found to compact as

easily as their analogous submicron particles. To avoid

particle size growth, samples have to be sintered at the

lowest temperature possible for a time sufficient to

remove the residual porosity and establish coherent grain

boundaries. Successful sintering enhances the hardness of

the final material.

Experimental evidence shows that nanophase powders

densify at faster rates as compared to commercial

(submicron) particles.[1] Faster densification rates allow

achieving a given density at smaller grain sizes, before

serious growth takes place. As a result of their small

particle and pore sizes, nanocrystalline powders sinter to

much greater densities than their conventional analogs at

the same temperature. This also establishes that nanocrys-

talline powders, as compared to conventional powders,

reach the same density at much lower temperatures. This,

of course, eliminates the need for very high temperatures.

One disadvantage that can accompany fast densifica-

tion though is inhomogeneous heating where the outside

layers of the particles densify into a hard impervious shell

which constrains the inside of the sample from normal

shrinking, leading to some cracking as a result of strain

incompatibility. This problem can be avoided by several

ways. The most efficient way is to heat the samples slowly

to reduce the shrinkage in the outer shell while heat is

transported to the inner regions. On the other hand, high-

density nanostructured ceramic systems including Y2O3,

TiO2, and ZrO2 have been achieved by means of pressure-

assisted sintering. Applying some pressure during sinter-

ing can increase the densification rate and suppress the

particle growth.

Nanoscale powders of nonoxide ceramics such as metal

carbides and nitrides show similar behavior. Conventional

SiC, as an example, is difficult to sinter. Addition of some

additives such as boron or carbon is very often necessary

to densify SiC. Ultrafine powder of SiC sinters at lower

temperatures and densifies without additives. On the other

hand, mechanical properties can be fairly improved by

the introduction of metallic nanoparticles dispersed with-

in the matrix grains. Such systems are referred to as

nanocomposites. Tungsten, nickel, or molybdenum nano-

particles dispersed within Al2O3 matrix grains, as an ex-

ample, can enhance the mechanical properties of alumina,

including the fracture strength and hardness.

Reduced brittleness and enhanced
ductility and superplasticity

Superplasticity and ductility refer to the capability of

some polycrystalline materials to undergo extensive

tensile deformation without necking or fracture. Ceramic

brittleness is the biggest technical barrier in practical

applications, especially in load-bearing applications. The-

oretical and experimental results provide evidence for

the possibility that traditional brittle materials can be

ductilized by reducing their grain sizes.[1] When made
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from nanoparticles, brittle ceramics can be superplastically

deformed at modest temperatures and then heat treated at

higher temperatures for high-temperature strengthening.

The capability to synthesize superplastic ceramic

materials is now established. Nanocrystalline ceramics

deform at faster rates, lower stresses, and lower tempera-

tures. One important use of superplasticity in ceramics is

diffusion bonding, where two ceramic parts are pressed

together at moderate temperatures and pressures to form a

seamless bond through diffusion and grain growth across

the interface. Diffusion bonds form more easily in

nanocrystalline ceramics than in larger grained ceramics

as a result of both the enhanced plastic flow of nanocrys-

talline ceramics and the larger number of grain boundaries

they provide for diffusional flux across the interface.

Electrical Properties

Ceramics include electrical conducting, insulating, and

semiconducting materials. Chromium oxide is an electri-

cal conductor, aluminum oxide is an insulator, while sili-

con carbide behaves as a semiconductor. As a result,

ceramic materials have been used in a variety of electronic

applications based on their electrical behavior.

Several electrical properties are particle-size and com-

position dependent. Electrical resistance and dielectric

constant, as an example, for some systems increased as a

result of small particle size. Conductivity of some mixed

oxide ceramics, such as lithium aluminosilicate, is higher

than that of their constituent oxides.

Magnetic Properties

Some ceramic materials possess magnetic properties.

These include iron oxide-based ceramics and oxides of

chromium, nickel, manganese, and barium. Ceramic mag-

nets are known to exhibit high resistance to demagneti-

zation. As a result, several ceramic powders have been

employed in a wide range of electronic and magnetic

applications as discussed below.

The fabrication of such materials from ultrafine par-

ticles can significantly enhance their magnetic behavior.

The fact that in nanometer-sized particles a large portion

of the atoms are on the surface, where the coordination

numbers are less than that for bulk atoms, affects several

parameters including unique surface/interface behavior

and different band structure, which both lead to magne-

tism enhancement. It is now well established that one of

the requirements to achieve appropriate coercivity and

high magnetization saturation is to fabricate such materi-

als in highly divided particles, preferably in the nanome-

ter-sized range, with homogeneity and narrow size

distribution. For further reading on nanoscale magnetism,

the reader is referred to Sorensen’s chapter ‘‘Magnetism’’

in Ref. [1].

Many other properties are also particle-size dependent.

The optical properties, as an example, of some ceramic

materials have been found to depend on particle sizes.

Nanoparticles of TiO2, as an example, are more efficient

UV absorber than powders of large particles.

APPLICATIONS

Ceramic materials are of great value in a variety of ap-

plications as a result of their unique properties compared

to other materials. Because of their electrical and mag-

netic properties, ceramics are important in several elec-

tronic applications, where they are used as insulators,

semiconductors, conductors, and magnets. Ceramic ma-

terials also have important uses in the aerospace, bio-

medical, construction, and nuclear industries. In many of

these applications, ceramic materials have shown signi-

ficantly better performance when fabricated from nano-

meter- sized particles.

Mechanical Applications

Industrial ceramics are widely employed in applications

that require strong, hard, and abrasion-resistant materials.

Metal-cutting tools, tipped with alumina, and tools made

from silicon nitrides for cutting, shaping, grinding, and

sanding iron, nickel-based alloys, and other metals are

very commonly used. Other ceramics such as silicon

nitrides and carbides are used to make components for

high-temperature use such as valves and turbocharger ro-

tors. Ceramic materials and metal-based ceramics (cer-

mets) are used to make components for space vehicles,

including heat-shield tiles for the space shuttle and

nosecones for rocket payloads.

Electrical Applications

Ceramics are used as insulators, semiconductors, and

conductors. Aluminum oxide (Al2O3), for example, does

not conduct electricity at all and is used to make insu-

lators. Other ceramics, such as barium titanate (BaTiO3),

are used as semiconductors in electronic devices. Some

copper oxide-based ceramics are superconductive at

temperatures higher than those at which metals become

superconductive. Superconductivity refers to the ability

of a cooled material to conduct an electric current with

no resistance. This phenomenon can occur only at ex-

tremely low temperatures, which are difficult to maintain.

Transition metal nitrides, carbides, and borides are of in-

terest as cathodes in electrochemical applications. This

interest stems from the favorable properties of these
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materials including electronic conductivity and good ther-

mal conductivity, which when coupled with their mechan-

ical strength and high melting points suggest that such

materials can be stable in a range of environments.

Some ceramics such as strontium titanate (SrTiO3) are

employed in the form of thin films as capacitors in sev-

eral electronic devices because of their capability to store

large amounts of electricity in extremely small volumes.

Lithium aluminosilicate ceramics have potential applica-

tions as solid electrolytes for utilization in solid high-

energy density lithium battery systems. Piezoelectric

ceramics are now key electronic components for televi-

sion, FM radio, and the like. Very recently, piezoelectric

ceramic displays have been developed in Japan, where

microceramic actuators for activating the pixels are used.

Piezoelectric effect refers to the appearance of an electric

potential across certain faces of a crystal when it is

subjected to mechanical pressure.

Other examples of functions and applications of ad-

vanced ceramics in the field of electronics are shown in

Table 1.[2]

Magnetic Applications

Iron oxide-based ceramics (ferrites) are widely employed

as low-cost magnets in electric motors. Such magnets help

in converting electric energy into mechanical energy.

Unlike metal magnets, ferrites conduct high-frequency

currents, and as a result, they do not lose as much power as

metal conductors do. Manganese zinc ferrites are used in

magnetic recording heads, and ferric oxides are the active

component in several magnetic recording media, such as

recording tapes and computer diskettes.

Biomedical Applications and Bioceramics

Some advanced materials are used in the biomedical field

to make implants for use within the body. The main re-

quirement of biomaterials for this application is the ability

of their surfaces to support new bone growth. Ceramic

materials are known to possess exceptional biocompatibil-

ity properties with bone cells and tissues. Specially made

porous ceramic materials such as alumina, titania, zirconia,

and others bind with bone and other natural tissues. Such

ceramics are used to make hip joints, dental caps, and

bridges. Other advanced ceramics such as hydroxyapatite,

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, which is the principal component of

bones and teeth, have excellent biocompatibility and bone

in-growth capabilities and are used in reconstructing

fractured bones and as replacement materials.

Recent research on long-term functions of osteoblasts

on nanophase ceramics has shown evidence for unique and

significant behavior.[3] Compared to conventional ceram-

ics, nanophase ceramics has shown enhanced osteoblast

adhesion and proliferation, alkaline phosphatase synthesis,

and concentration of extracellular matrix calcium.

Coatings

Because of its unique hardness and corrosion resistance,

ceramic enamel is often used in coating metals. Thin hard

wear-resistant coatings of ceramics include materials such

as titanium nitride and titanium carbonitride. An emerg-

ing class of new hard protecting coatings beyond homo-

geneous layers of a ceramic nitride material is layered

coating structures such as superlattices or multilayers of

different nitrides. Such multilayer coating has been suc-

cessfully applied in several applications such as bearings,

Table 1 Examples of electronic ceramics

Functions Examples of materials Applications

Insulation Al2O3, SiC+BeO IC substrate

Dielectricity BaTiO3 capacitor

Semiconducting SiC, LaCrO3, SnO2, ZnO+Bi2O3 gas defector, thermistor, varistor

Piezoelectricity ZnO, SiO2 piezolighter, piezofilter, surfacewave transducer,

piezovibrator, flexible piezodetector

Pyroelectricity PZT IR detectors

Ferroelectricity PLZT optical shutter, optical memory

Ionic conduction b-Al2O3, ZrO2 Na–S battery, O2 sensor

Luminescence Y2O2S:Eu, ThO2:Nd, Al2O3:Cr cathode luminescence, IR laser

Light guide SiO2 optical communication fiber

Polarization PLZT optical shutter

Soft magnetism g-Fe2O3, Zn1�xMnxFe2O4 magnetic tape

Hard magnetism SrO �6Fe2O3 magnet seal

PZT: lead zirconate–titanate ceramics. PLZT: lanthanum-modified lead zirconate–titanate ceramics.
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pumps, and compressors. Nonnitride coatings, such

tungsten carbide/carbon, are also of interest because of

their high elasticity and chemical inertness.

Several techniques are being employed for protective

ceramic coating. These include thermal spraying, chemical

vapor deposition (known as CVD), and plasma spraying.

Nuclear Industry

Lithium-based ceramics are now considered as potential

solid tritium breeders in nuclear fusion reactors. Potential

breeder materials include LiAlO2, Li2O, Li2ZrO3, and

Li4SiO4. Solid breeders are safer during operation than

liquid lithium systems, which are highly reactive.

CONCLUSION

Nanoceramics is one of the great outcomes of the

evolutionary research in the field of nanoscience and

nanotechnology, where fabrication of materials from

nanometer-sized building blocks has resulted in a wide

range of industrially useful materials. Recent research has

proven that ceramic materials fabricated from ultrafine

powders can be obtained through several physical as well

as chemical methods that can be scaled up to produce

commercial amounts. These unique materials have exhib-

ited very remarkable behavior as compared with their bulk

counterparts. Significant characteristics include chemical,

mechanical, magnetic, electrical, and optical properties.

As a result, improved performance of ceramic materials

has been observed in a variety of applications including

chemical, mechanical, magnetic, electrical, and biomed-

ical. The new properties and improved performance of

nanoceramics that are being discovered stimulate the

development and improvement of ceramic processing,

which, in turn, open the doors wide for the use of ceramics

in a wide range of new technologies.

Directions of current interests include the preparation

and processing of ultrafine (nanometer-sized) powders,

the development of new synthetic routes to materials of

homogeneous sintered bodies, and the preparation of

ceramics made of several composites.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, research in the area of nano-

science has blossomed into an independent and highly

interdisciplinary area.[1] Materials in the nanometer scale

(size range 10 Å to 1 mm) are typically referred to as

nanoparticles, nanocrystals, nanorods, or nanowires, de-

pending on their crystallinity and shape. Here we refer to

them simply all as nanocrystals, without distinguishing

the differences. The unique material properties in this

size range come from several sources: 1) quantum size

effects,[2] where confinement of charge carriers in a small

space leads to discrete energy levels; 2) classical charging

effects,[3] which originate from the discrete nature of the

electrical charge; and 3) surface/interface effects,[4] where

the properties of surface or interface atoms become much

more significant, as the surface-to-volume ratio increases

with decreasing of particle size. Many novel properties

of single, isolated nanocrystal have been investigated

during the past two decades, such as size-dependent opti-

cal absorption and luminescence in semiconductors,[5,6]

coulomb blockade phenomena in charge transfer,[7] or

enhanced surface magnetic moments in magnetic nano-

crystals.[8]

By comparison, assemblies of nanocrystals have only

begun to be studied in a systematic fashion in recent years.

The exciting aspect of nanocrystal arrays is that they form

a truly new class of materials, where the basic building

blocks are nanocrystals instead of atoms.[9] The properties

of these materials not only depend on which chemical

elements are used to form the building blocks, but also

depend on how many atoms are in each building block and

how strongly coupled these building blocks are. Tradi-

tional materials can be either crystalline or amorphous,

depending on the arrangement of the constituent atoms.

Similarly, nanocrystal arrays can also be ordered or dis-

ordered. In the former case, they are referred to as

nanocrystal superlattices (NCSs).

The purpose of this article is to introduce several

recent developments in the field, focusing on the ex-

perimental point of view. In ‘‘Formation of Nanocrystal

Arrays,’’ experimental issues regarding the formation of

nanocrystal arrays will be discussed and, in particular, the

conditions for controlled formation by self-assembly.

In ‘‘Electronic Transport’’ and ‘‘Optical Properties,’’ we

consider electronic and optical transport properties of

nanocrystal arrays, with the main theme being the col-

lective phenomena in these systems, rather than behavior

related to the individual nanocrystal. ‘‘Conclusion’’ con-

tains a brief discussion of outstanding issues and con-

cluding remarks. Because of the limited space, we will

focus our article on arrays formed by chemically synthe-

sized nanocrystals only. Therefore lithographically

patterned quantum dot arrays will not be discussed. For

aspect not covered here and for additional, in depth in-

formation on nanocrystal arrays, we refer the reader to

Refs. [9–12].

FORMATION OF NANOCRYSTAL ARRAYS

The ultimate goal of nanocrystal self-assembly is the

fabrication of highly ordered two-dimensional (2-D) or

three-dimensional (3-D) superlattices or other well-

defined structures.[12,13] One of the earliest research ef-

forts in this direction can be found in the work of

Bentzon et al.[14] who observed uniformly sized Fe2O3

particles to spontaneously form hexagonal arrays. The

discovery of high-temperature routes for high-quality

semiconductor nanocrystals synthesis further stimulated

the development of this field.[15] By now, nanocrys-

tals made of metals,[16–20] semiconductors,[21,22] and

oxides[14,23,24] have been shown to form ordered NCSs

under proper experimental conditions, although the

degree of ordering can still vary rather significantly.
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In general, the spontaneous formation of nanocrystal

superlattices via self-assembly requires the following: 1) a

high degree of monodispersity in nanocrystal diameter

(typically a relative size deviation in nanocrystal core

diameters of less than 5%); 2) a complete coating of core

surface with ligand molecules; and 3) suitable physical

mechanisms to promote ordered packing. In the following,

we discuss the relevant issues associated with the

nanocrystal cores, the ligand shells surrounding the cores,

and the self-assembly mechanisms.

Nanocrystal Core

There are several different techniques to obtain mono-

disperse nanocrystals. High-temperature synthesis is the

most widely used since Murray et al.[15] in 1993 obtained

high-quality semiconductor nanocrystals by this method.

The basic principle behind this kinetically controlled

process was actually proposed quite some time earlier.[25]

The idea is to oversaturate the nucleating species in a very

short period of time, so that there is a burst of nucleation

sites at the beginning of the chemical reaction (Fig. 1A). If

the concentration of the nucleating species is kept below

the saturation level afterward, there will be no new nu-

cleation sites. Subsequently, only the existing nucleation

sites can grow. By monitoring the growth of particles,

different sizes of nanocrystals can be synthesized with

high monodispersity. Sugimoto[26] used this idea to syn-

thesize uniform micron-sized spheres. Murray et al. ex-

tended this technique to semiconductor nanocrystals by

using a high boiling point solvent (mixture of long chain

alkylphosphines, alkylphosphine oxides, and alkyla-

mines). High reaction temperature, necessary to decom-

pose the organometallic precursor, also results in high

crystallinity of the final product (Fig. 1B). The relative

size distribution of nanocrystals can, furthermore, be

‘‘focused’’ in situ by adjusting the concentration of re-

action species during the growth.[27]

The second technique that is frequently used is the size-

selective precipitation method (Fig. 1C).[28,29] This meth-

od exploits the fact that the solubility of nanocrystals in a

solvent–nonsolvent mixture is highly size-dependent. By

slowly adding a nonsolvent into a polydisperse colloid,

large particles typically become destabilized and are the

first to precipitate out from the solution, which can be

separated and redissolved into the original solvent.

Increasing the concentration of nonsolvent gradually

causes smaller particles to precipitate. By repeating this

process, different fractions become increasingly more

monodisperse. Whetten et al.[20,29] have coupled this

process with mass spectroscopy to obtain nanocrystals of

highly precise mass.

Different from the above two methods is a recently

developed process called digestive ripening which can

transform a polydisperse colloid directly into a more

monodisperse colloid through a thermodynamic pathway

(Fig. 1D). Lin et al.[30] first demonstrated this process by

heating a polydisperse gold colloid in an environment of

excess dodecanethiol molecules. The large particles break

up into smaller ones upon heating, and the initially

polydisperse colloid evolves into a much more uniform

system. This is in sharp contrast to the Ostwald ripening

process, which favors large particles because of their

lower surface energy. Stoeva et al.[31] recently showed

that this process is not limited to the gold colloid

synthesized by the inverse micelle technique, but works

as well for gold colloid prepared by the solvate metal atom

dispersion (SMAD) method. This ripening process

explains why thiolated gold colloid typically gives particle

sizes in the range of 4–6 nm. Although it has been

reported that different thiol–gold ratios can be used to

adjust the particle sizes,[32] they may be formed in

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of various approaches to synthesize

monodisperse colloidal nanocrystals. A) Nucleation rate diagram

of high-temperature synthesis.[9] B) Experimental setup of high-

temperature synthesis.[9] C) Size-selective precipitation tech-

nique through solvent replacement.[20] D) Digestive ripening

process[30] (Parts A and B are reprinted with permission from

Ref. [9]. Copyright 2000, Annual Review of Materials Science.)
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kinetically trapped metastable sizes at room temperature.

Reflux heating would eventually drive these particles into

thermodynamically favored size ranges.[33] Although the

detailed mechanism behind digestive ripening is still

under investigation, it has been speculated that inter-

molecular interaction and molecular surface interaction

might induce a specific ligand packing curvature on the

nanocrystal surface, which, in turn, determines the particle

size.[31]

Ligand Shell

In aqueous solution, nanocrystals are typically stabilized

by double layers of ions absorbed on the surface.[34]

Nanocrystals in the organic solvent generally require

coating with an organic ligand shell. There has been quite

a variety of ligand molecules used in the literature, such as

alkanethiol,[35,36] amine,[37] and carboxylic acid.[38] Li-

gand shells have several functions. First, and most im-

portantly, they prevent nanocrystals from sintering upon

colliding in the solution or on the substrate. The resulting

steric repulsive force between ligand molecules is essen-

tial to the ordered packing of nanocrystals into arrays.[34]

Molecular dynamics simulation by Luedtke and Land-

man[39] showed that ligand molecules interdigitate and

even bundle together to form a robust structure that

separates nanocrystals in the array. Subsequent high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy experiments

supported this claim.[40]

An important point is that the array packing order will

depend not only on the particle size dispersion, but also on

the integrity of the ligand shells. Adsorption of ligand

molecules in the solution is a reversible process, and there

is frequent exchange between molecules adsorbed on

the nanocrystal surface and molecules in the solution.

Therefore repeated precipitation and washing can remove

some ligand molecules from nanocrystal surface, which

causes incomplete coating of ligand molecules on the

surface. Depending on the number of attached ligands and

their interactions with those of neighboring nanocrystals,

the interparticle spacings will vary when nanocrystals self-

assemble on the surface. As a result, for incomplete ligand

coating, the average interparticle spacing is typically

smaller and has a wider distribution. As shown in Fig. 2,

arrays formed by nanocrystals surrounded by an incom-

plete ligand shell exhibit a much reduced long-range

ordering as compared with arrays formed by nanocrystals

that have their surface saturated with ligands.[41]

Ligand molecules can also affect the nanocrystal solu-

bility and induce specific interaction with complimentary

molecules adsorbed on other nanocrystals or surface. Al-

kanethiol with carboxylic acid group on one end can

replace straight alkanethiol molecules, therefore allowing

nanocrystals synthesized in the organic phase be trans-

ferred to aqueous solution.[38] DNA-labeled nanocrystals

can form aggregates when complimentary strands of DNA

are added and result in a color change that is easy to

detect.[42] Streptavidin-labeled nanocrystals can form a

large array through biotin–streptavidin linkage.[43]

The physical properties of nanocrystals can also be

changed by the ligand molecules. For example, electron-

donating ligand such as pyridine or CO can change the

unpaired electron density of a magnetic nanocrystal,

quenching the magnetic moment of surface atoms at-

tached.[44] On the other hand, enhanced surface moments

were observed for nanocrystals formed in the gas phase

without electron-donating ligands on the surface.[45]

Fig. 2 Interparticle spacings for a highly ordered array formed by monodisperse 5-nm Au nanocrystals with complete ligand shell and

for a disordered array formed by the same nanocrystals but with incomplete ligand shells. (Image analysis based on transmission

electron micrographs was done by N. Mueggenburg.)
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Self-Assembly Mechanism

The driving forces for self-assembly of nanocrystals in

solution and on surfaces have been extensively studied in

a variety of systems.[46–51] The mechanisms are, however,

quite complicated, depending on the specific materials,

the size and shape of the particles, the charges on their

surfaces, and on the physical environment during the self-

assembly process. They can be roughly categorized into

the following types.

1. Entropy-driven systems. Colloidal particles with

strong repulsive interaction can crystallize when

the concentration of particles exceeds a critical li-

mit.[46–48] This is because the entropy gain associ-

ated with local motions around the regular lattice

point compared with motion around random sites is

sufficient to compensate the entropy loss arising

from long-range ordering. In some cases, the struc-

ture of colloidal crystals grown from the surface can

also be controlled by prefabricated patterns on the

surface.[49]

2. Attraction-driven systems. For neutral, uncharged

particles of sufficiently large size, van der Waals

interaction can be strong enough to induce aggrega-

tion. At large distance, the attraction force varies as

�AR6/D6, where A is the Hamaker constant, R is the

particle radius, and D is the interparticle distance. At

small distance, the functional form changes into

�AR/D.[50–52] If the attraction force is the only force

that acts upon the particles or it is significantly

stronger than any other interaction that is present, it

will cause irreversible, diffusion-limited aggregation.

Ligand coating on nanocrystal surfaces can act as a

‘‘bumper’’ or buffer layer to prevent such irrevers-

ibility. Diffusion of nanocrystals under the influence

of the attractive force can lead to formation of large

ordered arrays.[16] Care must be taken to minimize the

disruptive effect of solvent dewetting to obtain high-

quality arrays (Fig. 3).[16] Temperature also plays an

important role to anneal out some defect sites during

the self-assembly process. For a pair of 6-nm gold

particles separated by a gap of 1.7 nm (dodecanethiol

chain length), a simple calculation shows that the

interparticle van der Waals force is roughly 46 meV,

which is comparable to the thermal energy at room

temperature. Fig. 4 shows the edge of a self-as-

sembled gold nanocrystal array. Particle sizes are

more polydisperse at the edge than in the interior of

the domain, presumably because of the thermal an-

nealing effect during the assembly process.

3. Other physically driven systems. Assembly of micron

spheres and nanocrystals can also be accomplished by

electrophoretic deposition.[53,54] The assembly of

particles on the electrode surface is a result of elec-

trohydrodynamic fluid flow arising from an ionic

Fig. 3 Long-range-ordered gold nanocrystal superlattices formed on silicon nitride substrate by controlling solvent dewetting. Each

individual nanocrystal is about 5 nm in diameter.[16] Inset shows the Fourier transformation of a small portion of the image.
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current flowing through the solution. By adjusting

the electric field strength or frequency, the lateral

attraction force between particles can be modulated.

This facilitates the reversible formation of two-

dimensional fluid and crystalline states on the surface.

ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT

Charge transfer through nanocrystal arrays is of great

importance not only because of the fundamental new

physics involved in such highly correlated system, but

also because the modern electronic components are ap-

proaching the size limit of standard photolithography

techniques.[55] Self-assembled structures based on chem-

ically synthesized nanocrystals have the potential to

circumvent such limitations and thus be used as alterna-

tive future electronic components.[56]

The transport through individual nanocrystals has been

well-studied both theoretically and experimentally (by

both scanning tunneling microscopy[57,58] and two-termi-

nal measurements[59]). For metal nanocrystal, its main

feature is the Coulomb blockade effect, in which transfer

of a single electron on or off a nanocrystal is strongly

affected by electrostatic interaction with the nanocrystal’s

charge. Because of the large number of free electrons in

metal nanocrystals, the discrete level spacing as a result of

quantum confinement effects is small and becomes

significant only at very low temperatures, typically�1

K. For semiconductor nanocrystals, the number of free

carriers is much smaller and quantum confinement effects,

together with the Coulomb blockade, determine transport

properties.[59]

Many-particle systems, on the other hand, are not as

well understood and are more complex because of the

intricacies of coupling between constituent nanocrystals,

effects of structural order and disorder, and charge transfer

between nanocrystal cores and ligands. A variety of phe-

nomena have been reported in different systems, including

spin-dependent tunneling in magnetic particle assem-

blies,[18] hopping-type transport in dithiol linked arrays,[60]

and metal-insulator-like transitions in silver nanocrystal

monolayers.[61–63] Arrays of semiconductor particles ex-

hibit interesting time- and illumination-dependent trans-

port which, furthermore, shows striking slow relaxation

behavior, reminiscent of glasses.[64]

Our own work has focused on weakly coupled metallic

nanocrystal system—monolayers of 5 nm diameter 1-

dodecanethiol-ligated gold nanocrystals, self-assembled

on silicon nitride substrates—and we will begin our dis-

cussion with these arrays as our focus.[65,66] By ‘‘weakly

Fig. 4 (A) The edge of self-assembled gold nanocrystal superlattices shows a sharp boundary, indicating that diffusion under the

influence of interparticle van der Waals forces is responsible for the assembly process. (B–C) The edge of the domain exhibits a large-

size polydispersity in size than the interior of the domain, indicating thermal annealing effect during the assembly process.
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coupled’’ we mean that the Coulomb blockade energy,

associated with the transfer of individual electrons be-

tween individual nanocrystals, dominates transport—the

Coulomb or single electron charging energies are large

compared with kBT, and the electron wavefunctions, con-

sequently, are localized on the scale of single nano-

crystals. A typical current–voltage (I–V) curve at 12 K,

from an array of length N�50 particles separating the

electrodes and width M�270 particles, is shown in Fig. 5.

There is a significant voltage threshold (VT=4.2 V) below

which no current flows. The voltage threshold is the direct

consequence of the Coulomb blockade. For each particle,

an energetic cost V0�e/er=e/C0, where r is the particle

radius, e is the dielectric constant of the medium sur-

rounding the metal core, and C0 is the self-capacitance of

the metal sphere, must be paid to transport a single

electron onto the charged nanocrystal. For the particles in

Fig. 5, V0 is around 100 mV, and VT arises as the sum of

this single electron charging energy over all nanocrystals

traversed in crossing from one electrode to the other. VT

grows linearly with array length: VT=aN(e/C0), where the

parameter a (a<1) accounts for interparticle capacitive

coupling and the randomness of the offset charges in

the underlying substrate that give rise to the Coulomb

blockade repulsion.[65–68]

Current can flow when the voltage threshold is ex-

ceeded—but how, microscopically, do electrons move

from nanocrystal to nanocrystal? This can be answered by

detailed measurements of the nonlinear current–voltage

characteristics as a function of temperature. In the follow-

ing, we start with a discussion of the low-temperature limit,

in which thermal energies can effectively be neglected,

and then consider the influence of finite temperatures.

Low-Temperature Limit

There is a distinctive threshold voltage in this temperature

range. Beyond the array’s threshold, current rises as a

power law in voltage:

I � M
V0

R

ðV � VTÞ
VT

� �z

where R is the interparticle resistance, M is the array

width, V0 is the charging voltage (e/C0), and VT is the

threshold voltage. This power-law form was predicted

independently nearly a decade ago by Middleton and

Fig. 5 Current–voltage (I–V) characteristic for a weakly

coupled gold nanocrystal superlattice array at low temperature

(12 K). The distance between the in-plane electrodes was 330

nm and the array width was 2 mm. The lower inset shows a

schematic I–V curve for a single nanocrystal. (From Ref. [65].)

Fig. 6 Log–log plots of I–V curves above the voltage threshold

for both highly ordered nanocrystals arrays (a) and disordered

nanocrystals array caused by solvent dewetting (b). A single

power law with an exponent of 2.25 fits all the highly ordered

arrays, while structural disorder causes significant deviations

from power-law behavior. Inset to (b) shows simulated I–V

curves for parallel one-dimensional chains of nanocrystals with

randomly distributed thresholds. (From Ref. [65].)
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Wingreen (MW)[67] and by Roux and Herrmann (RH).[68]

Middleton and Wingreen pointed out that local charge

disorder (i.e., random offset charges) gives each nano-

crystal a different single-electron charging energy, uni-

formly distributed in the interval (0, V0). The path

between the electrodes with the lowest total Coulomb

blockade cost determines the voltage threshold. Beyond

threshold, the applied voltage allows an increasing num-

ber of paths to conduct current. As the current–voltage

relation in each one-dimensional path is linear, the re-

sulting array I–V curve (beyond threshold) is superlinear.

In fact, MW provided an analogy between the branched,

meandering flow of current in this sort of arrays to

Kardar–Parisi–Zhang (KPZ) models.[69] This determinis-

tic growth model was originally used to describe interface

growth in disordered media, such as cluster formation,

liquid front in fluid flow, and surface roughness of

growing crystal. From this analogy, MW’s theory gives a

value of the scaling exponent: z=5/3.

Experiments on highly ordered superlattices show

robust power-law scaling (Fig. 6a), in accord with the

MW model. However, the measured scaling exponent,

z=2.2, differs from the theoretical prediction, z=5/3. The

cause for the discrepancy between theory and experiment

remains an open question, although it may arise from

dispersity in the interparticle resistances or from inade-

quacies in the analogy to KPZ-type models.

Structurally disordered arrays display different behav-

ior beyond threshold. Fig. 6 compares ordered arrays with

disordered arrays in which voids were caused by solvent

dewetting, thereby breaking up the monolayer. Rather than

exhibiting robust scaling with a single exponent z over
several orders of magnitude, the current–voltage data for

the disordered samples are not well fit by a single power

law and display significant sample-to-sample variations.

The lack of scaling behavior can be understood by

considering disordered arrays as two-dimensional patches

connected by one-dimensional ‘‘bottlenecks’’ which dis-

turb the branching and growth of current-carrying paths.

Accurate determination of array scaling exponents thus

can only be performed in structurally ordered arrays.

Finite Temperatures

Fig. 7 shows a set of I–V curves measured at different

temperatures. A careful examination of this data reveals

that, at low temperatures (<100 K), there is a very weak

temperature dependence. In this temperature region, the

I–V characteristics above VT appear simply shifted along

the voltage axis with increasing temperature, while the

current scale is untouched.[70,71] Based on the experimen-

tal results, we can write VT(T)=VT(0)(1�b kBT
ea=C0

), where

VT(T) is the threshold voltage at temperature T and b is a

Fig. 7 I–V curves for a gold nanocrystal array as a function of

temperature. In the low-temperature limit (below 100 K), a clear

threshold exists, with a weak, linear temperature dependence. At

high temperatures (above 100 K), there is a finite zero-biased

conductance. (From Ref. [70].)

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of thermally-assisted tunneling at

finite temperatures. The offset between energy levels involved

in tunneling is caused by the single-electron charging energy.

(From Ref. [70].)
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numerical factor. In other words, temperature contributes

energy of order kBT per nanocrystal, which assists the

electrons in ‘‘paying’’ the coulomb blockade cost for

transport. Quantitatively, b=13.9, both from experiments

and from a model of thermally assisted tunneling.[69] Fig. 8

is a schematic picture of thermally assisted tunneling in

metal nanocrystals. This correspondence, combined also

with the absence of exponentially activated conduction in

this region, implicates as the transport mechanism tunnel-

ing from metal core to metal core through large barriers

(eV) provided by the ligands.[69]

At high temperatures, in our array around 100 K, VT is

lowered to zero, and the zero-bias conductance (g0=dI/dV

at V=0) is found to obey an Arrhenius form: g0=exp(�U/

T). In certain other nanocrystal systems, only this ex-

ponential form is seen at the temperatures examined.[60]

One must be wary of equating Arrhenius-like conductance

with, for example, activated hopping over a barrier, as it

also follows from a direct tunneling scenario at tempera-

tures which overwhelm the Coulomb blockade energy.

We have referred to the arrays above as ‘‘weakly

coupled,’’ meaning several things: First, the tunneling

amplitudes between particles are low, leading to only

picoamperes of current flow at biases of several volts.

Second, the interparticle capacitances (determined by both

the interparticle spacings and the nanocrystal sizes) are

less than or equal to the single-particle capacitance C0.

Third, transport is dominated by coulomb blockade effects,

as shown by a finite voltage threshold at low temperatures.

Experiments on strongly coupled nanocrystal arrays have

also been performed, as we will now discuss.

Interparticle coupling can be increased by the use of

more complex conjugated or aromatic ligands[60] or by

compressing arrays in Langmuir–Blodgett troughs.

The latter technique has been used extensively by Heath

et al.[61,62] Characteristic of transport data from these

systems is the lack of a voltage threshold, i.e., a finite

zero-bias conductance, down to the lowest tempera-

tures examined.

The most dramatic feature of compressed nanocrystal

monolayers, discovered by Heath’s group, is the appear-

ance of shiny, metallic optical reflectivity beyond a

certain critical compression.[61,62] This has been referred

to as a metal-insulator transition; we will discuss it also in

the next section in the context of plasmon coupling. At

present, simultaneous optical and electronic transport

data do not exist. However, a wide range of transport data

from these films (transferred from Langmuir troughs onto

solid substrates), from compressions at both sides of

the optical transition, show resistivity which increases

exponentially with decreasing temperature, indicating

insulating behavior. Although not technically metallic,

the arrays show a rich variety of transport characteristics,

with conductivity (s) following activated hopping forms

[s�exp(�U/T)],[72] variable-range hopping of interact-

ing electron forms [s�exp(�U/T1/2],[73] and other forms

depending on variables such as compression and disor-

der.[73] We will return to some of the issues raised by these

experiments in the final section of this article.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The optical properties of small particles have received

considerable attention during the past decade because of

potential applications in optical sensors[74] and lasing

devices.[75] Research has mainly focused on semiconduc-

tor nanocrystals and their assemblies. Size-dependent

optical absorption and photoluminescence as a result of

the creation and recombination of excitons have been

studied extensively.[5,6] In nanocrystal arrays, it has been

found that interactions between nanocrystals can lead to

long-range resonance transfer (LRRT).[22,76] This process

is schematically sketched in Fig. 9. When two different

sizes of CdSe nanocrystals, for example, are combined in

a mixed nanocrystal array, excitation in the small particles

(donors) can resonantly excite large particles (acceptors).

If the transferred excitation can be trapped in a low energy

state of the large particle, then the reverse process cannot

occur and a unilateral energy transfer process has taken

place. Photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield (QY) of

both the donor and acceptor in a mixed nanocrystal array

showed a quenching of QY for the small particles and an

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of electronic energy transfer be-

tween two different size nanocrystals in a close-packed nano-

crystal array. The smaller particles that have large bandgaps are

donors of excitation, while large particles with smaller bandgaps

are acceptors of excitation. Different pathways of both radiative

(R) relaxation and nonradiative (NR) relaxation are also

indicated. (From Ref. [9]. Copyright 2000, Annual Review of

Materials Science.)
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enhancement for the large particles and thus confirm that

the energy transfer process indeed takes place.[76] Even in

a highly uniform nanocrystal array with size deviation less

than 5%, the intrinsic inhomogeneity can lead to energy

transfer among particles with different sizes. As a result,

the PL spectrum of nanocrystals in solid form red-shifts

compared with the same nanocrystals in colloidal form

(Fig. 10).

Optical properties of metallic nanocrystals are domi-

nated by surface plasmon phenomena, where spatially

confined electrons oscillated in resonance with incident

electromagnetic waves. For specific metals, such as silver

and gold, the plasmon absorption occurs in the visible

wavelength range, giving rise to the visible colors for

these colloids. For example, 5-nm gold nanocrystals are

deep maroon in color. The frequency-dependent polariz-

ability of a single nanocrystal is given by the Clausius–

Mossotti equation:[77]

aAðoÞ ¼ R3 eðoÞ � em

eðoÞ þ 2em

where R is the radius of the particle, e(o) is the dielectric

function of the particle, and em is the dielectric function of

the medium. Using the dielectric function of metals, the

polarizability of a single nanocrystal is

aAðoÞ ¼
R3

1� oðoþ i=tÞ=O2

where O ¼ oP=
ffiffiffi
3
p

and oP is bulk plasmon frequency.

The single particle therefore behaves like a harmonic

oscillator of frequency O and damping constant t. The

dipolar oscillation produces a strong electrical field near

the surface, which is responsible for the surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS) of small molecules adsorbed on

surfaces.[78] When nanocrystals are brought into close

vicinity, interparticle coupling can lead to additional reso-

nances.[79] Fig. 11 shows, in a schematic diagram, how

light at normal incidence can induce a coupled mode

where neighboring particles are oscillating in phase. This

coupling causes addition absorption peaks in the long

Fig. 10 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra (PLs) for

different sizes of CdSe nanocrystals (A) 30.3, (B) 39.4, (C) 48.0,

and (D) 62.1 Å diameters. PL spectra for nanocrystals in a close-

packed array are red-shifted compared to spectra obtained from

particles in solution. Open squares and circles are theoretical

fitting curves taking into account the inhomogeneous distribu-

tion of emitting energies. (From Ref. [9]. Copyright 2000,

Annual Review of Materials Science.)

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of surface plasmons induced by a

polarized plane wave incident upon two adjacent nanocrystals

from different directions. (A) The external electric field is

parallel to the line joining the nanocrystals. (B) The external

field is perpendicular to the line joining the nanocrystals. (From

Ref. [80]. Copyright 2001, Optical Society of America.)
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wavelength region. This coupling resonance depends not

only on the particle size and interparticle spacing, but also

on the polarization of the incident light and the structure

of the nanocrystals lattices.[80] Persson and Liebsch[81]

performed a theoretical calculation of a p-polarized light

incident on a two-dimensional square lattice (Fig. 12).

Two resonant peaks in the imaginary part of the

polarizability correspond to coupled plasmon oscillations,

either parallel or perpendicular to the array. The frequen-

cies of these resonances are given by:

O== ¼ O2 1� 1

2
R3U0

� �
O? ¼ O2ð1þ R3U0Þ

where U0 is a geometric factor that depends on the

structure of the array. In the case of disordered particle

arrangements, the same calculation based on a coherent

potential approximation shows that both of these absorp-

tion peaks are broadened. Experiments on disordered

nanocrystal arrays confirmed that prediction.[82]

A promising scheme of utilizing surface plasmons of

coupled nanocrystals for optical applications was pro-

posed by Quinten et al.[83] In their model, a linear chain of

metal nanocrystals was used to transmit electromagnetic

waves through interparticle dipolar coupling. The field

intensity of the transmitted electromagnetic wave depends

strongly on the polarization of the incident light. Tradi-

tional dielectric optical waveguides have a fundamental

wavelength limitation. In comparison, small particle

arrays have the potential to become functional units for

guiding, modulation, and amplification of light signals on

a length scale that is much smaller than the wavelength

of light.

In the case of strongly coupled nanocrystal arrays, such

as Ag nanocrystal arrays compressed on the Langmuir

trough, the optical properties also undergo dramatic

changes when metal-insulator-like transitions occur.[61,62]

The real part of the dielectric constant turns negative,

indicating more metallic features. However, the derived

value of the dielectric constant is about 10 times larger than

typical values for an ordinary Ag film. This indicates that

the ‘‘metallic’’ state caused by the strong coupling of

neighboring nanocrystals is still quite different from the

bulk metallic states that we are familiar with.

CONCLUSION

The controlled assembly of nanocrystals into large arrays

and superlattices opens the door to a new class of artificial

materials whose properties can be tuned by choosing dif-

ferent core materials, by varying the core sizes and shapes,

and by tuning the interparticle coupling strength. In par-

ticular, the ability to vary independently the properties of

the individual nanocrystal building blocks and the type

and strength of the interactions between them allows for

new and unprecedented control. As a result, materials with

electronic or optical properties not obtainable from bulk

can be designed ‘‘bottom up’’ by nanocrystal assembly.

At present, the main challenge still lies in our ability to

tune all of the key physical parameters of a nanocrystal

array at will. As far as electronic transport is concerned,

weakly coupled arrays are dominated by single electron

Coulomb blockade effects. Strongly coupled arrays, on

the other hand, are considerably different. Understanding

the strongly coupled state and the transitions between

strong and weak coupling are two pressing issues in this

field. Experimentally, it is difficult to controllably adjust

interparticle couplings. Compression in Langmuir troughs

has yielded the fascinating data described above, but it

suffers from the disadvantage of simultaneously altering

both the voltage and current scales of transport. As

nanocrystals are brought closer together, their capacitive

coupling increases, lowering the Coulomb blockade cost

for electron transport.[67] Also, the tunneling barrier

separating the metal cores narrows, increasing the inter-

particle tunneling amplitudes. Techniques to independent-

ly manipulate these two effects would do much to further

our understanding. One possible route is a better grasp of

the role of ligands in nanocrystal systems, perhaps de-

signing metal core/ligand particles with specific tunneling

rates. (Such feats have been accomplished in the context

of electron tunneling through proteins.[84])

Theoretical studies of Coulomb blockade-dominated ar-

ray transport have been limited. Even for weakly coupled

Fig. 12 Calculated imaginary part of the polarizability of

nanocrystals arranged on a square lattice. Resonance frequencies

O? and O// correspond to surface plasmon oscillations perpen-

dicular and parallel to the plane of nanocrystals. (From Ref. [81].

Copyright 1983, American Physical Society.)
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arrays, open questions remain, such as the discrepancy

between the predicted and observed values of the ex-

ponents for the current–voltage scaling relations. For

strongly coupled arrays, the paucity of studies is even

more pronounced. It is not yet clear to what extent such

well-known concepts such as variable-range hopping,

metal-insulator transitions, localization, etc. developed for

microscopic disorder in semiconductors or disordered thin

metal films carry over directly to nanocrystal arrays. For

example, it is not obvious that anything besides fixed-

range, nearest-neighbor hopping should even occur in

metal nanocrystal arrays because of the large, mesoscopic

distances involved and because, in contrast to hopping

between sharp impurity levels in semiconductors, in me-

tals, at any finite temperatures, the spectrum of available

states is broad. Furthermore, the interplay of several types

of disorder (random offset charges and variations in the

particle size modulating the local charging energy and

variations in the particle spacings giving rise to coupling

strength disorder) as well as the potentially complex roles

played by any electronic states inside the ligands make

application of these established, but more microscopic

concepts nontrivial.

Controlling the optical response on a nanometer scale

is another emerging direction of much promise. With

strong coupling between nanocrystals, theoretical mod-

els have predicted that coherent transfer of electromag-

netic energy along nanocrystal arrays should be possible,

despite significant radiative loss. Experiments have not

unambiguously demonstrated this phenomenon so far

largely because of the difficulty of creating the desired

array structures on a very small length scale and also

because of current limitations with near-field optical

detection schemes.

Several of the recently developed approaches discussed

in this article provide new pieces to the expanding toolkit

for nanocrystal array assembly: The digestive ripening

method can produce size dispersions significantly below

5%; fully ligand-saturated Au nanocrystals can assemble

into extended monolayer superlattices with unprecedented

degree of long-range order; nanocrystal arrays can be

patterned into arbitrary 2-D shapes by electron beam

exposure or can be interfaced with lithographically de-

fined electrodes; and the use of membrane substrates

allows for transport measurements and, with the same

samples, for characterization of the local structural order

by transmission electron microscopy.
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INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of metal particles with well-controlled

shapes and sizes is critical for catalytic applications in

structure-sensitive reactions because the rates depend

significantly on the metal crystallite size as well as on the

orientation of the crystalline planes.[1] The morphology–

catalytic reactivity relationship is generally unclear for the

catalysts prepared by classical impregnation method

because the resulting metal particles are nonuniform in

size and shape, and are often too small to be precisely

characterized. Additionally, there is a significant support

effect on the catalytic reactivity of the small metal

particles.[2–4] With other preparation methods such as

vapor[5] and metal cluster deposition,[6] electron beam

lithography,[7] etc., it is possible to control, to some ex-

tent, the size, but not the crystallographic orientation, of

the metal particles.

The colloid method is one of the most promising ways

to obtain relatively monodispersed metal particles with

controlled shapes.[8] Among metals, platinum is a suitable

precursor because different shapes of nanoparticles can be

prepared by using suitable capping polymers.[9–11] The

NO/CH4 reaction was chosen to investigate the structure–

catalytic reactivity relationship for the well-structured

Pt nanoparticles. The conventionally prepared Pt/Al2O3

catalysts give relatively high selectivity to NH3 and CO.

Because NO/CH4 reaction is structure-sensitive, sig-

nificant improvements in the catalytic behavior are ex-

pected through a fine control of the morphology of Pt

particles.[12,13]

The general aim of our work is to bridge the gap

existing between the science of clean single crystals

surfaces and the world of real catalysis. Particularly, we

intend to have a better understanding of the relationship

existing between the structure of the supported Pt particles

and the catalytic behavior for the NO/CH4 reaction. From

the practical point of view, our scope is to prevent or to

considerably reduce the formation of undesired reaction

products, such as NH3, CO, and N2O. The approach to

fulfill the abovementioned goals was to prepare well-

defined Pt nanocrystals having mainly cubic structure, to

support them on alumina, and to test their specific

catalytic activity for the NO/CH4 reaction.

EXPERIMENTAL

The synthesis method for the controlled shape colloidal Pt

nanoparticles was reported relatively recently.[10] In

principle, the procedure consisted of the reduction of

K2PtCl4 precursor with H2 in the presence of polyacrylate

capping materials.[10,11] Morphological control in the

synthesis of the well-defined Pt nanoparticles was further

optimized by using NIPA (polymer of N-isopropylacry-

lamide) as a capping polymer and by changing the syn-

thesis temperature.[9] The preparation method followed in

the present study consisted of the reduction of K2PtCl4
(10�4 M) with H2 in the presence of the NIPA polymer

(10�3 M) in the 10–40�C temperature range.[9]

The resulting Pt nanocrystals (with mainly cubic shape)

were supported by adding, under stirring, 0.1 g of g-alu-

mina (Aerosil; 100 m2 g�1) to 50 ml of colloidal Pt

solution to get a final loading of Pt on 1 wt.% alumina.

After water was removed from the suspension by freeze-

drying, the remaining solid was calcined in air at 500�C
for 8 hr to remove the NIPA polymer by decomposition.

The calcined catalysts was pelletized, crushed, and sieved.

The 335- to 1000-mm fraction was used for catalytic tests.

The Pt colloid as well as the calcined catalyst were char-

acterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM;

Hitachi H-8100). Additionally, the catalysts were charac-

terized by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku Multiflex

diffractometer provided with peak assignment software),

by N2 adsorption for measurement of physical surface

(Belsorb 28 SA), and by CO chemisorption for determi-

nation of metal surface (Yuasa ChemBET-3000).

For convenience, the alumina-supported, well-struc-

tured Pt nanocrystals will be called, hereafter, Pt{100}/

Al2O3. The activity of the Pt{100}/g-Al2O3 catalyst (0.05

g) for the NO/CH4 reaction was tested in flow system by

using a quartz microreactor (i.d.=5 mm) operating at
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atmospheric pressure. The total flow rate of the reactant

mixture (1% NO and 0.4% CH4, balance Ar) was 50 cm3

min�1 standard temperature and pressure (STP). The

corresponding gas hour space velocity (GHSV) was

60,000 hr�1.

The analysis of gaseous mixtures was carried out with a

gas chromatograph (GL Sciences-320) equipped with a

thermal conductivity detector (TCD). N2, NO, and CH4

were separated by a molecular sieve 13� column and the

CO2 and N2O were separated by a Porapak-Q column.

The activity of well-structured platinum catalysts

(Pt{100}/Al2O3) was compared with that of a standard

catalyst supplied by Engelhard Corporation Japan (lot

no. H-T1150-01). The Engelhard catalyst (metal loading,

1 wt.%), hereafter called Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3, had

metal and Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) surface areas

of 1.19 (�44% dispersion) and 114 m2 g�1, respectively.

The metal particle size, determined from chemisorption

and TEM data, were 2.4 and 2.8 nm, respectively

(Table 1).

The catalytic behavior in the NO/CH4 reaction was

expressed in terms of conversion, selectivity, and yield.[12]

RESULTS

The configuration of NIPA thermosensitive polymer

changes reversibly with temperature because a hydrophil-

ic–hydrophobic transition takes place at �36�C. The

influence of capping conditions on the morphology of Pt

particles was investigated by carrying out the reduction of

K2PtCl4 both in hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions (10–

40�C). The proportion of Pt cubic to other shapes passed

through a maximum (�70%) for a reduction temperature

of 40�C (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 presents the TEM images of the Pt nanoparticles

in different stages. Fig. 2a shows the well-defined cubic Pt

nanocrystals, of around 13 nm, in colloidal stage. Analysis

by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) revealed that the square particles were Pt

single crystals with a surface relatively free of defects

(smooth surface). The Pt nanoparticle shown in Fig. 2b is

bounded by {100} facets because the distance between the

adjacent lattice fringes of 0.196 nm corresponds to the

interplanar distance of Pt{200}. Other crystallographic

orientations (i.e., {111} and {110}) as well as steps and

ledges are also possible[11] at the slightly rounded corners

of the cubes. The cubic structure of the Pt nanoparticles

was preserved after supporting them on alumina (Fig. 2c).

The conversion of the square Pt nanoparticles to other

shapes (i.e., irregular, round, and hexagonal) was ob-

served after high-temperature aging (950�C for 4 hr) in the

NO/CH4 mixture (Fig. 2d). The impact of the morpho-

logical changes of the supported Pt nanoparticles on the

catalytic activity and selectivity for the NO/CH4 reaction

will be analyzed hereafter.

Because the morphology of the Pt nanoparticles

changes slightly from batch to batch and the NO/CH4

reaction is very sensitive to the metal structure, it is our

Table 1 The morphology of the Pt particles in different stages (Pt colloid, after deposition on alumina, and after high-temperature

aging) as determined by TEM, XRD, and CO chemisorption measurements

Samples

Diameter (nm)

Colloidal stage Active catalysta Aged catalystb

dTEM
c dXRD

d dCO
e dTEM dXRD dCO dTEM dXRD dCO

Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3 — — — 2.8 — 2.4 — — —

Pt{100}/Al2O3 13.6 — — 13.4 11.7 23 15.1 10.6 21

aCatalyst working in the NO/CH4 reaction mixture up to 600�C.
bCatalyst aged at 950�C for 4 hr in the NO/CH4 reaction mixture.
cThe average size was determined from TEM micrographs by counting more than 200 Pt nanoparticles.
dSize calculated from the broadening of the XRD peak of Pt(111) (2y�40�).
eAverage size determined from CO chemisorption data.

Fig. 1 The relationship between the morphological distribution

of the platinum nanoparticles in colloidal stage and the reduction

temperature.
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standard procedure to characterize the Pt nanopartices in

colloidal stage as well as after deposition on alumina and

catalytic tests by TEM, XRD, and CO chemisorption.

Table 1 presents the average size of Pt particles in colloidal

stage (TEM data), after deposition on alumina and catalytic

tests up to 600�C (TEM, XRD, and CO chemisorption

data), and after thermal aging (950�C, 4 hr) in the NO/CH4

reaction mixture (TEM, XRD, and CO chemisorption

data). The average size (dTEM) of the colloidal Pt nano-

particles (�13.6 nm) does not change after deposition on

alumina or after catalytic reaction up to 600�C in the NO/

CH4 reaction mixture (dTEM�13.4 nm). Good thermal

stability of the alumina-supported Pt nanoparticles is

confirmed also by XRD data (dXRD�11.7 nm).

Theoretical calculations, by considering the dTEM

average particle size of 13.4 nm, predict a platinum dis-

persion of around 7%. Such a small dispersion is, in

practice, difficult to measure by CO chemisorption. How-

ever, we attempted to measure it by using a sensitive chem-

isorption apparatus, which can generate and measure CO

pulses on the order of microliters. The dCO value of �23

nm, determined for the catalysts working in reaction

mixtures up to 600�C, is higher than those determined by

TEM (dTEM�13.4 nm) or by XRD (dXRD�11.7 nm)

(Table 1). Taking into account the extremely small dis-

persion, the low metal loading (1% Pt), and the small

amount of catalyst (0.05 g) used for metal surface deter-

mination, the chemisorption data are quite satisfactory

and may be useful especially in revealing the evolution of

metal surface area with temperature.

Morphological information regarding the thermally

aged catalyst (950�C, 4 hr in the NO/CH4 mixture) is

given in Table 1 (dTEM, dXRD, and dCO), Fig. 2d, as well as

in Figs. 3 and 4 (morphological and size distributions,

respectively). Apparently, the TEM data indicate a slight

increase in particles size from 13.4 to 15.1 nm for the

thermally aged Pt nanoparticles (Table 1). In contrast, the

XRD and chemisorption data (dXRD�10.6 and dCO�21

nm) suggest a slight decrease in particle size after thermal

aging (Table 1). This apparent contradiction, between

Fig. 3 Morphological distribution of the (I) initial colloidal Pt nanocrystals deposited on g-Al2O3 and (II) alumina-supported Pt

nanoparticles subjected to thermal aging at 950�C for 4 hr in the NO/CH4 reaction mixture. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 TEM images of (a) Pt colloid composed mainly of cubic

nanoparticles (�70%); (b) high magnification of an individual

cubic Pt nanoparticle; (c) alumina-supported Pt nanoparticles;

and (d) alumina-supported Pt nanoparticles aged at 950�C for 4

hr in the NO/CH4 mixture.
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TEM data on one hand and chemisorption and XRD data

on the other hand, will be analyzed later in the ‘‘Discus-

sion’’ section.

The morphologies of the colloidal Pt nanoparticles

synthesized at 40�C and of the thermally aged (950�C, 4 hr

in the NO/CH4 mixture) Pt nanoparticles supported on

alumina are comparatively presented in Fig. 3. Around

53% and 17% of the colloidal Pt nanocrystals have

been found to have ‘‘clear square’’ and ‘‘unclear square’’

shapes, respectively. The ‘‘clear square’’ particles were

Pt{100} single crystals with surfaces relatively free of

defects (Fig. 2b). The particles with ‘‘unclear square’’

shape were also cubic nanocrystals but with a rough

surface (defected surface). Besides cubic, other shapes,

such as hexagonal (�9%), round (�4%), small (�5%),

and irregular (�12%), have been identified, too.

The initial morphological distribution was significantly

altered after thermal aging at 950�C for 4 hr in the NO/

CH4 mixture. The ‘‘clear square’’ and the ‘‘unclear

square’’ particles were practically completely converted

to irregular (�47%), round (�25%), and hexagonal

(�17%).

From the Gaussian-type size distribution of the

colloidal Pt nanoparticles, an average particle size of

�13.6 nm was determined (Fig. 4, Table 1). The size

distribution of the Pt nanoparticles became apparently

broader after thermal aging at 950�C for 4 hr, but the

average particle size increased only slightly, from 13.4 to

15.1 nm.

The catalytic activity of Pt{100}/Al2O3 for the NO/

CH4 reaction vs. temperature is presented in Fig. 5. The

total conversion of NO was achieved for T�350�C.

The concentration of N2O goes through a maximum at

400�C and then decreases with increasing reaction tem-

perature. In the lower-temperature domain (350–500�C),

the only product of methane oxidation was CO2. The

formation of CO was observed for T�500�C. Small

amounts of NH3 were detected only in the high-temper-

ature region (T � 550�C). Experiments in which the ca-

talyst was cycled up and down in the temperature range of

300–600�C did not show any significant variations in

catalytic activity.

The conversion of NO and CH4 as well as the reaction

selectivity to various products are presented in Fig. 6. The

reaction selectivity to N2 reaches a maximum at 550�C
(�99%). The selectivity to N2O has a maximum at 350�C
(�40%) and then decreases with increasing reaction

temperature. The selectivity to NH3 increased with

increasing reaction temperature from �1% at 550�C to

�10% at 600�C.

Fig. 4 The size distribution of the (I) colloidal Pt nanoparticles

supported on alumina (initial) and (II) alumina-supported Pt

nanoparticles subjected to thermal aging at 950�C for 4 hr in the

NO/CH4 mixture.

Fig. 5 The conversion of NO to all products as a function of

temperature for the Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalyst. (� ) NO; (.) CH4;

(4) N2; (5) N2O; (&) NH3; (}) CO2; (^) CO; and (6) H2

(reactant mixture: 1% NO, 0.4% CH4, and balance Ar).

Fig. 6 The temperature dependence of the NO/CH4 reaction

conversion (X) and selectivity (S) for Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalysts.

(� ) X(NO); (.) X(CH4); (4) S(N2); (5) S(N2O); (&) S(NH3);

(}) S(CO2); (^) S(CO); and (6) S(H2) (reactant mixture: 1%

NO, 0.4% CH4, and balance Ar).
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The catalytic behavior of Pt{100}/Al2O3 for the NO/

CH4 reaction was compared with that of a standard

catalyst, Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3, at 400�C (Fig. 7) and

500�C (Fig. 8). In this manner, the observed differences

would be ascribed to the morphological effects of the Pt

particles on the NO/CH4 reaction.

Both catalysts investigated exhibit comparable activity

for NO conversion, increasing yield to N2 (opposite trend

for N2O) and increasing CH4 conversion with temperature

(Figs. 7 and 8).

Interestingly, significantly lower yields to CO and NH3

were observed for the Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalyst compared

Fig. 8 Comparison between the NO/CH4 reaction conversion (X) and yield (Y), and the products for Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3

(Engelhard) and Pt{100}/Al2O3 (well-defined Pt nanoparticles) catalysts at 500�C.

Fig. 7 Comparison between the NO/CH4 reaction conversion (X) and yield (Y), and the products for Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3

(Engelhard) and Pt{100}/Al2O3 (well-defined Pt nanoparticles) catalysts at 400�C.
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with the Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3 catalyst (Figs. 7 and

8). On the other hand, the well-structured Pt nanoparticles

showed higher yield to N2O.

The XRD pattern of the Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3

presented in Fig. 9a indicates that Pt particles are too

small (�2.4 nm) to give characteristic XRD peaks. The

XRD patterns of the Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalysts (Fig. 9b and

c) exhibit the characteristic XRD reflections of the large,

well-crystallized Pt nanoparticles at 2Y� 40� and

2Y� 81�. The average sizes of Pt crystallites, calculated

from the XRD peaks at 2Y� 40� by using the Debye–

Scherer equation, were 11.7 nm for the Pt{100}/Al2O3

catalyst working in the NO/CH4 mixture at the 300–600�C
temperature range and 10.7 nm for the same catalyst aged

at 950�C for 4 hr in the reaction mixture. The XRD results

suggest a remarkable size stability of the alumina-

supported Pt nanocrystals.

DISCUSSION

According to ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) investigations, the

catalytic activities for numerous reactions vary from one

metal crystal face to another.[14] For example, the NO/H2

reaction proceeds with significantly different rates over

Pt(100) and (110) monocrystals.[15] Therefore the rate of

N2 formation is at least five times higher on the surface of

Pt(100) than on Pt(110). In fact, the studies performed on

the clean surfaces predict that a strong structure–catalytic

reactivity relationship should also exist in atmospheric

pressure conditions.

The first step to better understand the structure–

catalytic reactivity relationship is to have a good mor-

phological control (shape and size) of the supported metal

nanoparticles and to reduce or eliminate the support

effect. In this way, the most important factors responsible

for the significant differences observed between the

catalytic behaviors of the large, well-defined Pt nanopar-

ticles and the small, polycrystalline Pt particles in the NO/

CH4 reaction can be identified and analyzed more easily.

The catalytic tests show that, over the Pt{100}/Al2O3

catalyst, the formation of CO and NH3 is largely pre-

vented, whereas the yield to N2O increases compared with

the Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3 catalyst.

It is clear that the interaction with the support is

minimal in the case of the large (�13 nm) Pt nanopar-

ticles grafted after the formation on alumina. Boudart[16]

observed that the catalytic behavior of particles larger than

5 nm mostly reflects the properties of bulk metals.

The main differences observed between the two

catalysts compared are the dominant orientation of the

crystallographic facets and the average size of Pt crystal-

lites. The large Pt nanocrystals (�13 nm) of the Pt{100}/

Al2O3 catalyst were, in majority (�70%), cubic-shaped.

In contrast, the conventional Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3

catalyst had small, round-shaped Pt particles of �2.4 nm

with random crystallographic orientations. The impact of

the abovementioned factors, shape and size, on the

catalytic behavior for the NO/CH4 reaction will be

discussed later in this work.

Activation of NO

It is rational to consider that the first step of NO con-

version is the dissociation from the metal surface:[17]

NOads ! Nads þ Oads ð1Þ

The absence of a reductant, which removes the strongly

adsorbed Oads, prevents further NO decomposition.[18,19]

We observed that in the absence of CH4, around 2–5% of

NO decomposes for a short time (few minutes) over the

reduced Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalyst. Burch and Ramli[20]

suggested that the relative activities for various catalysts

reflect the ease of catalyst reduction by a reducing agent

(i.e., CH4).

The dissociation of NO over the clean surfaces of metal

single crystals has been intensively investigated. The most

important conclusions of these studies will be briefly

reviewed to explain the catalytic behavior of Pt{100}/

Al2O3 in the NO/CH4 reaction:

(I) The NO dissociation on clean metal surfaces is a

coverage-dependent process.[21] Low NO coverage

(typically Y<0.3) favors the complete dissociation

Fig. 9 Comparative XRD patterns for polycrystalline and well-

structured platinum particles supported on alumina. Spectrum

(a): Pt{polycrystalline}/Al2O3 (Engelhard) catalyst used in the

NO/CH4 reaction in the 300–600�C temperature range. Spec-

trum (b): Pt{100}/Al2O3 (well-structured Pt nanoparticles) used

in the NO/CH4 reaction in the 300–600�C temperature range.

Spectrum (c): Pt{100}/Al2O3 after aging at 950�C for 4 hr in the

NO/CH4 reaction mixture.
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of NO.[22] It is likely that in real catalytic condi-

tions, the adsorbed NO will be only partially

dissociated because of the high surface coverage.

Thus the molecular NO will coexist on the metal

surface with Nads and Oads species.

(II) The dissociation of NO is very sensitive to crystal-

lographic orientation. Desorption studies evidenced

that only 5% of the adsorbed NO dissociates from

Pt(111) and Pt(110), in contrast with Pt(100), which

dissociates by around 50%.[22] Moreover, the

Pt(111) facet is reported to be completely unreactive

for NO decomposition at any coverage.[23] On the

other hand, the high-index Pt planes are unusual

active for NO decomposition. For example, more

than 98% of the adsorbed NO is dissociated from the

Pt(410) surface.[22]

Some studies pointed out that NO dissociates mainly at

the steps.[17] The conventional catalyst, containing small

Pt particles with random crystallographic orientation, is

rich in high-index planes, edges, kinks, and steps.

Therefore it is expected to show high activity for NO

decomposition. In contrast, the large Pt nanocrystals have

limited activity for NO decomposition because of the low

concentration of high-index planes and surface defects.

Our assumptions are confirmed by experimental facts. The

Pt(100) single crystals are catalytically active but give a

dissociation for NO�50% under conditions where the

polycrystalline Pt samples give a dissociation of 75% for

NO.[22] The activity for NO decomposition should have

a great impact on the NO/CH4 reaction selectivity to N2O

and N2. We will discuss in detail these aspects in the

next paragraph.

In fact, NO can be decomposed not only by metals but

also by metal oxides. Winter[24] investigated the decom-

position of NO to over 40 oxides (PtOx was not included

in this screening) and found out that the most active

oxides give a conversion of below 50% for NO. In our

specific case, we could not provide evidence on the for-

mation of PtOx species through any experimental method

used [temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and

XRD]. Therefore it is safe to state that the bulk PtOx is

not formed over the Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalyst and, in

consequence, is not involved in the decomposition of

NO. On the other hand, we clearly observed that (in the

absence of a reductant) the oxygen resulting from NO

decomposition poisons the reaction because of the

formation of a superficial layer of strongly adsorbed

oxygen.[25]

In practice, NO decomposition can be even more

complicated. From single crystal studies, two possible

structures have been found for the Pt(100) plane, indicated

by (1�1) and (5�2).[26] The (1�1) surface has a square

structure on a square substrate, whereas the (2�5) surface

has a hexagonal structure on the square substrate. The

(1�1) and (5�2) surfaces exhibit different adsorption

and catalytic properties.[27] The dissociation of NO takes

place only on the (1�1) phase, whereas the hexagonal

one is inert.[18] However, at present, it is difficult to assess

the impact of these structures, observed in UHV condi-

tions, on catalytic behavior at atmospheric pressure.

It is likely that for a real catalyst under steady-state

conditions, less active sites (e.g., terraces) will certainly

come into play, so the overall reactivity will be the result

of weighted contributions from various surface structure

elements, dominated by active sites located at steps, edge,

and kinks.[17]

Formation of N2 and N2O

There is almost a general agreement in the published

literature, from catalytic investigations conducted under

atmospheric pressure[2,28] and studies performed on clean

metal surfaces,[22,23] that N2 and N2O are formed via the

following reactions:

Nads þ Nads ! N2 ð2Þ

Nads þ NOads ! N2O ð3Þ

There are also a few works assuming that N2O can be an

intermediate during the reduction of NO by CH4.[29]

Our experimental results strongly support the mecha-

nism for N2O formation described by Eq. 3. The

generation of N2O is favored over the Pt{100}/Al2O3

catalyst because the large, well-defined Pt nanocrystals

exhibit low activity for NO decomposition. In contrast,

high selectivity to N2 was observed over the small (�2.4

nm) polycrystalline Pt particles because of the high

efficiency shown for NO decomposition (Eq. 2).

The dissociation equilibrium for NO is a temperature-

dependent process. As the temperature increases, the

reaction is shifted toward the dissociation of NO, thus the

most favored reaction becomes the recombination of Nads

to give molecular N2 (Eq. 2 and Fig. 6).

Conversion of CH4

Methane must overcome an activation energy barrier of

around 7 kcal mol�1 to chemisorb on metal surfaces, and

the barrier height for breaking the C H bond by kinetic

energy is 29 kcal mol�1.[30] The dissociative adsorption of

methane occurs either on the fully reduced Pt, or at

mixed sites comprising Ptd�Ptd+, but the fully oxidized Pt

surface is less active than the reduced or partially oxidized

surface:[31]

CH4 ! CHx þ ð4� xÞHads ð4Þ

Then the CHx and Hads surface species are oxidized by the

Oads (resulting from NO decomposition) to CO2 and H2O
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over the Pt{100}/Al2O3 catalyst. In other words, the high

oxidizing activity of the adsorbed oxygen on the sur-

face of large Pt particles explains the high selectivity to

deep oxidation products despite methane excess used in

our experiments.

The structure sensitivity of methane oxidation over

platinum was explained by the different reactivities of the

adsorbed oxygen.[32] The higher resistance of the large Pt

particles against bulk oxidation[16] explains the enhanced

catalytic activity for CH4 oxidation.[32] The catalytic

activity of the large Pt particles for oxidation reactions

was found to be at least one order of magnitude higher

than the small, well-dispersed Pt particles.[33] The

chemisorbed oxygen is bound more weakly to the metal

surface and therefore is more ready to react with CHx

species.[34] The oxidation of CHx on the large Pt

nanocrystals (�13 nm) can be described by the follow-

ing equation:

CHx þ ð4þ xÞ=2ðOadsÞL ! CO2 þ ðx=2ÞH2O ð5Þ

The subscript ‘‘L’’ indicates that the oxygen is adsorbed

on large Pt particles. The hydrocarbon continuously

removes the pool of Oads then NO dissociation continues,

mainly on high index planes and surface defects.

In contrast to the large Pt nanocrystals, the well-

dispersed Pt particles, with an average size of 2.4 nm, give

high selectivity to CO and NH3 (Figs. 7 and 8). These

results can be explained as follows. The dispersed Pt

particles can be successively converted, depending on the

temperature, to PtO, PtO2, and, finally, PtAl2O4.[33,35]

Because of the low oxidation activity of Od� (PtOx)

species, some of the surface CHx species will undergo

only partial oxidation:

CHx þ ðxþ 2Þ=2ðOd�ÞS ! COþ ðx=2ÞH2O ð6Þ

The subscript ‘‘S’’ indicates that the Od� is formed on

small Pt particles.

In addition to CO, large amounts of NH3 are formed

during the reduction of NO with CH4 over the conven-

tional Pt/Al2O3
[28] and Pt/SiO2

[36] catalysts. The selectiv-

ity to NH3 was observed to decrease with increasing

oxygen concentration in reactant mixtures. It is likely that

the lifetime of the CHx and Hads species on the small Pt

particles is longer because of the low oxidation ability of

bulk PtOx. Therefore the reactions responsible for ammo-

nia formation are favored:

CHx þ ðx=3ÞNads ! Cþ ðx=3ÞNH3 ð7Þ

3Hads þ Nads ! NH3 ð8Þ

The formation of NH3 over Pt{100}/Al2O3 was greatly

reduced because the active oxygen chemisorbed on the

large Pt particles rapidly removes, as do CO2 and H2O, the

carbonaceous and H species from the surface.

Impact of Platinum Morphological Evolution
on Catalytic Behavior

From the aforementioned results as well as from already

published works,[12,13] it is clear that both the size and the

facet have a determinant role in the catalytic activity of Pt

particles for the NO/CH4 reaction. Morphological changes

of the Pt nanoparticles are expected to take place in

reaction conditions. Therefore a closer look was taken

on the morphological evolution of the Pt nanoparticles

with time in reaction conditions, as well as on the impact

of this evolution on the catalytic behavior for the NO/

CH4 reaction.

The catalyst was subjected to an accelerated thermal

aging at 950�C for 4 hr in the NO/CH4 reaction mixture.

Then, the catalytic behavior of the aged catalyst was

checked again in the low-temperature region (300–

600�C). Fig. 10 illustrates the aging effect on the catalytic

behavior of alumina-supported Pt nanoparticles. For the

sake of simplicity, only yields to the harmful products

(N2O, CO, and NH3) were compared. The main changes

observed after high-temperature aging can be summarized

as follows: 1) the production of N2O and CO decreased

significantly (the formation of CO was prevented below

550�C and the yield to N2O became negligible at

T�400�C); and 2) the formation of NH3 was completely

suppressed (Fig. 10).

From the data presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3, it was

found that aging had little effect on particle size, but a

significant effect on the shape of Pt nanocrystals. The

Fig. 10 Comparison between the NO/CH4 yield to N2O (4,

~), CO (6, .), and NH3 (}, ^) for the fresh (open symbols)

and high-temperature (950�C, 4 hr) aged (closed symbols)

alumina-supported Pt nanoparticles in the 350–600�C tem-

perature range (reactant mixture: 1% NO, 0.4% CH4, and bal-

ance Ar).
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larger dTEM value observed for the aged catalyst (�15.1

nm) compared with the fresh catalyst (�13.4 nm) can be

explained by the flattening of the Pt particles on the

support, rather than by sintering (no sign of particle ag-

glomeration was observed). The flattening of Pt nanopar-

ticles (or the decrease in thickness) is supported also by

the decrease in dXRD value from 11.7 to 10.6 nm after

aging. As we already discussed, the initially square Pt

nanoparticles (relatively free of defects) were converted

during thermal aging to irregular-shaped, round-shaped,

and hexagonal-shaped particles (Fig. 2d). In other words,

the low index facets were gradually shifted at high

temperature to higher index planes. It is well known that a

rearrangement of the metal surface, called ‘‘surface

roughening’’ or ‘‘surface melting,’’ can take place (below

the melting temperature) if it is heated above some critical

temperature. It is relatively common for a surface to show

one equilibrium reconstruction at low temperature and

to show another equilibrium surface structure upon

heating.[37] In the case of alumina-supported Pt nano-

particles, the process of surface roughening was not a re-

versible one.

As it was already stressed, the low index Pt planes (i.e.,

Pt(100))[19] are less active for NO dissociation compared

with higher index planes (i.e., Pt(410))[22] or surface

defects.[17] The decrease in N2O yield for thermally aged

Pt nanoparticles, rich in surface defects, can be easily ex-

plained by taking into account their high activity for NO

decomposition (Fig. 10).

The reasons for the significant decrease in CO and NH3

yields after thermal aging will be given hereafter. As it

was already emphasized, the small Pt particles have lower

catalytic activity for oxidation reaction because they

easily form PtOx species (bulk oxide).[33] The oxygen

coverage as well as the desorption temperature are sig-

nificantly higher on the small (�2 nm) Pt particles

relative to the large (�8.3 nm) ones.[38] For our specific

case, the CHx species, formed by the dissociative ad-

sorption of CH4, will be further oxidized to COx by

oxygen resulting from the dissociation of NO. The high

activity of the restructured Pt nanoparticles (thermally

aged) for NO decomposition increases the supply of active

oxygen, which rapidly removes surface carbonaceous

species such as CO2. As a consequence, the reaction yield

to CO decreases.

The same explanation is valid in the case of ammonia

formation. It is accepted that NH3 is formed in the reac-

tions between Nads and a hydrogen source, either CHx or

Hads.
[28] In fact, a reduction in NH3 production can be

reached if the active surface oxygen rapidly removes the

hydrogen sources. The high activity of the restructured

(rough) Pt nanoparticles to decompose NO increases

the supply of surface oxygen, which can remove, as oxi-

dation products (CO2 and H2O), the hydrogen sources

(CHx and Hads) responsible for ammonia formation.

Thus the recombination Nads (Eq. 2) becomes favored

and the reaction of ammonia formation (Eqs. 7 and 8) can

be prevented.

CONCLUSION

The NO/CH4 reaction is structure-sensitive, depending

both on the size and the shape (facet) of the Pt nano-

particles. The ‘‘facet effect’’ plays an essential role in NO

dissociation, and thus is responsible for the reaction

selectivity to N2O and N2. The ‘‘size effect’’ is respon-

sible for the reaction selectivity to CO and NH3 by con-

trolling the oxygen catalytic activity.

It is clear that accurate tuning of the supported metals’

morphology (size and shape) can bring in future spectac-

ular improvements in the catalytic activity and selectivity

for structure-sensitive reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

The processes of damage accumulation and the resulting

fracture of materials under cyclic loading at stress levels

below the tensile strength are collectively referred to as

fatigue. These phenomena are quite sensitive to materials

structure, including crystal structure grain size, character

and distribution of grain boundaries, dislocation density

and arrangement, internal stress, texture, surface quality,

etc. Additional complexity is introduced by a wide

variability of testing and service conditions, including

environments. Various factors can be of greater or lesser

importance for different aspects of fatigue. However, grain

size can be regarded as a key structural factor affecting

nearly all aspects of fatigue. This is not surprising because

the grain is the elementary structural unit of polycrystal-

line solids. Furthermore, grain size is known to strongly

affect all known mechanisms of inelastic deformation,

particularly dislocation slip and deformation twinning.

Notably, without plastic deformation mechanisms leading

to damage accumulation, there would be no fatigue.

The advent of nanocrystalline materials after the early

work by Gleiter[1] opened new horizons for the discovery

and design of new materials with unusual properties, as

well as opportunities for scientific investigation of

potentially novel mechanisms heretofore unobserved in

classical materials systems. The purpose of the present

article is to review the state-of-the-art within both of these

contexts, as investigations of the fatigue behavior of

nanocrystalline (NC) materials have been motivated by

the possibility that NC materials will have enhanced

fatigue resistance, as compared to their coarse-grained

counterparts, as well as basic a desire to understand the

fundamental mechanisms of deformation and fracture

in nanoscale.

Before discussing the fatigue behavior of NC materials,

it is useful to briefly outline why the properties, in general,

and fatigue response, in particular, of NC materials are

considered unique.

1. Nanomaterials are at the ‘‘interface’’ between amor-

phous and ordinary crystalline solids. Some authors

(such as Gleiter)[1] have entertained the notion that

their structure might be considered a two-phase

composite consisting of small perfect crystalline

regions of nanodimensions surrounded by relatively

thick glassy-like grain boundaries (Fig. 1). Hence NC

materials may inherit some properties from both

crystals and glasses, while potentially remaining

distinct from both of these extremes.

2. The number of atoms associated with grain boundaries

can approach the number of atoms within the grain

interior. Another way of stating this is that the volume

fraction of grain boundaries can become as large as

50%. Thus the grain boundaries and their specific

structure and properties will play a very important role

in most, if not all, properties of NC materials.

3. Finally, a grain size of the order 100 nm corresponds

to the structural level obtained within severely

deformed metals. Specifically, the defects accommo-

dating plastic deformation (dislocations) self-assem-

ble into the collective structures with a characteristic

length-scale in tens of nanometers.

A variety of techniques have been developed in the past

decade for manufacturing nanomaterials (see Ref. [2] for a

review). Among these, some of the more important are

inert gas condensation, electrodeposition, devitrification

from an amorphous precursor obtained by rapid solidifi-

cation or ball milling, and severe plastic deformation

(SPD) (see entry on ‘‘Nanocrystalline Substances: Syn-

thesis and Properties’’). The present article emphasizes

the latter approach because severe plastic deformation for

grain reduction has the advantage of producing of fully

dense, bulk ultrafine grain (UFG) and NC materials with

desired purity or target composition. In other words, SPD

allows one to produce material suitable for investigation

of fatigue behavior using classical testing methods and

possessing dimensions large enough for structural appli-

cations, where fatigue properties are of interest. Among

SPD techniques, the equal channel-angular pressing

(ECAP) technology introduced by Segal[3] as a cold (or

warm) working technique allows extremely large strains

to be imposed on bulk samples without fracture. The
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technique has proven to be capable of fabricating massive

samples with a variety of UFG and nanostructures. As the

majority of experimental results concerning fatigue of

nanocrystals have been obtained on ECAP materials so

far, the present review will primarily be concerned with

these materials.

ECAP is performed by passing a billet through two

intersecting channels of the same cross section. Severe

plastic deformation occurs by simple shear on the plane of

intersection between the channels. Because the cross-

section geometry does not change during processing, ECA

pressing can be repeatedly performed through various

routes determined by possible rotations of the billet

between subsequent passes. With repeated pressing, the

material hardens dramatically so that unusually high

strengths can be achieved. Ideally, the resultant strain

imposed per ECA pass is controlled by the included angle

between channels 2y solely (given sharp die channel

corners), and the cumulative shear strain G after N passes

is G = 2N cot y. The effective strain is given by ei = 2N

cot y/
p

3.[3] Thus when the tool angle 2y = 90�, G = 2N

and the amount of the imposed strain can be substantially

higher than is usually attained in standard cold-working

procedures, such as rolling.[3]

BACKGROUND

Fatigue Life Characterization

Total fatigue life of smooth bodies has been convention-

ally divided into two regions corresponding to the time

required for crack nucleation and propagation.[4,5] The

resistance to crack initiation naturally requires strength,

while the tolerance to the crack advance requires ductility.

The most promising feature of SPD materials, which

suggests the possibility of obtaining significantly en-

hanced fatigue properties, is associated with a combina-

tion of high strength and good ductility in the

nanostructured state.[2,6,7] Low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and

high-cycle fatigue (HCF) regimes are conventionally

distinguished in accord with applied strain amplitude.

HCF testing corresponds to probing a materials resistance

to crack initiation, whereas LCF testing corresponds to

assessing the material’s defect tolerance. Combining these

two regimes, it is convenient to consider the total strain

range Det consisting of two components—elastic Deel and

plastic Depl. The empiric Coffin–Manson relationship

relates the total fatigue life (number of cycles to failure

Nf) to Depl/2 as

Depl

2
¼ e0fð2NfÞc ð1Þ

where ef’ is the fatigue ductility coefficient (which is often

found to be approximately equal to the true fracture

ductility ef in monotonic testing[4,5]) and c is the fatigue

ductility exponent. Similarly, Deel/2 is related to the

number of reversals to failure according to the Basquin

law as

Deel

2
¼ s 0f

E
ð2NfÞb ð2Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus, sf’ is the fatigue strength

(which is supposed to be related to the yield stress or the

ultimate tensile strength of the material), and b is the

Basquin exponent. Hence the fatigue life under a given

total strain is expressed in terms of materials constants ef’,
sf’, c, and b

Det

2
¼ s 0f

E
ð2NfÞb þ e0fð2NfÞc ð3Þ

Although a simple equivalence of the pair ef’ and sf’ to the

tensile ductility and sUTS, respectively, is rarely observed

in experiments, the correlation between these pairs of

qualities often exists. Eq. 3 is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 2 for the fine-grain ECAP AlMgSc alloy. At high

strains corresponding to short lives, the plastic strain

component is dominant in the total applied strain and the

fatigue life is primarily determined by ductility. At long

fatigue lives, the elastic strain amplitude is more

significant than plastic and fatigue life is dictated by the

fracture strength so that the endurance limit increases with

strength.[3,4,8] Unfortunately, in most cases, ductility is

sacrificed as the highest strength levels are achieved. This

rule holds for most high-strength nanomaterials as well,

and those fabricated by inert gas condensation, devitrifi-

cation from the glassy state, powder compaction, etc. are

usually so brittle that their potential is limited. Similarly,

the simultaneous enhancement of both HCF and LCF lives

is challenging, and inevitably requires a balance between

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of the atomic structure of nano-

materials: two-phase composite structure of crystalline grains

and disordered glassy-like grain boundaries. (From Ref. [1].)
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strength and ductility.[4,8] It has been shown[5,6.9] that

nanomaterials manufactured by severe plastic deformation

can, in principle, significantly benefit from spectacular

improvement of both the strength and ductility.

For a comprehensive assessment of fatigue response,

one also needs to evaluate the crack growth rate under a

given stress intensity range DK and loading cycle

asymmetry R=smax/smin, where smax and smin are the

maximum and minimum applied stress, respectively. This

information is of primary concern for engineering.

Furthermore, an in-depth analysis involves characteriza-

tion of the stress–strain hysteresis loop. In the present

review, we briefly address all these issues as they apply to

NC materials.

Effect of Grain Size on Fatigue

To describe the effect of grain size d on fatigue, it is

necessary to specify how the grain size relates to the

material’s resistance to crack initiation and propagation,

i.e., to quantify the effect of d on fatigue life parameters

such as ef’, sf’, c, b, and the fatigue limit sf, defined as the

peak cyclic stress below which no fatigue failure occurs

prior to 107 or 108 cycles. The influence of grain size on

the fatigue of conventional polycrystalline materials has

been investigated and reviewed on many occasions (see,

for example, Refs. [4,5,10–14]). Most observations can be

summarized in two sentences.

1. The fatigue limit of pure face-centered cubic (f.c.c.)

metals is not affected by the grain size.

2. The fatigue strength of materials exhibiting planar slip

increases with decreasing grain size and follows the

Hall–Petch relationship, shown below, in the same

way as the yield stress in conventional polycrystals.

sf ¼ s0f þ Kfd
�1=2 ð4Þ

where s0f and Kf empiric materials properties.

It has been concluded that one of the most important

fundamental material characteristics governing fatigue is

the slip character. During LCF, the wavy-slip materials

form a well-defined cell structure, with the cell size being

dependent upon the saturation stress and independent of

the preliminary strain history.[4,5,10–12] Materials with a

planar slip do not form a cell structure, and the dis-

locations are arranged in planar arrays extending across a

grain. That grain size has a more pronounced effect on the

fatigue behavior of planar slip materials has been

convincingly demonstrated by Tomson and Backofen[11]

by using pure copper (wavy slip) and a-brass (planar slip).

Mughrabi[14] suggested extending this standpoint to UFG

metals as well.

Indeed, the fatigue limit sf of UFG wavy slip

aluminum alloys is not improved after multiple ECA

pressing despite a remarkable enhancement of their

monotonic strength, as will be discussed in more detail

below. Results on commercial purity copper vary notably

from modest to high sf improvement, depending,

possibly, on fabrication (number of ECA passes, strain

path, etc.). However, the independence of the grain size in

coarse-grain wavy slip f.c.c. metals appears to be related

to a specific cell structure formed during cycling. Because

the typical grain/cell size in the SPD metals of 100–

300 nm is smaller than the typical fatigue cell size in

coarse-grained metals (�500 nm), exceptions to the

classical rules may be anticipated.

A small grain size can result in more homogeneous

deformation, which can retard crack nucleation by

reducing stress concentrations and ultimately raise the

fatigue limit of the material. It has been reported[15] that

the fatigue limit follows the Hall–Petch relationship with

decreasing grain size in the same way as the ultimate

tensile strength sUTS until critical grain size is attained,

below which the slope of the s�d�1/2 curve is decreased.

Consider NC copper with a grain size d=20 nm,

m=45GPa, and b=2.5	10�10 m. An estimate of the

stress required for dislocation multiplication (where the

source length is assumed to be one-half the grain size, d)

t
2mb/d=12 GPa, which is approximately equal to the

theoretical strength stheor=E/10, where E is the Young’s

modulus of the material (E=120 GPa for copper). In other

words, dislocation activity within nanocrystalline grains is

expected to be extremely difficult, which explains their

frequently observed brittleness. On the other hand, there

have been suggestions that the plasticity of NC materials

may be associated with mechanisms other than perfect

dislocation motion. Hence there may be an optimum grain

Fig. 2 Strain-life diagram. Solid line corresponds to Eq. 3 with

experimentally obtained parameters of Coffin–Manson and

Basquin law for the ECAP Al–4.5Mg–0.2Sc–0.2Zr alloy.

Experimental points for this alloy are also plotted.
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size in the nanoscale region, where the maximum mono-

tonic and cyclic strength is reached. Because the volume

fraction of grain boundaries is comparable with the

volume of grains, for very small grain sizes, there have

been numerous suggestions that the deformation might

localize within an amorphous grain boundary region,

depicted in Fig. 1. Youngdahl et al.[17] concluded that the

deformation of nanocrystalline copper with a mean grain

size between 30 and 100 nm produced by gas condensa-

tion and compaction occurs as a result of dislocation

activity. No evidence for grain boundary sliding or ro-

tation was found in their in situ transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) experiments.

Experimental results concerning the cyclic behavior

are currently available for various UFG SPD metals such

as: 1) pure Cu[18–28] and Ni[29]—the most studied rep-

resentative wavy-slip materials; 2) single-phase solid

solutions—AA5056 Al–Mg alloy[30,31] and Fe–36Ni

(Invar) alloy;[32,33] 3) Ti,[34,35] which is a typical example

of hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.) metals exhibiting

planar-slip; 4) precipitation hardenable CuCrZr alloy,[36]

6061 Al–Mg alloy,[37] Al–Mg–Sc alloys,[38] and low-

carbon steel.[39] Brief reviews of the fatigue life of ECAP

metals have been reported.[16,33] Details of preparation

and ECA processing are in the above-cited publications.

STRUCTURE OF ECAP METALS

Before reviewing the cyclic behavior of UFG materials, it

is useful to first observe the microstructure prior to and

after fatigue. A typical UFG structure after ECAP is

shown in Fig. 3a. Let us briefly summarize the micro-

structural features of nanocrystalline materials fabricated

by SPD, which are most relevant to fatigue. (See Ref. [2]

for a comprehensive review.)

1. The average grain size ranges from 100 to 350 nm,

depending on the particular metal or alloy. The

grain size distribution is often broad, depending on

the details of the processing. The largest grains in

the grain size distribution can be as large as 1–5 mm

after SPD. It is emphasized that the grain bound-

aries are often hardly visible in TEM bright- or

dark-field images.

2. Whether the grains are primarily separated by low- or

high-angle boundaries remains an issue of some

dispute. Some authors claim high-angle boundaries

on the basis of qualitative indications of selected area

electron diffraction patterns (SAEDP).[2] Others have

performed more statistical studies using scanning

electron microscopy (SEM)-based electron back

scattering diffraction (EBSD), or a similar TEM-

based Kikuchi pattern analysis.[40–42]

3. Two major structural types can be distinguished by

the grain shape: a rather uniform structure with nearly

equiaxed grains (Refs. [1,25] and references therein)

(Fig. 3a), and a kind of fragmented structure with

significantly elongated grains (Fig. 3b).

4. There is a great deal of stored energy in these systems

associated with dislocations and their structures.

Despite the very high average dislocation densities

(1013–1015 m�2) commonly observed in these mate-

rials by TEM,[2,43] it is noted that the interiors of the

smaller grains appear to be free of dislocations. Thus

it has been surmised that the dislocations may largely

be incorporated within the boundaries themselves.

These lattice strains associated with these defects are

best characterized by using X-ray diffraction tech-

niques associated with the broadening of Bragg

peaks,[29] and frequently identified as root mean

squared (rms) strains in that analysis.

5. Because of the large stored energy, microstructural

instability is often a hallmark of NC materials. After

cyclic deformation, a variety of structural changes

have been observed in ECAP metals.

6. The most striking feature of the postfatigue structure

pure wavy slip SPD metals is the grain coarsening

Fig. 3 Bright-field TEM images illustrating the equiaxed (a) and elongated (b) UFG structures after ECAP (Fe–36Ni Invar alloy after

8 and 12 ECA passes, respectively). Arrows indicate the extrusion direction.
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and abnormal grain growth triggered by cyclic defor-

mation (Fig. 4a). This phenomenon has been notic-

ed in many publications dealing with pure Cu and

Ni.[20–25,29,41] Recovery, recrystallization, and grain

growth can be largely suppressed by limiting the

mobility of grain boundaries as well as controlling the

ease of relaxation by dislocation climb or cross-glide.

Solid solutions and h.c.p. metals are rather stable and

no substantial grain growth is observed in the Invar

alloy[24] (Fig. 5), and Ti after fatigue.[23] Grain

coarsening in the 5056 Al–Mg alloy depends on the

processing and can be negligible.[7]

7. For some materials, the average dislocation density in

the central part of the grains may remain unaltered,

being of the order of 1012–1015 m�2. However, the

grain boundaries themselves appear more distinct

after cycling in all materials examined (e.g., Fig. 5).

This seems to be the only noticeable structural change

in fatigued Ti, Al–Mg, Cu–0.44Cr–0.2Zr, and Invar

alloys, and it may be associated with a reduction in the

dislocation density in the immediate vicinity of the

grain boundaries.

8. A decrease in the internal stresses during the course of

fatigue has been carefully demonstrated by Thiele et

al.[29] for UFG Ni, and by Wang et al.[25] for UFG Cu

using the X-ray technique. Some of the changes

observed by X-ray diffraction may be associated with

grain coarsening as well. The evolution of the grain

size distribution calculated from the X-ray peak

broadening is shown in Fig. 6 for different stages of

fatigue of ECAP Cu.

HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE BEHAVIOR

Tensile and HCF properties of a variety of ECAP

materials are summarized in Table 1. The enhancement

of HCF life in terms of fatigue limit is achieved for most

NC materials, as has been expected merely from the

improvement of monotonic strength after grain refinement

(‘‘Introduction’’). The scatter in experimental data

obtained by different researchers on UFG Cu is caused

by a variety of manufacturing conditions in different

Fig. 5 TEM photos showing the structure of ECAP Invar alloy (8 ECA pressings, compare Fig. 3a) after fatigue at Depl/2=5	10�3.

Low dislocation density is observed in some grains (b). Arrows indicate the loading axis that is aligned with extrusion direction.

Fig. 4 Abnormal grain growth in cyclically deformed ECAP copper (Depl/2=5	10� 3) (a) and ladder-like dislocation walls formed in

the enlarged grains in the course of fatigue (b).
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laboratories, resulting in a variety of actually imposed

strain and resulting microstructures. (Examples of the

Wöller plots for two types of ECAP Cu having the

equiaxied and elongated grain structure similar to those

shown in Fig. 3 are given in Fig. 7a.) As suggested in the

section ‘‘Background,’’ a very pronounced improvement

of the fatigue limit is observed in a planar slip material,

ECAP Ti, processed at elevated temperature (400�C) and

then subjected to further strengthening by cold-rolling to

75% area reduction and annealed for structural stabiliza-

tion at 300�C for 1–2 hr[35] The fatigue limit of 500 MPa

in pure SPD titanium is close to that of conventional Ti

alloys (Fig. 7b). The impressive improvement of the

fatigue strength in the peak-aged ECAP Cu–0.44Cr–0.2Zr

alloy[36] (Fig. 7a) is also worth noting in comparison with

other commercial Cu-based alloys and tempers. The

combination of affordable electric conductivity, thermal

conductivity, and thermal stability with high tensile and

fatigue strength make this multifunctional material

attractive for a variety of electromechanical applications.

The experimental data reveal that the ultimate tensile

strength and the fatigue limit of NC SPD metals follow the

Hall–Petch relationship[4] (Fig. 8). Hence it is concluded

that NC materials fabricated by SPD generally demon-

strate a great potential for enhancement of high cycle

fatigue life, in full agreement with the analysis given in

the sections ‘‘Introduction’’ and ‘‘Background,’’ Eq. 6,

and Fig. 2.

Markushev and Murashkin[48] have reviewed the effect

of grain refinement via SPD on the mechanical properties

Fig. 6 Evolution of the grain size distribution in UFG Cu

subjected to cyclic deformation with De/2=5	10�4; N—

number of cycles. (From Ref. [25].)

Table 1 Grain size and mechanical properties of SPD alloys

Material Processing ssss0.2 (MPa) ssssUTS (MPa) d (%) ssssf,0 (MPa)

Cu 99.96% CR 75%, HT 550�C, 2 hr 35 140 240 46 65

Cu 99.96%[41] ECAP, B 8 0.2 eq 390 440 22 80

Cu–0.44Cr–0.2Zr[36] ECAP Bc, 8, A 500�C, 1 hr 0.16 eq 650 720 1 285

Ti VT1-0 CR 15 380 460 26 240

Ti VT1-0[35] ECAP Bc, 8 400�C 0.3 eq 640 810 15 380

Ti VT1-0[34] ECAP Bc, 8 400�C, CR 75% 0.15 el 970 1050 8 420

Fe–36Ni Invar[32] CR 75% N/A 275 490 40 137

Fe–36Ni Invar[32] ECAP Bc 2, 0.30 eq 570 732 47 280

Fe–36Ni Invar[32] ECAP Bc 8, 0.26 eq 690 790 35 290

Fe–36Ni Invar[32] ECAP Bc 12, 0.18 el 835 912 52 330

5056 Al alloy O-temper 25 122 290 43 116

5056 Al alloy H18 — 407 434 10 152

5056 Al alloy[31] ECAP C, 4, 150�C 0.35 el 280 340 25 116

5056 Al alloy[31] ECAP Bc, 8, 110�C 0.22 el 392 442 7 116

6061 Al alloy O-temper 40–80 150 270 48 40

6061 Al alloy T6 — 276 310 12 50

6061 Al alloy[37] ECAP, 1, 125�C el 310 375 20 80

6061 Al alloy[37] ECAP, Bc, 4, 125�C 0.4 eq 380 425 20 <60

Al–4Mg–0.3Sc Extruded — 315 415 17 160

Al–1.5Mg–0.2Sc–Zr ECAP, Bc, 8, 150�C 0.2–0.4 280 280 17 120

Al–3.0Mg–0.2Sc–Zr ECAP, Bc, 6, 150�C 0.2–0.4 340 360 13 135

Al–4.5Mg–0.2Sc–Zr ECAP, Bc, 6, 160�C 0.2–0.4 370 400 15 140

d= initial grain size, s0.2 =conventional yield stress, sUTS =ultimate tensile strength, d=elongation to failure in tension, sf0 = endurance limit based on

107 cycles.

CR=cold-rolling, Q=quenching, A= aging, HT =heat treatment; eq and el =equiaxed and elongated grain structure, respectively.
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of commercial Al alloys, and concluded that SPD, in

general, is not very effective for strength or fatigue

improvement of Al alloys. The results of Chung et al.[37]

on solution treated 6061 Al alloy typify the finding that

multiple ECAP does not significantly improve the fatigue

limit of Al alloys; however, they demonstrated notable

improvement of fatigue limit just after the first pass

through the die (note that they did not employ a standard

heat treatment for precipitation hardening). Strengthening

via grain refinement by SPD may be masked by other

strengthening mechanisms on one hand and, on the other,

the redistribution of phases and alloying elements can give

rise to grain boundary brittleness and loss of ductility at

room temperature. It is noted that grain refinement of Al

alloys via SPD has proven extremely valuable for

inducing superplasticity at elevated temperatures in a

large number of alloy systems.[49,50]

Fig. 8 Hall–Petch behavior of the ultimate tensile strength

(for Fe–36Ni alloy) and fatigue limit (for Fe–36Ni and Ti) of

ECAP metals.

Fig. 7 S–N plots and fatigue limits of ECAP Cu and Cu–0.44Cr–0.2Zr alloy (a) and Ti (b).
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LOW CYCLE FATIGUE BEHAVIOR

At relatively large plastic strain ranges from 10�4 to 10�2

and short fatigue lives, the cyclic response of UFG

materials is described by the Coffin–Manson law.[1] as

illustrated in Fig. 9 for UFG Cu and 5056 Al–Mg alloy.

Although the data in Fig. 9a are compiled from the results

obtained by different researchers on differently processed

samples, one can see a reasonable agreement between

these results. Samples in the as-received state after ECAP

demonstrate notable degradation in low cycle fatigue

(LCF) life when compared to the ordinary coarse-grain

samples. This is not surprising in view of their lower

ductility and poor resistance to macroscopic and micro-

scopic plastic instabilities such as necking, shear banding,

cracking, etc. Such behavior is typical of metals with low

levels of strain hardening (recall Considéres criterion). As

will be discussed in detail below, a postprocessing heat

treatment can significantly improve the LCF properties.

Remarkably, UFG Ti obtained by ECAP did not reveal a

Fig. 9 Coffin–Manson plots for ultrafine grain Cu (a) and 5056 Al–Mg alloy (b) obtained by SPD (reprinted with permission). Arrows

indicate the improvement of fatigue life after post-ECAP heat treatment. (From Ref. [30].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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significant degradation in low-cyclic fatigue performance

in the plastic strain controlled testing, and the Coffin–

Manson lines were practically indistinguishable for the

samples before and after ECAP[35] This result agrees with

the general observation in the sections ‘‘Introduction’’

and ‘‘Background,’’ that non-f.c.c. metals can exhibit

greater improvement in their fatigue performance if both

LCF and HCF regimes is of major concern.

Cyclic Softening and Hardening

The cyclic stress–strain curves (CSSC) of NC materials

can be represented by a power law in the same way as for

other polycrystalline metals (see Refs. [4,5] and refer-

ences therein).

sa ¼ K 0bðDepl=2Þn
0
b ð5Þ

This relation is essentially the same as that used to

describe the monotonic stress–stress curve

s ¼ Ken ð6Þ

where Kb’ , nb’ , K, and n are materials constants, and the

subscript index b stands for the basic CSSC. Fig. 10

summarizes some currently available cyclic stress strain

data for ECAP metals. It has been observed in a former

communication[32] that the slopes of the CSSC in

logarithmic scale for the same material (Fe–36Ni Invar

alloy) subjected to different number of ECA pressings

between 2 and 12 are approximately the same, i.e., the

cyclic strain hardening exponent nb’ values are nearly equal

for all samples regardless of the preimposed strain. Fig. 11

compares the monotonic and CSSC for ECAP Fe–36 Ni

Invar alloy (only the initial part of the tensile stress–strain

curve is shown). The relative position of the monotonic

and cyclic stress–strain curves delivers information on the

materials cyclic hardening/softening behavior under

different strain amplitudes. In the region of strain

amplitudes where the CSSC lies above the monotonic

strain–stress curve, the material cyclically hardens.[5] On

the other hand, in the regions where the CSSC is

positioned below the monotonic stress–strain curve, the

material cyclically softens. Hence it becomes obvious that

the ECAP materials are prone to cyclic softening at any

imposed plastic strain amplitude.

Softening is common for cyclic deformation of

prestrained f.c.c. metals.[4,5.51] It has been also clearly

observed in many ECAP f.c.c. metals such as cop-

per,[20–22,26] Ni,[29] single-phase Al–Mg 5056[30,31] and

Fe–36Ni Invar alloys,[32] and precipitation-hardened

Fig. 10 Basic cyclic stress–strain curves for several UFG

ECAP metals.

Fig. 11 Fragments of tensile stress–strain curves and CSSC for

ECAP Fe–36Ni Invar alloy after 2 and 12 ECA passes. (From

Ref. [32].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 Cyclic hardening/softening curves of some selected

SPD metals with UFG structures. (From Ref. [33].)
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Cu0.44Cr0.2Zr alloy.[36] However, the detailed character-

istics of cyclic softening, its phenomenology, and

microscopic mechanisms vary broadly depending on the

material and processing. Fig. 12 shows the cyclic

hardening–softening curves for various NC ECAP metals

tested under plastic strain control. The very first in-

vestigations of LCF behavior of ECAP materials revealed

that the cyclic response strongly depends on processing

and the initial UFG structure. Vinogradov et al.[18]

observed no cyclic softening in ECAP Cu under plastic

strain amplitudes Depl/2=5	10�4 and 10�3. Furthermore,

some light hardening was noticed on the early stage of

straining (Fig. 12). However, Agnew and Weertman[20]

observed pronounced cyclic softening in similar UFG Cu

produced by ECAP. The degree of softening appears to

depend on the temperature, time, and plastic strain

amplitude, and can vary from material to material.[23]

The mechanism of cyclic softening of UFG f.c.c. metal is

largely associated with a complex effect of dislocation

recovery, cyclically induced dynamic ‘‘recrystallization,’’

and grain coarsening, which is more pronounced at higher

strain amplitudes.[17–21,23,25,27] Interestingly, cyclic soft-

ening and the associated coarsening facilitates the

formation of dislocation structures typical for ordinary

metals, i.e., cellular and ladder-like dislocation arrange-

ments[20,23] (Fig. 4b). Thiele et al.[29] performed a detailed

structural investigation of the fatigue-induced structures

in UFG Ni and the dependence of the grain size. Using

X-ray diffraction peak profile analysis, they detected a

reduction of internal stresses in the course of cycling. It

was demonstrated that there is a lower threshold grain size

dth of 1 mm, above which dislocation patterning takes

place with a length scale (�500 nm) nearly independent

of the initial grain size. For materials with d<dth, the

cyclic stress–strain curve obeys the Hall–Petch relation.

Not surprisingly, the SPD structure can be stabilized

and the rate of cyclic softening can be reduced by:

1) annealing at an intermediate temperature, i.e., reducing

the stored strain energy prior to cyclic load-

ing;[19,22,26,30,33,44] 2) using solid solution alloys instead

of pure metals;[31,32] and 3) precipitation.[36] The

numerous large-scale shear bands, which are observed in

the fatigued ECAP Fe–36Ni alloy, may contribute to the

cyclic softening in that alloy. Höppel and Mughrabi,[55]

using Vickers microhardness measurements, have con-

vincingly shown that the material in the shear band of a

cyclically deformed ECAP Cu sample is softer than its

surroundings. The values are in line with the concept of

cyclically induced dynamic recrystallization and grain

growth.[22,23,26] Similar measurements have been per-

formed by Vinogradov on the fatigued ECAP Fe–36Ni

alloy. It has been demonstrated that the main reason for

rapid cyclic softening of the UFG under- or peak-aged

CuCrZr alloy (Fig. 12) is related to dislocation cutting of

the fine strengthening precipitates.[36] The degree of

softening is substantially lowered in overaged samples;

however, the monotonic mechanical properties (strength

and ductility) are degraded in this case.

FATIGUE DAMAGE AND
STRAIN LOCALIZATION

Internal stresses in metals increase during monotonic

straining, finally leading to microvoid nucleation or crack

initiation as the resources of plastic deformation exhaust

in local volumes of the material. Thus it may come as a

surprise to some readers that the cyclic deformation of

UFG metals fabricated by SPD may reduce the level of

internal stress (as indicated by X-ray diffraction measures

of rms strains[29] and the general cyclic softening behavior

referred to above), yet the end result is still a fatigue

fracture. The answer, in its general form, is actually

trivial: fracture occurs as a result of inhomogeneity in the

plastic deformation manifesting itself as strain localiza-

tion. The gradients of plastic deformation are often

connected with grain boundaries, which may serve as

barriers to dislocation motion as well as effective sources

and sinks of lattice dislocations. These concepts are

supported by atomic force microscopy (AFM) observa-

tions of fine traces of plastic deformation in UFG copper

and nickel where: 1) dislocation activity is particularly

visible at the grain boundaries;[16,33,52] and 2) dislocation

slip is terminated at the grain boundary and is not

transferred to an adjacent grain. TEM observations have

also demonstrated some reduction of the dislocation

density near the grain boundary during fatigue (compare

Fig. 5a and b, for example). Reducing the excess

dislocation density around grain boundaries may explain

the observed cyclic softening and the decrease of root

mean square internal stress levels and, ironically, it may

ultimately promote intergranular cracking. Fracture sur-

face analysis and the surface crack morphology shows that

failure in the SPD metals indeed occurs intergranu-

larly.[16,32,35]

Strain localization in the ECA-processed materials is

frequently observed during both monotonic and cyclic

deformation.[10–15,44] Fig. 13 shows shear bands oriented

at 45� to the loading axis in pure Cu after fatigue at Depl/

2=5	10�3 and 5056 Al–Mg alloy after monotonic

deformation. These bands commonly appear shortly after

yielding in tensile deformation or at the end of saturation

in cyclic testing. Fatigue cracks initiate and propagate

along this kind of shear band (Fig. 13a).[25] Although

shear banding is the major form of fatigue damage in

wavy-slip UFG materials, these bands play a twofold role

in fracture: on one hand, they promote crack nucleation

due to strain localization and stress concentration; on the
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other hand, they reduce the overall elastic stresses, as

evidenced by the reduction in stress at the end of

saturation in strain controlled tests. Therefore it is unclear

if suppression of the susceptibility to shear banding would

delay or accelerate fatigue failure because cracking is a

likely alternative mechanism for stress relaxation when

other plastic mechanisms are exhausted. For instance, in

UFG titanium or precipitation-hardened CuCrZr alloy,

large-scale shear bands are not observed. However, a large

population of surface microcracks is observed on the late

stage of fatigue.

The microstructural nature of shear bands has been

investigated in detail, at least for UFG Cu. Agnew et al.[21]

observed that the shear bands in UFG copper appear like

ordinary persistent slip bands (PSBs) in coarse-grain poly-

and single crystals. For instance, the shear bands were

removed by electropolishing, and then they reappeared on

the same places during subsequent cyclic loading,

indicating materials softening associated with shear

bands. Furthermore, careful structural observations have

shown that the shear bands in UFG copper can have

essentially the same ladder-like dislocation structure as

the PSBs in ordinary crystals. The TEM image shown in

Fig. 4b demonstrates the dislocation walls separated by

dislocation-free channels in fatigued UFG copper. Höppel

et al.[23] investigated the microstructural aspects of shear

banding in UFG copper, including the dependence of

strain amplitude and temperature, and have found that

grain coarsening and shear banding are more pronounced

at high strain amplitudes, which agrees with the observed

faster cyclic softening. Thus pure f.c.c. UFG metals first

exhibit relaxation and coarsening during cyclic softening,

along with the formation of the low-energy configurations

typical of conventional fatigued crystals, i.e., ordinary

PSBs may occur. Finally, microcracks appear to initiate

on intrusions and then behave similarly to those in

conventional metals.

Although a similar scenario is applicable to those UFG

metals exhibiting considerable grain coarsening during

cycling,[16,21–23,29] conflicting observations have been

reported by Vinogradov et al.[54] and Wu et al.,[27,28]

who did not observe any gross structural coarsening in

fatigued ECAP Cu. Furthermore, using TEM, SEM, and

electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI), it was

shown that the dimensions of protrusions on the surface

did not match the dimensions of the grains. In fact,

Fig. 13 SEM micrographs showing the shear bands in fatigued ECAP Cu (a) and in the tensile tested ECAP 5056 Al–Mg alloy (b).

Final crack propagating along the shear band is shown in (a).

Fig. 14 SEM image of the shear offset on the surface of fatigued Fe–36Ni (Depl/2=3	10�3) (a). AFM image illustrating the large-

scale displacement of adjacent grains along the grain boundary in the shear direction (b). The dislocation slip in the grain interior is

clearly visible. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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numerous questions remain unanswered as to which

elements govern the fatigue behavior in the complex

UFG microstructure.

There are at least two kinds of plastic instabilities

which manifest themselves in various NC metals under

various testing conditions: 1) the PSB-like shear bands

that appear during fatigue as a result of slow large-scale

structural rearrangement involving grain coarsening as a

prerequisite for ladder structure formation; and 2) the

shear bands that arise both in monotonic and cyclic

testing, and phenomenologically (if not structurally)

resemble twinning events. Shear bands of the second

kind are not crystallographic and are not miroscopically

straight (Fig. 14a). They emerge very suddenly at free

surfaces along grain boundaries in adiabatic fashion and

are accompanied by significant acoustic emissions.[54,56]

The possibility of grain boundary sliding at ambient

temperature in UFG SPD materials has been speculated

in the literature[2,43] in terms of enhanced diffusion and

grain boundary mobility associated with heavily dis-

torted grain boundaries. However, it is of particular

importance to note the traces of dislocation slip of 1–10

nm height in the grain interior (Fig. 14b): that the slip

lines are confined to a single grain, and the slip does not

transfer through the boundary.[33] Thus the AFM

observations[16,33,52] highlight the fact that conventional

intragranular dislocation activity cannot be neglected as

the most important mechanism of plastic deformation of

UFG metals.

Shear bands in NCs may emerge to a free surface in a

way similar to the shear bands commonly observed in

metallic glasses during inhomogeneous plastic flow,[57]

which is also accompanied by intensive acoustic

emission,[58] and the morphology of shear bands in

metallic glasses is very similar to that in NCs; however,

this similarity may be completely coincidental because

the concept of thick amorphous boundaries has not been

justified by direct structural observations, particularly for

metals fabricated by SPD. Wu et al.[25,27] and Vinogradov

et al.[54] have found that the shear bands tend to align

themselves with the plane of simple shear on the last

ECA pressing, i.e., these bands are sensitive to the

structure and its inhomogeneities formed during the last

pass through the die. This leads to a conclusion that the

careful control over processing (strain path, temperature,

velocity, etc.) may allow control of the material’s

resistance to shear banding. Indeed, the nanostructure

with equiaxied grains is less susceptible to rapid adiabatic

shear banding than the structure with the grains (cells,

fragments, etc.) elongated in the direction of last shear.

Furthermore, UFG copper manufactured using different

die sets (with round and rectangular corner) and different

processing routes (but the same number of ECA passes

and nearly the same grain size) exhibited different shear

banding susceptibility: the softer UFG copper, which

saturated at 120 MPa and then cyclically softened at

Depl=1	10�3, did not reveal the shear bands during

either cyclic or monotonic loading,[59] while the stronger

copper saturated at 250 MPa and demonstrated many

shear band on late stage of fatigue at the same plastic

strain amplitude.[18,54]

Annealing of as-processed UFG copper at an interme-

diate temperature for a short time, which does not give rise

to substantial grain growth, resulted in the disappearance

of adiabatic shear bands and accompanying acoustic

emission.[56] Despite the considerable difference in the

microscopic mechanisms resulting in the two kinds of

shear bands, they both appear as precursors of micro-

cracks and serve as a preferred sites of crack nucleation.

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

The fatigue life assessment of smooth bodies delivers only

indirect information regarding resistance to flaws either

pre-existing or forming in the course of cycling.

Comprehensive understanding of fatigue properties

requires evaluation of the fatigue crack growth. The

attention to fatigue crack growth in NC materials is

presently growing with the development of processing

techniques capable of producing large enough samples

from which to make the standard compact tension (CT) or

center-cracked-tension (CCT) specimens. The kinetic

diagram showing the crack growth rate da/dN vs. the

stress intensity factor range DK (DK ¼ YDs
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa
p

, where

Y is the geometrical factor dependent upon the specimen

and crack geometry, Ds=smax�smin is the applied stress

range, and a is the crack length) for a given stress ratio R,

and environment is used commonly to quantify the fatigue

Fig. 15 Crack growth rate diagram of the fine grain ECAP

5056 Al alloy in comparison with its coarse grain O-temper

counterpart. (From Ref. [31].)
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crack growth behavior. We should underline that the da/

dN vs. DK plot for NC materials (Fig. 15) exhibits the

same stages of a stable crack propagation as those well

known for conventional polycrystals, i.e., a stage of slow

crack advance in a near threshold region and an inter-

mediate stage, where the Paris relationship

da

dN
¼ CðDKÞm ð7Þ

(where C and m are materials properties) applies for most

materials. Patlan et al.[30] found that the fatigue threshold

DKth decreased after ECAP of a nonheat-treatable 5056

Al–Mg alloy (Fig. 15). Chung et al.[37] demonstrated very

similar results for the UFG 6061 Al alloy and UFG ECAP

low carbon steel.[39] It has been shown that the crack

growth rate in the near threshold region is higher in the

UFG state than in the ordinary polycrystalline state;

however, the result is reversed at relatively high stress

intensity factor increments DK, i.e., da/dN in UFG metals

is smaller on the intermediate fatigue stage. Recently,

Hanlon et al.[60] obtained similar results for electro-

deposited NC Ni with grain size of 20–40 nm. The lower

crack growth resistance in the near threshold regime was

attributed to a less tortuous path of the intergranular crack

in the UFG structure (Fig. 13a). One can see that the crack

propagates nearly perfectly straight on stage I of fatigue

and then, as the crack length and the related DK value

increase, the tortuousity of the crack path increases with

numerous deflections and attempts to switch from mode II

to mode I.

It has long been established in the fracture mechanics

approach that the transition from the near-threshold slow

crack growth regime to the intermediate fatigue stage is

accompanied by a transition in the crack behavior from

being strongly structure sensitive to structure insensitive.

Such a transition is often observed when the crack tip

cyclic plastic zone rcp, which is estimated as

rcp ¼ l
DK

2s 0y

 !2

ð8Þ

(where l is the numerical factor of the order of 1/p and sy’
is the cyclic yield stress determined from the CSSC)

becomes of the same order as the grain size d.[4,61] If the

stress intensity factor range corresponding to the transition

point is denoted as DKT, the last equation yields a

transition criterion rcp(DKT)�d. However, estimations of

a reverse plastic zone radius rcp at the transition point

return a rcp value for the materials tested (Cu, 5056, and

6161 Al alloys), which is significantly greater than the

average grain size d. For example, taking for A5056 Al–

Mg alloy sy’ = 280 MPa and the threshold DK=DKth=

4.3 MPa m1/2,[31] one obtains rcp=7–8 mm—which is con-

siderably larger than d=0.3–0.4 mm. This suggests that a

large number of neighboring grains may be involved into

crack tip plasticity, even near threshold. Eq. 8 at the

transition point can be simply rearranged as

DKT � s 0y
ffiffiffiffiffi
d*
p

ð9Þ

[where d* is a characteristic scale of a materials structural

unit responsible for fracture (grain size, subgrain or cell

size, particle size, etc.)], which predicts DKT to increase

with d; this effect is observed in low-carbon steels (for

example, Refs [4,61]). Assuming that threshold DKth

approximately equals DKT, the last relationship is often

written in a more general, but less-transparent and less-

argued form as

DKth ¼ A þ B
ffiffiffiffiffi
d*
p

ð10Þ

where A and B denote materials constants. However,

observations reported in Refs. [30,37,39,60] show the

reduced DKth in UFG metals processed by SPD and NC

metals, in general. If Eq. 9 were valid for these materials,

a shift of DKth to lower magnitudes (1 MPa m1/2 in the

5065 Al alloy, for example) should be expected, which is

far below the observed values (of 4–4.5 MPa m1/2 in the

same Al alloy). These observations cast some doubt on the

general applicability of a simplified plastic zone size

concept to explain the fatigue transition behavior of

materials. Higo et al.[62] performed a systematic investi-

gation of DKth and da/dN dependence on the grain size

and the s0.1 yield stress in Cu and Cu–Al alloy with

different Al content, i.e., with different stacking fault

energy ranged between 5 and 45 mJ m�2 approximately.

In contrast with the linear behavior of Eq. 9, they

experimentally observed that the propagation rates were

slower in the fine-grained materials and da/dN varied

linearly with d�1/2 in the same manner as the s0.1 yield

stress, i.e., followed the Hall–Petch relationship, which is

the reverse of Eqs. 9 and 10. These effects were

pronounced in alloys with higher Al content, i.e., in

planar slip metals where (we have stated) a stronger

dependence of fatigue life on the grain size is expected.

Thus it is shown that although the fatigue crack growth

behavior in NC metals reveals some similarity to that of

conventional polycrystals, the quantitative explanation of

the fatigue threshold reduction as well as the reduction

of the crack growth rate at relatively high DK is not

straightforward. More experimental data are required in

the following areas:

1. crack growth rate dependence on DK at different R

values for different materials (so far, data are only

available for Al alloys);

2. precise investigations of fatigue crack closure; and
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3. more precise experimental evaluation of the reverse

plastic zone are required before the mechanism

controlling the fatigue crack behavior will be

identified. Despite a somewhat lower tolerance of

the NC metals to small and sharp interganular cracks

(at least in Al alloys), these materials demonstrate a

better resistance to large cracks, perhaps, because of a

smaller plastic zone size, which in turn, according to

Eq. 11, appears smaller because of a higher strength

and cyclic yield stress.

FATIGUE MECHANISMS IN UFG MATERIALS

The apparent similarity between the CSSCs in the coarse-

grain and NC metals, which we have discussed above,

suggests that the major deformation mechanisms are also

alike for both kinds of materials. Thus before introducing

any complication in the modeling of fatigue behavior of

NC metals, one should first determine if it is possible to

explain the mechanical properties of SPD metals via

ordinary dislocation dynamics.

Many discussions have been put forward in the

literature about the particular role of grain boundaries in

the properties of UFG materials.[1,2] Obviously, the

interfacial energy and higher diffusivity of grain bound-

aries cannot be disregarded for many phenomena

(particularly in nanocrystalline materials). In fatigue of

SPD metals, for instance, grain boundaries play a

significant role. On one hand, the fine-grained structure

usually possesses longer fatigue life—at least under stress

controlled cycling—than the coarse-grain one. On the

other hand, the grain boundaries appear to contribute to

the relatively low stability of the UFG structure and the

tendency toward recovery and grain coarsening during

cycling. Furthermore, grain boundaries appear to play

a role in the frequently observed shear banding as well

as crack initiation and propagation. Therefore grain

boundaries arguably represent the most critical struc-

tural element.

Stress–Strain Response Under
Cyclic Loading

Despite the complexity of the nanocrystalline structures,

the fatigue behavior of NC metals is, in many ways, more

easily described than that of ordinary poly- and single

crystals. The main reason for simplification is the lack of

dislocation patterning in the UFG structures. Vinogradov

et al.[30,35] have suggested that the shape of a stable

hysteresis loop and the cyclic stress–strain curve can be

described, at least semiquantitatively, by considering only

the kinetics of the average dislocation density within the

framework of a simplified one-parameter model first

proposed by Essmann and Mughrabi[63] for dislocation

annihilation. It was assumed that the mobile dislocations

initiate at a grain boundary pass through the grain and

disappear in the opposite grain boundary. Thus the grain

boundaries act as effective sources and sinks for

dislocations. Because TEM observations do not reveal

any substantial difference between the initial and

postfatigued structures, in some UFG metals, it is

plausible to suggest that dislocations do not accumulate

inside the fine grains during cycling in these cases.

Following Essmann and Mughrabi[63] and Mughrabi,[64] a

kinetic equation for dislocation density, r, can be written

in its simplest form as

dr
dg
¼ 2

bL
� 2

b
yr ð11Þ

where L is the slip path of dislocations with the Burgers

vector b and y is the so-called annihilation length. The

first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 11 describes the

rate of dislocation multiplication with the strain increase,

while the second term accounts for the strain-induced

decrease of dislocation density (dislocation dynamic

recovery and annihilation of a general kind). At large

enough strains, saturation is attained because of the

equilibrium between the dislocation multiplication and

annihilation, dr/de = 0.

To describe the stress–strain relationship, we assume

that the shear flow stress, t, is controlled by the average

total dislocation density as

t ¼ t0 þ amb
ffiffiffi
r
p

ð12Þ

where t0 is the friction stress, a is a geometrical factor of

the order of 0.5, and m is the shear modulus. For numerical

estimations, one can take t0 as equivalent to the cyclic

shear yield stress (s0�240 MPa). Combining Eqs. 11 and

12 results in an elementary differential equation, which

can be solved analytically assuming y and L do not vary

with straining. While the assumption concerning the

constancy of the annihilation distance seems reasonable,

and has been experimentally justified (at least for Cu,[63]),

the assumption regarding L is considerably less obvious.

Adopting L=const condition for the sake of simplicity one

can, however, propose a few arguments in a favor of this

suggestion. For the cell structure, which is typical of

conventional polycrystals, the slip path has been related to

the cell diameter. In UFG materials, the grain size is

smaller than the typical cell size, and the grain boundaries

form the main barriers for dislocation motion. Therefore it

is plausible to relate the dislocation mean free path to the
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average grain size if the grain size is small enough.

Integration of Eq. 14 together with Eq. 12 and t(0)=t0 as

an initial condition yields

t ¼ t0 þ amb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� expð�2yg=bÞ

Ly

s
ð13Þ

The saturation stress ts at sufficiently high strain g�b/y

takes the form

ts ¼ t0 þ
ambffiffiffiffiffi

Ly
p ð14Þ

As an example, a typical ascending part of the stable

hysteresis loop of the 5056 Al alloy is plotted in Fig. 16

in the so-called relative coordinates[5]sr�epl r, where the

loop is displaced in such a way that the tip of the

compressive half-loop comes to the origin coordinates,

and both half-loops are treated as identical. The nonlinear

curve fit of experimental points by function (13) with two

fitting parameters—L and y—provides a good agreement

between the experimental and calculated loops with L

and y of (1.2±0.6)	10�7 and (8.4±3.0)	10�9 m,

respectively (Fig. 16). The ordinary relations between

shear and nominal stress–strain characteristics—s=Mt
and e=g/M with M�3 as the geometrical Tailor factor—

are adopted. It is worth noting that the mean free pass of

dislocations L appears to be of the order of the half-grain

(cell) diameter d, which is in fair agreement with the

assumptions made above.

Analogously, by using Eq. 14, one can calculate peak

stresses, ss, at different plastic strain amplitudes

examined, giving an approximation of the cyclic stress–

strain curve (Fig. 8).[30,35] Because of the simplicity of

this one-parameter model, the qualitative agreement

between experimental results and calculations achieved

is surprising. In the low strain limit, formula (14) can be

rewritten as

t ¼ t0 þ amb

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g
bL

r
¼ t0 þ amðgbÞ1=2

d�1=2 ð15Þ

which corresponds to Ashby’s expression of the Hall–

Petch work-hardening stress t=t0 + kd�1/2 [t0 and k=k(g)

are materials properties; compare with Eq. 7], if L=d/2.

In other words, from Eq. 11, the ‘‘d�1/2’’ dependence of

the flow stress recovered theoretically agrees with the

experimentally observed Hall–Petch behavior of the

CSSC and the fatigue limit.

Thus despite oversimplification, this approach is

capable of qualitative explaining such experimental

results as

1. saturation of the cyclic stress amplitude,

2. high saturation stress,

3. rapid hardening/softening on the early stage of

cycling,

4. shape of the cyclic stress–strain curve and

5. Hall–Petch behavior of the fatigue limit.

More precise modeling would require two (or three)

kinds of dislocations to be distinguished—mobile and

immobile (the former are responsible the intergranular slip

and the latter are attracted to the grain boundaries) as has

been suggested by Estrin et al.[65] for ordinary polycrystals.

Fatigue Life Prediction

The first attempt to model the fatigue life of SPD metal

was performed by Ding et al.[66] They considered the NC

metal to be a two-phase composite consisting of a soft

matrix representing grain interior and ‘‘hard’’ reinforce-

ment representing the heavily distorted nonequilibrium

grain boundaries (or the grain boundary affected zone

having a characteristic thickness of 5 nm, which they

suggested was experimentally supported by TEM and

X-ray structural analysis). The authors suggested the

dislocation accumulation to be the main strengthening

mechanism in UFG metals; however, the grain boundaries

also contribute to the resultant strength. The crack growth

rate da/dN was calculated from the fracture mechanics

concept assuming da/dN to be proportional to the crack

tip opening displacement (DCTOD). The DCTOD was

related to the J-integral, and the latter was calculated in

the cited work with an assumption that within the fatigue

damage zone, the local cyclic stress was uniform and

equal to the ultimate tensile strength of the UFG material.

Fig. 16 Results of modeling of the hysteresis loop shape and

CSSC of UFG 5056 Al-alloy within the frames of a single-

parametric kinetic dislocation model. (From Ref. [30].)
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The empirical Coffin–Manson and Basquin laws were

finally derived as

Depl

2
¼ 192C2

lp2F2

n0

n0 þ 1

� �
s0y
K 0

� �
ln

af

ai

� �� 	 1
3n0þ1

ð2NfÞ
�1

3n0þ1

Ds
2
¼ K 0

192C2

lp2F2

n0

n0 þ 1

� �
s0y
K 0

� �
ln

af

ai

� �� 	 n0
3n0þ1

ð2NfÞ
�n0

3n0þ1

ð16Þ

where ai and af are the initial and final critical crack

length, respectively, l is a fitting parameter having a

sense of the cyclic plastic zone correction factor same

as that in Eq. 8, and C and F are the so-called GB

constraint and GB strengthening factors respectively,

which are introduced as:

F  syUFG

syO

C  1

2

Ds=2

Dseff=2
ð17Þ

where syUFG and syO denote the yield stresses in the

UFG and ordinary polycrystalline materials, respectively,

and Ds/2 and Dseff/2 are the average steady-state cyclic

flow stress amplitude in the bulk of the material and the

effective stress amplitude that contributes to local

deformation, respectively. A satisfactory agreement

between the calculated from Eqs. 16 fatigue life and

experimental data was obtained,[66] demonstrating a

potential for fatigue life prediction in frames of the

proposed phenomenological approach.

EFFECT OF TEXTURE

It is now understood that crystallographic texture exerts a

very strong influence on the cyclic response of polycrys-

talline metals. For instance, Lukáš and Kunz[13] first

demonstrated that coarse-grain copper saturates at higher

stresses than its small grain analog. Llanes and Laird[67]

showed that this effect could be attributed to a strong

h111i–h100i fiber texture formed in coarse-grain copper

during annealing. The SPD processing used to produce

most of the materials discussed in this report inevi-

tably results in the formation of at least moderate tex-

tures,[68–70] which can be important for fatigue because of

its effect on dislocation mobility, as well as the relative

sensitivity of the material to plastic instabilities. Other

methods of producing NC materials (e.g., film growth or

inert gas condensation) may be more or less prone to

these textural issues.

EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT

It has long been recognized that the environment plays a

very important role in fatigue damage, affecting both the

crack nucleation and propagation, and a survey of the

experimental results concerning the cyclic response of NC

materials would not be complete without a few words

about environmentally assisted fatigue. Yamasaki et al.[59]

investigated corrosion fatigue of ECAP copper immersed

into 1 M NaNO2 aqueous solution in terms of cyclic

hardening/softening behavior and surface morphology.

They found that UFG copper possesses a notably better

resistance to environmental attack, including corrosion

fatigue, when compared to its coarse-grain counterpart. In

contrast with coarse-grain Cu, which shows a trans-

granular fatigue fracture, corrosion fatigue in UFG

specimens occurs intergranularly. Because localized

corrosion is the most deleterious, the use of NC materials

(having boundaries nearly everywhere) is said to be

beneficial in the case where mass loss is the same for both

sample types. Further improvement of fatigue properties

and corrosion fatigue resistance is possible if the

instability problem of SPD materials is resolved.

EFFECT OF PROCESSING ON
FATIGUE AND OPTIMIZATION
OF FATIGUE PERFORMANCE

The most influential SPD processing parameter is the

amount of strain imposed. Increasing number of ECA

pressings results in increasing monotonic strength and

fatigue limit.[32–34,36] Furthermore, the fatigue properties

of UFG metals can be improved by gaining some ductility

and reducing constraints for dislocation motion, i.e., by

decreasing the tendency for shear banding and strain

localization, which is common in many hardened metals.

Thus it can be advantageous for fatigue properties to

employ materials with a partially recovered structure. The

positive effect of heat treatment on LCF has been already

revealed in the early fatigue studies of ECAP materials.[18]

It has been shown, via the acoustic emission technique and

microscopic surface observations, that susceptibility to

shear banding in ECAP Cu decreases dramatically after a

short-term (10 min) annealing at relatively low temper-

ature of 250�C,[56] and LCF life can be improved by a

factor of 5–10 after a heat treatment that does not result in

any grain growth.[19,21,23] While ECAP results in consid-

erable reduction of tensile and cyclic ductility, the same

materials subjected to a post-ECAP annealing can po-

tentially obtain a higher ductility than its conventional

coarse-grain counterpart,[23,45] and shifts the Coffin–

Manson line toward higher fatigue lives (Fig. 9).
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Because SPD metals retain some ductility after

fabrication, their tensile and high cyclic strength can be

additionally improved after postprocessing conventional

cold rolling with or without intermediate annealing at

moderate temperature. This has been shown for several

Al–Mg alloys[31] and commercial purity Ti[23,25] as

discussed in the section ‘‘High Cycle Fatigue Behavior.’’

The effect of precipitation in SPD NC metals is

complex. On one hand, it has already been mentioned that

precipitates can dramatically increase the thermal stability

of SPD metals and, on the other, grain boundaries may

recover during aging thereby reducing their susceptibility

to strain localization and premature cracking. As an

example, it has been shown that optimal aging of ECAP

UFG Cu–Cr–Zr alloy results in a high-strength struc-

ture with 200 nm grain size, which remains fine after

subsequent annealing at temperatures as high as 500�C.[36]

Kim et al.[71] have shown that the one-pass ECA pressing

of the solid-solution treated 2024 Al alloy, followed by a

low-temperature aging, can impressively enhance both

strength and ductility: samples aged at 100�C for 20 hr

had the strength sUTS=715 MPa, and the total elongation

to failure d=16%. Chung et al.[37] have shown that the

yield stress and tensile strength of 6061 Al alloy benefit

from multiple ECA pressing (four passes) as compared to

the one-time-pressed sample (the ECAP of solution

treated billets was performed at 125�C and no subsequent

heat treatment was applied.) Although the effect of the

single ECA pressing of aluminum alloy 6061[37] is

impressive, it is not clear whether it would be impossible

to achieve the same strength and ductility in Al alloys

after conventional treatment. Hence two principal com-

peting approaches for enhancement of fatigue properties

via SPD can be seen: 1) achievement of compromise

between strength and ductility in a minimum number of

ECA pressings—one wherever possible, i.e., a cost-

effective procedure employing relatively small imposed

strains; and 2) achievement of maximum possible strength

and high cycle fatigue life. The results of Chung et al.[37]

show a lack of correlation between the tensile strength and

fatigue limit, i.e., the four-pass sample with higher sUTS

has the fatigue limit lower than the one-time pressed

sample. In conclusion, there are still great opportunities

for the development of optimum processing scheme for

desired fatigue properties of SPD materials.

CONCLUSION

The presently available experimental results concerning

the fatigue behavior of NC materials have been reviewed,

and the following aspects are highlighted in retrospect to

the available knowledge about the grain size effect on

fatigue of conventional materials:

1. The significant enhancement of high cyclic fatigue

life has been demonstrated after grain refinement

down to submicrocrystalline and nanoscopic size for

most materials, depending on the slip mode.

2. Despite the high tensile strength and improved high

cyclic fatigue properties on NC and UFG metals, the

low cyclic fatigue life appears shorter than that of

their coarse-grain counterparts because of some loss

in ductility during SPD.

3. Fatigue damage occurs on different scale levels from

the intragranular movement of individual disloca-

tions to macroscopic strain localization in the shear

bands. The nature of the shear bands on SPD metals

has been discussed from the standpoint of the initial

ultrafine grain structure and its evolution during

cyclic deformation.

4. The susceptibility of the ECAP materials to strain

localization and microcracking can be a main factor,

which limits their tensile and fatigue ductility and, to a

large extent, determines their fatigue performance.

5. Postprocessing annealing has proven to be capable of

considerable improvement of LCF performance of

SPD metals because of reduction of their susceptibil-

ity to strain localization.

6. NC and UFG materials possess lower resistance to

crack propagation than their coarse-grain analogs near

the threshold.

7. Both grain refinement and dislocation work harden-

ing play an important role in the resultant properties

of materials obtained by severe plastic deformation.

As a consequence, most of the cyclic properties of

NC materials can be rationalized, at least qualitative-

ly, in terms of Hall–Petch and dislocation hardening

within a framework of a simple approach involving

one- or two-parametric dislocation generation–anni-

hilation kinetics.

The effects of texture, processing, and environment on

fatigue life, crack initiation, and propagation in NC

materials have been just scarcely studied, and further

investigations in this field should be of interest for both

potential applications and fundamental issues of fatigue of

these materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of nanocrystalline bulk and powder materi-

als is one of the problems facing the modern materials

scientist. In recent decades, the interest paid to this

problem has grown remarkably because it was found that

the properties of nanocrystalline substances change con-

siderably when the size of crystallites decreases below a

threshold value.[1–8] Such changes arise when the average

size of crystal grains does not exceed 100 nm and are most

pronounced when grains are less than 10 nm in size.

Ultrafine-grain substances should be studied considering

not only their composition and structure, but also particle

size distribution. Ultrafine-grain substances with grains

300 to 40 nm in size on the average are usually referred to

as submicrocrystalline, while those with grains less than

40 nm in size on the average are called nanocrystalline.

The classification of substances by the size D of their

particles (grains) is shown in Fig. 1.

Nanosubstances and nanomaterials may be classified

by geometrical shape and the dimensionality of their

structural elements. The main types of nanomaterials with

respect to the dimensionality include cluster materials,

fibrous materials, films and multilayered materials, and

also polycrystalline materials whose grains have dimen-

sions comparable in all the three directions (Fig. 2).

The main objective of this paper is to give a general idea

about diverse nanocrystalline substances and materials.

The chemical composition, the microstructure, the grain

size distribution, and, consequently, the properties of nano-

substances largely depend on their production method. It

is for this reason that the paper first describes main

methods for production of powders and bulk samples in

the nanocrystalline state and then considers specific fea-

tures of the microstructure of nanocrystalline substances.

The influence of the nanocrystalline state on properties of

various substances and determination of causes of this in-

fluence present the objective of the final part of this paper.

BACKGROUND OF FINE MATERIALS

In December 1959, at his talk at the California Institute of

Technology, Feynman[9] stressed the problem of control

over the substance in the interval of extremely small

dimensions as an insufficiently explored, but very

promising field of science. He noted in particular that

‘‘. . .when we have some control of the arrangement of

things on a small scale we will get an enormously greater

range of possible properties that substances can have, and

of different things that we can do. . . .The problems of

chemistry. . .can be greatly helped if our ability to see

what we are doing, and to do things on an atomic level, is

ultimately developed.’’

In 1982–1985, Gleiter[1] proposed a concept of the

nanostructure of solids and was the first to realize a

method for production of bulk materials with nanometer-

sized grains (crystallites). From that time on, bulk and

powder substances, which contained nanometer-sized

particles, have been called nanocrystalline. Gleiter’s

works spurred studies into the synthesis, the structure,

and the properties of nanocrystalline substances.

Differences in the properties of fine particles from

those of bulk materials have been known and used for a

relatively long time. Examples are aerosols, dyeing pig-

ments, and glasses colored with colloidal particles of

metals. A very significant field of successful application

of fine particles is catalysis of chemical reactions. Mul-

tilayered nanostructures are used in electronics. These

structures represent a crystal, which has, in addition to the

usual lattice of periodically arranged atoms, a superlattice

comprising alternating layers of different compositions.

Semiconductor nanoheterostructures, which realize

quantum-size effects, are of special interest to electronics.

Nanoheterostructures, especially double ones, including

quantum wells, wire, and dots, allow controlling basic

parameters of semiconductors (the energy spectrum, the

forbidden gap width, the effective mass, and the mobility

of carriers).

DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES

The density of states N(E) is a continuous function in a

three-dimensional (3-D) semiconductor. When the elec-

tron gas dimensionality decreases, the energy spectrum

becomes split and discrete (Fig. 3). A quantum well is a

two-dimensional structure, in which charge carriers are

limited to the direction perpendicular to the layers and can

move freely in the layer plane. Charge carriers are limited
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to two directions in a quantum wire and only move along

the wire axis. A quantum dot is a quasi-zero-dimensional

(‘‘0’’ D) structure, in which charge carriers are limited in

three directions. The electron energy spectrum of an ideal

quantum dot is fully discrete (Fig. 3) and corresponds to

the spectrum of a single atom, although a real quantum

dot (a ‘‘superatom’’) can include hundreds of thousands

of atoms.

A small size of grains determines a large length of

grain boundaries. Also, grains may have various atomic

defects (vacancies or their complexes, disclinations, and

dislocations), whose number and distribution differ from

those in coarse grains 5 to 30 mm in size. If dimensions of

a solid in one, two, or three directions are comparable with

characteristic physical parameters having the length

dimensionality (the size of magnetic domains, the electron

Fig. 1 Classification of substances and materials by their particle (grain) size D.

Fig. 2 Types of nanocrystalline materials: 0-D (zero-dimensional) clusters; 1-D (one-dimensional) nanotubes, filaments, and rods; 2-D

(two-dimensional) films and layers; 3-D (three-dimensional) polycrystals.
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free path, the size of excitons, the de Broglie wavelength,

etc.), dimensional effects will be observed for the

corresponding properties. Thus dimensional effects imply

a set of phenomena connected with changes in properties

of substances, which are caused by 1) a change in the

particle size, 2) the contribution of interfaces to properties

of the system, and 3) comparability of the particle size

with physical parameters having the length dimensional-

ity. Specific features of the structure of nanocrystalline

substances make their properties differ considerably from

those of usual polycrystals. Therefore the decrease in the

grain size is viewed as an efficient method for adjustment

of properties of solids.

Nanocrystalline substances represent a special state

ofcondensed matter, namely, macroscopic ensembles of

superfine particles up to several nanometers in size.

Properties of nanosubstances are determined by both

specific features of separate particles and their collec-

tive behavior, which depends on the interaction be-

tween nanoparticles.

SYNTHESIS OF
NANOCRYSTALLINE POWDERS

Gas Phase Synthesis

Isolated nanoparticles are prepared by the evaporation

of a metal, an alloy, or a semiconductor at a controlled

temperature in the atmosphere of a low-pressure inert

gas and the subsequent condensation of the vapor near or

on a cold surface. The gas phase synthesis provides par-

ticles between 2 and several hundreds of nanometers in

size. Nanoparticles�20 nm in size have a spherical shape,

while coarser particles are faceted.

The metal may be evaporated from a crucible or fed

to the evaporation zone as a wire or a powder. A beam

of argon ions serves for the metal evaporation. The

energy may be injected via direct heating, passage of an

electric current, an electric-arc plasma discharge, induc-

tive heating with currents of high and superhigh fre-

quencies, laser radiation, or electron beam heating. A

vacuum, a motionless inert gas, a gas flow, or a plasma

jet may serve as the working medium. The composition

and the size of nanoparticles may be controlled by

changing the atmosphere pressure and composition (an

inert gas or a reagent gas) and the temperature gradient

between the evaporated substance and the surface, on

which the vapor condensates.

Properties of isolated nanoparticles largely depend

on the contribution of the surface layer. In the case

of a spherical particle with the diameter D and the surface

ayer thickness d, the fraction of the surface layer in

the total volume of the particle is �6d/D. When the

surface layer thickness equals 3–4 atomic monolayers

(0.5–1.5 nm) and the size of nanoparticles is 10–20

nm, the surface layer accounts for up to 50% of the

whole substance.

Fig. 3 Density of states of charge carriers of states N(E) as a function of the semiconductor dimensionality: (3-D) three-dimensional

semiconductor; (2-D) quantum well; (1-D) quantum wire; (0-D) quantum dot.
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Plasmachemical Technique

Low-temperature (4000–8000 K) nitrogen, ammonium,

hydrocarbon, or argon plasma of the arc, glow, high-

frequency, or superhigh-frequency discharge is used in the

plasmachemical synthesis. Elements, their halogenides,

and other compounds serve as the starting material. Par-

ticles of plasmachemical powders represent single crystals

10 to 100–200 nm in size. Laser heating provides nano-

powders with a narrow particle size distribution. The gas

phase synthesis with laser radiation for generation and

maintenance of the plasma, in which the chemical reaction

takes place, proved to be an efficient method for pro-

duction of molecular clusters.

Molecular clusters occupy a special place among nano-

structured substances. The best known of these structures

are the fullerenes,[10] representing a new allotropic modi-

fication of carbon in addition to graphite and diamond.

The C60 and C70 fullerenes are produced by electric arc

sputtering of graphite in the helium atmosphere at a

pressure of �104 Pa. However, electron beam evaporation

and laser heating are also used.

A C60 molecule has the structure of a truncated regular

icosahedron (Fig. 4), where carbon atoms form a closed

hollow spherical surface comprising 5- and 6-member

rings. Each atom has its coordination number equal to 3

and is located at vertices of two hexagons and one pen-

tagon. Crystallization of C60 from a solution or a gas

phase leads to appearance of fullerites, which are molec-

ular crystals with a cubic lattice having the constant of

1.417 nm. The C70 fullerene is shaped like a closed sphe-

roid (Fig. 4).

In 1992, a stable Ti8C12
+ cluster was discovered[11]

corresponding to a Ti8C12 molecule in the form of a

distorted pentagon dodecahedron (Fig. 5). The Ti18C12

cluster has the linear dimension of about 0.5 nm. Ti8C12

clusters were produced by the plasmachemical gas phase

synthesis in a helium atmosphere using hydrocarbons

(methane, ethylene, acetylene, propylene, and benzene)

and titanium vapors as reagents. Titanium was evapo-

rated under irradiation from a Nd-laser with a 532-nm

wavelength. The Ti18C12 cluster is the first member in the

new class of molecular clusters, that is, M8C12 metallo-

carbohedrenes, where M=Zr, Hf, V, Cr, Mo, or Fe.

Precipitation from Colloid Solutions

A standard method for producing nanoparticles from

colloid solutions consists of a chemical reaction between

the solution components and interruption of this reaction

Fig. 4 Structure of most significant fullerenes C60 and C70. The

C60 molecule is shaped like a soccer-ball and its cage is about

0.7 nm in diameter. All fullerenes exhibit hexagonal and

pentagonal rings of carbon atoms.

Fig. 5 Dodecahedral structure of the molecular cluster Ti8C12 with the symmetries Th and Td taking into account different length of

Ti C and C C bonds.
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at a certain moment of time. After this, the dispersed sys-

tem changes from the liquid colloid state to the dispersed

solid state. For example, nanocrystalline cadmium sul-

fide CdS is produced by precipitation from a mixture of

Cd(ClO4)2 and Na2S solutions. The solution pH is in-

creased abruptly to stop the growth of CdS particles.

Mixed-composition nanoparticles, i.e., nanocrystalline

heterostructures, are synthesized by precipitation from

colloid solutions. The core and the shell of a mixed nano-

particle are made of semiconductor substances having

different structures of electronic levels. Heterostructures,

such as CdSe/ZnS or ZnS/CdSe, HgS/CdS, ZnS/ZnO, and

TiO2/SnO2, are formed through a controlled precipitation

of one type of semiconductor molecules on presynthesized

nanoparticles of a semiconductor of another type.

Precipitation from colloid solutions is highly selective

and allows producing stabilized nanoclusters with a very

narrow particle size distribution.

Thermal Decomposition and Reduction

Subject to thermal decomposition are elemento- and me-

tallo-organic compounds, carbonyls, formates, oxalates,

amides, and imides of metals, which decompose at some

temperature and form the synthesized substance. For

example, metal powders with particles 100 to 300 nm in

size on the average are prepared by pyrolysis of iron,

cobalt, nickel, and copper formates in a vacuum or an inert

gas at 470–530 K.

Superfine metal powders are also produced by hydro-

gen reduction of hydroxides, chlorides, nitrates, and

carbonates of metals at <500 K. Advantages of this

method include a low concentration of impurities and a

narrow particle size distribution of powders (Fig. 6).

Mechanical Synthesis

Mechanical synthesis as a method for producing nano-

powders may be divided into two categories: mechanical

milling and mechanical alloying. Mechanical milling is

used both for grinding and amorphization of the starting

material. Mechanical alloying requires grinding, mixing,

mass transfer, and chemical interaction of powders of

several pure elements, compounds, or alloys. Substances

in the crystalline and amorphous states may be prepared

by mechanical alloying.

Mechanical synthesis is the most efficient method for

large-quantity production of nanopowders.

Grinding and mechanical synthesis are performed in

high-energy planetary, ball, or vibrating mills. The aver-

age size of powder particles is 200 to 5–10 nm. For

example, Fe–Ni and Fe–Al nanocrystalline alloys with

grains 5 to 15 nm in size were synthesized by grinding of

metal powders in a ball vibrating mill during 300 hr.[8]

Synthesis by Detonation
and Electric Explosion

One more type of the mechanical treatment, which pro-

vides conditions for synthesis and dispersion of the final

product, is a shock wave. Nanocrystalline diamond pow-

ders are prepared from mixtures of graphite and metals

under the shock wave pressure of a few dozens of

Fig. 6 Typical distributions of metal particles by their size D.

The particles were synthesized via reduction of metals from

compounds in a hydrogen flow.
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gigapascals. Diamond powders may be produced more

conveniently by explosion of organic substances with a

high concentration of carbon and a low percentage of

oxygen.

Detonation of condensed explosives, which decompose

with liberation of free carbon, is used for commercial

production of diamond nanopowders. The volume of

explosion chambers is not less than 2–3 m3. Synthesized

diamond powders consist of cubic particles about 4 nm in

size on the average.

Fine powders with particles up to 50 nm in size are

produced by an electric explosion of wire when it passes a

strong current pulse, 10�5–10�7 sec long, having a

density of 104–106 A mm�2.[12] A wire of diameter 0.1 to

1.0mm is used. A current pulse quickly heats the metal up

to a temperature T>104 K (above the melting point) and

the overheated metal is dispersed as in explosion. The

average size of particles diminishes as the current density

grows and the pulse length shortens. Electric explosion in

an inert atmosphere provides powders of metals and

alloys. Fine powders of oxides, nitrides, carbides, or their

mixtures may be synthesized when reagents (O2+He, N2,

H2O, and C10H22) are added into the reactor.

Synthesis of Superfine Oxides
in Liquid Metals

In this method, molten gallium, lead, or Pb–Bi alloy serve

as the working medium. A metal M, whose chemical

affinity for oxygen is larger than the oxygen affinity of the

molten metal, is dissolved in the melt. Then the dissolved

metal M is oxidized by bubbling water vapor or an

oxidizing gas mixture (H2O+Ar) through the melt. Su-

perfine amorphous oxides of metals are formed as a result

of selective oxidation. For example, oxidation of alumi-

num in molten gallium leads to formation of flocks of

amorphous Al2O3�H2O. It consists of fibers 5 to 100 nm in

diameter, which are spaced 5 to 400 nm. The synthesized

material has a porosity of 97–99 vol.% and a specific

surface of 30 to 800 m2 g�1.

Nanostructured oxides SbO2, TeO, NiO, GeO2, SnO2,

In2O3, K2O, ZnO, Ga2O3, Na2O, MnO, Li2O, Al2O3, BaO,

SrO, MgO, and CaO may be produced via selective

oxidation. The method is also applicable to synthesis of

superfine nitrides, sulfides, and halogenides. In this case, a

mixture of an inert gas and nitrogen N2, hydrogen sulfide

H2S, or gaseous gallium or lead chlorides is passed

through the melt with a dissolved metal.

Self-Propagating
High-Temperature Synthesis

Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) repre-

sents solid-state burning of reagents (metal and carbon for

carbides or metal in nitrogen for nitrides) at a temperature

of 2500 to 3000 K. Usually, the average size of grains in

carbides produced by the SHS method is 5 to 20 mm.

A nanosized powder of titanium carbide was prepared

by the SHS method using sodium chloride as an inert

dilutant.[13] As titanium and carbon are burning, NaCl

forms a melt, which insulates the formed carbide particles

and prevents their growth. Also, NaCl dissolves well in

water and can be easily separated from the synthesized

carbide. The size of titanium carbide particles decreases

with growing percentage of NaCl in the initial mixture.

The average size of particles is about 100 nm.

Ordering in Nonstoichiometric Compounds
as a Method of Producing a Nanostructure

A nanostructure in nonstoichiometric compounds such as

MCy cubic carbides is produced through disorder–order

transformations, which take place as phase transitions of

the first kind with an abrupt change of the volume.[14] If a

nonstoichiometric compound is cooled quickly from a

high temperature, at which the disordered state is at

equilibrium, ordering cannot be completed and the

compound remains in a metastable disordered state.

Because lattice constants of the disordered and ordered

phases are different, stresses arise in the sample, leading

to the cracking of crystallites at interfaces between the

disordered and ordered phases and formation of a

nanostructured powder.

The first ordering-induced nanostructure was realized

in a nonstoichiometric vanadium carbide.[15] The initial

powder of the VC0.875 carbide with grains 1 to 2 mm in

size was aged for a long time at 300 K. The aged

powder contained agglomerates 5 to 30 mm in size,

which were formed by particles measuring about 1 mm.

The particles had a complicated structure (Fig. 7). Each

entity �1 mm in size looked like an open rosebud and

contained a large number of nanocrystallites in the form

of strongly bent plate disks 400 to 600 nm in diameter

and 15 to 20 nm thick (Fig. 8). The bulk of the nano-

crystallites consisted of the V8C7-ordered carbide, while

the surface layer about 0.7 nm thick included a great

number of vacancy agglomerates.

PREPARATION OF BULK
NANOCRYSTALLINE SUBSTANCES

Disorder–Order Transformations

A nanostructure may be produced not only by ordering of

powders, but also bulk nonstoichiometric compounds.

Bulk samples of the VC0.875 carbide were prepared using

a hot pressing of a powder of disordered vanadium
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Fig. 7 Microstructure of a powder of the VC0.875 vanadium carbide after long-term aging at ambient temperature in an ambient

atmosphere (�10000 magnification). (From Ref. [15].)

Fig. 8 Morphology of particles of an aged powder of the VC0.875 carbide (�50000 magnification). ( From Refs. [15,16].) Particles about

1 mm in size represent a set of nanocrystallites having the shape of bent plate disks 400 to 600 nm in diameter and about 15–20 nm thick.
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carbide at a temperature of 2000 K and a pressure of 20–

25 MPa.[16] The size of grains in sintered samples was 10

to 60 mm. The sintered samples were annealed at 1370 K

for 2 hr and then were cooled slowly (at a rate of 100 K

hr�1) to 300 K or quenched from 1500 to 300 K. The

maximum thermal treatment temperature approached the

disorder–order transformation temperature Ttrans and was

equal to Ttrans ±100 K. Along with structural reflections,

additional weak reflections corresponding to the V8C7-

ordered phase appeared in the X-ray diffraction spectrum

after both annealing and quenching.

The V8C7-ordered phase was formed thanks to the

disorder–order transformation. The grain size of the basic

phase did not change upon ordering, but superstructural

lines widened because of a small size of domains of the

ordered phase. Superstructural reflections widened most

for the sample, which was quenched from 1500 K. This

means that domains of the ordered phase were smallest in

that sample. The size of domains was about 130 nm in

annealed samples and �20 nm in samples quenched from

1500 K.

Thus the nanostructure in the bulk nonstoichiometric

vanadium carbide represented a set of domains of an or-

dered phase and was formed thanks to the VC0.875!V8C7

disorder–order phase transformation.

Ordering is an efficient method for creation of a nano-

structure in bulk and powder nonstoichiometric com-

pounds. Disorder–order transformations, which are

accompanied by changes of the volume, can be used to

produce a nanostructure not only in nonstoichiometric

compounds, but also in substitutional solid solutions,

including alloys.

Compaction of Nanopowders

A method for production of bulk nanocrystalline sub-

stances, which was proposed by researchers[17] in 1981–

1986, has been well known. This technology uses the

method of evaporation and condensation for production of

nanoparticles, which are deposited on the cold surface of a

rotating cylinder. Evaporation and condensation are

realized in a rarefied inert gas, mostly helium. Particles

of the surface condensate are usually faceted. The de-

posited condensate is removed from the cylinder surface

using a special scraper and is placed in a collector. The

inert gas is pumped out and the nanocrystalline powder is

compacted in a vacuum first at a pressure of �1 GPa and

finally at a pressure up to 10 GPa. Bulk nanomaterials

prepared by this method contain particles of an average

size D from 1–2 to 80–100 nm and have a relative density

of 85–97% depending on evaporation and condensation

conditions. The absence of contact with the ambient at-

mosphere during synthesis and compaction of the nano-

powder precludes contamination of the bulk samples. For

production of bulk nanocrystalline oxides and nitrides,

the metal is evaporated to an oxygen- or nitrogen-con-

taining atmosphere.

Porosity of nanoceramics prepared by compaction of

powders is connected with triple junctions of crystallites.

It may be decreased and made more uniform by com-

paction of nanopowders and their sintering at relatively

low temperatures T�0.5Tm (Tm being the melting point).

The magnetic pulsed method[18] is reduced to intensive

dry pressing of powders. Pulsed compression waves cause

vigorous heating of the powder thanks to the quick release

of energy during friction of particles. When the size of

particles is small (D�0.3 mm), their heating time is

shorter than the characteristic length of pulsed compres-

sion waves (1–10 msec). If compression wave parameters

are chosen properly, it is possible to realize dynamic hot

pressing of nanopowders thanks to their high surface

energy. The magnetic pulsed method provides denser

samples than steady-state pressing at nearly equal pres-

sures (Fig. 9). Short-time heating reduces recrystallization

caused by high temperatures and helps preserving a small

size of particles.

A promising method for compaction of ceramic

nanopowders without plasticizers is dry cold ultrasonic

pressing.[19] Ultrasound decreases interparticle friction,

breaks agglomerates and coarse particles, and improves

the volume distribution of particles. Therefore the density

of the compact is enhanced, the growth of grains during

sintering is limited, and the nanostructure is preserved.

Ultrasonic pressing of nanopowders is especially efficient

in the production of intricate articles, such as bushes, gear

wheels, and spirals (Fig. 10).

Ceramic nanomaterials are sintered using heating with

millimeter-range superhigh frequency (SHF) radiation.[20]

Volume absorption of the SHF energy ensures one-time

uniform heating of the whole sample and provides

sintered ceramics having a homogeneous microstructure.

The sintering temperature is 1300 to 2300 K. Microwave

sintering of compacts, which had a relative density of 70–

80% and were made of a TiO2 nanopowder with an

average size of particles equal to 20–30 nm, allowed

producing sinters having a relative density of 97–99% and

grains 200 to 220 nm in size on the average.

The existing methods for compaction of nanopowders

and sintering of bulk nanomaterials already provide high-

density intricate articles. However, it has been so far

impossible to maintain the same small size of grains in

sintered nanomaterials as in initial nanopowders. To keep

the size of grains small, one has to decrease the tem-

perature and duration of sintering and perform the sin-

tering operation under a high pressure.

Film and Coating Deposition

Deposition on a cold or heated surface of a substrate

allows making films and coatings, i.e., continuous layers
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of a nanocrystalline substance not more than several mi-

crometers thick. Films may have different compositions

and the size of their crystallites may change over a wide

interval including the amorphous state and multilayer

structures (superlattices). Pressing is not necessary be-

cause a bulk layer of a nanomaterial is obtained.

Deposition on a substrate may be realized from va-

pors, plasma, or a colloid solution. In the case of vapor

deposition, a metal is evaporated in a vacuum or an

oxygen- or nitrogen-containing atmosphere and then

vapors of the metal or its compound (an oxide or a

nitride) are condensed on a substrate. The size of crys-

tallites in the film may be adjusted by varying the evap-

oration rate and the substrate temperature. Nanostructured

films may be produced by deposition from plasma.

Oxide and sulfide semiconductor films are obtained by

deposition on a substrate from colloid solutions. Nano-

structured films containing nanoparticles of different

Fig. 10 Ceramic articles synthesized by ultrasonic pressing of nanopowders. (From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 9 Pressure dependence of the density r of the nanocrystalline oxide n-Al2O3 for steady-state and magnetic pulsed pressing: (1),

(2), (3) represent steady-state pressing at temperatures of 300, 620, and 720 K, respectively; (4) represents magnetic pulsed pressing.
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semiconductors are prepared by the codeposition method.

The methods of chemical and physical deposition from a

gaseous phase (CVD and PVD) are traditionally used for

producing of films.

Nanocrystallization of Amorphous Alloys

Nonporous nanostructured materials are produced by

crystallization of amorphous metal alloys. Thin bands of

amorphous alloys are made by melt spinning, i.e., quick

(at a rate �106 K sec�1) cooling of the melt on the surface

of a rotating disk. Then the amorphous band is annealed to

create a nanostructure.

Considerable study currently devoted to crystallization

of amorphous alloys in connection with development of

soft magnetic materials in Fe–Cu–M–Si–B (M=Nb, Ta,

W, Mo, or Zr) systems.[21] Amorphous alloys of the Fe–

Cu–Nb–Si–B system proved to be most successful. Their

crystallization at 700–900 K resulted in formation of a

uniform nanocrystalline structure. Grains of the a-Fe(Si)

phase �10 nm in size and copper clusters about 1 nm in

size were uniformly distributed in the amorphous matrix

of the alloy.

Crystallization of quickly solidifying amorphous alloys

of the Al–Cr–Ce–M (M=Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu) system, which

contained over 92 at.% Al, led to formation of a structure

including an amorphous phase and Al-rich icosahedral

nanoparticles (D�5–12 nm) precipitated in the amor-

phous phase.[22] Alloys with this structure possess a high

tensile strength (up to 1340 MPa), which approaches the

strength of special steels.

Severe Plastic Deformation

Severe plastic deformation applies mostly to plastically

deformable materials. In addition to the decrease in the

average size of grains to 100–200 nm, it allows producing

bulk samples with a nearly pore-free structure, which

cannot be prepared by compaction of superfine powders.

The main methods, which are used to considerably

refine grains without breakage of samples, are high-

pressure torsion and equal-channel angular (ECA) press-

ing (Fig. 11). The ECA pressing method was proposed in

Ref. [23]. As compared with other methods of plastic

deformation, this method provides the most uniform

structure of substances. The structure and properties of

submicrocrystalline materials, which were produced using

severe plastic deformation, are described in Ref. [24].

The main feature of the structure of submicrocrystal-

line materials prepared by deformation methods is

nonequilibrium grain boundaries, which are a source of

strong stresses. Triple junctions of grains represent one

more source of stress. Annealing of submicrocrystalline

materials causes changes in their microstructure. Initially,

when the annealing temperature equals nearly one-third

of the melting point, stresses are relaxed, grain boundaries

acquire a more equilibrium state, and grains grow

insignificantly. The further increase in the annealing

temperature and time is followed by collective recrystal-

lization, i.e., coarsening of grains.

The method of severe plastic deformation was used to

produce a submicrocrystalline structure in such metals as

Cu, Pd, Fe, Ni, and Co, aluminum, magnesium, and

titanium alloys, and intermetallics. A bulk nanocrystalline

sample with grains �30–40 nm in size was prepared from

a coarse (D�2–5 mm) powder of a nonstoichiometric

TiC0.62 titanium carbide by the method of high-pressure

torsion.[8]

MICROSTRUCTURE OF BULK
NANOCRYSTALLINE SUBSTANCES

In the simplest case, a nanocrystalline substance, which

comprises atoms of one species, includes two components

with different structures: grains (crystallites) 5 to 20 nm in

size and intercrystalline boundaries up to 1.0 nm long.

Crystallites have a similar structure and differ by their

orientations and sizes only. The structure of interfaces is

determined by the type of interatomic interactions and the

mutual orientation of adjacent crystallites. It was thought

originally that the intercrystalline substance is character-

ized by a random location of atoms and the absence of the

long- and short-range order.[17] This state was called a

gas-like structure, taking into account the location of

atoms only.

Later studies showed that the atomic order on inter-

faces of nanosubstances approaches the atomic order in

coarse-grain polycrystals. An example is a comparative

study of the structures of coarse-grain palladium and

Fig. 11 Schemes of main methods of severe plastic deforma-

tion: (From Ref. [24]) (a) high-pressure torsion; (b) equal-

channel angular pressing.
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nanocrystalline palladium n-Pd, which was prepared by

evaporation and condensation. This study demonstrated

that widening of diffraction reflections for n-Pd was a

result of a small size of crystallites and stresses in grains

or on interfaces rather than the gas-like structure of the

grain-boundary phase or a large number of vacancies in

grains.[25] Pores were detected only at triple junctions and

not on the entire length of the interfaces.[26] The atomic

density on intercrystalline boundaries proved to be nearly

equal to its counterpart in crystallites.

According to Ref. [27] the coordination number of the

first coordination sphere in an as-prepared n-Pd sample

was 5–6% smaller than in coarse-grain palladium.

However, almost all atoms were located at lattice sites

in n-Pd samples, which were aged at room temperature for

several months.[28] It was found[27,28] that grain bound-

aries in an as-prepared bulk n-Pd sample were in the

equilibrium state with a small short-range order. This state

was unstable even at room temperature and the sample

acquired a more ordered state during 120–150 days, while

the size of crystallites increased from 12 to 25–80 nm.[29]

Interfaces in compacted nanocrystalline substances

may contain three types of defects:[2] separate vacancies,

vacancy agglomerates or nanovoids at triple junctions,

and large voids instead of missing crystallites (Fig. 12).

The annihilation of positrons[2,30] is the most reliable

up-to-date method used for the study of free volumes in

nanocrystalline substances. It is sensitive to extremely

small concentrations of defects in solids, namely, from

10�6 to 10�3 defects per atom. The capture of positrons

by defects allows using the electron–positron annihilation

for analysis of interfaces in nanosubstances.

When a positron emitted from a radioactive source gets

into a solid, it quickly loses its velocity and energy, which

drops to the value corresponding to the crystal tempera-

ture. Then the positron diffuses in the substance in the free

(delocalized) state and annihilates from this state in the

characteristic lifetime tf of about 100 psec. During the

time tf, the positron may move a distance of about 100 nm

in defectless solids. Because the size of grains in a

nanosubstance is smaller than the length of the positron

diffusion in a defect-free grain, virtually all positrons may

reach the grain surface and interfaces. If grains contain

defects, which capture positrons, only part of positrons

reach the grain boundary. Therefore it is possible to obtain

information about intragrain defects. After a positron has

been captured by a defect, it annihilates from the localized

state in a time exceeding tf. The longer the lifetime of a

positron in a defect is, the larger is the free volume.

Schaefer[2] and Würschum et al.[30] have given con-

siderable study to nanomaterials by the electron–positron

annihilation method. Vacancies and nanovoids were

detected in nanocrystalline metals Al, Cu, Mo, Pd, Fe,

and Ni, nanocrystalline silicon Si and zirconium oxide

ZrO2, and many other materials. The investigations

demonstrated that lifetime spectra of positrons usually

contain two strong components and one weak component

with intensities I1, I2, and I3=1�I1�I2, which correspond

to the lifetime t1, t2, and t3, respectively (Fig. 12). In

nanocrystalline metals, the lifetime t1 approaches the

lifetime of positrons t1V in lattice monovacancies of

coarse-grain metals. Therefore t1 is viewed as the lifetime

of positrons in vacancy-like free volumes in grain

interfaces (interface vacancies). The size of these vacan-

cies corresponds to one or two missing atoms. The

positron lifetime t2 characterizes annihilation of positrons

in three-dimensional vacancy agglomerates (nanovoids)

of the size of about 10 missing atoms. A very long lifetime

t3 corresponds to annihilation of positrons in large voids

of the size of missing crystallites.

Generally, the positron annihilation revealed the

following: 1) the lifetime of positrons in nanocrystalline

metals is longer than the lifetime tf of free delocalized

positrons; 2) positrons are captured by monovacancies,

vacancy complexes, and voids, whose size approaches the

size of crystallites; and 3) free vacancy volumes, which

capture positrons at low temperatures, belong to interfaces

and not to crystallites.

The microstructure of submicrocrystalline substances,

which are synthesized using severe plastic deformation,

differs from the microstructure of compacted nanocrys-

talline substances. The main feature of the structure of

submicrocrystalline substances is the presence of ran-

domly misoriented nonequilibrium grain boundaries.

Fig. 12 Two-dimensional schematic model of a nanocrystal-

line material with microscopic free volumes as detected by

positron lifetime spectroscopy: (From Ref. [2] ) vacancy-like

free volumes (with positron lifetime t1) in the interface, nano-

voids (agglomerates of about 10 vacancies) at the triple junction

of crystallites (t2), and a large void (t3) of the size of missing

crystallites.
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Unannealed submicrocrystalline metals and alloys are

characterized by extinction contours along grain bound-

aries, which point to large elastic stresses. Annealing

eliminates dislocations from grains, extinction contours

vanish, and a stripe contrast, which is typical of the

equilibrium state, appears. The relaxation of interfaces is

accompanied by growth of grains during annealing.

PROPERTIES OF ISOLATED
NANOPARTICLES AND
NANOCRYSTALLINE POWDERS

The transition from crystals to nanoparticles is followed

by changes in the interatomic distances and lattice

constants. For example, when the size of Ag and Au

particles decreases from 40 to 10 nm, the lattice constant

becomes �0.1% smaller. When the size of Si particles

decreases from 10 to 3 nm, the lattice constant increases

by 1.1%. The ambiguity of the dimensional effect may

be a result of adsorption of impurities or different chemi-

cal compositions of particles. One more possible reason

is the structural transformations, which are caused by

the decrease in the particle size. Reliable experiments did

not reveal shrinkage of the lattice constant as the particle

size decreased to 10 nm, whereas shortening of inter-

atomic distances for particles of smaller sizes is real

enough as compared with bulk substances.

The most probable reason why the lattice constant of

small particles changes as compared with its counterpart

in a macroscopic substance consists in uncompensated

interatomic bonds of surface atoms and hence the surface

relaxation. In the case of nanoparticles, the surface

relaxation is a maximum on the surface, decreases toward

the center of the particle, and may prove to be oscillating

under certain conditions. Thus the lattice constant may

either increase or decrease as the size of nanoparticles

diminishes.[7,8]

The melting temperature Tm drops nonlinearly with

decreasing size of small particles of Pb, Sn, Bi, In, Ga, Cu,

Ag, Au, and Al. For example, the maximum decrease in

the melting temperature of Sn, Ga, and Hg clusters �1 nm

in size was 152, 106, and 95 K, respectively.[4] When the

radius of CdS colloid nanoparticles was reduced from 4

to 1 nm, Tm dropped nearly by 800 K.[31] According to

Refs. [4] and [8], melting temperatures of bulk crystals

and small particles >10 nm in size differ insignificantly.

The melting temperature decreases when the size of nano-

particles becomes less than 10 nm.

Differences in thermodynamic properties of nanopar-

ticles and a bulk substance are a result of changes in the

phonon spectrum. The phonon spectrum of small particles

contains low-frequency modes, which are absent in

spectra of bulk crystals. The phonon spectrum of

nanoparticles is limited by some minimum frequency on

the side of low-frequency vibrations. No such limitation

exists for bulk samples. Specific features of the vibration

spectrum of nanoparticles affect the low-temperature heat

capacity in the first place.

A theoretical analysis,[32] which took into account the

quantum-size effect, showed that the low-temperature

region (T!0) has some temperature T0, below which the

nanoparticle heat capacity Cv(r) is smaller than the heat

capacity Cv of a bulk crystal. At T>T0, the difference

DC=Cv(r)�Cv becomes positive, reaches a maximum,

and, as the temperature rises further, turns to zero. The

difference of the heat capacities DC=Cv(r)�Cv!0 with

increasing size r of the particle. These conclusions agree

with experimental data.[33] The heat capacity of Ag

nanoparticles 10 nm in size had the quantum-size effect in

a magnetic field with B=6 T: at T<1 K and T>1 K, the

heat capacity of Ag nanoparticles was lower and higher

than the heat capacity of bulk silver, respectively. In the

absence of the magnetic field, the heat capacity of colloid

silver nanoparticles was higher than the heat capacity of

bulk Ag over the whole temperature interval studied

(Fig. 13).

An examination of phonon densities for coarse-grained

Ni and a nanocrystalline nickel powder with particles �10

nm in size showed that the density of phonon states

increased in n-Ni as compared with coarse-grained Ni at

energies lower than 15 meV.[34]

Specific features of magnetic properties of nanoparti-

cles are connected with discreteness of electron and

phonon states. In particular, the Curie paramagnetism of a

nanoparticle can overlap the Pauli paramagnetism at low

temperatures. For example, magnetic susceptibility of

lithium nanoparticles of diameter 3.2 nm corresponds to

the Pauli paramagnetism at high temperatures and obeys

the Curie law at low temperatures.[4] Hg13 clusters are

weak paramagnetics in a magnetic field of up to 15 kOe

independently of temperature. In a field with H>20 kOe,

susceptibility of Hg13 clusters increases to large para-

magnetic values at temperatures below 80 K, although

mercury is a diamagnetic.[4]

The phenomenon of superparamagnetism is connected

with the small size of ferromagnetic particles. When some

critical size Dc is reached, ferromagnetic particles turn to

single-domain ones, and, simultaneously, the coercive

force Hc becomes a maximum. As the particle size

diminishes further, the coercive force drops abruptly to

zero as a result of transition to the superparamagnetic

state. Typical ferromagnetics acquire the superparamag-

netic state when the particle size is less than 1–10 nm.

When the size of Fe nanoparticles decreases from 80 to

8–10 nm, the coercive force Hc increases almost three

times. The dimension dependence of Hc for Ni nanopar-

ticles exhibits a maximum corresponding to nanoparticles
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15 to 35 nm in diameter. As the particle size diminishes

from 15 to 12 nm, Hc decreases nearly 5 times.[35] An

analysis of the saturation magnetization Is for bulk Ni and

a nanocrystalline Ni powder (D=12, 22 and 100 nm)[36]

showed that refinement of particles to 12 nm caused an

almost twofold decrease in the Is value as compared with

bulk Ni.

Optical dimensional effects show themselves for

nanoparticles whose size is smaller than the radiation

wavelength and does not exceed 10–15 nm.[37] When fine-

grain metal films absorb light, the visible part of the

spectrum contains peaks, which are absent in the spectra

obtained for bulk metals. For example, granulated films of

Au particles 4 nm in diameter have a maximum absorption

at l=560–600 nm. Absorption spectra of Ag, Cu, Mg, In,

Li, Na, and K nanoparticles also contain maxima in the

optical range.[4] Differences in absorption spectra of

nanoparticles and bulk metals are explained by the fact

that the imaginary part of dielectric permeability is

inversely proportional to the particle size. The particle

size determines the shape of the low-frequency edge and

the absorption bandwidth.

The size of semiconductor nanoparticles is comparable

with the Bohr radius of excitons in a macroscopic crystal:

the exciton radius changes over broad limits from 0.7 nm

for CuCl to 10 nm for GaAs. The decrease in the size of

nanoparticles causes displacement of the exciton absorp-

tion band to the high-frequency region (‘‘blue’’ shift). The

blue shift is observed for CdS nanoparticles with D�10–

12 nm. When the size of ZnO, ZnS, CdS, and CdSe

nanoparticles decreases, their luminescence spectra are

displaced to the short-wave region.

EFFECT OF THE GRAIN SIZE AND
INTERFACES ON PROPERTIES OF
BULK NANOSUBSTANCES

Properties of bulk nanomaterials depending on the grain

size and the state of grain boundaries have been analyzed

in reviews.[6,38,39]

At 300 K, the microhardness of bulk nanocrystalline

substances is usually several times larger than HV of

coarse-grained substances. The growth of HV was ob-

served with decreasing size of n-Fe and n-Ni grains.[41]

The microhardness HV of nanocrystalline n-Cu copper

(D�16 nm) is �2.5 times larger than that of copper with

grains 5 mm in size. However, as the size of n-Cu grains

diminishes from 16 to 8 nm, HV decreases by �25%. The

decrease in HV is also observed when n-Pd grains are

refined from 13 to 7 nm. The microhardness HV of Ni–P,

TiAlNb, TiAl, and NbAl3 nanocrystalline alloys drops as

the grain size decreases from 60–100 to 6–10 nm.

In a general case, the microhardness of nanosubstances

grows as the grain size decreases to some Dc value and

drops at D<Dc. Mechanical and elastic properties of

nanocrystalline metals are determined not only by a small

size of grains, but also by the state of interfaces. Therefore

contradictory results on the dimension dependence of

the microhardness may be due to different structures

of interfaces.

Strength properties of nanosubstances are enhanced

with decreasing size of grains. The yield stress of

nanocrystalline Pd (D=5–15 nm) and Cu (D=25–50

nm) is 2–3 times higher than the yield stress of coarse-

grained metals.[40] The tensile strength of nanocrystalline

metals is 1.5–8 times larger than that of coarse-grained

metals.[40,41]

At temperatures from 150 to 300 K, the heat capacity

Cp of n-Pd (D=6 nm) and n-Cu (D=8 nm) is 30–50% and

�10% higher than the heat capacity of coarse-grained

bulk Pd and Cu, respectively. In the interval of 0.06 to

10.0 K, the low-temperature heat capacity of compacted

nanocrystalline copper n-Cu with grains 6.0 and 8.5 nm in

Fig. 13 Specific heat capacity C of colloidal Ag with D=10

nm at T�10 K. Measurements were made in the absence of a

magnetic field and in a magnetic field B=6 T. The dashed line

shows the specific heat capacity of bulk coarse-grained silver.
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size proved to be 5–10 times larger than the heat capacity

of coarse-grained copper. Measurements of the heat

capacity of amorphous, nanocrystalline, and coarse-

grained selenium Se over the temperature interval from

220 to 500 K[42] revealed a small increase in the heat

capacity of bulk nanocrystalline n-Se as compared with

coarse-grained Se at T<375 K. A comparison of the heat

capacity of substances in nanocrystalline, amorphous, and

coarse-grained states[43] showed that the heat capacity of

samples prepared by compaction of nanopowders is

largely different from the heat capacity of substances in

the coarse-grain state (Table 1). Oppositely, this differ-

ence does not exceed 2% for samples prepared by

crystallization from the amorphous state. One may think

that most of the excess heat capacity of compacted

nanomaterials is a result of a large surface area of

interfaces, structural distortions, and impurities.

The thermal expansion coefficient a is proportional to

the heat capacity. Therefore the coefficient a of bulk

nanosubstances should be higher than a of coarse-grained

polycrystals. Indeed, the coefficient a of nanocrystalline

copper n-Cu with grains 8 nm in size on the average is

twice as large as a of coarse-grained copper.[44]

A large surface area of interfaces and a high concen-

tration of defects determine an intensive scattering of

charge carriers in nanomaterials. A considerable increase

in electroresistivity r of nanocrystalline Cu, Pd, Fe, and

Ni and various alloys with decreasing size of grains

has been noted by many researchers. For example, at

temperatures 0<T�275 K, electroresistivity of n-Cu

(D=7 nm) is 7 to 20 times larger than r of common

coarse-grained copper.

The effect of the nanostate on magnetic properties

of paramagnetics is well pronounced, e.g., in palladium

(Fig. 14).[8] At 300 K, susceptibilities of nanocrystalline

n-Pd and the initial coarse-grained palladium differ by

8%. According to Ref. [8] such a considerable variation of

the susceptibility is a result of the presence of intragrain

vacancy complexes in n-Pd, which change the density of

electron states at the Fermi level.

The majority of studies into magnetic properties of

bulk nanosubstances have dealt with ferromagnetic metals

and alloys. A study of submicrocrystalline Ni[45] has

confirmed that the coercive force of plastically deformed

ferromagnetics is several times larger than Hc of initial

Table 1 Comparison of heat capacity Cp (j mol�1 k�1) for the nanocrystalline, amorphous, and coarse-grained polycrystalline states

of different substances

Material

State

T (K)

Nanocrystalline Amorphous Coarse-grained

Synthesis methoda Crystallite size D (nm) Cp Cp Cp

Pd 1 6 37 27 25 250

Cu 1 8 26 — 24 250

Ru 2 15 28 — 23 250

Ni0.8P0.2 3 6 23.4 23.4 23.2 250

Se 3 10 24.5 24.7 24.1 245

a1: Compaction of ultrafine powders prepared by evaporation; 2: ball milling; 3: crystallization from the amorphous state.

Source: Ref. [43].

Fig. 14 Magnetic susceptibility w of nanocrystalline n-Pd and

coarse-grained palladium: (From Ref. [8]) (1) annealing w(300,

T) and (2) temperature w(T) dependences of the susceptibility for

n-Pd; (3) annealing w(300, T) and (4) temperature w(T)

dependences of the susceptibility for the initial coarse-grained

Pd. The annealing dependences w(300, T) of the susceptibility

(curves 1 and 3) were measured at 300 K after annealing at a

temperature T and cooling to 300 K.
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metals. However, annealing of submicrocrystalline Ni at

T�470 K causes a decrease in the coercive force, while

the grain size remains unchanged. Annealing at higher

temperatures leads to a decrease in Hc and an increase in

the grain size. Therefore a large coercive force of

submicrocrystalline metals and alloys is equally deter-

mined by a nonequilibrium state of interfaces on the one

hand and a small size of grains on the other hand.

Relaxation of interfaces during annealing and growth of

grains cause a decrease in Hc.

CONCLUSION

Studies performed in recent decades have considerably

improved our understanding of the effects related to the

size of grains (crystallites) in solids. For a long time,

studies have been focused on small particles (nanoclus-

ters) whose properties are intermediate between properties

of isolated atoms and polycrystalline solids. The advent

of methods for production of compact materials having

an extremely fine-grain structure with nanometer-sized

grains provided conditions for the study of the structure

and properties of solids in the nanocrystalline state. Each

of those methods has its virtues and drawbacks, and

neither of them is universal because each is applicable to

a certain range of substances. Because of their specific

structure, properties of nanocrystalline substances differ

considerably from those of usual polycrystals. An analysis

of the available experimental data shows that not only the

grain size (as in isolated nanoparticles), but also the

structure and the state of interfaces (grain boundaries)

play a significant role in a nanocrystalline solid. The

separation of surface effects (connected with interfaces)

and volume effects (related to the size of particles) is very

important for the theoretical interpretation of the experi-

mental results obtained for isolated nanoparticles and bulk

nanocrystalline materials.

Extensive studies of nanocrystalline substances and

materials have led to appearance of new sciences, namely,

nanocrystalline solid-state physics and chemistry. There-

fore it is possible to establish tight contacts between

nanomaterials and nanotechnologies, which will present

the main motive force of the scientific and technological

progress in the 21st century.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in nanoparticle synthesis stem from their
fundamental technological importance; numerous
research efforts have recently been devoted to the
preparation of metal oxide nanostructures with tailored
features, because of their unique electronic, optical,
and mechanical properties and their widespread poten-
tial applications in fields including catalysis, nano-
electronics, optoelectronics, and biotechnology.[1–4]

The use of surfactants to control the features of
tailored nanoparticles is widespread, and the number
of synthetic routes reported in the literature to obtain
oxides with controlled features is enormous. The
adopted procedures can be complex and composite so
that it is not always easy to individuate some common
principle in the selection of the stages, conditions, and
nature of surfactant molecules. In this article, results
will be grouped with reference to three main categories
that imply a different philosophy of operation: tem-
plated synthesis, microemulsion procedure, and hydro-
thermal growth.

TEMPLATED SYNTHESIS

One of the first and main applications of surfactants in
the synthesis of metal oxides is as templates or
directing agents for the effective control of mesophase
structures. In principle, in these syntheses, the mor-
phology of the solid is imposed by the tridimensional
mesostructure of a surfactant, which acts as a nucleat-
ing agent and which is finally removed after the growth
of the inorganic material. By modulating the operation
conditions and the surfactant features, the synthesis can
be projected toward liquid crystal phases with different
tridimensional organization and consequently toward
materials having accurately controlled pore network.

Outstanding examples of surfactant templating
technique are represented by the synthesis of meso-
structured silicates, the M41S family,[5] which includes
the hexagonal MCM-41, the cubic MCN-48, and the
lamellar MCM-50 phases, obtained in basic media
using ionic surfactants as templates. Active debate is

present in the literature concerning the actual mechanism
of the process, either following the expected liquid
crystal templating route or a transformation mechan-
ism from lamellar to hexagonal phase. Vartuli et al.[6]

found that in the case of MCM41, MCM48, the lamel-
lar, and the cubic octamer, the three-dimensional (3-D)
organization of the solid exactly reproduced the beha-
vior of the surfactant in solution; on the other hand,
Chen et al.[7] used x-ray diffraction (XRD), Si-nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), and in situ N-NMR, and
observed no hexagonal liquid crystalline mesophases
either in the synthesis gel or in the surfactant solution
used as a template. Stucky and coworkers[8] assert a
transformation mechanism for the formation of
the hexagonal phase where a preformed micellar
assembly of a surfactant that is broken up and rear-
ranged upon the addition of the inorganic species to
form a new phase, converts to the hexagonal phase
upon prolonged ageing. Possibly the formation of
these mesophases follows a cooperative self-assembly
mechanism, based on the electrostatic interactions
between the oppositely charged micellar headgroups
and polysilicate species.

Indeed Adachi, Harada, and Harada[9] recently pro-
posed a surfactant/oxide interactive mechanism to be
controlling the microstructure formation in the growth
processes of silica nanotubes by a templating mechan-
ism with cationic surfactants; the important factors
leading to the desired morphology are found to be
the geometric matching between the occupied area of
surfactant and that of silicate molecules at the inter-
face, and the packing parameter of the surfactant/
silicate assemblies.

Since the MCM synthesis, the molecular templating
technique has been used to synthesize a variety of
mesoporous materials[10] both for pure oxides and for
composites. For example, Chao and Ruckenstein[11]

recently obtained mesostructured V-Mg oxides by
ionic micellar templates by accurately controlling
the conditions of charge development at the oxide/
surfactant interface.

However, in the case of several oxides (e.g., alumina
and titania) where ionic surfactants were used as a
template, the nanostructured mesophases collapsed,
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at least in part, upon surfactant removal.[12] The
electrostatic surfactant/oxide interactions combined
with the fast grain growth of the oxide, which occurs
upon calcination of the surfactant-rich precursor,
may in fact provoke pore collapse with degradation of
the mesostructure.[12] Also in our laboratory, the tem-
plated synthesis of titanium dioxide by gemini cationic
surfactants[13] was not fully successful. Mesoporosity
induced by the three-dimensional organization of the
surfactant could be appreciated by the hysteresis loop
of the nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm
(Fig. 1, curve b), with respect to the reference material
prepared without surfactant. However, the promotion
of the sample surface area (around 12–13m2/g vs.
the reference sample without surfactant, 7–9m2/g)
was not relevant owing to sintering between the parti-
cles upon heating. The inset to Fig. 1 reports the
experimental adsorption isotherms, at the TiO2/
solution interface, of both the gemini-like and the
monomeric pyridinic surfactants. The shape of the
two curves, obtained at constant ionic strength and
oxide surface potential (solution pH), is markedly
different: The monomeric isotherm (curve 2) is S-shaped
showing a low adsorbent–adsorbate affinity, in
agreement with results by other authors on simple
alkylpyridinium salts adsorbed at solid/liquid bound-
aries. Dodecylpyridinium monomers are reported to
be weakly interacting with rutile.[14] The higher affinity
of the gemini for the solid appears also from the

strikingly larger adsorbed amounts apparent in inset
of (Fig. 1, curve 1). Comparing the quasiplateau
regions, the gemini adsorbed amounts are about four
timer larger than for the monomer; however just this
high affinity leads to a subsequent collapse of the
mesoporous structure during the calcinations step.

Success was achieved, instead, by using neutral
surfactants or carboxylic acids as surfactants. In the
case of titanium dioxide, for example, very recent
results show that the use of tri- or di-block copolymers
has led to the formation of stable mesoporous
structures.[15–17,8] Serrano et al.[15] combined the neu-
tral templating route with a crystallization treatment
in acid–ethanol mixtures and succeeded in obtaining
bimodal micromesoporous anatase TiO2 (Fig. 2) with
a large surface area; hollow titania particles were
obtained by using a triblock copolymer (PEOn–
PPOm–PEOn).

[16] In Fig. 2, the nitrogen adsorption iso-
therm is apparently of type IV, typical of mesoporous
materials, although with a remarkable adsorption at
low relative pressures, suggesting the presence also of
micropores.

By means of neutral templating, other features,
besides porosity, could be successfully controlled.
Monodisperse titania particles (Fig. 3) of variable sizes
could be obtained in the presence of diblock Lutensol
(RO(CH2CH2O)xH) and/or triblock-copolymers
Pluronic (PEOn–PPOm–PEOn)

[9] owing to cooperative
mechanisms possibly implying steric stabilization. As
shown in Fig. 3, highly monodispersed particles are
obtained in the presence of Lutensol polymers. In
addition, other researchers,[12] by simply adjusting the
surfactant/solvent ratio, have successfully controlled
the size of magnetic nanoparticles (g-Fe2O3, Fe), all
having spherical shape and uniform size. The phase
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composition, especially in the case of the possible
concomitant formation of different polymorphs, could
also be controlled. Luo[17] using a triblock copolymer
as a structure-directing agent (F-127 or Pluronic
P-123) and TiCl4 as precursor, by simply varying the
solvents, successfully controlled the phase composition
and obtained either pure anatase, pure rutile, or bicrys-
talline compounds (anatase and rutile) or tricrystalline
(anatase, rutile, and brookite) with controlled relative
enrichment (Table 1). All the samples were calcined
at 380�C for five hours.

MICROEMULSION TECHNIQUE

A microemulsion is an isotropic and transparent
mixture containing oil and water separated by a thin
surfactant monolayer. From a particle preparation
point of view, the microemulsion system, with an
internal structure consisting of small droplets, is the

most interesting. The water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsion
is of particular interest because it can be regarded as a
collection of tiny compartments made up of the hydro-
philic moiety of the surfactant, each filled with water,
where the water droplets are in the size range of a
few nanometers to 100 nm; they can be used as small
microreactors for the product synthesis. The surfactant-
stabilized microcavities provide a cage-like effect, which
limits particle nucleation, growth, and agglomeration.
The size of the final particle will depend much on the size
of the droplets in the microemulsion. The droplet size
will, in its turn, be influenced by the water-to-surfactant
ratio. An increase of this ratio at constant concentration
of the surfactant will increase the average diameter of the
droplets. When the amount of water and oil is kept at
fixed values, an increase in the amount of surfactant will
increase the number of droplets. That means that the
number of metal ions per droplet will decrease and con-
sequently the size of the particles.[19] In the case of a
microemulsion-mediated synthesis of acicular g-Fe2O3

with a spherical diameter of 7–8nm, Chhabra et al.[20]

showed that each microemulsion droplet gives birth to
a single particle of g-Fe2O3.

In the case of SnO2, Chen and Gao[21] by combining
a simple w/o microemulsion with a hydrothermal
process, obtained small single-crystal particles with a
narrow size distribution, which could be refined by
modulating the ageing conditions. Fig. 4 illustrates
the high-resolution transmission electron microscope
image of the SnO2 nanoparticles. According to the
distinct lattice fringes (inset of Fig. 4), the observed
nanoparticles are equiaxial single crystals, whose
diameters are less than 3.0 nm.

Nanoparticles of either anatase or rutile phases were
obtained by the hydrothermal treatment of microemul-
sions and by only varying the acid (either HCl or HNO3)
during the hydrothermal treatment of the microemul-
sion. Similarly Yan, Chen, and Zhang[22] have obtained
either anatase or rutile by autoclaving microemulsions

Fig. 3 SEM pictures of the titania particles synthesized by

addition of Lutensol ON 50. (From Ref.[16].)

Table 1 Synthetic conditions for mesoporous TiO2

Sample Solvent Aging time (days) Phase contenta Crystalline sizeb (nm)

Ti-M (F-127) Methanol 3 Pure A 12

Ti-MH (F-127) Methanol þ H2O 3 A (75%) þ R (25%) 12 (A)

Ti-E (F-127) Ethanol 6 A (80%) þ R (20%) 16 (A)

Ti-E (P123) Ethanol 6 A (52%) þ R (48%) 17 (A)

Ti-EH (F-127) Ethanol þ H2O 6 A (48%) þ R (32%) þ B (20%) 13 (A)

Ti-HCl (F-127) Ethanol þ HCl 6 Pure R 16

Ti-B (F-127) 1-Butanol 7 A (33%) þ R (65%) 14 (R)

Ti-BH (F-127) 1-Butanol þ H2O 7 Pure R 14

Ti-OH (F-127) 1-Octanol þ H2O 10 Pure R 20
aA, anatase; B, brookite; R, rutile.
bCalculated by applying the Scherrer formula on the anatase (1 0 1) or rutile (1 1 0) diffraction peak.
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and by simply changing the proportion of Cl� and SO4
2�

in the aqueous phase of the microemulsion.

HYDROTHERMAL GROWTH

In the case of hydrothermal growth of oxides in the
presence of surfactants, the nature and extent of
the surfactant–oxide interaction are very important
because they control the reactions of dissolution-
reprecipitation of the solid and, consequently, they
potentially impose both morphological and structural
aspects. In the case of ionic surfactants, the presence
of attractive electrostatic interactions is crucial.

In the preparation of ceria nanorods, Vantomme
et al.[23] observed that only at pH values above the
isoelectric point of the particle attractive interactions
with the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTMAþBr�) occurred, leading to ion pairs.
The ion pairs (Ce-O� . . .CTMAþ) polymerize during
micellization and under autoclaving, by interchain
attraction, flocculation, or coalescence, which results
in the formation of ceria/surfactant bilayers, which
in turn drive the orientation growth of ceria nanorods.
The positive adsorption of the surfactant at the grow-
ing ceria particles is directly observed in the Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy spectrum (Fig. 5A)
of the as-synthesized sample, which exhibits absorp-
tion bands in the region 2800–2900/cm, attributed to
the C–H stretching mode of hydrocarbons and the
bands at 1450–1500 and 720/cm assigned to the bend-
ing vibration of the C–H band of methylene groups.
The presence of the surfactant was appreciable also
in the XRD patterns of the as-synthesized sample
(Fig. 5B). The peak at the low angle is the result of
the interactions between surfactant and ceria and is
similar to an XRD pattern of the surfactant itself
(CTMABr).

The analysis of the XPS spectra of carbon 1s of
TiO2-sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) adsorbed samples
may allow the obtaining of information concerning
the mode of surfactant adsorption. Carbon spectra
show the presence of a peak localized at 288.6 eV
(Figs. 6A and B). This peak (peak D in the figure) is
present in all adsorbates, although its intensity is
decreasing with the concentration of the surfactant,
while it is not appreciable in the pure salt spectra. In
the literature carbon 1s peaks at comparable binding
energy are attributed, in the absence of C–O bonds,
to carbon species with neighboring electron-attracting
species. In the present case it can be suggested that
the peaks at 288.6 eV are the result of local environ-
ments produced by the proximity of several sulfate

Fig. 4 HRTEM image of SnO2 nanoparticles. (From Ref.[21].)

Fig. 5 Ceria nanorods before (1) and after calcinations (2):
(A) FT-IR spectra; (B) x-ray diffraction patterns (�, reflection
of the participating CTMABr species; #, reflections of hexa-

gonal Ce(OH) 3;
�, reflections of cubic CeO2). (From Ref.[23].)
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groups on the carbon atoms of the alkyl chain. The
observed decreasing intensity of the peak with the
surfactant concentration can be related to different
orientations assumed by the molecules at the surface.
At low surface coverages (monomer adsorption), the
molecules can be supposed to be mainly lying flat on
the oxide surface (inset Fig. 6A); the carbons in the
chain would therefore experience the electron-attrac-
tive effects produced by the adsorbed sulfate groups.
At higher surfactant concentrations hemimicelles[13]

start to form and, eventually, micelles also adsorb
(inset in Fig. 6B). The alkyl chains in the micelles are
shielded from the neighboring interactions with the
sulfate groups and the intensity of the 288.6 eV peak
decreases progressively.

Also in the case of the hydrothermal growth of TiO2

particles, the electrostatic interactions between the
oxide surface and ionic surfactants play a central role.
Specifically in the case of TiO2 crystals, obtained by
sol–gel from titanium alkoxide[24–27] and subsequently
grown in the presence of an anionic surfactant (SDS)
the oxide phase composition (Fig. 7) appears to be
imposed by the interplay between oxide/surfactant
interactions and surfactant self-aggregation processes.
At a positive oxide surface charge (pH 3), in the

absence of surfactant and for the surfactant mono-
mers, anatase is by far the major component, while
for surfactant concentrations at the CMC or larger,
the anatase content drops dramatically. The situation
is opposite in the conditions corresponding to the
isoelectric point of the oxide (pH 6). The amount of
anatase in the powder increases markedly for the
largest surfactant concentration in the hydrothermal
treatment.

Conditions of particle-promoted aggregation are
reported to favor the growth of rutile crystals and
the relative enrichment of the sample in this poly-
morph, in contrast with the case of anatase. Let us
examine now how the conditions adopted during the
hydrothermal growth intervene in this process. The
most evident case concerns the samples obtained in
attractive electrostatic surfactant–oxide conditions
(pH 3). When the surface of the precursor particles is
the locus of adsorption of surfactant monomers at
low degree of coverage with, possibly, a prevailing flat
orientation on the surface, the particles do not tend to
aggregate, and the formation of anatase is slightly pro-
moted with respect to the sample with no surfactant.
At higher concentrations, the micelles are strongly
adsorbed and the positively charged oxide acts, at least
in part, as the counterion for the organic anion. The
presence of strong electrostatic attraction between the
micelles and the charged oxide may promote bridging
phenomena between different particles. It is even pos-
sible that some deposition of soluble Ti(OH)4 species
may occur in the region with a negative curvature

Fig. 6 XPS C 1s region of TiO2 precursor samples hydro-

thermally grown at pH ¼ 3, at increasing surfactant (SDS)
concentration (A) monomer; (B) micelles. Components—a:
284.6 eV, g carbons and adventitious; b: 285.4 eV, b carbons;

c: 286.4 eV, a carbons; and d: 288.6 eV. Insets: sketches of the
possible surfactant orientations.

Fig. 7 Quantitative anatase content by elaboration of x-ray
diffractograms of samples calcined at 600�C as a function of
pH of the hydrothermal growth. The third axis reports the

sequence of the samples obtained for increasing surfactant
(SDS) concentration.
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radius (Fig. 8A) induced by the micelle bridge. For
growth processes at the oxide isoelectric point (pH 6)
again the monomer at low concentration provokes no
important effects, while at higher surfactant concentra-
tions, the micelles much less adsorbed and surrounded
by a diffuse double layer of thickness larger than the
micelle radius (Fig. 8B), may act as spacers imparting
stability to the suspension and, consequently, promoting
the growth of the anatase polymorph.

The importance of the effects induced by the
presence of a surfactant during the growth of an oxide
depends on intrinsic balance between the hydrophilic
and hydrophobic surfactant molecule components.
Fig. 9 shows the direct comparison between the effects
of three ionic surfactants on the TiO2 growth, in the
respective conditions of attractive electrostatic interac-
tions. It is immediately apparent that the anionic
surfactant induces larger effects with respect to the
other two molecules in the same conditions, and
further that for the same pyridinium head group the
longer the alkyl chain the larger the effects. This
occurrence is to be traced back to the larger affinity

shown by SDS toward the TiO2 surface, with respect to
pyridinium salts.[28,29]

In growth processes, surfactants may also act as
‘‘shape inducing reagents’’[30,31] i.e., as species that,
by modulating the surface free energy of the crystal,
promote growth along one direction. Numerous recent
studies have been focused on the synthesis of one-
dimensional (1-D) nanostructures including nanorods
and nanowires with their advantages of exceptional
anisotropic electronic properties as well as facile
applicability for the construction of two-terminal
circuit devices. In these cases a careful design of the
reaction factors is indispensable for the morphological
control of the products. The synthetic approach for
1-D nanocrystals must fulfill the following require-
ments: the development of a well-defined precursor
system that can generate stable monomers, sufficiently
high monomer concentration to maintain the kineti-
cally controlled growth regime, and the proper choice
of surfactants that can modulate the energy of specific
crystal faces. This latter effect can occur either through
direct adsorption of the surfactant at the surface of the
growing crystallites or be mediated by the formation of
complexes or even hydrogen bonding. In the case of
the growth of g-alumina nanofibers, Zhu, Riches, and
Barry[31] believe that the anisotropic growth of the
boehmite precursor is to be related to hydrogen bonding
between the oxide groups in the nonionic surfactants
and the boehmite surface which reduces the free energy
of the crystallites with low dimensions. This will allow
the boehmite crystals to grow along one direction.

Sun et al.[32] have obtained ZnO single-crystal nano-
rods by hydrothermal oxidation of a zinc metal powder
at 180�C in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium
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Fig. 9 Quantitative anatase content of samples calcined at
600� at different surfactant concentrations, in the conditions
of attractive oxide–surfactant interactions (SDS, sodium

dodecylsulfate; DPC, dodecylpyridinium chloride; CPC,
cetylpyridinium chloride).

Fig. 8 Sketches of the possible role played by micelles on the
particle attachment, during the growth: (A) in the presence of
attractive electrostatic interactions with the TiO2 particles
(pH 3) and (B) at the particles isoelectric point (pH 6).
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bromide (CTAB). The typical morphology of the
samples obtained in the presence of CTAB with 20 hr
of hydrothermal treatment is shown in Fig. 10. The
presence of CTAB intervenes in several ways in sup-
porting the oxide growth. On one side the surfactant
lowers the surface tension at the ZnO/solution
interface so that a lower supersaturation is needed for
the solid formation. Further the surfactant acts as a
carrier for CTAþ-Zn(OH)4

2- ion pairs and controls the
landing of the growing units onto the (0 0 0 1) crystal
face promoting the preferential growth.

SURFACTANT-ASSISTED PREPARATION OF
NANOPARTICLES FOR APPLICATIONS IN
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS

The main advantages of using surfactant-assisted
techniques in the preparation of catalytic materials
are related to the possibility of controlling properties
such as particle size, morphology, and size distribution.
Nanosize particles with a narrow size distribution can
often be achieved and, therefore, structure-sensitive
catalytic reactions can benefit from the preparation
procedure. A review by S. Eriksson shows several
examples, relative to both metallic particles and oxides,
of catalysts prepared by microemulsion technique; they
prove to be, in some cases, superior to catalysts
prepared by traditional methods, regarding both the
catalytic activity and/or selectivity.[33] However there
may be some drawbacks. For example, in the case of
catalysts prepared by microemulsions the scaling-up

of the catalyst preparation is still a challenge and in
some cases the presence of the surfactant in the
catalysts preparation may affect the surface structure
of the material and, therefore, its catalytic activity.
For example the mesosilicates of the M41S family
obtained by templating with ionic surfactants proved
to be ineffective in several applications, particularly
in catalysis, because of the absence of active sites in
the siliceous framework. Sulfated zirconia is an
excellent solid acid catalyst.[34–36] There is abundant
catalysis literature in the area of strong zirconia-based
solid acids,[37–39] such as the isomerization of butane at
room temperature[40] and hydrocracking and hydro-
isomerization reactions of molecules in the liquid
phase. Conventional preparations of sulfated zirconia
lead to microporous material suitable for reactions of
small molecules in the vapor phase. If conventional
sulfated zirconia is calcined at high temperatures, the

Fig. 11 (A) Reagents conversion for benzoic acid esterifica-
tion as a function of the reaction time for SO4-ZrO2 sample
calcined at 620�C. Inset: total reaction profile (conversion
vs. time) and (B) DRIFT spectra of the same samples.

Fig. 10 TEMmicrograph of the ZnO sample obtained in the
presence of CTAB with 20 hr of hydrothermal treatment at
180�C. (From Ref.[32].)
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micropores collapse and larger pores are formed
with wider pore-size distributions.[41] To form a cata-
lyst that has shape selectivity for larger molecules,
narrow pore-size distributions need to be created.[42,43]

However, the synthesis of sulfated zirconia by templat-
ing with anionic surfactants produces less active cata-
lysts for the liquid-media reaction of esterification of
benzoic acid with methanol. The catalytic conversion
(Fig. 11) appreciably decreases in the case of the sam-
ples obtained by in situ sol–gel synthesis at the highest
concentration of SDS. It is relevant to note that the
samples were routinely calcined at 620�C and that no
residual surfactant was present in the samples; further
the reported decrease in the activity cannot be brought
back to morphological effects. Apparently the presence
of the surfactant at high concentrations modifies the
adsorption of sulfates species at the oxide surface,
which creates the acidity of the surface Zr species.
The DRIFT spectra of the calcined samples support
this hypothesis. The presence of the two intense peaks
between 1250 and 1350/cm in the case of the samples
obtained at the highest surfactant concentration
suggest a different coordination of the sulfate groups
bound to zirconia crystallites with respect to the
‘‘regular’’ coordination of sulfates in an active zirconia
catalyst.

CONCLUSIONS

The addition of an amphiphilic molecule in one of the
synthetic steps leading to a nanocrystalline material
may greatly contribute to controlling the manifold
features bearing relevance to the reactivity of the
material. The possible choices of operation are numerous
and the effects provoked may concern control of the
particle size and shape, the relative enrichment in diff-
erent polymorphs, or the surface state.

The authors believe that the first goal to be
reached, in the use of surfactants for the assisted
growth of oxides, is the development of a better funda-
mental understanding concerning the features of the
solid–surfactant interactions virtually encompassing
all steps in the material evolution. This knowledge,
based on general criteria, could be successively
used to project a priori the specific conditions to be
adopted to obtain the material tailored for the final
application.
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INTRODUCTION

This discussion focuses on the development of nano-

structured materials through controlled primary crystalli-

zation reactions of amorphous alloys. The nanocrystalline

state is at the forefront of study in a variety of disciplines

involving condensed matter. In broad terms the main

activities can be classified into material synthesis strate-

gies, property measurement and evaluation, applications,

and computer simulation and modeling. A key attribute of

the nanocrystalline state that offers a broad attraction for

many disciplines is derived from the nanometer length

scale. At this length scale the chemical, biological, phy-

sical, mechanical, and structural properties and perfor-

mance of materials are susceptible to significant changes

during synthesis,[1] and the current computational capa-

bilities allow for effective simulation and analysis of

nanocrystalline assemblies.[2]

The principles that govern the kinetics of microstruc-

tural evolution apply directly to other devitrification re-

actions that yield nanostructured intermetallic phases and

quasi-crystalline phases that are also promising in terms of

their structural and functional performance. Some of the

key issues concerning synthesis and stability are illustrat-

ed from the observed behavior in specific amorphous

alloys, but the discussion also applies to other similar

alloy systems.

OVERVIEW

The nanocrystalline state, where the microstructural size

scales are in the 1- to 100-nm range, can be synthesized by

a variety of processing routes starting with the vapor,

liquid, or solid state.[1] Although it may be expected that

the final nanocrystalline state is independent of the

processing route, in practice this is not the case. For

example, for deposition from the vapor at the high rates

that promote nanocrystalline grain sizes, residual impuri-

ties or entrapped gas can be present in the deposit.

Similarly, from an initial solid, the nanocrystalline state is

often achieved by the mechanical milling of powders.

During subsequent consolidation of powders to a bulk

form, it is common to incorporate impurities from the

medium used for milling and to retain a residual po-

rosity.[3] The attainment of nanocrystalline structures from

the liquid or vapor requires the attainment of a high crystal

nucleation rate, which in turn is promoted by a large

undercooling before the onset of crystallization. Actually,

there are two pathways that may be followed to achieve

the high crystal nucleation density.[4] If a liquid is rapidly

quenched at a rate that happens to coincide with the

conditions for a high nucleation rate a nanocrystalline

structure is possible by direct quenching.[5] However, un-

der most conditions of rapid quenching it is difficult to

control the processing and the reproducibility. Instead, a

direct cooling to an amorphous state and a subsequent

low-temperature crystallization treatment is usually pre-

ferred as a method of achieving reproducible nanostruc-

ture synthesis including the fabrication of nanostructures

in bulk sample volumes.[6–8]

The classes of metallic glasses that provide the most

effective routes to nanocrystallization are closely related

to two important aspects of solidification that involve

kinetic competition: 1) avoidance of crystallization upon

cooling of the liquid and 2) the control of crystallization

upon heating of the glass. Although there are connec-

tions between these aspects, including the common un-

derlying important role of melt undercooling as a mea-

sure of liquid metastability, in each case the controlling

reactions occur under regimes of different kinetic con-

straints.[9] In addition to the closed-system methods in-

volving liquid or vapor quenching, it is recognized that

open systems involving continuous deformation[10] or

irradiation[11] can drive a material toward nanocrystalli-

nity and in some cases to an amorphous structure. In this

case, the stored energy due to defects, grain refinement,

and solute supersaturation is a measure of the level of

metastability that is crucial to consider in the analysis of

amorphization and the development of nanostructured

microstructures.[12]

NANOCRYSTALLIZATION REACTIONS

The crystallization behavior of amorphous materials is of

central importance in the synthesis of nanostructured ma-

terials. The reaction pathways that are operative during

crystallization must be identified and controlled to develop

successful strategies for the consolidation of amorphous

powders or ribbons that can be processed into bulk nano-

structured solids. Moreover, the control of the reaction path
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during crystallization provides for the option to develop

nanoscale structures with different phase selection.

The different reaction paths and product selection

options are identified in Fig. 1, which illustrates sche-

matically the free energy relationships between an initial

amorphous phase that is considered as an undercooled

liquid solution and several crystalline product phases

that include stable a and b phases and a metastable g
phase.[13,14] Within the alloy composition ranges that are

usually favored for glass formation there are several types

of crystallization reactions that can be used to develop

nanocrystalline structures during controlled heating or

isothermal reaction. One of the simplest reactions is the

direct transformation from the glass to a single-phase crys-

tal without composition change as illustrated in Fig. 1A

and b by pathways (1) and (2) for either stable or meta-

stable initial product phases. The composition invariant or

polymorphic reaction can yield metastable structures such

as supersaturated solid solution phases or metastable

intermediate phases that can undergo further transforma-

tion that is indicated by pathways (1’) and (2’) in Fig. 1A

and b. With primary crystallization, a single phase is the

initial product, but the reaction proceeds with a partition-

ing of solute to yield a solute lean primary crystal and a

residual amorphous phase matrix that is enriched in

solute.[6,15–18] The kinetics of primary crystallization is

evidently related to the rate of solute diffusion in the

amorphous matrix that is necessary to dissipate the solute

that is rejected during primary crystal growth.[19] It is also

apparent that primary crystallization does not result in a

stable equilibrium product structure that is indicated by the

compositions ae and be in Fig. 1A and B. To complete the

primary crystallization, a subsequent multiphase crystal-

lization develops either from the nucleation site provided

by the primary crystal or directly from the amorphous

phase. For example, with eutectic crystallization that is

indicated by pathway (3) in Fig. 1A, the product phases

(i.e., a and b) often develop by a coupled growth and

appear with a lamellar or rod type of regular morphology

in a spherulitic pattern.[8,19] In this case the synthesis of a

nanoscale microstructure requires a high density of a and b
colonies with an ultrafine lamellar spacing. A schematic

illustration of the characteristic microstructural morphol-

ogies associated with each of the nanocrystallization

Fig. 1 Schematic free energy vs. composition diagrams il-

lustrating some of the possible nanocrystallization reactions of

an amorphous phase. (A) reaction pathways for an alloy with a

negative heat of mixing and a metastable g phase. (B) reaction

pathways for an alloy with a positive heat of mixing.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the characteristic microstruc-

tural morphologies that develop during nanocrystallization by

(a) polymorphic, (b) eutectic, and (c) primary phase reactions. In

(c) the dotted curve around primary phase nanocrystals denotes

the extent of the solute diffusion field.
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reactions is provided in Fig. 2. Often, under high-under-

cooling conditions metastable phase reactions can develop

as a precursor to the formation of stable crystallization

products. For example, as indicated in Fig. 1B, the un-

dercooled liquid or amorphous phase can undergo a phase

separation reaction leading to the formation of two liquids

with different compositions that are indicated by Ga and

Gb in Fig. 1b. At low temperature or high undercooling,

limited atomic mobility will result in a fine scale of phase

separation that can extend into the nanoscale regime.[20]

Moreover, in some cases the interfaces between the dif-

ferent liquid regions can serve as heterogeneous nucle-

ation sites for subsequent crystallization reactions and

establish high nucleation product number densities. In

addition, there is evidence that in some systems minor

impurity levels can promote the development of phase

separation reactions.[14] Another example of a precursor

reaction is the formation of an intermediate phase as a

metastable product as illustrated in Fig. 1A for the g phase.

KINETICS OF NANOCRYSTALLIZATION

One of the key requirements that must be satisfied for the

development of a nanoscale microstructure by a crystal-

lization reaction is the attainment of a very high nuc-

leation product number density. The main features of the

steady-state nucleation rate kinetics can be described by

Js
i ¼ Oi exp � DG*f ðyÞ

kT

� �
ð1Þ

where Ji
s is the steady state nucleation rate on a volume

(i=v) or surface basis (i=a).[12] Respective values for the

prefactor, Oi, activation barrier, DG*, and the contact

angle function, f(q), are used in Eq. 1, and kT is the

thermal energy. The expressions for Oi involve a product

of a nucleation site density on a catalytic surface or

volume basis, the number of atoms on a nucleus surface

and a jump frequency. For most cases, Ov=1030/Z cm�3

sec�1 and Oa=01022/Z cm�2 sec�1, with Z the liquid

shear viscosity (in poise) given by Ref. [6] as

Z ¼ 10�3:33 exp
3:34TL

T � Tg

� �
ð2Þ

in terms of the liquidus temperature, TL, and the glass

transition, Tg, and f, the fraction of active catalytic sites.

The activation barrier for nucleation is given by

DG* ¼ bs3

DG2
v

ð3Þ

where s is the liquid–solid interfacial energy,[21] DGv is

the driving free energy for nucleation of a unit volume of

product phase, and b=16p/3 for spherical nuclei. With a

planar catalytic surface site and spherical nuclei

f(q)=[2�3 cos +cos3q]/4. Following the establishment

of a supersaturation or undercooling, there is an initial

time period during which the nucleation cluster population

evolves toward the steady-state distribution.[22] During

this transient period the time-dependent nucleation rate,

Ji(t), is given by

JiðtÞ ¼ Js
i 1þ 2Sð�1Þn exp � n2t

t

� �� �
ð4Þ

where t is the time lag or delay time that is estimated by

(n*2/p2b). The critical nucleus size, n*, in atoms is

obtained from n*=4pr*3/(3Va) where Va is the volume per

atom and r*=�2s/DGv is the critical nucleus radius. The

atomic jump frequency, b, can be estimated by D/l2,

where D is the diffusion coefficient in the undercooled

phase and l is the jump distance.[23,24]

To achieve a nanocrystalline microstructure (i.e., with

a size scale �100 nm) in a fully crystallized volume, the

nucleation number density should be at least of the order

of 1021 m�3. Of course, nanocrystallization can be

achieved only if there are also restrictions on the kinetics

of nanocrystal growth following nucleation.

The kinetic analysis of growth follows different forms

that depend on the nature of the solute partitioning as-

sociated with phase growth. For example, during poly-

morphous transformation without solute redistribution, the

growth rate, V, is controlled by interface attachment li-

mited kinetics as represented by

V ¼ V0 exp �QD

RT

� �
1� exp

DGv

RT

� �� �
ð5Þ

where V0 is a prefactor of the order of 5�103 m/sec and

QD is the activation energy for interface jumps.[19,25] At

low temperature where DGv�RT growth is diffusion

controlled as expressed by

V ¼ V0 exp �QD

RT

� �
ð6Þ

For the case of eutectic reaction where the solute re-

distribution is limited to the reaction interface

V ffi 4DI
d

l2
ð7Þ

where DI is the interface diffusivity, d is the thickness of

the reaction front, and l is the lamellar spacing.[25,26] With

these kinetic modes, the reaction is relatively rapid and a

metastable microstructure based on nanocrystals and an

amorphous phase with the original composition is possible

if the kinetics of subsequent decomposition reactions to a

more stable phase constitution is sluggish.

When growth requires a redistribution of solute as in

primary crystallization, the kinetics are limited by the rate
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of diffusion of the rejected solute into the amorphous

matrix. For evolving nanocrystals that are isolated from

each other the growth rate has the following form

V ¼ a
2

ffiffiffiffi
D

t

r
ð8Þ

where a is a dimensionless factor that is evaluated from

the compositions at the particle/matrix interface and the

average composition and D will be controlled by the

slowest diffusing solute in a multicomponent alloy.[26]

However, at high nucleation densities the isolation can be

lost as the diffusion fields from neighboring nanocrystals

begin to overlap (i.e., soft impingement).[25] Under this

condition there is a kinetic inhibition to further growth.

Concurrent with the growth of nanocrystals, the highly

refined sizes indicate that capillarity effects such as

Ostwald ripening due to curvature-driven transport (i.e.,

Gibbs–Thomson effect) can be important.[25,27]

AMORPHIZATION KINETICS
AND TRANSITIONS

The kinetic transition between nanocrystalline products

and an amorphous phase is a common structural change

that occurs during solidification with increasing cooling

rate as the liquid undercooling approaches Tg. Often, the

initiation of the transition is represented by a critical

cooling rate and interpreted as a sharp structural

change.[28] However, there are also many reports of mixed

crystal/glass phase structures indicating that the transition

occurs over a range of cooling rates reflecting the kinetic

competition and the probabilistic nature of nucle-

ation.[29,30] It is useful to note that the glass transition is

not a phase transformation in a thermodynamic sense, but

it is a kinetic manifestation of the slowing of atomic

transport in the liquid with cooling. In fact, the calorimet-

ric glass transition signal is due to the large change in heat

capacity that occurs when a liquid becomes configura-

tionally frozen. The slowing of atomic transport is also

reflected by an increase in liquid viscosity. The time for

the liquid structure to relax during cooling is related to the

viscosity, and for typical laboratory measurement con-

ditions Tg corresponds to a viscosity in the range of

1012–1013 P (1011–1012 Pa sec).[31]

Indeed, following amorphization by rapid melt quench-

ing, many metallic glasses do not exhibit a clear glass

transition signal, Tg, upon reheating. Instead, initial exo-

thermic maxima are observed to develop that indicate a

multiple-stage crystallization[5,32,33] as shown in Fig. 3 for

an amorphous Al88Y7Fe5 ribbon after melt spinning and

after initial crystallization. The microstructural analysis

Fig. 3 TEM bright-field images from an Al88Y7Fe5 melt-spun ribbon that was isothermally annealed at 245�C for (a) 10 min, (b) 30

min, (c) 100 min, and (d) continuous heating differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) trace at 40 K/Min showing a primary

crystallization onset at 276�C.
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has established that for many amorphous Al-base alloys

that contain transition metal (TM) and rare earth (RE)

solutes, the initial crystallization corresponds to primary

phase formation (i.e., Al) yielding a sample that contains a

high density of nanocrystals within an amorphous ma-

trix.[5] This behavior is of importance in understanding the

kinetic control of glass formation. The two basic strategies

to synthesize amorphous alloys are illustrated schemati-

cally in Fig. 4. With nucleation control, the undercooling

that is achieved during cooling bypasses the nucleation

reaction and the nucleation size distribution,[9]C(n) that

may be retained by the cooling does not overlap with the

critical nucleation size, n*, at the crystallization temper-

ature, Tx. As a result, there is no precursor reaction to

influence the evolution of crystalline clusters during sub-

sequent thermal treatment. In this way, a clear separation

in temperature between the Tg and Tx signals can be

observed during reheating of a glass. These kinetic

conditions are the basis for bulk glass formation during

slow cooling. During isothermal annealing at Tx, the heat

evolution rate Q_ exhibits a clear delay before the onset of

the nucleation reaction and a peak maximum associated

with the completion of nucleation and continued growth.

On the other hand, under growth-controlled conditions the

cooling rate is insufficient to bypass the nucleation onset

completely so that some small fraction of crystallites may

form initially, but the rapidly rising viscosity and falling

growth rate with continued cooling near Tg prevents rapid

cluster growth. In addition, the cluster size distribution

that is retained overlaps in size with the critical nucleation

size at Tx. In this case, as indicated in Fig. 4, upon re-

heating a sample with preexisting crystallites (i.e.,

quenched-in nuclei), rapid crystallization because of the

development of quenched-in clusters as well as additional

nucleation ensues at Tx, which will essentially coincide

with Tg.[34] Whereas many of the early metallic glass

alloys were synthesized under growth-controlled condi-

tions (i.e., marginal glass formers)[35] the primary crys-

tallization particle densities in these alloys are of the order

of 1018 m�3. For the class of amorphous Al- and Fe-base

glasses, the primary crystallization number densities range

from 1021 up to almost 1023 m�3. Both of the basic

mechanisms for glass formation that are outlined in Fig. 3

can yield a high number density of nanocrystals upon

devitrification. With nucleation control, nanostructure

development can be achieved by controlled reheating,

because the maximum in the growth rate typically occurs

at a higher temperature than the maximum in the nuc-

leation rate.[25] In addition to the two basic synthesis

routes outlined in Fig. 4, there is another important

distinction between alloys that form bulk glasses and the

marginal glass-forming alloys based on the temperature

dependence of the liquid viscosity.[31] The main features

of the viscosity behavior are shown in Fig. 5 where

‘‘strong’’ liquids display an Arrhenius type of temperature

dependence. A good example of a strong liquid is SiO2,

but the bulk glass-forming alloys also display strong

liquid characteristics.[31] For the ‘‘fragile’’ liquid behavior

shown in Fig. 5 the viscosity is low even in the un-

dercooled regime, but increases sharply upon approaching

the glass transition. It appears that the marginal

glass-forming alloys exhibit a fragile type of viscosity

behavior. It is evident that the transport behavior will

impact both the ease of glass formation and the kinetics of

nanocrystal development. The different synthesis routes

that are shown in Fig. 4 originate from the relative time

scales for the onset of nucleation and melt cooling. The

transition from growth control to nucleation control can be

achieved either by an increase in the cooling rate or by

lengthening the time for onset of nucleation, tn. Because tn

Fig. 4 The principal forms of kinetic control for metallic glass formation.
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is related to atomic transport in the liquid, strong liquids

with high viscosity are favored for bulk glass formation. It

is also apparent that tn can be lengthened by removing

active nucleation sites from the melt. In fact, this is the

basis for the effectiveness of melt fluxing, which has been

shown to promote bulk glass formation.[36,37] The actual

mechanism for the development of the ultrahigh number

densities of nanocrystals is under active study, and

proposals based on homogeneous[38,39] and heteroge-

neous[35,40] nucleation and precursor phase separation

reactions[41] are under examination.

The attainment of nanocrystal dispersions of essential-

ly pure Al with ultrahigh number densities is a critical

component of the attractive structural performance, but an

equally important characteristic is the high thermal

stability. One indication of this stability is the wide tem-

perature range between the primary crystallization and

final crystallization of between 75� and 100�C in Fig. 3.

Within this range, there is a metastable two-phase co-

existence involving the Al nanocrystals and the surround-

ing amorphous matrix with limited coarsening of the

microstructure. The sluggish kinetics is related at least in

part to the large differences in component atom sizes and

diffusivities[42–44] as well as the onset of impingement of

the diffusion fields from neighboring nanocrystals.[40]

Indeed, even at a particle density of 1021 m�3 the average

nanocrystal separation is only about 100 nm. It is also

evident that for the Al nanocrystals to grow there is a

rejection of solute (i.e., TM and RE) as is typical for

primary crystallization reactions. The low solute diffusiv-

ities, especially for the large RE atom, act to limit the

growth,[45] and the transport is limited further by the

reduced concentration gradient due to impingement as

indicated by the asymmetric primary crystallization

exotherm in Fig. 3. In fact, because the amorphous matrix

composition will also be enriched in TM and RE com-

ponents, it is possible to use the solute redistribution

during primary crystallization to enhance the stability of

the amorphous matrix (i.e., raise Tg ).[15,46] This kinetic

restriction inhibits further nanocrystal growth and ac-

counts for the asymmetric crystallization peak and the

remarkable thermal stability.

NANOCRYSTALLIZATION DURING
MELT QUENCHING

As noted in Fig. 4, it is possible to encounter conditions

that represent the maximum nucleation rate (i.e., the

minimum time for the onset of nucleation or the nose of

the C curve) during continuous cooling. One important

requirement to achieve a maximum nucleation density is

the removal of potent heterogeneous nucleation sites so

that the alloy melt may be cooled to the temperature

yielding the maximum nucleation rate without prior

crystal formation. For homogeneous nucleation the tem-

perature for a maximum nucleation rate is about 2/3

Tm.[12] The schematic illustration in Fig. 4 does not

provide a perspective on the sensitivity of the micro-

structural scale to cooling rate at temperatures near the

maximum nucleation rate temperature, but this important

feature of nanocrystallization can be developed by consi-

dering a melt-quenched nanostructure.

For Nb-rich alloys in the Nb–Si system the main

solidification reaction is a eutectic yielding Nb+Nb3Si as

indicated in the phase diagram in Fig. 6.[47] The mic-

rostructure that is developed following melt spinning is

revealed in Fig. 7 for a wedge-shaped sample that was

produced by thinning the ribbon of a Nb–25 at.% Si alloy

from one side (opposite from the wheel side) the most

rapidly cooled region adjacent to the wheel is amorphous.

With increasing distance from the chill surface the onset

of crystallization is characterized by nanoscale grains

with a size of about 15 nm. The fine-grain structure is a

mixture of Nb and Nb5Si3, but the size scale increases to

about 100 nm over short distance within the 20-mm-thick

ribbon before the equiaxed structure evolves into a den-

dritic morphology.

A common occurrence in the synthesis of nanostruc-

tures during rapid solidification is the absence of a phase

that according to the equilibrium phase diagram should

be present. This occurs when the missing phase is sub-

jected to kinetic limitations in nucleation and/or growth.

In the absence of a stable phase, solidification is then

governed by a metastable phase diagram. This diagram

is constructed from the equilibrium diagram in Fig. 6

Fig. 5 A schematic illustration of the liquid viscosity behavior

vs. Tg/T for strong and fragile glasses.
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where the Nb3Si phase is suppressed and where the

Nb5Si3 (designated g) liquidus extends below the

L+Nb5Si3!Nb3Si peritectic isotherm and intersects

the Nb liquidus to yield a metastable L!Nb+Nb5Si3
eutectic. For alloys near a peritectic reaction, solidifica-

tion of the high-temperature phase (in this case, Nb5Si3)

can continue below the peritectic temperature while the

remaining liquid develops only slight undercooling with

respect to the low-temperature phase (in this case, Nb3

Si). Hence, phases that are ordinarily formed by pe-

ritectic reactions may often be absent in nanocrystalliza-

tion reactions.

A useful method for examining the thermodynamic

options available to an alloy undergoing nanocrystalliza-

tion is to examine the T0 curves for the various liquid-to-

crystal transformations in a system. Schematic T0 curves

are included for the Nb and Nb5Si3 (g) phases in Fig. 6.

The T0 curves place a bound on temperatures and com-

positions where partitionless solidification is possible.[13]

Regardless of the level of undercooling that is achieved

during rapid quenching, a range of compositions may exist

between adjacent T0 curves where partitionless solidifi-

cation is impossible and crystal growth must involve the

more difficult process of diffusional solute redistribution

into a mixture of solid phases.[48] Because of this

difficulty, glass formation or nanocrystallization is most

likely in this range, which was observed to be centered

near Nb3Si as indicated in Fig. 6.

The synthesis of a two-phase nanostructure clearly

involves copious nucleation. One factor that can increase

the opportunity for high nucleation rates is the relatively

slow growth for crystals that require solute redistribution.

Furthermore, during continuous cooling, the rate of re-

calescence after the initial nucleation event depends on

the crystal growth rate. If it is slow, the melt may be

undercooled further, permitting a rapid rise in the nu-

cleation rate.[12] Moreover, the two-phase nanostructures

that are developed during melt spinning identify an

important class of metastable microstructure that is avai-

lable in the form of very high grain densities of the

equilibrium phases that were observed to range from 1018

to 1021 m�3. A high density of grains for a two-phase

mixture is metastable because of a high incoherent in-

terphase boundary area. For example, with a grain size of

0.12 mm and an interphase boundary energy in the range

Fig. 7 (a) Microstructure of a Nb–25 at.% Si melt-spun ribbon

near the TEM foil edge (the left-hand side of the micrograph)

for a specimen polished from one side; (b) SADPs positioned

under the areas from which they were taken; (c) a schematic

drawing showing the microstructure across the ribbon (EB,

electron beam).

Fig. 6 Phase diagram for the Nb–Si system showing the

metastable extension of the Nb5Si3 (i.e., g) liquidus to form a

metastable eutectic L!a-Nb+Nb5Si3. This extension is re-

levant when the Nb3Si phase is absent. Also shown are ap-

proximate T0 curves for the transformation of liquid to a-Nb and

to g.
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of 500–1000 mJ m�2 that is typical for incoherent

interfaces, the excess free energy due to the polycrystal-

line grain structure is 120–150 J mol�1. However, for

nanoscale grains with a size of 15 nm the free energy

increment increases to the range of 800–1600 J mol�1.

Thus, with nanostructured grains the level of metastability

is comparable with that associated with nonequilibrium

crystal structures.[14]

The devitrification of an amorphous phase is a fairly

well recognized approach to the synthesis of a nanocrys-

talline grain structure. The attainment of an equiaxed

grain structure resulting from an isotropic growth is

characteristic of a polymorphic type of crystallization

reaction. In this sense the evolution of an equiaxed two-

phase nanocrystalline grain structure represents a distinct

pattern of noncooperative growth that does not appear to

be readily achieved by continuous heating or isothermal

annealing devitrification treatment. However, the pro-

duction of a high nucleation density for each phase ap-

pears to require a high rate of heat extraction as well as

diffusional growth limitations so that the two-phase

nanocrystalline structure is limited in spatial extent

because of a relatively narrow range of favorable pro-

cessing conditions.

NANOCRYSTAL CATALYSIS

The limited experimental information available indicates

that the nucleation process during primary crystallization

of amorphous alloys is usually heterogeneous in nature,

but the origin of the active catalytic sites has not been

identified in all cases.[49] For example, it has been estab-

lished that, with several amorphous Fe alloys, the deve-

lopment of a high density of Fe nanocrystals is strongly

promoted by the addition of small amounts of certain

solutes such as Cu.[50] In fact, high-resolution transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) and atom probe field

ion microscopy (APFIM) observations indicate that Cu

solute allows for reactions that act to catalyze Fe nuc-

leation.[51,52] In amorphous Al-base alloys it appears that a

comparable nucleation catalysis behavior can be observed

with both soluble and insoluble additions. For example,

the addition of 1 at.% Cu to amorphous Al–Ni–Sm has

been reported to yield an Al nanocrystal density approach-

ing 1023 m�3 with diameters of 5–7 nm.[53] Similarly, the

incorporation of insoluble nanosized Pb crystalline parti-

cles in an amorphous matrix is effective in catalyzing the

crystallization of Al nanocrystals and yields a significant

increase in the total number density of nanocrystals.[54]

The catalysis behavior highlights the opportunity for the

controlled synthesis of bulk alloys with an ultrahigh

number density of nanoscale dispersoids.

MECHANICALLY INDUCED
CRYSTALLIZATION OF
AMORPHOUS PHASES

One consequence of the metastability of nanocrystalline

and amorphous phases is that the structure and properties

of the materials can depend on the processing pathway.

This pathway dependence offers the chance to obtain

phases with novel characteristics that cannot be achieved

by melt quenching. For example, nanocrystallization re-

actions during cold rolling occur after continued folding

and rolling of initially crystalline or amorphous multi-

layer samples, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. The

repeated folding and rolling process can yield a true

strain in the multilayer sample of the order of 100.[55]

The kinetics of this crystallization process appears to be

linked to the initial size distribution and density of the

quenched-in nuclei in the amorphous matrix. In some

cases, for example in melt-spun Al92Sm8, the sample

fully crystallizes during rolling.[56] Amorphous alloys

that follow the nucleation-controlled solidification path-

way and therefore have no significant cluster concentra-

tion are considerably more stable against a rolling-

induced crystallization reaction.[57] The observed primary

crystallization of marginal glass formers during initial

rolling implies an atomic transport of the constituents

through the amorphous matrix. Nanocrystals can also be

induced by deformation in bulk glass-forming alloys

without any thermal annealing.[58] The redistribution of

solute atoms during crystallization appears to be charac-

teristic of a driven system where an athermal mechanical

process during shear deformation controls the trans-

port.[59–61] A more complete understanding of deforma-

tion-catalyzed nanocrystallization should also consider

the nonequilibrium nature of the rolling process as well

as the structural metastability of the amorphous phase.

Understanding the nature of shear-induced crystallization

is thus not solely a matter of focusing on the processing

conditions and their influence on the structural modifica-

tions, but necessitates a refined knowledge of the

amorphous structure before deformation.

Fig. 8 A schematic illustration of the cold-roll and fold pro-

cess. A multilayer of elemental foils with foil thicknesses be-

tween 7 and 25 mm is reduced by 50% with each rolling pass.
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CONCLUSION

The development of nanostructured materials can be

achieved in bulk form by the use of amorphous phases as

effective precursors. Indeed, the controlled primary crys-

tallization of amorphous alloys yields essentially a nano-

phase composite of nanocrystalline primary phase

dispersed within an amorphous matrix. It is remarkable

that the nanocrystal number density can achieve high

levels of 1021 to 1023 m�3 at primary phase volume

fractions approaching about 30% to yield ultra high

strength. An equally remarkable fact is the relative high

thermal stability of the nanophase composite. This is truly

a novel microstructure that has revealed challenging basic

issues on the governing reactions kinetics that control the

structure synthesis and performance. At the same time,

alternative synthesis routes have been identified based on

deformation-induced alloying and glass formation that can

be adapted for processing of bulk glasses. The deforma-

tion response of amorphous alloys is sensitive to the

processing during synthesis and to the influence of

quenched-in crystallites.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystals have long been known for their ability to
color glasses and catalytic action. New understanding
of nanoscale phenomena, especially the changes in
the material properties with size are promising to usher
in a whole new genre of applications.[1–3] In this entry,
a discussion of the electronic, optical, and magnetic
properties of capped nanocrystals, followed by a brief
elucidation of select applications is provided.

ELECTRONIC AND RELATED PROPERTIES

As the size of nanocrystals is varied in the nanometric
domain, the electronic structure undergoes various
changes. The changes were theoretically addressed as
early as the 1960s by Kubo and Frolich.[4] Kubo suc-
cessfully predicted that a gap, now called the Kubo
gap (D), will emerge as the dimensions are reduced:

D ¼ Ef

3n
ð1Þ

where, Ef is the bulk Fermi level and n the number of
free electrons in the nanoparticle (a contribution of one
electron per atom is usually assumed). A natural con-
sequence of the emergence of Kubo gap is a size-
induced metal–insulator transition when the diameter
of the particle is decreased to below a few nano-
meters.[5–7] Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
measurements of nanocrystals of various metals have
revealed that the nanocrystals of dimensions �1 nm3

exhibit a definitive band gap (up to 70meV) that
decreases gradually as the volume of the nanocrystal
increases (see Fig. 1).[6,8,9] Photoelectron spectroscopic
measurements on mass selected Hgn nanoparticles
(n ¼ 3–250) in the gas phase reveal that the character-
istic HOMO–LUMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) (s–p)
energy gap decreases gradually from �3.5 eV for
n < 3 to �0.2 eV for n < 250, as shown in Fig. 2.

The band gap closure is predicted at n � 400. In
addition to D, nanoparticles also possess coulombic
energy states that manifest themselves when actual
charging and discharging events take place. Experi-
ments have revealed that small nanocrystals possess
charging energies (U ) of the order of hundreds of
millielectron Volts. Therefore, in ensembles of nano-
crystals, charge transport would be dominated by
a hopping mechanism. A large number of studies
have addressed charge-transport characteristics of
nanocrystalline assemblies. Pellets of monodisperse
nanocrystals, obtained by the use of bifunctional ligand
that may bind to more than one nanocrystal, or by
applying pressure on dried nanocrystalline matter, have
been used for electrical transport measurements.[10–13]

Pellets made of small Au and Pd nanocrystals exhibit
nonmetallic behavior with specific conductivities in the
range of 106O�1 cm�1.[10–12] The conductivity, however,
increases dramatically with an increase in the diameter
of the nanocrystals. An insulator metal transition has
indeed been reported from pellets made of �12.5 nm
Au and Ag nanocrystals.[13] Electrical transport
measurements on layer-by-layer assemblies of nanocrys-
tals on conducting substrates have been carried out by
adoption of a sandwich configuration.[14–16]

Nanocrystalline films with bulkmetallic conductivity
have been realized with Au nanocrystals of 5 and 11 nm
diameter spaced with ionic and covalent spacers.[15,16]

The conductivity of monolayered two-dimensional
arrays of metal nanocrystals has been studied with
patterned electrodes.[17–22] Structural disorder and inter-
particle separation distance are identified as key factors
that determine the conductivity of such layers.[17–20]

The conductivity of such layers can be enhanced by
replacing alkane thiol with an aromatic thiol insitu.[21,22]

That the interaction energy of nanocrystals in such orga-
nizations can be continually varied by changing the
interparticle distance was exploited by Heath and
coworker who prepared a monolayer of Ag (�3 nm)
nanocrystals at air=water interface in a Langmuir
Blodgett trough and varied the interparticle distance
by applying pressure.[23,24] A host of measurements
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including reflectivity and nonlinear optical spectro-
scopic techniques were carried out insitu. This study
led to the observation of a reversible Mott–Hubbard
metal–insulator transition in the nanocrystal ensemble
wherein the coulomb gap closes at a critical distance

between the particles. Tunneling spectroscopicmeasure-
ments on films of 2.6 nm Ag nanocrystals capped with
decanethiol reveal a coulomb blockade behavior attri-
butable to isolated nanocrystals.[24] On the other hand,
nanocrystals capped with hexane and pentane thiol
exhibit characteristics of strong interparticle quantum
mechanical exchange (see Fig. 3). Similar behavior was
observed in the case of self-assembled two-dimensional
arrays of Co nanocrystals and Au nanocrystals.[25,26]

By varying simple parameters in the synthetic scheme,
Rao and coworkers have been able to tune the specific
resistivity of a thin film of Au nanocrystals in the range
of tens of megaohms to a few ohms (see Fig. 4). Along
with the change in conductivity, the nature of the film
also undergoes a change from that of an insulator to a
metal. Schmid and coworkers as well as Pal et al. have
obtained rectifying behavior from ensembles of nano-
crystals (see Fig. 5).[27,28] Although a clear understand-
ing is yet to emerge, it is clear that the observed

Fig. 1 Variation of the nonmetallic band gap with nanocrys-
tal size in metal nanocrystals. The bandgaps were obtained

based on STS measurements. (From Ref.[3].)
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Fig. 2 Photoelectron spectra of Hg clusters of varying
nuclearity. The 6p feature moves gradually toward the Fermi
level, emphasizing that the band gap shrinks with increase in
cluster size. (From Ref.[6].)

Fig. 3 Normalized density of states (DOS) measured from

arrays of Ag nanocrystals of diameter �2.6 nm capped (A)
decanethiol and (B) hexanethiol at various temperatures. The
temperature dependence of DOS near 0V for decanethiol

capped particles indicates that the films are nonmetallic. In
the case of hexanethiol capped nanocrystals, the DOS around
0V is temperature independent revealing themetallic nature of
the film. (From Ref.[21].)
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rectification is related to the high charging energies of
the individual nanocrystals.

The capacitance (C) of a nanoparticle is related to U
by

C ¼ U=2e ð2Þ

and is size dependent. Typical values of capacitances of
nanocrystals are in the range of 10�18 F (aF). At such
low capacitances, successive charging events are no
longer continuous but are discrete. A measurable
change in potential is brought about by varying the
charge on the nanocrystal by e. This is often seen as
a coulomb staircase in the I–V spectra of individual
nanocrystals. We have been able to identify the size-
dependent changes in the coulomb staircase phenom-
ena in Au and Pd nanocrystals (see Fig. 6).[29] It has
been proposed that, by using nanocrystals, single-
electron devices such as supersensitive electrometers
and memory devices could be fabricated. Further, it
is supposed that nano-objects could bring a new era
in electronics, aptly named nanoelectronics. Proof
of concept experiments to test the feasibility of using

chemically prepared nanocrystals in single-electron
devices have been carried out. For example, Murray
and coworkers have found that a single redox reaction
taking place at the surface of Au nanocrystals induces
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Fig. 5 I–V characteristics of dodecanethiol thiol capped Au
nanocrystals deposited on an ordered monolayer of gadoli-
nium stearate molecules on a Si substrate.
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a eightfold increase in capacitance.[30] Single-electron
transistors have been demonstrated with one or a few
nanocrystals at the gap between electrodes.[31] Schffrin
and coworkers have fabricated a nanoswitch based on
a layer of Au nanoparticles on a viologen moiety
anchored to Au substrate. The I–V characteristics of
the Au nanoparticles studied using insitu STS revealed
a dependence on the redox state of the viologen groups
underneath the nanoparticle. By electrochemically
altering the redox state, the conductivity of the circuit
could be made high or low.[32]

Nanocomputing

Buoyed by the success of preliminary experiments, it
has been supposed that nanoscopic elements could
act as ingredients in future computers.[33] Ordered
arrays of nanocrystals, in principle, could be thought
of as arrays of single-electron transistors (SETs), where
the electrostatic interaction between neighboring SETs
acts as a means of wireless communication. It has been
suggested by Korotkov and Lent that simple logical
operations can be performed on a circuitry consisting
of arrays of SETs in the form of chains or cells with
suitable insulating spacers.[34,35] An electric field
applied in one direction polarizes the strings into either
the 0 or the 1 state. Lent’s scheme, named quantum
cellular automata, instead uses a square cell consisting

of five nanocrystals to denote the state of polarization.
Preliminary experiments to evaluate the schemes
are currently being pursued. The realization that
self-assembly driven fabrication process is not capable
of producing defect-free structures has fueled a search
for algorithms that can compute even with defective
circuitry. Heath and coworkers have developed Tera-
mac, a computer that works despite a high concentra-
tion of defects in its bank of microprocessors.[36] A
more radical solution called amorphous computing
aims to ‘‘engineer pre-specified, coherent behavior
from cooperation of large numbers of unreliable parts
interconnected in unknown, irregular and time varying
ways.’’[37–39]

Catalysis

Nanocrystals consist of an unusually large fraction of
surface atoms. For example, a nanocrystal of size
5 nm has about 80% of its atoms on the surface. This
increases the surface area per unit mass and translates
to a higher number of active site per unit mass and
thereby makes nanocrystals extraordinarily important
for catalytic applications such as in autocatalytic
convertors. In addition to an increased surface area,
nanocrystalline metals also posses high reactivity.[40–42]

When combined with a suitable support, typically a
semiconducting oxide surface such as TiO2 or ZnO,

Fig. 6 (A) I–V characteristics of an isolated 3.3 nm Pd nanocrystal (dotted line) and the theoretical fit (solid line) obtained at
300K using a semiclassical model according to which the observed capacitance (C) can be resolved into two components C1

and C2, and the resistance (R) into R1 and R2, such that C ¼ C1 þ C2 and R ¼ R1 þ R2. For C1 � C2 and R1 � R2, the
model predicts steps in the measured current to occur at critical voltages, Vc ¼ nce

C
þ q0 þ e=2

C
, where q0 is the residual charge.

(B) Variation of the charging energies of Pd and Au nanocrystals with inverse diameters (d). (From Ref.[26].)
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the nanocrystals exhibit an affinity for reactions that
have no corresponding bulk analogs. For example,
Goodman and coworkers have found that small Au
nanocrystals supported on titania catalyze CO oxida-
tion, with the catalytic ability being markedly size
dependent.[43] Another study has found that Au
nanocrystals supported on ZnO exhibit a tendency
to adsorb CO.[44] The activity is size dependent and
is exhibited only by small nanocrystals (diameters
<5 nm, see Fig. 7). The increased activity of the small
particles is attributable to the charge transfer between
the oxide support and the particle. It is supposed that
greater understanding of nanoscale charge transfer
phenomena would contribute toward understanding
of such catalytic processes.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The fluorescent properties of semiconductor nano-
crystals have drawn wide attention because of their
potential use as labels in fluorescence bioassays.[45–52]

When compared to dyes currently in use, the emission

from fluorescent nanocrystals is brighter and sharper.
For example, Nie and coworkers have estimated that
CdSe nanocrystals are 20 times brighter and 100 times
more stable than a single rhodamine 6G molecule.[51]

Further, the emission can be brought about by excita-
tion in a broad range of wavelengths. It is therefore
possible to excite nanocrystals of several different sizes
simultaneously with a single source and obtain a well-
resolved emission at different colors. In order that the
nanocrystals are biocompatible, the nanocrystals need
to be water soluble and possess pendant groups at
the surface, that bind to biomolecules like proteins.
These changes can be brought about by tailoring the
ligand shell with small DNA fragments or mercapto
acids. Several invivo and invitro fluorescence biochem-
ical assays have been carried out with nanocrystalline
markers.[45–47,51] A few studies have sought to exploit
dependence of the plasmon absorption band on the
dielectric constant of the surrounding medium in metal
nanocrystals to detect binding events taking place at
the ligand shell.[53–55] Thus, Au nanocrystals could
colorimetrically determine the successful hybridization
of oligonucleotide strands bound to its surface.[56,57]

It has been proposed that colorimetric sensing of heavy
metal ions could be obtained by the use of carboxylic
acid terminated bifunctional thiols bound to metal
nanocrystals.[58,59] The changes in the electronic
absorption spectra of �5 nm Ag nanocrystals capped
with lipoic acid, following the addition of the heavy
ions, Cu2þ and Fe2þ, is shown in Fig. 8. Such a dam-
pening also brings about a change in color. It is appar-
ent that Cu2þ ions dampen the plasmon band more
effectively than Fe2þ. It has been suggested that very
sensitive detection of nanoparticles could be carried
out by measuring the light scattered by the parti-
cles.[61–62] Yguerabid and coworkers have pioneered
the use of large particles �60 nm for carrying out bio-
chemical assays. In contrast to detection in the liquid
state, much progress has been made in surface plasmon
based detection of binding events that occur over a bed
of nanocrystals. Since 1990, Biacore has been market-
ing a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based kit for
carrying out immunoassays.[63]

Another dimension has been added to the optical
properties of nanocrystals by the recognition that the
optical properties of a superlattice of nanocrystals
could be different from that of the individual nano-
crystals owing to interparticle interactions.[64] Typical
spectra showing such a change in the case of CdSe
nanocrystals are shown in Fig. 9. When present in
close-packed organization, the absorption spectra of
the nanocrystals are broadened and red shifted. This
change has been attributed to interparticle dipolar
interactions.[65] Bawendi and coworkers have studied
such changes in the ensemble of CdSe nanocrystals
of different diameters and have obtained evidence for

Fig. 7 C (1s) core-level spectra of CO adsorbed on Au

particles supported on a ZnO substrate. The feature at
285 eV corresponds to molecularly absorbed CO. The
diameters have been obtained from the metal coverages.
(From Ref.[37].)
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long-range resonance transfer of electronic excitation
from smaller to bigger nanocrystals owing to dipolar
interactions.[66] In a noteworthy experiment, Weller
and coworkers, prepared drop cast films of giant CdS
clusters of the form Cd17S4(SCH2CH2OH)26 and
Cd32S14(SCH2CH(CH3)OH)36 with diameters of 1.4
and 1.8 nm, respectively. Further, an integrating sphere
was used to collect absorption data, thereby virtually
eliminating errors from inhomogeneities and size
distributions.[67] The experiments due to Weller also

support the idea of dipolar interaction leading to the
red shift and broadening. Signatures of such interac-
tions have also been seen in the case of CdS multilayer
deposits.[68] The interparticle interactions, however,
could range from weak dipolar interactions to strong
exchange interactions based on the interparticle
separation. Delocalization of the electronic states of
nanocrystals in ensembles due to exchange interactions
have been observed in experiments with CdSe nano-
crystals. Gaponenko and coworkers have shown that

Fig. 8 Electronic absorption spectra of �5 nm Ag nanoparticles showing changes accompanying the addition of (A) Cu2þ and
(B) Fe2þ ions. The concentrations of the ions are indicated.
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Fig. 9 Absorption spectra of thin films of close-packed (A) and isolated (B) CdSe nanocrystals at different temperatures (from
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the optical properties of an ensemble of small
(�1.6 nm) CdSe nanocrystals are similar to that of
bulk CdSe because of complete delocalization of the
electronic states of individual nanocrystals.[69] Dipolar
coupling interactions in metal nanocrystal assemblies
such as in linear rows lead to strong optical anisotropy.
The transmitted light depends on whether it is
polarized parallel or perpendicular to the rows of
nanocrystals. It has been suggested that such material
could be useful as polarizing filters. Dirix et al. have
pioneered a simple method of preparing such assem-
blies. Their method involved stretching a polyethylene
film impregnated with Ag nanocrystals. Dirix et al.[70]

Atwater and coworkers have suggested that coupled
plasmon modes could lead to coherent propagation
of electromagnetic energy, i.e., a row of
metal nanocrystals could act as a nanoscale wave-
guide. Using an array generated by means of e-beam
lithography, they have provided a proof of concept
demonstration.[71]

!Several polymer=polyelectrolyte-nanocrystal hybrid
devices have been fabricated seeking to exploit the elec-
tro- and photoluminescent properties of nanocrystalline
media.[72–81] Device fabrication in all these cases is by
low-cost self-assembly based techniques. These devices
utilize thin films of these hybrids obtained either by mul-
tilayer deposition or drop=spin casting methods. Thus,
‘‘solar cells’’ have been made from poly(2-hexylthio-
phene)-CdSe nanorod multilayers, lasers from drop cast
films of CdSe–titania composites, and infrared emitter
from multilayers of HgTe and poly(diallyl dimethyl
ammonium chloride) (PDDA). White light electrolumi-
nescence is seen in multilayers of CdSe–CdS–poly(phe-
nylenevinylene), CdTe–PDDA. White light emission
has also been obtained from drop cast films consisting

of a mixture CdSe–ZnS, CdS–ZnS, and polylaurly-
methacrylate. The characteristic of all the above devices
can be changed by altering the nanocrystal size.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

It is well known that in the nanometric domain, the
coercivity of magnetic nanocrystals tends to zero.[82,83]

Thus, the nanocrystals behave as superparamagnets
with no associated coercivity or retentivity. The block-
ing temperature that marks the onset of this superpar-
amagnetism increases with the nanocrystal size.[84–86]

This scenario, however, changes in the case of interact-
ing nanocrystals where the interparticle interaction
and, hence, its magnetic properties can be tuned by
varying the interparticle distance. Thus, lattices of
interacting magnetic nanocrystals are considered
important in the future magnetic storage devices.
Further, the magnetic moment per atom is seen to
increase as the size of a particle decreases.[87]

Nanocrystals of Co when organized into two-
dimensional arrays exhibit a higher superparamagnetic
blocking temperature compared to isolated nanocrys-
tals, i.e, they display a higher resistance to thermal
reversal of their spins than when they are isolated.[88]

Sun et al. report a lattice of nanocrystals each consisting
of a Fe core and a Pt shell prepared by heating Fe–Pt
alloy nanocrystals.[89] Following phase segregation,
the interaction between the nanocrystals increased
leading to a ferromagnetic film capable of supporting
high-density magnetization reversal transitions (see
Fig. 10). Exchange spring magnets — nanocomposites
that consist of magnetically hard and soft phases
interacting via magnetic exchange coupling, have been

Fig. 10 Magneto-resistive (MR) read-
back signals from written bit transitions
in an array of 4 nm-diameter Fe48Pt52
nanocrystals. The line scans reveal mag-
netization reversal transitions at linear
densities of (A) 500; (B) 1040; (C)

2140; and (D) 5000 flux changes per
millimeter. (From Ref.[71].)
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made by carefully annealing the mixed nanocrystal
array consisting of Fe–Pt and Fe3O4

[90] The easy
magnetic axis of nanocrystals can be aligned by
applying a magnetic field during evaporation of the
colloid on a substrate to obtain films with high mag-
netic anisotropy.[91–93] Thus, ferromagnetic films with
parallel anisotropy have been made of superpara-
magnetic g-Fe2O3 nanocrystals.[91] By tuning the sub-
strate–nanocrystal interaction, the films can be made
to exhibit perpendicular anisotropy (see Fig. 11).[92]

Properties such as coercivity, anisotropy can be tuned
by altering the size of the nanocrystals, the film
thickness or by suitably doping the nanocrystals with
magnetic ions.[91–93]

Biomedical Application of Oxide Nanoparticles

Magnetic oxide nanoparticles are considered as
biocompatible as they possess no known toxicity.
Superparamagnetic oxide nanoparticles have therefore
found several biomedical applications.[94] By tailoring
the ligand shell of magnetic particles to attach to a
specific target molecule in a solution containing several
different entities and subjecting the liquid to a mag-
netic field, separation or enhancement in concentration
could be achieved. Such aids are rather important in
biochemical experiments where very low concen-
trations are generally employed. For example, by
employing red blood cells labeled with iron oxide
nanoparticles, the sensitivity of detection of malarial
parasite was shown to be enhanced by Paul et al.[95]

It has been proposed that hyperthermia—magnetic
field induced heating of superparamagnetic particles,
could be used to destroy diseased cells and thereby
treat cancer. The particles are dispersed in the affected
cells and an external AC magnetic field applied to
bring about heating of the particles to cause destruc-
tion of the cells. Numerous studies have been carried
out toward achieving this objective.[94,96,97] Magnetic
nanoparticles also find application as magnetic reso-
nance imaging contrast agents. This technology has
been commercialized and is widely available.[94]

CONCLUSIONS

Properties of metals and semiconductors become size
dependent at the nanoscale because of associated
changes in the electronic structure and charge trans-
port. Specifically, electronic, optical, and magnetic
properties of nanocrystals have gained importance in
view of their potential applications. Small metal nano-
crystals with discrete charge states find applications in
highly sensitive electrometers and memory devices.
Similarly, semiconductor nanocrystals of varying opti-
cal gap find applications in photonic materials and
fluorescent markers in biochemical assays. Bimetallic
and oxide nanocrystals with superparamagnetic
domains have demonstrated potential as recording
media. The latter especially has gained importance in
cancer treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

During this last decade, because of the emergence of a

new generation of high-technology materials, the number

of groups studying nanomaterials has increased expo-

nentially.[1,2] The electrical, optical, and magnetic prop-

erties of inorganic nanomaterials vary widely with

their sizes and shapes. Nanomaterials are used in several

domains such as chemistry, electronics, high-density

magnetic recording media, sensors, and biotechnology.

This is, in part, because of their novel material properties,

which differ from both the isolated atoms and the bulk

phase. An ultimate challenge in materials research is the

creation of perfect nanometer-scale crystallites identically

replicated in unlimited quantities in a state than can be

readily handled and can behave as pure macromolecular

substances. Thus the ability to systematically manipulate

these is an important goal in modern materials chemistry.

Optimizing this ability requires an understanding of

nanocrystal growth, which turns out to be a complex

process. The essential first step in the study of their

physical properties and the use of nanomaterials in various

technologies is their production. Several approaches to

manipulate inorganic nanocrystals have been undertaken.

The major contribution was to produce spherical nano-

crystals with a very low size distribution. Deposition

processes include use of microwave plasma,[3] low-energy

cluster beam deposition,[4] inorganic chemistry,[5] ball

milling,[6] sonochemical reactions,[7] sol–gel,[8] and flame

by vapor phase reaction and condensation.[9] In 1986, we

developed a method based on reverse micelles (water-in-

oil droplets) to prepare nanocrystals.[1,2] Normal micelles

make it possible to produce ferrite magnetic fluids.[10]

To control the shapes of nanocrystals, several proce-

dures are now being studied. Hard templates are employed

to direct 1-D nanostructure growth. The nanometer-sized

pores in membranes and zeolites are utilized to confine the

growth of wires.[11–14] Alternatively, lithography and dep-

osition are combined to create quantum wires on single-

crystal surfaces.[15–17] Electrochemical synthesis is used

to produce well-defined nanorods.[18–20] In 1993 and

again in 1995, we were able to partially control the shape

of nanocrystals by using colloidal solutions as tem-

plates.[21,22]

In the following, we will concentrate mainly on

nanocrystal growth in colloidal self-assemblies and de-

scribe discrepancies in the control of size and shape.

COLLOIDAL SELF-ASSEMBLIES
OF SURFACTANTS

Direct Micelles

Surfactants are molecules with a polar hydrophilic head

(attracted to water) and a hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain

(attracted to oil). If a surfactant is solubilized in water, the

chains tend to self-associate to form various aggre-

gates.[23,24] Of course, if the solvent is able to solubilize

simultaneously the polar head and the alkyl chains, no

aggregates are formed. The shape of the surfactant plays

an important role in forming the assembly. If the surfac-

tant molecules have a very large polar head and a small

chain, the chains tend to self-associate and form a spheri-

cal aggregate that is called a direct micelle. When the

direct (or normal) micelle is formed at low concentrations,

it is spherical and the length of the hydrocarbon chain and

the size of the polar head fix its diameter. On increasing

the surfactant concentration, various aggregate shapes are

formed. The most commonly used surfactants are sodium

dodecyl sulfate [Na(DS)], cethyl trimethyl ammonium

chloride (CTAC), or cethyl trimethyl ammonium bro-

mide (CTAB).

Reverse Micelles

If the surfactant has the shape of a champagne cork (small

polar head and branched hydrocarbon chains), spherical

water-in-oil droplets are formed. These are usually called

reverse micelles.[25] They are a thermodynamically stable

mixture of water, oil, and surfactant, where water and oil

regions are separated by a surfactant monolayer. Because

of the amphiphilic nature of the surfactant, numerous

disordered or partially ordered phases are formed, de-

pending on temperature and concentration.[26] The sur-

factant most frequently used is sodium di(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfosuccinate, usually called Na(AOT). The water/iso-

octane/Na(AOT) ternary-phase diagram shows a large
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zone where the reverse micellar phase is found. In this

liquid-like phase, the ratio of water to surfactant concen-

tration w = [H2O]/[Na(AOT)] determines the reverse mi-

celle size. At w values lower than 15, water mobility is

greatly reduced (bound water). Above w = 15, the linear

increase of the water pool radius rw with w (from 4 to

18 nm) is explained by a geometrical model,[27] which

assumes a constant area per surfactant molecule and that

all surfactant molecules participate in the reverse micelle

interface. They are able to exchange their water content

during collision between two droplets. The volume of

water added to the solution is the only parameter con-

trolling the droplet diameter. Hence, the droplet size

remains unchanged in various bulk oil solvents. The

intermicellar potential, modeled by an adhesive sphere

potential, depends on the particle diameter (d), the at-

tractive range (D), and the sticky parameter (t�1) de-

scribing the attractive strength between two droplets.[28]

The latter increases with the length of the bulk oil alkyl

chain. It is related to the decrease in percolation threshold

with oil chain length, and is explained in terms of an in-

crease in intermicellar droplet interactions. This is caused

by penetration of solvent molecules into the interface

screening the AOT–alkyl chain interactions. In the case of

long-chain oil solvents, steric hindrance does not allow

solvent molecules to penetrate the interface, inducing an

increase in attractive interactions.[29–32] The kinetic ex-

change process[33] is directly related to the sticky param-

eter and to the modulus binding of the film at the water–oil

interface. Hence, the solvent used tunes the kinetic ex-

change process: for short-chain solvents, the surfactant

alkyl chain is well solvated and the micellar interactions

are weak, inducing a low kinetic exchange rate constant.

Conversely, large molecules are poor solvents for alkyl

chains inducing strong interactions between micelles (i.e.,

high kinetic rate constants). Hence, by replacing cyclo-

hexane by isooctane as the bulk oil solvent, the kinetic rate

constant, at fixed droplet size, increases by a factor of

10.[34] These two properties (size and exchange process)

make it possible by mixing two micellar solutions con-

taining the reactants to produce nanomaterials.

Colloidal Self-Assemblies
Made of Divalent Surfactant

Following our paper[35] in 1991, a great deal of work has

been performed with divalent bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfo-

succinate [X(AOT)2]. We demonstrated that, at low water

content, spherical reverse micelles are formed. It was

found that, with Cu(AOT)2, Co(AOT)2, and Cd(AOT)2,

on increasing the water content, spherical water-in-oil

droplets turn into cylinders. This study has been extended

by other groups; Eastoe et al.[36–39] confirm these data

and show this for other surfactants such as Zn(AOT)2,

Ni(AOT)2, and (C7H14)4N(AOT)2. In the oil-rich region,

the phase behavior of copper(II) bis(2-ethylhexyl)sul-

fosuccinate [Cu(AOT)2]–isooctane–water is known over a

wide domain.[40–43] When the surfactant is not totally

solvated, the various structures are governed by the hy-

dration of the head polar group with a progressive increase

in the surfactant parameter s = vs/asls, where vs, as, and ls
are the volume of the surfactant, the surface area, and the

length of the alkyl chain, respectively. All these divalent

surfactants behave similarly: At low water content, re-

verse micelles are formed. On increasing the water con-

tent, the system evolves to interconnected cylinders, to an

equilibrium between lamellae and interconnected cylin-

ders, to an onion-phase region, and, finally, to reverse

micelles.[40–43] Hence, these structures are made with the

same surfactant and differ by their shapes. In the region

where the head polar group is totally hydrated, sponta-

neously formed thermodynamically stable emulsions in

equilibrium with other microstructure phases are ob-

served. These spontaneous emulsions are comprised of

supra-aggregates,[43]—lamellar spherulites in which the

interior and exterior are phases of interconnected cylin-

drical nanostructures. In another part of the phase dia-

gram, clumps of interdigitated micelles are surrounded

by an interconnected cylinder phase. The phase bound-

aries emerge qualitatively from elementary considera-

tions that require only notions of local and global

packing constraints.

SYNTHESES OF NANOCRYSTALS IN
SELF-ASSEMBLIES DIFFERING BY
THEIR SIZES AND SHAPES

In the oil-rich region, the reactants are confined in the

water pool. Because of this, the chemical reaction (i.e.,

production of nanocrystals) takes place in the supersatu-

ration regime, thus allowing the formation of particles

having a very high crystallinity. Such self-assemblies are

either droplets (reverse micelles), or bicontinuous phases

such as interconnected cylinders or lamellar phases. In

aqueous solutions, a functionalized surfactant is used to

make normal micelles that are the chemical media for

nanocrystal growth. In this case, the reactants are local-

ized at the water–oil interface of the micelles, creating a

supersaturation regime.

Syntheses in Reverse Micelles with
Formation of Spherical Nanocrystals

Fifteen years ago,[44] we discovered that reverse micelles

are good candidates for templates. Coprecipitation reac-

tions and chemical reduction occur in reverse micelles by
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using the two properties described above (change in the

droplet size with the water content and micellar exchange

process). Let us consider A and B solubilized in two mi-

cellar solutions. On mixing them and because of the ex-

change process, A and B are in contact and react. Thus it

is possible to fabricate a very wide range of spherical

nanomaterials[1] such as semiconductors, metals, oxides,

and various metal and semiconductor alloys. The control

of the template size, by changing the water content,

enables control of the spherical nanocrystal size.[21,44]

Fig. 1 shows the control of copper nanocrystal size with

the water content. It is of interest to note that this nano-

reactor makes it possible to produce metal nanocrystals

without any detectable oxide. The nanocrystals are char-

acterized by a very high crystallinity when one of the

reactants used is a functionalized surfactant (the surfactant

has one of the reactants as the counterion). Otherwise,

when the two highly hydrated reactants are solubilized in

the two droplets, amorphous nanomaterials are formed

and metals are produced in their oxide form. The size of

the produced material, under the same experimental con-

ditions, is not that of the droplet used as a template.[1,2] In

fact, for II–VI semiconductors[45] (CdS, CdTe, and

CdMnS), the particle size varies from 2 to 4 nm, whereas

for metals, it increases from 2 to 6 nm for silver[46] and

from 2 to 10 nm for copper[21] and silver sulfide.[47] This

control of the particle size is obtained for the smallest

water-in-oil droplets (varying from 0.6 to 6 nm), whereas

for larger template sizes (from 6 to 12 nm), no changes in

the particle size are observed (Fig. 2). This is well dem-

onstrated for large numbers of nanocrystals and is

explained in terms of water structure.[48] An exception is

found for silver sulfide nanocrystals with a linear increase

in the particle size with that of the template and similar

sizes of the droplets and the material.[47] By changing the

length of the solvent alkyl chain, we know that the droplet

size remains the same, whereas the intermicellar interac-

tions change. Syntheses at constant droplet size and in

various bulk oil solvents induce a change in the produced

nanocrystal size. This is observed for a large variety of

nanocrystals and is well demonstrated with copper nano-

crystals made in reverse micelles having isooctane and

cyclohexane as the bulk phase (Fig. 2). This change in the

particle size, keeping the same droplet radius, is explained

in terms of efficiency in the exchange control process:

Because cyclohexane is a good solvent for surfactant

chains, intermicellar interactions between droplets and

then the kinetic exchange rate constant are smaller with

cyclohexane than isooctane.

Fig. 1 Change of the copper nanocrystal sizes with the reverse micelle diameter. Reverse micelles are made with 0.1 M Na(AOT)

surfactant solubilized in isooctane. One solution contains 10�2 M Cu(AOT)2, whereas the second one contains 2�10�2 M hydrazine.

The water content is fixed by the amount of water added to the solution and controls the droplet size. By mixing the two reverse

micelles, copper nanocrystals are formed. A drop of solution is deposited on grid and the transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

patterns are presented for various water droplet sizes.

Fig. 2 Variation of the copper nanocrystal size with the droplet

diameters by using either isooctane or cyclohexane as the bulk

oil solvent. The same procedure as described in Fig. 1 is used.

Isooctane is replaced by cyclohexane. From the TEM pattern,

the average diameter of nanocrystal sizes is measured. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Discrepancies in the Use of
Reverse Micelles as Templates

The method described above makes it possible to obtain a

very large number of spherical nanomaterials, indicating

that reverse micelles are efficient templates. However,

note that some of them do not exist in the bulk phase and

others can never be produced. Hence, in equilibrium

states, the solid solubility between Fe and Cu is negli-

gibly small. Their mixing enthalpy is positive and they

form no intermetallic compounds even though their

atomic radii are quite similar. On the nanoscale, reverse

micelles produce Fe/Cu alloys.[49] With semimagnetic

semiconductors[45] such as CdyMn1�y, it is possible to

include, as in the bulk phase, 50% of Mn2 + ions in the

CdS matrix, whereas with CdTe, there are no detect-

able manganese ions in the nanocrystals[50] and telluride

nanorods are formed. No obvious explanations can be

given. However, this indicates that physical chemistry in

colloidal and homogeneous solutions differs.

The experimental mode used to prepare the nanocrys-

tals is one of the key parameters. This is also described

below for controlling nanocrystal shape. Let us consider

spherical reverse micelles made of functionalized surfac-

tants such as cadmium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate

[Cd(AOT)2]. By adding a given amount of water, the

water pool diameter reaches 10 nm. By replacing pure

water with a solution containing sodium sulfide, spherical

CdS nanocrystals are produced. Conversely, bubbling H2S

diluted with nitrogen gas results in formation of flat tri-

angles of CdS nanocrystals[51] (Fig. 3). High-resolution

electron microscopy shows formation of well-defined

monocrystals. The formation of flat triangles could be

explained by the fact that the nucleation process is slower

in using diluted H2S gas. This enables selective adsorption

of hydronium (H+) on specific faces. Such nanocrystal

growth cannot be explained by surfactant impurity:

The same reverse micelles produce spheres and triangles.

This shape control by the presence of H+ in the solution

can be related to the formation of cubic platinum nano-

crystals[52] from aqueous solutions containing PtCl4
2� and

bubbled with hydrogen (H2). With time, hydrogen and

chloride ions are formed in the solution and a precipitate

of cubic platinum nanoparticles appears. It must be noted

that the particles are well defined and faceted. Coales-

cence is prevented by selective adsorption of H+ or Cl� on

the facets. Other examples in the literature show forma-

tion of nonspherical nanoparticles: hence, spherical re-

verse micelles made of CTAB/butanol/octane produce

cubic KMnF3 nanocrystals.[53] Details of the synthesis are

not given and it is rather difficult to explain which pa-

rameter plays the determinant role. However, we have to

keep in mind that bromide derivatives of CTAB are

present during the synthesis. This will be discussed below.

Similarly, elongated and rod-shaped BaCrO4 and CaCO3

nanocrystals are produced by using reverse micelles.[54–57]

This could be caused by selective adsorption on various

faces during the nanocrystal growth of either reactive

products or impurities coming from the preparation of

functionalized surfactants used to form reverse micelles.

From this, it is reasonable to conclude that reverse mi-

celles can be used as nanoreactors to produce nano-

particles. In most cases, a spherical template produces

nanospheres. Hydration of the water pool, procedure

mode, and size of the template control the nanocrystal

growth. However, production of various species during

the chemical reaction and the presence of some impurities

prevent the control of spherical particles and induce the

formation of nanoparticles having various shapes.

Colloidal Solutions Used as Template
to Produce Nanocrystals

Instead of using reverse micelles, let us consider a phase

diagram made of a functionalized surfactant such as

Cu(AOT)2–water–isooctane. The confinement of the re-

actant is still one of the major parameters. As (already)

described above, the phase diagram markedly differs with

the water content: At low water content, reverse micelles

are formed. On increasing the water content, the system

evolves to interconnected cylinders, then to an equilibri-

um between lamellae and interconnected cylinders, to an

onion-phase region, and, finally, to reverse micelles.[41,42]

Hence, the polar volume fraction controls the shape of

colloids. To make nanocrystals and to determine if the

shape of the template controls that of the nanocrystals,

water is replaced by hydrazine in the aqueous solution,

keeping the same polar volume fraction colloidal shapes

described above. Fig. 4 shows that the shape of the tem-

plate partially controls that of copper nanocrystals.[57] The

Fig. 3 Triangles of CdS nanocrystals at various enhancements.

Reverse spherical micelles of 0.1 M Cd(AOT)2 solubilized in

isooctane at water content equal to 31 are submitted to a slow

bubbling of H2S. CdS nanocrystals are formed.
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crystallinity of these nanomaterials is very high. In the

interconnected cylinder region, spheres and cylinders are

formed: The cylinder structure is characterized by a

fivefold symmetry.[58] In the region of the phase diagram

consisting of an onion phase containing internal and ex-

ternal interconnected cylinders, a large variety of shapes

are observed.[59] This control of the nanocrystal shape by

that of the template has been recently confirmed by

Simmons et al.[60] Syntheses of CdS nanoparticles in such

colloidal assemblies characterized by various structures

Fig. 4 Change in the shape of copper nanocrystals in various colloidal solutions differing by their structures. The colloidal solution is

made of 0.1 M Cu(AOT)2 in isooctane and hydrazine is injected in the colloidal solution. At low water content (below 3), spherical

reverse micelles are formed, inducing formation of spheres. On increasing the water content to w=5, interconnected cylinders are

produced with the formation of a mixture of spherical and cylindrical copper nanocrystals. In lamellar phase obtained at w=11, a

mixture of spheres and cylinders is produced, whereas at w=30, supra-aggregates are formed and a large variety of copper nanocrystals

differing by their shapes are produced. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 TEM patterns at various enhancements of copper nanorods. Hydrazine is added to 0.1 M Cu(AOT)2 solubilized in isooctane in

the presence of 10�3 M NaCl and copper nanorods are produced at the end of the chemical reduction of Cu2 + by hydrazine.
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make it possible to vary the morphology of the nano-

crystals from spheres to nanorods with a switch in the

crystal structure from cubic to hexagonal. However, the

role of templates is not as obvious as described above.

Adsorption of ions, salts, and molecules has to be taken

into account.

Influence of adsorption of
ions on nanocrystal growth

Let us consider the system described above [Cu(AOT)2–

isooctane–water]. In the region of interconnected cylin-

ders that are in equilibrium with a lamellar phase, small

cylinders are obtained. Addition of a small amount of salt

to the colloidal solution gives long copper nanorods with a

high crystallinity in fivefold symmetry (Fig. 5)[61] and an

aspect ratio controlled by the concentration of chloride

ions in the microphase.[62,63] It has been demonstrated that

this effect is mainly caused by the chloride ions. This is

attributed to selective adsorption of these ions on (001)

faces and to the fact that the growth is faster on the (111)

faces. Formation of these nanorods is not observed, except

with bromide, on replacing chloride by other anions[64]

(Fig. 6). Note that with bromide anions, a rather large

amount of cubic nanocrystals is formed, whereas with

most other anions, mainly spherical objects are produced.

From this, it is obvious that adsorption of a given anion

enables control of the copper nanocrystal shape. These

data have to be related to those obtained by Esumi

et al.,[65] who produced gold nanorods by UV–visible ir-

radiation of a gold salt solubilized in the bulk phase of

normal micelles made of CTAC. The authors claim that

direct micelles play the role of the template. It is difficult

to understand this role: Gold ions do not interact with the

micellar solution and are reduced photochemically. The

chloride ions coming from the counterion of the surfactant

could play this role, as observed above for copper

nanorods produced in the presence of Cl�, and allow the

gold crystal growth along the 111 direction. These data

can also be related to those published by Jana et al.,[66,67]

who produced silver and gold nanorods with an aspect

ratio controlled by the ratio of seeds and base concentra-

tions in the presence of the CTAC surfactant. As men-

tioned, cubic KMnF3 nanocrystals are formed[53] from

reverse micelles made from the CTAB surfactant and

Cu(AOT)2–H2O–isooctane solution[63] in the presence of

Br�. Similarly, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) used

as templates and immersed in a solution containing bro-

mide ions produce cubic cadmium sulfide nano-

particles.[68] The environments of these various systems

totally differ. The only common factor is the presence

of bromide ions during the nanocrystal growth. However,

it cannot be claimed that the general principle for growing

cubes is that bromide ions have to be present during

the process. As mentioned, bubbling hydrogen through

an aqueous solution containing PtCl4
2� produces cubic

Fig. 6 Change in the copper nanocrystal shape in the presence of various anions, keeping Na+ as the cation, [Salt]=10�3 M. The same

procedure as described in Fig. 5 is used. NaCl is replaced by Na2SO4, Na2CO3, NaHSO3, Na2HPO4, NaCl, NaBr, NaNO3, and NaClO4.
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platinum nanocrystals.[52] From this, it can be concluded

that cubic nanocrystal growth is more related to the

presence of ions that absorb selectively than the template.

Influence of molecule adsorption
on the nanocrystal growth

Molecules added to the solution can also play a role in the

control of particle shape. Nanodisks[69] are produced in

the presence of surfactants that no longer form well-de-

fined templates (aggregates), whereas nanospheres are

produced in reverse micelles.[70] Nanodisk size depends

on the amount of hydrazine present in the solution. Note

that this is the first example where it is possible to control

nanodisk size, and the color of the colloidal solution

containing nanodisks evolves from red to gray[71] (Fig. 7).

Because the concentration of the surfactant remains un-

changed, to explain the disk formation, we have to take

into account the adsorption of hydrazine or/and hydrogen,

and hydroxyl ions on the faces. Association of molecules

used as additives and salts (together) can also play a role

in the control of particle shapes. Polymers and salts are

needed to produce PbS nanorods[72] from functionalized

surfactants solubilized in chloroform, whereas spheres are

produced in their absence. In the latter case, the surfac-

tants do not self-assemble in chloroform because the head

polar group and the alkyl chains are both soluble in this

solvent and act as reactants.

From the literature, a general agreement seems to

emerge that control of the nanoparticle shape, via inor-

ganic syntheses, needs to involve a mixture of two sur-

factants.[73,74] This has been well demonstrated with

various materials such as CdSe, cobalt, and Fe nanorods.

The relative ratio of surfactants controls their aspect ratio.

However, such claims are not always valid. In fact, the

presence of a single surfactant is enough to control the

dimensions of silver, gold, and copper nanorods. A con-

vincing experiment showing that the selective adsorption

of molecules is one of the major parameters in controlling

the particle shape is the production of ZnTe and CdTe

nanowires[75,76] by the solvothermal process. Metals are

solubilized in hydrated hydrazine, which is not only an

electron transfer medium but also a strong electron donor.

These authors claim that in this medium, which is, from

my knowledge, a homogeneous solution, hydrazine plays

the role of a template.

NORMAL MICELLES USED TO
PRODUCE FERRITE NANOCRYSTALS

Fine magnetic particles, dispersed in a suitable liquid

carrier (such as water, kerosene, diester, etc.), form a

magnetic fluid. Their magnetic properties[77,78] cannot be

analyzed without the inclusion of the effects of size,

shape, surface, polydispersity, and interactions between

particles. For this reason, a method for synthesizing the

particles with good control of these parameters is neces-

sary. Recently, we developed a new procedure to make

ferrite nanocrystals that allows changing of the nano-

crystal size while keeping the same surface area.[10,79,80]

Divalent dodecyl sulfate [X(DS)2] (X=Fe, Co, Zn) is

solubilized in aqueous solution and forms mixed oil-in-

water micelles. A base is added to the micellar solution, is

stirred for 2 hr, and, after centrifugation, the precipitate is

washed several times with a solution of 50% water and

50% ethanol to remove the surfactant. Thus the powder

obtained consists of ferrite nanocrystals. Depending on the

type of ions, X, associated with Fe(DS)2 stoichiometric

solid solutions of ferrite, is obtained. Hence, various

materials such as Fe3O4,[10,79,80] g-Fe2O3
[10,79,80] Cox-

FeyO4,[81] and CoxZnyFezO4
[82,83] were produced and the

obtained material depends on the relative concentration

of the reactants. Note that Fe3O4 is the reduced form of

g-Fe2O3. Immediately after synthesis, Fe3O4 is produced.

After a few hours, the Fe2 + ions are oxidized to Fe3 + and

g-Fe2O3 is formed. With this procedure, a large variety of

ferrite nanocrystals can be prepared. To obtain an alkaline

magnetic fluid, the nanocrystals are dispersed in aqueous

Fig. 7 Silver nanodisks characterized by various absorption

spectra caused by change in the nanodisk size while keeping the

same aspect ratio. A large volume of hydrazine added to 0.1 M

Ag(AOT) is hexane. The relative amount of hydrazine controls the

size of nanocrystals. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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solution, whereas for a neutral fluid, the nanocrystals are

coated with citrate ions and dispersed in water.[81,84] The

nanocrystal size distribution is around 20–30%. Changing

the surfactant concentration controls the particle size by a

factor of 2 or 4. Whatever the fabricated material is, the

nanocrystals structure is an inverted spinel. This proce-

dure drastically differs from syntheses in homogeneous

solution.[85–93] The major differences are:

1) The reactant concentration is two orders of magnitude

lower than that in homogeneous solution.

2) A spinel structure can be obtained in the absence of

Fe(III) at the starting point of the reaction, whereas

the ratio Fe(II)/Fe(III) must be higher than 0.4 in

homogeneous solution. In the latter case, with a high

Fe(II) salt concentration and without Fe(III) deriva-

tives,[94–96] the formation of Fe3O4 micrometer par-

ticles is observed. Their morphology depends

critically on parameters similar to those described

above (reactant concentrations, pH, ionic strength,

etc.). Furthermore, it has been impossible to produce

particles in the nanosize range when Fe(II) salt is

used for the synthesis.

3) Changing the micellar concentration controls the

particle size. In homogeneous solution, it is con-

trolled by changing the type of salt (chlorides,

nitrates, perchlorates, etc.), Fe(II)/Fe(III) ratio, pH,

and ionic strength of the media. Such drastic changes

in experimental conditions induce a large modifica-

tion in the particle interface (hydroxide formations,

etc.) and magnetic properties[92,93] of the nanocrys-

tals. Conversely, using colloidal solutions makes it

possible to produce nanocrystals with magnetic

properties that do not depend on their coating.[81]

CONCLUSION

In the last decade, colloidal solutions were assumed to be

very efficient templates for controlling particle size and

shape. A large number of groups used reverse micelles to

control spherical nanoparticles.[1,2] This makes possible

determining the various parameters involved in such

processes and demonstrates that they can still be consid-

ered as efficient nanoreactors with some discrepancies.[97]

There are fewer reports concerning the control of the

particle shape and it is still rather difficult to determine the

key parameters. They depend on the adsorption of salts,

molecules, and procedure. Crystal growth on the nano-

scale seems to follow behavior similar to that of the bulk

phase with a marked dependence on pH. The latter is

particularly important when some impurities are present in

the growth medium because it influences, for example, the

formation either of zwitter-ions or complex ions, the ef-

ficiency of which is greater than that of the initial impu-

rity. These elements lead to a decrease in the growth rates

of certain crystal faces. Most of the changes are based on

the existence of a more or less epitaxial adsorption layer

on the crystal. This layer is composed of solvents, impu-

rities, or salts. Their precise roles are as yet uncertain. The

changes are because of the differences between the growth

rates of the various crystallographic faces. From this, it

can be concluded that the template is not the key param-

eter in the shape control.

From these comments, we can ask why templates made

of surfactants are quite effective in controlling the for-

mation of nanospheres whereas rather large exceptions are

observed for anisotropic shapes. This is probably because

of the fact that colloidal templates are highly dynamic.

The energy needed to produce spherical nanocrystals is

less than that for producing anisotropic nanocrystals. A

general method for controlling nanocrystal shapes through

soft chemistry has not yet been found, but this does not

mean that such a method cannot be discovered. To reach a

final conclusion, we need more data and we need to

compare the fabrication of anisotropic nanocrystals with

various types of materials. Probably other approaches,

which have yet to be found, are required. This is suggested

by the fact that the fabrications of elongated ferrite

nanocrystals in biological media and in vitro are com-

pletely different. In biological media, the mechanism of

crystal growth is not well known. However, to produce

similar nanomaterials in vitro, a very high base concen-

tration is needed and the corresponding pH would induce

the destruction of the biological media. This means that

other ways exist and have to be discovered.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon is everywhere around us. Its stable crystalline

phase is graphite, but under some circumstances, it can be

converted into its most interesting phase for applica-

tions—diamonds. Naturally, a diamond is produced inside

the Earth’s mantle by a high-pressure–high-temperature

phase transformation of graphite. It is metastable and that

is the reason why it can be recovered in mines after having

migrated toward the most external shells of the Earth.

Its unsurpassed hardness, excellent transport proper-

ties, transparency, and inertness make a diamond a ma-

terial of choice for many industrial applications. Synthetic

diamond, produced by a high-pressure–high-temperature

treatment of graphite, or by ion bombardment, is now

commonly used in industries. But what happens to the

carbon phase diagram when the sample size reaches the

order of several nanometers?

OVERVIEW

After the discovery of diamond inclusions (several nano-

meters in size) in some meteorites that had fallen on

Earth, some groups have theoretically studied the rela-

tive stability of graphite and diamond as a function of

particle size.

The first attempt to understand the stability of

diamonds at the nanoscale was published by Badziag

et al.[1] They computed the binding energy of diamond-

like and graphite-like carbon clusters using fixed energy

values for carbon–carbon and carbon–hydrogen bonds.

They found that below a size of 3–6 nm and a number of

100–21000 carbon atoms, diamond clusters become more

stable than their graphitic counterparts. After that precur-

sor study, several groups tried to model the relative

diamond-to-graphite stability with more sophisticated

models. A charged cluster model was presented by Hwang

et al.[2] and Jang and Hwang.[3] At that time, the crossover

between diamond and graphite was predicted to occur

for clusters containing 400 atoms. In comparison with

Ref. [1], the model used there was purely electrostatic.

Other charge lattice calculations by Gamarnik[4] predict

the reversal of stability to occur between 4.3 and 10.2 nm,

depending on the temperature. It is worth noting that

although these models have totally different ingredients

and neglect the detailed structure of the clusters, such as

specific surface structure or different degrees of hydrogen

surface passivation, they reach the same conclusion that a

diamond becomes more stable than graphite below 3–10

nm. Indeed, diamonds of several nanometers in diameter

have been found or produced in a large variety of envi-

ronments, as we will discuss in ‘‘Nanodiamond Sources.’’

Then, we will present an overview of the properties of

nanodiamonds, both as isolated particles and as assem-

blies in films, and we will show how promising these

carbon nanoparticles are for tomorrow’s applications.

NANODIAMOND SOURCES

Nanodiamonds in the Sky

Nanoscale diamonds were discovered in 1987 by Lewis

et al.[5] in meteorites. Not all meteorites contain dia-

monds. At this time, nanodiamonds have been found in

specific types of meteorites, the so-called ‘‘carbonaceous

chondrites.’’ Two major sources of nanodiamonds are the

‘‘Allende’’ chondrite (C3V type), which weighed several

tons when it fell on Mexico in 1969, and also other types

of chondrites, such as the Murchison meteorite (type C2).

The nanodiamonds found in these meteorites have a

lognormal size distribution, with a median diameter of

26 Å, corresponding to roughly 1060 atoms. The shape of

the distribution has been interpreted to be caused by

growth followed by partial conversion of small grains to

larger ones. The particles were shown to contain impu-

rities, mainly hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, principally

in –COOH groups.[6] It is worth noting that in some cases,

such as C2-type chondrites, a diamond (in its nanoscale

form) is up to five times more abundant than graphite.

Further analysis of meteoritic nanodiamonds by Amarti

et al.[7] revealed the nanodiamond content of the C2 me-

teorite to be�400 ppm and attributed the shape of the size

distribution to a condensation process.
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The major question arising from those discoveries is:

How and when were those diamonds produced? Daulton

et al.[8] performed a detailed high-resolution transmis-

sion electron microscopy (HRTEM) study of a large

quantity of nanodiamonds coming from meteorites, as

well as those produced by means of detonation or

chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Their work concludes

that meteoritic diamond features (morphology, type of

eventual twinning) are much closer to the low-hydrogen-

pressure CVD process than to the high-temperature–

high-pressure detonation.

These findings are of much interest to the astrophysi-

cists community because chondrites are primitive meteor-

ites that formed before the solar system. Their structure

and content provide information on nuclear and chemical

processes in stars and in the interstellar medium. There

still remained some doubts about the fact that the

nanodiamonds found in the meteorites are actually

presolar.[9] Dai et al.[10] have studied other nanodiamonds,

with structural features similar to the meteoritic samples,

which have been found in interplanetary dust particles

originating from comets or asteroids. They found that

there are very few nanodiamonds in those particles—

infinitely fewer than in chondrites. Because comets are

objects that formed earlier in the solar system than

meteorites, this seems to indicate that the nanodiamonds

found in the meteorites are not presolar at all.

This hypothesis is corroborated by the discovery of

unexpected lines in the infrared spectra of 12 warm

supergiants,[11,12] which are also carbon-rich protoplane-

tary nebulae. A broad absorption line centered at 21 mm

wavelength was attributed to large polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules or some partially hydro-

genated fullerenes,[13] before being attributed to nanodia-

monds by Hill et al.[14] In that study, the observed infrared

absorption from the interstellar dust is shown to be

comparable to either nitrogen-rich nanodiamonds, or to

nanodiamonds containing vacancies and/or interstitial

atoms. They also noticed that some absorption features

could be explained by the relaxation of part of the

nanodiamonds surface toward sp2 carbon configuration.

By fitting the absorption spectra with those of terrestrial

diamonds, they estimate the size of these interstellar

nanodiamonds to be around 2.6 and 3 nm, exactly as for

meteoritic diamonds.

Other hydrogenated nanodiamond signatures have been

indirectly evidenced by Van Kerkhoven et al.[15] around

some other types of stars. In those objects, the nanodia-

monds are thought to be hydrogen-terminated, with some

surface reconstructions, and could have a size ranging

between 1 and 10 nm. The main conclusion of that study is

that the nanodiamonds are produced in situ in the disks of

stellar objects. Thus they should be present everywhere.

The authors suggest that nanodiamonds are indeed present

everywhere in space, but remain undetected because of

the dehydrogenation of their surface for reconstruction,

with the surface carbon getting sp2-bonded.

Nanodiamonds in Detonation Soots

As one can see, nature seems to favor the appearance of

diamond nanoparticles. But it is not only in the cosmos

that nanodiamonds can be found.

Indeed, pure trinitrotoluene (TNT) detonation has been

shown to produce, among other carbon structures, nano-

crystalline (NC) diamonds with diameters of about

10 nm.[16] By mixing TNT with some other solids such

are RDX (cyclotrimethylene trinitramine—C3H6N6O6),

TATB, or NIGU, and by detonating the mixture in an inert

gas atmosphere, most spheroidal diamond particles pro-

duced were 4 nm in diameter.[17] Because of those first

studies, the synthesis of nanodiamonds by detonation has

been optimized and detonation-produced diamonds are

now even commercially available. These nanodiamonds

are often called ‘‘ultra dispersed diamond’’ (UDD)

because of their very narrow size distribution. A thermo-

dynamic model has been proposed by Viecelli et al.[18] in

which the nanodiamond formation is produced from

nanometric liquid droplets. Aleksenski et al.[19] performed

a structural study of UDD using X-ray diffraction and

small angle X-ray scattering. They evidenced a diamond

cluster core of about 43 Å, the surface of which is covered

by a mixture of sp2-bonded and sp3-bonded carbons. The

authors could explain their small-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS) measurement with a model in which the diamond

core is surrounded by onionlike carbon shells and

nanosized graphite platelets. The thickness of these

surrounding shells seems to be much dependent on the

type of detonation synthesis (dry technology–gas cooling,

or wet technology–water cooling). Baidakova et al.[20]

further analyzed the fractal dimension of the external

shells of nanodiamonds. On annealing, they show that the

diamond content of the particles decreases from 1200 K

in favor of the formation of graphite flakes on the surface

of particles and in favor of onion shells at temperatures

1300 K and higher. Similar transformations occur under

electron beam annealing as well. Fig. 1 shows the evolu-

tion of the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) of a

UDD nanoparticle as a function of exposure time. The

spectra rapidly evolve from diamond-like to amorphous-

like because of heating produced by the electron beam.

Other detonation-produced (TNT+RDX) nanodia-

monds were analyzed by Chen et al.[21] In their study,

the particles were almost perfectly spherical and 4–6 nm

in diameter, but some larger (�15 nm) spherical particles

were also present. The composition analysis evidenced

87–90% carbon, 0.5–1% hydrogen, 1.6–2.5% nitrogen,

and 6–10% oxygen. The authors explained the spherical

shape of the particles as a consequence of the recrys-

tallization of a liquidlike carbon droplet during the
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detonation. The structure was shown to be diamond, with

a small proportion of sp2-bonded carbon atoms.

The small UDD nanocrystals often aggregate in larger

conglomerates, as shown in the study of Aleksenskii

et al.,[22] with small distortion of the initial spherical par-

ticle shape (Fig. 2).

The structure and defects of UDD have been exten-

sively studied. In Ref. [24], infrared spectroscopy evi-

dences O–H, C–H, C C, C O, and C–O–C groups.

Other surface groups are evidenced by nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR). The electron spin resonance measure-

ment indicates that nitrogen is not present as a substi-

tutional (paramagnetic) site inside the particle’s core.

However, another group[25] has measured a high concen-

tration of paramagnetic centers. These are attributed

to \dangling C C bonds located at the interface between

the diamond core and the graphene sheets forming the

surface. A similar paramagnetism has been observed in

Ref. [26].

Nanodiamond CVD Production

In the process of optimizing the CVD technique for the

generation of high-quality diamond films, it was shown

that, under some conditions, the deposited film was no

more a microcrystals assembly, but a smooth film of much

smaller diamond particles (Fig. 3).

A typical CVD experiment would involve the injection

of a mixture of methane and hydrogen gas in a plasma

reactor. The diamond film, with variable morphologies, is

deposited on a silicon substrate.[28] Under certain condi-

tions of relative CH4/H2 concentrations and substrate tem-

perature, it has been observed that the diamond film

consisted of much smaller particles. The CVD-deposited

diamonds films are distinguished into three categories:

microcrystalline diamonds (0.5–10 mm), nanocrystalline

diamonds (50–100 nm), and ultrananocrystalline (UNC)

diamonds (2–5 nm). Garcia et al.[29] reported diamond

particles of 50 nm diameter by applying a negative d.c.

bias voltage during the first minutes of the deposition from

a mixture of 4% CH4 in H2. The nanometric diamonds

appear to be the first stage of diamond growth as long

deposition times show them coalesce to form a micro-

crystalline diamond film. Gruen et al. managed to opti-

mize the gas concentration to generate UNC diamonds.a

Replacing the major part of hydrogen by argon (typical

Fig. 1 Electron energy loss spectroscopy of a single nanodia-

mond particle. (Courtesy of T. Van Buuren and J. Plitzko.) Left:

HRTEM picture of the UDD powder. The particle under study

(�3 nm in diameter) is designated by the circle. The reader can

notice the enhanced atomic planes. Right: EELS spectra as a

function of exposure time. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Electron diffraction pattern (top left), power spectrum

(bottom left), and HRTEM picture of the edge zone of a

conglomerate of nanodiamonds (UDD). (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of a plasma CVD reactor

used in ultrananocrystalline diamond films production. (From

Ref. [27].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

aA complete review of ultrananocrystalline diamond properties and

potential applications can be found in Ref. [27].
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1% hydrogen) in the plasma causes the deposition of a

smooth film of nanoparticles of only a few nanometers

in size (Fig. 4).[30] Those UNC films contain only 2–5%

of sp2-bonded carbons in grain boundaries and less than

1% hydrogen.

Different plasma CVD techniques are used to produce

diamond films. Nanocrystalline diamond crystals with a

typical size of 50–100 nm are produced by hollow cathode

arc plasma CVD, or direct current glow discharge-assisted

CVD, among many other experiments.[32] In that last

study, a detailed analysis of the proportion of nanodia-

monds to graphite shows that up to 75% of carbon is

present in the film as sp3-bonded carbon in 3- to 5-nm

diamond crystals. The remaining sp2-bonded atoms are

mostly present in the form of a thin graphite layer (150–

200 nm) present between the substrate and the UNC

diamond, as well as in grain boundaries. This UNC film

has been shown to be stable up to 950�C.[33]

NANODIAMOND STRUCTURES

Nanodiamonds that are produced under those very

different conditions of atmosphere, temperature, and

pressure have similar size distributions. In particular,

extraterrestrial nanodiamonds, detonation nanodiamonds,

and ultrananocrystalline diamonds have sizes that typi-

cally range between 2 and 5 nm (Fig. 4).

The crystallinity of nanodiamonds has been tested by

diffraction, but is also directly observable by electron

microscopy (enhanced atomic planes in Figs. 1 and 2

transmission electron micrographs). A complete crystal-

lographic study of nanodiamonds produced in the three

ways we have described (meteoritic, detonation, and

CVD-UNC nanodiamonds) has been performed by Daul-

ton et al.[8] in an attempt to determine the origin and

synthesis mechanism of meteoritic diamonds. In all those

types of nanodiamonds, twinning is often observed,

Fig. 4 Size histogram obtained from the analysis of an

HRTEM image of an ultrananocrystalline diamond film where

C60 was used as a substitute to CH4 in the CVD reactor. (From

Ref. [31].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Distribution of different twinning types in nanodiamonds from various origins. The meteoritic diamond originated from the

Murchison meteorite (I) and the Allende meteorite (II). One can note the similarity in the twinnings in meteoritic and CVD nano-

diamonds. (From Ref. [8].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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preferentially for the largest particles. Twinning can take

different forms, from simple twins, to multiple, to even

fivefold star twins. However, the shape of the nanopar-

ticles is globally spherical (Fig. 5).

The structure of the nanodiamond surface is little

known. sp2-bonded carbon may be present at the surface

and in UNC diamond film grain boundaries.[34] Hydrogen

is present in all three varieties of nanodiamonds, but other

impurities have been evidenced in detonation-produced

and extraterrestrial nanodiamonds.

Maillard-Schaller et al.[35] have measured the impurity

content of detonation-produced nanodiamonds by Raman

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The major

impurity is oxygen. The nitrogen content of their samples

is 1–2% and traces of N, Fe, S, and Ar are also found. H2

plasma treatment of the nanodiamonds deposited on a Si

substrate by electrophoresis causes oxygen impurities to

leave the sample, whereas the nitrogen content remains

the same. The sp3/sp2 content of the diamonds is

unchanged by the high-temperature treatment.

NANODIAMOND PROPERTIES

Very few theoretical studies of single nanodiamonds

properties have been performed. Halicioglu[36] relaxed

spherical nanometric diamond slabs with Brenner poten-

tials. The so-formed structures exhibit inward relaxation

from the top surface layers, the interatomic distance

between neighboring atoms decreasing from the center of

the cluster to the surface. They also noticed significant

variations in relative cohesive energy with respect to bulk

diamond. Recently, an ab initio molecular dynamics

simulation, a parameter-free technique that solves quan-

tum mechanical equations with great accuracy, was used

to simulate the structure and to compute the electronic and

optical properties of nanodiamonds.[23] Contrary to

classical treatment, the quantum simulation of nanodia-

monds yields an expansion of the cluster volume with

respect to bulk diamonds. That tensile stress is at the

opposite of what is observed in Si or Ge nanoparticles.

The surface reconstruction of nanodiamonds has been

shown to strongly affect electronic structure, as shown

in Fig. 6.

When the totality of hydrogen is removed from the

cluster, the surface is shown to sometime reconstruct in a

specific way, forming the so-called ‘‘bucky diamonds.’’

These structures consist of a diamond core the surface

of which is reconstructed in a fullerene-like manner

(Fig. 7).

The optical properties of nanodiamonds have been

studied mostly by X-ray techniques. The X-ray emission

and absorption spectra of detonation nanodiamonds are

Fig. 6 Structure of a 0.7-nm 29-carbon atom cluster. Left: The

fully hydrogenated cluster. Right: The result of surface

reconstruction induced by the removal of six pairs of hydrogen

atoms (circled on the left). Carbon atoms are in light grey;

hydrogen atoms are in dark grey. The isosurfaces represent the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO; here located on

the C H bonds) and the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO; here located at the center of the cluster) drawn at 30%

of their maximal value. (View this art in color at www.dekker.

com.)

Fig. 7 C147 and C275 bucky diamonds. The diamond core

atoms are represented in light grey. (From Ref. [23]. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 X-ray emission (left) and absorption (right) spectra from

highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG), bulk diamonds, and

detonation-produced nanodiamonds (4 nm average size). (From

Ref. [23].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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very similar to those of bulk diamonds and are totally

different from graphite (Fig. 8).

The differences between bulk diamonds and nanodia-

monds are exciton broadening (289.3 eV) and a shal-

lower secondary minimum (302 eV). However, there

are some pre-edge features in the nanodiamond absorp-

tion spectrum that are not caused by impurities and are

reproducible (Fig. 9). These features could be the sig-

nature of specific surface reconstructions such as in

bucky diamonds.

Other information can be obtained from Fig. 8: There is

no shift in valence and conduction band maximum and

minimum in comparison with bulk diamonds. This

indicates that quantum confinement does not affect the

electronic structure for particles 4 nm and larger. This

property can also be observed on computed absorption

spectra from Fig. 10.

The optical properties of UDD layers have been studied

optically and by XPS by Aleksenskii et al.[37] The band

gap is measured to be 3.5 eV, with many energy levels

present in the nanodiamonds band gap and contributing to

a broad luminescence band (380–520 nm). The optical

absorption of the material is attributed to threefold

coordinated atoms on the surface. The unannealed sample

contains 8% N and 22% O, mainly under the form of

nitrate ions attached to the particle’s surface.

The electron transport in ultradisperse diamonds

deposited on quartz substrates has been measured by

He et al.[40] The conductivity of the films is shown to

decrease with annealing. Surprisingly, it is semiconduct-

ing at high temperature but the temperature dependence

of the conductivity is negative at lower temperatures.

This behavior is attributed to conduction through surface

Fig. 9 Detail of the pre-edge X-ray absorption spectra of

HOPG, bulk diamonds, and detonation nanodiamonds vs. the

X-ray energy in electron volts. The density of unoccupied states

computed ab initio from a C147 bucky diamond is shown for

comparison (dashed line). (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 10 Optical spectra of carbon clusters ranging from methane to 1-nm nanodiamonds. The spectra are computed using the time-

dependent local density approximation on ab initio-relaxed cluster geometries. (From Refs. [38] and [39].) The dashed line shows the bulk

absorption threshold computed with the same method (4.23 eV for an experimental value of 5.5 eV). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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conduction (p-type because of graphite-like sheets) at

low temperature and through diamond core s-type

conduction at higher temperature.

An interesting property of a hydrogenated diamond

surface is its ‘‘negative electron affinity,’’ the ability of an

electron that is excited in the conduction band to freely

leave the material. Nanodiamonds have smaller bandgaps

than bulk diamond, and for that reason are excellent

candidates for low-threshold electron emission devices.

The additional requirement is that the electron affinity is

small, or even negative. The electron emission of the

UDD film from Ref. [40] is strong and has a low field

threshold (3.2 V/mm). It has been attributed to grain

boundaries of nanodiamond films, rather than substrates.

A similar field emission study was performed on

ultrananocrystalline diamond films by Krauss et al.[41]

The emission is again attributed to conduction through the

grain boundaries–vacuum interface. With moderate heat-

ing (200–300�C), the photoemission yield is increased by

a factor of 5.[42] When the hydrogenated UNC film is

exposed to air, electron affinity is actually shown to

become negative. A similar negative electron affinity has

been measured after treating a film of deposited nanodia-

monds obtained from detonation, but only after treating

the film with H2 plasma, which removes most of the

impurities, except nitrogen.[35]

NANODIAMOND NITROGEN N-DOPING

A very promising way to have nanodiamond films

incorporated in technological applications is by doping

them with nitrogen. The goal is to introduce carrier

levels into the diamond gap (this level is located 1.7 eV

below the conduction band minimum in bulk diamonds)

to increase conductivity and to lower the electron

emission voltage threshold. Nitrogen is a major impurity

of natural diamond. As we said before, nanodiamonds

produced by detonation contain a high percentage (1–

2%) of nitrogen. This nitrogen is brought into the

diamonds from the trinitrotoluene reactant and cannot be

removed from the nanoparticles.[35] The precise location

of the nitrogen atoms in the nanoparticles is uncertain,

but several magnetic studies have been unable to see any

trace of substitutional nitrogen (known as P1 center).[24]

This is surprising as nitrogen is present in N-doped

Fig. 11 Formation energy of 66 carbon atom clusters containing one nitrogen impurity atom as a function of the hydrogen chemical

potential mH (eV). This energy is the difference between the cluster’s total energy and the energy the same number of carbon and

hydrogen atoms (NC and NH) would have in their most stable form (here we consider diamond and the H2 molecule). The origin of mH

(eV) is taken as the energy of one hydrogen atom in the H2 molecule. The thick black segments indicate the most stable structures. The

stable configurations are the C65H65N and C65H39N clusters. In these, the nitrogen atom is substitutional in the particle’s surface. Above

��0.02 eV, the stable structure is a fully hydrogenated cluster in which the nitrogen atom (in blue) sits on the surface. Below this

energy (this would correspond to a higher temperature and/or a lower hydrogen pressure), the stable structure has a partially

reconstructed surface in which the nitrogen resides. The C65H66N and C65H40N clusters in which the nitrogen atom is substitutional to a

core carbon atom are never stable (thin lines). The isosurfaces are drawn at 30% of the maximal value of the HOMO (on the nitrogen

atom) and LUMO (on C–H bonds), respectively.
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CVD-produced microcrystals as a substitute to core

carbon atoms.[43] A theoretical study of the grain

boundaries of UNC diamonds in the presence of nitrogen

impurities has been performed by Zapol et al.[44] This

tight-binding density functional study shows that nitro-

gen substitution to carbon in the grain boundary is

energetically more favorable than in the crystal’s core.

The conductivity increase of the N-doped film is then

attributed to an increase in threefold coordinated carbon

atoms caused by the nitrogen impurity. A recent ab initio

molecular dynamics study[39] shows that for small

diamond clusters, nitrogen is preferentially present as a

substitute to surface carbon. The tensile stress evidenced

in those nanoparticles[23] facilitates nitrogen inclusion in

comparison to bulk diamonds, where intentional nitrogen

doping has proven to be difficult. Nitrogen incorporation is

shown to require more and more energy with increasing

particle size (Fig. 11).

Nitrogen doping of UNC films has been studied by

Bhattacharyya et al.[45] Doping is achieved by introducing

nitrogen gas (1–20%) into the mixture fed to the CVD

reactor. They achieved the highest carrier concentration

and electrical conductivity ever measured for a phase-

pure diamond thin film. The increase of N2 gas

concentration causes larger grain boundaries and larger

grains to be deposited, and increases the conductivity up

to 143 O�1 cm�1. This large conductivity is attributed

to the large proportion of nitrogen atoms in the grain

boundaries. The optical and emission properties of

N-doped UNC diamond films are still under investigation.

A theoretical study[39] has compared the energy gap of

hydrogen-terminated nanodiamonds clusters and clusters

including various nitrogen impurities on the surface as a

function of size. The variation is faster for reconstructed

surfaces because of the size evolution of the surface

curvature. For nonreconstructed surfaces, the curvature

changes little with cluster size and the energy gap remains

almost constant and smaller than for H-terminated

clusters (Fig. 12).

NANODIAMONDS FOR THE FUTURE

Nanodiamonds are very promising materials for appli-

cation, especially under the form of ultrananocrystalline

diamond thin films. An extensive review of UNC film

properties and potential applications can be found in

Ref. [27]. We have cited the perspectives offered in

field-induced and light-induced induced emission by

nitrogen-doped UNC films. They could be used to

produce bright, low-voltage (cold) cathodes. They may

be used in the future as microelectromechanical system

(MEMS) materials. Pioneer devices have been success-

fully produced by Krauss et al.[46] The exceptional

hardness, fracture strength, and inertness of the films,

together with a smooth surface, make UNC a unique

material for miniaturized mechanical systems and de-

vices, such as cantilevers, gears, etc. The hydrogen ter-

mination of the surface also brings a ‘‘natural lubricant’’

to the moving devices.

UNC diamonds also have potential applications in

optoelectronics, as photonic switches, electronic devices

(pn junctions), etc. They are on their way to being

commercially used as surface acoustic wave devices.

Recent experiments have even used UNC films as support

to attach ADN.[47] These devices have proven to be ex-

tremely stable and have opened the way to the integration

of biology in electronics.

CONCLUSION

Nanodiamonds have unique, fascinating properties, as

isolated particles or in thin films, but many aspects still

have to be understood. The interaction between nanodia-

monds is largely unknown. The most intriguing fact is that

all types of nanodiamonds have similar features and size

distributions (independently of the production type),

extreme pressure and temperature, and low-pressure

CVD, and are around stars. Indeed, everywhere where

Fig. 12 Computed HOMO–LUMO energy gaps for various

nanodiamonds structures. Red circles: Hydrogenated nanoclus-

ters; black squares: nanodiamonds with a NH2 surface group;

green triangle: one surface substitutional nitrogen; pink diamond:

four surface substitutional nitrogen atoms. The filled symbols

represent the nonreconstructed, maximally hydrogenated nano-

diamonds; the empty symbols represent (100) reconstructed

surfaces. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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scientists have looked for carbon nanostructures with a

high-resolution microscope, they found nanodiamonds.

Would they not be everywhere around us?
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoencapsulation is one of the most important sub-

categories of controlled-release bionanotechnology. Nor-

mally, active substances are encapsulated in submicro-

meter-sized devices made of barrier materials. These

materials are designed to control the rate of release. This

concept has been largely inspired by spontaneous assem-

bling of the phospholipid liposomes as a model of bio-

logical membranes.[1] As in Nature, one has to develop

preparations of nanovehicles that allow precise control

over their structure and morphology. In this context, the

self-assembled superstructures of surfactants (micelles,

liposomes)[2] and/or polymers (nanoparticles) have prov-

en to be valuable tools.[3]

Nanoparticles may be defined as being submicrometer

(from 10 to 1000 nm) colloidal systems generally, but not

necessarily, made of polymers (biodegradable or not).[4–6]

Depending on the process used for their preparation, two

different types of nanoparticles can be obtained, namely,

nanospheres and nanocapsules. Unlike nanospheres

(matrix systems where the bioactive substance is dispersed

throughout the particles), nanocapsules exhibit a mem-

brane-wall structure with an aqueous or oily core con-

taining the bioactive substance. Thus, nanocapsules may

be considered as a ‘‘reservoir’’ or ‘‘envelop’’ system.

Because nanoparticles have very high surface areas, the

active substance may also be adsorbed or conjugated onto

the surface.[6] At present, micellar/liposomal systems have

also been included under the term ‘‘nanoparticles.’’

Another type of nanometer-sized carriers is an inclu-

sion complex or clathrate, which can be assembled by

inclusion of bioactive substances into molecular cavities

of the so-called cavitands,[7] or dendrimers.[8,9] Natural

examples of such internal-cavity-containing molecules are

cyclodextrins, which are used widely for preparation of

various drug formulations.[10] The outer diameter of mo-

lecular nanocapsules is in the range of 3–50 nm. The

nanometer size ranges of liposomes, nanoparticles, and

clathrates offer certain distinct advantages for drug de-

livery. Because of their subcellular size, they can pene-

trate deep into tissues through fine capillaries, cross the

fenestration present in the epithelial lining (e.g., liver),

and generally are taken up efficiently by the cells to

perform the so-called intracellular trafficking.[6,11,12] This

allows direct delivery of therapeutic agents to target sites

in the body followed by the controlled release.[13]

CONTROLLED RELEASE

Controlled-release nanotechnology can solve a variety of

problems regarding the effective delivery of a bioactive

compound to a target to achieve good local and systemic

tolerance during and after application.[14] In controlled-

release systems, a drug or some other active agent is

incorporated into a self-assembled carrier. The main

condition of success is to design tissue-friendly and

biodegradable accompanying materials.[4–6] The delivery

carriers are usually required for the following reasons:

1) many effective drugs are characterized by poor aque-

ous solubility and need to be solubilized; 2) many drugs,

such as proteins, are very fragile and need a microen-

vironment providing protection from hydrolysis or enzy-

matic degradation; 3) many drugs are highly toxic and

require a carrier to shield tissues until the drug release at

the targeted tissue occurs; 4) the release itself has to be

designed to allow controlling; and 5) targeted delivery of

drug can be attained by conjugating a specific vector to

the carrier.[15]

The rate of releasing the agent depends on the nature of

the carrier as well as various environmental factors (such

as nature of solvent, osmotic pressure, temperature, pH of

media, and so on). The controlled release, depending on

rate of releasing, can be classified as triggered, pulsing, or

sustained. The rate of delivery of any bioactive substance

to a target tissue or reaction site is highly critical. Key

advantages to the use of this technology are prolonged

activity, fewer doses, fewer undesirable side effects, and

reduced toxicity.[5]

Three mechanisms of controlled release can be con-

sidered: diffusion controlled (through membranes and

from matrices), chemically controlled (erosion and

cleavage of polymer chain or spacer connecting bioactive

agent with carrier, if any), and solvent activated (osmotic

pressure and swelling). Each mechanism has certain

advantages and must be selected for design of carrier

depending on the agent to be released as well as the
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conditions required to yield favorable release. Recently,

significant effort has been devoted to develop nanotech-

nology for controlled drug delivery devices because it

offers a suitable means of delivering low molecular

weight drugs, as well as macromolecules such as peptides,

proteins, DNA, or genes by either localized or targeted

delivery to the tissue of interest.[6,11,16,17]

LIPOSOMES

Liposomes (or vesicles) are topologically closed nano-

sized lamellar aggregates of highly ordered lipid mole-

cules that are normally dispersed in a hydrophilic solvent,

typically water. The aggregates may be formed by the

combination of both polar and nonpolar residues in the

same lipid molecule, which is described as amphiphilic. In

aqueous medium the amphiphilic molecules arrange the

ordered micellar or lamellar structures depending on the

concentration, in which the hydrophobic regions are

brought into proximity with each other while the polar

groups are exposed to water. The amphiphiles are capable

of forming a variety of phases due to steric factors such as

head group size, variation in the number of acyl chains, or

to electrostatic effects arising from attractive or repulsive

forces between adjacent polar head groups.[18] The dif-

ferent phases can interconvert, either by inward or out-

ward migration of particular amphiphiles changing their

shape. Heating, for example, increases the dynamic mo-

tion of hydrocarbon chains, effectively broadening the

nonpolar region. Changes in pH can affect an ionization

of polar head groups and so alter their diameter, as can

changes in their hydration level.[19] Thus, bilayer to

nonbilayer transition can take place, resulting in loss of

membrane barrier function. These transitions can be

exploited to design liposomal carrier systems with preset

release properties that are triggered by changes in their

microenvironment.[19]

Normal micelles, which have only short-range order,

form spontaneously when the amphiphiles are added to

water. The liquid crystalline phases, which exhibit long-

range order, like lamellar (cubic) and normal hexagonal

phases, do not disperse spontaneously. When the lamellar

phase is diluted with excess aqueous phase, it converts

into spherical liposomes (Fig. 1),[2] which are widespread

carriers for drugs, cosmetics, and many other types of

actives.[19] Because of the presence of the aqueous core

and the hydrophobic lipid bilayers, liposomes can ac-

commodate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic actives.

The liposomes can be constructed with widely different

physical structures, lipid composition, and surface prop-

erties, thus enabling a great deal of control over entrap-

ment and release of their contents.

Three kinds of liposomes are in common use. Large

spherical liposomes, each consisting of numerous con-

centric bilayers, alternating with layers of water, are

known as multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) (Fig. 1a).[2] The

MLVs are simple to produce, but the volume available for

solute entrapment is limited. By gentle swirling, individ-

ual lamellae are able to detach to form large unilamellar

vesicles (LUVs) (Fig. 1b).[20] Because the interior of

LUVs is not occupied by internal lamellae, there is ample

space for incorporation of actives. This also means that

cells taking up LUVs are less subject to lipid overload.

However, LUVs are more fragile than MLVs. In general,

MLVs and LUVs vary in their outer diameter, from 100

nm up to 10 mm. Their large size range is considered to be

a drawback for many medical applications requiring par-

enteral administration because it leads to rapid clearance

from the bloodstream by the cells of the reticuloendo-

thelial system (RES).

Small unilamellar liposomes (SUVs), with outer di-

ameter in the range of 20–100 nm,[21] can be obtained

by ultrasonication of MLVs.[18] Because of their small

size, clearance from the systemic circulation is signifi-

cantly reduced, but SUVs have a much lower capacity

for drug entrapment, typically less than 1% of the ma-

terial available.

Preparation of Liposomes

Multilamellar vesicles

Multilamellar vesicles (Fig. 2a) may be prepared from

natural or synthetic lipids by suspending them in an

aqueous solution maintained at a temperature above the

melting point Tc of the lipid. For unsaturated phospho-

lipids such as egg and soy phosphatidylcholine, which

have Tc values below 0�C, this can be done by stirring in

Fig. 1 Schematic structure of liposomes: (a) multilamellar

vesicles, MLV, and (b) small and large unilamellar vesicles,

SUV and LUV.
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an inert atmosphere of nitrogen or argon to avoid lipid

oxidation.[2] A small amount of the active solution is

entrapped within the interlamellar spaces when lipid is

hydrated, followed by the liposome formation. The loaded

liposomes can be separated from nonencapsulated solute

using centrifugation or dialysis.

The encapsulation efficiency can be increased by

inclusion of a charged amphiphile, such as phosphati-

dylglycerol or phosphatidic acid, at a molar ratio of 10–

20%, or by preliminary freeze-drying of the lipid from

an organic solution followed by formation of an ex-

panded foam with an increased surface area, which

increases the amount of aqueous phase that can be in-

corporated.[22] The most advanced method, which was

designed to achieve high levels of entrapment, particu-

larly of sensitive biomacromolecules such as proteins

and nucleic acids, is dehydration/rehydration method.[23]

It allows a prolongation of exposure of solute to the lipid

before its final lamellar structure has been fixed. This

may be achieved by preparing MLVs in water followed

by converting these to SUVs. Thus, when SUVs are

mixed with a solution of the active to be entrapped, most

of the amphiphile is directly exposed to the solute. At

this stage, water is removed by freeze-drying to produce

the vesicles in a metastable state enriched with active.

Following the hydration stage, the liposomes are diluted

with an isotonic buffer[23] to provide an osmotic gradient

between the internal and external phases and avoid re-

distribution of active, and finally washed to remove the

nonencapsulated material.

Lipids dissolved in organic solvents can be hydrated in

solution without prior solvent removal. If the solvent is

water miscible, such as ethanol or propylene glycol, it

may be removed at the end of MLV preparation by dial-

ysis or filtration. Water-immiscible solvents such as ether,

chloroform, or methylene chloride may also be used, then

later removed through evaporation. High-capacity multi-

vesicular liposomes were created in w/o/w double emul-

sion, containing active in the inner entrapped aqueous

phase.[24] Composition and conditions are chosen such

that each droplet of the organic chloroform–ether disperse

phase contains multiple droplets of the initial aqueous

solution of active. The organic solvents are removed under

a nitrogen flow, wherein the lipid is deposited around the

internal aqueous, drug-containing nanodroplets, which

form separate compartments within a single liposome.

The method allows encapsulation efficiencies of up to

90%, but requires specialized lipids and rather complex

preparation conditions.

Different technology has been applied so far to produce

a new solid lipid carrier system, the so-called solid lipid

nanoparticles (SLNs).[25–28] It is rather effective for en-

capsulating drugs that are poorly soluble in both aqueous

and organic media.[25] Solid lipid nanoparticles combine

the advantages of both liposomes and polymer nano-

particles. In SLNs the liquid lipid in emulsion is replaced

by a solid lipid, e.g., high-melting glycerides (trilaurin,

tribehenin) or waxes (cetyl palmitate); the particles are

stabilized against aggregation by natural emulsifiers

(lecithin), synthetic surfactants (Miranol, Plantaren,

Tween 80), or sterically stabilizing polymers (Pluronic

F68).[26,27] To prepare SLN dispersions, melted lipid

mixed with an active was added to a surfactant solution of

distilled water at elevated temperature. After stirring, the

crude preemulsion was homogenized under high pressure

between 500 and 1500 bar, applying several homogeni-

zation cycles.[26,27] Mean particle size of prepared SLNs

ranged from 100 to 300 nm.

Within SLNs, actives with a melting point below the

melting point of the lipid matrix preferentially distribute

to the surface of the particles.[27] Wide-angle X-ray scat-

tering investigations suggested that good entrapment ef-

ficacy in SLNs can be achieved with lipids of low

crystalline order and metastable polymorphs of the b’
form.[28] This allows optimization of lipid composition in

favor of formation of this metastable polymorph.

Small unilamellar vesicles

Small unilamellar vesicles (Fig. 2b) can be formed easily

by high-power probe or bath sonication of MLVs in an

inert atmosphere by cooling to dissipate local over-

heating[18] and avoid disruption of lipid molecules. Al-

ternatively, MLVs can be converted into SUVs by use of

high-pressure homogenization, such as in the case of SLN,

or extrusion. High-pressure extrusion involves forcing

MLVs through porous membranes[29] at temperatures

above Tc. As a result, lamellar fragments break away and

close to form small vesicles of similar diameter to that

of the pore. A particular advantage of the method is that

the disruptive effects of sonication are avoided. Rapid

Fig. 2 Freeze-fracture transmission electron micrographs of

liposomes: (a) MLV constituted from 0.1 M mixture of

tetradecyldimethylaminoxide/tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium

bromide/hexanol=9/1/20, and (b) SUV prepared from 3wt.%

didodecyldimethyl ammonium bromide in water. (From Hoff-

mann, H.; Thunig, C. et al. Langmuir 1994, 10 (11), 3972–3981.

Copyright 1994, ACS.)
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injection of an ethanol solution of lipid into an aqueous

solution also leads to production of vesicles 30 to 110 nm

in diameter.[30] This method has two disadvantages as

compared to sonication: high polydispersity and dilute

suspension of liposomes obtained. Acidic phospholipids

such as phosphatidic acid and phosphatidylglycerol are

able to form unilamellar liposomes simply by transiently

increasing the pH.[18] However, this process is critical to

ionic strength, presence of other lipid components, and

rate of titration.

Large unilamellar vesicles

Methods for preparing LUVs fall into two categories. The

first involves removal of a lipid solubilizing agent,

whereas the second applies physical modification of pre-

formed bilayer. In the first case, the lipid is initially dis-

solved by an aqueous solution of the surfactant (either

ionic—cholate, deoxycholate, or nonionic—Triton 100,

octylglucoside) to form mixed lipid–surfactant micelles

followed by removal of the surfactant by dialysis, diafil-

tration, or gel chromatography.[31] With another method, a

volatile solvent such as diethyl ether, petroleum ether, or

dichlorofluoromethane containing dissolved lipid is in-

fused slowly into the aqueous phase, which is maintained

at a temperature above the boiling point of the solvent so

that bubbles are formed.[32] The lipid molecules form a

multilayer around the vapor–water interphase, and as the

solvents evaporate, uni- and oligolamellar liposomes with

the size range of 100–400 nm remain in dispersion. En-

capsulation efficiencies up to 46% were reported.

In the more advanced reverse-phase evaporation

method, the w/o emulsion containing excess lipid in the

organic phase (diethyl ether) is subject to rotary evapo-

ration. At this stage the emulsion inversion takes place.

This involves collapse of inverted micelles so that their

aqueous contents form the new continuous phase, while

their lipid components convert into a vesicular form.[33] In

the absence of cholesterol, these vesicles have an outer

diameter in the range of 50–500 nm, whereas with 50

mol% cholesterol, mean diameter is about 500 nm. High

encapsulation efficiencies up to 65% can be achieved

using hydrophilic solutes.

Physical modification of existing bilayers involves the

above-mentioned extrusion method, which is effective

for obtaining both SUVs and LUVs, and exposure of

SUVs to alternate cycles of freezing and thawing. These

procedures lead to fusion of the SUVs followed by

formation of LUVs.[29] An elegant method using fusion

is based on electrostatic effect. SUVs composed of

negatively charged phospholipids are mixed with calci-

um ions, which cause the vesicles to aggregate and then

fuse.[34] This results in formation of ‘‘cochleate cylin-

ders,’’ which are rolled-up portions of lipid bilayer.

Chelation of Ca2 + by adding EDTA results in conversion

of the cochleates to LUVs.

Applications of Liposomes

Liposomes have been widely investigated as delivery

systems for treatment of cancer, as well as bacterial,

fungal, viral, and parasitic diseases.[35] Liposome-based

gene transfection systems have been promoted as means

to achieve the transfection efficacy of viral constructs

without any associated risks. Liposomes themselves can

serve as immunological adjuvants. They are applied as

vehicles to deliver various radioisotopes and contrast

agents for use in diagnostic imaging. In general, several

beneficial properties of the liposomal form of drugs and

the ways of providing their targeted delivery are essential

for polymer nanoparticles as well. However, because of

the noncovalent interactions responsible for their forma-

tion liposomes have only limited stability and are subject

to structural changes.[18]

Efficiency of both the liposomal forms and nano-

particles depends on the rate of releasing of an active

substance and their clearance from the blood. Compounds

with low molecular weight release rapidly. Depending on

molecular weight and the ability to withstand enzymatic

attack, drugs could then act either locally (e.g., hydrolysis

of stored sucrose by liposomal fructofuranosidase) or,

after diffusion through the lysosomal membrane, in other

cell compartments (e.g., inhibition of DNA-directed RNA

synthesis by liposomal actinomycin D).[35] It was shown

that the rate of clearance of injected liposomes from the

blood is rather rapid, dose dependent, and biphasic.

Neutral MLVs and SUVs exhibit a slower rate of clear-

ance than charged MLVs.[35] Understanding of liposomal

fate and behavior led to several proposed applications.

The most important fact is that liposomes with entrapped

material were shown to end up in the fixed macrophages

of the RES, mainly in the liver and spleen.[36] Fast blood

clearance is the principal obstacle to use of liposomes for

drug delivery via the parenteral route. Liposome clearance

can be substantially reduced by inclusion of mono-

sialoganglioside GM1, hydrogenated phosphatidylinositol,

or PEG-substituted phosphatidylethanolamine into the

bilayer.[37] The same effect may be achieved by PEG

coating of liposomes—PEGylation.[38] This modification

hampers detection by the RES, and led to their being

called StealthTM liposomes. The long-circulating PEG-

ylated liposomes are considered suitable for targeted drug

delivery to tumors and inflammatory foci, as well as for

diagnostic imaging applications, e.g., magnetic resonance

and scintigraphic imaging.

Two types of targeting are under way: passive and

active. Passive targeting is limited in its scope, leads to the

rather wide distribution of the drug-filled liposomes in
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tissues, and depends dramatically on time of circulation.

Thus, tremendous efforts are being directed at present

toward the development of control together with modifi-

cation of the liposome surface with molecules having

recognition properties. Typical examples of such modifi-

cation are antigenic determinants, including various types

of membrane receptors, or antibodies (either intact or as

active fragments), other proteins, lipoproteins, glycopro-

teins, and so on, which may associate with bilayers as they

do in the living cells. One such way is ligand-coupling

strategy, which was originally realized with tumor-spe-

cific antibodies, known as immunoliposomes.[39] Most of

the subsequent studies have used chemical coupling to

link a targeting moiety to an amphiphilic molecule

inserted into the liposome bilayer. The most widely used

approach involves the use of heterobifunctional cross-

linking reagents for introducing thiol-ether-based linkages

between the lipid anchor and the ligand (e.g., immuno-

globulin).[40]

The way in which liposomes induce immune responses

to antigens associated with them is still not clear, but has

been attributed to a depot mechanism and the ability of

liposomes and antigen content to migrate to regional

lymph nodes. A novel concept, namely, production of the

required vaccine antigen by the host cells in vivo, prom-

ises to alter vaccination, especially where vaccines are

either ineffective or unavailable. The concept entails the

direct injection of antigen-encoding plasmid DNA, which,

after its uptake by cells, finds its path to the nucleus where

it transfects the cells.[41] Antigen so produced is recog-

nized by the host as foreign and then subjected to path-

ways leading to protective immunity. Simple mixing of

antigen-encoding plasmid DNA or DNA itself and cat-

ionic SUV leads to neutralization of polyanionic nucleic

acid chain to form a compact nanostructure, known as a

lipoplex.[42] Each of these nanoparticles carries a small net

positive charge, which enables them to interact with the

negatively charged cell membranes and gain entry by

receptor-mediated endocytosis to perform transfection.

POLYMER NANOSPHERES

Manufacture of Nanospheres

The first approaches used to produce polymer nano-

particles were derived from the field of latex engineering.

These methods were based on in situ polymerization of

monomers.[43,44] Despite the actual technological ad-

vances, polymerization-based methods have some draw-

backs and limitations. Thus, alternative methods based on

the dispersion of well-characterized preformed polymers

or natural biopolymers[4,5] have been proposed.[45] To-

gether with polymerization-based methods, these new

techniques allow the production of both nanospheres and

nanocapsules (Fig. 3).

Polymerization methods

Two different approaches have been considered for the

preparation of nanospheres by polymerization methods,

depending on whether a monomer to be polymerized is

emulsified in a nonsolvent phase (emulsion polymeriza-

tion) or dissolved in a solvent that is a nonsolvent for the

resulting polymer (dispersion polymerization).[44]

In two types of emulsion polymerization, either con-

ventional (o/w emulsion) or inverse (w/o emulsion), the

monomer is emulsified in the nonsolvent phase with sur-

factant, leading to the formation of monomer-swollen

micelles and stabilized monomer droplets. The polymer-

ization reaction takes place in the presence of an initiator

that creates free reactive monomer radicals. These collide

with the unreactive monomers and initiate polymer chain

growth, or nucleation.[44] The reaction stops when full

consumption of monomer or initiator is achieved. The

drug to be incorporated to the nanospheres may be present

during the polymerization process. Two different

mechanisms of nucleation were considered. First, the so-

called micellar polymerization mechanism treats the

monomer-swollen micelles as the site of nucleation and

propagation.[46,47] In this case, monomer droplets serve as

monomer reservoirs. The monomer molecules reach the

micelles by diffusion through the continuous phase. The

second mechanism is valid for monomers that are suffi-

ciently soluble in the continuous phase. In this case, ho-

mogeneous nucleation followed by propagation can occur

directly in this phase, leading to formation of oligo-

mers.[47] When the oligomers have reached a certain

length, they form primary particles stabilized by surfac-

tant molecules present in the system. In the case of in-

verse emulsion polymerization, when we deal with w/o

Fig. 3 Schematic structure of polymer nanoparticles: (a)

nanospheres and (b) nanocapsules.
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system, the water-soluble monomers cannot diffuse

from the micelles through the organic phase because

of their low partition coefficient. The resulting nano-

spheres contain fewer polymer chains and a narrower size

distribution as compared to the conventional emulsion

polymerization.[48]

Both the conventional and inverse emulsion poly-

merization reactions were applied for the production of

biodegradable poly(alkyl cyanoacrylate) (PACA) nano-

spheres.[49,50] In the case of conventional emulsion poly-

merization, the alkyl cyanoacrylate monomer is added to

an aqueous acidic solution of surfactant under vigorous

stirring to polymerize it following the anionic mechanism.

Drug is dissolved in the polymerization medium either

before the addition of monomer or at the end of the po-

lymerization reaction. Nanospheres (Fig. 4a) are sedi-

mented by ultracentrifugation of the obtained suspension.

In the case of inverse emulsion polymerization, drug is

dissolved in a small amount of water or hydrophilic sol-

vent and emulsified in an organic phase (e.g., isooctane,

cyclohexane, and hexane) in the presence of surfactants.

Alkyl cyanoacrylate monomers are then added directly or

dissolved in an organic solvent to the preformed w/o

emulsion under stirring.[49] The system becomes milky,

and nanospheres with a diameter of 200–300 nm with a

narrow polydispersity are formed.

Dispersion polymerization deals with polymerization

of monomers dissolved in an aqueous medium that acts as

a precipitant for the polymer to be formed. Nucleation is

induced in the aqueous monomer solution,[51] and the

presence of stabilizers or surfactants is not absolutely

necessary for the formation of nanospheres.

As mentioned earlier, polymerization methods have

significant limitations, especially for formation of na-

nospheres.[45] First, it is very difficult to predict the

molecular weight of the resulting material. This is a

major drawback because the molecular weight influences

the biodistribution and release of the polymer carrier.

Second, the presence of free radicals or numerous H+

ions generated by anionic polymerization process can

inhibit drug activity. Third, the presence of toxic

unreacted monomer, initiator, and surfactant molecules

requires time-consuming and, sometimes, inefficient

procedures for their elimination.

Dispersion of preformed polymers

Among the numerous synthetic polymers available for the

preparation of nanospheres, the most commonly used are

polyesters such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic

acid) (PGA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA),

poly(e-caprolactone) (PLG), and poly(b-hydroxybutyrate)

(PHB).[4,5] Under physiological conditions, polyesters are

generally degraded by hydrolysis into products that are

well tolerated by various tissues.

Solvent Evaporation Method. In this method, a polymer

is dissolved in an organic solvent (dichloromethane,

chloroform, or ethyl acetate).[52] A drug is dissolved or

dispersed into the polymer solution, and this mixture

is then emulsified into an aqueous solution to make an o/w

emulsion by using a surfactant such as gelatin, poly(vinyl

alcohol) (PVA), polysorbate-80, poloxamer-188, etc. Af-

ter the formation of emulsion, the organic solvent is

evaporated either by heating or continuous stirring.[53]

The double emulsion method, dealing with w/o/w emul-

sions, may also be used to prepare nanospheres containing

water-soluble drugs.[54] Both these methods apply high-

speed homogenization or sonication, which are not quite

appropriate for large-scale production. In this pursuit, the

following approaches have been attempted.

Spontaneous Emulsification (Solvent Diffusion) Meth-
od. In a modified version of the solvent evaporation

method, the water-soluble solvent (acetone or methanol)

along with the water-insoluble organic solvent (dichloro-

methane or chloroform) was used as an oil phase.[55]

Because of the spontaneous diffusion of the water-soluble

solvent, an interfacial turbulence is created between the

two phases leading to the formation of smaller particles.

As the concentration of water-soluble solvent increases, a

considerable decrease in particle size can be achieved.

Salting-Out Method. The salting-out technique replaces

chlorinated solvents with water-miscible acetone.[56] An

aqueous phase saturated with electrolytes (e.g., magne-

sium salts) and containing PVA as a stabilizing and

thickening agent is added under stirring to an acetone

solution of polymer. The miscibility of both phases

is prevented by the saturation of the aqueous phase with

Fig. 4 (a) Electron scanning micrograph of insulin-loaded

poly(ethylcyanoacrylate) nanospheres obtained by a polymeri-

zation technique. (From Radwan, M.A.; Aboul-Enein, H.Y. J.

Microencapsul. 2002, 19 (2), 225–235. Copyright 2002, Taylor

& Francis, Ltd.) (b) Transmission electron micrograph of

procaine hydrochloride loaded poly(lactide-co-glycolide) nano-

spheres obtained by precipitation method. (From Govender, T.;

Stolnik, S. et al. J. Control. Release 1999, 57 (2), 171–185,

Copyright 1999, Elsevier.)
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electrolytes, according to a salting-out phenomenon. The

addition of the aqueous phase is continued until a phase

inversion occurs and an o/w emulsion is formed. Then, a

sufficient amount of water is added to disrupt the equi-

librium between the two phases and allow complete dif-

fusion of acetone into water followed by polymer

precipitation in the form of nanospheres. Other solvents

(e.g., tetrahydrofuran) as well as nonelectrolytic salting-

out agents (e.g., sucrose) could also be appropriate.[57] A

variety of polymers can be used with this technique in-

cluding PLA, methacrylic acid copolymers, and cellu-

lose derivatives.

Emulsification–Diffusion Method. This method for-

mally resembles the previous method, but its originality is

in using benzyl alcohol as an organic solvent.[58] An

aqueous phase containing PVA as a stabilizing and

thickening agent is added to a solution of polymer in

benzyl alcohol under stirring. With an excess of water, an

o/w emulsion is obtained because benzyl alcohol has low

miscibility with water. The precipitation of the polymer

occurs due to the diffusion of benzyl alcohol into water,

leading to the formation of nanospheres. By increasing the

content of PVA in the external phase, it was possible to

produce nanoparticles as small as 70 nm in diameter. The

polymers used were PLA, PLGA, PCL, and methacrylic

acid copolymers.

Direct Precipitation Method. This technique involves

the use of polymer solution in an organic solvent that is

completely miscible with the aqueous phase (acetone,

ethanol, or acetonitrile) and allows nanospheres to be

obtained after addition of water (with or without a sur-

factant) under stirring[59] (Fig. 4b). After precipitation of

nanoparticles, the solvent is removed by vaporization

under vacuum. Applications of this method are limited to

drugs that are highly soluble in polar solvents but insol-

uble in water.

Supercritical Fluid Technology. Conventional methods

such as in situ polymerization and solvent evaporation

often require the use of toxic solvents and surfactants.

Supercritical fluids allow attractive alternatives for the

nanoencapsulation process because these are environ-

mentally friendly solvents.[60] The commonly used

methods of supercritical fluid technology are the rapid

expansion of supercritical solution (RESS)[61] and the

supercritical antisolvent (SAS) method.[62] A supercritical

fluid is a substance that is used in a state above the critical

temperature and pressure where gases and liquids can

coexist. It is able to penetrate materials such as gas, and to

dissolve materials such as liquid. For example, use of

carbon dioxide or water in the form of a supercritical fluid

allows substitution for an organic solvent.

In the RESS method,[61] a polymer is solubilized in a

supercritical fluid and the solution is expanded through a

nozzle. Thus, the solvent power of supercritical fluid

dramatically decreases and the solute eventually pre-

cipitates. A uniform distribution of drug inside the poly-

mer matrix, e.g., PLA nanospheres, can be achieved only

for low-molecular-mass (<10,000) polymers because of

the limited solubility of high-molecular-mass polymers in

supercritical fluids.[63] In the SAS method,[62] the solution

is charged with the supercritical fluid in the precipitation

vessel containing a polymer in an organic solvent. At high

pressure, enough antisolvent will enter into the liquid

phase so that the solvent power will be lowered and the

polymer precipitates. After precipitation, the antisolvent

flows through the vessel to strip the residual solvent.

When the solvent content has been reduced to the desired

level, the vessel is depressured and the solid nanoparticles

are collected.

POLYMER NANOCAPSULES

Manufacture of Nanocapsules

In general, all the methods for preparation of nanocapsules

(Fig. 3b) are based on the self-assembly approach, which

resembles aggregation of lipid molecules in aqueous so-

lution into liposomes (Fig. 1).

Surface polymerization method

To overcome the instability of liposomes, lipids that are

functionalized with polymerizable groups can be polym-

erized within vesicular structures.[64] Because of the

polymerization reaction, the individual lipid molecules

are interconnected via covalent bonds that stabilize the

wall-forming membrane considerably. However, nano-

capsules prepared from reactive lipids are rather costly.

In an analogous fashion to the lipids, amphiphilic

block copolymers can also aggregate in aqueous solution

to vesicular structures.[65] Block copolymer liposomes are

significantly more stable than those formed from lipids

due to the larger size and the lower dynamics of the

underlying polymer molecules. Nevertheless, similarly to

lipids they are held together solely by noncovalent

interactions. Analogously to the reactive lipids, the block

copolymer molecules could also be modified with polym-

erizable groups. Such block-copolymer-based nano-

capsules can be expected to possess great potential for

encapsulation and controlled release, because the physical

properties of their polymer walls can be controlled by the

block length or the chemical constitution of the underlying

polymer molecules. So far only a few papers dealing with

such nanocapsules have appeared.[66,67] In one of them
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the formation of vesicles from poly(isoprene) b-poly-

(2 cinnamoyl methacrylate) (PI–PCEMA) diblock co-

polymer in hexane–tetrahydrofuran mixtures was used as

a starting stage.[66] The PCEMA blocks were photo-cross-

linked and then the PI blocks had to be hydroxylated to

make water-soluble nanocapsules. Diameter of the nano-

capsules was in the range of 50–60 nm. A rather simple

one-step procedure has been used to prepare vesicles of

poly(2-methyloxasoline)-b-poly(dimethylsiloxane)-b-

poly(2-methyloxasoline) in aqueous solution.[67] The

underlying triblock copolymers were modified with

methacrylate end groups without disturbing the vesicles in

water, which were cross-linked under UV irradiation.

Diameter of the obtained nanocapsules could be controlled

in the range of 50–500 nm.

A similar concept uses just the geometry of the vesic-

ular aggregates as a template. The interfacial polymeri-

zation of monomeric surfactants is an advanced method of

this type of technique used for the preparation of nano-

capsules.[68–74] For example, for the preparation of

nanocapsules containing a-chymotrypsin, the reverse

hydrated micelles from N,N-diallyl-N,N-didodecyl am-

monium bromide (DDAB) in cyclohexane entrapping

enzyme in the inner aqueous cavities were polymerized by

UV irradiation. After precipitation in acetone, these

nanocapsules were dispersed in the aqueous medium with

the aid of ionic (AOT) or nonionic (Brij-97) surfactants.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy data suggested

that thereby bilayer nanocapsules with an average outer

diameter of 20 nm were formed.[68] Their inner monolayer

was made up of the two-dimensional poly-DDAB net-

work, and the outer monolayer was composed of surfac-

tant molecules.[69,70]

Another way used the ability of liposomes to solubilize

hydrophobic monomers such as styrene,[71,72] alkylacry-

lates, or alkylmethacrylates[3,73,74] within a bilayer. Their

subsequent free-radical or UV-initiated polymerization

led to the formation of a two-dimensional polymer net-

work entrapped in the interior of the membrane (Fig. 5).

The different compartments provided by the self-assembly

of the lipid molecules generally serve only as a templates,

which, similar to the previous case, control both the size

and shape of the resulting nanocapsules. It was shown that

the cross-linked polymer nanocapsules formed in vesicu-

lar dispersions are able to retain their structure even after

isolation from the lipid matrix.[74]

Based on the method proposed for preparation of the

PACA nanospheres,[49] PACA nanocapsules, consisting

of a polymer envelope surrounding an oily core, were

prepared.[75] The monomer molecules located at the sur-

face of the oil nanodroplets, on contact with aqueous

hydroxide anions, immediately polymerized at the water–

oil interface, followed by the formation of a polymer wall

with a mean thickness of about 3 nm.[75] It was later

shown that the PACA nanocapsule morphology depends

on the pH of the aqueous phase, composition of the

organic phase, and emulsification conditions.[76] This

dependence results in formation of a mixture of nano-

capsules and nanospheres. When aprotic water-miscible

organic solvents such as acetone or acetonitrile were used,

only true nanocapsules were obtained.

Template approach

A similar way for producing polymer nanocapsules is to

assemble a preformed polymer wall around a template

particle or an oil nanodroplet that can be subsequently

removed.[3] The most convenient approach is to use an

oppositely charged polyelectrolyte self-assembly at

charged core surfaces.[77] Not all of the ionic groups of the

adsorbed polyelectrolyte are consumed by the electrostatic

interactions with the surface. As a result, the original

surface charge is usually overcompensated by the ad-

sorbed polymer. Hence, the surface charge of the coated

particle changes its sign and is now available for the ad-

sorption of a polyelectrolyte of again opposite charge.

Such sequential deposition produces ordered polyelec-

trolyte multilayers. The thickness of the wall is controlled

by the number of deposition steps. To avoid a polyelec-

trolyte-induced particle flocculation, the rather low par-

ticle concentrations and the removal of nonadsorbed

polyelectrolyte after each step are necessary. Weakly

cross-linked melamine formaldehyde particles have been

used as template core particles.[3] Exposure of the coated

Fig. 5 Cryotransmission electron micrograph of poly(acrylic

acid) hollow nanospheres obtained by polymerization method.

(From Sauer, M.; Meier, W. RSC Chem. Commun. 2001, No. 1,

55–56; reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of

Chemistry.)
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particles to an acidic solution of pH <1.6 dissolves the

core without affecting the layered polyelectrolyte wall.

Functionalized polystyrene latex nanoparticles carry-

ing surface charges are also suitable templates for the

polyelectrolyte self-assembly technique. Inorganic par-

ticles were incorporated into the adsorbed walls by a

sequential adsorption of SiO2 nanoparticles with nega-

tive surface charge and cationic poly(N,N-diallyl-N,N-

dimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDDAC).[78] Layers with

a thickness ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometers

could be prepared. Removing the polystyrene core leaves

SiO2/PDDAC nanocomposite capsules. Nevertheless, the

long-term stability of such polyelectrolyte walls in bio-

logical fluids (e.g., in blood plasma), or in media of high

ionic strength, may be rather limited.

Coacervation method

This method uses the phenomenon of polymer–polymer

incompatibility to form nanocapsules. The wall-forming

polymer is dissolved in a solvent and to this solution a

second polymer (called the phase inducer) is introduced

followed by the formation of a two-phase system. The

smartest complex coacervation process uses the interac-

tion of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes in water to

form a polymer-rich coating solution called a coacer-

vate.[79,80] If drug nanoparticles or nanodroplets are then

added, the phase, rich with the coating polymer, engulfs

the drug being encapsulated, thereby forming embryo

capsules. Cooling the system causes the coacervate to gel

via network formation. Gelatin is a primary polymer

component of most coacervation systems.

More rigid nanocapsules can be prepared by a combi-

nation of coacervation and emulsion/suspension polym-

erization approaches. For example, the polymerization of

divinylbenzene (DVB) in toluene/DVB swollen polysty-

rene latex particles or in polystyrene containing toluene

droplets leads to the formation of poly-DVB nanocapsules

due to limited compatibility of the chemically different

polymers in solution followed by a microphase separation

and the formation of a poly-DVB wall around a toluene–

polystyrene core.[81] After evaporation of the internal

toluene a cavity remains in the core.

Survival of the polymer walls after removing the solid

or liquid core is the general goal of the coacervation

method. A rather elegant approach to remove the core

under mild conditions has recently been demonstrated.[82]

First, the core of the particles was formed by a low-mo-

lecular-weight poly(dimethylsiloxane) around which a

cross-linked organosilicon wall was formed in a second

step. The poly(dimethylsiloxane) core was removed

quantitatively by ultrafiltration. The remaining organosil-

icon envelops obviously had rather high porosity allowing

fast releasing the low molecular weight bioactives.

Applications of Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles used as pharmaceutical forms must satisfy

the following conditions: they must be free of any toxic

impurities, easy to store and administer, and sterile if

parenteral use is expected. One of the most promising

applications of nanoparticles is their use as parenteral

carriers for anticancer drugs based on their ability to ac-

cumulate in a number of tumors.[83,84] The encapsula-

tion of a variety of anticancer drugs (e.g., doxorubicin,

5-fluorouracil, dactinomycin, and methotrexate), immuno-

modulators (muramyl dipeptide-L-alanyl-cholesterol), or

antisense oligonucleotides mainly within PACA nano-

particles enhanced their efficacy against experimental

tumors in comparison to the free drug.[84] A reduction of

the general toxicity of anticancer drugs was also achieved.

The most effective application of anticancer drug-loaded

nanoparticles may be their use in the treatment of hepatic

metastases. The incorporation of magnetic subnano-

particles into drug-containing nanoparticles and subse-

quent electromagnetic guidance has been shown to

improve antimetastatic efficiency by facilitating access to

extravascular tumors.[83] Two other methods to achieve

tumor-specific targeting were by using nanoparticles

coated with either monoclonal antibodies, in order to

recognize specific cell determinants,[84] or with PEG, to

increase the blood circulation time of nanoparticles.[85]

The nanoparticles of PACA have gained wide popu-

larity recently despite some major drawbacks such as the

use of low-pH media and cytotoxicity.[86] To overcome

these, derivatives of poly(methylidenemalonate) were

prepared, i.e., poly(ethyl-2-(ethoxycarbonyl) methylene-

oxycarbonyl acrylate)[87] and poly(ethyl-2-(ethoxycar-

bonyl) ethyl methylene malonate-co-ethylene oxide).[88]

These polymers are associated with both the hydrophilic

and hydrophobic functionalities providing long-time cir-

culation of nanoparticles in blood and sustained release.

Intracellular infections are another field of application

of nanoparticles. It is known that antibiotics exhibit either

poor ability to penetrate the infected cells or decreased

activity in intracellular compartments. PACA nano-

particles loaded with ampicillin showed high efficacy

against Listeria monocytigenes and Salmonella typhi-

murium infections.[89] They are suitable for the specific

transport of antiviral agents. Recently, PACA nano-

particles loaded with the protease inhibitor saquinqvir

were shown to be effective in HIV-infected human mac-

rophage cultures.[90] The same nanoparticles loaded with

primaquine, and even without any drug within, treat par-

asitic infections such as visceral leishmaniasis.[89] The
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void nanoparticles themselves have immunomodulation

activity. This fact opens new prospects in the field of

parasitic infections as well as in the treatment of other

infections or tumors.

Nanoparticles increase the oral bioavailability of the

peptide and protein drugs. For example, enhanced oral

bioavailability was reported for insulin (Fig. 4a), dicu-

marol, and plasmid DNA encapsulated into adhesive

nanoparticles made of polyanhydride copolymers of

fumaric and sebacic acids.[6] The use of nanoparticles is

prospective for oral delivery antigens because of their

ability to control the release of proteins and to protect

them from enzymatic degradation in the gastrointestinal

tract. The very slow degradation rate of PMMA nano-

particles is particularly appropriate for vaccine purposes

because it provides prolonged contact between the antigen

and the immunocompetent cells. At the same time, coating

the nanocapsules with monoclonal antibodies is expected

to increase the level of absorption of entrapped vaccines

and, therefore, the immune response.[90] These investi-

gations allow one to create new generations of effective

vaccines for oral immunization.

Depending on the rate of desired release, the PACA,

PLA, and PLGA nanoparticles can be applied for intra-

muscular, subcutaneous, and topical administration. For

example, the topical use of nanoparticles by the ocular

route has been investigated for the treatment of chronic

diseases such as glaucoma. Because of their low viscosity

in suspensions, these systems can be administered as eye

drops providing the sustained drug delivery.[91]

MOLECULAR INCLUSION COMPLEXES

Molecular inclusion complexes of the host–guest type

provide unprecedented ‘‘molecular nanoencapsulation’’

of drugs.[10] The most advanced among them are inclu-

sion complexes of a� , b� , and g�cyclodextrins[7] and

dendrimers.[8,9]

Cyclodextrins comprise a family of cyclic oligo-

saccharides. Three major cyclodextrins have a shape of a

bracelet built up from glucopyranose units (6 units for

a� , 7 for b� , and 8 for g�cyclodextrin) (Fig. 6a). The

diameter of the inner cavity varies for a� , b� , and g�
cyclodextrin from 0.5 to 0.8 nm. In an aqueous solution,

the slightly apolar cyclodextrin cavity is occupied by

water molecules that are energetically unfavored, and

therefore may by readily substituted by appropriate

‘‘guest’’ molecules that are less polar than water. One or a

few cyclodextrin molecules can entrap one or more

‘‘guest’’ molecules. Most frequently, the host/guest ratio

is 1:1; however, 2:1, 1:2, 2:2 (Fig. 6c–e), or even more

complicated associations, such as rotoxanes, exist.[7] The

formerly hydrophobic guest, upon complexation, becomes

hydrophilic and effectively protected against any type of

reaction, except that with cyclodextrin hydrolysis. The

formed inclusion complexes can be isolated as stable

crystalline substances.

Natural cyclodextrins, however, have relatively low

solubility, both in water and organic solvents, which thus

limits their use in pharmaceutical formulations. Recent-

ly, various kinds of cyclodextrin derivatives have been

Fig. 6 Chemical structure of cyclodextrins (a), the schematic representation of their O-derivatives (b), and the possible inclusion
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prepared to extend the physicochemical properties and

inclusion capacity of natural cyclodextrins as novel drug

carriers.[10] To elongate the actual cyclodextrin cavity or

enhance solubility, substituents are attached to the pri-

mary or secondary hydroxyl groups situated on the two

rims of the molecular bracelet. This elongation may be

hydrophobic if acyl or hydroxyalkyl groups are attached.

At present, the acetylated, hydroxypropylated, and sulfo-

butylated derivatives, mainly of b� and g�cyclodextrins,

can be considered as drug carriers[10] (Fig. 6b).

Dendrimers are highly branched cascade molecules

that emanate from a central core through a stepwise, re-

petitive reaction sequence.[8] Such a molecule consists of

three topologically different regions: a small initiator core

of low density and multiple branching units, the density of

which increases with increasing distance from the core,

thus eventually leading to a rather densely packed shell

(Fig. 7). Dendritic shielding actually amounts to an en-

capsulation that can create a distinct microenvironment

around the core moiety and hence affect its properties.

Dendrimers with amphiphilic core–shell structures were

shown to look like ‘‘unimolecular micelles.’’[92] Den-

drimers that have internal cavities with a dense outer shell

may be synthesized by controlling the last step. This has

been demonstrated by the preparation of a fifth-generation

poly(propyleneimine) dendrimer.[93] Because of their

outer shell, these molecules can be regarded as dendritic

compartments that are capable of retaining guest mole-

cules entrapped during synthesis. If the surface tert–butyl

groups were removed guest molecules could diffuse out of

the compartments. The compact dendrimer topology is

promising for both the controlled release[93] and confined

biochemical nanoreactors.[8]

Dendrimers are, generally, not hollow polymer parti-

cles. Recently, elegant synthetic protocols have been de-

veloped that form the inner cavity directly from dendritic

precursors. One of them is based on a polyether dendrimer

with a trimesic acid ester core.[94] The molecular nano-

capsules were formed by selective cross-linking of

homoallyl ether groups at the surface of the dendrimer and

subsequent degradation of the core region by hydrolysis

(Fig. 8). An attractive possibility offered by this method is

that the remaining functional groups in the interior of the

carrier system could serve as ‘‘endoreceptors’’ available

for molecular recognition. This approach allows control

over size and geometry of the formed nanocapsules, but

preparation is rather refined. This is still a limiting factor

for possible applications of dendrimers as drug carriers.

Applications of Molecular
Inclusion Complexes

The metabolic fate of natural cyclodextrins and their

derivatives given orally has been thoroughly investigated

and their lack of toxicity has been demonstrated.[10]

However, the intravenous or intramuscular administration

of some b-cyclodextrin derivatives like heptakis(2,6-di-O-

methyl)-b-cyclodextrin in rats and rabbits increased blood

urea nitrogen, creatinine, and transaminases, indicating

some kidney and liver failure, while those for 2-hydro-

xypropyl-, 6-O-maltosyl-b-cyclodextrin, and b-cyclodex-

trin sulfate at the same dosage remained within normal

limits.[10] Another drawback of cyclodextrins as drug

carriers is their ability to induce human erythrocytes to

change their biconcave shape to monoconcave and induce

lysis at higher concentrations because cyclodextrins are

able to solubilize the biomembrane components. When we

deal with the inclusion complex, or when the cyclodextrin

cavity is modified by chemical derivatization, the ef-

fect on cell membranes can be dramatically mitigated.

The above-mentioned 2-hydroxypropyl- and sulfobutyl-b-

cyclodextrin were generally found to be safe when ad-

ministered parenterally in animals and humans.[95]

One of the most important functions of cyclodextrins is

to enhance the aqueous solubility of included drugs. The

degree of substitution markedly influences the solubili-

zation. In general, hydroxyakylated, sulfated, and sulfo-

alkylated cyclodextrins and their complexes have lower

aqueous solubility than parent cyclodextrins.[10] When

mono- or disaccharides are bounded to one or two pri-

mary hydroxyl groups of cyclodextrins through the a-1,6-

glycosidic bond, their solubility in water increases. It is

remarkable that the enzymatically prepared branched

cyclodextrins have higher affinity to drugs and bioavail-

ability along with weak hemolytic activity.[96]

In oral delivery, hydrophilic and hydrophobic cyclo-

dextrin derivatives are useful for immediate- and sus-

tained-release type formulations. The hydrophilic cyclo-

dextrins have been extensively applied to enhance

the oral bioavailability of steroids, cardiac glycosides,
Fig. 7 Schematic structure of a spherical dendrimer of the fifth

generation.
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anti-inflammatory drugs, barbiturates, antiepileptics,

neuroleptics, antidiabetics, vasodilators, etc.[10,96–99] Re-

cently, highly hydrophilic cyclodextrin derivatives, such

as 2-hydroxypropyl-, 6-O-maltosyl-, and sulfobutyl-b-

cyclodextrin have been used to obtain an immediate-

release formulation, which is readily dissolved in the

gastrointestinal tracts, providing an enhancement of oral

bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs.[99] On the

other hand, alkylated and acylated derivatives are use-

ful as slow-release carriers for water-soluble drugs.

Among them heptakis(2,6-di-O-ethyl)-, heptakis(2,3,6-tri-

O-ethyl)-, and heptakis(2,3,6-tri-O-butanoyl)-b-cyclo-

dextrin were the first slow-release carriers to be used

in conjunction with diltiazem, isosorbide dinitrate, and

salbutamol.[10]

The cyclodextrin vehicles are effective in ophthalmic

formulations because they do not irritate the ocular sur-

face resulting in a fast washout of the instilled drug. Hy-

drophilic 2-hydroxypropyl- and sulfobutyl-b-cyclodextrin

are nontoxic to the eye and well tolerated in aqueous eye

drops with low viscosity. They do not penetrate the cor-

neal barrier, but enhance the ocular bioavailability of in-

cluded lipophilic drugs like dexamethasone acetate.[100]

Cyclodextrins improve the solubility and stability of

drugs in topical preparations onto the skin, thus enhancing

the transdermal penetration of drugs and sustaining the

drug release along with lowering their toxicity.[10] In

general, hydrophilic cyclodextrins and their complexes

penetrate through the skin inefficiently. However, when

cyclodextrins are applied under occlusive dressing con-

ditions, they are able to permeate the skin.[10] For exam-

ple, transdermal delivery of prostaglandin E1, which is

unstable and poorly permeable into the skin, in complex

with a penetration enhancer, 1-[2-(decylthio)ethyl]azacy-

clopentane-2-one, with the aid of 6-O-(carboxymethyl)-O-

ethyl-b-cyclodextrin, leads to the treatment of peripher-

al vascular disorders as an alternative to parenteral

injections.[101]

Cyclodextrins are effective for providing the targeted

drug delivery.[10] It is known that the specific delivery of

neuropharmaceuticals to the brain is obscured by the

presence of the blood–brain barrier. Inclusion complexes

with cyclodextrins are able to solve the permeability

problem, as it was shown for inclusion complexes of

psychotropic agents (phenazepam, gidazepam).[97,98] An-

other example is the conjugate of N-leucine-enkephalin

and 6-amino-6-deoxy-b-cyclodextrin.[102] Both types of

prodrugs provide brain targeting followed by the sustained

release. In general, the substituents introduced at primary

hydroxyl groups of cyclodextrins through a spacer of

appropriate length are self-included within the cavity.

However, the enkephalin conjugate can accommodate

other guest molecules (e.g., dothiepine) because the self-

inclusion is restricted due to steric hindrance.
Fig. 8 Preparation of a cored dendrimer. (From Ref. [94]

Copyright 1999, ACS.)
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CONCLUSION

It is clear that biology has much to offer nanotechnology

in demonstrating how to organize, functionalize, and as-

semble new molecular and submolecular materials and

tools to design nanosize carriers for bioactive substances.

From the chemical point of view, it is important to syn-

thesize newer polymers and surfactants to match the hy-

drophilic and hydrophobic properties of the bioactive

substances. Implementation of cavitands for formation of

inclusion complexes can dramatically increase the loading

capacity of carriers in combination with polymer nano-

particles and liposomes. Their new amphiphilic deriva-

tives are capable of forming nanospheres and nano-

capsules, presenting a high loading capacity toward both

hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs without any polym-

erization process. In order to provide the targeted delivery

and controlled release of the bioactive substance, de-

signing the carriers with tailored surface characteristics

based on specific peptide, protein, polynucleotide, or

polysaccharide motifs with preordained functions be-

comes the regular strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

Encapsulation techniques gained great importance during

the last decades to protect, store or release materials in

well-defined ways. As in other technical fields, the

miniaturization of capsules progressed parallel to the

development of new materials and techniques. At the

present time, microcapsules are already used in many

technical applications in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic,

food, textile, adhesive, printing, and agricultural indus-

tries.[1–5]

Several approaches are used to fabricate nanocap-

sules:[6] first, one can use aggregates of lipid molecules

in spherically closed bilayer structures, the so-called

vesicles or liposomes.[7,8] These relatively unstable struc-

tures can be stabilized by cross-linking. In a similar

fashion, amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solu-

tion can also aggregate to vesicular structures.[9]

Other approaches to prepare capsules concern sus-

pension and emulsion polymerization techniques around

latex particles,[10,11] dendrimers or hyperbranched poly-

mers.[12,13] Finally, one can cover a sacrificial template

core with a membrane permeable for the products of core

dissolution. Based on this approach, a new type of

microcapsule prepared from polyelectrolytes (PE) was

developed 5 years ago using the layer-by-layer (LbL)

technology for encapsulating dissolvable templates in the

micrometer and nanometer range (see Fig. 1).[14] The LbL

technology enables the nanometer-precise assembling of

multilayers. A wide variety of materials can be combined

yielding capsules, which can have simultaneously several

functions in the capsule wall as well as an adjustable

semipermeability. Furthermore, the inner and outer

capsule surface can be easily functionalized by biological

or chemical binding sites, and the interior can be filled

with macromolecules or with precipitates of low molec-

ular weight agents. Monodispersity of the capsules can be

achieved by using monodisperse templates.

PREPARATION OF
POLYELECTROLYTE CAPSULES

LbL Method on Planar Substrates

In polymer thin films research, the most influential do-

main in the use of noncovalent interactions is the elec-

trostatic layer-by-layer assembly.[15–18] This 11-year-old

technique[8] is based on the alternating adsorption of

multiply charged cationic and anionic species driven by

electrostatic interactions (Fig. 1). During the self-assem-

bly process of a polyion to an oppositely charged surface,

the polymer adsorption proceeds until the surface charge

is reversed. This allows in a next step the adsorption of a

counterpolyion. The alternating adsorption of polycations

and polyanions can be repeated at will. Because of the

self-limitation of the process, the amount of polymer

adsorbed in one step is constant and yields for usual

polyelectrolytes a layer thickness of 1.5 to 3 nm.[19–21]

Diverse charged functional polymers have been

successfully assembled into thin films by LbL (see

reviews[19–21] and references therein) and comprise con-

ducting and light-emitting polymers, nonconjugated redox-

active polymers, reactive polymers, polymers bearing

nonlinear optically active dyes, liquid crystalline polyelec-

trolytes, temperature-sensitive and switchable polymers,

and dendrimers. A variety of colloidal objects have also

been placed in multilayer films, such as stable colloidal

dispersions of charged silica, metal oxides, polyoxometal-

ates, semiconductors, and fullerenes, as well as metal

colloids, metallosupramolecular complexes, charged latex

spheres, microcrystallites, clay platelets, or charged inor-

ganic sheets. In addition, natural polyelectrolytes such as

nucleic acids, proteins, polysaccharides, as well as certain

charged supramolecular biological assemblies have been

used for LbL.

In principle, all of these materials can also be combined

for the preparation of polyelectrolyte capsules. However,
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restrictions exist. First, assembling of polyelectrolytes on

colloids does not allow a drying step after each layer, as it

is often described with planar films. Second, colloidal

suspensions in the nanometer- and micrometer-size range

have to be stabilized against coagulation, which requires

charged and hydrophilic surfaces. Third, the dissolution

process of the templating core requires special conditions

such as low pH, organic solvents, or oxidative environ-

ment. Fourth, the permeability of the LbL wall has to be

tuned to allow the permeation (evacuation) of core dis-

solution products.

LbL Technology on Colloidal Particles

As mentioned above, the initial colloidal substrate as well

as each of the PE species have to be sufficiently charged

to ensure adsorption and to prevent flocculation.[22–26]

Moreover, it has to be ensured that the concentration of

the adsorbing polyelectrolyte is large enough to provide

saturation conditions. Incomplete covering yields charge

differences within one colloidal batch followed by

coagulation. Excess polyelectrolyte molecules must be

removed before adding the next PE to avoid formation of

complexes in solution (Fig. 1). This separation can be

achieved either by centrifugation or filtration.[27] Centrif-

ugation yields often problems with resuspension, diffi-

culties for smaller particles of low density to settle, loss of

materials, and a lengthly process. The filtration method

yields problems in filling the filters, in turn producing low

yields. However, this method can be practically scaled-up

and automated.[27] In particular, cross-flow filtration can

solve the problems of small-scale batches.

Removal of the Templates

The decomposition of the encapsulated template is a key

step for the capsule fabrication (Fig. 1). Several templates

have been used for the capsule preparation such as weakly

cross-linked melamine-formaldehyde latice,[14] or-

ganic[28–30] and inorganic crystals,[31,32] silica particles,

polystyrene latice,[33] metal nanoparticles and nano-

rods,[34–36] and biological templates.[37–39] None of them

has all qualities required for a ‘‘perfect’’ core, i.e., sta-

bility toward the LbL process, insensibility of the mul-

tilayers structure at template dissolution conditions, and

residues-free dissolution.

The majority of capsules have been prepared up to now

with weakly polymerized, monodisperse melamine form-

aldehyde (MF) templates, produced in the size range from

300 to 10000 nm (Microparticle GmbH, Germany). The

template can be dissolved in 0.1 M HCl within seconds into

MF oligomers.[40] During the decomposition of the MF

core, the capsules swell as demonstrated on a sample made

with 6 layers of poly(allylamine) (PAH) and 6 layers of

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) (Fig. 2). This swelling is

caused by an elevation of the internal osmotic pressure

induced by dissolved MF oligomers inside the capsules.[40]

The capsules show a higher permeability as expected from

planar and unstressed polyelectrolyte films of the same

material and thickness. Presumably, the high mechanical

pressure during the dissolution process induces pores in the

capsule wall that determine the permeability more than the

intrinsic diffusion properties of the polyelectrolyte films

do.[41]

To reduce the permeability of MF capsules, further

polyelectrolyte layers can be assembled after the disso-

lution of the core, resulting in a closing of the pores and

a decrease of the permeability.[42] Another disadvan-

tage of MF capsules is given by cytotoxic MF residues.

Otherwise, the presence of MF residues was exploited for

trapping water-soluble substances.[43–45] However, this

encapsulation method is not controlled enough for via-

ble applications.

Colloidal polystyrene (PS) latices have been used as

core, which can be dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF).[46]

The swelling of PS in THF leads to a large volume

Fig. 2 Swelling of capsules during the dissolution of MF

templates encapsulated in 6 PAH/PSS bilayers in 0.1 M HCl

(top confocal micrograph: fluorescence of the labelled wall,

bottom: transmission micrograph). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Preparation of hollow polyelectrolyte capsules: scheme

of the polyelectrolyte deposition process and of subsequent MF-

core decomposition. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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increase that is directly often responsible for a high

percentage of capsule fractures.

Red blood cells present an alternative to MF parti-

cles: they are available in nonspherical shapes, are quasi-

monodispersive, and are inexpensive.[37] Moreover, the

encapsulation of cells and cellular materials may have

important applications in biotechnology and medicine.

The decomposition of the biological templates is achieved

by using a pH 12 sodium hypochlorite solution. However,

under these harsh conditions, the polyelectrolyte wall is

partly oxidized.[43]

A current development is the use of inorganic crystals

such as CdCO3, CaCO3, or MnCO3 as templates, which

can be prepared in the range between 3 and 8 mm. The

dissolution is performed under mild conditions, and the

products leave the capsule interior without problem.

Silicon dioxide particles have been used recently as

templates and subsequently dissolved in hydrofluoric

acid. SiO2 particles are available over a broad size range

and high monodispersity. The core is decomposed in 1 M

HF within few seconds into SiF6
2� ions, which leave the

capsule wall without problems. Confocal imaging of this

dissolution process does not show any swelling of the

capsule wall. Hence the mechanical stress applied onto

the wall during the dissolution is negligibly small, and the

polyelectrolyte layer structure is kept almost unchanged.

Indeed, such capsules exhibit a lower permeability than

capsules based on MF templates.

PROPERTIES OF SIMPLE HOLLOW
POLYELECTROLYTE CAPSULES

Diameter

In general, the capsules size matches the template

diameter. The size of hollow capsules ranges generally

between 500 nm and 5 mm, but it can be extended below

100 nm and up to 15 mm. However, for too thin walls or

too large diameters, deviations from the spherical shape

are reported.

Wall Thickness

The wall thickness depends on the layer number and the

material. The mostly used combination of PAH/PSS

yields a thickness of around 4 nm per layer pair. These

values have been measured by scanning force microscopy

(SFM) on hollow capsules, dried on a mica substrate.

During the drying process, the capsules collapse like an

inflatable plastic ball after complete loss of the air. The

thickness of the dry double wall can be taken directly from

the profile of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image

(Fig. 3).

Surface Charge

The outer surface charge of the capsules is simply

determined by the last layer. The charge of the inner

layer is assumed to correspond to the first layer on the

former template. For example, in case of MF-templated

capsules, the first layer PSS should result in a negative

inner-layer surface. However, it is not quite clear how far

adsorbed residues of positively charged MF oligomers

influence the inner surface.

Capsule Permeability

Capsule permeability has been tackled by two approaches.

One approach consists in encapsulating soluble materials

and in measuring their release from the fluorescence

interior. Another approach consists in adding a fluores-

cence-labeled substance to the outer solution of a hollow

capsules suspension and in monitoring the penetration into

the capsules by means of confocal laser scanning

microscopy (CLSM). Using fluorescence-labeled PAH

molecules, first rough estimations gave a cutoff of 5000 g/

mol for capsules prepared from (PSS/PAH)4 on MF

Fig. 3 Scanning force microscopy image of a (PAH/PSS)4 capsule, dried on mica and the corresponding height profile. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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cores.[14] In case of fast permeating smaller molecules,

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

experiments have been performed. The dyes in the interior

were bleached and the fluorescence recovery has been

measured which is connected with the diffusion of

fluorescence molecules from the outside to the interior.[42]

For the first approach, several fluorescent dyes were

used as model and coated with various numbers of PSS/

PAH multilayers under conditions of low solubility of

the materials.[29,32,47] Results on PSS/PAH-encapsulated

fluorescein reveal an increase of the release rate with

pH and ionic strength and a decrease with the layer

number (Fig. 4).[47] The diffusion coefficient per layer

was determined to be approximately 10�16 m2/sec in the

presence of salt.

Similar results obtained with ibuprofen release stud-

ies support a model of two release channels, one by

diffusion and one by pressure through pore-like struc-

tures presumably formed during the dissolution pro-

cess.[48–52] Further studies showed that the permeability

depends strongly on the polyelectrolyte material as known

from planar films.[51] PAH/PSS MF capsules are less

permeable than poly(diallyldimethylamine)/PSS cap-

sules.[49]

The permeability depends furthermore on the envi-

ronment such as ionic strength, pH and temperature.[55–62]

It was reported that the permeability of PSS/PAH cap-

sule could be controlled by pH[53] and ionic strength.[63,76]

Capsules could be switched between an open (low pH

or high ionic strength) and a closed state (high pH or low

ionic strength). This was exploited for the encapsulation

of macromolecules under mild conditions.

Mechanical Stability

Hollow capsules maintain a spherical shape up to a

diameter of 15 mm although the wall thickness is only

30 nm. The resistance against pressure was quantified by

addition of polyelectrolytes to a capsule suspension.

Because of the impermeability of the capsules for these

molecules, high osmotic pressure from the outside mod-

ifies the capsules shape. Above a specific concentration

of outside polymer or a critical pressure Pc, a shape tran-

sition from a spherical to a sickle shape was observed

(Fig. 5). From this observation, an elasticity modulus

between 500 and 700 Mpa was calculated. This value is

comparable to macroscopic plastic materials, and reflect a

high degree of local interactions between the polyanion

and the polycation.[64,65]

Fig. 4 Release of fluorescein from encapsulated fluorescein

crystals into a buffer solution as a function of the layer number.

(From Ref. [29].)

Fig. 5 Transformation of the spherical capsules to a sickle shape under the osmotic pressure of an outer PSS solution. (From Refs. [64]

and [65].)
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The elasticity of capsules was investigated by loading

microcapsules with 1 M PSS solution and decreasing the

polyelectrolyte concentration outside. This leads to a

swelling of the capsules proportional to the concentration

difference.[72] Higher pressure caused the capsules to

break. In contrast, at smaller swelling, a partly reversible

elastic behavior was reported.[66] The investigation of the

MF core dissolution, where a reversible swelling of the

capsule was observed, also points to an elastic behavior

(see Fig. 2).[40,67]

The deformability and osmotic properties of hollow

PSS/PAH microcapsules assembled on the decomposable

template MF were studied by means of the micropipette

video microscopic technique.[68] The microcapsules

reacted to micropipette suction with plastic deformation.

The upper limit value of the plastic modulus Dp was

evaluated at roughly 5 kPa. Addition of lipids yields a

high degree of plasticity, at least in the range of the

applied mechanical forces.[68]

Physicochemical Stability

Standard PAH/PSS capsules are stable in aqueous solution

between pH 0 and 13 and at high ionic strength. PAH/PSS

capsules were also suspended in various organic media by

a gradual solvent exchange with a preservation of shell

stability and integrity.[53,69] The stability in organic sol-

vents renders possible the preparation of oil-in-water or

water-in-oil emulsions without employing any surfactants.

The obtained microdrops are highly stable and have a high

degree of monodispersity.[69]

Combinations of weak polyelectrolytes or of materials

with only small amount of charges are more sensitive

against pH and ion strength, which lead to strong en-

hancement of the permeability up to the dissolution of the

LbL capsules.

MODIFICATION OF THE
POLYELECTROLYTE CAPSULES

Because of the variable applicability of the LbL process,

the capsules can be widely modified. This concerns the

interior, the wall, and the inner and outer surface of the

capsule wall.

Permanent Filling of the Interior with
Functional Macromolecules

In most cases, precipitation of low molecular weight

materials in presence of hollow capsules happens on the

wall surface or in the bulk solution but not as desired in

the interior of capsules.[70,71] A solution to tackle this

problem is offered by immobilization of functional

macromolecules in the capsule interior. They result in

different physical properties of capsule interior and bulk

solution and induce preferably precipitation inside the

capsules. Three approaches have been followed to

immobilize macromolecules permanently in the capsule

interior (Fig. 6).

In the ship-in-bottle approach, monomers are incubat-

ed together with empty preformed shells (Fig. 6a).[72]

After diffusion of monomers and initiator inside the

shell, the polymerization is started inside and outside the

capsule. The resulting polymers are trapped, and after

washing, capsules filled with high polymer concentra-

tions are isolated. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7a, where

PSS copolymerized with acrylrhodamine is shown.

The polymer concentration in the interior can be up to 1

monomolar, although the high osmotic pressure attained

induce a remarkable capsule swelling. A drawback of this

efficient method is the limitation to synthetic polymers.

For the encapsulation of preformed polymers or

biomacromolecules, two other approaches have been

developed. In one method, polymers are precipitated with

complex-forming auxiliaries or alone under specific

Fig. 6 Methods to immobilize macromolecules in the capsule

interior: a) ship in bottle synthesis, b) loading by switching the

permeability, c) loading by controlled precipitation. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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conditions onto the melamine core (Fig. 6c).[66] Onto this

initial layer, stable classical LbL polyelectrolyte multi-

layers are assembled. The core is removed, the initial

layers are dissolved under specific conditions, and the

auxiliaries are washed away. Then the inside of the

capsules is filled with the polymer.[73] This approach

requires for each application specific conditions under

which the desired polymer can be precipitated and is

difficult to implement practically.

Another approach for encapsulation consists in loading

preformed capsules by switching the shell wall perme-

ability through variation in environmental conditions,

such as pH[41,74,75] or ionic strength (Fig. 6b).[76] In the

capsule open state, surrounding macromolecules can

diffuse into the interior. Switching the pH or ion strength

back, the capsule wall closes and the macromolecules in

the interior are captured. This method can only be

performed with specifically designed capsules of suitable

permeability. Furthermore, only low polymer concentra-

tions can be achieved.

Capsules filled with functional polymers or with bio-

molecules can fulfill many tasks:

1. A gradient of the physicochemical properties between

the outer and inner solution such as pH, ion strengths,

polarity, charge distribution (Donnan potential), etc.

can be used for the accumulation or selective pre-

cipitation of low molecular weight substances in

the capsules. For example, if PSS-filled capsules

(Fig. 7b) are placed in a mixture of water and nonpolar

solvents, the water content in the vicinity of the en-

trapped polyelectrolytes increases. This effect has

been used for encapsulation of poorly water-soluble

drugs.[77] Several dyes and inorganic salts, such as

fluorescein, rhodamine, calcium carbonate, and bari-

um carbonate, were precipitated inside PE capsules

by using such gradients.[70,71] Electrostatic adsorption

in polymer-filled shells has been used to trap semi-

conductor nanocrystals, iron oxide, or nanosized mag-

netic ferrite particles.[78–80]

2. The incorporation of polymer-bound catalysts or bio-

catalysts results in microreaction containers. Small

molecular weight educts can diffuse into the cap-

sules and react with the catalyst, and the products

are released.

3. The capsule wall can prevent poisoning or destruction

of biocatalysts because large molecules such as

polymers, enzymes, and bacteria cannot enter the

capsules. The concept of macromolecule encapsula-

tion in MF microshells by opening and closing pores

was applied to enzymes. For instance, a-chymotrypsin

Fig. 7 Confocal laser scanning images of capsules: a) filled

with PSS-rhodamine copolymer 0.5 M;[72] b) capsules after

complexation of PSS in the interior with fluorescent

pseudoisocyanine J-aggregates;[54] c) scanning electron micros-

copy image of CaCO3 crystals grown in the capsule interior by

enzymatic reaction. (From Ref. [72,54,83].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Combinatorial library of (PAH/PSS)5 capsules with different combinations of dye molecules (fluorescein, rhodamine, Cy5, and

pyrene) covalently linked to the PAH layers in the capsule wall; the right image shows the fluorescence intensity along a line through

the dye tagged capsules. One can clearly differentiate the dye constituents and their amount. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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was encapsulated in hollow PSS/PAH shells by

method 3. The protein in the capsules retained a high

activity (50–60%) and long storage stability.[81]

Urease was also encapsulated into PSS/PAH shell

using a similar approach: the pore-controlling factor was,

in this case, the solvent choice.[82] Ethanol was added to a

urease/microshells suspension and opened the pores.[44,45]

Using these urease-loaded PAH/PSS capsules, calcium

carbonate was synthesized exclusively inside of the

capsules (Fig. 7c). The carbonate anions were generated

inside of the capsules by a urease-catalyzed urea decom-

position. Addition of calcium ions produced precipitation

of calcium carbonate, which completely filled the capsule

volume. Because of the easiness in varying experimental

parameters, such as the wall thickness, internal composi-

tion, and influx, these PE capsule-based systems can be

used to study fundamental aspects of biomineralization

processes.[83]

Encapsulation of enzyme crystals or aggregates with

the LbL technique[84,85] has been performed for chymo-

trypsin[86] and lactate dehydrogenase. The encapsulated

lactate dehydrogenase exhibits increased lifetimes due to

higher stability to denaturation and is not substate-

inhibited.[87]

Modification of the Wall

So far, the most and best-studied polyelectrolyte associ-

ation on surfaces, core shells, and capsules has been

poly(allylamine)/poly(styrenesulfonate). Nevertheless,

shells based on other synthetic polyelectrolytes such

as poly(diallyledimethylamine), poly(ethyleneimine), or

Nafion have recently been synthesized.[49,88] Because

of the potential applications in the pharmaceutical in-

dustry, there are increasing activities in the area of natu-

rally occurring polyelectrolytes: recently, LbL capsules

containing carrageenan,[89] dextran sulfate,[63] chito-

san/chitosan sulfate,[90] sodium alginate, carboxymethyl

cellulose,[48] or protamine[91] were reported. In contrast to

planar films from biomolecules, the preparation of

polyelectrolyte capsules is limited because of the harsh

conditions used for the dissolution of the core. However,

the development of new templates such as CaCO3

particles extends the preparation possibilities. Decompo-

sable hollow capsules based on deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) and spermidine (SP) were already prepared.[33]

Several functionalities can be easily introduced in the

capsule wall using polymers, which were labeled before

the assembly process. Capsules with increased stability

have been prepared by cross-linking of water-soluble

ionene precursor polymers yielding luminescent conju-

gated oligofluorenes.[46] A copolymer of poly(aniline) and

PSS was introduced to obtain walls with reducing

properties.[92] By using polymers presenting photoreactive

diazo groups, the ionic bonds between the negative PSS

and the positive diazoresin are converted to covalent

cross-links. Cross-linked hollow capsules are mechani-

cally more stable in various chemical environments than

their ionically linked counterparts.[93] Photochromic

hollow shells using an azobenzene-containing polymer

were produced.[89]

The use of hollow or filled capsules for combinatorial

purposes requires a tagging of the capsule wall. Polymers

with covalently bound fluorescent dyes have been

incorporated in the capsule walls. A luminescent library

of (PAH/PSS)5 capsules were prepared by assembling

four different dyes, each covalently attached in several

PAH layers. Different layer combinations yielded 16

tagged capsules (Fig. 8). The intermediate layers mini-

mize perturbing interactions between the layers. Although

all capsules have the same size and properties, they can

easily be distinguished by multichannel confocal fluores-

cence microscopy or by flow cytometry.[94]

Water-insoluble organic dyes were incorporated in

capsule walls by depositing them in nonaqueous solution

alternatively with polyelectrolytes in aqueous solution.[95]

Using different fluorescent dyes, a two-step energy

transfer cascade in the wall of hollow microcapsules was

constructed.[96,97] The dyes were assembled in such a way

that fluorescence resonance energy transfer through the

capsule wall from outside to inside happened. Nanopo-

rous capsule walls or shell-in-shell structures have been

constructed by consecutive alternating adsorption of

polyelectrolytes and SiO2 on melamine formaldehyde

particles, followed by removal of MF cores with HCl

acid and of the sandwiched SiO2 particle layers between

indestructible PAH/PSS walls with HF. The inner and

outer shell could be distinguished by labeling the inner

shell with fluorescein and the outer shell with rhodamine

B. Although the distance between the two shells is only

50 nm, confocal microscopy could resolve this difference

(Fig. 9).[98] The two shell walls are separated by an

intermediate PAH solution; which acts as an osmotic

pressure buffer and yields higher mechanical stability

against outside pressure.[98]

Several inorganic materials can be prepared as charged

nanoparticles. SiO2, TiO2, laponite,[99] and CdTe nano-

particles have been used for the preparation of cap-

sules.[100–102] Incorporation of colloidal dispersion of

charged silica nanobeads as one of the wall components

led to composite organic/inorganic colloidal materi-

als.[103–105] Depending on the method chosen to remove

the core, one obtains either a hollow inorganic/or-

ganic hybrid wall by dissolution of the MF core in HCl

or a hollow silica sphere by thermal decomposition of

the organic compounds.[106,107] Calcination of a compos-

ite between core-shell silica and gold nanoparticles
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(Au@SiO2)/PDADMAC deposited onto polymer spheres

gave rise to hollow spheres of Au@SiO2.[110] Noble

metals, such as silver, were incorporated either inside

the capsule or in the capsule wall.[92]

Functional nanoparticles were incorporated into cap-

sules to introduce magnetic, fluorescent, or catalytic prop-

erties. Superparamagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) was

mounted as a component of the shell wall[108–111] or as a

part of the capsule interior.[79]

The combination of lipids and PE capsules creates an

artificial system, mimicking biological membranes.

Confocal microscopy images of capsules coated with

fluorescent lipids demonstrated, within the resolution of

the instrument, a homogeneous coverage of the capsule

surface by lipid bilayers or multilayers.[112] The perme-

ability for polar substances decreased remarkably after

deposition of the lipid bilayer onto the hollow PE capsules.

However, studies on electrical properties showed an in-

crease in conductivity with the bulk electrolyte concen-

tration, which was attributed to the presence of pores or

defects in the lipid film.[113]

Modification of the Surface

The outer surface of polyelectrolyte capsules can be func-

tionalized using in the last assembling step a polyelectro-

lyte which contains the desired function. The simplest

example to tune the surface charge is the choice of a

cationic or anionic polyelectrolyte. A more sophisticated

application is the introduction of a high density of

coupling sites, where subsequent functionalization can

be performed. The commonly used chemical surface

groups such as carboxyl or amino functions can be easily

introduced by using poly(acrylic acid) or poly(allyl-

amine). The disadvantage of the last layer is its stability

in solution. While the inner layers of LbL films are fully

immobilized, the outermost layer equilibrates in a solution

because of the high charge density. Hence some of the

polymer chains containing functional groups get lost

under extreme conditions such as high or low pH, high

ionic strength, etc. This problem can be solved by cross-

linking the last layer.

CONCLUSION

One important milestone in the fast development of the

LbL polyelectrolyte films[114,115] was their use in 1998 for

the preparation of hollow capsules. These closed LbL

films extended remarkably the application fields of the

method. The large versatility and modularity of the LbL

capsules led to a fast development in the last 5 years as

demonstrated on the selected examples in this review.

The LbL capsules will not substitute all other encap-

sulation technologies, but due to their specific properties,

they can contribute to new applications especially in high

technology fields. These properties are summarized in the

following paragraph, together with the actual drawbacks

and problems:

The capsule preparation is simple and does not need

expensive equipment, but the procedures are rather time-

consuming. In addition, an upscaling of the process is

under way, but not solved yet.

The selection of arbitrary templates allows the prep-

aration of capsules in a wide size range, with a well-

defined shape and a high monodispersity, but the ideal

template has not been found yet. Therefore, the LbL film

is stressed during the core dissolution, leading to changes

in permeability, size and internal structure as well as to

remaining residues of the templates.

The capsules exhibit semipermeable properties, which

can be tuned in a broad region by the layer number, the

material, or subsequent crosslinking. However, the per-

meability could not be lowered enough for the encapsu-

lation of small water-soluble molecules.

PSS/PAH capsules possess an extremely high physi-

cochemical stability against aggressive media, like acids,

bases, high salt contents and organic solvents. But also

instable capsules can be designed, which decompose

under defined circumstances and release their interior.

Interior, wall and outer surface of LbL capsules can be

more easily modified than in other capsule systems. The

nanometer precise deposition of functionalized layers and

intermediate layers allows the combination of many

different functions in one capsule without cross-reactions.

Fig. 9 Confocal image of a shell in shell structure. The outer

shell is labeled by fluorescein and the inner shell is labeled by

rhodamine; the right image shows the distance between both

shells, analyzed by two-color imaging. (From Ref. [98].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Due to the short time of the capsule development and

the almost infinite possibilities to vary parameters in the

preparation process, there are still many open questions,

but also a very high potential for further important

developments in this field. Especially in the bio-sciences,

many surprises can be expected due to the potential of the

capsules to serve as model systems for cells, viruses etc.

The use of PE shells as biomimetic systems is under

research as for example combinations of capsules and

lipid bilayers equipped with ion channels. Research on

modifications of the capsule surface in order to recognize

specific biological materials or interfaces is started. The

use of the capsules as micro-vessels for DNA amplifica-

tion (PCR) or as non-viral gene transfection systems is

planned. One important step is the further miniaturization

down to 30 nm which has been recently achieved without

aggregation.[118]
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INTRODUCTION

The nanoengineering of colloidal surfaces and the design

of functional colloid particles are currently interesting

topics of applied chemistry and biochemistry in the field

engaged in developing new materials with tailored

properties. Research on composite colloidal particles

(core-shell structures with size ranging from 1 to 1000

nm) has created interest because of various applications

expected in the areas of coatings, electronics, photonics,

catalysis, biotechnology, sensorics, medicine, ecology,

and others. In general, the research on core-shell structure

and encapsulation implies the formation of a colloidal

core of defined content and size, and the preparation of a

shell providing the required stability, permeability, com-

patibility, release of core material, and catalytic or affinity

properties. Tailoring the different components of one

particle becomes important to develop these functiona-

lized colloids (i.e., to combine several properties in one

core-shell structure). The desired properties may be

adjusted to facilitate the interaction of the core with

different solvents or cell membranes. The shell may also

have magnetic, optical, conductive, or targeting properties

for directing and manipulating the core containing

bioactive materials.

A major task in the development of advanced drug

formulations deals with the elaboration of delivery

systems for providing the sustained release of bioactive

materials. Mostly, these systems comprise polymer par-

ticles in the size range of 50 nm–100 mm. Drug molecules

are embedded in polymer matrices, or in core-shell

structures. In the latter case, the shell permeability or

degradation rate determines the release rate of the

bioactive core material. The composition of the shell

may additionally provide certain functionalities.

This review is devoted to the literature on recently

introduced novel pathways to fabricate nanoengineered

core-shell structures, which can employ a great variety of

substances as shell constituents and can be incorporated

into hollow spheres. The way the shells are assembled on

colloids resembles the formation of ultrathin polymer

films by layer-by-layer (LbL) adsorption on macroscopic

flat support, an idea proposed by Iler[1] in 1966 and later

developed by Lee et al.[2] In 1991, Decher and Hong[3]

proposed a method of forming polyelectrolyte films by

using the alternate adsorption of polycations and poly-

anions. A crucial factor for polyionic LbL assembly is the

change of the sign of the surface charge on polyelectrolyte

adsorption. Beginning in 1998, this strategy of LbL as-

sembly of charged species was transferred to coat micron-

sized and submicron-sized colloidal particles (Fig. 1).[4]

The idea emerged to employ the nanoengineered prop-

erties of multilayers as shell structures formed on col-

loidal particles.

MULTILAYER ASSEMBLY ON
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES

The main problem in applying the LbL technology to coat

surfaces of colloidal particles is how to separate the

remaining free polyelectrolytes from the particles prior to

the next deposition circle. Today, there are several

approaches for that difficulty, including centrifugation,

filtration protocols for washing particles with adsorbed

polyelectrolytes, and the so-called sequential adding of

polyelectrolytes at matched concentrations. For details of

these approaches, their advantages, and their drawbacks,

refer to Sukhorukov et al.[4] Donath et al.[5] and Voigt et

al.[6] It should be mentioned that the filtration method[6] is

the only method applicable for scaling up the coating of

different colloidal particles in large volumes. The mon-

itoring of the process of film formation (i.e., charge

reversal and continuous layer growth) was followed at

each step by electrophoresis, dynamic light scattering,

single particle light scattering (SPLS), and fluorescent

intensity measurements.[4,7] Fig. 2 illustrates the typical

particle charge (x-potential) changes recorded on layer

deposition for polycation/polyanion pairs. The x-potential

alternates between positive and negative values, indicat-

ing the successful recharging of the particle coated with

the adsorbed polyelectrolyte multilayer on each layer

deposition. The evidence for sequential layer growth has

been obtained by means of SPLS.[4,6] In Fig. 3, the in-

tensity distribution of the control naked particles is com-

pared with particles coated with eight layers assembled

by filtration technique. From the shift of the peak of the

intensity distribution, the adsorbed mass can be derived.

These data can be converted into a layer thickness of the

adsorbed polyion multilayers, assuming a given refractive
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index.[4] The increase of polyelectrolyte film thickness is

proportional to the layer number (Fig. 3, bottom). Mean

polyelectrolyte layer thickness was found to be 1.5 nm for

the case of polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) and polyallyla-

mine (PAH) alternatively assembled from 0.5 M NaCl. It

should be noted that the average layer thickness of

polyelectrolyte multilayers strongly depends on the kind

of polyelectrolytes and the salt concentration used at

polyelectrolyte assembly. More rigid polymers and an

increased salt concentration lead to a thicker adsorption

layer.[8]

Multilayer assembly can be performed not only on

solid particles such as silica, PS latex particles, or organic

crystals, but also on ‘‘soft’’ particles formed just before

multilayer buildup, such as protein aggregates and the

compact form of DNA. The micron-sized aggregates of

proteins (lactate dehydrogenase[9] and chemotrypsin[10])

were applied as templates for polyelectrolyte multilayer

assembly. The polyelectrolyte multilayer coating of these

aggregates captures the proteins inside the capsules and,

at the same time, provides a selective barrier for the

diffusion of different species (substrates, inhibitors) from

the exterior. The concept of polyelectrolyte multilayer

assembly on aggregates is similar to that on the surface of

colloidal particles.[4] Here, instead of solid colloidal

particles, the preformed protein aggregates have been

used as templates for polyelectrolyte multilayer assembly.

As shown in Ref. [10], the chemotrypsin aggregates in

high-salt solution form particles of 100–300 nm. After

these particles are covered with a polyelectrolyte layer,

the capsule can be transferred to a low-salt solution, where

chemotrypsin is captured by a polyelectrolyte shell. The

method of LbL shell formation on protein aggregates

provides encapsulation efficiency close to 100%. Indeed,

one can always find a condition for protein aggregation

(for instance, it usually happens at the isoelectric point).

The subsequent release of proteins from the shell can be

controlled by certain polyelectrolyte compositions. It

makes such systems very suitable as drug delivery systems

with controlled-release properties.

The assembly of three polyelectrolyte layers was

performed also on condensed DNA particles with size of

about 50–100 nm. A certain polymer composition used for

Fig. 1 Consecutive adsorption of positively (gray) and

negatively (black) charged polyelectrolytes onto negatively

charged colloid particles (a–e). After dissolution of colloidal

core (e), a suspension of polyelectrolyte capsules is obtained (f).

Fig. 2 x-Potential as a function of layer number for PSS/PAH alternatively coated polysterene latex particles. Particle dia-

meter = 640 nm.
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coating DNA particles provides stable suspension[11,12]

and facilitates the uptake of these particles by biological

cells, with the outermost layer bearing certain receptors.

Sequential gene expression of cells after the uptake of

such particles has been illustrated.[12,13]

The method of LbL adsorption of oppositely charged

macromolecules onto colloidal particles has been applied

already for different templates with sizes ranging from 50

nm to tens of microns, such as organic and inorganic

colloid particles, protein aggregates, emulsion droplets,

biological cells, and drug nanocrystals. Various materials

(e.g., synthetic polyelectrolytes, chitosan and its deriva-

tives, proteins, DNA, lipids, multivalent dyes, and mag-

netic nanoparticles) have been used as layer constituents

to fabricate the shell. The possibility of using different

materials allows the shell to adjust its design based on the

required stability biocompatibility and affinity properties

of the capsules. The most commonly used methods to

monitor LbL deposition on monodisperse PS latex

particles for various substances are the SPLS method

and microelectrophoresis. Inorganic [magnetite, silica,

titania, and fluorescent quantum (Q) dots] nanoparti-

cles,[14–16] lipids,[17–19] and proteins (albumin, immuno-

globulin, and others)[7,20,21] were incorporated as building

blocks for shell formation on colloidal particles. In

Schuler and Caruso,[21] the construction of enzyme mul-

tilayer films on colloidal particles for biocatalysis was

demonstrated. The enzyme multilayers were assembled on

submicrometer-sized polystyrene spheres via the alternate

adsorption of poly(ethyleneimine) and glucose oxidase.

The high surface area of particles coated with biomulti-

layers was subsequently utilized in enzymatic catalysis.

The step-by-step coating of different lipids alternated with

polyelectrolytes was performed by the adsorption of pre-

formed vesicles onto the capsule surface. As was shown

by Moya et al.[18] the lipids form a bilayer structure on the

surface of polyelectrolyte multilayers. The fabrication of

inorganic shells on colloidal particles envisages the ap-

plication of such core-shell structures in catalysis and

colloidal band gap crystals.[14,16] Introducing magnetic

particles into the shell composition opens the possibility

of manipulating them by applying external field.[15,17]

COLLOIDAL CORE DECOMPOSITION AND
FORMATION OF HOLLOW CAPSULE

Different colloidal cores can be decomposed after multi-

layers are assembled on their surface. If the products of

core decomposition are small enough to be expelled out of

polyelectrolyte multilayers, the process of core dissolution

leads to the formation of hollow polyelectrolytes shells

(Fig. 1d–f). Up to now, various colloidal templates, such

as organic templates [melamine formaldehyde (MF) par-

ticles, poly-D,L-lactic acid (PLA), or poly-D,L-lactic-co-

glycolic acid (PDLA) microparticle and nanoparticle

organic crystals], and inorganic cores, such as carbonate

or silica oxide microparticles and biological cells, have all

been used as templates for hollow capsule fabrication.

Decomposition can be performed by different means, such

as low pH for MF and carbonate particles;[22] organic

water-miscible solvents for PLA, PDLA, or organic

crystals;[23] and HF treatment for silica oxide micropar-

ticles, and strong oxidizing agents (NaOCl) for biological

cells with same the MF particles.[24,25]

The formation of hollow capsules was more intensively

studied on MF particles.[5,26] These particles dissolve onto

oligomers at 0.1 M NaCl and in some water-miscible

solvents such as DMF or DMSO. Subjecting the coated

eight PSS/PAH layers of MF particles to low pH results in

solubilization of the core. The MF oligomers, which have

Fig. 3 Top: Normalized light scattering intensity distribu-

tions (SPLS) of PAH/PSS-coated polysterene sulfate latex par-

ticles (1=640 nm). Particles with eight layers are compared

with uncoated ones. Bottom: Shell thickness as a function of

layer number. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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a characteristic cross-sectional extension of about 2–3 nm,

are expelled from the core and permeate through the

polyelectrolyte layers, forming the shells. This observa-

tion is consistent with the finding that polyelectrolyte-

coated MF particles are readily permeable to molecules of

a few nanometers in size.[4] The MF oligomers are finally

separated from the hollow shells by centrifugation or

filtration protocols.

The fabricated hollow polyelectrolyte capsules were

characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force

microscopy (AFM), and confocal fluorescent microscopy

techniques.[5–7,17,24,27] An AFM image of hollow poly-

electrolyte capsules is shown in Fig. 4. The numerous

folds and creases observed are attributed to the collapse of

the hollow capsules under drying. The shells are flattened

and some spreading is noticed. The diameter of the

capsules shown in Fig. 4 is larger than the diameter of the

templated MF particle (5 mm). This increase in diameter is

ascribed to collapsing and adhesive forces attracting the

polyelectrolyte shell to the surface. From the AFM image,

it was also deduced[27] that the thickness of the polyelec-

trolyte film is on the order of 20 nm for the eight-layer

polyelectrolyte film. This value is consistent with SPLS

data on layer thickness obtained for polyelectrolyte-coated

polystyrene particles (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, Gao et al.[26]

reported on the rest of the core materials found in

polyelectrolyte shells after MF particles decomposition.

The nature of the colloid does not significantly affect

the thickness of the polyelectrolyte layers. It should be

noted that the polyelectrolyte capsules completely repeat

the shape of the templating colloids, as was shown by the

example of echinocyte cells, which have starlike shape.[24]

The choice of the core is determined by concrete tasks.

For instance, carbonate cores are decomposable at pH <4;

they are convenient to fabricate into hollow capsules

composed of biological polymers. Calcium and manga-

nese carbonate crystals were used as core materials for the

fabrication of hollow polyelectrolyte capsules by means of

LbL assembly in Ref. [28]. The use of inorganic templates

is a significant step toward the biocompatibility of poly-

electrolyte multilayer capsules. Scanning electron micros-

copy and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurements

proved the purity of the capsules from the core materials.

Another study proposed the use of decomposable bio-

compatible templates composed of PLA and PDLA.[23]

These particles were used to build a shell composed of

biocompatible polyelectrolytes. Uniform, complete coat-

ing with oppositely charged polyelectrolyte pairs was

achieved for different combinations investigated. After

core dissolution in water-miscible organic solvents such

as acetone, stable hollow capsules with tailored properties

were obtained. The results reported in Ref. [23] demon-

strate that polyester microparticles could serve as viable

alternative components to conventionally employed tem-

plates to derive hollow capsules with shape and shell

thickness exploring a ‘‘biofriendly’’ process. The only

drawback of such particles is some polydispersity in the

size, but for many uses, this parameter is not important.

At present, hollow polyelectrolyte capsules with dia-

meters varying from 0.2 to 10 mm and with wall thick-

nesses from a few to tens of nanometers were obtained.

Many compounds, such as synthetic and natural poly-

electrolytes, dyes, and inorganic nanoparticles, were used

as layer constituents to build the hollow capsules. Uniform

inorganic and hybrid inorganic–organic hollow micro-

spheres have been produced by coating colloidal core

templates with alternating layers of oppositely charged

nanoparticles and polymers, and thereafter removing the

core by heating to 500�C.[14,29] Hollow rigid silica spheres

were obtained by calcination of polymer latex spheres

coated with multilayers of silica nanoparticles (SiO2)

bridged by polycations.

Permeability and Release Properties

The potential use of polyelectrolyte coating on colloidal

particles as depot systems for controllable release requires

data on the permeation of small molecules (molecular

weights up to 500) through polyelectrolyte walls. To

achieve sustained-release properties for shells, it would be

advantageous to be able to decrease the layer permeability
Fig. 4 Atomic force microscopy image of the capsules

composed of eight PSS/PAH layers templated on MF particles.
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for small polar molecules once they are encapsulated. The

small polar fluorescent markers, such as fluorescein, are

reasonable models for permeability study. The formation

of thicker capsule walls composed of polyelectrolyte

multilayers with increasing layer number might be a way

to decrease permeation. Verification of this approach was

performed in Ref. [30]. Microparticles of fluorescein of

about 5 mm in size were covered with a different number

of PSS/PAH polyelectrolyte layers in conditions where

fluorescein is not soluble, pH=2. It should be noted here

that when pH=2, both polyelectrolytes are strongly

charged, and hence the resulting multilayer films possess

the same amount of amino and sulfur groups. After

multilayer formation, core dissolution was initiated by a

pH change and monitored by increasing fluorescence

in the bulk. The scheme on Fig. 5 illustrates coating

fluorescein particles and subsequent fluorescein release

when the particles become soluble. After LbL adsorption

(Fig. 5A–C), core dissolution is initiated by changing the

pH from 2 to 8 (Fig. 5D) and is completed after a certain

period of time (Fig. 5E).

Fluorescein particles rapidly dissolve at pH 8. Thus the

idea was to slow down the rate of core dissolving by

covering the particles with polyelectrolyte multilayers.

Shell walls consisting of a different number of layers were

fabricated and examined with regard to their fluorescein

permeability behavior. Fluorescence spectroscopy is a

convenient tool for the determination of the core dissol-

ving rate because the fluorescence of the core is com-

pletely suppressed as a consequence of the self-quenching

of the dye. On releasing the dye into the bulk, fluores-

cence intensity increases. Thus the rate of dissolving can

be directly followed by measuring the fluorescence in-

crease in the sample.

Fig. 6 shows typical time-dependent fluorescence

curves obtained by switching the pH to 8. Fluorescein

particles covered by layers of different thickness (9, 13,

15, and 18 layers) are compared with controls demon-

strating the dissolving of naked fluorescein particles. As

shown on release profiles after a comparatively short

induction period, the rate of dissolving becomes constant

before the fluorescence in the bulk finally levels off. The

initially slowly increasing fluorescence is related to the

start of core dissolving. At this stage of the process, the

structure of the polyelectrolyte multilayer may change

because of the nascent osmotic pressure coming from

dissolved fluorescein molecules. Shortly after the begin-

ning of core dissolution, the concentration of fluorescein

inside the capsules becomes constant and almost saturated

because a steady-state situation between progressing core

dissolution and permeation is established. One may

further assume a constant concentration gradient between

the shell interior and the bulk because the bulk solution

can be assumed as being infinitely diluted. Therefore the

rate of fluorescein penetration through the polyelectrolyte

layers to the bulk becomes constant. Indeed, a linear

increase of the fluorescence is observed. This state

corresponds to the stage of dissolution depicted in Fig. 5.

The slope of the linear region decreases with the number

of polyelectrolyte layers. Obviously, an increasing

number of adsorbed layers reduce the fluorescein pe-

netration. After the core is completely dissolved, the

fluorescein concentration inside the shell equilibrates

with the bulk. The driving force for diffusion decreases

and the release levels off.

In Antipov et al.[30] the permeability value was found

to be on the order of 10�8 m/sec. Assuming a single

polyelectrolyte layer thickness of 2 nm, the permeability

Fig. 5 Scheme of the polyelectrolyte multilayer deposition process and of the subsequent core dissolution. The initial steps (A, B)

involve stepwise shell formation on a fluorescein core. After the desired number of polyelectrolyte layers is deposited, the coated

particles are exposed to pH=8 (C) and core dissolution with fluorescein penetration into the bulk is initiated, resulting finally in fully

dissolved cores and remaining empty capsules (D). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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can be converted into a diffusion coefficient (D) by

multiplying the permeability with the shell wall thickness.

The calculated diffusion coefficients are on the order of

10�15 m2/sec.

If the permeability of the polyelectrolyte multilayer is

provided by diffusion through the entangled polymer

network, it should scale with the inverse of the layer

thickness. The behavior of the time of complete release as

a function of the number of layers is shown in Fig. 6

(inset). As can be seen in Fig. 6, the increasing layer

number sustains the fluorescein release. This effect

becomes remarkable when the layer number exceeds

eight, which corresponds to 15- to 20-nm-thick shell. This

finding is consistent with observations[13] where it was

shown that the conformation of the first eight layers

differs from that of further assembled layers. These deeper

layers are more dense and result in a fivefold reduction of

the estimated diffusion coefficient. Naturally, these data

are only particular to the case of PSS/PAH layers, and the

permeation might be different if the capsules are made of

other polyelectrolytes. Nevertheless, the tendency to sus-

tain the penetration of small molecules with layer number

is demonstrated.

Polyelectrolyte complexes are known to be very sen-

sitive to the presence of salt.[31] Therefore the perme-

ability coefficient of polyelectrolyte multilayers is in-

fluenced by ionic strength. In the presence of small ions,

ionic couples in multilayers are partially dissolved, which

makes the polyelectrolyte film more penetrable for

solutes.[32] Permeability coefficient data derived from

release curves show a dramatic change of an increase of

one order of magnitude in NaCl concentration change

from 1 to 500 mM.[33]

Thus the polyelectrolyte multilayer shells with enough

number of layers assembled around cores consisting of

low-molecular-weight compounds provide barrier proper-

ties for release under conditions where the core is

dissolved. Increasing the shell thickness to more than 20

nm might cause barrier difficulties for low-molecular-

weight compounds passing through the capsule wall.

Multilayer coating on microparticles and nanoparticles is

a promising approach for the fabrication of systems with

prolonged-release and controlled-release properties. The

release can be adjusted with the number of assembled

polyelectrolyte layers. A large variety of synthetic poly-

electrolytes with different properties, polysaccharides, and

other biopolymers used for multilayer assembly may

provide many possibilities to fine-tune the release prop-

erties of shells with biocompatibility and possibility of

using various cores. The assembly of shells by LbL

technique opens new pathways for biotechnological

applications, where controlled release and sustained

release of a substance are required. Many problems con-

nected with drug formulation, release, and delivery;

Fig. 6 Fluorescence increase on time, obtained by dissolving fluorescein particles covered with shells of different thickness (9, 13, 15,

and 18 layers), compared with naked (0) fluorescein particles. Inset: Time dependence of core decomposition time on the number of

layers in the shells.
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controlling concentrations in the organism; and the

periodicity of its reception might be solved by the

formation of shells on precipitates and nanocrystals. This

approach has been already explored for drug formulations

with controlled-release properties of biocompatible

shells.[34,35] It seems to be not difficult to add targeting

properties to the polyelectrolyte layer. This way, the

affinity of polyelectrolyte multilayer-coated drugs to

specific or injured tissues can be increased.

Thermal treatment of polyelectrolyte capsules results

in the reduction of permeability coefficients. As inves-

tigated in Ref. [36], the permeability coefficient of hol-

low capsules templated on MF cores can be decreased by

two orders of magnitude. Thermal annealing of the cap-

sules causes polyelectrolyte rearrangements, which leads

to a more compact structure. Some defects in polyelec-

trolyte shells because of core dissolution processes can

be repaired.

Macromolecules Encapsulation

Basically, the multilayer polyelectrolyte capsules have

semipermeable properties. If the film thickness is about

10–20 nm, small molecules can penetrate whereas high-

molecular-weight compounds are excluded. However,

there are several approaches to introduce macromolecules

inside hollow polyelectrolyte capsules, when the core is

decomposed. The first approach is opening and closing the

pores in capsule walls in a controllable way. One can

cause segregation in polyelectrolyte multilayers either by

pH or solvent change. Indeed, polyelectrolyte multilayers

undergo transition at a certain pH at about the pK of

charged groups. This transition works on segregation

because of the accumulation of charges by a network of

entangled polyelectrolytes. As a result, such segregation

leads to the formation of pores large enough for mac-

romolecules to penetrate the capsule wall.[22,37] This pro-

cess is completely reversible. Changing the pH back, the

capsules become nonpermeable for polymers again

(Fig. 7). Thus the captured polymers stay inside. Several

macromolecules, such as albumin, chemotrypsin, and

dextran, have been encapsulated by this protocol.[37,38]

The reversed segregation in polyelectrolyte multilayers

can be introduced also by solvent mixtures such as water–

ethanol, as was demonstrated by Lvov et al.[39] for encap-

sulation of proteins.

Another approach for encapsulation consists of the

precipitation of polymers onto surfaces of colloid particles

before the main multilayer buildup. The precipitated

materials are harvested on the surface of particles. The

proper choice of the concentration of particles, polymers,

and the speed of heterocoagulation allows a smooth

coverage of colloidal particles to form by precipitating po-

lymers. A polyelectrolyte LbL shell is formed on particles

already covered by precipitated polymers. After formation

of the stable outer shell, the colloidal template could be

decomposed. The polymer molecules underneath the

stable shell can be dissolved in the shell interior. In fact,

this approach comprises of three stages (Fig. 8): 1) pre-

cipitation of polymers on a colloidal surface (Fig. 8a–c);

2) capture of precipitated polymers on colloidal particles

by stable shell formation (Fig. 8d); and 3) decomposition

of the core; the products of decomposition are expelled

through capsule wall, whereas the polymers dissolve and

Fig. 7 Permeation and encapsulation of dextran FITC into polyion multilayer capsules. Left, pH >7; middle, pH <6; and right, the

capsule with encapsulated dextran FITC again at pH >7. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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float in the capsule interior (Fig. 8e–h). This approach has

been tested for encapsulation of noncharged polysacchar-

ides the (i.e., dextran and polyelectrolyte as PSS and

PAH).[40] Dextran was precipitated by adding ethanol

drop by drop whereas polyelectrolytes formed an insol-

uble complex with multivalent ions such as Me3 + and

CO3
2� for PSS and PAH, respectively. Some swelling of

the capsule after polymer dissolution into the interior was

observed because of osmotic pressure. Naturally, the

amount of loaded polymers per capsule is the amount of

all added polymers divided by the number of colloidal

particles harvesting precipitating polymers. The possible

loss of used polymers because of breakage of capsules did

not exceed 10–15%. The described procedure allows the

dosage of macromolecular contents in the capsule in tiny

(less than nanograms) amounts.

To summarize the approaches on how to encapsulate

the macromolecules by precipitation and then to capture

by LbL shell fabrication, the positive and negative

features should be stressed. In fact, encapsulation via

precipitation could reach encapsulation efficiency close to

100%. Indeed, for encapsulation via harvesting of poly-

mers on colloidal particles as described above, we have

achieved about 80–90% encapsulation efficiency.[40] The

more important peculiarities of using initial colloidal

templates as polymer collectors are as follows: 1) the size

distribution is determined by original templates; 2) the

amount of loaded polymers can be dosed and homoge-

neously distributed in each capsule; and 3) there are

possibilities to load the capsule with several different

substances. The last point has not yet been demonstrated,

but one expects no significant difficulties in composing a

multicomponent shell, and precipitating on the surface of

colloidal particles several macromolecules, sequentially

or at the same time, if they could be precipitated at the

same condition. One has to consider only the compatibil-

ity of conditions for each precipitation step and further

LbL fabrication of stable polyelectrolyte shells. The

captured macromolecules are kept in the capsule interior

until it is nonpermeable for macromolecules. This might

be utilized for fabricating enzyme microreactors when the

substrates and reaction products diffuse through the

capsule wall freely. The loaded macromolecules might

be released after a certain pH or salt treatment.

PHYSICOCHEMICAL REACTIONS INSIDE
POLYELECTROLYTE CAPSULES

Caused by pH Gradient

The capsule wall has semipermeable properties that allow

for different physicochemical properties of the capsule

interior compared to the exterior. Incorporation of poly-

mers into the capsule allows the use of such capsules with

modified inner volume for providing chemical reactions

only in the capsule interior. Here we describe two possible

ways for the precipitation of dyes as drug model sub-

stances within capsule interiors loaded with polymers.

Precipitation occurs, then solubility dramatically de-

creases. One can establish polarity or pH gradient through

the capsule wall when the capsules are filled with certain

polymers. Indeed, the presence of a polyelectrolyte on only

one side of the membrane might significantly change such

properties as pH value. For instance, if a polyanion is

placed inside capsule, the pH value inside has to be acidic

due to electroneutrality because H+ ions compensate for

negative charges of polyanions. The resulting pH has to be

closer to the pK value of charged groups of polyelec-

trolytes. This situation on pH gradient is considered in

Fig. 8 A schematic illustration of the preparation of a capsule loaded with polyelectrolytes.
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more details in Refs. [41] and [42]. Here we give an illus-

tration for the precipitation of carboxytetramethylrhoda-

mines (CRs) inside the capsule. Carboxytetramethylrho-

damine has pH-dependent solubility and becomes

nonsoluble at pH lower that 3.5. In the presence of cap-

sules filled with PSS maintaining a pH value near 2.5, the

CR molecules penetrate the capsule wall and, when facing

lower pH, begin to precipitate. Here we provide typical

SEM images of CR precipitates formed in the capsules

(Fig. 9). The capsules look filled with solid materials.

As was shown previously, the encapsulated polyelec-

trolytes can establish pH gradient through the capsule

wall. In particular, the capsules containing PAH have

more basic pH than that in the outer solution. This method

has been utilized for the selective synthesis of magnetic,

20-nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles[43] and nonmagnetic, elongat-

ed, 250-nm hematite Fe2O3
[42] particles inside the

polyelectrolyte capsules filled with polycations. The iron

oxide particles were visualized by TEM (Fig. 10). The

structure of the particles depends on the given Fe2 +/Fe3 +

ratio in the outer solution as was proven by wide-angle X-

ray scattering (WAXS) measurements. These revealed

diffraction peaks corresponding to Fe2O3 and Fe3O4

lattices. Besides magnetite, different ferrites (CoFe2O4,

ZnFe2O4, and MnFe2O4) were synthesized from corres-

ponding salts exclusively inside polyelectrolyte capsules

of 6 mm diameter.[43] Polyelectrolyte capsules with syn-

thesized ferrite (magnetite) particles possess enough

magnetic activity to be easily manipulated in water solu-

tion by an external magnetic field. The SEM images de-

monstrate that capsules with synthesized nanoparticles

keep a bulky shape on drying, which is apparently be-

cause of the formation of rigid walls presenting inorganic

nanoparticles glued to organic polymers.

Caused by Polarity Gradient

Another way to fill the capsule with small molecules is by

establishing a polarity gradient of hydrophilic polymers.

These capsules were suspended in a water/organic solvent

mixture to keep a higher water content in the interior

because of the hydrophilicity of encapsulated polyelec-

trolytes.[44] With the preparation of a water/acetone or

water/acetone mixture with an overall high ratio of

organic solvents, one can dissolve many poor water-

soluble (PWS) molecules. However, inside the capsule,

we have media with low solubility and PWS molecules

should precipitate there. At slow evaporation of organic

solvents, the PWS molecules are collected in the capsule

interior because of lower solubility there. Finally, one has

an aqueous suspension of capsules containing precipitates

of organic molecules.[44] Scanning electron microscopy

images of capsules filled with PWS are similar to the

image shown in Fig. 9. Incidentally, we found that the

precipitates formed inside the capsules did not show any

X-ray diffraction signals unless later annealed. Hence they

are either amorphous or exist as nanocrystallites. This is a

highly desirable feature for many drug applications

because it facilitates dissolution and hence release.
Fig. 9 Scanning electron microscopy image of CR precipitates

formed in capsules loaded with PSS.

Fig. 10 Transmission electron microscopy image of Fe-based

precipitates (240-nm elongated iron oxide particles) in capsules

filled with PAH.
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ENZYMATIC REACTIONS

In Lvov et al.[39] and Antipov et al.[45] the encapsulation

of urease by solvent variation and its enzymatic activity

were demonstrated. Urease catalyzes the reaction:

CH4N2Oþ 2H2O! 2NHþ4 þ CO2�
3

In the presence of Ca2 + ions, calcium carbonate is formed:

Ca2þCO2�
3 ! CaCO3 #

Carbonate ions generated by urease in the capsule interior

immediately react with calcium ions and freely diffuse

through the capsule wall. As shown by Antipov et al.[45]

calcium carbonate crystals presumably grow within the

capsule interior until they occupy the whole capsule

lumen (Fig. 11). The formation of calcium carbonate

particles might also occur outside of the capsule because

of the diffusion of carbonates, but in certain conditions,

calcium carbonate particles might be found almost only

inside the capsule. As investigated by electron diffrac-

tion, the lattices of calcium carbonate grown within the

capsule interior exhibit vaterite structure. Remarkably,

there was no growth of calcium carbonates over the cap-

sule wall. Thus the microcapsules with an imported

enzyme can be a suitable model to mimic inorganic

processes in biological cells.

Another illustration of enzymatic reactions inside

capsules has been reported in Ref. [38]. A proteolytic

enzyme, a-chemotrypsin, was homogeneously distributed

in the capsule interior with a concentration of 50 g/L.

Encapsulated chemotrypsin was found to retain a high

physiological activity of about 70%, as shown with

fluorescent products.

CONCLUSION

The uniformity, simplicity, and versatility of possible

applications are significant points of the abovedescribed

technology. The particular aspects coming from the basic

concept of the technology are outlined in Fig. 12. As an

initial matrix, we have a colloidal template. Organic and

inorganic particles, drug nanocrystals, biological cells,

protein aggregates, emulsion droplets, and, in fact, any

Fig. 12 Comprehensive illustration of applications of stepwise shell formation on colloidal particles. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Optical microscopy image of urease-catalyzed CaCO3

crystal growth inside 5-mm polyelectrolyte capsules.
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colloidal particles ranging in size from 50 nm to tens of

microns are possible templates to fabricate shells. The

shell can be composed of a variety of materials. The

choice of polymers to build the shell is determined by

application to reach the desired stability and comparabil-

ity. Actually, one could choose the proper line to pursue

certain tasks using the scheme in Fig. 12 to achieve the

desired characteristics of core-shell structures or capsules.

Selective shell permeability makes it possible to keep

macromolecules in the capsules. Macromolecules can be

incorporated into the inner volume of the capsule by

different means, either through their aggregation in the

solution or precipitation onto the surface of collecting

colloidal particles, followed by their capture through the

formation of stable polyelectrolyte shells afterward, or the

opening and closing of pores in the capsule wall by pH,

salt, and solvent. These approaches to load macromole-

cules into the capsules differ by the size of capsules, their

monodispersity, low or high macromolecule concentra-

tions in the capsules, encapsulation efficiency, and pos-

sibilities to incorporate several substances in one capsule.

Of course, the macromolecules can be incorporated as

layer constituents during shell buildup. Layer-by-layer

deposition on colloidal particles at fabrication could sup-

ply the LbL degradation of components afterward. One

could find the optimum time scale for this process as well.

Generally speaking, one also has to choose the most pro-

fitable way according to the aims these capsule are sup-

posed to serve. Talking about encapsulation of enzymes, it

should be stressed that selective permeability provides the

elaboration of enzymatic microreactors where the proteins

are placed into the capsule interior, whereas substrates and

products of the one-step or multistep enzymatic reactions

in the capsules can readily penetrate the capsule wall. In

addition, the encapsulated enzymes have higher stability

and are protected by the outer shell against high-mole-

cular-weight inhibitors and proteolytic agents. The cap-

sules themselves can be easily withdrawn from one

solution, washed, and placed in another by filtration or

centrifugation, or they can be driven by applying magnetic

fields if the magnetite particles were used as layer

constituents. We did not mention here any chemical

treatment of the capsules after they have been assembled.

Obviously, further modifications, such as cross-linking,

can significantly change the properties of the capsules,

such as permeability or stability.

The capsules might be used as combinatorial libraries.

For instance, Gaponik et al.[46] modified the polyelec-

trolyte capsules with different semiconductor lumines-

cent nanoparticles (Q-dots). A variety of possibilities to

impart fluorescent fingerprint characteristics (labelling

with defined mixtures of different Q-dots) open an

avenue to make many experiments with capsules in one

pot. Indeed, the capsules of each functionality, size, or

composition discriminated by unique fluorescent char-

acteristics can be followed at the same time in in vitro or

in vivo testing.

Fundamental research on these capsules should be

mentioned. They represent a unique system to study the

chemical and physical phenomena in micron-sized and

submicron-sized volumes. In comparison with liposomes,

the polyelectrolyte capsules, besides their higher stability,

give the possibility of varying the content of the inner

volume in a controllable way. Defined inner composition

allows chemical reactions in restricted volumes, which

has been demonstrated up to now only as precipitation

reactions for small organic molecules and inorganic salts

in the capsule interior. There are no doubts that such a

philosophy might be expanded further. Selective perme-

ability and related solubility, pH, and temperature are

background parameters to modify the capsule interior.

The complexity provides more possibilities. For example,

if one establishes a different pH in the capsules loaded

with different enzymes to achieve the optimal conditions

for catalytic reactions in each capsule, these capsules

might either exchange intermediate products or selective-

ly collect them in each tape of capsules. These capsules

might be a device to study single-molecule effects.

Indeed, the concentration of substances 10�7 M means

about one molecule of this substance in capsules of

300 nm diameter. Defined inputs into the interior could

register discrete chemical reactions occurring in the cap-

sule interior.

The polyelectrolyte capsules could serve also as

support for lipid bilayers. As shown in Refs. [19] and

[47], lipid bilayers assembled on polyelectrolyte capsules

reduce the permeation for small ions. Thus there are

perspectives to reconstitute channel formers into the lipid

bilayer supported by polymeric shells and to use this as a

stable model. Such research might aim to construct

artificial cells, cell compartments, or artificial organs

because of the emerging possibilities to introduce differ-

ent substances into the capsule and build the shell (i.e.,

‘‘membrane’’) using a variety of compatible materials.

The hollow and loaded capsules are novel types of cages

for compartmentalization of materials, and are good

models for research on biomineralization.

Mimicking the processes in biological cells and cell

compartments foresees the involvement of a number of

enzymes, which work together at the same time. The

method of controllable opening and closing pores

provides also a possibility to encapsulate several proteins

at the same time and at certain concentrations in the

capsules to catalyze sequential enzymatic reactions (for

instance, glucose oxidation by glucose oxidase followed

by utilization of hydrogen peroxide by peroxidase).

The loaded enzyme, as we showed, might be released

out of the capsule after a certain pH treatment, which
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could find some applications for systems with con-

trolled release.

A wide range of possible uses, interplays of several

approaches, the solving of different problems, and the focus

on fundamental and application aspects in diverse areas of

life and material sciences attract interest and stimulate

further research on the development of approaches for

nanoengineering surfaces of colloidal particles and poly-

meric capsules.
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INTRODUCTION

The magnetic hard disk drive has become the foremost

data storage device for computer applications based on

cost, capacity, performance, and miniature form factor.

Although it is a mechanical, rotating disk storage device,

power requirements are minimal, usually a few watts;

reliability over a wide range of operating environments,

from below 0�C to well over 100�C, is excellent; and costs

are less than $0.01 per megabyte. Throughout its 46-year

history, hard disk drives have been the recipient of

significant technological innovations which have added to

the usefulness of this device, and data density on the disk

surface, areal density, has increased nearly 35 million

times in this period (Fig. 1).[1]

The principal magnetic components in a drive are the

media or disks, and a recording head that reads and writes

data (Fig. 2). These data are recorded in the form of

magnetized regions on the media within a deposited thin

film of magnetic alloy normally consisting of chromium,

cobalt, platinum, and a fourth component as boron. Data

are distributed geometrically on a series of concentric

rings, or tracks, whose location has been predetermined

by a process called formatting. Along these tracks, bits

of data are magnetically written by an inductive element

in the head, and subsequently sensed or read by the giant

magnetoresistive element that is an integral part of the

head structure. Fig. 3 is a schematic of the writing pro-

cess with a projection of the bit length and track width

for a 100 Gb/in.2 areal density. Writing involves a mag-

netic reorienting of the very small alloy micrograins in

the media, and the interface between two magnetized bits

is shown in Fig. 3. To maintain an adequate signal-to-

noise ratio, a large number of grains are required per bit,

nearly 1000 grains. Increasing areal density involves

reducing bit dimensions, requiring smaller grain diame-

ters. In the case of 100 Gb/in.2, a grain diameter of 5 nm

is projected.

Fig. 4 illustrates the history of magnetic recording

head design since 1970. The transition from a ferrite,

wire-wound inductive head to a thin film head in late

1970s to early 1980s was driven by progressive areal

density increases. In both of these early designs, an

inductive element performed both read and write

functions. As areal density increased beyond 0.10 Gb/

in.2, this inductive element proved inadequate to

maintain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in reading

and, in addition, the read amplitude was velocity-

dependent. A second element was added to recording

heads, a simple magnetoresistive (MR) [or anisotropic

magnetoresistive (AMR)] sensor that now separated read

and inductive write parts of the head, but shared

common elements or layers of the structure. The MR

element used a nickel–iron (NiFe) ferromagnetic film

that consequently changed resistance when experiencing

a magnetic field originating from stored bits on the

rotating disk media. This modification allowed the write

element to be more easily built with fewer copper coil

turns than inductive heads that perform both read and

write operations.

As areal densities continued to increase beyond 10 Gb/

in.2, scaling of the MR element to smaller dimensions

based on reading submicrometer tracks also reduced

signal amplitude. A new read sensor technology was

required.[2,3]

GMR HEAD DEFINITION

In 1988, a new magnetoresistive effect was discovered

in Germany and France, identified as the giant magne-

toresistive (GMR) effect, using multifilms of chromium

and iron synthesized by molecular beam epitaxy. When

this Cr/Fe structure was tested at liquid helium,

cryogenic temperatures in very strong magnetic fields

of several thousand Oersteds, or about 100 times greater

than what would be obtained from a rotating magnetic

media in a disk drive, the result was a resistance change

of as much as 50%.[4] This newly observed behavior was

of great interest to magnetic recording scientists. An

application of GMR as a sensor element to magnetic

recording would be very valuable at high data densities,

where scaling sensor dimensions into the nanometer

range could still yield a readable room temperature

signal amplitude, or resistance change in the presence of

a magnetic field of a magnitude experienced with a

recorded disk.
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Subsequently, IBM researchers demonstrated that the

origin of the GMR effect arose from electron spin

scattering in ferromagnetic materials. Using conventional

vacuum sputtering techniques, unique thin film structures

were shown to exhibit the GMR effect at disk drive

operating temperatures and in low magnetic fields.[5]

Whereas in the early investigations, a strong antiparallel

(AP) coupling within the Cr/Fe layers was the origin of

GMR, IBM researchers found that the interaction of a

magnetically fixed or pinned ferromagnetic layer and a

Fig. 1 Hard disk areal density trend. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Magnetic hard disk drive components. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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magnetically free ferromagnetic layer separated by a

highly conductive, nonmagnetic spacer also produced the

GMR effect. This free layer was free to rotate, responding

to external magnetic fields from the disk, while the pinned

layer remained magnetically fixed. Control of the spin-

dependent current and a valve-like similarity to tunneling

between ferromagnetic layers prompted the label ‘‘spin

valve’’ for this structure.[6]

Fig. 3 Magnetic recording basics at 100 Gb/in2. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 The evolution of magnetic read/write sensors. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Nanofilms in Giant Magnetoresistance Heads 2385
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Fig. 5 GMR read sensor with section of inductive write element. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 MR/GMR read head evolution. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The GMR effect varies as the cosine of the angle of

magnetizations between pinned and free layers (Fig. 5),

varying as

cosðyfree � ypinnedÞ ¼ sinðyfreeÞ ð1Þ

Considering that qpinned = p/2

Therefore the voltage of a spin valve, GMR sensor with

width W, height h, resistance R, and a relative term called

magnetoresistance (DR/R)GMR with current I passing

through the structure is given by:

VGMR ¼ IfRþ ðW=2hÞðDR=RÞZ sin yfreeg ð2Þ

where Z is an efficiency factor which includes any

misalignment of the magnetization based on demagnetiz-

ing effects.

Fig. 6 shows the read head progress for the transition to

giant magnetoresistive heads (GMR) and the accompa-

nying bit pitch and track pitch evolution including

projections for future years. These advanced GMR read

elements could be composed of multiple films with a total

thickness of as small as 0.01 mm with a contact–contact

spacing of less than 0.2 mm. These ultrasmall dimensions

qualify GMR sensors as nanotechnology devices.

Both MR and GMR read head electrical resistance

depends on a magnetic field produced by the recorded

information on the disk. In the previous MR heads, this

resistance change occurs in a single NiFe film, while in

GMR heads, this resistance change occurs in multiple

films. Whereas in a conventional NiFe MR film, the

resistance change is maintained as a linear response to the

disk’s field based on the close interaction of a magnet-

ically soft adjacent layer (SAL), and the GMR response is

intrinsically linear.[7]

There are four fundamental film types in a conventional

GMR structure, although some of these films may be

comprised of multiple subfilms. Fig. 5 is a cross section

of a GMR read sensor and overlying inductive write

element through the air bearing surface (ABS). The plane

of this figure is parallel with the disk media. A GMR or

free film has a variable magnetization that changes under

the influence of the disk’s magnetic field. The second film

is a very thin conducting spacer, usually copper, with a

thickness less than the mean free path of electrons. This

film allows electrical current to pass easily to the third

film, also a GMR film, which has a fixed or pinned

magnetization. The fourth film is a pinning film which

maintains the fixed magnetization of the third film through

the process of antiferromagnetic exchange coupling.

Typical antiferromagnetic exchange films contain the

element manganese alloyed with either iridium, platinum,

or iron. In contact with both ends of the GMR film stripe is

a magnetically hard region, usually composed of an alloy

of chromium, platinum, cobalt, and boron. These regions

maintain a stability to the GMR sensor by suppressing

magnetic domain noise through the use of a longitudinal

bias applied to both ends of the GMR multifilm region.

THE GMR EFFECT

GMR read sensors exploit the quantum nature of

electrons, which have two spins, spin up and spin down.

Fig. 7 GMR/spin valve operation. (From Ref. [2].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Referring to Fig. 7, a view of a GMR sensor with ABS

perpendicular to the plane of the page, the multifilm

structure is indicated with antiferromagnetic exchange

layer, pinned layer, spacer and GMR free layer with hard

bias, stabilizing end regions, and electrical contacts. The

electrical conductivity of this multifilm structure is

proportional to the mean free path of electrons and the

density of electrons in the films’ materials. The mean free

path is the distance an electron travels before a scattering

event occurs, i.e., the loss of momentum through

collisions with phonons or magnons within the material’s

lattice. Therefore, electrical conductivity depends on the

amount of electron scattering that occurs within the

multifilm structure. Electron spin generates a magnetic

dipole, analogous to the magnetic dipole originating from

electrical current flowing within a loop of conducting

wire. Electron scattering can be observed to be more

prevalent in films having an opposing magnetization, i.e.,

mean free paths of electrons are spin-dependent.[8]

Conductivity depends on the ability of electrons to

traverse the entire multifilm structure, without collisions,

and both spin up and spin down electron mean free paths

are determined by the relative orientations of the mag-

netizations within each film. In Fig. 7, if these magnetiza-

tions are all parallel, as would be the case if the free NiFe

layer senses a magnetic field originating from the disk

media, the spin up electron’s path through the free layer,

across the Cu spacer, and penetrating far into the pinned

layer results in a low resistance (high conductivity). Spin

down electrons undergo collisions in both free and pinned

layers and do not add to the conductivity. In fact, spin

down electrons would not be able to penetrate far beyond

the spacer layer before colliding. If all the magnetizations

are antiparallel, as would be the case when no magnetic

field from the media is present and the magnetization of

the free layer is reversed, the distance of both spin up

and spin down electrons is reduced by collisions so that

neither can penetrate far beyond the spacer layer. This is

the high resistance case. It can be demonstrated that the

difference in conductivity between parallel and antiparal-

lel cases for the GMR sensor can be expressed as:

DCtotal ¼ aðlþ � l�Þ2 ð3Þ

where C is the sensor conductivity, a is a proportionality

constant, l+ is the mean free path of electrons with spin

parallel to the magnetization, and l� is the mean free path

antiparallel. Typical GMR sensors exhibit conductivity

changes of 10% from antiparallel to parallel states,

although values larger than 20% have been reported in

the laboratory.[10]

INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
IN GMR STRUCTURES

Fig. 8 demonstrates a GMR/spin valve linear voltage re-

sponse to a changing external disk media magnetic field,

which is the read process in magnetic recording. To design

an efficient GMR read structure, the full linear portion of

Fig. 8 Spin valve response to disk magnetic field. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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this curve is the operating response region, and is obtained

by matching the free layer magnetic moment with the

magnetic flux originating from the disk media.

Mst � Mrd ð4Þ

where Ms is the magnetization and t is thickness of the

GMR free layer and, conversely, Mr and d are the

magnetization and the thickness of the disk media layer.

The GMR voltage, and therefore sin yfree, is proportional

to the time-varying disk field H(t) applied along the

structure’s transverse direction. The free layer magneti-

zation is normally oriented 90� to this field, along the

longitudinal direction of the sensor when no disk field is

present, previously shown in Fig. 5. For this magnetic

field ‘‘balancing’’ between GMR and disk moments to be

effective, the net of all other magnetic forces within the

GMR free layer must be zero, as shown in Fig. 9. This

design objective is often referred to as the ‘‘proper bias’’

of the GMR read head, so that

Hpinned þ Hinter þ Helect ¼ 0 ð5Þ

where Hpinned is the magnetostatic field arising from the

pinned layer, Hinter is the spacer coupled field between

pinned and free layers, and Helect is the normal induced

field arising from electrical sense current flowing within

the free layer. Also shown in Fig. 9 are the shield

structures that function to isolate the GMR sensor from

adjacent disk media magnetic fields, assuring that only

one specific magnetized region of transition is read at a

time. In many GMR designs, the overlying inductive head

P1 element also serves as one side of the shield structure

(Fig. 5).

GMR STABILIZATION

Figs. 5–7 show a magnetic hard bias region contiguous to

the GMR element which adds a longitudinal magnetic bias

to the structure. As in MR read heads, complex multido-

main regions within the NiFe free layer must be prevented

from forming within the thin film. These regions would

promote Barkhausen induced noise effects in the GMR

sensor read back signal. Unlike the prior MR read head

structures, in GMR read heads, only the free layer must

make contact with the hard bias end regions because the

pinned and exchange regions have a fixed magnetization

in a direction perpendicular to the current flow (transverse

direction). During processing, the pinned and exchange

layer’s magnetization is oriented by heating beyond

the ‘‘blocking temperature,’’ i.e., the temperature above

which magnetization reverts to a very low value (Fig. 10).

A cooling cycle in a transverse magnetic field determines

the final pinned layer’s magnetic orientation. As the hard

bias end regions are also magnetically oriented, but in the

longitudinal direction, the alloy selection for this film as

well as the pinned layer is critical, based on blocking

temperatures. Usually, an alloy of CoPtCr is selected for

the hard bias region because its longitudinal magnetiza-

tion is not affected by the thermal cycle required to set the

pinned layer’s transverse orientation. In addition, the

pinned layer’s blocking temperature must still be high

Fig. 9 Spin valve head (GMR) internal magnetic fields. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 The blocking temperature. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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enough to remain stable during heat cycling in subsequent

process operations. Table 1 shows the blocking temper-

ature for some common antiferromagnetic alloys used in

GMR heads.

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC
EXCHANGE COUPLING

Exchange coupling is a principal mechanism that deter-

mines GMR head operation, and it may be considered as

the interaction between a ferromagnet (NiFe in this case)

in contact with an antiferromagnet, with sample composi-

tions as shown in Table 1. Referring to Fig. 11, a

ferromagnetic material is defined as one in which all

atomic dipole moments line up in the same direction;

whereas in antiferromagnetic materials, the moments of

adjacent atoms line up in opposite directions. In the

former material, there is a net magnetic moment while in

the latter there is no net macroscopic moment. Exchange

may be defined as the tendency for neighboring atomic

dipoles to line parallel or antiparallel to each other, and it

results from the overlap of orbiting electrons in neigh-

boring atoms. Exchange may occur within the same

material or in two different adjacent materials. In the latter

case, because exchange principally occurs across dis-

tances between atoms in a solid, it can be considered a

near-neighbor phenomenon and is critically dependent on

the quality and purity of the interface.

If an antiferromagnetic film is deposited onto a ferro-

magnetic film by vacuum sputtering, a clean, contaminant-

free interface results, and the atoms align themselves by

exchange so that a permanent biasing layer is created,

which maintains the ferromagnet oriented in a constant

direction. The B/H hysteresis loop of a ferromagnet/anti-

ferromagnet structure is shifted by an amount Hx and is

a direct measure of the amount of exchange coupling

occurring across the interface. The ideal antiferromagnetic

material would basically be an insulator with a high ex-

change energy, a high blocking temperature for process

stability with a narrow blocking temperature range and

distribution, and with a small critical thickness.[6]

MORE COMPLEX GMR STRUCTURES

In a nanolayer GMR structure, thin (as small as a

monolayer) films of Co or Fe are added to NiFe free

layer / Cu spacer interface, resulting in an increase in the

GMR signal amplitude up to 50%. These nanolayer films

are believed to reduce the spin-dependent scattering at the

interface by improving the interfacial purity of the NiFe,

which could be lost by mixing with Cu during the

sputtering process. The nanolayers may be added to the

NiFe free layer, or the pinned layer, or both, and many

GMR read head structures attain higher GMR amplitudes

through the use of nanolayers.

In a dual spin valve or dual GMR structure, the NiFe

free layer is surrounded with two Cu spacers, as well as

two pinned and antiferromagnetic exchange layers in an

almost symmetrical configuration. This can be considered

Fig. 11 Ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic interface structure.

(From Ref. [11].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Comparison of antiferromagnets for GMR/spin valves

Antiferromagnet

Blocking

temperature

[C]

Exchange

energy

[erg/cm2]

Critical

thickness

[Å]

Ni45Mn55 375 0.24 300

Ni49Mn51 340 0.20 300

a-Fe2O3 320 0.10 <500

Cr40Mn40Pt20 300 0.12 250

Pt20Pd30Mn50 300 0.12 250

Ir20Mn80 280 0.15 80

Ru12Rh8Mn80 225 0.17 100

Ni50O50 210 0.12 350

Fe50Mn50 180 0.11 110

(From Ref. [1].)
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as a combination of two simple GMR structures, back-to-

back and sharing a common free layer. In this case, a

majority of electrons originating from this free layer can

now reach a pinned layer, eliminating any electrons from

these layers that do not participate in the GMR effect. It is

estimated that an increase in the GMR amplitude reaches

up to 33% for the dual structure. In addition, because the

GMR structures are mirror images of each other, the

current induced field is effectively cancelled so that

proper biasing may occur independent of applied current.

Conversely, because more films are involved in the dual

GMR structure, the resulting resistance of the structure is

lower, and this may lead to a lower overall GMR signal.

Depositing an additional layer of ruthenium or rhodium

within the pinned layer was shown to stabilize the

magnetization of this film and enhance the exchange

field. This could allow the use of many more antiferro-

magnets, which previously did not have adequate fields,

but had other beneficial characteristics such as higher

blocking temperatures or better insulation properties.

Based on the phenomenon of antiparallel (AP) coupling,

the pinned layer now consists of two ferromagnetic films

separated by the AP-spacer layer. This increased stabili-

zation can also be the result of decreasing the demagnetiz-

ing field in the pinned layer, thereby reducing any rotation

of the magnetization. It is estimated that a 25- to 100-times

improvement in pinned layer stabilization results from AP

pinning and, as areal density increases necessitate nar-

rower and shorter GMR structures, this technique is

expected to become more prevalent in read heads.

The use of a thin interposed layer of a nonmagnetic

metal, such as ruthenium, to create a coupling effect be-

tween two ferromagnetic layers to retain opposite mag-

netic orientations was recently extended to the magnetic

disk structure.[12,13] This media structure, termed antifer-

romagnetic coupled (AFC) media, was demonstrated to

exhibit good magnetic stability as areal density increases

beyond 30 Gb/in.2, thereby delaying the effects of super-

paramagnetism. The latter phenomenon occurs when me-

tal grains within the media become so small that the

energy required to create or erase the bits of magnetically

stored information is the thermal energy (kT, where k is

the Boltzmann constant and T is the operating tempera-

ture of the disk drive) of the environment.[14] Ruthenium

thicknesses of 6C ( about three atomic layers) are com-

monly used because coupling strength oscillates with film

thickness. It was found that at a thickness of maximum

strength, electron waves in this ruthenium spacer con-

structively interfere and allow the magnetically polarized

energy from one interface through to the other ferromag-

netic layer. The AFC medium is projected to find appli-

cation in magnetic storage for many years to come.

GMR PROCESSING–LITHOGRAPHY

Fig. 1 indicated a 100% growth rate in areal density for

magnetic recording since 1997, based on the use of GMR

read sensors, in effect doubling this parameter every year.

Fig. 12 Lithographic critical feature roadmap for GMR heads and semiconductor IC. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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This density increase in magnetic recording originates

from a shrinking in the bit cell area, which results from

lithographic and processing improvements. This is in

contrast to the integrated circuit (IC) field in which the

transistor count in an IC device doubles every 1.5 years

(roughly 60% growth rate). In the latter case, only about

one-third of this increase originates from a transistor cell

area or lithographic improvements. This is shown in

Fig. 12, where historical IC, general IC, and IC gate

features are compared with historical magnetic recording

head, inductive write head width, and GMR element

length. The critical head dimensions, P2w (or write width)

determines the track width and GMRw, the read width for

the track.[17]

Fig. 13 Partial microphotograph of inductive write, GMR read head. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 14 Thin film head, top view. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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It is convenient to describe the fundamentals of

processing for both inductive write element and GMR

read sensor, which are both integrated into a single read/

write structure. The actual head processing is similar to

thin film integrated circuit processing, and consists of a

sequence of patterning by application of photoresist,

masking and exposure operations (lithography), film

deposition, and localized material removal by etching to

create the various layers and structures. In addition, the

use of lift-off operations, as well as highly directional

Fig. 15 Thin film head, side-section view. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 16 Inductive write/GMR read process operations. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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etching as special techniques for the control of vertical

and horizontal dimensions of critical features, is required

at these feature sizes and topographies. Fig. 13 is a top

view microphotograph of the head structure and Fig. 14

identifies the principal parts as seen from this view. It can

be seen that only the overlying inductive write element is

visible. In Fig. 15, the actual vertical structure is indicated,

in which the GMR sensor is first formed by successive

depositions followed by a series of insulators and metal

films which comprise the inductive element. The total

device structure consists of the order of 20 layers, ranging

in thickness from as thin as 1–2 nm in the GMR sensor to

3–4 mm for the pole tip of the inductive write element.

Progressively higher areal densities were achieved by

reducing both critical thicknesses and horizontal dimen-

sions of the head structure in a process referred to as

scaling. Over the past 10 years, areal density has increased

by a factor of 400, which has required a GMR sensor

thickness decrease of a factor of 10–15, the sensor width

MRw decreased by a similar factor, and the inductive pole

tip width P2w scaled down also by a similar factor. It can

be projected that further areal densities increases, which

are expected as the norm in magnetic recording although

probably not retaining the previous 100% growth, will

involve continual decreases in these critical dimensions

well into the subnanometer range for vertical GMR

dimensions, and into the submicrometer range for the

horizontal dimension of P2w.

An outline of typical processing operations for both

inductive and GMR structures for the read/write head is

shown in Fig. 16. There are four fundamental, generic

operations which involve specific equipment and process-

es, and these are very similar to those employed in IC

processes. Photo, involving the application of a photo-

sensitive resist film and its subsequent exposure by a

photo mask and UV light source; plating, or electroplat-

ing, the formation of a relatively thick metal film by an

electrolytic process (this operation usually requires the

preformation of a metal seed film to complete the electric

circuit prior to plating); deposition, usually referring to a

vacuum sputtering operation in which very thin metal

films are accurately formed with precise control of

composition, magnetic orientation, and crystallographic

structure; and finally, patterning, which denotes the

formation of elements of the head by either subtractive

etching or ‘‘a lift-off’’ process. The latter can be

illustrated by an example of the formation of the inductive

pole structure, or P2w, as shown in Fig. 17. This material

removal technique is applied to maintain tight control of

vertical walls of a very small horizontal pattern, which is

usually of the order of mm thick, i.e., has a high aspect

ratio of as much as 10:1. As soon as the seed layer is

applied and resist pattern formed in Fig. 17, the thick P2

NiFe film is electroplated. The center region is protected

with a new field removal resist and exposed.

After stripping this resist and etching both field film

and seedlayer, the final pole region remains. The parti-

cular topography of this P2 film originates from the re-

quirement that the inductive yokes must encircle the

copper coils and insulator layers, as shown in Fig. 15.

This yoke topography for the head conforms to the

multiple layers of polymers and coils, and the resulting

head topography can be greater than 10 mm. ‘‘Zero

throat’’ in this figure refers to the point at which the

Fig. 17 Inductive head P2w processing. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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inductive throat begins and is defined by the edge of one

of the polymer insulators.

GMR PROCESS

For the formation of a GMR sensor, referring to Fig. 15,

the GMR gap consists of two dielectric layers which

electrically isolate the contacts and sensor from the

surrounding shield and inductive element. Furthermore,

these electrical contacts and sensor are connected via a

contiguous junction process in which a degree of

geometric overlapping results. The horizontal dimensions

for MRw, as well as the previous example of frame plating

for P2w, require a fine-line lithographic equipment and

process to form the images. These sensor dimensions

define a trackwidth capability on the disk and, as areal

density evolves to increased levels, these dimensions

become progressively smaller. The contiguous junction

process uses a critical lithography step with about 1 mm

thick resist to form this trackwidth by a similar process to

P2w—the use of a resist mask to protect the active GMR

region during the subtractive removal of sensor material to

define the GMR dimensions. This etching process, shown

in Fig. 18, is a resist structure which exhibits a reentrant or

negative wall angle and, therefore, subsequent depositions

of contact metal and hard bias stabilization films do not

completely seal the resist edges. This allows the resist

‘‘stencil’’ to be removed in this lift-off process based on

the exposure of the undercut region by the dissolving in

the appropriate solvent. The stencil is actually floated

away in this solvent, leaving the GMR sensor defined by

this structure. Subsequent processing and layers form the

inductive write element.

FUTURE SCALING OF GMR
NANOLAYER SENSORS

As was previously indicated, areal density increases

require further reduction in MRw by scaling of MRw in

an evolutionary trend described in Fig. 6. The process

challenge is to create submicrometer openings with a

controlled undercut in the resist images. For example, if a

future trackwidth is 0.3 mm, this would result in a 0.1-mm

undercut, which also would be the base dimension of the

resist structure overhang, a dimension that could reduce

the structural integrity of this resist structure at its base. In

addition, this overhang also determines the amount of

contact to sensor overlap at the junction region, inferring

that the read sensor trackwidth is fixed by both the image

resist as well as control of the undercut. Future GMR

sensor processing must address both image size in the

resist, as determined by the exposure tool and process, as

well as image profile in the resist.

The above discussion addresses track density, but

another important factor for future GMR structures is

scaling of thickness of the GMR sensor to higher linear

(bit) densities. The GMR sensor layer thickness must be

decreased to allow it to be saturated by progressively

smaller magnetic transitions originating from the disk. In

addition, the shield separation above and below the GMR

sensor is determined by two dielectric thicknesses—top

and bottom. At today’s areal densities of 40 Gb/in.2, shield

Fig. 18 GMR head MRw processing. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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separations are approximately 70 nm; and the films that

comprise a GMR sensor, the NiFe free layer, spacer layer,

pinned layer, and antiferromagnetic exchange layer are

about 2, 2, 2, and 15 nm, respectively. The latter would

not be expected to scale to a smaller thickness because this

value is determined by antiferromagntic coupling to the

pinned layer. Future areal density increases require that

top and bottom insulating layers must be reduced to less

than 25 nm, and that GMR free, spacer, and pinned films

must all be less than 2 nm. It will be a challenge to dem-

onstrate insulating layers with a high degree of electrical

integrity. It does seem reasonable that this challenge will

be met.

POTENTIAL DESIGN CHANGES
IN GMR SENSORS

As future scaling requirements reduce the vertical dimen-

sions of GMR sensors, a reduction in the width of this

element can also be expected. It is proposed that there is a

critical width dimension, as well as a critical NiFe

thickness, where the GMR effect is reduced to a very low

value, i.e., the DR/R of the sensor approaches a value

where the resulting signal-to-noise ratio does not permit

accurate reading of the data. One solution to this reduced

GMR effect is to pass the sense electrical current normal

to the sensor as opposed to a longitudinal direction, along

the long axis of the element. This type of device, known as

current perpendicular to the sensor’s plane (CPP), is a

significant excursion for today’s current in-plane (CIP)

GMR devices, and is being studied in many laboratories.

A variation of this concept is to replace the metallic spacer

with a very thin insulator, of the order of a few angstroms

in thickness. In this structure, known as a tunnel valve or

tunnel junction device, current carriers are able to tunnel

through the thin insulator film when magnetizations on

either side are parallel, and are prevented from tunneling

in the antiparallel case. Preparing a very thin insulator that

is pin hole-free is a significant process challenge. The CPP

read device may become important as areal densities

increase well beyond 100 Gb/in2.

CONCLUSION

The GMR nanotechnology was shown to enable large

areal density increases in magnetic hard disk drives, which

have occurred rapidly in the past 5–10 years.[18,19] Based

on the importance of magnetic storage to the computer

age, a significant research-and-development effort is

being maintained on a worldwide basis to enhance the

read capability of GMR technology for higher areal den-

sities, and this involves the exploration of new magnetic

materials, scaling down sensor horizontal and vertical di-

mensions, and finally, considering alternative structures

based on today’s GMR sensors.
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Nanofiltration Separations
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INTRODUCTION

The term ‘‘nanofiltration’’ (NF) generally refers to a class

of pressure-driven membrane separation processes where-

by nanometer- or larger-sized substances may be selec-

tively removed from a carrier fluid. The name ‘‘nanofil-

tration’’ is derived from two phrases. The prefix ‘‘nano’’

means 1 billionth. Hence, 1 nm has a value of 10�9 m or

10 Å. The suffix ‘‘filtration’’ refers to a process whereby

solutes are physically separated from a solvent by passing

the solution through a semipermeable barrier or medi-

um.[1] The review that follows intends to introduce the

reader to the basic concepts of nanofiltration separations,

the material properties of NF membranes, the common

applications of NF separations, the theory and models

describing NF separation performance, and some perform-

ance limitations.

NANOFILTRATION BASICS

Membrane processes are advanced filtration processes,

which utilize separation properties of finely porous poly-

meric or inorganic films and are used in a wide range of

industrial processes to separate biological macromole-

cules, colloids, ions, solvents, and gases. The development

and application of membrane separation processes is one

of the most significant recent advances in chemical,

environmental, and biological process engineering.

Membrane processes are commonly distinguished based

on the main driving force, which is applied to accom-

plish the separation. An overview of the driving forces

and related membrane separation processes is given in

Table 1.[2]

Nanofiltration falls into the category of pressure-driven

membrane processes, and it fills an important gap between

ultrafiltration (UF) and reverse osmosis (RO). Ultrafiltra-

tion processes are intended to remove all particles,

colloids, and large macromolecules, while passing small

macromolecules and dissolved substances. Reverse os-

mosis membranes are designed to separate all dissolved

solutes from their carrier solvent down to monovalent

ions, dissolved metals, and organics above a few hundred

daltons (Da). Nanofiltration was originally conceived to

perform water softening (i.e., removal of divalent ions in

water production), but more generally intends to remove,

selectively, a particular solute (e.g., divalent ion) while

allowing another solute (e.g., monovalent ion) to pass with

the solvent through the membrane. Fig. 1 provides another

perspective of various pressure-driven filtration processes

and the substances they are intended to remove.

In nanofiltration processes, a selective separation takes

place across a semipermeable separation layer, which is

formed over the top of a porous support. The driving force

of the separation process is the pressure difference

between the feed (retentate) and the filtrate (permeate)

side of the separation layer of the membrane. The size of

NF membrane pores in combination with the surface

electrical properties allows divalent ions and uncharged

solutes larger than a few thousand daltons to be highly

retained, while monovalent ions and low-molecular

weight organics are reasonably well transmitted. The

nominal molecular weight cutoff for many commercially

available nanofiltration membranes ranges from a few

hundred to a few thousand daltons.[3] These characteristics

make NF membranes extremely useful in the fractionation

and selective removal of many dissolved solutes from

complex process streams. Other advantages include high

flux and low energy consumption (because of low

operating pressure requirement), as well as reduced

environmental impact compared with conventional pro-

cesses such as evaporation and extraction.[4]

MATERIALS

Nanofiltration membranes are characterized by pore

diameters of about 5 Å to 5 nm and operating pressure

between 5 and 40 bars. Because they significantly reject

many ions, NF membranes are often wrongly categorized

as ‘‘loose RO’’ membranes. The most notable difference

between RO and NF is the ability of NF to highly reject

multivalent ions, while significantly passing monovalent

ions. Another distinctive feature of NF membranes is their

ability to reject uncharged, dissolved materials and

positively charged ions according to the size and shape

of the molecule in question. These selective separation
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capabilities are directly related to the membrane mate-

rial properties.

It is widely known that retained organic and colloidal

matter may adhere strongly to polymeric surfaces

through non-covalent interactions—such as those arising

from van der Waals, electrostatic, and acid–base prop-

erties of the polymer materials—and cause severe

performance decline.[5–12] Nanofiltration membranes of-

ten become ‘‘fouled’’ by dissolved organic and colloidal

matter, which is ubiquitous in many natural and indus-

trial waters. Hence one of the challenges from a materials

perspective is to create a membrane with optimal pore

size, surface charge, and hydrophilic nature to effect a

highly selective separation with low energy consumption,

while minimizing the adhesion for fouling materials.

The array of membrane materials to select from

includes polysulfone, polyethersulfone, sulfonated poly-

ethersulfone, cellulose acetate and its derivatives, poly-

ethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl alcohol derivative,

polyamide, polyacrylonitrile, polyvinylidene fluoride,

organo-mineral complexes, ceramic, alumina, and other

metal oxides.[13–18] The polysulfone materials dominate

UF/MF applications for water and wastewater treatment,

while contemporary RO/NF membrane usage is almost

entirely limited to polyamide-based thin-film composites.

Although cellulose acetate (CA) technology predates

other membrane types and remains relatively inexpensive

to purchase and install, the use of cellulose acetate mem-

branes has largely been displaced by polyamide thin-film

composite membranes today. Across the range of possible

materials, there are two basic material types: integrally

skinned asymmetric layers and thin-film composites.

Table 1 Driving forces and their related membrane

separation processes

Driving force Membrane process

Pressure difference Microfiltration, ultrafiltration,

nanofiltration, reverse osmosis

Chemical potential

difference

Pervaporation, dialysis,

gas separation, liquid membranes

Electrical potential

difference

Electrodialysis,

membrane electrolysis

Temperature

difference

Membrane distillation

Fig. 1 Diagram known as the ‘‘filtration spectrum,’’ indicating schematically the place of nanofiltration among other common

pressure-driven filtration processes. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Integrally Skinned Asymmetric Membranes

Polymeric asymmetric membranes may be prepared

through a phase inversion technique. Phase inversion

is a process whereby a polymer is transformed in a

controlled manner from a liquid to a solid state.[16]

The cross section of an integrally skinned, asymmetric

phase-inversion membrane is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 2a. The most popular phase-inversion membranes

may be constructed from cellulose acetate (CA), cellulose

diacetate (CD), regenerated cellulose (RC), polysulfone

(PS), polyethersulfone (PES), sulfonated PS or PES,

polyacrylonitrile (PAN), or polyvinylidine fluoride

(PVDF). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images

of PAN and PS membrane cross sections are presented

in Fig. 2b and c, respectively.

Polysulfone membranes formed by phase inversion are

used as microfiltration or ultrafiltration membranes, or as

the support layer upon which a thin-film composite RO

or NF membrane is formed. However, because we have

defined nanofiltration as a process by which nanometer-

sized or larger-sized substances are removed from a liquid

feed, any material used to perform such a separation may

be considered a ‘‘nanofiltration membrane.’’ A charac-

teristic of the PS membranes is that an increasing degree

of sulfonation correlates with increasing water permeabil-

ity and salt rejection.[19,20] Dense-skinned phase inversion

membranes composed of cellulosic materials typically

function as reverse osmosis membranes.

Organic Thin-Film Composite Membranes

In 1978, efforts to improve the performance of ‘‘poly’’

membranes by Cadotte et al.[21] yielded composite mem-

branes having excellent combinations of high salt rejec-

tion and water permeability. Cadotte et al.’s ideas were

developed at FilmTec Corporation into a reverse osmosis/

nanofiltration membrane product designated as ‘‘FT30.’’

The FT30 membrane is a thin-film composite membrane

consisting of three layers: a polyester support web, a

microporous (polysulfone) interlayer, and an ultrathin

polyamide barrier (skin layer) on top. Fig. 3a provides

a schematic illustration of a generic thin-film com-

posite (TFC) membrane construction resembling that

of FT30.

There are several clones of the FT30 membrane that are

now commercially available; some are made under license

from FilmTec and others are made by other proprietary

synthetic routes. The skin layer of NF membranes may be

as thin as 50 nm in cross section up to several hundred

nanometers. The composite structure of two commercial

NF membranes can be seen in the field emission SEM

Fig. 2 Cross-section illustration of (a) an integrally skinned asymmetric membrane, plus SEM cross sections of dense-skinned

(b) polyacrylonitrile and (c) polysulfone membranes manufactured by GE-Osmonics Inc. Note: illustration in (a) was adapted from

Ref. [60].
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images of Fig. 3b and c. The surface properties of TFC

membranes have been studied extensively, largely in

efforts to understand the role of surface properties on

separation performance and fouling. In particular, studies

focusing on surface charge/potential, hydrophobicity, and

roughness dominate the literature (see ‘‘Membrane Prop-

erties and Performance’’).

Inorganic Thin-Film Composite Membranes

Ceramic composite membranes have been used in a

number of industrial separations. They are synthesized

from dispersions of silica, titania, or other metal oxide

nanoparticles that are forced to agglomerate on the surface

of a similar metal oxide microparticle layer. After initial

formation, the material is usually sintered at high

temperature to form a continuous layer. The base material

of construction makes ceramic membranes particularly

well suited for treating high-temperature or acidic/caus-

tic wastewaters, as well as for high-fouling industrial

streams. The extreme heat tolerance and chemical re-

sistance of ceramics allows repeated cycles of use,

cleaning with harsh physical or chemical treatments, and

reuse that are unachievable with polymeric membrane

materials. However, to date, ceramic membranes are

much too expensive to be used in applications requiring

large membrane surface area (such as water production or

municipal wastewater treatment), so their use has been

limited to specialty industrial separations.[22,23]

In principle, the cross-sectional structure of ceramic

nanofiltration membranes has much the same look as or-

ganic TFC membranes. Fig. 4 is an SEM photo of an

Fig. 3 Cross-section illustration of (a) thin-film composite membrane, plus SEM cross sections of two commercially available

polyamide membranes manufactured by (b) GE-Osmonics Inc. and (c) Dow-FilmTec. Note: illustration in (a) was adapted from

Ref. [60].

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscope image of ceramic com-

posite membrane showing three distinct layers of TiO2 nano-

particle construction: dense skin layer over top of nanoporous

support and microporous structural support layers.
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experimental thin-film composite ceramic membrane

(courtesy of Marc Anderson of the University of Wiscon-

sin). There are three distinct layers. A thin film comprised

of small titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles, a middle

support layer made from larger TiO2 nanoparticles, and

a structural base formed from much larger TiO2 parti-

cles. One of the current goals in ceramic membrane ma-

terial research and development is to create a membrane

with UF-like permeability, but NF-like selectivity. This

may be achieved by taking advantage of nanoparticles

Feed in

Membrane - support plate - membrane assembly

Concentrate

Concentrate

Permeate

Permeate

Permeate
collector
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(b)
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Raw water
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Raw water
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Hollow fibers
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the four principle membrane modules: (a) plate-and-frame; (b) spiral-wound; (c) tubular;

(d) hollow-fiber. (From Ref. [61].)
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with high surface charge density sintered to maintain

more open pore structures than the pores in polymeric

NF membranes.

Nanofiltration Element Design

Membrane modules are available in spiral-wound, plate-

and-frame, hollow-fiber, and tubular configurations as

depicted in Fig. 5. Almost all NF membranes used today

employ the spiral-wound configuration. In a spiral-wound

element (SWE), the membrane leaves are sealed and

wrapped around a permeate collection tube. An open mesh

spacer separates the active layers of membrane material

on the feed side, while a similar spacer lies between the

backsides of the membranes and serves as a channel for

the treated water to travel to the permeate collection tube.

A significant amount of research was performed in the

past to optimize the design of feed spacers used in SWEs,

and the currently available elements perform quite well.

Generally, a thicker feed spacer is used for high fouling

waters to prevent clogging of the channel cross section,

which can result in a significant tangential pressure drop.

APPLICATIONS

Currently, the reduction of hardness (i.e., Ca2 + and Mg2 +)

and dissolved organics from water are among the most

important applications for nanofiltration membranes.

However, the selective properties of NF membranes make

them suitable for a wide array of unconventional ap-

plications. An important example is recovery of heavy

metals (e.g., Ni, Fe, Cu, Zn, etc.) and reclamation of

wastewaters from metalworking plants and textile mills.

More recently, NF membranes have been adopted for use

in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries for

purification of small bioactive organic molecules such as

antibiotics or separation of small organic components

from biological liquids (e.g., lactic acid separation from

fermentation broths, amino acid removal from protein

hydrolysates, or removal of organics from municipal

wastewater).[2] Timmer[2] provided a concise summary of

the various applications for nanofiltration membranes that

have been reported to date. This summary has been re-

produced in Table 2.

PERFORMANCE

The performance of nanofiltration membranes is defined

by solvent and solute permeability, as well as fouling

resistance. The summary that follows considers the roles

Table 2 Overview of nanofiltration applications in

various industries (From Ref. [2])

Industry Application

Water production Recovery of LiOH during

treatment of battery waste

Removal of degreasing

agents from water

Removal of precursors of

disinfection byproducts

Hardness removal

Removal of natural organic

matter (a.o. color)

Removal of pesticides

Removal of heavy metals

(As, Pb), Fe, Cu, Zn, and silica

Treatment of brackish water

Food Demineralization of whey

Demineralization of sugar solutions

Recycle of nutrients in

fermentation processes

Separation of sunflower oil from solvent

Recovery of cleaning-in-place solutions

Recovery of regeneration liquid

from decoloring resins in sugar industry

Effluent treatment

Textile and paper Purification of organic acids

Removal of dyes from wastewater

Removal of amino acids

Recovery of water and salts

from wastewater

Recovery and reuse of chromium(III)

and chromium(II)

Recovery of water from wastewater

or wastewater treatment effluent

Recovery of bleaching solution

Chemical Sulfate removal preceding chlorine and

NaOH production

CO2 removal from process gasses

Preparation of bromide

Recovery of caustic solutions in

cellulose and viscose production

CaSO4 precipitation

Separation of heavy metals from

acid solutions

Removal of metal sulfates

from wastewater

Cleaning of machine rinsing solutions

Removal of nickel

Recovery of Cu-ions from ore

extraction liquids

Al3 + removal from canning

industry wastewater

Agriculture Removal of phosphate, sulfate,

nitrate, and fluoride

Removal of algal toxins

Purification of landfill leachate

Removal of selenium from

drainage water
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of membrane material properties, operating conditions,

and fouling, but begins by defining NF performance and

the fundamental mechanisms governing NF mem-

brane separations. Finally, mechanisms of NF mem-

brane fouling are discussed and the role of membrane

material properties on separation performance and fouling

is reviewed.

Defining NF Separation Performance

When an external pressure is imposed on a liquid adjacent

to a nanofiltration membrane, the liquid will flow through

the membrane in proportion to the applied pressure.

Liquid flow through a NF membrane is described as a

solvent flux (Jv), which is given by a Darcy-type relation

such as

Jv ¼
Dpeff

mRtot

ð1Þ

in which Dpeff is the effective trans-membrane pressure, m
is the permeate viscosity, and Rtot is the total hydraulic

resistance toward solvent flow.

Dissolved solutes also flow toward the membrane by

the convective flow of their carrier solvent. If the

membrane inhibits transport of the solute, it will be

retained at the feed side of the membrane. The distribution

of a noncharged solute at the membrane / solution

interface is determined by steric exclusion. Because of

its size, a solute only has access to a fraction of the total

surface area of a pore, and a separation between multiple

solutes can only be accomplished if the solutes are

different in size.[2,14,24]

For charged solutes, two additional distribution

mechanisms contribute to the separation. First, Donnan

exclusion has a pronounced effect on the separation of

charged solutes by NF membranes. Because of the slightly

charged nature of the membrane, solutes with an opposite

charge compared with the membrane (counterions) are

attracted, while solutes with a similar charge (co-ions) are

repelled. At the membrane surface, a distribution of co-

ions and counterions will occur, thereby causing an

additional separation. Second, because of the charge of the

membrane and the dipole momentum of water, water

molecules may exhibit polarization in the pore.[25] This

polarization results in a decrease of the dielectric constant

inside the pore, thereby making it less favorable for a

charged solute to enter. However, even in a situation that

the dielectric constant inside the pore is equal to that of

water, a change in electrostatic free energy of the ion

occurs when the ion is transferred from the bulk into the

pore,[26] which can also cause ion exclusion.

After the solute distributes at the membrane / solution

interface, it is transported through the membrane by

convection and diffusion. At the permeate side, a second

distribution process occurs, which determines the perme-

ate concentration. The actual, or intrinsic, rejection by a

nanofiltration membrane is given by

Rs ¼ 1 � Cp

Cm

ð2aÞ

where Cp is the permeate solute concentration and Cm is

the membrane surface solute concentration. However,

there is no accurate method of determining the actual

membrane surface solute concentration. Because the feed

and permeate solute concentrations can be measured, the

solute retention is typically described by

Ro ¼ 1 � Cp

Cb

ð2bÞ

where Ro represents the observed solute retention and Cb

represents the bulk salt concentration. Retained solutes

accumulate at the membrane surface in a concentrated

layer and thus diffuse back into the bulk in proportion to

the concentration gradient, and hence a concentration

profile develops. This phenomenon is called concentra-

tion polarization.

The performance of NF membranes has been studied

extensively in terms of membrane properties, operating

conditions, module geometry, and treatment train config-

uration. Of considerable importance are the influences of

membrane filter geometry and crossflow hydrodynamics

on concentration polarization (CP). Concentration polar-

ization influences nanofiltration performance via two

mechanisms. First, CP enhances the passage of retained

solutes by increasing the chemical potential gradient

driving diffusive transport through the membrane, and

second, elevated salt concentrations at the membrane sur-

face reduce electrostatic forces that originate from the

membrane surface charge and which tend to reduce foulant

deposition. Accumulation of a fouling deposit layer on the

membrane surface creates an additional hydraulic resist-

ance to permeation (over that of the membrane alone) and

enhances concentration polarization.[27,28]

Solute Transport Model

Determining the significance of various solute transport

mechanisms—diffusion, convection, and electromigra-

tion—on NF membrane performance is most rigorously

accomplished by coupling a model of solute transport

through the membrane based on the extended Nernst–

Planck (NP) equation with a CP model based on the con-

vective–diffusion equation.[29] However, knowledge of

the actual charge density of the membrane pores is re-

quired to make appropriate use of the NP model, and this

is rather difficult to determine for real membranes. In

addition, a cumbersome numerical scheme is required to
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solve the set of equations that result from coupling the

local NP model with a local CP model based on the

solution of the convection–diffusion equation. Coupling

the solution–diffusion model and a simple mass transfer

model (film theory) provides a reasonable and analytical

solute transport and CP model.[30–32] While the applica-

tion of a stagnant film model to membrane separations

may be debated, the model provides quite reasonable

prediction of NF separation performance.

The starting point for the mathematical description of

NF membrane performance is the solution–diffusion

model. The model assumes that solute permeation is

driven by the gradient in chemical potential of the solute

across the membrane.[30] Thus the flux (J) of an individual

component (i) is represented mathematically by

Ji ¼ �Li

dmi

dx
ð3Þ

where dmi/dx is the gradient in chemical potential of

component i and Li is a coefficient of proportionality

linking this chemical potential driving force with flux.

The chemical potential is written as

dmi ¼ RTd lnðgiciÞ þ uidp ð4Þ

where ci is the molar concentration of component i, gi is

the activity coefficient linking concentration with activity,

p is the pressure, and ui is the molar volume of component

i. Following the applicable assumptions for reverse

osmosis, the combination of Eqs. 3 and 4 leads to a

Fick’s law type of relation that is ultimately reduced to

Ji ¼ BDCw ¼ BCwRi ð5Þ

where B is the solute permeability of the membrane.[30]

When the transport equation is expressed in terms of

solvent flux (Jv), the equation is generally written as

Jv ¼ AðDP � DpmÞ ð6Þ

where DP is the applied pressure and Dpm is the os-

motic pressure at the membrane surface because of

concentration of rejected ionic species at the surface of

the membrane. The parameter A is the pure solvent

permeability of the membrane, which is the inverse of the

intrinsic membrane resistance, Rm.

Solute Concentration Polarization Model

The buildup in concentration of rejected solutes at the

membrane–liquid interface results in the formation of a

concentrated mass boundary (‘‘film’’) layer, called the

salt concentration polarization layer. At steady state, the

solute flux through the film is constant and is related to

the solvent flux through the membrane (Jv) via the fol-

lowing one-dimensional, steady-state mass balance within

the film layer:

� JvC � D
dC

dy
¼ JvCp ð7Þ

where C is the local solute concentration, D is the solute

diffusivity, Cp is the solute permeate concentration, and y

is the distance normal to the membrane surface.[31]

Integrating over the solute concentration polarization

layer thickness (ds) with the appropriate boundary con-

ditions (y = 0, C = Cm; y = ds, C = Cb) results in the classic

film theory equation,

Jv ¼
D

ds

ln
Cm � Cp

Cb � Cp

� �
¼ k ln

Cm � Cp

Cb � Cp

� �
ð8Þ

where Cm is the membrane surface solute concentration,

Cb is the bulk solute concentration, Cp is the permeate

solute concentration, and the ratio of solute diffusivity (D)

to the solute concentration polarization layer thickness

(ds) is set equal to the solute mass transfer coefficient (k).

This expression can be rearranged to provide a direct

calculation of the concentration polarization factor (Cm/

Cb) as

Cm

Cb

¼ ð1 � R0Þ þ R0 exp
Jv

k

� �
ð9Þ

For laminar flow in a thin rectangular channel, the

mass transfer coefficient is often related to a Sherwood

number (Sh) through a relationship such as

k ¼ Sh
D

dh

¼ 1:85 Re Sc
dh

L

� �1=3
D

dh

ð10Þ

where Re is the Reynolds number, Sc is the Schmidt

number, dh is the channel hydrodynamic diameter, and

L is the channel length.[30–32] By expanding the indi-

vidual components,

Re ¼ rudh

m
; Sc ¼ m

rD
; dh ffi 2H ð11Þ

Eq. 10 can be rearranged to reveal the mass transfer

coefficient’s dependence on flow rate, channel geometry,

and solute type via

k ¼ 0:808
g0D2

L

� �1=3

ð12aÞ

Here g0 indicates the wall shear rate, which is defined by

g0 = 6Q/WH2, where Q is the volumetric feed flow rate,

W is the crossflow channel width, and H is the channel

height.[32] From Eq. 12a, it becomes clear that the mass

transfer coefficient represents the velocity with which a

solute migrates away from the membrane surface (back

into the bulk) as a function of solute diffusivity, tangential
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convection, and filter geometry. This explains the en-

hanced performance obtained from optimizing channel

geometry and crossflow hydrodynamics.

An alternative solute mass transfer coefficient has been

derived for laminar flow through thin-rectangular channel

with a turbulence promoting feed spacer, such as is used in

a nanofiltration spiral-wound element, the mass transfer

coefficient may be written as

k ¼ 0:31
g0D

4
3

n
1
3

 !1
2

; ð12bÞ

where n is the kinematic solution viscosity. Rearranging

the film theory equation provides an estimation of the

trans-membrane osmotic pressure. The resulting expres-

sion is

Dpm ¼ CbRTRo exp
Jv

k

� �
ð13Þ

Thus osmotic pressure is directly proportional to bulk

solute concentration, solute rejection, solvent flux, and

solute mass transfer. More importantly, Dpm, Ro, Cb, and J

can be measured experimentally, so the effective mass

transfer coefficient can easily be determined and com-

pared with prediction by Eq. 13.

Fouling and Nanofiltration Performance

Most municipal, industrial, and natural waters contain

complex mixtures of dissolved, macromolecular colloidal,

and particulate matter. Conventional processes used to

pretreat NF feed waters fail to remove submicron colloids,

macromolecules and dissolved matter. This matter accu-

mulates at the membrane surface and results in severe

performance decline—a phenomenon known as fouling.

Fouling of NF membranes may result in loss of both sol-

vent flux and solute retention. A review of fouling studies

reveals that the foulants of greatest concern for nanofil-

tration (NF) separations are colloidal matter consisting of

organics, silica, clays, metal oxides (specifically iron and

manganese), and microorganisms.[33–42] Fouling may be

further categorized into reversible and irreversible foul-

ing. Flux and solute retention may decline because of

solution chemistry effects, concentration polarization, or

colloid cake layer formation. The original membrane

performance may be recovered by simply flushing the

membrane with clean water, and hence these types of

fouling are considered reversible. Irreversible fouling is

defined as a decline in performance that can only be re-

covered through harsh chemical cleaning, but often only

partially recovered. Frequent chemical cleaning of mem-

branes degrades polymeric thin films, and hence reduces

the life span of membranes in many applications. Further-

more, it decreases process efficiency because of the re-

duced flux and enhanced solute passage, requiring higher

applied pressures and larger membrane area. This makes

fouling a very important parameter in process design.

Fouling Mechanisms and Models

Interactions between accumulated dissolved and colloidal

matter at a NF membrane surface result in several po-

tential fouling mechanisms. Fouling by dissolved organics

and sparingly soluble salts is difficult to describe

quantitatively, but colloidal fouling is better understood.

Because colloids fall within the approximate size range of

10 nm to 10 mm and NF membrane ‘‘pores’’ are no more

than a few nanometers in diameter, pore-blocking

mechanisms are considered negligible. Thus the major

fouling mechanisms discussed below include the hydrau-

lic pressure drop across the foulant deposit (cake) layer

and enhanced osmotic pressure effects, which were

recently shown to be the predominant fouling mechanism

for RO and NF membranes.[28] Most practical nanofiltra-

tion processes operate with a constant flux, so this con-

vention will be used to describe fouling mechanisms. The

objective is to be able to describe the transient applied

pressure required to maintain a constant flux in light of

the various transient mechanisms of fouling.

The total system pressure is a combination of the trans-

membrane hydraulic (Dpm), the trans-membrane osmotic

(Dpm), and the trans-cake hydraulic (Dpc) pressure drops

and may be expressed mathematically as

DPtotal ¼ Dpm þ Dpm þ Dpc ð14Þ

The trans-membrane hydraulic pressure drop is deter-

mined by rearranging Eq. 1 to obtain

Dpm ¼ JvmRm ð15Þ

Hence by analogy, the trans-cake hydraulic pressure drop

may be described from

Dpc ¼ JvmRc; ð16Þ

where Rc is the hydraulic resistance offered by the cake

layer to the pure solvent.

The cake resistance may be described through the

Carman–Kozeny equation, as a function of specific cake

resistance (per unit thickness) and cake layer thickness,

Rc ¼ rcdc ¼
180ð1 � eÞ2

d2
f e3

dc ð17aÞ

or specific cake resistance (per unit mass) and cake layer

mass per unit membrane area,

Rc ¼ acMc ¼
180ð1 � eÞ

rfd
2
f �

3
Mc ð17bÞ
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Here e is the cake layer porosity, df represents the nominal

foulant diameter, and rf is the nominal foulant particle

density. In most existing models, it is assumed that the

specific cake resistance is constant in time and across the

cake layer thickness and only the foulant layer thickness

(or mass) changes with time.

It was recently experimentally demonstrated that diffu-

sion of rejected salt ions was hindered within colloid de-

posit layers formed over nanofiltration membranes.[28,43]

In addition, it was suggested that tangential flow may be

hindered within a foulant deposit layer, further reducing

solute mass transfer within the deposit layer. The result

was elucidation of a single mechanism—‘‘cake-enhanced

concentration polarization’’—capable of describing the

majority of observed flux decline, as well as the observed

decline in salt rejection because of colloidal fouling of NF

(and RO) membranes.

The overall mass transfer coefficient was considered

the sum of two mass transfer coefficients, one describing

salt back-diffusion from the membrane surface through

the cake layer, and one through the remainder of the salt

CP layer. Incorporating the hindered mass transfer

coefficient into Eq. 13 yields

Dp*
m ¼ fosCbRo exp

Jv

k
þ Jvdc

1 � lnðe2Þ
D1e

� 1

D1

� �� �

ð18Þ

where Dpm* is termed the ‘‘cake-enhanced osmotic

pressure.’’

The term in parentheses in Eq. 18 is derived by

considering a thin cake layer, in which the tangential

flow field is stagnant within the cake, and it represents

diffusion through the cake and into the bulk.[44] This

concept is illustrated in Fig. 6. The reduced salt diffusivity

in the cake layer is expressed as eD1/t, with the

tortuosity, t, being approximated as 1� ln(e2).[45–47] Note

that in the absence of a foulant deposit layer, Eq. 18

reduces to Eq. 13 as the term in brackets reduces to Jv/k.

Combining the trans-membrane hydraulic, trans-cake

hydraulic, and (cake-enhanced) trans-membrane osmotic

pressure drops allows direct estimation of the total applied

pressure needed to maintain a constant flux as a function

of increasing deposit thickness. Of course, a priori

knowledge of potential foulants is not always possible,

which makes prediction of fouling phenomena difficult

without some experimentation or pilot testing. Further-

more, physical or chemical polydispersity of foulants in

many NF applications makes rigorous prediction of

fouling behavior practically impossible. Perhaps the most

important implication of enhanced concentration polar-

ization is that an elevated solute concentration at the

membrane surface may enhance solute transport through

the membrane. Therefore, fouling can have severe con-

sequences for NF separations subject to permeate water

quality regulation if the separation is not designed with

consideration of fouling.

Membrane Properties and Performance

Nanofiltration membranes may be constructed of any

number of polymeric organic or inorganic materials, but

they most commonly appear as polyamide thin-film

composites. Commercially available polyamide NF mem-

branes have charged, reasonably hydrophilic surfaces,

which naturally repel co-ions, and to maintain electro-

neutrality at the membrane / solution interface, counter-

ions are also prevented from passing through the

membrane. The degree of ion exclusion increases with

increasing co-ion valence because of increased electro-

static repulsion by the membrane. However, the degree of

ion exclusion also decreases with increasing counterion

valence because high valence counterions tend to screen

out membrane surface charge. Moreover, high electrolyte

concentrations cause the membrane charge to be more

effectively shielded by the counterions, thus reducing the

selectivity of the membrane.[48] The rejection of sodium

chloride with NF varies from 0% to 50% according to the

feed concentration and electrolyte composition.

Hirose et al.[49] suggested an approximately linear

relationship between membrane surface roughness and

permeate flux for cross-linked aromatic polyamide TFC

membranes, where permeability increased with increasing

surface roughness. The linear relationship was attributed

to surface unevenness of the TFC membrane skin layer,

which resulted in enlargement of the effective membrane

area. This is the explanation offered by most membrane

manufacturers. However, Kwak et al.[15] showed that

substitution of bisphenol biphenyl rings with either methyl

Fig. 6 Conceptual illustration of enhanced concentration po-

larization because of foulant accumulation in crossflow nano-

filtration. The bulk tangential flow velocity, U0, and the salt ion

diffusion coefficient are critical parameters in determining mass

transfer in the salt concentration polarization layer. Tangential

flow and salt ion back-diffusion may be locally hindered in the

presence of a foulant deposit layer, thus enhancing the mem-

brane surface salt concentration and trans-membrane osmotic

pressure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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or halogen strongly influenced rejection and permeability

of aromatic polyester TFC membranes. Higher flux and

lower rejection were associated with the smoother

membrane surfaces obtained from methyl substitution,

while lower flux and higher rejection were associated

with the rougher membrane surfaces resulting from halo-

gen substitution.

Additional work by Kwak and Ihm,[50] coupling

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and

atomic force microscopy (AFM), showed an important

relationship between proton spin-lattice relaxation times

and permeability, regardless of surface morphological

features. This indicates that membrane morphology

(especially the increased surface area because of rough-

ness) is not solely responsible for the low-pressure, high-

flux performance of polyamide membranes. In fact, it

suggests that the structure and thickness of the thin-film

polymer network determine membrane permeability.

Membrane Properties and Fouling

Physical and chemical properties of NF membranes (i.e.,

permeability, salt retention, ‘‘pore’’ size, etc.) control

the rate and extent of colloidal fouling.[18,28,43,44] The

high hydraulic resistance of NF membranes enables

substantial foulant deposit layers to form before fouling

is detected, and rejection of ionic solutes exacerbates

fouling by screening electrostatic interactions.[43] Other

recent studies suggest that membrane surface proper-

ties also influence fouling resistance of NF mem-

branes.[6,10,12,13,15,16,49–51] Several investigations of NF

membrane fouling have explored the roles of membrane

pore size, surface roughness, electrokinetic surface prop-

erties, membrane hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, and spe-

cific chemical functionality.[51–53] Various analytical

techniques have been employed for evaluating specific

physical and chemical surface properties of membranes,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7 Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images of two commercially available nanofiltration membranes with

RMS roughness values of (a) 12.8 nm and (b) 56.5 nm taken from Ref. [43]. Additional (a) and (b) membrane properties include zeta

potentials of �18 and �25 mV (at 10 mM and pH 7), pure water contact angles of 51.9 and 51.7, hydraulic resistances of 3.26�1010

and 3.13�1010 Pa s/m, and salt rejections of 35% and 83% (at 30 gallons per square foot of membrane per day, gfd, and 10 mM NaCl),

respectively. Field-emission scanning electron microscope images of fouled NF membranes in (c) and (d) show the membranes from (a)

and (b), respectively, accumulate different amounts of colloidal foulants when the same feed suspension was filtered through the

membranes under identical operating conditions. The membrane in (b) with significantly rougher and more negatively charged surface

appears to attract a thicker deposit layer of 100 nm silica colloids than the smoother membrane in (a).
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including Raman spectroscopy (structure),[13] electron

spin resonance (solute mobility in membrane polymer

matrix and pores),[13] AFM, SEM, and TEM (surface

morphology, structure, and pore size),[10,13,15,16,50,54,55]

streaming potential (membrane surface zeta poten-

tial),[56,57] NMR spectroscopy (permeability),[50] (hydro-

phobicity) contact angle,[18] and X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS, surface chemical functional

groups).[58,59]

Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM)

images of two commercially available nanofiltration

membranes are shown in Fig. 7. The two membranes

exhibit RMS roughness values of (a) 12.8 and (b) 56.5 nm

(taken from Ref. [43]). Additional properties of mem-

branes (a) and (b) include zeta potentials of �18 and �25

mV (at 10 mM and pH 7), pure water contact angles of

51.9 and 51.7, hydraulic resistances of 3.26�1010 and

3.13�1010 Pa s/m, and salt rejections of 35% and 83% (at

30 gfd and 10 mM NaCl), respectively. Field-emission

scanning electron microscope images in Fig. 7c and d

are of the membranes from (a) and (b), respectively, after

filtration of identical 200 mg/L suspensions of 100-nm

spherical silica colloids in a 10 mM NaCl solution.

Different masses of colloidal foulants accumulate on the

membrane surfaces even when operating conditions (i.e.,

flux, crossflow, temperature, etc.) were constant.

It is not entirely clear why these membranes attract

different amounts of the colloidal foulant. It has been

suggested that subtle differences in physicochemical sur-

face properties and salt rejections may control the initial

rate of deposition.[10] Differing salt rejections will yield

different membrane surface salt concentrations (all other

conditions being equal), and thus repulsive electrostatic

interactions are suppressed creating more favorable con-

ditions for foulant deposition. In this case, the membrane

in (b) and (d) had higher salt rejection, which may have

countered the slightly greater membrane zeta potential. It

has also been suggested that membrane surface roughness

may decrease electrostatic repulsive interactions, further

enhancing colloidal foulant deposition.

CONCLUSION

Nanofiltration separations are performed in many indus-

tries and for many applications. The key material

properties of nanofiltration membranes are their selectiv-

ity, which may derive from various combinations of size,

charge, and dielectric exclusion. The most common

nanofiltration membranes are comprised of a thin, dense

polymer film polymerized over the top of a porous mem-

brane cast on a fabric support. The most common nano-

filtration module type is the flat-sheet, spiral-wound

element design. The performance of NF separations is

defined by the solvent permeability and the difference

between various solute permeabilities. Fouling is a major

concern in most industrial and water treatment applica-

tions of nanofiltration separations because it leads to

higher operating costs, deterioration of NF thin films, and

decreased selectivity. Overall, nanofiltration separations

offer low-cost, environmentally friendly, semiselective

separation capability for a host of applications and are a

promising nanotechnology.
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Nanolithography: Length-Scale Limitations

Takashi Ito
Fujitsu Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Lithography is one of the fundamental technologies by

which nanoscale patterns required for the fabrication and

integration of nanodevices are generated. Lithographic

requirements are becoming increasingly severe. In the

semiconductor industry, the past three decades have seen

the critical length-scales of component devices decrease

by several orders of magnitude, from 15 mm in the case of

the first integrated circuit, to less than 130 nm routinely

obtained today. The phenomenal rate of decrease in size

seems to reach the limitation of conventional optical

lithography. The exposure wavelength, photoresist per-

formance, and equipment determine the lithography

limitation. The size of the constituent atoms imposes a

fundamental limit on the minimum length scale that can

be ultimately attained. This article first provides an

overview of the fundamentals of optical lithography. It is

shown how minimum attainable device dimensions are

intimately related to the wavelength of light used. Then,

several techniques under investigation for further enhanc-

ing the resolution of this workhorse of the microelec-

tronics industry are described. As the options available to

industry are not all ‘‘optical,’’ the discussions cover the

various nonoptical lithographic techniques currently

being explored.

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
OF LITHOGRAPHY

Fig. 1 illustrates how the lithographic options vary as the

critical device dimension decreases, and provides esti-

mates of the timescales on which decisions may need to be

made regarding which options to adopt.[1] Optical lithog-

raphy technology has been traditionally used by reducing

wavelengths of light sources from mercury lamps to ex-

cimer lasers such as KrF and ArF excimer lasers, and

probably F2 and Ar2 lasers in the future. Phase shift masks

(PSM) and immersion configuration can extend the reso-

lution limit for each optical lithography. Extreme ultra-

violet (EUV) of wavelengths ranging from 11 to 14 nm is

used as extension of the optical method. Nonoptical li-

thography with proximity X-ray (PXL), electron beam

(EBL), and ion beam (IPL) have a potential for finer pat-

terns (as opposed to those produced via optical methods)

because of their shorter wavelengths. Electron-beam pro-

jection lithography (EPL), which uses mask projection

technique, projects to be most promising. However, elec-

tron beam direct writing (EBDW) has a drawback on its

throughput. Nanoimprint is a simple technique just like

paper printing. A shift by the microelectronics industry to

any nonoptical lithographic technique will require the in-

troduction of a new infrastructure of tools, materials, and

processing technologies, resulting in huge research and

development costs.

PROJECTION OPTICAL LITHOGRAPHY

Key elements of a practical lithographic system are essen-

tially the same for all technologies—optical and nonop-

tical. As shown in Fig. 2, they include the following: 1) A

set of ‘‘masks’’ containing the patterns of components to

be fabricated in and/or on the substrate, the tools for

making the masks, and the metrology for ensuring precise

dimensions and pattern overlay. 2) An energy source (e.g.,

a light source) for transferring the pattern from a mask to

the substrate. 3) A medium—known as a ‘‘photoresist’’ or

‘‘resist’’—for recording the pattern on the substrate fol-

lowing exposure to the source, and which allows sub-

sequent processing of material in and/or on the underlying

substrate. 4) Procedures for reliable detection of pattern

defects, which clearly becomes more challenging as the

critical dimensions decrease. The lithographic process—

especially projection optical lithography—is closely re-

lated to the developing process in print photography,

where the photographic negative plays the role of the

mask, and the photographic emulsion on the print is

the resist.

Resolution Limits

The resolution limit in conventional projection optical

lithography is largely determined by the well-known

Rayleigh’s equation. The resolution (minimum resolvable

feature) R and the corresponding depth of focus (DOF) are

given by the following:[2]

R ¼ k1l=NA

DOF ¼ k2l=NA2
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Here l is the exposure wavelength, NA is the numerical

aperture of the optical system, and k1 and k2 are constants

that depend on the specific resist material, process

technology, and image-formation technique used. Fig. 3

shows the evolution of projection optical lithography. It

compares the required minimum feature size and the

wavelength of the exposure light. At the beginning of the

introduction of the projection system, the required

minimum feature size was relatively large compared to

the wavelength of the exposure light. Then low-NA lens

Fig. 1 Technology options of lithography.

Fig. 2 Principle of lithography. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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system was used. However, as the miniaturization

requirement of the semiconductor devices is faster than

the reduction rate of the wavelength of exposure light,

higher resolution was required. Therefore, to obtain higher

resolutions, shorter-wavelength light and lens systems

with larger numerical apertures are required. In general,

the minimum feature size that can be obtained is almost

the same as (or slightly smaller than) the wavelength of

light used for the exposure, for which one needs a

relatively large numerical aperture (typically �0.5). In

such high-NA lens systems, the depth of focus becomes

very small, and so the exposure process becomes sensitive

to slight variations in the thickness and absolute position

of the resist layer.[3] The smaller the depth of focus, the

more rapidly a focused beam diverges on moving away

from the focal point. With the recent introduction of a

‘‘chemical mechanical polishing’’ technology, the topo-

graphic variations of substrate surfaces have been re-

duced, making it possible to use extremely large NA

systems; however, the margin for error becomes extreme-

ly small under such high-NA exposure conditions.

Resolution Enhancement

To improve the resolution of an optical lithography system

without introducing other impractical constraints (on, e.g.,

wafer smoothness), several resolution-enhancement strat-

egies were proposed.[4–6] Fig. 4 shows a schematic view of

Fig. 3 Trend minimum feature size and exposure wavelength

for optical lithography. Practical resolution limit is reduced to

approximately half of wavelength with extremely higher NA and

resolution enhancement techniques. Miniaturization exceeds the

wavelength reduction trend for ULSI manufacturing. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Schematic view of exposure optical system and various resolution enhancement technologies for each stage of the system.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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a typical projection optical-exposure system. Such a

system consists of several subsystems, and resolution-

enhancement ideas can be applied at various points. These

may take the form of modified illumination at the light

source, phase shifting of the wave front in the mask plane,

and/or filtering with an aperture (pupil) at the projection

lens. Some basic ideas of resolution enhancement are

illustrated in Fig. 5, which compares image formation in:

a) the conventional setup with b) phase shifting and

c) modified illumination.

Consider the case when the image on the mask is a

simple grating. In the conventional system (a), several

diffracted light rays are generated by the grating. Zero-th

order light proceeds straight through the system, and

several rays of higher order are generated with diffraction

angles of y (first order), 2y (second order), 3y (third order)

and so on, with y�l/a for small y (where a is the grating

periodicity). Near the resolution limit, only the zero-th

order and first-order rays pass through the lens pupil. Now

consider case (b), where the phase of the light passing

through the grating mask is modified to have a periodicity

twice that of the grating itself. (Phase shifting also

requires a higher degree of coherency in the source light

compared to the conventional case.) The transmitted

wave front is in turn modified, such that the zero-th

order light is canceled out and the diffraction angle of

the first-order rays halved to 0.5y. As a result, the spatial

frequency of the patterns that can be imaged is doubled

(or, put in another way, the resolvable grating periodicity

is halved). Although both the opaque pattern and the

phase modifications on a real mask will be considera-

bly more complex than a simple grating, this example

nevertheless serves to illustrate the substantial improve-

ment in resolution that can be achieved by this approach.

Fig. 6 shows an example of resist patterns formed by

using KrF (248 nm) light and a phase shift mask: struc-

tures having half the wavelength of the exposure light

are clearly visible.

Next, we consider oblique (or off-axis) illumination, as

shown in (c). Zero-th order light no longer passes through

the center of the pupil, but at an angle to the vertical. The

first-order rays again emerge at angles of ±y with respect

to the zero-th order ray. And at the resolution limit, one of

these passes through the side of the lens pupil opposite to

that of the zero-th order ray, while the other diffracted ray

is blocked. Therefore the result is geometrically equiva-

lent to the phase-shifted case (b), and again leads to a

doubling of the spatial frequency of the images that can be

resolved. At present, the most advanced mass-produced

LSI circuits have a critical dimension of 90 nm. This is

achieved by using partially coherent light from ArF

excimer laser with a wavelength of 193 nm, in combina-

tion with some resolution-enhancement techniques such

Fig. 5 Grating pattern image formation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 An example of resolution enhancement technology and

the effect of phase shifting technology.
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as off-axis illumination, phase shift mask, and optical

proximity correction, as well as advanced resist systems.

To further reduce the critical dimension, wavelength

reduction is being actively pursued using F2 and Ar2

excimer lasers (wavelengths of 157 and 126 nm, respec-

tively). The combination of shorter-wavelength light and

resolution-enhancement techniques may ensure optical

lithography’s position as the most productive lithographic

technology for nanofabrication of length-scale of even

less than 50 nm.

ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY

Electron beam lithography—in which a beam of electrons,

rather than photons, is used as the exposure source—has

extremely high-resolution capabilities combined with a

large depth of focus. To date, it has been mainly used in

the production of masks and reticules for optical lithog-

raphy. But it has also been used in the fabrication of very

fine-scale devices for fundamental and device-verification

studies, and also in the small-scale production of the

specialized very high frequency devices. However, in the

context of mass-produced integration circuitry, the great-

est problem of electron beam lithography is the low

throughput capability of the system. While using a finely

focused electron beam makes it possible to delineate

extraordinarily fine patterns, writing of chip-scale patterns

with a single electron beam is a slow process. According

to the pattern complexity, the exposure time for the mask

writing also becomes very long. Accordingly, there has

been considerable interest in developing techniques to

Fig. 7 Various electron beam writing systems; simple point electron beam, shaped electron beam, patterned cell projection, and chip

pattern projection. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Patterns exposed by

Patterns exposed by
Variable Shaped Beam

(Peripheral Circuits Patterns)

Cell Projection Apertures

(Memory Cell Patterns)

Fig. 8 Resist patterns delineated by cell projection system.
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expand the throughput of electron beam lithography, and

these have generally involved finding ways to enlarge and

make the electron beam parallel. Fig. 7 shows various

electron-beam writing procedures.

The electron projection lithography (EPL), such as cell

projection or chip projection, is one such approach that

makes use of parallel exposure. Specifically, in a con-

ventional variable-shaped beam system, the maximum

size of the electron beam is sufficient to encompass a

mask containing the pattern of several memory cells,

which have a repetitive structure. So if such a mask is used

in place of the second aperture of the shaped beam system,

the pattern can be projected on the substrate in a single

exposure. Fig. 8 shows a resist pattern produced by this

approach: the periodically arrayed patterns at the top are

produced by exposure using a cell-projection aperture,

whereas the random wiring patterns at the bottom were

written by using a variable-shape aperture. But even with

this system, throughput remains a critical issue.

A more promising approach to improve throughput is

to use a projection optical setup, geometrically equivalent

to that used in optical lithography: an image of the desired

pattern is projected from a mask. Most notable of the

recent attempts to utilize mask projection are scattering

angular limited projection electron beam lithography

(SCALPEL), developed by Bell Laboratories; projection

reduction exposure with variable axis immersion lenses

(PREVAIL), developed by IBM; and low-energy electron

Fig. 9 System of proximity X-ray lithography. X-ray is generated from a synchroton ring, reflects on a collimating mirror, and

irradiates a wafer through a mask. The mask is made of SiC membrane or diamond and absorption pattern. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Resist patterns on different substrates. (Courtesy of NTT-AT.)
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beam proximity projection lithography (LEEPL) (see

Refs. [7] and [8]). These approaches will be used in

conjunction with optical lithography.

PROXIMITY X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY

Proximity X-ray lithography is essentially a form of

‘‘shadow printing’’—a mask is held in close proximity to

the substrate surface, and the image is simply produced on

exposure by the shadow of the mask on the surface.

Proximity techniques were used in the early days of

optical lithography, but have long since been superceded

by projection techniques: the former are more susceptible

to resolution-limiting diffraction effects. Resolution is less

of an issue with proximity printing using X-rays, as the

wavelengths used are so much smaller.

The exposure system of the PXL is shown in Fig. 9. A

synchrotron is used as the source of X-ray radiation;

recently, sources of synchrotron radiation have been de-

veloped that can store currents as high as 500 mA with

electron folding lifetimes longer than 10 hr, which should

be stable enough for practical usage. The X-ray is first

collimated by using a silicon carbide mirror, before

passing through a transparent window of beryllium into a

chamber containing the mask and wafer. Alignment of the

sample uses a vertical X–Y stage, in contrast to the

horizontal stages used in most other lithographic tech-

niques. The X-ray used has a wavelength of about 1 nm.

The mask is prepared on a membrane of silicon carbide or

diamond, and a layer of Ta (patterned by direct-write

electron beam lithography) serves to absorb the X-rays

and so generate the shadow on the semiconductor wafer.

The final image exposed by PXL is limited by the

electron-beam-made mask.

Fig. 10 shows a series of typical patterns produced in the

resist layer following X-ray exposure and subsequent

development.[9] The patterns shown were formed on

stepped substrates, and exhibited critical dimensions as

small as 150 nm with a distribution of less than 10 nm (3s).

Fig. 11 shows poly silicon patterns transferred from resist

patterns with PXL. Dry etching technique was inevitably

used to transfer the resist patterns to poly silicon ones.

EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY

Extreme ultraviolet (EUVL) lithography is a promising

candidate for achieving critical dimensions of 50 nm and

Fig. 11 Examples of polysilicon patterns transferred with X-ray

lithography. SRAM-like gate, dense gate, and isolated gate

patterns are shown.

Fig. 12 Concept of EUVL optics. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 40-nm line-and-space resist patterns delineated by

EUV exposure system.
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below.[10] This approach utilizes the same principle of

conventional optical projection lithography and also obeys

Rayleigh’s equation (shown earlier). But now, the

exposure wavelength is in the range 11–13 nm, which

introduces its own problems. Fig. 12 shows the concept of

EUV optics. First, as the absorption of light in this short-

wavelength regime is very strong, lens-based refractive

optics cannot be used in this lithographic system: an all-

reflective optic system must therefore be employed. A

second difficulty relates to the mirrors themselves. A

conventional mirror surface cannot be used at these

wavelengths, so one must resort to multilayer structures

that rely on interference effects to achieve reflectivity.

And even then, the resulting reflectivities are rather low,

Fig. 14 Schematic top view of ion projection lithography system. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 15 Process of nanoimprint lithography. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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typically 60–70% at 13 nm. Accordingly, the number of

mirror surfaces in the system needs to be kept as low as

possible—6 or fewer—to avoid significant reductions in

the light intensity level.

In the case of multilayer mirror optics, the requirement

of fewer optical elements means that aspherical mirrors

must be introduced to achieve such capabilities. Such

aspherical mirrors need to be extremely precise, with

figure errors and surface roughness less than 0.1–0.2 nm.

As such, an extremely high precision metrology system

needs to be developed if this approach to lithography is to

become viable.

The source of EUV light is another problematic

issue.[11] At present, the best candidate is a laser-produced

plasma of xenon gas. But the energy conversion ratio of

laser light (from a YAG laser) to EUV light is so small

that lasers of enormous power are required to achieve

practical EUV exposure intensities. Therefore, different

strategies, such as the use of electrical discharge lamps,

are being explored for providing practical light sources for

EUV lithography.[12] Fig. 13 shows an example of resist

line–space patterns of 40 nm delineated by an experimen-

tal EUV exposure system. The result features its prom-

ising lithographic candidate for nanofabrication.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Several other approaches are proposed for delineating

patterns below 100 nm. The configuration of the ion beam

projection lithography (IPL) is schematically shown in

Fig. 14. The ion beam can be used to avoid deep pen-

etration of the incident ions because of their weight com-

pared to electrons. The principle of the nanoimprint li-

thography is schematically shown in Fig. 15. It is just a

printing of patterns. The near-field optical lithography

recently appearing is shown in Fig. 16. The technique uses

evanescent light. Direct writing with a near-field probe

and exposure with proximity printing with a mask are

realized to limited applications. Limitations of those tech-

nologies to fine patterns are currently under investigation.

IPL is one of the candidates of the next-generation lithog-

raphy for production. Whereas the latter two approaches

are good techniques to delineate nanostructures for the

investigation of nanometer devices.

CONCLUSION

Optical lithography is a fundamental process in the

manufacture of highly integrated microelectronic circuit-

ry. But with the relentless commercial drive for ever

smaller, faster, and cheaper components, the existing

technology are rapidly being pushed to their limits.

However, optical lithography has far from reached the

end of the road, and will continue to be used for some

years, adopting light sources of smaller wavelengths (such

as F2 or Ar2 excimer lasers) and optical techniques for

further enhancing resolution. Depending on requirements

for images and costs, possible next-generation lithograph-

ic technologies using nonoptical sources are being

actively explored. Whether the future of lithography

lies with X-rays, electron beams or extreme ultraviolet

light is far from clear at present. Critical issues remain

to be solved with all of these alternative approaches. It is

the time of length-scale limitation when those develop-

ments are abandoned. The requirement of nanoscale

patterning will make those emerging technologies prac-

tical ones.
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Fig. 16 Concept of near field optical lithography using evanescent light. Direct writing on the left side and proximity printing on the

right side. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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INTRODUCTION

The immense potential of functional nanomaterials in the

fields of communication, information storage, materials,

and biological sciences has heightened the quest to obtain

them. In this quest, the ‘‘bottoms-up’’ approach, with its

emphasis on chemical methods, has proven to be of more

value than the classical ‘‘top-down’’ approach. Design

strategies based on quantum theoretical methods are par-

ticularly suited to accelerate the ‘‘bottoms-up’’ approach,

because of their ability to predict the properties of these

nanomaterials to a high degree of accuracy. In the course

of this article, we show how the pursuit for small, fast, and

powerful nanoelectronic and nanomechanical devices,

chemical/biochemical sensors/monitors, DNA chips, etc.

can be vastly facilitated using an approach based on de

novo theoretical design.

The first step in this process is to obtain a detailed

insight of intermolecular interactions prevailing in these

nanomaterials. This is because most physical phenomena,

such as molecular recognition,[1] nanorecognition,[2] mo-

lecular clustering/aggregation,[2] self-assembly,[3,4] and

self-synthesis,[5] are the result of competitive and coop-

erative effects of several types of interatomic, intramo-

lecular, and intermolecular interactions.[6,7]

Based on a thorough understanding of various interac-

tion forces and mechanisms, one can design molecular

clusters, inorganic/metal clusters, endo-/exo-hedral full-

erenes/nanotori, nonlinear optical materials, ionophores/

receptors/sensors, polypeptides/membranes/enzymes, or-

ganic nanotubes/nanowires, photo/electro-nanodevices,

and nanomechanical molecular devices. In the course of

this article, we show how the above strategy helped de-

sign novel and experimentally viable ionophores,[8–12] or-

ganic nanotubes,[4–6] nanowires,[5] molecular flippers,[13]

and molecular switches,[14] etc.

INTERMOLECULAR FORCES

The intricacies of most intermolecular interactions can

be obtained from the study of molecular clusters.[15–18]

These diverse intermolecular interactions can broadly

be classified as: 1) H-bonding, 2) ionic interactions, 3) in-

termolecular interactions involving p systems, 4) me-

tallic interactions, and 5) interactions involving quan-

tum species.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF FUNCTIONAL MOLECULES,
NANOMATERIALS, AND NANODEVICES

In the following account, we discuss the strategies em-

ployed to design nanoclusters, nanowires, ionophores,

receptors, sensors, carbon-based nanomaterials, organic

nanotubes, encapsulated nanowires, nonlinear optical

switches, and nanomechanical devices.

Nanoclusters and Nanowires

Clusters, in addition to offering several ways of making

new materials, are a fundamental subject for understand-

ing the intrinsic nature of materials.[15,16] The investiga-

tion of H-bonded clusters,[18–22] metal clusters,[23–25] and

clusters containing p systems[26–29] not only provides the

necessary information for nanomaterial design but also

highlights some of the important similarities and differ-

ences in their structures and properties. In this discussion,

we focus our attention on noble metal clusters and metal

nanowires. Theoretical investigations of these noble metal

clusters, to a large extent, depend on the ability of the

theoretical method to describe metallic interactions. In

particular, the ability of the method to accurately describe

relativistic effects is vital to the success of the design

strategy. Small noble metal clusters[23–25,30–33] are of

particular interest because the dominance of quantum

effects in such small dimensions alludes to the emergence

of several interesting characteristics, such as their cata-

lytic properties, etc. While most studies were concentrated

on pure metallic clusters, it has recently been realized that

mixed metallic clusters exhibit unique electronic, mag-

netic, optical, and mechanical properties. For example,

mixed clusters of gold and silver have been found to
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exhibit enhanced optical nonlinearity over the corre-

sponding bulk metals. Another advantage of studying

these mixed clusters is that they help understand the

mechanism of alloying. A recent example of the utility of

theoretical methods is illustrated in the case of gold–

tungsten clusters, wherein theoretical calculations were

able to accurately predict the structures and properties,

before they were experimentally identified.[24,25]

One of the highlights of neutral and anionic gold and

silver clusters is that they exhibit an even–odd oscillation

in their stability and electronic properties.[23] Owing to

the spin pairing, the clusters having an even number of

atoms tend to be more stable in the neutral state, while

those having an odd number of atoms tend to be more

stable in the anionic state. Since the 6s orbital energy of

Au is almost as low as 5d orbitals due to the relativistic

effect, the strong s–d hybridization in Au favors one-

dimensional and two-dimensional structures in the case

of the gold clusters. This explains the ductility of small

gold clusters. In contrast, silver clusters exhibit a strong

preference to exist as three-dimensional structures with

spherical coordination because the valence orbitals are

predominantly of the s-type. A similar argument can also

be employed to explain the low coordination number of

the Au atom in the gold clusters as compared to the Ag

atom in the silver clusters. This preference in coordi-

nation reflects itself in the location of the Au and Ag

atoms in the corresponding binary clusters of gold and

silver, with the Au atoms being located on the boundary,

while Ag atoms are generally located in the inner side

(Fig. 1). In the anionic systems of both pure and mixed

clusters, there is a marked tendency to adopt low-di-

mensional conformations as compared to the corre-

sponding neutral clusters. However, in the mixed

clusters, the conformational preferences are strongly

correlated to the number of Au and Ag atoms in the

cluster. Given the higher energy of the Ag 5s as com-

pared to the Au 6s orbital, electron transfers from Ag to

Au atoms are found in the mixed clusters. This together

with the predilection for Au atoms to be located on the

boundary indicates that the core of the mixed clusters

is positively charged, while the surface is negatively

charged. The easy formation of the mixed gold–silver

clusters and as a consequence their alloys is due to the

significant electrostatic stabilization accruing from the

charge transfer from Au to Ag atoms.

In order to obtain more insight into the role of di-

mensionality, we extend the clusters to nanowires, thin-

films, and the bulk systems.[34] Toward low-dimensional

structures, there is a strong sharpening of the d bands,

which vastly enhances the corresponding density of states

and raises the band edges. This strong preference for

lower-dimensional structures is in consonance with the

experimental observation that the interatomic interactions

progressively become stronger in low-coordinated sys-

tems. In our discussion of gold clusters, the presence of an

excess charge promotes linearity.[23] Interestingly, it was

experimentally noted that a wire of at least four gold

atoms suspended between two gold electrodes is lin-

ear.[35,36] However, theoretical calculations of a free-

standing, one-dimensional gold wire indicate that a two-

dimensional structure is more stable.[37] Therefore a

subject of intense interest in the recent past is on methods

to obtain one-dimensional gold nanowires. It would be

useful to modulate the charge transfer in gold alloy

nanowires by injecting s electrons into gold wire without

Fig. 1 Predicted lowest-energy conformers of neutral and anionic clusters of pure silver (Ag2–4,6,8), pure gold (Au2–4,6,8), and gold–

silver alloys (AgAu1–3,5,7).
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distorting its band structure.[38] The s band of the alloying

metal should therefore possess similar energy levels as the

6s orbital of gold. Of all the s band metals, beryllium,

magnesium, zinc, cadmium, and mercury have their va-

lence energy levels closest to that of the 6s orbital of gold,

and hence can form alloys with gold. Then, density

functional calculations were carried out on free-standing,

infinite monoatomic gold wires alloyed with both mag-

nesium and zinc. In the alloy chains, the locations of the

gold and zinc (or magnesium) atoms were alternated and

investigated as both one- and two-dimensional structures.

In sharp contrast to pure gold nanowires, the one- and

two-dimensional structures of both gold–magnesium and

gold–zinc alloys exhibit distinct minima in the plots of

the cohesive energy, indicating that both forms are ener-

getically accessible. We note that both zinc 4s and mag-

nesium 3s bands display p character near the Fermi

energy. This sp hybridization, which is absent in pure gold

nanowires, favors a linear structure in the case of these

alloyed nanowires.

Ionophores, Receptors, and
Chemical Sensors

The design and synthesis of receptors capable of binding

anionic or cationic guests are of crucial importance be-

cause of their potential applications in environmental and

biological processes. Unlike nanoclusters and nanowires,

the theoretical challenge in these systems is to describe the

interactions of an organic system with a charged metal, or

another organic cation. Furthermore, one has to take into

account the role of the environment in modulating the

binding characteristics. The environment could either be

solvents, molecules, or other ions.

We begin our discussion of ionophore/receptor design

with one of the seemingly intractable problems of con-

temporary biochemistry: the selective recognition of the

ammonium cation (NH4
+).[8,39] Much of the problem is due

to the nearly equivalent sizes of NH4
+ and the potassium

cation (K+).[40] In the following account, we show on how

we circumvent the problem and were successful in iden-

tifying a series of receptors with improved selectivity and

affinity for NH4
+.[8] The first step in the receptor design

was that high selectivity for NH4
+ could be achieved with

cation–p interactions,[40–42] if the receptors have an opti-

mal space to capture NH4
+ and exhibit strong interactions

toward NH4
+. However, the ionic radius of K+ is nearly

similar to that of NH4
+, so spatial differentiation is not

useful. Therefore we take advantage of the differences in

coordination numbers. K+ favors a coordination number

of six, while NH4
+ favors only four. Furthermore, one has

also to take into account the directional H-bonds involving

NH4
+ cations, to describe the higher selectivity for NH4

+

over K+. Our initial calculations indicated that a benzene-

based tripodal system with imidazoline arms (Fig. 2a)

possesses vacant sites for the interaction with only one

solvent molecule, while the K+ ion has three vacant sites

for three solvent molecules. In order to maximize the af-

finity and selectivity of these receptors for NH4
+, it be-

comes important to maximize the p-electron density of the

receptor. Indeed, receptors with enhanced p-electron

density by trimethylated phenyl ring with the strong pro-

ton-withdrawing subunits exhibit much higher affinities

and selectivities.

Given this background, an extended concept has been

applied to the receptor design for a biologically important

molecule, acetylcholine.[9] The receptor should have

higher affinity and selectivity for acetylcholine over NH4
+.

Fig. 2 Receptors for NH4
+ (a), acetylcholine (b), Cl� (c), H2PO4

� (d), and structures of collarenes (e), cyclacenes (f), beltenes (g), and

Rb+-complexed [8]beltene (h).
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This requires enhanced dispersion interactions and di-

minished ionic interactions, which is met by replacing

the imidazole arms of the NH4
+ receptors with pyrrole

(Fig. 2b). These theoretical inferences were confirmed

by experiments.

Interactions involving anions are very different from

those of cations. As anions are more polarizable and hence

more susceptible to polar solvents than cations, it becomes

important to take into account solvent effects. Based on

molecular dynamics simulations combined with ab initio

calculations, highly selective anionophores have been

designed.[10–12] Enhanced dipole moments (Fig. 2c) were

employed by attaching a strategically placed electron-

withdrawing group.[10] This approach would also aid in

the design of novel functional molecular systems and bi-

ologically important chemosensors. Utilizing the CH+. . .
X� H-bonds, fluorescent photoinduced electron transfer

chemosensors for the recognition of H2PO4
� have also

been designed and synthesized (Fig. 2d). In addition, we

have also been successful in designing cyclopeptides as

amphi-ionophores.[43,44]

It would be appealing to explore the possibility of

carbon-based materials being used as ionophores.[45–47]

Belt-shape carbocyclic-conjugated systems (annulenes,

beltenes, cyclacenes, and collarenes) are closely related to

other carbon-based systems containing curved surfaces.

These include fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. The ion

binding characteristics of these carbon materials have

been unraveled through ab initio calculations, Monte

Carlo, and molecular dynamics simulations of collarenes

(benzene rings linked by methylene linkages), cyclacenes

(composed only of benzene rings), and beltenes (ethene

groups linked by methylene linkages), and their com-

plexes with various cations (alkali, alkaline-earth metal,

and organic cations) in both the gas and aqueous phases

(Fig. 2e–h). Additionally, suitable substituents could also

enhance their binding affinities and selectivities. In par-

ticular, the designed molecules could be modified to be

soluble in polar solvents by adding hydrophilic groups on

the edges of the molecules.

Carbon-Based Nanomaterials

Since the discovery of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes,

much effort has gone into the discovery of other inter-

esting allotropes of carbon with unusual structural char-

acteristics and novel physical properties.[48–50] Toward

this end, the geometries, electronic structures, and ener-

getics of small carbon nanotori were investigated em-

ploying both tight-binding and semiempirical quantum

chemical methods.[51] It should be mentioned here that the

very large size of these carbon-based materials precludes

the use of high-level quantum methods. One therefore has

to take recourse to the use of semiempirical or tight-

binding methods. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the struc-

tures and electronic properties of the smallest nanotori

exhibit interesting metal, semiconductor, and insulator

characteristics depending on nanotube building blocks.

An interesting offshoot in the context of carbon-based

nanomaterials is the role of external perturbations in mod-

ulating their physical and chemical characteristics. These

perturbations can include cations or neutral atoms. In

this context, we examined the magnetic properties of exo-

hedral fullerenes of alkali–metal fullerides (AxC60, A=Na,

K, Rb, Cs)[52,53] and the spin properties of endohedral

fullerenes (A–C60, A=N, P, As, O, S)[54–57] (Fig. 4). The

Fig. 3 Optimized structures of various types of carbon nanotube tori and their stability compared with grapheme, fullerene, and

nanotubes. (From Ref. [51].)
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most interesting aspect of the experimental investigation

of endohedral fullerenes was the fact that the encapsulated

nitrogen, which possesses three unpaired electrons and is

paramagnetic in nature, is totally inert within C60. Our

calculations, however, indicated that the interaction ob-

served in the case of N–C60 is predominantly dispersive in

nature. These systems are interesting because endohedral

fullerenes containing paramagnetic atoms could be uti-

lized to design quantum computers.[58]

Organic Nanotubes

There are several advantages in using hydrogen bonds to

design nanomaterials,[4–6,59] and in particular nanotubes,

because these nanotubes have potential applications as

artificial biological channels, drug delivery, nanochemi-

cal reactors, etc.[60–63] One of the spectacular aspects

of a recent report on the self-assembly of an organic

nanotube from nontubular units of calix[4]hydroquinone

(CHQ) was that the theoretical design preceded the ac-

tual experiment of synthesis and investigation of the X-

ray structure.[4–6] Apart from highlighting the robustness

of the theoretical approach, this study also provided

several insights into the mechanism of self-assembly of

CHQ nanotubes.

In the absence of water, for each CHQ monomer, the

number of dangling H atoms is 4, while in the presence

of water, these dangling H atoms of CHQs form chains

HQ–(water–HQ–HQ–)nwater. Although the strength of

one-dimensional short H-bonding interaction (�10 kcal/

Fig. 4 Ground triplet (d_D2h) and excited singlet (s_C2h) states of (C60)2
2� with two views (for the alkali cation-doped exoherdal

fullerenes), and N-containing endohedral fullerene.

Fig. 5 Calix[4]hydroquinone nanotubes: structure, longitudinal one-dimensional H-bond relay vs. intertubular p–p stacking, the

HREM image of a single nanotube, and the water-accessible surface of the tubes. Each tube has four pillar frames of short H-bonds, and

the pore size is 8�8 Å2. The unit cell is drawn by the dashed lines. (From Ref. [4].)
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mol) is similar to or slightly stronger than the strength of

the p–p stacking interaction, the assembly along the one-

dimensional short H-bonds relay should be much more

favorable because the number of H-bonds is three times

the number of p–p stacks. Indeed, in experiments with

water, CHQs are assembled to form long tubular struc-

tures with four infinitely long, short strong H-bond arrays.

The CHQ tubes assemble to form long tubular structures

in the presence of water, which in turn, form bundles

with intertubular p–p stacking interactions (Fig. 5), re-

sulting in crystals with well-ordered two-dimensional ar-

rays of pores. The structures of these pores were utilized

for the synthesis of encapsulated nanowires,[5] which

would be described in the next section. A needle-like

nanotube bundle exhibits the infinitely long one-dimen-

sional H-bonding network between hydroxyl groups of

CHQs and water molecules and well-ordered intertubu-

lar p–p stacking pairs (Fig. 5). The geometries of the

calculated p–p stacks are very close to the p–p stacks in

the X-ray structure.

Encapsulated Metallic Nanowires

As was mentioned earlier, CHQ nanotubes arrays can

be utilized in promising templates for nanosynthesis.

Redox reaction of the nanotube in the presence of silver

nitrate leads to the formation of a silver nanowire arrays in

the pores (pore size of 8�8 Å2) of the CHQ nanotube.

The wires exist as uniformly oriented three-dimensional

arrays of ultrahigh density. The driving force for the for-

mation of these nanowires is the free energy gain due

to the reduction–oxidation process.[64,65] The resulting

nanowire is composed of four dumbbells, each of which

contains two silver atoms, superimposed on one another

and crisscrossed in their length.

The theoretical characterization of the reduced form of

the CHQ nanotube was carried out using plane-wave

pseudopotential methods.[66] Our calculations indicated

that upon reduction with silver nitrate, the CHQ nanotubes

get transformed to the corresponding calix[4]quinone–

hydroquinone (CQHQ) nanotubes, whose band gaps of

0.3 eV indicate that they are semiconducting in nature.

The gross structural feature of CQHQ nanotubes is

similar to that of CHQ nanotubes, with well-ordered

H-bond arrays and intertubular p–p stacking pairs. In the

CQHQ nanotubes, there are only two infinitely long one-

dimensional H-bond arrays per nanotube because two

hydroxyl groups are transformed to the corresponding

reduced forms. Simultaneously, silver cations get trans-

formed to metallic silver. Upon reduction of the CHQ

nanotubes, the silver atoms are located within the reduced

CQHQ nanotube (Fig. 6). In the case of 2/2 nanowire, the

predicted cohesive energy is 2.4 eV, which is 0.9 eV

smaller than the bulk value. The encapsulation of a silver

nanowire within the CQHQ nanotube leads to several

additional states in the band gap region, which are similar

to that of an isolated silver nanowire. In this case two s

channels cross the Fermi energy level, which indicates the

existence of quantum conductance.

Nonlinear Optical Switches and
Right-/Left-Handed Helices of Polypeptides

We had talked about harnessing the interaction of photons,

electrons, protons, or charged species with molecular

Fig. 6 Top and side views of a silver nanowire inside a calix[4]quinone–hydroquinone (CQHQ) nanotubes (left figures), and the

band structures of an isolated silver nanowire (left—first on the right figure), a silver nanowire encapsulated in a CQHQ nanotube

(second), a CQHQ nanotube (third), and a calix[4]hydroquinone (CHQ) nanotube (last). (From Ref. [66].)
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systems in the design of new nanodevices. While photo-

chemical and electrochemical switching devices have

been extensively investigated, most of the photochemical

switching devices are limited to the linear regime. How-

ever, it would be of interest to use nonlinear optical

properties for an efficient memory device. In investiga-

tions of the interaction of photons with matter, it is es-

sential that the employed theoretical method should be

capable of characterizing both open-shells and excited

states. The theoretical investigations of 1,2-bis-(3-thie-

nyl)-ethene derivatives indicate that after photoswitching,

the resulting p-conjugated closed forms exhibit highly

nonlinear optical properties.[67] The substitution of suit-

able donors and acceptors on certain strategic positions of

these ethene derivatives, however, makes the closed form

nonlinear optically active and the resulting molecular

system behaves as an efficient nonlinear optical switch. It

should be noted that the above discussion on nonlinear

optical devices involves the breaking and formation of

bonds. It is interesting to explore the possibility of devi-

ces, which rely entirely on conformational or enantio-

meric changes.

Peptides are well-known biological systems, whose

conformational characteristics are well understood. To

date, the conventional wisdom was that a polypeptide can

exist only as right-handed helix. However, calculations

reveal the feasibility of a left-handed helix.[68] Most of

these calculations on these peptide systems were carried

out using molecular dynamic simulations based on em-

pirical potentials. The calculations indicate that the di-

ameter of the left-handed helix is larger than the

conventional right-handed helix. The left-handed helix is

stabilized when the terminal residues are charged, because

the dipole moments of carbonyl groups for the former are

aligned opposite to those of the latter. Thus a molecular

dynamics simulation of a poly-alanine peptide capped

with neutral amino and methyl groups (CH3–(Ala)n–NH2)

under neutral terminal charge conditions yielded a right-

handed a-helix pattern, in about �1.8 nsec. However,

when the terminals are charged (NH3
+–(Ala)30–COO�), a

left-handed l-helix is formed in about �4.0 nsec. During

the formation of the left-handed l-helix, helix-nucleation

first occurs at the terminal sites (in particular, near the N-

terminus in the case of the left-handed l-helix) and it

promotes the propagation of the helix pattern along the

segment. It should be noted that in both the molecular

dynamics simulations, only the terminal composition is

different. Therefore the handedness of the final confor-

mation is related to the terminal charge conditions. The

propagation of the helix pattern along the segment clearly

shows that sequential local interactions determine the

nascent folding patterns of the protein. The initial folding

in the left-handed l-helix arises from the electrostatic

interactions of the positively charged NH3
+ group with the

adjacent carbonyl dipole moiety, followed by the dipole–

dipole interactions between two adjacent carbonyl moie-

ties. These results were further confirmed with more ac-

curate calculations using a density functional approach.

The preceding discussion implies that a transition between

left-handed and right-handed helix motifs can be triggered

by the presence of charged species near the end of the

helix terminals. Such a possibility holds immense promise

in the development of novel chiral switches.

Nanodevices

Up to now, our discussion was only centered on static

systems. However, the quest for nanodevices implies that

one has to induce motion in a system using external or

internal means. The external means could include changes

in pH, radiation, etc. We discuss one such device (a mo-

lecular flipper), which has been designed, synthesized,

and characterized.[13] The flipping/flapping motion, in the

case of designed device, is due to the changes in edge-to-

face and face-to-face aromatic interactions.[69,70] It is in-

teresting to note that this conformational change can be

electrochemically controlled by reduction/oxidation of the

quinone moiety in the molecular system.

The strategy for the design of nanodevices is to harness

the subtle changes in the p-electron densities of a quinone

moiety as results of changes in the electronic environ-

ment.[70,71] Quinones are particularly suited for this en-

deavor because their electronic characteristics can be

electrochemically or photochemically controlled. Based

on a theoretical investigation of the conformational char-

acteristics of p-benzoquinone–benzene complexes, we

found that the energy difference between the stacked and

edge-to-face conformations of cyclophane molecules

(Fig. 7) is substantial. Thus if one could subtly control the

Fig. 7 Cyclic voltammogram of MHQC(left)/MQC(right)

(1 mM) in acetonitrile with tetrabutylammonium dihydrogen

phosphate (0.1 M) at 25�C (scan rate 100 mV/sec). (From

Ref. [13].)
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conformational characteristics of 2,11-dithio[4,4]meta-

metaquinocyclophane (MQC) (stacked conformer is 7

kcal/mol more stable than the edge-to-face conformer) and

2,11-dithio[4,4]metametahydroquinocyclophane (MHQC)

(edge-to-face is 9 kcal/mol more stable than the edge-to-

face conformer) by electrochemical and/or photochemical

means, we can have a very interesting model of a potential

molecular device. The cyclic voltammograms of MQC

exhibit two clear reversible redox reactions (Fig. 7). In

aprotic media, quinones exhibit two reduction peaks sep-

arated by 0.7 V, which corresponds to the formation of a

radical anion species and a dianion species of quinones,

respectively. This is in agreement with the reduction

characteristics of MQC. Two well-separated reduced states

of MQC are formed in the aprotic solvent of acetonitrile

upon reduction. Therefore the electronic states of MQC

and MHQC can be easily transformed into each other by

simple electrochemical control of the redox reaction,

which results in large conformational flapping motions due

to a preference for the stable conformation caused by the

change in the electronic state of the quinone moiety.

Thus a cyclophane system composed of quinone and

benzene rings exhibits a flapping motion involving

squeezing and thrusting motions in the presence of solvent

molecules by electrochemical redox process. This case

illustrates a promising pathway of harnessing the differ-

ences in the relative magnitudes of different kinds of in-

termolecular interactions to design a nanomechanical

device. The large flapping/flipping motion from the edge-

to-face and stacked conformations and vice versa is a first

step toward a propelling molecular vessel or a molecular

flipper that can be electrochemically or photochemically

controlled. It could be applied to design molecular hinges,

molecular switches, and eventually to design mobile

nanomechanical devices.

CONCLUSION

In the course of this article, we have illustrated using

several examples from our work that knowledge of inter-

action forces, together with a judicious choice of theoret-

ical methods, can be employed in the de novo design of

functional nanomaterials and nanodevices. The knowledge

of interaction forces could also be utilized for the devel-

opment of novel functional molecular systems having the

capacity of controlled assembly. We have discussed the

design and synthesis of several functional molecular sys-

tems such as nanowires/nanotubes, ionophores/receptors/

sensors, electron/proton/molecular tweezers, molecular

vehicles, and molecular-robots/bio-nanorobots. We expect

that some of the ideas gleaned from our work would find

utility in the search for molecular nanoelectronic/me-

chanical devices, quantum computing devices, biomolec-

ular sensors, and nanosurgery. Although this research field

is still in the embryonic stage, the advent of fast com-

puters and extremely powerful programs should revolu-

tionize the design and development of nanomaterials and

nanodevices in the near future. One of the advantages of

the present work is that it also helps obtain an enhanced

understanding of the processes in the macroscopic world.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of semiconductor integrated circuits
(IC) and mass-data acquisition and storage systems
set in motion the transformation of the human enter-
prise that will continue shaping world economies as
well as political and social systems for at least the next
half-century.[1,2] However, the end of the technology
road map for semiconductors is rapidly approaching,
and new technologies will be needed to cross over to
a new era in integrated electronic systems.[3] Many
highly innovative materials and device ideas have been
proposed to help the transition, driven by various
nanotechnology initiatives.[4–9] The realization of these
ideas is subject to the availability of cost-efficient mate-
rials synthesis and device fabrication capabilities.
While new nanofabrication technologies are constantly
emerging, the economic reality calls for the adaptation
of the vast IC fabrication tool set developed over the
past several decades to fabrication at nanoscale.

Ion-beam technologies based on wide-area ion
beams, focused ion beams (FIB), and shaped multiple
ion beams have generated substantial interest in appli-
cations in nanostructured materials and nanodevice
fabrication and prototyping.[10–16] In this entry, the uti-
lization of ion beams for nanomaterials synthesis and
fabrication of nanoscale devices is reviewed. Special
emphasis is paid to FIB processing of nanoscale mag-
netic devices[17] because FIB has played a critical role
in the successful development of magnetic recording
at areal densities beyond 100 Gbit=in2, which is one
of the very few examples of a fully functional nano-
technology with a significant economical impact.

ION-BEAM SYNTHESIS OF
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS

Ion-beam implantation has been one of the key IC
manufacturing tools for controlled incorporation of
impurities (dopants) into predefined regions on semi-
conductor wafers (matrix).[18] A remarkable feature

of ion implantation is that nearly any element from
the periodic table can be implanted into any matrix,
making the technology highly versatile. Well-known
examples include implantation of group V elements
such as phosphorus or arsenic into silicon used for
defining n-type Si regions and implantation of group
III elements such as boron used for p-type Si regions.
Ion bombardment is used for hardening of steels via
formation of nitrides at the metal surface. Energetic
processes based on ion-assisted deposition and ion-
beam deposition have been used for the synthesis of
metastable phases of various materials (e.g., diamond
or cubic boron nitride).[19–21]

In the applications mentioned above, ion-beam
implantation is used for the synthesis of homogenous
materials where implanted species form chemical
bonds with the host material. Ion implantation is typi-
cally followed by the annealing step to heal the ion-
induced damage of the crystalline structure of the
matrix and to activate the implanted species.

If the dose of ion implant exceeds the miscibility
limit in the host materials or if the ion species and
the host material are immiscible, the annealing step
leads to the precipitation of a new phase in the form
of clusters (or nanoclusters) as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Such precipitates=nanoclusters can lead to significant
modification of the electrical, mechanical, magnetic,
and optical properties of the host material. Formation
of nanoclusters, which is often referred to as ion-beam
synthesis, has been documented for a large variety of
ion species and host materials. The examples include
elemental metal and semiconductor nanocrystals in
inert hosts, compound nanocrystals formed as a result
of chemical reaction between the ion implant and the
matrix, metal alloys and compound semiconductors
(II–VI, III–V, and IV–VI) formed by coimplantation
of multiple reactive ion species into the host.[22–31]

Among potential applications of nanomaterials
formed by ion-beam synthesis are all-optical switching
that utilizes highly nonlinear optical response of metal
nanoclusters embedded into nonconducting matrix,
opto-electronic devices based on the unique optical
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response of semiconducting quantum dots, nonvolatile
memory, spintronics, and single-electron transistor
devices.[32–38]

FOCUSED ION-BEAM FOR RAPID
PROTOTYPING OF NANOSCALE DEVICES

The principle of operation of an FIB system is similar
to the principle of operation of a typical electron-beam
(e-beam) system used in electron microscopy (SEM,
TEM) or e-beam lithography. The key difference is
the source: FIB systems use a liquid metal ion source
(LMIS). In such an ion source, a reservoir of liquid
metal is in contact with the dull end of a sharp needle
(usually made of tungsten). Metal from the melt flows
toward the sharp tip of the needle biased at a relatively
high voltage (�10 kV) with respect to the extractor
electrode. The source is designed such that the high
electric field between the extractor electrode and the
needle tip is sufficient for field ion emission. Extracted
metal ions travel through the beam shaping=focusing
column, which is similar to a typical e-beam column
with the main difference being the polarity of the volt-
ages applied to accelerating and focusing components.
A typical LMIS uses gallium (Ga), which melts at
29.78�C (slightly above room temperature); this signif-
icantly simplifies the design and reliability issues.

The resolution limits of an FIB system are defined
mainly by the tool design (such as finite penumbra
due to finite source size and the precision of the
beam shaping column) and not by diffraction limits,
which are in deep subangstrom range.[39] The utiliza-
tion of ions adds great versatility as compared to
e-beam systems:

1. Focused ion beams can be used for direct etching
of device patterns on a wafer using physical sput-
tering of materials with heavy energetic Ga ions.

2. Focused ion beams can also be used for highly
localized material deposition where the ion
beam is used as a material carrier. In this
application, a vapor source (either gaseous or
near-the-melting point solid) is inserted into
the ion-beam path.

3. Focused ion beams can be effective for local ion
implantation and ion mixing.

4. As in e-beam lithography, a pattern can be writ-
ten into resist using secondary electrons for
resist exposure.

5. An important feature of a typical FIB system is
that it allows high-resolution imaging using
either secondary electrons or ions.

Owing to the direct write capability, FIB is an ideal
fabrication tool for the rapid prototyping of nanoscale
devices. For example, with FIB, even in the academic
environment, one complete iteration necessary for mak-
ing a magnetic recording transducer (write=read head)
with sub-100nm features takes less than 1hr.[40] For
comparison, with e-beam lithography in the streamlined
industrial environment, it takes months to go through
one iteration cycle. In practice, it usually takes several
iterations to complete the design of a next-generation
recording head. Such tremendous time and resource
savings with FIB is a critical advantage for prototyping
at nanoscale.

An additional advantage resulting from larger ion
mass, as compared to the mass of an electron, is the fact
that the FIB is much less influenced by stray fields. For
example, in the magnetic data storage industry, one of
the main obstacles in implementing e-beam lithography
in the fabrication of magnetic recording heads suitable
for areal densities above 100Gbit=in2 is the frequent
occurrence of the physical shift in patterned features
due to the interaction between the e-beam and magnetic
thin films.[41] This shift, depending on the properties of a
thin film, could be as large as 100nm (for Ni45=Fe55).
For comparison with FIB, at equal conditions, this shift
could be reduced to an unnoticeable level, as shown in
schematic diagrams in Figs. 2A and B, respectively.

The FIB-based fabrication not only has the advan-
tage of using fewer steps than lithography-based proces-
sing but also has the potential to pattern magnetic
materials with higher resolution than what is achievable
with e-beam lithography. The study on magnetic devices
at Seagate showed that with 50% reproducibility,
e-beam and FIB are capable of feature sizes of 30 and
10nm, respectively, with individual devices made with
FIB in sub-10 nm feature size range.

Fig. 1 A schematic of ion-beam synth-
esis process flow.
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The FIB is especially attractive for a small research
laboratory=an academic environment. Patterns with
nanoscale features can be defined without using com-
plex and expensive fabrication facilities. With the FIB’s
direct etch=write capability (no mask-based lithography
is necessary), a university just needs to have one FIB
system available to trim relatively large devices into
nanoscale devices of different geometries for further
experimentation and testing. The ability to rapidly
fabricate at nanoscale for further characterization and
optimization makes FIB an indispensable tool for the
rapid development of emerging technologies in the field
of nanotechnology.

ION-BEAM LITHOGRAPHY

Proximity and projection ion-beam lithographies (IBL)
can be thought of as an extension of the FIB technology
discussed above in that multiple ion beams are used to
simultaneously write the pattern into resist.[42,43] Note,
IBL is typically not used for the direct etching of the

device patterns. In proximity IBL, illustrated in Fig. 3,
a stencil mask is illuminated by a broad beam of ener-
getic ions (e.g., helium) and the transmitted beamlets
transfer the mask pattern to resist on a substrate. The
theoretical resolution limit imposed by the range of sec-
ondary electrons and atom scattering within the resist is
1–2nm (R. Kubena, unpublished data).[44–46] Using a
small (a few micrometers) mask-to-wafer gap overcomes
the practical limitations of diffraction and penumbra
(due to a finite source size). Ion-beam lithography is
on a fast track to practical application in the sub-
10nm domain by leveraging the many important devel-
opments of membrane mask technology in the proximity
x-ray and projection ion and electron programs of the
past two decades. It should be noted that it is also pos-
sible to generate a beam of neutrals that allows elimina-
tion of the negative effects of stray fields onto the beam.

A variation of IBL is projection IBL, which elimi-
nates the need for stencil masks with ultrafine features.
In projection IBL, the initial set of relatively wide
beams is focused onto a substrate to achieve fine
features.[47,48]

Fig. 3 A schematic of IBL: beamlets formed by an aperture plate write a periodic pattern in resist on a scanned substrate. (View
this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams showing trajectories of focused (A) electron and (B) ion beams. (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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ION-BEAM APPLICATIONS IN MAGNETIC
DATA STORAGE

Ion-Beam Modification of Magnetic Materials

Recently, there has been substantial interest in capital-
izing on existing semiconductor processing technologies
for magnetic thin film device fabrication. For example,
e-beam lithography and chemical–mechanical polishing
have been firmly accepted as next-generation tools for
advanced magnetic recording applications.[49,50] Simi-
larly, ion implantation and FIB processing, which are
widely used in the semiconductor industry, are steadily
gaining ground in magnetic thin film materials proces-
sing.[12,51] To enable wide commercialization of these
techniques in magnetic recording applications, a
detailed study of these powerful fabrication tools with
respect to their application to magnetic materials
processing is necessary.[52–54] In this section, the effects
of Gaþ ion implantation on magnetic properties of
magnetic thin films and the application of FIB implan-
tation for tailoring of magnetic properties at nanoscale
are presented.[55]

Fig. 4 compares the M–H loops of an as-deposited
Co film and two Co films with implant doses of

7 � 1015 ions=cm2 and 3 � 1016 ions=cm2. Note, if
all Gaþ ions were implanted into the film, 7 �
1015 ions=cm2 and 3 � 1016 ions=cm2 doses would cor-
respond to �1.5% (atomic %) and �6.6% (atomic %),
respectively. Substantial modifications to the magnetic
properties can be observed. The coercivity of Gaþ
implanted films increased by factors of 6 and 30 for
7 � 1015 ions=cm2 and 3 � 1016 ions=cm2 implant
doses, respectively. Also, the M–H loop squareness, S,
defined as the ratio of the remanent magnetization,
Mr, to the saturation magnetization, Ms, changed from
a perfectly square loop in the case of as-deposited Co
film with S ¼ 1 to S < 0.9 in the case of the higher
implant dose. Reduced squareness and shearing of
the hysteresis loop indicate a reduction in exchange
coupling in the Gaþ ion implanted films. It should
be noted that exchange coupling is one of the key
parameters controlled during the development of the
magnetic recording medium.

Fig. 5 compares atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images of the
Co film implanted with a Ga dose of 7 � 1015 ions=cm2.
. Magnetization patterns in MFM images can be
clearly tracked to the grain structure observed in
AFM images. This suggests that ion implantation

Fig. 4 M–H loops for 50nm Co films
with different Gaþ implantation doses:
as-deposited Co film; 7 � 1015 ions=cm2;

3 � 1016 ions=cm2. (View this art in
color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 AFM(left)=MFM (right) scans (3 mm �
3mm) of Co films implanted at 3 � 1016 ions=cm2.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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results in reduced intergranular exchange coupling.
This is consistent with the observed shearing of
magnetization loops (see Fig. 4). These data are similar
to previously reported observations on permalloy thin
films where an increase in coercivity was attributed to
the introduction of extended defects.[56] In the present
study such extended effects are represented by Ga-rich
grain boundaries.

Local ion implantation can be achieved using
FIB. Figs. 6A and B show MFM images of an as-
deposited Co film and a Co film implanted with
50 keV Gaþ ions at 1 � 1016 ions=cm2 using FIB

implantation, respectively. Similar to the above obser-
vations, a clear split of the film into a magnetic multi-
domain state can be observed in Fig. 6B. At the same
time, using AFM, no measurable modification of the
film topography could be observed (RMS roughness
in both cases was 0.9 nm). As discussed above, a dra-
matic change in magnetic domain patterns may be
attributed to the diffusion of the implanted Gaþ ions
ions to the intergranular boundaries, thus reducing the
exchange coupling between the individual magnetic
grains.

Fig. 7 compares the MFM image of four 300 �
300 nm structures defined by FIB etching of the as-
deposited Co film and of an intentionally ion
implanted material. A transition to a magnetic multiple
domain state attributed to ion implantation can be
clearly observed.

In summary, ion implantation can be used for the
modification of the properties of magnetic materials.
For example, Ga ion implantation leads to the reduc-
tion of exchange coupling between magnetic grains
and the formation of extended domain wall pinning
defects. Implantation can be also achieved locally
using FIB technology.

Nanofabrication of Magnetic Transducers

Magnetic recording heads

Magnetic recording has had very high areal bit density
growth rates for the past 10–12 yr.[57] The resultant
dramatic reduction of the bit size has led to the rapid
scaling of the characteristic grain size and to the cor-
responding shrinkage of the thermal activation volume
in conventional polycrystalline media. This, in turn,
has led to challenging issues related to long-term data
stability. Medium magnetic stability is controlled by
the ratio of the magnetic anisotropy energy, KUV,
to the energy of thermal fluctuations, kBT, where KU

is the recording layer magnetic anisotropy energy

Fig. 7 Magnetic force microscopy images of four
300 nm � 300 nm Co squares formed by FIB etching in

hcp Co film. Top left square is as-deposited Co; the remain-
ing three squares are locally implanted with a �1 � 1016

ions=cm2 dose using a 50 keV beam. (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Magnetic force microscopy image of

(A) as-deposited Co film and (B) Gaþ ion
implanted section in the Co film. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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density, and V is the thermal activation volume, which
approximately corresponds to the volume of a single
grain in a polycrystalline medium. The ratio KUV=kBT
is kept at a value of 40–60 to ensure 10–15 yr data
stability.[58] At the superparamagnetic limit, the scaling
of the grain size necessary to maintain the adequate
SNR can no longer be compensated by increasing KU

because of the limited write fields achievable with
conventional write heads.[59,60] It has been predicted
that the superparamagnetic limit for conventional
longitudinal recording is an areal bit density of
�150Gbit=in2.[61]

A schematic of the conventional (longitudinal)
recording paradigm is shown in Fig. 8A. During
writing, the magnetic field generated by a write head
aligns the magnetization along the track in either a
positive or a negative direction. A magnetoresistive
sensor detects the bit boundaries during playback.
The lateral dimensions of a bit define the areal bit den-
sity that such a drive supports. As shown in Fig. 8B,
the recording medium has a polycrystalline alloy struc-
ture where, to reduce noise, a bit is represented by the
average magnetic moment of 50–100 grains. The SNR
is typically 14–16 dB, measured with the autocorrela-
tion SNR of a repetitive pseudorandom bit sequence.
The 32-fold increase in bit density over the past 5 yr
has been achieved by reducing grain size, while holding
the number of grains per bit approximately constant.

A solution to extend the superparamagnetic limit
was recently introduced in the form of perpendicular
recording, where larger write fields enable the enhance-
ment of the thermal stability ratio.[62,63] A schematic
diagram of a typical perpendicular recording system
is shown in Fig. 8C.[40] In this technology, the magne-
tization of the media is oriented normal to the disk sur-
face and the use of a single-pole write head, mirrored in
a soft underlayer, effectively doubles the available
write field compared to longitudinal recording.

It should be noted that the transition of a highly
competitive multibillion dollar industry such as the
magnetic data storage industry to a different technol-
ogy is not easy. Early demonstrations of ultra-high-
density magnetic recording using an FIB fabricated
magnetic recording head have played a key role in
the process. An FIB image of a nanoscale trackwidth
perpendicular magnetic thin film head fabricated of
relatively wide (about 1 mm) longitudinal ring-type
heads using FIB trimming from the air-bearing surface
(ABS) is shown in Fig. 9A. As mentioned above, it
takes approximately 1 hr to trim one head into the
nanoscale dimensions. It would have taken more than
several months to make similar changes to the design
using conventional lithography-based methods. An
MFM image of two 65 nm-wide adjacent tracks
recorded with an FIB-made single-pole perpendicular
head with a trackwidth of 60 nm is shown in Fig. 9B.

Fig. 9 (A) Micrograph of an FIB-made
perpendicular write head with a 60 nm
wide write pole. (B) Magnetic force

microscopy image of two adjacent
65 nm-wide tracks recorded into Co=Pd
multilayer medium using FIB writer.

(View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 (A) A schematic of a conventional longitudinal recording scheme employed in today’s hard drives. (B) A schematic of a

single-bit transition in a polycrystalline medium. (C) A schematic of a perpendicular recording system. The soft magnetic under-
layer acts as a magnetic mirror, doubling the amplitude of the write field. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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At a 4 : 1 bit cell aspect ratio, such a narrow track cor-
responds to an areal density of the order of 1 Tbit=in2.
With a series of follow-up experiments, this demon-
stration has resulted in a major shift to perpendicular
recording in the entire multibillion dollar magnetic
data storage industry today.[64]

Ultra-high-resolution MFM

As we step into the world of nanodimensions, the impor-
tance of high-precision microscopy is evident.[65]

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is generally recog-
nized as one of the most critical and unique techniques
utilized for imaging with nanoscale resolution.[66] Many
important discoveries of the last two decades would have
been impossible without SPM. Some examples are
carbon nanotube-based applications, new-generation
magnetic media for data storage, detection of magnetic
flux quanta in superconductors, and others.[67,68] With
so many important discoveries resulting from the ability
to directly see nanoscale objects, innovations for improv-
ing the resolution of SPM even further are critical.[69]

This section discusses MFM, which is used for mea-
suring a magnetic field emanating from an object with
sub-100nm resolution.[70] Today, MFM, unlike some
other more popular modes of SPM, such as AFM and
scanning tunneling microscopy, does not provide spatial
resolution sufficient for study of the intergranular effects
in different media. Most of these effects are caused by the
quantum-mechanical exchange coupling with the char-
acteristic length of interaction of the order of 1nm.
The best MFM system today provides resolution only
of the order of 30–50nm. Such a relative low resolution
is attributed to the long-range magnetostatic interaction
between a probe and a sample. However, it is believed
that the resolution of MFM can be substantially
improved with more advanced nanoscale fabrication
methods with more flexible control of the probe geo-
metry at the nanoscale (see Fig. 10). Recently, it was
reported how FIB can be used to fabricate MFM probe
tips that would provide not only improved resolution but
also directional information about the magnetic field
emanating from a sample.[71]

Magnetic nanotubes

The process and control of the magnetization switching
in nanoscale magnetic probes is of critical importance
for a number of emerging technologies, including
magnetic random access memory (MRAM), magnetic
nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), magnetic
recording at densities beyond 1Tbit=in2, and others. In
this case, considering that the magnetic domain wall
width in a typical ‘‘soft’’ magnetic material is of the
order of 100nm, controllable switching of the magne-
tization becomes an issue with the reduction of the

characteristic pole tip dimensions into the sub-100nm
range.

In recognition of earlier theoretical conclusions, a rec-
tangular probe with a magnetic void (tube-like structure
of the probe tip) at the ABS in the form of a physical
cavity, as shown in Fig. 11, was fabricated.[72] Magnetic
nanoprobes with a rectangular cross section of
60 � 60nm2 and a probe length (throat height) that
varied in the range of 100–1000nm were fabricated using
FIB trimming of regular magnetic recording heads. Each
magnetic nanotube had a 40nm-deep cavity with a
40nm diameter created at the ABS of the probe tip via
FIB, as shown in Fig. 11. The FIB-made nanotubes were
composed of a Ni=Fe (45=55) alloy with saturation
magnetization of 1.6T and with an anisotropy field of
approximately 20Oe. Also, it is clear that the shape of
the nanotubes can be easily varied with FIB. These
FIB-made nanotubes are perfect prototype devices to
study the physics of magnetization switching in different
types of MRAM and other magnetic devices.

Nanomanufacturing of Patterned Magnetic
Recording Media

It should be noted that the perpendicular recording dis-
cussed above has it own superparamagnetic limit and
is expected to top out of steam at 500–1000Gbit=in2.
If no alternative technology is developed to further
extend the superparamagnetic limit, the high-areal den-
sity growth rate in magnetic recording technology will
come to a halt in 2006–2007. Currently, there are two
possible approaches to meeting the superparamagnetic
challenge. One is thermally assisted recording on
high-anisotropy media where local heating is used to

Fig. 10 Electron image of an FIB-made nanoscale probe
with a 40 nm � 40 nm � 10 nm apex.
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temporarily reduce the magnetic anisotropy during
writing.[73] The other is nanoscale-patterned medium
recording (N-PMR), a single-grain-per-bit recording
paradigm, where SNR is maintained by eliminating
the randomness of the recording medium through
lithographic patterning or self-assembly methods. The
N-PMR would face a superparamagnetic limit for a
bit size of 3–4nm or a bit density of 20–50Tbits=in2.[74]

One of the promising approaches to N-PMR
fabrication and prototyping is IBL, which is under
development by the team of the University of Houston,
Seagate, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.
A stencil mask with an array of open apertures is used
to produce trillions of parallel atom beams. These
beams create an N-PMR medium pattern as the sub-
strate is scanned across the unit cell. Because the
openings of the aperture array are widely spaced, the
ultimate resolution of e-beam lithography necessary
for writing these masks is in the 5–8 nm range, not
the 20–30 nm that would apply for patterning dense
media directly.[75] The relatively low (e.g., 1%) pattern

density on the stencil mask means the mask will be
extremely durable and suffer minimal distortion.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, ion-beam technologies represent a versa-
tile tool for next generations of material systems and
nanoscale devices. Ion beams can be used for synthesis
of various nanocomposite materials, materials proper-
ties modifications at nanoscale, and fabrication of
record setting functional nanometer scale devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The particles with small size in the range from a few to

several tens of nanometers are called quasi zero-dimen-

sional mesoscopic system, quantum dots, quantized or Q-

particles, etc.[1] The reason that nanoscale materials and

structures are so interesting is that size constraints often

produce qualitatively new behavior. Nanotechnology

arises from the exploitation of new properties, phenomena,

processes, and functionalities that matter exhibits at in-

termediate sizes between isolated atoms or molecules

(�1 nm) and bulk materials (over 100 nm). As opposed

to the microscale, the nanoscale is not just another step

toward miniaturization, but is a qualitatively new scale.

Hence quantum and size phenomena are allowed to man-

ifest themselves either at a purely quantum level or in a

certain admixture of quantum and classical components.

At the foundation of nanosystems lie the quantum mani-

festations of matter that become relevant. Consequently,

instead of being a limitation or an elusive frontier, quantum

phenomena have become the crucial enabling tool for

nanotechnology. Extensive research on semiconductor

quantum dots has shown that these particles have proper-

ties halfway between macroscopic (bulk) and microscopic

(molecular-like) substances and have recently aroused

great interest in laser, photochemistry, and nonlinear op-

tics.[2–4] Bawendi et al.[3] have observed a number of

discrete electronic transitions and LO-phonon progression

which were cleanly resolved for the first time in nano-

meter-scale cluster in CdSe. Jungnickel and Henneber-

ger[5] have described the luminescence properties of

semiconductor nanocrystals and the carrier processes that

are relevant for the light emission. Their study was con-

centrated on nanocrystal of size �5 nm, and hence ob-

served strong carrier confinement. A size dependence in

the luminescence efficiency of ZnS:Mn nanocrystals has

also been observed by Bargava et. al.[6] and stated that the

Mn2 + ion d-electron states act as efficient luminescent

centers while interacting with s–p electronic states of the

host nanocrystals. They showed that this electronic inter-

action provides an effective energy transfer path and leads

to high luminescent efficiencies at room temperature and

hence suggested that nanocrystals doped with optically

active luminescent centers may create new opportunities in

the study and application of nanoscale material structures.

Because nanomaterials possess unique, beneficial

chemical, physical, and mechanical properties, they can

be used for a wide variety of applications. This review

primarily focuses on the synthesis, properties, and appli-

cations of nanomaterials. It has been proven that the

particles at the nanometer level have improved quality

with respect to their potential application that include, but

are not limited to, various structural, optical, electrical,

mechanical, and catalytic activity, biomedical, next-gen-

eration computer chips, kinetic energy (KE) penetrators

with enhanced lethality, better insulation materials, low-

cost flat-panel displays, elimination of pollutants, tougher

and harder cutting tools, high-sensitivity sensors, high-

power magnets, future weapon platforms, aerospace, large

lasting satellites, longer-lasting medical implants, corro-

sion resistance, etc. Fig. 1 shows the improvements in the

final properties of the nanomaterials.

SYNTHESIS OF NANOMATERIALS

There are several methods that can be used to synthesize

solids. Solids can be also prepared in various forms as

fibers, films, foams, ceramics, powders, single crystals,

and nanoparticles. However, those solids, which are not

thermodynamically stable, may be much more difficult to

prepare and may require special methods. The oldest and

widely used method is the solid-state routing of synthe-

sizing metal oxides. In this traditional technique, the

powder reactants are mixed together, pressed into pellets

or some other shape, and then heated in a furnace for

prolonged periods. However, this method is not very so-

phisticated because of the following reasons:

. It requires a high temperature to react the reactants.

. Slow diffusion of ions.

. Unhomogenized reaction mixtures.
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. Impure final product because of unreacted reactants.
. Large particle size and bimodal particle size distri-

bution.
. Defects, e.g., points/line/twinning.
. Metal oxides with unusual oxidation states cannot be

prepared, e.g., vanadates and tungstates.
. Low surface area.

Solids with nanosize particle size cannot be prepared

by traditional method simply because the reactants are not

mixed on the atomic scale. All the alternative methods,

e.g., hydrothermal, sol–gel, Pechini, CVD, and micro-

wave, described in the rest of this section address this

problem by achieving atomic scale mixing of reactants, in

gas, liquid, or even solid phases. Most of these are low-

temperature methods, although finally firing may be re-

quired at high temperatures especially for ceramic-type

products. These methods enable the final product with the

following characteristics:

. Nanosize particles.

. Narrow particle size distribution.

. High surface area.

. Homogenous.

. Pure.

. Improved properties.

Hydrothermal Synthesis

Hydrothermal methods are becoming a popular technique

to precipitate mixed metal oxides directly from either

homogeneous or heterogeneous solution. Hydrothermal

method utilizes water under pressure and at temperatures

above its normal boiling point as a means of speeding up

the reactions between solids.[7] Water is an excellent

solvent because of its high dielectric constant. This de-

creases with rising temperature and increases with rising

pressure, with temperature effect predominating. In ad-

dition, the high dielectric constant of water is confirmed to

a region of low temperature and high densities (pressure).

This property is mainly responsible for increasing the

solubility of many sparingly soluble compounds under

hydrothermal conditions leading to many useful chemical

reactions such as hydrolysis, precipitation, coprecipita-

tion, and crystal growth.

Hydrothermal reactions are usually performed in

closed vessels. The pressure–temperature relations of

water at constant volume are shown in Fig. 2. The reac-

tants are either dissolved or suspended in a known amount

of water and are transferred to acid digestion reactors or

autoclaves (Fig. 3). Under hydrothermal conditions,

reactants otherwise difficult to dissolve can go into solu-

tion and reprecipitate.

Hydrothermal reaction is a single-step process for pre-

paring several oxides and phosphates.[7–9] Oguri et al.[10]

obtained narrow size distribution of spherical submicron

titanium hydrous oxide, which could be readily trans-

formed into polycrystalline anhydrous anatase with spheri-

cal morphology. Fine particles of ferroelectric lead titanate

with high Curie temperature were prepared via hydrother-

mal technique.[11] Kutty and Balachandran synthesized

lead zirconate titanate (PZT) in better compositional

Fig. 1 Applications of nanomaterials. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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homogeneity and sinterability. This technique was further

used for the fabrication of nanocrystalline metal oxides.

Sharma et al.[12] have synthesized nanosize a-alumina

using hydrothermal method with particle size of 10 nm.

Quantum size particles (<10 nm) of Y2O3 could also be

achieved by this technique at 170�C using seeds[12] and

are shown in Fig. 4. This method was further employed for

the fabrication of several other metal oxides, e.g., ZnO,

TiO2, and ZrO2, with nanosize particles.[12–15]

Sol–Gel Synthesis

In sol–gel synthesis, the precursors, which are essentially

the starting compounds for the preparation of a colloid,

consist of a metal or metalloid element surrounded by

various links called ligands. These ligands do not include

another metal or metalloid atom, but may be inorganic,

such as aluminum nitrate [Al(NO3)2], or organic, such as

aluminum butoxide [Al(OC4H9)3]. Metal alkoxides are

more widely used than any other precursors because

metal alkoxides react readily with water. However, for

some nonsilicates, especially for transition-metal-oxide

gels, inorganic precursors are used. The transition-metal-

oxide gels are also used for obtaining thin-film ferro-

electric materials such as barium titanate, electrochromic

WO3 films, and semiconducting V2O5 films.[16–20] Fig. 5

is the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) of a-Al2O3 derived by sol–gel method.

A gel can be classified as aquagel, alcogel, xerogel, and

aerogel depending on the nature of the medium that is

contained within the gel’s three-dimensional network of

particles. An aquagel is a gel wherein water is contained

within its interstices. An alcogel is a gel in which the

water is replaced by alcohol substitution. When the gel is

in as-dried condition, it is called a xerogel. If the gel

is supercritically dried (a drying process in which a me-

dium is replaced, by another medium, under controlled

conditions so that the gel structure does not collapse), then

the resulting gel is termed an aerogel, where the fluid

trapped in the gel interstices is air. The techniques used to

preserve the gel structure include freeze-drying. This ap-

paratus is called the freeze-dryer and is used commercially

to preserve foodstuffs such as instant coffee powders,

dry milk powder, and nondairy coffee creamer, has been

used to synthesize materials, and is available in large

sizes. This method has also been used to synthesize dis-

persion-strengthened alloy and composite systems.[18]

The rationale behind the preservation of the openFig. 3 Schematic diagram of an autoclave.

Fig. 2 Pressure–temperature relations for water at constant

volume. (From Basic Solid State Chemistry by A. R. West, John

Wiley and Sons, Ltd, NY, 1999.)
Fig. 4 Hydrothermally prepared nanosize yttria. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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structure of the aquagel or alcogel is to facilitate the ac-

celerated expulsion of the fluid trapped at the interstices

of the gel, which is made of a continuous, three-dimen-

sional network of nanocrystalline particles, during the

metal deposition process in a fluidized-bed reactor. The

open structure (greater grain boundary area) of the aero-

gel lends itself to processing at very low temperatures

unlike its commercial counterparts. This method is also

useful in the hydrogen reduction, carburization, nitrida-

tion, and a host of other surface treatment processes. A

schematic of the aerogel is depicted in Fig. 6.

The specific advantages of the sol–gel synthesis tech-

nique are as follows:

. Sol–gel synthesis is a very viable alternative method

to produce nanocrystalline elemental, alloy, and com-

posite powders in an efficient and cost-effective

manner.
. Almost any combination of materials could be syn-

thesized at very low temperatures.
. Greater control of material chemistry and homoge-

neity is possible.
. Sol–gel synthesized powders could be processed, such

as for coating, carburization, and nitridation, at subs-

tantially lower temperatures.
. Nanocrystalline powders could be consolidated at

much lower pressures and temperatures.
. Enhanced densification of high-temperature materials

without the low-temperature binders, which are

detrimental to their performance under extreme con-

ditions, is also possible via sol–gel synthesis of nano-

crystalline materials.

. Thermomechanical processing of the components

could be accomplished at significantly lower pro-

cessing conditions.
. Processes, such as infiltration, could be carried out

uniformly because of the continuous, three-dimen-

sional network of nanocrystalline particles.

However, there are several factors that affect the sol–

gel chemistry, but among them, the pH of the aqueous

solution plays important roles in the particle morphology,

stability, and the particle size of the final reaction pro-

ducts. During the polymerization process, the three-di-

mensional networks of particles serve as nuclei for further

growth. This growth proceeds by a mechanism called

Ostwald ripening whereby particles dissolve and repreci-

pitate on larger, less-soluble nuclei. Ostwald ripening

ceases to exist when the difference in solubility between

the smallest and largest particles becomes negligible.

Nevertheless, this growth continues to larger sizes at

higher temperatures. Europium-doped ytrrium oxide

(Eu:Y2O3) was synthesized by a sol–gel method in the

presence of Tween-80 and e-caprolactam in pH range

4–10. It has been observed that the variation in surface

area, pore size, and pore volume of the final product was

strongly dependent on the initial pH of the solution. The

powder with a large surface area (�230 m2/g) and low

pore diameter (�16 nm) was obtained when the powder

was processed at pH�4. The crystallite sizes of the

Fig. 5 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy of a-

alumina synthesized by sol–gel process. (From Ref. [29].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 A schematic of an aerogel structure. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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powders processed at pH�4 and 10 were found to be 35

and 198 nm, respectively.

At low pH, the reaction rate of the hydrolysis is gov-

erned by the hydronium ion in solution (H2O+H+!H3O+)

and is also observed by Sakka and Kamiya[21] (de-

scribed below). In this reaction, the amount of water is

small because of the rapid formation of H3O+. Cagle

and Keefer have stated that the hydrolysis/condensation

in low pH condition is relatively controlled and selec-

tive, thus generating relatively more linear polymers

of metal.[22–24] Hydrolysis can be represented by the

following equation

MðXn � yÞðORÞy þ H3Oþ !
I

ðXn � yÞðORÞy � 1 � M � ðOHÞ þ xHþ þ ROH

II

H2O þ Hþ ! H3Oþ

Condensation can take place by any of the following

two equations:

1. ðXn � yÞðORÞy � 1 � M � ðOHÞ þ ðOHÞ

�M � ðORÞy � 1ðXn � yÞ ! ðXn � yÞðORÞy � 1

�M � O � M � ðORÞy � 1ðXn � yÞ þ H2O

III

2. ðXn � yÞðORÞy � 1 � M � ðOHÞ

þ ðORÞy � 1MðXn � yÞðOHÞ ! ðXn � yÞðORÞy � 1

�M � O � M � ðORÞy � 2ðXn � yÞðOHÞ

þ ROH
IV

The linear polymerization can be explained by a

simple steric argument: monomers (II) are more

readily hydrolyzed than dimers (III or IV), which are,

in turn, more readily hydrolyzed than middle groups

in chains. Therefore the reaction polymerization at

low pH is expected to be a linear chain (III or IV) with

low cross-links and is also suggested by Pope and

Mackenzie.
[25]

At high pH, the reaction is governed by the hydroxyl

ions (OH). Although the initial growth leads to linear

chains, because of the high concentration of OH ions, it

results in the cyclization because the probability of in-

termolecular reaction is higher than intramolecular reac-

tion.[26] At high pH value, hydrolysis/condensation is

uncontrolled and unselective, which leads to highly

branched polymers. It also generates larger interconnected

particles.[26–28] The polymeric chain at high pH is larger

than the one at low pH. At high pH, the most probable

metal–oxygen polymeric network formed in the chain is

the structure V as shown in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, the larger

interstices at pH>7 result in larger grains, as shown in

Fig. 7. Thus the crystallite size of the powder at pH>7

(198 nm at pH�10) was smaller than the powder at pH<7

(35 nm at pH�4). At pH�10, a cube-like morphology of

the particles is seen in Fig. 8. In contrast, the morphology

at pH�4 has totally changed into polygonal shape with

size of 40 nm (shown in Fig. 8).

Modified sol–gel synthesis:
Microemulsions as microreactors

Microemulsion-based sol–gel synthesis is a versatile

technique to prepare materials with novel microstructures,

in particular, ultrafine (nanosize) powders, e.g., TiO2,

Al2O3, ZrO2, etc.[30–32] A microemulsion may be defined

as a thermodynamically stable, optically isotropic solution

of two immiscible liquids (e.g., water and oil) consisting

of microdomains of one or both liquids stabilized by an

interfacial film of surfactants.[33,34] The surfactant mole-

cule generally has a polar (hydrophilic) head group and a

long chained aliphatic (hydrophobic) tail. Such molecules

optimize their interactions by residing at the oil / water

interface, thereby considerably reducing the interfacial

tension. In water-in-oil microemulsion, the aqueous phase

is dispersed as microdroplets (typically 10–25 nm in size)

surrounded by a monolayer of surfactant molecules in the

continuous hydrocarbon phase. The aqueous cores of

microemulsions containing soluble metal salts are used

as microreactors for the synthesis of nanoparticles. Be-

cause of the dynamic nature of the microdroplets, the

exchange mechanism involves coalescence and fusion of

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of polymeric network in different
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the droplets upon collision, which then disintegrate into

droplets, and this process occurs continuously in the

microemulsion.[35] If two reactants, A and B, are dis-

solved in the aqueous core of two identical water-in-oil

microemulsions, upon mixing, they will form a precipi-

tate, AB. The growth of these particles in microemulsion

is suggested to involve interdrop exchange and nuclei

aggregation.[36,37] Recently, this method has been applied

for the fabrication of cubic BaTiO3 (please refer to Fig. 9).

Polymerized Complex Method

Wet chemical method using polymeric precursor based on

the Pechini process has been employed to prepare a wide

variety of ceramics oxides.[38] The process offers several

advantages for processing ceramic powders such as direct

and precise control of stoichiometry, uniform mixing of

multicomponents on a molecular scale, and homogeneity.

In this process, an alpha hydroxycarboxylic acid, prefer-

entially citric acid, is used to chelate various cations by

forming a polybasic acid. In the presence of a polyhy-

droxy alcohol, normally ethylene glycol, these chelates

react with the alcohol to form ester and water by-products.

When the mixture is heated, polyesterification occurs in

the liquid solution and results in a homogenous sol, in

which metal ions are uniformly distributed throughout the

organic polymeric matrix. When excess solvents are re-

moved, an intermediate resin is formed. This resin gives

metal oxides on burning. All the organic matter removes

on heat treatment.

In polymerized complex method, several metal ions in

a solution could be first chelated to form metal complexes

and then polymerized to form a gel, which seems to be one

of the most suitable among several other chemical solu-

tion processes of nanocrystalline particles because rigidly

fixed cations are homogeneously dispersed in the polymer

network and have few chances to segregate even during

pyrolysis. This method has been already successfully ap-

plied to prepared highly pure samples of various double

oxides such as BaTiO3,[39] Y6WO12,[40] mixed-cation

oxides,[41] and even for various superconductors[42] with

multiple cationic compositions.

Fig. 8 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy of Eu-doped yttria at pH (a) 4 and (b) 10. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Nanosize metal oxides synthesized by microemulsion-

mediated sol–gel.
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Chemical Vapor Deposition

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) may be defined as the

deposition of a solid on a heated surface from a chemical

reaction in the vapor phase. It is a versatile process suit-

able for the manufacturing of coatings, powders, fibers,

and monolithic components. It is possible to produce most

metals, metal oxides, and nonmetallic elements such as

carbon and silicon as a large number of compounds in-

cluding carbides, nitrides, oxides, intermetallics, and

many others. The main advantage of CVD is that the

deposition rate is high and thick coatings or nanoparticles

can be readily obtained. The process is generally com-

petitive and, in some cases, more economical than the

physical vapor deposition (PVD). Additionally, it is not

restricted to a line of sight deposition, which is a general

characteristic of sputtering, evaporation, and other PVD

processes. However, two major areas of applications of

CVD have rapidly developed the last 20 years or so,

namely, in the semiconductor industry and in the met-

allurgical coating industry which includes cutting tool

fabrication. Very recently, the CVD process has been

given enormous attention owing to the possibility of

mass production of monodisperse nanoscale powders;

however, the mechanism of powder synthesis kinetics

is still not clear.[43–46] Kim et al.[46] have synthesized

nanosize TiO2 powders using CVD. Carbon nanotubes

have also synthesized by CVD method using Fe–Mo

nanoparticles.[47]

Microwave Synthesis

Recently, there has been a growing interest in heating and

sintering of ceramics by the microwave energy.[48,49] The

interest in the use of microwave processing spans a

number of fields from food processing to medical appli-

cations to chemical applications. A major area of research

in microwave processing of ceramics includes microwave

material interaction, dielectric measurement, microwave

equipment design, new material development, sintering,

joining, and modeling. Therefore the microwave process-

ing of ceramics has emerged as a successful alternative to

conventional processing. Nevertheless, microwave meth-

od not only offers the advantages of a uniform heating at

lower temperature and time than the conventional method,

but also provides an economic method of processing. The

microwave energy has been already successively utilized

in the fabrication of ceramics as well as carbon fibers at

low temperature and time. Varadan et al.[50] and Sharma

et al.[51] have synthesized various electroceramics such as

barium strontium titanate (BST) and lead zirconate tita-

nate (PZT) by microwave. Fig. 10 shows the schematic

diagram of a typical domestic microwave unit used by

Sharma et al. These materials are observed to have im-

proved mechanical, electrical, and electronic properties.

Until recently, microcoiled carbon fibers with large sur-

face area have also been fabricated by using micro-

wave aid.[52]

Fig. 11 shows a schematic diagram of a microwave

chemical deposition unit used for the fabrication of carbon

nanotubes and coils. It consists of microwave magnetron,

circulator, four-stub tuner, waveguide, cavity, etc. The

microwave power can be adjusted from 0 to 3000 W at a

frequency of 2.45 GHz. The function of circulator was to

prevent power reflected by the load, thus preventing

overheating of the magnetron. The forward and reflected

powers were determined by a power meter that is helpful

in determining impedance matching. The four-stub tuner,

consisting four threaded stubs spaced at 3/8 wavelength

apart, was another part to optimize impedance matching.

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of microwave used for the powder.
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These stubs were adjusted properly, and the four-stub

tuner became a matching network which maximized the

power transmitted to the load by matching the source

impedance to that of the load. As an important part of

cavity, sliding short was used to adjust the length of the

cavity such that it could resonate at 2.45 GHz. High field

intensities could be attained when the cavity resonates. A

quartz tube, which was the reaction chamber, passed

through the cavity. Reaction gases were introduced from

one end of the quartz tube and exhausted at the other

end. The flow rates were controlled by a set of flow

controller. In this microwave CVD system, SiC was

chosen as substrate because of its high loss tangent; thus it

could absorb microwave energy effectively. A fibrous

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of the microwave chemical vapor deposition of carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 12 Transmission electron microscopy of the CNTs ob-

tained from microwave.

Fig. 13 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy of

MWCNT from microwave CVD.
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morphology with a hollow tube inside was obtained. The

diameter of these Multi–wall nano tubes (MWNT) ranges

from 20 to 30 nm as shown in Figs. 12–14.

High-Energy Ball Milling Processes

Ball milling has been utilized in various industries to

perform size reduction for a long time. Recently, materials

with novel microstructures and properties have been syn-

thesized successfully via high-energy ball milling pro-

cesses.[53,54] Although different terms have been used to

describe the high-energy ball milling processes, three

terms are generally used to distinguish powder particle

behavior during milling: mechanical alloying (MA), me-

chanical milling (MM), and mechanochemical synthesis

(MS). Mechanical alloying is referred to when mixtures of

powders are milled together. In this case, materials transfer

is involved to obtain a homogeneous alloy. Mechanical

milling describes a milling process when no material

transfer is involved; that is, only powder with uniform

composition is milled. Mechanochemical synthesis, on the

other hand, is a special MA process where chemical

reactions between the powders take place during milling.

The unique feature of MS process is that grain refinement

and chemical reactions take place at low temperatures

under far-from-equilibrium conditions.

A wide variety of nanostructure (grain size in the range

of 1–100 nm) materials have been synthesized via MA

and MM techniques.[53–55] However, MA and MM are not

capable of synthesizing nanoscale powders primarily be-

cause of cold welding and agglomeration during milling.

In other words, individual powders synthesized by MA

and MM usually contain many nanosize grains and may

show rather low specific surface area values.

It has been shown more recently that the nanocompo-

site mixtures formed during mechanochemical reactions

can be further processed into nanoscale particles.[56–58]

For instance, nanocomposite of Fe and NaCl was obtained

by milling FeCl3 and sodium metal according to the fol-

lowing reaction:

FeCl3 þ 3Na ! Fe þ 3NaCl

On dissolution of the soluble NaCl phase by a simple

washing process after milling, Fe nanoparticles with rela-

tively narrow particle size distribution can be obtained.[56]

The synthesis of ultrafine oxide powders with particle size

of 10–50 nm has also been reported.[59,60]

There are some inherent advantages in processing

nanomaterials via high-energy ball milling techniques,

such as excellent versatility, scalability, and cost-effec-

tiveness. Therefore high-energy ball milling techniques

are well suited for manufacturing large quantity of nano-

materials. A major concern of ball milling techniques is

the powder contamination. While the contamination is

mainly caused by the wear of milling media and container,

the level of contamination depends on factors such as

milling time, milling intensity, and milling atmosphere.

Attempts have been made in recent years to minimize the

powder contamination during ball milling. For example,

using the same material for the container and grinding

media as the powder being milled will help reduce

the contamination.

PROPERTIES OF NANOMATERIALS

Optical Properties

It is well known that the yttrium oxide (Y2O3) has its

application in the lighting industry for Eu:Y2O3, the red

phosphor of the trichromatic fluorescent lamps.[61] Be-

cause of a 5D0!7F2 transition within europium, Eu:Y2O3

shows luminescence properties and emits red light with a

wavelength of 611 nm.[62] The rare earth ions, such as

Eu3 + and Nd3 +, show sharp emissions based on electron

transitions within the 4f manifold. Furthermore, their

emission is found to be highly dependent on the local

environment of rare earth ions. Therefore the fluorescence

of Eu3 + ions can be used as a probe to investigate the local

surrounding in the host, e.g., yttria, alumina, and mullite.

Effect of particle size on fluorescence behavior

(5D0!7F2 transition) of Eu3 + in the yttria powder was

studied by Sharma et al.[63] The most noteworthy feature

of Fig. 15 is the sensitivity of 5D0!7F2 peak (614 nm)

with the particle size. It has been observed that the

peak emission intensity of 5D0!7F2 transition increases

Fig. 14 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy of

MWNTs with Encapsulated Co.
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approximately fivefold as the average particle size

decreases from 6 mm to 10 nm. This suggests that the

emission intensity of fluorescence varies inversely as the

particles size increases. Its behavior was expected from

the quantum-confinement model as described by Bawendi

et al.[64] and Alivisatos et al.[65] Goldburt et al.[66] have

observed high efficiency in Tb-doped Y2O3 nanocrystals

which was measured at 18% as compared with 16% in the

bulk and stated that the nonradiative contribution

decreases with decrease in particle size. The size depen-

dence of the fluorescence emission intensity can also be

demonstrated in terms of number of particles per unit area

facing toward the incident light as described by Iwasaki et

al.[67] Increasing surface area of smaller particles (refer

Table 1) leads to enhancement in the fluorescence inten-

sity.[67] All spectral features were found to be unchanged

except the intensity of the peak centered at 395 nm, which

was found to be enhanced and shifted to lower wavelength

(higher energy level) as the particle size decreased. This

shift in excitation spectra with particle size is the evidence

of quantum confinement. Gallaghar et al.[68] have reported

a shift of 60 nm in the excitation peak at the maximum

emission from Mn2 + doped in ZnS nanocrystals to shorter

wavelength with decrease in particle size because of

quantum-confined ZnS.

Electrochromic devices

An electrochromic device consists of materials in which

an optical absorption band can be introduced or an

existing band can be altered by the passage of current

through the materials or by the application of an electric

field. Nanocrystalline materials, such as tungstic oxide

(WO3 �H2O) gel, are used in very large electrochromic

display devices. The reaction governing electrochromism

(a reversible coloration process under the influence of an

electric field) is the double injection of ions (of protons,

H+) and electrons, which combine with the nanocrystal-

line tungstic acid to form a tungsten bronze. These devices

are primarily used in public billboards and ticker boards to

convey information. Electrochromic devices are similar to

liquid-crystal display (LCD) commonly used in calcula-

tors and watches. However, electrochromic devices dis-

play information by changing color when a voltage is

applied. When the polarity is reversed, the color is

bleached. The resolution, brightness, and contrast of these

devices greatly depend on the tungstic acid gel’s grain

size. Hence nanomaterials are being explored for this

purpose. Using nanostructure materials, color change will

be faster and uniform. Additionally, the number of cycles

of coloration and bleaching can be enhanced. Recently,

Ntera Inc. has developed an electrochromic display tech-

nology called NanoChromicsk using nanostructure film

electrodes. The nanostructure films are derived from sol–

gel precursors and formulated to suit the particular coating

application method.

Catalytic Properties

Some of $10 trillion worth of chemicals and materials are

produced each year through catalytic processes, according

to industry estimates and published in Chemical and En-

gineering News. Most of these processing deal with the

microscopic size of the particle with diameters measuring

Fig. 15 Emission spectra of powder with the particle size

(a) 6 mm, (b) 1 mm, (c) 0.2 mm, and (d) 0.01 mm.

Table 1 Comparison of Li–MO2 in microparticle and nanoparticle size

Properties

LiNiO2
[74] LiMnO2

[75] LiCoO2
[77] Li[Cu1�xFex]O2

Micro Nano Micro Nano Micro Nano Micro Nano

Crystallite size 830 nm 300 nm �microns 5–50 nm[75] 1.67 mm[74] 60 nm �microns <50 nm[80]

Capacity (mAh/g) 90[1] 205[1] 130[76] 250 87[1]; 140[78];

126[79];

167[1] 140[1] 230[1]

Potential (V) 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.8 4.1[78]; 3.9.[79] 4.2 4.1 4.2
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no more than a few billionths of a meter. In catalysis, the

goal is to design catalysts with certain features that help

boost catalytic performance. It is anticipated that this goal

will be more closely approached through tailoring a cat-

alyst particle via nanoparticle synthesis and assembly, so

that it performs only specific chemical conversions, per-

forms at high yield, and does so with greater energy ef-

ficiency. It has been established that the nanostructures

have higher surface area than do conventional materials.

The high surface areas can be attained either by fabri-

cating small particles or clusters where the surface-to-

volume ratio of each particle is high (category I) or by

creating materials where the void surface area (pores) is

high compared with the amount of bulk support materials

(category II). Materials such as highly dispersed supported

metal catalysts and gas phase clusters fall into the first

category, and microporous (nanometer-pored) materials

such as zeolites, high surface area metal oxides, porous

carbon, and amorphous silica fall into category II. The

nanostructure approach to high surface area materials may

have significant impact in petrochemical process, bio-

sensors, gas sensors, absorption and adsorption phenom-

ena, gas storage, energy storage, battery performance,

biological reactions, etc.

Electrochemical Properties

Lithium-based rechargeable batteries have been proposed

for a wide variety of extremely demanding applications.

These applications include, but are not limited to, electric

vehicle (EV), start-light-ignition (SLI), portable electron-

ics, and personal communications devices. The lithium

battery technology can be generally classified as cathode,

anode, and electrolyte technology (liquid-electrolyte and

solid-electrolyte types). Although variation in cathode

materials for lithium has been recognized as a highly

flexible and versatile technological approach for the pro-

duction of high-energy density batteries, none of the

existing battery technology is capable of satisfying the

energy- and power-density requirements in the aforemen-

tioned applications. The widespread use of battery is se-

verely hampered by poor performance of cathode materials

of Li-ion battery because of the following characteristics:

. Micron-size particles.

. Small surface area.

. Unstable structure during cycling.

. Inadequate mechanical strength.

. Costly precursors, high-temperature stability.

Furthermore, the aforementioned characteristics are the

primary factors that deprive the overall performance of the

battery, which include the following

. Inferior electrochemical stability.

. Inferior mechanical properties.

. Greater toxicity.

. Low power-to-energy ratio.

. High costs.

. Low cycle life.

. Low calendar life.

. Poor thermal management capabilities.

. Inferior manufacturability.

. Potential hazards, especially of the liquid electrolytes,

because of leakage, deposition, and explosion.

To obviate the aforementioned deficiencies associated

with cathode materials, researchers have developed a new

class of material using nanoparticles of different cathode

materials based on metal oxides, which will exceed, or

meet, the above performance requirements.

Furthermore, it is now well established that the lim-

itations in the rate capabilities of Li-ion batteries are

caused by slow solid-state diffusion of Li within the

electrode materials.[69–72] As a result, there is tremendous

interest in the development of nanostructure Li-ion bat-

tery cathode electrodes. These batteries can store two to

three times more energy per unit weight and volume than

the one with micron-particle-size electrode.[73] Table 1

represents the improvement in the Li-ion battery.

Energy Storage

Recent interest in the use of hydrogen as a multipurpose

fuel has emphasized the necessity of reliable storage

system for this element. LaNi5 alloy stores up to 1.6%,

while FeTi stores up to 1 wt.% of hydrogen in the form

of metal hydride. The hydrogen capacity in these host

materials was quite low, and hence research was focused

on the storage of hydrogen in molecular sieves espe-

cially in natural and synthetic zeolites.[81] CsA-zeolite

was found to have hydrogen storage capacity of �6

wt.%. On the other hand, it is also well known that the

carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have the capacity of hydrogen

storage.[81–83] Dillon et al.[82] reported that the SWNTs

with low purity could adsorb 5 wt.% of H2 at 133 K and

0.040 MPa. This value of hydrogen storage was en-

hanced to 8 wt.% for highly pure Single wall nano tubes

(SWNT) in the studies of Ye et al.[81] However, tem-

perature was reduced to 80 K and pressure was increased

to 7.18 MPa. At room temperature, the hydrogen ca-

pacity was only 4 wt.% at 10 MPa.

Biomedical

Biomolecule/inorganic interactions can be used to pro-

duce ceramics with increased toughness. Fundamen-

tal studies of biomineralization, in which an organic
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substance (usually protein or peptide or lipid) interacts

with an inorganic phase (e.g., calcium carbonate or hy-

droxyapatite), have led to the bioinspired synthesis of

composite materials. Hydroxyapatite (HAp), a major in-

organic component of bone, has been used extensively for

biomedical implant applications and bone regeneration

because of its bioactive, biodegradable, and osteo-

conductive properties. However, the application of pure

HAp is very limited because of its brittleness. Because the

natural bone is a composite mainly consisting of nano-

sized needlelike HAp crystals and collagen fibers, many

efforts have been made to modify by polymers such as

polylactic acid, collagen, chitosen, and polyethylene and

have received much attention in the field of medical

applications because of their excellent biocompatibility

and biodegradability.[84] Additionally, the following

materials are used in various applications of biomedical,

biotechnical, and bioengineering.

Nano-ZnO

1. Biosensor: Nanoparticles of ZnO can sense the toxic

and hazardous gas such as H2, SF6, and gasoline in

shorter time because of high surface area.

2. Neutralizes biochemical use in biological weapons

because high surface area of nanostructured ZnO

is highly reactive and able to degrade toxic bio-

chemical(e.g., naphthalene, anthracene, phenol, chlo-

rophenol, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons) use in

biological weapons.

Nano-MgO and nano-TiO2

Nano-MgO and nano-TiO2 neutralize the biological im-

mune buildings, e.g., bacteria and virus, which are used as

biological warfare agents.

Magnetic nanoparticles of Iron

Magnetic particles coated with biocompatible polymers

dispersed in water could be used as

. Site-specific drug delivery after being attached with

drug molecules to the magnetic particles.
. Magnetic tourniquet. In this case, a person with blood

loss because of injury could be injected with the

magnetic particles dispersed in water. Then a magnet

could be placed on the injury site. The magnetic par-

ticles will agglomerate there and hence would prevent

the blood from flowing out.

Biodegradable nanosilica

Biodegradable nanosilica can be used for drug delivery. It

is important for an inorganic material to be used as a drug

delivery agent; it should be biodegradable, nanosized,

porous, and nontoxic. Nanostructured silica can be a good

candidate for a drug delivery agent, which can easily

degrade and would not provide any side effect. This kind

of drug delivery system will be extremely valuable for the

instant wound therapy of any injured person.

Protein tagging using
nanoluminescent particles

Protein tagging is an experimental strategy in which a tag

such as a probe (luminescent lanthanides, e.g., Eu, Sm,

etc.) is attached to primary sequence of a protein. The size

of the tag used for attachment to the loops of a protein

must be extremely small.

This strategy can also be used in:

. Cancer therapy: to block interactions such as enzyme

substrate interactions or interaction of a toxin with a

specific cell or a component of a cell.
. Drug delivery: for delivery of protein drugs to cells.

CdS and ZnS semiconductor quantum dots

Immunosensor, bioanalytical, and biolabels: Semicon-

ductor quantum dots are highly light-absorbing lumines-

cent nanoparticles, whose absorbance onset and emission

maximum shift to higher energy with decreasing particle

size because of quantum confinement effect.

Quantum dots can conjugate with antibodies using an

engineered adapter protein and are new types of reagents

for immunosensors and bioanalytical applications.

Nanogold particles

. Labeling of target molecules especially protein with

nanogold particles has revolutionized the visualiza-

tion of cellular or tissue components by electron mi-

croscopy or atomic force microscopy.
. As a bioconjugate: with DNA, it can detect the active

site of DNA and can be used in disease diagnostics.

Nanoparticles in gene therapy

Nanoparticles are now also being used as a delivery

mechanism in gene therapy. Nanoparticles can be em-

ployed to insert good DNA into specific sites to replace

faulty genes in such disorders as cystic fibrosis.

Textile

Another huge industry that will be impacted by nano-

technology is the textiles industry. Companies are work-

ing on ‘‘smart’’ fabrics that can change their physical
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properties according to surrounding conditions or even

monitor vital signs. The incorporation of nanoparticles

and capsules in clothing offers some promise, and nano-

tubes would make extremely light and durable materials.

Fabrics are already being marketed that are highly resist-

ant to water, stains, and wrinkling.

Magnetic Properties

Ferromagnetic nanomaterials have potential advantages

over existing materials in numerous applications in soft

magnets,[85] hard magnets,[86] magnetic recording,[87,88]

etc. The study and exploitation of magnetism at the

nanometer scale have been exceptionally active research

areas over the past two decades. Ferromagnetic nano-

particles (usually referred to as magnetic nanoparticles)

have generated great interest because of their size-de-

pendent magnetic properties. The ferromagnetic interac-

tion leads to parallel spins on adjacent atoms. However,

the exchange forces responsible are short range, and

magneto static forces dominate at great distances. Mag-

netic domains arise spontaneously in bulk ferromagnets to

minimize their overall energy. The typical sizes of the

domains are in nanometer-size range. Below a certain

size, which is in the nanometer range, it is energetically

favorable for a particle to be monodomain.

The coercivity of magnetic materials has a striking

dependence on their size. It increases with the reduction of

particle size in the nanometer range going through a

maximum at the single domain size, and then decreases

again for very small particles because of thermal effects

and becomes zero at the superparamagnetic particle size.

Iron, which is a soft magnetic material with coercivity

about 20 Oe at room temperature, could be made ‘‘hard’’

with a coercivity of 540 Oe when the particle size is re-

duced to about 12 nm.[89] Remarkably low coercivity of

the order of a few millioersteds along with high saturation

magnetization and permeability has been achieved in

Fe74Si15B7Cu1Nb3 nanocrystalline magnetic alloy where

a-Fe(Si) nanocrystallites of size �10 nm are embedded in

an amorphous matrix.[90] These materials were synthe-

sized by melt spinning followed by annealing. The

nanocrystallites, whose dimension is less than the ex-

change length, are exchange-coupled with randomly ori-

ented easy axes of magnetization. The combination of

random orientation and averaging over multiple grains

makes the preference for magnetization in a particular

direction, and therefore the effective magnetic anisotropy

and hence coercivity are small.[91,92] Several other nano-

crystalline soft magnetic alloys based on Fe(Co)–Si–B

have been studied.[93]

R–Fe–B (R=Nd, Pr, Dy, Pr) alloys, prepared using

melt-spinning, exhibited very high coercivity in the range

10–100 kOe.[86] In these permanent or hard magnets, the

large coercivity is a result of the highly anisotropic te-

tragonal R2Fe14B phase, which were produced in the

nanoscale size during melt spinning or subsequent crys-

tallization. Several other permanent magnets, e.g., SmCo5,

Sm2Co17, Sm2Fe17N2.6, etc., with high coercivity have

been made with nanosized microstructure.[86] Another

class of hard magnetic material is called nanocomposite

permanent magnet or exchange-coupled magnet where the

nanocomposite consisting of a hard magnetic material

such as Nd2Fe14B and a soft magnetic phase such as a-Fe

are coupled through exchange interaction.[94,95] This leads

to high coercivity and high remanence to saturation

magnetization ratio and hence high maximum energy

product values. In these magnets, the crystallite size needs

to be less than 20 nm for exchange coupling to occur.

Most of these nanocomposite magnets have been prepared

by melt spinning and mechanical alloying.[96,97] Recently,

a chemical synthesis has been proposed with the potential

for making three-dimensional magnets with high maxi-

mum energy product.[98] First, Fe58Pt42 and Fe3O4 nano-

particles of 4-nm size are mixed and allowed to self-

assemble. When it was heated and chemically reduced,

FePt (hard)–Fe3Pt (soft) nanocomposite is formed. The

particles are 5 nm in size. The maximum energy product is

20.1 MGOe compared with 13 MGOe for FePt alone. This

is an exciting new development that shows promise for

making strong magnets.[99] Moreover, 4-nm particles of

Fe52Pt48 (synthesized by very similar chemical route) that

self-assembled into arrays when annealed exhibited a

coercivity of 1800 Oe.[100] These Fe52Pt4 nanocrystal as-

semblies are smooth ferromagnetic films, and initial

magnetic recording experiments suggested that it could

support high-density magnetization reversal transitions or

bits. A key requirement for magnetic recording at areal

density in the terabits per square inch regime is a medium

with nanometer-size, magnetically isolated grains with

moderately high writable coercivity.[87,88] With these

4-nm Fe52Pt48 self-assembled particles, it might be pos-

sible to achieve magnetic recording at areal density in the

terabits per square inch range.

CONCLUSION

This review highlighted on the fabrication of nano-

materials by various methods e.g. chemical, physical and

mechanophysical. The various properties e.g. chemical,

physical, mechanical, magnetic, optical and electrical, of

nanomaterials have discussed in detail. Nanostructured

materials exhibit novel and technologically attractive

properties, which can be exploited for a variety of appli-

cations which include, but are not limited to the bio-

medical, energy, displays, insulations, elimination of pol-

lutants, catalysis, microelectronics, high power magnets,

sensors, aerospace, weapons, automobiles etc.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews recent trends in the development and

characterization of nanomaterials, which we define as

materials with a nanoscale component or structure that

exerts a significant influence on properties or function.

The trends that we discuss are part of a larger trend

in technological development toward integration of dis-

ciplines such as physics, chemistry, materials science and

engineering, and biology, as well as toward the develop-

ment of multifunctional materials compatible with in-

creasingly complex environments.[1] We identify three

principal trends that provide the organizational framework

for the paper:

1. Integration of organic and biological materials with

nanoscale inorganic and polymeric materials (biona-

nomaterials).

2. Incorporation of nanoscale components into materials

to improve functionality (nanocomposites).

3. Use of ‘‘top-down’’ (e.g., lithography) and ‘‘bottom-

up’’ (e.g., self-assembly) processing approaches,

sometimes in combination, to produce novel nano-

scale structures (functionalnanostructures).

Each of these trends is discussed in a separate section,

with references to the recent (e.g., since 2000) literature.

Considering the continuing rapid evolution of this

research area, the references are intended to be illustrative

rather than comprehensive. The discussed trends are

aimed at developing materials to be used in new devices,

components, and products, so while a detailed discussion

of these items is outside the scope of this paper, we do

examine the possible implications of trends in nanoma-

terials for applications with potential societal effects.[2]

Specifically, we examine possible high-growth and low-

growth developments and drivers and barriers to achiev-

ing each, as well as the possible synergistic influences that

these developments might exhibit. In this discussion, we

follow the approach described in Ref. [1].

BIONANOMATERIALS

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the domain of bionanoma-

terials. This is the intersection of nanomaterials, which

introduces scale effects to influence materials function,

and biomaterials, which introduces biology into materials

function at a variety of scales. It incorporates concepts,

methods, raw materials, and instrumentation from nano-

science and nanotechnology as well as biology and bio-

engineering to develop new functional materials at the

nanoscale. In some cases, the design and assembly of

these materials is based on approaches that imitate or

build upon phenomena or mechanisms that occur in

nature, which is indicated in Fig. 1 by the inverted arrow

labeled ‘‘biomimetic design/assembly.’’ These biomimet-

ic approaches are sometimes aimed at developing materi-

als with biological function and application, e.g., an

encapsulant for targeted drug delivery. But biomimetics

can also be applied to the design and assembly of

nanoscale materials for nonbiological applications, e.g.,

electronic or optoelectronic materials, or catalysts.

Biomimetic Approaches

Recent use of biomimetic approaches includes the use of

motor proteins to shuttle molecules along bioengineered

tracks,[3] the use of ‘‘sticky-ended’’ cohesion of comple-

mentary DNA molecules to assemble nanostructures,[4]

the use of block copolymers of polypeptides to form or-

dered silica structures,[5] and the design of self-assem-

bling synthetic substitutes for the collagen proteins that

form templates for bone growth.[6] A number of recent

reviews describe biologically motivated materials design

and assembly approaches with a broad range of applica-

tions including catalysis, drug design and delivery, tissue

engineering, energy collection, storage, conversion and

transport, sensing and actuation, bioassays, chemical and

biological agent detection, and electronics.[7–9]

Supramolecular Materials

Supramolecular materials (assemblies of molecules that

are built up through molecular, noncovalent, forces) have

emerged as a key ingredient in achieving function at the

nanoscale.[10] These materials can be self-assembled into

nanoscale structures such as disks, strips, cylinders, and

ribbons to which biologically active materials can be

attached.[11] Selective cleaving of the self-assembling

ends can also be used to obtain functionalized nanoporous
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materials.[12] The biological self-assembly process itself

has also been adapted for nonbiological materials assem-

bly, as molecules based on short peptide sequences taken

from fibrinogen (an active ingredient in coagulation) have

been used to direct the self-assembly of polyethylene

glycol.[13] In efforts to link biologically driven assembly

to electronic devices, peptides with highly specific bin-

ding properties to semiconductor heterostructures have

been experimentally demonstrated[14] and designed using

computational algorithms.[15]

Dendrimers (supramolecular materials with a branched

tree structure) are being developed and tailored as vehicles

for encapsulating drugs for targeted delivery or even

strands of DNA for gene therapy, as well as to ‘‘harvest’’

sunlight and transfer the energy into the center of the

molecule where it might be used in optoelectronic or

photovoltaic applications.[16] Dendrimers based on liquid

crystals have also been proposed for optoelectronic ap-

plications,[17] and a liquid crystal phase with a very large

unit cell, containing 30 dendrimers, has recently been

demonstrated.[18]

A possible alternative to dendrimers for encapsulation

is afforded by nanocompartments formed from lipid bi-

layer membranes[19] or vesicles formed from copolymers

containing hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks.[20] Com-

plexes of closed lipid bilayer membranes and DNA show

promise for gene delivery without use of viruses, although

much remains to be learned about the relationship be-

tween the supramolecular structures formed by these

complexes and their efficiency of gene transfer and

expression.[21]

Biomineralization

Living organisms form mineralized crystals of many

types, often containing complex multifunctional structures

(e.g., mollusk shell, sea urchin skeleton, biogenic silica),

sometimes with features that have not been incorpora-

ted in synthetic materials.[22] The development of such

biomineralized crystals has been shown to depend on both

stereochemical recognition of surface step edges by amino

acids and resultant changes in free energy of the growing

crystal surface,[23] linking biological, physical, and chem-

ical interactions in the formation of biominerals with varied

asymmetric structures.[24] Biomineralization principles

have recently been used to fabricate a large micropatterned

single crystal of calcite from a patterned amorphous

calcium carbonate template, with oriented nucleation

induced by a self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiol on

gold or silver.[25]

Nanoparticle Probes

One of the first successful applications of bionanomateri-

als is the use of DNA-tagged nanoparticles for bioassays

and biosensors. This has been accomplished through the

observation of electrical changes due to binding of the

target species to oligonucleotides functionalized with gold

nanoparticles[26] and through the fluorescence of semi-

conductor nanocrystals linked to oligonucleotides.[27]

Biomedical Applications

Recent bionanomaterials studies aimed at biomedical ap-

plications include the development of nanomaterials

linking radioactive atoms to monoclonal antibodies for

tumor-specific radiation therapy[28] and the incorporation

of nanoparticles into cement used for orthopedic implants

to reduce inflammatory reaction.[29] Several university

centers in the United States and Europe are focused on

biomedical applications such as diagnostics, drug deliv-

ery, and implants and prostheses,[30] including work on

dendrimers, nanomembranes, and biologically driven mo-

tors.[31] A recent very thoughtful review argues that it is

the research effort itself in areas related to nanomedicine

that will produce useful results in the near term, rather

than the achievement of specific biomedical application

objectives.[32]

Whether the bionanomaterials trends highlighted above

will lead to revolutionary advances in technology or

merely to continued incremental improvements is impos-

sible to predict. Fig. 2 schematically illustrates two

possible paths—a high-growth path under which nano-

materials pervasively affect biology and medicine and a

low-growth path under which the continued integration of

biology, materials, and nanoscience leads to technological

advances in specific areas of opportunity. There are cur-

rently strong drivers toward the high-growth path, in

particular the high level of scientific interest and available

resources, including partnerships between academic,

governmental, and commercial institutions, resulting from

the U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) and

similar initiatives in Europe and Japan, as well as strong

societal interest in and fascination with nanoscience and

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the domain of bionanomaterials.
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nanotechnology. However, there are also strong barriers

that, if not overcome, will push toward the low-growth

path, in particular the need for major scientific discoveries

and commercial constraints such as the availability of cap-

ital, the need to show profit, and regulatory requirements.

The following are some of the significant scientific

questions that need to be addressed to progress along

either path:

. Can integration of functional biological materials into

nanoscale materials systems be reproducibly scaled?
. Can biological function be sufficiently retained in

synthetic bionanomaterials to allow high-accuracy

molecular recognition and targeting?
. Can encapsulation schemes for bionanomaterials be

implemented on a cost-effective commercial scale?
. Can short-term or long-term compatibility of synthetic

bionanomaterials in the human body be demonstrated?
. Can effective methods for determining unintended

side effects of bionanomaterials be developed and

implemented?

The rate at which progress is made in addressing these

questions will determine the timescale in Fig. 2, in

addition to whether progress is toward the high-growth or

the low-growth path.

NANOCOMPOSITES

The incorporation of nanoscale components into materials

to improve function is perhaps currently the most ad-

vanced area of nanomaterials. A growing number of

commercial entities already produce nanoparticles with an

estimated world market near $500 million in 2000 and

growth projected in applications such as conductive and

magnetic coatings, optical fibers, phosphors, biological

labels, orthopedic materials, sunscreens, catalysts, and

scratch-resistant coatings.[33,34] From the perspective of

the chemical industry, nanocomposites can be separated

into those that incorporate nanoscale clays, nanoscale

oxides or metals, and carbon nanotubes.[35] We will adopt

a slight generalization of this approach and organize the

following discussion around polymer nanocomposites

(based on nanoscale silicates including clays); composites

incorporating metal, oxide, and semiconductor nano-

particles and nanocrystals; nanoscale coatings and films

based on these; and composites incorporating carbon

nanotubes or semiconductor nanowires.

Polymer Nanocomposites

The interest in polymer nanocomposites stems from the

fact that the dispersion of a relatively small amount (e.g.,

<5%) of a layered silicate such as clay can provide sig-

nificantly improved properties, including strength, barrier

properties, reduced water absorption, and reduced flam-

mability, so long as the clay is exfoliated or intercalated

into layers of nanoscale thickness.[36–38] Recent experi-

mental work[39] demonstrates the positive influence of

dispersed silicate nanolayers on both the crystalline mor-

phology and mechanical properties of the nanocomposite,

and recent theoretical work[40] suggests that the toughen-

ing mechanisms may be similar to those postulated for

biological structural materials such as spider silk and

abalone adhesive. Silicate-based nanocomposites have

also been made from aerospace epoxy material and

Fig. 2 Possible growth paths for bionanomaterials applications. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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demonstrated both to have improved mechanical proper-

ties and appropriate viscosity and cure kinetics to remain

suitable for standard composite molding techniques such

as resin transfer molding.[41]

Nanoparticle and Nanocrystal Composites

Advances in and approaches to the characterization of the

electrical, magnetic, optical, and chemical properties of

isolated and assembled nanoscale particles and crystals

and attempts to use them to improve materials and device

function are described in a recent series of articles.[42]

Nanomaterials investigated include Co, Ni, Fe, and

magnetic alloy nanoparticles for magnetic device applica-

tions;[43] CdSe[44] and Mn-doped ZnS[45] nanocrystals for

optical and laser applications; nanoscale Au and Ag for

optoelectronic applications;[46] and nanoparticles capped

with organic materials for electronic applications.[47]

An alternative approach to incorporating functional Fe

nanoparticles into electronic devices consists of introduc-

ing Fe2O3 nanoparticles externally produced onto a Si

wafer and annealing in ultrahigh vacuum.[48] Glass

ceramics consisting of SnO2 nanocrystals dispersed in

SiO2 have also been studied as potential nonlinear

materials for all-optical switching devices.[49]

Mulvaney[46] shows that optical properties of Au and

Ag nanoparticles depend on shape. Both size and

geometric shape of Au and Ag nanoparticles have been

shown to be controllable through solution-phase chemis-

try, yielding Ag nanocubes and Au nanoboxes with a

truncated cubic shape.[50]

With respect to catalytic applications, capped metallic

nanoparticles have been demonstrated to avoid aggrega-

tion on electrode surfaces and show catalytic activity on

both metal and Pt-doped polymer substrates,[51] while

semiconductor nanoclusters have been demonstrated to

enable the photooxidation of the toxic aromatic organic

material pentachlorophenol.[52] A novel synthesis route to

a porous composite nanostructure including catalytic

metal oxide nanoparticles uses aqueous solutions of metal

salts together with an aqueous dispersion of synthetic clay

and surfactants.[53]

Nanoscale Coatings and Films

All of the nanoparticle and nanocrystal material types

mentioned in the previous section have been implemented

as nanoscale coatings or films. FePt nanoparticles were

synthesized and self-assembled into nanocrystal super-

lattices and annealed into ferromagnetic films that are

mechanically robust and support high-density magnetiza-

tion reversal transitions required for magnetic data

storage.[54] Ni nanoparticles were also epitaxially grown

on a TiN thin-film matrix and exhibited significantly

higher coercivity than randomly oriented Ni particles.[55]

A quantum-dot light-emitting diode was fabricated by

sandwiching a monolayer of CdSe (ZnS) nanocrystals

between two organic thin films, using phase separation

between these films and the organic materials capping the

nanocrystals.[56] Films of Au nanoparticles functionalized

with aromatic molecules were spin coated onto interdig-

itated electrode structures and used as vapor sensors.[57]

Nanoscale coatings and films have been demonstrated

to produce enhancements of a variety of technologically

important properties. Nanoporous films of PbZrxTi1�xO3

(PZT) allow tailoring of dielectric properties to increase

the figure of merit for pyroelectric applications.[58] Thin

films of optical polymers with nanoscale corrugated

surfaces provide an alternative approach to antireflection

coatings.[59] Nanostructured hydroxyapatite coatings pro-

vide improved adhesion and corrosion resistance for

medical implants.[60] Nanocrystalline Al2O3 coatings on

glass substrates provide increased hardness with no

degradation of optical properties.[61] Nanoscale coatings

also provide the possibility of controlled gradients in

mechanical properties that may provide new design

options for damage-resistant materials surfaces.[62]

Nanotube and Nanowire Composites

Carbon nanotubes are exceedingly interesting materials

both from a scientific viewpoint and because their unique

combination of properties (high conductivity, high tensile

strength, high temperature capability, plus nanoscale

dimensionality) make them suitable, in principle, for

many important commercial applications. As described in

a recent review,[63] carbon nanotubes are already in use as

an additive to graphite in a majority of the lithium ion

batteries found in cell phones and laptop computers; are

anticipated to enter the commercial flat-panel display

market as field emitters in 2003; have many additional

potential applications including conductive plastics, high-

performance fibers for composite materials, and flexible

sensors for gas detection; and could be enabling materials

for new nanoelectronic technologies. In this paper, we will

constrain our discussion to aspects of nanotube research

related to the formation of composite materials in which

the nanotubes improve functionality.

The simplest version of the carbon nanotube, a

cylindrically rolled sheet of hexagonally arrayed carbon

atoms, or single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT), has

been produced in strands of macroscopic length,[64] and

micrometer-long crystals consisting of ordered arrays of

aligned SWNTs have also been produced.[65] Composite

materials with a nanocrystalline Al2O3 matrix and rein-

forcement by ropes of SWNTs that form a network at

the grain boundaries have recently been fabricated[66] by

ball-milling to mix the Al2O3 powders and nanotubes,
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followed by consolidation using the low-temperature

spark plasma sintering process. The best of these

composites, fully dense with 10 vol.% SWNTs, had a

fracture toughness of 9.7 MPa m1/2, almost three times

that of pure Al2O3 of the same grain size. Peigney[67]

suggests that the high toughness of these Al2O3–carbon

nanotube composites results from the combination of

high-quality starting materials, homogeneous dispersion

without damaging the nanotubes, and the relatively short

time and low temperature required for spark plasma

sintering. This work demonstrates that carbon nanotubes

can be used as reinforcement for ceramic matrix compo-

sites. The next steps toward application will include

investigation of larger specimens than the 19�2–4 mm

disks reported in Ref. [66].

Another type of composite material that can be formed

from nanotubes involves the incorporation of fullerenes

(e.g., C60) inside the nanotube[68] to form the so-called

peapods. It has been demonstrated[69] that fullerenes

containing metal atoms inside the cage of carbon atoms

that make up the fullerene molecule can also be

encapsulated inside single-walled carbon nanotubes in a

one-dimensional array of ‘‘peapods.’’ Such an arrange-

ment with Gd atoms inside C82 molecules, which are then

encapsulated inside single-wall carbon nanotubes, has

been shown to behave as an array of quantum dots, with

proposed potential application for quantum well-based

electronic and optoelectronic devices.[70] Another com-

posite nanotube material with potential application is a

column of liquid Ga inside a carbon nanotube, which is

proposed as a nanothermometer based on the increase in

height of the Ga meniscus with increasing temperature.[71]

Semiconductor nanowires are actively being developed

as an alternative to carbon nanotubes for nanoelectronic

device applications.[72] Superlattice structures have been

developed in nanowires, in which the semiconductor

material changes along the long axis of the nanowire,

allowing designed changes in the electronic properties.

Such composite nanomaterials have been produced using

GaP, GaAs, and InP;[73] Si and SiGe;[74] and InAs and

InP.[75] These materials are proposed for applications in-

cluding nanobarcodes, LEDs, and thermoelectric devices.

Whether the nanocomposites trends highlighted above

will lead to revolutionary advances in technology or mere-

ly to continued incremental improvements is impossible

to predict. Fig. 3 schematically illustrates two possible

paths—a high-growth path under which nanocomposite

materials are pervasively applied throughout society and a

low-growth path under which the use of nanocomposites

leads to incremental improvements in specific technology

areas. There are currently strong drivers toward the high-

growth path, in particular the demonstrated property

improvements already achieved with nanoparticle com-

posites in such areas as catalysis and surface strengthen-

ing, as well as the presence of an active commercial sector

and existing markets. However, there are also barriers

that, if not overcome, will push toward the low-growth

path, in particular the need for continuing engineering

improvements and commercial constraints such as the

availability of capital, the need to show profit, and regu-

latory requirements.

The following are some of the significant tech-

nical issues that need to be addressed to progress along

either path:

Fig. 3 Possible growth paths for nanocomposites applications. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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. Functionalization of nanoscale components and main-

tenance of that function in the composite material.
. Design and implementation of effective interfaces

between the nanoscale components and the compo-

site matrix.
. Demonstration of reproducible composite behavior

and long-term stability.
. Scaling up the nanocomposite for cost-effective

production while retaining the property improve-

ments.

The rate at which progress is made in addressing these

issues will determine the timescale in Fig. 3, in addition to

whether progress is toward the high-growth or the low-

growth path.

FUNCTIONAL NANOSTRUCTURES

Perhaps the most fundamental type of functional nano-

structure is a microscopic composite with multiple phases

formed in situ during processing. As discussed by Ma,[76]

metal alloys with nanoscale grain size typically have

increased strength, but lack plasticity necessary for

forming or to avoid catastrophic failure in load-bearing

applications, and several different approaches to increas-

ing ductility and toughness in such alloys employ a

nonuniform or composite microstructure. He et al.[77]

described an alloy design and solidification process

leading to as-cast Ti-based alloys with an in situ

composite microstructure consisting of a nanocrystalline

matrix and a ductile dendritic phase. The presence of the

dendritic phase is shown to increase the plasticity of the

material by preventing the propagation of bands of shear

stress that, if allowed to grow, could cause catastrophic

failure. Thus this type of microscopic composite combines

the increased strength of the nanoscale grain size with

good ductility and a high elastic-strain limit, and was

produced with conventional casting methods, suggesting

that the approach may have more general potential for

strong, yet tough, metal alloys. The combination of

nanoscale grains with microscale dendrites in this material

emphasizes the fact that useful nanomaterials do not have

to be exclusively nanoscale.

Nanofabrication Methods

A variety of different approaches to fabricate nanostruc-

tured materials are described in a recent set of articles,[78]

including the use of lithographic patterns to induce or

guide a self-assembly process,[79] applications of lithog-

raphy using ‘‘soft’’ materials such as organic elasto-

mers,[80] and the use of an atomic force microscope tip to

‘‘write’’ nanostructures onto a gold substrate with alka-

nethiol ‘‘ink’’, namely, dip-pen nanolithography.[81] An-

other nanofabrication method uses metallic mask

membranes fabricated from nanochannel glass (a glass

matrix with uniform arrays of hollow channels as small as

20 nm) to produce regular arrays of magnetic dots for

magnetic storage application.[82] A recent study compared

ferroelectric nanostructures fabricated via self-assembly of

dispersed nanoparticles synthesized from a microemulsion

and via electron beam lithography of a polymer precursor

layer,[83] with the self-assembly approach producing

droplets in the 50–60 nm range (which the authors argued

was several times too large for self-assembly), while the

lithographic approach produced arrays of 60–70 nm

particles with spacing down to 150 nm.

The stability of fabricated nanostructures under appli-

cation conditions can be an important issue. Nanoscale

features produced on a Cu crystal by ion sputtering under

ultrahigh vacuum were demonstrated to be stabilized at

room temperature in air for a week or more (far longer

than needed to serve as a useful process step) by an

oxidation treatment.[84] The authors noted that without the

oxidation treatment, the stability of such nanoscale

features is limited by thermally activated diffusion to

about 200 K. Feedback-controlled ion beam sputtering has

been used to ‘‘sculpt’’ a 5-nm pore in a Si3N4 membrane,

which was then used as a detector for a single DNA

molecule.[85] The authors suggest that this nanofabrication

method could be used to fabricate slits, trenches, crosses,

and other structures for nanoscale semiconductor devices.

Nanofabrication via Self-Assembly

Self-assembly phenomena have been used both to form

templates for fabricating nanostructures and to assemble

the nanostructure itself. Dynospheres (latex particles 0.5

�m in diameter suspended in water) were self-assembled

into regular arrays that were used as a mask to deposit

arrays of Ni nanoparticles.[86] Polymethylmethacralate

(PMMA) spheres were self-assembled in trenches in Si

wafers to from a three-dimensional photonic crystal.[87]

Nanowires of single-crystal Si that self-align to form a

structure suitable for photoemission applications were

grown from a thermally evaporated Ni film subjected to

magnetron sputtering of Si.[88] An Al film deposited on a

Si or SiO2 substrate was anodized to produce a hexago-

nally ordered nanoporous Al2O3 structure.[89] A large

variety of topological structures have been produced in

mesoporous SiO2 by combining sol gel and emulsion

chemistry with molecular self-assembly.[90]

Self-assembled nanostructured films have been shown

to possess useful chemical and optical properties. A self-

assembled monolayer of hexadecanethiol on a gold

surface was shown to block the interaction of the surface
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with neutral molecules such as water and volatile sulfuric

compounds, enhancing its effect as a selective detector of

mercury vapor.[91] Self-assembled multilayer superlattice

films containing chromophoric organic molecules were

shown to be useful for optical switching based on their

large second-order nonlinear optical response.[92]

Self-Assembly with Diblock Copolymers

Films of copolymers consisting of two distinct blocks

[e.g., polystyrene (PS) and PMMA] spontaneously as-

semble into ordered domains with morphology principally

depending on the molecular weight ratio of the constituent

polymers, allowing the formation of nanoscale tailored

polymer dot arrays via chemical removal of one of the

blocks. These polymer dot arrays can then be used as

templates or masks to form nanoscale dot arrays of metals

or insulators on silicon and other substrates.[93] Incorpo-

ration of metal nanoclusters synthesized in situ from de-

composition of precursors within one of the copolymer

blocks was demonstrated to produce patterned structures

with selective phase separation and particle confine-

ment.[94] Arrays of Co nanowires with application as

ultrahigh-density magnetic data storage media have also

been fabricated using nanoporous films derived from

diblock copolymers.[95] Combining a diblock copolymer

of polystyrene and polyethylene oxide with a dilute ho-

mogeneous solution of a silica precursor leads to a me-

sostructured silica film that can be calcined to produce

closed-cell mesoporous silica films with potential appli-

cation as low dielectric constant insulators.[96] Control of

optical energy transfer was demonstrated by embedding

semiconducting polymers into the pores of such a silica

film, suggesting their potential application in optoelec-

tronics as well.[97]

Whether the functional nanostructures trends highlight-

ed above will lead to revolutionary advances in technology

or merely to continued incremental improvements is

impossible to predict. Fig. 4 schematically illustrates two

possible paths—a high-growth path under which advances

in functional nanostructure fabrication lead to a broad range

of new materials and devices and a low-growth path under

which functional nanosystems penetrate existing markets

in an incremental fashion. There are currently strong drivers

toward the high-growth path, in particular the continuing

integration of top-down and bottom-up fabrication approa-

ches and the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of

research in this area. However, there are also strong

barriers that, if not overcome, will push toward the low-

growth path, in particular the need for continuing scientific

advances, the need to address scale-up issues, and com-

mercial constraints such as the availability of capital, the

need to show profit, and regulatory requirements.

The following are some of the significant scientific is-

sues that need to be addressed to progress along either path:

. Retention of microscopic nanostructures under appli-

cation conditions.
. Reproducible, scalable, cost-effective fabrication of

designed nanostructures.
. Demonstration of nanostructure function in macro-

scopic materials and devices.
. Demonstration of long-term nanostructure functional

stability.

Fig. 4 Possible growth paths for functional nanostructure applications. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The rate at which progress is made in addressing these

issues will determine the timescale in Fig. 4, in addition to

whether progress is toward the high-growth or the low-

growth path.

SYNERGISTIC INFLUENCES

The development of certain nanomaterials trends will

in some cases exert a synergistic influence on the

development of other trends. Table 1 illustrates some of

these potential effects for possible high-growth applica-

tions of the nanomaterials trends discussed above. Three

application developments are considered for each nano-

materials area. Targeted drug delivery, in situ tumor

treatment, and mobile biosensors are the bionanomaterials

developments considered. Super membranes and catalysts,

superhard coatings and films, and cheap energy storage are

the nanocomposites developments considered. High-

strength tough alloys, fast precise toxic materials detec-

tion, and smart nanodevices are the functional nanostruc-

tures developments considered. Where the presence of one

development could facilitate the other development, e.g.,

targeted drug delivery and in situ tumor treatment, the

word ‘‘facilitates’’ is shown in the appropriate box. This

effect is not always symmetric. For example, the presence

of in situ tumor treatment would not facilitate targeted

drug delivery. In some cases, synergism between the two

developments would improve function, e.g., smart nano-

devices together with super membranes and catalysts

would lead to improved chemical processes. In other

cases, the synergism might lead to an entirely new

capability, as for example targeted drug delivery and

smart nanodevices would enable smart drug delivery. For

the purposes of this analysis, we assumed that the

synergisms leading to improved function or new capabil-

ities were symmetric. The boxes in Table 1 with dashes

indicate no synergism between the two developments.

The following paragraphs briefly summarize the

synergisms listed in Table 1 (symmetric synergisms are

only discussed once).

Targeted drug delivery: facilitates in situ tumor treat-

ment by providing a mechanism; spurs development of

mobile biosensors by providing an application; together

with fast precise toxic materials detection could provide

detection coupled with treatment for chemical or biolog-

ical (CB) agents; together with smart nanodevices could

provide smart drug delivery.

In situ tumor treatment: spurs development of mobile

biosensors by providing an application.

Mobile biosensors: facilitate targeted drug delivery and

in situ tumor treatment by providing locations; together

with super membranes and catalysts could provide the

basis for blood filters; together with smart nanodevices

could provide smart biosensing.

Super membranes and catalysts: together with cheap

energy storage could provide a means for improved

energy conversion; together with fast precise toxic

materials detection could provide both for detection and

filtering or destruction of CB agents; together with smart

nanodevices could provide a means for improving the

selectivity and yield of chemical processes that involve

separations or catalysis.

Superhard coatings and films: could facilitate mobile

biosensors and cheap energy storage by providing protec-

tion from damaging materials or hostile environments;

together with high-strength tough metal alloys could

provide long-life structural materials.

Cheap energy storage: could facilitate in situ tumor

treatment and mobile biosensors by providing cost-

effective power sources; could spur development of

superhard coatings and films by providing an application;

together with fast precise toxic materials detection could

provide a means for detection and destruction of CB

agents; together with smart nanodevices could provide on-

demand portable power sources.

High-strength tough metal alloys: can facilitate cheap

energy storage, fast precise toxic materials detection,

and smart nanodevices by providing functional struc-

tural materials.

Fast precise toxic materials detection: facilitates mobile

biosensors by providing the mechanism for the biosensor.

Smart nanodevices: facilitate in situ tumor treatment by

providing a means for treatment delivery to the tumor site;

facilitate high-strength tough metal alloys by providing a

possible means for fabrication.
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INTRODUCTION

The emerging field of Nanotechnology, including nano-

materials, nanoscale devices, and nanobiotechnology, has

been purported to impact every aspect of our life in the

decades to come. The race to capitalize on Nanotechnol-

ogy, ‘‘the next big thing,’’ began in the wake of the

abating Internet mania in the year 2000, although basic

and applied research on various aspects of this field has

been intensely pursued since the early 1990s. For a

comprehensive review of scientific advances in this field

during the 1990s, the reader is referred to the World

Technology Evaluation Center Report.[1] We should all

remember that studies in catalysis and small metal

particles began more than a century ago and represents

one of the most significant applications of nanomaterials

to date. In many instances, Nanotechnology has been

referred to as a ‘‘disruptive technology,’’ the elegant and

pithy phrase coined by Harvard professor, Clayton

Christensen.[2] With the rapid influx of venture capital

into the up-and-coming Nanotechnology industry (al-

though it is a far cry from the investment activity that was

seen in the mid-1990s with the then emerging internet

industry), start-ups are realizing the need for sustainable

competitive advantage in what is now becoming a

crowded space. Given the scientific evidence so far, the

potential for Nanotechnology to beneficially impact

various aspects of our life and society exists, but

attempting to predict them all at this stage is futile.

To put this field in perspective to the uninitiated, it has

often been mentioned that Nanotechnology today is in the

same state computers were in the 1960s.[1] Perhaps, a

more apt comparison should be to the Industrial Revolu-

tion that began in the late eighteenth century. The

Industrial Revolution enabled products that were already

in use to be made cheaper, faster, and of uniform and of

predictable quality.[3,4] The Nanotechnology Revolution

underway has the potential to impact the performance of

existing products, but not so much in terms of cost. At the

same time, Nanotechnology has the potential to make

possible new products that would otherwise not be

possible. All of this has spawned the growth of Nano-

technology as an industrial sector, while in reality it is an

aggregate of several different industries brought together

in ways never seen before. Accordingly, it is helpful to

compare this new industrial sector to the several industries

that came into existence during and after the Industrial

Revolution: railroad, automobile, commercial aviation,

and most recently, internet. Several hundreds of compa-

nies came into existence in the initial stages of each of

these industries: there was a time when there was a large

number of companies with motor works being the

common suffix for a majority of them.[4] This is much

the same today with the word nano being the prefix in the

name of the company. Based on information garnered by

market research entities such as CMP Cientifica,[5]

Business Communication Company,[6] and Nanobusiness

Alliance,[7] the number of companies worldwide that are

active in nanotechnology at the present time can be

estimated to be in excess of 400. As it has happened in all

of these industries, the initial flurry of activity fades in a

few years as the companies come to grips with the realities

of the market forces. The start-ups burn through the

invested capital, and either close shop or morph into a

company with a different objective. The stage had been

set by the year 2001 for this story line to be repeated in the

Nanotechnology industry, except that the financial climate

has been dismal since that time, with investment capital

becoming a scarce commodity.

Just as it is said that beauty lies in the eyes of the

beholder, an objective definition for Nanotechnology

depends on the aspect of the field that the person is

involved with. To an oncologist working with nanotech-

nology, it could mean targeted drug delivery to cure

certain specific types of cancer, while to a scientist

involved with computing, Nanotechnology could refer to

molecular switches. The purpose of this article is to look

at technological and commercial advances made to date in

the area of Nanomaterials either enabling new products

or improving existing products. The focus is on products

having the potential to beneficially impact present mar-

kets, as opposed to a number of markets that may emerge

in the future. Moreover, special emphasis is given on ap-

plications where the presence of nanoscale features adds

certain functionality, instead of simply providing a high-

surface-area template.
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OVERVIEW

In a broad sense, Nanomaterials include nanoscale

particles (metal/ceramic/metalloid/organic particles or

composites thereof, nanotubes, and buckyballs), nanopar-

ticles dispersed (or suspended) in a liquid, or nanoparti-

cles dispersed in a polymeric material, either as a coating

or a bulk material. A distinction between functional and

nonfunctional nanoscale features needs to be drawn: by

nonfunctional nanoscale features, we mean that the na-

noparticle simply acts as a high surface area support for a

second-phase material, and does not possess any intrinsic

functionality. A good example is a ceramic catalyst sup-

port, such as a honeycomb structure, in which catalyt-

ically active metallic nanoparticles are embedded in the

high-surface-area ceramic material. As alluded to earlier,

such high-surface-area materials have been in existence

for decades. On the other hand, functional nanoparticles

are those where the nanoparticles themselves perform a

certain function, as a result of their particular crystalline

structure, or the lack thereof; e.g., particles having gas

sensing capabilities because of their ability to undergo

redox reactions.

A few nanomaterials companies made rapid progress

(measured in terms of the ability to raise capital and build

substantial manufacturing capability) in the mid- to late

1990s, with the anticipation that they will be ready if and

when the market emerges. Most of them have found out

that either the anticipated markets never materialized, or

the products they envisioned did not meet the cost

requirement of the targeted industry. A case in point

was a company that was initially funded by a U.S. gov-

ernment small business innovative research (SBIR)

initiative. The company’s manufacturing technology was

unique, and the nanopowder product had a sufficient

number of distinguishing features from the state-of-the-

art, especially with respect to performance. The company

attracted investment (initially backed by venture capital

and later by large corporations in the same market sector),

and a full-scale production facility was commissioned

within 5 years of obtaining seed capital. However, the

well-funded company failed to make any impact on the

market because the market was driven by cost, and not

by performance. The company’s product was superior and

more expensive, but the market had no need for a better

product, as the available product at that time more than

met what the majority of customers desired. The metrics

of comparison had shifted from performance to cost. It

was too late by the time management realized the market

forces in play, and the company had to close down its

production facility by the start of the new millennium, and

abandon its forays into nanomaterials, at least for the

moment. The lesson here is that while nanotechnology can

lead to a better product, it may not necessarily lead to a

‘‘business’’ because the mass market is not ready to pay

a higher price for an improved product. To extend this

thought further, it may so happen that, while a particular

product developed by a company is superior in perform-

ance to an existing product, the sales volume generated

may be too small to support a large-scale manufacturing

infrastructure. It appears that the maximum potential

exists for products that are just not improved, but enabled

solely by the use of nanomaterials.

The initial part of this article will describe advances

made by small and large corporations in producing a

variety of nanopowders, because nanopowders provide the

all-important building block for forming nanostructured

materials. The discussion will be limited to technologies

that were successfully developed into, at least, a quasi-

commercial operation. As it turns out, the roots of a vast

number of nanopowder synthesis processes are either a

university or some other research laboratory. However,

synthesis processes that are still practiced only in a

research environment are excluded from the discussion.

Furthermore, the discussion will be restricted to ceramic

and metal nanoparticles. Carbon-based materials (e.g.,

fullerenes/bucky balls, single-wall carbon nanotubes, and

multiwall carbon nanotubes) and chalcogenide nanotubes,

and organic nanoparticles are beyond the scope of the

present discussion.

The second part will describe the activities of compa-

nies involved in commercializing nanomaterials for

specific applications, where substantial value is added to

nanoparticles by way of surface treatment or incorporation

into a host matrix. Also included are work performed at

corporations that purchase nanoparticles from the open

market and incorporate them into an end product. This

section will also detail the activities of a few companies

that are vertically integrated, i.e., they synthesize their

own raw nanomaterials and integrate them into a com-

ponent or a device. However, such vertical integration is

not common in the materials industry.

The final section is a reflection on the past decade of

nanomaterials development, and a prognosis of where

things are likely to be by the end of the decade.

PART I: NANOPOWDER PRODUCTION

Two of the pioneers in production of nanopowders of

single-phase oxides (e.g., SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, and

ZrO2) are located on either side of the Atlantic Ocean:

Degussa Corporation, headquartered in Europe, and Cabot

Corporation in the United States. Both companies have

been in production of nanopowders for several decades

now, accounting for much of the ‘‘nanopowder sales’’

figures quoted in reports by some market research analysts.
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Over the years, Degussa and Cabot have steadily made

incremental improvements in particle characteristics, such

as reduction in aggregate size and altering surface

characteristics to suit specific applications. The Degussa

Process, called the AEROSIL1 process,[8] involves hy-

drolysis of gaseous metallic chlorides under the influence

of water, which develops during the oxyhydrogen reaction,

which, in turn, leads to a high-temperature reaction zone.

Example reactions are as follows:

4AlCl3 þ 6H2 þ 3O2 ! 2Al2O3 þ 12HCl

TiCl4 þ 2H2 þ O2 ! TiO2 þ 4HCl

Nanoparticles of titanium dioxide, produced by Degussa,

are sold as Degussa P25, and are an extremely well

characterized nanopowder. The powder has a surface

area of �50 m2/g, with a primary particle size of 21 nm.

Fig. 1 shows a transmission electron microscopic (TEM)

image of TiO2 nanopowders. The purity of the oxides

is in general > 99%, and in some cases, the purity is in

excess of 99.9%. The reason for the high purity is that the

chloride byproduct is cleaned relatively well through

distillation. These nanopowders are used in a number of

commercial applications, some of which are: aluminum

oxide used in Ink jet papers (smoothing and sealing), cable

insulation (improvement in dielectric strength), photo

resists for production of integrated circuits (ICs) (rheolo-

gy); titanium dioxide in ultraviolet (UV) protecting gels

(transparent, yet 100% UV protection); zirconium oxide in

IC substrate boards (higher resolution), battery separators

(filler), and polystyrene (free flow aid).

High-surface-area SiO2 has been the flagship product

of Cabot Corporation (in addition to carbon black, which

itself is a nanostructured powder, given the high surface

area of the powder particles). Cab-o-sil1 is the trade name

of Cabot’s SiO2 nanopowders, an electron micrograph of

which is shown in Fig. 2.[9] Nanoparticles of SiO2 are

produced by a flame process, which substantially resem-

bles the Degussa process described above. An experi-

mental grade of aluminum oxide is also produced by

Cabot using the same process, with a surface area of

�55 m2/g. The reported average aggregate length, which

is different from the aggregate size measured by a typical

instrument, such as Coulter N4 plus or a Horiba LA 920,

is 150–170 nm.

Interestingly enough, unlike conventional materials

development—where a unique material is often developed

in response to either an actual or a perceived need—the

above-described oxide nanopowders have largely found

use in new markets as soon as they became available

in large quantities. For example, the production process

for synthesis of nanoparticles of aluminum oxide was

developed well before the powders began to be used in

inkjet papers. Moreover, nanopowders of aluminum

oxide, titanium oxide, and silicon dioxide have been

commoditized over the years by the two industry giants

mentioned above, thereby leaving little room for nano-

powder-producing neophytes to use their approach to

penetrate well-established markets. A further discussion

on the barrier to entry is presented in the final section of

the article.

Baikowski International,[10] a company based in France

with operations in the United States as well as in Japan,

also provides nanoparticles of aluminum oxide with ex-

ceptional purity: � 99.99% (in addition to micron- andFig. 1 TEM image of Degussa’s P25 titanium dioxide powder.

Fig. 2 Electron micrograph of nanoparticles of SiO2, produced

by Cabot Corporation.
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submicron-size particles). The powders have a high

surface area, �120 m2/g. Some grades of such high-

surface-area powders have an aggregate size as small as

�0.3–0.4 mm. The company exclusively produces alumi-

num oxide, and caters largely to the lighting (for

producing translucent ceramics) and polishing (chemical

mechanical polishing) industries.

The perceived need for spherical nanoparticles, and

with a lower degree of aggregation than what was

commercially available, prompted extensive research into

new synthesis processes at universities and national

laboratories. As soon as a basic research showed promise,

the technologies were transferred to a private entity

[usually with the aid of federal funds in the form of either

SBIRs, or its sister program, small business technology

transfer (STTRs)], often located near the originating

research institution. The start-ups were the so-called

‘‘spin-off’’ nanomaterial companies. Two such companies

in the early days of the Nanotechnology industry were

Nanophase Technologies Inc. in Illinois, and Nanodyne

Inc. in New Brunswick, although Nanophase Technolo-

gies Inc. was funded by equity investment very early on

in the life of the company. Nanophase Technologies

(NASDAQ: NANX), which evolved from research

activity at Argonne National Laboratory in the outskirts

of Chicago, focused on the production of oxide nanopar-

ticles, including such commonly used oxides as aluminum

oxide, titanium dioxide, and zinc oxide, as well as a

number of not so commonly used materials, such as

yttrium oxide, copper oxide, and cerium oxide. The

synthesis process, schematically shown in Fig. 3, is based

on high rate evaporation of metals followed by oxidation

in the gas phase.[11] The process yields nanoparticles on a

commercial scale with a spherical morphology (in many

cases) and with minimal aggregation, which was differ-

ent from the nanopowders available at that time, although

the surface areas were comparable. As of the writing of

this article, all of the compositions mentioned above are

available in tonnage quantities. The strategy to market

these products appears to be to sell the nanopowders to

larger chemical manufacturers, as opposed to directly

providing it to the end user; e.g., the biggest customer of

Nanophase Technologies is BASF.[12]

Nanodyne Inc. was a spin-off from Rutgers—The State

University of New Jersey, the basis for the technology

being intellectual property and prior research that was

carried out at Exxon Corporation. The hallmark of the

Nanodyne synthesis approach, shown schematically in

Fig. 4, was that existing and commercially available

processing technologies (e.g., fluidized bed and rotary

furnaces) were used to produce nanostructured materials

that were protected by a structure of matter patent. The

sole focus of the company was to produce ultrafine

grained powders of WC/Co. Research had shown that

fine-grained WC/Co materials possessed improved hard-

ness without the usual accompanying loss in toughness,

and this provided the impetus to commercialize ultrafine

grained WC/Co for tool bits.[13] A pilot plant was first

built in New Brunswick, NJ, with investment from venture

capitalists (Ampersand and CMEA). Later, Union Miniere

(now Umicore) bought out the interests of all the share-

holders, and a semifull-scale production plant was con-

structed in North Carolina. Unfortunately, the plant was

shut down not too long after it was commissioned,[14] and

Nanodyne Inc. went into the history books as one of the

first casualties of the Nanotechnology industry.

Just about the time that nanopowders were coming in

vogue in the United States, a company called Advanced

Powder Technology (APT) was founded in Australia.[15]

Unlike the vapor-phase approaches that were being

championed by many companies in the United States,

APT developed a patented solid state process that

Fig. 3 Schematic showing the vapor-phase process practiced at Nanophase Corporation.
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combined a milling operation. Dry milling was used to

induce chemical reactions through ball–powder collisions

that resulted in nanoparticles forming within a salt matrix.

Particle size is defined by the chemistry of the reactant

mix, milling, and heat treatment condition. Particle ag-

glomeration is minimized by the salt matrix, which is then

removed by a simple washing procedure. While reducing

the size of particles by milling had been known for a very

long time, APT was among the first to reduce the particle

size to the nanoscale. A joint venture with Samsung Cor-

poration was announced in 2001. One of the major pro-

ducts was cerium oxide, which has generally been an

expensive material and was scarcely available in a nano-

powder form. The technology has also been extended to

other compositions, such as zinc oxide.

During the mid- to late 1990s, alternative vapor-phase

technologies to what was practiced at Nanophase Tech-

nologies was developed by a number of companies,

including NEI Corporation, the company that the authors

work for. At NEI, a process called combustion flame-

chemical vapor condensation (CF-CVC) was developed to

produce oxide nanoparticles,[16] the origins of which were

in a process invented at Rutgers University.[17,18] The CF-

CVC process, shown schematically in Fig. 5, utilized a flat

flame in a reduced pressure environment as the heat

source for pyrolyzing vapors of metalorganic precursors.

The geometry of the flame insured that the pyrolysis was

uniform, and the condensation of the pyrolyzed species

into nanoparticles was rapid. The end result was the

formation of high-surface-area nanoparticles with a

narrow primary particle size distribution, combined with

one of the smallest aggregate sizes among nanopowders

available in the market. For example, titanium dioxide

nanopowders had a surface area of �65–75 m2/g with

an aggregate size (as measured by Coulter N4 Plus) of

�0.1–0.12 mm. Aluminum oxide nanopowders had a

surface area of �120 m2/g with an aggregate size of only

�0.125 mm.[19,20]

Significant progress in developing new methods of

nanopowder synthesis was made at Nanomaterials Re-

search Corporation (NRC) toward the late 1990s. The

production system was based on a patented process[21]

utilizing ultrarapid thermal quenching of high-tempera-

ture vapors through a boundary layer converging–diverg-

ing nozzle. A suspension of precursor material, which

was, for the most part, generated from a fluidized bed of

micron size metal particles, was continuously fed to a

thermal reaction zone and vaporized under conditions

that minimized superheating and favored nucleation of

the resulting vapor. The expansion ahead of the nozzle led

to rapid condensation, and minimization of nanoparticle

coalescence. The process produced metals, intermetallics,

Fig. 4 Schematic of the spray conversion process, developed by Nanodyne Inc.
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single-phase and multicomponent oxides, and even some

nonoxides. Subsequently, NRC, which was mostly funded

through a number of SBIR programs until then, spun off

a separate entity called NanoProducts Inc. A partnership

with a major Japanese powder equipment company,

Hosokawa Micron Corp., was announced in 2001 for

scale-up of the nanopowder synthesis process.[22] Produc-

tion is said to be commencing in Japan, as well as in the

United States. NRC has also developed other gas-phase

nanopowder synthesis processes, similar to the one de-

scribed above, some of them utilizing chemical precursors

such as acetates and nitrates.

Meanwhile, through the 1990s, the process of spin-

ning off nanopowder- and nanomaterial-producing com-

panies from universities continued in the United States.

One such company that came into existence in the mid-

1990s was TAL Materials, located in Michigan, which

focused on a process based on combustion of precursors

in a flame.[23] However, unlike many of the processes

described above, the TAL Materials technology did not

require the precursors to be vaporized. The precursors

were pyrolyzed in a tubular reactor, and high-surface-area

nanopowders were collected downstream.[24] The com-

pany, which was still in its infancy at the time this article

was being written, has focused on multicomponent oxide

particles for value-added applications in lasers, and of the

like.[25]

Nanoscale Materials Inc.[26] (formerly known as

Nantek Inc.), which started operating in 1995, was spun

out of Kansas State University—the first commercial

spin-off from this university. The company sells an array

of oxide nanoparticles, mostly single phase, under the

trade name NanoActiveTM. The powders are characterized

by an extremely small feature size, resulting in enor-

mously high surface areas. Accordingly, applications that

can benefit from a very high surface area are ideal users of

NanoActiveTM. According to the company, their oxide

powders have shown utility in a variety of applications,

including destructive adsorption, purification of air and

water, scrubbing of acid gases, and sequestering of odors

and toxic gases.

Unlike many of its competitors, which emerged from

transitioning of a research activity into a business in

nanomaterials, Altair Nanomaterials evolved from being a

leaseholder on titanium ore mines in the Tennessee Valley

to a manufacturer of oxide (and some nonoxide) nano-

particles, titanium dioxide in particular.[27] The Altair

process is a solution-based process, wherein particles are

precipitated and milled to be reduced to a smaller size

while in suspension.[28] As of the writing of this article,

initial sales into the thermal spray market had been

reported, along with success in animal trials of a

phosphate powder for treatment of a kidney disease.

Altair is a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: ALTI),

Fig. 5 Schematic layout of the CF-CVC process, developed at NEI Corporation.
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and the total sales volume of nanopowders appears to be

in the tens of thousands of dollars per quarter.

Nanotechnologies, Inc.,[29] based in Texas, and Tech-

nanogy[30] in California (both backed by venture capital

funding), were relative newcomers to the business of

producing nanopowders. Both companies championed

vapor phase processes, where a plasma source was used to

vaporize metallic materials. The initial emphasis for

both companies was on aluminum nanoparticles, with

the objective of using them as rocket fuel, and as a com-

ponent in the primer for bullets. Neither of these two

applications seems to have held up to their initial prom-

ise, presumably because of cost considerations. Nano-

technologies Inc. has also initiated the development of

oxide nanoparticles, and recently announced collabora-

tion with AirProducts Inc. and Essilor, a manufacturer

of eyeglasses.

Argonide Corporation[31] came into existence in the

early 1990s, after transferring nanopowder production

technology from Russia. A wire of the desired material

is exploded in a continuous manner within a controlled

atmosphere. A variety of metals including tungsten, alu-

minum, and oxide nanopowders are produced by the

process.[32]

The path followed by a majority of companies has been

somewhat self-directed, as opposed to being directed by

the needs of the customer. As a result, considerable

emphasis has been placed on the production of single-

phase oxide nanopowders, such as aluminum oxide,

titanium oxide, zinc oxide, and cerium oxide. This has

been driven more by what their individual technologies

can offer, and less by what the specific needs of an

application are. Accordingly, an additional step of

converting the single-phase oxide nanopowders into a

useful form has become necessary, which reduces the

importance of the starting material, which in turn requires

it to be relatively inexpensive. Many nanopowder-pro-

ducing companies have an eventual price target of �$10/

lb; it remains to be seen if such a low price is attainable,

and even if so, to what extent it remains a viable business

for small companies.

In contrast to passive or nonfunctional nanoparticles,

i.e., where the internal crystal structure does not con-

tribute to a particular physical phenomenon, functional

nanoparticles present significant opportunities for en-

hancing the properties of a product. Three prominent

examples include: 1) multicomponent nanoparticles of

electronic oxide ceramics; 2) nanocomposite electrodes

for lithium-ion batteries; and 3) active materials for

chemical gas sensors and biochemical activity. Processing

of these materials is particularly challenging, given the

complexity of the material systems, thus it is not sur-

prising that there are very few companies active in these

areas, although the market opportunity is immense.

Barium titanate, and variations thereof, is perhaps the

most widely used electronic ceramic material. As such,

this has prompted the nanomaterials community to

investigate the potential benefits of nanostructured barium

titanate. It is most commonly used as a sintered high

dielectric material (both thick films and bulk). Accord-

ingly, many companies have made several attempts in

developing fine particles of barium titanate. One of the

most widely practiced synthesis methods has been the

hydrothermal process, where precursors are allowed to

react at relatively low temperatures, but at well above

ambient pressures. TPL Inc. (Albuquerque, NM) has

reportedly scaled a process for producing tonnage quan-

tities of ultrafine multicomponent oxide powders belong-

ing to the titanate family.[33]

NEI Corp. has developed processes for producing

nanostructured powders of compositions used as elec-

trodes in rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, and related

energy storage devices.[34–36] Rechargeable lithium-ion

batteries present a market opportunity for nanomaterials

as three aspects of this class of energy storage device need

improvement: energy density, rate capability, and cost.

The ability to stabilize structures that are intrinsically of

high energy density (example shown below) in a nano-

particle has the potential of inducing improvements in

energy density. The rate capabilities of rechargeable bat-

teries can be enhanced by reducing the particle size of

electrode materials, because it is well established that the

rate capabilities of lithium-ion batteries are limited by

solid-state diffusion of lithium ions within the electrode

materials.[37] Furthermore, compositions that utilize rela-

tively inexpensive compositions (i.e., based on iron rather

than cobalt) become viable cathode materials when the

particle size is reduced to the nanoscale.

Macrocrystalline layered lithium manganese oxide,

which has a theoretical energy density twice that of the

presently used lithium cobalt oxide, suffers from structural

instability during electrochemical cycling, and as a result,

exhibits significant capacity decline. Moreover, the rate

capability is less than desirable. NEI Corp. is developing

nanostructured and doped layered lithium manganese

oxide. Fig. 6 shows the charge/discharge curves of the

sample under a low current density. The first charge

capacity and discharge capacity were within 15% of the

theoretical value. When the current density was raised to

22.5 mA/g during charge and discharge, the discharge

capacity dropped, but did not show any capacity fade.

Furthermore, development work is underway to increase

the discharge capacity at high current densities.

Sensing an opportunity in gas detection instruments

needed for industrial health and safety, environmental

monitoring, and process control, Nanomaterials Re-

search Corporation spent considerable effort in produc-

ing single-phase and doped oxide nanoparticles and
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integrating them into gas sensors.[38] Fig. 7 shows a com-

parison of the sensitivity of coarse-grained and nanos-

tructured powders. NEI Corp. made initial forays into this

market using its low-pressure flame deposition (LPFD)

process, which is a high rate process for depositing and

sintering nanoparticles in situ on a substrate.[39,40] The

process leads to a porous nanoparticulate thick film

structure, which is a desired morphology for gas sensor

applications. However, the company did not obtain suf-

ficient traction from the end users of such a technology,

and has subsequently shelved the process.

PART II: VALUE-ADDED
NANOMATERIALS AND
NANOMATERIALS-ENABLED PRODUCTS

In the materials business, the idea of not just producing

nanopowders, but also integrating in-house synthesized

nanoparticles into a final end product is generally believed

to be a good strategy. The argument is that, although

nanoparticles have properties that are uniquely distinct

from their coarser counterparts, they are still a ‘‘raw

material,’’ and so do not carry much more value than a

commodity. NanoGram was perhaps the first company to

build a business on this concept, and have taken it to the

extreme. The company, which was founded in the early

1990s with venture capital backing, concentrated on a

laser pyrolysis process as the predominant nanopowder

synthesis method. A substantial amount of intellectual

property was created in the ‘‘use’’ of nanoparticles for a

host of applications, including lithium batteries and

chemical mechanical polishing. For example, NanoGram

was the first to patent the use of nanoparticles of va-

nadium oxide as cathode materials for a lithium bat-

tery;[41] although sol–gel derived vanadium oxide xero-

gels (which are, by definition, nanostructured materials)

have been shown to possess significantly higher capacity

than coarse particles of vanadium oxide.[42] The laser

nanoparticle synthesis process was subsequently modified

to directly deposit nanostructured films at high rates on

substrates.[43] Using this and other nanocomposite tech-

nologies, forays were made into the optical waveguide

business at the turn of the millennium. The company ap-

pears to be deft at changing course as the market evolves.

Recently, a new spin-off called NanoGram Devices Cor-

poration has been formed to commercialize energy storage

devices for the medical industry.

Another example of a vertically integrated company is

Photon-X (Malvern, PA).[44] The company was estab-

lished through a sizable venture capital investment.

Among the first products envisioned were optical ampli-

fier modules that support high capacity systems, but

consume considerably less power with a smaller footprint

than conventional products. These amplifier modules

were based on new waveguide materials utilizing optical

polymers and their nanocomposites. The company has

combined materials innovations with new and improved

optical designs that enable a reduction in the number of

pump lasers for amplifiers. Reducing the number of pump

lasers significantly reduces the electrical power consump-

tion. Right from the start, the company’s goal was to be

the provider of amplifier modules, made from building

blocks that are all developed and fabricated in-house.

InMat Inc., a New Jersey-based start-up, is among a

handful of companies that have released their products in

the commercial market.[45] The technology and some

of the principals of InMat originated from Hoechst

Fig. 6 A charge/discharge curve of a nano-LiMnxM1�xO2

cathodes in a Li-test cell at a current density of 2.7 mA/g. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Data showing the difference in the sensitivity between

coarse grained and nanostructured materials.
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Research, which had ceased operations in New Jersey in

the mid-1990s. The basic technology is a composite

formulation consisting of butyl rubber with a dispersion of

exfoliated clay particles. The exfoliated layers of clay

have nanometer dimensions along the c axis, and hence

the material is a nanocomposite, which has the unique

feature of reducing permeability of air by as much as

200%, while maintaining the flexibility of butyl rubber.

As an example, a coating of the nanocomposite is applied

to a tennis ball,[46] thereby increasing its life span. The

company is working on establishing its presence into the

tire industry and chemically protective gloves, both of

which can benefit from rubbers that are less permeable.

Along similar lines, at NEI Corporation, efforts are

underway to commercialize transparent polymer nano-

composite coatings that are also hard and scratch-

resistant. Innovations have centered on increasing the

refractive index, altering the thickness of the coating

between 1 and 25 mm (as required by the application), and

introducing additional functionalities such as electrical

conductivity.[47]

There are also several examples of companies where

nanomaterials form an integral part of the final pro-

duct. For example, Konarka Technologies,[48] based in

Massachusetts, has built upon dye-sensitized solar cells

invented by Grätzel more than 10 years ago.[49] The core

of the dye-sensitized technology consists of nanometer-

scale crystals of titanium dioxide semiconductor coated

with a monolayer of light-absorbing dye and embedded

in an electrolyte between the front and back electrical

contacts. The dye absorbs the photon in light. The com-

pany claims to be using low-cost raw materials and an

inexpensive manufacturing technology to bring this

nanomaterial-enabled photovoltaic technology to market.

NanoMagnetics[50] (UK) has used nanoparticulate

magnetic films to produce a data-recording density of

�6 Gbit/in.2 According to the company, this should

eventually lead to a density of several Tbits per square

inch. NanoMagnetics realized the importance of a uni-

form grain size in the film, and has used a protein mole-

cule called ferritin as the cage in which a cobalt–platinum

metal alloy is deposited. The advantage in using a pro-

tein molecule is that they are always of the same size: a

12-nm-diameter cage with an 8-nm cavity. This way,

the size of the alloy nanoparticle is limited to the size of

the cavity.

There are also instances where nanomaterials consti-

tute a critical component of the process. A case in point is

Reactive Nanotechnologies Inc., which is building upon

intellectual property generated at University of Maryland,

and claims to have developed a new method of joining

that replaces current processes of soldering and brazing,

as well as opens up new applications in the areas of metal-

to-ceramic joining.[51] The principle of joining employed

by Reactive Nanotechnologies Inc. is based on a self-

propagating exothermic reaction. Two dissimilar compo-

nents are sandwiched with a stack of alternating layers of

elements (with a thickness of several hundred nano-

meters)—say aluminum and nickel—that undergo an

exothermic reaction. The reaction between the two metals

is initiated at one end, and propagates rapidly through to

the other end. The advantage of the approach is that the

components being bonded are not sensitive to the high

temperature. The company envisions opportunities in the

microelectronics market for application of its technology.

A similar (but not competing) technology has been de-

veloped by SusTech Darmstadt in Germany.[52] The mi-

crowave curable adhesive system works on the principle

that nanoparticulate ferrites pick up energy from electro-

magnetic AC fields, convert it into heat, and pass to the

immediate surrounding.

A noticeable trend has emerged, in which large

corporations are buying out (or exclusively licensing the

intellectual property) small companies that have forayed

into areas of interest to the large corporations, although

there may not be any significant sales.[53] One notable

example is the purchase by DuPont Titanium Technolo-

gies, a wholly owned subsidiary of DuPont, of a fledging

company called NanoSource Technologies in July 2002.

NanoSource Technologies Inc., which was founded in

1999, entered into an exclusive licensing agreement with

Tekna Plasma Systems Inc. (Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada)

to produce nanoparticles of titanium dioxide. Moreover,

the company had announced in January 2001 that it had

developed a first-of-its-kind polymer coating for the

surface of titanium dioxide nanoparticles that would make

it usable in cosmetic applications.[54]

PART III: FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Given the recent flurry of activity in nanomaterials both

in the academia and the industry, one can only conclude

that there is still plenty of ground to cover. With the

federal governments of advanced and developing nations

apportioning increasingly large sums of money each year

for research in nanomaterials and nanotechnology, we are

most likely still away from seeing the peak in research

output. In fact, in our judgment, the biggest breakthroughs

are yet to come. In just the past few years, nanomaterials

have already penetrated the consumer market, even if the

sales volume in dollar terms is only in the tens of millions

of dollars. Higher-volume applications requiring larger

quantities of nanomaterials take a longer amount of time

to be qualified for use, and we can expect to see them

incorporated in products over the next several years. At

the same time, it is quite difficult to clearly predict where
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the greatest commercial advances are going to be, and

how they will manifest themselves in products. While

significant advances in nanotechnology are routinely

announced in technical and trade journals, transferring

them into applications requires overcoming a number of

barriers. Most notable among them are the lack of

reproducibility of results reported from various laborato-

ries, and the fact that results are often obtained from

nonstandardized tests, making real-life comparisons dif-

ficult. To add to all of this, progress in nanomaterials is

often at odds with the human nature of inflating what is

achievable in the near term, but not envisioning what can

be achieved in the distant future.

Interest in specialized nanomaterials and functiona-

lized complex nanoparticles is growing. However, the

demand for single-phase and multicomponent oxide

powders of commonly used compositions is, at best,

tepid. This is because oxide nanopowders, even with

excellent particle characteristics such as small primary

particle size and small amount of aggregation, do not

possess sufficient distinguishing features from the pow-

ders that have been available since the latest blitz in this

field. In other words, the market has been commoditized,

and so does not present new opportunities. Therefore, it is

exceptionally difficult for a small company to make much

progress as a profitable enterprise.

Another likely scenario is that nanomaterials will be

used in a large number of products, where the addition of

a relatively small quantity leads to a major change in

the properties and performance of the end product. The

value-added nanomaterial with functionalized surfaces

is likely to possess a unique functionality. Because the

additive will impact a large enough market, it will justify

the investment in the process technology. The challenge

at the hands of companies, particularly the smaller com-

panies in this field, is to identify such applications and

team up with the right partners so that it becomes a win–

win situation for both parties.

CONCLUSION

Although the number of small nanomaterials companies

throughout the world is quite large, each at various stages

of commercialization, only a handful of companies are

likely to withstand the test of time 10 years from now.

Those without sustainable competitive advantage will lose

the support of their investors (including federal sources

of funding) and cease to exist. On the other hand, those

that are wildly successful in certain segments of the mar-

ket are likely to become takeover targets of large com-

panies dominating that particular niche of the industry.

The companies cited in this article do not represent

ALL the companies working in this area, but to the

authors’ knowledge, they represent examples of the

transition from science to technology.
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INTRODUCTION

The sensitivity of nanomechanical resonant sensors to
the applied mass or force is determined in part by their
quality factor or Q—a dimensionless quantity that is
inversely proportional to the rate of mechanical energy
dissipation in the sensor. The Q of megahertz-range
silicon resonators is shown to be surprisingly sensitive
to surface chemistry; by changing one monolayer on
the surface of a 250 nm-thick device, the rate of mech-
anical energy dissipation can be increased by at least
a factor of 2. The chemical dependence of this effect
and possible mechanisms are discussed.

RESONANT SENSORS AND MECHANICAL
ENERGY DISSIPATION: THE ROLE OF Q

High-performance nanomechanical sensors based on
resonant mechanical motion have been proposed
for a wide variety of applications, including mass
spectrometry, calorimetry, scanned probe microscopy,
electrometry, biological sensing, and, perhaps, even
cellular telephony.[1–6] By virtue of their small size,
nanomechanical structures, such as cantilevers and
resonators, are inherently more sensitive to applied
forces than their macroscopic counterparts. Impor-
tantly, this increased sensitivity is not accompanied
by increased fragility. In fact, the opposite is observed.
The strength of macroscopic devices is typically limited
by bulk defects (e.g., dislocations), not by intrinsic
materials properties. In contrast, nanomechanical
devices are typically much smaller than the average
distance between defects; they are strong, robust, and
failure resistant. Having their roots in the microelectro-
nics industry, these devices are also economically
viable—they can be mass fabricated and integrated
into complex architectures.

At what point, though, will this simple scaling break
down? At what length scale will the properties of nano-
mechanical devices begin to diverge from their macro-
scopic counterparts? In the following, we show that
the mechanical properties of micron-scale devices are

sensitive to submonolayer-level changes in surface
chemistry. This sensitivity is both exciting and trou-
bling. On the one hand, the increased sensitivity invari-
ably opens up new opportunities in both science and
technology. On the other hand, this sensitivity implies
that submonolayer control of surface chemistry may be
necessary for the production of high-performance
devices—a challenge for real-world applications.

In a resonant sensor, a change in mass, temperature,
charge, or other applied force induces a small shift in
the resonant frequency of a vibrating element. For
example, the frequency of a cantilever-based mass sen-
sor will decrease in response to the adsorption of mass.
Although many different detection techniques are pos-
sible, resonant detectors are all limited by the same
fundamental problem—the frequency shift,Df, induced
by the applied force must be detectable. In principle, a
frequency shift can bemeasuredwith arbitrary precision
by simply counting oscillations with respect to a stable
time base. In practice, all mechanical devices dissipate
energy, and these losses limit the measurement time-
scale, and thus the accuracy of the measurement.

To illustrate this process, Fig. 1A compares the dis-
placement of a free resonant structure to one loaded
with an applied mass. The applied mass slightly lowers
the resonant frequency of the free cantilever, f0, to f,
leading to the gradual development of a phase lag,
Df(t), with time, which is given by

Df ¼ ðf � f0Þt ð1Þ

In Fig. 1A, the phase lag is readily visible in spite of
the slow exponential decay of the vibration because of
mechanical energy losses. The Fourier transform of
this displacement, which is conveniently measured with
a spectrum analyzer in the laboratory, is shown at
right. In the frequency domain, the frequency shift,
Df, is directly measured.

The data in Fig. 1B illustrate the deleterious effects
of mechanical energy dissipation on resonant sensors.
In Figs. 1A and 1B, the resonant frequencies of the
loaded and unloaded device, f and f0, are identical;
the only difference between the simulations is the rate
of mechanical energy dissipation. The resonator in
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Fig. 1B is more highly damped, making the accumu-
lated phase lag difficult to visualize at long times. In
this noise-free (although finite) simulation, the fre-
quency shift remains visible in the frequency domain
and neither increases nor decreases in magnitude.

Importantly, the width of the resonance in the
frequency domain is determined by the rate of mechan-
ical energy dissipation; this quantity determines the
minimum detectable frequency shift. The rate of
mechanical energy dissipation in a resonant structure
is parametrized by the quality factor or Q of the reso-
nator, a dimensionless quantity. Qualitatively, Q is the
number of free oscillations a device will undergo after
an impulsive excitation. For example, a typical musical
tuning fork has Q � 10,000 ( ¼p � 440Hz �
10 sec). Mathematically,

Q ¼ 2pE
dE

¼ f

df
ð2Þ

where E is the energy stored in the resonator, dE is the
energy dissipated per cycle, and df is the half-power
frequency width of the resonator. A detailed analysis
of the factors limiting the sensitivity of resonant detec-
tors has been presented by Ekinci, Yang, and
Roukes.[7] In general, the bottom line is simple: high-
sensitivity detectors demand high-Q (low mechanical
loss) resonators.

PUZZLING QUALITY FACTORS IN
NANOMECHANICAL DEVICES

As the push towards the development of high-sensitivity
nanomechanical structures intensified in the late 1990s,

many researchers began to note a puzzling anticorrela-
tion between resonator size and quality factor and
hypothesized that these effects were surface related.[8–11]

This behavior is exemplified by the performance of the
50nm-wide, 100–200nm-thick, metal-coated silicon
wires with vibrational frequencies in the 100–400MHz
range, displayed in Fig. 2.[9] In this case, the rate of
mechanical energy dissipation (Q�1) had a near-linear
dependence on the surface-to-volume ratio of the wires,
which strongly suggests that dissipation is occurring at
the surface or in the near-surface region.

Studies of scaling behavior are a powerful probe of
the fundamental origins of mechanical energy dissipa-
tion, because these studies can isolate the effects of
different loss mechanisms. For example, the quality
factors of macroscopic resonators are often limited by
coupling to the supporting structure (so-called clamp-
ing losses). In contrast, viscous-drag-induced losses
limit the performance of micromechanical devices
operated in air or liquid.[12] (For this reason, nano-
mechanical resonators are almost exclusively operated
in vacuum.) Mathematically,

1=Qtotal ¼ 1=Qclamping þ 1=Qdrag

þ 1=Qbulk þ � � � ð3Þ

where each term in the summation represents a distinct
energy loss channel.

Importantly, Eq. (3) implies that the performance of
mechanical resonators is fundamentally limited by the
bulk properties of the resonator material. In insulators,
thermoelastic (th) and phonon–phonon scattering (ph)
processes lead to intrinsic upper bounds for the fQ

Fig. 1 Performance of a mass detector based

on a resonant cantilever. (A) A detector with
high Q (low inherent mechanical energy dissi-
pation). The accumulated phase shift, Df, is
readily detected, and the narrow line width
of the frequency spectrum enables sensitive
detection of the frequency shift, Df. (B) The

effects of increased mechanical energy dissipa-
tion (low Q). Mechanical energy losses prevent
long-time measurements; however, the fre-
quency shift is still observable in the Fourier

transformed signal. In both, the shaded region
indicates a compressed timescale. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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product of a resonator,[13]

fQjth ¼ 9C2=kTa2r and

fQjph ¼ rv2ð1 þ f2t2Þ=tg2CT ð4Þ

respectively, where t is the phonon scattering time, and
the other parameters are materials properties.a At
room temperature, the quality factor of a 1GHz silicon
oscillator is limited to �105. Quartz (and other insula-
tors) should have similar limitations, whereas electro-
nic losses in metals will lead to much poorer intrinsic
performance. The performance of today’s nanomech-
anical resonators remains far from this fundamental
limit. For example, the fQ product of our best

oscillators is 8.7 � 1011, one of the highest reported
at room temperature but still two orders of magnitude
below the fundamental limit.

The scaling behavior observed by many different
groups worldwide have a clear implication—a signifi-
cant amount of mechanical energy is being dissipated
at the surface (or in the near-surface region) of nano-
mechanical resonators. But is this effect truly surface
chemical? Or does it reflect the existence of a damaged
or stressed surface layer—an artifact of the processing
environment?

The dramatic effect of surface chemistry was con-
clusively demonstrated and isolated by studying the
quality factor of identical micromechanical resonators
with chemically controlled surfaces, as shown in
Fig. 3A. By replacing 1.3 nm of silicon oxide on the
resonator surface with a single atomic layer of H atoms,
the quality factor of the functionalized resonators was
uniformly increased, as shown by the relative quality
factors plotted in Fig. 3B.[14] Interestingly, surface
chemistry has a much more dramatic effect on large
resonators than on small ones—a counterintuitive
result. In all cases, H-terminated resonators dissipated
significantly less energy than oxide-terminated resona-
tors. More importantly, the observed scaling behavior
could be explained by three independent sources of
mechanical energy dissipation—dissipation to the
supporting structure (which should be constant across
the series), dissipation in the bulk silicon of the resona-
tor (which should be proportional to the resonator
volume, V ), and dissipation in the surface oxide layer
(which should be proportional to the surface area of
the resonator, A). From Eq. (3), these mechanisms
should lead to scaling behavior of the form

QH

Qox
¼ 1 þ aA

V þ b
ð5Þ

where a and b are size-independent constants. (In this
analysis, possible chemical losses introduced by the
H-terminated surface were neglected because of their
relatively small contribution.[14]) The solid lines in
Fig. 3B represent the best global fit to this simple
model.

Importantly, the fit in Fig. 3B implies that over 50%
of the losses in a 7 mm-wide, 190 nm-thick paddle reso-
nator are directly attributable to surface chemistry. In
other words, more than half of the mechanical energy
dissipation is controlled by less than 1% of the resona-
tor! Moreover, the scaling of Eq. (5) implies that sur-
face-induced mechanical energy losses will become
increasingly more severe as we enter the realm of true
nanomechanical devices. Why are surfaces-induced
losses dominant? And can these losses be chemically
controlled?

ak is the thermal conductivity, a is the thermal expansion coefficient,

r is the mass density, C is the specific heat, g is the Gruneisen param-

eter, and v is the velocity of sound.

Fig. 2 The performance of metal-coated, 100–400MHz sili-
con nanoresonators. (A) Scanning electron microscopy image
of typical nanoresonators. (B) The quality factor displays a
near-linear scaling dependence on the volume-to-surface area

ratio. (From Ref.[9].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.
com.)
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CHEMICAL CONTROL OF MECHANICAL
ENERGY DISSIPATION

Although H-terminated resonators have relatively high
quality factors, these devices have little commercial
promise because of their relative instability. For exam-
ple, Fig. 4 follows a single H-terminated resonator over
the course of 1week in high vacuum (10�8 Torr). Two
changes during this time are readily apparent. First,
adsorption from the gas phase slowly shifted the reso-
nant frequency downward by 0.07%. This shift can be
used to accurately quantify the total mass of the adsor-
bate (but not its identity). As shown in Fig. 4, 1week in
vacuum produced a frequency shift equivalent to that
expected from the adsorption of only 1.5 monolayers
of H2O, illustrating the impressive sensitivity of even
relatively large resonators. Unfortunately, Fig. 4 also
shows that this adsorption led to increased mechanical
energy dissipation, as evidenced by the steady increase
in linewidth with time. Over this period, mechanical
energy dissipation increased by 90%.

These data suggest that a chemically resistant,
hydrogen-like monolayer that is directly bonded to

the silicon surface (i.e., with no intervening oxide layer)
will have improved performance. From a chemical
standpoint, the logical choice is a simple alkyl
(�CnH2nþ1) monolayer, which is both dense and
exceptionally stable.[15,16] These monolayers can be
prepared by immersing H-terminated devices in the
appropriate pure 1-alkene at an elevated temperature
(�200�C). From a mechanical standpoint, though, this
choice is highly questionable. Solid hydrocarbons are
waxes—highly dissipative materials completely unsuited
for resonant applications. (Imagine the behavior of a
wax tuning fork!) If surface-induced dissipation is domi-
nant, will alkyl monolayers not exacerbate the problem?

These expectations are seemingly borne out by the
data in Fig. 5. Resonators terminated with a dodecyl
(–C12H25) monolayer have significantly poorer perfor-
mance (i.e., lower Q) than freshly H-terminated reso-
nators.[17] After approximately 2 days in vacuum
(10�8 Torr), though, this ordering reverses because of
the poor stability of the H-terminated resonators. Even
after 1week in vacuum, the frequencies and quality
factors of the dodecyl-terminated resonators are essen-
tially unchanged, showing that the alkyl-terminated
resonators are indeed highly adsorption resistant.[17]

The observed stability of dodecyl-terminated resona-
tors is consistent with the known reactivity of alkyl-
terminated Si(111) surfaces. Linford and coworkers
showed that silicon surfaces protected by alkyl mono-
layers bonded directly to the surface are remarkably
stable to chemical attack.[15] C18H37-monolayers not
only remain bound to the surface after extended
exposure to boiling strong acids and bases, but

Fig. 3 The effect of oxidation on suspended silicon torsional
resonators. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of 5mm resona-
tor. (B) Relative quality factors of H- and oxide-terminated

paddles (points) and best two-parameter global fit (lines) to
Eq. (5). The oxide termination was 13 Å thick. (From
Ref.[14].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 The response function of a single H-terminated reso-
nator as a function of time in a 10�8 Torr vacuum chamber.

The frequency shift is attributed to slow adsorption from the
gas phase. The increase in mechanical energy dissipation is
calculated from the changes in Q. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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XPS measurements showed little oxidation of the under-
lying surface after weeks of exposure to laboratory air.[16]

To test the hypothesis that the intrinsically poor
mechanical properties of waxes affect the quality
factors of alkyl-terminated resonators, monolayers of
varying chain lengths were studied (J. A. Henry, D.
Sengupta, and M. A. Hines, in preparation).[18]

Because chain length has little effect on monolayer
packing and density over the range from –C2H5 to
�C18H37, chain length is an experimentally tractable
means of controlling monolayer thickness. If intrinsic
mechanical energy dissipation in the monolayer
dominates, the quality factors of alkyl-terminated
resonators should decrease with increasing chain
length. In fact, the opposite is observed. As shown
by Fig. 6, resonators terminated with C18-monolayers
have nearly identical performance to those terminated
by C12-monolayers.[17,18] Similar results were obtained
for ethyl-terminated resonators (J. A. Henry, D. Sen-
gupta, and M. A. Hines, in preparation). The conclu-
sion is inescapable—intrinsic dissipation in the
monolayer appears to have little effect on the
mechanical energy dissipation, at least in the rela-
tively large (7 mm wide, 250 nm thick) resonators
examined in this study.

Why, then, do H-terminated resonators have signif-
icantly better performance than these long-chain alkyl-
terminated devices? In this system, long-chain alkyl
groups are not a perfect analog of hydrogen, as their
0.42 nm diameter is significantly larger than the
0.38 nm spacing between binding sites on the Si(111)
surface. Because of this, only 50% of the surface sites
can be alkyl-terminated.[19] Presumably, the remaining
sites remain H-terminated. There is one exception to this

rule—the 0.21nm diameter of methyl groups allows for
complete alkyl termination.

Unfortunately, the simple alkene-based synthesis
used for long-chain monolayers cannot be used for
methyl termination. Instead, a two-step synthesis is
required. First, the surface of a H-terminated resonator
must be completely chlorinated, either by immersion in
a PCl5-saturated solution using benzoyl peroxide as a
radical initiator or by exposure to Cl2(g) during UV
illumination.[20,21] The latter procedure is clearly pre-
ferred for this application, as PCl5 severely etches the
silicon and structurally damages micromechanical
devices.[18] After chlorination, the devices are methy-
lated by immersion in a boiling solution of methyl
magnesium chloride (CH3MgCl, methyl Grignard
reagent).[20,21]

As shown in Fig. 6, methyl-terminated resonators
have significantly higher quality factors than either H-
terminated or long-chain-alkyl-terminated resonators.[18]

In contrast to H-terminated devices, methyl-terminated
resonators are stable in vacuum. Interestingly, the
methyl-terminated resonators are equally stable in
air, even at 100% humidity, as long as they are stored
in a sealed container (e.g., belljar). If left unprotected
in the laboratory, though, a slow degradation of Q is
observed. This degradation is tentatively ascribed to a
low flux of reactive species (e.g., radicals) in laboratory
air. Importantly, this result shows that methyl-
terminated resonators may be suitable for technological
applications with suitable packaging.

The difference in the quality factors of methyl-
terminated and long-chain-alkyl-terminated resonators
cannot be ascribed to differences in the synthetic
approach (i.e., alkene-based vs.Grignard-reagent-based),

Fig. 5 Decay of the quality factors of resonators with three
different surface terminations held in a 10�8 Torr vacuum

with time. The solid lines represent the best exponential fits.
(From Ref.[17].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 The effect of surface termination on the quality factors

of three different sizes of micromechanical silicon torsional
resonators. The solid lines are meant to guide the eye. (From
Ref.[18].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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as dodecyl- and octadecyl-terminated resonators pre-
pared by both the approaches showed nearly identical
performance (J. A. Henry, D. Sengupta, and M. A.
Hines, in preparation). Instead, the differences between
C1- and Cn-terminated resonators are attributed to differ-
ences in monolayer packing density. Resonators termi-
nated by a full monolayer of alkyl groups have higher
performance than those terminated by a half monolayer.

Not all alkyl monolayers give equally high perfor-
mance. For example, chlorosilane-based chemistries have
been successfully used to prepare antistiction coatings on
micromechanical devices.[22,23] In this case, the alkyl
monolayer is not bound directly to the silicon surface;
instead, it is bound to a thin chemical oxide on the silicon
surface. The oxide layer increases mechanical energy dis-
sipation significantly, as resonators functionalized with
the chlorosilane-based syntheseshaveworse performance
than even the oxide-coated resonators discussed ear-
lier.[17] Indeed, these resonators have the worst perfor-
mance of any functionalized resonators tested to date.

In summary, methyl-terminated resonators have the
highest quality factors and best stabilities to date. At
least for silicon devices, high performance appears to
be correlated with two characteristics. First and fore-
most, the performance of a coating appears to be
directly correlated with its ability to resist surface
oxidation. Oxidized resonators have uniformly poor
performance, even when protected by subsequent alkyl
functionalization. Second, a coating that functionalizes
every surface site yields better performance than a
lower-density coating. Interestingly, the mechanical
properties of the surface monolayer have no apparent
effect on the performance of the resonator, suggesting
that this source of dissipation is too small to be
observed in the megahertz-range resonators studied here.

These observations bode well for the production of
functionalized resonators of controlled surface chemis-
try for sensor applications. The past decade has seen
tremendous advances in the field of organosilicon sur-
face chemistry, and many different strategies for silicon
functionalization have been reported.[24] Nevertheless,
more research is clearly needed to fully understand
the correlation between surface chemistry andmechanical
energy dissipation.

The Mechanism of Surface-Induced Mechanical
Energy Dissipation

The coupling of macroscopic mechanical deformations
to atomic-scale surface chemistry is at first surprising;
however, defect-induced mechanical energy dissipation
in bulk materials has been understood in a general
sense for at least half a century. It is likely, although
not proven, that a similar mechanism accounts for
the dissipation in micromechanical structures.

When a periodic macroscopic stress is applied to a
(imperfect) material, the chemical bonds surrounding
the defects will be stressed, usually anisotropically. If
the stress puts the defects in a nonequilibrium config-
uration, the defects will relax to their ground state
configuration with a finite relaxation time, t�. If this
relaxation time is much faster or much slower than
the vibrational period (i.e., if relaxation is instanta-
neous or adiabatic), the defects will have little effect
on mechanical energy dissipation. On the other hand,
if the relaxation time is comparable to the vibrational
period, the material will be anelastic, and relaxation
will occur with a significant phase lag to the applied
stress. This phase lag inevitably leads to mechanical
energy dissipation and ‘‘internal friction.’’b As first
discussed by Zener, the quality factor of an anelastic
material will obey the relationship[25]

1

Q
¼ Eu � Er

E

ot�

1 þ ðot�Þ2
ð6Þ

where Eu and Er describe the elastic response (Young’s
modulus) of the solid to instantaneous and adiabatic
perturbations, respectively. E is the geometric mean
of Eu and Er, and o is the radial frequency of oscilla-
tion. Defects are not necessary for dissipation, though.
Akhiezer showed that a similar effect occurs when
vibrational modes (e.g., phonons) interact with stress
fields.[26]

Chemically induced mechanical energy dissipation
in bulk silicon was demonstrated by Mihailovich and
Parpia.[27] In this case, the quality factors of macro-
scopic, kilohertz-range silicon resonators were found to
be strongly dependent on boron doping density (over
the range of 6 � 1013 to 6 � 1016 dopants=cm3).
Mechanical energy dissipation was therefore attributed
to stress-induced shifts of electronic holes occupying
energy-split ground states.

The density of surface electronic defect states can be
estimated from the charge carrier lifetime. Interest-
ingly, the quality factors and charge carrier lifetimes
of functionalized silicon surfaces follow the same (qua-
litative) trend in initial performance (CH3 > H >
long-chain alkyl monolayers) and relative stability
(CH3 > long-chain alkyl > H-monolayers).[28,29]

What is surprising, then, is not the existence of a
surface-mediated dissipation channel, but the relative
magnitude of the dissipation. For example, by chan-
ging a single monolayer of molecules on the surface
of a 7 mm-wide, 250 nm-thick Si resonator from
�C2H5=H to –CH3, less than 0.07% of the total mass,

bFor simplicity, we consider the case of a single, well-defined type of

defect. These arguments are readily extended to the case of multiple

defect types.
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the quality factor of the device can be improved by
95% (J. A. Henry, D. Sengupta, and M. A. Hines, in
preparation). Moreover, there is increasing evidence
that surface-induced dissipation is primarily related
to surface defects (e.g., a small degree of oxidation)
and not to the majority sites on the surface.[17]

To date, most of the research on chemically induced
micromechanical energy losses has focused on silicon
resonators, primarily because of their prevalence.
Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe that silicon
is the ultimate material in terms of dissipation. Indeed,
Eq. (4) predicts that many semiconductors and insu-
lators (e.g., silicon, diamond, and carbon nanotubes)
will have comparable intrinsic losses. For this reason,
resonators fabricated from materials with relatively
unreactive surfaces, such as diamond or carbon nano-
tubes, may have superior performance.[30]

CONCLUSIONS

The rate of mechanical energy dissipation in micro-
mechanical silicon resonators is exquisitely sensitive
to the chemical state of the surface. Changes at the
monolayer level can increase the rate of dissipation
in 250 nm-thick, megahertz-range resonators by at
least a factor of 2. This magnitude of surface-induced
losses increases as the size (i.e., volume-to-surface ratio)
of the resonator decreases, suggesting that submono-
layer control of surface chemistry will be necessary
for the production of the high-performance nanoscale
mechanical resonators necessary for the proposed
sensor applications.
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Nano-Mesoscopic Interface: Hybrid Devices

Gianfranco Cerofolini
STMicroelectronics, Catania, Italy

INTRODUCTION

The continuous size reduction associated with the devel-

opment of microelectronics will, sooner or later, face the

need of manipulating single molecules, addressing and

contacting them to wanted regions of the device. Although

the manipulation of individual molecules is already

possible using the scanning tunneling microscope and

their functional characterization is usually achieved for

thiol-terminated molecules grafted to gold electrodes,

both the process (individual management by scanning

tunnel microscopy) and material (gold) are, however,

incompatible with the integrated-circuit (IC) technology.

Batch processing requires that the molecules are ad-

dressed to (photolithographically predefined) regions by a

difference of chemical potentials. In turn, that requires a

control of the chemical terminations of the surfaces of the

most important IC films. Among them, the unique single

crystalline surface is that of the silicon substrate, which

makes it the most serious candidate for the growth of

ordered functional films. Of the several producible

orientations of silicon, the (100) surface is that with the

largest applications. In usual technological cases, the

(100) surface of silicon is hydrogen-terminated (immedi-

ately after aqueous HF etching) or covered by oxo

terminations (after the formation of the native oxide).

Although neither one nor the other has the necessary

chemical and crystalline order required to be a seed for the

deposition of molecular devices, they can, however, be

used to prepare clean silicon surfaces with 2�1 recon-

struction or hydrogen-terminated silicon surfaces with

2�1 or 1�1 reconstruction. Alkenes or alkynes can be

used to functionalize the silicon via cycloaddition to the

clean 2�1-reconstructed surface or via hydrosilation on

the hydrogen-terminated surfaces.

THE CONCEPTUAL POSSIBILITY OF
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS

With the synthesis of rotaxanes, catenanes, Möbius strips,

etc., topological chemistry has changed from a visionary

view[1,2] (one of the founding papers, Ref. [1], circulating

as a preprint at the Reaction Mechanisms Conference held

in Princeton, NJ, at the end of summer 1960, was

summarily rejected as not being chemistry[3]) to a

consolidated discipline for the synthesis of molecules

able to mimic, on a molecular scale, the behavior of

macroscopic machines.[4,5] In a way, those molecules may

be considered as molecular machines.

Although the first molecular machines mimicked

mechanical machines, a number of molecules able to

perform even sophisticated electrical functions have been

also synthesized.

Fig. 1 shows an example of molecule[6] with interest-

ing electrical properties. The molecule is formed by

a bipyridimium core, two alkane chains, and two thiol

terminations. The bipyridimium core works as a Schmitt

trigger, the alkane chains behave as wires, and the thiol

terminations provide alligator clips to external electrodes.

Once grafted to gold electrodes (through its thiol

terminations), the molecule displays or not resonant

electronic conduction, according to the charge state on

one nitrogen atom in the bipyridimium core: if both

nitrogen atoms are positively charged, the molecule does

not display conduction; if one nitrogen is reduced (by

injection, controlled by an external electrode, of one

electron), the molecule displays conduction. In a way, the

molecule performs as an electronic device (a Schmitt

trigger), but has a size of the order of 3 nm3.

The molecule in Fig. 1 is certainly not unique in

possessing interesting electronic properties: the review of

Ref. [7] reports wires, rectifiers, memories, etc. listing 106

references. The availability of such a molecular scaffold

has kindled the interest toward an application of molecular

devices for a new electronics—molecular electronics.

Molecular electronics has, however, a chance to

become interesting for large-volume applications (and

thus a potential competitor of microelectronics) only if it

goes beyond the current and expected future limits of the

IC technology.

MICROELECTRONICS AND THE EVOLUTION
OF THE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

At present (end of 2002 A.D.), ICs have bit density of the

order of 108 bit cm�2 (for microprocessors). This density

has been achieved by an increase by a factor of 2 each

18 months (observation known as Moore’s law) over the
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past three decades; this (once spontaneous) evolution is

expected to continue (although now assisted by a con-

certed activity planned in the International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors—the ‘‘Roadmap’’)[8] over

the next 10 years also.

The IC has, ever since its invention, been characterized

by a progressive reduction of vertical and horizontal sizes

of its fundamental building block—the metal-oxide semi-

conductor (MOS) field-effect transistor. Scaling theorems

have indicated how to change concentration profiles and

boundary conditions to maintain certain wanted character-

istics—and this process usually results in an improvement

of the others. Today, the MOS transistor (with gate length

of 0.13 mm) is nothing but the original MOS transistor

(with gate length of ca. 50 mm) suitably scaled.

This top-down route has been relatively easy to run

until the minimum feature size Llitho, which can be defined

via photolithography, has been reduced to the light

wavelength. Further improvements have been possible

only thanks to masterly combinations of reticle enhance-

ment techniques (optical proximity correction, phase

shifting masks, and off-axis illumination) which have

allowed the definition of geometries with size lower than

the wavelength by a factor of 2–3.

The top-down development of microelectronics sooner

or later will be limited by the ‘‘physical limit’’ (i.e., the

nonscalability of the MOS transistor below a critical size

Lphys
[9]) or by the ‘‘photolithographic limit’’ Llitho.[10]

Which between the above feature sizes will indeed limit

the scaling down of ICs is not clear; nor it is clear if the

climbing investment cost for production lines (predicted,

hitherto correctly, by the second Moore’s law and

projected to rise from $2.5 billion in 2000 to $15 billion

in 2010) will eventually limit the minimum feature size to

a value Leco (the ‘‘economic limit’’).

Let L* denote the maximum among Lphys, Llitho, and

Leco. At present, it is difficult to make a sensible

prediction about the value of L*; the Roadmap suggests

L*�30 nm (for dynamic random access memory half

pitch,[8]), thus guaranteeing that the quiet revolution of

microelectronics will continue over the next 10 years.

Because Lphys is manifestly higher than the typical mole-

cular size (say, 1 nm), L* is thus in the interval 1–30 nm.

The closer is L* to the upper limit of this interval, the

sooner microelectronics will become a mature industry.

On another side, the closer is L* to the upper limit, the

wider is the room for the development of a new (at

present, hypothetical) bottom-up technology, in which

the single data-handling devices are molecules[7] ar-

ranged and interconnected to form a truly molecular elec-

tronic circuit.

THE HYBRID SOLUTION FOR
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS

The availability of molecular devices able to perform

logical operations[7] does not guarantee per se the

possibility of molecular electronics, unless one is able to

arrange them in an ordered and accessible way and to

probe their states. The fundamental limits posed by

quantum mechanics suggest that the connection of the

microscopic world of molecules to the macroscopic world

of humans or machines will require a stage of amplifica-

tion of the signal at the mesoscopic level. Because single

devices of microelectronic ICs are mesoscopic in nature

and may be operated to behave as measurement appara-

tuses, the most promising architecture is the hybrid one, in

which a very dense array of molecular devices is hosted in

a silicon-based microelectronic IC, which provides the

functions for addressing, reading, and writing, in addition

to the input–output power stage.

This point deserves a particular discussion. According

to the idea of Bohr,[11] eventually formalized in the theory

of Daneri et al.[12] the detection of the microscopic state

of a system requires the interaction of the microscopic

system with a macroscopic apparatus. To act as a mea-

surement device, the composite (microscopic+macro-

scopic) system must have so many states as the number of

microscopic states and must have ergodic properties such

as to reproduce the probability distribution of the

microscopic state alone.

The analysis of ideal experiments (such as the de-

tection of a particle in a Wilson chamber or in a Geiger

counter) shows indeed that typical situations of nuclear

physics, in which the microscopic state is characterized by

a large energy (compared with the thermal unit kBT, with

kB the Boltzmann constant and T the apparatus temper-

ature) concentrated on a few degrees of freedom, are

Fig. 1 Attribution of electrical functions to functional groups

for an organic molecule behaving as a Schmitt trigger.
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actually described by the above picture.[13] That certain

ICs may operate as measuring devices is demonstrated by

the detection of single photons through p–i–n diodes

supplied at a voltage just above the breakdown[14] and of

alpha particles through the soft errors of dynamic random

access memories.[15] The first example is particularly

interesting because it applies to a situation in which the

event to be detected (the presence of a photon) has an

energy (say, 1 eV) not exceedingly higher than the thermal

unit (say, 25 meV). This occurrence thus suggests the

possibility of using suitable microelectronic devices for

the detection of the state (e.g., the oxidation number) of

microscopic systems (e.g., molecules) hosted on the IC.

Actually, scanned probe techniques [such as the

scanning tunneling microscope (STM)] have already been

proven to have the necessary sensitivity to image single

electrons in nanostructures[16] (although ‘‘they almost

invariably alter the properties of the system they are

measuring’’[17]). Even assuming the ability to reduce the

STM size in the micrometer length scale (to be compatible

with the IC circuitry), its use for the detection and

modification of the electronic state of an ordered array

of molecules (considered as a molecular memory) will

require dramatic changes in circuit architecture. In present

ICs, all bits are matrix-ordered and are singularly

accessible by specifying row and column; the use of

STM as sensing-writing element suggests the need of

organizing the memory as a shift register.

The STM is not the unique apparatus able to detect

the electronic state of single molecules; in recent years,

the single electron transistor has been proven to work.

Such a transistor, based on the concept of Coulomb

blockade[18,19] has the advantage over STM to be pro-

ducible with the methods of the IC technology and not to

require dramatic changes in circuit architecture.

This state of affairs suggests that molecular electronics

will necessarily involve a combination of microtechnol-

ogies and nanotechnologies[20] and identifies in self-

assembly (i.e., the deposition of functional molecules in

wanted regions of the microelectronic device) and in

grafting (i.e., the selective bonding of certain groups of

the molecules to electrodes in the microelectronic regions)

the key problems of molecular electronics. Actually, the

few examples of logic devices prepared exploiting the

electronic properties of molecules are hybrid devices with

photolithographically defined electrodes.[21–23]

Determining the conductance of individual molecules

is a difficult task. The case of DNA is emblematic of this

difficulty—depending on the study, DNA is indeed said to

be an insulator, semiconductor, conductor, or proximity-

induced superconductor.[24] The usual approach to allow

electrical testing of organic molecules is to terminate them

with thiol (–SH) groups, which behave as alligator clips to

gold. Gold electrodes with parallel-plate geometry are

now currently prepared down to separations of 4 nm.

While useful for the determination of the electrical

characteristics of the molecules (allowing the assessment

of their conduction mechanism), this arrangement is,

however, largely incompatible with silicon-based ICs, for

which gold should be avoided.

Although it may seem difficult to insert functional

molecules between two electrodes with a controlled

separation in the nanometer length scale (say, 3 nm), a

solution to this problem, fully compatible with the IC

technology, has recently been proposed.[25] The MOS

transistor provides indeed a parallel-plane geometry with

silicon plates separated by just the gate-oxide thickness—

3 nm in the current technology. To allow the insertion of

functional molecules therein, it is sufficient to define the

gate geometry with an etch sequence formed by a plasma

etch of the unmasked polysilicon followed by a wet

(aqueous HF) etch of the underlying SiO2. This process,

initiated with a ‘‘vertical’’ attack, does not complete with

the total dissolution of the unmasked SiO2 but rather

proceeds laterally overetching a portion of the SiO2

covered by the polysilicon. The width of the overetched

region (the ‘‘recessed region’’) is controlled by the

exposure of the structure to the etching solution. Of

course, this is only one of the several possibilities offered

by microelectronics, and it is expected that the region

hosting the molecular electronics will be obtained exploit-

ing features (such as overetches) hitherto ignored (or even

demolished) in IC processing.

Accepting this view, the development of any nano-

technology for data processing does necessarily require

the ability to control a number of IC surfaces to allow self-

assembly, while still providing the functions of power

supply, addressing, sensing, etc. To a large extent, the

materials of microelectronics are limited to Si, SiO2,

Si3N4, Al, and Ti; of them, only silicon is single

crystalline and is thus the most natural candidate as the

seed for ordered organic layers.

THE (100) SURFACE OF SILICON AND
ITS USUAL CHEMICAL STATES

Silicon surfaces are producible in various orientations:

(111), (100), (110), (113), etc. Of them, the (100) surface

is the most used in IC processing. In practical conditions,

the (100) silicon surface is mainly oxygen-terminated or

hydrogen-terminated.

The Surface Resulting After Aqueous HF
Etching of Sacrificially Grown SiO2

Silicon and fluorine combine to form one of the most

stable bonds, the Si F bond energy Eb[Si F] being
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6.9 eV.[26] It does not surprise, therefore the astonishment

when etching by HF-concentrated aqueous solutions of

thermally grown SiO2 was discovered to leave hydrogen-

terminated silicon surfaces.[27]

The first explanation of this fact was given by Ubara

et al.[27] in terms of polarization of Si Si backbonds to

Si F bonds. Assuming that the strength of the Si F

bond derives from an electrostatic reinforcement because

of electron transfer from silicon to fluorine, the ionicity

of the Si F bond polarizes the Si Si backbonds, which

allows an easy insertion of HF into the weakened Si SiF

bond. If this bond is cleaved with the addition of fluorine to

the SiF site and of hydrogen to the other silicon atom, the

ionicity is increased and so is the polarization of the residual

backbonds. Reiterating this argument, one obtains that the

formation of a SiFn moiety becomes easier the higher is n,

and that the process is concluded with the formation of a

volatile molecule, SiF4, and of hydrogen terminations at the

silicon surface.[27]

This scheme was investigated quantum mechanically

on model molecules (such as H3Si–SiH2F or H3SiF) by

Trucks et al.[28] They showed that the activation energy,

1.0 eV, of the process leading to two fluorine atoms

attached to the same silicon atom is lower than the

activation energy, 1.4 eV, of the process transferring the

fluorine to the adjacent silicon atom. Although the Si H

bond is spontaneously destroyed by reaction with HF (the

reaction being exothermic by 1.3 eV), an activation

energy of 1.2 eV was calculated for this process. Although

small, the difference of 0.2 eV, between the activation

energies for the destruction of the Si H bond and that for

the attachment of another fluorine atom to fluorinated

silicon, is so high as to make the time constant of the

former reaction 4 orders of magnitude higher than that of

latter reaction. These calculations support therefore the

opinion, first formulated by Ubara et al.[27] that the

formation of hydrogen-terminated surfaces is kinetically,

rather than thermodynamically, controlled.

The assumption that undissociated HF is the etching

agent is, however, contradicted by the following facts:

1. In diluted aqueous solution, HF is completely disso-

ciated,

HF þ H2O ! F� þ H3Oþ

its behavior as a weak acid is a result of the reduction

of the H3O+ activity resulting from tight ion pairing

H3O+� � �F� between the oxonium and fluoride ions

(Ref. [29], Chapter 3).

2. In concentrated aqueous solution, the H3O+ activity is

increased because of the formation of the hydrogen-

bonded adduct F�� � �HF via the equilibrium

H3Oþ���F� þ HF $ H3Oþ þ F����HF

the concentrated aqueous solution does therefore

contain undissociated HF, but its binding energy to

F� is so high (Eb[F� � �HF]=2.2 eV; Ref. [30, p. 76])

that the adduct F�� � �HF is considered a well-defined

ion HF2
� (Ref. [29], Chapter 3).

3. In gas phase (where the etching species is undisso-

ciated HF), the attack results mainly in fluorine-

terminated silicon surfaces.[31]

Following the criticism of Ref. [32] and using the

results of high-level quantum mechanical calculation of

the stability of the Si Si bond in relation to its

terminations,[33] Cerofolini thus proposed an ionic route

able to account for the observed hydrogen termination

resulting after attack by HF-concentrated aqueous solution

to thermally oxidized silicon. The route is constituted by

three cycles each composed by four consecutive steps, the

rate-determining one being F� transfer from the etching

solution to the coma of SiFn termination.[34] Even the gas-

phase attack, leading to fluorine-terminated silicon, seems

to be controlled by the presence of adsorbed water.[31]

The ‘‘Native Oxide’’ and Its Growth Kinetics

An ideally hydrogen-terminated surface is presumed to be

indefinitely stable (in the laboratory timescale) in air.

Although the (100) surface resulting after aqueous HF

etching of the overlying oxide is expected to be terminated

with silicon dihydride, the hydrogen terminations actually

form, however, a heterogeneous family of monohydride,

dihydride, and trihydride species,[35,36] and the surface still

contains an appreciable amount of silicon–oxygen centers,

roughly corresponding to 0.2–0.5 monolayers, depending

on the preparation.[37] Such oxygen-containing centers are

responsible for the environmental instability of these

surfaces via the oxidation of the backbonds to Si O

bonds; this process, initiated at oxygen defects and me-

diated by adsorbed water, proceeds with an island growth

and is eventually responsible for surface roughening.[38]

Once the first layer has grown (at a characteristic time

t1), further oxidation occurs in a layer-by-layer fashion;

the characteristic time tn required for the formation of the

nth layer increasing exponentially with n is given by:

tn ¼ t1a n�1

where a is a suitable constant.[37] The native oxide so

formed is the final result of a complex oxidation process,

in which H2O and O2 both play a crucial role.[37]

Understanding such a behavior is not a trivial task. A

microscopic model for it was proposed by Cerofolini et al.

in a series of papers in terms of tunneling either of a

proton from adsorbed water[39,40] or of an electron to

adsorbed oxygen.[41,42] The development of the kinetic
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description of layer-by-layer growth does not require the

detailed knowledge of the tunneling species (for that it

suffices to assume that the process is limited by a

tunneling-assisted step); rather, the kinetic model provides

a practical example for a self-similar process, in which the

rates of growth from layer to layer are scaled by a

subunitary positive Grossmann factor.[43]

Grafting of organic molecules to SiO2 is a relatively

simple task.[44] For that it suffices first to cleave (by

immersion in water or in water solutions of ammonia) the

surface siloxanic bridges Si–O–Si, thus forming an array

of silanols Si–OH, and then to expose the surface to

alcohols; grafting occurs via condensation:

Si� OH þ H� OR ! Si� OR þ H2O

Because R can contain practically any functional group,

this route seems to offer an interesting possibility for the

functionalization of silicon.[45] However, two factors play

against it:

1. No process is known for the preparation of a complete

ordered layer of silanols, either at the SiO2 or silicon

surface.

2. The oxo bridge between silicon and carbon undergoes

readily hydrolysis, so that the condensation reaction

above is somewhat reversible, that renders the grafted

species environmentally weak.

It is generally believed that the production of environ-

mentally robust, ordered organic layers requires a prep-

aration of the surface somewhat different from the current

ones and a grafting through Si C bonds.

TRYING TO CONTROL THE CHEMICAL
AND CRYSTALLINE ORDER OF THE
(100) SURFACE OF SILICON

The ‘‘technological’’ surfaces discussed in the previous

section do not preserve either the crystalline order of the

underlying substrate or its chemical homogeneity; they are

not useful as seed for ordered organic layers.

The Clean, 2���1-Reconstructed,
(100) Silicon Surface

Clean (100) silicon surfaces with 2�1 reconstruction

[referred to as 2�1 (100) Si, in which neighboring pairs

of surface atoms form double-bonded dimers, and the

dimers are organized in a two-dimensional lattice] can be

prepared by suitable heat treatment in an ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV) of technological surfaces. If the surface

is covered by a native oxide, the oxo groups can be

destroyed by heating at high temperature T (above

1000�C); in the absence of oxygen, interfacial silicon

reacts with SiO2 forming volatile SiO:

Si þ SiO2 ! 2SiO

If the surface is mainly hydrogen-terminated (because it is

prepared via aqueous HF etching of a sacrificial SiO2

film), the hydrogen terminations may be demolished at

somewhat lower temperature (say, T<800�C) with the

formation of H2.

Experimental evidence for the presence of the double-

bonded dimers at the (100) silicon surface can be obtained

from the presence of a satellite peak shifted by 0.2 eV

toward lower binding energies in the Si 2p spectrum

obtained by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS).[46]

The Hydrogen-Terminated, 2���1- or
1���1-Reconstructed, (100) Silicon Surfaces

Hydrogen-terminated, 2�1-reconstructed, (100)-oriented

silicon surfaces [referred to as 2�1 (100)H Si, in which the

p bond of the surface dimer is broken and the two radicals

are saturated by bonding to hydrogen] can be obtained by

exposing, without breaking the vacuum, the clean 2�1

(100) surface kept at ca. 400�C to a few langmuirs of

atomic hydrogen, in turn obtained by the dissociation of H2

after contact with a hot tungsten filament.

The overall process (requiring a treatment in an UHV

and an exposure to atomic hydrogen) is, however, com-

plicated and may be simplified as follows. The surfaces

prepared by aqueous HF etching can indeed be used for

the preparation of highly ordered hydrogen-terminated

surfaces via exposure to an H2 atmosphere at relatively

high temperature. In fact, the oxygen terminations

remaining after the HF attack are totally demolished after

heating at T>750�C; this treatment destroys the preexist-

ing heterogeneous distribution of trihydride, dihydride,

and monohydride terminations and eventually results in

monohydride terminations and 2�1 reconstruction[36] or

in dihydride terminations and 1�1 reconstruction[47] (for

which even the residual s bond of the surface dimer is

broken and the radicals are saturated with hydrogen

atoms), according to the process. The surfaces so prepared

are flat down to the atomic level.

USING CONTROLLED SURFACES TO
FUNCTIONALIZE SILICON

Functionalization of Clean (100) Silicon
via Cycloaddition

The clean, 2�1-reconstructed, (100) silicon surface can

be used to functionalize the silicon via [2+2] or [4+2]
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cycloaddition.[48,49] Fig. 2 sketches both these reactions

for the simplest alkene and diene.

Dienes are particularly interesting because, irrespective

of whether they undergo [4+2] cycloaddition (as sketched

in Fig. 2) or [2+2] cycloaddition (as performed in

Ref. [50] using 1,4-cyclohexadiene), they may be used

to insert a second functional group (the C C double bond)

on 2�1 (100) Si. An ordered layer of intact functional

groups allows the possibility of preparing hybrid organo-

silicon devices. Cycloaddition reactions must, however, be

carried out in an UHV because the 2�1 (100) Si surface is

very reactive and, when exposed to air, forms quickly a

disordered native oxide, characterized by the copresence of

silanic and silanolic terminations in addition to oxo, peroxo,

and perhaps epoxo bridges (Figs. 3 and 4).

Functionalization of Hydrogen-Terminated
(100) Silicon via Hydrosilation

In view of its relative inertness, it is not easy to graft

organic molecules to hydrogen-terminated silicon. The

preferred way for that is the hydrosilation reaction (Ref.

[29], p. 1255). This reaction occurs between 1-alkenes and

hydrogen-terminated silicon.

Hydrosilation is a reaction involving hydrogen shift

from silicon to a carbon atom involved in the p bond and

bond formation between the silicon atom and the other

carbon atom (Fig. 5). If the number n of carbon atoms in

the alkane chain is small (say, n<8), the alkene hydro-

silation occurs only in the presence of a catalyst

(H2PtCl6)[44] or after activation (radical formation);[51]

for long chains (say, n>10), the reaction occurs sponta-

neously at a temperature of about 200�C.[44,52]

Because hydrosilation involves only one silicon atom,

it was mainly studied on the hydrogen-terminated, 1�1-

reconstructed, (111) silicon surface [denoted as 1�1

(111)H Si], and only few works have been devoted to

study alkene hydrosilation on 1�1 (100)H Si.[52,53] The

hydrosilation of 1-alkenes at 1�1 (100)H Si is expected

to occur according to pathways (I’) or (I@) in Fig. 6.

The C C bond is not unique in undergoing hydro-

silation. This reaction is indeed known to occur for the

C N, C O, and C C bonds also (Ref. [29], p. 1256).

Although the reactivity of 1-alkynes is similar to that of

1-alkenes, there is, however, an important difference: after

the first addition (II), the formed species, 2’ and 2@ in Fig.

6, contain a double bond in the vicinity of another

hydrogen termination of silicon, so that the reaction can,

in principle, proceed, via (III) or (IV), with the formation

of the species 3 or 4. Understanding the nature of the

interfacial species is not without interest: for instance, if

the reaction stopped after (II), the silicon surface would be

Fig. 4 Expected reactions of water (bottom) and oxygen (top)

at the 2�1 (100) Si surface, showing how silanols, peroxo, and

oxo centers may be formed after exposure to air of the clean,

2�1-reconstructed, (100) surface of silicon.

Fig. 2 Addition of an alkene ([2+2] cycloaddition, bottom) or a

conjugated diene ([4+2] cycloaddition or Diels–Alder reaction,

top) to the clean, 2�1-reconstructed, (100) silicon surface.

Fig. 3 Silicon–oxygen moieties at the silicon surface.
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equipped with a second reactive group (the C C group)

in addition to the one, if any, carried by R.

The only characterizations we know of the hydrogen-

terminated, 1�1-reconstructed, (100) silicon surface

derivatized with 1-alkyne are the ones due to Sieval

et al.[54] and Cerofolini et al.[55] The first collaboration,

basing their conclusions on infrared spectroscopy and

quantum mechanical calculations, arrived to the conclu-

sion that the grafting of 1-hexadecyne at 200�C on the

technological hydrogen-terminated surface occurs main-

ly with the formation of the adducts 3 and 4. The

second collaboration, basing their conclusions on XPS,

arrived to the conclusion that the grafting of 1-octyne at

170�C on 2�1 (100)H Si occurs with the formation of

the adducts 2. At the present level of investigation, it is

not clear if the different reported behaviors are a result

of the nature of the surface, length of the alkyne, or

reaction temperature or simply to an inadequate inter-

pretation of the experimental data.

CONCLUSION

The evolution of molecular electronics via the hybrid

route requires the functionalization of the (100) surface of

silicon. Two states of the (100) silicon surface seem to

have the necessary characteristics of crystalline and

chemical order required for the deposition of molecular

devices with size in the nanometer length scale: the clean

2�1-reconstructed surface and the hydrogen-terminated

1�1- or 2�1-reconstructed surfaces. Alkenes or alkynes

may be used for their functionalization: via cycloaddition

to the clean surface or via hydrosilation at the hydrogen-

terminated surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decade or so, considerable interest has

grown in the potential commercial and technological

exploitation of nanoscale materials in analytical chemis-

try.[1] A particular focus of this interest has been the

utilization of specific size-dependent electronic, optical,

or magnetic properties. Nanoparticles are crystalline

clusters (metallic, semiconducting, or insulating) com-

posed of a few hundred to a few thousand atoms and are,

characteristically, of nanometer dimension. One conse-

quence of this size is that many of their properties are

dominated by their surface rather than by the bulk

volume[2] and, indeed, this fact alone can make these

structures very amenable to chemical or environmental

influence, or ‘‘tuning.’’ Their nanometer diameter is also

the same order of magnitude as the de Broglie wavelength

of electrons/holes at room temperature and this, then, can

lead to a quantization of electronic/hole energy levels, a

phenomenon that has led to the term ‘‘quantum dots’’

(QD). The energy-level spacings are related to particle

size.[3] Although the term ‘‘nanoparticles’’ has been

coined only at a time when advances in microscopy have

allowed us to resolve them as such, nanoparticles have

been in use for many years; for example, Faraday carried

out pioneering work with gold nanoparticles, and some of

the intense colors evident in stained glass arise from the

presence of nanometer-sized oxide clusters.

Gold nanoparticles received substantial attention dur-

ing the past decade or so. The potential technical im-

portance of monolayer-protected metal nanoparticles in

developing nanoscale optoelectronic devices, (bio)chem-

ical sensors, corrosion-resistant materials, and new cata-

lysts has made them one of the primary targets of highly

intensive, nanoparticle-based research activity. To date,

for example, both single electron and nonlinear optical

devices have been constructed from these materials.[4–6]

In addition to utilizing the optical and electronic proper-

ties inherent in metallic structures, the magnetic char-

acteristics of suitable particles have also been of some

interest, particularly in consideration of separation tech-

nologies. For example, nanoparticles of iron oxide

(Fe3O4) can be suitably modified with a biological moiety

of interest, e.g., a cell and their ‘‘superparamagnetic’’

properties used in magnetic field modulated manipula-

tions/separation.[7] The possible use of magnetic nano-

particles as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging

has also been cited.[8] Through suitable surface chemical

modification, it should be possible to generate magnetic

nanoparticles with a propensity to concentrate in partic-

ular tissue (or cellular) regions allowing, e.g., enhanced

image contrast generation between diseased or cancerous

cells and healthy cells. To date, these have both been

shown to be more effective than conventional magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) agents (such as gadolinium

complexes) and capable of allowing in vivo cellular

tracking.[9]

This report will aim to outline the general properties

of metallic and semiconducting nanoparticles, their modi-

fication and possible application in high-sensitivity,

selective ion sensing. There is no universally adopted

definition as to what constitutes a nanoparticle, but we

will be concerned here with the properties and utilization

of particles <100 nm in diameter. Although more progress

has been made in the functionalization of metallic

(notably gold and silver) particles, the properties and

potential utilization of semiconducting particles will also

be discussed.

METALLIC NANOPARTICLES

Although metal colloids have been known since the mid-

18th century, only during the past decade or so has it been

possible to controllably generate homogeneous samples

and to subsequently scrutinize them at levels of resolution

comparable to particle size.[10,11] Although much of the

seminal (and applied) work in this field has been carried

out with gold, nanometer-sized metal particles of sil-

ver,[12] platinum,[13] iridium, and palladium[14] have also

been prepared. Although recent work has recognized that

nanoparticle shape (in addition to size) greatly influences
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physical and chemical properties,[15,16] this topic will not

be discussed here.

Synthesis and Characterization

Metal nanoparticles can be formed through laser vapor-

ization of metallic rods. However, this method is not

generally amenable to either scaling up or subsequent

chemical modification strategies. Interestingly, with par-

ticles prepared under such conditions, certain ‘‘magic

numbers’’ of constituent atoms are evident,[17] an obser-

vation consistent with nonbulk, ‘‘atomistic’’ character.

Perhaps the most practical and flexible means of nano-

particle generation is by chemically reductive routes in

solution. As ‘‘bare’’ metallic nanoparticles are typically

unstable in solution, controlled surface functionalization

(either during or after synthesis—see below) has been key.

Aqueous phase citrate reduction of HAuCl4 has been,

perhaps, the major workhorse in this area; subsequently,

surface-bound citrate moieties can be readily displaced by

thiolated organics in the formation of monolayer-pro-

tected metallic clusters (MPCs). A breakthrough in this

field was the demonstration by Brust and coworkers[11] of

a solvent-based, high-concentration, monodisperse syn-

thesis through a surfactant catalyst-based phase transfer of

chloroaurate ions (typically with subsequent reduction by

a borohydride). Most conveniently, chloroaurate reduction

is carried out in the presence of alkanethiols,[11] and, to a

large extent, it is possible to control nanoparticle size

through the relative ratios of tetrachloroaurate and thiol.

In essence, these capped nanoparticles behave like large

organic molecules, in that they can be separated from

solution in powdered form, redissolved in solvent, and

recrystallized as required. The surface functionalization

afforded by these preparative methods stabilizes the

particles to aggregation and further allows their properties

to be influenced by the structure of the monolayer-

forming molecules. In addition, this functionalization can

be utilized in mediating surface-confinement (e.g., self-

assembly of the nanoparticle itself onto an underlying

solid support). Analogous chemistry can be used in the

formation of other particles—chloroplatinate reduction

yields, for example, platinum nanoparticles.

Properties

Metal nanoparticles have extraordinary size-dependent

optical properties, not present in the bulk metal. Specifi-

cally, nanoparticles of silver, gold, and copper show distinct

and well-defined plasmon absorption in the visible spec-

trum, an absorption characterized by an extremely large

molar adsorption coefficient. These unique optical, elec-

trical, and surface chemical characteristics are controllable

through both particle size and aggregation,[18,19] and can

also be ‘‘tuned’’ to a degree by the nature of the surface

functionalization.[20–22] Interestingly, the effect that the

size-dependent electrical characteristics of nanoparticles

can have on the properties of surface-confined molecules

has recently been resolved in a 13C NMR study.[23]

Although diffraction analyses have shown that nano-

particles adopt the same crystal structure as the bulk metal,

this appears to be less the norm as the particle size falls. For

example, gold nanoparticles can adopt an icosahedral

structure quite different to the bulk face-centered cubic

arrangement. The valence and conduction band density of

states (DOS) of these particles undergo significant variance

with size; specifically, the initially continuous DOS is

progressively replaced by discrete energy levels, the

spacing of which increases with decreasing particle size

(Fig. 1). As this spacing exceeds thermal energy, a ‘‘band

gap’’ effectively opens up in the metal. At smaller sizes

still, discrete, energetically separated, quanta are resolv-

able. These size effects are observable in both metallic and

semiconducting particles, although, in the latter, ‘‘quantum

dot’’ behavior can be observed at comparatively large (tens

of nanometers) particle size.

From the perspective of developing derived electroan-

alytical devices, the redox properties of nanoparticles

have been of some interest. The redox behavior of MPCs

has been probed both diffusively in solution[24,25] and in

surface-confined mono- or multilayer films.[26–30] Again,

as soon as nanoparticles fall below a finite size (<1 nm),

available electronic states become quantized and, electro-

chemically, this has the effect of the particle behaving, in

essence, as a multivalent redox species.[31] The specific

electrostatic charging of the metallic core of monolayer

protected nanoparticles has also been referred to as

quantized double layer charging.[20] The ability of these

Fig. 1 Schematic layout showing the progression from metallic

band structure to quantized electronic structure as nanoparticle

dimensions fall.
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films to mediate current flow is of obvious application to

the development of sensors.

Postsynthesis Nanoparticle Functionalization

Although it is commonly advantageous to modify nano-

particles as they are created, the covalent attachment of

molecules to the surface of a nanoparticle is, generally, a

dynamic process in which the surface-confined molecules

are in dynamic equilibrium with those in the surrounding

solution. Because of this, it is possible to displace surface

bound molecules with those for which surface-confine-

ment is more thermodynamically favorable—for example,

it is possible to displace short chain alkane thiols with

those of longer chain.[32] The use of terminally function-

alized alkanethiols facilitates the controlled introduction

of surface chemistry into generated nanoparticles—they

can be rendered anionic, cationic, hydrophobic and/or

suitable for coupling to other molecules or surfaces.

Biomodification

Although the electron scattering propensity of metallic

nanoparticles makes them useful biotagging markers,[33,34]

the association of nanoparticles with biomolecules further

brings with it the possibility of using them in highly

sensitive optical or electrical bioassays. To date, methods

have been developed where protein, antibodies, and

oligonucleotides can be robustly anchored to particles.

Nanoparticles heavily functionalized with oligonucleo-

tides have been used as probes in a variety of DNA

detection methods and as elemental building blocks in

materials synthesis schemes based upon the sequence-

specific hybridization properties of DNA.[35–37] Typically,

the direct adsorption of protein or enzyme onto bare

metallic surfaces is accompanied by gross change in

protein fold (denaturation) and loss of biological activity.

Interestingly, several recent studies have indicated biosta-

bility at colloidal metal surfaces.[38]

SEMICONDUCTING NANOPARTICLES

Much excitement has recently surrounded the potential

optical utilization of spherical semiconducting nanocrys-

tals (typically 15–120 Å in diameter),[39,40] such as those

composed of cadmium sulfide,[40] cadmium selenide, or

gallium arsenide.[41] As with metallic nanoparticles, the

dimensions lead to very interesting optical and electronic

properties arising from the confinement of excitons

(electron/hole pairs) within the particle, and their subse-

quent quantized behavior. These properties have led to

novel research activity associated with the development

of quantum computers, laser diodes, and solar cell

technology. The semiconducting band gap associated

with these particles is tunable through diameter control at

the point of synthesis—the smaller the particle, the

greater the energy level spacing between quantized

levels; in the case of fluorescence, the absorption and

emission peaks shift to longer wavelengths with increas-

ing particle size.[36]—2.5 nm CdSe particles, for example,

fluoresce in the green, while 7-nm equivalents fluoresce

in the red.[36] The potential use of these structures as

fluorescent labels has been a core focus during the past

2–3 years; the advantages they hold over more tradi-

tional organic fluorophore labels are marked. The fact that

equally sized quantum dots made of different materials

give rise to different emission/absorption frequencies

means that quantum dots are tunable fluorophores. They

have wider excitation and narrower emission spectra than

conventional organic dye molecules; the former is

desirable because several probes with different emission

peaks can be excited with a single source, decreasing the

number of equipment that might be needed to perform

imaging (in fact, QDs can be excited efficiently at any

wavelength shorter than that of their emission peak[36]). A

narrow emission spectra reduces spectral cross-talk

between different detection channels; in other words,

fluorophores of differing emission peaks appear clearer

and more distinct from each other. Additionally, these

dots also suffer considerably less from the problems

of photobleaching inherent in organic dyes and have an

associated higher quantum yield (thus they appear

‘‘brighter’’).[42] These quantum yields can be further

increased by surrounding the dot with an epitaxially

grown layer of larger band gap semiconducting material.

For example, cadmium selenide dots can be capped with

zinc sulfide. These so-called, ‘‘core–shell nanocrystals’’

have associated quantum yields that can be as high

as 80%.[43]

Synthesis

Semiconducting dots are typically synthesized in organic

solvent at high temperature from metallic salt and

insulator precursors (e.g., a cadmium salt with powdered

selenium) in the presence of a stabilizing surface-active

agent. As a direct result of this method of forming

(stabilized and solubilized) quantum dots, freshly made

particles are generated with a surface coating, commonly

trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO). As with metallic

nanoparticles, it appears that the electrical properties of

particles are strongly affected by geometry as well as

size.[44] Likewise, as properties are size-dependent, it is
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clearly advantageous to ensure that size distributions are

as narrow as possible in any sample.

Functionalization

Commonly, quantum dots (and nanoparticles in general)

are functionalized by utilizing capping molecules with

thiol groups. These capping molecules attach to the

surface of the quantum dot by binding at the sulfur atom.

This is simple to achieve experimentally: normal proce-

dure involves adding the cap to a colloidal dispersion of

quantum dots in an organic solvent and then heating.[45]

Monodentate binding leads to stable isolable products, but

bidentate binding has also been used[46] and, theoretically,

gives a more stable cap/surface interaction. To utilize the

fluorescent characteristics of these structures in biological

media they must, of course, be made water-soluble, and

capping with a hydrophilic thiol is one means of achieving

this (Fig. 2). A more involved (but ultimately more stable)

method of aqueous solubilization is achievable through

surface silanization.[42] As well as allowing solubility

refinements, these surface functionalization methodolo-

gies can, subsequently, also be used in either coupling of

the quantum dots to other molecules (biomolecules, for

example) or their surface assembly.[47]

THE SURFACE-ASSEMBLY
OF NANOPARTICLES

To make use of the intrinsic physiochemical properties of

these particles in the development of novel electronic and/

or optical devices, methods must be established whereby

controlled (many of the potentially useful properties are

strongly perturbed on aggregation) assembly on solid

surfaces can be achieved.[48,49] In recent years, a

variety of methods have been reported whereby mono

(two-dimensional) and multilayers (three-dimensional) of

Fig. 2 Functional self-assembly on the surface of semiconducting quantum dots can be used to render them both water soluble and

amenable to subsequent (bio)chemical functionalization.
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both metallic[31,50,51] and semiconducting[52–54] particles

have been generated (with various degrees of control and

homogeneity) and characterized. The ‘‘new physics’’

associated with these surfaces has opened up tremendous

opportunities for both fundamental research and new

applications.[32,55–58] Although many groups have utilized

physical methods of depositing particles, covalent,[59,60] or

ionic[61,62] assembly offers more control[63–69] (Fig. 3). The

assembly of nanoparticle films can also be electrochemi-

cally modulated in cases where the particles are initially

decorated with redox-active moieties.[70] A number of

biomolecule-mediated nanoparticle assembly strategies

have also been proposed for both metallic and semicon-

ducting particles.[37,45,71]

Because the most useful quantum dot surfaces are those

generated from closely packed (although not physically in

contact) colloids, considerable efforts have been expended

in attempts to control this, something which is easiest to

achieve if particle–surface interactions are maximized

(ideally at the expense of particle–particle interactions).[72]

In a typical, well-packed 10-nm nanoparticle adlayer, there

are 1�1010–1�1011 colloids/cm2, depending on edge-to-

edge distance. These assembled adlayers are conveniently

analyzed at angstrom levels of resolution, by electron

microscopy or scanning probe microscopy.

The immobilization of colloidal nanoparticles onto

optically transparent electrode surfaces [such as indium

tin oxide (ITO)], on which optoelectrochemical analyses

can be performed, has also been demonstrated.[73] Electro-

chemical studies have resolved electron transfer rate

constants between nanoparticles and underlying electrode

surfaces of the order of 100 sec�1[74] and, predictably, this

shows significant dependence on the alkanethiol modifi-

cation of the particles.[75] Uosaki et al.[62] demonstrated

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of a covalent surface assembly protocol for the immobilization of monolayer-capped gold

nanoparticles on a functionalized gold electrode surface. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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that, in addition to the strong electronic coupling between

surface-confined nanoparticles and their underlying sup-

port, fast electron transfer is possible from redox-active

moieties attached to gold particles and the underlying

electrode. Even in multilayer films, (thermally activated

hopping) electron transfer is effectively ‘‘channeled’’ to/

from the underlying support via intervening particles.

The sensitivity of these electrochemical characteristics to

environment is of direct relevance to the generation of

derived sensing systems.

ION SENSING AT
NANOPARTICLE SURFACES

The development of molecular receptors designed to

selectively recognize and sense charged or neutral guest

species of biological and environmental importance is a

highly topical research field. The ‘‘reporting’’ of recogni-

tion may be through ‘‘physical change,’’ such as an

interfacial mass change associated with bonding (detect-

able through piezoelectric devices). One may imagine that

the ‘‘interaction’’ (binding) and ‘‘signaling’’ regions of a

sensor are distinct, and that the monitored signal—be it

optical, electrochemical, or otherwise in nature—is reliably

and reproducibly perturbed by specific interactions occur-

ring at the neighboring binding site. With electrochemical

sensors, perturbation of a voltammetrically monitored elec-

tron transfer process, achieved by localization of a redox-

active group (e.g., ferrocene) in the vicinity of the receptor,

may be achieved by one or a combination of through-space

and through-bond interactions. Optical sensing can be

achieved through perturbation of an optical signal, typically

by equivalent mechanisms. We will focus here on optical

and electrochemical transduction where specific molecular

association is accompanied by a change in the monitored

optical or electrochemical signals derived from the sensor.

Such changes can facilitate qualitative or quantitative

analyte determination.

Supramolecular chemistry may be defined as the

investigation of molecular systems in which the compo-

nents are reversibly associated by noncovalent inter-

molecular interaction. From a sensing perspective, such

systems may be loosely described as comprising of a

‘‘host’’ sensor and a ‘‘guest’’ analyte species, the latter

being neutral, cationic, or anionic. The binding inter-

molecular forces include electrostatics (ion–ion, ion–

dipole, and dipole–dipole), hydrogen bonding, p–p stack-

ing interactions, dispersion and induction forces (van der

Waals), and hydrophobic or solvatophobic effects. Indi-

vidually, these interactions are relatively weak, but in

combination they lead to thermodynamically stable com-

plexes, the formation of which can be utilized in the gen-

eration of ion sensors.

Cation Sensing

The binding of a cation at a receptor site can be achieved

through electrostatic ion–ion or ion–dipole interactions. In

general, it is advantageous to utilize polydentate receptor

sites that, for well-known thermodynamic reasons (chelate

and macrocyclic effects), exhibit increased cation binding

affinity. Oxygen-containing crown ethers were the first

macrocyclic ligands synthesized which bound alkali metal

cations with high selectivity (tunable through structure/

geometry). Cryptand and spherand receptor molecules are

more highly organized and can accordingly associate very

strongly with specific s-block cationic analytes. Through

the incorporation of redox-active moieties into these

receptors, sensory systems electrochemically responsive

to, e.g., lithium,[76] sodium,[77] and potassium,[78] as well

as larger cations (some of considerable environmen-

tal concern), such as rubidium and cesium,[79] has also

been achieved.

Anion Sensing

The physiological and environmental importance of in-

organic anions has fuelled a considerable amount of

interest in anion recognition and sensing.[80] For example,

nitrates and phosphates are present in low concentrations

in wastewater, but high levels are a contributing factor to

eutrophication and, accordingly, are of environmental

significance. Although substantial progress has been made

in the development of specific, sensitive, cation receptors,

similar work with anions has been hindered by their

characteristic small charge density (relative to isoelec-

tronic cations) and, subsequently, general low binding

affinity. The additional effects of competitive solvation

mean that aqueous-phase anion recognition remains a

considerable challenge. The design and construction of

receptors that can selectively recognize and sense anionic

guest species via a macroscopic physical response is thus

a current area of chemical sensor technology receiving

considerable attention.[81] Anions are excellent electron

pair donors, so they will strongly interact with suitable

electron pair acceptors, the simplest of these being an

electropositive hydrogen atom capable of forming a

hydrogen bond. The directionality of hydrogen bonds

introduces the possibility of designing receptors with

specific shapes, capable of differentiating between anionic

guests of different geometry. Again, by combining a

binding site with redox-active moiety, electroanalytical

methods can be applied to anion sensing. In recent work,

the redox-active ferrocene moiety was used in the

electrochemical sensing of anions, both in organic and

aqueous media.[81,82] Transduction of anion binding is

achieved by through-space and through-bond sta-

bilization of the higher (FeIII in the case of ferrocenium)
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oxidation state and, in voltammetric experiments, this

is observable through a cathodic shift in the ferrocene/

ferrocenium electrochemical half-wave potential. Acy-

clic, macrocyclic, and calixarene amide-functionalized

ferrocene derivatives have all been subsequently shown

to undergo substantial cathodic perturbations of the re-

spective metallocene redox couple in the presence of a

variety of anions of biological and environmental impor-

tance. These molecular sensors are capable of detecting

Cl�, Br�, H2PO4
�, ReO4

�, and CH3CO2
� (down to low

micromolar levels) with, in some cases, the strength of

binding correlating with basicity of the anionic guest.

Surface-Confined Chemical Sensors

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) can be formed from

the exposure of a pristine metallic surface to suitably

functionalized molecules, which subsequently form or-

dered, two-dimensional crystalline arrays; the degree of

ordering being dependent on molecular structure and

size, substrate morphology, coverage, temperature, and

solvent. By combining molecular-scale recognition with

such assembly, it is possible to develop a powerful means

of generating interfaces capable of analyte detection under

a variety of conditions. The ‘‘surface tethering’’ of

receptors yields a number of specific additional advan-

tages; efficiency, in terms of quantity of material required,

is high; the sensor can be portable, robust, and capable of

being used in a variety of environments. In addition to

this, and as discussed below, the preorganization of mo-

lecular receptors at a surface enhances the thermo-

dynamic driving force associated with receptor/analyte

binding and, therefore, both binding affinity and detection

limits.[83]

Recent work has shown that the introduction of a

surface-anchoring thiol moiety into a redox-active anion

sensor allows the generation of robust sensing molecular

arrays capable of analyte detection in a variety of polar

and nonpolar environments. Specifically, by incorporating

hydrogen bond donor amide groups and directly linking

these functionalities to a redox-active ferrocene unit,

hydrogen-bond mediated anion recognition is accompa-

nied by a significant perturbation in the electrochemical

characteristics of the monolayer. Strikingly, the anion

binding affinities associated with such SAMs are, in some

cases, orders-of-magnitude greater than those associated

with the same receptors free in solution. This ‘‘surface

amplification,’’ which can lead to the development of

highly effective sensors, is attributable to two things:

1) The ‘‘macrocyclic effect’’ is the entropy- and enthalpy-

driven increased thermodynamic stability of a complex

formed between an ion (usually cationic) and a multi-

dentate macrocylic ligand in comparison to the equivalent

complex formed with open chain (noncyclic) ligands. By

‘‘preorganizing’’ the host pseudo macrocycle on a

surface, and thereby restricting its vibrational and

   

 

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of a self-assembling, hydrogen-bonding ferrocene amide capable of electroanalytical anion sensing.

With the specific receptors shown, hydrogen phosphate anion recognition cathodic shifts in the ferrocene half-wave potential are >290

mV in magnitude—greater, to our knowledge, than anything reported to date. (From Ref. [81].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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rotational degrees of freedom, the entropic driving force

accompanying complex formation is further increased. 2)

The comparatively low dielectric constant of the SAM

receptor binding site is also likely to significantly

enhance anion binding efficacy. The ability to tune both

geometry and binding affinity of the host molecular

receptor allows one to achieve highly selective sensing.

For example, the SAMs shown in Fig. 4 are able to sense

dihydrogen phosphate in the presence of more than a

10,000-fold molar excess of halide in solvent. Functional

surfaces of this type are able to detect low levels of

perrhennate anion (a model for pertechnetate, an envi-

ronmentally important radioactive waste product of the

nuclear and radiopharmaceutical industries) in aqueous

solution. By increasing both receptor binding affinity and

electroanalytical detection sensitivity, it should be possi-

ble to extend this aqueous sensing to more basic anions.

Nanoparticle Sensors

The optical and/or electrical/electrochemical properties of

metallic or semiconducting nanoparticles and their arrays

can be applied to molecular sensing in a variety of ways.

One can envisage the role of the nanoparticles being one

or combinations of the following:

1) Acting as structural template to preorganize the

binding site/receptors—in this case, transduction is

not from the particle itself.

2) Utilizing the nanoparticle optical properties (plasmon

absorption or fluorescence) in transduction—the

optical properties of gold nanoparticles (both in

solution and surface-confined), for example, are

highly sensitive to both the dielectric properties of

the intermediate environment and aggregation.

3) Making use of nanoparticle conductance in either

the electrochemical sensing of molecular binding

at mono- or multilayer films, or in recognition-

mediated change in film conductance.

Perhaps the least technically challenging, but none-

theless demonstrably powerful, use of nanoparticles in

sensing lies with colorimetric assays. Additionally,

nanoparticle arrays have considerable potential in

vapor-phase analyte detection, Raman, and optical or

electrochemical recognition.

Fig. 5 a) Diagrammatic representation of a nanoparticle appropriately functioned such that its properties are stable, it is soluble in an

appropriate environment, and labeled with a molecular receptor/chemical or biochemical recognition agent. The latter may be a

coordination site, oligonucleotide or antibody, for example. b) Place exchange of solubilizing alkyl thiols with a thiolated crown ether

produces nanoparticle species that are sensitive to cations; 18-crown-6 and 15-crown-5 ether modified nanoparticles are sensitive to low

levels of potassium. Thiolated carboxylic acid modified colloids are sensitive to the presence of heavy metal cations. (From Refs. [87]

and [88].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Colorimetric sensing

As mentioned earlier, gold nanoparticles exhibit charac-

teristic plasmon absorptions that typically give their solu-

tions a pink coloration. The sensitivity of this visible

absorption (note: stable nanoparticle suspensions do not

appreciably scatter visible light) to aggregation can be

utilized in the nanoparticle equivalent of the latex ag-

glutination test,[84] in which analyte-mediated color

change is readily detectable through the use of standard

UV–visible spectroscopy. Perhaps the best example of this

has been recently demonstrated by Mirkin and coworkers

in high-sensitivity colorimetric detection of DNA.[85] In

this work, gold nanoparticles were surface-functionalized

with thiolated single-stranded DNA. In the presence of

femtomolar levels of the complementary DNA, subse-

quent hybridization-mediated agglutination leads to a

visible red-to-purple color change. Colorimetric immu-

noassays have also been developed based on either anti-

body or antigen nanoparticle functionalization.[86] Related

colorimetric titrations have recently been extended to the

generation of ion-sensing systems. Specifically, by self-

assembly of appropriately functionalized receptors on

nanoparticles, cation- or anion-mediated linking or ag-

gregation can be spectroscopically monitored (Fig. 5). In

using self-assembling thiolated crown ethers, Lin et al.[87]

were able to construct colorimetric assays, based on

standard, proximity-linked, coupling of plasmons, for

potassium, with detection limits down to low micromolar

level. Similarly, cadmium-, mercury-, and lead-respon-

sive assays have been developed.[88]

Vapor phase sensing

The initially Ohmic, thermally activated, conductance

properties of MPC films are sensitively dependent on the

separation of, and intervening medium between, the

Fig. 5 (Continued).
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particles. The ‘‘intercalation’’ of organic vapor into such

films leads to a detectable decrease in the conductance.

Although this phenomenon appears to be highly depen-

dent on the structural aspects of the nanoparticle film,

it may be applicable to the generation of highly robust

sensors.[89] To date, several research groups have

demonstrated fast, reversible, and highly sensitive

(<5 ppm in some cases) responses to a variety of solvent

vapors.[90] Although the mechanisms of vapor sensitivity

are poorly understood, the phenomenon has been quali-

tatively considered in terms of both film swelling and

dielectric change.[91,92]

SERS—Raman sensing at surfaces

The Raman scattering attainable from an adsorbate on a

rough metal surface is greatly enhanced over the attain-

able rate on flat substrates. This enhancement, observable

on ‘‘active metals,’’ is greatest when the surface rough-

ness is of the order of tens of nanometers and, although

not fully understood, is associated with the ability of such

surfaces to enhance/focus electromagnetic radiation.

Although it is nearly 20 years since the discovery of

surface-enhanced Raman scattering of molecules ad-

sorbed at suitable roughened metallic interfaces,[93,94]

where up to 106-fold enhancements over the adsorbate

natural Raman scattering can be observed, the generation

of suitable roughened surfaces by etching or deposition

methods suffers from reproducibility issues. Through the

surface-confinement of nanoparticles, homogeneous sur-

faces of precisely appropriate roughness can be reproduc-

ibly fabricated. Furthermore, the plasmon characteristics

of colloids appear to further magnify signal enhance-

ment.[48] The use of colloidal gold or silver nanoparti-

cles in enhancing the spectroscopic data attainable from

Fig. 6 Schematic of an anion-sensing zinc porphyrin nanoparticle. The tetrapodal porphyrin is anchored to the nanoparticle surface

through disulfide moieties. Note, for reasons of clarity, that the relative sizes of nanoparticle and porphyrin are false. (From Ref. [82].)
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interfaces has been demonstrated,[95,96] where million-

fold enhancements leading, in some cases, to attomolar

sensitivity, have been observed.[97]

Electroanalytical sensing

Through the functionalization of colloidal gold nano-

particles with self-assembling amidoferrocenes, Astruc

et al.[98,99] were able to demonstrate the establishment of

an effective redox probe for dihydrogen phosphate and

hydrogen sulfate in an organic solvent medium. This work

makes use of the diffusive nature of solubilized nanopar-

ticles, the facile access of anions to the hydrogen-bonding

receptor site, and the reliable electrochemical communi-

cation with redox-active units confined to the particle

surface. Although additional preorganizational effects

were noted in these studies, they pave the way to others

in which the controlled assembly of redox-active molec-

ular or ionic receptors on nanoparticles (free in solution or

assembled in arrays on a surface) may lead to highly

effective electroanalytical devices.

Plasmon and optical sensing

Plasmon resonance sensors are ubiquitous in the study of

interfacial (bio)molecular interactions and function by

detecting changes in local refractive index with high

sensitivity.[100] The collective oscillation of electrons

responsible for the characteristic plasmon absorption of

metallic nanoparticles is highly sensitive to changes in

local (surface) refractive index.[101,102] In view of the

associated local enhancement of electromagnetic field,

one may propose that such a surface can act as an

‘‘antenna’’ for interfacial processes such as molecular

recognition. By utilizing the environmental sensitivity of

appropriately functionalized nanoparticles, one might

envisage the development of related SPR sensors of

nanometer (‘‘molecular level’’) dimension. Because we

have observed that it is possible to modify nanoparti-

cles surfaces with SAMs, the terminal functionality of

which is flexible, it is possible to generate stable

colloids which are sensitive to/reactive to different

species[103] (Fig. 5). In pursuit of this and related

optical goals, several groups have recently generated

nanoparticles functionalized with molecular recognition

moieties.[20,82,99,104]

As a specific example, and with the aim of producing

optical and redox-active nanoparticle anion sensors, the

synthesis of a new amide–disulfide functionalized zinc

metalloporphyrin has been reported.[82] This compound

can be self-assembled on to gold nanoparticles to produce

a novel anion-selective optical sensing system (Fig. 6). In

this work, the nanoparticle itself is utilized as a diffusive

‘‘template’’ on which the receptor is ‘‘preorganized.’’

The zinc Lewis acid and hydrogen bond-mediated

recognition of halide, nitrate, or dihydrogen phosphate

by the zinc metalloporphyrin center is associated with a

perturbation of the porphyrin optical spectrum. What

makes this particularly striking is the ability of the nano-

particle to generate a solution-phase, but preorganized,

receptor of high analyte binding affinity. As discussed in

the previous section, the combined enthalpic and entropic

factors associated with the monolayer-based, receptor site

and its surrounding low dielectric are such that binding

constants are enhanced by more than 2 orders of mag-

nitude in comparison to the nonparticle-confined receptor

(Table 1). Significantly, this enhanced binding affinity is

such that anion recognition in a mixed aqueous/solvent

system, a challenging situation because of the compet-

itive solvation of the anion, is possible. By further

tailoring the receptor site chemical and geometric

properties, it should be possible to generate yet more

powerful sensing systems. Because functionalized SAMs

can be similarly generated on semiconducting nanopar-

ticles, sensing systems based on, e.g., a recognition-based

perturbation of fluorescence may be feasible.

CONCLUSION

The potential impact of nanoscale science and technology

on our lives is considerable. In recent years, much progress

has been made in both generating and analyzing nanoscale

material. To exploit some of the striking properties

observed in matters of such dimensions, methods must be

developed where homogeneous samples of material can be

produced in useful quantities and incorporated into

functional devices. In this article, we have attempted to

summarize recent progress made in characterizing and

Table 1 Association constant (log k) data for anion binding by

Zn porphyrin receptor both assembled on the surface of a

nanoparticle and free in solution

Anion

Particle free

Zn porphyrin

Particle bound

Zn porphyrin

Cl� >6 >6

Br� 4.12 4.97

I� 3.21 4.00

NO3
� 2.41 3.22

H2PO4
� >6 >6

ClO4
� 0 0

*Cl� <2 4.3

*H2PO4
� 2.5 4.1

* Data obtained in DMSO at 298 K.
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utilizing the size-dependent properties of nanoparticles

and quantum dots. Specifically, we have outlined and

demonstrated methods by which the environmental

sensitivities inherent in these structures can be used in

sensing technologies. Although interest in generating

smaller analytical devices for been around for some time,

only in recent years has it been possible to make use of

the specific functional properties that are apparent at the

nanometer scale. The ability to selectively and sensitively

detect ions is of considerable environmental, clinical, and

chemical importance. Through designed functionalization

of nanoparticles with receptor moieties, it is possible to

construct derived optical or electroanalytical assays. We

have specifically introduced methodologies whereby

nanoparticle-based ion assays can be developed. Through

further refinement of nanoparticle functionalization,

manipulation, and interrogation, the creation of a vast

number of novel and highly responsive sensory devices

seems feasible.
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INTRODUCTION

Advanced materials composed of inorganic nanoparticles

are currently one of the most dynamic areas of scien-

tific research. These particles represent significant fun-

damental and commercial interest with a wide range of

applications including the next generation of optics, elec-

tronics, catalysts, and sensors. In the past 20 years, with

the increasing developments in nanoengineering, nano-

electronics, and nanobioelectronics, functional building

blocks with which to construct microstructures and de-

vices are under intensive investigation. Increasing attention

has been paid to metal or semiconductor nanoparticles,

which have also been called nanocrystals, nanoclusters,

quantum dots, and Q particles.

Nanoparticles are in the size range of 1–100 nm, which

lies between single atoms or molecules and bulk materi-

als, and their chemical and physical properties differ

markedly from those of the bulk solids. The reasons for

these properties can be attributed to high surface area and

quantum size effect, which is caused by the reduced size

in three dimensions. One typical example is that the

melting temperature of nanoparticles strongly depends on

the particle size and is substantially lower than the bulk

melting temperature. The melting point of 2.5-nm Au

nanoparticles is �40% lower than that of bulk gold.

Similar behavior has been observed for CdS nanoparticles.

At the same time, with the decrease in the number of

atoms in the particles, their electronic properties also start

to change. This is the so-called quantum size effect, which

can be observed as a blue shift in the optical band gap or

exciton energy. When the size of particles is reduced to

nanometer scale, the number of atoms at the surfaces or

grain boundaries of the crystalline regions is comparable

to the number of those that are in the crystalline lattice

itself. Physical and chemical properties, which are usually

determined by the molecular structure of the bulk lattice,

become increasingly dominated by the defect structure of

the surface. During the preparation of nanoparticles,

engineering of the size and surface structure is of both

theoretical and practical importance, because it leads to

mechanical, chemical, electrical, optical, magnetic, elec-

tro-optical, and magneto-optical properties that are subs-

tantially different from those observed for the corre-

sponding bulk materials. Chemists, biologists, and mate-

rials scientists have studied and reviewed the preparation

and characterization of metal and semiconductor nano-

particles in detail, focusing on their physical and chemical

properties.[1–24]

Nanoparticles can be synthesized from a variety of

materials with controllable sizes, shapes, and structures,

but because of their high specific surface area and low

surface energy, nanoparticles are not stable in ambient

circumstances, and they must be incorporated in certain

kinds of materials. Materials such as reverse micelles and

surfactant vesicles,[25] glass,[26,27] zeolites,[28,29] and poly-

mers[30–34] have been used as the substrate to prepare

composite materials containing nanoparticles. During the

preparation of such materials, the substrate not only can

prevent the nanoparticles from aggregation, but also can

accurately control their size and surface structure. In

addition, in applications for optical, electrical, and mag-

netic devices, nanoparticles are mostly used in the form of

thin films. Currently, such films can be made by spin

coating,[35–37] spraying,[38,39] chemical deposition,[40–42]

electrical deposition,[43–46] Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) tech-

nique,[47–51] and layer-by-layer self-assembly (LBL)

method.[51–57]

In this article, we will focus on the preparation of

nanoparticles in polymer matrices and the assembly of

nanoparticles at interfaces.

PREPARATION OF NANOPARTICLES
IN POLYMER MATRICES

Polymers have been considered one of the most important

matrix materials for the preparation and application of

nanoparticles because of their mechanical, optical, elec-

trical, and thermal properties.[30–34] In polymer networks,

movements of nanometer-sized particles are restricted by

the polymer chains, so aggregation is avoided and the

nanoparticles are stabilized by the polymer networks. The

size and size distribution of the particles can also be

controlled by the concentration and density of metal ions.

In order to prepare nanoparticles in polymer networks, the

metal ions should be previously dispersed in the polymer
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networks. There have been two methods for the incorpo-

ration of metal ions into polymer networks.

The first method involves the introduction of metal

ions into polymer networks by a metal-ion-containing

monomer. PbS nanoparticles with an average size of 4.0

nm have been prepared in polymer networks by H2S

treatment of a copolymer of styrene and lead methylac-

rylate.[58,59] The concentration of the metal ions could be

controlled by altering the relative proportion of the two

monomers. Infrared (IR) measurements and the variations

of the molecular weight of the copolymer before and after

reacting with H2S implied that there exist Pb–OOC bonds

on the surface of the nanoparticles. PbS nanoparticles act

as cross-linking agents, and the interaction of the polymer

with the nanoparticles gives a surface chemical modifi-

cation of the PbS nanoparticles, which strongly affects the

optical properties of the nanoparticles.

The second method involves the introduction of metal

ions into polymer networks by ion-exchange adsorp-

tion.[60–65] As shown in Fig. 1,[64] cross-linked polymer

networks were formed by polymerization of styrene with a

cross-linking agent. Then the polymerisate was sulfonated

by sulfuric acid, and the product could be immersed in an

aqueous solution that contained metal salts to adsorb

metal ions into the polymer networks by exchange with

H+ of –SO3H. By varying the duration of the ion exchange

and the concentration of the metal salt solution, we can

control the concentration of the metal ions. The metal-ion-

containing polymer networks could be dissolved in an

organic solvent and then treated with H2S gas, after which

the solution turns yellow but without precipitation, which

shows the formation of CdS nanoparticles, The resulting

nanoparticles had a narrow particle size distribution. By

this method, CdS, Cu-doped ZnS, and Cu2S/CdS/ZnS

nanoparticles could also be prepared. All these results

indicated that the polymer networks could effectively

prevent the particles from growing and aggregating.

Metal or semiconductor nanoparticles may also be pre-

pared in situ in the microdomain space formed in block

copolymers.[66–71] Block copolymers exhibit phase sepa-

ration, which may help isolate the nanoparticles as they

form. When a copolymer is used as the matrix for nano-

particles, the particle size is controlled by the composition

of the copolymer and the concentration of metal ions.

Nafion film, which is a type of ionic polymer and can

adsorb metal ions by ion exchange, has also been used to

prepare nanoparticles.[72–75] Similarly, the size of the

nanoparticles can be controlled by the initial metal ion

concentration and subsequent thermal annealing treatment.

THIN FILMS OF NANOPARTICLES

Nanoparticles in LB Films

Transferring a well-packed monolayer from aqueous

solution surfaces to solid substrates was demonstrated

about 60 years ago by the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) tech-

nique. Surfactant structures have also been used for direct

assembly of metallic, semiconducting, and magnetic na-

noparticles. This organization can be accomplished by

adsorbing particles electrostatically to charged surfactant

headgroups or by in situ generation of particles beneath

monolayers at the air–water interface.[47–51,76–83] Surfac-

tant monolayers with attached nanoparticles can be trans-

ferred to solid supports using standard LB techniques.

Fig. 1 Scheme for the assembly of metal sulfide nanoparticles in polymer networks. (From Ref. [64].)
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Monolayers of surfactants have proven to be versatile

as templates for the in situ growth of thin nanoparticle

films. These monolayers are formed from a range of

naturally occurring and synthetic surfactants or from a

mixture of suitable surfactants, and their two-dimensional

phase behavior and structure are well understood. Fendler

and Meldrum have described the formation of sulfide

semiconductor nanoparticulate films under a Langmuir

monolayer of surfactants as follows:[51] After the spread-

ing of surfactant monolayer on the air–water interface of

the metal ion solution with an atmosphere of H2S, metal

sulfide bonds formed at a large number of sites at the

monolayer–aqueous interface. Well-separated nanoparti-

cles of metal sulfide then formed and coalesced into

interconnected arrays of semiconductor nanoparticles and

a porous semiconductor particulate film composed of

particles 20–40 Å thick and 30–80 Å in diameter. Once

the first layer of semiconductor nanoparticulate film

formed, subsequent layers were deposited up to a plateau

thickness beyond which the film cannot grow. The

presence of a monolayer with an appropriate surface

charge is essential to the formation of the sulfide

semiconductor nanoparticulate film. In the absence of a

monolayer, infusion of H2S over an aqueous metal ion

solution resulted in the formation of large, irregular, and

polydispersed metal sulfide particles, which precipitated

in the bulk solution before settling to the bottom of the

trough. Furthermore, the nanoparticulate film could not

form under positively charged monolayers.

Thin films of nanoparticles can also be fabricated by

spreading surfactant-stabilized nanoparticles on aqueous

solutions and then transferring them to solid substrates by

the LB technique. The technique can be regarded as

analogous to monolayer formation from simple surfac-

tants. Nanoparticulate films were formed at the air–water

interface by dispersing surfactant-stabilized nanoparti-

cles on an aqueous subphase, which was contained in a

Langmuir trough. There are many intrinsic benefits to this

method. The nanoparticles are prepared before the in-

corporation into the films, allowing one to control their

dimensions, physical properties, and the particle size and

distribution. Gao et al. have reported the fabrication of

Fe2O3/polymer composite film using the LB method.[77]

Methylacrylic acid was used as the surfactant to prepare

Fe2O3 nanoparticles by the microemulsion method in a

system of water–toluene. After a cross-linking agent

together with an initiator were added into the organosol

and reacted under ultrasonic stirring, an organic–inorgan-

ic composite microgel was obtained. This composite

microgel showed good amphiphilic properties and could

be transferred onto solid substrates from a pure water

interface using the LB technique. Infrared and UV–visible

(UV–vis) spectra of the film showed the presence of some

residual vinyl groups, which means that the microgel

could be further polymerized. Polymerization of surfac-

tant in the composite films improved the stability of the

LB film.

Assembly of Nanoparticle Monolayers

Solution-based approaches to surface assembly of metal

and semiconductor nanoparticles typically involve elec-

trostatic or covalent binding of the particle to a surface-

bound molecular or polymeric thin film.[84–90] Self-as-

sembly of metal nanoparticle monolayers on polymer-

coated substrates yields macroscopic surfaces that are

highly active for surface-enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS).[85–87] Nanoparticles are bound to the substrate

through multiple bonds between the colloidal metal and

functional groups on the polymer such as cyanide (CN),

amine (NH2), and thiol (SH). Self-assembly of nanopar-

ticles onto the oppositely charged substrate surface is

governed by a delicate balance of the adsorption and

desorption equilibria. The efficient adsorption of one

monolayer of nanoparticles onto the oppositely charged

substrate surface is the objective of the immersion step.

Preventing the desorption of the nanoparticles during the

rinsing process is of equal importance. The optimization

of the self-assembly in terms of maximizing the adsorp-

tion of nanoparticles from their dispersions and minimiz-

ing their desorption upon rinsing requires the correct

selection of stabilizers and the careful control of the

kinetics of the processes.

The deposition process may also be performed on a

substrate modified by an LB film, which may give a

charged surface. As we have reported,[91] one monolayer

of PbI2 nanoparticles can be adsorbed on a substrate

modified by LB films through electrostatic interactions.

First, we transferred two layers of Y-type LB film of

stearic acid onto some hydrophilic substrates, which

allowed one layer of bipolar pyridinium to be adsorbed

onto the carboxylic surface of the LB film. Finally, we

deposited one layer of anionic PbI2 after the bipolar

pyridinium. The structure of the self-assembled mono-

layer film is shown in Fig. 2. Substrates such as Si, CaF2,

quartz, glass, Ag, and Au are widely used for LB

processes, so LB film-covered slides can provide a wide

range of substrates for a self-assembled monolayer of

nanoparticles. In order to observe the PbI2 nanoparticles

monolayer in the self-assembled film with transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), a copper grid covered with a

very thin layer of formvar was used as the LB film

substrate. A TEM photograph of the self-assembly film

shows that all the PbI2 nanoparticles are round and closely

packed, but without any large aggregates. As a compar-

ison, one droplet of the PbI2 solution was dropped onto the
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grid and blown dry with N2. TEM measurements showed

that the small particles had aggregated into large ones

during the evaporation in the sample preparation. This

contrast proves that the bipolar pyridinium film interacts

with the nanoparticles strongly and can effectively keep

the small particles from aggregating.

Covalent attachment strategies often take advantage of

the reactivity of the outer shell atoms in the nanoparticles.

Many metallic and semiconductor nanoparticles (Au, Ag,

CdS, CdSe) have a high affinity for amine and/or thiol

moieties.[54] For example, Colvin et al. have covalently

attached CdS nanoparticles to Au and Al substrates using

bifunctional cross-linkers.[84] Natan and coworkers have

assembled Au and Ag nanoparticles on –NH2 and –SH

terminated organosilane polymers on silica sub-

strates.[85,87] The kinetics of this surface-assembly reac-

tion have been investigated in some detail, affording

control over the number of particles on the surface.

Alternatively, close-packed monolayers of alkanethiol-

stabilized nanoparticles have been formed by solvent

evaporation.[17,18] Self-assembled arrays involve self-

organization of size-selected nanoparticles encapsulated

in protective, compact organic coatings into monolayers,

thin films, and superlattices. A key step in this process is

the fabrication of size- and shape-controlled nanoparticle

superlattices that can grow large enough for technological

applications. In this case, the length of the organic ligand

defines the distance between particles. This distance has a

pronounced effect on the electronic properties of the

resulting structure. Particles that can be self-assembled are

usually smaller than 10 nm in size, and it is in this size

range that many exciting and unusual physical properties

are enhanced.

Layer-by-Layer Assembly of Nanoparticles

The LBL method developed by G. Decher is one of the

most promising new methods of thin film deposition, and

it is often used for oppositely charged polymers.[92–94]

Recently, it has also been successfully applied to thin films

of nanoparticles and other inorganic materials,[51–57] such

as Au,[95–97] Ag,[98–101] CdS,[102] PbS,[103] Fe3O4,[104–106]

CdSe,[107–109] HgTe,[110] TiO2,[111] SiO2,[112–114] and

others.[115–119] Its simplicity and universality combined

with the resulting high quality of coatings and uniform

distribution of nanoparticles open broad perspectives for

this technique both in research and in industry. Compared

with other techniques for the fabrication of thin films of

nanoparticles, the LBL method has two main advantages:

1) simplicity (the relative ease of preparation and ver-

satility have contributed to the rapid development of this

method), 2) universality (tolerance of the substrate shapes

and materials and the dual, organic–inorganic nature of

the coating).

The LBL assembly of nanoparticles can be described as

the sequential adsorption of monolayers of nanoparticles

on positively charged layers of a polyelectrolyte. Inter-

estingly, purely inorganic LBL films were described more

than 30 years ago.[120] The deposition of the films can be

performed in a cyclic manner, which is made possible by

the overcompensation of surface charge, which often

takes place when polyelectrolytes and other high molec-

ular weight species are adsorbed onto a solid–liquid

interface. The construction of an LBL film of nanopar-

ticles requires four simple steps:[52] 1) prime a cleaned

substrate by absorbing a layer of surfactant or polyelec-

trolyte onto its surface; 2) immerse the primed substrate

in a dilute aqueous solution of a cationic or anionic

polyelectrolyte for the optimized length of time for

adsorption of a monolayer; 3) rinse and dry the substrate;

4) immerse the polyelectrolyte monolayer covered sub-

strate in a dilute dispersion of oppositely charged semi-

conductor nanoparticles, also for the optimized length

of time for adsorption of a monolayer of nanoparticles.

These four operations complete the self-assembly of one

polyelectrolyte–nanoparticle bilayer, and by repeating

them, multilayered self-assembly films of polyelectrolyte

and nanoparticles can be fabricated. The electrostatic

attraction between semiconductor colloids and a layer of

polyelectrolytes ensures the facile adsorption. At the

same time, the electrostatic repulsion between similarly

charged species in solution limits the thickness of the

newly formed thin layer of nanoparticles.

Fig. 2 Scheme for one monolayer of PbI2 nanoparticles in the

stearic acid–bipolar pyridinium–PbI2 four layer structure. (From

Ref. [91].)
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Our group has reported several kinds of LBL films of

nanoparticles,[121–133] among which we have also fabri-

cated a CdS nanoparticle/cationic polyelectrolyte multi-

layer film based on electrostatic interactions.[122] An

aqueous solution of CdS nanoparticles was prepared by

the addition of mercaptoacetic acid as a stabilizer agent.

Infrared measurements imply that mercaptoacetic acid

was chemically modified on the surface of CdS nanopar-

ticles through thiol groups, with carboxylic acid groups

pointing to the solvent, and the carboxylic acid group was

in a state of COO�, which made it possible to use the

surface-modified CdS nanoparticles as the negatively

charged species in the LBL assembly process. A quartz

substrate covered with aminopropylsilane was prepared

by treating with the vapor of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysi-

lane and then reacted with HCl solution to become

positively charged. Then, using the LBL method, nega-

tively charged nanoparticles and positively charged

polyelectrolyte could be alternatively deposited on the

substrate. The structure of the LBL film is shown in Fig. 3.

UV–vis absorption spectroscopy was used to monitor the

LBL assembly process, and the similarity of the absorp-

tion spectra of the alternating films to that of the CdS

nanoparticles in the visible region implies that the CdS

nanoparticles were successfully assembled in the alter-

nating film. In the UV–vis spectra (Fig. 4) of multilayer

films with different numbers of layers, a linear increase of

the absorbance of CdS nanoparticles could be observed,

which indicates that the oppositely charged species were

deposited equivalently in different steps during the LBL

process. The deposition process was also monitored by

quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), which can detect the

adsorption of the charged species in the LBL films. The

QCM results of the LBL film in different steps also show a

uniform deposition process.

The driving force of the LBL process of nanoparticles

could be not only electrostatic interactions, but also coor-

dinative interactions[134,135] or hydrogen bonds.[136,137] As

is well known, there exist typical coordinate complexa-

tions between pyridine and some transition metals. Based

on coordinative bonds, CdS nanoparticles with general

Cd-rich surfaces could be assembled in LBL films by

alternating deposition with poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP).

The construction of CdS/PVP multilayer film is shown in

Fig. 5. The substrate was modified first to create a surface

covered with pyridine groups. The resulting substrate was

then dipped into a colloidal CdS solution to adsorb one

layer of CdS nanoparticles. After being washed, the

substrate was transferred to the PVP solution to absorb

one PVP layer. The CdS/PVP multilayer films were

prepared by repeating the above steps. UV–vis spectra

were used to monitor the self-assembly process, confirm-

ing a stepwise and uniform assembly process. The driving

force for the CdS/PVP multilayer film was identified by

IR spectroscopy. By comparing IR spectra of pure PVP

and the multilayer film (Fig. 6), a new peak at 1610 cm�1

appeared in the spectrum of the multilayer film. Since the

coordinate complexation between pyridine groups and

metal ions usually exhibits this band because of the

formation of coordination bonds, we considered that

CdS nanoparticles were assembled into the multilayer

film based on the formation of coordinative bonds

between the surface Cd atoms of CdS nanoparticles and

the pyridine groups of PVP. We also found that CdS

nanoparticles that have S-rich surfaces could not be
Fig. 3 Scheme for the assembly of CdS nanoparticles in LBL

films. (From Ref. [122].)

Fig. 4 UV–vis absorption spectra of the LBL films of CdS

nanoparticles and a cationic polyelectrolyte with different

numbers of layers. Inset: absorbance vs. number of layers at

340, 400, and 461 nm. (From Ref. [122].)
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Fig. 5 Scheme for the build-up of alternating films of PVP/CdS nanoparticles based on coordinative bonds. (From Ref. [134].)

Fig. 6 Infrared spectra of (a) pure PVP and (b) PVP/CdS multilayers. (From Ref. [134].)
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assembled with PVP, which ensures the driving force to

be coordinative bonds.

It has recently been reported that nanoparticles could

also be formed in situ in LBL films of polyelectro-

lytes.[138–141]Silver nanoparticles were prepared in situ

within poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH) multilayer films. Carboxylic acid

groups in the PAH/PAA-based multilayers bind silver

cations by ion exchange with the acid protons. Subsequent

reduction forms metallic nanoparticles. Because PAA has

a pH-dependent degree of ionization, the multilayer film

can be fabricated with different concentrations of free acid

groups that are available to bind silver cations depending

on the multilayer assembly pH. The nanoparticle size and

silver concentration can be controllably increased by

reducing the assembly pH of PAH/PAA-based multi-

layers. Furthermore, because the metal-binding carboxylic

acid groups are reprotonated upon nanoparticle formation,

the synthesis methodology can be repeatedly cycled to

incorporate more silver cations, which increases the size

and concentration of silver nanoparticles.

Recently, the LBL process has been applied to the

surface modification of colloidal microspheres, which

represent attractive building blocks from which to create

ordered and complex materials. Möhwald and coworkers

have demonstrated the LBL assembly of polyelectrolytes

on the surface of colloidal latex spheres.[142,143] The

main advantage of this LBL process is that the film

thickness on the colloidal spheres could be fine-tuned by

altering the number of layers deposited and the solution

conditions from which the polymers are adsorbed. More

recently, nanoparticles of SiO2, Ag, and Au have also

been assembled on the surface of colloidal micro-

spheres.[24,144–150] Assembly of nanoparticles on the sur-

face of colloidal microspheres resulted in the formation

of nanoparticle-coated microspheres. By removing the

colloidal microspheres template through calcination or

dissolution, hollow spheres of metal or silica were form-

ed, which may find applications in catalysis, sensing,

optics, and separations.

CONCLUSION

With the development of nanoscience and nanotechnol-

ogy, nanosized building blocks as nanoparticles will

attract more and more attention. In both bulk and film

structures, nanoparticles can be stabilized and assembled.

We have introduced the incorporation of polymers as the

substrates for nanoparticles and the assembly of nanopar-

ticles in thin film structures such as LB films, self-

assembled monolayers, and LBL multilayers, which have

proved to have potential applications in optics, electron-

ics, magnetics, catalysis, and sensors. Research will now

focus on controlling the size, shape, and surface structure

of nanoparticles, as well as fabricating new nanostructured

materials and looking for new applications. The assembly

of nanoparticles on microscale substrates such as pat-

terned surfaces or microspheres, and the physical and

chemical properties of single nanoparticles continue to

invite our scrutiny.
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INTRODUCTION

Cell membranes define the size and shape of the cell. In

addition to this structural role, the membrane has a crucial

regulatory role determining what information, nutrients,

and waste can permeate this barrier. The cell membrane

consists of a lipid bilayer and proteins, which can be ei-

ther transmembrane or associated with one leaflet of the

bilayer. The dynamic organization of proteins and lipids

into domains (e.g., rafts) within the bilayer is important

for multiple cellular processes, such as recognition and

signaling events.

The chemical recognition process occurring on the

surface of membranes is the basis of a versatile and

specific sensor system for the cell. Lipid bilayer systems

that mimic certain aspects of cell membrane function

have been employed in biosensor schemes and continue

to generate great interest in the nanotechnology field.

Chemical recognition events can also cause structures to

form, providing a mechanism for creating controllable,

dynamic nanoscale architectures. The two main plat-

forms for studying the dynamic properties of membranes

for both nanotechnology and nanoscience applications

are vesicular structures, called liposomes, and supported

lipid bilayers.

This article aims to illustrate the importance of

dynamic nanoscale structures in biological and model

biological membranes. Applications of such structures for

drug screening, biosensors, and microanalysis will be

discussed. The emphasis will be on understanding what

triggers structural reorganization on the nanoscale and

how the temporal and spatial aspects of such reorganiza-

tion can be controlled. The sophistication of the nanoscale

machinery of the cell membrane offers many lessons that

can be applied to the emerging field of nanotechnology.

LIPIDS, LIPOSOMES, AND
SUPPORTED BILAYERS

Lipids are amphiphilic molecules, having a hydrophobic

tail and a polar head group (Fig. 1A). Most commonly the

tail consists of two fatty acid chains with an even number

of carbon atoms (14–18 atoms long) and with various

degrees of unsaturation.[1] In biological membranes, the

key components are phospholipids, which have a phos-

phate at the head group position that is connected to the

hydrophobic tails through a glycerol backbone. Often,

another moiety, such as choline, serine, or inositol, is

attached to the phosphate to form PC, PS, or PI-type

lipids, respectively.[2]

In an aqueous solution, these amphiphilic lipids self-

assemble into liposomes (Fig. 1B).[2] The spherical

bilayer structure minimizes unfavorable interactions of

the hydrophobic tail region with the water. The head

group and tails determine the properties of the bilayer

membrane, such as fluidity, charge density, and perme-

ability. As recognized by Singer and Nicolson,[3] the

membrane is a fluid mosaic of lipids and proteins. This

fluid-mosaic model does not, however, preclude the

existence of structured regions (domains or rafts) within

the lipid bilayer. In fact, it is the membrane’s fluidity that

enables the creation of dynamic nanoscale structures. The

lipids can exist in three distinct phases: a tightly packed,

ordered gel phase, an intermediate liquid ordered phase,

and a disordered liquid phase. The transition temperature

for gel to liquid phase transitions (Tg) decreases with

decreasing chain length and degree of unsaturation. The

steric hindrances, electrostatic charge, and hydrogen

bonding of the head groups can also affect the transition

temperature as well as the phase separation within the

membrane. Such phase-separated domains (e.g., rafts) can

undergo compositional fluctuations.[4] It is key to recog-

nize that under physiological conditions, the membrane is

a heterogeneous,[4] nonequilibrium[5] system.

As previously mentioned, liposomes and supported

bilayers are the two main systems of interest. Supported

lipid bilayers can be prepared by the classic Langmuir–

Blodgett method. Alternately, liposomes can be fused

with surfaces to form supported bilayers.[6] The fusion

schemes for hydrophilic surfaces outlined in Fig. 2A and

C result in opposite orientations of membrane faces and

any incorporated proteins. In Fig. 2C, the orientation of

the leaflets toward the bulk aqueous solution is preserved

upon fusion. In the mechanism detailed in Fig. 2A,

however, the orientation of the leaflets is reversed; that is,
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the inside leaflet of the liposome becomes the top leaflet

of the supported bilayer. Vesicle fusion to hydrophobic

surfaces (Fig. 2B) can also be accomplished but the

liposomes must rupture resulting in attachment and

spreading of the two leaflets of the lipid bilayer.

Liposome composition, surface chemistry, vesicle size,

temperature, osmotic pressure, and the presence of

calcium ions are all factors that influence vesicle

fusion.[7,8] Typically, supported bilayers formed by

vesicle fusion maintain a thin layer of water (�10 Å)

between the substrate and the adjacent membrane

surface.[9–11] This supported bilayer structure is very

stable (days to months) in an aqueous environment, but

unstable in the presence of detergents or in air. The

lateral mobility of lipids within the bilayer is maintained

enabling the molecules in the membrane to diffuse over

long distances.

There is a suite of tools available for the characteriza-

tion of nanoscale structures in lipid bilayers. For a

description of standard methods for general liposome

characterization, the reader is referred to the relevant

chapters in the book by D.D. Lasic[1] and the book edited

by R.R.C. New.[2] Fluorescence microscopy provides a

means to attain real-time data on the dynamical structures

occurring in lipid bilayer systems. Single-molecule sensi-

tivity is achievable. Fluorescence resonance energy trans-

fer (FRET) between a fluorescently tagged donor

component and a fluorescently tagged acceptor component

yields accurate distance information for short length

scales. In fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP), an area on the bilayer surface is photobleached

and then monitored for recovery of fluorescence intensity.

The fluorescence recovery is due to fluorescently labeled

molecules diffusing into the bleached area and can thus be

used to measure diffusion rates to evaluate lateral fluidity.

Spatial resolution of fluorescence techniques are,

however, diffraction limited to a few hundred nanometers.

Unfortunately, this length is often the same size as the

dynamic structures. The atomic force microscope (AFM),

on the other hand, can be used to characterize features in

supported bilayers with subnanometer resolution.[12]

The AFM typically requires about a minute to capture

an image. Thus it is suitable for imaging relatively static

systems, or slow dynamics. Fluorescence and AFM

imaging are the two techniques most relevant to the work

discussed in this article, but other methods, including

neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy,[13] have also been applied toward dynamic

nanostructures in bilayer systems.

Computer simulations are also an effective tool for

understanding dynamic nanostructures in bilayer mem-

branes.[14] Nielsen and coworkers simulated binary mix-

tures of lipid bilayers revealing dynamic microphase

separations with length scales of tens of nanometers.[4]

They further showed that this nanoscale structure affects

the functional properties of the membrane. Through

simulations and theoretical modeling, Gil et al. analyzed

protein organization in lipid bilayers.[5] The lateral or-

ganization of transmembrane proteins can be explained by

the properties of the lipid bilayer. Hydrophobic matching

between lipids and the hydrophobic region of proteins can

lead to an enrichment of one lipid species near the protein.

As such, the lipids can mediate protein attraction or repul-

sion. Also, the wetting of a protein by one lipid component

can lead to larger protein organization patterns.

DYNAMIC NANOSTRUCTURES
IN BIOLOGICAL AND MODEL
BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES

In this section, a few examples will be given to illustrate

the importance of dynamic nanostructures in biological

systems. Rafts, domains, and hierarchical structures are

Fig. 1 (A) Cartoon of a lipid molecule showing the hydro-

phobic tail region and polar head group and the chemical struc-

ture for a typical lipid (1,2-Distearoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phospho-

choline, DSPC). (B) The liposome (or vesicle) that spontaneously

forms when lipids are placed in aqueous solutions.
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prevalent in the cell membrane and are the predominant

sites of biological activity. Subczynski and Kusumi[15]

reviewed the three types of rafts (Fig. 3) found, to date, in

plasma membranes. In unstimulated cells there are small,

unstable (lifetimes of less than 1 msec) lipid rafts (a, a’,
and a@ in Fig. 3) that may have associated proteins. When

receptor molecules in these unstable rafts react with

ligands, they can create stabilized rafts (Fig. 3b) with

lifetimes of minutes. The coalescence of these two types

of rafts creates transient confinement zones (TCZs),

which serve as signaling rafts (Fig. 3c) by assembling the

necessary constituents to switch on a downstream signal-

ing pathway.

Such dynamic nanostructures have been shown to be

important in a variety of biological systems. Sheets et al.

explain how the organization of the plasma membrane

likely exerts spatio-temporal control on immunoglobulin

E receptor-mediated signal transduction.[16] Lipid rafts

also play a key role in the immunological synapse.[17–19]

The T-cell antigen receptors (TCR) are located in rafts and

they become cross-linked by ligand binding. The cross-

linking induces raft aggregation, causing colocalization of

signaling proteins. This activates the phosphorylation of

tyrosine residues on membrane-associated proteins and

starts downstream signaling.

Because the biological membrane is a complex entity,

most structure and function studies are performed on

simpler, well-defined model membrane systems of lipo-

somes and supported bilayers. For example, in studies of

lipid raft formation, ternary mixtures of saturated lipids,

unsaturated lipids, and cholesterol have been found to

spontaneously form rafts over a wide range of specific lipid

species and concentrations.[20–22] In these studies, micron-

sized domains were imaged via fluorescence microscopy

techniques. Nanostructural features in lipid bilayers can

also be revealed with AFM, although the domain shape and

size have been shown to be somewhat dependent on the

substrate and bottom leaflet of the supported bilayer.[23,24]

Not only do lipid–lipid interactions cause domain

formation but lipid–protein interactions can also induce

nanoscale structures to form. Rinia et al. reported that

transmembrane WALP proteins perturb the bilayer,

creating striated domains of 25 nm to 10 mm with the

nanoscale striations spaced at 7.5-nm intervals.[25] Fur-

thermore, the specific physical properties of the bilayer

components can modulate enzyme activity. Honger and

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the possible mechanisms for planar bilayer formation from liposomes on hydrophilic and

hydrophobic surfaces. The drawings are not drawn to scale. Lipid molecules on the support are enlarged approximately 50-fold

compared to a liposome. (A) Vesicle fusion on a hydrophilic surface with the leaflet orientation reversed. (B) Vesicle fusion on a

hydrophobic surface. (C) Vesicle fusion on a hydrophilic surface with the leaflet orientation preserved. (From Ref. [7]. Copyright 1997

Elsevier Science B.V.)
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coworkers demonstrated that phospholipase A2 enzyme

activity correlates with the degree of microheterogeneity

within the bilayer.[26]

Protein binding to receptor lipids in model membranes

can also induce a membrane reorganizational process.[27]

Concanavalin A (Con A) protein was found to bind to

bilayers composed of the mannosamine-functionalized

lipid PSMU and distearylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC).

Initially, PSMU forms aggregates in DSPC, but slowly

disperses following Con A adsorption to the membrane

surface and binding to the mannosamine head groups.

Dispersal is attributed to Con A–Con A steric interactions,

distance between receptor sites, and possible protein

insertion events.

Another example of a molecular recognition-induced

lipid reorganization was developed by Song and co-

workers to detect biotoxins.[28,29] Fluorescently tagged

receptors are dispersed in a fluid lipid matrix of palmitoyl,

9-octadecenenoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC). The dis-

persed receptors exhibit strong fluorescence. Specific,

multivalent binding of the toxin to its receptors brings the

fluorophores in close proximity, causing a strong decrease

in fluorescence intensity due to self-quenching. Nonspe-

cific binding of toxins to lipid bilayers can also be used in

a biosensing scheme that employs optical evanescence.[30]

Pattern analysis and comparison to standards are required

to assign the identity of the bound toxin, but the method is

rapid and can be used for multiple toxins. The original

work analyzed the binding of six different protein toxins.

DYNAMIC NANOSTRUCTURES AS
NANOTECHNOLOGY BUILDING BLOCKS

The same specificity of chemical recognition events that

alter the nanostructures of biological membrane systems

can be utilized to make rapid and sensitive chemical sen-

sors. In a manner similar to the Con A-induced dispersion,

the Sasaki lab has developed several synthetic receptor

systems for metal ions, Hg2 +,[31] Cu2 +,[32] and Pb2 +,[33]

that are sensitive to parts per billion (ppb) levels of the

analyte. In all of these cases, a receptor is synthesized with

a head group specific for the metal ion of interest and with

a pyrene label in the lipid tail. The receptor naturally

aggregates in the DSPC lipid matrix, yielding a large py-

rene excimer fluorescence peak. Once the receptors che-

late the metal ions they disperse, and the monomer

fluorescence peak grows in intensity while the excimer

diminishes. Binding of the metal ions gives the receptor

head groups a net charge; electrostatic repulsion causes

their dispersal into the matrix. The AFM can capture be-

fore and after images showcasing these controllable dy-

namic nanostructures. Fig. 4A shows an AFM image of a

supported bilayer consisting of a receptor lipid (18-crown-

6 ether functionalized lipid, PS18C6) embedded in a

matrix lipid (DSPC). Islands and filaments of PS18C6-rich

regions are clearly visible. These nanostructures decrease

in size and intensity upon the addition of Pb2 + ions (Fig.

4B) and removal of the ions leads to a reaggregation of the

PS18C6 lipids. Fluorescence measurements indicate this

reorganization occurs within seconds. The undefined

dynamic nanostructures provide a starting point for the

Fig. 3 Three types of rafts found thus far in the plasma mem-

brane. The first type (a) is prevalent in the absence of extra-

cellular stimulation. They are small (perhaps consisting of seve-

ral molecules) and unstable (the lifetimes may be less than 1

msec) and may be the kind of raft that monomeric GPI-anchored

proteins associate with. The second type of raft (b) may appear

when receptor molecules form oligomers upon liganding or

cross-linking. The receptors may be GPI-anchored receptors or

transmembrane receptors with some affinity to cholesterol and

saturated alkyl chains. Oligomerized receptors may then induce

small but stable rafts around them, perhaps due to the slight

reduction in the thermal motion around the cluster and the sub-

sequent assembly of cholesterol. Given the rather stable oligo-

merization of the receptor molecules, the second type of raft

may be stable for minutes, although the associated raft-con-

stituent molecules may be exchanged frequently between the raft

and the bulk domains. Such receptor-associated rafts are called

‘‘core-receptor rafts.’’ The third type of raft (c) may be formed

around these core receptor rafts (although the core receptor rafts

may be undergoing diffusion). Here they are called ‘‘signaling

rafts,’’ because they are likely to be directly involved in

downstream signaling from the receptor molecules, by assem-

bling signaling molecules through the (transient and/or more

stable) coalescence of rafts that may contain one or two

signaling molecules. Small/unstable rafts are also likely to exist

in the inner leaflet of the membrane (a’) and could coalesce

with the core receptor rafts (b and c), where the signaling

molecule in the inner leaflet is activated, which might also

leave from the signaling rafts (c and a@). (From Ref. [15].

Copyright 2003 Elsevier Science B.V.) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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development of reversible nanoscale architectures con-

trolled by chemical recognition events.

The Boxer laboratory has pioneered the field of mi-

cropatterning supported lipid bilayers. Because this work

has been the subject of several excellent reviews,[34–36] it

will only be briefly described here. The fluid bilayers are

patterned into micron-sized features by creating barriers to

lateral diffusion through methods as diverse as scratch-

ing,[37] using polymer stamps to blot away lipids[38] or to

microcontact print barriers,[38] and microfluidic manip-

ulation of the lipid bilayer.[39] The supported bilayers in

Fig. 5 were patterned by microcontact printing of protein

(TR-BSA) barriers. After printing the proteins, vesicle

fusion was used to form the supported bilayers of

fluorescently doped egg-PC lipids. The bilayers only fuse

to and occupy regions free of adsorbed proteins. The

patterned surfaces contain the lipids within their micron-

sized corrals as demonstrated by FRAP measurements

(Fig. 5C and D). Although the development of these tools

for patterning supported lipid bilayers has been focused on

the micron scale, the tools can be scaled down into the

nanoscale arena. The polymer stamps used for blotting or

microcontact printing can be created with nanoscale

Fig. 4 AFM topographic images of a 20% PS18C6/DSPC bilayer supported on a mica surface demonstrating the actuation of the film

from aggregated to dispersed states with Pb2 + ions. The membrane in the (A) initial state, then (B) after addition of 0.1 mM Pb(NO3)2.

All solutions were aqueous saline (0.1 M NaCl). (From Ref. [33]. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 5 Epifluorescence images of supported membranes pat-

terned by printing proteins. In each panel the protein is TR-BSA

and is colored red, while the supported membrane regions are

2% NBD-PE-doped egg PC and are colored green (note: for the

color version of the image visit www.dekker.com). The scale

bars are each 20 mm across. (A) 20-mm bilayer regions separated

by 15-mm protein; (B) 10-mm bilayer regions separated by 5-mm

protein grids; (C,D) 40-mm bilayer regions separated by 10-mm

protein grids. In panel C an octagonal spot was photobleached

for 30 sec centered on the middle corral. After irradiation

ceased, the lipids mix freely within each corral, creating corrals

of uniform but intermediate fluorescence intensity, as seen in

(D) after 360 sec of recovery. (From Ref. [40]. Copyright 2000

American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of an electric field-induced reor-

ganization of lipids in a confined patch of supported bilayer

membrane. A two-component system is shown in which the

negatively charged lipid (shaded) builds up a concentration

gradient toward the anode side of the corral. This represents

an equilibrium distribution where the field-induced drift is

balanced by diffusion. (From Ref. [42]. Copyright 1998 National

Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.)
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features by using advanced photolithography or electron

beam lithography and, likewise, microfluidics can be

scaled to nanofluidics.

The lipids within the patterned supported bilayers can

be dynamically controlled on a submicron scale. The ap-

plication of an electric field tangentially to the plane of the

supported bilayer induces a reorganization of the charged

Fig. 7 (A) Epifluorescence image of several corrals of fluid

membrane separated by scratch boundaries. The membrane is of

uniform composition in the absence of an electric field.

Fluorescence is from 1 mol% of N-(Texas Red sulfonyl)-1,2-

dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, triethylam-

monium salt doped into this egg-PC (90%) and DOPS (9%)

membrane. (B) Epifluorescence image of a steady-state

molecular reorganization induced by an applied field of 25 V/

cm. The negatively charged components have built up

concentration gradients toward the anode. A trace of the fluo-

rescence intensity across the image is depicted below with the

scratch boundaries marked with gray bars. The concentra-

tion profiles can be observed to a greater extent in the larger

corrals. (From Ref. [41]. Copyright 1997 National Academy of

Sciences, U.S.A.)

Fig. 8 Micropatterning, electrophoresis, and stripping of lipid

bilayers. (A) Schematic diagram of a supported lipid bilayer

confined or corralled by microfabricated barriers. Mobile

species, illustrated by lipids with red and green head groups,

freely diffuse and mix, approaching a uniform concentration

across the extent of the lipid bilayer. (B) Application of an

electric field induces manipulation of charged membrane

components (the red lipids) and represents one method of

manipulating a lipid bilayer after formation; the neutral lipids

(green) do not respond to this applied field and remain

homogeneous in the corral. (C) A stream of stripping solution

is flowed over part of the surface under laminar flow conditions,

leaving an open region on the substrate. (D) A new lipid bilayer,

which could contain new biomolecular species, indicated by the

lipid with blue head groups is introduced. The relative sizes and

organizations of the components in these drawings are for

illustrative purposes only and are not to scale. (From Ref. [39].

Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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components in a confined patch of membrane[40,41] as

illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. The equilibrium con-

centration profile is a balance of the field-induced re-

organization and Brownian diffusion. The concentration

profile will be steeper for larger species, such as dimers

and larger molecular aggregates, as these species will be

slower diffusing.[40] Electric field manipulation takes an

initially uniform membrane patch (Fig. 7A) and induces a

concentration gradient (Fig. 7B) that can be dynamically

reversed by switching the applied electric field. The

behavior of charged species in the bilayer in response to

an applied field can also be exploited to separate mixtures

of membrane-associated molecules. Boxer and van Oude-

naarden designed a geometrical Brownian ratchet that

consists of an array of asymmetric patterned barriers on a

solid support.[42] The barriers rectify the lateral Brownian

motion of the molecules within the membrane inducing

the various molecular species (with different diffusion

coefficients) to follow distinct trajectories through the

device. This application of Brownian ratchets to bilayers

offers a promising way to separate membrane proteins in

their native conformations.

The composition of the patterned bilayer corrals can

be changed after preparation. Fig. 8 details a process of

applying a field to concentrate a charged species near one

of the barriers (field-induced reorganization; Fig. 8B). The

charged species is then selectively removed with the

microfluidic flow of a stripping solution (Fig. 8C);[39] thus

a new bilayer species can now be introduced (Fig. 8D).

Laminar flow could be used to strip sections of the pat-

terned bilayer, carrying the species downstream to com-

partments on the microfluidic chip for compositional

analysis. An alternate method for changing the lipid

composition after patterning uses membrane-coated beads

to deliver the new species to areas of opposite charge.[43]

The beads adhere to the patterned corral through an elec-

trostatic attraction and some lipid exchange between the

beads and the patterned supported bilayer occurs. This may

provide a novel mechanism for incorporating membrane

proteins or glycolipids into prepatterned bilayer arrays.

Fig. 9 SEM images of RBL cells. (A) Resting RBL on a plain silicon surface with lamellipodia randomly spreading on the oxidized

silicon substrate. Magnification: �3000. (B) Stimulated RBL at the corner of four patterned squares of lipids. Magnification: �2100.

(C,D) Stimulated RBL over patterned lines of lipids. Magnification: �1250, �1250. (C) shows gray lines where the haptenated lipids

were patterned. (From Ref. [46]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.)
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These micropatterned supported bilayers have multiple

applications for cell culturing and drug discovery. For

example, fibronection protein barriers for the lipid

bilayers create well-defined surfaces for studying cell

adhesion.[44] In addition, cell spreading can be controlled

and, conceivably, directed by tuning the dimensions and

geometries of the patterned bilayer. Proteins can also be

included in the patterned bilayer. The incorporation of

antigens creates an anisotropic environment for the study

of localized stimulation of rat basophilic leukemia (RBL)

mast cells.[45] Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

images (Fig. 9) clearly show that RBL cell adhesion and

spreading is directed by the underlying patterned sup-

ported bilayer. This method of incorporating components

in the membrane should extend to the localized confine-

ment of other cellular receptors and provide a means to

study their induced cellular responses.

Today, membrane-bound proteins account for 50% of

current drug targets.[46] Yet, membrane proteins are

among the most difficult to study because the protein

usually requires the membrane for it to remain in its

native, active conformation. Patterned membrane micro-

arrays provide a method for studying protein–protein or

protein–small molecule (e.g., drug) interactions.[47] Mem-

brane microarrays maintain the functionality of living cell

membranes while providing the simplicity and controlla-

bility of an array. The array of membrane patches can be

patterned with any of the techniques mentioned above.

Fig. 10 Demonstration of the use of GPCR microarrays for determining the selectivity of compounds among the different subtypes of

a receptor. Each microarray consists of three columns; each column contains, from left to right, five replicate microspots of the b1, b2,

and a2A adrenergic receptors, respectively. (A) Fluorescence false-color images (from left to right) of the array incubated with solutions

containing BT-CGP (5 nM) and mixtures of BT-CGP (5 nM) with CGP 12177 (50 nM), ICI118551 (10 nM), and xamoterol (200 nM) to

the array. (B) Histogram analysis of the images in (A) showing the relative fluorescence intensities (RFU) of the arrays incubated with

BT-CGP or mixtures of BT-CGP and inhibitors. (C) Table showing the amounts of inhibition and the Ki values for the inhibitors used in

the experiment. (From Ref. [49]. Copyright 2002 Wiley-VCH.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The patches can also be printed with a quill-pin printer.

This technique has been successfully demonstrated for G-

protein coupled receptor (GPCR) proteins.[46,48] GPCRs

consist of seven transmembrane helices. The binding of

a ligand to the extracellular side of the transmembrane

helices activates a G protein on the intracellular side. The

affinity of the GPCR for its ligand depends on the

presence of a G protein complexed to the intracellular

side. Thus it is important for G proteins to be in the

membrane microarray, which is achieved with the quill-

pin method. Fig. 10 shows GPCR microarray results for

the determination of the affinity of a series of compounds

for b1, b2, and a2A subtypes of the adrenergic receptor.

The BT-CGP ligand is known to be specific for b-

subtypes and the GPCR microarray clearly shows this

specificity (Fig. 10Ai) as only the b1 and b2 receptor

spots show fluorescence. When the BT-CGP ligand is

incubated with a microarray in the presence of an inhibitor

(e.g., CGP 12177, ICI 118551, or Xamoterol), the percent

binding inhibition can be determined.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, it has become clear that nature takes

advantage of dynamic nanoscale structures in many

cellular signaling pathways. As mentioned, this serves as

a sensitive sensor system for the cell. The ability to

monitor nanoscale features in biological systems has

provided new insights into the mechanisms of this mem-

brane activity. This article has described progress that the

field of nanotechnology has made in mimicking this

complex yet robust cellular component. Dynamic aggre-

gates can be used as the basis for chemical and biosensing

elements with very high sensitivity and selectivity. Spatial

and temporal control of dynamic nanoscale structures in

lipid membranes may serve as unique nanobuilding blocks

and template scaffolds in bottom-up architectures.

Advances in fabrication technology should soon enable

supported lipid bilayers to be patterned at the nanoscale

and, as discussed, physical methods (electric fields and

fluid flows) are already in place for dynamically

controlling the lipids in a patterned corral. The near

future should bring efforts to combine physical control

with chemical control to create more complex dynamic

nanoscale structures with lipid membranes for nano-

technology applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Amphiphilic diblock copolymers,[1,2] which have hydro-

philic and hydrophobic chains, self-assemble to form a

monolayer at the air / water interface and a micelle in

selective solvents. The diblock copolymer monolayer

system is of great importance and interest from the

scientific and technological points of view. The relation-

ship between the fundamental molecule structure and

properties, such as length and stiffness of each chain,

hydrophilicity–hydrophobicity balance, and the nano-

structure of monolayer formed, is an important aspect in

establishing a tailor-made polymer assembly at the surface

and interface. Furthermore, the hydrophilic chain in the

polymer monolayer is an excellent model system of the

‘‘polymer brush,’’[3] which is useful in surface modifica-

tion, colloid stabilization, etc.

OVERVIEW

We have been studying amphiphilic diblock copolymer

monolayers at the air / water interface by in situ X-ray[4–9]

and neutron reflectometry.[10] In recent years, our interest

has been focused on ionic amphiphilic diblock copolymer

monolayer systems that form an ionic polymer brush in

water subphase.[6,8,9] The long-range electrostatic inter-

action and osmotic pressure inside the ionic polymer

brush are important for the monolayer nanostructure, in

addition to short-range steric forces and conformational

effects that are usually seen in the neutral brush. This

situation causes a large variety of brush structures. Elu-

cidation of the polymer brush nanostructure will enable

on-demand control of surface structure and a wide-range

application of the polymer brush system.

The diblock copolymer chosen for the investigation is

composed of a fluid-like, very flexible hydrophobic chain

and a weak polyacid chain, poly(1,1-diethylsilacyclobu-

tane)m-block-poly(methacrylic acid)n [poly(Et2SB-b-

MAA)].[11] The fluid-like nature of Et2SB makes it pos-

sible to form a polymer monolayer with smooth interface

between air and hydrophobic layer with 3–5 Å rough-

ness.[6] Furthermore, the electron density contrast between

Et2SB and MAA is larger than that in the general diblock

copolymer system. Merited by these two, a suitable sys-

tem for X-ray reflectivity measurement could be achieved

by this diblock copolymer.

The nanostructure of the polymer monolayer has been

systematically investigated as a function of hydrophilic

chain length, surface pressure, and pH.[6,8,9] Interesting

features are as follows: 1) The hydrophobic layer thick-

ness takes a minimum as a function of hydrophilic chain

length at any surface pressure studied.[6] 2) The hydro-

philic layer under the water is not a simple layer but is

divided into two layers, i.e., a ‘‘carpet’’-like dense MAA

layer near the water surface and a polyelectrolyte brush

layer.[9] 3) The thickness of this dense layer is about 10–

20 Å independent of surface pressure and polymerization

degree of PMAA in the range studied.[9] Phenomenon

1) can be explained by reasonable speculation based on

2) and 3).

The above-mentioned phenomena (1–3) have not been

predicted or reported before except for one case.[31,32]

By combining precision synthesis of diblock copolymers,

in situ and high-resolution X-ray reflectivity (XR) meas-

urement, and highly quantitative analysis, we have

clarified the nanostructure of polymer self-assembly at

the interfaces.

IN SITU X-RAY REFLECTIVITY EXPERIMENT

The X-ray reflectivity (XR) technique has been attract-

ing attention as a useful tool for the in situ investigation

of the surface nanostructure in laboratory-scale experi-

ments.[12–14] The usefulness and powerfulness of the neu-

tron reflectivity (NR) technique have also been widely

recognized, and novel NR instruments have been con-

structed[10] although NR is still regarded as a spe-

cial technique because of the limitation of experimen-

tal facilities.

X-ray reflectivity measurements were performed with

an RINT-TTR-MA (Rigaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan) appa-

ratus in which the X-ray generator and detector vertically

rotate around the sample stage. The Langmuir–Blodgett

(LB) trough (length 130 mm�width 60 mm), made of
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aluminum coated with Teflon1 (USI System, Fukuoka,

Japan), was mounted on the sample stage to study the

water surface system. Details of the XR apparatus and

data treatment have been fully described elsewhere.[15–17]

Data analysis is based on the theory of Parrat[18] and Sinha

et al.[19] The measurements were performed under spe-

cular conditions; that is, the incident and reflection angles

were kept equal. The specular reflectivity of X-ray

provides information on an electron-density variation nor-

mal to the surface in the order of angstroms. The scat-

tering vector q in specular reflectivity is defined by

q = 4psiny/l, where y is the incident or reflection angle

from the sample surface, and l is the wavelength of the

incident X-rays, which was 1.5406 Å (Cu Ka1).

AMPHIPHILIC DIBLOCK COPOLYMER
AND POLYMER BRUSH

Amphiphilic diblock copolymers have both hydrophilic

and hydrophobic chains in one molecule. It is possible to

design diblock copolymer amphiphiles with large hydro-

philic and hydrophobic parts in contrast with amphiphilic

small molecules whose hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts

are both short. Because of the large hydrophobicity due to

the long hydrophobic chain, the diblock copolymer forms

a polymer monolayer on water with dangling hydrophilic

chain. The long hydrophilic chain in the monolayer forms

a ‘‘polymer brush’’ in the water subphase.

The brush structure is mainly characterized by brush

thickness, brush density, and density profile in the brush.

Theoretical predictions, especially for charged brush, have

been made since the early 1990s.[20–22] In the past two

decades, experimental studies on the polymer brush have

been greatly promoted by advances in reflectometry[12–14]

and methods of surface graft polymerization.[23]

The polymer brush in water has been mainly studied on

either the hydrophilic chain in diblock copolymer mono-

layer at air / water interface or grafted polymer chain from

a solid substrate immersed in water. The advantages of

the monolayer at the air / water interface are as follows:

1) The graft length and polydispersity can be precisely

controlled and characterized in the polymerization proce-

dure of a diblock copolymer. 2) The graft density can

be easily and freely controlled by changing the surface

pressure after spreading a diblock copolymer on a water

surface if the sample is insoluble to the subphase. On the

other hand, if the sample is not perfectly insoluble, it

might be anticipated that the p–A isotherm gives only

apparent graft density. An estimation of the solubility and

its effect on the monolayer is needed. The solubility

problem in our case can be solved by a simple calculation

from density and thickness of the hydrophobic layer.[6]

For a grafted polymer chain from a solid substrate, once a

well-characterized sample is prepared, the same graft

density is always maintained regardless of subphase

condition, i.e., pH and salt concentration. However, si-

multaneous control of graft density and chain length is

still difficult, and special instruments and efforts are

needed for their characterization.

In the course of polymer brush studies, a neutral

diblock copolymer system has been studied by reflectom-

etry from the preliminary stage.[24–29] The polyethylene-

oxide (PEO) brush in the water subphase is a well-studied

representative system.[26–29] Many investigations on the

polyelectrolyte brush have been performed since the late

1990s.[6,30–37] In the polyelectrolyte brush systems, the

grafted polymer system is often introduced instead of the

monolayer system at the air / water interface.[33–36] This

trend owes much to the progress of living radical

polymerization.[23] However, as described above, the

diblock copolymer system has many advantages. Further-

more, the diblock copolymer system is suitable for

investigating the relationships between the monolayer

structure and the hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance that

has not yet been systematically studied either experimen-

tally or theoretically. We believe that detailed discussions

on the monolayer structure at the air / water interface and

the interesting features related to the hydrophilic–hydro-

phobic balance are possible only when the diblock co-

polymer system is utilized.

MONOLAYER STRUCTURE INVESTIGATED
BY X-RAY REFLECTOMETRY

Monolayer Preparation

Three polymer samples with different MAA (hydrophilic)

chain lengths and a constant Et2SB (hydrophobic) chain

Table 1 Characterization of poly(Et2SB)m-b-poly(MAA)n

Et2SB:MAA (ma:nb) Mn
c Mw/Mn

d

40:10 6,300 1.16

45:60 11,200 1.18

43.81 12,800 1.12

aNumber-average degree of polymerization of the poly (Et2SB) segment

determined by 1H-NMR.
bNumber-average degree of polymerization of the poly (tBMA) segment

(before hydrolysis) determined by 1H-NMR.
cNumber-average molecular weight of the block copolymer determined

by 1H-NMR.
dPolydispersity index determined by gel permeation chromatography

(GPC) relative to polystyrene standard before hydrolysis.

Source: Ref. [6]. Copyright 2002 by the American Chemical Society.
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length were synthesized by anionic polymerization.[6,11]

The characteristics of the samples are summarized in

Table 1. A polymer monolayer was prepared by spreading

the sample solution [1 mg/mL tetrahydrofuran (THF)

solution] on the water surface in a Langmuir trough. After

solvent evaporation, the surface was compressed to reach

the desired surface pressure at which XR measurements

were carried out.

Nanostructure of Polymer
Monolayer—Carpet/Polymer Brush
Double-Layer Formation in Hydrophilic Layer

The XR profiles of poly(Et2SB-b-MAA) monolayer on

water surface are shown in Fig. 1. The profiles had clear,

high-order Kiessig fringes that were rarely observed in

profiles on water surface systems mainly because of

surface roughness and low contrast. Such clear profiles

enabled highly quantitative data analysis and detailed

discussion on the monolayer structure in the Å scale.[6,9]

In principle, if the monolayer is composed of two

discrete layers with a thickness of d1 and d2, the ref-

lectivity profile should be represented as a superimposi-

tion of three cosine curves with a frequency of d1, d2,

and (d1 + d2), on the decay of � 4 power governed by

Fresnel’s law. The cosine curve is amplified by each

electron density contrast between layers. The sufficient

density contrast between each layer enables us to detect

three kinds of frequencies. However, in a poly(Et2SB-b-

MAA) system, the Et2SB hydrophobic layer is more

enhanced in the reflectivity curves because this layer has

larger electron density contrast than the MAA hydrophilic

layer. As a result, the frequency of fringes in the observed

curves reflects the thickness of the Et2SB layer, but the

profile contains a contribution from the MAA layer. In

fact, the small fringes that originated from the whole layer

including the MAA layer were found in a m:n = 43:81

sample around q = 0.05 Å� 1.

The monolayer structure was determined by model

fitting of the XR profiles. The amphiphilic diblock

copolymer monolayer on water is supposed to be com-

posed of hydrophobic and hydrophilic layers. Therefore

a two-box model, which has two discrete layers with

interface roughness between layers, is applied first to

reproduce experimental data. A three-box model was

applied if there was not sufficient agreement by the two-

box model.[8,9]

As is indicated in Fig. 1 by lines, a three-box model

was needed to reproduce the XR profiles for the

m:n = 43:81 monolayer above 20 mN/m. The small fringe

at a lower q pointed above could not be reproduced by the

two-box model. Profiles for the other two samples were

Fig. 1 X-ray reflectivity profiles for poly(Et2SB)m-b-poly-

(MAA)n monolayer on water. (a) m:n = 40:10, (b) m:n = 45:60,

(c) m:n = 43:81. Each profile was shifted downward by one

decade for clarity. The solid lines are the best-fit curves by the

two-box model (m:n = 40:10, 45:60) and the three-box model

(m:n = 43:81). (a,b—From Ref. [6]. Copyright 2002 by the

American Chemical Society. c—From Ref. [9]. Copyright 2003

by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

(Continued )
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well reproduced by a two-box model at any surface

pressure studied.

The density profiles obtained by the three-box model

fitting are shown in Fig. 2. The m:n = 43:81 monolayer

[Fig. 2c] above 20 mN/m was found to be composed of

an Et2SB layer and two MAA layers: The MAA layer

was divided into two MAA layers, an upper layer and a

lower layer. The upper MAA layer just beneath the Et2SB

layer has a higher density than the lower MAA layer.

The lower layer has a lower density and has a large

roughness at the interface with a water subphase. This

means that this MAA layer has a diffuse structure like a

polymer brush. So we call the former a dense MAA layer

and the latter a diffuse MAA layer. The diffuse layer is,

in principle, the ‘‘brush layer.’’ A schematic figure of the

monolayer structure is also shown in Fig. 3. The thick-

ness of the dense MAA layer is about 15 Å and its

density is almost the same as the bulk density of MAA.

The surface pressure and chain length dependence of

the monolayer structure will be discussed in the follow-

ing section.

Effect of Surface Pressure—Transition
from Carpet Layer to Carpet/Polymer
Brush Double Layer

X-ray reflectivity measurements were carried out at

different surface pressures, i.e., at different grafting

densities (number of polymer chains per unit area), by

compressing the monolayer. Brush density was from 0.1

to 0.8 nm� 2 in the surface pressure range studied.[6,9]

The distinguishing feature shown in Fig. 2 is that the

existence of the MAA dense layer with 10–20 Å thickness

is independent of surface pressure. The maximum density

of the dense MAA layer in contact with water surface, i.e.,

contact with a hydrophobic Et2SB layer, is almost the

same as the bulk MAA density. The dense layer seems to

have an important role in determining the monolayer

structure as discussed in the following section.

In Fig. 2c, the transition from a carpet-like dense layer

to a dense/diffuse double layer as the surface pressure

increases is clearly visualized. At a low surface pressure

(20 mN/m), the brush layer cannot be seen by XR; that is,

Fig. 1 (Continued).
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almost no brush layer exists. By an increase of the surface

pressure, the MAA brush layer was formed in addition to

the dense layer, and the thickness of the diffused brush

layer increased with a further increase of surface pressure.

The density difference between the dense MAA layer

and the diffuse MAA layer was largest at 25 mN/m, at

which the density of the dense MAA layer was also at

maximum. The MAA fraction that contributed to the dense

MAA layer was calculated to be 40% at 25 mN/m with an

assumption that the MAA bulk density was 1.22 g/cm3.

Fig. 2 Density (d) profiles for poly(Et2SB)m-b-poly(MAA)n on

water. (a) m:n = 40:10, (b) m:n = 45:60, (c) m:n = 43:81. d is

proportional to electron density, and defined by r.i. = 1�d�ib,

where r.i. is the refractive index. Each profile was shifted

upward by one decade for clarity. The order of the profiles is

consistent from (a) to (c). (a,b—From Ref. [6]. Copyright 2002

by the American Chemical Society. c—From Ref. [9]. Copyright

2003 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the ‘‘carpet’’ layer and the

brush layer in poly(Et2SB)43-b-poly(MAA)81 monolayer. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 X-ray reflectivity profiles for poly(Et2SB)m-b-poly-

(MAA)n on water at 30 mN/m. (1) m:n = 40:10, (2) m:n = 45:60,

(3) m:n = 43:81. Each profile was shifted downward by one

decade for clarity. The solid lines are the best-fit curves obtained

by the two-box model (m:n = 40:10, 45:60) and the three-box

model (m:n = 43:81).
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The density difference became smaller as surface pressure

increased beyond this point. At the same time, the brush

layer formed and its thickness increased as the surface

pressure increased.

From these observations, a possible interpretation of

the structural change is that a part of the MAA chains is no

longer necessary in dense layer above 20 mN/m and they

are pushed out to the water subphase and then joined to

make a polyelectrolyte brush. In this sense, the dense layer

plays a role similar to a ‘‘carpet’’ or ‘‘cushion’’ for the

Et2SB hydrophobic layer on water.

Effect of Hydrophilic Chain Length—
Minimum Hydrophobic Layer Thickness and
Discrete Layers in the Hydrophilic Layer

The XR profiles for all three samples at 30 mN/m are

compared in Fig. 4. As mentioned above, the period of the

fringe corresponds to the hydrophobic Et2SB layer

thickness. It is obvious that the period of the profile for

m:n = 45:60 (middle MAA length) is the longest, which

means that the Et2SB layer for the sample is the thinnest.

The same tendency was observed at any other surface

pressure studied.[6,9]

In Fig. 5, the MAA chain length dependence of each

layer thickness is shown. The Et2SB layer showed an

interesting phenomenon: The Et2SB thickness at the same

surface pressure takes a minimum at a medium MAA

length at every surface pressure studied [Fig. 5a]. The

variation of MAA layer thickness with MAA unit length

is also interesting. The thickness variation of the three

samples with different hydrophilic chain length (m:n =

40:10, 45:60, 43:81) in Fig. 5 showed that the thickness of

this dense layer is 10–20 Å independent of surface pres-

sure and polymerization degree of PMAA in the range

studied. It is also confirmed in the density profiles in

Fig. 5 Thickness variation of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic layers with MAA length. (a) Et2SB layer and (b) MAA layer. The MAA

layer in the m:n = 43:81 sample was well reproduced by two discrete layers, a dense MAA layer and a diffuse MAA layer. (From Ref.

[9]. Copyright 2003 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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Fig. 2. For m:n = 45:60 sample, slightly larger thickness,

i.e., 18–35 Å, was observed. It is fair to say that we

could not distinguish the dense and the short diffuse

MAA layers from the XR profiles in this case.

The independence of the thickness in MAA layer just

beneath the Et2SB layer, i.e., dense layer, is interesting

because the number of MAA units largely varies from 10

to 80 units. Although the data are not shown here, our

newly synthesized samples with different chain lengths

(m:n = 30:20 to 30:90) also have a dense layer with a

thickness of 10–20 Å.[32] A thickness of about 15 Å might

be the ‘‘critical thickness’’ for a dense layer, or for a dense

layer–brush layer transition.

On the other hand, a well-established polyelectrolyte

brush is formed only for the m:n = 43:81 polymer mono-

layer. For m:n = 40:10 and m:n = 45:60 polymer mono-

layer, only dense MAA layer is formed.

The minimum hydrophobic layer thickness can be re-

lated to the double-layer formation in the hydrophilic

layer. To explain the Et2SB layer thickness variation, it is

reasonable to consider that the MAA layer has two

opposite effects, positive and negative, on surface pres-

sure, and that the formation of a dense MAA layer and

diffuse MAA layer in m:n = 43:81 monolayer is the key

point. For a small n sample, m:n = 40:10, because the

MAA contribution to surface pressure is small, much sur-

face compression is needed to achieve the surface pressure

desired. This results in the largest thickness of Et2SB

layer. For the medium n sample, m:n = 45:60, a positive

contribution of MAA chain due to its layer size to the

surface pressure appears. Hence at the same surface pres-

sure, the Et2SB layer becomes thinner. For the large n

sample, m:n = 43:81, a negative contribution due to brush

formation appears in addition to the positive contribution

mentioned above. An increase in Et2SB layer thickness

should be observed to compensate for the negative

contribution. At this stage, it is not clear whether the

dense and the diffuse MAA layers directly correspond to

the positive and the negative contributions to surface

pressure, respectively. However, it is reasonable to think

that the layer near the surface should contribute to a larger

increase in surface pressure (a decrease in surface energy)

than the brush layer in the subphase.

Effect of pH on the Monolayer
Structure—Anomalous pKa at the Surface

The hydrophilic chain of the diblock copolymer is a weak

polyacid, which enabled us to control the monolayer

structure by pH. Hence the pH dependence of the

monolayer nanostructure was investigated by changing

the pH of the subphase.[6,8]

A marked structural change by pH was observed

especially for the m:n = 43:81 monolayer. Fig. 6 shows the

XR profiles for m:n = 43:81 monolayer at different pHs.

The fringe with a short period, which was notable for pH 2

and 7 (pure water), was not observed for the profile on the

subphase of pH 10. Density profiles (Fig. 7) obtained by

Fig. 6 X-ray reflectivity profiles for poly(Et2SB)43-b-poly-

(MAA)81 monolayer on various pH subphases at 25 mN/m. (1)

pH 2, (2) pH 7 (pure water), (3) pH 10. Each profile was

shifted downward by one decade for clarity. The solid lines are

the best-fit curves obtained by the two-box model (pH 10) and

the three-box model (pH 2, pH 7). (From Ref. [8]. Copyright

2003 by IUCr.)

Fig. 7 Density (d) profiles for poly(Et2SB)43-b-poly(MAA)81

monolayer on various pH subphases at 25 mN/m. (1) pH 2 (solid

line), (2) pH 7 (dashed line), (3) pH 10 (dotted line). (From

Ref. [8]. Copyright 2003 by IUCr.)
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model fitting of the XR profiles indicate that the brush

layer was not detected for the m:n = 43:81 sample on pH

10 subphase (dotted line) at 25 mN/m, at which the carpet/

brush layer formation was detected for acid (solid line)

and neutral (dashed line) conditions. Taking the block

ratio into consideration, a highly diffused brush should be

formed by alkaline condition. Because of the low contrast

between the brush layer and water subphase coming from

the low volume fraction of the polymer chain in the

brush layer, the brush layer could not be detected by

XR measurements.

The variation in hydrophobic and hydrophilic layer

thickness with pH for all three samples is summarized

in Fig. 8. Almost the same monolayer structure was

obtained at acidic (pH 2) and neutral (pure water) con-

ditions, but significant differences were found on the

monolayer on subphase of pH 10. For the shortest MAA

chain samples, the thickness of the Et2SB layer in mono-

layer at pH 10 is explicitly larger than those in acidic

and neutral conditions at the same surface pressure. For

the long MAA polymer, the carpet/brush structure in the

monolayer was not observed and only a dense carpet

layer was detectable. Obviously, the observed change

of nanostructure with pH is a result of the change of the

degree of ionization of carboxylic acid on the hydrophi-

lic chain.

Fig. 8 Thickness variation of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic layers with pH at 20 and 25 mN/m. (a) Et2SB layer and (b) MAA layer.

The m:n = 43:81 monolayer was well described by a three-box model at pH 2 and pH 7 but well reproduced by a two-box model at

pH 10. Considering the m:n block ratio, the diffuse MAA layer should exist at pH 10 in a very diffused form as indicated by the arrow.
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In general, a drastic change is expected at the pH

around pKa, which is pH = 4–5 in bulk solution for

carboxylic acids. However, in this system, at the air /

water interface, the change occurs between neutral pH

and pH = 10. This means that the pKa value of the

carboxylic groups on the polymer chain in the mono-

layer is higher than that for bulk state, and it should be

located between 7 and 10. This is one of the special

characteristics of the surface. The possible origin of this

anomalous pKa at the surface might be an anomalous

structure of water, which shows two-dimensional

packing of molecules such that the density of polymer

chain in the brush is high. This should be clarified in

future works.

Comparison with Proposed Theory

Theoretical studies on the structure of the polyelectrolyte

brush with variable charges (e.g., weak polyacid) have

been carried out as a function of grafting density and ionic

strength.[20–22] The variation of brush thickness with

grafting density and ionic strength is not monotonic and is

categorized into several regimes. The regimes are char-

acterized by the ratio a/ab, where a is the degree of

dissociation in brush and ab is the degree of dissociation in

bulk. For a brush of weak polyacid in a salt-free solution

as in our system, a is considered to be very small com-

pared to ab, and categorized into neutral brush regime. In

this regime, the brush is expected to behave like a neutral

brush.[21,22] However, our observation of the two discrete

MAA layers seems to be characteristic of the polyelec-

trolyte brush. In addition, the two discrete layers have not

been observed in a neutral brush system. These dis-

crepancies are simply because of the oversimplification

of the theoretical model: To theoretically describe the

polymer brush, the interaction between the brush and

the substrate surface (grafted surface) should be taken

into account.

The ‘‘Real’’ Nanostructure of Polymer
Monolayer and Polymer Brush

The surface pressure and chain length dependencies of the

monolayer structure are schematically summarized in

Fig. 9.[6,9] The density profiles are described besides

drawings. As also indicated in Fig. 9, the value of the area

per molecule is largest for middle n sample. Similarly, the

hydrophobic layer thickness is thinnest for the middle n

sample. The polymer monolayer formed by the samples

with a shorter MAA length is composed of a hydrophilic

layer and a dense MAA layer, i.e., without a well-

established brush layer at any surface pressure. For the

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the dense layer and the brush layer in poly(Et2SB)m-b-poly(MAA)n monolayer on water surface as

functions of the surface pressure and the hydrophilic PMAA length. Density profiles are also shown beside the drawings. (From Ref. [9].

Copyright 2003 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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monolayer of a longer MAA sample, a similar situation is

observed at a lower surface pressure. With increasing

surface pressure, long MAA chains extend to the subphase

to form a brush layer that has a lower density than the

dense layer.

CONCLUSION

The nanostructure of a monolayer of the ionic amphiphilic

diblock copolymer, poly(1,1-diethylsilacyclobutane)-

block-poly(methacrylic acid) [poly(Et2SB-b-MAA)], at

the air / water interface was investigated by in situ XR as a

function of surface pressure, MAA chain length, and pH.

The MAA brush under the water surface was found to be

composed of two parts: a dense layer with a higher density

and a diffuse layer with a lower density. The dense layer is

always formed independent of MAA chain length, surface

pressure, and pH. By contrast, the diffuse layer is formed

in addition to the carpet layer only when the hydrophilic

chain length is long enough and the surface pressure, i.e.,

the brush density, is also high enough at lower pHs. At pH

10, the diffuse layer was not observed in the studied range.

The dense layer thickness was found to be almost constant

at 10–20 Å, independent of surface pressure and MAA

chain length. Furthermore, the discrete MAA structure

could be an explanation for the interesting observation

that the MAA chain length dependence of the thickness of

Et2SB layer showed a minimum at a critical MAA chain

length. Either dense or diffuse layer structure and

minimum thickness has never been expected in a

theoretical study, which indicate the great importance of

the in situ experimental study.

We found several new aspects of the diblock copoly-

mer monolayer structure in this study. In situ studies are

essential for identifying the carpet/brush double-layer

structure and anomalous pKa. Systematical in situ inves-

tigation should clarify the nature of polyelectrolyte brush

and make it possible to design and control its structure

totally by chain length, chain length ratio, pH, and salt

concentration. These findings are expected to contribute

to the development of fundamental polymer surface

chemistry and of polymer surface nanomaterials.
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INTRODUCTION

In this entry, the cryomilling process and its products
are covered, including the formation of nanostructured
powders and their thermal stability. The microstruc-
tural changes that occur during consolidation and
secondary processing are also considered. Finally,
the mechanical properties of the bulk product will be
discussed. The discussion focuses on metals, with par-
ticular attention paid to aluminum alloys, and their
potential as high-strength structural materials.

BACKGROUND

Cryomilling is a mechanical attrition technique in
which powders are milled in a slurry with milling balls
and a cryogenic liquid, originally developed to produce
dispersion strengthened metal powders.[1–3] Because
cryomilling relies on severe plastic deformation, the
formation of nanostructures within the powder parti-
cles can be compared to other ball milling methods,
as well as to microstructural refinement of bulk materi-
als attained via equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP), friction stir processing, and cold working.
As a powder metallurgy technique, it requires a
consolidation step, and changes in microstructure and
properties during consolidation can be compared with
those for consolidated or compacted nanoparticles and
traditional ball-milled powders.

The possible advantages to using a cryogenic liquid,
usually nitrogen, rather than carrying out the milling
at room temperature, are that the low temperature
suppresses the annihilation of dislocations, a larger
dislocation density is possible, and the development
of the nanostructure is obtained in a shorter time.[3]

The extent to which these advantages are realized in
practice differs between material systems and have
not been explored to the fullest. For softer metals, like
aluminum, the particular advantage of the cryogenic
temperature is that it prevents substantial agglomeration

of the powder during milling. For reactive metals, it
can reduce the amount of contamination, oxygen in
titanium, for example.

STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION DURING
CRYOMILLING

The processing parameters for cryomilling are very
similar to ball milling, i.e., the time of milling, the
ball-to-powder mass ratio, the size of the mill, and
the milling media (material and ball diameter) can
significantly influence the end product. Modified ball-
milling attritors are used, connected to a liquid nitro-
gen feed, with an inserted thermocouple to ensure that
the liquid nitrogen in the milling chamber is kept at a
constant level. Typical parameters for cryomilling are a
ball-to-powder mass ratio of 36 : 1, 6mm diameter
chrome steel balls, an attritor rotation speed of
180 rpm, and a milling time of 8 hr. A small amount
(�0.25wt%) of stearic acid is added to the slurry to
prevent powder agglomeration. The powder used for
cryomilling usually has a preferred size of about
50 mm, which is not changed significantly after milling
has been completed. As of now, there has been little
investigation of the effect of cryomilling parameters
on the structure and properties of the final, consoli-
dated material.

Formation of Nanocrystalline Structure

A basic empirical description of the development of
nanostructures during mechanical milling, which cryo-
milling is likely to follow, has been presented by
Fecht.[4] This comprises a three-stage process of grain
refinement, starting with the localization of deforma-
tion into shear bands with high dislocation density,
which is followed by annihilation and recombination
of dislocations, forming nanometer-scale subgrains.
This subgrain structure extends throughout the sample
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during continued milling. The final stage is the trans-
formation of the subgrain boundary structure to
randomly oriented high-angle grain boundaries.[4]

The minimum grain size achievable by ball milling,
dmin, has been related to several physical properties
for elemental metals. In the case of melting tempera-
ture (Tm), there is an inverse relation for dmin for lower
melting point fcc metals. For hcp, bcc, and higher melt-
ing point fcc metals (above that of Pd at 1555 �C), dmin

is constant with respect to Tm, where the value of dmin

is ranked fcc < bcc < hcp.[5,6] However, if dmin is
normalized by the magnitude of the respective Burgers
vector, b, metals of all three crystal systems, including
some alloys, can be represented by an equation of the
form

dmin

b
¼ A exp½�cTm� ð1Þ

where A and c are constants.[7] For fcc metals, an
inverse relationship has also been found between dmin

and bulk modulus, and a direct relationship between
dmin and the minimum equilibrium distance between
two unstressed edge dislocations.[6] More recently,
Mohamed was able to support Fecht’s empirical model
with a demonstration of the relationship between dmin

and the activation energy for recovery, which in turn
can be related to melting temperature and bulk modu-
lus.[7] One consequence of these correlations, especially
pertinent to a discussion of cryomilling, is the predic-
tion that milling at lower temperatures will not reduce
dmin appreciably in metals with lower self-diffusion
activation energies, such as Al.

Another factor to consider in the grain refinement
process is microstructural inhomogeneity. The empiri-
cal model cited previously describes deformation

localized into shear bands that ultimately comprise
the entire sample.[4] It would not be surprising, there-
fore, to find microstructural features that manifest dif-
ferent relative degrees of deformation, and not simple
log-normal distributions of randomly oriented
equiaxed grains.

For cryomilled Al–7.5Mg, two distinctive com-
ponents of the microstructure were observed after
cryomilling for 8 hr: A random distribution of equiaxed
grains between 10 and 30 nm in diameter and, less fre-
quently, elongated grains measuring 100–200 nm long
by 30 nm wide as shown in Fig. 1.[2,8] A similar micro-
structure was observed in cryomilled commercial
purity Al.[9] Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
investigation of cryomilled Al–7.5Mg–0.3Sc revealed
that the mean width of the elongated regions in cryo-
milled powder was essentially equal to the average
grain size of equiaxed grains.[10] These elongated grains
were compared to the lamellar structures that arise
during cold rolling of wrought Al to high strains, with
continued deformation taking place within the indivi-
dual lamellae, producing subgrains that are roughly
equiaxed.[9,11,12]. This microstructure is thus consistent
with the empirical model, but the appearance of high-
angle grain boundaries separating elongated regions is
not necessarily anticipated.[4] The implication for the
cryomilled Al–Mg, though not stated, is that these
microstructures are evidence of insufficient milling
time. Elongated grains of similar dimensions were also
reported as a transient feature in cryomilled Inconel
625, present in samples milled for 4 and 6 hr, but not
in powder milled for 8 hr.[13]

A high dislocation density and microtwins have
been observed in cryomilled Al alloys, as shown in
Fig. 2, where high-resolution electron microscopy
(HREM) investigation revealed a density of dislocations

Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy images showing the two different microstructures present in as-cryomilled Al–7.5Mg
powder: (A) elongated grains and (B) equiaxed grains. (From Ref.[2].)
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of 1.3 � 1017m�2 in the elongated grains described
above.[2] In comparison, for cold rolled Al–Mg alloys
the dislocation density was 5 � 1015m�2 at a strain
of 3.5. Many of the cryomilled dislocations existed
as dipoles, which are often present in heavily
deformed metals. Within the equiaxed grains, few dis-
locations were seen. However, twins were frequently
observed in grains with dimensions less than 10 nm,
as shown in Fig. 2(C). It is worthwhile to note that
the occurrence of twins is not common in Al and
its alloys. In addition, the HREM investigations also
found some nonequilibrium grain boundaries in the
as-milled powder.

A significant aspect of the cryomilled microstructure
to consider is the presence of nanoscale dispersoids.

While Al2O3 or carbide particles may be present in
Al-bearing alloys, as in mechanically alloyed materials,
the additional formation of AlN is the result of milling
in the liquid nitrogen environment. Examples of
dispersoids with a length of approximately 10nm in
extruded cryomilled Al–10Ti–2Cu are shown in
Fig. 3.[14] There have been some differences reported
in the size and nature of the nitrogen-containing disper-
soids: While a cryomilled Al–Al2O3 composite contained

Fig. 2 High-resolution electron microscopy images showing
the microstructure of cryomilled Al–7.5Mg. (A) Typical elon-

gated grain. (B) An enlarged Fourier-filtered image of the
area marked with a black square in (A) imaged using (000)
and a f111g pair. Dislocations are indicated with a ‘‘T’’.

(C) Equiaxed grains where grain A contains a five-fold twin,
marked with smaller arrows, and grain B contains micro-
twins and stacking faults. There is a 5� small-angle grain
boundary between grains A and C marked with two larger

arrows. (From Ref.[2].)

Fig. 3 High-resolution electron microscopy images of AlN
dispersoids in extruded cryomilled Al-10Ti-2Cu: (A) higher
magnification image of a single dispersoid and (B) multiple
dispersoids adjacent to a grain boundary. (From Ref.[14].)
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platelets about 10nm and separated by 80nm, in NiAl
the dispersoids ranged in size from 5 to 100nm, and were
distributed inhomogenously after consolidation.[1,15–17]

However, it must be mentioned that reported values
for the dispersoid particle spacing come from materials
consolidated and processed by different means, using
widely varying temperatures, so they likely do not repre-
sent the as-milled distribution for each of the systems.

Thermal Stability of Cryomilled Powders

Nanocrystalline materials for structural application
produced via cryomilling or mechanical milling require
the consolidation of the powders, which has often been
evaluated a priori by isothermal annealing experiments
to assess the thermal stability of the microstructure. It
must be noted that these studies do not include grain
growth that could arise due to the application of both
temperature and stress, for example, as experienced
during hot isostatic pressing.

On the basis of the available data for cryomilled
alloys presented graphically in Fig. 4, cryomilled Al,
or alloys containing Al, would appear to be more ther-
mally stable than Ni or Fe. Fe–2.6Al, for example,
exhibits much greater thermal stability than Fe without
Al.[18–23] Although the incorporation of the oxide layer
on the premilled Al powders probably adds resistance
to grain growth, as has been described for milled Al,
the presence of nitride dispersoids in the structure is
likely to be of paramount importance in stabilizing
the grain size. AlN has a higher stability compared to
Fe and Ni nitrides. Ni3N, for example, decomposes
above 500 �C.[19,24] The importance of N-containing
dispersoids was emphasized when NiAl was cryomilled
in liquid Ar, so that no AlN or Al(ON) could form,

and the grain growth of this material during isothermal
annealing led to grain sizes roughly an order of magni-
tude larger than when the NiAl was milled in liquid
nitrogen.[25]

Inconel 625 departs from the usual behavior of
increasing grain size above 700 �C, as shown in Fig. 4,
since annealing at 900 �C actually led to a smaller grain
size. This was attributed to the precipitation of two
niobium-bearing phases, Ni3Nb and NbC, and their
stabilizing effect.[23]

Investigation of both mechanically milled Fe and
cryomilled Al has indicated two different values of
activation energy for grain growth, depending on the
annealing time and temperature.[22,26] In both cases,
lower temperature data gave a better fit to the
parabolic grain growth relationship given by

D1=n � D
1=n
0 ¼ kt ð2Þ

where D0 and D are the grain size initially and at time t,
respectively, and k is an Arrhenius-type rate constant
that includes the activation energy for grain growth.
The denominator of the exponent, n, would be 0.5 in
the ideal case where the only driving force on the grain
boundary results from its curvature. Deviations from
this value, which are the norm, are attributed to
pinning of the grain boundaries.[27] The higher tem-
perature data were fitted to a model that accounts
for pinning forces on a migrating grain boundary.
Both Fe and Al relied on Burke’s equation:

D0 �D

Dm
þ ln

Dm �D0

Dm �D

� �
¼ kt ð3Þ

where Dm refers to the maximum grain size that would
arise purely from the pinning force.

Fig. 4 Graph showing the
variation of grain size with iso-
thermal annealing temperature

of various cryomilled powders.
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CONSOLIDATION OF CRYOMILLED POWDERS

Typically, prior to consolidation, the cryomilled
powder is transferred to Al cans fitted with hollow
stems and valves for hot vacuum degassing, to remove
gaseous impurities such as H, the presence of which
would severely embrittle the material. The tempera-
tures and times used for degassing can significantly
increase the grain size of the powder above that for
the as-milled condition. For Al, annealing data sug-
gests grain growth at the degassing temperature from
about 25 to about 65 nm, based on x-ray diffraction
and TEM measurements.[18] Once the degassing cycle
is completed, the can is then sealed at the stem to
preserve the vacuum.

Hot Isostatic Pressing

Beginning with the earliest work, the most common
primary consolidation route has been hot isostatic
pressing (HIPping). In this case, cryomilled Al was
HIPped at approximately 0.84Tm, but the as-HIPped
microstructure was not described with nearly the same
detail as the as-milled powders.[1]

Like the milling process itself, where the evolution
of particle size and morphology is paralleled by grain
size refinement, the HIP consolidation process also
takes place at two length scales. Modeling of the HIP
process typically focuses on the densification of the
powders, and not the transformations taking place
within the powders.[28] The densification has been
described as a three-step process, beginning with loose
packing of powder in the can, elimination of connected
porosity due to the growth of necks at contact points
between adjacent particles, and reduction of the size
of individual pores.[29] The growth of necks and filling
in of pores at each stage is accomplished by a combina-
tion of plastic deformation of the powder particles,
power-law creep, and mass diffusion to the remaining
free surfaces.

The consequence of the HIP densification is that the
material filling the pores is different from that originat-
ing directly from the cryomilled powder. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 5, which shows the microstructure of cryo-
milled Al 5083 that had been HIPped at a temperature
of 300 �C (0.67Tm) and a pressure of 172MPa.[30] In
Fig 5(A), an optical micrograph of the as-HIPped
material shows contrast between the lighter-colored
material surrounding the milled particles and the par-
ticles themselves. Additionally, Fig. 5(B) presents a
TEM image of a shared particle boundary which illus-
trates the difference in grain size between the particles,
for which the grain size averages less than 100 nm, and
the surrounding interparticle regions, for which the
grain sizes range between 1 and 3 mm.[30] Based on

the optical image in Fig. 5(A), these coarse-grained
regions represent about 10–20% of the sample. Not
only are the interparticle regions coarser grained, they
are probably free of the dispersoids that give the cryo-
milled material high thermal stability. It is therefore
likely that the interparticle regions will increase in rela-
tive grain size upon further thermo-mechanical proces-
sing. A higher HIP temperature has been correlated
with a larger number of relatively coarse grains
(300–1000 nm) and a lower strength.[31]

Extrusion

Powder metallurgy products must be fabricated in
such a way as to break up prior particle boundaries,

Fig. 5 Micrographs of as-HIPped Al 5083: (A) optical
showing cryomilled material surrounded by lighter interpar-
ticle material arising from densification and (B) TEM show-

ing the coarser grained interparticle region between the fine
grained material originating from the cryomilled powder.
(From Ref.[30].)
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homogenize the material, and close remaining pores to
eliminate possible stress concentration points that can
serve to initiate cracks or lead to failure by interface
debonding. As illustrated in Fig. 5, HIPping does not
necessarily homogenize the material completely, and
it may not be entirely sufficient to remove residual
porosity, necessitating additional processing. The
favored method until now has been extrusion. The first
reported cryomilling of Al (with Al2O3) used a combi-
nation of HIP and extrusion, while an initial effort
to cryomill NiAl with 0.5wt% Y2O3 used HIPping
or extrusion of canned powders at three different
reduction ratios.[16,17]

During extrusion, it has been found for cryomilled
Al 5083 that the average grain size increases by 130–
250%.[32] However, in general, there has not been a
lot of reported research on the comparison of extruded
microstructures with that obtained directly from HIP-
ping.The increase in grain size during extrusiondepends
on the relative effect of the dispersoids and the solute
atoms, which in turn would depend on their distribu-
tion thoughout the grains. If a network of dispersoids
exists at the grain boundaries, the grain boundaries
must break free, or the dispersoids themselves might
migrate during extrusion. Alternatively, if the disper-
soids are generally found in the grain centers, the pre-
sence of Mg at the grain boundaries of cryomilled Al
5083 could be important. However, high Mg mobility
in Al at the extrusion temperatures used (150–250 �C)
would allow grain boundaries to migrate and lead to
grain growth. In this case, the final extruded grain size
would reflect the distribution of the dispersoids.

Ongoing research activities regarding the processing
of cryomilled powders include alternative primary
consolidation methods, such as cold isostatic press-
ing (CIPping) and secondary processing, including
different types of extrusion, forging, hot pressing,
and rolling.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYOMILLED
MATERIALS

Consolidated cryomilled materials have exhibited
much increased strength over conventionally processed
material, usually at the expense of ductility. For the Al
alloy 5083, the yield strength (sy) and ultimate tensile
stress (UTS) of cryomilled material has been measured
to be around 450 and 500MPa, compared to 120 and
275MPa for relatively coarse (grain size �200 mm)
5083. The cryomilled Al 5083 also had greater strength
than ECAP material, which had a UTS of �350MPa.
However, whereas the ECAP Al 5083 had a similar
strain at fracture to the conventional material, the
elongation of the cryomilled Al 5083 was about half.[33]

Cryomilled Al–7.5Mg was also found to have a sy and
a UTS about 30% above those of the strongest
commercially available form of Al 5083, but in this
case there was no apparent decrease in ductility.[34]

This was attributed to the presence of ductile, crack
blunting micrometer-size grains that had developed
in the HIPped and extruded structure. It is possible
that the large grains may have developed out of the
HIP structure discussed previously.

Cryomilled Al–Mg–Sc alloy and Al–Mg alloys were
consolidated and processed to have a grain size of
about 200 and 300 nm, respectively. The Al–Mg–Sc
alloy exhibited a sy of 630MPa, a UTS of 730MPa,
and an elongation-to-failure of approximately 2.7%.[35]

The material consolidated from cryomilled Al–Mg
powder also had a high strength, having a sy and
UTS of 642 and 847MPa, respectively, and it failed
in the strain-hardening region, with a similar low duc-
tility of 1.4%.[36] Inspection of the stress–strain curves
revealed a brief strain-hardening region after yielding
and a low strain-hardening region. In addition, loca-
lized shear (Lüders) bands and macroscopic necking
have been observed in cryomilled Al–Mg alloys.[37]

Fig. 6 Hall–Petch plots relating yield stress

to the mean grain size for extrusions of cryo-
milled Al and Al 5083. (From Refs.[30,31].)
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The fundamental reason for the increased strength
of cryomilled structural alloys, in comparison to those
processed conventionally, is probably the increase in sy
due to a reduction in the mean grain size (d) based on
the Hall–Petch relationship:

sy ¼ s0 þ kyd
�1=2 ð4Þ

where s0 is the lattice friction stress, and ky is the Hall–
Petch slope. Two cryomilled systems for which grain
size variation has been achieved by changing the HIP
temperature are commercial purity Al and Al 5083.
The average grain sizes for cryomilled extrusions were
in the range 100–200 nm for the Al and 150–300 nm for
the Al 5083, and their Hall–Petch plots are shown in
Fig. 6.[30,31] The calculated ky values were 0.09 and
0.28MPa

p
m for the cryomilled Al and Al 5083,

respectively.
It has been found that extruded cryomilled Al alloys

have a yield stress roughly 15% higher than mechani-
cally alloyed Al at a similar fraction of dispersoid
particles.[24] Establishing the precise reason for the
difference is complicated by the presence of AlN and a
smaller grain size for the cryomilled alloys. Both
strengthening contributions are considered additive,
but the grain size distribution and uneven particle spa-
cing may well complicate the extent to which separate
contributions can be determined.[38] Two other sources
of strengthening may also need to be taken into
account: that due to differences in the concentration
and the distribution of solute atoms and dislocations.

Stress–strain curves for two extrusions of cryomilled
commercial purity Al with average grain sizes of 116
and 179 nm are shown in Fig. 7.[39] The larger grain
size, obtained by using a higher HIP temperature,
resulted in an increase in the ductility at the expense

of a drop in the strength. The curves in Fig. 7 show
only the extent of uniform plastic deformation. After
the onset of necking, reductions in area were more
than 20% and 50%, respectively, hinting that greater
elongations can be achieved if flow localization can
be prevented.[31]

Alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution have
been investigated as a means to enhance ductility
through the blending of cryomilled powder with a frac-
tion of unmilled powder of the same chemical compo-
sition.[36] The nanostructured regions of bimodal
Al–7.5Mg alloy had grain sizes of 100–300 nm. In the
consolidated material, there were also larger grained
bands, originating from the unmilled powder, which
had a grain size of �1 mm. There was a trend of

Fig. 7 Room temperature stress–strain curves
(strain rate of 10�3 sec�1) for extrusions of
cryomilled Al HIPped at different tempera-
tures. The data are displayed to the extent of

uniform plastic strain. (From Ref.[39].)

Fig. 8 Room temperature stress–strain curves for extrusions
of cryomilled Al–7.5%Mg containing from 0% to 30%
unmilled coarse grained (CG) powder. (From Ref.[36].) (View
this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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decreasing strength and increasing elongation with an
increasing fraction of micrometer-grain material, as
shown in Fig. 8. A good combination of strength and
ductility was obtained in the cryomilled Al–7.5Mg with
30% added unmilled powder.[36]

CONCLUSIONS

The properties of cryomilled materials indicate both
their promise and areas where additional work is
necessary. In the powder form, the cryomilled mate-
rials exhibit grain sizes that are comparable to the
minimum grain sizes achieved in mechanical milling.
The thermal stability of cryomilled Fe is similar to that
of mechanically milled Fe, but can be increased drama-
tically by the addition of Al. In the case of cryomilled
Al-bearing alloys, their relative thermal stability
exceeds that of Fe and Ni, probably due to the pre-
sence of Al nitrides that form during milling. Once
consolidated, cryomilled materials typically possess
considerable strength compared to both conventional
and fine-grained materials processed by other methods.

The consolidation history has a significant effect on
the mechanical properties of nanostructured materials.
The microstructures of the consolidated materials are
fairly complex, and a full understanding of the
mechanical behavior remains tentative. Despite the
complexity of the microstructure, existing data on
cryomilled Al indicate that the Hall–Petch relationship
describes the mechanical properties to a reasonable
degree. This in turn suggests that dislocation interac-
tions at grain boundaries are responsible for the plastic
deformation, and not alternative mechanisms such as
grain boundary sliding. The observation that coarse
grains within the fine-grained matrix improve ductility
has prompted an effort to increase fracture toughness
by blending relatively coarse-grained unmilled powder
with the cryomilled powder prior to consolidation and
secondary processing.
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Nanostructured Catalysts
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INTRODUCTION

Practicing green chemistry has become more important

over the last decade, reflecting the design, development,

and implementation of chemical products and processes

to reduce or eliminate the use and generation of sub-

stances hazardous to human health and the environment.

Some of the principles of green chemistry[1] are as follows:

1) It is better to prevent waste than to treat or clean up

waste after it has been created. 2) Synthetic methods

should be designed to maximize the incorporation of all

materials used in the process into the final product. 3) The

use of auxiliary substances, solvents, separation agents,

and others should be avoided; when used these substances

should be innocuous. 4) Employ catalysts or catalytic

reagents as selective as possible and that are superior to

stoichiometric reagents. Hence, the application of cata-

lysts in chemical reactions and more so the impact of

nanostructured catalysts is the scope of this article; a few

examples will be discussed pertaining to the topic. A

catalyst is considered to be active in any given chemical

process if it shows high conversion, is selective to the

desired products, is stable for a prolonged period of time,

and has good mechanical strength. Out of all the

concerns, conversion and selectivity dictate the fate of

the catalyst in a larger way as it can significantly change

the economics of the process. High conversion can be

achieved in general if the catalyst species is not sintered

during the reaction and selectivity is achieved from the

specific crystal structure of the catalytic active metal or

the metal oxide precursor. Hence, controlling the catalyst

species at molecular level is possible if catalysts were

fabricated at nanometer scale. From the definition,

particles of between 1 and 10 nm in size have definite

crystal structure at nanometer level, and hence the

application of nanostructured materials as catalysts can

drastically change the conversion and selectivity in the

chemical processes. This article describes in detail how

nanostructured catalysts affect the catalytic process in

comparison to bulk catalysts. More examples can be

found in the book chapter written by Klabunde and

Mulukutla.[2]

NANOSTRUCTURED CATALYSTS FOR
SELECTIVE PROCESSES

Selectivity in a chemical reaction is defined as the pro-

duction of one molecule out of many other thermody-

namically feasible product molecules. There is an enor-

mous opportunity, for to understand selectivity is very

important, and it is less understood than activity.[3] On the

nanometer scale, bifunctional catalysis has been docu-

mented as playing a major role in selectivity. On nano-

structured catalysts reactant molecules undergo chemical

change to produce intermediates. These reaction inter-

mediates will then diffuse a certain distance to other sites

where they undergo further rearrangements to produce the

final product, which then desorbs. In this case, selectivity

changes markedly with conversion. As can be seen from

Fig. 1, nanostructured catalysts can be divided into two

classes: the first category is composed of nanoparticles of

metals supported on metal oxides or molecular sieves and

the second includes high-surface-area nanocrystalline

metal oxides themselves as catalysts or catalyst supports.

Examples for each category are shown and will be de-

scribed in detail in the following sections.

NANOPARTICLE SUPPORTED CATALYSTS

Nanoparticle catalysts can be designed and synthesized

from various methodologies.[4] The most attractive and

appropriate methods involve nanoparticles of metals or

metal oxides supported on inert oxides, molecular sieves,

and polymers.

Gold Nanoparticle Catalysts

Gold nanoparticle catalysts have attracted wide attention

because of their wide applications in CO oxidation, ep-

oxidation of propylene, water–gas-shift reaction, hydro-

genation of unsaturated hydrocarbons, and liquid phase

selective oxidation.[5] It is well known that gold is a poor
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catalyst in the bulk form, whereas gold nanoparticles

supported on oxides exhibit high catalytic activity. A

schematic representation of gold nanoparticles supported

on oxides is shown in Fig. 2a.

Zhong and Maye[4] demonstrated a novel approach

involving monolayer-encapsulated metal nanoparticles in

a core–shell nanostructured assembly as shown in Fig. 2b.

The core–shell assembled nanostructure undergoes struc-

tural or morphological changes during catalytic activation

and reaction within both the individual core–shell struc-

ture and the collective network environment. The mono-

layer encapsulation imparts the nanoparticles with shell

reactivity and processibility dictated by functional groups

in a three-dimensional framework.

Valden et al. reported Au/TiO2 catalyst[6] and demon-

strated the change in turnover frequency (TOF) of CO

oxidation with the change in the diameter of Au islands.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the CO oxidation reaches a

maximum at an Au cluster diameter of 3.5 nm, where Au

partially loses its metallic nature. They have suggested

that this transition might be correlated to the high catalyt-

ic activity.

Hayashi and coworkers[7] found that Au supported on

TiO2 could catalyze epoxidation of propylene in the gas

phase containing O2 and H2. There are several factors

that influence the catalytic activity of the reaction. The

most important is the method of preparation, as shown in

Fig. 4. The Au/TiO2 was prepared by either an

impregnation method or a deposition precipitation meth-

od. The impregnation method did not result in selective

oxidation, but instead complete oxidation to H2O and

CO2, whereas the direct precipitation method led to

epoxidation with selectivities above 90%. The difference

in the structure of the catalysts prepared by the different

methods influences the selectivity. The impregnation

method produces large, spherical Au particles with sizes

of about several tens of nanometers in diameter, whereas

the direct precipitation method results in small hemi-

spherical Au particles strongly contacted with TiO2

support. This is a very interesting example of how

structure and size of the nanoparticles affects the

selectivity of the reaction.

 

 

Fig. 1 Classification of nanostructured catalysts.

Fig. 3 Turnover frequencies and bandgaps measured by STM

as a function of the diameter of Au islands deposited on TiO2.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [5]. Elsevier Science B.V.

# 2001.)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of nanoparticle catalysts.[2] (a)

Oxide-supported nanoparticle catalyst, (b) core–shell nanopar-

ticle catalyst. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [4]. Wiley-

VCH Verlag GmbH.)
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Platinum Nanoparticle/MCM-41 Catalysts

Over the last three decades, there have been considerable

efforts to synthesize platinum nanoparticle supported

catalysts and attempts to study the selectivity in various

organic reactions. A classical example is the work of

Junges et al.,[8] who prepared Pt nanoparticles on MCM-

41 and applied the catalyst for low-temperature carbon

monoxide oxidation. In this work, three methods were

employed to synthesize Pt–MCM-41: 1) incipient wet-

ness, 2) ion exchange, and 3) in situ methods. The Pt

particle sizes obtained with the three preparation methods

varied substantially. For the in situ loading the final

average particle size was around 4–6 nm, and TEM ob-

servation revealed that the 4-nm-sized particles are lo-

cated in the pore channels of the MCM-41, while the

larger particles might be present on the external surface of

MCM-41. The samples synthesized by ion exchange

method resulted in 10-nm-sized particles. The incipient

wetness impregnation resulted in 2-nm-sized Pt particles

with total Pt loading up to 2% mass. All three catalysts

were evaluated for CO oxidation with air in an open

flow reactor at gas hourly space velocity 25,000 hr�1.

The synthetic methods, which resulted in different sizes

of Pt particle, had a strong influence on the catalytic per-

formance. The best performance was observed on the sam-

ples prepared by incipient wetness, where 50% conversion

was achieved at a temperature of 85�C due to the Pt

nanoparticles around 2 nm, which resulted in high

conversion. The other two catalysts showed 50% conver-

sion between 110� and 130�C. The work on Pt nanoparticle

catalysts provided ample evidence that nanoparticles of Pt

can exhibit high rates for CO conversion.

Fig. 4 Epoxidation of propylene over Au/TiO2 prepared by

different methods. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [5].

Elsevier Science B.V. # 2001.)

Fig. 5 TEM photographs of (a) Rh-MCM-41-A-200; (b) Rh-

MCM-41-B-200, and (c) Rh-su-MCM-41-200. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [12]. Elsevier Science B.V. # 2002.)
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RhOx Nanoparticle/MCM-41

Mulukutla et al.[9–12] synthesized RhOx nanoparticles in

the MCM-41 molecular sieve via a sol–gel method. As

shown in Fig. 5, assorted sizes of RhOx nanoparticles were

prepared by changing the conditions of the synthesis. The

size and location of the resulting rhodium oxide particles

varied with the hydrothermal synthesis conditions as

shown in TEM photographs in Fig. 5. The RhOx nano-

particles in Rh-MCM-41-A with Si/Rh=200 (Fig. 5a) grew

to 6- to 8-nm RhOx particles and they seemed to be located

in the bulk of MCM-41. The local structure of MCM-41

might have been destroyed because the particle sizes were

larger than the MCM-41 pore diameter (3.2 nm). The ar-

gument for RhOx on the surface has been ruled out from the

comparison with the MCM-41 supported RhOx sample

(Fig. 5c) with a similar Rh loading. Furthermore, the RhOx

particles in Rh-MCM-41-A (Fig. 5a) were orthorhombic,

whereas the RhOx particles supported on the MCM-41

surface were hexagonal, demonstrating the different loca-

tions between the two samples.

TheRh-MCM-41-BwithSi/Rh = 200(Fig.5b)possessed

<3-nm-sized RhOx particles, which were smaller than the

MCM-41 with pore diameter of 3.4 nm. TEM photograph

of Fig. 5b depicts that the RhOx particles are located in

the pore channels of MCM-41. Fig 5c is a TEM photograph

of the Rh-su-MCM-41 having Si/Rh = 200, where rhodium

oxides are observed as aggregates of about 10-nm size,

while the MCM-41 pore channels are clearly visible.

RhOx nanoparticles in the MCM-41 with different

particle sizes, structures, and locations in the MCM-41

were used as catalysts for NO–CO reactions. The NO

reduction with CO was performed in the presence and

absence of O2. On the Rh-MCM-41-B catalyst, the NO

conversion to N2 and N2O in the absence of O2 began

between 275�C and 300�C as shown in Fig. 6. The con-

version to N2O reached a maximum of 30% at 325�C. The

selectivity to N2 increased with temperature and reached

92% at 375�C. Excess oxygen (4%) was added to the

stream of NO and CO, which resulted in unexpected

promotion of the NO conversion to N2 and N2O as shown

in Fig. 6. The reaction in the presence of O2 proceeded at

250�C, whereas it did not proceed below 275�C in the

absence of O2. The promotion phenomenon by excess O2

is of interest and it may be attributed to the nanosized

rhodium oxide precursors in the pore channels of MCM-

41. The excess O2 usually poisons the Rh catalysis since

O2 oxidizes CO to CO2 very rapidly. It was concluded that

under the reaction conditions NO conversion was pro-

moted in the NO–CO reaction in the presence of excess O2

on the Rh-MCM-41-B catalyst.

Fig. 7 depicts the NO conversion to N2 and N2O on

the Rh-MCM-41-A catalyst with and without O2. At

275�C there was about 75% conversion to N2 and the rest

was N2O, and at the higher temperatures the selectivity

toward N2 was 100%. However, the presence of O2 in the

stream dramatically suppressed the conversion of NO,

and the NO conversion to N2 and N2O began above

375�C. Thus, the Rh-MCM-41-A catalyst, which had

RhOx particles of the size of 6–8 nm exhibited a negative

effect of excess O2 on the NO conversion. These results

are entirely different from those observed with the

Fig. 6 The NO conversion to N2 and N2O against reaction

temperature on the Rh-MCM-41-B catalyst; (6) N2, (5) N2, (—)

NO+CO+O2, (– – –) CO+NO. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [11] Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Science

Ltd. # 2001.)

Fig. 7 The NO conversion to N2 and N2O against reaction

temperature on the Rh-MCM-41-A catalyst; (6) N2, (5) N2,(—)

NO+CO+O2, (– – –) CO+NO. (Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [11]. Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier

Science Ltd # 2001.)
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Rh-MCM-41-B catalyst. NO conversion to N2 and N2O

in the NO–CO reaction on the RhOx supported on MCM-

41 (Rh-su-MCM-41) catalyst exhibited a negative effect

by excess O2. This feature resembles that observed with

the Rh-MCM-41-A catalyst. This observation on the

nanostructured RhOx-MCM-41 is emphasized to show

that the active sites in different locations and particles

sizes play a significant role in the catalytic reaction of

NO–CO in presence of O2.

NANOCRYSTALLINE METAL OXIDE AS
CATALYSTS/CATALYST SUPPORTS

Synthesis of high-surface-area nanocrystalline alkaline

metal oxides has drawn much attention because of their

high surface area and adsorption capacity compared to their

commercial analogues. Some examples are MgO, CaO,

TiO2, and Al2O3. The extraordinary properties of these

nanocrystalline oxides are due to the morphological fea-

tures of the small crystallites possessing higher populations

of reactive surface sites such as edges, corners, and ion

vacancies. It has been proposed that some of these

nanocrystalline metal oxides, because of their defective

sites, might have catalytic properties and that they can be

used as catalyst supports because they have high surface

area. The following are some examples where nanocrystal-

line MgO exhibited catalytic properties. In addition, it has

been used as support for synthesizing superbase catalysts.

Aerogel-Prepared MgO

Utamapanya et al.[13] prepared nanocrystalline MgO

through an aerogel method using supercritical drying

and were successful in obtaining high surface areas in

the range of 400–500 m2/g with crystallite sizes of about

3 nm. The nanocrystalline MgO obtained is referred to

as AP-MgO.

Chlorination of Hydrocarbons with
Aerogel-Prepared MgO

Aerogel-prepared MgO, when exposed to Cl2 gas at

atmospheric pressure and room temperature, exothermally

formed an extremely reactive AP-MgO–Cl2 adduct; 15%

Cl2 by weight was adsorbed on the surface.[14] The

chlorine adduct was able to chlorinate hydrocarbons in a

batch reactor. The normal forms of MgO did not react

with Cl2 gas. Richards et al.[15] performed further inves-

tigation on the characterization of the AP-MgO–Cl2 ad-

duct, conducting pulse reactions and demonstrating the

catalytic behavior of AP-MgO in the chlorination of

hydrocarbons. The XPS characterization of AP-MgO–Cl2
indicated that the binding energy for Cl 2p is 198.2 eV and

this value corresponds to monochloro compounds similar

to NaCl and KCl. Hence, the chlorinated species on the

surface of AP-MgO is not MgCl2. As shown in Fig. 8a, the

chlorination of propane conducted over AP-MgO at

temperatures from 0� to 200�C proceeded in normal light.

The expected products were 1-chloropropane, 2-chloro-

propane, and 1,2-dichloropropane. Fig. 8b shows the re-

action data conducted without AP-MgO where the reaction

proceeded with the help of normal light. As noted, the

selectivity to 1,2-dichloropropane up to 60% was observed

when the reaction was conducted at 200�C with AP-MgO,

with simultaneous decrease of the 2-chloropropane. The

selectivity was not affected in the case of a blank reaction.

Fig. 8 Chlorination of propane (a) with AP-MgO catalyst. (b)

Blank reaction. (Reprinted with the permission from Ref. [15].

Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd #

2001.)
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Dehydrochlorination of 1-Chlorobutane with
Aerogel-Prepared MgO

Mishakov et al.[16] and Fenelonov et al.[17] evaluated

nanocrystalline MgO for dehydrochlorination of 1-chloro-

butane. Exposure of AP-MgO to 1-chlorobutane at

200–350�C resulted in both stoichiometric and catalyt-

ic dehydrochlorination to form isomers of butene and

simultaneous topochemical conversion of MgO to MgCl2.

The resulting MgCl2 was believed to be an active catalyst

for the dehydrochlorination reaction. As shown in Fig. 9,

the conversion of chlorobutane at different tempera-

tures over time established the formation of active MgCl2
from AP-MgO. The formation of such an active cata-

lyst species on the surface of nanocrystalline MgO was

possible only with AP-MgO. Hence, this work is a

striking example of how a high-surface-area catalytic

species such as MgCl2 can be formed from a nano-

crystalline MgO.

Potassium/Aerogel-Prepared MgO

The high surface area of AP-MgO in the range of 350–500

m2/g can be used as a support. Sun and Klabunde[18]

prepared potassium metal-doped nanocrystalline MgO,

which exhibited high activity in base-catalyzed isomeri-

zation and alkylation. It was established that 10 wt.% of

K-doped AP-MgO showed 100% conversion to isomer-

ized products from 2,3-dimethyl-1-butene at room tem-

perature in 30 min. However, the use of commercial

analogues and lower-surface-area MgO did not result in

such high conversions. The edges/corners on the polyhe-

dral crystallites of high-surface-area MgO are responsible

for creating superbasic sites to obtain a highly active

isomerization catalysts.

CONCLUSION

This article demonstrates that nanostructured catalysts can

be designed by several methods. The prominent ways are

synthesizing metal nanoparticles supported on metal

oxides and sol–gel method of generating metal/metal

oxide nanoparticles in MCM-41 molecular sieves. Nano-

crystalline metal oxides with high surface area, which

were prepared from aerogel methods, can be used as

catalysts or catalyst supports. The examples show that

nanostructured catalysts have a significant influence on

the conversion and selectivity of the chemical reactions.

Control and understanding of particle size and structure of

the catalytic active species is the most important factor in

achieving the difference between the catalytic property of

nanostructured catalysts vs. bulk catalysts.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural and manmade catalytic materials are among the

oldest ‘‘nanostructured materials’’ known long before the

era of nanoscience and nanotechnology. The classic het-

erogeneous catalysts consist of active nanoscale metal

component(s) and solid carriers,[1] namely, ‘‘inert’’ oxide

supports such as alumina, silicates, or magnesium oxide,

to increase the reaction surface area and metal utilization.

Conventional processing techniques for fabrication of

supported catalysts contain one or more of the following

steps: impregnation, precipitation, coating, rewashing,

ion-exchange, pulverization, dying, and calcination, etc.[2]

Nanoscale metal clusters or particles can be thus formed

on the oxide carriers after these processes. It is now well

known that the particle size, local composition, and

structure (shape) of nanoscale catalysts determine the

ultimate catalytic activity and selectivity. For example, it

has been demonstrated that the activity of TiO2-supported

gold particles is very sensitive to their size (2 to 3 nm) in

the CO oxidation reaction with oxygen at ambient con-

ditions.[3] It is also well known that the structure and

composition of nanocatalysts may change under the

reaction conditions, and thus their performance could be

time-dependent. Nonetheless, prevailing catalyst prepara-

tion still remains largely as a technological art rather than

a science, although surface science has significantly

deepened our general understanding of heterogeneous

catalysis using single-crystal model catalysts.[4]

Over the past 15 to 20 years, we have witnessed

exciting advances in the design and synthesis of low-

dimensional nanostructured materials, ranging from full-

erenes, carbon nanotubes, supramolecular assemblies,

mesoporous structures, to various organic–inorganic hy-

brid materials. Taking advantage of the rapid development

in nanoscience and nanotechnology, a wide range of syn-

thetic techniques are now in place. For example, nano-

structured materials can be prepared with constrained or

unconstrained synthetic methods, in which inorganic or

organic templates (e.g., porous oxides, organic ligands,

well-oriented crystal planes, and supramolecule-directing

agents) are commonly employed. With these newer ap-

proaches and knowledge, a huge variety of nanostructured

catalytic materials have been designed and synthesized,

which will be the main review topic of the present article.

With the emphasis on catalytic prospect, the objective of

this article thus aims at introducing various design and

synthesis strategies for this new class of materials. Future

challenges and research directions in this area will also

be addressed.

DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS
OF NANOSTRUCTURED
CATALYTIC MATERIALS

Because of the advances in nanostructured catalytic ma-

terials and assembling methodologies, we may have to

reexamine the roles of each component in the traditional

heterogeneous catalysts and redevelop the technology. In

fact, a practical solid catalyst is normally not a simple

chemical compound, but a highly organized multicompo-

nent materials system (e.g., active components and car-

rier). In this regard, a modern view of solid catalysts is

different from the traditional one. An organized assembly

of catalytic materials can be considered as a ‘‘catalyst

device’’,[5] and the ways of chemical and structural

organizations in the device will give profound impacts on

its ultimate performance. In the foreseeable future, a

transformation from the traditional catalyst preparation to

a more sophisticated ‘‘assembly’’ technology is antici-

pated in view of the rapid progress of this field. As the

first steps toward this end, nonetheless, various nanocom-

ponents with desired chemical and structural properties

and organization programmability must be fabricated and

investigated for the constitution of a nanocatalyst ‘‘tool-

box.’’ In the following sections, we will look into the

current trends of research in this important area.

Architectures of Porous Materials

Many significant progresses in porous materials have been

made over the past two decades, which extends the com-

monly known zeolites (chemical formula Mx/n
n+ [(AlO2)x-

(SiO2)y]
x��zH2O, where Mn + represents a metal cation;

pore diameter <1 nm) from microporous regime (pore

diameter <2 nm) to mesopores (2–10 nm),[6] large meso-

pores (>10 nm), and macropores (>50 nm). In particu-

lar, crystalline VPI-5 with uniform pores larger than

1.0 nm had been synthesized for the first time in 1988,
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as illustrated in Fig. 1.[7] Subsequently, periodic meso-

porous solids were discovered by Mobil researchers in

1992.[8] These ordered porous materials with large pore

openings had significantly enhanced our ability in uti-

lizing intrapore chemical reactivity and space confine-

ment for catalytic reactions, sorption processes, ion

exchange, as well as materials synthesis, including archi-

tectures for growth and organization of functional nano-

materials. For example, hexagonal MCM-41 and cubic

MCM-48 (Mobil codes) can be prepared with cationic

surfactants under basic conditions. These mesoporous

silicates together with various modifications (i.e., with

metal cations via ion exchange, complexation, and direct

‘‘planting’’)[9] allow us to tailor chemical and thermal

properties to meet different working environments. For

instance, isomorphic substitution and postsynthesis incor-

poration of active metal species are the two major

methods for metal introduction to mesoporous silica.[10]

Furthermore, surface functionalization with organic

groups will change the chemical properties of the surfaces,

forming hybrid inorganic–organic mesoporous silicates.

In the latter cases, the mesopores of the prepared solids

can be viewed as nanoscopic reactors, separators, or host

templates for chemical processes and nanostructured

materials fabrication.

Various methods have been developed to introduce

organic surface groups onto the mesoporous hosts, on the

basis of chemical reactions between the hydroxyl-covered

surfaces and reactive silane coupling agents. For example,

covalent grafting, coating, and co-condensation reactions

are common methods to tailor surface properties these

days.[11] In grafting processes, surface modification with

organic ligands and functional groups is normally carried

out by silylation that takes place on free and geminal

silanol groups [i.e., Si–OH and Si(OH)2] under dry

conditions. On the other hand, coating provides a means to

introduce organics onto hydrated pore surfaces where a

monolayer of water is present to form organosilanes.

Compared to the above two methods, the co-condensation

process is a more direct method. The surface organic

functional groups can be anchored together with the for-

mation of mesoporous silicates under so-called ‘‘one pot’’

Fig. 1 (a) Pore characteristics in some representative aluminophospates AlPO4-11, AlPO4-5, and VPI-5. (b) Measured pore sizes by

argon adsorption techniques, noting that the VPI-5 shows a pore diameter greater than 1.0 nm. (From Ref. [7].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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synthetic conditions.[12] These organic–inorganic hybrids

possess a number of advantages for catalytic applications

that organic polymers and amorphous/nonporous silica

counterparts do not have.[11] In many cases, space con-

finement and stabilization of the catalyst in the mesopo-

rous solid can be attributed to the observed enhancement

of catalytic activity. These materials have demonstrated

utility as catalysts in acid/base catalysis, oxidations, re-

ductions, enantioselective catalysis, stereospecific po-

lymerizations, and fine chemicals synthesis.[11] Rich

inclusion chemistry of this class of materials with guest

species in the internal space had been reviewed recently.[9]

Over the past decade, increasing research activities

have been shown in the fabrication of hierarchical porous

structures that possess ordered pores ranging from micro-

to macroscale. There have been a number of techniques

developed.[7] For example, microporous colloidal parti-

cles have been used for shape-, film-casting to prepare a

range of hierarchical porous structures. On the other hand,

bulk dissolution and restructuring of preexisting oxides

have been used to fabricate shaped hierarchical structures

of zeolite. Furthermore, structures with mesoporosity can

be prepared by using surfactants as structuring directing

agents.[7] In addition to these approaches, new film

formation methods allow us to fabricate various zeolite

and molecular sieve layers and membranes. In recent

years, pore sizes of ordered mesoporous oxides have been

extended up to 10 nm with the use of block copolymers,

and from 100 nm to 1 mm with Latex spheres as tem-

plating structures.[13,14] For example, nonionic polyethyl-

ene oxide surfactants were used to prepare wormhole-like,

MSU-type SBA-n and CMI-1 mesoporous materials. With

decaoxyethylene-cetyl-ether or polyoxyethylene(6)tride-

cyl-ether surfactants, hierarchical macroporous metal

oxides had been synthesized without using polymeric

sphere template.[13] It is believed that the macro–meso-

structured metal oxides were formed through an interme-

diate phase of supermicelles (the length in the micrometer

range and the diameter in the submicrometer range) and

mesostructured nanoparticles of metal oxides. The re-

moval of the organic components resulted in the formation

of hierarchical mesoporous–macroporous structures.[13]

The approach had been successfully applied to ZrO2,

Nb2O5, Ta2O5, Al2O3, and CeO2 oxide systems, and the

networks of the pores can be preserved at elevated

temperatures to meet catalytic applications. Very recently,

hierarchical and self-similar growth of self-assembled

mesophase crystals in micrometer size had been investi-

gated with the assistance of glass substrate. Ordered

octahedral crystal building units can be assembled into

various high-ordered stack structures via edge-sharing.

It is found that the large structures are formed through

stepwise nucleation from the edges of the previous

crystals.[15]

In addition to the general interest in the synthesis and

design of micro-, meso-, and macroporous materials, there

are interests in the preparation of single-site molecular

receptors in silica matrix for specific adsorption and

catalysis applications. Using molecular imprinting tech-

niques, both microporosity and chemical functionality

have been achieved for this new class of organic–

inorganic hybrid materials. Typically, bulk-imprinted

silica with hydrophilic framework can be prepared via

copolymerization of the imprint organosilane(s) with a

silica source (normally, silicon alkoxides such as tetraethyl

orthosilicate, TEOS), followed by a mild thermal treat-

ment.[16] Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of this type of synthesis,

where organic functional groups (such as amines) can be

immobilized into the silica matrix possessing high specific

surface area. The imprinted silicas can act as shape-

selective base catalysts,[17] and the hydrophilic framework

prepared in this way offers an interesting potential to

stabilize polar reactive intermediates and transition states

at the active sites.[16]

Finally, it should be mentioned that the mesoporous

materials can be used as traditional high-surface-area

catalytic supports for active metal loading. On the other

hand, nanostructured metallic catalysts encapsulated can

nucleate the expansion of the mesopore channels. For

example, prefabricated gold and platinum nanoparticles

had been investigated to tune the pore size of the meso-

porous silica (SBA-15) that are grown around them (e.g.,

in the range of 9.2 to 11.6 nm).[18]

Other important applications of the porous materials

include template synthesis of nanostructured catalytic

materials used as either individual (freestanding) catalysts

or basic building blocks for self-assembly, as will be

discussed in subsequent sections.

Designs of Layered
Organic–Inorganic Nanohybrids

In recent years, layered organic–inorganic materials have

attracted increasing research attention not only because of

the fundamental interest in general supramolecular chem-

istry, but also because of their potential usage as

precursors for catalytic nanomaterials processing. There

are two basic types of clay materials: cationic and anionic

clays. The cationic clays, which have been investigated

extensively over the past decades, were conventional

catalysts used in oil cracking before the replacement of

zeolites in 1964.[19] They have been used in many in-

dustrial chemical processes such as isomerization, liquid

refining, and Friedel–Crafts alkylation, including some

emerging environmental technologies (such as cation

exchange and waste carriers).[19] In this class of materials,

cations are located in the lamellar space (interlayer space)

formed by negatively charged alumino-silicate layers. As
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Fig. 2 Process of molecular imprinting in bulk silica. (a) Sol–gel hydrolysis and condensation catalyzed by HCl. (b) Removal of the

aromatic core and creation of a cavity with spatially organized aminopropyl groups covalently anchored to the pore surfaces. (From

Ref. [17].)
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they are generally prepared starting from the natural

minerals, these clays and modified clay catalysts promise

widespread industrial applications in the future owing to

the low cost. Similar to cationic clays, anionic clays also

have alternate lamellar structures, but with an opposite

charge arrangement. Anionic clays are mainly synthetic.

The preparation is relatively simple and inexpensive; they

can be synthesized primarily with coprecipitation, anion

exchange, and structure reconstruction methods. Hydro-

talcite-like compounds (HTlcs), for example, have been

investigated extensively over the past decade, and they

have been widely used as catalysts, flame retardants,

molecular sieves, anion adsorbents, ion-exchangers, and

medicine stabilizers.[20] The sheet-like structure contain-

ing cations can be derived from layered Mg(OH)2

(brucite) structure. When divalent cations are partially

substituted by trivalent ones, positive charges will be

built-up within the octahedron sheets. For solid charge

neutrality, anions have to be intercalated into the

interlayer space, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The HTlcs have

a chemical formula of [M1�x
II Mx

III(OH)2]x+(Ax/n
n�) �mH2O

(where M=metal, A=interlayer anions),[20] whose prop-

erties can be tuned with variations of cationic brucite-like

sheets and anionic interlayer species. For example, or-

ganics- and polymer-containing HTlcs should be viewed

as supramolecular assemblies or nanocomposites com-

posed of organic parts (anionic) and inorganic molecular

sheets (cationic).[21] It is important to realize that the

intercalative ability in these alternately arranged layers

is based on electrostatic interaction, and the inorganic

parts are dissolvable in acidic environment while the or-

ganic parts are removable by ionic exchange or oxida-

tion at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, layer charge

density can be tuned with the content of MIII cations in

the synthesis. The basal spacing (the distance between

two brucite-like sheets) depends on the size of the

intercalants. For instance, large-sized biomolecular anions

(up to several nanometers), such as nucleoside monophos-

phates and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), have been

intercalated into the interlayer space of Mg0.68Al0.32

(OH)2NO3)0.32 �1.2H2O (a pristine HTlc).[22] Because of

their synthetic versatility in compositional tailoring, this

class of organic–inorganic hybrids has been used as

precursor compounds for the synthesis of functionalized

metal-oxide nanomaterials and nanocomposites after the

thermal removal or conversion of polymeric interca-

lants.[23] The chemical nature of the intercalated anions,

such as oxidative or nonoxidative, had been investigated

with respect to thermal reactions, in which nanostructured

Co3O4 spinel oxides were formed from CoIICoIII–HTlc

precursors.[24] Nanocrystalline Co3�xAlxO4 can also be

incorporated into the g-Al2O3 matrix via the simultaneous

formation of catalyst and support from the CoIICoIII–HTlc

and alumina xerogel.[25]

In addition to the above bulk materials preparations,

organic–inorganic hybrid materials can also be prepared

into thin films to meet new applications. The major

synthetic methods employed in this area are sol–gel-based

techniques, intercalation reactions, layer-by-layer assem-

bly (e.g., Langmuir–Blodgett technique and electrostatic

self-assembly), and evaporation techniques, as exempli-

fied in Fig. 4.[26] Although the primary objective of these

film-fabrication developments is for organic–inorganic

electronics, it is believed the hybrid structures prepared

can be extended to catalytic applications, including

chemical sensors, in the near future.

Very recently, single-crystal bulk organic–inorganic

hybrids had been investigated for the fabrication of cat-

alytic nanocomposites and large-scale organization of

Fig. 3 The hydrotalcite-like anionic-clays have a layered

structure similar to that of brucite [Mg(OH)2] but with some

positive charges. To maintain the electrical neutrality for the

solid, intercalation of anions (e.g., nitrate and carbonate or

even DNA) into the interbrucite layers (i.e., interlayer space)

occurs, which leads to a hydrotalcite-like structure. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 (a) Electrostatic assembly of anionic inorganic layers

and cationic organic layers. (b) A similar assembly of (a) but

with negatively charged layers formed from nanoparticles (e.g.,

CdSe or CdS). (From Ref. [26].)
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catalysts under high-temperature environments.[27,28] In

particular, individual MoS2 (used in hydrodesulfurization)

layers can be converted from direct sulfidation of single-

molecular sheets of MoO3 supported with organic ‘‘pil-

lars’’ in the interlamellar layers. As there has been a large

variety of metal-oxide-organic hybrids available nowa-

days, this method provides a new means for the indirect

synthesis of lamellar organic–inorganic catalytic hybrid

materials consisting of building units of transition metal

dichalcogenides.[27] To make the catalytic materials us-

able in high-temperature environments, large-scale orga-

nization of metal-oxide nanostructures in a controllable

manner at elevated temperatures is highly desirable but

particularly challenging, because of the difficulties in

controlling the interconnectivity among individual crys-

tallites due to random nucleation and grain growth upon

heating. An organized condensation of single-molecular

MoO3 sheets can be achieved with a controlled removal of

the organic intercalants.[28] This controlled condensation

takes place within the space provided by the pristine

organic–inorganic hybrid single-crystals. In this sense, the

role of precursor crystal can be viewed as a microscopic

‘‘green compact’’ analogous to the macroscopic one in

ceramic processing.[28] These new types of catalyst

organization may be useful for microreactor systems

where fluid stream stability is crucial, because the stack-

ing of nanostructured catalysts can be controlled to reduce

flow resistance.

In addition to the above chemical conversion and or-

ganization of nanostructured catalytic materials, organic–

inorganic hybrids have also been used in the preparation

of freestanding nanostructured materials. For example,

catalytically important materials such as tungsten oxide

nanowires, tungsten disulfide nanotubes, and VOx-nano-

tubes had also been prepared from organic–inorganic hy-

brid precursors that were preorganized in the forms of

lamellar mesostructures.[29–31] The final nanostructures

are formed either with high-temperature processing or

with hydrothermal treatment. These synthesized individ-

ual inorganic nanostructures will be the subject of the

next section.

Nanobuilding Blocks and Mesoscale
Self-Organizations

The research in low-dimensional catalytic materials has

blossomed in many new directions since Iijima’s discovery

of carbon nanotubes in 1991.[32] For example, syntheses of

low-dimensional catalytic nanostructures of MoS2, WS2,

MoO3, TiO2, V2O5, ZrO2, Co3O4, ZnO, etc. have been

carried out,[33–41] together with fabrications of nanostruc-

tured catalyst carriers such as MgO, Al2O3, and SiO2.[42–44]

While many significant breakthroughs have been made for

the metal oxides and chalcogenides, the search for new

types of nanostructures and self-assemblies continues,

aiming at complementary functionalities and perform-

ances. Technologically, many known catalytic materials

are expected to gain better utilizations, because of their

new properties and possible high catalytic activities in the

nanometer regime (quantum confinement effect).[39] Dis-

crete, freestanding nanostructures can be viewed as basic

structural units or construction building blocks; they can be

used individually or collectively (after a proper organiza-

tion/assembly, will be addressed soon) in heterogeneous

catalysis and chemical-sensing applications.

Many synthetic strategies have been developed for the

fabrication of nanostructures. For example, metal oxide

nanoparticles (zero-dimension, 0-D) can be prepared

rather routinely via sol–gel methods[45] and direct precip-

itation.[46] A great variety of core-shell nanostructures

(0-D) have also been prepared via sol–gel and other

coating methods (e.g., layer-by-layer deposition) with the

assistance of removable inner-core supports.[47] On the

other hand, one-dimensional (1-D) nanomaterials can be

fabricated with the following techniques. 1) Utilizing

intrinsic structural anisotropy: Inorganic materials with

low structural symmetries can be prepared into 1-D

morphology along certain crystallographic axes.[37,40]

The unidirectional growths can be further manipulated

Fig. 5 Synthesis of barcoded 1-D materials with alumina

membrane template where 1-D channels are parallel to each

other. (From Ref. [50].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.

com.)
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with the assistance of inorganic salts or ionic/nonionic

organic surfactants present in the solution synthesis.[48] 2)

Template-directed growth: In addition to the soft templates

(such as self-assembled molecular structures, e.g., micelles

discussed in the previous sections), this method utilizes

solid templates for growth depositions or chemical inser-

tions. For example, nonporous single-crystalline NaCl

substrate and porous supports such as zeolites, MCM-41,

and anodic alumina membranes (with parallel 1-D chan-

nels) have been used in the synthesis of 1-D nanostruc-

tures,[49] including semiconductor metallic barcodes

(Fig. 5).[50] The resultant nanostructures can be harvested

by template-removal. In certain cases, however, the

template can become a part of the resulting 1-D nano-

structures. These latter cases had recently been demon-

strated in the synthesis of 1-D bimorph composites of TiO2–

SnO2 and Co0.05Ti0.95O2–SnO2,[51] and in the preparation

of Ag/MoO3 catalytic nanostructures.[52] 3) Surfactant-

assisted synthesis: Preferred electrostatic and chemical

interactions between organic surfactants and certain crys-

tallographic surfaces will restrict the growth along certain

directions, resulting in the kinetic control of the growth

anisotropy. This method had been investigated extensively

for metals (e.g., Au) and semiconductor nanomaterials such

as CdSe, ZnSe, CdS, and ZnS in recent years.[53,54] 4)

Oriented attachment: This growth mechanism had recently

been investigated for the synthesis of 1-D materials such as

ZnO nanorods and b-Co(OH)2 nanoplatelets, respectively,

from smaller building blocks.[55,56]

Individual nanostructure units can be used as model

catalysts or chemical-sensing devices. For example, a gas

sensor for NO2 detection had been developed with a single

nanoribbon of SnO2. In the illuminated state (UV light),

photo-generated holes recombine with trapped electrons at

the SnO2 surface, desorbing NO2 and increasing the

sensing current.[57] The general advantages of nanode-

vices are small size, fast response, and high sensitivity. If

required, 2-D- or even 3-D nanostructures can be further

constructed from starting 0-D- or 1-D subunits via meso-

scale self-assembly processes. There have been numerous

investigations in this area using organic surfactants.[40,41]

As illustrated in Fig. 6, direct crystallite coupling via

oriented attachment process provides another possible

means to serve this purpose.[58] More examples in this

area can be found in the literatures.[55,59] Unlike the

layered nanostructures (2-D), self-assembled 2-D nano-

structures must possess different properties, because of the

presence of discrete low-dimensional subunits and organic

capping molecules within the assemblies. The retention or

removal of these organizing agents is an important issue in

catalytic applications, as the presence of organic compo-

nents will change the inorganic nature of catalysts

(hybridization). Future detailed comparisons for different

design strategies are urgently needed.

In addition to the ordered organic–inorganic assem-

blies, nanoarchitectures of multifunctional catalysts can

be further achieved by introducing dispersible organic-

capped inorganic nanostructures into 3-D gel matrixes,

which will also create the necessary chemical function-

ality and porosity in addition to the better material

utilization. In particular, structurally shaped (or faceted)

nanocatalysts may provide predesigned active catalytic

sites for the desired chemical reactions, although they may

appear to be random in the composite matrixes.

Interfacial Engineering and Self-Assembly

Our understanding of the catalyst carrier has now gone

beyond its supporting role; various levels of participation

of carriers in catalytic reactions have been known in

atomic and molecular scales.[60] As mentioned earlier, the

surface functionalities of catalytic materials (in either

planar or spherical form) can be further modified with the

guide of nanochemistry principles[61] and a wide range of

surface-engineering processes available.[47] In addition to

metal single-crystal surfaces that have been investigated

extensively over the past three decades, the synergetic

effects of catalyst–carrier systems have been investigated

with model catalysts, which may be closer to the reality of

a heterogeneous catalytic reaction environment. Taking

Fig. 6 (A) Flowchart of synthesis of forklike a-MoO3

nanostructures via manipulating growth directions with TiO2

capping. (B) Oriented attachment between two forklike

nanostructures along the [010] direction (perpendicular to

the paper). (From Ref. [58].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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advantage of the electron beam lithography technique, for

example, metal nanoparticles have been arrayed on silicon

surface at predesignated locations.[62] Pt and Ag nano-

particle arrays were prepared at different interparticle

distances. By varying the particle size and distances

between particles, the structural factors responsible for

the selectivity and activity in diverse catalytic reactions

had been investigated.[62] Other versions of model ca-

talysts on oxidized silicon wafers have also been fabri-

cated by spin-coating technique in recent years.[63] These

wafer-supported catalytic metal and metal-oxide thin

films have been tested under catalytic reaction conditions

and investigated with state-of-the-art surface analytical

techniques. Various catalyst systems have been studied

over the past few years.[63] In view of its versatility, this

evaluation approach is expected to be suitable for the

characterization of various nanostructured catalytic ma-

terials that can be prepared into colloidal suspensions

for spin-coating.

Apart from electron/ion beam lithography techniques,

nanoelectrochemical patterning process and photolitho-

graphy methods have also been widely used in the

fabrication of substrate patterns for the deposition of nano-

structured materials. These processes have been conducted

in both vapor-phase (e.g., chemical vapor deposition) and

liquid phase (e.g., solution growth), producing various

patterned 2-D nanostructures on the supports. For ex-

ample, the hierarchical self-assembly of gold nanopar-

ticles onto an organic bilayer template pattern on silicon

had been demonstrated.[64] Furthermore, ordered porous

structures had been fabricated by self-assembly of zeo-

lite nanocrystals on micropatterned silicate film sur-

faces.[65] Without demanding pretreatments, single-

crystal surfaces have recently been proven to be suitable

for nanoparticle self-aligned growth. In particular, a

hexagonal superlattice of anatase TiO2 nanospheres has

been arranged on a-MoO3 (010) surface without any

surfactants and surface patterns,[66] noting that both TiO2

and a-MoO3 are important catalysts in this material

combination. With well-developed surface science tech-

niques, in-depth investigations of supported nanostruc-

tured catalysts can be further pursued. Elegant examples

in this area have been reported in the literature, as

shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the investigations on CO

Fig. 8 A scanning tunneling microscopic image of a MoS2

nanocluster exposed to atomic hydrogen at 600 K, which

resulted in the formation of S vacancies (circled). Models below:

side and top views of S vacancies. (From Ref. [67].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Scanning tunneling microscopic images of TiO2(110)-

(1�1): (A) clean surface before oxygen exposure, and (B) after

oxygen exposure at 650 K. Scanning tunneling microscopic im-

ages of Au/TiO2(110)-(1�1): (C) before CO:O2 exposure, and

(D) after CO:O2 exposure at 300 K. (From Ref. [3].)
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oxidation and hydrodesulfurization.[3,67] On the (110)

surface of TiO2, Au particles show high activity at 2–3

nm for CO oxidation. However, Au particles in the Au–

TiO2 composite aerogel retain high activity for the same

reaction at a size of 6 nm, because of an increase in the

interfacial contact area of the gold with multiple

domains of TiO2 in the aerogel matrix.[68] The catalytic

bifunctionality of an active composite can thus be

explored when the support and catalyst have comparable

sizes (within a factor of 2).[68]

Similar to vertical arrays of carbon nanotubes, catalytic

materials have also been prepared into 2-D arrays, but

with an extruding direction perpendicular to the surface.

Recently, ZnO nanorods and GaN nanotubes had been

prepared with gold nanoparticle catalysts in the vapor

phase and with a subsequent thermal treatment to remove

inner templates (e.g., in the synthesis of GaN nanotubes,

ZnO nanorods were used as templates);[69] the diameter of

the prepared 1-D nanostructures is proportional to the size

of metal catalysts in the synthesis. This method is now

widely used in the synthesis of 1-D-nanostructures,

including the control of periodic chemical component

variation along a nanostructure.

Superpolyhedral Clusters and Their
Organizational Forms

Compared with the nanobuilding blocks discussed above,

inorganic super fullerene and polyhedral clusters, which

have been synthesized in recent years, are generally much

smaller but with more distinct geometrical features. This

class of materials is formed from even smaller metal–

ligand polyhedra, such as tetrahedrons, octahedrons

through edge-, corner-sharing, etc. On the other hand,

these super inorganic ‘‘molecules’’ can be further packed

into repeated arrangements, giving away larger crystal-

lites. Fig. 9 shows a representative packing of this type

of superclusters.[70] Instead of oxygen in zeolites, basic

Fig. 10 Models of the [Cd16In64S134]44� anionic clusters: a) a ball-and-stick model, b) the same view as a) shown as metal-centered

tetrahedra, and c) crystal packing of the clusters, viewed along the c axis (the unit cell is framed). The large sphere indicates the central

cavity. (From Ref. [71].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Packing of ball-like anions [{Mo2
VO4(CH3COO)}30-

{(Mo)Mo5O21(H2O)6}12]42� in the crystal lattice (space filling

model viewed along [111] (top) and perpendicular to [111]

(bottom)). (From Ref. [70].)
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units of tetrahedrons can now be extended to sulfur, noting

that the ionic radius of S2� is much larger than that

of O2�. For example, metal sulfides can now be pre-

pared into supertetrahedral clusters with a large cavity,

as shown in Fig. 10 for [Cd16In64S134]44� (3.1 nm in edge

length).[71] A great variety of this type of superpolyhedral

clusters and molecules has been prepared nowadays and

has been reviewed recently.[72] One common feature in

these superpolyhedral clusters is their inner cavity. If

treated as nanobuilding blocks in their further architec-

tures, the superclusters with inner space will create even

more complex structures in addition to their chemical

complexity in nanoconfinement regime. Many of these

solids show a semiconducting character.[72] Apart from the

assembly shown in Fig. 9, there have existed a great

number of organization schemes of inorganic clusters with

organic counterparts.[45] These tailor-made organic–inor-

ganic nanocomposites could be potential candidates for

future heterogeneous catalysis applications.

CONCLUSION

We have examined various design and synthesis strategies

for the fabrication of nanostructured catalytic materials.

Generally speaking, nanostructured ‘‘kits-and-parts’’ as

well as their organization methodologies have been

available to constitute a nanocatalyst toolbox, i.e., they

are ready for direct usage or further assembly. To

transform ‘‘catalytic materials’’ to real custom ‘‘cata-

lysts’’, however, a large research endeavor is needed, and

this includes systematic investigations on multicomponent

assemblies and resultant chemico-physical properties,

including hierarchical pore structures. It is noted that the

catalytic performance of these materials remains largely

untested, despite the significant progress in materials

research. While traditional methods will still dominate the

industrial-scale catalyst processing at the present time, we

are beginning to see nanostructured catalytic materials in

practical applications of ‘‘chemical plant/laboratory-on-a-

chip’’ and chemical-sensing technology where the amount

of catalysts required is small, and supported type catalysts

may not be needed. For larger-scale industrial chemical

processes, for instance, it is believed that the traditional

‘‘metal ions impregnation’’ can be replaced with ‘‘nano-

structures impregnation,’’ as the nanobuilding blocks can

be prepared into colloidal suspensions for metal loading

on general catalyst supports. Furthermore, nanoarchitec-

tures of these building units can be achieved with the well-

developed sol–gel technology. Perhaps, simultaneous

formation of nanobuilding blocks and supporting oxide

matrix should be considered as a next level of architec-

tures, where the catalyst and support could be better

integrated in the new-generation catalysts.
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INTRODUCTION

Metastable materials with microstructural features,
i.e., particles or grain sizes, layer thicknesses, or
domain sizes, in the nanometer range (typically less
than 100 nm at least in one dimension) have unique
features, such as an appreciable fraction of their
atoms in defect environments at the grain–interface
boundaries, leading to a significant impact on their
mechanical, physical, and chemical properties, which
significantly differ from those of their conventional
coarse-grained counterparts.[1–5] Normally, nanostruc-
tured materials (NsM) with an average grain size of
5 nm have about 50% of their atoms within the first
two nearest-neighbor planes of the grain boundaries,
in which distinct atomic displacements from the nor-
mal lattice sites occur.[2,5] Obviously, this has a strong
impact on the properties of the material.

In 1959, Feynman at Caltech, U.S.A., has pro-
posed[4] the idea of obtaining an enormously greater
range of possible properties of condensed matter by
control over the structure in the range of extremely
small dimensions (nanometer scale). Later (1982–1985),
Gleiter[1] was the first to realize a method for the
production of such materials with nanometer-sized
grains (crystallites). These materials have been cate-
gorized by Gleiter[5,6] as follows: 1) the dimensions/
size of the materials/devices itself are on a nanometer
scale;[6,7] 2) bulk materials/devices in which a thin
surface region has a nanometer-sized microstruc-
ture;[6,8] or 3) building blocks (grains) of a bulk solid
having a nanometer length scale.[5,6,9] The technological
applications of the above mentioned materials are
1) catalysts and semiconductor devices and 2) surfaces
with enhanced corrosion resistance, hardness, wear
resistance or protective coatings, and quantum dots.
The third category of materials with homogeneous
nanometer-sized building blocks is often called
‘‘NsM’’ or nanophase materials, nanocrystalline materi-
als, or supermolecular solids.[5] These metastable mate-
rials can be synthesized in both metallic[3,6,10] and
nonmetallic/polymeric[11] systems. The attempts on
controlled processing, microstructural, mechanical,
and specific property characterization to find the

applicability of such NsM of either single or multiple
phases with layered, rod-shaped, or equiaxed crystal-
lites with/without tailored grain boundary composition
or homogeneous dispersion in a second phase matrix
are a part of the emerging and rapidly growing field
of nanotechnology.[5]

BACKGROUND

It is well known that the mechanical behavior of poly-
crystalline metals and alloys depends on the grain size,
d. The well-known empirical Hall–Petch relation[12,13]

relates the yield strength, sy, to the average grain size,
d, according to the following equation

sy ¼ s0 þ kd�1=2 ð1Þ

where s0 is the friction stress and k is a constant. This
relation yields a linear increase of yield strength with
decrease in grain size. However, most measure-
ments[10,14] seem to indicate that the strength of poly-
crystalline metals/alloys drops below the values
predicted by extrapolation of Eq. (1) for a grain size
of about 8–10 nm. This phenomenon is known as
‘‘inverse Hall–Petch relationship.’’[14] So, it seems that
a critical grain size determines the dominant deforma-
tion mode, which is governed either by dislocation
mechanisms or by grain boundary processes.[14] In
the lower grain size regime (<10 nm), grain boundary
sliding and/or Coble creep apparently constitute
the dominant deformation modes.[14] However, the
determination of the Hall–Petch relationship
(strength ¼ hardness/3) is mainly based on hardness
measurements. Recent studies[15–23] to explore the plas-
tic deformation mechanisms of this class of materials
suggest that nanocrystalline materials can also deform
by twinning[15,16] and rotational movement of grain
boundary disclinations triggering grain body rota-
tion.[17] In the former case indentation techniques
were used to deform the nanometer-scale grains locally
to evaluate the mode of strain accommodation
under constrained conditions.[15,16] In contrast, it was
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observed recently that the deformation of bulk conso-
lidated nanocrystalline specimens (grain size <100 nm)
proceeds through a shear banding mechanism.[22,23]

Usually, the strength of bulk nanocrystalline materials
is 5–10 times higher than that of the corresponding
coarse-grained counterparts.[24,25] On the other hand,
the ductility of NsM at room temperature has not lived
up to the expected level and is often disappointingly
low.[25] The major limitations of ductility for nanocrys-
talline materials have been identified[25] as: 1) artifacts
from processing; 2) force instability; and 3) crack
nucleation and propagation instability.

DEVELOPMENT AND PROCESSING OF NsM
AND COMPOSITES

A variety of laboratory-scale processing techniques
have been employed in the past decade to synthesize
NsM. These can be broadly classified as: 1) rapid soli-
dification;[26,27] 2) mechanical alloying and compac-
tion;[28–31] 3) severe plastic deformation methods[32]

including equal channel angular pressing (ECAP)[33]

and high pressure torsion;[34] 4) surface mechanical
attrition treatment (SMAT);[35] 5) cold working and
recrystallization;[36] 6) gas-phase condensation of parti-
culates and consolidation;[1,37,38] 7) electrodeposi-
tion;[39–41] 8) controlled annealing treatment;[42–45]

severe mechanical deformation;[46,47] or high pressure
torsion[48] of as-prepared bulk metallic glasses (BMGs)/
amorphous precursors.

Among the above-mentioned techniques, electro- and
vapor deposition methods are capable of producing
thin films with mean grain sizes, i.e., order of tens of nan-
ometers.[39–41] For example, dense single-phase 100-mm
thin sheets have been produced in pure (Ni, Co, Cu)
and binary alloys (Ni–Fe, Ni–W) with grain sizes of
20–40nm[39–41,49,50] by pulsed electrodeposition techni-
ques. The limitations in these cases are not only the
pick-up of impurities like sulfur or carbon, but also
hydrogen filled nanobubbles/voids in the material. The
other methods are able to produce nano/ultrafine-
grained bulk materials. Gas-phase or inert gas condensa-
tion methods[1,37,38] are mostly used for the production of
pure metals, such as Cu, Ni, and Pd, with equiaxed grain
sizes in the range of 5–50nm. The problems associated
with this process are limited specimen volume, material
yield, and rather high impurity level at the particle
boundaries resulting in incomplete densification as well
as retaining the nanoscale grain size during consolida-
tion.[28] Ball milling or mechanical alloying is one of
the efficient techniques for the production of nanocrys-
talline materials because of its simplicity and proces-
sability to obtain a variety of metastable phases and
alloys,[28–31,51–61] for example, Ni60Nb40,

[51] Fe–Cu,[54]

Ni60Mo40, and Ni85Mo15
[55] solid solutions with largely

extended solubility ranges. The production of not only
pure nanostructured body centered cubic (bcc), hexa-
gonally close packed (hcp),[55] and face centered cubic
metals,[53] as well as binary Fe–Cu[54] and Ni–Mo[56]

and a variety of other nanostructured alloys,[57,58]

but also multicomponent alloys[28,59–61] has been
reported. Specifically, cryomilling in a liquid nitrogen
medium has been shown[30,31] to produce ultrafine-
grained aluminum alloys, and the resulting powder
has been consolidated at elevated temperatures to
nearly full density with insignificant grain growth.
But the principal disadvantages of this processing
route include the inability to control the purity of
the material, to retain the nanocrystalline grain size,
and to obtain full density upon consolidation.[30,31]

Nanocrystalline metals and alloys with lower impurity
contents have been prepared in recent years by severe
plastic deformation/SMAT/ECAP including Al alloy–
01420, Cu, Ni, Ti, and Ti–6Al–4V, steels, and inter-
metallic compounds as well as Al–Mg alloys.[32–38] In this
article, we will report on structural nanocrystalline/
ultrafine-grained Ti-base alloys prepared by metal
mold casting. This single-step fabrication procedure
is relatively simple and allows easy control of the
contamination level.

To improve the ductility of NsM, different compo-
site materials have been developed. These can be
broadly categorized according to their microstructures:
1) two phase homogeneous nanostructures (minimum
of two constituent phases with nanometer length
scale)[61] and 2) heterostructures consisting of micro-
and nanocrystalline phase mixtures (single/multiple
phases with different length scale).[62–64] It is quite
obvious that the factors governing the strengthening
and toughening mechanisms in multiphase composite
microstructures include the properties of the reinfor-
cing phases, such as their elastic properties, yield
strength, and ductility, as well as the properties of
the interface between the different phases in terms
of its strength and crystallographic orientation,
together with the volume fraction, size, and morphol-
ogy of the second phase.[65,66] The idea behind this
composite approach is to avoid catastrophic failure
in nanostructured/glassy material by controlling the
plastic instability via generation and interaction of
multiple shear bands (SBs). In this aspect, Leng and
Courtney[67] demonstrated the possibility of SB
confinement under tension by fabricating laminated
composite specimens consisting of a layer of metallic
glass bonded between two ductile metal layers. The
first category of nanocomposites has been discussed
in detail in Ref.[61]. The latter category preferably
contains a bimodal grain size distribution, as it was
demonstrated for pure Cu,[62] or Ti-[63] and Zr-[64,68]

base multicomponent alloys. Ma[69] summarized the
strategies that were used to improve the ductility of
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nanocrystalline materials by backing up the grain size
(sacrificing some strength owing to a mixture of
micro/nanometer-sized grains) for materials prepared
by cold working and annealing (for inducing abnormal
grain growth) as well as for specimens where a nonuni-
form grain structure is obtained by introducing a
micrometer-sized dendritic phase in a nanocrystalline/
ultrafine matrix upon solidification.[63,64,68] The basic
idea[70,71] of preparing such ‘‘in situ composite micro-
structures’’ was shown to be feasible in improving the
ductility of bulk NsM and BMGs,[64,70–74] even though
a few BMGs show enhanced ductility recently.[75,76]

SYNTHESIS, MICROSTRUCTURE AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The synthesis of the nanostructured composites dis-
cussed in this article is mainly based on arc-melting
and/or Cu mold casting. It is well known that BMGs
are usually obtained near deep (stable/metastable)
eutectics in multicomponent systems.[77] However, for
the available eutectic reactions in any alloy system,
most of them may not be sufficiently deep to allow
bulk glass formation at relatively low cooling rates
(100–500K/sec) by casting in metallic molds. In these
cases, the nucleation of crystalline phases is expected
through eutectic reactions. The cooling rates are very
high (104–105K/sec) for very thin/smaller diameter
samples (100 mm–1mm).[78] Hence, a glassy structure
can be formed in this case. On the other hand, the com-
peting eutectic nucleation of crystals cannot be
suppressed in larger diameter/thick samples.[73,78]

However, by obtaining a high degree of undercooling
under a range of casting conditions, the growth of
these eutectic crystallization products can be restricted
to the nanometer scale (�100nm).[74,78,79] Additionally,
by adopting multicomponent recipes,[74,80] such nano-
eutectic structures can be promoted, making them
readily accessible upon solidification.[74,79]

The microstructure formation of Ti-base nanostruc-
tured/glassy alloys can be schematically illustrated
with the help of a pseudo-ternary phase diagram
(Fig. 1) considering three different groups of constitu-
ent elements: 1) Ti (base element); 2) Nb/Ta/Zr/Mo
(bcc b-phase isomorphous stabilizers) þ Sn; and 3)
Cu/Ni/Fe (eutectic matrix formers). The phase fields
are plotted on the basis of the microstructural evolu-
tion at slow cooling rate of 101–102K/sec and meta-
stable phase formation on different length scale.
There are three (partly) overlapping phase fields that can
be distinguished: a glassy region, an eutectic region
(nanometer length scale), and finally a region where a
bcc b-Ti-type solid solution forms, which sometimes
coexists with other crystalline phase rather than bcc or

nanoeutectic phases (marked as multiphase inter-
metallics). The overlapping of these regions produces
composite microstructures with different length scale.

The glass-forming alloy composition is marked by a
circle (G) in Fig. 1. In recent years, bulk glass formation
was observed first in Ti50Cu25Ni20Sn5,

[81] and subse-
quently quite a large number of BMGs have been
reported, e.g., for Ti–Cu–Ni–Si–B,[82] Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–
Be,[83] Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–Be–Zr,[84] or Cu-rich Ti–Cu–Ni–
Zr[85] alloys. These compositions are close to the circle
marked as G. However, the glass-forming ability (GFA)
of the Ti-base multicomponent alloys[81–84] is rather poor
in comparison to Zr-base multicomponent alloys,[86] and
the GFA abruptly decreases for higher Ti þ Zr contents
in the alloys.[85] Moving to the area with higher Ti þ Sn
content located in the upper left of the glassy region in
the phase formation diagram yields nanostructured/
glassy composites with submicron-sized hcp Ti particles,
e.g., for a Ti50Cu23Ni20Sn7 alloy cast to a thickness of
3mm in diameter.[73] A typical microstructure of this type
of alloy is presented in Fig. 2. The selected area diffraction
pattern clearly confirms the existence of nanocrystalline
particles in a glassy matrix. Modification of the glass-
forming alloy composition and higher Ti þ Nb contents
in a Ti50Cu20Ni20Nb10 alloy[79] lead to the formation
of a nanoeutectic microstructure in 2–3-mm diameter
cast rods.

On the other hand, the formation of micrometer-
sized bcc b-Ti phase primary precipitates along with
a nanoeutectic microstructure has been observed in a
wide range of cooling rates of 10–103K/sec.[80] The
composition of these alloys lies in the ‘‘composite’’

Fig. 1 Pseudo-ternary phase formation diagram for the
Ti–(Nb, Ta, Zr, Mo, Sn)–(Cu,Ni/Fe) system.
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region marked in Fig. 1. Moreover, a broad region of
fully bcc beta-Ti phase alloys exists near to the left axis
of Ti–(Nb/Ta/Mo/Zr), which can be easily under-
stood when considering the respective binary alloy
phase diagrams.[87] The composite microstructure
formation and their effect on mechanical properties
have been investigated by manipulating the composi-
tions in a series of Ti–Cu–X–Sn–M alloy (X ¼ Ni,
Fe, Cr, Co; M ¼ Nb, Ta, Mo, Zr).

Effect of Ta

The variation in the Ti þ Ta content of the alloys
such as, for example, (T1) Ti52.0Cu19.6Ni16.8Sn5.6Ta6.0,
(T2) Ti56.0Cu16.8Ni14.4Sn4.8Ta8.0, (T3) Ti60.0Cu14.0-
Ni12.0Sn4.0Ta10, (T4) Ti64.0Cu11.2Ni9.6Sn3.2Ta12.0, and
(T5) Ti58.8Cu1.1Ni3.2Sn5.0Ta31.9 has been investigated
systematically.[88,89] The compositions are marked in
Fig. 1 as T1–T5. It can be seen that these compositions
lie near to the glassy region and are shifted toward the
left axis of the phase formation diagram. The micro-
structure of alloy T1 (2-mmø rods solidified at
102–103K/sec) exhibits mixed amorphous regions
and nano/ultrafine-grained matrix. This composition
lies in the ‘‘nanoeutectic region’’ in Fig. 1. The pre-
sence of a submicron-sized b-Ti phase was revealed
from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray
diffraction (XRD) investigations.[88]

With increase of the Ti þ Ta content in alloy T3
(3-mmø rods) the existence of a micrometer-sized b-Ti
phase with dendritic morphology can be observed[88]

that is homogeneously distributed in a nanostructured
matrix, as depicted in Fig. 3A. The XRD pattern [inset

to Fig. 3A] clearly shows the presence of strong
reflections from the b-Ti phase and broad diffuse peaks
from the matrix phase (detailed investigations will be
discussed later). The details of the nanostructured
matrix revealed by SEM are presented in Fig. 3B,
showing the eutectic morphology of the phases. The
mechanical properties under uniaxial compression at
an initial strain rate of 10�4/sec of the dendritic
phase-reinforced nanostructured eutectic composites
of alloys (T1, T2, T3; 2–3mmø as-cast rods) are listed
in Table 1. The improvement of the mechanical prop-
erties (strength and room temperature plastic deform-
ability) for alloy T3 compared to alloy T1 and other
Ti-base bulk glassy alloys[81] can be clearly deduced
from Table 1. This improvement is because of the
presence of the micrometer-sized toughening phase
(b-Ti).[63,88]

Slowly cooled (10–100K/sec) arc-melted ingots of
different alloy composition (T2–T5) show a wide varia-
tion in the volume fraction of the b-Ti dendrites, whose
values are about 20, 35, 65 and 95 vol.%, for alloys
T2–T5, respectively.[88] A representative microstruc-
ture of alloy T3 as observed by SEM and a bright field
transmission electron microscopic (TEM) image from
the matrix are presented in Figs. 3C and 3D, respec-
tively. The size of the dendritic phase in the arc-melted
ingot [Fig. 3C] is larger than that of the 3-mmø
rods [Fig. 3A] owing to the lower cooling rate of arc-
melting. Also the eutectic phases in the matrix are
coarser than those in the faster cooled as-cast rods.
The eutectic matrix mainly consists of b-Ti- and
g-CuTi-type phases (Fig. 3D) in alloy T3, as reported
earlier.[80] The arc-melted alloys (T2–T5) with different
compositions possess lower yield strength than the
as-cast rods (Table 1) because of their coarser micro-
structural features.

Fig. 4 shows the variation in the mechanical prop-
erties of arc-melted ingots owing to different
Ti þ Ta addition, which ultimately changes the
volume fraction of the toughening phase because of
the shift of the alloy composition across the compo-
site phase field from right to left, as depicted in
Fig. 1. It seems that the yield strength and the plastic
deformation for alloys T2–T5 are insensitive to the
volume fraction of the dendritic phase. The increase
in the elastic modulus for composites T2–T5 is
because of the decrease in the volume fraction of
the nanostructured matrix phase. Energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy analyses suggest that there is
no significant change in the composition of the den-
dritic phase, which varies only between 55 and
60 at.% Ti, 2 and 4 at.% Cu, 3 and 4 at.% Ni,
�5 at.% Sn, and 26 and 33 at.% Ta.[88] However, the
near beta alloy (alloy T5, in the single bcc phase field
of Fig. 1) with fully b-Ti microstructure shows a drop
in the elastic modulus to 43GPa (Fig. 4, Table 1) and

Fig. 2 A bright field TEM image of the matrix microstruc-
ture of Ti50Cu23Ni20Sn7. The inset shows a selected area elec-
tron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the matrix
confirming the formation of nanocrystalline phase(s). (From

Refs.[63,73].)
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superplastic-like room temperature compressibility of
62.5% plastic strain without failure.[88] The com-
position of the b-Ti phase was estimated to be Ti43.6
Cu0Ni1.6Sn2.0Ta52.8.

[88] Probably, a high amount of
Ta (�50 at.%) significantly promotes the formation
of a0 and a00 martensite in the b-Ti phase.[90] This
drastically decreases the elastic modulus and
increases Poisson’s ratio. It has recently been sug-
gested that the deformation mechanism and the pro-
nounced cold workability of near beta Ti(Nb,Ta)
alloys are also linked to the formation of deformation
twins on a nanometer length scale (Eckert, J.; Das, J.;
He, G.; Calin, M.; Kim, K.B. Ti-base bulk nano-
structure-dendrite composites: microstructure and
deformation. Mater. Sci. Eng. A. Submitted).

Effect of Nb

A large number of alloys with varying Ti þ Nb
content have been investigated[91] by mixing Ti80Nb20
and Ti40Cu28Ni24Sn8 with different portions to obtain
(N1) Ti56.0Cu16.8Ni14.4Sn4.8Nb8.0, (N2) Ti60.0Cu14.0-
Ni12.0Sn4.0Nb10.0, (N3) Ti64.0Cu11.2Ni9.6Sn3.2Nb12.0,
and (N4) Ti66.1Cu8.0Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb13.9 alloys. The alloys
have been prepared by arc-melting and were solidified
in the shape of 60mm � 15mm � 12mm bars. The
compositions of these alloys are indicated as N1–N4
in the phase formation diagram (Fig. 1) and lie right
to left in the diagram according to their chemical
composition. The changes in the microstructure with
composition are clearly shown in Fig. 5. Alloy N1

Fig. 3 An SEM backscattered electron (BSE) image of as-cast Ti60.0Cu14.0Ni12.0Sn4.0Ta10 3-mmø rod showing (A) in situ formed
dendrites (b-Ti phase) in a dark matrix (inset: XRD pattern showing the dendrites to be a bcc phase and weak intensity from the

matrix); (B) Magnified image of the dark matrix (a) showing the fine nanoeutectic microstructure; (C) SEM BSE image of an arc-
melted Ti60.0Cu14.0Ni12.0Sn4.0Ta10 alloy showing a coarse dendritic microstructure; and (D) TEM bright field image of the
nanoeutectic matrix. (From Refs.[80,88].)
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contains a relatively fine dendritic phase with distinct
epitaxial features, indicating a strong tendency for
preferential growth of the dendritic bcc b-Ti phase.[91]

The volume fraction of the dendrites is evaluated to
be about 20 vol.%. It is revealed by TEM that the
matrix contains a complex eutectic structure with grain
sizes of about 30–200 nm.[91] In contrast, alloy N2
(Fig. 5A) contains ‘‘lopstick’’-like dendrites, which
are isolated by the matrix phase. The volume fraction
of the dendrites in alloy N2 is about 40 vol.%.[91]

The matrix exhibits a typical eutectic structure with
an interlamellar spacing of about 50–150 nm, as
shown in Fig. 5B. The high resolution TEM image
from such a fine eutectic structure mainly consists of
moiré fringes.[91] In case of alloys N3 and N4, both
the dendritic phase and the eutectic matrix exhibit a
coarser morphology (Figs. 5C and 5D) than that
observed for the former alloys N1 and N2. The volume
fraction of the b-Ti dendrites is about 60 and

95 vol.% for alloys N3 and N4, respectively.[91] Except
for alloy N1 (dendrite composition: Ti55.8Cu1.4
Ni1.0Sn20.1Ta21.7), there is only an insignificant change
in the composition of the dendrites for alloys N2–N4,
which was estimated to vary from 65 to 67 at.% Ti,
3.5 to 4.5 at.% Cu, 2 to 3 at.% Ni, 5.5 to 9.5 at.% Sn,
and 19.5 to 20 at.% Nb.

The mechanical properties of these Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–Nb
alloys have been investigated under compression.[91]

All four alloys exhibit elastic deformation and
pronounced yielding followed by plastic deformation
with significant work-hardening. It can be clearly seen
from Fig. 6 that there is an increase in the plastic
deformability and a decrease in the yield strength with
increasing volume fraction of dendrites in the different
alloys. The important phenomenon noticed in these
alloys is a significant change in the transition behavior
from elastic to plastic deformation.[91] A higher volume
fraction of nano/ultrafine-sized matrix (alloy N1)
yields a gradual elastic–plastic transition, whereas
alloy N4 with fully coarse b-Ti phase shows a sharp
transition. Very similar mechanical properties were
also observed when substituting Nb by Mo.[91]

Effect of Sn

The evolution of the microstructure has also been
studied for Ti57-xCu15Ni14Sn4þxNb10 (0 � x � 10)
alloys.[92] These alloys (S1: x ¼ 0, S2: x ¼ 5, S3:
x ¼ 10) are located in the pseudo-ternary phase for-
mation diagram (Fig. 1) from the bottom to the top
with increase in the Sn content. All the alloys were cast
as 5-mm diameter cylindrical rods. The microstruc-
tures of these alloys reveal that the phase field moves
with increasing Sn content from a dendri-
te þ nanoeutectic (hypoeutectic) morphology toward
multiphase intermetallics in the hypereutectic region.
Fig. 7A shows XRD patterns for alloys S1–S3 with

Table 1 Room temperature compression test results of Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–Ta alloys: Young’s modulus, E, yield stress, sy, yield
strain, ey, fracture stress, sf, and plastic strain, ep

Alloy Cast details E ry ey rf ep

T1 ø 2mm 63 1800 3.1 2251 1.4
ø 3mm 52 1516 3.1 1732 0.8

T2 Arc melted 49 941 2.1 2468 19.2

T3 ø 2mm 69 1755 2.8 2440 4.7

ø 3mm 73 1525 2.3 2282 6.0
Arc melted 71 1037 1.7 2196 16.5

T4 Arc melted 89 1073 1.4 2214 17.9

T5 Arc melted 43 894 2.3 4027 62.5a

aSpecimen without failure.

(From Ref.[88].)

Fig. 4 Effect of composition dependent dendritic volume
fraction on Young’s modulus ( „), plastic strain (�) and
yield strength (&).
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different Sn content. It can be clearly seen that more
unknown intermetallics appear with increasing amount
of Sn in the alloy composition, which is also confirmed
by microstructural observations (Fig. 7D). The exis-
tence of the dendritic b-Ti phase together with a

nanoeutectic matrix (Fig. 7B) in alloy S1 represents a
hypoeutectic microstructure resulting in a yield
strength of 1226MPa with 2.5% plastic strain.[92]

Increasing the Sn content from 4 to 9 at.% shifts the
alloy composition from a hypo- to a hypereutectic
microstructure, as depicted in Fig. 7C. This can also
be visualized by considering the Ti–Sn(Nb) pseudo-
binary phase diagram.[87] Alloy S2 has a yield strength
of 758MPa but shows a poor ductility of only about
1%.[92] For 14 at.% Sn (S3), the composition of the
alloy completely shifts to the intermetallic area, yield-
ing different intermetallics in the as-solidified micro-
structure (Fig. 7D), as also revealed by XRD
(Fig. 7A). S3 exhibits only elastic deformation and fails
at only 300MPa fracture stress.[92]

Effect of Fe, Cr, and Co

To prepare ‘‘biocompatible’’ nanostructure–dendrite
composites, He and Hagiwara[93,94] substituted Ni in
the alloy composition by Fe, Co, and Cr. As Ti-base
alloys have been paid a lot of attention in recent years
owing to their excellent biocompatibility, low density,
excellent corrosion resistance, and good balance of

Fig. 5 A BSE image of arc-melted Ti60.0Cu14.0Ni12.0Sn4.0Nb10 showing (A) in situ formed dendrites (b-Ti phase) in a dark
matrix; (B) TEM bright field image showing the micrometer-sized dendrites dispersed in a nanoeutectic matrix. BSE images
showing an increase in the volume fraction of dendritic phase with increase in Ti þ Ta þ Sn content in; (C) Ti64.0Cu11.2-
Ni9.6Sn3.2Nb12.0; and (D) Ti66Cu8.0Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 arc-melted ingots. (From Ref.[91].)

Fig. 6 Effect of composition dependent dendritic volume
fraction on plastic strain plastic strain (�) and yield strength
(&).
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mechanical properties,[95,96] this alloy design approach
is highly interesting. The Young modulus of the so far
available commercial biocompatible Ti-base alloys is
very high (110GPa) compared with that of bone
(15–25GPa).[97] This rather high value is detrimental,
as a low rigidity of the implants is considered to be
effective for promoting bone healing and remodel-
ing.[96] Accordingly, it is highly desirable to develop
advanced Ti-base alloys, which could imitate the
elastic modulus of cortical bone.[98]

Along this line the microstructure and mechanical
properties of Ti60Cu14Ni(Fe,Cr,Co)12Sn4Ta(Nb)10
alloys[93,94] have been investigated. All these alloys
were prepared by arc-melting under slow cooling con-
ditions (10–100K/sec) and reshaped into 60mm �
15mm � 12mm bars. In general there was no change
in the microstructural constituents of these alloys
observed compared to the earlier discussed nanoeutec-
tic–dendrite composites. Fig. 8A exemplifies the char-
acteristic micrometer-scale bright b-Ti phase in an
ultrafine eutectic matrix for Ti60Cu14Fe12Sn4Nb10.

[93]

The composition of the dendrites was estimated to be
Ti64.36Cu9.34Fe7.61Sn6.99Nb11.7,

[93] indicating an enrich-
ment with Ti, Nb, and Sn compared to the nominal
composition of the alloy. In contrast, the matrix is
enriched with Cu and Fe.[93] XRD analysis reveals
the presence of the bcc b-Ti phase and a hcp a-Ti
phase.[93] An increase in the Ti þ Sn content without
altering the Nb content in the alloy composition was
observed to increase the volume fraction of the dendri-
tic phase.[93] The compositions of this type of alloys are
indicated in Fig. 1 as F1–F5. The increase in the
volume fraction of the nanoeutectic structure from
<2 to 75 vol.% increases the yield strength from 1050

to 1515MPa and decreases the plastic strain from
20% to 3.7%.[93] Addition of Cr or Co instead of Fe
in the alloy gives similar microstructural features as
shown in Fig. 8B.

The Co-containing (Ti60Cu14Co12Sn4Nb10) (Fig. 8B)
and Fe-containing (Ti74Cu8Fe6Sn2Nb10) alloys exhibit
low elastic moduli (E) of 67 and 54GPa, respectively,
similar to E ¼ 55GPa for the well-known Ti–35Nb–
7Zr–5Ta (wt.%) alloy.[95] However, Ti–35Nb–7Zr–
5Ta also has a very low yield strength (sy ¼ 530MPa)
compared to the novel Ti-base nanostructured compo-
sites with biocompatible elements (sy ¼ 1051MPa for
Ti74Cu8Fe6Sn2Nb10, and sy ¼ 1050MPa for
Ti60Cu14Co12Sn4Nb10).

[94] This is a significant achieve-
ment, as this type of nanostructured composite
material[93,94,99] combines low modulus and twice
higher yield strength compared to conventional
Ti-base microcrystalline near beta alloys used so far
for biomedical purposes.[99]

Fig. 7 (A) The XRD pattern of as-cast 5mmø, Ti57-x
Cu15Ni14Sn4þxNb10 (x ¼ 0, 5, 10 at.%) alloys showing the
formation of multiphase intermetallics with increase in Sn
content. The SEM images of Ti57-xCu15Ni14Sn4þxNb10; (B)
x ¼ 0; (C) x ¼ 5; and (D) x ¼ 10. (From Ref.[92].)

Fig. 8 Images [SEM (BSE)] of Ti60.0Cu14.0X12.0Sn4.0Nb10
arc-melted ingots (A) X ¼ Fe and (B) X ¼ Cr showing
dendrites in a nano/ultrafine microstructure. (From

Refs.[93,94].)
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SOLIDIFICATION MECHANISM

To clarify the solidification mechanism of nanoeutectic
matrix–dendritic phase composites, Ti60Cu14Ni12
Sn4Ta10 and Ti74Cu14Ni12 alloy were selected for
detailed investigations.[100] The composition of the
latter Ti–Cu–Ni alloy is analogous to the former
nanostructure–dendrite (Ti þ Sn þ Nb)74Cu14Ni12
alloy composition.[88] Both alloys were solidified into
3-mm diameter rods in a Cu mold at a cooling rate
of about 250K/sec.[74,78] The as-cast microstructure
of the Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–Ta multicomponent alloy shows
similar features[63] as described above for the alloys
containing a dendritic phase dispersed in a nanoeutec-
tic matrix. The matrix exhibits a two-phase eutectic
microstructure with 65–95-nm interlamellar spacing,
as shown in Fig. 9A. The eutectic rods are identified
as bcc phase (Im3m) with composition Ti57.0Cu7.6
Ni3.1Sn10.8Ta21.5 corresponding to a b-Ti phase. An
indexed nanobeam diffraction pattern of this phase is
shown in Fig. 9B. The second phase of the nano-
eutectic is enriched with Ni and Cu, having a composi-
tion of Ti49.5Cu24.5Ni22.1Sn1.2Ta2.7.

[100] This phase is

identified as a NiTi phase (B2) (Fig. 9C) even though
it contains a high amount of Cu. Interestingly, the NiTi
phase possesses a B19 structure in some regions of the
specimen, which is possibly because of the presence of
the high amount of Cu in the NiTi phase (>15 at.%),
which suppresses the B2 ! B19 transformation at
room temperature.[100–102]

The microstructure of the ternary Ti–Cu–Ni alloy
reveals dendritic eutectoid colonies consisting of a-Ti
and CuTi2 phases in a CuTi2 matrix.[100] Overall
compositional analysis suggests the formation of a
primary b-Ti phase, which finally undergoes eutectoid
decomposition into the a-Ti and CuTi2 phases.[100]

There is a peritectic reaction between the primary
b-Ti phase and the remaining liquid leading to the
formation of the CuTi2 matrix,[100] which can be
understood from the Cu–Ti binary phase diagram.[87]

Annealing Ti60Cu14Ni12Sn4Ta10 at 1073K induces
the formation of the stable CuTi2 phase in the
microstructure (Fig. 9E, marked by an arrow).

These investigations clearly suggest that the
solidification behavior of Ti60Cu14Ni12Sn4Ta10 can be
understood by considering it as a pseudo-ternary
(Ti þ Sn þ Ta)74Cu14Ni12 alloy and by comparing
it with an analogous composition in the Ti–Cu–Ni
ternary system. After the formation of the b-Ti
dendrites in Ti60Cu14Ni12Sn4Ta10, the CuTi2 equili-
brium phase is kinetically excluded because of sluggish
diffusion in the melt, in the multicomponent recipe, in
the higher cooling rate, and in the presence of Nb and
Sn, which suppresses the eutectoid decomposition and
stabilizes the b-Ti phase.[88,91,100] The peritectic forma-
tion of CuTi2 in the matrix is replaced by a metastable
equilibrium between b-Ti and NiTi, which results in
eutectic solidification of the remaining liquid even
when the alloy is solidified at a low cooling rate of
10–100K/sec. The metastability of this equilibrium is
demonstrated by the recovery of the equilibrium phase
(CuTi2) upon heat treatment of as-cast samples.[100]

DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE MECHANISMS

The fracture surfaces after compression and the slip
traces evolved on the specimen surface were widely
investigated for Ti–Cu–(Ni,Fe,Co,Cr)–Sn–(Ta,Nb,
Mo,Zr) alloys.[63,88,91,92,103] Most fractographic obser-
vations reveal regions on the fracture surface that are
covered by melting features and strong light emission
at the moment of fracture.[104] Evidence of ‘‘liquid
droplets’’ on the fracture surface of dendritic phase-
reinforced Ti–Cu–Ni–Sn–X (X ¼ Ta, Nb, Mo) alloys
has also been reported.[104] It was noticed that these
nanostructured composite materials can store a
high amount of elastic energy of up to 46MJ/m3.[104]

This significantly affects their fracture behavior,

Fig. 9 (A) A TEM bright field image of Ti60.0Cu14.0
Ni12.0Sn4.0Ta10(3-mmø rod) showing the existence of b-Ti
and NiTi phases; (B,C) SAED patterns from the correspond-
ing phases; (D) SEM image of a Ti74Cu14Ni12 alloy showing
the eutectoid CuTi2 and a-Ti phases decomposed from the b-
Ti phase in a CuTi2 matrix formed after peritectic reaction;
and (E) An SEM image of Ti60.0Cu14.0Ni12.0Sn4.0Ta10 after
heat treatment at 1073K showing formation of the CuTi2
equilibrium phase (marked by an arrow). (From Ref.[100].)
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as conventional Al- and Mg-base alloys, stainless steel,
and superalloys[105–107] have a resilience of<10MJ/m3.
The high stored elastic energy in these nanocompo-
sites is released into a small volume in a narrow SB,
leading to a sharp temperature increase within a thin
layer during the fast propagation of the shear
crack,[108] which finally appears as a melting or a
vein-like pattern.[109]

Even though some of the as-cast alloys crumble into
multiple pieces and show a distensile fracture mode of
fracture,[110] on a macroscopic length scale a correla-
tion between the shear fracture angle and the plastic
deformability holds good[111] for a series of Ti–Cu–
Ni–Sn–Nb nanostructured composites. Table 2 reveals
that the macroscopic shear fracture angle (yFC)
increases from 46� to 51� in the order of the alloys
N1 ! N4, i.e., with the increase in the volume frac-
tion of dendrites in the alloy (see section ‘‘Effect of
Nb’’). This feature is contradictory to the previous
results for BMGs[112] and the Mohr–Coulomb criter-
ion,[113] which is suitable for monolithic BMGs and
BMG composites.[109,112,114,115] The surfaces of all the
specimens are full of dense SBs, and they are aligned
to both directions (�yFC) with the compressive stress
axis, i.e., parallel (primary SBs) and perpendicular
(secondary SBs) to the final fracture plane. At a low
magnification (50�) the SB spacing was measured to
be 150 mm.[116] For all the alloys, the SBs on the speci-
men surface display a bended morphology, which is
observed from the macro- to the micrometer scale.[117]

From these observations it is suggested that the
bending or rotation of the SBs is correlated with the
high compressive ductility (up to 20–30%) of the four
alloys. Therefore, a compressive specimen before and
after deformation can be schematically illustrated as
in Fig. 10A. Assuming that the original dimension of
the specimen is a0 � a0 � l0, the initial shear angle
of the SBs is yOC and the length of the primary SBs is
lSB. After compression up to a plastic strain, ep, the
dimension of the specimen is changed to a � a � l.
The angle between the primary shear plane and the
stress axis is now yFC, owing to a strong rotation.
Therefore, if it is assumed that the volume V of the
specimen and the length lSB of the primary SB remain
nearly constant before and after deformation, the

following relationships can be proposed[111]

V ¼ a0 � a0 � l0 ¼ a � a � l ð2Þ

lSB ¼ a0=sinðyOCÞ ¼ a=sinðyFCÞ ð3Þ

For a compressive specimen, the plastic strain eP can
be expressed as

ep ¼ ðl0 � lÞ=l0 ð4Þ

From Eqs. (2)–(4), one can get the relationship
between yOC, y

F
C, and the plastic strain eP as

sinðyOCÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � eP

p
sinðyFCÞ ð5Þ

The initial shear angle yOC of the SBs can be calculated
from Eq. (5) if the compressive plastic strain eP and the
final shear fracture angle yFC (Table 2) are known. The
initial shear angle yOC of the primary SBs with respect
to the stress axis is in the range of 40.5–43.5� for the
four Ti-base alloys.[91,111] Taking the average value
of yOC ¼ 41.8 � 0.9� and Eq. (5) into account, the
possible final fracture angle yFC can be calculated. The
difference (yFC � yOC) between the two shear fracture
angles before and after fracture, that corresponds to
the rotation angle (yFC � yOC), increases from 2.5� to
10.5� when the compressive plastic strain increases
from 8.9% to 30%.[91,111]

To get a clear view on the microscopic length scale,
alloy N4 was deformed up to 25% plastic strain.[116] A
large number of impingement and intersection events
of the SBs under primary and secondary direction
are observed on the specimen surface, as depicted in
Fig. 3A. The SB spacing is on the order of 5–10 mm
measured at 2000 � magnification. The intersection
of the SBs creates a morphology, which is similar to
the surface of a ‘‘pineapple.’’ During plastic deforma-
tion of the composite, a set of SBs (primary direction)
is activated, and it interacts with the SBs moving to
the other direction (secondary direction). Additional
deformation enforces the secondary SBs to cut through
the primary SBs (Fig. 3D), yielding steps at the
intersection points. However, with further defor-
mation shear occurs in both directions (primary and

Table 2 Alloy composition, plastic strain, ep, and shear fracture angles, yFC , of the investigated alloys

Alloy composition

Plastic strain,

ep (%)

Final fracture

angle, hFC (�)
Initial SB

angle, hOC (�)
Rotation,

hFC � hOC (�)

(N1) Ti56Cu16.8Ni14.4Sn4.8Nb8 9 46 43.5 2.5

(N2) Ti60Cu14Ni12Sn4Nb10 21 48 41.4 6.6

(N3) Ti64Cu11.2Ni9.6Sn3.2Nb12 24 50 41.9 8.1

(N4) Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 30 51 40.5 10.5

(From Refs.[91,111].)
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secondary) and creates steps in both primary and
secondary SBs to accommodate the applied strain.
This finally appears as the structure depicted in
Fig. 10B. The change in the macroscopic fracture angle
can be correlated with the impingement of the SBs
on the microscopic scale, as illustrated in Fig. 10B by
the dotted lines. The initial SB angle rotates by 8.5�

after 25% deformation in alloy N4 (Table 2). The
activation of two different sets of SBs along two differ-
ent directions (�yOC) is quite similar to a dislocation
slip mechanism initiated through conjugated slip
systems.[113]

To reveal the evolution of SBs in nanostructured
composites, Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 (N4) was deformed
up to different amounts of plastic strain (8% and 25%)
without failure (Eckert, J.; Das, J.; Kim, K.B.; Baier,
F.; Löser, W.; Calin, M.; Zhang, Z.F.; Gebert, A.
Deformation behavior of a Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14

nanostructured composite containing ductile dendrites.
J. Alloy. Comp. Submitted). A large number of defor-
mation bands were observed on the 8% plastically
deformed specimen. The density of these bands is very
high, and their growth is restricted within the
dendrites. Because the composite shows a work-
hardening behavior, these bands must be ‘‘slip bands’’
that form because of dislocation movement in the
dendrites. Typical features of such fine profuse slip
bands are presented in Fig. 11A and are marked by
small white arrows. The thick black arrows indicate
the direction of the applied stress. In most regions
the dendrites show ‘‘wrinkle’’-like features along with
a high density of slip bands at the center of the speci-
men. This indicates that the initiation of the localized
deformation is related to both the high-strength nanos-
tructured matrix and the ductile dendrites.[117] At this
stage it is anticipated that some of the grains in the
nanoeutectic matrix may contribute to the strain via
dislocation movement. Interestingly, in a region close
to the ‘‘wrinkled’’ dendrites, a few SBs are observed
to pass through the dendrites, as indicated by a dotted
white arrow in Fig. 11A. However, the majority of the
area on the specimen surface does not display this fea-
ture. These bands are relatively sharper than the slip
bands and have different contrast. The overall features
suggest that there might be a preferred orientation with
the applied stress axis. Because the strain distribution
is not completely homogenous in the material,[116]

these observations validate that the initial deformation
originates from dislocation movement and the forma-
tion of slip bands inside the dendrites and proceeds
through shear banding.[116] A magnified image of a
set of parallel SBs passing through the interface
between the nanoeutectic matrix and the dendrites is
shown in Fig. 11B. This observation is very similar to
the findings for a Ti62Cu14Ni12Sn4Nb8 nanocomposite
with different volume fraction of dendrites.[117] The
surface of the 24.5% deformed specimen (alloy N4)
shows remarkably different features in comparison to
the specimen subjected to only 8% plastic strain. The
strongly deformed sample is buckled and barreled. In
addition, the formation of highly dense SBs on the spe-
cimen surface is observed throughout the sample. A
large number of impingement and intersection
events[117] of the SBs under primary and secondary
direction occur on the specimen surface, similar to
the one depicted in Fig. 10B. The SB spacing is on
the order of 5–10 mm.[116]

Further analyses[118,119] based on TEM investiga-
tions on the nanometer length scale of the 24.5%
deformed Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 specimen revealed a
stepped morphology at the interface between the den-
drites and the nanoeutectic matrix [Fig. 11C]. The slip
transfer from the nanostructured matrix to the den-
drites is believed to initiate such a stepped morphology

Fig. 10 (A) Schematic illustration of the rotation of the pri-
mary shear plane because of SB impingement and (B) SEM
image (secondary electron contrast) of the intersection and
impingement between the two sets of SBs introducing a rota-

tion of 8.5� of the shear plane on a microscopic scale for
Ti66Cu8.0Ni4.8Sn7.2Ta14 specimen after 25% plastic deforma-
tion. (From Refs.[111,118].)
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owing to the passing of SBs without generating cracks
(Eckert, J.; Das, J.; Kim, K.B.; Baier, F.; Löser, W.;
Calin, M.; Zhang, Z.F.; Gebert, A. Deformation
behavior of a Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 nanostructured
composite containing ductile dendrites. J. Alloy.
Comp. Submitted).[118] The SB spacing is only 150–
250 nm, as shown in Fig. 11C, although it appears to
be 5–10 mm at lower magnification under SEM condi-
tions [Fig. 10B]. A triangle-shape contrast is often
observed around the intersection regions between the
SBs aligned to two directions inside the dendrites. A
high resolution TEM study from the apex of a SB
inside a dendrite revealed the existence of amor-
phous-like and distorted/disordered lattice fringes
owing to extensive local lattice distortion in highly
strained areas within the dendrites in regions as the
one marked by a circle in Fig. 11C.[119] On the other
hand, passing of SBs (primary and secondary) through

the nanoeutectic matrix has also been clearly
observed.[118] Fig. 11D shows the existence of SBs,
which are aligned perpendicular to each other in the
nanoeutectic matrix, as marked by the white and black
arrows. The passing of the SBs into the matrix
becomes easier when propagating under a direction
almost parallel with the nanoscale rods (marked by
the white arrows).[116] On the other hand, the nanos-
cale eutectic lamellae hinder the propagation of the
SBs when they are aligned perpendicularly, as evi-
denced in Fig. 5B (marked by black arrows). Fig.
11D shows that the SBs (white arrows) are significantly
deflected at the interfaces of the eutectic lamellae (at
point 1). After a few layers of the eutectic rods the
SB regenerates (at point 2) and propagates through
the nanoeutectic matrix. This indicates that the nuclea-
tion and restricted propagation of SBs are also con-
trolled by the nanometer scale eutectic matrix.

Fig. 11 Microstructural features of the Ti66Cu8.0Ni4.8Sn7.2Ta14 specimen deformed up to (ep ¼ 8.1%): (A) formation of slip
bands (small arrows) in the dendrites; (B) nucleation and passing of SBs at the dendrite–nanoeutectic matrix interface

(dotted arrows); (C) A TEM bright field image of a 25% deformed alloy Ti66Cu8.0Ni4.8Sn7.2Ta14 specimen showing the inter-
section of SBs in the dendrites and a stepped morphology at the dendrite-matrix interface; and (D) passing of the SBs through
the nanoeutectic structure indicating a set of SBs (black arrows) aligned parallel to the interface of eutectic lamellae and

restricted propagation (at point 1) of another set of SBs (white arrows) in perpendicular direction, which are further regen-
erated at point 2. (From Refs.[118], Eckert, J.; Das, J.; Kim, K.B.; Baier, F.; Löser, W.; Calin, M.; Zhang, Z.F.; Gebert, A.
Deformation behavior of a Ti66Cu8Ni4.8Sn7.2Nb14 nanostructured composite containing ductile dendrites. J. Alloy. Comp.
Submitted.)
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CONCLUSIONS

A new class of high strength and ductile composites
has been developed by tailoring Ti-base BMG-forming
alloy compositions by simple in situ processing meth-
ods. The nanostructured composites are toughened
by choosing the proper composition and by designing
the microstructure to a bimodal grain size distribution
of micrometer-scale dendrites embedded in a nano/
ultrafine eutectic matrix. The evolution of such a meta-
stable nano-heterostructure with different length scale
of constituent phases is realized by inexpensive proces-
sing for a wide range of cooling rates (101–103K/sec).
This is a significant achievement to prepare cast nano-
structured composites at such a low cooling rate in
bulk form (60mm � 15mm � 12mm).

The combination of appreciable ductility (up to
61%) and strength (>1800MPa) together with high
elastic strain (ey � 3%) for these alloys is believed to
be promising for several engineering applications such
as high-performance springs, microgears, medical
devices, sports equipment, wear resistant materials,
etc. Synthesizing such a composite microstructure has
paved the way to develop advanced composites by
manipulating the microstructures as a function of both
composition and casting conditions/cooling rate.
Designing new nanostructured alloys with biocom-
patible elements (Cr, Co, and Fe) that combine both
high strength and low elastic modulus (54GPa) is
promising for a wide range of biomedical applications.
It is also anticipated that composites having a nano-
structured matrix with micrometer-sized ductile
dendrites can be widely used to toughen other
Ti-, Mg-, La-, Pd-, Fe- and Cu-base NsM.
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INTRODUCTION

This entry discusses the importance of nanostructure and

especially interfacial chemical interactions in the forma-

tion of composites where an appropriate matrix material is

strengthened by a carbon fiber. Such composites have

mechanical and other properties that are especially

dependent upon the surface chemistry of the fibers;

in other words, the nanostructure of the surface region

has a dramatic impact on these properties. The focus of

the article will be upon the types of fiber currently used

in composite production, with an emphasis upon the

surface chemistry of carbon fibers determined by X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in the core and valence

band region.

CARBON FIBERS

Fibers find a number of important practical applications.

Fibers themselves may be woven into a structure that can

be one, two-, or three-dimensional. The surface chemistry

of the fibers is important when the fibers are used to

generate a fabric, which may require treatment such as

dyeing. This chapter will focus on carbon fibers. Carbon

fibers are light and strong fibers, which consist of largely

graphitic character. The microstructure of the fibers can

vary considerably depending upon their production,

although on a nanoscale dimension the untreated fibers

consist largely of graphite. The principal use for these

fibers is to employ them to construct a composite which

involves a matrix which is often an epoxy resin or plastic.

The remarkable feature of composites composed of a

fiber and a matrix is that the surface chemistry of the fiber

has a dramatic impact on the mechanical and other

properties of the composite. For example, in carbon fiber

composites with an epoxy resin matrix the load that can be

sustained without fracture for the same fiber and matrix

can be increased by a factor of three by changing the

surface chemistry of the outer 5 to 10 Å of the carbon fi-

ber surface.

Carbon is known in three principal allotropic forms,

graphite, diamond, and fullerenes. Graphite materials

have extensive applications associated with their high

thermal and electrical conductivity and their negligible

thermal expansion. In addition, they are one of the lightest

refractory materials known and possess biocompati-

ble characteristics.

Perfect graphite has continuous planar hexagonal

sheets of carbon atoms with six-member carbon rings

with each sheet separated by 3.354 Å from the adjoining

sheets. Many less-ordered forms of carbon are known

such as pyrolytic carbon where the hexagonal sheets have

only short-range order, with intersheet separations that

differ from those of perfect graphite.

Carbon fibers were first made in the form of carbon

filaments by heating cellulose fibers, an approach used by

Thomas Edison.[1] Carbon fibers of the type of such value

today are high modulus fibers. These fibers were

developed independently by Bacon,[2,3] Shindo,[4] and

Watt,[5] who all used a process of continual stretching

of the precursor material as it was carbonized during

heat treatment.

Commercial carbon fibers are derived from two

principal sources. The first source is based upon textile

fibers, especially polyacrylonitrile. The second source is

based upon mesophase pitch. In both cases an initial fiber

is heated and stretched leading to decomposition to form

carbon in a form which may be more or less graphitic-like.

Residual molecules of the precursor may be left; for

example, the fiber may contain nitrogen if the precursor

was polyacrylonitrile. Carbon fiber manufacturers can

vary the stretching and heating conditions to yield a fiber

with the desired properties (such as the fiber modulus). A

third source of carbon fiber has been less well used and is

based upon fibers produced when hydrocarbon gas

mixtures pass over a catalyst at high temperatures.

These fibers have potential, but there are production

difficulties associated with the formation of continuous

fiber lengths (referred to as a ‘‘tow’’) and reproducible

fiber diameters. Fibers formed from the two principal

sources are generally sold with particular ‘‘tow’’ sizes

(such as 3000 fibers and 12,000 fibers) and very sub-

stantial lengths.

It has long been recognized that carbon fibers must be

surface treated in order that they can be used for

composite production. Early attempts to use untreated

fibers led to composites with very disappointing compos-

ite properties. Various, commercially confidential, meth-

ods were developed for surface treating the fibers. These
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methods are nearly always made an integral part of the

carbon fiber production process, the treatment plant being

included in the carbon fiber production line. Most

manufacturers sell fibers with surface treatment ‘‘tuned’’

to the matrix application. Thus a particular type of

treatment is recommended for epoxy matrices, and a

different treatment for phenolic matrices. The particular

treatment methods are not reported. In addition to surface

treatment, fibers are generally subjected to a thin coating

of a polymeric material known as a ‘‘size.’’ This practice

is conducted so that the fiber ‘‘tows’’ are easier to handle.

In fact, the extent to which fiber surface treatment and

sizing impacts the final composite properties is not well

understood. The so-called ‘‘tuning’’ of surface treatment

to a particular matrix is frequently not based upon a

complete understanding of the factors involved. It is

the purpose of this chapter to address this matter in

more detail.

A very full discussion of the synthesis and other

important details of carbon fibers can be found elsewhere

(e.g., Ref. [6]).

CARBON FIBER SURFACE CHEMISTRY
AND TOPOGRAPHY

Carbon fibers can be produced with a range of surface

chemistry and topography. Most commercial carbon

fibers, with the exception of those specially prepared for

high absorption characteristics, have a relatively low

surface area. This is deliberate and a feature of the

production process, which may lead to grooves on the

fibers resulting from the original production process for

the fibers, which involves the extrusion of a polymer (such

as polyacrylonitrile) or a pitch to produce the fiber.

When a fiber is placed in a matrix material such as a

polymer or resin, the initial first step is the wetting of the

fiber by the matrix material. This wetting is assisted if

there is some chemical or physical interaction between the

fiber and the matrix material. The first key step in the

process is thus the wetting of the fiber that allows the fiber

to come into contact with the matrix, and then the possible

chemical interaction between the fiber and the matrix.

Interaction between the fiber and the matrix can involve

both chemical and physical interaction.

Carbon fibers are surface treated by processes that

nearly always lead to the oxidation of the carbon fiber

surface. These processes may involve gas-phase oxidants

such as ozone, liquid oxidants such as sodium hypochlo-

rite, and electrochemical oxidation in various electrolytes.

Plasma oxidation may also be conducted, although in

practice it presents practical problems as a result of the

need to pass the fibers without damage into a very low

pressure region with the plasma gas. These surface treat-

ments result in two major changes on the carbon fiber

surfaces, namely, a change in the fiber surface chemistry

and a change in the fiber surface topography. Unfortu-

nately, it is not possible to separate these two factors in a

simple way. This is because the surface treatment methods

change both the surface chemistry and topography at the

same time. Fig. 1 illustrates this situation for a high-

modulus carbon fiber based upon pitch.[7] The atomic

force microscope (AFM) data for this fiber change

substantially as one compares the AFM data (a) for the

carbon fiber (which was neither surface treated nor sized

by the manufacturer) before treatment with the fiber after

treatment. Before treatment the fiber shows a smooth sur-

face with striations, which are associated with the produc-

tion of the mesophase pitch fibers, used in the production

process. When the fiber is subjected to surface treatment

resulting from the galvanostatic electrochemical oxidation

of the fiber in 1 M nitric acid at 0.5 A for 10 sec, the

surface topography clearly changes. Some pitting of the

Fig. 1 Atomic force microscope images of (a) a high-modulus

pitch-based carbon fiber that was neither surface treated nor

sized, (b) the same carbon fibers after electrochemical oxidiza-

tion in 1 M nitric acid at 0.5 A for 10 sec, and (c) same as (b) but

oxidized for 1 min. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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surface can be observed, but the original surface striations

from the production process are clearly visible. When the

galvanostatic oxidation is conducted for 1 min rather than

10 sec the surface topography changes substantially, with

all the original surface striations being lost.

The changes in surface topography produced by the

surface treatment are quite clear, and in fact it is clear

from the AFM image that the topographical features show

differences on a nanoscale dimension.

It is interesting to examine whether there are any

changes that arise in the surface chemistry, and not

surprisingly one finds that the surface is oxidized by the

electrochemical treatment. There are many ways to

examine the changes that arise in surface chemistry (for

a review, see, for example, Refs. [8] and [9]). One espe-

cially powerful method is the use of XPS. This chapter

will focus on this technique for the following reasons. The

technique is normally nondestructive, the information

comes from the outer 10–100 Å of the surface, is atomic

(i.e., the atomic numbers of the elements in the surface

region can be identified), and provides chemical details. It

will be shown below that the topographical changes seen

in Fig. 1 are also associated with chemical changes, and

these chemical changes can be identified by XPS.

X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [which is sometimes

referred to as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA)] is a mature surface analytical probe that is one of

a number of ultra-high vacuum surface analysis tech-

niques. The experiment involves placing the sample of

interest in an ultra-high vacuum (10�9 to 10�10 Torr) and

then exposing the surface to soft X-rays. This leads to the

emission of photoelectrons from both the core and valence

band region. The X-ray light used is normally a soft X-ray,

typically Mg Ka (1253.6 eV) or Al Ka (1486.6 eV), the

latter source having the advantage that it can be obtained

in monochromatic form using a range of commercial

X-ray monochromators. As the energy of the photon is

known and the energy of the photoelectron measured, the

binding energy that holds the electron into the material is

simply obtained by the difference in the photon and

photoelectron energy with suitable corrections for sample

work function and any charging effects. The core region

readily provides information about the type of atom

present because core electrons normally come at very

distinct binding energies, and an examination of an overall

spectrum (i.e., a spectrum collected over a wide energy

range, typically 1000 or more electron volts) leads to the

easy identification of the elements present. Closer

examination of the core region obtained by obtaining

photoelectron data over a narrow energy range (typically

around 15 eV) allows energy shifts that are characteristic

of chemical differences to be identified. It took about 60

years from the first photoelectron spectroscopy experi-

ments before it was realized that core electrons, which

take no part in chemical bonding, do in fact give rise to a

chemical shift. The reason for this shift is that while the

core electrons are strongly attracted to the positively

charged atomic nucleus, they are also repelled by the outer

valence electrons (the electrons that take part in chemical

bonding), leading to a small but readily detectable

chemical shift. When the author first started in this field

in 1972 it was hoped that chemical shifts might be quite

substantial, allowing subtle chemical differences to be

determined. It became clear over the past 30 years that

these shifts, while very useful, are sometimes small and it

is not uncommon for compounds with different chemistry

to exhibit similar chemical shifts as a result of a

‘‘canceling out’’ of the principal factors that determine

the chemical shift. In fact, the main factors are the charge

on the atom from which the photoelectron is ejected, the

charge on the surrounding atoms, and the difference in

extra atomic relaxation energy between different com-

pounds containing the atom of interest. Atomic charge is a

useful but very subjective quantity, because while the

nuclear charge (the number of protons in the nucleus) is

known exactly, the electronic charge is not clearly defined

when it comes to the valence electrons because these

electrons are shared between different atoms involved in

chemical bonding. Nevertheless, simple models based

upon atomic charge have proved very useful for the

prediction of core chemical shifts in XPS (see, for

example, Ref. [10]).

Fig. 2 illustrates the type of information that can be

obtained for a simple carbon compound, and how a simple

calculation model can explain the spectrum. The exper-

imental data are for the compound N-methyl-2-pyrrolidi-

none (NMP), frozen as a solid from the gas phase by

forming the solid on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled plate.[11]

Two peaks can readily be seen in the C1s region, the peak

at higher binding energy being due to the carbon atom

(No. 4) associated with the C O (where No. 11 is the

oxygen atom) group in the molecule. The spectrum can be

understood by examination of the calculated spectrum

obtained using the relaxation potential model, which

suggests that the four remaining carbon atoms form the

low binding energy peak around 285 eV. In fact, the

observed shift of around 3–3.5 eV from the C–H carbons

is typical for the carbon atom of the >C O group in a

wide range of carbon compounds. Fig. 2 indicates that it is

expected that the shift between some inequivalent atoms

will be small (such as between carbon atoms 1, 3, 5, and

6). The experimental data have been fitted to a number of

component peaks. The curve fitting of XPS data is an

important approach to the analysis of core XPS data, and
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the method has proved a valuable method for extracting

chemical information in a wide range of systems. Of

course, any curve fitting process is approximate, and there

is never a unique answer. The best approach is to use a

combination of well-developed fitting procedures, where

the understanding of the peak shape and position is good,

and combine this approach with a situation where the

chemical environment changes and the fitted spectra have

to be conducted in a consistent manner.

It is useful at this stage to return to the carbon fiber

sample discussed in the previous section. The X-ray

photoelectron spectrum observed in this case shows the

significant chemical changes that accompany the topo-

graphical changes discussed above. Fig. 3 shows the core

and valence band region observed[7] for the three samples

indicated by (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 1.

The overall XPS spectrum shows that the surface is

practically entirely carbon, which is expected for an

untreated and unsized fiber. The detailed O1s region can

be seen to be of very low intensity. The detailed C1s

region shows some very small amounts of surface

functionality that can be seen from the curve fitted

features at high binding energy of the principal C1s

graphitic peak around 285 eV. In fact, the width and fine

details of this peak can be associated with not only

residual surface functionality, but also the degree of

graphitic character of the carbon fiber.[12,13] The 10-sec

electrochemical treatment gives the spectra shown in (b).

Now a dramatic increase can be seen in the amount of

oxygen with respect to carbon. The detailed C1s region

now shows an additional peak shifted by about 2 eV from

the graphitic peak at around 285 eV. In addition, other

features can be fitted to the C1s region. The O1s region

shows a single intense peak. The 60-sec treatment shown

in (c) shows a significant increase in the amount of

oxygen, with the detailed C1s region showing the peak at

287 eV now showing the greatest intensity.

These results can be understood in terms of the

oxidation of the carbon fiber at the edge sites to form a

C/O functionality that lies between a >C O and a >C–

OH functionality. This grouping, which will be referred to

as the ‘‘bridged structure,’’ can be represented as shown

in Fig. 4.

The C–O groups can be seen to have the intermediate

functionality described above. The ‘‘main peak’’ is

represented by the carbon atoms attached to the oxygen

Fig. 2 X-ray photoelectron spectrum of frozen NMP in the C1s

region showing the experimental and calculated spectrum. The

calculated spectrum shows the component peak positions

obtained from a molecular orbital cluster calculation, with the

peak areas obtained by adjusting the number of electrons

associated with each atomic orbital type by the orbital’s

photoelectron cross section.

Fig. 3 X-ray photoelectron spectra of the fibers described in

Fig. 1. The overall region identifies the O1s and C1s features

which are expanded and curve fitted in the separate C1s and

O1s regions.
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atoms, and this is the peak that corresponds to the feature

at 287 eV. The b-carbon peak arises at about 0.7 eV to

higher binding energy of the principal graphitic feature

around 284.6 eV. It is interesting to note that the principal

form of oxidized carbon is the bridged structure of Fig. 4.

A number of authors suggest that oxidized carbon forms a

stable carboxylic acid surface functionality, but the author

finds that while this type of functionality is formed in

certain cases it never is very intense, and this type of

functionality frequently decomposes with the loss of

carbon dioxide. The author has conducted extensive

studies of the surface chemistry of these systems, and in

nearly all cases the types of functionality described above

are found.[8]

Core XPS is a very valuable approach to the study of

the chemistry of carbon fiber surface, but the approach is

not always able to distinguish between different surface

functionalities. For example, it is not possible to distin-

guish between >C–OH and >C–O–C< functionality. As

noted above the ‘‘chemical shifts’’ obtained with XPS are

dependent upon electrostatic effects. The valence band

region contains electrons whose energy is determined by

the mixing of atomic orbitals to give molecular orbitals

that are involved in the chemical bonding of the materials

under study. This region gives ‘‘shifts’’ whose position

depends upon the chemical bonding and thus depends

upon factors different from those that give rise to the core

shifts. The author has found that this region complements

the core region and can often distinguish between subtle

chemical differences. For example, it is possible to

distinguish between >C–OH and >C–O–C< functionality.

In oxidized carbon systems the C2s and O2s atomic

orbitals strongly mix to give molecular orbitals when C/O

functionality is present, with shifts that are the reverse to

those found in the core region. For example >C–OH

functionality occurs at higher binding energy to >C O

functionality in the core O1s region, but the reverse is true

in the principally O2s valence band region around 25 eV

finding energy. Using model calculations it is possible to

predict the changes in the valence band region that would

arise when different surface functionalities are present.

Fig. 5 shows the predicted valence band XPS spectra for a

series of oxidized carbon species that are represented by a

D6h-symmetry-substituted coronene structure with differ-

ent functionalities with the molecular orbitals calculated

by multiple scattered wave Xa calculations.[14,15] The

calculations predict a different separation between the

principally O2s region around 25 eV and the principally

C2s region around 18 eV. Note how this separation is

predicted to be significantly larger for the –C–O–C–

functionality than for the –C–OH functionality. This has

allowed the author to distinguish between these two

groups experimentally.[16] It should also be noted that the

calculations predict that the –COOH carboxylic acid

functionality should give rise to two separated peaks in the

valence band region.

The Effect of Size and Initial
Surface Treatment

Most carbon fibers used in practical applications have a

surface that is sized and initially surface treated by the

manufacturer. The presence of this initial surface treat-

ment and size can have a significant impact on the

interaction of the fiber with a matrix. To illustrate this

point consider taking a commercially surface-treated fiber

and the same fiber with the commercial surface treatment

removed. Let us now apply an oxidative surface treatment

to both fibers, which involves potentiostatic treatment in 1

M nitric acid for 20 min.[17] The C1s XPS data for both

experiments are shown in Fig. 6, where ‘‘untreated’’

refers to the commercially surface-treated fiber with the

surface treatment removed.

The fiber with no surface treatment can be seen to

exhibit steadily increasing C/O functionality with the

Fig. 4 Representation of the hydrogen-bridged oxide structure (HBS) unit showing the location of the ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘main’’ carbon atoms.
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‘‘bridged structure’’ of Fig. 4 appearing as a separate

peak at higher binding energy (286.7 eV) than the C1s

graphitic peak at 284.6 eV. Note how the corresponding

‘‘beta’’ peak of Fig. 4 is shown with half the intensity

as the ‘‘bridged structure’’ at 285.3 eV. At 1.5 and 2.0 V,

additional features at 288.1 eV can be seen due to >C O

surface functionality and 288.8 eV due to –CO2H

functionality. Note how the curve fitting includes

the nonlinear background in the fit, and note also

how the fit has to be consistent over the whole range of

Fig. 5 Calculated X-ray photoelectron valence band spectra of model compounds used to represent typical oxidized carbon fiber

surfaces. (a) carboxyl, (b) epoxide, (c) carbonyl, (d) bridged, and (e) hydroxide functional groups.
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spectra, an illustration of the curve fitting approach

discussed above.

In contrast, the spectra for the commercially treated

sample show marked differences on electrochemical

oxidation from the untreated fiber. The differences are

particularly striking at 1.5 and 2.0 V; in fact, the amount

of oxidation at 2.0 V seems to be less than that at 3.0 V.

The principal lesson that one can learn from these

results is the importance of a well-defined and untreated

surface as a precursor for chemical interaction.

The presence of size on a carbon fiber surface might

seem to be a simple matter to remove before the fiber was

used to form a composite. Solvent extraction would seem

the appropriate approach, but in fact while the size is

generally applied in a solvent solution, the removal of the

size by solvent is not straightforward. In fact, the surface

chemistry is dominated by the size, and solvent extraction

does not remove all the size, with significant interaction

occurring between the size and the underlying surface

treatment. The higher the level of surface treatment the

more difficult it is to remove the size.[7,18]

MONITORING THE BURIED
FIBER–MATRIX INTERFACE

The purpose of surface treatment of carbon fibers is to

increase the wetting of the fiber by the matrix and to allow

chemical and physical interaction with the matrix mate-

rial. The interfacial chemistry that occurs between the

fiber and the matrix, which has seen to be based on a

Fig. 6 X-ray photoelectron spectra of the C1s region of an IM7

commercially surface-treated carbon fiber before and after

electrochemical oxidation under potentiostatic conditions in 1

M nitric acid for 20 min. The voltages shown are with respect to

the saturated calomel electrode. The ‘‘untreated’’ sample is the

IM7 commercially surface-treated sample with the surface

treatment removed by heating. (From Ref. [17].)

Fig. 7 Valence band photoelectron spectra using X-ray and UV

radiation. (a) shows the valence band region for a sample of

aluminum with an oxide-free phosphate film, coated with a very

thin film of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). In the X-ray photoelectron

spectra for (a), ‘‘1’’ is the valence band spectrum for the

orthophosphate film on aluminum without any overlying PVA,

and ‘‘2’’ the spectrum with the PVA film. (b) shows the valence

band region for polyvinyl alcohol. (c) shows the calculated

valence band region for polyvinyl alcohol generated from a band

structure calculation. (From Ref. [19].)
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nanoscale topography on the fiber surface, will be very

important in final composite performance.

The author has approached the challenge of examina-

tion of this buried interface by developing a technique

where photoelectron spectroscopy can be used to probe

this interface by placing a very thin layer of the matrix

onto the fiber. The matrix layer is so thin that the

interfacial region can be probed by XPS. The outer surface

region can also be examined and ultraviolet photoelectron

spectroscopy (UPS) can be used for this purpose. Fig. 7

illustrates this approach by showing the valence band

spectra for a thin film of polyvinyl alcohol placed on an

oxide-free orthophosphate coating on metallic alumi-

num.[19] The coating is so thin that the underlying

aluminum can be seen, the Al2p region showing two

features one because of metallic aluminum and the other

because of aluminum orthophosphate, suggesting a film

thickness for the phosphate film of about 20 Å. Fig. 7(a)

shows the valence band region using X-ray light and UV

light. The spectrum in (a) is identical to that in (b), which

is for a sample of polyvinyl alcohol when He(II) UV light

is used. This confirms that the outer film region is

polyvinyl alcohol because the photoelectrons generated by

UV light have a much smaller escape depth than those

generated by X-ray light. The valence band region in

Fig. 7(a) for X-ray light is quite different from that of

polyvinyl alcohol shown in Fig. 7(b) and that of aluminum

orthophosphate (Fig. 7(a)).[1] If the valence band spectrum

of polyvinyl alcohol is added to that of the aluminum

orthophosphate film, the spectra do not superimpose and

this can be demonstrated by using difference spectra.[19]

Also, an additional peak is seen in the C1s region for the

PVA-coated phosphate film.

In a carbon fiber system this buried interface can be

probed using this approach. For example, the polyimide

matrix material K3B is valuable as a matrix that can

withstand higher temperatures than a typical epoxy resin

matrix. Unfortunately, it is not easy to obtain a chemical

interaction between the carbon fibers and this matrix. It is

possible to see chemical interaction when a particular

surface oxidation is conducted on the carbon fibers. Fig. 8

shows the C1s core region for an untreated IM7 carbon

fiber, for K3B, and for a thin film of K3B on this fiber.

The difference spectrum (Fig. 8(e) and 8(f)) between the

spectrum with the thin K3B film (thin enough to probe the

interface region) and the sum of the carbon fiber and K3B

spectrum shows no significant difference. In other words,

there has been no chemical interaction at the interface.

When the untreated IM7 carbon fibers are electrochem-

ically oxidized under galvanostatic conditions at 0.5 A in

1 M nitric acid for 40 sec, and the process repeated, then

Fig. 8 X-ray photoelectron spectra of the C1s region for (a) as-

received IM7 fibers; (b) K3B powder; (c) fibers in part (a) dip-

coated with K3B solution; (d) addition of parts (a) and (b); (e)

difference of parts (d) and (c); (f) smoothed version of part (e).

The intensity scales for parts (d)–(f) are the same.

Fig. 9 X-ray photoelectron spectra of the C1s region for (a)

IM7 fibers galvanostatically oxidized in 1 M nitric acid at 0.5 A

for 40 sec; (b) K3B powder; (c) fibers in part (a) dip-coated with

K3B solution; (d) addition of parts (a) and (b); (e) difference of

parts (d) and (c); (f) smoothed version of part (e). The intensity

scales for parts (d)–(f) are the same. (From Ref. [11].)
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the corresponding difference spectrum does indeed

show a difference, indicating a chemical reaction be-

tween the carbon fiber surface and the K3B (Fig. 9).

When a carbon fiber surface does not chemically react

with the matrix material, then a ‘‘coupling agent’’—

another molecule that reacts with both the carbon fiber

surface and the matrix—can be used. X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy can be used to monitor the effectiveness of

this approach. For example, one can use a titanium

alkoxide coupling agent (tetrakis(2-ethylhexyl) titanate,

TOT) to couple a surface-treated carbon fiber to a

phenolic resin. Fig. 10 shows the way in which the

coupling agent acts.

The valence band XPS spectrum can be used to show

that the interface between the coupling agent and the fiber

and matrix is as suggested. Fig. 11 shows the difference

spectrum for the difference between the XPS spectrum of

a thin film of a phenolic resin on an E-120 pitch-based

carbon fiber electrochemically oxidized in 1 M orthophos-

phoric acid, and the same situation but with TOT added to

the resin. The surface treatment in this case leads to the

formation of –C–OH functionality on the fiber surface.

Hence the reaction scheme in Fig. 10. The smoothed

difference spectrum in Fig. 11 was obtained using the

background-subtracted spectra. It can be seen that the

difference spectrum gives good agreement with the

spectrum calculated for the Ti(OCH3)4 molecule based

upon a multiple scattered wave Xa calculation.[20] The

five features identified in the outer valence band region

are in good agreement with the difference spectrum. The

difference spectrum also gives evidence of the presence of

oxidized titanium (TiO2). This can be seen when one

considers that the calculated spectrum for TiO2 (based

upon a multiple scattered wave Xa calculation on the

TiO6
8� cluster) suggests that the peak identified as ‘‘2’’ in

this calculation would fill the valley between peaks 1 and

2 and 3–5 in the calculated spectrum of Ti(OCH3)4. Thus

the presence of TiO2 is consistent with the features

observed in the valence band spectrum.

NANOTUBES AND COMPOSITES

Carbon nanotubes have considerable potential for com-

posite fabrication. In recent years there have been an

enormous number of important developments in this

area. There are many recent reviews and books on this

area (e.g., Ref. [21]). The interest in nanotubes as the

‘‘ultimate carbon fiber’’ arises from the very desirable

mechanical properties with the potential for a very

high Young’s modulus which can be close to that of

Fig. 10 Reaction scheme between tetrakis(2-ethylhexyl) titanate (TOT) and an oxidized carbon fiber surface.

Fig. 11 X-ray photoelectron spectra in the valence band region

for E-120 pitch-based carbon fibers. The experimental valence

band spectra of the fiber which was surface treated by galvano-

static oxidation in 1 M orthophosphoric acid at 0.5 A for 30 sec

is shown (indicated as ‘‘fiber’’), together with the fiber with a

very thin coating of a phenol-formaldehyde resin (indicated as

‘‘fiber+resin’’), and a fiber where the resin coating contains

tetrakis(2-ethylhexyl) titanate (TOT) (indicated as ‘‘fiber+

resin+TOT’’). The difference spectra between ‘‘fiber+resin+

TOT’’ and ‘‘fiber+resin’’ are shown where a nonlinear back-

ground was removed from both the spectra and the difference

spectra were smoothed. The difference spectra are compared

with the calculated valence band spectrum for Ti(OCH3)4 and

TiO2 calculated by multiple scattered wave Xa calculations.
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the in-plane value for perfect graphite, some 10 to 100

times greater than currently available carbon fibers.

Single-wall nanotubes have good flexibility unlike carbon

fibers, and thus composites with such nanotubes would

be unlikely to fracture when exposed to compressive

stress along the axis of the fiber, in contrast to carbon

fibers reinforced composites.

There has been little success so far in replacing carbon

fibers with carbon nanotubes in composite fabrication.

The principal problem is the difficulty of getting good

interaction between the carbon nanotube and the matrix.

This chapter has focused strongly on this issue, because

it is so important in the development of practical

composites. We have seen how this interaction can be

studied and achieved in this chapter. Further discussion

of this issue can be found elsewhere (e.g., Ref. [21]). It

is likely that the interfacial interaction issues, and other

issues associated with the differences between carbon

fibers and nanotubes such as the tendency of the latter

to aggregate, will limit the use of nanotubes in com-

posite applications.

CONCLUSION

The surface chemistry associated with the buried

interface between a carbon fiber (or carbon nanotube)

and the matrix plays a very important role in determin-

ing the practical performance of the chosen composite.

The surface treatment methods available change both

the nanostructure and the chemistry at the interface.

Surface science methods, especially XPS, have a very

valuable role to play in probing and understanding

this interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Compared to bulk materials, nanoscale materials, with

their large surface areas and possible quantum confine-

ment effects, possess distinct electronic, optical, and

chemical properties.[1–3] Therefore the synthesis of de-

fined nanostructures is of potential interest in various

fields including catalysis or microelectronics. In catalysis,

for example, interesting applications for metal nanopar-

ticles emerge from an enhanced activity, good selectivity

(controllable by surface modifiers), and synergistic effects

in bimetallic catalysts.[4,5] In electronics, a fundamental

concept for miniaturization is the handling of single

charges by means of single electron tunneling (SET) in

ordered one-, two-, or three-dimensional arrangements of

metal or semiconductor clusters.[6] Inspired by the unique

physical and chemical properties, much effort has been

made to tailor defined one-, two-, or three-dimensional

nanostructures ranging from ordered nanoparticle arrays

to nanowires.[7,8]

In biology, nanostructures are familiar objects. Bio-

logical components exhibit size dimensions from the

nanometer to the micrometer size range together with

exceptional molecular recognition capabilities and func-

tionalities for distinct biochemical transformations and

translocations. However, many of these biomolecules do

not possess the required physical or chemical properties.

DNA, for example, has the appropriate recognition capa-

bilities, but poor electric characteristics prevent its direct

use in electric circuits.[9] On the other hand, inorganic

materials such as metals or semiconductors display, for

example, the desired electric or optical properties, but

their controlled deposition into defined nanostructures is

difficult by conventional methods. Recently, the unique

features of biological systems have been explored as

building blocks for bottom-up assembly or controlled

deposition of novel inorganic materials and devices with

advanced structures and functionalities.[10–12] For exam-

ple, the specific recognition properties of oligonucleo-

tides[13,14] or antibodies[15] have been exploited for

assembling metal nanoparticles into well-ordered three-

dimensional aggregates. The protein cages of viruses have

been used as a template for a controlled deposition and

organization of metallic nanoparticles.[16] Motivated by

future electronic applications, researchers used DNA to

control the deposition of metals[17] and create conductive

nanowires consisting of silver,[18] gold,[19] palladium,[20]

platinum,[21] and copper.[22]

In this article we address the template-directed depo-

sition of metals on microtubule supports for fabricating

metal nanostructures ranging from regular arrays of

nanoclusters to continuous nanowires.

GENERATING NANOSTRUCTURES ON
BIOLOGICAL SUPPORTS

Biotemplating strategies take advantage of the character-

istic dimensions of biological support, ranging from a few

nanometers up to several micrometers. The structure of

these biostructures is well defined for a controlled depo-

sition of inorganic materials. Moreover, the surface of

these biomolecular components reveals specific patterns

of surface functionalities, e.g., amino acid residues or the

bases of nucleic acids that are able to bind metal ions or

nanoparticles by formation of metal–ligand complexes or

electrostatic interaction. In this approach, the biostructure

serves as a functionalized scaffold where the metal is

generated in situ and shaped into a nanostructure with its

morphology dependent on that of the biotemplate.

The basic concept of a surface-controlled, heteroge-

neous metallization of a biotemplate consists essentially

of several steps: First, appropriate metal ions are bound to

the biomolecule, creating reactive sites and thus providing

activation of defined sites at the biotemplate. Second, the

metal ion/biomolecule adducts are treated with a reducing

agent establishing metal nuclei attached to the biostruc-

ture. In another strategy, nanoparticles that were previ-

ously obtained by a homogeneous nucleation process in

solution are attached to the surface functionalities of the

biotemplate. Once small metal seeds cover the biotem-

plate, the metal growth proceeds autocatalytically by
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consuming the educt feedstock from solution. The final

metal coating does not necessarily have to consist of the

same metal as the first formed metal nuclei or bound metal

seeds, as has been shown by several groups.[19,23–25]

Within this concept, homogeneous cluster nucleation or

heterogeneous background metallization—if the reduction

is carried out on a substrate—should be suppressed as

much as possible as it leads to unspecific deposition of the

metal. Many metal deposition techniques require special

reaction conditions influenced by various parameters

including applied temperature, educt concentration, the

reduction potential of the reducing agent, and, in general,

the presence of nonnative chemicals. As a consequence,

the biomolecular structure used needs to exhibit a suffi-

cient physical and chemical stability toward these non-

native conditions for metal deposition.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES
AND PROPERTIES OF
MICROTUBULE TEMPLATES

Microtubules, ubiquitously present in eukaryotic cells, are

proteinaceous filaments with a diameter of about 25 nm

and several micrometers in length.[26] As part of the

cytoskeleton, microtubules are involved in a variety of

cellular functions including maintenance of the cellular

shape, segregation of the genetic material during mitosis

and meiosis, intracellular transport of organelles as well as

cell motility. The repeating unit of these polymeric

structures is the ab-tubulin heterodimer, 4–5 nm in

diameter and 8 nm in length, and a Mw of approximately

55,000 each. Microtubules assembled in vitro are typically

composed of 12 to 14 protofilaments consisting of longi-

tudinally connected heterodimers with a strict ab-alter-

nation. Neighboring heterodimers are tilted by ap-

proximately 1 nm with respect to the long axis of the

microtubule resulting in a helical array of tubulin subunits.

In vitro, microtubules can be assembled from tubulin at

physiological temperature, pH, and ionic strength in the

presence of the cofactors guanosine-5’-triphosphate and

magnesium ions. The assembly of microtubules is revers-

ible. At 0�C microtubules depolymerize into the hetero-

dimers, a feature actually exploited to purify microtubule

protein from porcine brain by applying several temper-

ature-dependent centrifugation cycles. Even at the assem-

bly–disassembly steady state where the average length of

microtubules in solution is constant, microtubules are

highly dynamic. They constantly polymerize and de-

polymerize, both in vivo and in vitro. Application of such

protein assemblies as template or support for inorganic

materials, however, requires a certain stability regarding

the dynamic structural properties and the exposure of the

biomolecules to nonphysiological conditions such as metal

ion precursors or elevated temperatures. Therefore we

used taxol which suppresses the dynamic instability of

microtubules or glutaric dialdehyde which cross-links the

tubulin subunits. Treatment with glutaric dialdehyde

results in stabilized microtubules remaining intact in the

presence of metal ion precursors and up to temperatures of

approximately 90�C.

Microtubules are very promising as biotemplates

because of their favorable geometric aspect ratio (with a

thickness of 25 nm and lengths up to several micrometers)

and the variety of potential metal-binding sites at their

surface. Moreover, depending on the assembly conditions,

tubulin is able to form not only microtubules but also

various other polymorphic assemblies with different ge-

ometries, among them sheets, ribbons, spirals, or rings.[27]

CONTROL OF METAL NANOSTRUCTURES
BY MICROTUBULE SUPPORTS

It is possible to conjugate Au nanoparticles to biological

components and, eventually, control their arrangement

into one- to three-dimensional structures with interesting

physical properties. Conjugation of Au nanoparticles to

biological reporter molecules such as antibodies has long

been known to be connected with electron-dense tags for

biological samples in transmission electron microscopy

(TEM).[28,29] Mirkin and coworkers prepared three-

dimensional Au colloid aggregates revealing, for example,

unusual optical[13,30] and electric[31] properties.

We examined the surface of microtubules as a template

to guide the assembly of Au nanoparticles into tube-like

superstructures. The Au particles could easily be con-

nected to microtubule supports by simply incubating the

Au nanoparticles with the protein assembly. By this

method, the microtubule surface was densely decorated by

Au nanoparticles. The particles, however, were not

arranged in a geometrically regular pattern but were

randomly distributed over the whole surface of the bio-

molecular support. Fig. 1 shows Au particles, �5 nm in

size, arranged along the backbone of a single microtubule.

The conjugation of Au particles to protein surfaces may

depend upon several phenomena: It is well known that Au

atoms bind to proteinatious surfaces via a covalent bond to

S atoms occurring, e.g., in amino acid side chains of

methionine or cysteine.[32] Cysteine or methionine resi-

dues, however, are not located in freely accessible parts of

the tubulin molecule on the outside surface of a micro-

tubule. Besides this, at pH 6.8, often used for assembly of

microtubules, the surface of a microtubule (isoelectric

point: pI 4.2[33]) displays a net negative charge which

should result in the repulsion of the likewise negatively

charged Au particles. However, nonspecific electrostatic

binding could occur at domains positively charged at this
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pH, e.g., lysine residues which could cause a random

distribution of particles over the surface of the bio-

molecule.[34] By another strategy, �2-nm Au particles

attached to microtubule backbones were directly nucle-

ated in situ from HAuCl4 in the presence of microtubule

templates. As a result, the microtubule surface got densely

covered by small, 2.3-nm Au particles. The distribution of

particles over the microtubule surface, however, was not

completely random, but bore some resemblance to the

helical arrangement of the tubulin subunits within the

protein assembly (Fig. 2), a feature pronounced in a higher

gear for nucleation of palladium on microtubules (see

below; Fig. 3).

Metal properties, e.g., catalytic activity and selectivity,

and optical and electric properties can be altered by

combination with a second metal.[35] Bimetallic Au/Pd

particles in the size range of 3 to 60 nm have been syn-

thesized by a seed-growth mechanism and stabilized by

microtubule supports: In a first step, the Au nanoparticles

were linked to the protein surface and, in a second step,

these Au seeds were covered with Pd by reduction of

Na2PdCl4 with trisodium citrate at 70�C.[8] The formation

of the bimetallic Pd/Au particles was confirmed by energy

dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). The product of a typical

synthesis contained both bimetallic Pd/Au particles and a

few Pd particles nucleated directly on the Au-free parts of

the protein surface. Examining the catalytic activity by

hydrogenation of crotonic acid as a test reaction, we found

that the obtained microtubule-supported Au/Pd particles

revealed a high catalytic activity under very mild reaction

conditions (atmospheric pressure and 25�C) in aqueous

reaction medium. Within the size range of the particles

Fig. 2 Transmission electron micrograph of a single micro-

tubule densely covered by Au nanoparticles, 2.3 nm in size. The

particles were directly nucleated in situ with sodium borohydride

in the presence of the microtubule template (scale bar, 150 nm).

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrograph of Pd particles, 3.1

nm in size, nucleated on the surface of a microtubule (scale bar,

20 nm). The particles reflect the arrangement of the helical

template. (From Ref. [36]. Copyright 2002, Wiley-VCH.)

Fig. 1 Transmission electron micrograph of Au particles, 5 nm

in size, bound to a single microtubule filament by simple mixing

of the biostructure with the preformed Au nanoparticles (scale

bar, 250 nm). The particles are randomly distributed over the

microtubule surface.
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investigated (particle diameter, 3.8 to 61.8 nm), an

increase in catalytic activity with decreasing particle

diameter was observed.

Microtubules also promote directly the in situ forma-

tion of regular nanoparticle arrays with defined patterns

when coupled with an appropriate chemical reaction and,

as a support, provide some stabilization of the attached

particles. Small monometallic Pd nanoparticles were

nucleated in situ after incubation with a Pd ion precur-

sor.[36] After incubation, the adsorbed metal ions could be

subsequently reduced to form ordered arrays of Pd

nanoparticles along the backbone of the microtubule

reflecting the tubulin pattern in an isomolecular fashion.

Depending on the kind of reducing agent used, particles

with different sizes were obtained. Reduction with

trisodium citrate at 90�C yielded particles having 1.9 nm

in diameter. Applying a dimethylamine reduction bath at

room temperature allowed the synthesis of slightly lager

Pd particles with a mean particle diameter of 3.1 nm.

Fig. 3 shows Pd particles on a microtubule obtained by

reduction with dimethylamine borane. The particles were

mainly attached to the surface of the biotemplate resulting

in densely covered microtubule filaments. High-resolution

TEM revealed the crystalline character of the particles.

Lattice spacings were consistent with a pure metallic

palladium phase, which was further confirmed by EDX.

Interestingly, the obtained Pd particle arrays resembled

closely the helical arrangement of the tubulin subunits in

the protein assembly. The preferential Pd deposition on the

biotemplate suggests that in this case specific molecular

interactions between functional groups on the protein

surface and the Pd in solution were important for the

formation of the superlattice arrays. We assume that,

firstly, precursor Pd (II) ions were bound to the protein

surface, followed by a heterogeneous surface-controlled

nucleation process, and, finally, yielding nanosized parti-

cles attached to the protein template. The surface of a

microtubule consists of defined patterns of amino acid

residues providing various active sites for metal ion

binding and particle nucleation. The question, however,

arises which of these amino acid residues are actually

involved in metal ion binding and the process of particle

formation. According to the hard acids and bases (HSAB)

principle after Parr and Pearson, PdII is a soft metal ion

Fig. 4 a) Ribbon diagram of ab-tubulin as seen from the outside of a microtubule for selected N and S containing amino acids

(cysteine: red; methionine: blue, histidine: green; and tryptophane: orange). b) The solvent accessible surfaces (Connolly surface) for the

whole tubulin molecule (gray) and for the selected amino acids remaining freely accessible on the outer surface after assembly into

microtubules. The histidine residues (a: 309, 393, and 406; b: 309) are centrally positioned and easily accessible. These histidine

residues should be the preferred sites for PdII binding and particle nucleation. (From Ref. [36]. Copyright 2002, Wiley-VCH.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and, thus, is expected to bind to soft donor ligands such as

to the N or S atoms in the side chains of tryptophan,

histidine, cysteine, and methionine. Some of the amino

acids, e.g., lysine and arginine, are protonated at the ap-

plied pH, so that they are excluded as donor ligands.

Fig. 4a shows a schematic diagram of the ab-tubulin as

seen from the outside of a microtubule. It displays the

selected amino acids tryptophan, histidine, cysteine, and

methionine at the microtubule outside surface. Tubulin

assembly into microtubules involves two types of contacts:

head-to-tail binding forming the protofilaments and lateral

contacts between the protofilaments. As a consequence,

some of the amino acids located in the periphery of the

tubulin molecule will be covered after tubulin assembly.

Fig. 4b shows the solvent accessible surfaces (Connolly

surface) for the remaining amino acids. Some of the shown

amino acids are located in channels or only parts of them

are exposed to the surface of the molecule. As a result,

only four histidine residues are actually centrally posi-

tioned on both a- and b-tubulin at the microtubule’s outer

surface, and should be freely accessible. We therefore

suggest that these histidine residues are potential sites for

the binding of Pd ions and Pd particle nucleation. In fact,

histidine is a typical metalbinding residue in peptides due

to the deprotonated N3 atom in the imidazole ring.[37–39]

By varying, the experimental conditions it was possible to

control the Pd coating of the template. If the reservoir of

metal ions present was increased, the Pd clusters on the

template grew and were further connected to generate a

quasi-continuous coverage of the microtubule surface with

palladium aggregates.

The assumption that these metal clusters were het-

erogeneously grown in situ, after binding of Pd(II) ions

selectively at the histidine sites, was supported by

theoretical simulations of Ciacchi and coworkers.[40] They

investigated the heterogeneous nucleation of Pt clusters on

DNA and proteins by means of first principles molecular

dynamics simulations. They found that Pt dimers formed

from a PtII complex, covalently bound to a biopolymer,

and a free PtII complex after a single reduction step.

The imidazole ring, which is a structural feature of both

histidine and the purine bases guanine and adenine, was

a key residue at the biopolymer surface to induce the

formation of these platinum dimers. The formation of Pt

dimers was only possible in the presence of strong donor

ligands such as purine DNA bases or histidine amino

acids, and appeared to be forbidden in the homogeneous

dimer formation reaction leading to a weaker Pt–Pt

bond. Because of the delocalized electronic states on the

heterocyclic ligands, the biopolymer-bound Pt atoms and

dimers accepted reducing electrons more easily than the

free complexes or dimers in solution and, moreover, the

initially formed Pt–Pt bonds were stabilized. Thus the

presence of these ligand systems contributed to enhanc-

ing the reaction rate of the heterogeneous cluster

nucleation channel. The first-formed Pt nuclei developed

then into bigger particles consuming the feedstock of

metal complexes in solution and hindering the homoge-

neous formation of metal particles. As a result, the kinetics

of the reduction and deposition process was locally

enhanced at the surface of the biopolymer. Thus such a

preferential heterogeneous particle growth on an activated

biotemplate permits a certain degree of control over the

metallization process.

In addition to Au and Pd, other noble metals such as

Rh, Ru, and Ag have been used in material synthesis with

this type of microtubule template. Fig. 4 displays small Rh

nanoparticles on a microtubule obtained by in situ

reduction with NaN3. For electroless metal plating with

Ni or Co, the surface of the template had to be previously

activated with noble metal atoms or clusters. Kirsch and

coworkers deposited about 10-nm-thick Ni or Co coats on

microtubule templates, which yielded magnetic nanowires

with an outer diameter of 50 to 60 nm.[24,25] In a first step,

the microtubule surface was activated by adsorption of a

molecular Pd catalyst. In a second step, Ni or Co was

deposited onto the activated microtubules by applying an

electroless metallization bath with dimethylamine borane

as reducing agent. In their experiments they found clear

evidence that nucleation of Ni crystallites started exclu-

sively at the catalytic surface of the Pd catalyst.

CONCLUSION

The interdisciplinary field emerging between biotechnol-

ogy and materials science for the production of nanoscale

materials is a rapidly growing field. Our results illustrate

the potential of protein assemblies as biological compo-

nents with their unique chemical and topological features

for the controlled deposition of metals into well-defined,

protein-supported nanostuctures. In the interplay, the

biological and inorganic components provide structure-

directing properties and, furthermore, the biological

support stabilizes the resulting nanostructure. Au colloids,

for example, have been pursued as building blocks for the

formation of wire-like structures through manipulation by

microtubule templates. When coupled with an appropriate

chemical reaction, microtubules promote the in situ

formation of ordered arrays of metal nanoparticles re-

sembling the arrangement of the protein molecules within

the assembly. Preferential heterogeneous particle growth

on the biotemplate permits control over the metallization

process on the nanometer scale. Depending on the reaction

conditions, the composites formed range from the iso-

molecular decoration of every protein molecule with one

nanoparticle to the complete coating of the whole protein

assembly. Although many examples exist where metallic
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nanoparticles and materials have successfully been de-

posited on biomolecules,[10,11] there still remains a great

demand for new, mild, and selective chemical deposition

techniques. One of the major advantages associated with

this type of protein assemblies as biological template is

that it will enable the future design of various patterns of

nanomaterials, e.g., ring structures exploiting the great

diversity in size and shape of biomolecular tools, e.g., the

polymorphic tubulin assemblies. A variety of technical

obstacles still have to be solved ranging from the currently

limited availability of large amounts of the biological

building blocks to the improvement of analytical tech-

niques. Because of the very low amount of material used

in single nanodevices, the costs of the protein components

should normally not limit application. A decrease in

production costs will be required, however, for scale-up of

both purification techniques and artificial syntheses.

Biomolecular structures modified by genetic engineering

and combined with an appropriate metal deposition

technique will allow producing advanced materials on

the nanometer scale with, for example, novel electronic,

optical, magnetic, or catalytic properties.
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Nanostructured Materials Synthesized
by Mechanical Attrition
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INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of techniques are being used to synthesize

nanostructured materials including inert gas condensation,

rapid solidification, electrodeposition, sputtering, crystal-

lization of amorphous phases, and chemical processing.[1]

Mechanical attrition—ball milling of powders—is a

technique that has also been used widely for preparation

of nanostructured materials.[2,3] The term ‘‘mechanical

attrition’’ can be subdivided into ‘‘mechanical milling,’’

which is the milling of single composition powders, often

elements, and ‘‘mechanical alloying,’’ which involves

milling of dissimilar powders such that material transfer

occurs during milling. Unlike many of the methods for

synthesis of nanostructured materials, mechanical attrition

produces its nanostructures not by cluster assembly, but

by the structural decomposition of coarser-grained struc-

tures as the result of severe plastic deformation. This has

become a popular method to fabricate nanocrystalline

materials because of several factors: the simplicity of the

process, the relatively inexpensive equipment (on the

laboratory scale) needed, and the applicability to essen-

tially all classes of materials. A major advantage of

mechanical attrition is the possibility for easily scaling up

to tonnage quantities of material for various applications.

The disadvantages that are often cited are contamination

from the milling media and/or atmosphere, and the need,

for many applications, to consolidate the powder product

without coarsening the nanocrystalline microstructure.

A number of reviews concerned with the synthesis of

nanostructured materials by mechanical attrition have

been published in recent years, e.g., those of Koch,[2,4]

Fecht,[5] Suryanarayana and Koch,[1] and Fecht.[3] This

article will serve to update these previous reports. The

details of the mechanical attrition processes, equipment

used, etc. has been covered in a number of reviews (e.g.,

Ref. [4]), and will not be repeated here. The phenome-

nology of the development of nanoscale microstructures

by mechanical attrition will be reviewed for the various

classes of materials including single-phase metals, metal-

lic alloys, brittle materials, and multiphase materials.

Several mechanisms proposed for the development of a

nanoscale microstructure will then be described with

reference to recent experimental observations. Finally, a

brief discussion of the problems associated with mechan-

ical attrition as a processing method will be presented.

These are powder contamination and the need to consol-

idate the powders into bulk form without coarsening the

nanoscale microstructure.

PHENOMENOLOGY—EXPERIMENTAL
OBSERVATIONS

Single-Phase Elements—Mechanical Milling

Mechanical attrition has been found to refine grain size of

all solid elements studied to the nanoscale. However, the

minimum grain size achieved is dependent on a number

of process variables as well as properties of the element.

The minimum grain size obtainable by milling has been

attributed to a balance between the defect/dislocation

structure introduced by the plastic deformation of mill-

ing and its recovery by thermal processes.[6] It has been

found that the minimum grain size induced by milling

scales inversely with the melting temperature of the group

of fcc structure metals studied.[6] These data are plotted

in Fig. 1, along with data for other metals and carbon

(graphite).[2] For these data, only the lower melting point

metals show a clear inverse dependence of minimum

grain size on melting temperature. The minimum grain

size for elements with higher melting temperatures (larger

than melting temperature for Ni) exhibits essentially

constant values with melting temperature for given crystal

structure classes. For these elements, it appears that dmin is

in the order: fcc< bcc<hcp. However, before explanations

for the above based on the strain hardening response,

twinning, or other fundamental differences in deformation

behavior for the various metallic crystal structures can be

considered, it should be pointed out that a number of

variables can influence the values of the minimum grain

size attained by ball milling. First of all, most of the

measurements reported in Fig. 1 are based on the analysis

of X-ray line broadening measurements. It is now well

established that such measurements are subject to diffi-

culty in terms of absolute quantitative values for grain

sizes. Variability among analysis techniques for X-ray line
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broadening, as well as comparisons between these X-ray

line broadening results and those from transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) measurements, can be signif-

icant. However, most of the data in Fig. 1 are obtained

from the Cal Tech group, Professor W. L. Johnson and

coworkers,[6,7] or from Oleszak and Shingu.[8] Both of

these groups used the approach of Williamson and Hall[8a]

to estimate the crystallite size and root-mean-square (rms)

strain from the X-ray line broadening. Although the mill

energies and contamination levels were very different

in these studies, remarkable agreement for minimum grain

size, d, is found for Al, Cu, Ni, and Fe. Oleszak and

Shingu[8] found a lower d value for W (5.5 nm) than

the value (9 nm) obtained by Fecht et al.[7] The Cal Tech

group used a high-energy shaker mill (Spex 8000), while

Oleszak and Shingu used a conventional horizontal low-

energy ball mill. The metallic impurity level (Fe) from

the shaker mill is much larger (�2 at.% Fe) than that

from the conventional ball mill (<0.1% Fe). Conversely,

the reported oxygen concentrations were about 4 times

higher for powders milled in the conventional mill than

for those from the shaker mill. The observation that the

minimum nanocrystalline grain sizes for a number of

elements milled in a low-energy mill are comparable to

those milled in a high-energy mill is contrary to the

conclusions previously reported after milling TiNi in a

high-energy Spex shaker mill and a lower-energy vibra-

tory mill.[9] After about 10 h in the Spex mill, the grain

size (determined by both TEM and X-ray line broaden-

ing analysis) decreased to about 4–5 nm. At longer mill-

ing times, an amorphous structure was observed. Mill-

ing for 100 h in the vibratory mill resulted in a grain

size of about 15 nm. It was originally assumed that this

value represented a saturation to the minimum grain size

obtainable in the lower energy mill. However, in the

light of the work of Oleszak and Shingu, it is likely that

the dmin was not obtained at 100 h in the lower-energy

mill, and that continued milling may have further reduced

the grain size. These results suggest that total strain, rather

than milling energy or ball–powder–ball collision fre-

quency, is responsible for determining the minimum

nanocrystalline grain size. This is different from ball

milling-induced amorphization or disordering, where it

appears that the energy and frequency of ball–powder–

ball collisions determine the final structures formed in

‘‘driven systems.’’ However, it is consistent with obser-

vations of nanocrystallites formed by high strain values

using other noncyclic deformation methods.[10] These

results suggest that mill energy per se is not critical to the

final microstructure, although, naturally, the kinetics of

the process are dependent on the energy, and times for

attaining the same microstructure can be several orders of

magnitude longer in the low-energy mills than in high-

energy mills.

Milling temperature has been observed to affect the

rate at which the nanocrystalline structure develops. The

milling time at which a given grain size was attained

in a TiNi intermetallic compound was a function of mill-

ing temperature.[9] In this case, amorphization occurred

at a ‘‘critical’’ grain size of about 4–5 nm, thus the fi-

nal nanocrystalline grain size at each milling tempera-

ture could not be determined. Shen and Koch[11] also ob-

served smaller nanocrystalline grain sizes in both Cu and

Ni milled at �85�C compared with samples milled at

room temperature. For example, for Cu, d = 26±3 nm

for room temperature milling and d = 17±2 nm for mill-

ing at �85�C. Evidence for smaller nanocrystalline grain

sizes formed by milling at low temperatures have now

been observed in a number of materials including the

intermetallic compound CoZr[12] and elemental Zn.[13]

Metallic Alloys—Mechanical Alloying

While the majority of studies of nanocrystalline materials

synthesized by ball milling have been on single-compo-

sition materials—i.e., either elemental metals, intermetal-

lic compounds, or metal alloys—there have been a num-

ber of studies on mechanical alloying of dissimilar

powders that result in nanoscale microstructures. First,

the alloy effect on nanocrystalline grain size on nano-

crystalline alloys will be discussed. These include both

alloys made by mechanical alloying of dissimilar powders

or milling of alloy powders. It has been suggested that the

ultimate grain size achievable by milling is determined by

the minimum grain size that can sustain a dislocation

pileup within a grain and by the rate of recovery during

milling.[6] To estimate the composition dependence of

grain size after milling, one may use the formula

Fig. 1 Minimum nanocrystalline grain size for ball milled

elements vs. their melting temperature. (From Refs. [2,6–8].)
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suggested by Nieh and Wadsworth.[14] The minimum

distance, L, between dislocations is given by L=3Gb/

p(1�n)h, where G is shear modulus, b is Burgers vector, n
is Poisson ratio, and h is hardness. Indeed, if this is related

to the formation of a minimum nanocrystalline grain size,

then this nanocrystalline grain size is inversely propor-

tional to hardness, and therefore, in most cases, to

composition. In fact, a decreasing nanocrystalline grain

size with solute concentration is observed in nanocrystal-

line alloy systems exhibiting solid solution hardening,

such as Cu (Fe), Ti (Cu), Nb (Cu), Cu (Ni), and Cu

(Co).[15] Also consistent with this is the essentially

constant nanocrystalline grain size in Ni (Co), where

hardness does not change significantly with composi-

tion[11] and the increased grain size in nanocrystalline Ni

(Cu), Fe (Cu), and Cr (Cu), which exhibit an apparent

solid solution softening effect.[15] However, the influence

of alloying elements on the hardness of the nanocrystal-

line solid solutions is different from that in conventional

polycrystalline solid solutions. The hardness of nanocrys-

talline solid solutions depends on both solid solution

hardening and grain boundary hardening, while the latter

makes the major contribution to total hardness. The

increase in hardness resulting from the solid solution

hardness effect in nanocrystalline alloys is of the same

magnitude as that in conventional grain size polycrystal-

line alloys. However, the addition of alloying elements

into the matrix for nanocrystalline alloys may have a

strong influence on the grain boundary energy and grain

boundary diffusion coefficient and thus on the deforma-

tion and recovery mechanisms of the nanocrystalline

alloys formed by mechanical attrition. The different

deformation and recovery behaviors are responsible for

the various grain sizes obtained by milling and thus for the

decreased or increased grain boundary hardening effects

for the various nanocrystalline solid solutions.

Nanocrystalline grains are observed during the me-

chanical alloying of dissimilar component powders.

Klassen et al.[16] followed the phase formation and

microstructural development during the mechanical alloy-

ing of Ti and Al powder blends of overall composition

Ti25Al75. TEM revealed nanocrystalline grains of partially

ordered L12 phase with a crystallite size of 10–30 nm in

the alloy layers at the interface between the pure Ti and Al

lamellae at the very early stages of the milling process.

The alloy phase that develops between the pure powder

components consists of nanocrystalline grains, presum-

ably because of the multiple nucleation events and the

slow growth occurring at the relatively low temperatures

(100–200�C above ambient) during milling. Trudeau

et al.[17] prepared nanocrystalline FeTi by both low mill-

ing energy mechanical alloying (MA) of elemental Fe

and Ti powders and mechanical milling (MM) of FeTi

compound powders. Higher mill energies resulted in

amorphization. The grain size of the MM Fe/Ti steadily

decreases with milling time, while that for the MA Fe/Ti

initially increases and then decreases to values essentially

identical to those for the milled samples. This effect is

illustrated in Fig. 2.

Brittle Materials

The first materials subjected to mechanical alloying were

combinations of ductile metals and brittle oxide powders,

or with both components ductile metals. It was not clear

that, if both components were brittle, the welding of the

dissimilar powders believed to be required for the alloying

to occur would take place. It might be expected that brittle

components would simply fracture during milling and be

reduced in size to the limit of comminution observed in

the grinding of brittle mineral powders. However, it has

been found that ball milling of nominally brittle materials

can lead to alloying of brittle components, e.g., Si and

Ge,[18] and the introduction of significant plastic defor-

mation and high dislocation densities in brittle com-

pounds, e.g., Nb3Sn.[19] Si and Ge are completely brittle at

room temperature, and yet complete solid solutions of Si–

Ge alloys were obtained across the binary phase diagram.

Thus alloying on the atomic scale was observed by

mechanical alloying of brittle components. Nb3Sn is an

extremely brittle intermetallic compound that elastically

fractures until tested at temperatures above about 1400�C.

However, ball milling Nb3Sn can produce large amounts

of plastic deformation, as observed by TEM of the milled

powder. The dislocations so produced then induce a

Fig. 2 Crystallite size for FeTi intermetallic phase for low-

energy (.) mechanical alloying of Fe and Ti powders, and (~)

mechanical milling of the FeTi compound powders. (From

Ref. [17].)
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nanocrystalline grain structure similar to that formed in

milled ductile metals. It is not yet clear how ball milling

can produce large plastic deformation in materials that are

very brittle under uniaxial stress conditions. It is suggested

that the high hydrostatic stress component, which may

exist in the powders during milling, can favor plastic

deformation over fracture and allow a large dislocation

density to be generated.[19] Mechanical attrition was also

found to induce nanocrystalline microstructures in brittle

ceramics, such as ZrO2, and ceramic powder mixtures,

such as Fe2O3/Cr2O3 and ZrO2/Y2O3.[3]

Polymer Blends

The application of mechanical attrition to polymeric

materials was initiated by Shaw.[20] To fracture the

polymer particulates, and on the microscopic level the

polymer chains, milling was conducted at temperatures

below the glass transition temperature of the given

polymer. Shaw’s group has studied a number of homo-

polymers such as polyamide, polyethylene, acrylonitrile–

butadiene–styrene, polypropylene, and polystyrene. Re-

finement of the microstructure typically occurred and

milling-induced structural and property changes were

noted that were very material-specific. Subsequently,

others have studied milling-induced changes in the

structure of several semicrystalline and amorphous homo-

polymers.[21] For example, in poly(ethylene terephthalate)

(PET), milling promotes an oriented amorphous morphol-

ogy in both high- and low-crystallinity PET. Molecular

weight, glass transition temperature, and impact strength

have been used to probe the milling-time-dependent

molecular and property evolution of several homopoly-

mers, e.g., poly(methymethacrylate) (PMMA) and poly-

isoprene (PI). Milling of PMMA resulted in monotonic

decreases in molecular weight and glass transition tem-

perature, reflecting the milling-induced scission of the

polymer chains. PI exhibited much different behavior in

that the decrease in glass transition temperature, Tg, given

by DTg = Tg,0� Tg(tm), where Tg,0 is the glass transition

temperature of the unmilled polymer, first increased and

then decreased, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this case,

cryomilled PI does not exhibit a monotonic increase in

DTg, but instead shows a sharp maximum at relatively

short milling times (2 h), followed by a drop to almost zero

before again increasing slightly for longer milling times.

This unusual, but reproducible, behavior strongly suggests

that the PI chains undergo chemical crosslinking during

cryomilling. In such a case, we imagine a dynamic

competition between chains breaking (causing a decrease

in molecular weight) and crosslinking (promoting an

increase in molecular weight) under the nonequilibrium

conditions of milling. Sol–gel analysis and Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy yielded further

evidence for milling-induced crosslinking in PI. Mechan-

ical attrition was also performed at cryogenic temperatures

to incorporate PI into PMMA.[22] A number of experi-

mental techniques were used to study the structure of these

normally immiscible polymer mixtures. TEM clearly

showed that the solid-state blending by mechanical attri-

tion of polymeric materials can yield nanoscale disper-

sions of immiscible polymers. The strong evidence for free

radical formation and crosslinking induced by milling

suggests many possibilities for the design of novel new

polymeric materials with nanoscale microstructures. In-

corporation of inorganic dispersoids in polymeric materi-

als at the nanoscale by mechanical attrition is an area of

research not yet fully explored.

Nanocomposites

Nanoscale precipitates or dispersoids used to strengthen

structural materials have been commonly used for about a

century. However, the combination of nanoscale second

phases in a nanocrystalline matrix are new microstructures

and mechanical attrition is a particularly suited synthesis

method for such materials. Because equilibrium solid

solubility limits can be significantly enhanced by me-

chanical attrition of systems of limited mutable solubil-

ities[23] to form nanocomposites, the immiscible nature of

the component phases must be strong. Metals with very

different atomic sizes such as Pb and Al can form

nanocomposites[24] as well as covalently or ionic bonded

compounds in metallic matrices, such as g-Al2O3 and AlN

in Fe.[25]

Metalloid second phases in nanocrystalline grain

size matrices have been produced via the method of

Fig. 3 Dependence of DTg on milling time, tm, for cryomilled

polyisoprene. (From Ref. [21].)
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cryomilling. This technique of reactive milling of metals

in liquid nitrogen was first developed by Huang et al.[26]

for Al, and has since been applied to several other metallic

materials. The cryomilling of elemental Al and Ni

powders in liquid nitrogen resulted in a nanoscale grain

size for the Ni-base matrix of about 6 to 11 nm. Continued

cryomilling in nitrogen resulted in a reaction between N,

O, and the Al, which depleted the Al content of the matrix

until, at long cryomilling times (170 h), the structure

consisted of nanocrystalline Ni with AlN and g-Al2O3

nanoscale dispersions. Similar to the results they obtained

from their work on Al, the presence of the nanoscale

dispersoids resulted in a marked inhibition of grain growth

even on annealing at high temperatures. The Ni-based

nanocrystalline grain size containing the nitride and oxide

dispersoids maintained a nanoscale grain structure with

limited grain growth (grain size distribution of mostly

about 11 nm, with some grains up to 300 nm) after

annealing at 1373 K. The same material milled in argon

was found to have extensive grain growth to about 1 mm

grain size after annealing at this temperature. These re-

sults demonstrated the effectiveness of nanoscale second

phases in a nanoscale matrix to impede grain growth.

MECHANISMS FOR NANOCRYSTAL
SYNTHESIS BY MECHANICAL ATTRITION

Single-Phase Metals by Mechanical Attrition

The first description of the evolution of a nanoscale grain

structure during mechanical milling of elemental metals

was given by Fecht and coworkers and summarized, for

example, in Ref. [5] The basis of this first model was a

study of the nanocrystallization of AlRu and Ru by

mechanical attrition.[27] The structure/microstructure of

AlRu as a function of milling time was followed by

analysis of X-ray line broadening to estimate average

grain size and lattice strain and TEM and high-resolution

TEM (HRTEM) to directly observe the microstructural

development. The TEM and HRTEM studies showed that,

at the early stages of milling, the deformation was

localized within shear bands that are approximately 0.5–

1 mm wide. The shear bands contain a high dislocation

density. At a given strain, these dislocations begin to

annihilate and recombine to small-angle grain boundaries

separating individual cells or grains. Small grains, 8–12

nm in diameter, observed within the shear bands and

electron diffraction patterns suggest that the misorienta-

tion angles between the grains are relatively small. At

longer milling times, the grain size steadily decreased,

consistent with the X-ray results, and the shear bands

coalesced. The small-angle boundaries were replaced

by higher-angle boundaries, implying grain rotation, as

reflected by the disappearance of texture in the electron

diffraction patterns, as well as the random orientation of

the grains observed from the lattice fringes in HRTEM.

Fecht summarized the observed phenomenology of nano-

crystallization by mechanical attrition into the following

three stages:

Stage 1. Deformation localization in shear bands contain-

ing a high dislocation density.

Stage 2. Dislocation annihilation/recombination/rear-

rangement to form a cell/subgrain structure with nano-

scale dimensions—further milling extends this struc-

ture throughout the sample.

Stage 3. The orientation of the grains becomes random,

that is, low angle grain boundaries disappear as high

angle grain boundaries replace them, by presumably

grain boundary sliding, rotation.

From evidence of the atomic-level lattice strain and the

stored enthalpy as a function of reciprocal grain size (or

milling time), it was concluded that two different regimes

can be distinguished, i.e., dislocation vs. grain boundary

deformation mechanisms.[5] The lattice strain in the fcc

elements studied by Eckert et al.,[6] milled in a high-

energy shaker mill, was found to increase continuously

with decreasing grain size, and reach a maximum value at

the smallest grain size. This is in contrast to the earlier

observation on Ru and AlRu, which indicated a maximum

in strain vs. 1/d,[28] and the more recent study of Oleszak

and Shingu[8] on a low-energy mill, which also shows a

broad maximum in strain vs. 1/d for a number of elements

including several fcc elements. The lattice strain values

available from the literature are plotted against reciprocal

grain size, 1/d, in Fig. 4. With the exception of Ru, the

data for increasing lattice strain with 1/d appear to fall on

a common relatively narrow band before decreasing

from the maximum strain values. However, these data

are obtained from several groups using mills with various

energy levels and possible differences in milling temper-

ature. It has been demonstrated[11] that lower milling

temperature resulted in larger values for lattice strain

for Cu and Ni. However, the data from the low-energy

mill[8] should be self-consistent and exhibit interesting

behavior. That is, the strain rises with decreasing grain

size, reaches a maximum, and then decreases to low val-

ues for the smallest nanocrystalline grain sizes. A maxi-

mum in strain with 1/d was previously explained by either

a change in deformation mechanism from dislocation

generation and movement to grain boundary sliding, grain

rotation,[27] or, in brittle intermetallics to fracture after

the strain maximum is reached.[17] A problem with the

first mechanism is that the nanocrystalline grain size

continues to decrease after the strain maximum is reached,
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and grain boundary sliding and rotation presumably

cannot result in grain size reduction. There is no clear

evidence at present in the elements for the fracture

mechanism, which would also presumably result in a finer

particulate distribution.

Additional information to help explain the mecha-

nism of nanocrystalline formation comes from measure-

ments of stored enthalpy. Maxima in stored enthalpy vs.

1/d are typically observed.[6,8,28] However, the maximum

in stored enthalpy is often found at smaller grain sizes

than the strain maximum, as illustrated in Fig. 5 for W.[8]

Here the maximum in strain occurs at d = 8.3 nm, while

the maximum in stored enthalpy is at d = 5.5 nm. Several

suggestions have been offered to explain the maxima in

stored enthalpy with 1/d, including decreasing strain[8,28]

or impurity pickup during milling.[28] The latter is an

unlikely explanation for samples obtained by low-energy

milling,[8] where metallic impurity contamination is neg-

ligible. It is stated that the stored enthalpy comes mainly

from grain boundaries[27,28] and grain boundary strains.

Stress relaxation may be responsible for the maxima,[8]

but, as noted above, the strain and stored enthalpy maxima

do not necessarily coincide.

While the general concepts described above for

synthesis of elemental metal nanocrystalline structures

by mechanical attrition are likely to have some validity,

questions still remain especially regarding the maxima in

lattice strain and stored enthalpy, and the mechanism of

grain refinement. Several recent experimental studies as

well as suggested alternate mechanisms will now

be discussed.

Recent studies of the synthesis of nanocrystalline Zn

by milling at liquid nitrogen temperatures (cryomilling)

have provided evidence for an alternate mechanism for

making nanoscale grains.[29,30] In most previous studies,

the progress of nanocrystallization as a function of mill-

ing time was followed by X-ray diffraction line broaden-

ing analysis, which gives an average grain size. The grain

size so determined typically exhibits monotonically

decreasing values with milling time. This is also the case

for cryomilled Zn, as illustrated in Fig. 6. This average

grain size decreases rapidly for the early milling times,

and then saturates to a value of about 20 nm for the longer

times. However, to study the change in grain size distri-

bution with milling time, an extensive study using TEM

was carried out.[29] It was surprising to observe a large

Fig. 4 Lattice strain vs. reciprocal grain size. (From Ref. [2].)

Fig. 5 Stored enthalpy (DH) and lattice strain (e) vs. reciprocal

grain size for W. (From Refs. [2,8].)
Fig. 6 Average grain size for cryomilled Zn vs. milling time.

(From Ref. [29].)
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fraction of very small grain sizes (less than 5 nm) even in

the very early stages (e.g., 0.5 h) of cryomilling. The grain

size distribution was found to be essentially bimodal for

the shorter milling times, as shown in Fig. 7A and a for 0.5

h of milling, and then collapsed to one peak at longer

milling times, and finally narrowed to a tighter distribu-

tion at the longest times, as seen in Fig. 7E and e for a

milling time of 12 h. These distributions were determined

from dark-field TEM micrographs, as shown in Fig. 8a

and b for the samples milled 0.5 and 12 h, respectively.

From Figs. 7 and 8, it is observed that at short milling

times, grains of about 250 nm size exist together with

small grains of less than 10 nm. It was suggested that

the very small grains formed at the early milling times

might have been caused by a dynamic recrystallization

(DRX) phenomenon. Dynamic recrystallization refers

Fig. 7 The number fraction and volume fraction of grain size

at cryomilling times: 30 min (A, a) and 12 h (E, e). (From

Ref. [29].)

Fig. 8 A) TEM dark field image for Zn cryomilled for 30 min.

B) TEM dark field image for Zn cryomilled for 12 h. (From

Ref. [29].)
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to the occurrence of crystallization during deformation.

The mechanisms and transformation kinetics for both

static and dynamic recrystallization have been reviewed

by Doherty et al.[31] It appears that DRX can occur as a

nucleation and growth process, or as a recovery process.

Many issues related to the transformation kinetics for

DRX remain unresolved, and the underlying mechanisms

are not well understood. However, it is assumed that the

high dislocation densities possible by deformation at low

temperatures and the nucleation sites probably provided

by shear banding are consistent with cryogenic temper-

ature milling of, e.g., Zn, in the high strain, high strain rate

deformation which occurs. Evidence for the possibility of

dynamic recrystallization playing a role in the synthesis of

nanocrystalline grain sizes in metals is dramatically

observed in the oscillatory hardness behavior with cryo-

milling time in Zn.[32] This oscillatory hardness behavior

is illustrated in Fig. 9. The dramatic oscillatory hardness

changes with milling times at cryogenic temperatures

are not reflected in the hardness data for samples milled

at room temperature. They are also not related to any

artifact, such as porosity, as shown by the essentially

constant, and nearly theoretical, density of the samples.

Transmission electron microscopy showed that large var-

iations in the dislocation density and grain-size distribu-

tion occurred during cryomilling. The observations sug-

gest that dynamic recrystallization takes place in larger

grains (>50 nm), when the dislocation density due to

strain hardening reaches a critical level to nucleate DRX.

A reaction-rate model was developed which accounts for

the DRX effect and the observed oscillations in hardness.

Good agreement was obtained with the experimental data.

These results imply that in special circumstances, i.e.,

where conditions are right to nucleate DRX, the dynamic

recrystallization reaction may also contribute to the

synthesis of a nanoscale grain microstructure. In analogy

to ‘‘continuous recrystallization,’’[31] the mechanism pro-

posed by Fecht and coworkers, in which dislocation

structures continuously rearrange themselves during de-

formation in a recovery-like fashion that ends in high-

angle boundaries, nanocrystalline grains, can sometimes

be also formed by a ‘‘discontinuous’’ DRX process.

He and Lavernia[33] offered an alternative explanation

for the synthesis of nanoscale microstructures in cryo-

milled Inconel 625 alloy. This Ni-base alloy was milled in

liquid nitrogen to form a nanocrystalline grain structure.

TEM observations indicated that grains in the cryomilled

powder were deformed into elongated grains containing a

high density of deformation faults. With continued

milling, the elongated grains fractured into small nano-

scale fragments. The occurrence of the elongated grains

and their subsequent fragmentation were attributed to

repeated strain fatigue and fracture caused by the cyclic

impact loading in random directions, along with cold

welding. A high density of mechanical nanoscale twins

was also observed.

While most of the studies on the development of

nanocrystalline grain structures by mechanical attrition

have involved observing the microstruture as a function of

milling time, and presumably, total average strain, Tao

et al.[34] recently investigated the microstructure of a pure

Fe plate that had been subjected to surface mechanical

attrition. In this case, the milling balls were impacted

on the surface of the Fe plate by vibratory motion, such

that the surface layer was subjected to high-strain-rate

plastic deformation. The degree of plastic deformation

was highest at the surface of the plate and decreased,

eventually to zero, as distance from the surface into the

plate increased. The structure and microstructure of the

deformed Fe was then studied by X-ray diffraction line

broadening analysis as the plate was progressively etched,

layer by layer, and by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), TEM, and HRTEM observations of the cross

sections of the surface layers. X-ray diffraction results

showed that the grain size was a minimum at the surface

and increased with depth, while the microstrain was a

maximum at the surface and dropped to about zero at a

depth of 60 mm. From the electron microscopy, the sur-

face-treated layer could be subdivided into several sec-

tions in terms of grain (or cell) size. From the top surface

these were:

Section 1. Nanostructured regime: �0–15 mm;

Section 2. Submicron-sized regime: �15–40 mm;

Section 3. Micron-sized regime: �40–60 mm.

Fig. 9 Hardness vs. milling time for Zn milled at 100 K (solid

circles) and at room temperature (solid triangles). The relative

densities for the cryomilled samples are indicated by open

squares. (From Ref. [32].)
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Beyond a depth of 60 mm, the original Fe matrix

showed some evidence of plastic deformation but no

grain refinement. At the regions adjacent to the strain-free

matrix, homogeneously distributed dislocation lines are

observed, and the dislocation density increases as the

distance from the surface decreases. In addition, dense

dislocation walls (DDWs) are observed, with spacing in

the micron range and parallel to each other along {110}

planes. Dislocation tangles are also observed and in some

regions the dislocation density is high. With decreasing

depth, into Section 3, most original grains are subdivided

into micron-sized cells, which are either roughly equiaxed

or lamellar. The misorientation of these cells of DDWs are

small, typically less than 1�. At still smaller depths, that is

in Section 2, the cell sizes are found to decrease with

elongated cells several microns long and about 200–400

nm thick. Some equiaxed cells are also seen that are

�200–500 nm in size. Finally, near the surface, where the

deformation strain and strain rates are maximum, nano-

crystalline microstructures are observed. Equiaxed nano-

crystalline grains are observed near the surface, while at

the bottom of Section 1, lamellar nanoscale grains are

observed. However, inside the lamellar grains, smaller

equiaxed grains are also present. Based on these extensive

microstructural observations, the sequence of nanocrystal-

line formation was summarized as follows. Formation of

DDWs and dislocation tangles (DTs) first occur, then the

DDWs and DTs transform into subboundaries with small

misorientations. Finally, the subboundaries and subgrains

evolve into nanocrystalline grains with large misorienta-

tion angles between them. It was suggested that, for the

synthesis of nanocrystalline grains during plastic defor-

mation, high strain rates were necessary as well as large

strains. This suggestion is consistent with observations of

plastic-deformation-induced grain refinement at high

strains, while lower strain rates such as equal channel

angular pressing or cold rolling typically produce grain

sizes no smaller than about 100–200 nm. However, it may

be at variance with the results of low-energy milling

experiment, where similar minimum grain sizes have been

observed to those produced by high-energy milling.[8]

More studies along the lines of the above are needed to

clarify the mechanism for synthesis of nanocrystalline

metals by mechanical attrition.

Nanocrystallization Mechanisms for
Milling of Dissimilar Elements

The proposed mechanism for nanocrystallization on

milling of dissimilar elements that form an intermediate

phase, e.g., TiAl from Ti and Al powders,[16] was the

biasing of nucleation vs. growth of the new phase at the

relatively low temperatures of milling, as described earlier

in this paper. However, milling of dissimilar metals that

do not form intermediate phases can also form nanoscale

microstructures and the mechanism must be different.

Zghal et al.[35] reported the results of milling the normally

immiscible Cu–Ag and Ni–Ag systems. The Cu–Ag

microstructure after milling at lower temperatures exhibits

a pronounced texture and a complex microstructure. Mill-

ing at higher temperature produced small equiaxed nano-

scale grains, which were the result of dynamic re-

crystallization. In the case of Ni–Ag, which has a larger

positive heat of mixing than Cu–Ag, complete mixing was

not possible, and a nanocomposite was formed. It was

suggested that, as texture was not observed in the Ni-rich

phase, which featured smaller grain size (5–10 nm), full

mixing of the components cannot take place because of

the differences in their mechanical properties.

More studies are needed to clarify the diverse possi-

ble mechanisms for nanocrystallization by mechanical

attrition of dissimilar powders.

PROBLEMS: CONTAMINATION AND
POWDER CONSOLIDATION

A serious problem with the milling of fine powders is the

potential for significant contamination from the milling

media (balls and vial) or atmosphere. If steel balls and

containers are used, iron contamination can be a problem.

It poses a most serious risk for the highly energetic mills,

e.g., the Spex shaker mill, and depends on the mechan-

ical behavior of the powder being milled, as well as its

chemical affinity for the milling media. For example,

milling Ni to attain the minimum grain size in a Spex mill

resulted in Fe contamination of 13 at.%, while the Fe

contamination in nanocrystalline Cu similarly milled was

only �1 at.%.[15] Lower-energy mills result in substan-

tially less, often negligible, Fe contamination. Other mill-

ing media, such as tungsten carbide or ceramics, can be

used, but contamination from such media is also possible.

Interstitial element (oxygen, nitrogen) contamination can

be controlled by milling and subsequent powder handling

in a pure inert gas atmosphere, with care taken that the

milling vial is leak-free during processing.

Powder consolidation to theoretical density of nano-

crystalline materials prepared by mechanical attrition

without significant coarsening is necessary for many

property measurements, e.g., mechanical behavior, and

for applications requiring bulk materials. There is no room

in this paper to adequately review the escalating efforts in

this important field. However, a number of successes have

been documented by both conventional and innovative

methods and are reviewed by Groza.[36] For the special

case of very ductile, relatively low melting temperature

metals such as Zn and Al, it has been found that, in the

absence of a process control agent during milling, cold

welding can dominate the process and the powders can be

‘‘consolidated’’ into spherical-shaped balls that can be up
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to 6–8mm in diameter.[37] Thus in situ consolidation can

be attained in these cases during milling. Disks can be

formed from the spherical samples via compression. Such

disks are suitable for mechanical tests such as miniatur-

ized disk bend tests or small-size tensile samples.

CONCLUSION

Mechanical attrition of powders is a simple and versatile

method to prepare nanocrystalline microstructures in a

variety of materials including metals, ceramics, polymers,

intermetallics, and composites. The mechanism for for-

mation of nanoscale grains by severe plastic deformation

induced by ball milling, in general, involves the compe-

tition between defect production and defect recovery by

thermal processes. The details by which this occurs are

still not completely defined. In most cases, a continuous

buildup of dislocation density and the rearrangement of

dislocations into first cells, and then small equiaxed

grains, occur. In some cases, there is evidence for dis-

continuous dynamic recrystallization. More systematic

TEM studies on a variety of materials are needed to

confirm the mechanism. Problems of powder contamina-

tion during processing must be considered, but can be

minimized. Consolidation of the powders with nanoscale

microstructures into bulk structures is a topic that requires

further attention.
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Nanostructured Materials Synthesized by
Mechanical Means

H.-J. Fecht
University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany

Mechanical attrition, mechanical alloying, and other

methods of extreme plastic deformation (high pressure

torsion, equal channel angular pressing) have been de-

veloped as versatile alternatives to other physical and

chemical processing routes in preparing nanophase ma-

terials. Here several examples are discussed including

the deformation-induced nanophase formation in powder

particles, in thin foil sandwich structures, and at the sur-

face of alloys exposed to friction-induced wear leading to

the formation of nanocrystals and, in some cases, amor-

phous nanostructures. This opens exciting perspectives in

preparing nanostructured materials with a number of

different interface types in terms of structure (crystalline/

crystalline, crystalline/amorphous) as well as atomic bond

(metal/metal, metal/semiconductor, metal/ceramic etc.). It

is expected that the study of nanostructure formation by

mechanical means in the future not only opens new pro-

cessing routes for a variety of advanced nanophase

materials but also improves the understanding of tech-

nologically relevant deformation processes on a nano-

scopic level.

INTRODUCTION

Internal interfaces in materials are extended defects, such

as grain boundaries and interphase boundaries, which can

be found in almost every natural or artificially produced

material or man-made structure.[1] In general, the corre-

lation between the atomic structure and the energy of

interfaces can be described by their respective excess free

volume,[2] which can be minimized by the formation of

closely packed structural units of atoms so that interfaces

with low index planes and low index atomic rows are

parallel to each other.[3,4] However, the experimental

evidence concerning structure–energy correlations of in-

ternal interfaces, in particular under thermodynamic

equilibrium conditions where entropic effects should be

taken into account, remains unclear because of the in-

herent experimental difficulties and the generally small

interface-to-volume ratio in conventional polycrystals.

Decreasing the grain size of a material to a few nano-

meters leads to a drastic increase of the number of grain

boundaries (or other internal interfaces) reaching typical

densities up to 1019 interfaces per cubic centimeter. The

large number of atoms located in these interfaces in

comparison with the crystalline part scales roughly with

the reciprocal grain size and corresponds approximately to

3 d/d, d being the width of the interface, typically 0.8–

1.2 nm.[5] For example, for a material with a grain or

domain size of 5 nm, about 50% of the overall atoms

deviate from ideal lattice site positions and become in-

fluenced by the grain boundaries. At the same time, the

energy (and other properties) of the material is being in-

creased in proportion to the level of atomic disorder of the

material, i.e., in proportion to the overall grain boundary

area. Nanostructured materials have therefore attracted

considerable scientific interest for more than a decade

because of their unusual and sometimes unexpected

physical (electronic, magnetic, mechanical, optical) and

chemical (catalytic) properties.[6]

Besides the synthesis of clusters, thin films, multi-

layers, and coatings from the gas or liquid phase, chemical

methods such as sol–gel processes and electrodeposition

are common methods of synthesizing nanostructured

materials. As a versatile alternative, however, mechanical

methods have been developed which allow to fabricate

nanostructured materials in large quantities with a broad

range of chemical compositions and atomic structural

arrangements.[7,8] These methods can, for example, be

applied to powder samples, thin-foil sandwiches, and to

the surface of bulk samples in order to produce nano-

structures at surfaces as discussed below. As a result, a

wide range of metals, alloys, intermetallics, ceramics, and

composites can be prepared in an amorphous, nanocrys-

talline, or quasicrystalline state. Because of the broad

range of possible atomic structures very different prop-

erties in comparison with conventional materials are ob-

tained. For example, nanostructured particles prepared

by mechanical attrition can exhibit unusually high values

in hardness,[9,10] enhanced hydrogen solubility,[11] giant-

magnetoresistance effects,[12] magnetic spin-glass behav-

ior,[13] etc.
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EXPERIMENTAL

A variety of mechanical milling devices have been devel-

oped for different purposes.[14] The basic process of me-

chanical attrition is illustrated in Fig. 1. Powder particles

with typical particle diameters of about 20–100 mm are

placed together with a number of hardened steel or WC-

coated balls in a sealed container, which is shaken vio-

lently. Consequently, plastic deformation at high strain

rates (�103–104 sec�1) occurs within the particles and the

average grain size can be reduced to a few nanometers after

extended milling. The temperature rise during this process

is modest and is generally estimated to be �100 to 200�C.

The collision time corresponds to typically 2 msec.

High-energy milling forces can be obtained by using

high frequencies and small amplitudes of vibration. Ball

mills (e.g., SPEX model 8000), which are preferable for

small batches of powder, i.e., �10 cm3, are sufficient for

research purposes. As the kinetic energy of the balls is a

function of their mass and velocity, dense materials (steel

or tungsten carbide) are preferable to ceramic balls.

During mechanical attrition contamination by the milling

tools (Fe) and atmosphere (trace elements of O2, N2 in

rare gas) can be problematic. By minimizing the milling

time and using the purest metal powders available, a thin

coating of the milling tools by the respective powder

material is generally obtained, which reduces Fe-con-

tamination levels of less than typically 1 at.%. Atmo-

spheric contamination can be minimized or eliminated by

sealing the vial with a flexible ‘‘O’’-ring after the powder

has been loaded in an inert gas glove box. Small experi-

mental ball mills can also be enclosed completely in an

inert gas glove box. As a consequence, oxygen and ni-

trogen contamination can be limited to less than 300 ppm.

In this respect, the nanoscaled powder material obtained

has often a higher purity than materials synthesized by

alternative methods, such as chemical processes or inert

gas evaporation and condensation. In addition, the struc-

tural contributions of small pores occurring during com-

paction of small clusters can be safely neglected.[15]

An alternate route to producing samples with high

levels of both plastic deformation and interfacial area is

cold rolling of layered elemental sheets.[16] Each defor-

mation cycle consists typically of rolling the multilayered

sandwich to a thickness of approximately 80 mm and

subsequent folding as shown in Fig. 2. Here the large

increase in interfacial area is created internally with ab-

solutely negligible contamination at ambient temperature.

As a further example of more technical relevance, the

development of high-speed ICE trains reaching velocities

of more than 300 km/hr is also a materials challenge

concerning the mechanical integrity and safety required

for the railway tracks (high-strength steel with composi-

tion Fe–0.8 at.% C–1.3 at.% Mn).[17] In particular, the

interaction and slip between wheel and rail has to be op-

timized and is controlled by sophisticated electronics. On

the steel surface where the local pressure typically is ex-

ceeding 1.0–1.5 GPa, solid-state transformations have

been observed which are caused by friction-induced shear

forces and have strong similarities with mechanical attri-

tion of powder samples.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Nanostructure Formation

During mechanical milling or attrition the metal powder

particles are subjected to severe plastic deformation from

collisions with the milling tools. Consequently, plastic

deformation at high strain rates (�103–104 sec�1) occurs

within the particles and the average grain size can be re-

duced to a few nanometers after extended milling. As such,

the metal particle is plastically deformed with most of the

mechanical energy expended in the deformation process

being converted into heat, but the remainder being stored

in the metals, thereby raising its internal energy.[18,19]

Fig. 1 Schematic sketch of the process of mechanical attrition

and the corresponding shear action of metal powders. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic sketch of the process of cold rolling of

elemental foils. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The microstructural changes as a result of mechanical

attrition can be followed by X-ray diffraction methods

averaged over the sample volume. The X-ray diffraction

patterns exhibit an increasing broadening of the crystalline

peaks as a function of milling time. The peak broadening

is caused by size as well as internal strain effects.[20,21]

The average coherently diffracting domain size (grain or

crystal size) and the microstrain as a function of milling

time are obtained from the integral peak widths assuming

Gaussian peak shapes. Based on the method of X-ray

analysis applied (Scherrer formula,[22] Williamson and

Hall method at full width at half maximum, or integral

peak width at half maximum,[23] Warren–Averbach

analysis,[24] etc.) the weighting of the grain size distri-

bution is different and therefore the average grain size can

vary by a factor of two. Further evaluation by TEM and

small angle X-ray or neutron diffraction improves the

accuracy of the data.

After corrections for Ka and instrumental broadening,

the line broadening due to the small crystal size is constant

in K-space and is given by DK=0.9 (2p/d), where d is the

average domain or grain diameter. The strain broadening

corresponds to DK=A he2i1/2K with A being a constant

depending on the strain distribution (A �1 for a random

distribution of dislocations[25] and he2i1/2 being the rms

strain). Additional defects which might contribute to the

peak broadening, such as stacking faults, can be safely

neglected in all cases discussed here. However, for some

metals with very small stacking fault energies, e.g., Co,

the contribution of stacking faults to the peak broadening

can be considerable, but is clearly the exception.

As a result, it is generally found that in the very be-

ginning mechanical attrition leads to a fast decrease of the

average grain size to 40–50 nm. Further refinement occurs

slowly to about 10–15 nm after extended milling. The

average atomic level strain is reaching values up to 0.7%

as shown in Fig. 3 for the milling of Fe powders.

From a combination of X-ray, electron, and neutron

diffraction, the elemental processes leading to the grain

size refinement include three basic stages:[26]

(i) Initially, the deformation is localized in shear bands

consisting of an array of dislocations with high

density (up to 1016 per m2). Here the dislocation cell

size dimensions are basically a function of the act-

ing shear stress t resulting in an average cell size

dimension L of L=10 Gb/t with G being the shear

modulus and b the Burgers vector.

(ii) At a certain strain level, these dislocations annihi-

late and recombine to small angle grain boundaries

separating the individual grains. The subgrains

formed via this route are already in the nanometer-

size range.

(iii) The orientations of the single-crystalline grains with

respect to their neighboring grains become com-

pletely random. Thus the microstructure becomes

identical with the microstructure of samples pro-

duced by the noble gas condensation and compac-

tion and exhibiting a largely reduced number of

internal pores.

Extended Solid Solutions and
Metallic-Glass Formation

Extended solid solutions far beyond the thermodynamic

equilibrium have generally been noted in the course of

mechanical milling of alloys. In addition, for phase mix-

tures with negative enthalpies of mixing and large (>15%)

atomic size mismatch solid-state amorphization is ob-

served. During this process long-range solute diffusion

and solute partitioning are suppressed and therefore

Fig. 3 The average grain size and microstrains as a func-

tion of milling time for iron powder determined from X-ray

line broadening.

Fig. 4 X-ray spectra for mechanically alloyed Zr60Al10Ni9-

Cu18Co3 powder samples exhibiting the transformation from

the initially crystalline powder mixture to an amorphous glass-

like structure.
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highly metastable amorphous and nanocrystalline states

become accessible.

For example, during mechanical alloying of 75 at.%

Zr and 25 at.% Al the formation of a supersaturated hcp

(a-Zr) solid solution was observed prior to the solid-state-

amorphization reaction.[27] However, in all cases of bi-

nary alloys it remained unclear whether indeed a metallic

glass has been formed or just a material with ‘‘X-ray

amorphous structure’’. More recently, a similar phase

transformation sequence has been investigated in a me-

chanically alloyed multicomponent elemental Zr60Al10-

Ni9Cu18Co3 powder mixture with an alloy composition

that is known to form a bulk metallic glass when cooled

from the liquid state.[28] These multicomponent alloys are

considerably more stable than binary alloys and can be

heated above the glass transition temperature before

crystallization sets in. The X-ray spectra at different

stages of the milling process are characterized by the

successive disappearance of the elemental Al, Co, Cu, and

Ni peaks and a simultaneous shift of the Zr peaks to

higher scattering angles, corresponding to a decrease in

the lattice constant of the hcp-Zr as a result of the rapid

dissolution of the smaller atoms, such as Cu, Ni, Co, and

Al in the (a-Zr) matrix[29] as shown in Fig. 4.

An alternate route to producing samples with high

levels of both plastic deformation and interfacial area is by

cold rolling of layered elemental sheets in an inert gas

atmosphere with subsequent folding between each defor-

mation cycle. In this case, the large increase in interfacial

area is created internally with negligible contamination. In

contrast to mechanical alloying of powder samples the

uncertainty in the temperature during processing is re-

moved as the sample is in firm contact with the massive

rolls and deformation can be performed at a low strain rate

in order to maintain ambient temperatures.

This approach has been used to examine amorphous

phase formation in several binary alloys such as Zr–Ni

and Cu–Er.[30,31] In the prior work on amorphous phase

formation, deformation rates in excess of 1 sec�1 were

employed and some annealing was needed to complete the

amorphization reaction.[32] In contrast, fully amorphous

foils of a multicomponent Zr65Al7.5Cu17.5Ni10 alloy have

been synthesized at ambient temperatures from a layered

array of individual elemental sheets by repeated low strain

rate (0.1 sec�1). Fig. 5 exhibits the X-ray diffraction

Fig. 6 High-resolution TEM micrograph of a cold-rolled mul-

tilayered sample exhibiting a remaining nanocrystalline Zr-rich

crystallite surrounded by an amorphous matrix (a) after 80

cycles of deformation and (b) a fully amorphous sample after

120 cycles.

Fig. 5 XRD profiles showing development of a metallic glass

by cold rolling of elemental foils of Zr, Al, Cu, and Ni (� : Zr,

6: Al, + : Cu, ^: Ni).
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patterns from the Zr–Al–Ni–Cu foils taken after 10, 40,

80, and 120 deformation cycles. High resolution TEM

analysis exhibits further evidence that a true amorphous

phase has been formed when some nanocrystallites of

Zr are still present after 80 cycles as shown in Fig. 6a.

The sample becomes fully amorphous after 120 cycles

(Fig. 6b). However, structural features and corresponding

contrast variations of the order of about 2 nm (Fig. 6b) are

apparent and typical for a small-scale phase separation.

Thermal Stability

As a result of the cold work considerable energy has been

stored in the powder particles. Therefore thermodynam-

ically these materials are far removed from their equilib-

rium configuration and a large driving force toward

equilibrium exists. The stored energy is released during

heating to elevated temperatures due to recovery, relaxa-

tion processes within the grain boundaries, and grain

growth. As a consequence, during annealing at elevated

temperatures, relaxation and grain-growth processes will

occur leading to a concomitant increase of the grain size.

This behavior has been investigated for a number of

materials and presented here in detail for iron. For ex-

tended periods of milling time a fast decrease of the

average grain size to nanometer dimensions is observed

with a stationary average grain size d=15 nm and 0.7%

microstrain as mentioned above. The enthalpy release

during differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) heating

experiments spreads over the entire temperature range of

the scan as shown in Fig. 7. The very broad signal does not

exhibit any distinct peaks but a further increase of the

exothermic signal for T>550 K.

X-ray diffraction of powder samples annealed for

80 min at each temperature revealed the evolution of grain

size and strain as a function of annealing temperature as

shown in Fig. 8. The microstrain is decreasing rapidly

below 550 K whereas the grain size remains nearly con-

stant in this range. As such, the enthalpy release during the

first exotherm in Fig. 7 is only related to relaxation and not

to grain growth. Grain growth starts to become significant

above about 570 K. Furthermore, it has been found that

after a fast increase at early times the average grain size d

changes from 15 to about 30–40 nm. The average grain

size remains constant for t�2400 sec and reaches values

of 100–200 nm at temperatures about 870 K.

As such, two regimes with and without grain growth

can be clearly distinguished. As the influence of lattice

point defects and lattice dislocations is negligible, the

enthalpy release can be clearly assigned to the existence of

grain boundaries. The reduction of the microstrains is

Fig. 7 Exothermal DSC heating scan at 10 K/min of iron

powder after mechanical attrition for 5 and 25 hr showing two

stages of heat release (below and above ca. 550 K).

Fig. 8 Dependence of the stationary grain size and microstrain

of (initially) nanocrystalline Fe-powder milled for 25 hr on

annealing as a function of temperature.

Fig. 9 Isothermal exothermic DSC curve at 500�C of nano-

crystalline iron (upper part) and plot of (dH/dt)�2/3 vs. time

(lower part).
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probably caused by grain boundary relaxation and anni-

hilation of secondary grain boundary dislocations. Based

on elastic theory it is estimated that this contribution to the

overall energy is less than about 10%.

Further isothermal DSC measurements allow to ana-

lyze the grain-growth processes in nanocrystalline Fe. For

example, the isothermal DSC curve shown in the upper

part of Fig. 9 was measured at 770 K after annealing the

sample at 670 K and heating to 770 K at a rate of 50 K/

min. A monotonically decreasing signal typical for grain

growth is observed. Similar signals are observed at 470,

570, and 670 K and clearly differ from those measured in

isothermal recrystallization processes controlled by nu-

cleation and growth in conventional polycrystalline metals

which are described by Johnson–Mehl–Avrami-type

models.[33] Fig. 9 does not exhibit the expected maximum

related to an incubation time for nucleation, but shows

only a decrease in the signal.

Furthermore, (dH/dt)�2/3 should scale linearly with

time when normal parabolic grain-growth behavior is as-

sumed.[34] This assumption is well approximated for

t<1200 sec as shown in the lower part of Fig. 9. The upper

part of Fig. 9 includes a fit to the measured DSC signal

assuming parabolic grain growth and a grain boundary

energy of 1.2 J/m2 in agreement with theoretical estimates

for fully relaxed large-angle grain boundaries in bcc-

Fe.[35]

DISCUSSION

Elemental Metals

The energies finally stored during mechanical attrition

largely exceed those resulting from conventional cold

working of metals and alloys (cold rolling, wire drawing,

extrusion, etc.). During conventional deformation, the

excess energy is rarely found to exceed 1–2 kJ/mol and

therefore is never more than a small fraction of the en-

thalpy of fusion DHf. In the case of mechanical attrition,

however, the energy determined can reach values typical

for crystallization enthalpies of metallic glasses corre-

sponding to about 40% DHf.
[36]

A simple estimate demonstrates that these energy

levels cannot be achieved by the incorporation of defects

which are found during conventional processing. In the

case of pure metals, the contribution of point defects

(vacancies, interstitial) can be safely neglected because of

the high recovery rate at the actual processing tempera-

ture. Even taking nonequilibrium vacancies into account

which can form as a consequence of dislocation annihi-

lation up to concentrations of 10�3, such contributions are

energetically negligible in comparison.

The maximum dislocation densities that can be reached

in heavily deformed metals are less than 1016 m�2 which

would correspond to an energy of less than 1 kJ/mol.

Therefore it is assumed that the major energy contribution

is stored in the form of grain boundaries and related

strains within the nanocrystalline grains which are in-

duced through grain boundary stresses.

Other detailed studies are obtained from cold rolling

and torsion,[37] wire drawing,[38] and cyclic deforma-

tion[39] processes resulting in an asymptotic saturation of

the flow stresses. This is considered as a result of the

simultaneous occurrence of dislocation multiplication and

annihilation leading to a saturation of the dislocation

density. In particular, under cyclic deformation slip be-

comes highly localized in so-called persistent slip bands

(shear bands). These lie parallel to the primary glide plane

and are separated by regions containing the original

matrix structure. These bands consist of dense walls of

dislocations, largely screw dislocations having a density

�1013 m�2. The closest spacing between screw disloca-

tions of opposite sign is �50 nm, the minimum distance

before annihilation occurs. For edge dislocations which

are more relevant for the deformation of fcc crystals this

critical annihilation length is found to be 1.6 nm for Cu.

As such, it has been concluded that the annihilation of

dislocations can set a natural limit to the dislocation

densities which can be achieved by plastic deformation

(typically less than 1013 m�2 for screw dislocations and

1016 m�2 for edge dislocations).[7] Steady-state defor-

mation is observed when the dislocation multiplication

rate is balanced by the annihilation rate.

It is expected that the shear modulus of the grain

boundary regions is lowered by about 40% when the

‘‘volume-fraction’’ of the grain boundaries becomes

comparable to that of the crystals.[1,38,39] Localized de-

formation then proceeds by the dilatation of the grain-

boundary layers similar to superplastic behavior[40] with

the undeformed crystallites moving in a ‘‘sea’’ of dilated

grain boundaries.

Extended Solid Solutions

Mechanical attrition has also gained much attention as a

nonequilibrium process resulting in solid-state alloying

reactions beyond the equilibrium solubility limit for a

broad range of alloys, intermetallics, ceramics, and com-

posites.[41,42] In the case of mechanical attrition of a bi-

nary powder mixture, amorphous phase formation can

occur by intermixing of the atomic species on an atomic

scale, thus driving the crystalline solid solution outside of

its stability range against ‘‘melting’’ resulting in solid-

state amorphization.[43] This process is considered as a

result of both mechanical alloying[44] and the incorpora-

tion of lattice defects into the crystal lattice.[45]

The formation of extended solid solutions during me-

chanical attrition of systems with negative heat of mixing
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can be explained in terms of milling-induced interdiffu-

sion reactions.[46] In this regard the action of deformation

(i.e., ‘‘driven system’’) and especially shearing processes

in causing atomic-scale mixing has been clarified re-

cently.[47] This can be considered as an athermal process

that yields a high level of homogenization of the

component atoms provided that sufficient deformation is

applied. In fact, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that

deformation can yield a solid solution even in alloy sys-

tems with a positive enthalpy of mixing. In this case, the

driven system action, characterized by a ‘‘forcing pa-

rameter’’ as the frequency ratio between forced and ther-

mally activated jumps, results in a behavior that is similar

to that resulting from an enhanced diffusivity

characteristic of a high-temperature, high-entropy state

with extended solubilities.

An alternate route to producing samples with high

levels of both plastic deformation and interfacial area is by

cold rolling of layered elemental sheets which are folded

between each deformation cycle. In this case, the large

increase in interfacial area is created internally with ab-

solutely negligible contamination. Similarly, in contrast to

mechanical attrition the uncertainty in the temperature

during processing is removed as the sample is in firm

contact with the massive rolls and deformation can be

performed at a low strain rate to maintain ambient tem-

peratures. This approach has been used to examine

amorphous-phase formation in several binary alloys such

as Zr–Ni,[48] Cu–Er,[49] and Al–Pt[50] and also for the

preparation of bulk Fe/Ag nanomultilayers with giant

magnetoresistance.[51]

In the prior work on amorphous-phase formation, de-

formation rates in excess of 1 sec�1 were employed and

some annealing was needed to complete the amorphiza-

tion reaction. Fully amorphous foils of a multicomponent

Zr65Al7.5Cu17.5Ni10 alloy have been synthesized at ambi-

ent temperatures from a layered array of individual ele-

mental sheets by repeated low-strain-rate (0.1 sec�1) cold

rolling.[52] Fig. 5 shows X-ray diffraction patterns from

the Zr–Al–Ni–Cu foils taken after 10 (a), 80 (b), and 120

(c) deformation cycles. High-resolution TEM analysis

exhibits further evidence that a true amorphous phase has

been formed as shown in Fig. 6.

The detailed X-ray and electron diffraction experi-

ments revealed that the crystal-to-glass transition was

preceded by a rapid solution of smaller atoms such as Cu,

Ni, Co, and Al in the a-Zr matrix to supersaturation levels

with a concomitant reduction in grain size to values below

30 nm as schematically shown in Fig. 10.

As a final product, a fully amorphous Zr–Al–Ni–Cu–

Co samples were obtained with structural and thermal

properties identical to a metallic glass of the same com-

position produced by liquid undercooling. Fig. 11 exhibits

Fig. 10 Schematics of solid-state amorphization reaction at an

intermediate stage.

Fig. 11 High-resolution TEM micrograph of a glassy Zr60Al10-

Ni9Cu18Co3 alloy slowly (10 K/sec) cooled from the liquid state.

Fig. 12 Thermal analysis exhibiting the difference in heat

capacity of the sample material Zr60Al10Ni9Cu18Co3 in compar-

ison with the thermodynamically stable crystalline configuration

for amorphous mechanically alloyed powder, bulk metallic

glass, and foil stacks (black squares: mechanically alloyed

powder, open circles: liquid cooling, closed circles: cold rolling).
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a high-resolution TEM image of a fully amorphous, me-

tallic glass with identical composition produced from the

liquid state. Whereas structural features on the scale of

2 nm have been observed in the amorphous phase formed

in the solid state (Fig. 6b), such contrast variations typical

for small-scale phase separation have not been observed

by cooling from the liquid phase. This structurally ho-

mogeneous state is thermodynamically closer to the

equilibrium, albeit metastable.

Surprisingly, thermal analysis of cold-rolled amor-

phous samples and amorphous powder samples prepared

by mechanical alloying also reveals a distinct glass tran-

sition at Tg=647 K and about 620 K, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 12 (followed by a sharp exothermic crys-

tallization peak at 745 K which is not shown here). As

such, it is worthy to note that very similar to amorphiza-

tion reactions observed in mechanically alloyed Zr-based

powder mixtures of similar composition the initial stage

of cold rolling is characterized by the dissolution of

solute into Zr along with a reduction in grain size to about

30 nm before the onset of the crystal-to-glass transition.

The formation of similar amorphous phases from two

inherently different initial states, i.e., the solid and the

liquid state, suggests that compositionally induced static

disorder in a mechanically driven system can lead to the

same final glassy state which is conventionally derived

from freezing the dynamic disorder of a liquid out to

a glass.

Nanocrystallization of Surfaces

Many microscopic processes occurring during mechanical

attrition and mechanical alloying of powder particles ex-

hibit common features with processes relevant in tribol-

ogy and wear. For example, the effects of work hardening,

material transfer, and erosion during wear situations result

in similar microstructures of the wear surface as observed

during mechanical attrition.[53,54] In particular, during

sliding wear, large plastic strains and strain gradients are

created near the surface. Typical plastic shear strain rates

can correspond here to several 103 sec�1.

Close to the surface of wear scars as well is in the wear

debris of Cu, nanocrystalline structures have been ob-

served by high-resolution electron microscopy with an

average grain size of 4–5 nm.[55] Within the interior of the

grains no defects were observed suggesting that most of

the defects are absorbed by the grain boundaries because

of their proximity. However, this type of plastic defor-

mation at high strain rates does not seem to be limited to

metals and alloys,[56] but has been observed in ceram-

ics[57] and diamond[58] as well.

During sliding wear a special tribo layer develops on

the surface of a sliding component being subjected to

large plastic strains. This surface layer often is called the

Beilby layer which, for a long time, was thought to be

amorphous because its microstructure could not be re-

solved with the instruments commonly used.[59] There are

indeed some systems in which truly amorphous layers are

produced by sliding,[60] but in most cases the subsurface

layer with a thickness of several micrometers has a

nanocrystalline structure.

Corresponding X-ray diffraction and TEM results in-

dicate that the average grain size of the extremely deformed

surface layer corresponds to about 20 nm, whereas a gra-

dient in grain size is observed further away from the surface

reaching values up to 200 nm.[61] For example, Fig. 13

exhibits TEM micrographs and the corresponding diffrac-

tion patterns of the initial pearlitic structure (a) in com-

parison with the nanocrystalline layer near the surface (b).

Corresponding X-ray diffraction and TEM results in-

dicate that the average grain size of the extremely de-

formed surface layer is decreased to about 20 nm, whereas

a gradient in grain size is observed further away from the

surface where values up to 200 nm are reached.[62,63] As a

consequence, hardness measurements have been per-

formed by nanoindentation and conventional methods as

shown in Fig. 14a and b as a function of deformation and

also temperature. This remarkable increase in hardness

and mechanical strength of regions near the surface by a

factor of 4–5 is clearly related to the fact that the average

grain size is drastically decreased by the continuous

Fig. 13 TEM bright field images (a) of the nanostructured

surface layer and (b) the initial pearlitic steel sample.
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deformation process as found by TEM analysis and X-

ray diffraction. The apparent hysteresis seen in Fig. 14b

is an indication that the microstructure is drastically

changed during thermal annealing resulting in consider-

able grain growth and (re-) precipitation of Fe-carbides

and concomitant mechanical softening.[64]

CONCLUSION

Severe plastic deformation, which can be achieved by a

number of different methods, leads to a refinement of the

microstructure to a nanometer scale. The correlation of

structural and thermal analysis reveals that the defect

structure after long milling times is composed of a net-

work of large angle grain boundaries. These grain

boundaries are formed by reorganization of dislocations

produced in the initial step of the deformation process.

Because of the high density of grain boundaries and the

large amounts of stored enthalpy, relaxation processes of

the heavily deformed structure and grain growth start at

rather low temperatures. In some cases with large chem-

ical driving force (large negative enthalpies of mixing,

‘‘deep eutectics’’) the formation of a glass-like state with

a distinct glass transition temperature is observed. How-

ever, this state obtained by solid-state processing exhibits

a distinct underlying disordering on the scale of 2 nm not

observed in glassy alloys with identical composition

produced from the liquid.

Furthermore, many microscopic processes occurring

during mechanical attrition and mechanical alloying of

powder particles exhibit common features with processes

relevant in tribology and wear. For example, the effects of

work hardening, material transfer, and erosion during

wear situations result in similar nanostructured layers of a

wear surface as observed during mechanical attrition.

Typical plastic shear strain rates can correspond here to

several 103. As such, the study of extreme plastic defor-

mation processes not only is opening new processing

routes for a variety of advanced nanostructured materials

but also improves the understanding of technologically

relevant deformation processes, e.g., surface wear, on a

nanoscopic level which often limit the lifetime of tech-

nical components.
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INTRODUCTION

Supercritical fluid (SCF) approach is a novel and emerg-

ing technology to generate nanomaterials in small

areas, high-aspect-ratio structures, complicated surfaces,

and poorly wettable substrates with high uniformity, high

homogeneity, and minimum environmental problems.

Through hydrogen reduction of metal-b-diketone com-

plexes in supercritical CO2, a rapid, convenient, and

environmentally benign approach has been developed to

synthesize a variety of nanostructured materials: 1) metal

(Pd, Ni, and Cu) nanowires and nanorods sheathed within

multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) templates;

2) nanoparticles of palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium

decorated onto functionalized MWCNTs. These highly

dispersed nanoparticles are expected to exhibit promising

catalytic properties for a variety of chemical or electro-

chemical reactions; 3) Cu, Pd, or Cu–Pd nanocrystals

deposited onto SiO2 or SiC nanowires (NWs). Differ-

ent types of nanostructures were achieved, including na-

nocrystal-NW, spherical aggregation-NW, shell-NW

composites, and ‘‘mesoporous’’ metals supported by the

framework of NWs.

BACKGROUND

Supercritical fluid synthesis and processing of nano-

structured materials have attracted an increased attention

during the past decade.[1–6] SCFs exhibit a novel hybrid

of liquid-like and gas-like properties. They have appre-

ciable densities and can dissolve solid compounds like

liquid solvents yet they have low viscosities, low surface

tension, and high diffusivities like gases. As a result

of their high compressibility, SCFs offer a convenient

means of accessing a wide range of solvent properties

without physically changing the solvent. Because of these

unusual properties, the synthesis and processing of

nanostructured materials using SCFs show significant

advantages over conventional processes: 1) SCFs facil-

itate permeation, diffusion, and penetration to small

areas, high-aspect-ratio structures, complicated surfaces,

and poorly wettable substrates to attain high uniformity

and homogeneity, therefore being capable of fabricating

nanostructured materials which are difficult to accom-

plish through traditional methods; 2) SCFs allow higher

concentrations of starting materials than chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) does and provide diffusivities higher

than liquid solvents do, therefore SCF synthesis and

processing could be very fast; 3) the solvent strength of a

SCF can be varied by manipulation of fluid temperature

and pressure, thus allowing a degree of control and rapid

separation of products which is not possible using

conventional solvents; and 4) some SCFs, such as

supercritical CO2 (scCO2), leave no solvent residues

and are recyclable, thus being environmentally benign.

Furthermore, unreacted materials, by-products, and con-

taminants in SCFs can be easily removed from the

system; therefore products of high purity can be obtained.

The synthesis and processing of nanostructured materials

such as nanoparticles, nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes,

nanocomposites, and thin solid films with nanoscale

thickness have been achieved through a number of SCF

physical and chemical transformations in which a SCF

can act as a medium either for transporting solute species

or for chemical reactions, or both. In some cases, the SCF

itself can also take part in the reactions. Table 1 sum-

marizes the typical SCF approaches to a variety of nano-

structured materials.[1–6] The aim of this article is to

show how to use SCFs in the synthesis and processing of

nanostructured materials templated by MWCNTs and

nanowires (NWs).
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Because of their exceptional electrical and mechanical

properties caused by quantum confinement effects, one-

dimensional carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and NWs have

stimulated a growing interest over the past decade for their

application potential as interconnects and building blocks

for functional nanodevices.[7–10] CNTs also have other

possible uses including storage of hydrogen and other

gases, membrane materials for batteries and fuel cells,

anodes for Li-ion batteries, capacitors, and chemical

filters.[11–13] Modification of CNTs and NWs to produce

nanocomposites provides an attractive strategy to expand,

improve, or alter their properties and functions as well as

their promising applications.[14–25]

Because of their small size, high chemical stability,

high-aspect-ratio cavities, and large surface-area-to-vol-

ume ratio, CNTs have been considered as templates for

confining and directing the growth of metallic nanowires,

nanorods or tubular structures, or as supports for metal

nanoparticles which can be impregnated in the cavities or

attached to the external walls of the CNTs.[26–36] The

produced metal/CNT composites can be used as catalysts,

sensors, semiconductor devices, data storage, and pro-

cessing devices, contrast agents in magnetic resonance

imaging, new reinforced metal-nanofiber materials, and in

xerography.[26,27,35,37–41] Metal impregnation in the

hollow interiors of the CNTs can be achieved in situ

during CNT growth by incorporating the metals or metal

precursors along with the carbon source. Although Fe, Co,

Ni, Ti, Cu, and certain lanthanide and transition-metal

carbides have been successfully trapped in CNTs using

this method, harsh conditions such as high temperature

or arc evaporation are usually required, and impurities

could be produced as encapsulated carbon clusters and

soot.[42–44] Capillary drawing of low-melting metals into

cavities of CNTs provides a simple approach for metal

loading;[28,45] however, CNTs are not wetted by liquids

with surface tensions higher than 100–200 mN m�1,

thereby excluding most metals and other elements in the

periodic table.[46] The most promising and flexible

approach to metal loading is then to deposit metals into

the cavities or onto the external walls of CNTs through a

chemical reaction such as CVD or wet chemical

process.[13,15,26,29–32,35,36,47–55] However, by virtue of

the small inner diameter and the extremely high aspect

ratio of CNTs, this approach requires high temperatures

or extensive reaction times for filling metals into the inner

cavities of CNTs, and, consequently, the percentage of

filled CNTs often is low. The CVD procedure may suffer

from the limited volatility of metal precursors and the

resulting low-vapor-phase concentration and mass-trans-

fer-limited reactions, in addition to the high temperature

for the decomposition or reduction of metal precursors. In

the case of wet chemical procedures, a hindrance could be

the slow process for concentrating and impregnating

reactants into the cavity of CNTs. As the pristine surface

of the CNTs is rather inert and poorly hydrophilic, this

approach also results in unsatisfactory adhesion and

coverage control of metal nanoparticles coated onto the

outer walls of CNTs, and metal agglomeration into fewer

larger particles as well.[53,54] For most of the catalytic

Table 1 Typical SCF approaches to nanostructured materials

Nanoparticles, nanowires,

nanorods nanotubes, nanocomposites Thin films

Physical transformation Rapid expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS) Physical RESS deposition

Supercritical-assisted nebulization and atomization Physical deposition in SCFs

Physical impregnation in SCFs without expansion

Supercritical antisolvent precipitation

Supercritical drying processes

Size-selective supercritical dispersion and dissolution

Physical deposition processes in SCFs

Chemical transformation RESS into liquid solvents SCF transport and chemical deposition

Hydrothermal reactions SCF transport chemical vapor

deposition

Water-in-SCF microemulsion reactions SCF immersion deposition

Arrested precipitation in SCFs SCF chemical deposition

SCF–liquid–solid approach Chemical fluid deposition

SCF Deposition of Self-Assembled

Monolayers

Electrodeposition in SCFs

Hydrothermal leaching
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applications, catalyst particles loaded on the exterior of the

CNTs are preferred because they are more accessible to

the reactant molecules than those encapsulated inside the

internal channels. In order to obtain a specific nucleation

of metals on the outer surface with good adhesion and

control, functionalization of CNTs before metal deposition

is required and can be accomplished by chemical treat-

ments using a myriad of oxidants, such as HNO3, KMnO4,

OsO4, HNO3/H2SO4, and RuO4 to generate –COOH, –OH,

and other functional groups on the external walls of

CNTs.[15,31,32,36,55,56] Also, one-step or two-step sensitiza-

tion–activation methods have been used for introducing

catalytic nuclei (often Pd–Sn alloys or Pd nuclei) to the

otherwise noncatalytic CNT surface to achieve a better

metal loading through electroless deposition.[13,30] How-

ever, the known wet chemical processes usually involve

tedious and time-consuming treatment of CNTs and

generate aqueous wastes.

Considerable efforts have also been spent to the

modification of NWs to produce hybrid nanocomposites,

in which NWs were decorated with nanoparticles, or

sheathed by thin films, shells, and molecular layers, and

most methods for modifying are solution-based.[17–25]

Based on hydrogen reduction of metal-b-diketone

complexes in supercritical CO2, we have developed a

rapid, direct, and clean approach for the modification of

MWCNTs and NWs to achieve nanocomposites as

follows: metal nanowires or nanorods sheathed within

MWCNT templates, MWCNTs decorated with catalytic

metal nanoparticles, NWs decorated with metal nanocrys-

tals, spherical aggregations of metal nanocrystals strung

up by NWs, NWs wrapped by metallic shells, and

‘‘mesoporous’’ metals supported by the framework of

NWs.[57–59]

HYDROGEN REDUCTION OF METAL-bbb-
DIKETONE COMPLEXES IN ScCO2

Hydrogen reduction of metal precursors such as metal-b-

diketone complexes in scCO2 has proven to be one of

the most successful approaches for synthesizing steri-

cally stabilized metal nanocrystals.[60,61] ScCO2 reac-

tions and particle nucleation occur in the presence of

organic capping ligands, which bind to the surface of

the agglomerates to form monolayers and quench fur-

ther growth, providing size control and nanocrystal

stabilization. Moreover, the steric stabilization of nano-

crystals in scCO2 varies with the tunable density and

solvation power of scCO2, enabling reversible stabiliza-

tion and destabilization of colloidal dispersion, which

could improve many aspects of nanocrystal processing,

such as size-selective separation, synthesis, and self-

assembly. Robust, highly crystallized, relatively size-

monodisperse, and sterically stabilized silver, iridium,

and platinum nanocrystals ranging in diameter from 20

to 120 Å were synthsized in scCO2 by reducing metal-b-

diketone complexes with H2 in the presence of fluori-

nated thiol ligands.

Hydrogen reduction of metal-b-diketone complexes in

scCO2 has also been demonstrated as an effective

method to deposit metal films into high-aspect-ratio

structures of inorganic and polymer substrates as well as

into mesoporous solids.[62–67] Herein a metal-b-diketone

complex is dissolved into scCO2 and a heated substrate

(or mesoporous solid) is exposed to the solution. H2 is

then mixed into the solution and initiates a chemical

reaction involving the precursor, thereby yielding metal

films onto the substrate.

Likewise, hydrogen reduction of metal-b-diketone

complexes in scCO2 can be applied to the modification

of MWCNTs and NWs using a typical experimental set-

up shown in Fig. 1.[57–59] The MWCNTs have diameters

of about 20–30 nm and lengths of about 2–3 mm. Two

types of NWs, SiO2, and SiC NWs, 40 to 110 nm in

diameter, several tens of micrometers in length, and

randomly oriented on silicon substrates, were subjected to

modification. MWCNTs, SiO2, or SiC NWs on silicon

substrates were loaded in a 3.47-mL high-pressure

stainless steel reactor along with a metal-b-diketone

complex. Following precursor loading, valve V1 was

closed while valves V2, V3, and V4 were opened and H2 at

3 atm was allowed to flow through the reactor for 5 min to

expel the air inside. Valves V2, V3, and V4 were then

closed, and V1 was opened to charge the H2–CO2 mixer

with 80 atm of CO2. After mixing of H2 and CO2, valve V3

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus.
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was opened forcing the mixture into the reactor. Valves V1

and V3 were then closed for the dissolution of the

precursor in the CO2 solution. To ensure complete

dissolution, the reactor was left undisturbed for 30 min.

After that, the reactor was heated gradually to the desired

temperature and kept at this constant temperature for 5–

10 min. After the reaction, the reactor was cooled to 35�C
and vented slowly by opening V4. Neat CO2 flow was used

to flush the reactor twice to remove the possible unreacted

species and by-products. The reactor was then opened to

recover the modified MWCNTs or NWs.

METAL NANOWIRES AND NANORODS
SHEATHED WITHIN MWCNTS

Unfunctionalized MWCNTs were used as the templates

for confining and directing the growth of metal nanowires

and nanorods caused by the hydrogen reduction of metal-

b-diketone complexes in scCO2. The metal-b-diketone

complexes used were M(hfa)2�xH2O (M=Pd, Ni, and Cu;

hfa=hexafluoroacetylacetonate), and the temperatures of

hydrogen reduction were 80–150�C, 250�C, and 250�C
for filling paladium, nickel, and copper into MWCNTs,

respectively. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

observation of many different views of the product

revealed several forms of foreign materials inside the

MWCNTs. The amount of filled MWCNT out of the total

number of nanotubes is estimated at about 10%. Fig. 2a

and b shows the TEM images of nanowires or nanorods

sheathed within carbon nanotubes. The nanowires are 7–9

nm in diameter and can be more than 200 nm in full

length. The diameter of nanowires corresponds to the

inner diameter of the MWCNTs and varies along the wires

due to the fluctuation in the MWCNT diameter. The

nanowires can be straight or curved, depending upon the

curvature of the CNT wrapping. Fig. 2b also shows

several segments of nanowires or nanorods that have been

filled into the MWCNT. A typical energy dispersive X-ray

spectrum (EDS) conducted on an individual nanowire or

nanorod in the TEM is shown as an inset in Fig. 2b. It

confirms that the nanowires and nanorods were made

purely of palladium. Similarly, nanowires and nanorods

of nickel or copper can also be developed within the

Fig. 2 TEM images of metal nanowires or nanorods im-

pregnated in MWCNT templates. (a,b) Paladium. (c) Nickel.

(d) Copper. (From Ref. [57].)

Fig. 3 (a) HRTEM images of a Pd nanorod sheathed within a MWCNT, revealing that the Pd nanorod is crystalline with a fcc

structure, (b) enlarged section of (a) showing that the imaging zone axis is [110]. (From Ref. [57].)
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channels of MWCNT templates, as shown in Fig. 2c

and d.

Fig. 3a shows a high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) image of a Pd nanorod sheathed by

a MWCNT, revealing that the Pd nanorod is composed of

segments of single crystals. The region marked by a

dashed square in Fig. 3a was further enlarged and is

shown in Fig. 3b. Fourier transform and Fourier filtered

HRTEM image are shown as insets in Fig. 3b. The

HRTEM image processing indicates that this segment of

Pd nanorod possesses the face centered cubic (fcc)

structure with a measured lattice constant of 0.38 nm,

which is comparable with the reported lattice constant of

0.3887 nm.

Similar to CVD and some wet chemical processes for

MWCNT decoration, nucleation of metals as nanoparticles

on the outside of MWCNTs occurred unavoidably in

supercritical CO2 along with metal filling. As has been

reported, the defects in the MWCNT structure can provide

favored sites for nucleation and growth of particles.

Therefore besides the pure nanowire (or nanorod)/

MWCNT composites, nanowire(or nanorode)/MWCNT/

nanoparticle composites are also observed. As shown in

Fig. 3a, a couple of palladium nanoparticles were attached

to the exterior surface of the MWCNT sheathing the

nanowire. Based on our experiment, we can somehow

adjust the outside or inside loading preference of a metal

by functionalization of MWCNTs. Metal deposition

occurs only on the external walls of functionalized

MWCNTs.

MWCNTS DECORATED WITH CATALYTIC
METAL NANOPARTICLES

Functionalization of MWCNTs

The functionalization of MWCNTs was performed by

dispersing and refluxing 0.5 g of MWCNTs in 40 mL of

concentrated H2SO4–HNO3 mixture (1:1 v/v ratio) for

6 hr to form a dark-brown suspension. The reaction

mixture was then diluted with distilled water to 200 mL

and stirred for several hours, cooled down to room

temperature, and filtered. The recovered black solid was

washed several times with distilled water and finally dried

at room temperature in vacuum. Previous X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) and diffusion reflectance

infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) studies revealed

that the surfaces of functionalized MWCNTs become

covered with carboxylic (–COOH), Carbonyl (>C=O),

and hydroxyl (–COH) groups[31,32,68] These func-

tional groups have been demonstrated to provide favorite

Fig. 4 TEM images and EDX spectroscopy of MWCNTs decorated with Pd nanoparticles after hydrogen reduction of (A) 10 mg,

(C) 20 mg, (D) 30 mg and (E) 50 mg Pd(hfa)2. (From Ref. [58].)
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nucleation sites for metal nanoparticle growth and to sta-

bilize the nanoparticles by increasing the nanoparticle–

CNT interaction.

Functionalized MWCNTs Decorated with
Catalytic Palladium Nanoparticles

Modification of 10 mg of functionalized MWCNTs was

carried out through hydrogen reduction of Pd(hfa)2 �xH2O

at 80�C. A bright field TEM micrograph of the MWCNTs

after scCO2 deposition using 10 mg of Pd(hfa)2 �xH2O is

shown in Fig. 4A. Well-dispersed, spherical particles were

anchored onto the external walls of MWCNTs, and the

size range of these particles was about 5–10 nm. A

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern on a

nanoparticle is shown as an inset in Fig. 4A, and the bright

rings with occasional bright spots signify the crystalline

nature of the nanoparticle. EDS examination confirmed

the presence of Pd in the nanoparticles decorating

MWCNTs (Fig. 4B). For comparison, a commercial Pd

on activated carbon catalyst sample was also examined by

TEM, and the results showed numerous very large Pd

particles irregularly distributed on carbon surfaces. The

MWCNT appears to provide a unique template for

decoration of nanometer-sized Pd metal particles on the

carbon surfaces. By increasing the amount of Pd(hfa)2

precursor, the loading density of Pd nanoparticles on the

outer walls of CNTs can be increased (Fig. 4C to E).

Functionalized MWCNTs Decorated with
Catalytic Rhodium Nanoparticles

Rh(acac)2�xH2O (acac=acetylacetonate) was used as the

metal precursor in the hydrogen reduction reaction for

loading Rh nanoparticles onto functionalized MWCNTs.

The adopted temperature for the reduction was 250�C. A

representative TEM image of MWCNTs decorated with

Rh nanoparticles is displayed in Fig. 5A. A high and

homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles with a uniform

distribution of particle sizes centered around 3–5 nm can

be distinguished. The nanoparticles are comparable in

size to the diameter of MWCNTs and are crystalline in

nature as indicated by the SAED pattern given as an

inset in Fig. 5A. The HRTEM image shown in Fig. 5B

verifies that Rh nanoparticles are crystallites with visible

lattice fringes.

Functionalized MWCNTs Decorated with
Catalytic Ruthenium Nanoparticles

Decoration of Ru nanoparticles onto functionalized

MWCNTs was performed by using Ru(acac)3 �xH2O as

the metal precursor for hydrogen reduction at 250�C.

Fig. 6 presents the TEM images of highly dispersed Ru

nanoparticles attached on MWCNTs, with very tiny

diameters around 1 nm and a uniform distribution

throughout the full length of MWCNTs. The SAED

pattern exhibits a set of diffraction rings from Ru metal.

The diffraction did not appear as clear spots, but as

concentric rings, each of which consists of a large number

of very small spots, suggesting that the nanoparticles are

composed of many fine crystallites. EDS spectrum of the

nanocomposite shows emission from Ru, indicating the

chemical identity of nanoparticles as Ru containing.

Chemical States of Metal Nanoparticles
Decorated onto Functionalized MWCNTs

The chemical composition of the nanoparticles deposited

onto functionalized MWCNTs was analyzed by XPS.

Fig. 5 (A) TEM and (B) HRTEM images of MWCNTs decorated with Rh nanoparticles.
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Survey XPS spectra of the decorated MWCNTs provide

results similar to those from EDS. In addition to peaks of

C, O, and Si resulting from the MWCNTs and background

(MWCNTs were dispersed onto silicon substrates for XPS

analysis), each survey XPS spectrum shows strong peaks

of Pd, Rh, or Ru. No other heterolement including fluorine

was detected, implying no byproducts or unreacted

precursors are present in the nanocomposites.

The states of MWCNT-supported palladium, rhodium,

and ruthenium nanoparticles can be more clearly identi-

fied through high-resolution XPS analysis. A typical high-

resolution Pd3d XPS spectrum of the Pd-decorated

MWCNTs is shown in Fig. 7A. The binding energies,

335.3 eV for Pd3d5/2 peak and 340.6 eV for Pd3d3/2 peak,

are in accordance with those reported for Pd0.[69]

Furthermore, the peaks are asymmetric, having a line

shape typical of metallic Pd.[69] All these imply that the

palladium in the nanoparticles is zero-valent. No signif-

icant changes were observed in the binding energies or

intensities of the Pd3d XPS core levels after exposing the

palladium-decorated MWCNTs to air for 1 month, which

demonstrates the stability of the palladium nanoparticles.

Fig. 7B displays the high-resolution Rh3d core level

XPS spectrum of MWCNTs coated with Rh nanopaticles.

The spectrum shows a low-energy band Rh3d5/2 at 307.3

eV, and a high-energy band Rh3d3/2 centering at 312.1 eV.

As the Rh3d5/2 and Rh3d3/2 peaks for rhodium metal lie

at 307.2 and 312.0 eV, respectively,[69] this indicates that

Rh is also in the zero-valent state in Rh nanoparticle-

MWCNT composites.

For MWCNTs decorated with ruthenium nanoparti-

cles, the high-resolution Ru3d XPS spectrum has been

obscured by the C1s spectrum. The deconvoluted spectrum

shown in Fig. 7C gives broad bands that can be curve-fitted

into two pairs of Ru3d peaks, therefore two chemically

Fig. 7 High-resolution (A) Pd3d, (B) Rh3d, and (C) Ru3d XPS

spectra of MWCNTs decorated with Pd, Rh, or Ru nanoparti-

cles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 TEM image of highly dispersed Ru nanoparticles

attached on MWCNTs.
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different Ru entities can be identified: the dominant pair

with a Ru3d5/2 peak at 279.8 eV corresponds well with the

3d5/2 and 3d3/2 lines of element Ru0, indicating that the

majority of ruthenium loaded on MWCNTs is present as

metallic Ru; the minor pair showing a Ru3d5/2 peak at

280.8 eV can be assigned to Ru oxides. The presence of

Ru oxides is responsible for the strong interaction

between highly dispersed Ru nanoparticles and oxygen-

containing groups on the functionalized MWCNTs and

could also be resulted from the slight oxidation of Ru

nanoparticles upon exposure of samples to ambient air.

Promising Applications of the Metal–MWCNT
Nanocomposites in Catalysis

Chemistry in ecologically benign solvents is of increasing

interest in recent years. Most solvents used in organic

syntheses for heterogeneous or homogeneous catalysis are

coming under close scrutiny because of their toxicity and

waste generation. There is a great push in industry today

to replace these solvents with environmentally friendly

solvents such as liquid or supercritical CO2. We have

recently reported that palladium nanoparticles dispersed

by a water-in-CO2 microemulsion are very effective

catalysts for hydrogenation of a number of olefins.[70]

However, separation of products from the surfactants and

reuse of the catalyst are potential technical difficulties

associated with the microemulsion technique. Devel-

oping effective heterogeneous catalysts that can be reused

for chemical synthesis in liquid or supercritical CO2 is

currently of great interest to the chemical industry. The

Pd nanoparticle–MWCNT composite may provide an

effective catalyst for chemical synthesis in a green solvent

that allows easy separation of products and minimizes

waste solvent generation.

The catalytic capability of the Pd–MWCNT composite

was tested for hydrogenation of a CO2-soluble olefin

trans-stilbene in liquid CO2:

In this test, stilbene was dissolved in a mixture of 5 atm

H2 and 100 atm of CO2 to make a 0.033 mol/L solution.

The solution was pumped into a 6.94-mL stainless steel

vessel loaded with 5 mg of the Pd–MWCNT composite

(reported in Fig. 4C) at room temperature (23�C).

Ultrasonication was applied to the vessel for 10 sec to

disperse the catalyst. The product was trapped in CDCl3 at

different times and analyzed by proton NMR (Bruker,

AMX 300). According to our NMR results, conversion of

stilbene to 1,2-diphenylethane was about 80% and 96%

after 5 and 10 min of reaction, respectively.

A number of noble metal–carbon fiber or metal

porphyrin–graphite composites have been demonstrated

to catalyze electrochemical reactions significantly.[13,71,72]

The Pd–MWCNT nanocomposite was also tested for its

electrocatalytic activity in oxygen reduction that is

important in fuel cell applications. For comparison,

graphite powder, MWCNTs, and Pd–MWCNT (Fig. 4C)

were mixed individually with mineral oil to make three

different carbon paste working electrodes. Cyclic voltam-

metry measurements were conducted at room temperature

in a three-compartment electrochemical cell. The electro-

lyte was 1.0 M H2SO4 saturated with oxygen. The

potential was cycled between +0.60 and �0.10 V at 40

mV/sec. As shown in Fig. 8, essentially no O2 reduction

was observed over the potential window for the carbon

paste electrodes of bare MWCNT and graphite powder. In

contrast, for the Pd–MWCNT electrode, a very large O2

reduction wave was observed at potentials characteristic

for Pd electrocatalysis. The enhancement of the cathodic

current indicates a high electrocatalytic activity of the

Pd–MWCNT electrode for the reduction of oxygen.

The highly dispersed Rh and Ru nanoparticles on

MWCNTs are also expected to be potential catalysts for a

variety of reactions.[26,73] As a catalyst for the hydroge-

nation of trans-cinnamaldehyde and the hydroformylation

of hex-1-ene in the liquid phase, Rh-supported MWCNTs

were found to be very selective toward C C double-bond

hydrogenation and the production of linear and branched

aldehydes, respectively.[73] However, Ru nanoparticles

anchoring on MWCNTs showed an unexpected increase

in selectivity (up to 92%) for cinnamyl alcohol in liquid-

phase hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde.[26]

Fig. 8 Cyclic voltammograms of oxygen reduction in 1.0 M

H2SO4. (From Ref. [58].)
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METAL–NW NANOCOMPOSITES

Metal–SiO2 NW Composites

Modification of SiO2 NWs was performed by hydrogen

reduction of Cu(hfa)2 �xH2O in scCO2 at 250�C and

80�C, respectively. Typical SEM images of SiO2 NWs

after copper deposition are shown in Fig. 9, and three

types of nanostructures are clearly visible. When a lower

precursor concentration (2.0�10�3 mol/L) was used in

the experiment, discrete Cu nanoparticles were found to

randomly anchor to the SiO2 NWs (inset of Fig. 9A). As

the concentration of the precursor increased to

2.7�10�2 mol/L, the NWs became thicker after coating,

wrapped by shells of densely packed Cu nanoparticles.

The average outside diameter of the wire-shell composite

structures can be up to 400 nm, indicating that the shells

were composed of multilayers of Cu nanoparticles. The

rough surfaces of the composites suggested that the

copper coating was polycrystalline. We believe that

the Cu nanoparticles were nucleated in the SCF medium

and then deposited onto the SiO2 NW surfaces to form

the coated layer. Noticeable from the SEM images is

also the aggregation of the Cu nanocrystals to form

larger structures, most of which were sphere-like and

‘‘strung’’ up by the NWs. The inset in Fig. 9A shows a

TEM image of a nanoparticle-decorated NW. Cu

nanoparticles with different sizes, ranging from several

to 50 nm in diameter, strung onto the SiO2 NWs.

Metal Alloy–SiC NW Composites

In principle, a number of metal precursors can be used as

starting materials as long as they are soluble in CO2, and

metals other than palladium and copper, or metal alloys

can be coated on the SiO2 NWs to form nanocomposites.

Furthermore, NWs suitable for the SCF fabrication

process are not limited to SiO2. Such hydrogen reduction

of metal precursors in supercritical CO2 may provide a

general and clean process to modify NWs with metallic

nanoparticles. Fig. 10 describes Cu–Pd alloy nanoparticles

attached to SiC NWs through hydrogen reduction of a

mixture of Cu(hfa)2 �xH2O (95%) and Pd(hfa)2 �xH2O

Fig. 9 SEM images of SiO2 NWs after copper deposition from supercritical CO2 solutions of (A) 2.0�10�3 (B) 2.7�10�2 mol/L

Cu(hfa)2. (From Ref. [59].)

Fig. 10 Cu-Pd-SiC nanocomposites. (a) SEM image of Cu-Pd nanocrystals supported by SiC NWs, (b) EDS of the nanocomposites.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(5%) in scCO2 at 80�C. Some aggregated balls of metals

are also observed.

CONCLUSION

SCF approach is a novel and emerging technology to

generate nanomaterials in small areas, high-aspect-ratio

structures, complicated surfaces, and poorly wettable

substrates with high uniformity, high homogeneity, and

minimum environmental problems.

Through hydrogen reduction of metal-b-diketone com-

plexes in supercritical CO2, a rapid, convenient, and

environmentally benign approach has been developed to

synthesize a variety of nanostructured materials: 1) metal

(Pd, Ni, and Cu) NWs and nanorods sheathed within

MWCNT templates; 2) nanoparticles of palladium, rho-

dium, and ruthenium decorated onto functionalized

MWCNTs. These highly dispersed nanoparticles are

expected to exhibit promising catalytic properties for a

variety of chemical or electrochemical reactions; 3) Cu or

Cu–Pd nanocrystals deposited onto SiO2 or SiC NWs.

Different types of nanostructures were achieved, including

nanocrystal-NW, spherical aggregation-NW, shell-NW

composites, and ‘‘mesoporous’’ metals supported by the

framework of NWs.
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INTRODUCTION

Silicates are the most commonly found minerals as
they are compounds of silicon and oxygen, which
together make up almost 75% of the earth’s crust.
Consequently, silicates are a basic building block of
various natural or artificial structures. With emerging
interests in nanoscale science and technology, silicate
materials containing nanometer-sized structures have
been studied and their new and interesting physical,
chemical, and biological phenomena are begun to be
understood. The control of silica material structures
at a nanoscopic level attracts a great deal of interest
among the scientific community in the last decade
and remains an ongoing challenge. While various kinds
of silica polymeric materials have been known for
years, new morphologies have recently appeared, such
as spherical hollow spheres, transparent films, meso-
porous materials with narrow pore size distribution,
and nanoporous thin films. In this chapter, we discuss
some old and new aspects of the synthesis of silica
polymeric nanostructures, as well as their use in
emerging technologies.

SILICA NANOPARTICLES

In 1968, Stöber and Fink[1] hydrolyzed a dilute solution
of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) in ethanol at high pH
and obtained uniform spheres of amorphous silica
whose sizes could be varied from 10 nm to 2 mm simply
by changing the concentrations of the reactants.
Examples of dense silica nanoparticles synthesized
according to the Stöber process are depicted in Fig. 1.

This method was later improved by many others
and appears to be the simplest and most effective route
to monodispersed silica spheres.[2] Two types of reac-
tions occur in the formation of silica particles: silanol
groups are formed by hydrolysis of alkoxysilane
groups and siloxane bridges are formed by a condensa-
tion polymerization reaction.

Recent mechanistic studies suggest that several
types of micrometer-sized colloidal particles prepared
by the precipitation method are in fact, the result of
aggregation of much smaller subunits, or nanometer-
sized primary particles, rather than continuous growth

by diffusion of species from the solution to the nucle-
ating surfaces.[3] In some cases, a broad range of size
distribution was observed during the period of growth,
indicating the occurrence of multiple nucleation
events.[4] The uniformity of size in the final product
may be achieved through a self-sharpening growth
process during which small particles grew more rapidly
than larger ones.

The surfaces of these silica colloids are typically
terminated with three silanol types: free or isolated
silanols, hydrogen-bonded or vicinal silanols, and
geminal silanols (Scheme 1).

Silica nanoparticle surfaces can be rendered non-
polar by post-treatment with hexamethyldisilazane
(commonly used in industry for the manufacture of
hydrophobic fumed silica), alkoxysilanes, or alcohols
(esterification).[5–7] The treated silica nanoparticles
can then be dispersed in various nonalcoholic solvents,
such as methyl isobutyl ketone, cyclohexane, n-octane,
or diethyl ether. Protected and unprotected mono-
dispersed silica colloidal spheres are commercially
available in large quantities from Nissan Chemical
Industries, a company that has produced silica colloids
for many years and whose monodispersed products are
marketed under the trade name Snowtex�. Those read-
ers with interest in the applications of monodispersed
colloidal silica spheres can find a recent survey by
Xia et al.[8]

Whereas dense silica particles have been known
since 1956, spherical silica materials with hollow interi-
ors have drawn interest in recent years because of their
potential uses as low-density capsules for controlled-
release drugs, dyes and inks, development of artificial
cells, protection of proteins, or enzymes, and catalysis.[9]

Many procedures for the generation of hollow silica
spheres exist, including layer-by-layer deposition on
(sub)micrometer-sized latex particles,[10] interfacial
synthesis,[11] the use of hybrid polystyrene=siloxane
latex particles,[12,13] and more recently, the controlled
precipitation of silicic acid on functionalized polysty-
rene latexes[14] or the liquid phase deposition of silica
onto fullerenol surfaces.[15] Two major requirements
of any of these synthetic methods are to ensure a
homogeneous deposition of silica and to prevent
multiparticle aggregation. Hereafter we describe two
of the aforementioned strategies as examples for the
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synthesis of spherical silica particles with hollow
interiors. The first approach is divided in two steps
as shown in Scheme 2. First, 3-(trimethoxysilyl) pro-
pyl methacrylate (MPS) is covalently attached to the
surface of polystyrene latex particles leading to silanol-
functionalized particles. Then, the silanols are used
to nucleate the deposition of a silica layer onto the
hybrid particles’ surface by reaction with TEOS in
aqueous basic alcoholic suspensions. Using this pro-
cess, stable nonaggregated suspensions of hollow
silica nanoparticles with 20 nm thick shells are pro-
duced as illustrated by the transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) images in Fig. 2. It is notable that dense
silica particles are not detected, indicating that the
polycondensation reaction only takes place at the
seed surface.

The second approach involves the slow controlled
precipitation of silica from a sodium silicate solution
onto polystyrene latexes bearing amine functionalities
or amine and carboxylate groups (zwitterionic
surface). Control of the sodium silicate solution pH
is critical. A pH of 9.7 ensures a homogeneous coating
of the latex particles in 24 hr and minimizes the non-
templated precipitation of silica particles (Scheme 3).
Interestingly for this approach, deposition of the
coated particles on a surface from aqueous solution
by slow evaporation leads to highly organized hexa-
gonal lattices. The voids between adjacent spheres are
still open, indicating that the organized array is indeed
formed by the stacking of silica coated spheres (Fig. 3).

For both strategies, the latex core is removed by
calcination in a final step leading to the formation of
hollow silica spheres with theoretically closed central
pores, the pore size being dictated by the size of the
starting polymeric core. While closed cell porosity is
advantageous in the case of hollow silica nanoparticles
for the applications mentioned previously, other
applications benefit more from open porosity and
high surface area. These include ion exchange, gas
adsorption, heterogeneous catalysis, hydrogen and or
methane storage, and many others.

NANOPOROUS MEDIA

Porous media are very useful in numerous applications
for every day life. When the pore size reaches several
nanometers, they can find potential applications
in state-of-the-art technologies including electronics,
optics, biotechnology, and so on. Porous materials
may be fully crystalline (zeolites), ordered on a meso-
scopic length scale but amorphous on a atomic length
scale (surfactant-templated materials), or fully disor-
dered (silica gels).[16,17] While the engineering of micro
structure has been achieved in the case of zeolites for
more than 50 years, precise control of the pore size dis-
tribution and the shape and volume of the void spaces
for mesoporous silicates only emerged in the early
1990s with the synthesis of the so-called M41S periodic
mesoporous silica.[18] In the synthesis of this material
(Scheme 4), the hydrolysis and polycondensation of
the silica precursor was templated by micelles pre-
formed from a surfactant, an amphiphilic molecule
that self-organizes in aqueous media into supramole-
cular arrays due to polarity differences between the
lyophobic head group and lyophilic tail. While a
structure-directing agent (surfactant) is used for the
synthesis of both zeolites and M41S materials, only

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscope pictures of dense silica nanoparticles (left: 50 nm diameter; right: 150 and 200 nm
diameter).

Scheme 1 Surface silanol types.
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Scheme 2 Formation of hollow silica beads.

Fig. 2 Transmission electron microscope micrographs of (A) SiOH-functionalized latex particles, (B) silica-coated latex particles,

and (C) hollow silica nanoparticles.

Scheme 3 Silica coating of amino-functionalized latex particles.
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in the latter case is a true template mechanism opera-
tive as a direct correlation of the surfactant array size
and shape to final pore size and geometry is observed.
The pores of these solids are classified according to
size: pores size below 2 nm are called micropores, those
in the range 2–50 nm are denoted mesopores, and those
above 50 nm are macropores.[19,20]

Depending upon the nature of the surfactant (e.g.,
cationic, anionic, neutral, zwitterionic, bolaamphiphile,

Gemini, divalent, and commercially available poly-
mers), different mesophases are obtained: MCM-41
(hexagonal), MCM-48 (cubic), MCM-50 (lamellar),
SBA-1, SBA-6, HMS, MSU-n, MSU-V, and many
others.[21] When a charged surfactant is used, calcina-
tion of the as-synthesized material is mandatory to
fully remove the template, whereas in the case of a
neutral surfactant washing is sufficient. This neutral
templating route allows the direct synthesis of hybrid

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscope image of an organized multilayer of 200-nm-sized coated spheres after calcinations. With
the chosen acceleration voltage, the complete coating is not visible in this case.

Scheme 4 General mechanism for the formation of M41S materials.
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organic–inorganic mesoporous materials where an
organic molecule can be incorporated either in the
channels or inside the walls.[22,23] These organically
functionalized silicas present a very high surface area
and tightly controlled porosity with a loading of
organic groups that can be varied over a large range.

In the semiconductor industry, scientists have
recently drawn inspiration from the molecular tem-
plated synthesis of mesoporous solids to develop mate-
rials with low dielectric constant (low k) for advanced
microelectronics. As electronic devices get smaller and

smaller, improvements in back end of the line (BEOL)
interconnect performance require the reduction of
resistance and capacitance, hence, new insulating
materials having lower dielectric constant are needed.[24]

Fig. 4 represents a typical BEOL structure containing
multilayers of hard mask, dielectrics, etch stop, and
cap coating. For over 30 years, silicon dioxide (SiO2)
has been the dielectric insulator of choice for the
semiconductor industry due to its excellent dielectric
breakdown strength, a high modulus, good thermal
conductivity, and excellent adhesion to other materials.
However, SiO2 is being replaced with materials posses-
sing lower permittivity to achieve reduced capacitance
for next technology generations. For example, at the
65 nm technology generation, the target effective
dielectric constant (keff) according to the 2001 Interna-
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors is
2.3–2.6.[25] The keff is a composite value comprised of
the dielectric, hard mask, barrier cap layer, and etch
stop layer as schematically shown in Fig. 4. To achieve
this ultra low dielectric constant, materials with
k < 2.2 will be required. Porous structure is unavoid-
able choice for dielectric material in order to attain
sufficiently low dielectric constants.

The incorporation of nanosized pores into a matrix
structure leads to a significant decrease in the dielectric

Fig. 4 A typical structure of multilayered BEOL. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Schematics of the sacrificial porogen approach to nanoporous organosilicates. Two distinct microstructures of pores are
observed with different molecular architectures of porogens as shown in the right side. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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constant of the bulk material since the dielectric
constant of air is about one. The dielectric constant
of the material can therefore be adjusted by simply
varying the level of nanoporosity. Among a variety
of method to generate nanoporosity in organic or
inorganic films, an approach developed in IBM, known
as the so-called sacrificial porogen approach, has been
recognized as a simple and effective route to thin films
containing nanometer sized pores.[26] It utilizes phase
separation of two component systems where one
component (e.g., organosilicates matrix) crosslinks into
a network effectively limiting domain growth and
coarsening of the porogen phase (an organic, labile
polymeric component) that is ultimately expelled from
the film by thermal decomposition. Fig. 5 depicts the
schematics of pore generating process. The morphol-
ogy of nanohybrid, where the phase separated porogen
domain is entrapped within crosslinked organosilicate
matrix, and hence the pore morphology is strongly
dependent on the interaction between porogen and
matrix material, and molecular weight, molecular
architecture, and loading level of the porogen.

This process is able to generate various morphology
and dimensions of the pores. Two distinctive pore
morphologies could be observed depending on the
phase separation kinetics. As shown in the right side
of Fig. 5, when the porogen and matrix undergo the
liquid–solid phase separation caused by the crosslink-
ing of the matrix material, which is a typical nucleation
and growth (NG) process, random shapes of pores
with broad size distribution are obtained. Porogens
of homopolymers or copolymers with linear or
branched molecular architectures show NG type phase
behavior. In contrast, well-defined, quite-ordered pore
structure with narrow size distribution is obtained

when preassembled porogens template the porous
structure.[27] By the definition of templating (TP), the
procedure involves a preassembled mould with the
specific morphology that can be transferred to the final
porous structure. As shown by the cross-sectional
TEM images in Fig. 6, microstructures of pores
generated by two routes are very different. TP process
(right-side image of Fig. 6) provides well-defined
regular pore structures while NG process (left-side
image of Fig. 6) gives random structures of pores.

In addition to the low dielectric constant, the
nanoporous organosilicate thin films have a number of
interesting properties which make them very attractive

Fig. 6 Transmission electron microscope images of porous thin films generated by two different routes. Left: NG; Right: TP.

Fig. 7 Refractive index of porous organosilicate thin films
as a function of porosity.
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for many potential applications including optical
components, catalyst supports, separation media,
high density biosubstrates, and so on. Due to the
nanoscopic dimensions of pores, these materials are
optically homogeneous within visible wavelength of
light. As shown in Fig. 7, for example, the refractive
index of thin films of organosilicates also can be easily
controlled over broad ranges (1.16–1.35 for this exam-
ple) by simply varying the amount of porgen loadings.
One simple application of this controllable refractive
index is optical coating on glass to enhance transmis-
sion of light (i.e., antireflection effect).[28,29] With a
single layer of homogeneous dielectric material coating
on a substrate, antireflection effect can be achieved if
n2

2 ¼ n1n3 and h ¼ l=4, where h is coating thickness,
l is the wavelength of incident light, n1, n2, and n3 are
the refractive indices of substrate, dielectric material,
and air, respectively. A dielectric material of n2 ¼

1.22 is required for glass substrate (n1 � 1.5, n3 � 1),
which is not attainable with pure solid dielectric materi-
als as the lowest n2 of dielectric materials is about 1.35
(cryolite, n2 ¼ 1.38 for MgF2).

[30] Fig. 8 shows the
optical transmission spectra of glass slides coated with
�60nm of nanoporous poly(methylsilsesquioxane)
(PMSSQ) generated from 50wt% porogen loading
(n � 1.22). Compared to the uncoated glass, single
and double sided nanoporous coatings increase the
optical transmission through the glass from �91.7% to
�94.4% and �98.2%, respectively. In addition, thin films
of the nanoporous film with optical thickness ranging
within visible wavelength are found to be robust.

Due to the nanoscopic dimension of pores and
intrinsic hydrophobicity of PMSSQ, the porous
PMSSQ films show very selective sorption behavior.
A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) combined with
reflectance infrared spectroscopy (IR) study revealed

Fig. 8 Antireflection effect of
nanoporous thin films coated on
a glass slide. (View this art in
color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Water contact angles of dense PMSSQ
surface as a function of UV=ozone treatment
time at 30�C. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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this selectivity.[31] With organic liquids having surface
tension below the critical value (38–48 dyne=cm), the
extent of sorption increased with porosity of PMSSQ
films. Extremely low amounts of sorption were mea-
sured with the liquids having a surface tension higher
than the critical value. The selective sorption behavior
can be interpreted by capillary condensation resulting
from the lowered vapor pressure in the nanoscopic
pores and the experimental data are in good agreement
with calculations using the Kelvin equation.

The nanoporous PMSSQ thin films show potentials
as biosubstrates when the hydrophilicity is controlled.
A wide range of surface hydrophilicity can be obtained
by a simple UV=ozone treatment on nanoporous
PMSSQ films. Although the precise mechanism of
UV=ozone treatment has remained unclear in litera-
ture, it has been widely used for a variety of etching=
cleaning applications in the microelectronics industry.
It is known that ozone is dissociated by absorption
of 253.7 nm radiation or thermal heating into atomic
oxygen which is postulated to be the predominant
etchant species. Over the temperature range from room
temperature to �300�C, organic materials are broken
down into simple volatile oxidation products such as
carbon dioxide, water, etc.[32,33] Fig. 9 shows water
contact angles on dense PMSSQ surface as a function
of UV=ozone treatment time at 30�C. The treatment
gives surfaces having water contact angles ranging
from 105� to 25� with increasing treatment time.

Since biosystems are based on aqueous environ-
ment, controlled hydrophilicity of solid surface is very
useful for numerous applications in biotechnology
including microarrays, affinity separation channels,
etc. The ability to control surface hydrophilicity is
applicable for pattern generation by limiting the area
of UV=ozone treatment using a mask. Hydrophilic
patterns in hydrophobic matrix can be obtained since

only the area exposed both to UV and ozone becomes
hydrophilic while masked areas remain as hydro-
phobic. Fig. 10 shows the patterning process and an
optical micrograph of a patterned surface where
hydrophilic area (diameter ¼ 250 mm) is decorated
with a fluorescent dye (6-FAM amidite). Due to the
porous, three-dimensional structure of the matrix,
the patterned substrate has higher number density
of functional groups than flat surface, which results
in ten times higher fluorescence intensity than the
corresponding flat silicon wafer surface. The arrays
of patterns containing high surface area are desirable
to reduce the overall size of an array while maximi-
zing the number of reaction sites within the pattern
and minimizing the required reagent and sample
volume.[34]

CONCLUSIONS

Silicates with controlled nanoscopic structures are very
attractive for a variety of potential applications due to
their novel and interesting physical, chemical, and
biological properties. Effort continues to explore new
nanostructures, to optimize properties, and to utilize
them for numerous end-uses, including optical com-
ponents, electronics, separation media, catalysis, and
biotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION

The mass–strength ratio is of exceptional importance for

different applications. Critical parts of various moving

vehicles from satellites to aircrafts to cars depend on

strength and toughness of the materials they are made of,

while strict limitations on the weight of the different

components are placed by the launch technology. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) present significant

potential as the basic material for space applications. The

exceptional mechanical properties of SWNTs[1–6] have

prompted intensive studies of their composites. These

qualities can also be used in a variety of other technol-

ogies from automotive to military and medical. However,

the present composites have shown only a moderate

strength enhancement when compared to other hybrid

materials.[7–9] Although substantial advances have been

made,[10] the mechanical characteristics of SWNT-doped

polymers are noticeably below their highly anticipated

potential. Pristine SWNTs are well known for poor

solubilization, which leads to phase segregation of

composites. Severe structural inhomogeneities result in

the premature failure of the hybrid SWNT–polymer

materials. The connectivity with and uniform distribution

within the matrix are essential structural requirements for

the strong SWNT composites.[11–13] Here we show that a

new processing approach based on sequential layering of

chemically modified nanotubes and polyelectrolytes can

greatly diminish the phase segregation and render SWNT

composite highly homogeneous. Combined with chemical

cross-linking, this processing leads to drastically im-

proved mechanical properties. The tensile strength of the

composites is several times higher than that of SWNT

composites made via mixing; it approaches values seen

for hard ceramics. The universality of the layering

approach applicable to a wide range of functional

materials makes possible successful incorporation of

SWNT into a variety of composites, imparting them

required mechanical properties.

The thin-film membranes that are obtained as a result

of the layer-by-layer process can be used as an interme-

diate or as a component of ultrastrong laminates. At the

same time, the prepared membranes can also be utilized in

the as-prepared form for space and biomedical technol-

ogies because of the combined strength and multiple

functionalities of the SWNT membranes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single-walled carbon nanotube composites are typically

prepared by blending, in situ polymerization, and extru-

sion. After extensive surface modification, such as

grafting or polymer wrapping,[12–14] the phase segregation

from a macromolecular matrix is smaller than for pristine

SWNT, but still remains high owing to vastly different
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molecular mobilities of both components. Very intense

research on appropriate surface modification of SWNT is

currently under way in many groups around the world.

Nevertheless, most common loadings of nanotubes in the

polymer matrix are within the 1–15 wt.% range, whereas

more than 50% of the SWNT content is needed for

materials with special mechanical performance without

compromising the homogeneity of the composite at the

nanometer level. This high loading of the nanotubes is

particularly important when both electrical and mechan-

ical qualities of the nanotubes are going to be utilized.

The phase segregation between dissimilar materials

can be circumvented by applying a new deposition tech-

nique often called layer-by-layer assembly (LBL).[15] It is

based on the alternating adsorption of monolayers of

individual components attracted to each other by electro-

static and van der Waals interactions and can be carried

out with a variety of polyelectrolytes and other com-

pounds with high molecular weight. The immobilization

of the macromolecular compounds and strong interdigi-

tation of the nanometer-thick film allows for the close-to-

perfect molecular blending of the components.[16,17]

The SWNT–polyelectrolyte composites produced in

this study were assembled onto a solid support via

alternate dipping of a solid substrate (glass slides, Si

wafers) into dispersions of SWNT and polyelectrolyte

solutions.[18–20] The individual assembly steps, i.e.,

adsorption of SWNT and polyelectrolyte monolayers,

were interlaced by rinsing steps to remove the excess of

assembling materials. When the LBL procedure was

complete, the multilayer films were lifted off the substrate

to obtain uniform freestanding membranes, which can be

handled as regular composites.[21] Such films make

possible straightforward testing of their mechanical

properties. It is important to note that large-area mem-

branes for space telescopes and similar applications can

similarly be made by deposition on the substrates of

appropriate size.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes were produced by

laser ablation and subsequently purified via acid treat-

ment. They were manufactured by laser vaporization of

carbon rods doped with Co, Ni, and FeS in an atmosphere

of Ar:H2. It needs to be pointed out that the standard

SWNT products made by HiPCO and other methods

contain significant amount of sooth, graphite flakes, and

remnants of the catalyst, which need to be removed before

the assembly. The quality of the dispersion directly affects

the mechanical performance of the resulting composite.

A suspension of SWNT raw material was refluxed in

65% HNO3 and subsequently purified by centrifugation.

Supplemented by sonication, this treatment results in the

partial oxidation of ca. 5% of the total number of carbon

atoms both in caps and walls of SWNT.[22] A similar type

of dispersion can also be made following other methods,

such as polymer wrapping the nanotubes and chemical

derivatization. Optimization of the aqueous nanotube

dispersions should be considered as one of the most

critical direction of the optimization of the carbon

nanotube composites and speed and quality of their

processing in the composites.

The presence of carboxylic acid groups affords the

preparation of metastable SWNT dispersions after 1-min

sonication in deionized water without any additional

surfactant. Thus-prepared, negatively charged SWNT

with a zeta potential of �0.08 V can be layer-by-layer

assembled with positively charged polyelectrolyte, such

as branched poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI; Mw=70,000)

(Fig. 1). Because the overall negative charge of the

SWNT used here was fairly small, a layer of SWNT was

replaced with a layer of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA;

Mw=450,000) after every fifth deposition cycle (Fig. 1).

These additional layers improve the linearity of the

deposition process and present a convenient chemical

anchor for subsequent chemical modification. For the

same reasons, a single PEI/PAA bilayer was deposited on

a bare glass or Si substrate before the SWNT assembly.

The assembly conditions of the entire procedure (pH,

ionic strength, concentrations, etc.) were optimized so that

the dipping cycles can be repeated as many times as

needed with linear growth of the multilayers (Fig. 2a).

This enables the preparation of films with any desirable

thickness and architecture tailored to different applica-

tions. The ionic conditions of LBL assembly were the

following: 1% solution of PEI at pH 8.5; 1% PAA at pH 6

(pH 3 for wafer coating); SWNT at pH 6.8. All solutions

were made in 18 MO deionized (DI) water without

addition of any extra salt or other low molecular weight

electrolyte. Deionized water was also used for rinsing at

pH 8.5, adjusted by NaOH. Wafers and glass slides were

cleaned in piranha solution, rinsed with DI water,

Fig. 1 Common polyelectrolytes used for LBL process.
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sonicated for 15 min, and again thoroughly rinsed with DI

water. After that, they were coated with a precursor layer:

PEI (10 min)+PAA(15 min, pH 3), followed by the

deposition of (PEI/SWNT)5. The layer sequence of (PEI/

PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5 was repeated until the desirable

thickness was obtained. Exposure times of 10 and 60

min was used for polylectrolytes and SWNT baths,

respectively.[18,19]

Multilayer stacks with a cumulative structure of [(PEI/

PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]6 and [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]8

containing 30 and 40 (PEI/SWNT) bilayers, respectively,

were typically used in this study.

We are currently investigating other methods of SWNT

dispersion in water to avoid excessive damage to the

SWNT wall, for example, wrapping the nanotubes with

copolymers, which can work equally well on the SWNT

and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT). For some

applications, MWNTs can be the preferred materials

because of their lower cost.

Similarly to other polyelectrolyte LBL systems,[15] a

submonolayer of SWNT is deposited in each deposition

cycle. The final morphology of the multilayers can be

described as a mixture of individual carbon nanotubes and

their 4–9-nm bundles intricately interwoven together in a

fine fabric (Fig. 2c). Two important structural character-

istics should be pointed out. Single-walled carbon nano-

tubes uniformly cover the entire surface of the substrate

without any evidence of phase separation. Also, the

presence of oxidized flat graphite sheets and other forms

of carbon colloids in our experiments was very small. Both

these factors contributed to the mechanical properties of

the composites. The quality of the nanotube material was

also assessed by Raman spectroscopy. (Raman measure-

ments were performed in a backscattering configuration

with 50 mW of 514.5-nm laser light incident on the

samples). The characteristic Raman peaks for SWNTs,

e.g., the radial breathing mode at �182 cm�1 and the

tangential C–C stretching modes located at �1560 cm�1

(G1 mode) and �1583 cm�1 (G2 mode), were very sharp

and narrow, indicating the high uniformity of the SWNT

and low level of impurities present in the films. A barely

visible peak at �1340 cm�1 (D mode) revealed the

presence of residual amounts of disordered carbon

structures. Using the correlation between the frequency

of the radial breathing mode, v, and the SWNT diameter, d,

expressed as d=223.75/v,[23] a value of d=1.2 nm is

obtained, which is in a good agreement with the SWNT

diameters obtained from atomic force microscopy (AFM)

images of many individual nanotubes. From these images,

the length of the nanotubes was estimated to be 2–7 mm.

Poly(ethyleneimine) was utilized as the LBL partner of

SWNT because of the terminal -NH2 and backbone -NH-

groups in the main chain and branches suitable for the

subsequent chemical modification of the composite.[24]

The PEI chains can be cross-linked 1) with each other and

2) with carboxyl groups on SWNT and PAA. Chemical

stitching increases the connectivity of the polyelectrolyte

matrix with SWNT, and therefore, the load transfer in the

composite.[13] We used here the combination of both

modification pathways. Partial covalent SWNT–PEI–

PAA cross-linking was achieved by heating the films to

130�C after the deposition of each layer, resulting in

amide bonds between a variety of protonated and

nonprotonated functional groups of PEI, PAA, and SWNT

complementing the intrinsic ionic cross-linking of the

LBL films.[25] Subsequently, the film was exposed to

glutaraldehyde at room temperature. The sample

was cross-linked in 0.5% glutardialdehyde solution in

phosphonate buffer (0.054M Na2HPO4, 0.013 M

NaH2PO4, pH 7.4) for 1 hr at room temperature. To

remove unreacted glutardialdehyde, the film was rinsed

with tap water for 3�10 min and then with DI water the

same number of times. This reaction produces a tight

network of polymeric chains and nanotubes connected by

dialdehyde linkages. It was found that if only 1% of all

carbon atoms of SWNT are chemically bonded to the

Fig. 2 Structural characterization of SWNT multilayers. (a) Sequential UV–vis spectra of a glass substrate in the course of the LBL

deposition of SWNT. The spectra were taken for a total number of (PEI/SWNT) bilayers indicated in the graph. (b) Raman scattering

spectra of SWNT dispersion (1), LBL film on a glass substrate (2), and freestanding film (3). (c) Tapping mode AFM image (DI,

Multimode IIIA) of a Si wafer bearing (PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5. (From Refs. [18,19].)
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polymer matrix, such cross-linking drastically increases

the sheer between them by an order of magnitude.[13]

Therefore a 5% density of -COOH groups on the SWNT

surface cited above should be sufficient to obtain good

connectivity with the polyelectrolyte matrix. Note that

these groups are not completely utilized at the moment

because of the relatively low temperature of the amide

bond cross-linking step.

The mechanical properties of the LBL-assembled

SWNT thin films were studied in their freestanding form

prepared by the chemical delamination from the sub-

strate.[21] Multilayers of SWNT were separated from the

silicon wafers by immersion into 0.5% aqueous HF for

3 min The Raman scattering spectrum of the separated

film is almost identical to that of the supported film and

original nanotubes (Fig. 2b), demonstrating that the

structure of SWNT remains mostly unaltered during

cross-linking and delamination. The breathing mode

frequency shifts from 185 cm�1 in the assembled film

to 182 cm�1 in the cross-linked, self-standing films,

indicating a small expansion of the tube diameters.[18,19]

The delaminated thin films (Fig. 3a) can be easily

handled in a variety of ways. They can be made of any

desirable size or shape determined only by the dimensions

of the substrate. The films that we routinely prepare in this

study were ca. 1�3 cm. Assemblies with a structure of

[(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]6 and [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/

SWNT)5]8 displayed an SWNT content of 50±5 wt.%

as calculated from carbon and nitrogen energy-dispersive

X-ray analysis (EDAX) peak integrals. Previously

reported composites made with modified SWNT revealed

strong inhomogeneities even at SWNT loadings as low as

6–8%.[8,9] The cross-sectional image of the freestanding

film (Fig. 4a,b) clearly demonstrates the absence of

micron-scale inhomogeneities although the occasional

inclusion of round 30–60 nm particles can be seen (possibly

dust). The slight variations in the gray-scale contrast

between different strata show the actual variations in

SWNT distribution within the sample. They originate

from small deviations in SWNT adsorption conditions,

such as dispersion concentration and pH, during the

buildup procedure. In scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) (Fig. 3a), the surface of the sample also appears

smooth and continuous. Typically, the separation of

single-walled or multiwalled carbon nanotubes and their

bundles in mixed polymer composites can be observed as

whiskers clearly visible in transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM) and SEM images.[4,26] The TEM examina-

tion of the initial stages of rupturing showed that virtually

no fiber pullout occurs in the LBL multilayers (Fig. 3b).

This can be contrasted by extensive nanotube pullout

reported before by several groups.[4,26] For many TEM

images obtained in different areas of the self-standing

films, we were able to observe only one SWNT bundle

bridging the break region (Fig. 3c). The same image also

shows two broken carbon fiber stubs embedded in the

walls of the crack (marked by arrows in Fig. 3c). In total,

the microscopy results indicate the efficient load transfer

in the LBL composite. Similar films are currently

prepared from the multiwalled carbon nanotubes utilizing

the polymer wrapping (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3 Electron microscopy of the rupture region in SWNT multilayers. (a) Scanning electron microscopic image of the surface and

broken edges of [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]8. (b, c) Transmission electron microscopic images of ruptured areas of the freestanding

films. The arrows indicate the likely stubs of the broken nanotube bundles. They were identified as such because 1) their diameters are

both equal to that of the actual SWNT bundle bridging the gap and 2) their mutual positioning presents a virtually perfect match with the

expected location of the ends of a bundle broken during gap opening.

Fig. 4 Transmission electron microscopic examination of the

homogeneity of the SWNT LBL film. Survey (a) and close-up

(b) TEM images of SWNT film cross sections. The top and

bottom sides of the film are slightly different in roughness: The

one that was adjacent to the flat substrate is smoother than the

‘‘growth’’ surface of the film. (From Refs. [18,19].)
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The mechanical properties of the layered composites

were tested on a custom-made thin-film, tensile-strength

tester (McAllister Inc.) recording the displacement and

applied force by using pieces cut from [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/

SWNT)5]6 and [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]8 freestanding

films. The tester was calibrated on similar pieces made

from cellulose acetate membranes and Nylon threads.

[(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]6 and [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/

SWNT)5]8 samples had an average TEM thickness of

0.75 and 1.0 mm, respectively. Their typical stress (s) vs.

strain (e) curves differed quite markedly from stretching

curves previously seen for SWNT composites[10] and for

LBL films solely made from polyelectrolytes, (PEI/

PAA)40, obtained by the same assembly procedure

(Fig. 6b). They displayed a characteristic wave-like

pattern, gradual increase of ds/de derivative, and the

complete absence of the plateau region for high strains

corresponding to plastic deformations (Fig. 6a). The latter

correlates well with the enhanced connectivity of SWNT

with the polymer matrix (Fig. 3). Other mentioned

stretching features indicate the reorganization of the

layered composite under stress. A process similar to the

sequential breakage of cross-linked parts of coiled

molecules (see AFM image in Fig. 2) observed in natural

nanocomposites, such as seashells and bones,[27,28]

is likely to be responsible for the wave-like pattern and

the increase of the stretching curve slope. This statement

can be substantiated by the AFM investigation of the sin-

gle molecules of a polyelectrolyte adsorbed to the sub-

strate (Fig. 7). Atomic force microscopy images of poly-

(diallydimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA) (Fig. 7)

polycation adsorbed to silicates revealed the actual con-

formation of macromolecules at the organic–inorganic

interface. Similarly to PEI, this polyelectrolyte has a

positive charge when adsorbed to silica or glass. Coiling

of PEI is expected to be even stronger than that of PDDA

because the latter has intrinsically strong propensity to

form a rod-like structure because of its greater charge. The

intentionally rarified submonolayers of polycation were

made from 2�10�7 wt.% solutions to resolve single

chains (Fig. 7A). These are intricately entangled to form a

continuous film at higher concentrations. Adsorbed

polyelectrolyte were found to be present in the film in

different conformational states: extended (Fig. 7C),

partially coiled (Fig. 7D), and tightly coiled (Fig. 7E).

The length of the macromolecules in extended conforma-

tion, 350–400 nm (Fig. 7C), coincides with that expected

for poly(diallydimethylammonium) chloride with Mw=

200,000. As can be seen from Fig. 7A, most of the

molecules (>75%) are present in the tightly coiled con-

formation. Moreover, the AFM examination of the clusters

of the macromolecules molecules (Fig. 7B) demonstrates

Fig. 5 Optical photograph of the free-standing LBL films

made from multiwalled carbon nanotubes. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Typical tensile-strength curves of the SWNT LBL films.

Stress–strain dependence for (a) [(PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5]8 and

(b) a similar free-standing multilayer film solely made from

polyelectrolytes. The dependence of the mechanical properties

of the cross-linked LBL composites on humidity was tested in

the range of relative humidity of 30–100%, T=298�C, and was

found to be negligible. (From Refs. [18,19].)

Fig. 7 Atomic force microscopy of rarified PDDA films. (A)

Overview of adsorbed PDDA molecules (2�2 mm, mica). (B)

Cluster of PDDA molecules (360�230 nm, Si wafer). (C) Fully

extended PDDA chain (350�170 nm). (D) Partially coiled

PDDA chain (160�80 nm, mica). (E) Typical highly coiled

conformation of PDDA chain (100�110 nm). (From Ref. [29].)
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that this is apparently the preferential conformation of the

polyelectrolyte in densely packed films made at higher

concentrations used for multilayer preparation.[29]

Considering the complexity of the deformation pro-

cess, the assessment of elastic and inelastic behavior in

each part of the curve will be carried out upon detailed

microscopic investigation. Meanwhile, the values of ds/de
exceeding 50 GPa should be noted.

The comparison with stretching curves of polyelectro-

lytes (Fig. 6b) shows that the incorporation of nanotubes in

the LBL structure resulted in the transfer of the SWNT

strength to the entire assembly. The stretching curves of

the SWNT multilayers display a clear break point. The

ultimate tensile strength, T, was found to be 220±40 MPa

with some readings being as high as 325 MPa. This is

several times to an order of magnitude greater than the

tensile strength of strong industrial plastics with T=20–

66 MPa.[30] It is also substantially higher than the tensile

strength of carbon fiber composites made by mixing:

Polypropylene filled with 50 vol.% carbon fibers has T=

53 MPa.[31] A recent study on SWNT–poly(vinylalcohol)

ribbons with axially aligned nanotubes reported a tensile

strength of 150 MPa.[10] The T values obtained for SWNT

LBL films are in fact close to those of ultrahard ceramics

and cermets such as tungsten monocarbide (T=340 MPa),

silicon monocarbide (T=300 MPa), and tantalum mono-

carbide (T=290 MPa).[30] Such strength and failure strain

greater than in cermets (ca. >1% in SWNT LBL vs. 0.2–

0.6% in carbides) displayed by an organic composite is

quite remarkable.

The tensile strength of single carbon nanotubes

was experimentally determined to be between 13 and

50 GPa.[26,32] The lower values obtained for the SWNT

multilayers should be mainly attributed to the contribu-

tion of polyelectrolytes and some uncertainty in the actual

cross-section area at the break point and a degree of

cross-linking. The mixing law predicts that polyelectro-

lyte matrix with T=9 MPa makes negligible contribution

to the strength of the composite while taking about 50%

of its volume fraction. [SWNT is d=1.14 g/cm3. Because

the density of the polyelectrolytes used for the prepara-

tion of the multilayers (i.e., PDDA d=1.04 g/cm3; PAA

d=1.14 g/cm3) is almost the same, the volume fraction of

SWNT in the composite can be considered to be equal to

the mass fraction.] Additionally, the decrease of the

mechanical strength of the nanotubes in the process of

ionic functionalization (estimate 15%)[33] should also be

considered as a factor affecting the strength of these

composites. These issues are pointed out as means of

further optimization of the multilayers. Tuning of their

molecular structure and composition should lead to vast

improvement of their mechanical properties that could

possibly approach those of pristine carbon nanotubes.

It is also interesting to compare the T values for SWNT

composite films to those obtained for other LBL films

made with other inorganic components such as montmo-

rillonite platelets, M, and nanoparticles, NP, for instance

8–10-nm magnetite nanoparticles. The freestanding films

(PDDA/NP)40 and (PDDA/NP/PDDA/M)40 made accord-

ing to Ref. [21] revealed T equal to 40 and 72 MPa,

respectively. In conjunction with the tensile strength data

(see above), it can be concluded that inorganic or SWNT

components act as a molecular armor in the layered

composites significantly reinforcing them. The molecular

organization of the material made possible the transfer of

a part of their strength to the entire assembly.

CONCLUSION

The technology of the preparation of nanocomposites

described above should be considered as an effective tool

in developing new ultrastrong materials. High structural

homogeneity and interconnectivity of the structural

components of the LBL films combined with high SWNT

loading leads to significant increase of the strength of

nanocomposites, being somewhat weaker than some other

organic and carbon fiber materials but at the same time

being far beyond their potential as ultrastrong composites.

The described technique minimizes the structural defects

originating from phase segregation and opens a possibility

for the molecular design of layered hybrid structural

materials from different polymers and other nanoscale

building blocks. The prepared freestanding membranes

can serve as a unique component for a variety of

technologies. One of its great advantages over other

technologies is the ability to prepare ultrathin ultrastrong

membranes with minimal heterogeneity. We expect these

composite materials to be used initially in high-value

applications, most possibly as a critical part of a space or

biomedical device. Once the carbon nanotubes become

less expensive and the LBL processing becomes a routine

operation, the same composites can be utilized in more

high-volume products such as building construction

materials and car components. At the same time, the

less-expensive alternatives to the ultrastrong composites

with comparable performance can be developed from

carbon- or ceramics-based nanomaterials.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology is an emerging field that studies funda-

mental nanoscale processes and the exploitation of those

processes in the development and function of nanode-

vices.[1] To date, development has been hampered by the

need for materials and processes that can perform

reproducibly at the nanometer scale. Although at present

nanodevice development is dominated by materials made

from SiO2 or metals, these materials can suffer from a lack

of processability.[2] As an alternative that has met with

some success, organic-based materials can be easily

processed by a variety of methods including spin coating,

evaporation, and printing.[3] Organic and organic/inor-

ganic hybrid materials have been developed for organic

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), field-effect transistors, and

other devices.[4–6] However, organic devices usually suffer

from a short lifetime as a consequence of poor mechanical

and thermal stability associated with small organic

molecules.[5] Although organic/inorganic hybrid materials

have better mechanical and thermal stability,[7–9] there still

exists an inherent lack of component compatibility,

leading to difficulties in processing, and intercomponent

communication.[9]

A promising class of materials for nanodevice appli-

cation is conducting polymers (Fig. 1). Their thermal and

environmental stability facilitates use in devices for

photochemical and electrochemical applications,[10–12]

and their physical and chemical properties can be easily

tailored for specific functions.[13,14] When conducting

polymers were first introduced, their poor solubility in

common processing solvents limited their versatility.[11]

However, this issue has been addressed through modify-

ing the backbone of the polymer with side chains, such as

alkyl and alkoxy groups. With this approach, processing

of these materials in either aqueous or organic media has

expanded the utility of conducting polymers in OLEDs,

electrochromic displays, and coatings for more sensitive

materials.[6,15–17] Numerous articles are found in the

literature reporting devices in the micrometer regime

made with conducting polymers.[2,3,18–21]

Although Moore’s law predicts a doubling in the num-

ber of transistors per chip approximately every 18

months,[22] the limits of traditional patterning techniques

are threatening to hinder this advancement. The feature

size required to continue this trend is in the <100 nm

regime, where control over feature size is critical and dif-

ficult to achieve. New procedures and variations on current

methods need to be developed to break this regime barrier.

In this article, we will review current approaches to

creating conducting polymer nanopatterns, from ‘‘tem-

plate synthesis’’ to lithography. We discuss the advantages

and disadvantages of each method and highlight the unique

nanostructures formed with these techniques. These

materials are likely to enhance the emerging field of

nanoelectronics, while complementing current technology.

TEMPLATE SYNTHESIS

The first reported patterning of conducting polymer

nanostructures used template synthesis, a method devel-

oped by Penner and Martin[23] in the mid-1980s. They

reported the electrochemical polymerization of pyrrole in

the pores of a polycarbonate membrane. Template

synthesis, as the name implies, utilizes the microporous

or nanoporous structure of materials as a template for the

electrochemical or oxidative synthesis of conducting

polymer nanotubules and nanofibrils.[24] This technique

can also be used to form nanotubes and nanofibrils of

metals, carbon, and semiconductors.[24,25]

Template Materials

The most common template materials used are ‘‘track-

etch’’ membranes and alumina membranes.[26] Track-etch

membranes are formed by bombarding a nonporous

membrane with nuclear fission fragments.[27] These

membranes are typically polycarbonate or polyester. The

tracks that are formed are subsequently chemically etched

to produce pores in the material. The size of the uniform

pores can be as small as 10 nm in diameter with pore

densities as high as 109 pores/cm2.[26] The bombardment

occurs randomly, which, at small pore diameters and high

pore densities, can cause intersections of the pores.[26] If

these intersections are not desired, alumina or other

membranes can be used because the processes used to

form these membranes are more controlled.
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Porous alumina membranes are formed from the

anodization of Al metal in acidic solution. The uniform

pores are cylindrical, with pore densities as high as 1011

pores/cm2 and a size range from >100 down to <5 nm.[26]

Because of the nature of pore formation in the alumina

membranes, interconnects do not develop between

pores,[25] affording a template material that can form

isolated nanostructures. Membranes, including SiO2, zeo-

lites, and other nanoporous solids, have also been used as

template materials, although to a lesser extent.[25]

Mechanism for Template Synthesis

The polymerization mechanism for conducting polymers

using template synthesis is either electrochemical or oxi-

dative. The most common electrochemical method is to

plate one surface of the membrane with a conducting metal

thin film and use this film as the anode in an electroplating

process.[28] The polymer first nucleates on the walls of the

pore, and subsequent deposition yields a well-ordered

polymer outer layer that becomes more disordered as the

tubule wall thickens.[29] In the oxidative method, the

template is immersed in a solution containing monomer

and a polymerization reagent, such as an aqueous iron(III)

salt.[30,31] The deposition occurs in a manner similar to the

electrochemical method, resulting in a similar polymer-

order gradient for the nanostructures (Fig. 2).

Physical Properties of Conducting
Polymer Nanotubules/Nanofibrils

Early studies of polypyrrole chain order in nanofi-

brils (closed tubules) used polarized infrared absorption

Fig. 1 Examples of conducting polymers.

Fig. 2 Schematic of template synthesis. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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spectroscopy (PIRAS) to examine a range of fibril diame-

ters from 30 to 600 nm. In addition, X-ray diffraction was

used to observe 30 and 400 nm fibrils.[32] In the X-ray

diffraction studies, 400-nm fibrils showed diffractograms

similar to amorphous conducting polymer, while the 30-

nm fibrils exhibited diffractograms similar to stretched

polymer, suggesting an alignment of the polymer chains in

these small-diameter fibrils.[32]

The PIRAS experiment supported the X-ray diffraction

evidence that polymer chain alignment in a fibril increases

as the diameter decreases. In a typical PIRAS experiment,

the absorbance is measured for light polarized parallel and

perpendicular to the major axis of a material (Fig. 3). In

the case of a polymer fibril, if the polymer chain align-

ment is completely random, then the absorbance of light

parallel to the pore axis will be the same as the absorbance

of light perpendicular to the pore axis and will give a

dichroic ratio (ratio of absorbances parallel and perpen-

dicular to the pore axis) of 1. Smaller fibrils had dichroic

ratios significantly different from 1, with the fibrils

preferentially absorbing one polarization over another.[32]

Amorphous polymer and large-diameter fibrils do not

absorb polarized light preferentially, giving dichroic

values very close to 1.[32,33]

Polarized infrared absorption spectroscopy experiments

were also performed on polycarbonate membranes; the

polycarbonate was also found to be stretch-oriented.[32]

Studies have shown that conducting polymers can be

induced to align with the orientation of the substrate.[34–36]

This orientation is lost as the thickness of the deposited

polymer film grows. Similarly, the outer walls of

conducting polymer tubules and fibrils deposited in

stretch-oriented polycarbonate membranes align with the

axis of the membrane, but this alignment is slowly lost as

polymerization continues and the walls thicken. Wall

thickness is controlled by the polymerization time.[25]

The thickness of the polymer walls is also correlated

with the conductivity of the tubule. While thick-walled

nanotubules had conductivities similar to bulk material,

the narrow-walled nanotubules had significantly higher

values.[35] One explanation for this phenomenon is that

the alignment in the polymer chains increases the

conjugation length of the polymer, enhancing the elec-

tronic properties of the material. As the walls thicken, the

overall randomness of the structure increases, decreasing

the conjugation length and hence the conductivity.[35] This

method provides a means to control the conductivity of

the material through polymerization time. It has been

postulated that the walls in a polycarbonate membrane

nucleate the ordered polymer in two ways: 1) as the

polymerization commences, the polycationic oligomers

forming are not as soluble as the monomer units and 2)

there is a coulombic attraction between the anionic walls

of the membrane and the forming cationic polymer.[26]

Recently, this ‘‘greater ordering’’ claim has been

disputed. Most of the above studies of polypyrrole

nanotubules were performed with a polycarbonate mem-

brane; Mativetsky and Datars[37] used an alumina mem-

brane to form nanotubules of polypyrrole oxidatively and

found the tubules to have a highly irregular morphology.

Indeed, PIRAS studies with alumina membranes have

shown no preferential polarized absorption (dichroic

ratios near 1).[37] Because there are no charged sites in

an alumina membrane, the nucleation occurs more

randomly in the alumina pores. Polypyrrole then grows

radially outward from each nucleation site until it

encounters an obstacle: that of the pore wall or another

‘‘polypyrrole mass,’’ disrupting order. Although

Mativetsky and Datars[37] were not able to measure

conductivity directly, their measurements suggest that the

conductivity of these random fibrils is comparable to

the fibrils of similar size formed from a polycarbonate

Fig. 3 Schematic of a typical PIRAS experiment. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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membrane. They therefore concluded that the enhanced

conductivity of these nanotubules is not a result of

increased order imposed by the polycarbonate walls.

Applications of Template Synthesis

Conducting polymer nanofibrils and nanotubules have a

wide variety of potential applications. They are highly

permeable, and studies have shown that they can be highly

selective for certain gas mixtures; the high-density

conducting polymer fibrils could be used as a gas per-

meation membrane.[38] Conducting polymer nanotubules

are also well suited for encapsulated sensors because the

polymerization process can be stopped at any time, thus

controlling the size of the cavity. Researchers have

encapsulated a variety of enzymes and chemical species

in thin-walled tubules and have found that their activity is

greater than that of enzymes trapped in a thin polymer

film.[30,39,40] These reactions could be carried out in

aqueous or organic solvents because the conducting poly-

mer ‘‘microreactor’’ is isolated from the environmental

surroundings by the walls of the conducting polymer,

utilizing the relative insolubility of the polymer in com-

mon solvents.[30] The surface area for enzyme/substrate

interaction can be adjusted by changing the porosity of the

membrane, producing a microreactor with a high loading

capability.[30]

With the enhanced conductive properties of these

materials, numerous groups have reported using nanotu-

bules to form a variety of novel systems. For example,

Granstrom et al.[41] polymerized 3,4-ethylene-dioxythio-

phene (EDOT) in polycarbonate membranes with pore

sizes of 10 nm and 100 nm for the preparation of a hole-

injection contact in a polymeric light-emitting diode

(PLED). An electroluminescent layer was spin-coated on

the surface of the membrane, followed by an Al/Ca layer

for the electron-injecting contact. Although the PLED

tested had a very low efficiency, with optimization, the

authors believed that increased efficiencies up to 1–10%

could be obtained.[41] The advantage of this technique is

in the sheer quantity of nano-LEDs that can be formed at

one time.

In other applications, polyaniline tubules have been

studied for use as microscale/nanoscale transistors and for

field emission because of their excellent switching

properties and mechanical stability (Fig. 4).[42,43] Polymer

composites have been made to blend physical proper-

ties, and many have been found to enhance desirable

characteristics, such as conductivity and ‘‘rectification

effect.’’[31,44–46]

Inverse Opal Formation

A variation of template synthesis is to use microspheres

and nanospheres of polymers as templates for the

formation of macroporous 2-D and 3-D polymer struc-

tures, called inverse opals. A typical experiment involves

assembling a template of colloidal microspheres or

nanospheres on a conductive metal electrode surface by

slow evaporation from a weight percent solution of

colloidal particles on an electrode surface. The particles

of materials such as poly(styrene) or silica will assemble

themselves as the solvent evaporates. Once the structure is

dry and mechanically immobilized, it is immersed in a

solution containing the desired monomer units. Electro-

polymerization of the conducting polymer has been

favored in the literature over the oxidative method, with

many groups citing a greater control over the polymer

growth rate and deposition than with the oxidative method

(Fig. 5).[47,48] The templates are then etched (silica) or

dissolved away (colloidal polymer), leaving conducting

polymer patterned into a ‘‘honeycomb’’ structure.

This technique has been used to create nanostruc-

tures of polypyrrole,[47–49] polyaniline,[49–51] polythio-

phene,[47,49] and poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV).[52]

Nanostructure sizes as low as 50 nm have been reported

with polypyrrole,[48] where it was found that the pore

size can be controlled by the amount and time of applied

voltage and by the size of the colloidal particle utilized.

Han et al.[50] used polystyrene nanospheres that were

coated with increasing layers of a polyelectrolyte (PE) to

see what effect the size of the nanoparticle would have

on the resulting conducting polymer film (Fig. 6). The

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscope image of polyaniline

nanofibrils formed from a porous alumina membrane using

template synthesis. (From Ref. [42]. Copyright (2001), with

permission from Elsevier Science.)
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pore size actually decreased upon increasing the number

of PE layers, leveling off after 4 PE layers, and the struc-

ture shrank less upon extraction of the template, im-

proving mechanical stability.[50]

The tunability of these systems has attracted interest in

the field of photonic bandgap crystals.[47,51,52] They have

been shown to exhibit the property of reflecting certain

wavelengths of light, spanning the visible and near-

infrared (NIR) regions of the spectrum. The conductivities

of these 2-D and 3-D structures are similar to those of bulk

conducting polymer.[49]

LITHOGRAPHY AND MASK TECHNIQUES

Lithography is the process of writing a free-form or rep-

licated pattern on a surface by electrical (applied voltage),

photochemical (UV, X-ray beam), or physical (diamond

etching) means. Lithography has been very successful

at creating structures at the micrometer scale, but there

are significant challenges and obstacles to forming struc-

tures of <100 nm in dimension. Ultimately, the lithogra-

phy techniques developed must be reliable, accurate, and

efficient. Development over the past 10 years has dealt

with these issues, and the next few sections describe

these advances. As nanolithography is still a relatively

young field, many of the techniques described below

are unoptimized.

Solvent-Assisted Micromolding

Solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM) is a ‘‘soft

lithography’’ technique that provides a simple, fast way

to form patterns on a surface. The mold is made out of an

elastomeric material [usually poly(dimethylsiloxane)

(PDMS)]; it is coated by wetting the mold itself with a

thin layer of a solvent appropriate for the polymer or

precursor substrate. The mold is then brought into contact

with the substrate, and the solvent dissolves (or swells) the

substrate, allowing the substrate to flow into the recesses

of the mold. As the solvent evaporates, the polymer

hardens, but maintains the shape of the mold (Fig. 7).[53]

Kim et al.[54] first utilized this method to form features

down to 50 nm in height and 60 nm in width on polymeric

photoresists. Solvent-assisted micromolding was used to

create polymeric light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) using a

precursor to poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) and metha-

nol as a solvent.[55] Although the features formed were

larger than 100 nm, the potential of this technique to form

very small devices of interest has been demonstrated.

Micromolding in Capillaries

Micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC) is a technique

related to SAMIM. A prepatterned stamp made out of an

Fig. 5 Schematic of ‘‘inverse opal’’ synthesis. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 a) Assembly of PS particles with 2 PE layers on a Au

surface. b) Polyaniline honeycomb nanostructure formed in the

interstitial voids of the particles. (From Ref. [50]. Copyright

(2002) American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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elastomer such as PDMS is placed on a clean, flat

substrate and a drop of solution of the desired patterning

material is placed at the edge of the stamp. Through

capillary action, the drop migrates into the grooves of the

stamp. As the solution dries, the material is patterned on

the substrate, and the stamp is subsequently removed.[53]

This technique has been used to form nanowire and

nanodot patterns of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

(PEDOT) doped with poly(4-styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT-

PSS).[56] By varying the size of the capillary channel and

Fig. 7 A) Schematic of MIMIC. B) Schematic of SAMIM. (From Ref. [53] by Annual Reviews.)

Fig. 8 Schematic of a typical STM lithography experiment. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the solution concentration, nanowires of 6 nm in height

and nanodots of 10 nm in height were formed on the

substrate.[56]

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Lithography

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and related tech-

niques have been used for surface modification for about

15 years. The first example of conducting polymer

deposition was reported by Wuu et al.[57] using a scanning

electrochemical microscope (SECM), ‘‘which maintains a

constant faradaic current between a tip electrode and a

metal surface electrode.’’ In this procedure, Nafionk film

was first deposited on the Pt surface and immersed in an

anilinium sulfate solution to saturate the film. In this

system, the platinum is the surface electrode and tungsten

is used as the tip electrode. A positive potential was

applied to the Pt surface to oxidize the aniline at the Pt /

Nafion interface, and deposition of the resulting polymer

was localized around the tip electrode (Fig. 8). The

features formed were larger than 100 nm, which was

attributed to tip size, thickness of the Nafion film, and

electric field distribution. Control over these parameters

was predicted to give smaller features.[57] Borgwarth et

al.[58] utilized SECM to form polythiophene by oxidizing

bromide to bromine, which locally diffused to the

conductive substrate and oxidatively polymerized the

thiophene monomer.

Using a gold electrode, Yang et al.[59] reported the

formation of polypyrrole nanostructures from a tetrafluo-

roborate/pyrrole solution. The Pt/Ir STM tip was coated

with Apiezonk to insulate most of the tip, helping to

control the size of the nanofeature deposited on the

surface. Polymer dots were deposited on the surface, and

then the ability to remove the polymer dots was

demonstrated by ‘‘blasting’’ the polymer dot from the

surface with higher voltage.[59] This technique was used to

‘‘write’’ the word science using dots of 5–10 nm in

diameter (Fig. 9). The variation in diameter was attributed

to thermal evaporation and consequent concentration of

monomer solution during operation, and to the local

variation of surface roughness, affecting the movement of

the tip as it maintains a constant distance above the

surface.[59] A polymer line with a width of 10 nm and a

circle with a diameter of 6 nm were formed by controlling

the translation of the tip on the surface using a simple

computer program.[59]

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) has also

been used as the conductive surface for forming conduct-

ing polymer nanostructures with an STM tip. Yaniv and

McCormick[60] reported nanofeatures as small as 50 nm in

diameter and 4 nm in height, formed from a 0.1 M KCl/0.1

M pyrrole solution. They found that no deposition

occurred with potentials below 7.5 V, and control of the

features could only be achieved with pulses below 100

nsec. Above this pulse duration, deposition became

scattered over the scanned area.[60] Nyffenegger and

Penner[61] studied qualitatively the mechanism of nano-

structure formation using a similar setup. They concluded

that the bias pulse forms defects in the basal plane of the

HOPG within a few microseconds, and then aniline

monomer diffuses to the edge of the defect and is

oxidized. As this process proceeds, the cationic aniline

oligomers become insoluble and nucleate in the defect.[61]

Atomic Force Microscope Lithography

The first example of atomic force microscopy (AFM)

being used for patterning conducting polymer nanostruc-

tures was reported by Cai et al.[62] The electrochemical

polymerization of pyrrole and aniline on an HOPG

substrate was locally altered using an AFM tip. De-

pending on when the AFM scanning was activated, the

amount of polymer could be decreased or enhanced in the

scanning area. When the AFM tip is scanned over the

surface before the application of a potential, any oligo-

mers that are formed once the potential is applied are

‘‘swept’’ to the edges of the scanning area. Indeed, there

is an enhancement in the amount of polymer at the edges

of the scanning area. When the AFM tip is scanned after

polymerization has commenced, the vertical force exerted

on the developing polymer both creates a denser film and

forces oligomers downward toward the polymer, increas-

ing the local concentration of oligomers and thus the rate

of polymerization.[62]

Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) was developed by

Piner et al.[63] and, as the name suggests, it uses the AFM

tip as a pen, dipped in the desired patterning material. The

AFM tip is then brought in close proximity to the surface.

A water meniscus forms, which facilitates transport of the

material from the tip to the surface. This method has been

utilized to pattern a variety of materials to the surface

Fig. 9 The word ‘‘science’’ formed using STM nanolitho-

graphy. (From Ref. [59]. Copyright (1995) American Chemical

Society.)
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such as DNA and thiols.[63–65] The Noy group utilized

this method to deposit poly[2-methoxy-5-2’-ethylhex-

yloxy-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) on a glass

surface.[66] The method was coupled with scanning

confocal microscopy to obtain luminescent images of the

deposited polymer nanostructures. Although the deposi-

tion was successful, more studies are needed to determine

the extent of nanowire alignment and continuity.[66]

A technique that combines aspects from previous STM

tip techniques is electrochemical dip-pen nanolithography

(E-DPN), which has been used to deposit metal and

conducting polymer nanofeatures on a surface.[67,68] The

tapping mode AFM tip is dipped in the desired monomer

or metal salt solution, and as the tip engages the surface

in a preprogrammed pattern, a potential is applied be-

tween the tip and the surface. This potential reduces the

metal salt or electrochemically polymerizes the monomer

and deposits the resulting nanostructure on the surface

through the meniscus (Fig. 10).[67,68] In this way, poly-

mers of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene,[68] pyrrole, and

aniline[69] have been formed and deposited on a Si(111)

surface with feature sizes as small as 30 nm in width and

up to 5 nm in height.

The size of the nanostructures formed depends on a

variety of factors, including humidity, speed of transla-

tion, and applied voltage, and it has been found that these

factors are monomer-dependent. For example, it is easier

to draw lines of polyaniline at lower humidity, while other

polymers were less affected by the humidity. Aniline has a

measurable solubility in water at 25�C (1 g in 28.6-mL

water), and upon formation of the water meniscus,

capillary action could disperse the aniline before a voltage

is applied.

The height of the line can be controlled by the speed of

translation of the tip as it deposits.[68] Two lines of

poly(ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) were drawn at 10

and 1 nm/sec, and the line drawn at 1 nm/sec was

significantly higher than the line drawn at 10 nm/sec

(Fig. 11). Applied voltage along with humidity controls

the width of the line. A larger water meniscus covers a

larger surface area, leading to a larger area of deposition.

The voltage applied depends, in part, on the potential of

the monomer being used and on the native oxide layer that

exists on the Si wafer. As the thickness of the oxide layer

increases, so does the necessity of higher voltages for

polymerization and deposition. Bias voltages ranged from

�7 to �15 V. At such a high bias voltage, it is important

to ensure that polymer, and not SiO2, is being deposited.

After depositing PEDOT, an oxide layer was formed

next to the polymer, and etching studies were performed.

Upon exposure to HF, the SiO2 was etched from the sur-

face, but the PEDOT line remained. Conversely, when ex-

posed to a strongly oxidizing solution of 1:2 H2O2:H2SO4,

the PEDOT line was removed while the SiO2 remained.

Similar etching studies were performed with polyaniline

and polypyrrole, and the results were consistent with

the PEDOT studies. Interconnects also have been formed

with a single polymer and with two different polymers

using this technique. The ability to pattern these nano-

structures precisely will be important toward the devel-

opment of nanodevices.

Masks

Seo et al.[70] reported a mask method for the formation

of polypyrrole micropatterns and nanopatterns using
Fig. 10 Schematic of E-DPN. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Atomic force microscope image of PEDOT lines

drawn at 10 and 1 nm/sec. Inset shows height difference of the

two lines. (From Ref. [67]. Copyright (2001) American

Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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domains formed from polymer blends and block copoly-

mers as the template. It is known that in thin films of

polystyrene (PS) and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (4PV), micro-

phase-separated domains are formed, and that thin films of

block poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-4PV) form

nanometer-separated domains.[70] The mask is formed

from protonating the pyridine ring and immersing in a

solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which will form

a bilayer with the pyridine and itself through ionic and

hydrophobic interactions, respectively. Although SDS

forms a monolayer with the PS through hydrophobic

interactions, the polypyrrole nucleates preferentially on

PS and displaces the SDS monolayer, but cannot displace

the SDS bilayer. Using this method, nanopatterns as small

as 50 nm were obtained (Fig. 12).[70] The pattern formed

is not well defined, and additional research is needed to

control pattern size and alignment.

CONCLUSION

The ability to pattern nanostructures has opened up the

field of nanoelectronics, and conducting polymers will

play a significant role in the development of this field. The

complementarity of these techniques is already apparent

and represents a strength in the field. At the nanoscale,

control and quantity will be immensely important,

highlighting the advantages of both template synthesis

and lithography. Today, template synthesis can afford

numerous repetitive nanostructures, and lithography can

yield nanostructures with precise size at a specific

location. Unfortunately, most of the lithography tech-

niques that work so effectively at the micrometer scale

have yet to break the nanoscale barrier because of physical

limits and methods used to form lithographic masks.

Template synthesis is still a ‘‘bulk synthesis’’ technique

because it has not been demonstrated that this technique

can accurately deposit one or a few nanostructures.

Numerous applications have already been demonstra-

ted for these new materials, from encapsulators for

biosensors to photonic bandgap crystals. In addition, the

potential for use in fabrication of nanodevice components

and interconnects is great, although high-throughput

methods may be some years away. The success of many

research groups in circumventing the current chemical,

physical, and engineering challenges has encouraged an

increasing number of researchers to study fundamental

nanoscale processes. Such further research and innovation

will likely lead to nanoelectronics playing an integral role

in the development of future commercial applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of carbon nanotubes by Ijima[1] initiated a

new area of materials science. Following Ijima’s discov-

ery, Tenne et al.[2] later found layered sulfides (MoS2 and

WS2) to form nanotubes and other fullerene-type struc-

tures. Nanoparticles based on layered transition metal

sulfides (LTMS) are of special interest because of their

diverse applications. Layered transition metal sulfides

have been extensively studied because of their crucial role

in the petroleum and chemical industry. MoS2-based and

WS2-based catalysts have been used for sulfur and

nitrogen removal from petroleum feedstock.[3] In addition,

MoS2 is used as a lubricant additive.[4] Related com-

pounds of TiS2, as well as MoS2, can work as cathodes in

lithium nonaqueous batteries[5,6] and possess interesting

and useful intercalation chemistry.[7] WS2, WSe2, TiS2,

MoS2, MoSe2, and MoTe2 are all semiconductors with

unusual properties and potential electronic applications.[8]

The structure of MoS2, WS2, and ReS2 consists of a

two-dimensional layered closed-packed sulfur arrange-

ment with a transition metal sandwiched between each

layer. Weak van der Waals interlayer forces occur

between stacked ‘‘sandwiches’’ that allow easy, low-

strength shearing.[9,10] These materials are highly folded

and distorted in nature, forming commonly known ‘‘rag’’

and ‘‘tubular’’ structures. Layered transition metal sulfide

materials appear as morphological analogs of fullerenes

exhibiting structures described as inorganic fullerenes

(IFs), single sheets, folded sheets, nanocrystals, and nested

IFs, also known as ‘‘onion crystals’’ or ‘‘Russian dolls.’’

Fullerene-related nanoparticles of MoS2 can be ob-

tained by electron beam irradiation,[11] laser ablation[12]

of MoS2 bulk powder, and arc discharge.[13] Scanning

tunneling microscope electrical pulses over amorphous

MoS3 nanoparticles lead to the formation of closed MoS2

shell IF (a few layers thick) and amorphous MoS3.[14]

Inorganic fullerene nanoparticles have been synthesized

recently by a variety of methods. Others have reported the

gas-phase synthesis of fullerene-like structures of WS2
[2]

and MoS2
[15] and nested fullerenes of MoS2.[16] Complex

WS2 nanostructures have been obtained by template

growth by Whitby et al.[17] The preparation and optical

characterization of crystalline nanoparticles prepared by

intercalation and ultrasonic fragmentation of bulk crystals

have also been studied.[18–20] Divigalpitiya et al.[21–23]

have reported the synthesis and preliminary characteriza-

tion of composites based on single sheets of MoS2.

Wilcoxon et al.[24] Wilcoxon and Samara,[25] and Parsa-

pour et al.[26] have reported the growth of MoS2 nano-

particles using micelle techniques.

SYNTHESIS OF LAYERED TRANSITION
METAL SULFIDES

A variety of methods have been used to synthesize LTMS.

In general, poorly crystalline dichalcogenides are pre-

pared by heating under hydrogen sulfide flow. The highly

folded material is prepared by heating several grams of

amorphous MoS2 for 2 hr at 400�C in a stream of H2

mixed with 15% H2S. As a result, the structure denoted

as ‘‘poorly crystalline’’ and ‘‘raglike’’ LTMS is ob-

tained.[27–29] The ‘‘rag’’ structure consists of stacked but

highly folded and disordered MoS2 layers (Fig. 1). The

number of stacks and the dimensions of the layers can

vary by changing the preparation conditions. The general

reaction scheme of low-temperature metaphorical reac-

tion in a solution is:

TX4 þ 2A2Y ! TY2 þ 4AX ð1Þ

where T=transitional metal, X=salt anion (Cl, carboxyl-

ate, etc.), A=alkali-like cation (Li+, Na+, NH4
+, etc.), and

Y=chalcogenides anion. Redox reactions tend to occur

because the transition metal ions and the chalcogenides

exist in several oxidation states:

TX5 þ 5=2A2Y ! TY2 þ 5AXþ 1=2Y ð2Þ

The great stability that the oxides and hydroxides lend to

the transition metal salt eliminates the need for an

aqueous environment. Moreover, hydroxylic solvents, in

general, are very reactive and can serve as solvents for

TX4 or TX5. Poor reaction between hydrogen sulfide and

the transition metal salt does not allow for direct synthesis
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of TY2 species. This is why alkali chalcogenides must be

used. Even in the absence of oxygen in air or water, the

reaction of TiCl4 with H2S is unfavorable at temperatures

lower than 400�C. These are highly reactive ionic sources

of chalcogenides and the reaction readily proceeds at

room temperature. Lithium sulfide was found to be the

most convenient source of sulfide ion:

TiCl4 þ 2Li2S ! TiS2 þ 4LiCl ð3Þ

For precipitation at room temperature, tetrahydrofuran

and ethyl acetate are suitable solvents. Dark precipitates

are obtained and easily filtered. Repeated washings with

the solvent completely remove LiCl excess. To obtain

crystalline TiS2, further heating at 400–600�C is required

in a sealed quartz tube under an inert atmosphere. This

example illustrates the synthesis of TiS2 but it can be

applied to any other transition metal sulfide.

WS2, ReS2, and OsS2 can be prepared by heating

amorphous sulfides at 400�C in a stream of H2 mixed with

15% H2S. The structure of the ReS2 poorly crystalline

structure is the most likely material for the production of

large amounts of nanotubes and fullerene-like materials.

Recently, tetraalkylammonium thiomolybdates have been

used to incorporate carbon into the extremely disordered

materials and it is believed that this impurity increases the

ability of the MoS2 to fold.[30–32]

NESTED INORGANIC FULLERENE
ONION-LIKE STRUCTURE

Carbon fullerene onion-like structures have been obtained

under high electron irradiation using transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM).[33] Tenne et al.[2] and Margulis

et al.[34] have also observed fullerene onion-like

structures in layered materials including WS2 and

MoS2. Electron-irradiated MoS2 crystals at 0.5 MeV

energy were studied by Yacaman et al. using high-

resolution electron microcopy. The irradiated MoS2

crystals presented two main features: onion layers with

fullerene-like structures, and others with their planes

rotated with respect to each other by well-defined

angles.[11] In the case of carbon, onion-like structures tend

to be rounded.[33] However, the layered materials onion-

like structures are faceted near the center and rounded at

the edges, as illustrated in Fig. 2. MoS2 layers in onion-

like structures are not evenly spaced (Fig. 3). Another

interesting feature of these structures is illustrated in

Fig. 4, where a relative rotation of the MoS2 layers around

an axis perpendicular to the basal plane can be clearly seen.

In a different approach, IFs such as IF-MoS2 have also

been synthesized using high-temperature methods that

occur above 650�C. These methods involve such tech-

niques as growth from the gas phase in which MoO3 in

the vapor phase is reacted with H2S in a carrier gas

(Scheme 1). The gas-phase reactor synthesis has achieved

great control over the nanoparticles growth parameters.

Fig. 1 Folded and disorder sheets of MoS2. (From Ref. [28].)

Fig. 2 Onion-like structures in MoS2. (From Ref. [11].)

Fig. 3 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

image of MoS2 onion-like structure. Fourier transform of the

structure is shown in the inset. (From Ref. [11].)
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This process consists of MoO3 powder placed in the inner

part of the reactor, (a) which is heated to 780�C.

Molecular clusters (MoO3)3 are formed and carried down

through the reactor by N2 gas. Hydrogen gas diffuses

through the nozzles (c) from the outer reactor (b) and

starts to react with the molecular clusters. The mild

reduction conditions yield reduced MoO3�x clusters,

which are less volatile and form MoO3�x nanosize

particles at the low part of (a). The suboxide nanoparticles

reach a size less than 5 nm before the sulfidization step.

The coated oxide nanoparticles are swept by the carrier

gas outside the reactor (a). Because the nanoparticles are

surface-passivated, they land on the ceramic filter (d) and

the oxide-to-sulfide conversion continues within the core

without coalescence of the nanoparticles. The gas-phase

reactor synthesis process generates pure IF-MoS2 phase

and the control over the size and shape of the nanopar-

ticles is quite good.[35] A characteristic image of three IF

nanoparticles produced in the gas-phase reactor is illus-

trated in Fig. 5.

MoS2 fullerene-like nanoparticles can also be produced

by a combination of sonochemistry and electrochemistry,

recently termed sonoelectrochemistry. Sonoelectrochem-

ical formation of nanoscale metal powders has been

achieved by applying an electric current pulse to nucleate

the electrodeposit, followed by a burst of ultrasonic

energy that removes the metal particles from the sonic

probe cathode.[36] Mastai et al. used the known process for

cathodic electrodeposition of MoS2 from solutions of

thiomolybdate ions. Normally amorphous MoS2 is depos-

ited and becomes crystalline after heat treatment, forming

a highly textured film.[36] Fig. 6 illustrates TEM images of

the sonoelectrochemically prepared MoS2 particles at

different orientations with respect to the electron beam.

The curved and closed nature of the structures can be

observed at different angles. The authors could not state if

Scheme 1 (A) Vertical gas-phase reactor for synthesis of MoS2

fullerene-like nanoparticulates: (a) inner tube; (b) middle tube;

(c) nozzles; (d) external tube. (B) Closer look at the inner reactor

(a). (From Ref. [35].)

Fig. 4 Irradiated MoS2 that illustrated a relative rotation of 10�
by the layers on MoS2 around an axis perpendicular to the

image: (a) low magnification; and (b) high magnification. (From

Ref. [11].)

Fig. 5 ‘‘Russian doll’’ structures obtained by gas-phase

synthesis. (From Ref. [15].)
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the structures are made up of MoS2 sheets entirely, are

hollow, or contain a core of another material (i.e., MoO2,

amorphous MoS2). However, the presence of MoS2 planes

inside the closed structures, but oriented in various

directions (Fig. 6C), suggests that the structures are

hollow to some extent, as stated by Mastai et al.

They suggested an interesting mechanism to explain

the closed curved structure. Amorphous MoS2 is sus-

pected to be formed by electrodepositing onto the sonic

probe cathode. The deposit is then removed from the

probe surface by a sonic shock wave. The deposit could

be found in a spheroid or planar structure because

nucleating electrodeposits are often nanoparticulates. The

effect of the shock wave is not enough to crystallize the

deposit according to the authors. They concluded that

the cause of the crystallization, and possibly bending,

which normally require high temperatures, is the collapse

of cavitation bubbles. Cavitation bubble nucleation is

favored at a surface, either of the sonic probe itself or of

MoS2, which was previously removed from the probe

surface. The bubble can then grow with the MoS2 attached

to it. During collapse, the high temperature at the surface

of the bubble can cause crystallization.[36] The authors

presented two cases to describe the crystallization of the

particle. If the original amorphous particle was spheroidal,

then the final crystallized particle is likely to maintain a

related morphology. If the original particle, as removed

from the probe, is closer to two-dimensional, curvatures

and closures may occur around the collapsing bubble (the

bubble then determines the shape of the structure), or the

temperature from the bubble surface into the solution

should cause a temperature gradient across the particle,

which could also cause curvature. The closure is energet-

ically preferred because of bond energy released by

removing reactive edges. The less common nanotube for-

mation could occur if the nucleated deposit were fila-

mentary, or, more likely, if the bubble collapse occurred at

the electrodeposit that was still on the electrode surface.[36]

In that case, the effect of the bubble collapse is asymmetric,

which could lead to an asymmetric-shaped structure of the

final product. Sonochemical reactions that take place

inside the collapsing bubble result always in amorphous

products because of fast cooling rates (>1010 K/sec).[36]

On the other hand, amorphous or crystalline materials

are produced by aqueous ionic reactions that take place in

the 2000-nm ring surrounding the collapsing bubble.

When operated separately, electrochemistry or sonochem-

istry yields amorphous MoS2. The proposed mechanism,

involving the collapse of the cavitation bubble, logically

explains the crystallization of this amorphous compound

and (bending and closure) considers that the amorphous

particle is not already related to the final shape and size.

Ultrasonic radiation not only induces crystallization

and shape control reactions, but it can also induce

chemical reactions. The combination of electrochemical

and sonic processes provides many experimental vari-

ables, which allow to control particle size and shape

distribution, and will probably be applicable to the

formation of closed structures of other layered compounds

that can be prepared by electrochemical techniques.[36]

MoS2 NANOTUBES

Microtubes of MoS2 have been grown by Remskar et al.[37]

MoS2 nanotubes produced using a template have been

reported by Zelenski and Dorhout.[38] A low-temperature

Fig. 6 Transmission electron microscopy images of the same

MoS2 particles taken with the sample rotated in the sample

rotated in the direction of the electron beam at an angle of (A)

+45�; (B) 0�; and (C) �45�. (From Ref. [36].)
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method developed by Prasad et al.[39] produced MoS2

from solution-phase precursors within the porous mem-

brane of electrochemically generated Al2O3. MoS2 nano-

tubes were obtained using Prasad et al.’s method and

characterized by high-resolution electron microscopy

(HREM) and electron diffraction by Chianelli et al.[40]

MoS2 nanotubes were prepared using nonporous alumina

templates produced by ionization of aluminum. To obtain

the nanotubes, a solution-phase precursor of (NH4)2MoS4

in dimethylformide (DMF) was prepared. Small pieces of

alumina template were immersed into the solution for a

few seconds. The templates were dried at 70�C on a hot

plate until the solvent evaporated. The samples were

loaded into a quartz tube, which was placed into a furnace

and treated with a mixture of 10% H2/N2 at 450�C. The

MoS2 nanotubes were then removed from the templates

and characterized by high-resolution transmission elec-

tron microscopy (HRTEM). Computational calculations

were carried out to study the properties of the MoS2

nanotubes. A minimum diameter was determined to

indicate the structural stability of the MoS2 nanotubes.[40]

In Fig. 7A, and B, two images of the Al2O3 template

used to produce the MoS2 nanotubes are illustrated. The

figure shows low-magnification and high-magnification

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of the

surface and the cross section of the template. The cross-

section band structure illustrates pores of 25 nm in diam-

eter in uniform distribution (Fig. 7A). The pore length

was about 25 mm wide and 250 mm long, as observed in

Fig. 7B. The MoS2 nanotubes were grown in the pores of

the templates. A characteristic high-resolution image of a

nanotube is illustrated in Fig. 8. The nanotube shown is

approximately 260 nm long. An interplanar average dis-

tance of about 6.25 Å and an interplanar distance of about

2.74 Å (100 plane) were determined by measuring the

(002) planes of the MoS2 structure at the border of the

tubes using higher-magnification micrographs.[40] This

value is larger than the 6.16 Å expected for crystalline

MoS2. It should be noted that the (002) planes are not seen

in the interior part of the tube indicating normal contrast

for a tubular structure. A 2H-MoS2 nanotube structure was

determined by electron diffraction. The (002) reflection

also showed an expansion to 6.22 Å of the lattice

parameter as already mentioned. It was noted that the

tube is not continuous, but it is split in several sections,

each one with a diameter from 15 to 30 nm and a length

between 150 and 500 nm. Commonly, the sections of the

tube are ellipsoidal. However, in some cases, the shape is

distorted as in the last section of the long tube (Fig. 8).

The planes of the nanotubes are bent in a similar fashion

as the bending of carbon nanotubes previously re-

ported.[41] A computer-generated model of a MoS2

nanotube including two layers built using Cerius2

(molecular simulation program, ACCELRYS Corpora-

tion) is shown in Fig. 9. The MoS2 in trigonal prismatic

coordination was used as a starting model. As the

minimum energy configurations were searched, stable

configurations for cylinders of different sizes were

calculated. Analyzing the Mo–S distances, two groups

Fig. 7 Scanning electron microscopy images of the surface of

electrochemically produced Al2O3. (A) Low-magnification

picture of the cross-section band structure. (B) High-magnifica-

tion picture of the pores. (From Ref. [40].)

Fig. 8 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

image of a section of a MoS2 tube. (From Ref. [40].)
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of measurements were reported. One group contains the

interior Mo–S distances [Mo–S (int)] and the other

contains the exterior Mo–S distances [Mo–S (ext)]. The

mean distance for the Mo S interior bond is 2.65 Å and

the mean distance for the exterior bond is 2.75 Å. The

calculation implied that MoS2 nanotubes of this diameter

are not stable because bending to form a tube of this

diameter requires stretching of the Mo S bonds well

beyond their normal length of 2.41 Å.[40] The mean

distance for six tubes of various diameters between 20

and 120 Å was also calculated and plotted in Fig. 10.[40]

The mean values of both the interior and the exterior

Mo S bonds approach the single crystal value of 2.41 Å.

Chianelli et al. stated that below a value of approximately

120 Å, the tubes might be highly unstable because of

bond strain. They have reported MoS2 nanotubes contain-

ing bending zones that, in the case of MoS2 crystals, are

often observed on the edges of the surface.[20] Hence

‘‘bent zones’’ are important to understanding the behav-

ior of MoS2 sheets. Fig. 11A and B presents the model of

a bent sheet of MoS2 comprised of four layers of MoS2.

Examination of the values of the S–S and Mo–Mo

distances shows a very large distortion that clearly

appears in the bending zone. In comparison with the

distances in the straight sections of the sheet, an increase

of 20% in the distance between neighboring atoms is

observed. This strongly emphasizes the instability of

bent layers as the radius of curvature is reduced.

Synthetic nanotubes, lubricants, and catalysts all exhibit

similar bending phenomena. Yacaman et al. reported that

even in the case of MoS2 crystals, a bending effect is often

observed at the edges of the crystal surface. Their study

showed that although large MoS2 nanotubes can be syn-

thesized, their minimum size is limited by the stain induced

by stretched Mo S bonds that are required to close tubes

with diameters less than approximately 10 nm. Tenne et

al.[2] earlier reported the synthesis of WS2 nanotubes with

diameters in the range of 10 nm. However, a close

examination of their published micrographs reveals that the

‘‘nanotubes’’ become broken and discontinuous as the

diameter becomes smaller, in agreement with Yacaman et

al.’s study. This is in contrast to nanotubes of carbon that

can exist down to very small diameters because of the

change in carbon bonding, which is natural in fullerene-

based materials. Layered materials such as MoS2 and WS2

cannot be formed into small nanotubes unless a change in

Fig. 9 Molecular model (Cerius2) of MoS2 nanotube formed

by two layers. (From Ref. [40].)

Fig. 10 Interior and exterior distances as a function of tube

diameter. (From Ref. [40].)

Fig. 11 (A) Model of a bent sheet (30�) of MoS2 (with four

layers). (B) Atoms’ position measurements for a similar sheet.

(From Ref. [40].)
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Mo S bond occurs. A change from six coordinates to a

lower metal coordination might result in smaller-diameter

nanotubes; however, this phenomenon has not yet been

reported, but is possibly based on the known chemistry of

Mo and S. Furthermore, the nanotubes made by the

template method are not infinitely long but break into

sections, giving the shape of a ‘‘Spanish chorizo,’’ a term

coined by Yacaman et al. Calculations indicate that, in

principle, there is no structural energetic reason for a

nanotube not to grow infinitely. The total energy of the

nanotube will be minimized by the distortion from the edge

to the center described in ‘‘Nested Inorganic Fullerene

onion-like Structure.’’ Nevertheless, HRTEM images

clearly show that two sections of the tube are in contact,

but each one is preserving its corresponding layers.

Therefore it is very likely that the sections are produced

as a result of growth kinetics.

MoS2 single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) were grown by

a catalyzed transport reaction involving C60 as a growth

promoter.[42] Remskar et al. show that the MoS2 nano-

tubes grow in twisted chiral bundles of identically

structured molecules stacked together with interstitial

iodine. The nanotubes were found to vary in length but not

in diameter. The chemical composition of the bundles

was determined by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

(EDX) and x-ray fluorescence spectrometry to be (MoS2)–

Ix with x�1/3. However, the authors did not find C60

incorporated into the structure using energy electron loss

spectrometer (EELS). The bundles possess a hexagonal

close-packed structure of identical nanotubes along the

longitudinal direction revealed by HRTEM. The center-

to-center distance between two tubes was found to be

0.961(1) nm, as seen in Fig. 12. A complex electron

diffraction pattern shows a slightly distorted hexagonal

symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 13C. Perpendicular to

the bundle axis, a period of 0.83 nm is dominant.[42] The

period is equal with regard to the period 0.27 nm

belonging to the hexagonal pattern. Another strong peak

located close to the (030) spot is caused by a period

of 0.30(1) nm. Two strong periods of 0.20(1) and

Fig. 12 The cross section of a (MoS2)–Ix TEM image of (A)

hexagonal structure of the tubes. (B) High-resolution view of the

structure. The insert shows an image simulation for zone [001].

(C) A model structure perpendicular to the nanotube axis (gray,

S; dark gray, Mo; black, I). (From Ref. [42].)

Fig. 13 The (MoS2)–Ix TEM image and electron diffraction in

zone [101]. (A) High-resolution image with image simulation

revealing ordered stacking of nanotubes; bright spots correspond

to the positions of molybdenum atoms. (B) Model structure of

the tubes. (C) Corresponding electron diffraction pattern indexed

in accordance with the model structure. (From Ref. [42].)
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0.30(1) nm are present along the axis. The transition

electron diffraction (TED) data were confirmed by x-ray

diffraction where intense peaks were found corresponding

to interlayer distances of 0.832(1), 0.351(1), 0.314(1),

0.308(1), 0.279(1), and 0.20(1) nm.[42] Remskar et al.

proposed a model (3,3) armchair nanotube structure

illustrated in Figs. 12C and 13B. The distance between

sulfur and molybdenum atoms in the nanotube is nearly of

the same distance in platelike MoS2. The close position of

molybdenum and sulfur atoms in neighboring layers

perpendicular to the nanotube axis requires at least 25%

extension of the unit cell along the tube axis to avoid

overlap of the covalent radii.[42] The distance between the

layers was determined to be 0.20 nm by diffraction pat-

terns. The unit cell of the hexagonal close-packed nano-

tubes within a bundle was found to be 0.40 nm along the

bundle axis and 0.96 nm perpendicular to the bundle axis.

Their van der Waals diameter corresponds approximately

to the distance between the closest sulfur atoms on

adjacent nanotubes [0.35(1) nm]. Iodine atoms are in-

serted in interstitial trigonal voids between the nanotubes,

creating one-dimensional rows along the bundle axis. The

periodicity of possible sites for iodine position along the

bundle is 0.40 nm, which is slightly less than the van der

Waals distance for iodine (0.43 nm). The observed

HRTEM images are in agreement with their simulations

using the symmetry operations of group P63 (C66).[42] The

authors found C60 to be essential in the growth process,

but a detail mechanism is not clear at the moment.

ZrSe2 AND SnS2

FILAMENT-LIKE NANOPARTICLES

Filament-like nanoparticles of ZrSe2 and SnS2 were

obtained by microwave plasma process.[43] Synthesis is

performed using microwaves with a frequency of 0.915 or

2.45 GHz.[44] The reaction takes place inside a quartz tube

passing a monomode microwave cavity.[45] The precursor

compounds are vaporized outside of the reaction zone and

introduced to the reaction gas in front of the plasma zone,

where the nanoparticles are formed. The reaction gas is

preheated to avoid the precipitation of the precursor. The

reaction was preformed under a pressure of 30 mbar using

0.915-GHz plasma. The reaction temperature was set at

260�C or 580�C. The flow rate of the gas was adjusted to

obtain a resistance time of the particles of about 8 msec in

the reaction zone at a temperature of 580�C, and about 4

msec at 260�C. Further reduction of the reaction temper-

ature is obtained by using 2.45-GHz microwaves. Vollath

et al. were able to perform the reaction at a temperature as

low as 160�C. Gas pressure was set to 10 mbar. The

resistance time of the particles in the reaction zone was

about 2 msec. The reaction temperature was determined

directly after the reaction zone. Because microwave

plasma was a nonequilibrium system, the true temperature

of the particles during the formation was different. The

reaction products were collected on cooled surfaces.

Sulfide synthesis used H2S as a carrier. The metals were

introduced in the form of SnCl4. Elemental sulfur was

obtained along with the nanoparticles. To evaporate the

sulfur excess, the reaction product was heated up to 120–

140�C in a vacuum. The selenide samples were prepared

using argon 4 vol.% H2 as plasma gas. Selenium was

introduced in the form of SeCl4. Fine particles of selenides

are extremely sensitive to humidity; therefore the speci-

mens were handled under argon gas prior to electron

microscopy data collection. Filament-like morphology is a

characteristic example of ZrSe2 small particles, as illus-

trated in Fig. 14. The filaments are randomly bent and

knotted together. At higher magnifications, the lattice

planes clearly show the same bends and twists as the

particles (Fig. 15). The fringes in the micrograph represent

the Se–Zr–Se {0002} layers with a distance of 0.36 nm

close to the reported value of 0.3095 nm.[46] This filament-

like structure is not unique for ZrSe2 and also appears in the

case of SnS2 structures (Fig. 16). The distance of the lattice

fringes for SnS2 is 0.56 nm, which corresponds to the

{0001} planes (JCPDS value, 0.589 nm).[47] The reduced

number of dislocation-like structures is the main difference

between the SnS2 and ZrSe2 structures. In addition to these

filament-like structures, ZrSe2 exhibited onion-like crystal

structures with varying distances between the lattice

planes, as shown in Fig. 17. The distance between the

lattice fringes was determined to be 0.34 nm. The lattice

images (Figs. 16 and 18) show layered structures contain-

ing defects and varying distances between the planes.

ZrSe2 tends to recrystallize in the electron microscope;

therefore it cannot be completely ruled out that the

particles are crystallized under the electron beam of the

microscope. The electron diffraction pattern obtained

Fig. 14 Filament-like zirconium selenide particles. (From

Ref. [43].)
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from the SnSe2 samples shows a pattern similar to

SnS2
[47,48] with a 1.5% expansion from 0.589 to 0.598 nm

for the {0001} spacing, whereas the lattice parameter in

the a-direction shows no expansion. Table 1 compares the

diffraction patterns for the two SnS2 phases according to

JCPDS tables with experimental values. The first dif-

fraction line of the (00i) type shows a maximum intensity

at 0.589 nm, corresponding to the b-SnS2 structure.

However, the diffraction line observed at 0.306 nm is not

allowed for b-SnS2. This line is allowed for the ordered

polytype of the b-structure. Considering these observa-

tions, the authors may be tempted to conclude that the

nanoparticles synthesized within this study represent a

structural transition from the b-SnS2 structure to its

ordered polytype.

The ZrSe2 nanoparticle structures are not so subtle. The

material has obviously a layered structure but the diffrac-

tion pattern, shown in Fig. 18, does not agree with ZrSe2

and ZrSe3 of the selenide phases with layered structures.

The electron diffraction pattern indicates a broad distribu-

tion of the distances between the lattice planes. Assuming

an expanded c-axis of 0.676 nm instead of 0.619 nm, the

diffraction patterns disagree significantly with the hexag-

onal ZrSe2 structure.[46] The second zirconium–selenium

phase with layered structure is Zr2Se3,[49] given that a c-

axis expansion from the JCPDS value of 1.251–1.351 nm

has to be assumed. Furthermore, this assumed expansion in

the c-axis still does not match the actual diffraction pattern

with the published pattern. Assuming an 8% or 9%

expansion in the van der Waals bond, the c-axis may still

be reasonable. If a similar expansion is also assumed in the

a-direction, the diffraction pattern obtained with the

nanosized particles fits relatively well with the published

diffraction pattern for ZrSe2 or Zr2Se3. Undoubtedly, this

may not be a valid description of the actual structure

because expanding in the a-direction means an elongation

of the covalent bonds. Table 2 summarizes the results of

measured d-values and shows the possible calculated

indices, based on a c-axis and a-axis expansion.

Fig. 15 Filament-like structures of zirconium selenide particles

at higher magnification. The lattice fringes distance is 0.36 nm.

(From Ref. [43].)

Fig. 17 onion-like zirconium selenide particle formed under

electron microscope observation. (From Ref. [43].)

Fig. 16 SnS2 filaments, synthesized at 200�C. The lattice

fringes distance is 0.56 nm, corresponding to the {0002} planes.

The filaments have a length of around 30 nm and a width of 3–4

nm. (From Ref. [43].)

Fig. 18 Zirconium selenide electron diffraction. (From

Ref. [43].)
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POTENTIAL USE OF LAYERED
TRANSITION METAL CHALCOGENIDES
AS MICROMACHINE COMPONENTS

Recently, transition metal trichalcogenides have been

synthesized at high temperatures in a variety of shapes.

Trichalcogenides such as NbSe3, TiS3, and others have

layered as well as chainlike structures.[50] These objects

exhibit unusual morphologies larger than atomic scales;

Fig. 19 shows an example. Morphologies observed

include ‘‘wheels,’’ ‘‘tubes,’’ ‘‘rods,’’ and numerous other

shapes. The ability to synthesize shapes such as these from

materials that can be metals, magnets, semiconductors,

and insulators has led to speculations regarding the con-

struction of micromachines. For example, the ‘‘wheel,’’ if

magnetic, might be incorporated into a microelectric

motor. In another example, a microbattery might be con-

structed based on the intercalating abilities of the LTCM.

Fabrication seems feasible, but reproducible synthesis in

large uniform quantities remains a problem; however,

possibilities for micromachine devices seem extensive.

NANOPARTICULATE HETEROGENEOUS
CATALYSIS

Heterogeneous catalysis used in the petroleum refining and

chemical industries is an obvious example of widely

applied nanoparticles. Traditionally, the industries have

relied successfully on empirical methods for synthesizing

these materials, but have not applied the understanding of

nanoparticles to make further improvements. MoS2 may be

used as an example to show how understanding of

nanoparticles leads to improvements in catalytic activity

and selectivity.

Catalysts based on MoS2 have been widely used in the

petroleum refinering industry since World War II. Usually

the MoS2 is mixed with a second component such as Co or

Fig. 19 Structure of trichalcogenide–NbSe3 shown. (From

Ref. [50].)

Fig. 20 ‘‘Rim/edge’’ model. (From Ref. [51].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 21

Fig. 22
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Ni to improve activity.[3] These very successful catalysts

were largely discovered and developed empirically. Re-

cently, much progress has been made in understanding

their catalytic properties from a nanoparticulate point of

view.[51]

Several issues have become clear and are probably

applicable to other heterogeneous catalysts:

1. Commercial catalysts, because they are made at

relatively low temperatures, appear in a highly folded

and disordered form such as that described above.

This is disadvantageous because maximum activity is

obtained on catalysts that are well crystallized, and a

major unrealized challenge is to cheaply make nano-

crystals of these commercial catalysts in large quan-

tities in a supported form.

2. In the case of MoS2, the selectivity of the reaction is

determined by the ‘‘stack height’’ of the crystallites,

as indicated in Fig. 20. The industrially important

hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reaction, indicated in

Fig. 21, occurs along two pathways that take place

on different parts of the crystal. The first pathway

leading to cyclohexylbenzene occurs only on the

‘‘rim’’ sites, and the second pathway leading to bi-

phenyl occurs on the ‘‘rim’’ and ‘‘edge’’ sites. Thus

the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles must be con-

trolled to positively affect the selectivity of the reac-

tion, and the diameter of the crystallite must be made

as small as possible to maximize the activity. All

these must be accomplished with as much crystalline

order as can possibly be retained.

3. Working catalysts are ‘‘promoted’’ with a second

metal such as Co or Ni. This metal usually occurs as a

second component, such as Co9S8 that interacts at the

MoS2 edge plane and can form an interface with it. It

is at this interface that the promotion effect occurs by

setting up an interaction at the junction of the two

materials. A high-resolution electron micrograph of

such an interaction is shown in Fig. 22.[52] It is a

further challenge to synthesize these complex nano-

phase materials in an optimum form in commercial

quantities.

THE STRUCTURE AND POTENTIAL
ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC
NANOPARTICLES IN PHOTOCATALYTIC
AND THERMAL PRODUCTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS

Nanoparticles are now being recognized as playing a

potentially important role in the complex physical and

chemical process that occurs above heavily polluted

cities.[53] Atmospheric aerosols occurring in these areas

are found to be complex materials that have the potential

to accelerate important ozone-forming reactions both

photocatalytically and thermocatalytically. In addition,

because the particles are small enough to inhale, they

represent a considerable health hazard. The aerosols

consist of two intermixed components: the first consists

of amorphous carbonaceous materials of variable com-

position with ‘‘fullerene-like’’ materials dispersed

throughout; the second is an inorganic material consisting

of nanoparticles of oxides and sulfides ‘‘supported’’ on

clay minerals. These inorganic components have all of

the characteristics of an airborne photocatalyst. Nano-

particles of Fe2O3, MnO2, and FeS2 have demonstrated

catalytic properties, particularly when occurring in the

nanoparticles range as they do in the subject aerosol

materials. These materials have band gaps that occur in

the broad solar spectrum, enhancing the photocatalytic

adsorption of solar radiation beyond that of the wider

band gap aluminosilicate and titanate materials that also

occur in aerosols. In addition, the materials are acidic

and probably are coated with moisture when suspended

in air, further enhancing the catalytic ability to crack

hydrocarbons and create free radicals. Although this

area is still being studied, nanoparticulates appear to

play an important, but as yet undetermined, environmen-

tal role.

CONCLUSION

The layered transition metal sulfur structure encloses the

significance of the fundamental and applied chemistry of

molybdenum disulfide. Their properties and crucial

catalytic uses of unpromoted and promoted systems are

strongly dependent both on the weak van der Waals

interlayer interactions and on the nature of the sites

defined by its layered structure. Complete understanding

of the catalytic properties of MoS2 requires more

information on the edge planes that terminate the

anisotropic layers, which are the location of catalytically

active sites. Further progress in developing this under-

standing will enhance the ability to improve the catalysts’

effectiveness for HDS processes. The combination of

chemical synthesis and physical processes provides many

experimental variables that allow control of particle size

and shaping distribution, and will probably be applicable

to the formation of closed structures of other layered

compounds. It is a further challenge to synthesize these

complex nanophase materials in an optimum form in

commercial quantities.
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INTRODUCTION

The field of polymer-based materials continues its

enormous growth covering a wide range of products from

disposable coffee cups to car bumpers to biomedical

devices. The increased emphasis on enhancement of prop-

erties via materials with structures of components engi-

neered on the nanoscale has opened up many new

opportunities. For example, blending different polymers

while retaining their individual properties in the composite

is an effective way of engineering new nano- and mi-

crostructural materials from a limited palette of commodity

polymers. At present five major reasons for the technolog-

ical importance of polymer multicomponent systems can be

identified: 1) improvements in material performance via

synergistic interactions (e.g., temperature resistance, mod-

ulus, adhesion); 2) realizing desired processing conditions

(e.g., melt viscosity, softening point, solvent resistance);

3) recycling industrial or municipal scrap polymers;

4) adjusting product composition to customer specifica-

tions by mixing of different batches; and 5) dilution of high-

performance polymers for cost reduction.

Despite their great industrial relevance, there exists no

formally accepted nomenclature for multicomponent

polymer systems. A possible classification scheme is

provided in Scheme 1. Understanding and controlling the

mechanisms of phase separation and nanostructure for-

mation in polymer systems allows one to tailor the

performance of these materials to a manifold of applica-

tions. For example, co-continuous blends of high- and

low-melting point polymers where the low-melting point

component is the majority component facilitate to

dramatically increase thermal and mechanical properties

such as toughness, stress at break, or high-temperature

creep resistance while retaining ease of processability.

Recent research suggests possible future applications of

multicomponent polymer systems that are more far-

reaching. Nanostructures based on block copolymer–

homopolymer blends are currently studied as a platform

for photonic materials with possible use in integrated

optics or in thin films as nonlithographic route toward

controlled patterning of 100-nm feature sizes. The future

technological impact of the latter type of applications will

crucially depend on the ability to control structure

formation on multiple length scales by strategic design

of chemical groups as well as integrating synthetic design

with specific processing pathways that increase the

likelihood of attaining a targeted structure.

This article reviews polymer phase behavior and

nanostructure formation beginning with a discussion of

molecular architecture, equilibrium thermodynamics, and

phase separation dynamics. The second part describes

recent achievements to control the structure formation

processes over macroscopic dimensions. The interplay of

relevant balancing forces in self-organization processes

is discussed aiming to give the reader some intuition

about how molecular details and processing conditions

can be used in order to control structure formation.

In the third part, new research areas will be presented

in which polymer-based nanostructures are likely to

have major technological impact. Throughout, examples

will focus on synthetic polymers that either are of high

industrial interest or that suitably represent characteris-

tics of a broad range of macromolecules but leaving out

the complex structure formation processes found in nat-

ural biopolymers.

MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURE
AND PHASE DIAGRAM

The term polymer means ‘‘many units’’ and designates a

large molecule made up of smaller repeating units, the

number of which determines the degree of polymerization

N. Other basic quantities characterizing a polymer chain

are the molecular weight M=Nm, with m being the

molecular weight of a single repeat unit, and its radius of

gyration RG which scales as N1/2 for flexible chains in

their melt state. As a rule of thumb, molecular weights of

common-type flexible polymers of M�105 g/mol corre-

spond to an effective size of the polymer chain of RG�
10 nm. The inherent length scale in the nanometer range

renders polymer materials naturally attractive for nanoen-

gineering purposes. Depending on the synthetic proce-

dure, the repeating unit of a linear polymer may comprise

a single identifiable precursor such as in poly(styrene)

(PS) or might be composed of the residues of several
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smaller molecules as in poly(hexamethylene-adipamide)

(Nylon-6,6). Table 1 shows the chemical structures of a

small selection of polymers relevant to this article. Next to

the linear chain architecture, synthetic strategies have

been developed to also obtain well-defined star- or

branched molecular structures. For a detailed discussion

of methods for polymer synthesis the reader is referred

to Refs. [1] and [2]. A small subset of the wealth of

architectures is shown in Scheme 2. Depending on mo-

lecular architecture, degree of polymerization, and tem-

perature, the physical state of polymeric materials can

vary between viscous liquid, glassy, semicrystalline, or

liquid crystalline. Crystallization processes, which require

a highly regular stereochemistry of the polymer, and the

associated hierarchy of structures are beyond the scope of

this article and will only be briefly mentioned.

Homopolymer Blends

The equilibrium phase behavior of a mixture of two linear

polymers A and B was first derived by Flory[3] and

Huggins.[4] According to the Flory–Huggins theory, the

change in free energy upon mixing DGm for a binary

polymer blend is given by

DGm

kBT
¼ fA

NA

lnfA þ
fB

NB

lnfB þ fAfBw ð1Þ

with kB denoting the Boltzmann constant, T the temper-

ature, NA/B the degree of polymerization (the number of

mers of A and B), fA/B the volume fraction of polymers

A and B, and w the Flory–Huggins segment–segment

interaction parameter. As large chains assume fewer

mixed configurational states, the entropic contribution

(first two terms in Eq. 1) decreases with increasing

molecular weight of the polymers. The phase behavior of

binary polymer blends is then largely determined by the

value of w that is fixed by the particular choice of the

repeating units of polymers A and B. w parameters can

often be expressed as a linear function of 1/T, i.e.,

w(T)=a+b/T; values for a and b have been tabulated for

a variety of monomers.[5] Given a binary polymer

mixture, the phase behavior can be predicted by the

calculation of the spinodal and binodal that are given by

the criteria of stability (Eq. 2) and thermodynamic

equilibrium (Eq. 3), respectively.

@2

@f2
A

DGm ¼ 0 ð2Þ

@

@fA

DGmðfAÞ
phase 1 ¼ @

@fA

DGmðfAÞ
phase 2 ð3Þ

The binodal and spinodal curves meet in the critical point

that is given for a symmetric polymer blend with equal

molecular volumes (NAvA=NBvB, vI denoting the volume

of monomer i) by fc=1/2 and wc=2/N. A typical phase

diagram for a binary mixture of symmetric linear

homopolymers is shown in Fig. 1. Depending on the

sign and temperature dependence of w, different types of

phase behavior can be distinguished, the most important

are referred to as: upper critical solution temperature

(UCST, mixing upon heating), which is found for

positive w and dw/d(1/T)>0, as well as lower critical

solution temperature (LCST, mixing upon cooling),

which is found for negative w and dw/d(1/T)<0. In a

Scheme 1 Multicomponent polymer system classification scheme. The types of polymer systems relevant to this text are marked

in black.
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few experimental systems, closed-loop behavior has been

observed, i.e., low-temperature LCST and high-temper-

ature UCST.[6] Table 2 shows a list of some homopoly-

mers that are frequently found in industrial applications

and their mixing behavior.

Mechanisms of phase separation in
homopolymer blends

There are two major mechanisms of phase separation that

have been identified and that occur in different parts of

the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1: nucleation and

growth (NG) and spinodal decomposition (SD). NG

occurs in the metastable region of the phase diagram (the

area between binodal and spinodal) and is characterized

by the following steps: 1) initial formation of spherical

fragments of the more stable phase (requires activation

barrier); 2) growth of nuclei by first diffusion of material

from the supersaturated continuum followed by droplet–

droplet coalescence and Ostwald-ripening. Spinodal

decomposition, which is the commonly observed mech-

anism for phase separation in homopolymer blends,

occurs in the unstable region of the phase diagram and

is characterized by initial small-amplitude composition

fluctuations that increase with time and result in

interconnected phase morphologies at intermediate stages

of phase separation. Co-continuous polymer blends have

been the subject of intense research as they generally

exhibit superior mechanical properties. Co-continuous

interconnected morphologies are commonly induced

either by arresting SD or by mechanical mixing of

polymer mixtures. Such systems often suffer the problem

that they tend to move toward the equilibrium macro-

phase-separated structure. Blending of homopolymers in

the presence of appropriately chosen graft copolymers

has been shown to be a versatile alternative to mechanical

mixing, facilitating the stabilization of co-continuous

blends by increasing the thermodynamic stability and

flexibility of the interface.[7] Fig. 2 shows the micro-

structure of a poly(ethylene)/poly(amide) co-continuous

blend and the associated enhancement of elastic and

tensile properties. Note that the elastic modulus increases

by order of magnitudes in the case of the co-continuous

blend with regard to its phase separated counterpart.

Table 1 Structure and nomenclature of selected polymers

Structure Monomer

Nomenclature

(abbreviation)

Poly(styrene) (PS)

Poly(isoprene) (PI)

Poly(methylmethacrylate)

(PMMA)

Poly(hexamethylene adipamid)

(Nylon-6,6)

Scheme 2 Selection of homopolymer architectures.
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Block Copolymers

Block copolymers consist of two distinct polymer chains

that are covalently linked together to form a chain. The

large variety of block configurations that can be con-

structed using modern synthetic methods can be classified

based on the number of chemically distinct blocks as well

as linear vs. branched connectivity of the blocks within a

copolymer as indicated in Scheme 3. As structure for-

mation processes of most of these systems are still under

discussion, this article will focus on the current under-

standing of the simplest and most studied system—linear

amorphous diblock copolymers. For excellent review

articles in this field we refer the reader to Refs [8–10].

Because block copolymers are single-component

systems, they cannot macrophase separate in the melt

like a pair of linear homopolymers does. Instead, block

copolymers segregate on a local scale. The decrease of

A–B segment contacts by local segregation is often

referred to as microphase separation. The enthalpy gain

obtained by the local segregation process is counter-

balanced by an associated loss in system entropy that

results from the localization of the block joints at the

intermaterial dividing surface (IMDS) and the necessary

stretching of the polymer chains away from the IMDS in

order to maintain uniform density. As the entropic

contribution can be shown to scale as N�1 with

N=NA+NB, it is again the product wN that dictates the

microphase-separation process. Three different limiting

regimes exist for diblock copolymer melts: 1) the

disordered state with unperturbed Gaussian chain statis-

tics (RG�N1/2) which is found for wN�1; 2) the ordered

state in the weak segregation limit (wN�10) with

sinusoidal composition fluctuations representing a peri-

odic microstructure; and 3) the ordered state in the strong

segregation limit (wN�10) where strong repulsive forces

between segments of A and B result in sharp interfaces

separating nearly pure A and B domains with pronounced

stretching of the block chains (RG�N2/3). Below the

order–disorder transition temperature, enthalpic effects

become more influential and the block copolymer

microphase separates. The product wN and the composi-

tional parameter f=NA/(NA+NB) determine one of seven

phases that represent free-energy minima for the ensem-

ble of molecular configurations. The following sequence

of phases has been observed for PS–PI diblocks:

fPS<0.17, body-centered cubic (BCC); 0.17< fPS<0.28,

hexagonal; 0.28< fPS<0.34, bicontinuous (double gyroid);

0.34< fPS<0.62, lamellar; 0.62< fPS<0.66, inverse double

Fig. 1 a) Phase diagram of a symmetric homopolymer blend

(NA = NB). Shaded area indicates metastable region. b) Sche-

matic of the mechanism of phase separation in the metastable

(nucleation and growth, NG) and instable (spinodal decompo-

sition, SD) region of the phase diagram. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Table 2 Mixing behavior of selected homopolymer blends

Polymer 1 Polymer 2 Miscibility

Poly(styrene) Poly(butadiene) no

Poly(styrene) Poly(methyl

methacrylate)

no

Poly(styrene) Poly(dimethyl

siloxane)

no

Nylon-6,6 Poly(ethylene-

propylene)

no

Poly(propylene) Poly(ethylene) no

Poly(styrene) Poly(vinyl

methylether)

yes

Poly(styrene) Poly(dimethyl

phenyleneoxide)

yes

Poly(ethylene

oxide)

Poly(acrylic acid) yes

Poly(vinylchloride) Poly(butylene

terephthalate)

yes

Poly(methyl

methacrylate)

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) yes
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gyroid; 0.66< fPS<0.77 inverse hexagonal; fPS >0.77,

inverse BCC. Depending on the packing frustration

self-consistent field calculations also suggested the

formation of a double diamond and a perforated lamellar

structure between the well-established lamellar and

cylinder phases, but these microdomain geometries are

considered to be only metastable and will not be

discussed here. A phase diagram along with a schematic

of the different periodic microstructures found as a

function of wN and f for a typical diblock copolymer is

shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 demonstrates the observation of

the above mentioned morphologies via electron micro-

graphs of PS–PI diblock copolymers.

Block copolymer–homopolymer blends

A natural continuation of the research mentioned above is

the study of block copolymer/homopolymer blends.

Structure formation in blends of homopolymers and block

copolymers is determined by the interplay of macrophase

separation of the homopolymer and the microphase

separation of the block copolymer. Which effect predom-

inates depends on the relative lengths of the respective

polymers and on the composition of the blend. In binary

blends, low-molecular weight homopolymer is solubilized

within a microphase-separated block copolymer structure

at low concentrations. Increasing the molecular weight of

the homopolymer such that it approaches that of the block

Fig. 3 Phase diagram of a symmetric block copolymer

(NA =NB). L: lamellar phase, C: cylindrical phase, G: gyroid

phase, S: spherical phase (cubic body centered). (More

information about minimal surfaces: http://www.msri.org/pub-

lications/sgp/jim/images/stills/mini/index.html.) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Transmission electron micrographs of a) co-continuous

nanostructured blend (80/20 ratio poly(ethylene)/Nylon-6,6); b)

phase separated blend. c) and d) show the increase of elastic

modulus and stress–strain properties for co-continuous phase

formation. Triangles: co-continuous (80/20), squares: micellar

blend (80/20), diamonds: macrophase separated blend, circles:

poly(ethylene). (From Ref. [8]. Copyright 2002, Macmillan

Publishers Ltd.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 3 Selection of di- and multiblock copolymer archi-

tectures. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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copolymer leads to an increasing tendency for segregation

of the homopolymer to the center of the domain. If the

molecular weight of the homopolymer exceeds the one of

the block copolymer, macrophase separation tends to

predominate.[11]

Binary block copolymer blends

Binary block copolymer blends offer another route toward

nanoscale structures. Binary blends of triblock (ABC) and

diblock (ac) copolymers, with the upper and lower case

characters distinguishing the chemical composition and

molecular weight of the respective blocks, were exten-

sively studied because of their potential to microphase

separate into noncentrosymmetrical morphologies. These

nanostructures are of high technological interest, as the

absence of centrosymmetry implies macroscopic polari-

zation that is associated with many useful properties

such as piezo- and pyroelectricity and second-order

nonlinear optical activity. Theoretical studies on the

formation of noncentrosymmetric morphologies were

performed for the case of lamellar structure and suggest

that noncentrosymmetrical morphologies require suffi-

cient asymmetry between the Aa and Cc domains. Fig. 5

shows a schematic of possible lamellar morphologies in

blends of ABC and ac block copolymers along with an

excellent electron micrograph providing noncentro-

symmetrical lamellar structure obtained by blending a

poly(styrene-b-butadiene-b-tert-butylmethacrylate) tri-

block copolymer with poly(styrene-b-tert-butylmethacry-

late) diblock copolymer.[12]

STRATEGIES FOR CONTROLLING THE
SELF-ORGANIZATION PROCESSES

Mechanical behavior can be readily tuned when, e.g.,

glassy mesostructures are formed in a rubbery matrix,

and indeed, glassy–rubbery block copolymers are used for

various applications as advanced engineering materials.

However, the possible impact of block copolymer

Fig. 5 a) Diagram of the possible lamellar morphologies of

ABC/ac block copolymer blends. 1: Macrophase separation, 2:

random sequence, 3: centrosymmetric sequence, 4: noncenstro-

symmetric sequence. b) Transmission electron micrograph of the

noncentrosymmetric blend. Scale bar: 250 nm. (From Ref. [13].

Copyright 1999, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)

Fig. 4 Transmission electron micrographs of a) lamellar; b)

hexagonal cylindrical viewing direction along cylinder axis,

inset: viewing direction perpendicular to cylinder axis; c) gyroid

[view direction along (110)] and d) BCC spherical phase of

poly(styrene-b-isoprene) copolymer [along (100)]. For all

micrographs, the isoprene block was stained with Osmiumte-

troxide to enhance contrast.
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nanostructures that are envisioned is much more far-

ranged. The emerging challenges that have to be resolved

involve the extension of hierarchically ordered structures

to larger length scales and the development of new

processing technologies that allow to control the ordering

process at various length scales. In the following sections,

several approaches will be presented that address these

challenges. 1) Strategic design of the molecular architec-

ture, e.g., by introducing anisotropic groups that introduce

configurational constraints to the self-assembling process;

2) by exploiting the effect of external fields on the self-

assembly process; or 3) by using surface energetics and

selective polymer–substrate interactions to guide the

system to the desirable global geometries.

Techniques Involving Molecular Architecture

Structure formation in rod–coil block
copolymer systems

If one block in a coil–coil block copolymer is substituted

by a polymer type that exhibits highly restricted confor-

mational freedom, a rod–coil block copolymer is obtained.

The interest in rod–coil block copolymers is fueled by

the extraordinary wealth of morphologies that are found

in rod–coil systems, which can result in novel func-

tional materials with intriguing optical or electronic

properties. This spectrum of domain morphologies is

due to the delicate interplay between liquid crystallinity

of the rod block combined with the phase separated

microdomain morphologies. Rod–coil block copolymers

also provide an excellent example of designer nano-

scale materials as the rod blocks represent active sites

that can be addressed by external fields (flow, electric,

magnetic), providing a means to guide the system into

well-defined macroscopically ordered states. A rod-like

conformation of a polymer is induced either by step-

wise coupling of rigid mesogenic units to form low-

molecular weight oligomeric rods or in macromolecular

systems by creating a rigid polymer backbone with al-

ternating conjugation, by steric hindrance of side groups

attached to each repeating unit or by the formation of

helical secondary structures. The asymmetry in the rigidity

of the respective rod vs. coil blocks significantly increases

the Flory-interaction parameter w, such that rod–coil block

copolymers microphase separate already at low weight

fractions of the rod component. The hierarchical order

from the nano- to the microscale results as a consequence

of the mutual repulsion of the dissimilar blocks and the

packing constraints that are imposed by the connectivity

as well as the tendency toward orientational ordering of

the rod block.

Currently, there exists no general theoretical frame-

work that can account for the complex phase behavior

thus observed in rod–coil copolymer systems. Three

examples will be provided that represent some of the new

morphologies that are encountered in rod–coil block

copolymer systems. For excellent review articles of this

field we refer the reader to Refs. [13] and [14].

Stupp et al. reported the formation of large, well-

organized supramolecular structures (102 kDa) by self-

assembly of rod–coil oligomers consisting of an elongated

mesogenic rods with volume filling fractions ranging from

0.19 to 0.36 and a coil-like poly(isoprene) (PI) part.[15]

Depending on the rod filling fraction, the formation of a

strip morphology (frod=0.36) or a hexagonal superlattice

structure (frod =0.25) was observed. Substituting the

poly(isoprene) coil block by a (styrene)9-b-(isoprene)9

oligomer was reported to result in the formation of

mushroom-like assemblies containing about N=100 rod–

coil oligomers that self-organize into superlattice domains.

A schematic of the proposed structure is given in Fig. 6.

Chen et al. investigated the structures formed in high-

molecular rod–coil block copolymer systems consisting of

poly(hexylisocyanate) with N=900 as the rod block and

poly(styrene) with N=300 as the coil block.[16] Depending

on the volume fraction of rod component, the formation of

three different morphologies was reported. These were

explained to occur as the result of microphase separation

of the blocks and crystallization of the rods during solvent

evaporation. For a volume filling fraction of the rod

Fig. 6 Transmission electron micrograph revealing superlattice

of regularly shaped aggregates. Inset: Suggested mushroom-like

morphology of the aggregate. (From Ref. [16]. Copyright 2001,

American Association for the Advancement of Science.)
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component frod=0.42, the formation of a wavy lamellar

structure was observed, in which the rod blocks are tilted

with respect to the layer normal by about 60�. For

frod=0.73 a novel ‘‘zigzag’’ morphology was observed in

which the rod and coil blocks are arranged in a zigzag

fashion and the rod blocks are tilted with respect to the

layer normal by 45�. For even higher rod filling fractions

(frod>0.96) an ‘‘arrowhead-like’’ pattern formation was

observed. Fig. 7 shows electron micrographs of the

observed morphologies. The complexity of the structure

formation process in rod–coil systems is indicated by the

pronounced effect of solvent on the structures depicted in

Fig. 7. Well-oriented zigzag patterns were observed only

when toluene was used, whereas the use of chloroform as

a solvent resulted in more disordered arrangement of

the zigzags. The observed difference can be understood

as the quality of the solvent determines the onset of

microphase separation of the blocks as well as the onset of

liquid crystallization of the rod blocks. As a consequence,

rod–coil morphologies often do not represent equilibrium

structures but rather kinetically trapped states. Park et al.

have continued the study of microstructure formation in

rod–coil block copolymers and demonstrated the forma-

tion of long-range periodic domain walls yielding a

hierarchical morphology with order on multiple length

scales consisting of interchain crystals of the rod blocks

(1.5 nm), block copolymer microdomains (55 nm), and

periodic Neel domain walls (�1 mm).[17] This study is

remarkable for two reasons. First, the block copolymer-

poly(3-(triethoxysilyl)propylisocyanate-b-styrene) (PIC-

PS) employed in their study contains reactive groups as

part of the isocyanate rod blocks. These entities allow the

polymer to be covalently tethered to inorganic substrates

after microstructure formation. Second, by directional

solvent evaporation, the authors demonstrated unidirec-

tional alignment of domain wall patterns on the centimeter

length scale while maintaining interchain and microdo-

main ordering. A pair of atomic force micrographs of

the observed hierarchical rod–coil structure are shown

in Fig. 8.

Effect of Mechanical and Electric Fields

Polymeric materials can undergo dramatic changes in

their structure in response to external fields. This provides

opportunities to direct distinct alignments of polymeric

nanostructures through processing. Polymer engineers

have long exploited processing to increase properties

(e.g., fiber production) through increase of crystallinity

and chain orientation. For many envisioned applications

of polymer-based nanostructures, it is of special impor-

tance to be able to produce functional macroscopic

materials with uniform large-scale orientation. In general,

self-assembly processes alone do not result in globally

ordered structures but rather heterogeneous morphologies

consisting of randomly oriented grains within which the

domains have homogeneous alignment. The possibility to

induce global order in block copolymer microstructures

by flow field alignment was pioneered by Keller et al. in

extruded polymer materials and a variety of other flow

methods have been developed, such as roll-casting and

Fig. 7 Transmission electron micrographs of the morphologies of the PHIC-PS rod-coil block copolymer: wavy-lamellar (fPHIC =0.42),

zigzag ( fPHIC =0.89) and bilayer arrowhead (fPHIC =0.96). The dark regions correspond to PS (stained with Rutheniumoxide). (From

Ref. [17]. Copyright 2001, American Association for the Advancement of Science.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Tapping mode atomic force micrographs of the

hierarchical structure formation of PS–PIHC thin films after

casting on silica substrate. The insets show Fourier-transformed

images. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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extensional flow.[18–20] Kornfield et al. studied the

influence of oscillatory shear on the alignment of lamellar

morphology forming block copolymers by in situ rheo-

optical methods that allow monitoring the alignment of

the lamellae as a function of applied shear rate and

amplitude.[19] It was argued that with increasing shear rate

three different frequency regimes can be distinguished for

layered microstructured block copolymers in which the

polymer domains have dissimilar viscoelastic properties.

Two characteristic frequencies that determine the effect of

oscillatory shear on the alignment of lamellar samples

were identified: a lower frequency limit od that is

associated with the lifetime of fluctuations on a layered

structure and a higher frequency limit oc that reflects the

dynamics of conformational distortions of single polymer

chains. It was found that oscillatory strain shearing

induces parallel alignment with respect to the shear

direction for o<od, perpendicular alignment for

od<o<oc, and parallel alignment for oc<o.

For cylindrical microdomain forming coil–coil block

copolymers subjected to steady or oscillatory shear, parallel

orientation, i.e., the cylinder axes are aligned along the

flow direction, was found to be the usual orientational

state. However, by anchoring liquid crystalline side

groups to a coil–coil block copolymer, Osuji et al. could

demonstrate that the strong interaction of the mesogens

with the applied flow field can force the cylindrical

microdomains to align transverse to the flow direc-

tion.[21] In their study of the effect of oscillatory me-

chanical shear on the microstructure formation of a PS–

PI block copolymer in which each isoprene block was

functionalized with a mesogenic group, the authors con-

cluded that the invariant homogeneous anchoring of the

mesogens with respect to the IMDS results in the

Fig. 9 Schematic structural model of the transverse alignment of cylindrical microdomains and smectic layers. Flow is along x- and

vorticity is along y direction. The model represents a compromise structure in which cylinders are transverse and smectic layers are

perpendicular, but the boundary condition for the mesogens are maintained homogeneous. (From Ref. [22].)
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transverse cylindrical orientation under shear. A sche-

matic of the proposed structural model of perpendicular

smectic layers and transverse cylindrical microdomains

is given in Fig. 9.

Amundson et al.[22] presented a detailed mechanistic

study of the effect of electrical fields on the structure

evoution in lamellar block copolymer systems. By

applying electrical fields of 1.8 MV/m to a symmetric

PS–PMMA diblock copolymer while heating the poly-

mer above glass transition temperature, a significant

increase in orientation of the lamellae along the electric

field direction could be observed. The ordering effect

of the electric field could be explained by the

orientational dependence of the systems free-energy in

the presence of the external field. The situation is sim-

ilar to the effect of an oscillatory shear-field when o<od.

The external field raises the free-energy associated with

lamellar compression or splay and hence causes move-

ment and annihilation of defect walls and disclination

lines. A schematic of the defect movement along with

electron micrographs of the films with and without electric

field alignment is shown in Fig. 10. Recently, Thurn-

Albrecht et al. applied a similar procedure to align

cylindrical PS–PMMA block copolymers using electric

field strengths of 40 MV/m.[23]

Thin Film Morphologies

Whereas bulk morphologies of microphase-separated

block copolymers are often typified by grains of ordered

domains that are randomly oriented with respect to each

other, thin films can sometimes exhibit highly ordered

domains. This orientation can be understood as a direct

result of the surface and interfacial energy minimization.

The possible applications of block copolymer thin films

have been widely recognized and constitute a very active

current field of research. An excellent introduction to the

field is the recent review article by Fasolka and Mayes.[24]

Of the various microdomain types, the most investigated

is the lamellar. Most theoretical work regarding the

physics of thin film morphology was done for the case of

symmetrical boundary conditions that is realized, e.g.,

when the film is located in between two identical

substrates. It was found that for films with thickness

greater than the lamellar thickness, t>L, the lamellae

orient parallel to the substrate surface. As a result of

the surface substrate boundary conditions the most

energetically compatible block is expressed at each of

the surfaces. Depending on which block wets the

respective surface, one distinguishes between symmetric

(same block wets each surface) and antisymmetric

(different blocks wet the two surfaces) wetting. The

equilibrium conditions for stability of symmetric films are

then given as t=nL, with n being an integer, and t=(n+1/

2)L for antisymmetric wetting. It was proposed that the

entropic penalty that is imposed on chains when surface-

parallel lamellae are constrained to film thicknesses

incommensurate with integer multiples of L can induce

the perpendicular lamellar orientation if the entropic

penalty exceeds the enthalpic gain from preferential

wetting. A summary of possible thin film morphologies

is given in Fig. 11.

Although the assumption of symmetric boundary

conditions simplifies the analysis, many practical thin

film situations exhibit asymmetric boundary conditions,

e.g., supported film systems. In supported film systems,

the polymer–substrate interfacial energy of a given type of

monomer can differ from its surface energy by an order of

magnitude. The presence of asymmetric boundary condi-

tions can therefore result in new morphological trends not

found in the symmetric case, e.g., the formation of hybrid

structures involving parallel as well as perpendicular

alignment. At the time of writing no theoretical model has

Fig. 10 a) Movement of the disclination lines and wall defects

occurring by glide and climb of edge dislocations and creation

of pores. 1: Disclination lines approach by perforation of layer;

2: focal conic loop forms island that grows by climb motion

along the disclination loop; 3: through combination of climb and

glide motion an edge dislocation propagates along a wall defect.

b) Transmission electron micrographs of PS–PMMA perpen-

dicular to field direction and c) parallel to field direction. (From

Ref. [23].)
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been developed that could accurately account for many of

the experimental observations. This is in part due to the

finite roughness and deformability of most surfaces on the

molecular scale that represents a major problem in the

application of the theoretical models mentioned above to

real supported films.

Epitaxial crystallization of block
copolymer thin films

Epitaxy denotes the oriented overgrowth of one crystalline

material upon the surface of another. In general, this

process requires an approximate agreement in lattice

spacings of the two components. Epitaxy is a traditional

method of material science used to control registration and

orientation. Block copolymers that contain one crystalliz-

able block are of great interest as the crystallization

provides an additional driving force for the microphase

separation. The resulting morphology is the result of the

interplay between segregation and crystallization process

and is therefore process-path dependent, resulting in new

opportunities to control the structure formation process by

directing the crystallization process. Epitaxial methods

were shown to be particularly interesting in controlling the

orientation of microphase-separated block copolymer

domains over large areas. De Rosa et al. recognized that

because of crystallographic matching of poly(ethylene)

and benzoic acid crystals, the poly(ethylene) blocks of

a semicrystalline poly(ethylene-b-ethylenepropylene-b-

ethylene) triblock copolymer can be epitaxially crystal-

lized onto crystals of benzoic acid thereby directing the

microphase separation process.[25] Electron micrographs

depicting the microstructure of the block copolymer

Fig. 12 Transmission electron micrographs of a) solvent-cast and b) directionally solidified/epitaxially crystallized PS–PE copolymer.

PE domains form pseudo-hexagonal lattice of perpendicular-oriented cylinders. The styrene blocks have been stained with

Rutheniumtetroxide for contrast enhancement. The inset in b) shows magnified region demonstrating the noncircular shape of the PS–

PE interface resulting from the 15% smaller domain spacing of benzoic acid in b direction. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright 2000, Macmillan

Publishers Ltd.)

Fig. 11 Diblock copolymer thin film morphologies as a

function of boundary conditions. A-block is gray, B-block is

black. L0: film thickness, FL: symmetric surface-parallel full

lamellae, AFL: antisymmetric surface-parallel lamellae, AHY:

antisymmetric hybrid structure, HL: half-lamellae, HY: sym-

metric hybrid structure, PL: surface-perpendicular lamellae.

(From Ref. [24]. Copyright 2001, Annual Reviews.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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thin film with and without epitaxial direction are shown

in Fig. 12. Epitaxial control over the microphase

separation process continues to attract much attention

as it opens a new dimension to the control of

nanostructure formation: crystal orientation on the 1–10-

nm length scale as well as microstructure orientation on

the 10–100-nm length scale.

TRENDS IN EXPLOITING
POLYMER-BASED NANOSTRUCTURES

Recent advances in understanding the formation of

nanostructures based on self-assembled microphase sep-

arated block copolymers and the external parameters that

afford global ordering of these structures have resulted

in applications that capitalize on the specific structural

characteristics rather than on a volume averaged behavior.

Microphase separated block copolymers have been stud-

ied extensively as an alternative approach to conventional

lithographic techniques to produce highly ordered nano-

structures with possible applications such as a high-

density magnetic recording device or a photonic band-gap

material. In the following we present some examples of

the new directions in this area of research.

Block Copolymers as Photonic
Band Gap Materials

As block copolymers self-assemble into periodic one-,

two-, or three-dimensional equilibrium structures, optical

effects such as photonic band gaps can be obtained when

the molecular weight of the block copolymer is high

enough such that the domain spacing is of the order of the

wavelength of light (typically M�106 g/mol). Photonic

band gaps denote frequency regions in which light of

certain polarization and propagation direction cannot

propagate through the material.[26] As the synthesis and

processing of high molecular weight polymers is delicate,

the first observation of a self-assembled polymer-based

photonic material was not published until 1999.[27]

Various techniques have been developed in order to solve

the eminent problem of the inherently low dielectric con-

trast between typical polymers. Methods such as selective

deposition of high index nanocrystals within the polymer

scaffold[28] or selective etching of one of the domains[29]

can raise the dielectric contrast. It could be shown that

even for high molecular weight copolymers the double

gyroid microdomain morphology can be obtained, indi-

cating pathways to three-dimensional photonic crystals

that combine a full photonic band gap with the advanta-

geous mechanical properties of polymeric materials and

the ease of self-assembly. Fig. 13b shows a scanning

electron micrograph of a double gyroid obtained from

high molecular weight PS–PI after selective etching of the

PI matrix using UV/ozone.[29]

Block Copolymer Lithography

The typical length scale of microphase separation, 10–

100 nm, is particularly interesting as it provides a

versatile alternative to conventional photolithographic

techniques for surface structuring. Possible applications

for regular texturing of a surface at the 10-nm length

scale are the fabrication of high-storage magnetic

recording media, DNA electrophoresis membranes or

microoptical elements. Of particular interest is the

combination of the controlled structure formation on

the nanometer length scale with the distinct chemical

nature of the respective blocks. Lopes and Jaeger

demonstrated the selective decoration of the PS domains

of a cylindrical microstructure forming PS–PMMA

diblock copolymer by evaporation of gold on top of

the spin-casted polymer thin film.[30] The dense packing

of gold nanocrystals on the PS domains allowed for the

Fig. 13 a) Schematic model of the double-gyroid morphology

showing two interpenetrating networks (here: PS) embedded in

the matrix material (here: air). Scanning electron micrograph of

a free-standing interconnected PS network obtained from a high

molecular weight double-gyroid PS–PI block copolymer after

selective UV/ozone etching of the PI domain. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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formation of a regular pattern of conducting nanowires

50 nm in width which are of great interest as

interconnects, gratings, or for biosensor applications. A

schematic of the described structure formation process

along with electron micrographs of the resulting struc-

tures is shown in Fig. 14. Block copolymer lithography

has also been studied as possible alternative to conven-

tional lithographic techniques for the fabrication of high-

density magnetic storage media. For example, Cheng et

al. demonstrated that single-domain ferromagnetic cobalt

dots can be fabricated using self-assembled block

copolymer lithography.[31] In their study, the authors

took advantage from the significantly different etching

rates of organic–inorganic block copolymers when ex-

posed to a reactive ion beam, allowing the selective

etching of one component from the microstructure while

converting the inorganic-containing block to a ceramic. A

thin film of spherical microdomain morphology forming

poly(styrene-b-ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PS–PFS) block

copolymer was cast on a layered cobalt–tungsten–silica

substrate and the PFS domains used as a mask for

subsequent reactive ion etching. A schematic of the

procedure as well as a scanning electron micrograph of

the obtained nanodot arrays is shown in Fig. 15.

Inorganic–Organic Mesostructures from
Block Copolymer Phases

At present, great attention is being paid to the preparation

of complex inorganic–organic hybrid materials with long-

range order that could find possible applications in

catalysis, membrane, and separation technology. Two

major synthetic approaches can be distinguished: 1) the in

situ synthesis of inorganic particles within a block

copolymer domain that has been loaded with a suitable

precursor reagent and 2) the simultaneous self-assembly

of the block copolymer in the presence of ex situ

synthesized nanoparticles that are surface-tailored in order

to allow preferential sequestration within a target domain.

Fig. 15 a) Schematic of the sequential reactive ion etch process

(see text fort details). b) Tilted scanning electron micrograph

showing Co-nanodot arrays obtained after complete etching of

the PS–PFS block copolymer. (From Ref. [31]. Copyright 2001,

Wiley Interscience.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 14 a) Metal nanochain and nanowire formation after

vapor-deposition of Au onto a thin film of cylindrical PS–

PMMA block copolymer and annealing for 1 min at 180�C
under Ar atmosphere. Au highly selectively decorates the PS

domain. b) Magnification of a) demonstrating individual na-

nocrystal array formation. Scale bars: 200 nm. (From Ref. [30].

Copyright 2001, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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Whereas the first approach facilitates higher volume

filling fractions of the inorganic material, the second

approach allows better control of the structural character-

istics of the sequestered component. Micropatterned solid

particles in a block copolymer matrix were produced by

Bootongkong et al. in a nanoreactor scheme, in which the

hydrophilic domain of a poly(styrene-b-acrylic acid)

block copolymer is pre-loaded with a metal salt that is

reduced in a second reaction step.[32] The procedure is

outlined in Fig. 16. The authors demonstrated that the

block copolymer nanoreactor scheme might be applied to

a wide variety of metal (Pd, Cu, Au, Ag) as well as

semiconductor (PbS) nanocrystals. Whereas the block

copolymer nanoreactor scheme results in the formation of

discrete or interconnected nanocrystals dispersed within

the respective block copolymer domain, Templin et al.

demonstrated that by swelling of the poly(ethylene oxide)

domain of a poly(ethylene oxide-b-isoprene) block co-

polymer with an inorganic precursor followed by hydrol-

ysis and calcination, continuous inorganic nanorelief

structures can be obtained.[33] The authors also described

the formation of the ‘‘plumber’s nightmare’’ morphology

for the hybrid material, which is an uncommon bicontin-

uous morphology for block copolymers and which was

explained by subtle differences in the phase behavior of

hybrid vs. neat block copolymer structures. In contrast to

the abovementioned in situ approaches, ex situ method-

ologies become advantageous when precise control of the

structural features of the inorganic component becomes

relevant to the desired function of the hybrid material or

the geometrical characteristics of the inorganic compo-

nent cannot be obtained through in situ synthesis. For

example, Ha and Thomas studied the incorporation of

‘‘two-dimensional’’ clay sheets into lamellar PS–PI block

copolymer microstructures.[34] The authors demonstrat-

ed that by decorating the mineral’s surface with poly-

(styrene), individual clay sheets can be preferentially

sequestered within the polystyrene domain of the block

copolymer. The resulting nanocomposite materials exhibit

Fig. 17 Transmission electron micrograph of exfoliated clay-

PS–PI nanocomposite (no stain). Individual PS-decorated clay

sheets are sequestered within PS layers. Inset: Schematic of the

composite structure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 16 a) Schematic of the nanoreactor approach. 1: Thin film

cast of spherical PS–PAA; 2: selective swelling of PAA spheres

with metal precursor; 3: formation of metal nanocrystals by

reduction of metal precursor. b) Transmission electron micro-

graph of thin film demonstrating hexagonal array of Ag

nanodots within PS matrix. (From Ref. [32]. Copyright 2002,

American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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highly anisotropic mechanical and permeability proper-

ties. An electron micrograph of the nanocomposite

material revealing single-layer clay sheets sequestered

within the poly(styrene) domains is shown in Fig. 17. The

development of surface decoration techniques that allow

for molecular level dispersion of the inorganic component

within the polymer matrix represents a major advance-

ment in the field as the inclusion of single-sheet

(exfoliated) mineral layers permits to downscale the

amount of inorganic component by an order of magnitude

(only 2 wt.% inorganic is needed) while providing the

advantageous material properties.

The control of the composites’ architecture on the

nanometer scale is of special importance for future

research in this area as it facilitates to dramatically

decrease the switching speed in these materials which is

diffusion limited, scaling as the square of the feature size.

At present, research focus is on the development of next-

generation actuator materials that capitalize from both the

mechanical and optical characteristics of the sequestered

component as well as the rapid dynamic response to

external stimulus that results from the architectural control

on the molecular level.
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INTRODUCTION

This article discusses materials and techniques used to

generate polymer replicas of nanostructures by molding,

embossing, and printing. Nanostructures are defined as

those that have lateral dimensions of less than 100 nm. The

effect of spatially confining materials to these dimensions

gives rise to physical, electronic, mechanical, magnetic,

and optical properties, e.g., quantum behavior,[1,2] super-

paramagnetism,[3] depressed melting point,[4,5] and in-

creased hardness,[6,7] that differ, at times significantly,

from those of microstructures and macrostructures.

The fabrication and characterization of nanostructures

are important for applications in optics,[8] computation,[9]

data storage,[10,11] specialty materials,[7] and biology.[12]

Most processes for producing electrically, magnetically,

and optically functional devices containing nanostructures

include four basic steps: 1) fabrication of a ‘‘master’’

(i.e., a substrate from which replicas are formed);

2) replication of the master; 3) transfer of the replica

into a functional material (e.g., semiconductor or metal);

and 4) registration of the pattern of a master (the same as

or different than the one used originally) with that of the

replica for multilayer structures. This article focuses on

the polymers and the molding techniques useful for the

second step of this process.

OVERVIEW

Why Replication of Nanostructures
into Polymers?

Replication of nanostructures into photosensitive poly-

mers by photolithography is routine in fundamental and

applied research and in commercial manufacturing.[13]

The process replicates features from a photomask that is

prepared by a serial lithographic technique such as elec-

tron-beam lithography,[14,15] focused-ion milling,[16–18] or

scanning probe lithography.[19–21] The fabrication of mas-

ters by these techniques is slow (�10 hr/cm2) because

each feature in the mask is drawn individually. The lateral

dimensions of the structures that can be patterned by

photolithography are limited by the wavelength of the

illumination source; state-of-the-art, 157-nm sources can

fabricate features as small as 50 nm.[22] The techniques for

making masters and for sub-100-nm photolithography re-

quire specialized, expensive equipment; such equipment

is readily accessible in industry, but is not commonly

available in academic research laboratories.

Advantages and Disadvantages of
Replication of Nanostructures into Polymers

Replication of nanostructures by the molding of polymers

shares the attractive feature of photolithography (that is, it

can replicate all the features on a master in one step), but

with a much lower limit, in principle, for the lateral di-

mensions of features (�1 nm) than that for photolithog-

raphy. This limit is set by the size of the molecules in the

replica. The molding of polymers has four advantages

over photolithography: 1) the techniques can replicate

nanostructures over large areas (>1 m2); 2) the dimensions

of the features replicated into polymers are not distorted

by problems common to photolithographic techniques

(e.g., variations in focus, intensity, and exposure dose); 3)

the materials and the facilities necessary are inexpensive

and readily accessible; and 4) the process may be

compatible with low-cost manufacturing processes (e.g.,

roll-to-roll processing).

The replication of nanostructures by molding in

polymers has seen only limited commercial applications

to date. Replication of sub-10-nm features is still difficult

to obtain reproducibly over large areas because of lateral

collapse of the features in the polymeric replica. Defect

densities are currently too high for use in most high-

performance electronic devices; no defects must be

observed over an area of several square centimeters for

commercial applications. The process of replication does

not reduce the dimensions of features; that is, the

dimensions of the features defined in the master must be

the same as those desired in the replica. This characteristic

differs from photolithography where dimensions in a

mask can be reduced optically.
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POLYMER MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES
FOR USE IN REPLICAS

Table 1 summarizes some of the types of polymers used to

replicate masters by molding and the properties relevant to

molding. Two properties that influence the quality of a

polymer replica are the coefficient of thermal expansion

of the master and the polymer and the dimensional change

in the polymer during curing. The dimensions of features

defined in masters or replicas made of polymers with large

coefficients of thermal expansion can be distorted by

changes in the temperature. The polymer replica also can

shrink during curing because of evaporation of solvents,

cross-linking of the polymer, and/or thermal expansion of

the polymer (for heat-based curing)[23] These processes

can also yield replicas with distorted features.

Some processes of replication reshape thin films of

polymers by softening them at elevated temperatures; the

temperature at which the polymer softens is the glass

transition temperature (Tg). Low glass transition tempera-

tures (i.e., 458C<Tg<1508C) can minimize distortions of

the critical dimensions of the features because of thermal

expansion of the master during heating and thermal

contraction of the replica during cooling. Temperatures

within this range also make the process compatible with a

wide range of substrate materials (e.g., polymers and low-

melt glasses).

Mechanical instabilities in the polymers can lead to

vertical and lateral collapse of the features in the replica.

The elasticity or the tensile modulus of the material used

to make the replica determines the importance of these

distortions. They are significant for nanostructures

defined in polymers that have a low tensile modulus

(<2 MPa), and they limit the minimum dimension (>300

nm) and the minimum aspect ratio (0.4; height/width)

of the features these polymers (e.g., derivatives of poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) such as 184-PDMS and

s-PDMS) can replicate.[24–26] A number of groups have

developed formulations of PDMS (e.g., h-PDMS and

hn-PDMS) that have a medium to high elastic modulus

(4–10 MPa).[23,27,28] These formulations of PDMS are

particularly useful for the replication of nanostructures,

as they can replicate features with lateral dimensions as

small as 30 nm and with vertical dimensions as small as

2 nm.[27,29]

The process removing a rigid replica from a rigid

master can damage the fragile nanostructures defined on

each surface. The physical toughness of the polymer is an

indication of how much stress it can tolerate before

cracking. The potential for damage to the features in the

master and in the replica decreases when using a polymer

with a tensile strength of >0.1 MPa (e.g., PDMS) as the

material for the replica. Polymers with a high toughness

tend to have a low tensile modulus.

Table 1 Properties of polymers used commonly in replication

Tensile

modulus

(MPa)

Toughness

(MPa)

Surface free

energy

(dyn/cm2)

Coefficient of

linear thermal

expansion (ppm/�C)

Glass transition

temperature (�C)

Method of

curing

Commercially

available

Poly(dimethyl

siloxane)

(PDMS)

184-PDMSa 1.8[23] 4.77[23] 21.6 260–310b N/A Heat Yes

h-PDMS[27] 8.2[23] 0.02[23] �20 450[27] N/A Heat No

hn-PDMS[23] 3.4[23] 0.13[23] �20 300[23] N/A UV-light No

s-PDMSc 0.6[23] 0.41[23] �20 – N/A UV-light Yes

Poly(methyl

methacrylate)

2200–3100d 195d 36.5 50–90d 85–1058Cc N/A Yes

Poly

(vinylchloride)

2400–4100d 65 39 50–100d 75–1058Cc N/A Yes

Poly(styrene) 2300–3300d 36.52d 33 50–83d 74–1008Cc N/A Yes

Poly(urethane) 20–70e 75–80e 28–30 30–60 N/A UV-light Yes

Novalac

Photoresist

�6000–9000 �100–110 43.6 30–50 �1208Cc N/A Yes

aSylgard 184 available from Dow Corning.
bDow Corning technical data sheet for Sylgard 184.
cRMS-033 available from Gelest.
dModern Plastics Encyclopedia 1999, p B158 to B216.
eNorland Optical Adhesives technical data sheets.
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The surface free energy of the polymer is a parameter

that determines the ease of release of the polymer replica

from the master and thus the damage to the replicated

nanostructures during this process. PDMS is a useful

material for use in replicas because it has a low surface

free energy (�21.6 dyn/cm).[30] After molding, the

surface energy of PDMS replica can be lowered further

to �12 dyn/cm by coating the surface with a fluoro-

silane;[31,32] this process makes the surface properties of

the stamp similar to poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (Teflon1).

TECHNIQUES FOR THE REPLICATION
OF NANOSTRUCTURES BY THE
MOLDING OF POLYMERS

Replica Molding

Replica molding is a technique used routinely to fabricate

macroscale and microscale objects, e.g., compact disks,

digital versatile disks (DVD), holograms, and plastic

parts, by molding a polymer against ceramic, metallic, or

rigid plastic masters (Fig. 1). Typically, the surface of the

master is modified chemically to lower its surface free

energy by coating it with a fluorinated molecule or

polymer; this layer facilitates the separation of the master

from the replica after molding. Damage to the nano-

structures defined in the master and/or the replica occurs

most commonly during this separation. The use of elas-

tomeric polymers in replica molding helps to minimize

damage to the nanostructures, especially in the replica,

during separation because of the toughness and elasticity

of the polymers. An example of replica molding into

PDMS is the replication of rings of photoresist into

a composite polymer made of a thin layer (40 mm) of

h-PDMS and a thick layer (>1 mm) of 184 PDMS (Fig. 2).

The composite PDMS structure can replicate sub-100-nm

features by molding and can be removed easily from a

master without damaging the nanostructures on either

surface.[27,28]

Soft Lithography

Soft lithography is a suite of techniques that use a PDMS-

based stamp—prepared by replica molding—as the master
Fig. 1 Scheme for replica molding. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 a) Scheme for replica molding a master into a h-PDMS/

184 PDMS composite polymer. b) An atomic force micrograph

of the replica (top) and a scanning electron micrograph of the

master (bottom). The scheme and images in (b) are reproduced

with permission from the American Chemical Society. (From

Ref. [28].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(Fig. 3).[13,31,32] Replica molding (RM),[33] microtransfer

molding (mTM),[34] micromolding in capillaries (MIM-

IC),[35] and solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM)[36]

are four soft-lithographic techniques that replicate fea-

tures by the molding of polymers. For many of these

techniques, the inherent low surface free energy of PDMS

is enough to permit the stamp to be separated from the

replica without the need of a release layer.

Replica molding

The soft lithographic version of replica molding uses a

PDMS stamp as the master instead of a rigid material

(Fig. 3a). Fig. 4 shows the replica molding of nanostruc-

tures into an UV-curable polyurethane. The PDMS

stamp can be used repeatedly; no measurable difference

in feature quality is observed after successive replica-

tion into polyurethane more than 20 times from the

same stamp.

Microtransfer molding

Microtransfer molding prepares a replica by first filling

the recessed regions of the stamp with a curable

prepolymer (Fig. 3b). The excess prepolymer is scraped

from the surface of the stamp using a thin slab of PDMS;

this scraping process does not remove the excess polymer

completely, and, often, a thin film of excess polymer

remains on the replica. The filled stamp is placed onto a

rigid substrate under slight pressure. The prepolymer is

cured by the appropriate technique, and the mold is

removed manually. This technique is well suited for UV-

curable materials because the PDMS stamp is optically

transparent above �290 nm.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustrations of the procedures used in the

corresponding soft lithographic techniques. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Atomic force micrographs of (a) a chrome master and

(b) a polyurethane replica of the master produced by replica

molding. The images in this figure are reproduced with

permission from Advanced Materials. (From Ref. [33].)

Fig. 5 (a) Atomic force micrograph of lines of photoresist

patterned by MIMIC. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of

Novalac photoresist patterned by SAMIM. The images are

reproduced with permission from The American Chemical

Society. (From Ref. [28].)
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Micromolding in capillaries

Micromolding in capillaries uses capillarity to fill chan-

nels in a PDMS stamp with a photocurable or thermally

curable polymer (Fig. 3c). A PDMS-based stamp is placed

in conformal contact with a surface. The stamp is

topographically patterned with a series of channels that

extend from one end of the stamp to the other. A drop of

liquid prepolymer placed at one end of the stamp fills the

channels by capillarity. The polymer is cured once the

entire channel network is filled. The replication of

nanochannels in a 184-PDMS stamp is difficult because

the channels tend to collapse when the stamp is placed in

contact with a surface.[28] Composite stamps of h-PDMS

and 184-PDMS overcome this limitation and can be used

to replicate features with critical dimensions below 300 nm

(Fig. 5a). Unlike mTM, this technique does not produce

an excess polymer film on the replica.

Solvent-assisted micromolding

Solvent-assisted micromolding is similar operationally to

traditional embossing techniques, but it uses solvent to

reshape a polymer rather than elevated temperatures, and

it uses an elastomeric stamp instead of a rigid master

(Fig. 3d). Elastomeric stamps are especially useful in

embossing because the stamp conforms to the surface of

the polymer and contacts uniformly over large areas. The

stamp is wet with a solvent for the polymer that is to be

molded and placed in contact with a thin film of this

polymer. The solvent is allowed to evaporate, and the

stamp is removed to reveal the replica in the polymer. Air

bubbles and voids in the replica as a result of poor evap-

oration of the solvent before removal of the stamp are not

observed because the stamp is gas-permeable. This pro-

cess has been demonstrated for a number of polymers

including:Novalacphotoresists,poly(styrene),poly(methyl-

methacrylate), cellulose acetate, poly(vinyl chloride), and

precursors to conjugated organic polymers.[36] An exam-

ple of nanostructures prepared by this technique is in

Fig. 5b. The molded structure can also act as its own op-

tical element for further size reduction of the features.[37]

Advantages and disadvantages
of soft lithography

The advantages of soft lithography are that: 1) it uses

inexpensive materials and equipment; 2) it can replicate

over large areas and on nonplanar surfaces; 3) it uses

stamps that are compatible with a large number of poly-

mers; and 4) it uses stamps that are gas-permeable. The

disadvantages are that: 1) the PDMS molds are not com-

patible with many organic solvents or high temperatures; 2)

the softness of PDMS can cause distortions in molded

structures; 3) the use of PDMS-based stamps requires

careful temperature control because of the high coefficient

of thermal expansion; that is, small changes in temperature

can change the dimensions of the nanostructures; and 4) the

registration of multilayer patterns is difficult.

Imprint Lithographies

Step-and-flash imprint lithography (developed by Willson

et al.[38–41]) and nanoimprint lithography (developed by

Chou et al.[42–44]) are two forms of imprint lithography

that are used for the replication of nanostructures into

polymers. Both techniques work by placing a topograph-

ically patterned, rigid master in contact with a formable

material coated on a rigid surface. The rigid master is

prepared by photolithographic replication of the features

into a polymer that is coated on a rigid substrate (e.g.,

quartz and silicon). The structures are transferred into the

substrate by etching.

Step-and-flash imprint lithography

Step-and-flash imprint lithography uses a low-viscosity,

photocurable polymer as the material for the replica

(Fig. 6)[41] The low viscosity of the polymer eliminates

the need for high temperatures and pressures. A quartz

master is placed in contact with the photocurable polymer

under slight pressure. Flood illumination through the

backside of the master cures the polymer replica. The

Fig. 6 a) Schematic illustration of step-and-flash imprint

lithography. b) Scanning electron micrograph of lines of

polymer on a silicon substrate patterned by the technique. c)

Scanning electron micrograph of the cross-section of the lines in

(b). The images in (b) and (c) are reproduced with permission

from Proceedings of the SPIE. (From Ref. [45]). (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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master is transparent to the wavelengths necessary to cure

the polymer. Treatment of the surface of the master with a

fluorosilane lowers its surface free energy and facilitates

the removal of the master from the replica. The technique

can replicate features with lateral dimensions greater than

30 nm and with aspect ratios as high as 8:1 (for 50-nm

lines).[41,45] Step-and-flash lithography is ‘‘self-cleaning’’

because particulates on the surface of the master are

trapped in the replica during the curing process. Repeated

use of a master actually lowers the density of defects in

the replica.[46]

The advantages of step-and-flash imprint lithography

are that: 1) it is a room-temperature technique and is

therefore not subject to thermal- or pressure-induced

deformations of the nanostructures; 2) it is a rapid process

(<5 min/cycle);[40,47] and 3) it uses optically transparent

masters that permit alignment of the replica with

underlying features. The disadvantages are that: 1) the

masters are more difficult to prepare than those used in

soft lithography; 2) the replication of nonplanar masters is

difficult;[48] and 3) the technique is not good for the

replication of isolated, recessed features in the master.[41]

Nanoimprint lithography

Nanoimprint lithography differs from step-and-flash im-

print lithography in that it reshapes a polymer at tem-

peratures above its glass transition point, e.g., 90–1008C,

and requires high pressures, e.g., 50–100 bar (Fig. 7).[43,44]

The high temperatures lower the viscosity of the polymer

enough to fill the master uniformly. The replica and mold

Fig. 7 a) Schematic illustration of the process used in

nanoimprint lithography. b) Scanning electron micrograph of

the SiO2 master. c) Scanning electron micrograph of the polymer

replica of the master in (b) made by nanoimprinting. The images

in (b) and (c) are reproduced by permission of MRS Bulletin.

(From Ref. [43].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 a) Scanning electron micrograph of rings of nickel

formed by lift-off of a photoresist patterned by phase-shifting

photolithography and the corresponding transmission spectrum

as a function of wavelength for the sample and the CaF2

substrate. b) Lines of palladium formed by lift-off of photoresist

patterned by phase-shifting photolithography and the cor-

responding plot of the intensity of the transmitted light as a

function of angle of polarization. Figure (a) is reproduced with

permission from The Optical Society of America. Figure (b) is

reproduced with permission from The American Chemical

Society. (From Ref. [28,62].)
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are allowed to cool before separation. The technique can

replicate nanostructures as small as 10 nm and aspect

ratios as large as 10:1.[43] Transparent masters can be used

to permit multilevel registration of replicas. Nanoimprint

lithography can be carried out in a sequential, step-by-step

process similar to that of step-and-flash. The fidelity of

replication of nanostructures with critical dimensions of

less than 50 nm is poor over large areas because the

polymer chains in the materials used in the replicas tend to

relax and spread over distances of tens of nanometers.[47]

These factors can only be corrected by designing the

original master to account for polymer shrinkage in the

processing steps. Another disadvantage of nanoimprinting

is that it requires 10–15 min per replication for the heat-

ing and cooling cycles; this interval is 3–5 times longer

than that necessary for the entire replication process for

step-and-flash imprint lithography and some soft litho-

graphic techniques.[47]

Uses for Polymeric Replicas
with Nanostructures

Replication of nanostructures into polymers is used to

make electronic,[49–59] optical,[60–64] and mechanical[65–69]

devices. Single-layer, subwavelength, optical elements,

e.g., frequency-selective surfaces (Fig. 8a), are one

example of such a device fabricated by soft lithogra-

phy.[37,62,70,71] A master was replicated into Novalac

photoresist by solvent-assisted micromolding. The replica

acted as a photomask, and the edges of the raised features

were transferred into the underlying photoresist upon

exposure to UV-light. The PDMS replica prepared by

standard replica molding was used to fabricate polarizers

by a similar, phase-shifting lithography technique (Fig

8b).[70] The PDMS replicas can also be used to replicate

nanostructures into metals by microcontact printing. This

process uses the PDMS replica as a stamp to print an

organic molecule selectively onto a metal surface. This

molecule acts as an etch resist and permits the selective

etching of unprotected regions. This technique was used to

fabricate polarizers,[28] hydrogen-gas sensors,[72] transis-

tors,[50,52] and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)

devices.[69,73] The imprint lithographies use the polymer

replica as an etch resist to transfer the pattern of the replica

into a functional material. These techniques have been

used to make photonic crystals,[74] polarizers,[75,76] photo-

detectors,[56] and transistors (Fig. 9).[58,59,77]

CONCLUSION

Although replication will not replace the techniques used

currently for the preparation of masters, it is extremely

useful as a research tool for the rapid prototyping of

devices using nanostructures. The combination of the two

techniques could enable the fabrication of nanostructures

to become routine and cost-effective. Polymeric replicas

containing nanostructures may be most useful in the

process of fabricating low-cost, low-to-medium perform-

ance optical and electronic devices (e.g., RF-ID tags, large

area displays, optical filters, and polarizers). Efforts to

improve the capabilities of replication will lead to the

fabrication of new devices based on the unique properties

of nanostructures.
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INTRODUCTION

This article explores the present impact of nanotech-
nology (mostly nanomaterials so far) on the consumer
automotive market. Our attempt throughout the paper
has been to situate technical aspects of nanotechnology
as they pertain to the automotive market in a business
context. The initial part of the paper describes some
early successes of nanomaterials embraced by the
industry, bearing in mind that the market entrants
are few and far apart. This includes a description
of technology developments in the area of coatings,
particularly the outer body clearcoat, and a summary
of bulk nanostructured materials, specifically polymer–
clay nanocomposites for noncritical automotive body
parts. Even though the aftermarket is a smaller com-
ponent of the overall market, several new products
for the aftermarket have begun to appear, ostensibly
incorporating nanotechnology. The section, Potential
Applications, briefly describes a number of research
and development activities that are in various stages
of testing and qualification. Fig. 1 depicts the present
and future possible applications of nanotechnology
in an automobile. Concluding thoughts and the
road ahead for nanotechnology as it relates to the
automotive market are presented in the final section.

BACKGROUND

A discussion of nanotechnology in the context of
automotive applications is timely because the acceptance
of a new enabling technology into the mainstream
market can be gauged by its acceptance in the auto-
motive industry, and nanotechnology is by and large an
enabling technology. In fact, approval by the automotive
industry is a test of the robustness of any technology,
particularly in the area of advanced materials.

The automotive sector has been the backbone of
the US economy for most of the past 100 years. The
health of the overall economy is often measured by
the ‘‘health’’ of the automakers. Until a few years
ago, the three US automakers, General Motors (GM),

Ford Motor Company, and Chrysler dominated the
world market. With the purchase of Chrysler by
Daimler-Benz and the decision by Japanese and
European carmakers to assemble cars in the U.S.A.,
the dominance by US-based automakers has quite
noticeably diminished. Despite the disparate perfor-
mance in the recent times of GM and Ford on one hand
and foreign-based automakers on the other, and owing
to company-specific issues coupled with changes in the
landscape of the consumer economy, new car sales
continue to be an important lagging indicator that US
economists watch for. Considering the hype surrounding
nanotechnology and the huge amount of research
sponsored by governments worldwide, it is worth taking
a reality check of the payoffs to date.

Nanotechnology either adds value to an existing
application, or enables the creation of new applications.
The acceptance criteria (technical as well as economic)
set by the automotive industry for any technology is
more stringent than anywhere else. Therefore, one
measure of commercial success and societal impact of
nanotechnology can be measured in terms of the level
of penetration in the automotive market. A report by
the firm Frost & Sullivan, entitled ‘‘Global Analysis
of Nanotechnology in the Automotive Market,’’ esti-
mates that revenues arising out of nanotechnology will
be �$6.46 billion by 2015, with the maximum impact
being made in the areas of paints and coatings, catalytic
converters, and fuel additives.[1]

Although nanotechnology is a burgeoning field,
there are already a number of components that use
nanomaterials. In some cases, such as carbon black
used in tires and catalyst particles used in catalytic
converters, they have been in use prior to being recog-
nized and termed as nanostructured materials. All the
same, the total dollar value of newly developed nano-
materials in use today in a vehicle as a fraction of the
cost of an automobile is too small to even measure.
Nonetheless, as outlined in this entry, the potential
for nanomaterials to be ubiquitous in automobiles is
huge. Because the authors themselves are actively
involved in various aspects of nanotechnology as they
relate to the automotive market, some bias toward
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a positive outlook is unavoidable (mention of the
authors’ activities is made in various sections of the
article). This article will concentrate on the payoffs as
revealed on the modern automobile.

NANOSTRUCTURED COATING
TECHNOLOGIES

One of the concerns that faze researchers is the long
time it takes for a product to be introduced in the
primary automotive market. For example, it took several
years of concerted effort to develop nanoparticle-
enhanced clearcoats by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
for Mercedes-Benz.[2,3] Successful launch of this product
has been one of the most recent success stories invol-
ving nanotechnology in automotive applications. The
clear lacquer contains nanoscale particles, which benefi-
cially alter the three-dimensional cross-linked polymer
network. The scratch resistance of the nanoparticle
containing coating is reported to be increased threefold,
with the gloss being extended for substantially longer
periods of use. The chemical resistance of the coating
has been preserved because of the nanoparticle addition.

The paintwork in automobiles is complex, and is
composed of multiple steps and many layers of
coatings, each one having a specific feature. The multi-
layered coating used by Mercedes-Benz, as described
by Kimberley,[4] consists of five layers with a combined
thickness of�100 mm. The first layer is a zinc phosphate
coating, which protects the metal from corrosion.
A subsequent dip coating in a primer paint coats the
edges and grooves, thereby providing additional pro-
tection against corrosion. The anticorrosion layers
together are about �25 mm thick. A coat (�25 mm) of
the base paint, which contains the desired color is then
applied. The addition of aluminum flakes in this layer
leads to paints with a metallic finish. The top clearcoat
is the final coating layer, and is about 40 mm thick.
The top coat provides the gloss and protection against
the elements. The demands on the performance of the

clearcoat are significant as it should protect against
such things as bird droppings, acid precipitation, dust,
chipping, sunlight, fluctuations in temperature, and
automatic car wash swipes. The complex nature of
these coatings perhaps explains the long lead times
from conception to implementation of a new product,
and nanotechnology is no exception.

Based upon the extensive amount of ongoing work
on ultraviolet (UV) light cured polymers, it is likely
that the next innovation employing nanotechnology
will be in clearcoat polymers cured by UV light. The
current industrial practice for curing the clearcoat
during production is by heating the automotive body
to �60�C. It has been argued that UV-curable clear-
coats possess many potential advantages such as
excellent scratch and mar resistance, and improved
initial appearance.[5] Further, the volatile organic com-
pound content could also be substantially reduced. The
authors are quick to point out that the UV curing
process should make use of current automotive paint
application infrastructure, and should allay common
concerns that automotive manufacturers have, such as
ozone production, power consumption, shadow zones,
and worker safety. Accordingly, the authors demon-
strated that the UV curable clearcoats can be cross-
linked not only by using conventional high intensity
lamps, but also by using diffuse fluorescent radiation
and xenon flash lamps.

Antireflection coatings, which are multilayered
coatings with the thickness of each layer being well
below 100 nm, have been in commercial production
for quite sometime.[6] An example is an antireflection
coating on glass with a trade name Schott Conturan.[7,8]

Saint Gobain produces a grade of glass that has nano-
scale layers of sun protecting and infrared reflecting
material embedded within.[8,9]

In contrast to exterior coatings, much less commer-
cial implementation has occurred in the area of nano-
structured coatings for interior components in an
automobile, and in particular, aluminum engine blocks.
This is not to say that there is lack of potential, but

Fig. 1 Potential nanotechnol-
ogy applications to modern

automobile.
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perhaps because the issues involved are fairly complex
and the coating has to simultaneously satisfy a multi-
tude of functional performance requirements. As
Dahotre and Nayak[10] have outlined in a recent review
article, the coating must possess a low coefficient
of friction, good corrosion resistance, good scuffing
resistance, amenability to honing to create a surface
topography with many small recesses that can store
oil, good thermal insulation to prevent heat from being
lost through the engine block, and affinity for oil
coating. The scientific basis by which nanostructured
coatings could improve the engine efficiency is shown
in Fig. 2. It turns out that the mechanical properties
of interest (e.g., hardness, modulus, and plasticity)
reach a maximum value when the microstructure of
the material transitions from being a coarse-grained
structure to an amorphous structure. Candidate materi-
als that are being investigated for possible replacement
of cast iron liners in the cylinder bores of aluminum
alloy engine blocks include nickel-based coatings
deposited using atmospheric plasma deposition techni-
ques, diamond-like carbon coatings, and laser-annealed
iron oxide coatings.

NANOMATERIALS FOR STRUCTURAL
APPLICATIONS

Bulk polymer nanocomposites, particularly for auto-
motive applications, have been synonymous with
dispersed clay–polymer nanocomposites. After about
10 years of intense R&D, both in academia and indus-
try, GM and Toyota Motor Company were among
the first to introduce nanocomposite products.[11] The
exterior step-assist in GM’s 2002 Safari and Astro
vans are made of nanoclay/thermoplastic polyolefin
nanocomposites,[12] manufactured by Bassell, utilizing

clay particles from Southern Clay Products. The
dispersion of the nanoparticles increases the flexural
modulus by �75%, compared to the neat resin. A more
recent polymer nanocomposite product is the side
molding on the 2004 Chevrolet Impala.[13] It is esti-
mated that GM can use �500,000 lbs/yr of nanocom-
posites. From a nanoparticle supplier’s standpoint,
this represents a potential sale of 25,000 lbs/yr because
clay-based nanocomposites are typically composed of
�5wt.% dispersion of either exfoliated or intercalated
platelet-shaped clay particles in a thermoplastic
resin (Fig. 3).[14]

Ever since the beginning, the driving force for
developing polymer nanocomposites has been to replace
metals with lighter weight materials that are low-cost
and provide adequate performance. This in turn would
lead to enormous savings in energy consumption
through reduced use of fuel during the automobile’s

Fig. 2 Schematic depiction of mechanical properties as a
function of grain size.

Fig. 3 Different exfoliation and dispersion schemes for
montmorillonite organoclay reinforced polymer nanocompo-
sites. (Adapted from Ref.[14].)
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life cycle. Garces et al.[15] of Dow Chemical Company
estimated that using polymer nanocomposites for just
the noncritical structural parts in an automobile, such
as front and rear fascia, cowl vent grills, valve/timing
covers, and truck beds, would lead to billions of
kilograms in weight saved per year. This is because
polymer nanocomposites offer an estimated 25% weight
savings over glass and carbon fiber filled plastics, and as
much as 80% over steel. Expanding their use to other
parts such as body panels, could lead to further savings
in weight.

In a broad sense, materials advances in automotive
applications have centered on using structural plastics,
lightweight metals instead of steel and cast iron, and
reinforcing polymers with fillers such as glass fibers,
talc, mica, and calcium carbonate. Unfortunately, none
of these approaches is a panacea. Conventional fillers
add too much weight and compromise on the tough-
ness and surface finish. Lightweight metals are expen-
sive and suffer from the same processing limitations
of steel and iron. Similarly, structural plastics cost
more and require postforming modifications of the
surface and long cycle times.[14]

As with any other technology, there have already
been a few marketplace casualties despite stunning
technical results. Toyota Motor Company had been a
pioneer in the area of polymer nanocomposites, and
was the first to develop an alternative production
process to the conventional method of dispersing and
exfoliating into polymers by melt compounding. They
developed Nylon 6-clay hybrid (NCH) nanocompo-
sites by the in situ intercalation polymerization
method, where the monomer was first intercalated in
the clay, and subsequently polymerized in situ.[16]

The tensile modulus of NCH containing only
1.6wt.% clay was twice that of Nylon 6, and the
coefficient of linear thermal expansion was reduced
by half. The initial target for the nanocomposite mate-
rial was a timing-belt cover. Cost and other considera-
tions prevented successful commercial introduction.[17]

Over the past several decades, the automobile
industry has found itself at the crosshairs of envi-
ronmental groups, who demand more fuel-efficient
vehicles. Reducing the weight automatically leads to
improved fuel efficiency. However, reducing the weight
through the use of advanced materials invariably ends
up increasing the cost, which is often not commen-
surate with the improved performance offered by the
new material. Because bulk polymer nanocomposites
undoubtedly possess certain mechanical properties
that are better than in heavier traditional materials,
cost is the major stumbling block for widespread
acceptance. In a seminal study, Lloyd and Lave[14]

lay out an economic case for using polymer nano-
composites in automotive applications. On the basis
of detailed financial and statistical assessment, the

authors present a compelling case for using polymer
nanocomposites in automobiles. Because of the uncer-
tainty involved with a relatively new technology, they
have estimated the value of this material as a function
of its efficiency and the amount of steel it can replace.
At the upper bound 67% efficiency, the nanocomposite
substitution will be worth a little more than $8/lb in
materials and processing cost. At a lower bound 38%
efficiency, the substitution will be worth slightly below
$4/lb. Given that the market price for filled polymer
nanocomposites is between $1 and $2, these materials
present a persuasive value proposition. It should be
noted that although vehicles with greater fuel economy
lead to potentially large economic and environmental
benefits, US consumers have been traditionally indif-
ferent to fuel economy. With crude oil prices in the
range of $50–60 per barrel as of the writing of thisen-
try, and speculation that it might touch $100 per barrel
in the foreseeable future, change in the US consumers’
attitude toward fuel economy could come sooner
rather than later. One could hazard a guess that
polymer nanocomposite manufacturers are eagerly
awaiting higher gas prices. A combination of mounting
social–environmental concerns and rising oil prices
might lessen the current cost obstacle for more perva-
sive introduction of nanotechnology into the behemoth
automotive industry.

NANOTECHNOLOGY-ENABLED PRODUCTS
FOR THE AFTERMARKET

Recognizing that it is easier to get a product into the
automotive aftermarket as opposed to the primary
market, Nanofilm Ltd., a 20-year old thin film devel-
oper, started selling an auto glass treatment product
into the retail market.[18] The Clarity Defender, as it
is called, repels rain, snow, mud, bugs, bird dropping,
spray paint, and most liquids that come in contact with
the windshield. The windshield coating from Nano-
film is expected to last a lot longer than competing
products. It is not clear as to what component of the
treatment solution is made of a nanomaterial, but then
in almost all cases the consumer is concerned more
with a new and improved end-product rather than a
nano-enabled product.

Along the same vein, the NanoBreezeTM Car Air
Purifier, produced and marketed by NanoTwin Tech-
nologies, is said to clean and purify the air inside the
passenger compartment of any motor vehicle.[19] When
placed over a dashboard vent, the air circulating inside
the car is cleaned by reduction and oxidation through a
photocatalytic reaction. The heart of the NanoBreeze
is a nano-TiO2-coated fiberglass wrapping on a fluores-
cent tube. The inside of the tube is coated with a
phosphor that generates UV-A radiation.
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Presting and Konig,[7] researchers at Daimler Chrysler
in Germany have written an aptly titled article ‘‘Future
nanotechnology developments for automotive applica-
tions,’’ because the list of current applications is rather
small. This goes to show that the automotive industry,
despite being a $2000 billion worldwide industry at
retail [including both original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) and aftermarket], is conservative and extremely
cost conscious. As with many new and exciting fields
of science and technology, the list of potential appli-
cations is invariably a lot larger than that of current
applications. Nanotechnology in the context of
automobiles is not immune to this trend.

An emerging theme is that nanotechnology, parti-
cularly nanomaterials, is likely to be an enabler in a
number of different components and subsystems in
the automobile. This can pan out as envisioned, pro-
vided the materials manufacturers come to grips with
cost and reproducibility issues. If nanotechnology lives
up to its promise, many parts of a car could contain a
variety of nanostructured materials. Some of these
potential applications are described below.

Catalysts

Noble metal catalysts, including those based on plati-
num, are used to decompose the combustion products
in a catalytic converter into relatively less harmful
emissions. Catalysts have always been particles at the
nanoscale—they just were not called nanoparticles.
The enormously high surface area is used for efficient
gas–solid reactions. A company called Nanostellar
Inc.[20] has started developing nanocomposite catalysts,
which it says will substantially reduce the amount
of platinum that is presently used. Platinum-based
catalysts are also used in the electrodes of a fuel cell.
Because the catalyst is expensive and accounts for a
large part of the cost in a fuel cell, there is an interest
in developing alternative non-noble metal catalysts. If
QuantumSphere[21] has its way, its nanonickel could
replace platinum-based catalysts. It is not clear though
how the surfaces of non-noble metals can be passivated
and prevented from complete oxidation. A third com-
pany, Catalytic Solutions, is an active player in this
market as well.[22] The use of oxide-based compositions
has also been investigated as potential replacements
for noble metal catalysts.[23]

Nanotechnology-Based Magnetic Sensors

A modern automobile uses a multitude of sensors,
many of them magnetic sensors that are based on
the Hall Effect (or inductive effect), and more recently

anisotropic magnetoresistance. A magnetic sensor
allows contactless, and hence, wear-free determination
of mechanical parameters such as angle of rotation
and angular speed.[24] A new phenomenon called Giant
Magnetoresistance (GMR), discovered in 1988,[25,26]

offers the possibility of increasing the output signal,
the opportunity to miniaturize, and the ability to sense
in 360�. The sensor element essentially consists of
multilayers of metals, each layer only a nanometer or
two thick. The GMR effect is unique to the multi-
layered magnetically inhomogeneous nanostructured
material (Fig. 4). Giebeler et al.[24] have shown that
the GMR effect, which has been in commercial use
in hard disc drives for about 10 years, can be used in
automotive applications to determine many functions
such as valve position, and chassis height and position.
Extensive research at Robert Bosch GmbH and
Mitsubishi[27] has led to the development of commer-
cial magnetic sensors based on the GMR effect.

Nanomaterial-Based Engine Coolants

Researchers at the Argonne National Laboratory
created a sudden burst of excitement in the engine
coolant (i.e., antifreeze) business in the mid-1990s by
demonstrating that the thermal conductivity (and
hence the heat transfer coefficient with a constant or
greater heat capacity) of nanoparticle containing fluids
is greater than that of the neat fluid.[28,29] The experi-
ments were conducted with nanoparticles dispersed in
ethylene glycol, which is the major component of an
engine coolant. A few companies, such as Valvoline,
picked up on this and research was carried out
where nanotubes were dispersed in heat transfer
fluids.[30] NEI Corporation, the employer of the authors,
has advanced the state-of-the-art to a commercially
viable fluid, both from a technical and a commercial
standpoint. Working in concurrence with an OEM
customer, tests are underway by an engine coolant

Fig. 4 GMR sensor sample layer configuration: hard mag-
netic layer of artificial antiferromagnet with soft magnetic
detection layers (top and bottom, Fe/Co).
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manufacturer to qualify the fluid for use in aftermarket
and OEM applications.

Nanomaterials-Enabled Lithium-Ion Batteries

Cathode and anode materials determine the fundamen-
tal performance of a battery, and the role of a battery
in an automobile is changing as we see more and more
hybrid electric vehicles on the road. The hybrid can
range from a micro-hybrid, where the engine shuts
off when the vehicle stops at say a traffic light and
the integrated starter/alternator assists the gasoline
engine in accelerating the vehicle, to a full-hybrid
where an electric motor powered by a large battery
drives the vehicle by itself.[31] The gasoline engine in
a full-hybrid is relatively small as its primary function
is to recharge the battery. The hybrid has taken the
emphasis away from the all-electric vehicle, which
for the time being is restricted to golf carts and off-
road vehicles of the like. The unavailability of a
cost-effective and low-weight battery technology has
prevented the all-electric vehicle from becoming a rea-
lity. Nevertheless, the Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
battery of a hybrid electric vehicle is an important
component and weighs substantially (e.g., Cobasys
NiMHax HEV 288-60, weighs 75 kg).[32] Lead–acid
batteries, which have been the 12V power supply in
modern automobiles, simply do not have sufficient
energy density and cycle life for use in a hybrid electric
vehicle. In contrast, NiMH has good power capability.
In terms of energy density and cycle life, the lithium-ion
(Li-ion) battery reigns supreme, however, obtaining
batteries of the size required for use in an automobile
has been an elusive target. Apart from cost, which is a
huge limiting factor, the large size poses safety concerns
that have not been fully resolved to date. Cost consid-
erations are staggering—the target price by the US
Department of Energy for cathode materials for hybrid
electric vehicles is $8/kg.[33] Few materials synthesis
technologies are currently available that can meet this
target. Pasquier et al.[34] have proposed a cell chemistry
that utilizes nanostructured lithium titanate (LTO).
The charge–discharge capabilities of the proposed
chemistry are better than conventional Li-ion chemis-
tries, which utilize carbon anode and lithium cobalt
oxide (LCO) cathode, and the energy density is much
higher than that of a carbon–carbon double-layer
supercapacitor (Fig. 5). The cycle life of Pasquier
et al.’s proposed device is far better than that of
any competing Li-ion battery. Work done at NEI
Corporation has unequivocally demonstrated that
nanostructured anode and cathode materials have
higher capacity and/or better rate capability than their
coarse-grained counterparts.[35] In one particular case,
for a given rate of charge, the capacity is higher by

100%.[36] As with any other technology, the economics
and life cycle cost will determine if a hybrid electric
vehicle will utilize advanced Li-ion devices with
nanostructured electrodes.

Improved Fuel Cells Through Use
of Nanomaterials

A discussion on automobiles is always incomplete
without reference to the ‘‘coming’’ hydrogen economy.
It is envisioned that fuel cells will someday deliver
the power for driving the motor in all vehicles, and
therefore we will need an infrastructure for producing,
storing, and delivering hydrogen safely at ambient
temperature and pressure, as well as at low cost. On
recognition of its large surface or interfacial area, as
the case may be, the nanostructured material became
a subject of intense investigation in the mid-1990s for
use as a medium of hydrogen storage. In particular,
early reports indicated that single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) could store up to 10wt.%[37] of
H2, which exceeded the target of 6.5% set by the US
Department of Energy[38] for a commercially viable
technology. However, careful experiments in trying to
reproduce these initial reports revealed that the
absorption mechanism is by and large physisorption.
As yet, it has not been successful to reproduce the early
reports and consequently meet the Department of
Energy target using SWNTs. On the other hand, a
well-known class of materials called ‘‘alanates’’ (e.g.,
NaAlH4 and LiAlH4) adsorb hydrogen reversibly
and some reports have shown that a nanocomposite
material has an increased efficacy for hydrogen
adsorption.[39,40]

Oddly enough, the heart of a fuel cell has generated
relatively less number of opportunities for utilizing

Fig. 5 Energy–Power Ragone plot comparison of LTO/C
and LTO/LCO batteries. (Adapted from Ref.[34].)
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nanotechnology. Perhaps the biggest area of research
in enabling a better performing fuel cell has been the
Nafion� separator membrane in a polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cell. The ideal membrane should satisfy
the following requirements: 1) low cost and ready
availability; 2) a high proton conductivity of over
10�2 S/cm at room temperature; 3) chemical and
thermal stability at an operating temperature of
150�C; 4) enough water uptake above 100�C; 5) good
mechanical properties (strength, flexibility, and proces-
sability); 6) low gas permeability; 7) low water drag;
8) minimal fuel crossover in case of direct methanol
fuel cell; and 9) fast kinetics for electrode reactions.[41]

Some studies[42] have shown that dispersing exfoliated
clay nanoparticles with appropriately engineered end-
groups can improve the performance of neat Nafion.

Solar Power and Nanotechnology

Harnessing energy by the use of either solar cells or
thermoelectric modules that convert heat released by
the engine to electricity has taken the fancy of some
automakers. For example, Mercedes-Benz and Audi
offer a line of cars with solar cells on the roof to
provide power to a ventilation system that keeps the
interior of the car cool when the engine is off.[8] This
is akin to sail boats equipped with a few large solar
panels that generate electricity and store in a battery.
Ge nanostructures embedded in a Si matrix is a varia-
tion of the conventional crystalline Si solar cell, and
can provide improved conversion efficiencies.[43] One
needs to only stretch one’s imagination (as Presting
and Koning[7] have done) to somehow integrate a
dye-sensitized solar cell, which uses nanoparticles of
TiO2 as an active constituent of the photovoltaic cell,
on to the surface of a car body. In all fairness, given
the conservative nature of the automotive industry,
only a very small fraction of vehicles on the road will
see solar cells in the foreseeable future.

CONCLUSIONS

The lure of a huge market in the automotive sector is
clearly a driving force for researchers and developers
to come up with new materials and technologies that
can be of value to a consumer who is willing and able
to pay additional money for the added benefit. Even
though the modern automobile still has four tires and
a steering wheel, much like the cars from more than a
100 years ago, each and every component goes through
a steady metamorphosis. This offers opportunities for
new technologies that offer new functionalities to be
incorporated into the design. All the same, introducing
nanomaterials and nanotechnology-based products

into either the aftermarket or the OEMs is replete with
challenges. As with anything else, this includes identify-
ing the value chain and being able to deliver on the pro-
mised value proposition. Additionally, issues pertaining
to manufacturability and robustness need to be
addressed early in the development phase of the product.
Last, but not the least, cost considerations take center
stage when it comes to the automotive market.
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INTRODUCTION

We have been exploring the transport and electrochemical

properties of nanotube membranes prepared by the

template method,[1–3] a general approach for preparing

nanomaterials. This method entails synthesis or deposition

of the desired material within the cylindrical and mono-

disperse pores of a nanopore membrane or other solid. We

have used polycarbonate filters, prepared via the ‘‘track-

etch’’ method,[4] and nanopore aluminas, electrochemi-

cally prepared from Al foil,[5] as our template materials.

Cylindrical nanostructures with monodisperse diameters

and lengths are obtained, and depending on the mem-

brane and synthetic method used, these may be solid

nanowires or hollow nanotubes. We and others have used

this method to prepare nanowires and tubes composed of

metals,[5–12] polymers,[13–15] semiconductors,[16,17] car-

bons,[18,19] and Li+ intercalation materials.[20–22] It is also

possible to prepare composite nanostructures, both con-

centric tubular composites, where an outer tube of one

material surrounds an inner tube of another,[23,24] and

segmented composite nanowires.[25]

One application for these nanotube membranes is in

electroanalytical chemistry where the membrane is used to

sense analyte species.[26,27] In that work, membranes con-

taining gold nanotubes with inside diameters that

approached molecular dimensions (1–4 nm) were used.[26]

The Au nanotube membrane was placed between two salt

solutions and a constant transmembrane potential was

applied. The resulting transmembrane current, associated

with migration of ions through the nanotubes, was

measured. When an analyte molecule whose diameter

was comparable to the inside diameter of the nanotubes

was added to one salt solution, this molecule partitioned

into the nanotubes and partially occluded the pathway for

ion transport. This resulted in a decrease in the trans-

membrane ion current, and the magnitude of the drop in

current was found to be proportional to the concentration

of the analyte.[26]

In the experiment discussed above, a baseline trans-

membrane ion current was established, and the analyte

molecule, in essence, turned off this current. It occurred to

us that there might be an advantage in doing the opposite,

i.e., starting with an ideally zero current situation and

having the analyte molecule switch on the ion current.

In other words, we would like to make a synthetic mem-

brane that mimics the function of a ligand-gated ion chan-

nel. An example is the acetylcholine-gated ion channel,[28]

which is closed (‘‘off’’ state) in the absence of acetylcho-

line but opens (and supports an ion current, ‘‘on’’ state)

when acetylcholine binds to the channel. To accomplish

this, the off state was obtained by making gold and alumina

membranes hydrophobic, and the on state was obtained by

introducing ions and electrolyte into the membrane.[29] Ions

were introduced by either partitioning a hydrophobic ionic

species (e.g., a drug or a surfactant) into the membrane.

MEMBRANE PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS

Commercially available track-etched polycarbonate filters

are used as the templates to prepare the Au nanotubes. The

track-etch process[4] entails bombarding a solid material

(in this case a �10-mm-thick polycarbonate film) with a

collimated beam of high-energy nuclear fission fragments

to create parallel damage tracks in the film. The damage

tracks are then etched into monodisperse cylindrical pores

by exposing the film to a concentrated solution of aqueous

base. The diameter of the pores is determined by the etch

time and the etch-solution temperature. Membranes with

pore diameters ranging from as small as 10 nm to as large

as �10 mm are commercially available. The membranes

used for these studies had nominal pore diameters of 30

nm and contained 6�108 pores per square centimeter of

membrane surface area.

The electroless plating method is used to deposit the Au

nanotubes[7,30] within the pores of these membranes.

Briefly, the template membrane is first ‘‘sensitized’’ by

immersion into a SnCl2 solution, which results in depo-

sition of Sn(II) onto all of the membrane’s surfaces (pore

walls and membrane faces). The sensitized membrane is

then immersed into a AgNO3 solution, and a surface redox

reaction occurs (Eq. 1), which yields nanoscopic metallic

Ag particles on the membrane surfaces.

SnðIIÞsurf þ 2AgðIÞaq ! SnðIVÞsurf þ 2Agð0Þsurf ð1Þ
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(The subscripts surf and aq denote species adsorbed to the

membrane surfaces and species dissolved in solution,

respectively.) The membrane is then immersed into a

commercial gold plating solution and a second surface

redox reaction occurs, which yields Au nanoparticles on

the surfaces (Eq. 2).

AuðIÞaq þ Agð0Þsurf ! Auð0Þsurf þ AgðIÞaq ð2Þ

These surface-bound Au nanoparticles are good auto-

catalysts for the reduction of Au(I) to Au(0) using

formaldehyde as the reducing agent. As a result, Au

deposition begins at the pore walls, and Au tubes are

obtained within the pores.[7,9,30,31]

ESTIMATION OF THE NANOTUBE
INSIDE DIAMETER

We used a gas-transport method to obtain an estimate of

the inside diameter (i.d.) of the template-synthesized Au

nanotubes.[7] Briefly, the tube-containing membrane is

placed in a gas-permeation cell, and the upper and lower

half-cells are evacuated. The upper half-cell is then

pressurized, typically to 20 psi (138 kPa) with H2, and the

pressure–time transient associated with leakage of H2

through the nanotubes is measured using a pressure

transducer in the lower half-cell. The pressure–time

transient is converted to gas flux (Q, mol s�1), which is

related to the radius of the nanotubes (r, cm) via.[7]

Q ¼ 4=3ð2p=MRTÞ1=2ðnr3DP=lÞ ð3Þ

where DP is the pressure difference across the membrane

(dyn cm�2; 1 dyn=10�5 N), M is the molecular weight of

the gas, R is the gas constant (erg K�1 mol�1; 1 erg=10�7

J), n is the number of nanotubes in the membrane sample,

l is the membrane thickness (cm), and T is the temperature

(K). At long plating times, membranes containing nano-

tubes with i.d.’s of molecular dimensions are obtained

(Fig. 1).

CHEMICAL SENSING WITH THE Au
NANOTUBE MEMBRANES

These Au nanotube membranes have been used as sensors

for the determination of ultratrace concentrations of ions

and molecules.[26,27] In this case, the nanotube membrane

was allowed to separate two salt solutions, a constant

transmembrane potential was applied, and the resulting

transmembrane current was measured. When an analyte of

comparable dimensions to the inside diameter of the

nanotubes was added to one of the salt solutions, a

decrease in transmembrane current was observed. The

magnitude of this drop in transmembrane current (Di) is

proportional to the analyte concentration.

CALIBRATION CURVES AND
DETECTION LIMITS

As in the transport experiments, a U-tube cell was

assembled with the nanotube membrane separating the

two halves of the cell. The two half-cells were filled with

the desired electrolyte and an electrode was placed into

each half-cell. Three different sets of electrodes and

electrolytes were used. The first set consisted of two Pt

plate electrodes, and the electrolyte used in both half-cells

was 0.1 M KF. The second set consisted of two Ag/AgCl

wires, and the electrolyte used in both half-cells was 0.1

M KCl. The third set consisted of two Ag/AgI wires

immersed in 0.1 M KI.

As noted above, the experimental protocol used with

these cells was to immerse the electrodes into the

appropriate electrolyte and apply a constant potential

between the electrodes. The resulting transmembrane

current was measured and recorded on an X–t recorder.

After obtaining this baseline current, the anode half-cell

was spiked with a known quantity of the desired analyte

(Fig. 2). This resulted in a change in the transmembrane

current, Di (Fig. 3). A potentiostat was used to apply the

potential between the electrodes and measure the trans-

membrane current. The transmembrane potential used was

on the order of 0.5 V.[26,27]

Plots of log Di vs. log[analyte] for the analytes

Ru(bpy)3
2 +, MV2 +, and quinine (Fig. 2) were obtained

using Ag/AgCl electrodes and 0.1 M KCl as the

electrolyte in both half-cells (Fig. 4). For these experi-

ments, a membrane with 2.8-nm i.d. Au nanotubes was

used. A log–log format is used for these ‘‘calibration

curves’’ because of the large dynamic range (spanning as
Fig. 1 Variation of the nanotube effective inside diameter with

plating time.
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much as 5 orders of magnitude in analyte concentration)

obtained with this cell. Analogous calibration curves were

obtained for the other electrode/electrolyte systems

investigated. The detection limits[26] obtained are shown

in Table 1. For the divalent cationic electrolytes, the

detection limits were lowest (best) in the Ag/AgI/KI cell

and worst in the Pt/KF cell. The detection limit for quinine

was the same in both the Ag/AgI/KI and Ag/AgCl/KCl

cells. In general, the detection limit decreases as the size

of the analyte molecule increases (Fig. 2). Finally, the

Fig. 2 Chemical structures and approximate relative sizes of the three ‘‘big molecule/small molecule’’ pairs used in the molecular

filtration experiments. Quinine, MV2 +, and Ru(bpy)3
2 + were also used as analytes in the sensor work. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Nanotube membrane sensor current–time transients

associated with spiking the anode half cell with the indicated

concentrations of Ru(bpy)3
2 +. Tube i.d.=2.8 nm; Ag/AgCl/KCl

cell: Di determined as shown in C.

Fig. 4 Calibrations curves for the indicated analytes. Mem-

brane and cell are as described in Fig. 3.
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detection limits obtained (down to 10�11 M) are extraor-

dinary and compete with even the most sensitive of

modern analytical methods.

The majority of the quinine in both the KCl and KI

solutions is present as the monoprotonated (monocationic)

form. Perhaps the reason the detection limits for

Ru(bpy)3
2 + and MV2 + are lower in the Ag/AgI/KI cell

while the detection limit for quinine is the same in both

this cell and the Ag/AgCl/KCl cell has to do with the

difference in charge of these analytes (predominantly

monocationic vs. dicationic). To explore this point, the

detection limits for a neutral analyte, 2-naphthol, were

obtained in both the Ag/AgI/KI and Ag/AgCl/KCl cells.

Like quinine, the detection limit for this neutral analyte

was the same in both cells (10�6 M) (Table 1).

In the membrane transport studies, it was shown that

Ru(bpy)3
2 + and MV2 + come across such membranes as

the ion multiples Ru(bpy)3
2 +(X�)2 and MV2 +(X�)2

(X�=anion).[7] In the KI cell, the ion multiple contains

two larger (relative to chloride) iodide anions. Perhaps the

larger size of the iodide ion multiple accounts for the

lower detection limit in the KI-containing cell. If this is

true, then the difference between the quinine cation paired

with one I� vs. this cation paired with one Cl� is not great

enough to cause the detection limit for this predominantly

monovalent analyte to be significantly different in the Ag/

AgI/KI vs. the Ag/AgCl/KCl cells (Table 1).

The final variable to be investigated is the effect of

nanotube inside diameter on detection limit. To explore

this parameter, membranes with nanotube inside diameters

of approximately of 3.8, 2.8, 2.2, 1.8, and 1.4 nm were

prepared and used in the Ag/AgI/KI cell.[26] Calibration

curves for the analytes Ru(bpy)3
2 +, MV2 +, and quinine

were generated as before, and detection limits were ob-

tained from these calibration curves. Fig. 5 shows plots of

detection limits for these three different analytes vs. the

nanotube inside diameter in the membrane used. A mini-

mum in this plot is observed for each of the three analytes.

The nanotube membrane that produces the minimum

(best) detection limit depends on the size of the analyte.

These molecules decrease in size in the order Ru-

(bpy)3
2 +>quinine>MV2 +. The nanotube membrane that

yields the lowest detection limit follows this size order;

that is, the nanotube diameters that produce the lowest

detection limit for Ru(bpy)3
2 +, quinine, and MV2 + are 2.8,

2.2, and 1.8 nm, respectively. For the roughly spherical

analytes, the optimal tube diameter is a little over twice

the diameter of the molecule.

MOLECULAR-SIZE-BASED SELECTIVITY

The data presented above show a strong correlation

between detection limit and the relative sizes of the

nanotube and the analyte molecule (Fig. 5). This indicates

that this device should show molecular-size-based selec-

tivity. This is not surprising given the transport studies

previously discussed. To explore size-based selectivity, a

series of solutions were prepared containing decreasing

concentrations of the analyte species, but containing a

constant (higher) concentration of an interfering species.

The interfering species was smaller than the analyte

species. The response of the nanotube membrane (nano-

tube diameter=2.8 nm) to these solutions was then

measured starting from lowest to highest concentration

of the analyte species.

The small pyridine molecule was used as the first

interfering species. When present at a concentration of

10�4 M, pyridine offered very little interference for any of

the analytes Ru(bpy)3
2 +, MV2 +, or quinine. The detection

limits in the presence of 10�4 M pyridine were 10�10 M

Table 1 Detection limits obtained for the three different

electrode/electrolyte systems studied (nanotubule i.d.)

Cell Analyte

Detection

limit (M)

Pt/KF Ru (bpy)3
2 + 10� 9

Ag/AgCl/KCl Ru (bpy)3
2 + 10� 10

Quinine 10� 8

MV2 + 10� 6

2-napthol 10� 6

Ag/Agl/Kl Ru (bpy)3
2 + 10� 11

Quinine 10� 8

MV2 + 10� 7

2-napthol 10� 6

Fig. 5 Detection limits for MV2 +, quinine, and Ru(bpy)3
2 + vs.

i.d. of the nanotubes used in the sensor.
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for Ru(bpy)3
2 +, 10�6 M for MV2 +, and 10�7 M for

quinine, within an order of magnitude of the detection

limit with no added interfering species (Table 1). In other

words, this nanotube membrane sensor can detect 10�10

M Ru(bpy)3
2 + in the presence of 6 orders of magnitude

higher pyridine concentration.

A second set of experiments was performed using the

larger MV2 + as the interfering species. Now at low

concentrations of analyte, there is a region where the

device produces a constant response as a result of the

constant concentration (10�4 M) of this interfering

species; that is, the much higher concentration of the

MV2 + swamps the response of the device. However, as the

concentration of Ru(bpy)3
2 + increases, there is a concen-

tration range where the device responds to this analyte

species without interference from the MV2 +. This con-

centration range begins at concentrations of Ru(bpy)3
2 +

above 10�8 M. That is, the size-based selectivity is such

that the larger analyte species, Ru(bpy)3
2 +, can be

detected down to 10�8 M in the presence of 4 orders of

magnitude higher concentration of the smaller interfering

species, MV2 +.

SYNTHETIC ION CHANNEL PORES

We have conducted experiments that provide proof of the

basic concept that an analyte molecule can switch on an

ion current in a synthetic membrane-based ion-channel

mimic.[29] The membrane used for most experiments was

a commercially available microporous alumina filter. The

pores in this membrane were made hydrophobic by

reaction with an 18-carbon (C18) alkyl silane. When

placed between two salt solutions, the pores in this C18-

derivatized membrane are not wetted by water, yielding

the off state of the membrane. When exposed to a solution

containing a sufficiently high concentration of a long-

chain ionic surfactant (the analyte), the surfactant mole-

cules partition into the hydrophobic membrane, and

ultimately cause the pores to flood with water and

electrolyte. As a result, the membrane will now support

an ion current, and the ion channel–mimetic membrane is

switched to its on state. Cationic drug molecules can also

switch this membrane from the off to the on state.

MEMBRANE PREPARATION AND A.C.
IMPEDANCE EXPERIMENTS WITH
1-DODECANESULFONIC ACID ANALYTE

The alumina membranes were Anopore1 (Whatman Inc.,

Clifton, New Jersey) that had nominally 200-nm-diameter

pores and were 60-mm thick. The alumina membranes

were modified with octadecyltrimethoxysilane.[29] The

membrane assembly was mounted between the halves of a

U-tube permeation cell, and both half-cells were filled

with �20 mL of 0.1 M KCl. A Ag/AgCl working

electrode was immersed into one half-cell solution, and a

Pt counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode

were placed in the other half-cell.[32,33]

Alternating current impedance measurements proved

to be a useful way to demonstrate the analyte-induced

switching of the membrane between the off and on states.

The uppermost curve in Fig. 6 is the Nyquist plot for a

C18-modified alumina membrane with 0.1 M KCl solu-

tions, and no analyte (1-dodecanesulfonic acid, DBS) on

either side of the membrane. As per prior investigations of

ion-channel and ion-channel-mimetic membranes,[34,35]

the impedance data were interpreted in terms of the

equivalent circuit shown in the inset of Fig. 6, where Rs is

the solution resistance, Rm is the membrane resistance,

and C is the membrane capacitance. The dashed curve is

the best fit to the experimental data, from which the Rm

(Fig. 7) and C values were obtained. Also shown in Fig. 6

are impedance data after spiking the half-cell electro-

lyte solutions to the indicated concentrations with the

analyte (DBS).

In the absence of DBS, the membrane resistance is very

large, >50 MO as opposed to �5 O for the alumina

membrane before modification with the C18 silane.

Fig. 6 Nyquist plots for a C18-modified alumina membrane

upon exposure to increasing concentrations of DBS in 0.1 M

KCl. The points are the experimental data. The lines are

calculated data obtained using the equivalent circuit shown in

the inset. Concentrations of DBS were as follows: 5=0 nM;

^=1.4 nM; 4=3 nM; 6=10 nM; �=40 nM; +=100 nM.
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Transport experiments (vide infra) show that this is

because the very hydrophobic C18-modified pores are not

wetted by water. This is supported by contact angle

measurements on the membrane surface, where a water

contact angle of 130(+8)� was obtained for the C18-

treated alumina membrane as opposed to �8(+1)� for the

untreated membrane.

While over the concentration range 10�9 to 10�7 M,

there is some drop in membrane resistance with increasing

DBS concentration (Fig. 8), Rm remains very large (>20

MO). However, over the DBS concentration range

between 10�6 and 10�5 M, there is a precipitous,

4-order-of-magnitude, drop in Rm (Fig. 7). This drop

signals the analyte-induced switching of the membrane

from the off to the on states.

TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS

These were conducted by mounting the membrane

between the two halves of a U-tube permeation cell and

adding 0.1 M KCl to each half-cell. The feed half-cell was

also 50 �M in either Ru(bpy)3
2 + or naphthalene disulfo-

nate (NDS2�), the permeate ions. An increment of the

analyte surfactant (for these experiments DBS) was added

to both the feed and permeate half-cells and permeation

was allowed to occur for 24 hr. After this time, the

permeate half-cell was sampled and the UV absorbance

was used to determine the moles of the permeate ion

transported. The permeate solution was then returned to

the permeate half-cell and a second increment of DBS was

added. Permeation was again allowed to occur for 24 hr

and the amount of permeate ion transport was again

determined. This process was repeated for various DBS

concentrations over the range from 10�8 to 10�4 M.

The data obtained for Ru(bpy)3
2 + transport are shown

in Fig. 7. At DBS concentrations below 10�6 M, there is

no detectable Ru(bpy)3
2 + in the permeate solution. It is

important to emphasize that each permeation data point in

Fig. 7 corresponds to an additional 24 hr of permeation

time. Hence by the time the DBS concentration was

increased to 9�10�7 M, the total permeation time was 5

days. The inability to detect Ru(bpy)3
2 + in the permeate

Fig. 7 Plots of log membrane resistance (left y axis) and micromoles Ru(bpy)3
2 + transported across the membrane (right y axis) vs.

log[DBS] for a C18-modified alumina membrane. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three separate experiments.

Fig. 8 Plot of membrane resistance vs. DBS concentration.
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solution after 5 days of permeation shows that over the

DBS concentration range 0 to �10�6 M, the pores in the

C18 membrane are not wetted by water, making the rate of

Ru(bpy)3
2 + transport immeasurably small. These data

again show that at DBS concentrations below 10�6 M, the

membrane is in the off state.

At DBS concentrations above 10�6 M, Ru(bpy)3
2 +

transport is switched on, and flux increases with concen-

tration of DBS for concentrations above this value. The

impedance and transport data tell a consistent story about

the effect of DBS on the C18-derivatized membrane

(Fig. 7). At low DBS concentrations (<10�6 M) where the

membrane resistance is in the 107 O range, Ru(bpy)3
2 + is

not transported. The sudden drop in Rm at DBS concen-

trations above �10�6 M is seen in the transport

experiments as an abrupt switching on of Ru(bpy)3
2 +

transport across the membrane.

X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to

show that the prototypical analyte dodecylbenzene sulfo-

nate (DBS) is present on the C18-modified alumina surface

after exposure of the membrane to DBS solution.

However, the XPS cross section for S from the DBS

proved too weak to obtain unambiguous evidence;

furthermore, O, C, and Na+ (the counterion for the

DBS) are ubiquitous, and therefore not useful as probes to

prove that DBS is present on the surface. For this reason,

we used a surface ion-exchange reaction to replace Na+

with Cs+ as the counterion for the surface-bound DBS. We

then used XPS to look for the presence of Cs+ on the C18-

modified surface that had been treated with DBS, using an

identical surface that was exposed to the Cs+ solution but

not to DBS as the control.

Fig. 9 shows XPS data for a C18-modified membrane

that had been exposed to an aqueous 2.0 mM solution of

Na+-DBS, rinsed, exposed to a 100 mM aqueous solution

of CsNO3, and then extensively rinsed again. The Cs 3d

peaks at 724 and 738 eV are clearly evident.[36] This may

be contrasted to the control surface—a C18-modified

alumina membrane that was exposed to the Cs+ solution

but not to DBS—where no Cs signal is seen (Fig. 9).

These data show that exposure of the membrane to DBS

results in partitioning of this analyte species onto the C18-

modified surface.

MEASUREMENTS OF ION CURRENT

While the transport experiments show that the analyte

DBS can switch on ion (e.g., Ru(bpy)3
2 + and NDS2�)

transport across the membrane, we also wanted to obtain a

direct measure of the ion current. To do this, a constant

transmembrane potential of 1.5 V was applied and the

resulting transmembrane ion current was measured. The

current was monitored for 30 min and then the half-cell

solutions were spiked with DBS to a total concentration of

10�9 M. The current was again measured for 30 min and

the half-cells were spiked again with DBS. This process

was repeated for various DBS concentrations over the

range from 10�9 to 10�3.5 M.

Fig. 10 shows the measured ion current vs. time data; at

the indicated times, the electrolyte solutions were spiked

to the indicated concentrations with DBS. The ion–current

data show the same general trend as both the impedance

and transport data—at concentrations below �10�6 M,

the ion current is at a very low baseline value and at

concentrations above �10�6 M, the ion current abruptly

switches on. In addition, the 10�5.5 M datum shows that

the transition from the low-current to the high-current

state very abruptly occurs.

Both the impedance and ion–current data show that

when the membrane is in the off state, some small baseline

current does flow across the membrane. It is important to

note that the resistance value for the off state obtained by

the impedance and ion current measurements are essen-

tially identical. As shown in Fig. 6, the impedance

measurement yields a value of �107 O. The ion current in

the off state is �1.5�10�7 A, which for a 1.5 V

transmembrane potential yields a membrane resistance of

�107 O. However, the issue left to resolve is—what is

supporting this baseline ion current when the membrane is

in the off state? At this point, we cannot say other than to

suggest that this current results from some surface

conduction process that occurs along the pore walls when

the pores are devoid of water. In the absence of DBS, this

surface conduction process may involve residual surface

hydroxyl sites. The impedance data (Fig. 6) indicate that

Fig. 9 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data for a C18-

modified alumina-membrane surface that was exposed to a

DBS solution and then to a Cs+ solution and for an identical

surface that was exposed to Cs+ but not to DBS.
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in the presence of DBS, the surfactant itself is involved in

the conduction process.

DETECTION OF DRUG MOLECULES

To explore the role of the hydrophobic effect in driving

the analyte species into the C18-derivatized alumina

membrane, we investigated the effect of hydrophobic

cationic drug molecules on the membrane resistance. The

molecules and their molecular weights are amiodarone

(645 g mol�1), amitriptyline (278 g mol�1), and bupiva-

caine (288 g mol�1) (Fig. 11). Because its molecular

weight is more than double those of the other drugs and

because it contains very hydrophobic iodo substituents,

amiodarone is by far the most hydrophobic of these

molecules. If the hydrophobic effect is responsible for

driving molecules into the C18-derivatized membrane,

then the transition from the off to the on state would occur

at lowest concentrations for amiodarone, and this is what

is experimentally observed (Fig. 11). There is only a 3%

difference in the molecular weights of amitriptyline and

bupivacaine; however, bupivacaine presents two addi-

tional opportunities for hydrogen bonding with water—

the lone pairs on the carbonyl group and the lone pair of

the nonprotonated nitrogen. For this reason, bupivacaine

is much more hydrophilic, and it would be expected to be

the mostly poorly detected of the three drugs; Fig. 11

shows that this is also experimentally observed.

CONCLUSION

We have described a highly sensitive method of electro-

analysis based on Au nanotube membranes. In addition,

we have also shown that synthetic micropore and

nanotube membranes can mimic the function of ligand-

gated ion channels; that is, they can be switched from an

off state to an on state in response to the presence of a

chemical stimulus. This concept of ion-channel mimetic

Fig. 10 Ion current through a C18-modified alumina membrane vs. time. The contacting solution phases were spiked with the indicated

concentrations of DBS at the indicated times. The electrolyte was 0.1 M KCl. A constant transmembrane potential of 1.5 V was applied.

Fig. 11 Plots of log membrane resistance vs. log[Drug] for the

indicated drugs and a C18-modified alumina membrane.
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sensing, as originally proposed by Umezawa’s group,[32]

has been of considerable interest in analytical chemis-

try.[37–40] There is also considerable appeal in using

naturally occurring and genetically engineered protein

channels as sensors (Ref. [41], and references therein).

Such research at the bio/nano interface is of great current

interest in our group.
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INTRODUCTION

While force interactions are most commonly employed

for probing, manipulation, and addressing of nanoscale

features, dielectric contrast mechanisms are also poten-

tially useful means of probing nanostructures. Optical

absorption or emission, dielectric contrast in the infrared

(IR), far-infrared (FIR), or microwave regime are all part

of a rich pool of phenomena observable with electromag-

netic interactions, with applications in nanoelectronics,

spintronics, and biotechnology being developed. To attain

the highest resolution, it is necessary to confine the area in

which the probing field interacts with the sample to

subwavelength dimensions. This is accomplished by

fabricating probes with subwavelength-sized features

and scanning such near-field probes very close to the

sample. This article summarizes such near-field tech-

niques in the visible, IR, and microwave regime and re-

lates them to current and future applications.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Doing microscopy with electromagnetic waves usually

implies using visible light. This is because Abbe’s[1]

much-cited criterion limits resolving power to �l/2

(where l is the wavelength), so using millimeter wave

and infrared frequencies would result in unattractively low

resolution. While this criterion is correct for far-field

microscopy, it is not limiting when near-field interactions

are taken into account. Theoretical considerations were

first published by Synge[2] in 1928 and Bethe[3] in 1944.

The first practical implementation of near-field micros-

copy was developed for radio frequency applications by

Frait[4] (1959) and Soohoo[5] (1962). Further important

milestones were the first use of a coaxial waveguiding

probe to localize microwave fields for measuring material

properties by Bryant and Gunn[6] in 1965 and l/60

wavelength-relative resolution achieved by Ash and

Nichols[7] in 1972 using a subwavelength aperture. The

advent of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)[8] and

subsequent scanning probe techniques provided a means

by which accurate nanoscale tip–sample distance control

became possible for the first optical near-field micro-

scopes.[9,10] Finally, the advent of scanning force micros-

copy (SFM) in 1986[11] allowed for near-field scanning

optical microscopy (NSOM or SNOM) instruments

relying on (shear-) force feedback[12] in 1992. From that

point, near-field microscopy has spread through a wealth

of techniques and applications to form a diverse and very

active field of research.

SCANNING NEAR-FIELD
OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Fiber Probes

For visible wavelengths, the most common probe type

today uses tapered optical fibers that are coated with an

opaque metal layer except at the apex where a small

opening defines the optical output (Fig. 1). The shear-force

feedback signal is commonly electronically detected using

tuning fork feedback.[14] In comparison to SFM probes,

straight SNOM fibers are much stiffer and more fragile,

leading to slower scan speeds and difficulties in establish-

ing reliable feedback, particularly on soft samples.

Another major concern for optical near-field microscopy

is the low-power throughput of NSOM fibers because they

act as cutoff waveguides for light near the apex. To

improve transmission over that of the common technique

of pulling heated fibers, meniscus etching[15] and double-

tapered probes have been used.[16] Tube etching, a

technique where the polymer coating of the fiber is not

removed prior to etching, has been introduced.[17] Typical

applications for fiber-NSOM instruments are found in

chemistry, biology, material science, and integrated optics,

e.g., single molecule spectroscopy,[18] cell membrane

structure[19] analysis, and optical waveguide mapping[20]

(Fig. 2). Another field of activity is to use NSOM as a

means for high-density optical data storage.[21] Further

information regarding aperture NSOM can be found in two

review articles by Hecht et al.[22] and Dunn.[23]

Apertureless Probes

Apertureless SNOM is the complement to aperture

SNOM. Apertureless SNOM includes a wide variety of
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related approaches, including the use of surface plasmons

and scattering-type SNOM (s-SNOM). While the use of

plasmon-guiding effects to localize light is still in its

infancy, considerable interest in this field exists[24] be-

cause light throughput might be increased by orders of

magnitude, e.g., through the use of a tetrahedral tip with

an integrated surface-plasmon guide as a scanning

probe.[25]

The s-SNOM technique is a prime example of aper-

tureless SNOM.[26] Here a sharp probe, typically an STM

or SFM probe, is scanned over an illuminated surface

(Fig. 3). The optical contrast of s-SNOM arises from the

dipole–dipole interaction between the sharp tip and the

sample, leading to characteristic local scattering [more

about the theory can be found in the section about infrared

(IR) near-field microscopy]. The main advantage of s-

SNOM is that the resolution is not limited by an aperture

or the skin depth of metal, but rather by the sharpness of

the probing tip, potentially leading to better resolution.

This advantage has been used to localize polymerization of

commercial photoresists in an effort to push the resolution

of optical lithography. Resolutions down to 70 nm were

recently reported using this technique.[28] An s-SNOM

setup was also used to simultaneously record optical am-

plitude and phase contrast on a subwavelength scale.[29]

Integrated Probes

Finally, researchers have been microfabricating SNOM

probes that could be applied in the same fashion as can-

tilevered SFM probes, with minor instrumental changes.

Some of the proposed concepts are passive, such as metal-

coated probes with circular[30] apertures and solid immer-

sion lenses on cantilevers[31] (strictly speaking a far-field

technique). Initial efforts have been made to fabricate

active devices in GaAs that include integrated light

sources.[32] Considerably more research has been per-

formed to produce photodetectors integrated close to the

probe[33,34] or right at the apex of the sharp tip,[35] pre-

ferably integrated with the cantilever and chip body.[36]

SCANNING NEAR-FIELD INFRARED AND
FAR-INFRARED MICROSCOPY

Because of the wealth of chemical information available

through vibrational band spectroscopy, many traditional

infrared techniques such as Fourier-transform infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR), thermal probing, and Raman scat-

Fig. 2 Topography (a) and optical intensity map (b) of the TM

mode in a Ti:LiNbO3 waveguide, taken using a typical fiber

NSOM setup. (From Ref. [20]. Copyright 2002 American Insti-

tute of Physics.)

Fig. 1 A scanning electron micrograph of a typical tapered

aluminum-coated optical fiber tip. (From Ref. [13]. Copyright

1995 American Institute of Physics.) Fig. 3 Sketch of a scattering-type near-field optical micro-

scope using higher-order modulation for background suppres-

sion. (From Ref. [27]. Copyright 2000 American Institute of

Physics.)
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tering have become cornerstones of chemical character-

ization. In recent years, characterization of optoelectronic

devices in the IR also gained importance for probing

integrated-circuit lasers. Proximal probes offer a way to

combine IR imaging with subwavelength resolution.

Fiber-based aperture scanning near-field infrared micros-

copy (SNIM) setups, similar to optical fiber NSOM ins-

truments, have been developed, based on special infrared

transmissive fibers and etching techniques.[37]

The far-infrared (FIR) spectrum (10 mm<l<1 mm) is

of particular interest because it is part of the molecular

fingerprint regime. Here characteristic molecular rota-

tional or vibrational absorption spectra offer the promise

of chemical microscopy. Biological membrane absorption

and conductive or dielectric properties of materials, e.g.,

superconductors and quantum dots, offer additional ap-

plications for FIR near-field microscopy. Little work has

been performed in this frequency regime, mostly because

high-power FIR sources and sensitive FIR detection are

not yet readily available.

Aperture Techniques

One practical FIR technique is to use a three-dimensional

funnel or tapered cylindrical waveguide to confine ra-

diation in an aperture approach. This geometry was em-

ployed[38] to overcome the imperfect focusing capabilities

of traditional FIR optics. Power transmittance in the cutoff

region is

T ¼ e�4p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðf 2

c �f 2Þ
p

t

where t is the penetration depth into the cutoff region, and

f and fc are the frequency of the radiation and the cutoff

frequency, respectively. In practice, a sharp cutoff in

transmitted intensity was found at an aperture size of

about l/2. This setup was then applied for far-infrared

near-field spectroscopy of two-dimensional electron sys-

tems.[38] Aperture confinement of FIR radiation has been

one of the leading techniques to date[39,40] because of its

straightforward implementation. Keilmann et al. showed

that by introducing a center conductor into the tapered

hollow guide and creating an in situ coaxial waveguide,

the aperture size can be decreased by almost an order of

magnitude without losing transmitted power (Fig. 4). It

was also found that the transmitted power varies with a

period of l/2 as the length of wire protruding from the

aperture is extended because it acts as a resonant antenna.

Apertureless Techniques

Using apertureless (scattering) SNIM (Fig. 3) in the IR

and FIR has even better prospects than in the visible

regime. For one, because the resolution depends on the

scattering tip, not the wavelength, the wavelength-specific

resolution is far better. Far-infrared microscopy with

nanometer resolution is possible and has been demon-

strated.[41,42] Furthermore, because the wavelength is

much longer than the occasional distance variations

between tip and sample, optical interference effects play

less of a role, reducing the risk of topographical artifacts

in the optical data. In scattering-type instruments, it is also

possible to eliminate topography contrast and record pure

optical contrast.[42,43] Here when applying noncontact

SFM, the nonlinear dipole–dipole interaction between the

tip and sample leads to (purely optical) higher modulation

harmonics in the scattered signal, which can be used for

lock-in detection. Following one argument,[42] image

contrast arises from the interaction between the polariz-

able probe (modeled as a sphere with polarizability a and

radius a) and the dielectric or metallic sample with com-

plex dielectric number e. This results in an effective pola-

rizability of the coupled system

aeff
? ¼

að1þ bÞ

1� ab

16pðzþ aÞ3

where b=(e�1)/(e+1). This formula shows both strong

enhancement at short probe–sample separation z and the

existence of amplitude and phase effects because a and b
are complex. Thus the scattered far field Esca=aeffE re-

ports the phase and amplitude of the complex near-field

interaction. With this technique, Knoll and Keilmann[27]

have mapped conductivity of a silicon sample with nano-

meter resolution using a scattering-type near-field micro-

scope and 10.6-mm radiation as shown in Fig. 5. The same

researchers[44] reported contrast between polystyrene (PS)

and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) on the nanometer

scale using the same instrument and two wavelengths

Fig. 4 The relative transmittance at a wavelength of l=392

mm of focusing cones with different output apertures is inves-

tigated. Adding a central, coaxial wire prevents cutoff reflection

at d<l/2. (From Ref. [39]. Copyright 1995 Elsevier Science.)
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around 10 mm (Fig. 6). Hillenbrand et al.[45] applied this

instrument to probe the local interaction with an SiC

sample and found phonon-enhanced near-field coupling

that is extremely sensitive to the chemical and structural

composition of polar materials.

Additional Techniques

Another promising approach is to use antenna structures

as near-field sources.[46,47] While any coaxial open-ended

waveguide can be considered an antenna, guiding radia-

tion at visible or infrared wavelengths is not yet tech-

nologically feasible. However, by using antennas that

collect far-field radiation and channel it to near-field tips

for exciting the sample, antenna concepts can be very

effective. Other approaches for FIR near-field microscopy

include THz time domain spectroscopy (TDS) using

photoconductive THz emitters[40] pumped by femtosec-

ond optical lasers and all-electronic generation of THz

radiation with nonlinear transmission lines (NLTL).[48]

Aperture probes, scattering probes, and coaxial tips

form the main body of research on near-field microscopy

as it is applied in NSOM. An entirely different approach to

infrared microscopy lies in the use of photothermal signals

for near-field spectroscopy.

Here a thermal probe in temperature-sensing mode

directly measures absorption of incident IR radiation by

sensing the induced heating of the sample. This heating

can either be directly measured for each wavelength in the

dispersive approach[49] or a Fourier-transform absorption

spectrum can be acquired when using intensity-modulated

illumination.[50] Many other thermal techniques exist, e.g.,

scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) where the tip is

used to heat the sample and sense heat flow out of the

probe. More about localized thermal imaging can be

found in a review by Kölzer et al.[51] Reviews of near-

field infrared microscopy and near-field vibrational

spectroscopy have been written by Dragnea and Leone[52]

and by Pollock and Smith.[53]

SCANNING NEAR-FIELD
MICROWAVE MICROSCOPY

Unlike in the visible or infrared regime, metals are good

conductors for microwave frequencies. Metal wave-

Fig. 5 (a) Infrared s-SNOM image of a flat Si sample with subsurface doping (bright), taken at l=10.59 mm. (b) Line scans taken

across doping stripes, measured at four different wavelengths, demonstrating 30-nm spatial resolution and a contrast reversal when the

infrared wavelength tunes through the induced plasmon resonance, here at about l=10 mm. (From Ref. [27]. Copyright 2000 American

Institute of Physics.)

Fig. 6 Simultaneously acquired topography (left) and infrared

images (right) of PS embedded in PMMA using an s-SNOM.

The upper row is recorded with an illumination wavelength of

l=9.68 mm, where PS has an absorption maximum. The lower

row shows the same spot, illuminated at the PMMA absorption

maximum wavelength of l=10.17 mm. The field of view is

3.5	2.5 mm. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright 1999 Nature.)
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guides are an efficient means of transmitting microwave

power and can be subwavelength sized in cross section.

Microwave near-field probes are either broadband or

resonant, which can make them more sensitive, but also

more limited in the frequency range in which they can

be operated.

Coaxial Waveguides

An advantageous waveguide design is to use tapered

coaxial waveguide probes that increase resolution and

provide high throughput. For the highest resolution, a

sharpened center helps concentrate the fringing fields

emanating from the probe apex (lightning rod effect) and

thus confines the interaction area between the probe and

sample. Proof-of-principle experiments with a sample

between two such sharpened coaxial transmission line tips

by Keilmann et al.[54] resulted in l/106 wavelength-rela-

tive resolution. Integrating coaxial structures with canti-

levered SFMs enables microscale probing of passive or

active samples in reflection or transmission mode, res-

pectively. Initial probes by van der Weide et al.[55] were

made by coating a commercial silicon SFM probe with

photoresist and gold, then opening the coaxial structure by

gently rubbing the tip on a substrate while in feedback.

These probes allowed for local measurements of wave-

forms on fast integrated circuits. Microfabricated probes

(Fig. 7)[36] have various advantages, among them higher

resolution and batch fabrication. Probes made from GaAs

report superior signal transfer.[57]

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy-Based
Microwave Microscopy

Just as with SFM, STM can offer a tip–sample distance

feedback system for microwave near-field microscopy

while providing a sharp conducting tip to localize high-

frequency electromagnetic interaction. One such system

was developed by Kramer et al.[58] Here higher harmonic

signals are generated because of tunnel junction nonli-

nearities. Because the higher-harmonic generation strong-

ly depends on the electronic properties of the surface, it

is possible to differentiate different chemical species.

McCarty and Weiss[59] and Michel et al.[60] have ex-

plored this possibility in a number of publications. These

instruments have been applied from d.c. to 20 GHz, re-

cording linear or nonlinear (higher-harmonic)[61] micro-

wave spectra. Usually, topography has been controlled

using conventional STM while simultaneously recording

millimeter wave amplitude in transmission or reflec-

tion mode.

Apertureless Approaches

Scattering of incident far-field microwave radiation from

a conducting tip in close proximity to a sample is ana-

logous to s-SNOM in the visible, IR, or FIR regions. Thus

numerical and theoretical treatments of s-SNOM can be

applied to the microwave regime if certain material con-

stants, such as indices of refraction, are revised. Surpris-

ingly, although the resolution of such a microscope is

defined by the sharpness of the tip and can lie in the

nanometer range, little research has been carried out in

this field. Keilmann et al.[62] described the coaxial setup

specified above[58] as essentially equivalent to an s-

SNOM setup for the microwave regime. Instead of using

far-field optics to focus the radiation, they use coaxial

cables to direct the fields, which is much more convenient

for microwave frequencies. They point out that the reso-

lution achieved is already an order of magnitude higher

than the microwave penetration depth of the tip material,

indicating that no intrinsic physical mechanism seems to

exist that would limit the resolution achievable.

Fig. 7 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a nanometer-scale Schottky diode at the apex of an SFM tip. (b) This SNOM detector is

integrated on a cantilever and chip body that contains waveguides for straightforward connection to macroscopic instrumentation. (From

Ref. [56]. Copyright 2002 American Institute of Physics.)
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Ultrafast Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Ultrafast scanning tunneling microscopy (USTM) was

independently invented by Weiss et al.[63] and Nunes

and Freeman[64] in 1993. Both techniques rely on pump

and probe experiments for highest temporal resolution.

Using femtosecond lasers that repetitively illuminate

photoconductive (PC) switches ensures high temporal

resolution, while using a sharp tip gives the additional

benefit of high spatial resolution. The nonlinear current

vs. voltage tunneling characteristics are employed to

measure the picosecond cross-correlation. In the setup of

Nunes, pump and probe travel along one transmission

line while Weiss employs the more common setup of

pumping the sample and probing the tunneling tip as

shown in Fig. 8.

A related pump-probe technique was introduced by

Kim et al.[66] that relies on direct conduction through a tip.

They brought a probe with Ti tip, PC switch, and electric

lead into contact with a transmission line. The convolution

between pump pulse and probe pulse could be mapped out

by probing the instantaneous electric field at the tip

position by opening the PC switch and collecting the

signal transmitted through the tip. Takeuchi and Mizu-

hara[67] improved on this concept by using an LT-GaAs

tip and employing SFM feedback. A propagating pulse on

a metal strip was mapped in 2-D and observed in

sequential images with 0.8-psec time intervals.

Oesterschulze et al.[68] have also reported on an

SFM setup with Lt-GaAs probe and PC switches. Here

contact and noncontact images of a voltage pulse on a

coplanar stripline were presented with picosecond tem-

poral resolution.

Resonant Probes

Resonant structures are superior in that they allow local-

ization of high field areas and are often more sensitive.

However, most resonant techniques do not allow for re-

solution on the single micrometer scale or below. Among

those larger-scale probes are narrow resonant slots in a

rectangular hollow waveguide[69,70] and open resonant

coaxial resonators.[71]

For higher resolution, Tabib-Azar et al.[72] have used a

tapered stripline resonator for near-field microwave

microscopy in a series of publications. The resonator is

designed by capacitively coupling to the stripline, and

a sharpened stainless steel wire was used as a probe

tip. Because the strong distance dependence of the re-

flected signal is also present in this resonant setup, an

independent distance control was employed. The re-

searchers used a reflectance-compensated fiber optic dis-

tance sensor next to the tip and maintained the probe–

sample separation with an accuracy of 0.4 mm. The

researchers claim 0.4 mm spatial resolution at 1 GHz for

this instrument.

High-resolution microwave near-field probes incorpo-

rating l/4 coaxial resonators have been produced by the

group of Xiang[73] using an STM-like tip as a point-like

field emitter, protruding from a small aperture (Fig. 9).

The sharp tip results from tapering the center conductor of

the coaxial cavity. The instrument achieves a spatial

Fig. 8 Localized pump and probe setup that uses photocon-

ductive switches to trigger a pulse on the DUT and to probe the

instantaneous voltage on the DUT through the tip. (From

Ref. [65]. Copyright 1996 American Institute of Physics.)

Fig. 9 Resonant SNMM setup using a coaxial cavity. (From

Ref. [73]. Copyright 1997 American Institute of Physics.)
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resolution of 100 nm and was used to image dielectric-

constant profiles and ferroelectric domains.[74] Ferroelec-

tric domains can be imaged using microwave fields by

taking advantage of the nonlinear components in the di-

electric constant for these materials. The contrast mech-

anism is based on a low-frequency oscillating voltage

between sample and substrate that modulates the effective

dielectric constant of the sample. The slight shift of the

resonance frequency in the coaxial resonator probe could

be related to this variation in dielectric constant, allowing

for quantitative mapping of the third-order dielectric

constant in a ferroelectric domain structure as seen in

Fig. 10. To decrease tip damage resulting from excessive

forces on the tip, and to be able to image unprepared

conducting samples, Duewer et al.[75] introduced a tip–

sample feedback scheme based on regulating the reso-

nance frequency of the cavity to maintain a constant

separation. In this experiment, conductivity was simulta-

neously measured via the amplitude of the cavity

resonance. The principle for resistivity microscopy is

based on the fact that the reflection of electromagnetic

waves from conducting surfaces is determined by their

resistivity. Therefore measuring the reflected amplitude

and phase of a near-field probe yields a resistivity map.

The reflection coefficient of a plane wave from a con-

ducting surface is

G ¼ Zs � Z0

Zs þ Z0

� �

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line and Zs

is the surface impedance, which is directly connected to

the conductivity:

Zs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

iom0

sþ ioe

r

where o is the radial frequency, m0 is the permeability of

free space, and e is the dielectric constant. For thick

conducting layers, much thicker than the skin depth,

surface impedance is measured while thin layers yield

sheet resistance. Another important application of eva-

nescent microwave probing is to measure spatially re-

solved surface impedance of high-temperature supercon-

ductor films. By finding superconducting and normally

conducting features on superconducting thin films, it is

possible to localize defects and evaluate film quality. The

contrast mechanism is based on variations in microwave

absorption when keeping the sample close to the critical

temperature.[76] Others employ room temperature normal-

state measurements[77] and relate them to the film’s super-

conducting properties.

Tabib-Azar et al.[78] have used evanescent microwave

probes for several nontraditional probing applications.

These include transient and steady state thermography on

semiconducting materials with 0.01 K thermal and 1 ms

temporal resolution. We recently published a review of

near-field microscopy in the microwave and infrared

regime.[56]

CONCLUSION

We have summarized recent and current trends in optical,

infrared, and microwave near-field microscopy incorpo-

rating surface force feedback. In the visible regime, the

most common techniques are fiber-based aperture micro-

scopes and scattering-type setups using AFM tips. On the

other side of the spectrum in the microwave regime, me-

tallic waveguide geometries play a dominant role. Future

developments will enable combined probing of topogra-

phy and field at the nanometer scale. The development of

tools and instruments for mechanical manipulation of

structures at nanometer length scales has driven progress

in nanoscale science and technology. At these scales, the

doors to new worlds in biology, chemistry, and physics

begin to open, enabling new applications such as real-time

protein structure identification, molecular electronics, and

Fig. 10 Linear dielectric constant image (a) and nonlinear

third-order dielectric constant image (b) of the same area of a

LiNbO3 single crystal with periodically polarized ferroelectric

domains, recorded using a coaxial resonator SNMM. (From

Ref. [74]. Copyright 1998 American Institute of Physics.)
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quantum computation. However, to approach these ambi-

tious applications, a great instrumental challenge must be

surmounted: Tools must not only be able to touch, hold,

and move molecular-scale objects, but must also be able

to identify and control molecules and molecular-scale

objects such as nanowires based on their chemical species

or function. Near-field probes that combine access to

dielectric contrast mechanisms at the nanometer scale

hold out this promise.
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Near-Field Raman Spectroscopy
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INTRODUCTION

Near-field Raman Spectroscopy (NFRS) combines the

chemical-information-gathering power of Raman spec-

troscopy with the spatial resolution of the atomic force

microscope (AFM). In addition, it allows the researcher to

correlate topographic and optical data in ways impossible

via other techniques. This article presents an overview of

the methods used in NFRS, a brief history of the field, and

a tour of some recent achievements in this rapidly

evolving field. As with any other field at this stage of

development, there are still unanswered questions in

NFRS; some of these will be addressed as well.

NEAR-FIELD SCANNING
OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Microscopy is one of the most powerful tools available in

modern science. Much of our basic understanding of the

world comes from our ability to see the details of how

things operate. Until recently, however, the available

resolution for optical microscopes has been limited by

diffraction effects arising from the wave nature of light.

Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) provides

a means of surpassing those limits, thus bringing to the

researcher a variety of research tools available in visible-

light optics at resolutions previously unattainable at those

wavelengths. Because near-field Raman microscopy

(NSRM) obtains both its resolution and its enhancement

effects from the characteristics of light in the near field, it

is necessary to begin any discussion of NSRM with an

overview of NSOM.

Resolution Limits to
Conventional Microscopy

The fundamental limit to resolution of conventional

optical microscopes arises from the nature of light.

Because light is a wave, it diffracts on interaction with

the sample being studied. The diffraction angle depends

on the light frequency and the spatial frequency of the

features on the sample. In order to resolve an object, it is

necessary to collect not only the central zeroth-order

diffracted light, but some of the higher orders as well.[1]

These higher-order diffraction maxima contain the spa-

tial information.

As an example, consider a one-dimensional sample

with some contrast mechanism having two distinct spatial

frequencies (Fig. 1). Here, the contrast is represented as

height; it could be contrast in color, refractive index,

reflectivity, optical density, fluorescence, or anything else

observable with light. The lens shown in Fig. 1 has

sufficient numeric aperture (NA) to capture the light

diffracted from the larger features, but light diffracted

from the smaller features is not collected. Thus, the image

formed does not include the components with higher

spatial frequency. A lens with a higher NA could collect

the light from these smaller features, but there is a

practical limit to how far this sort of improvement can go.

The highest NA obtainable with oil-immersion lenses is

just over 1.4, resulting in a minimum resolution of roughly

250 nm for visible light.

How to Avoid Resolution Limits

NSOM allows higher resolution than would be allowed by

the Abbe limit. It does this by utilizing the continuity of

the fields near an aperture or sharpened conductor. The

illumination pattern cannot change instantaneously from

subwavelength source spot to broad far-field spot. In the

far field, defined as distances greater than a few tip radii

from the source, light is diffracted at extremely high

angles and illuminates a broad region. At the tip, the light

is constrained to a region near the tip.[2] Close to the tip, in

the near field, the light is still limited to a relatively small

region, on the order of the tip radius. By holding the

sample within this near-field region, the illuminated area

on the sample is kept small—smaller than would be

allowed by the Abbe limit. Light interacting with the

sample can be collected in the far field with conventional

optics. Although the collection optics are incapable of

resolving that illuminated region, the light collected is

known to have originated from a well-defined small spot;

by scanning the aperture over the sample one can form a

rasterized image with optical resolution approximately

equal to that spot size.

In the region near the tip, often called the near-field

enhancement region, the electric field decreases exponen-

tially with distance. This is of particular importance in
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Raman applications, where the enhanced electric field in

the near field can result in significantly increased Raman

signal and may be responsible for other effects as well.

The earliest NSOM systems used a sharpened optical

fiber as a tip. This was prepared by either heating and

pulling or boundary-layer chemical etching[3] and then

was coated with metal to constrain the electric field to the

interior of the tip. An aperture at the end of this tip is

formed by focused ion-beam machining or, more com-

monly, by holding the tip at an angle during the metal-

coating process so that the end was shadowed and not

coated. This subwavelength aperture is held close to the

sample and acts as a light source or detector, or both,

depending on the experimental configuration. More recent

systems have used a sharpened metallic tip or metal-

coated AFM tip as a scattering source. This ‘‘aperture-

less’’ tip is held near the sample as before, and then

illuminated externally.

Behavior of Light Near a Tip

The problem of diffraction through a subwavelength

aperture was first solved by Bethe[4] and later improved by

Bouwkamp.[5] Their solution assumes a circular aperture

in an infinitely thin, flat, perfect conductor. Other work

has been done, e.g., with numeric calculations of the field

components near a two-dimensional tip (a slit) with a

more realistic tip profile made of real materials[6] and

apertureless NSOM.[7–9] All of these calculations show

the same basic characteristics in the resulting fields: very

strong distance dependence, evanescent fields near the tip,

and dependence on polarization.

The square of the electric field for light emerging from

a tip aperture with the original polarization (Bethe–

Bouwkamp model) is shown in Fig. 2. Here the aperture

radius is one-fifth the wavelength of the light, and the

electric field magnitude is calculated at a distance of one-

tenth the aperture radius. Some light emerging from the

aperture is polarized at 90� to the incident light; this

b

c

d

e

g

a

f

Fig. 1 The origin of the resolution limit in conventional

microscopy. Object (a) has a contrast profile (b) with two

distinct spatial frequencies. Light from the sample is diffracted

by the larger features at angle (c), and by the smaller features at

angle (d). The lens (e) collects only the light diffracted by the

larger features, so the resulting image (f) contains information

about only the larger features (g). Increasing the magnification

would create a larger image of (g), with no increase in in-

formation content.

Fig. 2 Near-field enhancement. Graph height represents the

intensity of the light emerging from a circular subwavelength

aperture with the incident (x) polarization, with an aperture size

a equal to one-fifth the wavelength, at a distance of one-tenth a.

Fig. 3 Near-field enhancement, showing the component of the

light intensity polarized at 90� (y) to the incident light. The

aperture parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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profile (with the same tip parameters) is shown in Fig. 3.

There is also a relatively strong component of the

emerging light that is polarized in the direction of

propagation, which is shown in Fig. 4. All of these fields,

with the exception of the central component of the first,

die out rapidly with increasing distance from the tip. Fig. 5

shows the field profile at increasing distance from the tip

for the first case, corresponding to Fig. 2.

For apertureless tips, there is a similar enhancement

region near the tip. Typically, the tip is modeled as a

conical metal probe with a spherical apex. The enhance-

ment region extends over a region approximately the size

of the diameter of the tip apex, and only the component of

the light polarized in the direction of the tip axis is

strongly enhanced. This enhancement occurs for both

metallic and dielectric probes, but for metallic probes

there is additional enhancement because of surface

plasmon–polaritons at the apex of the tip.[9] One signif-

icant advantage to apertureless tips is that the incident

light intensity is not subject to the limitations[10] imposed

by the threat of thermal breakdown of the reflective

coating on a fiber optic tip. Ordinary lenses are used to

focus the light on the tip, either from the side or through

the sample from below with a high-NA lens.[11] The

illuminated region is much larger than the tip; but the

signal from the enhancement region at the tip is by far

the dominant component of the collected signal.

Tip–Sample Distance Regulation

For either aperture or apertureless NSOM and NSRM, it is

necessary to hold the tip at a close and well-regulated

distance from the sample. The feedback mechanism

responsible for maintaining this near-field distance is

central to any microscope head design and depends on the

type of tip used. Frequently, tips are formed by coating

commercial cantilever AFM tips with metal. If this is the

case, it is simplest to use standard AFM feedback methods,

described elsewhere. If the tips used are formed from

optical fibers or etched metal wires, or if it is desirable to

control the tip–sample distance more precisely than is

possible with relatively flexible cantilever AFM tips, then

shear-force feedback must be used. In shear-force feed-

back, the tip is shaken, at or near its resonance, in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of the sample. Some measure-

ment of the tip oscillation amplitude is made, and as the tip

approaches the sample this amplitude decreases. The

feedback electronics keep the tip positioned via piezo-

electric actuators so that the amplitude remains at some

intermediate value between its free-oscillation value and

zero. By recording the adjustment necessary to maintain a

constant tip–sample distance, it is possible to map the

topographic features of the sample. This topographic detail

can then be correlated to the optical information for a

better understanding of the phenomena being observed.

The earliest method of shear-force tip–sample distance

control was optical feedback. In an optical feedback

system, a laser beam is focused on the oscillating fiber near

the tip. The diffraction pattern ‘‘shadow’’ of the tip falls on

an edge-masked detector. The signal from this detector

serves as a measurement of the tip oscillation amplitude,

and thus provides a shear-force feedback signal.

In recent years, optical feedback has been largely

superseded by tuning-fork feedback.[12] In the tuning-fork

method for distance regulation, the optical fiber or wire,

Fig. 4 Near-field enhancement, showing the component of the

light intensity polarized in the direction of the incident light (z).

The aperture parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 Line cuts showing distance dependence of near-field

enhancement. The line at 0.1a is a cut through the center

of Fig. 2; the others show how that enhancement changes

with distance.
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with the subwavelength aperture or tip at the end, is glued

to the side of a small quartz tuning fork. The fork/tip

assembly is shaken at or near its resonance, and the

piezoelectric tuning fork provides an electric signal

proportional to the amplitude of oscillation of the tip.

The tuning-fork method offers considerable advantages

over the optical feedback method. It eliminates the dif-

ficulty of aligning and focusing the feedback laser with

the fiber and edge mask. With optical feedback, any drift

in feedback laser power or alignment of the feedback

optics can be misinterpreted as a change in feedback level,

causing problems in low-light experiments requiring long

integration times. Tuning-fork feedback provides a feed-

back signal that is much more stable on long scans.

Finally, tuning-fork feedback does not require a second

laser beam, thus eliminating one more source of noise in

spectroscopic or fluorescence applications.

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy, discovered in 1928 by Chandrase-

khara Venkata Raman, is the spectroscopy of vibrational

transitions measured by the inelastic scattering of light.

The energy of vibrational levels typically corresponds to

wave numbers of 102 to 104 cm�1, compared with the 104

to 106 cm�1 of valence electron transitions seen with

visible and UV spectroscopy. The light wavelength

required for absorption spectroscopy in this energy range

is in the infrared to far-infrared range. This range of

wavelengths is inconvenient to work with: appropriate

optical materials for this entire range of wavelengths are

scarce or nonexistent, requiring different gratings and

detectors for different portions of the region, entirely

reflective optics, and relatively large sample volumes. By

measuring these transitions with inelastic scattering, it is

possible to cover the entire vibrational spectrum with a

single recording using easily managed visible light. In

addition, the selection rules for IR spectroscopy and for

Raman spectroscopy are markedly different. Some vibra-

tions are strongly IR active but weak or nonexistent in

Raman; others are strongly Raman active but weak in IR.

The two tools should be regarded as complementary: For a

complete understanding of the vibrational levels of the

material, it is often necessary to study both IR and

Raman spectra.

Raman spectroscopy has advantages over IR spectros-

copy. The primary advantage is the ability to do the

spectroscopy with visible light. The benefits of using con-

ventional optics, readily available light sources, and

visible-light alignment are not to be underestimated.

Another advantage is the ability to work with small sam-

ple volumes. Micro-Raman systems typically can work

with a sample region of about 1-mm diameter on a surface,

whereas IR spectroscopy, as an absorptive phenomenon,

requires a larger volume of material to have a significant

effect. Water is a strong absorber of IR light, so it is dif-

ficult to do IR spectroscopy of compounds in aqueous

solution, but water is a weak Raman scatterer, making it

ideal for the study of biological materials in solution.

In the classical one-dimensional derivation of the

Raman effect,[13] the polarization P of the material

depends on the polarizability a of the material and on

the incident electric field E, which is provided by the

incident light at frequency no:

P ¼ aEo cosð2pnotÞ ð1Þ

The electric field magnitude Eo is presumed to be constant

over the dimensions of the oscillation. This is an excellent

approximation for visible light in the far field. Charges in

the material may oscillate at some frequency nm about

their equilibrium positions:

q ¼ qo cosð2pvmtÞ ð2Þ

This oscillation may induce a change in the polarizability

of the material, which can be approximated by a Taylor

expansion of a:

a � ao þ
@a
@q

� �
qo þ � � � ð3Þ

Combining these and simplifying gives, to first order in q:

P � aoEo cosð2pnotÞ

þ 1

2
qo

@a
@q

� �
o

Eo½cosf2pðno � nmÞtg

þ cosf2pðno þ nmÞtg� þ � � � ð4Þ

The first of these terms is the Rayleigh scattering, which is

unshifted in frequency. The second is the Raman scatter-

ing, at the characteristic Stokes (�) and anti-Stokes (+)

frequencies. The existence of Raman-scattered light

depends on the Raman activity, @a/@q: if there is no

change in the polarizability for a given vibrational tran-

sition, @a/@q = 0 and the transition is not Raman active.

In three dimensions, the equations become tensorial,

but other than that the derivation is essentially unchanged.

Change in the polarizability tensor a, which is symmetric

for conventional Raman scattering, still determines the

activity, but now the vibration is Raman active if any one

of the polarizability tensor components is changed during

the vibration. Additionally, the three-dimensional form of

the derivation brings to light the polarization dependence

of the Raman activity. It is possible, in crystalline

materials, e.g., to have normal modes of vibration that
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are excited only by certain polarization states of the

incident light. This is a great advantage in solid-state

studies, because it allows investigation of anisotropic

bonds for a more complete understanding of the material.

The primary experimental difficulty with Raman spec-

troscopy is signal-to-noise ratio. The quantum efficiency

of Raman spectroscopy is typically on the order of 10�6:

for every million photons that strike the sample, one might

be Raman shifted. This low signal level is exacerbated

by the close proximity, spectrally, of the Rayleigh-scat-

tered light. The spectrometer must be designed to min-

imize internal scattering of this unshifted light, as even

slight scattering will overwhelm the small Raman signal.

A double spectrometer has long been the accepted mini-

mum for Raman work, and triple spectrometers are not

unusual. These cut the amount of light that reaches the

detector, but they cut the amount of scattered light that

reaches the detector even more. In recent years, the de-

velopment of holographic notch filters has allowed re-

searchers to block the unshifted light before it reaches the

spectrometer.[14–16] This allows use of single spectrome-

ters and lessens the signal losses associated with double

and triple spectrometers. Use of a holographic notch filter

and single spectrometer also allows one to collect the final

signal with a charge-coupled device (CCD). This permits

collection of an entire spectrum at once, rather than one

point at a time, which is a great advantage when—as in

NSRM—long integration times are necessary.

NEAR-FIELD RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

The primary difficulty with Raman spectroscopy is also

the primary weakness of near-field scanning optical mi-

croscopy: low signal levels. The amount of light that can

be sent through a subwavelength probe aperture is

severely limited by the shape and material of the probe.[17]

The combination of this low excitation power and the low

cross section for Raman scattering necessitates long

integration times. In order to image the sample, this long

integration time must be applied at each point in the scan.

The first NSOM image successfully taken on a Raman

line was achieved in 1995.[18] The image, a 4-mm2 square

area on a sample of Rb-doped potassium titanyl phosphate

Fig. 6 Raman image of carbon nanotubes (a) together with simultaneously acquired topography (b). Line scans (c) and (d) are taken

along the dotted lines in (a) and (b), and have vertical scales of kcts/sec and nm, respectively. (Courtesy of Achim Hartschuh,

Physikalische Chemie, Universitát Siegen.)
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(KTP), used the difference in Raman spectra between the

pure and the doped regions as a contrast mechanism. It

used a tapered fiber probe, had a resolution of approxi-

mately 250 nm, and took over 10 hr to complete.

Apertureless probes offer much higher illumination

power, and may offer greater near-field enhancement as

well.a The resolution of an NSOM image is dependent on

the size of the probe, so the smaller tip size for an

apertureless probe also offers a resolution advantage. The

highest-resolution NSRM images published to date, with

spatial resolution of less than 25 nm, have been produced

using silver apertureless probes[19] (Fig. 6). The data rep-

resented by Fig. 6 took approximately 40 min to collect.

The significant decrease in the time it takes to obtain an

NSRM image with apertureless probes has resulted in

their almost universal adoption. It has also sparked a surge

in research applications. Recent uses of NSRM include

measurement of residual stress in a damaged silicon

wafer,[20] imaging of organic molecules,[21] and measure-

ment of variation in Raman spectra along single-walled

nanotubes[19] as well as many others.

Differences Between NSRM
and Micro-Raman

It is tempting to view NSOM-Raman spectroscopy as

merely the next resolution increase in a well-understood

chain of improvements. Micro-Raman spectroscopy in-

creased the spatial resolution of Raman studies far beyond

that of ordinary Raman work,[22] and on a superficial

level, NSOM-Raman is seen as the next step in resolution

enhancement. This is not entirely the case: there are

aspects of NSRM that are fundamentally different from

micro-Raman.

The differences between NSRM and other Raman

spectroscopies originate with the nature of light in the near

field. As discussed above, the electric field components

near an NSOM tip are not uniform in either space or

polarization. For an apertured tip, with x-polarized in-

cident light, the transmitted light has x, y, and z com-

ponents. With apertureless tips, there is a similarly

strong enhancement of the polarization component along

the tip axis. The total intensity of the radiation varies

strongly with distance from the tip. This variation is due to

the presence, in the near field, of evanescent (nonpropa-

gating) modes, which exist for each of the three

polarization states.

The first of the effects in near-field Raman spectros-

copy is due to the overall enhancement of the light

intensity near the probe aperture. This enhancement does

not extend to the far field, and thus does not contribute to

measurements of the total radiation emitted from the

probe. Because this total intensity near the probe tip

includes the evanescent modes, which do not contribute to

any far-field intensity measurements, there is actually

more light available for Raman excitation in the near field

than one would expect. This effect has proven useful in

measuring the Raman spectra of extremely thin films: in

the far field, there is no observed Raman signal from the

film, but when a tip is in the near field there is a strong

signal from the film.[23] The same effect may be useful for

measurements of surface states on solids.

The z polarization component of the light near the

probe also leads to unusual near-field Raman effects.[24]

In conventional Raman spectroscopy, vibrational modes

with x or y components are excited by the incident light,

which is necessarily polarized in the xy plane. Modes with

purely z components require an electric field in the z

direction for excitation. In liquid- or gas-phase Raman

work, this is not a limitation, likewise in amorphous ma-

terials or polycrystalline materials with domain size less

than the minimum spot size. In single-crystal work, the z

modes are usually measured by reorienting the crystal so

that the incident light has a polarization component along

the desired axis. In near-field Raman, there is a z com-

ponent of the field that provides excitation of these modes

without reorientation of the crystal. This effect can be

effectively ‘‘turned off’’ by moving the tip out of the near

field. Comparison of near-field and far-field spectra

allows the researcher to determine the polarization de-

pendence of the material.

The third of the effects possible in NSRM is due to the

strong gradient in the near-field electric fields.[25] In the

standard derivation of the Raman effect (Eqs. 1– 4) it is

assumed that the electric field magnitude remains constant

over the entire extent of the oscillation. For conventional

Raman techniques, this is true. Even for confocal Raman

spectroscopy, this is an excellent approximation; the in-

tensity of the traveling wave is not going to change

measurably over molecular distances. With NSRM, how-

ever, the approximation no longer holds. The traveling-

wave component of the transmitted radiation is only part

of the oscillating field present in NSOM: the evanescent

modes also contribute to the total electric field and to the

Raman excitation.

The effect of the field gradient can be explored by

taking a Taylor expansion of the electric field.

E � Eo þ
@E

@q

� �
o

q þ � � � ð5Þ

aThe magnitude of the enhancement is inversely related to the radius of

curvature of the probe. Apertureless probes are typically much sharper

than tapered fiber probes, although the geometry of the two is different

enough that a direct comparison is difficult.
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Inserting that expansion in place of Eo in the derivation

given in Eqs. 1–4 gives:

P � aoEo cosð2pnotÞ

þ 1

2
qo

@a
@q

� �
o

Eo½cosf2pðno � nmÞtg

þ cosf2pðno þ nmÞtg�

þ 1

2
qo

@E

@q

� �
o

ao½cosf2pðno � nmÞtg

þ cosf2pðno þ nmÞtg� þ � � � ð6Þ

The first two terms of Eq. 6 are the same as before.

The third describes a scattering with the same Stokes

and anti-Stokes frequency shifts as the Raman lines,

but no dependence on the Raman activity @a/@q.

Instead, this scattering term is dependent on the field

gradient and the polarizability. Selection rules for this

term depend on the characteristics of a, and so would

have activity similar to IR absorption spectroscopy.

The net result would be the observation of transitions

that are normally seen in IR absorption spectroscopy

but are not Raman active.

The effect of a strong electric field gradient on Raman

spectra has been discussed previously as a mechanism for

some of the observed spectral lines in surface-enhanced

Raman spectroscopy (SERS).[26] Because there is no

good, controllable method of regulating distance or field

gradient in SERS, NFRS offers the first opportunity to test

the distance dependence of this effect. The effect was also

predicted as an effect in the Raman spectra of micro-

particles suspended in laser traps.[27] This prediction was

tested at the time, but for the gradients available in that

experimental configuration the strength of the effect was

calculated to be four orders of magnitude lower than the

Raman effect and no lines were observed. There has been

at least one possible sighting of this field-gradient effect in

NFRS[28] although some other researchers who have

looked for it have not seen it.[19]

CONCLUSION

Near-field Raman spectroscopy allows researchers to

make measurements of chemical bonds and vibrational

transitions with spatial resolution unavailable via con-

ventional optical methods. These high-resolution spec-

troscopic data come with corresponding topographic

information, allowing better understanding of how

nanoscale features affect the nanoscale spectroscopic

data. The enhancement region near the tip falls off very

rapidly, so NSRM can be used for Raman measure-

ments of thin films and surface effects that would other-

wise be either too small to observe or washed out by the

bulk signal.

The primary difficulties in NSRM are low signal level

and correspondingly long integration times. The develop-

ment and use of apertureless tips has greatly increased the

signal strength available, decreased the time required for

image collection, and increased the resolution as well.

These improvements have brought NSRM to the point

where it is possible to obtain detailed high-resolution

images, with separate topographic and Raman data, in well

under an hour.

NSRM is not simply the next resolution step beyond

micro-Raman. The presence of the metallic probe near

the sample causes changes in intensity and polarization

of the incident light, resulting in effects similar to sur-

face-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. It is also possible,

although not yet entirely certain, that the strong field

gradients created by the tip may make visible some lines

that are not normally Raman active.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical microscopy is a well-established technology of

microanalysis for material science, biology, pathological

diagnostics, industry, and so on. However, the smallest ana-

lyzing dimension of the sample resolvable with a conven-

tional optical microscope is a half wavelength of light or

several hundreds of nanometers in visible region because of

the nature of the light wave. This is a so-called diffraction

limit of light, which is not small enough to observe the

structures of interest in the current advanced sciences and

technologies, including protein molecules, quantum nano-

devices, and self-assembled molecules. Near-field optical

microscopy is a tool to overcome the barrier of wavelength

by confining photons in nanoscale volume.

A combination of the state-of-the-art near-field tech-

nology with the conventional optical measurements en-

ables us to explore the nanoworld with visible light.[1,2]

Especially, near-field Raman spectroscopy makes it

possible to assign molecules, to analyze chemical behav-

ior of molecules, and to observe molecular dynamics at

nanometric or molecular scale.[3,4] Lasers and detectors of

visible region are available in Raman spectroscopy, and

quenching phenomenon[5] and photobleaching could be

avoided; hence near-field Raman spectroscopy is suitable

for molecular sensing with a nanometric spatial resolu-

tion. Because the cross section of Raman scattering is

much smaller than fluorescence and infrared absorption

cross section, it is necessary to enhance Raman cross

section for its accurate measurement. This can be per-

formed by using a metallic tip that also works as one of a

near-field probe for detection. In this article, we present

how the metallic tip works as a near-field probe at first

and then show the current progress in near-field Raman

spectroscopy using a metallic tip.

LOCAL FIELD ENHANCEMENT
AT A METALLIC TIP

A small metallic structure with size smaller than the

probing wavelength scatters light field and enhances the

electric field intensely because of the strong interaction

between the light field and the metal structure when the

light is incident on such a structure. The reason for such an

enhancement of the light field is that collective oscillation

of free electrons in the metal resonates with the light field.

This phenomenon is known as localized surface plasmon

polaritons (SPPs). The electric field, which is coupled

with the localized SPPs at the metallic structure, com-

prises evanescent field. Because the evanescent field is

localized around the structure, the superresolving capa-

bility is attained by detecting the field for observation,

measurement, and so on. Such a scheme of near-field

scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) with a metallic

probe of which the tip enhances electric field locally and

strongly was first proposed in 1994.[6] The NSOM is

called as an apertureless NSOM,[7,8] and the resolution is

determined by the radius of the tip.

An apex of a metallic probe, such as a tip of a scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM), works as a scatterer for

enhancing electric field locally.[9] Fig. 1a shows intensity

distribution of the light field scattered at the tip that is

obtained using a numerical analysis.[1] Fig. 1b shows a

schematic model for calculation. In this model, it is

considered that a silver metallic tip with radius 20 nm is

placed in contact on a glass substrate (refractive index:

1.5). The silver tip is illuminated with plane wave travel-

ing in the substrate. Wavelength of the incident field is

488 nm, and its polarization is TM mode (i.e., p-

polarization). Incident angle is 45�. Evanescent field is

generated over surface of the glass substrate because the

incident angle meets the condition of total internal

reflection. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method

was used in the calculation.[10,11] Localized and enhanced

field spot is observed in the proximity of the tip apex

of Fig. 1a. The size of the small spot is around 30 nm,

while approximately corresponds to the radius of the tip.

Maximum intensity of the small spot was calculated to be

80 times as large as intensity of the incident field.

Considering the tip to be a glass probe having the same tip

radius of 20 nm, enhancement factor of the glass tip was

calculated to be 7 when illuminating with TM mode. No

enhancement of electric field was estimated at the metallic

tip when TE mode (i.e., s-polarization) is used for illu-

mination light in the calculation. These analyses show that
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strong enhancement of the localized field requires the

use of a metallic tip and TM mode illumination in an

apertureless probe, and that the small light field spot

strongly enhanced at the tip is caused by excitation of the

localized SPPs.

NEAR-FIELD RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
AND MICROSCOPY

Fig. 2 shows illustrations of (a) near-field excitation of

Raman scattering and (b) conventional Raman micro-

spectroscopy (far-field detection). For near-field Raman

spectroscopy, a metallic tip is placed in the vicinity of the

specimen and local electric field is generated at the tip

apex. Raman scattering of molecules, which are just be-

low the enhanced electric field at the metallic tip, is

selectively enhanced and detected with a sufficiently high

spatial resolution.

An optical setup of near-field Raman microscopy is

shown in Fig. 3.[3,4,12,13] An expanded and collimated

light field from a laser enters into the epi-illumination

inverted microscope. A circular mask is inserted in the

optical path of the illumination light and located at the

conjugate plane of the pupil of the objective lens with

numerical aperture (NA) equal to 1.4. Because the mask

rejects part of the beam corresponding to focusing angles

that are less than NA=1.0, the transmitted light forms a

focused spot that produces an evanescent field on the

sample surface.[14] As the metallic tip approaches to the

focused spot, a locally enhanced electric field is observed

to be generated at the tip apex. Fig. 4 shows CCD images

of the scattering of the evanescent field at the metallic tip

that were observed from the side of the tip. In Fig. 4a, the

tip is in contact with the sample surface placed on the

focused spot, which corresponds to Fig. 2a. Strong

Fig. 1 Field enhancement effect induced by a metallic tip. (a) Intensity distribution of electric field locally enhanced at a silver probe

tip calculated by the FDTD method. (b) Schematic of the calculation model for the analysis. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of illumination for (a) near-

field Raman spectroscopy using a locally enhanced field,

(b) conventional micro-Raman spectroscopy.

Fig. 3 Optical setup of near-field Raman spectroscopy using a

metallic tip. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Rayleigh scattering of the evanescent field at the tip apex

is seen in the figure. In Fig. 4a and 4b, the tip is 0 and 500

nm away from the sample surface, respectively. No

scattering of the evanescent field is observed because the

tip is out of the skin depth of the evanescent field, while

only very weak Rayleigh scattering light at the focused

spot is observed because of the sample roughness. The

electric field enhanced locally at the tip is scattered

inelastically by Raman active molecules, which corre-

sponds to near-field Raman scattering. Raman scattering

is collected by the same objective lens and is directed to

the spectrophotometer (focal length=300 mm, 1200 lines/

mm) that is equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD

camera (1340�400 channels) for Raman spectra mea-

surement and with an avalanche photodiode (APD) for

Raman imaging. The APD is located after the exit slit of

the spectrophotometer so that a specific Stokes-shifted

line can be detected. Excitation light or Rayleigh

scattering is sufficiently rejected by a notch filter. The

metallic tip is a silicon cantilever that is coated with a 40-

nm-thick silver film by a thermal evaporation process.

The evaporation is performed at a relatively slow rate of

0.3 Å per second to avoid undesirable bending of the

silicon lever. Fig. 5 shows a scanning electron micrograph

of a metallized tip. Diameter of the silver-coated tip apex

is around 40 nm. The distance between the sample and the

cantilever is regulated in contact-mode AFM operation,

and the sample is scanned with piezoelectric transducers

(PZT) in the X–Y plane. Near-field Raman images are

reconstructed by detecting near-field Raman signal at a

specific Stokes-shifted line with the APD while scanning

the PZT stage on the sample.

Raman spectra of Rhodamine 6G obtained with the

near-field Raman microscope are shown in Fig. 6.

Spectrum (a) is obtained with a silver-coated cantilever,

and spectrum (b) is obtained without it. Intensity of spec-

trum (a) is higher than that of (b) because of the local field

enhancement at the silver tip. Several Stokes-shifted

Raman lines are observed in the spectrum. Acquisition

time of the spectrum was 5 sec, and no accumulation was

performed. The sample was made by casting the solution

of Rhodamine 6G (6.0�10�4 wt) onto the 8-nm silver

island-coated coverslip and depositing Rhodamine 6G

because of evaporation of the solution. Raman scattering

Fig. 4 (a) Photograph of a metallized cantilever tip shining in the focused evanescent field. (b) Photograph of a metallized tip which is

retracted 500 nm from the sample.

Fig. 5 Scanning electron microscopy images of the metallized cantilever tip. (a) Whole image of the tip. (b) Expanded image of the

apex. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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is hence doubly enhanced because of surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS) both with the metallized tip and

silver island film coated on substrate.

The Raman spectrum of Fig. 6a includes not only near-

field component, but also far-field component. Near-field

spectrum is obtained by subtracting the far-field spectrum

of Fig. 6b obtained without the tip from the spectrum

shown in Fig. 6a. Fig. 7 shows the result of subtraction or

a near-field Raman spectrum of Rhodamine 6G. Each of

Stokes-shifted peaks can be assigned to vibrational mode,

such as peaks at 1359, 1503, 1570, and 1647 cm�1 which

correspond to the aromatic C–C stretching vibrational

modes, a peak at 1269 cm�1 which corresponds to the

asymmetric vibrational mode of C–O–C bonding, a peak at

1120 cm�1 which corresponds to the in-plane bending

mode of C–H bonding, and a peak at 766 cm�1 which

corresponds to the out-of-plane bending mode of C–H

bonding. Assignment of all Stokes-shifted peaks observed

in Fig. 7 is shown in Table 1. When a silicon cantilever was

used for near-field Raman detection, no enhancement is

observed.[4]

Fig. 8 shows the Raman spectra of crystal violet

molecules. Spectra (a) and (b) have been obtained with

and without the metallic tip, respectively. The peaks at

1383, 1537, 1586, and 1617 cm�1 are assigned to the C–C

Fig. 6 Raman spectra of Rhodamine 6G. (a) Spectrum

obtained with locally enhanced field. (b) Spectrum of conven-

tional micro-Raman measurement.

Fig. 7 Near-field Raman spectrum of Rhodamine 6G obtained

by subtracting the spectrum of Fig. 6b from that of Fig. 6a.

Table 1 Assignment of Rhodamine 6G molecules

Stokes shift (cm�1) Assignment

1 1647 arom C–C str

2 1596

3 1570 arom C–C str

4 1532

5 1503 arom C–C str

6 1359 arom C–C str

7 1308

8 1269 C–O–C

9 1185

10 1120 C–H ip bend

11 1084

12 919

13 766 C–H op bend

14 608 C–C–C ip bend

arom: aromatic; bend: bending; str: stretching; ip: in-plane; op: out-

of-plane.

Fig. 8 Raman spectra of crystal violet. (a) Spectrum obtained

with locally enhanced field. (b) Spectrum of conventional micro-

Raman measurement. (c) Near-field Raman spectrum of crystal

violet obtained by subtracting the spectrum of (b) from that

of (a).
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stretching vibrational mode of the aromatic ring; the peak

at 1363 cm�1 is assigned to the N-phenyl vibrational

mode; the peak at 1172 cm�1 is assigned to the C–H in-

plane bending vibrational mode; the peaks at 908 and

798 cm�1 are assigned to the C–H out-of-plane bending

vibrational mode; the peak at 414 cm�1 is assigned to the

C–C–C out-of-plane bending vibrational mode; and the

peak at 332 cm�1 is assigned to the phenyl–C–phenyl

vibrational mode. These peaks are in good agreement with

the results of other authors.[15–17] The peak at 2050 cm�1

is a ghost line, which arises from the laser diode that was

used as feedback in AFM operation. The exposure time of

the liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera was 1sec with

230-mW laser power at the entrance of the inverted

microscope. Fig. 8c shows near-field Raman spectrum of

crystal violet which is obtained by subtracting the

spectrum of Fig. 8b from that of Fig. 8a. Assignment

of all Stokes-shifted peaks observed in Fig. 8 is shown in

Table 2.

NEAR-FIELD RAMAN IMAGING

Molecular identification at nanometric scale is possible in

two dimensions by detecting near-field Raman signal at a

specific Stokes line with a monochromator and a point

detector while scanning the sample laterally. A metallic

tip reduces measurement time for Raman imaging dras-

tically because of the amplification of near-field Raman

scattering with locally enhanced field. Consequently,

spatial distribution of molecules can be imaged at na-

nometric scale during reasonable acquisition time.[13]

Near-field Raman imaging enables us to attain direct and

sensitive observation of many kinds of molecules and

their local distributions as well as biological cells without

labeling with dye.

In this section, we show such an example of molecular

imaging. Mixed aggregates of Rhodamine 6G and crystal

violet molecules are used as samples for near-field

Raman imaging. The sample is prepared by casting ethanol

Table 2 Assignment of crystal violet molecules

Stokes shift (cm� 1) Assignment

1 1617 arom C–C str

2 1586 arom C–C str

3 1537 arom C–C str

4 1475 arom C–C str

5 1440 arom C–C str

6 1383 arom C–C str

7 1363 N-phenyl

8 1290

9 1211

10 1173 C–H ip bend

11 1115

12 980

13 937

14 908 C–H op bend

15 798 C–H op bend

16 757

17 724

18 557

19 520

20 435

21 414 C–C–C op bend

22 332 Ph–C–Ph

arom: aromatic; bend: bending; str: stretching; ip: in-plane; op: out-

of-plane.

Fig. 9 Near-field Raman images obtained at (a) 607 cm�1;

C–C–C in-plane bending mode of Rhodamine 6G and (b) 908

cm�1; C–H out-of-plane bending mode of crystal violet;

(c) the corresponding topographic image of the scanned area. It

took 10 min to obtain one image where 1�1 mm scanning area

consisted of 64�64 pixels.
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solution of Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet on a coverslip

coated with an 8-nm-thick silver film and drying the solu-

tion. The distribution of molecules for both samples is

fairly inhomogeneous and is set to have a 1-nm average

thickness of the layer of molecules.

Fig. 9a–c shows near-field Raman images from

the same area of the sample, where the concentrations

of Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet are 1.25�10�3 and

1.25�10�2 wt.%, respectively. These concentrations

resulted in a comparable Raman scattering intensity from

Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet because Rhodamine 6G

yields higher scattering cross section than that of crystal

violet molecules. Fig. 9a shows an image corresponding

to the peak at 607 cm�1, which comes from the Stokes-

shifted C–C–C in-plane bending vibrational mode of

Rhodamine 6G. Fig. 9b is obtained at 908 cm�1 of which

peak corresponds to the Stokes-shifted line of the C–H

out-of-plane bending vibrational mode of crystal violet.

Fig. 9c shows a corresponding topographic image obtained

simultaneously with Fig. 9a in AFM operation. The

dimension of all the images comprising 64�64 pixels

was 1�1 mm. The scanning rate used for each line was

0.1 Hz. At this rate, a single image can be achieved in only

10 min. Fig. 10 shows the Raman spectra of the mixed

sample, which exhibits the Stokes-shifted lines of both

Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet molecules. The arrows

depicted in Fig. 10 point to the Stokes-shifted lines used

for the near-field Raman imaging in Fig. 9. We can

selectively obtain the distributions of each vibrational

mode that we cannot distinguish in the topographic image.

The distributions of each vibrational mode are quite

different and show complicated structures corresponding

to the inhomogeneous distributions of both molecules.

According to Fig. 9a, Rhodamine 6G molecules are mainly

localized at the lower right position of the figure; on the

other hand, Fig. 9b shows that crystal violet molecules are

randomly dispersed in the scanned area. In Fig. 9c, the

island structures of the silver film are observed in the

topographic image because the average thickness of the

aggregated molecular layer is estimated to be 1 nm which

is much thinner than the silver film (average thickness:

8 nm). Accordingly, the distributions of both molecules

are not clearly seen in the topographic image that reflects

the pancake structure of the silver grains (30–50 nm in

diameter and 8 nm in thickness). Note that without a

metallic tip (far-field detection), we could not obtain such

high-resolution images because the far-field signal is

averaged out within the focused spot [Fig. 2b]. Fig. 9

shows that the near-field Raman images attain the

molecular vibrational distributions with a high sensitivity,

even if the thickness of the molecular layer is 1 nm. In the

experiment, organic dye molecules adsorbed on silver

films were used. While the silver films are required for dye

Fig. 10 Typical Raman spectra of the aggregated sample used

in Fig. 9, (a) with and (b) without a metallic tip. Stokes-shifted-

lines of Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet are observed. Arrows

indicate the Stokes-shifted-lines used for near-field Raman

imaging in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 Near-field Raman spectra mapping at several positions. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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molecules to quench the strong fluorescence, near-field

Raman spectroscopy and imaging by an apertureless

metallic probe scanning optical microscope are applicable

not only to organic, but also to inorganic sample even

without the support of the silver films. Single molecule

detection can be performed after optimizing the tip

material, shape,[18] and illumination method[19] because

the enhancement factor is very sensitive to the tip and the

polarization of the light.

SPECTRAL CHANGE OF NEAR-FIELD
RAMAN SPECTRUM

Because near-field Raman spectroscopy using a metal-

lic tip realizes surface-enhanced Raman scattering singly

on its apex, chemical enhancement of Raman scatter-

ing can be expected besides physically electromag-

netic enhancement as mentioned above. Fig. 11 shows a

one-dimensional near-field image of the Rhodamine 6G

distribution at spatial steps of 30 nm. At each position,

the near-field Raman spectrum is detected. The spectra in

Fig. 11 are all enhanced by the tip apex, while some of

them, e.g., spectra -e, -f, and -g, exhibit remarkable

features which are quite different from others or from far-

field spectrum. The distinguishable near-field features in

those spectra replotted in Fig. 12 are marked with capital

alphabetic letters, and the numbers in different spectra

correspond to the same assignments as in Fig. 7. Some

peaks are slightly shifted and their relative intensities are

quite different from those of the far-field spectrum.

Furthermore, some additional peaks, which are not

observed in the far-field, appear.

For the aromatic C–C stretching vibrational mode, the

peaks between 1350 and 1650 cm�1 are heavily modified.

New shifted peaks, e.g., A: 1457 cm�1 in spectrum -e, G:

1483 cm�1 in spectrum -f, appeared. For the C–H out-of-

plane bending vibrational mode (number 13), peak inten-

sities are constant throughout the scanning, while for the in-

plane bending (number 11), weak peaks are strongly

enhanced and slightly shifted (see, e.g., J: 1112 cm�1). For

the C–O–C bending vibrational mode, the new Stokes-

shifted peaks appear and those are largely enhanced (see

peaks, e.g., B: 1278 cm�1, H: 1286 cm�1, and M: 1275

cm�1). Furthermore, other new peaks which have not

been assigned yet also appear in the spectra (see, e.g., C:

1054 cm�1, D: 1027 cm�1, E: 946 cm�1, F: 902 cm�1,

K: 1040 cm�1, L: 705 cm�1, O: 1057 cm�1, P: 1027

cm�1, Q, 700 cm�1, and R: 425 cm�1). Some of the

peaks can be identified as the same vibrational modes

(e.g., C, K, and O; D and P; L and Q). While some of

Stokes-shifted peaks are strongly enhanced, the fluores-

cence intensity is constant throughout the positions. This

can be explained by the chemical mechanism of surface-

enhanced Raman scattering because of the charge transfer

excitation between molecules and metal.[20]

CONCLUSION

Application of near-field optics to Raman spectroscopy

brings microanalysis of most of materials to their nano-

identifications. For example, molecules can be assigned,

observed, and detected directly at the nanometric or

molecular scale by using this technique without the need

for staining a specimen with a dye. Low cross section of

Raman scattering is amplified to detectable lever by

the locally enhanced field at a metallic tip. Near-field

Raman signal is also enhanced by the chemical interac-

tion between molecules and metallic tip. The nanoscale

Fig. 12 Some features in the near-field region can be seen and

the remarkable near-field characteristic Raman spectra -e, -f, -g

in Fig. 11 are plotted. For comparison, spectrum -a and -h are

also shown. The numbers correspond to the same assignments as

shown in Fig. 7 and remarkable features are pointed out by

arrows with capital alphabets (A�R). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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chemical phenomenon has a potential for determination of

molecular orientation. Raman spectroscopy coupled with

locally enhanced electromagnetic field, which may con-

tribute to nonlinear spectroscopy such as multiphoton

processes, second harmonic generation, and coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering, will be one of the main topics of

microspectroscopic or nanospectroscopic research in the

next decade.
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INTRODUCTION

Chemical near-field microscopy is a promising optical

technique, which transcends the diffraction limit of classi-

cal optical microscopy while maintaining its spectroscopic

capabilities and sharing the benefit of topographic contrast

from proximal probe microscopies. Several techniques

and sources of chemical contrast are discussed, from the

time-resolved mapping of electric field-induced molecular

reorientation in polymer films to the vibrational Raman

spectrum of single-carbon nanotubes with 28 nm spatial

resolution in the optical image.

BEYOND THE DIFFRACTION LIMIT

With the advent of scanning probe microscopies, the past

20 years or so have witnessed an explosion of analytical

tools to explore materials at a nanometer scale. Advances

in the understanding of physical and chemical phenomena

at these length scales are expected to have a strong impact

on microbiology, materials science, and microelectronics.

At present, modified viruses are explored as nanobeakers

for controlled chemical reactions in confined environ-

ments.[1] New materials having exotic optical and elec-

tronic properties have been synthesized.[2,3] Novel

polymeric resists for sub-100 nm photolithography[4] and

alternative schemes for electronic component integration

are intensely explored.[5] As a general feature, systems

representative of these domains often possess a complex

hierarchical organization, which requires the ability to

map chemical phenomena on a certain range of length

scales.[6] Such studies, more often than not, involve some

type of direct imaging technique, which is nonintrusive,

has chemical specificity, and has adequate space and

time resolution.

Vibrational spectroscopy, encompassing infrared (IR),

near-IR, Raman, inelastic neutron scattering, electron en-

ergy loss, and cavity ring-down spectroscopy, has exquis-

ite chemical specificity. The positions and intensities of

vibrational absorption bands can be used to confirm or

identify the presence of a particular group, whereas spec-

tral correlations can be used to access structural and

environmental information on selected groups.[7] IR and

Raman spectroscopies are particularly nonintrusive, re-

quire a small amount of sample, and can be easily coupled

with microscopy to provide for spatial resolution.[8,9] The

importance of these qualities is reflected in the available

range of commercial Raman and Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) microscopes, and in the multitude of

applications ranging from materials science to forensics

and identification of cultural artifacts. For basic research

applications (usually concerning molecular relaxation

phenomena), pulsed lasers and fast detectors provide for

temporal resolution down to a few femtoseconds.

Classical microscopes achieve a maximum spatial res-

olution of about 10–20 mm in mid-IR (for wavelengths

between 2 and 10 mm), whereas Raman microscopes ap-

proach the 1-mm limit. The current spatial resolution

limitation in mid-IR is because of the lack of suitable

dielectrics to build aberration-corrected lenses.[10] Even if

perfect materials were available, there is still a funda-

mental limitation of imaging instruments based on

spherical lenses or mirrors. This fundamental spatial

resolution limit is known as the Abbe diffraction limit.[11]

Following Abbe’s explanation, every object behaves as a

superposition of diffraction gratings. In any classical

imaging instrument, the front lens is placed, for practical

reasons, at least several wavelengths from the object from

which the scattered light is collected. The smaller the

details of the object are, the higher are the diffraction

orders or spatial frequencies of the scattered light. Not all

the spatial frequencies will make their way into the lens;

there is a cutoff spatial frequency necessarily connected

to the geometry of the collection optics. Moreover, the

highest spatial frequencies decay exponentially along the

object normal.[12] Thus the geometry of the lens and the

distance to the sample limit the achievable spatial reso-

lution at: Dx=l/(2pNA), where l is the wavelength and

NA is the numerical aperture of the lens.

Many problems studied by vibrational microspectros-

copy would gain from better spatial resolution. Some of

these problems are reviewed later in the section ‘‘Appli-

cations of Optical Near-Field Microscopy in Chemistry’’

of this entry. Although the Abbe resolution limit of

classical microscopes continues to be pushed in small

steps, especially for visible wavelengths, by using special
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geometries of illumination[13] or nonlinear optical

effects,[14,15] two other conceptually different approaches

currently hold the promise of a major breakthrough in

ultramicroscopy. The first is the near-field approach, an

idea credited to Synge,[16] who proposed the use of a

subwavelength source of light such as a tiny hole in a

metal screen illuminated by bright light or a gold particle,

scattering light from a location very close to the sample

surface in a dark-field illumination configuration (Fig. 1).

A key element of Synge’s approach is the location of the

light source very close to the sample surface. As a

consequence of the probe proximity, sampling of the

evanescent waves bound to the surface occurs. Because in

modern instruments based on Synge’s idea, the subwave-

length light source is scanned across the sample surface by

maintaining a constant gap between the surface and the

probe to sequentially map the near-field optical interac-

tion, such a microscope is called a near-field scanning

optical microscope (NSOM or SNOM),[17] as opposed to

far-field instruments, which deal with propagating waves

only. The second approach is the negative refraction

concept upon which Pendry[18] built his idea of a super-

lens. Such a lens may overcome the evanescent wave

decay and therefore should focus light to considerably

smaller areas than that allowed by the Abbe diffraction

limit. Although numerous experimental realizations of

Synge’s proposal have broken the diffraction limit barrier

by more than one order of magnitude, the more recent

solution based on the Pendry superlens remains in the

stage of theoretical concept.

We are concerned here with those techniques and ap-

plications of the NSOM principles that have been applied

to chemical problems. A number of alternative nonoptical

techniques, capable of nanoscale mapping with chemical

specificity, will be also mentioned with the goal of sit-

uating the near-field optical microspectroscopy within

the broader context of chemical mapping methodologies.

APERTURE, APERTURELESS,
AND TIPLESS NSOM

Three approaches have been used to date to generate near-

field optical images with spatial resolution superior to the

diffraction limit. The first approach, and the most often

utilized at present, is the one based on a subwavelength

optical aperture at the apex of a tapered transparent optical

fiber, which has been metal-coated[19] (Fig. 1). The spatial

resolution is limited by the size of the aperture and the

electromagnetic skin depth of the metal coating. The sec-

ond method is based on an apertureless sharp tip, usually

metallic, which is acting as a scattering probe, converting

surface sample-bound evanescent waves into propagating

waves (Fig. 2). The spatial resolution attainable with this

method is determined by the tip radius, rather than the

electromagnetic skin depth of the metal.[20] The third

proposal does not use a tip. The probe in this case can be a

nanoparticle, which is manipulated by optical tweezers to

scan the sample surface.[21] The theory of this microscope,

including the excitation of particle eigenmodes, has been

worked out by Lester et al.[22] Tischer et al. have demon-

strated a related nanoparticle-based technique that is able

to provide topological three-dimensional (3-D) images of

nanoscopic cavities accessible to the particle with 20-nm

spatial resolution normal to the immersed surfaces and

�200-nm lateral resolution. The accessible volumes are

reconstructed from the histogram of thermal position

fluctuations of the particle, hence the name of the tech-

nique—3-D thermal noise imaging.[23] The 3-D thermal

noise imaging has not been used yet in conjunction with

near-field measurements. Palanker et al.[24] have used a

localized nonequilibrium plasma concentration on a semi-

conductor surface photoinduced by a tightly focused laser

beam operating at visible wavelengths as a scanning local

probe for near-field IR reflectivity measurements.

Fig. 1 Synge’s proposal for an ultrahigh resolution optical

microscope to overcome the diffraction limit. The subwave-

length source of light may be (a) a microscopic aperture defined

in a metal screen, at the tip of a sharp dielectric cone, and (b)

a nanoparticle with large optical polarizability. The proximity

of the probe to the surface is an essential element in near-

field microscopy.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the optical probe region in an apertureless

NSOM with grazing illumination.
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Among the three near-field optical schemes, only

the optical fiber NSOM and the apertureless NSOM

have been applied to the spatial mapping of chemical

properties. Nevertheless, the nanoparticle approach holds

a special appeal because of intrinsic field enhancements

at the particle surface,[25] which may provide for 3-D

surface-enhanced Raman or IR microspectroscopy of

fluid-immersed interfaces in the future.[26] Several com-

prehensive reviews on the theory and applications of the

optical fiber NSOM and the apertureless NSOM, espe-

cially in the visible range of the spectrum, have been

published to date.[27–30] Particularities and chemical ap-

plications of the mid-IR NSOM have been reviewed by

Dragnea and Leone[31] and Keilman.[32] The far-IR and

the microwave region have been covered by Rosner and

van der Weide.[33]

Choosing an apertureless or a fiber optic aperture

NSOM for chemical characterization depends on the type

of application. The fiber-based instrument is closer to a

scanning confocal microscope, which, instead of the

NSOM aperture, would use the real image of a pinhole

formed through a lens system. Therefore contrast

formation is arguably more intuitive. An important

advantage of the aperture scheme is negligible back-

ground. For a perfect metal coating, the only light comes

from the subwavelength aperture. As a consequence,

sensitive detection schemes such as photon counting can

be used. Bringing the light close to the sample through a

fiber may represent a very important feature, which

makes the aperture NSOM unique for certain applications

dealing with samples immersed in an absorbing fluid. For

example, Hong et al.[34] have succeeded to image living

cells in water using an IR near-field microscope. Such

studies are not possible in far field or with an

apertureless NSOM because of the strong attenuation of

the incident beam caused by water absorption bands

associated with H–O–H bending, which overlap with the

protein amide bands at �1650 cm�1. However, in

aperture NSOM, because the gap between the fiber probe

aperture and the cell membrane (sample surface) is of a

few nanometers, most of the signal comes from absorp-

tion by the cellular protein and not by the water layers

between the probe and the sample surface. A disadvan-

tage of the optical fiber approach is low transmission

(10�4–10�6, depending on the wavelength and on the

fiber taper profile), combined with a limit on the incident

light power dictated by the damage threshold of the metal

coating (�10 mW for Al-coated fibers). The throughput

problem is a challenge in particular at longer wave-

lengths because the cutoff diameter for guided propaga-

tion occurs earlier along the taper than for shorter

wavelengths, and the light has to propagate evanescently

over longer distances until it reaches the aperture. At IR

wavelengths, one usually has to reach a compromise

between spatial resolution, determined by the aperture

diameter, and sensitivity. The fiber probe fabrication

remains, at present, the main challenge and a key element

for further improvements of the aperture NSOM, at least

at IR wavelengths.

The apertureless NSOM has four advantages on its

side, with respect to the aperture NSOM. 1) The attainable

optical resolution exceeds that of the aperture-based mi-

croscopes. This is because of the fact that, for a suitable

incident field polarization, field enhancement occurs in a

very localized area of the size of the tip radius.[35] 2) The

problem of the strong attenuation in the fiber taper is

alleviated in the apertureless scheme because the light is

focused from the far field directly on the tip, without loss.

This is why the apertureless NSOM has, until now, dom-

inated microspectroscopy applications in the mid-IR and

far-IR ranges, where the losses within the fiber taper are

the largest. 3) The tip fabrication step can be avoided

altogether because a large selection of commercial atomic

force microscopy (AFM) tips is available. Apertureless

tips are more robust and their fabrication is more repro-

ducible than that of coated optical fiber tips. 4) The range

of usable wavelengths is not limited, such as in the case

of fiber-based NSOMs by material properties. The main

disadvantage of the apertureless NSOM comes from

strong scattered light in areas of the tip shaft, far from

the sample, which creates a strong background for the

detector. Furthermore, the background usually varies dur-

ing scanning because of the z-motion of the tip in constant

force scanning mode, hence the strong possibility of topo-

graphic artifacts. Great care has to be taken to decouple

the topographic artifacts, which often adds complexity to

the experimental setup. However, several strategies have

been found to eliminate this problem from apertureless

NSOM images.[20,36]

Whether an apertureless or a fiber optic aperture NSOM

is chosen, two issues have to be considered while inter-

preting the data: one is the mechanism of contrast gen-

eration; the other is scanning probe imaging artifacts.[37]

The electromagnetic field distribution around a nano-

scopic object is extremely sensitive to both physical char-

acteristics of the object and the illumination mode. A

rigorous description of the interaction optical between the

probe and the field close to the surface is necessary to

properly describe the image formation. Numerous simu-

lation schemes for numerically solving Maxwell’s equa-

tions have been used. The practical difference between

these schemes lies in how the challenge of sharp corners

and edges, much smaller than the wavelength, is han-

dled.[38] Palanker et al.[39] have provided an approximate

phenomenological model for contrast formation in aper-

ture IR-NSOM. The model relies on a photon tunneling

picture in which the size of the barrier representing the

tip/gap/surface system is determined experimentally

Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy: Chemical Imaging 2705
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from tip–surface approach curves. The model correctly

reproduces the observed differences between near-field

and far-field IR absorption spectra obtained experi-

mentally (Fig. 3). An analytical approximation for the

scattered field in the apertureless case has been proposed

by Hillenbrand et al.[36]

To avoid z-motion crosstalk in the optical images, the

safest way is to turn off the force feedback on the z-piezo

and scan at constant height. However, if constant gap

scanning is required to be certain that the near-field op-

tical images are not merely topographic artifacts, accord-

ing Hecht et al.,[37] at least one of the following conditions

should be satisfied:

a) Near-field images and topographic images are uncor-

related. This means that often the best way to use a

near-field microscope is on samples that are flat, but

have heterogeneities with strong optical contrast.

b) When correlations between the topographic image

and the optical image are apparent, they should be

displaced by a constant amount.

c) The spatial resolution of the optical image is different

from that of the topographic image.

APPLICATIONS OF OPTICAL NEAR-FIELD
MICROSCOPY IN CHEMISTRY

In a few NSOM applications, which take advantage of the

presence of narrow absorption bands of the sample and

tunable light sources, such as in the case of vibrational

microspectroscopy or the fluorescence emission proper-

ties of the sample, the near-field image contrast formation

can be at least qualitatively understood in a more

straightforward way than by numerically solving the

Maxwell equations. A few examples from this category

are described below.

Fluorescence NSOM

In fluorescence NSOM, the chemical contrast is achieved

by measuring the local fluorescence spectroscopy of the

sample. Because the fluorescence wavelengths of many

organic materials lie in the visible range, this method has

been extensively applied to organic materials. The visible

wavelength range has the benefit of sensitive detectors,

optimized optics, and powerful and relatively low-cost

laser sources. These features, plus the fact that the strong

excitation background can be easily filtered out, made

fluorescence NSOM reach single-molecule sensitivity at

room temperature.[40] Fluorescence NSOM has been used

to directly identify molecular aggregations in amorphous

conjugated polymer films of approximately 100 nm,

which were detrimental to the photoluminescent and

electronic properties of the film.[41] Such studies have

clearly shown that the NSOM technique can contribute to

a better understanding of the technologically important

thin organic films. Barbara et al.[42] have reviewed the

characterization of complex organic thin film materials by

time-resolved and wavelength-resolved near-field micro-

spectroscopy. In organic materials for electronic devices,

the device fabrication processes induce morphological

changes at length scales for which NSOM became the

method of choice. More recently, fluorescence NSOM

investigations have proven instrumental in the direct

observation of the influence of device operating condi-

tions on local organic material morphology.[43] Fig. 4 is

an illustration of how the dynamics of field-induced lo-

cal reorientation of polymer-dispersed liquid crystal films

can be measured using fluorescence NSOM.

Fig. 3 (a) Differences between experimental infrared near-field

(symbols) and far-field (dashed line) spectra. The continuous

line represents a fit generated from a phenomenological model

based on the photon tunneling picture. (b) Calculated spectra

for tip diameters ranging from 0.3 to 1.5 mm. The amplitude

of the near-field modulation is inversely proportional to the

aperture diameter. (From Ref. [39], with permission)
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Raman Near-Field Microscopy

When chemical identification is required, few methods

can be as specific as vibrational spectroscopy. In vi-

brational Raman spectroscopy, the chemical contrast

comes from a nonlinear effect: the molecule polarizability

is modulated, depending on the molecular symmetry, by

vibrational interactions. Because of its nonlinear origin,

the Raman scattering has a much smaller molecular cross

section (10�31–10�29 cm2) when compared with typical

IR absorption cross sections (10�17–10�16 cm2). Howev-

er, when a molecule is placed in close vicinity to a rough

metal surface, the Raman scattering may be enhanced

by an average factor of 106. The surface enhancement

is thought to be of both chemical and electromagnetic

origin; however, the separation of contributions from

these two effects continues to be elusive.[25] An additional

enhancement for surface-enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS) of approximately 105 occurs when there is reso-

nance between the pump wavelength and a molecular

electronic transition. Even when combining these en-

hancements, the resulting cross section seems to be too

small to be used to generate aperture NSOM contrast, if

one takes into consideration the limit imposed by fiber

damage threshold on the pump power, �10 mW. How-

ever, Emory and Nie[44] and Kneipp et al.[45] showed that

the aforementioned enhancements represent only ensem-

ble-averaged values, and that selected silver colloidal

particles may exhibit individual Raman enhancement

factors of 1014–1015, or effective molecular cross sections

for Raman scattering comparable with linear IR absorp-

tion. The discovery boosted the interest in the possibility

of using the surface enhancement to build near-field

Raman scattering probes. The apertureless NSOM ap-

proach has been the method of choice in this endeavor. In

this case, the nanostructure generating SERS enhance-

ment is the tip itself. To establish a strong electromag-

netic local enhancement, the electric field polarization

of the pump laser beam has to be oriented along the tip

axis.[35] Two experimental apertureless schemes have

been implemented, different in respect to the way in

which this condition is accomplished (Fig. 5). The first

approach has been to use the side illumination of the

tip.[46] Its advantage is that opaque samples can be

Fig. 4 Measuring the local field-induced reorientation in

molecular films. A sinusoidal electric bias is applied between

the Al coating of the fiber probe and the transparent support

electrode on which a polymer-dispersed liquid crystal film is

deposited. Frame (a) represents the shear–force topographic

image acquired simultaneously with near-field optical images

(b–d). Frames represent the modulated optical signal as a

function of the applied voltage. (d) A map of the phase lag of

the optical modulation signal with respect to the applied bias.

Frames (e) and (f) represent time-dependent variations in the

transmitted optical signal from central and edge probe loca-

tions. The relaxation rate is faster in the edge region. (From

Ref. [42].)

Fig. 5 Apertureless Raman NSOM approaches. (a) On-axis

illumination. The contour lines in the center of the focused beam

represent schematically the distribution of regions of equal

intensity. (b) Grazing incidence illumination.
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imaged. The disadvantage is that long working distance

Raman objectives have to be used, which limits the col-

lection efficiency. An alternative illumination technique

is to use on-axis illumination by strongly focused light,

with the tip displaced from the center of the beam in the

direction of polarization in one of the side lobes of the

focal region.[47] An impressive optical 25-nm spatial res-

olution and a photon rate of a few thousands of photons

per second have been obtained on isolated single-walled

carbon nanotubes using this approach by Hartschuh et al.

Because of the large Raman signal, acquisition of simul-

taneous near-field Raman and topographic images is

possible. In this work, local variations in the Raman

spectrum along a carbon nanotube have been found

(Fig. 6). A clear proof of the near-field origin of the

Raman enhancement has been made through tip–sample

distance measurements.[47] The Raman spectrum local

variations reflect changes in the molecular structure,

which can be caused by defects, the presence of catalyst

particles, or variations in the tube lattice, clearly dem-

onstrating the promise that SERS–NSOM hold for ex-

perimental investigations of individual nanostructures,

perhaps down to the single macromolecule level.

Infrared Near-Field Microscopy

The impressive chemical sensitivity and spatial resolu-

tion of the Raman NSOM are based on the local enhance-

ment of the field very close to the tip. The decrease in

enhancement is predicted to vary as (a+H)�12, with the

distance H from the tip, where a is the radius of the tip.[25]

This means that apertureless Raman SERS is essentially a

surface technique, which probes a 1- to 2-nm-thick layer.

In the case of aperture NSOM, the axial length of the

probing region roughly corresponds to the diameter of

the aperture. For a 100-nm aperture, one may probe a

�100-nm film without loss in lateral resolution. However,

the aperture scheme has not made the same progress as

the apertureless NSOM in Raman microscopy because of

the absence of surface enhancement. An alternative is IR

near-field microscopy.

Mapping the chemical composition of thin films by

transmission IR-NSOM has proven particularly useful

in the characterization of polymeric resists for deep ultra-

violet (DUV) nanolithography.[48] In this example, IR ab-

sorption near-field spectroscopy has been employed by

taking advantage of the ‘‘fingerprint’’ region of the

molecular spectra of different compounds resulting from

the DUV-patterned exposure of the resist. The goal of this

work was the characterization of the latent image for-

mation during the technological steps of proximity mask-

assisted DUV patterning and postexposure bake. Two

polymeric species were present: poly(methacrylic acid) in

the exposed regions and poly(tert-butylmethacrylate) in

the unexposed regions, which is a photoresist from the

acrylate family showing promise for DUV lithography.

The most prominent differences in the IR spectra of the

two polymers reside in the 2500–3500 cm�1 region, be-

cause of the hydroxyl absorption of the poly(methacrylic

acid), and in the 800–1500 cm�1 region, because of the

loss of the t-butoxy group (Fig. 7a). Tuning the wave-

length of the color center laser source on and off, the OH

stretch absorption band resulted in generating chemical

contrast in near-field images of the latent pattern (Fig. 7b).

The attained optical resolution was approximately 280 nm

for a 3-mm wavelength. McDonough et al.[49] have ex-

tended this work in a promising direction by measuring

the water vapor uptake in photolithographic polymers in a

controlled environment.

Although the IR fingerprint region offers a very

convenient way for chemical identification, there are

three main experimental challenges to consider when

working with IR-NSOM. The first is the limited avail-

ability of tunable laser sources in IR. The closest to the

ideal source from the point of view of spectral brightness,

tunability, and collimation is the free electron laser,[50]

which has the best chances at present to support the real-

ization of an IR near-field microspectroscopic instrument

Fig. 6 (a) Topographic image of a single-wall nanotube on

glass. (b) Near-field Raman spectra detected at the marked

positions 1–4 in (a). The three bumps in the topographic image

are probably metal catalyst nanoparticles. (From Ref. [47].)
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that would surpass the spatial resolution of an FTIR

microscope, while covering the same spectral range.

Another possible approach is to use a tabletop ultrafast

broadband laser source. By difference frequency mixing,

the signal and the idler beams in a nonlinear crystal

tunable IR radiation between 2.5 and 12 mm can be

obtained at reasonable average powers (around 10

mW).[51] Another popular choice, especially for aper-

tureless IR-NSOMs, are CO2 lasers. Knoll and Keil-

mann[52] used a tunable CO2 laser coupled with such a

microscope to demonstrate vibrational band contrast

around l=10 mm on polystyrene particles embedded in

polymethyl methacrylate. On the biological applications

side, Akhremitchev et al. reported on monolayer-sensi-

tive imaging of DNA hexadecanethiol stripes, using a

similar instrument. In this case, chemical contrast was

achieved because of absorption by phosphate stretching

band of DNA.[53] Interestingly, the measured infrared

contrast, free of topographic artifacts, was significantly

greater than the calculated one in both examples. This

result was interpreted as evidence for surface-enhanced

IR absorption.[54]

Besides the light source challenge, other experimental

issues to be aware of when dealing with IR-NSOM are:

probe optimization, to increase coupling with the near-

field; and improved detection, because the detectivity of

available detectors for IR is approximately four orders of

magnitude less than in the visible. Moreover, vibrational

absorptions in IR are a few orders of magnitude weaker

than the average electronic absorptions in the visible.

These aspects have been considered in detail by Dragnea

and Leone[31] in their review of submicron infrared vi-

brational band chemical imaging.

Nonlinear Near-Field Spectroscopy

The various field enhancements present in the near field

make possible the observation and use of coherent

nonlinear effects for near-field imaging. Nonlinear tech-

niques are appealing because: 1) the signal wavelength

is shifted with respect to the pump wavelength. As a

consequence, these techniques have low background and,

sometimes, the signal wavelength is situated in a spectral

region where detectors have higher sensitivity (such as in

the IR–visible sum frequency generation, a vibrational

spectroscopy where the measurements are done in the

visible although molecular vibrational bands are probed).

2) Based on same principles as SERS, resonant enhance-

ments may boost the nonlinear optical response by orders

of magnitude. It follows that in certain situations, the

nonlinear optical contrast will be significantly enhanced

with respect to linear absorption microspectroscopy.

3) Within the dipole approximation, depending on the

symmetry of the sample and the order of the nonlinear

effect in use, interfacial or bulk selectivity can be obtained.

Techniques and applications of nonlinear chemical

imaging microspectroscopy have been reviewed by

Schaller et al.[55]

OTHER TECHNIQUES OF
CHEMICAL MICROSCOPY

The resolution range of near-field optical microscopy

covers length scales between a single molecule and a few

microns. At the smallest scales, it overlaps with scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM), from the same family of

scanning probe techniques. The single-molecule chem-

istry, imaging, and manipulation by STM have been

described in detail in a recent review by Ho.[56] An al-

ternative scanning probe technique with chemical speci-

ficity is chemical force microscopy (CFM), a variant of

AFM.[57] CFM overcomes the chemical nonspecificity of

AFM by covering the tips with well-defined layers of

molecular groups having specific interactions with the

surface species to be studied.[57] CFM is a complementary

technique to chemical NSOM in several respects: first, it

is a surface technique, which probes only the topmost

Fig. 7 (a) Infrared spectra of as-coated (left) and irradiated and

postexposure baked polymeric resist films (right). The horizon-

tal double arrow represents the tunable wavelength range of the

IR color center laser. (b) IR-NSOM mapping of 8 mm/8 mm line/

space pattern latent images written by DUV exposure on a 1-mm-

thick chemically amplified photoresist film. The images are

taken at wavelengths outside (2.80 mm) and within (2.94 mm) the

OH stretch absorption band of the exposed polymer, in constant

height mode (shear–force coupling with the sample disabled).
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atomic layers of the sample; second, chemical identifica-

tion of unknown compounds is not possible—a priori

knowledge of the sample is necessary; third, transient

species cannot be studied by CFM, which is essentially a

static method; and, fourth, the contrast mechanism arises

from different molecular forces between the tip and the

surface, whereas in optical microscopy, chemical infor-

mation is usually gathered using molecular vibrational or

electronic transitions.

CONCLUSION

Instrumental advances in chemical near-field optical

microscopy have been the focus of the majority of articles

published in the past decade in this area. However, at

present, the field starts to emerge from the stage of method

development. The selected examples mentioned above

have been chosen to provide an illustration of notable

concepts, which already have begun to shape the research

areas where they have been applied, rather than to faith-

fully illustrate the breath of this rapidly emerging field. At

present, these applications mostly span topics in molec-

ular materials, where interesting property variations oc-

cur at submicron length scales. Although the potential

of the chemical near-field microscopy for biological

sciences has been demonstrated with high-resolution

Raman, IR near-field, and nonlinear optical spectroscopy,

significant contributions to solving problems in this area

are still to come.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, noble metal nanoparticles find many applica-
tions in different fields of human activity. To increase
the stability of nanoparticles, a deposition over
another material (support) is often performed. The sur-
face chemistry of the support determines the size and
structure of the formed metal particles. Among differ-
ent types of materials used as supports, carbons attract
great interest due to their specific characteristics: 1)
chemical resistance to acids and bases; 2) opportunity
to tailor both physical and chemical surface properties;
and 3) easy recovery of precious metals by support
burning.[1–4] Being in the form of microfibers, carbo-
naceous materials offer a number of additional advan-
tages.[5] Carbon fibers (CFs) are flexible and exhibit the
highest specific strength of all reinforcing fibers.[6] They
have good electrical and thermal conductivity, and low
linear coefficient of thermal expansion and abrasion.[1]

The fibers are also favored, because of the ease in
handling when they are used in felt or woven forms.[7,8]

Activated carbon fibers (ACFs), which are usually
utilized as metal nanoparticle supports, assure better
reactant transport properties as compared with granu-
lar or powdered activated carbons (AC). The unique
physical and chemical properties of novel forms of
fibrous carbon – carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) offer also impressive oppor-
tunities for supporting metal nanoparticles.[9–13]

The scope of this entry is to review the current status
of research of noble metal nanoparticles supported
on carbon micro- and nanofibrous materials. Special
attention is given to the role of the support surface
chemistry and morphology in the formation and proper-
ties of metal nanoparticles. Application fields for these
promising nanostructured materials are considered.

ACTIVATED CARBON FIBERS

Activated carbon fibers are produced from polymeric
microfibers through processes of carbonization and
activation. They exhibit a superhigh specific surface
area, normally in the range of 1500–3000m2=g. This

originates from uniform split-shaped micropores
(<2 nm) that are believed to open directly to the outer
fiber surface.[8] The chemical reactivity of carbon sur-
face is primarily due to the existence of unsaturated
valences (active sites) at the edges of graphitelike
hexagonal crystallites (graphene layers). Heteroatoms
(mainly oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen) form func-
tional groups on these active sites (Fig. 1). In high
surface area carbons, surface oxygen may be respon-
sible for more than 20% of their mass. The polar
functional groups make the carbon surface more
accessible to the metal precursor during impregnation
from aqueous solutions. Acidic properties of a carbon
material are caused by the presence of carboxylic,
phenolic, lactone, and lactol groups. Carbons treated
with liquid oxidants (H2O2, HNO3, KMnO4, etc.)
usually contain more carboxylic groups than
O2-oxidized samples.[2,14] Upon heat treatment,
carboxylic groups evolve CO2 at relatively low tem-
peratures (below 573K); however, other groups are
thermally more stable. At elevated temperatures, less
acidic groups provide an interaction of metal precur-
sors or nanoparticles with the support and thus mini-
mize the metal sintering.[4] Pyrones are considered to
be the most important basic functionalities at the
edges of graphene layers.[14,15] Nitrogen-containing
groups and inorganic impurities can also play a
non-negligible role.

Depending on pH, either negatively or positively
charged functional groups may exist on a carbon surface
in aqueous solutions. A net overall surface charge is zero
at the isoelectric point (pHIEP). The surface attracts
cations at pH > pHIEP, and anions at pH < pHIEP.

[2]

When preparing metal nanoparticles, the support
surface should have a suitable charge. Otherwise,
electrostatic repulsion forces may be stronger than non-
specific dispersion forces of attraction, and upon drying,
the benefits of having a large support surface would be
lost with subsequent loss of metal dispersion.

CARBON NANOFIBERS AND NANOTUBES

Since their discovery,[9] CNFs (nanotubes) have
captured attention of researchers worldwide.[10–13,16]
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Potentially, CNFs have unique properties for use as a
support: with diameters in the range of 1–100 nm and
lengths of 0.1–1000 mm, they have a high specific
surface area of 10–500m2=g, being free of micropores
and impurities. The materials exhibit an outstanding
mechanical stability. Carbon nanofibers are conductive
or semiconductive along fibrils and quantized cross-
fibrils. This offers opportunities of novel applications
that are dependent on the electron conductivities in
terms of nanofiber diameters and surface properties.

The manufacturing processes of CNFs now include
different methods of graphite vaporization and ther-
mal or plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(CVD).[17] Catalytic growth of CNFs by CVD has a
great potential for scaled-up material synthesis.
Depending on the synthesis conditions and catalyst
used, the fibers of different morphologies (tubular,
fishbone, platelet, ribbon types, etc.) can be produced
(Fig. 2). The tubular type fibers (CNTs) have a hollow
core. The fiber surface exposes only basal planes of
graphite, while only graphite plane edges are exposed
on the surface of the fishbone and platelet type fibers.
Another strategy of CNF fabrication involves a
template synthesis using anodic nanoporous alumina
and ordered mesoporous silicas.[18–23]

Due to the peculiar structure, as-produced CNTs
[multiwalled (MWNTs) and single-walled (SWNTs)]
do not possess a high amount of functional groups
on the surface (basal planes of graphite), and mainly
surface defects can be considered as anchoring sites
for metals. Special pretreatment procedures are needed
in this case to achieve optimal interaction between the
support and metal precursor. At the same time, CNFs
can be used as a support without any pretreatment.
Fishbone and platelet structures present potentially
reactive groups on the graphene platelet edges. The
nature and concentration of the groups are modified
by chemical or thermal treatments. Nitric acid treat-
ment is effective for the creation of oxygen-containing
groups on the fiber surface. An estimation of the
amount of carboxylic=phenolic groups formed on
CNTs after HNO3 treatment gave �1021 sites per
gram.[24] Similar value was obtained for the HNO3-
treated ACFs.[25]

SUPPORTED METAL NANOPARTICLES

It is well known that mechanical, physical, and chemi-
cal properties of nanoparticles may differ considerably

Fig. 1 Functional groups on

carbon surface.

Fig. 2 Types of carbon nano-
fibers.
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from those of bulk substances. Physical properties of
unsupported nanoparticles are thoroughly reviewed.[26]

The deposition over support often endows particles
with novel or improved properties. These changes are
provided by the change of electronic and structural
properties, strong interaction with the support, and
increase of the particle=support interface length taking
place with metal dispersion. These factors are closely
interrelated and determine, for example, the number
of catalytically active sites and adsorption energies
during catalytic reactions. Thus, the dispersion of a
supported metal can be extremely high, making almost
every metal atom accessible to reactants. Advantages
of metal dispersing over support widely used for cata-
lytic applications are also applicable for different fields
of nanotechnology.

Among the noble metals, the most fascinating
example of the change of catalytic properties, because
of the metal dispersion change, is gold. Noble proper-
ties of bulk gold are known for centuries. However,
when decreasing the Au particle size up to 3–10nm, gold
becomes a very active catalyst for low-temperature
CO oxidation, water gas-shift reaction, NO reduction,
diol oxidation, and other reactions.[27] An analysis of
the activity of gold catalysts in CO oxidation allowed
to conclude that the most important reason of the
improved activity of finely dispersed gold is the
increase of the concentration of low co-ordinated
surface Au atoms.[28] The effects of the support nature
may contribute, but to a lower extent.[28]

NOBLE METAL NANOPARTICLES SUPPORTED
ON CARBON FIBERS

Different methods such as incipient-wetness impregna-
tion, ion exchange, organometallic grafting, electron
beam evaporation, and deposition=precipitation fol-
lowed by reduction are used to prepare noble metal
nanoparticles supported on carbon fibrous materials.
In all cases, a delicate optimization of carbon surface
chemistry is needed to achieve optimal interaction
between the support and metal precursor.

Noble Metals on Carbon Microfibers

The effectiveness of gold and silver adsorption by AC
and ACFs from solutions is dependent on the type of
the metal precursor, conditions and properties of the
carbon surface.[29–31] It was found that up to 3 g of
metallic gold could be collected on 1 g of ACFs from
an Au3þ-containing solution.[32] A decrease of the sur-
face carboxylic groups content was observed after gold
adsorption=reduction.[25] The reduction capacity was
larger than the amount of carbon dioxide released,

but approximately equal to the amount of protons pro-
duced.[33] At the same time, Jia et al.[34] report that the
oxygen functionality on AC does not have an effect on
adsorption of Au and Ag cyanide anionic forms
[M(CN)2]

n�, while total pore volume is important.
They indicated that the graphene layers on carbon
are the main adsorption sites of cyanide anions.

Bulushev et al.[25] tried to apply aqueous HAuCl4 to
obtain gold nanoparticles on ACFs. However, utiliza-
tion of this Au precursor resulted in fast metallization
of the external fiber surface independent of the support
pretreatment. The obtained material was almost not
active in CO oxidation at room temperature, confirm-
ing that only big particles of gold are formed on the
ACF surface. In contrast, adsorption of ethylene-
diamine (en) complex [Au(en)2]Cl3 led to nanosized gold
deposition. Interaction took place via ion exchange
of [Au(en)2]

3þ with the surface carboxylic and pheno-
lic groups. Au3þ exchanged with protons of phenolic
groups could be reduced to metallic state by hydrogen
(573–773K) forming nanoparticles of 3–5 nm size, which
are extremely active in CO oxidation at room tempera-
ture. Ion exchange of the precursor with carboxylic
groups was accompanied by spontaneous reduction of
Au3þ to metallic gold nanoparticles of�2 nm size, which
served as nucleation sites of bigger particle (>9nm) for-
mation during H2 reduction. Such particles were less
active in CO oxidation. The regulation of the carboxy-
lic=phenolic group ratio performed by thermal treat-
ment of ACFs in inert atmosphere allowed controlling
the Au particle size. Thus, the treatment at 973K led
to the removal of carboxylic groups, while phenolic
groups were still stable. The Au nanoparticles prepared
on such a support exhibited the highest activity in CO
oxidation. The complete removal of oxygen-containing
surface groups at 1273K resulted in a carbon support,
which did not interact with [Au(en)2]

3þ. It was also
found that prior precipitation–deposition of iron
hydroxide on the ACF surface removed mainly
carboxylic groups, keeping the phenolic groups intact.
This led to the formation of very active Au nanoparticles
(3–5nm) noncontacting with Fe2O3 nanoparticles
(Fig. 3).

The importance of the phenolic groups for the inter-
action of Au nanoparticles with the support was
claimed for the Au=AC catalysts prepared using metal
sols.[35] Among the catalysts with the same average Au
particle size (�12 nm), the catalysts based on AC with
higher concentration of phenolic groups were more
active in liquid phase oxidation of ethylene glycol.[35]

Interaction of copper precursors with the carbon
surface was also shown[36,37] to be dependent on the
presence of oxygen-containing surface groups. It was
noted that pretreatment of carbon materials in
HNO3 significantly increased copper adsorption. This
gives evidence that the following reaction may play
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an important role for copper adsorption:

#�OH þ Cu2þ ! #�OCuþ þ Hþ

Nitrogen-containing groups (pyridinic surface groups)
incorporated by ammonia treatment at high tempera-
ture may also act as surface co-ordination sites adsorb-
ing Cu2þ ions from the solution.[38]

Baker and coworkers[39,40] deposited Cu nanoparti-
cles on different allotropic forms of carbon: AC, dia-
mond, and graphitized microfibers. Activated carbon
contains small domains of disordered graphitic struc-
tures and has lower electronic and thermal conductiv-
ities. Graphite is the most stable form of carbon and
possesses excellent thermal and electronic properties.
Diamond is an electrical insulator, but it exhibits excel-
lent thermal conductivity. Weakly acidic and nonacidic
groups were presented on graphitized CFs and diamond,
contrary to AC treated in HNO3, which contained
strongly and weakly acidic groups. Reduction of
Cu2þ to metallic copper by H2 was found to be depen-
dent on the nature of carbon support. It was proposed
that epitaxial interaction existed between copper and
diamond surfaces, which facilitated the copper
reduction on that material. The most difficult was the

reduction of Cu2þ on AC, since the strongly acidic car-
boxylic groups formed copper-carboxylate species on
the surface. A higher Cu dispersion was obtained via
wet impregnation on diamond as compared with graphi-
tized CFs. It was assigned to stabilization of copper
through ‘‘dangling’’ bonds on the diamond surface.
Cu dispersed by ion exchange was stabilized on graphi-
tized CFs in aggregates of globular particles deposited
on top of graphitic basal planes and smaller crystallites
at the edges of defects within these planes. Such distri-
bution of copper affected its reducibility. The shape of
supported Cu particles was also found to depend on
the carbon support. Thus, following the reduction in
H2 at 373K, Cu particles on AC and graphitized fibers
adopted a toroidal (or ‘‘donut’’) geometry. For diamond-
supported copper, a hexagonal-shaped form was found.
The latter geometry was predominant for all sup-
ports when the reduction temperature was increased
to 573K. After 24 hr of reduction, the following
mean size of the Cu particles was obtained on AC,
graphitized fibers, and diamond: 11–20, 8–12, and
7–15nm, respectively.[39,40]

Highly dispersed palladium (3–6 nm)[41,42] and plati-
num[43] were supported on ACFs via impregnation
followed by reduction. It was mentioned that a
large amount of surface functional groups on ACFs

Fig. 3 Gold nanoparticles on acti-

vated carbon microfibers: HRTEM
image of the 1.3wt.% Au=4.5wt.%
FeOx=ACFs (elementary filament
cut). (From Ref.[25]. Copyright Else-

vier, 2004.)
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made the reduction of platinum precursor to metallic
state difficult.[43]

Noble Metals on Carbon Nanofibers
and Nanotubes

Due to their unique nature, CNTs and nanofibers are
considered as exciting supports for noble metal nano-
particles. Indeed, hollow nanotube cavities can be used
to control a particle size and shape. High metal disper-
sion was obtained on CNTs even if the specific surface
area of the support was only 25m2=g.[44] Nanotubes
can be filled by metals during the arc-discharge synth-
esis in the presence of metals or through opening and
filling the tubes by a metal precursor followed by
reduction. It is also possible to remove unwanted metal
particles from outside surface of CNTs. An example of
Pd nanoparticles inside the CNTs is shown in Fig. 4.[45]

Bera et al.[46] deposited Pd nanoparticles (3 nm)
inside the CNTs during one-step synthesis using an
arc–discharge in solution. The process took place
via reduction of [PdCl4]

2� anions and simultaneous
encapsulation of Pd nanoparticles in CNTs during
rolling of graphene sheets from the anode.

Satishkumar et al.[47] managed to fill CNTs by Au,
Ag, Pd, and Pt nanoparticles. They opened the ends
of nanotubes using a variety of oxidants, treated nano-
tubes with acid solutions containing noble metal ions,
reduced the samples in liquid phase, and closed the
ends of the filled CNTs by heating in a benzene=
hydrogen gas mixture. Encapsulated metal particles
of 1–17 nm size were obtained.

An example of Pt nanoparticles located on the
external surface of CNTs is shown in Fig. 5.[48] The
sample was prepared through the treatment of CNTs
in an ethylene glycol solution of H2PtCl6 � aq at
313K followed by washing with diluted HNO3.

Xue et al.[49] synthesized Au, Ag, Pd, and Pt parti-
cles with the average size of 8, 17, 7, and 8 nm, respec-
tively, on the outer surface of CNTs by impregnation
from a metal salt solution, evaporation of the solvent,
and reduction in H2 at 973K. It was noticed that the
particle size corresponded to the size of nanotubes used
as a support. By comparison, much bigger particles of
Pd were obtained on graphite and AC using the same
preparation method. The adhesion of nanoparticles
to CNTs was not strong. However, stabilization of
the particles using different coupling compounds could
be achieved.[50–52] Thus, alkanethiolate-capped Au
nanoparticles (2 and 5 nm) were assembled on the

Fig. 4 HRTEM image of Pd nanoparticles inside carbon
nanotubes. (From Ref.[45]. Copyright Elsevier, 2003.)

Fig. 5 HRTEM image of Pt nanoparticles on the external
surface of carbon nanotubes. (From Ref.[48]. Copyright
Elsevier, 2004.)
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surface of HNO3-treated MWNTs in the presence of
bifunctional linking agents.[52] The chemistry involved
in the assembly is a combination of the hydrophobic
interaction between the alkyl chains of the capping
molecules and the hydrophobic backbones of nano-
tubes as well as of the hydrogen-bonding interaction
between carboxylic groups of linking molecules and
the functional groups of the nanotubes’ surface. The
organic shells could be removed by thermal treatment.
The morphology and packing density for the nanopar-
ticle assembly depended on the relative concentrations
of nanoparticles, linking molecules and nanotubes.

It is important to note that Au,[50] Pd,[50,53,54] and
Rh[55] could not be attached to CNTs and CNFs
without functionalization of the support. However,
Au, Pt, and Ag nanoparticles with size of 1–7 nm were
successfully obtained on HNO3-pretreated CNTs.[24]

Ye, Lin, and Wai[56] decorated MWNTs with Pd
particles by reduction of Pd b-diketone precursor in
supercritical CO2. The authors obtained well-dispersed
particles of 5–10 nm size anchored to the external walls
of the support.

Hoogenraad et al.[53,54] used tubular and fishbone type
CNFs as supports for Pd nanoparticles. Pd was depos-
ited from the ammine complex [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2. It was
essential to keep air-free conditions during drying of
impregnated material in order to escape big Pd particle
formation. The hemispherical Pd particles with the size
of 1.5–4nm were observed by HRTEM (high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy) after reduction.

Chesnokov et al.[57] used three types of CNFs for Pd
deposition from PdCl2. They showed that Pd nanopar-
ticles exhibited a strong interaction with the butt ends
of graphite (0 0 2) layers. This interaction probably
resulted in electron transfer from the metal to the
support and stabilization of nanoparticles.

Ma et al.[58] studied Cu particles supported on
different (fishbone, platelet, ribbon, and tubular)
types of CNFs. Copper was deposited from aqueous
salt solutions. If Cu nanoparticles were located on
the edge sites of nanofibers, they adopted a thin
faceted morphology indicating a strong metal–
support interaction. The particles formed in such
a way were very stable with respect to sintering.
However, the particles tended to acquire a globular
geometry if the copper was supported on AC or the
basal planes of graphite, showing a very weak interac-
tion with the support. Thus, the fishbone and platelet
CNFs were the best supports to provide small
particles with a narrow size distribution. A precursor
salt and carbon surface functionality turned out to
also affect the particle size distribution and stability.

Supported Cu nanoparticles (<10 nm) were pre-
pared using CNFs with a diameter ranging from
100 nm.[59] Carbon nanofibers were impregnated with
a copper salt solution, dried and treated by H2

(773K). The electronic properties of the nanoparticles
differed considerably from those of bulk copper. It was
noticed that the size of Cu particles was dependent on
the size of CNFs: the smaller the fiber diameter, the
smaller the Cu nanoparticle size obtained. However,
the nanoparticles were not strongly attached to
the support and could be detached by ultrasonic
treatment.

Up to 10wt.% of platinum loading on SWNTs was
achieved by Lordi, Yao, and Wei[60] using K2PtCl4 as a
metal precursor and reduction by ethylene glycol. The
average size of supported Pt nanoparticles was 1–2 nm.
These particles were located on bundles of CNTs but
never on isolated tubes. The authors pointed out that
a strong agitation could remove weakly bound Pt
particles from the support. Therefore, the nanotubes
were pretreated in diluted HNO3 in order to create
surface functional groups able to stabilize Pt nano-
particles. Similarly, it was noted that functional groups
may provide not only effective interaction of the
Rh precursor with carbon, but also stabilization of
the resulting Rh nanoparticles.[61]

Extremely small stable Pt nanoparticles were
synthesized on the nanostructured carbon by incipient-
wetness impregnation from an H2PtCl6=acetone
solution followed by drying and H2 reduction.[22] In
this case the carbon structure was composed of ordered
nanotubes, which were originally formed inside the
cylindrical nanochannels of the SBA-15 template. Even
after the template had been removed, the nanotubes
were rigidly interconnected into a hexagonal array
by carbon spacers, which were formed inside the
complementary micropores between the SBA-15 nano-
channels. When the Pt loading was 2wt.%, the Pt
nanoparticles were less than 1.3 nm in diameter. A
narrow particle size distribution (�2.5 nm) was observed
at 50wt.% Pt loading.

APPLICATIONS OF NOBLE METAL
NANOPARTICLES SUPPORTED ON
CARBON FIBROUS MATERIALS

Decoration of CFs by metal nanoparticles endows the
materials with new valuable properties. Up to now,
noble metal nanoparticles supported on carbon fibrous
materials have been mostly applied as heterogeneous
catalysts. However, other applications are intensively
developing.

Catalytic Applications of Noble Metals on
Carbon Microfibers

Gold nanoparticles on ACFs possess the catalytic
activity in room-temperature CO oxidation comparable
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with the best reported catalysts (Au=TiO2, Au=
Fe2O3).

[62] The activity increases in the presence of
water vapor and hydrogen. Application fields of Au
nanoparticles on CFs could be extended to other
catalytic reactions, since Au on the conventional
activated carbon is shown to be an effective catalyst,
for example, for liquid phase selective oxidation of
alcohols and aldehydes.[35,63,64]

Copper catalysts supported on AC, graphitized car-
bon microfibers, and diamond powder were studied in
crotonaldehyde hydrogenation.[65] Copper deposited
on graphitized microfibers demonstrated lower activity
and higher selectivity toward crotyl alcohol as com-
pared to other catalysts. This was attributed to small
Cu nanoparticles preferentially stabilized along the
edges of the graphitic basal planes. However, no effect
of carbon support was found for hydrogenation of
furfural.[66] The Cu catalysts based on graphitized CF
and diamond suffered from deactivation contrary to
the catalyst supported on AC.

Ma et al.[67] studied Cu nanoparticles based on dif-
ferent allotropic forms of carbon including graphitized
carbon microfibers for N2O decomposition. The cata-
lytic activity was found to be directly related to the
copper dispersion.

Copper in combination with ZnO supported on AC,
black carbon, and ACFs was used in hydrogen produc-
tion during partial methanol oxidation.[68] It was
concluded that a deposition of the active phase on a
microporous structure leads to a lower initial activity,
but a better stability with respect to Cu sintering.

A linear dependence of the activity in nitrobenzene
hydrogenation on Pt dispersion was found for the
catalysts based on ACFs.[43]

Activated carbon fibers were applied as a struc-
tured support for deposition of palladium nano-
particles active in hydrogenation of unsaturated
hydrocarbons[41] and nitrite.[42,69] The catalysts with
average Pd particle size of 3–6nm on ACFs showed a
better activity than the ones prepared on glass fibers.

Catalytic Applications of Noble Metals on
Carbon Nanofibers and Nanotubes

It was mentioned[44] that opportunities for using single-
walled CNTs are rather limited, while multiwalled
CNTs and CNFs seem to be more perspective.

Pd nanoparticles supported on CNFs exhibited a
comparable activity in hydrogenation of nitrobenzene
to aniline[53] and increased activity in hydrogenation
of C¼C bond of cinnamaldehyde[70] with respect to
the commercial Pd catalyst based on AC. An impor-
tant advantage of the CNF support is that surface
area, size of fibrils, as well as mechanical strength
can be controlled and mass transfer limitation can be

decreased, because of the absence of micropores. A
change of electronic properties of Pd particles provided
by interaction with CNFs resulted in a change of their
catalytic properties in 1,3-butadiene hydrogenation to
butanes.[57] An increase of the Pd2þ fraction in the
catalysts decreased the activity and selectivity.

The following trend of specific activity was found
for gas phase phenol hydrogenation over Pd catalysts:
Pd=AC � Pd=ribbon CNFs < Pd=fishbone CNFs <
Pd=SiO2 � Pd=graphite < Pd=Ta2O5.

[71] The size of
the particles was in the range 6–17 nm. The authors
concluded that the stronger was the Pd particles–support
interaction, the higher was the reaction rate. The
selectivity toward cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol
was assumed to be dependent on the crystallographic
orientation of Pd nanoparticles.

Pd particles (5–10 nm) supported on MWNTs
showed high activity in hydrogenation of olefins in
supercritical CO2 and in oxygen electrocatalytic
reduction.[56]

Some specific properties of Pt on the platelet type
nanofibers with respect to Pt on silica in n-hexane iso-
merization were reported by Baker et al.[72] The former
catalyst produced more isomers at lower temperature
and higher H2 partial pressure. This was assigned to
the presence of a larger amount of hydrogen on the
CNFs support.

Lordi, Yao, and Wei[60] applied Pt nanoparticles
supported on SWNTs to hydrogenate 3-methyl-2-
butenal to 3-methyl-2-butenol with high selectivity.

Ros et al.[55] used the fishbone type CNFs as a sup-
port for Rh nanoparticles (1–2 nm) applied in hydroge-
nation of cyclohexene. No significant effect of the size
of nanoparticles on the catalytic activity was found.

Rh nanoparticles supported on graphite nanofibers
were used as a catalyst in ethylene hydroformyla-
tion.[73] Their activity was compared with the activity
of Rh=SiO2. They were found similar, but the
selectivity toward propaldehyde was higher for Rh
on nanofibers. Rh on the ribbon type nanofibers gave
the highest selectivity. The morphological factor was
accepted to be more important than the particle size.
For the most selective catalyst, the (1 1 1) face of
Rh was preferentially exposed to the gas phase.

Rh supported on MWNTs was used for hydrogena-
tion of cinnamaldehyde and hydroformylation of hex-
ane in liquid phase.[74] In both cases, the catalyst was
found to be selective toward C¼C bond hydrogenation
and aldehyde production, respectively. The functiona-
lization of nanotubes by the HNO3 treatment before
the Rh deposition from [Rh2Cl2(CO)4] was necessary
to get an active catalyst. Otherwise, the Rh dispersion
and catalyst activity were low.

Luo et al.[75] showed that Rh nanoparticles
(�10 nm) supported on CNTs can decompose NO at
temperatures lower than 573K more effectively than
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Rh nanoparticles supported on g-Al2O3. The
Rh=CNTs catalyst was found to be more capable in
keeping rhodium in metallic state indicating a strong
Rh–support interaction.

The catalytic properties of Ir (30wt.%) supported
on a CNFs=carbon felt composite and alumina were
compared in hydrazine decomposition.[45,76] The
advantages of the former catalyst with the average
metal particle size of 2 nm were the mechanical
resistance, stability, low weight, and high thermal
conductivity.

Miscellaneous Applications

Antibacterial properties of Ag and Cu are well known.
Activated carbon fibers demonstrate higher sorption
characteristics than granular AC. Combination of
these properties in one material [Ag(Cu) nano-
particles=ACFs] is reported to be promising for water
cleaning.[77]

Cu nanoparticles obtained by chemical methods
were active in production of regularly coiled fishbone
type CNFs by decomposition of acetylene, while nano-
particles produced from H2 arc plasma revealed the
ribbonlike nanofibers only.[78]

Cu filled CNTs were proposed as interconnect mate-
rial for integrated circuits.[79]

Javey et al.[80] fabricated a high-performance nano-
tube field-effect transistor with almost zero Schottky
barrier using Pd–SWNT junctions. Palladium greatly
reduces the barriers for electron transport through
the valence band of nanotubes.

SWNTs decorated with Pd nanoparticles were
found to exhibit a significant electrical conductance
modulation upon exposure to small concentrations of
H2 in air. The Pd nanoparticles=CNTs-based H2

sensors showed high sensitivity, fast response, and
reversibility at room temperature.[81]

Pd supported on the fishbone type CNFs[82] and
CNTs[83,84] was studied in hydrogen storage. The
hydrogen loading of 1.5wt.% was reached at 10MPa
of H2 pressure for nanofibers with specific surface
area of 400m2=g and Pd :C mole ratio close to 1.
Hydrogen of 3.1 wt.% stored was reported for the
4.1wt.% Pd=MWNT material. However, all these values
are well below the 6.5wt.% benchmark set by the U.S.
Department of Energy for such kind of materials.

Development of fuel cells based on CNTs or
mesoporous carbon coated by metal nanoparticles
as electrodes for mobile and laptop applications was
reported by some leading electronics companies.[85,86]

Using CNTs with platinum nanoparticles for fuel
cell purposes was discussed in a number of publi-
cations.[87–89] Higher catalytic activity and better cell
performance as compared to the catalysts supported

on commercial carbons were found. The current
density during methanol oxidation at the Pt (�7 nm)=
CNT membrane electrode was �20 times higher than
at the bulk Pt electrode. This enhancement was due
to both high surface area and high electrocatalytic
activity of Pt nanoparticles dispersed inside the CNTs.

The high Pt dispersion (<3 nm) on the ordered array
of CNFs prepared by using mesoporous SBA-15 silica
as a template also gave rise to a promising activity for
O2 electrocatalytic reduction.[22]

CONCLUSIONS

Carbon micro- and nanofibers provide impressive
opportunities for supporting highly dispersed noble
metals. Resulting functional materials combine specific
properties of metal nanoparticles and fibrous supports.
Carbon surface chemistry allows controlling metal par-
ticle size and stabilizing nanoparticles on the support.
On the other hand, carbon fibrous supports represent
the materials with the advantages of structured materi-
als such as mechanical stability, improved hydro-
dynamic and transport properties, etc. Nanocarbons,
due to their dimensions, bring new unique opportu-
nities to control the size and morphology of supported
metal nanoparticles. Today, noble metal nanoparticles
supported on carbon fibrous material are already used
extensively in electro- and heterogeneous catalysis.
Undoubtedly, tomorrow, they will find a wide applica-
tion in other fields of nanotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the fabrication of nanostructured materials

and exploration of their properties have attracted the at-

tention of physicists, chemists, biologists, and engi-

neers.[1–4] Interest in such systems arises from the fact

that the mechanical, chemical, electrical, optical, mag-

netic, electrooptical, and magnetooptical properties of

these particles are different from their bulk properties

and depend on the particle size.[5–9] There are numerous

areas where nanoparticulate systems are of scientific and

technological interest. To produce these systems in ap-

propriate matrices is a significant challenge. This article

considers nanoparticles in nanofilms of polyelectrolyte.

First, we will briefly review some key areas of applica-

tions of nanoparticle systems, with an emphasis on na-

noparticles in matrices, and then we will address the area

of layer-by-layer deposition of polyelectrolytes. Finally,

nucleation and growth of nanoparticles in nanofilms of

polyelectrolytes will be discussed.

OVERVIEW

Semiconducting Nanoparticles

Nanoparticulate systems are deemed technologically im-

portant in the design of miniaturized, ultrahigh density

integrated circuits and information storage devices of the

future and in some sense an alternate route to overcoming

the 100-nm barrier in conventional electronics and develop

nanodimensional molecular electronic devices.[10–13]

Owing to their semiconducting properties, group II–VI

and IV–VI compounds have been intensively examined by

various authors.[14] The size-dependent optoelectronic

properties of nanoparticles (diameter 1–100 nm) are at-

tributed to quantum confinement effects.[1–13] Briefly,

electronic excitation in semiconductors arises from an

exciton (an electron and hole bound pair) localized in a

potential well. Theoretical calculations[6–13] have dem-

onstrated that when particle sizes corresponding to the De

Broglie wavelength of the free charge carriers are

approached, quantum confinement effects become domi-

nant. One manifestation of such an effect is an increase in

the optical band gap energy with decreasing particle size

that is readily manifested as sharp changes in color visible

to the naked eye. Depending on the particle size, the

color of CdS colloids may vary from blue to red, whereas

PbS nanoparticles may appear pale yellow, orange, red,

or black.

Nanoparticles has been studied in micelles,[15–17]

vesicles,[18,19] sol–gel glasses,[20,21] zeolites,[22,23] Lang-

muir–Blodgett (LB) films,[24,25] and polymers.[26,27] In

most cases the clusters have poorly defined surfaces and a

broad distribution of particle sizes. Empedocles et al.[28]

have demonstrated control in preparing monodisperse

CdSe clusters using a synthesis medium consisting of

trioctylphosphine and its oxide. While size exclusion

chromatography permits a narrow size distribution of

particle sizes, only minute quantities of the materials are

obtained, which is unsuitable for any large-scale appli-

cations. On the contrary, the synthetic route used by

Empedocles et al.[28] permits the production of gram

quantities of nanoparticulate solids. Chemical reactions

initiated within the microscopic cavities of zeolites,

glasses, polymers, and micelles provide another process of

preparing nanoparticles. The shape and sizes of the

nanoparticles in these ‘‘microreactors’’ are largely con-

trolled by the restricted geometry of the cavities in which

nucleation and growth of these particles occur. Thermo-

dynamic and entropic requirements also play a crucial role

in determining the size of these clusters.

Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

In the attempt to improve magnetic recording technology,

great effort has been made for obtaining high-density

recording media. For this purpose, the production of

nanoparticles that are uniform, highly dispersible, and

oriented in a matrix is essential. Controlled coercivity

(between 500 and 1500 Oe) and high saturation magne-

tization are important tasks. Increasing the coercivity to

an applicable level has been fulfilled by doping or coating

the maghemite particles with Co.[29] The production of

nanoparticles has been achieved on the basis of a mimetic

approach, i.e., with the utilization of an organic support

that plays an essential role in crystal nucleation and in its

growth control.

Nguyen and Diaz reported a simple synthesis of

bulk poly(pyrrole-N-propylsulfonate) polymer composites
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containing nanosized magnetite (g-Fe2O3) particles.[30]

Using FeCl3, they polymerized pyrrole-N-propylsulfo-

nate, resulting in a black polymeric powder. Using sul-

fonate groups as nucleation sites for the growth of

nanoparticles was a new technique introduced by Ziolo

et al.[31,32] when they reported a matrix-mediated synthesis

of maghemite (g-Fe2O3). The bulk magnetic material that

they synthesized, a g-Fe2O3/polymer nanocomposite, was

optically active at room temperature. Using FeCl3 and

FeCl2 they ion-exchanged sulfonated polystyrene cross-

linked with divinylbenzene which yielded a polymer with

iron cations ionically bonded to sulfonate groups. Washing

with NaOH, then heating to 60�C, while adding aqueous

H2O2 solution, oxidized the iron to g-Fe2O3. Ziolo et al.

proposed that the sulfonate groups of the polymer matrix

provide spatially located sites for the growth of g-Fe2O3,

while the void volume in the cross-linked resin imposes a

limit on the maximum size of the crystals grown, thereby

minimizing aggregation of the iron oxide particles. Parti-

cles ranged in size from 5 to 10 nm, as determined by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

A similar technique was used to prepare a superpara-

magnetic form of goethite in pores of sulfonated, highly

cross-linked poly(divinylbenzene) microspheres.[33] The

synthesized iron oxide had a calculated magnetic sus-

ceptibility, which was about 3 orders of magnitude larger

than bulk goethite. Chemically, ferrous ion oxidation re-

action leads to the formation of g-Fe2O3/polymer com-

posites, using a commercial ion exchange resin consisting

of sulfonated, lightly cross-linked polystyrene. The use of

polymers with different pore diameters and grade of cross-

linkage lead to the oxidation of ferrous chloride to dif-

ferent iron oxides. In this behavior it could be shown that

organic matrices have a dramatic influence on the crys-

tallization product.

Biomineralization

Biomineralization occurs naturally in many biological

systems including bacteria.[4] In the presence of a super-

saturated solution, minerals may form on the surface of a

living organism. The formed structures are characterized

by a high degree of regularity and the supramolecular

architectures are finely controlled. Although biomineral-

ization had been widely studied,[4,34–36] the mechanisms

of growth are not always understood. The supramolecu-

lar organization of the organic support seems to have

an essential role in the process; these organized archi-

tectures (such as vesicles, micelles, polymeric networks)

provide functionalized surfaces that act as templates

and assist in the interfacial molecular recognition. In

many cases the organic matrix provides precise sites for

oriented nucleation.

LAYER-BY-LAYER DEPOSITION

The layer-by-layer deposition technique of building su-

pramolecular multilayers on solid substrates by adsorb-

ing polyelectrolytes has emerged as a simple means of

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of layer-by-layer deposition for a positively charged surface.
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producing templates of controlled thickness. Decher[37,38]

has established that such multilayers may be reproducibly

built and the resultant structure is mechanically and

thermally stable. Such films have been utilized in the

preparation of electroluminescent devices, zener diodes,

and the possibility of their use in flat screen displays has

been suggested.[13] The porous and supramolecular

structure of these films provides opportunities for study-

ing chemical reactions in the nanoscale regime. Fig. 1

shows pictorially an example of the layer-by-layer depo-

sition technique for sequential deposition of a polyanion

followed by a polycation on a positively charged surface.

The procedure of layer-by-layer deposition is simple.

For example, poly(diallyldimethylammoniumchloride)

(PDDA), a polycation, and poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS),

a polyanion, can be deposited sequentially on a negatively

charged surface as follows. The polyionic solutions of

PDDA and PSS can be prepared separately in 20-mM

concentrations: the former is dissolved in deionized water,

whereas the latter is dissolved in a 0.1-M NaOH solution,

and then adjusted to a pH of 4.5 by drop wise addition of

0.1 M HCl. All concentrations are calculated based on the

monomer molecular weights. Polymer films can be as-

sembled on negatively charged substrates if one starts

with PDDA. A PDDA/PSS deposition cycle is termed the

deposition of one layer-pair. For nanoparticle nucleation,

deposition is preferably ended with the first half of a

layer-pair in order to terminate the film with a PDDA

layer, as will be discussed later. The deposition of the

layer-by-layer films can be followed by UV–visible

spectroscopy as shown in Fig. 2, and the absorbance is

linear with the number of layer-pairs deposited. For the

above conditions each layer-pair is approximately 4–5 nm

thick, so that a 10.5-layer-pair-thick nanofilm is about

50 nm in total thickness.

NUCLEATION OF NANOPARTICLES IN
NANOFILMS OF POLYELECTROLYTES

It has been demonstrated by Stroeve and coworkers[39–43]

that divalent and trivalent ions can bind to the negatively

charged sulfonate groups in layer-by-layer polyelectrolyte

nanofilms and that the absorbed ions can be oxidized to

form nanoparticles of oxides, or reduced to form nano-

particles or other compounds. For example, nucleation

of metal oxide nanoparticles within a nanofilm of poly-

electrolyte occurs by cycling the polymer-coated sub-

strates first in M2 + and then in NaOH or NH4OH solutions

(absorption–oxidation cycles or oxidative hydrolysis

cycles). The M2 + solutions can be prepared in con-

centrations of 4–40 mM by dissolving a M2 + salt [e.g.,

MCl2 or M(NO3)2] in purified water. The solutions of 0.1–

1.0 M base are made using purified water. Before cycling,

all solutions are vigorously sparged for 45 min with ni-

trogen gas to remove any dissolved oxygen in solution. In

Schlenken tubes, under nitrogen gas, the polymer nanofilm

on a substrate can be exposed to the M2 + solution for a few

minutes. Typical substrates can be quartz, silicon wafers,

ZnSe wafers, membranes, or more complex-shaped sub-

strates such as catalytic particles. The substrates are rinsed

with degassed and purified water to remove excess ions

absorbed in the film, and then exposed to NaOH or

NH4OH solution for several minutes. Substrates are then

rinsed with degassed and purified water and dried com-

pletely before the absorption–oxidation cycle is repeated.

Fig. 3 shows that the process of oxidative nucleation and

growth can be followed by UV–visible spectroscopy.[39]

Fig. 3b shows that the nucleation of nickel hydroxide

nanoparticles with the number of oxidative hydrolysis

cycles is linear. The resulting nickel hydroxide nano-

particles after x cycles is shown in Fig. 4. Each oxidative

hydrolysis cycle nucleates new nanoparticles, while

nanoparticles from previous cycles grow in size.

Fig. 2 a) UV–visible absorption for a number of layer-pair

(LP) deposition (without absorption–oxidation cycles); b) ab-

sorbance at 225 nm with respect to the number of layer-pairs

deposited. (From Fojas et al. [Ref. 39], with permission.)
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Dante et al.[40] demonstrated the formation of akaga-

néite (b-FeOOH) in multilayered, polymer films of PDDA

and PSS produced by the layer-by-layer technique. Fer-

rous chloride was used as the starting metal ion solution.

Uniform, needlelike nanoparticles of b-FeOOH were

obtained inside the nanofilm. Transmission electron mi-

croscopy showed uniform needles with a diameter of

10 nm and a length of 100 nm. Deposition of the nano-

films had to be terminated with the last layer being PDDA.

In the case that the last layer was PSS, two types of

nanoparticles were obtained: b-FeOOH and g-Fe2O3. The

g-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were spherical and 10 nm in size.

Presumably, the mechanism of oxidation of iron ions on

the outermost PSS surface layer was different from the

oxidation of the iron ions bound to the inner PSS layers.

Dutta et al.[41] studied the nucleation and growth of

lepidocrocite (g-FeOOH) crystals in a nanofilm generated

as a result of a layer-by-layer adsorption of PDDA and PSS.

Interest in lepidocrocite stems from the fact that it is para-

magnetic at room temperature having a low Neel temper-

ature of 77 K and is easily converted into other industrially

important magnetic oxides, namely, maghemite and he-

matite upon heating. Nanothin films were formed by the

layer-by-layer deposition technique on a quartz substrate.

Nucleation of nanoparticles in the nanofilm of polyion was

initiated by adsorbing ferric nitrate and its subsequent hy-

drolysis with ammonium hydroxide. Repeating the above

process resulted in an increase in the density of the nano-

particles initially formed followed by the appearance of

crystallites that grow in dimensions with the number of

adsorption and hydrolysis cycles. The size of the crystals

can be controlled by the number of cycles used. Analysis of

the steady-state UV–visible absorption spectra of the films

revealed the formation of lepidocrocites, which was con-

firmed by FTIR and selected area electron diffraction

(SAED) studies. An important feature of this work was that

lepidocrocite (g-FeOOH) is formed instead of akaganéite,

which was generated when ferrous chloride was used as the

starting material as reported in the work of Dante et al.[40] It

therefore appears likely that the initial starting material

plays a key role in determining the structural and mor-

phological characteristics of iron oxyhydroxides although

their chemical compositions are the same.

Nucleation and growth of lead sulfide (PbS) nano-

particles in a PDDA–PSS film produced by the layer-by-

layer deposition technique has been studied by Dutta

et al.[42] Interest in PbS arises from the fact that it is a

Fig. 4 TEM image of 2.5 layer-pairs with eight oxidative

hydrolysis cycles using 4 mM NiCl2�6H2O and ammonia base

(50 K�magnification). The smaller particles are about 50 nm in

length, while the larger particles are about 300 nm in length. The

smaller nanoparticles are generated with each cycle, whereas

existing particles continue to grow in size with each cycle.

(From Fojas et al. [Ref. 39], with permission.)

Fig. 3 a) UV–visible absorption spectra for 6.5 layer-pairs

cycled in a 40-mM NiCl2�6H2O solution and in 1.0 M NaOH

solution; b) absorption at 300 nm with respect to number of

oxidative cycles. (From Fojas et al. [Ref. 39], with permission.)
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semiconductor having a small band gap (0.41 eV) and large

exciton diameter (18 nm) that permits size-quantization

effects to be observable even for large-sized particles or

crystallites. Moreover, the nonlinear optical (NLO) prop-

erties of PbS nanoparticles show large differences in their

optical limiting behavior below and above the absorption

edge, suggesting that such systems may be utilized in high-

speed switching.[43] Chemical reaction within the polymer

film was initiated by Dutta et al.[42] by absorbing Pb2 +

from an aqueous solution of Pb(NO3)2 followed by ex-

posing the film to H2S gas. Electron microscopic exami-

nation of the films revealed that while nanoparticles are

formed in films that were subject to one or two reaction

cycles, large crystallites were formed when these films

were exposed to a large number[10] of reaction cycles. In

the latter case a broad distribution of particle sizes is ob-

served and may perhaps be attributed to a form of Ostwald

ripening. Detailed studies show the nucleation and growth

of the PbS nanoparticles into larger crystallites. UV–

visible absorption studies reveal that the absorption spec-

tral profiles of the films are dependent on the size of the

PbS crystallites. The broadened absorption spectral profile

observed for films subject to a large number of reaction

cycles may be attributed to the superposition of the spectral

profiles of the small clusters that tend to be blue shifted due

to quantum confinement effects and the large clusters that

are red shifted. Crystal size can be controlled by the

number of cycles. Essentially, a single cycle only gives

nanoparticles that continue to grow in size with more

cycles. Instead of using a reducing reaction, it was also

possible to oxidize the Pb ions to make PbSO4 particles.[42]

Zhang et al.[44] reported the oxidative hydrolysis of

Co2 + ions absorbed in organized, multilayered, polymer

films to form cobalt hydroxide nanocrystals. It was found

in this study that using more polymer layer-pairs result in

more crystal growth. Hydrolysis of the Co2 + ions in a

Fig. 5 TEM micrographs of a 3.5 layer pairs of PDDA–PSS

films at different stages of the absorption–hydrolysis process

in a nitrogen-enriched environment: (a) two cycles, and in

an oxygen-enriched microenvironment panels: (b) four cycles

(c) eight cycles. The concentrations of cobalt chloride and

sodium hydroxide solutions were 4 and 10 mM, respectively.

(From Zhang et al. [Ref. 44], with permission.)

Fig. 5 (Continued.)
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nitrogen-rich environment gave rise to mainly needlelike

crystallites of a-Co(OH)2 that were initially about 100 nm

in length and then increased in size with the number of

absorption–hydrolysis cycles. However, in an oxygen-rich

microenvironment, hexagonal crystallites were found to

be predominant. X-ray diffraction (SAED) and TEM

studies revealed that these hexagonal crystallites are

mainly that of b-Co(OH)2. Fig. 5 shows the transition

from the alpha to the beta form as observed by TEM.

These studies suggest that by varying the nitrogen-to-

oxygen ratio the formation of a-Co(OH)2 and b-Co(OH)2

may be controlled.

Rubner and colleagues[45,46] have further improved the

method of Dante et al.[40] by using weak polyelectrolytes,

such as poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), instead of a strong

polyelectrolyte such as PSS. The advantage of their tech-

nique is that the linear charge density can be varied with

pH. Thus it is possible to control the charge density of the

adsorbing polyelectrolyte and the charge of the previously

adsorbed polymer. This technique allows the control of the

thickness of the nanofilm, the composition, surface prop-

erties, and the level of polymer interpenetration. Rubner

and colleagues synthesized layer-by-layer nanofilms con-

taining silver nanoparticles and semiconductor nano-

particles. They showed that it was possible to stratify the

nanofilm in layers with nanoparticles and layers without

nanoparticles. Dai and Bruening used postreduction of

metal ions to obtain layer-by-layer films of catalytic metal

nanoparticles with a size range of 4 to 30 nm.[47] Recently,

Rubner and colleagues nucleated palladium nanoparticles

as catalytic seeds for further growth of electroless nickel

on the nanoparticle seeds.[48] The size of the seeded nickel

nanoparticles could be controlled and up to 14-nm-diam-

eter nanoparticles were obtained inside the nanofilms.

CONCLUSION

The layer-by-layer technique of depositing polyions on

substrates to build nanofilms of specific thickness, com-

position, and surface charge can be used to carry out

nanoreaction inside the films to form nanoparticle–poly-

mer complexes. Nanofilms of nanoparticle–polymer are

useful in coatings, catalysis, electrical, optical, magnetic,

electrooptical, and magnetooptical applications. Manip-

ulation of film type and reaction conditions allows for

control of the nanoparticle product, distribution, and size

inside the polymer matrix.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the design and synthesis of

conjugates resulting from the combination of nucleic acid

base derivatives, particularly nucleosides and nucleotides,

with oligopyrrole macrocycles. In addition to detailing

the methods of preparation and fundamental chemical

properties, the vision behind such projects and the various

applications targeted for use by these conjugates are also

described. These systems combine into one chemical

entity two of the more important biological building

blocks found in Nature, namely, nucleic acid bases

(nucleobases) and porphyrins, and this leads to new con-

structs with rather unique chemical features as well as

novel molecular recognition properties. Although the

focus of the present chapter will be on systems containing

natural nucleobase components, it is important to appre-

ciate that the porphyrin portion of these constructs can

include a range of synthetic oligopyrrole macrocycles that

have no biological equivalent. This gives rise to products

with unexpected supramolecular properties, including

those associated with anion recognition.

BACKGROUND

Nucleotides and nucleic acids play key roles in many

biological processes ranging from information processing

to energy storage and transduction. In addition, a number

of nucleotide and nucleoside analogues exhibit antiviral

activity. As a consequence, considerable study is devoted

to simple, monomeric nucleic acid bases (‘‘nucleobases’’;

NBs), both in terms of understanding their fundamental

properties and in terms of developing potential new drug

leads. Activity is also high in the areas of synthesis (e.g.,

new methods development) and sensing (i.e., finding

ways to detect specific nucleic acid derivatives selective-

ly). The NBs also inspired supramolecular chemists as a

result of their ability to undergo complementary Watson–

Crick-type base pairing. This, of course, represents the

most ubiquitous and fundamental kind of hydrogen bond-

based molecular recognition. It thus provided an incentive

to construct new, rationally designed conjugates, includ-

ing covalent combinations of nucleobase with oligopyr-

rolic macrocycles (OPMC). These latter systems, which

are the focus of this review, possess unique photophysical

and molecular recognition properties that are specifically

defined by the nature of the constituent NB and OPMC

components, as well as the extent of ‘‘chemical commu-

nication’’ between two parts of what may be considered a

complex, multifunctional receptor molecule. In this entry

the chemistry and properties of NB–OPMC conjugates

will be reviewed with a focus on the specific choice of

NB, OPMC, and/or covalent linkage. However, to keep

the discussion within reasonable limits, only naturally

occurring purine and pyrimidine NB component(s) will

be considered. By contrast, our coverage of known sys-

tems containing various linking spacer (SP) subunits and

OPMCs attempts to be more comprehensive. Of the latter,

which run the gamut from biomimetic to wholly syn-

thetic, porphyrins have received the greatest attention.

Thus we start our discussion with NB–SP–OPMC con-

jugate systems that are based on this biologically all-

important chromophore.

Nucleobase–Porphyrin Derivatives

The first porphyrin nucleoside conjugates, represented by

structures 1, were synthesized by Kus and coworkers in

1990.[1] Unfortunately, these systems proved essentially

insoluble in water,[2] a feature that diminished their

biomedical significance and limited their utility in terms

of various targeted therapeutic applications. To overcome

this problem, the meso-(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl)npor-

phyrin core was chosen as the key OPMC subunit. This

choice was dictated by solubility considerations and by

the recognition that N-methylated pyridyl porphyrins and

related systems bind strongly to DNA with a preference of
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G–C base pair regions[3] and that certain methylated

derivatives can be photoactivated to generate active

species, such as single oxygen, that are known to cleave

oligonucleotides.[4] The remaining meso positions were

then used to attach the nucleoside parts. In this way, the

first water soluble porphyrinyl nucleosides 2 were

prepared, specifically via the condensation of meso-(pyr-

idin-4-yl)n-(p-hydroxylphenyl)4�nporphyrins (n = 1–3)

with 5’-O-tosylate of 2’,3’-O-isopropylideneuridine and

subsequently subjecting the pyridine cores to methyla-

tion.[2,5] The same synthetic strategy was used to prepare

analogues containing other porphyrinyl–nucleosides, in

particular the thymidine derivatives, 3,[6] the fluorinated

thymidine (4a, 4b),[7] and guanosine (4c) porphyrinyl

derivatives.[7] The biological properties of the porphy-

rinyl–nucleoside conjugates 2a and 3 and their porphyrin-

centered Co(II) complexes were then studied in terms of

growth suppression of malignant melanoma cells.[6] Sig-

nificant suppression was achieved using the Co(II) com-

plex of porphyrinyl–dithymidine 3b. In this instance, the

extent of inhibition reached 95%. By contrast, in the case

of the corresponding Co(II) complex of 3a, containing one

thymidine unit, only a low level of suppression was ob-

served[6] (Scheme 1).

A strategy analogous to that described above was also

used to prepare the two adenine-containing porphyrinyl–

Scheme 1
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NB derivatives[8] 5a and 5b. The synthesis was modified,

however, such that:

i) The N-methylation step was carried out prior to

forming the hybrid molecule.

ii) The bromo derivative of the nucleobase-function-

alized alkyl spacer was used instead of the tosylate

employed in the case of more tightly coupled con-

jugates 1–4. Unfortunately, this procedure failed to

provide a more loosely linked thymidine analogue of

3a (e.g., 6). Thus an alternative approach was de-

veloped. It involved the treatment of 5,10,15-tris(1-

methylpyridinium-4-yl)-20-(pyridin-4-yl)porphyrin

with a 6-carbon bromoalkyl derivative of thymidine;

this gave target 6 in almost quantitative yield.[8]

Once in hand, the interactions of 5 and 6 with nu-

cleosides and polynucleotides were studied via UV–VIS

and fluorescence-based spectroscopic titration methods.

The calculated Ks values (1:1) for all combination of 5 and

6 with simple nucleosides were the same within the error

of the method (ca 1.6�104 M�1). In other words, no

preference was observed between the porphyrin–nucleo-

base conjugates and the corresponding complementary

Watson–Crick nucleotides. The absence of any significant

Watson–Crick-type hydrogen bonding selectivity was

interpreted as reflecting the dominance of intermolecular

stacking interactions, as opposed to base-pairing ones. In

the case of polynucleotide, two binding processes were

inferred from the fluorimetric titration experiments. First,

a set of spectroscopic changes at r>0.1 (r=ratio porphy-

rin/polynucleotide) were attributed to an intermolecular

association of the porphyrin portion of the conjugate with

the polynucleotide polyanion. Second, a set of different

emission features were observed when the intercalation

binding sites were present in large excess (r<0.1) that

were explained in terms of the porphyrin subunits

intercalating into the polynucleotide backbone. Interest-

ingly, some selectivities[8] were observed in the case of

titrations carried out with polyU, with different results

being seen for conjugates 5 containing complementary

bases than for the corresponding noncomplementary con-

jugate 6[8] (Scheme 2).

With a different focus, Masiero et al. constructed the

alkyl-tethered porphyrin-guanosinyl derivative 7. The

propensity of guanosine derivatives to self-assemble into

so-called G-quartets was then used to prepare a novel

circular porphyrin array.[9] In terms of specifics, these

researchers showed that system 7 self-assembles in

chloroform solution in the presence of potassium picrate

to form a supramolecular complex that consists of eight

units of 7 arranged in the form of two G-quartets, as

evidenced by UV–VIS, CD, and 1H NMR spectroscopic

studies. In the context of this work, complexation of the

cation has a dramatic effect on the CD spectrum. In

particular, the addition of K+ leads to the appearance of

excitation couplets in both the guanine absorption and

porphyrin Soret spectral regions. The couplet observed in

the Soret region was deemed particularly significant

insomuch as it indicates an intermolecular electronic

interaction between the porphyrin chromophores.[9] This,

in turn, supports the conclusion that the porphyrins are

arrayed unsymmetrically around the central [G]8K+

‘‘core’’ (Scheme 3).

Nucleobase–porphyrin constructs containing nucleo-

sides with free ribofuranose hydroxyl groups have also

been prepared. For instance, Li and Czuchajowski

prepared the porphyrin nucleoside analogues (8) that are

Scheme 2
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attractive as a potential building block for porphyrin–

oligonucletide/DNA systems wherein the number and po-

sition of the porphyrin subunits can, at least in principle,

be controlled.[10] This system (8) was generated from (+)-

6-iodo-2’-deoxyuridine and the 5,10,15-tri(4-pyridyl)-20-

(p-acrylamidophenyl)porphyrin using a Heck reaction.

Its interactions with the 20-mer oligonucleotide duplexes

(dG)20–(dC)20 and (dA)20–(dT)20 were then studied by

UV–VIS spectroscopy, as were those with the DNA

plasmid-pRIT6. Comparisons with the methylated starting

5,10,15-tri(4-pyridyl)-20-(p-acrylamidophenyl)porphyrin

revealed that, in every case, the porphyrin Soret band was

red-shifted by 6–14 nm. Hypochromicity in the range of

10–54% was also observed. Interestingly, derivative

8 gave rise to a greater degree of bathochromic shift and

a lower level of induced hypochromicity than the

corresponding 5,10,15-tri(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl)-20-

( p-acrylamidophenyl)porphyrin ‘‘control.’’[10]

In all of the above examples, the nucleosides were

covalently attached to the porphyrin subunit via function-

alization of a meso aryl substituent. This is not, however,

the only way to link these two kinds of components, a

point that was elegantly underscored by Goh and

Czuchajowski. These researchers bound two nucleosides

to the axial positions of phosphorus(V) porphyrins

through the ribofuranose 3’-hydroxyl and 5’-hydroxyl

substituents[11] The resulting products, potentially a

mixture of three O-P(V) coordination isomers (vide infra),

contain free 3’-hydroxyl and the 5’-hydroxyl groups (cf.

structure 9) and can thus be used, at least in principle, to

Scheme 3

Scheme 4
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prepare oligo-porphyrin DNA analogues linked through a

positively charged phosphorus(V) porphyrin ‘‘back-

bone.’’ They were prepared by subjecting a dichlorophos-

phorus(V) tetraphenylporphyrin to nucleophilic substitu-

tion using a nonprotected nucleoside as the nucleophile.

The least polar and least sterically hindered 5’-,5’-O-

isomer was formed with the highest yield from the three

possible (and observed) products (i.e., the 3’-,3’-, 3’-,5’-,
and 5’-,5’-O-isomers). However, this isomer proved less

stable than the corresponding 3’-,3’- and 3’-,5’-isomers and

was found to undergo rapid hydrolysis to the cor-

responding dihydroxyl phosphorus(V) porphyrin unless

protected from light and moisture (Scheme 4).

A different kind of linked system was described by

Cornia et al. These workers prepared porphyrin–uridine

derivatives wherein the uridine subunits are anchored to

the porphyrin macrocycle by means of robust carbon–

carbon bonds (i.e., systems 10 and 11).[12] The synthesis

of these systems, which contain direct meso-ribofuranose

bonds, began with the coupling of two equiv. of pyrrole

to one equiv. of 2’,3’-O-isopropylidene-5’-oxo-5’-deoxy-

uridine under conditions of acid catalysis (SnCl4). The

intermediate dipyrryl–uridinyl methane was then subject

to macrocyclization (BF3 etherate) in the presence of

2’,3’-O-isopropylidene-5’-oxo-5’-deoxy-uridine or 4-fluo-

robenzaldehyde, followed by DDQ-mediated oxidation

to produce the corresponding 2’,3’-O-isopropyliden-pro-

tected porphyrins, 5,10,15,20-tetrakisuridinylporphyrin

10a, and 5,15-bisuridyl-10,20-(p-fluorophenyl)porphyrin

11a, respectively.[12] Deprotection with aqueous trifluo-

roacetic acid at ambient temperature followed by neu-

tralization with ammonia then yielded the free hydroxyl

products 10b and 11b in nearly quantitative yield

(Scheme 5).

Yet another approach to generating nucleobase–

porphyrin conjugates was pursued by Hisatome et al.

These workers targeted the connection of a nucleobase

moiety to a porphyrin via amide linkages, relying in

particular on the reaction of an aminophenylporphyrin

with an activated form of a nucleobase-bearing alkanoic

acid.[13,14] Unfortunately, initial efforts to affect the

coupling of anti 5,15-bis(2-aminophenyl)porphyrin de-

rivatives with nucleobase–alkanoic acids using standard

coupling agents such as N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide

and N,N’-carbonyldiimidazole under a variety of condi-

tions gave only small amounts of the expected amide or

no product at all. On the other hand, very good results

were obtained in the presence of ethoxycarbonyl chloride.

However, in this case, only the corresponding singly

functionalized, mixed monoamide monocarbonate de-

rivatives 12 could be separated from the reaction mixture.

In light of this finding, a decision was made to protect one

of the two amino groups present in the starting bis-

aminophenyl porphyrin with a benzyloxycarbonyl

group.[13] Subsequent coupling with a nucleobase alka-

noic acid afforded monofunctionalized compounds of

general structure 13.[13,14] The adenine and thymine

derivatives 14 bearing free amino group were then

prepared by removing the carbobenzyloxy groups from

the corresponding precursors 13. Coupling of thymine

butanoic acid to 14a-A then led to the anti adenine-

thymine derivative 15. The corresponding syn atropoi-

somer 18 was also prepared[13] using the same synthetic

strategy, although in this instance the ‘‘intermediates’’

consisted of 16 and 17, rather than 13 and 14 (Scheme 6).

As implied above, one of the prime motivations for

generating porphyrinyl nucleoside, nucleotides, and oli-

gonucleosides conjugates stemmed from a desire to pro-

duce water soluble, site-specific DNA binding and

modifying systems.[15] While systems involving species

containing oligonucleotides lie outside the scope of this

review, it is worth noting that the covalent attachment of a

photosensitizing porphyrin unit to an antisense oligonu-

cleotide produced a system that allowed for the sequence-

specific photomodification of target DNA after activation

of the porphyrin subunit by photoillumination.[16]

Scheme 5
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NB-substituted porphyrins as a model
for electron transfer system

One of the more intriguing questions in the area of elec-

tron- and energy-transfer chemistry involves how covalent

pathways differ from noncovalent ones in terms of me-

diating both short- and long-range transfer processes.

Motivated by a desire to understand these issues, as well

as to develop cytosine and guanine systems as new bio-

mimetic modules for use in supramolecular ensemble

construction, Sessler and coworkers prepared a series

of noncovalent electron- and energy-transfer systems

that contained porphyrinyl–nucleosides as key compo-

nents.[17–20] These systems, which can be considered as

containing a hydrogen-bonded assembled photon antenna,

relied on Watson–Crick nucleobase pairing interactions

between donors and aceptors attached to functionalized

guanosine and cytosine subunits.

In one early system, guanosine- and cytidine-bearing

methaleted (ZnP) and nonmethaleted (H2P) porphyrins

were used to construct an ensemble where photoexci-

tation led to energy transfer from the metalloporphyrin

(characterized by a higher energy excited state) to a

free-base porphyrin moiety (characterized by a lower

Scheme 6

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the hydrogen-bonded dimers 20–21 and subsequent energy transfer from ZnP 20 to H2P 21.
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energy excited state) in accord with Fig. 1. In this case,

the requisite porphyrin–nucleobase conjugates 20 and 21
were prepared by alkylation of a nucleobase derivative

bearing an amine ‘‘tail’’ with an electrophilic porphyrin.

This provided the protected intermediates 19. Subse-

quent deprotection afforded the free-base porphyrins 20
(H2P), whose metalation gave the Zn(II) porphyrin ana-

logues 21 (ZnP)[17,21] (Scheme 7).

The photophysical characteristics of the porphyrin–

nucleobase conjugates 20 and 21 and the supramolecular

dimers formed as a result of their undergoing Watson–

Crick-type association (Fig. 1) were then determined by

studying their spectroscopic properties in ethanol-free

CHCl3. Here, both standard static fluorescence and

time-resolved methods were used. The latter proved

particularly revealing. For instance, when solutions con-

taining roughly equimolar concentrations of both H2P 20
and ZnP 21 were subject to laser excitation at 570 nm, the

excited ZnP singlet state (ZnP*) was formed as the

dominant product (ca. 85%). Emission from this species,

essentially free of fluorescence signals arising from the

corresponding free-base excited singlet, H2P*, could be

monitored at 600 nm. Thus, varying the concentration of

H2P and studying the emission behavior of the whole

system allowed the monitoring of the dimeric ensemble

formation and energy transfer dynamics within it as well.

At low concentrations of H2P relative to ZnP, the fluo-

rescence (as monitored at 600 nm) decayed with a lifetime

t1 of �1.5 nsec, a value that corresponds to the singlet

state lifetime of a simple, monomeric (i.e., noncomplexed)

photoexcited zinc(II) porphyrin (i.e., ZnP*). As the

relative concentration of H2P increased, however, the

decay profiles became increasingly dual exponential in

character because of the appearance of a faster decaying

component that was observed in addition to the longer ca.

1.5-nsec lifetime seen in the absence of H2P. This shorter

lifetime, t2 (ca. 0.6–0.8 nsec), was assigned to a Zn sub-

unit held within a base-tethered dimer that was undergo-

ing deactivation as a result of the intra-ensemble energy

transfer occurring between ZnP* and H2P. Energy trans-

fer was observed also from the triplet excited state of

the ZnP subunit, providing an ancillary set of data that

could confirm the formation of the Watson–Crick asso-

ciated ensemble. In fact, the extent of association could

be calculated in quantitative terms from the observed

singlet and triplet lifetimes. The resulting values, given

in Table 1, confirmed the expected impression that the

extent of nucleobase–nucleobase association increases in

the order guanine–guanine<cytosine–cytosine<cytosine–

guanine.[17]

In an effort to produce a model for electron-, as

opposed to energy-, transfer, an ensemble involving the

ZnP-guanosine derivative 21a and the quinone cytosine

derivative 22 was constructed via noncovalent self-as-

Table 1 Rate constants for energy transfer (kss) within the

nucleic acid base dimers and association constants (Ka)

Porphyrins

tttt1

(nsec)

tttt2

(nsec)

kss/108

(sec� 1)

Ka

(M�1) Reference

20c–21b 1.60 0.77 6.8 48 [17]

20a–21a 4.41 0.82 5.1 24 [17]

20b–21a 1.47 0.87 4.7 225 [17]

21a–22 1.50 0.94 4.2 1290 [18]

25–26 1.80 0.74 8.0 8990 [19]

24a–25 1.60 0.70 8.1 22,000 [20]

Scheme 7
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sembly (Fig. 2). In CH2Cl2, fluorescence from the por-

phyrin subunit in 21a was increasingly quenched upon

the addition of concentrations of 22 (to a limit of ca. 35%

total quenching at the highest concentrations used). By

contrast, no fluorescence changes were observed when

similar experiments were carried out in the presence of

methanol or when the exocyclic amine groups of 21a were

blocked. Time-resolved fluorescence studies of an equi-

molar mixture of porphyrinyl–guanosine 21a and quinone

cytosine 22 displayed a biphasic profile that was almost

identical to that displayed by the self-assembled dimer of

20 and 21 (Table 1).[18] Such an observation was

consistent with rapid intra-ensemble electron transfer in

the case of the porphyrin–quinone pseudodimer formed

from 21a and 22.

While important in terms of demonstrating the utility

of Watson–Crick base pairing as a means of constructing

noncovalent electron transfer model systems, the above

first-generation system suffered from considerable con-

formation flexibility. Such flexibility was thought to limit

the extent to which quenching could be achieved within

the self-assembled pseudodimer formed from 21a and

22 and, as such, complicated interpretation of the ob-

served electron transfer process. For instance, quenching

arising from inter- or intracomplex diffusional encounters

between the donor and acceptor, rather than through a

Fig. 3 Porphyrinic array wherein two ZnP 25 and one H2P 24a are held together in a trimeric conformation.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the porphyrin guanosine and quinone cytosine ensembles and subsequent energy transfer from

porphyrin to quinone parts.
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hydrogen bond process, could be invoked to account for

the observed quenching and presumed electron transfer

events. Thus more rigid, second-generation, model sys-

tems (Fig. 3) were developed.[19,20] In particular, new

porphyrin–nucleobase monomers were prepared from O-

and N-protected guanosine- and cytidine-substituted

benzaldehyde intermediates using the MacDonald–Chang

porphyrin synthesis.[22] Subsequent deprotection and

selective protection of the condensation products gave

rise to the guanosine (23) and cytidine (24) porphyrins.

Derivative 23 was then converted into its corresponding

zinc porphyrin 25 (Scheme 8).

The noncovalent donor–acceptor systems derived from

porphyrin 25 and either quinone cytidine 26 (Fig. 2)

or porphyrin cytidine 24 (Fig. 3) were then subject to

analysis via time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. In

accord with the earlier, first-generation systems described

above, addition of 24 or 26 to a chloroform solution of 25
caused a primarily monoexponential fluorescence decay

profile to become biphasic. The resulting decay profiles

were then analyzed in terms of two exponential lifetimes,

corresponding to two excited state components (Table 1).

The fractional amplitude of the shorter-lived component,

considered to reflect an intra-ensemble quenching pro-

cess, increased as the concentration of the acceptor com-

ponent, either 24 or 26, was increased. The corresponding

association constants, Ka, were significantly higher than

those derived for the more flexible aggregate[18] formed

between 21a and 22 (Ka=8990±600 M�1 for the complex

formed between 25 and 26 vs. 1290±230 M�1).[19]

NB–Sapphyrin Derivative

Very different kinds of nucleobase–oligopyrrole conju-

gates may, in principle, be obtained when chromophores

other than porphyrins are used. This is because other oli-

gopyrrolic macrocycles are often characterized by prop-

erties that are very different than those of porphyrin.

While a large number of porphyrin-like oligopyrrolic

macrocycles now exist, the fact remains that, with the

exception of porphyrin itself, most work in the NB–

OPMC area has been largely limited to the use of

sapphyrin. Sapphyrins are a class of pentapyrrolic ex-

panded porphyrin that were first reported by Woodward

(for a review, see Ref. [23]). Characterized by two rela-

tively basic ‘‘pyridine-like’’ pyrrolic centers, sapphyrins

are readily protonated and, in marked contradistinction

to porphyrins, form complexes with a wide variety of

anions, including in particular phosphates.[24,25] In fact,

sapphyrin derivatives have been used to effect both

nucleoside[26] and nucleotide[27] recognition. Further-

more, a silica-bound sapphyrin proved useful as a solid

support for the HPLC separation of monomeric and short

oligomeric nucleotides[28] at pH 7, while certain water-

soluble sapphyrins were found to bind DNA in aqueous

solution at physiological pH.[29] A variety of spectro-

scopic studies as well as X-ray diffraction analysis es-

tablished that phosphate-type species are bound to the

G= C=

23   R1 = H R2 = G,  M = 2H
24a R1 = H R2 = C,  M = 2H
24b R1 = R2 = C, M = 2H

25  R1 = H R2 = G, M = Zn

R´ = SiMe2Bu t

N

N

O

NH2

O
R´O

R´O OR´

N N

N NH

O

NH2O
R´O

R´O OR´

NN

N N
R1 R2M

Scheme 8

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of GMP transport effected

under synport conditions using sapphyrin as the hydrophobic

phosphate-binding carrier.
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protonated sapphyrin core via a ‘‘helicopter-like’’ set of

hydrogen bonding interactions between the phosphate

oxyanion and the pyrrolic hydrogens of the protonated

macrocycle.[24]

Although unique, the phosphate binding capability of

the sapphyrins is rather nonselective. For instance, the

use of sapphyrin to affect the transport of nucleotide

monophosphate through a model membrane (Fig. 4)

consisting of an initial aqueous phase (Aq. I), an organic

barrier, and a second, receiving phase (Aq. II) revealed

that it is a very efficient but nonselective carrier at

pH<4 (where it exists in its diprotonated form).[30] Such

findings provided an incentive for Sessler and coworkers

to develop more selective systems through the construc-

tion of NB–sapphyrin conjugates. These workers con-

sidered it likely that the combination of a NB (to

recognize the complementary Watson–Crick nucleobase)

and a sapphyrin (to effect phosphate binding) would lead

to receptors with a unique ability to bind and transport

nucleotides selectively. To the extent such species could

be generated and might have an important application in

the area of drug delivery; they could help affect the into-

cell transport of nucleotide-based antiviral agents or,

even in the limit, various antisense oligonucleotides.

Important, however, as are these potential end-use ap-

plications, the initial goal was less ambitious; it was to

find a sapphyrin-based nucleotide carrier that would

work at physiological pH. Here, it was hoped that the

Scheme 9

Table 2 Initial nucleotide-5’-monophosphate transport rates for the carriers 28a and 30a

Carrier Aq. I (pH) Aq. II

kT 5’-GMP

(10�8 mol/cm2 hr) k5’-GMP/k5’-CMP k5’-GMP/k5’-AMP

28a 6.15 H2O 1.201 101.7 7.66

28a 6.70 H2O 0.287 42.9 8.87

28a 7.05 H2O 0.001 20.1 9.49

28a 6.15 10 mM NaOH 1.423 26.3 2.73

28a 6.70 10 mM NaOH 1.228 40.8 4.36

28a 7.05 10 mM NaOH 0.708 43.3 9.60

30a 6.15 H2O 0.101 6.2 1.38

30a 7.05 10 mM NaOH 0.115 23.7 3.18

None 7.00 H2O <10�5

Sapphyrin 7.00 H2O <10�5

Sapphyrin 7.00 10 mM NaOH <10�5
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‘‘extra’’ recognition ‘‘power’’ derived by linking a

nucleobase recognition subunit to a sapphyrin core

would suffice to allow nucleotide transport at or near

neutral pH.

In light of the above design considerations, systems

28 and 30 were chosen as initial targets. They were

prepared by coupling protected derivatives of 2-amino-

ethylcytosine and 2-aminoethylcytosine with activated

forms of either a sapphyrin carboxylic acid or sapphyrin

diacid. Following deprotection[31] of the resulting inter-

mediates, compounds 27 and 29, the nucleobase func-

tionalized sapphyrins 28 and 30 were obtained in good

yield (Scheme 9).

As hoped, the cytosine-bearing carriers 28a and 30a
exhibited selective transport of guanosine monophos-

phate through a model membrane at near-neutral pH.

Interestingly, in all cases, receptor 28a displayed a higher

selectivity for GMP than its congener 30a (Table 2).

Control experiments were performed using 3, 8, 12, 13,

17, 22-hexaethyl-2, 7, 18, 23-tetramethylsapphyrin (sap-

phyrin).[32]

The regioselectivity of carrier 28a for the phosphate

group in isomeric GMPs was also studied (Fig. 5). Here,

the 2’-isomer of GMP was transported roughly 10 and

6 times faster than its 5’- and 3’-substituted congeners,

respectively (Table 3). The association constants, Ka, of

complex 31 and 32 were determined to be 8�103 and

2.2�104 M�1, respectively, in methanol as judged from

UV–VIS spectroscopic titrations.[31]

In the case of the guanine-bearing sapphyrins 28b and

30b, transport selectivity for cytosine monophosphate was

observed. Compared to 28b, the relative rates of carrier-

induced, through-membrane transport were found to be

smaller for the monosubstituted system, 28b, than for

doubly functionalized analogue, 30b (Table 4).[31]

To build on the above success, a new solid phase

was prepared. It was produced by attaching a cytosine-

substituted sapphyrin containing a carboxylic group to

Fig. 5 Proposed structure for the complex formed between the monoprotonated form of carrier 28a and monobasic 5’-GMP or

2’-GMP, respectively.

Table 3 Initial rates of GMP isomer transport for carriers 28a and 30a

Carrier Aq. I (pH) Aq. II

kT 2’-GMP

(10�8 mol/cm2 hr) k2’-GMP/k5’-GMP k2’-GMP/k3’-GMP

28a 6.70 H2O 0.767 9.70 7.30

28a 6.70 1 mM NaOH 2.989 9.55 5.30

28a 7.00 H2O 0.594 11.06 7.82

28a 7.20 H2O 0.421 >102 >102

28a 7.35 H2O 0.352 >102 >102

30a 6.70 1 mM NaOH 0.104 3.33 2.67

None 7.00 H2O <10�5

Sapphyrin 7.00 H2O 2�10�5
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aminopropyl silica gel via an amide bound (Fig. 6). An

HPLC column, generated by packing this stationary

phase, separated guanosine 5’-mono-, di-, and triphos-

phate effectively from a mixture of the mono-, di-, and

triphosphates of cytidine, uridine, adenosine, and guano-

sine under isocratic condition at pH 7. In addition, by

using this column, it was found that all nucleotides mono-

phosphate could be separated from one another readily

under similar separation conditions.[33] Control experi-

ments, affected using a column packed with a nucleoside-

free sapphyrin-substituted silica gel,[28] allowed for the

separation between mono-, di-, and triphosphates. How-

ever, no selectivity was observed. In other words, sepa-

ration between the different mono-, di-, and trinucleotides

present was not affected.[33]

NB–Phthalocyanine Derivatives

Although not expanded porphyrins, phthalocyanines rep-

resent a different kind of tetrapyrrole and one of the few

aromatic chromophores, other than porphyrin and sap-

phyrin, to be conjugated to a nucleobase. While in prin-

ciple the rich chemistry of the phthalocyanines would lead

one to consider that a variety of nucleobase-containing

conjugates would have been prepared to date, in fact, only

the adenine-containing zinc(II) phthalocyanines 33 have

so far been reported in the literature. These conjugates

were prepared using a procedure analogous to that used to

prepare the porphyrin–nucleobase systems 5 and 7. Spe-

cifically, treatment of tetrahydroxyphthalocyanine with

an excess of 9-(2-bromoethyl) adenine and K2CO3 gave

the adenine–phthalocyanine conjugate 33a. The unsym-

metrical analogues 33b and 33c were prepared by using

only one equiv. of the appropriate 9-(bromoalkyl)adenine,

followed by the addition of excess 1-bromopentane[34]

(Scheme 10).

The base-pairing effects of 33a were studied by

carrying out a fluorescence-type spectroscopic titration

that consisted of adding a thymine-modified 9,10-anthra-

quione and monitoring the resulting decrease in emission

intensity. Interestingly, in DMF/THF (9:1), the fluores-

cence quenching of 33b and 33c was modest with the

extent of quenching being almost the same as was ob-

served in experiments involving the use of 9,10-anthra-

quinone as a control.[34] While not constituting an

absolute proof, such findings argue against the adenine-

substituted conjugates 33 being able to interact strongly

with species containing their Watson–Crick complement,

thymine, and, as a consequence, an inability to form

hydrogen bond-tethered self-assembled ensembles. If this

conclusion is correct, it underscores the benefit of using

cytosine–guanine interactions as supramolecular motifs as

originally put forward by Sessler and coworkers.

NB–Calix[4]pyrrole Derivatives

While traditionally the term ‘‘oligopyrrole macrocycles’’

refers to aromatic systems, such as porphyrin, phthalo-

Table 4 Initial nucleotide-5’-monophosphate transport rates for the carriers 28b and 30b

Carrier Aq. I (pH) Aq. II

kT 5’-CMP

(10�8 mol/cm2 hr) k5’-CMP/k5’-GMP k5’-GMP/k5’-AMP

28b 6.70 H2O 0.129 8.96 3.15

28b 6.70 1 mM NaOH 0.541 9.17 3.15

30b 6.70 1 mM NaOH 0.147 17.5 10.5

Fig. 6 Cytosine–sapphyrin derivative immobilized on 3-aminopropyl-modified silica.
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cyanine, and expanded porphyrins, in recent years

increasing attention has been devoted to the development

and study of nonconjugated oligopyrrolic macrocycles.[35–

38] One of the best studied of such systems is calix[4]-

pyrrole,[35,36,39] a nonaromatic tetrapyrrolic product pro-

duced by the condensation of pyrrole with acetone. This

system, whose synthetic origins can be traced back to

Baeyer,[40] was ‘‘rediscovered’’ as a neutral anion-

binding agent by Gale and coworkers in 1996.[39] This

rediscovery led, inter alia, to considerations that calix[4]-

pyrroles could provide the basis for easier-to-make

analogues of the sapphyrin-based nucleotide binding and

transporting agents described above.[41] Toward this end,

receptors 34 and 35 were prepared by condensing the

corresponding calix[4]pyrrolecarboxylic acid with 2-ami-

noethylcytosine.[42] Again, the question was whether the

combination of an anion binding subunit with a nucleo-

base binding site would allow for selective nucleotide

recognition and transport, with the added wrinkle being

what would be the effect of using a weaker anion binding

site (Scheme 11). (As they are neutral receptors, calix[4]-

pyrroles show much weaker phosphate anion binding

affinities than do the protonated, and correspondingly

charged, sapphyrins.[41])

In order to test the efficacy and selectivity of the

calix[4]pyrrole-derived systems 34 and 35, they were

studied as nucleotide carriers, in analogy to what was done

with the sapphyrin systems (vide supra), and as the key

components in membrane-based ion selective electrodes

(ISEs) (see Tables 5–7 and ensuing discussion).

Ion-Selective Electrode Studies

An important motivation for studying systems 34 and 35
as carrier-based ion-selective electrodes (ISE) is that

analysis of such systems provides another means of

testing whether a given receptor displays selectivity for a

targeted analyte.[27,43–48] As true for bulk membrane

transport studies (cf. Fig. 4), this method can provide

insight into recognition events that take place at an

aqueous–organic interface. However, it does not directly

monitor binding (and/or release) per se. Rather, what is

studied is the change in membrane potential observed on

exposure of a liquid/polymer membrane electrode to

solutions of various putative analytes. Read-out param-

eters thus include response (total emf change engendered

by a given concentration of analyte), sensitivity (change

in emf as a function of analyte concentration), and

selectivity, often expressed in relative terms as a selec-

tivity coefficient KI/J
Pot or selectivity factor k Psel

I/J, where I

and J represent the two competing analytes in question,

Scheme 10

Scheme 11
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and the linear range over which the response, Nernstian

or otherwise, is seen.

The original benchmark for nucleotide sensors was an

electrode for 5’-adenosine monophosphate (5’-AMP) that

was produced by Papastathopoulos and Rechnitz.[49] This

electrode consisted of a layer of suspended 5’-adenylic

acid deaminase (AMP deaminase) in conjunction with an

ammonia gas-sensing membrane electrode. The substrate

was selectively deaminated by this enzyme to produce

inosine 5’-monophosphate (5’-IMP) and NH3 in stoi-

chiometric quantities. Monitoring the ammonia thus in-

directly measured the 5’-AMP concentration present in

the sample.

Because the above method represents an indirect de-

termination, efforts have been devoted in recent years to

developing more biomimetic approaches. Complementary

base pairing, directed multisite hydrogen bonding inter-

actions, specific (p–p) stacking effects, and generalized

electrostatic interactions, individually or in concert, are

thought to contribute to the exquisitely sensitive nucle-

otide recognition observed in the biological systems.

Incorporating one or more of these recognition motifs

into appropriately designed synthetic receptors could

culminate in the production of highly specific ISEs more

suited for use in various ‘‘real world’’ bioanalytical ap-

plications. Whether this goal will be fully realized re-

mains to be seen. However, its pursuit has stimulated

the evolutionary development of several elegant nucleo-

tide-targeting ISEs in recent years, including (as will be

discussed below) those based on calix[4]pyrrole–nucleo-

base conjugates.

An electrode derived from a cytosine-pendant tri-

amine was the first ISE system to affect the potentio-

metric discrimination between guanine and adenine

nucleotides by using complementary base-pairing and

phosphate–ammonium electrostatic binding interactions

within the electrode.[47] However, the multiple pro-

tonation equilibria that were a consequence of using

polyamines as the electrostatic binding motif likely

complicated the response mechanism and were also most

probably responsible for the non-Nernstian emf slopes

observed in these systems (5’-GMP: �10 mV/decade;

5�10�4–10�2 M).

Recognizing the design limitations, it was thought that

better phosphate recognition motifs would lead to im-

proved sensors. In a previous portion of this review, it was

demonstrated how this approach led to successful sap-

phyrin-based nucleotide carriers (e.g., systems 27a and

28a)[31,32,50] and, as implied above, efforts were made to

generalize this success by using calix[4]pyrroles as the

anion binding cores. Thus because they were of inherent

interest in their own right and because they would provide

important controls for the newer calix[4]pyrrole-based

systems, ISEs containing nucleobase-functionalized sap-

phyrins were prepared. Specifically, the guanine-bearing

sapphyrins (28b and 30b) were incorporated into poly

(vinyl chloride) (PVC) membranes plastisized by o-nitro-

phenyl octyl ether (o-NPOE), and the potential response

as a function of nucleotide concentration was measured

using a standard HgjHg2Cl2j3 M KClk0.1 M HEPES–

NaOH, pH 6.6ksamplejmodified PVC membranej0.1 M

KCljAgCljAg cell assembly. Similar studies were carried

Table 5 Results of transport experiments carried out with

b-(34) and meso-(35) cytosine-functionalized calix[4]pyrroles

Carrier

kT 5’-GMP

(10�11 mol/

cm2 hr) k5’-GMP/k5’-CMP k5’-GMP/k5’-AMP

34 9.8 0.2 1.8

35 93 7.8 1.9

These transport studies were carried out using the set-up shown in Fig. 4

and in analogy to those discussed previously in the case of the sapphyrin-

derived systems. The concentration of the carriers in the organic phase

was 0.1 mM, the pH of the initial and receiving aqueous phases were 6.0

and 12.5, respectively, and the concentration of tetrabutylammonium

perchlorate, added as a charge neutralizing cocarrier to the organic

phase, was 0.1 mM.

Table 6 Potentiometric characteristics of PVC membranes based on mono-(28b) and bisguanine-substituted (30b) sapphyrins

toward nucleotides

Nucleotide

28b 30ba 30bb

Sensitivity

(mV/decade)

Linear

range (M)

Sensitivity

(mV/decade)

Linear

range (M)

Sensitivity

(mV/decade)

Linear

range (M)

5’-AMP �32 10� 6 –10�5 �42 10�6 –10� 5 �30 10� 6 –10�5

5’-CMP �17 10� 5 –10�4 �59 10�6 –10� 4 �20 10� 6 –10�3

5’-GMP c c –25 10�5 –10� 3 –58 10� 6 –10�4

a,bThe results were obtained with PVC-membranes derived from 30b soaked in solutions of the primary analytes for 20 min (for a) and overnight (for b),

respectively.
cNo response.
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out using the cytosine-substituted calix[4]pyrrole conju-

gates 34 and 35.

Guanine-substituted sapphyrins

The ditopic receptor 28b was designed to allow for

specific cytosine-base recognition as well as for more

general phosphate binding recognition. Its bis(guanine)-

bearing analogue, sapphyrin 30b, a potential tritopic

receptor, was thought to allow for the formation of

complex-derived ‘‘triple helix’’ such as G–C–G motifs,

wherein the bound nucleobase C-subunit would be the

beneficiary of two kinds of hydrogen bonding inter-

actions, involving both Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen

recognition patterns.

At pH 6.6, sapphyrin exists as a monoprotonated,

singly charged entity, whereas nucleotide monophos-

phates are largely dianionic. The sensitivity expected for

experimental electrodes at neutral pH should thus be equal

to �29 mV/decade (theoretical Nernstian value for a

divalent anion). The results obtained with systems 28b
and 30b (Table 6) revealed that the doubly functionalized

guanine derivative, 30b, provided a more effective elec-

trode system than its mono-substituted analogue. It should

be noted that the sensitivity of the PVC-membranes de-

rived from the bisguanine receptor 30b was dependent

on the time of contact between the membrane and the

nucleotide (analyte) solution, as well as the nature of the

measured nucleotide (Table 6).

Cytosine-substituted calix[4]pyrroles

In predicative work involving unfunctionalized calix[4]-

pyrroles,[45] it was demonstrated that simple, substituent-

free calix[4]pyrroles display potentiometric selectivity to

a range of anionic analytes, including phosphates, when

incorporated into PVC-(o-NPOE) membranes and tested

as ISEs. The question then became whether appending a

cytosine ‘‘tail’’ onto the calixpyrrole skeleton would lead

to the generation of nucleotide-specific ISEs and, to the

extent this proved true, whether or not the choice of

linkage (meso- vs. b-pyrrolic) would effect the response

selectivity.[42]

Before analyzing the ‘‘tailed’’ systems 34 and 35, their

unfunctionalized analogues, i.e., octamethyl and cyclo-

hexyl-substituted systems, were tested as ISE sensor

elements. In neither case was evidence of pH-dependent

behavior seen, at least at or near neutral pH. On the other

hand, an inherent selectivity for 5’-AMP<5’-GMP�5’-
CMP< 5’-UMP�5’-TMP was observed at pH 6.6 (a value

chosen to ensure a significant concentration of the di-

anionic forms of the nucleotides under investigation) for

both systems, as judged from the extent of the anionic

(negative) potentiometric response. By contrast, a slight

selectivity for 5’-GMP and 5’-CMP was seen in the case of

‘‘control’’ electrodes made up from the hydrophobic cat-

ion, tridodecylmethylammonium chloride (TDDMACl);

h e r e , 5 ’- A M P ( 0 . 0 0 ) < 5 ’- U M P ( 0 . 0 7 ) < 5 ’- C M P

(0.24)<5’-GMP (0.76), where the values in parentheses

refer to the selectivity coefficients (log K5’-AMP/5-XMP
Pot ).

Taken together, these findings are consistent with the

conclusion that unfunctionalized calixpyrroles mediate

their observed ISE response for nucleotides by acting

more as specific, nucleobase-dependent molecular recog-

nition elements than as pure anion extractants, as is known

to be true for membranes made up from TDDMACl.

Support for this conclusion comes from the observation

that a greater response is observed in the case of the more

hydrophobic cyclohexyl-substituted system than in the

octamethyl system and that the selectivity pattern corre-

lates with the number of accessible hydrogen bond

acceptor elements (i.e., carbonyl groups) present in the

nucleobase portion of the mononucleotides being studied

[i.e.,5’-UMP�5’-TM (two carbonyls)>5’ GMP�5’-CMP

(one carbonyl)>5’-AMP (no carbonyls)]. This latter

observation also rules out a response process that is

dominated by direct phosphate-calixpyrrole ‘‘anion

chelation’’; rather, it supports the conclusion that, under

the interfacial conditions of the ISE experiment, the

strength and specificity of the nucleobase–calix[4]pyrrole

NH interactions dominate the selectivity, even if it is

the presence of the negatively charged phosphate groups

that leads to the actual observation of an anionic poten-

tiometric response.

Transport experiment demonstrated that the meso-

substituted cytosine calix[4]pyrrole conjugate, but not its

b-pyrrole linked congener, is capable of acting as a ditopic

receptor, binding concurrently both the phosphate anion

and nucleobase portions of 5’-GMP to the calixpyrrole

core and cytosine ‘‘tails’’ of the molecule, respectively.

These findings were rationalized in terms only the former

is capable of binding concurrently both the phosphate and

nucleobase portions and provided a backdrop against

which the corresponding ISE studies could be considered.

In particular, the availability of two cytosine-substituted

calix[4]pyrroles, bearing the appended cytosine on either

a b-pyrrolic (34) or meso (35) position, respectively,

would allow the potential importance that ditopic binding

interactions might play in terms of regulating a selective

electrode response.

In the case of the transport studies, it proved necessary

to add tetrabutylammonium perchlorate to neutralize the

negative charge present in the calix[4]pyrrole–nucleotide

complex that arises as a result of binding a phosphate-

containing entity within a neutral receptor (cf. Table 5 and

Ref. [42]). Thus a lipophilic electrically charged additive,

such as TDDMACl, was also employed in the case of the

PVC membranes derived from 33 and 35. Addition of this
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additive served to highlight the effects of base-pairing,

which proved more discernable in the case of 35 than 34.

Specifically, adding 50 mol% TDDMACl to the PVC

membranes containing these two potentially ditopic

receptors resulted in selectivity sequences that approxi-

mated those seen in the transport experiments (Table 7;

pH 6.6). Unfortunately, the inherent selectivity for

5’-GMP seen in membranes containing just TDDMACl

(vide supra) complicates analysis. Thus it is not possible at

present to quantify in energetic terms the specific effect of

the proposed cytosine–guanosine Watson–Crick binding

interactions on the experimentally determined for-analyte

selectivities. Nonetheless, there is little doubt that the

effect is real, and in ISEs based on suitably designed

receptors, can be quite substantial.

Model membrane transport studies provide a useful

potential complement to ISE studies in terms of ana-

lyzing the specificity and mode of action of a particular

receptor. The fact that the transport selectivity may be

influenced strongly by the rate of receptor–substrate

complex formation and dissociation, and hence the pH

of both aqueous phases, made it important to compare

the potentiometric selectivity of the PVC-membrane elec-

trodes based on 34 and 35 when the contacting aqueous

phase was held at pH 6.6 and at 8.5. The chosen pH should

approximate the conditions of potentiometric measure-

ment to transport model when the monitored nucleotides

‘‘enter in’’ and ‘‘release from’’ bulk membrane interface.

As can be seen from Table 7, the selectivity sequence for

the meso-linked conjugate 35 is more influenced by pH

than its b-linked congener 34. In fact, the potentiometric

selectivity of the meso-substituted receptor, 35, could be

reversed by changing the pH from 6.6 to 8.5, as is evident

upon inspection of the following sequences:

pH 6.6 5’-CMP (0.00)<5’-AMP (1.53)<5’-GMP (2.23)

pH 8.5 5’-GMP (�1.33)<5’-AMP (�0.68)<5’-CMP

(0.00)

The sensitivity to pH is as would be expected for a

system where ditopic interactions are thought to be

playing an important role. For instance, under conditions

of high pH, where the nucleotide species would exist as a

dianion, rather than a monoanion, and the nucleobase

itself could bear negative charge, the ancillary benefit that

would accrue from the proposed Watson–Crick base

pairing interactions would be reduced if not altogether

eliminated. On the other hand, the potentiometric data at

high pH could help explain the relative lack of for-GMP

selectivity observed in the case of the transport experi-

ments involving receptor 34, where the receiving phase is

also held at high pH; what is observed might simply

reflect the inherent preference for cytosine binding that

apparently pertains at high pH. To the extent this

conclusion is correct, it underscores the benefit that can

come from studying nucleobase–oligopyrrole conjugates

under two rather different kinds of experimental condi-

tions and via the use of two very different techniques. It is

thus hoped that such comparisons will be carried out with

other systems in the near future.

CONCLUSION

Nucleobase–macrocyclic oligopyrrole conjugates repre-

sent a new class of potential ditopic receptor. With the

ability to bind the Watson–Crick complementary nucle-

oside or nucleotide via specific hydrogen bonding

interactions and elicit some key, useful functional feature

through the appended oligopyrrole, a range of chemical

processes become possible that are without precedent in

the case of simple, single-motif systems. These include

the ability to affect selective recognition of appropriate

oligonucleotide fragments, facilitate long-range energy-

and electron-transfer processes, affect the specific trans-

port and electrochemical sensing of individual nucleo-

tides. Improvements in synthetic methodologies, coupled

with an ever-increasing lexicon of available oligopyrrolic

macrocycles, lead to the prediction that many new

nucleobase–oligopyrrole conjugates will be constructed

in the near future and that these systems will demonstrate

utilities that range well beyond those that have already

been described.
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INTRODUCTION

Feynman[1] was correct when he predicted ‘‘There’s

Plenty of Room at the Bottom.’’ Since Feynman’s talk,

given at Caltech in 1959, there has been an explosion of

research in the ever-shrinking areas of nanoscience. A

nanometer (nano—Greek for dwarf ) is one billionth of a

meter, or ten times the size of an individual hydrogen

atom. Since the mid-1980s, there has been a substantial

increase in interest over the creation and use of nanocap-

sules,[2] a subset of nanoparticles. Nanocapsules have a

number of potential applications, some of which include

dye dispersants, nanoreaction vessels, and encapsulation

media for fragrances, flavors, or drugs. This article will

discuss the specific case of oil-filled nanocapsules. Such

structures readily encapsulate lipophilic/hydrophobic and

oil-soluble compounds, allowing them to be dispersed and

transported through aqueous media.

DEFINING OIL-FILLED NANOCAPSULES

Nanoparticles have their largest dimension in the 1–

200 nm range. Nanoparticles can be made of a wide range

of materials: inorganic, organic, and biological. Nanopar-

ticles are of interest in materials science for a number of

reasons. Because chemical characteristics such as optical,

magnetic, electrical, adsorptive, and catalytic are size-

dependent, a nanoparticle may exhibit useful properties

not seen in the larger bulk sample.[3] The surface area-to-

volume ratio can be very high, which can increase the

performance of catalysts.[3] For these reasons, material

scientists are investigating a wide number of nanostruc-

tures, hoping to find new applications. One possible

application is the encapsulation of guest moieties, which

would be possible with hollow or filled nanoparticles.

Nanocapsules are superior to nanospheres and other

nanoparticles for these applications because of their high

loading capacity.

The general definition of a nanocapsule is a spherical,

hollow structure with a diameter less than 200 nm. The

cavity can be empty or filled with a solvent, either polar or

nonpolar (Fig. 1). Nanocapsules can be distinguished from

other nanoparticles because they have a well-defined core

and shell, whereas the latter do not. Although this

definition includes coated nanoparticles, the term nano-

capsule as referred to here is a submicrometer colloidal

particle with a cavity surrounded by a shell. When made

from polymers, nanocapsules have also been referred to as

‘‘hollow polymer nanostructures,’’ ‘‘polymer/oil compos-

ite particles’’,[4] and ‘‘colloidosomes.’’[5,6] Nanocapsules

have been made for many years, following the example of

nature, using phospholipids, which are amphiphilic.

Phospholipids will self-assemble in aqueous environments

to form vesicles, which have a water core and a bilayer of

the phospholipid forming the shell. This is the basis of

cells. In a similar manner, a single layer of phospholipid

can stabilize oil droplets, resulting in liposomes (Fig. 2).

Micro-Pak, Inc. has produced lipid vesicles that can be

tailored to have either aqueous or oil-filled central

cavities.[7] This central cavity can be filled wholly or in

part with oil such that it can be used to encapsulate

hydrophobic molecules.[7] The core of these vesicles is

large and unstructured, which makes it ideal as a transport

vehicle. Phospholipid vesicles have two major draw-

backs.[7] First, phospholipids can be degraded by a

number of enzymes, thus causing problems in biomedical

applications. Second, the most common phospholipids

contain polyunsaturated acyl chains, which are prone to

peroxidation, resulting in a fracture of the vesicle. Lipo-

somes are generally unstable.[8] Although similar to lipo-

somes, polymeric capsules are held together through

covalent bonding in the shell, making them more robust.

Thus polymeric oil-filled nanocapsules are just robust,

man-made mimics of naturally occurring liposomes.

The remainder of this review is divided into three

major sections. The first deals with the characterization

techniques used when making nanocapsules. The second

deals with research published to date, and the third

briefly describes some of the possible applications for

oil-filled nanocapsules.

CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

Because of the small size and often complex formulations,

a detailed characterization of nanocapsules is difficult.

Some of the techniques used include quasi-elastic light

scattering [QELS; also known as photon correlation spec-

troscopy (PCS)], gel permeation chromatography (GPC),
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning force

microscopy (SFM), and scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). To date, none of these techniques has provided a

clear picture of the nanocapsule shell.[9] It remains

unknown as to whether the shell is a continuous or a

porous network. The synthetic route used to attain the

nanocapsules may also affect the nature of the shell. The

characteristics of interest are morphology, size and size

distribution, density, and zeta potential.

Morphology

Morphology refers to the structural shape of the nano-

capsule. This can be determined using a number of mi-

croscopy techniques. The most commonly used is TEM,

with either positive staining using a heavy atom such as

osmium, or negative staining where the medium sur-

rounding the nanocapsule is stained (typically with phos-

photungstate or uranyl acetate). Another technique, which

has proven effective, is freeze-fracture TEM, where the

polymer shell, inner core, and wall thickness are all

observed. Quintanar-Guerrero et al.[10] have already used

SFM for oil-filled nanocapsules. Cryoelectron microscopy

and SFM have a promising future for determining nano-

capsule morphology and surface properties.[9] Scanning

electron microscopy has also shown some applicability

for examining the morphology of nanocapsules. It is lim-

ited by its magnification ability, but when combined with

x-ray analysis, it is a powerful tool to identify nano-

capsules with specific atoms. For example, it would be

possible to characterize nanocapsules incorporating the

iodine-containing oil, Lipiodol1.[9]

Size and Size Distribution

For many applications, nanocapsules of specific, uniform

size are desirable. Microscopy techniques are capable of

giving information about size and size distribution, but

have some limitations. First, the typical sample size in

microscopy is very small, thus one has to make the

assumption that it is representative of the whole. Second,

the sample is usually dried, which may adversely affect

the morphology. To obtain data on the whole population,

QELS or PCS is typically used. Nanoparticles dispersed in

a fluid are in constant Brownian motion. The speed of the

particles is inversely proportional to their size. Photon

correlation spectroscopy analyzes the frequency of shifts

in the light intensity that results from the particles moving

into and out of the lightpath. Time dependence provides

the information needed to determine the diffusion coef-

ficient of the nanocapsules in solutions. Once the diffusion

coefficient (hDiz) is determined, it can be related to the

hydrodynamic radius (Rh) of the nanocapsule using the

Stokes–Einstein law:

Rh ¼
kT

6pZhDiz
ð1Þ

where Z is viscosity and kT is the Boltzmann coeffi-

cient multiplied by temperature. The distribution of the

Fig. 1 Schematic of an oil-filled nanocapsule.

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional schematic of a 3-D phospholipid vesicle (A) and a liposome (B). The phospholipids shown actually form a

shell around a 3-D sphere in each case.
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frequency shifts in light intensity also provides the size

distribution of the sample.

It is important to note that the size determined in this

method is Rh, which includes a sphere of solvation around

the nanocapsule. As a result, the size may appear larger

than that observed in microscopy images.

Gel permeation chromatography can be performed to

determine the molecular weight and polydispersity of

the prepolymer.

Density

Chouinard et al.[11] showed that nanocapsule density

could be determined by isopycnic centrifugation. This

technique can be performed using either a classical or

analytical centrifuge. Isopycnography (or equilibrium

density gradient centrifugation) is a separation technique

based on the differing intrinsic densities of the particles.

The nanocapsules migrate through the centrifuge tube

until they reach a point where they are surrounded by a

solvent of equivalent density. The solvent used for

nanocapsule analysis is Percollk. The particle density

can be backcalculated by comparing with a calibration

curve obtained from density-calibrated particles, by

collecting the zone of the gradient in which the particles

accumulated, and by measuring its density.[11]

Comparing densities is a good method to determine

whether the nanoparticles observed by microscopy are

solid nanospheres, hollow nanocapsules, or oil-filled

nanocapsules. The density of nanocapsules tends to be

intermediate between that of the polymer matrix and the

oil.[9] Solid nanospheres have a density equal to that of the

polymer matrix. By comparing the density achieved via

isopycnography with the densities of the starting materi-

als, one can determine whether nanospheres or nanocap-

sules are present.[11] The density can also be used to yield

the nanocapsule oil/polymer composition:[9]

1=rNC ¼ Xpolyð1=rpolyÞ þ Xoilð1=roilÞ ð2Þ

Xpoly þ Xoil ¼ 1 ð3Þ

where Xpoly and Xoil are the mass fractions of the polymer

and oil in the nanocapsules, respectively, and represent

unknowns. rNC, rpoly, and roil are the densities of the

nanocapsules, polymers, and oils, respectively.

Zeta Potential

Zeta potential is a surface characterization technique that

can be used to investigate whether a guest molecule is

truly encapsulated or simply adsorbed onto the surface of

a nanocapsule.[9]

Particles, when dispersed in water, have a charge

because of surface–solvent interactions. For example,

silica particles lose a surface proton from silanol (Si–OH)

groups to the aqueous solvent. The charged particle

surface attracts a layer of counterions from the bulk

solvent, leading to a double layer, whose thickness is

dependent on the surface charge density. A large charge

stops particles from getting close to each other because of

electrostatic repulsion. Conversely, a small surface charge

results in a smaller double layer, leading to flocculation.

Zeta potential is a measure (in millivolts) of the energy

needed to shear the particle and its inner layer of

counterions away from the bulk solvent. The higher the

zeta potential is, the larger is the double layer and the

more stable the nanocapsule is in the solution. Changes in

zeta potential can indicate the adsorption of moieties to

the surface of the nanoparticle, which have affected its

double layer.

SYNTHETIC ROUTES

Two main techniques are used to synthesize nanocap-

sules: the first is interfacial polymerization around a

droplet, and the second is deposition of a preformed poly-

mer at the interface of a droplet. Both techniques utilize

self-assembly.

Interfacial Polymerization

In this method, either a monomer or an amphiphilic

polymer with a cross-linkable group is used and poly-

merization is induced at the surface of an oil droplet. This

technique requires a system that can polymerize on a

faster time scale than the fluctuation in the droplet ge-

ometry. The advantage of this technique is that the poly-

meric shell is formed in situ, allowing it to follow the

contours of the droplet.[9] The drawback is that the cross-

linking or polymerization reaction may have side reac-

tions with other species present in the system. For ex-

ample, if the nanocapsule is being used to encapsulate a

drug, the monomer or cross-linkable group may have

reactivity toward the drug. At the least, this would result

in a reduced availability of the drug and, at its worst, this

could result in toxic by-products.

Thurmond et al.[12] of the Washington University, St.

Louis have prepared nanocapsules containing a hydro-

philic shell and hydrophobic core properties. Thurmond et

al. rely on self-assembly to form micelles, which are then

stabilized through covalent bonding of the outer shell

(Fig. 3). The result is a surface cross-linked ‘‘Knedel’’

(SCK).[12] The shell cross-linking provides two functions;

first, it stabilizes the micelles; second, it offers the ability

to control the permeability of the shell.[13] Thurmond et

al.’s work was one of the first examples of chemically

cross-linked nanosphere surfaces. Lowe et al.[14] and
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Bütün et al.[15,16] have also created SCK structures. In this

case, the core could be reversibly hydrated or dehydrated

depending on the solution temperature resulting in a

hydrophilic or hydrophobic core, respectively.

Although SCKs have core–shell structures, they are not

oil-filled. They are made from unswollen micelles, thus

the core is composed of the hydrophobic, alkyl chain ends

of the block copolymers used to make the shell.[17]

Despite this, depending on the properties of the core

polymer chains (glassy, fluidlike, or crystalline), the SCKs

can have a variety of core properties, including the

fluidlike properties found in oil-filled nanocapsules.[18]

These last properties can be achieved by using a block

copolymer that has a degradable core. Huan et al.[19] and

Zhang et al.[20] showed the utility of this approach by

hydrolyzing the poly-e-caprolactone core of SCKs. The

hydrolysis products resulted in a polar core, but it is con-

ceivable that a similar process could be used with different

polymers to yield nonpolar, oil-like cores.

The synthesis of oil-filled nanocapsules using amphi-

philic surfactants follows a route similar to that used to

make liposomes. Oil-filled nanocapsules are created when

an oil-in-water microemulsion is used as the template for

the interfacial polymer layer (Fig. 4). Micrometer-sized

capsules have already been proven possible[21] from reg-

ular emulsions, and the chemistry can be extended to the

formation of nanocapsules from microemulsions. Such

nanocapsules are water-soluble, but coating the nanocap-

sules with additional layers of polymers, proteins, or other

materials can change solubility. Surface materials are

chosen for their specific properties, such as chemical and

biological resistance, adhesion, and reactivity.

Water-in-oil emulsions have been used to make

nanocapsules with aqueous cores.[22] The emulsions were

stirred while a shell was polymerized at the oil–water

interface. Similar techniques have been used to make

nanocapsules with oil cores from oil-in-water microemul-

sions.[4,23–26] Underhill et al.[23] utilized a microemulsion

stabilized with surfactants containing polymerizable head

groups. Once the microemulsion has been formed,

subsequent steps lead to the polymerization of the sur-

factant with a comonomer to form a robust shell around

the oil droplet. McDonald et al.[24] also used microemul-

sions, but utilized the change in solubility between mono-

mers and polymers to force a polymer shell to form at the

interface between the oil droplet and the aqueous

 

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional schematic of a 3-D SCK. (Adapted from Ref. [12].)

Fig. 4 Two-dimensional of the synthesis of nanocapsules using a microemulsion as a template. (From Ref. [23].)
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continuous phase. The monomer was dissolved in the oil

along with a hydrophobe and an initiator. The hydrophobe

was chosen such that it was not miscible with the polymer;

thus as the reaction progressed, the polymer was forced to

segregate to the oil–water interface, leaving the hydro-

phobe forming the oil phase in the core. Typically, the

hydrophobe is removed via vacuum or steam stripping.

The hydrophobe diffuses through the shell to create

hollow nanocapsules.[24] This is because the shell is

porous enough to allow the hydrophobe to diffuse through

the polymer. In the case of Jang and Ha,[26] the hydro-

phobe was isooctane, which is a lightweight volatile

organic. If the hydrophobe is not removed, then oil-filled

nanocapsules result (Table 1).

Preformed Polymer Assembly

The alternate method to form nanocapsules is to self-

assemble preformed polymers around an oil droplet

(Fig. 5). Again the droplet acts as a template. This

method avoids the issue of the reactivity of the cross-

linkable group and the possible side reactions. The

drawback is that there is less control of the size and size

distribution of the resulting nanocapsules.[9]

Nanocapsules, via the self-assembly of polymers at the

interface of a droplet, can be made using natural (e.g.,

liposomes) and/or man-made [e.g., poly(ethyleneimine)]

polymers. The deposition of a premade polymer at the

surface of a droplet can be performed following a method

introduced by Lvov et al.[27,28] in the mid-1990s. The shell

wall of a nanocapsule is made via layer-by-layer assembly

through alternate adsorption of oppositely charged com-

ponents onto a template.[29] Uncharged polymers can be

used if the precipitation method is changed. In this case,

the polymer is dissolved in the organic phase, which is

mixed under high shear with an aqueous phase containing

a hydrophilic surfactant. As the nanometer-sized droplets

of oil form, the polymer precipitates at the interface with

the aqueous phase and the whole nanocapsule is stabilized

by the surfactant. The resulting nanocapsules can be fine-

tuned to provide the desired characteristics by changing

the type and amount of polymers, oils, and/or surfactants.

The ratio of the organic phase to the aqueous phase also

plays a role in the chemical nature of the nanocapsule.[9]

The number of layers adsorbed to the surface deter-

mines the thickness of the shell. As an alternative to

adsorbing polymers to the surface, colloidosomes have

colloidal particles adsorbed to an emulsion droplet,

resulting in a selectively permeable membrane, which

allows submicron particles to diffuse in but excludes

larger particles.[5,6,30–33] In this case, the resulting cap-

sules exceed the size limit imposed on the definition of

nanocapsules. Despite this limitation, it is plausible that

this technique could be used for smaller entities. Of

Table 1 Research into nanocapsules via interfacial polymerization, classified by method, system and research group

System investigated Research group Refs.

SCK’s-Polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine),

Poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate-block-methacrylic acid),

Poly(e-caprolactone)-block-poly(acrylic acid)

Wooley et al., Armes et al. [12,14–20]

Monomer polymerization: Poly(alkylcyanoacrylate),

Polystyrene, Poly(methacrylic acid), Poly(acrylonitrile)

Lenaerts et al., Couvreur et al.,

McDonald et al., Jang et al.

[11,22,24–26]

Surface cross-linkable surfactants: Polysiloxane/silicates Duran et al. [23]

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional schematic of the layer-by-layer self-

assembly of two different polymers (gray and black) on the

surface of a template, which may be either a colloidal particle or

an oil droplet. (Adapted from Refs. [27] and [28].)

Table 2 Research into nanocapsules via preformed polymer

assembly, classified by method, system and research group

System investigated Research group Refs.

Emulsification-diffusion Quintanar–Guerrero

et al.

[10]

Colloidosomes Dinsmore et al.,

Velev et al.

[5,6,30–33]

Silicate/polycation

multilayers

Lvov et al. [27,28]

Cationic/anionic

polyelectrolyte multilayers

Decher [29]
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concern may be that with perfectly packed spheres, the

pores are approximately 0.15d, where d is the diameter of

the adsorbed spheres. Thus as the spheres decrease in size,

so will the basic pore size, resulting in decreased per-

meability (Table 2).

APPLICATIONS

Submicrometer-sized hollow particles have been explored

for the encapsulation of a variety of guest molecules into

their cores. They have an advantage over solid nanopar-

ticles because their cores provide for high loading capa-

city. Different authors have referred to them differently;

some examples include microspheres,[34,35] hollow nano-

particles,[36,37] silica particles,[38,39] nanocapsules,[11,40,41]

solid lipid nanoparticles,[42] and host–guest carriers.[43,44]

One of the advantages of oil-filled systems is that hydro-

phobic chemicals can be encapsulated and then trans-

ported at concentrations higher than their normal

solubility in transport media. Supramolecular chemistry

has involved numerous types of polymeric assemblies

providing enhanced properties (e.g., stealthk, which is

the ability of a nanoparticle to remain invisible to defense

mechanisms within the body, and molecular recognition,

which gives the nanoparticles the ability to target specific

areas within the body). One of the limitations of such

assemblies is their weak stability under changing envi-

ronmental conditions. Therefore a combination of self-

assembly followed by covalent bonding to create novel

macromolecular architectures may be employed. The

SCK nanostructured particles are being investigated for

application in areas as broad as drug delivery, encapsu-

lating agents from fragrances to food flavors, coatings,

dye dispersants, pollutant removal systems, and catalysis.

In the case of drug delivery, nanocapsules may be

advantageous by providing protection against proteolytic

degradation. In the case of the food and fragrance in-

dustries, nanocapsules are desirable because their use in

encapsulating odors leads to a persistence of the odor long

after application. This means a longer-lasting perfume, or

a food product, which does not go ‘‘stale’’ as rapidly.

Further variation over the three-dimensional (3-D) shape

of polymer structures (e.g., the preparation of cylindrical

or needle-shaped particles) is expected to generate ma-

terials of unique behavior.

As seen in the previous paragraph, oil-filled nanocap-

sules have a variety of applications. There are a number of

articles in the literature, which outline their use in drug

application technologies (see Refs. [9], [13], and [34] and

the references therein). Some of the biologically active

compounds that nanocapsules have been proposed to

encapsulate are hormonal substances, antibiotics, insulin,

proteins, antigens, viruses,[45] bacteria,[38] or cells.[46] One

nonbiomedical application is in the cosmetic/dermatology

industry. L’Oréal has been using liposomes since the early

1970s to encapsulate cosmetic ingredients.[47] Liposomes

have several problems associated with their use in

cosmetics.[48] First, encapsulation does not improve the

bioavailability of the active ingredient. Second, liposome

loading efficiency is low.[48] Last, the liposomes are not

necessarily stable over all environments. Nanocapsules

are superior to liposomes for this application because they

address all these problems.

L’Oréal’s nanocapsules have been on the market since

1995.[45,47–49] L’Oréal uses nanocapsules to encapsulate

active ingredients such as vitamin A (retinol), vitamin E,

vitamin C, and beta-carotene, which are most effective

when they reach the deeper layers of the skin. Vitamin A

is necessary for new cell generation and overall correct

functioning of the epidermis.[48] Vitamin E ‘‘mops up’’

harmful oxygen free radicals. Both vitamins are more

efficient when transported through the surface of the skin

to the deep layers beneath. The nanocapsules facilitate

transportation to these deep layers. The nanocapsules have

a biodegradable shell, which is attacked by cutaneous

enzymes, releasing the contents to the deep layers of the

skin.[48]

The nanocapsules created by L’Oréal, in collaboration

with the French National Research Ministry (CNRS), are

made using a microemulsion technique. Two solvent

phases are present, both being totally miscible with

each other. The first solvent S1 is a volatile liquid (e.g.,

acetone), which is used to dissolve the polymer (which

will constitute the shell; e.g., poly-e-caprolactone), the oil

phase (which will be the core), the lipophilic active

compound (which will be transported within the nano-

capsule), and a surfactant (which will prevent the

nanocapsules from agglomerating once they are formed).

The second solvent S2 is in aqueous phase and is a

nonsolvent for the constituents dissolved in S1. Both S1

and S2 are mixed together via a fine stream and nanometer

droplets of oil are formed, surrounded by the polymer,

which is insoluble in both S1 and S2, thus creating

nanocapsules. The surface is coated with a stabilizing

surfactant. As a final step, the acetone is removed under

vacuum.[48]

A method of delivery alternate to the nanocapsules is

the use of microemulsions. Nanocapsules are superior in

terms of stability. Microemulsions can be destabilized by

changes in the environment such as temperature and pH.

Nanocapsules also provide increased bioavailability be-

cause their shells protect the active ingredient(s) in the

core from cutaneous enzymes, which may degrade them.

Nanocapsules have been shown to penetrate the epidermis

further than microemulsions (up to 30 mm).[45] In the case

of vitamin A, the nanocapsules act as reservoirs in the
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uppermost layers of the epidermis, thus ‘‘stockpiling’’ the

vitamin until the skin needs it.[48]

CONCLUSION

Oil-filled nanocapsules consist of spherical structures

typically <200 nm in diameter with a distinct core–shell

structure, where the core is fluidlike and lipophilic. Oil-

filled nanocapsules can be synthesized by either the

polymerization of a shell, or by the self-assembly of

preformed polymers around a lipophilic compound.

Differing monomers, polymers, and hydrophobes have

resulted in various sizes and morphologies on nanocap-

sules. Oil-filled nanocapsules have been examined using

SEM, TEM, and SFM.

Oil-filled nanocapsules are a rapidly developing tech-

nology that shows promise in a number of areas. The

areas of application are broad, and include the areas of

drug delivery[9,13] and removal,[23] food science,[50]

cosmetics/dermatology,[47] paints/inks and coatings, pol-

lutant removal systems, and vessels for catalysis (e.g.,

nanoreactors).[8] The commonality in all these applica-

tions is the need for a reservoir or host to encapsulate a

guest moiety, which otherwise may not be soluble, or may

be degraded by the environment in which it is needed.

When used as nanoreactors, oil-filled nanocapsules can be

considered as local areas of high concentration even if the

overall solution concentration is low. This may help

catalysis and reactivity.

Research groups currently working on nanocapsules

for drug delivery acknowledge that the nanocapsules

would be more effective if the surface were altered to

allow for stealth abilities (stealth refers to the nanocap-

sules’ ability to remain invisible to the body’s defense

mechanisms, e.g., white blood cells). This is possible

through surface functionalization with poly(ethylene

oxide). Nanocapsules would also be more efficient drug

delivery vessels if they could target the specific site for

drug delivery (e.g., a tumor). This is known as active

targeting.[13] This can be achieved if the surface of the

nanocapsule is modified with ligands, which are selec-

tively recognized by receptors on the cells of interest (e.g.,

tumor cells). This is of importance because it provides

maximum efficiency of the drug dosage and minimizes

the side effects of the drug associated with it coming into

contact with nontarget tissues.

In the future, nanocapsules will be better applied to

topical, biomedical, cosmetic, and dermatological appli-

cations if a biomimetic approach is adopted. The nano-

capsule structure will need to be engineered such that is

resembles more closely the structure of single-celled

organisms. The result would be a delivery device, which

would deliver its contents to a specific activity site.

Nanocapsules have already shown their utility in a

number of areas and continue to show promise with the

possibility of adapting them to a number of circumstances

with a little bit of imagination.
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Optical Molecular Devices
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INTRODUCTION

Molecules (and supermolecules)[1,2] form the smaller size

range of nano-objects, especially those that allow a degree

of rational design including control of size or other

properties and those that possess some useful function.

This article puts the spotlight on molecules whose use-

fulness stems from the human comprehensibility of light

signals. When a molecule is empowered with light ab-

sorption/emission, its small size can be an advantage to

operate in tiny spaces but yet remain under a degree of

human remote control. Most of these are sensing and

switching devices,[3–5] the latter including some logic

capabilities. Some of the design principles governing

these will be outlined below. These are classified in terms

of the formatting of chromophore/fluorophore and recep-

tor components.[6] Chromophores and fluorophores are

dyes that give light absorption signals and in the latter

case, light emission signals as well. As their name sug-

gests, receptors serve to receive species which are chem-

ical in our cases. Thus chromo/fluorophores and receptors

allow physical and chemical transactions, respectively.

‘‘CHROMOPHORE–RECEPTOR’’ SYSTEMS

The most famous optical molecular devices of this kind

are the pH indicators[7] known to every student of high

school chemistry. Occupation of the receptor by a proton

disturbs the electron distribution of the former. Because of

the direct coupling between the chromophore and the

receptor, it is therefore natural that the electron distribu-

tion of the chromophore itself is disturbed (Fig. 1). The

consequence is a significant change of the absorption

spectrum of the chromophore. Such acid-induced color

changes have brightened up many a chemistry class

around the world. A common example would be 1. In

general, such p-electron systems have electron donor and

electron acceptor terminals, which leads to charge

separation in the excited state. Such fractionally charged

regions in these internal charge transfer (ICT) excited

states can easily lead to observation of spectral wave-

length shifts as a result of electrostatic interactions with

the newly arrived target ion.

As simple as these indicators are, from a chemical

standpoint, they also show a logic activity that has

hitherto gone unnoticed. For instance, 2[8] shows a simple

blue shift of its absorption spectrum upon interaction

with Ca2 +. However, this blue shift can be examined as a

series of optical transmittance values obtained at different

wavelengths of observation. As Fig. 2 shows, four wave-

lengths can be picked out to show clear Ca2 +-induced

transmittance changes of the ‘‘low–high,’’ ‘‘high–low,’’

‘‘low–low,’’ and ‘‘high–high’’ variety. When ‘‘high’’ is

coded as binary 1 and ‘‘low’’ is coded as binary 0, these

digital input–output patterns can be identified as arising

from single-input logic devices of the YES, NOT, PASS

0, and PASS 1 types, respectively. Furthermore, all of

these logic behaviors can be simultaneously observed

because light signals are readily multiplexed. So it is

clear that humble ion indicators can show superposed

logic behavior, which is unknown in the semiconductor

device world.

‘‘RECEPTOR1–CHROMOPHORE–
RECEPTOR2’’ SYSTEMS

It is only logical to add another receptor to a ‘‘chromo-

phore–receptor’’ system to develop more sophisticated

formats (Fig. 3). This can be particularly productive when

the two receptors are chosen to be selective, each to its

own target species. For instance, 3[8] takes in H+ and Ca2 +

at its quinoline nitrogen and amino acid receptors, res-

pectively. The p-electron system again develops a dipole

in the excited state with the positive pole being near the

amino acid nitrogen and the negative end being close to

the quinoline nitrogen. Thus admission of Ca2 + causes a

destabilization of the excited state and hence a blue shift

of the absorption spectrum (Fig. 4). On the other hand, the

entry of H+ causes a stabilization of the excited state and

hence a red shift of the absorption spectrum. Of course,

the simultaneous treatment of 2 with H+ and Ca2 + gives a

near cancellation of these spectral shifts. So an interesting
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situation arises, where the spectral effect caused by two

target ions is nearly the same as what is seen in their

absence. Hence we can choose a monitoring wavelength

where the transmittance of light is low (coded as binary 0)

when the input target species are both low (H+ and Ca2 +

both coded as 0) or both high (H+ and Ca2 + both coded as

1). Furthermore, each target ion on its own causes an

absorption spectral shift away from the ion-free position.

So now the transmittance of light is high (coded as binary

1) when the one input target species is low and the other

high (H+ coded as 1 and Ca2 + coded as 0 or its permu-

tation). When these results are cast into a logic truth table

(Fig. 3), we see that 3 behaves as a two-input XOR gate.

‘‘FLUOROPHORE–RECEPTOR’’ SYSTEMS

Fluorescent versions of ion indicators[9] also have a long

history and their mode of action borrows extensively from

their absorption-based cousins. One of the significant

deviations of ‘‘fluorophore–receptor’’ systems arises as a

result of the relative temporal delay before fluorescence

emerges from an excited molecule (Fig. 5). Electrostatic

repulsion between the photo-produced charge separations

and the receptor-incumbent target species during this time

period can cause decoordination of the target. Thus the

target-induced spectral change will also dissolve away.

Fluorescence emission spectra are therefore weakly in-

fluenced by target binding in many ‘‘fluorophore–recep-

tor’’ systems known so far, although several exceptions

are available. Of course, the target-induced changes

survive in the fluorescence excitation spectra, which are

related to the absorption spectra anyway. Grynkiewicz

Fig. 1 The general format of a ‘‘Chromophore (C)–Receptor

(R)’’ system.

Fig. 2 Simultaneous observation of all four single-input logic

types from a single experiment with a Ca2 + indicator.

Fig. 3 The general format of a ‘‘Receptor1 (R1)–Chromophore

(C)–Receptor2 (R2)’’ system and the logic truth table for the

corresponding XOR gate.
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et al.’s[10] excellent Ca2 + sensor 4 illustrates this very well.

Here is an iconic optical molecular device that has served

the cellular physiology community for nearly two decades

now by imaging Ca2 + populations within living cells.

‘‘FLUOROPHORE–SPACER–
RECEPTOR’’ SYSTEMS

The apparently trivial addition of a spacer between a

fluorophore and a receptor (Fig. 6) can completely change

the device characteristics of the system. The spacer brings

with it the ability to isolate components from the influence

of short-range forces that normally abound in the chemical

world. So the fluorophore and the receptor are forced to

communicate via long-range interactions alone. These are

few, and in many cases, can be reduced to one. Pho-

toinduced electron transfer (PET), the celebrated mecha-

nism of green plant photosynthesis, is the commonest

controller of optical molecular devices of the ‘‘fluoro-

phore–spacer–receptor’’ type. The fluorescence emission

capability of the fluorophore is arrested by PET success-

fully competing for the energy of the excited state. Thus

the device output is initially held in the ‘‘low’’ state

(coded as 0). However, PET can be electrostatically

stamped out, especially by charged target species when

they take up residence in the receptor. Now excitation of

the system will lead to no competition for the energy of

the excited state. Consequently, the excited state returns to

ground by emitting fluorescence as most fluorophores do.

The device output is now ‘‘high’’ (coded as 1). Such

target-induced fluorescence switching is logically a

single-input YES gate. An example is the fluorescent

sensor 5[11] for Na+, which is marketed by Roche

Diagnostics for blood analysis in hospital critical care

units. Cases such as 5 use more than electrostatics to

enhance the fluorescence switching. The receptor within 5
is a N-(2-methoxyphenyl)monoaza-15-crown-5 ether,

which suffers a major change in conformation upon

capturing Na+. This act reduces the electron delocalization

within p-system of the receptor, which, in turn, makes the

PET process more difficult and the fluorescence emission

stronger. An extra feature within systems such as 5 is the

ease with which components can be substituted for, in

order to change the species being targeted or even its

concentration range. So K+-selective sensors with the

same optical parameters found in 5 become available by

simply replacing the receptor. Similarly, the Na+-selective

relatives of 5 such as 6,[12] which communicate with

different colors, of absorption and emission, are obtained

by changing the fluorophore. Of course, the feasibility of

PET must be conserved during such module replacements.

Fig. 4 The realization of general XOR logic behavior in the

transmittance output at 390 nm of the UV–Vis absorption

spectra set of 3.

Fig. 5 The general format of a ‘‘Fluorophore (F)–Receptor

(R)’’ system.

Fig. 6 The general format of a ‘‘Fluorophore (F)–Spacer (S)–

Receptor (R)’’ system.
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‘‘FLUOROPHORE–SPACER1–RECEPTOR1–
SPACER2–RECEPTOR2’’ SYSTEMS

As observed above, a spacer ensures a high degree of

modularity of systems so that individual components are

somewhat autonomous. This not only makes PET switch

system design a predictive activity but also makes PET

system expansion thoroughly logical. Addition of new

modules will bring with them possibilities of PET, which

are each predictable (provided that electron transfer data

are available). Then it becomes possible to arrange sit-

uations in which two target species arrive at suitable re-

ceptors, either alone or together. Of course, we need to

have adequate selectivity within the chosen receptors so

that cross-talk of target species will be minimized. Now

we have two-input, one-output devices that employ the

same foundations as discussed above for one-input, one-

output systems. In the simplest cases, ‘‘fluorophore–spac-

er1–receptor1–spacer2–receptor2’’ systems will have two

possible PET paths originating from each receptor and

finishing at the fluorophore, unless each is blocked by the

correct target species. So fluorescence emerges unchal-

lenged only if both receptors are blocked by the two target

species being applied as inputs. The condition of Input1=1

and Input2=1 is required before a ‘‘fluorophore–spacer1–

receptor1–spacer2–receptor2’’ PET system will pass an

output=1. This is clearly AND logic (Fig. 7). The first

example of this, and the first molecular logic gate of any

kind in the primary literature, was 7.[13] This uses H+ and

Na+ as the two inputs. There are several excellent ways of

arriving at molecular AND gates now,[14–18] some of

which have led to more complex logical behavior.[14,19–21]

‘‘Fluorophore–spacer1–receptor1–spacer2–receptor2’’

systems can also be put to uses that do not depend on

binary logic. For instance, receptor1 can be chosen as an

electron donor amine, whereas receptor2 can be chosen to

be poorly electroactive. A pyridine is the choice for

practical reasons, where the fluorophore is an anthracene

unit within 8.[22] Naturally, amines lose their electron
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donor activity upon binding to a proton. PET processes are

suppressed. On the other hand, pyridines become good

electron acceptors upon proton binding. PET processes are

created. So the proton target species has opposite effects

upon arrival at the two receptors, each with its own

concentration threshold for reception. We note that a

single-input species causes a single fluorescence output to

be controlled in a relatively complex way. At low proton

concentrations, both receptors are free and the amine

launches a PET process to destroy fluorescence. At mid-

range proton concentrations, the more avid amine receptor

picks up a proton, thereby closing its PET channel.

Fluorescence flares up as a consequence. At high proton

concentrations, both receptors are protonated. The pro-

tonated amine remains PET-disabled, but the newly

formed pyridinium launches its own PET channel and

extinguishes the fluorescence. Thus the fluorescence out-

put follows a ‘‘off-on-off’’ pattern in response to mono-

tonically ramping proton concentrations (Fig. 8).[22–24]

Such systems are useful in being direct optical indicators

of pH conditions of enzyme activity or even cellular

activity. After all, the principle of ‘‘the happy medium’’

or ‘‘the middle way’’ affects everyone.

‘‘RECEPTOR1–SPACER1–FLUOROPHORE–
SPACER2–RECEPTOR2’’ SYSTEMS

Realizable permutations arise when a sufficiently large

number of modules are contained in a system. This is the

case with ‘‘fluorophore–spacer1–receptor1–spacer2–re-

ceptor2’’ systems. A realizable permutation is to shift

the fluorophore to the center of the system (Fig. 9). This

act has an advantage for chemical design, because

fluorescence switching efficiencies can be improved via

accelerated PET processes arising from the shorter

fluorophore–receptor distances involved. An example is

9.[25] Even ‘‘receptor1–spacer1–fluorophore–spacer2–re-

Fig. 7 The general format of a ‘‘Fluorophore (F)–Spacer1 (S1)–Receptor1 (R1)–Spacer2 (S2)–Receptor2 (R2)’’ system and the logic

truth table for the corresponding AND gate.

Fig. 8 The ‘off-on-off’ fluorescence–pH profile of 8.
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ceptor2–spacer3–receptor3’’ systems are now in the hands

of designers[26] to perform increasingly complex tasks

with deceptively small molecules such as 10.

The cases discussed above involved separate target

species such as Na+ and H+ arriving essentially simulta-

neously at their respective receptors. Of course, these

target species can be independently controlled to test all

the input combinations for setting up truth tables to assign

logic behavior. It is also feasible to build, say, two target

species into separate sites of a bifunctional molecule. Now

the real target becomes the bifunctional molecule itself.

Naturally, such bifunctional reception can lead to en-

hanced selectivity of binding and detection. For example,

11[27,28] selectively targets amino acid zwitterions with a

specified number of carbon atoms in between the

ammonium and carboxylate functionalities. While the

binding is enhanced, the fluorescence signaling suffers

from a weakness. Indeed, the binding of the ammonium

group leads to PET suppression and fluorescence en-

hancement. However, the capture of the carboxylate

moiety reaps no such fluorescence reward owing to the

lack of sufficient PET activity in the guanidinium group.

Nevertheless, a nice case with two PET-active receptors is

available in the form of 12 from Cooper and James.[29]

Protonated glucosamine is the valuable target. The aza-

18-crown-6 ether receives an ammonium group as in the

case of 11. Additionally, a diol feature is held by the

aminomethylboronic acid receptor, which leads to PET

suppression. So now both PET channels are blocked upon

arrival of the glucosamine species in an AND logical

Fig. 9 The general format of a ‘‘Receptor1 (R1)–Spacer1 (S1)–

Fluorophore (F)–Spacer2 (S2)–Receptor2 (R2)’’ system.
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manner. This application of AND logic systems for the

enhanced binding and optical signaling is a very promis-

ing avenue of research.

CONCLUSION

Dyes (fluorescent or not), receptors, and spacers are the

building blocks that designers of optical molecular

devices can play with. Combinations, or even some per-

mutations, of these blocks can lead us to sensors, logic

gates, and ‘‘off-on-off’’ systems already. Considering that

at least some of these are demonstrably useful here and

now, the number of players is bound to increase. The

result will be even more interesting systems in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in nanotechnology and nanofabrication have

begun to have profound effects on many different

scientific fields in recent years. In the field of chemical

and biological sensing, one of the most significant

advances in the last several decades has been the

development of nanosensors, for the probing of micro-

scopic environments. Simply stated, nanosensors are

devices with dimensions on the nanometer scale that are

capable of monitoring the presence of a specific chemical

or class of chemicals. Although many different types of

nanosensors (i.e., optical, electrochemical, etc.)[1–6] have

been reported in the literature over the last two decades,

this chapter will focus on nanosensors employing optical

transduction methods.

As with larger optical sensors, optical nanosensors can

generally be classified into one of two different classes: 1)

chemical nanosensors, or 2) nanobiosensors, depending on

the type of recognition element (i.e., chemical or bio-

chemical) used to provide specificity to the sensor.[7–10]

Although both of these classes of optical nanosensors are

capable of obtaining quantitative measurements in many

different microscopic environments, they have found an

ideal application in the analysis of chemical and bio-

chemical species present within living cells. Their small

sizes allow them to be inserted and precisely positioned

within individual cells to obtain spatially localized

measurements of chemical species in real time.

OVERVIEW

Prior to the development of optical nanosensors, chemical

analyses inside individual living cells were limited almost

entirely to the field of fluorescence microscopy, wherein a

fluorescent indicator dye is introduced into a cell and

allowed to diffuse throughout. When the dye comes in

contact with the analyte of interest, a change in the

fluorescence properties (e.g., intensity, spectral shift, etc.)

of the dye occurs and fluorescence images of the entire cell

are obtained. From these images, it is possible to monitor

the presence of the analyte at various locations. However,

because this technique relies on imaging of the fluorescent

dye, its homogenous dispersion throughout the cell is

required. Unfortunately, homogeneous dispersion of dyes

is often limited by intracellular conditions (i.e., pH, etc.), or

prevented entirely by compartmentalization of the dye by

the cell.[11] Therefore nanosensors offer significant

improvements over such analyses in many cases, as they

allow the user to obtain measurements at whatever location

is desired without the need for homogenous dispersion of a

fluorescent indicator dye.

Because of their potential for providing an enhanced

understanding of cellular responses to various stimuli,

several reviews have already been devoted to the sub-

ject of optical nanosensors, despite their short exis-

tence.[5,12–16] This chapter will look at the evolution of

optical nanosensors from their beginning (near-field

optical microscopy) to the present (biosensors capable

of probing subcellular compartments of individual cells)

and discuss their application to biological measurements,

as well as future directions in optical nanosensing.

EVOLUTION OF OPTICAL NANOSENSORS

Presently, the most widely reported class of optical nano-

sensors is fiber optic nanosensors. These sensors employ

fiber optics that have been tapered on one end to di-

ameters typically ranging between 20 and 100 nm. Al-

though such sensors are based on the same principles as

larger, conventional fiber optic sensors, their excitation

process is quite different. Because the diameter of the

tapered end of a fiber optic nanosensor is significantly

smaller than the wavelength of light used for excitation,

photons cannot escape from the tip of the fiber to be

absorbed by the species of interest, as is the case in larger

fiber optic sensors. Instead, excitons or evanescent fields

continue to travel through the remainder of the tapered

fiber’s tip, providing the necessary excitation energy.

Because of the weak nature of these phenomena, ex-

citation using such a sensor is highly localized, allowing

only species close to the fiber’s tip to be excited. The use

of tapered fiber optics to produce highly localized ex-

citation processes (i.e., near-field excitation) arose from

an area of research known as near-field optical scanning

microscopy (NSOM).
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Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy

Near-field optical scanning microscopy is a relatively

recent field of research, employing light sources and/or

detectors that are smaller than the wavelength of light

used for imaging.[17–20] By using such small excitation

sources or detectors, images of a sample can be obtained

with nanometer-scale (i.e., 10–50 nm) spatial resolution.

One common method for performing such experiments is

to place a pinhole in front of the detector, effectively

reducing the detector’s size to nanometer dimen-

sions.[20,21] However, a variation of this technique that is

growing more and more popular is to construct an

excitation probe with dimensions that are smaller than

the wavelength of light that is being used for sample

interrogation, thereby providing a light source with

subwavelength dimensions.[22,23] The first such excitation

probe was developed by Betzig et al.[22] by tapering a

single-mode optical fiber to dimensions of approximately

20 nm, thereby confining the excitation radiation to the

fiber tip. Using this nanometer-scale tapered optical fiber,

NSOM images of a known pattern were reconstructed

with signal enhancements of greater than 104 [22,23] over

previous NSOM analyses.[18,19,24,25]

Fiber tapering methods

To construct tapered fiber optic probes for NSOM, two

different processes have been developed: heated pulling

and chemical etching, each capable of creating fibers with

various tip diameters, taper angles, and smoothness. The

first and most commonly employed of these procedures

uses a heated pulling instrument, such as a laser-based

micropipette puller. In this procedure, a fiber optic is

placed in the micropipette puller, and a CO2 laser heats the

fiber while it is stretched along its major axis by a tension

device (Fig. 1). As the fiber is pulled, the heated region

begins to taper until, finally, the fiber is pulled into two

pieces, each having one large end and one end with

nanometer-scale dimensions. By varying the heating tem-

perature as well as the tension applied during the pulling

process, tip diameters ranging in size from less than 20 nm

to greater than 1000 nm have been reported.[22,26–29] A

scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of an optical fiber

that has been pulled with such an instrument is shown in

Fig. 2. Using this technique, it is possible to produce

optical fibers with highly reproducible nanometer-scale

tips in just seconds.

In addition to the heated pulling process, optical fibers

with nanometer-scale tips can also be produced via chemi-

cal etching. Two different variations of chemical etching

have been reported in the literature: 1) Turner etch-

ing,[30,31] and 2) tube etching.[32] In both processes, hy-

drofluoric acid (HF) is used to etch the silica core of a fiber

optic to a point. In the Turner method, the fiber is placed in

the meniscus between HF and an organic overlayer,

causing the HF to etch the silica and the organic overlayer

to protect it. This process creates fibers with larger taper

angles than those produced via the heated pulling method.

These larger taper angles allow excitation light to travel

closer to the tip of the fiber before being trapped, providing

a more efficient excitation process. Unfortunately, because

of the dual chemical nature of the etchant solution,

environmental parameters such as temperature fluctuations

and vibrations can cause significant batch-to-batch varia-

tions in the characteristics of the fiber tips.
Fig. 1 Cartoon depicting the heated pulling process used for

nanofiber fabrication. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 A SEM of a tapered fiber optic probe. The diameter of

the tapered tip is approximately 40 nm.
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Unlike Turner etching, the second chemical etching

process, tube etching, employs a single-phase solution,

thereby reducing the potential batch-to-batch variability

induced by two phases. In this process, a silica core fiber

having a polymer cladding is polished optically flat and

one end is placed into a solution of HF. After being

inserted into the HF, the silica core of the fiber begins to

dissolve without affecting the cladding. Over time, the

silica core continues to be etched away until it is no longer

below the surface of the HF solution. When this occurs,

capillary action draws HF up the walls of the polymer

cladding. This HF then reaches the silica core of the fiber,

where it drains back into the solution below, forming a

smooth tip with a large taper angle (Fig. 3) within

approximately 2 hr. To remove the surrounding polymer

cladding and to expose the silica tip, the fiber is then

simply placed in a suitable organic solvent. By varying the

diameter of the fiber used and the depth at which it is

inserted into the etching solution, accurate control over

the fiber tip diameter and its taper angle can be achieved.

Although this process can produce more reproducible

tapered fiber optic probes than Turner etching, difficulties

associated with submerging multiple fibers to the exact

same depth in the HF solution make it less reproducible

than the heated pulling process.

Application of fiber optic nanoprobes to
near-field optical microscopy

One of the most significant applications of fiber optic

nanoprobes to NSOM analyses of biological samples oc-

curred when a single dye-labeled DNA molecule was

detected using near-field surface-enhanced resonance

Raman spectroscopy (NFSERRS).[33,34] In that work,

dye-labeled DNA strands were spotted onto a surface-

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) substrate that was

prepared by evaporating silver on a nanoparticle-coated

surface.[33,34] Following preparation of the sample, a fiber

optic nanoprobe was raster-scanned over the sample’s

surface, illuminating it point by point, while the resulting

Raman signals were measured with a charge-coupled

device (CCD). Based on the intensity of the Raman

signals measured at every location, a two-dimensional

image of the DNA molecules was reconstructed and

normalized for surface topography based on the intensity

of the Rayleigh scatter.

With the advent of fiber optic nanoprobes, NSOM

promises to be an area of research that holds a great deal

of promise for biological analyses. Because many biolog-

ical compounds produce luminescent signals following

excitation, which are typically much stronger than Raman

signals, it may be possible to map out the location of

individual molecules of specific chemicals in human

tissues (e.g., neurotransmitters in the brain) using NSOM.

Such analyses could open new horizons in the investiga-

tion of complex chemical reactions and pathways of

biological systems.

FIBER OPTIC CHEMICAL NANOSENSORS

Shortly after the development of fiber optic nanoprobes

for NSOM, they were applied to the field of chemical

sensing, making it possible to obtain spatially localized

measurements (i.e., less than 50 nm away from the fiber’s

tip) of specific chemicals in three-dimensional struc-

tures.[26] Unlike simple NSOM probes, these fiber optic

chemical nanosensors have chemical recognition elements

(e.g., fluorescent indicator dyes, etc.) bound to the tapered

tip of the fiber to provide a degree of specificity. Because

of this specificity and their ability to obtain spatially

localized measurements, the monitoring of concentration

gradients and spatial inhomogeneities in submicroscopic

environments (e.g., cells, etc.) with chemical nanosensors

is possible. However, because of the small sampling

volume probed by such fiber optic chemical nanosensors,

the amount of analytes present in the excitation volume at

any given time is very small, making it important to use a

sensitive spectroscopic analysis technique (e.g., fluores-

cence, etc.).

In addition to employing a sensitive spectroscopic

technique, it is also important to employ a sensitive

detection system, such as the one shown in Fig. 4. In such

a system, the sample is excited by launching an intense

light source (e.g., laser) into the proximal end of the fiber

optic nanosensor. The nanosensor is then positioned in the

desired location using an x–y–z micromanipulator or
Fig. 3 Cartoon depicting the tube etching process used for

nanofiber fabrication. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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piezoelectric positioning system mounted on a micro-

scope. Once in place, the fluorescent indicator dye

immobilized on the tip of the fiber is excited, and the

resulting fluorescence emission is collected and filtered by

the microscope before being detected with either a

photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a CCD.

Ion-Sensitive Fiber Optic Nanosensors

The first fiber optic-based chemical nanosensors were

reported in 1992 for the monitoring of pH.[26] In that

original work, multimode fibers and single-mode fibers

were tapered via a heated pulling process to produce tip

diameters ranging from 100 to 1000 nm.[26,27] These

tapered fibers were then used to fabricate pH-sensitive

nanosensors via a three-step process. Immediately fol-

lowing the tapering process, a thick layer of aluminum

was applied to the walls of the fibers using a vacuum

evaporation system. This aluminum layer ensured that

total internal reflection occurred over the tapered region

of the fibers, where the cladding was stretched too thin.

To prevent aluminum from depositing on the tips of the

fibers, where the receptor molecules (i.e., fluorescent

indicator dye molecules) were to be bound, the fibers were

placed in an evaporator system with their tapered tips

facing away from the source of the evaporating aluminum.

This allowed the sides of the fibers to shadow the tips

from the evaporating metal. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Once the walls of the fibers were coated with aluminum,

the silica tips were silanized to allow cross-linking to a

polymer coating. The third and final step in the fabrication

of these pH nanosensors consisted of attaching a pH-

sensitive dye, acrylofluoresceinamine, to the silanized

fiber tips through a variation of a photo-polymerization

process that has been used in the construction of larger

chemical sensors.[35,36] However, unlike the larger non-

tapered fiber optic chemical sensors, the near-field

excitation provided by these small fiber probes restricted

the cross-linking of the polymer solution to the near-field

of the fiber, providing a small sensing volume.

Following fabrication, the response characteristics of

the pH nanosensors were evaluated. During this evalua-

tion, the sampling volume of the nanosensors was de-

termined to be more than six orders of magnitude smaller

than conventional fiber optic chemical sensors, making

them ideal for biological analyses. In addition, these

nanosensors were found to be both stable and reversible to

pH changes, and have response times of approximately

300 msec, which is approximately 100-fold faster than

conventional fiber optic chemical sensors.

The application of fiber optic chemical nanosensors to

a biologically relevant analysis was first performed by

monitoring the pH of the extraembryonic space of rat

conceptuses in an attempt to understand the role environ-

mental factors play on embryonic growth.[26] In this study,

pH nanosensors similar to the ones described above were

inserted into the extraembryonic space of rat conceptuses,

with minimal damage to the surrounding visceral yolk

sac, and pH measurements were obtained. In a similar

Fig. 5 Cartoon depicting the thermal evaporation procedure

used to coat the sides of the tapered fiber optic probes with

metal.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram depicting a typical measurement

system for fiber optic nanosensor-based analyses. The nanosen-

sor is manipulated to the location of interest using an x–y–z

micromanipulator. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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study using the same pH-sensitive nanosensors, indirect

analyses of nitrite and chloride levels in the yolk sac of rat

conceptuses were also performed.[37]

Since the construction of the first fiber optic nanosen-

sors, additional fiber optic-based chemical nanosensors

have been reported for the measurement of pH,[38–41]

various metal ions,[42,43] as well as nitric oxide.[44] In

addition, the size of the environments in which they probe

continues to become smaller. In fact, the measurement of

chemical species inside individual living cells has even

been reported using fiber optic chemical nanosensors. The

first such intracellular measurements with fiber optic

chemical nanosensors employed sodium ion (Na+)-sensi-

tive indicator dyes immobilized onto the tips of tapered

fiber optics through a process similar to that described for

the pH nanosensors. These sensors were then used to

measure sodium ion (Na+) concentrations in the cytoplas-

mic space of a single mouse oocyte, one of the largest

mammalian cells (ca. 100 mm in diameter), while ion

channels were opened and closed by external stimula-

tion.[15] In addition to intracellular analyses of Na+ ions,

fiber optic chemical nanosensors have also been used to

monitor intracellular calcium (Ca2 +) ion fluctuations in

vascular smooth muscle cells, following stimulation.[45]

Because of the large number of cellular reactions that are

signaled by fluctuations in the concentration of ionic

species, and the demonstrated ability of fiber optic

nanosensors to perform intracellular measurements of

those ionic species, these sensors should prove to be

valuable tools for future discoveries in cellular dynamics.

FIBER OPTIC NANOBIOSENSORS

Because of the complexity of biological systems and the

number of possible interference to chemical nanosensors,

the need for added specificity in cellular analyses can

arise. To achieve this added specificity, fiber optic nano-

biosensors are often employed. Like their larger counter-

parts, conventional fiber optic biosensors, biological re-

ceptor molecules (i.e., antibodies, enzymes, etc.) are used

to provide added specificity. The different types of bio-

receptor molecules that have been used for the fabrica-

tion of fiber optic nanobiosensors include antibodies, oli-

gonucleotides, and enzymes, thereby allowing for the

detection of a wide array of analytes.

Antibody-Based Fiber Optic Nanobiosensors

The first fiber optic nanobiosensor was reported by Alarie

and VoDinh[28] in 1996. In this work, antibody-based

nanobiosensors for the DNA adduct, benzo[a]pyrene tetrol

(BPT), were developed and characterized. The fabrication

of these first nanobiosensors was performed in a process

very similar to that used in the development of fiber optic

chemical sensors. Initially, a 600-mm-diameter multimode

fiber optic was tapered down to 40 nm at the tip. After

tapering, a thick layer of silver was applied to the sides of

the fiber in such a way as to prevent the coating of the fiber’s

tip. Next, the uncoated fiber tip was silanized, and anti-

bodies were attached via a covalent-binding procedure.[28]

Following attachment of the antibodies, the fiber optic

nanobiosensors were characterized in terms of antibody

binding affinity as well as sensitivity and absolute detection

limits. From these measurements, it was found that the

antibodies had retained greater than 95% of their native

binding affinity for BPT after being bound and that the

absolute detection limit for BPT using these nanobiosen-

sors was approximately 300 zmol (i.e., 300�10�21 mol).

Shortly after the development of this first antibody-

based fiber optic nanobiosensor, several others were

developed and applied to in vitro measurements within

individual living cells.[5,29,46–48] In one such study, nano-

biosensors for BPT were prepared as described above and

used to obtain quantitative measurements of intracellular

concentrations of BPT in the cytosol of two different cell

lines: 1) rat liver epithelial cells, and 2) human mammary

carcinoma cells.[29] Unlike previous intracellular analyses

that employed relatively large cells (i.e., mouse oocytes

and neurons), the cells analyzed in this study were

spherical in shape and had diameters of approximately

10 mm, thereby demonstrating that fiber optic nanosensors

and nanobiosensors could be used to analyze cells the size

of typical mammalian somatic cells (i.e., 10–15 mm)

without destroying them. In fact, this study also demon-

strated that the insertion of a fiber optic nanosensor or fiber

optic nanobiosensor into such a cell and the subsequent

measurement seemed to have little effect on the cell’s

normal function. This was demonstrated by inserting the

fiber optic nanobiosensor into the cytoplasm of a cell

beginning to undergo mitosis and monitoring cell division

following incubation of the nanofiber in the cell for 5 min.

Fig. 6 contains an image of the fiber optic nanosensor

being inserted into this cell, as well as a second image

showing the two daughter cells that it divided into after

approximately 2 hr.

Molecular Beacon-Based Fiber
Optic Nanobiosensors

To detect the presence of oligonucleotides (i.e., RNA,

DNA, etc.) in intracellular environments, a class of fiber

optic nanobiosensors that employ a relatively new type of

bioreceptor molecules known as a molecular beacon has

been developed.[49] Molecular beacons are hairpin-shaped

oligonucleotide probes that rely on the complementarity

of nucleic acids (i.e., adenine:thymine, cytosine:guano-

sine, etc.) to form the basis for the molecular recognition

Optical Nanosensors and Nanobiosensors 2761
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of a specific oligonucleotide sequence. As shown in Fig. 7,

molecular beacons form a stem-loop structure in the

absence of the target sequence, in which a fluorophore

[e.g., fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), etc.] on one end

of the stem is in close proximity to a nonfluorescing,

quenching moiety [e.g., dimethylaminophenylazobenzoic

acid (DABCYL), etc.] on the other end.[50] In this state,

when the fluorophore on the molecular beacon is excited,

an energy transfer takes place between the excited fluo-

rophore and the quencher, either by direct energy transfer

or fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), and

minimal fluorescence emission occurs. However, when

the loop sequence of the molecular beacon comes into

contact with its complementary sequence, the stem begins

to unzip, creating a spatial separation between the fluo-

rophore and the quencher. This spatial separation in turn

causes a dramatic increase in the fluorescence intensity of

the molecular beacon, with some reports stating enhance-

ments exceeding 200-fold.[51]

Because of their inherent sensitivity and specificity,

molecular beacons have recently been used as bioreceptor

molecules in the fabrication of fiber optic nanobiosensors

for single-stranded DNA and RNA.[52,53] In these works,

Liu and Tan and Liu et al. attached molecular beacons to

the silica core of a fiber optic nanosensor through biotin–

avidin linkages. By binding the molecular beacons to the

tapered tip of the fiber optic in this method, a strong

attachment was achieved, while not degrading the activity

of the beacon.

Enzyme-Based Fiber Optic Nanobiosensors

In addition to the use of molecular beacons and antibodies

as bioreceptor molecules, fiber optic nanobiosensors that

employ enzymes for molecular recognition have also been

developed.[54,55] Using enzymes as bioreceptors not only

provides nanobiosensors with a high degree of specificity,

but their catalytic activity can amplify the species being

measured, allowing for sensitive analyses. One such

enzymatic-based fiber optic nanobiosensor was developed

for the indirect detection of glucose.[55] In this work,

Rosenzweig and Kopelman immobilized the enzyme,

glucose oxidase, and the oxygen-sensitive indicator,

tris(1,10-phenanthroline) ruthenium chloride, in an acryl-

amide polymer on the tapered end of a nanofiber via a

photo-polymerization process. Therefore when the nano-

biosensor is in the presence of glucose, the enzyme

catalyzes the oxidation of glucose into gluconic acid,

consuming oxygen. The resulting changes in oxygen levels

Fig. 6 Photograph of an individual cell that is probed with a

fiber optic nanosensor as it begins to undergo mitosis, and a

second photograph of that same cell approximately 2 hr later,

having divided into two daughter cells. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Cartoon depicting the mechanism of action of a

molecular beacon. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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are then measured via the oxygen-sensitive indicator dye.

By using an enzymatic receptor, these nanobiosensors were

capable of absolute detection limits of approximately

10�15 mol and a sensitivity five to six orders of magnitude

greater than current glucose optodes.[55]

Another example of an enzymatic nanobiosensor was

developed by Tan et al. for the indirect measurement of

the neurotransmitter, glutamate. In this work, glutamate

dehydrogenase is bound to the tip of the fiber optic

nanobiosensor to achieve molecular recognition. When

the sensor is in the presence of glutamate, the nonfluo-

rescent species, NAD, is reduced into the autofluorescent

species, NADH, which can then be monitored via fluo-

rescence spectroscopy. By relating the intensity of the

NADH fluorescence to glutamate concentration, sensitive

analyses were performed. Following the construction of

these nanobiosensors, their usefulness was evaluated by

continuously monitoring the release of glutamate from

individual neurons during stimulation.

FIBER OPTIC NANOIMAGING SENSORS

Although fiber optic nanosensors and nanobiosensors

have proven to be useful tools for the spatially localized,

quantitative analysis of chemical species in cells, only one

sensor can be inserted into a typical mammalian somatic

cell at a time, without causing significant damage.[56] This

inability to monitor multiple locations simultaneously can

dramatically limit the applicability of fiber optic nano-

sensors and nanobiosensors to many types of cellular

analyses. To overcome this limitation, a couple of re-

search groups have recently begun to develop nanoscale

fiber optic imaging probes and sensors comprised of

thousands of individual fibers arranged in a coherent

bundle.[57,58] These nanoimaging sensors represent the

latest advance in fiber optic-based nanosensors, and are

capable of obtaining measurements at thousands of dif-

ferent locations simultaneously with nanometer-scale spa-

tial resolution.

Fiber Optic Nanoimaging Probe Fabrication

Similar to single-fiber-based nanosensors and nanobio-

sensors, nanoimaging probes can be fabricated either

through a chemical etching process, or a heated pulling

process. In the chemical etching process, commercially

available coherent imaging bundles with 30,000 individ-

ual fibers are etched in HF to form an array of silicon

tips.[58] Following formation of the array of silicon tips, a

layer of gold is sputtered over the entire surface to prevent

light from escaping from the tapered sides of each fiber

element. After deposition of the gold overlayer, a polymer

is electrochemically deposited over the gold and heat-

cured to expose the gold at the tips of the individual fiber

elements. Finally, the exposed gold surface on each of the

individual fiber element tips is dissolved to produce free

silica surfaces for spectroscopic probing.

In addition to chemical etching, nanoimaging probes

have also been fabricated using a heated pulling pro-

cess.[57] However, unlike the nanoimaging array created

via chemical etching, the heated pulling process produces

an array having a flat surface. This can be seen in Fig. 8A,

which shows a side-on view of a fiber optic imaging

bundle that has been tapered in a micropipette puller. To

produce this flat surface, which is necessary for imaging,

the delay between the final pull in the micropipette puller

and the time at which the heating laser turned off is

increased, thus allowing the fiber to cool off slightly and

be broken, with all of the individual fiber elements being

of the same length and diameter. By changing the heating

temperature and the initial pull strength of the micropi-

pette puller, fibers can be accurately and reproducibly

tapered to all different diameters. Fig. 8 shows a fiber that

has been tapered to have individual fiber element

diameters of 800 nm on one end (Fig. 8B) and 4-mm

diameters on the untapered end (Fig. 8C).

Using these two different fabrication techniques, fiber

optic nanoimaging probes and sensors that will not only

Fig. 8 Photographs of a fiber optic nanoimaging probe that has

been tapered using a heated pulling process. Panel A shows a

side-on view of the fiber demonstrating the flat tip after pulling.

Panels B and C are end-on views of the tapered end and the

nontapered end of the fiber, respectively. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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allow for the quantitative measurement of individual

chemical species, but also the simultaneous measurement

at many different locations are being developed. Although

these fiber optic imaging bundles are too large to be

inserted into individual living cells, they can be used to

monitor cellular membranes without damage.

NANOPARTICLE-BASED
OPTICAL NANOSENSORS

Although fiber optic-based nanosensors have had a large

impact on the fields of cellular biology and biochemistry,

significant advances and variations in optical nanosensors

are constantly being made, from the use of more selective

bioreceptors to the development of different types of

optical-based nanobiosensors. One such advance in the

last several years has been the development of nanopar-

ticle-based optochemical sensors, with nanometer-scale

sizes in all three dimensions. Because of the small sizes of

these sensors, a large number of them can be implanted

within an individual cell at one time, allowing for the

monitoring of many locations simultaneously. Although

many different nanoparticle-based sensors are currently

being developed, three main classes have already shown a

great deal of promise for intracellular analyses. These

three classes are quantum dot-based nanobiosensors,

polymer-encapsulated nanosensors known as PEBBLEs,

and phospholipid-based nanosensors. Each of these

different classes of nanoparticle-based sensors is de-

scribed in more detail below.

Quantum Dot-Based Nanosensors

The first class of nanoparticle-based optical nanosensor

that was developed involved attaching nanometer-scale

semiconductor particles, known as quantum dots, to

various biological receptor molecules including antibodies,

oligonucleotides, and enzymes.[59–63] The quantum dots

used in these nanosensors comprised ZnS particles capped

with Cd–Se. By using quantum dots instead of conven-

tional fluorescent dyes, these sensors exhibit much more

intense emission as well as a much greater degree of

photostability. These properties are very important when

trying to monitor changes in chemical or biochemical

species concentrations over time because most fluorescent

dyes exhibit rapid and significant photobleaching with the

small amount used in cellular analyses. Unfortunately,

because quantum dot-based nanobiosensors exhibit lumi-

nescence emission whether bound to the analyte or not,

there are limits to their applicability to cellular analyses.

Additionally, a biocompatibility issue also exists for these

sensors because the materials used to fabricate the quantum

dots (e.g., Cd–Se, etc.) are toxic to cells. Because of their

toxicity, there is a significant effort currently underway in

many research groups to develop more biocompatible

quantum dot-based nanobiosensors to perform long-term

monitoring of cellular reactions or processes.

PEBBLEs Sensors

A second class of nanoparticle-based optical nanosensors

that has already had a large impact on the fields of cellular

biology and biochemistry was developed by Sasaki

et al.,[64] Clark et al.,[65,66,68] Sumner et al.,[67] and Xu

et al.[69,70] in the last several years. These sensors, known

as PEBBLEs (probes encapsulated by biologically local-

ized embedding), are comprised of fluorescent indicator

dyes sensitive to ionic species (i.e., H+, Ca2+, etc.) that are

embedded in 20-nm-diameter or 200-nm-diameter poly-

mer or sol–gel spheres.[65,66] By encapsulating the fluo-

rescent indicator dyes in a polymer matrix, they are

protected from cellular degradation by proteins, while still

allowing ions to pass and react with them. In addition, this

polymer coating also protects the cell from the toxic

effects of the dye.

Since they were first developed in 1996, PEBBLEs

have been applied to the measurement of many different

species (pH, Ca2+, NO, O2, and Zn2+) within individual

cells.[65–70] In these analyses, large quantities of PEB-

BLEs are inserted in a cell, either by a gene gun or a

similar device, to ensure that sensors are present at every

location in which a measurement might be desired. Once

the sensors have been injected into the cell, the entire cell

is illuminated and the fluorescence signal from the

indicator dye is measured over the autofluorescent

background of the cell.

Because of the potential for intense autofluorescence

from the cell, depending on the excitation wavelength

used, the detection limits of such analyses can be rela-

tively high. To overcome this problem, Anker et al.[71] and

Anker and Kopelman[72] have recently developed mag-

netically modulated variations of these sensors, known

as MagMOONs (magnetically modulated optical nano-

probes). These MagMOONs are created around aspheric

magnetic nanoparticles that can be rotated in the presence

of a rotating magnetic field. As the particles begin to ro-

tate, the optical emission from the sensor is modulated.

During demodulation, the emission from the sensors can

be separated from the continuous autofluorescence back-

ground signals, thereby dramatically improving the detec-

tion limit of such sensors.

Phospholipid Sensors

The third major class of nanoparticle-based sensors that

has already demonstrated a significant impact on cellular
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analyses is phospholipid-based sensors. Like the PEB-

BLEs described above, these nanosensors also employ an

encapsulation technique to ensure biocompatibility with

the cell being investigated.[73–78] Within this class of

nanosensors, two distinct subclasses exist: liposome

sensors,[77,78] and lipobead sensors.[73,75] The first of

these subclasses, liposome-based nanosensors, employs

fluorescent indicator dyes encapsulated in the internal

aqueous compartment of a liposome. This allows the dye,

which is sensitive to a particular analyte, to retain its

solution-based characteristics (i.e., spectral emission pro-

file, Stokes shift, response time, etc.) while preventing

toxic dye molecules from diffusing throughout the cell.

Currently, liposome nanosensors have been developed

and applied to the measurement of molecular oxygen[78]

and pH[77] in various cellular environments, demonstrat-

ing a high degree of sensitivity as well as specificity.

Recently, a variation of these liposome-encapsulated

nanosensors was developed by Ji et al.,[73] McNamara

et al.,[75] McNamara and Rosenzweig,[79] and DeCoster

et al.[80] in which the fluorescent indicator dye molecules

were immobilized onto a polystyrene nanoparticle prior

to being encapsulated in a phospholipid membrane. This

second subclass of phospholipid-based nanosensors,

known as lipobead nanosensors, is more stable and less

susceptible to biological degradation than liposome-based

sensors. An additional advantage of these lipobead nano-

sensors over liposome nanosensors or PEBBLEs is that the

fluorescent indicator dyes can be partially embedded in the

phospholipid membrane, allowing the measurement of a

much larger number of chemical species, because the

analyte does not need to diffuse through a protective

coating before interacting with the dye.[73,75]

CONCLUSION

With interest in nanotechnology and its practical use

rising, the development of optical nanosensors for

microscopic analyses has increased dramatically over

the last decade. Since the development of the first fiber

optic nanoprobes for near-field scanning optical micros-

copy, optical nanosensors have evolved into many dif-

ferent forms, each having its own distinct advantages for a

particular type of analysis. Furthermore, these optical

nanosensors and nanobiosensors have begun to demon-

strate their ability to obtain reliable and useful measure-

ments of chemicals species within cellular and even

subcellular environments. Based on the rapid impact that

optical nanosensor and nanobiosensor technologies have

already had on cellular biology and biomedical diagnos-

tics, future developments (i.e., smaller, less invasive

sensors; more biocompatible sensors; etc.) should revolu-

tionize the fields of healthcare and pharmaceutical

development by providing a much greater understanding

of basic cellular reaction pathways for various biological

functions and diseases.
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Ordered Vesicles at the Silicon–Water Interface

Duncan J. McGillivray
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to examine the stable,

ordered near-surface phase of dichain cationic surfactants,

which has been recently reported,[1] and to determine

whether this phase can be unambiguously assigned as a

vesicular phase. Such a phase would be a remarkable

example of an aligned near-surface phase, extending hun-

dreds of nanometers into solution, which exists in equi-

librium with the bulk aqueous phase, and may explain the

superspreading characteristics of these surfactants,[2]

providing a reservoir of surfactant near the surface.

These surfactants are also widely used as fabric soft-

eners and are the subjects of keen interest for pharma-

ceutical applications. They have been shown to form

vesicles in dilute solutions. This is particularly significant

as it extends the range of standard vesicle-forming com-

pounds beyond phospholipids, long the gold standard of

the field. Furthermore, the vesicles formed by these

cationic surfactants are generally smaller than those form-

ed from phospholipids, ranging from as small as 30 nm.

These cationic vesicles are the subjects of biomedical

research, where they are highly regarded as effective gene

transfer agents in gene therapy.[3] Part of the success of

this technique depends on the interaction between the

cationic vesicle–DNA complex and the target cell mem-

brane, which enables the DNA to cross undegraded,[4] and

thus it is of interest to know how the surfactant vesicles

behave near a surface.

VESICLES

The vesicle morphology is a common motif in surfactant

self-arrangement. Favored by surfactants whose packing

parameter falls in the typically lamellar range (0.5<

pp<1), it often coexists in solution with other lamellar-

type structures such as lamellar fragments or sponge

phases. The precise morphology chosen for a given

surfactant depends critically on the precise nature of the

surfactant and its counterion and the solution conditions of

the system.

The most well-studied and common vesicle-forming

surfactants are phospholipids.[5] These vesicles have been

used as cell-membrane analogs[6,7] and have a great deal

in common with ordinary biological cells. They do not

form spontaneously, requiring significant energy input to

form typically through sonication, and produce large,

metastable vesicles which can grow as large as mi-

crometers. Phospholipid vesicles are not generally mono-

disperse and can be both unilamellar and multilamellar.

Monodispersity is often achieved by forming vesicles

using a fixed-size extrusion technique.

Phospholipid vesicles are not, however, found to be

stable when interacting with a solid surface. This enables

them to be widely used to deposit phospholipid bilayers

on surfaces for use as model membranes, where the ves-

icle collapses on contact to produce a lamellar bilayer at

the surface.[8–10]

The range of vesicle-forming surfactant systems has

recently been enlarged through the use of combinations of

oppositely charged surfactants,[11–14] nonionic surfac-

tants,[15,16] and dichain cationic surfactants.[17–20] The

vesicle-forming dichain cationic surfactants, which are the

dialkyldimethylammonium bromide (DAB) family, are the

focus of the work referred to as the basis of this article.

SURFACE MEASUREMENTS

Neutron reflectometry provides the unique ability to probe

the surface and near-surface region of a solid–liquid inter-

face nonintrusively, an important condition for the study

of such fragile systems. Neutrons of 1–10 Å wavelengths,

which are typically used for surface measurements, pen-

etrate a single crystal of silicon with greater than 70%

transmittance over a path length of around 15cm and are

then reflected from the solid–liquid interface (see Fig. 1

for the standard geometry of a solid–liquid experiment).

Neutron reflectometry also gives information about the

near-surface structure in solution. The neutron penetration

length in D2O is of the order of microns for 10-Å neutrons,

although, experimentally, it is found that it is difficult to

detect species which are highly disperse or rough below

the surface.

The reflection experiment measures the number of

neutrons reflected as a function of the wave vector change

on reflection (normally referred to as the momentum
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transfer) QZ, which itself is a function of the wavelength

of the neutrons and the angle of reflection

QZ ¼
4p sin y

l
ð1:1Þ

The reflection depends on the interaction of the neutrons

with the nuclei present at the surface. The extent of

nuclear interaction with a neutron is described by an

experimentally well-determined quantity known as the

coherent scattering length bcoh, which varies nonsystemat-

ically across the periodic table (see Table 1 for values of

this parameter for a few biologically significant isotopes).

In contrast to the X-ray scattering equivalent, it can be

seen that hydrogen isotopes have large bcoh, which sig-

nificantly takes a negative value for 1H. This allows

simple isotopic substitution to adjust the contrast of hy-

drogen-containing molecules; indeed, for water, the scat-

tering length density (SLD) can range from �0.58 up to

6.35 Å�2, enabling it to be contrast-matched to many

common interfaces [SLD(Si)=2.07 Å�2, SLD(Air)=0.0

Å�2] so that the only scattering arises from material found

at the interfacial region.

Modeling

Data analysis is normally performed using optical matrix

methods, in which the interface region is modeled as a

series of homogenous layers. The layers are each char-

acterized by a thickness [t (Å)], SLD [r (Å�2)], and an

interfacial roughness between adjacent layers [s (Å�1)].

The exact reflectivity can be calculated from such a mod-

el; this can be compared with the data, and the model is

then refined using least-squares minimization routines.

For a more detailed discussion of the analysis of neutron

reflectometry data in general, refer to Li et al.[22]

Off-Specular Scattering

If the interface between two regions is rough on a length

scale appropriate to the wavelength of the scattering

neutrons, then it is possible for some reflection to occur at

angles that do not equal the incident angle. In this

situation, the scattering, known as off-specular scattering,

contains momentum transfer in both the perpendicular

(QZ) and horizontal (QX) directions (see Fig. 2 below

showing the geometry of the off-specular scattering

experiment). It is therefore theoretically possible to

determine, from the pattern of this scattering, information

about the horizontal structure in a surface layer.

In practice, the determination of horizontal order is far

from a routine procedure. Current instruments are not

optimized for the detection of off-specular scattering,

particularly at the small dispersive angles necessary for

Fig. 1 The geometry of a specular neutron reflection experiment

at the solid–liquid interface, where qi =qr and QZ is the vertical

momentum transfer. (View this art in color at www. dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The geometry of an off-specular reflection experiment.

Here the angle of the reflected beam qr 6¼qi, and there are two

components to the total momentum transfer Qtot, a vertical (QZ)

and a horizontal (QX) component. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Bound coherent scattering lengths (bcoh) for

biologically significant isotopes

Element bcoh (10�5 Å) Element bcoh (10�5Å)

1H �3.74 12C 6.65
2H (D) 6.67 13C 6.20
16O 5.81 14N 9.37

Source: Ref. [21].
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these DAB measurements, and there have been few

measurements making use of this ability. The most

notable exceptions are in the field of magnetic thin films,

where the ability of polarized neutrons to interact with

magnetic fields is employed.[23]

Bulk Solution Measurements

As an aid to modeling the surface conditions, bulk so-

lution measurements are often used as a guide. Small-

angle scattering is a well-established technique for deter-

mining bulk solution structures of surfactant solutions,

which involves measuring the scattering of X-rays or

neutrons from solutions in a transmission geometry. This

technique is also nonperturbing, and neutron small-angle

scattering shares many of the benefits of reflectometry in

relation to the ability to alter contrast through the use of

isotope labeling. X-ray small-angle scattering has the

advantage of being able to make use of the extremely high

flux available at modern synchrotron sources, enabling

low-contrast (e.g., dilute) solutions to be measured, or

measurements with high temporal resolution.

Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) is

a much more recent technique, which involves taking a

thin-film of a surfactant solution and flash-freezing it in

near-freezing ethene. The freezing happens so rapidly that

the water does not have time to crystallize and is con-

sidered to be much faster than what surfactant rearrange-

ment would be, preserving the room-temperature sur-

factant structure.[24] However, it has been reported that the

process of thinning the surfactant solution to an appro-

priate thickness for flash freezing (100–200 nm) may

cause changes to the surfactant structure,[25] so that the

evidence from cryo-TEM images must always be consid-

ered carefully.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows a typical specular reflectivity profile for a

sample of C12C12DAB (didodecyldimethylammonium

bromide) at 1% w/w in solution, together with a simple

modeled fit to the data. The parameters of this optical

matrix model can be found in Table 2. Several features are

immediately clear. The primary feature is the appearance

of strong quasi-Bragg peaks in the specular reflectivity

profile. These peaks are indicative of a periodic structure

extending into solution perpendicular to the surface. The

relatively poor definition of the peaks, and the appearance

of subsidiary peaks, implies that the structure consists of a

limited number of repeats into the solution. In this case, it

appears that the pattern is adequately fit through the use of

only two layers, but more detailed modeling[1] suggests up

to four may be partially complete for this sample. Samples

of other DABs show very similar behavior across the same

temperature range.

The modeling implies a lamellar structure aligned with

the surface, consisting of broad lamellar sheets separated

by large solvent-filled voids of the order of 1000 Å. Such

a pattern may be observed for several morphologies at the

surface, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 below.

It is difficult to determine from a perpendicular density

profile which of these options is the one occurring at the

surface. Each could give rise to a periodic density

modulation, as seen in the diagram (where the character-

istic repeat distance is marked), and the vertical walls in

the sponge and vesicle phases would contribute negligibly

to the average SLD across the voids in the structure. A

significant point that arises from the fitting is that the

periodic repeat layer is of low density (approximately

90% solvent content) and much thicker than the typical

bilayer thickness for a bilayer of a C12-surfactant sheet

(ca. 20 Å). The interlayer spacing is also smaller than that

calculated for a simple space-filling lamellar bilayer

structure at similar concentrations (ca. 2000 Å), implying

that this phase does not extend throughout the solution.

This coincides with surface force measurements, which do

Fig. 3 Specular reflectivity profile and simple modeled fit to

data for C12C12DAB 1% w/w solution in D2O at 65�C. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 2 Parameters of the optical matrix fit to the scattering

from a C12C12DAB 1% w/w solution in D2O at 65�C

Layer Silicon

SiO2

layer

Void

1

Layer

1

Void

2

Layer

2

SLD/(Å�2) 2.07 3.4 �0.2 �0.2 �0.2 �0.2

Thickness/

(Å)

n/a 12.0 690 170 630 165

Roughness/

(Å)

5.0 5.0 40 30 40 30

Solvent/

(%)

n/a 0 100 90 100 93
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not show any evidence of this phase,[26] implying that the

layering detected in reflectometry is either too diffuse, too

fragile, or both to be detected by a contact method.

These facts can be rationalized differently for each of

possible morphologies. For a lamellar system, this obser-

vation would be consistent with an undulating bilayer,

such that the density of the layer is averaged over the

undulation period. This implies undulations of a 100-Å

amplitude, which is reasonable for a lamellar sheet at this

temperature unconstrained by near neighbors. Conversely,

for a vesicular system, the low density and thick layers

could be explained by a low horizontal packing density of

vesicles, as would be expected given their surface charges

and the fact that the curved surface of the vesicle is

being projected into a planar averaging. Similar argu-

ments could be used for the sponge phase.

Comparison with Bulk Structure

Some guidance can perhaps be gained from a knowledge

of the bulk behavior of these surfactants. Phase diagrams

Fig. 4 Possible morphologies giving rise to lamellar layers at the surface. (A) Vesicles aligning at the surface; (B) a sponge phase; (C)

lamellar sheets, with the characteristic repeat distance d marked. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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have been produced for dichain cationic surfactants of

these types,[17,20,27] which show some general features in

common. The first is that they all form a vesicular phase at

low concentrations (approximately those of the systems

described here, namely, of the order of 1% w/w). The

stability of these vesicles has been questioned, it being

suggested that they do not form spontaneously (requir-

ing some form of energy input to form, such as sonication

or shaking[14]) and will spontaneously collapse to a

lamellar phase with time.[17] The solutions reported here

were indeed sonicated on dissolution, but the structuring

at the surface is stable over a period of hours, with no

visible changes. Another marked difference between

the bulk and the surface is that the vesicles imaged in

the bulk phase (e.g., through freeze-fracture electron mi-

croscopy) are polydisperse, with radii of 1300±600 Å for

a solution of C11C12DAB imaged by freeze-fracture

TEM.[20] The degree of polydispersity would need to

be much lower to give rise to the quasi-Bragg peaks

seen in the specular reflectivity profiles measured for

these systems.

However, it is also seen that either lamellar or sponge

phases can coexist with this vesicle phase. Each of these

phases is quite consistent with the simple geometric

rationale of surfactant morphologies proposed by Tan-

ford[28] and developed by Israelachvili et al.[29] as the

packing parameter for the dichain surfactants, ca. 0.6

(varying ±0.01 depending on the chain length), lies in the

middle of the range of lamellar-based structures. It

appears that the bulk phase of the dichain surfactants is

therefore quite complex and appears to be dependent on

the precise history of the sample.

As a result, small-angle scattering and cryo-TEM

experiments can be useful to determine the particular

nature of these solution phases. Two representative cryo-

TEM images are shown below (Fig. 5). These images

clearly show that for the same sample, regions of vesicle

and lamellar-like structures can be found. Indeed, other

images also show that the vesicles and the lamellae were

capable of coexisting in the same region. There is no

evidence, however, of sponge phase structures found in

any of the exposures. The lamellar structures imaged also

show that the lamellae seen are not isolated lamellar

sheets, but rather appear to be elongated microtubules—

connected with a definite interior and exterior (as marked

in Fig. 5b).

Although the lack of sponge phase observed in the

cryo-TEM does not of itself exclude the possibility of

sponge phase being found at the surface (particularly

given the nature of cryo-TEM discussed above), it seems

that this phase is the least likely of the postulated options.

The inherently three-dimensional continuous structure of

the sponge phase does not pack well into the highly

asymmetric and constrained near-surface region and, as

Fig. 5 Cryo-TEM images of C12C12DAB 2% w/w solution

flash-frozen from ca. 25�C; A) showing polydisperse unilamellar

vesicles in the solution; B) showing the ‘‘extended vesicle’’ or

microtubules. The closure is marked with an arrow. Both im-

ages are taken from different areas of the same sample, scale

as marked.
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such, would need to show some form of transition from a

free bulk sponge phase to a surface phase.

In any case, the small-angle scattering experiments

provide evidence that the bulk phase behaves significantly

differently to the near-surface phase—direct evidence for

the limited nature of the surface-induced structural al-

terations. Although there is some evidence of a lamellar

layering in the small-angle X-ray scattering, the struc-

ture is not as pronounced as that found at the surface (see

Fig. 6 for a comparison of the structuring found for

C12C12DAB, 1% w/w solution, for example) nor does

bulk spacing (when observed) correspond to the sur-

face spacing.

The differences between the bulk and the near-surface

are also seen in the temperature response of the two

systems. The interlayer spacing of the near-surface phase

is highly sensitive to the temperature, generally decreas-

ing with increasing temperature, as seen by the shift in the

quasi-Bragg peaks in the scattering (Fig. 7). This type of

temperature dependence at the surface has previously

been reported for the lamellar phase of a 2% solution of

NaAOT (sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate) at the

silicon–water interface, where the spacing changes from

270 Å at 5�C to 165 Å at 35�C.[30] In that system, the

change in spacing was attributed to a change in an

equilibrium between a micellar and a lamellar phase,

where the surface structure was unambiguously lamellar

extending thousands of layers into solution.

This change of spacing is reversible over at least a

30�C temperature range, which is also in contrast to the

bulk solution, which is shown by small-angle scattering to

be only broadly reversible (Fig. 7). This implies that the

surface layer is in equilibrium at the surface and also that

the time taken for the surface phase to reach this stable

position is less than the equilibration time allowed after

temperature changes (<1 hr).

The temperature dependence can again be justified in

terms of both the vesicular and lamellar morphologies at

the surface. As the temperature increases, the solvation

shell of headgroups will decrease, and the degree of

ionization of the bilayer will increase—effects which will

tend to increase the rigidity of the bilayer and hence

decrease the degree of fluctuation–repulsion. However,

this effect will be offset by the increased thermal energy

of the bilayer and the increased electrostatic repulsion of

the more highly charged layers, and the net effect is

difficult to predict.

In the case of the vesicular morphology, in particular,

attention needs to be given to the manner of how exactly

Fig. 6 Comparison of structuring for C12C12DAB 1% w/w

solution at 45�C at the surface and in the bulk solution from A)

reflectometry and B) small-angle scattering. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 The change in the d-spacing of the surfactant solution as

determined from neutron reflectivity and small-angle scattering.

The arrows indicate the direction of the temperature cycles in

testing the reversibility of changes. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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the interlayer spacing might change. The direct implica-

tion is that the vesicles themselves change size, achieved

either through the smooth aggregation of smaller vesicles

to form larger vesicles (equivalently budding material on

warming) or the loss of material to free surfactant as the

solubility increases with temperature. Simple calculations

for C12C12DAB show, for a unilamellar spherical sur-

factant vesicle, that the decrease in the volume of the

bilayer in going from 1100 to 600 Å (between 40�C and

70�C) is approximately 70% of the original volume,

equivalent to an increase of solubility of the order of 100

times. This is much greater than the predicted change in

solubility, which means the former mechanism must be

dominant to explain the behavior seen here for spheri-

cal vesicles.

Off-Specular Scattering

The samples exhibit significant off-specular scattering

associated with the quasi-Bragg peaks, indicative of a

degree of lateral ordering. Unfortunately, the length scale

of the lateral resolution of the measurements is much

larger than the equivalent vertical dimension (mi-

crometers rather than angstroms), which means that any

interference patterns on the same length scale as those

found in the specular scattering, as might be envisioned

from a horizontally ordered vesicular layer, would not

be seen.

The scattering which is seen consists of bands of

scattering across a range of QX at constant QZ (Fig. 8).

The question of whether this is true near-surface scatter-

ing, or instead derives from the bulk, can be answered by

reference to two features of the scattering—namely, the

centering of the off-specular intensity decay on the

specular ridge and the appearance of curvature in the

bands as a result of refraction in the D2O sample, which is

absent in the sample contrast-matched to silicon (CMSi).

This is also similar to the pattern seen for NaAOT and is

believed to arise from correlated undulations between

layers such as might be seen from the natural layer

undulations.[31] These undulations might arise from either

vesicular or lamellar membranes, but in the case of

lamellar sheets, the large distance between the layers begs

the question of the source of the correlation between the

layers, failing connection between the sheets.

CONCLUSION

While it is clear that the system in question exhibits

unusual surface properties, and that there is indeed a near-

surface phase which differs from the bulk, it is extremely

difficult to distinguish the possibilities that make up the

structure. It is known that sponge, lamellar, and vesicular

phases can exist in the solution, depending on the

individual route of the preparation of the sample, but it

is clear from small-angle scattering measurements that the

surface is not exhibiting the same characteristics as the

bulk. The exact surface density distribution, the temper-

ature dependence of the structure, and the off-specular

scattering all provide constraints on the possibilities at the

Fig. 8 Off-specular scattering from C12C12DAB 1% w/w in

A) D2O and B) CMSi, a mixture of H2O and D2O with a SLD

equal to that of silicon crystal (r=2.07�10�6 Å�2). (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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surface, but none of these specifically excludes any of the

candidates. A sponge phase seems the least likely because

of the complexity of the phase in the dimensionally

constrained near-surface region and necessity for the

phase to align with the surface. Simplicity suggests that

the best candidate for the surface might be a lamellar

phase; this, however, represents extremely large spacing

for a lamellar phase, and it is difficult then to explain the

correlated nature of the undulations seen from the off-

specular scattering.

The third choice, vesicles, has its own complications—

in particular, that the vesicles would be more monodis-

perse than the bulk solution, and that the mechanism for

the change in the size of the vesicles with temperature is

unclear. Perhaps the most reasonable compromise is

suggested by the cryo-TEM images, which show the

existence of an intermediary phase between vesicular and

lamellar, equivalent to extended vesicles (microtubules).

However, it does not seem possible to distinguish these

possibilities based on the evidence now available.
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Organofullerenes in Water

Eiichi Nakamura
Hiroyuki Isobe
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Fullerenes[1–4] are entirely insoluble in water and by

themselves do not show appreciable biological activity.

However, suitable chemical modification allows the mole-

cules to dissolve in aqueous solution to exhibit significant

activity. In 1993, three papers reported simultaneously on

the biological activities of fullerene carboxylic acids 1 and

2 (Fig. 1).[5–8] Studies ensued afterward revealed various

interesting biological activities of organofullerenes owing

to their photoactivity, radical quenching activity, and hy-

drophobicity.[9–11] The interests in biology stimulated the

studies on the behavior of fullerenes in water and led to

new discoveries on the formation of one- to three-

dimensional supramolecular objects, including vesicle,

rod, globule, membrane, and linear assemblies. Several

fundamental properties of fullerenes form the background

of such interest in fullerenes in water: extremely high

hydrophobicity, high cohesive force between fullerene

molecules,[12,13] photoactivity,[14] ability to accept and re-

lease electrons,[15] and relatively high reactivity that al-

lows structural modifications.[16,17] This article highlights

the behaviors of organofunctionalized fullerenes in water.

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
WATER-SOLUBLE FULLERENES

An obvious obstacle for the studies of fullerenes in water

is the lack of solubility of fullerenes in water.[18–22] One

approach to solve the issue utilizes a solubilizing agent

such as polyvinylpyridone[23] or cyclodextrin,[24] and the

other relies on introduction of hydrophilic function(s) by

chemical modification of the molecule. Attachment of

amino or hydroxyl groups[25] is straightforward but af-

fords an inseparable mixture comprising many products of

similar properties. Carbon–carbon bond forming modifi-

cations of fullerenes is more selective. The compounds 1
and 2 represent the compounds in this category (Fig. 1).

Nakamura et al.[26] synthesized the compound 1 and

discovered that the compound shows significant biolog-

ical activities.[5] The compound 1 (and later its C70

analog)[27] suppresses growth of mammalian cells, inhi-

bits activity of various enzymes (including HIV protease,

which they found later; Fig. 3),[28] and cuts DNA upon

visible light irradiation. Later studies indicated that the

cleavage is caused by active oxygen species generated by

fullerene-sensitized activation of molecular oxygen in the

medium (Fig. 2).[29,30] The carboxylic acid 1 does not bind

to DNA.[31]

Papers from 1993[6–8] described inhibition of HIV

protease by the compound 2. The dicarboxylic acid 2 acts

as a reversible inhibitor of the enzyme through binding to

the cleft-like active site of the enzyme in competition with

the natural peptide substrate. This shape-recognition

binding is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the carboxylic acid

1.[28] A dendritic variation of the fullerene inhibitor is

studied for treatment of drug-resistant HIV.[32,33]

Phamacokinetics and Toxicity of
Water-Soluble Fullerenes

Toxicity is the primary concern for people working on

fullerenes on the bench. Although earlier studies on C60

itself suggested low toxicity,[34–36] it was unclear if water-

soluble fullerenes are also innocuous molecules. For the

studies of the pharmacokinetic behavior of water-soluble

organofullerenes, Nakamura et al.[37–40] synthesized the

compounds 1 and 1-C14 starting with an alkoxy-substi-

tuted methylenecyclopropane by the use of radiolabeled

trimethylenemethane chemistry as shown in Fig. 4.

The radiolabeled water-soluble fullerene 1-C14 quick-

ly migrates through the body and accumulates mainly in

the liver after a few hours. Importantly, the study also

suggested that the fullerene molecule can pass through the

blood–brain barrier, which was later confirmed by

others.[41,42] The behavior stands in sharp contrast to the

parent fullerene, which was absorbed by serum protein in

blood quickly after injection.[34–36] The pharmacokinetic

studies have shown that organofullerenes are excreted

either slowly or rapidly depending on the substituents,

which may be suitably modified under the capacity of

medicinal chemists.[43]
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The toxicity studies on the carboxylic acid 3 showed

that the molecule does not show serious acute toxicity.

Thus upon injection of up to 500 mg/kg quantity of the

compound 3 to female mice, all mice survived for 1 week.

Later studies[44–46] also indicated that the fullerene

molecules do not show appreciable short-term toxicity.

Long-term toxicity has so far not been reported, and little

has yet been known for degradation of fullerenes in the

environment.[47,48]

Selective Binding to DNA

The initial discoveries made for the two simple molecules

1 and 2 quickly led to the studies on further application

using more complex molecules. A fullerene molecule was

connected to a 14-mer oligonucleotide that is comple-

mentary to single and double helix. The fullerene/DNA

conjugate 4 was found to bind to the target DNA site

(Fig. 5),[49] cleaving the guanine bases in the position

expected on the basis of complementary of triple helix

formation. A similar result was reported for a fullerene

conjugate bearing a 31-mer DNA recognition site.[50] The

binding ability of such DNA/fullerene conjugates has

been assessed.[51] Fullerene molecules bearing an inter-

calating group have been shown also to bind to double-

strand DNA.[52]

One application of the above study is the photodynamic

therapy of cancer. A C60 derivative bearing polyether side

chains was found to shrink skin cancer in mice.[53] In vivo

ultrasound irradiation of fullerene-containing tissue may

also suppress tumor growth.[54,55] Inactivation of virus has

also been reported.[56] The actual biological targets of

these approaches still remain unclear, although DNA may

be a possible candidate.

Fig. 1 Monocarboxylic and dicarboxylic acids 1 and 2.

Fig. 2 DNA cleavage by fullerene carboxylic acid 1. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 A three-dimensional model of the complex of 1 with HIV

protease. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Gene Delivery

Delivery of gene into living cells through encapsulation of

the gene in a ‘‘vector’’ is a fundamental technology in

modern biology.[57] This process called ‘‘transfection’’

(transfer+infection) allows the production of the protein

encoded in the delivered DNA within the cell. Recent

studies indicated that suitably modified fullerene mole-

cules are effective for the gene delivery.

A series of fullerenes bearing amino side chain(s) has

been synthesized and was examined for their DNA

binding ability as well as their transfection capability.[58]

Fig. 4 Phamacokinetics of radiolabeled fullerene carboxylic acid 1-C14.

Fig. 5 Triple helix forming fullerene/DNA conjugate 4 (CPK model), its three-dimensional binding model, and site-selective photo-

cleavage of DNA (as indicated by arrows). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The C2-chiral two-handed fullerene 5 was synthesized by

double [3+2] cycloaddition of a bis-cyclopropenone

acetal that took place with complete regioselectivity to

give the desired compound.[59]

Some representative examples of the DNA-binding

fullerenes (5–8) are shown in Chart 1.[58,60–63] As a

solution of a 4.5-kbp plasmid DNA with a reporter gene

was mixed together with a solution of the two-handed

tetraminofullerene 5 in buffer, particles of 0.5–3 mm dia-

meter form as observed by optical microscope (Fig. 6).

When this mixture was incubated with dividing mamma-

lian cells, the dark-colored fullerene/DNA particles were

taken into the cells, and protein production occurred.

Screening of various cell lines indicated that the efficiency

Fig. 6 Delivery of green fluorescent protein (GFP) plasmid into COS-1 cells with 5. Bars show 100 mm. (A) Differential interference

contrast microscopy (DIC) micrograph of COS-1 cells and small black particles (1–10 mm) of the fullerene/DNA complex after 1-hr

transfection time. (B) DIC micrograph of COS-1 cells after 2-day incubation time. (C) Fluorescence image of the area same as (B). (D)

Superimposed photograph of (B) and (C). Round black clumps of 0.5–3 mm size observed in the fluorescent cells contain fullerene

materials. (Adapted from Ref. [31].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Chart 1 Representative DNA binding fullerenes examined for transfection.
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of this first-generation fullerene vector is comparable to or

better than the commercially available lipid-based vectors.

When a double-strand DNA is treated with an ami-

nofullerene 7, the fullerene molecules stick to the DNA

strand without much changing the linear outline of the

DNA as studied by TEM.[62,63] In spite of its binding

ability, aminofullerene 7 is not effective for gene delivery.

Neuron Protection

In 1997, it was reported that the fullerene hexacarboxylic

acid 9 acts as a drug for neurodegenerative diseases such

as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, or amyotrophic lateral scle-

rosis (ALS).[41] The activity is considered to arise from

trapping of hydroxy radicals by the fullerene molecule.[64]

The finding is currently developed for clinical trials.

Endohedral Metal Complexes

Metal-containing fullerenes are attracting people’s atten-

tion for their clinical applications. Biodistribution studies

of 166Hox@C82(OH)y showed the uptake of the polyhy-

droxylated fullerene by bone without clearance and may

be used as in vivo radiotracer.[42] The use of metalloful-

lerenes as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast

agent is another area of extensive current studies.

Gd@C82(OH)n was found to be a much better contrast

agent than the conventional agents (i.e., a nitrogen-ligand

coordinated to the metal).[65,66] The metal-containing

fullerene accelerates spin relaxation (T1) of water protons

that surrounds the fullerene molecule. The water proton

relaxivity R1 is much higher (20-folds) than that of the

MRI contrast agent currently in use (e.g., Magnevist1,

gadolinium-diethylenetri-aminepentaacetic acid). Poly-

carboxylic acid derivatives of Gd@C82 also serve as an

excellent contrast agent.[67]

MOLECULAR ASSEMBLY OF
WATER-SOLUBLE FULLERENES

Many of ‘‘water-soluble’’ fullerenes do not simply

dissolve in water, but form various intriguing supramo-

lecular structures, some of which have been unknown for

conventional surfactants and lipid molecules. Various new

discoveries have been made in recent years with respect to

the formation of one- to three-dimensional supramolecular

objects, including vesicle, rod, globule, membrane, and

linear assemblies.

Langmuir–Blodgett Film

Formation of molecular layers of fullerene and their de-

rivatives has attracted the attention of scientists for a long

time, yet earlier attempts to make uniform monolayer of

C60 were rather unsatisfactory.[68] The amphiphilic ful-

lerene carboxylic acid 1 was reported in 1995 to form a

uniform Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) film at the water–air

interface.[69] The average area per molecule determined

by the p-A plot was 0.78 nm, and the distance between the

neighboring C60 was 0.95 nm, which is close to (but

slightly smaller than) the distance of 1.0 nm determined in

the crystal structure of C60. Atomic force microscopic

(AFM) analysis indicated that the surface contains far less

defects than the LB film made from unmodified C60 under

similar conditions (Fig. 7).

Nanorod and Nanoparticles

Rod-like assembly of fullerene forms when a DMSO

solution of a cationic amphiphile 7 is dispersed in

benzene.[62,63] The nanorods measure a diameter of 14–

120 nm and a length of over 70 mm. When the dispersion is

sonicated, vesicles of various sizes and shapes form. The

thickness of the vesicle wall (3–6 nm) suggests a multi-

lamellar structure.[70] Georgakilas et al.[71] also reported

that cationic amphiphiles form nanospheres and nanorods.

Fig. 7 Molecular model of LB film of 1. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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Bilayer Vesicles

Ph5C60H (10) is an interesting hydrocarbon[72–74] in

that its anion, Ph5C60K (11), dissolves freely in water

(Scheme I). It dissolves in water not as unimer, but as

spherical aggregates.[75] Atomic force microscopy and

laser light scattering (LLS) studies of the solution of 11
indicated that the solution contains bilayer vesicles and

that the size distribution is quite narrow.[76] Thus upon

slow addition of a THF solution to water, Ph5C60K

forms spherical bilayer aggregates of 34-nm average

diameter composed of about 13,000 fullerene molecules

as determined by LLS (Fig. 8). This ability of Ph5C60K

to form vesicles in water is the most intriguing. The

Ph5C60 anion amphiphile is noteworthy for its virtually all-

sp2 carbon framework, high structural rigidity, spherical

hydrophobic moiety, and the lack of heteroatom hydro-

philic sites.[77] In addition, the fullerene moiety is unique

because it is highly hydrophobic but not lipophilic.

Penta-arylated C60 bears large aryl groups to form a

cavity that can recognize another C60 molecule. Such a

molecule 12 looks like a badminton shuttlecock and stacks

with each other to form a one-dimensional array of both in

crystals and in liquid crystals (Fig. 9).[78] One may expect

that, with suitable modifications, such ‘‘nanoshuttlecock’’

would also be useful for the formation of supramolecular

structures in aqueous solutions.

DNA/Fullerene Nanoparticles

The aforementioned experiments of gene delivery dem-

onstrated the ability of the fullerene 5 to condense and to

release DNA, and the molecular nature of the DNA

condensation/release process was probed in test-tube

experiments with AFM.[79] When half an equivalent/base

pair of the fullerene 5 was mixed with 4-kbp plasmid

Fig. 8 Atomic force microscopic image of bilayer vesicle of 11

and the molecular model obtained by LLS study. (Adapted from

Ref. [76].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 1 (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Nanoshuttlecock molecule 12 and a three-dimensional

model of the stack-of-five molecules. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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DNA (Fig. 10a), the DNA molecule was condensed into a

globular object seen in Fig. 10b as a flat disc of 3-nm

thickness and 50-nm diameter. This condensate comprises

one molecule of the plasmid DNA and about 2000

molecules of the fullerene derivative. Upon further

addition of fullerene 5, many single-molecule DNA

condensates gather together to form the micrometer-sized

object (Fig. 10c). Release of the DNA molecules from

these large particles was achieved (Fig. 10d) by extractive

removal of the fullerene with CHCl3.

The formation of globular condensates composed of a

single to a few DNA molecules is unique among other

DNA-condensation studies based on lipid and dendrimeric

molecules, which create much larger and less structurally

defined DNA condensates.[80] Studies on a series of DNA-

binding aminofullerenes recently showed that DNA

condensation is required, but not sufficient for successful

transfection.[60,61]

Fullerene-Binding Antibody

A fullerene binding protein has been elicited purpose-

ly.[81] Immunization of mice with a C60-bovine thyro-

globulin (>600 kDa) conjugate elicited the desired IgG

isotype antibody. Crystal structure of Fab fragment of the

antifullerene antibody revealed that a shape-complemen-

tary clustering of hydrophobic amino acids forms a ful-

lerene binding site.[82] Modeling study shows participa-

tion of the induced fit mechanism in the binding process.

Interestingly, a subpopulation of the antibodies also re-

cognizes C70 and even carbon nanotubes.[83–85]

CONCLUSION

The development of the science of water-soluble full-

erenes has been very rapid. The molecular design starting

from the compounds 1 and 2 has become much more

elaborate and the synthesis has become more sophisticat-

ed, leading recently to the synthesis of the most complex

compounds in high yield and on a large scale. Practical

applications to clinical and materials uses are therefore

just ahead. The science of water-soluble fullerene stim-

ulated the studies to dissolve also carbon nanotubes in

water and organic solvent.[86,87] The high cost of full-

erenes has been the biggest barrier toward practical

applications of any fullerene derivative, and this problem

is now resolved by a large-scale production achieved by a

Japanese company.[88] The cost problem is still a big issue

in the use of metal-containing fullerenes, but may be

resolved in the not-too-distant future.
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INTRODUCTION

Although intensively studied in a variety of fields such as

catalysis, magnetism, and optics, oxide nanoparticles have

just been modestly considered within the field of energy

storage until these last few years that have witnessed

intense developments, mainly regarding Li-ion battery

technology as devoted herein.

For the last 20 years, it was a common and well-

accepted belief that highly divided materials could not

be suitable for extended reversible redox reaction with

metallic lithium. This seems quite astonishing because

most primary and secondary lithium electrochemical cell

devices are based on redox reactions involving interfacial

reactions between a liquid organic-based electrolyte and a

solid electrode material. In fact, this idea was rooted on

the belief that electrochemically driven irreversible

decomposition of the organic-based electrolyte occurs at

the surface of the active particles while the cell is cycled,

together with possible dissolution of the solids. Thus, the

higher the surface of contact between the particles and the

electrolyte, the higher would be the extent of this capacity

loss, hence the requirement of large particles with low

surface area. Along that line, the BET surface areas of

powders presently used in commercial Li-ion cells do not

exceed 2 m2/g. Recently, these prevailing ideas were

seriously contradicted by several findings linked to the

recent interest in nanopowders, as we will discuss in this

paper. Owing to the present staggering trend toward nano

objects in various research fields, too often driven by

funding opportunities rather than true science, much

confusion has surged about the real meaning of ‘‘nano.’’

Undoubtedly, the world of the so-called nanosciences is

still waiting for a concrete and universal definition or at

least an accurate, related size scale. Thus, we talk about

nanopowders, nanostructures/nanocomposites, nanotex-

tures, and nanoarchitectured electrodes by reference to

materials having a single component, two or more com-

ponents intimately mixed at the nanometric scale, a po-

rous electrode having pores and components in the

nanometric scale, and finally a well-designed (either by

template deposition or by lithography) two-component

system at the nanometric scale. Basically, we are prone to

think that a given object, observed for a given property

with a specific characterization mean, enters the ‘‘nano-

world’’ as soon as its size reaches a value below which

the studied property starts to drastically differ from that

of bulk. For instance, the significant decrease in Au

particles’ melting point as their particle size becomes

smaller than 50 Å perfectly illustrates this point,[1] and for

such a phenomenon 50 Å will be the threshold value

delimiting the nano/macro worlds. It is therefore unfor-

tunate that we do not have such an equivalent to Plank’s

constant that neatly separates classical mechanics from

quantum mechanics.

As we march from bulk materials toward systems with

small particles, new electrochemical effects are recently

observed and these require the formulation of a new

theoretical foundation on which to base our interpretation

and understanding of the experimental data. A theoretical

approach was recently undertaken and the effect of

surface, particle size toward the evolution of electro-

chemical reactions considered. A profound effect on the

chemical potential–composition curves and energy sites

was demonstrated.[2] Moreover, a decrease in domain size

results in a dramatic increase in grain boundaries[3] that

were shown, by acting as space charge regions, to be

beneficial to ionic conductivity. However, the particle size

is not the only parameter that can account for the

modification of properties. Indeed, the size of the

crystallized reacting domains (crystallites), the specific

surface area of the powder, the porosity, and the possible

confinement of the matter can have a drastic influence as

well.

It is surprising that the effect of the size of the reacting

domains on the electrochemical properties remains almost

uninvestigated, while most of the scientific fields are now,

as a whole, turning toward the nanomaterials. Given the

implications of the energy storage in our evolving modern

society (communication, biocompatible devices), we de-

finitively have to consider this rich domain of opportu-

nities that lies beyond the use of nanomaterials in this

field, as illustrated by the following examples.

LITHIUM REACTIVITY THROUGH
INSERTION PROCESSES

Although the principle of a Li-based secondary cell dates

back to the 70s, we had to wait until the 90s for the first
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commercialization of reliable and safe rechargeable

batteries. This impressive delay originates from numerous

scientific and technological problems whose step-by-step

resolution lasted decades and required sustained and

crossed endeavor from physicists, chemists, and theorists.

Aside from the formulation of stable electrolytes within a

wide electrochemical potential window, the search for

suitable electrode materials is still a major issue. The main

difficulty encountered along this quest for the ‘‘ideal’’

insertion material is nested in the numerous criteria they

have to meet all in one. They have to show high insertion

capacity without undergoing drastic structural changes,

low toxicity and low cost, highly separated redox potential

between the cathode and anode, enhanced thermal/

chemical stability toward the electrolyte, high electronic/

ionic conductivities for power rate capabilities, and,

finally, easy synthesis with scale-up possibilities.

Such ‘‘ideal’’ materials do not exist and to date only

very few compounds were isolated as coming close to

these requirements: ternary LiCoO2, LiNiO2, LiMn2O4

oxides for the cathode,[4,5] and carbonaceous materials for

the anode. To bypass the identified drawbacks of these

materials, present studies dealing with anionic and ca-

tionic substitutions,[6] surface treatments,[7] or the making

of composite materials are exploring new compromises

rather than innovative and creative approaches, with the

exception of a few that are exploiting lithium chemical

reactivity at the nanometric scale.

Below, we give some examples showing how nano-

materials, either as electrodes or as part of the electrolyte

composition, could greatly benefit the field of recharge-

able Li batteries.

LiMn2O4spinel oxide is the first example selected to

illustrate how Li-driven phase transitions associated to

drastic electrode volume changes and leading to poor

electrochemical performances can turn to our advantage

when using small reacting domains. It has long been well

known that Li insertion in this spinel framework results in

a cooperative Jahn–Teller distortion together with the

formation of a tetragonal phase showing a volume ex-

pansion of about 16% as compared to its cubic precursor

with the overall result being very poor retention capacity

upon cycling.[4,5] In contrast, when very small internal

crystallites are formed by intense mechanical milling

performed on crystallized powders or by precipitation

techniques, this reaction appears to be very reversible.[8,9]

This unexpected behavior was attributed to an isotropic

and benign expansion of the small domains as compared

to the highly anisotropic and strain-inducing expansion of

large ones, when the material is made by the ‘‘bake and

shake’’ method. Because of the plasticity of the ball-

milled powders, the electrode maintains its integrity upon

insertion–removal of lithium ions with limited resulting

loss of electrical contact.

By acting on the particle size, aside from the pos-

sibility of modifying the side effects associated to an

intercalation phenomenon, one can modify the insertion

mechanism by itself. This has been recently achieved for

several compounds by acting on the size of the reacting

domains as demonstrated through a few studies on car-

bonaceous materials.

Carbonaceous materials, owing to their both faradic

and capacitive properties, are now widely implemented in

Li-ion batteries and supercondensators. Their electro-

chemical properties are highly dependent on their texture,

composition, and synthetic history. Although capacitor

technology has long recognized the benefits of high-

surface-area materials, it was quite recently that Li in-

sertion in disordered and highly divided carbons turned

out to be a promising approach. Such disordered/divided

carbonaceous materials were, for instance, elaborated by

direct preparation through pyrolysis of organic precursors

or by postgrinding treatment under various conditions

(atmosphere, grinding time, miller type) of crystallized

carbons previously prepared at high temperatures.[10] Fol-

lowing the latter approach after an early appraisal of va-

rious ball-milling key parameters, carbonaceous materials

having reversible specific electrochemical capacity that

can reach 720 mA hr/g, which is about twice that of

graphite, and low irreversible loss in the first cycle (200

mA hr/g) were fabricated. More importantly, such per-

formance gains were not limited to one specific carbon

precursor because ball milling, once the experimental pa-

rameters optimized, was shown to lead to identical tex-

ture whatever the carbonaceous precursor, stressing the

universal effect of this mechanical treatment.[11] Several

models have been proposed to explain this behavior, but

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns for n-Fe2O3 and M-Fe2O3.
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despite this controversy, there is no doubt the origin of this

increase in capacity is nested in the extremely small do-

mains (30 Å) created by the milling.

Hematite a-Fe2O3
[12,13] and M3O4(M =Fe, Co, Mn)[15]

will be used as pedagogical examples to illustrate the

effect of particle size on the electrochemical reaction path

itself upon reaction with metallic lithium.

 

Fig. 2 TEM and SEM pictures of nanosized (n-Fe2O3) and

micron-sized (M-Fe2O3) samples.

Fig. 3 Voltage–composition curves for n-Fe2O3 and M-Fe2O3

in Potentiostatic Intermittent Titration Technique mode. Open

circles indicate the quasi-equilibrium OCVs.

Fig. 4 In situ X-ray diffraction patterns collected on (A) Li/M-

Fe2O3 and (B) Li/n-Fe2O3 cells discharged at C/5 rate. The ‘‘h’’

and ‘‘c’’ labels indicate the hexagonal a-Fe2O3 and the cubic

Li2Fe2O3 phases, respectively. Asterisks indicate the peaks due

to apparatus (Be, BeO).
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The reaction of lithium with hematite a-Fe2O3 entails

a very limited solid solution domain up to a lithium

critical concentration of about 0.03 lithium per formula

unit, and then an irreversible transition leading to a

Li2Fe2O3 rock-salt-type phase. It is surprising that when

using very small hematite particles, this reactivity

scheme appears to be drastically different. More specif-

ically, two batches of hematite were compared: micron-

sized (M-Fe2O3, 2 m2/g, 0.5 mm mean particle size,

commercial) and nanosized (n-Fe2O3, 60 m2/g, 200 Å

mean particle size, homemade) samples (Figs. 1 and 2).

Quasi-equilibrium voltage evolutions along the reaction

with lithium [open circuit voltage (OCV) measurements]

confirm that the reduction of M-Fe2O3 proceeds through

a biphasic process (2.20 V vs. Li+/Li) after a very small

solid solution domain. In contrast, a much longer single-

phase solid solution domain (up to about one Li) is

observed for n-Fe2O3, followed by a biphasic domain

characterized by an OCV value of 1.85 V vs. Li+/Li�
(Fig. 3). In situ X-ray diffraction experiments (Fig. 4)

further confirm these differences in reactivity when the

particle size is modified. For a maximum lithium amount

of one per formula unit (x=1), M-Fe2O3 irreversibly

transforms into a cubic rock-salt-type Li2Fe2O3 phase,

although the n-Fe2O3 Bragg reflections progressively

and reversibly shift without any evidence for extra

phase. The cell volume expansion linked to this

topotactic insertion is evaluated to be 1% from

a-Fe2O3 to a-Li1Fe2O3. As expected for such benign

cationic insertion associated with small volume changes,

the nanometric material exhibits higher reversible capa-

city and improved cycling behavior when compared to

the M-Fe2O3 batch (Fig. 5). Aside from these electro-

chemical aspects and the possibility of forming the a-

Li1Fe2O3 phase, recent Mössbauer and EXAFS mea-

surements indicate that the intimate reaction path beyond

x=1 is also dependent on the particle size. For instance,

we could unambiguously demonstrate a disproportion-

ation (3Fe2 +!2Fe3 ++Fe�) mechanism along the n-

Fe2O3 reduction beyond x=1, whereas it is not observed

for M-Fe2O3.[13]

Finally, the overall alternative paths observed depend-

ing on the domains size could be summarized as follows:

Similar extension of the solid solution domain by using

small particles/crystallites was also recently demonstrated

for compact structures such as anatase TiO2,[14] and we

believe that numerous host materials disregarded for

reversible lithium intercalation behave in a similar way.

Thus, a completely new area is ahead of us in the search

for new valuable insertion materials.

 

Fig. 5 Voltage–composition curves and capacity evolution

upon cycling for Li/n-Fe2O3 and Li/M-Fe2O3 cells (1 Li/5 hr,

25�C).
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Besides hematite, numerous other materials with

empty available sites are reported to irreversibly react

with lithium. Among them, 3d-metal spinel materials

M3O4 (M=Co, Mn, Fe) are also known to transform into

lithiated rock-salt type LixM3O4 structures. This is il-

lustrated in Fig. 6. Low-surface-area Co3O4 (3 m2/g)

reacts with metallic lithium at constant C/12 rate (one Li

in 12 hr) through a two-phase Li insertion process lead-

ing to a cubic rock-salt-type phase with the approximate

composition Li�1.5Co3O4 (Fig. 6A). In contrast, high-

surface-area Co3O4 materials (66 m2/g) behave differ-

ently because they transform into rock-salt a-CoO

(Fig. 6B). The same CoO formation was observed when

(3 m2/g) Co3O4 powders were slowly reduced (C/100) or

reacted with lithium in an intermittent mode consisting

of short discharge steps followed by 2-hr relaxation

periods. Note that similar current-density-driven obser-

vations were also made on Mn3O4 materials of different

surface area. Such behavior fully contrasts with that of

Fe3O4, as LixFe3O4 phases are always formed whatever

the reduction rate or the texture of the starting Fe3O4

powders, suggesting an effect of the crystallographic

nature of the spinel (normal for Co3O4 as compared to

inverse for Fe3O4). For Co3O4 and Mn3O4, the key

parameter governing the reduction reaction is therefore

not the particle size but the applied current density (cur-

rent/specific surface area ratio). Therefore, through these

examples we demonstrate that by varying either the

cycling rate or the specific surface area of the active

material one can control the Li reacting path as sum-

marized below.

 
 

Fig. 6 In situ X-ray diffraction patterns collected during the electrochemical reduction of Low Surface Area-Co3O4 (A) and High

Surface Area-Co3O4 (B) at constant current (1 Li/12 hr) at 25�C. The top patterns correspond to the initial Co3O4 and the bottom ones to

x=2.0 Li per Co3O4 (CuKa).
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LITHIUM REACTIVITY THROUGH
CONVERSION PROCESSES

Because the division state and texture of oxides used as

electrode materials can drastically alter the initial in-

tercalation process, one wonders whether the full reduc-

tion of 3d-metal oxides into metal can be affected as

well. Although the size of the metallic clusters so formed

are not significantly dependent on the initial oxide par-

ticle size, it was astonishing to observe, as demonstrated

for various oxides such Cu2O, CuO, CoO, NiO, MnO,

FeO, Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and Co3O4,[16–18] a very high rever-

sibility of these oxides toward Li according to the fol-

lowing reaction:

MOx þ 2xLi , M�þ xLi2O

The reversibility of these conversion reactions was

attributed to the in situ formation of nanometric metallic

clusters embedded in a lithia matrix with, therefore, a very

high metal/Li2O surface of contact. Upon reoxidation of

these nanocomposites, very small clusters of oxides are

formed back. This is shown in Figs. 7–9 for CoO/Li cells.

However, the formation of such nanocomposites is not the

only key parameter required for high reversibility. Indeed,

when ex situ formed highly divided oxides are cycled vs.

lithium, the overall cell capacity drops very quickly. This

is linked to the growing of an organic gel at the surface of

the particles (resulting from the decomposition/reduction

of the electrolyte) that tends to electrically isolate the

active particles from the current collector. The criteria for

good long-term cycling behavior are twofold: 1) low

surface area of the initial oxide particles and 2) in situ

formed nanodomains insuring high internal contact. Note

that this need of in situ nanostructure was already de-

monstrated in aqueous electrochemical storage using

nickel hydroxide as active material.[19] These reversible

conversion reactions were not only limited to oxides but

were found to occur for various classes of compounds

such as nitrides, fluorides, and sulfides with formation of

metal/Li3N, metal/LiF, and metal/Li2S nanocomposites,

respectively.[20–24] Thanks to the universality of these

reactions, to their appealing electrochemical perfor-

mances, to their intrinsic simplicity from a thermody-

namic point of view, and to the large panel of materials

available, it clearly appears that they represent a main

opportunity for future development in the field of

electrode materials. Because they involve two to three

electrons per 3d metal as compared to 1, and high voltages

as well (3 V for CoF3), such nanodriven reversible con-

version reactions, owing to their staggering capacity gains

over classical insertion reactions, could revolutionize the

way the world stores and uses power.

ALLOYING REACTIONS

Lithium-alloying reaction with metal such as Al, Sn, Si,

Ge, Cd, Pb, and Sb is one of the most attractive alter-

natives to intercalation reactions.[25–29] About 25 metals

or semimetals are known to form alloys with lithium

and most of their combinations are active toward li-

thium.[30–33] These reactions offer very high capacities

(Si: 4200 mA hr/g, Ge: 1600 mA hr/g, Al and Sn: 990 mA

hr/g) at relatively low voltages (<1 V vs. Li+/Li�) but their

cycling behavior is very poor. This detrimental charac-

teristic is attributed to the pulverization of the material,

and hence the loss of electrical contact, due to the large

volume expansion of the active domains and high strain-

inducing phase transitions together with the Li incorpo-

ration. Although these structural changes are intrinsic to

the reactions, several attempts have been made to limit

their side effects on the electrode integrity. Among them,

the active/inactive nanocomposite concept represents one

Fig. 7 Composition–voltage curve for a CoO/Li cell (top) and

evolution of the capacity as a function of the cycle number

(bottom). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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of the most promising exploratory routes in the field. Such

composites consist of two intimately mixed materials, one

reacting with lithium while the other acts as an inactive

confining buffer. In addition, the use of small-sized

metallic clusters as Li hosts considerably suppress the

associated strains and therefore improve their textural

response to the alloying reaction.[34,35] Several recent

examples can illustrate this concept through different

systems such as Sn–O based glasses,[36–39] Si–C,[40–42]

Sn–Fe–C[43–45] and Sn–Mn–C.[46,47] The best experimen-

tal proof of the beneficial aspect of the buffer matrix arises

from the ability to obtain several hundreds of cycles on a

composite made by precipitating Sn metal at the grain

boundaries of an electrochemically inactive SnFe3C

matrix. However, the retention capacity was improved at

the expense of a decrease in the material electrochemical

capacity. Undoubtedly, alloy performance can also benefit

from nanostructuration, but further developments are

Fig. 8 HRTEM images (a) and corresponding selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) diagram of a CoO electrode after reaction

with 2 Li per CoO. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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needed in the search for elaboration techniques to develop

tailor-made nanostructure alloys.

ELECTROLYTE

Small particles are not only involved in electrode redox

mechanisms but can also be of great implications for the

electrolyte conduction properties. For instance, the addi-

tion of nanometric inorganic fillers (TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3)

into various types of dry or hybrid polymer systems has

proved effective in improving their ionic conduction

properties to a large extent without affecting their inter-

facial and mechanical stabilities, in the whole temperature

range.[48–50] This enhancement of the conductivity was

explained both in chemical terms through the introduction

of a Lewis acid–base concept that considers the effect of

fillers in ion–ion and ion–polymer interactions in poly-

meric electrolytes and in theoretical terms through a

modification of diffusion and transport coefficient in

space charge regions created at the nanoceramic/polymer

interfaces. Present trends are devoted toward searching for

new nanostructured polymers loaded with functionalized

ceramic nanomaterials (e.g., nanoceramics having acid or

Fig. 9 HRTEM images (a) and corresponding SAED diagram of a CoO electrode after one discharge/charge cycle.
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basic surface groups). Such an approach was shown to be

quite beneficial in developing highly performing protonic

membranes for fuel cell applications.

CONCLUSION

It is now evident that the entire energy storage field is

moving toward nanostructures and nanoparticles. So far,

only the capacitor technology was apparently concerned

by this aspect and it is probably not purely coincidental

that recent works have demonstrated the feasibility of

hybrid capacitive/faradic lithium cells.[51] Through this

simple example, it is clear that a completely new area

of opportunities is now open within the field of energy

storage, both at the fundamental and applied levels. As

we march from bulk materials toward systems with

small particles, new electrochemical phenomena are

observed and these require the formulation of a new

theoretical foundation on which to base our interpreta-

tion and understanding of the experimental data.

Regarding the applications, several foreseen benefits

associated to nanomaterial-based Li batteries are the

following: 1) an easier accommodation of structural

strains for better calendar life, 2) a shorter diffusion

path for enhanced electrode power capabilities, 3) an

increase of the surface vs. core volume for larger double-

layer capacitance contribution, and 4) an enhanced solid

state reactivity to bypass kinetics limitations so that novel

reactions showing staggering electrochemical capacity

gains and involving low-cost materials are becoming

feasible. Such cumulated effects should translate into

tremendous gain costs while preserving safety. However,

although quite exciting, enthusiasm should not prevail

over reality, and a few critical problems that will require

cooperative endeavor and cross-sharing of knowledge

accumulated for the last decades in fields such as

catalysis and others remain to be solved.
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INTRODUCTION

The chemistry of polynuclear metal clusters in the

nanometer scale has become a central issue in materials

science because of their unique functions as electronic,

optical, magnetic, and catalytic devices, which bring new

technologies in many industrial areas.[1–5] At present,

there is some progress being made in the preparation of

metal nanoclusters.[6–15] They have been synthesized by

the chemical reduction of metal salts in the presence of

stabilizing ligands such as surfactants,[6,7] organic poly-

mers,[8–10] and organic bases,[11–13] which preserve the

metal clusters from the agglomeration of the clusters

themselves. However, the above methods hardly produce

metal nanoclusters with a high degree of size dispersity.

Transition metals have been extensively used as ca-

talysts for many organic reactions, where the oxidation

state of the metal plays an important role in attaining highly

selective reactions.[16–19] A multiple interaction of sub-

strate molecules with surface metal atoms of transition

metal nanoclusters would offer the possibility of unpre-

cedented catalytic reactions. Furthermore, a creation of

specific surface ensemble sites consisting of zero-valent

metals and metal cations is a promising strategy for de-

signing highly functionalized nanocluster catalysts based

on cooperative action among the multiple metal species.

The purpose of this article is to develop a new synthetic

protocol of monodispersed palladium (Pd) nanoclusters at

the nanometer-scale precision as high-performance cata-

lysts. We describe here the novel synthesis of Pd

nanoclusters with a high degree of size dispersity, where

the standard deviation of the mean diameter (s/d) is less

than 10%, by treatment of the small Pd cluster with metal

nitrates such as Cu(NO3)2 under an O2 atmosphere. This

method also yielded mixed-valence states with Pd0 and

cationic Pd species on the cluster surface.[20] An advan-

tage of this synthetic method is that the particle size and

the surface oxidation state of monodispersed Pd nano-

clusters can be controlled by selecting the amount of the

metal nitrates and by varying the preparation time of the

clusters. Furthermore, the above Pd nanoclusters are

applicable to highly efficient and selective heterogeneous

catalysts for liquid-phase oxidations such as acetoxylation

of toluene, alcohol oxidation, and the Wacker oxidation

under an atmospheric pressure of O2.[20–22] The unique

catalyses of the Pd nanoclusters are attributed to the

cooperative action between zero-valent Pd and Pd cations

on the surface ensemble Pd sites.

PREPARATION OF NANOCLUSTERS

A representative example is the synthesis of the mono-

dispersed Pd nanocluster with a mean diameter of 38 Å. A

solution of Pd(OAc)2 (0.20 g, 0.89 mmol) in AcOH (20

mL) was stirred at 50�C for 2 hr under continuous CO flow,

yielding 0.12 g of Pd4(CO)4(OAc)4�2AcOH (PCA) as a

yellow precipitate.[23] The obtained PCA (0.12 g, 0.155

mmol, Pd 0.62 mmol) was stirred in AcOH (2.5 mL) in the

presence of 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) (0.0614 g, 0.31

mmol) at room temperature for 30 min in air to give a dark

brown solution of Pd4phen2(CO)2(OAc)4
[24] [anal. calc. for

Pd4C34H28N4O10 (%): C, 37.9; H, 2.6; N, 5.2; found (%): C,

34.1; H, 2.7; N, 5.2].a Then, 0.0038 g of Cu(NO3)2�3H2O

(0.0155 mmol) was added to the above solution and heated

at 90�C under an atmospheric O2. After 15 min, a black

solid was precipitated with the consumption of 0.067

mmol O2 (O2/Pd=0.108 mol/mol).b The precipitate was

washed with AcOH for several times and dried in vacuo to

yield the Pd nanoclusters (0.032 g, ca. 30% yield based on

Pd) [anal. calc. for Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80 (%): C,

3.28; H, 0.41; N, 1.91; found (%): C, 3.21; H, 0.23; N, 1.34;

X-ray photon spectroscopy (XPS): Pd 3d5/2=334.5–335.2

eV, O 1s=531.5 eV, N 1s=399.4 eV. The XPS peak posi-

tions are referred to C 1s at 284.6 eV (atomic ratio by

aAn optimum mole ratio of Pd to phen in the synthesis of giant Pd

clusters was found to be 2. The use of Pd4phen4(CO)2(OAc)4 instead of

Pd4phen2(CO)2(OAc)4 did not afford giant Pd clusters.
bThe amount of O2 uptake during the preparation of the Pd nanoclusters

was volumetrically measured using a gas buret by trapping evolved CO2

in a cold trap at �120�C.
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XPS: C/Pd=0.6, N/Pd=0.12). Copper signals were not

appreciable on the clusters.].c Scheme 1 represents the

formation of the Pd nanoclusters. During the preparation

of the Pd nanoclusters, molecular oxygen was consumed

to form CO2 and H2O, and the oxygen species on the

cluster surface.

A typical example for the immobilization of the Pd

clusters on the metal oxides is described for the Pd

nanocluster/TiO2. TiO2 (JRC-TIO-2, 1.30 g) was added

into the acetic acid solution of the Pd4phen2(CO)2(OAc)4

and Cu(NO3)2�3H2O, and then stirred at 90�C under an

atmospheric O2 (3 wt.% as Pd cluster).d The solid com-

pound of 1.4 g was obtained after filtration, washing with

acetic acid and drying under a vacuum.

In the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the Pd

nanoclusters, the three peaks are observed at 40�, 46�, and

68�, which correspond to the {111}, {200}, and {220}

planes of a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice, respectively.

The mean crystalline size of the Pd nanoclusters, cal-

culated from the line broadening of the peak at 40� using

the Scherrer equation, is ca. 35 Å. The particle size dis-

tribution and the ordering of Pd atoms of the Pd clusters

were estimated by field emission scanning electron

microscopy (FE-SEM) and high-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HR-TEM) of the Pd clusters im-

mobilized on the TiO2 surface because the Pd nanoclus-

ters could be immobilized on a surface of TiO2 without a

change in their original cluster size and the local ordering

of the Pd atoms on the cluster surface. As shown in Fig. 1a,

the FE-SEM image of the Pd clusters on the TiO2 surface

reveals that the Pd nanoclusters are well dispersed with a

quite narrow size distribution throughout the TiO2 surface.

The mean diameter (d) of the Pd clusters is 38 Å with a

standard deviation (s) of 2.1 Å, where the s/d value is 6%.

This particle size corresponds to that of the giant eight-

shell metal cluster composed of 2060 Pd atoms as the

magic number.[25] To the best of our knowledge, the Pd

nanoclusters prepared by our method using metal nitrates

have the narrowest size distribution of Pd nanoparticles

obtained by chemical and electrochem ical methods.[6–15]

Fig. 2 represents the HR-TEM image of the Pd

nanocluster immobilized on the TiO2 surface. A regular

arrangement of Pd atoms on the Pd nanocluster surface can

be clearly observed, with 17 Pd atoms along the {111}

planes. The Pd K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure

(XAFS) measurement of the Pd nanoclusters indicated that

the inner part is composed of a metallic Pd atom. However,

the surface analysis of the above Pd nanoclusters by XPS

proved the presence of both cationic and metallic Pd

species. Furthermore, the treatment of the Pd nanoclusters

with a CO molecule at 0�C led to both CO2 evolution and

CO adsorption on metallic Pd; the cationic Pd species are

reduced to Pd0 during exposure to CO. The evolution of

CO2 ascertains the presence of oxygen species on the

surface of the Pd nanoclusters. Because the reactivity of the

surface oxygen species was high enough to oxidize a CO

molecule even at 0�C, the Pd sites responsible for the above

CO oxidation would be Pd2O species on the cluster

surface.e The ratio of the Pd2O species to the surface Pd

atoms of the monodispersed Pd nanoclusters with a

diameter of 38 Å, evaluated from the amounts of the

formed CO2 and the CO uptake, is 23%.

A possible arrangement of the Pd atoms of the eight-

shell Pd cluster with an fcc cuboctahedral shape is

illustrated in Scheme 2a, where the Pd0 and Pd+ cation

species are situated on the face of the nanocluster. The

fraction of Pd+ (Pd2O) species of the surface Pd atoms

was 23%, whereas those of Pd2 + and Pd0 species were

56% and 20%, respectively.[20] This accords with the

composition of the Pd nanoclusters, Pd2060(NO3)360-

(OAc)360O80; the surface-divalent Pd cations were

preserved at corner/edge sites by anions of NO3
� and

OAc�, where oxygen species were bound to the two

monovalent Pd ions on the face of the nanocluster.

The use of Fe(NO3)3 instead of Cu(NO3)2 could also

afford the Pd nanoclusters having a narrow size distribu-

tion with a mean diameter and standard deviation (d±s)

of 38±4.4 Å (s/d=11%), where the fraction of the surface

Pd2O species exhibited the maximum of 22%. The

composition of the eight-shell Pd nanoclusters was

Pd2060(NO3)250(OAc)470O80. The ratio of OAc� to NO3
�

anions was different from that obtained for the eight-shell

Pd clusters using Cu(NO3)2. However, the total number

of anionic species situated on the cluster surface was

constant, irrespective of the metal nitrates.

Furthermore, we found that the selection of the

Cu(NO3)2/PCA molar ratio can control the particle size

of the Pd nanoclusters.[20] When the Cu(NO3)2/PCA

cThe Pd(phen)(OAc)2 complex was formed in the residual solution.
dTiO2 (JRC-TIO-2) was supplied from the Catalysis Society of Japan

(anatase, BET surface area: 14 m2 g� 1), and is characterized by its low

acidity and basicity compared with other TiO2 reference samples.

Scheme 1 Formation of the Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80

cluster.

eA Pd+ species has been already reported on palladium-loaded silico-

aluminophosphate molecular sieves. (See Ref. [26].)
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molar ratio was 0.05, the five-shell Pd nanoclusters with

the s/d value of 9% (s=2.5 Å, d=27 Å) were obtained.

A typical FE-SEM image and the particle size distribu-

tion are shown in Fig. 1b. The fraction of the Pd+

species of the surface Pd atoms became 7% when the

Cu(NO3)2/PCA molar ratio was 0.05. Scheme 2b shows

a proposed structure of the five-shell Pd nanocluster

composed of 560 Pd atoms whose composition is

Pd560(NO3)100(OAc)250O10. It is notable that the treat-

ment of Pd4phen2(CO)2(OAc)4 with Cu(NO3)2�3H2O in

a shorter preparation time (e.g., �10 min) afforded Pd

nanoclusters with a s/d value of 9% (s=2.8 Å, d=32

Å), as depicted in Fig. 1c. This particle size might cor-

respond with six-shell or seven-shell clusters.[12]

The above shell-selective synthesis of monodispersed

Pd clusters allows us to consider the feature of nanocluster

formation as follows. The metal nitrates promote the

disproportionation of monovalent Pd ions of Pd4phen2-

(CO)2(OAc)4 complex to yield Pd0 and Pd2 + cation

species. The Pd0 species aggregate to form relatively

small Pd assemblies. Because the amounts of Pd0 and

Pd2 + species increase with increasing amount of the metal

nitrates and duration of the treatment, the small assembly

of Pd0 species is overspread with generated Pd0 species,

Fig. 2 The HR-TEM image of the eight-shell Pd nanocluster

immobilized on the TiO2 surface.

Scheme 2 Possible structure models of (a) the eight-shell Pd

nanocluster, Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80, and (b) the five-shell

Pd nanocluster, Pd560(NO3)100(OAc)250O10, with an fcc cuboc-

tahedral shape.

Fig. 1 The FE-SEM photograph and the particle size distribution of the Pd nanoclusters prepared with the Cu(NO3)2/PCA molar ratio

of (a) 0.10 (15 min), (b) 0.05 (8 min), and (c) 0.10 (10 min). The values in parentheses are the preparation times of the cluster.
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which lead to the growth of a larger Pd0 nanocluster.

Subsequently, the Pd0 atoms located at corner/edge sites

of the larger cluster surface are oxidized by the metal

nitrate to give Pd2 + cations, which are stabilized by

anionic ligands such as OAc� and NO3
�. On the other

hand, the Pd2O surface species might be formed by the

oxidation of the Pd0 ions by O2. An additional increase in

the amount of the metal nitrates resulted in a deep oxi-

dation of the surface Pd species and also an exfoliation

of Pd2 + ions from the cluster surface, which resulted in

the formation of smaller metallic clusters together with

decomposition into the monomeric Pd2 + complex. Indeed,

both the particle size and the surface oxidation state of the

Pd cluster exhibited maxima at a Cu(NO3)2/PCA molar

ratio of 0.10.[20]

The quite narrow size distribution of the present Pd

nanoclusters could be ascribed to the strong ability of the

metal nitrate for the disproportionation of monovalent Pd

ions of the Pd4phen2(CO)2(OAc)4 complex that leads to a

formation of a relatively small Pd assembly through a

fast nucleation step of the Pd0 species. Furthermore, the

partial oxidation of surface Pd0 species at the larger

cluster surface with metal nitrate retards the successive

growth of the nanoclusters.

Conclusively, the treatment of palladium carbonyl

acetate (PCA) cluster with Cu(NO3)2 in the presence of

phen under an O2 atmosphere afforded monodispersed Pd

nanoclusters containing both Pd0 and cationic Pd species

on the surface. The novel preparation method described

here enables a ‘‘shell-selective’’ synthesis of Pd nanoclus-

ters, keeping the high monodispersity as well as a tuning

of the surface fraction of Pd0, Pd+, and Pd2 + species.

Unique catalyses of the Pd nanoclusters in the acetox-

ylation of toluene, alcohol oxidation, and the Wacker

oxidation are described below.

APPLICATION

Palladium is among the most important catalysts in or-

ganic synthesis.[17,18,27,28] Our monodispersed Pd nano-

clusters will offer the possibility of unprecedented

catalytic reactions based on specific surface ensemble

Pd sites within a regular arrangement of multiple Pd spe-

cies. We applied the monodispersed Pd nanoclusters to

heterogeneous catalysts for oxidative functional transfor-

mations in liquid phase under an atmospheric O2 pressure.

Acetoxylation of Toluene

Acetoxylation is one of the powerful methods to functio-

nalize various kinds of C H bonds in hydrocarbons; the

acetoxyl group can be facilely transformed into other func-

tional ones. Generally, the acetoxylation of toluene occurs

by using a homogeneous Pd(OAc)2 complex in an acetic

acid under an O2 atmosphere to give benzyl acetates, where

additives of KOAc and Sn(OAc)2 are indispensable.[29] In

heterogeneous Pd catalysts, Pd particles on charcoal or

SiO2, as a support interacting with excess amounts of Sn(2-

ethyl-hexanoate)2 and KOAc, exhibit catalytic activi-

ty.[30,31] It is said that the efficient acetoxylation by Pd

catalysts cannot be attained without any additives.

Our monodispersed Pd nanoclusters acted as heteroge-

neous catalysts for the oxidative acetoxylation of toluene to

benzyl acetates using molecular oxygen (Scheme 3).[20]

Among the Pd nanoclusters prepared using Cu(NO3)2, the

maximum catalytic activity was obtained in the case of

the eight-shell Pd nanoclusters having the highest fraction

of Pd2O and the divalent Pd species. It is interesting to

note that the monodispersed Pd nanoclusters can efficien-

tly catalyze the oxidative acetoxylation of toluene without

any additives such as Sn(II) compounds, KOAc, and reoxi-

dizing reagents. Furthermore, the eight-shell Pd nanoclus-

ters showed much higher catalytic activity than conventio-

nal Pd catalysts [e.g. Pd/carbon, Pd/Al2O3, and Pd(OAc)2].

The eight-shell Pd nanoclusters immobilized on the TiO2

surface also had high catalytic activity for the acetoxylation

of toluene.f These results are summarized in Table 1.

The high catalytic activity of the Pd nanoclusters is

ascribed to an ensemble of the cationic Pd species and Pd0

on the cluster surface. Vide supra, in the conventional

oxidative acetoxylation catalyzed by Pd catalyst systems,

an addition of potassium and tin compounds is indispens-

able. The Sn2 + additives promote the reduction step of

Pd2 + to Pd0, and the resulting Sn4 + oxide may serve as an

oxygen reservoir in oxygen-poor regimes. The potassium

Scheme 3 Oxidative acetoxylation of toluene in the presence of molecular oxygen catalyzed by the eight-shell Pd nanoclusters.

fThe particle size of the Pd clusters did not change appreciably after the

acetoxylation reaction. During the acetoxylation, no Pd leaching was

observed by the ICP method, whose detection limit is 24 ppb.
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renders Pd particles more electropositive, which becomes

susceptible to interaction with an electron-donating

substrate (e.g., toluene). Because the cationic Pd atoms

already exist on the surface of the Pd cluster in the present

catalyst system, the addition of potassium compounds is

not required to facilitate the interaction with toluene.

Furthermore, tin compound is also unnecessary because

the Pd2O species acted as an oxygen reservoir through an

easy interconversion between Pd+ and Pd0 species.

Alcohol Oxidation

Recently, much attention has focused on Pd-catalyzed

oxidation of alcohols into the corresponding carbonyl

compounds using molecular oxygen as an environment-

friendly oxidant.[32–37] In this section, we explore the

catalytic potential of the monodispersed Pd nanoclusters

in the aerobic oxidation of alcohols.[21]

Results of the aerobic oxidation of various alcohols

catalyzed by the Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80 nanoclusters

are displayed in Table 2 together with those using the

Pd561phen60(OAc)180 cluster[38] and Pd(OAc)2-pyri-

dine[35] catalytic systems. Our Pd nanoclusters efficiently

catalyzed the oxidation of primary aromatic allylic

alcohols to the corresponding aldehydes using molecular

oxygen (entries 1, 4, and 5). It should be noted that the

present Pd nanoclusters showed higher reactivity for

primary aromatic allylic alcohols than for aliphatic ones

(e.g., 3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol and 2-hexen-1-ol, entries 6

and 8). Furthermore, the oxidation of secondary aromatic

allylic alcohols proceeded slowly (entry 10). Interestingly,

benzylic alcohols were oxidized more slowly than allylic

alcohols (entries 14 and 17). This high reactivity for allylic

alcohols was also exemplified in a competitive reaction of

an equimolar mixture of cinnamyl alcohol and benzyl

alcohol; cinnamaldehyde was selectively obtained in 92%

yield, together with only 1% of benzaldehyde for 3 hr

(Fig. 3).

Generally, divalent Pd catalysts are prone facilely to

oxidize benzyl alcohols, but are not suitable for the

oxidation of allylic alcohols because of an irreversible

coordination of allylic alcohols to the Pd species (entry 3

vs. entry 16).[35,39] The difference between the present

Pd nanoclusters and conventional Pd2 + complexes lies in

the high reactivity for allylic alcohols over benzylic

alcohols. As compared with the Pd561phen60(OAc)180

cluster, having Pd+ cation species throughout the

surface,[38] the present Pd nanoclusters preferred aro-

matic allylic alcohols to aliphatic ones. Cinnamyl

alcohol was completely oxidized only for 1 hr, whereas

the oxidation of 3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol required 5 hr

(entry 1 vs. entry 6). In contrast, using the Pd561phe-

n60(OAc)180 catalyst, the oxidation of both allylic

alcohols proceeded in a similar rate (entry 2 vs. entry 7).

The highest catalytic activity was obtained for the

Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80 nanoclusters, which have

the highest percentage of the Pd+ species among the

surface Pd atoms.[21] Therefore, in a similar fashion of

the above acetoxylation, we considered that the highly

selective oxidation of aromatic alcohols by the Pd

nanoclusters could be explained by the unique surface

ensemble Pd sites; a p-bond interaction between aro-

matic allylic alcohols and the cationic Pd2 + species. The

high selectivity for the oxidation of allylic alcohols

when compared with benzyl alcohol might be related to

a coordination of the C C bond with a Pd cation (e.g.,

Pd2 +). Correspondingly, the distance between the Pd

cation and Pd0 fits with that found for the distance

between a terminal b-carbon of a C C bond and an

oxygen atom of the OH of allylic alcohols.g

Wacker Oxidation

The Wacker oxidation is a powerful method to synthesize

methyl ketones from terminal olefins, catalyzed by an

Table 1 Acetoxylation of toluene with various Pd catalysts in the presence of molecular oxygena

Catalyst Conversion (%) Total yield of 1+2 (%)b 1:2

Pd nanoclusterc 96 94 4.1:1

Pd nanocluster/TiO2 93 88 5.0:1

5% Pd/carbon 19 Trace –

5% Pd/Al2O3 21 0 –

Pd(OAc)2 0 0 –

aReaction conditions: Pd 0.25 mmol, toluene 5 mmol, AcOH 4 mL, 908C, 3 hr, O2 atmosphere.
bYields of products were determined by gas chromatography (GC) analysis using an internal standard technique.
cPd (0.29 mmol).

gThe EXAFS measurement of the Pd nanoclusters showed that the

average distance between the Pd species was 2.75 Å. The distance

between a terminal b-carbon of the C C bond and oxygen atom of the

OH function of cinnamyl alcohol was ca. 3 Å, calculated by the PM3

semiempirical method as implemented in MOPAC.
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aqueous solution of Pd2 + salt combined with Cu2 + and

HCl under aerobic conditions.[27] The HCl is required to

achieve a favorable reoxidation of Pd0 by Cu2 + ions, and

to prevent the aggregation of transient atomic Pd0 species

to inactive Pd precipitates. An acidic chloride medium not

only corrodes the reactor wall, but also leads to the for-

mation of chlorinated by-products. Hence much effort has

been devoted to the development of HCl-free Wacker

systems.[40–42] However, there are few heterogeneous

catalysts for the Wacker oxidation of unreactive higher

terminal olefins in liquid phase.[43–46] We found that

the Pd nanoclusters immobilized on a TiO2 surface acted

as a highly active and recyclable catalyst for the liquid-

phase Wacker oxidation of higher terminal olefins in

Table 2 Aerobic oxidation of various alcohols catalyzed by Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80 nanoclustersa

Entry Substrate Product Catalyst Time (hr) Conversion (%) Yield (%)b

1 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAc)360O80 2 93 91

2 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 1 100 94

3 Pd(OAc)2-pyridinec 2 46 35

4 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 2 100 91

5 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 4 91 87

6 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 5 90 83

7 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 1 100 89

8 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 5 66 49d

9 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 1 100 79

10 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 14 94 80

11 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 4 47 36

12 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 24 <1 Trace

13 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 24 8 1

14 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 14 95 92

4 45 44

15 Pd561phen60(OAc)180 24 78 24

16 Pd(OAc)2-pyridinec 2 100 100

17 Pd2060(NO3)360(OAC)360O80 14 95 91

4 53 50

18 Pd(OAc)2-pyridinec 2 97 95

aReaction conditions: Pd 0.05 mmol, substrate 2 mmol, AcOH 4 mL, 608C, O2 atmosphere.
bYields of aldehydes and ketones were determined by GC analysis using an internal standard technique.
cSubstrate 2 mmol, Pd(OAc)2 0.05 mmol, pyridine 0.2 mmol, MS3A 0.5 g, toluene 4 mL, 808C, O2 atmosphere.
dFifteen percent of 2-hexenyl acetate was formed.
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N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) solvent without acid addi-

tives (Scheme 4).[22]

The eight-shell Pd nanoclusters showed high catalytic

activity for the oxidation of 1-decene in the presence of

water and CuCl2�2H2O under O2 at atmospheric pressure

to afford 2-decanone selectively. The catalytic activity of

the eight-shell Pd nanoclusters was higher than that of

the five-shell Pd560(NO3)100(OAc)250O10 clusters. In the

present oxidation, the Pd nanoclusters immobilized on the

TiO2 could maintain the high catalytic activity and

selectivity that make the workup procedure strikingly

simple. Water, O2, and CuCl2�2H2O were necessary to

obtain high yields of 2-decanone. Only three equivalents

of CuCl2 to Pd were sufficient for achieving high catalytic

activity. It is notable that the Pd nanocluster catalysts

enable the Wacker oxidation in liquid phase under acid-

free conditions.

Terminal olefins such as 1-hexene, 1-octene, 1-decene,

1-dodecene, vinylcyclohexane, and n-butyl vinyl ether

were selectively oxidized by the immobilized Pd

nanocluster catalysts to give the corresponding methyl

ketones and n-butyl acetate, respectively, in high yields

within 3 hr (Table 3). Furthermore, the spent catalyst was

easily separated from the reaction mixture by filtration

and could be reused with retention of high activity and

selectivity. However, no oxidation occurred when the

filtrate was further reacted. The present Wacker oxidation

proceeds via the Pd2 + species on the Pd nanocluster

surface. The use of even small amounts of CuCl2
efficiently promoted the reoxidation of Pd0 to Pd2 +

species, which might be ascribed to a cooperative action

of Pd2 +, Pd+, and Pd0 species on the nanocluster surface.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated the ‘‘shell-selective’’ synthesis

and characterization of monodispersed Pd nanoclusters

containing Pd0, Pd+, and Pd2 + species on the surface. Each

surface Pd species (e.g., Pd0, Pd+, and Pd2 +) does not act

individually as a catalytic site, but works cooperatively as

a ‘‘trio’’ on the same cluster surface to attain unique ca-

talytic performances for functional transformations under

an O2 atmosphere. Furthermore, the Pd nanoclusters could

be immobilized on a neutral TiO2 surface with retention of

their original size and unique catalysis. The monodis-

persed Pd nanoclusters provides a new strategy to design

highly selective Pd catalysts in many organic syntheses

aiming at ‘‘green and sustainable chemistry’’.[47]
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INTRODUCTION

The assembly of nanoparticles into interesting and useful

structures requires the manipulation of particle interactions

at the level of a few times the average thermal energy in the

system such that the particles can sample an ensemble of

states. When allowed to reach equilibrium, colloidal sus-

pensions display phase behavior similar to that seen in

molecular systems. The phases observed can be manipu-

lated through alterations in particle density and particle

surface chemistry. The richness of the phase diagram can

be expanded by introducing anisotropic interactions, or by

working with mixtures of particles. Under some condi-

tions, as the strength of attraction or particle concentration

is increased, suspensions fall out of equilibrium and glas-

ses or gels are observed. Here we review links that have

been recently made between experimental observations

and statistical mechanics of suspension phase behavior and

suggest where advances will be made in the future.

BACKGROUND

Colloidal suspensions display phase behavior similar to

that of molecular systems.[1] Order/disorder transitions are

referred to as fluid/crystal transitions. Suspension phases

separate out into dilute and concentrated phases in equi-

librium with each other, thus displaying gas/fluid transi-

tions. Dense suspensions form glasses. Although in

single-component molecular systems, the thermodynamic

variables used to describe phase transitions are density,

temperature, and pressure, in colloidal systems, the vari-

ables are density, temperature, osmotic pressure, and

strength of interaction. The last variable distinguishes

colloidal suspensions most strongly from molecular sys-

tems. For example, because the strength of interaction can

be tuned by solution properties, at fixed temperature, one

can map out an entire phase diagram.[1]

The connection between descriptions of phase transi-

tions in molecular systems and colloidal systems is based

on the use of the effective potential where solvent-medi-

ated interactions are ascribed to the particle interaction

energy. The basis of this mapping goes back to McMillan

and Mayer,[2] and the treatment of colloidal suspensions

containing one type of particle as a pseudo-one-compo-

nent system has been extensively tested. As the range and

strength of attractions and repulsions can be varied over

an enormous range with colloidal particles, suspensions of

nanoparticles offer a unique test bed for treatments of

molecular phase behavior.

The phase behavior of repulsive systems has been ex-

tensively studied.[1,3] For monotonic repulsive interac-

tions, only order/disorder and glass transitions are

observed. The effects of attractions have seen less inves-

tigations because of the limited number of experimental

systems where the strength of attraction can be varied

systematically over a range around the average thermal

energy in the system. The limited number of model sys-

tems where weak attractions can be modulated arises from

the ubiquitous nature of van der Waals interactions and the

large magnitudes of these attractions at contact for parti-

cles half a micron or larger in size. Realization that the

strength of van der Waals forces at contact is limited by the

granularity of matter (which limits the distance of closest

approach) leads one to conclude that nanoparticles will

experience only weak attractions. Indeed, this realization

has led to startling connections between the phase be-

havior of nanoparticles or large molecules, and the simu-

lations and analytical models for the phase behavior of

particles experiencing weak, short-range attractions.[4–6]

Suspensions containing nanoparticles are widely used

in the production of ceramics, consumer products, paints

and inks, and quantum dots for optical applications.

Nanoparticles are used because of their optical properties,

the fact that the electronic states of nanoparticles are al-

tered from their states in the bulk, and because they offer

unique chemical and physical properties to the suspen-

sions. Of growing interest in the assembly of nanoparticles

are the factors that control the states into which nano-

particles assemble. Key examples can be found in bio-

chemistry, where biological systems are controlled by the

interactions and assembly of nanoparticles whereas the

structure of globular macromolecules is often determined

by X-ray diffraction derived from crystals. Thus advances

in the use of nanoparticles and an understanding of

complex biological systems will be tied to a greater un-

derstanding of particle interactions and how these alter the

state of nanoparticle aggregation.
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The fact that many systems of interest interact weakly

where the strength of attractions lies on the order of a few

times the average thermal energy in the system means that

many nanoparticle systems sample an ensemble of states

and are subject to undergoing phase transitions. Progress

toward unraveling the effects of particle shape, anisotropy

of interaction, and details of the spatial extent of the

particle interaction as well as the kinetics of the self-as-

sembly process is being made through investigations of

systems containing nanoparticle spheres with centrosym-

metric interactions. In this article, we focus attention on

these advances while returning to more complex systems

at the end as an indication of the opportunities for ad-

vancement that lead into the future.

As discussed above, a key feature of suspensions as

opposed to pure molecular systems lies in the fact that

particle interactions can be tuned based on the composi-

tion of the continuous phase. Thus, as a result, small

changes in solution variables such as pH, ionic type or

composition, and polymer concentration or molecular

weight or temperature can give rise to dramatic changes in

the state of particle aggregation and the mechanical

properties of the suspension.[1,3] As a specific example,

suspensions of silica particles stabilized with octadecyl

chains grafted to their surface and suspended in a near-

index matching fluid can be crystallized, gelled, made to

separate into two liquid phases, or separated into three

equilibrium phases, depending on the amount and size of

added nonadsorbing polymer.[7,8] The literature abounds

in the number of examples in which interactions between

various kinds of particles are manipulated to place them

into useful structures. Although the details of how these

structures are achieved will vary with the chemistry of the

solid and fluid phases of interest, the underlying physical

chemistry of the colloidal state will be common between

different materials, thus offering general guidelines on

how to achieve the desired properties.

The complexity of describing the interactions and

phase behavior of colloidal suspensions is simplified to a

certain extent by treating the suspension as an effective

one-component system with the interactions between the

particles mediated by the solvent and various additives.

This allows the extensive literature developed in the field

of molecular thermodynamics to be harvested to advan-

tage. Of key concern to these systems is the particle in-

teraction energy. Here we will focus on particles with hard

cores (i.e., the particles cannot interpenetrate) that expe-

rience attractions or repulsions.

HARD SPHERE BEHAVIOR

Hard spheres represent a model system that contains much

of the essential physics for describing behavior in dense

systems and has been extensively studied in the thermo-

dynamics and statistical mechanics literature.[1] The de-

velopment of suspensions where particles interact very

nearly as hard spheres has advanced the understanding of

both fields. A significant advancement was made when

links between the order/disorder phase transition in

charged stabilized latex particles and computer simula-

tions of the interactions of hard spheres were established.

Since this initial connection, advances have been made in

understanding the microstructure, thermodynamics, and

nonequilibrium behavior of dilute and dense systems of

hard spheres.

Hard spheres interact with each other only when they

touch with an infinite repulsion at contact representing

their impenetrable physical volume. Thus entropy changes

because of different packings control suspension equilib-

rium microstructures. Fig. 1 is the plot of the experi-

mentally measured static structure factor for hard sphere

suspensions at different volume fractions.[9] The structure

factor is an equilibrium property that is indicative of the

average spacing between the hard sphere particles and can

be determined experimentally by scattering techniques. At

a volume fraction (f) of 0.495, suspensions of Brownian

hard spheres arrange in an ordered lattice such that their

Fig. 1 Static structure S(q) of hard sphere colloidal suspensions

plotted as a function of the dimensionless wave vector qR. Here

R is the sphere radius and q is the scattering vector [q=4p/ll*

sin(y/2), where ll is the wavelength of incident radiation and y
is the scattering angle]. The solid lines are Percus–Yevick

calculations of S(q) for hard spheres. The open symbols are the

experimental points as measured by small-angle X-ray scattering

on the octadecyl-coated hard sphere silica system. The height of

the first peak in the structure factor is indicative of the coherence

of the first cage of particles and increases with increasing

volume fraction. (From Ref. [9].)
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entropy is maximized. The onset of freezing produces a

solid at a volume fraction of 0.545 and the crystal can be

further compressed to the closest packing density of 0.74.

This phenomenon was first discovered through computer

simulations and these predictions were first experimen-

tally tested with colloidal suspensions.[1,10] Computer

simulations demonstrate that face-centered cubic (FCC)

microstructures have the lowest energy, but ground-based

experiments and those done under microgravity condi-

tions[11] (to reduce the effects of density mismatches)

indicate that the particles tend to crystallize as randomly

stacked hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structures, al-

though an FCC microstructure slowly emerges if the

crystals are allowed to age.

Nucleation rates, crystal growth velocities, and induc-

tion times for crystallization in hard sphere suspensions

have been the subject of numerous computer simulations

and experimental studies (commonly used techniques in-

clude light scattering and microscopy). Although the

equilibrium states of the suspensions are not impacted by

the particles being suspended in a dissipative continuous

phase, all rate processes are influenced to greater or lesser

degrees by this continuous phase. Accounting for these

hydrodynamic interactions is essential in understanding

the mechanical behavior in the low to intermediate volume

fraction regime.

At elevated volume fractions approaching the glass

transition (f�0.58), suspension mechanics appears

dominated by long-time self-diffusivities, which, once

scaled on the infinite solution diffusivity, begin to be well

described by models dominated by cage dynamics and

cooperative rearrangements where hydrodynamic inter-

actions are less important.[12] The approach of the glass

transition results in the long-time self-diffusivity dropping

to zero and a divergence in the zero shear rate suspension

viscosity. Thus a complete description of suspension dy-

namic behavior requires a transition from regions where

suspension mechanics is dominated by hydrodynamic

interactions at low f to one where cage dynamics dom-

inates at elevated f.[13]

Studies on the crystallization of hard spheres show a

characteristic maximum in crystal nucleation rate as vol-

ume fraction is raised above 0.495 (Fig. 2).[14] To un-

derstand these observations, two different models have

been developed: 1) the application of classical nucleation

theory, which employs the combination of thermody-

namic and kinetic descriptions that account for changes in

self-diffusivity with volume fraction;[15] and 2) a com-

pletely kinetic description of nucleation,[16] which differs

significantly from classical theories by making no refer-

ence to the solid–liquid surface tension. Both of the

approaches predict a maximum in nucleation rate at

f�0.56, as measured by experiments. In the classical

model, just above f=0.495, the thermodynamic driving

force increases rapidly with volume fraction. The flux of

particles to a cluster surface is determined by self-diffu-

sion. As self-diffusivities decrease rapidly as f approaches

the glass transition near 0.58, the rate flux of particles to

the nucleus surface drops to zero with increasing volume

fraction. The competition between these two effects

results in a maximum in nucleation rate. In the kinetic

model, the flux of particles to a cluster surface is con-

trolled by gradient diffusion. Just above f=0.495, the flux

of particles to a cluster surface increases simply because

the bulk concentration increases, whereas the concentra-

tion at the cluster surface changes slowly. However, as f
further increases, the concentration difference between the

bulk and the surface decreases, with the nucleation rate

passing through a maximum. In this model, the flux to the

surface is governed by gradient diffusion that has a much

weaker dependence on volume fraction than self-diffu-

sivity. A difference in the predictions of these two models

lies in the volume fraction dependence of the size of a

critical nucleus. Although the kinetic model predicts a

minimum in critical nucleus size with increasing volume

fraction, the classical approach predicts a monotonic de-

crease in critical cluster size with increasing volume

fraction. There are two experimental data sets reporting

volume fraction dependence of the critical nucleus size. In

one, the critical nucleus size monotonically decreases,

whereas in the second, a minimum in critical nucleus size

Fig. 2 Comparisons of predicted (solid line) and literature

values of hard sphere nucleation rates as a function of particle

volume fraction. (From Ref. [14].) The calculations are based on

the kinetic model of Dixit and Zukoski. A maximum in the

nucleation rate is observed at a volume fraction of 0.56. This is

attributed to the competing effects of reduced particle diffusion

and the increase in the thermodynamic driving force at elevated

volume fractions.
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is reported. Consequently, the differences in these de-

scriptions of hard sphere crystal nucleation will require

further experimental and modeling work.

SOFT REPULSIONS

The addition of ‘‘soft’’ or long-range repulsions to col-

loidal particles can overcome the attractive van der Waals

attraction to render them stable against aggregation. The

most common method of electrostatic stabilization is the

adsorption of charged species or dissociation of bound

surface groups. The range of electrostatic repulsion is

characterized by the Debye length (k�1) and can be reg-

ulated by adding salt to the system.[1] The Debye length

scales inversely with the square root of the ionic strength

of the suspension. Charged particles exhibit an order/

disorder phase transition (Fig. 3)[17] similar to those seen

in hard sphere systems, but at quite low volume fractions.

The phase transition can be achieved by two means: by

increasing the particle volume fraction, or by increasing

the range of repulsion (decreasing the ionic strength). The

FCC-ordered phase prevails at higher concentrations, or

with shorter-range repulsions. As the range of repulsion is

increased (say, by the removal of screening species in

solution, thereby increasing the Debye length), a lower-

density, body-centered cubic (BCC) packing forms the

lowest free-energy ordered phase. BCC and FCC phases

coexist under certain conditions in charged colloids as

observed by the experiments of Chaikin et al.[18] The

BCC–FCC–liquid triple point occurs when the interpar-

ticle spacing is 4.9 times the Debye length.

The equilibrium thermodynamics of the phase transi-

tions in electrostatically stabilized suspensions is well

captured by treating the particles as effective hard spheres

where the effective hard sphere diameter is determined by

the range and strength of the repulsion through self-con-

sistent ways. More sophisticated approaches use one-

component plasma and mean spherical approximation

solutions of the pair distribution function or perturbation

theory predictions of the suspension osmotic pressure and

location of the phase boundaries (Fig. 4).[17,19,20] These

models agree well with experimental observations when

the particle surface charge is taken as the adjustable pa-

rameter. Good agreement is found for osmotic pressure

through the disorder/order phase transition using these

models.[18–21]

In very low ionic strength media, the ions that have

dissociated from the particles provide a significant addi-

tion to screening of the electrostatic repulsions. Conse-

quently, over extremely wide ranges of volume fractions,

suspensions can sit on the edge of order/disorder transi-

tions. Each time the particle concentration is increased, the

resulting addition of counterions decreases the range of

the interparticle repulsion such that the effective volume

Fig. 3 Optical visualization of 229-nm (diameter) latex particle

suspensions at a volume fraction of 0.53 at rest in a transparent

shear cell and the resulting small-angle neutron scattering result.

(From Ref. [17].) The observed iridescence is because of the

crystalline packing of the latex particles. The small-angle

neutron scattering pattern for the above suspension is given in

the form of an isointensity plot where the highest intensity is

represented by the lightest color. The spots are indicative of a

microstructure with long-range orientational order consisting of

HCP planes. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Osmotic pressure as a function of volume fraction for

suspensions of charged 35-nm (diameter) latex particles. The

open circles represent the liquid phase (or the disordered state),

whereas the solid phase of the suspension is shown in closed

circles. The solid line is the prediction of perturbation theory and

the dashed line is that of the cell model. The latex particles are

highly charged and undergo a fluid/crystal transition at a low

volume fraction of 0.14. (From Ref. [17].)
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fraction lies below 0.495 and the ordered phase remains

unstable relative to the liquid phase.[22,23]

Encouraged by the accuracy of the effective hard

sphere models in capturing the location of the phase

boundary, attempts have been made to describe the ki-

netics of crystallization in charged sphere systems. A one-

to-one mapping is complicated by different interpretations

of how the diffusivity of the particle changes with the

strength of repulsion. Recent experiments, simulations,

and modeling efforts reveal the weaknesses of this ap-

proach. The location of the maximum in the nucleation

rate, which occurs at a f of 0.56 in hard spheres, depends

sensitively on the strength and range of repulsions and is

often not observed experimentally. In addition, depending

on the strength and range of repulsions, drastically dif-

ferent nucleation rates are predicted at similar super-

saturations, suggesting that a simple mapping of particle

charge and Debye parameter into an effective particle size

does not capture the subtleties of the kinetics of phase

changes in systems with soft repulsions.[24,25]

WEAKLY ATTRACTIVE SUSPENSIONS

Investigations of the phase behavior of weakly attractive

suspensions have seen relatively less work due primarily to

a lack of model experimental systems, and/or methods

independently characterizing the strength and range of the

attractive forces. In the classical colloids literature, the

goal has long been to control the state of aggregation that

results when van der Waals attractions overwhelm repul-

sive forces. Van der Waals attractive potentials have

contact values of �AR/12d, where A�1–10kT is the ma-

terial-dependent Hamaker coefficient, R is the sphere ra-

dius, kT is the product of Boltzmann’s constant and the

absolute temperature, and d is the distance of closest

separation. Values for d will depend on the material used

and the morphology of the particles. However, several

studies have suggested that d�0.65 nm represents a

minimum for liquid and molecularly smooth surfaces.[26]

The study of the phase behavior of attractive colloidal

systems has been limited by the large magnitude of this

contact force when R is larger than �50 nm. Up to a few

years ago, most studies of attractive colloidal systems were

based on understanding the rates of irreversible aggrega-

tion and the morphologies of the resulting aggregates.

Progress in controlling the magnitude of the attractive

forces has been made by driving A to very small values by

matching the index of refraction of the particle to that of

the solvent, but even here, the number of model systems

remains very small. More recently, there has been the

realization that when R is small, the van der Waals

attractions are small and the strength of attraction can be

modulated in the range of a few kT.[6] Under these con-

ditions, aggregation is reversible and suspensions can

undergo phase transitions. This opens the door for con-

necting discussions of the thermodynamics of solutions

and solute/solvent interactions with the language of sus-

pensions, not surprisingly demonstrating the smooth

transition in physical behavior as particle size grows from

the molecular to the colloidal.

The two best studied systems of attractive colloidal

suspensions are based on suppressing van der Waals

attractions by index matching the particles while further

suppressing attractions by coating the particles with short

hydrocarbon chains that act as steric stabilizers. Silica

particles coated with octadecyl hydrocarbon chains or

trimethoxysilane materials, and polymethylmethacrylate

particles stabilized by a layer of polyhydroxysteric acid

suspended in a number of solvents have been used as

model hard sphere systems. Attractions are generated in

one of three ways. The first two involve changing the state

of the coating/solvent interactions by altering the com-

position of the continuous phase, or by changing suspen-

sion temperature. Both methods drive the unfavorable

stabilizing hair/solvent interactions, resulting in attract-

ive interactions.

The third method of altering the strength of attraction

involves addition of a nonadsorbing polymer. In a solution

containing a nonadsorbing polymer, when two colloidal

particles approach each other, the polymer is excluded

from the gap between the particles. This exclusion leads to

an imbalance in osmotic pressure of the polymer solution

between the gap and in bulk solution. The imbalance

drives the particles together and the resulting attraction is

called ‘‘depletion’’ attraction. The strength of attraction is

proportional to the polymer concentration, and the range

of attraction is determined by the size ratio of polymer to

colloid.[27,28] Depletion systems have the added advantage

of providing a means of independently controlling both

the strength and the range of attraction. The disadvantage

of using depletion interactions as models of weakly at-

tractive colloidal suspensions is that the suspension

becomes a three-component system and the application of

standard pseudo-one-component interaction potentials

fails to describe the suspension thermodynamic behavior.

Nevertheless, a great deal has been learned through exper-

imental and modeling efforts focusing on depletion systems.

A third system for studying the phase behavior of

weakly attractive suspensions involves native nano-

particles. As mentioned above, for these systems, van

der Waals attractions are sufficiently small that suspen-

sions become thermodynamically stable without steric

coatings or index matching. The strength of the attrac-

tion can be modulated through changes in temperature,

pH, ionic strength, or concentration of the nonadsorb-

ing polymer.
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For all of these systems, one of the keys to under-

standing phase behavior lies in developing methods to

characterize the strength and range of the attractive in-

teraction. One of the advantages of the depletion system is

that analytical models are available for characterizing the

strength of attraction in the limit of dilute particles. As the

particle volume fraction increases, these models fail

quantitatively and, in some cases, qualitatively.[7] How-

ever, the effects of the control variables (i.e., the con-

centration and molecular weight of the polymer) are

captured in these models. Unfortunately, for the devel-

opment of model systems, there are no a priori methods of

knowing how changes in control parameters alter the

strength or range of attraction in the octadecyl silica

system as solvent composition or temperature is altered, or

in nanoparticle suspensions with changes in continuous

phase composition. However, it is the sensitivity of the

interactions to the chemistry of the particles and solvent

that offers the richness of the observed behavior and

technological applications of many colloidal systems. As

a result, there is growing attention being placed on de-

veloping methods for characterizing the effects of con-

tinuous phase composition on the strength of attraction

of nanoparticles.

Attractive systems are expected to show disorder/order

as well as gas/liquid phase transitions. In the colloidal

field, the first models to capture this were those on de-

pletion systems as described by Gast et al.,[28] where they

demonstrated that when the range of the attraction was on

the order of 0.3R or larger, a phase diagram similar to that

expected for molecules would be observed. This phase

diagram in a space where the inverse of the dimensionless

strength of attraction is plotted as a function of particle

concentration has a critical point and a triple point

expected for systems showing liquid/liquid and liquid/

solid phases. As the range of the attraction is reduced, the

critical point drops below the triple point and there are

only two stable phases predicted: fluids and crystals.

Despite having a finite size potential and an attractive

potential, thermodynamically stable gas/liquid transition

is lost. The critical point lies below the fluid/solid phase

boundary. The spinodal for this fluid/fluid phase boundary

can be probed when the system is quenched rapidly, at

which point the system spontaneously decomposes into a

dilute and a concentrated colloidal suspension. A common

interaction potential used to describe attractions is the

Yukawa potential. The interaction energy u(r) for Yukawa

systems is given by:

uðrÞ ¼
1 r < 2R

�e
kT

eðR=lÞð1 � r=2RÞ

r=2R
r � 2R

8<
:

9=
;

where l/R is the range of attraction and e/kT is the strength

of attraction. The phase diagram of Yukawa fluids is given

in Fig. 5[29] for different values of l/R and, as mentioned

above, the critical point begins to drop below the fluid/

solid phase boundary for l/R=0.29.

Understanding of the influence of the extent of the

attractive well on phase behavior was advanced by un-

derstanding the phase behavior of fullerenes (C60),[4]

where detailed calculations showed that no liquid phase

would be stable, and protein suspensions, where the ex-

istence of a metastable fluid/fluid phase transition was

revealed.[30,31]

In the limit of very-short-range attractions between

particles, the simplest model for the interparticle interac-

tion is the adhesive hard sphere (AHS) potential.[1] The

AHS potential is a two-parameter potential with GAHS

characterizing the strength of interactions and R the par-

ticle radius. Extensive simulations and density functional

theory calculations have identified the phase boundary

associated with the liquid/liquid transition, percolation,

and liquid/solid transition. However, the AHS system

Fig. 5 Phase diagram calculations of the Yukawa potential using the perturbation theory for different ranges of attraction l/R. (From

Ref. [29].) When l/R<0.29 (small ranges of attraction), the critical point begins to move below the fluid/solid phase boundary. The

phase diagram of l/R=0.23 is what is typically seen in a number of protein solutions and in solutions of inorganic nanoparticles.
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contains certain limitations, and predictions of the phase

boundary for all values of GAHS are not possible.[32]

However, as the range of attraction is decreased, the AHS,

square well, and Yukawa interactions begin to converge if

normalized by a common measure of the strength of at-

traction.[6] The general phase diagram resembles that of a

very-short-ranged square well fluid or Yukawa fluid, with

the liquid/liquid phase transition lying below the liquid/

solid phase transition. Experimentally, this is seen in a

number of protein solutions and in solutions of inor-

ganic nanoparticles.

The utility of the square well interaction models in the

limit of very narrow wells (i.e., approaching the AHS

potential) for describing the thermodynamics of nano-

particle suspensions (proteins and inorganic silicotungstic

acid) and in locating crystallization conditions has been

repeatedly demonstrated.[6,23] Because of the inherent

complexity in characterizing all the interaction forces

(electrostatic, van der Waals, depletion, solvation and

structural forces, hydrogen bonding, and salt bridges)

between two nanoparticles in suspension, indirect mea-

sures of the overall interactions must be used. The ex-

perimental variables suggested for characterizing the

interactions have been the inverse osmotic compressibility

(dP/dr)sat at the solubility point, the second virial coef-

ficient (B2), the relative solution viscosity (Z/Zc), and the

solubility fsat. Various techniques have been developed

for extracting these parameters for model-free repre-

sentations of phase behavior that become important for

testing different interaction potentials. These studies

demonstrated the universal nature of the solubility curve

when the measured second virial coefficient (B2/16pR3/3)

characterizing pair interactions was plotted against the

solubility fsat (Fig. 6).[23] Agreement between theory and

experiment is excellent. These results suggest that the

crystallization boundaries of nanoparticle suspensions are

relatively insensitive to the details of the interaction

potential and that if two suspensions have the same

B2/(16pR3/3), then they will have the same solubility.

These results have applications in the location of solution

conditions giving rise to protein crystals.

Rates of nanoparticle crystallization have been the

subject of controversy. In the first place, these crystals

often nucleate slowly (Fig. 7).[33] Without this being the

case, it would not be possible to probe the existence of the

metastable liquid/liquid spinodal. Numerous studies have

applied classical nucleation theory to extract solid/liquid

surface tensions that are in broad agreement with experi-

ments. Kulkarni and Zukoski[34] demonstrated that these

surface tensions were in good agreement with predictions

based on pair interaction models that are capable of pre-

dicting the location of the solubility boundary. The influ-

ence of the location of metastable liquid/liquid spinodal

relative to the solubility curve on the rate of nucleation

has been explored. Simulations and analytical models in-

dicate that the enhanced compressibility of the suspen-

sion near the critical point will greatly enhance the rate of

crystal nucleation.[35,36] Thus modeling efforts suggest

that high-quality crystals can be grown near the critical

point of the phase boundary. However, experimental ver-

ifications of these observations are difficult because of

the high concentrations of proteins at the critical point

(�400 mg/mL). There have been a number of experi-

mental studies in measuring the nucleation rates of pro-

teins under a variety of conditions.[37–39] Kinetic models of

nucleation consistently overpredict experimental esti-

mates. Dixit and Zukoski[36] attribute this to the use of

simple centrosymmetric potentials in describing the ki-

netics of nucleation. More sophisticated patchy interac-

tions that better approximate protein interactions with

resulting modifications in the nucleation mechanism

might provide an answer.

Fig. 6 Measured second virial coefficients of STA (solid

squares) in different background salt concentrations compared

with data on a number of proteins (lysozyme; Bovine Pancreatic

Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI) open circles) in different buffer

solutions. The second virial coefficients are nondimensionalized

with the hard sphere value and plotted against the solubility

(volume fraction fsat) of the respective species. The solid lines

are calculations of the attractive Yukawa potential with two

different ranges of attractions l/R of 0.14 and 0.28. The values

of 0.14 and 0.28 indicate that attractions between the particles

are short-ranged. The experimental data for silicotungstic acid

(STA) (at high salt concentrations) and proteins collapse within

the narrow range of attractions, which are only a fraction of the

particle diameter. The collapse also indicates that proteins and

STA are thermodynamically similar; if two suspensions have the

same B2, then they have the same solubility. This plot also

provides an opportunity to extract interaction potential param-

eters for a given experimental system in a model-independent

manner. (From Ref. [23].)
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Connections between absolute rates of crystal nu-

cleation and theoretical predictions have led to some

controversies. Although many studies confirm that clas-

sical nucleation theory captures the supersaturation de-

pendence on the nucleation rate, the absolute rate is very

poorly described by these models. As with molecular

systems, measuring the rate of nucleation and linking what

can be measured to what is predicted by extant models

remain at the heart of this controversy. A significant

conclusion is that we have a poor understanding of what it

is that controls the rates of crystal formation in supersat-

urated nanoparticle suspensions.[37–39]

As mentioned earlier, control over the strength and

range of attractions can be achieved by the addition of

nonadsorbing polymers to colloidal suspensions. The

important variables in these systems are the polymer

concentration (cp), which determines the strength of at-

traction, and the size ratio of polymer to colloid (Rg/R),

which determines the range of attraction. Recent exper-

iments performed on silica[7,8] and polymethylmetha-

crylate model systems[27,40] characterize phase behavior

as a function of particle volume fraction, Rg/R and cp. In

addition, osmotic compressibility and microstructures

have been measured for the octadecylsilica suspensions

suspended in decalin in the presence of polystyrene over a

wide range of molecular weights.[8,9] A variety of phases

are observed depending on the value of Rg/R and polymer

concentration (Fig. 8).[8] Even though standard theories

could predict the Rg/R value of 0.3 below which crystal-

lization occurred, the predictions of solution miscibility

with Rg/R at fixed colloid volume fraction are in direct

contradiction to what is observed experimentally. Exper-

imentally, solution miscibility improves as Rg/R increases

at fixed f, whereas standard theories predict the opposite

trend. Comparisons with recently developed Polymer

Reference Interaction Site Model (PRISM)[41,42] led to

qualitative agreements with experimental data. PRISM is

a three-component model (particles, polymer, and solvent)

that treats the polymers as flexible chains of monomer

units that have both conformational and translational en-

tropy, which needs to be taken into account in describing
Fig. 7 Lysozyme solution in 0.6 M sodium phosphate buffer,

pH 7.0, at an initial concentration of 100 mg/mL at 10�C. The

solution starts fluidlike (a) and gels over a period of 1 week (b).

Crystallites appear to nucleate within the gel (c), which grow (d)

and finally form large ordered crystals (e), in equilibrium with a

fluid of low protein concentration. A detailed study of the

solubility and crystal nucleation kinetics revealed that these

phenomena are largely controlled by the strength of attraction

and that if two proteins have the same B2, then they have the

same kinetics of nucleation. (From Ref. [33].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Phase diagram of 100-nm (diameter) octadecanol-

coated silica particles (inset figure) suspended in decalin in the

presence of nonadsorbing polystyrene. (From Ref. [8].) The

molecular weight of polystyrene is varied to achieve eight

different size ratios of polymer to colloid (Rg/R) and the phase

diagram determined for each Rg/R. Open symbols represent gel

boundaries for Rg/R=0.025 (circles), 0.061 (squares), and 0.09

(diamonds). Filled symbols represent binodals for fluid–solid

[Rg/R=0.243 (circles)] and fluid–fluid [Rg/R=0.525 (squares),

0.802 (diamonds), 1.10 (triangles), and 1.74 (reverse triangles)]

phase separation. The solid lines (phase boundaries) are drawn

to guide the eye. The colloidal silica suspensions are stable

below the solid line. As more polymer is added and as one

crosses the phase boundary, phase separation/gelation occurs

depending on Rg/R.
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the thermodynamics of colloid–polymer mixtures. The

theory takes into account particle–particle, polymer–

polymer, and polymer–particle interactions and qualita-

tively captures the right trends in phase behavior.

In addition to crystallization and liquid–liquid phase

separation, suspensions experiencing very-short-range

attractions are observed to gel when Rg/R<0.1.[7,8] Gela-

tion is a phenomenon in which particles aggregate, form-

ing a space-spanning structure that has a finite elastic

modulus and yield stress. As mentioned before, gelation

is a kinetic phenomenon and hence cannot be described

by standard thermodynamic models. A dynamic model,

which captures the arrest of particles with increasing

polymer concentration and hence predicts the gelation

boundary, is needed. The recently developed mode cou-

pling theory (MCT), combined with PRISM (for colloid

polymer mixtures), is capable of predicting gel bound-

aries.[43,44] MCT views the gel as particles trapped by a

network of bonds that hinders the particle motion,

resulting in a nonergodic state. Thus gelation (according

to MCT) is caused by formation of long-lived cages.

Gelation occurs at the point where the long-range self-

diffusivity drops to zero. MCT is capable of predicting

density autocorrelation functions as are measured by

dynamic light scattering and has been applied to hard

sphere systems where it captures many of the details of

the colloidal hard sphere glass transition. It has also been

applied to attractive suspensions where the gel line and

dependence on Rg/R have been explored and the theory

qualitatively captures the observed trends, particularly for

f above 0.2.

MCT is also successful in predicting another interest-

ing phenomenon observed when increasing amounts of

polymer are added to glassy hard sphere suspensions (i.e.,

f>0.58). The experimental observation is that, on addi-

tion of polymer (or when turning on a weak attraction),

particles, on average, move closer together, but the co-

herence of the first shell of particles is disrupted. The

result is that particles that are trapped by their nearest

neighbors in the glassy state are now free to diffuse and

the glass melts. However, on adding more polymer, the

coherence of the first shell of particles is reestablished, the

ability of particles to diffuse freely is diminished, and,

with a sufficiently large polymer concentration, the sus-

pensions gel. MCT is able to explain the observed phe-

nomena based on the ‘‘cage’’ effect.[44] Thus, by in-

troducing attractions in the system, one can go from

glasses to liquids to gels. Recent studies on the dynamics

of these systems demonstrate that the internal dynamics

of gels is different form those of glasses. In particular, in

glasses, the root mean square (RMS) displacement scales

on the particle diameter, whereas in the gels, the RMS

displacement of the particles scales on the localization

length that is determined by the extent of the interparticle

attraction and the particle volume fraction.

Of particular interest is the suggestion that suspensions

of particles experiencing extents of attraction less than

about 0.1R will not display thermodynamically stable

phase transitions. Instead, with increasing volume fraction

or with increasing strength of attraction, these suspensions

gel or form irreversible aggregates. Thus the fractal flocs

formed in irreversible aggregation (such as when salt is

added to dilute latex suspensions) may result from short-

range attractions rather than from strong attractions. This

phenomenon can be circumvented in some cases. For

example, if uniform suspensions are made up below the

gel line in depletion systems and the particles are allowed

to settle, crystals will form even when Rg/R<0.1. This

observation indicates that understanding of the dynamics

of attractive colloidal suspensions remains a fruitful area

of research.

CONCLUSION

Suspensions of nanoparticles display a wide range of

phase behavior—glasses, gels, crystals, and even separa-

tion into two liquid phases. The key variables that control

the phase behavior are the range and strength of particle

interactions. These variables can, in turn, be tuned in a

number of different ways: by adding salt and polymer, by

changing temperature, etc. Progress has been made in

understanding the physics behind the phase separation

process by working with well-characterized suspensions

where the particles are spherical and interact with cen-

trosymmetric potentials. This work has provided a basis

for understanding the effects of particle anisotropy of

interactions on phase behavior and the kinetics of the

assembly process. As we look into the future, the chal-

lenges lie in extending the concepts and tools developed

on simple systems to systems that are more complex, in-

cluding anisotropic (rods and biological systems such as

DNA) particles, and to mixtures of different kinds of

particles (e.g., rods and spheres). Questions that must be

answered include how interactions in such complex sys-

tems can be tuned to make them assemble into useful

structures. For example, most studies of order/disorder

phase transitions have focused on systems that produce

cubic crystals. However, proteins are known to crystallize

into a wealth of space groups. Is it possible to engineer the

space group into which particles assemble by designing

particle shape or surface chemistry? Similar questions can

be asked about gels: Is it possible to alter the nature of the

particle interactions to create gels with the desired volume

fraction and flow properties by engineering particle size

and shape? Answering these questions requires advances
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in descriptions of phase behavior and kinetics of phase

transitions as well as new synthetic approaches that result

in particles of controlled surface chemistry. As an indi-

cation of the opportunities that are developing, we con-

clude this section by giving below a few examples

involving systems with more complex interactions that

lead to interesting phase behavior.

Tohver et al.[45,46] recently described a new mechanism

for stabilizing colloidal particles. They noticed that when

small amounts of charged nanoparticles were added to a

gelled colloidal microsphere suspension (gelation occurs

because of the attractive van der Waals forces), the gel

melts and the suspension flows. However, increasing the

amount of the nanoparticles flocculates the suspension.

The initial stabilization mechanism is attributed to the

segregation of the nanospheres on the surface of the mi-

crosphere colloidal particles because of their highly re-

pulsive coulombic interactions in solution. This haloing

effect results in a dense cloud of nanoparticles around

each large particle such that when two large particles

approach, they feel repulsive osmotic forces similar to that

developed by overlapping double layers. This reduces the

long-range van der Waals interactions between the col-

loidal spheres, thereby stabilizing the suspension. In-

creasing the amount of the nanospheres increases deple-

tion attractions between spheres, thereby flocculating them

at higher concentrations.

Polyelectrolytes (DNA, F-actin, and viruses) are com-

plex molecules (in size and shape) that have a charge

distribution on their surface, which is quite different from

the uniform charge distribution on spheres that we dealt

with in ‘‘Weakly Attractive Suspensions.’’ In solution,

charged polyelectrolytes repel each other (DNA in water)

in the presence of monovalent ions, which is what is

expected because like charges always repel. However, in

the presence of multivalent ions, like charge attractions

have been observed in a number of polyelectrolyte sys-

tems. Butler et al.[47] studied polyelectrolyte condensation

using anionic rodlike M13 virus and a series of ‘‘tunable’’

divalent cations with the aim of understanding the role of

ion multivalence and geometry in the phase change pro-

cess. Using the experimental system, they were able to

construct a multivalent ion–polyelectrolyte phase diagram

and developed an experimentally motivated criterion for

like-charge attraction based on the ion valence, ion size,

and the Gouy–Chapman length. The phase diagram

defines regions between disordered rods and regions

where the rods have condensed into an aligned structure.

This phase behavior is of interest because it demonstrates

the ability of multivalent ions to produce a lowest free-

energy state for electrostatically repulsive rods and pro-

vides insights into novel methods for organizing aniso-

tropic particles.

Adams et al.[48] describe a rich phase diagram for

mixtures of colloidal rods (filamentous bacteriophage fd

virus) and spheres (polystyrene latex, polyethylene oxide,

and polyethylene glycol). The phases they observed in-

clude: bulk demixing into rod-rich and rod-poor phases,

and microphase separation into a variety of morphologies.

One microphase consists of layers of rods alternating with

layers of spheres; in another microphase, the spheres re-

versibly assemble into columns, which in turn pack into a

crystalline array. Using the concepts of depletion attrac-

tions, they were able to predict the majority of the ex-

perimentally observed phases. The spheres and rods were

modeled as hard objects, and the work done on the phase

behavior of just pure hard spheres and hard rods aided in

the development of a theory for the mixtures. However,

the simple theory is unable to predict the existence of the

columnar phase—the description of which remains a

theoretical challenge.

The above cases were chosen to exemplify opportuni-

ties that exist for manipulating the states of aggregation of

colloidal suspensions. Clearly, by working with strengths

of attraction and repulsion on the order of a few times the

average thermal energy of the system and by manipulating

the degree of anisotropy of particle interactions, a wide

range of structures can be built. This field will continue to

require attention as the assembly of nanostructures con-

tinues to be of scientific and technological significance.
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Phase Transfer of Monosaccharides Through
Noncovalent Interactions
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INTRODUCTION

Sugars constitute one of the major classes of biological

building blocks. On one hand, they are important for

physical construction (e.g., as cellulose) and energy stor-

age (e.g., as starch). On another more subtle level, they

are used by nature to label cells and biomolecules and

thus to mediate a variety of biological events. Thus sac-

charide motifs are central to cell–cell recognition, in-

fection of cells by pathogens, and many aspects of the

immune response.[1–8]

Carbohydrates are hydrophilic molecules, which are

usually freely soluble in water and show little inclination

to enter organic media. Nonetheless, there are good

reasons why one might wish to promote phase transfer of

these species. First, there is a potential large-scale tech-

nological application in the production of ‘‘high-fructose

syrup.’’ Hydrolysis of starch and enzymatic treatment can

be used to produce a mixture of fructose and glucose,

which is ca. 42% of the former. Higher levels are desirable

as fructose is exceptionally sweet-tasting, and there is

much interest in transport processes that might be used in

enrichment procedures.[9,10] Second, there are biomedical

applications for carbohydrate phase transfer. The most

immediate might be in the management of diabetes, where

an effective, reversible extraction system could be used as

the basis for a glucose sensor.[11–14] In addition, there is

fundamental interest in saccharide transport across bio-

logical membranes and the possibility of delivering car-

bohydrate-like drugs using phase-transfer agents. Third,

the study of carbohydrate recognition has become a major

area of supramolecular chemistry,[15,16] and carbohydrate

phase transfer has proved useful in this context. The key

challenge is to bind carbohydrates in direct competition

with liquid water (their natural environment). However, it

is difficult to design and handle receptors that are fully

soluble in water. Extraction experiments, involving

aqueous and organic phases, provide a straightforward

solution to the problem. The receptor, dissolved in the

organic solvent, is equilibrated with an aqueous solution

of the substrate. The amount of substrate transferred to the

organic phase can be measured and used as a qualitative

indication of receptor efficiency. Quantification is possi-

ble in principle,[17] although to date this has not been

realized for carbohydrate substrates.

Broadly speaking, two approaches have been taken

toward carbohydrate recognition in general, and toward

carbohydrate phase transfer in particular. One is based on

the reaction of boronic acids with diols to give cyclic

boronate esters.[16,18] This strategy can be highly effective

but, being based on covalent B O bond formation, lacks

biological relevance. The alternative relies on noncovalent

interactions, and thus may be seen as ‘‘biomimetic.’’[15]

This entry discusses systems belonging to the second

category only, focusing on the transfer/transport of sim-

ple monosaccharide substrates into/across nonpolar

phases. The account is divided into three sections cov-

ering: 1) preorganized receptor molecules; 2) less orga-

nized, micellar systems; and 3) self-assembling channels.

PHASE TRANSFER OF MONOSACCHARIDES
BY PREORGANIZED RECEPTORS

Monosaccharides are relatively large as substrates for

supramolecular chemistry, possessing irregular arrays of

divergent functional groups. Being mostly hydroxyls,

these substituents are capable of hydrogen bonding but

do not form especially strong and specific interactions

(unlike, for example, carboxylate or ammonium units).

Thus carbohydrate recognition is a difficult undertaking,

even in the absence of water. Competition from water

molecules adds to the challenge, given that the receptor

must distinguish the target from competitors bearing the

same functional groups. Preorganization, the correct po-

sitioning of binding groups and surfaces, is the key to

solving such problems.[19] Cyclization is a useful strategy

for controlling the shape of large, potentially flexible

frameworks, and it is not surprising that macrocycles have

featured strongly in supramolecular chemistry.[20] Macro-

cycles composed of rigid units possess still fewer con-

formational options, so that the cyclophane architecture (a

macrocycle incorporating one or more aromatic rings) is

especially popular.[21,22] Most of the carbohydrate recep-

tors with demonstrated phase transfer capability belong to

this family of molecules.
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The first such system was the receptor 1a, synthesized

by Aoyama et al.[23,24] from resorcinol and dodecanal.

This system is furnished with eight phenolic OH groups,

capable of hydrogen bonding to the substrate hydroxyls,

and four undecyl side chains, which maintain lipophilicity

and organic solubility. 1a was determined by 1H nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) to be the all-cis, bowl-shaped

isomer shown, and did indeed prove soluble in apolar

media such as benzene or CCl4. Dissolved in these sol-

vents, it was capable of carrying 4 Eq of water or glycerol

2 into the organic phase. When an extraction was

performed using an equimolar mixture of water and 2
([2]=[water]=11 M), only water was transferred into the

organic medium with little coextraction of glycerol

evident. However, when a 5.5-M solution of ribose 3
was used as the aqueous phase, the monosaccharide was

extracted with water to form a complex of estimated

stoichiometry: 1a:3:H2O=1:1:2. Interestingly, the ribose

was found to be extracted exclusively in the a-pyranose

form shown, in which all the OH groups are cis. This point

is discussed further below. When the O-acetylated

macrocycle 1b was used in the extraction experiments,

neither 2 nor 3 was transferred to the organic phase,

suggestive of OH� � �OH hydrogen bonding as the key

binding interaction.

Aoyama et al. proceeded to study the extraction by 1a
of pentoses 4–8 and hexoses 9–13. A summary of the

results is given in Table 1.

Two factors seem to dominate extractability by 1a. The

first, unsurprisingly, is the hydrophilicity of the sugar

[e.g., D-galactose 10 is barely detected in the organic

phase, whereas L-fucose (6-deoxy-L-galactose, 12) is

readily extracted]. The second is the relative configuration

of the substrates at C3 and C4. Extraction seems to be

favored by a cis arrangement in the Fischer projection

(e.g., 3, 4, 7, and 12), which translates to cis in the

pyranose form of the carbohydrates. The results support a

face-to-face binding geometry in which OH groups

emerging from the same face of the saccharide are best

able to form multiple interactions with the receptor.

Later work showed that methyl-b-D-glucoside 14 could

also be extracted by 1a from water into CCl4, despite the

absence of cis-1,2-diol units.[25] However, in this case, a

2:1 receptor/substrate ratio suggested a ‘‘sandwich’’

structure, in which receptor molecules bind to both faces

of the guest. The a-anomer 15, for which the sandwich

structure is probably not possible, was very poorly ex-

tracted under the same conditions.

Table 1 Extraction of sugars from water

into CCl4 by 1aa

Sugar Sugar/1ab

D-ribose 3 0.5

D-arabinose 4 0.1

D-xylose 5 vsc

D-lyxose 6 vsc

2-deoxy-D-ribose 7 0.8

Adonitol 8 vsc

D-glucose 9 vsc

D-galactose 10 vsc

D-mannose 11 vsc

L-fucose 12 1.0

6-deoxy-L-mannose 13 0.1

a[Sugar]aq = 2.4 M, [1a]org = 0.9 � 10� 2
M.

bMolar ratios sugar/1a appearing in the organic

phase.
cVery small; �0.03.

Source: Ref. [24].
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The second example of carbohydrate recognition by

preorganized, macrocyclic receptors involved the steroid-

derived ‘‘cholaphanes’’ 16.[26,27] These molecules possess

substantial cavities capable of fully surrounding a mono-

saccharide substrate. Up to six H-bonding groups (4� OH

and 2� CONH) are available to interact with the car-

bohydrate, whereas the steroidal framework provides a

lipophilic exterior compatible with organic media. A sec-

ond generation of cholaphanes 17 featured externally

directed alkyl groups to enhance lipophilicity. In this case,

contraction of the side chain in steroidal precursors was

used to vary cavity size and flexibility.[28]

Receptors 16 and 17 were studied mainly by NMR in

homogeneous CDCl3 solution, employing organic-soluble

glycosides such as 18 as substrates.[26–28] However, some

extraction experiments were also performed by employing

methyl-b-D-glucoside 14.[28] The NMR data were com-

patible with 1:1 complex formation, and allowed the

estimation of binding constants (Ka). For example, the

following values were obtained for binding to 18:16,

Ka = 3100 M�1; 17a, Ka = 1560 M�1; 17b, Ka = 600 M�1;

and 17c, Ka = 1305 M�1. In the extraction experiments,

solutions of the receptors in chloroform were stirred with

aqueous solutions of 14 (1–to 2.5 M). Perhaps surpris-

ingly, the order of effectiveness was 17a > 17b > 16 > 17c,

failing to parallel the affinities to 18. The most efficient,

17a, was capable of extracting �0.2 Eq of 14 from a

1.75-M aqueous solution, and was also shown to transport

this substrate through a chloroform barrier (‘‘U-tube’’

experiment). Positive results were not obtained with the

more hydrophilic glucose. Although not especially effec-

tive, this system performed a useful service in relating

binding constants to extraction capabilities. Broadly

speaking, a Ka of roughly 103 M�1 in chloroform proved

sufficient to extract a moderately hydrophilic carbohydrate

(14) from fairly concentrated (�2 M) aqueous solutions.

A third family of macrocycles for carbohydrate phase

transfer was developed by Inouye et al. Their initial sys-

tem, exemplified by 19, was especially targeted at ribo-

furanosides.[29] As shown, it was designed to provide a

Table 2 Solubilization of sugars in chloroform by 19 and 22

(R’=C11H23)a

Sugar Sugar/19b,c
Sugar/22

(R’=C11H23)b,d

D-ribose 3 1.0 0.65

D-arabinose 4 0.06 0.53

D-xylose 5 0.5 0.52

D-lyxose 6 0.63 0.66

2-deoxy-D-ribose 7 0.7 1.0

D-glucose 9 — 0.45

D-galactose 10 — 0.32

D-mannose 11 — 0.39

D-fructose 23 0.2 0.52

a[Receptor]org = 10� 2
M.

bMolar ratios sugar/receptor appearing in solution.
cSource: Ref. [29].
dSource: Ref. [30].
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series of H-bonding interactions with the three hydroxyl

groups of these substrates. In NMR titration experiments

with the organosoluble b-D-ribofuranoside 20 and the

2-deoxy substrate 21, binding constants of 10,000 and

690 M
�1 were measured, respectively. The lower value for

21 is not surprising, given that it can form fewer hydrogen

bonds with the receptor. The group then converted the

central alkoxypyridine unit to a pyridone, as in 22.[30]

It was hoped that the change from H-bond acceptor

to donor would make the receptor more compatible with

20

N

HO OH

O
HO

N

O

O

C8H17

Fig. 1 D-glucose 9 in b-pyranose form 25, interpreted as polar and apolar binding regions. (From Ref. [31].)
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2-deoxyfuranosides, as shown. Indeed, the binding con-

stant of 22 (R = Bui) to 21 in CDCl3 was found to be

19,000 M
�1.

The phase-transfer capabilities of 19 and 22 were

explored through solubilization experiments employing

solid carbohydrate substrates and chloroform as solvent.

The results are summarized in Table 2. The data show that

the affinities achieved by 19 and, especially, 22 are

sufficient to solubilize a full range of monosaccharides

(although not necessarily extract them from water). They

also reveal genuine, receptor-based selectivity. To amplify

this point, a series of figures (binding constants, extraction

levels) recorded for a single receptor may not be es-

pecially informative. Differences may simply reflect the

fact that some substrates are more easily bound (‘‘stick-

ier’’) than others. However, when two receptors show dis-

tinctly different preferences, receptor structure is shown to

be a major factor. In this case, 19 extracts D-ribose 3 more

effectively than 2-deoxy-D-ribose 7 and fails with pyra-

noses 9–11, whereas 22 prefers 7 to 3 and succeeds quite

well with 9–11.

Macrocyclic receptors 16, 17, 19, and 22 are able to

surround their substrates but not encapsulate them. A

further advance was made by the macrotricyclic system

24, which provides a preorganized, essentially enclosed

binding site specifically designed for a monosaccha-

ride.[31,32] In this case, the target was glucose 9, in its

native pyranose form. As shown in Fig. 1, the all-equa-

torial pattern of polar substituents in b-D-glucopyranose

25 allows the substrate to be viewed as a disk, with apolar

surfaces top and bottom (corresponding to axial CH units)

and a polar circumference. Accordingly, 24 consists of

two parallel apolar units (biphenyls) connected by bridges

containing H-bond donors/acceptors (amides). Modelling

(Fig. 2) showed that 25 could fit in the cavity and make at

least six intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as well as apolar

CH–p contacts.[31] The structure is reminiscent of that

found in carbohydrate-binding proteins, where aromatic

surfaces are often found in contact with lipophilic patches

on saccharide substrates.[15]

Receptor 24 was initially prepared as tetraester 24a and

studied in homogeneous solution. Octyl glycosides 18, 26,

and 27 were used as substrates. Binding constants were

obtained by NMR in CDCl3-CD3OH (92:8) and by fluo-

rescence titration in CHCl3. The results, summarized in

Table 3, confirmed that the enclosed binding site yielded

significant gains in affinity and selectivity. Thus the

complex to b-glucoside 18 was formed with Ka�103 M�1

even in the presence of 8% by volume of competing

methanol, and in pure CHCl3 (as used for previous sys-

tems), the value was raised to 3�105 M�1. In both media,

a-glucoside 26 was far less strongly bound.

The phase-transfer properties of 24 were first tested

by stirring 24a with D-glucose 9 in CDCl3.[31] Analysis

by NMR indicated that �0.9 Eq of 9 was solubilized,

representing (as expected) an improvement on 22. Re-

markably, the glucose was detected as a 7:1 mixture of

b-pyranose/a-pyranose, presumably reflecting the prefer-

ence for b-glucosyl revealed in Table 3.a

For liquid–liquid extraction, it transpired that increased

lipophilicity was required, so 24 was prepared as tetra-

amide 24b.[32] Extraction experiments were performed in

chloroform/water, with the results shown in Table 4. All

the substrates were extracted from a 1-M aqueous solution

including, for the first time, the hexoses 9–11. Notable

selectivity was shown for the ‘‘all-equatorial’’ saccharides

glucose 9 and xylose 5. Moreover, glucose, the specific

Fig. 2 Receptor 24, modelled as the tetramethyl ester, binding D-glucose 9 as the b-pyranose. The configuration shown is the baseline

conformation from a 1000-step Monte Carlo molecular mechanics study. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are shown as broken lines.

(From Ref. [31].)

aThe b:a ratio should normally be close to 1:1 in organic solvents.
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target of 24, was extracted from aqueous solutions as low

as 0.1 M in concentration. Physiological glucose concen-

trations, at 0.005 M, are still out of reach, but with further

development, this system could ultimately serve as the

basis of a clinically relevant glucose sensor.

PHASE TRANSFER OF MONOSACCHARIDES
BY LESS ORGANIZED SYSTEMS

The essential characteristic required for carbohydrate

phase transfer is an amphiphilic structure with a polar

interior and an apolar exterior. Although preorganization

of the polar interior should, in principle, be advantageous,

it turns out that less organized structures can also be suc-

cessful. One example is provided by thiosuccinate deriv-

ative 28, studied by Greenspoon and Wachtel.[33] At a

concentration of 50 mM, 28 was shown by x-ray scat-

tering experiments to form ‘‘inverse micelles’’ (polar

interior, apolar exterior) in a mixture of chloroform/cyclo-

hexane, 1:1. Addition of D-glucose 9 (solid monohydrate)

followed by centrifugation gave a clear solution, which

was found by NMR to contain one molecule of glucose

per nine molecules of 28. It appears that the assembly of

28 can bind the glucose directly, without a solvation shell

of water. When water was added, the glucose-derived

NMR signals shifted, indicating a change in environment.

Further NMR experiments with 29 as substrate, and elec-

tron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) studies employ-

ing 30, confirmed that the monosaccharide unit was asso-

ciated with the micelles.

Kobayashi et al.[34] studied 31, a macrocyclic but

flexible system best seen as a ‘‘unimolecular reversed

micelle.’’ When 31a dissolved in CCl4 was stirred with

water, 1H NMR analysis revealed the presence of ca. 40

molecules of H2O in the organic phase. However, when

3-M solutions of D-ribose 3, D-glucose 9, or D-fructose 23

Table 3 Binding constants (Ka) of octyl glycosides to macrotricycle 24a

Substrate

Ka [M�1] in

CDCl3-CD3OH (92:8)a
Ka [M� 1] in

CDCl3-CD3OH (92:8)b

b-D-glucopyranoside 18 980 (±2%) 300,000 (±6%)

a-D-glucopyranoside 26 20 (±23%) 13,000 (±8%)

b-D-galactopyranoside 27 220 (±5%) 110,000 (±12%)

a1H NMR titrations.
bFluorescence titrations.

Source: Ref. [31].

Table 4 Extractabilities of monosaccharide substrates from

water into chloroform by receptor 24ba

Substrate

Concentration of substrate in

aqueous phase (M)

1.0 0.5 0.1

D-ribose 3 0.7

D-xylose 5 1.1

D-glucose 9 1.0 0.5 <0.1b

D-galactose 10 0.2 <0.1b None

detectable

D-mannose 11 <0.1b <0.1b None

detectable

Methyl-b-D-glucoside 14 1.0

Methyl-a-D-glucoside 15 1.0

aMolar ratios sugar/24b appearing in the organic phase. [24b]org =

2.9�10� 4 M.
bCarbohydrate detectable, but amounts too small for quantification by

NMR integration.

Source: Ref. [32].
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were substituted for water, the carbohydrate was extracted

without any measurable coextraction of H2O. In the case

of D-glucose 9, a 1:1 ratio of receptor/substrate was es-

tablished directly by 1H NMR integration, and also by

reextraction of the sugar back into water. Sugar extraction,

as well as water pool accommodation, were also observed

with the acyclic heptakis(dihydroxyalkyl) reference host

32, although no complexation was observed for 31b or 33,

implying that the clustering of dihydroxyalkyl chains is

essential for recognition.

Kasuga et al.[35] have shown that the lipophilic alkaline

earth metal salts 34 can promote transport of monosaccha-

rides through chloroform bulk liquid membranes. Effi-

ciency increased with cation size, the most effective car-

rier being 34 (M=Ba). A range of monosaccharides were

tested as substrates, with the results shown in Table 5.

Unsurprisingly, transport rates correlate to a fair degree

with apparent substrate lipophilicity. However, the pref-

erence for D-ribose 3 over 2-deoxy-D-ribose 7 runs counter

to this trend, and is especially interesting.

CHANNEL-MEDIATED TRANSPORT
OF CARBOHYDRATES

Finally, in the special case of aqueous phases separated by

a lipid bilayer, polar substrates may be transferred via

channels in the membrane. Bong et al.[36] have studied a

range of self-assembling channels formed from cyclic

peptides composed of alternating D and L amino acids.

The peptides stack through hydrogen bonding to form a

toroidal version of a b-sheet. If a decapeptide is used, the

resulting tube has an internal diameter of ca. 10 Å, enough

to allow passage of a glucose molecule.[37] The cyclode-

capeptide 35, composed mainly of lipophilic D-leucine

Table 5 Transport of monosaccharides by 34 (M=Ba)a

Sugar

Amount of sugar transported

after 48 hr (mmol)

D-ribose 3 3.0 (1.7)b

D-arabinose 4 0.4

D-xylose 5 0.3 (0.1)b

2-deoxy-D-ribose 7 0.5

D-glucose 9 0.1 (0)b

D-galactose 10 0.1

D-mannose 11 0.4 (0.2)b

L-fucose 12 0.7

D-fructose 23 0.7

a[Receptor]org =3�10� 2 M.
bFigures in parentheses refer to a competition experiment in which four

monosaccharides were present simultaneously.

Source: Ref. [35].
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and L-tryptophan, was designed to concentrate in apolar

environments. When added to liposome suspensions, it

was shown by several spectroscopic techniques to

incorporate into the bilayers to form H-bonded aggregates.

If D-glucose 9 was entrapped in the liposomes, addition of

35 promoted efflux of the carbohydrate (measured using

an enzyme-based assay). Kinetic studies were consistent

with a channel, rather than carrier, transport mechanism.

The analogous cyclooctapeptide, with an internal diameter

of �7.5 Å, showed no activity.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the study of carbohydrate recognition

through noncovalent interactions has led to a range of

phase transfer systems, effective for moderate to high

concentrations of substrates. It remains difficult to trans-

port monosaccharides into apolar media from dilute

aqueous solutions. However, steady progress over the past

15 years suggests that the necessary affinities will be

achieved before long. Success could have important con-

sequences, not least in diabetes treatment where improved

glucose sensors are sought with some urgency.[11–14]
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this article is to describe the different

types of photochemical and photophysical reactions on

nanoparticles and their application with special emphasis

on recent work.

OVERVIEW

Nanoparticles can be used as single particles in solution

(colloids) or arrays of particles with a specially designed

architecture again in solution or on a suitable support.

Membrane coating is often necessary for stabilization of

aqueous or organic solutions of isolated particles. In par-

ticle arrays, special linker molecules may be used in order

to realize an optimal interparticle distance.

Membrane-coated nanoparticles are functionalized for

optical functions by covalent attachment of chromophores

to the membrane or to the particle surface. Mixed

monolayers of lipids and amphiphilic dyes are also com-

mon. The enclosed or adsorbed dyes are used for the

construction of photochemical reaction centers as well as

in the analysis of special membrane properties such as

rigidity and regioselective interaction with solutes.

Photochemical reaction centers are realized either by

covalent dyads or by noncovalent long-distance dimmers.

Triads have also been realized. Nanoparticles provide a

large surface to light-absorbing chromophores as well as

the possibility to transfer electrons to electrodes. Func-

tionalized membrane coatings allow the construction of

long-distance dimers of redox active molecules for light-

induced charge separation.

Three different types of colloidal particles are currently

used: metals, semiconductors, and insulators. Colloids of

noble metals (gold, silver, copper) are characterized by

their chemical stability and by surface plasmon absorp-

tions in the visible range, which interfere with the photo-

physics of dyes. Semiconductor particles with a narrow

bandgap absorb in the visible region and are prone to

corrosion. Semiconductors with a wide bandgap, on the

other hand, are more stable, but absorb only in the UV

region. Dyes absorbing visible light are then applied as

sensitizers in order to use sunlight. Insulating particles are

not appropriate for the construction of photochemical cells

but are promising carriers for studies of charge separating

molecular assemblies.

GOLD AND OTHER METAL PARTICLES

Gold particles have been used most frequently. They can

be easily prepared by different methods. The citrate

reduction method[1] yields nearly monodisperse spheres

with typical diameters of about 20 nm. Particles of this

size remain dispersed for many days and their curvature is

low enough to allow the construction of closed membrane

systems in water. Weakly bound citrate leads to a negative

surface charge. Particles of silver, palladium, and plati-

num may be prepared by the same method.[2–5] Borohy-

dride reduction, on the other hand, yields much smaller

particles (1–5 nm). Their high curvature does not allow

the formation of a closed membrane. Monolayer-protected

gold clusters (MPCs) are obtained by reaction with alkane

thiols, which form a covalent bond to the gold surface.

The surface of the nanoparticles can be varied from

hydrophilic to hydrophobic by selecting appropriate head

groups on the other end of the attached thiol.[6,7]

Other routes of particle production include the elec-

trochemical synthesis of size-selective nanostructured

palladium clusters in tetrahydrofuran[8] and a photochem-

ical method of making size-controlled spherical metal

particles in a nonaqueous, but highly polar and viscous

medium. Complexes of gold, silver, palladium, and pla-

tinum have been reduced by the photochemically formed

carbamoyl radicals.[9] Small particles were sterically

stabilized by polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), the size being

determined by the ratio PVP/metal complex. A ratio of 5/1

yielded, for example, particles of 12 nm (Au), 15 nm (Ag),

10 nm (Pt), and 16 nm (Pd). The gold particles were pure

enough to show single-electron tunneling (SET) in the

current–voltage dependence (the 1.8-nm stabilizer shell
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serves as a tunnel junction). This makes the particles in-

teresting for nanoscale electronic circuits.

The functionalization of the monolayer opens the way

to a variety of photophysical and photochemical reactions,

which are strongly influenced by the collective excitation

of metal electrons, leading to the size-dependent plasmon

absorption. This leads, however, to heating of the probe

upon strong excitation, problems in the measurements of

transient absorptions of adsorbed dyes, energy transfer to

the metal, and reduced quantum yields for all the reactions

of the chromophore from the excited singlet state. Ana-

lytically, the plasmon absorption has been used to probe

the dielectric properties of surface-bound molecules,[10]

and the distance between coupled particles if aggregation

of the particles occurs.[11]

Photoreactions have been useful in exploring the

properties of monolayers on planar gold surfaces. Photo-

extrusion of nitrogen from aryl azide[12,13] and diazoke-

tones,[14,15] E-Z photoisomerization of stilbenes[16] and

azocompounds[17] as well as photodimerization reac-

tions[18–21] have been well characterized. On gold nano-

clusters electron transfer reactions are very often exam-

ined; they occur from donors either to relay molecules or

directly to the metal. cis–trans Isomerization of molecules

with double bonds and cycloadditions have, however, also

been studied. The latter are very much enhanced if the

reporter molecules are close to each other and in proper

orientation. If dimerization, followed by charge transfer,

occurs in the excited state, excimer fluorescence may be

studied as a measure of distance. As a further photo-

physical reaction, energy transfer can also be used to

probe the membrane order.

Energy Transfer

Singlet energy transfer is measured by fluorescence

quenching of suitable chromophores. The plasmon ab-

sorption band of metallic particles is usually broad and

energy transfer occurs with a wide range of fluorescent

dyes. The transfer from donors to acceptors depends on

the distance: the efficiency of a transfer between a point

dipole and a nearby flat metal surface decreases with the

third power; for extended molecules close to curved

particle surfaces with an intermediate exponent between 3

and 6 is expected. Monolayers on small particles are

usually fluid and the chain density decreases with in-

creasing chain length because of the high curvature.

Motional freedom, thermal flexing, and chain folding lead

to altered energy transfer efficiencies.

Imahori et al.[22] have shown that the energy transfer

between tetraphenylporphyrin, coupled to a gold surface by

a C12-alkanethiol spacer, and gold is much more effective

in the case of a SAM on planar gold (111-surface) as

compared to particles of 5-nm diameter (MPC). The

lifetime of the porphyrin fluorescence is shortened from 9.5

nsec to 0.04 and 0.15 nsec, respectively. Additionally a 9.1-

nsec phase (15% of total amplitude) appears on the

particles, suggesting a second type of monolayer structure.

The portion of unquenched porphyrin molecules is only 3%

for mixed monolayers. Lifetime measurements thus result

in additional information on the homogeneity of the

monolayers. Energy transfer is more efficient in SAMs

than in MPCs. The origin of this effect is not known.

Aguila and Murray[23] have investigated the energy

transfer of dansyl chromophores bound to gold clusters of

5–8 nm (C2 to C15 linkers) in mixed monolayers. In this

environment the fluorescence is reduced to 1% of that of

the free dye by energy transfer. The emission intensity

increased with the effective distance, provided that the

linker had about the same length as the surrounding

alkanethiolates (C4–C12). For longer linkers the emission

decreased and became dependent on the load with the

dansyl label, i.e., the stiffness of the outermost part of the

disordered layer (Fig. 1).

The distance-dependent energy transfer from a meth-

ylene blue-type fluorophore (Alexa 488) to a metal

surface[24] has been exploited to measure changes of

chemisorption with respect to the electrode potential on a

polycrystalline gold electrode. In the potential range of

�0.7 to +0.2 V only reversible reorientation of the

charged chromophore occurred. For potentials lower than

�0.8 V and higher than +0.2 V, an exponential increase

of fluorescence was observed. This was related to the

reduction and oxidation of the Au–S bond and release of

the fluorophore into the solution. An additional spacer of

12 C-atoms between the chromophore and the thiolate

moiety decreased the sensitivity toward the potential,

because the van der Waals forces between the alkane

chains became dominating.

Excimer Fluorescence

The excimer fluorescence of pyrene is a good tool to

investigate order and dynamics of alkane monolayers on

surfaces. Excimers are not formed in homogeneous

solution of low concentration. The fluorescence behavior

after the addition of a gold colloid depends on the nature

of the pyrene side chain. If this does not contain a thiol

group for binding to the gold the monomer fluorescence is

somewhat decreased because of ineffective energy trans-

fer to the gold. On binding through a thiol group

hydrophobic aggregates are formed and a strong excimer

fluorescence appears. This has been shown by Chen and

Katz[25] for protected thiols. A pyrene-thioester and a

pyrene-thiocarbonate bind noncovalently to the surface of

12.5-nm citrate-gold particles with binding constants of

7.2�107 and 1.7�108 M�1, respectively. The change

from excimer to monomer fluorescence has also been
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taken as a measure for the gold-catalyzed hydrolysis of the

ester and carbonate bonds, which leads to the appearance

of the pyrene moieties in the bulk solution.

Pyrene excimer fluorescence has also been used to

detect changes in interparticle interactions for capped gold

particles.[26] Freshly prepared Brust-type gold particles

(3.2–3.7 nm) capped with pyrenyl-decanethiol or -hepta-

decanethiol showed practically no excimer fluorescence.

The monomer fluorescence was quenched by 99% by

energy transfer to the gold particles. Although 43% (C-10)

Fig. 1 Monolayer protected cluster (‘‘MPC’’) of an HSC10-coated Brust gold particle after partial exchange with HSC10COO� and

coupling with dansyl cadaverine and fluorescence intensities with 17 (upper curve) and 6 dansyls (lower curve) per MPC. Fluorescence

increases linearly with concentration in both cases. The dye molecules do not interact. (From Ref. [23].)
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and 31% (C-17) of the surface gold atoms were covered

with the thiol, most of the pyrene units were not oriented

in a face-to-face manner. Upon ageing for up to 300 hr the

fluorescence increased, especially the excimer emission.

This was traced back to aggregation of the gold particles,

leading to interdigitation of the alkyl chains resulting in a

stacking of the pyrene units. The higher intensity of the

excimer fluorescence for the short-chain pyrene provides

further evidence for the chain density gradient for

alkanethiolates on gold nanoparticles. The decay of the

fluorescence was biexponential with lifetimes of 4.3 and

22 nsec for the monomer fluorescence of fresh solutions.

For aged samples only the lifetime of the longer-lived

excited species was increased to 35 and 30 nsec for the

two preparations. This indicates that there may be

different binding sites on the gold surface leading to

different excited states (Fig. 2).

trans–cis Isomerization, Cyclodimerization,
and Benzylic Cleavage

The realization of dimerization necessitates two mole-

cules in near neighborhood; isomerization, on the other

hand, needs some space around the molecule. Both

reactions are optimized under opposite conditions. Fluid

monolayer coatings favor cleavage reactions which are

linked to release molecules.

The comparison of three photochemical reactions,

trans–cis isomerization, cyclodimerization, and benzylic

cleavage of thioalkyl-azobenzenes and -stilbenes in

Fig. 2 Fluorescence of pyrene-coated particles increases with ageing because interdigitation leads to excimers. (From Ref. [26].)
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homogeneous solution and in monolayers on 2.5-nm gold

particles and on planar gold,[27,28] yielded valuable infor-

mation about the effects of monolayer packing. Photo-

isomerization was found to be independent of the alkyl

chain length in homogeneous solution with quantum yields

of 10�1 and 3�10�4 for the azobenzene and stilbene

species, respectively. In a tightly packed monolayer on

planar gold it was sterically blocked. In the more loosely

packed monolayers on the small gold particles, isomer-

ization occurred with reduced quantum yield. An addi-

tional decrease of the yield was found after shortening the

alkyl chain from 12 to 4 CH2 groups. Quenching of the

excited state by the metallic core became dominant. The

dependence on the distance was exponential with an

attenuation constant of b=0.5, which is smaller than

expected for through-bond coupling. If a nitrobenzoxy

group was introduced into the alkyl chain, photocleavage

occurred. Parallel observation of isomerization and cleav-

age pointed to strong metal-based nonradiative quenching

of the excited state. The significance of packing and steric

hindrance became evident in stilbene photodimerization

experiments. It was not observed in solution or in

monolayers on planar gold but occurred on gold particles

with a very low quantum yield of 2–4�10�6, depending

on the distance (Fig. 3).

Similar conclusions with respect to the rigidity of the

monolayers have been drawn by Evans et al.[29] Photo-

switching between the cis and trans states of alkane-

derivatized azobenzene was not possible in single-

component monolayers on planar gold. It has only been

realized in mixed monolayers with free volume introduced

by a spacer molecule with three ethyleneoxy units and

especially in mixed monolayers of C6-thiol-azobenzene

and mercaptophenol on 3.2-nm particles.

The Norrish–Young type II photochemical reaction has

been used to probe the properties of a variety of ordered

media including cyclodextrins, zeolites, liquid crystals,

and micelles. At first the reaction was investigated in an

MPC capped with a mixed monolayer of short alkanethiol

and mercaptoundecanophenone by Kell et al.[30] Irradia-

tion released free benzophenone, irrespective of the length

of the spacer alkanethiol (C-6 or C-12), but not in its

absence. Whether fragmentation or cyclization is the main

pathway to products depends greatly on the conforma-

tional flexibility of the triplet 1,4-biradical, which is

formed from the n,p* triplet excited state of the carbonyl

Fig. 3 Photodimerization of stilbene chromophore was only observed in ordered and flexible domains on particles with high curvature.

(From Ref. [28].)
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group. If the volume, which is necessary for cyclization

motions, is not available, only fragmentation occurs. The

resulting terminal vinyl group on the MPC can then be

used for further modification (Fig. 4).

Miscellaneous Reactions

An interesting example for the interaction of a chromo-

phore with the metal particle is the binding of methyl-

aminopyrene on spherical gold particles of 5–8-nm

diameter.[31] Because of internal charge transfer, pyrene

is only weakly fluorescent in THF solution. On binding to

the gold surface the electron-donating ability of nitrogen

was decreased. As a result the fluorescence yield was

increased from 0.09 to 0.48 (chelation enhancement). A

second indication of the binding was the appreciable red

shift of the absorption and fluorescence bands.

A phthalocyanine thiol bound to Brust-type gold par-

ticles with diameters ranging from 2 to 4 nm and as-

sociated with the TOAB phase transfer reagent generated

singlet oxygen upon irradiation with visible light more

effectively than without gold. The quantum yield in-

creased from 0.45 to 0.65. TOAB promotes solubility in

polar solvents, which is essential for a possible application

in photodynamic therapy.[32]

Upon illumination of thiocyanine (TC)–J aggregates in

solution, an ultrashort excited state was formed. Its relax-

ation was intensity dependent and dominated by exciton–

exciton annihilation. On bulk silver surfaces ultrafast

quenching of the exciton and its fluorescence occurred.

The same was true on gold nanoparticles. The binding of

the dye aggregate via two sulfonate groups was reported

originally by Kometani et al.[33] who applied gold, silver,

and composite Au/Ag particles with diameters of about 10

nm. The absorption spectra were measured and simulated

using the Maxwell–Garnett treatment. On silver particles

after fsec-excitation at 417 nm (140-fsec time resolution)

a charge separated state with a lifetime of 300 psec was

observed[34] by absorption changes at 475 nm close to the

sharp absorption band of the J aggregate on silver at 481

nm. The exciton of the J aggregate is then of course

strongly coupled to the silver particle plasmon. Photoex-

citation of this resonance leads to very fast electron

transfer of the TC aggregate to the metal. In the case of

gold particles the plasmon energy is too low for such

coupling (2.38 vs. 3.1 eV for Ag).

Rhodamine 6G has been used as a reporter molecule

for changes in aggregation and morphological changes of

the gold clusters. The 2-nm particles, prepared by

rhodanide reduction,[35] did not exhibit surface plasmon

absorption, for which the diameter must be at least 5

nm,[36] and bound rhodamins 6G as a monomer. On

increasing the Au/dye ratio, aggregation was shown by a

blue shift of the dye absorption (H aggregate) and the

appearance of a plasmon band at 537 nm. Twenty-five

minutes of laser irradiation at 532 nm lead to melting and

growth of the particles, due to plasmon excitation.[37] This

was indicated by the broadening of the plasmon band and

by an increase of the monomer fluorescence of rhodamine

at 545 nm, originating from molecules released into the

bulk solution (Fig. 5).

Well-Defined Assemblies of Nanoparticles

Arrays of nanoparticles have been prepared by salt-

induced aggregation,[38–42] Langmuir techniques,[43] sur-

face assembly,[44–46] or crystallization.[47] The motive for

such preparations is the special nonlinear optical proper-

ties of collective metal nanoclusters. They show large

surface-enhanced Raman signals[44–46] and large first

hyperpolarizabilities.[38–42] A necessary condition is a

well-defined symmetry and interparticle spacing, which is

not always met in the preparations mentioned above. It

may be realized more easily by covalent bridges between

the particles.[48,49] Gold particles were connected, for

example, by thiol-functionalized oligo-phenylacety-

lenes.[50] The intensity of hyper-Rayleigh scattering

(HRS), i.e., incoherently scattered second harmonic light,

was especially high for noncentrosymmetric trimers,

which was traced back to enhanced values of first hy-

perpolarizability. These properties are also of interest for

nanoscale electronics.

Fig. 4 Benzophenone is only released, if the benzophenone head groups are separated by unreactive molecules and on curved surfaces.

(From Ref. [30].)
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Defined aggregates can also be obtained by noncova-

lent interactions. Two-dimensional (2-D) assemblies with

hexagonal packing of 5-nm gold particles (Brust-type)

were formed by adsorption of tetrapyridylporphyrin to the

surfaces. Optically, this was shown by the red shift (512 to

610 nm) and broadening of the plasmon absorption as well

as of the porphyrin Soret band from 25 nm half width in

solution to 45 nm. The porphyrin dye acts as a reporter

molecule and as a trigger of a defined aggregation.[51]

Surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS)

was also observed (Fig. 6).

Photoelectrochemical Cells

A photoelectrochemical cell consists of a charge separat-

ing system attached to a macroscopic electrode and a

redox electrolyte carrying charges to a counter electrode.

If self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of electron transfer

dyades or triades are directly bound to the working elec-

trode, the light absorption in these 2-D arrays is normally

low. The use of photosensitive nanoparticles in contact

with the electrode yields 3-D array electrodes with high

surface and high absorbance.

The conventional method to get a 3-D array of a charge

separating system makes use of bifunctional bridge

compounds and of electrostatic interactions to form a

multilayered system. Lahav et al.[52,53] used indium-doped

tin oxide (ITO) electrodes coated by aminosiloxane.

Negatively charged gold nanoparticles (diameter: 13

nm) were self-assembled on the ITO electrode, followed

by a positively charged charge-separating (CS) system.

Repetition produced a multilayer system. The CS system

consisted of either a Zn protoporphyrin–viologen dyade or

a catenane, consisting of a cyclo-bis-viologen-phenylen

and a Ru(bipy) derivative. Following excitation of the

porphyrin the excited electron is conducted to the ITO

electrode via the gold particles. The quantum yields of

the corresponding photochemical cells [with ethylenedi-

aminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as electron donor and a

graphite counter electrode] were f=10�3 (l=544 nm) for

the porphyrin system and f=10�4 (l=434 nm) for the

Ruthenium system. These numbers, referring to the short-

circuit current, are relatively low. This is because of the

poor contact between the CS system and the gold particles

(Fig. 7).

Better results are obtained if the photosensitizer is

directly bound to the gold particles. Sudeep et al.[54]

electrodeposited functionalized gold particles on a nano-

structured SnO2 electrode, made by annealing a SnO2 film

on an optically transparent electrode (OTE). The charge

separating system consisted of a light-absorbing fullerene

electron donor bound to 3-nm gold particles via a

modified alkanethiol chain. The light-induced electron

transfer to the gold particles was optimized by the redox

electrolyte J�/J3
� in high concentration. An incident

Fig. 5 Model of possible morphological changes of gold-dye cluster arrays upon laser irradiation. (From Ref. [37].)

Fig. 6 H2TpyP stands perpendicular on the gold surface and

causes aggregation. (From Ref. [51].)
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photon to photocurrent efficiency (IPCE) of 8�10�3 (at

450 nm) was achieved (Fig. 8).

Another efficient approach is to precipitate the gold

particles directly on a flat gold electrode and to bind an

electron transfer dyade afterwards.[55] The dyade con-

sisted, for example, of a rutheniumbipyridyl complex as

light-absorbing electron donor, connected via a C7 bridge

to viologen, as electron acceptor, and a second bridge (C6)

to the final thiol group bound to the citrate gold particles.

In such a photochemical cell with triethanolamine as

electron donor and a Pt-counter electrode the photocurrent

was 15 times higher than in a cell in which the RuVS

dyade was directly bound to the flat gold electrode. This

factor corresponds to the enhanced concentration of RuVS

as achieved by binding to the nanoparticles. The photo-

current efficiency was 8�10�3 (at 460 nm).

High IPCE was, however, also achieved on flat gold

electrodes without nanoparticles by increasing the ab-

sorption cross section of the sensitizing electron donor.

Imahori et al.[56] prepared mixed SAMs of a ferro-

cene–porphyrin–fullerene electron transfer triad and of a

boron–dipyrrin sensitizer, which transfers energy to the

porphyrin. An IPCE as high as 1.6�10�2 (at 430 nm) was

thus achieved.

Construction of Form-Stable
Gaps in Monolayers

Li and Fuhrhop[57] used a totally different approach for

capping and functionalizing gold particles. Multiply

charged derivatives of tetraphenylporphyrins were direct-

ly bound to the gold surface in a flat-lying position. Long-

chain thiols with two secondary amide groups were then

self-assembled around them. As a result of hydrogen

bonding the monolayers were rigid and impermeable to

compounds, which dissolve in fluid membranes. The

diameter of above 20 nm of the particles allowed the

formation of totally closed membranes. The curvature was

not too high. Form-stable gaps of 2�2�2-nm size with

rigid walls were thus formed. The rigidity has been proven

by fluorescence quenching experiments. The porphyrins

on the surface showed only a very weak rest fluorescence

Fig. 7 Model of the gold-nanoparticle arrays on an ITO electrode for photocurrent production. (From Ref. [53].)
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as a result of energy transfer quenching. It was totally

quenched by paramagnetic metalloporphyrins of the same

size as the porphyrin at the bottom of the gap by forming a

heterodimer. Porphyrins with larger side groups were not

able to enter the rigid gaps and quench the fluorescence.

Such size discrimination did not take place when the

surface layer around the porphyrins consisted of octade-

canethiol without rigidifying amide groups. On flat gold

electrodes, long-distance (1–2 nm) heterodimers were

also established with a fitting porphyrin being attached

to amine substituents at the rigid walls of the gap[58,59]

(Fig. 9).

SEMICONDUCTOR NANOPARTICLES

Semiconductors can be optically excited. But the internal

charge separation is not stable. The electrons in the con-

duction band and the holes in the valence band have to be

brought to reaction with added electron acceptors and

donors, respectively. In this way charge separation can be

stabilized. Much of the work with semiconductor par-

ticles is thus focused on the conversion of sunlight into

chemical energy (e.g., hydrogen production) or electrical

energy (photoelectrochemical cells). For the absorption of

light the size of the bandgap is essential. The coupling to

Fig. 8 Model of fullerenethiol-coated gold nanoparticles, their

absorption spectrum (–) and photocurrent action spectrum (- - - -).

The inset shows the on–off response upon illumination at 400 nm.

(From Ref. [54].)

Fig. 9 Model of a gold nanoparticle coated with a rigid

diamide monolayer containing 2-nm gaps with a porphyrin at the

bottom. The head group of the diamido amphiphile is an

oligoethylene ether. (From Ref. [57].)
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electron acceptors and donors depends on the position of

the conduction and the valence band. It must be noticed

that these properties are size dependent in the quantum

(Q) particles.[60] Narrow bandgap semiconductors such as

cadmium sulfide (CdS),[61] cadmium selenide (CdSe),[62]

lead silfide (PbS),[63] and silver sulfide (Ag2S)[64] are

excitable with visible light. Wide bandgap semiconduc-

tors such as titanium dioxide (TiO2),[65] zinc oxide

(ZnO),[66] and tin dioxide (SnO2)[67] are only sensitive

in the UV. Spectral sensitization is therefore an important

approach to making wide band semiconductors attractive

for solar energy conversion.[68,69] A chromophore absorb-

ing in the visible range is attached to the particle surface.

The excited electron of the chromophore is injected into

the conduction band of the semiconductor. Thus in most

cases the semiconductor surface is solely modified by

dyes; additional monolayer coatings may improve solu-

bility and longevity in the chosen solvent.

A different approach to enlarging the wavelength range

of absorption is the coupling of two semiconductor

particles with wide and narrow bandgap in mixed particle

assemblies.[70] Either nanostructured films containing

nanoparticles of different semiconductors (e.g., ZnO and

CdS) are prepared by coprecipitation.[71] Heterostructures

of the core-shell type are formed by controlled precipi-

tation of semiconductor molecules of one type (shell) on

the presynthesized nanoparticles of another type (core),

e.g., CdSe/ZnS.[72] Photocatalytic water splitting with

such systems was introduced by Henglein[73] and Duon-

ghong et al.[74] both in 1982. It should be noted that in

most cases the semiconductor particles used in photo-

catalytic studies (synthesis of organic compounds) are

rather large (100 nm) with no quantum size effects.

Spectral Sensitization

Charge ejection from excited dyes or charge injection into

the conduction band of semiconductor particles is the key

reaction for the construction of photoelectrochemical cells

of technical interest. At first, electron injection was not

determined directly. Photocurrents were measured in

electrode systems with polycrystalline layers of TiO2

loaded with different dyes.[75–80] From the current

efficiency IPCE and the absorption of the dye quantum

yields of injection from 87% to 100% were calculated.

Direct measurement of the luminescence yield of the

ruthenium complex on TiO2 particles gave a value of only

60%.[75] Later,[81] fluorescence and transient absorption

changes were measured on colloidal TiO2 electrodes,

consisting of SnO2 conductive glass and a film of 25 nm

TiO2 particles. Chlorin e6 and Cu-chlorophyllin were used

as sensitizers. Comparison of the fluorescence lifetime of

chlorin e6 on TiO2 and ZrO2, where charge injection is not

possible, yielded a rate constant for the electron injection

of 2.2�109 sec�1. The constant was nearly 10 times

smaller (3�108 sec�1) for the copper compound, where

electron transfer starts from the tripdoublet state and was

determined from the phosphorescence lifetimes. Transient

absorption changes after 10 nsec of excitation of the

dye indicated the formation of its cation radical and of

the electron injected into the TiO2 conduction band. In

the absence of a redox electrolyte (J�) the recovery of the

ground-state absorption of the dye and the decay of the

products of charge separation were identical. The addi-

tion of J� caused a fast reduction of the cation radical,

whereas the absorption of the electron stayed for more

than 100 msec.

Fsec-time resolution is necessary to the study of the

dynamics of electron injection. This was done for

fluorescein 27 adsorbed to 2.4-nm TiO2 particles.[82]

The absorption of the injected electrons had a rise time of

300 fsec, which is identical to the decay time of the

stimulated emission of the dye. The recombination was

much slower, which was explained by the validity of the

Marcus formula in the inverted region. The kinetics was

multiexponential with a very wide distribution of rates,

ranging from 25 psec to nanoseconds and microseconds.

Normally, in such a case, a distribution of energetically

different trap sites for electrons is suggested. Here a red

shift of the transient absorption within 25 psec was found,

explained by vibrational cooling and perhaps solvation

and structural relaxation of the initial product state, lead-

ing to a time-dependent DG0.

Ashbury et al.[83] studied the effect of the bridge length

of the binding ligand of re-polypyridyl complexes. They

also obtained evidence for the injection of hot excited

state electrons.[84] Bonhote et al.[85] studied the structural

effect of different Ru-dye molecules. The best yield of

charge separation was obtained for the system in which

the excited electron was localized on the ligand bound to

the semiconductor surface.

Electron injection is expected to be especially effective

from a highly polar excited state of the dye. This has been

verified by comparison of two coumarin dyes bound to

TiO2 particles through a carboxyl group.[86] Coumarin C

343 is a four-ring-system and the electron injection occurs

from a normal intramolecular charge transfer (ITC) state

with a quantum yield of 0.6. In the second dye, 7-

diethylaminocoumarin-3-carboxylic acid (D-1421), the

ICT state was able to relax to the more polar twisted

intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state. The overall

quantum yield of electron injection from both excited

states was 0.9, i.e., 50% higher than for C343, for which

rotation of the nitrogen moiety is not possible. The prod-

ucts of the reaction, the dye radical cation, and the

electron in the TiO2 conduction band were shown by

picosecond laser flash photolysis.
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Photocurrents in Photoelectrochemical Cells

For a long time the construction of efficient photoelec-

trochemical cells was hampered by the fact that mono-

layers of dyes on planar electrodes absorb usually less

than 1% of the incident light. Graetzel[75–80] used

polycrystalline TiO2 (anastase) electrodes with a rough-

ness of 200. Thus in the beginning the second problem,

that of charge injection, was attacked. Fe(CN)6
4� which

forms a charge transfer complex with TiO2 yielded an

IPCE of 0.37 only;[76] the metalloporphyrin ZnTPPC[77]

was only slightly better (0.42). A number of ruthenium

complexes were examined.[87] The normal tris-bipyridin

complex did not bind sufficiently. Carboxylic groups

turned out to be necessary. Ruthenium complexes with

two and three carboxy-bipyridin ligands were used and

gave values of 0.62 and 0.73 for the IPCE.[75,78,79] For the

latter ligand the importance of type and concentration

of the redox electrolyte were determined.[79] J� turned out

to be better (0.73) than Br� (0.56); and for hydroquinone

the initially used concentration of 1 mM was too low

(0.44) and had to be increased to 0.1 M (0.74). A very

good value (0.83) was obtained with coumarin.[80] Other

groups also tried merocyanines.[88] The importance of

carboxyl groups for binding of a dye to the TiO2 surface

was again shown by comparing the photocurrent action

spectra of chlorophyll, chlorins, and mesoporphyrins.[89]

Copper-chlorophyllin was not better than copper-chlorin,

indicating that conjugation of the carboxyl group to the

p-electron system of the dye was not advantageous.

O’Regan and Graetzel published in 1991 the design of

the first photoelectrochemical cell which could compete

with photovoltaic cells.[90] The progress was based on the

use of a 3-D network of TiO2 nanoparticles (15 nm size),

coated with a charge-transfer dye and fixed as a film of

10-�m thickness on a conducting glass support. The large

surface allowed binding of a higher amount of the dye

than before. The dye was a trimeric ruthenium complex

RuL2 (m-(CN)Ru(CN)L2’)2, with bipyridine and bipyr-

idine-dicarboxylic acid as ligands. With lithium-iodide as

a redox electrolyte an IPCE of 0.84 was achieved. The

overall energy conversion yield was 7.1–7.9% in simu-

lated solar light and 12% in diffuse daylight. The next step

was to improve the redox electrolyte by changing to solid

systems. P-type semiconductors[91] and organic materi-

als[92] were tested with disappointing results. An amor-

phous organic hole transporting material, namely, tetrakis

(N,N’-di-methoxyphenyl-amine)-spirobifluorene (OMe-

TAD), was then successful.[93] The energy efficiency

was 33% with Ru-bis(dicarboxy-bipyridyl)-bis-rhodanid

complex as a sensitizer (Fig. 10).

CdS nanoparticles were covered with thiolated oligo-

nucleotides and then cross-linked with DNA. The assem-

bly was connected with a gold electrode by double-

stranded DNA.[94] Photocurrents were observed in the

presence of TEOA upon irradiation at 405 nm where the

CdS particles absorb. Conduction band electrons from

particles near the electrode were directly ejected into the

electrode. Electrostatic binding of Ru(NH3)6
3 + to the

DNA increased the current. Obviously, the ruthenium

complex was active as electron relay (Fig. 11).

Nanocomposite Ni/TiO2 films were derivatized with

hexacyanoferrate to form nickel salt (NHF).[95] Under

chopped illumination photocurrent signals indicated pho-

toelectron–hole recombination, mediated by the hexacya-

noferrate redox electrolyte, if the potential was below the

NHF redox regime. At higher potentials the oxidized NHF

centers accepted electrons from the excited TiO2 with

enhanced quantum yield. If a nickel electrode was

derivatized with hexacyanoferrate and TiO2, the electrode

exhibited bipolar photoactivity: the photocurrent switched

from cathodic to anodic. Below the NHF potential the

photogenerated holes from TiO2 were transferred to

reduced NHF sites; above the NHF potential, the electrons

were transferred to oxidized NHF sites as in the composite

film. This result underlines the importance of the mi-

croenvironment (Fig. 12).

Hydrogen Production

After a burst of articles in the early 1980s, little work has

been done on hydrogen production recently. TiO2 and

Fig. 10 Model of the electron injection (inj.), regeneration

(reg.), recapture (rec.), and hopping in the mesoporous TiO2

solar cell heterojunction. (From Ref. [93].)
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Nb2O5 nanoparticles have been used in integrated systems

for light-induced vectorial electron transfer and hydrogen

production.[96] The electron transfer system consisted of

an electron donor, Ruthenium-bipyridyl-dicarboxylate as

a sensitizer, the semiconductor as initial electron acceptor,

and a viologen as electron relay to the platinum catalyst.

This system was spatially organized by a linear channel

zeolite (zeolite L or mordenite), which was internally

platinized. The semiconducting quantum particles were

grown by hydrolysis within the channels and on the

external surface of the zeolites. The channel openings

(0.71- and 0.65-nm diameter) did not allow the entrance of

the ruthenium complex, which was adsorbed exclusively

on the surface of the external particles. The viologens

were able to enter the channels. In this way the electron

donors were separated from the hydrogen catalyst. Despite

very efficient initial charge separation no hydrogen (TiO2

system) or hydrogen with only 0.01% quantum yield

(Nb2O5) was evolved in the presence of a reversible elec-

tron donor (e.g., J�). The quantum yield was, however,

1% at 450 nm for the system zeolite/TiO2/MV2 +/RuL3
2 +

in the presence of sacrificial electron donors such as

TEOA or EDTA. It should be noted that the initial charge

injection from the Ru complex into the semiconductor

particle is essential for the success. Without the particles

with self-assembly of the MV2 + and Ru(Bipy)3
2 + onto/

into the zeolites very little hydrogen was produced. On the

other hand, the H2-evolution rate was highest in the case

of direct bandgap excitation (Fig. 13).

SILICA PARTICLES

Silica particles are usually prepared by the method of

Stöber et al.[97] which is the polycondensation of

tetraethoxysilane (TES). It leads to a dense SiO2

Fig. 11 Model of oligonucleotide-DNA linked arrays of CdS

nanoparticles. (From Ref. [94].)

Fig. 12 Model of nickel hexacyanoferrate (NHF) films on

TiO2 or nickel electrodes. Type I was photoactive above an

applied potential of 0.4 V. Type II switches from cathodic to

anodic photobehavior upon change of potential or Ni(II)/Ni(III)

ratio.

Fig. 13 Model of a sensitized semiconductor–zeolite system

for light-induced hydrogen production. (From Ref. [96].)
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network, if the conversion of SiOEt groups and the cross-

linking are perfect. Otherwise, the hydrophilic and

charge stabilized particles contain nanosized pores. The

negative surface charge has been used to stabilize the

products of photo-induced charge separation.[98] More

recently, interest has grown in concentrated dispersions

of the silica particles. For this purpose sterically

stabilized core-shell particles have been synthesized by

surface esterification with octadecanol.[99] These orga-

nosilica particles are dispersed in organic solvents and

several different colloid phases have been produced:

colloidal fluids with only short-range positional order,

colloidal glasses with a frozen-in fluid structure, colloi-

dal crystals with long-range positional correlations, and

thermotropic gels. These systems are of special interest,

when single particles become visual by covalently bound

fluorescent dyes. There are three possible positions for

the dye: on the particle surface (type a), in a thin shell in

the particle interior (type b), and distributed in the

volume of an inner core (type c). All three types have

been realized by introducing the dye at different stages

of the particle synthesis. Isocyanate derivatives of

fluoresscein, coumarin, azobenzene, and pyren have

been used to be covalently bound to the silane coupling

agent 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APS).[100] Type c

particles[101,102] were applied in studies by fluorescence

confocal scanning laser microscopy (FCSLM), type b

particles[103] in fluorescence recovery after photobleach-

ing (FRAP) experiments. Apart from these investigations

centered around the question of interparticle structure

and particle diffusion, photochemical studies have not

been undertaken. A new method of preparing dye-labeled

particles has recently been published.[104,105] Trimeth-

oxymethylsilanes (TMOMS) were used for the synthesis

together with chlorobenzyl-trimethoxysilane, leading to

lower cross-link density and higher porosity as compared

to the particles from TES. Thus carboxylate derivatives

of the dyes were able to diffuse through the micropores

and were bound by esterification with the chlorobenzyl

group. For particles to be stable in aqueous medium, the

coating has to be carried out with bifunctional com-

pounds, one group being a terminal amino group.

Fuhrhop[106] started the Stöber synthesis with silicon

tetrapropoxide and aminated the surface with a silylchlo-

ride derivative. Judging from TEM pictures the particles

of at least 60-nm diameter had a smooth surface. In a

further derivatization step gaps in monolayers, as already

realized on gold particles, were constructed. Tetracarb-

oxyphenylporphyrin was covalently bound to the surface

through four amide bonds. Polyoxyethylene as terminal

group rendered the particles especially hydrophilic. In

contrast to the case of porphyrin bound to gold particles

the photophysical properties of the porphyrin were similar

to that of corresponding porphyrins in solution (e.g., the

fluorescence yield). The triplet state was detected by ab-

sorption changes around 780 nm with a relaxation time

larger than in solution. Negatively charged o-naphthoqui-

none-sulfonate was able to penetrate to the porphyrine and

to accelerate the triplet relaxation by electron transfer (the

singlet state was also affected) (Fig. 14).

Silica particles are commercially available in different

qualities. Cab-O-Sil, which has been sintered at 500�C, is

the least porous material and best suited for the attachment

of monolayers. Mallouk[107] has formed multilayers by

alternating assembly of a,o-bis-phosphonic acid-bolaam-

phiphiles and Zr(IV)-salts on Cab-O-Sil particles termi-

nated by phosphonic acid.

CONCLUSION

Membrane coating of nanoparticles enables to vary the

properties and interactions of individual particles, thereby

also determining their stability in a given solvent. The

ordering of these membranes is less than that of SAMs on

planar surfaces and therefore a subject of intense research.

Photochemical and photophysical reactions of dyes

incorporated into the membranes help to elucidate the

order and other properties of the membranous coatings,

especially on gold particles. On silver and gold parti-

cles, surface-enhanced reactions such as Raman and reso-

nance Raman scattering are analytical tools. Fluorescent

dyes on silica particles are used to investigate the struc-

ture of concentrated colloidal solutions. On semiconduc-

tor particles, dye coatings have a more practical purpose:

sensitization for the absorption of visible light makes the

Fig. 14 Model of a porphyrin-based membrane gap. (Fuhrhop,

unpublished.)
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particles interesting in the context of solar energy

conversion. The construction of photoelectrochemical

cells, the production of hydrogen, and the photochemical

detoxification of waste materials, especially in water, are

projects that will still become more important in the

future. The general trend is to leave the single-particle

systems and come to the design of assemblies of

nanoparticles with a well-defined architecture. The parti-

cles are cross-linked by membranes or polymers, provided

with dyes or other molecules, to realize defined distances

and surfaces with special properties and finally to arrive at

new complex composite materials. Until now for photo-

chemical reactions the large surface of the particles has

been the decisive advantage over planar surfaces. The size

dependence of optical, electrochemical, and thermody-

namic properties of quantum particles has scarcely been

exploited and is surely more essential for the design of

special optical materials for nonlinear optics and of

nanoelectronic circuits.
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INTRODUCTION

Many classes of components for integrated optics and

optoelectronics rely on structures with nanometer features

sizes (typically a fraction of the optical wavelength at

which they operate) for couplers, filters, laser resonators,

etc.[1] Similar but more advanced devices that use

photonic crystals[2] as well as a variety of subwavelength

elements[3,4] for bulk optics also make use of arrays of

nanostructures to achieve desired optical effects. Tradi-

tionally, techniques borrowed from the microelectronics

industry, such as photolithography and electron beam

lithography, have been employed for these applications.

The operational complexity of these methods, their high

capital costs, and certain inherent limitations associated

with them create research interest in alternative fabrica-

tion techniques.[5,6] Two relatively recent approaches to

patterning photonic nanostructures use advanced forms

of printing and molding, two of the conceptually oldest

forms of lithography. These methods offer submicron

resolution along with patterning capabilities that are well

suited to this class of application. This article summarizes

these methods and demonstrates their use in fabricating a

range of components for integrated optics.

HIGH-RESOLUTION STAMPS AND MOLDS

High-resolution stamps and molds can be formed with

electron beam lithography or photolithography according

to the procedures illustrated in Fig. 1. Casting and curing a

polymer against a pattern of resist formed with these

techniques (known as the ‘‘master’’) yields polymeric

elements that can serve as stamps and molds. Many

elements can be produced from a single master and each

element can be used many times. Similar molds and

stamps can be made out of the material that serves as the

substrate for the master by using the resist to generate

surface relief, through selective etching. There are

currently two classes of printing techniques that use these

stamps for patterning with submicron resolution—micro-

contact printing (mCP)[7,8] and nanotransfer printing

(nTP).[9,10] In mCP, an elastomeric stamp [usually poly-

(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS; Dow Corning, Inc.] is used to

print patterns of chemical inks. In nTP, a hard or an

elastomeric stamp delivers a solid ink material to a

substrate. mCP offers typical edge resolution of 50–200

nm depending on the inks and substrates. Demonstrated

resolution in nTP is in the range of 5–20 nm. The stamps

for these techniques can also be used as high resolution

molds for embossing relief structures into polymers and

other soft materials.[5]

Microcontact Printing

It was mainly developed for use with inks that form self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiolates on gold

and silver. The procedures for carrying out mCP in these

systems are simple: A stamp, inked with a solution of

alkanethiol, is brought into contact with the surface of a

substrate to transfer ink molecules to regions where the

stamp and substrate contact. The resolution and effective-

ness of this method relies on conformal contact between

the stamp and the surface of the substrate, rapid formation

of highly ordered monolayers,[11] and autophobicity of the

SAM,[12] which effectively blocks the reactive spreading

of the ink across the surface. It can pattern SAMs over

relatively large areas (up to �0.25 ft2 have been

demonstrated in prototype electronic devices)[13] in a

single impression.

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the use of mCP and wet

etching to pattern a thin film of Au. Fig. 3 shows scanning

electron microscope (SEM) images of representative

nanopatterns of gold (20-nm thick, thermally evaporated

with a 2.5-nm layer of Ti as an adhesion promoter) that

were fabricated on silicon wafers using this approach. In

both of these examples, the masters for the stamps consist

of photoresist patterned on silicon wafers with projection-

mode photolithography. Placing a few drops of a �1 mM

solution of hexadecanethiol (HDT) in ethanol on the

surface of the stamps, and then blowing them dry with a

stream of nitrogen prepares them for printing. Contacting

the metal film for a few seconds with the stamp produces a

patterned self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of HDT. An

aqueous etchant removes the unprinted regions of the

gold.[14] The patterns in Fig. 3 have edge roughness of
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�50–100 nm. This resolution, which is typical for mCP, is

determined by the grain size of the metal films, the

isotropic etching process, slight reactive spreading of the

inks and edge disorder in the patterned SAMs. Patterns

with these feature sizes are useful for many applications in

integrated optics, and especially those at the infrared

wavelengths (1.5 mm) that are predominant in communi-

cation systems.

Nanotransfer Printing

Nanotransfer printing (nTP) is a more recent high-

resolution printing technique that uses surface chemistries

as interfacial ‘‘glues’’ and ‘‘release’’ layers to control the

transfer of solid material layers from relief features on a

stamp to a substrate.[9,10] This approach, which is illus-

trated in Fig. 4, is purely additive (i.e., material is only

deposited in locations where it is needed) and it can

generate complex patterns of single or multiple layers of

materials with nanometer resolution over large areas in a

single process step. It does not suffer from surface dif-

fusion or edge disorder in the patterned ‘‘inks’’ of mCP

nor does it require postprinting etching or deposition steps

to produce structures of functional materials. The method

involves four components: 1) a stamp (rigid, flexible, or

elastomeric) with relief features in the geometry of the

desired pattern; 2) a method for depositing a thin layer of

solid material onto the raised features of this stamp; 3) a

means for bringing the stamp into intimate physical

contact with a substrate; and 4) surface chemistries that

prevent adhesion of the deposited material to the stamp

and promote its strong adhesion to the substrate. nTP has

Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrographs of typical structures

formed by microcontact printing a self-assembled monolayer ink

of hexadecanethiol onto thin gold films followed by etching of

the unprinted areas. The left frame shows an array of Au (20-nm

thick) dots with �500-nm diameters. The right frame shows

printed lines of Au (20-nm thick). The edge resolution of

features in both of these patterns is �50–100 nm.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of two representative methods for

producing high-resolution stamps and molds. Both begin with

photolithography to pattern a thin layer of resist on a flat

substrate, such as a silicon wafer. This structure, known as the

master, is converted to a stamp or mold either by etching or by

molding. In the first case, the resist acts as a mask for etching the

underlying substrate. Removing the resist yields a stamp or a

mold. In the molding approach, a prepolymer is cast against the

relief structure formed by the patterned resist on the substrate.

Curing (thermally or optically) and then peeling the resulting

solid polymer away from the substrate completes the process.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of an example of microcontact

printing. The first step involves ‘‘inking’’ a ‘‘stamp’’ with a

solution of hexadecanethiol (HDT) in ethanol. Contacting the

stamp to a thin film of gold on a substrate produces a patterned

SAM of HDT. The printed SAM can act as a resist for the

aqueous-based wet etching of the exposed regions of the Au. The

resulting pattern of conducting gold can be used to build devices

of various types. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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been demonstrated with SAMs and other surface chem-

istries for printing onto flexible and rigid substrates with

hard inorganic and soft polymer stamps.[9,10,15] Fig. 4

presents a set of procedures for using nTP to pattern a thin

layer of Au with a surface transfer chemistry that relies on

Au–S bonding and self-assembled monolayers.[15] The

process begins with fabrication of rigid or elastomeric

stamps using the procedures of Fig. 1. Careful control of

the processing steps yields features of relief with nearly

vertical or slightly reentrant sidewalls. Directional depo-

sition of Au (or other materials) onto the surfaces of such

stamps yields coatings only on the raised and recessed

regions and not on the sidewalls. The depth of relief on the

stamps is typically >200 nm for patterning metal films

with thicknesses <50 nm.

In the case of Fig. 4, contacting a gold-coated PDMS

stamp to a GaAs substrate that has a self-assembled dithiol

monolayer on its surface leads to thiol-gold linkages at the

interface. Removing the stamp (to which the gold does not

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of molding procedures for

defining distributed feedback gratings for lasers. The gratings

are formed by exposing a thin film of a photocurable polymer to

ultraviolet light through an elastomeric mold.

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of procedures for nanotransfer

printing a pattern of Au on a GaAs substrate. A uniform mono-

layer of 1,8-octanedithiol molecules is formed on the GaAs

using vapor or solution phase deposition. Evaporating a col-

limated flux of Au (20 nm) onto an elastomeric stamp forms

layers on the recessed and raised regions but not on the side-

walls. Contacting this stamp with the substrate leads to Au–S

bonds. Removing the stamp leaves a pattern of gold on the

substrate in the geometry of relief on the stamp. The transferred

gold patterns are effectively ‘‘glued’’ to the surface by strong

Ga–S, As–S, and S–Au bonds at the interface. The insets high-

light the idealized orientation of the dithiol molecule on GaAs

surface; control experiments indicate that the unreacted thiol

endgroups are generally oriented away from the wafer surface.

Fig. 5 Optical micrographs of patterns of Au (15-nm thick)

formed on plastic (top left and bottom left frames), silicon (top

right frame), and GaAs (bottom right frame) substrates with

nanotransfer printing. The transfer chemistry in the top left

case relies on silane self-assembled monolayers with exposed

thiol groups. The chemistry for the patterns in the top and

bottom right cases relies on surface dehydration reactions. The

bottom right pattern used a dithiol chemistry. The minimum

feature sizes and the edge resolution are limited, in all cases,

by the stamps. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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adhere) leaves behind a pattern of gold in the geometry of

the raised regions of the stamp.[15] Similar procedures can

be used with a wide range of stamps, patterned materials,

substrates, and surface chemistries. Fig. 5 shows some

representative examples. The resolution of nTP is limited

mainly by the roughness at the edges of the films that are

deposited on the stamps and by the stamps themselves.

This edge roughness is less than 5–20 nm for evaporated

gold and stamps fabricated by electron beam lithography.

There is no observable degradation in feature sharpness or

resolution because of the transfer process. Care must be

taken to use optimized deposition and printing conditions

in order to avoid nanocracking in the transferred layer,

especially when patterns of rigid materials are printed

from deformable stamps onto deformable surfaces. In the

applications that we have explored, even when they might

exist, the nanocracks (which are not visible with conven-

tional optical or scanning electron microscopes) do not

significantly affect the functional properties of the devices

(e.g., resistivity test structures, organic transistors and

simple circuits, photonic structures, thin film capaci-

tors, etc.).

Nanomolding

The stamps used for mCP and nTP can also serve as molds

for generating surface relief features in other materials.

Nanoimprint lithography and related embossing methods

represent one class of such techniques that use hard

stamps and thermally softened polymers or photocurable

liquids.[5] The use of elastomeric materials for ‘‘soft’’

molds yields a related type of technique which, because of

the flexibility of the molding elements, can be used for

Fig. 8 Scanning electron micrographs of 200 nm period distrib-

uted feedback gratings in a thin layer of SiO2 on a silicon wafer

(left frame) and in a thin layer of a photocurable polymer on a

glass slide (right frame). The structure in silica was formed

by direct write electron beam lithography and etching. The

structure in the photopolymer was defined by molding using

an elastomeric mold formed by casting and curing against the

silica structure.

Fig. 9 Images of a large-area master (6-in. silicon wafer with

patterned photoresist; left frame), a large-area mold formed from

this master (middle frame), and a molded thin film (2 mm thick) of

photopolymer formed using this mold (right frame). The

mechanical flexibility and elastomeric nature of the mold are

key features that allow this type of large-area replication. The

lateral feature sizes in this pattern range from 200 nm to 1 cm. The

relief depth ranges from 1 to 0.25 mm. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Atomic force micrographs of distributed feedback

grating structures. The right frame was collected from a

photolithographically defined pattern in a thin layer of SiO2

on a silicon wafer. The left frame was collected from a polymer

replica generated with an elastomeric mold produced from the

structure illustrated on the right.

Fig. 10 Scanning electron micrographs showing molded fea-

tures of relief in a thin polymer film before (top frame) and after

(bottom frame) reactive ion etching to remove the thin regions.
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large-area patterning of nanostructures even in fragile

materials.[6] Fig. 6 shows procedures for using this

approach to generate features of relief in a thin photocur-

able polymer. The transparent PDMS mold allows the

photopolymer to be cured by exposure to ultraviolet light

passing through the mold. In the case illustrated here, the

pattern consists of a distributed feedback grating for a

laser that emits in the visible spectrum. Fig. 7 presents

atomic force microscope images of a relief pattern gen-

erated by photolithography and etching of a thin layer of

SiO2 on a silicon substrate (left frame) and a fifth gen-

eration replica grating (right frame) in a photocurable

polyurethane (NOA 72, Norland) formed by using the

procedures of Fig. 6 with a PDMS mold generated from

the SiO2 structure.[16] These procedures are effective for

pattern replication down to the 50–100-nm scale. Fig. 8

shows scanning electron micrographs of 100 nm lines and

spaces fabricated by electron beam lithography and etch-

ing in SiO2 (left frame) and a replica grating structure in a

molded polymer (right frame).[17] Below these sizes, the

mechanical properties of the mold can be limiting;[18–21]

newer elastomers with comparatively high modulus and

physical toughness can extend the resolution of these

procedures deep into the sub-100-nm regime.[18,20]

The resolution and replication fidelity illustrated in

Figs. 7 and 8 can be achieved over large areas. Fig. 9

shows a master, a mold, and a replicated pattern in a thin

polymer film carried out with and on 6-in. silicon wafers.

The ability to flex and bend the mold allows contact with

the thin spin cast photopolymer to be initiated at the center

of the wafer. As the contact line is gradually allowed to

move toward the edges of the substrate, air is pushed out,

thereby eliminating trapped air pockets of the type that are

difficult to avoid in more conventional embossing and

imprinting techniques that use rigid molds. The mechan-

ical flexibility of the mold is also important for release

because it allows the mold to be removed from the

substrate by bending and peeling, in way that avoids

damage to the substrate or the mold.

The wafer-scale results illustrated in Fig. 9 incorporate

features with lateral dimensions down to 200 nm. This

relief can be converted into isolated polymer nanostruc-

tures by etching to remove the thin regions of the molded

films. Fig. 10 shows SEMs of a molded thin polymer film

before and after exposure to an oxygen reactive ion etch.

Careful control of the etching conditions can enable

removal of the thin regions of the molded films without

significant changes in the lateral dimensions of the

features. The isolated polymer lines that are generated

by these procedures can be used in the same way that

patterned photoresist is used in conventional semiconduc-

tor processing. In the examples illustrated in Fig. 11,

similar polymer structures were used for dry etching a

pattern into underlying films of tungsten and gold. This

molding and etching approach provides an alternative

route to building the types of structures that can be formed

by mCP and nTP.

Fig. 11 Scanning electron micrographs of nanopatterns of

tungsten (left frame) and gold (right frame) formed by etch-

ing through a sacrificial polymer resist defined by molding

and etching.

Fig. 12 Schematic illustrations and emission spectra of plastic lasers that use molded resonators based on surface relief distributed

Bragg reflectors (DBRs) and distributed feedback gratings (DFBs) on glass substrates. The grating periods are �600 nm in both cases.

The lasers use thin-film plastic gain media deposited onto the printed gratings. The emission profiles, the lasing thresholds, and other

characteristics of these devices are comparable to similar lasers that use resonators formed by high-resolution projection-mode

photolithography.
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APPLICATIONS

Nanopatterns such as those described in the preceding

discussion can be used for a variety of photonic devices.

To build lasers out of molded or printed surface relief

structures (which not only yields functional devices but

also demonstrates the quality of these structures—defect

density, spatial coherence, uniformity, etc.—for other

applications), a thin layer of organic gain media is de-

posited on top of the structure to define a planar wave-

guide that confines light to the surface. The thickness of

this layer is chosen to support a single transverse mode.

Photopumping the structure generates lasing as a result of

feedback associated with reflections from the grating. A

lower-order interaction couples light out of the wave-

guide. For the examples described in this article, a third-

order interaction with the grating provides the feedback

and a first-order interaction leads to output coupling.

Fig. 12 shows the typical performance of plastic

lasers that use printed and molded distributed feedback

(DFB) and distributed Bragg (DBR) resonators with

spin-coated thin film (150–200-nm thick) gain media of

2-(4-biphenyl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole

doped with 1 wt.% Coumarin 490 and DCMII (Exciton,

Inc.).[16] Photopumping these structures with 2-nsec

pulses from a nitrogen laser with intensities >5 kW/

cm2 leads to multimode lasing at resolution-limited line-

widths and wavelengths corresponding to the third har-

monic of the gratings. The spectra and the threshold

intensities for lasing are similar to those observed in

lasers that use SiO2 gratings generated with photolithog-

raphy. They are better than those that we observed from

gratings formed by pressing heated thin polymer films

against rigid templates.[22]

The same printing and molding techniques can be used

with more unusual materials and laser structures. Fig. 13

shows images of some two-dimensional photonic crystal

structures molded into a type of sol–gel derived glass[23]

as examples. This class of material, known as an organ-

ically modified silicate, consists of interpenetrating or-

ganic and inorganic networks prepared by using a metal

alkoxide with a reactive organic moiety. This hybrid

matrix forms, at relatively low temperatures, thick, me-

chanically hard coatings with good optical properties. To

generate fine patterns of surface relief in these films, the

curing is carried out while the film is in contact with a

PDMS mold.[23] The structures in Fig. 13 are molded in

Fig. 13 Scanning electron micrographs of four photonic crystal

structures (�50-nm deep) molded onto the surfaces of sol–gel-

derived glass films. [The slight ‘‘graininess’’ in these images is

due to a thin coating of gold (�5 nm) deposited to eliminate

charging.]

Fig. 14 Schematic illustration (left frame) and optical image (right frame) of emission from a photopumped photonic crystal laser that

uses a molded resonator of cylindrical depressions �50-nm deep, with 400-nm diameters and center-to-center separations of 600 nm in

a layer of an organically modified silicate glass film on glass slide. In this device, the crystal acts both as the resonator to provide

feedback for the laser and the output coupler. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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organically modified silicate films several microns thick

and consist of periodic arrays of cylindrical posts or holes

with submicron diameters, arrayed in triangular, square,

and honeycomb lattices. The images suggest that the

structures are replicated with a spatial resolution that

comfortably exceeds both the smallest dimensions of the

features (�150 nm) in these sol–gel-derived photonic

crystals and in structures (�250 nm) that are useful for

applications in telecommunications.

Depositing thin films (150–200-nm thick) of organic

gain materials [8-hydroxyquinolinato aluminum (Alq)

and the laser dye, DCMII] onto these molded patterns

produces lasers that operate due to Bragg reflections

induced by the photonic lattice.[23] Fig. 14 illustrates the

photopumping geometry (left frame) and an image of the

spatial pattern of laser emission (right frame). A typical

spectrum (left frame) and the measured dependence of the

output intensity on the intensity of the pump light (right

Fig. 15 Emission spectrum (left frame) and output intensity as a function of pump intensity (right frame) for a photopumped laser that

uses a molded two-dimensional photonic crystal as a resonator. The narrow emission linewidth (instrument limited), the well-defined

emission spots and the relatively low lasing threshold provide evidence that the quality of the molded resonator is high (i.e., spatially

uniform and free of defects).

Fig. 16 Schematic illustration (top frames) of steps for microcontact printing high-resolution gratings directly onto the top surfaces of

ridge waveguides. The printing defines a sacrificial etch mask of gold, which is subsequently removed. The bottom left frame shows a

top-view optical micrograph of printed gold lines on the ridge waveguides. The bottom right frame shows the emission output of a plastic

photopumped laser that uses the printed structure and a thin evaporated layer of gain media. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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frame) are shown in Fig. 15. The lasing threshold (�50

kW/cm2) and the emission spectra are, to within device-

to-device variations, identical to those of similar lasers

that use photolithographically defined resonators in

SiO2.[24]

Printing and molding procedures not only provide a

simple, low-cost route to structures that can be fabricated

with other approaches, but they also enable some unique

patterning capabilities. For example, mCP can be used to

form DFB resonators directly on the top surfaces ridge

waveguides.[25] In certain cases, there are manufacturing

advantages to forming the gratings after defining the

waveguides. Achieving this process sequence with pho-

tolithography is challenging because spin cast layers of

photoresist develop large and undesired thickness varia-

tions due to dewetting at the sharp edges of relief asso-

ciated with the waveguides. Fig. 16 illustrates the pro-

cedures for using �CP for this patterning task.[25] The

Fig. 17 Schematic illustration (top frames) of the use of a two-level mold to produce, in a single step, distributed feedback ridge

waveguide laser resonators. The scanning electron micrographs on the right show the silica master that was used for the mold (top

frame) and a molded replica in a photocurable polymer (bottom frame).

Fig. 18 Schematic illustration (top frames) of procedures for molding high-resolution gratings directly onto the surface of a thin layer

or organic gain material. Photopumping this structure leads to lasing. The bottom frame shows a typical emission spectra.
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bottom left frame shows an optical micrograph of the

printed gold lines. Sublimation of a �200-nm film of Alq

doped with 0.5–5.0 wt.% DCMII onto the resonators

produces waveguide DFB lasers. The bottom right frame

of Fig. 16 shows the emission profile. Once the ridge

waveguide DFB structure has been fabricated, it can be

used as a master for producing a mold with two levels of

relief.[17] The structure can then be rapidly replicated by

molding in a single step. Fig. 17 shows the procedures

and micrographs of the master and a typical replica in

a photopolymer.

This basic type of laser can also be produced by

molding the relief structure directly into the organic gain

material.[25] Fig. 18 shows the procedures. In this case, a

PDMS mold is placed in contact with a thin layer of gain

material that is evaporated onto the waveguides. Exposing

this film to ultraviolet laser light while in contact with the

mold softens the material and causes it to conform to the

relief of the mold. Removing the PDMS mold after this

procedure leaves a surface relief DFB grating embossed

onto the gain material itself. Photopumping this structure

leads to lasing; a typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 18. We

have also used this same basic soft molding approach to

pattern relief features into thin films of the polymer

poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) to structure light

emission in polymer light-emitting diodes (Fig. 19). A

PPV film cast on top of a piece of glass coated with

indium tin oxide was molded during solvent evaporation

using a PDMS mold. A uniform top electrode consisted of

a uniform bilayer of Al/Ca. Here thickness relief produced

by the molding leads to light output from only the thin

regions of the film at certain voltages.[26] This sort of

direct patterning of thin layers of electroactive organics

could have important applications in the emerging field of

active organic optoelectronics. These classes of mechan-

ically and chemically fragile materials are difficult or

impossible to pattern with conventional approaches be-

cause of their chemical incompatibility with the required

photoresists, developers, and solvents.

CONCLUSION

This article summarizes some of our recent work in the

development and application of unconventional methods

for fabricating photonic nanostructures, with examples of

their use in organic optoelectronics. Integrated optics

represents a field where new or emerging techniques for

nanofabrication could find important niche applications.

The dimensional requirements for registration and align-

ment (2–500 mm typically) in these systems is much less

demanding than the requirements on the minimum feature

sizes (�100–300 nm for the devices described here). As a

result, the complex and highly engineered systems that are

required for nanoscale registration are not needed, and the

challenges associated with achieving nanoscale overlay

accuracy with deformable molds and stamps can be

avoided.[27] These features greatly simplify the potential

introduction of these new lithographic methods into

realistic manufacturing settings. Compared to other types

of unconventional approaches that have nanometer reso-

lution (e.g., imprint lithography, embossing, etc.) the

printing and molding methods described here are attract-

ive, in part because they are directly compatible with

classes of organic active materials. The technologies that

emerge from the combined use of soft materials and soft

patterning methods for photonics have a strong potential

to yield important classes of devices for future optical

communication networks, information displays, and

other systems.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1842, the Swiss physicist Daniel Colladon[1] demon-

strated that light could be guided along a curved path

within a tube of transparent material. Colladon’s ‘‘light

pipe’’ was simply a narrow stream of water issuing

through a hole in the side of a tank. The underlying

guidance mechanism in this case was, of course, total

internal reflection (TIR)—the phenomenon by which

standard single-mode fiber (SMF) guides light. A typical

SMF designed for communications wavelengths (Fig. 1a)

has a Ge-doped silica core (synthesized by modified

chemical vapor deposition),[2] a core-cladding refractive

index difference of a few percent, and a core diameter of

�10 mm, and possesses astonishing optical clarity (0.2

dB/km at 1550 nm). Although SMF has been outstand-

ingly successful in optical telecommunications, there is

still pressure to further improve its performance. For ex-

ample, optical nonlinearities in the solid glass core are

proving complex to understand and awkward to control,

and are contributing to bit error rate deterioration over

long spans in wavelength division multiplexed systems. In

other fields, there is a long-standing need for fibers that

can carry higher power; act as versatile sensors or hosts

for rare earth ions; and have multiple cores, higher non-

linearities, lower nonlinearities, higher birefringence, and

widely engineerable dispersion.

Annular Fibers

In the early 1970s, another kind of structure had been

proposed, in theory, as an alternative to SMF (Fig. 1b).

This was a cylindrical fiber that guided light by Bragg

scattering at a periodic array of annular rings of high and

low refractive index arranged around a central core.[3] A

team in France has recently succeeded in making a solid-

core version of this structure using modified chemical

vapor deposition (MCVD).[4] Work is also underway to

realize a hollow-core version of a similar structure.[5]

Photonic Crystal Fibers

In 1991, the idea emerged[6] that light might be trapped in

a hollow core by means of a two-dimensional ‘‘photonic

crystal’’ of microscopic air capillaries running along the

entire length of a fiber. Appropriately designed, this array

would support a photonic band gap for incidence from air,

preventing the escape of light from a hollow core into the

cladding and avoiding the need for TIR. It was initially far

from obvious that so many new applications and devel-

opments would emerge from the photonic crystal fiber

(PCF) concept.[7–9] The two basic types—with hollow and

solid cores—are illustrated in Fig. 1c and d. In this article,

we review its fabrication and guidance mechanisms, nu-

merical modelling techniques, and the numerous and

growing number of applications.

Nomenclature

The PCF idea came from the field of photonic band gap

materials, not from within fiber optics. For this reason,

we prefer the name PCF. It is also sometimes referred

to as ‘‘holey’’ fiber (P. R.’s first jocular name for it, be-

fore anyone knew whether it could be made) or ‘‘micro-

structure’’ fiber.

FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

The first working PCF emerged from the drawing tower in

late 1995.[10] Since then, structures with increasing per-

fection and uniformity have been produced in many lab-

oratories, using several different techniques (Fig. 2). The

first stage is the production of a ‘‘preform’’—a macro-

scopic facsimile of the nanoscopic structure in the drawn

PCF. There are many ways to do this, including stacking

of capillaries and rods,[11] extrusion,[12–14] sol–gel casting,

injection molding, and drilling.[15]
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The most widely used technique is capillary stacking

(Fig. 3), a method that is especially suited to silica glass

because of the ready availability of high-quality starting

tubes of appropriate dimensions. Typically, meter-length

capillaries with an outer diameter of around 1mm are

drawn from a starting tube of high-purity synthetic silica

with a diameter of perhaps 20mm and a length of 1 m. The

inner diameter of the capillaries is largely set by the inner/

outer diameter ratio of the starting tube, which might lie in

the range from 0.3 up to beyond 0.9. The uniformity in

diameter of the capillaries (and their circularity) should be

controlled to at least 1% of the diameter, and preferably

far better. When a suitable quantity of uniform capillaries

is available, they are stacked horizontally by hand in a

suitable jig to form a close-packed arrangement. The final

stack is loosely bound with wire, before being inserted

into a snug jacketing tube. It is then mounted in the pre-

form feed assembly for drawing down to fiber.

Extrusion is an attractive alternative route to making

PCF from bulk glass. It enables the formation of structures

that are not readily achievable by stacking, and requires a

minimal amount of processing. Perhaps its most important

application is to nonsilica glass PCFs and other materials.

Fig. 2d shows the cross section of a fiber extruded,

through a metal die, from a commercially available glass

(Schott SF6).[13]

CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTONIC
CRYSTAL CLADDING

The simplest photonic crystal cladding is a biaxially pe-

riodic, defect-free, composite material with its own well-

defined dispersion and band structure. A good knowledge

of its properties is essential for understanding the behavior

Fig. 1 (a) Standard SMF: outer diameter, 125 mm; core

diameter, �9 mm; core refractive index, a few percent higher

than the silica-cladding index (1.46). (b) Annular Bragg fiber. (c)

Solid-core PCF. (d) Hollow-core PCF. The black regions are hol-

low, and the white and grey regions denote pure and doped glass.

Fig. 2 (a) The first working PCF—the solid glass core is

surrounded by a triangular array of 300-nm-diameter air

channels, spaced 2.3 mm apart. (From Ref. [11].) (b) Detail of

a recent low-loss solid-core PCF (interhole spacing, �2 mm).

(From Refs. [26] and [35].) (c) The first hollow-core PCF. (From

Ref. [19].) (d) A small-core PCF extruded from Schott SF6

glass. (From Ref. [13].)

Fig. 3 Preform stack containing (a) birefringent solid core; (b)

hollow core; (c) solid isotropic core; and (d) doped core. The

capillary diameters are �1 mm.
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of the guided modes that form at cores (or ‘‘structural

defects’’ in the parlance of photonic crystals). A useful

graphical tool is the propagation diagram—a map of the

ranges of frequency and axial wavevector component

where light is evanescent in all transverse directions re-

gardless of its polarization state (Fig. 4).[16] The vertical

axis is the normalized frequency kL = oL/c (o is the

angular frequency, L is the interhole spacing, and c is the

velocity of light in vacuum), and the horizontal axis is the

normalized axial wavevector bL. Light is free to propa-

gate in the white areas and is evanescent (due either to

TIR or photonic band gaps) in the black regions. In any

subregion of isotropic material (glass or air) at fixed op-

tical frequency, the maximum possible value of bL is

given by kLn, where n is the refractive index (at that

frequency) of the region under consideration. For b < kn,

light is free to propagate; for b > kn, it is evanescent; and

at b = kn, the critical angle is reached—denoting the onset

of TIR for light incident from a medium of index larger

than n. Moving from left to right, the slanted guidelines

(included in Fig. 4) denote the transitions from propaga-

tion to evanescence for glass, air, and the photonic crystal.

The maximum value of bL in the photonic crystal clad-

ding lies in the range k < bL < kns (where ns is the index of

silica) as expected of a glass/air composite material. Its

maximum axial refractive index depends strongly on

frequency, even though neither the air nor the glass is

assumed to be dispersive in the analysis. Microstructuring

itself creates dispersion, through a balance between

transverse energy storage and energy flow that is highly

dependent on frequency. As the wavelength of the light

falls, the optical fields are better able to distinguish be-

tween the glass regions and the air. The light piles up more

and more in the glass or the air, causing the effective

refractive index ‘‘seen’’ by it to change. In the limit of

small wavelength L/l!1 , the light is strongly excluded

from the air holes by TIR, and the field profile freezes into

a shape independent of wavelength. Treating each strand

as a metallic waveguide of radius a = L/
ffiffiffi
3
p
�d/2 and

making the approximation that the field amplitude is J0

(rz01/a) (where z01 is the first zero of the Bessel function

J0), it may be shown that the maximum axial refractive

index in the cladding is:

nFSM �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

s �
z2

01l
2

4p2a2

s
ð1Þ

in the short wavelength limit. For a more rigorous account

of this phenomenon, see Ref. [17].

The finger-shaped regions on the diagram denote full

two-dimensional photonic band gaps. Some of these ex-

tend into the region b < k, where light is free to propagate

in vacuum, confirming the feasibility of trapping light

within an empty microtube.

CLASSES OF GUIDANCE

In SMF, guided modes form in the range of axial refrac-

tive indices ncl < nz < ncore, when light is evanescent in the

cladding (nz = b/k). In PCF, four distinct guidance

mechanisms exist: a modified form of TIR,[17,18] photonic

band gap guidance,[19] a frustrated tunneling process

(leading to the formation of surface states around the edge

of the core),[20] and a low-leakage mechanism based on

creating a low density of states in the cladding.[21]

Modified Total Internal Reflection

This type of guidance was observed in late 1995, in the

first working PCF, at a central solid core in an array

of �300-nm-diameter air holes, spaced 2.3 mm apart

(Fig. 2a). The striking feature of this fiber was that it was

‘‘endlessly single-mode’’ (i.e., the core did not ever seem

to become multimode in the experiments, no matter how

short the wavelength of the light).[17] Although the guid-

ance in some respects closely resembled conventional

TIR, it turned out to have some interesting and unique

features that distinguish it markedly from the standard

case. These are because of the piecewise discontinuous

nature of the core boundary—sections where air holes

strongly block the escape of light interspersed with

regions of barrier-free glass. In fact, the cladding operates

in the Mie scattering regime where transverse effective

wavelength (in silica) is comparable with geometrical

Fig. 4 Propagation diagram for a PCF with 45% air-filling

fraction. Note the different regions where light is (4) cut off

completely, (3) able to propagate only in silica glass, (2) able to

propagate also in the photonic crystal cladding, and (1) able to

propagate in all regions. The ‘‘fingers’’ indicate the positions of

full two-dimensional photonic band gaps. (From Ref. [16].)
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substructures in the cladding. The zone of operation in

Fig. 4 is nFSM < nz < nsilica.

Photonic Band Gap: Hollow Core

Larger air-filling fractions and small interhole spacings

are necessary to achieve photonic band gaps in the region

nz<1. The relevant operating region in Fig. 4 is to the left

of the vacuum line inside one of the band gap fingers.

These conditions ensure that light is free to propagate—

and form guided modes—within the hollow core while

unable to escape into the cladding. The number N of such

modes is controlled by the depth and width of the re-

fractive index ‘‘potential well’’ and is given by:

N � 2p2r2ðn2
high � n2

lowÞ=l
2 ð2Þ

where nhigh and nlow are the refractive indices at the edges

of the photonic band gap, r is the core radius, and l is the

wavelength of light. Because the band gaps are quite

narrow (nhigh
2 �nlow

2 is typically a few percent), the hollow

core must be large if a guided mode is to exist at all.

In the first working hollow-core PCF reported in 1999,[19]

the core was formed by omitting seven capillaries from

the preform stack (Fig. 2c). An electron micrograph of a

more recent hollow-core PCF is shown in Fig. 5.[22]

Photonic Band Gap: Surface States

To observe unambiguous photonic band gap guidance, it

is necessary to ensure that the core refractive index is

lower than the cladding index. The first such PCF, dem-

onstrated in 1998, consisted of a lattice of air holes ar-

ranged in the same way as the carbon rings in graphite.

A core was formed by introducing an extra hole at the

center of one of the rings, its low index precluding the

possibility of TIR guidance.[20] When white light was

launched into the core region, a brightly colored mode

was transmitted—the colors being dependent on the ab-

solute size to which the fiber was drawn. The modal

patterns had six equally strong lobes, disposed in a

flowerlike pattern around the central hole. Closer exami-

nation revealed that the light was guided not in the air

holes but in the six narrow regions of glass surrounding

the core. The light chose to remain in these regions, de-

spite the close proximity of large areas of silica, full of

modes. One interpretation of this behavior is that, for

particular wavelengths, the phase velocity of the light in

the core is not coincident with any of the phase velocities

available in the transmission band created by the array of

larger adjacent regions. Thus light is unable to tunnel over

to them and so remains trapped in the core. This ‘‘frus-

trated tunneling’’ mechanism of photonic band gap for-

mation can only operate in extended two-dimensional

structures (similar types of behavior are seen in modes

trapped within defect layers in multilayer stacks[23]). The

guided modes, which can also form in hollow-core PCF,

can be viewed as surface-trapped states, light being con-

fined by TIR on the core side of a boundary and by a

photonic band gap on the cladding side. The zone of op-

eration in Fig. 4 is 1<nz<nFSM.

Low Density-of-States Guidance

It was shown that the transmission bands can be greatly

widened by fabricating a different cladding structure—a

Kagomé lattice.[21] Fig. 6a shows the white-light mode

emerging from such a fiber, the minimum loss being �1

dB/m. It turns out in this case that the density of states is

greatly reduced in the cladding near the vacuum line. The

consequential poor match between the core states and the

greatly reduced number of cladding states slows down, but

does not completely prevent, the leakage of light. The

Fig. 5 Scanning electron micrograph of a hollow-core PCF

designed to guide 1064 nm light. (Transmission spectrum is

plotted in Fig. 8.) Note the slightly elliptical core.

Fig. 6 (a) PCF designed for guidance of white light. (From

Ref. [21].) (b) The ‘‘Kagomé’’ lattice in the cladding provides a

low density of states (i.e., an incomplete band gap).
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precise details of the mechanism of this case are still

under study.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GUIDANCE

Controlling Number of Modes

In a solid-core PCF guiding by modified TIR, the number

of modes guided at short wavelengths is approximately

given by:

N � V2

2
¼ 2p2r2

l2
ðn2

co � n2
clÞ ¼

z2
01r

2

2a2
ð3Þ

where Eq. 1 has been used to represent the cladding re-

fractive index. This indicates that in the short wavelength

limit, the number is determined solely by geometry. This

behavior can be understood by viewing the array of holes

as a modal filter or ‘‘sieve’’ (Fig. 7). The fundamental

mode has a transverse effective wavelength (in the core)

leff � 4L. Thus it is unable to ‘‘squeeze between’’ the

gaps between the holes (in the cladding), which are spaced

L�d apart and are thus below the Rayleigh resolution

limit leff /2 = 2L. Provided the relative hole size d/L is

small enough, higher-order modes are able to escape—

their transverse effective wavelength is shorter so they

have higher resolving power. As the holes are made

larger, successive higher-order modes become trapped.

Numerical modelling shows that if d/L < 0.43, the fiber is

‘‘endlessly single-mode’’ (i.e., it never supports any

higher-order guided modes). The strong wavelength dis-

persion in the photonic crystal cladding causes the core-

cladding index step to fall as the wavelength gets

shorter.[17,18] This counteracts the usual trend toward in-

creasingly multimode behavior at short wavelengths. In

the limit of very short wavelength, the transverse single-

mode profile freezes into a constant shape that does

not depend on wavelength. In this regime, the light strikes

the glass–air interfaces at glancing incidence, and is

strongly rejected from the air holes. As a consequence, the

angular divergence (numerical aperture or NA) of the

emerging light is proportional to wavelength—in SMFs, it

is approximately constant owing to the appearance of

more and more higher-order guided modes as the fre-

quency increases.

Ultralarge Mode Areas

Because this sieving process is controlled only by the size

and positions of the holes and the core, it does not depend

strongly on wavelength. A corollary is that the behavior is

quite independent of the absolute size of the structure,

making possible arbitrarily large SMF cores. A PCF with

a core diameter of 22 mm at 458 nm was reported in

1998.[24] In conventional step index fibers, where

V<2.405 for single-mode operation, this would require

uniformity of core refractive index to �1 part in 105—this

is very difficult if MCVD is used to form the doped core.

Large-mode areas allow much higher power to be carried

before the onset of intensity-related damage. This has

obvious benefits for high-power delivery, amplifiers,

and lasers.

Restricting the Guided Wavelengths

In solid-core PCF, the refractive index of the photonic

crystal cladding increases with optical frequency, tending

toward the index of silica glass in the short wavelength

limit. Thus if the core is made from a glass with a re-

fractive index lower than that of silica (e.g., fluorine-

doped silica), guidance is lost at wavelengths shorter than

a certain threshold value.[25] Such fibers have the unique

ability to prevent transmission of short wavelength light—

a remarkable result when one considers that conventional

fibers get better and better at guiding light as the wave-

length drops.

Fig. 7 Modal filtering in a solid-core PCF. (a) The fundamen-

tal mode is trapped whereas (b) higher-order modes leak away

through the gaps between the air holes. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Attenuation spectrum of a hollow-core PCF designed

for low-loss transmission of 1064 nm light.
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In hollow-core PCF, guidance can only occur when a

photonic band gap coincides with a core resonance. This

means that only restricted bands of wavelength are

guided—colored light is typically transmitted when white

light is launched into the core. The attenuation spectrum

of a recent hollow-core PCF, designed for low-loss

transmission at 1064 nm wavelength, is given in Fig. 8.[26]

Birefringence

The modes of a perfect sixfold symmetric core are not

birefringent.[27] However, in practice, even slight distor-

tions in the structure yield a degree of birefringence, and if

the core is deliberately distorted so as to become twofold

symmetric (e.g., by introducing capillaries with different

wall thicknesses above and below the core; Fig. 9a), ex-

tremely high values of birefringence can be achieved—

some 10 times larger than in conventional fibers.[28]

Experiments show that the birefringence is highly insen-

sitive to temperature, which is important in many ap-

plications. Traditional ‘‘polarization-maintaining’’ fibers

(bow tie, elliptical core, or Panda) contain at least two

different glasses, each with a different thermal expansion

coefficient. The resulting temperature-dependent stresses

make birefringence a strong function of temperature.

Dispersion

Group velocity dispersion (GVD), which causes different

frequencies of light to travel at different speeds, is a

crucial factor in the design of telecommunications sys-

tems. The magnitude of the GVD changes with wave-

length, passing through zero at �1.3 mm in conventional

fiber. In PCF, the dispersion can be controlled with great

freedom. For example, as the holes get larger, the core

becomes more and more isolated, until it resembles an

isolated strand of silica glass suspended by six thin webs

of glass. If the whole structure is made very small (core

diameters less than 1 mm have been made), the zero dis-

persion point can be shifted to wavelengths in the visi-

ble.[29,30] The ‘‘cobweb’’ PCF in Fig. 9b has a dispersion

zero at 560 nm. By careful design, the wavelength de-

pendence of the GVD can also be reduced. Fig. 10 shows

the GVD curves of three fibers with ultraflattened low-

level GVD.[31] In nonsilica glasses, such as Schott SF6,

the intrinsic zero dispersion wavelength is at a differ-

ence point, providing a further degree of freedom in GVD

design.[13]

Fig. 9 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of birefringent PCF.

(b) ‘‘Cobweb’’ PCF with very small core and zero GVD

wavelength of 560 nm. The core is only 800 nm in diameter.

Fig. 10 GVD profiles, against wavelength, for three different PCFs designed to have low-level ultraflattened GVD. (From Refs. [31]

and [32].)
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Multicore

The stacking procedure makes it straightforward to pro-

duce multicore fibers. The preform stack is built up with

the desired number of solid (or hollow) cores, and is

drawn down to fiber in the usual manner.[33] The char-

acteristics of coupling between the cores are unusual—the

coupling strength depends on the sites chosen because

the evanescent decay rate of the fields changes with azi-

muthal direction. Applications include curvature sens-

ing.[34] More elaborate structures can be built up, such as

fibers with inner and outer claddings designed as high-

power fiber lasers.

Attenuation Mechanisms

The optimum spacing (�80 km) between repeaters in

telecommunications systems is set by the fiber attenua-

tion, which in the best conventional fibers is limited by

Rayleigh scattering to �0.2 dB/km at 1550 nm wave-

length. A key question is whether hollow-core or solid-

core PCF can match—or perhaps improve on—this and

perhaps replace rival conventional fibers in telecom-

munications. The answer is not yet clear, although it is

easy enough to pose the questions. Are the glass–air

interfaces smooth enough to avoid significant scattering

out of the core or into other modes? Is Rayleigh scattering

amplified by the large refractive index step at the inter-

faces? Will the holes fill with water vapor and will huge

water-related losses develop at 1.39 mm wavelength,

where an overtone of the OH bond absorption occurs?

Absorption and scattering

The reported losses, from teams in Europe, Japan, and the

United States, are steadily dropping, and the record now

stands at 0.37 dB/km in a solid-core PCF.[35,36] Hollow-

core PCF has the greatest potential for extremely low loss

because the light is travelling predominantly in the

hollow core. Although the best reported attenuation in

hollow-core PCF is fairly high (13 dB/km),[37] values

well below 0.2 dB/km seem at least feasible with further

development of the technology. The prospect of im-

proving on conventional fiber, at the same time greatly

reducing the nonlinearities associated with a solid glass

core, is tantalizing.

Bend loss

Conventional fibers suffer additional loss if bent beyond a

certain critical radius Rcrit, which depends on wavelength,

core-cladding refractive index step, and, most notably, the

third power of core radius a3.[38] For wavelengths longer

than a certain value (the ‘‘long wavelength bend edge’’),

all guidance is effectively lost. PCF does not escape this

effect (large-mode area PCF in particular is highly sen-

sitive to bend loss) and, in fact, in its endlessly single-

mode form, PCF exhibits an unexpected short wavelength

bend edge, caused by bend-induced coupling from fun-

damental to higher-order modes, which of course leak out

of the core.[17] Experimentally, hollow-core PCF is re-

markably insensitive to bend loss—in many cases, no

appreciable drop in transmission is observed until the

fiber breaks.

Confinement loss

A fabricated PCF necessarily incorporates a finite number

of holes in the cladding region. For a guided mode, the

Bloch waves in the photonic crystal cladding are eva-

nescent, just like the evanescent plane waves in the

cladding of a conventional fiber. If the cladding is not

thick enough, the evanescent fields at the cladding/coating

boundary can be substantial, causing attenuation. In the

solid-core case for small values of d/L, the resulting loss

can be quite substantial unless a large number of periods is

used.[31] Very similar losses are observed in the hollow-

core fibers, where the ‘‘strength’’ of the photonic band

gap (closely related to its width in b) determines how

many periods are needed to reduce confinement loss to

acceptable levels. Numerical modelling is very useful for

giving an indication of how many periods are needed to

reach a required loss level.

NUMERICAL MODELING TECHNIQUES

The complex structure of PCF—in particular the large

refractive index difference between glass and air and the

resonant nature of the holes and interhole spaces—makes

its electromagnetic analysis very challenging. Standard

optical fiber analyses do not much help. Although—as we

have seen in previous sections—a number of approximate

models do exist, these are only useful as rough guidelines

to the exact behavior. Maxwell’s equations must be solved

numerically, using one of a number of specially developed

techniques.[16,39–42]

The most popular technique uses a plane wave basis for

the fields. This converts the wave equations into standard

matrix eigenvalue problems suitable for numerical com-

putation. The wave equation satisfied by the H field is

particularly amenable because, set up for (o2/c2) as an ei-

genvalue, it is Hermitian in form. For waveguiding struc-

tures, such as PCFs that incorporate a defect core into an

otherwise periodic medium, a supercell is constructed. The

supercell is made large enough so that, once tiled, the

guided modes in different cores do not significantly inter-

act. The plane wave expansion method suffers from its
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inability to accurately represent step changes in the di-

electric function. The associated ringing or Gibb’s phe-

nomenon introduces an inaccuracy in the solutions unless a

very large number of plane wave components is retained.

This problem can be alleviated by reexpressing the wave

equation satisfied by the H field in a variational form and

by using a conjugate gradient minimization scheme.[43]

In most practical cases in photonics, a set of constant

frequency modes is far more useful. Therefore it is

convenient to set up Maxwell’s equation with b2 as

an eigenvalue:

r2
k þ

o2

c2
eðrkÞ

� �
Hk þ ½rk ln eðrkÞ� ^ ðrk ^HkÞ

¼ b2Hk ð4Þ

where the gradient operator within the square brackets

only operates on the ln e(rk) term. This form also allows

material dispersion to be naturally included. Fourier ex-

pansion of Eq. 4 can then be used to convert them to

matrix eigenvalue forms.[40] Unfortunately, because of

the non-Hermitian nature of Eq. 4, a variational approach

cannot be invoked so straightforwardly, implying that the

number of retained basis waves that can be considered in

a plane wave expansion is more limited.

Other numerical techniques include expansion of the

field in terms of Hermite–Gaussian functions,[29] the fi-

nite-difference time domain (FDTD) approach (a simple

and versatile tool with which to explore waveguide ge-

ometries[44]), and the finite-element approach.[45] If the

PCF structure comprises purely circular holes, the multi-

pole or Rayleigh method is a particularly fast and efficient

approach to use.[42] The method works by calculating the

scattering of a field incident on each hole by the use of

Mie scattering theory.

The most appropriate and efficient method to use for a

given PCF structure depends on its geometry and which

properties are required. The plane wave method is at-

tractive for calculating mode properties because of the

large number of basis waves that can be used. In common

with most basis expansion methods, this method fails to

accurately describe the discontinuities in the dielectric

distribution and in the field at the dielectric interfaces; this

necessitates the use of a large basis size. The multipole

method overcomes this limitation by expanding the fields

in various dielectric regions in local basis sets appro-

priate to the local symmetry and performs the boundary

matching directly. For fibers comprising circular holes,

the multipole method generally gives the quickest and

most accurate results. Because no spatial mesh is required,

the method naturally maintains the symmetry of the

structure and the constructed eigenmodes show the correct

symmetries also.

The confinement loss suffered by the guided modes is

not directly accessible with the plane wave approach be-

cause of the Bloch boundary conditions that are applied.

The leakage can be obtained from methods in which ra-

diative boundary conditions outside the holey region can

accurately be employed. This is automatic for the multi-

pole method and can be achieved using boundary-element

and finite-element approaches, although in the latter case,

its accurate implementation (using, for example, perfectly

matched layers) is not straightforward. The finite differ-

ence time domain approach can be invoked to calculate

leakage loss if this is substantial, but losses at the level of

a few decibels per kilometer or less, which are appropriate

for most PCF fiber systems, are not resolved. This prob-

lem can be alleviated by reexpressing the wave equation

satisfied by the H field in a variational form and by using

the conjugate gradient minimization scheme;[43] this al-

lows many tens of thousands of plane waves to be retained

in the expansions.

INTRAFIBER DEVICES, CUTTING,
AND JOINING

As PCF becomes more widely used, there is increasing

demand for cleaving, low-loss splicing, multiport cou-

plers, intrafiber devices, and mode area transformers. The

air holes provide an opportunity not available in standard

fibers—they collapse under surface tension when heated

to the softening temperature of the glass. Thus not only

can the fiber be stretched locally to reduce its cross-

sectional area, but the microstructure can itself be altered.

PCF cleaves very cleanly using standard tools, showing

slight end-face distortion only when the core crystal is

extremely small (interhole spacing �1 mm), and the air-

filling fraction is very high (>50%). Solid-core PCF can

be spliced successfully both to itself and to standard fiber

using a fusion-splicing process. The two fiber ends are

placed in intimate contact and heated to softening point.

With careful control, they fuse together without distortion.

Provided that the mode areas are well matched, splice

losses of <0.2 dB can normally be achieved except when

the core is extremely small (less than �1.5 mm). Fusion

splicing hollow-core fiber is feasible when there is a thick

solid glass outer sheath (e.g., as depicted in the inset in

Fig. 8), although very low splice losses can be obtained

simply by placing the fibers end-to-end and clamping

them—after all, the index matching fluid for hollow-core

PCF is vacuum.

In many applications, it is important to be able to

change the mode area without losing light. This is done

traditionally using miniature bulk optics—tiny lenses pre-

cisely designed to match to a desired NA and spot size. In

PCF, an equivalent effect can be obtained by scanning a
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heat source (flame or carbon dioxide laser) along the fiber.

This causes the holes to collapse, with the degree of col-

lapse depending on the dwell time of the heat. Drawing

the two fiber ends apart at the same time provides addi-

tional control. Low loss graded transitions can fairly easily

be made—mode diameter reductions as high as 5:1 have

been realized with low loss. A further degree of freedom

may be gained by pressurizing the holes during the taper

process.[46]

The ability to cause large changes in the optical char-

acteristics of PCF by heating is leading to a whole family

of new intrafiber components. Microcouplers can be made

in dual-core PCF—two optically isolated cores can be

made to interact by collapsing the holes so as to allow the

mode fields to expand and ‘‘talk’’ to each other.[47] Long

period gratings, which couple the core light into the

cladding within certain wavelength bands, can be made by

periodic modulation of hole size.[48] Rocking a birefrin-

gent PCF to-and-fro, while scanning a carbon dioxide

laser along it, results in so-called ‘‘rocking filters,’’ which

transfer power from one polarization state to the other

within a narrow band of wavelengths.[49] All these com-

ponents have one great advantage over equivalent devices

made in conventional fiber—being permanent changes in

morphology, they are highly stable with temperature and

over time.

APPLICATIONS

The diversity of new or improved features, beyond what

conventional fiber offers, means that PCFs are finding an

increasing number of applications in every widening area

of science and technology.

Gas-Based Nonlinear Optics

A long-standing challenge in photonics is how to maxi-

mize nonlinear interactions between laser light and low-

density media such as gases. Efficient nonlinear processes

require high intensities at low power, long interaction

lengths, and good-quality transverse beam profiles. A

structure conceptually capable of delivering all these re-

quirements simultaneously is a perfectly guiding hollow-

core waveguide supporting a single transverse mode with

low attenuation losses. Although, theoretically, this could

be realized using a perfect metal, the attenuation in real

metals at optical frequencies is much too high. A number

of conventional approaches have been used to alleviate

this problem, including focusing a laser beam into the gas

with suitable optics, using a �200-mm bore fiber capillary

to confine the gas and provide some degree of guidance

for the light,[50] and employing a gas-filled high-finesse

Fabry–Pérot cavity to increase the interaction length.[51]

As explained in Ref. [21], none of these approaches

comes close to the performance offered by hollow-core

PCF. At a bore diameter of 10 mm, for example, a focused

free space laser beam is marginally preferable to a capil-

lary, whereas a hollow-core PCF with 13 dB/km attenu-

ation is an astonishing 100,000� more effective. Such

huge enhancements are rare in physics, and point the way

to dramatic improvements in all sorts of nonlinear laser–

gas interactions. The first results are beginning to emerge:

Recently stimulated Raman scattering was observed in a

hydrogen-filled hollow-core PCF at threshold pulse en-

ergies �100� lower than previously reported.[21] Many

other areas of nonlinear optics are likely to be revolu-

tionized, such as x-ray generation in noble gases pumped

by femtosecond Ti–sapphire laser pulses.[52] The conver-

sion efficiency of this process was further enhanced re-

cently by modulating the bore diameter so as to phase

match the light and the x-rays.[53] This can be imple-

mented in PCF by heat treatment with carbon dioxide

laser light.[48]

High-Power Transmission

Hollow-core fiber is also excellent for transmitting high

continuous-wave power as well as ultrashort pulses with

very high peak powers. A recent paper reports femtosec-

ond solitons at 1550 nm with peak powers of 2 MW in

hollow-core PCF.[54] For soliton formation, the sign and

magnitude of the GVD are crucial. It has recently been

reported that the GVD changes sign across the band gap,

permitting choice of normal or anomalous dispersion

depending on the application.[22]

Rare Earth-Doped Lasers and Amplifiers

Rare earth-doped PCF lasers can be straightforwardly

produced by incorporating doped canes in the preform

stack. Many different structures can be fashioned, such as

large-mode area cores and multicore lasers.

Ultrahigh power lasers

High-power rare earth-doped lasers and amplifiers can be

fashioned in large-mode area PCF by incorporating a

second, much larger, multimode core around the single-

mode lasing core. Using microstructuring techniques, this

‘‘inner cladding waveguide’’ can be suspended by con-

necting it to an outer glass tube with very thin webs of

glass (Fig. 11).[56] Very high inner cladding NA can be

obtained (>0.9), making it easy to launch and guide light

from high-power diode bar pump lasers, which typically

have very poor beam quality. The pump light is absorbed

by the lasing core, and high-power single-mode operation
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can be achieved, as in recent reports for Yb-doped fiber

lasers.[55,57]

Mode-locked fiber lasers

Mode-locked fiber lasers rely on control of the dispersion

within the laser cavity to achieve ultrashort pulse (sub-

picosecond) operation. PCF offers fine-tuning of the GVD

over a wide wavelength range, making it ideal for de-

veloping a new generation of mode-locked laser systems.

Laser cavities can be envisaged in which there is high

local GVD but very low average dispersion over a broad

wavelength range. This would allow operation in the

stretched-pulse regime, or could be used simply to cancel

the dispersion of other cavity components. Mode-locked

fiber lasers previously were forced to operate at wave-

lengths beyond the 1.3-mm zero GVD point, where the

dispersion in SMF is anomalous. However, using PCF, it

becomes possible to design all-fiber mode-locked systems

at shorter wavelengths by shifting the zero GVD wave-

length down into the visible.

Atom and Particle Guidance

A focused light beam produces both a longitudinal (ac-

celerating) and a transverse (trapping) force on dielectric

microparticles.[58] For maximum trapping force, the in-

tensity gradient of the light must be as high as possible.

This can be achieved by focusing a high-power laser beam

with a high NA lens. The Rayleigh length for such a

tightly focused beam is rather short; furthermore, the high

intensity will quickly accelerate the particle out of the

trapping zone. Stable trapping of a particle in free space

requires the longitudinal force to be balanced either by

gravity or by a second (or reflected) beam. It has long

been recognized that an alternative configuration offering

stability would be a nondiffracting or guided beam. To

guide a dielectric particle, the beam would have to be

trapped in air rather than in glass, which, until very re-

cently, was not possible. That did not stop the demon-

stration of guidance of both solid particles[59] and

atoms[60] along a length of hollow capillary during the

past decade. Of course, use of a capillary prevented the

full exploitation of the possibilities of a hollow wave-

guide—for the small core sizes needed for strong trans-

verse confinement, capillary losses are very high, even on

length scales of a few millimeters. The same is not true in

Fig. 11 Scanning electron micrograph of a cladding-pumped

PCF laser designed for high-power operation. (From Ref. [55].)

The lasing core is a missing air hole close to the left-hand corner

of the photonic crystal.

Fig. 12 (a) Photonic band gaps of a square lattice PCF preform. (b) Full two-dimensional acoustic band gaps occur around 23 MHz, in

agreement with the experiments. (From Ref. [64].)
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hollow-core PCF, where core diameters of �10 mm can be

realized with losses as low as 50 dB/km. Such a small spot

size gives a strong transverse trapping force for a given

longitudinal force, so that it becomes possible to envisage

guiding particles even around tightly bent fibers at rea-

sonably high speeds. The first steps toward achieving this

goal were recently taken.[61]

Sound–Light Interactions

A perennial problem in photonics is how to force sound

and light to ‘‘talk’’ (i.e., interact more strongly). Although

in theory a single photon can be deflected by annihilation

or creation of a single phonon, a fair population of pho-

nons must be used to swamp out the effects of thermal

vibrations. Even so, commercial acousto-optic Bragg cells

are fantastically inefficient. Driven at 500 mW power and

deflecting a laser beam of 1000 nm wavelength and a

power of 1 mW, a bulk 40-MHz Bragg cell uses roughly 4

billion phonons to deflect one photon. This huge overkill

is largely because of the very poor overlap between sound

and light. One way of improving this is to microstructure

the material so as to create a frequency band where it falls

silent—an acoustic or photonic band gap.[62,63] A suitable

defect volume, placed within this material, will resonate at

frequencies within the band gap, with the acoustic waves

being unable to escape into the surrounding silence. Very

high acoustic energy densities can then be reached at

small drive powers, suggesting the possibility of a new

class of superefficient acousto-optic component in which

both sound and light are trapped at the same time in the

same place. Such components would enjoy radically en-

hanced performance (in terms of drive power and preci-

sion). The first steps in this direction were taken recently

with the demonstration of intraphotonic band gap trapped

resonances in the core of a square lattice PCF preform[64]

(Fig. 12).

Nonlinear Effects

The ability to enhance effective nonlinearity and, at the

same time, control the magnitude and wavelength de-

pendence of the GVD makes PCF a highly versatile and

complete ‘‘laboratory-in-a-fiber’’ for nonlinear optics.

Many well-known nonlinear fiber optical effects (e.g.,

stimulated Raman scattering, four-wave mixing, self-

phase modulation, modulation instability, and solitonic

effects) have already been observed in short (few meters)

lengths of fiber. The parameter:

g ¼ o0n2=cAeff ð5Þ

is often used as a measure of the nonlinearity of the fi-

ber.[65] In Eq. 5, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index of the

fiber material (2.5�10�20 m2 W�1 in silica glass, and an

order of magnitude or more higher for soft glasses) and

Aeff is the effective area of the guided mode. The highest

nonlinearity available in conventional silica fibers is

g�20 W�1 km�1 at 1550 nm wavelength[66] and g�10

W�1 km�1 at 850 nm. In comparison, g�240 W�1 km�1

at 850 nm for the PCF in Fig. 13 and nonlinearities as high

as 550 W�1 km�1 at 1550 nm have been measured for

PCFs based on soft glasses.[67] The fiber nonlinearity is

important because it sets the nonlinear phase shift asso-

ciated with propagation of light of a given intensity. The

nonlinearity can be used to calculate the nonlinear length

of the fiber Lnl = (gP0)�1, where P0 is the peak power. For

example, for the fiber in Fig. 13, a peak power of 10 kW

(easily obtained from an unamplified ultrashort pulse laser

system) implies Lnl < 0.5 mm. For typical values of loss

(say, 100 dB/km) and dispersion (e.g., 10 psec/nm km),

this nonlinear length is far shorter than the fiber effective

length Leff and the dispersive length LD.[65] Consequently,

it is easy to observe extraordinary nonlinear effects in

such fibers. The actual nonlinear processes that dominate

in a particular experiment are determined by the GVD as

well as the laser characteristics.

Perhaps the most dramatic application of nonlinear

PCF is to supercontinuum (SC) generation from picosec-

ond and femtosecond laser pulses. When high-power

pulses travel through a material their frequency spectrum

can be broadened by a range of interconnected nonlinear

effects.[68] Until recently, the preferred pump laser was a

regeneratively amplified Ti–sapphire system producing

high (millijoules) energy femtosecond pulses at 800 nm

wavelength and kilohertz repetition rate. Then in 2000, it

was observed that highly nonlinear PCF, designed with

zero GVD close to 800 nm, massively broadens the

Fig. 13 Core region of a silica/air fiber with a 1-mm core

diameter. Its unusual nonlinear and dispersive properties make it

a spectacular vehicle for studying nonlinear fiber optics.
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spectrum of low-energy (few nanojoules) unamplified Ti–

sapphire pulses launched into just a few centimeters of

fiber.[69,70] Removal of the need for a power amplifier, the

hugely increased 100-MHz repetition rate, and the spatial

and temporal coherence of the light emerging from the

core explain why this source is unique. The SC has

applications in optical coherence tomography,[71] fre-

quency metrology,[72] and all kinds of spectroscopy.

SC has been generated in different PCFs at many pump

wavelengths in the range of 648 nm[73] to 1550 nm.[13]

The wide range of GVD characteristics that have been

demonstrated[31] in PCF in the 1550-nm wavelength band

has provided a test bed[32] for nonlinear fiber optics, in

which the sensitivity of nonlinear pulse propagation to the

details of the dispersion curve can be tested. The devel-

opment of conventional fiber-based optical parametric

oscillators and amplifiers has been constrained by the very

limited scope for engineering the GVD profile. In PCF,

these constraints are lifted. The small effective mode area

also offers high gain, and PCF-based oscillators based on

synchronously pumped femtosecond and picosecond

pump pulses have been demonstrated with relatively low

powers.[74–76]

CONCLUSION

PCFs represent a next-generation, radically improved

version of a well-established and highly successful tech-

nology. In escaping from the confines of conventional

fiber optics, they have created a renaissance of new pos-

sibilities in many diverse areas of research and technolo-

gy, in the process irrevocably breaking many of the tenets

of received fiber optics wisdom. Over the next few years,

we expect to see a gradual takeup of PCFs in many fields

of application. Emerging fields of application include

biotechnology, optical sensing, medical physics (imaging

techniques, surgery), microparticle delivery, high-power

fiber lasers, fiber-based laser delivery for manufacturing,

long-haul telecommunications, and gas-based nonlinear

wavelength conversion.
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INTRODUCTION

The advancement of renewable energy technology has

become increasingly critical as an environmentally sus-

tainable path to world economic and societal development.

Large-scale harvesting of energy from sunlight using

photovoltaic devices offers tremendous potential as a

renewable energy resource. Although the field of photo-

voltaics has continually evolved over the last several

decades, many researchers are looking beyond current

device designs to what have been termed third-generation

technologies. These technologies are aimed at producing

significant improvements in device efficiency-to-cost

ratios. This necessitates significantly improving efficiency

or reducing cost or ideally both. To realize these goals,

many of these technologies will need to utilize nano-

structured materials and composite systems that can be

tailored to have optimized electronic and optical properties.

Organic/polymeric molecule-based electronics are a

promising route to meeting these needs. Organic semi-

conductors have emerged as a class of materials that can

be specifically designed to have a wide range of chemical,

optical, and electronic properties, yet they can be

processed via low-cost, solution-based techniques. The

field has now matured to a point where most of the

fundamental photophysical and electronic phenomena of

these materials are reasonably well understood. The

current challenge is to fully utilize the unique properties

of organic semiconductors and to specifically design and

fabricate materials and devices that lead to high efficien-

cies. One critical aspect of these materials is the molecular

morphology. It has become apparent that the particular

structural arrangement of molecules in an organic semi-

conductor device can have a large impact on properties

such as charge carrier mobility and exciton diffusion.

Short-range ordering of the molecules is primarily

controlled by intermolecular interactions, as well as by

processing conditions such as choice of solvent. Learning

how to control the morphology on longer length scales

will be a necessity to produce optimized device structures.

Parallel to the development of organic semiconductors

has been progress in low-cost synthetic techniques for

metal oxide semiconductors. A variety of solution-based

and electrochemical routes have been developed that

result in materials with well-defined, novel nanostructures

that can be easily controlled by varying the fabrication

conditions. This then opens up the possibility of low-cost

fabrication of organic–inorganic composite structures, in

which the long-range morphology of the organic mole-

cules is determined by the three-dimensional structure of

the metal oxide semiconductor. Ultimately, the develop-

ment of efficient photovoltaic devices will require precise

control over many parameters, including what wave-

lengths of light are absorbed to create excitons, the

pathways available for exciton migration, the pathways

and mobilities for charge carrier transport, and the

alignment of energetic levels at interfaces. This article

will review existing organic photovoltaic devices and

explore initial efforts at more sophisticated, yet low-cost,

organic–inorganic composite structures aimed at achiev-

ing high power conversion efficiencies.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC
POWER CONVERSION

In 2001, 38.6 quads (1 quad= 1 quadrillion Btu =

1.055�109 GJ) of energy, largely from fossil fuels, was

consumed to produce electricity in the United States.

After conversion losses, 12.7 quads of net electrical

energy was output by power plants for general consump-

tion.[1] To produce this amount of energy in 1 year would

require covering a 100�100 km square area of the

Nevada desert with solar cells with a power conversion

efficiency of 15%. Thus in order for photovoltaics to make

a significant impact on energy production strategy, they

must be produced in very large areas at low cost.

Worldwide production levels for solar cell modules

have been growing rapidly over the last several years, with

Japan recently taking the lead in total production volume

(Table 1). Current production is dominated by single

crystal and polycrystalline silicon modules, which repre-

sent a little over 82% of the market. These devices, based

on silicon wafers, have been termed the ‘‘first generation’’
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of photovoltaic technology. These are single-junction de-

vices, which are limited by thermodynamic considerations

to a maximum theoretical power conversion efficiency of

31% under direct AM1.5 sunlight.[2] Fig. 1 shows the

progress over the last two decades in single crystal silicon

laboratory devices, which have achieved efficiencies close

to 25%.[3] Commercially produced large-area modules

have efficiencies ranging from 10% to 15%.

The highest solar cell efficiencies to date have been

achieved in multijunction cells based on III–V compound

semiconductors (Fig. 1).[4] These devices have multiple

absorbing layers, each with different band gaps. Such a

device scheme allows for higher theoretically attainable

efficiencies. For devices with two, three, and ‘‘infinite’’

absorbing layers, the theoretical efficiency limits are

50%, 56%, and 85%, respectively.[5,6] The current record

efficiency is 36.9% for a Ga0.44In0.56P/Ga0.92In0.08As/Ge

triple-junction research cell, measured under concen-

trated light. These devices are grown epitaxially on single

crystal substrates using metal-organic chemical vapor

Table 1 World photovoltaic module production, consumer and commercial (MW)

Country 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Japan 16.5 16.4 21.2 35.0 49.0 80.0 128.6 171.22

United States 25.64 34.75 38.85 51.0 53.7 60.8 74.97 100.32

Europe 21.7 20.1 18.8 30.4 33.5 40.0 60.66 86.38

ROW 5.6 6.35 9.75 9.4 18.7 20.5 23.42 32.62

Total 69.44 77.6 88.6 125.8 154.9 203.1 287.65 390.54

ROW= rest of the world.

Source: PV News, Vol. 21, No.2, Feb. 2002.

 

Fig. 1 Progress of photovoltaic device efficiencies (under AM1.5 simulation solar illumination) for a variety of inorganic

technologies. (From Ref. [4].)
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deposition or molecular beam epitaxy. Such highly

sophisticated fabrication techniques are generally con-

sidered to be too expensive for large-scale commerciali-

zation and terrestrial photovoltaic energy production.

However, these devices are used commercially in space-

based applications, in which high efficiency is a necessity.

Over the last decade, there has been considerable effort

in advancing thin-film, ‘‘second-generation’’ technolo-

gies that do not require the use of silicon wafer substrates

and can therefore be manufactured at significantly

reduced cost. Steady progress has been made in laboratory

efficiencies (Fig. 1) for devices based on CdS/CdTe,

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS), and amorphous Si. These devices

are fabricated using techniques such as sputtering,

physical vapor deposition, and hot-wire chemical vapor

deposition. Multijunction cells based on amorphous-Si

and amorphous-SiGe alloys have been the most successful

second-generation technology to date because of their

ability to be fabricated at relatively low cost and be

integrated into electronics and building roofing material.

They currently constitute most of the remaining 18% of

the market not covered by single crystal silicon. Currently,

there are about a dozen companies supplying photovoltaic

modules based on thin-film technologies, with efficiencies

ranging from 7% to 13.4%. It is anticipated that these

second-generation technologies will rapidly grow in

commercial importance as manufacturing cost and life-

time issues are improved.

Nonetheless, these existing technologies will be hard-

pressed to meet the efficiency and cost goals for the long-

term outlook. This has led to the concept first coined by

Prof. Martin Green of the University of New South Wales

of ‘‘third-generation’’ technologies which would be able

to show dramatic improvements in either efficiency or

cost or both, as shown in Fig. 2. To meet these ambitious

goals will require the development of radically new

devices that operate on fundamentally different principles

than current technologies. A number of novel approaches

have been suggested that may be capable, at least

theoretically, of more closely approaching the thermo-

dynamic limit of 86.8% for the conversion efficiency

of sunlight to electricity.[7] These embryonic concepts

include hot carrier solar cells, cells with multiple elec-

tron–hole pairs per photon, multiband quantum well and

impurity solar cells, and thermophotovoltaic and thermo-

photonic devices. All of these concepts have embedded in

them major technical challenges with respect to develop-

ing new devices, establishing a realistic efficiency po-

ential for the devices, and demonstrating that they are

inherently manufacturable.

Organic-Based
Nanostructured Photovoltaics

The other approach to photovoltaic device development is

to pursue technologies with moderate efficiency goals

(<20%) but with significantly reduced fabrication costs

(<$20/m2). These are technologies that are potentially

capable of the large-scale production necessary for a

paradigm shift in global energy production. These would

optimally be fabricated from solution-processible materi-

als using low-temperature, nonvacuum techniques such as

inkjet or screen printing. They would be compatible with

low-cost, flexible substrates, thus allowing for high-

throughput roll-to-roll processing as well as easy integra-

tion into existing building structures.

Organic molecular/polymeric semiconductors meet all

of the above manufacturing process criteria. They are

often soluble in common organic solvents and can be

processed in a bench top laboratory setting. They have

inherently low material costs and do not typically rely

on the use of environmentally hazardous or elementally

rare constituents. In addition, they have been proven to

possess a wide range of optical, electronic, and mechan-

ical properties that can be finely tuned through structural

changes and molecular derivatization. In principle, they

provide an enormous parameter space from which specific

functionalities can be chosen to engineer novel, high-

performance devices. These qualities make organic semi-

conductors strong candidates for a growing list of device

applications. The area of flat-panel displays, in particular,

is on the verge of a revolution because of advances in

organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).[8,9] This technol-

ogy is maturing rapidly, with first generation devices now

on the market.

Fig. 2 Cost-efficiency matrix for first-, second-, and third-

generation photovoltaic technologies. (From Ref. [7].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Using organic semiconductors in photovoltaic devices

is now the subject of intense research. Organic molecules

and p-conjugated polymers can have very high optical

absorption coefficients (>105 cm�1), making them useful

as the active layer in the device. Additionally, charge

carrier mobilities, while generally several orders of

magnitude lower than in conventional semiconductors,

are sufficiently high to effectively transport charge out of

the device. A multitude of organic solar cell device

designs is currently being investigated. All of these use

some form of heterojunction between electron-donating

and electron-accepting molecules to create free charge

carriers from the bound electron–hole pairs (excitons) that

are characteristic of organic semiconductors. To date, the

reported power conversion efficiencies of these devices

under simulated solar illumination are all less than 4%.

A great deal of basic research is needed to achieve

significantly higher efficiencies in organic basic devices.

Some of the key issues are:

. Exciton creation—The process of light absorption to

create bound electron–hole pairs.
. Exciton diffusion—Diffusion of excitons to an inter-

face where they can be dissociated.
. Electron transfer—Transfer of electrons to acceptor

molecules.
. Charge transport—Transport of electrons and holes to

the electrodes.

Many of these phenomena are determined by the

morphologies of the molecular structures that occur at

multiple length scales within the device. Morphologies on

the length scale of a few nanometers, which affect exciton

diffusion rates and charge carrier mobilities for instance,

are determined by intermolecular forces and the kinetics

of the growth/formation process of the material. Morphol-

ogies at longer length scales (tens to hundreds of

nanometers), which affect the general direction of charge

transport, are also determined by these factors, at least for

an all-organic material. However, organic–inorganic

composite systems allow the possibility of directly

controlling the arrangement of the organic molecules at

longer length scales. Inorganic materials, particularly

semiconducting oxides, can be fabricated using a growing

number of techniques to achieve specific three-dimen-

sional structures. These structures can be used as a

scaffolding onto which an organic material can be

attached to form composite materials in which all the

above photovoltaic device phenomena are optimized.

In this article, we give a brief description of the theory

of charge transport in organic materials. We then provide

an overview of the existing field of all-organic-based

photovoltaic devices and go on to discuss current and

hypothetical organic–inorganic composite devices. Final-

ly, we examine a variety of novel semiconducting oxide

structures that can be fabricated using low-temperature,

solution- and electrochemical-based techniques.

CHARGE AND EXCITON TRANSPORT IN
ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS

Organic semiconductors can be broadly categorized as

being either small molecules (molecular weight less than a

few thousand atomic mass units) or polymers (molecular

weight between a few thousand and �1 million amu). The

distinction becomes most important in determining the

processing that is required in making films and devices

and for the subsequent morphologies that are obtained.

However, the fundamental mechanisms that underlie light

absorption, exciton diffusion, and charge carrier motion

are essentially the same in the two classes of molecules.

These properties are governed primarily by molecular

orbitals that are built-up from p-electrons that are

delocalized across the molecule. Examples of small

molecules with extended p-electron delocalization and

p-conjugated polymers commonly used in organic photo-

voltaic devices are depicted in Fig. 3. Highest occupied

molecular orbitals (HOMOs) calculated for a sexithienyl

oligomer, a fullerene, and a perylene diimide are shown in

Fig. 4. Charge transfer and exciton diffusion processes are

largely determined by the degree to which the orbitals of

adjacent molecules and molecular subunits overlap.

Charge transfer between organic molecules can be

viewed within the context of the semiclassical electron

transfer theory of Marcus.[10] The rate of electron transfer

between two molecules is given by

kET ¼
4p2

�h

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pkB

p
T

t2 exp � l
4kBT

� �
ð1Þ

where �h is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,

T is the temperature, t is the transfer integral describing

the strength of interaction between the two molecules, and

l is the reorganization energy that describes the strength

of the electron–phonon interaction.[11] Thus for fast

charge transfer between molecules, a large interaction

strength and small reorganization energy are required.

Their relative orientation and the distance between them

determine the degree of interaction between two mole-

cules. For highly ordered, single- or polycrystalline

molecular films of materials such as pentacenes or

perylenes, this interaction strength can be sufficiently

large for band transport to be observed.[11,12] However, for

p-conjugated polymers and amorphous small-molecule

materials, the large degree of disorder results in carrier

bandwidths on the order of 10 meV,[13] which is far

smaller than the �0.1 eV required for band transport to
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occur.[11] Instead, carrier transport in these materials

occurs via polaron hopping between sites, where each site

has a defined energy and geometric (positional+orienta-

tional) disorder parameter. In small-molecule materials, a

‘‘site’’ is considered to be an entire molecule. In

conjugated polymers, however, the p-electrons, in reality,

are not delocalized along the entire length of a polymer

chain. Structural defects (kinks and bends) and chemical

defects destroy the conjugation periodically; electronical-

ly, the polymer is a series of p-conjugated segments

(typically 6–8 monomers long) that are bonded by

nonconjugated sections. Fig. 5 illustrates carrier hopping

between segments of a conjugated polymer.

The charge carrier mobility for a broad range of

organic semiconductors, both small molecule and poly-

mer, has been found experimentally to follow Poole–

Frenkel behavior, in which the mobility m as a function of

the electric field (E) and temperature is given by

mðE; TÞ / m0ðTÞ exp gðTÞ
ffiffiffiffi
E
p� �

ð2Þ

where m0 is the zero-field mobility and g(T) is the

coefficient of the stretched exponential that describes the

temperature dependence of the field activation. This

behavior has been successfully modeled with the ‘‘disor-

der formalism’’ originally developed by Bässler.[14] The

model assumes hopping between sites with Gaussian

distributions of energies and geometric disorder param-

eters. A more recent version of the model developed by

Novikov et al.,[15] which takes into account spatial

correlations in the site energies, results in

m ¼ m1 exp � 3ŝd

5

� �2

þ C0ðŝ3=2
d � GÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eaE

ŝd

r" #
ð3Þ

where m1 is the mobility in the limit T!1, ŝd is the

width of the Gaussian distribution of site energies divided

by kBT, C0 is an empirical constant, G describes the

Fig. 3 Molecular structures of typical organic semiconductors that have been used in photovoltaic devices.

Fig. 4 Highest occupied molecular orbitals (from semiempir-

ical calculations) of representative organic semiconductors with

extended p-electron delocalization. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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geometric disorder, and a is the intersite spacing. Using

typical values of �0.1 eV and 2 for ŝd and G, re-

spectively, it becomes obvious that the mobility in these

materials increases as the degree of disorder is decreased.

Typical charge carrier mobilities in conjugated polymers

that have been reported in the literature are in the range

of 10�6–10�3 cm2 V�1 sec�1.[16]

Exciton motion/diffusion in organic semiconductors is

determined by the same intermolecular interaction con-

siderations as carrier transport, and thus exciton diffusion

rates can also be described by hopping models involving

Gaussian distributions of site energies. This has been

demonstrated by thermally stimulated photoluminescence

experiments on conjugated polymer films, which have

been successfully modeled using double-peak Gaussian

distributions to account for regions of aggregated poly-

mer.[17] Calculations have shown that the electronic

coupling between conjugated segments that are sequen-

tially adjacent along the backbone of the polymer (that is,

physically bonded but electronically isolated by a break in

the conjugation) is approximately 1 order of magnitude

less than the coupling between conjugated segments on

different polymer chains (or on the same chain, but far

away sequentially), which are close together and aligned

parallel to each other.[18] This has lead to the conclusion

that interchain exciton hopping is a faster process than

intrachain exciton hopping.[19] Analogous to the limita-

tions on carrier transport, poor interaction strengths

between adjacent segments typically lead to short exciton

diffusion lengths (the average distance the exciton moves

before decaying to the ground state or becoming disso-

ciated at a defect or interface) of the order of 6–10 nm,[20]

although much large exciton diffusion lengths have been

reported for highly ordered materials.[21]

The main conclusion to be drawn from this section is

that molecular ordering is a critical ingredient to obtain

high carrier mobilities and large exciton diffusion lengths

in organic semiconductors. This point is illustrated in the

polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). This material

(when synthesized in its regioregular, head-to-tail form)

has been shown to possess a large degree of molecular

ordering because of efficient interdigitation of the alkyl

chains of adjacent polymer chains, leading to strong p-

stacking of the thiophene backbones (Fig. 6). As a result,

this material has shown the highest hole mobility of a

conjugated polymer to date (0.1 cm2 V�1 sec�1), when

measured in a field effect transistor geometry.[22] The

effect of this molecular ordering on photovoltaic device

performance will be discussed in the next section.

ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES:
THE PLASTIC SOLAR CELL

Photoexcitations in organic semiconductors are inherently

different than in conventional inorganic semiconductors.

Whereas light absorption in an inorganic semiconductor

typically leads to the immediate production of a free

electron–hole pair, light absorption in an organic semi-

conductor results in the formation of an exciton (bound

electron–hole pairs). In order for a free carrier to be

Fig. 5 Conceptual diagram of the mechanism of charge transport by hopping in a p-conjugated polymer. The rectangular sections

represent regions of the polymer that are fully conjugated. Between these conjugated segments are regions of polymer that are bent or

twisted, or that have chemical defects that destroy the conjugation. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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generated, this exciton must be dissociated. This can

happen in the presence of very high electric fields, at a

defect site in the material, or at the interface between two

materials that have a sufficient mismatch of their energetic

levels (band offset). In the case of dissociation at the

interface between two materials, an exciton created in the

material with lower (higher) electron affinity diffuses to

the interface, and electron (hole) transfer occurs to the

material with higher (lower) electron affinity. The higher

electron affinity material is referred to as the acceptor,

while the lower electron affinity material is the donor.

Thus one can fabricate a photovoltaic device with the

structure positive electrode/donor/acceptor/negative elec-

trode. Tang[23] using a copper phthalocyanine layer as the

donor and a perylene derivative as the acceptor first did

this. This device had a power conversion efficiency of

about 1% under simulated solar illumination.

There are two possible driving forces in the operation

of a photovoltaic device: the electrical potential gradient

(the electric field) and the chemical potential gradient.[24]

In a bilayer donor–acceptor device, a chemical potential

gradient is established that preferentially drives electrons

away from the interface toward the negative electrode and

holes away from the interface toward the positive

electrode. An electric field in the device, such as one

established by a difference in the work functions of the

positive and negative electrodes, can assist in driving

charges toward the electrodes, but may not be critical to

the operation of the device. The important criteria for high

efficiency in such a device are large exciton diffusion

lengths in both the donor and acceptor materials, fast

electron transfer and slow recombination rates at the

interface, and high charge carrier mobilities in both layers.

Several molecular donor–acceptor pairs have been inves-

tigated for use in bilayer photovoltaic devices, including

phthalocyanine–perylene,[23,25] phthalocyanine–fuller-

ene,[26,27] polymer–polymer,[28] polymer–perylene,[29]

and polymer–fullerene.[30] As a result of the short exciton

diffusion lengths in these materials, only excitons that are

generated within approximately 10 nm of the interface

contribute to the photocurrent. This presents a serious

limitation on the possible power conversion efficiency of

these devices.

To overcome this problem, researchers have developed

devices in which the donor and acceptor molecules are

blended together in an intimate mixture to produce a

‘‘bulk heterojunction’’ solar cell.[31] The donor and

acceptor molecules form two ‘‘interpenetrating net-

works’’ that transport holes and electrons, respectively.

In this device, an exciton generated anywhere in the bulk

has only a few nanometers to diffuse before encountering

an acceptor interface. After dissociation of the exciton

into a free electron and a free hole, the charge carriers are

transported through the bulk of the film (along their

respective transport networks) to the electrodes. Direc-

tionality of the charge transport is provided by a built-in

electric field in the device, which originates from a

difference in effective work functions of the electrodes, as

well as possibly a chemical potential gradient, which

originates from ‘‘selective’’ electrodes that preferentially

block either holes or electrons.[32]

Bulk heterojunction solar cells based on blends of a

conjugated polymer with a fullerene (Fig. 7) have been

among the most successful to date.[33] Photoinduced

electron transfer from a conjugated polymer to a fullerene

was demonstrated to occur on an ultrafast timescale (�45

fsec) and to produce a long-lived charge-separated state,

with recombination to the ground state following a power

law decay ranging from 300 nsec to 1 msec.[34,35] Thus

excitons generated in the conjugated polymer, which have

lifetimes of several hundred picoseconds, are quickly

dissociated into free carriers when they encounter a

fullerene interface. These free carriers will have sufficient

time to be transported to the electrodes before recombin-

ing provided that the active layer of the device is not too

thick. This produces an inherent tradeoff in the device

design. As the active layer is made thicker, more light is

absorbed and more excitons/charge carriers are created,

but the carriers spend longer time in the device and thus

have a higher probability of recombining to the ground

state before they can contribute to the photocurrent. This

means that high carrier mobility (for both holes and

Fig. 6 Conceptual diagram of interchain ordering in a P3HT

aggregate (cyan=carbon, yellow=sulfur, hydrogen atoms are

not shown). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electrons) is required in the elements of the blend to allow

the active layer to be thick enough to have significant

optical density.

As discussed above, morphology is an important factor

in determining a material’s carrier mobility. Thus a crit-

ical area for development of high efficiency devices is to

develop approaches that lead to improved morphologies.

This has been demonstrated in conjugated polymer–

fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells in which chang-

ing the casting solvent for the active layer film can lead to

a large increase in device photocurrent and efficiency.[36]

Devices consisting of a blend of the polymer poly(2-

methoxy-5-(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylene vinyl-

ene) (OC1C10-PPV) with the fullerene [6,6]-phenyl C61-

butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (Fig. 3) showed nearly

a factor of 3 enhancement in efficiency when cast from

chlorobenzene as opposed to toluene. It was subsequently

determined that the hole mobility in OC1C10-PPV is

approximately 1 order of magnitude higher when cast

from the chlorobenzene. From light-scattering measure-

ments performed over a range of polymer concentrations,

it was shown that the polymer does not truly dissolve in

chlorobenzene, but instead forms a suspension.[37] A

complete explanation for why this leads to higher carrier

mobilities in the thin-film material has not been fully

elucidated, but it has been postulated that the polymer

chains collapse together into an aggregate that promotes

p-electron sharing (p-stacking) between chains. Such

solvent effects on carrier mobilities have also been

demonstrated in the operation of OLEDs.[19] Electron

mobilities in the bulk heterojunction OC1C10-PPV–PCBM

blend have also been shown to be high (2�10�3 cm2 V�1

s�1) when the film is cast from chlorobenzene, although,

in this case, the explanation apparently is that chloroben-

zene is a very good solvent for PCBM and reduces the

amount of phase segregation that normally leads to large

barriers to electron transport in the fullerene network.[38]

Additional evidence for the effects of morphology on

mobility and device performance has been reported in

bulk heterojunction solar cells made from the conjugated

polymer P3HT (Fig. 3). It was demonstrated that post-

production annealing of photovoltaic devices made from

P3HT–PCBM blends results in a dramatic increase in

device efficiency, from 0.4% to 3.5% as measured under

white light illumination. This efficiency enhancement

presumably arises from an increase in the ordering of the

P3HT chains upon annealing.[39]

The general viability of the application of donor–

acceptor systems as employed in bulk heterojunction

organic solar cells has been demonstrated by a number of

other recent results, including polymer–polymer[40] and

polymer–quantum rod devices.[41] These all have the same

criteria for high efficiency as the polymer–fullerene

device, namely, small distances for exciton diffusion to

an interface, exciton dissociation that is fast, charge

recombination that is slow, and large charge carrier

mobilities. Reported efficiencies of organic solar cells to

date have not exceeded 4% for several reasons. First, the

amount of light that is absorbed by the devices is typically

too small because 1) the optical band gap of the light-

absorbing component is usually too large (>1.4 eV),

resulting in poor overlap with the solar spectrum, and 2)

the optical density is too small because the active layer of

the device must be kept thin to limit charge carrier

recombination. Second, the photovoltage that is generated

is typically too low. This is limited, to first order, by the

effective electronic band gap of the active layer, which is

given by the difference between the HOMO level of the

donor and the lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO) level of

the acceptor. Last, the fill factor, which is a measure of the

quality of the diode, is too small. A necessary solution for

many of these problems will be the development of new

polymers and organic molecules. Concurrently, devising

new ways to control the morphologies of the light-ab-

sorbing and -transporting materials to optimize the path-

ways for exciton/charge transport will be required. The

organic–inorganic composite devices discussed in the next

section provide a promising route to controlling morphol-

ogies on the nanoscale.

ORGANIC–INORGANIC COMPOSITE
PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE CONCEPTS

The bulk heterojunction solar cell is one approach to

addressing the problem of short exciton diffusion lengths

in organic semiconductors. However, the mixing of donor

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of a conjugated polymer–fulllerene

bulk heterojunction photovoltaic device. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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and acceptor species into an intimate blend introduces the

problem of bulk recombination of carriers to the ground

state, as previously discussed. Additionally, islands,

defects, and cul-de-sacs in the transport networks that

result in incomplete percolation paths may limit charge

transport of one or both carriers in a bulk heterojunction

cell. One promising route to high-efficiency solar cells

that overcome these problems are devices that use a

nanostructured, semiconducting metal oxide (such as TiO2

SnO2, or ZnO) as the electron-accepting and -transporting

network. Such materials can be easily grown using low-

temperature, solution-based routes to produce a variety of

nanostructures, as is discussed in the next section. The

topology of these nanostructures can be optimized to

produce a continuous network that guarantees a percola-

tion path for electrons to the electrode. This then opens up

the possibility of organic–inorganic composite devices in

which an organic semiconductor is deposited onto the

surface of the oxide or used to fill the empty volume in a

porous structure. In this way, the inorganic network can be

used to induce a specifically tailored morphological

structure in the organic material and result in an overall

device structure that has a large optical path length but

short carrier-to-electrode path lengths.

The first example of a solar cell made using a porous

oxide as an electron-transporting network was the solution-

based, dye-sensitized solar cell.[42] In this device, a

monomolecular layer of dye (typically a ruthenium

complex) is chemisorbed through carboxylic acid binding

groups onto the surface of a high surface area, mesoporous

TiO2 film. A liquid electrolyte (typically with an iodine/

triiodide redox couple in an organic solvent) fills the pore

spaces and makes contact to a platinum-coated counter-

electrode. In the operation of the device, the dye molecules

absorb light and inject electrons into the TiO2. The oxi-

dized dye molecules are subsequently reduced by a reac-

tion with the redox species. Transport of the charges out of

the device occurs via diffusion of electrons through the

TiO2 and diffusion/ionic conduction of the redox species to

the counterelectrode. Such devices have achieved 10%

power conversion efficiency under solar illumination;

however, the use of a liquid electrolyte makes them very

difficult to implement for large-scale production. Recent

progress has been made in replacing the liquid electrolyte

with organic semiconductors, yielding devices with effi-

ciencies reaching 3.2%.[43,44] Also, preliminary investiga-

tions into sensitizing a mesoporous oxide with quantum

dots have been performed,[45] opening up the possibility of

harnessing some of the ‘‘third-generation’’ photovoltaic

mechanisms for achieving higher efficiencies such as hot

carrier production or impact ionization.[46]

More recently, researchers have investigated solar cells

based on conjugated polymer–semiconducting oxide

composites. Such devices consist of a conjugated polymer

embedded into a mesoporous metal oxide, which acts as

an electron acceptor. Several studies have shown that

metal oxide semiconductors can act as efficient electron

acceptors for conjugated polymers.[47,48] The operation of

these devices differs from that of the dye-sensitized cell in

that light is absorbed in regions of the conjugated polymer

potentially far from an oxide interface. Thus excitons

must diffuse to an interface before electron transfer to the

oxide can take place. Also, electric fields that contribute to

the driving force for the current may be present in the

device, which is not the case in the dye-sensitized cell

because the ionic liquid shields all electric fields.[24]

Several possible morphologies for such a composite

device can be envisioned. As shown in Fig. 8, the polymer

can be embedded in an isotropic, mesoporous oxide or in a

‘‘forest’’ of oxide nanorods that are vertically oriented to

the substrate. To facilitate a direct path for charges to be

transported to the electrode, the vertically oriented

columns may be a better geometry. Aside from the goal

of increased power conversion efficiency, these composite

devices may result in increased morphological stability

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of conjugated polymer–semicon-

ducting oxide composite photovoltaic devices with a) an

isotropic, mesoporous oxide and b) a forest of oxide nanorods.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and robustness compared with pure polymer films,

resulting in enhanced device lifetimes.

Fabrication of organic–inorganic composite devices

has been performed via several techniques. Fig. 9a shows a

mesoporous SnO2 structure that was fabricated by spin-

coating an aqueous solution of SnO2 nanoparticles

(diameter�9 nm) mixed with polystyrene spheres (diam-

eter�100 nm). Upon heating the film to 450�C in an

oxygenated atmosphere, the SnO2 nanoparticles are

sintered together to form a continuous oxide network.

The polystyrene spheres are burned out of the film, leaving

behind voids on the size scale of 100 nm. Fig. 9b shows a

composite structure fabricated by soaking the above film

in a solution of the conjugated polymer OC1C10-PPV for

8 hr. The SEM image shows efficient intercalation of the

polymer into the porous SnO2 structure. From optical

measurements, the polymer was estimated to fill 75% of

the free volume of the oxide. Several thermodynamic

factors contribute to the degree of intercalation of a

polymer into a porous medium.[49] Osmotic pressure

drives the polymer chains into the pores. However, the

entropic force is in the other direction because of the

reduced number of configurational states available to the

confined polymer. The force that can tip the scales in

either direction is the interaction energy between the

polymer and oxide surface. A strong attractive force

between the polymer and the oxide can overcome the

entropic drive and result in efficient intercalation into the

porous volume. Whether the oxide–polymer interaction is

attractive or repulsive depends on a wide range of

intermolecular forces, including the hydrophobic/hydro-

philic and polar character of both materials, as well as the

solvent in which the polymer is dissolved.[50] The

hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the oxide surface can

be substantially altered by cleaning processes or chemical

derivatization to optimize the conditions for polymer

intercalation. In a system in which there is a strong oxide–

polymer attraction leading to efficient intercalation, the

intercalated polymer can become essentially insoluble in

solvents that would normally dissolve it, as is the case for

the composite structure shown in Fig. 9b.

Other techniques that have been demonstrated include

a self-assembly approach to fabrication of mesoporous

TiO2 using a block copolymer as a structure-directing

agent.[51] Fig. 10 shows a highly ordered, mesoporous

TiO2 structure fabricated via this technique. Intercalation
Fig. 9 Scanning electron microscopic images of the top

surfaces of a) a porous SnO2 film with a thickness of 300 nm

and b) a SnO2/conjugated polymer (OC1C10-PPV) composite

film. The porous SnO2 film was fabricated by sintering a

solution-deposited SnO2 nanoparticle/polystyrene sphere mix-

ture. The composite structure was fabricated by solution

intercalation of the polymer into the porous SnO2 structure.

Fig. 10 Scanning electron microscopic image of an ordered,

porous TiO2 film fabricated using a self-organizing block co-

polymer as a templating agent. (From Prof. M.D. McGehee, Dept.

of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University.)
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of this structure with the conjugated polymer P3HT

resulted in a solar cell with approximately 0.5% power

conversion efficiency under solar illumination. Also, a

technique in which a Ti(OC3H7)4 precursor was blended

with a conjugated polymer and subsequently annealed to

form a composite film with 100% filling has been

demonstrated.[48] In the next section, we examine a

variety of novel, low-cost techniques for fabricating metal

oxide nanostructures that could potentially be used in an

organic–inorganic composite solar cell.

NOVEL FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR
METAL OXIDE NANOSTRUCTURES

Over the past few years, the synthesis of semiconducting

nanoparticles and nanorods has advanced substantially.

There is considerable work demonstrating the synthesis of

nearly monodisperse particles with sizes from a few

nanometers to a few hundred nanometers. This allows

tremendous flexibility in controlling the material band

structure. There has been a remarkable diversity of

approaches to the synthesis of nanoparticles of various

structures and of nanostructured surfaces. These include

solution precipitation, sol–gel approaches, self-organiza-

tion, and a range of physical vapor deposition (PVD)-

based approaches including pulsed laser deposition,

chemical vapor deposition, and sputtering.[52–61] One of

the key emerging areas for controlling particle synthesis

and incorporation into composite structures is the use of

appropriate chelating ligands to promote self-organiza-

tion.[53,62–70] There is quite a remarkable diversity of

approaches being employed to both produce and tailor

nanoparticulate materials. This provides an unprecedented

degree of flexibility in the development of new materials.

Interestingly, however, the vast majority of the work has

Table 2 Synthetic routes for the formation of nanofibers/nanotubes from a variety of inorganic semiconductors

Material Synthetic method Dimensions Reference

H-TiO2 nanotubes Hydrothermal 10 M NaOH 5 nm radius, 150 nm length [82,83]

TiO2 nanofibers Electrospinning of ethanol solution of

poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)/titanium

tetraisopropoxide

10–100 nm radius, up to several

centimeters length

[84]

InAs nanofibers 2InCl3 +6KBH4+2As!2InAs+6KCl

+6 BH3 +3H2

15–100 nm radius,

150–1000 nm length

[85]

GaP nanorods Benzene reflux with GaCl3, Na, and P 20–50 nm radius, 200–500 nm length [86]

CdE (E=S, Se, Te)

nanorods

Direct reaction of the elements in

organic solvents

10–40 nm radius, microns length [87]

CuInE (E=S, Se)

nanorods

Elements in organic solvents 10–40 nm radius, hundreds of

nanometers length

[88]

ZnO, ZnS nanocables

and nanotubes

Evaporation of the oxide followed

by sulfiding

5–20 nm radius, hundreds of

nanometers length

[89]

ZnO nanorods Thermal decomposition of ZnII

amino complex

in aqueous solution

5–10 nm, 50–100 nm,

and 0.5–1.0 mm

radius, up to 10 mm length

[90,91]

ZnO nanobridges

and nanonails

Thermal vapor transport and

condensation method

25–100 nm radius, hundreds of

nanometers to 2 mm length

[92]

GaP nanorods Catalytic decomposition of Ga2O, P,

and carbon nanotubes

50 nm radius, microns length [93]

GaO nanoribbons Direct reaction of GaN with oxygen 10–60 nm thick, hundreds of

nanometers length

[94]

MnO2 nanowires Hydrothermal reaction of MnSO4–H2O

with water in presence of

ammonium persulfate

5–20 nm radius, microns length [95]

CdWO4 nanorods Hydrothermal preparation 50 nm radius, 200 nm length [96]

BaWO4 nanorods Reverse micelle synthesis 20–50 nm radius, hundreds of

nanometers length

[97,98]

Vanadium oxide

nanotubes

Hydrothermal synthesis with

ammonium metavanadate

and amines or quaternary

ammonium salts

20–100 nm radius,

100–1000 nm length

[99]

MoS2, WS2, and

NbS2 nanotubes

High temperature synthesis of Mo

with Se

100 nm radius, microns length [100–103]
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been on a very few materials such as CdS, CdSe, silica,

and ZnO.[62,71–80] This work served well to develop the

basic tools for the synthesis and capping of the nanopar-

ticles for self-assembly or incorporation into composites.

Recent work has also developed an array of tools for the

synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles where the surface of

the particle is a different material than the interior.[56,73,81]

Overall, the development of these synthetic techniques

provides the opportunity to pick a core material based on

optical, electronic, and chemical properties and then cap it

with another electronic material or to derivatize it with

appropriate ligands to promote incorporation into a

composite, or to lead self-assembly, or to control exciton

or charge transfer properties. This presents an unprece-

dented ability to tailor the behavior of a composite

material and has significant ramifications for a wide range

of applications including solar cells, catalysis, and sensors.

One of the newer developments in this area has been

the development of synthetic approaches to nanorods or

tubes with high aspect ratios. This leads to the possibility

of anisotropic three-dimensional structures. The rods can

be organized very differently than spherical particles and

can be selectively attached or derivatized to control

incorporation into a composite. As photoactive elements,

nanomaterials with high aspect ratios can be used for

transport of carriers and selective transport along the fiber

or tube. For tubes, it may also be possible to delineate

between the interior and exterior of the tube. The

formation of nanorods and or tubes has been observed for

a wide variety of systems, some of which are indicated in

Table 2. While this list is not exhaustive by any means, it

should serve to illustrate the extensive range of possible

materials available with a wide variety of surface chemis-

tries, optical, and electronic properties. Key is that simple

hydrothermal or gas phase synthesis routes, which are very

flexible allowing for derivatization of the materials and are

very scalable, can make many of the materials. Figs. 11 and

12 show examples of TiO2 nanofibers and ZnO micro-

crystallites grown in aqueous solutions.

There is also a very embryonic literature on the

photochemistry of nanorods/tubes indicating that very

facile charge transport can occur with appropriate surface

derivatization (linkers) and produce useful chemistry

such as polymerization, etc.[104–108] These results support

the ability to apply the tunability of the semiconducting

nanostructures through quantum confinement, coupled

with rapid electron/exciton transfer with appropriate

incorporation of the materials into the composite structure.

These initial results point to the need for extensive work to

understand the nature of excitonic and charge transfer in

inorganic nanorods and nanotubes as well as the specifics

of how to couple the nanomaterial to the outside environ-

ment such as a polymer or catalyst entity. However, there is

every reason to believe at present that the diversity of

materials and ligands will allow tailoring of the energetics

and kinetics to produce specific redox behavior.

CONCLUSION

Organic semiconductors are a promising class of materials

for the fabrication of low-cost, large-scale production

Fig. 12 Scanning electron microscopic image of ZnO micro-

crystallites grown from an aqueous solution at 95�C.

Fig. 11 Scanning electron microscopic image of TiO2 nano-

fibers grown from an aqueous solution at 150�C.
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solar cells. Current state-of-the-art organic solar cells have

achieved power conversion efficiencies exceeding 3%.

This is an encouraging value, but a substantial increase in

performance is required for these devices to be of practical

use. To achieve higher efficiencies will require controlling

the morphologies of the donor and acceptor materials to

simultaneously optimize the exciton and charge transport

pathways while allowing for an optically thick device.

Recent advances in solution-based synthesis of metal

oxide and other inorganic semiconductor nanostructures

bring about the possibility of low-cost organic–inorganic

composite devices with optimized morphologies. Many

challenges exist in this area however. Further techniques

for fabricating composite structures must be identified and

refined, particularly with respect to efficiently intercalat-

ing polymers into nanostructured/porous media. Also,

correct alignment of the charge transport pathways to the

electrodes is necessary for efficient device operation, and

thus the orientation of the nanostructures with respect to

the substrate must be precisely controlled. Perhaps the

most vital, yet least understood, topic in this area is the

organic–inorganic interface. Optimized device structures

will require good mechanical contact and strong adhesion

between the two components. Electronic properties of the

interface are also crucial. Exciton quenching at the

interface must be fast and efficient, and the relative

electronic levels of the two materials must be optimized to

yield the largest possible chemical potential difference

across the interface for photogenerated charges. All these

require a complete understanding of the chemistry and

charge transfer reactions that occur at the interface.

Meeting these challenges will be necessary to realize the

full potential of organic semiconductor and organic–

inorganic composite devices.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of different colloidal systems can be produced

by interaction between polyelectrolytes and oppositely

charged surfactants. These complexes have attracted

considerable interest because of their importance for both

science and industrial applications.

By interaction of two oppositely charged polyelectro-

lytes, polyelectrolyte–polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs,

or so-called symplexes) are formed. These PECs can be

loose aggregates or well-defined nanoparticles.[1] In a

similar way polyelectrolytes form complexes with oppo-

sitely charged surfactants and polyelectrolyte–surfactant

complexes (PSCs) are obtained.[2,3] Here the mechanism

of complex formation is not only based on electrostatic

interactions and entropic factors, but also on the hydro-

phobic interaction between the surfactant tails. At surfac-

tant concentrations below the critical micelle concentra-

tion (CMC), complex formation of polyelectrolytes with

oppositely charged surfactants occurs. With increasing

surfactant chain lengths, the formation of surfactant

patches along the polyelectrolyte chain can be expected,

because owing to hydrophobic interactions the preferred

complexation binding site is the next closest position to an

occupied site. This results in a zipperlike mechanism of

polyelectrolyte–surfactant complex formation.[4] Typical-

ly three-dimensional networks form at concentrations

above the CMC, where polyelectrolyte chains bridge

discrete micelles without penetrating them.[5,6] At even

higher surfactant concentrations, when all charges of the

polyion are neutralized, polyelectrolyte–surfactant com-

plexes usually precipitate from solution.[2,3,7] These bulk

materials have a liquid crystalline-like mesostructure and

display long-range order on the nanometer scale. The

interaction between polyions and oppositely charged

surfactants is a cooperative process in which the ionic

head groups of the surfactant bind to the polyion, while

the hydrophobic surfactant tails segregate into a hydro-

phobic microphase. Similar to amphiphilic block copoly-

mers, this microphase separation occurs without macro-

scopic demixing.

One problem with most such polyelectrolyte–surfac-

tant complexes is that they are usually water-insoluble

solids or semisolids and not suitable for particle applica-

tions. Within the last few years, different techniques of

PSC nanoparticle synthesis have been developed to

overcome this problem. These complexes are, unlike

PSC bulk materials, redispersable in water or organic

solvents as discrete nanoparticles without dissociation.

For synthesis of PSC nanoparticles, polyelectrolytes that

exhibit additional molecular entities have to be used,

which provide solubility even after stoichiometric com-

plexation and neutralization of all charges. In this way,

particles are obtained that exhibit spherical core–shell

structures, cylindrical or disk-shaped morphologies, or

hollow spheres like vesicles. Whereas some of these

morphologies appear to be equilibrium structures, others

are nonequilibrium structures. The size, solubility, and

morphology of PSC nanoparticles depend strongly on the

molecular structure of the polyelectrolyte, the block

ionomer lengths, the block length ratios, the structure

and type of surfactant, and sometimes also on the way of

preparation. Potential applications for this relatively new

class of materials are drug and gene delivery, amphiphilic

particles, and depot systems.[8,9]

COMPLEXATION OF DOUBLE-HYDROPHILIC
BLOCK COPOLYMERS—VARIOUS
NANOPARTICLE MORPHOLOGIES

A very interesting family of polymers are double-

hydrophilic block copolymers.[10] These consist of two

covalently linked hydrophilic polymer block segments,

which are chemically not equivalent, e.g., poly(ethylene

oxide)-b-poly(sodium methacrylate). Double-hydrophilic

block copolymers that contain a polymer block that is a

polyelectrolyte are called block ionomers.

For the first time, redispersable nanoparticles of block

ionomer–surfactant complexes have been obtained by

complexation of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(sodium

methacrylate) (PEO-b-PMANa) with cetylpyridinium

cations.[11] The segment lengths of the block ionomer

were 176 and 186 repeating units for PEO and PMANa,

respectively. Different aggregate morphologies could be

distinguished within three different surfactant concentra-

tion regions: At molar surfactant concentrations below the

concentration of anionic polyion charges, the surfactant
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cetylpyridinium bromide (C16PyBr) binds electrostati-

cally to the polyion and soluble complexes with negative

z-potentials were observed. Also, the stoichiometric and

electrostatic neutral (z= 0) complexes were soluble and

formed monodisperse nanoparticles with a diameter of 67

nm, as shown by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A TEM micro-

graph is shown in Fig. 1. These discrete PSC complexes

were first believed to exhibit a core–shell structure, where

the core is formed by C16PyBr neutralized polyions, and

the shell of PEO block segments. Later studies suggested a

vesicular morphology.[12] At higher surfactant concentra-

tions excess surfactant is incorporated into the particles,

resulting in a positive z-potential. The observed particles

combine the properties of amphiphilic block copolymers

and polyelectrolyte surfactant complexes, as they sponta-

neously form stable, water-soluble, and microphase

separated aggregates.

Similar to mixtures of cationic and anionic single-tail

surfactants,[13] spontaneous formation of vesicles is

observed for the complexation of PEO-b-PMANa block

ionomers with alkyltrimethylammonium surfactants [e.g.,

tetradecylammonium bromide (TTAB) or cetyltrimethy-

lammonium bromide (CTAB)].[12] In contrast, complex-

ation of the homopolymer PMANa with the same

surfactants resulted in the formation of water-insoluble

bulk materials. The wall of the PSC vesicles is composed

of surfactant-neutralized polyion surrounded by the

hydrophilic PEO shell, which sterically stabilizes the

complexes in aqueous dispersions. The vesicular solu-

tions are transparent or slightly opalescent. Vesicle

diameters varied between 85 and 120 nm and increased

with increasing chain length of the surfactant. The ob-

tained dispersions are very stable and efficiently encap-

sulate and retain hydrophilic molecules in the internal

aqueous volume.

The influence of the block ionomer block lengths and

the surfactant structure on the solubility of PSC nanopar-

ticles was also systematically investigated.[14] Therefore,

complexation of a variety of PEO-b-PMANa block

copolymers was performed with single-tail, double-tail,

and triple-tail tetraalkylammonium surfactants. It was

found that a minimum block length of PEO and a high

enough block length ratio of PEO/PMANa are necessary

to induce sufficient sterical stabilization in aqueous dis-

persions. Complex formation with stoichiometric amounts

of the single-tail surfactants CTAB or C16PyBr resulted in

rather small and monodisperse aggregates. These systems

are believed to be in dynamic equilibrium with surfactant

monomers in the dispersion. The critical aggregation

concentration (CAC) was two to three orders of magni-

tude lower than the corresponding CMC. In contrast, the

aggregate size of complexes formed with double-tailed

surfactants [e.g., didodecyldimethylammonium bromide

(DDAB)] depended strongly on the way of preparation.

This nonequilibrium behavior can be explained by the

formation of preformed, membranelike surfactant aggre-

gates, which is typical for double-tail surfactants. As is the

case for single-tail surfactants, for triple-tail surfactants

the formation of the aggregates is primarily controlled by

the block ionomer structure and composition of the

mixture. Different core morphologies can be expected

for complexation with single- and triple-tail surfactants

owing to the rather different packing parameters.

Not only linear block copolymers, but also grafted

copolymers were used for PSC nanoparticle formation.[15]

Unlike the vesicular morphologies formed by linear block

copolymers, core–shell particles were obtained by com-

plexation of poly(ethylene oxide)-g-poly(ethylene imine)

(PEO-g-PEI) with anionic surfactants [e.g., sodium do-

decyl sulfate (SDS) or sodium tetradecyl sulfate (TDS)].

In these micelle-like aggregates, apparently the hydro-

phobic core from the surfactant-neutralized PEI block is

surrounded by the hydrophilic corona of PEO chains

stabilizing the particles in aqueous media. The observed

particle sizes, as determined by DLS and confirmed by

TEM, are about 40–50 nm. Therefore, their size is

comparable with micelle-like aggregates of amphiphilic

block copolymers. The CAC was determined by fluores-

cence measurements using pyrene as a probe. CAC values

were about two magnitudes lower than the corresponding

CMC values of the pure surfactant. As the size of the

obtained PSC particles is independent of the way of

preparation, the complexes appear to be in equilibrium

with unbound surfactants. With increasing chain length

of the anionic surfactants, excess surfactant was incorpo-

rated in the complexes, resulting in particles with nega-

tive z-potentials.

Spherical core–shell morphologies can also be obtained

by complexation of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene
Fig. 1 TEM micrograph of vesicles formed by the complex of

PEO-b-PMANa with C16PyBr. (From Ref. [11].)
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imine) containing branched poly(ethylene imine) seg-

ments (PEO-b-PEIbr) with the surfactant dodecanoic acid

(C12).[16] In contrast, prolate particles can be obtained by

complexation of the linear block copolymer PEO-b-PEIli.

Even more elongated are the needlelike particles formed

by C12 and a PEO-b-PEI block copolymer with a cyclic

architecture of the PEI segment (PEO-b-PEIcy). All these

particles formed by C12 and PEO-b-PEI block copolymers

with a linear, branched, or cyclic PEI architecture exhibit

a core–shell structure, as shown by atomic force micros-

copy (AFM). The core consists of poly(ethylene imine)

dodecanoate surrounded by a corona of poly(ethylene

oxide). All particles investigated in this study have an

average size of about 200 nm (Fig. 2). Small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) of dried dispersions revealed that the

complex formed with PEO-b-PEIcy has a lamellar mor-

phology, while the ones of PEO-b-PEIli and PEO-b-PEIbr

show a lamellar-within-lamellar morphology.

pH-sensitive core–shell particles have been obtained

in aqueous dispersions of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(L-

lysine) (PEO-b-PLL) complexes with retinoic acid.[17]

Because of its amphiphilic properties, this vitamin A ana-

logue can be considered as a surfactant. The complexes

were characterized by SAXS as bulk material, as well as

in aqueous dispersions. The diffractograms indicate that

the cores of these complexes exhibit a smectic-A-like

structure. By circular dichroism, an a-helical conforma-

tion of L-lysine chains was found for pH values above 9. It

was assumed that this conformation is stabilized by the

PEO shell, as well as by protecting retinoate molecules.

Below a pH of 3.7, a random coil structure is present,

while mixtures of random coils and a-helices form in the

intermediate pH range. The complexes can be considered

as a model for pH-sensitive drug-carrier systems.

Nanoparticle dispersions of polyelectrolyte–surfactant

complexes have also been made from polyelectrolyte

homopolymers.[18] Nonstoichiometric complexes contain-

ing excess polyelectrolyte or surfactant are generally

soluble in water, and sometimes they form well-defined,

discrete aggregates. Especially, PSCs of biopolymers,

such as polysaccharides or polypeptides, have been in-

vestigated for drug and gene delivery purposes. As their

stoichiometric, electroneutral complexes are not redisper-

sable and water insoluble they are not discussed in detail

in this entry.

‘‘REVERSE’’ CORE–SHELL
STRUCTURES BY COMPLEXATION
OF HYDROPHILIC–HYDROPHOBIC
BLOCK IONOMERS

In contrast to the core–shell structure of complexes from

double-hydrophilic block ionomers, complexation of

hydrophilic–hydrophobic block copolymers results in

‘‘reverse’’ morphologies—here the nonionic, hydropho-

bic block segments form the core, which is surrounded by

a surfactant neutralized polyion shell. For this reason the

particles can be redispersed only in solvents that are also

solvents of the polyelectrolyte homopolymer complex. A

major difference compared to double-hydrophilic block

copolymers is the aggregation of the polyion before

addition of surfactant and complexation. Micelle-like

aggregates are formed in aqueous solution owing to

microphase separation of the hydrophobic polymer seg-

ments. This factor might limit the possibilities of this

approach to form equilibrium structures.

One example is the synthesis of nanoparticles from

polystyrene-b-poly(sodium acrylate) (PS-b-PAA�) and N-

cetylpyridinium cations (C16Py+), which precipitate from

aqueous solution at stoichiometric mixing ratios of

surfactant and polyion units.[19] The formed precipitate

is insoluble in tetrahydrofuran and toluene, which are

good solvents for PS but nonsolvents for PAA�/C16Py+

complexes. Instead, chloroform, a good solvent for PAA�/

C16Py+, could be used for redispersion. This clearly

indicates a core–shell structure with a polystyrene core

surrounded by surfactant neutralized polyion segments

that stabilize the particles in solution.

Similar results were obtained for complexes from

poly(a-methylstyrene)-b-poly(N-ethly-4-vinylpyridinium

bromide) (PMeS-b-PE4VP) and sodium bis(2-ethylhex-

yl)sulfosuccinate (AOT).[20] The precipitated complexes

can incorporate small excess of surfactant. Preliminary

studies showed that PSC formed by the homopolymer

PE4VP and AOT were soluble in various organic solvents

without dissociation of the complex, e.g., cyclohexane,

chloroform, and acetone. Neither of these solvents

dissolves the block ionomer PMeS-b-PE4VP, but all of

them are good solvents for the complexes of the block

ionomer with AOT. Again, this clearly hints on the
Fig. 2 Dried dispersions of the complex of PEO–PEIbr with

C12 form needlelike particles. (From Ref. [16].)
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described ‘‘reverse’’ core–shell morphology. The particle

size of the redispersed PSCs in hexane/cosolvent mixtures

is about 70 nm in diameter. The spherical morphology and

the size of the particles were confirmed by TEM.

COMPLEXATION OF POLYAMPHOLYTES

Polyampholytes are polyelectrolytes that contain both

anionic and cationic repeating units. Complexes of ternary

polyampholytes with cationic, anionic, and neutral re-

peating units with perfluorododecanoic acid (FC12) have

been synthesized.[21] The obtained nanoparticles are

highly fluorinated and stable in aqueous dispersions. By

dynamic light scattering, it was shown that discrete

particles with hydrodynamic diameters of 20–35 nm were

formed. The diameter and the stability of the dispersions

depend strongly on the composition of the polyampholyte.

More insight into the particles’ morphology was gained by

small-angle X-ray scattering. The geometry of the

dispersed particles was characterized by indirect Fourier

transform method.[22] Disk-shaped aggregates with a

diameter of 30 nm were formed by complexes from the

polyampholyte with the highest content of cationic

repeating units. Complexes of polyampholytes with a

lower content of cationic charges formed cylindrical

aggregates with a length of about 25 nm. A partially

interdigitated arrangement of the surfactant tails was

assumed, owing to the small thickness of the disklike

aggregates (2.2 nm) and the small diameter of the formed

cylinders (3 nm). An overview of the different morphol-

ogies of PSC nanoparticles formed by the different

polyion precursors is given in Table 1.

HOLLOW SPHERES FROM
POLYELECTROLYTE–SURFACTANT
COMPLEX NANOPARTICLES

Besides vesicle formation, hollow spheres of PSCs can be

also prepared by stepwise complexation and selective

dissociation of poly(ethylene imine).[23] First, nonstoi-

chiometric complexes of PEI homopolymer with dodeca-

noic acid were formed. The particles display a positively

charged shell of free ethylene imine units and a PEI–

dodecanoic acid core. Second, poly(ethylene oxide)-b-

poly(methacrylic acid) block copolymer with a phospho-

nized carboxylic acid end group was added, resulting in

particles with a core of PEI–dodecanoic acid and a shell of

a phosphonized block ionomer/PEI complex. By decreas-

ing the pH value below the pKa value of dodecanoic acid,

the PEI–dodecanoic acid core was selectively dissolved.

Table 1 Overview of the different types of polyion precursors used for complexation of oppositely charged surfactants, and the

resulting nanoparticle morphologies

Structure of the polyion

Surfactant

(reference)

Nanoparticle

morphology

Double-hydrophilic

block copolymers

PEO-b-PMANa C16PyBr[11] Vesicles

DOTAB[12]

TTAB[12]

CTAB[12]

PEO-g-PEI SDS[15] Core–shell

TDS[15]

AOT[15]

PEO-b-PLL Retinoate[17]

PEO-b-PEIbr C12
[16]

PEO-b-PEIli C12
[16] Prolate particles

PEO-b-PEIcy C12
[16] Needlelike particles

Hydrophilic–hydrophobic

block ionomers

PS-b-PAA� C16PyBr[19] ‘‘Reverse’’ core–shell

structures

PMeS-b-PE4VP AOT[20]

Polyampholytes Random copolymers

from cationic,

anionic and

neutral monomers

FC12
[21] Disk-shaped particles

and cylinders

Core–shell latex particles PEO-b-PSS particles DOTAB[24] Core–shell

TTAB[24]

CTAB[24]

DDAB[24]
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The phosphonate–PEI shell was left unchanged, forming

hollow spheres with a diameter of about 400 nm. TEM

micrographs reveal a porous structure of the formed PSC

shells, which might have formed owing to the high

osmotic pressure inside the hollow spheres induced by

dissociation of the core.

COMPLEXATION OF PREFORMED
CORE–SHELL LATEX PARTICLES

Core–shell particles of PSC complexes have also been

made from preformed latex particles.[24] For this purpose

core–shell latex particles with a polystyrene core and a

poly(ethylene oxide) shell were synthesized by cross-

linking emulsion polymerization of styrene, using a PEO

macroinitiator system. Subsequent sulfonation of the PS

core resulted in particles with a polyelectrolyte core of

poly(styrene sulfonate) surrounded by a PEO corona

(PEO-b-PSS). Complexation with tetraalkylammonium

surfactants [e.g., dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide

(DOTAB)] induced microphase separation within the

core. Hereby polymer latex particles with a mesostruc-

tured core and a diameter of about 400 nm were obtained

(Fig. 3). By small-angle X-ray scattering, it was shown

that the characteristic length of the formed core meso-

phase varied between 2 and 4 nm and increased with

increasing chain length of the cationic surfactant.

CONCLUSION

Complexation of block ionomers, polyampholytes, or

preformed core–shell lattices enables the synthesis of

well-defined, monodisperse PSC nanoparticles. Depend-

ing on the particular system, these nanoparticles form

dispersions in water or organic solvents. In this way,

particle applications of stoichiometric PSC have also been

made possible.

Compared to bulk polyelectrolyte–surfactant com-

plexes, the synthesis of PSC nanoparticles largely extends

the opportunities of structuring nanoparticles. Morpho-

logical investigations indicate that self-assembly in these

systems mainly depends on the block copolymer archi-

tecture. By using different types of polyion precursors,

complexation with surfactants results in cylindrical, disk-

shaped, prolate, spherical, and vesicular polymer struc-

tures. The obtained nanoparticles exhibit a long-range

ordered inner mesostructure owing to microphase separa-

tion of the surfactant tails from the surfactant-neutralized

polyion segments. Potential applications are especially

drug and gene release systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of block copolymers has received con-
siderable attention not only regarding its applications as
functional materials, but also from a fundamental view-
point. It is well known that the self-assemblies of block
copolymers take various morphologies, including sphe-
rical particles, rod structures, and lamellar structures.
Many studies on the block copolymer’s self-assembly
as spherical particles, i.e., polymeric micelles, which
are characterized by a mesoscopic average diameter
and a core–corona structure, have been reported.
Recently, polyion complex (PIC) micelles were intro-
duced as a new entity of polymeric micelles in aqueous
medium. In this article, we review the preparation and
physicochemical properties of PIC micelles.

PIC MICELLES

When water is used as the solvent, polymeric micelles
are formed from hydrophilic–hydrophobic block
copolymers driven by a hydrophobic interaction; in
the formed micelles, a hydrophilic corona layer sur-
rounds the core composed of hydrophobic segments.
The formation of a corona of hydrophilic segments
surrounding the core of the water-insoluble segments
prevents progressive aggregation of the core and
stabilizes the micelles of the block copolymers in the
aqueous medium. The concept of polymeric micelle
formation in an aqueous medium can be extended to
include macromolecular association through a force
other than hydrophobic interactions. We selected the
electrostatic interaction in an aqueous medium and
prepared a novel polymeric micelle system, the PIC
micelle, from a pair of oppositely charged block
copolymers (Fig. 1).

It is well known that an aqueous mixture of a pair of
oppositely charged polyelectrolytes immediately forms
visible aggregates, e.g., precipitates or coacervates,
under an electrically neutral condition. In sharp contrast

with this well-known phenomenon, a mixture of a
pair of oppositely charged block copolymers with
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) segments, i.e., PEG-
poly(a,b-aspartic acid) block copolymer (PEG–PAA)
with the PEG-poly(L-lysine) block copolymer (PEG–
PLL) exhibits no precipitation even at a mixing ratio
corresponding to electrical neutrality, and remains
permanently transparent.[1] This is because of the for-
mation of associates with a mesoscopic size range.
The size of the formed associates is constant over a
wide range of concentrations up to 1.0wt%, and the
associates also have a very small absolute zeta-poten-
tial value, suggesting that the PEG blocks effectively
stabilizes the PIC core composed of PAA and PLL
segments. In addition, the formed associates have an
extremely narrow size distribution, which is compar-
able to that of natural viruses.[2] The associates have
a core–corona architecture with a water-insoluble
PIC formed from PAA and PLL segments, which
are segregated as a core and separated from the aqu-
eous medium by a corona composed of hydrophilic
PEG segments. This type of associate was called a
‘‘polyion complex micelle’’ based on its structural
similarity with a conventional block copolymer micelle.

The preparation procedure of PIC micelles by just
mixing aqueous solutions containing oppositely
charged components is simple and reproducible. It
should be noted that in the case of polymeric micelles
from block copolymers consisting of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic segments, the exchange of solvent from
the good solvent for both segments to water is usually
needed to prepare the micelles with a well-defined
core–corona structure; this can be done either by
dialysis or by the drop-wise addition of water. The
involvement of the solvent exchange process, which is
time dependent, often results in a broader distribution
of the obtained micelles in terms of size and dispersion,
especially for the kinetically frozen core segregation
observed during the micellization of block copolymers
with glassy segments. In contrast, the PIC micelle
formation takes place in a buffered medium with a
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constant thermodynamic property. Consequently, the
entire process of PIC micellization is thermodynami-
cally regulated to give monodispersed micelles.

Polyion complex micelles were obtained from not
only one pair of oppositely charged block copolymers,
but also from a mixture of charged block copolymers
with oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, including
synthetic polymers, poly(amino acid)s, surfactants,
enzymes, and DNA.[3] In this article, we discuss the
properties of the PIC micelles based mostly on our
previous studies, in which PEG–PAA was used as an
anionic block copolymer, and PEG–PLL and PLL
were used as counter polymers. Because the complex-
ation behavior and the properties of the polyion
complexes generally depend on a specific combination
in a pair of polyelectrolytes,[4] the properties of the PIC
micelles might also depend on the combination selected
for the pair of PIC core forming segments.

PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF PIC MICELLES[1,3a,5]

Hydrodynamic Radius of PIC Micelles Formed
at Various Combinations

The PIC micelle solutions were prepared as follows:
The PEG–PAA, PEG–PLL, and PLL block copol-
ymers, in which the molecular weight of the PEG
segment was fixed (5000 g/mol) and the polymeriza-
tion degree (PD) of the charged segments was variable,
were separately dissolved in sodium phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4, 10mM). The PEG–PAA solution was then
added to the PEG–PLL or PLL solution to form an
electrically neutral mixture, corresponding to a (Asp) :
(Lys) ¼ 1 : 1 ratio. The hydrodynamic radius of the
PIC micelles prepared from various combinations of
PEG–PAA and PEG–PLL or PLL was determined
by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements. All
combinations of PEG–PAA and PLL with varying
lengths gave a sufficient scattering intensity to carry
out the DLS measurements. However, for the

PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system, only a matched length
pair gave an appreciable scattering intensity. It was
significantly observed that there were lower scattering
intensities for the combination of unmatched pairs
compared with that for the matched combinations,
indicating no formation of PIC micelles with a suffi-
ciently large association number. As will be explained
later, these length-unmatched pairs form associates
with a minimal association number of PEG–PLL and
PEG–PAA for charge compensation. All measurable
combinations showed no angular dependence in the
diffusion coefficient (D), which is consistent with the
assumed spherical shape. The formation of spherical
micelles was also confirmed from the atomic force
microscopy observations using mica as a support.
Furthermore, theD values of the PIC micelles were inde-
pendent of the concentration, suggesting the absence of
secondary aggregates in the measured concentration
region. Extrapolating the plots of the D values vs. con-
centration to zero concentration gave the D values at
infinite dilution, from which the hydrodynamic radii
(Rh) were calculated using the Stokes–Einstein equation

Rh ¼ kbT=ð6pZDÞ

where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and Z is the viscosity of the solvent. The
Rh values are summarized in Table 1. The change in
the Rh values with the length of the charged segments
followed a different trend between PEG–PAA/PEG–
PLL and PEG–PAA/PLL. In the case of PEG–PAA/
PEG–PLL, the Rh values increased from 16 to 21 nm
with an increase in the length of the charged
segments. On the other hand, the Rh values remained
constant (24–25 nm) for the PEG–PAA/PLL regard-
less of the length of the charged segments.

Critical Association Behavior

It is well known that polymeric micelles formed from
block copolymers in selective solvents show a critical

Fig. 1 Concept of the formation of PIC
micelles from a pair of oppositely charged
block copolymers. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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association behavior and have a characteristic critical
micelle concentration. It was interesting to see whether
the PIC micelles also show the critical association
behavior. Also, the influence of the critical association
concentration (CAC) should be taken into account for
the detailed evaluation of the physicochemical proper-
ties of the PIC micelles based on static light scattering
(SLS). The CAC was evaluated from the Debye plots
of SLS expressed as the following equation, showing
that the scattering intensity is a sensitive function of
the weight-averaged molecular weight of the solute.[6]

KC=DRðyÞ ¼ 1=Mw;app þ 2A2C

where C is the concentration of the polymer, DR(y) is
the difference between the Rayleigh ratio of the solu-
tion and that of the solvent, Mw,app is the apparent
weight average molecular weight, A2 is the second
virial coefficient, and K ¼ [4p2n2(dn/dc)2]/(NAl

4)
(NA is Avogadro’s number). By monitoring the change
in the KC/DR(y) values with concentration, the
weight-averaged molecular weight of the solute can
be evaluated. In the case of the polymeric micelles
having a critical association behavior, an increase in the
KC/DR(y) values with a decrease in the concentration,

i.e., negative A2 values, should be observed in a con-
centration region below the CAC owing to a decrease
in the averaged molecular weight.[6] All combinations
of the PIC micelles followed a straight line with only
a slight increase in the KC/DR(y) values with an
increase in the concentration, reflecting the A2 value
of the PIC micelles, in the measured range from
0.01 to 4.0mg/ml. There was no sign of a change in
the KC/DR(y) values even in the very diluted region,
suggesting that the PIC micelles studied here are
extremely stable upon dilution. This stability against the
dilution might depend on the combination selected
for the pair of core-forming polyelectrolyte segments.
Indeed, a critical association behavior was observed for
the micelle system prepared from PEG–PAA and the
chicken egg white lysozyme.[3e,7]

Determination of Mw,app and Rg

The Mw,app and Rg values were directly determined
from the Zimm plots of SLS (Table 1). Notably, the
Mw,app values of the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system
were significantly different between the length-matched
pairs and unmatched pairs of the charged segments. In
the case of the matched pairs, the Mw,app values clearly

Table 1 Physicochemical properties of PIC micelles

Association number

PD of PAA PD of PLL Rh (nm) Rg (m) Rg/Rh Mw,app (g/mol) PEG PAA PLL

PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL

18 18 15.8 11.8 0.747 500,000 62 31 31

18 35 26,200 3 2 1

18 78 52,300 5 4 1

37 18 27,300 3 1 2

37 35 16.1 11.9 0.739 890,000 80 39 41

37 78 43,300 3 2 1

78 18 52,800 5 1 4

78 35 42,600 3 1 2

78 78 20.6 15.7 0.762 3,270,000 174 87 87

PEG–PAA/PLL

18 20 24.3 18.2 0.749 3,430,000 235 235 212

18 45 24.8 18.7 0.754 3,390,000 237 237 95

18 82 24.6 18.5 0.752 3,410,000 236 236 52

37 20 24.4 18.4 0.754 4,570,000 258 258 477

37 45 24.7 18.7 0.757 4,490,000 253 253 208

37 82 24.5 18.6 0.759 4,510,000 255 255 117

78 20 24.2 18.0 0.744 7,470,000 307 307 1,197

78 45 24.5 18.6 0.759 7,540,000 303 303 525

78 82 24.3 18.2 0.749 7,510,000 304 304 289
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depend on the length of the charged segments and
increased with an increase in the length of the charged
segment from 500,000 to 3,270,000 g/mol. This cor-
responds to association numbers for PEG–PAA and
PEG–PLL from 31 to 87 as seen in Table 1. On the
other hand, the length-unmatched pairs had extremely
lower Mw,app values compared to the matched pairs.
It is worthy to mention that in every unmatched
combination of the block copolymers, a longer chain
always had the association number of 1.0, indicating
that the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system with an
unmatched pair always forms a complex having a mini-
mum association number to compensate their charges.
These minimal charge-neutralized complexes are
unable to grow further into the larger PIC micelles.
The difference in the growth of the association induced
an interesting feature of the PIC micelle formation, i.e.,
chain-length recognition, as will be introduced later.

As seen in Table 1, the Mw,app values of PEG–PAA/
PLL were independent of the length of the PLL seg-
ment and dependent only on the length of the PAA
segment in PEG–PAA. The trend of the change in
the Mw,app values with the length of the charged seg-
ment of the block copolymer was similar between the
PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL and PEG–PAA/PLL systems.
The PEG–PAA/PLL system has a significantly higher
Mw,app value than the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system.
This significant difference in Mw,app reflects the differ-
ence in the association number, which is determined
by the balance of several factors including the core
radius, the PEG density at the core–corona interface,
and the conformation of PEG in the corona.

The Rg values in Table 1 followed a similar trend in
terms of the chain-length dependency on the Rh values.
The Rg values increased with an increase in the length
of the charged segment for the length-matched PEG–
PAA/PEG–PLL system, whereas they remained at
the constant value of 18.5 nm for the PEG–PAA/PLL
system. The ratios of the Rg to Rh values (Rg/Rh) are
also summarized in Table 1. It is known that the Rg/
Rh ratios for a hard sphere and a star molecule without
a definite core are 0.775[8] and 0.707,[9] respectively.
Assuming that the PIC micelles consist of a PIC core
with a nonnegligible size and a PEG corona layer with
a density variation in the radial direction, it was reason-
able to obtain Rg/Rh ratios of 0.739 to 0.762, which are
between the values assumed for a star molecule and a
hard sphere.

Calculation of the Core Radius and the PEG
Density at an Interface Between the Core
and Corona

The core radius was calculated from the density of
charged segments (PAA and PLL) based on the

assumption that the water volume in the PIC core
may be negligible. In the former case, the core radius
(Rcore) can be calculated from the densities of the
charged segments by the following equation

Rcore ¼ ½ð3=4pÞVcore�1=3 ¼ ½ð3=4pÞ � ðMw;PAA=rPAA

þ Mw;PLL=rPLLÞ=NA�1=3

where Vcore is the core volume of a PIC micelle, and
Mw,i are the weight-averaged molecular weights of
the PAA and PLL segments, respectively, calculated
from theMw,app values and the weight fractions of each
segment in the PIC micelles, and the ri values are the
densities of PAA and PLL, respectively. The density
of PAA and PLL were determined from pycnometric
measurements to be 1.084 and 1.093 g/ml, respectively.
The calculated Rcore values are shown in Fig. 2. The
end-to-end distances of a fully expanded model of
the poly(a-amino acid) segments with PDs of 18, 36,
and 78 were calculated to be 9.9, 19.8, and 42.1 nm,
respectively.[10] The obtained Rcore values in Fig. 2
suggest that the charged segments in the core of the
PIC micelle might not have a fully elongated conforma-
tion. For both the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL and the PEG–
PAA/PLL systems, the Rcore values clearly increased as
the PD of the PAA segment in PEG–PAA increased.
The PEG–PAA/PLL system has a larger Rcore value
than the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system when the PAA
length in PEG–PAA is identical. This might be attribu-
table to the difference between the degree of freedom of
PEG–PLL and PLL during the formation of the PIC
micelle with a core–corona architecture.

Furthermore, the PEG density at a core–corona
interface (FPEG) was determined from the association
number of the PEG segment (NPEG) and the Rcore value
using the following equation

FPEG ¼ NPEG=ð4pR2
coreÞ

The calculated FPEG values for various combina-
tions are shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly, the FPEG value
decreased with an increase in the length of the PAA
segment in PEG–PAA, although other factors such
as the Rh, Rg, Mw,app, and Rcore values were signifi-
cantly different between the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL
and PEG–PAA/PLL systems. This strongly indicates
that the FPEG value may be a crucial factor for deter-
mining the association process of the PIC micelles. The
FPEG values decreased from 0.25 to 0.14 chain/nm2

with an increase in the length of the PAA segments
as shown in Fig. 3.

The conformation of the PEG segments in the
corona layer might also influence the properties of
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the PIC micelles. To evaluate the change in the PEG
conformation, the corona thickness (Rcorona) was
calculated using the following equation

Rcorona ¼ Rh � Rcore

The calculated Rcorona values are also shown in
Fig. 2. There were different trends for the change in
the Rcorona values between the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL
and PEG–PAA/PLL systems. The Rcorona of PEG–
PAA/PLL was dependent on the length of the PAA
segments and decreased with an increase in the length

of the PAA segments, although the Rcorona of PEG–
PAA/PEG–PLL remained constant in spite of any
change in the FPEG values with the PD of the PAA
segment. The corona thickness may be determined
from the balance between the FPEG and the Rcore

values related to the curvature of the core. An increase
in the FPEG and the Rcore values oppositely influence
the conformation of the PEG segments. Higher FPEG

values induce a more elongated conformation to
prevent the overlap of each PEG segment. On the other
hand, a decrease in the Rcore results in an increase in
the curvature, allowing the PEG density in the corona
layer to effectively decrease in the radial direction. For
both the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL and the PEG–PAA/
PLL systems, a decrease in the length of the PAA
segment in PEG–PAA results in the increased FPEG

value and the decreased Rcore value. Consequently,
the opposite effects of the chain elongation and relax-
ation concomitantly work for the PEG segments.
However, the change in the Rcore values with the length
of the charged segment of the block copolymer is more
drastic for the PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL system than for
the PEG–PAA/PLL system regardless of a similar
trend in FPEG for both systems. For the PEG–PAA/
PEG–PLL system, the effects of both an increased
curvature because of the decreased Rcore values and
an increased FPEG value may compensate each other
with a decrease in the length of the charged segment.
On the other hand, in the case of the PEG–PAA/
PLL system with a decreasing length of the PAA
segment, the effect of an increased FPEG may be more
significant than the effect of the increased curvature.
Consequently, the Rcorona value corresponding to the
end-to-end distance of the PEG strands in the corona
increased with a decrease in the length of the PAA
segment in PEG–PAA.

Fig. 2 Change in core radius and corona thickness with an
increase in the PD of PAA segment in PEG–PAA. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 PEG density at core–corona interface. (View this art
in color at www.dekker.com.)
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CHAIN-LENGTH RECOGNITION[11]

Molecular recognition and the resulting supramole-
cular assembly have received considerable attention
in chemistry, biology, and applied fields. Carefully
designed chemical architectures promote a precise
molecular recognition, often leading to an assembly
process. A common strategy to form supramolecular
assemblies is the construction of spatially ordered net-
works of noncovalently bonded constituent molecules.
Most of the studies in this area to date have focused on
the design of spatially ordered structures where small
differences in the steric factors of the constituent mole-
cules significantly affect the thermodynamic stability
and assembly of the system. Molecular recognition
by length has been found to occur in the complexation
process from the PEG–PAA and PEG–PLL systems.

The recognition of specific chain lengths upon the
PIC micelle formation was directly confirmed by gel
filtration chromatography (GFC) (Fig. 4). The gel
filtration of the 1 : 1 mixture of PEG–PAA having
different PAA lengths (the PDs of the PAA segments
were 18 and 78, and code names were A-18 and
A-78; based on content of Asp residue) provided a
chromatogram with two clearly separated peaks corre-
sponding to A-18 (elution volume: 17.4ml) and A-78
(elution volume: 15.3ml), respectively (Fig. 4A). A
given amount of PEG–PLL having PLL with a PD
of 18 (C-18) was then added to this mixture so as to
neutralize 0.5 equivalents of Asp units in the solution.

Complete disappearance of the A-18 peak from the
chromatogram was observed, with the remaining A-
78 peak totally intact without any change in the peak
intensity (Fig. 4B). The peak corresponding to the
PIC micelle was clearly observed in the exclusion
volume of the chromatogram. Also, the chemical
composition of the fractionated PIC micelle was deter-
mined by 1H NMR in D2O containing 1.0M NaCl,
and the molar ratios for the Asp and Lys residues
([Asp]/[Lys]) in the PIC micelles were determined to
be 1.0, and the observed ratio of PEG to the Asp
and Lys residues was consistent with the calculated
ratio assuming that the micelle exclusively includes
the paired A-18 and C-18. Furthermore, the addition
of PEG–PLL having PLL with a PD of 78 (C-78) to
the mixture of A-18 and A-78 results in complete
selection of A-78 as shown in Fig. 4C. The NMR
analysis of the micelle fraction also revealed that the
PIC micelle formation exclusively involves only A-78
and C-78. Thus, a pair of oppositely charged block
copolymers exclusively selects matching partners with
the same length of charged segments upon micellization.

Fig. 4 The GFC chromatograms for the mixture of PEG–

PAA and PEG–PLL for varying combinations [(A) is the
mixture of A-18 and A-78. (B) is PEG–PAAmixture (A) added
C-18. (C) is PEG–PAA mixture (A) added C-78.] (From
Ref.[11].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Schematic model for chain-length dependent recogni-
tion through the formation of PIC micelles. (From Ref.[11].)
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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As described above, the Mw,app values were quite
different between the length-matched pairs and
unmatched pairs of PEG–PAA/PEG–PLL. Although
the matched pairs of PEG–PAA and PEG–PLL
formed core–corona type multimolecular assemblies,
i.e., PIC micelles, the unmatched pairs of PEG–PAA
and PEG–PLL showed the formation of minimal
charge-neutralized polyion complexes that were unable
to grow further into larger PIC micelles (Fig. 5).
Polymer complexes formed between unmatched pairs
should be less stable than those formed with matched
pairs, and consequently, in the competitive condition
of coexisting matched and unmatched pairs, only the
matched pairs form bimolecular complexes that grow
into PIC micelles. The remaining block copolymers
of unmatched length are left in the isolated form.

The key determinant in this recognition process is the
strict phase separation between the PEG corona and
PIC core domain, requiring regular alignment of the
molecular junctions between PEG and charged segments
at the interface of the two domains. Requirements for
charge stoichiometry (neutralization) in the core is
another essential factor in this recognition process. This
eventually determines the number ratio of the partici-
pating polyanions and polycations in the core and
restricts the spatial arrangement of segments in the core.

CONCLUSIONS

We reviewed the preparation and physicochemical
properties of PIC micelles in an aqueous medium.
We first reported PIC micelles as a novel polymeric
micelle system in 1995, using a pair of oppositely
charged block copolymers. Since then, the research
on the physicochemical characteristics of the PIC
micelles continued in several research groups. An
interesting feature of the PIC micelles, chain-length
recognition, was found through fundamental studies.
The length-selection property demonstrated with these
flexible ionomer polymer strands provides a new
approach for controlling the supramolecular assembly.
Furthermore, PIC micelles have received considerable
attention not only from fundamental viewpoints, but
also in applied fields. In particular, the applications
of PIC micelles in the biomedical field, including non-
viral gene vectors have been previously reviewed.[12]

Research continues on preparation and characteriza-
tion of PIC micelles obtained from various combina-
tions of polyelectrolytes.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer colloids with metal nanoparticles is a fast-

developing field of nanoscience and nanotechnology as

encapsulation of metal inside the polymer—or, vice versa,

formation of polymer inside the nanocomposite colloids—

show a promise for exciting applications: catalytic,

optical, magnetic. Metal or semiconductor nanoparticles

can be 1) formed inside the polymer colloids (block

copolymer micelles, dendrimers, or other functionalized

polymer colloids); 2) positioned on the outer surface of

the polymer colloids; or 3) polymer layer can be formed or

adsorbed on the preformed nanoparticle surface. This

entry discusses the above routes to prepare polymer

nanocomposite colloids considering possible advantages

and disadvantages of different methods. The major

methods to characterize composition and structure of

these nanomaterials include those used for polymer

colloid characterization and metal nanoparticle assess-

ment. Some methods allow gathering information on both

polymer and nanoparticle structure; some methods are

very specific for nanoparticle characterization. Transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) is widely used to

characterize both polymer colloids and metal (semicon-

ductor) nanoparticles; the latter especially provide high

electron contrast. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) is used

to determine the sizes of small particles and to charac-

terize their inner structure. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is

used for crystalline nanoparticles to determine their

structure and mean particle size. Scattering techniques,

small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small angle

neutron scattering (SANS), can be used both for polymer

colloid and nanoparticle assessment. The latter is possible

if polymer structure does not change after particle

formation so scattering from polymer particles can be

subtracted. If this is not the case, anomalous SAXS is

employed because it allows one to establish nanoparticle

size and particle size distribution independently of

changes in the nanostructured polymer. Spectroscopic

techniques are often used to characterize nanoparticles

because properties are dependent on nanoparticle size

(Au, Ag, semiconductor nanoparticles). In the sections

below, examples of polymer colloid and nanoparticle

characterization are presented.

NANOPARTICLE FORMATION
INSIDE POLYMER COLLOIDS

Nanoparticle Formation in Block
Copolymer Micelles

Amphiphilic block copolymers form micelles in selective

solvents (a good solvent only for one block), yet the size

and shape of micelles depend on the block chemical

structure, molecular weight of each block, and solvent

type.[1,2] Block copolymer micelles can be treated as

polymer colloids being in dynamic equilibrium with

unimers (individual macromolecules in solution) and with

each other, which results in exchange between micelles.

Although this exchange is a slow process for block co-

polymer systems compared to surfactant micelles, this can

ensure very useful properties (ability to assemble and

disassemble in certain conditions can play very important

role for some ‘‘delivery’’ applications) or demonstrate a

disadvantage, as it can facilitate metal-species exchange

between polymer colloids.

Depending on the structure of the block copolymer,

nanoparticles can be formed both in the micelle core

(when the core is functionalized, while corona is not) or in

the corona, when the core is not functionalized.

Nanoparticle formation in the micelle core

If the block containing the functional groups (able to react

with metal compounds, giving complexes or salts) forms

the micelle core, it can be loaded with a corresponding

metal compound (by incorporating the metal compound in

the block copolymer solution) and can further serve as a

nanoreactor for nanoparticle formation. In so doing, be-

cause the core-forming block is not soluble in a selective

solvent, the micelle core can be treated like a quasi solid,

thus additionally stabilizing the nanoparticles. Examples

of ‘‘functional’’ blocks are polyvinylpyridines [P2(4)VP],

polymethacrylic and polyacrylic acids (PMAA and PAA),

polybutadiene (PB), polyisoprene (PI), and others. A block

containing no functional groups but providing solubility

and micelle stability in the solution should form the mi-

celle corona. These can be polystyrene (PS), poly(eth-

ylene oxide) (PEO), polyisobutylene (PIB), etc.
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The synthesis of metal or semiconductor nanoparticles

in the cores of amphiphilic block copolymer micelles was

almost simultaneously reported by several research

groups.[3–7] The metal nanoparticle formation in PS-b-

P4VP block copolymer micelles demonstrated the strong

dependence of nanoparticle morphology on the type of

reducing agent. When a sluggish reducing agent is used,

one nanoparticle per micelle (‘‘cherry-like’’ morphology)

can be formed if there is no exchange between micelles

(e.g., the micelle is cross-linked).[8] Fast reduction leads to

the formation of many small particles per micelle (‘‘rasp-

berry-like’’ morphology), which is considered to be pref-

erable for catalytic applications (Fig. 1).[9] Using block

copolymer micelle cores as nanoreactors allows synthesis

of monometallic and bimetallic nanoparticles, yet bime-

tallic particle morphology depends on a metal pair,[10] i.e.,

on the ability of metal species to be reduced in particular

conditions. For the Pd–Au pair, core–shell particles are

formed with a gold core and a palladium shell. For Pd–Pt

pair, cluster-in-cluster particles are obtained. These

different morphologies significantly change the catalytic

properties of such systems although the nanoparticle sizes

are similar.[10]

Co nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes can be

prepared either by incorporation of CoCl2 in the PS-b-

P2VP micelles followed by reduction or by thermal

decomposition of Co2(CO)8 species embedded in the

micelle cores.[11] Stable suspensions of superparamag-

netic cobalt nanoparticles were also prepared in poly-

(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) carrier fluids in the presence

of poly[dimethylsiloxane-block-(3-cyanopropyl)methylsi-

loxane-block-dimethylsiloxane] (PDMS-b-PCPMS-b-

PDMS) triblock copolymers as steric stabilizers.[12] Simi-

lar to PS-b-P2VP, these copolymers formed micelles in

toluene and served as nanoreactors for thermal decompo-

sition of the Co2(CO)8 precursor. The nitrile groups on the

PCPMS central blocks are thought to adsorb onto the

particle surface, while the PDMS end blocks protrude into

the reaction medium to provide steric stability. Adjusting

the cobalt-to-copolymer ratio can control the particle size.

Transmission electron microscopy shows nonaggregated

cobalt nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution and the

particles are evenly surrounded with copolymer covering.

The formation of iron oxide particles in cross-linked

block copolymer micelles is described in Ref. [13]. A

polyisoprene-block-poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methacrylate)-

block-poly(tert-butyl acrylate), PI-b-PCEMA-b-PtBA,

forms spherical micelles in THF/hexane mixture with 65%

volume fraction of the latter. The micelles consist of a PI

corona, a solvent-insoluble PCEMA shell, and a PtBA

core. Their structure is locked in by photo-cross-linking

the PCEMA shell to yield nanospheres (Fig. 2). Similar to

Fig. 2 Preparation of water-dispersible magnetic nanoparticles.

Photolysis cross-links the PCEMA shell (gray to dark). The PI

corona chains are made water-soluble by hydroxylating the double

bonds (wavy lines to free-hand lines). The core is made inorganic

compatible by removing the tert-butyl groups (light gray to

gridded pattern). Soaking the nanospheres in aqueous FeCl2
enables proton exchange by Fe2 + (slant to vertical grids) and the

Fe2 + ions are precipitated and oxidized to yield cubic g-Fe2O3

magnetic particles using NaOH and H2O2 (last step). (From

Ref. [13] Copyright 2000 by the American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 1 Electron micrographs of Pd colloids synthesized in PS-

b-P4VP block copolymer micelles via reduction with hydrazine

(top) and NaBH4 (bottom). (From Ref. [9] Copyright 1997 by

the American Chemical Society.)
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core cross-linking, this approach prevents exchange

between micelles. The nanospheres were made water-

dispersible by hydroxylating the PI double bonds. The

core was made compatible with inorganic species by

removing the tert-butyl groups of PtBA. The possibility

of using such nanospheres as nanoreactors for inorganic

nanoparticle preparation was demonstrated by incorpo-

rating iron salt and formation of iron oxide magnetic

particles in the cores (Fig. 3).

As seen from the above examples, many amphiphilic

block copolymers form micelles with a functionalized

core in the organic medium. When aqueous solutions are

preferred, the choice of block copolymers is very limited

and metal particle formation is normally more complicat-

ed as the pH of the medium should be taken into

consideration. A few examples of such block copolymers

include P2VP-b-PEO and PB-b-PEO,[14,15] yet the former

block copolymer micellization depends on the pH val-

ue:[16] At pH below 5, P2VP-b-PEO becomes molecularly

soluble in water. At the same time, decrease of pH of the

P2VP-b-PEO micellar solution after incorporation of

metal compounds or metal nanoparticle formation results

in no micelle decomposition although the micelle density

decreases. In the case of PB-b-PEO, micelles formed in

water are very dense, so they successfully fulfill two roles:

They serve as nanoreactors for Pd, Pt, and Rh nanoparticle

formation (Fig. 4) and as metal-particle-containing tem-

plates for mesoporous silica casting.[15]

If the P2VP block is a middle block in PS-b-P2VP-b-

PEO triblock copolymer, the ‘‘layered,’’ well-defined

micelles are formed in water with the PS core, P2VP shell,

and PEO corona.[17] Here the P2VP shell serves as a

nanoreactor for gold nanoparticle formation. As the shell

is formed by the pH-sensitive P2VP block, the authors

believe that this system can be useful for encapsulation

and/or release of active species. However, one should

remember that after metal particle formation, this block

loses its ability to dissolve at low pH.[14] So this property

can be hardly realized in this system if nanoparticles or

metal complexes are formed in the P2VP shell.

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopic images of PI-b-

PCEMA-b-PtBA nanospheres at each stage in the synthesis: (a)

after PCEMA cross-linking and PI hydroxylation (stained with

OsO4 overnight); (b) after removal of tert-butyl groups (stained

with OsO4 over a weekend); and (c) after Fe2O3 loading (no

staining). (From Ref. [13] Copyright 2000 by the American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 4 Transmission electron microscopic image of Pt

nanoparticles prepared in PB-b-PEO micelles by NaBH4

reduction. (From Ref. [15] Copyright 1999 by the American

Chemical Society.)
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The formation of spherical assemblies of CdS-contain-

ing block copolymer reverse micelles in aqueous solution

was reported in Ref. [18]. These stable assemblies were

formed by slow addition of water to mixtures of the

reverse micelles formed by PS-b-PAA and single PS-b-

PAA chains. Large compound micelles (LCMs) with

quantum-confined CdS nanoparticles dispersed through-

out a spherical PS stabilized in water by a layer of

solubilized hydrophilic chain matrix were obtained. The

size of the CdS particles (approximately 3 nm) is

determined by the ionic block length of the block

copolymer forming the reverse micelle (Fig. 5). The for-

mation of LCMs was found to depend on the amount of

the added stabilizing copolymer. This method allows

transferring the CdS nanoparticles formed in the micelle

cores in organic medium to aqueous medium without

loss of stability and nanoparticle aggregation.

Block copolymer micelle coronas

Nanoparticles can be synthesized in the corona of

amphiphilic block copolymer micelles. However, if the

corona is functionalized, addition of a metal salt can result

in immediate formation of large aggregates because of the

interaction between micelles and their precipitation; thus

this method can be used only in very dilute solutions. If

the corona does not contain groups able to coordinate with

metal compounds, particle stabilization can be ensured

because of the hydrophobic interactions with the hydro-

phobic core. This feature was used when synthesis of Pd,

Pt, Ag, and Au nanoparticles was performed in aqueous

solutions of PS-b-PEO and PS-b-PMAA by reduction of

the corresponding salts in block copolymer solu-

tions.[19,20] However, the stability of such systems, solely

provided by the hydrophobic interactions with the PS

core, is not satisfactory. On the other hand, accessibility of

particles in the micelle coronas can be favorable from the

viewpoint of catalytic applications.

Enhanced stabilization in the micelle coronas was

achieved when hybrid micelles consisting of PS-b-PEO

and surfactants were formed.[21–23] Surfactant hydropho-

bic tails were expected to penetrate the PS core while

surfactant head groups are located on the micelle core

surface or in its vicinity. As shown in Fig. 6, exchange of

surfactant counterions for ions of interest would lead to

saturation of the core with the given ions. Dynamic light

scattering (DLS) and sedimentation in an ultracentrifuge

showed that incorporation of positively or negatively

charged surfactants results in increase of size and weight

of micelles and micellar clusters up to a certain surfactant

concentration (which is different for different surfactants).

Further increase of surfactant loading (as a rule, above

critical micelle concentration for surfactants) results in a

moderate decrease of micelle size and weight. Incorpo-

ration of surfactant was found to increase the mobility of

the PS core and to decrease the mobility of surfactant tails.

Both these facts proved comicellization of block copoly-

mer molecules and cationic or anionic surfactants. Ion

exchange of surfactant counterions in the PS-b-PEO/CPC

(cetyl pyridinium chloride) system for PtCl6
2� or PdCl4

2�

ions results in saturation of micellar structures with Pt or

Pd ions. Subsequent reduction of metal-containing hybrid

micellar systems PS-b-PEO/CPC/MXn with NaBH4 or

H2 leads to the formation of metal nanoparticles mainly

located within the micelles. The morphology and stability

of Pd and Pt nanoparticles synthesized in these systems

depends on the metal compound loading and the type of a

reducing agent. NaBH4 reduction leads to decomposition

Fig. 5 Transmission electron microscopic images of spherical

aggregates in LCM, with Pd/Pt shadowing (A) and without

shadowing (B). The dark particles inside the spheres are CdS

nanoparticles. (From Ref. [22] Copyright 1998 by the American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 6 Schematic image of the PS-b-PEO/SDS micelle. (From

Ref. [22] Copyright 2000 by Academic Press.)
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of micellar clusters and formation of micelles with em-

bedded nanoparticles. These systems display exceptional

stability (for years) if metal salt loading does not exceed

1.24�10�2 M. Hydrogen reduction results in metal

nanoparticle formation both in micelles and micellar clus-

ters (micelle aggregates), so stability of colloidal solutions

is ensured at metal salt concentration of less than

3.36�10�3 M. Rh nanoparticles with diameters of 2–3

nm have been obtained in the hybrid micelles formed

by PS-b-PEO anionic surfactants: sodium dodecylsulfate

(SDS) or sodium dodecylbenzosulfonate (SDBS) using Rh

cations [Rh(Py)4Cl2]+ (Fig. 7). As found, nanoparticle size

does not depend on the type of reducing agent (contrary to

the nanoparticles formed in other block copolymer solu-

tions),[4,14] but depends on the type of metal.[21–23] This

could be governed by the strong interaction of surfactant

head groups with growing nanoparticles.

Thus incorporation of surfactants in the block copoly-

mer micelles containing no functional groups allows re-

liable stabilization of metal nanoparticles of 2–6 nm in

size. Using both cationic and anionic surfactants allows

one to explore an infinite variety of metal ions and to

prepare different kinds of nanoparticles. The disadvantage

of these systems is a lack of the direct methods to tune the

particle size.

Nanoparticle Formation in Dendrimers

The most commonly used and studied dendrimers (com-

mercially available) are poly(amidoamines) (PAMAM),

whose structure is presented in Ref. [24]. By varying the

dendrimer size (dendrimer generation) and metal com-

pound loading, one can vary the size of nanoparticles.

Dendrimers were used for stabilization of gold and silver

nanoparticles with subsequent self-assembling of metal-

containing dendrimers on the surface with monolayer

formation.[25] Poly(amidoamine) dendrimers with termi-

nal hydroxyl groups were used as templates and stabilizers

for controlled synthesis of monodisperse, catalytically

active nanoparticles.[26] In the first step, metal ions were

absorbed by the dendrimer as a result of the formation of

metal complexes with amino groups. Subsequent reduc-

tion results in the formation of metal nanoparticles

encapsulated in the dendrimers. For hydroxyl-terminated

dendrimers, a deficiency of metal exchange between

dendrimer molecules provides very narrow particle size

distribution and subtle control over nanoparticle growth:

The nanoparticle size is exactly determined by the amount

of metal atoms loaded in the dendrimer. These metal-

containing dendrimers are water-soluble and very stable

(no precipitation is observed for months). It is considered

that a metal particle is formed in the cavity of the

dendrimer. This location provides a certain stabilization of

the particles. At the same time, the presence of functional

(amino) groups allows additional stabilization of nano-

particles. Metal particle formation resembles the growth

of nanoparticles in the cross-linked cores of block

copolymer micelles when exchange between micelles

does not occur. If PAMAM contains surface (terminal)

amino groups, exchange between dendrimer molecules

Fig. 7 Transmission electron micrographs of Rh nanoparticles

formed in the PS-b-PEO/SDS system. (From Ref. [22].

Copyright 2000 by Academic Press.)

Fig. 8 Electron micrographs of gold colloids and histograms of

particle size distribution at molar ratio of surface amino group of

G5 and HAuCl4: 1:1 (top) and 4:1 (bottom). (From Ref. [27]

Copyright 1998 by the American Chemical Society.)
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results in a broader particle size distribution than for

PAMAM with terminal hydroxyl groups (Fig. 8).[27]

Dendrimer generation is an important factor to influ-

ence the particle characteristics.[28] Gold colloid forma-

tion upon reduction of a gold salt precursor in protonated

PAMAM was studied to follow the influence of reaction

conditions and dendrimer generation on the resulting

polymer nanocomposite colloids.[29] Methods such as

TEM, SANS, and SAXS show that the gold particles are

formed inside the dendrimer and located offset from the

center (probably in a dendrimer cavity). Lower generation

dendrimers aggregate when nanoparticles are formed.

Dendrimers of generation 6–9 can template one gold

nanoparticle per dendrimer molecule; the number of gold

atoms added per dendrimer determines the particle size.

These data well agree with those described in Ref. [26].

For generation 10, multiple smaller gold particles per den-

drimer were observed and dendrimers aggregated (Fig. 9).

Poly(propyleneimine) dendrimers with stearyl end

groups, combining both hydrophilic and hydrophobic

moieties, were also used for metal particle formation.[30]

These dendrimers form inverse micelles in toluene. While

the initial dendrimers have a spherical structure with a

collapsed core, solubilization of metal salt hydrate leads

to the formation of cylindrical multidendrimer structures

with swollen, metal-salt-filled dendrimer cores. When the

gold salt inside the dendrimers is reduced to form col-

loidal particles, the cylindrical structure breaks up and

spherical nanoparticles are formed. In so doing, the

particle sizes are larger than would be expected if the

gold-salt loading of one dendrimer formed one particle,

indicating that the ions from several dendrimers are com-

bined. Apparently, dendrimers of this kind provide no

control over nanoparticle growth. In addition, these den-

drimer aggregates, although resembling block copolymer

micelles, are less defined and more complex. So advan-

tages of such amphiphilic dendrimers are not evident.

Along with metal particles, a number of semiconductor

particles, CdS,[31–33] CdSe,[34] and complex core–shell

CdSe/ZnS,[32] were successfully prepared in dendrimers.

The absorption and emission of the CdS/PAMAM

(hydroxylated) systems are a function of the generation

of the dendrimer that is related to the dependence of

nanoparticle size on dendrimer generation and the

dependence of optical properties on a semiconductor

nanoparticle size.[32]

Aqueous assemblies of adamantyl-derivatized poly-

(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimers and b-cyclodextrin

Fig. 9 Transmission electron micrograph of gold containing

G8 PAMAM (a) and G10 PAMAM (b) dendrimers obtained for

1:1 loading and slow reduction. In both cases, the dendrimers

have been stained with phosphotungstic acid. (From Ref. [29]

Copyright 2000 by the American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 10 Poly(propylene imine) dendrimer generations 1–5, solubilized by b-cyclodextrin. (From Ref. [35].)
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(b-CD) (Fig. 10) have been used as nanoreactors in the

preparation of gold and platinum nanoparticles in wa-

ter.[35] These particles have been formed by the reduction

of aurate or platinate anions in the presence of the

generation 4 (4_(b-CD)32) and 5 (5_(b-CD)40) assem-

blies (Fig. 11). Lower generation assemblies did not

provide stable nanoparticles. The authors believe that the

persistent shape of the adamantyl-derivatized dendrimers

and the dense shell of adamantyl–b-CD complexes

provide a kinetic barrier for nanoparticle escape, thus

prolonging their lifetime. However, particle size distribu-

tion inside b-CD-modified dendrimers is not particularly

narrow,[35] thus demonstrating poorer control over particle

size than in hydroxy-terminated PAMAM.

Nanoparticles in Polyelectrolyte Microgels

Microgels are gel spherical particles having diameters in a

nanometer range.[36,37] Internal cross-linking leads to

stability of their sizes and properties, while their size (in

nanometer range) ensures formation of colloidal solutions.

When these microgels are formed by polyelectrolytes,

Fig. 11 Transmission electron microscopic images of gold (top) and platinum (bottom) nanoparticles stabilized by the 5� (b-CD)40

assembly and size distributions of colloids stabilized by 4� (b-CD)32 and 5� (b-CD)40 (amine/metal=2:1, H2O, T=25�C). (From Ref. [35].)
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they contain charged groups allowing ion exchange and

solubilization in water. This allows considering microgels

as nanoreactors for controlling nanoparticle growth. Gold

nanoparticle formation was studied in microgels based on

sulfonated PS.[38] Morphologies of nanoparticles formed

are strongly determined by the degree of microgel cross-

linking. The higher the cross-linking density, the higher

the probability of the formation of spherical particles

embedded in the microgels. The other key factor is the

type of reducing agent. Fast reduction (NaBH4) in water

leads to gold nanoparticles of 4.5 nm in diameter located

in microgels. If NaBH4 is added in alkaline solution (0.1 N

NaOH), it slows the reduction and results in 7-nm

nanoparticles forming long ‘‘threads.’’ Yet only 20% of

microgels contain nanoparticles. Thus slow nucleation

allows Au clusters and ions to migrate out of microgel

areas where aggregation easily occurs. High-resolution

TEM allows determining that particles grow from one

nucleus and the microgel environment governs the par-

ticle shape. In a similar fashion, Pd and Pt nanoparticles

have been grown in microgels. These metal-particle-con-

taining microgels were also used as cotemplates (along

with amphiphilic PS-b-PEO block copolymers) for meso-

porous silica formation.[39] Here microgels play a dual

role: They are nanoreactors for metal particle formation

and pore-forming templates when mesoporous materials

are formed.

Nanoparticle Formation in Functionalized
Polysilsesquioxane Colloids

Synthesis of functionalized polysilsesquioxane based on

hydrolytic condensation of functionalized silanes was

recently described in Ref. [40]. Using N-(6-aminohex-

yl)aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (AHAPS) as a precursor,

well-defined colloidal particles composed of a nearly fully

condensed poly(aminohexyl)(aminopropyl)silsesquioxane

(PAHAPS) were synthesized. According to solid state 29Si

CP-MAS (cross-polarization magic angle spinning) nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR), PAHAPS structure

contains mainly C-SiO3/2 species. The sizes of PAHAPS

colloids vary in the range 10–200 nm and depend on the

reaction conditions: pH, solvent, and AHAPS concentra-

tion (Fig. 12). When hydrolytic condensation is carried

out in water with no HCl added, self-assembling of

AHAPS tails results in the formation of lamellar ordering

with Bragg spacing of about 3.0 nm, which matches to two

layers of fully extended AHAPS tails. When PAHAPS is

fully or partially protonated (HCl is added to water), no

ordering occurs. Similarly disordered structures are

formed in THF, which is a good solvent for AHAPS

tails. Unlike water, THF also facilitates cross-linking

between colloids, so the colloids are attached to each

other. Interaction of PAHAPS colloids with Pt and Pd

salts followed by chemical reduction results in the

formation of discrete metal nanoparticles stabilized within

the colloids even at metal content of 30–45 wt.% (Fig. 13).

The particle size depends on the type of metal compound

and, in some cases, on type of the reducing agent. Particles

formed after reduction of K2PtCl4 within PAHAPS

measure ca. 1–2 nm in diameter when the fast reducing

agent (NaBH4) is reduced. With the sluggish reducing

agent (hydrazine-hydrate), both small particles of 1.5 nm

and larger particles with diameters of 2.5–4.0 nm are

formed. When metal precursor is K2PtCl6, very narrowly

distributed particles measuring about 1.5 nm are formed

for both types of reducing agents. Apparently, particle
Fig. 12 Transmission electron microscopic image of PAHAPS

colloids obtained in water at a precursor concentration of 17 wt.%.

Fig. 13 Transmission electron microscopic image of Pt

nanoparticles formed in protonated PAHAPS prepared in water

at a concentration of 1.5 wt.%.
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nucleation does not influence the particle size when mass

transfer of the PtCl6
2� ions is restricted. Poly(aminohex-

yl)(aminopropyl)silsesquioxane colloids form very strong

elastic films because of the intercolloid interactions that

makes possible the formation of freestanding films and

coatings of different thicknesses on various supports.

Another interesting feature of these particles is that

dendrites differing in size and shape are observed to

form from aqueous solutions containing PAHAPS col-

loids loaded with metal salts or metal nanoparticles

(Fig. 14).[40] While formation of dendrites is common for

a number of salts or metals,[41,42] it has not been reported

so far for colloidal particles or nanoparticle-loaded

colloidal systems. Because the size and shape of the den-

drites produced here can be easily controlled, metal-

loaded PAHAPS may be suggested as catalytically active

membranes in which select surface coverage is important.

Another possible application for PAHAPS loaded with

metal nanoparticles is as a conductive layer between two

surfaces, as described elsewhere[43] for pure Pd dendrite

crystals. At the same time, unlike pure metals, metal-loaded

PAHAPS possesses a number of practical advantages,

including lower cost and greater structural stability.

Another precursor of interest for synthesis of polymer

colloids using sol–gel reaction is octadecyldimethyl(3-

trimethoxysilylpropyl)ammonium chloride (ODMACl).

The hydrolytic condensation of this precursor both in

acidic and basic solutions results in the formation of

colloidal particles showing lamellar ordering with Bragg

spacing d of about 3.6 nm. This Bragg spacing is signif-

icantly smaller than two layers of extended ODMACl

tails, so one can assume either tilting of ODMACl chains

(they are not perpendicular to the lamellar surface) or

interpenetration of the tails of the two layers (or both).

As the PODMACl colloids are much larger than twice the

d spacing, they should have a multilamellar structure.

Because PODMACl colloids contain ionic groups in their

tails, they can be subjected to ion exchange that results in

replacement of Cl� ions for ions of interest: PdCl4
2�,

PtCl6
2�, AuCl4

�. The subsequent reduction leads to

metal nanoparticle formation within PODMACl colloids.

Moreover, independently of reducing agent type, lamel-

lar ordering is preserved, while particle size and shape

strongly depend on the nucleation rate. With NaBH4,

narrowly distributed spherical particles with a mean

diameter of �2 nm are obtained. When nucleation is

slow, particle growth is directed by the lamellar ordering,

so rod-like particles of 2�13 nm are formed and their

positioning is well regulated by the ordered structure. This

suggests new opportunities for growing rod-like particles

derived from different metal or semiconductors within

ordered polymeric colloids. Such materials can be

promising for tailoring optical, magnetic, and electrical

properties of nanocomposites by tuning the particle shape.

NANOPARTICLES FORMED ON THE
POLYMER COLLOID SURFACE

Micrometer and submicrometer Au-shell PS latex beads

have been prepared by combining the self-assembly and

seeding methods.[44] The PS beads are first covered with

positively charged poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) via electro-

static interaction and hydrogen bonding; then, the Au shell

is formed via the reaction of PEI–PS with NH2OH and

HAuCl4. This method allows efficient control of the gold

coverage and leads to relatively stable products. Using

TEM, formation of Au clusters and gold nanoparticles on

the surface of the PS beads was confirmed. The results

suggest that the PEI polymer chains are probably stretched

out on the surface of the PS beads. The UV–visible

extinction spectrum for gold-covered particles is signif-

icantly affected by the plasmon resonance absorption.

For preparation of Au-shell magnetic particles, sulfo-

nated polystyrene beads were first exchanged with Fe2 +

ions under N2 gas flow and then treated with NaOH

solution. The last stage involves heating the beads at

100�C for 1 h. Iron oxide layer was later covered with

a gold shell as described for Au shell/PS colloids.

Self-assembled structures of Au-covered particles were

induced by an external magnetic field.[44] This conductive

grid was suggested for use as a tunable polarizer for

microwaves and milliwaves, as the conducting lines that

can be switched into a nonconductive state by an external

field. Waveguides for plasmon, i.e., excitation of the

plasmon resonance at one end of the lines and detection at

the other end, is another interesting application.
Fig. 14 Transmission electron microscopic image of dendrites

formed by PAHAPS colloids filled with Pd nanoparticles.
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Well-dispersed Ag nanoparticles were formed in situ

on the surface of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide, PNI-

PAAm)-coated polystyrene microspheres.[45] The sur-

face-grafted PNIPAAm chains serve both as steric

stabilizers to prevent the flocculation of the polystyrene

particles and interact with silver salts with subsequent

adsorption of the forming Ag nanoparticles onto the

surfaces of the microspheres. By varying the concentra-

tions of initiator and silver nitrate, the particle sizes and

distributions for both Ag nanoparticles and polystyrene

microspheres can be altered. As PNIPAAm is a well-

known, temperature-sensitive polymer, the PNIPAAm-

protected Pt colloids show unusual temperature depen-

dence of activity in the aqueous hydrogenation of allyl

alcohol, which can be explained by different density of

PNIPAAm layer at different temperatures. In addition, Pt

colloids on the microspheres show higher activity than the

commercial Pt/C catalyst and retain high activity on

recycling in the same reaction. Polystyrene microspheres

with silver nanoparticles can be used as the active

substrates for surface-enhanced Raman scattering, chem-

ical, electronic, and optical sensors, and photocatalysts for

solar energy conversion.

Another example of PS beads covered with nanopar-

ticles is described in Ref. [46]. Surface-functionalized PS

microbeads and nanobeads were prepared by grafting the

p-acetoxystyrene monomer during the last 30 min of the

fabrication of polystyrene bead core by emulsifier-free

emulsion polymerization followed by hydrolysis of the

acetoxy group by a base. The size of the resulting beads

is mostly dictated by the size of the core. Hydroxyl-

derivatized polystyrene microspheres have been used for

anchoring catalytically active silver and ruthenium nano-

particles. This was performed by adsorption of preformed

nanoparticles on the functionalized bead surface. The

bead formation, surface functionalization, and coating

with metal nanoparticles were studied using scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), TEM, energy dispersive X-

ray spectrometry (EDS), Fourier-transform IR spectrom-

etry, and Auger analysis.

NANOPARTICLES WITH ADSORBED
POLYMER LAYER

Any nanoparticle synthesis in polymer solution normally

results in the adsorption of polymer molecules on the

nanoparticle surface. Usually, these materials are not con-

sidered as metalled polymer colloids. Nevertheless, in

some cases including ones cited below, adsorption or

chemical interaction of polymers with nanoparticles is

accompanied with formation of a polymer layer of dif-

ferent nature than that used for nanoparticle synthesis.

Reduction of Pd, Pt, or Au ions in dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) solution by a p-conjugated poly(dithiafulvene)

(PDF) having strong electron-donating properties resulted

in the adsorption of oxidized polymer on the forming

nanoparticle surface, which protected the metal nanopar-

ticles (Fig. 15).[47] As found, all the DF units of PDF were

uniformly oxidized by electron transfer, which means

that they participated in the reduction, and resided on

the particle surface. The average size of the formed Pt

nanoparticles increased with the increases of the PDF

Fig. 15 Schematic illustration of the formation of the PDF-

protected metal nanoparticles via reduction of metal ions by the

p-conjugated, electron-donating PDF. (From Ref. [47] Copy-

right 2002 by the American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 16 Transmission electron microscopic image of PIB-

coated nanoparticles made with 80 g of Fe(CO)5 and 11 g of

PIB–TEPA (tetraethylenepentamine). (From Ref. [48] Copyright

2002 by the American Chemical Society.)
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concentration and reaction temperature. All of the Pt

nanoparticles formed at different temperatures showed

narrow size distribution, high dispersibility, and great

thermal stability.

Magnetic materials comprised of polymer–iron nano-

particle composites have been prepared by thermal

decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl in the presence of

ammonia and several types of polymeric dispersants.[48]

The nanoparticles consist of metallic cores, each of which

is coated with a strongly bound polymer layer (Fig. 16).

The polyisobutylene- and polyethylene-based dispersants

lead to more uniform particle sizes and the materials are

composed principally of individual core–shell particles.

Large, complex particles, formed by the aggregation of

smaller particles, as well as simple core–shell particles,

were obtained with polystyrene-based dispersants in 1-

methylnaphthalene. Aggregation leading to complex

particles was found to be a result of a mismatch between

the solubility parameters of the dispersant and the reaction

solvent. When the solvent was better matched with the

solubility parameter of polystyrene, simple core–shell

nanoparticles of fairly uniform size were obtained.

Electron diffraction revealed that the core material is

iron. High-resolution TEM showed highly ordered or

crystalline regions within the polymer shell, possibly

because of the dense packing of the strongly bound

dispersant chains (Fig. 17). Magnetic interactions between

particles cause formation of secondary structures such as

clusters, coils, loops, and strings of particles. The

nanocomposites can be dispersed in organic solvents or

cast as films. The polystyrene–iron composites are rigid

solids at room temperature but can be melted at

temperatures of 65–100�C. The nanoparticle composites

showed different magnetic behavior depending on the

particle size. Samples with the smallest particles proved to

be superparamagnetic but their saturation magnetizations

were low. Hysteresis was observed for materials with

larger particles, and the materials possessed larger

magnetizations. The magnetization was correlated with

the particle size where samples with larger particles

showed higher magnetizations. The samples with higher

iron contents, achieved using higher iron pentacarbonyl

loadings or by removing unbound polymer dispersant,

showed the highest magnetization.

CONCLUSION

This entry clearly shows several approaches to construct-

ing nanocomposite polymer colloids containing nanopar-

ticles. In all cases, polymer colloids are soluble in organic

or aqueous media (depending on the exterior of the

colloids) and retain solubility after nanoparticle forma-

tion. This key feature allows the formation of thin depos-

ited or freestanding films (the latter were obtained with

block copolymer micelles and functionalized polysilses-

quioxane colloids) that makes possible a number of im-

portant applications for nanolithography in optical and

magnetic materials. For catalytic applications, both

homogeneous (solutions) and heterogeneous systems

(after deposition on the support) proved to be promising

with the polymer colloids filled with nanoparticles. It is

worth mentioning that the polymer nanoenvironment

significantly changes the nanoparticle properties via mod-

ification of the nanoparticle surface with polymer groups;

therefore the choice of polymer type and structural

organization of polymer colloids play a crucial role in

material properties and should be taken into consideration

for specific material application.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer nanocomposites are composites with a polymer

matrix and a filler with at least one dimension less than

100 nm. The fillers can be plate-like (clays), high aspect

ratio nanotubes, and lower aspect ratio or equiaxed

nanoparticles. While some nanofilled composites (carbon

black[1] and fumed silica[2,3]-filled polymers) have been

used for over a century, in recent years the dedicated re-

search and development of nanofilled polymers has

greatly increased. This is due to our increased ability to

synthesize and manipulate a broad range of nanofillers

and significant investment by government and industry in

this field.

Current interest in nanocomposites has been generated

and maintained because nanoparticle and carbon nano-

tube-filled polymers exhibit unique combinations of

properties not achievable with traditional composites. For

example, the inclusion of equiaxed nanoparticles in ther-

moplastics, and particularly semicrystalline thermo-

plastics, increases the yield stress, the tensile strength, and

Young’s modulus[4] compared to pure polymer. Other

examples include scratch-resistant transparent amorphous

thermoplastic coatings.[5] These combinations of proper-

ties can be achieved because of the small size of the

fillers, the large surface area the fillers provide, and in

many cases the unique properties of the fillers themselves.

As will be shown, in many cases these large changes in the

material properties require small to modest nanofiller

loadings. Unlike traditional micron-filled composites,

these novel fillers often alter the properties of the entire

polymer matrix while, at the same time, imparting new

functionality because of their chemical composition and

nanoscale size.

This article will give a general introduction to polymer

nanocomposites and address what is unique to nanofillers

compared to traditional micron-scale fillers. The second

section will briefly address nanofiller surface modification

and the third will provide specific examples of mechani-

cal, electrical, and optical properties in nanoparticle-filled

polymers. The last section provides a detailed description

of the mechanical properties of nanotube-filled polymers

and a brief description of some electrical and optical

properties that have been reported.

WHAT MAKES NANOCOMPOSITES UNIQUE

The small size of nanofillers leads to several factors that

distinguish nanocomposites from traditional composites.

First of all, nanofillers are small mechanical, optical, and

electrical defects compared to micron-scale fillers. This

means that the addition of nanofillers to a polymer does

not necessarily lead to a decrease in the ductility of the

polymer and in some cases can increase it.[6,7] It also

means that below about 50 nm,[8] many fillers do not

scatter light significantly. Thus it is possible to make

composites with altered electrical or mechanical proper-

ties that maintain their optical clarity. Finally, as small

electrical defects, nanofillers do not concentrate electro-

magnetic fields as sharply as micron-scale fillers and in-

deed may act to trap charge and increase the electrical

breakdown strength of polymers.

Secondly, although many properties of a material are

said to be intrinsic, they often depend upon matter being

assembled above a critical length scale. When the nano-

particles decrease below this size, the properties of the

particles can differ significantly from the bulk material;

thus variations in melting temperature, color, magnetiza-

tion, and charge capacity are often observed.[9]

Third, the small size of the fillers leads to an excep-

tionally large interfacial area in the composites. Fig. 1a

shows the surface area per unit volume as a function of

particle size for spherical particles that are ideally dis-

persed. If one compares the surface area of a 10-mm car-

bon fiber to that of a 1-nm single-walled nanotube

(SWNT) for the same total volume of the two, the surface

area increases by a factor of 10,000. In addition (Fig. 1b),

the interparticle spacing decreases such that at small
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volume fractions of filler, the interparticle spacing is

similar to the radius of gyration of the polymer (�100 Å).

The high surface area becomes even more significant

when one considers that there is an interaction zone (IZ)

surrounding the filler. This is a region in which the

structure and properties have been altered because of the

presence of the filler. It could be a region of altered

chemistry, polymer conformation, chain mobility, degree

of cure, or crystallinity. This zone of affected polymer has

been approximated to be between 2 and 9 nm thick,[10] but

may be much larger. If we assume that this IZ is about

10 nm in thickness, then at 2.5 vol.% of a 20-nm equiaxed

nanoparticle well dispersed, 37% of the polymer has dif-

ferent properties from the bulk polymer. Therefore the IZ

can be a significant portion, if not the entire bulk, of the

matrix. Thus the nanofillers can alter the expected prop-

erties of the composite considerably.

An example of the influence of the IZ on behavior can

be seen by monitoring the glass transition temperature, Tg.

The Tg of a bulk part can be raised and lowered with the

addition of nanoparticles due to the immobilization of

polymer chains by the particles or, conversely, an increase

in polymer mobility due to noninteracting particles. Both

increasing[11–13] and decreasing[14,15] Tg cases have been

shown. The physical nature and extent of this IZ has re-

cently been probed through some recent work on multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs).[16] In this study, a

solvent processing method was used to make MWNT

polymer nanocomposites. Upon observation of the com-

posite fracture surface, a polymer layer was observed on

the nanotubes (Fig. 2) that had pulled out of the opposing

Fig. 1 (a) The surface area per unit volume as a function of

particle size for spherical particles showing the large surface

area in nanoparticles. (b) The interparticle spacing of nano-

particles arranged on a simple cubic lattice showing the

variation with particle size (15, 50, and 100 nm diameter) and

volume fraction.

Fig. 2 Polymer-coated nanotubes observed in the fracture

surface of MWNT reinforced polycarbonate composite. (From

Ref. [16].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Atomic force micrographs showing the change in

crystalline morphology for unfilled and nanofilled low-density

polyethylene, (a) neat-low density polyethylene, (b) low-density

polyethylene with 5 wt.% titania nanoparticles. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.) (From Ref. [18].)
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side of the fracture. This ‘‘sheath’’ was confirmed to be

polymer from the matrix, but with obviously altered

thermal and mechanical properties from the bulk. The

thickness of this interfacial layer increased with chemical

modification of the nanotubes.

Nanoparticles can also influence the polymerization,

curing, or crystallization aspects of polymer synthesis. For

example, nanoparticles can serve as nucleation sites in

semicrystalline polymers and result in changes in crys-

talline content and spherulite structure.[17] Fig. 3 shows an

AFM micrograph of unfilled polyethylene and nano-

particle-filled polyethylene. Note that in the case of the

nanofilled polyethylene, the crystalline structure is much

less organized.[18] Similar results have been seen in

polyethylene terephthalate (PET).[19]

SURFACE MODIFICATION OF NANOFILLERS

The nanoscale sizes and subsequently higher surface en-

ergies of nanofillers lead to some unique challenges in the

processing of these materials. The most critical of these

challenges is dispersion of the nanofiller. Any agglomer-

ation of the filler reduces the interfacial area in the com-

posites and thus reduces the opportunity to take advantage

of the unique nanofiller properties mentioned in the pre-

vious section. Thus aggregated nanoparticles are simply

micron fillers.

Controlling the size and degree of agglomeration of

nanoparticles is difficult due to their large radius of cur-

vature and subsequent increase in surface energy. As these

high surface area fillers tend to aggregate, silanes and

organotitanates are used extensively both to tailor the

particle surface properties to mimic the surrounding

matrix and to lower their surface energy and reduce their

tendency to agglomerate.[20–22] Other methods to alter the

surface properties of the nanoparticles include radiation

grafting,[23] chemical vapor deposition, and a host of

complicated synthesis procedures that attempt to polym-

erize polymer chains off of initiating agents coupled to the

surface.[24–26] An excellent review by Caruso[27] provides

an extensive background on the modification of nano-

particle surfaces. In addition to achieving better disper-

sion, these techniques control the nature of the interaction

between the nanofillers and the polymer and thus the

properties and size of the IZ.

Carbon nanotubes not only tend to agglomerate but are

often prepared in a bundle-like structure, as illustrated in

Fig. 4. In order to take advantage of their high surface area

for interacting with the polymer, the bundles have to be

separated into individual nanotubes. For MWNT this can

usually be accomplished with sonication.[28,29] For SWNT,

exfoliation is a more difficult process but progress is being

made.[30–34] The challenge is in exfoliating the bundles

without shortening the SWNT and introducing significant

numbers of defects. Once the nanotubes have been sepa-

rated, it is important to disperse them uniformly in the

polymer matrix, preventing agglomeration of nanotubes.

This is accomplished with functional groups which also

mediates the interaction of the nanotubes with the polymer.

Noncovalent surface modification of carbon nanotubes

includes all treatments that cause a change in the func-

tional groups that face the solvent (or the polymer),

without modifying the chemical nature of the nanotube.

The advantage of the noncovalent surface modification is

that the basic structure and hence the mechanical and

electrical properties of the tubes are not affected due to the

modification.[35] Noncovalent attachment is possible if

there is a secondary bonding between these groups and the

surface of the nanotube.[36,37] For example, wrapping of

the nanotubes by polymer chains, in particular conjugated

polymers, has been observed.[36,38–40]

Covalent attachment of chemical groups to the outer

wall of the nanotubes can occur particularly at defect sites.

One example is the attack of the defect sites by concen-

trated nitric acid, in order to form carboxylic acid

groups.[41] The reaction with nitric acid also eliminates the

catalysts that are left from the nanotubes preparation

process. This reaction has been applied on SWNT and

MWNT. The resultant carboxylated nanotubes can then be

further covalently modified by means of reactions based

on the carboxylic acid groups.[42,43] There are also other

variations of the chemical oxidation of carbon nanotubes

(for example, applying a mixture of sulfuric acid and

H2O2
[44]). The presence of carboxylic acid groups on the

nanotube walls enables various reactions for the further

attachment of functional groups.[43,45–50]

Other types of covalent surface modification of carbon

nanotubes are based on chemical reactions between the

Fig. 4 An SEM micrograph showing the bundled nature of

multiwalled carbon nanotubes grown using a chemical vapor

deposition process.
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carbon–carbon bond structures and specific reagents such

as fluorination[51] or on radical attachments.[52,53] These

reactions and many others[54–58] enable tailoring of the

nanofillers to the specific application and environment.

The potential for using surface modification to improve

the properties of nanotube-reinforced polymer composites

has just begun to be explored.

NANOPARTICLE-FILLED
POLYMER PROPERTIES

Nanoparticle fillers are relatively equiaxed with diameters

less than 100 nm (Fig. 5). Nanoparticles (carbon black)

have been used as fillers in polymers for the past century,

but the advent of new particle synthesis techniques has

made available industrial quantities of ceramic, piezo-

electric, metal, and even polymer nanoparticles for use in

polymer nanocomposite research. Synthesis of these

nanoparticles is accomplished using a variety of methods,

each with its own advantages and disadvantages.[59] This

section focuses mainly on the unique mechanical, thermal,

optical, and electrical properties obtained when nano-

particles are used as fillers in polymer systems.

Mechanical Properties

One of the primary reasons for adding fillers to polymers

is to improve mechanical performance. Traditional poly-

mer composites filled with micron-size fillers often show

improvements in stiffness and heat resistance in the form

of increases in modulus, yield strength, and glass transi-

tion temperature.[4,60] In micron-filled composites, un-

fortunately, this often comes at the cost of a substantial

reduction in ductility, and sometimes in impact strength,

because of stress concentrations caused by the fillers.

Well-dispersed nanofillers, on the other hand, are able to

improve modulus and strength, and to maintain or even

improve ductility because they are much smaller than the

critical crack size for polymers and need not initiate

failure. In addition, large amounts of traditional fillers are

often required to achieve the desired properties, often

diminishing the weight-savings gained in using low-den-

sity polymers.

Polymer nanocomposites have been shown to provide

unique combinations of mechanical and thermal proper-

ties often at very low filler weight fractions. For example,

dramatic improvements in the yield stress (30%) and

Young’s modulus (170%) have been shown in nanofilled

polypropylene compared to micron-filled polypropyl-

ene.[61] These composites also showed no decrease in the

strain-to-failure when filled with silica ranging from 7 to

40 nm in diameter (Fig. 6). In addition, nylon 6 filled with

50-nm silica particles displayed increases in tensile

strength (15%), strain-to-failure (150%), Young’s modu-

lus (23%), and impact strength (78%) with only 5 wt.%

nanoparticles.[62] In a rubbery polyurethane elastomer,

Petrovic and Zhang[63,64] found that a sixfold increase in

the elongation-at-break and a threefold increase in the

modulus were achievable with 40 wt.% 12-nm silica

compared to micron-size filler that embrittled the poly-

mer. Furthermore, the nanocomposites showed no reduc-

tion in transparency even at these relatively high loadings
Fig. 5 Typical poly-disperse oxide nanoparticles synthesized

in a forced gas condensation process.

Fig. 6 Stress–strain curves of a silica/polypropylene(PP)

nanocomposite with fillers of four different diameters (A300

and A130 = nanosilica-filled PP, PP100% = neat polymer, and

G735 = micron-filled PP). (From Ref. [4].)
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unlike the micron-size filled systems. In attempting to

modify an already two-phase system, Zhang et al.[65] filled

high impact polystyrene (HIPS) with nanoparticles and

showed increases in notched impact, tensile strength, and

elastic modulus of the blend. In a study by Ash et al., the

mode of yielding in polymethylmethacrylate, a brittle

thermoplastic polymer, was changed from dilatational

(craze) to shear by the incorporation of nanoparticles that

showed no affinity for the matrix polymer.[66] Extensions

as high as 80% but averaging 30% were routinely seen and

were accompanied by a necking phenomenon (Fig. 8).

The transition from crazing to shear yielding was hy-

pothesized to be due to poorly bonded nanoparticles that

are well dispersed in the polymer matrix. In this way, the

polymer was hypothesized to detach from the nano-

particles and deform in response to the tensile stress, thus

delocalizing the yield damage and preventing the typical

craze-to-fracture brittle failure.

The most dramatic increases in the modulus of nano-

composites occur in the region above the Tg. Often, these

increases are much greater (4000%) than those that occur

below Tg.[14,67] This is hypothesized to be due to the

creation of crosslinks, either temporary or permanent,

between nanoparticles and polymer which serve to in-

crease the plateau modulus. Indeed, the ability to strictly

control the size and surface activity of nanoparticles in

recent dynamic mechanical studies on silica/poly-

vinylacetate nanocomposites above the Tg has shed new

light on the nonlinear reinforcement behavior of rubbery

melts.[68] In this study, the modulus of the polymer

nanocomposite melt is shown to vary depending on the

imposition of a large or small amplitude strain. The

corresponding hypothesis concludes that the nanoparticles

act as centers for trapped, nonlabile polymer chains that

serve as temporary entanglements. In this work, the de-

struction and eventual recovery of the network offer an

alternative to the particle filler networks widely believed

to be responsible for the behavior known as the Payne

effect.[69]

Studies of the wear behavior of nanofilled polymer

composites have also demonstrated encouraging results.

In composites using micron-size fillers, the wear resist-

ance increases, but often the coefficient of friction does

as well. In silica/epoxy nanocomposites at low volume

fractions (�2 vol.%), however, sliding wear tests showed

that both the frictional coefficient and the specific wear

rate were lower than either the unfilled epoxy or epoxy

filled with micron-size fillers.[70] This is significant be-

cause most filled systems display the decreased wear rate,

but also show an increase in the friction coefficient.

Nanoparticles are theorized to be able to significantly

reduce wear rates because the wear mechanism changes

from severe abrasion wear to mild sliding wear. This is

due to the reduction in the angularity of the filler particles

and the fact that the transfer film, where abrasion is taking

place, can be strengthened because the nanoparticles

would have the capability of blending well with wear

particles. In addition, the material removal of nanopartic-

ulate composites is thought to be much milder than that

of conventional composites because the fillers have the

same size as the segments of the surrounding polymer

chains.[70]

The scratch resistance of nanocomposites is also im-

proved over their micron counterparts.[71] Ng et al.

reported that nano-TiO2-filled epoxy showed greater

scratch resistance with the scratch track being much

smoother than either the neat polymer or a micron-filled

system.[72] In addition, the depth and width of the scratch

track decreased in the nanofilled system. This behavior

has also been seen in alumina/gelatin nanocomposites.[73]

Nanoparticles have also been recently used to reinforce

shape memory polymers for microelectromechanical

systems (MEMS) applications. Gall et al.[74] demonstrated

that the microhardness and elastic modulus could be

increased through the use of SiC nanoparticles. In this

case, the small size of the MEMS devices necessitates

the use of nanoparticles for incorporation into the device,

but the nanoparticles actually increased the force of re-

covery from 300 mN for the unfilled resin to 450 mN for a

20 wt.% nanofilled composite.

As with most mechanical systems, the property

enhancements shown above experience an initial increase

followed by a decrease usually in the 2–5 vol.% range.

The observation of a particular weight fraction at which

mechanical behavior is optimized has been observed in

other nanocomposite studies.[14,62,65] It is obvious that at

lower particle loadings, there is generally not enough

material altered by the presence of the particles to permit

large-scale changes in material properties. Higher loadings

Fig. 7 Stress–strain curves for alumina/polymethyl methacry-

late (PMMA) nanocomposites showing transformation from

brittle to ductile behavior at 5 wt.% 39-nm-diameter alumina

nanoparticles. (From Ref. [66].)
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induce agglomeration, which degrades the polymer per-

formance through, for example, inclusion of voids that can

act as preferential sites for crack initiation and failure.

Thermal Properties

The thermal properties of polymers and their composites

are important from a mechanical stability perspective as

well as a processing perspective. Thus the ability to alter

this behavior, either by increasing or decreasing the pro-

cessing or service temperature, is highly important in

finding new markets for polymer products.

One of the most widely measured values to quantify

thermal properties in polymers is the glass transition

temperature. Changes in the glass transition temperature,

Tg, as a function of the filler content have been reported

for a variety of polymer composites containing a wide

variety of nanoscale fillers. Most researchers report an

increase in the Tg as a function of filler content;[10,14,75] in

fact, Avella and coworkers have shown a 35�C increase in

the Tg of PMMA filled with just 6 wt.% CaCO3 nano-

particles.[76] On the other hand, decreases in the nano-

composite Tg have also been reported.[11,15]

The increases in Tg have been linked to the immobili-

zation of the matrix within an IZ which hinders cooper-

ative motion by raising the energy barrier for

intermolecular chain movement.[11,75] However, attempts

to relate the Tg reductions to existing theories of the glass

transition have been limited. Becker et al.[11] reported that,

over the range of filler volume fractions considered (0–10

vol.%), the Tg of their acetoxypropyltrimethoxysilane

(APTS)-treated silica-filled PMMA–HEMA copolymer

system decreased by 16�C, while the Tg of their compos-

ites prepared with as-received filler decreased by 9�C.

This was contrasted with the increases in Tg observed for

10-nm silica coated with methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy-

silane (MPTS). In these latter specimens, the Tg increased

by 10�C at 10 vol.% filler. However, the 100-nm silica

used in the study produced no changes in the Tg with

either coating at any filler concentration. Thus the in-

creased surface area of the 10-nm silica and the interface

between the APTS- and MPTS-coated particles and the

polymer dramatically changed the polymer mobility in the

bulk at fairly low volume fractions resulting in both in-

creasing and decreasing Tg values.

In some instances, the particle, IZ, and matrix have

been modeled as a core-shell scheme to incorporate the

interaction zone/low mobility region. If the volume frac-

tion of the interaction zone is high enough, this model

shows two Tgs, while most researchers do not see this,

there have been reports that show the additional relaxation

mode corresponding to the restricted polymer network in

contact with the nanofiller.[77,78]

Recent work by Sternstein and Zhu[68] on silica/poly-

vinylacetate nanocomposites indicates that a greater far-

field effect is at work in altering chain dynamics than

simply a local immobilization of the polymer chain as has

been previously suggested.[78] This far-field effect may

have a very large effect on the glass transition as shown

recently by Ash et al.[15] In this work, the Tg of alumina/

PMMA nanocomposites at 1.0 wt.% filler drops by 25�C
when compared to the neat polymer (Fig. 8). Further

additions of filler do not lead to additional Tg reductions.

This novel thermal behavior is shown to vary with particle

size, but this dependence can be normalized with respect

to specific surface area. The nanocomposite Tg phenom-

enon is hypothesized to be due to nonadhering nano-

particles that act as well-dispersed internal void/polymer

interfaces that break up the percolating structure of dy-

namically heterogeneous domains recently suggested by

Long and Lequeux[79] to be responsible for the Tg

reductions in polymer ultrathin films.[80] The results also

point to a dramatically increased scope of the so-called IZ

and its ‘‘far-field’’ effect on the entire matrix.

A closely related topic in polymers and nanocompos-

ites is the diffusivity of these materials. Studying gas

transport of nanosilica-filled polymer by 129Xe NMR

permeativity increased with increasing filler content while

retaining gas molecule size selectivity.[81] Similar results

were shown using pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR

techniques with an order of magnitude increase in trans-

lational diffusion seen at 30 wt.% silica in a random co-

polymer.[82]

Optical Properties

As stated in the Introduction, the scattering of light by

nanoscale particles is markedly reduced when the particle

size is decreased less than 50 nm.[8] Thus nanoparticles

may be added to polymers to increase wear, toughness,

etc., while maintaining the optical transparency that many

organic materials possess. An excellent review, both his-

torical and current, of the phenomena of light absorption

and scattering by nanoparticles in solution and in nano-

composites was recently given by Caseri.[8] Apart from

maintaining clarity in the visible wavelengths, adding

nanoparticles can add interesting functionality in the form

of UV absorption[83] and the alteration of the refractive

index of the matrix polymer. The addition of TiO2 nano-

particles to many polymers results in such a material

where the particles act to absorb the UV radiation and

increase the refractive index.[71,84] Indeed, nanocompos-

ites of lead sulfide and polyethylene oxide now boast a

refractive index of 3.9,[3,85] while gold nanoparticles

contained in gelatin have reduced the refractive index

to about 1.[86] Dichoric behavior has also been observed

in nanoparticle-filled polymers that have been highly
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stretched, resulting in ‘‘string of pearls’’-type structures of

fillers with very high aspect ratios. In these composites,

the interaction with polarized light varies with the direc-

tion of both the incoming radiation and the orientation of

the filler strands and results in both color[87] and intensity

changes.[88] This type of composite response can be used

in the liquid crystal displays[8] or in strain-based schemes

for light-filtering devices.

Electrical Properties

The opportunities to tune the electrical properties of

polymers with nanocomposites extend beyond enhancing

conductive polymers; superparamagnetism in magnetic

materials[89,90] or tunable band gaps in quantum dot

semiconductor arrays show promise when incorporated

into polymers for additional functionality. In addition, the

percolation threshold has been shown to be lower in

nanocomposites than in traditional filled composites

with values as low as 0.03 vol.% reported.[91] Hong et al.

using a ZnO/LDPE nanocomposite showed a lower per-

colation limit and a slower decrease in the resistivity with

nanofiller concentration compared to conventional com-

posite.[92] The dielectric breakdown strength of nano-

composites can also be enhanced over compositions with

micron-scale fillers.[18]

In addition to traditional filler roles, organic–inorganic

nanocomposites have found their way into etch resists

used in semiconductor nanolithography. With line sizes in

CMOS technology approaching 100 nm, adding silica na-

noparticles to traditional organic resists, such as PMMA,

have been shown to increase rigidity and display a higher

glass transition temperature which enhances resist perfor-

mance for nanometer pattern fabrication.[93]

CARBON NANOTUBE/POLYMER
NANOCOMPOSITES

Carbon nanotubes are in some ways the ideal fiber. The

almost defect-free structure of the nanotubes results in

mechanical properties that are comparable to those of a

graphene sheet. Recent studies have focused on the as-

sessment of the mechanical properties of carbon nano-

tubes through both experiment and modeling. The

Young’s modulus of these almost-perfect fibers has

been predicted to be between 0.64 and 5.0 TPa for a

SWNT.[94–100] The tensile strength of SWNTs was

calculated to range from 50 to 100 GPa depending on the

type and number of defects present.[101] The nanometer-

scale size of the nanotubes introduces technical difficul-

ties in the experimental measurement of their mechanical

properties. However, Yu and coworkers conducted tensile

testing experiments on individual MWNTs that were at-

tached to opposing AFM tips on both ends.[102] They

obtained values of 11–63 GPa for the tensile strength and

270–950 GPa for the elastic modulus of the MWNT. Yu

and coworkers also conducted tensile tests on SWNT

bundles and obtained 320–1470 GPa for the elastic

modulus.[103] Thus the strengths obtained by experimental

measurements are lower than the calculated values, possi-

bly due to intrinsic nanotube defects that cause premature

Fig. 8 Glass transition behavior of alumina/PMMA nanocomposites (&—38/39-nm alumina, .—17-nm alumina). Note that the filler

weight fraction is plotted on a log scale to show the behavior of the lower values more clearly. The neat PMMA is plotted as 0.01 wt.%

on the above graph. Following coating with GPS, the Tg returns to the neat value (~—GPS-coated). (From Ref. [15].)
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mechanical failure or to other errors in the experimental

methodology. Indirect measurements have yielded similar

values for modulus and strength.[104,105]

In addition to their unique mechanical properties,

carbon nanotubes have a high aspect ratio, high thermal

conductivity, high electrical conductivity, and low

coefficient of thermal expansion.[106] In short, carbon

nanotubes theoretically have the properties of an ideal

graphite fiber. This alone makes them attractive for in-

corporation into polymers. In addition, their small size

introduces the possibility of synthesizing transparent

materials with low volume fractions of filler.

Mechanical Properties

Studies have been conducted in order to explore the me-

chanical properties of nanotube-reinforced polymer com-

posites, keeping in mind the challenges to be addressed.

MWNT–polystyrene films were prepared from solution in

toluene and tested in tension.[28] 1 wt.% of MWNT caused

an increase of 36% in the elastic modulus, and 25% in-

crease in strength. In another study, 5 wt.% MWNT–ep-

oxy samples were prepared and tested under tension and

compression.[107] An increase of 20% in the tensile elastic

modulus and the compression elastic modulus was ob-

served. Insights into the mechanisms of load transfer were

discussed for this system, because of the interesting be-

havior of the composites under tension and compression,

as measured by Raman spectroscopy (see next section for

details). In another study, carbon nanofiber reinforced

poly(etherether)ketone (PEEK) nanocomposites were

prepared by twin-screw extrusion and tested by dynamic

mechanical analysis and tensile tests.[108] A gradual in-

crease in the elastic modulus as a function of nanofiber

concentration was observed such that a loading of 15 wt.%

nanofibers resulted in a 40% increase in the modulus. The

effect of noncovalent modification of carbon nanotubes on

the mechanical and thermal properties of nanotube-epoxy

composite was investigated[37] using polyoxyethylene

8 lauryl as a surfactant. In this work by Gong et al. an

increase of 25�C in the glass transition temperature and a

30% increase in the elastic modulus, as measured by dy-

namic mechanical analysis, were observed with the incor-

poration of only 1 wt.% nanotubes. Using polyvinylidene

fluoride, again as a noncovalent modifier, in MWNT–

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) nanocomposites[109]

the dispersion of the nanotubes in the polymer was better,

and the storage modulus, as measured by dynamic me-

chanical analysis, increased. In situ polymerization has

been attempted also in the presence of carbon nanotubes,

in order to achieve the participation of the nanotubes in

the polymerization process and hence get a covalent at-

tachment of the growing polymer chains to the nanotube

surface. Such a study was conducted with methyl meth-

acrylate polymerization and MWNT.[110] Evidence for

nanotube–polymer interactions was observed from the

examination of the fracture surface of the composites. An

increase in the heat deflection temperature was also ob-

served with the incorporation of nanotubes. This in situ

polymerization procedure was also used in a SWNT–

polyimide system.[111] In this research the electrical con-

ductivity of the nanocomposite increased by 10 orders of

magnitude at 0.2 wt.% SWNT loading while the me-

chanical properties also improved. Fluorinated MWNT-

reinforced polyvinyl alcohol composites were prepared

and mechanically tested.[112] A 400% increase in the

storage modulus (as measured by dynamic mechanical

analysis) was obtained for 4 wt.% functionalized MWNT

composite as compared to pure polyvinyl alcohol.

From a mechanical properties viewpoint, the charac-

teristic bending and looping of SWNTs is problematic if

the maximum reinforcement is to be obtained. Therefore

research has been conducted to align the nanotubes by

magnetic fields[113] and by melt spinning.[114] In both

cases nanocomposites with anisotropic properties were

obtained with increases in the elastic modulus realized in

the alignment orientation.

Few if any of the nanotube-filled polymer composites

reported in the literature have achieved the properties

expected by their high modulus and strength. This is be-

cause of three closely related factors: dispersion, load

transfer, and volume fraction. For example, SWNTs are

synthesized in bundles. In the bundle form, the load-

bearing portion of the bundle is only the outermost tubes.

The tubes inside the bundle slide are relative to the others

and do not carry significant load. To solve this problem,

the SWNT must be separated from the bundles and as

mentioned earlier progress is being made in this area.

MWNTs on the other hand, can be separated from their

bundles. MWNTs however, are concentric tubes with poor

bonding between the carbon layers. Therefore even if the

outermost tube of a MWNT is carrying load, the inner

layers may not be. This also reduces their efficiency. Fi-

nally, the high surface area of the nanotubes makes it

difficult to process composites with high volume fractions

of fillers because the viscosity of the nanotube/matrix

mixture is prohibitively high.

Electrical and Optical Properties

One likely application of nanotube-filled polymers is for

applications requiring high electrical conductivity. Their

high aspect ratio leads to percolation at extremely low

loadings. A recent paper claimed percolation at 0.0025

wt.%[115] and several others report levels near 0.3

wt.%.[116] This low percolation loading and relatively high

conductivity leads to the promise of transparent conduct-

ing coatings or other multifunctional applications where

the conductivity is improved, but other properties are not

compromised. Changes in conductivity as high as 8 orders
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of magnitude have been observed in nanotube/PPV com-

posites with little loss in photoluminescence/electrolumi-

nescence yield. In addition, the mechanical strength

simultaneously improved.[117] In situ polymerization un-

der sonication has also been used to assist the dispersion of

SWNT in a polyimide matrix. Enhancement of the con-

ductivity by 10 orders of magnitude was measured in this

system for 0.2 wt.% of SWNT, while maintaining trans-

parency of the nanocomposite.[111] Alignment has also

been found to improve conductivity.[114] The conductivity

that can be achieved is somewhat limited by the mixture

of semiconducting and metallic nanotubes produced.

Improvements in the ability to separate metallic from

semiconducting nanotubes will likely lead to further

improvements in conductivity. Other electrical properties

such as permittivity have also been investigated.[118]

The conduction properties of nanotubes can also be

used to alter the optical response of polymers. For ex-

ample, functionalization of nanotubes and doping of

chemically modified nanotubes in low concentration to

photoactive polymers such as PPV have been shown as a

means to alter the hole transport mechanism and hence the

optical emission of the polymer.[119] Such hole-collecting

properties seem to be a quite general property of some

conjugated polymers. Specifically, SWNTs in a polymer

matrix trap holes injected from the anode in organic light

emitting diodes (OLEDs).[120]

The optical limiting behavior of polymer nanotube-

filled composites has been investigated with success. It

has been reported that polymerization of phenylacetylene

in the presence of short nanotubes results in a solvated

product of tubules wrapped with poly(phenylacetylene).

The optical limiting properties of this composite are

excellent and far better than the pristine polymer and

polymer filled with other carbon structures. They also

fare well in photovoltaic applications suggesting that such

nanocomposites could find an array of potential applica-

tions in optics-related and laser-based technologies.[121]

NANOTUBE AND NANOPARTICLE
COMPOSITE MODELS

The dramatic changes in mechanical properties observed

in nanofillers challenge existing theories of mechanical

reinforcement. In traditional composites, the modulus

can be predicted, usually between upper and lower

bounds,[122] by modeling the effectiveness of load transfer

from the matrix to the polymer. As the particles are, in

large part, stiffer than the surrounding matrix, this load

transfer results in a stiffer composite than the neat poly-

mer. With the nanoparticles, however, the ‘‘span’’ re-

quired for effective load transfer is extremely small and

thus can contribute only a small portion of the dramatic

gains in modulus seen in nanocomposites. In addition,

because of their unique geometry, the theoretical model-

ing of the mechanical behavior of nanotube polymer

composites is even more complex. The hollow shape of

the nanotubes, the wall–wall interactions in MWNT, and

the molecular level interactions between the nanotubes

and the polymer matrix have to be considered in these

models. Odegard and coworkers[123] transformed the

SWNT and the neighboring polymer chains into an ef-

fective fiber. By using molecular dynamic considerations,

the effects of nanotube alignment and length on the elastic

modulus were calculated. These theoretical calculations

were compared to the experimental results of SWNT–

polyimide composite mechanical properties.

Addressing the presence of a large volume fraction of

the IZ that has properties different from the bulk polymer

is also paramount to successful modeling. The alteration

of the matrix that takes place at the IZ, as previously

mentioned, is a likely candidate for property enhance-

ment. Modeling the IZ is difficult; however, as imperfect

bonding, mechanical stresses, and chemical interactions

can all play a decisive role in determining its behavior. Ji

et al.[124] recently modified a composite model to incor-

porate the interphase zone and were able to successfully

model the increases in the modulus of a clay/nylon-6

nanocomposite system. Their treatment modeled the in-

terphase zone as a linear gradient change in the modulus

between the surface of the filler and the matrix and in-

troduced the critical effect of particle size (through the

increase in volume fraction of the interphase) into the

theory. The curves predicted by the model were shown to

be in good agreement with the experimental nano-

composite mechanical behavior.

CONCLUSION

Polymer nanocomposites incorporating carbon nanotubes

or nanoparticles are a novel class of composite materials

that are often multifunctional, adding the unique optical,

electrical, or mechanical properties of the nanofillers

while maintaining, if not enhancing, the neat polymer

properties. These composites are often characterized by

low volume fractions of filler, which may then affect the

entire matrix, due to their large surface-area-to-volume

ratio, through an interaction zone. The unique nature of

these particles presents both challenges and unique op-

portunities to create a wide range of multifunctional

polymer composites.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of fibers has a long history, the traditional

application being in clothing. Natural fibers such as silk,

wool, or cotton provide attractive properties for such

applications. Fiber diameters characteristic of such natural

fibers are 15–40 mm for sheep wool, approximately 20 mm

for cotton, and approximately 20 mm for cultivated silk.

Natural fibers compete in this area of applications with

synthetic fibers. Man-made fibers are predominantly

produced by melt spinning, which leads to fiber diameters

typically in the range from about 5 to more than 70 mm,

thus covering the diameter range characteristic of natural

fibers. To produce such fibers, the polymer melt is

pumped through a spinneret. Fiber stretching is applied

not only to obtain a certain reduction of the diameter but

also to simultaneously enhance the chain orientation and

mechanical properties.

OVERVIEW

The range of fiber end-uses is obviously not restricted to

clothing. Among others, fibers are used as sorbants, for

thermal insulation, filtration, protective clothing, in

composites to reinforce a polymer matrices, etc. Such

applications frequently require the reduction of the fiber

diameter to obtain microfibers, ultramicrofibers down to

nanofibers, for example for increase of efficiency by

increase of the specific surface area. Polymer fibers with

diameters down to 10 nm and below are in demand for a

broad range of applications to be discussed below in more

detail. These include nanoscaled reinforcement, tissue

engineering, specialty fibers, and templates for the

formation of hollow fibers with inner diameters in the

nanometer range.[1–9]

Melt blowing invented close to 50 years ago has

become a process of choice for the production of

microfibers. It is basically a process in which a high-

velocity stream of gases or fluids—steam, air, or other

fluids—blows molten thermoplastic resins from an

extruder die tip onto a substrate, a conveyor, or a take-

up screen. The characteristic feature is that this process

provides a fine fiber web; that is, nonwovens rather than

textile fibers.

Another approach toward microfibers involves the

spinning of two polymers together to form fine-diameter

fibers within the matrix of the second polymer. The matrix

is dissolved to yield the microfiber. A related approach

consists in splitting the composite fiber by mechanical

forces, a high-velocity stream of water. None of these

techniques is able to produce polymer fibers down to the

nanometer range. The only technique currently available

to yield such extremely thin fibers is electrospinning,

which is also called electrostatic spinning.

The intention of this review on electrospinning of

polymers is not to be comprehensive nor to demonstrate

the historical evolution but rather to show concepts and

disclose further challenges in electrospinning.

ELECTROSPINNING PROCESS:
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The experimental observation is that electrospinning is

able to yield well-defined nanofibers with diameters down

to a few nanometers for many polymers. Yet a broad range

of parameters seems to influence fiber formation and it is

a frequent observation that electrospinning does not give

rise to homogeneous fibers but rather to beaded fibers;

that is, fibers in combination with droplets (Fig. 1).

Theory is helpful for understanding the main mechanism

causing fiber formation and how particular parameters

affect fiber formation.

In electrospinning, a strong electrical field is applied

to a droplet formed by a polymer solution or polymer

melt at the tip of a die acting as one of the electrodes

(Fig. 2). The charging of the fluid leads, as shown by

Taylor[10] in a set of papers, to a conical deformation of

the droplet—the well-known Taylor cone and eventually

to the ejection of a jet from the tip of the cone. Taylor

found that the critical field required for such deformation

is strongly controlled by the surface tension. The electric

dispersion of liquids based on this phenomenon is widely

used today, for instance in ink jet printing, for crop

spraying, to prepare aerosols from liquids, and to produce

propellants for rockets.
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In electrospinning of fibers, the conventional view is

that the charged viscoelastic jet is accelerated toward the

counter electrodes, and rapidly thins during this period

because of elongation and evaporation of the solvent. In

some cases, splitting of the jet into multiple jets has been

observed leading to a further thinning.[11] Solidification

takes place and solid fibers are randomly deposited onto

the substrate with a deposition rate in the order of several

meters per second.[12]

However, a more detailed experimental and theoretical

analysis has shown that the electrospinning process is

much more complex.[13–19] It is controlled by various

types of instabilities such as the Rayleigh instability,

an axisymmetric instability, and finally by a so-called

whipping or bending instability. In particular, the whip-

ping instability has been identified as the one controlling

elongation and thinning of the electrospun fibers. The

other types of instability causes fluctuations of the radius

of the jet and may eventually result in droplet formation.

The Rayleigh instability in the presence of electrical

fields is the electrical counterpart of the well-known

surface energy driven Rayleigh instability observed for

liquid threads in the absence of external forces. This type

of instability is characterized by statistical fluctuation of

the radius of the jet and the growth of such fluctuations

with specific wavelength. The effect of an applied field is

that the wavelength for fluctuations with positive growth

rate is shifted to larger and larger wavelength with

increasing field strength until these fluctuations are finally

suppressed at a still larger field strength.

However, the jet is still unstable because a new type of

instability—the so-called axisymmetric mode. A statisti-

cal modulation of the radius of the jet induces a

modulation of the density of the surface charges. These

modulations result in tangential stresses, which in turn

accelerate the liquid and thus enhance the modulation of

the radius. Again, the formation of droplets can be the

final state. It is the absolute value of the charge density at

the surface, which controls other factors when this

instability becomes dominant.

Finally, the whipping or bending type of instability

occurs at higher field strengths and this is apparently the

most important type for electrospinning of fibers. The

strong thinning of the jet as well as the strong elongational

deformation, which takes place during electrospinning,

has been attributed to this mode of instability. For large

static charge densities, the whipping mode tends to

dominate because high-charge densities at the surface

simultaneously tend to suppress both the Rayleigh and the

axisymmetric mode of instability. It has even been

claimed that the onset threshold for electrospinning

corresponds to the excitation of the whipping mode.

The whipping mode corresponds to long-wavelength

oscillations of the centerline of the jet; that is, the jet is

subjected to bending modes. Dipolar components arise if a

charged jet is subjected to bending because the charge

density is no longer uniform across the cross section of the

jet. An elastic force resulting from the viscous flow of the

liquid counteracts the bending mode. This force is related

to the rate of strain and thus to the time derivative of the

curvature of the jet. For larger static charge densities, the

whipping mode tends to dominate because high surface

charges simultaneously suppress the axisymmetric mode.

These theoretical considerations point out the impor-

tant role of surface charge and thus of the conductivity of

the material used for spinning as well as of the surface

energy. The role of viscoelastic properties of solutions or

melts are less well known and require further experimen-

tal investigations. Furthermore, the expectations are that

Fig. 1 Beaded poly(vinylalcohol) fibers by electrospinning

from aqueous solution.

Fig. 2 Schematical graph of the electrospinning setup. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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structure formation processes have to rapidly occur during

electrospinning because of the large deposition rates,

which in turn should lead to nonequilibrium structures

within the nanofibers. A second feature should be high

orientations as a result of the strong deformation, which

occur in the whipping mode.

PARAMETERS AFFECTING
FIBER FORMATION

Fiber diameters and the absence or presence of beads are

features that have to be reproducibly controlled. A set of

parameters including surface free energy, viscosity,

electrical conductivity, molecular weight, and its distri-

bution control fiber formation can have an effect on the

formation of beaded fibers. In the following, experimental

results will be discussed exploring the importance of

these parameters.

Surface Free Energy

The critical field for the onset of fiber formation is

predicted to be proportional to the square root of the

surface tension. This finding is roughly in agreement with

experimental findings. The more important question is

whether this parameter affects fiber diameters. The

observation is that a variation of surface free energy

keeping the other controlling parameters constant did not

significantly modify the fiber diameter.

Electrical Conductivity

A second key parameter is the conductivity of the melt or

solution.[20,21] An increase of the conductivity is expected

to increase the surface charge density, which in turn

should lead to a stabilization of the whipping modes

giving rise to fiber extension. Furthermore, bead forma-

tion arising from other modes of instability should be

suppressed. Experiments performed on solutions of

polylactide (PLA) in dichloromethane doped with various

amount of pyridinium formate showed that in fact an

increasing concentration of the dopant lead to a reduction

of bead formation and to smaller diameters of the fibers

(Fig. 3).

These results agree in principle with those from

Baumgarten.[22] The prediction was that the final fiber

diameter depends on the conductivity and that it varies as

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of electrospun PLA fibers from 2% PLA solution in dichloromethane with different

concentrations (w/w in solution) of pyridinium formate: (A) 0%; (B) 0.2%; (C) 0.3%; (D) 0.4%; (E) 0.6%; (F) 0.8%.
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the cube root of the resistivity. Baumgartner also stated

that only droplets are generated if the conductivity is too

high and he also reported that no continuous spinning

could be achieved if the conductivity is too low. The

reason is that the flow rate is too small in this case.

Concentration of the Polymer in Solution

There is a direct correlation between concentration and

fiber diameter. For instance, a decrease of the PLA

concentration in dichloromethane from 5 to 0.8 wt.%

causes a reduction of the fibers from approximately 500–

1000 to approximately 10–70 nm.[20] Provisions have to

be made to reduce bead formation. Electrospinning from

more diluted solutions requires a certain degree of

electrical conductivity.

Subsequent investigations revealed that the control of

the fiber diameter, the presence or absence of drop

formation, the control of the surface morphology, and also

the control of the texture of the web that is produced by

electrospinning depend on a much broader range of

parameters. These are among other thermodynamic

properties of the solvent and the polymer—vapor

pressure, crystallization and glass transition temperature,

solubility of the polymer in the solvent or mixture of

solvent. A reduction in molecular weight or an increase of

the concentration of the lower molecular weight compo-

nent in blends have been found to cause a reduction of the

fiber diameter.

The concept of electrospinning is simple; yet, it is a

demanding task to adjust the electrospinning parameters

for a given system to be able to spin nanofibers in a

controlled manner.

A BRIEF SURVEY ON ELECTROSPUN
POLYMER SYSTEMS

A broad range of polymer systems has been subjected to

electrospinning. Most of the papers published on electro-

spinning of polymer fibers consider spinning from

solution. One advantage of electrospinning is that water

can be used as a solvent. Water-soluble polymers such as

poly(ethylenoxide) (PEO) or poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA)

can thus be electrospun.[21,23,24] Electrospinning without

any solvent from the melt was reported by Larrando and

Manley[25–27] for poly(propylene) and poly(ethylene

terephthalate), although true nanofibers as major products

have not been obtained so far by melt electrospinning.

Besides PEO and PVA, electrospinning of numerous

polymers to nanofibers has been reported including

poly(acrylonitrile),[28] PLA,[9,20,29] poly(styrene),[11] poly

(methylmethacrylate),[30] poly(amides),[12] poly

(imides),[31] poly(caprolactone),[32,33] and poly(vinylidene

fluoride),[11] just to name a few.

Electrospinning of blends[34–37] or composites[9,37–41]

considerably broadens the range of fiber properties and

applications and might lead to novel functionalities.

Polymer nanofibers can be loaded with drugs or other

biologically active molecules by spinning of polymers

from ternary solutions containing the reagent. For

example, Kenawy et al.[42] studied the release of tet-

racycline hydrochloride from poly(ethylene-co-vinyl-ace-

tate), PLA, and a blend thereof. Similarly, but with a

different purpose, He[43] investigated electrospinning of

PVA–Pt/TiO2 and subsequent photocatalytic degradation

of the PVA nanofibers. Core–shell fibers with concentric

variation of concentrations were obtained by concentric

coelectrospinning of a solution of palladium(II)acetate

(core) and PEO (shell),[44] which can be extended to other

systems as well.

STRUCTURE FORMATION
DURING ELECTROSPINNING

A characteristic feature of the electrospinning process is

the rapid evaporation of the solvent in the case of solution

spinning and the rapid temperature decrease in the case of

electrospinning from the melt. Thus structure formation

has to happen on a millisecond scale. The nucleation of

crystals should therefore be strongly quenched. A second

feature is the strong deformation taking place during the

whipping mode, which should give rise to orientational

process within the fibers.

Experiments performed on nanofibers made from

polymers able to crystallize such as polyamides, polyeth-

ylene oxide, or PLA have revealed that crystals are able to

grow. In fact, the degree of crystallinity and the perfection

of the crystal are not much different from those observed

for thicker fibers obtained from melt extrusion or for

thicker films.[45]

High degrees of crystal orientation have been found for

various electrospun polymers including polyethylene

oxide and polyamides (Fig. 4). Performing selected area

electron diffraction studies, it was shown for polyamide

fibers that the degree of orientation directly obtained by

electrospinning corresponds to the one obtained for melt-

extruded fibers only after considerable stretching. On the

other hand, no crystal orientation has been reported for

electrospun fibers made from PLAs.[46] It is currently not

obvious why crystal orientation is absent in this case.

Crystal formation, degree of crystallinity, and the crystal

orientation are parameters that considerably affect prop-

erties and functions of the fibers.

The properties and functionality of electrospun nano-

fibers can be also modified by their surface morphology.
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The concept is to use phase-separation processes during

electrospinning. One approach considers electrospinning

of ternary systems composed of two incompatible poly-

mers and a solvent.[34] The resulting nanofibers are

characterized in this case by phase morphologies cor-

responding either to cocontinuous spinodal type morphol-

ogies or dispersed binodal-like morphologies. Such

internally structured fibers are of interest for many ap-

plications. Yet one might also selectively remove one of

the components to generate fibers characterized by porous

structures or other types of topologies. Such surface

topologies are known to affect surface free energy,

wetting, as well as adhesion. The experimental finding

is that such types of phase separation processes may also

occur during electrospinning in binary systems composed

of one polymer and a solvent.[29,30] PLA nanofibers

electrospun from dichloromethane solution typically show

a nanoporous surface (Fig. 5).

Nanoporous electrospun fibers were also obtained for a

variety of other polymer systems such as polycarbonates

or polystyrene.[30] Interestingly, electrospinning at differ-

ent humidities had a significant effect on the porosity of

the electrospun fibers. It has been concluded that pore

formation arising from rapid solvent evaporation most

likely occurred because of the formation of water droplets

from atmospheric water as a result of the evaporative

cooling of the polymer solution on its way to the counter

electrode in the electrospinning process.

APPLICATIONS OF
ELECTROSPUN NANOFIBERS

Electrospun nanofibers offer wide applications such as in

the fields of specialty filters,[47] tissue engineering,[4]

wound healing,[48] reinforcement,[1,49] protective cloth-

ing,[2,50] drug release,[42] sensors,[51] catalysis,[52,53] and

templating,[8,9,54,55] to name a few. Presently, most pat-

ents on electrospinning are focused on applications rather

than on new materials or on new processes. Commer-

cialized applications were accomplished by several com-

panies worldwide in specialty filters (air filtration, coa-

lescence fı́lters) with an increasing market in the coming

years. Tissue engineering is going to be another success-

ful field of applications for electrospun biodegradable

nanofibers (e.g., PLA) because cells including stem cells

grow well on these nanofibers. An additional plus is the

large potential for loading of electrospun nanofibers by

biologically active agents ranging from salts to drugs and

proteins.[42,56] Protective clothing, in particular in combi-

nation with special reagents, is expected to enhance the

performance of military protective clothing.[6] The main

focus here is on trapping of aerosols of chemical and

biological warfare agents.

A unique application of electrospun nanofibers is their

use as templates for the preparation of other nano-objects

such as nanotubes.[8,9,55,56] Coating of electrospun nano-

fibers by different materials and coating techniques and

subsequent removal of the core template fibers generates a

whole set of nanotubes of different sizes and materials

Fig. 4 Crystal orientation in PA6 fibers as obtained from

selective area electron diffraction on an individual fiber with a

diameter of 50 nm.

Fig. 5 Nanoporous electrospun PLA nanofibers from a dichloromethane solution.
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combinations, which has by far not been exploited (Fig. 6).

The versatility of this approach is enhanced again by the

option of loading of electrospun nanofibers directly during

electrospinning or coelectrospinning.[44]

CONCLUSION

As electrospinning of polymers is a rather old technique

that has just recently been rediscovered, a new commu-

nity has been established dealing with electrospinning.

The number of papers is exponentially increasing as

obvious from the papers published per year. The

technique will be certainly optimized within the next

few years but a precise understanding of the impact of

different processing parameters based on empirical

observations together with theoretical considerations will

be a key issue for optimum results. Many new open

questions remain concerning materials choice but major

new developments are expected in the area of structuring

of electrospun nanofibers, loading of nanofibers by new

additives for special applications, and the development of

smart nanofibers. Clearly, a major driving force of new

developments in the field of electrospun nanofibers will

be new applications, which nicely unites researchers from

different areas such as polymers, physics, engineering,

inorganic and organic chemistry, medicine, pharmacy, or

rheology, to name a few.
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INTRODUCTION

Gene therapy, a therapeutic modality designed to

introduce an extraneous gene into the patient’s cells to

produce a specific protein, potentially can treat a variety

of inherited and acquired diseases. Gene medicines are

composed of a gene expression vector that encodes a

therapeutic protein and a gene delivery system that

delivers the gene to the desired tissue and subcellular

compartments. The specific and efficient delivery of

DNA to the diseased sites and to the nuclei of particular

cell populations is the key for successful gene therapy.

Gene delivery system plays a central role in fulfilling

this mission.

OVERVIEW

Traditionally, DNA delivery systems fall into two

categories, viral-mediated and nonviral-mediated. In

addition, naked DNA can be directly injected into the

target tissue to produce the transgenes. Viral vectors such

as retrovirus, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus, lentil

virus, and herpes-simplex virus are usually much more

efficient than nonviral vectors in both gene delivery and

expression because of their highly evolved and special-

ized mechanisms in infecting cells. However, viral vectors

have inherent disadvantages such as immunogenicity,

restricted targeting of specific cell types, size limit of the

DNA packaged into a virus, and scale-up difficulties.[1]

The safety issue takes on new significance in light of the

tragic event in recent clinical trial.[2] Consequently,

nonviral delivery systems have been increasingly pro-

posed as alternatives to viral systems. However, nonviral

systems are inefficient and produce only transient trans-

gene expression.

Nonviral gene delivery systems rely on condensing

DNA to a compact size that can be internalized by cell and

protecting the DNA from enzymatic degradation until the

DNA reaches the nucleus. However, this tight binding and

protection must be balanced by the ability of the gene

carrier to release the DNA. The nonviral gene carriers

include cationic liposomes, cationic polymers, and neutral

polymers. They are able to condense DNA to nanoparti-

cles with a size of 20–500 nm in diameter for cellular

internalization. The term nanoparticle is used in this

review to cover particulate carrier systems that are less

than 1 mm in size and normally below 500 nm, including

liposomes and solid nanocapsules.

Most cationic liposome formulations are composed of a

cationic lipid and a neutral helper lipid. The cationic lipid

binds the DNA through electrostatic interaction to form

a complex termed lipoplex, while the helper lipid helps

to stabilize the liposome and improve the cytoplasmic

delivery of DNA.[3] Cationic polymers are usually

nitrogen-rich polymers and have been used in much the

same way as cationic liposomes with the polymer

interacting electrostatically with DNA to yield a transfec-

tion-competent complex, termed polyplex. Polyplex is

generally more stable than lipoplex in a physiological

environment. The neutral polymer system usually

involves encapsulating DNA in nanoparticles using

biodegradable polymers, such as PLA and PLGA, to

obtain sustained release characteristics. Recently, an

inorganic system based on calcium phosphate nanoparti-

cle has also been reported for gene delivery.[4]

Although most nonviral gene carriers can efficiently

condense and protect the DNA, delivering the intact DNA

to the nucleus remains a major challenge in the field. Poor

mechanistic understanding of the whole gene transfer

process makes it difficult to develop an optimal delivery

system with all the desirable features for gene delivery.

This review focuses on the application of cationic

polymer-based nanoparticles for gene delivery.

NANOPARTICLE FORMATION

Because of large electrostatic repulsion, free or naked

DNA remains in an expanded state. Free DNA is too large

and too polar a molecule to cross cell membranes by

passive diffusion. The condensation of DNA into com-

pacted nanoparticles is essential for the transport of DNA
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through the cell membrane, although recent studies

suggest that naked DNA can be taken up by muscle cells

via receptor-mediated endocytosis.[5] Multivalent cations

such as polyamines, positively charged polymers, and

peptides are known to be capable of condensing DNA via

electrostatic interaction with the negatively charged

phosphate groups of DNA. A valence of �3 is required

for the multivalent cations to condense DNA because the

Coulombic interactions should be stronger than the

entropic interactions so the entropy loss can be over-

come.[6] The condensed DNA nanoparticles appear as

rods, toroids, or spheroids under electron microscope.[7]

In understanding the mechanism of DNA condensa-

tion, the most extensive work has been conducted using

small cations, such as spermidine [H2N(CH2)3NH(CH2)4

NH2],[8] spermine [H2N(CH2)3NH(CH2)4NH(CH2)3

NH2],[9] and cobalt hexamine [Co(NH3)6
3 +].[10] A variety

of techniques, such as microscopy, light scattering,

fluorescence, and calorimetry, have been used. Two

models, the spool model and the constant loop model,

have been proposed to explain how the DNA is compacted

within the toroid.[9,11] The cations instigate localized

bending or distortion of DNA at a critical extent of charge

neutralization, which facilitates the formation of rods and

toroid-like structures.[12,13] The cations can also induce

DNA condensation by rendering the DNA–solvent inter-

actions less favorable.[14,15] Formation of a highly ordered

liquid crystalline phase of DNA is believed to be involved

in DNA condensation.[16]

Many factors affect the formation of DNA nanoparti-

cles, such as chemical structure of cations, ionic strength

of the medium, and molar ratio of the polycation and

DNA. The study on the structural arrangement of DNA

condensed by polyamine homologues indicates that the

number of positive charges and the charge density of

polyamine molecules affect the size of DNA nanoparticles

as well as the ability to induce the formation of liquid

crystalline phase of DNA.[17,18] In high ionic strength

solution, DNA nanoparticles may aggregate because the

salt overcomes the repulsive interaction between particles.

Excess positive charge on the surface can prevent the

nanoparticles from aggregating under the salt condition.

The surface charge of the nanoparticles is characterized by

x-potential and can be adjusted by changing the reactant

ratio of DNA to polycations.

A better understanding of the relationship between

the physicochemical properties of the DNA nanoparti-

cles, their ability to be taken up by cells, and the

chemical structure of agents that cause the condensation

of DNA is needed for the development of nonviral gene

delivery vehicles.

DELIVERY OBSTACLES FOR
NONVIRAL SYSTEMS

Ultimately, DNA has to be delivered to the nucleus for

successful gene expression, after overcoming a number of

obstacles on the way (Fig. 1). These delivery obstacles are

both extracellular as well as intracellular. The biodistri-

bution of nanoparticles in the extracellular space is

determined by their interaction with the physiological

environment, based on their physicochemical and biolog-

ical properties, such as size, electrical charge, hydrophi-

licity–hydrophobicity, and possible ligand conjugation.

Of all the properties, particle size is of crucial

importance in determining the biodistribution.[19] Any

particle aggregation during the gene delivery is detrimen-

Fig. 1 Obstacles of nonviral gene delivery.
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tal for DNA to get to the final site, the nucleus. In fact,

negatively charged proteins such as albumin tend to bind

with the positively charged nanoparticles, leading to a size

increase of the particles and a reduced positive charge on

the particle surface, which may diminish the affinity of the

nanoparticles to the negatively charged cell surface.

Therefore the nanoparticles must first be stable in the

extracellular fluid so that they can be delivered to the

target tissue or cells. It should be noted that the immune

cells might recognize the particles as foreign materials and

phagocytose them, which may be attractive for genetic

vaccination but may not be desirable for other gene

therapy applications.

Once the nanoparticles reach the target cells, they bind

with the negatively charged cell membrane and are

subsequently taken up by endocytosis. The rate of entry

into the cells varies with cell type and is relatively

slow.[20] In order to achieve cell-specific gene transfer,

cell-specific targeting ligands such as monoclonal anti-

bodies, peptides, and sugars can be conjugated to the gene

carriers to promote receptor-mediated endocytosis. After

the nonspecific or receptor-mediated endocytosis, most

DNA complexes are internalized into the endosomes/

lysosomes and are eventually degraded. Cytoplasmic

release of the DNA complex is the first barrier in the

intracellular transport. Efficient destabilization of the

endosomes/lysosomes is believed to enhance gene ex-

pression. Some endosomolytic reagents such as chloro-

quine,[21] lipids,[22] and peptides[23] have been used to

disrupt the endosome membrane, leading to an enhanced

gene expression. The buffering capacity of amine-con-

taining polymers has also proved to reduce the acidifica-

tion of the endosome, triggering endosome swelling and

rupture or collapse,[24] Some anionic lipids in the

endosome may compete with the DNA and dissociate

the DNA complexes, leading to the release of the DNA

into the cytoplasm.[25]

Cytosol is not a friendly environment for DNA

because of the presence of nuclease. Microinjected

plasmid DNA is rapidly degraded in the cytoplasm with

an apparent half-life of 50–90 min.[26] The translocation

of released or ‘‘unpacked’’ DNA from cytosol to

nucleus is probably through diffusion, a relatively slow

process compared to cytoplasmic degradation. It is

understandable that the DNA would be more stable in

cytosol if it were still complexed with cationic carrier.

However, only certain synthetic polymers, such as

polyethylenimine (PEI), can show protection of DNA

in the cytoplasm and also promote nuclear transport. The

pathway of the transport of DNA complexes from

cytoplasm to nucleus is not well understood. Some

hypothesis leans toward the involvement of anionic

phospholipids. The inclusion of viral nuclear localization

signals (NLS) has been demonstrated to be an efficient

strategy to facilitate nuclear transport.[27,28] Typically

comprising several positively charged lysines and argi-

nines, a NLS is a peptide signal sequence that directs a

protein from the cytosol into the nucleus.

As stated above, eventually the DNA has to be released

from the complexes to allow transcription. The dissoci-

ation of complexes may occur either in the endosome,

cytosol, or nucleus. Other than enzymatic degradation of

the gene carrier, anionic membrane components and other

intracellular substances may also be responsible for the

dissociation by carrier substitution.

POLYMERIC GENE CARRIERS

The poor transfer efficiency and transient gene expression

of polymer–DNA complexes continue to stimulate the

development of more effective and less-toxic polymeric

gene carriers. A number of polycations have been tested to

transfer genes in vitro or in vivo, including poly-L-lysine

(PLL) (Fig. 2a), PEI (Fig. 2b), polyamidoamine

(PAMAM) dendrimers (Fig. 2c), poly(a-(4-aminobutyl)-

L-glycolic acid) (PAGA) (Fig. 2d), poly((2-dimethylami-

no)ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) (Fig. 2e), chitosan

(Fig. 2f), etc. Our group has been interested in investi-

gating polyphosphoester as a new polycationic gene

carrier (Fig. 2g).

Poly-L-Lysine

Poly-L-lysine has been widely used in the early days as a

gene delivery carrier because of its excellent DNA

condensation ability and efficient protection of DNA

from nuclease digestion. However, its cytotoxicity and

low transfection problems remain to be solved. Moreover,

PLL–DNA complexes tend to aggregate under physiolog-

ical conditions. Efforts have focused on improving the

solubility of PLL by the introduction of hydrophilic

groups, such as dextran[29] and PEG.[30,31] Both PEG-g-

PLL and PEG-b-PLL have shown lower cytotoxicity and

enhanced transfection efficiency than PLL. A polymeric

micelle, PLGA-g-PLL has also been proposed as an

effective carrier for gene delivery.[32]

Polyethylenimine

Polyethylenimine–DNA complex is one of the most

potent synthetic gene transfer vectors. They can also

transfect a wide variety of cells. The high transfection

efficiency of PEI has been postulated to relate to its

buffering capacity, which leads to the accumulation of

protons brought in by endosomal ATPase and an influx of

chloride anions, triggering endosome swelling and dis-
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Fig. 2 Chemical structures of polymeric gene carriers.
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ruption, followed by the release of DNA into cytoplasm.

Significant differences were observed in the cytotoxicity

and transfection efficiency of branched and linear PEI.[33]

Toxicity is one of the main concerns for PEI to be used in

gene delivery. Cytotoxicity of PEI is postulated to derive

from its ability to permeabilize cell membranes. More-

over, PEI is not degradable and high molecular weight PEI

may accumulate in the body. Several approaches have

been explored to reduce the cytotoxicity, such as

PEGylation[34] and conjugation of low molecular weight

PEI with cleavable cross-links such as disulfide bonds,

which can be cleaved in the reducing environment of the

cytoplasm.[35]

Polyamidoamine Dendrimers

Starburst polyamidoamine dendrimers with either ammo-

nia or ethylenediamine as core molecules have been used

for gene delivery. These molecules are highly defined in

terms of molecular weight and geometry. They are

spherical polymers, with primary amine groups on the

surface, which can be used to condense DNA. Dendrimers

can transfect a wide variety of cells in culture,[36] with

an efficiency matching that of PEI under optimal con-

ditions. The higher generation dendrimers (G6 and G7)

are effective at disrupting anionic vesicle membranes,

which may explain the high transfection efficiency.[37]

The advantage of these dendrimers over PEI remains to

be established.

Poly(a-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glycolic acid)

Poly(a-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glycolic acid) is an analogue of

PLL with a degradable ester linkage in the main chain.[38]

Poly(a-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glycolic acid) efficiently con-

denses and protects DNA and shows enhanced transfec-

tion efficiency in culture compared to other PLL-based

systems. It is also less cytotoxic than Lipofectamine and

SuperFect (a dendrimers). Although PAGA generates

positive results in producing cytokines as an immunoad-

juvant in a murine cancer model, its biodegradation rate of

the polymer may be too rapid for some in vivo gene

transfer applications.[39]

Poly((2-Dimethylamino)Ethyl Methacrylate)

Poly((2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) is a water-

soluble cationic polymer capable of binding plasmid

DNA and transfecting different cell types.[40] The com-

plexes with a slightly positive x-potential (25–30 mV) and

a size around 200 nm possess the highest transfection

efficiency.[41] Study on the structure–activity relationship

of a number of water-soluble cationic methacrylate/

methacrylamide polymers with structures closely related

to PDMAEMA shows that among these polymers,

PDMAEMA has the highest transfection efficiency and

cytotoxicity.[42] The high transfection efficiency of

PDMAEMA is probably due to its high buffering capacity

to destabilize endosome, combined with its ability to

release the DNA in the cytosol and/or the nucleus. Its

strength and shortcomings are similar to those of PEI.

Chitosan

Chitosan, a biodegradable polysaccharide composed of D-

glucosamine repeating units, has been explored by several

research groups as a nonviral gene carrier.[43–45] Chitosan

can efficiently bind DNA and protect DNA from nuclease

degradation. Moreover, chitosan has good biocompatibil-

ity and toxicity profile, rendering it a safe biomedical

material for clinical applications. Chitosan–DNA nano-

particles can transfect several different cell types. How-

ever, the transfection efficiency is relatively poor.

Chitosan can be readily modified. For example, trimethy-

lated chitosan can be prepared with different quarter-

nization degree to increase the solubility of chitosan at

neutral pH;[46] or chitosan can be conjugated with

deoxycholic acid to become a colloidal gene carrier.[47]

Both quaternarized chitosan and deoxylic acid-modified

chitosan can efficiently transfect COS-1 cells. Chitosans

with different molecular weights have different DNA

binding affinities and exhibit different transfection effi-

ciencies, indicating that particle stability may be one of the

rate-limiting steps in the overall transfection process.[43]

The effect of degree of deacetylation on the stability of

chitosan–DNA nanoparticles is being investigated.[48]

Polyphosphoester

We have been working on polyphosphoesters (PPE) for

more than 15 years, particularly the ones with a backbone

analogous to nucleic acids and teichoic acids. They show

promise in different biomedical applications because of

their biocompatibility, biodegradability, and pendent

chain functionality. Several polyphosphoesters with pos-

itive charges either in the backbone or in the side chain

were synthesized and evaluated as nonviral gene car-

riers.[49–51] These polyphosphoesters can efficiently bind

DNA and protect DNA from nuclease degradation.

Efficient transfection was found in a number of cell lines,

with some of them comparable to Lipofectamine. The

transfection is cell-type dependant and can be improved

with the incorporation of chloroquine. All the polypho-

sphoesters exhibit a significantly lower cytotoxicity than

PLL or PEI in vitro and in vivo. With the structural

versatility, polyphosphoester can be designed to have

different hydophilicity–hydrophobicity properties. One

interesting feature is that the PPE can provide extra-
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cellular sustained release of the DNA, leading to pro-

longed and enhanced transgene expression in the muscle

compared to naked DNA administration.[50] An amphi-

philic polyphosphoester, poly{[(cholesteryl oxocarbony-

lamido ethyl) methyl bis(ethylene) ammonium iodide]

ethyl phosphate} (PCEP), was synthesized and investi-

gated for gene delivery.[51] Carrying a positive charge in

its backbone and a lipophilic cholesterol structure in the

side chain, PCEP self-assembles into micelles in aqueous

solution at room temperature with an average size of 60–

100 nm. This is one of the few polymeric lipids for gene

delivery that are biodegradable.

TARGETING

Drug targeting can be achieved with different levels of

sophistication: first-, second-, and third-order targeting.

First-order targeting can be defined as the delivery of a

drug to a particular organ; second-order targeting is where

the drug is internalized in a specific cell type; and third-

order targeting is where the drug is localized in a specific

cellular compartment.[52] Gene delivery is indeed a third-

order targeting challenge with nucleus as the targeting site.

The use of polymeric nanoparticles for targeted drug

and gene delivery system has gained increasing attention

and importance.[53] Targeting can be achieved either by

passive route, where the particles are captured by a

physiological uptake mechanism such as filtration or

macrophage sequestration, or by active route, where the

particles are recognized by the host molecule through the

targeting moiety conjugated on the surface of the particles.

Passive Targeting

Normally, after the nanoparticles are injected into the

blood stream, they are rapidly coated by circulation

elements, such as plasma proteins and glycoproteins. This

process renders the particles easily recognized by the

major defense system of the body, the reticuloendothelial

system. The macrophage (Kupffer) cells of the liver play a

critical role in removing these coated foreign particles.[54]

Thus Kupffer cells specificity can be achieved by passive

targeting. Particles with a more hydrophobic surface,

which can be efficiently coated with plasma elements, are

more desirable for this targeting. This strategy can be used

to achieve gene delivery to the blood circulation.

The lymph nodes are of great interest because of their

vital role in the staging of anticancer and anti-infection

immune responses.[52] A subcutaneous administration of

nanoparticles can be an efficient way of reaching local

draining lymph nodes. Particle size and surface property

are two decisive parameters for such targeting. Generally,

particles with a size less than 100 nm are preferable for

such targeting. The particles with intermediate hydrophi-

licity–hydrophobicity in nature appear to have the most

lymph node accumulation. This type targeting is partic-

ularly useful for DNA vaccination applications.

Active Targeting

To increase the specificity of DNA uptake by target cells,

transferrin,[55] monoclonal antibodies,[56] mannose,[57]

galactose,[58] lactose,[59] folic acid,[60] low-density lipo-

proteins,[61] and RGD peptides[62] have been conjugated

to the polymer backbone to achieve receptor-mediated

endocytosis. Poly-L-lysine and PEI are popular candidates

for the conjugation because of the readily available

primary amine groups. After endocytosis, the DNA

nanoparticles are internalized in the vesicles within the

cells. Two strategies are used to help cytoplasmic release

of DNA. One is to use fusogenic peptides derived from

fusion-active virus to destabilize the endosomal mem-

brane. Another approach is to use a carrier with a high

buffering capacity to promote the escape of the complexes

into the cytosol, with mechanisms discussed above. The

next target is then the nucleus. The cut-off size of nuclear

pores is 9–10 nm, which allows proteins up to 60 kDa and

nucleotides up to 300 bp to enter freely.[63] However,

larger molecules can still get through the nuclear pores via

an active process, which can be modulated by NLS.

Enhanced gene transfection efficiency has been achieved

by the conjugation of NLS peptide to the gene carriers

such as PLL[64] and PDMAEMA,[65] or plasmid itself.[66]

If the NLS peptide is conjugated to the gene carrier, the

DNA has to stay complexed before nuclear translocation

takes place. It has been reported that the number of NLS

peptides conjugated to DNA plays an important role in the

nuclear transport. Too many NLS peptides may actually

inhibit nuclear translocation.[67]

IN VIVO APPLICATION

Targeted delivery is the ultimate goal of gene therapy.

Local administration so far presents a more feasible

approach as systemic barriers are bypassed. Significant

gene expression has been found in a variety of tissues/

organs, such as muscle, lung, liver, brain, tumor, and

gastrointestinal (GI) tract using polymeric gene carriers.

Muscle

Muscle has been of interest as a target for gene therapy

since Wolff et al. demonstrated that intramuscularly

injected naked plasmid DNA can be expressed in

myofibers in 1990.[68] Naked DNA has poor bioavailabil-

ity in muscle due to the degradation by extracellular
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nucleases and the rapid elimination from the muscle. In

order to protect DNA from degradation cationic agents are

used to condense DNA. However, the use of condensed

DNA particles to achieve higher transfection in muscle

rather than naked DNA has not been successful. This is

possibly because the connective tissue surrounding myo-

fibers and muscle fasciculus could limit the diffusion of

rigid condensed DNA particles through the muscle.[69]

Recently, a sustained release system using PPE-EA as a

carrier has been proved to enhance gene expression in

mouse muscle compared to naked DNA.[50] Lower N/P

ratios of 0.5 and 1 were used in the study. The

intramuscular delivery of plasmid encoding antigens can

induce antibody and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL)

responses, which is desirable for DNA vaccination.

Lung

Gene delivery to the lung has the potential to treat several

life-threatening genetic diseases such as cystic fibrosis

(CF) and a1-antitrypsin (a1AT) deficiency. Cystic fibrosis

is the result of mutations in a single gene (CF transmem-

brane conductance regulator, CFTR), and the gene

delivery target is the airway epithelial cell. a1AT is

another lung disease resulting from a single gene

mutation; however, a1AT is a secreted product that does

not need to be expressed in lung epithelium. Pulmonary

gene delivery can be achieved through different admin-

istration methods, such as lung instillation, aerosol

delivery, and intravenous injection. The method of

application greatly influences the extent of gene expres-

sion in the lung as well as the cell type that is transfected.

Instillation usually leads to significant but inhomogeneous

gene expression in epithelial cells lining the bronchioles

and distal airways, while aerosol delivery enables a more

uniform distribution of gene expression.[70,71] By intrave-

nous injection, transfection is mainly restricted to pulmo-

nary endothelium.[72] Cationic polymers such as PEI and

PAMAM have been proposed for pulmonary gene

therapy.[73,74] Several problems including avoidance of

biological barriers, suppression of immune response, and

increase of transfection efficiency and specificity need to

be solved before successful pulmonary gene therapy

becomes a reality.

Tumor

Cancer gene therapy can take the form of the administra-

tion of a good copy of a mutated tumor suppressor gene, a

gene encoding an enzyme that activates an anticancer

prodrug, or a gene that encodes an antigen designed to

generate a protective immune response.[75] There are two

general methods for tumor treatment. One is the direct

injection of DNA particles into arterial blood vessels that

supply the tumor. Another method is the direct injection of

the particles into the tumor.[76] In this case, the mobility of

the particles within the tissue is very important to the

transfection efficiency and is affected by the particle size,

charge, and concentration. Liposomal and naked DNA

formulations are two intensively investigated intratumoral

gene delivery systems. Polyethylenimine,[77] poly(a-(4-

aminobutyl)-L-glycolic acid),[78] and polyamidoamine[79]

have been the polymeric gene carriers studied for cancer

gene therapy.

Liver

Gene delivery to the liver involves intravenous adminis-

tration of DNA containing formulations, either into a

systemic or the portal vein. The stability of DNA

complexes in the blood and the dilution of DNA dose

by the blood are two major challenges for this application.

Interestingly, naked DNA has been found to transfect

hepatocytes by intravenous delivery under some special

circumstances. Hydrodynamic injection of a large volume

of naked DNA solution via the tail vein in 5–8 sec can

induce potent gene expression in internal organs, espe-

cially the liver.[5] Significant gene expression can also be

achieved in the liver by transiently restricting blood flow

through the liver immediately after peripheral intravenous

injection of naked DNA.[80] The hypothesis is that naked

DNA is taken up by hepatocytes through receptor-

mediated pathway and pressure can increase cellular

uptake. However, these methods are not practical in

clinical application. Condensed systems, such as poly-L-

lysine[81] and PEI,[82] have been reported to achieve

transfection in the liver.

Brain

Gene therapy of the brain is hindered by the presence of

the blood–brain barrier (BBB), which only allows perme-

ation of small lipophilic molecules. Exogenous genes

have been expressed in the brain after invasive routes of

administration, such as craniotomy[83] or intracarotid

arterial infusion of noxious agents causing BBB disrup-

tion.[84] Taking advantage of receptor-mediated transport,

a noninvasive gene delivery system using transferrin as

receptor to cross the BBB has been described.[85] PEI has

been shown to be a versatile and efficient vector in the

mammalian brain.[86,87] As neurons are capable of taking

up exogenous particulates from the muscles they inner-

vate, a noninvasive strategy for gene delivery to the brain

stem has been developed via peripheral intramuscular

injection of PEI/DNA complexes. It is hypothesized that

the complexes can reach the neuronal cell bodies in the

brain stem by retrograde axonal transport after being

internalized by nerve terminals in the tongue muscle.[88]
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Gastrointestinal Tract

Oral gene delivery is by far the most attractive of

administration. The efficiency of chitosan–DNA nanopar-

ticles has been explored as an oral gene delivery system in

a peanut allergy vaccine model.[44] The study demon-

strates that transgene expression can be achieved in the

small intestine of the mouse after oral administration of

chitosan/DNA nanoparticles. Using pCMVArh2 plasmid

encoding a dominant anaphylaxis-inducing antigen iden-

tified in mice sensitized with peanut, nanoparticle immu-

nization elicits a relatively high IgG2a immune response

and protects the animals from an allergic challenge.

CONCLUSION

Successful nonviral gene therapy will rely on the

development of efficient vectors that can overcome the

multitude of delivery barriers, including targeted cellular

uptake, cytoplasmic release, and nuclear transport. An

ideal nonviral vector would be nonimmunogenic, nontox-

ic, biodegradable, able to condense DNA into nanoparti-

cles, and amenable to conjugation of ligands, endosomo-

lytic agents, and NLS peptides. The DNA complex should

possess stability before and after cellular uptake, but in-

stability after nuclear transport. Although significant

progress has been made in the development of DNA con-

densing agents, poor understanding of the relationship

between the structure of gene carriers and transfection

efficiency has rendered the design of nonviral gene de-

livery systems suboptimal. Systematic mechanistic studies

to identify the rate-limiting steps in the nonviral gene

transfer process will undoubtedly produce the next ge-

neration of efficient and safe nonviral vectors.
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INTRODUCTION

The present-day silicon-based electronic devices have

grown more powerful as their basic subunit, the transistor,

has shrunk in size. However, the laws of quantum

mechanics and the limitations of fabrication techniques

may soon prevent further reduction. Thus we must

develop a novel device concept, which can be applied at

the nanometer scale. This exploration of a novel device

concept beyond silicon-based transistors is analogous to

the search for a replacement for the vacuum tube half a

century ago, and its discovery will make a profound

impact on society in this century. Many ideas have been

proposed for the novel device concept, and one promising

possibility is the construction of novel electronic devices

using organic molecules.[1–14] However, even if we could

make individual molecules that function as single-mole-

cule transistors or diodes, the next problem would be the

absence of good methods by which to arrange them in the

desired pattern and to interconnect them with one another.

Regarding this problem, it is necessary to develop a

method of fabricating conductive wires of nanometer

width (nanowires) at designated positions.

We usually use metals for wires whose width is larger

than the order of micrometers. However, in the case of

nanowires, the use of metals becomes much more difficult

because of their poor stability and difficulties in their

fabrication. If we want to use metals for nanowires, we

must devise some method of stabilizing them.[15] Hence

many materials other than metals have been considered

as candidates for nanowires, including inorganic com-

pounds,[16] carbon nanotubes,[4,8,9,12,14,17–19] DNA,[20–24]

and other conductive organic molecules or polymers,[25–30]

although we must conduct further basic studies before we

can put them to practical use.

In this article, we will present a method of fabricating a

conjugated polymer nanowire at designated positions by

controlling linear chain polymerization using the probe tip

of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).[29,30] A

demonstration is presented for a self-ordered monomo-

lecular layer of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid and 10,12-

nonacosadiynoic acid, which are amphiphilic diacetylene

compounds, adsorbed on a graphite substrate. We have

succeeded in controlling the initiation and termination of

chain polymerization with a spatial precision on the order

of 1 nm. The obtained polydiacetylene is a conjugated

polymer, so that we can expect that it will become

conductive when excess electrons or holes are supplied to

it from the surroundings.

SELF-ORDERED MOLECULAR LAYER

The monomer molecules we use are diacetylene com-

pounds with the general formula R-C C C C R’,
where C C C C is the diacetylene moiety, and R

and R’ are substituent groups. It is well known that

this molecular species in the form of solid crystals[31]

or Langmuir–Brodgett films[32] polymerizes into poly-

diacetylene compounds on appropriate stimulation such

as heating or ultraviolet irradiation (Fig. 1). Several

studies have dealt with STM observations of physisorbed

layers of various diacetylene compounds on graphite sur-

faces.[33–35] According to those studies, a variety of mo-

lecular arrangements are formed depending on the species

of substituent groups, the method of film preparation, and

the incorporation of foreign molecules.

In our work, we chose 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid

[CH3(CH2)11 C C C C (CH2)8COOH] and

10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid [CH3(CH2)15 C C C

C (CH2)8COOH] as monomer molecules. These two

species gave essentially the same results. To prepare

their thin films, the monomer molecules were dissolved

in chloroform and the solution was applied onto the

surface of purified water. After the evaporation of chlo-

roform, the thin films of monomer molecules on the water

surface were transferred to a freshly cleaved surface of

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) by nearly hori-

zontal dipping.

The STM images were recorded using the Digital

Instruments NanoScope STM system under ambient

conditions in the constant current mode. A typical STM

image of the 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid layer is shown

in Fig. 2a. The image consists of parallel bright lines
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separated by two different alternating spacings of about

3.0 and 3.8 nm, indicating that the 10,12-pentacosadiynoic

acid molecules on the graphite surface are self-ordered

after the transfer from the water surface. A magnified

STM image of the layer is shown in Fig. 2b, in which

individual molecules are resolved. Based on such STM

images, we proposed the molecular arrangement shown in

Fig. 2c. The molecules are aligned in phase to form

straight chains and the chains are arranged such that the

COOH end groups of a chain are opposite to those of a

neighboring chain. Each bright line in Fig. 2a corresponds

to the linear array of diacetylene moieties in Fig. 2c

because the multiple bonds are, in general, observed to be

higher than single bonds in STM images.[36]

Fig. 1 Polymerization of diacetylene compounds into poly-

diacetylene compounds.

Fig. 2 (a) Typical STM image of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid

layer on a graphite surface (sample bias voltage VS =�1.0 V;

tunneling current It =0.07 nA). (b) Magnified STM image of the

layer (VS =+0.5 V; It =1.0 nA). The arrows in the image indicate

the main crystal axes of graphite. (c) Top and side views of the

proposed model for molecular arrangement. (From Ref. [30]; #

American Institute of Physics, 2001.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 (a) An STM image obtained after ultraviolet irradiation

(VS =�1.0 V; It =0.07 nA). (b–e) Magnified STM images of a

polymer obtained at the same tunneling current (It =0.1 nA) and

various sample biases VS. (f) Plots of the number density of the

polymer D against the duration of ultraviolet irradiation. (g) The

proposed structural model of a polymer. The arrows indicate the

backbone of polydiacetylene. (From Ref. [30]; # American

Institute of Physics, 2001.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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At appropriately small sample biases and high tunnel-

ing currents, the STM image of the graphite substrate can

be observed. On comparing such an image with the

images of the molecular layer taken previously, it was

found that the alkyl side chains of each molecule are

oriented parallel to the main crystal axis of graphite. For

many other molecules on graphite surfaces, it has been

reported that their alkyl chains are also oriented parallel to

the main crystal axis of graphite.[34,36–40] In Fig. 2b, a

modulation of the image contrast is observed as a moiré

pattern because of the lattice mismatch between the

molecular layer and the graphite substrate. The periodicity

of the moiré modulation indicates that the spacing

between neighboring molecules in the molecular layer is

0.47 nm.

PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION

First, we examined whether such chain polymerization

could be induced by ultraviolet irradiation in the monomer

film described above, and how the created polymers are

observed in STM images. For this purpose, the molecular

layer was irradiated with ultraviolet light from a low-

pressure mercury lamp (254 nm wavelength and 1.3 mW/

cm2 power density at the sample position) for a period of

20 min.

Fig. 3a shows a typical STM image of the 10,12-

pentacosadiynoic acid layer after ultraviolet irradiation.

As we can see, very bright lines appeared. One of these

very bright lines is imaged on a magnified scale at various

sample biases, as shown in Fig. 3b–e. The number density

of the very bright lines increased almost linearly with

increasing duration of ultraviolet irradiation, as shown in

Fig. 3f. Hence these very bright lines are considered to be

polydiacetylenes, created by the photopolymerization of

the linear array of diacetylene moieties.

The moiré modulation described above was also

observed for the polymer, as seen in Fig. 3c. An important

point is that the moiré pattern in the created polymer is the

same as that in the monomer array. This means that the

spacing between the alkyl side chains in the polymer is the

same as that in the monomer—0.47 nm. This also

indicates that the orientation of the alkyl chains is

maintained parallel to the main crystal axis of graphite

even after polymerization. Based on these results, we

proposed the structural model for the polymer, as shown

in Fig. 3g. In this model, the polydiacetylene backbone is

raised so that the alkyl side chains are parallel to the main

crystal axis of the graphite substrate.

The most plausible mechanism of photopolymerization

is illustrated in Fig. 4, by analogy with the case of bulk

crystals of diacetylene compounds.[41] In the array of

monomer molecules (Fig. 4a), the diacetylene moiety of

one of the molecules is excited by photoabsorption into an

excited state. As shown in Fig. 4b, a diradical state in the

trans form with an unpaired electron at either end is a

reasonable representation of the lowest excited pp*

singlet or triplet state located at 3.7 and 3.1 eV above

the pp ground state, respectively.[42,43] Within the lifetime

of the diradical state, if a neighboring diacetylene moiety

on either side approaches the diradical because of thermal

vibration (Fig. 4c), an addition reaction occurs, forming a

dimer of diacetylene (Fig. 4d). Because the created dimer

of diacetylene still has radicals at both ends, a similar

addition reaction occurs on both ends. Hence the

repetition of such addition reaction occurs and results in

extended chain polymerization, as shown in Fig. 4e.

Therefore we can expect that if the excited diradical state

in the first step (Fig. 4b) can be created by stimulation

with the STM tip instead of photoabsorption, the extended

chain polymerization will follow.

Fig. 4 Illustration of the mechanism of photopolymerization.

(a) Array of the monomer molecules. (b) Diradical formation by

photoabsorption. (c) Approach of a neighboring diacetylene

moiety by vibrational excitation. (d) Dimer formation by an ad-

dition reaction. (e) Extended chain propagation. (From Ref. [30];

# American Institute of Physics, 2001.) (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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CHAIN POLYMERIZATION INITIATED BY A
SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPE TIP

Fig. 5a shows an STM image of the 10,12-pentacosadiy-

noic acid layer. The same area was imaged again in Fig.

5b, in which the STM tip is scanned rapidly in the

horizontal direction and slowly from the bottom to the top

at a sample bias of �1 V. When the tip passed the point

indicated by an arrow, a pulsed sample bias (�4 V in

height and 5 msec in width) was applied, as shown on the

left-hand side of the figure. As can be seen, a very bright

line appeared starting from the point where the pulsed

sample bias was applied. This very bright line is identical

in structure to those observed in Fig. 3. Namely, stimu-

lation with the STM tip induced chain polymerization

and created a polymer. The same area was imaged once

again and the result is shown in Fig. 5c. We can see that

chain polymerization occurred on both sides of the point

of stimulation.

In the case of Fig. 5b, a negative pulsed sample bias

(�4.0 V) was applied, and we found that chain polymer-

ization occurred at both polarities of the pulsed sample

bias. This is seen in Fig. 6, where the frequency of the

occurrence of chain polymerization PSTM is plotted

against the height of the pulsed bias voltage VS at both

polarities; these measurements were carried out using a

10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid layer at a fixed pulse width

of 10 msec while monitoring the tunneling current. As we

can see, the reaction probability was symmetric with

respect to the polarity of the pulsed sample bias, and the

threshold voltage for polymerization was 2.9±0.2 V. This

value is close to the energy separation between the pp
ground state and the lowest excited pp* triplet state of the

diacetylene moiety—3.1 eV.[43] This suggests that the

diacetylene moiety was excited by electrons tunneling

between the tip and the substrate, which passed inelasti-

cally through the intermediate molecular layer.

As seen in Fig. 5c, the polymers created were usually

terminated at domain boundaries. In other words, the

chain polymerization initiated by the STM tip propagated

in the domain without any additional energy other than

thermal energy, and terminated when it encountered the

domain boundary that acted as a kind of structural defect.

Exploiting the fact that the chain reaction is terminated by

a structural defect, we can also control the termination of

chain polymerization by forming an artificial structural

defect in advance. An example of a 10,12-nonacosadiy-

noic acid layer is presented in Fig. 7. First, the original

monomolecular layer was imaged (Fig. 7a). Then we

created an artificial defect at the center of the image, as

shown in Fig. 7b, using a previously reported method.[44]

Fig. 5 (a) An STM image of the original monomolecular layer

of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (VS =�1.0 V; It =0.07 nA). (b)

Image of the same area observed from the bottom to the top, but

with pulsed sample bias voltage applied at the point indicated by

the arrow. (c) The same area imaged once again. (d, e) Diagrams

illustrating the initiation of chain polymerization using an STM

tip. (From Ref. [30]; # American Institute of Physics, 2001.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Plots of the frequency of occurrence of chain poly-

merization PSTM in units of reactions per electron against the

height of the pulsed sample bias voltage VS. (From Ref. [30]; #

American Institute of Physics, 2001.)
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Namely, an STM tip was placed at that position and a high

pulsed sample bias (+5 V in height and 10 msec in width)

was applied (Fig. 7f and g). The created defect was a hole

with a diameter of 6 nm in the graphite substrate. The

same area was imaged again from the top to the bottom, as

shown in Fig. 7c, but a pulsed sample bias (�4 V in height

and 5 msec in width) was applied when the scanning tip

passed the point marked by arrow 1. A very bright line

appeared between the point of stimulation and the

artificial defect, indicating that chain polymerization

was initiated at the stimulation point and terminated at

the artificial defect (Fig. 7h and i). We imaged the same

area once more from the top to the bottom, as shown in

Fig. 7d, applying another pulsed sample bias when the tip

passed the point marked by arrow 2. In this case as well,

chain polymerization was initiated at the indicated point

and terminated at the artificial defect. Note the chain

polymerization initiated at the point marked by arrow 1

propagated on both sides of the point, as described above.

In a similar manner, we created a third polymer nanowire

by initiating chain polymerization at the point marked by

arrow 3 in Fig. 7e.

This result shows that we can control the initiation and

termination of chain polymerization with spatial precision

on the order of 1 nm. Furthermore, this result also

indicates that at least three polymer nanowires can be

connected to an object as small as 6 nm. This means that

the source, drain, and gate electrode of a nanoscale single-

molecule transistor, for instance, will be connectable.

ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD

It is well known that we can manipulate individual atoms

or molecules with an STM tip,[45–48] so we should be able

to create nanowires using such atom-by-atom crafting. It

is also known that if a thin molecular film is stimulated by

a biased STM tip, a local chemical reaction or reorien-

tation is sometimes induced,[49–53] so that continuous

modification will be possible by scanning of a biased

STM tip. Although such work is essential to fundamental

advances, the chain polymerization technique used in our

work has several advantages.

First, the nanowires obtained are guaranteed to have

perfect structures without any defects. If defects exist, the

chain reaction itself will be terminated, as has been

discussed above. Hence if the chain reaction proceeds, the

nanowire reaction product is guaranteed to have perfect

structures. For a chain reaction proceeding in a large

domain without any defects, polymers longer than 500 nm

have been observed. Furthermore, a single conducting

polymer chain in a free state, such as a solution, generally

Fig. 7 (a) An STM image of the original monomolecular layer of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid (VS =�1.0 V; It =0.07 nA). (b) Creation

of an artificial defect in advance with an STM tip. (c) First chain polymerization, initiated at the point indicated by arrow 1 and

terminated at the artificial defect. (d, e) Second and third chain polymerizations initiated at the points indicated by arrows 2 and 3,

respectively. (f, g) Diagrams illustrating the creation of an artificial defect in advance. (h, i) Diagrams illustrating the initiation and

termination of chain polymerization. (From Ref. [29]; # Macmillan Magazines Ltd., 2001.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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has a coiled conformation, which prevents the occurrence

of p-electron conjugation along the whole chain. In

contrast, the polydiacetylene nanowires on a graphite

surface obtained in our method are straight, so they can be

considered ideal p-conjugated systems. Second, the

nanowires are stable at room temperature. Third, we can

create a long nanowire by applying only one pulsed bias

voltage at one point; the propagation speed of the chain

reaction is high (we roughly estimated the propagation

speed of the chain polymerization to be 0.1–1 m/sec), so

that the entire process is accomplished in a short time.

Fourth, the process required no additional energy for the

chain propagation reaction, other than the first stimulation.

The controlled chain reaction methods have many

advantages for the fabrication of nanosized structures.

However, despite these advantages, reports on controlled

chain reaction are few (Lopinski et al.[54] have reported

another type of chain reaction—a spontaneous growth of a

molecular stylene line from a silicon dangling bond).

Finally, we would like to discuss whether or not the

nanowires are conductive. According to electronic energy

band calculations for various polydiacetylene com-

pounds,[55–57] their polydiacetylene backbones have al-

most the same band structure and are nearly independent

of substituent groups. Namely, the conjugated p-electrons

of the polydiacetylene backbone form valence and

conduction bands, which are separated by an energy gap

of about 1.6 eV.[57] Because of the existence of this band

gap, the polydiacetylene backbone is expected to be a

nonconductor. However, because the highest valence band

and the lowest conduction band have fairly strong

dispersions,[57] the polydiacetylene backbone should act

as an electronically conductive nanowire on the transfer of

charge from the surroundings. For example, excess

electrons, created by light illumination on a polydiacety-

lene chain, move in response to an electronic field with an

ultrahigh drift mobility,[58] and the conductivity of

polydiacetylene films increases on doping with iodine.[59]

The polymer nanowire on the graphite surface created by

our method is also expected to be conductive if a charge

transfer between the polymer and the graphite surface

exists. We are now planning to measure the conductivity

of the polymer nanowire.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that we can initiate the linear

propagation of the chain polymerization of unsaturated

organic molecules at any predetermined point and

terminate it at another predetermined point with a spatial

precision on the order of 1 nm, using the probe tip of

an STM. In our demonstration, we used a self-ordered

monomolecular layer of the amphiphilic diacetylene

compounds, 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid and 10,12-non-

acosadiynoic acid. Because the polydiacetylene backbone

has a conjugated p-electron system, we can expect that it

will function as an electrically conductive nanowire when

charge is transferred from the surroundings.

In the future, this method will be useful for fabricating

novel molecular devices comprising conjugated polymer

nanowires, and for interconnecting novel nanoelectronic

devices. Furthermore, because the obtained polymer is

considered to be a long, linear, conductive nanowire with

high structural perfection, it will be an ideal system for the

basic study of the physics of one-dimensional conductors.

We also hope that this work will provide a new

experimental method for chemists investigating the

kinetics and mechanisms of chain reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the recent advances in the syn-

thesis of polymer–clay nanocomposite materials and

polymer brushes on clay surfaces with the focus on the

in situ polymerization method. This new type of compos-

ite materials is based on a wide range of polymers as the

matrix and layered silicate clays as the reinforcing filler.

Its advantages, structures, and synthesis routes as well as

the special properties of layered silicate are briefly

introduced. Among various synthesis methods including

exfoliation–adsorption, melt intercalation, and in situ

polymerization, detailed discussions are focused on the

in situ polymerization approach, which is then categorized

by the polymerization mechanism employed. A compre-

hensive coverage is given to the in situ free radical poly-

merization method, including free radical polymerization

with original clay, organoclay modified with nonreactive

ammonium cations or polymerizable surfactants, and clay

intercalated with cationic initiator derivatives, i.e., the

surface-initiated polymerization strategy. As different

strategies applied by various studies are compared, the

emphasis of the discussion is placed on the synthesis

scheme and the resulting structure of the nanocomposites.

Short discussions on polymer brushes and in situ living

polymerization methods on clay particle surfaces are

offered because of the limited number of related publica-

tions. From the standpoint of the category of polymeric

materials, this review is primarily based on thermoplastic

polymers that can be produced by polymerizing their vinyl

monomers. Other materials from other in situ polymeri-

zation mechanisms, such as ring opening polymerization,

are briefly introduced at the end of this paper.

BACKGROUND

Polymer–clay nanocomposite (PCN) materials fall into

the category of organic–inorganic hybrids consisting of

organic polymers as the matrix and inorganic clay minerals

as the reinforcing filler. The unique characteristics of PCN

materials lie in the nanometer-scale mixing of the two

components and the molecular-level interactions between

them. They have a wide variety of highly improved

mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties as compared

with those of pure polymers and their macroscale counter-

parts, which was demonstrated in the seminal work on

nylon 6-clay hybrids (NCHs) by Toyota researchers in the

early 1990s (Table 1).[1–4]

Properties of Layered Silicates

Polymer–clay nanocomposite materials are also usually

referred to as polymer-layered silicate (PLS) nanocompo-

sites because the inorganic fillers used are mostly natural

or synthetic silicate materials such as montmorillonite,

hectorite, laponite, fluorohectorite, etc. They possess a

unique layered morphology of ordered stacks of quasi

two-dimensional silicate sheets whose dimensions are

about 1 nm in thickness and a few hundred nanometers in

width and length. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the crystallo-

graphic structure in one single layer consists of an edge-

shared octahedral sheet of alumina or magnesia sand-

wiched between two tetrahedral silica sheets. Metal ions

such as Na+, Li+, and Ca2 + usually occupy the interlayer

spacings/galleries to counterbalance the negative charges

in the anionic lattice, which are generated by the

isomorphous cation substitution within the layers.[5] The
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metal ions inside the silicate layers can be replaced by

various organic cations such as alkylammonium by the

cation exchange process, forming the ‘‘organically mod-

ified’’ layered silicate (OLS, also referred to as organo-

clay or organophilic clay). The exchangeable cations and

layered morphology of these silicate clays lead to their

two important physical properties: cation exchange

capacity (CEC, often measured in the unit of meq/100 g,

i.e., milliequivalents per 100 g) and specific surface area.

For example, the specific area of montmorillonite clay has

a range of 700–800 m2/g and its CEC varies from 80 to

150 meq/100 g.

Structures of Polymer–Clay
Nanocomposite Materials

Beyond traditional phase-separated macroscale compo-

sites, PCN materials can be structurally characterized into

two categories in terms of their different microstructures

resulting from different degrees of homogeneity between

the organic and inorganic components:[6,7] 1) Intercalated,

in which extended polymer chains are inserted between

the clay layers, leading to an ordered multilayer morphol-

ogy of alternating polymer/clay layers. As a result, the d

spacing of the clay particle stacks is usually increased; 2)

exfoliated/delaminated, in which the silicate layers are

exfoliated into discrete sheets and uniformly dispersed in

a continuous polymer matrix. This structure gives rise to a

complete loss of the structural registry of the clay layers.

Because of greater phase homogeneity with the latter, the

exfoliated structure is more effective in improving the

properties of the polymer, especially at very low clay

loading. X-ray diffraction (XRD) d-spacing measurement

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation

are two commonly used and complementary spectroscopic

and microscopic tools to characterize and differentiate

these microstructures. In addition to the two well-defined

structures, intermediate structures comprising both inter-

calated and exfoliated domains are also observed. For the

PCN samples of this mixed structure, the XRD peaks are

often broadened and TEM analysis is imperative to

characterize the overall structure.[8]

Preparation Methods of Polymer–Clay
Nanocomposite Materials

There are different numbers of synthetic routes toward

PCN materials as classified by previous review arti-

cles.[9,10] The three primary methods are as follows:

Exfoliation–adsorption: This generally involves the exfo-

liation of clay in a proper solvent and the adsorption

of a soluble polymer to the clay surfaces. Polymer–clay

nanocomposite materials, especially those based on

polymers with high hydrophilicity, such as poly(vinyl

alcohol), poly(ethylene oxide), and poly(acrylic acid),

can be produced.[11,12] However, the main drawback

is that a suitable solvent to promote compatibility of

Table 1 Property comparison of NCH, NCC, and pure nylon 6 as presented in Ref. [1]

Specimen

(montmorillonite wt.%)

Tensile

strength (MPa)

Charpy impact

strength (MPa)

HDTa at

18.5 kg/cm2 (C)

Rate of water

adsorption

at 23oC, 1 day (%)

NCHb (4.2) 81 2.8 145 0.51

NCCc (5.0) 64 2.2 89 0.90

Nylon 6 (0) 72 2.3 65 0.87

aHeat distortion temperature (HDT).
bNanoscale nylon 6-clay hybrid (NCH).
cMacroscale nylon 6-clay composite (NCC).

Fig. 1 Illustration of the structure of layered silicates. (From

Ref. [5]. Copyright 2003 Springer-Verlag GmbH & Co.KG.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the inorganic clay and organic polymers is not always

available.

Melt intercalation: This is a simple mix-and-heat process,

in which the layered silicate, usually organically

modified, is mixed with the polymer matrix in the

molten state. As compared with exfoliation–adsorption

method, it is a versatile and green approach as a wide

variety of polymers can be applied and no solvents

are needed.[13–16] It also provides a model system in

which the behavior of confined polymers can be

studied.[17–22] Nonetheless, the ideal exfoliated struc-

ture is not always achieved.

In situ polymerization: Monomers/comonomers are poly-

merized with the presence of original/modified clay

via different polymerization mechanisms. This is also

often referred to as intercalative or interlamellar poly-

merization, in which the chain growth is expected to be

inside the galleries of the layered silicate. The advantage

of this method is that as the polymerization inside the

galleries progresses, the clay particles will be gradually

swollen and ultimately exfoliated into discrete layers. As

a result, this approach can more likely lead to PCN

materials with a delaminated structure.

In this article, we would like to focus on the strategy of

in situ polymerization toward polymer brushes on clay

particle surfaces and PCN materials. Details and char-

acteristics of other methods such as template synthesis[23]

and even a ‘‘general approach’’[24] to PCN materials can

be found in their respective reviews/reports and will not

be discussed in this article.

Polymer Brushes on Clay Surfaces

Polymer brushes are defined as an assembly of polymer

chains that are immobilized at one end to a surface by

tethering, which is sufficiently dense so that the chains are

forced to stretch away from the surface as a result of

interchain repulsion.[25] Because of the layered morphol-

ogy and negative surface charges, polymer chains that are

ionically bound to clay surfaces can also be considered as

polymer brushes if the surface charge density of the clay

substrate is high enough so that the average distance

between anionic sites is smaller than the radius of gyration

of a polymer. They can exist in two different geometries.

One is that the polymer brushes can be formed in bulk

either by physisorption of one-end-charged polymers as

described in the exfoliation–adsorption method (grafting-

to) or by in situ polymerization using cationic monomer/

initiator derivatives (grafting-from). Another is that the

brushes can be grafted to/from a flat layer of clay particles

on planar substrates prepared by the self-assembled

monolayer (SAM) technique or the alternate polyelectro-

lyte deposition (APD) process.[26–28] The former case

has been extensively investigated in the form of PCN

materials while there are few studies in the literature about

the latter.

METHODS OF IN SITU POLYMERIZATION

The history of in situ polymerizations with clay can be

traced back to the 1960s. The type of clay involved was

original clay or organoclay modified with organic cations

with various functionalities. The form of polymerization

ranged from bulk, solution, suspension, and emulsion. The

PCN products could be thermoplastics or thermosets. Here

we categorize the following in situ methods based on their

individual polymerization mechanism. The emphasis of

the discussion is focused on the synthetic routes and

structures of the PCN materials rather than to their

practical properties. It should also be noted that there is

another case of in situ polymerization, in which clay

minerals, especially when exchanged with transition

metal cations, can also initiate/catalyze the polymeriza-

tion of different monomers;[29,30] but this will not be

discussed here.

In Situ Free Radical Polymerization

Many important thermoplastic polymers, such as polysty-

rene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), can be

produced by free radical polymerization mechanism using

their vinyl monomers. The following discussion is focused

on the PCN materials based on these two typical polymers,

and in situ free radical methods are subcategorized by the

initiators used.

Intercalative free radical polymerization
using traditional initiators

Early studies on in situ free radical polymerization were

focused on mixing vinyl monomers with unmodified/

modified clay followed by polymerization with traditional

azo, peroxide, or persulfate initiators. In the mid-1960s, in

situ free radical polymerization with pristine clays was

demonstrated by Blumstein[31] and Solomon and Ros-

ser.[32] The effects of different types of clay on polymer-

ization mechanisms and the interactions between different

monomers and clay were studied. Lee and Jang[33] ob-

tained PMMA–clay materials of intercalated structure

through emulsion polymerization with original clay using

potassium persulfate as the initiator. Later, they used

the same method to prepare PS–clay nanocomposites.

As compared with their earlier PMMA materials, the
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deceased d spacings of the intercalated PS composites

were attributed to stronger hydrophobicity of the styrene

monomer, which had less compatibility to penetrate into

the galleries of the hydrophilic clay.[34] Exfoliated PMMA

nanocomposites was accomplished by Bandyopadhyay

et al.[35] using different clays (montmorillonite and

fluorohectorite) but similar initiator and emulsion meth-

ods. Using the same initiator, suspension polymerizations

of MMA initiated with the presence of montmorillonite

clay were investigated by Al-Esaimi,[36] but structural

information of the composites was not reported. Structures

from direct PMMA melt intercalation and in situ poly-

merization with alkylammonium-modified clay and 2,2’-
azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) initiator were compared by

Tabtiang et al.[37] and a finer degree of clay dispersion was

observed for the latter. Exfoliated PS–clay nanocompo-

sites were achieved by Chen et al.[38] using emulsion

polymerization with ammonium persulfate as the initiator

and cetyltrimethylammonium as the organic modifier of

the clay. Similarly, Okamoto et al.[39] synthesized partially

exfoliated PMMA–clay materials and intercalated PS–

clay composites by bulk polymerization with lipophilized

smectic clays. Later, they studied the effects of the addi-

tion of a small amount of different polar comonomers

(acrylate and acrylamide derivatives) on the structure and

properties of the PMMA–clay composites.[40] Likewise,

Dietsche et al.[41] found that the addition of a small

amount of dodecylmethacrylate (LMA) comonomer as a

compatibilizer with organoclay [modified by dioctade-

cyldimethylammonium (DOD) cation] could promote

clay exfoliation in the poly(MMA-co-LMA) matrix. By

bulk polymerizations with AIBN as the initiator, Doh and

Cho[42] systematically investigated the effect of different

organic modifiers on the structure and properties of PS–

clay nanocomposites. Although exfoliated structure was

not observed, one of the three PS–clay products exhibited

better clay dispersion and thermal property. The authors

ascribed it to the structural affinity between the styrene

monomer and the benzyl unit in one of the three

alkylammonium cations employed. From the discussions

above, it can be concluded that in the in situ intercalative

polymerization, the compatibility between the monomer/

comonomer and organic groups in the organoclay plays

an important role in the structure and properties of PCN

materials. Fig. 2 illustrates the preparation method used by

Chen et al.,[38] which can also be used to schematically

generalize the concept of in situ intercalative polymeriza-

tion with organoclay modified by ammonium cations.

Other than homopolymers, PCNs based on copolymers

such as poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (SAN) were also

prepared by in situ polymerization with pristine or modi-

fied clay, indicating the versatility of this strategy.[43,44]

In the studies cited above, the polymer chains are freely

formed and are not bound to the clay surfaces, as can be

seen in Fig. 2. The following discussion will introduce

recent studies on the in situ polymerization with clay mod-

ified by polymerizable cations by which a portion of the

polymer chains is end-tethered to the clay surfaces. With

two kinds of modified clays functionalized by charged

acrylate derivatives, Biasci et al.[45] achieved intercalated

PMMA–clay nanocomposites by solution polymerization

initiated by AIBN. Similarly and using the same initiator,

intercalated PS–clay materials were synthesized by Akelah

and Moet[46,47] through ion exchanging with a vinylben-

zylammonium cation and subsequent in situ free radical

polymerization of styrene. As a continuation of the pre-

vious work, Dietsche et al.[41] synthesized the poly

(MMA-co-LMA) materials from organoclay modified by

a reactive cation containing two MMA end units [bis(2-

methacryloyloxyethyl-)methyl-n-dodecyl-ammonium

(DMMA)]. As compared with the old PCNs from non-

reactive cation DOD, unusual combination of high stiff-

ness and high toughness was observed in the new nano-

composites and attributed to the surface attachment of the

polymers through covalent bonding with the polymeriz-

able DMMA.[48] Exfoliated PS–clay nanocomposites were

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the preparation of PS–montmorillonite nanocomposite via in situ intercalative polymerization. (A)

Original sodium montmorillonite. (B) Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) exchanged montmorillonite. (C) Exfoliated PS–

montmorillonite nanocomposite. (From Ref. [38]. Copyright 2003 Acta Materialia and Elsevier Science Inc. Ltd.)
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achieved from in situ bulk polymerization by Fu and

Qutubuddin.[49] In their studies, organophilic clay was pre-

pared by the insertion of a polymerizable cationic surfac-

tant vinylbenzyldimethyldodecylammonium chloride

(VDAC), which was then directly dispersed in monomer

solution followed by initiation by AIBN. They believed

that exfoliation resulted from the special properties of the

VDAC modifier: the reactivity of the vinylbenzyl group,

the solubility in styrene monomer, and the better swelling

ability for clay.[50] Their results were confirmed by Zhu

et al.,[51] as essentially the same reactive modifier also

resulted in exfoliated PS–clay nanocomposites. In their

comparative studies using bulk polymerization and AIBN

initiator but different cationic surfactants, better thermal

stability was found in the organoclay modified by a

phosphonium salt than in the other two modified by

ammonium salts, which might be useful if high processing

temperatures were required for the PCN materials. Similar

results were recently observed by Yeh et al.[52] as they

found the PMMA–clay nanocomposite from alkylpho-

sphonium as the intercalating agent displayed higher glass

transition temperature (Tg) than that from conventional

alkylammonium salt. Depending on the clay content, ex-

foliated, intercalated, and mixed intercalated–exfoliated

structures were found in their PMMA materials via in situ

solution polymerization with benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as

the initiator. However, it should be noted that neither of the

‘‘onium’’ molecules contained polymerizable groups. Clay

exfoliation in both PS–[53] and PMMA–clay[54] nanocom-

posites was accomplished by Choi, Kim, and their co-

workers through emulsion polymerizations with 2-acryla-

mido-2-methyl-1-propane-sulfonic acid (AMPS) as the

reactive surfactant. They were able to obtain the end-

tethered polymers by a reverse ion-exchange process. The

copolymerization between AMPS and styrene was con-

firmed by NMR measurements. Likewise, Zeng and Lee[55]

prepared exfoliated PS– and PMMA–clay materials by

bulk polymerization with clay modified by an ammonium

salt containing an MMA end unit. Furthermore, by

investigating the effects of different initiators including

BPO and AIBN, they also stressed that compatibility of the

monomer, initiator, and organoclay could strongly influ-

ence the clay dispersion in the polymer matrix. Based on PS

and PMMA, Wang et al.[56] comprehensively studied the

methods for PCN materials including in situ bulk, solution,

suspension, and emulsion polymerization as well as melt

intercalation. The effects of different initiators and ammo-

nium ions on the in situ polymerizations were also

compared. They also found that clay exfoliation were

improved by the polymerizable group in the organic

modifier that could participate in the polymerization.

Fig. 3 shows the synthetic route utilized by Akelah and

Moet,[46] representing the scheme of tethering polymer

chain to clay surfaces with cationic comonomer deriva-

tives. Here the end-tethered chains can also be consid-

ered as polymer brushes formed in-bulk by the grafting-

from approach.

From the previous discussions, it is obvious that

surface-attached polymer chains through polymerizable

modifiers can indeed improve clay particle exfoliation as

compared with nonreactive alkylammoniums. Besides PS

and PMMA, this concept has also been demonstrated by

other PCNs such as poly(acrylamide)[57] and poly(acry-

lonitrile)[58] via in situ polymerization using traditional

free radical initiators.

It is worth mentioning that the coworkers of Dietsche

further continued their previous studies[41,48] by utilizing

protonated amine-terminated oligostyrene[59] and cyclic

amidinium cation-terminated oligoMMA and oligo-

styrene[60] as organic modifiers of the clay, which was

applied in the subsequent melt compounding/extrusion

processes with different polymers including polystyrene,

PMMA, and styrene–acrylonitrile copolymer. The cat-

ionic oligomers (number average molecular weight 3000

g/mol for amidine-terminated species and 5800 g/mol for

amine-terminated species) were first synthesized by

controlled free radical and anionic polymerization

methods and then attached to clay surfaces by ion

exchange processes. Unlike clays intercalated with

various alkylammonium cations, XRD measurements

were even unable to detect the significantly increased d

spacings of the well-swollen organoclays inserted with

the oligomeric cations. It has to be pointed out that the

OLSs here are analogs to the PCNs prepared by the

exfoliation–adsorption method, except that the organic

components are oligomeric cations rather than water-

soluble polymers. Furthermore, these end-tethered oli-

gomers are similar to the polymer brushes on clay

surfaces by the grafting-to strategy described before,

except for their low molecular weight nature. Effective

exfoliation was observed by scanning electron micros-

copy (SEM) of the PCN materials after melt intercala-

tion. Interesting rheological and thermal properties were

found to be related with the interactions among polymer

matrix, oligomer brushes tethered on clay surfaces, and

the clay particles themselves.[61] Citing amine-terminat-

ed oligostyrene by anionic polymerization as an exam-

ple, their synthetic scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 In situ polymerization scheme as employed in Ref. [46].

The free radical polymerization of styrene with clay modified by

a cationic comonomer resulted in surface-bound polymer chains.
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Surface-initiated free radical polymerization
using cationic initiator derivatives

As for in situ free radical polymerization with clay,

polymerization initiator derivatives can also be inserted

into clay particles’ galleries instead of reactive monomer

cations or nonreactive surfactants. In this case, the sur-

face-attached initiator not only renders the clay organo-

philic but also provides the initiation functionality for the

subsequent in situ polymerization. Because it is the

surface-attached initiator that activates the polymerization

process and the polymer chain actually propagates from

the surface, this type of in situ polymerization is also

called the surface-initiated polymerization (SIP). The

advantage of in situ polymerization with the initiator-

intercalated clay lies in a sound assumption that, as the

bound polymer chains propagate, the ordered silicate

layers can be gradually pushed apart and finally exfoliated

in the polymer matrix. Furthermore, as compared with the

polymerizable surfactant route discussed above, the SIP

strategy can presumably generate more end-tethered

polymer chains with greater length, which provide more

efficiency in exfoliation. Free radical SIPs using different

AIBN initiator variants were demonstrated on various

surfaces including spherical silica gel particles,[62,63]

planar SiOx
[64] and gold substrates,[65,66] etc., on which

the initiators were immobilized using the SAM method

through covalent bonding. As for SIPs from clay surfaces,

the initiator must be rendered cationic for ionic bonding

with clay surfaces. The bound polymer chains after SIP

can be cleaved for analysis by a counter-ion-exchange

process using an excessive amount of alkali compound

with greater cationic strength such as lithium bromide.

2,2’-Azobis(isobutyramidine hydrochloride) (AIBA) is

a water-soluble, commercially available, and bicationic

azo compound that can be used as a surface-attached

free radical initiator. In the mid-1960s, its feasibility was

demonstrated by Dekking[67,68] through the SIPs of sev-

eral vinyl monomers. By bulk and emulsion polymer-

ization, the effects of different clays (kaolin, bentonite,

and hectorite) on the kinetics of the attached initiator

decomposition and the subsequent chain propagation were

studied. Similarly, Meier et al.[69] also employed AIBA to

polymerize styrene from high-surface-area mica powder

and the SIP mechanism was investigated. Although

high molecular weight grafted polymer was obtained,

they argued that the surface initiation and chain propa-

gation played a minor role in the formation of surface-

attached polymers. Instead, bound chains were created by

the reaction between free polymers formed in solution

and the surface-bound products of AIBA decomposition.

However, no structural information of the composite

products was reported. Huang and Brittain,[70] employing

the same AIBA initiator and suspension SIP, achieved

PMMA–clay nanocomposites with exfoliated structure.

For comparison, they also prepared PMMA materials

Fig. 4 Synthesis of the oligostyrene and preparation of the organoclay. (From Ref. [59]. Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.)
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based on nonreactive and polymerizable methacrylam-

monium-modified clays via in situ polymerization using

traditional AIBN initiator. It was observed that exfoliated

structure was achieved and preserved after melt proces-

sing for the nanocomposites from AIBA and methacry-

lammonium-modified clays. In contrast, alkylammonium

organoclay yielded only the intercalated structure both

before and after melt processing and an even greater

degree of order after melt processing. Thus, the authors

believed that the end-tethered polymer chains not only

promoted clay particle exfoliation but also helped

preserve the exfoliated structure at elevated temperature

by hindering the aggregation of the silicate layers.

Between the nanocomposites from SIP with AIBA and

polymerizable cation with AIBN, better thermal stability

was observed in the former. Fig. 5 shows the structures of

their three cationic modifiers, which also clearly present

the three foregoing concepts in OLS modifications.

We synthesized another water-soluble monocationic

azo compound.[71] The advantage of this AIBN derivative

is that, unlike AIBA, the positive charge at one end is pH

independent, which can tolerate different polymerization

conditions. In addition, the other alkyl end of the molecule

can greatly enhance the homogeneity of clay–monomer/

solvent mixture of the SIP system. It should also be

pointed out that, other than bound polymers, free ones also

form in bulk/solution resulting from the other unbound

free radical after the decomposition of the azo group.

Through solution SIP, this initiator was first used to graft

polystyrene brushes from clay surfaces adsorbed by the

SAM technique on planar substrates. Fig. 6 shows the

structure of the initiator as well as the synthesis scheme of

the polymer brush and the free polymer formation. By

surface-sensitive characterizations including ellipsometry

and surface plasmon spectroscopy (SPS), it was found that

the average initiator graft density (on the order of 0.1–1

molecules/nm2) and polymer layer thickness on flat clay

surfaces were much lower than those on flat SiOx

substrates from which the initiator/polymer were grafted

by covalent bonding (on the order of 2–3 molecules/nm2

Fig. 6 Illustration of polymer brushes grafted from clay particles absorbed on flat substrates and free polymer formation. (From

Ref. [71]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 5 Structures of the three cations used to modify layered

silicates. 1) An alkyl ammonium chloride salt; 2) the AIBA

initiator; 3) a reactive surfactant containing a polymerizable

MMA unit. (From Ref. [70]. Copyright 2003 American Chem-

ical Society.)
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based on silane surface coupling).[72] The reason was

believed to be that the charge density of clay surfaces was

much lower than the density of the reactive sites of the

SiOx substrates. Therefore the bound polymers grafted

from clay particles existed in the morphology of ‘‘mush-

rooms’’ rather than ‘‘brushes.’’ It should be noted that the

results depend on the physical properties of a specific type

of clay, i.e., its CEC and specific surface area. The graft

density can be varied if another type of clay is applied.

We further synthesized another similar but bicationic

initiator, which was compared with the monocationic one

in terms of the structures of their modified clays and the

polystyrene–clay nanocomposites from solution SIPs.[73]

The structure of intercalated clays after ion exchange was

first studied by XRD measurements. Despite the similar

structure and chain length of the two molecules, lower d

spacing and less degree of order were observed in the

organoclay modified by the bicationic initiator. This result

was attributed to the combination of the two attachment

possibilities of the bicationic initiator: 1) The two cationic

ends were attached to the same side of one clay particle

and; 2) they were bound to two sides of two adjacent

particles. As for the SIP products, it was found that the

monocationic initiator-modified clay was more likely to

produce exfoliated structure. It was also found that the

molecular weights of bound polymers were lower than

that of the free ones. The differences caused by the two

initiators, including organophilicity of the modified clays,

clay particle dispersibility during SIP, diffusion and

addition kinetics of monomer, and chain transfer and

termination possibilities, were discussed and compared.

Using the monocationic initiator, we also prepared

PMMA–clay nanocomposites via bulk, suspension, and

solution SIPs.[74] Exfoliated structure was achieved by

solution and bulk methods while suspension polymeriza-

tion yielded a mixed exfoliation–intercalation morpholo-

gy. It was ascribed to the amphiphilic characteristic of the

initiator-modified clay, which probably formed aggrega-

tion at the monomer–water interface during suspension

SIP. Intriguing results such as the effect of the affinity

between immobilized initiator and monomer on the pro-

duct structure, molecular weights, and molecular weight

distributions of free and bound polymers as shown by gel

permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis, were also

observed and discussed.[75] It should be noted that

although the molecular weight of the bound polymer

was lower than that of the free one, it was still much

higher as compared with that of the bound chains from

the reactive surfactant approach, where only oligomers

were obtained.[54] This proves the higher efficiency of

producing long end-tethered chains in SIP methods than

in the polymerizable modifier strategy. Fig. 6 can also be

used to represent the synthesis scheme used here except

that the monomer is MMA and the clay particle is not

ionically adsorbed to a planar substrate.

In Situ Living Polymerization

It is well known that living polymerization methods are

capable of synthesizing homopolymers with narrow poly-

dispersity and controllable molecular weight and copoly-

mers with desired architecture. On the other hand, they

generally require more demanding polymerization condi-

tions than the ordinary free radical approach. As compared

with the intensive studies on living polymerization from

other surfaces with various geometry (Ref. [76] and

references therein), there were just a few attempts to

prepare polystyrene–clay materials through in situ surface-

initiated living polymerization from clay surfaces.

Living anionic surface initiated polymerization

We synthesized a cationic derivative of 1,1-diphenylethyl-

ene (DPE) to anionically polymerize styrene from clay

surfaces.[77,78] 1,1-Diphenylethylene was first modified to

be a water-soluble ammonium bromide salt and then

intercalated into montmorillonite clay by ion exchange.

Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of living anionic surface-initiated polymerization (LASIP) from layered clay particles. (From Ref. [78].

Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.)
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The subsequent living anionic surface-initiated polymer-

ization (LASIP) successfully yielded free and bound poly-

styrene with controllable molecular weight and narrow

molecular weight distribution. However, the bound poly-

mers had lower molecular weight than the free ones and

only intercalated structure was obtained in the composite

products. The authors believed that the dispersibility of

intercalated clay and monomer diffusion kinetics in this

heterogeneous polymerization system were critical factors

of the LASIP process. Fig. 7 shows the synthetic route.

Living free radical polymerization

Exfoliated polystyrene–clay nanocomposites with con-

trollable molecular weight were prepared by Weimer

et al.[79] by intercalating an ammonium cation initiator

containing a nitroxide moiety into the montmorillonite

clay. The following living free radical polymerization

(LFRP) protected by the nitroxyl group effectively

produced polystyrene materials with narrow polydispersi-

ty and exfoliated structure. Moreover, while keeping the

clay loading constant, they were able to control the

molecular weight of the polymer matrix by varying the

initiator concentration by cointercalating a noninitiating

ammonium salt. The livingness of the reaction and block

copolymerization viability was further confirmed by a

successful effort of chain extension. It is worth mentioning

that this is the first time that an exfoliated PCN material

with controllable molecular weight has been achieved

based on in situ polymerization with a vinyl monomer.

Fig. 8 illustrates the synthesis scheme.

Other In Situ Polymerization Methods

Other than thermoplastic polymers prepared by in situ

addition polymerization of their vinyl monomers, there

has been tremendous work on other polymeric mateials by

other polymerization mechanisms. In fact, early studies by

Toyota scientists on nylon-based PCN materials demon-

strated in situ ring opening polymerization of e-caprolac-

tam with organoclays modified by protonated amino

acids.[80–82] By using the similar strategy, Messersmith

and Giannelis[83,84] synthesized poly(e-caprolactone)–clay

nanocomposites. Aside from their highly improved me-

chanical, thermal, and barrier properties, unique visco-

elastic behaviors of those end-tethered polymers were also

discovered.[85,86] The latest progress on in situ ring

opening polymerization can be found in the recent reports

and related reviews by Dubois et al.[87–89] Indeed, the

versatility of the in situ polymerization strategy has been

demonstrated by a broad spectrum of other polymers via

their individual polymerization mechanism including

thermosets,[90–93] elastomers,[94,95] polyolefins,[96,97] and

even conducting polymers.[98–100]

CONCLUSION

In situ polymerization synthesis methods for PCN

materials and polymer brushes on clay nanoparticles are

summarized and categorized. The emphasis is placed on

free radical and living polymerization approaches. Earlier

investigations have shown that in situ polymerization with

organoclays modified by reactive modifiers, in which a

portion of the polymers is attached to clay surfaces by

polymerizable cations, is more likely to give exfoliated

Fig. 8 Exfoliated polystyrene–clay nanocomposites by living

free radical polymerization. (From Ref. [79]. Copyright 2003

American Chemical Society.)
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PCNs than with organoclays modified by nonreactive

alkylammoniums or pristine clay. Previous studies have

also demonstrated that in situ polymerization by SIP

method, in which more and longer polymer chains can

be end-tethered to clay surfaces by cationic initiators

than by polymerizable modifiers, can also achieve effec-

tive exfoliation. The viability of achieving molecular

weight-controllable PCNs has been demonstrated as well

by several attempts on in situ living polymerization ap-

proaches from clay surfaces. Although the discussions in

this paper are primarily based on thermoplastic polymers

from addition polymerization of their vinyl monomers,

the versatility and efficiency of in situ polymerization

strategy have been verified by PCNs via other in situ

polymerization mechanisms, which are briefly intro-

duced. The related report and review references are

also given.
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INTRODUCTION

One central goal of materials engineering is to produce

hierarchical materials that are ordered over a range of

length scales and in which larger-scale structural and

physicochemical properties are controlled by molecular

characteristics.[1] Fabricating molecular, polymeric, and

biomolecular structures on surfaces and controlling their

architecture on the nanometer length scale is important

for a wide range of applications. For example, the ability

to pattern surfaces with polymers and biomacromolecules

has important applications in biosensors,[2] proteomic

chips,[3] and nanofluidic devices.[4] To date, fabrication of

micropatterns and microstructures for these applications

has relied on either photolithography[2,5,6] or an ensemble

of related techniques termed ‘‘soft lithography’’[7] that

use elastomeric stamps or molds. These techniques have

been extremely successful at the micrometer length scale

or larger, but have a number of inherent limitations that

preclude their extension to the nanometer length scale.

X-ray lithography[8–10] requires expensive mask alignment

equipment, and the photoresists and developers commonly

used are incompatible with many organic and biomole-

cules. Furthermore, like electron beam lithography,[8,11,12]

it requires expensive ultrahigh vacuum equipment.

This review will focus on methods that allow for

molecular-level control in the fabrication of polymeric and

biomolecular nanostructures using scanning probe litho-

graphy (SPL,[13–15]). Among all the available nano-

fabrication techniques, SPL has unique advantages

because of its simplicity and capability to both manipulate

and image nanostructures on surfaces. In contrast to other

nanofabrication methods, SPL, which is capable of

resolution less than 50 nm[16] is technologically simpler,

significantly cheaper, and therefore a much more widely

accessible method to most researchers, requiring only a

scanning probe microscope (SPM) such as a scanning

tunneling microscope (STM.[17]), an atomic force micro-

scope (AFM[18]), or a near-field scanning optical micro-

scope (NSOM[19,20]) (Fig. 1).

SPL can behave like an interactive plotter, registering

with nanostructures on a surface, while offering resolution

comparable to electron beam lithography[21] The slow-

speed serial nature of the lithography process can be cir-

cumvented by employing cantilever arrays.[22]

METHODOLOGY

Direct manipulation of both self-assembly and supramo-

lecular chemistry are critical to materials engineering on

the nanoscale. Generally, two fabrication approaches are

used: a ‘‘bottom-up’’ or ‘‘grafting from’’ approach, which

constructs supramolecular ensembles by synthesis of

functionalized, small molecular units, using, for example,

surface initiated polymerization; and a ‘‘grafting to’’

approach that seeks to directly manipulate and position

macromolecules, proteins, or ligands on a surface with

nanometer precision.

Self-Assembled Affinity Templates

Highly ordered and spatially confined self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs) serve as initiator platforms for poly-

merization of polymer brushes and as growth templates

for directed self-assembly of synthetic and biomolecules.

The molecules forming these ‘‘affinity templates’’ are

typically bifunctional, where the surface binding group

(silane[23] or thiol[24,25]) is chosen to match the substrate

chemistry. The linker, usually an inert hydrocarbon chain,

connects the surface binding group with the ligating,

functional head group, often a hydroxyl (–OH) or car-

boxyl (–COOH) group.

Surface-Initiated Polymerization

Attaching polymer brushes[26] with thicknesses on the

molecular scale to solid surfaces allows one to tailor the

surface properties of materials by imparting desirable

energetic, mechanical, and electrical functionalities. The

in situ formation of polymer brushes in a ‘‘grafting-from’’

approach, using patterned SAMs of an initiator, provides

spatial flexibility and achieves higher packing densities

than possible in a ‘‘grafting-to’’ approach.[27,28]

Seminal work by Prucker and Rühe[27,28] led the way

for generating polymer brushes in a ‘‘grafting from’’
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approach using free radical polymerization. Although the

templated fabrication of polymeric nanostructures from

the ‘‘bottom-up’’ has been prototypically demonstrated,

and many methods to initiate polymerization reactions

have been used (e.g., anion,[29] cation,[30] radical,[27]

plasma,[31] condensation,[32] photochemical,[33] electro-

chemical,[34] and ring-opening metathesis polymeriza-

tion.[35–37]), preparation of precisely patterned, surface-

attached polymeric structures with controlled lengths,

conformational geometries, functionality, and properties

is still in its infancy. So far, atom-transfer radical poly-

merization (ATRP) has been the workhorse polymeriza-

tion methodology used by researchers attempting to

prepare surface-attached polymer brushes of controlled

structure[38,39] This transition metal-based, controlled rad-

ical polymerization chemistry produces functional poly-

mers with defined molecular weight and polydispersity,

and as a result of the ‘‘living’’ nature of the catalyst,

allows the ready synthesis of block copolymers.

Protein Grafting

The precision with which one can organize large molec-

ular structures, such as proteins, depends on the quality

and chemical functionality of the affinity template nano-

structure.[40] Ideally, the template surface and background

polymers are chosen so that the protein to be grafted se-

lectively links either with the template or the background

only. Some approaches for protein grafting or ‘‘immobi-

lization’’ rely on physisorption, while others make use of

chemical bonds between protein and substrate, particular-

ly if the patterned protein is subjected to hydrodynamic or

other physical forces. Covalent immobilization methods

include formation of amide, imine, and disulfide bonds.

While these approaches are relatively simple, they often

preclude direct control over protein orientation on the

surface, which is problematic if protein binding to its

recognition partners is desired. Recently, Hyun et al.[41]

developed a new nanofabrication method allowing con-

trol over molecular orientation by using molecular recog-

nition mediated protein immobilization.

SCANNING PROBE LITHOGRAPHY

Shortly after the invention of the scanning probe micro-

scope, it was realized that the tips used for imaging could

also be used to modify the surfaces. Since then, many

SPL techniques have been developed based on various

Fig. 1 Schematic view of scanning probe microscopes. (a)

Scanning tunneling microscope (STM), (b) atomic force mi-

croscope (AFM), and (c) near-field scanning optical microscope

(NSOM). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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chemical, physical, and electrical modifications of sur-

faces, including mechanical scratching,[42–44] electrochem-

ical anodization of silicon surfaces,[45,46] decomposition

of self-assembled monolayers,[45,47–49] electric field in-

duced chemical reactions,[50,51] and electrochemical reac-

tions in solution using electrochemical STM tips.[52–57]

Several comprehensive reviews of SPM related lithogra-

phy can be found in the literature.[16,58]

Depending on the instrument design, either the probe

tip scans relative to a stationary sample surface, or the

surface is scanned relative to a stationary tip. Scanning

is typically achieved through piezoelectric actuators.

The requirement for accurate tip positioning has driven

SPM design to use closed-loop scanning to compensate

for the nonlinear and often hysteretic behavior of pi-

ezoelectric actuators. Increasing interest in scanning probe

lithography has also spurred the development of user

interfaces that allow the user to program arbitrary mo-

tions of the tip relative to the sample,[59] and several SPM

manufacturers now offer lithography packages. Current

methods for fabricating polymer nanostructures include

nanoshaving and nanografting, dip-pen nanolithogra-

phy (DPN), direct-write DPN, and near-field scanning

optical lithography.

Nanoshaving and Nanografting

Perhaps the simplest method for fabricating patterned

substrates is nanoshaving, in which SAM adsorbates are

mechanically displaced while the cantilever tip is dragged

over the surface, leaving behind a patterned sur-

face.[42,44,60] Large contact pressure during patterning[44]

creates large shear forces that exceed the displacement

threshold of the usually chemisorbed molecules (Fig. 2a).

In nanografting, the AFM tips are again used to displace

thiol molecules from adsorptions sites; however, cantile-

ver and SAM are now immersed in a solution of a

different thiol[43] (Fig. 2b).

These thiols in solution immediately self-assemble on

the newly exposed gold surface left behind as the tip

shaves the matrix SAM. The resulting SAM patterns can

now be used as affinity templates for protein immobili-

zation[40] or for surface initiated nanopolymerization.

Dip-Pen Nanolithography

More recently, a new SPL technique, ‘‘dip-pen’’ nanoli-

thography (DPN),[61,62] has permitted patterning of mono-

layer films of thiolated organic molecules with sub-100-

nm resolution onto gold substrates. The technology uses

the spontaneous condensation of water vapor between the

AFM tip and substrate to transport organic molecules

from the AFM tip to the surface in the area specifically

defined by the tip–surface interaction[63] (Fig. 3).

To draw on a familiar analogy, the AFM tip acts as

a ‘‘pen,’’ the organic molecules act as ‘‘ink,’’ and the

surface acts as ‘‘paper’’ to ‘‘draw’’ the nanostructures.

DPN allows direct patterning of nanoscale structures in

both serial and parallel fashions.[64] Attractive features of

DPN over most other SPL techniques are its simplicity—it

requires no liquid cells—and its ability to create various

nanostructures in a ‘‘direct-write’’ fashion. Furthermore,

as long as the tip can be inked with a solution containing

the reactant of interest and a capillary meniscus main-

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of two basic manipulation

mechanisms using AFM: (a) nanoshaving and (b) nanografting.

The corresponding imaging (I) and fabrication (II) modes are

depicted in the top and bottom rows, respectively. (From

Ref. [44]. Copyright 2000, American Chemical Society.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of dip-pen nanolithography

(DPN). A water meniscus forms between the AFM tip, typically

coated with a o-functionalized alkane thiol (e.g., mercapto-

hexadecanoic acid) and a gold substrate. The size of the me-

niscus, which is controlled by relative humidity, affects the thiol

transport rate, the effective tip–substrate contact area, and DPN

resolution. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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tained between the tip and surface, there appears to be

little limitation on the types of molecules that can be

transferred onto a surface. Thus DPN enables a large

number of additive chemical reactions to be performed on

diverse substrates with nanometer resolution comparable

to that achieved with electron-beam lithography. How-

ever, to achieve this nanometer resolution, DPN requires

molecularly smooth gold substrates.

Recently, Ahn et al.[65] combined surface initiated

polymerization with DPN in a fabrication process termed

‘‘surface initiated nanopolymerization’’ (SINP) to fabri-

cate patterned, surface-confined, stimulus-responsive

polymer brushes (Fig. 4). In this approach, mercaptohex-

adecanoic acid (MHA) was patterned on gold thin films

by DPN (Fig. 4a) and subsequently conjugated with a free

radical initiator. The cross-sectional profile of a pattern

with 300-nm dots reveals that the polymer brush height at

the periphery of the pattern is larger than that in the

center (Fig. 4b).

These and other results suggest that the rate of poly-

merization, and thus the brush height in uncontrolled

free radical polymerizations of N-isopropylacrylamide

(NIPAAm), are affected by pattern size. This may likely

be attributable to the density of initiator immobilized on

the surface and limited monomer diffusion to the surface

of the growing brush (1-D).[28] Diffusional freedom is

larger at pattern boundaries (2-D) and polymer growth is

usually larger there.

Controlled/living radical polymerization methods, such

as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), decrease

the probability of bimolecular termination reactions,

yielding polymer brushes of uniform molecular weight

and controlled composition. Kaholek et al.[66] succeeded

in fabricating stimulus-responsive polymer patterns with

linewidths of 200 nm, by directly patterning the initiator

thiol using DPN, and subsequent amplification of the

pattern using ATRP of NIPAAm in an organometallic

catalyst solution (Fig. 5).

The preparation of patterned protein surfaces using

DPN was first demonstrated by Demers et al.[67] and Lee

et al.[68] who physisorbed lysozyme and immunoglob-

ulin G (IgG) onto DPN nanopatterned mercaptohexade-

canoic acid (MHA) templates, achieving feature sizes

on the order of 100 nm. By backfilling with a protein-

resistant oligoethylene glycol-terminated alkanethiol

SAM,[69] they avoided nonspecific protein adsorption

that could have led to large background signals and

complicated differentiation between active and inactive

areas of the substrate.

A method for molecular-recognition mediated, step-

wise fabrication of patterned protein nanostructures with

feature sizes on the order of 200 nm was recently devel-

oped in the author’s laboratory (Fig. 6).[41]

In this method, an amine-terminated biotin derivative

was covalently conjugated with a chemically activated

MHA SAM nanopattern, patterned with DPN on gold.

The patterned surface was then incubated with streptavi-

din whose binding to the pattern was mediated by molec-

ular recognition between biotin and streptavidin. The

patterned streptavidin surface functioned as a universal

Fig. 4 Surface initiated nanopolymerization (SINP) of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) on a mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA)

pattern, conjugated with free radical initiator. (a) AFM lateral force height image of MHA patterned with DPN and typical cross section

(contact mode in air). (b) AFM height image of the corresponding pNIPAAm pattern and typical cross section (TappingMode
TM

in air).

The feature height after 30 hr reaction time ranges between 7 and 9 nm, and is amplified at the pattern boundary. (From Ref. [65].

Copyright 2003, Materials Research Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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platform for molecular-recognition mediated protein

immobilization through use of biotinylated molecules.

‘‘Smart,’’ reversible protein nanopatterns were fabricated

by using iminobiotin as the molecular recognition partner.

These structures are pH-sensitive and allow for the re-

versible immobilization of iminobiotin tagged proteins.

This latter characteristic makes possible the regeneration

of the nanopattern.

The concept of ‘‘smart,’’ regenerable protein patterns

was carried one step further by Hyun et al.,[70] who

developed a new method for the fabrication of stimulus-

responsive polypeptide nanostructures using DPN. They

Fig. 5 Surface initiated nanopolymerization of NIPAAm using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) on directly patterned

initiator thiol. (a) Reaction scheme. (b) AFM height image of the resulting pNIPAAm line pattern showing a line width of 220 nm line

and a brush height of 5.7 nm (TappingMode
TM

in Milli-Q
TM

water). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 AFM height images of Biotin–BSA nanopatterns (TappingMode
TM

in Milli-Q
TM

water). (a) 144 dot pattern with average feature

size of 230 nm. (b) Zoom of the area indicated by the square in panel (a) and representative cross section showing the typical feature

size. (From Ref. [41]. Copyright 2002, American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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created an array comprising elastin-like polypeptide

(ELP) nanodots with a diameter of approximately

200 nm on gold against a nonfouling oligoethylene

glycol-terminated alkanethiol SAM (Fig. 7).

ELPs, chemically grafted onto self-assembled mono-

layers on gold, exhibit an interfacial hydrophilic–hydro-

phobic phase transition in response to increased tempe-

rature or ionic strength. This stimulus-response behavior

of ELP nanopatterns can be harnessed for the reversible

immobilization of small amounts of ELP-tagged proteins

from solution, which is important for protein detection and

purification on the nanoscale.

Direct-Write DPN

Direct-write DPN of polymeric and biomolecular struc-

tures has great appeal as an efficient nanofabrication

method. For example, tip-directed in-situ polymerization

potentially eliminates multiple-step processing that cur-

rently requires amplification of a pattern in a bulk poly-

merization step. Even greater advantages present them-

selves for direct-write DPN of proteins in areas of drug

discovery, diagnostics, and proteomics, as it offers the

possibility of generating arrays made from more than

one protein.

Until recently, DPN has been used to fabricate affinity

arrays from small organic molecules that aid in the di-

rected deposition of proteins and biomacromolecules from

solution.[41,68,70] Demers et al.[67] developed a variation of

DPN that directly writes oligonucleotides on metals and

insulators. A key strategy for the success of this approach

was the use of matched ink–substrate combinations,

directing the transfer of oligonucleotides onto the sub-

strate. Lee et al.[71] recently developed an innovative ap-

proach for directly writing proteins using DPN. This

method hinges on the realization that protein transfer from

the tip onto the substrate requires a biocompatible and

hydrophilic (nonfouling) tip surface layer (Fig. 8).

The latter was achieved by tip-surface treatment with a

poly(ethylene-glycol)silane. Directed, and orientationally

Fig. 7 (a) AFM TappingMode
TM

height image of a 10�9 elastin-like polypeptide (ELP) dot array in PBS buffer. (b) Enlarged view

of area indicated in panel (a) and representative cross section, showing a feature size of about 200 nm. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Protein nanoarray prepared via direct-write DPN.

Contact mode height image of a Lysozyme nanodot array with

a feature size of about 150 nm. (From Ref. [71]. Copyright

2003 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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controlled protein deposition on the substrate surface is

possible by judicious matching of surface and protein

functionality.[71,72]

Current photolithography, microcontact printing, tem-

plate synthesis, and scanning electrochemical microlitho-

graphy techniques can yield conducting polymer micro-

structures, but these techniques possess significant

limitations for patterning structures of <100-nm dimen-

sions. The availability of a wide range of monomers

enables direct-writing of polymeric materials with a wide

range of interesting electronic and electrooptical proper-

ties at the nanoscale level. Li et al.[73] have recently in-

troduced a variation of DPN, in which the water menis-

cus on the AFM tip is not only used as the transfer

medium but also serves as a nanometer-sized electro-

chemical cell in which metal salts can be dissolved,

electrochemically reduced, and ultimately deposited on

a surface.[73] They showed that electrochemical DPN

can be used to directly fabricate conducting polythio-

phene nanostructures on semiconducting and insulating

surfaces in the sub-100-nm size scale.[74] To pattern these

nanostructures, a negative bias voltage was applied

between the AFM tip and a silicon surface, and the tip

was translated across the surface in a preprogrammed

pattern. The applied voltage electrochemically polymer-

ized the monomer, resulting in tip-defined deposition

of poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene on the substrate

(Fig. 9).

Near-Field Scanning Optical Lithography

To date, photolithography is perhaps the most successful

microfabrication technology, as most microelectronic

circuits are produced via photolithographic methods. In

conventional photolithography, the lateral resolution is

determined by the Abbe diffraction limit (a far-field

effect), which limits the feature size to about half the

wavelength of the radiation used. The diffraction limit

can be circumvented if the photosensitive sample is placed

in the optical near-field of the focusing elements.[19,75]

Optical lithography in the evanescent near field is mainly

developed as a static patterning process by using a shadow

mask in close proximity to a photoresist layer during

exposure.[76]

In near-field scanning optical lithography (NSOL), this

approach is taken one step further by inducing photo-

polymerization only in the vicinity of the probe tip

(Fig. 10a).[19,75] In most NSOL techniques, laser radiation

is coupled directly into a tapered single-mode optical fiber

where the small fiber aperture limits the intensity of the

deliverable radiation. Another NSOL technique capitali-

zes on the field enhancement of optical radiation in the

near field of a conducting SPM tip due to photon

absorption (Fig. 10b).[77–79]

Fig. 9 Tip-directed electrochemical polymerization of 3,

4-ethylenedioxythiophene. AFM height image (contact mode in

air) showing two polymer lines each about 50 nm wide. (From

Ref. [74]. Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Two possible configurations for scanning near-field

optical lithography. (a) NSOM aperture probe where radiation

enters the region of interest in the near field through the probe. (b)

Aperture-less NSOM using far field illumination. Intensity am-

plification occurs beneath the probe tip in the optical near field.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Aperture-less near-field scanning optical lithography

where the optical field enhancement at the tip initiates locally

the photopolymerization process. AFM height image (Tapping-

Mode
TM

in air) showing a nanometer scale polymer feature

polymerized from a photo-polymerizable formulation (resist).

(From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2000, Japanese Institute of Pure and

Applied Physics.)
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This approach is of considerable interest for surface

nanopatterning and nanofabrication as it circumvents the

use of delicate optical fibers and instead makes use of

readily available laser sources and focusing optics.

Wurtz et al.[79] report on photopolymerization of a

photoresist formulation induced by optical field enhance-

ment in the near field of a conducting tip.[78,80] The free

radical polymerization reaction was triggered by an

actinic light activated sensitizer dye that, in the triplet

state, reacts with amine to form free radicals. The

threshold energy necessary to trigger a reaction is high

and requires relatively large field intensities. Sufficiently

large fields were only achieved in close proximity to the

tip apex of a conducting AFM cantilever. Polymeric

features with 70-nm lateral feature size were fabricated

(Fig. 11).

These results are significant because they demonstrate

that direct nanopolymerization in the evanescent near-

field of a conducting AFM tip is possible, and affords an

elegant way for patterning surfaces with polymers.

CONCLUSION

Advances in the area of scanning probe lithography have

made available techniques, such as dip-pen nanolithogra-

phy and nanografting, that allow fabrication of polymeric

structures on surfaces on the nanoscale. While significant

progress has been made in nanopatterning of biomacro-

molecules using affinity templates and direct writing,

nanofabrication of polymeric structures from the ‘‘bottom

up’’ using scanning probe lithography has only been

prototypically demonstrated. Thus there is now a need to

build more complex polymeric structures with precisely

controlled lengths, conformational geometries, and chem-

ical functionalities. In pursuit of these goals, techniques

must be further developed which allow for the controlled

synthesis of surface-attached polymers.

Several factors need to be addressed for the viability of

SPL as a fabrication technology for polymeric nanostruc-

tures beyond the laboratory scale: 1) lateral resolution;

2) alignment; 3) reliability; and 4) throughput. While

items 1)–3) are intrinsic capabilities associated with

SPMs, a considerable restriction is presented by the slow,

serial nature of the patterning process—one tip creates a

single feature at a time. Recent developments of mas-

sively parallel proximal probe systems have been dem-

onstrated,[22] and offer prospects toward achieving cost-

effective, high-throughput ‘‘direct write’’ fabrication. The

development of complex patterns is only possible through

sufficient automation of the instrumentation and through

pattern generation making use of computer-aided design

(CAD). Progress in this area is of primary importance for

the evolution of existing SPL nanofabrication strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer self-assembly of nanoparticles yields stabilized

metal and semiconductor nanocomposites as well as

provides access to structured nanoscale materials. The

properties of these materials can be tuned by varying the

size and shape of the metal cluster as well as by altering

the composition of the monolayer that covers the particles.

Furthermore, the functionality and structure of the poly-

mer can be modified, which lends an additional element of

control to the entire assembly process. This ‘‘bottom-up’’

approach provides a methodology that is complementary

to ‘‘top-down’’ lithographic methods, providing access to

structures smaller and with greater 3-dimensional (3-D)

control than is possible through sophisticated lithographic

techniques such as electron-beam lithography.[1– 4] Pres-

ently, one of the major obstacles facing nanotechnology is

the successful integration of these two general approaches.

Multiscale engineering of this sort would allow for the

fabrication of intricate functional devices with atomic

level structural control that manifests and spans itself into

the macroscopic world.

One of the key initial goals in polymer-mediated

nanoparticle assembly is the design of catalytic nanocom-

posites. We have therefore designated a section within this

chapter solely to polymer–nanoparticle assemblies as

applied to catalytic systems. The remaining sections

describe the use of polymers to assemble nanoparticles

into interesting and potentially useful architectures. Be-

cause of lack of space, this chapter is not an exhaustive

review of the literature but instead contains selected

examples, which we feel highlight many of the different

methodologies that have been employed for the assembly

of polymer-based nanoparticle composites. When neces-

sary the reader will be directed to more in-depth articles

and reviews that contain information pertinent to the area.

GENERAL APPROACHES TO
POLYMER-MEDIATED ASSEMBLY
OF NANOPARTICLES

Metal and semiconductor nanoparticles embedded within

polymer matrices are attractive materials as they share the

processing and handling advantages of bulk materials as

well as unique possessing properties arising from the

nanoscopic size of the components. Traditional prepara-

tion of polymer–nanoparticle composites has been ac-

complished by in situ generation of metal nanoclusters,

typically by chemical reduction of a metal salt contained

within a polymer matrix (Fig. 1, route A). The primary

function of the polymer matrix is to provide a protective

barrier against aggregation of the metal particles during

this reduction process. As shown in Fig. 1, a variety of

different polymers (homopolymers, block copolymers,

and dendrimers) have been employed in this regard in an

effort to create well-ordered nanocomposite materials for

various applications.

A similar but separate approach involves the assembly of

polymer scaffolds with preformed monolayer-protected

clusters (MPCs). Monolayer-protected clusters already

contain a surface monolayer that prevents the metal from

agglomerating and allows for ease of handling and proces-

sing (Fig. 1, route B). As such, MPCs can be readily dis-

persed into polymer matrices taking advantage of designed

interfacial interactions between the monolayer functional

groups and the polymer backbone. Multiple groups have

demonstrated over the past several years that the latter

approach provides a versatile alternative method for the

fabrication of novel nanoparticle-polymeric materials.

POLYMER SCAFFOLDS AND
NANOPARTICLE BUILDING BLOCKS

Polymer Scaffolds

Polymers are large molecular structures in which many

small repeat units are linked together. These repeat units

can be linked together in a linear array, as is the case

with the homopolymers and block copolymers described

in Fig. 1, or in branched fashion as is the case with

dendrimers. Many different routes were followed to syn-

thetically prepare the various types of polymers de-

scribed in this chapter; however, because of space limi-

tations this is beyond the scope of the present chapter.

Suffice it to say there has been significant recent progress
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in the area of polymer synthesis specifically with respect

to the formation of block copolymers via living poly-

merization techniques.[5–7]

Block copolymers represent a new and significant class

of materials because of their remarkable ability to form

unique micro- and nanophase morphologies. These prop-

erties are unattainable with homopolymers or their

corresponding polymer blends. Diblock copolymers differ

from traditional homopolymers in that two chemically

distinct polymer chains are covalently connected end-to-

end. The immiscibility of the different blocks with each

other or with a solvent causes these polymers to phase

separate, as such diblock copolymers are able to self-as-

semble into solvent-stabilized micelles, vesicles, and

regular surface stabilized lamellar, cylindrical, or spheri-

cal arrays. Several examples will illustrate how appropri-

ately functionalized diblock copolymers are able to

incorporate nanoparticles or their precursor metal salts

into specific polymer blocks.

Dendrimers are hyperbranched polymers that differ

from their traditional linear counterparts in that the

repeating units cascade outwardly from a central core

rather than elongating in a linear fashion.[8] Dendrimers

with sufficient layers (generations) take on 3-D/globular

morphologies containing interior voids and cavities

capable of accommodating guest species. Functionality

can be accurately placed throughout the core and at the

periphery of dendrimers providing control over such fea-

tures as site-specific molecular recognition events, interior

cavity size, and overall polymer solubility. The internal

attributes described above have been used to incorporate

nanoparticles inside of dendrimers, while their distinct

generational size-dependent morphologies have been used

to define interparticle spacing between metal nanoparticles.

The use of biological polymers such as DNA to

assemble and organize nanoparticles is an attractive strat-

egy as the degree of noncovalent complementarity be-

tween these polymers can be effectively tuned. As the

scope of nanoparticle–biopolymer interactions is exceed-

ingly large in essence commanding its own chapter, we

will not cover the topic here, there are, however, several

recent examples worth noting that exemplify this type of

assembly strategy.[9–11]

Nanoparticle Building Blocks

Fig. 1 describes two of the most typically followed routes

to the formation of polymer–nanoparticle composites.

Route A generally involves using the polymer as both a

template for the formation of nanoparticles into nano- or

microdomains defined by the polymer as well as an

organic stabilizer to prevent agglomeration after nano-

particle formation. Fairly monodisperse nanoparticles

can be assembled using this methodology; however, in

many instances the supporting polymer matrix does not

Fig. 1 Polymer-mediated approaches to fabrication of ordered nanocomposites. Route A: In situ formation of particles within polymer

matrices. Route B: Polymer-mediated assembly of preformed monolayer protected clusters (MPCs).
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offer long-term stability against agglomeration of the

metal cores.

Route B typically involves the assembly of polymers

with preformed nanoparticles already possessing a stabi-

lizing monolayer. One of the most frequently encountered

MPCs is that of the alkanethiolate-stabilized gold cluster

synthesized by the solution-phase method developed by

Brust et al.[12] (Fig. 2). In this procedure chemical

reduction of a gold salt by a hydride-reducing agent in

the presence of thiol capping ligands furnishes the desired

monolayer-protected nanoparticles. By carefully control-

ling the reaction conditions and by varying the stoichio-

metry of the metal salt to capping ligand a variety of

different core sizes (1.5–8 nm) can be obtained.

Surface modifications of these nanoparticles can be

achieved through a place exchange reaction, where new

incoming thiol ligands displace monolayer thiols on the

parent MPC to afford mixed monolayer-protected clusters

(MMPCs).[13] This monolayer modification technique is

extremely versatile as it allows for the incorporation of

virtually any functionalized thiol into the preexisting

monolayer. This permits the interfacial interactions on the

surface of the nanoparticle to be precisely tuned to that of

the assembling polymer strands.

Gold MPCs are attractive building blocks for the

fabrication of nanoscale architectures as their synthesis

permits good control over their size and polydispersity.

Furthermore, the alkanethiolate monolayer provides

excellent stability to intercore agglomeration both in

air and in solution. This permits the particles to be han-

dled (i.e., dissolved in solvents, isolated, dispersed in

matrices) multiple times without significant degrada-

tion occurring and allows for easy characterization using

standard solution-phase techniques such as nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR), infrared (IR), and UV–VIS

spectroscopy.[14]

There are many other types of metallic, bimetallic, and

semiconductor nanoparticles available;[15,16] however, in

most instances, the chemistries of their formation are

quite harsh, which substantially reduces the variety of

functionalities that can be placed in their protecting mo-

nolayers. This makes assembling these types of nano-

particles into extended ordered structures substantially

more difficult. Nanoparticle chemistry is still very much

in its infancy and it is only a matter of time before new

procedures are created or existing procedures are modi-

fied to permit a wider variety of functionalities onto these

other types of nanoparticles.

Monolayer-protected clusters clearly provide excellent

‘‘building blocks’’ of regular shape and size for the

fabrication of larger ordered structures. These attributes

provide part of the solution to the problem of multiscale

fabrication as discussed earlier. What remains is their

successful incorporation into desired functional ensembles.

ASSEMBLIES OF NANOPARTICLES
FOR CATALYIC APPLICATIONS

Creation of nanoparticle assemblies possessing an open,

porous framework is an attractive strategy for catalyst

design. Various noble metals such as palladium, platinum,

etc., are used for catalysis in numerous important chem-

ical transformations, including hydrogenation, oxidation,

and Heck coupling.[17–19] A high surface area-to-volume

ratio is desirable for the creation of efficient heteroge-

neous catalysts as the cost of these precious metals is

significant. Small nanoparticles (1–4 nm) are excellent

candidates for catalysts in this respect as they exhibit

extremely high surface area-to-volume ratios by virtue.

Catalytically active materials obtained by metal nanopar-

ticles dispersed in polymeric matrices display increased

stability, improved processability, recyclability, and sol-

ubility in a variety of organic solvents.

A major thrust in the area of nanoparticle-based

catalysts has been the preparation of palladium colloids

within the micelles of amphiphilic block copolymers.[20]

Forster and Antonietti have utilized poly-4-vinylpyridine-

b-polystyrene (P4VP-b-PS) as the block copolymer and

Fig. 2 Brust et al.’s solution phase MPC synthesis,[12] followed by MMPC synthesis using the place exchange process

developed by Murray.[13]
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Pd(OAc)2 as the palladium source in the preparation of

metal colloids (Fig. 3). Distinct colloidal morphologies

can be obtained by carefully controlling the method of

reduction: A ‘‘raspberry morphology’’ is created with

rapid reduction vs. a ‘‘cherry morphology’’ with a slower

reduction rate.[21] Colloidal aggregates with the ‘‘rasp-

berry morphology,’’ where the particle size is smaller,

demonstrated excellent catalytic activity in the carbon–

carbon bond forming Heck reaction. Although the catalyst

reactivities were similar to other widely used phosphine

ligand/Pd complexes, the polymer-bound Pd nanoparticle

catalyst showed much higher stability.

Li and coworkers have shown that palladium nanopar-

ticles stabilized by poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) can

be used as efficient catalysts for Suzuki coupling reactions

in 40% ethanolic aqueous media.[22] Good conversions

were obtained upon refluxing for 12–48 hr; however, the

PVP homopolymer does not provide adequate stability

under such harsh reaction conditions as precipitation of

the palladium metal occurs at the end of the reaction.

Underhill and Liu have employed triblock copolymer

cross-linked nanospheres as templates for Pd nanoparti-

cles.[23] Micelles of a polyisoprene-b-poly(2-cinnamoyl-

oxyethyl methacrylate)-b-poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PI-b-

PCEMA-b-PtBA) were formed in 65% hexane/THF

mixture. The micelles consisted of PI coronas, PCEMA

shells, and PtBA cores. Photo-cross-linking the PCEMA

shell produced stable nanospheres, hydroxylation of

the terminal isoprene units provided water-dispersibility,

and subsequent hydrolysis of the PtBA groups provided

poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) cores capable of complexing

PdCl2. Loading of PdCl2 into the acrylic acid core

followed by reduction using hydrazine yielded poly-

mer-stabilized palladium nanoparticles (Fig. 4). These

palladium-loaded nanospheres were used to study

hydrogenation reactions of tetraethylammonium bromide,

vinylacetic acid, methylmethacrylate, and ethylene glycol

dimethylacrylate. Although the diffusion barriers created

by the encapsulating nanospheres led to slightly lower

reaction rates compared to palladium black, the hydrogen-

ation kinetics can be controlled by changing the pH as the

core structure of the nanospheres is pH sensitive, which

ultimately affects the transport of charged substrates into

the nanospheres.

Fig. 3 Preparation of palladium colloids in P4VP-b-PS block copolymer micelles.

Fig. 4 Cross-linked triblock copolymer nanospheres encapsulating Pd nanoparticles.
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Dendrimers have also been used to sequester nanopar-

ticles within their hyperbranched polymer architectures.

Crooks et al. have employed poly(amidoamine)

(PAMAM) and poly(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimers

as templates for the in situ generation of nanoparticles

within the polymer shell of the dendrimer in an effort to

create catalytically active nanocomposites.[24] Monodis-

perse nanoparticles can be created inside the dendrimer

shell by first introducing a metal salt that strongly

complexes to the interior tertiary amine groups followed

by subsequent reduction of the metal ions producing a

trapped-stabilized zero-valent metal nanoparticle. They

were able to demonstrate size selective hydrogenation

catalysis of a-substituted allyl alcohols by employing

Pd stabilized by hydroxy-terminated PAMAM dendrimers

(Fig. 5).[25] As generations were added to the dendrimers

(G4OH! G6OH!G8OH) turnover frequencies of all the

substrates decreased. Furthermore, within a given gener-

ation of dendrimer the turnover frequencies were always

smaller for the larger substrates. The observed selectivity

is a result of the steric crowding at the periphery of the

dendrimer, which increases with the dendrimers genera-

tion. In essence, the periphery of the dendrimer behaves

like a molecular filter which can be tuned in a generational

fashion, ultimately hampering access of larger substrates

to the catalytically active site.

Recently, Mecking and coworkers have utilized

amphiphilic hyperbranched poly(glycerols) to prepare

catalytically active and stable palladium colloids.[26] This

amphiphilic dendrimer-like molecule is capable of solu-

bilizing precursor palladium salts (e.g., PdCl2, Pd(OAc)2)

in nonpolar solvents such as toluene and chloroform.

Slow reduction using hydrogen results in stable colloidal

palladium. The authors suggest that the soft binding po-

lyglycerols tend to avoid any ligand poisoning that may

result in the amine-functionalized systems because of

stronger coordination between the metal and the poly-

mer–ligand. Subsequent catalytic hydrogenation reactions

on cyclohexene using this amphiphile-stabilized palladi-

um colloid proceeded at an impressive rate of 700 turn-

overs hr�1, with no significant decrease in rate during

recyclable use.

In the example shown above, Crooks et al. employed

the hindering effect of a dendrimer sheath in an ad-

vantageous way to obtain size selective catalytic discrim-

ination. The polymer casing effectively controls substrate

access to the catalytically active site. In general, however,

this tends to be a drawback of polymer-supported catalysts

as the substrates must find their way through the sta-

bilizing polymer shell in order to reach the buried metal

catalyst. This ultimately results in inefficient mass trans-

port mechanisms for these types of catalysts.

In an alternative approach to the polymer-stabilized

nanoparticle catalysts described above, we employ di-

rected self-assembly strategies to develop porous catalyst

systems. Mixed monolayer-protected clusters of catalyt-

ically active metals can be utilized as building blocks in

the presence of a suitable polymeric mediator to obtain

macromolecular assemblies. Subsequent removal of the

stabilizing polymers and ligands through calcination

provides materials with tailored catalytic properties and

with improved access to the catalytically active sites.

Preliminary studies to investigate this strategy in-

volved a polymer-mediated three-component system em-

ploying both carboxylic acid-terminated gold and SiO2

nanoparticles, and an amine-functionalized polystyrene

random copolymer.[27] This type of assembly strategy is

based on acid–base chemistry resulting in the electro-

static attraction between the basic polymer and the acidic

nanoparticles when combined. Well-integrated nanocom-

posites were obtained upon the addition of the polymer

to a mixture of the two nanoparticles, whereas segregated

clusters were formed upon premixing of one of the

MPCs with the polymer followed by the addition of the

other nanoparticle.

This strategy was then applied to fabricate high-

efficiency palladium catalysts.[28] Preformed SiO2–

COOH/poly-NH2 was used as a scaffold to assemble

Fig. 5 (a) Representation of a PAMAM-stabilized Pd nanoparticle catalyzing the hydrogenation of a-substituted allyl alcohols.

(b) Turnover frequencies of the hydrogenation reactions of various allyl alcohols with generation 4-, 6-, and 8-hydroxy-

terminated dendrimers.
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catalytically active Pd–COOH nanoparticles. The two-

phase assembly strategy was necessary to obtain a high

exposure of the catalytic metal on the surface of the final

aggregate. Calcination removed all of the organic matter

creating a highly porous Pd–SiO2 composite material free

of any polymer and monolayer stabilizers (Fig. 6).

The catalytic activity of the calcinated aggregates was

investigated for the hydrogenation of 9-decen-1-ol. High

turnover frequencies (TOF) (10,100 hr�1 for the 1:1:1 w/

w/w composition of Pd/Si/polymer, respectively) were

observed, compared to the 7200 hr�1 found under the

same conditions for the commercial 1% Pd/C catalyst

(Fig. 7). In addition, these systems proved to be

excellent catalysts for Heck coupling reactions between

electronically activated bromoarenes and styrene or

methyl acrylate at very low catalyst loadings (0.045

mol% of Pd).

Unlike commonly used homogeneous Pd-catalysts, all

of the nanoparticle-based catalysts described above

required no activation by additional ligands such as

phosphines and most could be recycled with only small

decreases in their activity. Furthermore, nanoparticle

catalysts are much simpler both to separate from their

reaction mixtures and to recycle than typical homogeneous

catalysts. The combination of these attributes makes them

particularly attractive and useful catalysts for a variety of

chemical transformations.

ORGANIZED NANOPARTICLE ASSEMBLIES

The creation of discrete organized nanoparticle assemblies

provides a structural motif for nanotechnology.[29–31]

Highly structured, 3-D nanocomposites display unique

magnetic, electronic, and optical behaviors that are both

size and distance dependent. An effective way to control

both the size and assembly of metallic nanoparticles is

through the use of diblock copolymers. As discussed ear-

lier, diblock copolymers consist of two chemically distinct

segments capable of organizing into various structural

morphologies because of microphase separation. The size

and morphology of the domains are easily controlled by

varying the lengths of the individual blocks.[32] These

Fig. 6 Formation of the SiO2-stabilized Pd nanoparticle catalyst via the three component self-assembly strategy.

Fig. 7 Rates of product formation in hydrogenation reactions of 9-decen-1-ol with different polymer ratios.
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self-assembled structures can act as scaffolds for pattern-

ing with metallic nanoparticles, employing selective

wetting or complexation of the polymeric domains with

metal clusters.

Rutnakornpituk and coworkers were able to prepare

superparamagnetic cobalt nanoparticles within poly[dime-

thylsiloxane]-b-poly[(3-cyanopropyl)methylsiloxane-]-b-

poly[dimethylsiloxane] (PDMS-PCPMS-PDMS) triblock

copolymer templates.[33] The copolymer forms micelles in

toluene with the PCPMS block being oriented toward the

interior of the micelle. Introduction of the cobalt precur-

sor (Co2(CO)8) into the PCPMS block followed by sub-

sequent thermal decomposition of the metal carbonyl

complex yields stable nanoparticles. It is thought that the

nitrile groups adhere to the particle surface while the bulky

PDMS endblocks provide the steric stability against the

core-to-core agglomeration.

Moore and coworkers synthesized several metal nano-

particle clusters using ionomers as templates.[34] The size

of such ionic microdomains in these ion-containing co-

polymers can be controlled by choice of structure of the

ionic monomer, whereas in diblock ionomers with spheri-

cal microdomains, the radii of the ionic core can be varied

between 15 and 100 nm by varying the ionic block length.

Utilizing these as microcompartments for nanocluster

synthesis allows control over their size. In this approach

the control of aggregate size is achieved primarily through

ionomer aggregate size and not through varying ion con-

centration and subsequent annealing conditions.

Ng Cheong Chan et al. have demonstrated that block

copolymers created from living ring opening metathesis

polymerization reactions of methyltetracyclododecene

(MTD) and metal-functionalized norbornene monomers

can yield stable nanoparticles. They have shown that both

a precursor metal complex (Ag(Hfacac)(COD))[35] as well

as preformed monolayer-stabilized CdSe[36] nanoparti-

cles can be incorporated into MTD and phosphine-

functionalized norbornene block copolymers. In the case

of the silver nanoparticles, the silver salts coordinate to

the phosphine ligands within the core of solvent-stabi-

lized micelles. Heating the silver-loaded micelles in water

produces single nanoclusters (Fig. 8). Both fabrication

methods yield stable spherical nanocomposites, but the

latter method (akin to route B in Fig. 1) allows for the

introduction of preformed nanoparticles that display a

much narrower particle size distribution.

We have developed a different approach for using

polymer scaffolds to direct the assembly of preformed

nanoparticles. Our approach, which we have coined

‘‘bricks-and-mortar’’ self-assembly, involves functiona-

lized nanoparticles as the building blocks or ‘‘bricks,’’

and polymer scaffolds bearing complementary recognition

units that serve as the ‘‘mortar.’’ The complementary re-

cognition motif is based on the three-point hydrogen bond

between thymine-functionalized gold nanoparticles (Au-

thy) and diaminotrazine-functionalized polystyrene (poly-

triaz) (Fig. 9).

Addition of a triazine-substituted random copolymer

(poly-triaz) to concentrated solutions of thymine-func-

tionalized gold nanoparticles (Au-thy) in nonpolar sol-

vents results in the formation of insoluble aggregates.[37]

The TEM images of the THF-soluble fraction of the

poly-triaz/Au-thy precipitate revealed the formation of

large spherical clusters approximately 100 nm in diameter

composed of 3000–7000 individual gold particles

(Fig. 10). Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis

of the aggregates suggests that the nanoparticles are

regularly dispersed within the polymer matrix provid-

ing evidence that individual polymer strands weave the

nanoparticles together. When hydrogen bonding is dis-

rupted, as is the case with the methylated Au-thy nano-

particles, no such aggregates are formed. This provides

Fig. 8 Phosphine-containing diblock copolymer (bottom left) forming silver-loaded micelles (bottom right). Subsequent thermal

treatment leads to stabilized individual silver nanoclusters (top right).
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direct evidence that the specific hydrogen bonding inter-

actions between the polymer and the nanoparticle drive

the assembly process.

Thermal control of the assembly process leads to

aggregates of well-defined size and morphology. For

instance, highly size-dispersed networks of spherical ag-

gregates were obtained by performing the assembly at

10�C, while performing the aggregation at �20�C yields

even larger, individual aggregates. These aggregates are

5–10 times larger than the aggregates formed at 23�C,

ranging from 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter and composed of

0.6–5.0 million (!) individual Au-thy nanoparticles, and

are among the most complex synthetic self-assembled

structures ever constructed.

A follow-up study was undertaken aimed at under-

standing how secondary molecular interactions such p-p
stacking in combination with the primary three-point hy-

drogen bonding interaction would influence the overall

aggregation process.[38] Here various combinations of

nanoparticle and polymer were synthesized contain-

ing different recognition elements consisting of either

an electron-rich anthracene moiety or an electron-poor

Fig. 9 Three-point hydrogen bonding recognition between thymine-capped gold nanoparticles and diaminotriazine-functionalized

polymers leads to extended network formation.

Fig. 10 (a) TEM of Au-thy/poly-triaz aggregates formed at 23�C. Inset: Representative self-assembled nanoparticle-polymer

microsphere. (b) TEM of Au-thy/poly-triaz aggregate network formed at 10�C. (c) TEM of Au-thy/poly-triaz spherical aggregate

formed at �20�C.
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napthalimide moiety in conjunction with a primary

hydrogen bonding element. This study showed that weaker

secondary interactions are indeed important to aggregate

formation and that overall aggregate morphology is

directly related to supramolecular events that occur at

the colloid–polymer interface.

While we were able to demonstrate a limited level of

control over the size and the morphology using monoblock

copolymers by carrying out the assembly at different

temperatures, we were never able to fully rationalize the

observed trends. A solution to this problem is to employ a

diblock copolymer where one of the blocks is functiona-

lized as before and the second block remains unfunction-

alized.[39] In this approach the functionalized block will

provide the required hydrogen bonding interactions for the

assembly, while the inert second block will prevent

extensive network formation. As only the functionalized

block is capable of incorporating nanoparticle, the overall

core size should depend primarily on the length of the

functionalized block (Fig. 11a).

The feasibility of diblock-based control of aggregate

size was demonstrated by employing three symmetric

diblock copolymers (Fig. 11b) with varying total lengths.

Combining Au-thy with the various polymers (a–c) results

in aggregates with core sizes of 13.2±1.3, 13.9±1.2, and

19.4±1.8 nm, respectively, as revealed by TEM analy-

sis. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments of the

polymer micelles reveal the effective hydrodynamic radii

Rh (core and polystyrene corona) to be 18.7, 27.1, and

31.1 nm for the polymers (a–c), respectively. Comparison

of core size by TEM to the overall aggregate size

observed by DLS suggests that the polymer segments

within the core are extended as compared to the

polystyrene segments lying in the exterior, as the corona

contributes less than half of the overall radius (Fig. 11c).

The ability to control the spacing between nanoparti-

cles is an important issue as the electronic, and in certain

cases the magnetic, properties of the nanoclusters are

affected by neighboring particles. We were able to employ

the size-dependent properties displayed by different

generations of PAMAM dendrimers to both assemble

and control the distance between gold nanoparticles.[40]

Electrostatic self-assembly between the dendrimer and

nanoparticle components was provided by salt-bridge for-

mation between a carboxylic acid-functionalized nano-

particle and the terminal amine groups on PAMAM

dendrimers (Fig. 12).

Examination of the resulting assemblies by TEM

revealed that varying the ratios of MMPC to dendrimer

resulted in two distinct morphologies. Low dendrimer to

Fig. 11 (a) Schematic representation of diblock length controlling nanoparticle core and corona size. (b) Different length PS(triaz)-b-

PS polymers assembled with Au-Thy. (c) Observed nanoparticle core size by TEM compared to hydrodynamic radii of the micelles

determined by DLS.
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MMPC ratios led to network-like structures, which

showed little evidence of spatial control. In contrast, high

ratios of dendrimer to MMPC (10:1 based on functional

group equivalence) resulted in spherical aggregates

ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 mm in diameter (Fig. 13a). In

these assemblies, qualitative differences in inter-MMPC

spacing could be readily discerned.

Quantification of interparticle distance in the dendri-

mer MMPC nanocomposites was obtained using SAXS.

When the carboxylic acid-functionalized nanoparticle was

assembled with PAMAM dendrimers, the primary peak

shifted to lower q values (translating into greater inter-

particle distances) as the particle is assembled with larger

dendrimers (G0!G1!G2!G4!G6), (Fig. 13). This

example clearly demonstrates how different generations

of dendrimers can be effectively used to control the spa-

cing between nanoparticles.

Dendrimer–nanoparticle composites have also been

used to form functional sensors.[41] Vossmeyer and

coworkers created thin films of chemically cross-linked

gold nanoparticles and polyphenylene dendrimers and

deposited them onto glass substrates containing interdig-

itated gold electrodes. The rigid polyphenylene dendrimer

provides a highly porous film for the incorporation of

analyte while the nanoparticles provide a high surface-to-

volume ratio leading to excellent signal transduction

through the film. They were able to show ppm sensitivity

to various volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as

toluene and tetrachloroethylene by measuring the change

in electrical resistance through the films after exposure to

the VOCs. This example demonstrates how the directed

assembly of polymers and nanoparticles can lead to work-

ing composite devices.

HIGHLY ORGANIZED
POLYMER–NANOPARTICLE
ASSEMBLIES ON SURFACES

The previous examples show how polymers have been

used to both create finite ordered nanoparticle arrays and

assemble nanoparticles into discrete ordered entities

extending into the microscale realm. The formation of

these large complex structures from small polymolecular

building blocks is a testament to the power of self-

assembly. For many purposes, the controlled ordering at

this level may be adequate; nevertheless, functional device

applications such as nanoelectronics or memory media

(optical or magnetic) require higher degrees of ordering.

To create such sophisticated devices it is essential to

fabricate not only highly ordered arrays but also arrays that

are highly extended over vast distances (nm!cm).

To this end, Spatz and coworkers have used

micelles obtained from diblock copolymers of

polystyrene-polyvinylpyridine (PS-b-PVP)[42,43] and

polystyrene-polyethylene oxide (PS-b-PEO)[44] for syn-

thesis of metallic and semiconductor nanoparticles. In the

case of the PS-b-PVP, the pyridine units within the

miceller cores can uptake transition metal salts because of

hard acid/soft base interactions (Fig. 14). This strategy

allows one to obtain size-controlled synthesis of gold

nanoparticles by controlling the amount of the precursor

salt. Micelles containing the gold salt arranged into quasi-

hexagonal packing when transferred onto a flat surface.

Subsequent treatment with oxygen plasma completely

removed all of the polymeric material yielding highly

ordered bare gold nanoclusters.[45] Reducing the gold salts

in the micellar core before plasma treatment gave clusters

of similar size. Varying the concentration of metal salt

allows one to obtain cluster sizes from 1 to 15 nm,

whereas changing the length of the blocks allows one to

get interparticle distances from 30 to 140 nm.

Using a different approach, similar to that of the layer-

by-layer (LBL) assembly of oppositely charged polyion-

ophores developed by Decher,[46] Schmid and coworkers

Fig. 13 (a) Self-assembled nanoparticle-dendrimer micro-

spheres. (b) Graph of correlation between PAMAM generation

and interparticle spacing derived from SAXS data.

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of electrostatic self-assembly

of carboxylic acid gold nanoparticles and PAMAM dendrimers.
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were able to assemble [Au55(Ph2PC6H4SO3H)12Cl6] clus-

ters onto poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI)-covered surfaces

(Fig. 15).[47] They found that the clusters ordered on

the surface into the typical hexagonally close-packed

arrangement, but they also found large domains of

nanoparticles with an unusual cubic lattice structure. They

attribute this high level of surface ordering to the use of

PEI with a moderate molecular weight (60,000), which

they believe allows the polymer to uncoil on the surface

creating a more ordered polymer template. In this case the

nanoparticles are packed immediately next to one another

as there is no thick polymer sheath surrounding the nano-

particle. There are several examples of LBL assemblies

containing multiple layers of polymers with gold,[48–51]

semiconductor,[52] or magnetic nanoparticles,[53] and the

interested reader is directed to those references.

Using the MTD and phosphine-functionalized norbor-

nene block copolymers as described earlier (Fig. 8), Ng

Cheong Chan et al. were able to form ordered surface

assemblies of silver and gold nanoparticles.[54] In these

studies the phosphine-containing block of the copolymer

can selectively coordinate, in a ‘‘dative’’ fashion, to gold

and silver coordination complexes in benzene solutions.

Films cast from the block copolymer silver solutions

yielded lamellar structures while those cast from the gold

solutions gave cylinders. Thermally annealing the films

yielded striped domains of silver, forming nanoparticles

(2–10 nm in diameter) and spherical domains of gold

nanoparticles (1.5–4 nm). In both cases long-range order-

ing occurred and the interdomain spacing was consistent

with the length of the unfunctionalized block. This type of

methodology was extended to the incorporation of zinc

Fig. 14 Deposition of nanoparticles in a block copolymer micelle onto a surface. (a) Subsequent removal with oxygen plasma yields

bare nanoparticles. (b) Schematic representation showing hexagonal packing arrangement of nanoparticles.

Fig. 15 Poly(ethyleneimine)-mediated assembly of sulfonated gold nanoparticles arranging into (a) hexagonal and (b) cubic-

packed formations.
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and cadmium into similar norbornene block copolymers to

form the sulfides of these metals within specific lamellar

block copolymer microdomains.[55]

More recently, Lopes and Jaeger have demonstrated

that ultrathin films of phase-separated diblock copolymers

can be utilized as templates allowing for the incorporation

of metal nanoclusters with selectivity approaching 100%

into the desired domain.[56,57] In these studies metal

vapors were allowed to permeate an ultrathin film

consisting of laterally alternating domains of PS and

PMMA, obtained using a PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer

(Fig. 16). The PS domains preferentially absorb Au and

Ag, while the PMMA domains show preference for In, Pb,

Sn, and Bi. Near-perfect selective absorption is observed

for the deposition of Ag. In the cases where the deposition

is only partially selective to one block, selectivity is ob-

tained by annealing the system above the glass transition

temperature of the diblock copolymer. Depending on the

annealing protocol, distinct separate nanoparticles could

be formed within the decorated polymer block. Alterna-

tively, metal nanowires can be obtained by a repeated

deposition and annealing sequence. It was shown that the

nanowire diblock templates display linear current–voltage

(I–V) characteristics over a wide range of conditions,

while the nanoparticle diblocks exhibit highly nonlinear

I–V curves.

CONCLUSION

Polymer-mediated assembly of nanoparticles is a versa-

tile and effective method for the creation of nanocom-

posite materials. The ability to chemically control both

the polymer structure and the nanoparticle core and shell

at the molecular level provides access to a wide variety

of resulting materials with tunable properties. This com-

binatorial approach, coupled with the wealth of structures

that can be obtained through self-assembly, makes

polymer–nanoparticle composites potentially useful for

a variety of applications. Nanoparticle chemistry and

polymer self-assembly are still emerging disciplines and

as such we are just beginning to learn the rules that

govern their assembly. As we learn these rules and begin

to put them to the test, both the complexity and the

resulting utility of nanoparticle–polymer composites will

increase dramatically.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid development in the chemistry of nanoparticles

over the past 20 years has driven tremendous advances in

the field. While there remains significant interest in the

use of nanoparticles as fillers in polymer materials to

enhance physical and mechanical properties, many are

now engaging in research efforts that focus on precise

structures of nanoparticles in polymers, including their

assembly in arrays and along interfacial boundaries. The

combination of precise organic chemistry on nanoparticle

materials has led to developments in the growth of

polymers from nanoparticle surfaces, allowing one to

tailor the properties of the particles by the choice of

polymer and its inherent functionality. Such nanoparticle–

polymer composite materials are generating interest in

several applications, including electronic and optical

materials, based on the properties of metallic and semi-

conductor particles used. In addition, efforts in catalysis

are under way using nanoparticles in polymer scaffolds.

These and other topics form the basis of this review ar-

ticle, which will start in the next section with a brief

account of early studies in the field, and progress from

clay-based composites to metallic- and semiconductor-

based nanoparticle–polymer composites.

NANOPARTICLES IN POLYMERS: FROM
CLAY TO SEMICONDUCTORS

The integration of nanoparticles into polymers is of

significant theoretical and experimental interest, with a

rich history in the polymer and engineering communities.

Inorganic fillers have been used for some time in

conjunction with organic polymer materials, largely in

an effort to enhance the physical and mechanical

properties over those of the polymers alone. In the mid-

19th century, research efforts by Charles and Nelson

Goodyear, pioneers in the chemistry of rubber, showed

that vulcanized rubber can be toughened significantly by

the addition of zinc oxide and magnesium sulfate.[1–3] In

the early 1900s, Leo Baekeland investigated the use of

silicate clay in phenolic resins that helped Bakelitek, the

first mass-produced synthetic polymer composite, become

a commercial success.[1–4] Many additional commodity

materials have been developed based on the enhanced

properties that result from filling rubber with clay.[5] More

recently, it was found that rubber particles embedded in

nylon and other polymer matrices afford composites with

outstanding impact resistance.[6] These are among the

many examples of composite materials on which new

research efforts have been constructed. These efforts have

focused on the integration of a variety of nanoscopic ma-

terials into polymers and the impact of these composites

over a broad spectrum of applications, from engineering

plastics to electronic materials to biotechnology.

There is no question that nanotechnology is revolu-

tionizing the scientific approach across many disciplines,

including chemistry, biology, materials science, engineer-

ing, and theory.[7–10] For example, research centered on

nanoscopic materials extends from the semiconductor in-

dustry, where the ability to produce nanometer-scale fea-

tures leads to faster and less expensive transistors,[11–13]

to biotechnology, where, e.g., luminescent nanoparticles

are extremely interesting as bioprobes.[14–16] Tremen-

dous advances in characterization technology is a com-

mon thread through all disciplines in nanotechnology,

where nanoscopic objects and materials can be visualized

with greatly improved resolution relative to only 10–15

years ago. Fig. 1 illustrates a few examples of ‘‘nanoma-

terials’’ with dimensions of 1 micron and less. In the

nanoparticle–polymer area, current efforts now reach

far beyond (or below) the use of micron-sized particle

fillers (e.g., layered silicates) and into very small metallic

and semiconductor nanoparticles as small as 1–2 nm

in diameter.

This article will highlight recent research in the area of

polymer–nanoparticle composites, focusing especially on

preparative techniques that afford well-dispersed nano-

composites, because such dispersion is a major target in

the field. A leading discussion of clay-based nanocom-

posites will be followed by a focus on metallic and

semiconductor-based hybrid materials. The use of poly-

mers as a means to provide exquisite order to nanopar-

ticles will be described, based on the ability of polymer
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materials to assemble into nanostructures. Finally, poten-

tial applications of polymer–nanoparticle composites will

be discussed, with a special focus on the use of dendritic

polymers and nanoparticles for catalysis.

Clay–Nanoparticle Polymer Composites

The use of clay (i.e., hydrated silicates of aluminum) in

combination with polymer materials can provide signifi-

cant advantages in physical properties relative to the

polymers alone.[17] Early discoveries in this area de-

scribed blends of layered silicate nanoparticles with

nylon-6 to afford composites with greatly enhanced

thermal and mechanical properties.[18–20] Further ad-

vances in such composites in terms of melt processing

allow these materials to be prepared in the absence of

organic solvents.[21] Manias and coworkers have devel-

oped polypropylene–montmorillonite composites by vary-

ing the volume fraction of montmorillonite nanoparticles

and varying block lengths of polypropylene–styrene or

polypropylene–poly(methylmethacrylate) copolymers to

probe mechanical and thermal properties.[22] For example,

a 3% inorganic loading into polypropylene gave a 30%

increase in Young’s modulus and a 30�C increase in heat

deflection temperature when compared to native polypro-

pylene. In addition, there is significant interest in the fire-

retardant properties of polymer–clay nanocomposites, as

integration of clay into the structure inhibits the inherent

flammability of most organic-based polymers.[23]

Significant challenges are associated with blending

polymers and nanoparticles to afford homogeneous, well-

dispersed inorganic material within the polymer. In order

for dispersion to be achieved, the entropic penalty

associated with addition of the nanoparticles must be

balanced by favorable enthalpic interactions. Typical

polymer–clay hybrids composed of layered nanoparticles

(silicates, talc, and mica) are aggregated to some degree,

as the immiscibility of clay in the polymer leads to a very

close proximity of sheets to one another.[24] The degrees

of dispersion in these composites are generally referred to

as unmixed (highly aggregated), intercalated (minimally

aggregated), and exfoliated (well dispersed). In the

intercalated case, polymer chains interpenetrate stacked

silicate layers with small separation distances (few

nanometers) between the layers. In the exfoliated or

delaminated morphology, the silicate layers are well

dispersed within the polymer matrix (Fig. 2). When polar

polymers are used, exfoliation can be achieved by the

addition of a surfactant to the material, typically a long-

chain alkylammonium salt. However, for nonpolar

Fig. 1 Building blocks for nanotechnology. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Depiction of three types of clay–polymer hybrid materials showing different levels of particle dispersion.
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polymers such as poly(ethylene) and poly(propylene), the

addition of a surfactant is not sufficient to overcome the

entropic penalty; thus a functional comonomer such as

methyl methacrylate must be incorporated into the

nonpolar polymer to allow nanoparticle dispersion within

the matrix.[22] Advances in processing have also led to

decreased aggregation in clay–polyethylene materials,

such as the use of supercritical CO2 during polyethylene

extrusion.[25,26] Because the physical properties of these

composites depend on the ability to produce controlled

intercalation or exfoliation, the interest in small mole-

cule and polymeric additives tuned to this target is grow-

ing significantly.

Recent studies by Balazs and coworkers describe

models based on self-consistent field theory to determine

the interactions needed to allow polymer chains to

penetrate nanoparticle layers or sheets, leading to a

further increase in the composite’s physical properties.[27]

Their findings indicate that the introduction of small

amounts of functionalized polymers to the homopolymer

system will greatly increase the thermodynamic stability

of the clay–polymer composite and increase the degree of

intercalation or exfoliation in the system. Based on these

and other findings, a much research has been dedicated to

optimizing the properties of these clay–polymer systems

based on blend ratio, degree of cross-linking, curing

behavior, and size and dispersity of the nanoparticles.[28]

Composites of Polymers with Metallic and
Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Related to research efforts in clay–nanoparticle composite

materials are efforts to integrate metallic and semicon-

ductor nanoparticles into polymer materials. While targets

such as controlled dispersion and self-assembly parallel

those of the clay-based materials, the metal and semicon-

ductor-based composites offer clearly distinct materials in

that electronic, magnetic, and optical properties offered by

the particles are now present. For example, nanoparticles

composed of gold, cobalt, palladium, copper, and cadmi-

um selenide are of great interest for their potential role in

nanotechnology applications.[29–34] Nanoparticles such

as these are generally synthesized by ‘‘bottom-up’’

chemistry that affords nanoparticles with narrow size dis-

tributions. Very small nanoparticles (i.e., <10 nm) are

especially interesting for the quantum confinement effects

inherent in particles of that size.[29,30,35] Semiconductor

nanoparticles such as cadmium selenide and cadmium

telluride are of special interest because of their narrow (ca.

20–25 nm FWHM) and tunable (based on size) fluores-

cence emission wavelengths.[30,36] Key to the behavior of

these nanoparticles is their organic ligand shell that

provides a protective encapsulating layer to prevent

aggregation and oxidative or chemical degradation, all

of which serve to diminish or destroy the nanoscopic

integrity and properties of the nanoparticles (Fig. 3).

To provide dispersion of these organic-capped nano-

particles in a polymer matrix, there must be favorable

interactions between the nanoparticle ligands and the

polymer environment. Several approaches have been

investigated, such as 1) mimicking the nanoparticle ligand

coverage with side chains on the polymer structure; 2)

preparing polymers that contain ligands to bind to the

nanoparticles; 3) the attachment of polymers to the

nanoparticles by functionalized chain-ends, also known

as ‘‘grafting-to’’; and 4) the attachment of polymerization

initiators to nanoparticle surfaces, followed by polymer

growth from outward from the surface, also known as

‘‘grafting-from.’’ Method 4 is proving to be an excellent

approach whereby a high density of initiators can be

attached to nanoparticles, and a diverse range of mono-

mers can then be grown off the particles; this will serve as

the focus of the next section.

POLYMER GROWTH FROM
NANOPARTICLE SURFACES

Functionalization of nanoparticles with polymer chains

opens new avenues in nanostructured materials and com-

posites by tailoring the interactions of the nanoparticle

with its environment based on the properties of the polymer

encapsulant. This concept may be used to introduce an

enormous diversity of chemical functionality into com-

posite systems that can be used directly, or modified fur-

ther. This chemical functionality can be tailored to provide

specific solubility or miscibility, or used for further cou-

pling chemistry, e.g., to reactive surfaces.

There are two general methods used for attachment

of polymers to nanoparticle surfaces. The first is cou-

pling of end-functionalized polymers onto the surface of

Fig. 3 Representation of nanoparticles passivated by organic

ligands.
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nanoparticles in a ‘‘grafting-to’’ approach. Although this

procedure is commonly used because of the simplicity of

the approach, less than optimum grafting density may

result, because of the steric shielding that arises on place-

ment of each successive polymer chain onto the nano-

particle. Some recent examples using this ‘‘grafting-to’’

method include thiol-functionalized polystyrene (PS)

grafted to gold nanoparticles,[37] pyridine-functionalized

poly(ethylene glycol) grafted to CdSe nanoparticles,[38]

thiol-functionalized poly(caprolactone) grafted to CdS

nanoparticles,[39] and a variety of copolymers with end-

thiol functionality, including water-soluble particles, for

stabilization of gold nanoparticles.[40]

The second method used to connect polymers and

nanoparticles involves polymerization from the nanopar-

ticle surface, using nanoparticles functionalized appropri-

ately with polymerization-active ligands. The appeal of

this ‘‘grafting-from’’ method is derived from the facile

attachment of small molecules to the nanoparticle surface

relative to chain-end functionalized polymers, and the

ability to subsequently grow a compact shell of polymers

outward from the surface. Critical to this ‘‘grafting-from’’

process is the compatibility of the nanoparticle with the

polymerization conditions chosen, such that neither the

attachment of functional ligands nor the polymerization

process appreciably alters the fundamental features of the

nanoparticles. Although these requirements pose a con-

siderable challenge, much progress has been made in

recent years. It should be noted that nanoparticle surfaces

differ from flat surfaces as substrates in the ‘‘grafting-

from’’ process, as higher surface curvature of the spheri-

cal nanoparticle can reduce steric crowding during chain

growth, which may lead to more effective polymerization

from the nanoparticles.

Polymerization techniques utilized in the ‘‘grafting-

from’’ method include controlled radical polymerization,

‘‘living’’ anionic polymerization, and ring-opening me-

tathesis polymerization (ROMP).[41] Optimum control

over the properties of these composites can be achieved by

varying the type of nanoparticle and by adjusting the

composition, molecular weight, and functionality of the

attached polymer shell. ROMP is proving to be especially

useful in grafting from nanoparticles, due in part to the

excellent chemical tolerance of the ruthenium-based cat-

alysts used in ROMP, and the mild conditions under

which they perform. Watson and coworkers recently re-

ported the surface functionalization of gold nanoparticles

with polymerizable moieties that were used to prepare

nanocomposites by ROMP.[41] This was accomplished

by functionalization of gold nanoparticles with 1-mer-

capto-10-(exo-5-norbornen-2-oxy)decane, where the

thiol group binds to the gold surface, and a ROMP-active

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the preparation of polyolefin-functionalized gold (left) and CdSe (right) nanoparticles by ring-

opening metathesis techniques. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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functionality is left available for polymerization. bis(Tri-

cyclohexylphosphine)benzylidine ruthenium dichloride

(i.e., first-generation Grubbs catalyst) was used as a sur-

face-immobilized ROMP catalyst, and a ferrocene-sub-

stituted norbornene was then polymerized from the

nanoparticle surface (Fig. 4). The ‘‘living’’ nature of this

ROMP method was demonstrated by the preparation of

block copolymers from the gold surface, using two dif-

ferent ferrocene esters. Cyclic voltammetry of the

composite exhibited two distinguishable waves charac-

teristic of oxidation/reduction of the different ferrocenyl

moieties. From the integrated current associated with

these waves, a copolymer composition of 1.4:1 [poly(exo-

5-norbornen-2-yl-ferrocenecarboxylate):poly(exo-5-nor-

bornen-2-yl-ferroceneacetate)] was calculated.

Recently, Skaff and coworkers applied the ‘‘grafting-

from’’ concept to semiconductor nanoparticles, using ca.

3-nm CdSe nanoparticles and cyclooctene-based mono-

mers.[42] This involved the synthesis and use of a new

ligand for CdSe, p-vinylbenzyl-di-n-octylphosphine ox-

ide, prepared from di-n-octylphosphine oxide and 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride. This ligand is first used to function-

alize the nanoparticles, followed by metathesis chemistry

of the vinyl moiety with Grubbs’ catalyst (generation 1) to

afford a macroinitiator that is suitable for polymerization

of cyclic olefins (Fig. 4). For example, cyclooctene was

polymerized outward from the surface of the macroini-

tiator nanoparticle, and excellent particle dispersion was

observed in the resulting poly(cyclooctene)–CdSe hybrid

material. In addition, other cyclic olefins such as exo-7-

oxanorbornene-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride and exo-N-

ethyl-7-oxanorbornene-2,3-dicarboxylimide proved appli-

cable to this approach, and it is expected that many other

cyclic olefins could be polymerized from this versatile

nanoparticle-based macroinitiator.

Jordan and coworkers used o-functionalized self-

assembled monolayers of thiolates on gold nanoparticles

to initiate living cationic ring-opening polymerizations of

2-oxazoline monomers.[43] N,N-di-n-Octadecylamine was

introduced as a terminating agent to provide a hydropho-

bic region and thus afford an amphiphilic polymer shell

around the gold core. A schematic illustration of the

preparation of such nanoparticles is given in Fig. 5.

Tethered polymers were liberated from the nanoparticles

by using NaCN solution and analyzed by matrix-assisted

laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI TOF)

mass spectrometry. These polymerizations were observed

to proceed in a living fashion, as judged from the linear

relationship between molecular weight of the grafted

polymer after cleavage from the nanoparticle surface and

reaction time.

Surface-initiated anionic polymerization from nano-

particle surfaces has also been reported, e.g., using

1,1-diphenylethylene with a chlorosilane end group to

functionalize silica nanoparticles, followed by anionic

polymerization of styrene (Fig. 6).[44] Although the

molecular weight distributions (Mw/Mn = 1.2–1.8) of the

surface-bound polymers were broader than typical

solution anionic polymerization, this is a rare example

where living anionic polymerization is performed on

nanoparticle surfaces; it will be interesting to see the

progress in this area in terms of which nanoparticle

compositions can be used in conjunction with the

living anionic chemistry.

Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is among

the most extensively exploited methods for polymer

Fig. 5 Reaction scheme of gold-nanoparticle-initiated cationic polymerization of 2-substituted oxazolines.
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growth from nanoparticle surfaces. Recent studies on

ATRP from silica[45–47] and core–shell CdS/SiO2 nano-

particles[48] have demonstrated the ability to grow well-

defined PS or poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) layers

from these modified inorganic surfaces. In these studies,

some interesting effects of nanoparticle size were

reported. In the case of 75-nm-diameter silica nanoparti-

cles, good molecular weight control of PS was observed.

However, the growth-from method on larger silica

nanoparticles (300-nm diameter) did not show character-

istics of a living polymerization. This was attributed to the

high ratio of monomer to initiator per unit mass of silica

used in the latter case. However, in each case the CdS/

SiO2 nanoparticles were dispersed throughout the poly-

mer, with no signs of aggregation.

Other examples of the preparation of polymer-attached

particles by ‘‘grafting-from’’ ATRP methods were re-

ported by Hallensleben and coworkers.[49,50] In this case,

tris(2-dimethylaminoethyl)amine was used as the ATRP

ligand, which enabled the polymerization to proceed at

room temperature (Fig. 6). This low reaction temperature

has the advantage of suppressing side reactions, such as

desorption of thiol-functionalized ATRP initiators from

the gold surface, and thermal initiation of n-butylacrylate

monomer.[50] Gold nanoparticles had varying numbers of

the polymer chains, which resulted in a relatively broad

molecular weight distribution, as judged by the gel

permeation chromatography (GPC) trace of poly(n-butyl-

acrylate)-grafted gold nanoparticles.

An interesting approach to prepare silica nanoparticle–

polymer hybrid materials has been demonstrated by Mori

et al., where a hyperbranched polymer (HBP) was grown

from the particle surface.[51] Typical hyperbranched

polymerizations that proceed by polycondensation chem-

istry would result in cross-linked networks when per-

formed in the presence of functionalized nanoparticles

that participate in the chemistry. However, in this case

self-condensing vinyl polymerization[52] of an acrylic

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of polymer growth from nanoparticle surfaces by anionic polymerization (left) and atom transfer

radical polymerization (right). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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‘‘inimer’’ was used, where the inimer functions as both a

monomer and an initiator. This inimer is designated as

‘‘AB*,’’ where A is a vinyl group and B* is a functional

group that can be transformed to an active center capable

of initiating polymerization. Bulk polymerization of the

inimer, 2-(2-bromopropionyloxy)ethyl acrylate, with the

silica nanoparticles functionalized with 2-bromoisobu-

tyryl fragment (B*) was performed via ATRP, resulting in

the formation of HBP shell on the silica surface (Fig. 7).

These efforts are promising for providing diverse polymer

architecture to nanoparticle-based composites, because

HBPs have distinctive chemical and physical properties

due to their globular shape and many end groups. This

may also provide a rapid alternative to the synthesis of

dendrimer–nanoparticle hybrid materials, which require

the tedious dendritic synthesis.[53,54]

ORDERED ASSEMBLIES OF
NANOPARTICLE–POLYMER COMPOSITES

Well-ordered nanoparticles within polymers are expected

to provide access to new materials that combine the

unique physical properties of the particles with the

superior processibility of the polymers. The ability to

control the assembly of nanoparticles in materials prom-

ises advances in information storage, nanoelectronics, and

quantum computing. A variety of nanoparticle assembly

methods are under investigation, e.g., into superlattice

structures reported by Murray and Bawendi for CdSe

nanoparticles with aliphatic ligands of various size.[33,55]

These highly ordered structures are prepared by slow

crystallization to give ordered nanoparticle assemblies

with remarkably few defects.

Theoretical models of Balasz and coworkers are

addressing the impact of nanoparticles on phase separa-

tion in A–B diblock copolymers.[32,56–58] These calcula-

tions are driven by a combination of self-consistent field

theory, which is preferred for diblock copolymers, and

density functional theory, which is optimal for studying

ordered colloidal particles. The theory accounts for key

parameters such as nanoparticle size, chain length of the

polymer blocks, and the relevant interaction parameters,

including those between nanoparticles and polymer A,

nanoparticles and polymer B, and polymer A with

polymer B. These models show that nanoparticles can

be directed to the center or the edges of phase-separated

lamella or spherical domains by choosing systems with

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of self-condensing vinyl polymerization of AB* inimer from functionalized silica nanoparticles.
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the appropriate parameters. The increased complexity of

the system that results from placing ligands on the

nanoparticles would certainly have an impact on the

outcome of these calculations.

A report by Fogg et al. in 1997 on nanoparticle–

polymer assemblies was one of the early papers to address

specific polymer–nanoparticle interactions to promote

assembly in phase-separated systems.[59] In this study, a

diblock copolymer was prepared by ROMP, where one of

the blocks contained phosphine or phosphine oxide

moieties as nanoparticle ligands. This diblock copolymer

was annealed in the presence of CdSe nanoparticles,

resulting in polymeric phase separation and the nearly

exclusive presence of the nanoparticles within the func-

tionalized block, as shown by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) analysis, and illustrated schematically

in Fig. 8.

Several research groups have recently been active in

the field of polymer–nanoparticle composites and as-

semblies. Rotello and coworkers have been active in

self-assembly of gold nanoparticles that are functional-

ized with ligands that contain recognition sites.[60,61]

Specifically, gold nanoparticles were synthesized with

aliphatic thiols containing a specific hydrogen bonding

sequence, specifically triazine and diaminopyridine

derivatives. When these nanoparticles are blended with

a polymer or block copolymer containing the comple-

mentary hydrogen bond sequence recognition of the two

components drives the self-assembly process. Several

other methods have been reported for producing ordered

assemblies of polymers and nanoparticles. For example,

Kotov and coworkers have prepared ‘‘nanorainbows’’

using a multilayer approach,[60–62] where a thin polymer

film of poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) con-

taining cadmium telluride nanoparticles is deposited onto

a quartz slide. Subsequent deposition of larger cadmium

telluride nanoparticles with progressively longer wave-

lengths (e.g., yellow, orange, and red) were then depos-

ited in layer-by-layer fashion. This resulted in a

multilayer film that has a color gradient oriented normal

to the surface, a material of interest in photonic and

electronic devices.

Recent work by Lopes showed self-assembly of

various nanoparticles (e.g., gold, silver, indium, and lead)

within a PS–PMMA diblock copolymer matrix under

nonequilibrium conditions.[63] Under appropriate anneal-

ing conditions, the polymer matrix will phase separate

into an ordered lamella structure with the nanoparticles

residing exclusively in the polystyrene phase because of

the more favorable gold–polystyrene interactions. At

loadings of 30% gold particles, the polystyrene blocks

are capable of conducting an electric charge, essentially

converting the polystyrene segments into nanowires. Yuan

and coworkers have studied amphiphilic triblock copoly-

mers, such as poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-b-

ethylene oxide) as scaffolds for nanostructured silica.[64]

When cast from an acidic ethanol solution containing

tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), a silica precursor, the copoly-

mer undergoes phase separation to afford an assembly of

polymer cylinders. The hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide)

and TEOS form the periphery, and the hydrophobic

poly(propylene oxide) is found at the center of the

cylinders. The nanostructured silica is formed by calcina-

tion of the TEOS, yielding a hollow silica cylinder with a

wall thickness of ca. 4 nm.

A different approach to nanoparticle assemblies was

reported by Misner and coworkers using templates

prepared from diblock copolymers.[65] These templates

consist of a cylindrical PMMA phase within a PS matrix,

where the cylinder diameter is of the order of 15–

20 nm.[66,67] CdSe nanoparticles were driven into these

cylinders by capillary forces present on withdrawal of

the templates from dilute solutions of CdSe nanocrystals

(Fig. 9). This method is quite promising in that nanopar-

ticle coverage in the template was shown to be approx-

imately 70% by TEM (i.e., 70% of the cylinders are filled

with nanoparticles), and conditions were developed to the

point where >95% of the nanoparticles reside in the

cylinders rather than on the PS matrix. Solid-state

fluorescence measurements of these templates showed

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of nanoparticle segregation to the ligand-rich phase of an AB diblock copolymer.
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that the nanoparticles retained their fluorescence through-

out the assembly and substrate removal (acid etching)

process, and that fluorescence intensity could be con-

trolled by changing the concentration of solution into

which the templates were dipped. New deposition

methods currently under investigation are expected to

produce templates with complete coverage.[68]

A novel technique for controlling the location of

nanoparticles has been demonstrated by Firestone and

coworkers.[69] This report shows that by controlling the

surface characteristics of silver nanoparticles, one can

control their location within a multitier phospholipid

bilayer system. Particles that are passivated by lithium

dodecyl sulfate reside entirely in the aqueous layer, while

alkyl derivatized particles are in the hydrocarbon portion

of a lipid bilayer. The use of underivatized silver particles

results in assembly at the lipid–water interface (Fig. 10).

The authors suggest that the particle interacts with the

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chains that have been grafted

to some of the surfactant molecules. These hydrophilic

polymer chains extend from the bilayer into the aqueous

phase, and passivate the bare silver particles. Interestingly,

Fig. 9 Nanoparticle-filled templates prepared from self-assembled diblock copolymers are used to direct the assembly of nanoparticles.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of a lipid-based gel with selective nanoparticle placement that depends on the nanoparticle ligand

environment.
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it has been shown by small-angle X-ray scattering that

these particles do not aggregate within the fluid, leaving

their unique optical and electronic properties intact.

NANOPARTICLE–POLYMER COMPOSITES
FOR CATALYSIS

Catalytic methods are of vital importance in the chemical

and petroleum industries. Catalysts represent the oldest

commercial application of nanoparticles, typically con-

sisting of small metal particles, often in the nanometer

size regime, that are dispersed on a microporous oxide.

Many studies on the catalytic properties of metal surfaces,

such as platinum,[70,71] nickel,[72] iron,[73,74] and molyb-

denum[75,76] have been explored since the 1920s.[77]

Catalytic processes are greatly affected by the com-

plexity of catalyst surface composition and structure. The

catalytic efficiencies of metals increase dramatically with

increasing surface-to-volume ratio; thus nanoparticles

have inherent advantages. As the high surface energy

associated with nanoparticles leads to aggregation, the use

of surface-confined stabilizers has been induced. Ideally,

these stabilizers should possess rather weak surface

activity, as strong adsorption would diminish significantly

the catalytic activity. Protective stabilizers can influence

not only the stability of the catalyst but also the catalytic

properties by creating specific environments around the

active sites.

Aside from the conventional commercialized catalytic

processes, there have been some very interesting recent

studies on nanoparticles in catalysis of organic reactions.

For example, El-Sayed reported that Pd nanoparticles

stabilized by poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) efficient-

ly catalyze Suzuki cross-coupling reactions in aqueous

medium.[78] Successful coupling of arylboronic acids to

aryl iodides gave reasonably high yields even though the

Pd particles precipitated during the reaction. The reaction

rate was observed to depend on the Pd concentration in a

linear fashion, indicating that catalysis occurs on the

Pd surface. Hydroxyl-terminated poly(amido amine)

(PAMAM) dendrimers and polystyrene-b-poly(sodium

acrylate) were also reported to be efficient stabilizers for

the Pd nanoparticles in the Suzuki reactions between

phenylboronic acid and iodobenzene.[79] Overall, the

careful choice of the type of stabilizer, metal precursors,

as well as reaction conditions can lead to the preparation

of the desired catalyst system.

Dendrimers have been recognized as suitable hosts for

metal nanoparticles for a variety of reasons. Their

uniform composition and three-dimensional structure

provides a homogeneous environment for the particles,

whereas their periphery of terminal end groups can be

controlled in terms of functionality to control solubility

and allow for catalyst recovery. Substrate selectivity can

be affected by the size and polarity of the terminal groups,

and the size of the host dendrimer can be varied sys-

tematically through well-defined growth chemistry that

affords dendritic macromolecules with precise structures

and molecular weights.

Dendrimers have been used as both templates and

stabilizers for nanoparticles, and have been found to

effectively impede their aggregation. In some cases,

nanoparticles are confined within the host dendrimer by

steric effects, without significant surface passivation.

Metal nanoparticles can be sequestered within dendrimers

by adsorbing suitable precursor metal ions into the

template dendrimer and subsequently reducing the com-

posite (Fig. 11). Several systems have been explored with

dendrimers, e.g., in the group of Crooks dendrimer-

encapsulated metal nanoparticles were prepared in fluor-

ous media, leading to easy separation and recycling of the

catalyst. Chechik and Crooks describe a case where Pd

nanoparticles in PAMAM dendrimers were complexed

with carboxylic end groups of perfluoropolyethers in

fluorous solvents.[80] Hydrogenation of various alkenes,

including 1-hexene and methylacrylate, was performed to

assess the catalytic activity of the system. Pd–dendrimer

nanocomposites were observed to be catalytically active

without appreciable loss of activity after 12 cycles. The

wide range of turnover frequency numbers was observed

exhibiting the possibility of selective hydrogenation;

more polar substrates were hydrogenated faster because

of the hydrophilic interior of the dendrimer that pro-

motes contact between the metal nanoparticles and the

polar substrates.

Yeung and Crooks also presented examples of carbon–

carbon bond formation in biphasic fluorous/organic

solvent systems catalyzed by dendrimer-encapsulated

nanoparticles.[81] The perfluorinated polyether-derivatized

poly(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimers containing Pd(0)

nanoparticles effectively catalyzed Heck couplings of aryl

halides with n-butylacrylate. Because PPI dendrimers are

more stable at elevated temperatures than PAMAM

dendrimers, they are better suited for the Heck reaction,

which requires high temperatures and long reaction times.

Whereas the selectivity for the production of n-butyl-

trans-formylcinnamate was previously reported to be in

the 74–98% range in the absence of the dendritic

stabilizer,[82] the PPI–Pd(0) catalyst provides 100%

selectivity for the trans isomer. This result suggested that

the sterically confined environment of the dendritic

interior may impart regioselectivity.[83,84] It should be

noted that the activity of catalysts can also be influenced

by the dendrimer size. Equal amounts of metal nanopar-

ticles of nearly the same particle size could be prepared

within dendrimers of varying generations. A fifth-gener-

ation dendrimer/Pd(0) catalyst gave substantially greater
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product yield than the fourth-generation catalyst, which

Crooks attributes to the larger dendrimer host that provides

a less confining space for the Pd nanoparticles, resulting in

easier access of substrate to the particle.[81]

Dendrimer–nanoparticle composites have been used

in conjunction with supercritical CO2, an alternative to

hydrocarbon solvents, and a ‘‘greener’’ approach to catal-

ysis with nanoparticles. Crooks has previously shown that

Pd nanoparticles, encapsulated by PPI dendrimers having

covalently grafted perfluorinated-polyether chains, were

easily solubilized in this supercritical medium without

requiring perfluorinated ligands or toxic solvents.[84]

Whereas the standard Pd-catalyzed Heck coupling be-

tween iodobenzene and methylacrylate resulted in the cis-

and/or trans-cinnamate product, the CO2-soluble Pd-based

nanocomposite exclusively produced methyl 2-phenyl-

acrylate. The high selectivity is presumably related to

both the steric environment of the dendrimer template and

the properties of supercritical CO2 because the same den-

drimer-encapsulated Pd(0) yielded only the trans-cinna-

mate product using organic/fluorocarbon solvent system

instead of supercritical CO2.[81]

Amphiphilic block copolymers have been used for the

stabilization of metal nanoparticles.[85–88] They are ver-

satile components for polymer–metal systems because

they can offer several options for tuning the system in

catalytic applications. PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-PEO block

copolymers were observed to be suitable for controlling

both metal size and size distribution. The catalytic

activities of the palladium and platinum nanoparticles

stabilized by block copolymers were tested by hydrogena-

tion of cyclohexene, which provided 100% conversion.

The nanoparticle morphologies and catalytic activities

were strongly dependent on many factors, including the

type and ratio of polymer blocks, choice of metal

precursor type, and the reduction method and conditions.

These findings suggested that amphiphilic block copoly-

mers could offer a tremendous versatility to the design of

tailored catalysts.

Galow and coworkers have reported electrostatic-

mediated assembly of highly reactive heterogeneous

catalysts in which mixed monolayer protected clusters

(MMPCs) were used as both building blocks and active

catalysts.[89] Catalysts were formed through calcinations

of the mixture of palladium colloid and silica–polymer

aggregates (Fig. 12). A series of hydrogenation reactions

and Heck reaction were performed and substantially high

catalytic ability was observed. In the case of the Heck

reaction between nitroarene and styrene, only 0.045 mol%

of Pd was required to show a dramatic improvement over

commercial counterparts.

The fabrication of nanoparticle-based templates that

exhibit site-isolated nanoparticles in long-range ordered

arrays may be ideal for some catalytic applications;

thus future efforts in catalysis will be directed toward

constructs as described in Fig. 9 above. Such studies,

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of metal nanoparticles within a dendrimer template.
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performed previously with CdSe nanoparticles, should

translate well to other nanoparticle systems studied in

catalysis. Because selectivity is not understood as well as

activity, future research should focus on achieving

exceedingly high selectivity for the desired product.

Through systematic variation of particle size and inter-

particle distance by using block copolymer templates with

different molecular weight, structural ingredients respon-

sible for selectivity of catalyst may be investigated in the

near future.

CONCLUSION

In summary, it is clear that nanoparticle–polymer com-

posite materials are playing an increasingly important role

in nanotechnology. This article has summarized only a

few of the many outstanding achievements in the field. As

our ability to prepare and assemble these composites

continues to improve, the specificity of the applications

that can be addressed will increase accordingly. Never-

theless, progress to date has been most impressive, and all

indications point toward further growth in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to review the progress

toward the preparation of polypropylene/clay and ther-

moplastic olefin/clay nanocomposites. Further, the struc-

ture and properties of these type of nanocomposites are

discussed and, where possible, structure/property rela-

tionships are described. Lastly, the progress toward the

achievement of commercially viable nanocomposites of

this type is assessed.

Polyolefins account for about 185 billion pounds per

year or about 50% of the total worldwide plastic’s in-

dustry production. Polypropylene (PP) accounts for about

20% of this total or 74 billion pounds per year production.

Therefore polypropylene is one of the most widely used

thermoplastics not only because of its balance of physical

and mechanical properties, but also because of its envi-

ronmental friendliness (e.g., recyclability) and low cost.

The most common type is isotactic PP, while syndiotactic

PP is a minor contributor to the PP market. Polypropylene

has an attractive combination of low density, high stiff-

ness and toughness, and heat distortion temperature above

100�C, which endows it with extraordinary versatility of

properties and applications ranging from molded parts to

films and fibers. Innovative catalyst and process tech-

nologies have significantly simplified its production,

resulting in the minimization of catalyst residues, waxy

byproducts, and low stereoregularity components, by the

use of high activity and highly stereoselective catalysts,

such as Ziegler–Natta and metallocene catalysts. Highly

energy-efficient processes, such as gas phase and liquid-

pool processes, have minimized the need for solvents.

Polypropylene offers ready means for recycling by

remolding or feedstock recovery or by recovery of its

energy content in power plants and steel mills. It has also

continued to make inroads into the engineering plastics

markets by replacing more expensive and less environ-

mentally friendly resins. The addition of mineral fillers to

polypropylenes has widened its sphere of applications by

enhancing its stiffness properties. However, the con-

comitant effect is typically a decrease in toughness

properties because the inorganic filler particles act as

stress concentrators.

Montmorillonite (mmt) is the most common clay

mineral used in polymer/clay hybrids and is composed of

an octahedral alumina sheet sandwiched between two

tetrahedral silica sheets. The anionically charged sheets,

or clay platelets, are strongly held together by cations,

such as Na+, Li+, Ca2 +, Fe2 +, and Mg2 +. The tightly bound

stacks of clay platelets may be readily separated by simple

dissolution in a polar solvent, such as water. In addition,

the natural clay is miscible with polar polymers in which

the platelets readily disperse. However, separation of the

clay platelets in a nonpolar polymer is difficult. The

thickness of the individual clay platelets is about 1 nm

and the gallery spacing (spacing is defined in terms of

d-spacing from X-ray diffraction and small-angle X-ray

scattering, which is the distance from one clay platelet

center to the next) of the platelets in natural clay is about 1

nm. Organic modification of the clay with alkyl ammo-

nium chlorides, in which the alkyl chain is typically

composed of 6 to 15 carbons, expands the gallery spacing

to about 2.2 to 2.4 nm in typical commercial organoclays.

Addition of maleic anhydride-modified PP often results

in intercalated clay with gallery spacing of greater than

3 nm. The typically desired state is, upon addition of PP,

the complete dispersion, i.e., exfoliation and dispersal, of

the clay platelets so that there is no correlation between

platelets and therefore no maxima in the X-ray scattering

pattern. Considering that clay is composed of platelets that

are about 1 nm in thickness and around 1000 nm in lateral

dimensions and assuming a density of 2.65 g/cm3 yields

an upper limit of about 750 m2/g surface area per gram for

fully exfoliated clay. This is 5 to 10 times the surface area

per gram achievable with ordinary fillers. Exfoliated clay

in polymers was shown to endow unique properties to the

system, such as increased Tg, increased stiffness, main-

tenance of impact strength, increased barrier to gases and

liquids, increased flame retardancy, etc.

POLYPROPYLENE

Structure

The extraordinary property enhancements accessible

through the formation of polymer/clay mineral hybrid

systems were pioneered by Toyota workers about a dec-

ade ago. In a series of papers, the synthesis of nylon-6/clay
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hybrids was described by the swelling of natural mont-

morillonite (fractionated from bentonite) with e-cap-

rolactam to form an intercalated compound, followed by

the thermolytic polymerization of the e-caprolactam to

nylon-6.[1,2] The remarkable enhancements of the thermal

and mechanical properties of the nylon-6 were further

reported by the Toyota workers.[3] The dispersion of

the silicate layers in such nylon-6/montmorillonite hybrids

is generally excellent. The clay platelets are essentially

completely exfoliated, resulting in a morphology as shown

in the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) photo-

micrograph in Fig. 1. The clay platelets are seen to be

completely dispersed and uncorrelated with each other.

Therefore no X-ray signal from a periodic stacking of clay

platelets would be expected from x-ray diffraction (XRD)

or small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements.

In a technological advancement of this development,

Vaia et al.[4] reported the formation of polymer/clay

hybrids by the direct intercalation of polystyrene in or-

ganically modified montmorillonite. The montmorillonite

was modified with alkyl ammonium cations to maximize

the enthalpic interactions of the modified clay with the

polystyrene and thus overcome the unfavorable loss of

conformational entropy associated with the confinement

of the polymer inside the clay galleries. The intercalated

polymer was claimed to exist in a collapsed, two-dimen-

sional conformation, and, as evidence of this, it was

demonstrated that the normal glass transition temperature

of the polystyrene was essentially absent for the interca-

lated polymer.[4] In further work, this group studied the

chain dynamics of polystyrene in organically modified

clay hybrids. They defined an effective diffusion coeffi-

cient and found that it increased with increasing alkyl

chain length of the alkyl ammonium cation functional

groups on the clay.[5]

The organic modification of natural clay minerals

typically involves exchange of cations on the natural clay

with alkyl ammonium cations. Commercial mmt typically

is modified with hydrogenated tallow, which is �65%

C18, 30% C16, and 5% C14 alkyl chain lengths. The typical

commercial organoclay is modified with an alkyl ammo-

nium compound as shown in Fig. 2.

Two alternative synthetic routes were proposed by

Manias et al.[6] to prepare organically modified mmt that

would be readily dispersed in polypropylene. These small-

scale studies were intended to explore the thermody-

namics required to intercalate and exfoliate mmt with

polypropylene. The first route relied on improving the

favorability of the polypropylene–mmt enthalpic interac-

tions to disperse the mmt. This was performed by func-

tionalizing the polypropylene with 0.5–1.0 mol% of

methyl styrene monomer. This random copolymer was

then further functionalized with maleic anhydride and

ethanol resulting in three random copolymers of poly-

propylene. The functionalized PP/dimethyl dioctadecyl-

ammonium–mmt hybrid systems were formed by static

melt intercalation in a vacuum oven at 180�C. The

organo-mmt was observed by XRD to be intercalated with

the functionalized PP and by TEM measurements to be

dispersed in these random polypropylene copolymers to

the extent of about 25–40% exfoliated clay platelets. The

second route relied on decreasing the enthalpic interac-

tions between the surfactant and the mmt. This is expected

to effectively render the polymer–mmt interactions more

Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy photomicrograph of

nylon/clay nanocomposite.

 

Fig. 2 Structure of typical organic modifier for clay.
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favorable. This was performed by the partial fluorination

of the alkyl chains in an mmt. The mmt was organically

modified with dimethyldioctadecyl ammonium and with

partially fluorinated alkyltrichlorosilane. The organically

modified mmt was statically melt intercalated with neat

polypropylene. Measurements by XRD showed that

the mmt was intercalated by the PP, indicating that

the thermodynamics were favorable for nanocomposite

formation. Further shear mixing of these two types of

systems was expected to lead to further dispersion of the

mmt in the polymer.

The promise of extraordinary improvement in end-use

properties of polyolefin/clay hybrid systems has spurred

great interest and intensive activity on the part of the

players in the polyolefin and allied industries. Academic

participation in these developments has also been vigor-

ous. Optimistic predictions were made early in the drive to

apply nanotechnology to the polyolefins industry. Proba-

bly, partly because of the promise of the technological

benefits of nanotechnology and to the large size of the

polyolefins industry, it was predicted that the largest im-

pact of nanocomposites on the plastics industry would be

in polyolefins. Wilson[7] of Inspired Innovations, LLC,

predicted that nanocomposite versions of polyolefins will

displace engineering thermoplastics and thermosets in

many traditional applications and will open new oppor-

tunities to displace metal and glass in many traditional

applications. Well over one-half of all the current appli-

cations for polymers could be improved by this new

technology, according to Wilson. This author predicted

millions of tons of nanocomposite polyolefin production

and replacement of an equal amount of annual glass and

metal production for the foreseeable future. Sinclair,[8]

STA Research, predicted that polypropylene would be the

largest growth polymer in nanocomposites and that PP

nanocomposites would reach a volume of millions of tons

per year by 2010. Both of these prognosticators empha-

sized that complete exfoliation of the clay was required to

imbue the polyolefins with the improved end-use prop-

erties that could drive such massive commercial volumes

of polyolefin nanocomposites. However, these goals could

only be achieved by overcoming the very problematic

dispersion of naturally polar clay in nonpolar polymers.

The attraction of clay mineral additives is their low

cost to recover from the earth in their natural state. The

incorporation of the clay in polypropylene, on the other

hand, requires much more than natural clay. The techno-

logical challenges to formulating stable polypropylene/

clay nanocomposites have proven to be formidable. Fur-

thermore, the achievement of enhanced end-use properties

has barely been explored because of this inability to form

the systems with suitable clay dispersions.

Although studies continue aiming at novel modifica-

tion of clay and functionalized polymer for improving the

intercalation and exfoliation of the clay in polypropylene,

the vast majority of experimental studies and commercial

developments employ polypropylene with maleated

polypropylene (PP-MA), or more rarely another function-

alized PP, as a compatibilizer to form PP/clay nano-

composite hybrid systems. The approximate individual

costs of organically modified mmt and PP-MA are about

five times that of the polymer on a per pound basis. This

means that the production of polypropylene nanocompo-

sites with properties sufficiently enhanced to justify the

additional costs is a doubly formidable problem.

In the earliest studies, the morphology of several sys-

tems was determined to compare various strategies to

form intercalated and exfoliated polypropylene/clay

hybrids systems. Low molecular weight polypropylene

(12,000–30,000) functionalized with maleic anhydride or

hydroxyl groups was found to intercalate into C18-mmt.[9]

Higher concentrations of functionalization were correlated

with successful intercalation of the PP into the clay, while

lower concentrations failed to exhibit intercalation of the

PP. The same group then showed that PP homopolymer

was not intercalated into Na-mmt, but a polyolefin diol

was used to intercalate diastearyldimethylammonium-

mmt followed by exfoliation of the clay by PP homo-

polymer.[10] In a further study, these workers employed

PP-MA with two concentrations of maleic anhydride

functionalization to intercalate C18-mmt, followed by

exfoliation of the clay with PP homopolymer.[11] It was

found that too high a concentration of maleic anhydride

functionalization resulted in immiscibility of the PP-MA

compatibilizer with the PP homopolymer. The reinforce-

ment of the system was judged best for the lower con-

centration of maleic anhydride in the PP-MA, which had

a higher storage modulus and good miscibility with the

PP homopolymer.

Many groups, to investigate strategies for improved

clay dispersion in polypropylene and to probe the result-

ing morphologies, extended the foregoing early work by

Okada et al. It was confirmed in some of these studies that

PP homopolymer could not intercalate into organo-

clays.[12,13] The use of considerable amounts of PP-MA

compatibilizer was necessary to intercalate the clay and to

facilitate subsequent exfoliation of the clay platelets by PP

homopolymer.[12,13] Xu et al.[12] found that C16-mmt was

intercalated in composites containing 2 wt.% clay only

when the concentration of PP-MA (containing 0.9 wt.%

maleic anhydride) exceeded 10 wt.% in the composite.

Similarly, Walter et al.[13] found that C18-synthetic clay

was intercalated in polypropylene composites containing

7 wt.% clay and 20 wt.% PP-MA (containing 4.2 wt.%

maleic anhydride), but that no intercalation of the PP

occurred in the absence of the PP-MA. Fig. 3 shows TEM

photomicrographs of a 7 wt.% clay composite with no

PP-MA exhibiting no intercalation of the clay (Fig. 3A)
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and a 7 wt.% clay composite with 20 wt.% PP-MA

exhibiting intercalation of the clay and some evidence of

exfoliation of the clay ‘‘tactoids’’ by the PP homopolymer

(Fig. 3B). Tactoids are defined as stacks of clay platelets

that are intercalated with polymer chains, thereby

expanding the galleries between succeeding clay platelets,

as in Fig. 3B. Tactoids are distinguished from clay parti-

cles, which are composed of closely spaced clay platelets,

which do not exhibit expanded galleries, as in Fig. 3A.

Reichert et al.[14] showed that the alkyl chain in clays

organically modified with alkylammonium cations must

exceed 8 carbon atoms in length to promote intercalation

and that increasing the concentration of the maleic an-

hydride functionality in the PP-MA promoted exfoliated

nanocomposite systems with PP homopolymer matrices.

Alkyl chain lengths of C4 to C8 gave a similar clay in-

terlayer distance of 1.3 nm, while C16 and C18 chain

lengths afforded spacing of 1.7 and 2 nm, respectively (the

nonmodified synthetic clay spacing was 0.95 nm). This

indicated that sufficient molar mass of the alkyl chain in

the organically modified clay was necessary to promote

favorable interactions of the silicate organic modifier with

the polymer chains intercalating the clay platelets. This

type of observation was made in original work on organic

modification of clay to promote intercalation of clay by

nonpolar species.[15,16] Reichert et al.[17] further investi-

gated the stability of polypropylene composites prepared

with PP with Mw=350,000, 20 wt.% of PP-MA with

Mw=32,000, and 4.2 wt.% MA and 5 wt.% of C18-syn-

thetic clay melt blended in a twin screw at 200�C. The

as-prepared system exhibited typical nanocomposite mor-

phology with well-intercalated tactoids and partial exfo-

liation of clay platelets in TEM photomicrographs, as well

as a broad ‘‘hump’’ in the wide angle x-ray scattering

(WAXS) pattern indicative of a broad distribution of in-

terlayer distances. Upon annealing of the material at

220�C for 200 min, the morphology observed in the TEM

appeared to show a collapse of the structure to much more

tightly spaced stacks and no evidence of partial exfoliation

of clay platelets. However, it was argued on the basis of

WAXS data on this system that because no peak was

observed and the broad ‘‘hump’’ observed for the

as-prepared system disappeared in the annealed system,

the clay exfoliation was further improved by the annealing

process. The upper temperature limit of stability of the

organic functionality, i.e., alkylammonium cations (C18-

ammonium cation in this case), on typical clays is about

190�C, as shown in Fig. 4.[18] Above this temperature, the

organic functionality degrades and the intercalated clay

tactoids characteristically collapse to a stacked platelet

structure. This appears to be the case in this study and the

TEM photomicrograph showing clay platelet stacks was

strong evidence for collapse of the intercalated clay tac-

toids at the annealing temperature of 220�C.[17]

Many other studies of clay dispersion in polypropylene

are available. Analytical methods to probe the morphol-

ogy in such systems were discussed by Morgan and Gil-

man.[19] They recommended TEM as the best means to

qualitatively assess the degree of dispersion of clay in

polymer matrices. Their TEM photomicrographs demon-

strated that unintercalated clay platelet stacks, intercalated

tactoids, and exfoliated platelets could be recognized.

They recommended XRD to measure d-spacing in or-

dered, unintercalated stacks and ordered, intercalated

tactoids, but cautioned that XRD is insufficient for de-

termining disordered and exfoliated clay because these

exhibit no reflection peak. These analytical methods were

used to probe the morphology in studies of melt inter-

calated PP/clay hybrid systems.[20–27] These studies all

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopic image of polypro-

pylene compound containing 10 vol.% organophilic fluoromica

(M100/ODA) without addition of PP-g-MA compatibilizer (A,

left) and the corresponding ME100/DA nanocomposite obtained

in the presence of 20 wt.% PP-g-MA compatibilizer. (From

Ref. [13] with permission from Marcel Dekker, Inc.)

Fig. 4 Thermogravimetric analysis curve of Cloisite 20 Ak
(Southern Clay Products) organo-mmt. The onset of thermal

decomposition is at 190�C.
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relied on significant concentrations of a functionalized

polypropylene (predominantly PP-MA) to intercalate or-

ganically modified clay (predominantly alkylammonium-

mmt) in a PP homopolymer matrix, followed by shearing

of the melt to exfoliate the clay to the extent possible. In

all cases, the best dispersion of the clay observed was

partially as ordered, intercalated tactoids and partially as

disordered, exfoliated clay platelets; however, nonuniform

dispersion of the clay was commonly observed in all of

these studies. The factors investigated were the MA

concentration of the functionalized PP-MA and the con-

centration of PP-MA in the blend,[12,20,24,26,27] various

melt compounding techniques,[12,20–22,25] and organic

modification of clay.[23,24]

More uniform dispersion of alkylammonium-mmt in

polypropylene was achieved by the intercalative poly-

merization of propylene in the galleries of the clay.[28] The

TEM photomicrographs showed that the clay platelets

were uniformly dispersed in the polypropylene. This

strategy is attractive because no functionalized polypro-

pylene compatibilizer is required; however, in situ poly-

merization of monomers in the clay galleries has not been

demonstrated for commercial practice. Therefore melt

intercalation remains the desired strategy for commercial

production of polypropylene/clay hybrid nanocomposites.

This goal has not been achieved for widespread com-

mercial practice.

Mechanism of exfoliation

A mean-field, lattice-based model of polymer intercala-

tion in organically modified silicates was presented by

Vaia and Giannelis.[29,30] The thermodynamic factors

which control polymer intercalation into the clay galleries

were outlined in terms of an interplay between entropic

and energetic factors. The entropic penalty for confining

the polymer inside the clay gallery may be partially

compensated for by an increase in entropy of the surfac-

tant chains (alkyl chains on organic modifier) as the clay

layers separate. Although the tethered alkyl chains cannot

increase their entropy by an increase in translational

freedom, the expanded gallery spacing permits increased

conformational entropy. Intercalation will be thermody-

namically possible when favorable polymer–organically

modified silicate energetic interactions overcome any

unfavorable entropic factors. Further separation, i.e.,

driving exfoliation, depends on maximization of favorable

polymer–surface interactions with the organically modi-

fied silicate, as well as minimization of unfavorable

interactions with the tethered alkyl chains of the organic

modifier. This explains the use of polymer functionali-

zation with polar moieties. The polar functionalities on

polypropylene participate in polar–polar interactions with

the silicate surface, decreasing the free energy of the

system. If the total free energy of the system is decreased

by the combined entropic and energetic factors, then in-

tercalation and exfoliation may occur.

The further effects of shear forces on intercalated clay

stacks (tactoids) have been elucidated by subsequent

studies.[31,32] Fornes et al.[31] proposed a model explaining

exfoliation of intercalated silicate stacks by the stepwise

skewing of the silicate sheets in the tactoids, followed by

peeling, one-by-one, of the silicate layers off the silicate

stacks by combined diffusion/shearing, as shown in Fig. 5.

The tactoids were shown to first skew apart forming

shorter stacks of fewer and fewer numbers of silicate

layers, followed by peeling of the individual layers off the

tactoids forming exfoliated and dispersed layers, without

short-range order with other silicate layers. The matrix

polymer needs to have sufficient affinity for the silicate

surface to cause spontaneous wetting of the surface to

drive exfoliation. This is the required thermodynamic

driving force. However, shear forces play a kinetic role by

driving the peeling of silicate layers off the tactoids during

Fig. 5 Stepwise mechanism of clay platelet exfoliation in the

melt compounding of nanocomposites: (a) organoclay particle

breakup, (b) clay tactoid breakup, and (c) platelet exfoliation.

(From Ref. [31] with permission from Elsevier Science Ltd.)
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the residence time of the system in the shear process. It

was found that the higher the melt viscosity of the matrix

polymer, the greater the stress exerted on the tactoids,

driving this skewing and peeling process. Therefore

higher molecular weight matrix polymer was associated

with higher stresses and a higher degree of exfoliation.

This model was supported by a further experimental study

in which the clay tactoid was observed to be in the process

of peeling apart in TEM images, as shown in Fig. 6.[32]

The silicate layers in the tactoid can be seen to be sliding

and peeling apart from one another, like a deck of cards, in

Fig. 6.

Crystallization

The effects of crystallization on polypropylene/clay

hybrids have been investigated from two vantage points.

The effects of the clay on the crystallization of the poly-

propylene matrix and the effects of the crystallization of the

polypropylene on the clay morphology have been reported.

The rate of crystallization was found to be increased for

polypropylene-mmt nanocomposites as compared with

neat polypropylene, as measured by crystallization half-

times determined from differential scanning calorimetric

data.[33,34] The nucleating effect of mmt has also been

discussed in detail.[35,36] The nucleating effect was found

to strongly depend on the origin and treatment of the

mmt.[35] The spherulite diameter was decreased in PP-MA/

mmt nanocomposites, as compared with neat polypropyl-

ene, in quiescent isothermal crystallization.[36]

The quiescent, isothermal crystallization kinetics of

PP/PP-MA/mmt nanocomposites were found to be slightly

retarded in comparison to the neat polypropylene, but

were not significantly different from the PP/PP-MA

blend.[26] However, marked flow-induced acceleration of

crystallization for PP/PP-MA/mmt nanocomposites was

observed at strain rates for which flow had only a modest

effect on the neat PP.[26] This behavior of the PP/PP-MA/

mmt nanocomposites was further inferred to be largely

due to the PP-MA compatibilizer, by comparing a blend of

the PP/PP-MA, under these conditions.

The detailed crystalline morphology of the polypro-

pylene matrix in PP/PP-MA/mmt nanocomposites has

been reported.[36–38] Modifications observed were a fi-

brous crystalline morphology, instead of the usual spher-

ulitic morphology after quiescent, isothermal crystal-

lization.[38] Okamoto et al.[36,37] reported an interfibrillar

structure composed of a disordered arrangement of cross-

hatched lamellae among the dispersed clay platelets,

which arose after quiescent, isothermal crystallization of a

PP-MA/mmt nanocomposite because of crystallization

occurring between clay particles, thereby disordering the

usual spherulitic structure. Polarized optical microscopy,

XRD, SAXS, and TEM measurements were correlated

to propose a morphology in which fibrils of about 3–5

polypropylene lamellae reside between dispersed clay

platelets, forming a disordered spherulitic superstructure.

Okamoto et al.[36,39] proposed an intercalation mech-

anism of PP-MA into mmt in PP-MA/mmt nanocompo-

sites involving the interplay of crystallization and

residence time in the melt state. Their results indicated

that slower rate of crystallization permits more time for

the polymer to intercalate the mmt by diffusing into the

clay galleries, while faster crystallization rate inhibits this

diffusion. They found that clay gallery spacing, measured

by XRD, became larger as crystallization temperature was

increased near the melting temperature. Interestingly,

because crystallization is also slow just above glass

transition temperature (Tg), it was similarly claimed,

based on XRD measurements, that clay gallery spacing

became larger for crystallization just above the glass

transition temperature. In addition, gallery spacing was

increased as clay concentration in the nanocomposite

was decreased.

Mechanical Properties

A primary goal for nanocomposites is to achieve enhanced

mechanical properties. The addition of inorganic fillers to

polymers is widely practiced in the plastics industry. The

common enhancement to polymer mechanical properties,

by the addition of talc, calcium carbonate, glass fibers,

wollastonite, glass beads, mica, wood flour, etc., is the

increase in stiffness (Young’s modulus, tensile modulus,

Fig. 6 Transmission electron micrograph of silicate layers

peeling apart via a fan-shaped intermediate. (From Ref. [32]

with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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and flexural modulus), while strength properties (tensile

strength, elongation at break, and flexural strength) and

toughness (Izod and Charpy impact strength) may de-

crease or be maintained.[40,41] The degradation in strength

and toughness properties is a result of the concentration,

degree of dispersion, and particle size of the inorganic

filler.[40,41] Typically, the degradation in properties is

correlated with the size of the particulate because the

particle acts as a stress concentrator, thereby initiating

cracks and degrading strength and toughness proper-

ties.[40,41] For example, the decrease in notched Charpy

impact strength vs. talc particle diameter is shown in

Fig. 7.

The early promise of nanocomposites was to provide a

type of inorganic filler that would enhance stiffness and

strength properties, while simultaneously maintaining or

even improving toughness properties.[1] This development

was expected to be related to three unique structural

characteristics of nanofiller particles: 1) their approxi-

mately 1-nm size in one dimension; 2) their large aspect

ratio; and 3) their ability to be preferentially oriented

because of the large aspect ratio.

Another advantage, demonstrated by Walter et al.,[13]

was the increase in matrix reinforcement achievable with

nanocomposites with much lower inorganic filler con-

centration. The effectiveness of nanodispersed silicate

relative to microdispersed talcs is shown in Fig. 8.

In the case of polypropylene, the further significant

challenge is to achieve property enhancements that justify

the incremental cost increase associated with the pro-

duction of nanocomposites. This challenge is formidable

because of the very low cost of polypropylene resins.

There have been relatively few studies on polypro-

pylene nanocomposite properties and structure/property

relationships in nanocomposites. This is partly because of

the fact that the formation of anything approaching ideal

PP nanocomposites has been unsuccessful. Therefore, as

stated previously, most work has focused on the prepa-

ration and characterization of PP nanocomposites.

Early studies by Toyota workers, led by Hasegawa

et al.,[42] focused on the increase of the dynamic stor-

age modulus. PP/PP-MA/C18-mmt nanocomposites were

formed, e.g., by blending 5 wt.% mmt and 22 wt.% PP-MA

(MA acid number 52 mg KOH/g) with isotactic PP. It was

found that only large concentrations of PP-MA afforded

reasonable clay dispersion; however, even in these type

blends partial exfoliation and partial intercalation (as

intercalated tactoids of mmt) were observed in TEM

measurements. In the nanocomposite blend cited above,

the storage modulus was 1.8 times higher than that of

the corresponding PP at 80�C. Hasegawa et al.[43] pre-

pared PP-MA (0.2 wt.% MA)/C18-mmt (5.3 wt.% mmt)

Fig. 7 Composite Charpy notch toughness vs. talc mean

particle size of ternary composite (26 wt.% talc). (From Ref. [40]

with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)

Fig. 8 Young’s modulus of polypropylene compounds, pre-

pared by melt compounding, as a function of filler content using

organophilic fluoromica and talc with 3 and 10 mm average

particle diameter. (From Ref. [13] with permission from Marcel

Dekker, Inc.)
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nanocomposites, which exhibited apparently complete

exfoliation of the mmt, and had 1.9 times higher tensile

modulus than the PP-MA matrix polymer. However, a

simple PP/C18-mmt composite had a slightly higher tensile

modulus than this PP-MA/C18-mmt nanocomposite.

Reichert et al.[14] made an extensive study of PP/PP-

MA/synthetic clay compounds prepared with fluoromica-

modified synthetic clays, organically modified with alkyl

chains ranging in length from C4 to C18. These workers

found that 10 wt.% synthetic clay modified with C16

organic modifier in conjunction with 20 wt.% PP-MA

with 4.2 wt.% MA was sufficient to achieve effective PP

matrix reinforcement. This nanocomposite exhibited ex-

foliated and well-dispersed silicate layers in the TEM and

an increase in Young’s modulus from 1490 to 3460 MPa

and yield stress from 33 to 44 MPa with respect to bulk

PP. However, notched Izod impact strength decreased

from 1.7 to 1.4 kJ/m2 with respect to bulk PP.

In other studies, polypropylene/clay nanocomposites

exhibited enhancements in tensile strength and modu-

lus[44] and also flexural strength and modulus.[45] Im-

provements in tensile properties were shown to be ac-

companied by maintenance or modest increases in fracture

toughness.[46,47]

Monotonic increase in tensile modulus and decrease in

elongation at break were observed for PP-MA/tallow-mmt

nanocomposites up to 20 wt.% clay.[48] Tensile modulus

increased rapidly up to about 5 wt.% clay, but then

remained constant up to about 15 wt.% clay and then

decreased at up to 20 wt.% clay. Notched impact strength

remained approximately constant up to 20 wt.% clay,

exhibiting modest increases between about 3 and 10 wt.%

clay. The best mechanical properties were observed for

the highest molecular weight PP-MA.

In a study of PP/PP-MA/C16-mmt nanocomposites, it

was found that the best intercalation efficiency was

achieved by the highest concentration of PP-MA (20–30

wt.%) and by a higher concentration of MA (0.9 wt.%

better than 0.6 wt.%) in the PP-MA.[12] Tensile strength

and notched Izod impact strength were found to increase

and then decrease according to similar patterns, as shown

in Figs. 9 and 10, as PP-MA concentration in the nano-

composite increased at 2 wt.% mmt concentration.

Attempts to intercalate the same clay with the bulk

polypropylene indicated little or no entry of the PP into

the clay galleries.

The incorporation of radiation-grafted SiO2 nano-

particles into polypropylene was shown to lead to well-

dispersed SiO2 nanoparticles grafted to the PP homo-

polymer matrix.[49] Reinforcement and toughening of

the PP matrix were observed at concentrations between

0.5 and 5 wt.% SiO2.

The micromechanics of nanocomposites reinforced

with platelet-shaped fillers was addressed by the devel-

opment of a theoretical model.[50] The model was aimed at

predicting the buckling of platelets in reinforced materials

under compressive loading. The model predicted a critical

strain above which platelet buckling would lead to re-

duction in the compressive modulus relative to the tensile

modulus. The model predicted a significant reduction in

reinforcement efficiency as a result of incomplete exfo-

liation of platelets into ‘‘pseudoparticle’’ stacks contain-

ing polymer layers sandwiched between successive clay

platelets (tactoids), rather than into individual perfectly

Fig. 9 Plot of tensile strength vs. concentration of PP-g-MAH.

The mass percent of Org-MMT was 2 wt.%. (From Ref. [12]

with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)

Fig. 10 Plot of impact strength vs. concentration of PP-g-

MAH. The mass percent of Org-MMT was 2 wt.%. (From

Ref. [12] with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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exfoliated and well-dispersed platelets. The model also

predicted the reduction of reinforcement efficiency as a

result of the deviation of the platelet from perfect biaxial

in-plane orientation.

The common finding in these studies of the mechanical

properties of polypropylene nanocomposites is that a large

concentration of PP-MA is necessary to produce interca-

lated and exfoliated compounds with polypropylene. The

nanocomposites exhibit imperfect dispersion of the clay

with morphologies containing partial intercalated tactoids

and partial exfoliated clay platelets. The improvements of

polypropylene properties (tensile and toughness) are typ-

ically not sufficient to justify the additional costs to

modify the polypropylene.

Rheology

The effects of clay and the orientation of the clay platelets

on the rheology of polypropylene nanocomposites have

been an area of particular interest, secondary to mechan-

ical properties.[25,51–59] The rheological response of PP/

PP-MA/mmt nanocomposites was studied.[58,59]

Lele et al. found that the zero-shear viscosity of the

compatibilized nanocomposites (PP/PP-MA/tallow-mmt)

was at least 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of the

matrix PP and the uncompatibilized hybrids, as shown in

Fig. 11. The strong dependence of melt viscosity on clay

concentration was claimed to arise from frictional inter-

actions between the silicate layers and not because of

immobilization of confined chains between silicate layers.

At low shear rates, a 3-D percolated structure of dispersed

clay tactoids having a high zero-shear viscosity was pos-

tulated. At higher shear rates, this network was speculated

to break, imparting a solid-like behavior to the melt, which

exhibited yielding and decreasing viscosity as shear rate

increased. Rheo-XRD experiments gave direct evidence of

flow-induced orientation of the clay tactoids. Yielding was

linked to the cooperative orientation of the clay. The

rheological data for the uncompatibilized hybrid exhibited

a much lower zero-shear viscosity and much less pro-

nounced yield behavior, and the corresponding rheo-XRD

data showed a smaller orientation of the clay tactoids.

This dramatic increase in low shear rate viscosity has

been utilized to prepare polypropylene homopolymers and

copolymers/clay compounds with improved melt strength

in extrusion for the production of films, fibers, and a va-

riety of molded articles.[60] The rheology of such clay

compounds was shown to be controllable by the variation

of the ratio of PP-MA compatibilizer/clay.

Barrier

The enhancement of barrier properties of polypropylene is

obviously an important application for nanocomposites.

The platelet morphology of dispersed clay would be

expected to impart enhanced barrier properties to fabri-

cated articles, and extraordinary barrier properties might

be imparted by the preferential orientation of the platelets

in such fabricated articles. Blow-molded containers, based

on high-density polyethylene (HDPE)/mmt nanocompo-

sites, were shown to have a much higher barrier to organic

liquids compared with the neat HDPE.[61] The HDPE was

melt-compounded with mmt, and the blow-molding pro-

cess was optimized to obtain a high degree of orientation

of the exfoliated clay platelets to maximize barrier per-

formance. However, there have been only a few reports

concerning the enhancement of barrier properties in

polypropylene.[6,62] These workers reported that the per-

meability of PP/PP-MA/mmt or PP-MA/mmt nano-

composites, containing 4 wt.% mmt, was one-half of that

of the matrix material, while solvent uptake was also

decreased accordingly.

Fig. 11 (a) Zero shear viscosity as a function of annealing time

for several PPCH samples in the presence (denoted by filled

symbols) and absence (denoted by open symbols) of PP-MA.

(b) Zero-shear viscosity as a function of clay content for sam-

ples with and without compatibilizer. (From Ref. [58] with

permission from the American Chemical Society.)
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Flammability and Thermal Stability

Montmorillonite-based fillers have been shown to pro-

mote flame retardancy in polypropylene composites. The

mechanism of this flame-retardant behavior has been

shown to be based on the formation of a carbonaceous-

char layer on the outer surface of the composite article by

Gilman et al.[63] The surface char layer was found to have

a high concentration of mmt layers and was claimed to

become an excellent insulator and mass transport barrier,

slowing oxygen diffusion into the surface and the escape

of combustion products out of the surface. These workers

showed that the heat release rate (HRR) was 75% lower

for PP-MA/mmt (4 wt.%) nanocomposite compared with

the neat PP-MA matrix (Fig. 12). In addition, the mass

loss rate (MLR) of the same PP-MA/mmt (4 wt.%)

nanocomposite was about one-quarter of that of the PP-

MA matrix polymer (Fig. 13). These workers further

found that the type of layered silicate, degree of disper-

sion, and the processing conditions affected the magnitude

of the flammability reduction in the nanocomposites.

In another study, similar results were obtained and

explained by a similar mechanism, based on the formation

of a char layer.[64] A comparison was made between

nanocomposites, based on a PP-MA matrix, containing 2.5

to 10 wt.% clay, with talc composites having the same PP-

MA matrix. It was found that the limiting oxygen index

(LOI, ASTM 2863-87) was increased for the PP-MA/clay

nanocomposites over the talc composites (Fig. 14). Fur-

thermore, the time from ignition to the first occurrence

of dripping was shown to increase with clay loading

(Fig. 15). Burning was reported to be much less intensive

in the nanocomposites in comparison to the neat matrix

polymer. In addition, ash layers of about 1 mm in thick-

ness were formed on the nanocomposites, which were

correlated with the minimization of burning intensity and

dripping. In other studies, it was similarly reported that

HRR and time-to-ignition were reduced in PP/clay nano-

composites.[6,65,66]

The detailed thermal behavior and the formation of

char layers on PP/PP-MA/clay nanocomposites were

reported.[67] The thermal oxidation process of the polymer

was significantly slowed in the nanocomposites exhibiting

high char yield. The inhibition of oxidation was explained

Fig. 14 Limiting oxygen index of composites with different

inert fillers. (From Ref. [64] with permission from John Wiley

and Sons, Inc.)

Fig. 13 Mass loss rate plots for PPgMA and two PPgMA-

layered silicate nanocomposites. (From Ref. [63] with permis-

sion from the American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 12 Comparison of the heat release rate (HRR) for pure

PPgMA and two PPgMA-layered silicate nanocomposites, at 35

kW/m2 heat flux, showing a 70–80% reduction in peak HRR for

the nanocomposites with a mass fraction of only 2 or 4 wt.%

layered silicate, respectively. (From Ref. [63] with permission

from the American Chemical Society.)
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on the basis of a physical barrier effect of the surface char

layer, by ablative reassembling of the silicate and by a

chemical catalytic action, because of the silicate and of the

amine modifier on the silicate.

Heat Deflection Temperature

The heat deflection temperature (HDT) of a PP/fluoro-

organo-mmt nanocomposite was found to increase from

109�C to 152�C compared to the neat PP.[6] The increase

in HDT was attributed to better mechanical stability of the

nanocomposite and not to an increase in melting tem-

perature, which remained invariant in the nanocomposite

relative to the neat PP.

Electrical Properties

A process to prepare electrically conducting PP-MA/

graphite nanocomposites was reported.[68] It was found

that the percolation threshold for conductivity was much

lower than that of conventional conducting composites.

THERMOPLASTIC OLEFINS

Although the vast majority of work that has been pub-

lished, relative to propylene-based polymers, concerns the

development of polypropylene nanocomposites, there has

been little incentive to commercially produce these com-

positions. Polypropylene is a very low cost commodity

thermoplastic and the improvements in the properties so

far demonstrated for polypropylene nanocomposites have

not justified the increased cost to produce nanocompos-

ites commercially.

On the other hand, far more interest has been generated

in developing thermoplastic olefin (TPO) nanocompos-

ites. The applications of TPOs, especially targeted for

nanocomposite development, are those in the automotive

sector. Thermoplastic olefins are usually reinforced with

large quantities (up to 50 vol.%) of mineral fillers, such

as talc and calcium carbonate. The outlook of replacing

these conventional composites with lighter weight and

better-performing nanocomposites has driven intensive

efforts to achieve this objective. Because of the much

higher cost basis of TPOs, relative to polypropylene ho-

mopolymer, this objective appears to be much easier

to achieve.

Some relative disadvantages of PP are that it is brittle

and has poor low-temperature properties. However, the

addition of a rubber, such as ethylene-propylene rubber

(EPR), or ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer (EPDM)

results in dramatic improvements in the impact strength

and low-temperature properties. These rubber-modified

PPs have a greatly expanded sphere of applications, rel-

ative to PP, and are often called impact copolymer-poly-

propylene (ICP) and thermoplastic olefins (TPOs). Rubber

toughening of polypropylene continues to be an active

area of investigation.[69] It is well known from previous

studies that, among other factors, the rubber particle di-

ameter is of critical importance.[69–71] These studies in-

dicate that the modification in the rubber domain size to

an optimum diameter improves the impact strength of

PP. It is also well known that the addition of the rubber

to polypropylene results in a decrease in stiffness.[72]

Thus although successes in improving the impact prop-

erties of PP have been attained by rubber toughening, its

application, e.g., in the automotive industry, is still limited

because of the opposing trends of stiffness and toughness.

An attractive strategy to improve the stiffness, while

maintaining the impact strength of PP and rubber-modi-

fied PP, is the formation of nanocomposites. Addition of

mineral fillers, such as talc, CaCO3, and glass to PP,

provides an increase in stiffness, but these particulates are

stress concentrators and result in concomitant decrease in

impact strength.[73,74] The fact that the filler is at the

nanometer-size scale in these systems gives promise of

achieving improved stiffness without significant loss of

impact strength.[75] This is under the assumption that the

clay platelets do not act as stress concentrators because of

their nanometer size scale. Thus this desirable combina-

tion of improved stiffness and maintenance of impact

strength by the addition of clay in TPOs, if attained,

could boost the application of TPOs in the automotive

and other industries.

For example, Oldenbo[76] from Volvo Car Corp.,

Sweden, recently presented data regarding the effect

of addition of clay on the impact and flexural properties

of TPO/clay nanocomposites. The desirable combination

of improvement in stiffness and maintenance of impact

Fig. 15 Time from taking off the gas flame from the sample

to the dripping of first burning parts. (From Ref. [64] with

permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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strength was not observed in that study. Monotonic in-

crease in stiffness was observed, but a precipitous decrease

in impact was observed, as clay loading increased. The

decrease in impact strength was ascribed to the lack of

good dispersion of the clay. The existence of clay tactoids

and ‘‘chunks’’ was supposed to be the cause of poor im-

pact strength because these acted as stress concentrators.

Very little work has been published on the develop-

ment of TPO nanocomposites. Much of what has been

published resulted from the joint development of TPO

nanocomposites for injection-molded automotive compo-

nents by General Motors Research and Basell Polyolefins.

This joint development was described in a publication,

which highlighted the process ability advantages of a

TPO/clay nanocomposite over a conventional TPO/talc

composite.[77] This TPO nanocomposite is covered in

patents assigned to Basell Poliolefine Italia S.p.A.[78] and

Basell Technology Company BV.[79] No reports on the

morphology and the specific degree of intercalation and

exfoliation of the clay in the material developed by

General Motors Research and Basell Polyolefins have

been published.

This development and other similar developments of

TPO/clay nanocomposites for automotive and other

applications were heavily reported in the trade litera-

ture.[80–87] In one of these trade journal articles, it was

claimed that, ‘‘much of the development work done be-

fore 1998 with natural montmorillonites having amor-

phous silica impurities is of little practical value.’’[83] This

claim was based on the proposition that large proportions

of amorphous silica in the clay substantially degrade im-

pact strength and elongation, increase opacity or haze

levels, and increase gas permeability.

A study of the requirements for preparing exfoliated

TPO/C18-mmt nanocomposites was reported.[88] It was

noted that nanocomposite properties were dependent not

only on exfoliation of the clay, but also on the structure

and properties of the silicate / polymer matrix interface.

The optimization of the organoclay structure for the

maximum enhancement of TPO/clay nanocomposite me-

chanical properties was discussed.

The effect of varying clay loading on the morphology

of TPO/clay nanocomposites was studied using atomic

force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and

X-ray diffraction.[89] Thermoplastic olefin/clay nano-

composites were made at clay loadings varying from 0.6

to 6.7 wt.%. The morphology of these TPO/clay nano-

composites was investigated with atomic force micros-

copy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The ethylene-propylene

rubber (EPR) particle morphology in the TPO was found

to undergo progressive particle breakup and decrease in

particle size, as clay loading increased in the range from

0.6 to 5.6 wt.% clay. Transmission electron micrographs

showed that the clay platelets preferentially segregate to

the rubber–particle interface. The breakup of the EPR

particles was suspected to be a result of the increasing

melt viscosity observed as clay loading increased and/or

the accompanying chemical modifiers on the clay, acting

as interfacial agents, reducing the interfacial tension with

concomitant reduction in particle size. The clay mor-

phology was mainly as intercalated tactoids with a minor

amount of exfoliated and dispersed clay platelets evident

in the TEM photomicrographs. Flexural modulus in-

creased monotonically as clay loading increased. Impact

strength was maintained or decreased modestly as clay

loading increased.

CONCLUSION

Polypropylene is one of the most widely used thermo-

plastics not only because of its balance of physical and

mechanical properties, but also because of its environ-

mental friendliness (e.g., recyclability) and low cost. Al-

though the addition of mineral fillers to polypropylenes

enhances the stiffness properties, the concomitant effect is

typically a decrease in toughness properties because the

inorganic filler particles act as stress concentrators.

Therefore the formation of propylene-based polymer/clay

nanocomposites is an area of intensive investigation.

Considering that clay is composed of platelets that are

about 1 nm in thickness and around 1000 nm in lateral

dimensions and assuming a density of 2.65 g/cm3 yields

an upper limit of about 750 m2/g surface area per gram for

fully exfoliated clay. This is 5 to 10 times the surface area

per gram achievable with ordinary mineral fillers. Exfo-

liated clay in polymers has been shown to endow unique

properties to the system, such as increased Tg, increased

stiffness, maintenance of impact strength, increased bar-

rier to gases and liquids, increased flame retardancy, etc.

The tightly bound stacks of clay platelets in natural

clay may be readily separated by simple dissolution in a

polar solvent; however, separation of the clay platelets in

a nonpolar polymer is difficult. Therefore organic modi-

fication of natural clay minerals is required to disperse the

clay in polypropylenes. This typically involves exchange

of cations on the natural clay with alkyl ammonium

cations with alkyl chains of varying lengths. However, the

vast majority of experimental studies and commercial

developments employ polypropylene with maleated poly-

propylene (PP-MA), or more rarely another functionalized

PP, as a compatibilizer to form PP/clay nanocomposites

with reasonable dispersion of the clay.

These polypropylene nanocomposites have exhibited

enhancements in mechanical properties, rheological prop-

erties, barrier to gases and liquids, flammability, thermal
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stability, heat deflection temperature, and electrical prop-

erties. Although the majority of work that has been pub-

lished, relative to propylene-based polymers, concerns the

development of polypropylene nanocomposites, there has

been little incentive to commercially produce these com-

positions because polypropylene is a very low cost com-

modity thermoplastic and the improvements in the

properties so far demonstrated have not justified the in-

creased cost to produce nanocomposites commercially.

On the other hand, far more interest has been generated

in developing thermoplastic olefin (TPO) nanocompo-

sites. The applications of TPOs, especially targeted for

nanocomposite development, are those in the automotive

sector. The major initiative in the development of TPO

nanocomposites was that of General Motors Research and

Basell Polyolefins to develop TPO nanocomposites for

injection-molded automotive components. Automotive

TPOs are usually reinforced with large quantities (up to 50

vol.%) of mineral fillers, such as talc and calcium car-

bonate. Replacing these conventional composites with

lighter weight and better-performing TPO nanocompos-

ites has driven these efforts. Because of the much higher

cost basis of TPOs, relative to polypropylene homopoly-

mer, this objective appears to be much easier to achieve.

The processability advantages of a TPO/clay nano-

composite over a conventional TPO/talc composite have

been reported, but no reports on the morphology and the

specific degree of intercalation and exfoliation of the clay

in the material developed by General Motors Research

and Basell Polyolefins have been published.

Therefore the state of development of polypropylene

homopolymer or TPO nanocomposites is currently in an

early stage. From the technical standpoint, the forma-

tion of nanocomposites with uniformly dispersed clay

remains a daunting challenge. From the commercial

standpoint, the production of economically viable nano-

composites, i.e., with properties enhanced to the extent

that the increased cost of production is justified, also

remains a daunting challenge. Certainly, the research that

is progressively reported, which better defines and

innovates upon the structure and properties of polypro-

pylene and TPO nanocomposites, continues to spur in-

terest in commercial development. The outlook remains

bright, but formidable challenges, both technical and com-

mercial, abound.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of rapid, label-free methods for detect-

ing pathogenic organisms is of intense interest, both

because of the scientific challenge it represents and

because of its potential importance to society. Recently,

several groups have begun examining the suitability of

nanocrystalline silicon (or, simply, ‘‘porous silicon’’) as a

substrate material for the construction of such sensors.

Our own efforts have focused on the photoluminescence

of porous silicon microcavities, appropriately derivatized

with probe molecules for a variety of model biopolymers,

viruses, and bacteria.

BACKGROUND

Optical biosensing has traditionally required labeling a

probe molecule with a soluble reporter group, typically a

dye or fluorescent molecule. In microbiology, one of the

most venerable techniques uses just such a scheme. In

1860, Hans Christian Joachim Gram, a Danish physician,

observed that certain bacteria turned purple when exposed

to crystal violet, a common dye. This observation turned

out to have medical significance (for underlying molec-

ular reasons we will discuss later),[1] and the Gram stain

became a key component of microbial analysis.[2] The

Gram stain is illustrative of the difficulties inherent in any

label-based analytical scheme: Correct preparation of the

smear, involving an initial thin film deposition of the

bacteria on a glass slide followed by a heat fixing step, is

crucial for an accurate reading. Failure to precisely follow

the steps leads to staining artifacts or the complete

washing away of the bacteria. Furthermore, although this

procedure can be rapidly carried out by those ‘‘skilled in

the art,’’ it is not suitable for broad deployment (i.e., to be

carried out by those lacking extensive training), nor is it

readily generalizable to a broad range of targets.

Likewise, many solid-supported assays (i.e., sensors)

rely on a labeling step to produce a signal in the presence

of a target. For example, microarray systems such as those

developed by the Affymetrix group[3,4] and Iyer et al.[5]

rely on fluorescence tagging of oligonucleotide sequences

during a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification

step. In this example, and in many analogous systems, the

substrate material serves only a passive role. An attractive

alternative is for the substrate onto which the probe is

attached to play an active role in sensing, transducing a

signal generated by the binding event. The construction

and testing of such devices is currently an area of intense

research, and has produced some notable successes (for a

review, see Ref. [6].)

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Over the past several years, nanoporous silicon has gene-

rated considerable interest as a substrate material for the

production of active biosensors. Produced via an electro-

chemical etching procedure, four primary advantages

make porous silicon an attractive material for biosensing

applications. First, its enormous surface area ranges from

90 to 783 m2/cm3.[7] Second, its photophysical proper-

ties are responsive to environmental changes, e.g., the

presence of gases. Third, a rich body of chemistry exists

for the attachment of a wide range of probe molecules.

Finally, the biocompatibility of porous silicon has been

demonstrated, suggesting that the production of biosen-

sors for continuous in vivo monitoring is a possibility.

In general, porous silicon optical biosensors may be

divided into two broad classes: those that make use of

changes in reflectance and those that rely on changes in

luminescence. Reflectance-based examples include the

detection of organic phosphines,[8] ethanol,[9] and strep-

tavidin–biotin interactions.[10] In the remainder of this ar-

ticle, we will discuss our efforts to produce porous silicon

biosensors capable of specifically detecting (or, sen-

sitively differentiating) pathogenic viruses and bacteria.

In particular, our efforts have focused on the use of

microcavity structures. Porous silicon microcavity reso-

nators possess the unique characteristics of line narrowing

and luminescence enhancement. The emission peak

position is completely tunable by changing the properties

of the central layer. Increasing the thickness of the central
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active layer introduces multiple narrow peaks in the

luminescence spectrum.[11] The microcavity structure is

highly sensitive and any slight change in the effective

optical thickness modifies the reflectivity spectra, causing

a spectral shift in the interference peaks. The character-

istic luminescence spectrum of a single porous silicon

layer has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of

approximately 150 nm centered at a wavelength of 750

nm. This relatively broad band emission can be narrowed

by confining the luminescence between two distributed

Bragg reflectors.[12–14] This microcavity-resonating struc-

ture narrows the luminescence in the forward direction to

a single peak with a FWHM value of 10 nm.[15] When the

cavity thickness increases, the number of luminescence

peaks also increases. The porosity of the cavity is kept

relatively low (<70%), which allows the formation of

thick films without stress-related instabilities. For a

microcavity resonator, the FWHM values for each of the

photoluminescence peaks can be as narrow as 3 nm and

any slight shift in the peak positions is readily observable.

DNA DETECTION

As an initial demonstration of the utility of porous silicon

microcavities as biosensors, we decided to examine the

ability of appropriately functionalized devices to detect

DNA. (Portions of this section are adapted from Ref. [16].)

Microcavities were prepared using a highly boron-doped

substrate (p+, 0.008–0.01 O cm), chosen because of the

wide range of porosities that can be prepared using this

substrate. A programmed etching sequence was used to

produce alternating layers of low (43%) and high (62%)

porosity flanking a thick ‘‘active layer’’ of high porosity

(Fig. 1). Construction of such three-dimensional structures

is possible because etching only occurs at the interface

between unetched silicon and the HF bath. As visualized

by electron microscopy, pore diameters in these structures

are in the range of 50–75 nm. This dimension is critical in

that it must be well above the predicted size of the target

analytes. As the diameter of double-stranded DNA is

approximately 1.8 nm, this falls well within the needed

range. Following the etching process, microcavities were

subjected to thermal oxidation in ambient oxygen at

900�C for 10 min. In addition to stabilizing the optical

properties of the microcavity,[17] this provides a surface

layer of silicon oxides (Si-O-Si and Si-OH) ideal for

attachment of probe molecules.

Several different chemistries have been employed for

the attachment of probe molecules to glass, ranging from

simple nonspecific adhesion of polyanionic oligonucleo-

tides to a polycation such as polylysine,[18,19] to signifi-

cantly more complex schemes.[20,21] We chose to first

silanize the oxidized porous silicon microcavity with 3-

glycidoxypropyltrimethoxy silane, providing the surface

with an electrophilic site in the form of an epoxide (Fig. 2).

We next treated the sample with a DNA sequence (5’-TAG

CTA TGG AAT TCC TCG TAG GCA-3’) bearing a 3’-
amino group. This acts as a nucleophile, opening the

epoxide and providing a covalent attachment between

the silicon surface and the DNA probe. After allowing

the epoxide-functionalized microcavity to incubate with

a solution of the amino-terminated DNA for 12 hr, it was

washed with glass-distilled water and dried under a

stream of nitrogen. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)

analysis, as well as parallel experiments with radiola-

beled [32P]DNA, provided evidence that this procedure

yielded a microcavity with the probe DNA sequence cova-

lently immobilized.

Fig. 3 shows the photoluminescence spectrum of the

resulting DNA-functionalized chip. When the chip is

incubated with a 1-mM buffered solution of the comple-

mentary DNA strand (5’-G CCT ACG AGG AAT TCC

ATA GCT-3’) for 1 hr, followed by a rinsing step, the

luminescence spectrum red shifts (Fig. 3, middle). This 7-

nm shift is particularly observable in the difference spec-

trum (Fig. 3, bottom). We attribute the red shift, which can

be interpreted as a slight change in the optical thickness of

the device, to binding of the solution-phase complemen-

tary DNA strand to the surface-immobilized sequence.

Control experiments, including simple treatment of the

chip with buffer, and incubation of the chip with a random

DNA sequence, produced no change in the photolumines-

cence spectrum. Together, these results provided initial

support for the idea that microcavity structures fabricated

in porous silicon could have utility for detecting biologi-

cal molecules.

VIRUS DETECTION

For the detection of a more complex organism such as a

virus, we next decided to examine the ability of the

microcavity biosensor to detect l-bacteriophage. Lambda

is a double-stranded DNA bacteriophage that infects

Escherichia coli (E. coli).[22,23] From the 48,502-base-pair

genome of l-bacteriophage, we selected the 30-base

Fig. 1 Porous silicon microcavity. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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sequence 5’-TCG GAG AGC CTT CCT GTT CAA TAT

CAT CAT-3’. This sequence, once again bearing a 3’-
amino group, was obtained from a commercial vendor and

covalently attached to the silicon surface as described

above. The high base-pairing specificity of DNA is an

advantage here with regard to specific identification of an

organism; for example, a 16- to 18-base oligonucleotide is

sufficient to uniquely define a sequence within the human

genome. Likewise, we anticipated that this 30-base

sequence would prove capable of uniquely identifying

l-bacteriophage. However, potentially more troublesome

was the fact that l-bacteriophage, such as all double-

stranded DNA, exists in solution in a highly supercoiled

(folded) conformation. In addition to potentially blocking

access to the base sequence of interest, we were concerned

that this large particle of DNA might not be capable of

penetrating into the porous structure of the microcavity.

To ameliorate both of these problems, the chip was heated

to 89�C in a water bath, then exposed to a 194 fM solution

of l-bacteriophage (obtained from New England Biolabs,

Inc.). At this temperature, the DNA uncoils, and the two

strands of the double helix separate. Incubation was

continued at this temperature for 1 hr. In addition to

keeping the DNA uncoiled and separated into comple-

mentary strands, this also presumably provides thermo-

dynamic assistance in the penetration of the target into the

pores. The temperature was then reduced to 37�C,

allowing hybridization of complementary DNA strands

to occur.

Fig. 4 shows the results of this experiment. As with

detection of the synthetic DNA oligomer, exposure of

the probe-functionalized chip to l-phage causes a red

shift in the photoluminescence spectrum, presumably

because of the binding of the probe sequence to the com-

plementary l-DNA. In this case, a 12-nm shift was ob-

served. While it is tempting to relate the magnitude of

the red shift to the size and concentration of the DNA

sequence detected (consistent with prediction and essen-

tial to establishing the porous silicon microcavity as both

a quantitative as well as a qualitative sensor), significant

additional experimentation will be necessary before

making such a claim.

BACTERIUM DETECTION

Following the successful demonstration of purified DNA

oligonucleotides and l-phage, we were next ready to

Fig. 3 Top: 50 mM of DNA attached to a porous silicon

microcavity structure. Middle: 1 mM of complementary DNA is

exposed to the DNA-attached porous silicon. A 7-nm red shift is

observed, consistent with DNA binding. The difference

spectrum is shown at the bottom. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Attachment chemistry of DNA to epoxide-derivatized silicon.
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examine the suitability of the porous silicon microcavity

sensor as a detector for a bacterium. (Portions of this

section are adapted from Ref. [24]) One could envision

functionalizing the porous silicon structures with oligo-

nucleotides unique to the genomic sequence of the target

bacterium by direct analogy to the work described above.

However, although targeting genomic DNA provides

inherent advantages of specificity, and the molecular

recognition entailed is relatively straightforward, it has

inherent disadvantages of sensitivity. Given that each

bacterium has only a single copy of its genomic DNA

sequence, unless the sensor is sensitive enough to detect

single-copy-number targets, it is necessary to introduce an

intermediate amplification (or bacterial culture) step. An

alternative strategy is to target higher-abundance mole-

cules. In essence, this is what the Gram stain does (Fig. 5).

Gram (+) bacteria are so designated because their cell

walls are largely made up of peptidoglycan, a polymeric

molecule to which crystal violet adheres. In contrast, the

cell wall of Gram (�) bacteria is more complex, including

little peptidoglycan but an outer leaflet of lipopolysac-

charide (LPS, Fig. 6). Lipopolysaccharide is a primary

constituent of the outer cellular membrane of Gram (�)

bacteria,[25] and is commonly known as bacterial endo-

toxin, the causative agent of sepsis.[26] The precise

structure of LPS varies among bacterial species, but is

overall composed of three parts: a variable polysaccharide

chain, a core sugar, and lipid A.[27] As lipid A is highly

conserved among LPS subtypes, this seemed a natural

target. While molecules such as LPS and peptidoglycan do

not provide species-level differentiation of bacteria, but

rather separate bacteria into one of two broad classes, their

inherent advantage is their extraordinarily high copy

number per cell. Thus we have chosen to pursue a strategy

of building bacterial biosensors in stages, constructing

devices capable of detecting the highest-abundance (but,

perhaps, lower specificity) molecules first, and then

progressing to lower-copy-number/higher-specificity tar-

gets. Fig. 7 schematically shows how this might be carried

out: First, a sensor capable of detecting LPS and/or

peptidoglycan would provide an initial indication that

bacteria were present, and differentiate them based on

their Gram category. Subsequent sensors would ‘‘hone

in’’ on the species-level identification of the bacterium

present, by differentiating Gram (�) bacteria (for example)

based on differences among LPS subtypes, or based on

the presence of species-specific, cell-surface proteins.

We designed and synthesized an organic receptor,

tetratryptophan ter-cyclopentane, designated TWTCP,

which binds to diphosphoryl lipid A in water with a

dissociation constant of 0.6 mM,[28] as measured by

Fig. 4 Room temperature photoluminescence spectra taken

before (dotted line) and after (solid line) recognition and binding

of bacteriophage lambda to a 30-nucleotide complementary

DNA sequence immobilized in a porous silicon microcavity

structure. A 12-nm red shift is observed for a sensing

bacteriophage lambda concentration of 194.2 fM. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 The molecular makeup of Gram (+) and Gram (�)

bacterial cell walls. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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UV–Vis spectrometric titration. Confirmation of binding

was provided by NMR and fluorescence titration experi-

ments. While one could envision employing an antibody

to LPS or lipid A as the probe molecule, several potential

advantages attracted us to the use of an organic compound.

First, although antibodies typically have exquisite binding

selectivity and affinity, as proteins they are subject to a

variety of environmental factors (e.g., thermal degradation

and proteolysis) that might degrade the long-term stability

of the device.[29] Second, because TWTCP can be

produced via a relatively short synthetic sequence, it is

potentially available in very large quantities. Third, it was

anticipated that covalent attachment of TWTCP to the

porous silicon matrix would be more straightforward than

the analogous attachment of a complex antibody. How-

ever, it should be noted that antibody-based porous silicon

Fig. 6 Structure of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). (From Ref. [27].)

Fig. 7 Schematic depiction of targets for bacterial biosensor development.
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sensors also have considerable promise, and are an object

of active research in our laboratories.

Detailed fabrication steps for the porous silicon

microcavity resonator, including the electrochemical

preparation and postthermal oxidation treatment, were as

described above. As before, to provide functionality

capable of forming a stable bond between the organic

probe molecule and the inorganic silicon surface, the

porous silicon microcavity resonator was treated with an

aqueous solution of 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxy silane.

Subsequent exposure of this epoxide-terminated surface to

an aqueous solution of TWTCP in 6% dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO), provided a surface functionalized with the lipid-

A-binding receptor. To our surprise, we found that

exposure of this device to purified diphosphoryl lipid A

did not produce a shift in the photoluminescence spectrum

of the chip. A consideration of our working model for the

interaction of TWTCP with lipid A suggested that this

could be due to a reaction of all four amino groups of the

receptor reacting with the porous silicon surface, thus

blocking access to the binding face of the receptor

molecule, as shown in Fig. 8A. A second possibility is that

binding of lipid A to the sensor is precluded if sufficient

interstitial space between receptor molecules is not

present, a problem that has been observed in some

surface-immobilized DNA binding assays.[30] If either of

these were indeed the case, we hypothesized that exposure

of the epoxide-terminated surface to a mixture of TWTCP

and a ‘‘blocking’’ amine would allow for the generation

of a functional sensor (Fig. 8B).

Using glycine methyl ester as the blocking amine and

examining the response of the sensor to purified lipid A,

we found that the optimal ratio of receptor to blocker

molecules was 1:10 TWTCP/glycine methyl ester (Fig. 9).

In this case, incubation of the sensor with a solution of

lipid A produces an 8-nm red shift in the photolumines-

cence peak wavelength. When a 100% solution of

TWTCP, or a 100% solution of glycine methyl ester,

was immobilized in the porous matrix, no shifting of the

Fig. 9 Dependence of lipid A recognition on the use of glycine

methyl ester as a blocking group.

Fig. 8 Functionalization of porous silicon microcavities with TWTCP and glycine methyl ester. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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luminescence peaks was detected after exposure to lipid

A. To determine the ability of this sensor to differentiate

between two classes of bacteria, independent overnight

cultures of Gram (�) bacteria (E. coli) and Gram (+)

bacteria (Bacillus subtillis) were grown up, centrifuged,

and then individually lysed following resuspension in

phosphate buffer solution. Upon exposure of the lysed

Gram (�) cells to the immobilized TWTCP biochip, a 4-

nm photoluminescence red shift is detected, (Fig. 10). The

equilibrium recognition and binding time of TWTCP to

lysed Gram (�) bacterial cells is an important variable to

determine. It dictates the time it takes for the cells

containing lipid A to diffuse into the pores to seek and

bind to the receptors. Experimental results reveal that the

minimum time it takes to red shift the photoluminescence

peaks by 4 nm is 1 hr. Prolonged time exposures of up to

5 hr show no additional shifting.

However, when the microcavity sensor is exposed to a

solution of lysed Gram (+) bacteria, no shifting of the

luminescence peaks is observed, depicted by the left

spectra of Fig. 10. While we attribute the large shift to the

recognition and binding of the TWTCP receptor with the

lipid A present in the bacterial cell wall, it is also

conceivable that some other factor is responsible for the

differential signal. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate

the ability of a porous silicon biosensor to distinguish

Gram (�) from Gram (+) bacteria through changes in the

refractive index of the microcavity layers. Similarly, lysed

solutions of Salmonella minnesota and Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, both Gram (�) organisms, produced red

shifts in the photoluminescence spectra of TWTCP-

functionalized porous silicon microcavities. In contrast,

lysed solutions of Lactobacillus acidophilus, a Gram (+)

organism, did not cause any detectable change in the

photoluminescence spectrum.

CONCLUSION

We have constructed a series of porous silicon micro-

cavity devices functionalized with probes for synthetic

oligonucleotides, viral genomic DNA, and bacterial lipo-

polysaccharides. In each case, exposure of the microcavity

to a solution of the target molecule produces a specific

change (a red shift) in the photoluminescence spectrum of

the device. These early results are encouraging, given the

potential advantages of porous silicon as a biosensing

platform. Current efforts in our laboratories are focused on

optimizing sensitivity and detection speed by modifying

the geometry of the microcavity.
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Protein Adsorption Kinetics Under an
Applied Electric Field
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INTRODUCTION

The dimensions of the largest naturally occurring molec-

ular species and those of the smallest manmade features

converge at the nanoscale. Proteins, the basic building

blocks of living organisms, are among the larger mole-

cules in nature with dimensions ranging from 1 to 100 nm.

Materials incorporating proteins are therefore true nano-

materials. Of particular importance are thin films of pro-

teins immobilized at a solid substrate. Biosensing, tissue

engineering, enzymatic catalysis, and bioelectronics are

just a few of the areas in which immobilized layers of

proteins play a key role.

The tendency of proteins to attach to interfacial regions

is well documented.[1–4] Ionic, van der Waals, solvation,

and donor–acceptor interactions all play important roles

in rendering the interfacially adsorbed state to be ther-

modynamically favored over the solution state.[1] Proteins

are colloidal objects, possessing a distribution of surface

charge and, in an electrolytic solution, a distribution of

weakly associated counterions. Their interaction with a

solid substrate is thus expected to be sensitive to the

substrate’s charge distribution. By controlling the polari-

zation of an adsorbing surface (i.e., applying an electric

field), one alters this charge distribution and therefore the

surface–protein interaction. This possibility is under-

standably appealing to those wishing to control the ad-

sorption process, perhaps desiring adsorbed layers of

preferred orientation or spatial distribution. However, the

interaction between proteins and surfaces is complex and

predicting adsorbed layer properties by considering the

contributions from the interaction modes listed above

remains a significant challenge. Adding an electric field

makes the problem even more complex. Thus while in-

fluencing an adsorbed protein layer with an electric field

is both possible and desirable, the outcome is as yet

poorly understood.

In this contribution, we review the field of protein

adsorption kinetics under an applied electric field. By

focusing on kinetics, we limit ourselves to studies where

adsorbed layer properties are measured in situ during the

electroformation process. We begin with a brief presen-

tation of certain basic theoretical considerations. We then

introduce the methods employed to measure protein ad-

sorption kinetics under an applied electric field. Next, we

introduce some of the key results, grouping our presen-

tation by investigator. A perspective on future directions

is then given and this is followed by a conclusion. By

summarizing some of the key accomplishments and open

questions, we hope to guide future efforts to produce

nanoscale devices employing adsorbed protein layers

formed under an electric field.

THEORY

An applied electric field may affect protein adsorption in

two ways. The first of these deals with transport. Proteins

are composed of amino acids, some of which contain

acidic/basic sites. Thus at all but the isoelectric pH, the

protein will possess a net charge and thus migrate in re-

sponse to an electric field. Because the charge distribution

is generally not spherically symmetric, the electric field

also imposes a torque on the molecule, causing it to rotate.

Of course, electric-field-induced migration and rotation

must compete against the molecule’s thermal diffusive

motion, so these influences are only observed in excess of

some threshold field strength. The second principal effect

of an applied electric field involves the direct interaction

between the electrode and the protein upon close ap-

proach. The alteration of electrode potential brings about

various physicochemical changes in the surface itself and

alters the counterion distribution away from the surface;

these two effects influence the protein–surface interaction

and affect such properties as the rate of attachment, pro-

tein orientation, and the rate and extent of subsequent

post-adsorption changes in orientation and conformation.

The transport of protein in a (assumedly laminar)

flowing solution to the surface may be described by the

general transport relation

@c

@t
þ ~v � r~c ¼ r~ � Dr~c þ cq~E

z

 !
ð1Þ

where c is the protein concentration, t is the time,~v is the

fluid flow velocity vector, D is the diffusivity, q is the

effective protein charge, ~E is the electric field vector, and

z is the friction coefficient (a measure of the viscous drag
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on the protein). The flow field must be known in advance

to solve Eq. 1. So long as the concentration is quite low,

one may neglect the influence of the migrating proteins on

the fluid and solve for the flow field using the standard

Navier–Stokes equation.

The two terms on the right side of Eq. 1 represent the

contributions from thermal diffusion and electric-field-

induced migration, respectively. It is interesting to con-

sider the limiting cases where one is much larger than the

other. Neglecting the second term gives pure convective

diffusion. One may approximate the flux to the surface by

assuming steady shear flow and a perfect sink boundary

condition at the adsorbing surface. In this case, the flux

may be approximated by J(x, t)=Dcb/d(x, t), where cb is

the bulk protein concentration and

dðx; tÞ ¼ ð45Dx=2aÞ1=3

f
4Dt

ð45Dx=2aÞ2=3

 ! ð2Þ

is the convective diffusion boundary layer, a function

of the diffusivity (D), the distance along the surface in

the direction of the flow (x), the shear rate (a), and

the time (t).[5,6] The function f(t) is the inverse of

t( f )=[1� (1�f 3)2/3]/2f 2 for t<1/2 and f(t)=1 for t>1/2.

Pure convective diffusion is therefore characterized by an

initially zero flux that increases steadily to a steady flux at

dimensionless time, t, equals 1/2.

Neglecting the first term in Eq. 1 is equivalent to ig-

noring diffusive motion. In this case, assuming an electric

field normal to the surface of magnitude E, fully devel-

oped shear flow, and a no-slip, perfect sink boundary

condition, the concentration profile is given by

cðx; z; tÞ ¼ cbH azt þ aqEt2

2z
� x

� �
ð3Þ

where z is the height above the surface and H is the

Heaviside function [i.e., H(x)=1 for x>0 and H(x)=0 for

x<0].[6] The flux to the surface is thus

Jðx; tÞ ¼ cbqE

z
H

aqEt2

2zx
� 1

� �
ð4Þ

Pure electrophoretic migration is therefore characterized

by an initial period of zero flux, during a time offfiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2zx=aqE

p
, followed by a steady flux.

In the absence of transport limitations, the rate of ad-

sorption may be expressed as

dG
dt
¼ kacbF �

X
i

kd;iGi ð5Þ

where G is the density of adsorbed protein (mass per area),

ka is the adsorption rate constant, F is the one-body cavity

function, and kd,i and Gi are the desorption rate constant

and the density of protein in the ith structural state, re-

spectively (these states may denote various conforma-

tions, orientations, or states of aggregation).[7] The cavity

function is defined as F=he�u/kTiG,T, where u is the

potential energy of a single molecule interacting with the

surface and with all of the previously adsorbed mole-

cules (u depends on position and orientation), k is the

Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and

the brackets represent an averaged quantity, over all

representations of the adsorbed layer at density G and

temperature T, according to their appropriate weights,

and over all orientations and positions of the single

‘‘reference’’ molecule. All of the quantities on the right

of Eq. 5 (except cb) may be altered by application of an

electric field.

To make quantitative predictions, the potential energy

of interaction between protein molecules and the charged

surface must be calculated. The electrostatic contribution

to this energy may be determined using Poisson–Boltz-

mann[8–12] or density functional[13,14] approaches.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In this section, we review the experimental methods used

to measure protein adsorption kinetics, in situ, under an

applied electric field.

Impedance Measurements

Impedance measurements involve the application of an

alternating voltage across an electrode / solution inter-

face.[15–17] The solution is modeled as a resistor and the

interface as an impeder and a capacitor in series. The

capacitance is simply the imaginary part of the measured

impedance. Adsorbed molecules (e.g., organics and

proteins) displace ions and solvent from the interface;

this changes the charge distribution and thereby the in-

terfacial capacitance. The capacitance is thus an indirect

measure of the extent of adsorption and structure of the

adsorbed layer.

Reflectometry

Reflectometry involves measuring the reflection of po-

larized light at the interface between two optical media. In

fact, two reflections are measured: one for the electric

field component perpendicular to the plane of incidence

(transverse electric or s-wave) and one for the electric

field component parallel to the plane of incidence

(transverse magnetic or p-wave). At a certain angle of

incidence (the Brewster angle), the p-wave reflection

vanishes and around this angle, the reflectivity, or square

of the amplitude of the p-wave reflection, and elliptic-

ity, or ratio of p- and s-wave reflections, become very
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sensitive to interfacial heterogeneity, as brought about, for

example, by adsorption of biomolecules. By assuming the

adsorbed layer to be uniform in refractive index, both its

thickness and refractive index may be determined. By

further assuming a linear dependence of refractive index

on concentration, the adsorbed density is calculable. Silica

is typically used as the adsorbing substrate; thus to apply

an electric field, a conducting coating is needed. Bos

et al.[18] have developed a reflectometry method using

silica coated with a ca. 100-nm layer of indium tin oxide

(ITO). An important caveat is that the intensity ratio

changes in the presence of an applied voltage and this

must be considered when calculating the amount of

adsorbed protein.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance

A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) consists of a thin

disk of (piezoelectric) crystalline quartz sandwiched be-

tween thin film metal electrodes. Upon application of an

alternating voltage, the crystal undergoes thickness shear

mode vibration. The mass adsorbed to the electrode sur-

face, including the trapped solvent, is simply proportional

to the frequency shift. In addition, the dissipation of en-

ergy following voltage removal, as measured by the decay

of the oscillation amplitude, is a sensitive measure of the

viscoelastic properties of an adsorbed layer. Khan and

Wernet[19] have developed a QCM method in which a

voltage is applied between an electroconductive polymer

film-coated adsorbing surface and a counterelectrode.

Optical Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy

Optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS) is

based on the phase shift associated with multiple interfa-

cial reflections: when either the s- or p-wave undergoes a

total phase shift equal to an integral multiple of 2p upon

one complete traversal of a planar, dielectric waveguide

sandwiched between media of lower refractive index, a

standing wave is excited in the waveguiding film. Because

of their dependence on reflection, the phase shifts are

sensitive to interfacial heterogeneity—and the thickness,

refractive index, and density of an adsorbed biomolecular

layer can be readily determined. Optical waveguide

lightmode spectroscopy is normally applied to noncon-

ductive substrates. To allow for detection in the presence

of an electric field, Brusatori et al.[6,20] and Bearinger

et al.[21] have developed OWLS methods employing an

indium tin oxide coating.

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence

When light traversing an optically dense medium ap-

proaches an interface with a more optically rare medium

at an angle exceeding a critical value of ycrit=sin�1(nrare/

ndens), a total internal reflection occurs and an evanescent

wave of exponentially decaying intensity penetrates the

rarer medium. In total internal reflection fluorescence

(TIRF) spectroscopy, the evanescent wave excites fluo-

rescent probes attached to the biomolecules and detection

of the emission associated with their decay provides in-

formation on the density, composition, and conformation

of adsorbed molecules. Fraaije et al.[22] and Asanov

et al.[23,24] have extended TIRF methods to measure pro-

tein adsorption under an applied electric field.

RESULTS

Bernabeu and Caprani[15] have measured the adsorption

of fibrinogen and albumin to a carbon electrode using an

impedance method. They observed the initial rate and

the overall extent of adsorption of these two negatively

charged proteins to decrease with increasing voltage,

in apparent violation of electrostatic rules Fig. 1. The

authors explained this in terms of adsorbed counterions.

On a platinum (i.e., more hydrophilic) surface, the rate

and overall extent yielded minima at an intermediate

electrode potential.

Feng and Andrade[16] have investigated the adsorption

of several proteins on low-temperature isotropic carbon

electrodes, also using an impedance method. They gen-

erally find the extent and initial rate of adsorption to de-

crease with increasing electrode potential, irrespective of

protein charge and solution ionic strength Fig. 2. In con-

trast, on a gold electrode, the extent and initial rate varied

according to electrostatics. At higher pH, they did note a

maximum in adsorbed amount at an intermediate poten-

tial—consistent with behavior of organics at metal sur-

faces—and surmised that similar behavior may hold at

other pH values, provided a sufficiently large potential

range. This nonmonotonic behavior is explained by the

hydrophobic effect: at a hydrophobic surface of near-zero

charge, the contacting water is highly ordered and thus its

displacement is highly favored entropically, whereas at a

more charged hydrophobic surface, the contacting water is

less ordered and thus more difficult to displace by

adsorbing molecules.

Fievet et al.[17] have also used impedance methods to

measure protein adsorption onto a carbon electrode. They

observed both the adsorbed amount and the initial ad-

sorption rate to exhibit a maximum at an intermediate

electrode potential and attributed this as well to a hydro-

phobic effect.

Bos et al.,[18] using reflectometry, observed a modest

influence of an applied electric field on the adsorption of

several proteins onto indium tin oxide under most condi-

tions. Most observations followed electrostatic arguments,

but an exception was lysozyme at pH=9.9 Fig. 3, where a

significant increase in adsorbed amount of this positively

Protein Adsorption Kinetics Under an Applied Electric Field 3033
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charged protein was observed at ITO potentials exceeding

300 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). This was explained by a local pH

effect: the H+ concentration decreased with increasing

electrode potential, thereby causing the protein to become

less positive (or even slightly negative).

Khan and Wernet[19] used a quartz crystal microbal-

ance to investigate the adsorption of glucose oxidase onto

an electroconducting polyanion-doped polypyrrole film.

Although the study focused on enzymatic activity fol-

lowing adsorption, of particular significance was the

demonstration of a kinetic isotherm under an applied po-

tential Fig. 4.

Fraaije et al.[22] have used total internal reflection

fluorescence to investigate the voltage dependence of the

amount and mean orientation of cytochrome c adsorbed

onto tin oxide. The fluorescent intensity as a result of

absorption of both the p-wave and the s-wave of the in-

cident light was measured, and it was determined that over

Fig. 1 a) The characteristic time of adsorption and b) the

amount adsorbed at saturation in the initially adsorbed state

(bottom line) and the conformationally altered state (upper line)

vs. electrode potential for fibrinogen adsorbing to a carbon elec-

trode as measured using an impedance method. (From Ref. [15].)

Fig. 2 a) Normalized capacitance change because of adsorp-

tion of 0.5 g/L human serum albumin (circles) and 0.1 g/L

lysozyme (squares) from acidic (pH=4.0, open) and basic

(pH=10.6, solid) solutions as functions of carbon electrode

potential as measured by an impedance method. b) Initial rates

of normalized capacitance change for 0.50 g/L human serum

albumin (circles), 0.05 g/L human plasma fibrinogen, 0.50 g/L

superoxide dismutase, and 0.10 g/L lysozyme onto a carbon

electrode as a function of electrode potential. The change in

interfacial capacitance is a measure of the extent of surface

coverage. (From Ref. [16].)
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a fairly significant voltage range (from 0 to 1 V vs. Ag/

AgCl), little change in adsorbed amount or mean orien-

tation occurs. In contrast, changing the pH or the surface

coverage of the adsorbed protein resulted in changes in

mean orientation angle 7� and 4�, respectively.

Asanov et al.[23] have used TIRF to measure the

adsorption of bovine serum albumin onto tin oxide

under an applied electric field. They find little effect on

adsorption at anodic potentials (negative surface charge)

but a significant increase in adsorption at increasingly

cathodic potentials. This behavior again contradicts

one’s expectations based on electrostatics. However, it

was noted that the adsorption behavior correlates

strongly with the adsorbing substrate’s water contact

angle; thus it appears that hydrophobic forces are at

play. These authors have also investigated the voltage-

induced desorption of biospecifically bound species,

with a goal of developing a regenerable biosensing

platform.[24] Their findings are impressive: the rate and

extent of desorption could be greatly enhanced by the

application of an oscillating voltage Fig. 5. In particu-

lar, the desorption time constant was decreased from

105 sec in the absence of an applied potential to 300

sec in the presence of a square wave potential alter-

nating from �0.7 to +1.1 V.

Brusatori et al.[6,20] have investigated the adsorption

of albumin and cytochrome c onto ITO using OWLS.

The raw data of a typical experiment appear in Fig. 6.

Following a baseline measured under flowing solvent

(deionized water in this case), application of an electric

field (1.0 V over a 1.0-mm distance) between the

adsorbing substrate and a platinum counterelectrode (i)

yields an increase in the measured effective refractive

index, the fundamental output signal of OWLS. This

increase is not fully understood, but is likely a result of

interfacial double-layer charging, to penetration of small

ions into the ITO and/or the underlying silicon titanium

oxide films (even in deionized water, carbonate and

Fig. 3 The amount of lysozyme (open symbols) and

ribonuclease (closed symbols) from a solution at pH=9.9,

following 15 min of exposure to an indium tin oxide surface, as

a function of applied voltage as measured using reflectometry.

(From Ref. [18].)

Fig. 4 The amount of glucose oxidase adsorbed to a sulfated

poly b hydroxyether-doped polypyrrole film vs. time at an

open circuit potential and under an applied potential difference

of 0.4 V as measured using a quartz crystal microbalance.

(From Ref. [19].)

Fig. 5 The fluorescence detected (a measure of the adsorbed

amount) from labeled antibiotin adsorbing onto a biotinylated

indium tin oxide electrode. At the first arrow, the protein

solution is replaced by a pure PBS buffer solution. At the second

arrow, the open circuit potential is replaced by a saw tooth

polarization from �0.7 to +1.1 V at 0.1 V/sec. At the third

arrow, the potential is changed to a square wave polarization

from �0.7 to +1.1 V at a time period of 5 sec. (From Ref. [24].)
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other ionic impurities are present), or to mild oxidation

of the ITO. The current increases initially but then

decreases, as would occur for a resistor and capacitor in

series. Upon addition of cytochrome c in water (ii), the

signal greatly increases because of optical changes at the

interface brought about by adsorption. A return to the

deionized water (iii) causes only a small signal reduc-

tion, indicating that only a small quantity of protein

desorbs. When the electric field is removed (iv), a de-

creased signal results. However, this is not a result of

further desorption as a reapplication of the field (v)

returns the signal to its previous level. Finally, a rein-

troduction of the protein (vi) yields an additional signal

increase. This additional adsorption is likely a result of

an increased amount of area on the surface open for

adsorption. The cause of this increased available area is

likely aggregation among the adsorbed molecules.

The surface density vs. time for albumin and cyto-

chrome c, in a water solvent, adsorbing to ITO under a

range of applied voltage appears in Fig. 7. Clearly, ad-

sorption is significantly enhanced under an applied

electric field. In fact, at voltages exceeding 1.0 V, no

true adsorption plateau is reached. If a rectangular array

of adsorbed proteins is assumed, the saturated monolayer

density would be 0.46 mg/cm2. Thus multilayer adsorp-

tion is occurring, at least to some extent, in all but the

open circuit potential curve of Fig. 7. In Fig. 8, the

adsorption rate vs. adsorbed amount is shown. In all

curves, an initial increase in adsorption rate is noted,

reflecting transport limitations. The subsequent decrease

in adsorption rate is a result of surface filling. Thus the

initial surface limited kinetics of albumin increase sig-

nificantly with applied voltage, while those of cytochrome

c are not affected. At longer times, however, the rate of

adsorption for cytochrome c also is increased by the

presence of the electric field. The transport-limited ad-

sorption rate vs. time (insets) shows that only albumin

transport is directly influenced by the field, likely because

of its greater overall (negative) charge. While solvent and

local pH effects could be influencing these results, the

major contributing factor is the preferential adsorption,

under an applied field, at patches on the protein surface of

complementary charge.

PERSPECTIVES

An applied electric field offers an opportunity to influ-

ence the structure and formation kinetics of an adsorbed

protein layer. The literature now contains several exam-

ples of this.[6,15–20,22–24] However, it is striking the extent

to which observed behavior deviates from that expected

by basic electrostatics. There is little agreement on the

cause of such behavior and therefore on the very nature of

the electric field’s influence on protein adsorption.

Explanations put forth invoke surface-bound counterions,

local pH effects, interfacial solvent structure, and protein
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charge heterogeneity. Below, we comment upon each of

these effects.

Surface-Bound Counterions

Could similarly charged surfaces be attracted to one an-

other given the presence of a third, oppositely charged

species? At first glance, this would seem unlikely because

counterions would at most completely compensate the

charge, leaving two neutral surfaces. The classic Poisson–

Boltzmann approach, in which solvated electrolytic spe-

cies are assumed uncorrelated, predicts only repulsion

between like charged objects in an electrolytic solution.

However, there are examples where charge overcompen-

sation may occur. A spectacular recent example of this is

the layer-by-layer method of growing thin films by ex-

posing a substrate alternatively to solutions of polyanions

and polycations.[25] Although not fully understood theo-

retically, the idea is that charged sites on the polyions

exchange nearly completely with smaller ions at the sur-

face for entropic reasons. However, in addition to sites

contacting the surface, the polyions generally contain

additional charged sites that extend away from the sur-

face, thus resulting in a charge overcompensation. How-

ever, this type of charge overcompensation would not be

expected from the relatively small ionic species present in

most protein adsorption systems.

Fig. 7 The amount of a) albumin and b) cytochrome c from a

water solution adsorbed to an indium tin oxide surface as a

function of time for various applied voltages as measured by

optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy. (Taken from

Ref. [6].)

Fig. 8 The rate of adsorption vs. amount adsorbed for a)

albumin and b) cytochrome c from water onto indium tin oxide

as a function of adsorbed amount (and, in the insets, as a

function of time) for various applied voltages as measured by

optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy. (Taken from

Ref. [6].)
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Local pH Effects

Proteins are amphoteric, i.e., possess a number of acid/

base sites whose charge is pH-dependent. Because a

positively (negatively) charged surface will repel solvated

protons (hydroxide ions) and thus raise (lower) the pH

near to the surface, the sign of a protein’s overall change

could change upon approach to the surface. In this case,

attraction that is indeed electrostatic in origin may follow.

Could this effect explain the antielectrostatic behavior

reported in the literature? Evidence to suggest otherwise

lies in the following observation: the degree of buffering

has been shown to have little effect on these antielectro-

static adsorption trends.[20]

Solvent Interfacial Structure

Solvent molecules (typically water) at or near a solid

substrate often experience a hindered rotation relative to

those far from the interfacial region. If liberated from the

surface via, for example, displacement by an adsorbed

protein, a net entropy gain results. An estimation of the

rotational contribution to the entropy is given by the sta-

tistical mechanical result for an ideal gas rigid rotor,

Srot=Nk ln qrot, where N is the number of molecules, k is

the Boltzmann constant, and qrot is the rotational partition

function. For water at 300 K, qrot
30, so the contribution

per mole of water liberated from the surface is about 28 J/

K mol. An average-sized protein might result in the lib-

eration of 50 water molecules, so the contribution to the

overall free energy of adsorption at 300 K from the sol-

vent rotation would be about �420 kJ/mol. Of course, this

is an upper bound because the molecules at the surface do

possess some rotational freedom. This estimate would

most accurately apply to water at a neutral, hydrophobic

surface, where the molecules are expected to be very or-

dered. As the magnitude of surface charge is increased,

the water becomes more disordered, i.e., may experience

enhanced rotation, and the free energy gain from its lib-

eration is thus diminished. As several of the above-men-

tioned studies show trends consistent with these thoughts,

the role of solvent structure in the overall influence of an

applied electric field cannot be discounted.

Protein Charge Heterogeneity

Based on electrostatics, can a positively (negatively)

charged protein be attracted to a positively (negatively)

charged surface? Within the Poisson–Boltzmann ap-

proach, the answer is yes, according to Asthagiri and

Lenhoff,[10] so long as both protein and surface contain

charge heterogeneity. The idea is that regions of com-

plementary charge may come into close contact, while

overall repulsion is sufficiently screened by counterions

so that a net attraction occurs. Brusatori et al. invoke this

reasoning to explain the increase in adsorption observed

for positively charged cytochrome c with increasing ad-

sorbent potential. [6]

CONCLUSION

An applied electric field offers the possibility of control-

ling the structure of an adsorbed protein layer. This

represents a powerful method of producing nanostructured

coatings for biosensing and biomaterials applications.

Only in the past few years have techniques become

available to measure the adsorbed layer properties in situ

during formation. While it remains to fully resolve a

number of puzzling observations—and while quantitative

prediction of the effects of the electric field, such as

counterion binding, local pH enhancement, solvent

structure, and charge heterogeneity, remains sparse—the

prospects are strong for a general understanding, in the

not-to-distant future, of the influence of an electric field

on protein adsorption, and the engineering of protein

coatings to near-exact specifications using voltage-based

methods is certainly a realistic and laudable goal.
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INTRODUCTION

Nonspecific protein adsorption onto solid surfaces occurs

in many important applications. These include drug stor-

age, where adsorption of a therapeutic protein onto the

container walls may denature and render the drug inactive,

as well as change its solution concentration, posing a

major problem when exact dosing is required.[1] Protein

adsorption can contribute to blood clotting and heart dis-

ease;[2] the biocompatibility of materials used in medical

implants, food processing, and chromatographic media

depends on the interaction of proteins with the sur-

face.[3–8] Newly developed biosensors and immunoassay

methods depend on the immobilization of proteins.[9]

Fouling of contact lenses is due, in part, to the nonspecific

adsorption of protein on the lens surface.[10] In all of these

applications, a fundamental understanding of protein ad-

sorption is required to control the interaction between the

protein and the solid.

This article discusses the role of atomic force micro-

scopy (AFM) in elucidating protein adsorption mecha-

nisms onto solid surfaces. After a brief review of other

experimental techniques, we outline the advantages and

disadvantages of AFM for in situ study of protein ad-

sorption and summarize findings for AFM available to

date. We conclude with a brief discussion of the protein

adsorption process.

OVERVIEW

Measurement Techniques

A wide range of techniques provides information on

protein adsorption onto solid surfaces. Vibrational sum

frequency spectroscopy (VSFS)a is a surface-specific

nonlinear optical technique in which a sum frequency

signal is obtained from an ordering of dipoles at surfaces.

Moieties that are well aligned at the surface can be ob-

served by VSFS. Using this technique, information on

protein organization in addition to water structure and

organization can be obtained. In particular, Kim et al.[11]

used this technique to study the organization of lysozyme

at the water/quartz interface at various pH values.

The interaction force between two solid surfaces can be

measured as a function of distance by the surface force

apparatus (SFA). Claesson et al.[12] employed SFA to

study a wide range of proteins (globular, unordered, fi-

brous) and determined protein conformation, orientation,

and the operative forces. Small compact globular and soft

globular proteins could be distinguished by measuring

their compressibility. Blomberg et al.[13] used SFA to

study the adsorption of lysozyme on mica as a function of

protein concentration, determining the protein’s adsorp-

tion orientation, ability to form multilayers, and adsorp-

tion irreversibility.

Conformation information on adsorbed protein is also

available from several spectroscopic methods. Circular

dichroism spectroscopy (CD), Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR), and Raman spectroscopy all probe

protein secondary structure. These techniques have been

useful in demonstrating how proteins alter their structure

upon adsorption. Proteins have been shown to have

greater structural perturbation on hydrophobic surfaces,

compared to hydrophilic surfaces using CD,[14,15] FTIR,[7]

and Raman spectroscopy.[8,16]

A significant amount of literature on protein adsorption

is concerned with the kinetics and total mass of protein

adsorbed onto a solid surface. The quartz crystal micro-

balance (QCM) measures the changes in resonance fre-

quency and dissipation factor of an oscillating quartz

crystal and can provide information on the adsorbed mass

and temporal variations in surface viscoelastic properties.

Otzen et al.[17] employed QCM to study the adsorption of

protein S6 onto a methyl-terminated quartz surface and

found that the adsorption kinetics of protein S6 depends

on the equilibrium fraction of denatured protein in the

bulk, rather than on the kinetics of bulk denaturation.

Upon comparison with optical techniques, such as ellip-

sometry and optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy

(OWLS), Hook et al.[18] showed that QCM reports higher

adsorbed mass, this being attributed to water bound to the

adsorbed protein.aA glossary of abbreviations appears at the end of this article.
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Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) mea-

sures the fluorescence emission of fluorescent-tagged

protein triggered by an evanescent wave arising from a

totally internally reflected light beam inside an adjacent

optically clear adsorption substrate. This method permits

adsorption isotherms and adsorption kinetics to be mea-

sured. It has also been used to show that proteins reorient

and/or undergo conformational change at the surface,

depending on the surface concentration,[19] the rate of

adsorption to the surface,[19] and the hydrophobicity of

the surface.[20,21] These factors all affect the final sur-

face loading.[22]

Other optical methods exist to determine adsorption

kinetics and isotherms. Ellipsometry gauges the change

in polarization of light that is reflected from the surface

of a sample. This technique requires a reflecting sur-

face. In OWLS, light is totally internally reflected

within an optical waveguide, setting up an evanescent

wave in the nearby solution. The electric and transverse

magnetic modes of the evanescent wave are then

measured. In surface plasmon resonance (SPR), a laser

beam undergoes total internal reflection at the adsorp-

tion glass / metal interface. Coupling between the

photon and a surface plasmon causes excitation of

surface plasmon at the interface and a reduction in

intensity of the internally reflected light. Scanning angle

reflectometry (SAR) is another optical method that is

used to determine protein adsorption isotherms and ki-

netics. All these techniques measure the adsorption

thickness and the refractive index of the layer above the

adsorption interface, which can then be used to calcu-

late adsorbed mass. Surface plasmon resonance[23] and

ellipsometry[24] show how adsorption packing and ki-

netics vary for proteins of various dimensions and

conformations. Ellipsometry has shown that more pro-

tein adsorbs onto hydrophobic surfaces compared to

hydrophilic surfaces.[25] Ellipsometry also has been used

to show that more protein is irreversibly adsorbed on

hydrophobic surfaces[26] and that the degree of irre-

versibility is time dependent.[25,26] Time-dependent

spreading of protein at the interface has been studied using

OWLS[27] and ellipsometry.[25] Multilayer formation for

lysozyme has been observed using ellipsometry.[24,28]

Optical techniques have been used to study how ionic

strength affects protein adsorption area,[29] adsorption

isotherms,[28,30] kinetics,[28] and irreversibility.[28]

Atomic Force Microscopy Techniques

All of the above experimental techniques provide infor-

mation on length scales much larger than the dimensions

of a single protein molecule. Hence they cannot provide

data on the spatial distribution of proteins on a surface.

Conversely, atomic force microscopy (AFM) enables di-

rect observation of real-space topographic surfaces on a

nanometer scale and can, in principle, detect the spatial

distribution of adsorbed protein. Atomic force microscopy

can image surfaces in solution, so that proteins remain in

an aqueous environment. By imaging in situ, adsorption

dynamics are observable. By combining the real-time and

real-space resolution of AFM, one obtains information on

the spatial and temporal distribution of adsorbed protein.

The literature on AFM studies of proteins is vast. How-

ever, most studies are primarily concerned with imaging

large, isolated single-protein molecules[31–33] and not on

adsorption patterns and mechanisms. We review studies

on the fundamentals of the protein adsorption process.

Table 1 contains a listing of AFM research that we mention

in this article, along with the particular properties studied.

Access to lateral spatial information on protein ad-

sorption enables supramolecular organization on the sur-

face to be observed in real time. This includes the ability

to directly observe clustering and multilayer formation.

Height differences across the surface provide information

on the adsorbed protein conformation and orientation and

their changes in time. Nonuniform surfaces can be im-

aged, allowing comparison between protein adsorption on

differing surface chemistry and on patterned interfaces.

Atomic force microscopy provides information on the

interaction forces between the protein-covered surface and

the scanning probe and mechanical properties using the

force-distance-curve feature.

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

Features

Originally designed to measure the topography of sur-

faces, AFM has the potential to obtain atomic-scale spatial

resolution. Although specific designs differ, AFM gener-

ally operates by raster scanning a fine, cantilevered tip

over a solid surface while measuring tip deflection with a

laser. As the tip encounters features on the surface, the tip

deflects; the feedback mechanism moves the sample

closer or farther from the cantilever-tip assembly in re-

sponse. This height movement, in addition to the raster

scanning movement, is controlled to angstrom precision

by a piezoelectric crystal. It is the height of the sample

surface (rather than the tip deflection) that is reported as

the height of features on the surface.

Two main methods for imaging topographical features

exist. In ‘‘contact mode,’’ the tip is kept in constant

contact with the surface while maintaining a constant

force (or deflection). The instrument feedback loop op-

erates by raising or lowering the sample surface to

maintain a constant tip force. This is the original method
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of operation for the AFM; it has the advantage of high

resolution. Continuous improvements in preparation tech-

niques and imaging conditions make it possible to image

proteins with lateral resolution of �0.5 nm and vertical

resolution of �0.1 nm in this mode.[34,35] ‘‘Tapping-

mode’’ imaging was developed to reduce possible damage

to the sample that results from the tip ‘‘dragging’’ along

the surface. This is especially relevant for ‘‘soft’’ bio-

molecules such as proteins. Tips can damage protein

structure and sweep away loosely adsorbed biomolecules.

In tapping-mode imaging, the cantilevered tip oscillates at

resonance frequency and only intermittently ‘‘taps’’ the

surface at the bottom of its oscillation. In this imaging

mode, the feedback loop maintains a constant oscillation

amplitude, rather than the tip force. Using tapping mode,

proteins that are loosely adsorbed can be imaged without

being swept away by the scanning tip.[31] The lateral res-

olution suffers somewhat in this mode, but is still suffi-

cient to monitor protein adsorption.

A major advantage of AFM is that imaging can be

performed in liquid solution. Thus protein can be imaged

in aqueous solution. With a fluid flow cell, the liquid

environment can be changed while the sample remains on

the surface. Thus protein solution, surfactant solution, or

different buffer solutions can be introduced. Imaging

adsorbed proteins after drying the surface is a common

application. Although sample preparation and imaging in

open air tends to be easier and faster, we caution that the

drying process may distort protein structure and pattern

formation. In most, but all of the images presented in

‘‘Atomic Force Microscopy and Protein Adsorption,’’ the

tapping mode in aqueous environment is employed.

Other imaging variations for the AFM exist. One mode,

known as lateral- (or friction-) force mode can ‘‘image’’ a

force map by detecting differences in chemistry and me-

chanical properties at the surface. This is possible by

operating the AFM in contact mode and measuring the

‘‘twisting’’ of the cantilever as the tip moves over dif-

ferent regions of the sample. Twisting of the cantilever is a

result of the tip adhering to the surface as it is scanned; the

amount of twisting is a function of the adhesion between

the tip and surface. A resulting friction map distinguishes

parts of the surface with different chemistry and/or me-

chanical properties.

In addition to imaging, AFM is able to measure the

interaction normal force between the tip and the surface.

This occurs by measuring the tip deflection as the surface

approaches the probe tip, comes into contact, slightly

pushes the tip, then retracts and separates from the tip.

Information is garnered on the physical and mechanical

properties of surfaces and the interaction forces between

the tip and surface. When the interaction between the

surface and tip material is not of direct interest, tips can be

coated with proteins or monolayers that expose a specific

chemical functionality to probe-specific interactions. This

is sometimes referred to as chemical force microscopy.[36]

If force curves are taken at regular distances over a sur-

face, a so-called force-volume (actually force-area) map

can be created. In a force-volume map, the tip deflection

from a force curve at a defined tip–sample distance is

mapped into a two-dimensional array. This discloses the

tip interactions with the surface over various regions of

the surface. The force-volume map can be compared to

the topographical surface images and physical features on

the surface can be correlated to the force interactions.

Imaging Artifacts

Care should be taken when interrogating AFM images.

Interpreting images without cognizance of possible arti-

facts can lead to misinterpretation. Because AFM is an

intrusive process, the probe tip may mechanically induce

protein adsorption patterns on the surface, possibly con-

tributing to the overall adsorption process. Many re-

searchers have reported the ‘‘sweeping’’ action of the tip.

Ta et al.[37] and McMaster et al.[38] both reported streaky

images attributable to tip mechanical influence. Denis et

al.[39] found that elongated structures were bent toward the

left or right depending on the scanning direction of the tip.

Johnson et al.[40] attributed bare patches devoid of

adsorbed molecules to the tip sweeping away protein

molecules. Immunoglobulin G (IgG)[41] and immuno-

globulin M (IgM)[42] are known to aggregate on mica as a

result of tip mechanical influence.

Contamination of the AFM tip by unwanted particles in

solution or particles garnered from the surface is a com-

mon problem and is difficult to avoid. Depending on the

scanning size, the effects on imaging may be significant.

Tip contamination alters the tip–surface interaction force

and may have a significant effect on the height informa-

tion obtained.[43] In Ta and McDermott’s[44] studies with

friction-force microscopy, the authors observed that tip

contamination probably occurred and affected the mag-

nitude of the tip friction. Fortunately, their studies were

directed at friction contrast, rather than absolute values. In

our work with in situ lysozyme adsorption onto mica, tip

contamination distorted the apparent size of the protein

adsorbed onto the surface, compounding the problem of

tip broadening.[45]

With tip broadening, the AFM image is enlarged as a

result of a convolution of the imaged particle and the

imaging tip.[46,47] Tip broadening is significant when the

size of the imaged particle is of the same length scale of

the tip point, which is the case for proteins. Enlargement

of the image causes overestimation of the amount of

protein adsorbed onto the surface, making quantitative

assessment of adsorption amounts problematic. Sheller

et al.[48] have shown that a grain size analysis of the un-

modified image of albumin adsorption yielded a value of

10–15% coverage. However, after taking into account tip
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broadening, the coverage was reduced to 3–4%. In Ta

et al.’s[37] studies with fibrinogen adsorption, it is difficult

to identify early adsorption features as single molecules or

clusters. Thus these researchers considered the adsorbed

particles to be clusters of protein. In the work of Kim

et al.[45] with lysozyme and mica, tip contamination

contributed to the tip-broadening problem. This can be

seen in Fig. 1. We initially interpreted the observed en-

largement of the protein features on the surface as a result

of cluster growth over time. However, this was disproved

when after 19 hr (Fig. 1d), smaller clusters were again

observed, presumably after the tip was inadvertently

‘‘cleaned’’ of debris. There exist methods to characterize

the shape of the tip so that the amount of broadening can

be estimated.[49,50] However, the amount of contamination

can change at any time during imaging or exposure to

protein solution, as documented in Kim et al.[45]

Finally, we remark that AFM is limited to surfaces that

are smooth on the length scale of the protein molecules or

aggregates. Accordingly, solid surfaces studied to date

include mica, graphite, silicon (i.e., actually a SiO2

overgrowth), selected polymers, and coated monolayers

on these surfaces.

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY AND
PROTEIN ADSORPTION

One of the main advantages of AFM over other techniques

is its ability to gather information on the supramolecular

organization of adsorbed protein. Atomic force micros-

copy, unlike optical techniques such as OWLS, SPR,

TIRFS, or ellipsometry, has superb lateral spatial resolu-

tion. Further, unlike electron microscopy, sample prepa-

ration is relatively easy. Protein adsorption events can be

observed in situ in aqueous environments and in real time.

Supramolecular Organization

Real-time imaging

Takahara et al.[51–53] observed a real-time increase of

bovine serum albumin (BSA) coverage on surfaces cov-

ered with n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) islands sur-

rounded by 2-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane (FOETS) at

both pH 4.7 and 7.5. Complete monolayer coverage can

be obtained with sufficient protein in solution. Mueller

et al.[54] imaged myelin basic protein (MBP) adsorption

onto negatively charged, acidic lipid bilayers supported on

mica and observed that protein elevations on the surface

grew laterally and eventually fused with neighboring

protein elevations to form a complete monolayer. As

reported in Fig. 2, hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL)

formed clusters on mica that increased in number until

a complete monolayer was formed.[45] Coen et al.[55] saw

similar adsorption patterns for protein A adsorbing on-

to silicon.

Because of its excellent lateral resolution, AFM can

distinguish between different adsorption patterns. Cullen

and Lowe[56] examined how protein and surface structures

Fig. 1 Effect of tip contamination on AFM imaging. Atomic force microscopy images of adsorption of HEWL on mica in 10 mM

acetate buffer, pH 4.0, under stopped-flow conditions. Initial bulk concentration of HEWL is 2 mg/mL. Each image was taken at the

exact same location. A large prominent white feature (i.e., debris) marks the same location on the mica surface. (a) Bare mica before

exposure to protein solution. (b) Lysozyme adsorption after 15 min, (c) 3 hr 34 min, and (d) 19 hr. Note that in this last scan, the

particles below the large feature are much smaller than those above the feature and those scanned at earlier times. All images are

250 nm�500 nm. Reprinted from Ref. [45] with permission from The American Chemical Society.
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dictate adsorption patterns by adsorbing IgG and glucose

oxidase (GOx) onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG), as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Within minutes,

patches of IgG containing 300–500 molecules were ob-

served across the HOPG plane (Fig. 3B). Over time, more

patches at random locations appeared on the surface until

a complete monolayer formed (Fig. 3D). Conversely, in

Fig. 4, GOx nucleated initially at HOPG defects. Subse-

quent adsorption occurred at locations adjacent to protein

already adsorbed, forming ‘‘sheets’’ of protein and leav-

ing regions of bare HOPG. In both cases, the protein

appeared to aggregate on the surface, which is likely a

result of hydrophobic residues exposed during adsorption

conformation change leading to favorable intraprotein

interaction at the surface. The differences in adsorption

patterns arise from physiochemical differences between

the two proteins, which we will discuss later.

Conversely, Ta et al.[37,44] demonstrated how differ-

ences in the hydrophobicity of the solid surface affect

protein adsorption patterns. Fig. 5 displays consecutive

AFM images of bovine fibrinogen (BFG) film growth on

HOPG. At 75 sec (Fig. 5C), a network of branched strands

can be observed extending across the HOPG plane with

no apparent preference for step defects. After 125 sec

(Fig. 5E), more networks of branched strands are appar-

ent. A complete monolayer is formed after 225 sec

(Fig. 5G). Fig. 5H shows a friction image of the complete

monolayer, indicating that the frictional forces between

the tip and protein film are low and constant, meaning that

the protein structure is robust and crystalline-like.

On mica, as depicted in Fig. 6, BFG homogeneously

adsorbed across the surface until a full monolayer was

formed. This adsorption process is very similar to that of

lysozyme on mica shown in Fig. 2. The authors also

Fig. 2 Lysozyme adsorption onto mica. Atomic force microscopy images of adsorption of HEWL on mica in 10 mM acetate buffer,

pH 4.0, under stopped-flow conditions. The initial bulk concentration of HEWL is 5 mg/mL. Each image is 500 nm�100 nm. The light

areas are clusters of protein molecules and the dark areas represent the bare mica surface. (a) Bare mica surface before contact with the

protein solution. (b) Lysozyme adsorption after 4 min, (c) 32 min, (d) 52 min, (e) 1 hr 26 min, (f) 1 hr 59 min, and (g) 23 hr. (h) Washout

with buffer after 27 hr. (Reprinted from Ref. [45] with permission from The American Chemical Society.)
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compared BFG adsorption onto octadecanethiol (ODT;

CH3-terminated) and mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA;

COOH-terminated) self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

supported on gold-covered glass.[44] The hydrophobic,

CH3-terminated surface showed similar adsorption be-

havior to that of the HOPG surface, with strand-like sur-

face features gradually filling in the surface to form a

smooth, well-packed, uniform monolayer. Friction-force

images showed that the friction properties across the sur-

face did not significantly change during the adsorption

process. However, the hydrophilic, COOH-terminated

surface showed different adsorption behavior to that of

the mica surface. Instead of homogeneously filling the

surface as in Fig. 6, on the -COOH surface, circular, island-

like domains 4-nm in height appeared on the surface

and grew laterally, ultimately forming a complete, well-

packed layer. Friction-force images in this case showed

friction contrast between the adsorbed protein and bare

surface. The discrepancy between the adsorption patterns

on the hydrophilic mica and the COOH-terminated

surface may be because of the specific chemical differ-

ences at the interface such as polarity and charge density

and distribution.

Multilayer formation

With AFM, one can visually determine the existence of

multilayers and when and how they occur. Kim et al.[45]

showed that lysozyme formed a second layer of adsorp-

tion (Fig. 2g), only after the first monolayer was com-

plete (Fig. 2f). In addition, formation of the second layer

was significantly slower than the first. Coen et al.[55]

showed that protein A, when adsorbed on silicon, also

formed multilayers as pictured in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7a

shows an incomplete monolayer of protein A, with the

dark spots indicating locations of bare silicon. The exis-

tence of a single incomplete monolayer in Fig. 7 was

confirmed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). As with lysozyme adsorption on mica, subsequent

protein layers seen in Fig. 8a did not form until the

Fig. 3 Immunoglobulin G adsorption onto HOPG. Time-

resolved AFM images of the adsorption of IgG from a

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with a bulk concen-

tration of 50 mg/mL of protein to a freshly cleaved HOPG

surface. Image size: (A–C) 5.3 mm�5.3 mm, (D) 5 mm�5 mm.

All images were obtained with an applied repulsive force of

�1 nN and presented as left-shaded topographic images.

(Reprinted from Ref. [56] with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 4 Glucose oxidase adsorption onto HOPG. Time-resolved

AFM images of the adsorption of GOx from a phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS) solution with a concentration of 50 mg/mL

of protein to a freshly cleaved HOPG surface. All images are

5 mm�5 mm in area, imaged with an applied repulsive force of

�1 nm and presented as left-shaded topographic images.

(Reprinted from Ref. [56] with permission from Elsevier.)
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previous monolayer was complete. The cases of lyso-

zyme on mica and protein A on silicon differ in their

electrostatic conditions. At pH 4.0, mica is negatively

charged while the lysozyme is positively charged. For the

protein A / silicon system, at pH values between 5 and 6,

the protein is slightly negatively charged and the surface

is also negatively charged. Despite differences in charge

conditions, both systems displayed multilayer formation.

The role of electrostatics in protein adsorption is cov-

ered later.

Adsorbed Protein Structure and Orientation

Using AFM, it is possible to ascertain adsorbed protein

structure and orientation. Although height information

(i.e., adsorbate layer thickness) is available from other

experimental techniques, AFM has the advantage of di-

rectly imaging differences in terrain height with nano-

meter lateral resolution. Optical techniques average over

hundreds of nanometers.

Several researchers have shown with AFM that pro-

teins exhibit structural changes and lateral spreading at the

surface. Bovine fibrinogen adsorbed onto ODT (CH3-

terminated) SAMs displays an adsorbed AFM height of 1–

1.5 nm that is in contrast to the adsorbed height of 4 nm on

MHA (COOH-terminated) SAMs.[44] The smallest di-

mension of the BFG molecule obtained from X-ray

crystallography is 4–6 nm. The lower height on the CH3-

terminated SAMs is indicative of more extensive confor-

mational spreading on that surface, which is a result of its

more hydrophobic nature. Glucose oxidase was also

shown to have a lower adsorbed height of 5–8 Å on

HOPG[56] compared to the dimensions of the native pro-

tein (7.0�5.5�8.0 nm).[57] However, not all proteins

show extensive lateral spreading on hydrophobic surfaces.

The thickness of IgG films on HOPG was shown to be 3

nm, compared to the dimensions of the protein given by

X-ray crystallography (14.2� 8.5�3.8 nm).[58] In fact,

using AFM, Raghavachari et al.[59] have shown an ap-

parently opposite behavior. Fig. 9 illustrates the hydro-

philic mica surface after 1 hr of exposure to von

Willebrand factor (VWF) followed by protein-free phos-

phate buffer saline (PBS) washout. The VWF on this

surface adopted a spread-out conformation. On the hy-

drophobic OTS surface, shown in Fig. 10, VWF main-

tained a ‘‘ball of yarn’’ configuration.

Different amounts of spreading were observed for sub-

sequent layers in the multilayer adsorption of protein A on

silicon.[55] The first monolayer exhibited a height of ap-

proximately 1 nm. This is shown in Fig. 7b by the section

line of the silicon surface after 15 sec of adsorption. The

size of native protein A is roughly 3 nm.[55] Thus a sig-

nificant amount of lateral spreading (and likely unfolding)

occurred in the first layer of adsorbed protein, assignable to

direct contact with the silicon surface. The height of the

second monolayer was considerably larger at 2–3 nm

(Fig. 8b), indicating less structural perturbation. The height

on the third monolayer was approximately 3 nm (not

shown.) Thus Coen et al.[55] concluded that the protein in

the third layer was not conformationally altered. Each new

monolayer adsorbs onto a different surface. Therefore it is

not surprising that the adsorbed protein structure differs

in each layer. However, given very long time exposure

to the surface, protein in the multilayers may continue

to rearrange, slowly unfolding and aggregating into

the sublayer.

Fig. 5 Bovine fibrinogen adsorption onto HOPG. 6.6 mm�
6.6 mm consecutive AFM images of BFG film growth on HOPG

monitored in real time with continuous flow. Parts A and B are

topographic images (z-scale = 10 nm). Parts C, E, and G are

sequential topographic images (z-scale = 10 nm) while parts D, F,

and H are the corresponding lateral force images (z-scale =

0.2 V). For timing purposes, the center of the scan in part B is

defined as t=0, as this is the point initial adsorption is observed.

C and D were captured 75 sec after initial adsorption. E and F

correspond to 125 sec, and G and H correspond to 225 sec. Arrow

a highlights a BFG strand that elongates to a branching point

shown in arrow b. Arrow c demarks the growth of a single aggre-

gate later fully formed and highlighted by arrow e. Arrow d indi-

cates a defect site on the HOPG plane. (Reprinted from Ref. [37]

with permission from The American Chemical Society.)
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In many cases, protein molecules were observed to

adsorb in a side-on orientation on solid surfaces. Kim

et al.[45] showed that the height of adsorbed lysozyme

on mica was approximately 2.5 nm while the native pro-

tein dimensions from X-ray crystallography are 3�3�
4.5 nm.[60] The height of adsorbed C hordein on mica is

2–3 nm[38] while the dimensions of the protein are 1.9 nm

in width by 28.2 nm in length.[61] By adsorbing in a side-

on fashion, the protein maximizes contact with the surface.

There are cases where protein does not adsorb in a side-

on fashion. Sheller et al.[48] examined human serum al-

bumin (HSA) adsorption onto hexadecyltrichlorosilane

(HTS; CH3-terminated) SAMs and found that the adsor-

bed orientation depends on surface concentration. For low

submonolayer coverage, as shown in Fig. 11c,d, the height

profile of protein adsorbed onto the surface measured by

AFM was 3.6–3.7 nm. Protein films of a full monolayer,

as shown in Fig. 11a,b, had a thickness of 16–17 Å as

measured by X-ray reflectivity. Sheller et al. suggested

that for higher surface coverage of protein, there is a

significant net removal of weakly adsorbed protein from

the surface by adjacent, strongly adsorbed protein spread-

ing on the surface. This implies that the stronger adsorbed

protein undergoes structural changes to a greater extent

giving more contacts with the surface. When the surface

coverage is low, the exchange process is not significant,

and proteins adsorb in any configuration. Thus both

strongly and weakly bound protein adhere to the surface

with varying degrees of conformation change. Sheller et al.

do not provide experimental evidence that weakly bound

protein remains on the surface for long exposure times.

Nonuniform Surfaces

The exceptional lateral resolution of AFM allows study of

nonuniform and patterned surfaces and of the differences

in protein adsorption as a direct result of surface non-

uniformities. Patterned surfaces presenting both hydro-

phobic and hydrophilic regions highlight the differences

in the degree of hydrophobicity on protein adsorption.[44]

Fig. 12 shows a topographical (A) and friction image (B)

of a protein-free surface, patterned with ODT and MHA

SAMs. These images illustrate that the two SAMs are

topographically rather similar, but the friction-force image

establishes that the tip experiences different adhesive

forces on the two SAMs. Fig. 13 presents friction images

of the patterned surface before (Fig. 13A) and during

exposure to bovine fibrinogen (BFG) solution (Fig. 13B–

D). Image D was collected after 22 min of exposure to the

protein solution and again shows that the tip experiences

different adhesive forces now on the fibrinogen layers of

each type of SAM. This result indicates that the protein

absorbs on both surface regions, but in a different con-

formation or orientation on the hydrophobic (CH3-termi-

nated) and hydrophilic (COOH-terminated) surfaces.

Fig. 6 Bovine fibrinogen adsorption onto mica. Atomic force microscopy images, 5 mm�5 mm, of BFG film growth on mica

monitored in real time with continuous flow. All images are topographic with a z scale=10 nm except for part A, where the z scale=

5 nm. (A) Upward scan t=0 sec is defined at halfway through the scan. (B) Successive downward scan, with an elapsed time of 75 sec.

(C) Successive upward scan with an elapsed time of 125 sec. (D) Successive downward scan with an elapsed time of 175 sec.

(E) Successive upward scan with an elapsed time of 225 sec. (F) Upward scan with an elapsed time of 325 sec. (Reprinted from Ref. [37]

with permission from The American Chemical Society.)
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Patterned surfaces also highlight differences in ad-

sorption behaviors on different surfaces with varying

electrostatic conditions.[51–53] Fig. 14a shows a mixed

monolayer consisting of OTS surrounded by FOETS

supported on a silicon substrate. When exposed to a BSA

solution at pH 7.5, only the FOETS regions demonstrated

significant adsorption, as illustrated in Fig. 14b. However,

at pH 4.7, the isoelectric point of BSA, the protein

adsorbed to both phases, as demonstrated in Fig. 14c.

Although BSA adsorbed onto both OTS and FOETS

surfaces when uncharged, it has an apparently higher af-

finity for FOETS, which is, apparently, more hydrophobic

than OTS. At pH 7.5, the protein carries a net negative

charge and readily adsorbed on FOETS. Adsorption onto

the OTS phase was possibly prevented by electrostatic

repulsion from already adsorbed negatively charged pro-

tein on the FOETS phase.[51–53]

The effects of the physical differences in terrain on

protein adsorption can also be elucidated by AFM. Galli

et al.[62] examined the effect of nanostructures created by

local anodic oxidation on protein adsorption. They created

elevated lines 30–40 nm in width and 1–3 nm in height on

silicon (Si) and titanium (Ti) surfaces (actually SiO2 and

TiO2 overgrowths, respectively). Fig. 15 shows an AFM

image of the 1-nm high lines on Si. Fig. 16 shows that the

lined nanostructures (highlighted with arrows) made no

difference to protein A (a globular protein with a size of 3

nm) adsorption in terms of adsorbed amount. In contrast,

Fig. 7 Protein A adsorption onto silicon. (a) Atomic force

microscopy picture of the silicon surface after a 15-sec

adsorption of protein A from a 0.1 mg/mL solution. The first

monolayer of protein A is almost complete. Bare mica is

evidenced by the black spots in the image. The vertical scale

is 5 nm. (b) Line section of the AFM image displaying the

height of features. (Reprinted from Ref. [55] with permission

from Elsevier.)

Fig. 8 Protein A multilayer adsorption onto silicon. (a) Atomic

force microscopy picture of the silicon surface after an 8-min

adsorption of protein A from a 0.1 mg/mL solution. A second

layer of adsorbed protein is evident as the brightest spots. The

vertical scale is 5 nm. (b) Line section of the AFM image

displaying the height of features. (Reprinted from Ref. [55] with

permission from Elsevier.)
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F-actin, a filamentous protein with a diameter between 6.5

and 8.2 nm, had a tendency to adsorb along the 1-nm-high

nanostructured lines, whereas no preferential orientation

occurred on the flat surfaces. Fig. 17 shows F-actin

adsorbed on the Si surface containing nanostructures 1 nm

in height. Fig. 18 shows F-actin adsorption on Ti with

1- and 3-nm nanostructures and with no nanostructures.

Thus on Si and Ti, F-actin had a tendency to adsorb

along 1-nm-high nanostructured lines, whereas no

preferential orientation occurred on the planar surfaces.

Galli et al. speculated that the reason for preferential

orientation is that the contact area between the surface

and protein is increased along the lines. However, on

Ti, 3–4-nm-high lined nanostructures garnered very low

F-actin adsorption. This height corresponds to half the

diameter of F-actin. These authors cite similar surface

height-dependent adsorption for a variety of cells.[63–65]

It is possible that F-actin is not sufficiently labile to

adsorb across these higher nanostructures and maintain

enough contacts with the surface to adsorb.

Force Interactions

A major strength of AFM is the probing of interactions

between the protein-coated surface and the tip. Force

interactions can be mapped across different regions of the

surface. Radmacher et al.[66] illustrated the utility of

force–distance curves for protein adsorption. Fig. 19a and

b present force curves on bare mica and on aggregates of

lysozyme on mica in 10 mM KH2PO4 (pH 6.4), respec-

tively. Force curves report the cantilever deflection

(which can readily be translated into force) as a function

of the sample height as the tip approaches, and then

retracts from the surface. The large (�25 nm) negative

deflection of the retract curve on bare mica indicates that

the tip is highly attracted to the surface, whereas the

smaller (�8 nm) negative deflection over lysozyme

indicates a smaller attraction. An identical result was

found by Kim et al.[45] The deviation in linearity on the

contact region of the force–distance curve for lysozyme is

a result of the elastic deformation of the protein. By fitting

to a Hertzian model, Radmacher et al.[66] estimated the

Young’s modulus for adsorbed lysozyme on mica to be

0.5±0.2 MPa. In addition, the time for liftoff, the region

of the retract force curve when the tip loses contact with

Fig. 9 von Willebrand factor adsorption onto mica. A is an

AFM image (2 mm�2 mm scan) of VWF multimers adsorbed on

hydrophilic mica and imaged under PBS. Most of the VWF

molecules are extended and are not ball of yarn structures.

Extended VWF multimer chains overlap with themselves and

with neighboring chains (arrows). Intramolecular structural

features in the VWF multimer chain are discernible. Individual

chains of multimers are not clearly distinguishable because of

the high surface density of VWF. Mean lateral dimensions of the

VWF multimers are 640±161 nm�303±113 nm. B and C are

expanded AFM images of VWF on mica, showing intramolec-

ular structural features of individual chain VWF multimers.

VWF chains are composed of globular domains (B, large arrow)

joined by thin rod-like interconnecting sections (B, small arrow).

C contains an example of a crossover (see arrow) of the VWF

multimer chain within the same VWF chain. (Reprinted from

Ref. [59] with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 10 von Willebrand factor adsorption onto OTS. Atomic

force microscopy image (2 mm�2 mm scan) of VWF multimers

adsorbed on hydrophobic OTS and imaged under PBS. Most

VWF multimers display the characteristic compact ball of yarn

structures observed by electron microscopy. Each VWF multi-

mer is closely packed with intramolecular overlap and crossover

of chains. Intramolecular structural features of the VWF

multimer chain are resolved. However, the compact arrangement

of the chain makes it difficult to discern the structural features

belonging to neighboring repeat units. In some multimer chains,

short sections are not as compact and appear extended (arrows).

Completely extended chains are rare. None are seen in this

image area. The average lateral dimensions of the VWF

multimers are 256±74 nm�152±62 nm. (Reprinted from

Ref. [59] with permission from Elsevier.)
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the surface, is longer for lysozyme compared to that of the

bare mica surface. This is related to the viscosity of lyso-

zyme on the surface, estimated to be 800 ± 400 Pa sec.[66]

Clearly, AFM can detect mechanical properties of

protein films. Given a high-enough applied force, the tip

can break through protein films. Thus by examining the

force curves, one can uncover protein assembly at the

surface. On myelin basic protein (MBP) clusters adsorbed

at both acidic (30 wt.% cholesterol, 56% egg phosphati-

dylcholine, 14% dioleoylphosphatidylserine) and basic

(30 wt.% cholesterol, 56% egg phosphatidylcholine, 14%

dioleoyl trimethyl-ammonium salt) lipid bilayers sup-

ported on mica, Mueller et al.[54] observed a ‘‘jump-in’’

on the initial approach curve that disappeared for subse-

quent force curves at the same location. The adhesion

force between the tip and the cluster was approximately

0.5 nN as measured by tip deflection upon retraction.

Fig. 20b shows a typical set of consecutive force

curves on an acidic lipid bilayer. Force–distance curves

consistently displayed a characteristic ‘‘jump-in’’ upon

approach at 5 nN and a negligible adhesion force. The

‘‘jump-in’’ indicates the moment when the tip breaks

through the lipid bilayer and protein layer (if present)

to the solid surface. Fig. 20c also gives four consec-

utive force–distance curves but now for a MBP cluster

adsorbed on the acidic lipid bilayer. The disappearance

of the jump after the first force curve in Fig. 20c indi-

cates that the tip locally destroyed the protein structure

and that the original structure did not recover. The tip

may irreversibly compress and break apart the protein

aggregate structure, leaving behind a permanently dam-

aged protein–lipid bilayer complex and expose the bare

surface. On the bare lipid layer, as shown in Fig. 20b,

Fig. 12 Octadecanethiol and mercaptohexadecanoic acid

nanopatterns on gold. Images, 70 mm�70 mm, collected in

ambient air, of a patterned monolayer prepared by microcontact

printing ODT and back-filling with MHA. (A) Topography

(z scale 5 nm). (B) Friction image (z scale 0.5 V). (Reprinted from

Ref. [44] with permission from The American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 11 Human serum albumin adsorption onto HTS. Atomic force microscopy images of substrates covered with HTS SAMs with

HSA layer adsorbed at different bulk protein concentrations: (a) 0.5 mg/mL; (b) 0.1 mg/mL; (c) 0.05 mg/mL; (d) 0.01 mg/mL. Note that

the z range in images a and b is one-half that in images c and d. Images a and b represent full monolayer coverage while images c and d

show incomplete monolayer coverage. (Reprinted from Ref. [48] with permission from The American Chemical Society.)
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the jump-in consistently occurred and the recovery after

tip breakthrough occurred fast, probably because of the

high mobility of the lipid molecules. On zwitterionic

bilayers (not shown), protein clusters showed inconsis-

tent behavior. This is not surprising because the protein

aggregates on zwitterionic bilayers were irregular in

height and two-dimensional morphology.[54]

Chen et al.[67] found long-term structural changes in

BSA films adsorbed on polystyrene (PS) surfaces. Albu-

min-coated probes exhibited high adhesion forces on bare

PS, but only small adhesion forces on protein-exposed

surfaces. When high probe forces were exerted on the

BSA films, high adhesion forces were observed, indi-

cating that the albumin-coated probe was able to penetrate

the protein layer to the bare PS surface. These authors

found that the contact-force limit increases with protein

adsorption time. Hence after adsorption, protein continues

to undergo structural changes that increase the mechanical

strength (or integrity) of the film.

Force interactions between the tip and the surface at

a fixed distance away from the surface can allow pre-

sentation of a two-dimensional array or a force-volume

image. Fig. 21a shows a force-volume map and the corre-

sponding topograph (Fig. 21b) of a BSA film adsorbed

onto PS.[67] The brighter shades on the force-volume map

indicate higher adhesion energy. These correspond to the

low area of the topograph corresponding to bare PS. Kim

et al.[45] employed force-volume imaging for a lysozyme

submonolayer on mica to distinguish between areas that

corresponded to bare mica and to lysozyme.

Force–distance curves can be used to detect differences

in adsorbed protein structure. Denis et al.[39] studied col-

lagen adsorption on CH3- and OH-terminated SAMs using

Fig. 13 Bovine fibrinogen adsorption onto nanopatterned

ODT/MHA SAMs. Friction images, 40 mm�40 mm, depicting

the real-time adsorption of BFG to a patterned monolayer. All

images were collected under flowing solution. (A) Initial surface

under flowing PBS. Methyl groups show higher contrast in

images A (z scale 0.7 V), B (z scale 0.7 V), and C (z scale 0.4 V)

during the adsorption of BFG. (D) Completed BFG film (z scale

0.3 V). Image D was collected 22 min after initial addition of

BFG to the fluid cell. (Reprinted from Ref. [44] with permission

from The American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 14 Bovine serum albumin adsorption on OTS/FOETS supported monolayers. Atomic force microscopy image of the mixed (OTS/

FOETS) monolayer (a) before exposure to BSA, (b) after exposure to a 0.1 g/L BSA solution in PBS (0.01M) at pH 7.5 and (c) pH 4.7

for 10 min. Line sections are shown below each AFM image. (Reprinted from Ref. [53] with permission from Elsevier.)
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force–distance curves. Approach interaction curves for

protein adsorbed onto CH3-terminated SAMs exhibited

significant curvature, whereas the approach curves for

protein adsorbed onto-OH-terminated SAMs demonstrat-

ed no curvature. This result indicates that collagen ad-

sorbed on the hydrophobic CH3-terminated SAMs was

‘‘softer’’ than that adsorbed on the hydrophilic OH-

terminated SAMs. Differences in protein adsorption

behavior on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces are

addressed below.

PROTEIN ADSORPTION MECHANISMS

Electrostatic Effects

Electrostatic interactions between the protein and surface

in addition to those between proteins can play an impor-

tant role in the adsorption onto solid surfaces. Many ad-

sorption processes are driven in part by electrostatic

attraction between the surface and protein. For example,

lysozyme at pH 4.0 is positively charged, whereas mica is

negatively charged; protein adsorption occurs quite read-

ily as shown in Fig. 2.[31,45,66] Cytochrome c at pH 7.4 is

positively charged and significantly adsorbs on negatively

charged bilayers, minimally on neutral bilayers, and not at

all on positively charged bilayers.[54] In addition, cyto-

chrome c adsorption was reversible under high salt con-

ditions (5 M NaCl) whereas the protein appeared to be

irreversibly adsorbed at lower salt conditions (150 mM

NaCl). In some cases, protein can still adsorb onto sur-

faces even when they are similarly charged. MBP at pH

7.4 is positively charged and adsorbs onto a positively

charged bilayer.[54] Patel et al.[68] have shown that nega-

tively charged catalase at pH 8.0 adsorbs onto negatively

charged SAMs. Likewise, HSA can adsorb to both posi-

tively and negatively charged polymer surfaces.[30] There

are a several reasons why this can occur. First, a protein of

a particular net charge still presents oppositely charged

residues on its structure and those residues can favorably

interact with the charged solid surface. Second, as dis-

cussed later, the driving force for adsorption usually

involves hydrophobic forces. These can overcome a net

electrostatic repulsion with the surface.

High-ionic-strength solutions shield electrostatic re-

pulsions between charged proteins resulting in increased

protein adsorption. Johnson et al.[40] illustrated this with

ferritin adsorption onto trimethoxysilylpropyldiethylene-

triamine (DETA) coated glass. However, adsorption

amount does not monotonically increase with ionic

strength because of the competition between surface–

protein interactions and surface protein–protein interac-

tions.[40] Protein–protein repulsion can also be minimized

by adjusting the solution pH to the isoelectric point (pI) of

the protein, where the protein has a zero net charge, but

may have a large dipole moment. Several researchers have

reported that adsorption is increased or maximized at the

pI.[40,51–53,69,70] Kajiyama et al. observed that BSA

adsorbed on both OTS and FOETS phases only at the pI

(Fig. 14c). But when BSA carried a net charge, it only

adsorbed only onto the FOETS phase (Fig. 14b) as a result

of the electrostatic repulsion between adsorbed protein and

protein in solution.[51–53] Johnson et al.[40] reported that at

the pI, ferritin adsorption approached the random se-

quential adsorption (RSA) jamming limit. This increased

Fig. 15 Nanostructured Si. Atomic force microscopy image of

Si surface with 1-nm high lines. The vertical scale is 5 nm.

(Reprinted from Ref. [62] with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 16 Protein A adsorption on nanostructured Si. Atomic

force microscopy image of protein A adsorption on the Si

nanostructures shown in Fig. 15. The vertical scale is 5 nm.

Arrows highlight placement of lines. (Reprinted from Ref. [62]

with permission from Elsevier.)
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adsorption could be attributed to the fact that at the pI,

intramolecular charge repulsions are minimized and the

protein adopts its most compact shape.[69] Thus the protein

requires less space on the surface to adsorb as compared to

a more elongated structure that exists when the protein

carries a net charge. However, this reasoning must be

tempered by the observation that denatured and random-

coil-like proteins adsorb more quickly[17] most likely be-

cause the surface unfolding kinetic step is hastened.

Kinetics of Adsorption

General trends have been observed in the kinetics of

protein adsorption. Almeida et al.[70] divided the process

into four stages, assuming a continuous supply of protein.

The first stage is a mass-transfer-limited stage where

proteins rapidly adsorb onto the surface. Feng et al.[2]

Fig. 17 F-actin adsorption on Si nanostructures. Adsorption

of F-actin on surface displaying both Si nanostructures and

planar Si as shown in Fig. 15. The vertical scales are 10 nm.

(A) General view of the adsorbed F-actin. (B) Enlargement of

the nanostructure area. (C) Enlargement of the planar Si area.

Arrows highlight placement of lines. (Reprinted from Ref. [62]

with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 18 F-actin adsorption on Ti nanostructures. (A) Nano-

structures created on Ti. Main lines are 3–4 nm high. Secondary

lines are 1 nm high. (B) F-actin adsorbed on nanostructured Ti.

The vertical scales are 8 nm. (Reprinted from Ref. [62] with

permission from Elsevier.)
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described this initial step as a ‘‘fast process’’. In our work

with lysozyme, protein on the surface could be imaged

within minutes of exposure to an unstirred protein solu-

tion.[45] The second stage is a nonlinear reduction of the

adsorption rate until a monolayer plateau is established.

During the second stage, the slowing down of adsorption

may be explained by lower availability of free adsorption

sites on the surface while the protein diffuses, structurally

rearranges, and aggregates on the surface. The third stage

represents completion of monolayer coverage followed by

the fourth stage, where slow multilayer growth begins.

The slow growth of a second layer of lysozyme on mica

has been reported (Fig. 2).[45] It is thought that the slower

kinetics of multilayer adsorption is possibly because the

proteins in the bulk solution are largely in their native

conformation and do not readily interact with protein that

is minimally unfolded at the surface. As the monolayer

remains longer on the surface and unfold more, interac-

tions with bulk native protein is likely enhanced.

Currently, the kinetics of protein adsorption at solid

surfaces cannot be reliably predicted. This is because of

the complicated collection of possible behaviors including

irreversibility of protein adsorption, slow conformational

changes, and aggregation both within a given layer and

between multilayers. The onset of irreversibility can occur

in the first and second stages of adsorption. For example,

the surface concentration of cytochrome c leveled off at a

nonzero value when washout began at this second

stage.[27] The initial lysozyme clusters observed after

4 min of exposure to mica in Fig. 2 are already irre-

versibly adsorbed.[45] Subsequent lateral migration and

surface aggregation strongly affects the kinetics of ad-

sorption.[27]

Growth Mechanisms: Surface
Diffusion/Lateral Migration

Many proteins have been found to diffuse laterally on the

surface. Tilton et al.[71,72] have shown using fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) that even proteins

that are irreversibly adsorbed undergo lateral motion.

These workers report surface diffusion coefficient values

for bovine serum albumin (BSA) irreversibly adsorbed

on poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly-

(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) of 1.2±0.3�10�9 and 2.6±

0.1�10�9 cm2/sec, respectively. We explained the

clustering of lysozyme molecules on mica as arising

from surface diffusion and aggregation of irreversibly

adsorbed protein molecules.[45] The irreversible adsorp-

tion of lysozyme onto mica probably disturbs the protein

conformation sufficiently to expose hydrophobic resi-

dues giving rise to surface cluster formation through

interprotein aggregation at the surface. Mueller et al.[54]

reported a similar mechanism of adsorption, diffusion,

and aggregation resulting in clusters of MBP adsorbed

onto lipid bilayers. The adsorption patterns shown in

Figs. 3 and 4 of IgG and GOx on HOPG also imply

surface mobility and aggregation of proteins. Denis

et al.[39] attributed the elongated structures of collagen

on solids to surface mobility. Collagen formed elongated

structures on smooth surfaces exposing -CH3 moieties,

but not on rough surfaces or surfaces exposing -OH

Fig. 19 Force-distance curves on mica and lysozyme. (a) Force curve on the substrate mica. (b) Force curve on an aggregated cluster

of lysozyme adsorbed onto mica. Note that the hysteresis during retract is larger on mica, indicating a higher adhesion force. However,

liftoff over the lysozyme cluster is gradual in comparison to mica. This effect is probably due to damping of the cantilever by the

lysozyme. As a result of elastic indentation, the contact region of the force curve is not just a straight line, but shows some deviation in

the case of lysozyme (see fitted dashed contact lines in parts a and b). (Reprinted from Ref. [66] with permission from The American

Chemical Society.)
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moieties. This was ascribed to the diminished mobility

on the rough surfaces. In Hook et al.’s[18] ellipsometry

and OWLS studies with serum proteins, it was found

that the adsorption saturation mass frequently exceeds

the mass predicted by the RSA model. The explanation

lies in the ability of protein on the surface to move

Fig. 20 Sequential, spatially resolved force spectroscopy on an

acidic bilayer with adsorbed MBP aggregates. (a) Height image

of an acidic lipid bilayer 15 min after injection of 2 mg/mL MBP

solution. (b) Column of four consecutive force curves take at the

indicated position in the flat area of the image. (c) Column of

four consecutive force curves taken on the indicated MBP

aggregate. The penetration force was smaller than in b, the jump

vanished during the force scans, and an adhesion of approxi-

mately 0.5 nN was observed. (Reprinted from Ref. [54] with

permission from The American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 21 Force-volume map of BSA adsorbed onto polystyrene.

(a) Two-dimensional distribution of the adhesion energy

between a BSA-coated probe and a polystyrene surface

preadsorbed with BSA, with (b) a simultaneous recorded surface

topography (2 mm�2 mm). Only the left portion of the surface

was exposed to the protein solution. The measurements were

performed in pH 7 phosphate buffer at the boundary region

between the BSA-free and BSA-covered polystyrene surfaces.

The adhesion energies are extracted from force–distance curves

measured at each sampling point, with brighter shades indicating

higher adhesion energy. The topographic image is artificially

shadowed for a better presentation. (Reprinted from Ref. [67]

with permission from The American Chemical Society.)
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laterally, clearing space for additional protein to adsorb.

Calonder et al.[27] reported that the kinetics of additional

protein adsorption depends on the amount of time pro-

tein has to rearrange and move to form clusters.

Multilayer Formation

Some proteins have the ability to form multilayers. We

ascertained that lysozyme forms a second layer, but only

after establishing a first monolayer on mica (Fig. 2).[45]

The growth of the second layer occurred on a slower

time scale than that for the first monolayer, indicating

that the adsorption mechanism must be different. This

is not surprising considering that once the first monolayer

is established, subsequent proteins must adsorb onto

a completely different interface. We speculate that the

driving force for adsorption on a second layer is exposed,

hydrophobic residues resulting from protein conforma-

tional changes, occurring in the first layer, that interact

with protein in the bulk solution. Hydrophobic interac-

tions may also explain the irreversibility of the second

layer of adsorbed lysozyme. Wahlgren et al.[28] and

Malmsten[73] likewise reported multilayer adsorption of

lysozyme using ellipsometry. Coen et al.[55] also docu-

mented multilayer adsorption for protein A onto silicon.

As was observed with lysozyme, formation of subsequent

layers of protein A did not occur until the previous layer

was saturated with protein (Figs. 7 and 8). It was observed

that protein in the first monolayer was significantly un-

folded (Fig. 7), whereas protein in the second layer was

less structurally altered (Fig. 8). Protein in the third layer

had no significant structural perturbations.[55] Hook et

al.,[18] using OWLS and ellipsometry, found that hemo-

globin formed multilayers on titanium oxide surfaces, and

Ladam et al.,[30] using SAR, showed that HSA forms

multilayers on a positively charged polyallylamine surface.

Nevertheless, not all proteins have the ability to form

multilayers. Green et al.[23] found that albumin does not

form multilayers on negatively charged polystyrene and

neither did HSA.[30] However, multilayer formation can

occur over long time scales and most studies do not in-

vestigate adsorption beyond a few minutes. Thus it is

important to extend the time scale of investigation over

several hours or days before eliminating possible irre-

versible and multilayer adsorption behavior. Also, these

phenomena are clearly protein and surface specific.

Protein Structure and Adsorption Behavior

Several studies directly compare different adsorption

patterns on different solid surfaces. Immunoglobulin G

has been observed to adsorb randomly on HOPG surfaces,

forming clusters, whereas GOx prefers to adsorb at HOPG

step defects forming ‘‘sheets’’ that eventually grow from

these initial nucleation sites (Figs. 3 and 4).[56] Bovine

fibrinogen adsorbs onto HOPG in a strand network

(Fig. 5), whereas on mica, it adsorbs homogeneously

(Fig. 6).[37] This variety of adsorption behavior is most

likely related to specific protein structure. The location

and the number of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues

can play a large part in the final adsorption pattern. Glu-

cose oxidase is heavily glycosylated and, at pH 7.2, is

more negatively charged than is IgG.[74] Thus it is not

surprising that GOx nucleates preferentially at higher

energy step defects on HOPG rather than on the basal

planes. In contrast, IgG is more hydrophobic and can in-

teract more strongly with the hydrophobic surface. Ta et

al.[37] explained the discrepancy in the adsorption patterns

for BFG on mica and on HOPG based on the native

protein structure. The BFG molecule is known to have two

distal D domains connected to a central E domain.[75] The

D domains are hydrophobic with low structural stability.

From each D domain extends an aC domain with both

hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. aC domains are

known to have a tendency to interact intra- and intermo-

lecularly with other aC domains. Ta et al.[37] proposed

that on HOPG, the D domains hydrophobically bind to

the surface while the aC domains interact with other

aC domains. In contrast, on negatively charged mica

surfaces, the positively charged aC domains likely inter-

act strongly with the surface and are unavailable for in-

termolecular binding.

Fig. 22 Generalized illustration of protein adsorption. (a) At

early times, protein in its native ‘‘N’’ state rapidly adsorbs onto

bare surface. (b) Once adsorbed, protein begins slow unfolding

and spreading on the surface (labeled as ‘‘U’’), rendering them

irreversibly adsorbed, but yet mobile on the surface. Additional

protein adsorbs onto the surface on available bare surface.

(c) Protein aggregates on the surface to form clusters. The rate of

protein adsorption onto the surface decreases as less bare surface

is available. (d) A complete monolayer is eventually established.

Multilayer adsorption and reconfiguration occurs on a slow

time scale.
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The particular protein structure clearly affects the final

adsorbed conformation. The von Willebrand factor has a

native structure where the termini are extensively disul-

fide bonded and, therefore, structurally very stable.[76]

The termini are also very hydrophilic. The remainder of

the molecule is balanced in its hydrophobic and hydro-

philic character. On mica, VWF is thought to be more

loosely bound; thus, the extended structure of the protein

and the high coverages, as shown in Fig. 9, may be a result

of a combination of repulsive hydration, electrostatic, and

attractive van der Waals interactions.[59] On HOPG, evi-

dence of spreading is shown by its smaller height com-

pared to the native structure (Fig. 10). However, both the

amount of lateral spreading and the surface coverage un-

der similar conditions are much smaller than for VWF on

mica (compare Figs. 9 and 10). The origin of this differ-

ence is not transparent. The authors suggest that on

HOPG, ‘‘the spreading stresses [of VWF] may be trans-

mitted via the structurally rigid termini causing the VWF

to adopt compact structures.’’ Structural stability of the

protein is a key factor in determining the extent of con-

formational change upon adsorption. This was illustrated

by Billsten et al.,[77] who measured the extent of change in

secondary structure by CD of T4 lysozyme mutants

adsorbed onto silica nanoparticles (average diameter �15

nm). Not unexpectedly, it was found that the less struc-

turally sound, native structures lost more secondary con-

formation upon adsorption.

Protein Structural Changes

Protein molecules adsorbed on a nonspecific surface tend

to undergo conformational change. Structural alteration

results from the interaction forces between the hydrated

surface and the hydrated protein, which disturb the deli-

cate balance of energy and entropy that maintains the

protein in a particular conformation in solution. Confor-

mation rearrangement is seen widely in many experi-

ments. Height measurements and antibody-binding

experiments by Coen et al.[55] demonstrated that the first

layer of protein A adsorbed at the silicon surface is de-

natured (Fig. 7). Height profiles of both GOx (Fig. 4)[56]

and IgG (Fig. 3)[37] on HOPG suggest that the proteins are

structurally reconfigured at the surface. Circular dichro-

ism spectroscopy has been used to show that a-chymo-

trypsin and cutinase change their a-helix content when

adsorbed on either Teflon or silica.[14,15] Interleukin-2,

upon exposure to silicone rubber tubing for 24 hr, lost

99.5% of its bulk activity. Experimentation with FTIR

revealed that the protein adopts a nonnative conformation

in which the a-helix, b-sheet, and turn content changes.[7]

Sane et al.[8] also found that lysozyme’s secondary

structure is disturbed after adsorption onto reversed-phase

chromatographic supports.

The extent of conformational change is related to many

factors including the relative hydrophobicity of the sur-

face, the exposure time of adsorption, and the adsorption

density or surface packing of protein. The hydrophobic

residues of a protein are usually more concentrated in the

core. Upon contact with a hydrophobic surface, the free

energy of the system decreases as water molecules that

were adjacent to the hydrophobic areas on the protein and

on the solid surface are driven out to allow the hydro-

phobic residues to reside next to the surface. One can

imagine that the more hydrophobic a surface is, the

greater is the structural rearrangement that will occur. Ta

et al.[44] confirmed this assertion in AFM studies of BFG

adsorption onto CH3- and COOH-terminated SAMs. On

the hydrophobic -CH3 surface, the height profile indicates

that the protein flattened out, whereas on the more hy-

drophilic -COOH surface, BFG did not change shape to

the same degree. Norde et al.[14,15] established that a-

chymotrypsin and cutinase retain some enzymatic activity

on hydrophilic silica while losing all activity on hydro-

phobic Teflon. In a study of BSA adsorption, Norde and

Giaconelli[78] showed that irreversible structural changes

occurred on polystyrene, but not on silica. Wahlgren and

Arnebrant[25] reported that b-lactoglobulin underwent

more significant structural changes on methylated silica

and polysulfone than on silica. Fibrinogen and albumin

were shown to leave larger ‘‘footprints’’ on hydrophobic

surfaces as compared to a hydrophilic surface.[21,79] How-

ever, proteins do not unfold and denature solely on hy-

drophobic surfaces. Coen et al.[55] reported a highly

denatured monolayer of protein A on hydrophilic silicon.

The structural rearrangement of the protein at a surface

is thought to be a ‘‘slow’’ process. Over time, the number

of residue contacts with the surface increases, making the

surface–protein interaction stronger. The amount of high-

density lipoprotein (HDL) that can be desorbed from

polyethylene surfaces by surfactant exposure is signifi-

cantly decreased after 24 hr of storage.[2] In addition to

making more and stronger bonds with the surface, the

unfolding protein is thought to change its packing struc-

ture, possibly aggregating to form intertwining networks.

In force–distance curve experiments, Chen et al.[67] dis-

covered that the force required to penetrate through a layer

of albumin adsorbed on pyrostyrene increased over time.

Friction-force microscopy of BFG on patterned CH3- and

COOH-terminated SAMs revealed that the friction be-

havior of the adsorbed protein on this surface changes

over time, as in Fig. 13.[44] Almeida et al.[70] have shown

that the contact angles for monolayers of enolase adsorbed

onto both hydrophilic silicon wafers and (aminopropyl)-

trimethoxysilane (APS) and hydrophobic PS change with

time, indicating structural rearrangements are occurring

well after the protein is initially adsorbed to the surface.

The amount of crowding on the surface affects the

amount of structural rearrangement that can occur. If the
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average nearest neighbor distance is relatively large, then

the protein has a greater opportunity to spread. However,

if the surface is more crowded, there is only limited space

for the protein to spread. Using CD, Norde et al.[14,15]

showed that a higher fraction of a-chymotrypsin and

cutinase adsorbed on silica remain in their native state if

the surface coverage was high. Of course, with time,

structural reconfiguration is still likely to occur, but at a

slow rate. For BSA on silica and PS, Norde and Gia-

connelli[78] reported similar findings. However, Sane

et al.[8] showed that the secondary structure of lysozyme is

more disturbed on more crowded surfaces. They attrib-

uted this finding to lateral interactions between the ad-

sorbed lysozyme.

Irreversible adsorption of protein on a surface is most

likely to result from significant structural changes occur-

ring on the surface. As unfolding proceeds, more contacts

are created with the surface. In analogy to polymer ad-

sorption, it becomes difficult for the partially denatured

protein to be removed. Wahlgren et al.[28] showed that the

longer lysozyme was adsorbed on silicon oxide, the larger

was the fraction of protein irreversibly adsorbed. This is

true for b-lactoglobulin on silicon oxide as well.[26] Given

more time to unfold, both the number of contacts with the

surface and their strength increases. Foster showed that

the irreversibility of albumin adsorption was higher for

hydrophobic CH3-terminated SAMs than for bare silica.

Both Wahlgren and Arnebrant[25] and Marsh et al.[26]

confirmed this with b-lactoglobulin adsorption onto hy-

drophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. This was attributed to

hydrophobic surfaces being more likely to denature pro-

tein to a greater extent than hydrophilic surfaces. How-

ever, given the tendency of proteins to reconfigure at long

times, the distinction in the amount of protein irreversibly

adsorbed on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces is

likely to decrease. Wertz and Santore[79] showed that

adsorbed protein layers were more susceptible to washout

at higher coverage because the increased crowding on

the surface limited the amount of solid surface area

available per protein molecule.

Fig. 22 shows a general kinetic picture of protein ad-

sorption onto a nonspecific solid surface (i.e., a solid

surface without designed specific binding sites for the

protein). Particular proteins on particular surfaces may not

visit all the listed steps. Initially, in Fig. 22a, protein is in

its native conformation (labeled as ‘‘N’’ with a shaded

hydrophobic core and a more diffuse hydrophilic corona)

in the bulk aqueous environment. Mass transfer processes

bring the native protein particle to the surface where it

quickly adsorbs onto the mostly empty surface via a

combination of van der Waals, electrostatic, and hydro-

phobic forces. At this stage, interaction forces between the

surface and the protein can be weak, and reversible de-

sorption is possible. Once adsorbed at the surface, the

protein undergoes structural rearrangement as it is no

longer completely surrounded by bulk water. Replace-

ment of surface water by protein segments can be favor-

able leading to partial unfolding (labeled as ‘‘U’’ in

Fig. 22b). The time for and extent of unfolding depends

both on surface chemistry (e.g., hydrophobic vs. hydro-

philic) and quite importantly on the stability of the na-

tive protein. Typically, surface conformation change

gives rise to unburying of hydrophobic residues and to

lateral ‘‘spreading’’ of the protein adsorbate as more

residues can now contact the surface. The amount of

spreading depends on the surrounding coverage. Irre-

versible adsorption and partial denaturation develops at

this point. Simple model calculations indicate the con-

formation change can be extensive creating loops and

trains, quite analogous to polymer adsorption from solu-

tion.[80,81] Although irreversibly attached to the surface,

the individual protein monomers participate in lateral

diffusion, as shown in Fig. 22b. Collisions between ad-

sorbate protein molecules permit surface aggregation via

interprotein exposed hydrophobic residues. Clusters result,

as shown in Fig. 22c, similar to bulk aggregation of par-

tially denatured protein. Upon clustering, the surface

aggregates are likely to be immobile because of the in-

creased number of contacts with the surface. As slow re-

configuration and clustering continues, more protein

arrives at the surface, but the rate of adsorption slows

because of the decreasing availability of bare surface area.

It may be possible for protein to adsorb onto already

adsorbed protein but this apparently occurs on a longer

time scale compared to that onto the unoccupied surface.

Typically, the surface fills into a monolayer before mul-

tilayers begin forming in Fig. 22d. If the rate of protein

arrival to the surface is fast compared to the time scale for

lateral diffusion, formation of clusters is bypassed and

monolayer coverage is directly reached. Additional pro-

tein may adsorb onto the first layer by interaction with

hydrophobic residues exposed as a result of the confor-

mation changes induced in the underlying layer. Initially,

the multilayer protein might be reversibly adsorbed.

However, irreversible incorporation and aggregation

is later anticipated. Slow cooperative reconfiguration of

the multiplayer protein film may continue for very ex-

tended times.

CONCLUSION

Atomic force microscopy is a powerful technique to study

protein adsorption. With nanometer lateral resolution of

height and force interactions, AFM provides information

that optical and spectroscopic techniques cannot. This

includes elucidation of the supramolecular assembly of

adsorbed protein and of multilayer formation. It can also

provide information on of the structure and orientation

of the protein as it adsorbs onto the surface. Because of
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its excellent lateral resolution, nonuniform surfaces can

be studied to compare the adsorption behavior of pro-

teins when presented with various surfaces at the same

time. Through its ability to measure forces on a pico-

newton scale, AFM can measure force interactions be-

tween the protein-coated surface and the tip. This gives

insight into the forces arising between the protein-coated

surface and tip material and the mechanical properties of

protein films.

In conjunction with optical and spectroscopic instru-

ments, AFM provides insight into the mechanisms of

aqueous protein adsorption onto a solid surface. Electro-

statics play a significant role in the amount of protein

adsorbed, protein structure, and packing structure. The

kinetics of adsorption can be broken down into several

stages to reveal kinetic details such as conformation

change, surface crowding, monolayer establishment, and

multilayer growth. Multilayer growth does not appear to

be a universal phenomenon and probably depends on the

particular chemical composition and adsorption configu-

ration of a protein. However, we caution that there are

only a few long-term (several hours to days) experiments

on multilayer formation with a sufficiently wide range of

proteins. Once adsorbed on the surface, some proteins

exhibit lateral movement, and can form clusters, affecting

the total mass adsorbed and the final adsorption patterns.

Typically, the particular adsorption patterns observed at

the surface can be explained on the basis of the specific

protein structure and chemistry. In general, an adsorbed

protein undergoes structural perturbation. Structural re-

arrangement can be minimal or dramatic depending on

the system. The extent of unfolding is thought to be re-

lated to the hydrophobicity of the surface, although

instances of irreversible adsorption on hydrophilic sur-

faces are legion. Highly unfolded and, therefore, dena-

tured proteins may have many points of contact with

the surface and are, thus, more likely to be irreversibly

adsorbed. Atomic force microscopy has contributed con-

siderably to the understanding of protein adsorption on

nonspecific solid surfaces and will undoubtedly continue

to play an important role.

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

AFM atomic force microscopy

APS (aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane

BFG bovine fibrinogen

BSA bovine serum albumin

CD circular dichroism spectroscopy

DETA trimethoxysilylpropyldiethenetriamine

FOETS [2-(perfluorooctyl)ethyl]trichlorosilane

FRAP fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

GOx glucose oxidase

HDL high-density lipoprotein

HEWL hen egg white lysozyme

HOPG highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

HSA human serum albumin

HTS hexadecyltrichlorosilane

IgG immunoglobulin G

IgM immunoglobulin M

MBP myelin basic protein

MHA mercaptohexadecanoic acid

ODT octadecanethiol

OTS n-octadecyltrichlorosilane

OWLS optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy

PBS phosphate-buffered saline

pI isoelectric point

PDMS poly(dimethylsiloxane)

PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)

PS polystyrene

QCM quartz crystal microbalance

RSA random sequential adsorption

SAM self-assembled monolayer

SAR scanning angle reflectometry

SFA surface force apparatus

SPR surface plasmon resonance

TIRF total internal reflection fluorescence

VSFS vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy

VWF von Willebrand factor

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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INTRODUCTION

Nanometer scale self-assemblies of biological molecules,

such as protein nanotubes, play important roles in nature

to regulate biological activities. It is a natural progress to

synthesize protein nanotubes in order to mimic those

biological functions and apply for medical applications

such as drug delivery and medical imaging. Although it

appears to be unlikely, peptide nanotubes are also applied

to non-biological fields such as electronics, sensors, ca-

talysis, and optics because those smart, selective peptide

functions can be applied in various device fabrication

processes. Those new types of building blocks with smart

biological functions may offer more economical, repro-

ducible, accurate, and simpler methods in device fabri-

cations. In this article, various examples of natural and

synthetic protein nanotubes and their functionalizations

for particular applications are discussed.[1 – 32]

OVERVIEW

Protein nanotubes are tubular assemblies of proteins. The

production of protein nanotubes can be synthetic or

natural. They are generally produced via their direct self-

assemblies into tubular structures[33] or their self-assem-

blies on template nanotubes.[34 – 37] While the direct

nanotube assemblies from protein monomers without

templates are normally achieved in vitro,[38,39] there are

some examples that protein nanotubes are self-assembled

in solutions in the presence of divalent metal ions.[40]

With the aid of surfactants, some proteins were also

demonstrated to be assembled as a tubular form.[41]

Molecular self-assembly is robust and reproducible under

the controlled experimental conditions.[42,43] For exam-

ple, protein nanotubes are grown in solution via self-

assembly with high reproducibility and monodisper-

sity.[40] Thermodynamics controls chemical structures

and dimensions of self-assembled nanotubes[44] and it can

be determined by external experimental conditions such

as pH, temperature, solvents, and pressure.[45] Protein

nanotubes such as virus, phages, and microtubules are

also produced via natural self-assembly with high

reproducibility and monodispersity inside cells. The

chemical structures of natural protein nanotubes can be

modified via mutations, which gives flexibility to design

protein nanotubes.[46] Therefore the use of self-assemblies

either synthetically or naturally has an advantage to mass-

produce monodisperse and chemically identical nano-

tubes. Because protein nanotubes are water-soluble, it

makes their size separation easier if necessary.

While the self-assembly nature offers some interesting

features in protein nanotubes, they may not display useful

physical properties as shown in metal and semiconductor

nanowires for particular devices such as electronics and

sensors. Then what makes protein nanotubes special

compared with other inorganic nanotubes/nanowires? I

believe that features of protein nanotubes distinguished

from other nanotubes are their flexibility in the function-

ality and their molecular recognition. All proteins have

some functions and those functions can be used to

introduce new properties into protein nanotubes, desired

for particular building blocks in specific nanodevices. For

example, proteins can mineralize various metals and

semiconductors selectively via their molecular recogni-

tion and biomineralization, which are routinely operated

in living systems.[47,48] Positioning of protein nanotubes

can be achieved through biological recognitions of

proteins toward their complementary ligands.

In this article, I would like to categorize the features

of protein nanotubes into four characteristic functions:

1) coating, 2) arrangement, 3) sensing, and 4) mechanical

motion. In the coating section, biomineralization of

protein nanotubes is discussed. In the placement section,

organization and location-specific immobilization of

protein nanotubes are explained via biological recogni-

tions such as inorganic-protein and protein–protein

interactions. Physical property changes of protein nano-

tubes via biological recognition-induced adsorption of

target molecules can be used for their detections and

quantitative analysis, as explained in the ‘‘Sensing’’

section. In the ‘‘Mechanical motion’’ section, motor

functions of protein nanotubes by converting chemical

energy into mechanical force are summarized.

COATING

To apply protein nanotubes as building blocks for various

nanodevices, functionalizations of protein nanotubes via
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coatings are very effective. Choices of proteins are

dependent upon what types of materials to be coated.

Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) was used to mineralize

CdS, PbS, silica, and iron oxides on the outer surfaces of

TMV.[49,50] Tobacco mosaic virus, a hollow protein

nanotube, is a stable viron with 18 nm in diameter and

300 nm in length, self-assembled from the protein

monomers. The repeated protein subunits on the nano-

tubes offer the nucleation sites to produce highly

crystalline semiconductor coatings. Fig. 1a shows CdS

nanotubes fabricated by exposing a buffered suspension

of TMV in 10 mM CdCl2 to H2S gas for up to 6 hr. High-

resolution transmission electron micrograph (HRTEM) of

the CdS nanotubes in Fig. 1b indicates that the CdS

coating consists of aggregates of crystalline CdS nano-

particles with 5 nm in diameter, whose fringe space

matches a (111) lattice plane of the zinc-blende structure.

Modified TMV nanotubes at the C-terminus via a single

site mutation were also synthesized as template nanotubes

to improve their selectable chemospecificity.[46] The

modified TMV nanotubes have lysine units on the outer

surfaces of the nanotubes and these sites can be used to

immobilize functional molecules via N-hydroxy succina-

mide chemistry (Fig. 2). This mutant TMV nanotube

functionalized with flurophor selectively mineralized Cu

via photoreduction of Cu ions. Another example of

biomineralization of protein nanotubes is to produce

magnetic nanofibers by using rod-shaped bacteriums as

templates.[51] A single bacillus subtilis bacterium is an

organism with cells of approximately 0.7 mm in diameter

and up to 4 mm in length. Two types of iron oxide

nanoparticles, magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghaemite (g-

Fe2O3), were mineralized on the bacterial threads. The

magnetization data showed that the magnetic field-

dependent switching behavior was markedly sharp when

single domains of iron oxide nanoparticles were aligned

to the easy axes of the nanotubes. This alignment was

achieved when the magnetic nanotube synthesis was

conducted within an external magnetic field.

Microtubules, self-assembled from cytoskeletal pro-

teins in vitro, were used as template nanotubes to coat

Pd.[38] The subunits of purified porcine brain tubulin were

cross-linked by glutaric dialdehyde and this process

yielded stabilized microtubules, whose diameter is 4–5

nm and length is about 8 nm. This resulting microtubule

remained intact up to 90�C for approximately 1 hr in the

pH range from 4 to 9. The improved microtubule

mineralized Pd with trisodium citrate or dimethylamine

borane at 90�C. The trisodium citrate produced smaller Pd

nanocrystals with a mean diameter of 1.9 nm and the

dimethylamine borane produced larger Pd nanocrystals

with a mean diameter of 3.1 nm (Fig. 3a). HRTEM

micrograph of the highly monodisperse Pd nanocrystals

on the nanotubes imaged the (111) plane of a pure

metallic Pd phase (Fig. 3b). Pd nanocrystals were found to

grow on both a- and b-tubulin subunits of the protein

nanotubes and the histidine residues likely serve as nucle-

ation sites for the Pd biomineralization on the nanotubes.

Improved metal nanocrystal coatings were demonstrat-

ed on the biological nanotubes incorporating sequenced

peptides that can mineralize specific metals via biological

recognitions.[52] This sequence consisting of histidine and

alanine residues not only produced monodisperse Au

nanocrystals on the nanotube surfaces but also controlled

the density and the size of nanocrystals by tuning the

sequenced peptide conformations (Fig. 4).[53] The histi-

dine residue captured Au ions (ClAuPMe3) and the

reduction of those trapped Au ions led to monodisperse

nanocrystal formation with an average diameter of 5 nm

on the nanotubes. The change in experimental conditions

such as pHs and ion concentrations in the nanocrystal

growth solution induced the ion-peptide conformation

change and this structural transformation controlled the

size and the distribution of Au nanocrystals on the

nanotubes. It should be noted that metallic nanocrystals

with a diameter below 6 nm are in the size domain to

Fig. 1 TEM images of (a) CdS-coated TMV nanotubes, scale

bar=50 nm, inset: corresponding EDX spectrum (Ni and Cu

peaks arise from TEM grid and sample holder). (b) CdS

nanocrystals (white arrows) on the TMV nanotube in high

magnification, scale bar=10 nm. (From Ref. [49]. Copyright

(1999) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.)
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observe significant conductivity change by changing the

packing density.[54] Therefore this system may be useful

as a conductivity-tunable building block by controlling

the nanocrystal size and the distribution.

ARRANGEMENT

There are several techniques to align nanotubes by using

electronic fields, magnetic fields, microfluidics, and

hydrophobic interactions.[26 – 30] But when multiple types

of nanotubes are necessary to be aligned respectively in

more complex device configurations, the above methods

may not be sufficient. For example, consider fabricating

a nanodevice whose configuration has two nanotubes

crossing perpendicular to each other (Fig. 5). In this

configuration, when one nanotube is coated by a metal and

the other nanotube is coated by a semiconductor, this

nanodevice will function as a switch in memory circuits

for reading and writing information.[6,55] Whereas these

Fig. 2 (a) The upper panel: the facile NHS chemical reaction; the middle panel: the structure of TMV nanotube and a schematic to

introduce ligands on the TMV nanotube surface via the NHS chemistry; the lower panel: the structure of the protein monomer for the

TMV nanotube and the relative positions of the monomer in the TMV nanotube. (b) Electron micrograph of m-TMV nanotubes. (From

Ref. [46]. Copyright (2002) Institute of Physics Publishing.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 (a) TEM image of palladium nanoparticles immobilized on a microtubule, scale bar=20 nm. (b) HRTEM image of palladium

nanoparticles on the microtubule, scale bar=5 nm. (From Ref. [38]. Copyright (2002) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.)
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device elements can be switched between well-defined on-

and-off states by transiently charging the coated nanotubes

to produce attractive and repulsive electrostatic forces,[55]

aligning two or more types of nanotubes in desired

directions precisely is not an easy task by the techniques

described above.

By functionalizing circuit elements and connecting

wires with biomolecular recognition of complementary

connecting units while in solution, we can mimic

biological systems, in which organic/inorganic nanoscale

building blocks are routinely and precisely turned into

complex structures for biological function with almost

perfect reproducibility. In theory, protein nanotubes,

which can recognize and selectively bind a well-defined

region on complimentary protein-patterned substrates, can

be used as building blocks to assemble three-dimensional

nanoscale architectures by placing them at the uniquely

defined positions. As shown in Fig. 5, an antigen 1

nanotube can be aligned on antibody 1 areas while an

antigen 2 nanotube recognizes and immobilizes on

antibody 2 surfaces. Therefore the immobilization of

protein nanotubes onto the antibody self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs) will be ‘‘programmed’’ (i.e., protein

nanotubes recognize binding sites and attach automati-

cally) in aqueous solution without any complicated

multistep fabrication procedures. To demonstrate the

feasibility of this scheme, the streptavidin-coated nano-

tubes were dispersed on biotin-incorporated SAMs in

solution, and their selective immobilization onto the

biotin-incorporated SAMs was observed after 1 day

(Fig. 6).[56] Protein-functionalized nanotubes were posi-

tioned to interconnect patterned complimentary protein-

SAM/Au surfaces via protein–protein interactions; how-

ever, uniform coverage of proteins on template nanotubes

also caused the nanotube aggregations on the compli-

mentary protein-SAM surfaces.[56] One solution to

produce the nanotube-bridge configurations with mini-

mum nanotube aggregations could be selective protein

immobilization at the ends of nanotubes. We recently

demonstrate that this location-specific protein immobili-

zation on nanotubes was established by using Au

nanocrystal masks.[57] As a proof-of-principle, avidin

Fig. 4 TEM images of Au nanocrystals regulated by the sequenced histidine-rich peptides on the nanotubes. Au nanocrystals were

grown by reducing the Au ion-nanotube solution after incubating Au ions for 10 days at (a) pH=8.5, and (b) pH=11.5. Insets show the

TEM images in higher magnification. (From Refs. [52] and [53].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Illustration of proposed scheme to assemble multiple protein nanotubes into device configurations via biological recognitions

between the protein nanotubes and the complimentary protein-patterned surfaces. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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was used to be immobilized only at the ends of peptide

nanotubes with the nanotube end-fabrication method, as

outlined in Fig. 7. The approach involves thiolation of the

nanotube sidewalls [step (i)] and Au nanocrystal coating

to mask the sidewalls of nanotubes [step (ii)], followed by

incubating nanotubes with sulforhodamine-labeled avidin

[step (iii)]. After avidin molecules were immobilized at

the ends (with no Au nanocrystals) and the sidewalls (with

Au nanocrystals) of the nanotubes, the Au nanocrystals on

the sidewalls were chemically etched and the proteins at

the ends remained attached without denaturing [step (iv)].

The chemical etching of the Au nanocrystal masks on the

sidewalls of nanotubes removed avidin molecules from

the sidewalls; however, avidin molecules at the nanotube

Fig. 6 Illustration and SEM image of a streptavidin-functionalized nanotube immobilized onto the complimentary biotin SAMs/Au

substrates. (From Ref. [56].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Procedure to immobilize proteins at the ends of nanotubes using Au nanocrystals as protective masks. (From Ref. [57].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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ends remained bound.[57] After sulforhodamine-labeled

avidin was incubated into the Au nanocrystal-masked

nanotube solution for 36 hr [step (iii) in Fig. 7], the

protein was immobilized on the entire nanotube surface

shown by fluorescence micrograph of the resulting

nanotube (Fig. 8a). This fluorescence image was dramat-

ically changed after the Au nanocrystals on the nanotube

sidewall were etched by iodine in step (iv). After etching

the Au nanocrystals from the nanotube surface, fluoresc-

ing areas of the sulforhodamine-labeled avidin were

limited to the ends of the nanotube and fluorescence at the

nanotube sidewall was diminished, as shown in Fig. 8b.

These fluorescence micrographs confirm that the protein

remained bound to the peptide nanotube ends after the

chemical Au nanocrystal etching. This chemical etching

process did not denature the avidin on the nanotubes and

the nanotube ends could still recognize the complemen-

tary biotin after the etching process.[57] This result is

particularly important to this proposed research because

denaturing proteins at the nanotube ends via the chemical

etching process could prevent the use of this protein

nanotube as building blocks for nanodevices due to the

loss of the biological recognition function. Our prelimi-

nary result indicates that these end-functionalized nano-

tubes reduced the nanotube aggregation about five times

on the biotin-SAMs compared to the nanotubes whose

entire surfaces were coated by avidin.[57]

The location-specific assembly of protein nanotubes

was also achieved via biological recognitions between

inorganic surfaces and phages.[58] Phages and natural

protein nanotubes with 6.6 nm in diameter and approx-

imately 880 nm in length (Fig. 9A) can be modified to

have specific peptide sequences on the surfaces to re-

cognize and bind specific inorganic surface after multiple

cycles of the peptide selection processes. To identify

appropriate peptide sequences of phages to recognize

specific inorganic surfaces, Whaley and coworkers used a

combinatorial library of genetically engineered bacterio-

phage.[58] For example, this peptide combinatory ap-

proach identified proteins that specifically bind GaAs

(100) and they were self-assembled on the patterned GaAs

surfaces (Fig. 10).[59] The specificity of binding exerted

the level over the recognition of crystal orientations.

Those genetically engineered bacteriophage–nano-

crystal complexes can also be arranged into ordered

films.[60] For example, when phages were engineered to

recognize ZnS, they mineralized highly crystalline ZnS

nanocrystals at the end of the tubules in ZnCl2/Na2S

solutions (Fig. 9B,C). Under the optimized experimental

conditions, those phages with ZnS nanocrystals were

spontaneously assembled into self-supporting hybrid

Fig. 8 Fluorescence micrographs of (a) the Au nanocrystal-

masked nanotube incubated with sulforhodamine-labeled avidin

[step (iii) in Fig. 7], (b) the nanotube with sulforhodamine-

labeled avidin after etching the Au nanocrystals [step (iv) in

Fig. 7]. (From Ref. [57].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 (A) Illustration of phage and ZnS nanocrystals (the PIII peptide unit and the ZnS nanocrystal bound to the phage are not

drawn in scale). (B) TEM image of an individual phage and ZnS nanocrystals. (C) HRTEM image of 0.01% phage–ZnS suspension,

showing lattice fringe images of ZnS nanocrystals. (D) Illustration of liquid crystal alignment of the phage–ZnS nanocrystal

complexes. (From Ref. [60]. Copyright (2002) American Association for the Advancement of Science.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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films whose order structures were maintained over a

centimeter-length scale (Fig. 9D). These films showed

the liquid crystalline phase behaviors and they could be

modulated by solvent concentrations and an external

magnetic field.[60] The monodispersity of the genetically

engineered phages and the ease in incorporating and

aligning various types of inorganic nanocrystals by

molecular cloning techniques and genetic selections are

advantageous to apply the protein nanotube-based materi-

als in the field of liquid crystals.

SENSING

As pointed out above, one of the key functions of proteins

is to recognize specific molecules and ions. The molec-

ular recognitions of proteins are dependent on the shapes

of target molecules because multiple hydrogen bonds,

electrostatic interactions, and hydrophobic interactions be-

tween target molecules and proteins in a well-defined

spatial pattern provide the excellent selectivity of protein

bindings.[61] Therefore it is natural to apply the molecular

recognition of protein nanotubes to sense and diagnose

target molecules.

A planar field effect transistor (FET) has been used

mostly as a nanotube-based sensor configuration. Modi-

fication of the gate oxide in the carbon nanotube-based

FET allowed monitoring a conductance change due to the

adsorption of analytes.[62] The practical aspect of the FET

is that the FET can serve as a highly sensitive real-time

electrically based sensor. The sensitivity of carbon nano-

tube-based FET sensors was in the regime of single-mo-

lecule detection.[62]

Cui and coworkers assembled antigen nanowires, anti-

gen-coated silicon nanowires, as building blocks into the

FET sensors.[63] The single-crystal boron-doped (p-type)

silicon nanowires, prepared by a nanocluster-mediated

vapor–liquid–solid growth method,[64] were aligned by a

microfluidic technique between two electrodes, a source

and a drain (Fig. 11).[29] The reversible, real-time antigen-

nanowire sensor was fabricated by functionalizing the

silicon nanowire template with biotin via the drop de-

position, and this sensor system could detect conductivity

changes under m-antibiotin adsorption on the functional-

ized nanowires.[63] A linear change in the nanowire con-

ductance as a function of m-antibiotin concentration was

observed as shown in Fig. 11. The correlation between

linear current (I) vs. voltage (V) was transformed to the

conductance (dI/dV). The detection of m-antibiotin in this

sensor system was achieved below 10 nM, while the de-

tection limit for streptavidin could reach in the order

of pM.[63]

MECHANICAL MOTION

There have been major attempts to synthesize chemically

powered nanoscale engines driven by light or chemical

energy.[65,66] The weaknesses of the synthetic nanoscale

motors are as follows: 1) they often stall when operated

under load; and 2) they have a low cycle time.[61] In

contrast, motor proteins are better engines at this point as

the man-made motors are fueled by electrical or thermal

energy with an efficiency of around 30% while protein

motors are driven by direct conversion from chemical

energy with an efficiency as high as 90%.[67] There-

fore motor proteins have been studied extensively not

only to understand the mechanism for their mechanical

Fig. 10 Fluorescence image of tetramethyl rhodaimine-labeled

phages selectively assembled on the patterned (100) GaAs

surfaces. The red lines (1 mm across) correspond to GaAs and

the black spaces (4 mm across) are SiO2. (From Ref. [59].

Copyright (2002) National Academy of Science, U.S.A.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Plot of the conductance change of a biotin-modified Si

nanowire vs. m-antibiotin concentration. (Inset) SEM image of a

typical FET configuration: a Si nanowire connecting two elec-

trodes, a source and a drain. (From Ref. [63]. Copyright (2001)

American Association for the Advancement of Science.)
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motions regulating cell activities but also to fabricate

high-performance nanoscale engines. There are two types

of well-studied protein motors, translational motors and

rotary motors. Translation protein motors transport on the

complimentary protein nanotubes. While development

of rotary protein-based nanodevices has also been very

active,[68] rotary protein motors are not discussed in

this chapter.

Conformational changes of motor proteins produce me-

chanical forces and motions fueled by the interconversion

of chemical energy.[69] Translational motor proteins move

along their complementary nanotubes via the energy con-

version. Microtubules, protein nanotubes in diameter of

25 nm, are tracks to guide a translational motor protein,

kinesin. Kinesins transport vesicles, chromosomes, and

protein complexes using these tracks throughout the

intracellular environment.[70] For example, kinesins

transfer encapsulated neurotransmitters from cores of

nerve cells to synaptic clefts in order to excite next nerve

cells.[61]

Kinesins are elongated heterotetrameric proteins and

contain adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and microtubule

binding sites.[30] The side-by-side motor domains alter-

nately bind and release the tubulin subunits of a micro-

tubule, a- and b-tubulins, in a walking type of motion.[71]

The walking motion is fueled by the hydrolysis of ATP

from adenosine diphosphate (ADP), initiated by a proton

gradient across a cell membrane. The kinetically more

dynamic end of the microtubule is terminated with the

b-tubulin (black circles in Fig. 12a) whose relative po-

larity is positive, whereas the opposite end is terminated

with a-tubulin (white circles in Fig. 12a) whose relative

polarity is negative. The overall structural polarity of

microtubules is recognized by motor proteins, which

determine the direction of their motion along the micro-

tubule surface as kinesin steps only toward the plus

end.[72] Myosins are another family of translational pro-

tein motors that move along actin nanotubes for cell

motility and muscle contraction.[61]

While there have been extensive effort to manipulate

this molecular transport machinery outside cells and

fabricate as moving building blocks of nanodevices

driven by kinesin/myosin motor proteins,[71] their appli-

cations require to overcome technical problems such as

the orientation of force generation toward the desired

direction, the optimization of surface conditions and

geometries, and the stability of the motor protein–protein

nanotube systems.[73]

Motor protein–protein nanotube integrated systems

have been fabricated in two configurations: 1) moving

motor proteins on protein nanotube tracks; and 2) moving

protein nanotubes on motor protein-patterned surfaces.

Fig. 12 (a) Illustration of the microtubule transport on kinesin motor surfaces. (b) Illustration of a typical geometry of the kinesin

motor track. (c) Micrograph of photolabeled microtubules moving in channels (2 mm wide) on a patterned polyurethane substrate. The

dotted lines are the paths of individual microtubules. (From Ref. [61]. Copyright (2002) the Materials Research Society.)
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The first configuration is analogous to the geometry found

in cells.[70] When kinesins and microtubules were

integrated to develop nanodevices, the majority of effort

has been focused on positioning and alignment of

microtubules.[30,70,71,73] The microtubules must be

aligned precisely in order to transport cargoes attached

to motor proteins toward the proper destinations. For

example, Limberis and Stewart transported silicon

microchips with genetically engineered kinesin motors

to particular locations guided by patterned microtubules

on substrates.[71]

The second configuration is the inversed geometry

used in nature. Various surface topologies with lithogra-

phically fabricated ridges and valleys were examined as

motor protein tracks to guide protein nanotubes inside the

ridges or valleys (Fig. 12b). The difficulty in this scheme

is that microtubules tend to escape from the valleys by

binding the sidewalls of valleys, slowly climb up, and

then move toward different directions.[74] This escaping

motion of microtubules on a kinesin-coated polyurethane

surface patterned with 2-mm-wide and 1-mm-deep chan-

nels is shown in Fig. 12c. In this figure, the bottom of the

channels is in focus and the plateaus in between are out of

focus. Some microtubules were staying in the channels

but most of them moved up and down in the grooves.[74]

The patterned myosin surfaces were shown to direct the

actin nanotube movement in one direction more effec-

tively.[75] Recently, the myosin gel substrate also ap-

peared to regulate the movement of the cross-linked actin

nanofibers in one direction (Fig. 13).[67] The optimal

solution to engineer motor protein/protein nanotube tracks

seems to be an optimized combination of chemical and

topological track patterns,[74] and the myosin/actin system

may be chemically favorable to reduce the nanotube

sliding motions.

Those motor protein/protein nanotube systems have

potential to be applied in the fields of mechanical

engineering, biomedical engineering, and electronics.

Coupling motors/nanotubes with gears or rotors may be

used as switches or valves in microfluidic channels.[70] It

is encouraging that recently motion of microtubules can

be turned on and off sequentially on patterned motor

protein substrates triggered by UV-induced release of

caged ATP via the enzymatic ATP degradation, which is

a crucial feature to develop the switches and the

valves.[74] Motor protein-based microgenerators, pumps,

and biosensors can be applied in medical implants.[71] For

example, the motor protein-based microgenerators can

power implanted microdevices for monitoring physiolog-

ical processes because the mechanochemical energy of

motor proteins is transduced to an electrical current. In

any applications described above, alignments and chem-

ical controls of protein nanotubes will be crucial to

develop nanodevices from these smart components.

CONCLUSION

Protein nanotubes have distinguished characters com-

pared with other nanotubes. Obviously, protein-assembled

nanotubes are biocompatible and broad biological appli-

cations can be expected. Molecular recognition is another

unique function in protein nanotubes. The molecular

recognition, such as an antibody–antigen recognition,

images the complementarity of a lock and a key—the lock

being antibody and the key being antigen that is re-

cognized via the spatial fit and noncovalent interactions to

form the specific antibody–antigen complex. This spe-

cificity will make protein nanotubes smart building blocks

for high-performance chemical sensors. When multiple

antibodies are patterned wisely on surfaces, resulting

device configurations, after antigen-nanotubes recognize

and position onto their complementary regions, will be

achieved via their robust self-assembling processes. This

approach may build certain device configurations in an

economical and simple manner. Coupling between protein

nanotubes and motor proteins certainly offers intriguing

potential to build nanodevices powered by converting

chemical energy into mechanical force. When physical

properties of protein nanotubes are not suitable to certain

applications, protein nanotubes can be functionalized to

Fig. 13 (a) Sequential fluorescence images of the cross-linked actin gel movement on the oriented myosin gels. (b) Illustration of the

actin gel movement on the myosin gels. (From Ref. [67]. Copyright (2002) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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add the desired physical properties. For example, if con-

ductive nanotubes need to be placed at a certain position,

protein nanotubes can be coated with conductive metals

via biomineralization after protein nanotubes are posi-

tioned at the desired position via molecular recognitions.

To date, fabrication of protein nanotubes and organization

of protein nanotubes have been investigated, respectively.

Applications of protein nanotubes as building blocks in

real-world nanodevices will be accelerated once those two

outcomes are integrated.

Of course, this field is still extremely young and there

are many concerns and hurdles to overcome. For example,

proteins typically lose their functions within days or

weeks unless they are frozen.[61] They degrade by various

and often competing mechanisms, including thermal and

enzymatic degradation as well as precipitation. For the

applications in the coating and the arrangement of

nanotubes, proteins need to be active during the nanotube

assembly, which is normally achieved in a short time

because of robust self-assembly. Therefore the protein

degradation may not be a crucial issue for these

applications. But when protein nanotubes are applied to

the devices necessary to transform one structure to the

other repeatedly or to detect target molecules over and

over again, proteins must be evolved to survive under

harsh environmental conditions.[76,77]

Various difficulties in applying protein nanotubes as

building blocks of nanodevices will be overcome if we

keep learning from nature. There are many natural protein

nanotubes/nanofibers whose excellent properties are

known, but their chemical structures remain unsolved.

For example, a tensile strength of spider dragline silk is

comparable with steel and its elasticity is comparable with

rubber.[78] This unique combination makes the spider

dragline silk mechanically superior to any other man-

made materials. But it was just recently that the protein

sequences and structures of the spider dragline silk were

understood.[78] Progress in understanding unsolved natu-

ral protein nanotubes and mimicking those nanotubes will

make protein nanotubes more attractive to apply them as

building blocks for various nanometer-scaled devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in several critical research fields (processing,

catalytic, optical, actuation, electrical, mechanical fields,

etc.) have started to benefit from new technological

advancements in the area of nanotechnology.[1–22] Nano-

technology can be broadly defined as the use of materials

and systems whose structures and components exhibit

novel and significantly changed properties when control is

gained at the atomic, molecular, and supramolecular

levels. Specifically, such advances have been found for

materials when particulate size is decreased to below 100

nm. However, to date, relatively few advantages have

been described for biological applications (specifically,

those involving protein interactions). This chapter eluci-

dates several promising examples of the control nano-

phase materials have in manipulating interactions with

proteins to improve traditional biological applications

(such as for improving implantable devices, filtration

systems, bioMEMS, etc.). Such advances were previously

unimaginable with conventional materials possessing

large micron size particulates. To describe the promise

nanophase materials have in revolutionizing interactions

with biology, this chapter will start with a review of

protein structure and interaction with solid surfaces. The

chapter will then continue with reports from the literature

providing evidence of unique interactions proteins can

have with nanophase materials.

PROTEIN STRUCTURE

Proteins are essential to health and, in fact, mean ‘‘of first

importance’’ in Greek. This is for a very good reason

because initial protein interactions with material surfaces

control subsequent cell functions essential for tissue

engineering/implant applications, antibody interactions

for immunoassays and/or biodetection devices, and

bacteria interactions involved in problems such as marine

fouling and infection. Clearly, understanding protein size

and structure will aid investigators in either maximizing or

minimizing protein interactions with surfaces to improve

these technologies.

Proteins are polyamides formed by a step reaction

polymerization between the amino and carboxyl groups of

amino acids:

where R is a characteristic side group and n is the number

of repeating units. Depending on the side group, the

molecular structure of the protein will drastically change.

The simplest side group in protein structure is hydrogen,

which will form the amino acid glycine (abbreviated Gly).

The geometry of Gly is shown in Fig. 1 as a hypothetical

flat sheet with a repeating distance of 0.72 nm.[23]

Although the R side group in proteins can be diverse (as

will soon be discussed), there are many commonalities

between proteins, namely, size and structure in the

nanometer regime. To date, the fundamental nanometer

size of proteins has been largely ignored and not

appreciated when considering approaches to control initial

protein interactions with surfaces. Thus it is first important

to describe protein structure to discuss how nanotechnol-

ogy can be utilized to influence protein interactions. There

are four important levels of protein structure to consider:

primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary; these will be

discussed in the sections that follow.

Primary Protein Structure

The primary structure of a protein is its linear sequence of

amino acids. Each amino acid is linked to another through

peptide bonds (Fig. 2).[23] Because there are 20 amino

acids found in man (11 of which are synthesized in the

human body: Ala, Arg, Asn, Asp, Cys, Glu, Gln, Gly, Pro,

Ser, and Tyr; and 9 of which are synthesized elsewhere

but are essential to human diet: His, Ile, Leu, Lys, Met,

Phe, Thr, Trp, and Val) (Fig. 3),[24] many sequences are

possible to create numerous proteins with diverse prop-

erties. Moreover, these 20 amino acids are themselves

diverse (Table 1)[25–27] and may be classified according to

a number of categories: such as either aliphatic amino

acids, amino acids with hydroxyl-containing or sulfur-

containing side chains, aromatic amino acids, basic amino
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acids, cyclic amino acids, or acidic amino acids and their

amides, as presented in Fig. 3. Other amino acid

classifications that are often utilized when considering

initial protein interactions with material surfaces are either

nonpolar, polar, or ionized, labeled as either N, P, or I in

Fig. 3, respectively.

Some amino acids have side chains (or residues) that

carry no charge at any pH yet exhibit strong polar

character (e.g., Ser and Thr).[23] Ionizable side chains vary

from fairly acidic ones (such as Asp and Glu, which are

fully negative at the physiological pH of 7.4) to more

basic amino acids (such as the imidazole group in His,

which has a positive charge at a pH of 7.4) and the still

more basic amino acids that carry full charges at a pH of

7.4 (specifically, Lys and Arg).[23] Yet another group of

amino acids has no acid, base, or polar character in their

residues as shown by their generally much lower

solubility in water (such as Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Met, Trp,

and Pro). For these reasons, it should not be surprising

why proteins exist with a wide range of properties, as

shown in Table 2, and this is just from considering protein

primary structure.[25,26,28–32]

Secondary Structure

The secondary structure of proteins consists of regions of

ordered structures in the protein chain (Fig. 4a and b).[23]

Two main secondary structures of proteins are very

common: the a-helix (Fig. 4a) and the b-pleated sheet

(Fig. 4b). The degree of secondary structures in proteins

varies to a large amount. For example, in structural

proteins such as silk and wool, secondary structures are

extensive and thus determine the overall shape of such

proteins.[23] In addition, myoglobin and hemoglobin

(proteins involved in oxygen transport and storage) have

extensive a-helical secondary structure. In contrast, some

proteins possess very little secondary structure such as the

digestive enzyme chymotrypsin.

Both the a-helix and b-pleated sheet secondary protein

structures are controlled by hydrogen bonding mechan-

isms, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Hydrogen bonding mechan-

isms are electrostatic attractions between oxygen of one

chemical group and hydrogen of another chemical group.

The a-helix results from the coiling of the protein chain

such that the peptide bonds making up the backbone are

able to form hydrogen bonds with each other (presented as

curved lines in Fig. 4a). These hydrogen bonds are

directed along the axis of the helix, and thus amino acid

residues (portions of the amino acid not participating in

the peptide bond) extend at right angles from the helix

with minimal steric hindrance that further stabilizes the

a-helix. The b-pleated sheet is a layering of protein chains

in which each layer is held together by hydrogen bonds

between the peptide links (presented as curved lines in

Fig. 4b). The amino acid residues are situated at right

angles to the sheets with, again, minimal steric hindrance

that further stabilizes the b-pleated sheet.

Tertiary Structure

The tertiary structure of proteins is the overall three-

dimensional shape of the protein (Fig. 5).[23] Protein

tertiary structure can either possess little order for many

structural proteins, or be extremely complicated for other

proteins such as enzymes that fold up on themselves to

form more complex structures. Clearly, the tertiary

structure of proteins is a consequence of primary structure

as it depends on spontaneous interactions between dif-

ferent amino acids and, under aqueous conditions, spon-

taneous interactions between amino acids and water as

will be discussed. Because of the properties of the amino

acids and the order in which amino acids are bonded (i.e.,

protein primary structure), select electrostatic interactions

will be created for predictable tertiary structures. This

automatic folding of proteins occurs even as proteins are

Fig. 1 The geometry of proteins as a hypothetical flat sheet

with a repeating distance of 0.72 nm. (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 2 Each amino acid is linked to another in proteins through

peptide bonds. Note that the R group characteristic of each

amino acid is often referred to as an amino acid residue. (From

Ref. [23].)
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Fig. 3 Twenty common amino acids. N, P, and I are nonpolar, polar, and ionized residue categories, respectively, that appear to the left

of each amino acid. (From Refs. [23] and [24].)
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Table 1 Diverse properties of amino acid residues

Amino acid

(three-letter and one-letter abbreviations) Charge

Hydrophobicity

(kcal/mol)a

Surface tension

(erg/cm2/mol/l lowering of

the surface tension of water)

Isoleucine (Ile or I) Neutral 0.73 �15.2

Phenylalanine (Phe or F) Neutral 0.61 �17.3

Valine (Val or V) Neutral 0.54 �3.74

Leucine (Leu or L) Neutral 0.53 �21.9

Tryptophan (Trp or W) Neutral 0.37 �9.6

Methionine (Met or M) Neutral 0.26 �3.01

Alanine (Ala or A) Neutral 0.25 0.96

Glycine (Gly or G) Neutral 0.16 1.12

Cysteine (Cys or C) 0 to �1 0.04 0.69

Tyrosine (Tyr or Y) 0 to �1 0.02 �15.1

Proline (Pro or P) Neutral �0.07 �0.49

Threonine (Thr or T) Neutral �0.18 0.59

Serine (Ser or S) Neutral �0.26 0.76

Histidine (His or H) 0 to 1 �0.40 1.03

Glutamic acid (Glu or E) 0 to �1 �0.62 0.86

Asparagine (Asn or N) Neutral �0.64 1.17

Glutamine (Gln or Q) Neutral �0.69 1.21

Aspartic acid (Asp or D) 0 to �1 �0.72 0.96

Lysine (Lys or K) 0 to 1 �1.1 0.92

Arginine (Arg or R) 0 to 1 �1.8 1.03

aTransfer from hydrophobic to more hydrophilic phase; increased positive value means more hydrophobic.

Source: Refs. [25–27].

Table 2 Diverse properties of proteins

Protein Function Location

Size

(kDa) Shape (Å) Stability Surface activity

Albumin Carrier Blood 65 42�141 Denatures at 60�C Low on polyethylene

Fibrinogen Clotting Blood 340 460�60

(trinodular string)

Denatures at 56�C High on polyethylene

IgG Antibody Blood 165 T-shaped Low on polyethylene

Lysozyme Bacterial lysis Tear;

hen egg

14.6 45�30 (globular) DGn=�14 kcal/mol High on negatively

charged surfaces

Hemoglobin Oxygen carrier Red blood

cells

65 55 (spherical) Normal form Very high on

polyethylene

Hemoglobin S Oxygen carrier Sickle red

blood cells

65 55 (spherical) Less than

hemoglobin

Much higher

air–water

activity than

hemoglobin

Myoglobin Oxygen carrier Muscle 16.7 45�35�25

(spherical)

DGn=�12 kcal/mol

Collagen Matrix factor Tissue 285 3000�15

(triple helical rod)

Melts at 39�C

Bacteriorhodopsin Membrane

protein

26 30–40 long High at cell membrane

Tryptophan synthase

a subunit (wild type)

Enzyme 27 DGn=�8.8 kcal/mol;

denatures at 55�C
High air–water activity

compared to ovalbumin

Tryptophan synthase

variant a subunit

Enzyme 27 DGn=�16.8 kcal/mol Much less active at

air–water interface

than wild type

Source: Refs. [25,26,28–32].
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Fig. 4 Secondary protein structures: (a) a-helix and (b) b-pleated sheet. (From Ref. [23].)
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synthesized within ribosomes of cells. As individual

proteins are synthesized, residues of each amino acid will

either attract, repel, or remain indifferent to residues of

another amino acid. Thus regions of the protein will twist

and turn to minimize unfavorable and to maximize

favorable interactions to form a consistent shape or

three-dimensional tertiary structure, as illustrated in

Fig. 5 (please note repulsive and attracting forces resulting

in a favorable protein shape).

There are four main interactions among residues of

amino acids that contribute to the tertiary structure of

proteins, each with different strengths: covalent, ionic,

hydrogen, and van der Waals bonds. Of these interactions,

covalent bonds are the strongest, as indicated in

Table 3.[23] For example, when two Cys amino acids

come in close proximity, a covalent bond between sulfur

in each residue can be formed as a result of oxidation

(Fig. 6a).[23] This covalent bond can have a strength

Fig. 5 Tertiary protein structure. (From Ref. [23].)

Table 3 Strengths of bonds controlling tertiary

protein structure

Type of bond Strength (kJ/mol)

Covalent (S S) 250

Ionic 20

Hydrogen 7–40

Van der Waals 1.9

Source: Ref. [23].
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Fig. 6 Four main interactions among residues of amino acids: (a) covalent, (b) ionic, (c) hydrogen, and (d) van der Waals bonds. (From

Ref. [23].)
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approaching 250 kJ/mol.[23] Ionic bonds are also a strong

interaction force (approximately 20 kJ/mol),[23] which

occurs between chemical groups having opposite charges.

For example, ionic bonds are often formed between the

carboxylate ion of an acidic residue (such as Asp) and the

ammonium ion of a basic residue (such as Lys), as

presented in Fig. 6b.[23] As previously mentioned, hy-

drogen bonds are formed between electronegative atoms,

such as oxygen, and protons attached to electronegative

atoms. Hydrogen bonding between two Ser amino acids is

illustrated in Fig. 6c.[23] The forces can be quite strong in

the range of 7–40 kJ/mol.[23] Lastly, van der Waals forces

result from interactions between hydrophobic molecules

(e.g., between two aromatic residues such as Phe, as

presented in Fig. 6d). They result from unequal distribu-

tions of electrons between residues such that an area of

high electron density on one residue has an attraction for

an area of low electron density on another residue. These

forces are the weakest of those discussed (1.9 kJ/mol).

Based on Table 3, one might expect that the most

important or influential binding forces are those with the

highest strength. On the contrary, generally speaking, the

most important binding forces for the tertiary structure of

proteins are those with the weakest strength (i.e., van der

Waals and hydrogen bonding forces), whereas the least

important forces are those with the highest strength

(specifically, covalent and ionic bonding forces). One

reason for this is because, compared with ionic and

covalent bonding, there are many more opportunities for

van der Waals and hydrogen bonding interactions in pro-

tein tertiary structure. A simple reexamination of amino

acid chemical structures, as given in Fig. 3, can provide the

answer as to why this is true. For example, the only

covalent bond that is readily seen in protein tertiary struc-

ture is the disulfide bond.[23] The only amino acid capable

of creating such a bond, when in juxtaposition to itself, is

Cys.[23] In contrast, there are eight amino acids capable of

promoting van der Waals interactions (specifically, Gly,

Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Phe, Pro, and Met).[23] However, it is

important to note that for some proteins (small polypep-

tides such as the hormones vasopressin and oxytocin),

covalent bonding mechanisms are more important, but for

the majority of proteins, these bonds play a minor role

in mediating tertiary structure compared with the other

bonding mechanisms listed in Table 3. The same is true for

ionic and hydrogen bonding mechanisms. Specifically,

significantly more amino acids are capable of forming

hydrogen bonds (eight: Ser, Thr, Cys, Asn, Gln, His, Tyr,

and Trp) than ionic bonds (four: Asp, Glu, Lys, and

Arg).[23]

Another reason for the increased importance of the

weaker-strength interactions in controlling tertiary struc-

ture is the fact that proteins exist in aqueous media. Thus

residues of amino acids must interact with water, which is

a highly polar compound that forms strong hydrogen

bonds (as presented in Fig. 5). In addition, water can also

accept a proton to become positively charged and can

form ionic bonds to several amino acids including Asp

and Glu. This makes water an important medium for

influencing the tertiary structure of proteins because it can

form either hydrogen or ionic bonds with the following

groups of amino acids: Ser, Thr, Cys, Asn, Gln, His, Tyr,

Asp, Glu, Lys, and Arg.[23] These hydrophilic amino acids

are either polar or ionizable, as given in Fig. 3. The

remaining nonpolar amino acids (Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Phe,

Pro, and Met) are hydrophobic and thus are repelled by

water. In this manner, it can be expected that the most

stable tertiary structures of proteins in aqueous media are

those where most of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic

amino acids are on the inside and outside of the protein,

respectively (Fig. 5). This is why most soluble proteins

exhibit spherical or globular tertiary shapes, although

fibrinogen (an important protein for blood clotting) does

not follow this trend as it is more elongated than spherical.

Globular tertiary protein structures have several con-

sequences in terms of amino acid interactions. The

hydrophobic amino acids on the inside of the protein

tertiary structure (avoiding interaction with water) are

forced to interact with each other because of this tertiary

structure. However, the number of ionic and hydrogen

bonds contributing to the tertiary structure is reduced

because the hydrophilic amino acids on the exterior of the

protein form ionic and/or hydrogen bonds with water. For

these reasons, hydrophobic—not hydrophilic—interac-

tions control the tertiary structure of proteins. However,

as will be discussed, hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino

acid locations on the outer and inner cores of the protein,

respectively, will drastically change as proteins initially

come in contact with solid surfaces.

Of course, repulsion forces between amino acid re-

sidues in close proximity can also aid in protein tertiary

structure. For example, residues that are hydrophilic (such

as amino functional groups in Gln) would repel amino

acid residues that are hydrophobic (such as an aromatic

ring in Phe) when in close position. Similarly, two resi-

dues that are identical in charge will repel each other until

a more favorable interaction between residues is created.

Quaternary Structure

Only proteins that possess numerous subunits have

quaternary structure. How these subunits interact will

determine the quaternary structure of that protein. An

example of a well-studied quaternary protein structure is

hemoglobin, which is composed of four protein subunits

as described by secondary structure: two identical a
subunits and two identical b subunits (Fig. 7).[24] Of
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course, interactions between amino acid residues on the

exterior of the protein’s tertiary structure will control

quaternary structure. Thus ionic bonding mechanisms,

which control the placement of hydrophilic amino acids

on the exterior of protein tertiary structure in an aqueous

environment, now play another important role in deter-

mining quaternary structure. Similarly, hydrophobic inter-

actions have an essential role in determining quaternary

structure. For example, it is clearly not possible for all

hydrophobic amino acids to be placed on the interior of

proteins; some may be present on the exterior. Thus a

small hydrophobic area between adjacent subunits in the

quaternary structure of proteins may be formed through

hydrophobic interactions because these groups would

have a preferred interaction of facing each other, rather

than being exposed to the aqueous environment. This is

another example of how important hydrophobic interac-

tions are in controlling protein structure.

Although the structure of proteins has been well

studied for a number of years, only in the past several

decades have investigators begun to elucidate mechanisms

of protein interactions with solid substrates. Knowledge of

protein structure has certainly aided these researchers in

understanding properties of surfaces that mediate protein

interactions. ‘‘Protein Interactions with Surfaces’’ will

describe some of these findings.

PROTEIN INTERACTIONS WITH SURFACES

Although proteins may interact in a wide range of media,

such as at the air–water interface in the case of interfacial

coagulation/foaming, this section will primarily discuss

interactions at the solid–liquid interface because the most

promising applications of nanophase materials in a

biological context have been observed at this intersec-

tion.[33–42] Because proteins can interact with surfaces in

two main ways—adsorption and orientation (or confor-

mation)—the next sections will focus on these aspects

beginning with adsorption.

Principles of Protein Adsorption

A great deal of attention has been focused on protein

structure in aqueous media in this chapter. This is because

soluble proteins present in biological fluids (e.g., blood

plasma) are the type of proteins that are involved in

immediate adsorption to surfaces.[43] In contrast, insoluble

proteins that comprise tissues (such as collagen and

elastin) are not normally free to diffuse to a solid surface;

however, these proteins may appear on solid surfaces of

implantable devices because of synthesis and deposition

by cells.[25]

In as short a time that can be measured (i.e., less than 1

sec), soluble proteins become adsorbed to surfaces.[25]

This is true for applications incorporating implants (such

as orthopedic, vascular, etc.), bioseparation devices,

immunoassays, catheters, and biosensors, or for any

device involved in protein contact from a liquid surface

to a solid surface. In seconds to minutes, a monolayer of

adsorbed protein will form on solid surfaces.[25] Typical

values for protein adsorption on solid surfaces are in the

range of 1 mg/cm2 and exhibit a plateau with respect to

initial protein concentration.[25] That is, protein adsorption

will reach a maximum and will not be influenced by

higher initial bulk protein concentrations. Moreover, the

surface concentration of proteins adsorbed on a material

surface is often 1000 times more concentrated than in the

bulk phase.[25] It is apparent that because there is a limited

amount of space on a material surface, extreme compe-

tition exists for protein adsorption to solid surfaces.

Depending on the two major driving forces for pro-

tein adsorption from liquid to solid surfaces (specifically,

the relative bulk concentration of each protein in solution

and the properties of the surface that control protein

reactivity), the outcome of this competitive adsorption

process is that the surface will be rich in some proteins

while poor in others. Because proteins have vastly dif-

ferent properties and thus reaction to surfaces, as shown

in Table 2,[25,26,28–32] protein adsorption will clearly be

different depending on material chemistry, wettability,

roughness, charge, etc.

It is also imperative to note that with some exceptions,

protein adsorption to material surfaces is irreversible and

thus leads to ‘‘immobilization’’ of specific proteins

because they are, for the most part, not free to diffuse

away.[44] Harsh treatments, such as using detergents (such

as sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS]), are usually required to

remove adsorbed proteins from a material surface.[40]

Fig. 7 Quaternary structure of hemoglobin. (From Ref. [24].)
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Clearly, because of this efficiency, proteins have an

inherent tendency to adsorb on surfaces as a tightly bound

adsorbate, and removing unwanted protein adsorption (or

fouling) from surfaces has consequently become an active

area of research.[45–47]

Kinetics of Protein Adsorption

The kinetics of protein adsorption to solid surfaces can be

described as a very fast initial phase that is diffusion-

limited followed by a slower phase until steady state is

realized.[25] A plot of the initial amount of protein

adsorbed vs. the square root of time results in a linear

characteristic typical of diffusion-controlled processes.[25]

It can be speculated that during the later phase, protein

adsorption is slowed because of the competition to locate

a position sterically unhindered on the surface.[25]

Thermodynamics of Protein Adsorption

Because protein adsorption appears to be irrevers-

ible,[25,40,44] the thermodynamics of protein adsorption is

difficult to characterize. However, there have been several

studies providing insights into the thermodynamics of

protein adsorption.[25,31,41] For example, some studies

have determined direct measurements of the heat of

adsorption for several proteins on a variety of surfaces, as

indicated in Table 4.[25,31,41] Positive enthalpies have been

documented on spontaneous adsorption, thus providing

evidence that protein adsorption is entropically driven

under certain circumstances. [Remembering that

DG=DH�TDS, with a positive DH (enthalpy), DS

(entropy) must be positive to keep DG (free energy)

negative to provide for a spontaneous reaction.] It is now

generally agreed on that all protein adsorption processes

are strongly driven by entropic changes.[25] The presence

of entropic factors in protein adsorption to solid surfaces

could arise because of the thermodynamics of water

binding to the surface and the limited protein unfolding

that occurs once adsorbed.[25]

Principles of Protein Orientation

As previously mentioned, protein adsorption is only one

manner in which proteins interact with solid surfaces. The

orientation of proteins in the adsorbed monolayer must

also be considered because this interaction leads to

extreme consequences in the ultimate function of a

device.[36,44] For example, for implant, biosensor, or

immunoassay applications, particular amino acids in

proteins are well known to bind to a variety of cells,

antibodies, or other agents that drastically influence

device function. An example of the importance of protein

orientation for the capture of cells is illustrated in

Fig. 8.[48] Protein orientation will alter from surface to

surface because proteins are not uniform in properties

(Table 2) or structure. The existence of regions that are

largely acidic/basic and hydrophobic/hydrophilic, and

with select amino acids exposed to the aqueous media

will greatly influence how that protein will adsorb to a

surface, and thus its orientation, once adsorbed. As

previously mentioned, proteins are not free to rotate once

adsorbed because of multiple bonding mechanisms and

thus immediately on adsorption, proteins are fixed in a

preferred orientation or bioactivity.[25]

Under certain extreme conditions (e.g., conditions that

are outside of the physiological range, or outside the range

of 0–45�C and pH 5–8, and in aqueous solutions of about

0.15 M ionic strength), proteins may lose their normal

structure.[25] In other words, under such conditions, the

spherical or globular tertiary structure most soluble

proteins assume in aqueous media will unfold or denature.

The structure of denatured proteins has been described as

a random coil structure similar to those found in synthetic

polymers.[25] Because the structure of the protein has

changed from that of a hydrophilic/hydrophobic exterior/

interior to a more random arrangement, often times

denatured proteins lose their solubility, become less dense

(folded protein structures have densities of approximately

1.4 g/cm3), and ultimately lose their bioactivity.[25]

Although there have been many examples of protein

denaturation in solution, in general, there have been few

reports of full protein denaturation on material sur-

faces.[25] That is, generally, proteins adsorbed at the

solid–liquid interface are not fully denatured and retain

some degree of structure.

Properties That Influence
Protein Interactions

Not only do properties of proteins determine the degree of

protein interaction with surfaces, but properties of the

Table 4 Positive enthalpy change of protein adsorption

to surfaces

Protein Surface

Enthalpy change of

adsorption (mJ/m2)

Horse serum

albumin

a-Fe2O3 +1.9 at pH=5

+7.0 at pH=7

RNase Negatively charged

polystyrene with

high surface

charge density

+4 at pH=5

�2 at pH=11

Source: Refs. [25], [31], and [41].
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media and the surface (specifically, wettability, surface

energy, chemistry, roughness, etc.) also influence the

degree of protein interactions.[48] This is true because

proteins are relatively large in size and have correspond-

ingly great numbers of charged amino acid residues of

varying acidity/basicity well distributed on the exterior of

the protein. Therefore the inherent polyelectrolytic be-

havior of proteins becomes increasingly important

depending on conditions of the aqueous media (such as

alterations in pH and ionic strength). The polyelectrolytic

property of proteins provides for exciting design criteria to

engineer surfaces to either maximize or minimize protein

interactions. Not surprisingly, at a neutral or slightly

charged surface and at a pH in which the net charge on the

protein is minimal (i.e., near the isoelectric pH), most

proteins will exhibit maximum adsorption.[25] For sur-

faces with a large net charge, initial protein interactions

will be dominated by the degree of the opposite charge on

the surface.[25,48] Thus to develop a surface to maximize

interactions with a protein displaying a large positive

charge, one needs to design a surface with a large negative

charge (such as one with numerous hydroxyl groups).

Simple consideration of the spatial organization of

amino acids can also be used in the design of surfaces to

enhance protein interactions.[39] As previously discussed,

hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids are present

primarily on the exterior and the interior of soluble

proteins, respectively. This spatial arrangement has a

direct consequence on the initial interaction of proteins

with surfaces. For example, for the most part, a surface

that initiates interactions with the exterior hydrophilic

amino acid residues can promote adsorption. In contrast,

for the interior hydrophobic amino acid residues to

interact with a material surface, the soluble protein would

have to unfold or lose tertiary structure, which is unlikely

under normal conditions. For this reason, it can be

reasoned that the types of amino acid residues that will

initially react with a material surface are only those that

exhibit largely polar properties (Fig. 3). Thus to minimize

interactions with hydrophobic regions of proteins, one

could design a surface with a large degree of hydropho-

bicity (such as polymers with numerous nonfunctionalized

benzene rings).

Several studies have confirmed speculations that

properties (such as chemistry, charge, topography, etc.)

of surfaces dictate select interactions (specifically, the

type, concentration, and conformation/bioactivity) of

proteins.[43,49–53] It has been reported in the literature

that changes in the type and concentration (up to 2100%,

74%, and 53% for albumin,[52] fibronectin,[54] and

Fig. 8 Control of surface–protein interactions for capture of cells. (From Ref. [48].)
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vitronectin,[55,56] respectively) of protein adsorption on

materials depend on surface properties such as chemistry

(i.e., either polymer, metal, or ceramic), hydrophilicity/

hydrophobicity, roughness, and surface energy. Specifi-

cally, maximum vitronectin,[56] fibronectin,[54] and albu-

min[43,52] adsorption was noted on hydrophilic ceramic

surfaces with high surface roughness and/or energies.

Despite these promising studies providing some level of

understanding between material properties and protein

adsorption, few (if any) studies have accurately correlated

material properties to protein orientation. This lack of

correlation may be because of a previous failure to create

surfaces with features similar in size to those of proteins

(i.e., at the nanometer level).

THE PROMISE OF NANOPHASE MATERIALS
FOR ENHANCING PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

Nanophase materials are new formulations of materials

that are composed of particulates of the same atoms but

are fewer (less than tens of thousands) and smaller (less

than 100 nm in diameter) than conventional forms (which

contain several billions of atoms and have particulate sizes

in microns to millimeters in diameter).[15] Representative

images of nanophase compared with conventional materi-

als are presented in Fig. 9.[35] The rationale, followed by

experimental evidence that surface properties of nano-

phase materials enhance initial protein interactions, is

expounded in the sections that follow.

Rationale

Surface properties (such as area, charge, and topography)

depend on the particulate (such as grain) size of a ma-

terial.[1,4,7,15,21,22] In this respect, nanophase materials

that, by their very nature, possess higher surface areas

with increased portions of surface defects (such as edge/

corner sites) and/or grain boundaries[1,7] have special

advantageous properties that remain largely unexplored

for applications involving biology. To date, the increased

surface reactivity of nanomaterials has been utilized for

catalytic applications exclusively;[1,7] for example, com-

pared with conventional (greater than 100 nm in average

grain size) magnesium oxide (MgO), nanophase (i.e., 4

nm average grain size) MgO possessed an increased

number of atoms at the surface, higher surface area (100–

160 m2/g compared with 200–500 m2/g, respectively), less

acidic OH� groups (because of a much higher proportion

of edge sites for the nanophase MgO to cause delocaliza-

tion of electrons) (Fig. 10), increased adsorption of acidic

species, and increased destructive adsorption of organo-

phosphorous and chlorocarbons.[1,7] Because such prom-

ising results have been found when utilizing nanophase

materials in catalytic applications, it is intriguing to

ponder what promise these materials may have in ap-

plications involving protein interactions.

Experimental Evidence

Some of the best examples of how nanophase—compared

with conventional—materials alter interactions with pro-

teins are outlined in investigations of the potential use of

nanostructured materials as the next generation of bone

implants.[33–42] Reports in the literature have determined

that new bone synthesis is enhanced on materials with

grain sizes less than 100 nm.[33–42] Investigations of the

underlying mechanisms revealed that the initial adsorbed

concentration,[36] conformation,[40] and bioactivity[40] of

proteins contained in blood serum were responsible for the

select enhanced functions of osteoblasts (or bone-forming

cells) on nanophase materials. Of first importance, the

Fig. 9 Representative atomic force images of (a) conventional materials compared to (b) nanophase materials (specifically, titania is

depicted here). (From Ref. [35].)
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cumulative adsorption of proteins contained in serum was

significantly higher on smaller, nanometer grain-sized

ceramics.[36] In particular, the interaction of four proteins

(fibronectin, vitronectin, laminin, and collagen—proteins

all known to enhance osteoblast function)[36] increased

greatly on nanophase compared with conventional cera-

mics.[36] For example, by just decreasing grain size to

below 100 nm, select competitive vitronectin adsorption

increased by 10% on alumina formulations. These studies

demonstrated that initial enhanced calcium adsorption on

nanophase ceramics was a key mechanism for increased

protein interactions.[36]

Calcium-mediated protein adsorption affected the

orientation of proteins adsorbed on nanophase ceramics

as well.[40] Specifically, a novel adaptation of the standard

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) technique

provided evidence of increased unfolding of the afore-

mentioned proteins adsorbed on nanophase compared

with conventionally grain-sized ceramics (Fig. 11).[40]

Unfolding of these proteins promoted the availability of

specific cell-adhesive epitopes (such as the amino acid

sequence Arg–Gly–Asp) that undoubtedly increased bone

cell adhesion and function (this interaction is depicted in

Fig. 8); evidence supporting this claim was further

provided by these investigators through competitive cell

adhesion inhibition studies.[40] These studies were the first

to demonstrate that by decreasing grain size (or, in effect,

decreasing the size of surface features) to below 100 nm

(thus becoming closer to the fundamental size of proteins),

interactions of proteins were altered in ways previously

unobserved on conventional formulations.

It is interesting to consider what properties of nano-

phase ceramics manipulated protein adsorption and

orientation to benefit new bone formation needed for

orthopedic implant applications. Select adsorption of

proteins important for bone cell function was enhanced

by simply decreasing the grain size of the ceramics into

the nanometer regime. Equally as important, the tertiary

structure of the proteins (namely, the positioning of the

Arg–Gly–Asp amino acid sequence in the interior of some

of these proteins)[57] was manipulated and partially un-

folded to expose cell-adhesive epitopes. Because of these

novel observations, the investigators characterized several

key material properties of nanophase ceramics to find

some insights into these interactions.

One may speculate that increased surface area (up to

30% for alumina)[35] of nanophase materials is the only

property leading to increased adsorption of proteins.

However, although this property certainly holds promise

for biofiltration, bioseparation applications, etc., literature

reports have normalized increased protein adsorption to

the increased surface area observed on nanophase cera-

mics, and have still found enhanced protein adsorption.[36]

Thus it is clear that the greater surface area that results

from nanostructured surface features compared with

conventionally structured surface features is not the only

property promoting interactions with proteins.

Increased protein adsorption may be directly related to

the reported increased surface wettability of nanophase

over conventional ceramics.[35] It was previously sus-

pected that nanophase ceramics have much greater surface

reactivity because of an increased number of atoms at the

surface, greater amounts of grain boundaries at the

surface, and higher proportions of edge sites (Fig. 10).[7]

This was confirmed by studies that provided evidence of

aqueous contact angles three times smaller than when

alumina grain size was reduced from 167 to 24 nm.[35] As

previously discussed, because proteins assume a tertiary

structure with mostly hydrophilic amino acid residues on

the exterior of globular shapes, a material surface with

increased wettability (or hydrophilic) properties should

increase interactions with hydrophilic regions of proteins

to, subsequently, enhance unfolding of that protein to

expose interior amino acids important for cell adhesion.

In addition, large topographical differences resulting

from grain size as well as pore size differences were found

between nanophase and conventional ceramics as

expected (Fig. 9).[35] Specifically, surface roughness

increased by 35–50% on nanophase compared with

conventional grain size ceramics.[35] These investigators

Fig. 10 Special surface properties of nanophase materials pertinent for protein interactions. Compared to (a) conventional materials,

(b) nanophase materials possess a greater number of atoms at the surface, higher surface areas, and less acidic OH� groups (because of

an increase in electron delocalization) in the hydroxide layer. (From Refs. [1] and [7].)
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hypothesized that, for the first time, because of the ability

to create surface topographies with features that approx-

imate the size of proteins, extreme control over protein

orientation can result. For example, because of protein

stereochemical structure and ceramic pore size dimen-

sions (in angstrom regime compared with micron regime

for nanophase and conventional ceramics, respectively),

many of these nanostructured proteins important for bone

cell function adsorbed in preferential orientations to

smaller pores sizes in nanophase ceramics.[36,42] Some

of the larger proteins contained in blood plasma (such as

albumin not important for bone cell function) were

preferentially sterically excluded from angstrom-sized

pores of nanostructured ceramics.[36,42] In addition,

variations in ceramic surface topography on the same

order of magnitude as the size of proteins influenced

adsorbed protein orientation, and thus the availability of

select amino acid sequences, to promote bone-forming

cell function. Because of protein dimension in the

nanometer regime, through the use of nanostructured

topographies, scientists can now modify a surface to

control and manipulate adsorbed protein conformation;

this is, most likely, the largest unexplored and promising

potential at the intersection of protein interactions and

nanophase materials. These studies demonstrate that the

reported high surface reactivity nanophase materials have

Fig. 11 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering technique provided evidence of increased unfolding of the proteins (specifically,

vitronectin in this example) adsorbed on nanophase compared to conventional grain-sized ceramics. (From Ref. [40].)
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in enhancing catalytic applications can be transferred to

benefit applications involving protein interactions.

CONCLUSION

Nanostructured materials provide alternatives not yet fully

explored for controlling interactions with proteins. Be-

cause technologies now exist to manipulate materials at

the atomic, molecular, and supramolecular levels, surfaces

can be designed at a dimension similar to that of

proteins—the nanometer level. Moreover, in conjunction

with this promise, nanophase materials have special

surface properties because of an inherent increased

number of atoms at the surface, large surface areas,

higher proportions of edge sites, and a greater number of

material defects (such as grain boundaries for ceramics) at

the surface. When these concepts are fully appreciated and

realized, it will be possible to design highly engineered

surfaces for improving implantable devices, filtration

systems, bioseparations, bioMEMS, etc. Such advances

were previously unimaginable with conventional materi-

als. Fundamental knowledge of protein dimension, struc-

ture, and organization is essential toward this goal. As the

disciplines of protein biology and nanophase material

science develop and mature, the design criteria mentioned

in this chapter for controlling protein interactions will be

expanded and refined. Undoubtedly, nanophase materials

have the potential to become the next generation-of-

choice proactive materials for innovative biotechnology

and biomedical applications that could have profound

impact in many diverse fields that involve interactions

with proteins.
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INTRODUCTION

A fundamental breakthrough in semiconductor device

physics is connected with the recent progress in the

synthesis of sheets of nanoscale narrow-gap insertions in a

host semiconductor—quantum dots (QDs). The key

peculiarity of QDs is related to the spatial confinement

of charge carriers and their discrete energy levels

determined by QD size and shape. The shape is dictated

by the growth kinetics and the parameters of the materials

governing the thermodynamics of growth. The large body

of recent results on the physical properties of QDs and

their utilization for the QD laser design has been discussed

in Ref. [1].

Apart from charge carrier confinement, there exists a

class of effects governed by the intrinsic spatial inhomo-

geneity of the QD heterostructures. Transparent and

dissipative heterogeneous media with small inclusions of

one material into another material, conventionally referred

to as composite materials, exhibit, in general, new

mechanical, electronic, as well as optical properties,

which are not inherent to each individual component.[2] In

the case of QD heterostructures, a conventional picture is

modified because of specific properties of excitons,

coupled electron–hole states, which define the QD

response. First, excitonic composite is constituted by

resonant particles and, consequently, is characterized by

resonant response; moreover, inverse population is pos-

sible owing to the discrete energy spectrum of excitons.

Thus a QD-based composite is a resonant active system.

Another specific property of QD composites appears

owing to the quantum nature of excitons: the exciton Bohr

radius aB can either exceed the QD linear extension

(strong confinement regime), or be much less (weak

confinement regime). In the latter case, often realized in

experiments, the QD electromagnetic response becomes

nonlocal[3] (i.e., constitutive relations for polarization of

the QD medium take the form of integral operators).

Electromagnetic properties of QD-based composites are

the focus of the present paper. Consideration is based on

earlier published articles of various authors.[4–10]

BASIC RELATIONS

Effective Permittivity Tensor for
Three-Dimensional Structures

Electromagnetic properties of composites are usually

modelled in the framework of the effective medium

approach,[2] which implies electromagnetic field averag-

ing over material inhomogeneities. Thus a homogeneous

medium with effective constitutive parameters (ECPs),

such as conductivity, susceptibility, and permittivity,

instead of a composite, is being considered. The effective

parameters are expressed in terms of the generic and the

geometrical parameters of the inclusions and the host

medium. The general approach for estimating the effective

parameters of a composite material is as follows: First, the

field scattered by a single inclusion in the host medium is

found; then, the scattering contributions from all inclu-

sions are summed and averaged over a vanishingly small

region. For this approach to hold, all inclusions must be

electrically small (i.e., their linear size must be small

compared with the wavelength). Quantum dot-based struc-

tures completely satisfy that condition in the visible range.

There are a large number of different modifications of

the effective medium theory. Among them, we choose the

Maxwell Garnett approach as it is based on rigorous

solutions of the integral equations of macroscopic elec-

trodynamics[11] for composites with small volume frac-

tions of inclusions ( fV<0.4–0.5) (i.e., a weak modification

of the electronic spectrum and the gain of QD ensemble

are assumed as compared with that of individual QDs). In

the framework of the Maxwell Garnett approach, rigorous

derivation of the effective permittivity tensor has been

first presented in Refs. [12] and [13] (also Ref. [2]) where

it has been shown that a composite medium comprising

a regular ensemble of uniform-sized, electrically small,

dielectric inclusions dispersed in a host dielectric material

is characterized by the effective permittivity tensor

as follows:

ÊEEðoÞ ¼ eh þ fVehâðoÞ½1þ fVd̂âðoÞ��1 ð1Þ
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where âðoÞ is the polarizability tensor of a single QD and

d̂ is the lattice tensor completely determined by the array

geometry. Furthermore, the dielectric constant of the host

material eh is assumed to be real, frequency-independent,

and equal to the permittivity of the QD material far away

from the exciton resonance.

Eq. 1 states that the QD ensemble comprises an opti-

cally anisotropic medium even if both the QD and host

materials are isotropic. Thus we predict electromagnetic

anisotropy of the gain in QD arrays because of the

diffraction of the electromagnetic field by inclusions. The

diffraction manifests itself in two ways. First, the effective

permittivity tensor depends on the array geometry

involving the electromagnetic interaction between inclu-

sions. Second, the polarizability of a single QD depends

on its shape because of the depolarizing field. Assuming

the linear size of the lattice elementary cell to be much

less than the wavelength, it has been shown that

components of the lattice tensor are given by integrals

as follows:

dij ¼
1

4p

Z
O

rirj

r5
d3r if i 6¼ j and

dii ¼
1

4p

Z
O

3r2
i � r2

r5
d3r ð2Þ

where O is the elementary cell volume, r is the radius

vector of a point inside the elementary cell, r= jrj; indices

stand for Cartesian components. Note that lattice tensor 2

is found without any reference to specific properties of

QDs as quantum-mechanical objects.

Effective Boundary Conditions
for Planar Structures

In many cases, a planar array of QDs with intrinsic two-

dimensional (2-D) periodicity of characteristic period

much less than the optical wavelength can be treated as a

more adequate and realistic model.[1] Below we present a

general method for the evaluation of the electromagnetic

response of planar arrays of QDs. This method, conven-

tionally referred to as the effective boundary condition

(EBC) method, has been originally developed for micro-

waves and antenna theory,[14–16] and has found a wide

application in these fields. Similar approaches have also

been developed in acoustics, hydrodynamics, and elastic-

ity theory. Recently, the EBC method has been extended

to low-dimensional nanostructures, such as quantum

wells,[17,18] carbon nanotubes,[19,20] and semicontinuous

metal films.[21] The basic idea of the EBC method is that a

smooth homogeneous surface is considered instead of the

initial structure, and appropriate EBCs for the electro-

magnetic field are stated for this surface. These conditions

are chosen in such a way that the spatial structures of the

electromagnetic field, because of an effective current

induced on the homogeneous surface, and the electro-

magnetic field of the real current in the initial structure

turn out to be identical at some distance away from the

surface. Material characteristics of the structure as well as

its geometrical parameters are included in coefficients of

EBCs. In essence, the EBC method is a modification of

the effective medium theory as applied to 2-D confined

structures. A detail description of the EBC method as

applied to planar QD structures has been presented in

Ref. [7].

Effective boundary conditions, in the form of two-

sided impedance boundary conditions, were first formu-

lated for the linear electrodynamics of single-shell and

multishell carbon nanotubes.[19] Using this analysis, the

EBC method has been extended to planar QD structures

and corresponding EBCs have been derived:[7]

n
 n
 ðHI �HIIÞ ¼ � 2p
c

n
 ŝssðEI þ EIIÞ

n
 ðEI � EIIÞ ¼ �xn
r½n � ðEI þ EIIÞ� ð3Þ

where nkez is the normal to the QD layer, and ŝss and x are

coefficients completely determined by the shape and size

of QDs. Nonzero components of the tensor ŝ, sij (i, j=x,y),

constitute 2
2 surface conductivity tensor ŝk. For quad-

ratic lattice with period d, it can easily be found that:

ŝssk ¼ i
eho
d2

Îk þ
dx

d2
âk

� ��1

; x ¼ 2pazz

d2 þ dzazz

ð4Þ

Here Îk is the 2
2 unit tensor, and âaaak is given by the in-

plane components aij (i, j=x,y) of the QD polarizability

tensor. Coefficients dx,z are derived from Eq. 2 for planar

quadratic elementary cell.[7]

Eq. 3 constitutes the complete system of EBCs for

electromagnetic field in low-dimensional nanostructures.

They have been obtained in an ordinary way, by the

averaging of a microscopic field over a physically

infinitesimal volume. The technique of macroscopic

averaging is similar to that which introduces the consti-

tutive parameters for bulk media, but differs in that the

averaging occurs in boundary conditions rather than in

field equations. Correspondingly, the averaging was

carried out over the 2-D surface but not over the three-

dimensional (3-D) spatial element. Thus in electrody-

namics of low-dimensional structures, EBCs play the

same role as constitutive relations in the electrodynamics

of bulk media. A theory is applicable in both strong and

weak confinement regimes. Although EBCs have been

derived for 2-D periodical structures with quadratic

lattices, they keep validity for the arbitrary configuration

of elementary cell and for planar layers with random
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distributions of QDs. The derived EBCs turn out to be

analogous to well-known boundary conditions for

quantum wells (QWs)[17] if spatial dispersion in the latter

can be neglected (i.e., in the limit of infinitely large

exciton mass). Thus a planar layer comprising a 2-D array

of QDs can be treated as an effective QW.

POLARIZABILITY OF A SINGLE
QUANTUM DOT

For practical utilization of the derived ECPs (Eq. 1) or

EBCs (Eq. 3), the polarizability tensor of an isolated QD

requires to be known. For the simplest configuration of

QDs (spheres, disks), this tensor can be found analytically

whereas direct numerical simulation is required for more

complicated configurations. A conventional phenomeno-

logical model of gain in a QD is based on a semiclassical

theory of two-level systems, which gives the equation of

motion for the mean polarization P caused by transitions

between levels:[22]

@2

@t2
þ 2

t
@

@t
þ o2

0

� �
P ¼ � o0

2peh

ĝ0EL ð5Þ

Here o0 is the resonant frequency of the transition, t is the

exciton dephasing time, and EL is the macroscopic local

field inside the QD. The tensor ĝ0 is a phenomenological

parameter expressed in terms of the QD dipole moment

mmm diadic:

ĝ0 ¼ �
4p
�hV

mmmmmm

Here, V is the QD volume, and upper and bottom signs

correspond to ground and excited states, respectively, so

that kĝ0k>0 in an inverted medium. If QD comprises an

isotropic material, orientational averaging leads to the

change mmmmmm!jmmm0j2Î/3, where mmm0 is the matrix element of the

dipole moment of the corresponding bulk sample.

For time-harmonic fields, the solution of Eq. 5 in the

vicinity of the resonance gives the well-known Lorentz

contribution to medium polarizability:

âaaðoÞ ¼ 1

eh

ĝ0

o� o0 þ i=t
ð6Þ

This dependence on the isotropic ĝ0 is commonly used as

a phenomenological model of the dispersion and the gain

of a single QD. However, relation (6) assumes an infinite,

isotropic, homogeneous medium and can serve only as a

rough approximation to the case under consideration: the

polarizability of a single QD turns out to be distinct from

that given by Eq. 6. Indeed, the local field EL inside the

QD is different from the external acting field E0 (Fig. 1).

The depolarization field determines this difference by:[23]

EL ¼ E0 � 4pN̂P ð7Þ

where N̂ is the depolarization tensor. This tensor is

symmetrical[24] (also Ref. [10]) and depends only on the

shape of the scattering object:

Nab ¼ �
1

4pV

Z
V

Z
V

@2

@ra@rb

1

jr� r0j d
3rd3r0

Here ra,b=x,y,z. For a sphere, N̂= Î/3; for an ellipsoid, this

tensor is diagonal on a basis related to the ellipsoid’s

axes.[23] For more complex objects, its elements can be

found only numerically.

Substitution of Eq. 7 into Eq. 5 results in a set of

equations for three coupled oscillators, which describe the

tensorial polarizability of QD in the vicinity of resonance:

âðoÞ ¼ 1

eh

1

ðo� o0 þ i=tÞ̂Iþ ĝ0N̂=eh

ĝ0 ð8Þ

In this equation, we neglect the linewidth change provided

by depolarization.[5] Thus one can conclude that the QD’s

shape reflects itself as a fine structure of the resonance,

which itself is a superposition of three bands with

frequencies o0�Doj, where Doj are the eigenvalues of

the inner tensor product ĝ0N̂/eh. Note that this diffraction-

induced shift is analogous to that which occurs in

ferromagnetic resonance, where the resonance frequencies

of small-sized grains and infinite continuous media are

different because of the effects of demagnetization.[23]

Depolarization shift has been ignored in Ref. [25] under

the construction of the electromagnetic response theory of

QD arrays. For spherical isotropic QDs, the tensors N̂ and

Fig. 1 Schematic picture of correlation between acting and

local fields in electrically small scatterer. The local field is

assumed to be homogeneous.
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ĝ0 are isotropic and the fine structure manifests itself as a

polarization-independent shift of the resonance line.[26,27]

Let us estimate the shift using well-known data for QD

characteristics and relations for the exciton radia-

tive lifetime in a medium �h/trad =4k1
3jmmm0j2/3, where

k1 ¼
ffiffiffiffi
eh
p

o0=c. Then, the depolarization shift can be

written by:

Do ¼ � 4p
9�hV
jmmm0j2 ¼ �

1

trad

p
Vk3

1

ð9Þ

For GaAs spherical QDs with radius in the range R=2–4

nm, dielectric constant eh=12.25, and radiative lifetime

tradffi1 nsec,[1] at the wavelength l=1.3 mm, formula 9

gives �hDo�10–1 meV, respectively. This estimate

correlates well with the theoretical predictions given in

Refs. [4,5,28]. Note that the Bohr radius for such QDs is

about 10 nm,[1] so that the strong confinement approxi-

mation used above is valid. For experimental detection of

the predicted fine structure, the value Do must exceed the

linewidth provided by radiative decay and homogeneous

broadening because of dephasing. From Eq. 9, it follows

that the inequality Do�1/trad holds true for any realistic

arbitrary-shaped QDs. Analysis shows that the dominant

contribution to the homogeneous broadening gives exci-

ton–phonon interactions. Recent low-temperature (T=20–

40 K) measurements[29–31] give the homogeneous line-

width �1–20 meV. Analogous estimates follow from

calculations presented in Ref. [32] at T=77 K. Thus at

low temperatures, the predicted value of the shift turns out

to be sufficiently large to be measured. At room temp-

erature, the homogeneous linewidth grows up to �0.2–1

meV.[1,31,32] This magnitude is comparable to the depo-

larization shift. However, even in that case, local field

effects are of importance for adequate prediction of

spectral line shape. Note that the optical absorption and

gain of an isolated QD could be distinguished owing to the

depolarization shift—blue in the former case and red in

the latter one.[27]

Physical Interpretation

Physical interpretation of the depolarization field effect

can be given by an analogy with the k �p theory of bulk

crystals[33] utilizing the concept of electron–hole effective

mass. For spherical QD, using the standard expression for

o0 and the given expression for Do, we obtain:

�hðo0 þ DoÞ ¼ eg þ
�h2k2

nl

2R2M
� jmj

2

R3
ð10Þ

where M is the mass of electron–hole pair in QD, eg is the

width of the forbidden bandgap, knl is the nth root of the

Bessel function Jl + 1/2(�), and indices n and l define the

working mode in the oscillator spectrum. The third term in

the right-hand part of this equation describes the depolar-

ization field contribution. The right-hand part of the

equation can be rewritten as:

eg þ �h2k2
nl=2R2Meff

with Meff given by:

Meff ¼ M 1 � jmj2M

�h2k2
nlR

" #�1

The quantity Meff can be interpreted as effective mass of

the electron–hole pair in the QD. Thus electromagnetic

effects at the QD boundary (QD depolarization) change

the exciton effective mass. Analogous consideration for

the case of asymmetrically shaped QDs leads to the

tensorial effective mass, which gives rise to the polariza-

tion-dependent splitting of the gain band.[4,5]

The Role of Nonlocality

In the weak confinement regime, when the exciton Bohr

radius is much less than the QD linear extension, the QD

electromagnetic response becomes nonlocal: The consti-

tutive relation for medium polarization takes the form of

the integral operator as follows:[34]

PðrÞ ¼ DFðrÞ
o� o0 þ i=t

K ð11Þ

where

K ¼
Z

V

Fðr0ÞELðr0Þd3r0; D ¼ �2jMj2F2ð0Þ=�h ð12Þ

The function F(r) is the envelope function of the

exciton ground state whereas the function FðrÞ ¼
expð�r=aBÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa3

B

p
[35] describes the electron–hole rela-

tive motion. Inside, QD retardation can be neglected and

thus local and acting fields are coupled by:

ELðrÞ ¼ E0ðrÞ þ rr �
Z

V

Pðr0Þ
jr� r0j d

3r0 ð13Þ

Assuming polarization to be constant over the QD

volume, Eq. 13 is reduced to relation 7. Eq. 13 allows

us to find vector K by omitting the procedure of evalua-

tion of the local electromagnetic field EL(r); to do this, let

us multiply this equation by the function F(r) and

integrate it over the QD volume. As a result, we obtain:

K � F0E0 þ
~g0

o� o0 þ i=t
N̂
0
K

where

F0 ¼
Z

V

Fðr0Þd3r0; ~g0 ¼
4peh

V
F2

0D ð14Þ
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and the 3-D tensor N̂’ is given by its components:

N 0ab ¼ �
V

4pF2
0

Z
V

Z
V

FðrÞFðr0Þ @2

@ra@rb


 1

jr� r0j d
3rd3r0 ð15Þ

In the far zone, the electromagnetic field scattered by QD

is characterized by the Hertz potential:

PPPe ¼ eik1r

r

Z
V

Pðr0Þd3r0 ¼ eik1r

r
DF0K

Substituting the above relation for K into this formula and

taking into account the relation:[23]

PPPe ¼ V

4pr
eik1râaaE0

we come to Eq. 8 for the polarizability tensor of an

isolated QD with the change ĝ0!g̃0Î and N̂!N̂’. Thus

the special law of nonlocality (Eq. 11) inherent to an

isolated QD admits the description of the electromagnetic

field scattering by the QD using the polarizability tensor

independent of the incident field structure. In other

words, the nonlocality changes the values of the polar-

izability tensor components but does not change the

general representation of the scattering operators com-

pared with the strong confinement regime. The above

result admits extension of the Maxwell Garnett approach

to 3-D composites constituted by QDs in weak confine-

ment regimes.

Let us estimate depolarization shift in the weak

confinement regime for a spherical QD of the radius R.

Exciton wavefunction for an isolated spherical QD is as

follows (e.g., Ref. [26]):

FðrÞ � Fnlm ¼ CnlYlmðW;jÞJlþ1=2ðknlr=RÞ= ffiffiffi
r
p

where Ylm(W,j) is the spherical harmonics; Jl + 1/2(x) is the

Bessel function; knl is its nth root; r, W, and j are the

spherical coordinates; and indices n and l define the

working mode in the oscillator spectrum. Coefficient

Cnl ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
½RJlþ3=2ðknlÞ��1

provides orthonormalization of

functions Fnlm. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to the

case l=m=0. By integrating Eqs. 14 and 15, we obtain

F0
2=32pR3/kn0

2 , Nxx=Nyy=Nzz=kn0
2 /72. This allows us to

evaluate the depolarization shift of the exciton resonance

in the weak confinement regime:

Do ¼ � 4

3trad

p
Vk3

1

R

aB

� 	3

ð16Þ

This shift is different from that given by Eq. 9 for

spherical QDs in the strong confinement regime. Because

V�R3, formula 16 states the independence of the

depolarization shift on the QD radius in the weak

confinement regime. Choosing excitonic modes with

another set of numbers n,l,m, we obviously obtain another

magnitude of components N̂’ and, consequently, another

magnitude of the polarizability tensor âaaa (Eq. 8). Thus we

come to a peculiar property of the weak confinement

regime: Depolarization depends on the excitonic mode

number. This property follows from the nonlocality of the

exciton polarization. Unlike that, in the strong confine-

ment regime, the depolarization tensor N̂ is completely

determined by the QD geometry.

BIREFRINGENCE IN QUANTUM
DOT ARRAYS

In this section, the general consideration developed above

applies to the tetragonal lattice composed of certainly

shaped identical QDs. The tetragonal lattice serves as a

geometrical model for an ensemble of separated QDs

vertically stacked with finite period.[1] Let QD be a

spheroid with the axis of symmetry directed along the

lattice vector ez (Fig. 2). This model admits analytical

treatment in the framework of the effective medium

theory presented above. Indeed, for the chosen QD shape

and the lattice geometry, the depolarization tensor N̂ and

the lattice tensor d̂ddd turn out to be diagonal in the Cartesian

basis depicted in Fig. 2,[13] and eigenvalues of these

tensors corresponding to the basis vectors ex and ey are

degenerated. Furthermore, the tensor ĝ0 must also show

the same properties in these coordinates by reasoning of

symmetry. In such a situation, the effective permittivity

tensor ÊEE(o) (Eq. 1) of a composite can be expressed in

terms of Cartesian basis diadics by:

ÊEEðoÞ ¼ eHðexex þ eyeyÞ þ eEezez ð17Þ

Fig. 2 Array of vertically stacked disklike QDs arranged on a

tetragonal lattice.
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where

esðoÞ ¼ eh þ
fVasðoÞ

1þ fVdsasðoÞ
ð18Þ

and s=E,H refers to light polarized along (E-polarization)

or normal (H-polarization) to the z-axis. The polarizability

components as follow from Eq. 8 and have the form:

asðoÞ ¼
1=eh

o� ðo0 � gs
0Ns=ehÞ þ i=t

ð19Þ

In accordance with Ref. [23], for spheroid, the depolar-

ization factors Ns are as follows:

NE ¼
e2 þ 1

e3
ðe� arctan eÞ; NH ¼

1

2
ð1� NEÞ ð20Þ

where e=[a2/b2�1]1/2 is the spheroid eccentricity, and a

and b are the spheroid semiaxes in the xy-plane and the z-

direction, respectively. These formulae hold true for both

disklike (a>b) and cigarlike (a<b) spheroids. Infinite

stretching of the spheroids (a/b!0) results in NE!0 and

NH!1/2, and Eq. 19 reproduces the polarizabilities of

cylinders (e.g., Ref. [4]). The geometrical coefficients ds
for a tetragonal lattice have been derived in Ref. [13] (also

Refs. [4] and [5]):

dE ¼
1

4p

"
18� 10

b2

� 	
arctan

Q

b2
þ 30

1� b2

b4


 2 arctan Q� ln
1þ Q

1� Q

� 	#

dH ¼
1

4p

"
18þ 20

b2
� 30

b4

� 	
arctan Q

þ 15
1� b2

b4
ln

1þ Q

1� Q

#
ð21Þ

where b=dz/d is the ratio of lattice periods in the z-

direction and in the x-direction or y-direction, Q ¼
b=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2þ b2

p
. The above expressions are not valid for

b�1 or b�1. For a cubic lattice, b=1 and the

electromagnetic interaction of QDs becomes isotropic:

dE=dH=1/3. Thus for the chosen QD shape and array

configuration, we have found the geometrical coefficients

Ns,ds needed for the evaluation of the array effective

dielectric function. These two coefficients correspond to

two different mechanisms responsible for the modification

of the gain in the array. The first mechanism is related to

diffraction at individual QDs. Although QDs are assumed

to be electrically small and, by this reason, the diffraction

can be described within the dipole approximation, its role

turns out to be essential owing to the resonant nature of

the exciton. It is obvious that the diffraction-induced shift

does not depend on the exciton dephasing time t and the

volume fraction fV of QDs. The second mechanism

inducing a frequency shift is a collective effect and is

defined by electromagnetic interaction between QDs in

the ensemble. This contribution depends on lattice type.

The combined effect of both mechanisms can easily be

obtained from Eq. 19:

Dos ¼
gs

0

eh

ðNs þ fVdsÞ ð22Þ

Different from the geometrical coefficients Ns,ds, the

quantities g0
s are phenomenological parameters, which

must be invoked with consideration of the outside.

Eq. 17 shows that, in the language of crystal optics,[11]

the QD composite being considered is effectively a uni-

axial dielectric continuum with the z-axis as its preferred

axis. The phenomenon of birefringence is character-

istic for this medium: Both ordinary and extraordinary

planewave propagations can occur in it.[36] The refrac-

tive indices of these waves (nH and nE, respectively) are

given by:[36]

nH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
eH

p
; nE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eEeH

eH þ ðeE � eHÞ cos2 y

r
ð23Þ

where q is the angle between the z-axis and the propagation

direction. The polarization vector of the ordinary wave is

normally directed to the plane constituted by the z-axis and

the propagation direction. Eq. 23 shows that nH=nE when

the propagation direction coincides with the z-axis (y=0),

and nE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
eE
p

when the propagation occurs in the xy-plane

(y=p/2). Substitution of Eqs. 19–21 and then into Eq. 23

allows us to evaluate the anisotropic macroscopic gain for

QD arrays for both polarizations:

gH;E ¼ ImðnH;EÞ ð24Þ

Below we discuss the computation of gH,E by Eqs. 18, 23,

and 24.

Numerical Estimates and Discussion

The analytics presented above implies composite medium

constituted by uniform two-level insertions in the host.

Actually, QDs in ensemble are characterized by essential

size dispersion and multilevel structure of the exciton

spectrum. These factors provide inhomogeneous line

broadening, which is beyond the above consideration.

As a first step to take the effect into account, we introduce

into analytics phenomenological parameters g0= jĝ0j and t
as collective characteristics of the ensemble. A simple

estimate of g0 using experimental data can be given in the

following way. The parameter g0 is related to the material

gain per dot gmat by gmat � kg0=2Ginh
ffiffiffiffi
eh
p

, where Ginh is

the inhomogeneous broadening width in the measured QD
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sample. The value of gmat is extracted from experimen-

tal measurements of the QD ensemble gain. Letting

gmatffi105 cm�1 and Ginhffi1013 sec�1,[1] for l=1300 nm,

one can obtain jg0jffi1014 sec�1. The value of the

experimentally estimated maximum material gain corre-

lates with theoretical predictions.[37,38] The above esti-

mate is used further for calculations.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the polarization-dependent shift of

the resonance energy of macroscopic gain for the case

g0
E=g0

H at different magnitudes of the effective dephasing

time and y=p/2. In the case of disklike QDs, the gain band

for H-polarized field directed toward the long axis

of the disc possesses the smaller shift. The polarization

dependence of the shift results in an appreciable polari-

zation splitting of the gain bands for E-polarization and

H-polarization, which become completely resolved for

sufficiently large dephasing times (Fig. 3c). Thus radia-

tion from an active composite must be linearly polarized

at a given frequency.

As it has been pointed out above, the analytical

treatment illustrated by Fig. 3 is invalid at b�1 and

b�1. Fig. 4 demonstrates polarization splitting of the

gain band for cubic (Fig. 4a) and tetragonal lattices

(Fig. 4b and c) of disklike QDs, obtained via direct

numerical simulation by the minimal autonomic block

(MAB) method.[5] Comparison with Fig. 3 shows that for

cubic lattices (Figs. 3a and 4a), the polarization splitting

effect manifests itself in the same manner, distinguished

only in that the peak gains for E-polarized and H-

polarized waves are slightly different in the last case. The

situation is changed as b decreases (i.e., disks approach

each other along the z-axis as far as they are in contact).

Instead of the splitting increase demonstrated by Fig. 3b,

we see a reverse tendency (Fig. 4b) up to the interchange

of the E-polarized and H-polarized peaks for closely

stacked pyramids (Fig. 4c). Note that the relative location

of the E-polarized and H-polarized peaks in last case

correlates with analytical results for quantum wires

presented in Ref. [4]. Thus from an electrodynamic point

of view, closely stacked QDs form a corrugated quantum

wire. The corrugation is responsible for the quantitative

difference in the polarization splitting for closely stacked

QDs (Fig. 4b) and cylindrical quantum wires:[4] Numer-

ical results for slablike QDs at b!0 correlate well with

the analytics. The fact that the tendency inherent in the

polarization splitting for closely stacked QDs cannot be

derived from analytical treatment reflects both the

restrictiveness of the Maxwell Garnet formalism of the

effective medium approach utilized in our paper and the

use of approximate expressions (Eq. 21) for the geomet-

rical coefficients ds.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the formation of the gain band fine

structure in tetragonal lattices of disklike QDs for the

E-polarized field (extraordinary wave; Eq. 23) at oblique

Fig. 3 Macroscopic gain bands for E-polarized and H-

polarized fields (solid and dashed lines, respectively) for an

array of disk QDs arranged on a cubic (a) and tetragonal (b, c)

lattice and different dephasing times t=0.1 psec (a, b) and t=1

psec (c). Vertical stacking period b=1 (a), 0.3 (b, c); QD’s

volume fraction fV =0.02 (a), 0.07 (b, c); b/a=0.33; a/d=0.25;

host dielectric constant eh =12.25; and wavelength l=1 mm.

Also shown by dotted lines are the gain bands of QD ensembles

defined by Eq. 6 with isotropic ĝ0. (From Ref. [5].)

Fig. 4 Macroscopic gain bands for E-polarized and H-

polarized fields (solid and dashed lines, respectively) for an

array of disklike QDs arranged on a cubic (a) and tetragonal (b,

c) lattice. The input parameters eh, l, b/a, and a/d are the same as

in Fig. 3. Dephasing time is t=0.1 psec. Vertical stacking period

b=1 (a), 0.3 (b), and 0.2 (c). QD’s volume fraction fV =0.02 (a),

0.07 (b), and 0.1 (c). (From Ref. [5].)
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propagation with respect to the z-axis. As is predicted by

Eq. 23, the H-polarized field exhibits single resonance

coinciding with that for E-polarization at y=0. Owing to

the high symmetry of pyramids, the MAB method

simulation for arrays of disklike and pyramidal QDs

shows that both models of the QD shape manifest

qualitatively similar behavior differing in the shift values

and peak amplitudes. It should be noted that the band fine

structure illustrated in the particular case given by Fig. 5

must be involved in considering the interpretation of any

polarization effects in QD arrays.

In general, also the anisotropic shape of QD causes

different oscillator strengths for transitions involving E-

polarized and H-polarized fields.[37] To estimate the

influence of different gains for different polarizations,

we considered the case when the gain for E-polarization is

lower and the case when the gain for H-polarization is

higher (Fig. 6) compared with the case of equal gains in

Fig. 3a and b (parameter g0 in Eq. 8 is the diagonal

tensor). To make the effect clearer, we select also a longer

exciton dephasing time. The remarkable result is that the

gain peak of E-polarization locates closer to the QD

resonance energy because the decrease of the gain peak

dominates over the corresponding depolarization coeffi-

cient and results in smaller shifts than follow from Eq. 9.

To verify the predicted effects experimentally, a

structure with a dense array of QDs was fabricated at

the Abram Ioffe Physical Technical Institute (St. Peters-

burg). The structure represented 12 stacks of arrays of

ZnCdSe disklike QDs formed in a self-organized way.

The growth, structural, and basic optical properties of the

structure are given in Ref. [39]. The areal density of QDs

in a single sheet was about 1012 cm�2; the ZnCdSe dots

had a lateral size of �4 nm and a height of �1.2 nm. The

dots were incorporated in a ZnSe matrix and separated

with 5-nm ZnSe spaces.[39,40] At low excitation density in

edge geometry, QD photoluminescence (PL) is linearly

polarized[5,40] throughout the PL band with a degree of

polarization of 50% of the H-component (alignment as in

Fig. 1). This effect is related to the anisotropy in optical

transition matrix elements for H-polarizations and

E-polarizations originating from the disklike shape of

the QDs and the heavy-hole-like nature of the QD exciton.

The light-hole-like exciton QD state is also seen in the PL

excitation spectrum and is shifted significantly away from

the spectral range of interest. With increase in excitation

density, gain develops[39] and causes a strong superlinear

growth of the PL intensity. Spectra of the H-components

and E-components of stimulated emission are shown in

Fig. 7b. The predominantly H-polarized component is

shifted from the QD resonance revealed in the PL

excitation and optical reflectance spectra (Fig. 7a). The

degree of polarization of this component strongly

increases with excitation density. At the same time, we

distinctly observe an appearance of a second separate

peak in the E-component at energies closer to the QD

resonance. The intensity of the E-polarized peak is much

smaller, pointing to a smaller gain coefficient as compared

with that for the H-polarized peak at lower photon energy.

Therefore the peak location of the E-component corre-

sponds to the predictions of the calculations for the case

Fig. 5 Macroscopic gain of E-polarized field by disk DQs

arranged on a tetragonal lattice for different y from p/2 to 0 as

indicated. Lattice and individual QD parameters are as in Fig. 3.

(b). (From Ref. [5].)

Fig. 6 Macroscopic gain of H-polarized field (solid curves) by

disklike QDs arranged on a tetragonal lattice for different

anisotropic gains with gE/gH = 1.0(1), 4.0(2), 12.0(3), normal

incidence q = p/2, t = 0.5 psec, and other parameters as in Fig. 5.

Dashed curve = a gain band for E-polarization; dotted curve = a

gain band of a QD ensemble defined by Eq. 6 with isotropic ĝ0.

(From Ref. [5].)
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of different gain coefficients for E-polarizations and H-

polarizations (Fig. 6).

Reflectance of Planar Array of Quantum Dots

As was pointed out above, a planar layer comprising a 2-D

ensemble of QDs can be treated as an effective QW. As a

result, the formalism of investigation of QWs can be

extended to QD arrays by introducing effective integral

parameters of the array defined by Eq. 4. In particular, it

can easily be shown that EBCs (Eq. 3) describe a QW of

the thickness LQW with the tensorial dielectric function

given by Eq. 17:

eHðoÞ ¼ eh �
4pi

o
sxxLQW; eEðoÞ ¼

eh

1þ 2x=LQW

Reflection coefficients for such a QW are given by:[17]

rHðoÞ ¼
ikZH

2
ffiffiffiffi
eh
p

cos y� ikZH

;

rEðoÞ ¼
ik½ZH cos2 yþ e2

hZE sin2 y�
2
ffiffiffiffi
eh
p

cos y� ik½ZH cos2 y� e2
hZE sin2 y�

ð25Þ

where y is the angle of incidence and:

ZH ¼ LQW½eHðoÞ � eh�; ZE ¼ LQW
1

eEðoÞ
� 1

eh

� �

For spherical particles, after substituting LQW!2R,[7]

Eq. 25 describes the reflection from the planar array of

QDs. Thus we state the mathematical equivalence of

optical properties of a 2-D periodical layer of QDs and an

isolated quantum well. It should be stressed that the

mechanisms of electron transport processes and oscillator

strengths in each case are essentially different. Neverthe-

less, the equivalence makes it possible to extend to QD-

based planar structures with more complicated configura-

tions (finite-sized QD layer, QD layer in microcavity,

several QD layers, etc.) the well-developed mathematical

formalism of investigation of quantum wells.[41] Namely

this equivalence provides promising potentiality of the

derived EBCs for particular electrodynamic problems in

QD-based structures. In particular, the threshold current

for QD-based lasers can be evaluated by analogy with

solutions of corresponding problems for the QW lasers;

the EBC method allows us to analyze electromagnetic

responses of a QD layer (or a multilayer structure) placed

in microcavity—this is very important for the design of

QD-based semiconductor lasers.[1]

CONCLUSION

In our paper, we have discussed the electromagnetic

response properties of 2-D and 3-D inhomogeneous

semiconductor heterostructures—excitonic composites—

constituted by QDs imbedded in a transparent host

medium. The Maxwell Garnett approach of the effective

medium theory and its modification—impedance bound-

ary conditions—have been applied to study 3-D and 2-D

structures, respectively. The depolarization shift of the

QD gain band and, in anisotropically shaped QDs, the

polarization-dependent splitting of this band have been

predicted to exist as manifestation of the local field

effects. Both types of the exciton localization—strong and

weak confinement regimes—with a pronounced nonlo-

cality in the latter regime have been addressed. The basic

result is that in both cases, spatially local constitutive

relations describe QD composites although the electro-

magnetic response of an isolated QD in the weak

confinement regime is spatially nonlocal. The nonlocality

manifests itself in specific dependence of the effective

constitutive parameters on the geometry and electronic

properties of a single QD.

In our consideration, we have restricted ourselves to the

simplest model of excitonic composites—the perfect lattice

of identical QDs—whereas experimentally, available

structures show intrinsic size dispersion and periodicity

violation. These effects may be characterized by a distri-

bution function and taken into account by a theory of

irregular excitonic composites. Elaboration of such a theory

is the topical question. Another essential restriction of the

analysis presented is that nonclassical light–matter inter-

actions have been left beyond the analysis. The quantum

Fig. 7 Photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence exci-

tation (PLE) spectra (a) and E-polarized and H-polarized spectra

of stimulated emission in edge geometry (b) for the observation

temperature=7 K, excitation density=1 MW/cm2, and energy of

exciting photon Eex =2.88 eV. (From Ref. [4].)
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nature of light interacting with an excitonic composite is

expected to be of importance for many problems where

collections of excitons are involved: quantum computing,

electromagnetic fluctuations, etc. Both topical questions

will be addressed elsewhere in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum dot (QD) lasers emerged about decade ago and

now they are one of the most rapidly developing and

exciting areas in the field of semiconductor optoelectron-

ics. Properly optimized QD lasers show better perform-

ance than conventional quantum well (QW) lasers: low

threshold current, enhanced temperature stability, high

differential efficiency, increased differential gain, and

small linewidth enhancement factor resulting in reduced

filamentation and chirp. Self-organized QDs offer the

possibility to reach emission wavelengths that are larger

than those obtainable with quantum wells of the same

material system.

In this essay we discuss the fundamentals of QD

lasers. The criteria for the optimization of QD lasers for

different applications are considered. Experimental dem-

onstrations of the advantages of QD lasers are presented.

The latest experimental results on edge-emitting and

vertical cavity surface emitting QD lasers are reviewed.

Possible short-term commercial applications of QD lasers

are also discussed.

ADVANTAGES OF QUANTUM DOT LASERS

The concept of carrier confinement has been of primary

importance in the development of semiconductor laser.

The invention of the double heterostructure,[1,2] in which

carriers in a narrow-gap material are confined by wide

bandgap barriers, made possible the first continuous wave

(CW) operation of semiconductor lasers at room temper-

ature and their practical implementation. The next break-

through occurred when Dingle and Henry proposed the

idea to ‘‘exploit quantum effects in heterostructure semi-

conductor lasers to produce wavelength tunability’’ and to

achieve ‘‘lower lasing thresholds’’ via ‘‘the change in the

density of states which results from reducing the number

of translational degrees of freedom of the carriers’’.[3] It

was also shown that if the number of translational degrees

of freedom of charge carriers is decreased below two, a

singularity occurs in the density of states (Fig. 1). This

singularity increases light absorption or light amplifi-

cation (gain). An ultimate case of size quantization is

realized in QDs. A QD is a coherent inclusion of a narrow-

gap material in a wide-gap matrix in which electrons are

quantized in all three spatial directions. Thus a single

semiconductor QD exhibits a discrete d-function-like

energy spectrum similar to that in a real atom, keeping the

advantage of direct current injection, impossible in other

types of lasers based on atomic transitions.

The physical advantages of QD lasers resulting from

d-function-like density of states are:

. Low threshold current

. High material gain

. High temperature stability of the threshold current

(characterized by characteristic temperature T0)
. High differential efficiency
. High differential gain
. Small a-factor and correspondingly reduced filamen-

tation and chirp (shift of the lasing wavelength with

current)

In addition, QD medium has some advantages, which

are not directly related to size quantization effects:

. The possibility to reach emission wavelengths that are

larger than those obtainable with quantum wells of the

same material system. For instance, lasing at wave-

lengths up to 1.32 mm is demonstrated for InAs QDs

on GaAs substrate, in contrast to QW devices, in

which lasing is limited to approximately 1.15 mm.
. Dramatically reduced carrier lateral transport. Carrier

capture in QDs is very fast and carrier localization in

QDs is very efficient. This leads to a number of

advantages of using QD medium in laser applications:

larger catastrophic optical damage threshold due to

decreased facet overheating, increased lifetime, en-

hanced radiation hardness, and the possibility toN.N. Ledentsov is on the leave from Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute.
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fabricate narrow stripes via etching through active

area without increase in surface recombination.

Some of the basic advantages of QD lasers such as

improvement in the temperature stability of the threshold

current,[4] high material gain,[5] and the possibility of

remarkable reduction in the laser threshold were already

described in the first theoretical works on QD lasers.

These works, however, were generally based on simpli-

fied assumptions such as infinite barriers, no QD size

fluctuations, one confined electron and hole level, and

ultrafast energy relaxation of injected carriers. More

recent theoretical models had to take into account such

complications as finite barriers, many electron and hole

levels (effect of excited states), QD size fluctuations,

many body effects, radiative and nonradiative recombi-

nation in the optical confinement layer (OCL; wide-gap

matrix), charge neutrality violation in QDs, etc. It was

shown that the characteristics of QD lasers depend

dramatically on the parameters characterizing QD array

(QD lateral size, height and corresponding position of

energy levels, QD density, and size dispersion) as well as

on the structure design: thickness of the OCL, doping

profiles in the cladding layers and in the OCL, the band

offsets at the interface between the OCL and the cladding

layers. Depending on the abovementioned parameters

the performance of QD lasers can be very good or poor.

To get the best performance, an optimization of QD array

parameters should be done consistently with the optimi-

zation of the structure design. Optimization for certain

applications (low threshold current, high output power,

etc.) should be done according to different criteria, and in

many applications a combination of these criteria needs to

be taken into account.

High temperature stability of the threshold current as

the main fingerprint of QD lasers was demonstrated al-

ready in the first injection laser based on self-organized

QDs.[6] Further realization of the advantages of QD lasers

was associated with the improvement in QD growth and

the development of more sophisticated QD growth tech-

niques. At present, all the advantages of QD lasers are

basically experimentally proved. At the same time we

believe that there is still room for improvement in the

characteristics of QD lasers. Experimental and theoreti-

cal studies of QD lasers are exploding in scientific areas

and further progress in the field of QD lasers can be

foreseen. Recently, the first commercial QD lasers have

been announced.[7]

QUANTUM DOTS GROWTH

Realization of QD lasers became possible owing to the

progress in self-organized growth. The deposition of a

material with a lattice constant different from that of the

substrate was shown to result in a spontaneous forma-

tion of three-dimensional (3-D) islands (for a review, see

Ref. [8]). In most practical cases, for instance for the

deposition of InGaAs on GaAs, first a 2-D layer grows on

the substrate and island formation occurs only after a

Fig. 1 A schematic sketch of the density of states (dashed

curves) and gain spectra (solid curves) in bulk material, quantum

well, quantum wires, and quantum dots. Schematic morphology

is shown on the right.
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certain critical thickness is exceeded. Thus QD array is

situated on top of a thin initial planar layer (so-called

wetting layer). This growth mode is referred to as

Stranski–Krastanow growth mode. Under certain growth

parameters, arrays of highly uniform coherent islands can

be formed. Each island generates long-range strain fields

in the substrate and interaction of the island via these

fields favors island lateral ordering in a 2-D lattice.

The characteristics of QD lasers depend dramatically

on the parameters characterizing QD array.[9] Already in

the first injection QD laser based on QDs formed in simple

Stranski–Krastanow growth mode, insufficient carrier

localization in QDs and their thermal escape to the

wetting layer and the OCL were shown to be a dis-

advantage, deteriorating the device performance at high

temperatures.[6] As simple Stranski–Krastanow growth

provides only limited control of the interrelated size and

density of the islands, extensive investigations have been

conducted to overcome these limitations and to optimize

the properties of QD arrays. Novel advanced approaches

such as vertically coupled QDs[10] lead to a considerable

improvement in the performance of QD lasers.

Present best performance QD lasers are based on QDs

formed by the technological approach that we refer to as

activated alloy phase separation (AAPS).[11,12] In this

approach the original Stranski–Krastanow InAs islands

are formed by depositing a certain amount (DIS) of InAs

(DIS=1.7–3 ML). The original islands are then over-

grown with an average thickness H of InxGa1�xAs alloy

layer (H=0–6 nm, x=0–0.20). The strain field induced

by each island leads to a migration of In atoms toward it

and, correspondingly, to an increase in its effective

volume. The increase in the original island volume as

well as partial strain relaxation in such QDs embedded in

an InxGa1�xAs layer and a narrowing of the matrix

bandgap results in a higher confinement of electron and

hole levels with a corresponding red-shift of the

photoluminescence (PL) emission.[12,13] Lasers based on

QDs formed by the AAPS enable it to reach lasing

wavelengths above 1.3 mm for the structures grown on

GaAs substrates, which is not possible with the use of

InGaAs QWs. The AASP process sensitively depends on

the size and density of the InAs nanostressors, i.e., the

InAs deposition amount (DIS), as well as on the thickness

(H), and on the composition (x) of the InxGa1�xAs alloy

layer. To achieve high QD confinement energy (long

emission wavelength), narrow QD size distribution, and

simultaneously prevent formation of dislocations and

large dislocated clusters, a careful optimization of growth

parameters is required and described in detail in

Ref. [12].

A growth sequence very similar to AAPS is referred

to by the authors as a ‘‘dots in a well’’ (DWELL) de-

sign.[14] In the DWELL design the original Stranski–

Krastanow islands are formed on a several-nanometer-

thick InxGa1�xAs buffer layer. To the best of our

knowledge QDs formed by AAPS and DWELL have very

similar properties. More details on the growth and optical

properties of InAs–GaAs QDs emitting in long-wave-

length optical region can be found in review.[15]

EQUILIBRIUM VS. NONEQUILIBRIUM
CARRIER DISTRIBUTION IN
QUANTUM DOT ARRAY

Depending on the sample temperature and the confine-

ment of electron and hole energy levels with respect to

Fig. 2 Gain spectra for the cases corresponding to nonequi-

librium (a) and equilibrium (b) filling of QDs. The curves are

numbered in ascending order of population inversion in a QD.

The dashed curve corresponds to the population inversion equal

to unity. E0 is the energy of the ground state transition in an

average sized QD. (From Ref. [9].)
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the continuum, the carrier distribution within the QD

array can be either equilibrium or nonequilibrium.[9] At

high temperatures or (and) low confinement energies the

characteristic times of thermally excited escapes of elec-

trons and holes from a QD are small compared to the

radiative lifetime in QDs. Thermal carrier emission,

lateral transport via the wetting layer and matrix, and

then recapture result in the quasi-equilibrium distribution

of carriers in the array with the corresponding quasi-Fermi

levels determined by the pumping level. As a consequence

of such carrier redistribution, the level occupancies (and

numbers of carriers) in various QDs will differ.

At low temperatures or (and) efficient confinement of

electron and hole energy levels, the radiative lifetime in

QDs is small compared with the characteristic times of

thermally excited escapes of the carriers from a QD. A

carrier captured by a QD having no time to leave a QD

recombines in the same QD. The redistribution of car-

riers from one QD to another and establishment of quasi-

Fermi levels for the conduction and valence bands do not

occur. As the initial numbers of carriers injected into

various QDs are the same, the level occupancies are also

the same there.

Carrier distribution dramatically affects the depen-

dence of gain spectra on the injection current.[9] In case of

nonequilibrium distribution, the gain spectrum copies the

shape of the curve corresponding to the dispersion of QD

ground-state transition energies (Gaussian). The spectra

are scaled along the vertical axis by a factor equal to the

mean population inversion in QDs (Fig. 2a). In case of

quasi-equilibrium the ‘‘gradual’’ filling of the curve oc-

curs with the increase in pumping level (Fig. 2b).

SPONTANEOUS EMISSION AND GAIN

The first theoretical simulations of QD lasers were based

on the assumption of one electron and one hole level in a

QD. In actual QDs the energy level structure is much more

complex.[13,16] In a pyramidal QD with base length larger

than 14 nm there are several electron and hole levels.[16]

Because of piezoelectric effect and Coulomb interaction

there is no degeneracy, even accidental, of the excited

states. However, several excited-state transitions may act

as one ‘‘effective’’ transition if their energies are close.

The absorption (gain) spectrum of the ‘‘effective’’ tran-

sition will be a superposition of absorption (gain) spectra

corresponding to individual excited-state transitions with

close energies. The maximal absorption (gain) of this

superposition can be higher than that of the ground-state

transition.[17]

Typical electroluminescence (EL) spectra of a laser

based on QDs with narrow size distribution are shown in

Fig. 3. A 200-mm-long stripe was used. Short stripes are

essential to measuring the EL spectrum shape correctly.

The longer the stripe the higher the probability of high

energy photons corresponding to the emission from ex-

cited states to be reabsorbed and contribute to the final

emission from lower energy levels. By contrast, lower

energy photons corresponding to the emission from the

ground state easily leave the structure. The reabsorption

effect can modify the EL spectra. Moreover, in short

stripes, the spontaneous emission can be studied even at

high current densities. At the lowest excitation density, the

emission mainly originates from the ground-state tran-

sition. At higher excitation densities, the first and the

second short wavelength peaks become apparent. Strong

level filling occurs at high injection currents because of

the limited number of QD energy states. At all tempera-

tures, EL lines from the ground- and excited-state tran-

sitions are relatively narrow (40–60 nm) and well re-

 

Fig. 3 Electroluminescence spectra from a 200-mm-long stripe

at different injection currents and temperatures: (1) 12.5, (2) 25,

(3) 50, (4) 125, (5) 250, (6) 500, (7) 1250, (8) 2500, (9) 3750,

and (10) 5000 A/cm2.
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solved. Emission due to the wetting layer/InGaAs layer is

also seen in the spectra at 0.97 mm at room temperature

(the QDs are embedded in a QW formed by the wetting

layer and InGaAs layer with nominal thickness H). Each

of the two short wavelength QD peaks is likely to be a

superposition of two or more closely located peaks from

transitions involving different electron and hole sublevels.

At 80 K, the lasing starts at a current density of 500

A/cm2, whereas at 290 K the device is in the spontaneous

emission mode up to 5 kA/cm2.

Modal gain spectra of a laser structure based on three

sheets of QDs formed by the AAPS are shown in Fig. 4.

The surface density of QDs estimated from TEM images

was 4–5�1010 cm�2. The spectra are measured by the

variable-stripe length method with varying current injec-

tion. The maxima at 1.254 and 1.18 mm correspond to

the ground- and first excited-state transitions. At current

densities of about 900 A/cm2 the gain of the ground-state

transition saturates. The gain saturation effect is a

consequence of the limited surface density of QDs,

inhomogeneous broadening of the QD array, and the

limited QD radiative emission rate. The maximum modal

gain for the transition from the ith electron level to the jth

hole level is:[17]

gmax
ij ¼ x

4

lijffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ij

p
" #2

dij
1

tQD
ij

�h

ðDeÞinhom;ij

Gij

a
NSZL ð1Þ

where

x is a numerical constant (x=1/p and x ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

for

Lorentzian and Gaussian QD-size distribution func-

tions, respectively);

lij ¼ 2p�hc=Eij (a wavelength at transition Eij;

dij is the degeneracy of the transition;

�a is the mean size of QDs;

ZL is the number of QD layers;

NS is the surface density of QDs in a layer;

�ij is a dielectric constant;

tij
QD is the spontaneous radiative lifetime for the i! j

transition;

(De)inhom, ij is the inhomogeneous line broadening for the

i! j transition;

Gij is the modal optical confinement factor in a QD layer

(along the transverse direction in the waveguide) for

the i! j transition.

Fig. 4 Modal gain spectra at different injection currents: (1)

98, (2) 195, (3) 487, (4) 975, (5) 1950, and (6) 2925 A/cm2.

Fig. 5 Gain (a) and spontaneous emission spectra (b) at

different injection currents for a model structure in case of large

separation of the mean transition energies and small inhomoge-

neous broadening. I: j=6.8 A cm� 2, II: j=18 A cm�2, j3 =1
(saturated g and rsp). (From Ref. [17].)
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The measured maximum (saturated) modal gain of the

ground-state transition is 12 cm�3 (4 cm�1 per QD sheet).

For a laser structure based on 10 stacks of similar QDs the

measured maximum modal gain was above 25 cm�1.[11]

In equilibrium filling of QDs, the general relationship

between the gain and spontaneous emission spectra has

been shown to hold for an arbitrary number of radiative

transitions and an arbitrary QD-size distribution.[17] Thus

gain spectrum can be derived from the measured spon-

taneous emission spectrum (and vice versa).

EFFECT OF EXCITED-STATE TRANSITIONS
ON THE THRESHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
OF A QUANTUM DOT LASER

Depending on the relationship between the separation of

the ground- and excited-state transition energies and the

inhomogeneous broadening, either a smooth or a step-like

change in the lasing wavelength with losses occurs.[18,19]

The multiple transition effect on threshold characteristics,

in particular on the lasing wavelength, was theoretically

studied in Ref. [17]. We consider two optical transitions

and assume that maximal gain for the ‘‘effective’’

excited-state transition is higher than that for the grown-

state transition. The following situations can arise:[17]

1. Large separation of the mean transition energies and

small inhomogeneous broadening. The gain and the

spontaneous emission spectra for different injection

current levels are shown in Fig. 5a and b, respectively.

As the injection current density at the lasing threshold

is a monotonically increasing function of the losses b,

the dependence of the laser characteristics on the

injection current density will also represent the

dependence on the losses, and vice versa. At b<g1
max,

the gain peak is near the energy of the ground-state

transition (E1) and, hence, lasing occurs via this

transition (l 
 l1, where l is the lasing wavelength

and l1 is the wavelength of the ground-state transi-

tion). For b, somewhat less than g1
max, there is a shift

in the peak position, and for g1
max<b<g2

max, the peak

is seen near the energy of the excited-state transition

(E2). Lasing then occurs via the excited-state transi-

tion (l 
 l2, where l is the lasing wavelength and l2

is the wavelength of the exited-state transition). The

lasing wavelength and threshold current density jth are

shown in Fig. 6 as a function of losses. The break in

@jth/@b at b
g1
max reflects the shift of the lasing

wavelength. As the modal gain peak is equal to the

losses at lasing threshold, it is obvious that the curve

for the threshold current density against losses also

represents the gain peak vs. the injection current

density (the gain–current curve) if the abscissa and the

ordinate are interchanged.

2. Small separation of the mean transition energies and

large inhomogeneous broadening. The character of

the change in the gain and the spontaneous emission

spectra with injection current as well as the lasing

wavelength dependence on losses are shown in Figs. 7

and 8, respectively. There is a smooth change in l
with b. The lasing wavelength l can be significantly

Fig. 6 Threshold current density and lasing wavelength (the inset) against losses. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 5. The vertical

dashed lines are for g1
max and g2

max. The horizontal dashed and dotted lines in the inset are for l1 and l2. (From Ref. [17].)
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below l1 for high losses. Nevertheless, it is hard to

construct a situation where l approaches l2. This is

because the position of the gain spectrum peak is

determined by the overlap of the transition lines, and

the inhomogeneous broadening of the excited-state

transition is always larger than that of the ground-state

transition. Thus the position of the gain spectrum

peak is closer to that of the ground-state transition.

Therefore when the lasing wavelength changes

smoothly with losses, it is impossible to derive in-

formation on the energy of the excited-state transition

directly from this dependence.

Near-threshold lasing and EL spectra of a laser struc-

ture based on three sheets of QDs formed by the AAPS

(the same as was used to measure spontaneous emission

and gain spectra; Figs. 3 and 4) are shown in Fig. 9. The

inhomogeneous broadening is less than the separation of

the mean transition energies (situation 1 takes place). For

a long stripe, where the external loss is small, the gain

of the ground-state transition is sufficient to overcome

the total loss, and lasing occurs via the ground-state

Fig. 7 Gain (a) and spontaneous emission (b) spectra at

different injection currents for a model structure in case of small

separation of the mean transition energies and large inhomoge-

neous broadening, I: j=20.7 A cm�2, II: j=39.7 A cm�2, j3 =1
(saturated g and rsp). (From Ref. [17].)

Fig. 8 Threshold current density and lasing wavelength (the

inset) against losses. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.

The vertical dashed lines are for g1
max and g2

max. The horizontal

dashed and dotted lines in the inset are for l1 and l2. (From

Ref. [17].)

Fig. 9 Electroluminescence spectra showing spontaneous

emission and lasing. Different stripe lengths are used.
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transition (Fig. 9a). In shorter stripes, with larger external

loss, the gain of the ground-state transition is not suf-

ficient to overcome the total loss, and the lasing proceeds

via the first excited-state transition (Fig. 9b); the thres-

hold current density increases dramatically. The shortest

devices lase via the second excited-state transition

(Fig. 9c) at a very high threshold current density. The

dependence of the lasing wavelength and the threshold

current density on the cavity length is summarized in

Fig. 10. When the lasing occurs via the ground-state

transition (for cavities longer that 1.2 mm) the threshold

current density increases only slightly as the cavity

length decreases.

THRESHOLD CURRENT DENSITY

Lower threshold current density in QD lasers as compared

to those based on quantum wires and QWs was predicted

in early theoretical works and greatly motivated experi-

mental and theoretical research in the field of QD lasers.

More detailed theoretical studies revealed dramatic de-

pendence of threshold current on the parameters of

QD array among which the most important are the QD

density and the inhomogeneous broadening.[9] Thus, for

instance, it was shown that lasing could never be achieved

if QD density is less than certain critical density or

inhomogeneous broadening exceeds the critical value. In

Fig. 10 Dependence of the lasing wavelength (a) and the

threshold current density (b) on the cavity length. n=0, 1, and 2

denote the ground, first, and second excited states, respectively.

 

 

Fig. 11 Normalized threshold current density vs. the normalized surface QD density for a model structure. (From Ref. [9].)
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Ref. [20], the following inequality for interrelated toler-

able values of structure parameters was obtained:

4

x

ffiffi
e
p

l0

� �2

tQD
a

G
ðDeÞinhom

�h

1

NS

1

L
ln

1

R
� 1 ð2Þ

where most values are defined in Eq. 1, and where R is the

facet reflectivity and L is the cavity length.

Hence Eq. 2 relates the tolerable values of the three

parameters, NS, (De)inhom, and L, to each other. The

critical tolerable value of each of the three parameters is

related to the given values of the other two. The more

perfect the QD array [the less the (De)inhom] or the longer

the cavity the less is the minimum surface density of QDs

NS
min. The denser the QD ensemble (the greater the NS) or

the longer the cavity the greater is (De)inhom
max . The more

perfect the QD array or the denser the QD ensemble the

less is the minimum cavity length Lmin.

When one of the structure parameters is close to its

critical tolerable value, the mean (averaged over the

lateral direction) electron and hole level occupancies in

QDs tend to unity—the electron and hole levels are fully

occupied. This demands infinitely high free-carrier den-

sities in the OCL and, correspondingly, infinitely high

injection current. For the advantages of a QD laser to be

attained in practice, structure parameters should be well

away from the critical values. Fig. 11 shows the depen-

dence of the normalized threshold current on the normal-

ized surface QD density for a model structure.[9,20] There

is an optimal surface QD density minimizing threshold

current. For NS<NS
min, the lasing is impossible to attain

(the gain cannot overcome losses).

Recent progress in crystal growth has resulted in arrays

of In(Ga,As)–GaAs QD with a relatively small (<10%)

inhomogeneous broadening. Low threshold current den-

sities of 26 A/cm2[14] and 19 A/cm2[21] at 300 K, and 6 A/

cm2 at 4 K[22] for long devices with HR facet coatings

based on a single sheet of QDs have been achieved.

However, differential efficiency of such lasers was low. In

commercial lasers, high differential efficiency is required

and, thus, HR coatings cannot be applied to the front facet.

Here the measure of quality is the value of threshold

current density per single QW or QD layer. The best

values of 7–10 A/cm2 per QD layer were realized in

devices with a large number of QD stacks[11] and high

differential efficiency. A record low transparency current

of 6 A/cm2 per dot layer, an internal quantum efficiency of

98%, and an internal loss below 1.5 cm�1 have been

demonstrated in a QD laser grown by MOCVD.[23]

DEFECT REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Growth of QDs especially large-sized ones with high

confinement energy for electrons and holes may be

accompanied by the formation of defects and large

dislocated clusters. This problem can be eliminated by

applying specially developed in situ defect-reduction

techniques, which permits selective elimination of dis-

located objects without affecting coherent QDs.[24] A

schematic diagram illustrating the reduction of dislocation

density is shown in Fig. 12. The QDs are overgrown with

a thin (1 nm) GaAs layer (Fig. 12b) at a temperature

corresponding to that of QD formation (480�C). Then the

substrate temperature is raised to 600�C. The thin cap

layer only partly covers the large dislocated InAs clusters

allowing the InAs to evaporate in the annealing step

(Fig. 12c). The smaller coherent QDs, being completely

covered, are only weakly affected. Fig. 13 shows trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) images for the sam-

ples grown with and without the annealing step. The den-

sity of dislocated islands in the sample grown without the

annealing step is �109 cm�2. No dislocated islands are

revealed in the structure grown with the annealing step.

The application of defect reduction techniques is

especially important in case of lasers based on multiple

QD stacks. Even small density of dislocations and large

dislocated clusters in the first QD sheet result in a drastic

deterioration of the properties of upper QD sheets. The use

Fig. 13 Plan view bright field (220) TEM images of the

structures grown without (a) and with (b) the annealing step. DI

denotes dislocated islands.

Fig. 12 A schematic illustrating reduction of dislocation

density.
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of defect reduction techniques results in a dramatic im-

provement in the characteristics of QD lasers (Fig. 14).

More than sevenfold decrease in the threshold current is

observed for a structure based on 10 QD stacks.

TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS

Ultrahigh temperature stability of threshold current was

predicted for ideal QD lasers (infinite barriers, no fluc-

tuation of QD sizes, etc.) to be one of the main advantages

over conventional (QW lasers.[4] Usually, the temperature

dependence of the threshold current density (jth) is de-

scribed by the characteristic temperature defined as

1

T0
¼ 1

jth

@jth

@T

In actual laser structures there are several reasons for jth to

be temperature dependent:

. The presence of carriers in the OCL and their radiative

and nonradiative recombination processes give rise to

an additional component of the threshold current,

which is governed by the thermal escape of carriers

from QDs and depends exponentially on tempera-

ture.[9]

. Inhomogeneous broadening of QD array. This effect is

similar to that due to recombination in the OCL in the

sense that the inhomogeneous line broadening is

associated with undesired pumping of nonlasing QDs.

So long as the electron and hole populations in the

nonlasing QDs are in equilibrium with those in the

active QDs, the fraction of threshold current arising

from the recombination in nonlasing QDs depends on

temperature, and the characteristic temperature is no

longer infinite.[25]

. The charge neutrality violation in QDs makes the

threshold current component, associated with the

recombination in QDs, to be also temperature depen-

dent.[26]

. Small energy separation between the discreet hole

levels.[27]

. Temperature dependence of free carrier absorption.

Because of these effects the threshold current and its

temperature stability depend dramatically on the param-

eters characterizing the QD array (surface density of QDs,

QD size dispersion, and carrier localization energies in

QDs) as well as on the structure design (p-type modulation

doping in the active region, thickness of the OCL, doping

profiles in the cladding layers and in the OCL, the band

offsets at the interface between the OCL and the cladding

layers, and the cavity length).

Most of the theoretical works simulate temperature

dependence of the threshold current under the assumption

of either equilibrium or nonequilibrium carrier distribu-

tion in the QD array. Recently, it has been shown that

transition from nonequilibrium to equilibrium distribution

can result in a very unusual behavior of temperature

dependence of the threshold current unique for QD lasers.

Fig. 15 shows the temperature dependence of the thres-

hold current density for a high-performance QD laser.[28]

At T<T1 (T1=150 K in our case), threshold current density

jth only weakly increases with the temperature. This

Fig. 15 N-shape temperature dependence of the threshold

current density for a laser with narrow QD size dispersion and

low threshold current density. Cavity length is 2 mm.

Fig. 14 Threshold current densities for the structures with

various numbers of QD stacks grown without and with defect

reduction. A design with negligible external losses is used.
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increase can be attributed to the presence of carriers in the

OCL and their radiative and nonradiative recombination.

Then at T>T1, threshold current density decreases with

the temperature. Thus at T1<T<T2 (T2=200 K in our

case), the temperature dependence of the threshold current

is described by a negative T0.[29] Finally, at T>T2, thresh-

old current density starts to increase, with the temperature

steeper as compared to low temperature range. Tempera-

tures T1 and T2 depend on the confinement of electron and

hole energy levels with respect to the continuum and

inhomogeneous broadening of QD arrays. For QD arrays

with weak confinement and larger inhomogeneous broad-

ening, T1 can be very low and was not observed in the

early experiments.[29]

For commercial applications it is essential to have a

high value of T0 at temperatures above 300 K. Several

approaches have been proposed to improve the T0 values

such as placing of QDs in a QW,[30] increasing the band-

gap of the matrix,[29] etc. However, even in some cases the

T0 values were increased (up to 350 K in Ref. [30])

threshold current density was also high. First high char-

acteristic temperature operation (160 K) at ambient

temperature (below 40�C (313 K)) together with low

threshold current density (70 A/cm2 for 3-fold stacked

QDs) was realized in Ref. [31] for a design with negligible

external losses in pulsed mode.

Very high characteristic temperature in QD lasers

(T0=230 K up to 80�C (353 K)) was recently demon-

strated by applying a QD p-modulation doping tech-

nique;[32] the approach, which was earlier proposed to

improve the performance of QW lasers.[33] The penalty of

p-doping was the reduced differential efficiency (<20% in

Ref. [32]). Recently, using undoped 5 fold-stacked QDs, it

became possible to increase the T0 value to 170 K (Fig. 16)

between 10�C (283 K) and 65�C (338 K) without paying a

penalty of increased internal losses.[34] Remarkably, this

device simultaneously showed low threshold current

density (100 A/cm2, 1.5mm cavity length, uncoated)

and high differential efficiency (85%).

TIME-RESPONSE

The modulation bandwidth of QD lasers was measured by

different groups and is typically 5–10 GHz.[35–39] The

high-speed performance of QD lasers was shown to be

limited by the long ‘‘quantum capture’’ time of injected

carriers.[40] The value of this parameter, which includes

transport through the heterostructure, continuum to bound

capture time, and intersubband carrier relaxation, varies

with injection current and the number of dot levels in the

active region. The carrier capture time measured in

Refs. [40] and [41] quantitatively agrees with the mod-

ulation bandwidth value of 5 GHz. More direct femto-

second differential transmission measurements have been

made by using the pump-probe technique.[35] These mea-

surements have been done as a function of temperature

(4–300 K) and excitation level (number of carriers per

dot). It was shown that, in addition to intersubband elec-

tron relaxation in the dots, carrier reemission to the barrier

and wetting layers and the density of available states in

these regions also play significant roles in determining the

carrier dynamics, particularly at elevated temperatures. It

is therefore worthwhile to use QD with high confinement

energy to suppress carrier reemission from QDs to the WL

and OCL. Indeed, in QD amplifiers the use of QDs with

high confinement energy (large-sized QDs) resulted in a

significant improvement in gain dynamic.[42]

The ‘‘hot-carrier’’ problem (or gain compression) can

be overcome by injecting electrons directly to the lasing

states[43,44] and thus bypassing the usual injection process

over the heterojunction barriers. By tunnel injection,

‘‘cold’’ electrons are introduced into the lasing subband of

the active (gain) region (resonantly or phonon assisted) at

or near the Fermi level at a rate higher than the stimulated

emission rate, and the electron distribution remains quasi-

Fermi even at large drive currents. The hole thermaliza-

tion rates are usually very large because of the high

density of states and band mixing. Hot-carrier effects,

mentioned earlier, can therefore be minimized. By uti-

lizing tunnel injection of electrons, enhanced small-signal

modulation bandwidth, f�3 dB, and reduced temperature

sensitivity of the threshold current, characterized by T0,

were measured in In0.4Ga0.6As/GaAs self-organized quan-

tum dot ridge waveguide lasers. Values of f�3 dB=15 GHz

at 283 K and T0=237 K for 278 K<T<318 K are

measured in these devices.[45] However, threshold current

density of the laser was high.

Fig. 16 High-temperature stability of the threshold current for

a high-performance QD laser emitting at 1.3 mm. The active area

is based on five QD stacks.
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Passive mode locking was achieved at 1.3 mm in oxide-

confined, two-section, bistable QD lasers with an inte-

grated intracavity QD saturable absorber.[46] Fully mode-

locked pulses at a repetition rate of 7.4 GHz with a

duration of 17 psec were observed under appropriate bias

conditions. No self-pulsation accompanied the mode

locking. These results suggest that a carefully designed

QD laser is a candidate for ultrashort pulse generation.

LINEWIDTH ENHANCEMENT FACTOR

The linewidth enhancement factor a is a key parameter to

characterize the dynamic behavior of semiconductor

lasers. It is usually defined as a=4p/l(dn/dN)(dg/dN)�1,

where N is the carrier density, n is the refractive index,

and g is the optical gain. In narrow stripe lasers, large

values of a can result in antiguiding, whereas in broad

area devices this leads to self-focusing, filamentation,

and chirp under modulation. Typically, a is about 2 for

InGaAs single QW lasers at carrier densities corre-

sponding to threshold.[47] A record low value of a=0.5

has been reported.[48]

The linewidth enhancement factor can be calculated

from the gain spectrum using the Kramers–Kronig re-

lations. In the case of a QD laser with a dot ensemble

showing a perfect Gaussian energy distribution and only

one energy level for electrons and holes, the gain spectrum

is perfectly symmetric around the peak gain energy. In this

case, the differential gain is also symmetric about the peak

gain energy at which lasing occurs. Thus the differential

refractive index change calculated using the Kramers–

Kronig relations is exactly zero at the lasing energy, and

the QD laser with a quasi ideally distributed (symmetric)

ensemble of QDs exhibits a chirp-free operation.[49] Par-

ticipation of excited states might cause a nonsymmetric

gain curve, which increases the linewidth enhancement

factor. A narrow QD distribution and well-resolved ener-

gy levels of 1.3-mm QD lasers favor substantial reduction

in a. The linewidth enhancement factor below the onset of

gain saturation has been measured to be as small as 0.1 in

QD lasers,[50] which is significantly lower than values

reported for QW lasers.

For nearly all applications large spatial coherence of

the laser light is needed to focus the beam. Narrow stripe

devices with index guiding that gives rise to fundamental

transverse mode operation are limited in the output pow-

er by the onset of catastrophic optical mirror damage

(COMD).[51] The solution of gain-guided broader area

devices has been fraught with the problem of filamenta-

tion and higher order modes, which destroy the spatial

coherence.[52] As beam filamentation strongly depends on

the linewidth enhancement factor (a-factor),[53] QD-

lasers, which are conjectured to show a reduced a-factor,

are expected to show suppressed filamentation compared

to QW lasers.

Recently, near-fields and beam-qualities (M2) were

compared for a narrow stripe 1.1-mm emitting QW laser, a

1.1-mm emitting QD laser, and a 1.3-mm emitting QD

laser.[54] The cross section in the lateral direction (slow

axis) of the near fields for output powers of 20, 40, and 60

mW is shown in Fig. 17a for the QW laser and in Fig. 17b

and c for the QD lasers emitting at 1.1 and 1.3 mm,

respectively. The near fields of the QD lasers are Gaussian

for all output powers up to 60 mW. In the QW laser,

filamentation is present already at an output power of 20

mW. With increasing output power, filamentation

increases with more sharp peaks appearing in the beam

profile. Additionally, for higher drive currents side lobes

next to the laser ridge emerge, too. The beam qualities

(M2) were studied as a function of stripe width for QW

and QD lasers.[54] At an output power of 20 mW, M2

increases for the QW laser from a value of 2.6 for a 3-mm

stripe laser to 4.7 for a 10-mm stripe laser. Thus even for a

narrow stripe width of 3 mm no lateral fundamental mode

emission could be achieved for this gain-guided QW laser.

In the case of the QD lasers the situation is quite different.

Lateral fundamental mode emission (M2�2) is demon-

strated up to a stripe width of 8 mm for the 1.1-mm QD

Fig. 17 Near field cross sections in horizontal direction (slow

axis) for 6-mm stripe QW laser emitting at 1.1 mm (a), QD laser

emitting at 1.1 mm (b), and QD laser emitting at 1.3 mm (c).

Cavity length is 1.3mm in all cases.
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laser and up to 9 mm for the 1.3-mm QD laser at an output

power of 20 and 45 mW, respectively.

REDUCED CARRIER LATERAL TRANSPORT

Three-dimensional carrier localization in QDs leads to a

dramatically reduced lateral carrier spreading in the active

area of QD lasers. Carrier capture time from the GaAs

matrix to the wetting layer was measured to be less than

1 psec for QDs emitting at long wavelengths.[55] The

capture from the wetting layer into the QDs is also very

efficient.[56] The fabrication of single-mode lasers

may require etching through an active region. For QW

devices this would lead to nonradiative recombination of

carriers within a diffusion length at the processed surfaces.

In contrast, in a QD structure, carrier transport in the

lateral direction is suppressed, which makes the surface

recombination insignificant. Thus leakage currents in

narrow stripe QD lasers are expected to be lower that

those in QW devices. In Ref. [56], bright photolumines-

cence at 300 K was demonstrated from very small 0.2-mm

mesas at room temperature, indicating that using QDs as

an active medium indeed permits a dramatic reduction of

the surface recombination in deeply etched devices.

In QD lasers, lateral transport toward defects in the

active area and, correspondingly, nonradiative recombi-

nation are also suppressed. This results in reduced

sensitivity of the performance of QD lasers to defects in

the active area. The influence of high-energy proton

irradiation on the device properties of QD lasers was

investigated in Ref. [57]. Quantum dot lasers demonstrat-

ed enhanced radiation hardness in contrast to QW devices,

which indicates that using QDs is promising for lasers

in hard radiation environment. First degradation experi-

ments on QD lasers demonstrated the potential of QD

lasers for increased operation lifetime.[58,59]

HIGH-POWER OPERATION

High differential efficiency, low threshold current, and

suppression of filamentation make QD lasers very

promising for high-power applications. Recently, light–

current characteristics in QW, quantum wire, and QD

lasers have been theoretically treated.[60] Quantum dot

lasers were shown to have a major advantage over

conventional QW laser from the viewpoint of high-power

operation. According to Ref. [60], in properly optimized

QD lasers the light–current characteristic is linear with

both the internal and external quantum efficiency being

close to unity up to very high injection current densities

(15 kA/cm2). Output power in excess of 10 W at an

internal quantum efficiency higher than 95% was shown

to be attainable in broad area devices.

Present broad-area QD lasers emitting in a spectral

range of 0.94 –1.3 mm show CW output powers of 3–6

W.[61–64] Fig. 18 shows the pulsed performance of QD

lasers based on 10-fold stacked QDs. The cavity length is

1.45mm and uncoated facets are used. Differential

efficiency as high as 85% and a threshold current den-

sity as low as 90 A/cm2 are realized. The characteristic

 

 

Fig. 18 Pulsed light–current characteristic at room temperature of a broad area QD laser emitting at 1.3 mm. Stripe width is 100 mm,

stripe length is 1.5 mm.
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temperature is 150 K in a temperature range of 0–70�C.

All the key numbers are better than those for commercial

InP-based 1.3-mm devices. Narrow 7-mm-wide stripes

demonstrated single-transverse-mode kink-free CW oper-

ation up to 330 mW for uncoated facets.[65]

VERTICAL CAVITY SURFACE EMITTING
LASERS BASED ON QUANTUM DOTS

Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) emitting

at 1.3 mm are very promising for use in high-bit-rate

transmission lines for telecommunications. Until recently

only the InP/InGaAsP material system has been utilized to

fabricate long-wavelength semiconductor lasers because

the crystal composition of InGaAsP can be adjusted to

produce emitters in the required wavelength region. How-

ever, the performance of current long-wavelength lasers

still lags behind that of their shorter-wavelength counter-

parts. The problem limiting the performance of InP-based

QW devices is a strong temperature dependence of their

characteristics caused by insufficient electron confine-

ment in the active region.[66] This leads to poor temper-

ature stability of the threshold current and emission

wavelength, as well as to high values of threshold current

densities. Besides, the cost of InP-based devices is

substantially higher than that for GaAs-based ones.

An additional disadvantage as far as fabrication of

commercial long-wavelength vertical cavity lasers based

on traditional InGaAsP–InP heterostructures is concerned

is the lack of adequate Bragg mirrors. Mirrors of

InGaAsP–InP layers have a small refractive index

difference. Thus a Bragg mirror with 50 or more periods

is required to achieve the reflectivity value (>0.99)

needed for lasing. The introduction of wafer-bonded

GaAs/AlGaAs Bragg mirrors to InP-based active regions

has led to an improvement in device performance.[67]

However, the wafer-fusion technique represents a com-

plex technological process and therefore expensive for

large-scale production. In addition, bonded interfaces

have low quality, resulting in, for example, increased

resistance. Other recent approaches (using top metamor-

phic AlAs–GaAs DBR, or using AlGaAsSb-based DBRs

on InP substrates) do not solve the problem of reliability

and cost efficiency, and may be competitive only until

the production-oriented GaAs-based technology is de-

veloped. Thus for the fabrication of commercial 1.3-mm

VCSELs it is essential that the whole structure, including

the active area, is grown on the same GaAs substrate,

which would enable it to use monolithic high-contrast

lattice-matched GaAs–Al(Ga)As or oxidized GaAs–AlO

Bragg mirrors.

Two approaches are successfully applied for long-

wavelength GaAs-based VCSELs: using InGaAs–GaAs

QDs and nitrogen doping of InGaAs layers.[68] Self-

organized QDs are particularly advantageous for VCSELs

as they offer the possibility to realize very low threshold

current density and high temperature stability in properly

optimized devices. Owing to suppressed carrier lateral

transport very small VCSELs can be fabricated without a

deterioration of operating characteristics.

The first 1.3-mm VCSELs grown on GaAs substrate

was realized in Ref. [69]. The VCSEL design is sche-

matically shown in Fig. 19. The microcavity is surrounded

by (p) and (n) Al0.98Ga0.02As layers (less than l/4-thick)

followed by 1l-thick (p) and (n)GaAs current spreading/

intracavity contact spacer layers doped to 1018 cm�3. In-

tracavity contacts are used. The spacer layers are followed

Fig. 19 A schematic cross section of vertical cavity surface emitting laser with QD active region, oxide current aperture, and

oxide DBRs.
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by DBRs composed of alternating Al0.98Ga0.02As and l/4-

thick GaAs layers. The Al0.98Ga0.02As layers in the DBR,

as well as those surrounding the optical cavity, are selec-

tively oxidized to form Al(Ga)O. The QDs are centered in

a 1l-thick GaAs optical microcavity, whose edges are

doped to 1017 cm�3. The ends of the microcavity are

composed of AlxGa1�xAs linearly graded from x=0.02 up

to 0.98. The CW light power–current–voltage (L–I–V)

characteristics of a QD VCSEL are shown in Fig. 20. The

threshold current of the QD VCSEL remains practically

unchanged with temperature increase. The electrolumi-

nescence measurements from a test structure indicate that

the lasing proceeds via the QD ground-state transition.

The maximum differential efficiency is 64%. The emis-

sion wavelength is near 1.3 mm (1.28–1.306 mm de-

pending on the particular position on the wafer). Variation

in the threshold current across the wafer is �10%. The

lasing threshold (1.2 mA) is constant down to 0.5-mm

oxide apertures, due to reduced carrier lateral diffusion.

During the lifetime test in excess of 700 hr CW at 35�C no

change in the performance of the device is found.

CONCLUSION

Since the first realization of injection lasing[6] via self-

organized QDs, tremendous progress has been achieved in

the field of QD lasers. Development of sophisticated

growth techniques resulted in arrays of In(Ga,As)–GaAs

QD with a relatively small (<10%) inhomogeneous

broadening, large confinement energies of electrons and

holes, and emission wavelength of about 1.3 mm. Lasers

based on such QD arrays demonstrated unique character-

istics such as low threshold current density, high temper-

ature stability of threshold current, high differential

efficiency, and small linewidth enhancement factor

(a-factor). The QDs are also very promising as an active

medium for high-performance, cost-efficient, 1.3-mm

VCSELs. We believe that further progress in QD growth

as well as deeper understanding of the physics of QD

lasers will result in the perfection of their characters,

reveal new exciting properties, and finally lead to a new

generation of high-performance commercial devices for

different applications.
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INTRODUCTION

II–VI semiconductors such as ZnSe, ZnS, and CdSe have

wider band gap and larger exciton binding energies as

compared with III–V semiconductors. Excitons of II–VI

semiconductors still exist at room temperature. Therefore

II–VI semiconductor devices indicate a possibility of new

devices using excitons, such as optical modulators and

self-electro-optic effect devices.[1 – 5] Furthermore, in the

field of optical data transmission, green laser is suitable

for short- and medium-range communication purposes

using plastic optical fibers with polymethyl methacrylate

cores, which have an advantage of lower costs than silica

fibers. Therefore II–VI semiconductors are also optimum

candidates for light source of optical data transmission

through plastic optical fibers.

Semiconductor quantum structures have been inten-

sively investigated since Esaki and Tsu[6] proposed novel

artificial superlattice structures. Recently, quantum dots

(QDs) have attracted much attention for the optoelectron-

ic device applications and fundamental physics because

they provide zero-dimensional structures with d-function

density of states, which dramatically improve perform-

ances of optoelectronic devices such as semiconductor

lasers. To fabricate lower-dimensional structures, great

efforts have been made using various methods, such as

selective epitaxial growth, lithography, etching, etc.[7 – 12]

However, these techniques give film damages, such as

defects and contamination. On the other hand, self-

organized QDs have an advantage of fabrication of high-

density and high-quality QDs. Especially, InAs QDs

of III–V materials have been known to be formed on

GaAs surfaces, which are followed by the two-dimen-

sional growth of InAs wetting layer, because InAs has a

larger lattice constant by 7% than GaAs.[13 – 18]

CdSe/ZnSe system is expected to naturally form QDs

because of large lattice mismatch of about 7% between

ZnSe and CdSe. In this session, we have investigated the

formation and optical properties of self-organized CdSe

QDs on ZnSe (001) surfaces with the use of photo-

luminescence (PL) and transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) measurements. Moreover, applying the QD system

to optoelectronical devices to understand carrier dynamics

and energy structures of QDs is very important. For

example, relaxation mechanism of InAs QDs has been

reported by PL excitation measurements.[19,20] As com-

pared with InAs QDs, CdSe QDs have stronger electron–

phonon interactions and much larger band-gap energy.

Then, the carrier relaxation mechanisms in self-organized

CdSe QDs are more interesting subjects. In this study, we

have also investigated optical properties of self-organized

CdSe QDs by selectively excited PL measurements.

GROWTH OF CdSe/ZnSe STRUCTURES

ZnSe/CdSe/ZnSe structures were fabricated by molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) on GaAs (001) substrates after GaAs

buffer layer growth. Compound sources of ZnSe and

CdSe, whose purities are 6N, were used for ZnSe and

CdSe growth, respectively.[21] In the case of compound

materials, the temperatures necessary to obtain beam

enough flux intensity for MBE growth are much higher

as compared with the temperatures needed in the con-

ventional case for columns II and VI elemental sources.

As a result, it is convenient to control the beam flux and to

precisely control the composition beam flux ratio. In ad-

dition, because only molecules of Se2 are generated, the

sticking coefficient of molecules is enhanced as compared

with elemental sources. Therefore high-quality films are

expected to be obtained.

The polished GaAs (001) substrates were etched in a

4:1:1 solution of H2SO4:H2O:H2O2 before placing them

in the MBE loading chamber with In backing on Mo

blocks. The substrates were annealed at 580�C with As

irradiation to remove native oxide. First, the 200-nm-thick

GaAs buffer layer was grown at 580�C in the MBE

system. Next, ZnSe layer (100 nm) was grown on the

GaAs surfaces at 290�C. When ZnSe growth starts on the

GaAs surfaces, the GaAs (2 � 4) reconstruction pattern

disappeared immediately and the reflection high-energy

electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity oscillation starts,

as shown in Fig. 1. The RHEED intensity oscillation

during ZnSe growth on GaAs surfaces continued until

more than 100-nm thickness of ZnSe film. This indicates
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that ZnSe proceeds in layer-by-layer mood on GaAs

surfaces and that flat interfaces are formed between ZnSe

films and GaAs surfaces. The RHEED patterns during

ZnSe growth showed both (2 � 1) and c(2 � 2) recon-

struction patterns. Therefore ZnSe films with high quality

were obtained.[22]

Then, a few monolayers (MLs) of CdSe were grown on

the ZnSe surfaces at 290�C. The growth rate of CdSe was

1.1 ML/min, which was measured by RHEED intensity

oscillation. To confirm the formation of self-organized

CdSe QDs, the bulk spot intensity of RHEED was

monitored during the growth of CdSe with the use of both

a combination of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera

and a photo diode.[23] Finally, ZnSe layer was grown after

the CdSe growth without growth interruption.

FORMATION OF CdSe QUANTUM DOTS

Fig. 2 shows PL spectra measured for the samples with

various CdSe coverages.[24] Photoluminescence measure-

ment was carried out at liquid He temperature using a 32-

cm grating monochromator with a cooled CCD camera. A

He–Cd laser line of 325 nm was used as an excitation

light. With increasing the CdSe thickness from 1.3-ML

coverages, the PL peaks shift to lower energy, which is a

result of the quantum size effect. The small jump in peak

position between 2.2 and 2.4 ML CdSe coverages is also

observed. Photoluminescence intensity and full widths at

half maximum (FWHMs) gradually increase with in-

creasing the CdSe thickness from 1.3-ML coverages. The

maximum PL intensity is obtained at about 2.2 ML CdSe

coverages. However, at more than 2.4 ML CdSe

coverages, PL intensities dramatically decrease, as shown

in Fig. 2. The emission is hardly observed at 2.6 and 3.1

ML CdSe coverages.

Next, cross-sectional TEM images are observed for the

samples with various CdSe coverages. The cross-sectional

TEM specimens were prepared by mechanical polish and

dimpling followed by ion etching. The TEM images were

observed by JEOL JEM-3000F electron microscope at

300 kV. Fig. 3a shows a cross-sectional TEM image of

CdSe 1.6-ML coverages taken along the [011] direction.

The dark region shows the CdSe layer. A lot of CdSe QDs

are clearly observed, indicating that CdSe QDs are

naturally formed on ZnSe surfaces. Any defects are not

found in this image. Fig. 3b shows a cross-sectional high-

resolution TEM image of single CdSe QD. Single CdSe

QD with several nanometers size is observed. Kirmse et

al.[25] have reported with plan-view TEM images that two

classes of CdSe QDs coexist with an average lateral size

of < 10 nm (area density of 100 mm� 2) and 10–50 nm

(20 mm� 2), respectively. However, we did not observe

such large CdSe QDs. As compared with the atomic force

microscopy image in Ref. [26], the diameter of CdSe QDs

in Fig. 3 is smaller and the density is much higher. Fig. 4a

shows a cross-sectional TEM image of 2.6-ML coverages

taken along the ½0�11� direction. This reveals that much

stacking faults are observed in the ZnSe capping layer. It

is found that these stacking faults have an origin at

around CdSe / ZnSe interfaces. Fig. 4b shows a cross-

sectional high-resolution TEM image at the interface

between CdSe / ZnSe. The stacking faults start from the

interface between ZnSe capping layer and CdSe QDs.

Fig. 2 Photoluminescence spectra as a function of CdSe

thickness. (From Ref. [24].)

Fig. 1 RHEED intensity oscillation of ZnSe growth on GaAs

(001) surfaces.
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Therefore stacking faults are considered to be induced

by large stress after ZnSe cap layer growth.

Photoluminescence and TEM results indicate that the

PL intensity at less than 2.2 ML CdSe coverages shown in

Fig. 2 comes from CdSe QDs. This is consistent with the

result that the defects in the samples reduce dramatically

the luminescence intensity of thick samples, as shown in

Figs. 2 and 4. Furthermore, CdSe QDs showed a strong

green emission even at room temperature.[27] These

results indicate that CdSe QDs with high quality are

formed on ZnSe surfaces.

To investigate the optical properties for the effect of

the QD shape, polarization dependence of PL from CdSe

QDs is measured.[28] Fig. 5 shows PL spectra of 2.0 ML

CdSe coverages at 5 K. The solid curve and the dashed

curve are spectra of polarization components, which are

Fig. 3 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of CdSe 1.6-ML coverage taken along the [011] direction and (b) cross-sectional high-

resolution TEM images of single CdSe QD.

Fig. 4 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of CdSe 2.6-ML coverage taken along the [01̄1] direction and (b) cross-sectional high-

resolution TEM image at the interface between CdSe / ZnSe.
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parallel to the ½1�10� direction and to the [110] direction,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. A peak at 2.38 eV comes

from the CdSe QDs, and no peak from wetting layers is

observed. The intensity for the polarization parallel to the

½1�10� direction ðI½1�10�Þ is larger than that to the [110]

direction (I[110]), as shown in Fig. 5. No polarization

anisotropy was observed between the [100] and [010]

directions. Therefore the PL spectra are strongly polarized

parallel to the ½1�10� direction. The PL peaks shown in

Fig. 5 come from the heavy-hole transition, and the strong

polarization is considered to be a result of the heavy-hole

confinement in CdSe QDs, indicating that lateral

confinement along the ½1�10� direction is weaker than that

along the [110] direction. Consequently, CdSe QDs are

considered to have the longer axis along the ½1�10�
direction than the [110] direction.

From Fig. 5, a PL polarization degree of CdSe QDs

was estimated to be 14.6%, which is defined by ðI½1�10��
I½110�Þ=ðI½1�10� þ I½110�Þ. We also discuss about the CdSe

coverage dependence of polarization PL spectra. Fig. 6

shows the PL polarization degrees as a function of CdSe

coverage from 1.5 to 2.4 ML at 5 K. The PL spectrum for

each CdSe coverage was clearly polarized parallel to the

½1�10� direction, indicating that the shape of QDs for each

CdSe coverage has the long axis along the ½1�10� direction.

The PL polarization degrees increase with increasing

CdSe coverage, as shown in Fig. 6. The result reveals

that the PL polarization degrees increase with QD for-

mation, suggesting that the ratio of length along the ½1�10�
direction to that along the [110] direction increases with

CdSe coverage. At 2.2-ML coverages, PL spectrum has

maximum polarization degree. At 2.4 ML CdSe cov-

erages, defects were induced and, simultaneously, polar-

ization degree decreases as shown in Fig. 6, which is

considered to be a result of the release from the stress in

CdSe QDs.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
CdSe QUANTUM DOTS

Microphotoluminescence

The FWHM of CdSe QDs is about several tens of

microelectron volts, which is much broader than that of

ZnCdSe quantum well.[29] The broad spectral width is

considered to be a result of the nonuniformity of CdSe

QD structures. The fluctuation in dot size causes the

fluctuation in strain, resulting in more nonuniform dot

structures and the broad spectral width. So it is impossible

to clarify the optical properties of the single CdSe QD by

macro-PL. To reduce the number of observed QDs, we

Fig. 5 Photoluminescence polarization dependence of CdSe

QDs at 5 K. (From Ref. [28].)

Fig. 6 CdSe coverage dependence of PL polarization degree at

5 K. (From Ref. [28].)

Fig. 7 Microphotoluminescence spectra of CdSe QDs at 4 K:

(a) without Al mask, (b) 1 mm, and (c) 0.6-mm size aperture.

(From Ref. [24].)
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put Al masks with submicron size apertures on the sample

surfaces.[30] The 100-nm-thick Al masks were made by

electron-beam lithography and liftoff techniques. The

diameters of the apertures were varied from 0.6 to 1 mm.

Microphotoluminescence measurements were performed

as follows. The sample fixed on a cold finger in a cryostat

was cooled down using helium gas. The 458-nm line of

Ar-ion laser was used to excite the QDs. The excitation

laser was focused to about 0.8-mm spot size through a

microscope objective. The CCD camera cooled by liquid

nitrogen detected the luminescence through a monochro-

mator. The spectral resolution is � 500 meV. The micro-

PL experiments were performed in the temperature range

of 4 to 60 K.

Fig. 7 shows micro-PL spectra of CdSe QDs, which are

measured through several different size apertures at 4 K.

The excitation power of each spectrum was 100 mW.

Fig. 7a shows a spectrum of micro-PL with focusing the

excitation laser on the sample surface without Al masks.

The wide FWHM of the broad peak is a result of the size

distribution of the QDs. With decreasing the size of the

aperture from 1 to 0.6 mm, as shown in Fig. 7b and c,

respectively, the broad peaks observed through the

apertures split into a number of anomalously very sharp

lines having linewidths of � 500 meV. These sharp lines

in Fig. 7c indicate zero-dimensional density of states of

the QDs. The characteristic features of the spectrum in

Fig. 7c are as follows. In lower-energy region ranged

from 2.28 to 2.34 eV, the sharp lines are clustered close

together in comparison with those in the higher-energy

region ranged from 2.34 to 2.40 eV. The integrated

intensities of the lower-energy lines are larger than those

of the higher-energy lines. The linewidths of the lower-

energy lines are narrower than those of the higher-energy

lines. These phenomena are similar to the result in the

report of CdSe QDs by Kim et al.[31] They also found that

the micro-PL spectra resulted from two different kinds of

states. The micro-PL spectrum in Fig. 7c seems to have

the broad band under the sharp lines. However, this is not

clear at the present stage.

Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependence of micro-PL

spectra measured through the 0.6-mm aperture. The

temperature was ranged from 4 to 60 K. The excitation

power is 100 mW. Fig. 8a and b is obtained from lower-

and higher-energy regions, respectively. These spectra

reveal that the peaks have Lorenzian line shapes. The

linewidths shown in Fig. 8a, which come from larger

QDs, are almost constant until 20 K and increase rapidly

above 30 K. At 60 K, they are � 3.5 meV, which are

about six times larger than that at 4 K. The behavior

shown in Fig. 8a is similar to the result in the report of

InAs QDs.[32] With increasing the temperature, excitons

in the ground state are gradually scattered into higher

states by the absorption of acoustic phonons. The increase

in the FWHMs with temperature shown in Fig. 8a is a

result of the increase of the scattering rate. On the other

hand, the linewidths shown in Fig. 8b, which come from

smaller QDs, hardly increase with the temperature. These

results reveal that the degree of the linewidth broadening

depends on the peak energy position, corresponding to the

QD size, and that the linewidths of the smaller QDs are

less temperature-dependent than those of the larger QDs.

The difference shown in Fig. 8a and b might be able to be

explained with the use of the energy level spacing of

CdSe QDs. The smaller QDs have larger energy level

spacing than the larger QDs because the smaller QDs

have larger confinement energy, resulting in the reduction

in the scattering rate of excitons from the ground state to

higher states. As a result, the linewidths of smaller QDs

are considered to be less temperature-dependent, as

shown in Fig. 8b.

Selectively Excited Photoluminescence

A 500-W Xe lamplight dispersed with a 0.3-m mono-

chromator served as a tunable light source for selectively

excited PL measurements. The light was focused on the

sample with rectangle shape using a microscope objec-

tive. The spectral width of the dispersed light was about

0.3 nm at 500 nm. The sample was mounted on a cold

Fig. 8 Temperature dependence of micro-PL spectra of CdSe

QDs taken through the 0.6-mm aperture. (From Ref. [24].)
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finger in vacuum in a small, continuous gas flow cryostat.

The luminescence was collected using optical glass fibers,

dispersed with a 0.5-m single-grating monochromator,

and detected with a CCD camera cooled by liquid

nitrogen. Fig. 9 shows the PL spectra of CdSe QDs at

different excitation energy at 4.5 K. The spectrum at the

bottom of Fig. 9 is measured for excitation above the

band-gap energy of the ZnSe barrier layers. In this

spectrum, there is a peak at 2.551 eV with a FWHM of 30

meV, which originates from CdSe QDs.[27] The shape

of this spectrum is almost the same as that excited by a

He–Cd laser. The broad spectral width is a result of

the inhomogeneous size of CdSe QDs.[24,28] When the

excitation energy decreases, the PL intensities are

dramatically reduced. In addition, the spectra have a

number of shape features at higher detection energies, as

shown in Fig. 9. These peak positions depend upon the

excitation energy. However, the features of the PL spectra

in Fig. 9 do not seem to change regularly with decreasing

excitation energy. These results are considered to be due

to the selective excitation of QDs with different sizes in

their ground states or in their excited states.

To clarify the origin of the spectra in Fig. 9, the PL

spectra of CdSe QDs are measured successively in the

excitation energy range from 2.82 to 2.55 eV at 4.5 K.

Fig. 10 shows a contour map of the PL intensity of CdSe

QDs as a function of the detection energy and the exci-

tation energy. Energy scale of the abscissa is expanded

as compared with that of the ordinate. Horizontal sections

at several excitation energies correspond to the PL spectra

in Fig. 9. The abrupt and quite strong absorption edge is

clearly observed at 2.81-eV excitation energy for whole

detection energy, which corresponds to the band-gap en-

ergy of the ZnSe barrier layer. This reveals that carriers

generated in the ZnSe barrier layers diffuse in the sample

efficiently into CdSe QDs and then emit luminescence

there. This result indicates that CdSe QDs with high

quality are formed on ZnSe surfaces.

At lower PL detection energy below approximately

2.54 eV in Fig. 10, a quite weak absorption band is

observed at about 2.60-eV excitation energy, which is

independent of detection energy, and a step-like broad

absorption band above 2.675-eV excitation energy is also

found, which continues up to ZnSe barrier absorption

edge at 2.81-eV excitation energy. Moreover, several

sharp absorption structures appear at higher PL detection

energy, as shown in Fig. 10. The energy differences of

these peaks are found to be roughly independent of the

detection energy. These energy separations are estimated

to be about 30 meV, which corresponds to the longitudi-

nal-optical (LO) phonon energy in CdSe/ZnSe systems.

Particularly, multiple LO-phonon structures up to the 6th

order are clearly observed at around 2.58-eV detection

energy. These phonon structures are terminated at the

band-gap energy of ZnSe barrier layer. As compared with

the PL excitation spectra of ZnCdSe reference quantum

wells, absorption peaks from heavy- and light-hole

excitons are not observed in that of CdSe QDs. These

results indicate that the excitons in CdSe QDs are relaxed

by multiple LO-phonon processes, resulting from strong

confinement of excitons in zero-dimensional structures.

Above the ZnSe band-gap energy, phonon structures in PL

spectra are not observed, as shown in the PL spectrum at

Fig. 9 Photoluminescence spectra of 1.6 ML CdSe coverage

sample at different excitation energies at 4.5 K.

Fig. 10 Contour map of PL intensity of CdSe QDs at 4.5 K as a

function of detection energy and excitation energy. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the bottom of Fig. 9, which is a result of the continuum

states in the ZnSe layers.

To investigate the details of the relaxation process,

we rearrange the PL spectra of CdSe QDs at 4.5 K as a

function of the energy differences between the excitation

and detection energies, as shown in Fig. 11. These spectra

are obtained by horizontally shifting the PL spectra in

Fig. 9 by the amount corresponding to the excitation

energies. Although, as mentioned above, the spectra

have the peaks at around 30, 60, and 90 meV, the peak

positions are slightly dependent on excitation energies,

as shown in Fig. 11. A peak is found at 25 meV in

spectrum (a) in Fig. 11. This energy agrees with the 1-LO-

phonon energy of CdSe bulk. This indicates that pure

CdSe region exists in QDs, which seems to be inconsistent

with the results of TEM measurements.[33 – 35] The spectra

(b), (c), and (d) in Fig. 11 have peaks at 31 meV, and the

spectra (e), (f), and (g) in Fig. 11 have peaks at 62 meV,

corresponding to the 1-LO- and 2-LO-phonon energies of

ZnSe bulk, respectively.

The relationship between phonon energy and detection

energy of phonon structures can be obtained from Figs. 9

and 11. Fig. 12 shows the 1-LO- and 2-LO-phonon

energies as functions of the detection energy of the

phonon structures in PL spectra, which are obtained from

Fig. 10. For detection at lower-energy side, the observed

1-LO- and 2-LO-phonon energies are estimated to be

25 and 50 meV, respectively, which agree with the LO-

phonon energies of CdSe bulk. For higher detection

energy side, phonon replicas can be resolved with

energies of 31 and 62 meV, which correspond to the

LO-phonon energies of ZnSe bulk. The size of CdSe QDs

at higher detection energy is smaller than that at lower

detection energy. This means that the wave functions of

excitons at lower detection energy are confined better

inside CdSe QDs than those at higher detection energy.

Therefore for detection at lower-energy side (larger QDs),

excitons are more interacted with the LO phonons of

CdSe QDs, resulting in relaxation by using CdSe LO

phonons, as shown in Fig. 12. On the other hand, the

excitons at higher detection energies (smaller QDs) are

weakly localized and their wave functions extend to the

surrounding ZnSe barrier layers. Therefore excitons are

more interacted with LO phonons of ZnSe barrier layer.

As a result, excitons are relaxed by using ZnSe LO

phonons, as shown in Fig. 12. At middle detection energy

region (from 2.56 to 2.67 eV), phonon energies gradually

change from 25 to 31 meV. These phonon energies might

be a result of the contributions of both ZnSe and CdSe

phonons or of ZnCdSe mixed crystals. The investigations

of the Raman spectra of ZnCdSe bulk mixed crystal have

shown that the LO-phonon spectra vs. crystal composition

are the one-mode type,[36] indicating that the LO-phonon

energy has changed monotonically with composition. It is

difficult to clarify that excitons are relaxed by using both

CdSe and ZnSe LO phonons or ZnCdSe LO phonons at

middle detection energy region.

Next, the effect of interactions between CdSe QDs will

be discussed. Fig. 13a shows a PL spectrum excited at

Fig. 11 Photoluminescence spectra of CdSe QDs at 4.5 K as a

function of the energy difference between the excitation and

detection energies. These PL spectra are the same as those in

Fig. 9. Photoluminescence spectrum at the bottom in Fig. 9 is not

used in this figure.

Fig. 12 1-LO- and 2-LO-phonon energies as functions of the

detection energy of the phonon structures in PL spectra, which

are based on the results shown in Fig. 10.
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2.833 eV for above ZnSe band-gap energy at 4.5 K, which

has a peak at 2.551 eV. A distribution curve of PL

intensity related with the 1-LO-phonon structure is also

shown in Fig. 13b, which is obtained from Fig. 10. This

curve has a peak at 2.565 eV. The distribution curve (b) in

Fig. 13 shifts to higher detection energy by about 14 meV

than the PL spectrum (a) in Fig. 13. In the case of InAs

QDs on GaAs substrates, the intensity curves of LO

phonons were identical to PL spectra for the above GaAs

band-gap excitation.[30] This difference in the peak

positions in Fig. 13a and b is considered to be a result

of the interaction between CdSe QDs.

Because wave functions at higher excited states of

CdSe QDs are more extended than those at the ground

states, the interactions between the wave function of QDs

become stronger. Then, when CdSe QDs are excited at

higher excitation energy, carriers can easily move from

smaller QDs to larger QDs. As a result, lower detection

energy side in PL intensity is enhanced, as shown in the

spectrum in Fig. 13a. The broad absorption band at 2.675-

eV excitation shown in Fig. 10 is considered to result

from the strong interactions between the wave functions

of QDs. This broad absorption band is continuous with the

ZnSe barrier absorption edge.

On the other hand, because wave functions are

confined better at the ground states in CdSe QDs, the

interactions between the wave function of QDs are quite

weak. Then, when CdSe QDs are excited at lower

excitation energy, PL is obtained from the same CdSe

QDs. Consequently, the distribution curve in Fig. 13b

is considered to represent real size distribution curve

of CdSe QDs. However, the weak absorption, which is

independent of detection energy, is obtained at 2.60-eV

excitation energy in Fig. 10. This might result from the

weak interaction between wave functions of QDs at the

ground states.

Recently, carrier relaxation dynamics of CdSe QDs

have been investigated by time-resolved PL measure-

ments,[37] revealing that the decay time at higher-energy

side is decreased with increasing detection energy. This

result is considered to be due to the interactions between

CdSe QDs, which is consistent with that of the selectively

excited PL measurements.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the formation and optical proper-

ties of self-organized CdSe QDs on ZnSe (001) surfaces

with the use of TEM and PL measurements. CdSe QDs

with high quality are naturally formed on ZnSe surfaces

by MBE when the thickness of CdSe layers is less than

about 2 ML. CdSe QDs show a strong green emission

even at room temperature. The polarization dependences

of PL from CdSe QDs exhibit that the PL spectra are

strongly polarized parallel to the ½1�10� direction. The

CdSe coverage dependence of polarization PL spectra

indicates that PL polarization degrees increase with

QD formation.

Using micro-PL, single CdSe QD has high-resolved

sharp lines, indicating zero-dimensional density of states

of the QDs. It is found that the linewidths of the larger-

size QDs are more temperature-dependent than those of

smaller ones, suggesting to be a result of the difference in

the energy level spacing of CdSe QDs.

The carrier relaxation mechanisms in self-organized

CdSe QDs have been also investigated by selectively

excited PL measurements. The contour map of PL

intensity of CdSe QDs reveals that the strong and abrupt

absorption edge of the ZnSe barrier layer is clearly

observed for whole detection energy. In addition,

photoexcited carriers that form excitons are relaxed by

emitting multiple LO phonons in CdSe QDs, resulting

from the strong confinement of excitons in zero-

dimensional structures. At low and high detection energy,

LO phonons of CdSe and ZnSe are dominated for

relaxation process, respectively. The weak absorption

and broad absorption bands observed at lower PL

detection energy in the contour map can be interpreted

by the interactions between wave functions of CdSe QDs.

Stronger interactions between wave functions of CdSe

QDs at higher excitation energy induce the difference

Fig. 13 (a) Photoluminescence spectrum excited at 2.833 eV

above the ZnSe band-gap energy at 4.5 K and (b) a distribution

curve of PL intensity related with the 1-LO-phonon structure

obtained from Fig. 10.
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in the peak positions between PL spectrum in Fig. 13a

and the distribution curve in Fig. 13b. Therefore the

distribution curve in Fig. 13b is considered to represent

the real size distribution curve of CdSe QDs.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanosize metal clusters occupy a position between the

molecular and solid state and, because of the dominant

role of their abundant surface area, provide a unique way

to learn how metal–metal bonding, cluster shape, and

packing are affected by ligands bound to the cluster

surface. Such studies may give insights into complex

issues in catalysis, such as selectivity of binding of sub-

strates to vertex, edge, or face sites on a metal cluster, and

how such binding affects the intermetal bond distances,

essentially causing a surface reconstruction, mass redis-

tribution, or shape change. Studies of the 3-D interface

structure of nanosize metal clusters should yield informa-

tion quite different from the extensive literature describing

ligand interactions with extended, 2-D metal surfaces.

Because clusters more closely resemble practical hetero-

geneous catalysts (e.g., hydrodesulfurization process, hy-

drogenation process), important new scientific and tech-

nical insights may be gained by their study.

The formation of metal colloids or clusters by the

controlled reduction, nucleation, and growth from metal

salts in aqueous solution has been investigated for over a

century. In the case of gold colloids, the earliest scientific

investigations were undertaken by Michael Faraday[1] and

spanned over a decade. Human interest in the colors of

such colloidal systems dates back to the Roman times, as

pointed out by Kreibig and Vollmer[2] in their excellent

review of the optical properties of metal clusters. An

example cited therein is a Roman goblet from the fourth

century in the British Museum whose fame is attributed to

the shining colors generated by a composition of Ag and

Au clusters. The purple colors of colloidal Au and Cu

dispersions are thought to be the origin of the association

of purple with royal colors.

OVERVIEW

The earliest methods of colloidal synthesis (e.g., Faraday

method) rely on the chemical reduction of metal salts in

aqueous solution. The remarkable stability of these

ancient wine-red sols was a result of charge stabilization

via adsorbed citrate ions. In sealed vials, samples prepared

by Faraday in the mid-1850s can be still be viewed in the

Cavendish museum in Cambridge—a true testament to

solution stability.

Only very recently have scientists developed nonaque-

ous methods of colloidal synthesis requiring steric, not

charge, stabilization. An early example of this approach,

which ultimately led to the development of magnetic

particles for recording purposes, was that of Hoon et al.[3]

They produced Co colloids (now called nanoclusters,

nanocrystals, or nanoparticles) in the 1–100 nm range by

thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in the presence of dispersant

polymers. This seminal work provided the basis of nearly

all subsequent methods for production of colloids from

metallorganic precursors using high T decomposition.

Other reports of base metal colloidal synthesis via thermal

decomposition in the presence of surfactants or polymers

soon followed.[4,5] With the advent of exotic organome-

tallic precursors, even binary semiconductors could be

produced by this approach.[6]

Although organometallic precursors are the basis of

many current approaches to cluster synthesis in nonaque-

ous, low-dielectric constant solvents, there are several

drawbacks to this approach. The toxicity, air sensitivity,

cost, and unwanted by-products (e.g., metallic films)

prevented the widespread adoption of such methods

outside the chemical community.

Methods of systematic control of cluster size in

organometallic decomposition routes are still lacking.

Nevertheless, in certain cases, remarkable monodispersity

can be achieved. One of the earliest and best-known

examples of monodisperse metal cluster growth from

atomic precursors in solution was the synthesis by

Schmid[7] of Au(N=55) clusters by diborane reduction

of Au(PPh3)Cl in benzene or methylene chloride. Fifty-

five atoms of a metal corresponds to the closing of the

second atomic shell of a Au(N=13) cluster core with 42

Au atoms with a dozen PPh3 molecules weakly ligated to

the faces of the inorganic core. Consequently, the role of

the ligand used to sterically stabilize inorganic nanoclus-

ters in a solvent was discovered to be critical in

determining the eventual structure and stable size of a

given nanocluster. By a continuation of this growth

process, Schmid has extended the range of sizes available

to many thousands of atoms, utilizing a synthesis
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reminiscent of polymeric growth—one generation provid-

ing the ‘‘seeds’’ for the next.[8] His approach has also

been extended to other metals such as Pd and Pt. However,

the yields from each growth generation are low so, as in

organic synthesis, the overall yield can be quite small for

larger clusters. Also, the weak binding of the PPh3 group

means that the long-term stability (e.g., longer than a few

days) of such clusters is severely compromised.

It would be very nice to have a general nanocluster

chemical synthesis, which combines the advantages of low

toxicity/cost precursors, and high yield of traditional

aqueous-based colloidal chemistry with the size dispersion

control and chemical versatility of organometallic meth-

ods. Possibly with this goal in mind, Boutonnet et al.[9] first

used aqueous pools of water found in oil—continuous

microemulsions to solubilize simple, ionic, metal salts of

Au, Pd, Pt, and Rh, followed by chemical reduction using

hydrazine or hydrogen gas to produce metal clusters

dispersed in oils. Such new nanomaterials were later shown

to have good catalytic activity for hydrogenation.[10]

A serious limitation of using water containing micro-

emulsions as microscopic reactors for metal colloid

formation was the limited types of reducing agents

permitted (basically hydrazine or aqueous NaBH4), as

well as the inherent polydispersity of microemulsions,

which produced a fairly broad size dispersion in the final

product. This limitation was overcome by the surprising

discovery that ionic metal salts could be directly solubi-

lized in a variety of newly discovered inverse micelle

systems.[11–13] The most useful of these systems were

reported in a series of papers and a patent, and form the

basis of the most versatile method for the formation of

nanoclusters, both semiconductor and metallic, in the 1–

10 nm regime.[14–16] The complete absence of water and

air in these systems allowed the use of very strong, even

pyrophoric, reductants such as LiAlH4 [in tetrahydrofuran

(THF)] for the first time and permitted even exotic

nanocrystalline species such as Si and Ge to be made by

low-T chemical synthesis for the first time.[17–20] In

addition, the well-defined interface and monodispersity

inherent to inverse micelle systems resulted in narrow

cluster size distributions.

Meanwhile, physicists were taking a different approach

to cluster synthesis, based on their expertise in high-

vacuum, molecular beam techniques coupled with the use

of mass spectrometers for mass selection and analysis. An

excellent example of the results that emerged from such

endeavors is that of de Heer and coworkers, who utilized a

supersonic expansion of an atomic cluster source into a

vacuum in the presence of an inert gas to create cluster

beams.[21] Using a mass spectrometer they, and others,[22]

discovered that certain masses of clusters were produced

in relatively large abundance. These ‘‘magic’’ sizes

corresponded to the closing of atomic shells, analogous

to stable nuclear shells from nuclear chemistry,[23] or the

electronic shells forming the basis of chemical bonding

and the periodic table. Alkali metal clusters, in particular,

were discovered to be well described by simple ‘‘jellium’’

models and their optical properties were investigated.

Other interesting phenomena emerged from these studies,

including the discovery of enhanced magnetic moments in

small clusters of Co, Fe, and Ni compared to their bulk

counterparts.[24]

The ability to compare the size-dependent physical

properties (e.g., absorbance, PL, magnetic behavior,

melting point, chemical reactivity) of clusters prepared

by beam methods and those prepared by solution tech-

niques is complicated by the very important role of the

interface, also known as the embedding media effect.[2]

‘‘Naked’’ clusters in a vacuum have very different

optoelectronic properties compared to those coordinated

to a solvent or a ligand. Importantly, clusters in solution, in

order to be perfectly dispersed, require tightly binding

ligands to prevent association or ‘‘clumping’’ in solution,

so one can never consider very small inorganic nanoclus-

ters (1–3 nm) without also understanding their organic

interface or ‘‘shell.’’ Even in a vacuum, a naked cluster has

unsatisfied bonding at its surface, which probably requires

some sort of structural ‘‘reconstruction’’ to minimize its

energy, and this has not been taken into account in even the

most refined theories of cluster structure. Thus, there is

considerable controversy among theorists regarding the

actual equilibrium shape of a cluster for a given number of

atoms. In short, we have a long way to go before

understanding the size- and interface-dependent properties

of nanoclusters. Scientists may expect to be fruitfully

employed in this enterprise for many years to come.

In this review, we cannot possibly do justice to the

enormous literature in the area of metallic nanoclusters or

quantum dots. Accordingly, we primarily focus on

metallic Q-dots of Au and Ag, which historically provided

the earliest fascination with dispersed colloidal materials.

In fact, the beautiful colors of colloidal sols, which

differed so significantly from their bulk counterparts and

organic dyes, influenced their medieval uses in stained

glass, goblets, etc. Their synthetic preparation was a well-

guarded alchemic secret. It is probably not surprising that

the majority of scientific investigations of the optical

properties of metal clusters have focused on the few

metals with visible absorbance. This restricts studies to the

alkalis and noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu). This is because

strong collective oscillations (plasmon resonances)

require quasi-free electrons, as well as weak damping of

these oscillations in the visible regime [i.e., the imaginary

part of the dielectric constant e(o) must be small]. A

further preference for studies of Au and Ag colloids

occurs because of their remarkable long-term stabilities in

aqueous solutions under ambient conditions and their
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interesting size- and shape-dependent optical properties,

which can often be described by the Mie theory[25] of

electromagnetic scattering. In this review, we emphasize

the important role of synthesis methods, advanced

characterization tools for both feedback and understand-

ing of size/optical properties, and formation of arrays of

these dots. We discuss both alloys and core–shell nano-

particles of these materials. Only briefly discussed will be

the magnetic and catalytic properties of nanoclusters.

EXPERIMENTAL

Nanocluster Synthetic Methods

Inverse micelle method

The inverse micelle synthesis has been extensively de-

scribed in a series of papers[11,13–20,26–28] and patent.[12] A

key difference of this method from either liquid or gas

atomic aggregation processes (e.g., high-T thermal

decomposition of organometallics) is that the cluster–

cluster aggregation process, whose kinetically determined

structures inevitably result in power-law or log normal

cluster size distributions, is fundamentally altered by the

microheterogeneous environment of the droplet-like

inverse micelles. Because the ionic metal salt precursor

is only soluble inside the micelle at typical precursor

metal salt concentration of 0.01–0.1 M and surfactant

concentrations of �5–10 wt.% (�0.2 M), there are only

about 1–4 precursor ions/micelle. Thus, growth to the

final observed sizes of N=10–10000 atoms must occur via

micellar diffusion, micelle collision, temporary interface

fusion, and atomic interchange. The micelle interior

volume roughly determines the maximum size of the

small atomic clusters, which may interchange during the

growth or aggregation step of the synthesis. This cluster

growth rate is set by the diffusion rate of the micelles,

which is �2 orders of magnitude slower than would occur

in a continuous liquid phase (i.e., Schmid approach, gas-

phase aggregation, etc.). So the opportunity for structural

adjustments to atomic positions during atomic exchange

and growth is enhanced, possibly favoring thermodynamic

stabilities over metastable (e.g., disordered) cluster struc-

tures. For this reason, we have never observed disordered,

and rarely[29] nonequilibrium nanoclusters as the final

product regardless of the melting point of the cor-

responding bulk material.

Our approach has changed only in minor ways since

our first description of metal nanocluster synthesis in

1989.[11] The most significant change is the use of

strongly binding surfactants, thiols, to passivate the sur-

face during or after the chemical reduction, which allowed

us to employ liquid chromatographic analysis of the

nanocluster size and size dispersion.[30] When thiols are

added prereduction, they can significantly alter the final

nanocluster size, because they inhibit the cluster growth

more strongly than the nonionic and cationic surfactants

we typically use to solubilize ionic gold, silver, or

platinum salts in inverse micelles. However, the use of

alkyl thiols as passivating agents presents other issues,

which we have recently discussed—certain alkyl thiols act

as etchants, reducing the size of the as-synthesized

clusters.[31] They also fail to bind as effectively to larger

(e.g., Dc>4 nm) (Dc=inorganic core diameter) Au clusters

compared to smaller ones (e.g., Dc<2–3 nm). The thiols,

although present in much lesser amounts than the

surfactants used to form the inverse micelles, compete

very effectively for binding sites on the growing

nanocluster surface. Because of their strong binding

properties, thiol passivating agents also permit purifica-

tion and removal of ionic byproducts and most of the

surfactant micelles used to solubilize the metal salt

precursors. The stabilization of the nanocluster surface

by a strongly binding ligand is critical to the variety of

purification approaches we have described.[30]

Numerous other papers describing Au nanocluster

synthesis using so-called phase transfer catalysts (i.e.,

cationic surfactants)[32,33] have been published. There are

some misconceptions about the role of the cationic

surfactants used in this synthetic approach. The first is

that the typical recipe requires water to first dissolve the

salt (typically HAuCl4 or NaAuCl4) and then requires this

aqueous salt solution to be brought into contact with an

immiscible toluene solution containing a cationic surfac-

tant [usually tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB)]. One

needs to ask why only certain cationic surfactants will

actually solubilize the gold salt into the organic phase?

The reason is that very hydrophobic, long-alkyl chain

surfactants are required to ensure both the formation of

spherical micelles in the organic (toluene) phase and the

total exclusion of water from that phase. Because such

cationic surfactants spontaneously form inverse micelles

in toluene, as was discovered several years ago by neutron

scattering, they are capable of directly solubilizing a wide

variety of metal salts without the use of water. We have

described such an inverse micelle synthesis in Ref. [13]

and in our original patent,[12] using didodecyldimethyl

ammonium bromide (DDAB) in toluene. One can also use

linear alkane solvents with these surfactants, but geo-

metric considerations in the tail group packing often

require a cosurfactant such as hexanol be added to ‘‘fill in

the gaps’’ in the micellar surfactant droplet interface with

linear alkanes.

With this general understanding of the role of the

cationic surfactant as a micelle forming agent, which can

directly solubilize a variety of metal salts, water need not
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be introduced into the system, thus allowing the use of

strong reducing agents such as LiBH4 in tetrahydrofuran

(THF), or LiAlH4 in THF or toluene. These reducing

agents are generally superior to NaBH4 in water, which

must be used to reduce HAuCl4 in two-phase systems.

Even if one chooses to use NaBH4 as a reductant, because

NaBH4 in neutral aqueous solution is unstable with

respect to hydrolysis, only highly alkaline solutions (�4

NaOH:NaBH4) should be used to effect reductions. Such

caustic reducing solutions are quite stable and are actually

sold by Aldrich as stock �4.4 M NaBH4 in �14 M NaOH

solutions, and can be diluted into water, as desired.

In the case of gold or silver, the precursor metal salts

are so easily reduced that the use of alkaline NaBH4 in

water as we described in our early work is quite

acceptable. However, this reducing agent is somewhat

ineffective for the reduction of Pt or Pd salts, and is

completely ineffective for formation of metallic Fe, Ni,

Co, Si, or Ge. Instead, in the case of Fe, Ni, or Co, the

corresponding metal boride will form.

Metathesis method

In this cluster formation method, a chemical reduction of

an organic soluble metal–organic precursor is used to

produced metal clusters. This can be carried out in a

coordinating or noncoordinating solvent, or some combi-

nation thereof. Alternatively, a surface-active (but not

micelle forming) species such as dodecanthiol (C12SH) or

tri-ocytylphosphine (TOP) may be added to prevent run-

away growth during the chemical reduction. The best

example of this approach is the one described by Schmid,

and exemplified by the reaction that produces Au(N=55)

clusters. We refer the reader to his excellent review on this

subject for further details.[8]

Another approach to the production of metal clusters in

solution relies on the high-T reduction of organometallic

precursors by glycols in coordinating solvents such as

diphenyl ether. This ‘‘poly-ol’’ method was recently

refined to produce base metal clusters of a variety of sizes

of Co, Fe, and Ni. Generally, empirically chosen surfac-

tants are used to stabilize the growing nanocluster. A

review of this approach appeared recently.[34] Briefly, the

nanocluster size is increased by increasing the amount of

precursor and/or decreasing the amount of surfactant.

There is usually some unwanted metallic film formation

and/or incomplete reduction so the yield is not 100%, and

the method requires high boiling point solvents as the

reduction typically takes place between 200 and 300�C.

Some of these solvents may not allow solubilization of all

the available components (metal–organic, poly-ol, stabi-

lizer), so a fair amount of empirical variation is required

before achieving an optimal synthesis.

Thermal decomposition method

In this method, which is the oldest approach for non-

aqueous synthesis of metallic Q-dots, a thermally labile,

oil soluble, metal–organic precursor is thermally decom-

posed in the presence of a surfactant-like stabilizer,

typically a block copolymer.[3] Under the proper condi-

tions, fairly monodisperse colloids can result. However,

the method is typically only used for base-metal

nanocluster synthesis (Co, Fe, Ni) because an available

thermally unstable metallorganic is required [e.g.,

Fe(CO)5, Co2(CO)8, Ni(CO)4]. As these compounds are

very air-sensitive and either mildly or severely toxic, all

handling must be carried out in either a glove box, or by

Schlenk-line methods. Additionally, because of the rapid

growth rate compared to chemical reduction methods, the

final clusters are highly defective, requiring significant

annealing to produce high-quality samples. This means

the final material properties (e.g., saturated magnetic

response) are typically only a small fraction of that found

in the corresponding bulk materials.[3–5]

Nanocluster Characterization

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)

We use a commercial Water’s corporation autosampler,

solvent pump, degasser, and detectors together with com-

mercially available polysytrene microgel columns (Poly-

mer Laboratories) with controlled pore sizes to separate

and analyze organically passivated metal nanoclusters.

The alkyl organic shell on the metal surface prevents

specific chemical interaction with the hydrophobic col-

umn material. A single-channel output of an in-line

photodiode array (PDA) detector at a particular wave-

length near the classical plasmon resonance, (�520 nm

for Au, �400 nm for Ag) was used as described in

previous papers[30,35] to obtain the peak apex elution time

and peak width, which together yield the average cluster

size and size dispersion. A conductivity detector and

refractive index (RI) detector were also used to demon-

strate that the eluting metal clusters had no charge and

were separated from the nonabsorbing chemicals (surfac-

tant micelles, salt byproducts, etc.) used in the synthesis.

A chromatogram showing the separation Dc=2 nm Au

nanoclusters from the solvents and surfactants used to

produce them is illustrated in Fig. 1, taken from Ref. [30].

The use of SEC to obtain cluster sizes and size

distributions was explained in detail in a recent paper.[30]

In that work, we demonstrated that the elution time te for a

properly passivated Au nanocluster sample with a hydro-

dynamic diameter Dh obeyed the relation, log Dh� te,

allowing one to obtain a metal core diameter after

subtraction of the thickness of the organic passivating
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layer. This thickness was determined by taking a sample

with a single core size as determined by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and adding a series of alkyl

thiols, designated herein as CkSH, with chain lengths k of

6<k<16, to the toluene mobile phase, and obtaining Dh

from te and subtracting the known TEM core size. Fig. 2

shows an example of this size separation capability for a

single core size, Dc=2.0 nm and k=6, 10, and 14. It

illustrates that clusters with different total hydrodynamic

sizes due to organic shell differences may be separated by

using SEC.

The organic passivating shell thicknesses agree well

with values calculated from known C C bond lengths in

linear alkanes and confirmed by SEC. A best fit to a series

of linear alkanes and polysytrene polymer standards gave

Dh (nm)=608 exp(�0.62525te (min)) for the PL1000

column used in that reference. This relation was valid for

1 nm < Dh<10 nm. Columns are available with larger pore

sizes, which extend this range to larger values. For further

information, the reader should consult the excellent book

by Yau et al.[37]

In the case of other nanoclusters such as Si, Ge, Co, Ni,

and Fe, or semiconductors such as CdS, CdSe, FeS2, and

MoS2, tetrahydrofuran (THF) or acetonitrile (ACN)

appears to be the best mobile phase choice. It is highly

recommended to use inhibited THF to minimize oxidation

as a result of peroxide formation. This is especially true if

fraction collection of purified nanoclusters is desired. In

our case, automatic vacuum removal of all gases occurs

prior to the pump and injection system, so air-sensitive

nanomaterials can be easily analyzed or fraction collected

without degradation. In addition, an in-line filter and short

‘‘guard’’ column of the same column material is used to

prevent retention time changes with age and/or injection

of ‘‘bad’’ samples. With such an elaborate system (and

many ruined columns during the learning process!), we

can reproduce the retention time (i.e., Dh) of high-quality,

stable nanocluster samples to within the instrument

resolution of 0.01–0.02 min over periods exceeding 1

year. This corresponds to a size resolution (see below) of

�1 Å! Additionally, shape information is incorporated

into the retention time, as we can achieve near baseline

separation of C60 from C70 on a typical PL500 column,

although these fullerenes differ in hydrodynamic size by

only �1 Å. Fig. 3 illustrates this point.

Fig. 1 Chromatographic separation of capped Au nanoclusters

stabilized using c12SH and containing the nonionic surfactant

c12e5. A PL500 column and a toluene mobile phase were used.

Fig. 2 Effect of capping agents on the hydrodynamic diameter

of Au nanoclusters. The HPLC chromatogram of Au nanoclus-

ters with three alkyl thiols, CkSH, k=6, 10, 14, added after

reduction. The absorbance at 520 nm [A(520 nm)] from the PDA

vs. elution time is shown. The SEC column used was a Polymer

Labs PL1000 and the mobile phase was toluene at 1 mL/min

flow rate. (From Ref. [30].)

Fig. 3 Chromatogram instrumental linewidth for samples of

decane (C10), C60, and C70 run on a PL500 column in toluene.

(From Ref. [30].)
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As we have discussed,[30,36] increasing the total pore

volume for a pure SEC elution mechanism increases the

resolving power of the separation. Preparative columns

with diameters of 25.4mm are available (i.e., �10� the

pore volume) that can separate clusters differing in size by

only �2%. With such columns, large amounts (10–100

mg) of nanoclusters can be injected and fraction collected

with great size selectivity (�1–2 Å separation). We have

developed a custom-designed, anaerobic, automated frac-

tion collection system which we will describe in fu-

ture work.

There is an inherent elution peak width at half-height

associated with the chromatography column itself even for

monodisperse molecules such as octane (Fig. 3).[30] Un-

like reverse-phase chromatography columns, for SEC

columns the instrumental band-broadening does not

depend on elution time, but simply on the average size

of the microgel particles used to pack the column. For

example, the high-resolution columns used in previous

studies were packed with porous 5-mm particles and had

significantly narrower inherent band-broadening than

less expensive columns packed with 10-mm particles of

the same material. This column band-broadening is

experimentally determined by using a known monodis-

perse sample and the same column used for study

of the unknown samples. Using decane C10, we found

Dt1/2=0.25–.27 min while we found Dt1/2=0.40 min for

purified (99.9%,Strem Chemicals) buckyballs, C60 and

C70.[30] From shape considerations, the latter standard

seems more appropriate to compare to our spherical

nanocluster samples. Any cluster elution peak whose

width exceeds this value implies some polydispersity in

the sample provided the sample does not have specific

chemical interactions with the column. In fact, as shown

in our previous work, reproduced in Fig. 4, our best metal

cluster samples have Dt1/2 =0.30–0.35 min, slightly

narrower than the best available C60, so there is some

uncertainty (�0.05 min) as to which value best represents

the inherent column broadening. Roughly speaking, the

subpopulations of such a polydisperse sample with elution

times lying outside te±0.4/2 will be separated from the

clusters represented by the signal at the apex of the peak

and contain additional spectral information. The optical

spectra obtained from the size-selected population eluting

at the peak apex represents a single size to within the ±2 Å

resolution for our column. This resolution of ±2 Å may be

increased by increasing the total pore volume of the

column by adding an identical column in series.

Typically, a 10-ml amount of �0.01 M nanocluster

solution is injected from a crimp top vial using our

Water’s model 717 autoinjector and sampling loop. The

total experimental time is 15 min, so complete size and

optical analysis of 20 samples under automated control is

quite feasible in a day. The retention time at the peak apex

elution is measured by using the absorbance obtained

from a chosen wavelength element of a 1024-channel, on-

line, photodiode array (PDA), absorbance detector. The

mobile-phase background absorbance, although not sig-

nificant in the region of interest for most metal nanoclus-

ters, is automatically removed. Organic chemicals (e.g.,

solvents, surfactants) that do not absorb at mobile-phase-

transparent wavelengths, are detected by using an on-line

differential refractometer (Water’s model 410).

Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM, HRTEM)

About 2 ml of the purified �0.01 M solution of

nanoclusters was deposited on a holey carbon grid, under

which a porous filter paper was placed to quickly wick the

solvent away to minimize cluster pile up on the grid. For

core sizes larger than DC�2 nm high-resolution TEM

(HRTEM) was used to confirm the metal core size to an

uncertainty of one lattice constant (±2 Å). However, in

this size range, this measurement uncertainty is as large as

the SEC resolution, even assuming a perfectly monodis-

perse sample with all the clusters in an identical focal

plane on the holey carbon grid and identical nanocrys-

tal orientation.

Nanocrystal orientation is very important for small

crystals. For example, if a randomly oriented distribution

of monodisperse icosohedral Au crystals is examined with

dh111i=2.1 nm and dh100i=2.7 nm, one obtains the

number average Dc(TEM)�2.4±.3 nm, but this is not a

result of size dispersity. In addition, with the smallest

clusters, especially Ag, there are e-beam cluster ‘‘melting’’

Fig. 4 Size distribution of Au clusters is as narrow as

buckyballs. Normalized absorbance chromatogram from PDA

detector (A/Amax) for C12SH-stabilized Au nanoclusters and

99.9% C60. HPLC conditions were a PL500 column using

toluene as the mobile phase flowing at 1 mL/min. The C60

elution time has been shifted to coincide with that of the Au

nanoclusters for ease of comparison. (From Ref. [30].)
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artifacts that make absolute size measurements difficult

because the boundary with the grid becomes less sharp, in

addition to causing some cluster fusion where their

surfaces touch. For these reasons, size determination by

high-resolution SEC, complemented by HRTEM, has

major advantages. Fig. 5 shows an HRTEM of Au,

Dc=1.8 nm particles, showing the atomic lattice fringes

from this HPLC-purified sample, and illustrates the effects

of crystallographic orientation and focal plane effects on

the apparent cross-sectional diameter of this nearly

monodisperse sample.

Absorbance spectra

The absorbance spectra of passivated metal nanoclusters

was obtained by using an on-line photodiode array PDA

with an adjustable bandwidth and wavelength range. For

the purpose of the studies reported in this review, the

bandwidth was either 2.4 or 4.8 nm, and a wavelength

range of 290–795 nm was used. Complete absorbance

spectra were collected every 2 sec during the chroma-

tography. A Cary 2300 ultraviolet (UV)–visible spectrom-

eter was also used to verify selected results from the

PDA. Both spectrometers were calibrated by using a

holmium filter.

Because a typical cluster elution linewidth is about

0.3–0.4 min, between 10 and 15 complete spectra were

available as a function of elution time (i.e., size). Thus, in

addition to the information concerning how the absorb-

ance spectra changes with cluster size at the peak of the

elution, we also can determine the spectral homogeneity

of an elution peak. A spectrally pure or homogeneous

elution peak corresponds to one in which there is no

variation in the absorbance spectral shape within the peak.

Size or shape polydispersity would lead to size-dependent

optical absorption spectra within the elution peak.

Synthesis Optimization with SEC Feedback

Perfecting the methods of inorganic nanocluster synthesis

requires rapid, quantitative feedback concerning final

cluster size, shape, optical properties, and their relation-

ship to the myriad synthetic variables, which can affect

the average cluster size and size distribution. A good

analogy is with advances in organic synthesis which have

been facilitated greatly by the advent of modern analysis

methods, such as Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR), gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), liquid

chromatography (LC)/PDA, nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), etc. Without such feedback, the synthetic chemist

is very much in the dark with respect to whether changes

in synthetic protocol are making things better or worse.

Another example comes from the application of liquid

chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) and capil-

lary gel electrophoresis approaches to DNA and protein

analysis which, along with polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) amplification, essentially enabled the rapid sequenc-

ing of the human genome. Unfortunately, carrying such

analytic methods directly over into the field of inorganic

nanocluster synthesis is not always straightforward.

Perhaps, this is the reason for the limited number of

nanomaterials that humans know how to synthesize in a

predictable manner—the best examples being transition

metal nanoclusters as pioneered by my group, and II–VI

semiconductors (mainly CdSe) as pioneered by Murray,

Bawendi, Alivisatos, and Brus.[6,38–40] These materials

were explicitly chosen because they have clearly identifi-

able, size-dependent visible colors (absorbance) that al-

lows rapid feedback regarding size and monodispersity.

For example, in the case of CdSe, size changes as small

as 1–2 Å result in clear differences in the absorbance edge.

In the case of nanosize Au or Ag, one can perceive,

even with the naked eye, color changes corresponding to

�2–4 Å in size, and using an absorbance spectrometer,

1–2 Å size differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our recognition of the dearth of rapid analysis techniques

for inorganic nanomaterials led us to try to adapt some

modern analytical methods to understand size/optical

Fig. 5 HRTEM of a region of a holey carbon grid on which a

drop of sample Au, D=1.8(.2) nm was allowed to dry. (From

Ref. [30].)
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property relationships in both semiconductors and nano-

metals. These techniques include in situ elemental

analysis of purified cluster solutions using X-ray fluores-

cence (XRF), which is very useful for composite

nanoclusters, and size-exclusion liquid chromatography,

which has recently become our most useful tool, supplant-

ing even TEM in both size precision and utility. We now

illustrate the power of these new analysis methods in

improving nanocluster synthesis with several examples

from our previous work.

Nanocluster/Ligand Binding Studies

We have recognized for many years that at least four

important factors control the final size of nanoclusters

synthesized in inverse micelles:

1. the micelle size,

2. the binding strength of the surfactant micelle used,

3. the amount of precursor salt used in the synthesis,

4. the strength of the reducing agent used.

Variables 3) and 4) influence the final cluster size even

in the absence of micelles as, e.g., in metathesis methods

using metal–organic precursors in the presence of coordi-

nating ligands. Perhaps, not surprisingly, increasing the

concentration of metal salt precursor increases the final

cluster size, while increasing the rate of reduction by using

a stronger reducing agent decreases the cluster size. Also,

increasing the strength of the binding of the micelle-

forming surfactant decreases the final cluster size if all

other variables remain fixed. However, it is very difficult

to predict, a priori, which surfactants will bind most

strongly to which metals, nor how much change in final

size will be achieved by changing the precursor concen-

tration or reducing strength.

By measuring the total amount of clusters eluting from

a given column/mobile phase using measurement of the

elution area at a given wavelength with and without the

column, one can study the competition for the organic

ligand between the high surface area column and the high

surface area nanoclusters. It is found that, for Au

nanoclusters, thiol exchange does not occur on the time

scale of the chromatography experiment (�15 min) even

in the presence of an overwhelming amount of a different

CkSH in the mobile phase [i.e., the clusters elute at the

time expected for the chain length (thickness) of the alkyl

thiol], while for Ag nanoclusters, complete exchange

occurs under these conditions. Thus, Ag nanoclusters bind

alkyl thiols significantly more weakly than Au. Pt, Pd, and

Rh nanoclusters do not exchange thiols during the

chromatography like Ag, but still have slightly more

weak binding than in the case of Au clusters of the same

size, as indicated by fewer (<100%) eluting clusters.[30]

One can learn about ligand metal cluster binding, so

critical to catalysis, by examining the relative amount of

clusters eluting from a column with a mobile phase of

pure toluene. In this case, the column attempts to separate

the ligand from the cluster. Failure to do so results in

complete elution of the clusters, as judged from ratio of

the area under the elution peak compared to the no-

column case. In Fig. 6, one observes that the relative areas

decrease with k for k=6, 10, and 14, indicating shorter

chain thiols bind less strongly than longer ones.[30]

These types of subtle binding effects are nearly

impossible to study by other methods. In fact, the organic

ligand cannot be seen in TEM so its length can only be

indirectly inferred from the intercluster gap. An interest-

ing prediction from our SEC ligand/cluster binding studies

is that, under vacuum as in an electron microscope, only

longer chain thiols will be able to retain their ligands,

preventing cluster coalescence and allowing the formation

of hexagonal or cubic quantum dot arrays (QDAs). This is

indeed the case as we have shown in previous work on

QDAs.[41,42] Another prediction based upon our SEC

work is that Ag nanoclusters will more readily desorb

even long chain alkyl thiol ligands under vacuum and so,

the longevity of QDAs of Ag under TEM is significantly

decreased relative to Au. Also, electron beam melting

effects are more severe in QDAs of Ag than of Au

although the melting temperatures of the two materials are

very similar. As expected, QDAs of alkyl thiol ligated Pt,

Pd, and Rh are more robust than Ag under vacuum.

Fig. 6 Effect of capping agent size on the hydrodynamic

diameter of Au nanoclusters. HPLC chromatogram of Au

nanoclusters with three alkyl thiols, CkSH, k=6, 10, 14, added

after reduction. The absorbance at 520 nm [A(520nm)] from the

PDA vs. elution time is shown. The SEC column used was a

Polymer Labs PL1000 and the mobile phase was toluene at

1 mL/min flow rate. (From Ref. [30].)
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A somewhat surprising observation common to all

metal Qdots, which we have studied, is that monodentite

ligands such as alkyl thiols, alkyl sulfides, and primary

amines bind increasingly less effectively as the size of the

nanocluster increases. In fact, for Dc>10 nm, one finds

that displacement of a polydentite ligand such as a

nonionic alkylated polyethylene oxide by a more strongly

binding alkyl thiol will result in complete irreversible

aggregation of a Au or Ag nanocluster solution! Thus, one

needs to develop more advanced polydentite ligands for

larger nanoclusters.

Intuition often fails when choosing an appropriate

multidentite ligand for a given metal Qdot. For example,

we have found that alkyl chain disulfides aggregate these

larger clusters, which surprised us greatly. This observa-

tion probably indicates that the hypothesis that alkyl

thiolates form disulfides on nanocrystalline gold is wrong.

Fortunately, nonionic block copolymers, such as were

employed in the first synthesis of Co via high-T de-

composition,[5] are obvious choices and, if selected ap-

propriately, they stabilize a very broad range of transition

and base metal Qdots extremely effectively. However,

they do not allow efficient SEC analysis of the stabilized

large nanoclusters as most columns are too effective at

pulling them off the cluster surface, and such bulky

stabilizers may prevent deposition of additional atoms to

form core–shell particles, so they are not a panacea. Thus

we are still searching for the most effective steric ligands

for SEC analysis of large, Dc>10 nm nanoclusters.

SEC Studies of Synthetic Variables

Traditionally, TEM or X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used

to infer the nanocluster particle size. In the case of the

former, between a few dozen particles to a few hundred

are measured from a ‘‘chosen’’ area of the grid and

tediously counted. Many ‘‘representative’’ areas of the

grid must be chosen by the microscopist, requiring

significant expertise and time. To obtain a detailed

analysis of even a single sample in a day’s time requires

a dedicated graduate student or postdoctorate individual—

highly motivated by the possibility of a permanent job!

Considering that a skilled synthetic inorganic chemist

can easily make a dozen samples in the same period of

time, one can see where the roadblock to synthetic prog-

ress occurs.

Other tradition surface science methods of analysis

often prove inadequate as well. For example, in XRD

characterization of size, the first maximum in the low-

angle diffraction pattern can be used to obtain the average

interparticle spacing (assuming either hexagonal or cubic

packing). Unfortunately, the interparticle gap depends on

the organic ligand and its degree of interdigitization, so

this method of core size determination is not ideal,

although it is applicable to the smallest clusters with Dc<2

nm, and has been used with good precision for very

monodisperse clusters.[43]

As we have extensive experience with small-angle

neutron scattering (SANS), X-ray scattering (SAXS), and

dynamic light scattering (DLS), I initially believed these

methods would prove very useful for size and size

dispersion analysis.[44] However, in the case of metal

Qdots and DLS using visible light, the very strong

absorbance and concomitant weak scattering requires very

low nanocluster concentrations so that the signal-to-noise

(S/N) ratio is exceptionally low for clusters with Dc<4

nm. This technical difficulty has precluded our routine use

of this method. In the case of SANS, the scattering length

density difference between solvent and typical metal

Qdots is very low, again giving low S/N and long data

collection times. SAXS is the best approach with respect

to S/N from metallic Qdots, but typically requires an

intense tunable (synchrotron) X-ray source, to avoid large

(e.g., 24 hr) data collection times.[44] Thus until we had

developed SEC for nanoclusters, our synthetic feedback

was poor.

To illustrate the speed, precision, and high information

content of SEC size/optical property analysis, we now

review some selected cases of using SEC to determine the

effect of variation of synthetic parameters on metal Qdot

synthesis. We refer the reader to the results of a recently

submitted manuscript for further examples.[31] First, we

fix the solvent, metal precursor concentration, reductant,

Fig. 7 Effect of C12SH concentration on the final nanocluster

size and size distribution of Au nanoclusters made by NaBH4

reduction of a two-component TOAB/toluene inverse micelle

system with [Au]=0.01 M. The column is a PL1000 type and the

mobile phase is toluene with C12SH added at 0.01 M. The SEC

core sizes assume a core-size-independent 2.4-nm total organic

shell, and are indicated above each curve. (From Ref. [31].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and inverse micelle surfactant, and examine the effect of

alkyl thiol concentration on the final cluster size. Fig. 7

shows the SEC chromatograms from Au nanoclusters

synthesized with various amounts of added C12SH from

0.0 to 0.03 M. As expected, having more of the tightly

binding alkyl thiol restricts the growth more strongly. The

linewidths observed (size dispersions) only vary slightly

once the thiol concentration exceeds 0.01 M. (The Au/

C12SH ratio is 1:1 for this case.) In fact, once the Au/

CkSH ratio exceeds 1.0, the samples are nearly mono-

disperse. It is noteworthy that although TEM easily gives

the size of the largest cluster made with no alkyl thiol

present, Au #511, as Dc�3.8 nm, the other three samples

all appear to be around Dc�1.8±.2 nm using HRTEM

because identification of the cluster/substrate boundary

combined with orientation effects obscure the true size

differences, which SEC clearly demonstrates. (2 Å is one

lattice fringe and thus is the inherent measurement

uncertainty for a perfectly monodisperse sample.) Also

noteworthy is that this information was obtained in 15

min/chromatogram by using only 10 ml of a 0.01 M Au

cluster sample! On this particular day, the effect of over

12 different synthetic variables were determined by SEC.

We obtain the complete absorbance spectra from our

PDA array throughout the peak elution (every 2 sec,

which corresponds to a size discrimination of only 1–2 Å).

The spectra obtained at the peak apex represent the

absorbance of the majority of the nanoclusters. The

spectra normalized at a common value, 500 nm, are shown

in Fig. 8 for each sample. One observes the characteristic

blue shift of the plasmon, which we first identified in

Ref. [13] and confirmed using SEC in a recent paper.[36]

As the size decreases from �2.0 to 1.6 nm, additional

nonclassical features appear in the absorbance as a result

of the discrete density of states of a gold cluster. For

example, Dc=1.6 nm corresponds very closely to the

magic, two fully closed shells icosohedra with N=55

having Dc=1.5–1.6 nm first synthesized and identified by

Schmid.[7] Recently, Whetten has also identified this

magic size using MALDI TOF masss spectroscopy.[45,46]

The features of this smallest �9 kDa cluster fraction

correspond closely to the spectra of Au #538 shown in

Fig. 8. The enhancement of both the UV and near-

infrared (NIR) absorbance is characteristic of the quan-

tum confinement effects in ultrasmall metallic Qdotsa

and corresponds to the absorbance features which are

observed in semiconductor Qdots.[6,47]

Both Au and Ag possess strongly size-dependent

optical absorbance in the quantum confinement regime,

Dc<5 nm, which allows us to assay the size homogeneity

of the elution peaks of Fig. 7 by examining the ‘‘spectral

homogeneity’’ of the peak. Measuring the uniformity

of the spectral shapes of an eluting component is a

commonly used approach to look for possible coelution of

inhomogeneous species even with simple chemicals.[37]

We have extended its use to Au, Ag, and Cu nanoclusters.

In the case of metallic Qdots of Au or Ag, spectral

Fig. 8 Absorbance at the elution peak of each of the chro-

matograms of Fig. 7, illustrating the blue shift and plasmon

broadening with decreasing size. All the clusters are in toluene,

which is also the mobile phase. (From Ref. [31].) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Elution peak spectral homogeneity of the sample Au,

Dc =3.8 nm, with the broadest size distribution (linewidth) shows

the population to be mildly inhomogeneous in size, but with only

a spread of plasmon positions from 496 to 511 nm, a size

dispersion of about ±0.5 nm. (Previously unpublished work.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

aQuantum size effects are a result of the discrete nature of the electronic

levels as a cluster is built up from atoms. The level splitting (DE is

roughly given by DE�Ef/N, where Ef is the Fermi level of the metal and

N is the number of atoms in the cluster. If Ef�5 eV, then (DE�50 meV

for a 100-atom cluster. At room temperature, one might see these effects

for Au at N�400 or d�3 nm.
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inhomogeneity could arise from either size or shape

effects. In fact, we find that only the largest component,

Au Dc=3.8 nm, made without C12SH present during the

synthesis, possesses any significant spectral inhomogene-

ity, as demonstrated by the spectra obtained at the peak

apex time, t=7.36 min, and at the half-width at half

maximum positions, t=7.16 and t=7.56 min (Fig. 9). The

total variation of the plasmon position even for this

sample is incredibly small, as the bandwidth of the

detector was set to ±4.8 nm for these experiments.

However, it is certainly real and corresponds to size

inhomogeneity of �±0.5 nm. Samples made with alkyl

thiol present during the reduction have elution linewidths

and spectral homogeneities consistent with complete

monodispersity—a tribute to both the inverse micelle

method and the role of alkyl thiols as etchants to narrow

the size distribution.[31,45]

What is the role of inverse micelle type and solvent on

the final cluster size? Both of these issues were the subject

of a recent publication.[31] In that work, it was demon-

strated that even in the presence of a strongly binding

thiol, the size and/or strength of the micellar binding to the

encapsulated precursor salt had a significant effect on the

final size and size distribution. Fig. 10 shows the cluster

size distribution obtained without deconvolution of the

instrumental linewidth for nonionic, three types of

cationic surfactant, and an anionic surfactant. In each

case, the solvent was held constant, toluene, as was the

reductant, LiAlH4.

As was noted in the original reference, the structure

and binding properties of the inverse micelle used is a

competitive factor with the binding of the alkyl thiol

surfactant. For example, the presence of the significantly

weaker binding tetrahexylammonium chloride (THAC)

results in much larger clusters than do bromide head group

cationics didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB)

or tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB). Didodecyldi-

methylammonium bromide has a smaller micelle interior

volume and one could rationalize the smaller final cluster

size compared to TOAB by this factor.

A most surprising result was the formation of a

bimodal population distribution from inverse micelles of

the nonionic surfactant C12E5 in toluene, whereas only a

narrow dispersion, monomodal distribution is produced

when alkanes are used as the oil continuous phase, as has

been reported previously.[35,36] This illustrates that the

packing of the surfactant molecules into a droplet-like

interface, and the lability of this interface is strongly

affected by the interaction of the surfactant alkyl chains

with the oil used.

Finally, one might wonder about the role of precursor

salt concentration on the final size and size distribution in

the inverse micelle synthesis. To study this we used a

single cationic surfactant two component micelle system

(TOPB/tol), where TOPB=tetraoctylphosphosium bro-

mide and a fixed [metal]/[surfactant] ratio. As the

[HAuCl4] was varied from 0.01 to 0.1 M, no discernible

change in size from Dc�1.9 nm was observed, nor did the

size distribution alter as monitored by elution peak

linewidth. This is in strong contrast to metastatic

reduction reactions of organometallics in coordinating

organic solvents, where an increase in [precursor metal–

organic] leads to systematically greater final sizes with

concomitant increases in size dispersion. For example, in

the case of Fe(II) reduction in a coordinating solvent, an

increase in size from Dc�2.0 to 14 nm occurs over the

same concentration range. This illustrates the fundamen-

tally different mechanism operating in the inverse mi-

celle case.

Optical Properties of Au, Ag, and Au/Ag
Core–Shell Nanocrystals

In the proceeding section, we touched on the very

interesting optical properties of Au, which exhibits a

nonclassical (i.e., not explained by the Mie theory of

electromagnetic scattering from metal colloids), blue shift

and damping of the plasmon absorbance peak with

decreasing size.

In Fig. 11, we show the absorbance chromatograms of

several samples of Au nanocluster samples all stabilized

with dodecanthiol to ensure a nearly constant shell

thickness and interface environment. The peak heights

have all been normalized to allow easy comparison of the

elution shapes and widths. The elution peaks have not

been deconvoluted with the instrumental band broad-

ening. The size, as determined from the peak apex elution

time, is given in Table 2. A constant shell thickness of

Fig. 10 Plot of the Au core size Dc =Dh�2.4 obtained by

assuming the previously measured total shell thickness of 2.4

nm, vs. normalized detector response at 520 nm (relative number

of particles). The surfactants used in the synthesis are indicated.

(From Ref. [31].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Q
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2.4±0.1 nm, as determined previously,[30] was used for all

samples to obtain the metal core size.

The corresponding optical spectra for each sample at

the peak of its elution are shown in Fig. 12. The spectra

are normalized so that absorbance=1.0 at 500 nm in each

case. From this figure, we obtain the size-dependent blue

shift and broadening of the optical plasmon as a function

of size. This information is contained in Table 2.

The data from Fig. 12 and Table 2 demonstrate that, as

the size decreases into the quantum size regime, a very

rapid broadening and blue shift of the absorbance occurs

between Dc=3.0 nm and Dc=1.3 nm. The classical Mie

theory assumes no size dependence to the complex

dielectric constant e(o) and so predicts that the optical

plasmon for spherical Au clusters will blue shift with

decreasing size until a size of Dc�10 nm is reached, at

which point no further changes from the predicted peak

position of 530 nm (in toluene) or half-width should

occur. Thus all the spectra shown in Fig. 12 are

nonclassical in character, exhibiting significant blue shifts

and broadening compared to the Mie prediction. The

effects of cluster size are usually accounted for by

assuming that e(o) is size-dependent. This allows classi-

cal effects, such as increased electron scattering at the

metal–dielectric interface, to be empirically incorporated

into the theory, as well as quantum size effects (QSE) and

the effect of chemical interface damping. Although all

these effects are predicted to increase the linewidth, just as

what has been observed in the present experiments, as

well as the majority of experiments on embedded clusters,

a prediction of the direction of the peak shift is much more

problematic.[2]

The absorbance spectra in Fig. 12 have been normal-

ized at a common wavelength, 500 nm, to allow easy

comparison of the peak shapes. (See Table 1 for sample

synthesis conditions and other details. Note that the

sample number has nothing to do with the number of

atoms in a cluster, which can only be approximately

estimated even with TOF-MS). Both the UV and, to a

lesser extent, the NIR absorbance are enhanced as the

cluster size decreases. We have also noted the develop-

ment of new features in the absorbance profile of the

smallest Dc=1.7 and Dc=1.3 nm clusters.[31,36] More

recent work by others has confirmed this trend, which is

attributed to the appearance of molecule-like density of

states in small metal clusters.[45,46]

One does not need separate, completely monodisperse

samples to determine the optical absorbance behavior of

metal nanoclusters as a function of size, because the SEC

process will separate clusters with very small differences

in size �±2 Å and the PDA detector will provide the

spectra corresponding to these sizes. The information

obtained on samples exhibiting size polydispersity is very

consistent with that obtained from the peak apex spectra

of the individual samples of Table 2, demonstrating the

consistency of the SEC size analysis. For example, in

Table 2, we show that Au #693bp has a peak retention

time of 7.5 min corresponding to an average size of 2.9

nm and a plasmon peak at 501 nm. This is within the

experimental uncertainty of the data of Fig. 12 cor-

responding to a size of 2.8 nm and having a plasmon peak

Fig. 11 Normalized absorbance chromatograms of several

differently sized Au nanocluster samples. (From Ref. [36].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 Normalized peak elution spectra from Fig. 11 dem-

onstrate the effect of decreasing Au nanoclusters size (increasing

elution time) on the optical absorbance in the visible. (From

Ref. [36].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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at 496 nm because the spectra bandwidth was set at 2.4

nm. The size-selected cluster population of Au #511b,

which elutes near the half-maximum at t=7.14 min,

corresponds to a SEC size of 4.2 nm and has identical

spectra to that at the peak apex of Au #690bp.

In a recently submitted paper, we demonstrate a

synthesis based upon the seminal work of G. Schmid,[7]

which illustrates the selection and optical characterization

abilities of HRSEC for strongly polydisperse samples.[31]

In that paper, we illustrated the effects of the emergence

of a discrete, ‘‘molecule-like’’ density of states in Au

‘‘molecules’’ specifically, Au(N=13), the smallest closed

shell atomic configuration. Such molecular species had

been previously shown by us[48] and subsequently by

others[45,46] to have both visible and NIR photolumines-

cence (PL), which is a startling result! This relatively

Table 1 Ag and Au nanocluster synthesis

Sample name Metal salt Surfactant Solvent Reductant Passivator

Au511p HAuCl4 (0.01 M) TOAB (0.06 M) Toluene NaBH4 (0.04 M) C12SH

Au514cp HAuCl4 (0.01 M) DDAB (0.1 M) Toluene LiAlH4 (0.04 M) C12SH

Au521a HAuCl4 (0.01 M) AOT (0.2 M) Toluene LiAlH4 (0.04 M) C12SH

Au537 HAuCl4 (0.01 M) TOAB (0.06 M)

C12SH (0.03 M)

Toluene NaBH4 (0.1 M) N.A.

Au567p HAuCl4 (0.01 M) TOAB (0.06 M)

C16SH (0.03 M)

Toluene LiAlH4 (0.04 M) N.A.

Au687bp HAuCl4 (0.01 M) C12E5 (0.2 M) Octane LS-SelBH (0.04 M) C12SH

Au690 HAuCl4 (0.01 M) C12E5 (0.2 M) Hexadecane SuperH (0.08 M) N.A.

Au690bp HAuCl4 (0.01 M) C12E5 (0.2 M) Hexadecane SuperH (0.08 M) C12SH

Au693bp HAuCl4 (0.01 M) C12E5 (0.2 M) Hexadecane LSelAlH (0.08 M) C12SH

Ag114 AgNO3 (0.01 M) TOAB (0.12 M) Toluene NaBH4 (0.02 M) N.A.

Ag205 AgNO3 (0.01 M) TOAC (0.12 M) Toluene LiAlH4 (0.02 M) N.A.

Ag213 AgNO3 (0.01 M) TOPB (0.12 M) Toluene NaBH4 (0.02 M) N.A.

Alkanes of chain length k are abbreviated Ck, alkane thiols CkSH. Surfactant abbreviations are: AOT=bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate sodium

salt, C12E5=penta-ethyleneglycol-mono-n-dodecyl ether, DDAB=didodecyldimethylammonium bromide, TOAB=tetraoctylammonium

bromide, TOAC=tetraoctylammonium chloride; reductants prepared in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) as 1–2 M solutions, SuperH=

LiB(C2H5)3H, LS-SelBH=LiB(CH(CH3)CH(CH3)2)3H; LSelAlH=LiAl[OC(CH3)3]3H, final concentrations are indicated in table.

Table 2 Size-dependent optical properties of Au and Ag nanoclusters

Sample name te (min) Dcore (nm, SEC) Dcore (nm, TEM) llp (nm) #ll1/2 (nm)

Au511p 7.24±.21 3.60 3.5 506±2.4 110

Au514cp 8.02±.19 1.33 1.5 none

Au521a 7.68±.21 2.21 2.4 none

Au537 7.88±.19 1.67 1.8 none

Au567p 7.80±.05 1.40 1.5 none

Au687bp 7.50±.02 3.10 3.0 496±2.4 120

Au690 6.73±.30 6.0 6.2 523±2.4 69

Au690bp 7.17±.20 4.0 4.2 513±2.4 86

Au693bp 7.47±.26 2.90 3.0 501±2.4 120

Ag114 7.93±.17 1.55 1.8 486±4.8 124

Ag205 7.24±.22 3.70 4.0 440±4.8 60

Ag213 6.3± .25 7.6 7.5 423±4.8 39

7.73±.17 2.4 2.5 474±4.8 91

Ag213 6.7 6.2 Not measured 423±4.8 48

7.0 4.7 428±4.8 69

7.2 3.9 443±4.8 76

7.4 3.1 457±4.8 79

7.6 2.5 467±4.8 86

Dl1/2 (nm)=Half-width at half maximum determined on long wavelength side of asymmetrical plasmon peak.

Q
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strong PL (�10�4 Q.E.) can come from both s-to-d inter-

band transitions (visible PL), or intra-d-band transitions

(NIR and IR PL). Such unexpected optoelectronic prop-

erties illustrate the reason why very small nanoclusters are

so interesting.

Ag nanoclusters

We next examine the size dependence of the optical

absorbance of Ag nanoclusters grown in inverse micelles

and stabilized with the identical alkyl thiol (C12SH) used

in our Au cluster studies. A strong motivation for this

complementary study is the important difference in the

optics of Au and Ag clusters arising from the different

energies of the interband (filled d shell to conduction sp

band) transition onsets in the two metals. The close

proximity of the interband transition to the plasmon

energy in Au (it lies to the red of the plasmon energy) is

the reason why energy damping (peak broadening) is so

much greater for Au clusters than for Ag, where the

interband transition energy onset lies significantly to the

blue of the conduction band plasmon. This makes a deter-

mination of the size dependence of the linewidth for small

Au clusters difficult (i.e., the peak simply disappears). It

also leads to a pronounced asymmetry to the peak shape.

There has been a matter of significant controversy

regarding the direction of the plasmon absorbance energy

shift with cluster size in the quantum size region.

Depending on details and relative weights assigned to

the various theoretical factors, one can ‘‘predict’’ either a

blue or a red shift with decreasing size. We had

demonstrated a blue shift in the case of monodisperse,

spherical nanoclusters of gold, and this is the general

consensus based on dozens of papers in this field.

However, the case of Ag is not as well established, and

both red and blue shifts have been reported. We were

considerably surprised when SEC and on-line optical

characterization of our inverse micelle prepared Ag

nanoclusters showed a clear red shift with decreasing

size. The magnitude of this shift was truly astounding

compared to gold. In the smallest clusters we studied, the

damping of the very sharp and relatively symmetrical

absorbance plasmon of Ag completely disappears—the

first such observation in nanosize Ag. Fig. 13 shows the

effect of size decreases on the position of the optical

absorbance of Ag nanoclusters.

The main feature of the optical absorbance of nearly

free-electron metals such as Cu, Au, or Ag is a con-

densation of the conduction electron oscillator strength

into a narrow frequency band of plasmon polariton

excitations, which are caused by the particle surface—

the plasmon resonance. If the dielectric function for a

metal cluster does not depend on its size, little or no

variation in the position of energy maximum of the

plasmon absorbance profile is predicted to occur below a

size of 10 nm. So, for particles smaller than this size, as

Kreibig and Genzel have pointed out,[49] the absorbance

band shape only changes with size if intrinsic particle

effects are important. It has been established by numerous

experiments that, for sizes less than �5 nm, n(o,R)�1/

R.[2] This is, of course, just the surface-to-volume ratio.

Both classical effects [such as electron scattering at the

metal/dielectric interface and quantum size effects (QSE)]

become important at sizes below �5 nm. The latter

effects, in particular, should become important when the

level spacing near the Fermi level exceeds the available

thermal energy. This will occur at about 400 atoms of Au,

or a size of about 2.5 nm, assuming the nanoclusters to

have the density of the bulk material.a It turns out that both

classical effects, such as the reduced free path of the

electron and QSE effects, both predict a 1/R dependence

to the resonance linewidth, so an observation of a 1/R

behavior to the resonant linewidth does not, by itself,

demonstrate a QSE. However, the emerging weak features

in the spectra of our smallest clusters probably do indicate

the onset of discrete bands, which is a true QSE. It turns

out that both classical effects, such as the reduced free

path of the electron and QSE effects, both predict a 1/R

dependence to the resonance linewidth, so an observation

of a 1/R behavior to the resonant linewidth does not, by

itself, demonstrate a QSE. However, the emerging weak

features in the spectra of our smallest clusters probably do

indicate the onset of discrete bands, which is a true QSE.

Fig. 13 SEC separation and on-line characterization of Ag

nanocluster solutions in toluene show the strong red-shift and

extreme damping of the plasmon with decreasing size. See Table

1 for synthesis details and other information. (From Ref. [36].)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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A further complication in the interpretation of experi-

mental observations in either classical (electron scatter-

ing) or quantum confinement (continuous bands becoming

discrete) behavior occurs in the case of metals such as Au

and Cu, in which the onset frequency of the interband

transitions from d-type orbitals to the sp-type conduction

band is close to the plasmon energy. In this case, there are

major changes in the resonance energy just because of the

importance of these transitions. For example, in the case

of both Cu and Ag, the free-electron (Druid model) Mie

theory predicts a resonance of �9.2 eV in a vacuum

(em=1); however, the contribution of the 4d core electrons

to the susceptibility shifts this to the experimental value of

�3.8 eV for Ag but �2 eV for Cu! It may be that the

different directions of the plasmon energy shift we have

established for Au and Ag with the same passivating layer,

embedded in an identical media, toluene, are a result of

the relatively greater importance of the interband transi-

tions in Au compared to Ag. For a more extensive

discussion of our findings for nanosize Au and Ag, we

refer the reader to Ref. [36] and the monograph by

Vollmer and Kreibig,[2] which is the definitive modern

work on this subject.

The Ag samples whose spectra were shown in Fig. 13

are all coated with an identical ligand, C12SH, which

gives keeps the clusters from aggregating even when

deposited onto a holey carbon grid and inserted into the

high vacuum of an electron microscope. Fig. 14 shows a

TEM of Ag #205 illustrating the ready formation of arrays

which we have termed quantum dot arrays—the next

subject of this review.

We summarize our findings concerning the size-

dependent optical properties of Au and Ag as follows.

For both Au and Ag clusters in the size range Dc=8 to

d=1.5 nm, the plasmon linewidth broadens following a

1/R linewidth size dependence, whose slope is greatest

for Au. The peak asymmetry in the plasmon band shape is

greatest for Au and increases with decreasing size for

both Au and Ag clusters. The plasmon peak energy blue

shifts with decreasing size for Au clusters, while in the

case of Ag nanoclusters a red shift is observed.

Core–Shell Particles and Alloys of Au and Ag

There are many scientific reasons to investigate core–shell

or alloy nanoclusters. For example, even monolayer shell

coverages can shift the Fermi level, Ef, via e-donation/

acceptance by huge amounts (e.g., �20–30% donation/

atom blue shifts Ef by �1 eV!). In the case of metals with

dissimilar electron affinities, interface structures may

form, which are similar to doping-induced depletion zones

in bulk semiconductor materials. This effect may be a

basis for metal rectification or spatial charge separation

and thus of importance to nanocluster photocataly-

sis.[50,51] In view of the very interesting physics of such

core–shell structures and the possibility of ‘‘reconstruc-

tion’’ occurring as the result of a heteroatomic deposition

process, this area of nanometals should be very fecund and

deserving of future investigation.

The coinage metals Au and Ag are a nearly an ideal

system to study the effects of size and composition on the

optical properties of nanoparticles because they have

identical covalent radii, have simple fcc cubic lattice

structures, and are miscible in all proportions. (However,

this also means that diffraction-based methods such as

TEM are not very useful for determining their structures.)

One may pose a myriad of questions—some of which may

even be theoretically treated—albeit, within the confines

of classical electromagnetic Mie theory. For example, for

fixed composition and size, how does the order of

deposition Au/Ag vs. Ag/Au (core–shell) affect the optical

spectra? For equivalent atomic compositions and size,

does a random nanocluster alloy of Au and Ag differ

optically from the corresponding core–shell cluster? For

a fixed total size, how does composition affect the opti-

cal absorbance?

First, a brief remark on the synthesis of core–shell vs.

alloy nanometals. To make alloy-type materials, a chosen

ratio of precursor salts (typically NaAuCl4 and AgNO3)

are dissolved in a suitable inverse micelle solution. A

reducing agent is then added to effect coreduction. The

agent chosen should approximately have the same

reduction kinetics to avoid prenucleation of one material

over the other, which would result in a core–shell type

structure. By using an extremely aggressive reduction

such as LiAlH4, both metals undergo instantaneous re-

duction provided aggressive mixing is utilized.
Fig. 14 TEM of Ag #205, Dc =4.0±0.5 nm nanoclusters with a

plasmon peak at 440 nm in toluene.

Q
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To make core–shell structures, a simple variation on

our newly developed solution epitaxial growth, which will

be reported in a future work,[52] is employed. Specifically,

a given seed nanocrystal, say Dc=1.8 nm Au, is purified

via SEC or precipitation methods, and a metal organic

precursor solution is slowly coinjected along with the

reductant, typically NaBH4, via a syringe pump. A slow

injection rate, typically 1–2 mL/hr is used, to ensure

hetero- vs. homogeneous nucleation of the growth so-

lution. A key aspect is the choice of a suitable surface

active agent as well as the organometallic atom source. In

general, one wishes to avoid the use of micelle-forming

surfactants because these may act as nucleation centers for

homoatomic clusters from the feedstock. For Au/Ag and

Ag/Ag core–shell nanocrystals, small amounts of long-

chain alkyl thiols work quite well and allow facile SEC

analysis to be performed.

Effect of Alloying on Ligand Binding

Size exclusion chromatography can be used to determine

the relative binding of ligands of a given size and metal

type as mentioned earlier in this review. We demonstrated

that no thiol exchange occurs for CkSH, k=6, 10, 14, in

the case of Au nanoclusters, when an overwhelming

amount of C12SH is in the mobile phase. In contrast, Ag

nanoclusters with the identical thiols on their surface

completely exchanged with the C12SH in the mobile

phase during the chromatography as evidenced by a

common elution time in all cases, which corresponds to a

shell of C12SH (the core size is fixed in both cases). One

must remove the completing thiol from the mobile phase

and use a pure toluene eluant to observe the effect of

various organic shell thicknesses on the elution time.

What is the effect of alloying or formation of a core–

shell structure on the thiol binding behavior? We find that

1:1 (atomic ratio) alloys of a common core size, Dc�2.0

nm, elute at distinct times, which correspond to the

organic shell thickness as shown in Fig. 15. So the effect

of alloying Ag with Au is to prevent ligand exchange. At

least two rationalizations of this observation are possible.

The change in interatomic coordination and bonding

distance in a spherical cluster alloy of Au/Ag affects the

thiol metal binding strength, or, more likely, having Au

sites at the surface of the metal alloy nanocluster allows

the thiol to preferentially bind to these sites. In either case,

our alloy AuAg binding results have obvious ramifica-

tions for issues in catalysis, where it is empirically known

that even small amounts of metal atoms in a majority

phase (e.g., Co in MoS2 hydrodesulfurization catalysts)

has a profound effect on the catalytic activity by affecting

the Mo substrate binding strength.

Despite the differences in total hydrodynamic size

observed in Fig. 15 as a result of the alkyl chain length

differences, the optical spectra of each 1:1 Au/Ag alloy

nanocluster are indistinguishable, as demonstrated by the

elution peak apex absorbance spectra shown in Fig. 16.

For similar-sized nanoparticles of pure Ag, the plasmon

would occur at 460 nm, while there would be no dis-

cernible plasmon peak as a result of damping effects in a

pure Au sample of this size. So the effect of alloying on

the optical properties of small noble metal nanoclusters is

dramatic and constitutes the clearest evidence of a sig-

nificant composition change from the corresponding pure

metal Qdots of equivalent size.

Fig. 15 Effect of organic shell on the total hydrodynamic size

of Au/Ag alloy nanoclusters formed by coreduction of the

precursor salts in inverse micelles. (Unpublished data.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 16 The peak apex absorbance spectra of a Dc =2.4 nm 1:1

Au/Ag alloy. (Unpublished data.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Suppose we grow a 1:1 nanocrystal alloy of a smaller

size. Which direction will the plasmon energy shift? If the

cluster were pure Ag, a red-shift would be expected, while

for pure Au, a blue shift is the norm. The results are shown

in Fig. 17. The peak apex absorbance spectra of a 1:1 Au/

Ag alloy blue shifts with decreasing size, so the Au

component dominates its optical behavior. As expected,

an increased damping of the plasmon occurs with

decreasing size occurs; however, a distinct absorbance

maximum is still observed even for Dc=1.8 nm clusters,

apparently because of the silver component, a truly

remarkable decrease in the dissipation of the electron

plasmon oscillations! A complete theoretical explanation

of the alloy behavior in the quantum size regime will

prove most challenging, considering that even the extent

of damping (peak broadening) and energy shift cannot be

predicted currently for pure metal Qdots.

To impress upon the reader how distinct the opti-

cal absorbance behavior of the Dc=1.8 nm alloy Qdots

are from the pure nanometals of the same size, coated

with the identical organic thiol we show in Fig. 18

the spectra from such dots, obtained at the peak apex of

the chromatograms.

As one might anticipate, Au/Ag and Ag/Au nanocrys-

tals of the same size have very distinct optical absorbance

signatures, which can been easily seen with the naked eye.

Consider first the growth of Ag onto a purified seed

solution of Au, Dc=6.8 nm, as shown in Fig. 19. The

relatively large seed nanocrystals have a distinct absorb-

ance peak at around 520 nm in benzene, which gives them

a wine red color. As Ag is slowly deposited onto their

surface the absorbance blue shifts, in the direction one

would expect for Ag clusters, the peak becomes more

symmetrical and narrows with increasing amounts of Ag

deposition. In short, the Ag shell component begins to

dominate the optical properties.

Fig. 20 shows the case of growth of a Au shell onto a

Dc=2.5 nm Ag nanocluster seed. The relatively sharp and

symmetrical resonance of the Ag homoatomic cluster

broadens and red shifts as Au is deposited. The 1:1 ratio

case is worth comparing to the 1:1 alloy of approximately

the same size from Fig. 17. One notes that the alloy has

both sharper and more red shifted (lmax�508 nm)

compared to the core–shell spectra of Fig. 20. One

observes also that the 1:2 Ag/Au nanocluster has not red

shifted to the extent one would predict for a pure Au cluster

of the same size, but exhibits considerably more dissipation

(line broadening) and red-shift than expected for a cor-

responding homoatomic Ag nanocluster of equivalent size.

Fig. 17 The peak apex absorbance spectra of a Dc =2.4 and

1.8 nm 1:1 Au/Ag alloy. (Unpublished data.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 18 The peak apex absorbance spectra of Dc�1.9 nm pure

metal nanoclusters. Compare with the spectra of Fig. 17.

(Unpublished data.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 19 Optical absorbance for a series of Au/Ag nanoclusters

starting from a Dc =6.8 nm Au nanocrystal. The atomic ratios of

Au/Ag are indicated in the figure. (Unpublished data.) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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There is a considerable literature discussing thermal

decomposition routes to the formation of base metal

colloids, which has been recently reviewed.[34] These

methods are based on the decomposition of metal

carbonyls in the presence of a surfactant or polymer in a

relatively high boiling point solvent such as xylene or

triethyl benzene. In general, these methods are only

effective in producing larger nanoclusters with Dc>4–5

nm with considerable nanocrystalline defects and poly-

dispersity. Recent refinements in these methods have

significantly improved on the polydispersity but, unfortu-

nately, because of the rapid nature of the decomposition,

significant defects are inevitable and are reflected in the

poor magnetic response compared to the bulk counterparts

(e.g., �0.2 of Msat for Dc�6 nm hcp Co).

What is very interesting is that different structural

phases of these nanoclusters may be produced depending

on the synthetic approach. We gave the first example of

this in a paper describing the effect of surfactant on the

formation of either a-Fe (bcc phase) or g-Fe (high T, fcc

phase) using the inverse micelle process.[53] Later work by

Sun and Murray[54] showed an even more surprising result

for Co, which, when reduced by Superhydride at high T,

produced the e-Co phase, a complex 20-atom/unit cell

structure related to b-Mn. These Co nanoparticles could

be converted to the hcp phase by annealing at >300�C.

However, e-Co nanocrystalline Co showed significantly

lower magnetic response than hcp Co of the same size.

Base Metal Nanoclusters—Co, Fe, and Ni

A puzzle is the observation that, even in the case of

directly synthesized nanocrystalline hcp Co, as the size

reached the lower size limit of high-T methods, Dc�3 nm,

a saturation magnetism of only 8 emu/g was observed,

about 5% of the bulk value.[34] Even for the largest

Dc�11 nm Co clusters, a value of only about 60% of the

bulk was observed. Likewise, the value of �60% is about

what is the best achieved for nanocrystalline a-Fe. Is the

lowered magnetic response attributable to the surface,

nanocrystalline defects, spin canting effects, or inadvert-

ent formation of an oxide layer? Although lower density

oxide is evident in TEMs of these nanomaterials, its

thickness is probably not sufficient to explain the lowered

magnetic response, so a likely explanation is poor spin

exchange coupling as a result of nanocrystalline defects

and/or spin canting near the surface.

By contrast, using the inverse micelle approach, which

entails significantly lower nanocrystalline growth rates,

we have recently observed saturation magnetism for

Dc�1.8 nm Co nanoclusters slightly greater than bulk

values. This implies full contribution of all the spins to the

magnetism, including those at the cluster surface. This is a

somewhat unexpected result and seems to depend very

sensitively on the chemical nature of the surfactant used to

grow the nanoclusters, as well as the time allowed for

structural ‘‘reconstruction’’ of the as-synthesized cluster

surface. Details will be presented elsewhere.[56] However,

our results are consistent with previous observations of

very small Co, Fe, and Ni nanoclusters made in cluster

beams in vacuum and studied by magnetic deflection

combined with mass selection.[24] The fact that magnetic

clusters can be grown in solution with high magnetic

response and no hysteresis (i.e., they a superparamagnetic

at all T) bodes well for potential applications requiring no

energy dissipation [transformers and other high radio

frequency (RF) inductors].

Formation and Analysis of
Quantum Dot Arrays

Hexagonal or cubic packed ‘‘rafts’’ or arrays of quasi-

monodisperse spherical colloids [quantum dots arrays

(QDAs)] can readily form on various types of substrates

upon drying from the liquid phase. Many factors including

the initial cluster concentration, the drying rate, the type

and physical size of organic ligand ‘‘shell,’’ and the

cluster core size itself affect the quality of the final cluster

film. Just as in bulk crystallization, defects and voids may

be introduced if the drying rate is too rapid, trapping

colloids in metastable positions. I highly recommend

observing the drying of micron-size polystyrene spheres

in water on a glass slide under a microscope to understand

the role of various factors in the state of the final colloidal

film. It is amazing to watch the spheres flow into the

drying front and then find the best packing position

Fig. 20 Optical absorbance for a series of Ag/Au nanoclusters

starting from a Dc =2.5 nm Ag nanocrystal. The atomic ratios of

Au/Ag are indicated in the figure. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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(usually hexagonal) for themselves. Sometimes, a sphere

will not remain mobile long enough to position itself in

the ideal position. Subsequently, this point defect will

propagate through the rest of the drying front creating a

line defect. In other rare cases, a dumbbell-shaped dimer

of two spheres will approach the drying front and, because

of its strong intersphere interaction, cannot fit into the

proper position in the lattice. Minority spheres of the

wrong size and or shape will often be excluded from the

lattice, a spontaneous form of size segregation. All of

these factors are important on the nanoscale as well

although we do not have the ability to observe the dy-

namics of lattice formation, only the final structures.

Au nanocluster superlattices were first reported in a

1993 paper by Giersig and Mulvaney,[56] who used a

modified classical Faraday synthesis in water to produce

�14-nm diameter clusters. Because these samples were

charged-stabilized with citrate ions, they were able to

employ electrophoretic deposition to form monolayer

arrays. Because of the small size of the citrate ion, the gap

between particles was fixed and small at �1 nm.

In 1994, Brustet al.[57] used an inverse micelle process

in the presence of alkane thiols to make QDAs of 8-nm Au

particles that were cross-linked with a bifunctional dithiol.

Robert Whetten’s group at Georgia Tech was the first to

demonstrate the formation of QDAs with relatively small

Au nanoparticles produced by using the inverse micelle

technique with large amounts of thiol present during the

reduction to severely limit the cluster growth. They also

showed 3-D superlattices of significant (�1–10 mm)

size.[58] Later work by Heath and coworkers utilizing

inverse micelle techniques produced highly polydisperse

dedecanthiol capped Au clusters which still formed

ordered arrays in which they noted that size exclusion of

smaller clusters occurred spontaneous during the drying

process.[59]

In 2000, we reported the first quantitative studies of the

effect of particle size and the organic capping thickness on

the spacing and degree of ordering in Au QDAs.[41] These

studies were enabled by the development of the first

detailed digital image analysis methods for metallic

nanocluster QDAs. Later, we reported similar studies on

Pt QDAs, which had not been made previously.[42] We

will summarize highlights of those papers now.

First, the formation and, in particular, the domain size

of QDAs depend on many experimental factors. The

successful formation of superlattices depends on the

proper choice of oil, surface passivant, metal ligand bind-

ing strength, ligand chain length or structure, substrate

type, and rate of drying.

Consider, for example, the effect of metal ligand

binding strength on QDA stability. We have demonstrated

via SEC that alkyl thiols bind considerably more strongly

to Au and Pt nanoclusters of a fixed size than they do to

Ag. This is reflected in the stability under TEM vacuum

conditions of Au arrays compared to Ag ones. Although

both initially form large, highly ordered hexagonal do-

mains as observed in TEM, Ag QDAs rapidly (<1 day)

deteriorate as a result of alkyl thiol desorption followed by

cluster fusion or sintering.

We have also shown using SEC that the alkyl chain

length affects the binding affinity of metallic Qdots for

thiol surfactants. We find that longer chain length thiols

bind more strongly, for example, to Au nanoclusters. TEM

studies of QDAs, as a function of alkyl chain length k,

confirm that short chain, k<8 thiols, fail to form large

ordered domains. What is more surprising is that an

optimal value, k=10–14, is observed, with worse array

formation despite stronger binding affinity for k=16.

Perhaps this is attributable to the observation that alkane

ligands interdigitate and facilitate the QDA formation, and

k=16 is approaching the length at which this process is

still efficient.

The rate of drying and concentration of the initial

cluster solution is also important in determining the

structure of the final QDA. The effects here are a little

more obvious, namely, faster drying and lower initial

concentration favors the formation of monolayers of

Fig. 21 Optical micrograph of QDA 3-D superlattices made of

Au nanocrystals with Dc�4.6 nm. (From Ref. [41].)

Q
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hexagonally or square packed Qdots, while higher

concentrations and slower drying (less-volatile solvents)

favors cluster pile-up and formation of bilayers and 3-D

crystals on the substrate. In fact, 3-D crystals of Ag form

so readily upon slow drying from solution that they can be

observed on the glass surfaces of vials with inadequately

sealed lids. Naturally, such molecular crystals dissolve

readily into organic solvents.

Finally, we found that use of substrates such as Teflon

was more effective than glass for the formation of large

(�10–100 mm), supracrystals. An example (Fig. 21) is

shown below. The triangular facets or crystal habit

adopted by these QDA superlattices seems to depend on

the nanocrystal core size, but this is a very complex issue

(see below). Graphite proved to be too porous for good

QDA crystal superlattice formation, and holey carbon

TEM grids, which are also relatively porous were more

effective for the formation of either mono- or bilayer

QDAs. However, these general observations are also

particular to the metal type, with Ag almost always

showing both mono- and multilayer formation using holey

carbon grids. One important technical point is that, for

hydrophilic substrates such as glass, inert grease (Krytox)

should be used to contain the nonwetting oil.

The nanocrystal size-dependent habit adopted by 3-D

QDAs is amusingly illustrated in Fig. 22, for Dc=4.0 nm

Pt nanocrystals.[42] The ‘‘Mitsubishi’’ motif exhibited by

these crystals is in marked contrast to that exhibited by

smaller, Dc=2.5 nm crystals in Fig. 23. In both cases,

dodecanthiol was used to passivate the surface, decane

was used as the solvent, and an identical Pt concentration

and substrate was used.

On larger-length scales still the QDAs of Fig. 21 form

dentritic films, Fig. 24, of ‘‘cluster matter,’’ whose com-

plex optical and electrical behavior was the subject of a

fairly recent paper and is discussed in Kreibig and

Vollmer’s monograph.[2] These dentritic films were

shown to sinter into a metallic films with high optical

reflectivity and electrical conductivity at low temperatures

(�200�C).[60]

Finally, it should be mentioned that, depending on

growth conditions, many other crystal habits were

observed, including large (�1–10 mm) hexagonal motifs.

The conditions that favor one habit over another are just as

complex and difficult to understand as that of macro-

crystalline growth from supersaturated solutions, and

growing QDAs of large size and high perfection is very

much an art. An obvious goal would be to obtain crystals

of sufficient size to perform single-crystal XRD and

determine each atomic position in each identical nano-

crystal to atomic resolution. This may well be possible in

Fig. 22 A tri-foil crystal motif is observed in an optical

micrograph of Dc =4.0 Pt nanocrystals. It is reminiscent of a well-

known Japanese corporate logo (although no funding was pro-

vided to influence this fortuitous observation). (From Ref. [42].)

Fig. 24 Optical micrograph at low magnification of the tri-

angular Au QDAs shown in Fig. 21. (From Ref. [41].)

Fig. 23 An optical micrograph is Pt QDAs formed by very

small (Dc=2.5 nm) nanocrystals with slightly irregular shapes

shows that crystal habit depends on the nanocrystal core size.

(From Ref. [42].)
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the future. It would answer some currently unknowable

issues with respect to surface structure in nanocrystals

with major impact on the design of nanometal catalysts,

nanophosphors, etc.

TEM image analysis

The qualitative observations of the preceding section can

be augmented in the case of QDA monolayers by employ-

ing automated digital image analysis of large areas of TEM

grids. Consider the TEM of Fig. 25. We first determine the

center-of-mass position, and average size of all acceptable

(i.e., nonoverlapping) nanocrystals in the image. These are

then replaced with digital, color-coded balls of the same

size, and the particle coordinates can be subsequently used

to calculate both the 2-D and radial-averaged, g(r), cor-

relation functions. The latter is the Fourier transform of

S(q), the scattering structure factor which would be ob-

tained from, for example, small-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS)[44] or neutron scattering (SANS). Balls that are

sufficiently out of register with neighboring balls (e.g., in

a hexagonal lattice) are then assigned colors that identify

the coherent domains (analogous to the peak linewidth

in SAXS). Fig. 26 shows the result of such assignments.

With the available domain and nanocrystal position

information, one can then rotate each domain by the

correct amount to obtain a coherent domain for the entire

region (balls which fail to belong to any of the domains

are eliminated for simplicity). The resulting rotated 2-D

correlation function is shown in Fig. 27. One easily

observes the hexagonal symmetry of the QDA in this

figure, and the very high degree of long-range order.

A radial average can then be performed to obtain g(r)

and the average interparticle spacing. This is shown in

Fig. 28. The hexagonal symmetry of the lattice is reflected

in the splitting of the second peak, which is harder to

observe when the domains are incoherent (i.e., not

rotated). The average interparticle spacing and the gap

can be very precisely determined from such analysis. This

allowed us to perform a very precise determination of the

effect of alkyl chain length (organic shell thickness) on the

Fig. 25 A monolayer of Dc=4.6 nm Au clusters that forms 3-D

crystals as shown in Fig. 21. (From Ref. [41].)

Fig. 26 The digitized ball file containing the center-of-mass

coordinates of the nanocrystals and whose ball color codes for

the domain of a given ball is shown. (From Ref. [41].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Q

Fig. 27 Rotated 2-D pair correlation function from Fig. 26.

(From Ref. [41].)
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interparticle spacing in Au and Pt QDAs for the first time.

We reported a change of �1.2 Å/ carbon for alkyl chains

Ck with 6<k<14, in the case of Au and 1.4 Å/carbon in

the case of Pt QDAs. For comparison, SEC determination

of the organic shell thickness in Au alkylthiolate nano-

conjugates found an increase of 2.4 Å/2 carbon atoms in

the shell thickness in toluene—a very good agreement. It

is important to note that substantial interdigitation of the

alkyl groups is always observed in the case of Au, Ag, Pt,

and Pd QDAs, and plays an important role in the

formation of the arrays. In the case of surfactants that

do not easily pack or are too short, QDA formation is very

rare. Also, for particles smaller than �2.5 nm, long-range

order is rarely observed and the particles prefer to disperse

randomly on the grid.

The symmetry of a monolayer lattice obtained from a

given nanocluster solution is typically hexagonal; how-

ever, in the same preparation on the same grid, we have

also observed and reported square lattice packings, so the

symmetry cannot be solely dependent on organic layer

thickness, nanocluster metal type, nor solvent because

these are all identical. It does indicate that these two

lattice types are of very similar energy.

Similarly, unexpected packing can occur in bilayers, as

demonstrated by Figs. 29 and 30. In Fig. 29, a Pt PDA

bilayer we observe the ‘‘expected’’ low-energy trigonal

(threefold) locations of the second layer above the

‘‘holes’’ in the first hexagonal layer. But in other Pt

QDA, Fig. 30, we observed that clusters in the second

layer occupy the twofold sites.

Nanocluster Matter and Nanotechnology

Cluster matter is obviously significantly more complex to

study and understand than dilute solutions of individual

Qdots acting independently. However, it does present

some intriguing technological possibilities. Consider, for

example, the effect of nanocrystal diameter and particle

spacing on the effective dielectric constant of a fcc (or

hexagonal) QDA. Fig. 31 shows that as the ratio of Dc/gap

increases, the dielectric constant can become very large.

This has implications for energy storage in capacitors

Fig. 28 The radial pair correlation function, g(r) reflects both

the degree of order (the number of periods or oscillations) and

the symmetry of the QDA lattice. (From Ref. [41].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 29 Pt QDA bilayer with the clusters deposited onto the

low-energy trigonal sites above the first monolayer. (Unpub-

lished data.)

Fig. 30 Pt Qdot bilayer has the second layer of clusters de-

posited onto twofold symmetry sites. (Unpublished data.)
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because cluster matter may not suffer the same problems

with increased dielectric breakdown as those known for

bulk powders. We discuss the reasons for these difference

in Ref. [41].

Another area in which metallic nanoclusters are likely

to have a significant impact in the future is in hetero-

geneous catalysis. As examples, we cite our work on

nanosize Fe and FeS2 as coal hydrogenation and hydro-

genoloysis catalysts, where the nanoclusters are directly

deposited onto the coal powder, which acts both as a

support and a substrate.[61,62] The coal is broken down

under high-pressure H2 into liquids, which may serve as

either chemical feedstocks for advanced engineering

materials or as fuels in energy production. A very

significant amount of the chemical products are aromatic

or napthalenic in structure, a very desirable starting point

for many engineering polymers and plastics.

We have also investigated nanosize MoS2 as an

photocatalyst demonstrating a size-dependent photooxi-

dation of both phenol[50] and pentachlorophenol.[51] The

latter is a major environmental contaminant as it has been

widely employed as a fungacide and herbacide for wood

preservation. As MoS2 has a two-dimensional graphite-

like structure with the catalytically active Mo sites at the

‘‘edge’’ of the cluster, making this material nanosize

vastly increases its potential catalytic activity. Already, it

is the most useful fuel hydrodesulfurization catalyst

known. (This is the critical first step in crude refining,

in which heteroatom compounds are removed to avoid

poisoning subsequent expensive transition metal cat-

alysts.) One would anticipate that nanosize MoS2 would

be even more effective (perhaps at lower temperature and

H2 pressures).

We have examined nanosize Pd, Pt, and Rh deposited

on high surface area, commercially available supports

such as alumina and carbon and found that not only can

milder T and P conditions be utilized for hydrogenation,

but that the product distribution (selectivity) can be tuned

by nanocluster size and metal type. In fact, we have

discovered that Pd nanoclusters on carbon can actual-

ly be more effective than more expensive Rh in the

hydrogenation of pyrene. This is not true of commercially

available Pd and Rh catalysts, and indicates the almost

limitless possibilities in this largely unexplored area

of nanotechnology.

CONCLUSION

In this review, we discussed chemical preparation meth-

ods for the synthesis of metallic quantum dots, emphasiz-

ing the important role of surface active agents for the

control of the average cluster size and size dispersion.

Inverse micelle synthesis in nonpolar oils using readily

available, inexpensive ionic metal salts encapsulated in

their interior is the most versatile method for metallic

Qdot synthesis. We demonstrated the use of liquid

chromatography for cluster size analysis and the role

such rapid feedback plays in synthesis development. We

demonstrated that special, thermodynamically stable

cluster sizes are formed in the size regime Dc<3 nm, that

the binding strengths of ligands to metal nanoclusters is

stronger for Au than Ag, and that the length of the thiolate

itself affects the binding affinity. We noted that short

chain length alkyl thiolates may act at etchants to narrow

the size distribution with time, and that, in general, an

evolution of the cluster size distribution does occur, its

rate being correlated with the bulk melting T of the

material (i.e., slower evolution for Pt than for Au or Ag).

We next reviewed the size-dependent optical properties

of Au and Ag nanoclusters, optical properties of core–

shell particles, and the unexpected visible and NIR

photoluminesence from molecular sized nanometals. A

blue shift of the plasmon resonance was observed for

nanosize Au, while the opposite behavior was found for

Ag and attributed the greater role of inter-d-band

transitions in Au than in the case of Ag. We reported

the emergence of distinct molecule-like absorbance

features in Au clusters approaching 1 nm in dimension.

The optical properties of core–shell particles of equivalent

size and atomic composition were shown to depend on

whether Ag or Au was in the interior and were further

shown to depend on whether an alloy or a true core–shell

type structure was synthesized.

Fig. 31 The calculated dielectric constant of an fcc QDA

superlattice increases dramatically with core diameter/gap ratio.

(From Ref. [41].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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We next discussed the various synthetic approaches and

resulting magnetic properties of the base itinerant metals,

Co, Fe, and Ni. We discussed the possible reasons for the

heretofore low magnetic response of nanocrystals of these

materials and also discussed soon-to-be published work on

ultrasmall, Dc=1.4 and 1.9 nm Co nanocrystals exhibiting

greater-than-bulk magnetic response. Possible reasons

connected with surface magnetism and surface reconstruc-

tion in nanocrystals were given as explanations of our

observations. We also discussed the synthesis of nonequi-

librium crystal structures of nanoparticles of Fe and Co.

We next discussed the formation of QDAs of nano-

crystals of Au, Pt, and Pd outlining the important

parameters controlling the degree of order and whether

mono-, bi-, or multilayer QDAs form. In particular, we

reviewed novel digital-image analysis methods for obtain-

ing the average domain size, interparticle spacing, and

extent of long-range order in TEM images of QDAs. We

noted that bilayers may exhibit either the predicted low-

energy, threefold coordination or a twofold coordination

in the second layer. We also commented that either

hexagonal or square packing of nanocrystals can occur in

the same sample on the same substrate.

We concluded our review with a discussion of the

relationship between Qdots and nanotechnology. The

ability to control the size, shape, and interface structure of

Qdots is critical to their application in nanotechnology as

new magnetic, dielectric, optical, and catalytic materials.

As one example, we discussed the effect of core size to

interparticle ratio on the dielectric constant and pointed

out that one may expect nanosize clusters to eliminate

some of the dielectric breakdown issues found in

macroscopic materials, allowing significant increases in

energy storage in capacitors. We particularly emphasized

catalytic applications because we feel these may yield the

most spectacular improvements on conventional technol-

ogy. Two examples, the direct conversion of coal to

chemicals and fuels using Fe and FeS2, and solar-driven

photocatalysis using MoS2 were given.

In any review, one must be quite selective in the topics

covered. But we hope to have given the reader a good

overview of the reasons for the large scientific interest in

nanomaterials and nanotechnology, as well as the tools

which are currently being developed to further these

fields. Essentially, scientists are redoing all of materials

research on a length scale in which interface is dominant.

Thus these endeavors are likely to continue for many

years and yield many unexpected observations.
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Quantum Dots, Self-Assembled: Calculation of Electronic
Structures and Optical Properties

Andrew Williamson
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INTRODUCTION

As evidenced by many of the articles in this encyclopedia,

the past decade has witnessed a series of significant

advances in the growth of semiconductor nanostructures.

These nanostructures range in size from a few atoms up

to several million atoms and have been produced by

myriad synthesis techniques.[1] In this article, we de-

scribe calculations of the electronic and optical pro-

perties of self-assembled (so-called Stranski–Krastanow)

quantum dots produced by molecular beam epitaxy.[2,3]

Even more dramatic than the advances in the growth of

these structures has been the development of extremely

sophisticated techniques for measuring the optical, elec-

tronic, magnetic, and transport properties of these quan-

tum dot systems. The availability of such high-quality

measurements for a wide range of properties presents

theorists with the formidable challenge of constructing

models that can explain the origins of these experimental

observations in terms of the underlying energy states of

the quantum dots.

Calculating such energy states in self-assembled semi-

conductor quantum dots is rendered particularly challeng-

ing by a number of factors:

1. The quantum dots contain a large number of atoms.

A typical self-assembled quantum dot has a base of

�300 Å and a height of �50 Å. Therefore the dot

itself may contain �105 atoms. This dot then needs

to be surrounded by a barrier material to isolate it

from other dots. Therefore a representative system

containing both the dot and barrier typically contains

�106 atoms.

2. By the nature of the growth process, self-assembled

quantum dots are highly strained. For example, in the

most common InAs/GaAs material combination, the

lattice mismatch is 7%. Therefore an accurate solution

of the strain profile in the system is required before

the electronic structure can be calculated.

3. The valence band maximum (VBM) in III–V semi-

conductor materials is threefold degenerate (in the

absence of strain and spin–orbit splitting), therefore

any realistic approach must describe at least the band

mixing between the three valence band edge states.

4. In InAs, the bulk band gap is 0.42 eV and the spin–

orbit splitting is 0.38 eV, therefore the mixing

between valence and conduction band states and split

off states also have to be taken into account.

5. In a zero-dimensional InAs/GaAs quantum dot sys-

tem, the charge carriers are artificially confined inside

the dot, which is typically smaller than the bulk

excitonic radius—the ‘‘Strong Confinement’’ regime.

This dramatically enhances the Coulomb interaction

between charges in the dot and strongly modifies the

dielectric screening.

OVERVIEW

The standard theoretical approach to this problem has

been to adapt effective mass-based techniques and their

more sophisticated extension, the k �p method, which has

been extremely successful in explaining a range of

properties of bulk semiconductors. In essence, these

methods expand the single-particle wavefunctions of the

system in a basis of bulk Bloch orbitals derived from the

Brillouin zone center (G point). If a sufficient number of

basis states are included, this expansion provides an

excellent description of the band structure of the bulk

material close to the G point. However, errors in the

predicted energy rapidly increase as one moves away from

the zone center. To improve the description of the band

structure away from the zone center, one typically in-

cludes more and more basis functions in the expansion of

the wavefunctions. The successes of this effective mass

model in describing spectroscopic and transport properties

in both three-dimensional bulk systems and two-dimen-

sional quantum well structures are well documented. This

model was also demonstrated to be able to provide at least

a qualitative picture of the energy states in zero-di-

mensional systems. However, some of this success is

mitigated by the fact that often, the parameters in the

model have to be refit to the nanostructure system itself.

Recently, a direct comparison[4] between an eight-band

k �p calculation and a full pseudopotential calculation for

a pyramidal InAs quantum dot embedded within bulk

GaAs showed a generally good agreement between the
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two techniques. However, the higher symmetry imposed

by the k�p approach acts to omit certain energy level

splittings and polarization anisotropies. The k �p approach

also overconfined both electrons and holes level by

�50 meV.

Instead, in this article, we describe our method of

choice, the empirical pseudopotential method (EPM)

approach to calculating the energy states in semiconductor

quantum dots. This approach has several advantages over

the conventional effective mass approach to the problem:

1. Once a pseudopotential has been developed to

describe the bulk system, there are no adjustable

parameters for describing a heterostructure system.

2. The EPM method has the same accuracy, whether it is

describing a three-dimensional bulk system, a two-

dimensional quantum well, a one-dimensional quan-

tum wire, or a zero-dimensional quantum dot.

3. The EPM method provides an atomistic description of

the system. Therefore the correct symmetry of the

underlying crystal lattice is reproduced. In addition,

an atomistic description of interfaces between materi-

als is also maintained.

We begin with a detailed description of each of the

stages required in a typical EPM calculation of the energy

states in a semiconductor quantum dot. Then we describe

a series of applications of the EPM technique to studying a

range of optical and electronic properties of self-assem-

bled quantum dots.

DESCRIPTION OF PSEUDOPOTENTIAL
TECHNIQUES

To calculate the energy states associated with various

electronic excitations in self-assembled quantum dots re-

quires three stages of calculation:

(1) Assume the shape and composition and compute

the strain:

We first construct a supercell containing both the

quantum dot and surrounding barrier material.

Sufficient barrier material is used, so that when

periodic boundary conditions are applied to the

system, the electronic and strain interactions between

dots in neighboring cells is negligible. The atomic

positions within the supercell are relaxed by mini-

mizing the strain energy described by an atomistic

force field[5,6] including bond bending, bond stretch-

ing, and bond bending–bond stretching interactions.

More details of the atomistic relaxation are given in

the section ‘‘Calculation of the Strain Profile.’’

(2) Set up the pseudopotential single-particle equation:

A single-particle Schrödinger equation is set up at

the relaxed atomic positions, {Rna}

ĤciðrÞ ¼ � b
2
r2 þ

X
na

v̂aðr� RnaÞ
( )

ciðrÞ

¼ �iciðrÞ ð1Þ

The potential for the system is written as a sum of

strain-dependent, screened atomic pseudopotentials,

va, that are fit to bulk properties extracted from

experiment and first-principles calculations For

more details of the constructing of the Hamil-

tonian see the section ‘‘Constructing the Single-

Particle Hamiltonian.’’

(3) Calculate the screened, interparticle many-body

interactions:

The calculated single-particle wavefunctions are used

to compute the electron–electron, electron–hole, and

hole–hole direct, Jee, Jeh, Jhh, and exchange Kee, Keh,

Khh Coulomb energies. For more details, see the

section ‘‘Calculation of ‘Two-Body’ Interactions.’’

The main approximations involved in our method are

as follows: 1) the fit of the pseudopotential to the

experimental data of bulk materials is never perfect; and

2) we neglect self-consistent iterations in that we assume

that the screened pseudopotential drawn from a bulk

calculation is appropriate for the dot. Our numerical

convergence parameters are: 1) the size of the GaAs

barrier separating periodic images of the dots; and 2) the

number of basis functions used in the expansion of the

wavefunctions (see the sections ‘‘Expansion in a Plane

Wave Basis’’ and ‘‘Expansion in a Linear Combination of

Bloch Bands’’ for more details).

Calculation of the Strain Profile

To obtain at atomistic description of the strain profile in a

heterostructure system, we construct an expression for the

strain energy in terms of few-body potentials between

actual atoms

Estrain ¼
X

ij

V2ðRi � RjÞ þ
X

ijk

V3ðŶijkÞ þ � � � ð2Þ

where V2 is a two-body term, V3 is a three-body function of

the bond angle, Ŷijk. The functional form of these terms is

taken to be strain-independent. The strain is determined by

minimizing Estrain with respect to atomic positions {R}.

Our chosen expression for the elastic strain energy, is a

generalization (G-VFF) of the original valence force field

(VFF)[5,7] model. Our implementation of the VFF includes

bond stretching, bond angle bending, and bond length/

bond angle interaction terms. This enables us to accu-

rately reproduce the C11, C12, and C44 elastic constants in
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a zincblende bulk material. We have also included higher-

order bond stretching terms, which yield the correct de-

pendence of the Young’s modulus with pressure. The ex-

pression for the G-VFF total energy is:

EG-VFF ¼
X

i

Xnni

j

3

8
½að1Þij Dd2

ij þ að2Þij Dd3
ij


þ
X

i

Xnni

k>j

3bjik

8d0
ijd

0
ik

½ðRj � RiÞ � ðRk � RiÞ

� cos y0
jikd0

ijd
0
ik


2 þ
X

i

Xnni

k>j

3sijk

d0
ik

Ddij

�½ðRj � RiÞ � ðRk � RiÞ � cos y0
jikd0

ijd
0
ik
 ð3Þ

where Ddij=[[(Ri�Rj)
2�dij

02]/dij
0]. Here, Ri is the coordi-

nate of atom I and dij
0 is the ideal (unrelaxed) bond

distance between atom types of i and j. Also, yjik
0 is the

ideal (unrelaxed) angle of the bond angle j–i–k.
Pnni

denotes the summation over the nearest neighbors of atom

i. Example values of a, b, and s can be found in Ref. [8].

For an InGaAs alloy system, the bond angle and bond

length/bond angle interaction parameters b, s for the

mixed cation Ga–As–In bond angle are taken as the

algebraic average of the In–As–In and Ga–As–Ga values.

In Fig. 1, we show the result of a G-VFF calculation for

the strain profile in a lens-shaped InAs quantum dot

embedded within GaAs. The trace of the strain is plotted

in a (010) plane through the center of the dot. It shows

that, to a first approximation, the InAs dot is subjected to a

uniform compressive strain and the GaAs barrier is

slightly expanded around the interface with the dot.

Constructing the Single-Particle Hamiltonian

We construct the single-particle Hamiltonian as

Ĥ ¼ � b
2
r2 þ

X
na

v̂aðr� RnaÞ ð4Þ

where Rna is the G-VFF relaxed position of the nth atom

of type a. Here v̂aðrÞ is a screened empirical pseudopo-

tential for atomic type a. It contains a local part and a

nonlocal, spin–orbit interaction part.

The local potential part is designed to include depen-

dence on the local hydrostatic strain Tr(�):

vloc
a ðr; �Þ ¼ veq

a ðr; 0Þ½1þ gaTrð�Þ
 ð5Þ

where the ga is a fitting parameter. The zero strain

potential va
eq(r;0) is expressed in reciprocal space q as

vðqÞ ¼ a0ðq2 � a1Þ=½a2ea3q2 � 1
 ð6Þ

where a0,1,2,3 are fitting parameters. The local hydrostatic

strain Tr(e) for a given atom at R is defined as OR/O0�1,

where OR is the volume of the tetrahedron formed by the

four atoms bonded to the atom at R. O0 is the volume of

that tetrahedron in the unstrained condition. The need for

explicit dependence of the atomic pseudopotential on

strain in Eq. 5 results from the following: While the

description in Eq. 4 of the total pseudopotential as a

superposition of atomic potentials situated at specific sites,

{Rna}, does capture the correct local symmetries in the sys-

tem, the absence of a self-consistent treatment of the

Schrödinger equation deprives the potential from changing

in response to strain. In the absence of a strain-dependent

term, the volume dependence of the energy of the bulk

valence band maximum is incorrect. While self-consistent

descriptions show that the volume deformation potential

av=dEv/d ln O of the valence band maximum is negative

for GaAs, GaSb, InAs, InSb, and for all II–VI, this quali-

tative behavior cannot be obtained by a nonself-consistent

calculation that lacks a strain-dependent pseudopotential.

In Eq. 4, the kinetic energy of the electrons has been

scaled by a factor of b. The origin of this term is as

follows: In an accurate description of the crystal band

structure, such as the GW method, a general, spatially

nonlocal potential, V(r,r’), is needed to describe the self-

energy term. In the absence of such a term, the occupied

band width of an inhomogeneous electron gas is too large

compared to the exact many-body result. However, to a

first approximation, the leading effects of this nonlocal

potential, V(r,r’), can be represented by scaling the kinetic

energy. This can be obtained by Fourier transforming

V(r,r’) in reciprocal space, q, then making a Taylor

expansion of q about zero. We find that the introduction of

such a kinetic energy scaling, b, permits a simultaneous fit

of both the effective masses and energy gaps. In this study,

we fit b=1.23 for both GaAs and InAs.

The pseudopotential parameters in Eqs. 5 and 6 were

fitted to the bulk band structures, experimental deforma-

tion potentials and effective masses, and first-principles

calculations of the valence band offsets of GaAs and InAs.

The alloy bowing parameter for the GaInAs band gap (0.6

eV) is also fitted. An example of the quality of the

Fig. 1 Contour plot of the hydrostatic strain profile in a lens-

shaped, self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dot with a base of

252 Å and a height of 35 Å. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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pseudopotential fit for GaAs and InAs can be found in

Ref. [9].

Solving the Single-Particle Hamiltonian

We have developed two techniques for solving for the

eigenstates of Eq. 4. The choice of technique depends on

the size of the heterostructure system being studied, i.e.,

the number of electrons in the system, and the desired level

of accuracy. The two techniques are distinguished by: 1)

the choice of the basis set for expanding the single-particle

eigenstates of Eq. 4; and 2) the algorithm used to solve for

the eigenstates within that particular basis. In our first

approach, we expand the eigenstates in a plane wave basis

and use the folded spectrum method to obtain eigenstates

in a given energy window. In the second approach, we

expand the eigenstates in a basis of bulk Bloch orbitals and

use a Lanzcos algorithm to obtain eigenstates.

Expansion in a plane wave basis

The conventional basis set for performing calculations of

the electronic band structure of periodic materials, such as

bulk semiconductors, is the plane wave basis.

ciðrÞ ¼
XEcut

G

ci
GeiG�r ð7Þ

Within this basis, one can easily utilize fast Fourier

transforms to convert the wavefunctions from a real-space

to reciprocal-space representation. The matrix elements of

the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4 in the basis of Eq. 7 can be

written as

ĤG;G0 ¼
1

2
G2dG;G0 þ VlocalðG�G0Þ

þ VnonlocalðG;G0Þ ð8Þ

The conventional variation al approach to solving for the

eigenstates of Eq. 8 is to minimize the energy hc0|Ĥ |c0i,
of the groundstate wavefuction, c0, by varying its

expansion coefficients, cG,0. To find higher states, one

needs to orthogonalize each ci to all previously converged

energy eigenstates below it. This orthogonalization pro-

cess scales as the third power of the number of states and

so only small systems with up to a few hundred electrons

can be solved in this manner.

To enable us to study heterostructure systems contain-

ing 106 electrons, we instead ‘‘fold’’ the spectrum of

eigenstates about a specified reference energy and hence

solve[10,11] for the eigenstates of the equation

ðĤ � �refÞ2ci ¼ ð�� �refÞ2ci ð9Þ

where �ref is a chosen reference energy. By placing �ref

within the band gap of the quantum dot system, and close

to the valence band maximum (VBM) or conduction band

minimum (CBM), one is then able to calculate the top few

valence states or the bottom few conduction states, res-

pectively. As quantum confinement effects act to lower

(raise) electron (hole) levels in the quantum dot compared

to the bulk, one can ensure that �ref falls within the band

gap of the dot simply by placing it within the bulk band

gap of the dot material. By applying the Ĥ operator twice,

it is easy to see that the eigenstates of Eq. 9 are also

eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4. Therefore, the

process of folding the spectrum does not introduce any

additional approximations compared to the conventional

N3 scaling algorithms. It simply removes the need to

calculate all the low-energy eigensolutions and then

orthogonalize to each of these states. By removing the

need for this costly orthogonalization, the folded spectrum

algorithm is able to scale linearly with the number of

electrons in the system. A version of this folded spectrum

code was developed[12] for parallel supercomputers,

which linearly scales up to hundreds of processors and

is able to handle systems containing up to 107 electrons.

Typically, a calculation requires 20–50 plane waves per

atom in the system and so these parallel calculations are

effectively finding selective eigenstates of a matrix of

order 108.

Expansion in a linear combination
of Bloch bands

For larger quantum dot heterostructure systems containing

several million atoms, using a plane wave basis set to

expand the single-particle eigenstates becomes too com-

putationally demanding, even when the folded spectrum

method is employed. Instead, we choose to use a more

physically intuitive basis set, namely a linear combination

of bulk bands (LCBB):[13]

ciðrÞ ¼
X

s

X
n;k

c
ðiÞ
s;n;kus;n;kðrÞeik�r ð10Þ

where us,n,k(r) is the cell periodic part of the bulk Bloch

wavefunction for structure, s, at the nth band and the kth k-

point. As these states form a physically more intuitive

basis than traditional plane waves, the number of bands

and k-points can be significantly reduced to keep only the

physically important bands and k-points. This method was

recently generalized to strained semiconductor hetero-

structure systems[14] and to include the spin–orbit inter-

action. To study an InxGa1�x As quantum dot embedded

within a GaAs barrier, we typically use an LCBB basis

derived from a set of structures, s. This allows us to
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directly include the effects of strain on the basis functions.

The structures used are as follows: 1) unstrained, bulk

InAs at zero pressure; 2) unstrained, bulk GaAs at zero

pressure; 3) bulk InAs subjected to the strain value in the

center of the InAs dot; and 4) bulk InAs subjected to the

strain value at the tip of the InAs dot. For an InxGa1�xAs

quantum dot system, where we expect the electron and

hole states to be derived from around the bulk G point, the

wavevectors, {k}, include all allowed values within a

given cutoff of the zone center. For calculations of

electron states, we find we only need to include the band

index, n, around the G1c point. For the hole states, we also

include the three bands around the G15v point. As the

number of k-points and bands in the LCBB basis is

increased, the eigenstates converge to those calculated

using a converged basis, such as the above plane wave

basis with a large cutoff, Ecut. Therefore we can use a

plane wave, folded spectrum calculation as a reference to

judge when our LCBB basis set is sufficient. We find that

to study a typical quantum dot system, a basis set

containing 10,000 bulk bands produces single-particle

energies that are converged with respect to basis size, to

within 1 meV.

Calculation of ‘‘Two-Body’’ Interactions

Using screened Hartree Fock theory, the energy associated

with loading N electrons and M holes into a quantum dot

can be expressed[15] as

EMN ¼
X

i

��hi
mi þ

X
i< j

ðJhh
ij � Khh

ij Þmimj

þ
X

i

�ei
ni þ

X
i< j

ðJee
ij � Kee

ij Þninj

�
X

ij

ðJeh
ij � Keh

ij Þnimj ð11Þ

where the electron and hole levels are denoted by

e0,e1,e2,. . ., and h0,h1,h2,. . ., respectively. The ni and mi

are the electron and hole occupation numbers, respec-

tively, such that
P

ini=N and
P

imi=M. The �i are

the single-particle energies of the ith state, Jij and Kij

are the direct and exchange Coulomb integrals between

the ith and jth electronic states. For example, by using

Eq. 11, in the strong confinement regime where kinetic

energy effects dominate over the effects of exchange

and correlation, an exciton involving an electron excit-

ed from hole state i to electron state j can be ex-

pressed as

Eexciton
ij ¼ ð�ej

� �hi
Þ � Jeh

ji þ Keh
ji dS;0 ð12Þ

The direct and exchange Coulomb energies are defined[16]

as

Jijkl ¼
ZZ

c�i ðr1Þcjðr2Þc�kðr1Þclðr2Þ
��ðr1 � r2Þjr1 � r2j

dr1dr2

Kijkl ¼
ZZ

c�i ðr1Þcjðr2Þc�kðr2Þclðr1Þ
��ðr1 � r2Þjr1 � r2j

dr1dr2

ð13Þ

where �� is connected to a phenomenological, screened

dielectric function,[17] �(r,r’,R), by,

1

��ðr; r00Þjr� r00j ¼
Z

dr0��1ðr; r0;RÞ 1

jr00 � r0j ð14Þ

where R is the diameter of the quantum dot being studied.

RECENT APPLICATIONS

One of the long-standing problems that has held back the

development of accurate models for the energy states in

semiconductor quantum dot heterostructures is the need to

accurately determine the size, shape, and composition of

quantum dot samples. This problem is further compoun-

ded by the fact that, while it is possible to determine the

shape of dots by using atomic force microscopy (AFM)

before they have been capped with a GaAs ‘‘barrier,’’ it is

believed that the capping process itself induces the

Fig. 2 The assumed geometry of the (a) pyramidal and (b)

lens-shaped dots described in the sections ‘‘Pyramidal Quantum

Dots: Single-Particle Electron and Hole States’’ and ‘‘Lens-

Shaped Dots: The Effect of Changing the Shape and Compo-

sition Profile.’’
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diffusion of gallium into the dots and diffusion of indium

from the dots into the surrounding matrix. Hence AFM

data for the size and shape of uncapped dots is only of

limited use in evaluating the quality of theoretical models

for capped dots. Therefore a major determining factor in

our choice of which systems to apply the above EPM

techniques to has been the continuing experimental

progress in the characterization of self-assembled quan-

tum dots. The earliest quantum dot samples were believed

to contain pure InAs, pyramidal structures, with {101}

facets (Fig. 2) forming 45� angles between the facets and

the base. Following this interpretation of the structure,

early calculations were also performed assuming a py-

ramidal geometry. In the section ‘‘Pyramidal Quantum

Dots: Single-Particle Electron and Hole States,’’ we

compare the results of our initial calculations for

pyramidal InAs quantum dots embedded within GaAs

with those from other theoretical techniques. More recent

characterization using cross-sectional transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) measurements of capped dots has predicted

that a more realistic dot geometry and composition is a

lens-shaped InxGa1� x As quantum dot. In the section

‘‘Lens-Shaped Dots: The Effect of Changing the Shape

and Composition Profile,’’ we present results of calcula-

tions for the energy states, excitonic band gaps, and

Coulomb matrix elements in lens-shaped InxGa1�x As

quantum dots. These calculations were used in combina-

tion with a range of measured properties to help to

determine both the geometry and composition of these

quantum dots.

Pyramidal Quantum Dots: Single-Particle
Electron and Hole States

The EPM techniques described in the section ‘‘Descrip-

tion of Pseudopotential Techniques’’ have been applied

to the study of pyramidal self-assembled quantum dots

in several publications.[17–19] The assumed pyramidal ge-

ometry is illustrated in Fig. 2a. In Fig. 3 we schematically

show the single-particle energy levels that are typically

calculated. The five lowest energy electron states are

labeled in increasing energy from e0 to e4 and the three

highest energy hole states are labeled in order of de-

creasing energy from h0 to h2. The single-particle wave-

Fig. 3 A schematic representation of the single-particle energy levels in a self-assembled quantum dot. The five lowest energy electron

states are labeled in increasing energy from e0 to e4, and the three highest energy hole states are labeled in order of decreasing energy

from h0 to h2. The electron and hole binding energies are labeled DE(e,h), and the wetting layer energies with respect to the GaAs VBM

and CBM are labeled DWL(h,e).
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functions corresponding to each of these electron and hole

states are illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows only the square

of the envelope function, f(r), for each of the single-

particle states, i, defined as

f iðrÞ ¼
X

k

ci
n;keik�r ð15Þ

where the cn,k
i are the coefficients of the ith single-particle

wavefunction, ci(r), when expanded in a basis of bulk

Bloch orbitals representing a large number of bands, N, at

the Brillouin zone center (G point),

ciðrÞ ¼
XN

n ¼ 1

X
k

ci
n;kun;GðrÞeik�r ð16Þ

Fig. 4 Top view of the calculated electron and hole wavefunctions squared for pyramidal and lens-shaped InAs quantum dots

embedded in GaAs, with bases of 252 and 113 Å and heights of 25 and 56 Å. The grey and dark grey isosurfaces represent 20% and 60%

of the maximum charge density, respectively. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The expansion coefficients, cn,k
i , are obtained by project-

ing each of the calculated single-particle states onto this

zone center basis,

ci
n;k ¼ ciðrÞjun;GðrÞeik�r� �

ð17Þ

Plotting the envelope function squared, f(r)2, instead of

the wavefunction squared, ci(r)2, has the effect of

averaging out the atomic-scale oscillations in the wave-

function, purely for graphical purposes. In all our cal-

culations, the atomistic structure of the EPM technique

automatically includes both the envelope, f(r), and ato-

mistic, un,G(r), contributions to the wavefunctions. A

useful intuitive guide to interpreting the single-particle

electron states is to consider the eigenstates of the L̂z

operator.[3] The first six bound electron states corres-

ponding to lz=0, ±1, and ±2. The first state e0, has lz=0

and is commonly described as s-like as it has no nodes.

The e1 and e2 states have lz=±1, and are p-like with nodal

planes (110) and (�110). The e3, e4, and e5 states have

lz=±2 and 0, respectively, and are commonly described as

dx2�y2}, dxy, and 2s, respectively. Obviously, the square

base of the pyramid reduces the symmetry of the dot from

C1 to C4v. In addition, the underlying zincblende

atomistic structure further reduces the symmetry to C2v.

Hence, the e0 to e5 states correspond to the a1, b1, b2, a1,

a2, and a1 irreducible representations of the C2v group,

rather than eigenstates of L̂z. The alignment of the e1 and

e2p-states states along the [110] and [1�10] directions

results from the underlying zincblende lattice structure.

Note that this simple analysis neglects the effects of the

spin–orbit interaction, which further reduces the symme-

try from the C2v group to a double group with the same

single representation for all the states. In our calculations,

the spin—orbit interaction is included, but it produces no

significant effects for the electron states. For the pyram-

idal dot studied in Fig. 4, the small size of the dot (113 Å

base) and the relatively light effective mass of electrons in

InAs (0.023 m0) results in a large quantum confinement of

the electron states which, in turn, pushes these states up in

energy so that only the five states e0 to e4 are bound in the

pyramidal dot. Here our definition of a bound electron

(hole) state is that its energy is lower (higher) than the

bulk GaAs CBM (VBM).

Fig. 4 also shows calculated envelope functions

squared for the hole states in the pyramidal InAs/GaAs

quantum dot. As there is a strong mixing between the

original bulk Bloch states with G8v and G7v symmetry, the

hole states cannot be interpreted as the solutions of a

single-band Hamiltonian. The larger effective mass for

holes results in a reduced quantum confinement of the

hole states and consequently, many more bound hole

states. Only the six bound hole states with the highest

energy are shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5, we show how the energy of the lowest 4

electron states and highest 4 hole states in a pyramidal

InAs quantum dot depends on the size of the dot. It shows

that, as the size of the dot increases, the quantum

confinement of the electrons and holes in the dot is

reduced and therefore the electron levels decrease in

energy and the hole levels increase in energy. Reducing

the quantum confinement by increasing the size of the

dots also acts to increase the number of bound states in the

dot. For example, the e3 state is bound for dots with a base

size greater than 90 Å, but is higher than the wetting layer

energy for dots with a base less than 90 Å, and is therefore

effectively unbound. It is interesting to compare these

results with earlier calculations by: 1) Grundman et al.[20]

and Cusak et al.[21] who applied single band effective

techniques to pyramidal InAs dots with base sizes ranging

from 60 to 160 Å and found only a single bound state; and

2) eight-band k �p calculations by Jiang and Singh[22] and

Pryor,[23] who found three bound electron states over a

similar range of sizes. Therefore we conclude that ob-

taining even qualitative estimates for the quantum con-

finement energies in these systems requires a multiband

technique of at least eight bands.

Lens-Shaped Dots: The Effect of Changing
the Shape and Composition Profile

In the section ‘‘Pyramidal Quantum Dots: Single-Particle

Electron and Hole States,’’ we discussed the single-

particle electron and hole states in an idealized, pure InAs,

pyramidal quantum dot. Recently, considerable evidence

has emerged that, in fact, a more realistic geometry for

self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots is that of a lens-

shaped dot[24–31] [see Fig. 2b]. In addition to modifying

the predicted shape of self-assembled quantum dots,

recent measurements[32–35] also indicate that the compo-

sition of these dots differs from the pure InAs that was

originally assumed. In Table 1, we show the results of

calculations for a pure InAs, lens-shaped quantum dot,

with a base of 252 Å and a height of 35 Å, embedded

within GaAs [column (a)]. Table 1 also shows the

experimentally measured splittings of the electron levels,

the electron–electron and electron–hole Coulomb ener-

gies, the magnetic field dependence, and the excitonic

band gap measured in Refs. [26] and [30]. The agreement

between the measured energy level spacings, Coulomb

energies and magnetic field response with our theoretical

lens-shaped model is generally good. Both the model and

experiment find: 1) a large spacing, dsp (�50–60 meV),

between the s-like e0 state and the p-like e1 state; 2) a

small spacing, dpp (�3 meV), between the two p-like e1

and e2 states; and 3) a large spacing (�55 meV) between

the p-like e2 state and the d-like e3 state.
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These electron level spacings are similar to those found

for pyramidal quantum dots[18] [see Table 1, column (g)].

However, because of the lower pyramidal symmetry, the

spacings of the two p-like and d-like states, dpp and ddd,

are larger (26 and 23 meV, respectively). Both the model

and experiment also find similar values for the Coulomb

energies, J(e0e0) and J(e0h0) (�25 meV).

The calculated hole binding energy of DE(h)=193

meV is in good agreement with those of Berryman et

al.[36] (�240 meV) and Itskevich et al.[37] (�250 meV).

The calculated electron–electron and electron–hole Cou-

lomb energies are in reasonable agreement with those

extracted from Refs. [26] and [30]. For the integrals Je0

ee
e0

,

Je0

ee
e1

, Je1

ee
e1

, and Je0

eh
h0

, we calculate values of 31, 25, 25,

and 37, respectively, compared to measured values of 23,

24, 18, and 33.3 meV. The calculated ratios of absorption

intensities for light polarized along [110] and [1�10]

directions, defined as

l ¼
P½110

P½1�10


¼
hce0
jr½110
jch0

i2

hce0
jr½1�10
jch0

i2
ð18Þ

are l=1.03 and 1.2, respectively, for the e0�h0 recom-

bination in lens and pyramidal shaped, pure InAs dots.

In the lens-shaped dot, we find a difference in the

average positions of the h0 and e0 states, dhi
,ej, of around 1

Å. This is smaller than the value that we calculated for a

pyramidal quantum dot, where we find the hole approx-

imately 3.1 Å higher than the electron.

In summary, the assumed lens-shaped geometry with

a pure InAs composition produces a good agreement

Fig. 5 The dependence of the energy of the four lowest electron states and four highest hole states on the base size of a pyramidal InAs

quantum dot. The horizontal lines show the energy of the groundstate electron and hole energies in a 1-ML-thick InAs WL.
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with measured level splitting, Coulomb energies, and

magnetic field dependence. Detailed inspection of the

remaining differences reveals that the calculations sys-

tematically overestimate the splittings between the single-

particle electron levels (dsp: 65 vs. 50 meV, dpd:68 vs.

48 meV) and underestimate the excitonic band gap (1032

vs. 1098 meV).

Pure InAs dots: The effects of lens
shape and size

Focusing only on the lens shape, we examine the effect of

changing the height and base of the assumed geometry.

Calculations were performed on similar lens-shaped, pure

InAs dots where 1) the base of the dot was increased from

252 to 275 Å, while keeping the height fixed at 35 Å,

[column (b)] and 2) the height of the dot was decreased

from 35 to 25 Å, while keeping the base fixed at 252 Å,

[column (c)]. These show that decreasing the height of the

dot increases the quantum confinement and hence in-

creases the splittings of the electron and hole levels (dsp:

from 65 to 69 meV and dh0
,h1

: from 8 to 16 meV).

Decreasing the height of the dot also acts to increase the

excitonic band gap from 1032 to 1131 meV by pushing up

the energy of the electron levels and pushing down the

hole levels. Conversely, increasing the base of the dot

decreases both the splittings of the single-particle le-

vels (dsp: from 66 to 61 meV) and the band gap

(1032–1016 eV). These small changes in the geometry

of the lens-shaped dot have only a small effect on

electronic properties that depend on the shape of the

wavefunctions. The electron–electron and electron–hole

Coulomb energies remain relatively unchanged, the mag-

netic field induced splitting remain at 20 meV, the po-

larization anisotropy (l) remains close to 1.0, and the

excitonic dipole, dhi
,ej

, remains negligible. In summary,

reducing either the height or the base of the dot increases

quantum confinement effects and hence increases energy

spacings and band gaps, while not significantly effecting

the shape of the wavefunctions.

Interdiffused In(Ga)As/GaAs lens-shaped dots

We next investigate the effect of changing the composition

of the quantum dots, while keeping the geometry fixed.

Recently, there have been several experiments[33,34,38]

Table 1 Calculated single particle electron and hole energy level spacings, electron and hole binding energies, DE(e,h), electron–

electron and electron–hole Coulomb energies, excitonic band gap (all in meV), exciton dipole moment and polarization anisotropy for

lens-shaped and pyramidal GaxIn1� xAs quantum dots embedded within GaAs

Lens calculations Pyramid calculation

Lens

experiment[26,30]

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Geometry (Å) 252�35 275�35 252�25 252�35 252�35 275�35 200�100

% Ga at

base, tip 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 15, 15 30, 0 15, 15 0, 0

e1�e0 65 57 69 58 64 52 108 50

e3�e2 68 61 67 60 63 57 64 48

e2�e1 2 2 2 2 3 2 26 2

e2�e1

(15 T)

20 20 18 21 20 17 19

e4�e3 4 3 4 4 3 1 23

h0�h1 8 12 16 13 14 11 15

h1�h2 7 6 5 5 6 5 20

h2�h3 6 10 14 13 14 9 1

DE(e) 271 258 251 209 192 204 171

DE(h) 193 186 174 199 203 201 198

Je0e0
31 29 32 29 31 28 40 23

Je0e1
25 24 26 24 24 24 35 24

Je1e1
25 24 26 25 24 26 36 �18

Jh0h0
30 27 39 32 28 30 31

Je0h0
30 28 35 31 29 29 31 33.3

Egap 1032 1016 1131 1080 1125 1083 1127 1098

de0
,h0

(Å) 0.16 �0.37 0.5 0.5 1.2 0.5 3.1

l ¼ P110 : P1�10 1.03 1.01 1.04 1.05 1.08 1.08 1.20
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suggesting that a significant amount of Ga diffuses into the

nominally pure InAs quantum dots during the growth

process. We investigate two possible mechanisms for this

Ga in-diffusion: 1) Ga diffuses into the dots during the

growth process from all directions producing a dot with a

uniform Ga composition GaxIn1� xAs; and 2) Ga diffuses

up from the substrate, as suggested in Ref. [38]. To inves-

tigate the effects of these two methods of Ga in-diffusion

on the electronic structure of the dots, we compare pure

InAs dots embedded in GaAs with GaxIn1� xAs, random

alloy dots embedded in GaAs, where the Ga composition,

x, 1) is fixed at 0.15, [column (d)] and 2) varies linearly

from 0.3 at the base to 0 at the top of the dot, [column (e)].

Table 1 shows that increasing the amount of Ga in the

dots acts to decrease the electron level spacings (dsp: from

65 to 58 for x=0.15). It also acts to increase the excitonic

band gap from 1032 to 1080 and 1125 meV, respectively.

The electron binding energy, DE(e), is decreased by the in

diffusion of Ga (from 271 to 209 and 192 meV), while the

hole binding energy, DE(h), is relatively unaffected. This

significant decrease in the electron binding energy con-

siderably improves the agreement with experiments on

other dot geometries.[36,39]

As with changing the size of the dots, we find that Ga

in-diffusion has only a small effect on properties that

depend on the shape of the wavefunctions. The calculated

electron–electron and electron–hole Coulomb energies are

almost unchanged, while the average separation of the

electron and hole, dhi
,ej

, increases from 0.16 to 0.5 and 1.2

Å and the polarization ratio, l, and magnetic field res-

ponse are also unchanged.

Table 1 shows that the dominant contribution to the

increase in the excitonic band gap and reduction in elec-

tron binding energy, results mostly from an increase in the

energy of the electron levels as the Ga composition is

increased. This can be understood by considering the

electronic properties of the bulk GaxIn1�xAs random

alloy. The unstrained valence band offset between GaAs

and InAs is �50 meV,[40] while the conduction band

offset in �1100 meV and hence changing the Ga com-

position, x, has a large effect on the energy of the electron

states and only a small effect on the hole states.

In summary, the effect of Ga in-diffusion is to reduce

the spacing of the electron levels while significantly

increasing their energy and hence increasing the band gap.

We find that only the average Ga composition in the dots

is important to their electronic properties. Whether this Ga

is uniformly or linearly distributed throughout the dots has

a negligible effect.

The effects of changing the geometry of the lens-

shaped, pure InAs dots on the single-particle energy levels

can be qualitatively understood from single-band, effec-

tive mass arguments. These predict that decreasing any

dimension of the dot increases the quantum confinement

and hence, the energy level spacings and the single-

particle band gap will increase. Note that as the dominant

quantum confinement in these systems arises from the

vertical confinement of the electron and hole wavefunc-

tions, changing the height has a stronger effect on the

energy levels than changing the base. In this case,

decreasing the height by 10 Å has a much stronger effect

on the energy spacings and on the band gap than in-

creasing the base by 23 Å.

As increasing (decreasing) the dimensions of the dot

acts to decrease (increase) both the level spacings and the

gap, it is clear that changing the dot geometry alone will

not significantly improve the agreement with experiment

as this requires a simultaneous decrease in the energy

level splittings and increase in the band gap. However,

Ga in-diffusion into the dots acts to increase the band

gap of the dot while decreasing the energy level spa-

cings. Table 1 shows that adopting a geometry with a

base of 275 Å and a height of 35 Å and a uniform Ga

composition of Ga0.15In0.85As produces the best fit to the

measurements in Refs. [26] and [30].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we believe we have successfully demon-

strated that modern empirical pseudopotential techniques,

coupled with atomistic strain calculations, provide a

powerful technique for calculating the electronic structure

of semiconductor nanostructures containing several mil-

lion atoms.

Our results strongly suggest that to obtain accurate

agreement between theoretical models and experimental

measurements for standard lens-shaped quantum dots, one

needs to adopt a model of the quantum dot that includes

some Ga in-diffusion within the quantum dot. When 15%

Ga in-diffusion is included, we obtain an excellent

agreement between state-of-the-art multiband pseudopo-

tential calculations and experiments for a wide range of

electronic properties. We are able to fit/predict most

observable properties to an accuracy of ±5 meV, which is

sufficient to make predictions of both the geometry and

composition of the dot samples.

The techniques described above have recently been

extending to describing the decay of multiple excitons

in semiconductor quantum dots. For more details, see

Refs. [9] and [41].
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INTRODUCTION

There are various methods for the fabrication of quantum

dots (QD).[1,2] Among them, the self-formation method is

one of the most useful methods, because it causes little

damage, creates dots of high density, and the fabrication

process is rather simple. In this article, two fabrication

methods, i.e., the S–K mode growth method and the

composition modulation of short-period superlattices, are

introduced. For samples fabricated by these methods,

structural characterization with atomic force microscopy

(AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy

(STM/STS), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are described.

Furthermore, as optical characterization methods, photo-

luminescence (PL), time-resolved photoluminescence

(TRPL), and electroluminescence (EL) are mentioned

and the several results are shown.

FABRICATION METHODS

Prior to the description of the characterization,[3,4] we

briefly describe the fabrication methods for self-formed

QDs. A frequently used method is the so-called ‘‘Stran-

ski–Krastanov (S–K) mode growth method.’’ In this

method, a small amount of materials having a lattice

constant different from that of the substrate are supplied at

appropriate temperatures on a substrate (e.g., GaAs).

Because of the difference of surface energy and the strain,

projecting dots of supplied materials are formed on the

substrate. A characteristic feature of this method is dot

formation on the flat surfaces, shown schematically in

Fig. 1a. The typical density of dots made by the S–K mode

growth is around 109–1010 cm�2. Examples of materials

combination are InAs on GaAs, InGaAs on GaAs,[5–8] and

InGaN on GaN.[9]

As an example, our growth process of InAs dots on

GaAs using metal organic molecular beam epitaxy

(MOMBE) is as follows:[10] After the growth of GaAs

buffer layer, triethylgallium (TEGa) and trisdimethlami-

noarsenic (TDMAAS) are supplied at an appropriate

substrate temperature. The formation of InAs dots can be

monitored by observing the reflection high-energy elec-

tron diffraction (RHEED) pattern changes from streaky to

spotty. Other growth processes are shown in Refs. [5–9].

Another method is the ‘‘composition modulation of

short-period superlattices.’’ In this method,[11] e.g., short-

period GaP/InP superlattice layers are grown on GaAs

substrate. The state of grown layers depends on the

orientation of GaAs substrates. With this method, wire

structures are grown on (100) GaAs substrates[11] and

CuPt-type GaP/InP superlattices are grown on (111)

GaAs.[12] On (N11) GaAs substrate, dot structures are

self-formed.[12] In this case, dots are formed in the grown

layer. Therefore the surface is flat, as shown in Fig. 1b. The

density of dots is around 1011 cm�2. Examples of material

combination are InP/GaP on GaAs and GaAs/InAs on InP.

Here the fabrication procedure of dots by the above

method is described in more detail. Two types of

superlattices are grown on Si-doped GaAs(311)A sub-

strates by gas source molecular beam epitaxy. One is

(GaP)n(InP)m, where n and m represent the number of the

monolayer of each compound. (GaP)(InP) means that

the GaP layer was grown first on the substrate and the

InP layer was grown next. The other type of sample

(InP)n(GaP)m was formed in the reverse order. Elemental

Ga, In, Si, and thermally cracked arsine (AsH3) and

phosphine (PH3) were used as sources.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

Structure of self-formed quantum dots can be character-

ized by various methods such as atomic force microscopy

(AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), electron

microscopy, and electron diffraction.

AFM, STM, and STS

AFM utilizes the atomic force between a sample surface

and a probe.[13] Therefore the obtained image is almost
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independent of the electric properties of materials. In

STM, the height position of the probe is controlled to keep

the tunnel current between sample and probe constant, and

the variation of probe is displayed.[14] Hence the obtained

image reflects the electrical properties of materials. In

scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), the position of the

probe is fixed and the current–voltage characteristics are

measured. These characteristics reflect the electronic

structures of materials.

The shape and position of QDs fabricated by the S–K

mode growth method are well characterized by AFM.

Fig. 2 shows AFM image for (a) InAs dots as grown and

for (b) the surface where smaller dots are eliminated by

etching.[15] The diameter, height, density, and distribution

of dots can be measured. The dependence of dot structures

on the growth conditions is investigated via AFM.[16,17]

On the other hand, in the case of QDs made by com-

position modulation, AFM shows that the surface is

flat, and information on the size and distribution of dots

are not obtained.

In some special cases, such as InAs dots including

Mn atoms, magnetic force microscopy (MFM) can be

used.[18] For MFM, batch-microfabricated silicon probes

were magnetically sensitized by sputter coating with

ferromagnetic materials. The tip is scanned tens or hun-

dreds of nanometers above the sample, thus avoiding

contact. Magnetic field gradients exert a force on the

tip’s magnetic moment, and monitoring the tip/cantilever

response gives a magnetic force image. Fig. 3 shows

AFM and MFM images of the InAs dots including Mn

atoms.[19]

In the case of QDs by composition modulation,

STM is a powerful tool for characterization. The STM

image of the sample (GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 on GaAs(311)A

substrate is shown in Fig. 4a.[20] In the STM image

reflecting the electrical properties, shape and distribu-

tion can be observed. The self-formed dots are aligned

along two perpendicular directions, [0–11] and [233],

and distributed side by side. The lateral period (size)

of dots (bottom to bottom in the STM image) is about

20 nm (�20 nm along the [0–11] direction, �19 nm

along the [233] direction). The distribution (size fluc-

tuation) is about ±10%. The dot density is of the order

1011 cm�2. The bright and dark areas correspond to the

InP-rich and GaP-rich regions, respectively, based on

STS measurement.

Fig. 4b shows a dI/dV vs. bias voltage curve at points

A, B, and C in the STS measurement. The voltage width

for dI/dV=0 corresponds to the potential change, i.e., the

Fig. 1 Schematic view of (a) QDs fabricated by the S–K mode

growth method and (b) QDs fabricated by the composition

modulation method.

Fig. 2 AFM images for (a) the InAs dots as grown by S–K mode growth and for (b) the surface where smaller dots are eliminated by

etching. (From Ref. [15].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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band gap change of the materials. The periodic structure

of the voltage width shown in Fig. 4c is not attributable to

the geometrical height change, but to the band gap change,

because the surface is almost flat as described before.

In the case of the (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 sample, nearly the

same dot structures are observed in the STM measure-

ment. The difference is that the lateral period is about

22 mm (�22 nm along the [0–11] direction, �20 nm

along the [233] direction). This is 10% larger than that

of the (GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 sample. The size distribution is

also about ±10%, which is nearly the same as (GaP)1.5

(InP)1.88 sample. The difference in the lateral period (size)

between these two types of QDs was confirmed for

several samples.

STM can be also utilized for the characterization

of QDs made by the S–K mode growth. (Please see

Refs. [21,22].)

Electron Microscopy

Inner structures of dots can be observed by using cross-

sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM). It is

important to carefully prepare specimens without causing

damage. First, the sample is sliced or cleaved into bars.

The bars, the backside of which is supported with Ti

holder, are mounted on glass or metal with carbon epoxy

so as to make the cross section upside. The bars are

thinned by polishing and Ar milling to less than 10 nm.

Fig. 5a shows a cross-sectional TEM lattice image of the

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 sample grown on (311)A GaAs substrate

by composition modulation method.[3] This shows the

lateral periodic thickness undulation, as shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 5b, although GaP/InP superlattice structures

are essentially preserved.

Characterizations of QDs made by the S–K mode

growth with cross-sectional TEM images are report-

ed.[23,24]

Electron Diffraction

TEM diffraction is also used for the structural character-

ization. Fig. 6 shows TEM diffraction patterns for the

(GaP)1(InP)1 superlattices grown on (a) GaAs(100) and

(b) GaAs(111)B. Incident electron beam is parallel to the

[111] direction in the case of Fig. 6a and to the [211]

direction in Fig. 6b.[25] The sharp spots (0 1/2 1/2) and

(0 �1/2 �1/2) were clearly observed in Fig. 6a. This in-

dicates that the superstructure with a period of twice the

usual lattice constant is formed in the [0 1 1] direction. On

the other hand, the sharp superstructure spots (1/2 1/2 1/2)

were observed in Fig. 6b. This indicates that the CuPt-

type long-range ordering, i.e., (GaP)1(InP)1 superlattices,

is formed in the [111] direction. These observations show

that the growth on the (100) and (111) substrates does

not form quantum dots by the composition modula-

tion method.

X-ray Scattering and Diffraction

Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering[26] and

grazing incidence X-ray diffraction were used for struc-

tural characterization of InAs QDs. The grazing incidence

technique probes the crystal surface up to depths of only

a few nanometers. This strongly enhances the scattering

intensity from the InAs QDs. It is revealed through this

method that the lateral distribution of InAs QDs is

anisotropic, and the most pronounced ordering of dot

Fig. 3 (a) AFM and (b) MFM images for the InAs dots including Mn atoms. (From Ref. [19].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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distribution is in the [110] direction and that the dot shape

is an octagonal-based truncated pyramid with {111} and

{101} facet families.[27]

OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION

In QDs, the electronic structures such as the energy level

and the density of state greatly differ from those of bulk

crystal. Therefore it is possible to characterize quantum

dots by measuring QDs’ optical properties, which reflect

the electronic structures.

Photoluminescence (PL)

Ordinary PL peaks at low temperatures correspond to

the energy difference between the lowest energy level in

the conduction band of dots and the highest level in the

valence band of the dots. Because these levels are a

function of the size or radius of the dots, the peak position

reflects the size of dots and the peak width reflects the size

fluctuation of dots.

Fig. 7 shows an example of room-temperature PL

spectra obtained by Songmuang et al.[28] for InAs dots

Fig. 4 (a) STM image for QD structures self-formed

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 SLs grown on the GaAs (311)A substrate,

(b) dI/dV vs. V curves at different points, and (c) variation of the

voltage width for dI/dV=0 in (b) along the [0�1 1] direction.

The left ordinate is related to x if the dot mean composition is

represented by In1�XGaXP. (From Ref. [20].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 (a) Cross-sectional TEM lattice image for the ( GaP)1.5

(InP)1.88 sample grown on GaAs (311)A substrate, (b) schematic

drawing illustrating the lateral composition modulation induced

by the lateral thickness modulation. (From Ref. [3].)
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fabricated through the S–K mode growth. The peak

energy around 1 eV for InAs dots is very high, compared

with the energy gap (0.36 eV) for InAs at room

temperature. This shows the energy increase between

the energy levels by dot formation. In this work, GaAs

overgrowth on InAs dots was induced at two different

temperatures. One is grown at the same level as the

QD growth temperature [500�C; conventionally capped

(CC)] and another at a lower temperature [470�C; low-

temperature capped (LTC)]. In the lower spectra, the full-

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PL peak of CC

dots is 51 meV, and that of LTC dots decreases to 26 meV.

This implies that the size fluctuations decrease with

decreasing overgrowth temperature.

In the PL measurement of QDs fabricated by com-

position modulation, multilayer QDs, shown in Fig. 8, are

used.[29] PL spectra at 77 K for (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 and

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 samples are shown in Fig. 9.[3] PL peak

energy of the (GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 sample is higher than that

of the (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 sample by about 10%. This

tendency corresponds to the difference in the lateral

period of dots of two samples. The FWHM of PL peak of

the (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 sample is wider than that of the

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 sample by about 10%, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6 TEM diffraction pattern for the (GaP)(InP) SLs grown

on (a) GaAs (100) and (b) GaAs (111)B substrates. (From

Ref. [25].)

Fig. 7 PL spectra at room temperature for low-temperature

capped (LTC) InAs dots and conventionally capped (CC) InAs

dots by the SK mode growth method. (From Ref. [28].)

Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of five cycle multilayer QDs

(MQD) formed in the (GaP)n(InP)m SL/InGaP multilayer. (From

Ref. [29].)
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The FWHM of the (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 sample decreased

nearly monotonically from 100 to 50 meV, when the

temperature is lowered from 350 to 10 K. The FWHM of

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 sample also decreases nearly monoton-

ically down to 100 K, but it shows a maximum at �50 K.

In this case, fluctuation of dot size is not to be related to

the larger FWHM of the (InP)1.88(GaP)1.5 sample, because

the deviation of period is nearly the same within the

experimental error in both samples. The difference is

probably a result of the difference in crystalline quality or

the state of strain in the dot layers.

Optical properties of multilayer QDs made by com-

position modulation are investigated by changing the

superlattice period and the InGaP barrier thickness. By

decreasing the period, PL peak energy shifts toward

higher energy because of the quantum size effect along the

growth direction. The PL line width broadening with

temperature is reduced by decreasing the period and the

barrier thickness. This is attributed to the reduction of

potential distribution among QDs and the enhancement of

quantum confinement as a result of the vertical coupling

effect between QDs. Very small temperature variation of

PL peak energy is observed in multilayer QDs, which is

attributed to the existence of the mutual strains in the

multilayer QDs. A detailed discussion is given in another

work.[30]

Time-Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL)

TRPL is effective for the investigation of the nature of

emission in quantum dots. TRPL measurements are per-

formed with a fast streak camera in conjunction with a

monochromator. Pulsed excitation is provided the fre-

quency doubled beam of a mode-locked Al2O3:Ti laser.

An example of the result for multilayer QDs MQD5/

20 (5 is the period of (GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 SL and 20 is the

barrier thickness in nm) is shown in Fig. 10.[29] PL

decay time strongly depends on emission energy. Fig. 11

shows the dependence of PL decay time on emission

energy and temperature.[29] It ranges between 0.1 and

2.5 nsec. The decay time is shorter for higher energies.

This dependence implies the existence of a tunneling

process between QDs. In QDs, carriers in the higher

energy levels of the smaller QDs can transfer to the

lower energy levels in the adjacent larger QDs. Because

carriers in the higher energy level have a large number

of lower energy levels into which they can relax, the

decay time becomes shorter for higher energies. Hence

Fig. 11 reflects a variety of sizes of QDs and distances

between QDs.

TRPL is also used to measure the tunneling time of

carriers in coupled QDs. Takeuchi et al.[24] measured

carrier tunneling times between vertically aligned double

QDs using TRPL. The vertically aligned double QD

structure consists of In0.9Ga0.1As QDs, a GaAs barrier

layer, and InAs QDs, which is made via the S–K mode

growth. They revealed the dependence of the tunneling

time on the barrier thickness.

Electroluminescence (EL)

EL shows another feature of the optical properties of QDs.

We fabricated two types of light-emitting diodes (LED)

using the composition modulation method. One is the

sample MMQDs1, which has (InGaP)40(InAlP)40 cladding

layers and In0.49Ga0.51P barrier layers, and another is

the sample MMQDs2, which has (InGaP)5(InAlP)5 clad-

Fig. 10 Time-integrated PL spectrum and PL decay time as a

function of monitored emission energy at 26 K for MQD5/20.

(From Ref. [29].)
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Fig. 9 PL spectra at 77 K for (InP)1.5(GaP)1.88 and

(GaP)1.5(InP)1.88 samples. (From Ref. [3].)
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ding and (InGaP)4(InAlP)2 barrier. EL spectra at room

temperature for both samples are shown in Fig. 12.[31]

MMQDs2 exhibits a narrower FWHM (48 meV) than that

of MMQDs1. The integrated EL intensity of MMQDs2 is

about 30 times higher than that of MMQDs1. This

improvement results from the introduction of (InGaP)5

(InAlP)5 as cladding and (InGaP)4(InAlP)2 SL as barrier

layers. Fig. 13 shows the temperature variations of

integrated EL and PL intensities.[31] The temperature

quenching of EL intensity is smaller for MMQDs2 than

for MMQDs1. Because the effective band gap of the

(InGaP)5(InAlP)5 SL is larger than that of (InGaP)40-

(InAlP)40 SL, the reason for these temperature variations

is considered to be a result of the suppression of carrier

Fig. 12 EL spectra at room temperature. (From Ref. [31].)

Fig. 11 Monitored emission energy dependence of PL decay time as a function of measured temperature. (From Ref. [29].)
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flow from the QD region by the use of higher band gap

cladding layers.

If the QDs are applied to devices, characterization via

device performance is one of the very severe character-

izations. The most popular application of self-formed QDs

is semiconductor lasers. An example of InAs/InGaAs/

GaAs QD lasers is introduced here. Kovsh et al.[32] made

QDs via the S–K mode growth and fabricated 1.3-mm

edge-emitting lasers. They simultaneously obtained

threshold current density of 100 A/cm2 and differential

efficiency of 80% in the same device.

CONCLUSION

Structural and optical characterization of self-formed

quantum dots was described, based mainly from our

experience. Structures such as size, position, and distri-

bution are well characterized by AFM, STM, STS, and

TEM, and optical characterizations, capable of obtaining

information on carriers and their energy states, are well

carried out by PL measurements.

Most of the samples treated here were quantum dots

fabricated via the composition modulation methods, and

samples made by the S–K mode growth method are a little

bit smaller in number. There are numerous reports

concerning quantum dots produced by the S–K mode

growth. For example, reports on In(Ga)As quantum dots

are introduced in detail in Ref. [2]. For quantum dots of

nitrides, the reader is referred to Ref. [9]. For further

details on quantum dots using SiGe system, CdSe/ZnSe,

and PbSe, please see Refs. [33–35] respectively.

The above-mentioned methods for structural and

optical characterization are very effective and useful for

various semiconductor materials.
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INTRODUCTION

This encyclopedia entry consists of two parts. The first

part gives a brief overview of epitaxially grown semi-

conductor quantum dots. This kind of quantum dot is re-

ferred to as ordinarily strained random semiconductor

alloy quantum dot throughout this review. The objective

of the first part is to set the scene for the following part.

The main part of this encyclopedia entry deals with

experimental evidence in favor of the existence of long-

range atomic order within certain III–V and II–VI

compound semiconductor Stranski–Krastanow grown

quantum dots a few years after the growth. The objective

of the second part of this entry is to review this particular

field of inquiry. With necessity, only the most general

experimental results can be discussed. A simple thermo-

dynamic model, which, in principle, allows for structural

transitions from ordinarily strained random semiconductor

alloy quantum dots with the structural prototype of the

surrounding matrix to crystallographic superlattices (i.e.,

long-range atomically ordered quantum dots), is also

briefly mentioned in the second part.

EPITAXIALLY GROWN ORDINARILY
STRAINED RANDOM SEMICONDUCTOR
ALLOY QUANTUM DOTS

Epitaxial semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are expected

to lead to ‘‘paradigm changes in semiconductor phys-

ics’’.[1] As reviewed in recent textbooks,[2,3] improved

optoelectronic devices (such as lasers[4,5] and mid-infrared

detectors[6]). and novel nanoelectronics concepts which

depend on single electron transport, tunneling, or inter-

actions (e.g., quantum cellular automata[7]) have either

been realized or may be realized as the field matures.

For applications in optoelectronic devices, an entity

needs to fulfill three conditions simultaneously to be

considered a QD.[4] The entity needs to possess an

appropriate size in all three dimensions (i) and also needs

to be a semiconductor with a smaller band gap that is

embedded in a semiconductor matrix with a larger band

gap (ii). No detrimental structural defects (such as

dislocations, iii), which lead to nonradiative recombina-

tion centers, are allowed to exist in the entity.

Note here that there is no restriction on the structural

prototype of the entity. It may either be of the same type as

that of the matrix or it may possess a distinctly different

structural prototype to that of the matrix. Structural

prototypes of an epitaxially grown entity that differ from

that of the matrix may be realized over time by atomic

rearrangements within the initially more or less random

semiconductor alloy entity. In short, atomically ordered

entities that may arise from such processes will have to be

considered as constituting QDs according to the definition

above when conditions i to iii are met simultaneously.

Analogous to the well-known particle in a box model,

the simplest quantum mechanical model describes a QD

as a three-dimensional (3-D) finite potential-barrier trap

for an electron–hole pair. When the size of this trap is in

all three dimensions smaller than the bulk exciton Bohr

radius (order of magnitude 10 nm), discrete energy levels

for the electron and hole arise from the spatial con-

finement of these particles. The energy separation of the

electron levels is, for example, for epitaxially grown

(In,Ga)As QDs, of the order of magnitude 100 meV,[1,8]

i.e., significantly larger than the thermal energy at room

temperature (kT�26 meV). It is these discrete energy

states of an electron in a QD that are exploited in devices

that work at room temperature.

As in the particle in a box model, the spacing of the

energy levels in QDs depends sensitively[8] on a range of

parameters of the matter wave trap. For a QD, these

parameters are first and foremost its size, shape, net

chemical composition and spatial chemical composition

distribution, net lattice mismatch strain and spatial strain

distribution, crystallographic phase, and orientation with

respect to the surrounding matrix. Because a very large

number of QDs are simultaneously employed in opto-

electronic devices, it is obvious that variations in the

parameters of the individual matter wave traps are to be as

small as possible to circumvent undue broadening of the

discrete electron energy levels on which the operation of
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the devices relies. Although addressing this uniformity

issue of QDs by optimized growth and postgrowth an-

nealing processes is still a scientific challenge, optimiza-

tions of the basic epitaxial growth processes have been

achieved in recent years on the basis of structural and

spectroscopic analyses.

Currently most popular with the scientific community

are QDs that are grown in the Stranski–Krastanow mode

and its variants (such as embedding nominal submono-

layers and allowing them to form 3-D entities within a 2-D

wetting layer).a Either molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or

metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is

typically employed.[2,3] Because these QDs grow epitax-

ially, they possess per definition of the term epitaxy the

same structural prototype as the employed substrates and

surrounding matrices. Epitaxial growth of QDs typically

results in a compressive lattice mismatch strain in the QDs

of a few percent as the QDs need to have a smaller band

gap than the surrounding matrix and smaller band gaps are

typically obtained for solid substitutional solutions with

larger lattice constants.

The nature of the Stranski–Krastanow 2-D to 3-D

transition in (In,Ga)As has recently been identified, and it

is believed that QD of other semiconductor systems grows

in the same basic manner.[11–13] Because of the nature of

this transition, the QDs and their predecessor islands are

always alloyed, should have a more or less random dis-

tribution of the mixed cations and/or anions over their

respective sublattices in the structural prototype of the

employed substrate, and should have a similar net chem-

ical composition regardless of whether nominally pure

substances or substitutional solid solutions are deposited.

Structural studies by numerous investigators employ-

ing conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

high-resolution phase contrast TEM (HRTEM), and atomic

resolution Z-contrast scanning TEM (Z-STEM) of a wide

range of Stranski–Krastanow as-grown III–V and II–VI

QD and QD predecessor island samples showed (or at least

reported) no evidence of atomic ordering in as-grown

structures, e.g., Refs. [11–21] and references therein. In

addition, it is known that the predecessor islands and

QDs have a spatially nonuniform chemical composition

distribution with a core that is rich of the component with

the smaller band gap (and typically larger lattice constant),

i.e., a spatially zonal chemical composition distribu-

tion.[8,14,15] Significant morphological transformations[16]

and changes in both the net chemical composition and

spatial composition distribution[14] of the predecessor

island structures take place as a result of the QD embed-

ding process.

Such Stranski–Krastanow mode grown QDs are

referred to as ‘‘ordinarily strained’’ in the remainder of

this encyclopedia entry because they show pronounced

strain fields (either so-called ‘‘black-white’’ or ‘‘coffee-

bean’’ contrasts) in conventional diffraction contrast TEM

micrographs, e.g., Fig. 1a.[17–19] The author of this en-

cyclopedia entry will use the quantifier ‘‘random semi-

conductor alloy’’ synonymously to refer to ordinarily

strained QDs. Occasionally, the author will address these

aWhat exactly Stranski–Krastanow growth means in semiconductor

epitaxy is seldom defined. The classical texts and undergraduate

textbooks (e.g., Ref. [9]) define this mode simply as one of the three

fundamental modes of heteroepitaxial growth (besides the Frank–Van

der Merwe and the Volmer–Weber growth mode). Stranski–Krastanow

growth is typically described as comprising a sequence in epitaxial

growth where first, a 2-D wetting layer is formed, and second, 3-D

islands are formed on top of this wetting layer. No particular mechanism

is associated with the 2-D to 3-D transition per definition, and the

original paper Ref. [10] deals only with the energetics of the epitaxial

growth of lattice-matched ionic crystals. With explicit mechanisms not

being connected to this growth mode, one is free to classify any epitaxial

growth where there is a 2-D to 3-D transition of the deposit as Stranski–

Krastanow growth. Whether the 3-D entities are formed on top of or

within a 2-D wetting layer is thus quite unimportant. Embedding

nominal submonolayers of a smaller band gap within a matrix of a larger

band gap and allowing them to form 3-D entities within a 2-D wetting

layer is therefore just a variant of Stranski–Krastanow growth in se-

miconductor epitaxy.

Fig. 1 (a) Ordinarily strained (In,Ga)Sb quantum dots in GaSb

matrix shortly after the growth, showing strain contrast in

conventional diffraction contrast TEM images, [001] plan view;

the marker ‘‘BW’’ adjacent to a QD stands for ‘‘black-white

contrast.’’ (b) (Partly) relaxed (In,Ga)Sb agglomerate in GaSb

matrix a few years after the growth, showing ±(002) and �ð2�20Þ
moiré fringes, h110i cross-section HRTEM image, Fourier

transform power spectrum as insert, modified after Ref. [27] and

reproduced with permission of the International Society for

Optical Engineering (SPIE). The shape of the agglomerate is that

of an oblate spheroid/ellipsoid and is believed to result from

strain-driven atomic rearrangements in the sphalerite structure. It

is well known that if QD predecessor islands grow beyond a

certain size/volume limit, the lattice mismatch strain is relaxed

to a significant amount by the introduction of misfit disloca-

tion.[17,18,21] While the diameter of the quantum dots in (a) is

about 10 nm, i.e., below the above-mentioned size limit, the

approximate width of the agglomerate in (b) is 47 nm and its

height is approximately 28 nm. These latter dimensions result in

a volume that is conceivably above the volume limit for lattice

mismatch strain relaxation.
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QDs with both quantifiers, i.e., as ‘‘ordinarily strained

random semiconductor alloy QDs,’’ to emphasize the

differences to atomically ordered QDs. Where appropri-

ate, this author will also specify the semiconductor in the

general specifier ‘‘semiconductor alloy.’’

Structural analyses of QDs are mainly performed by

transmission electron microscopy and near surface-sen-

sitive X-ray scattering techniques. Only very few of such

investigations, however, address the long-term structural

and morphological stability of QDs at room temperature

over a time period of a few years. Such TEM inves-

tigations are therefore reviewed in the second part of this

encyclopedia entry.

ATOMIC ORDER WITHIN EPITAXIAL
SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM DOTS

As mentioned above, reviewing experimental results on

morphological transformations[21] and structural transi-

tion[22–32] in III–V and II–VI compound semiconductor

Stranski–Krastanow grown QDs will be the subject of this

part of this encyclopedia entry. Because a total of eight

original papers are to be reviewed in this part, only the

most general result, i.e., the fact that long-range atomic

order is present in certain epitaxial compound semicon-

ductor QD systems after the respective samples have been

stored at room temperature for a few years, will be

discussed in some detail. A variety of TEM images from

different QD systems will be shown to demonstrate

different kinds of this atomic order. This multitude of

TEM images serves the purpose to show the readers

(and fellow electron microscopists) the different appear-

ances long-range atomic ordering may take in Stranski–

Krastanow grown QDs of different materials systems.

Occasionally, the figure captions contain details that com-

plement the text.

The respective structural analyses at the University of

Illinois at Chicago, Portland State University, and the

University of Oxford, U.K., employed TEM in both the

parallel illumination and scanning probe (STEM)

mode.[21–32] A JEOL JEM-2010F STEM/TEM, a JEOL

JEM-3010 TEM, a Philips CM20 TEM/STEM, and a FEI

Tecnai G2 F20 TEM/STEM were used. Parallel illumina-

tion TEM utilized conventional diffraction contrast

(CTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), and

high-resolution phase contrast imaging (HRTEM). Atom-

ic resolution Z-contrast (also known as high-angle annular

dark field) imaging in the scanning probe mode (Z-

STEM) proved to be especially useful for these inves-

tigations because the effects of strain fields in and around

QDs and interference effects such as the formation of

moiré fringes because of double diffraction are negligi-

ble.[30–32] Transmission electron microscopy specimen

preparation artifacts were excluded from the analyses by

employing both ion milling and chemical thinning to

electron transparency. Only those structures that are not an

artifact of either of these two physically different

specimen preparation processes were likely to be present

in both kinds of specimen.b

Complementary photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy

analyses were performed at the Physical-technical Federal

Institute Braunschweig/Germany on certain II–VI QD

structures at a temperature of 6 K. Ar+ laser light utilizing

both the 488-nm line and ultraviolet light of around 350-nm

wavelength was used at varying power densities for the

excitation of the spectra. The PL emission light was

dispersed in a 1-m-long single-grating spectrometer and

detected with a cooled (In,Ga)As photomultiplier tube

using conventional lock-in techniques.

Although there have been many investigations, there is

still some controversy about the actual shape of both the

islands that form the QDs when overgrown by a capping

layer and of the ordinarily strained QDs themselves.

Transmission electron microscopy observations on the

shape of ordinarily strained QDs a few years after the

growth resulted for a III–V system[21] (Fig. 1b) and a II–

VI system,[20,30–32] in shapes that are oblate spheroids

which may have different diameters along ±[110] and

�½�110�, making them, in effect, ellipsoids.[16] This shape

is known as a possible equilibrium shape of small

precipitates that are elastically strained.[35] Of each

spheroid/ellipsoid, about one-half was located above the

level of the original wetting layer and the other half was

located below this level[20,21,30–32] (Fig. 1b).

bThe close proximity of three different atomically ordered (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se

agglomerates labeled by markers ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’ and ‘‘3’’ in Fig. 5a can only

be interpreted as not being an artifact of the STEM imaging procedure

because it is quite incomprehensible how one and the same probing

electron beam may have caused three different modes of atomic

rearrangements so close to each other. On a similar token, not only

atomic ordering, but also phase separation were observed in the same

TEM specimen (Fig. 6a–c), and it does not seem likely that the same

probing electron beam may have triggered different kinds of atomic

rearrangements in the same specimen. On the other hand, thermody-

namics allows for the coexistence of atomically ordered and phase-

separated entities in many compound semiconductor alloys. Ref. [33]

Note also the large size of the double period �ð1�10Þ agglomerates, i.e.,

order of magnitude 200 nm (Fig. 4c and d). These entities seem to be by

far too large to be caused by the probing electron beam, which had a

diameter on the order of magnitude 0.2 nm only. The results of Ref. [34]

on In agglomeration into QDs within (In,Ga)N quantum wells because of

parallel illumination and scanning probe electron beam exposures do not

reveal any changes at the structural prototype level. Such structural

prototype transitions may, however, have occurred in the sample of Figs.

4c, d, and 5a. One can thus conclude that these entities are definitely not

an artifact of the probing electron beam. Because it is quite impossible to

produce three different atomically ordered (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se agglomerates

in close proximity (Fig. 5a) by means of TEM specimen preparation

procedures, such artifacts can also be excluded from the analyses.
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The moiré fringes in Fig. 1b indicate that the

(In,Ga)Sb entity possesses its own (partly) relaxed lattice

constant, i.e., no longer (fully) strained. Because it must

contain dislocations that mediate the relaxed state (i.e.,

violate the condition iii given in the first part of this

entry), it cannot be considered to be a QD and is

addressed as an ‘‘agglomerate.’’ The degree of relaxation

can only be estimated as the chemical composition of the

agglomerate is unknown. This author assumes that the

degree of relaxation is less than unity because it is well

known that complete relaxation of strained semiconductor

structures is rarely achieved. Because numerous STEM

and TEM images of QD predecessor islands and QDs

by other authors have shown rather different shapes to

those oblate spheroids/ellipsoids that were reported in

Refs. [20,21,30–32], this author assumes that there are

lattice mismatch strain energy-driven morphological

transformations over time. As the (In,Ga)Sb agglomerate

in Fig. 1b is obviously dislocated but possesses the shape

of an oblate spheroid/ellipsoid, even small lattice mis-

match strains may have the capacity to cause morpholog-

ical transformations over time.

Now if one accepts that morphological transformation

of QDs may take place over time, the conceptional barrier

to accepting that structural transitions in QDs may also

take place over a sufficiently long time is lowered. The

amount of elastic mismatch strain energy that is stored in

ordinarily strained QDs and (partly) relaxed agglomerates

may, besides the net chemical composition, be a de-

termining factor for the type of transformation. Either

morphological, structural, or both structural and mor-

phological transformations may thus take place over

time. If this strain energy is comparably small (and/or the

net chemical composition is unfavorable), as possibly in

the case of (partly) relaxed (In,Ga)Sb agglomerates, e.g.,

Fig. 1b, only morphological transformations may be

possible. If, on the other hand, this strain energy is

comparably large (and/or the net chemical composition

favorable), as possibly in the case of fully strained

(In,Ga)Sb QDs, e.g., Fig. 1a, structural transitions may

be possible.

Continuing with the (In,Ga)Sb QDs in GaSb matrix

system, the results of two CTEM investigations[18,19] on

the same TEM specimens that were separated by ap-

proximately 2 years in time suggest that the number

density of ordinarily strained QDs declined over time.

This observations could not be explained in 1999, but

HRTEM and atomic resolution Z-STEM investigations

that were performed on the same specimen about 1 to 2

years later revealed the presence of atomically ordered

QDs in these specimen (Fig. 2a–c). If one assumes that

ordinarily strained QDs transform structurally into atom-

ically ordered QDs over time while the specimens are

stored at room temperature, there seems to be a simple

explanation for this inferred decline in the number density

of ordinarily strained QDs. In both studies, the ordinarily

strained quantum dots were detected by their pronounced

strain field contrasts, e.g., Fig. 1a, and only moderate

magnifications were employed to cover large specimen

areas in a Philips CM 20 (that was not capable of high-

resolution phase contrast imaging of medium lattice

constant semiconductors). Note here that atomically

ordered QDs, e.g., Fig. 2a–c, would, under these ex-

perimental conditions,[18,19] be effectively undetectable as

they are negligibly strained and do not show pronounced

strain field contrasts.

It is also noteworthy that short-range order, but no

long-range order, was observed in (In,Ga)Sb QDs in GaSb

matrix specimen by means of SAED approximately 14

days after the growth.[17,26] Similarly to this III–V QD

system, both short-range order and beginning long-range

atomic order were observed by means of HRTEM in

Fig. 2 Long-range atomically ordered (In,Ga)Sb quantum dots in GaSb matrix a few years after the growth, Fourier transform power

spectra as inserts. (a) h110i Cross-section Z-contrast STEM image, showing a QD with atomic order in every fourth ±(002) plane.

(b) [001] Plan-view HRTEM image which was recorded at 500�C after a thermal treatment in the electron microscope at temperatures of

several hundred degrees centigrade for several hours, suggesting that the atomically ordered structure of this QD rather than its original

sphalerite prototype structure is thermodynamically stable. (c) [001] Plan-view SAED pattern to (b) showing the same superlattice spots

as the Fourier transform power spectrum insert in (b). This diffraction pattern demonstrates clearly that atomically ordered QDs such as

shown in (b) are to be distributed over large areas of the specimen. (a) and (b) were modified after Ref. [27] and reproduced with

permission of SPIE.
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(Cd,Zn)Se QDs in ZnSe matrix samples (Fig. 3a and b)

about 3 years after the growth.[26] Samples from the same

growth run were much earlier analyzed by means of

atomic resolution Z-STEM, but no atomic order seemed to

have been present at that earlier time.[20]

These HRTEM and atomic resolution Z-STEM results

from both a III–V and a II–VI system indicate that

semiconductor QDs when initially grown are mostly

unordered, but during subsequent room temperature

storage over a few years (i.e., a long-time low-

temperature annealing process), they progressively un-

dergo short-range ordering that eventually goes over into

long-range ordering.

Long-range atomically ordered QDs and entities that

were probably too large to be considered as a QD (i.e., that

probably violated condition i given in the first part of this

entry) were also observed in MBE-grown (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se

QDs in (Mn,Zn)Se matrix (Figs. 4a–f and 5a).

As the Fourier transform power spectra (Fig. 4e and f)

show, the atomic arrangement in the large (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se

agglomerate in Fig. 4c and d is a result of atomic ordering

of the Cd and (Zn,Mn) cations in every second �ð1�10Þ
plane. Using the shortest vectors in Fig. 4e as a base (for

the sake of coming up with a notation only and assuming

that the agglomerate belongs at least to the orthorhombic

crystal system), the orientation relationship between

the agglomerate and the (Mn,Zn)Se matrix becomes

(020)(Cd,Mn,Zn)Se kð2�20ÞðMn;ZnÞSe, (110)(Cd,Mn,Zn)Se k
ð�113ÞðMn;ZnÞSe, and [001](Cd,Mn,Zn)Se k [110](Mn,Zn)Se

(whereby k symbolizes that both sets of reciprocal lattice

vectors are within the accuracy of the Fourier transform

power spectra parallel and of equal length, and that

the direct lattice vectors are parallel). This orientation

Fig. 4 TEM/STEM images of long-range atomically ordered (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se quantum dots and agglomerates in (Mn,Zn)Se matrix a

few years after the growth; (a), (b), (d), (e), and (f) modified after Ref. [27] and reproduced with permission of SPIE. (a) h110i Cross-

section HRTEM image of a (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se QD in (Mn,Zn)Se matrix, showing cation ordering in every second �ð1�11Þ plane, i.e., one

variant of so-called CuPt-type order, Fourier transform power spectrum as insert. (b) h110i Cross-section SAED pattern of

(Cd,Mn,Zn)Se QDs in (Mn,Zn)Se matrix, showing � 1/3ð2�20Þ, full line arrow, �1/3ð�113Þ, and �1/3ð1�13Þ, broken line arrows,

superstructure spots. (c) h110i Cross-section atomic resolution Z-STEM image of a part of a large (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se agglomerate in

(Mn,Zn)Se matrix, showing atomic order in every second �ð1�10Þ plane, the black arrow points to an antiphase boundary. (d) Lower

magnification Z-STEM image to (c), the black arrow points to the same antiphase boundary. (e) Fourier transform power spectrum of

the large (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se agglomerate in (c). (f) Fourier transform power spectrum of the (Mn,Zn)Se matrix in (c).

Fig. 3 High-resolution TEM [001] plan-view images of

atomically ordered (Cd,Zn)Se quantum dots in ZnSe matrix a

few years after the growth, showing (a) long-range and (b) short-

range atomic order in the same TEM specimen. The insert

Fourier transforms power spectra show for (a) superlattice spots

and for (b) both a diffuse and a spotty ring. None of this atomic

order seems to have existed at the time of a much earlier atomic

resolution Z-STEM investigation. (From Refs. [20,30–32].)
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relationship is obviously lattice mismatch strain (and

elastic mismatch strain energy) minimizing.

In the same TEM/STEM specimen, there were actually

several more large agglomerates which possessed the

same lattice mismatch strain energy-minimizing orienta-

tion relationship as shown in Fig. 4e and f. From a

discussion of the nominal growth condition of this

sample,c the large size of these agglomerates cannot be

explained. Some of these agglomerates had diameters

of up to approximately 250 nm and were also free of

detrimental structural defects such as dislocations. The

author of this encyclopedia entry believes that it is the

elastic mismatch strain energy minimization effect of the

particular orientation relationship these agglomerates

possess with the (Mn,Zn)Se matrix which allows them

to be so large while retaining their ideal translational

symmetry. Taking the discussion in footnote c into

account, the large size of the agglomerates may thus be

explained by both the particular elastic mismatch strain

energy-minimizing orientation relationship and atomic

rearrangements over time. From the thermodynamics of

small misfitting precipitates,[35] one can simply argue that

smaller entities of the same atomically ordered structure

and orientation relationship will not contain misfit

dislocations either, i.e., will constitute atomically ordered

QDs in this materials system.

Having identified large double-period �ð1�10Þ ordered

(Cd,Mn,Zn)Se agglomerates as by far the dominant kind

of structural entity per unit volume of the TEM specimens,

it is now interesting to analyze the PL spectra of this

sample (Fig. 5b). The ZnSe band gap being at 6 K

approximately 2.8 eV, excitation with 350 nm light can be

considered as nonresonant above this band gap and is

expected to reveal most radiatively active structures inside

the samples. Light excitation of 488 nm, on the other

hand, can be considered as resonant excitation below the

ZnSe band gap, is typically of orders of magnitude weaker

than nonresonant excitation over the band gap, and is

selective of specific structures.

It was suggested that the large and rather broad PL

peak at 2 eV in Fig. 5b, which arose when a sample was

excited with laser light of approximately 350 nm, is a

result of larger and smaller double-period �ð1�10Þ ag-

glomerates, as shown in Fig. 4c and d and labeled ‘‘1’’ in

Fig. 5a.[28] The 2.1-eV PL peak (Fig. 5b), which arose in

addition to the 2-eV peak, when the sample was excited

with laser light of 488 nm, may be a result of either small

double-period �ð1�11Þ atomically ordered QDs (Fig. 4a),

antiphase boundaries such as marked by an arrow in

Fig. 4c and d, or other long-range atomically ordered

entities such as labeled ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’ in Fig. 5a.

cIt is interesting to contrast the large size of these double period �ð1�10Þ
atomically ordered agglomerates with the nominal as grown sample

structure. Starting with a ZnSe/GaAs pseudosubstrate, there should

nominally be a multilayer structure of eight sequences of 10 monolayers

(2.83 nm) of Zn0.9Mn0.1Se cladding layer and 0.3 monolayers (0.09 nm)

CdSe sheet, capped by a further 10 monolayers of Zn0.9Mn0.1Se and

50 nm of ZnSe. The agglomerate in Fig. 4c and d being approximately

100 nm thick is thus thicker than the whole nominal epitaxial

multiquantum well structure plus the two capping layers. It seems

therefore highly improbable that such a large agglomerate could have

originated directly during the growth of the QD structure a few years ago.

Note that ‘‘remains’’ of this nominal as-grown structure were actually

observed by means of HRTEM. Ref. [23,28].

Fig. 5 (a) h110i Cross-section atomic resolution Z-contrast STEM image of (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se entities in a (Mn,Zn)Se matrix, a few years

after the growth; modified after Ref. [27] and reproduced with permission of SPIE. Note that there are three different long-range

atomically ordered entities, labeled as ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’ and ‘‘3’’ in close proximity; this remarkable fact is discussed in footnote c as proof

that the observed atomic order in QDs is not a result of specimen preparation or probing electron beam artifacts. (b) Photoluminescence

spectra of the same (Cd,Mn,Zn)Se entities in a (Mn,Zn)Se matrix. While the nonresonant PL is given by a full line, the resonant PL is

given by a dotted line. As the area from which the PL spectra were taken is about 6 orders of magnitude larger than the area of a typical

TEM image, this figure proves that atomically ordered entities must be present with a larger number density; courtesy of K. Pierz.
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From Fig. 5b, it can be concluded that the long-range

atomically ordered entities must be distributed throughout

large regions of the sample because the PL spectra were

collected from areas that were about 6 orders of

magnitude larger than the areas that were investigated

by means of TEM (Fig. 5a). A brief review of the

literature showed that low-energy peaks at approximately

2 and 2.1 eV were also observed in this QD system in

comparable nominal structures by several other

authors.[28] None of these other authors, however,

supported their assignment of these PL peaks with struc-

tural characterizations.d

The observations on both III–V and II–VI QD

systems with mixed cations are thus consistent with the

working hypothesis that atomic rearrangements that lead

to lower-energy structures take place over a sufficiently

long time. Some growth-induced short-range order may

constitute additional ‘‘seeds’’ from which long-range

ordered QDs could grow over time. It is interesting

that in a III–V quantum dot system with mixed an-

ions, i.e., In(As,Sb) QDs in InAs matrix (Fig. 6a–c),

atomically ordered QDs and phase-separated entities

were also observed.

Labeling the two shortest vectors in the Fourier

transform power spectrum of Fig. 6a as a base of the

reciprocal lattice of the atomically ordered In(As,Sb) QD

(for the sake of coming up with a notation only), the insert

of this figure shows that the ±(210) vectors of this QD are

almost at the same position in reciprocal space as the

±(110) vectors of the InAs matrix. This indicates that this

QD possesses a lattice mismatch strain (and elastic

mismatch strain energy) minimizing orientation relation-

ship with the matrix, as one would expect it to have if it

originated from a structural transition. For this mixed

anions III–V QD system, the results of the two already

mentioned CTEM investigations[18,19] on the same TEM

specimen that were separated by approximately 2 years in

time also suggested that the number density of ordinarily

strained QDs declines over time. Again, a simple

explanation of these observations is structural transitions

from ordinarily strained QDs to atomically ordered QDs

over time.

To summarize the experimental observations, the only

commonality of the samples reported upon in the original

papers[21–28] was that a few years have elapsed between

the growth and the TEM/STEM and PL analyses. The

weight of the presented TEM/STEM observations (and the

careful exclusion of possible specimen preparation and

imaging artifactsb) in semiconductor QDs of different

materials systems with either mixed cations or mixed

anions, grown by different methods, leads this author to

the working hypotheses that there are indeed morpholog-

ical transformations and structural transitions in ordinarily

strained random semiconductor alloy QDs over time.

Fig. 6 [001] Plan view atomic resolution Z-contrast STEM images of long-range atomically ordered and phase-separated In(As,Sb)

quantum dots in InAs matrix, a few years after the growth; modified after Ref. [27] and reproduced with permission of SPIE. (a)

Atomically ordered QD that possesses a lattice mismatch strain energy minimizing orientation relationship with the matrix which can be

inferred from the insert Fourier transform power spectrum. (b) Periodic compositional modulation that may have arisen from spinodal

decomposition. (c) Same as (b) but in a higher magnification, showing atomic steps in the compositionally modulated entities that are

compatible with the two observed additional periodicities in the insert Fourier transform power spectrum. The power spectrum clarifies

that the modulation periodicity is not a result of a moiré effect because there are actually two additional periodicities, marked by arrows.

These two periodicities add up to a single compositional modulation parallel to ±[110] with a periodicity of 0.4 times the length of the

vector (110) and may be explained as a lattice mismatch strain response. In addition, Z-contrast imaging in STEM is known to be

essentially incoherent so that double diffraction effects are negligible.

dThe high energy PL peaks in Fig. 5b are assigned as follows: 2.78 eV is

due to a superposition of the (essentially) 2-D remains of the CdSe

submonolayers and the excitonic transition in the ZnSe buffer and

capping layers, 2.64 eV is due to a large population of small quasi 2-D

CdSe-rich platelets (with sphalerite structure) that act as a first kind of

ordinarily strained QD, and 2.25 eV is due to a small population of

medium-sized 3-D CdSe-rich QDs (with sphalerite structure) that act as a

second kind of ordinarily strained QD Ref. [28]. Such a coexistence of

small quasi 2-D and medium-sized 3-D ordinarily stained QDs has

actually been observed in similar samples of the same QD system

Ref. [23]. The PL peak at 2.64 eV also shows the typical low-energy tail

that is characteristic of a nonuniform Cd distribution in an epitaxial

layer that contains small quasi 2-D CdSe-rich platelets Ref. [36].
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So far, only a few in situ thermal treatments and

structural analyses were performed in the electron micro-

scopes under elevated temperatures, e.g., Fig. 2b. When

elevated temperatures and annealing times parameter sets

are found that in effect correspond to room temperature

anneals over a few years, such experiments have the

capacity to directly proof that there are structural

transitions in ordinarily strained random alloy semicon-

ductor QDs over time. On the other hand, such experi-

ments are quite difficult to set up as atomically ordered

QDs may exist only in certain approximate stoichiome-

tries, which uncontrolled mismatch strain energy-driven

out-diffusion of atoms from the ordinarily strained QDs

during annealing may prevent from occurring. In addition,

there must be a certain critical temperature above which

randomness in the semiconductor alloy will prevail

because of its larger entropy.

Nevertheless, the preliminary results are encouraging

and suggest that the atomically ordered QD structure in

Fig. 2b is thermodynamically more stable than the random

alloy sphalerite-type structure in which this QD probably

had grown a few years ago (Fig. 1a). More such ex-

periments are to be performed in the future because it is

expected that this will lead to both irrefutable evidence for

the occurrence of the structural transitions that are cur-

rently only inferred from TEM/STEM observations [22–32]

and to information on the operating mechanisms of atomic

rearrangements in ordinarily strained random semicon-

ductor alloy QDs.

As one can easily estimate,[26,29] there is an essentially

hydrostatic pressure in the 1–10 GPa range on epitaxial

ordinarily strained random semiconductor alloy QD and an

excess Gibbs free energy of approximately 0.1–1 eV (i.e.,


kT at room temperature) for every atom of such a QD

associated with the typically encountered lattice mismatch

strains.e In addition, grown-in and quenched-in vacancies

that remained from the cooling down of the QD structure

after the growth will, in strain fields, move to the spatial

positions of highest compressive strain,[40] which are

exactly the positions of the Stranski–Krastanow grown

QDs. When these vacancies arrive at the position of an

ordinarily strained random semiconductor alloy QD, they

can facilitate atomic rearrangements there that lead to a

reduction of excess Gibbs free energy which results form

the compressive stress on these QDs. It is thus not at all

inconceivable that thermodynamics-driven morphological

transformations and structural transitions should be possi-

ble over a long-enough time, even at room temperature.

While it can be seen directly in the TEM and STEM

images (Figs. 2b, 3b, 4a, 5a, and 6a) that the size condition

i and the condition of absence of detrimental defects (such

as dislocations, iii) are fulfilled, atomically ordered semi-

conductor alloys (i.e., crystallographic superlattices) and

phase-separated semiconductor alloys (i.e., chemical su-

perlattices) are known to possess smaller band gaps than

the random semiconductor alloys of the same net chemical

compositions.[41] Combinations of HRTEM and photo-

luminescence spectroscopy, e.g., Ref. [28] or scanning

tunneling microscopy-induced luminescence[42,43] inves-

tigations demonstrated that smaller band gaps than the

random semiconductor alloys of the same net chemical

composition are realized for atomically ordered semicon-

ductor entities.

Failure of optoelectronic devices on the timescale of a

few years may be explained by structural transitions in

ordinarily strained QDs as discussed in this part because

devices which employ less severely strained random

semiconductor alloy QDs have been found to possess

longer lifetimes.[5] Growing ordinarily strained, but

thermodynamically unstable, random semiconductor alloy

QDs that are under compressive stresses in the GPa range,

structurally transforming these entities by means of

suitable postgrowth thermal treatments, and recovering

these novel structures to ambient or device-operating

conditions may, on the other hand, become a way to

realize Feynman’s 1959 vision[44] of creating and

exploiting atomic arrangements on the nanometer scale

that nature does not otherwise provide.

CONCLUSION

Epitaxial semiconductor quantum dots as grown in the

Stranski–Krastanow mode are typically alloyed, possess

a more or less random distribution of the cations and/or

anions over their respective sublattices, have a spatially

nonuniform chemical composition distribution, and are

compressively strained to a few percent. The lattice

mismatch strains are believed to trigger atomic rear-

rangements inside quantum dots when the respective

samples are stored at room temperature over time periods

of a few years. These atomic rearrangements result in

long-range atomic order and/or phase separation. While

the results suggest that Stranski–Krastanow grown semi-

conductor quantum dots of certain III–V and II–VI

systems are structurally unstable and that devices based

on these quantum dots may fail over time, triggering

and controlling structural transitions in epitaxial semi-

conductor quantum dots may also offer an opportunity

eFor hydrostatic pressure, the product of the bulk modulus (order of

magnitude 100 GPa for semiconductors) and the relative elastic volume

change is equal to the product of pressure and volume, which is also the

excess Gibbs free energy due to lattice mismatch strains. Starting with an

unstrained sphere of 10-nm diameter with a lattice constant of 0.5 nm that

contains 33510 atoms, one obtains for an elastic volume change of 5% a

pressure of 5 GPa and an excess Gibbs free energy of 0.49 eV per atom.

Hydrostatic pressures in this range are known to lead to structural

transitions in elemental (group IV) and binary III–V compound

semiconductors Ref. [37]. The usage of this simple formula is justified

by studies on the size dependency of elastic properties of nanometer-

sized particles, e.g., Refs. [38,39].
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of creating atomic arrangements that nature does not

otherwise provide.
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INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous formation of nanoscale islands in

strained-layer epitaxy, represented by Stranski–Krastanov

mode growth, has been widely studied as a simple and

efficient method for producing semiconductor quantum

dots.[1–3] In such a self-organizing approach, quantum

dots form randomly on surfaces. If the formation sites of

individual quantum dots can be specified, they can be

arranged in various configurations, from a single dot to

regular, dense, and even coupled dot arrays, and dot

placement can be restricted to specific regions, enabling

the development of novel electronic and optical devices.

This article proposes a technique for controlling the

self-organization sites of individual quantum dots using

scanning tunneling microscope (STM) probe-assisted

nanolithography and self-organizing molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE).[4–10] Two-dimensional (2-D) and three-

dimensional (3-D) arrays of InAs site-controlled quantum

dots (SCQDs) are successfully fabricated on GaAs

substrates with nanoscale pitch and precision. Photolumi-

nescence from the SCQD arrays is investigated at room

temperature. The tip repositioning function of the STM

system reveals the growth mode of the SCQDs.

EXPERIMENT

SCQD fabrication was done in situ in an ultrahigh vacuum

multichamber system[6,7,9] to achieve high-quality struc-

tures. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this system consists of

chambers for STM (Large Sample STM, Omicron), solid-

source MBE, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), STM

tip cleaning, surface processing, and sample loading,

which are connected to each other via a 3-m-long ultra-

high vacuum transfer tunnel. The tungsten (W) probes

used for both STM-assisted SCQD fabrication and STM

measurements were prepared by electrochemical etching

in NaOH solution and cleaned by electron beam heating in

the tip-cleaning chamber.

The STM apparatus is specially designed to have a

unique tip repositioning function.[6,7] This function enables

the step-by-step observation of the formation of individual

quantum dots. For this purpose, arrays of 30 � 30 mm2

mesa were patterned on n-GaAs(001) substrates by conven-

tional photolithography and chemical wet etching. After

growth of GaAs buffer layers, quantum dot arrays having

in-plane array sizes of 1�1–2�2 mm2 were fabricated at the

centers of the mesa top surfaces with a positional accuracy

of better than several micrometers. This accuracy was

realized by monitoring the approach of the STM probe tip to

the mesa top surfaces using a long working distance, high-

resolution optical microscope (QM100, Questar; spatial

resolution of about 2 mm at a distance of 20 cm) from

outside the STM chamber. These dot arrays were easily and

repeatedly found in later STM measurements, even when

the sample was transferred between the STM and MBE

chambers, because of the large scanning area (up to 15�15

mm2) of our STM, which enabled detection of the target dot

array in a single scan (the typical scan area is 4�4 mm2).

This technique thus permitted the monitoring of the

evolution of an identical quantum dot in the target dot

array. STM images were taken at sample bias voltages of

�2.4 to �5.1 V and tunneling currents of 0.05–0.49 nA

with constant-current feedback. The optical properties of

the quantum dots were investigated by microprobe photo-

luminescence at room temperature. Photocarriers were

generated by He–Ne laser (633 nm) of 3-mm beam

diameter, and the photoluminescence signal was detected

with a cooled InGaAs photodiode array.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nanoscale Site Control

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the SCQD fabrication

procedure. This procedure comprises in situ deposition

and growth, without complex processes such as mask

layer formation and pattern etching. First, a flat and clean
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GaAs(001) surface was prepared by MBE, and the STM

W tip was located at a surface target position with a sam-

ple bias voltage of �3.2 V and a tunneling current of 0.1

nA. Then, (a) nanoscale deposits were created on a GaAs

surface by applying 3–5 pulses of voltage and current (+7

to +8 V and 10 nA for 500 msec) at intervals of 10 msec

between the surface and the W probe. The primary com-

position of the deposit is considered to be a W or a W-

containing compound, because the STM probe is com-

posed of W. We confirmed that the deposits remain stable

at temperatures up to at least 610�C under arsenic pressure

and act as ‘‘nanomasks’’ on which GaAs does not grow

directly. Accordingly, when a thin layer of GaAs or GaAs/

Al(Ga)As superlattice was subsequently grown on this

surface, (b) the GaAs or superlattice tended to avoid the

nanomasks at the initial growth stage, but (c) later covered

the nanomasks by lateral growth, leading to the natural

formation of nanoholes just above the nanomasks. Finally,

(d) the supply of InAs on this surface resulted in self-

organization of SCQDs at the nanohole sites.

Fig. 3a, b, and c shows STM images for the fabrication

process of an SCQD array corresponding to the steps in

Fig. 2a, c, and d, respectively. These are step-by-step

images of the identical surface region obtained using the

tip repositioning function. As shown in Fig. 3a, a 2�4

nanomask array was initially created on the GaAs surface.

All nanomasks had a similar size of 3 nm in height and 16

nm in base diameter. Fig. 3b shows GaAs nanoholes

produced by subsequent 15-nm-thick GaAs growth at

460�C. The holes were elongated in the [110] direction,

because of different incorporation rates of Ga atoms in

different surface planes, and had an area of 27�42 nm2

and a depth of 4 nm. Comparisons of nanomask height,

GaAs layer thickness, and hole depth indicated that the

namomasks were completely covered with the GaAs.

Then, as shown in Fig. 3c, a 2�4 quantum dot array was

self-organized exactly at the nanohole sites by 1.1-ML

InAs supply at 460�C. In this dot growth, a 0.17

monolayer [ML; 1 ML corresponds to the surface atom

density of GaAs(001)] supply per 4 sec (occasionally,

0.087 ML per 2 sec) was repeated with a growth in-

terruption of 1 min under a continuous arsenic flux of

1.3�10�5 Torr. We observed virtually no undesirable

Stranski–Krastanov quantum dots (SKQDs), the occur-

rence of which became obvious at 1.3 ML, in the flat

surface region. This indicates highly selective SCQD

formation. The SCQD was 6 nm in height and about 35

nm in base diameter. A magnified STM image of the

SCQD revealed a hexagonal base slightly elongated in the

[�110] direction and a faceted dot surface.

STM-induced nanomasks can be created by this

method with nanoscale pitch and precision, and the GaAs

nanoholes defined above nanomasks are similar in size to

SCQDs. Therefore, the resulting SCQDs can be located in

close proximity comparable to the dot diameter. Fig. 4

demonstrates such close dot positioning, showing three

SCQD pairs fabricated by the present site-control method.

A 100-nm pitch array of paired SCQDs with 45-nm

center-to-center distance and 15-nm bottom-edge spacing

was successfully produced.

Fig. 2 Fabrication procedure for InAs SCQDs on GaAs(001) surfaces using STM probe-assisted nanolithography and self-organizing

MBE. (a) STM-induced deposits (nanomasks), (b) and (c) GaAs nanoholes, and (d) InAs SCQDs. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [9]. Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Technology Society.)

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the ultrahigh vacuum–STM/

MBE multichamber system. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [9]. Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Technology

Society.)
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Mechanism of Site-Controlled
Self-organization

In previous studies, we used submicron-sized GaAs holes

to site-control InAs dots.[11,12] In those cases, the dots

selectively appeared in the holes at the critical InAs

amount for 3-D islanding in Stranski–Krastanov growth

mode. The selectivity arose from preferential InAs

nucleation at specific planes in the holes, which have a

high In incorporation rate. However, in the current study,

the SCQDs at the nanohole sites were found to occur in a

unique manner, unlike the above case, as described below.

Fig. 5 shows other detailed STM images of the SCQD

formation process.[8] These are images of the identical

surface region obtained using the tip repositioning func-

tion. Fig. 5a shows nanoholes produced by growing a 21-

nm-thick GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice layer (1.5-nm GaAs/

1.5-nm Al0.3Ga0.7As�6, capped with 3-nm GaAs) at

620�C on the surface with the STM probe-induced

nanomasks. The holes have an area of 40�55 nm2 and a

depth of 10 nm. Also seen in the flat region between the

holes are terraces and 2-D islands of a single step height

(0.28 nm) elongated in the [�110] direction. This an-

isotropic shape occurs because the incorporation probabil-

ity of Ga and Al atoms at B steps (parallel to [110]) is

greater than that at A steps (parallel to [�110]) during

superlattice growth.[13] Fig. 5b shows an STM image of the

identical surface region after 0.7 ML InAs is supplied. The

nanoholes are filled and almost planarized, but the filled

parts exhibit slightly bright contrast in the STM image, as

indicated, for instance, by arrowhead ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 5b. The

area of contrast is elliptical in accordance with the shape of

the original holes, and the height corresponding to the

contrast is less than that of a single step. Most of the

terraces and 2-D islands increased in size, although some of

the relatively small 2-D islands disappeared. Consequent-

ly, the enlarged terraces and 2-D islands on the same level

Fig. 3 Step-by-step STM images for the fabrication process of a 2�4 InAs SCQD array on GaAs surfaces corresponding to Fig. 2a, c,

and d. (a) STM-induced deposits (nanomasks; height 3 nm, base diameter 16 nm), (b) GaAs nanoholes (depth 4 nm, size 27�42 nm),

and (c) InAs SCQDs (height 6 nm, base diameter 35 nm). These are images of the identical surface region obtained using the

tip repositioning function. Image area: 200�400 nm2. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [4]. Copyright 1999, American Institute

of Physics.)

Fig. 4 STM image of three InAs SCQD pairs on GaAs. Each

quantum dot is 6 nm in height and 30 nm in base diameter. Image

area: 155�300 nm2. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [9].

Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Technology Society.)
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coalesced into one larger terrace or 2-D island elongated in

the [�110] direction. Some terraces at the lower level

disappeared as they were covered by the upper terraces. It

should be noted that the extending terraces covered most of

the filled hole sites in this process. At 1.2-ML InAs, as

shown in Fig. 5c, quantum dots were selectively self-

organized at the filled hole sites. In the flat region, terrace

size further increased, with the result that only three levels

of terraces dominated the surface.

In Fig. 5, we assume that the material filling the nano-

holes is InAs or InGaAs and that the observed extension of

terraces and 2-D islands indicates the formation of an

In(Ga)As wetting layer (WL) that covers the filled hole

sites prior to SCQD formation. In this case, since the

filling In(Ga)As has a larger lattice constant and lower

bandgap energy than the surrounding GaAs, the slightly

bright contrast at the filled hole sites in the constant-

current STM image shown in Fig. 5b can be explained by

upheaval due to compression and/or larger tunneling

conductivity at the wetting layer surfaces on the filled

holes. Then, the subsequently supplied In atoms for 3-D

islanding accumulate at the filled hole sites, because the

lattice mismatch of InAs with the wetting layer on the

filling In(Ga)As is less than that on the surrounding GaAs,

leading to selective self-organization of quantum dots.

This growth process can be understood by analogy with

vertically aligned SKQDs in close stacking.[14] A detailed

analysis of the evolution of the SCQD and wetting layer is

provided in another publication.[5]

In order to form the quantum dots at the nanohole sites,

it is important to both cover the nanomasks completely

with GaAs (or superlattices) and ensure that the holes are

deeper than a certain critical value by selecting suitable

GaAs growth conditions and thicknesses. For instance,

although 5-nm-thick GaAs growth created 25�35-nm2-

sized holes, the 1.2-ML InAs supply on this surface did not

result in dot formation at the nanohole sites. This is

because the top part of the nanomask, on which InAs does

not grow directly, was still exposed at the hole bottom

because of the thin GaAs layer. On the other hand, even

when the nanomasks under certain growth conditions were

completely covered with GaAs, dots did not form at

nanohole sites when the hole depth was less than about 3

nm. In this case, because the volume of In(Ga)As filling

the holes was small, the lattice constant of the wetting

layer surface on the filling In(Ga)As was presumably so

close to that on the surrounding GaAs surface that In atoms

could not selectively accumulate at the nanohole sites.

Three-Dimensional Site Control

When SKQD layers are stacked with thin spacer layers,

the dots align vertically[14,15] or obliquely,[16,17] depend-

ing on elastic anisotropy and the thickness of the spacers,

because of strain propagation. It has been predicted that

regular strain distribution will gradually develop on the

spacer-layer surfaces with increasing stack numbers,

leading to increasingly uniform size for the topmost

dots.[14,16–19] If the stacking is started with regular SCQD

arrays in place of random SKQDs, the dots can be site

controlled into 3-D quantum dot lattices, and uniform

SKQDs array will be obtained more efficiently. In ad-

dition, this 3-D site control has the potential to realize

novel quantum dot structures such as 3-D quantum dot

crystals[16] with perfect spatial ordering. In this section,

Fig. 5 STM images showing SCQD and wetting layer evolution with InAs supply. InAs: (a) 0 ML, (b) 0.7 ML, and (c) 1.2 ML. The

white arrowhead ‘‘a’’ indicates the position of the original hole. These are images of the identical surface region obtained using the tip

repositioning function. Image area: 380�580 nm2. (Reprinted from Ref. [8]. Copyright 2002, with permission from Elsevier Science.)
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we demonstrate 3-D site control of SKQDs based on the

site-initiated multistacking approach[9] mentioned above.

Fig. 6 illustrates the structure of a 3-D InAs quantum

dot lattice. In this structure, an InAs SCQD array of

arbitrary configuration was initially prepared on GaAs

surfaces by the STM probe-assisted site-control technique

described earlier. This array defines the in-plane lattice

symmetry and parameters of the 3-D dot lattice. Then,

after growth of a 10-nm-thick GaAs spacer layer, InAs

was supplied to form SKQDs just above the arrayed

SCQDs by strain-induced preferential self-organization.

Hereafter, we denote the SKQDs grown above the SCQDs

as Stranski–Krastanov mode-grown site-controlled quan-

tum dots (SK-SCQDs). Repeating the spacer layer [GaAs/

AlAs superlattice (SL) in case of Fig. 6] and SK-SCQD

growth permitted the formation of a 3-D quantum dot

lattice with vertically and horizontally aligned dots.

Fig. 7 shows STM images for the vertical stacking

process of the SK-SCQDs in the 3-D quantum dot

lattice.[9] These are images of the identical surface region.

The first-layer SK-SCQDs shown in Fig. 7a were grown

with 0.9 ML InAs supply. This amount is 0.4 ML less than

the critical value for the formation of conventional InAs

SKQD on unstrained GaAs surfaces, indicating the

existing surface strain field on the spacer layer grown

over the SCQDs. The SK-SCQD array exhibits a square

lattice, although the alignment is not perfect and some dots

are missing due to the initial lack of SCQDs. The lattice

has unit vectors in the [100] and [010] directions and a

lattice parameter of about 100 nm, which are defined by

the embedded SCQD strain template. Fig. 7b shows the

surface topography of a 20-nm-thick GaAs/AlAs super-

lattice spacer, terminated with GaAs, grown on the first

SK-SCQD layer. The similar positions of surface steps in

this image to those in Fig. 7a confirm that these two

images are of the identical surface area. The spacer layer

surface is almost planarized and dominated by monolayer-

high terraces. However, the strain field at this surface,

generated by the embedded SK-SCQDs, was visualized

when InAs was grown in the next step. Fig. 7c shows an

STM image of the second layer SK-SCQDs formed with

1.3 ML InAs supply on the spacer layer. As confirmed by

comparing the positions of missing dots between Fig. 7a

and c, the square lattice configuration of the first-layer

dots is retained in the second-layer dots. The vertical

pairing probability of dots between two layers is almost

100%. On the other hand, no dot is observed at interstitial

positions. These results indicate that the spatial strain field

can be engineered by the site-control technique.

The in-plane lattice symmetry and parameter of the 3-D

quantum dot lattice can be arranged arbitrarily, independent

of the crystallographic symmetries of the substrates, by

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of a 3-D InAs SK-SCQD lattice

structure. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright

2002, AVS—The Science & Technology Society.)

Fig. 7 STM images for vertical stacking process of InAs SK-SCQDs. (a) the first SK-SCQD layer, (b) spacer layer, and (c) the second

SK-SCQD layer. These are images of the identical surface region obtained using the tip repositioning function. Image area: 1000�1200

nm2. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Technology Society.)
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designing the SCQD strain template. An example is

presented in Fig. 8, where the SK-SCQDs array has a hexa-

gonal-like unit cell with a lattice parameter of 50–60 nm.[9]

This configuration can achieve area dot densities as high

as approximately 4�1010 cm�2. Close positioning com-

parable to the dot diameter is realized through the nano-

scale precision of the STM-assisted site-control method.

Optical Properties

Fig. 9a shows the microprobe-photoluminescence spec-

trum of a 3-D lattice of InAs SK-SCQDs measured at

room temperature.[9] The sample comprised five SK-

SCQD layers stacked in a manner similar to the structures

in Fig. 7. The in-plane lattice parameter of the dot layer

was about 100 nm. The total number of SK-SCQDs within

the excitation laser beam was estimated to be about 1200

by STM observation of the top SK-SCQD layer before

capping layer growth. As shown for the case ‘‘with SCQD

template’’ in Fig. 9a, distinct photoluminescence from the

3-D SK-SCQD lattice is observed from 1.05 to 1.30 eV.

The different photoluminescence experiments confirmed

that the SCQDs of the strain templates exhibit no emission

and do not contribute to the photoluminescence spectra of

quantum dots in Fig. 9, probably because of the existence

of the STM-induced nanomasks at close positions. When a

reference area without the initial SCQD strain template on

the same sample is excited, no photoluminescence from

quantum dots is detected, as shown for the case ‘‘without

SCQD template’’ in Fig. 9a. This means that conventional

SKQDs are hardly formed in the stacked structure without

the SCQD strain template, showing highly selective

formation of the 3-D SK-SCQD lattices. The excitation

power dependence of the photoluminescence spectral

width indicated that the observed quantum dot emission is

mainly due to ground state transitions in the SK-SCQDs.

Photoluminescence intensity reduction for the WL and the

GaAs barrier in the 3-D SK-SCQD lattice suggests that

photocarriers were effectively consumed at dots through

radiative recombination. Fig. 9b shows the photolumines-

cence spectrum of a two-layer stacked SK-SCQD sample

fabricated in a manner similar to the five-layer sample.

Although the number of dots per single layer was

increased to some extent in this sample, the total number

of measured dots fell to about 600. However, photolumi-

nescence from the SK-SCQDs remains observable at room

temperatures, as shown for the case ‘‘with SCQD

template’’ in Fig. 9b. These photoluminescence results

reveal the good crystallographic quality of the SK-SCQD

structures, despite the addition of an artificial STM

process and STM observation in some fabrication steps.

This is because the present 3-D site control is carried out

Fig. 8 STM image of a high-density InAs SK-SCQD array.

Hexagonal-like quantum dot configuration is indicated. Image

area: 600�600 nm2. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [9].

Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Technology Society.)

Fig. 9 Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 3-D InAs SK-SCQD lattices. Samples include (a) five-layer stacked

and (b) two-layer stacked SK-SCQDs. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright 2002, AVS—The Science & Tech-

nology Society.)
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by ultrahigh vacuum in situ processing, which can keep

the sample surface clean during the fabrication process,[20]

using only the crystal growth technique after the initial

nanomask deposition.

In Fig. 9, full width at half maximum of the SK-SCQD

emissions is more than 100 meV, even in the two-layer

stacked structure. This large line width can be attributed to

differences in dot size in intradot layers and in interdot

layers. For device applications, it is desirable to decrease

both kinds of size differences to obtain a narrow line

width. Targeting this improvement, we studied the photo-

luminescence of a single layer of SK-SCQDs.[10] A single

layer of an InAs SK-SCQD square lattice with a lattice

parameter of 75 nm was fabricated above an InAs SCQD

strain template. The SK-SCQDs were grown at lower

growth rate and lower arsenic pressure and with a greater

supply of InAs than applied to the SCQDs during growth.

This resulted in the formation of relatively large SK-

SCQDs with an average height of about 9 nm and base

diameter of about 45 nm. The SK-SCQDs were then

buried with GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs. Fig. 10 shows a

photoluminescence spectrum from the buried structure at

room temperature. From excitation spectral measure-

ments, two respective low energy peaks were identified

to arise from the ground and first excited states of the SK-

SCQDs. The other two peaks, at about 1.36 and 1.44 eV,

are, respectively, attributable to the WL and GaAs

substrate. The full width at half maximum of the ground

state peak for the SK-SCQDs is about 40 meV, which is

fairly good for artificially arranged quantum dot arrays.

This is because the SK-SCQDs, like conventional SKQDs,

can be made higher under the specific growth conditions

described above, and because the energy variation of such

higher dots is relatively insensitive to size fluctuations.

CONCLUSION

We developed a site-controlled self-organization tech-

nique for InAs quantum dots on GaAs(001) surfaces using

in situ STM probe-assisted nanolithography and self-

organizing MBE. We found that it was possible to create

nanoscale deposits on a GaAs surface by applying voltage

and current pulses between the surface and an STM probe.

When the deposits were used as nanomasks for GaAs

growth, GaAs nanoholes were formed naturally above the

deposits. Subsequently supplied InAs filled and planarized

the GaAs nanoholes, providing flat surfaces with modu-

lated strain fields. Consequently, supplying additional

InAs on the surfaces led to SCQD formation at the filled-

hole sites. Virtually no undesirable SKQDs were ob-

served, indicating highly selective dot formation. This

process resulted in successful fabrication of 2-D arrays of

InAs SCQDs with nanoscale pitch and precision. 3-D

quantum dot lattices were also demonstrated. In-plane dot

arrangement of the 3-D dot lattices was initially defined

by 2-D arrays of InAs SCQDs. With the SCQD arrays

used as strain templates, self-organized InAs quantum

dots were vertically aligned by strain-induced multistack-

ing, resulting in 3-D quantum dot lattices. Photolumi-

nescence measurements revealed good crystallographic

quality for the 2-D and 3-D SK-SCQD lattices.

The site-control technique demonstrated here enables

the location of an isolated single quantum dot at an inten-

ded position on the surfaces, which is useful for developing

single-photon and electron devices. The high-density dot

arrays with small energy dispersion are also technologi-

cally significant structures that can be achieved by this site-

control approach, because large dots, whose energy varia-

tions are relatively insensitive to size fluctuations, can be

formed regardless of density. This independent control of

dot size and density is a difficult task for conventional

crystal growth. Another attractive application of the site-

control technique is the formation of dot arrays in limited

areas in the devices. For instance, photonic crystal wave-

guide structures having quantum dot arrays at specific

regions would make it possible to build miniaturized,

ultrahigh speed all-optical switches with high switching

efficiency.[21,22] Such applications will require improve-

ments in the uniformity of the size of SK-SCQDs in the

intra- and interlayers. In 3-D site-control processes, it is

also important to control lateral strain interaction between

neighboring dot sites in vertical stacking, as we pointed

out in a recent study.[10] Further experimental investi-

gations and theoretical consideration of growth conditions

Fig. 10 Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectrum

of a single-layer InAs SK-SCQD lattice with a pitch of 75 nm.

The two peaks at lower photon energies are from the ground and

first excited states of the InAs SK-SCQDs, respectively. The

peak at about 1.36 eV is from the InAs wetting layer (WL). The

peak at around 1.44 eV is from the GaAs substrate. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [10]. Copyright 2003, American

Institute of Physics.)
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and spatial strain fields will lead to uniform quantum dot

size and the realization of novel nanostructure systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Current epitaxial crystal growth techniques, with their

precise monolayer (ML) control, have led to abrupt het-

erointerfaces in III–V and group IV semiconductors. This

remarkable heterointerface control is responsible for 1-D

carrier confinement in the growth direction: When a thin

layer is formed from a more narrow bandgap material in

the larger bandgap host, a quantum well (QW) is formed.

In the III–V material system, this QW has had a dramati-

cal impact in both semiconductor research and main-

stream semiconductor technology. Although significant

effort has been concentrated toward extending this control

to 2-D and 3-D confinement with quantum wires and

quantum dots, the results have been encouraging but not

resounding. This is generally because lithography tech-

niques typically used to provide increased lateral con-

finement do not have the monolayer resolution that is

available through epitaxial growth techniques. Further-

more, because of interfacial damage, it is difficult to di-

rectly pattern active regions using processing. Although

useful structures can be fabricated using surface pattern-

ing,[1–4] these techniques are not suitable for all structures.

In the 1990s, a purely epitaxial technique was developed

to produce quantum dots in the InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si

semiconductor systems. This technique utilizes the strain-

induced islanding of the Stranski–Krastanow (SK) growth

mode, in which the growth surface islands compensate for

the increase in energy caused by extra interface surface

with a decrease in accumulated strain energy.

The formation of quantum dots by strain-induced

islanding has provided a simple, lithography-free method

to produce dense ensembles of quantum dots. Unlike the

classical self-assembly processes in nonepitaxial systems,

in this system, the energies associated with the epitaxial

growth process still dominate those that drive the nano-

structure formation process. The result is nanostructure

features that are not identical but still similar. Strain-in-

duced island formation is perhaps more akin to other

surface and interface phenomena such as surface spinodal

decomposition,[5] surface reconstruction, and ledge-and-

step formation.[6] In fact, our general observation is that

the ensemble uniformity and spatial periodicity of InAs

islands follow more closely these processes than the self-

organized formation of more classical structures such as

carbon nanotubes[7] or self-assembled protein struc-

tures.[8] Unfortunately, the dominance of the epitaxial

process and the large surface migration processes com-

mon in this growth lead to large inhomogeneous island

size distributions: The spectral features are broadened

with respect to QWs, and the narrow, atomic-like transi-

tions are lost in the ensemble broadening. Nevertheless,

the association of self-organization with strain-induced

islanding, specifically with respect to direct bandgap

semiconductors, has done much to focus attention on the

possible utility of this system. Although the phenomeno-

logical process of strain-induced islanding was observed

60 years ago, the association of spectral features with

these islands was made by Tabuchi et al.,[9] whereas the

general possibilities of this system have been noted, de-

veloped, and championed by Leonard et al.[10] This re-

search is encouraging and lively, and with further fine-

tuning of the growth processes, as was needed in the

development of the successful QW technology, inhomoge-

neous broadening can be reduced.

OVERVIEW

The strain-induced quantum dot formation approach has

been used effectively to investigate the 0-D structure in

nanoscale systems leading to a rich array of results.[11–13]

New devices, where the active regions are composed of

these quantum dot ensembles, have demonstrated im-

proved characteristics. However, except for the improved

thermal stability of lasers demonstrated by Heinrichsdorff

et al.,[14] most of these improvements result not from the

0-D confined system but from material compliance. For

example, the useful wavelength range of light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) and lasers based on GaAs substrates has

been extended, but this is not a result of increased carrier

confinement. In addition, nearly all of these results rely on

the random arrays of islands with slightly varying sizes,

and the quest for atomic-like ensembles, either ordered or

random, has not been demonstrated to date. This is clearly
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because of the less dominant, secondary role of the en-

ergies that drive this ordering process in epitaxial systems.

However, there are benefits to the integration of self-

ordering processes with epitaxial deposition. Creating

active regions away from processing interfaces and plac-

ing these regions within doping and barrier structures

while utilizing semiconductor processing and fabrication

techniques are attractive approaches to nanostructure

fabrication. To this end, we have investigated ways in

which vertical growth precision can be incorporated to

develop new structures and improve the size and spatial

distribution of the strain-induced quantum dot ensemble.

In this chapter, we discuss the effect of epitaxially

layering InAs islands with small spacer layers of the GaAs

host crystal[15,16] as a technique to create either small,

well-controlled, vertically coupled structures, or as a

mechanism to create an ordered surface array of quantum

dots. Because of the strain distribution present around

the InAs islands, GaAs deposited on top of an InAs

island layer preferentially migrates away from individual

InAs dots, resulting in a planarized growth front. If the

deposited GaAs is thin enough so that the strain field is

still present on the GaAs surface, when subsequent InAs is

deposited, there is preferential migration to regions above

InAs islands. In this way, InAs island layers, separated

by thin GaAs spacer layers, can be vertically aligned in

columns.[17]

Two properties can be optimized using these columns.

First, the confined energy states within the InAs quantum

dots are no longer isolated when two InAs dots are ver-

tically aligned and separated by only a thin GaAs spacer

layer. The energy states couple or extend into the adjacent

dots.[15] Second, in a subsurface dot layer, the strain dis-

tribution from adjacent InAs dots can interact so that a

surface strain distribution results, which is a superposition

of strain distribution of the subsurface InAs dots.[18] In

regions where island density is larger than some equilib-

rium value, the strain from individual subsurface islands

will interfere so that the surface strain will be a super-

position of the subsurface distribution. In regions where

the island density is smaller than some critical value, the

adjacent strain fields from subsurface islands will not in-

terfere as significantly and the resulting surface strain

distribution will have regions unaffected by subsurface

islands. By depositing multiple island layers, the surface

strain distribution can, in theory, be made uniformly pe-

riodic. Because the surface strain distribution resulting

from the superposition of subsurface island strain affects

the surface diffusion, increased spatial ordering of InAs

islands on the surface can result. Furthermore, because the

size distribution of dots in a layer is affected by variations

in the nutrient field surrounding a stable island by creating

a more uniform spatial distribution of nucleation sites, the

island size distribution can be made more uniform. Thus

subsurface layers of InAs dots can be used to create a

more structurally and spatially uniform top layer of

quantum dots. When optimized to enhance coupling be-

tween vertical dots, we call the structures ‘‘vertically

coupled quantum dot columns.’’ When optimized to en-

hance surface quantum dot uniformity, we call the struc-

tures ‘‘subsurface island superlattices.’’

Before discussing the details of the vertical quantum

dot layers, we discuss two salient features of single-layer

InAs quantum dot ensembles: the control of ensemble

density and the state of in-plane localization. Both of these

effects depend on molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth

conditions. The ‘‘Introduction’’ provides a general intro-

duction to the formation of single quantum dot layers by

this technique, in addition to particular discussions of

ensemble density and localization. The rest of the chapter

is broken into two sections on multiply quantum dot layer

growth. The vertical electronic coupling in quantum dot

columns is first discussed, whereas ordering by subsurface

island superlattices follows.

SINGLE-LAYER InAs
QUANTUM DOT ENSEMBLES

Theory of Island Formation

In homoepitaxial crystal growth of cubic materials, the

(100) growth surface is the lowest energy facet plane.[19]

If the growth temperature and flux rates are appropriate,

adatom attachment on the growth surface is to kink and

ledge sites, or at island nucleation regions. Thus crystal

growth proceeds by the lateral growth of kinks and ledges,

or by the expansion of/at monolayer-scale high islands.

Ideally, as one monolayer is filled, new monolayer-high

nucleation sites are created, and the 2-D (100) growth

surface propagates. In contrast, during heterogeneous

crystal growth, as more adatoms are deposited onto the

growing surface, this growth surface can go through

structural changes that can be as dramatical as the com-

plete loss of epitaxial coherency, or as small as changes in

surface reconstruction, surface roughness, or abruptness of

a heterointerface.[20–23] In the case of InAs on GaAs, the

lattice mismatch is 7.2%. The critical thickness for re-

laxation by dislocation generation is 45 Å, or approxi-

mately 15 unstrained InAs monolayers according to the

Matthews–Blakeslee model.[24] This critical thickness is

based on the mechanical equilibrium of an existing in-

terfacial dislocation. A more accurate theory, based only

on the energy density required to generate (not propagate)

an interfacial dislocation, indicates the complete absence

of a critical thickness.[25] Although this approach cannot

be assumed accurate at such large misfit, it does suggest a

significantly smaller critical thickness. Because of the

similar InAs and GaAs crystal structures, at least one

chemisorbed monolayer of InAs can be assumed to be
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stable on the GaAs substrate. Below the critical thickness

or after a chemisorbed layer, a metastable phase can exist.

This is phenomenologically known as the SK growth re-

gime.[26] In the SK growth of InAs on GaAs, there is a

thickness region where excess strain is partially accom-

modated by surface islanding. This growth regime is a

transitional growth mode between a compliant planar

growth regime that characterizes ideal MBE growth and a

plastically relaxed growth, because as islands grow and

merge, the surface area can no longer expand to accom-

modate the increasing strain energy.

Without kinetic effects, island size and shape are pre-

dominantly determined by the Gibbs free energy balance:

m ¼ m0 þ
1

2
SijklsijðxÞsklðxÞV0 þ gKV0 ð1Þ

where V0 is the molecular volume, g is the surface tension,

and K is the surface curvature (the inverse of the radius

of curvature). Sijkl is the compliance matrix and skl(x) is

the stress field at x. Sijklskl(x)=�ij is the strain, so that

1/2�ij(x)skl(x)V0 is the accumulated strain energy. gKV0

is the extra surface energy and m0 is the total unstrained

planar crystal energy. If the epitaxial lattice mismatch

were not present, the strain would be absent and the

curvature (K) that minimizes the system energy would

be zero—corresponding to a flat surface. Thus the lattice

mismatch strain leads to a nonflat growth surface with

an island size determined by the minimization of Eq. 1.

Entropy-of-mixing terms and reduction in the strain

energy because of alloy mixing in the near-surface re-

gion are not included in Eq. 1. Because of surface dif-

fusion limitations, the surface curvature will take the

form of a periodic roughness a cos kx, where a is the

roughness amplitude and k is the roughness wave-

number. If t and n are the local in-plane and surface

normals, whereas x and y denote the global crystal in-

plane and normal directions, then by geometry, the

stresses on the traction free surface are:

stt ¼ sxx cos2 y þ syy sin2 y þ 2sxy cos y sin y;

stn ¼ snn ¼ 0; along the surface ð2Þ

To solve for stt, an Airy solution of the form:

A ¼
s2

y

2
þ ðA þ ByÞe�ky sinðkxÞ ð3Þ

is used. The stress on the islanding surface is:[27–29]

sxx ¼ sð1 � kaðky � 2Þe�ky sinðkxÞÞ ð4Þ

where the y origin is taken as the mean surface. As more

materials are deposited, the amplitude a increases. When

a approaches the thickness of the heteroepitaxial layer,

the troughs of the roughened surface begin to impinge

on the heterointerface and stop because the mismatch is

no longer present. The trough regions become extended

as more materials are transferred away from the inter-

face region to the peaks of the roughened surface,

resulting in distinct islands.[20] The island shape is de-

termined by the details of the facet-dependent surface

energy g. In the InAs/GaAs system, the islands are

formed from (136) facets.[30]

Based on Eq. 1, as heteroepitaxial material is deposit-

ed, the growth surface remains initially flat until the ac-

cumulated strain energy exceeds the energy associated

with creating extra surface area. The flat region is called

the wetting layer in SK growth, and is inherent in this

growth mode. Although the concept of critical thickness

mentioned previously is based on a continuum model,

there has been theoretical[31–33] and experimental evi-

dence[34] showing dislocation and crack nucleation at

island edges, suggesting that the islands formed during

growth play a more central role in the transition to relaxed

heterogeneous crystal growth.

Experimental Control of
Quantum Dot Properties

Growth of dislocation-free islands

Except where noted, the InAs dot structures described in

this chapter were constructed from epitaxial layers de-

posited in a Varian Gen II MBE system. The system uses

an As2 flux that is produced by thermally decomposing the

As4 flux commonly used as the arsenic source in MBE. In

addition, the As source has an adjustable valve, so that the

V/III flux ratio can be precisely controlled. In this way, we

can control the surface diffusivity of In. The V/III beam

equivalent pressure ratio is kept at 9 for all layers, except

where noted. Except where noted, the InAs island region

and all subsequent depositions were conducted at 500�C,

as measured by the substrate thermocouple, which corre-

sponds to 457�C using a more accurate optical tech-

nique.[35] Where growth temperature is varied, it is

reported as thermocouple temperature and is approxi-

mately 50�C higher than the actual temperature. Each

InAs island layer is composed of the equivalent of 3 ML

of planar InAs deposited at a rate varied between 0.1 and

0.2 mm/hr. The GaAs growth rate was 0.2 mm/hr. Photo-

luminescence (PL) spectra were obtained using an Ar+

ion laser with samples mounted in a circulation He

cryostat, except for the LEDs, which are measured at

room temperature.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the

islanding surface for different InAs coverages are shown

in Fig. 1.[36] This figure shows the transition in the SK

growth regime between isolated 3-D island growth and

coalesced island growth at 500�C. Fig. 1a shows isolated

islanding at 2 ML of surface coverage. Just below this

coverage (2 ML) of InAs, the epitaxial surface is planar.

Quantum Dots: Electronic Coupling and Structural Ordering 3129
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This abrupt transition to island growth just below 2 ML

has been observed by several groups.[9,36,37] With 2 ML of

deposited InAs, the average island diameter is 150 Å.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investiga-

tions[9] indicate that these islands are defect-free. When

the equivalent of three planar monolayers of InAs (Fig. 1b)

has been deposited, the additional material is accommo-

dated by an increase in island size and density. The island

size increases because more materials have been deposited

and migrate to the islands. The increase in island density is

more complicated and is related to the local wetting layer

structure. Because of the lattice mismatch, the wetting

layer thickness is only 1.8 ML. Thus very small differ-

ences in thickness and strain energy at different sample

positions, corresponding to the equivalent thickness on the

order of 0.2 ML (0.6 Å), will result in regions that are still

growing planarly because this critical wetting layer

thickness has not been exceeded, and regions that contain

islands because the critical wetting layer thickness has

been exceeded. As more materials are deposited, the

planar thickness is exceeded over more regions of the

sample and the island density increases.

When an additional 1 ML of InAs is deposited, so that

the total InAs deposited is 4 ML (Fig. 1c), a significant

change in surface topology is evident. The distribution in

island size increases significantly and it appears that there

are two distinct types of islands. The larger islands are

formed by the coalescing of initially isolated islands,

which have plastically relaxed through dislocation gen-

eration.[34,38] By 6 ML of InAs deposition (Fig. 1d), the

transition to a surface topology of plastically relaxed

islands is complete.

Fig. 2 shows PL spectra corresponding to the structural

transformations observed in Fig. 1. The PL measurements

of InAs QWs and quantum dots formed with varying

thicknesses of InAs were taken at 8 K using a lock-in

technique with a cooled Ge detector for the quantum dot

spectra and a Si detector for the QW spectra. The InAs

layers have GaAs barriers and are located 500 Å below the

sample surface. When 1.5 and 1.75 ML of InAs are de-

posited, the observed luminescence energy and linewidth

are consistent with a uniform InAs (or InGaAs) QW.

When the total deposited thickness increases from 1.5 to

1.75 ML, there is a red shift in the spectral peak position

because the width of the QW increases. When an addi-

tional 0.25 ML is added so that the total deposited InAs is

2 ML, the spectral peak position and shape change dra-

matically. This is the transition to the quantum dot en-

semble structure shown in Fig. 1. This shift occurs when

only 0.25 ML (0.75 Å) is added to the surface. The cor-

relation of luminescence structure with the change in

physical structure clearly shows that the luminescence

originates from the InAs dot regions. In the QD ensem-

bles, the average height is 40 Å and the dots are unalloyed,

whereas in the QW, the thickness is less than 40 Å and the

well is alloyed with GaAs because of vertical diffusion. It

will be shown later in the chapter that significant alloying

Fig. 1 AFM images of InAs islands formed from various

amounts of InAs deposition at 500�C. (a) After 2 ML on InAs,

(b) 3 ML of InAs, (c) 4 ML of InAs, and (d) after 6 ML of

InAs. The InAs islands are not covered with GaAs, but left bare

for AFM imaging. The AFM is conducted ex situ, under ambi-

ent conditions.

Fig. 2 The 8-K PL of several samples, which contain InAs

thicknesses that vary between 1.5 and 3.75 ML. There is a

transition from planar growth to dot growth between 1.75 and 2

ML. The intensity decrease between 3 and 3.75 ML is because

of nonradiative recombination. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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is present in the QW region but absent in the quantum dot

region, leading to a higher energy bandgap in the QW

region than in the QD region. Both the bandgap shift and

the change in confinement contribute to the red shift in

QD luminescence with respect to the QW luminescence.

The QD linewidth increases because of the size distribu-

tion in the dot ensemble. The luminescence is attributed to

an ensemble of InAs dots of different sizes and shapes that

each have very narrow, atomic-like spectral line-

widths.[39,40] The integrated intensity also increases when

the deposited thickness changes from 2 to 3 ML. This is

because of an increase in InAs dot density, as seen in

Fig. 1. When the amount of deposited InAs is increased

from 3 to 3.75 ML, the spectral peak position again shifts

to lower energy because of the increasing size of the InAs

islands. However, the integrated intensity now begins to

decrease because of defect generation, which acts as

nonradiative recombination site.

One of the major issues in the fabrication of quantum

dots by strain-induced islanding is that the narrow,

Fig. 3 The 4-K microphotoluminescence of etched posts containing quantum dots. In (a), the unprocessed sample shows the

inhomogeneously broadened luminescence from the QD ensemble. The wetting layer is at 850 nm. In (b), luminescence from many

individual quantum dots in a 2-mm post is shown. In (c), luminescence in a single quantum dot in a 100-nm post is shown. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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atomic-like emission from single quantum dots is hidden

in the inhomogenously broadened ensemble lumines-

cence. Although it is not the purpose of this chapter to

investigate the characteristics of single quantum dots, it is

instructive to briefly investigate the emission from the

isolated quantum dots forming the ensemble. By reducing

the number of quantum dots sampled, single quantum dot

features can be observed. This can be accomplished by

etching posts into the quantum dot sample and observing

the luminescence from individual posts. In Fig. 3a, PL

from a single InAs quantum dot layer sample is shown.

The wetting layer position is 850 nm and the peak of the

quantum dot ensemble emission is 885 nm (1.40 eV).

Posts isolating the quantum dot layer were fabricated by

electron beam lithography and dry etching, after which

microphotoluminescence measurements were made on

isolated posts. These measurements were made by G. S.,

M. Pelton, and Y. Yamamoto. In Fig. 3b, micro-

photoluminescence from a single 2000-nm post is shown.

The spectrum shows luminescence from a large number of

closely spaced quantum dot features. By reducing the post

size, the number of quantum dots within a post is reduced.

In Fig. 3c, the post size is reduced to 100 nm and emission

from a single quantum dot can be observed. The typical

linewidth is 0.9 Å (140 meV) and is limited by the spec-

trometer resolution. The linewidth of the wetting layer

peak at 850 nm is not significantly reduced because it is a

continuous 2-D feature, where the major contribution to

luminescence broadening is the thickness variation in the

growth direction that fluctuates on spatial scale much

smaller than the post diameter.

Substrate temperature

The substrate temperature also affects the InAs QD size

and luminescence properties. Fig. 4 shows PL spectra

from InAs QD samples where each sample consists of the

equivalent of 3 ML of InAs, and only the growth tem-

perature has been varied. The growth temperature was

changed from 515�C to 455�C. As the growth temperature

is decreased, the spectral peak representing the QD en-

semble undergoes a blue shift and the linewidth is re-

duced. The blue shift in the spectral peak position is

because of the reduction in the average dot size. In Fig. 5,

an AFM image of the bare dot surface of two samples is

shown. The two growth temperatures are 455�C and

500�C. The dot size is reduced from 200 Å to less than

150 Å because of the reduction in In surface diffusion.

The dots formed at the lower temperature are less distinct

than the dots formed at 500�C. Although the quantum dots

are less uniform when grown at 455�C, the spectral line-

width is smaller than in the well-formed QDs grown

at 500�C.

To explain this result, we first show that the small-scale

roughness in the lower-temperature samples does not have

a significant effect on luminescence broadening. Assume

that a quantum dot exciton has a Hamiltonian of the form

H = He+Hh+Veh = Hex, where He and Hh are the Hamil-

tonians for individual electrons and holes, and Veh is

the Coulomb attractive potential. Now assume that in a

quantum dot, the individual electrons and holes have a

Hamiltonian that is perturbed by roughness potentials Ve,d

and Vh,d, respectively. If He,0 and Hh,0 are the unperturbed

QD electron and hole Hamiltonians, the new Hamiltonian

is H=Hex,0+Ve,d+Vh,d. Assuming that the exciton is in the

ground state, so that H0jRcm,1si=ERcm
jRcm,1si, the varia-

tion in the confining potential of the exciton is:

DVexc;d ¼ hR; 1sjVe;dðzÞ þ Vh;dðzÞjR; 1si ð5Þ

which we approximate by a combined potential energy

component and a geometrical component, so that:

DVexc ¼ DVrough
lc

aB

� �n

ð6Þ

where DVrough is the change in Coulombic attraction be-

cause of local variations in confinement, lc is the wave-

length of roughness perturbation, aB is the exciton Bohr

radius, and n is a geometrical factor that increases as the

confinement goes from 1-D to 3-D. DVrough cannot be

larger than the Coulomb binding energy, or new con-

finement regions are formed. In addition, lc values larger

than aB lead to inhomogeneous broadening. Thus the

maximum broadening occurs when lc and DVrough are of

the order of aB and the Coulomb binding energy, re-

spectively. This occurs for our case of InAs dots in GaAs

Fig. 4 Spectra of dot structures grown at different growth

temperatures. Each sample contains a dot layer composed of the

planar equivalent of 3 ML of planar InAs with an undoped GaAs

cap. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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when the dot radius equals the exciton radius, which is

approximately 100 Å. Because the small-scale roughness

that is dominant in the lower-temperature sample is much

smaller than 100 Å, it does not significantly contribute to

the ensemble luminescence broadening.

In fact, the structure of the lower-temperature dot

sample reduces the broadening for a different reason.

Because the barriers between the quantum dots are not

well defined, the excitons (or electrons and holes) can

become partially extended into adjacent quantum dots.

This leads to reduced spectral broadening because these

carriers interact with an average potential. If �H is the

average Hamiltonian and DHi is the variation from this

average seen by carrier i, then the energy variation in

ground-state excitons is:

DV ¼
X

i

hRi; 1sjDHijRi; 1si ð7Þ

But this is reduced as the exciton samples more dots (and

is eliminated completely in the trivial case when the ex-

citon samples all of the dots). Therefore the broadening

decreases as the dots become less defined and the carriers

becomes less localized. The reduction in spectral broad-

ening can be further enhanced if acoustic phonon scat-

tering is present between the partially extended states of

adjacent quantum dots. This scattering will allow carriers

to move to the lowest energy state of the overlapping

states. In such a case, the luminescence spectrum will no

longer be Gaussian: The higher energy component of the

Gaussian distribution will be reduced as carriers relax into

the lower energies of the partially overlapping states.

Evidence of this can be observed in Fig. 4, where the

luminescence spectrum of the sample grown at 455�C is

no longer symmetrical.

Although the PL linewidth is reduced and excitons

become less localized in any particular dot, this is not

coupling from overlapping identical states, nor is this

complete delocalization and band formation. The ob-

served narrowing is a result of the weakened in-plane

localization, not a result of any increased uniformity in the

dot ensemble. Additional confirmation of our model can

be seen by investigating the variation in the spectral

linewidth with sample (cryostat) temperature during

measurement. At low temperatures, the spectral broad-

ening is dominated by inhomogeneous broadening from

Fig. 5 AFM images of the bare dot surface of two samples identically prepared, except for the growth temperature. In (a), the growth

temperature is 500�C, whereas in (b), the growth temperature is 455�C, as measured by the substrate thermocouple. The vertical height

scales are indicated and are different in these two images. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 The spectral linewidth as a function of temperature for

two samples fabricated at different growth temperatures. The

narrowing in linewidth as the temperature initially increases is

because of reduced localization.
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the QD ensemble, whereas at high cryostat temperatures,

the spectral broadening is dominated by thermal broad-

ening. Fig. 6 shows the results of variable-temperature PL

for the two cases described above. An unusual feature in

the figure is the initial decrease in spectral linewidth ob-

served in both samples with increasing sample tempera-

ture. The linewidth reduction is caused by a decrease in

the inhomogeneous broadening as the sample temperature

increases. The presence of further spectral linewidth nar-

rowing confirms that complete delocalization is not

present. We believe that the increased spectral linewidth

reduction is because of variable range hopping between

quantum dot regions. This is a thermally activated process

involving states of varying energy. We note that therm-

ionic emission above the quantum dot barriers is an un-

likely explanation because the barrier between the con-

fined states and the QW wetting region is too large to be

of issue at this temperature.

We have confirmed that the QDs formed at low

growth temperatures are distinct from the wetting layer

QW regions by fabricating QWs with 1.5 and 1.75 ML

of InAs. Results of low-temperature PL measurements

on these samples are shown in Fig. 7. The data in

Figs. 4 and 7 have been combined into Fig. 8. A linear

fit is shown between the 1.5- and 1.75-ML QWs grown

at 500�C and is extended to the 3-ML region of the

figure. Although the 3-ML QD spectral peak position

converges to approximately 1.25 eV, the linear fit from

the QW region is at a much higher energy; it is clear

that the PL peak of the QD ensemble is not converging

to the QW (wetting layer) peak position. Although the

QD luminescence blue shifts with decreasing growth

temperature, the QW luminescence red shifts because

of a combination of reduced In desorption and re-

duced alloying.

V/III flux ratio and quantum dot density

One of the largest determinants of the density of QDs

formed using MBE is the V/III flux ratio.[41] Fig. 9 shows

AFM images of surfaces where the V/III flux ratio has

been varied while the InAs growth rate is maintained

constant at 0.19 mm/hr. The V/III ratio is decreased from

36 in Fig. 9a to 18 in Fig. 9b, and finally to 9 in Fig. 9c. As

the V/III ratio decreases, the 3-D island density increases,

whereas the island diameter remains unchanged. The is-

land density changes from 42% for a V/III ratio of 36, to

49% for a V/III ratio of 18, to 81% for a V/III ratio of 9. In

MBE growth, decreasing the V/III ratio increases the In

surface migration length. If the island density can be

modulated by adjusting the In adatom surface diffusion

on the islanding surface, then the island diameter should

also change, but this is not observed. However, decreasing

the V/III ratio also increases the In adatom surface dif-

fusivity in the wetting layer, allowing it to approach a

more equilibrium state with respect to uniform strain and
Fig. 7 PL spectra of QWs grown at different growth

temperatures with thickness of either 1.5 or 1.75 ML.

Fig. 8 PL spectra of QWs and quantum dots grown at differ-

ent growth temperatures indicating that even at low tempera-

ture, the quantum dots luminescence is distinctly shifted

from the QW luminescence. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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uniform roughening. This situation allows for a more

uniform and simultaneous transformation to an islanding

surface, and hence a more dense island distribution on top

of the wetting layer.

Decreasing the V/III flux ratio increases the concen-

tration-dependent surface diffusion in the wetting layer

and hence increases the 2-D island size (pill boxes) in the

wetting layer. It is important to make clear the distinction

between 3-D islands nucleating on top of the wetting layer

and 2-D islands contributing to the layer-by-layer growth

of the wetting layer. The 2-D islands nucleate between

surface steps and coalesce into a layer. In typical MBE

growth, their density and hence average size at which they

coalesce are affected by surface diffusion: Increasing

surface diffusion can lead to larger 2-D islands in the

wetting layer. A layer composed of larger 2-D islands will

have a more uniform strain distribution than one com-

posed of smaller 2-D islands because of relaxation at is-

land edges; thus this leads to a more uniform transition to

an islanded surface and an increased 3-D island density. In

addition, the increased surface diffusion will also allow

the growth front to roughen more uniformly, and hence

more uniformly develop into 3-D islands of increased

density. Although two effects within the wetting layer that

will increase the 3-D island density on top of this region

have been described, it is not known whether one or both

of these effects dominate.

ELECTRONIC COUPLING IN VERTICALLY
ALIGNED QUANTUM DOTS

Quantum Dot Columns

In addition to the limitations of lithographically defined

quantum dots described in the ‘‘Introduction,’’ currently,

lithography can only be used to define in-plane features

and cannot be used to form arbitrary 3-D quantum dot

arrays. In this section, we show how arrays of InAs islands

in a matrix of GaAs can be vertically stacked and verti-

cally aligned, and we show that such a structure produces

electronically coupled quantum dots in the growth direc-

tion. Vertical alignment of islands was demonstrated

several years ago.[42] These results showed the vertical

alignment of two layers in the context of a degenerative

roughness process in InGaAs QWs in GaAs, and was

believed to be associated with dislocation generation.

Here we show the vertical alignment of up to 75 islanding

layers with no associated dislocation generation. These

vertically aligned islands have been designed to be elec-

tronically coupled by using a thin GaAs spacer layer so

that the vertical barrier between dots is small. Although

these vertical columns do not provide the freedom to make

arbitrary 3-D arrays, this technique produces in situ ver-

tical 1-D QD arrays.

In these structures, the thickness of the GaAs spacer

layer between InAs islanding layers is defined as the

thickness between adjacent wetting layers, and not the

thickness between islands. For a 56-Å GaAs spacer layer,

the separation between islands in adjacent islanding layers

is approximately 15 Å. In Fig. 10a, a high-resolution TEM

image of 10 layers of InAs dots shows several vertically

aligned InAs dot columns. The sample is tilted slightly off

the zone axis to reduce strain contrast, so that the dark

regions in the layered structure are predominantly from

the increased scattering of the heavier In atoms. The top

InAs layer produces much larger, more rounded, and

diffuse islands, which we believe are more heavily alloyed

with GaAs than the InAs islands in the lower layers. The

presence of a new InAs wetting layer close to the peak of

the lower islands inhibits mixing of GaAs with the InAs

islands. AFM measurements indicate that the islands are

approximately 180 Å in diameter, which is confirmed in

Fig. 10a. AFM measurements also indicate that the in-

plane island size does not change significantly when

islanding layers of 10 or fewer are added.[16] Although the

small spacer thickness impedes vertical alloying with

GaAs, the island shape remains consistent with (113)

Fig. 9 AFM images of the difference in island density when

the V/III flux ratio is changed from 36 in (a), to 18 in (b), and,

finally, to 9 in (c). In all cases, the growth temperature

was 500�C, the growth rate was 0.19 mm/hr, and 3 ML of InAs

were deposited.
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sides, as observed by other workers.[43] Several TEM

images made perpendicular to the zone axis to enhance

the lattice contrast were investigated for dislocations in

the layer island regions; none was observed. A search

for dislocations at the upper interface between the InAs

islands and the GaAs cap was done by tilting the sam-

ple up to 30� off the zone axis; again, no dislocations

were observed.

A selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern is shown in

Fig. 10b. Superlattice and InAs diffraction spots are

present at all non-in-plane reciprocal lattice points. Of

particular interest are the bright and faint reflections to the

left of the GaAs reflections for non-in-plane reflections,

such as the (004) reflection. Calculations indicate that the

brighter secondary spots are because of the superlattice

unit cell and are determined from the average composition

and lattice constant of the superlattice. The faint reflec-

tions further to the left of the GaAs spot are because of

InAs and a higher-order superlattice reflection. In re-

ciprocal space directions that are not the growth direction

or the in-plane direction, such as the [224] direction, the

InAs reflections correspond to an in-plane InAs lattice

constant that is pseudomorphically strained. Because the

InAs islands form aligned columns, there are two separate

diffracting regions that are structurally connected: the

wetting layer regions without columns and the column

regions. High-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) in

the [001] direction will be discussed later and confirms

that the superlattice diffraction results from the pseudo-

morphically strained wetting layer region. Because of the

high island density, if the islands were relaxed through a

dislocation mechanism, this relaxation should extend to

the wetting layer region; however, this is not observed.

In Fig. 11, a high-resolution TEM cross section high-

lighting a single column of InAs islands is shown. It

clearly indicates the individual InAs islands and their

vertical alignment. The 1.8-ML InAs wetting layer[44] is

not observed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and cross-sectional

STM results discussed in ‘‘Theory of Quantum Dot Ver-

tical Alignment’’ show that the wetting layer diffuses

vertically; therefore it is very difficult to image with the

Fig. 10 (a) TEM (110) cross-sectional image of several

columns of vertically aligned InAs islands (dark regions). (b)

Selected area diffraction pattern of TEM sample in (a) showing

superlattice diffraction spots in the (001) growth direction.

Fig. 11 TEM image showing one column of vertically aligned

InAs islands. The island height is approximately 40 Å, and the

in-plane dimension is approximately 180 Å.
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microscope. The island height is approximately 40 Å, but

is difficult to accurately determine because, at the island

peaks, only a small number of InAs atoms remain in cross

section to contribute to the contrast, and the observed

cross section may not intersect the island centers. The

lower island interface is flat and abrupt, indicating that the

GaAs fills in and smoothes the islanding interface. As in

Fig. 10, the island dimensions in the uppermost islanding

layer are much larger and, from the contrast change, ap-

pear to be alloyed with GaAs. To the right of the island

column in Fig. 11 is a four- or five-layer column that does

not continue through the upper layers. This decrease in

island density after five layers is also observed in our

AFM results[16] and is consistent with predictions by

Tersoff et al.[18]

Theory of Quantum Dot Vertical Alignment

The vertical aligning of InAs islands is easily understood

within the context of an energy balance between interface

free energy terms and the lattice mismatch-induced strain

energy. The islands form to reduce the large hetero-

epitaxial free energy component and allow the strain in

InAs to partially relax. Because the InAs is partially re-

laxed, subsequent GaAs deposition is favored in the

nonislanding regions, and the valleys between islands will

be initially filled. When the islands are covered, the GaAs

on top of the islands is locally more stressed than the

GaAs in adjacent regions between the islands. When a

new InAs islanding layer is initiated, the locally stressed

GaAs regions above the old InAs regions become favor-

able low-energy attachment sites.

The stress field on the islanding surface was described

in Eq. 4 as:[27–29]

sxx ¼ sð1 � kaðky � 2Þe�ky sinðkxÞÞ

The strain is ei=Sijsii, where Sij is the compliance matrix.

The surface strain is largest on the crest of the islands.

Therefore Ga adatoms attaching to the crystal surface at

island peaks are more strained than in nonisland regions:

There is a strain gradient toward the area between the

islands. Thus In adatoms see a potential gradient in the

opposite direction. The gradient is expressed as:

V ¼ Mst;t ð8Þ

The mobility M is given by:

M ¼ D

kT
ð9Þ

where D is the diffusivity and kT is the thermal energy.

The flux J along the surface is proportional to this gradient

through the surface adatom concentration c. But if a

concentration gradient develops, it also affects the surface

flux, so that:

J ¼ Vrc � Drc ¼ � D
c

kT
rV þ rc

� �
ð10Þ

If the stress gradient exceeds the concentration gradient,

Ga adatoms diffuse to the planar regions, whereas In

adatoms diffuse to the island regions.

The local strain relaxation that occurs by islanding in

one layer facilitates preferential island formation directly

on top of islands in subsequent layers. The islanding

process reduces the interface energy by limiting the con-

tact of InAs with the GaAs underlayer, and allows the

InAs free surface to partially relax. This partial relaxation

is expected to be removed as the InAs island is covered by

GaAs. However, if only a thin layer of GaAs is added to

the islanding layer, the removal of the partial relaxation

will not be complete and the strain field from the buried

InAs island will extend to the surface, leaving the GaAs

locally strained and possibly distorted. In such a case, the

region above a buried InAs island will act as a preferential

nucleation site for further islands. Note that the InAs

wetting layer and islands form a coupled system, yet SAD

and XRD indicate that the wetting layer is unchanged by

this preferential islanding and stacking process. The TEM

and AFM observations that there is only a marginally

small change in the island size with the addition of 10

island layers implies that the modification of the local

surface strain state by the buried InAs island is not

yet pronounced enough to measurably change the lat-

tice mismatch.

Fig. 12 The 8-K PL of vertically stacked dot layers. The

variation in spectral peak position and linewidth is shown when

the number of stacked dot layers changes from 1 to 10.
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Electronic Coupling in
Quantum Dot Columns

Results from 8 K PL measurements are shown in Fig. 12.

The single-layer sample is the 3-ML spectrum shown in

Fig. 2. Again, the broad luminescence of the single-layer

sample is a result of variations in the size of the InAs

islands. It is observed that for increasing layers of InAs

islands, the spectral peak position shifts to lower ener-

gies and the spectral linewidth decreases. In comparison

to the single island layer centered at 1.22 eV, the PL

peak shifts 73 meV for five layers of islands and an

additional 19 meV for 10 layers of islands. Because

TEM and AFM measurements show that the change in

the island size is small, we attribute the shift in spectral

peak position to vertical coupling between InAs islands

within a column. There is a 25% reduction in the

spectral linewidth between the single islanding layer and

the 10 islanding layers. In all cases, the spectral line-

shape is Gaussian.

The spectral peak shift and linewidth reduction result

from vertical coupling of islands in a column. The tun-

neling between vertical islands allows carriers to migrate

to the lowest energy dot in the column, resulting in a

spectral peak shift to lower energy. However, because the

number of dots contributing to the spectra is many orders

of magnitude larger than the 10 dots in each column, this

effect is not responsible for the spectra changes observed

here. Vertical coupling also results in spectral peak shifts

and linewidth changes by reducing the ground-state con-

finement energy of each dot column. A miniband is

formed; it is the sum of the bonding and antibonding states

from the overlap of the individual wavefunctions in a

column. The individual dot is approximated as either a

sphere or a box with infinite potential barriers so that the

linewidth of the ensemble is proportional to:

E
X

i

Dwi

wi

� �
ð11Þ

where E is the coupled energy level. Dwi and wi are the

variation of the size and the average size of an island in

the ith direction, respectively. The tight-binding formal-

ism is used to model the coupling and resulting energy. In

the tight-binding model for a superlattice:

E ¼ Ei þ Si þ 2Ti cosðqdÞ ð12Þ

where Ei is the uncoupled energy in each dot, Si is the

energy change in each dot when an adjacent dot perturbs

the barrier potential, and Ti cos(qd) is the wave function

overlap term, with dot spacing d and wavevector q. Here

the bandwidth 4Ti is approximated to increase as e�c(d�1),

where c is a fitting parameter weighting the overlap and d

is the number of coupled dots. In this analysis, the spectral

peak position and spectral linewidth are fitted using the

same coupling parameter, and it is assumed that conduc-

tion band coupling is dominant. The fit to the peak posi-

tion and spectral linewidth is shown in Fig. 13. It is found

that the peak shift and the reduction in linewidth can be

fully attributed to the change in ground-state energy be-

cause of coupling.

The strongest coupling state results if all of the dots

within a column have the same energy. This coupling will

produce the largest spectral peak shift. However, such a

state will not result in the largest reduction in the energy

linewidth because if all of the dots within a column have

the same energy, the in-plane size variations will insure a

variation in the lowest miniband state in the ensemble of

columns. The weak coupling state, where carriers tunnel

through the vertical barriers in a dot column, produces

small changes in spectral peak position and linewidth.

These changes arise from the increased spatial extent of

the dot wavefunctions and not from the strong overlap of

coupled states. An interesting case is the intermediate

coupling state, in which the vertical variation in the island

size in a single column has the same distribution as the in-

plane island size variation in an island layer. This cou-

pling state produces the largest reduction in spectral

linewidth because all of the dot columns now have the

same size distribution. Because it has been shown that a

significant element of the in-plane island size variation is

caused by small spatial flux nonuniformities across the

growth surface,[45] it is unlikely that the vertical distri-

bution in island size can be made equal to the in-plane

island distribution. Thus some significant inhomoge-

neous spectral broadening will always remain, as is the

case here.

Fig. 13 Changes in (a) spectral linewidth and (b) energy are

shown as a function of the number of vertical islanding layers.

Both exponential fits use the same fitting parameter.
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An additional source of spectral red shift and linewidth

reduction is that as the number of island layers increases,

the islands may be increasing in size or relaxing. This has

not been observed in these 10-layer samples in our TEM

or AFM characterization; however, changes in island size

are observed in larger columns, as will be seen later in this

chapter. If such changes were present here (yet too small

to observe) and were responsible for the energy shift, we

still do not observe spectral features from individual dot

layers in the column, which would result in increased

linewidths. Thus even in this scenario, weak coupling

(tunneling) from islands in a column to the lowest energy

state in the column would still be present.

The coupling in columns can be further investigated by

varying the spacer layer thickness between the InAs island

layers. The spacer layer thickness in a 10-islanding layer

structure was changed between 40 and 50 Å, and 75 and

85 Å. Because these thicknesses are the approximate

thicknesses between the wetting layer regions of adjacent

islanding layers, the actual vertical spacing between

islands varies between 0 and 45 Å. The 8-K PL results for

these structures are shown in Fig. 14. The results indicate

an increased spectral peak shift in the 40 Å spacer sample

as compared with the 50-Å sample. This is consistent with

the increased coupling that would be associated with a

thinner spacer region. In addition, the spectral linewidth

increases when the spacer layer thickness is reduced to

40 Å. The increased spectral linewidth is caused by a

disruption in the island structure because the spacer layer

is now approximately equal to the island height. However,

the spectral peak shift is smaller in the sample with the

85-Å GaAs spacer than the sample with the 50-Å GaAs

spacer. Here the increased spacer thickness reduces the

electronic coupling between islands. In addition, a broad,

high-energy shoulder is also apparent in the spectrum with

the 85-Å spacer. This shoulder is caused by isolated or

only partially aligned islands, where coupling is either not

present or is diminished. In Fig. 15, the sample composed

of 10 QD layers with 85-Å GaAs spacer regions is shown

with the single-layer sample to further illustrate the how

the high-energy shoulder corresponds with isolated or

partially aligned columns.

We have shown that the wavefunctions of the isolated

dots become vertically extended in the vertically aligned

dot columns. When the states become vertically extended,

the carriers occupying these states become delocalized

and sample an average dot potential. This situation is

similar to the in-plane delocalization that results when

dots formed at low growth temperatures have rough,

poorly defined structures (see ‘‘Single-Layer InAs

Quantum Dot Ensembles’’ and Fig. 6) and there is in-

plane delocalization when the PL temperature is raised,

except that the vertical columns are a controlled 1-D chain

of dots. We would not expect an increase in the PL

measurement temperature to reduce the luminescence

linewidth as with the single-layer samples. In Fig. 16, the

variation in spectral linewidth with varying sample tem-

peratures is shown for a single InAs QD ensemble sample

Fig. 14 The effect of varying the spacer layer thickness from

40 to 85 Å is shown. The energy shift is because of the change in

electronic coupling. The narrowest linewidth is found in the

sample with a 50-Å spacer layer. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 15 The 8-K PL of a 10-layer QD sample with an 85-Å

spacer is compared to a single-layer sample to show how the

larger spacer layer produces a broad high-energy spectral

shoulder that indicates incomplete columns. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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and one with 10 InAs QD layers. Although the single-

layer sample shows the effects of inhomogeneous broad-

ening discussed in ‘‘Theory of Quantum Dot Vertical

Alignment,’’ the 10-layer sample does not and is pre-

dominately thermally broadened.

LEDs Using Coupled Quantum Dots

It is naturally desirable to extend device performance

successes gained using QWs in electronic and optoelec-

tronic devices to structures with more reduced density of

states (DOS), such as quantum wires and quantum dots.

For optoelectronics, the implementation of such structures

should result in increasingly efficient LEDs, lower

threshold lasers, and novel nonlinear optical devices if: 1)

the QD size is reduced to allow for room temperature

applications; 2) the QD size uniformity is improved to

take advantage of the sharp resonances in the QD DOS;

and 3) reliable and simple fabrication techniques are de-

veloped. The QD structures described earlier have large-

enough confinement energies for room temperature

applications; however, the variation in the dot size leads to

large inhomogeneous broadening and a loss of the sharp

luminescence from the 0-D energy states. We believe that

a major advantage of the self-assembled QDs is the high

dot densities that can be produced in these self-organized

random arrays. As shown in ‘‘Electronic Coupling in

Quantum Dot Columns,’’ these densities can approach

80% of the ideal close-packed array density, and will be

important for optoelectronic device applications.[41] In

addition, we believe that the multilayer dot column

structure will have an additional impact on optoelec-

tronics. Other groups have made impressive contributions

in QD lasers[46] (see the chapter in this book by D. Bim-

berg), and it is not our desire to describe such results.

However, we would like to show in this section how some

of the properties of these dot columns can be used in

optoelectronic device structures.

The vertical columns of quantum dots described in

‘‘Electronic Coupling in Quantum Dot Columns’’ can be

used to increase the optically active volume of LEDs.

LEDs are demonstrated in which the active regions are

composed of columns of InAs QDs containing either 1, 5,

or 10 QDs. Measurements indicate that the single dot layer

diode is more efficient than the coupled multidot column

diodes. However, at high injection levels, spectra show

that much of the luminescence intensity in the single-layer

sample is because of the QW formed by the preislanding

(wetting) layer and recombination in the doped cladding

regions. Luminescence from these regions is nearly

eliminated in the multidot column samples. Thus these

columnar QD structures may be important to understand

high injection conditions, such as lasing. Because of

variations in the island size, these diodes are spectrally

broad and the sharp spectral features associated with

0-D DOS of these structures are lost. However, of con-

siderable practical importance for optical communica-

tions is that spectral peak emission at 1.3 mm has been

achieved.[47]

The LED structures consist of an n-type GaAs bottom

cladding layer of 0.75mm and a p-type GaAs top cladding

layer of 0.29 mm. The diode intrinsic region is 0.11 mm

thick and contains an active region of either 1, 5, or 10

InAs island layers in a GaAs matrix. The devices were wet

etched to form 20
20 mm mesas. The devices are bottom-

emitting and only a portion of the light that is generated in

the intrinsic region reaches the bottom interface. The

numerical aperture (NA) of the collecting objective is

Fig. 16 Variable temperature PL of (a) a single-layer InAs dot sample and (b) 10-layer InAs quantum dots layers. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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0.25. Therefore neglecting scattered light from different

interfaces passing into the objective, only about 1% of the

light generated in the intrinsic region is collected by the

objective and measured.

Light output collected through the substrate for the

three LEDs is shown in the power output vs. current (L–I)

curves of Fig. 17. Two features are apparent. First, in the

linear region of each curve, the slope of the diode with

only a single quantum dot layer is higher than the slope of

the diodes containing multidot columns. As the number of

dots in a column increases, the steady-state carrier con-

centration throughout the active regions becomes more

nonuniform, diminishing the radiative recombination rate.

Carrier transport, particularly hole transport, is slowed

because the carriers must tunnel through several dots in a

column to recombine. Additional evidence of decreased

radiative recombination rate is the small flattened onset

region in the diodes containing multi-QD columns. If the

nonradiative recombination rate is increased, then more

current is required to overcome the nonradiative recom-

bination and the slope of the I–V curve is initially de-

creased. The second feature seen is an increase in

saturation current and peak intensity. Because there are

more dots available, there is now an increased number of

states for which recombination can occur. Thus as the

number of dots in a column increases, the optically active

QD volume increases; this shows the effectiveness of

the vertically aligned, columnar QD system. The lu-

minescence in these diodes comes from two distinct

regions: the QW wetting layer, and the QDs nucleated

on top of the QW. As will be seen, at high currents, a

significant portion of the luminescence from the single

QD layer diode observed in the L–I curve originates

outside the QD region, whereas the luminescence is well

confined to the QD regions in the diodes containing

columns of multiple QDs.

The spectra of diodes containing columns of 1, 5, or 10

InAs QDs are shown in Fig. 18. As the number of QD

Fig. 17 The light output vs. bias current for three LEDs that

use either single, 5, or 10 dot layers at the device active region.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 18 Luminescence spectra for three diodes with different

numbers of quantum dot layers in the active region with various

current bias. (a) Single quantum dot layer, (b) columns of five

quantum dots, and (c) columns of 10 quantum dots.
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layers increases, the spectral peak position of the diode

shifts to longer wavelengths and the spectral linewidth

decreases (Fig. 12). As the current increases in each of the

diodes, luminescence from the doped GaAs cladding re-

gion increases at 900 nm. This luminescence feature is the

luminescence shoulder from recombination in the doped

region of the diodes where bandgap narrowing is present.

From top-emitting LED samples, it is estimated that one-

half of the feature (the region below 900 nm) is absorbed

by the GaAs substrate. Carriers travel through the active

region and recombine with majority carriers in the doped

region. The prominence of this feature is significantly

reduced as the number of QDs in the dot columns is in-

creased because carriers are more effectively captured in

the InAs dot region. The spectra of the diodes with a

single QD layer (Fig. 18a) exhibit an additional feature

between the main QD peak and the luminescence from

recombination in the barriers, which is absent in the

diodes containing columns of multiple QDs. This extra

peak is because of radiative recombination in the QW

wetting layer region. The peak position is well modeled,

assuming a strained, coherent InAs wetting layer (QW)

with a wetting layer thickness of 1.8 ML, a thickness

observed in Fig. 1 and by other researchers.[43,44] The

coupling of dots in the QD columns is larger than the

coupling between QWs, so that the dominant carrier

transport is through the QD columns.

As the current increases in the diodes, the spectral

peaks in all samples shift to shorter wavelengths. The

LEDs are biased under d.c. conditions. Sample heating is

not responsible for this effect because it will reduce both

the InAs and GaAs bandgaps similarly and produce a red

shift in each. The spectral shifts with bias are larger in the

single-layer QD diode, whereas they are equal in the two

multi-QD column samples. In all cases, the spectral peak

shift stabilizes at higher currents. The spectral peak shifts

result when the lower-energy states from larger QDs be-

come saturated. The extra shift in the single QD layer

sample results from the proportionally larger lumines-

cence from the QW wetting layer.

A comparison of the three different diodes at the same

current of 15 mA is shown in Fig. 19. In the single-layer

QD diode, the intensity increase between 6 mA (Fig. 18a)

and 15 mA results almost entirely from recombination in

the QW InAs wetting layer and the GaAs barrier region;

the energy states contributing to the main 0-D spectral

peak luminescence are saturating. Thus this luminescence

is a mixture of light from the 2-D QWs and light from the

0-D QDs. The luminescence intensity of the diodes con-

taining the multi-QD columns results entirely from the

0-D energy states. At 15 mA, the peak intensity of the

diode with five dot columns is larger than the peak in-

tensity with 10 dot columns. Even without scaling, it is

apparent that the internal quantum efficiency of the device

is reduced between the 5- and 10-dot column samples.

An approximate comparison of internal quantum effi-

ciency can be made by comparing the diodes when the

current per QD layer is equal, and the luminescence in-

tensity is scaled by the number of QDs in a column. This

is shown in Fig. 20, where the current per dot layer is

3 mA. The normalized peak intensity of the diode with the

single dot layer is the highest of all the diodes, so that even

with respect to only the 0-D luminescence, the single-

layer diode has the highest efficiency. As observed in

multiple quantum well (MQW) LEDs, holes are not being

evenly distributed throughout the multi-QD column active

Fig. 19 Comparison of the three diodes with columns of 1, 5,

and 10 quantum dots using the same current of 15 mA.

Fig. 20 Comparison of the three diodes with columns of 1, 5,

and 10 quantum dots where the current per quantum dot layer

is constant at 3 mA for each of the three diodes. The

luminescence from each diode is divided by the number of

QD layers in each diode.
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region because their large effective mass reduces their

tunneling probability between QDs in a column. However,

the effects of nonradiative recombination processes, such

as recombination at crystalline imperfections, must also

be considered. This does not appear to be the case because

the slope of the I–V curves of diodes with either 5 or 10

dot columns is similar, implying that there is no signifi-

cant increase in nonradiative recombination between the

two diodes.

In summary, the increased active volume of the co-

lumnar structure containing multiple QDs leads to in-

creased peak luminescence intensity and reduced carrier

recombination in the doped GaAs region. However, this

comes with a penalty, which is a decrease in luminescence

efficiency as the QD column size increases. It is believed

that the reduced luminescence is because of a partitioning

of holes in the QD columns, but other effects such as

nonradiative recombination at structural defects cannot be

ignored. Finally, in the diodes containing QD columns, the

luminescence from the QW wetting layers regions is

eliminated because the coupling within the dot columns

facilitates carrier transport through the QD columns. This

is a significant advantage to using the quantum dot col-

umns because early laser structures appear to lase through

the wetting layer states or excited states of the dots. Be-

cause of the hole partitioning in columns with many dot

layers, an optimum quantum dot active region should

contain columns with a limited number quantum dots. The

number will vary depending on the structure, but the

results shown here indicate that columns containing about

five QDs adequately balance the reduction in QW lumi-

nescence without significant hole transport penalties.

IN-PLANE InAs ISLAND ORDERING USING A
SUBSURFACE ISLAND SUPERLATTICE

Columns Composed of
Many Quantum Dot Layers

The focus of ‘‘LEDs Using Coupled Quantum Dots’’ was

the electrical coupling that can occur in vertical columns

of a small number of quantum dot layers. A different ef-

fect can be observed when a large number of layers are

stacked. In this regime, the column structure can increase

the structural and spatial uniformity of the uppermost in-

plane QD ensemble. Although we have explored some of

the structural properties of these columns in ‘‘LEDs Using

Coupled Quantum Dots’’ using TEM, we will more

closely examine these properties using AFM, XRD, and

cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

A cross-sectional STM image of columns of five

InAs QDs is shown in Fig. 21. Here the image size is

600
600 Å. This and other STM images were made by

W. Wu and J. R. Tucker at the University of Illinois,

Urbana-Champaign. These samples are prepared by in situ

cleaving in a 5.5
10�11 Torr chamber to expose the

(110) surface. The measurements are made at room tem-

perature. The STM image is an empty states image de-

rived from current variations across the surface when

electrons tunnel from the STM tip to available states in the

valence band. Because of the charge transfer on the (110)

III–V unreconstructed surface, empty valence band states

are localized on the group III sublattice. Thus this imaging

highlights Ga or In atoms. Because of the narrower

bandgap of InAs and the larger size of the In atom (which

pushes the exposed In further out into the vacuum), the

tunneling current is higher in the In-rich regions than in

the Ga-rich regions. Hence, the contrast is directly related

to the mole fraction of In. In these images, discrete bright

areas are the result of In surface atoms. Fainter bright

spots are assumed to be from In atoms in the next group III

layer below the surface.[48,49]

This image, as well as other STM images, are con-

sistent with the TEM micrographs. The in-plane dot

diameters in Fig. 21 are approximately 130 Å and the

heights are 30 Å. The spacing between the two columns is

200 Å. As in cross-sectional TEM, the exact diameter

cannot be measured directly from these images because

the cleave does not necessarily bisect the center of the

QDs. TEM and STM are complimentary measurements.

The advantage of this STM technique will be seen later

in this section: Although TEM images are formed by

Fig. 21 Cross-sectional STM empty states image of two

columns of InAs quantum dots (bright) in a GaAs matrix (dark).

The field of view is 600 Å in (110) (horizontal) and in (001)

(vertical). (Courtesy of W. Wu and J. R. Tucker.)
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columns of atoms in the plane of the image, the STM

images are formed from states close to the surface. Thus

individual In atoms that have diffused into GaAs regions

can be imaged with STM. In addition, the DOS can also be

examined using STM by sweeping the tip voltage.

We now focus on uniformity improvements that can be

made using large columns containing up to 75 layers of

dots. In these structures, there is an interaction between

neighboring columns, which imposes a strain field on the

growing surface and can lead to dot ensembles of both

increased size uniformity and increased spatial uniform-

ity. We begin by showing that, despite the layering of dots

to form columns, the InAs diffusion from these dots is

limited, especially with respect to the large InAs diffusion

observed in the wetting layer regions.

In Fig. 22, a cross-sectional STM image of two adja-

cent 20-layer columns of InAs islands is shown. As in

Fig. 21, the STM image is an empty states image high-

lighting tunneling current differences associated with Ga

or In. In Fig. 22a, a speckled band, which is the planar

wetting layer region, is present between the dot columns.

This region has been shown by various groups to consist

of between 1.6 and 1.8 ML of InAs, determined through

reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).

Although it has been shown in earlier InAs planar epitaxy

studies that the surface segregation in this layer results in

a broadly alloyed region,[48–50] in strain-induced quantum

dot research, it is often assumed that this region remains

relatively intact. In Fig. 22a, the In diffusion can be easily

seen to extend to the height of the InAs dots, which is

approximately six unit cells.

We have observed the global structure of this wetting

layer region using XRD. In Fig. 23a, XRD results are

shown for a sample consisting of 10 InAs dot layers. The

XRD was conducted using a Philips 4 crystal X-ray dif-

fractometer. In the figure, we observe superlattice dif-

fraction from a supercell consisting of the GaAs spacer

and the InAs. Peaks for the n=0, ±1, and ±2 reflections

are present, with the (004) GaAs substrate peak residing

between the n=0 and n=1 reflections. A fit using a

dynamic diffraction model gives (Fig. 23a) a strained

InAs thickness of 1.9 ML (±0.2 ML) and a GaAs thick-

ness of 52 Å. Our interpretation of these results is that the

wetting layers (in the dots wetting layer system) are the

only contribution to the superlattice diffraction. Because

Fig. 23a represents symmetrical diffraction about the

(004) GaAs reflection, the dot regions, with their varying

InAs and GaAs vertical sections, should not contribute to

superlattice diffraction. The only extensive regions with

periodic structure in the growth direction are the regions

of the sample without InAs dots where only the wetting

layers are present. To verify this result, XRD was con-

ducted on a similar sample with only InAs wetting layers.

This sample is composed of 10 periods of 1.5 ML of InAs;

the GaAs spacer layer is 50 Å. The results are shown in

Fig. 23b. When fitted using the same diffraction model,

the best fit occurs for 1.5 ML (approximately 9 Å) of

strained InAs.

This measured value of 1.9 ML for the 10-layer dot

sample is close to the 1.8-ML wetting layer thickness

observed by other researchers using RHEED. The

RHEED measurements determined the equivalent amount

of materials deposited leading to the dot transition,

whereas this XRD measurement determines the wetting

layer thickness after the dot transition. Because the tran-

sition to island growth results in an overall change in the

surface topology, it is interesting to note that the wetting

layer thickness is unchanged by the transition to islanding.

The width and decay of the superlattice diffraction in

Fig. 23 indicate the uniformity of the wetting layers over

Fig. 22 Cross-sectional STM image of (a) the region between two 20-layer quantum dot columns showing In diffusion between

dot columns, and (b) the region around a column indicates no significant In diffusion from the dot regions. (Courtesy of W. Wu and

J. R. Tucker.)
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the superlattice and the intermixing of the InAs wetting

layers and GaAs spacer layers. The model indicates that

the wetting has an alloyed profile, which decreases ex-

ponentially from In.99Ga.01As to In.10Ga.90As in 18 Å, or

nearly two-thirds of the dot height. In addition, a small

amount of In is present throughout the GaAs region. This

diffusion of InAs in GaAs has been observed by other

researchers in thin InAs QWs in GaAs.[48–50] The diffu-

sion is the result of surface segregation of In. Like the

InAs island formation, the surface segregation is a

mechanism by which the lattice-mismatched strain can be

reduced. After InAs has been deposited on the GaAs

surface and GaAs deposition again begins, the In atoms

switch sites with surface Ga adatoms. This strain-driven

diffusion of In to the surface reduces the total system

energy because the surface In is not completely con-

strained by the GaAs lattice. The complete sequence of In

diffusion occurs as follows. Through the initial deposition

of less than 2 ML of equivalently planar InAs, the InAs

surface remains generally planar, except for some surface

roughness that may be present to reduce strain. With the

addition of a small amount of In to the surface, the surface

transforms from planar to 3-D islands. However, through

XRD, we have shown that the wetting layer region

remains. If the InAs deposition is terminated before plastic

relaxation and the surface is covered with GaAs, In from

the planar region surface segregates, leading to an alloyed

region between the dots. A consequence of this segrega-

tion is that the InAs quantum dots are now less laterally

confined because the vertically diffused In decreases the

lateral confining potential.

In contrast to the In diffusion present in spaces between

the dots, the In in the dot regions is remarkably stable.

This can be seen in Fig. 22b, where an STM empty state

tunneling image of three vertically aligned dots is shown.

The shape of these dots is pancake-like and is the typical

shape we observe in all samples. Although the bottom

interface of each dot is abrupt, the top interface of the dot

is also quite sharp; no isolated In atoms are observed in

the vertical regions between the dots, as are seen in the

spacer regions away from the dots. In addition, no In

concentration gradient is observed to go away from the

dots into the wetting layer regions (in the in-plane direc-

tion), further indicating the stability of the In in the dots.

We believe that the InAs in the dot regions is resistant

to lateral and vertical diffusion because this InAs exists in

regions where the lattice constant remains slightly dilated

toward the InAs lattice constant. In the wetting layer

regions, the InAs is strained to the GaAs lattice constant,

and the full effect of strain-enhanced diffusion is present.

In fact, if the GaAs regions surrounding the InAs dots

have the GaAs lattice constant, then the small difference

in lattice constant between the two regions inhibits InAs

diffusion away from the dots (Eq. 10).

Increased Structural Uniformity

It has been theoretically and experimentally shown[18,41]

that the vertical column structure increases the upper layer

dot size uniformity and nearest-neighbor spatial uniform-

ity. The increased uniformity is the result of stress fields

from the subsurface dot layers affecting the adatom dif-

fusion on the new surface layer. Suppose that the initial

Fig. 23 X-ray diffraction from (a) a 10-dot layer sample

formed in the columnar structure, and (b) a QW 10-wetting-layer

sample (nominally planar InAs layers). Simulations are shown in

black. In both cases, the superlattice diffraction is caused by the

wetting layer regions.
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dot density is large compared with the adatom surface

diffusion length, and the strain fields from adjacent

columns overlap. Because the nucleation of an InAs island

occurs at a strain maximum, overlapping columns produce

maxima that are closer together. With increased layering

of islands, the strain maxima become closer together and

columns will eventually be eliminated. If the initial dot

density is sparse compared with the adatom surface dif-

fusion length and the island strain distribution, new dots

will nucleate between existing columns. Overall, some

equilibrium density of islands will result. In this state, the

strain field should be periodic over the growth surface; the

spacing between strain maxima will be determined by

strain, overlayer thickness, and surface diffusion. The

nearest-neighbor distance between nucleating dots will

become constant, resulting in uniform nutrient fields

around each dot and thus a more uniform dot size distri-

bution. In our work, we assume that the ideal equilibrium

surface of a single dot layer is a dense array of dots in

which the dots form from strain-induced surface rough-

ness. Therefore the formation of columns should decrease

the dot density in the uppermost dot layer.

A decrease in island density and an increased island

uniformity are immediately apparent when comparing the

bare InAs dot surfaces after a single layer of dots and after

20 layers of dots have been deposited. This is shown in the

AFM images of Fig. 24. A statistical evaluation of the

AFM images in Fig. 24 is found in Figs. 25 and 26. In

Fig. 25, a comparison of the variation in height in the

single-layer and 20-layer samples is shown. The average

height increases from 43 Å in the single sample to 65 Å in

the 20-layer sample. The full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the dot height is reduced from 17 to 10 Å

between the single-layer and 20-layer samples, even

Fig. 24 AFM image of (a) the top surface of a single layer of InAs dots, and (b) of the top surface after 20 layers of dots. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 25 In-plane dot diameter variations determined from

AFM, where (a) is for a single layer of InAs dots and (b) is

after 20 layers of InAs dots. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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though the average dot height has increased in the

20-layer sample. In Fig. 26, a comparison of the variation

in the in-plane dot diameter between the two samples is

shown. The in-plane area is not circular but elliptical, and

the two differently shaded regions in Fig. 26 represent the

orthogonal directions with maximum and minimum

valves. (We cannot observe the facet planes in our AFM

imaging, and it is assumed that the island base is rectan-

gular or parallelogram.) As for the average dot height, the

in-plane diameter has increased after 20 dot layers. The

average in-plane diameter of the single dot layer is 218 Å,

whereas the average in-plane diameter after 20 dot layers

is 273 Å. The distribution of the in-plane diameter has also

narrowed: The FWHM of the diameter distribution is re-

duced from 50 Å (single layer) to 41 Å (20 dot layers).

There is a small but observable difference between the

height increase and the diameter increase in the 20-layer

dot distribution. The average height increases more than

the average diameter, so that the ratio of height to in-plane

radius changes from 0.4 to 0.48 after 20 layers (i.e., these

dots are more hemispherical). The increase in dot height

and diameter is in agreement with the reduced island

density observed in Fig. 24. Because the dot density is

reduced and the wetting layer thickness is unchanged

(Fig. 23a), the dot size must increase. The reduction in the

size variation in height and diameter is because of the

more uniform local dot environment resulting from

stacking the dot layers. Because the strain field in the dot

layers becomes more periodic with each dot layer, dots are

nucleated with more uniform nearest-neighbor distances,

and hence more uniform nutrient fields. These more

uniform surroundings lead to more uniform dot sizes.

Cross-sectional STM reveals the way in which the dot

columns are eliminated. Empty states images of 20 dot

layers are shown in Fig. 27. In Fig. 27a, three columns that

Fig. 26 Height variations determined from AFM (a) for a

single layer of dots and (b) after 20 layers of dots. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 27 Cross-sectional STM images in two regions of a 20-layer dot column structure. On the left (a), column uniformity is

maintained except for a small truncated column. On the right (b), two columns merge, and then the resulting column merges with a third

column. (Courtesy of W. Wu and J. R. Tucker.)
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are not terminated are shown, and indicate the well-

aligned dot column structure. In Fig. 27b, several columns

are eliminated through the dot layering process. Two types

of column elimination are present, yet it is not clear

whether these two types of elimination are indeed distinct.

The first process is by simple extinction: The column

abruptly ends. Such a column is observed in Fig. 27b on

the left. The second type of column elimination is ob-

served on the right: Two columns merge after only two

dot layers, whereas still another column dramatically

bends toward this stable column until it eventually merges

and is eliminated. Because we only probe in one cross-

sectional plane, we cannot be sure that the column that

abruptly ends does not bend inward away from the sur-

face; however, the abruptness in which the column ends

suggests that this is not the case.

If one column exerts more of an effect on the resulting

strain field, then the position of the new dot will be closer

to this column. Such a description will account for the

abrupt type of column elimination we observe. However,

the slow bending of columns is a more dynamic process.

In this case, we believe that overlapping strain fields from

columns produce a situation in which distinct minima in

misfit exist near each column, but that an overall lattice

change between the columns shifts one or more of these

minima toward the region between columns. It is unlikely

that the observed bending is caused by competing nutrient

fields because this situation would drive columns away

from each other, and this is not observed.

Increased Spatial Uniformity

When a large number of island layers are deposited, the

strain created by adjacent columns interacts to create a

surface strain distribution. We have just shown how this

imposed strain distribution leads to structural ordering of

the quantum dot ensemble on the surface. Similarly, the

strain distribution becomes a template that can lead to

spatial ordering of the new island layer. In investigating

the limits of this ordering, we have determined that, under

various crystal growth conditions, a surface unit cell of

islands is formed on the upper layer of the superlattice.

Although some translational properties of the unit cell are

observed, providing initial evidence of a 2-D surface lat-

tice of quantum dots, a well-ordered lattice is not found.

We demonstrate that this occurs because in this material

system, with a (100) growth surface, surface diffusion

effects and bulk strain effects compete in a manner that

breaks complete translational symmetry. Adjusting

growth parameters can diminish this effect.

An example of the variation in quantum dot ensembles

with variations in spacer layer thickness and number of

layers can be seen in Fig. 28. The first two images in

Fig. 28 have different subsurface InAs dot layer param-

eters. In Fig. 28a, the subsurface multidot structure has

30 InAs dot layers, each containing the equivalent of 2.5

ML of planar InAs. The thickness between each wetting

layer region is 55 Å, and the growth temperature was

500�C. In Fig. 28b, the subsurface multilayer contains 50

dot layers, the wetting layer spacer is 75 Å, and the growth

temperature is 525�C. In ‘‘Single-Layer InAs Quantum

Dot Ensembles’’ and our previous work,[36] we showed

that the higher the growth temperature is, the larger is the

average InAs dot size. Thus the GaAs spacer layer must be

increased in the sample grown at a higher temperature so

that the growth surface can planarize between dot layers.

In Fig. 28a and b, a qualitative alignment along h100i can

be seen. Ordering in single-layer samples, if present at all,

is along [110] and is because of step bunching.[6] An ex-

ample of this is shown in Fig. 28c, where the growth

parameters where adjusted to maximize step bunching. In

contrast to the h100i alignment seen in Fig. 28a and b, the

alignment in Fig. 28c is in the vertical [110] direction. The

alignment is caused by anisotropic surface diffusion be-

cause of ledge and surface reconstruction.[51] In contrast,

the surface alignment of InAs dots in h100i in samples

containing subsurface dot multilayers is because of the

interaction of the strain fields from the buried dots.

We can begin to see the extent of the spatial ordering

present in these structures by making reciprocal space

Fig. 29 Fourier transform of the AFM images of the surface of

two InAs QD samples: (a) single-QD layer and (b) 30-QD layer.

Fig. 28 AFM images of after (a) 30 layers of InAs dots

(Tg=500�C), (b) 75 layers of InAs dots (Tg=525�C), and (c) a

single layer of dots grown to enhance surface step bunching.
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surface maps of AFM images. The Fourier transforms of

the AFM images for the single-layer and the 30-layer

samples shown in Fig. 28 are shown in Fig. 29. In the

Fourier space image of the single island layer sample, only

a centered peak is present, indicating there is no regular

nearest-neighbor distance between islands. In the 30-layer

sample, there is both regular nearest-neighbor distance

and orientation. The nearest-neighbor directions are only

approximately the h100i directions, as shown by the thin

lines added in the vertical and diagonal directions. Our

explanation for this is that, although the strain distribution

on the surface drives the unit cell of dots to have a nearest-

neighbor direction in h100i, the surface diffusion has

a different preferential orientation. The anisotropic

surface diffusivity in a sense competes with subsurface

strain and pushes the nearest-neighbor direction slightly

away from h100i. We will show later in this chapter

that the situation is even more interesting because the

second nearest-neighbor directions from the strain distri-

bution will be shown to be h110i, but because of the an-

isotropic surface diffusion, these unit cell directions are no

longer degenerate.

In the case of an isotropic material, the region above a

subsurface island is strained and becomes an advanta-

geous site for island formation because the dilated lattice

constant is closer to the InAs lattice then the surrounding

surface. The strain interaction of two subsurface islands

has been calculated for the isotropic case.[52] We use one

island as an infinitesimal ‘‘test island’’ in analogy to the

test charge in electrostatics, with the convention that it

induces a negative strain in the crystal. The strain distri-

bution on the surface from an island submerged a distance

L from the surface is:[18]

�ðxÞ ¼ C
1

ðx2 þ L2Þ
3
2

1 � 3L2

ðx2 þ L2Þ

� �
ð13Þ

where C is constant. If two islands are in close proximity,

the resulting surface strain distribution is the superposition

of the strain distributions of the individual islands. On the

2-D surface, the possible first nearest-neighbor island

positions fall on a circle. If the surface diffusion rate is

adequate, the highest density of islands (a hexagonal cell)

will result. If enough layers are deposited, different sur-

face regions will coalesce into a close-packed 2-D hex-

agonal arrangement.

What is interesting to us is the effect of the crystal

symmetry on this result. Thus for the moment, we ignore

the surface diffusion effect and determine the nearest-

neighbor arrangement from crystal symmetry. The nearest-

neighbor ordering observed in Fig. 29 can be explained

by the anisotropic properties of the GaAs zinc-blend

crystal structure. The h100i directions are elastically

soft[53] (i.e., they have relatively small elastic moduli).

Thus it is expected that nearest-neighbors should be in

these directions. We investigate the effect of the aniso-

tropic elasticity tensor on the orientation of the surface

ordering by calculating the surface strain from a single

buried island as a function of crystallographical orienta-

tion, and then assuming that the total strain from a buried

layer of many islands is the linear superposition of the

strain from individual islands. We do this by using a

known isotropic solution[54] for an isolated subsurface

island and adopting it to the anisotropic case. A more

accurate but still approximate solution can be developed

using the elastic stress tensor of a cubic crystal. However,

approximations must still be made and, for our purposes,

this simple solution is adequate. We use a Green’s func-

tion approach for a buried elliptical island where the

island dimensions have been determined from the cross-

sectional STM discussed in ‘‘Increased Structural Uniform-

ity.’’ Following Hooke’s law, the stress s and strain are

related by the elastic tensor cijkl by s=cijkl�. For rota-

tion about the surface normal, we assume that the inverse

of the elastic tensor (denoted by sijkl) is a slowly varying

function of the orientation in GaAs, so that the already

known isotropic Green’s functions can be applied. The

displacement is related to stress s* induced by the buried

InAs island by cijkluij,kl=sij, where ij,kl indicates partial

differentiation by the cyclical indices k and l. Then:

uiðxÞ ¼ � cjlmne �
Z
O

Gij;lðx � x0Þdx0 ð14Þ

is a solution for the displacement. An image island

above the surface is used to force the surface tractions to

Fig. 30 The normalized angular variation in strain on the GaAs

surface caused by an island below the surface. Zero degrees is

taken in the [100] direction.
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zero. The strain is related to the displacement by �ij=

1/2(ui,j+uj,i) and leads to surface strain as a function of

position x and crystallographical orientation y:

�ijðx; yÞ ¼ � ��
4p

s11ðyÞ þ s12ðyÞ
s11ðyÞ � s12ðyÞ

Z
O1

 
1

R1

 !
ij

dx0

þ 3 þ 4s12ðyÞ
s11ðyÞ

� �Z
O2

1

R2

� �
ij

dx0Þ ð15Þ

The subsurface island is region O1, whereas the image

island is region O2. R1 is jx�x’j, where x’ is on O1, and R2

is the distance between a point in O2 and x. The y de-

pendence of the above equation can be evaluated by

transformation of the stiffness constants sijkl(y) into a ro-

tating coordinate system on the surface and centered

above an island. This transformation is sij=
P

m,nsmnqmiqnj,

where qij is the transformation coefficient and is of second

order in the directional cosines.

Fig. 30 shows the variation of the surface strain as a

function of crystallographical orientation. The maximum

strain is in the h100i directions. Because InAs island nu-

cleation will occur preferentially where the GaAs crystal

is biaxially expanded, this direction becomes the nearest-

neighbor direction.

In the Fourier-transformed AFM images, we would like

to investigate higher-order modes related to the second

nearest-neighbors. Therefore we have examined the auto-

covariance of the images. In Fig. 31, the autocovariance of

the AFM image from Fig. 28a is shown. This sample

contains 30 InAs dot layers. The autocovariance of a

function f is defined as:

Rff ðm; nÞ ¼ lim
T!1

1

2T

Z T

�T

f ðx; yÞf ðx þ m; y

þ nÞdxdy ð16Þ

Here f is a functional representation of the real space

image in the x–y plane, m and n are the x and y translations,

and T is a spatial limit. We now investigate primary unit

cell directions by taking slices through this transforma-

tion. Fig. 32 shows autocovariance data from two sam-

ples in the h110i and h100i directions. Peaks in the figure

indicate a translational correlation. In the single-layer

Fig. 31 2-D autocovariance of the AFM image in Fig. 28a.

Fig. 32 Autocovariance of AFM images in the h110i and [100] directions: (a) a single dot layer sample, and (b) a 30-layer dot sample.

The 30-layer sample has 55 Å spacer layers and was fabricated at 500�C. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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case, shown in Fig. 32a, there is only a central peak,

indicating no correlation between islands. In Fig. 32b, we

show autocovariance sections of a sample grown at 500�C
with 30 InAs dot layers, separated by 55 Å GaAs spacer

layers. Here the single satellite peaks in the h110i and

h100i directions near the central peak indicate the InAs

quantum dot unit cell; once again, h100i is only approx-

imate. From the figure, the first nearest-neighbor direc-

tions are in the predominantly h100i directions, whereas

the second nearest-neighbor direction is [�110] and the

third nearest-neighbor direction is [110]. Because the

subsurface strain should create four nearest-neighbors in

h100i, we believe that both the deviation from this di-

rection and the nondegeneracy of the orthogonal second

and third nearest-neighbors result from the anisotropic

surface diffusion. The longer-wavelength, lower-intensity

oscillations in Fig. 32b are the result of large-scale surface

roughness, possibly because of steps on the surface. On

top of this low-frequency roughness, some periodic in-

tensity fluctuations can be seen, especially in one of the

h110i directions. This periodicity matches the funda-

mental unit cell distance and shows the translational

symmetry in these directions.

To optimize the unit cell periodicity, we can adjust the

crystal growth parameters. Fig. 33 shows the auto-

covariance of images from two samples grown at 525�C.

In Fig. 33a, 50 layers of InAs dots have been used,

whereas in Fig. 33b, the number of InAs dot layers has

been increased to 75. In both cases, the spacer layer

thickness is 100 Å. Compared with the earlier samples

grown at 500�C, this spacer layer thickness has been in-

creased because of the increased dot size at increased

growth temperatures. In Fig. 33a, nearest-neighbor peri-

odicity can be seen in both the h110i and [100] directions.

The nearest-neighbor distance has grown from 225 to

525 Å because of the increasing dot size with increasing

growth temperature.[36] In Fig. 33b, the autocovariance

shows a much more pronounced periodicity in the first,

second, and third nearest-neighbor directions. We now see

clear evidence of the emergence of a surface lattice of

QDs. The condition that improves the surface lattice

structure is primarily increased growth temperature.

We can combine the information from Figs. 32 and 33 to

begin to understand why the quantum dots form only a

weakly organized lattice. The lattice is weak because the

ratio of the first, second, and third nearest-neighbor dis-

tances does not allow for the complete filling of the surface.

The anisotropic surface strain distribution creates a tem-

plate for a cubic lattice of InAs dots. This process would

create first nearest-neighbor sites in the h100i directions.

However, the surface diffusion of In or Ga adatoms is also

anisotropic because of surface reconstruction and ledge

dynamics. Because the surface diffusion is larger in

[1�10],[51] the linear dot density in this direction should be

largest. When these two processes are combined, the de-

generacy in the h110i directions is lifted and the second

nearest-neighbor sites in [1�10] become closer than in

[110]. In addition, the first nearest-neighbor site is rotated

toward [110] because of the anisotropic surface diffusion.

The angular difference from the ideal first nearest-

neighbor position (h100i) and the experimentally deter-

mined position is approximately 3.5�. This small differ-

ence from the ideal subsurface strain-driven case, where

the first nearest-neighbor orientation should be h100i,
shows that the surface diffusion does not dominate the

island ordering. However, it is enough to inhibit the

Fig. 33 Autocovariance of AFM images in the h110i and [100] directions for two structures fabricated at 525�C: (a) 50 layers of InAs

dots were used in the subsurface structure, whereas in (b), 75 layers were used. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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formation of a well-ordered surface lattice. A cartoon of

the quantum dot unit cell is shown in Fig. 34. The large

dark circles represent the first nearest-neighbors, and the

slight misalignment from h100i can be seen. The second

and third nearest-neighbors are represented by the large,

lighter-colored circles. The anisotropy in the surface dif-

fusion length,[51] attachment kinetics, and nucleation in

orthogonal h110i directions makes the nearest-neighbor

distance in [1�10] shorter than the nearest-neighbor dis-

tance in [110]. Finally, because of the anisotropy on the

surface, the surface QD unit cell cannot be translated to

fill the surface—no lattice is formed. This is seen in Fig.

34, where the small black dots represent the center of the

translated unit cell. These smaller black dots do not fall on

the second and third nearest-neighbor sites.

As the growth temperature increases, the anisotropy is

reduced; this is shown in Fig. 35. As the growth temper-

ature is increased, the difference in length between the

second and third neighbors is reduced and the deviation

from the ideal ratios between the first, second, and third

nearest-neighbors is reduced. From Fig. 32 (510�C) and

Fig. 33b (525�C), the ratio between the second and third

nearest-neighbors is reduced from 1.70 to 1.15. The re-

duction is anisotropy shows that the effect of surface

diffusion is reduced. If the second and third nearest-

neighbors are used to calculate the first nearest-neighbor

position based on a simple rectangular lattice, the devia-

tion from the ideal position drops from 0.22 to only 0.035

as the temperature is increased from 510�C to 525�C.

Thus as the growth temperature increases, a more ideal

simple rectangular unit cell can be formed. This more

ideal unit cell is more easily translated on the surface to

form a lattice. We believe that the increased growth

temperature reduces the anisotropy in the surface diffu-

sion. Although an increased growth temperature would

Fig. 35 The variation from an ideal rectangular unit cell is shown for samples grown at 510�C and 525�C. In (a), the [110] to [1�10]

nearest-neighbor distances are compared. The solid line indicates an ideal rectangular cell. In (b), the first nearest-neighbor distance is

calculated based on the second and third nearest-neighbor distances, and compared to the measured values. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 34 The unit cell is shown on a ledged surface. The unit

cell is shown as a broken line whose center is translated to the

small black dots. Experimentally determined first, second, and

third nearest-neighbor sites are indicated by larger dots. The

translated unit cell does not align with the second and third

nearest-neighbors.
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create larger terrace lengths in an unstrained GaAs sur-

face, this may not be the case in the strained surface.

Further work is necessary to confirm these results and

develop a better understanding of the interplay between

the subsurface strain and the surface diffusion. However,

from this work, the spatial ordering from a subsurface

superlattice structure of dot layers is improved with in-

creased growth temperature.

Finally, it is important to note that the competition

between surface diffusion and subsurface strain shown

here is a manifestation of our particular crystal system and

substrate orientation. Other systems with different surface

reconstructions and ledge dynamics, or other vicinal or

crystallographical surfaces will certainly act differently.

CONCLUSION

We began this chapter by highlighting certain aspects of

strain-induced quantum dot formation. These dots are

formed in dense arrays. Although the density and uniform-

ity of these ensembles can be controlled by adjusting the

growth parameters, inhomogeneous broadening continues

to mask the atomlike nature of the quantum dot states. Two

features of this system were discussed. First, the lumi-

nescence linewidth was compared with the dot structure. It

was shown that, although the linewidth is reduced in

samples made at lower growth temperatures, the dots are

less distinct. The decreasing linewidth is the result of re-

duced localization as the wavefunctions of individual dots

in the ensemble begin to extend into adjacent dots. Second,

the density of the dot ensemble was shown to be a function

of the V/III flux ratio. In some applications, a high density

is important, and we show how to maximize the density

and implications of the process on dot formation.

The main purpose of this chapter is to develop the idea

of using stacks of InAs quantum dot layers. These struc-

tures can be used in two ways. First, when only a small

number of dot layers are stacked, columns of dots form

electronically coupled structures. In analogy to coupled

QWs, changing the number of dot layers and the spacer

layer thickness between them can tune the coupling. As a

simple test of the structures, LEDs were fabricated, and it

was shown that luminescence from the wetting layer and

higher dot states could be suppressed using these column

structures. Second, when a large number of dot layers are

used, the surface size and spatial distributions can be

improved. However, the experimental improvements are

limited in our system because of competition between

subsurface strain and surface diffusion. The way in which

these two processes interact is clearly evident in the AFM

images. Higher growth temperatures reduce the aniso-

tropic surface diffusion effect, leading to an extended

lattice. This lattice is present, but is not perfect, and per-

haps other substrate orientations or material systems may

offer improvements.

This work is just the beginning of efforts to create

ensembles of atomlike quantum dots using epitaxial

crystal growth. Although GaAs and InAs are used in these

experiments, this work is not limited to III–V materials or

even semiconductors. If well-ordered arrays of quantum

dots can be created, promising device and fundamental

physics opportunities await. In the device world, regular

arrays of quantum dots allow for lithographical alignment

and possibilities of logic and memory devices. As well,

many of the experiments in atomic physics can be re-

peated using quantum dots. An interesting extension of

this work would be the combination of the two aspects of

the vertical column structures: the fabrication of structures

in which a subsurface island superlattice of one material is

used to make a surface strain distribution that increases

the ordering in the surface layers, whereas a small number

of quantum dots of a different material are grouped to-

gether in short columns as a coupled active region.
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Quantum Dots: Inelastic Light Scattering from
Electronic Excitations

Christian Schüller
Universität Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany

INTRODUCTION

Electrons confined in semiconductor quantum systems are

a field of enormous and still growing research interest

because they allow, in specially tailored systems, the

investigation of fundamental properties, such as many-

particle interactions of electrons in reduced dimensions.

In this article, we give an overview of experimental and

theoretical investigations of electronic excitations in

semiconductor quantum dots. Optical spectroscopy tech-

niques, such as far-infrared (FIR) transmission[1–7] and

resonant Raman scattering, i.e., inelastic light scattering

(ILS),[8–12] are ideal tools to study the spectrum of ele-

mentary excitations of these systems. Since the work of

Pinczuk et al.[13] on 2-D intersubband excitations in

GaAs–AlGaAs quantum wells, it has been known that

besides collective spin-density (SDEs) and charge-density

excitations (CDEs), one can observe nearly unrenormal-

ized excitations—the so-called single-particle excitations

(SPEs)—in ILS experiments. Both SDEs and CDEs are

collective excitations; SDEs are affected by exchange

interaction while CDEs are affected by the full Coulomb

interaction of the electrons. However, the origin of the

SPEs, which seem to be unaffected by the particle–particle

interaction, has posed a puzzle. Electronic excitations, and

also SPEs in particular, could subsequently be observed in

lower-dimensional systems, based on modulation-doped

GaAs–AlGaAs quantum wells, and also particularly in

quantum dots.[8–10] In an experimental work, it was shown

that SPEs can be observed in low-dimensional electron

systems under conditions of extreme resonance, when the

laser energy is close to the fundamental band gap of the

structures.[10] Thus SPEs are created in a resonant density-

fluctuation scattering process,[14,15] whereas collective

SDEs and CDEs ensue from an excitonic third-order

scattering process.[10,16,17] Many theories of nonresonant

Raman scattering accurately describe the energetic posi-

tions of the collective excitations, as well as the wave-

vector and magnetic-field dependence of the CDE and

SDE.[18–21] However, they fail in predicting the experi-

mentally observed relative strengths of the different

modes. Furthermore, the occurrence of SPE cannot be

explained within the confines of these theories. It has been

known for a long time that valence-band states play a

crucial role[22,23] in carrying out a correct treatment of

the resonant scattering cross section. Recent theoretical

papers on quantum wires[15,24,25] and quantum dots[26]

showed that inclusion of the valence-band states indeed

significantly changes the intensities of the excitations.

During the past decade, self-assembled InAs quantum

dots (SAQDs) have also proven to be highly interesting

quantum structures, both from a technological as well

as from a fundamental physics point of view. They ex-

hibit relatively large quantization energies in the range of

about 50 meV. In most experiments reported so far,

SAQDs have been investigated by optical spectroscopy,

in particular photoluminescence (PL). Nowadays, PL ex-

periments on single dots are well established, which

overcome the inhomogeneously broadened linewidths in

typical ensemble measurements.a It has also been dem-

onstrated that it is possible to charge SAQD with single

electrons[28] via the application of external gate struc-

tures. So far, there are only two reports in literature about

ILS experiments on electronic excitations in InGaAs

SAQD.[29,30] In this contribution, ILS experiments on

collective CDEs in InAs SAQD with tunable electron

numbers N are described. In these experiments, N can be

controlled at N = 1–6.

The article is organized as follows. In the section

‘‘Characteristics of Quantum Dots and Experimental

Details,’’ we describe the quantum-dot structures under

investigation: modulation-doped GaAs–AlGaAs quantum

dots and InAs SAQD, and give a brief discussion of the

electronic structure and the excitations of these systems.

Furthermore, the experimental realization of ILS is

outlined in this section. In the section ‘‘Scattering Mech-

anisms,’’ a summarized description of the scattering

mechanisms, which lead to the creation of electronic

excitations in quantum dots, is provided. In the section

‘‘Experiments on GaAs–AlGaAs Deep-Etched Quantum

Dots,’’ we start to discuss experiments on modulation-

doped GaAs–AlGaAs quantum dots. There, basics such as

parity selection rules are elaborated. The section ‘‘Experi-

ments on InAs Self-Assembled Quantum Dots’’ summari-

zes recent experiments on InAs SAQD, which contain

aFor a recent review, see Ref. [27].
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only a small number of electrons and which can be regard-

ed as artificial atoms.

CHARACTERISTICS OF QUANTUM DOTS
AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Preparation of Quantum Dots

The vast majority of ILS experiments on electronic ex-

citations in quantum dots have been performed on mod-

ulation-doped GaAs–AlGaAs structures. Fig. 1a shows a

scanning electron micrograph of deep-etched quantum

dots. Typical sizes of these structures are on the order of

several hundred nanometers. In many cases, 2-D electron

systems, realized in modulation-doped single quantum

wells, are used as a starting material. In Fig. 1a, the

location of such a 25-nm-wide quantum well is indicated

by thick dashed lines. By a reactive-ion etching process,

the pillar-shaped quantum dots were defined. Typically,

such deep-etched structures contain electron numbers on

the order of several hundreds. An alternative and very

effective way to produce quasi zero-dimensional semi-

conductor structures is the so-called self-assembled

growth of InAs quantum dots. Here the lattice mismatch

between GaAs, which is used as the starting material, and

InAs is exploited. The minimization of strain energy

leads to the formation of small InAs islands, if InAs is

grown on a GaAs surface. In contrast to the etched

structures, the typical lateral sizes of these islands are on

the order of only a few tens of nanometers. Therefore

they exhibit much larger quantization energies. Fig. 1b

displays a transmission electron micrograph of an InAs

quantum dot, embedded in GaAs. The boundaries of the

InAs dot are indicated by a white dashed line. It has been

shown that electrons can be filled into these quantum

boxes either by modulation doping[29] or by application

of external gates.[28] With the application of gates, it is

even possible to fill in single electrons in a very con-

trolled way. Fig. 1c shows a schematic picture of the

band structure of an InAs SAQD sample, as used in

Ref. [30]. There, an inverted modulation-doped AlGaAs–

GaAs structure serves as a back contact. By application of

a voltage between the back contact and a metallic front

gate, the dots can be charged with single electrons, which

then tunnel from the two-dimensional electron system

(2DES) to the dots.

Electronic Ground State and Excitations

As will be explained below, in the etched GaAs dots, as

well as in the InAs SAQD,[31] the lateral external con-

fining potential is to a good approximation parabolic.

In the deep-etched samples, the potential is determined

by the homogeneously distributed ionized remote donors

in the AlGaAs barrier and negatively charged surface

states. By analytical calculations, one can show that this

lateral potential, which acts on a test electron within the

structure (external potential), is in x and y directions

(lateral directions) in good approximation parabolic.[32]

Fig. 1 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of deep-etched GaAs–AlGaAs quantum dots. The white dashed lines mark one of the dots.

The long dashes indicate the active electron layer. (b) Transmission electron micrograph of an InAs quantum dot. The white dashed lines

mark the borders of the InAs island. (With permission of S. Mendach.) (c) Schematic band structure of an InAs SAQD sample with a

two-dimensional electron system (2DES) as a back contact.
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Therefore we will start our investigations by assuming that

the corresponding single-particle energies are given by the

eigenvalues of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

Enm ¼ �hO0ð2n þ jmj þ 1Þ ¼ N�hO0 ð1Þ

Here the two relevant quantum numbers are the radial

quantum number n = 0,1,2,. . . and the azimuthal or

angular-momentum quantum number m = 0,±1,±2,. . ..
We define a lateral quantum number N = (2n + |m| + 1),

which characterizes the 2N-fold degenerate discrete levels,

as sketched in Fig. 2a. Naturally, the presence of many

other electrons in the sample leads to a screening of the

potential, which acts on the test electron. Theoretically,

this is described, e.g., in a self-consistent Hartree calcu-

lation of the ground state. Thus the effective lateral

potential is flattened in the center of the dot, i.e., it

becomes more and more square-well-like. This results,

in a mean field approach, in a decrease of the single-

particle level spacings and to a lifting of degeneracies.

For simplicity, we stay for the moment in the simple

picture, where we assume that also the effective, or Har-

tree, potential is parabolic which is a good approximation

for the ground state of dots with small electron numbers.

In such a single-particle picture, the electronic excita-

tions, which can be created in the inelastic light scatter-

ing process, are transitions of electrons from occupied

to unoccupied levels, as, e.g., sketched in Fig. 2b. In

Fig. 2b, the energy levels for a parabolic quantum dot,

which contains six electrons, is shown in more detail.

The corresponding radial- and angular-momentum quan-

tum numbers are indicated. Of course, in a real inter-

acting system, the electronic excitations will be collective

excitations, CDEs and SDEs, which are affected by Cou-

lomb interaction.

For large electron numbers, on the order of 100 or

more, it is instructive to leave the quasiatomistic picture

described above for a while, and discuss the electronic

excitations in terms of plasma oscillations of the electrons.

For CDEs, in that case, some of the excitations are also

called confined plasmons. For all following considera-

tions, we assume that the external potential is parabolic.

Consequently, the simplest CDE is a plasma oscillation

where all electrons oscillate in phase in the quantum

dot back and forth. This situation is, for a fixed time,

schematically shown in Fig. 3a, where a dark color should

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic picture of the lateral potential of a

quantum dot. (b) Energy levels of a quantum dot with parabolic

potential. The curved dashed arrows indicate possible excita-

tions of single electrons.

Fig. 3 Schematic drawings of the electron-density distributions for different confined plasmon modes [(a)–(c)]. Microscopic picture

for the excitations of a parabolic quantum dot with two electrons [(d)–(f)].
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indicate a large induced electron density. White indicates

an induced positive charge distribution. Hence the

induced electron density has, in this case, one node.

Obviously, this excitation has a large dipole moment. It is

also called the first confined plasmon or Kohn’s mode,

because, for the case of a parabolic external potential, its

energy exactly equals the quantization energy of the

external potential, and the energy of the lowest energy

dipole excitation is independent of the number of

electrons N in the dot. This fact is known as the so-called

generalized Kohn’s theorem.[33] The dipole excitation is

characterized by a change of DM = 1 of the total angular-

momentum quantum number M, i.e., the angular momen-

tum of the N-electron system. This will become clearer

when we discuss the microsopic picture below. The CDEs

with the next higher energies are the quadrupole excitation

corresponding to DM = 2 [Fig. 3b], and the monopole

excitation with a change in total angular momentum of

DM = 0 [Fig. 3c]. The next higher excitation would again

be a dipole excitation (not shown here), which is

additionally accompanied by a change in the radial

quantum number n. In all CDEs, the electrons with spin

up and spin down oscillate in phase against the positively

charged background. This is schematically indicated by

the white arrows in Fig. 3. This means that the CDEs are

strongly affected by the direct part of the Coulomb

interaction, which in most cases results in a blueshift of

the excitations. In contrast, in the corresponding SDEs, the

electrons with spin up and spin down oscillate with a

phase shift of p. For the spin dipole excitation (not shown

here), corresponding to the CDE in Fig. 3a, e.g., this

means that the center of mass of the charge does not

oscillate. Thus the energies of the SDEs are only re-

normalized by exchange-correlation interaction and are

therefore redshifted. We note here already that, in ex-

periments on zincblende semiconductors, SDEs and CDEs

can be distinguished by polarization selection rules:[34]

CDEs are observed if the polarizations of the incoming

and scattered light are parallel to each other (polarized

geometry), and, for SDEs, the polarizations have to be

perpendicular (depolarized geometry).

In the following, we will discuss how this macroscopic

picture translates into the quasiatomistic one, which we

introduced at the beginning. This makes sense for small

electron numbers only, otherwise it would be too com-

plicated. The simplest interacting system that comes to

mind is a quantum dot with two electrons. In Fig. 3d–f,

the dipole, quadrupole, and monopole CDEs are sche-

matically shown for a two-electron quantum dot, respec-

tively. More precisely, Fig. 3d–f pictorially displays the

occupation of the Slater determinants, which predomi-

nantly contribute to the two-particle wavefunctions of the

respective excited states. The exact many-particle wave-

function can always be written as an infinite series of

single-particle Slater determinants. Fig. 3d–f exhibits the

occupation of the most important Slater determinants of

the respective excited states. The ground state of a two-

electron dot has a total angular momentum of M = 0,

because both electrons occupy the s level with m = 0. In

Fig. 3, one can see that for the dipole excitation, the

angular momentum of the excited state is M = 1, for the

quadrupole excitation, M = 2, and, for the monopole

excitation, M = 0. For CDEs, as displayed in Fig. 3, the

spin is preserved during the excitation (DS = DSz = 0). For

the excitation of SDEs, which are triplet excitations, DS =

1, and DSz can take on values of 1, �1, and 0. This means

that spinflip transitions of electrons are involved in SDEs.

For zero magnetic field, B = 0, the three triplet excitations

with DSz = 0, ±1, corresponding to the same excitation

type (e.g., spin dipole, spin monopole, etc.), are degen-

erate. As already noted, we expect the SDEs to have lower

energies than the corresponding CDEs because they

experience no direct Coulomb interaction.

Experimental Details

For resonant ILS experiments, tunable lasers such as dye

lasers or Ti:sapphire lasers are used. Usually, the samples

are kept in a cryostat at low temperatures, typically below

10 K. A special feature of ILS spectroscopy is that a finite

wave vector q can be transferred to the excitations. This is

achieved by tilting the sample with respect to the incident

and scattered beams. Fig. 4 schematically displays the

most often used backscattering geometry, which allows

the largest wave-vector transfer q into the system. Here ki

and ks represent the wave vector of the incident and

inelastically scattered photons, respectively. Under the

assumption that the wavelengths of the incident, li, and

scattered light, ls, are almost equal (li � ls, which is a

good approximation because light in the visible or near-

infrared range is used to excite excitations with energies in

the FIR), the equation q � 4pli sinY holds for the relation

of q vs. the tilt angle Y. The experiments discussed in this

article were performed using backscattering geometry. A

Ti:sapphire laser was applied for excitation, and the ILS

signals were detected with a triple Raman spectrometer,

equipped with a cooled, charge-coupled device detector.

Fig. 4 Sketch of the backscattering configuration.
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The samples were mounted in cryostats at temperatures

between T = 2 K and T = 12 K.

SCATTERING MECHANISMS

In this section, the dominant scattering mechanisms,

which lead to the light scattering in low-dimensional

electron systems, are qualitatively discussed. In general,

the inelastic light scattering by electronic excitations in

semiconductor microstructures with relatively small num-

bers of electrons can be observed only under specific

interband resonance conditions. That means that in the

scattering process, valence-band states are involved as

intermediate states. Nevertheless, most of the theoretical

work concerning the dynamic Raman response in micro-

structures is performed for nonresonant conditions,

neglecting the valence-band structure. We summarize

here the dominant resonant scattering processes, which

are fragmentarily present in the literature, and which we

found in our experiments on quantum wells, wires, and

dots to be the dominant ones.[14]

The coupling of the radiation with the electron system

is taken into account by replacing the momentum p of the

electron by p + eA in the Hamiltonian H0 of the unper-

turbed system. A is the vector potential of the electro-

magnetic field.

H ¼ 1

2m

X
i

½ð pi þ eAðriÞÞ2 þ UðriÞ	 þ Ve�e þ Ve�ph

¼ H0 þ
1

2m

X
i

½ðAðriÞÞ2 þ piAðriÞ þ AðriÞpi	

ð2Þ

Ve–e is the Coulomb interaction, Ve–ph the electron–pho-

non interaction, and U includes the lattice-periodic po-

tential as well as all types of external potentials. For

simplicity, the spin-orbit coupling is neglected in Eq. 2.

In a perturbation theory approach, the last three terms

of Eq. 2 can be treated as the perturbation. Here the A2

terms give contributions to the light scattering cross sec-

tion in first order, the pA terms in second-order perturba-

tion theory. The pA terms, together with either the Cou-

lomb interaction Ue–e of a photoexcited exciton with the

electron system, or the electron–phonon interaction Ve–ph

of a photoexcited exciton with the phonon bath, give

contributions in third-order perturbation theory. Ve–ph leads

to the scattering by phonons, which shall not be discussed

here. The second-order (SOP) and third-order light scat-

tering processes (TOP) appear to be the dominant ones in

electronic Raman scattering on microstructures because

they exhibit a resonant behavior.[35] In Fig. 5, transi-

tions which contribute to the second- [Fig. 5a,b] and third-

order [Fig. 5c] processes in quantum dots are sketched.

Valence band levels are marked by |vi, and conduction band

levels by |ci. In the first step of the two-step SOP, an

electron is excited from a valence band level to a

conduction band state. In the second step, an electron,

either with the same or with opposite spin as the

photoexcited electron, recombines with the hole in the

valence band. Thus as a net effect, either a nonspinflip or

spinflip single-particle excitation has been created in the

conduction band. In the third step of the three-step SOP,

another SPE is created by Coulomb interaction. This re-

presents the screening of the SPE by other SPEs in

the system. This screening also leads to the formation of

collective CDEs and SDEs by direct and exchange Cou-

Fig. 5 Schematic pictures of the (a) two-step, (b) three-step second-order scattering processes, and (c) a three-step third-order process,

which contribute to the resonant ILS in quantum dots. (From Ref. [14].)
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lomb coupling. For nonresonant conditions, the SPEs are

screened by the interaction. This is formally implemented

by the cancellation of the two-step SOP contribution by the

three-step SOP in the scattering cross section for off-

resonance conditions. In experiments on deep-etched

GaAs samples with relatively large electron numbers, it

was observed that under conditions of extreme resonance,

which means that the laser frequency is in the vicinity of

the fundamental bandgap of the underlying 2-D structure,

quasi unscreened SPEs occur. They show stronger reso-

nance enhancements than the collective excitations.[10]

This means that the above-mentioned cancellation of

terms does not hold in the case of extreme resonance and

thus single-particle-like excitations can be observed. A

quite similar behavior was reported for intraband excita-

tions in n-type GaAs bulk samples.[36]

It was found that for laser energies well above the

bandgap, an excitonic third-order scattering process, as for

the case of quantum dots displayed in Fig. 5c, is the

dominant one (for 2-D excitations, see Refs. [16,17]). For

this scattering mechanism, which is assisted by the

Coulomb interaction, in the first step the incident photon

creates an exciton with a hole in the valence band and an

electron in a higher conduction band level. This exciton is

scattered by direct and exchange Coulomb interaction

with the electron system into another state, where, e.g., as

drawn in Fig. 5c, the hole is scattered into another state.

By this scattering process, a collective excitation (SDE or

CDE) is created in the conduction band system. In the

third step, the scattered exciton recombines. This scatter-

ing process exhibits very sharp and intense resonance

profiles in a plot of the scattered intensity vs. laser

energy.[16] It was found that this TOP is the dominant

scattering mechanism for excitation of collective SDEs

and CDEs in low-dimensional GaAs samples.[10]

In the following, we elucidate these scattering pro-

cesses in more detail. The scattering cross section is

given by[34]

d2s
dOdo

¼ oS

oI

e4

c4m4
SðoÞ ð3Þ

where the structure factor S(o) is defined as

SðoÞ ¼
X

F

jhFjVeff jIij2dðEF � EI � �hoÞ ð4Þ

oI (oS) is the frequency of the incident (scattered) photon,

and �ho = �hoI��hoS is the energy transfer. Veff is the

effective operator, which describes the transition of the

system from the many-particle initial state |Ii with energy

EI to the final state |Fi with energy EF. Using the second-

quantization technique, this effective operator of the light

scattering Veff can, in a many-particle system, be

expanded in terms of creation (ĉ+) and annihilation (ĉ)

operators of single-electron states[17]

Veff ¼
X
a;b

gabĉþb ĉa ð5Þ

Here each a and b represents a set of quantum numbers

(n,m,s), for the radial, azimuthal, and spin quantum

numbers of the corresponding state, respectively. If we

treat, for a moment, the excitons as simple electron–hole

pairs without interaction, which for a quantitative analysis

is certainly not correct, the scattering amplitudes gab can

approximately be written as

gab / hajeiqrjbieIeS þ
1

m

X
b0

hajpASjb0ihb0jpAIjbi
Eb � Eb0 þ �hoI

þ
X
n;n0

hbjpASjn0ihn0jUe�ejnihnjpAIjai
ðEb � En0 þ �hoSÞðEa � En � �hoIÞ

ð6Þ

where, in the last two terms, we have written only the

strongest resonant term. The first term in Eq. 6 represents

the nonresonant contributions from the A2 terms in first-

order perturbation theory. Here the scalar product of the

polarization vectors of the incident (eI) and scattered (eS)

photon shows that this nonresonant term yields only

scattering by plasmons (CDEs). Spinflip processes, which

are necessary for the excitation of SDEs, are only possible

in the resonant second and third terms. The second term

describes second-order processes, as schematically shown

in Fig. 5a, and the third term represents third-order res-

onant scattering, as displayed in Fig. 5c.

To illustrate this, Fig. 6 shows experimental ILS

spectra of electronic excitations in deep-etched GaAs

quantum dots with 240 nm geometrical diameter and

about 200 electrons per quantum dot. The spectra in the

lower part were recorded at laser energies well above the

effective bandgap. In the lowest spectrum at a laser energy

of EL = 1587 meV, three peaks can be observed, which

can be identified as SDEs because of polarization

selection rules. (We will come to the detailed interpreta-

tion of the excitations in the section ‘‘Experiments on

GaAs–AlGaAs Deep-Etched Quantum Dots.’’) Corre-

spondingly, the peaks in the polarized spectrum can be

identified as CDEs. We have found that CDEs, in par-

ticular, exhibit a very sharp [full width at half-maximum

(FWHM)�3.5 meV] resonance profile in this range of

laser energies—which leads us to the interpretation that

this scattering by collective excitations is caused by the

third-order TOP, as discussed before. If the laser fre-

quency is slightly lowered (spectra at EL = 1585 meV in

Fig. 6), additional broad features appear, especially in the

polarized spectrum, which then slowly evolve into intense

peaks, by further lowering EL toward the bandgap. These

features are marked in Fig. 6 by dotted arrows. Under
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conditions of extreme resonance (e.g., EL=1558 meV in

Fig. 6), these peaks dominate the spectra and are present

in both polarization configurations. Therefore we interpret

them, within the framework described above, as SPEs,

which are caused by an SOP under conditions of extreme

resonance. We note that the observation of similar SPEs in

multilayered quantum dots were reported by Lockwood

et al.[9] From the experimental spectra in Fig. 6, we can

directly deduce for the corresponding collective SDEs and

CDEs the energy renormalizations due to many-particle

interactions.[10]

EXPERIMENTS ON GaAs–AlGaAs
DEEP-ETCHED QUANTUM DOTS

In this section, we focus on ILS experiments on mod-

ulation-doped GaAs dots in more detail. In particular, we

will discuss parity selection rules for the collective exci-

tations and the importance of resonant excitation.

Fig. 7 shows experimental ILS spectra of quantum dots

with approximately 200 electrons per dot.[37] In these ex-

periments in backscattering geometry, the wave-vector

transfer q parallel to the plane of the dot was close to zero.

In each scattering configuration, depolarized and polar-

ized, there is one mode visible. On general grounds, one

can say that in a symmetric system, the allowed modes

have even parity because the ILS process is a two-photon

process. This is in contrast to direct absorption, which is a

one-photon process. Consequently, the observed SDE and

CDE are even-parity modes. Referring to the section

‘‘Characteristics of Quantum Dots and Experimental

Details,’’ we find that the lowest energy modes with even

parity are the monopole modes with DM = 0. The modes

are labeled (Dn,Dm) corresponding to the changes in

radial (Dn) and angular-momentum (Dm) quantum

numbers, respectively, of the involved transitions. The

assignment of the SDE was deduced from its magnetic

field behavior[11] (not shown here) and the CDE is

considered in more detail below. We want to note here

that the polarized spectrum demonstrates the exclusion

principle between FIR and Raman spectroscopy: the FIR-

allowed mode CDE(0,1), the Kohn’s mode, has odd parity

and hence a large dipole moment (in the section

‘‘Characteristics of Quantum Dots and Experimental

Details’’). It has, for the sample displayed in Fig. 7, an

energy of about 6 meV and is not visible at all in the

Raman spectrum (Fig. 7). On the other hand, the Raman-

allowed monopole mode [CDE(1,0)] has no dipole mo-

ment at all. Considering that the induced density of this

mode has only nodes in radial direction [see Fig. 3c], it

can also be regarded as a so-called breathing mode. Thus

the experiments demonstrate that, for resonant ILS on

Fig. 6 Polarized and depolarized ILS spectra of deep-etched

GaAs–AlGaAs quantum dots for different laser energies EL.

(From Ref. [37].)

Fig. 7 Polarized and depolarized ILS spectra of 240 nm GaAs–

AlGaAs quantum dots with approximately 200 electrons per dot.

(From Ref. [37].)
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circularly symmetric dots at approximately zero wave-

vector transfer, the general parity selection rules hold.

In the following, we will elucidate these parity selection

rules from the theoretical point of view in more detail.

Most of the calculations of ILS spectra for low-dimen-

sional electron systems have been carried out for nonres-

onant conditions, because in such cases, one does not have

to deal with the complex valence-band states. Fig. 8 shows

a series of calculated resonant ILS spectra for off-reso-

nance and for different resonance conditions.[37] The cal-

culations have been performed for a 30-electron quantum

dot with �hO0 = 8 meV for the external potential. In

Fig. 8a, the laser energy was chosen to be far away from

resonance, i.e., off-resonance conditions. Under experi-

mental conditions, in this regime the scattered intensities

are much too low to be observable. Note that the cal-

culated spectrum in Fig. 8a is multiplied by a factor of

4000 to be of comparable strength with the resonant

spectrum in Fig. 8c. One can observe in Fig. 8a that, in

the off-resonance case, the parity selection rules have

completely changed: for the sake of curiosity, the FIR-

allowed Kohn’s mode [CDE(0,1)] is the dominant mode.

As the laser energy approaches resonance, the situation

changes, and, under resonance conditions [Fig. 8c], the

experimentally observed parity selection rules are con-

firmed, i.e., the monopole mode CDE(1,0) is the dominant

mode in the polarized spectrum. This clearly demon-

strates that, for a correct description of the relative in-

tensities of the excitations, the resonant scattering process

is crucial.

An at least partial breakdown of the parity selection

rules can be achieved by the transfer of a finite wave

vector q parallel to the plane of the dot. Fig. 9 shows a

series of depolarized and polarized spectra for the same

dots in Fig. 7 for different wave-vector transfer q. As q
increases, symmetry-forbidden modes (the spin dipole

mode SDE(0,1), and a higher dipole mode CDE(1,1)) gain

relative intensity. Furthermore, the spin quadrupole mode

SDE(0,2)—which, for a parabolic effective potential,

would be energetically degenerate with the spin monopole

mode SDE(1,0) if interaction effects are neglected—

becomes visible.[11] A so-far unsolved puzzle focuses

on why the violation of parity selection rules with

wave-vector transfer q is much stronger for SDEs than

for CDEs.

EXPERIMENTS ON InAs SELF-ASSEMBLED
QUANTUM DOTS

Few-Electron Quantum-Dot Atoms

It has been demonstrated that, by application of metallic

gates, InAs SAQD can be charged with single electrons.

For experiments that will be described below, a special

sample design, where a 2-D electron system was used as a

Fig. 8 Calculated ILS spectra for a quantum dot with 30 electrons for (a) off-resonance, (b) close-to-resonance, and (c) resonant

conditions. The schematic pictures show the different resonance conditions. The curved arrows indicate the laser energies. (From

Ref. [37].)
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back contact, was applied (for details, see Ref. [30]). The

charging of dots can be monitored in situ by capacitance

measurements (Fig. 10, inset). For the ILS experiments,

resonant excitation was achieved by tuning the laser to the

E0 + D gap of the InAs SAQD (�1.65 eV), which is far

above the fundamental PL transition energies of the

structure (�1.1–1.2 eV). Fig. 10 displays a series of

polarized ILS spectra. At E = 33.4 meV and E = 36.6

meV, two sharp lines can be observed that result from the

TO- and LO-phonon excitations of the GaAs bulk material

in the structure. At higher energies, broader bands are

visible in the range 45–55 meV (labeled as A and B),

which we attribute to CDEs of the electrons in the

quantum dots. Both the positions and the linewidths of

these bands change with applied gate voltage VGate. The

capacitance trace, displayed in the inset of Fig. 10, shows

that, by varying VGate, the s- and the p-shell of the

quantum dots can be charged with electrons. The doublet

structure around VGate = �0.05 V stems from the charging

of the s shell with two electrons, and, at the broad plateau

at positive VGate, the p-shell is loaded with four electrons.

The bands A in Fig. 10 were interpreted to be a result of

transition of electrons from the s to the p shell (s–p

transitions) of the quasiatoms, and the B bands from p–d

transitions:[30] it was assumed that 2–3 confined single-

particle energy levels exist in the quantum dots, which is

schematically shown in the drawings on the right-hand

side of Fig. 10. Here three selected situations with N = 2,

N = 4, and N = 6 electrons per quantum dot are sketched in

a single-particle picture. The vertical arrows indicate

possible transitions of single electrons. The SAQD stick

out of the InAs wetting layer. Therefore the dot potentials

are flattened at the edges because of the wetting-layer

continuum. This leads to the situation that the single-

particle transition, sketched as B in the inset of Fig. 10,

has a smaller energy than the transition A. So far, in the

interpretation, only transitions between single-particle

states have been considered. Within this simplified

picture, one is not able to explain the observed shift of

excitation A (s–p transitions) with increasing electron

number N in the quantum dots, as observed in Fig. 10. In

the voltage range where the p-shell is filled with electrons

(VGate � 0.2–0.6 V), we find, in Fig. 10, a shift of A to

lower energies and a broadening of the transition.

More accurately, the experimentally observed excita-

tions are of course collective CDEs of the few-electron

quantum dots, and are therefore affected by Coulomb

interaction. To take account of this, model calculations

where the excitation energies were calculated by using

exact numerical diagonalization of the Hamilton operator

H ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

p2
i

2m*
þ m*

2
O2

0r2
i

" #
þ e2

4pee0

XN

i 6¼j

1

jri � rjj
ð7Þ

of the N-electron quantum dot were performed.[30] There,

a two-dimensional quantum dot with a parabolic confining

Fig. 9 (a) Depolarized and (b) polarized ILS spectra of GaAs quantum dots for different wave-vector transfer q. (From Ref. [11].)
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potential in lateral direction [r = (rx,ry)] with quantization

energy �hO0 = 50 meV was assumed. By exact numerical

diagonalization, the low-energy excitations of the N-

electron quantum dot were determined, where, during the

excitation, the total spin is preserved. This selects the

excitations, which one expects in polarized ILS spectra

(CDEs). Fig. 11 exhibits the calculated excitation energies

for electron numbers N = 2–6 in the quantum dot. The

vertical bars mark the energetic positions of the few-

particle excitations. First, one can see that, independent of

N, there is always an excitation at the energy �hO0 = 50

meV of the external confining potential. This represents

the Kohn’s mode. However, for N > 2, in the calculations

additional mode energies appear below the energy of the

Kohn’s mode. These are a consequence of the different

possible final states of the electrons after excitation. For

very small electron numbers, these different final states

make a significant difference in the energy of the state.

For N = 3, e.g., the configuration where two electrons in

the p shell have antiparallel spin has the lowest energy.

With increasing electron numbers, more complex electron

configurations occur that can have different energies. The

most important result of Fig. 11, concerning the experi-

ments, is that with increasing N, the spectral weight of the

low-energy excitations shifts to lower energies. This

might ascribe the shift and broadening of the s–p

transitions, as observed in the experiments (band A in

Fig. 10), to be due to additional excitations at lower

energies, which cannot be individually resolved in the

ensemble experiment. Clearly, the model can only

Fig. 10 Series of polarized ILS spectra of InAs SAQD for different gate voltages VGate. The upper inset shows a capacitance

measurement of the sample. On the right-hand side, different electron configurations in the dots are schematically shown. (From

Ref. [30].)
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qualitatively explain the experiments. The most important

limitation is the assumption of a parabolic potential, which

deviates from the more realistic form (sketched in Fig. 10)

and which cannot account for the lower energy of band B.

However, one should note that the important qualitative

result, i.e., the appearance of additional collective modes

at lower energies for increasing electron number, is

independent of the choice of parameters and the form of

the confining potential. This leads to the conclusion

that these results might generally apply for quantum-

dot atoms.

CONCLUSION

There is a variety of theoretical and experimental liter-

ature on ILS spectroscopy of electronic excitations in

quantum dots. Most of the experiments have been per-

formed on modulation-doped GaAs–AlGaAs quantum

dots. In these mesoscopic systems with electron numbers

on the order of 100 per quantum dot, CDEs, SDEs, and

SPEs could be observed. More sophisticated theoretical

models demonstrated, in comparison with experiments,

the importance of the resonant scattering process, includ-

ing valence-band states as intermediate states, for a

correct description of, e.g., parity selection rules. Recent-

ly, resonant ILS experiments on InAs SAQD with tunable

electron numbers have been reported. This opens the road

for the investigation of excitations in few-electron

quantum dot atoms. With the prospect of single-dot

Raman spectroscopy, in the future one might be able to

observe and resolve electronic excitations as individual

sharp lines, caused by interaction effects of few electrons

in artificial atoms.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled Ge quantum dots by the Stranski–Krasta-

nov growth mode have attracted much attention for many

years. Similar to the purpose of the research on short-

period Si/Ge superlattices and Er-doped Si, self-assem-

bled Ge/Si quantum dots may be exploited to fabricate

Si-based on-chip light emitting sources for 1.55-�m

fiberoptic communication applications. Takagahara and

Takeda[1] and Ren[2] have theoretically predicted that an

indirect-to-direct conversion of the optical transition of

SiGe quantum dots would occur whenever the sizes of the

quantum dots were small enough. In order to increase the

component of quasi-direct transition of the Ge/Si quantum

dot system and thus to enhance light emission intensity of

the quantum dots for practical applications, the under-

standing of nonradiative recombination mechanisms (such

as phonon-assisted process) is essential.

To probe phonons from self-assembled semiconductor

quantum dots, Raman spectroscopy is an efficient and

indispensable experimental tool. Up to date, several

groups have already reported Raman scattering studies

of self-assembled quantum dots of group III–V systems,

such as (In, Ga, Al)Sb/GaAs,[3] InSb/InP,[4] In(Ga)As/

GaAs,[5–9] InAs/InP,[10–13] (Al, Ga)As/InAs,[14] InAs/

AlAs,[15,16] and GaN/(Si)AlGaN,[17,18] group II–VI sys-

tem, such as CdSe/ZnSe,[19] and group IV system, i.e.,

Ge/Si.[20–38] Optical phonon spectra of any of these sys-

tems were basically used to extract the chemical compo-

sition of the quantum dots as a result of interdiffusion

between the dots and the surrounding media or the sub-

strates. It should be pointed out that a few other techniques

for the determination of composition of self-assembled

quantum dots have been reported. These include scanning

tunneling microscopy,[39] transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM) with high-resolution imaging,[40] electron

energy loss spectrometry,[41] X-ray energy disperse spec-

trometry,[42] high-resolution X-ray diffraction,[43,44] and

scanning TEM.[45] Most of these techniques are capable to

show nonuniform dot material distribution in the dots.

Optical phonon Raman scattering method is simple and

direct to give an average concentration of the dots. In

contrast to the tremendous research on optical phonons,

the effort on the research of phonon process in the low-

frequency acoustic spectral region, however, is much

smaller. In self-assembled Ge quantum dot system, for

example, one early work reported the observation of

equal-distance acoustic peaks in 25-period Ge quantum

dot superlattices.[21] Afterwards, Milekhin et al. investi-

gated folded longitudinal acoustic phonons in their Ge dot

superlattices and explained the acoustic vibrations by the

elastic continuum model.[26–29] Recently, resonant Raman

scattering by acoustic phonons in double- and multilay-

ered Ge dot structures was reported and the observed

equal-distance oscillation peaks were explained by inter-

ference and ordering effects.[32,33] The origins of these

observed low-frequency acoustic phonon spectra in Ge dot

superlattices therefore remain unclear and debatable

because there is a lack of systematic studies, such as the

dependence of acoustic phonons on island sizes and other

island-related parameters.[23]

In this entry, we systematically study Raman scattering

by optical and acoustic phonons in multiple Ge quantum

dots. The analysis of GeGe and SiGe optical phonon

features takes the phonon confinement effect, strain effect,

and atomic intermixing into account. Acoustic phonons

are found to originate from folded acoustic phonons

associated with a superlattice and can be explained by

elastic continuum model.

RESULTS ON SELF-ASSEMBLED
MULTIPLE GE QUANTUM DOTS

All samples were grown on Si (100) wafers using a solid

source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. Samples

A, B, and C were grown at 540�C with 10 periods of Ge

and Si bilayers and contained a Ge coverage of 12, 15, and
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18 Å, respectively. Samples D and E were grown with the

same Ge layer thickness of 15 Å but at different growth

temperatures of 500�C and 600�C, respectively. In

addition, sample D has 10-period Ge and Si bilayers

while sample E contains 22 periods. The Si spacer layer

thickness of 20 nm was used for all superlattices. No cap

Si layers were grown intentionally on these samples for

convenience of atomic force microscopy (AFM) charac-

terizations. Transmission electron microscopy measure-

ments were exploited as well to obtain the size, density,

and uniformity of the self-assembled dots. Raman scat-

tering measurements were performed on a Renishaw

Raman Imaging 2000 system with a 514 Ar+ laser as the

excitation light source in the backscattering configuration.

Fig. 1a shows a typical cross-sectional TEM image of

sample A. Ten-period vertically correlated layers of Ge

dots are evident. The dots in the different layers (beyond

the third Ge layer) are identical in size and shape. This

observation is also seen for other dot samples. Fig. 1b

and c shows an AFM image, and height and base

statistic analysis of sample A, respectively. Gaussian

distributions were used to fit the data. Most of the dots

appear as pyramid and the average dot base and height

are 11.9 and 110.4 nm, respectively. Similar measure-

ments have been performed on other samples as well.

The growth parameters and structural data were sum-

marized in Table 1. It should be noted that the structural

data were from AFM measurements only and not cali-

brated by TEM characterizations.

Optical Phonons

Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of the dot samples in the

spectral region of SiGe and GeGe optical phonons.

Similar SiGe (from 400 to 420 cm�1) and GeGe lines

(near 300 cm�1) are observed for dot samples. The

frequency position of SiGe optical phonons more or less

represents the degree of the interdiffusion between Si

spacers and Ge dots. Samples A, B, and C have almost the

same Si–Ge optical phonon line shape. The peak

frequency changes slightly from 418 cm�1 for sample A

with a nominal Ge thickness of 1.2 nm to 416 cm�1 for

sample C with a nominal Ge thickness of 1.8 nm. To

understand this, we shall notice that the interdiffusion

arises from both thermal diffusion and strain-induced

diffusion. As the same growth temperature of 540�C was

used for the three samples, the degree of interdiffusion due

to thermal management is the same. The slight difference

in frequency therefore comes from the difference in strain-

induced diffusion. The thicker Ge was deposited the more

relaxation was presented in the dots (as will be discussed

in detail in the following). Strain-induced interdiffusion in

the samples with thicker nominal Ge thickness is smaller.

The resulting lower frequency can be understood with the

Fig. 1 (a) TEM image of sample A. Vertically correlated is-

lands are evident. (b) AFM image of sample A. Most of the islands

appear as square-based pyramids and the island density is de-

termined to be 3.6�109 cm�2. (c) Statistical base diameter and

height distributions of the Ge islands of sample A. A typical

Gaussian peak is used to fit the distribution data. The most proba-

ble height and base diameter are 11.9 and 110.4 nm, respectively.
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following picture: The eigen-frequency of these optical

phonons is determined by the effective stretching force

constant for each bond and the mass of atoms at the end of

each bond. For example, SiSi optical phonon band is

centered at 520 cm�1 for all of the samples and the

substrate (not shown in the figure), considering the force

constant of SiSi to be 39.5 N/m, and atomic weight of 28.1

for Si.[46] Likewise, optical phonons of crystal Ge can be

found at 300 cm�1 with the GeGe bond force constant of

35 N/m and atomic weight of 72.6. Any mixture of Si and

Ge leads to SiGe optical phonons with the frequency in

between 300 and 520 cm�1. For simplicity, we assume

that Ge quantum dots are fixed and only Si atoms move.

At a situation of stronger interdiffusion, more Si atoms are

introduced into Ge dots. Thus SiGe optical phonon band

has a frequency closer to SiSi optical phonon band, which

is exactly the case for samples A through C. Likewise,

much lower frequency position of 406 cm�1 for sample D

and slightly larger frequency of about 420 cm�1 for

sample E compared with that of sample B (due to the same

nominal Ge) can also be explained by the above picture.

Now let us analyze the GeGe optical phonons in the

samples. It is important to note that the GeGe modes from

the dot samples are different from the second-order trans-

verse acoustic (2TA) phonon mode[47] for Si at 303 cm�1.

For comparison, the vertical dotted line is plotted at 300

cm�1 to represent the optical phonon position for bulk

crystalline Ge. The frequency positions of the GeGe

optical phonons in dot samples are shifted slightly to

higher frequencies with respect to their bulk value. There

are several mechanisms to cause a Raman shift of GeGe

optical phonons. The first one is phonon confinement. It is

known that the optical phonon branches of bulk Ge are

quadratic and, moreover, nearly flat at the Brillouin zone

center (kffi0). Confined optical phonons in a nanocrystal

are equivalent to those vibrations in an infinite crystal

whose wave vector is given by mp/d, where m is an

integer and d is the size of the nanocrystal, in our case, the

height of the dots. In the dots with a very small height of

1.5–2 nm,[21] the phonon confinement effect was observed

to result in a shift less than 2 cm�1. As the dot size for the

present samples is much larger than the lattice constant of

Ge, the wave vector is extremely small, leading to

insignificant phonon confinement effect.

The size confinement effect of optical phonons in

quantum dots with small size should give rise to a shift of

phonon band to lower frequency side due to the negative

dispersion of the optical phonon branch. A compressive

strain on the dots in the lateral directions as a result of the

lattice mismatch of Si and Ge, however, leads to a GeGe

mode shift to the higher frequency side. This concept can

be written as:[48]

o ¼ o0 þ
1

2o0

½pezz þ qðexx þ eyyÞ	 ð1Þ

where o is the Ge-Ge mode frequency induced by a

biaxial strain, o0 is the frequency of the Ge zone-center

LO phonon; p and q are the Ge deformation potentials; exx

and eyy are the biaxial strain (a�a0)/a with a and a0 being

unstrained and strained lattice constants, respectively. The

physical parameters used in Eq. 1 can be obtained from

Table 1 Growth parameters and structural data of the samples

Sample

Ge layer

thickness (Å)

Si layer

thickness (nm) Growth T (�C) Dot base (nm) Dot height (nm) Density (cm�2)

A 12 20 540 110.4 11.9 3.6�109

B 15 20 540 122.0 14.0 4.1�109

C 18 20 540 122.2 16.0 3.5�109

D 15 20 500 114.7 15.1 5.9�108

E 15 20 600 175.5 10.2 2.6�108

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of the dot samples. Similar SiGe and

GeGe lines are observed for these samples. The frequency

positions of the GeGe optical phonons in dot samples are shifted

slightly to higher frequencies with respect to their bulk value

(300 cm� 1).
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Ref. [34]. For fully strained pure Ge on Si, we obtain

o=317.4 cm�1. The large difference between this

calculated number and the experimental GeGe mode

values (close to 300 cm�1 as shown in Fig. 2) suggests

that the dots are not fully strained as assumed in the

calculation. By using Eq. 1 and the experimental GeGe

optical phonon frequencies o, the residual biaxial strain

(exx) on the quantum dots can be estimated and listed in

Table 2. Very small residual strain values obtained

suggest the dots are almost fully relaxed.

An obvious reason of the strain relaxation is the atomic

intermixing at the Si–Ge interface. The degree of the

interface intermixing can be determined by the integrated

peak intensity ratio IGeGe/ISiGe as the intensity depends on

the relative number of corresponding bonds. This concept

was used for SiGe alloy[49] and Ge quantum dots[37] and

can be expressed as:

IGeGe

ISiGe

ffi B
x

2ð1� xÞ ð2Þ

where x is the average Ge concentration and the

coefficient B is related to the Bose factor and the

frequencies of GeGe and SiGe optical modes of the alloy.

It is found that the coefficient B varies weakly with alloy

composition and is determined to be 3.2.[50] IGeGe/ISiGe can

be obtained from the spectra in Fig. 2. The Ge concentra-

tions in quantum dots estimated by this method are listed

in Table 2. It should be noted that the estimation by such

interpolation is rough because the Si 2TA phonons and

optical phonons from wetting layers have not been

subtracted in the calculation. Moreover, the composition

obtained is an average value, which does not show any

information about composition distribution in the dots.

Fig. 3 plots the GeGe peak position as a function of the

Ge concentration in the dots. Symbols are experimental

data. Solid straight lines 1 and 2 are used to guide the eyes

and indicate that the different GeGe mode frequency is

obtained for dots not only with different Ge concentra-

tions but also with a similar Ge concentration. Solid line 3

is a calculation result using Eq. 1. In this calculation, we

assume the same o0 and other deformation potentials for

pure Ge. This approximation is reasonable because the

interdiffusion occurs in the interface and the ‘‘core’’ of

the dots remains pure Ge. For example, the nonuniform

Ge content in the dots has been proved by elemental

distribution analysis using an electron energy filtering

imaging method in TEM[51] and scanning TEM.[45] The

in-plane strain exx used can be written as (aSi1�xGex
�a0)/

aSi1�xGex
with the lattice parameter of an alloy with Ge

concentration of x determined by Vegard’s law

aSi1�xGex
= xaGe+(1�x)aSi, where aGe and aSi are lattice

parameters of pure Ge and Si, respectively. Simple

calculations show, for example, in-plane strain to be

�0.02 for an alloy with Ge concentration of 0.48 (samples

A, B, and C), leading to a GeGe mode frequency of

308.3 cm�1. The calculated values show a considerable

shift from the value obtained for fully strained Ge on Si

(317.4 cm�1); however, these are still larger than the peak

frequencies of the GeGe modes of the samples A through

E. As a matter of fact, the absolute value of the residual

strain on the dots shown in Table 2 is much smaller than

the absolute value estimated here by interdiffusion only.

Table 2 The experimental GeGe mode frequencies, integrated peak intensity ratios, and calculated Ge composition in dots and

residual in-plane strain in the dot samples

Sample ooo(GeGe) (cm�1) ooo(SiGe) (cm�1) IGeGe/ISiGe Ge composition in dots eeexx (10�3)

A 302 418 1.45 0.48 �4.8

B 301.1 417.5 1.45 0.48 �2.65

C 300.5 416 1.45 0.48 �1.2

D 302.4 406 2.14 0.58 �5.8

E 300.4 419.5 1.29 0.45 �0.96

Fig. 3 GeGe mode position as a function of Ge concentration

in dots. Ge concentration is obtained by means of the integrated

intensity ratio of optical phonons of GeGe and SiGe. Solid lines

1 and 2 are used to guide the eyes. The results show that the

different GeGe mode frequency is obtained for dots not only

with different Ge concentrations but also with a similar Ge

concentration. Line 3 is the calculated data by assuming Si/Ge

interdiffusion only.
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Moreover, the picture of interdiffusion does not com-

pletely account for the peak position difference for the

different samples with the same Ge composition as of line

3 in Fig. 3. The above analysis suggests that additional

strain relaxation mechanisms exist apart from Ge/Si

interdiffusion. We believe that this additional strain

relaxation comes from the process of the formation of

Ge dots.

The relaxation of the dots in addition to atomic

interdiffusion consists of the relaxation of the surface-

layered dots and the relaxation of the embedded dots. The

relaxation of the surface-layered dots is related to the

nature of Stranski–Krastanov growth mode. When Ge is

deposited on Si, it first takes a layer-by-layer growth

format. As the Ge film exceeds its critical thickness, it

becomes rough by forming pyramidal islands to relieve

strain energy. As more Ge is deposited, the islands

transform from the pyramid shape to the dome shape,

leading to more strain relaxation. Atomic force micros-

copy measurements on our samples indeed showed, for

example, the pyramid-over-dome ratio decreases as the

increase of the Ge deposition for these samples grown at

the same temperature of 540�C.[25] The relaxation is also

induced by the dot embedding effect. Sutter and Lagally

have used a strain-driven atom diffusion model to show

that the dot shape transforms to truncated shape after the

growth of Si layer on top.[52] Indeed, we have observed

this transition from the cross-section TEM measurements.

Because of the capping process, the in-plane strain is

relaxed.[39]

After recognizing all the above relaxation mechanisms,

we can fully explain the observed GeGe optical phonon

frequencies. First, let us take a look at line 1 of Fig. 3. This

line represents the GeGe mode trend of a set of samples

(C, D, and E) grown at different temperatures. GeGe mode

frequency changes from 302.4 to 300.4 cm�1 when the Ge

concentration decreases from 0.58 to 0.45 as a result of

growth temperature from 500�C to 600�C, indicating that

the sample grown at higher temperature induces stronger

interface intermixing, or more strain relaxation. Quanti-

tative calculations using Eq. 1 show that a shift of 2.2

cm�1 is obtained for the present interdiffusion difference

in the three samples (as can be seen from line 3 in Fig. 3).

This number is almost the same as the experimental

observed shift, suggesting that the strain relaxation from

the different degrees of interdiffusion is the main factor

responsible for the different frequencies of the GeGe

mode in this set of samples. In other words, the overall

effect of the dot shape transition on the GeGe mode

frequency is about the same for the three samples. Line 2

in Fig. 3 represents another set of samples (A, B, and C).

As shown previously, this set of samples has the same Ge

concentration in the dots. Nevertheless, the GeGe optical

phonon frequency is different and the largest difference is

1.5 cm�1. This suggests different strains are present on the

dots in different samples, which arises from the different

dot morphologies in the different samples, such as py-

ramid-over-dome ratios, dot height-over-base ratios, and

embedding effect.

The above-analyzed, negligible phonon confinement

effect but dominant atomic intermixing and/or strain

effect in determining frequencies of optical phonons for

quantum dot samples can also be proved by performing

annealing experiments. Fig. 4a shows the Raman spectra

of sample A under rapid thermal annealing (RTA) for 5

min at different temperatures. The vertical dotted line

is plotted at the center of GeGe mode from as-grown sam-

ple for comparison. The GeGe Raman line broadens and

shifts to lower frequencies as the annealing temperature

increases. This phenomenon was also observed when

annealing other samples. Fig. 4b shows the annealing

temperature dependence of the Raman shift for the dot

samples grown at different temperature. After 850�C
annealing for 5 min, the GeGe optical mode shifts

downward by as much as 8, 6–7, and 5 cm�1 for the

samples grown at 500�C, 540�C, and 600�C, respectively.

The intermixing after annealing leads to fully relaxed

SiGe alloy-like dots, causing the observed peak shift.

Fig. 4 (a) Raman spectra of sample A under RTA for 5 min at

different temperatures, and (b) Raman shift as a function of

annealing temperature for different samples.
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Acoustic Phonons

Fig. 5a shows the Raman spectra of the samples A, B, and

C, which were grown with the same temperature and

different Ge layer thickness. The vertical dot lines are

used to facilitate the comparison among the samples.

Similar SiSi, SiGe, and GeGe optical vibration peaks are

seen at around 520, 415, and 300 cm�1, respectively.

Besides these peaks, low-frequency oscillation peaks are

observed for all of the three samples around 84.3, 104.7,

126.6, 150, and 171.8 cm�1, respectively. These nearly

equal-distance peaks with a period of about 20 cm�1 are

higher-order acoustic phonons. The lower orders were

attenuated by the Rayleigh line rejection filter and thus

were not observed. An interesting phenomenon is that the

acoustic peak frequencies do not scale with the dot size.

Lamb’s theory predicts that confined phonon frequency

should be inversely proportional to the nano-crystal

size[53] and was shown to be true for a number of nano-

crystal systems such as CdSxSe1�x in glasses[54] and Si in

SiO2 matrix.[55] The present result suggests that the

observed low-frequency peaks are not confined phonon

modes in quantum dots.

Fig. 5b shows the Raman spectra of the samples A, D,

and E, which were grown at different temperatures. The

vertical dot lines are again used here to facilitate the

comparison among the samples. Acoustic phonons for

different samples have different frequencies. Specifically,

acoustic phonon peak frequencies for sample A have been

assigned in Fig. 5a. Sample D has acoustic phonons around

71.4, 95.7, 118.8, and 141 cm�1, and sample E has acoustic

phonons around 83.8, 105.8, 126.8, and 149.8 cm�1.

The period of these nearly equal-distance peaks is about

24, 22, and 20 for samples D, E, and A, respectively.

There are two possibilities, which may be used to

explain the observed periodic acoustic phonons.[56] The

first one is that these are probably phonon modes confined

in quantum wells where zone-edge phonon modes have

been made, ‘‘allowed’’ by breakdown of wave vector

conservation. The second one is that they are associated

with a superlattice where low-frequency zone-edge

phonon modes have been folded into zone center. The

first concept has been used to explain the periodic acoustic

phonon oscillations in the InAs/InP self-assembled quan-

tum dots.[12] The period of the periodic acoustic phonons

can be expressed by:

Do ¼ 1

2L

 v

c
ð3Þ

where L is the thickness of the quantum layer, v is the

sound velocity of the phonons, and c is the speed of

the light. If the observed phonons were the confined

phonons in the Si spacer layers, then with the velocity

vSi = 8.44�105 cm/sec[57] and the peak periods of 20–

24 cm�1 for the present samples, we would obtain the Si

layer thicknesses for our samples to be around 5.9–7 nm.

The designed thickness of Si spacer thickness for all the

samples was 19–20 nm. The actual effective thickness of

Si spacer layers has shrunk to around 14 nm characterized

by cross-sectional TEM. The reason is that Si spacers

were deposited on curvature surfaces containing three-

dimensional dots. A similar situation was often observed

when growing short-period superlattices on relaxed virtue

substrates, which consisted of cross-hatch undulation

patterns. The layer deposited on top was stretched as a

result of undulation and the effective thickness along the

growth direction was shrunk. The effective thickness of

about 14 nm for the present samples, however, is still

more than two times of the calculated 5.9–7 nm,

suggesting that these phonons have nothing to do with

the confinement in the Si spacers. Likewise, the phonons

are not confined phonons in the wetting layers either.

Samples grown at different temperatures lead to different

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of the samples with (a) different nominal

Ge thicknesses of 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 nm for samples A, B, and C,

respectively, and (b) with different growth temperatures of

540�C, 500�C, and 600�C for samples A, D, and E, respectively.

Acoustic phonon modes with the same frequencies are observed

for different Ge-thickness samples, while different frequencies

and periods are observed for different samples with different

growth temperatures.
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wetting layer thickness because of Si/Ge interdiffusion.

Different from the dots grown at much lower temperature

(300�C)[26] or by the use of antimony as surfactant,[34]

where the wetting layers were more or less around 3–4

MLs, the wetting layers in this set of samples had the

thickness in the region of 15–20 Å with cross-sectional

TEM characterizations (not shown here). Therefore the

wetting layers are not pure Ge but SiGe alloy. Phonon

velocity for SiGe can be obtained by the linear interpo-

lation of LA phonon velocity of Si and Ge. Simple cal-

culations showed that one could never obtain an agreeable

solution compared with the experimental results.

The above analysis leaves the only possible origin for

these phonons, i.e., they are folded acoustic modes related

to the periodicity of the superlattice. Rytov’s elastic con-

tinuum model[58] has been well applied for folded

acoustic phonons in quantum well superlattices and was

also seen to explain the acoustic phonon features in Ge

dot multilayers[26–29] and InAs/GaAs dot multilayers.[14]

In this model, the acoustic phonon dispersion can be

written as:

cosðqdÞ ¼ cos
od1

V1

� �
cos

od2

V2

� �
� 1

2
Rþ 1

R

� �

� sin
od1

V1

� �
sin

od2

V2

� �
ð4Þ

where q is the superlattice wave vector perpendicular to

the layers and is roughly determined to be qffi 4pn’/lL,

where lL is the incident laser light wavelength and n’ is the

refractive index of the material at that wavelength. In

addition, R=(V1r1)/V2r2, d=d1+d2. d1 and d2, r1 and r2,

and V1 and V2 are the thickness, density, and sound

velocity in Ge and Si layers, respectively. The physical

parameters can be obtained from Ref. [57]. The model

designed for quantum well superlattice can be considered

as a zero-order approximation to the real quantum dot

superlattice as it does not take into account quantum dot

shape, size, and density. It was suggested in Ref. [27] to use

nominal thickness of Ge layer as an effective thickness d2.

Nevertheless, with this rough approximation, good agree-

ment with experimental data was achieved.[26–29] Follow-

ing this approach, with the effective Si spacer layer

thicknesses of about 14 nm and wetting layer thicknesses

of about 1.5 nm in our samples, we calculated the phonon

dispersion and showed acoustic phonon peak period of

19–21 cm�1, which was close to the experimentally

observed 20–24 cm�1. Therefore we conclude that the

observed low-frequency modes are folded acoustic pho-

nons. More accurate description of the acoustic spectra

of semiconductor quantum dot superlattices will require

rigorous calculations of acoustic phonon scattering on

quantum dot as well as multiple scattering effect pro-

duced by quantum dot ensemble in each layer.

CONCLUSION

We have studied Raman scattering from optical phonons

and acoustic phonons in the Ge quantum dot superlattices.

The GeGe optical phonon frequencies of the dot samples

were larger than 300 cm�1 but within 3 cm�1, indicating

that the dots were relaxed in the superlattices. Strain

relaxation was found not only from the atomic interdif-

fusion but also from the dot morphology transition both

for the surface dots and the embedded dots. The annealing

experiments also proved that the strain relaxation and

intermixing were the key parameters for the observed

optical phonons. Optical phonon studies show that Raman

spectroscopy is an efficient tool for the determination of

the average compositions and strains for zero-dimensional

quantum dots. Periodic oscillations in the lower frequency

region were observed for quantum dot superlattice

samples. These acoustic phonons were found to be related

to superlattice period and could be well explained by the

elastic continuum model.

Furthermore, the method for analysis of phonons in the

above Ge quantum dot superlattice system can be

generally used for other quantum dot systems, such as,

InGaSb/GaAs, InSb/InP, InGaAs/GaAs, InAs/InP,

AlGaAs/InAs, InAs/AlAs, and GaN/(Si)AlGaN, CdSe/

ZnSe, and so on. Phonon spectra in these material systems

depend on the physical parameters of superlattice, such as

concentration in dots, dot size, and period thickness. In the

case of very small dots with high density (e.g., greater

than 1011 cm�2), multiple scattering effects may play an

important role in the modification of phonon spectra. The

phonon densities of states in quantum dot superlattices

change as seen from the strong modification of phonon

spectra with the appearance of quantum dots and can be

used to calculate the thermal conductivities of super-

lattices. Research has shown a great reduction of thermal

conductivities in quantum dot superlattices, which have

great applications in the fabrication of new-generation

solid-state thermoelectric devices. Phonon spectra modi-

fication by quantum dots also suggests the potential

applications of quantum dot superlattices as phonon

lenses, filters, and reflectors for phonon-assisted lasers

in indirect-band gap material systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanocrystals, also known as ‘‘quantum

dots,’’ have been intensively studied because of their

novel properties caused by quantum confinement and

their potential to be used in making electro-optical de-

vices.[1,2] The colloidal nanocrystals synthesized by wet

chemistry methods have in particular drawn much atten-

tion because of their chemical processibility[3,4] and their

capability to be incorporated into various matrices such

as conducting polymer[5–8] and biological systems.[9–12]

Studies of CdSe nanocrystals with the wurtzite lattice

structure have played an important role in our under-

standing of quantum confinement[13,14] and of the growth

mechanism of nanocrystals.[15] The recent advances in

synthesizing rodlike,[16–18] disclike,[19,20] and more exot-

ically shaped[21,22] nanocrystals have opened a new field to

study the shape dependence of their properties. In this

article, we review some of the work on CdSe nanorods (or

‘‘quantum rods’’) that has been done recently in our group.

First, we talk about the synthesis of CdSe quantum rods

with tightly controlled variable lengths and diameters and

second, their optical and dielectric properties. Because the

alignment of the quantum rods is desirable for both fun-

damental studies and applications, we will also cover our

work on the formation of the lyotropic nematic phase of

these geometrically anisotropic objects in solution, and the

large-scale alignment of the quantum rods by taking ad-

vantage of the liquid crystalline phase. Then we will finish

by briefly discussing some of their potential applications.

GROWTH OF CdSe QUANTUM RODS

Generally, CdSe nanocrystals are made by injecting the

mixture of precursors (dimethyl cadmium and Se powder

dissolved in tributylphosphine) into a hot surfactant

protected in inert gases.[15] The thermal decomposition

of the precursors results in the nucleation of the CdSe

particles and the subsequent crystal growth. Typically, the

precursors are injected at 360�C and then the temperature

is lowered to 250�C for crystal growth. When trioctyl-

phosphine oxide (TOPO) is used as the surfactant, the

CdSe nanocrystals have nearly spherical shape (aspect

ratio <1.2). These nanocrystals are coated by organic

molecules so that they do not aggregate easily and can be

dispersed in organic solvents. These nanocrystals have

wurtzite lattice structure, like CdSe bulk crystals. Recent-

ly, Peng et al. found that when a mixture of TOPO and

hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) is used as the surfactant,

rodlike CdSe nanocrystals can be made.[17] The CdSe

nanorods also have a wurtzite crystalline lattice, and are

elongated in the c-crystallographic axis. However, the

surfactant mixture of TOPO and HPA does not give us

the capability to control the monodispersity or to tune

the length and width of the quantum rods. This is be-

cause the growth of the nanorods is so fast that the growth

of the nanocrystals is very sensitive to subtle changes in

the reaction conditions such as speed of precursor in-

jection. Consequently, nanocrystals with broad size dis-

tribution and even with different shapes are made.[21] On

the other hand, it was observed that when HPA is replaced

with a phosphonic acid with a longer alkyl chain, tetra-

decylphosphonic acid (TDPA), the speed of the growth of

the nanocrystals is dramatically reduced,[23] so much so

that only nanorods with very small aspect ratio are made

without further addition of the precursors during the

growth process. To tune the growth rate of the nanorods,

we use a mixture of HPA and TDPA with TOPO, and we

found that the controllability of the synthesis is greatly

improved.[24,25] By changing the molar ratio of HPA and

TDPA, the speed of growth of the nanorods in both

transverse and longitudinal directions can be tuned, so

that the nanorods with tightly controlled dimensions can

be made reproducibly.[24,25] Extraction of part of the

reaction solution and subsequent quenching with a large

excess of toluene at different time in the early stage of the

reaction results in nanorods with different lengths but

almost the same diameter. In our study, the HPA/TDPA

ratio is systematically changed and the products examined

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A HPA/

TDPA ratio of 1:3 results in nanorods with large diameter

(>4 nm) but small aspect ratio (1–10), whereas increasing

the amount of HPA in the mixture but with fixed total

molar ratio of the phosphonic acids and TOPO produces

nanorods with smaller diameter but large aspect ratio.

When the HPA/TDPA ratio is higher than 3:1, the

reaction loses control and nanoparticles with broad size
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and shape distribution are produced. Fig. 1 show the

electron transmission micrographs (TEM) of CdSe quan-

tum rods made with this method. No size selection was

performed on the samples after syntheses.

Despite the success in controlling the length and width

of CdSe quantum rods, little is known about their

microscopic growth mechanism, mainly because of the

lack of suitable experimental techniques. However, based

on the analysis of the products made by varying the

growth conditions, a few observations have been

made.[21,23] First, rod growth is possible only when the

monomer concentration is high enough. The monomers

are believed to be some complexes of cadmium that

formed at high temperature and may be very different

from the species stable at room temperature, and their

nature is not yet known. To maintain the monomer

concentration for the quantum rods to steadily grow along

the c axis, the presence of phosphonic acids is required.

Second, when the monomers are depleted, unless more Cd

and Se precursors are added the quantum rods will grow

fatter and shorter so that eventually nearly spherical

nanocrystals are formed. This suggests that the formation

of elongated CdSe nanocrystals would be kinetically

favored whereas that of nearly spherical ones thermody-

namically favored. Third, the growth of the CdSe quantum

rods is unidirectional. This is based on the observation that

when the amount of HPA in the surfactant mixture is

higher than needed for quantum rod growth, nanocrystals

with unidirectional shapes such as pencil-, arrow-, or

treelike shapes are made.[21]

Based on the observations described above, so far two

mechanisms have been proposed: selective adsorption[21]

and diffusion-controlled growth mechanisms.[23] The

selective adsorption mechanism is based on the different

chemical affinity of phosphonic acids to the different faces

on the nanocrystals, and thus the different energy of crystal

faces in the presence of phosphonic acid molecules.

According to this model, all crystal faces except ð00�1Þ is

coated by the phosphonic acid molecules, and therefore

the nanocrystals grow unidirectionally to form rods. The

diffusion-controlled growth mechanism assumes the mass

transport of the monomers to be the determining step of the

nanocrystal growth, so that the concentration gradient of

the monomers in the bulk solution and the stagnant

solution around the quantum rods determines the shape

evolution of the CdSe nanocrystals.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

As is well known for (nearly) spherical semiconductor

nanocrystals, the absorption and photoluminescence

spectra of rodlike nanocrystals are also dependent on

their sizes, i.e., both lengths and widths.[25] Fig. 2 shows

the length and width dependence of the photolumines-

cence energy of CdSe quantum rods with various lengths

Fig. 1 TEM images of CdSe quantum rods made by using a mixture of HPA, TDPA, and TOPO as the surfactant. By changing the

molar ratio of HPA and TDPA, the length and width of the nanocrystals can be systematically controlled. (Reproduced with permission

from Ref. [53]. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 3 Luminescence polarization measurements from individual quantum rods at room temperature. (A) Luminescence images of a

single rod simultaneously recorded in two perpendicular polarization directions at detection angles changing from 0� to 180�. The rods

have an aspect ratio of 10:1. (B) The intensity ratio r=(Ik�I?)/(Ik+I?) calculated from the luminescence images in A (filled circles) and

fitted with sinusoidal function (solid line) to give a polarization factor of 0.86. The data from spherical dots (filled triangles) show much

smaller polarization factors. (C) Polarization factor vs. aspect ratio. The filled circles with error bars are from experiments, unfilled

circles from empirical pseudopotential calculations for 0 K, and squares from empirical pseudopotential calculations for room

temperature. Each experimental data point was obtained by measuring more than 40 individual rods. The lines simply connect data

points, and the dotted line is from the fitting based on the dielectric model proposed in Ref. [27] to the data points. (Reproduced with

permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2001 AAAS.)

Fig. 2 The photoluminescence energy of CdSe quantum rods as a function of their length and width. It is more sensitive to width than

to length. The meshes drawn are the best polynomial fit. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright 2001 American

Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and width. The overall tendency is that with increasing

length or width, the luminescence shifts to lower energy,

which is the same as that of spherical nanocrystals.

These figures also show that the width dependence is

stronger than the length dependence in the size range

we have studied. This is because the confinement of

the photo-excited carriers is mainly imposed in the lat-

eral directions.

It has been well known that elongation in the shape of

nanocrystals results in anisotropy in their optical proper-

ties.[26,27] Even in the spherical CdSe nanocrystals,

polarization of the photoluminescence in the a–b crystal

plane has been theoretically predicted[28,29] and experi-

mentally verified,[30] because of crystal field splitting in

the hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure. The perturbation

treatment of the nearly spherical CdSe nanocrystals[31]

suggested that the ellipticity compensated for the crystal

field splitting and even changed the order of the lowest

electronic states and thus the polarization of the fluores-

cence. To study the polarization of the photoluminescence

emitted from CdSe quantum rods, single-molecule fluo-

rescence spectroscopy was performed on CdSe quantum

rods with variable aspect ratio at room temperature.[24]

CdSe quantum rods are sparsely deposited on a glass

substrate and are excited by a circularly polarized CW Ar+

laser (480 nm). A beam displacement crystal is used to

Fig. 4 The four highest occupied electronic states of 3.0-nm-diameter CdSe quantum rods calculated with an empirical pseudopotential

method with different aspect ratios. The two highest energy levels have a crossing at an aspect ratio around 1.25. Insets: Contour plots

of the two highest occupied states for rods with an aspect ratio of 1.00 and 1.60, respectively. They show the projection of electron

density around some Se atoms in a plane, with density increasing from red to blue. This plane intersects the rod in the middle,

perpendicular to the long axis (c axis). The crossing over of the predominantly px,y and predominantly pz levels vs. aspect ratio can be

seen. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2001 AAAS.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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spatially split the photoluminescence from individual

quantum rods into two beams with perpendicular polar-

izations and subsequently imaged on a CCD camera at the

same time. The rotation of the crystal and therefore the

rotation of the polarization directions of the two split

beams show the oscillating intensity. Images of lumines-

cence from a single quantum rod with 10:1 aspect ratio

(Fig. 3A) demonstrate the change of the fluorescence

intensity with detection angle along the two perpendicular

polarization directions. The polarization factor r for this

rod sample is determined to be 86% by fitting the intensity

ratio r=(Ik�I?)/(Ik+I?) vs. detection angle with a sinus-

oidal function (filled circle in Fig. 3B). In comparison, the

polarization factor of spherical dots is usually less than

10% (filled triangles in Fig. 3B). We have measured

samples with aspect ratios from 1:1 to 30:1 at room

temperature. The polarization factor changes rapidly from

nearly zero to �70% (e.g., Ik:I?ffi5.5:1) when aspect ratio

increases from 1:1 to 2:1, then remains almost constant

afterward (Fig. 3C).

Semiempirical pseudopotential calculation performed

on the CdSe quantum rods[24,32] has shown that the

linearly polarized photoluminescence from the CdSe

quantum rods is indeed a result of the energy level

crossing in the highest occupied electronic states. Qual-

itatively, the lowest excited electronic state of the bulk

CdSe semiconductor arises when an electron is excited

from an occupied Se 4p atomic orbital to an empty Cd 5s

orbital. This excitation is distributed throughout many unit

cells of the solid, and there is a pronounced dependence of

the bandgap on the size of the crystals. Because the p

atomic orbitals are degenerate, the interaction between Se

4p orbitals in the crystal field and the effect of spin–orbit

coupling play important roles in the electronic structure of

CdSe nanocrystals. The empirical pseudopotential calcu-

lation was performed to study the evolution of the

electronic structure when CdSe nanocrystals evolve from

a spherical to a rodlike shape. We started from a spherical

dot with a diameter of 3.0 nm and increased the aspect

ratio by inserting a cylindrical segment along the c axis.

The four lowest unoccupied and four highest occupied

electronic states were calculated for quantum rods with

aspect ratios ranging from 1:1 to 5:1. As the aspect ratio

increases from unity, a crossover of the two highest

occupied electronic states occurs at an aspect ratio of 1.25

(Fig. 4). Before this point, the electronic states with

predominantly Se 4px, 4py components have higher energy

than that of states that are mainly 4pz. The electronic

energy levels of these states all increase with increasing

size. The 4pz orbital has greater momentum projected onto

the c axis of the crystal compared to 4px and 4py, so the

energy levels with greater 4pz component are more

sensitive to the rod length. These states exchange position

relative to each other at an aspect ratio greater than 1.25.

Calculations for the cases of 2.1- and 3.8-nm-wide rods

show similar results and the crossing point is 1.25 and

1.36, respectively.

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

In contrast to their well-studied optical and electronic

properties, the dielectric properties of CdSe nanocrystals

have been seldom investigated, especially their permanent

dipole moment. On one hand, theoretical analyses have

suggested the presence of a permanent dipole moment

along the c crystallographic axis because of the lack of

inversion symmetry of the wurtzite structure;[33–35] on the

other hand, dielectric dispersion measurements performed

on concentrated solutions of the spherical CdSe[36,37]

nanocrystals have revealed a permanent dipole moment as

a result of surface trapped charges, while the contribution

of the noncentrosymmetric lattice is negligible in the size

range studied.

However, the surface charge model does not address

the direction of the permanent dipole moment, nor does

the dielectric dispersion measurement itself because it

does not distinguish the uniaxial nature of the spherical

nanocrystals. The elongated shape of the CdSe nanorods

gives us an opportunity to answer this question.

Transient electric birefringence (TEB) is a method that

has been widely used to study the rotational diffusion,

size, shape, and polarization properties of objects with

anisotropic geometry, especially macromolecules and

biological systems such as DNA, viruses, and pro-

teins.[38,39] The transient behavior of the birefringence

reflects the alignment mechanism of these molecules in

response to a pulsed electric field. In particular, for a

suspension of elongated objects with axial symmetry and

a large aspect ratio (�5), the rising (Dnr) and falling (Dnf)

edges of the birefringence (difference between the

refractive indices of the sample along and perpendicular

to the applied electric field) on application and removal of

an external electric field are given, respectively, by[40]

DnrðtÞ ¼ Dns

�
1þ g� 2

2ðgþ 1Þ expð�6DRtÞ

� 3g
2ðgþ 1Þ expð�2DRtÞ

�

DnfðtÞ ¼ Dns expð�6DRtÞ ð1Þ

where Dns ¼ Dnrðt!1Þ; g ¼ m0z
2=½kbTðak � a?Þ�, m’z is

the screened value of the electric dipole moment along the

long axis of the rods, ak and a? the static electric

polarizability along and perpendicular to the long axis,

respectively, and DR the rotational diffusion constant
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around an axis normal to the long axis of the rods.

According to Eq. 1, the rise time of the birefringence will

be slower than the fall time only when there is a

permanent dipole moment along the long axes of the

nanorods. Benoit[40] used this method to study tobacco

mosaic virus (TMV), and from the symmetric falling and

rising edges he concluded that TMVs do not have

permanent dipole moment in aqueous solution.

To measure the electric birefringence we use the

procedure of O’Konski and Zimm,[41,42] as described in

detail in Ref. [43]. The quantum rods under electric field

have birefringence of the same sign as nitrobenzene,

indicating that the nanorods align along (rather than

perpendicular to) the electric field. Fig. 5A shows a

typical transient electric birefringence curve measured for

CdSe nanorods.[43] As suggested by Eq. 1, the asymmetric

falling and rising edges indicate the existence of a

permanent electric dipole moment along the long axis.

The hexagonal symmetry of CdSe nanorods allows us to

approximately treat them as being axially symmetric, thus

we can fit the TEB curves with Eq. 1 to obtain the

rotational diffusion constants and the ratio of permanent

dipole moment to the polarizability anisotropy (g).

To get the permanent dipole moment from g, we

calculate the electric polarizability of CdSe nanorods by

assuming a revolute prolate shape for the nanorods, so

that the principle axes of polarizability coincide with

the geometrical axes. The polarizabilities are calculated

by[44]

akð?Þ ¼ e0vðekð?Þ � 1Þ=½1þ Akð?Þðekð?Þ � 1Þ�

where v is the volume of individual nanorod, e’s the

relative dielectric constants between nanorods and the

solvent along (k) or perpendicular (?) to the long axis of

the nanorods, and A’s the geometrical factors that can be

calculated from the dimension of the nanorods.[45] The

dielectric constants of CdSe nanorods are taken as bulk

material values (ek=10.2, e?=9.33), and that of cyclo-

hexane is taken as 2.02.

The unscreened permanent dipole moments mz of five

nanorod samples are plotted in Fig. 5B vs. their volume.

Considering the ensemble nature of the measurement,

these are the root mean square dipole moment of the

samples. It is an average not only over the finite size

distribution, but also over the possible structural distribu-

tion. An empirical pseudopotential calculation showed

that the dipole moment strongly depends on the detailed

structure of the nanocrystals and can vary significantly on

small structural changes.[35] Within the experimental

error, however, a linear dependence of mz vs. volume is

obtained, and no correlation between rod length or width

and mz can be realized. This is consistent with theoretical

analyses that the polarity is intrinsic to the crystallo-

graphic lattice of CdSe because of the lack of inversion

symmetry. Our results are not consistent with a random

dipole moment resulting from trapped surface charges, as

proposed for spherical CdSe nanocrystals. From the slope,

we get the polarization of CdSe nanorods to be 0.19 �C/

cm2 along the c crystallographic axis, which is in good

agreement with the value of 0.6 �C/cm2 as estimated[34]

from a phenomenological rule that was proved experi-

mentally only for ferroelectric materials.

LYOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTALLINE PHASE
OF CdSe QUANTUM ROD DISPERSION

The anisotropic properties of the quantum rods may find

applications in devices such as solar cells, polarizing light-

emitting diodes, and electro-optical switches. However, to

Fig. 5 (A) A typical TEB curve (in linear scale) on the appli-

cation and subsequent removal of the electric field. The asym-

metric rising and falling edges indicate the existence of a

permanent dipole moment along the long axis of the quantum

rods. In this particular case, the CdSe quantum rods are 4.8 nm

wide and 30 nm long. (B) The unscreened dipole moment of

CdSe quantum rods with different sizes. The solid triangles are

the values measured with the TEB method, and the straight line is

the best fit, with a slope of 0.19 �C/cm2. (Modified with permis-

sion from Ref. [43]. Copyright 2003 American Physical Society.)
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achieve this, it is important to align the quantum rods on a

large scale. Recently, enormous effort has been devoted to

aligning the geometrically anisotropic nanoscale objects

such as nanowires, nanotubes, and nanorods.[16,46] On

the other hand, it has been well known that rodlike

or disclike objects, when dispersed in a solvent to a high

enough concentration, will spontaneously form lyotropic

liquid crystalline phases in which the geometrically

anisotropic objects are orientationally ordered. This is

clearly illustrated by the rigid rod model proposed by

Onsager in 1949.[47] In this model, the free energy of a

dispersion of long, thin spherocylinders (aspect ratio >100)

in a solvent can be obtained by a virial expansion,[48]

DF

NkT
¼ m0

kT
þ lnðL3rÞ � 1þ

�Z
f ðOÞ ln½4pf ðOÞ� dO

þ 1

2
r
ZZ

uexclusiveðO;O0Þf ðOÞf ðO0ÞdO dO0

þ � � �
�

where f(O) is the orientational distribution function of

the rodlike objects, and r the number density of the

spherocylinders. The first term in the curved bracket

is called orientational entropy, which favors a random

orientational distribution; while the second term is

called packing entropy, which favors an orientationally

ordered phase. The packing entropy term dominates

only when the density of the rods is high enough so that

a nematic lyotropic phase can spontaneously form. Fa-

mous examples include rodlike organic macromolecules

such as poly(g-benzyl a,L-glutamate) (PBLG)[49] rodlike

tobacco mosaic virus,[50] etc. Lyotropic liquid crystal-

line mesophases based on all-inorganic minerals have

also been known for quite a long time, and have been

reviewed by several authors;[48,51,52] however, this area

has rarely been explored because of the lack of the

interest other than purely academic purposes, in contrast

with their thermotropic counterpart. The recent success

in the synthesis of the highly soluble and processible

metallic semiconductors and magnetic nanocrystals with

anisotropic geometries[16–20] and the need for aligning

them in order to use their anisotropic properties have

provided us a new opportunity to study these liquid

crystalline phases.

The most important requirement for the formation of

lyotropic liquid crystalline phases is the high dispersion

concentration, which is not trivial for most of the

inorganic nanocrystals. Recently, we have succeeded in

making the nematic phase of solution of CdSe quantum

rods in organic solvent.[53] The solvent we use is anhy-

drous cyclohexane or anhydrous hexanes, which can dis-

solve CdSe quantum rods to a volume percentage up to

60%. Dilute solutions of quantum rods in a vial are con-

centrated by blowing with dry nitrogen, and a birefringent

phase starts to appear at a certain concentration as ob-

served under an optical polarizing microscope. The solu-

tions are then transferred to NMR tubes or capillary tubes

for further study. Special care has to be taken during the

process to avoid the exposure of the solution to the air,

because the inclusion of even trace amount of water would

result in thermoreversible gelation,[54–56] which is also

often seen in suspensions of organic rodlike polymers and

has been attributed to the degradation of the solvent.

Fig. 6A shows isotropic-liquid crystalline phase separa-

tion in a 300-mm-diameter capillary tube, and the

characteristic disclinations for a nematic phase observed

Fig. 6 (A) Isotropic-liquid crystalline phase separation ob-

served between crossed polarizers. The birefringent liquid

crystalline phase is on the bottom due to the high density, while

the isotropic phase on the top is not visible because of the

complete extinction of the transmitted light. (B) The typical

defect structures observed in a thin film of liquid crystalline

solution of CdSe nanorod solution. The arrows point to the

disclinations. The red color is due to the absorption of the CdSe

nanocrystals. (Modified with permission from Ref. [53].

Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.) (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)
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in a thin layer of the solution of CdSe 3.8�40-nm

quantum rods. The red color is due to the absorption of

this quantum rod sample.

The formation of the liquid crystalline phase allows us

to align the quantum rods by taking advantage of the

collective behavior in a liquid crystalline solution.[57]

Various methods have been applied to align the liquid

crystalline materials such as electric and magnetic fields

as well as curved surfaces. Fig. 7 shows the X-ray

diffraction patterns of a liquid crystalline solution of CdSe

quantum rods in a 300 mm capillary tube.[58] These rods

have a length of �60 nm and width of 3.0 nm. In both

figures, the capillary tube remains vertical. In Fig. 7A, the

sharp arcs in the vertical position are due to (002) planes

of the CdSe crystalline lattice within individual quantum

rods. The high intensity and sharpness of the arcs are

determined by the elongated shape of the CdSe quantum

rods. The anisotropy of the pattern demonstrates macro-

scopic alignment of the long axis of the rods. Consistently,

in Fig. 7B the diffuse arcs in the equator direction cor-

respond to the lateral distance of the quantum rods,

suggesting the short axis is aligned as well. Together, the

patterns demonstrate the preferential alignment of the

CdSe quantum rods along the capillary tube axis direction,

which is attributed to the curved surface of the capillary

tube. It can be estimated that about 70% of the quan-

tum rods are oriented within 20� from the axis of the

capillary tube.

Alignment of lyotropic liquid crystalline solution with

magnetic fields has been reported.[59] Even when none of

the components is ferromagnetic, the anisotropy of the

magnetic susceptibility of individual constituent mole-

cules adds up because the long-range orientational

correlation in the liquid crystalline phases, and therefore

the energy gain because of the alignment can easily

exceed the thermal fluctuation kT. The alignment of CdSe

quantum rods in a liquid crystalline solution under a

magnetic field is observed with NMR. A few drops of

deuterated chloroform are added into a solution of CdSe

quantum rods in cyclohexane, which has a high enough

concentration to have both isotropic and liquid crystalline

phases present. Fig. 8 shows our preliminary result of

DNMR spectrum observed in a 500-MHz spectrometer at

30�C. The central peak is confirmed to be due to the

isotropic part of the solution, while the other two peaks are

due to the quadruple splitting of the deuterium nuclei in

the anisotropic liquid crystalline medium. The comparison

of the spectrum with a typical Pake powder pattern[60,61]

indicates the alignment of the C–D bond in CDCl3,

presumably as a result of both the alignment of the

quantum rods by the magnetic field and the interaction

between the nanorods and CDCl3 molecules. The exact

mechanism is still under investigation.

In spite of the formation of the liquid crystalline phase

of the CdSe quantum rod solution, tremendous challenges

exist in the alignment of the CdSe quantum rods, es-

pecially on a substrate. It is not straightforward to apply

the techniques used in liquid crystal display industry such

as rubbed surfaces.[62] Furthermore, the volatile nature of

the solvent in the CdSe liquid crystalline solution and the

propensity of the solution to gel on the exposure to the air

or water make the solution difficult to handle.

Fig. 7 Wide-angle X-ray diffraction and small-angle X-ray scattering of the same nematic solution of CdSe quantum rods in a 300-

mm-thick capillary tube show the preferential alignment of these quantum rods along the axis of the capillary tube. In both

measurements, the capillary tube is held vertically. (A) Wide-angle X-ray diffraction pattern. The vertical sharp, intense arcs correspond

to the (002) planes of wurtzite CdSe lattice. At about the same radius, weak arcs corresponding to the (100) and (101) planes can also be

seen, but they are much more diffuse. (B) Small-angle X-ray scattering pattern. The two diffuse arcs at Q�1.5 nm� 1 on the equator

corresponds to the lateral spacing between the rods in the nematic phase. The arcs corresponding to the longitudinal spacing are not

resolved. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [58]. Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH.)
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Even though the development of the devices with semi-

conductor quantum rods is still in the early stage, the

recent success in using CdSe quantum rods–conjugated

polymer composite to make solar cell with high power

conversion efficiency[63] has demonstrated the huge

potential of the nanocrystals as an active component in

electro-optical devices. The solar cells made with inor-

ganic–organic composite take advantage of both the high

carrier mobility in inorganic semiconductors and the easy

processibility of organic polymers. Furthermore, the pres-

ence of the interface between two materials with very

different electron affinities enhances the charge separation

of the photo-excited carriers. The high extinction coeffi-

cient of CdSe nanocrystals makes a very thin film (�100

nm) of the composite adequate to absorb all of the solar

radiation. The application of CdSe quantum rods in the

composite, as compared to the nearly spherical nanocrys-

tals, provides a natural path for electrical transport after

the charge separation, so that the probability of recombi-

nation of photocarriers is reduced. Recently, a power

conversion efficiency of 1.7% has been achieved by

mixing 7�60-nm CdSe quantum rods with poly(3-

hexylthiophene) (P3HT). The rod length dependence

study shows that the charge transport improves substan-

tially when the aspect ratio of the quantum rods increases

from 1 to 10. Further improvement to the power conver-

sion efficiency is still on the way, which includes the

alignment of the quantum rods perpendicular to the film,

the improvement to the interface between the nanocrys-

tals and the polymer, and using nanocrystals of other

materials such as CdTe. Other possible applications in-

clude polarizing light-emitting diodes and electro-optical

switches by taking advantage of the anisotropic linear and

nonlinear optical properties of these quantum rods.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have discussed the recent development in

the study of CdSe quantum rods. It is just the beginning of

the investigation of the shape-dependent properties of

semiconductor nanocrystals, and we believe the advent

of the new methods to make nanocrystals with more

complicated shapes, such as tetrapods and even dendritic

inorganic nanocrystals,[21,22] will further advance this

kind of study. In addition, the success in the macroscopic

alignment of the nanorods provides us unique opportuni-

ties to investigate some anisotropic ensemble properties

such as optical or X-ray absorption, surface selectivity of

ligands, interaction between nanorods and solvent, etc.

However, much work still needs to be done to make the

nanorods applicable for devices. Currently work is under

way in our laboratory to make the liquid crystalline

solutions more robust so that they can survive various

processing procedures. Furthermore, methods to align the

nanorods on substrates have to be developed.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural carbon exhibits its distinct properties in two

forms: diamond, an insulator, gives the strongest mechan-

ical strength; graphite, a brittle material, conducts elec-

tricity at room temperature. A recently synthesized carbon

form, the carbon nanotube (CNT), combines the mechan-

ical strength of diamonds with the electric conductivity of

graphite. However, the as-grown form of this almost

perfect new material is actually a mixture of semicon-

ducting and metallic tubes, in the approximate 2:1 ratio

estimated by the tight binding model.[1] Furthermore, as-

grown single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) generally possess

a very high aspect ratio of length to diameter (on the order

of 1000:1). They tend to bundle together as ropelike

hydrophobic aggregates—not an individual tube of either

semiconductor or metallic tube. However, controlling

growth and follow-up processing and treatment conditions

can change the metallic and semiconducting ratio in the

mixture (see ‘‘Carbon Nanotubes’’).

To take advantage of their unique electronic properties,

mixed SWNT bundles can be dispersed and separated to

tailor to various device applications. One ideal matrix for

separation and self-assembly is a scheme using polymers

consisting of a carbon backbone because of their structural

compatibility. The electric conductivity of the filler-based

polymer composite is substantially increased with CNT

loading. Raman frequency shifts have demonstrated their

noncovalent interfacial interactions, through tensile and

strain as well as compression transferred by the outer and

inner layers of the multiwalled nanotube (MWNT),

respectively.[2,3] These interfacial interactions, along with

the high aspect ratio (D/L in the order of 1:1000), are

believed to enhance conduction path through hopping and

tunneling in the composite.

The study and design of the CNT/polymer composite

emerged with increased knowledge of the interactions in

the composites. Most recently, CNT-based composites

appear promising for applications in telecommunica-

tion,[4] actuators,[5,6] photovoltaic cells,[7] light-emitting

diodes (LEDs),[8] field emission[9] and radiation shield-

ing.[10] The performance and lifetime of devices are

enhanced through CNT composites. This also opens a

venue for many nonconducting polymer applications with

good structural stability and flexible processability.

Because mobility can be increased to avoid electrostatic

effect, the composites can be used for passive electronic

components as well as electromagnetic shielding.[11] By

forming the CNT composites, we overcome the disad-

vantages pertinent to nonconducting polymers to improve

their performance as a result of the superior electric,

thermal, and mechanical properties of CNT.

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY BACKGROUND

The interfacial molecular structure studied by the high-

throughput micro-Raman probes is correlated with mac-

roscopic physical properties. In particular, resonant

Raman spectroscopy probes the electronic density of

states (DOS) singularity band gap by tuning the Raman

excitation energies. The optical approach has the advan-

tage of eliminating the contact between the electrode and

the nanometer-scale material. It has become a very

powerful technique to study the electronic properties of

nanostructured materials.

Fig. 1 shows the energy level diagram of the Raman

effect. When the monochromatic light excites matter

(solid, liquid, or gas), it scatters light as a result of

relaxation from virtual states, which are short-lived and

distorted by the oscillating electric field of the incident

light. A photon is immediately emitted or absorbed during

the scattering. Depending on higher or lower vibration

states, it relaxes back, resulting in stoke and antistoke

scatterings, respectively. A small percentage of light

scatters the same frequency as the incident light when it

relaxes back to the same vibration state as the initial state

(called Rayleigh scattering). When the incident light

matches the electronic transition states, resonance scat-

tering occurs with an intensity of up to 108 over the

nonresonance intensity. Thus the electronic band gap can

be measured.

Raman spectroscopy emerged as a powerful tool to

study carbonaceous materials in recent years with the

breakthrough in charge-coupled detectors and laser

radiation sources. Both polymer and CNT have very high
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percentages of the chemical composition of carbon.

The high polarizability intensity of the carbon bond

(C–C or C C) results in especially strong Raman

scattering in these classes of materials. Although infrared

(IR) spectroscopy is frequently used for probing the poly-

mer side-chain vibration symmetry, Raman spectroscopy

is an ideal technique to study the properties of polymer

backbones, the CNT lattice structure, and their interac-

tions in composites.

Raman spectroscopy has been used to study the polymer

vibration structure of backbone composition, conforma-

tion, and crystallinity. Targeting the conjugation length,

chain conformation, interchain interaction, and polaron–

bipolaron ratio, the correlation of the electronic and

Fig. 1 Energy level diagram of Raman scattering effect.

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of crystalline diamond, graphite, and SWNT in visible excitations.
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chemical structural changes of polymers can be estab-

lished.[12] In the CNT composite, the polymer structure

changes caused by the CNT loading can be monitored by

the Raman frequency shift and lines shape analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of crystalline dia-

monds, graphites, and SWNTs. Like its parent forms of

diamond and graphite, SWNT also processes distinct

spectroscopic signatures. The characteristic D-band and

G-band correspond to sp3 and sp2 vibration modes

displayed in diamonds and graphites, respectively. The

quasi one-dimensional (1-D) CNT also displays nanome-

ter-scale signatures in tangential modes (TMs) and radial

breathing modes (RBMs) regions. The rich information

about structure provided by Raman spectroscopy has

been also demonstrated in probes of CNT chirality, size,

and defects.

A detailed analysis of SWNT structures and SWNT

Raman modes can be found in an excellent review[1] and

the entry on ‘‘Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes: Geom-

etries, Electronic Properties, and Actuation.’’ Briefly,

SWNT is a graphene sheet rolled into a cylindrical shape

with very high aspect ratio. The axial symmetry exhibits

the spiral conformation called chirality. The CNT belongs

to Dnh (n is even number), Dnd (n is odd number), and Cn

(achiral) groups. The G-band is formed through graphite

Brillouin zone folding. According to group theory, the TM

exhibits A1, E1, and E2 symmetries that are Raman-active;

the characteristic Raman signature consists of TMs

including G-bands around 1590 cm�1 and D-bands

around 1350 cm�1; another signature band is the

second-order Raman mode at 1730 cm�1 in the single-

walled CNT. In the TM region, the line shape displays a

symmetric profile around 1590 cm�1 for semiconductor

SWNTs; a broad asymmetric G-band around 1560 cm�1,

as well as a sharp band around 1580 cm�1 are char-

acteristic features associated with metallic SWNT sin the

bundle.[13] Usually, Breit–Wigner–Fano (BWF) line

shape is used to fit the lower-frequency component of

the G-band. This phonon and electron continuum Raman

line shapes can be obtained from:

IðoÞ ¼ I0f1 þ ðo � o0Þ=qGg
� 2=f1 þ ððo � o0Þ=GÞ2g ð1Þ

where I0, o0, 1/q, and G are intensity, renormalized

frequency, the interaction of the phonon with continuum

states, and the broadening parameter, respectively.[14]

The energies of allowed optical transitions (ATOs) are

determined by both the diameter and the chirality of the

SWNT,[15] as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.

Below 500 cm�1, the frequencies are contributed from

the RBM O. The SWNT diameter d is computed[16,17]

from the low-frequency Raman spectra region using a

phenomenological Eq. 2:

ORBM ðcm�1Þ ¼ a=d ðnmÞ;

where a ¼ 248 cm�1 nm ð2Þ

The MWNT consists of tens of SWNTs. The stacking

and assembly of each tube rarely align perfectly. Two

forms are commonly observed in experiments: bamboo

structure and cone shape stacking. Tube stacking gener-

ally lowers the symmetry of the CNT. The Raman mode

resulting from these two stacking assemblies gives the

secondary defect-induced mode at about 1612 cm�1 as a

shoulder peak in the D-band. The cap at the end of the

tube is usually open with the larger-diameter CNTs and

chemical treatments. This feature can be monitored for

MWNTs undergoing purification and dispersion because

of their interactions with chemical agents and the

chemical environment. The G-band to D-band ratio is

substantially lower than that of SWNTs.

The confocal microscopic Raman probe enables the

study of unique properties exhibited in nanometer-scale

composite materials in the volume order of 1 mm. Var-

ious techniques such as polarized Raman and Raman

Fig. 3 Allowed optical transitions for SWNT with various

diameters and chiralities calculated in the zone folding scheme.

Black areas correspond to semiconducting tubes; dashed areas

correspond to metallic tubes. The laser energies are labeled in

write frames. The maximum of Raman intensity is expected for

RBMs and TMs at the high and low limit of the frames,

respectively. (#APS, 2001.)
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imaging[18] became possible for the study of SWNT

interactions in nonconjugated polymer matrices in high

spatial resolution. The interfacial van der Waals inter-

action of SWNTs in the polymer composite demonstrates

important contributions to many physical properties.

The Raman instrument is generally composed of three

parts: the excitation light source, the spectrometer, and the

detection apparatus. Fig. 4 is the schematic setup of a

typical micro-Raman from Renishaw, Inc. The setup

enables relative low laser power (2–3 mW) focused on the

1-mm2 sample spot, providing the necessary high spatial

resolution for nanomaterial studies.

SYNTHESIS OF
CNT/POLYMER COMPOSITES

In Situ Growth

It is a challenge to control the growth process, but

managing it effectively is nevertheless an effective way to

obtain homogeneous composite films and to achieve a

uniform CNT dispersion.

UV and chemical-polymerized composites were pro-

cessed by polymerization of monomers in the presence of

SWNTs (an initiator sometimes is added as needed) in the

sonication bath. The same polymerization can incorporate

SWNTs into a polymer matrix through ionic surfactant

solution, with a concentration slightly higher than the

critical micelle concentration. This second polymerization

approach is so-called ‘‘emulsion-processed.’’ Either oil or

water-soluble initiators maybe added to accelerate the

polymerization. The third method is electropolymeriza-

tion. The CNTs will be used either as the electrode onto

which the polymer is deposited, or as part of the

electrolyte to be codeposited. When the CNT array is

used as the electrode, the composite formed through the

polymerization occurs on the surface of the CNT elec-

trode. As the nanotube is dispersed with a monomer in the

organic solution as a mixed electrolyte, the composite

forms homogeneously onto a conventional electrode

such as platinum. The redox potential, oxidation–reduc-

tion cycle time, and choice of dopant ions[19,20] in the

electrolyte and the functional group in the CNT all act

as control parameters to adjust composite film thickness

and conductivity. Conducting polymers, such as poly-

pyrrole (PPy), are commonly synthesized with either

scheme.[21,22]

Shear Field Processing

SWNTs are added to a solution of polymer in toluene or

N,N-dimethylformamide solution. High sonic power is

briefly (a few minutes) used to break up the CNT

aggregates, and then low power is applied to the sonic

bath for a few hours. Generally, a few percent of CNTs

remain in the solution other than those precipitated as

aggregates. After a few days of settlement, the polymer/

CNT composite from the supernatant can either be piped

out and cast as thin film, or further thermally blended. In

the latter, the composite can be dried in the oven and then

melt-pressed above its glass transition temperatures a few

times to ensure uniform mixing. The anisotropic effect

introduced in the melt-blended process may seem pre-

dominant than in situ-polymerized composites. Some

researchers[23] believe that the different thermal expan-

sions between SWNTs and PMMAs can significantly

contribute to their interfacial adhesion. This causes stress

and improves alignment between the two components in

the melt-blended composite in anisotropic directions. For

example, molecular dynamic simulations of polyethylenes

and SWNT composites show that the polyethylene

diffusion coefficient is 30% higher in the direction in

which its backbone is parallel to the SWNT axial direction

than perpendicular to it.

INTERFACIAL INTERACTIONS IN THE
COMPOSITE OF INCREASED
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY

Some of the processing conditions have subtle, yet pro-

found, impacts on composite properties. Raman studies

show that applied sonication shear field strength during

CNT composite formation can introduce defects to the

CNT sidewall, change its diameter,[24,25] or even open the

end caps on the tubes. The defect sites are usually the most

Fig. 4 The schematic illustration of a typical micro-Raman

instrument setup. (Courtesy of Renishaw, Inc.)
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active sites where the charge transfer most likely occur.

The chemical interaction usually occurs on the CNT tip

because the fullerene-like cap is more reactive. The less

invasive noncovalent interaction generally happens along

the CNT sidewall in the form of van der Waals, hydrogen

bond, or electrostatic interactions, all of which are more

commonly observed in the polymer composites. Raman

analysis is a very sensitive technique for investigating

these interactions. The G-band and D-band ratio in the

Raman shift can illustrate processing and growth-related

mechanisms. However, the backbone conformation

changes of the polymer in conjunction with the diameter

changes of the CNT routinely probed by Raman spec-

troscopy are likely the causes of the constituent com-

ponents electronic conductivity increases in the

polymer composites.

In many cases, the measured conductivity change

depends on interactions on the molecular level for

nanometer-scale composites. Raman spectroscopy has

demonstrated that the electronic DOS band gap of CNTs

in the composite can be influenced by interactions formed

during the composite formation.

PMMA/SWNT Composites

The polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA/CNT) composites

are among the most studied composites. The electronic

conductivity of the MWNT composite is increased by

several orders of magnitude.[26] Because there is no con-

jugated bond in PMMA to interact with the CNT, the

interfacial interactions are likely to play important roles in

composite formation. Therefore this is an ideal system to

investigate the structure and conductivity changes simul-

taneously. These changes can be interplayed with direct

conductivity measurements, as well as optical probes to

electronic DOS through resonant Raman spectroscopy.

The PMMA/SWNT composite is fabricated into a spun

fiber by the melt-processed film and analyzed by Raman

spectroscopy.[27] The SWNT could either position itself to

the fiber axis, or isotropically disperse in the composite.

Fig. 5 shows the polarized Raman spectra of the com-

posite. The intensity dependence of the RBMs with re-

spect to the laser incident angles demonstrates that the

SWNT is highly anisotropically aligned with the fiber

axis. This corresponds to the much higher conductivity

directly measured in the fiber axial direction, as opposed

to the lower conductivity perpendicular to the processing

flow direction.

Apparently, further investigations are needed of the

PMMA and SWNT structural details that affect the

change of conductivity. The changes of SWNT sizes with

loading have been studied with Raman spectroscopy by

using multiple wavelength excitations.[28] At both 514-

and 1064-nm excitations, Fig. 6a shows that SWNT RBM

frequency upshifts toward larger-diameters distributions

as calculated from Eq. 2. The PMMA composites with

SWNT loadings of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% are also

studied with resonant conditions at 1064 and 647 nm for

semiconducting and metallic SWNTs, respectively. These

two excitations correspond to the first semiconducting and

metallic DOS singularity bandgaps, respectively. In the

1064-nm excitation that corresponds to the semiconduct-

ing SWNT, Fig. 6b shows that among the five compo-

nents in the TM region (1553, 1568, 1573, 1592, and

1597 cm�1), the intensities of the three peaks located at

1553, 1568, and 1573 cm�1 decrease in the composites.

More drastically, in the 633-nm laser excitation that

corresponds to the metallic SWNT, the relative ratio of

1543/1558 cm�1 in the G-band is reversed from the

pristine SWNT. This is an indication of the increased

percentage of metallic SWNT because the G-band line

shape featured by the BWF fit in Eq. 1 in the metallic

SWNT resonant condition. The other possibility is that

PMMA/SWNT interaction replaces the interface in the

SWNT bundles. Furthermore, the interaction between

SWNT and PMMA is investigated in full width at half

maximum (FWHM). The FWHM increases with SWNT

loadings, and decreases with excitation wavelengths go

from 458, 514, 676, to 1064 nm. The observed G-band

blue shifts and the SWNT diameter increases, clearly

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of SWNT/PMMA nanocomposite fiber

at the indicated fiber angles with respect to the incident laser

polarization axis. Spectra were recoded using the 647.1-nm

excitation, with the analyzed polarization parallel to the incident

polarization. The angle-dependent intensity of the breathing

mode of the SWNTs (202 cm�1) was used to determine the

extent of nanotube alignment relative to the fiber axis. (#Else-

vier Science B.V., 2000.) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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demonstrating the van der Waals interaction between

SWNT/PMMA in the composites, in place of intertube

interactions in the pristine SWNT.

The interfacial interaction in SWNT/PMMA compos-

ites can be further illustrated by Raman studies on two

differently processed composites.[29] Fig. 7a gives the

Raman results of melt-processed and UV-polymerized

composites in the metallic resonant excitation energy at

633 nm (1.96 eV). SWNT Raman spectra are used for

reference. Comparing to both UV-polymerized compos-

ites and pristine SWNTs, the melt-blended composite

exhibits a significant difference in the SWNT G-band line

shape profiles around 1590 cm�1. The G-band in UV-

polymerized composites retains the same Lorentzian line

shape as that of the pristine SWNT. The broader G-band

feature in the thermally treated composite can be fit with

the BWF line shape for the SWNT diameter between 1.2

and 1.6 nm in the AOT,[30] as discussed in Fig. 3. The

BWF line shape is the signature of metallic SWNTs

resulting from the coupling between the phonon and the

electronic continuum.[31] The predominant metallic fea-

ture shown in Fig. 7a demonstrates a significant increase

of the metallic SWNT percentage in the melt-blended

composites. The SWNT in the UV-polymerized compos-

ite, in which PMMA exhibits no anisotropic effect, retains

the same chirality as in the pristine SWNT sample.

The anisotropic interfacial interaction between PMMA

and SWNT in the melt-blended composite can be

monitored by the PMMA backbone conformation change,

especially when the C–H stretching in the backbone is

amplified by Fermi resonance.[32,33] The stretching sym-

metry contributions from the backbone relative to the side

chain are significantly different in the two composites

examined. The relative ratio of the C–H2 stretch bands to

the side-chain C–C and C–O stretching mode is 30%

higher in the melt-blended composite than that in the UV-

polymerized composite. Schematically, the C–H2 stretch-

ing is little affected by the anisotropic SWNT/PMMA

interactions in Fig. 7b; however, it is hindered by isotropic

SWNT/PMMA interactions in Fig. 7c. Because the side-

chain vibrations are not sensitive to the orientation of

PMMA/SWNT interaction, the higher intensity of the

C–H2 stretching band suggests the likely stronger aniso-

tropic interaction between PMMAs and SWNTs. This

interaction is believed to cause metallic SWNT enrich-

ment in the melt-blended composite.

The electric conductivity increase investigated by

Raman spectroscopy was also confirmed by composite

Fig. 6 (A) Raman spectra of PMMA/SWNT composites and SWNT films in the frequency range 1500–1650 cm�1 with 1064 nm

excitation. The spectra are resolved for PMMA/SWNT composites of 2.5% concentration and SWNTs. (B) Decomposition of low-

frequency bands: (a) SWNT film with 1064 nm excitation; (b) PMMA/SWNT film for 2.5% concentration with 1064 nm excitation;

(c) SWNT film with 514.5 nm excitation; and (d) PMMA/SWNT film for 2.5% concentration with 514.5 nm excitation. (#Elsevier

Science S.A., 2000.)
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dielectric measurements.[34] The higher dielectric con-

stant is obtained for the melt-blended composite than for

the UV-polymerized composite. This is consistent with

the possible dipole interaction enhanced by the aniso-

tropic interaction between the PMMA and SWNT in the

melt-blended composite. The strain-induced band gap

change[35] possibly could also contribute to the increase

of the metallic percentage of SWNTs in the melt-

blended composites.

Other Polymer Composites

The similar interfacial interaction effect on the conduc-

tivity in PMMA/SWNT composites has been observed in

several other polymer composites.

The in situ-polymerized rigid polymer poly(p-phenyl-

ene)benzobisoxazole (PBO)/SWNT composite is simi-

larly prepared as UV-polymerized PMMA/SWNT

composites.[36] Its measured conductivity remained the

same as that of the neat polymer, possibly because of a

lack of strong interfacial interactions in the composite,

which is not detectable from Raman studies.

The conductivity of polystyrene and SWNT compos-

ites formed from a miniemulsion process increases by ten

order of magnitude at 8.5% SWNT loading.[37] The

interactions between polystyrene and SWNT in the

composites are both exhibited in the Raman spectra. The

SWNT G-line at 1580 cm�1 shifted to higher frequencies

whereas the RBM upshifted. The loss of intensity of

polymer C C stretch modes at 1670 cm�1 is also

observed among the polystyrene Raman modes.

Polyimide (PI)-based composites appeared to increase

electric conductivity with SWNT loading. Conductivity

percolation is reached with SWNT loading between

0.02% and 0.1%.[38] The interactions in CNT/PI nano-

composites can be controlled to increase polaron mobility

and quantum efficiency. The Raman results of this

   

Fig. 7 (a) Raman spectra of the two PMMA/SWNT composites and pristine SWNT excited at 633 nm. The G-band of SWNTs in the

melt-blended composite around 1590 cm�1 is distinctly different. This line shape fits with the BWF line shape and is recognized as the

signature for a metallic SWNT. The G-band in UV-polymerized composites retains the same Lorentzian line shape as in pristine SWNT.

(b, c) Schematic illustrations of the PMMA and SWNT anisotropic and isotropic interactions in the melted-blended and UV-

polymerized composites, respectively. The anisotropic interaction between SWNT side wall and PMMA backbone has little effect on

side-chain vibrations, but will affect the backbone C–H2 stretch because axial stretching can be blocked by SWNT/PMMA if

not aligned.
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photovoltaic electrolyte material suggest the charge

transfer mechanism correspondingly.[39]

CHARGE TRANSFER AND STRONG ppppp
INTERACTION IN COMPOSITE WITH
INCREASED ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY

The SWNT G-band is very sensitive to the doping and

charge process. The Raman frequency shifts depending on

the types of donor or acceptor. The charge transfer

between halogen or alkali metal and SWNT was first

demonstrated by Raman studies[40] shown in Fig. 8. The

TM frequency shifts in the SWNT sidewall around

1550 cm�1 show the changes in accordance with the

corresponding diameter changes in RBM. The charge

transfer soften mode is identified as BWF interference

in the alkali metal-doped SWNT bundle. The p electron

transfer from the carbon to the acceptor (Br2, I2) or

donor (K, Rb) is believed to introduce both TM and

RBM changes.

The p-stacking of the planar pyrenylene p-moiety in

the 1-pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester with the

CNT graphite basal plane forms a very stable self-

assembled composite,[41] which changes the SWNT from

hydrophobic to hydrophilic nature. This structure interac-

tion was schematically illustrated in Fig. 9. Although

Raman studies are not reported for this composite, the

strong interaction was investigated by another similar

polymer composite in terms of charge transfer. The

Raman studies of composites of the aromatic perylene-

doped SWNTs are believed to have a charge transfer in

the G-band modes.[42] Fig. 10 shows the similar Raman

shifts as observed in alkali and halogen doping in the

SWNT. Although the strong perylene modes, such as

1296 cm�1, are not observed in the areas investigated by

Raman spectra, the inactive SWNT vibrational modes

around 1542, 1549, and 1610 cm�1 in the G-band

emerge in the composite and exhibit different degrees of

enhancement because of perylene doping interaction.

The PmPV composite is well studied by various

spectroscopy techniques. PmPV is an important photo-

voltaic and LED material in optoelectronic applications.

The CNT composite is expected to improve device

performance by optimizing the SWNT loading, tube

length, and its chirality. The scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) results indicate that PmPV, as a coiling

polymer, is interacting with SWNT with periodical

surface wrapping,[43] as shown in Fig. 11. The wrappings

Fig. 8 Raman scattering spectra for pristine SWNT bundles

reacted with various donor and acceptor reagents. From top

to bottom: I2Br2, pristine SWNT, Rb, and K. The backscat-

tering spectra were taken at T = 300 K using 514.5 nm

radiation. In the spectra for both halogen-doped SWNT bun-

dles, a harmonic series of peaks (indicated with asterisk) is

observed, which are identified with the fundamental stretch-

ing frequency os: 	220 cm�1 (I2) and 	324 cm�1 (Br2). The

spectra have been scaled so that the strongest SWNT feature

appears to have the same intensity. In the vicinity of the strongest

high-frequency mode around 1550 cm�1, the Raman spectra for

SWNTs doped with K or Rb are fitted with superposition of

Lorentzian functions and an asymmetric BWF line shape on a

linear continuum. (#Macmillan Publishers, 1997.)

Fig. 9 1-Pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester 1 irreversibly

adsorbing onto the sidewall of a SWNT via p-stacking. (#ACS,

2001.)
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are refractive and conform to the sidewall lattice structure

of the SWNT. The electric conductivity increased up to

eight orders of magnitude at 8.5% MWNT loading. At less

than 7% SWNT loading, an increase of one order of

magnitude to 1.5�10�9 S/m was observed; between 7%

and 11% loading, an increase in conductivity of eight

orders of magnitude has been observed; whereas the

conductivity plateaus to 3 S/m after 36% loading.[44] The

interactions in the composite possibly enhance polaron

mobility through the change of the polymer backbone

conformation and through a better hopping and tunneling

path. It is believed that PmPV significantly reduces

electron delocalization and vibrational freedom after the

interaction with SWNT in the composite.

The dependence of increased conductivity on CNT

loading in the composites is established by Raman studies

under resonant conditions of the semiconducting and

metallic SWNTs, respectively.[45] At 676 nm wavelength

excitation resonant with the metallic SWNT, the polymer

vinylene stretch mode at 1627 cm�1 evolves into two

well-defined modes at 1630 and 1625 cm�1. The SWNT

TM of 1598 cm�1 is simultaneously downshifted to

1593 cm�1, whereas the 1568 cm�1 mode disappears.

The RBMs measured with laser excitation energies res-

onant at the semiconducting condition display the

upshifts by about 7 cm�1; the relative intensity ratio

of the individual frequencies is also changed. The

Fig. 10 Typical Raman spectra in different areas. (a) Spectrum

of pristine nanotube G-band is fitted by Lorentzian curves

peaking at 1559 cm�1 (E2g mode), 1569 cm�1 (A1g), 1594

cm�1 (A1g+E1g modes), and 1609 cm�1 (E2g mode). (b)

Spectrum of perylene-doped tubes in zone B. (c) Signatures of

perylene–tube interaction after subtraction of the asymmetric

background and of the growing fluorescence background in zone

B. (d) Spectrum of perylene-doped tubes in another area.

(#Elsevier Science B.V., 2002.)

Fig. 11 STM image of two PmPV-coated SWNTs lying on

HOPG substrate. The ordered coating can be seen in the tube on

the right. There are two individual tubes on the left, separating at

the bottom. (#ACS, 2002.)
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SWNT diameter distributions derived from Eq. 1

indicate that the diameters shift toward smaller size

distribution in the composites. However, the D-band to

G-band ratio is significantly changed, which suggests

that sp3 carbon may act as the active site that interacts

with PmPV. The spectroscopy evidence of these vibra-

tion symmetry changes from both PmPV and SWNT,

combined with STM studies, show the helix wrapping of

PmPV backbone around the MWNT sidewall with strong

interactions. The luminescence study shows no quench-

ing, which is usually associated with the charge transfer

mechanism. Therefore it can be concluded that the com-

posite conductivity increases are because of the PmPV

backbone’s strong p–p interactions with the SWNT

sidewall, rather than charge transfer mechanism.

The majority of the pristine LED polymer materials

needed to be doped to achieve high-enough carrier mobility

for device application. The polaron and bipolaron ratio not

only reflects the conductivity of the composite, but also is

the direct result of the symmetry change of the polymer

because of the interaction of the CNT with the polymer.

The electropolymerized polypyrrole (PPy)/CNT thin

film composite has attracted considerable attention.

Being a conjugated polymer, PPy has strong electron

and phonon interactions (called polaron) in the lattice. It

resembles an ionic lattice, so bipolaron can form through

interactions between neighboring polarons. Two signif-

icant changes in the MWNT symmetry mode are shown

in the curve-fitting results of Raman spectra at 633 nm

excitation.[46] First, the defect-induced MWNT shoulder

peak D’ at 1612 cm�1 substantially decreased after the

composite film formation. The normalized intensity ratio

of D-band to G-band significantly decreases from 2.5 in

the MWNT arrays to 0.4 in the composite film. This

indicates that the MWNT sidewall sp3 graphitic carbon

interacts with PPy. The observed decrease of the D-band

intensity is similarly demonstrated in the PmPV/SWNT

composite as well.[8] Therefore the symmetry of both

MWNT and PPy is expected to change. Examine the

bipolaron (labeled with *) and polaron (labeled with y)
pair[47] in Fig. 12. MWNT composites have much higher

bipolaron contributions than in the CPE composite.

Furthermore, bipolaron-only[48] mode at 1247 cm�1 is

only observed in the MWNT/PPy composite film.

However, the polaron mode at 1044 cm�1 is more

predominant in the CPE/MWNT film. In addition, the

skeletal band[49] C–N stretching mode at 1487 cm�1

shoulder is higher in the MWNT/PPy composite, indi-

cating stronger backbone vibrations. All the Raman

results suggest better PPy backbone conjugation in the

MWNT composite than that in the CPE composite. When

PPy electropolymerized onto the highly orientated elec-

trode array, its backbone conforms to the MWNT

sidewall. Therefore the polymer chain deformations,

kinks, twists, and angle distortions between aromatic

ring planes can be reduced. The high bipolaron density

enhances conjugation in the MWNT/PPy composite film.

Thus the resultant film is structurally very stable and

highly conductive. This preferred configuration is con-

firmed by the SEM image of the MWNT after composite

formation. The remarkable uniformity of this widely

studied[50,51] composite film can be understood because

of its unique nanostructural interactions.

Recently, Raman analyses have become a powerful

technique to identify the separation of metallic and

semiconductor SWNTs in both the bulk quantity and the

nanoscale approach.

Resonant Raman analysis is used to probe the conduc-

tivity of SWNTs treated in the polar organic solvent, with

octadecylamine (ODA) possibly self-assembled onto

SWNTs.[52] The Raman line shape analysis around fre-

quency of TMs is used for gauging semiconducting and

metallic features under the respective resonant conditions.

The resonant Raman spectroscopy concludes the pre-

dominant semiconducting and metallic compositions in

the supernatant and precipitant, respectively.

Fig. 12 Raman spectra of PPY electropolymerized at

(a) MWNT array electrode, and (b) at carbon paste electrode.

In the MWNT/PPy composite, the dipolaron modes at 986

and 1051 cm�1 (labeled with *) corresponding to polaron modes

(labeled with y) 986 and 1051 cm� 1 are much higher than that in

the CPE/PPy composite. The bipolaron mode at 1247 cm� 1 is

only observed in the MWNT/PPy composite. However, the

polaron mode at 1044 cm�1 is more predominant in the

CPE/MWNT film. The skeletal band C–N stretching mode at

1487 cm�1 shoulder is higher in the MWNT/PPy composite,

indicating stronger backbone vibrations.
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Raman study of CNT conductivity has also been

successful in nanodevices.[53] Both RBM and TM fre-

quencies are used to analyze compositions in the electrode

and in the suspension after the a.c. electric field on a pair

of microelectrodes laid out on the oxidized Si substrate.

The induced dipole moment migrates the metallic SWNTs

to the electrodes, leaving the semiconducting SWNT in

the suspension. The polarized Raman also shows the

highly aligned nanotube along the electric field. In this

application, the in situ microscopic Raman probe demon-

strates the ideal technique to study CNT conductivity

beyond macroscopic chemical environments.

CONCLUSION

Recent research progress in Raman spectroscopy demon-

strates that it is an ideal technique to study the electronic

conductivity of the CNT and polymer composites in two

approaches. In the first approach, the vibration symmetry

studies of the CNT and polymer are directly correlated

with conductivity measurements, providing possible

mechanisms of the composite electronic conductivity

change caused by nanostructural interactions. In the

second approach, Raman spectroscopy directly probes

the composite electronic DOS band gap through resonant

scattering. The implications of interfacial interaction, as

well as charge transfer between the constituent compo-

nents in the composite are studied by Raman spectrosco-

py. The Raman spectroscopy study will guide processing

conditions, including thermal treatment and shear field

strength, as well as polymerization specifications for

better control in electronic and optical applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades nanomaterials have attract-

ed growing interest because of their unique, potentially

useful electronic, magnetic, and optical properties. For

example, carbon nanotubes possess tunable electronic

structure from metals to insulators. Nanoparticles can act

as ‘‘artificial atoms’’ which, when assembled into meso-

or macroscopic structures may lead to novel functional

materials. Thus self-assembled particle arrays not only

preserve the properties of individual particles but can also

exhibit new behaviors due to interparticle correlations and

coupling. The ability to organize nanoscale components

into specific geometrical arrangements, with defined in-

terconnections, underpins much of their promise for future

applications as well as current fundamental studies. Here

we focus on the organization of nanoparticles and, to a

lesser extent, other nanoscopic building blocks into

ringlike arrangements ranging over five decades of length

scale, from macroscopic (�1 mm) to nanoscopic (�10

nm). In addition to the simple geometry or a ring, a variety

of other arrangements have been realized. For example,

following earlier reports of close-packed crystalline

nanoparticle superstructures,[1–5] Korgel et al. analyzed

nanoparticle self-assembly into superlattices in detail

highlighting the effects of size-selection, ligand coverage,

and interparticle attraction.[6] Detailed reviews on the

fabrication and properties of nanoparticle superlattices are

now available.[7,8] Other efforts have focused on organiz-

ing nanoparticles according to highly specific biological

interactions[9–19] or using self-organized polymeric media

such as block copolymers to spatially template nanopar-

ticle synthesis and distribution.[20–28] Albeit the focus of

this review restricts it from broadly considering the

general theme of nanomaterial self-assembly, the above

and related efforts continue to make critical advances

toward functional materials and devices incorporating

nanoscale components.

The formation of ringlike assemblies, whether over

macroscopic or nanoscale dimensions, is intriguing for

reasons other than simple curiosity about their physical or

chemical origin. Thus continuous rings, for example, will

develop circulating currents when magnetic flux is applied

across the ring.[29] This ‘‘persistent’’ current has a pe-

riodicity as a function of the enclosed magnetic flux.

Moreover, the electronic states of the ring are likewise

functions of the applied field, leading to magnetically

tunable optical and other properties that, in addition to

being fundamentally interesting, may provide unique

capabilities in applications. While a variety of routes to

microscopic rings have been reported, including lithogra-

phy,[30] direct chemical synthesis,[31] and diffusive coales-

cence on free liquid surfaces,[32] self-assembly of ring

structures using wetting and capillary phenomena has

perhaps been the most common. By its nature, self-as-

sembly often provides a facile fabrication route, and gen-

erally similar methods can be effectively used to organize

different particle types, making these methods fairly

general. In what follows, various mechanisms that have

led to the formation of ring structures will be described.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF MACROSCOPIC RINGS

Ringlike patterns formed by precipitated solute particles

that are visible to the naked eye, such as coffee rings, are

familiar phenomena. The formation of macroscopic

(�1 mm to �1 cm) ring patterns from nonwetting drop-

lets placed on a solid support was investigated by Deegan

et al.[33] The mechanism presented by these authors

invoked pinning of the contact line of the drying droplet

as the carrier solvent evaporates. In order to maintain

the contact line pinned at its initial position in the face

of continued evaporation, a capillary flow of solvent is

engendered from the interior of the droplet to its perim-

eter. Dispersed solute particles are carried by this resulting

outflow to the edge where they accumulate (Fig. 1a).

When the droplet fully dries, a ringlike residue consisting

of the accumulated particles remains. Notably, in this

mechanism the ring formation is largely independent of

the nature of the underlying surface, the deposited solute

particles, and the carrier solvent. Maenosono and collab-

orators formed millimeter scale annular rings by precip-

itating 4–6-nm CdS and CdSe nanoparticles from a sus-

pension droplet (Fig. 1b).[34] These authors postulated

that, in addition to the pinning of the droplet’s contact line
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as discussed by Deegan et al., convection from the sus-

pension droplet to its perimeter where ring assembly

occurs could be driven by the capillary pressure from

the meniscus curvature within the porous, drying ring of

nanoparticles. In this model, the capillary pressure

produces an effective pressure-driven suction of solvent

into the ring. Both mechanisms are potentially operative

in the formation of macroscopic rings of nanoparticles

and provide useful insights into how such arrays may

be assembled.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF MICRON-SIZED RINGS

A number of investigators reported micron-scale annular

ring assemblies of various nanometer subunits such as

nanocrystals, nanotubes, and even small organic mole-

cules. The origins of these microscopic structures are

likely very different from those of macroscopic rings.

Ohara and Gelbart observed micron-sized rings of nano-

particles,[35] possibly originating from the accumulation

of particles along the rims of dewetting holes formed

during the evaporation of nanoparticle suspensions on

solid supports.[36] In these studies, the particle suspensions

wetted the underlying support. Maillard and coworkers

presented that thermocapillary flows engendered within

an evaporating particle suspension could also lead to

microrings and even hexagonal meshes of nano-

crystals.[37,38] Stowell and Korgel observed the self-

assembly of nanoparticles into rings and honeycomb

networks.[39] The selection of a particular geometry was

attributed to the variation of the thermal susceptibility of

the suspension’s surface tension because of the presence

of nanoparticles, triggering a transition from hole nucle-

ation in the evaporating film to Marangoni instability-

induced convective flow. Microrings formed from other

materials include a report by Schenning et al. of such

structures generated from disk-like porphyrin molecules.

These authors suspected that the rings formed as a result

of hole nucleation possibly induced by foreign parti-

cles.[40] In the following discussion some of these mech-

anisms are examined in greater detail.

Thermocapillary Mechanisms

As discussed by Maillard et al. and others,[37–39] convec-

tive flow driven by variations in surface tension at the free

interface of a thin evaporating liquid film can engender

film rupture and hence the formation of holes or dry

patches around which nanoparticles deposit. The physical

origins of thermocapillary flows in liquid films have been

well documented (e.g., see Ref. [41] for a review). For

sufficiently thin (less than about 1 mm) volatile liquid

films, evaporation generates a temperature gradient be-

tween the film’s lower and upper boundaries due to the

removal of latent heat, leaving the free upper surface

cooler. Local fluctuations in the extent of cooling cause

variations in the interfacial tension of this interface, with

surface tension g typically decreasing with temperature T

according to a thermal coefficient B=�dg/dT. As a result,

the liquid from warmer surface regions where the

interfacial tension is lower is pulled along the surface to

spread over the cooler regions, where it is forced to move

downward into the film as it cannot accumulate without

limit. Simultaneously, warm liquid is fed upward to the

warmer surface regions. Viscous coupling propagates this

convective flow throughout the film to establish three-

dimensional convective cells as illustrated in Fig. 2.

As evaporation proceeds, the thinning film may even-

tually rupture at the accompanying depressions, exposing

the nearly bare substrate to form holes.[42–44] Evaporation

and/or interfacial dewetting then drive the growth of

the holes. When film rupture and subsequent hole growth

occur in a suspension layer of nanoparticles, the particles

can collect at the expanding hole rims eventually leaving

behind drying patterns in the shape of rings (Fig. 3a).

Possibly, the hole rims become pinned before complete

drying of the film due to a build-up of frictional

Fig. 1 (a) Motion of microspheres driven by the capillary flow

of solvent from the interior to the periphery in an evaporating

water droplet.[33] (b) Optical microscope photograph of a CdS

ring with an outer diameter of 0.23 cm. (From Ref. [34].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Illustration of thermocapillary convective flows in

volatile liquid films. The mean temperature drop across the film

is DT. l is a characteristic wavelength of the induced con-

vective cells.
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interaction between particles accumulated at the hole rim

and the underlying surface.

A dimensionless Marangoni number, Ma=(BDTh)/

(rnk), is customarily used to compare the time scale for

the propagation of temperature disturbances across the

thickness of the film with that needed to establish

convective flow.[45,46] Temperature perturbations leading

to the establishment of convective flow must be suffi-

ciently long lived, corresponding to a critical Ma value

above which convective flow becomes possible, and

below which Marangoni instabilities will not appear. The

critical Ma depends on the boundary conditions at the

film’s interfaces.[45,46] At the most basic level, convective

flow is favored by greater temperature variation across

the film (DT), film thickness (h), and susceptibility of

interfacial tension to variation in temperature (B), but

is suppressed by increases in the liquid’s kinematic vis-

cosity (n), density (r), or thermal diffusivity (k).

Wetting Mechanisms

For apolar liquids and surfaces interacting purely via long-

range dispersive forces, a drop of solvent placed on a solid

support is typically characterized as either ‘‘wetting,’’

meaning it thins so as to fully cover the support, or

‘‘nonwetting,’’ meaning it beads up and forms a finite

contact angle with the solid support. More completely, a

set of classification rules can be devised that incorporate

not only long-range apolar interactions but also short-

range ‘‘contact’’ forces due to polar interactions.[47] By

appropriate balancing of short polar and long-range apolar

interactions, additional wetting states become possible

including coexistence of thin wetting films with macro-

scopic, nonwetting droplets, and of dewetting thin films

even when thicker layers of the same liquid wet. In

considering the formation of microring assemblies from

evaporating films, the approximation of either strictly

(i.e., irrespective of film thickness) wetting or nonwetting

liquids is usually sufficient as the surfaces and organic

solvents used have been largely apolar in nature.

Ohara and Gelbart theoretically analyzed microring

formation from evaporating particle suspensions when

the suspension wets the surface.[35] Their analysis was

motivated by accompanying experiments in which dilute

nanoparticle solutions in wetting organic solvents such as

hexane or toluene were spread on carbon-coated TEM

grids and allowed to dry.[36] Drying patterns consisting of

�1-mm-diameter rings were found (Fig. 3b). As a wetting

liquid film evaporates, it will continue to thin until the

film thickness decreases to nearly molecular dimensions,

on the order of a few nanometers. At this stage, further

thinning leads to increasing loss of attractive liquid–liquid

dispersive interactions, which prefer to thicken the film.

Ohara and Gelbart argue that, rather than dry uniformly to

zero thickness, the film may seek to maintain a minimal

thickness te to counteract the loss of favorable liquid–

liquid interactions, following a previous theoretical

analysis for nonvolatile liquid films by de Gennes.[48] In

their model, as evaporation proceeds, the drying film will

develop holes which will expand so as to maintain

remnant wetted regions at the thickness te. The holes

would open once the film thickness decreases sufficiently

for free energy barrier to hole nucleation to become

comparable to the thermal background kT, where k is the

Fig. 3 (a) Microrings formed from ferrite nanocrystals precipitated out of hexane after deposition on a TEM grid under air.[37,38] (b) A

microring of organically functionalized Ag nanocrystals precipitated out of hexane solution.[35] (c) Porphyrin rings generated from

evaporating chloroform solutions.[40] (d) Microrings of gold nanocrystals prepared by spin coating from octane solutions on a polymer

film (surface defects were indicated by red circles). (e) Nanotube rings formed after irradiation of bulk suspensions with ultrasound.

(From Ref. [50].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Boltzmann constant. For typical solvents this occurs at

thicknesses of �1 nm. Once holes open and grow,

nanoparticles can collect at the receding rims in a manner

analogous to that described above for thermocapillary

flows, leaving behind drying patterns in the shape of rings.

Alternately, for sufficiently thin wetting films, holes can

nucleate simply by spontaneous local evaporation of

liquid molecules to form a dry patch or because of the

presence of surface heterogeneities (e.g., a small non-

wettable region).

Schenning et al. observed micron-sized ring assemblies

composed of porphyrin molecules.[40] Their experimental

procedure was similar to those used to form rings of

nanoparticles. A droplet of porphyrin molecules in a

solvent such as chloroform was placed on a substrate and

allowed to evaporate for 10 sec, followed by draining of

the remaining solution with filter paper. These authors

suggested that the ringlike patterns originate from the

nucleation of holes engendered by possibly combined

influences of 1) nonwetability of the surface by the liquid;

2) progressive thinning of the liquid due to evaporation;

and 3) deposition of foreign particles (e.g., from the labo-

ratory ambient) that lowers the free energy barrier for hole

nucleation. As the holes nucleate and grow, porphyrin

molecules would accumulate at the rim increasing their

concentration. Eventually, the concentration will exceed

solubility and a condensed porphyrin phase will precip-

itate out to form the ring structures (Fig. 3c).

Liu and Levicky observed that spin coating of na-

noparticles from organic solvents on polymer films

produced micron-sized rings very similar to those reported

by Ohara et al. and others.[35–40] Spin coating instead of

droplet drying was used to better control deposition

conditions. Samples for transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) were prepared as reported previously.[28] From

TEM micrographs, these authors identified that micro-

rings formed around defects in the polymer film (Fig. 3d).

Based on this evidence, ring formation was attributed to

defect-induced nucleation of holes in the spin-coated

particle solution followed by particle accumulation at the

hole rims, leaving microring drying patterns as discussed

above. The defects appear white in the images (Fig. 3d),

suggesting that the polymer film is thinner (possibly

punctured) at those locations. Others have similarly

connected surface topography with nucleation of holes

and subsequent formation of drying patterns. For example,

step edge defects on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

surfaces led to the formation of ringlike patterns from

drying collagen solutions.[49]

Microring assembly will, in general, also depend on

other factors such as solute concentration and evaporation

speed. Clearly, rings cannot form if the solute (e.g.,

nanoparticle) concentration is too low because of the

insufficiency of available material. Moreover, microring

formation, at least in wetting systems, appears favored by

faster rates of evaporation. For instance, in experiments by

the present authors in which nanoparticle suspensions

were spin coated from relatively low volatility, wetting

solvents such as octane, microrings did not form if the

deposition speed was below 100 rpm or if static

evaporation was used. Presumably, under such wetting

conditions, a nucleated hole can quickly seal unless

solvent evaporation from the hole rim is sufficient to

ensure hole growth.

Other Types of Microrings

Microrings of carbon nanotubes have also been re-

ported.[50,51] Martel and coworkers observed microrings

of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) following

ultrasound irradiation of nanotubes in a warm solution

of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (Fig. 3e). This

process shortens the SWNTs and evidently can cause

them to coil into rings. The physical origin of coiling was

suggested to stem from tube bending due to the nucleation

of bubbles on the hydrophobic surfaces of the SWNTs

during ultrasound irradiation, followed by subsequent

bubble collapse. Once a tube becomes coiled into a ring,

the strain energy of bending can be balanced by physical

van der Waals attraction along the nanotubes. This ren-

ders the rings highly permanent, sufficiently so that they

can be recovered by filtering. High yields of rings, up to

50%, were reported.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF NANOSCALE RINGS

Rings with diameters ranging from 10 to 100 nm have

been made out of magnetic nanoparticles or metal

nanocrystals by several groups. In contrast to micron-

sized rings, these structures are approximately one particle

wide along their perimeter (Fig. 4). The self-assembly

mechanisms, as may be expected, are distinct from those

effective for forming macro- or microrings and involve

magnetostatic particle interactions in the case of magnetic

Fig. 4 (a) Nanorings formed by 16-nm cobalt nanoparticles.[13]

(b) Nanorings composed of 2.5-nm gold nanocrystals, formed

by spin coating from octane solutions.
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nanoparticles.[52,53] The present authors have also assem-

bled nanoscopic rings from metal nanoparticles by spin

coating nanoparticle solutions on thin polymer films.

Magnetostatic Mechanisms

Tripp et al. synthesized weakly ferromagnetic cobalt

nanoparticles (�30 nm in diameter), possessing a 3- to

0.4-nm oxide layer.[52] The nanoparticles were dispersed

in toluene or CH2Cl2 in the presence of a resorcinarene as

a stabilizing surfactant. Droplets of nanoparticle solution

containing surfactant were deposited on carbon-coated

TEM grids and allowed to dry. If the concentration of

surfactant was sufficiently high, this procedure produced

a large population of nanorings with diameter in the

range of 50 to 100 nm. A possible mechanism for ring

formation is minimization of magnetostatic energy real-

ized when a string of magnetic dipoles (i.e., a string of

‘‘head-to-tail’’ aligned ferromagnetic Co nanoparticles)

closes, thus eliminating unpaired magnetic poles at its

ends. Notably, without sufficient surfactant the Co na-

noparticles aggregated into dense, continuous layers or

‘‘rafts.’’ The need for the nonvolatile resorcinarene

surfactant in the assembly of rings was believed to stem

from kinetic stabilization attributed to the enhancement of

the viscosity of the deposited particle layer. Otherwise, at

low surfactant concentrations, the nanoparticles were

sufficiently mobile to rearrange into more thermodynam-

ically stable, dense aggregates. Other aggregate structures,

such as oriented strings of particles, were also identified

with preference for a particular geometry somewhat ad-

justable by application of external magnetic fields.

A previous report by Puntes et al. similarly described,

among many other structures, the self-assembly of nano-

rings from ferromagnetic Co nanoparticles (Fig. 4a).[53]

Closed motifs, such as nanorings, did not form with

smaller Co nanoparticles that were superparamagnetic

rather than ferromagnetic. These results indicate that the

permanency of the particles’ magnetic dipole plays a

crucial role in facilitating the formation of closed loops or

rings. In the work of Puntes et al., the Co nanoparticles

had a thin organic coating and were deposited onto car-

bon-coated TEM grids from evaporating suspensions.

Assembly of Nanorings on Polymer Films

Polymer media have been used to template spatial

distributions of nanometer-sized particles in a variety

of ways, including in situ synthesis of nanoparticles

in ordered block copolymer matrices,[54–56] introduction

of premade nanoparticles into the bulk or on the surface of

such media,[25,57–61] or via additional routes exploiting

polymeric micelles[62,63] or multilayered structures.[64–69]

Liu and coworkers have been investigating the organiza-

tion of nanoparticles in polymer ‘‘brushes,’’[28] which

are monolayers of polymer chains tethered by one end

to a planar support. The polymer brushes consist of poly-

(ethylenepropylene) (PEP) chains and are typically be-

tween 5 and 20 nm in thickness. The PEP chains incor-

porated a shorter polystyrene (PS) endblock to provide

anchoring to an underlying film of PS homopolymer.

Dodecanethiol-stabilized gold nanoparticles about 2.5 nm

in diameter were spin coated on top of the polymer brush

from octane and their drying patterns imaged by TEM. On

some specimens, rings of nanoparticles 10 to 50 nm in

diameter were observed in high yields (Fig. 4b). The

underlying physical cause of ring assembly has not yet

been identified.

CONCLUSION

Fabrication of structures at submicron length scales is

a difficult yet crucial capability in advancing devices

and technologies that may one day incorporate nanoma-

terials. Prospective examples of applications include

novel analytical tools, ultrasmall chemical sensors, opto-

electronics, and new reagents and catalysts for use in

chemistry and biology. The last few years have seen

rapid developments in the self-assembly of a variety of

structures from nanoparticles and other components such

as nanotubes or nanorods. This brief review has spe-

cifically emphasized the methods for organizing tiny

building blocks into ring-shaped assemblies, with the pre-

dominance of the responsible physical phenomena traced

to wetting and hydrodynamics of thin liquid films. Even

as the theme of self-assembly in nanomaterial science

continues to expand, as illustrated by this report, at least

for specific geometries general methods can begin to

be formulated.
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Risk Assessment and Benefits

Douglas Mulhall
Marsh Harbour, Bahamas

INTRODUCTION

Risk assessment is the foundation of our capacity to

evaluate economic, health, and ecological impacts. Yet, a

wave of scientific discovery is transforming our under-

standing of not only risk but also the environments that

sustain us. This will force basic changes to how we eval-

uate risk and make decisions to restrict new technology.

Until we acknowledge such changes and incorporate

them into our assessment of risk, it will not be possible for

detractors or supporters of nanotechnologies to accurately

evaluate their risks and benefits.

OVERVIEW

Some critics perceive the risk of nanomaterials as too

great to go ahead with until we study them further.[1] The

most often-cited example is the risk that out-of-control

nanomachines, which use carbon-based life forms for an

energy source, will turn everything alive into ‘‘gray goo’’

as they multiply. Technology luminaries such as Eric

Drexler and Robert Freitas,a Ray Kurzweil and Bill Joy,b

along with science fiction writers such as Michael

Crichtonc have explored such potential threats. Related

debates have often spilled over into the legislative arena as

governments have limited development of biotechnolo-

gies such as stem cell research,[6] while initiating inves-

tigations into ways of restricting nanotechnology.[7]

These debates are similar to those presented in the

early 1950s when it was postulated that nuclear prolifer-

ation would get out of control and lead to contamination

of the whole world. As with the nuclear argument, critics

say that this new generation of technologies may be too

volatile to control. Similar arguments were made about

the machine gun at the turn of the century. As every new

major technology comes along, fears are expressed that it

may annihilate humanity.

Many scientists disagree with these arguments and say

that the potential benefits outweigh the potential risks.d

They point to near-term benefits such as nanoscale

methods that can detect and target diseases far more

precisely and less invasively than we do today. Vast

improvements in energy efficiency created by a new

generation of solar cells may also solve our energy supply

problems, they argue. They say further that while the

destructive power of technologies has been growing

enormously, this has not hindered the expansion of civili-

zation on Earth so far.

So we are faced with a familiar quandary: risk the

benefits or eliminate the risks?

Principles for controlling powerful technologies, so

that we can manage risks and get benefits, have been

around for some time. For example, as early as 1950 the

well-known science fiction writer Isaac Asimov put for-

ward his ‘‘Laws of Robotics.’’[9,10] Organizations that

specialize in nanotechnology, such as the Foresight In-

stitute have developed principles for managing nano-

technology risks.[11] Still other organizations such as the

Center for Responsible Nanotechnology have drafted

ethical guidelines to help cope with disruptive economic

and social impacts.[12]

These works are each helpful. Together they may

constitute the beginnings of a regulatory framework for

administering technology risks. Yet by themselves and

together they are still incomplete.

This article briefly describes three considerations that

could transform the debate: Technologies that merge with

ecology, enhanced intelligence, and punctuated equilib-

rium. Finally, the article shows how these discoveries

may completely change the regulatory paradigm. This

entry is necessarily limited on space and I encourage the

interested reader to look at my book-length work Our

Molecular Future[13] and the reference list for more

details and information.

dUpdates on the nanoethics debates, are found in the December and

February newsletter of Ref. [8].

aThe term ‘‘gray goo’’ was put forward by Eric Drexler in 1986 in

Ref. [2] and has been extensively quoted and misquoted. For a summary

of the gray goo discussion, see Ref. [3].
bSun Microsystems co-founder Bill Joy [4a] revitalized the concept of

voluntary relinquishment of dangerous technologies that was put forward

by other scientists in relation to earlier technologies such as nuclear

weapons. Inventor Ray Kurzweil disagrees with this approach. A sum-

mary of the discussion is found in Ref. [4b].
cEric Drexler’s 1980’s description of uncontrollable nanobots was given

great popularity by the science fiction novel: Ref. [5].
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BACKGROUND

Some scientists have begun to describe a point known as

the ‘‘Singularity,’’ where the rate of technology conver-

gence makes it impossible for human beings to accurately

forecast the near future. If this point is approaching, then it

seems that all the present discussions by environmen-

talists, scientists, and government regulators over how to

regulate nanotechnologies may soon become moot, be-

cause the process will be out of our hands regardless of

what we do, unless we impose a draconian ban on all new

technology development. Given our history, such a ban

seems improbable; therefore we must consider the im-

plications of exponentially accelerating technologies.

The ideas that Homo sapiens—as we are presently

constituted—won’t be able to control our own destiny,

and that some other form of development that we can’t

comprehend right now may take over from present para-

digms, seem so fatalistic that many people don’t dare to

consider such thoughts. These confound the basic human

tenet of belief in the future. Yet with technology rapidly

progressing, and with the particularly accelerating ad-

vances in nanotechnologies—that are described through-

out this encyclopedia—we must consider such a pos-

sibility as a starting point in the discussion over how to

regulate the risks posed by new technologies. Nor do we

need to be fatalistic about it, because there are avenues

whereby we can participate in the accelerated evolution

that has begun to occur.

Just in the same way that the atomic bomb transformed

the concepts of security and war, so advanced technolo-

gies are already upending conventional notions of evolu-

tion. For example, it has now become clear that computers

have started to solve problems in ways that their human

designers do not comprehend. Chess Grand Master Gary

Kasparov acknowledged this reality many years ago

when, after having been defeated by a computer at his own

game, he stated that he had lost to ‘‘an alien.’’[14] This was

rapidly followed by the development of genetic comput-

ing where software using genetic algorithms was used to

design circuits in ways that human designers couldn’t

fully comprehend.[15]

Why is this so relevant right now to the discussion over

regulation of nanotechnology?

The extrapolation to be drawn from this is that because

some computers already exceed human intelligence in

limited areas, that nanotechnology-enabled artificial in-

telligence will increasingly supercede our own. Given that

it would be extremely difficult to regulate something that

is smarter than a human, again we are confronted with this

possibility that the regulatory discussion is moot.

However, such a viewpoint—and the fears expressed

about ‘‘runaway’’ technology—overlook one central de-

velopment. Human intelligence and machine intelligence

are beginning to merge. As they do, the possibilities for

anticipating and regulating development of further tech-

nologies take on a new light.

The perceptual problem that we face today is that

most discussions over regulation of nanotechnologies are

based on the assumption that while technology continues

to evolve rapidly, Homo sapiens will somehow continue

to evolve as we have for millennia: slowly and biolog-

ically. If this is true, then we can stop the discussion

over regulation, because the rate of technological evo-

lution is already exceeding the rate of biological evo-

lution, and will render Homo sapiens intelligence

obsolete or at least inferior.

However, this article looks at another possibility: that

evolution of human intelligence is about to accelerate past

our biological limitations into another realm. If so, this

will transform the regulatory landscape.

Furthermore, our growing understanding of the natural

environment is showing us that we may have no choice

but to proceed, because history demonstrates that sooner

or later nature will create conditions that make our exis-

tence on Earth difficult or untenable unless we take

measures to protect ourselves.

NEW FACTORS THAT MAY TRANSFORM
RISK ASSESSMENT

Using Life Cycle Assessment methodologies,[16–18]

combined with an examination of new technological de-

velopments and new discoveries about the natural en-

vironment, these emerging theories and technologies can

be identified as having the potential to profoundly trans-

form the present paradigm of technology regulation.

Technologies That Merge with
the Natural Environment

Ray Kurzweil, who pioneered technologies such as the

flatbed scanner, argues that technology is a continuation

of evolution by other means.[19] This implies that our

technologies are becoming an integral part of the ecology.

What are the physical manifestations of this?

Smart Dust[20] comprises a massive array of micro-

machines made of nanoscale components that ride on air

or water currents, undetectable to the human eye. Each

expendable machine can have a camera, communications

device, and varying sensors for chemicals, temperature,

and sound. It has its own rechargeable energy source. It

can serve as the eyes, ears, nose, and guidance mechanism

for everyone from soldiers to hurricane watchers. It may

soon cost a fraction of a penny to manufacture, and its

prototype exists today. It forms part of a massive array

that delivers information to one or hundreds of computers
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in one or many locations. It may soon be in our envi-

ronment in the trillions, delivering information about

everything from troop to sewage movements.

This nanoscale level of incursion into—and integration

with—the ecology suggests emergence of an intelligent

environment. Just as the natural environment exercises its

own type of intelligence by passing on information from

generation to generation via DNA, so we are creating an

intelligent human-built environment not just alongside

that, but also as part of it. An intelligent environment has

elements that are able to sense virtually every part of the

ecology, from the epicenter of earthquakes to the heart of

a hurricane and the heartbeat of every species, then in-

terpret what this means and how to react. Right now, we

are only at the very first primitive stages of this, but our

sensing capacities are accelerating.

Such intelligent particles are also gaining the capacity to

self-assemble. Several universities have pioneered self-

assembling photovoltaic materials that generate and con-

duct an electric current (see entry on ‘‘Photovoltaics for the

Next Generation: Organic-Based Solar Cells’’).[21] These

materials can be painted onto surfaces, thus eliminating

the need for solar panels. Such chemical self-assembly

is only a primitive precursor to molecular assembly that

is described in other entries to this encyclopedia.

When we combine self-assembly with intelligent

sensing at the nanometer scale, then multiply it a trillion-

fold, we see that our technology is becoming an integral

part of the ecology instead of just impacting it, and that

human technologies may soon be indistinguishable from

the natural environment. This is a profound transition.

Furthermore, such pervasive intelligence is develop-

ing outside the human brain, but also in deep contact

with it.

Enhanced Intelligence Changes
the Groundrules

Hans Moravec, of Carnegie Mellon’s Robotics Institute,

has shown convincingly—as have others—that the rate

of acceleration in information processing is logarith-

mic.[22] Not only is the capacity to process ones and

zeros multiplying, but the rate at which it is multiplying

is also increasing.

For millennia, this exponential rate was barely per-

ceptible, because it took thousands, then hundreds, then

tens of years for such capacity to multiply, from the

abacus to the microprocessor, and now the nanoprocessor.

Today, this exponential acceleration enables super-fast

manufacturing by machines and software. An example of

this is desktop manufacturing that is transforming desktop

printing into three-dimensional desktop manufacturing of

products.[23]

Such hyperchange is upending the ground rules

for intelligence, and by extension for environmental

risk management.

Most risk assessment today implicitly assumes that

evolution of human intelligence will proceed in the same

way that it has over the past few thousands of years—that

is, gradually.

Here are examples of why this assumption may

be wrong.

In 2001, a computer used ‘‘genetic computing’’[24] to

build a thermostat and actuator that were superior to the

counterparts designed by a human. The computer’s pro-

grammers were unable to trace how the computer reached

its conclusion. This is because genetic algorithms allow

computers to solve problems in their own way without

human intervention.

Machines with enhanced intelligence do certain things

far faster and better than we do. Not everything, but many

things. Stockbrokers now use algorithms that forecast

commodity markets more accurately than humans do.[25]

Satellites that repair themselves and make unilateral data

transmission decisions are already in orbit.[26]

Moreover, massive networks are enhancing our own

intelligence. It is now possible for the layperson to per-

form Internet searches in real time to get answers to

complex questions. This acceleration in data retrieval by

the general population constitutes a mass enhancement to

our own memories.

At the more specialized level, remote robotic surgery is

creating a networked medical ‘‘mind’’ that can perform

operations in and from many locations at once.[27]

The extraordinary development is that human intelli-

gence and primitive forms of machine ‘‘intelligence’’ are

merging already. This is apparent from the use of artificial

retinas for the blind, where computer microchips are

implanted in the eye then connected to the optical nerve.

They interpret and relay visual information to the brain.

The merging of human intelligence with genetic algo-

rithms and massive networks is being applied to modeling

of, for example, climate change, but it has only just begun

to be applied to evaluation of phenomena such as those

described below.

Understanding Punctuated Equilibrium

The theory of punctuated equilibrium[28] was first pro-

posed in 1972 by Niles Eldredge and Harvard evo-

lutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould.[41] This holds that

evolutionary change occurs relatively rapidly in compar-

atively brief periods of environmental stress, separated by

longer periods of evolutionary stability. After many years

of skepticism, their theory is now gaining acceptance.

This is because proof is emerging.
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Intelligent tools, such as those described earlier, are

helping us to discover that the natural ecology experiences

periodic instability that threatens our society; not just in

the extended time frames that we used to think.

In 1994, Comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 (SL9) hit Jupi-

ter,[29] blasting holes the size of Earth in its atmosphere.

Had this hit the Earth, human life would have been vir-

tually extinguished. Only recently have we developed the

tools to see such distant impacts, and until such technol-

ogies were invented we could only theorize about how

often catastrophic collisions occur.

Before that, it was thought that such upheavals hap-

pened only every few million years and that we’d have

lots of time to see them coming. SL9 demolished this idea.

It demonstrated that we live in a galaxy where life can be

snuffed out on a planetary scale without warning—in this

era, not just the distant past.

Furthermore, scientists have found that smaller events

have upset the ecology here on Earth. Ice core and tree

ring records show that around the year A.D. 536 an un-

known event triggered a catastrophic cooling of the

Northern Hemisphere, resulting in years without summers

that led to wholesale crop failures and starvation.[30]

Thousands of samples taken from ice cores and tree

rings around the world show that naturally induced cli-

mate flips occur more frequently than we once thought

they do, and that they don’t only unfold over centuries but

also erupt in a few years.[31,32]

At the regional scale, in 1700, a fracture at the Cas-

cadia subduction zone produced a gigantic tsunami that

scoured much of the Pacific coast for miles inland, where

many of our cities now stand.[33] In 1958, a 1,500-foot

wave swept away a forest after a mountain collapsed into

Lituya Bay, Alaska.[34]

At the nanometer scale we are also getting a surprise.

Researchers have discovered vast numbers of nanoscale

organisms that are a hundred times smaller than most

bacteria. In geology, they are named nanobacteria,[35]

nanobes, and nanoarchaea.[36] In human ecology, a simi-

lar-sized entity has been labeled Nanobacterium san-

guineum or blood nanobacteria.[37] Despite the name, it

may not be a bacterium at all, but instead seems to be a

newly discovered infection with the unusual ability to

form a tough shell consisting of the same type of calcium

found in many diseases. For decades, researchers have

seen evidence that epidemic illnesses such as heart disease

are triggered by infection.[38] This was proven for stomach

ulcers decades ago, but for other illnesses no one could

find a culprit. Now it seems that one has been discov-

ered,[39] as chronicled in the book Has Heart Disease

Been Cured?[40]

If the existence of such organisms turns out to be valid

after the hot discussion over them is resolved, then it may

fundamentally alter our understanding of how ecology

works, what constitutes an ecosystem, and how epidemics

decimate populations.

The reality that has been overlooked by environmental

agencies and theorists is that many of these nano- and

macro-scale phenomena pose deep threats to our society.

Agencies such as the United States Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) and United States Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) have few defenses

against them. Such agencies usually do not consider how

to adapt to climate altering super-volcanoes or epidemics

from strange nano-organisms, because these are perceived

as indefensible, or they haven’t entered the awareness of

the organizations yet.

Thus, punctuated equilibrium is not part of the risk

assessment framework. As such, a chunk of the equation is

missing. This is especially true when considering the

relative risks and benefits posed by nanotechnologies.

Such technologies may be driving the next ‘‘punctuation’’

in evolution by upending longstanding paradigms. At the

same time they may give us the tools to protect ourselves

from newly discovered big natural threats. Such is the

contradictory reality of the two-edged sword.

MATCH NATURE’S COMPLEXITY

The convergence of these discoveries may let us achieve

something that we have only dreamed of until now: how

to match nature’s complexity.

Right now, most of our technologies are unable to

match the complexity of natural environments. For ex-

ample, we use antibiotics to cure bacterial infections,

but they lose their potency when the environment that

they work in adapts to them. We build power lines to

survive ice storms, but our miscalculation of the worst

scenarios leads to collapses that paralyze our high-tech-

nology infrastructures.

Most of our agricultural, medical, energy, transporta-

tion, and housing systems are in a constant struggle to

respond to the complexity of the natural environment.

Yet this imbalance may shift. Molecular technologies

are empowering us to find solutions that replicate natural

processes at the molecular level (for some examples, see

entries on ‘‘Biomedical Applications: Tissue Engineer-

ing, Therapeutic Devices, and Diagnostic Systems’’ and

‘‘Nanomaterials: New Trends.’’). We may see energy

grids based on solar ‘‘paint’’ that slash the political and

economic risks associated with fossil fuel infrastructures.

Our drugs may be so precise that they backfire only oc-

casionally instead of generating widespread immune

responses as they do now.

This nascent capacity to match nature’s complexity

constitutes the next environmental revolution. Over the

centuries, such efforts to replicate natural processes have
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been criticized as arrogant and unachievable approaches

to nature, and today are sparking a political and religious

furor. Nonetheless, they may soon force us to redefine the

boundaries of risk assessment.

WHAT TO DO

These new realities—enhanced intelligence, technologies

that merge with the environment, and newly understood

evolutionary paradigms—are the elephants in the room of

risk assessment. To cope with them, we must initiate a

new regulatory discussion. We must first acknowledge

that the yardsticks for measuring risk are being moved

dramatically by our own rapidly expanding knowledge.

Just a few small examples: Although nanoscale or-

ganisms have been identified in geological formations and

the human body since the early 1990s, few projects have

examined the implications for human or natural ecology

or for environmental chemistry. NASA is studying it, as

are the universities of Texas, McGill (Canada), Regens-

burg (Germany), Kuopio (Finland), Melbourne (Aus-

tralia), and others. However, no major government

initiative is considering the implications. At the opposite

end of the scale, few if any governmental, environmental,

or disaster preparedness agencies are examining newly

discovered mega-scale anomalies such as the naturally

induced climate flip of circa A.D. 536, or the giant west

coast tsunami of 1700. These would certainly disrupt

natural ecosystems and civilized society if they recurred

today, and evidence suggests that they may.

No disaster preparedness or environmental agency yet

examines how nanotechnologies might be used for

adapting to such phenomena. Future initiatives may de-

velop, but at this time they are not apparent. To rectify

this, the author has suggested that a forum be held under

the auspices of one or several of the nanotechnology Non-

Governmental Organizations such as The Foresight In-

stitute or Center for Responsible Nanotechnology, to ex-

amine such an issue.

Examples of technologies that might help us to adapt to

‘‘nature’s time bombs,’’ and to explosive risks that may

be posed by nanotechnologies themselves, include:

. Artificially intelligent software that is transforming

the way that we make products and carry out business.

The role that artificial and enhanced intelligence will

play in risk assessment is so far under-studied and

overlooked. This takes us to the heart of the issue of

evolution of human intelligence relative to thousands

of years of biological evolution. Likewise, technolo-

gies that are merging with the human body and mind,

such as artificial retinas and other implants, merit far

greater attention, as these are the stepping stones to

development of Homo sapiens who have enhanced

evaluative capacities.
. Superstrong nanostructured materials such as aerogels

that exist now and that may let human settlements

withstand mega-hurricanes, earthquakes, and torna-

does without causing more environmental damage than

they prevent. Furthermore, the self-assembling and

disassembling properties of other newer materials may

protect us from more serious near-earth object threats

that are now considered impossible to defend against,

and that have been badly misjudged as too infrequent

to worry about.
. ‘‘Desktop manufacturing’’ that may replace thousands

of polluting factories while producing materials such

as self-assembling solar materials that may stabilize

our energy supplies.
. Nanomedicine that is opening the doors to new

solutions for many prevalent diseases, and that may

stop epidemics that have retarded human progress

for millenia.
. Many other technologies that are cited throughout

this encyclopedia and constitute an excellent basis to

start with.

Of equal importance is the process used to evaluate

them. By expanding the interdisciplinary approach to

technology, it is possible and necessary to bring to-

gether experts in fields that are infrequently combined.

These include:

. Computer scientists who have applied artificially in-

telligent software to technologies that might be used

for environmental adaptation and risk assessment.
. Biochemists, geologists, and physicians who discov-

ered nanobacteria in the environment and human body,

and also developed treatments that seem to reverse

nanobacterial infections.
. Climatologists, geologists, and astronomers who un-

covered evidence of recurring climate disruptions, gi-

ant tsunamis, and near-earth object collisions.
. Scientists who have developed adaptive technologies

such as desktop manufacturing and self-assembling

photovoltaic materials that may let us adapt rapidly to

big ecological changes.
. Critics who have proposed moratoria on nano-

manufacturing.

CONCLUSION

By focusing such wide-ranging expertise on the chal-

lenges depicted in this article, risk assessment could be

made into a more effective tool for proponents, detractors,

and users of advanced technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical methods continue to surprise us. The Abbé limit,
of approximately l/2, was once thought to be an
insurmountable barrier to their exploitation, but the
ingenuity of physicists continues to confound this unduly
pessimistic outlook. There are currently a number of
tools, including near-field,[1] two-photon,[2] fluorescence-
based,[3] and plasmonic techniques[4] that all offer sub-
diffraction limit spatial resolution. Moreover, while the
end of photolithography has been forecast for about
two decades, the semiconductor device industry remains
firmlywedded to it as its primarymanufacturing tool, and
electronic engineers have been very creative in adapting
it to facilitate the onward progress of their industry along
the path charted by Moore’s Law. However, at the
very smallest length scale, electron beam lithography
has continued to be seen as the gold standard fabrication
tool. While electron beammethods are serial ones and do
not readily translate into a manufacturing environment,
they have been thought to offer a degree of resolution
beyond the reach of photolithography.

Here we review new work that suggests this view
is incorrect. By using scanning near-field photolitho-
graphy (SNP), it is possible to generate structures in
organic monolayers that are comparably small to
anything fabricated by electron beam lithography.
Importantly, however, these approaches, based on
the excitation of photochemical reactions, are capable
of being implemented under ambient conditions or
even under fluid. Although such near-field lithographic
tools are in their infancy, they offer exciting prospects
for use in lithography at extremely small length scales,
along with a capability to manipulate biomolecular
and organic molecular systems that are inaccessible
to electron beam methods. Combined with multiplex-
ing, they may, given their lower cost, offer much
greater potential for commercial exploitation than
has ever been the case for electron beam lithography,
and they may prove a valuable tool in the drive toward
highly miniaturized molecular devices and materials.

NEAR-FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

In surface microscopy, near-field scanning optical
microscopy (NSOM, also known as scanning near-field

optical microscopy, or SNOM) has provided access
to nanometer-scale optical characterization. The origi-
nal concept for NSOM was developed by Synge, early
in the 20th century. His ideas revolved around the use
of small optical apertures to characterize materials.
Ordinarily, when light is passed through an optical
aperture smaller than the Abbé limit, it undergoes
diffraction, imposing a lower limit on resolution (also
called the diffraction limit). Synge proposed that an
optical aperture could be used for subdiffraction limit
imaging provided it was brought adequately close to a
solid surface.[5–7] Under such conditions, illumination
occurs in the near field, effectively meaning that light
from the aperture interacts with the sample before dif-
fraction can occur (Fig. 1). Although the underlying
concept was very simple, its realization in practice
was much more challenging, because for it to be
effective, the separation between the aperture and the
sample must be very small indeed (nm distances) and
must be maintained within a very small range of
tolerance during the course of the whole experiment.
The empirical corroboration for Synge’s ideas was
eventually provided in 1972 by Ash and Nichols,[8]

who achieved a resolution of l/60 with 3 cmmicrowaves.
Although this result was impressive, it represented,
at that wavelength, a resolution that was still a
macroscopic distance.

A significant leap forward was made by Betzig and
Trautman in 1992. They used an optical fiber, drawn
to a narrow apex and coated with a metal film to
constrain the electric field, to image samples.[9] They
claimed that a resolution of 12 nm was feasible, but
only after deconvolution of the probe geometry. This
spatial resolution has unfortunately not been widely
reproduced. While subdiffraction-limit imaging is
feasible, and a variety of types of characterization are
possible,[10] fiber-based approaches have generally
proved difficult to implement. Generally speaking, the
best resolution achieved has been approximately equal
to the probe aperture, typically ca 50 nm, and usually,
the resolution has been poorer than this—often signif-
icantly so. One of the problems of fiber-based methods
is that the reproducible preparation of small apertures
with high transmissions is difficult.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the
use of what are termed ‘‘apertureless’’ NSOM meth-
ods. These exploit the fact that irradiation of a metallic
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tip held in close proximity to a solid surface using a
suitably polarized light may lead to a very pronounced
enhancement of the electric field in a small region
beneath the tip.[11] A variety of optical phenomena
may be excited in this way. The tip may, for example,
act as an antenna, a phenomenon referred to rather
evocatively as the lightning-rod effect, yielding a
strongly focused field. A surface plasmon mode may
be excited at the tip. Again, the electric field associated
with the plasmon excitation exhibits a pronounced
confinement. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
between donor and acceptor systems attached to the
tip and the sample surface may occur,[12] offering
exciting prospects for the characterization of biological
systems. Two-photon absorption[13] and other nonlinear
phenomena, such as second harmonic generation,[14]

have also been reported. While many of these techniques
are currently difficult to implement, they offer extra-
ordinary capability. For example, Hartschuh et al.
carried out an apertureless Raman investigation of
single-walled carbon nanotubes.[15,16] They reported
Raman spectra from single nanotubes, with a spatial
resolution of ca 25nm. These results constitute an excit-
ing advance for near-field microscopy and spectroscopy.
Such progress suggests that after a long gestation period,
NSOM may be on the verge of delivering the kind of
fruit that it has long promised.

LITHOGRAPHY USING NSOM

In photolithography, light is typically directed through
a mask at a layer of photoresist. The light exposes the
resist, leading to either the cross-linking of oligomeric
material or the removal of a photosensitive material,
and the formation of a photopattern that may sub-
sequently be used to transfer structures into the
underlying substrate. Clearly, it is possible to fabricate
smaller features by simply reducing the dimensions of

the gaps in the mask through which the light passes,
and for many years the semiconductor device manufac-
turers have been able to do this. However, eventually
the diffraction limit is reached. At this point, light is
diffracted as it passes through the mask. There are
several solutions to this, including reducing the wave-
length of the light used. In principle, a photolithogra-
phy mask may be placed in contact with the sample
(rather than being placed away from it, as in projection
photolithography), to try to exploit near-field effects.
However, the great problem with this is ensuring
that the mask remains genuinely within the near-field
regime across the whole of its area. The tiniest specs
of dust or small variations in substrate topography
would mean that significant portions of the mask were
not in contact and diffraction would occur.

The adaptation of a scanning near-field optical micro-
scope represents another solution. While mask-based
processes offer the advantage of parallel fabrication of
large numbers of structures, there are other applications
for photolithography, outside of electronic device
fabrication, where the ability to excite different processes
at different locations on the sample is a distinct advan-
tage (for example, the immobilization of biological
molecules using light-directed processes).[17,18] Moreover,
the development of high-speed scanning systems[19] and
multiplexing technologies[20] both provide potentially
important new routes to high-throughput fabrication.

In a fiber-based NSOM system, the aperture at the
end of the optical fiber constitutes a nanoscopic light
source. Provided the probe is maintained in close
proximity to the sample at all times, the dimensions
of the illuminated region will be determined, to a first
approximation, by the dimensions of the probe. Given
that the fabrication of probes with 50 nm apertures is
technically feasible with reasonable repeatability, and
that the transmission will in any case decrease sharply
at smaller aperture dimensions, it would seem, a priori,
feasible to aim for a resolution of ca 50 nm in well-
optimized circumstances. The first report of the use
of NSOM to conduct lithography, by Betzig et al.,[21]

suggested that this was realistic. Using an optical fiber
probe, controlled by shear-force modulation, they
wrote structures into a Co/Pt multilayer film using
visible light (488 and 514 nm). In regions heated near
to the Curie temperature of the medium (ca 300�C),
domains were formed with opposite magnetization
that could subsequently be imaged using NSOM.
When adequate powers (ca 5mW input power from
an argon ion laser) were utilized, it was possible to
write features with diameters of 60 nm. Optimization
of the conditions relied upon ensuring that adequate
power was passed through the probe to ensure sample
heating and, at the same time, that the input power was
not great enough to damage the aluminum coating on
the probe.

Fig. 1 By bringing a surface close to a small aperture, it is
possible for light to emerge from the aperture without under-
going diffraction.
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Building on this promising start, Krausch and
coworkers utilized an NSOM to expose films of
conventional photoresist.[22–24] Using an argon ion
laser (l ¼ 454 nm), they were able to write structures
as small as l/5 (ca 80 nm) into Hoechst Novalack
AZ 6612, a resist based on a phenol–formaldehyde
resin, which becomes base-soluble on exposure to light.
The features formed in the photoresist represented a
mechanical replica of the intensity distribution in the
optical near field of the tip. It was found that the
features could be fitted with a Gaussian intensity distri-
bution with a width of approximately 100 nm, and
a height of ca 15 nm. A grating was fabricated with a
period of 164 nm and a line width of 82 nm. These
results confirmed that by using NSOM, it was possible
to break the diffraction limit in lithographic mode by
a significant margin.

Smolyaninov Mazzoni, and Davis utilized a stan-
dard negative-tone resin-based photoresist (Shipley
KTI 747) in studies using UV light from an excimer
laser (248 nm).[25] Exposure of the resist using an
NSOM led to the photochemical generation of a
cross-linked network that was insoluble in the develo-
per. The resulting specimens were characterized before
development, by using shear-force imaging with the
same probe employed to modify the sample, and after
development, by AFM. A nonlinear dependence of
the feature size on the light power was reported. Under
optimal conditions, features of size ca 100 nm could be
written with an uncoated optical fiber.

Although these results represented excellent progress,
they nevertheless leave much to be desired. In particular,
these early studies failed to realize the optimal resolution
expected a priori—matching the diameter of the optical
fiber aperture. One of the problems was that these
photoresist films had a finite thickness—tens of nano-
meters at best. However, the electric field associated with
an optical aperture in the near field is known to diverge
comparatively rapidly within dielectric layers.[11] This
may mean significant spreading of the excitation in
the resist layer. Moreover, the approach of Betzig et al.
relied upon localized heating; thermal migration away
from the region exposed beneath the fiber aperture
may lead to an additional broadening effect. These
problems were realized by Fujihara and coworkers,[26,27]

who sought to restrict the thickness of the resist by
utilizing monolayer systems. They prepared Langmuir–
Blodgett films of a photochromic material containing
4-octyl-40-[5-carboxypentamethyleneoxy)azobenzene.
On exposure to UV light (l ¼ 350 nm), this molecule
undergoes a cis–trans conformational change. The
change may be reversed by the action of heat or light.
They reported a resolution of 130 nm. Although this
does not represent an improvement on the work
described above, it nevertheless suggests that such
systems have a useful role to play.

Conjugated polymers have a broad range of
potential applications arising from their electrical and
optical properties. There has been significant interest
in exploiting the susceptibility of conjugated polymers
to photooxidation as a means for patterning them at
the nanometer scale, using an NSOM to deliver excita-
tion to localized regions in polymer films. Wei et al.
studied thin films of (3,4-diphenyl-2,5-thienylene viny-
lene). They reported comparatively diffuse structures
with line widths of ca 200 nm.[28] Buratto and co-
workers patterned films of poly[2-methoxy, 5-(20-ethyl
hexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] using light from an
argon ion laser coupled to an NSOM.[29,30] They also
reported a line width of 200 nm. In part, no doubt,
the poor resolution in these studies was a consequence
of the finite thickness of the resist. Credo et al.[30]

also studied the exposure of tris-8-hydroxyquinoline
aluminum (Alq3) films. Here there was an additional
problem in that active species created by the initial
exposure of the sample diffused away from the region
of initial exposure. On small length scales, even small
amounts of diffusion may cause a significant degrada-
tion of the resolution. In studies of self-assembled dye
layers, they also reported degradation of resolution;
but, in this case, it was because of the migration of
energy through the resist material rather than the
diffusion of active species. Once again, the finite film
thickness (50 nm) may well account for much of the
migration of heat energy. Studies of the near-field
exposure of conjugated polymer films have generally
failed to yield dimensions that are authentically
nanometer scaled (i.e., less than 200 nm), and much
of this can be attributed to the problems associated
with the finite thicknesses of even the highest quality
materials prepared by techniques such as spin-coating.
More recently, for example, Riehn et al. patterned PPV
layers with a resolution of, at best, 160 nm.[31] They
modeled the behavior using the Bethe–Bouwkamp
model, and determined that a surface of constant
intensity was formed, which just touched the substrate
under a 40 nm precursor film and had an extent of
approximately half the diameter of the feature prepared
experimentally. They proposed the formation of a
central core surrounded by a gel phase. The steep profile
of the electric field predicted by their model indicated
that the polymer at the top of the sample absorbed
20 times the dose of the polymer at the substrate.

These studies have focused on organic systems.
However, some authors have sought to pattern
inorganic materials using methods based on near-field
microscopy. Madsen et al. used an NSOM coupled
to an argon ion laser to write oxide structures into
hydrogen-passivated silicon surfaces, which were then
used as resists during etching of the Si substrate
with KOH.[32] The structures observed were complex,
but consisted of a central line with a full width at
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half maximum height of, in one case, 111 nm, and
in another, 126 nm. These narrow structures were
bordered by slightly wider features attributed to an
interference pattern dominated by far-field excitation
through the sidewalls of the uncoated fiber used.
Narrower structures (50 nm) were observed in the
absence of the optical excitation, attributed to the pre-
sence of the electrostatic potential between the probe
and the amorphous Si layer. Significant improvements
were produced when aluminum-coated fibers were
used. The Al coating prevented far-field emission
through the fiber walls, and resulted in the formation
of much better defined structures with widths not much
in excess of 50 nm.[33] These structures represent some
of those most clearly resolved in these early studies.

Herndon et al. also used NSOM-based methods to
fabricate structures in hydrogen-passivated silicon.[34]

They explored wavelengths down to 248 nm, using
argon ion and excimer lasers. The threshold dose
required to fully expose the resist was found to decline
with the wavelength of the light used. However, the
lines written had widths that were comparatively
large—in the range of 140–320 nm. Like Madsen
et al., they also found that modification could occur
in the absence of optical excitation.

Hosaka and coworkers examined a different inor-
ganic system, amorphous Ge–Sb–Te films, whose
structure could be modified by localized heating by light
from a pulsed diode laser, emitting at 785nm and
delivered through an NSOM probe.[35,36] They achieved
somewhat superior resolution, demonstrating the fabri-
cation of 60nm structures. A variety of other approaches
have been explored, some of which are more complex
and use less conventional resist materials. For example,
Yamamoto et al. studied the deposition of zinc using
the photo-dissociation of gas-phase dimethyl zinc.[37]

While they reported the formation of sub-100 nm struc-
tures, these were comparatively ill defined. Better images
were reported of 200nm zinc structures. Hong et al. com-
bined near-field microscopy with a micropipette filled
with photoresist.[38] While their paper demonstrates an
innovative modification of the method, they were only
able to fabricate structures that were some hundreds of
nanometers in size. Finally, Philipona et al. examined
the direct attachment of biological molecules to photo-
sensitive monolayers of a diazirine molecule.[39] This
represented a significant step into a new area of applica-
tion, but it proved only possible to create comparatively
large (hundreds of nanometers) structures.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF SELF-ASSEMBLED
MONOLAYERS

Summarizing the progress described above, it may
reasonably be said that NSOM-based approaches had

yielded new and, in some cases, unique capabilities,
without yielding the kind of routinely very high resolu-
tion that might have been hoped in the earliest studies.
The thickness of the resist layer has been demonstrated
to be critical, with the potential for the spread of
the excitation, through the divergence of the electric
field, the diffusion of reactive species formed by photo-
excitation, and thermal migration, increasing with
film thickness. Many of these phenomena may be con-
trolled through the selection of an appropriate resist
material. In this section, we describe how the use of
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols
adsorbed on gold surfaces has provided unambiguous
evidence not only that structures significantly smaller
than 100 nm may be fabricated routinely, but also that
near-field techniques can rival the power of electron
beam lithography for such materials.

Alkanethiols, HS(CH2)nX, adsorb spontaneously
onto gold surfaces, forming dense, well-ordered mono-
layers, SAMs, that provide versatile templates for the
construction of complex molecular architectures.[40]

Li et al.[41] and Tarlov and Newman[42] reported that
on extended exposure to the air, the alkylthiolate adsor-
bate species was oxidized to yield an alkylsulfonate:

Au�SR þ 3

2
O2 þ e� ! Au þ RSO3

�

Huang and Hemminger[43] and Tarlov, Burgess, and
Gillen[44] demonstrated that the same process could be
initiated by exposure of SAMs to light from a mercury
arc lamp. They found that unlike the adsorbates in the
pristine monolayer, the sulfonate oxidation products
were only weakly bound, and could be displaced, either
by rinsing or by immersion in a solution of a second
thiol, to generate a chemical pattern. The process is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where a carboxylic acid-terminated
thiol is photopatterned. After immersion of the sample
in a solution of a methyl-terminated thiol, a chemical
pattern is formed that may be imaged using a variety
of methods including friction force microscopy (FFM).
(Fig. 3), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)[45] and
imaging secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).[46]

The advantage of depositing both chemistries in a
solution-phase self-assembly process is that the entire
specimen exhibits well-ordered adsorbates with relatively
low defect densities.

The mechanism of photooxidation has been the
subject of some debate. Early on, it was proposed by
Hemminger and coworkers that the process was
initiated by the formation of hot electrons at the gold
surface. However, this idea did not have direct support.
Studies in the authors’ laboratory demonstrated that
for SAMs adsorbed on both gold[47] and silver
surfaces,[48] the rate of oxidation decreased with
increasing adsorbate chain length, correlating with the
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decrease in alkyl chain mobility associated with the
increased dispersion interaction between long alkyl
chains, and suggesting that penetration of oxygen
species to the air–sulfur interface was the rate-limiting
step. For adsorbates capable of forming hydrogen
bonds between their terminal groups, the rate of oxida-
tion was found to be even slower,[49] suggesting that

the resulting network of hydrogen bonding inter-
actions impeded the diffusion of oxygen. A radical
proposal was made by Bohn and coworkers[50,51] and
by Norrod and Rowlen,[52] who suggested that the pro-
cess was not in fact a photochemical one, but involved
the ozonolysis of adsorbate molecules. Critically, all
of the studies published till date had utilized mercury
arc lamps, which typically exhibited broad emission
spectra. They suggested that short wavelength light
generated by a mercury arc lamp could initiate ozone
formation, and that ozone species could oxidize the
adsorbate molecules in the SAM. In studies of the
oxidation of hexadecanethiol SAMs, they claimed that
the interposition of a filter that blocked short wave-
length radiation between the lamp and the source
extinguished the photooxidation process.[50]

This finding, if correct, would have meant that it
will be difficult to utilize such approaches for near-field
excitation, because a methodology based upon the
creation of gaseous reagents would be unlikely to yield
significant spatial control of reactivity. However, using
a lamp equipped with a filter designed to eliminate
ozone formation, Brewer et al. provided clear evidence
that oxidation of SAMs could occur in the absence of
ozone.[53] It was found that monolayers of carboxylic
acid-terminated SAMs on both gold and silver surfaces
oxidized rapidly to yield alkylsulfonates when exposed
to light with a wavelength of 254 nm. Recently, a more
detailed kinetic study has been carried out using static
SIMS, to determine rates of photooxidation.[54] Signif-
icant differences were observed between the rates
of oxidation under these well-defined conditions and
those measured using mercury arc lamp sources.
Unexpectedly, when exposed to 254 nm light, acid
terminated thiols oxidize much faster than methyl-
terminated adsorbates—the direct opposite of the
observation made earlier for an arc lamp source. This
is explained by differences in the mechanisms of oxida-
tion. The dominance of intermolecular interactions in
determining the rate of oxidation during exposure to
the arc lamp source suggests that gaseous reagents
are important under those conditions, in agreement
with the predictions of Bohn and coworkers.[50]

However, when a well-defined light source emitting at
254 nm is used, these species are absent, and it is
believed that hot electron formation provides the main
impetus for SAM oxidation. Measurements of the
contact potential differences of SAMs on Au and Ag
have yielded data that reveal differences in SAM
work functions that are consistent with such an
explanation.[54] In particular, it was found that the
work functions of carboxylic acid-terminated SAMs
are larger than the energy of a 254 nm photon. As a
result, absorption of a UV photon may lead to the
promotion of an electron from the Fermi level to an
excited state, but not to photoemission. These excited

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram illustrating the photopatterning
of a SAM. A carboxylic acid-terminated SAM is formed

and then exposed to UV light through a mask. In exposed
areas, the adsorbates are oxidized to weakly bound alkylsul-
fonates, which are displaced by a contrasting solution-phase
thiol in the final step.

Fig. 3 An 80mm � 80mm FFM image of a patterned
SAM. The pattern consists of regions functionalized by
HS(CH2)11CH3(dark contrast) and HS(CH2)10COOH (bright).
(From Ref.[55].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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electrons may tunnel into an antibonding state
in the adsorbate sulfur atom, leading to oxidation.
In contrast, the work functions of methyl terminated
SAMs are smaller than the photon energy, meaning
that photoemission may occur. Photoemitted electrons
will have small kinetic energies, and most likely be
scattered by the alkyl chains above the surface, but
nevertheless the number of electrons available for the
initiation of oxidation will be significantly reduced.
The transfer of hot electrons from the Fermi level to
the adsorbate sulfur thus becomes the rate-limiting
step, although adsorbate order still plays a role. For
example, carboxylic acid-terminated thiols pack less
closely on silver than on gold, and a concomitant increase
was reported in the rate constants for photooxidation.

NANOPHOTOPATTERNING OF SAMs

These findings indicate that SAMs are a suitable
system for developing into a resist for ultra-high reso-
lution photolithography. Not only are the monolayers
very well defined, but also, through the use of hot-
electron stimulated oxidation of the adsorbate sulfur
atom, produce a resist that may effectively be regarded
as the monatomic layer of sulfur atoms that forms at
the gold–adsorbate interface. This clearly represents
the thinnest conceivable resist layer. A priori, there-
fore, one would expect to be able to exploit the full
potential for spatial resolution offered by near-field
lithographic techniques, with the resolution being
determined, as a first approximation, by the diameter
of the aperture in the NSOM probe. Fig. 4 illustrates
the process schematically. An NSOM fiber, coupled
to a suitable light source (a frequency-doubled argon
ion laser, emitting at 244 nm is well suited to the
purpose) is traced across the sample surface. Wherever
the probe travels, the adsorbate molecules are exposed
to UV light, leading to their oxidation to alkylsulfo-
nates. On immersion of the sample in a solution of a
contrasting thiol, the oxidation products are displaced
by solution-phase thiols, which adsorb at the surface
and form a chemical pattern: The new adsorbate
occupies the exposed areas, while the original adsor-
bate continues to occupy the rest of the surface.

Initial studies were very promising.[57] Monolayers
of carboxylic acid-terminated thiols were formed and
selectively exposed to UV light from an NSOM
probe. On immersion in a solution of methyl-termi-
nated thiol, the oxidation products were displaced
leading to a chemical pattern. Fig. 5 shows scanning
probe microscopy data on such samples. In this illus-
tration, the adsorbate molecules had identical chain
lengths. As a result, the AFM topographical image
shows no contrast. The only difference between the
two regions of the surface is in the identity of the

terminal group. Friction force microscopy (FFM) is a
powerful tool for probing the compositions and mole-
cular organization of molecular monolayers. FFM
provides a convenient mean for quantifying the extent
of SAM photooxidation. In Fig. 5, the FFM image
reveals clear contrast between regions of the surface
with different chemistries: the lines of methyl-termi-
nated thiols exhibit dark contrast compared to the sur-
rounding carboxylic acid-terminated regions of the
surface, because they have smaller coefficients of fric-
tion than the high surface energy, polar adsorbates.

The lines in Fig. 5 have widths of ca 40 nm. In our
experience, this level of performance can be repro-
duced routinely provided probes of adequately good
quality are used. However, this does not represent
the limit of performance achievable by SNP. Indeed,
even the achievement of a line width of 40 nm deserves
comment, because this is smaller than the diameter of
the aperture in the probe. A priori, one would have
expected the best performance to yield a feature size
comparable to the aperture diameter, because of the
extent to which the electric field associated with
the optical near field diverges under the aperture.
Resolutions better than the aperture diameter have
proved to be readily reproducible. Recently, line
widths of ca 20 nm were reported in SAMs of
alkanethiols (Fig. 6), corresponding to a resolution of
l/12.[58] This significantly exceeds the performance
of previous photolithographic techniques. However,
this does not represent the limit of performance:

Fig. 4 A schematic diagram illustrating the application of

SNP. A sample is exposed to UV light from an NSOM
(A), leading to local oxidation (B) and either replacement
of the oxidation products by a contrasting thiol (C), or etch-
ing of the gold underlying the oxidized regions (D). (From

Ref.[56].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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recently a line width of 9 nm (i.e., l/27) was achieved.
For these materials, this kind of performance matches
the resolution of electron beam lithography, which is
an impressive achievement for an ambient technique
that utilizes significantly less complex and less expen-
sive apparatus. However, the question arises, how is it
feasible to achieve such a resolution, when the aperture
in the NSOM probe is, at best, 50 nm in diameter?

It has been observed that the resolution achievable
in SNP is dependent upon the morphology of the
underlying substrate. The substrates upon which our
SAMs are prepared are typically polycrystalline,
consisting of grains that have diameters in the range
of 10–100 nm. The grain size may be readily varied
by altering the rate of deposition of the metal. As the
grain size of the gold substrate decreases, so does the

line width. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 7. As
the grains become larger, the line width increases,
reaching a limiting value that is approximately equal
to the diameter of the aperture in the probe. The limit
of large grain size is represented by an atomically flat,
epitaxially deposited gold film. For such a substrate,
we were only able to achieve a grain size comparable
to the diameter of the aperture (Fig. 8). These data
may be rationalized in the following way. When a
metallic asperity is exposed to optical excitation in
the near field, it may function like an antenna, causing
a very pronounced enhancement in the intensity of the
electric field in a small region around the apex of
the asperity. This phenomenon is referred to as the
‘‘lightning-rod effect’’ and it forms the basis of aper-
tureless NSOM (see below). We have speculated that
the grains in the gold film function like an array of
antennae, leading to a confinement of the excitation
as the probe traverses the sample and resulting in the
photochemical reaction being confined to a very small
region of the surface. Although this sounds like a

Fig. 7 The variation in line width as a function of the grain
size of the underlying gold film in SNP. (From Ref.[58].)

Fig. 5 Friction force (A) and
topographical (B) AFM images
of lines of methyl-terminated
thiols written into a carboxylic

acid-terminated SAM using
SNP. (From Ref.[57].) (View
this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Matching the performance of electron beam lithogra-
phy by photochemical means. Lines of methyl-terminated thiol
only 20 nm wide written into an acid-terminated SAM by SNP.
(From Ref.[58].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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rather specific phenomenon, it may in fact be applic-
able to a wide range of systems. For example, a variety
of metals and some semiconductors are known to yield
a similar effect (it is thus not confined to gold). More-
over, there are potentially exciting possibilities if one
could utilize an apertureless excitation, by combining
this substrate-mediated localization with further con-
finement by the tip itself. Such phenomena may also
be helpful in imaging applications of NSOM. An
‘‘inverted lightning rod effect’’ may thus prove a valu-
able tool for the manipulation and characterization of
surface structure on even smaller length scales than
those indicated in Fig. 6.

Samples patterned using SNP may be utilized in a
variety of ways. For example, aldehyde-functionalized
polymer nanoparticles have been attached to amine-
terminated regions in carboxylic acid-terminated
SAMs. Proteins may also be patterned using SNP. In
protein patterning on any length scale, the most diffi-
cult problem is the prevention of nonspecific adsorp-
tion, because proteins tend to adhere strongly to
most surfaces. On the nanometer scale, any such
problems are accentuated. In a region of several mm2,
a few nonspecifically adsorbed protein molecules may
be missed; compared to a feature of size comparable
to a protein molecule, they will be much more proble-
matic. One particularly significant contribution to
the field of protein adsorption has been the use of
oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG)-terminated thiols to
resist protein adsorption.[59] These are so effective in
reducing nonspecific adsorption that it becomes insig-
nificant even on molecular length scales. Using SNP,
regions in an OEG-terminated SAM may be selectively

oxidized and replaced, either with an adsorbate that
does not resist protein adsorption, leading to localized
adsorption on transfer to the biological medium, or
with an adsorbate to which proteins may be covalently
attached. One approach adopted in the author’s
laboratory is to introduce carboxylic acid-terminated
adsorbates into regions of an OEG-terminated SAM
and then attach proteins using well-established
carbodiimide-coupling chemistry, originally established
for use on larger length scales. In conjunction with
SNP, this approach yields protein features with line
widths smaller than 100nm.[60]

Structures formed by SNP have also been used
to fabricate 3-D structures in metal films.[56,61] After
exposure of a SAM to UV light from the NSOM
probe, the sample may be immersed in a solution of
an etchant for the underlying substrate, such as the
ferri/ferrocyanide etchant reported by Xia et al.[62]

Fig. 9 shows an AFM image of a structure fabricated
in a monolayer of hexadecanethiol using this
approach, together with a cross-section through the
structure. The AFM data indicate that the width of
the nanotrench is only 50 nm. Recent work using
electron microscopy to characterize similar structures
suggests that in such circumstances the AFM image
probably gives a significant overestimate of the trench
width because of the convolution of the topographical
profile of the surface with the tip geometry. However,

Fig. 8 Lines of methyl-terminated adsorbates fabricated in a
carboxylic acid-terminated SAM formed on an atomically

flat gold substrate. (From Ref.[58].) (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 AFM image of nanotrenches etched into gold using
an SNP-patterned SAM of hexadecanethiol as the resist.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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even at a width of 50 nm, such data provide clear
evidence that this is a convenient and powerful
approach to the patterning of metal films. Subse-
quently, the gold nanostructures may be used as masks
for anisotropic etching of the underlying substrate.

These data provide clear evidence that SNP is a
powerful tool for patterning SAMs of alkanethiols.
However, there are strong reasons to believe that
similar performance levels should be feasible for other
materials. The basis for the extremely high resolution
achieved for alkanethiol systems is the exploitation of
a specific photochemical reaction that is confined to
a functional group (the thiol head group) distributed
with monolayer coverage on a solid surface. There
is a large group of systems that fit this classification.
Current work in the author’s laboratory is focused
on monolayers on silicon and other surfaces and initial
results are very promising.[61] In principle, it seems that
SNP should be extendable to a broad class of organic
monolayer systems.

APERTURELESS METHODS

Apertureless methods have recently made an enormous
impact on surface characterization by NSOM,
enabling significant improvements in spatial resolution
to be achieved. Till date, they have been little used
for lithography. However, Royer and coworkers have
provided evidence that apertureless techniques offer
significant potential in lithographic applications. Their
motivation was to use photosensitive films as a means
of observing the field enhancement beneath an
apertureless NSOM probe.[63,64] Azobenzene films
were spin-coated onto glass with a thickness estimated
to be 200 nm. Despite the thickness of the resist layer, it
proved possible to fabricate lines with a width of ca
50 nm and dots as small as 30 nm.[65] These samples
were subject to the limitations of the resist films
employed in previous studies using aperture-based
methods, but the resolution was significantly improved
and approached the performance achieved for SAMs.
Given the advances in resolution from those systems
to the thiol-on-gold system, it is possible that SAMs
may yield even greater enhancements in resolution in
conjunction with apertureless lithography.

The principal problem with apertureless methods is
the far-field exposure of the region around the tip,
which may lead to complications in lithographic
operation because it may cause exposure of the resist.
Although the electric field may be enhanced directly
under the tip, the finite period of time required to write
structures means that the far-field exposure may never-
theless be substantial. However, one route of potential
value in this respect is the use of nonlinear optical
processes, such as two-photon absorption. Because

the cross-section for two-photon absorption is related
to the square of the electric field strength, significantly
greater absorption will occur under the tip than in the
surrounding regions, potentially enabling near-field
modification in the absence of significant far-field
exposure. The feasibility of such approaches has been
demonstrated by Yin et al.,[66] who fabricated features
with widths of ca 70 nm in a photoresist film.

CONCLUSIONS

Scanning near-field photolithography is a technique
that offers great promise in the fabrication of molecu-
lar nanostructures. While early attempts to utilize
near-field scanning optical microscopes to pattern
materials yielded mixed results, alkanethiol SAMs
provide simple, convenient and highly effective resists,
enabling the initial hopes for the methodology not only
to be realized, but also to be surpassed. Operating
under ambient conditions, and requiring no special
sample preparation procedures, it facilitates the fabri-
cation of structures comparably small to those made
by electron beam lithography. The resulting structures
may readily be utilized for the immobilization of biolo-
gical molecules and for the etching of 3-D structures
into the underlying substrate. It is thus clear that the
careful selection of resist materials enables SNP to
compete very favorably with other nanofabrication
techniques. Moreover, it offers the benefits of ambient
operation. Because there is a large number of
photochemical reactions that may be used to modify
surfaces, techniques based on near-field optical excita-
tion are extremely attractive and potentially offer
enormous flexibility for the fabrication of complex
molecular nanostructures. In conjunction with aper-
tureless excitation, it is not inconceivable that a resolu-
tion significantly better than 10 nm may be achieved,
reflecting advances in near-field microscopy. Com-
bined with the ability to selectively excite photochemi-
cal transformations, this would represent a powerful
capability. There are good grounds, therefore, for con-
tinuing to explore the possibilities offered for nanofab-
rication by near-field optical processes.
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Scanning Single-Electron Transistor Microscopy

N. B. Zhitenev
T. A. Fulton
Lucent Technologies, Murray Hill, New Jersey, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The devices of nanotechnology will require fabrication

and characterization tools capable of near-atomic resolu-

tion, such as scanning probe devices. These employ a small,

ultrasharp tip placed upon the surface of a solid. The tip

measures an electrical, mechanical, or thermal property of

the surface on a scale that ranges from 100 nm down to

the size of a single atom. The most familiar and widely

used devices of this class are the scanning tunneling mi-

croscope and the atomic-force microscope. The scanning

device being discussed here detects the electric fields

arising from charge on a surface. It is capable of seeing

individual electrons and even much smaller amounts of

charge. The device is a marriage of the sharp-tip scanning

probe geometry with the single-electron transistor

(SET).[1,2] The SET is based on the quantum-mechanical

phenomenon of electron tunneling and the principle of

Coulomb blockade. It has a conductance that is unusually

sensitive to an external electric field, such as provided by

the charge e of a nearby electron. A probe with this ca-

pability having atomic-scale spatial resolution would

potentially be a powerful tool for surface characterization

in both technology and surface science. The present-date

SET probes have not reached this status. So far the dem-

onstrated resolution for charge on the surface of a solid is

of order 0.001e with a spatial resolution of �30 nm. The

operation has been restricted to liquid He temperature (<4

K). The performance of SET probes can be expected to

improve in the future as new nanoscale fabrication

techniques become available.

NATURE OF THE
SINGLE-ELECTRON TRANSISTOR

The SETs used here are based on the metal–metal tunnel

junction.[3] It consists of two metal electrodes separated

by a thin insulating layer a few nanometers thick. Elec-

trons can pass through the thin insulator by quantum-

mechanical tunneling. In this process, an electron will

spontaneously disappear from one electrode at random

times and immediately reappear in the other. A voltage

bias V applied between the electrodes produces a net

tunneling current I. A tunnel junction between two normal

metals shows an ohmic conductance like a resistor. Unlike

a resistor, however, the current has a granular nature, as it

is made up of the random passage of individual charges of

size e. This granularity is a significant factor in the

operation of the SET.

The SET is a two-tunnel-junction device as shown

schematically in Fig. 1. It has two conducting leads (X and

Y in Fig. 1) that make contact with a much smaller,

intermediate metal island (Z in Fig. 1). There may also be

a gate (G in Fig. 1) that is capacitively coupled to the

island. The island is connected to the leads by tunnel

junctions (J1 and J2 in Fig. 1). A fundamental goal of the

design is to make the total capacitance of the island, C, as

small as practical. For a fixed geometry this capacitance

scales with the size. In most cases, the bulk of C arises

from the two tunnel junctions, where the separation of the

conductors is �1–2 nm.

At first sight, this configuration is two ordinary tunnel

junctions in series and one might expect ohmic conduct-

ance. But the small capacitance C of the island imposes a

strong restriction on the current flow that leads to a more

complicated and interesting behavior known as Coulomb

blockade. Except for fine details, the behavior can be

understood by a simple circuit analysis. Three factors play

a major role: the granular nature of the tunneling current,

the electrostatic energy involved in changing the charge of

the island by a single electron (!), and the use of a gate to

modify this energy.

Suppose that electrode Y is at ground potential and a

(negative) bias V is applied to electrode X, causing elec-

trons to flow through the two junctions from X to Y. In the

nature of tunnel junctions, this flow is not continuous. It

occurs, rather, as an intermittent series of abrupt transfers

of individual lumps of charge e through J1 from X to Z,

and concurrently through J2 from Z to Y. For typical SET

operation the current magnitude is �1 nA and the time

interval between the arrivals and departures of electrons

from the island is �150 psec. This is much longer than the

tunneling time. Hence for most of the time, no current

flows and the charge state of the island stays fixed. The

voltage VZ of the island is also fixed and can be

calculated by simple electrostatics, using only the mutual
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capacitances between Z and the other electrodes X, Y,

and G, the biases V and VG of X and G, and the number

of excess electrons in residence on Z. As the tunneling

electrons arrive and depart, they charge or discharge the

capacitance C of the island, causing its voltage VZ to

increase and decrease by an amount e/C. The associated

charging energy is e2/2C. Whenever an arriving electron

tunnels through J1, the voltage bias across J1, V–VZ, is

decreased by e/C, and that across J2, VZ, is increased

by this amount, and vice versa for an electron departing

through J2. The rates of tunneling of the two junctions

are similarly affected.

This influence of the charging energy is so strong it can

stop the tunneling completely. At T=0 K, if the voltage

bias across one of the junctions is smaller than e/2C,

electrons cannot tunnel through that junction. To do so

would impart a negative kinetic energy, in classical terms,

to that electron. Moreover, if both junctions have a bias

<e/2C at once, as may happen at total bias V<e/C, the

tunneling events halt altogether. The SET displays a

complete Coulomb blockade of the current flow. At finite

temperature, the current is still greatly suppressed up to

T� (e2/2C)/kB. The current is also partially suppressed by

this effect at higher V, up to a few e/C, while the tunneling

events in the two junctions tend to be anticorrelated.

Importantly for device purposes, the Coulomb block-

ade can be lifted by the voltage VG of the gate G.

Because the gate is capacitively coupled to the island

with mutual capacitance CG a fractional portion CG/C of

VG is added to VZ. Thus the biases of the two junctions

can be adjusted by the gate voltage, one being increased

and the other decreased. In this way, the bias of one of

the junctions can be increased above e/2C, causing

tunneling to begin again. This modulation of the SET

conduction is actually an oscillating function of VG with

a period e/CG. As VG is increased electrons are added

periodically to the island through one of the junctions

resetting VZ and the junction biases. Fig. 1b shows the

calculated dependence of I on V and VG for an SET

formed by two identical junctions.

Finally, if a charged object is brought near the SET, the

island voltage VZ is shifted by electrostatic induction,

changing the SET conductance. A single electron put very

close to the island has the same effect as an increase of the

gate voltage by one period. Thus the SET can be used as a

sensitive scanning probe capable of detecting tiny

amounts of charge.

THE SINGLE-ELECTRON TRANSISTOR
AS A SCANNING DEVICE

To use the SET as a scanning device, it is necessary to

achieve a close proximity between the SET island and the

surface to be studied. The traditional type of SET

fabricated by electron beam lithography on a flat substrate

is hard to exploit for scanning. To fabricate an SET in a

sharp-point geometry suitable for scanning, an alternative

lower-tech approach has been used.[4] The substrate is a

glass or quartz cylinder of approximately �1 mm in

diameter that is sharpened at one end into a micropipette

shape. The sharpened end forms a cone with an angle

�10–20�. The very tip is truncated by a small flat area

with a �50-nm diameter. This plateau on the end is where

the SET island is to be located. This truncated-cone

geometry allows an SET to be formed by a simple angled-

evaporation technique, without any lithography.

The process (Fig. 2) has the following steps. First, gold

contact pads are prepared along opposite sides of the rod

excluding the lower, sharper part of the tip. The rod is then

clamped in a detachable part of the scanning apparatus

and electrical connections are attached to the contact pads.

Next, aluminum is evaporated from opposing sides

producing two separate coatings that are aligned with

Fig. 1 Schematic of an SET: a) Input electrode X at bias V.

Output electrode Y at ground potential. Central region Z is

insulated from X and Y by a thin insulator (shown in gray).

Tunnel junctions J1 and J2 provide electrical contact from X and

Y to Z. Current I flows from X to Y. A nearby gate G with bias

VG has a capacitance CG to Z. b) Calculated dependence of I on

bias V and gate bias VG for two identical junctions of resistance

R and capacitance C’. The dependence is nonlinear on a voltage

scale of e/C where C=2C’+CG. For fixed V, I is periodic in VG

with period e/CG. At low V, the Coulomb blockade suppresses I

over a range of V and VG. At higher V the dependence is

approximately given by I=2R(V�je/2Cj).
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and overlap the gold pads and extend down the conical

part of the tip to the end. The films form the X and Y leads

of the SET. During these evaporations the plateau is

shadowed and stays uncoated. At this point, a low pressure

of oxygen is briefly created in the vacuum system

producing a thin oxide coating on the two aluminum

films. A final aluminum evaporation is then performed

with the sharp end pointing into the evaporant stream. At

this orientation the small plateau and the adjacent edges of

the X and Y films are coated with a single patch of

conducting film. This forms the island Z of the SET. The

two junctions are formed by the overlap of the Z film with

the oxidized edges of the X and Y films. The sides of the

cone and the rest of the rod receive much less evaporant

flux owing to the shallow angle of incidence and acquire a

much thinner, electrically discontinuous coating. Here it is

helpful to monitor the resistance of the device to

determine when the region Z first becomes electrically

continuous. This completes the formation of the SET

scanning tip. Typically, the thickness of the films is �10–

20 nm, the size of the SET island is <100 nm, the total

area of the tunnel junctions is <1000 nm2, the junction

resistance is �1 MO, and the charging energy e2/2C is a

few millielectron volts.

The tip, the sample to be studied, and the rest of the

scanning apparatus are then cooled to liquid He tempera-

tures. At low temperature the device is tested for

characteristic SET behavior. Samples with conducting

regions on the surface may be used as a gate to test the

response of the SET. The upper curve in Fig. 2d shows the

relationship between current I and voltage V for a typical

SET used for scanning. The bottom curve shows depen-

dence of I on gate voltage VG. The capacitance CG

between the sample and the island can be determined from

the period of oscillations. The value of CG serves also to

monitor and control the distance between the tip and the

sample surface as the tip is lowered to the working height.

This capacitance increases approximately logarithmically

with decreasing distance at larger separations, and more

steeply at smaller separations. Another indicator of the

height, particularly at close separation, is provided by the

resolution of the features seen in scanning the SET along a

line. The final separation between the tip and the sample is

�5 nm. At this height, a typical period e/CG is �30–

200 mV. Any unintentional light mechanical contact

made during the approach does not destroy the SET tip.

On average, this whole procedure starting from a bare

tip has about a 50% success rate in producing a usable

scanning device. Typical runs last for periods ranging

from days to months.

IMAGING WITH THE
SINGLE-ELECTRON TRANSISTOR

To proceed with the scanning, the SET is biased at fixed

voltage and the SET current is recorded. Generally, the

operating point is set so that the current varies linearly

with the magnitude of electric flux picked up by the

island. In cases when the signal is larger than one

electron, feedback to the gate is used to extend the linear

dynamic range. In this mode, the feedback voltage is

recorded in addition to the SET current. The SET tip is

Fig. 2 a–c) Sketch of three stages in the formation of an SET

on a sharp tip. Front views are at the left and side views, looking

along the tip from the sharp end, are at the right. The size of the

plateau at the tip is exaggerated for clarity. a) Gold contact pads

are prepared on the stem of the tip. b) X and Y electrodes are

made by evaporation of aluminum from top and bottom. The

aluminum is then lightly oxidized. c) Al evaporation from the

sharp end forms the Z electrode on the plateau and junctions J1

and J2 at the edges of the plateau. The resistance R is monitored.

d) The upper curve shows the dependence of I on V and VG for

an experimental scanning SET. The oscillations in I are induced

by rapid large oscillations in VG as V is varied slowly. At low V,

the I–V curve differs from that in Fig. 1b because the electrodes

are superconducting here. The lower curve shows the semiper-

iodic variation of I at fixed V for this SET. The irregular period

and regions of hysteresis are commonly seen in the scanning

SETs. They are due to the very thin, partly granular films used in

the fabrication in this geometry.
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scanned in a raster pattern across an area of interest at

fixed height.

The signals seen by the SET tip may have several

contributions. These include free charges, polarization of

dielectrics, and image charges on conductors, as well as

signals stemming from external biases on conducting

regions, variations in contact potentials, and from current

flow. For brevity, these are lumped together as d.c.

electric-field signals. In addition, one can measure at the

same time an a.c. signal, the response to a low-frequency

stimulation of the system. This helps in extracting the

small signal of interest from the larger d.c. signal

background, e.g., the a.c. voltage pattern caused by an

a.c. current flow. Data acquisition rates are about 1 pixel

per second for the signal levels of about 0.1% of an

electron flux terminating on the island of the SET.

So far, the samples studied with the scanning SET have

been heterostructures of GaAs/AlGaAs grown on GaAs

chips. The heterostructures contain a high-mobility two-

dimensional electron gas, or 2DEG, buried �100 nm

below the surface. These devices provide a reasonably

well-characterized, clean semiconductor system whose

flat surfaces have charge patterns suitable for testing the

scanning SET. The main motivation for choosing this

system, however, is that the 2DEG displays the quantum

Hall effect (QHE),[5,6] which has been a long-time major

topic of interest in condensed-matter physics. The

electric-field images have provided a new tool for

investigations of this topic.

Images of Surface Charge Patterns

Fig. 3a shows d.c. electric-field images seen at the surface

of these heterostructures. The pattern appears random with

no apparent theme. The typical amplitude corresponds to a

few tenths of an electron flux and the spatial size of

features is limited by the SET resolution. This type of

pattern can be expected. The heterostructure samples

contain a fairly high concentration of charged donors,

>1012 cm�2, at a depth of �50 nm, and a compensating

charge density forms on the semiconductor surface. Both

of these charge layers contribute to the surface electric

fields seen by the SET. But the individual charges are too

closely spaced, �10 nm, to be resolved. Statistical fluc-

tuations in the charge density would produce a random

pattern of the sort seen in Fig. 3a.

The highest surface resolution obtained to date is

shown in the image in Fig. 3b. This shows a 600�600-nm

region of the GaAs surface where the heterostructure

doped regions have been etched away. The apparent

resolution of the structure is �30 nm, and up to �0.2

electrons are induced on the SET island in the regions of

maximum signal. The pattern appears to be partly cor-

related as opposed to the example above. In this undoped

region, the surface charge density is much less than that in

the doped heterostucture regions, and it is conceivable that

the features shown are the individual charges.

The distribution of charges is fixed at low temperature

and such patterns persist for weeks. However, an exposure

to light excites carriers in the semiconductor and induces

changes in these patterns at randomly positioned spots.

These changes result from the ionization or neutralization

of individual donors or surface sites (Fig. 3c).

Fig. 3 a) A typical electric field image (d.c. signal) seen by a

scanning SET in a 500�500-nm area over the surface of a

GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction with an underlying 2DEG. The

random pattern is due to the unresolved surface charge density

of �1012 charges/cm2. b) The highest resolution electric-field

image seen to date, taken in a 600�600-nm region of undoped

GaAs. The small peaks have a density of about 3�1010 cm�2

which may be the total number of charges trapped at the surface.

c) Effect of optical illumination on surface charges. The panel

shows the difference of electric field images in a 2�2-mm area

taken before and after brief illumination by a light emitting

diode. The white and black spots arise from sites (donor atoms)

that acquired or lost a single electron charge.
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Studies of the Quantum Hall Effect

The QHE is an exotic form of the ordinary Hall effect. This

effect, commonly observed in metals and semiconductors,

occurs in a conductor subjected to a magnetic field and

having a current flowing perpendicular to the field. In this

situation a potential, or Hall voltage, is found to be present

in the direction transverse to both current and field. This

potential arises from the Lorentz force acting upon the

electrons. The Hall resistance, the ratio of the Hall voltage

to the current, is proportional to the field strength and

inversely proportional to the carrier density.

The integer QHE occurs in situations where the Hall

resistance of a high-mobility two-dimensional electron (or

hole) gas is measured at temperatures <10 K, and much

lower, and in a magnetic field B of several Tesla.[5,6] It is

found that whenever the filling factor, the normalized ratio

n=n(h/e)/B between the 2DEG density n and magnetic

field B, is approximately an integer N=1,2,3. . ., the Hall

resistance does not increase linearly with B but instead

becomes constant exactly equal to (h/e2)/N. Here h is

Planck’s constant and e is the electronic charge. This

quantization of the Hall resistance is the signal feature of

the QHE. The quantization is intimately related with the

notion of electron localization. The localization is caused

by disorder in the potential seen by the 2DEG electrons.

The fascinating physics of the QHE has led to two

separate Nobel prizes over the last 20 years.

The scanning SET images taken at the surface of the

heterostructures at high B and low T show a rich hierarchy

of phenomena associated with the QHE.[7] On a larger

scale there are contact potential features in the 2DEG in

the form of linear structures that move about as a function

of magnetic field as illustrated in Fig. 4. The four panels

show overlapping 15�15-mm areas of a heterostructure

having a 2DEG conducting layer 100 nm below the

surface. The average 2DEG density is �1011 cm�2,

varying substantially with location. Magnetic field B

ranges from 2 to 4 T. This corresponds to the regime of the

QHE for filling factors n=1 and 2. All images in Fig. 4 are

taken in the feedback mode mentioned above. Fig. 4a

shows the feedback voltage (�1-V scale) corresponding to

the overall d.c. signal. The primary features are the metal

gates patterned on the sample surface. The right gate is

biased at ��0.6 V producing the largest signal shown as

white. The left gate is unbiased but shows up relative to the

surrounding semiconductor owing to �0.2 V of contact

potential between the two. This large-scale picture has a

relatively low resolution because the scanning SET is

positioned �50 nm above the surface. While the semi-

conductor region appears featureless in this image, there is

structure on the 50-mV scale near the biased gate.

The signature of the QHE appears at a smaller �1-mV

scale and is superimposed on the much larger signals

discussed above. This signal is extracted by an a.c.

modulation technique. Applying an a.c. voltage to a gate

underneath the 2DEG produces a small variation in the

2DEG density, �0.1%. The corresponding a.c. compo-

nent in the SET signal is displayed in Fig. 4b. The contact

potential features are the bright lines located between the

gates and in the lower part of the picture. These mark the

contours along which the spatially varying carrier density

n is equal exactly to n=2�B/(h/e) for B=2.3 T. At lower

magnetic field (e.g., Fig. 4c) the contours move to

positions of lower local density always appearing at the

local filling factor n=2. By adjusting the magnetic field,

one can map out the inhomogeneous density of the 2DEG.

Fig. 4d shows the contours at n=1 that appear at exactly

the same location as in Fig. 4c for magnetic field two

times higher.

The contact potential features result from the energy

level structure of the quantum states of a high-mobility

Fig. 4 Electric-field images related to the quantum Hall effect.

These 15�15-mm images are taken in the same general area

over the surface of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction with an

underlying 2DEG. The density of the electrons in the 2DEG is

�1011 cm� 2 but has about ±30% variation with location. Part of

the surface is covered by two t-shaped metal gates. a) d.c. signal

(1-V scale) showing a biased gate (white) and an unbiased gate

(gray). The remaining surface of the semiconductor is

featureless on this scale. b–d) The a.c. signals (�1-mV scale)

seen in this region induced by a small uniform variation of n. b)

Magnetic field B�2.3 T. The white lines are contact potential

features occurring at points where the local density n

corresponds to a filling factor of 2 at this field. c) B=2.0 T.

The contact potential features of b) have moved to a region of

�15% lower density. d) B=4.0 T. The filling factor is now 1 at

the same locations as in c). The unusually large variations in the

2DEG density n seen here are associated with leakage of surface

charge from a biased gate. This charge partially depletes the

underlying 2DEG.
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2DEG. At high B, the energy levels are grouped into a set

of narrow energy bands, known as Landau levels,

separated by gaps. The lower energy levels are occupied

by the 2DEG electrons. The filling factor n is an integer

whenever the electrons just fill up a Landau-level band.

Additional electrons must be located in the higher Landau

band of states, a few millielectron volts up in energy. In an

inhomogeneous 2DEG there might be spatial regions with

filling factor less than some integer N where a Landau

band is almost filled up and adjacent regions with filling

factor greater than N where the next Landau band is partly

filled. An analogous situation is that of p–n junctions in a

semiconductor. In a semiconductor with spatial gradients

in donor and acceptor density some areas may be p-type

and adjacent areas n-type. A contact potential equal to the

energy gap develops across the p–n boundaries. A similar

effect occurs in the inhomogeneous 2DEG. Here again a

contact potential equal to the energy gap occurs between

areas having filling factors less than N and greater than N.

When the charge density is increased uniformly, the

boundaries between these two areas shift sideways. The

features seen in the a.c. signal in Fig. 4b–d are caused by

the movement of such boundaries. With changes in

magnetic field B these boundaries have been observed to

move across the sample surface, tracing out the density

contours. Such boundaries are seen over a wide range of B

in a variety of twisting shapes, sometimes forming loops

indicating local density extrema. The shapes of these

boundaries are reflected, to a degree, in the larger-scale

variations in the surface potential, indicating that the

density is perturbed by the surface charge in these images.

The accepted picture of the QHE assigns a central role

to the peculiar behavior of the 2DEG electrons at these

boundaries where the local filling factor is an integer,

known also as incompressible strips.[8] Current flows

without dissipation along these boundaries, perpendicular

to the local voltage gradients, and experiences a very high

resistance in flowing across the boundaries. The location

of the boundaries with respect to the position of the

voltage contacts determines whether a quantized Hall

resistance will be measured. Single-electron-transistor

images of the voltage induced by a flowing current have

confirmed that it is much distorted by the presence of such

a boundary in the current path.[7]

Higher resolution SET images of the boundary regions

just described have revealed that they contain an intrigu-

ing variety of complicated structure. The structure arises

from the localization of some of the 2DEG electrons.[9] A

typical example is shown in Fig. 5. These panels show the

a.c. response of the SET in a 1�1-mm2 area induced by a

small change in the density of the 2DEG, the same way as

for Fig. 4b–d. The total number of electrons in the area

shown is �1300. In successive panels an additional �1.8

electrons are added to the area substantially changing the

a.c. signal pattern. The strength of the signals (�0.1 mV)

occurring in these patterns indicates that the bright

features are due to the addition or subtraction of individual

electrons from the immediate vicinity of the tip. Theoret-

ical considerations of the QHE lead to the conclusion that

the electrons occupying a fully filled Landau band form an

insulator-like incompressible fluid. Any small excess or

deficit in the complete filling gives rise to a low density of

singly charged quasi particles. These are trapped in small

variations in the local disorder potential and interact with

each other to form, in some theories, a sort of electron

glass or crystal. Although the picture is complicated by a

fairly strong interaction between the tip and the electrons,

it may be that the images shown in Fig. 5 are of such a

two-dimensional solid.

CONCLUSION

The present-day SET scanning devices have been able

to make a significant contribution to studies of elec-

tronic properties of materials at a nanoscale level

Fig. 5 Grayscale maps (�0.1-mV scale) of the a.c. signal seen

by the scanning SET. The area is 1�1 mm2. The conditions are

set similar to Fig. 4d and the fine structure within the strip with

local filling factor �1 is studied. The average density is

increased by �1.8 electrons/mm2 between successive panels.

Dark color represents positive a.c. signal while bright contours

are regions with the phase of a.c. signal opposite to the a.c.

excitation at the gate electrode (negative signal). The ring-

shaped contours on different panels are seen collapsing to

common centers as the density is increased. These sequences of

collapsing rings are the visualization of the Coulomb blockade

occurring at localized electron sites within the 2DEG. The

specific appearances of these charging events are determined by

the interaction of the localized electrons with each other and

with the scanning SET tip.
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complementing other characterization techniques. Smaller

devices of the same geometry will have improved spatial

resolution and higher operating temperature. Even with the

current fabrication procedures some SET scanning devices

have been made that have shown operation at around 50 K.

It is believed that ultimately an SET of atomic size can be

developed, and that its operation and performance will be

similar to that of the present-day SETs. This will require

new techniques of fabrication, similar perhaps to those

considered for molecular electronics.
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INTRODUCTION

Long-chain alkanes [CH3(CH2)nCH3, n > 8] and their

derivatives such as alkenes, alkanols, ethers, and carbox-

ylic acids physisorb on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite

(HOPG) surfaces to form very stable self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs). These monolayer structures, with

nanometer dimensions, form an entire class of nanoscale

objects whose properties are of considerable interest.

These nanoscale objects provide important models that

are relevant to the understanding of molecular electronic

devices, biological recognition chips, tribology, and cor-

rosion inhibition systems. These very interesting nano-

scale structures have been extensively studied in recent

years.[1–16,18,19] Unlike the close packed self-assembled

monolayer in the alkanethiol/Au(111) system, where the

alkane chain stands up from the surface, in the alkane

derivative/HOPG SAMs, the alkane chain adsorbs parallel

to the graphite basal plane. The alkane molecule adsorbs

in an all-gauche conformation, which has the lowest

energy. In this conformation, the carbon–carbon backbone

of the molecule has a zigzag shape. Theoretical and ex-

perimental results indicate that in the long-chain alkane

self-assembled monolayer on HOPG, the zigzag is parallel

to the HOPG basal plane.[4,6] Under such packing con-

ditions, the distance between the hydrogens of the neigh-

boring methylene units in the alkane chain is 2.52 Å and

the distance between sixfold hollows of HOPG is

2.46 Å. Fig. 1 is a model showing the actual dimensions

for an alkane molecule adsorbed on the HOPG surface.

This good match between the substrate lattice and the

organic molecule adsorbate dimension results in a rela-

tively strong interaction between the substrate and the ad-

sorbate. Such interaction is the basis for formation of

a stable monolayer on the HOPG surface. The van der

Waals interactions between the long-chain alkane mole-

cules provide the basis for the self-assembly process.

Sometimes these stable self-assembled monolayers

exhibit chirality, or handedness. This can result from the

segregation of chiral molecules into chiral domains on the

surface, from the distortion of achiral molecules to form

an overall chiral structure, or from the pairing or self-

assembly within the unit cell to make a chiral structure

from an enantiomeric mixture. This article discusses

several examples of self-assembled monolayers formed on

HOPG that exhibit chirality. These nanoscaled materials

may have interesting applications in chirally selective

catalysis and separations, and certainly help us to under-

stand the interactions between molecules and the substrate

that govern the self-assembly process. In the following

article, the structures of three separate racemic mixtures of

iodine substituted octadecanol and octadecanoic acids

adsorbed on the (0001) plane of HOPG are examined.

Chiral pairs are formed and the pairs form ordered

monolayers, in which different faces of the same molecule

are exposed and imaged. These examples illustrate the

formation of chiral nanostructured monolayers in this self-

assembly process.

CHIRAL MONOLAYERS

Certain chiral molecules have been observed to sponta-

neously separate during crystallization in three dimen-

sions, as Louis Pasteur discovered in 1848 for sodium

ammonium tartrate. Most racemic mixtures do not

spontaneously separate upon crystallization. Lattice struc-

tures of these crystals formed by heterochiral enantiomers

can be solved by X-ray single crystal diffraction as long as

the heterochiral single crystal can be obtained. In the two-

dimensional realm, diffraction methods such as grazing

incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) and helium diffrac-

tion provide structural information for well-ordered

domains. This information reflects the overall order. To

obtain atomic-level structural information inside the unit

cell by diffraction methods is still very difficult. However,

scanning probe microscopy offers a local, microscopic

view of the structure on the surface and is ideal for

probing the structure of two-dimensional crystals. Chiral

organic molecules adsorbed on the HOPG surface are

particularly interesting because of the potential applica-

tions in biologically active chiral molecule recognition
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and separation, as well as in the design of chirally

selective catalysts. Some chiral long-chain alkane deriva-

tives form crystalline monolayers on the basal plane of

HOPG. Different optical isomers have been observed to

spontaneously separate, each forming a chiral domain on

the HOPG surface. With the help of scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM), these enantiomers have been identi-

fied either by the chiral shape of the domains,[16,17,20,21]

or in the case of very high resolution images, by directly

identifying the chiral center.[18] Studies of racemic mix-

tures that are not observed to form separate chiral do-

mains on the surface are still quite rare, partly because of

the lack of very high resolution techniques that would

allow direct identification of the chiral center of the

molecule.[19]

Scanning tunneling microscopy is widely used in

characterizing these long-chain alkane and substituted

alkane SAMs. Because of the strong adsorbate/substrate

and adsorbate/adsorbate interactions, atomic resolution

can generally be achieved. Depending on the structure of a

monolayer, different aspects of the same molecule can be

imaged. For example, in the case of the striped phase of

self-assembled alkanethiol monolayers on Au(111), the

molecule is imaged with the chain parallel to the substrate.

In contrast, in the
p

3x
p

3R30 phase, the alkanethiol is

imaged with the chain standing up. Relatively flat chiral

molecules, with no mirror symmetry, can expose two

different ‘‘faces.’’ When such molecules adsorb on a

surface, usually only one ‘‘face’’ is exposed. The overall

adsorption energy of the system will normally favor a

specific molecular orientation upon adsorption.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The STM used in these experiments is a laboratory-built,

ultrahigh vacuum, variable temperature STM. The micro-

scope is mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber on a

10-in. diameter ConFlat flange. The suspension stage

hangs by four springs enclosed in spring houses attached

to the 10-in. flange. Eddy current damping is used for

vibrational isolation of the suspension stage. An Inch-

Worm motor is horizontally mounted on the suspension

stage. A single tube scanner and tip are mounted on the

head of the InchWorm. The tip used for scanning is cut

from 0.01-in. diameter platinum iridium wire (Pt/Ir=

90:10) from Goodfellow. Samples are positively biased

and all scans were carried out under ambient condition at

the liquid / solid interface.

Oleyl alcohol, oleic acid, elaidic acid, phenyloctane,

and iodine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used

without further purification. Highly oriented pyrolitic

graphite is from Union Carbide, ZYA grade.

One drop of iodine-saturated CCl4 solution was added

to 1 mL of oleyl alcohol to halogenate the alcohol.

Halogenation of the central double bond in the oleyl

alcohol results in a solution that is a mixture of oleyl

alcohol, (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol, (9S,10S)-

9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol, and CCl4. Composition of the

solution following iodination was confirmed by [1H]NMR

and mass spectrometry. One drop of the resulting solution

is directly applied onto a newly cleaved HOPG surface,

and this surface is imaged.

Saturated solutions of oleic acid and elaidic acid in

phenyloctane were used for imaging. One drop of iodine-

saturated CCl4 solution was added to 1 mL of these

solutions for iodination of these molecules.

Scanning tunneling microscopy studies of pure oleyl

alcohol and pure carbon tetrachloride applied to the

HOPG surface were also performed. Neither oleyl alco-

hol nor carbon tetrachloride can be seen by STM to

form stable-ordered structures on HOPG. For oleic acid,

after iodination, there are mixtures of oleic acid, racemic

(9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10S)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid, and CCl4. Oleic acid does not

form a stable structure on HOPG.

For elaidic acid, after iodination, there are mixtures of

elaidic acid, racemic (9R,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic

acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid, and CCl4 in

the solution. Although elaidic acid does form a stable self-

assembled monolayer on HOPG, the appearance of the

elaidic acid SAM is different from the (9R,10S)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadeca-

noic acid SAM. The structures observed by STM and

described here are the structures of the corresponding

iodination products.

Fig. 1 Model of alkane molecule on HOPG. For an alkane

molecule adsorbed on HOPG, the alkane zigzag chain is parallel

to the basal plane. The distance between the neighboring

hydrogen atoms is 2.52 Å. The graphite lattice unit is 2.46 Å.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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All images were calibrated using the bare HOPG

hexagonal lattice. Scanning tunneling microscopy images

of the mixture solutions are taken under various tunneling

conditions (Vb=0.3–1.2 V, tunneling current=0.4–1.2

nA). Several different tips and HOPG samples were used

to ensure reproducibility.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Monolayer of Oleyl Alcohol
Iodination Products

When alkanols are adsorbed on HOPG, the molecules

self-assemble into parallel rows.[4,5,9,10] Inside each row,

the molecules pack side by side. The molecule chain has a

60� angle to the row boundary. The molecules in adjacent

rows have a 120� angle to satisfy the geometric re-

quirement of hydrogen bonding between the two alkanol

molecules in these rows. The oxygen atoms at one side of

the row boundary appear as a straight dark line in the

STM, which bisects the 120� herringbone angle. Fig. 2 is

a molecular resolution image of the diiodooctadecanol

adsorbate structure.[22] The herringbone angle is measured

to be 124±2� in this image. The length of the molecule is

22.5±0.3 Å, which is very close to the length calculated

from an extended model of the iodinated oleyl alco-

hol molecule (22.4 Å).[22] Structural features different

from those seen with the parent alkanol (1-octadecanol)

can be identified.

1. The apparent heights of the neighboring rows of the

diiodooctadecanols are different. The diiodooctade-

canol rows form a high/low/high/low pattern as seen

from the profile scan in Fig. 2.

2. At the center of each row, there is a dark trough.

3. The dark troughs in the lower rows are darker than the

troughs in the higher rows.

4. For each row of diiodooctadecanol, the left half of the

molecule is brighter (higher) than the right half.

To help explain this fine structure, a model study of

diiodooctadecanol using Spartan[23] was carried out. The

molecule must twist at the C9–C10 bond to provide space

for the two bulky iodine atoms. It is very clear from the

model that the two iodine atoms must be on the same side

of the backbone chain. It is well known that the good

match between the H–H distance on the alkane chain and

the HOPG unit cell distance leads to well-ordered

adsorption of long-chain alkane molecules on the HOPG

basal plane. For diiodooctadecan-1-ol, the zigzag of the

hydrocarbon backbone chain must adsorb parallel to the

HOPG basal plane. In this case, the two iodine atoms have

only two possible positions: facing up, above the alkane

chain, and facing down, buried underneath the alkane

chain. Flipping the molecule over converts one orientation

into the other. This suggests an explanation for the high/

low/high/low height modulation of the neighboring rows

of the diiodooctadecanols. If the two iodine atoms are

buried under the alkane chain, the diiodooctadecanol

molecule will be a ‘‘high’’ molecule; if the two iodine

atoms are facing up, above the alkane chain, the

diiodooctadecanol will be a ‘‘low ’’ molecule. In Fig. 2,

row A is a row of ‘‘high’’ molecules packed together and

the neighboring row B is a row of ‘‘low’’ molecules

packed together. This packing model can be verified by

examining the depth of the center trough in each row.

Because the iodine atoms are at the center of the 9,10-

diiodooctadecanol molecule, it is natural to assign the

Fig. 2 High-resolution image of 9,10-diiodooctadecanol on

HOPG. Scan size is 135�135 Å. Vb = 0.99 V, tunneling current

I = 1.03 nA. The image is low pass filtered to remove noise. The

angle between each pair is 124 ± 2�. The length of the molecule

measured from this image is 22.5 ± 0.2 Å. Line profile (A–B–C)

is along the axis of one molecule pair. (From Ref. [22].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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center trough as the positions of these marker atoms.[18] In

the high row, the iodine atoms are blocked by alkane

chains, while in the low row, the iodine atoms are ex-

posed. Exposed iodine atoms appear darker than the al-

kane-chain-blocked iodine atoms in the high rows. The

high/low/high/low height modulation of the neighboring

rows suggest that two opposite faces of the same molecule

are being imaged.

The model calculated using PM3 suggests that the

dihedral angle of I1–C9–C10–I2 is 89� instead of the 63�
dihedral angle of H–C9–C10–H. As a result of this

rotation, half of the molecular backbone is twisted with

respect to the other half. The hydrogen atoms on one half

move to a higher position, making half of the molecule

brighter (higher) than the other half.

Fig. 3 shows a high-resolution image of the adsorbed

layer. The racemic mixture of (9S,10S)-9,10-diiodoocta-

decan-1-ol (S) and (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol

(R) has been imaged. Long-chain n-alkanols adsorbed on

HOPG typically form a herringbone structure. Between

the rows, the alkanol molecules are packed head to head,

with the OH groups close enough to form strong hydrogen

bonds. Within each row, the long chain of the molecule is

packed side by side. This structure is governed by the

requirements of hydrogen bonding.[6] Because the angle

between the molecular axis and the trough (row boundary)

is 61�, inside the row, each alkanol molecule can only

shift one methylene unit (2.52 Å) while packing.

In Fig. 3, it is seen that in each row, the angle between

the molecular axis and the trough (row boundary) is about

61�, and the angle between the hydrogen-bonded pair is

around 122�, which is the same as in the n-alkanol case.

In row A of Fig. 3, the row is entirely composed of

‘‘high’’-type molecules, and in row B, the row is entirely

composed of ‘‘low’’-type molecules. If within the row,

the molecules are a mixture of R and S types, only RR (or

SS) packed side by side could satisfy the single methylene

unit shift (the angle of 60� between the molecular axis

and the trough) and maintain the correct registry with the

graphite lattice. From the STM image, it is clear that all

molecules within a row are either all high (two iodine

atoms facing down) or all low molecules (two iodine

atoms facing up). If R and S are packed side by side, they

could not form a 60� angle between the molecular axis

and trough because only half-integer (1/2, 3/2, 5/2, . . .,
etc.) methylene unit shifts along the neighboring molecule

are allowed. Thus each row must be composed of one

type of optical isomer, either R or S, but cannot be

composed of both.

A line profile across several rows identifies the position

of the OH group because in the line profile, the groove

where two oxygen atoms from adjacent molecules meet

must be deeper than where two methyl groups meet. After

locating the OH position in Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen

that in the high row, the C18 side is higher; in the low row,

the C1 side is higher.

This implies only four possible structural combinations,

which satisfy the packing constraints described above:

High-type R, C18 part high and low-type R, C1 part high

(RR).

High-type R, C18 part high and low-type S, C1 part high

(RS).

High-type S, C18 part high and low-type R, C1 part high

(S’R’).
High-type S, C18 part high and low-type S, C1 part high

(S’S’).

From the very high resolution image of this adsorbate

structure shown in Fig. 3, several points can be noted:

1. For each row, the higher half has only molecular

resolution, i.e., only the overall alkane chain is visible,

while the lower half shows submolecule resolution,

i.e., the individual atoms inside the chain can also

be seen.

2. Along the oxygen trough direction, in the lower part,

there are five pairs of small raised features in the high

row (row A) while only three pairs are visible in low

row (row B).

3. In the low row (row B), in the center of the molecule,

the central dark band now appears as a set of discrete

Fig. 3 Very high resolution image of 9,10-diiodoctadecanol

adsorbed on HOPG. Scan size is 76�76 Å, Vb = 0.31 V, tun-

neling current I = 1.0 nA. (From Ref. [22].) (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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dark spots. Each chain has two spots, one on each

side. If the upper and the lower iodines are labeled as

I1 and I2, the I1–I2 molecular chain cross point is Z,

and the angle C18–Z–I1 is an acute angle.

Only the RS packing described above can explain all

the observations. Hence the high row (row A) is directly

identified as (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol (iodines

up) and the lower row (row B) as (9S,10S)-9,10-di-

iodooctadecan-1-ol (iodines down). Interestingly, because

of the HOPG substrate, although (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooc-

tadecan-1-ol in the high row and (9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooc-

tadecan-1-ol in the low row are enantiomers in solution,

on the surface the mirror image of the R type is not

superimposable on the S type, and vice versa. The entire

domain formed by alternating chirally pure R rows and S

rows is also a chiral structure. Thus an achiral racemic

mixture is observed to form a chiral structure on an achiral

surface in the regions examined here, because of the chiral

pairing across the unit cell.

Monolayer of Iodination Products of
Oleic Acid and Elaidic Acid

Most long-chain carboxylic acid self-assembled mono-

layers on the HOPG surface pack in the same way:

Molecules self-assemble into parallel rows. Inside each

row, the molecule chain is perpendicular to the row

boundary. The molecules pack antiparallel inside the row,

i.e., side by side and head to tail. When a carboxylic head

group meets another carboxylic head group from another

molecule in a neighboring row, the two carboxylic head

groups hydrogen bond to form a hexagonal ring. The ring

appears as a dark hole in the STM image. This packing

arrangement has two characteristics:

1. At both ends of a row of molecules, there are dark

holes.

2. The distance between the dark holes along the row

boundary direction corresponds to twice the molecule

width (8.8 Å in the long-chain carboxylic acid case).

The iodination of oleic acid generates a racemic

mixture of enantiomers: (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadeca-

noic acid and (9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid. The

diiodooctadecanoic acid forms an ordered self-assembled

monolayer on the HOPG surface in phenyloctane solution.

Fig. 4 is a high-resolution STM image of the di-

iodooctadecanoic acid SAM. The acid molecules self-

assemble into parallel rows. At both sides of the row, there

are dark holes at the row boundary. The distance between

the dark holes along the row boundary direction seems to

be only one molecule wide, which suggests that the acid

molecules might pack in parallel style, i.e., side by side

and head to head, tail to tail. Careful study of the image

reveals more details: There are two types of dark holes,

one type is a plain hole, the other type has many white

spikes around it. This implies a different chemical nature

for the two features. Thus the periodicity along the row

boundary direction is still the expected two-molecule

width. Such structure characteristics fit the description of

the general packing style of the carboxylic acid. This

means that the diiodooctadecanoic acid is also packed

antiparallel inside the row.

Several interesting features are seen in this image as

well. There are two types of rows. They are labeled in the

image as row A and row B. Each molecule inside the row

is bent, in a V shape. At the center of the row, where the

molecule bends, a bright bump (point U, in Fig. 4) is

visible. In row A, it is especially clear that there is also a

small dark pit (D, in Fig. 4) beside every white bump.

Previous STM studies show that the halogen atom in long-

chain alkanes appears as a bright spot when it points

upward and as dark when it points downward in phenyl-

octane solution.[24] Considering the position of this bright/

dark spot pair, the bright spot is assigned to the iodine

atom pointing upward and the dark spot is assigned to the

iodine atom pointing downward.

All molecules in row A appear identical except for the

terminal part, i.e., the relative position of the upward and

downward iodine atoms are also the same for all

molecules in row A. The bending direction is the same

Fig. 4 Submolecular resolution image of (9R,10R)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid

SAM. Scan size is 91�91 Å, Vb = 1.00 V, tunneling current I =

0.73 nA. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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for all molecules. It is also clear that molecules in the row

pack antiparallel. To satisfy the above two observations,

there is only one conclusion: All molecules in row A are

one optical isomer. Specifically in Fig. 4, the downward

iodine is at the lower side of the upward iodine. Thus the

molecule in row A is directly identified as the R acid

[(9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid].

For row B, the structure characteristics are similar as

for row A: All molecules look identical except for the

terminal part, and the molecules pack antiparallel. The

result is the same, row B is composed of entirely one type

of optical isomer, either R acid or S acid. In row B, the

structural details at the center of the molecule are different

from row A. The bright spot is visible; unfortunately, the

dark spot is not very clear. It is difficult to determine

the relative position of the bright spot and dark spot.

Hence the identity of the molecules in row B could not

be directly identified as in row A. However, a length

measurement from the bright spot to the row boundary

provides the assignment. If molecules in row B are also R

type, the whole structure would be centrosymmetric. The

distances from bright spot to row boundary in row A and

row B would be identical. The ratio da/db would be 1. If

the molecules in row B are S type, the distance from the

bright spot to the row boundary would be 4 methylene

units (1 methylene unit = 2.5 Å), while in row A, this

distance would be 4.5 methylene units. The ratio of da/db

would be 1.125. The actual ratio measured from Fig. 4 is

da/db = 1.13 ± 0.04, which clearly indicates that all mole-

cules in row B are S acid [(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadeca-

noic acid].

Fig. 5 is a model of the derived unit cell structure of the

observed diiodooctadecanoic acid SAM. Each unit cell is

composed of four molecules, two are R type, two are S

type. The molecules in the same row are not identi-

cal; they expose different faces upon adsorption on the

surface. A C2 rotation (flipping) along the row direction at

Fig. 5 Proposed unit cell structure corresponding to the SAM

in Fig. 4. R-type acid: (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid.

S-type acid: (9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Scanning tunneling microscopy image of (9R,10R)-

9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic

acid (elaidic acid iodination products) SAM. Scan size is 79�79

Å, Vb = 0.71 V, tunneling current I = 0.82 nA. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Scanning tunneling microscopy image of (9R,10S)-

9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic

acid (elaidic acid iodination products) SAM at higher reso-

lution. Scan size is 44�44 Å, Vb = 0.33 V, tunneling current I

= 1.22 nA. (View this art in color at www. dekker.com)
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the center of the row converts one into the other. This unit

cell is composed of a racemic mixture of two optical

isomers, and is still a chiral structure. The mirror image

structure is also observed by STM in other domains on the

graphite surface.

The iodination of elaidic acid also generates a racemic

mixture of enantiomers: (9R,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadeca-

noic acid and (9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid. The

diiodooctadecanoic acids are observed to form ordered

self-assembled monolayers on the HOPG surface in

phenyloctane solution by STM. Fig. 6 is an STM image

of the self-assembled monolayer formed by (9R,10S)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid and (9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctade-

canoic acid. The molecules self-assemble into parallel

rows. Unlike the SAMs discussed above, each row looks

identical. At both sides of the row, dark holes are clear.

The distance between the holes along the row boundary

corresponds to the two-molecule width. These features

fit very well with the general long-chain carboxylic acid

SAM structure that is described above. Hence in Fig. 6,

the molecules inside a row pack antiparallel as well.

However, there are some features different from the

parent carboxylic acid (stearic acid) structure. In the

center of a row, there is a bright band. There is also a dark

band beside the bright band. Fig. 7 is an STM image of

the same type SAM at another domain with higher reso-

lution. In this image, the bright line and dark line inside a

row become discrete bright and dark spots. The bright

spots are always on the alkane chain; the dark spots are

always at the same side of the bright spot and always

between the chains. The distance between the bright spots

is one alkane chain width (4.8 Å), which is also the

distance between the dark spots. The positions of these

spots are at the center of the molecule, where the iodine

atoms should be. It is natural to assign the bright spot as

the iodine atom pointing upward and the dark spot as the

iodine atom pointing downward.

To derive the packing model, three observations must

be considered:

1. The unit cell structure must be inside the same row

because all rows in the (9R,10S)-9,10-diiodooctade-

canoic acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid

SAM look identical.

2. The molecules pack antiparallel.

3. The upward/downward iodine atom has a single-

molecule-width periodicity.

The only possible solution to these requirements is for

the two enantiomers to pack in a side by side and head to

tail arrangement inside the row. The unit cell is composed

of a heterochiral pair of enantiomers of diiodooctadeca-

noic acid molecules. Although the pair is composed of

enantiomers, it is still a chiral structure on the surface.

There are two possible arrangements to satisfy the

observed requirements, which are shown in Fig. 8a and

b, respectively. These two packing arrangements are

mirror images of one another. At this time, the STM

resolution is not sufficient to determine which of the two

possible structures is the actual structure in the image.

CONCLUSION

The self-assembled monolayers of racemic mixtures of

(9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanol/(9S,10S)-9,10-diio-

dooctadecanol, (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid/

(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid, (9R,10S)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadeca-

noic acid have been examined by STM. Each mixture

exhibits an interesting chiral grouping upon adsorption,

forming a nanoscale surface structure.

In the case of the (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol/

(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecan-1-ol SAM on HOPG, the

Fig. 8 Two possible unit cell structures that could explain all observed features in the STM image of (9R,10S)-9,10-

diiodooctadecanoic acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid (elaidic acid iodination products). (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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ordered monolayer exhibits a periodic surface height

modulation within the monolayer. Analysis of the STM

images shows that the molecules are found to pack in

alternately high and low rows. As a result of the unique

molecular geometry, opposite faces of the molecule are

imaged. High-resolution STM images show that the high/

low rows correspond to different optical isomers. The

entantiomers spontaneously separate into different rows,

and inside each row, chirally pure molecules assemble

together. The unit cell is a herringbone-shaped heterochiral

pair with different molecular faces exposed. Although the

molecules in the pair are enantiomers, because of the

adsorption exposing different molecular faces, the mirror

image of one molecule cannot superimpose on the other.

In the case of the (9R,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic

acid/(9S,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid SAM, each

type of enantiomer also self-assembles into homochiral

rows. Each unit cell is composed of four molecules in the

neighboring rows. The same type of isomer in the same

row adsorbs exposing opposite faces.

In the case of the (9R,10S)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic

acid/(9S,10R)-9,10-diiodooctadecanoic acid SAM, this

quasi phase separation does not occur. The two enantio-

mers pack antiparallel inside the row, still forming a

chiral structure.

These SAMs formed by chiral molecules do not

spontaneously separate into homochiral domains. Their

unit cell structures are revealed by high-resolution STM

studies. The unit cells are composed of an equal number

of enantiomers. Although the structure of the unit cells

are different in these three self-assembled monolayer

examples, the unit cell itself is also chiral. In all three

cases, an achiral racemic mixture is observed to form

chiral domains on an achiral surface. Such a structure is in

contrast to the more common instance of chiral molecules

that spontaneously separate into pure chiral domains at

a surface.
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Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy Studies:
Self-Assembly on Graphite

Thomas Müller
Veeco Metrology Group, Santa Barbara, California, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional self-organization of molecules on
surfaces and at interfaces is at the center of vigorous
research activity. Thin interfacial films have numerous
longstanding technological applications; however, the
interest in a fundamental understanding of the self-
assembly process has surged in recent years due to
the central role envisioned for the controlled bottom-
up assembly in future nanoscale molecular engineering.
Monolayers physisorbed on the basal plane of
graphite can serve as ideal model systems for such
studies.

Highly ordered adsorbate monolayers have been
generated on graphite substrates for a broad range of
molecular species and experimental conditions. On this
inert substrate, the dominant dispersion and electro-
static interactions often afford sufficient adsorbate
mobility to aid in the self-assembly of thermodynami-
cally favored monolayer structures. A combination of
theoretical and experimental approaches, including
proximal probes, diffraction-based techniques, and
thermal desorption, has been employed to interrogate
adsorbate structures and dynamics, and ultimately
unravel the delicate balance of forces driving the self-
assembly process.

Among experimental techniques, scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy (STM) plays a prominent role in
elucidating the spatial orientation and conformation
of individual adsorbate molecules. The present article
focuses mainly on STM studies addressing the role of
interactions associated with functional groups and
with saturated hydrocarbon chains in driving self-
assembly on the basal plane of graphite. The structure
and dynamics of the observed ordered, lamellar
monolayers are seen to result from a set of competing
geometric requirements. In addition, a brief discussion
of STM image contrast is included, highlighting the
ability of STM to provide information about the role
of individual adsorbate electronic states in mediating
electron transport. The final section of this article is
concerned with recent studies exploiting both geo-
metric and electronic contributions to STM image
contrast to address molecular device properties in

carefully tailored model systems self-assembled on
graphite.

MONOLAYER GENERATION AND
INTERROGATION

Self-assembled, physisorbed monolayers on graphite
have been generated at the liquid–solid interface, at
the air–graphite interface, and in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV).[1–10] Structural information has been obtained
through both diffraction techniques and scanning
probe microscopies (SPMs).[1,11–17] Structural data
obtained for sets of related compounds and for differ-
ent experimental conditions in conjunction with ther-
mal desorption data and results from theoretical
studies have given insight into the interactions driving
the self-assembly process.[1,12,18–25]

As STM can provide high resolution locally (i.e.,
true atomic as opposed to lattice resolution) on a flat,
conductive substrate, it has been the most prominent
SPM utilized for the study of self-assembly on gra-
phite.[26] As shown by Tersoff and Hamann, the
tunneling current between a metallic tip and a metallic
surface (note that graphite is a semimetal) is propor-
tional to the surface local density of states (LDOS)
at the Fermi level, EF, evaluated at the location of
the tip.[27,28] While this simple result is subject to
approximations (e.g., small bias, low temperature,
and spherical tip represented by an s-wave function),
the interpretation of STM images in terms of the sur-
face LDOS at (or near) EF has met with overwhelming
success. In general, the LDOS near EF at the location
of the tip is sensitive to the electronic structure of any
molecular adsorbate present in the tunneling junction.
For molecules with moderate ionization potentials and
moderate gaps between the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO), frontier orbitals can play an impor-
tant role in mediating the electron tunneling process.
Therefore, STM images of molecules with extended
p-electron systems or functional groups contain an
‘‘electronic’’ component and can reflect the electron
density distribution associated with individual molecular
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orbitals.[1,8,29,30] In contrast, STM images of unsubsti-
tuted saturated hydrocarbons are dominated by ‘‘geo-
metric’’ effects and provide a topographic map. Here,
the topmost atoms dominate the LDOS near EF at the
location of the tip.[30,31] In addition, the electronic
structure of the underlying graphite substrate is often
found to contribute to the image contrast, allowing
STM images to address questions of substrate
commensurability.[32]

Numerous studies have addressed self-assembly on
graphite by utilizing STM to interrogate ordered
monolayers formed by substituted alkanes at the inter-
face between an organic solution and the basal plane of
graphite.[26,31–34] Aside from monolayer structures,
these studies have elucidated dynamics associated with
the self-assembly process by probing two-component
systems, domain boundaries, temperature-dependence,
and the response to external perturbations.[21,35–39] In
addition, the structure and dynamics of monolayer
formation have been examined in light of the require-
ments for topochemical transformations.[4,5,40–42] The
success of interrogations of substituted alkanes at the
liquid–solid interface has led to extensions of this
approach to codeposition of several solutes and mono-
layers serving as templates for organizing other mole-
cules and nanoparticles, and to ring systems (e.g.,
porphyrins) with alkyl chains or functional groups at
their periphery facilitating self-assembly.[7,10,43–49]

In contrast, the ambient self-assembly of ring systems
without alkyl chains or functional groups at their
periphery has been reported less frequently.[50,51] Sub-
stituted alkanes and hydrogen-bonded systems have
also been investigated at the air–graphite interface
upon generating monolayers through evaporation of
the organic or aqueous solvent or by Langmuir–
Blodgett deposition from aqueous solution.[2–5,45,52,53]

To address self-assembly on graphite under UHV
conditions, vapor-deposited monolayers have been
probed using STM and diffraction techniques.[6–11,14,54]

Ultra-high vaccum studies of self-assembly on graphite
have served to extend the scope of self-assembled
monolayers to include those not stable under ambient
conditions, to assess the influence of solvent by interro-
gating monolayers analogous to those that do exist at
the liquid–solid interface, to study monolayer
dynamics (including melting and desorption) over a
wide temperature range, and to provide ideal condi-
tions for direct comparisons with theoretical
results.[10–14,18–20,23,25] Vapor deposition has allowed
the generation of ordered monolayers on graphite
substrates for hydrocarbon chains as well as ring
systems, irrespective of the presence of functional
groups.[6,8,10,14,25,54] The most important factor limiting
the applicability of this approach might be the need for
the species of interest to survive vaporization in a
vacuum.

MONOLAYER STRUCTURE AND DRIVING
FORCES FOR SELF-ASSEMBLY

Substituted Alkanes

Substituted alkanes form weakly physisorbed mono-
layers on graphite.[1,26] Dispersion interactions between
alkyl chains and the graphite substrates provide
adsorption energies of �1–3 kcal=mol per methylene
group, depending on chain length and functionaliza-
tion, making desorption barriers substantially higher
for monolayer than for multilayer adsorption
sites.[18–20] Substituted alkanes form stable monolayers
(i.e., as opposed to three-dimensional island growth)
on graphite in a vacuum although no directed chemical
bonds are formed between adsorbate molecules and
individual carbon atoms of the graphite substrate.
Consistent with the absence of covalent adsorbate–
substrate bonds, the adsorption energies are accompa-
nied by comparatively smaller barriers to lateral
motion. High lateral mobility enables the annealing
of monolayers to form minimum energy structures in
a vacuum, while solution exchange may provide an
alternate path at the liquid–solid interface where
ordered monolayers exist in equilibrium with a super-
natant solution or melt.[1,26,55] Thus, conditions can
often be found both in vacuum and in liquid–solid
interface for probing such ordered monolayers
unimpeded by any formation of additional ordered
adsorbate layers.

In self-assembled monolayers of substituted alkanes
on graphite, the alkyl chains assume an extended,
all-trans conformation. In contrast to the dense self-
assembled monolayers formed by alkane thiols on gold
substrates, the backbone axis is parallel to the surface
plane bringing the entire alkyl chain into contact with
the graphite substrate.[1,56–59] In general, a lamellar
structure is formed where the lamella–backbone angle
depends on alkane functionalization. In the case of
long linear alkanes without any functional group, a
lamella–backbone angle of 90� is found. In the all-
trans conformation of alkanes, all carbon atoms lie
in a plane and form a zigzag pattern. As STM images
of alkanes on graphite provide a map of the topmost
hydrogen atoms, they can reveal the orientation of
the carbon backbone plane with respect to the sub-
strate surface plane.[31] Fig. 1 shows STM images of
hexatriacontane at the interface of a 1-phenyloctane
solution and the basal plane of graphite.[31] As
expected, a rectangular, lamellar structure can be dis-
cerned with the lamella width equal to one molecular
length, �4.5 nm for C36H74 in its all-trans conforma-
tion. However, the STM images shown in panels (A)
and (B) exhibit different spot patterns within each
molecule, even though they represent subsequent scans
of the same area. While panel (A) [and the filtered
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image in (C)] shows the double-spot pattern expected
for a vertical orientation of the carbon backbone plane
(i.e., perpendicular to the substrate surface), the zigzag
pattern in panel (B) [and the filtered image in (D)] is
consistent with a horizontal orientation (i.e., parallel
to the substrate surface). Apparently, both orientations
can (co) exist at the liquid–solid interface.

The spatial requirements of individual alkane mole-
cules may depend on the angle assumed by the carbon
backbone plane. In three-dimensional alkane crystals,
lateral nearest neighbor spacings of �4.8 and �4.2 Å
are found parallel and perpendicular to the molecular
carbon planes, respectively.[60] In STM studies of
long-chain alkane monolayers at the liquid–solid inter-
face, lateral spacings have been found to be closer to
4.2 Å.[32] If the molecular backbone axis is aligned with
one of the high-symmetry directions of the underlying
graphite substrate, a spacing of 4.26 Å is required for
each alkane molecule to occupy an equivalent surface
site. Such a commensurate monolayer structure is
consistent with the absence of moire patterns in STM
images of alkanes at the interface between an organic
solution and the basal plane of graphite.[32] At first it
may appear to be inconsistent with the substantially
larger spacings reported by Herwig et al. based on
diffraction studies of vapor-deposited monolayers
composed of similarly long alkanes (i.e., C32H66).

[14]

However, Herwig et al. found that the presence of
‘‘solvent’’ (i.e., heptane adsorbed atop a monolayer
formed by dotriacontane) leads to a contraction of
the monolayer structure accompanied by a change in
the distribution of angles assumed by the molecular
backbone plane.[14] The observed shifts in diffraction
maxima are consistent with a commensurate mono-
layer in the limiting case of full solvent coverage.[14]

The sensitivity of alkane monolayer structures to the
presence of additional alkane layers may also explain
the existence of ordered alkane monolayers substan-
tially above the bulk melting temperature in the pre-
sence of bulk alkane melt, while essentially no
increased melting temperature (i.e., when compared
to the bulk melting point) is found for analogous
vapor-deposited alkane monolayers in vacuum.[13,55]

Further variations in alkane monolayer structures exist
as a function of alkane chain length.[11,15,16] Diffraction
studies of short alkanes on graphite have revealed the
existence of a herringbone structure for monolayers
composed of some short alkanes with an even number
of carbon atoms with the transition to a rectangular
structure depending on coverage and temperature.[16]

Like alkanes, alkanoic acids form monolayers at the
interface between an organic solution and the basal
plane of graphite. As shown in Fig. 2, STM images
reveal a lamellar monolayer structure where the mole-
cular backbone axis is perpendicular to the lamellar
axis, just as with alkane monolayers.[32] Close inspec-
tion of Fig. 2 reveals the formation of acid dimers
and a zigzag spot pattern associated with each alkyl
chain. Introduction of the carboxylic head group has
not changed the lamella–backbone angle but has
forced the entire molecular backbone plane into a
‘‘flat’’ orientation (parallel to the substrate surface).

Fig. 2 Constant current STM images (sample bias—1.3V,

800 pA tunneling current) of behenic acid at the interface
between a 1-phenyloctane solution and the basal plane of
graphite. The arrangement of molecules in (A) is the

mirror image of that observed in (B). Parallelograms
represent the unit cell of the monolayer. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref.[61]. Copyright 1998 American Chemical
Society.)

Fig. 1 Constant current STM image (sample bias—168mV,
300 pA tunneling current) of hexatriacontane at the interface
between a dodecane solution and the basal plane of graphite.

Raw data of two successive scans are shown in (A) and (B).
Filtered versions of the images in (A) and (B) are shown in
(C) and (D), respectively. (Used with permission from

Ref.[31]. Copyright 1993 VCH Verlagsgesellschaft mbH,
Weinheim.)
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Lateral intermolecular spacings are expanded to
�4.8 Å, and STM images of alkanoic acid monolayers
often show moire effects due to the lack of commen-
surability.[32]

The monolayer domains displayed in Fig. 2 are
enantiomorphous, although alkanoic acids are achiral
in three-dimensional space.[61] Due to the symmetry
break at the interface and lack of free molecular
rotation, individual adsorbed alkanoic acid molecules
(and their dimers) can exist in two nonsuperimposable
states that constitute mirror images of each other
(i.e., they are prochiral or enantiomorphous). For
alkanoic acids with an even number of carbon atoms,
each self-assembled domain is constituted of adsorbed
molecules in only one of the two enantiomorphous
states, making the whole domain enantiomorphous.[62]

In contrast, both enantiomers are present in a given
domain for an odd number of carbon atoms.[61] Thus,
the presence of one additional methylene group in an
(achiral) alkanoic acid molecule alters the chirality of
self-assembled domains at the liquid–solid interface
while having no analogous influence in three-
dimensional space.

The expression of chirality in two dimensions has
been interrogated in more complex situations, where
several solutes are codeposited in self-assembled
domains at the liquid–solid interface.[62] The enantio-
morphous domains formed by achiral alkanoic acids
with an even number of carbon atoms can be used to
induce chiral segregation among codeposited chiral
cosolutes.[46] As shown in Fig. 3, only one enantiomer
of the chiral 2-bromohexadecanoic acid is present in a
given enantiomorphous domain formed by the achiral
hexadecanoic acid.[46] The mixed self-assembly of
chiral and achiral species can also lead to the opposite
effect, where the chiral component induces the achiral
species to be adsorbed in a prochiral state and chirally
segregated. De Feyter et al. have shown that the
chiral 5-[10-(2-methylbutoxy)-decyloxy]isophthalic acid
dissolved in heptanol forms enantiomorphous domains
at the liquid–solid interface incorporating heptanol in
a prochiral state.[44]

Alkanes and alkanoic acids exemplify limiting cases
regarding (hindered) molecular rotation about the
backbone axis in self-assembled monolayers of sub-
stituted alkanes. The structural variations for unsubsti-
tuted alkanes point to a shallow potential along several
degrees of freedom (as long as a close-packed structure
is maintained). In contrast, the carboxylic acid head
group apparently forces the entire molecular backbone
plane of alkanoic acids into a flat configuration. Term-
inal halogen substituents represent an intermediate
case.[25] In general, alkane functionalization affects
such structural parameters as the backbone plane
rotation angle, backbone–lamella angle, lateral nearest
neighbor spacing, and substrate commensurability as

functional group interactions can exhibit a pronounced
angular dependence (in addition to steric require-
ments) compared to the more isotropic alkane–alkane
and alkane–graphite dispersion forces. Interactions
between terminal functional groups and the graphite
substrate are not overwhelming in magnitude, even
for substituted alkanes of moderate chain length
(i.e., CnH2nþ1X with n ¼ 6).[25] In analogy to alkane
thiols on Au(111), one might expect overwhelming
head group–substrate interactions to be associated
with a high-density monolayer structure, where only
the terminal functional groups are in direct contact
with the substrate.[56–59] With the possible exception
of 1-fluorohexane this has not been observed.[25] The
competing geometric requirements associated with
functional group and alkyl chain interactions lead to
energetic trade-offs that are apparent in the chain
length dependence of monolayer desorption ener-
gies.[20] In the case of alkanes and 1-bromoalkanes,
solvent interactions can shift the resulting balance of
interactions.[14,25]

Fig. 3 (A) Constant current STM image (15 � 15 nm, sam-

ple bias—1.5V, 300 pA tunneling current) of a hexadecanoic
acid domain interspersed with (R)-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid.
The blue bar represents one molecular length. (B)

Corresponding molecular model. The bromine substituent
(bright marker) lies in a fixed orientation to the carboxyl
group (dark marker) as indicated by the black bars in (A)

and (B). The curved arrow in (B) identifies the brominated
molecule as R enantiomer. (C) Constant current STM image
(18 � 18 nm, sample bias—1.5V, 300 pA tunneling current)
of a hexadecanoic acid domain interspersed with (S)-2-Br-
hexadecanoic acid. The blue bar represents one molecular
length. (D) Corresponding molecular model. Again the bro-
mine substituent (bright marker) lies in a fixed orientation

to the carboxyl group (dark marker) as indicated by the black
bars in (C) and (D). The curved arrow in (D) identifies the
brominated molecule as S enantiomer. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref.[46]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical
Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Ring Systems

The success in the formation and interrogation of
ordered monolayers for a wide range of substituted
alkanes suggests strategies for the self-assembly of
monolayers composed of ring systems. Large cycloalk-
anes have been found to self-assemble at the liquid–
solid interface forming structures analogous to those
of unsubstituted n-alkanes.[63] In the case of more
rigid, planar ring systems with extended p-electron
systems, alkyl chains, functional groups, or both have
been attached at their periphery to mediate self-
assembly on the basal plane of graphite. Reports of
self-assembled monolayers composed of such tailored
ring systems include polyphenylenes, phthalocyanines,
and porphyrins.[3,53,64] Fig. 4 shows a high-resolution
STM image of 21,23-dihydro-5,10,15,20-tetrakis[4-
(tetradecyloxy) phenyl] porphyrin (TTPP) at the air–
graphite interface.[53] Clearly, an ordered monolayer
structure is observed, presumably stabilized by the
interdigitization of the 14-carbon long alkyl chains
attached to each porphyrin. Consistent with this
hypothesis, shorter-chain analogs were found to pro-
duce less ordered monolayer structures.[53] Ring
systems such as trimesic acid and DNA bases lack
alkyl chains at their periphery. Here, the formation
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds drive the formation
of ordered monolayers at the basal plane of gra-
phite.[2,7,54] The ability to form intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds is essential to the biological function of
DNA bases. It has been suggested that the stabilization
of self-assembled monolayers (composed of DNA

bases) by intermolecular hydrogen bonding may have
played an equally important role in the emergence of
life.[65]

Monolayers formed by ring systems lacking both
alkyl chains and functional groups at their periphery
have been studied on a variety of substrates under
UHV conditions. Fig. 5 shows an STM image of a
naphthalocyanine monolayer that was vapor-deposited
onto graphite.[8] All molecules are adsorbed with their
ring plane parallel to the surface plane. An individual
vacancy can be seen which aids in determining the azi-
muthal orientation of individual adsorbate molecules.
The overlaid molecular models in panel (B) reveal the
seamless monolayer packing, apparently maximizing
the number density of adsorbed molecules. However,
substrate commensurability is maintained, indicating
that the periodic corrugation of adsorbate–substrate
interactions plays a significant role in the formation
of this monolayer structure.[8] Commensurable mono-
layer structures have been observed also for other
planar ring systems with delocalized p-electron sys-
tems, even when intermolecular hydrogen bonds are
present.[2]

In some cases, the monolayers formed by ring
systems without alkyl chains or functional groups have
been interrogated under ambient conditions. Both very
large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and porphyr-
ins form ordered monolayers at the liquid–solid inter-
face, where the molecular ring plane is either parallel
or slightly tilted with respect to the surface plane.[50,51]

However, in the presence of a supernatant solution
such monolayers often coexist with a significant
number density of p-stacked aggregates and adsorbate
multilayers suggesting at most a weak selective stabili-
zation of the adsorbate monolayer.[1,50,51] This may not
impede the interrogation of vapor-deposited mono-
layers composed of the same species under UHV con-
ditions, where the different adsorption procedure and
the absence of a supernatant solution change both
energies and kinetics. For ring systems that form stable
monolayers both in UHV and at the liquid–solid
interface, the presence of solvent can have subtle
effects such as changing the phase relation with respect
to the substrate.[10]

MODEL SYSTEMS FOR MOLECULAR
ELECTRONICS

Recently, STM studies of self-assembly on graphite
have included molecules specifically tailored both to
facilitate both two-dimensional self-assembly and as
model systems for molecular electronics. Following
early suggestions by Aviram and Ratner, molecular
analogs for current rectifiers (diodes) and transistors
are being investigated where electron donors (D) and

Fig. 4 High-resolution STM image (15 � 15 nm, sample
bias—752mV, 1.032 nA tunneling current) of TTPP on gra-

phite. Rows of bright porphyrin cores are interspersed with
ordered, interdigitated alkyl chains. (Reproduced with per-
mission from Ref.[24]. Copyright 2001 John Wiley and Sons
Limited.)
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acceptors (A) are linked covalently.[66] In addition to
providing high spatial resolution, the STM tunneling
junction is a probe of charge transport at the nano-
scale. Scanning tunneling microscopy studies of mole-
cules adsorbed on surfaces intrinsically address the
mediation of charge transport by molecular states
and their coupling to one of the electrodes (i.e., the
conducting substrate supporting the molecule).

Miura et al. have investigated a large, symmetric D–
A–D system composed of oligo-p-phenylene vinylene
D-units and a perylenediimide A-core as shown in
Fig. 6(A).[48] The STM images shown in Figs. 6(B),
(C), and (E) reveal the formation of ordered monolayer
domains at the interface of a 1-phenyloctane solution
and the basal plane of graphite. As illustrated in
Fig. 6(D), the monolayer structure is stabilized by
interdigitated dodecyloxy chains. The ordered mono-
layer structure observed in STM images of this large
molecule permits the identification of D and A subu-
nits within each molecule so that their relative image
contrast can be examined as a function of bias voltage.
As shown in Fig. 6(E), the D moieties are brighter
(i.e., give rise to higher tunneling current) at negative
sample bias, while the A moieties are brighter at posi-
tive sample bias. Miura et al. have proposed an expla-
nation relating the observed bias dependent charge
transmission to the electronic structure of the D–A–
D system.[48] Among all molecular states, the HOMOs
of D-subunits have a dominant influence on the

surface LDOS just below the Fermi level, as they are
the highest filled states of the D–A–D molecule. Thus,
the D-moieties support a higher tunneling current at
negative sample bias, where filled surface states are
being probed. Conversely, the LUMOs of A-subunits
dominate the density of empty surface states just above
the Fermi level, making the A-moieties more transmis-
sive at positive sample bias. Thus, a simple physical
picture emerges where the bias dependent charge trans-
mission through this molecular device analog can be
understood in terms of resonantly enhanced electron
tunneling dominated by individual electronic states
associated with molecular subunits.[48]

Jäckel et al. have reported STM studies of a proto-
typical single-molecule chemical-field-effect transistor,
where nanometer-sized charge transfer (CT) complexes
control current rectification through a covalently
linked ring system.[67] An electron-rich (or electron
donor, D) hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC) core,
surrounded by six electron-poor (or electron acceptor,
A) anthraquinone (AQ) subunits is at the center of
these studies.[67,68] Again, STM images reveal the for-
mation of an ordered monolayer at the liquid–solid
interface, where the high degree of order and large
molecular size permits the identification of the cova-
lently linked D and A subunits.[67] And once more,
the consideration of frontier orbitals associated with
the D and A subunits suggests that the bias polarity
dependent tunneling probability can be understood in

Fig. 5 (A) Constant current STM image (25 � 25 nm, sample bias—1.83V, 83 pA tunneling current) of naphthalocyanine on
graphite at a surface temperature of 50K. The close-packed monolayer contains a single vacancy, allowing the azimuthal orienta-
tion of individual molecules to be determined. The inset shows the chemical structure of naphthalocyanine. (B) Expanded section

(mean filtered, 9 � 9 nm) as marked in (A). The measured azimuthal angle was applied to the overlaid molecular model.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref.[8]. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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terms of resonantly enhanced electron tunneling.
Addition of the electron-rich 9,10-dimethoxyanthra-
cene (DMA) to the solution leads to the formation of
DMA–AQ–CT complexes. Self-assembled domains
with and without CT complexes coexist and are easily
distinguished in STM images and interrogated indivi-
dually. Current–voltage curves obtained atop the
HBC cores are asymmetric (rectifying) with the degree
of asymmetry controlled by the presence (or absence)
of the DMA–AQ–CT complex.[67] Jäckel et al. have
proposed that the interfacial dipole associated with
formation of the CT complex causes a relative shift
between the adsorbate’s electronic states and the Fermi
level of the substrate.[67] Thus, current transmission
through a single molecule is controlled by a field effect
of chemical origin.[67]

The STM studies discussed in this section have
combined self-assembly on graphite with detailed
single-molecule conductance measurements by using

specifically tailored molecules synthesized prior to
deposition on the graphite substrate. On the other hand,
the postassembly modification of self-assembled mono-
layers (e.g., topochemical polymerization of diacetylene
derivatives) on graphite has been demonstrated.[4,5,40,42]

Furthermore, self-assembled monolayers of substituted
alkanes on graphite have been used as templates for
organizing nanoparticles.[47] Based on combinations of
these ingredients one could envision powerful recipes
for the targeted creation of nanostructures and complex
model systems for molecular devices with self-assembly
on graphite playing a central role.

CONCLUSIONS

A wide range of molecular species has been shown to
form highly ordered monolayers physisorbed on the
basal plane of graphite in vacuum and under ambient
conditions. Experimental approaches including proxi-
mal probes, diffraction, and thermal desorption have
been used in concert with theoretical predictions to
interrogate structures and dynamics and unravel the
driving forces of the self-assembly process. A large
fraction of studies have employed STM and have
focused on substituted alkanes self-assembled at the
liquid–solid interface. In general, lamellar monolayer
structures are observed with structural parameters
depending on the balance of interactions associated
with the alkyl chains and the functional group. In
ambient studies of planar ring systems, monolayer for-
mation is often driven by alkyl chains or functional
group interactions. In contrast, UHV studies have been
less dependent on substituents at the periphery of ring
systems facilitating monolayer stabilization through
specific intermolecular interactions.

Aside from providing information about monolayer
structure and dynamics, STM studies of self-assembly
on graphite can address the mediation of charge trans-
port by individual molecular states. Recent years have
witnessed a synthesis where STM studies have com-
bined both aspects to interrogate model systems for
molecular devices. Future studies can be envisioned,
where the power of this approach is augmented further
through combination with postassembly modification
and coassembly of multiple nanoscale components,
thus allowing self-assembly on graphite to play an even
more important role in nanoscience.
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Fig. 6 (A) Chemical structure of the D–A–D triad. (B)
Constant height STM image (70.2 � 70.2 nm, sample bias—
0.96V, 150pA tunneling current) of a D–A–D monolayer at

the interface between a 1-phenyloctane solution and the basal
plane of graphite. Arrows indicate mirror-image type packing.
(C) High-resolution STM image (15.5 � 15.5 nm, sample
bias—0.70V, 400pA tunneling current) with overlaid paral-

lelogram indicating a monolayer unit cell. (D) Proposed
molecular model reflecting the ordering in (C). (E) Bias-
dependent imaging of the D–A–D triad (10.1 � 10.1 nm,

400pA tunneling current; sample bias indicated below each
image). In order from top to bottom, the arrows on the left refer
to alkyl chains, donor units, acceptor units, and donor units.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref.[48]. Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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Self-Assembled Monolayers: Adsorption and Desorption
from Alkanethiols on Gold
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INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in thin molecular nanofilms

made from the self-assembly of species. A current area of

research is the assembly of multilayers of alternating

surfactants, proteins, and polymers to form macromolec-

ular assemblies with unique functions and properties.

Such properties can be directional in conducting electric-

ity and propagating light or transferring mass. An example

is the use of different types of surfactants and polymers, in

a multilayer stack, to design selective membranes.

Another interest is in using biopolymers with surfactants

at the solid–water interface for selective barrier coatings

for biosensors that may also be compatible with biological

species. Yet another possibility is to use the self-assembly

of surfactants on the solid–water interface to pattern the

deposition of biopolymers on surfactants (Fig. 1). Self-

assembled thiol monolayers (SAMs) on gold are often used

as model solid–water interfaces, because these surfaces

have unique properties. This is yet another area that has

become a subject of active research. This article will

review the formation of SAMs and the adsorption and

desorption of molecules on the SAMs to create nanofilms.

SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS OF
ALKANETHIOLS ON GOLD

Self-assembled monolayers can be formed from alkane-

thiols on the surface of gold.[1–4] Alkanethiol SAMs have

become a widely used tool for the design of surfaces and

for the study of phenomena on surfaces.[5–8] Many studies

have focused on SAMs formed on evaporated films of

gold and Au(111) single crystals. The SAMs of al-

kanethiols on gold films are formed by rinsing the gold

films with absolute ethanol (100%) followed by immer-

sion in ethanolic solutions of alkanethiols (about 1 mM)

for at least 24 hr. Upon removal from solution, samples

must be thoroughly rinsed with absolute ethanol and dried

under a stream of nitrogen. X-ray diffraction has been

used to show that the predominant crystallographic

orientation of evaporated gold deposited on mica[9] and

silicon single crystals[10] is Au(111). The structure of

SAMs formed on Au(111) from solutions of long-chain

alkanethiols [i.e., CH3(CH2)nSH, n�9] has been exten-

sively studied. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)[11]

and electron diffraction[12] show that the sulfur atoms form

a commensurate (
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� structure with a nearest

sulfur–sulfur spacing of 4.97 Å. Helium atom diffrac-

tion,[13–15] low energy electron diffraction (LEED),[16]

grazing-angle X-ray diffraction,[17] and atomic force

microscopy (AFM)[18] show that the alkyl chains form

hexagonal lattices with a unit mesh constant of �5 Å that

is consistent with the (
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� structure of sulfur

atoms (Fig. 2a). The specific area of each alkyl chain

within this structure is 21.7 Å2/molecule.[6,15] Other

studies, however, also indicate the presence of unit cells

containing more than one chain. Band splitting in infrared

spectra at low temperatures (<300 K) suggests a packing

structure of two chains per unit cell.[19] Helium atom

diffraction (temperature <100 K) suggests a rectangular

(3� 2
ffiffiffi
3
p

) unit mesh of alkyl chains that is commensurate

with the (
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� structure[20] (Fig. 2a). The

packing arrangement can also be described as a c(4�2)

superlattice of alkyl chains with respect to the fundamental

(
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� structure of sulfur atoms. The existence

of a superlattice is supported by results of grazing-angle X-

ray diffraction[20–22] and ultrahigh vacuum STM.[23]

Because the nearest sulfur–sulfur spacing (4.97 Å) for

the structure shown in Fig. 2a is larger than the closest

spacing of the alkyl chains (�4.24 Å),[24] the alkyl chains

tilt from the surface normal to maximize their van der

Waals interactions.[25] A simple geometric calculation

indicates a tilt angle of about 30� from the surface normal.

Ellipsometric measurements[2,3] in conjunction with

grazing-angle infrared spectroscopy[3,6,10,16,26–28] have

confirmed that the alkyl chains are tilted by about 30

from the surface normal and rotated around the chain axis

by an angle (twist angle) of about 52 on surfaces of

evaporated gold and Au(111) single crystals. Both the

position (2918 cm�1 ) and the width of the absorbance

peak corresponding to the asymmetric stretch of the

methylene groups suggest the formation of close-packed,

crystalline-like monolayers with a nearly all trans

configuration. The intensities of the symmetric and the

asymmetric methyl modes in the IR spectra of odd

and even chain lengths are substantially different,[27,28]
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leading to the conclusion that the transition dipole of the

symmetric methyl mode in a chain with an odd number of

carbons is tilted from the surface normal more than that for

a canted chain with an even number of carbons. The

reverse situation exists for the asymmetric methyl mode.

Fenter et al.[22] have proposed a different structure for

SAMs formed from long-chain alkanethiols on Au(111).

They interpreted grazing-angle X-ray diffraction patterns

to infer the presence of a S–S distance similar to that of a

disulfide. This packing arrangement of the sulfur atoms

along with a gauche defect at the S–C bond leads to the

c(4�2) superlattice.[20–23] Results from a simulation

based on quantum mechanics are consistent with this

structure and suggest that the alkyl chains are canted by

28.3 from the surface normal.[29] This tilt angle is close to

that estimated from the thiolate structure as stated above.

The packing and orientation of chains within SAMs

have been studied on surfaces of gold other than (111),

including (110)[15] and (100)[12,15,16] surfaces. From those

studies, it has been shown that the crystal structure of the

surface of the gold substrate does influence the structure

of a SAM. On a Au(110) surface with a rectangular unit

lattice (2.88�4.07 Å), helium atom diffraction suggests

that the terminal methyl groups of docosyl mercaptan

[CH3(CH2)21SH] form a commensurate c(2�2) structure

with a=b=4.99 Å and a=109.5� (Fig. 2b) at low

temperatures (<100 K).[15] The resulting area per chain

(23.6 Å2/molecule) is larger than that on a (111) surface

(as noted above, 21.7 Å2/molecule). Thus the chains on

the (110) surface tilt more from the surface normal (the

tilt angle is estimated to be about 37� based on geometric

considerations) than on the (111) surface.[15] The struc-

ture of SAMs formed on Au(100) [square unit lattice

(2.88�2.88 Å)] has also been reported. In a study using

electron diffraction, the alkyl chains of CH3(CH2)21SH

were found to be packed more densely on Au(100) than on

Au(111).[12] A study using LEED has shown that CH3SH

forms a commensurate c(2�2) overlayer on Au(100)

when vapor-deposited at 300 K.[16] The interchain spac-

ing of this structure is too small, however, to accommo-

date longer chains with extended all-trans conformation.

An expanded structure for long chains was suggested.

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of polymer macromolecules

(linear and helical) with different conformations aligned by

surface self-assembled, full- (a, b), and hemimicelles (c, d) of

surfactants on a self-assembled thiol monolayer on gold.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrations of the structure of SAMs formed

from alkanethiols on single crystals of gold. Open circles

represent gold atoms and shaded circles represent alkyl chains.

The chain tilt and twist are not shown for clarity. (a) Au(111).

The smaller rhombus shows the Au(111) lattice. The larger

rhombus shows a commensurate (
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� unit mesh with

a=b=4.97 Å and a=120� (angle between a and b). The

rectangle denotes a c(4�2) superlattice with respect to the

(
ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p

)R30� structure. (b) Au(110). Also shown is a

commensurate c(2�2) unit mesh with a=b=4.99 Å and

a=109.5�. (c) Au(100). Also shown is an oblique incommen-

surate structure with a=b=5.97 Å and a=95�. (Reprinted from

Ref. [30] with permission.)
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An oblique unit mesh of terminal methyl groups of

CH3(CH2)21SH with a=b=5.97 Å and a=95� on the

Au(100) surface (Fig. 2c, two molecules per mesh) at low

temperatures (<100 K) was observed by helium atom

diffraction.[15] This structure suggests that the alkyl chains

are incommensurate with the (100) lattice. The area per

chain is 17.8 Å2, which is smaller than those on Au(111)

and (110) surfaces. The above results support the idea that

the alkyl chains are packed more densely on Au(100) than

on Au(111) and (110) surfaces. A study of IR spectros-

copy at low temperatures (160 K) shows that the tilt angle

of chains on the Au(100) surface is only �14� from the

surface normal.[16] Consequently, the intensities of the

methyl stretching modes in the IR spectra between odd

and even chain lengths are almost indistinguishable.[16]

Hou et al.[30] reported an investigation of SAMs formed

from alkanethiols on the surface of both electroless gold

and evaporated gold supported by a variety of substrates.

They adapted the procedure for electroless plating

reported by Menon and Martin[31] so as to deposit thin

films of electroless gold on glass microscope slides, high

index glass, and polycarbonate membranes. The capability

to form SAMs on electroless gold is important for two

principal reasons. First, electroless gold can be easily

prepared in any wet chemical laboratory. Second,

electroless gold can be deposited onto complex and

internal surfaces where procedures of evaporation cannot

be used. On both evaporated gold and electroless gold,

densely packed SAMs were formed. Because electroless

gold has a crystallographic texture that is more dispersed

than evaporated films of gold, the structures of SAMs

formed on these two surfaces were not identical.

PROTEIN ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION

Self-assembled monolayers formed from o-substituted

alkanethiols on the surface of gold have been used as

model surfaces in a number of past studies of the

interactions of proteins with surfaces.[32–35] Multilayer

systems based on biotinylated alkanethiols and streptavi-

din have been used in schemes for the immobilization of

Fab fragments of antibodies on surfaces,[32] and SAMs

formed from NHS-activated disulfides have been used to

form enzyme-based electrodes by covalent immobiliza-

tion of glutathione reductase.[33] Cytochrome c, when

adsorbed to SAMs formed from mercaptoundecanoic acid,

has also been shown to be active and to possess a formal

potential nearly identical to that of cytochrome c bound to

physiological membranes.[34]

Past studies of the interactions of proteins and SAMs

formed from alkanethiols on gold have used either planar

surfaces prepared by electron beam or thermal deposition

of gold[36,37] or highly curved surfaces formed by using

colloidal gold.[38–41] Whereas planar interfaces prepared

by the evaporation of gold have surface areas that are too

small to be generally useful for biological assays based on

measurements of bulk concentrations of analytes, colloi-

dal particles (�1–10 nm in size) are not large enough to

pack (unsupported) in columns through which reagents

can be readily passed.

Dubrovsky et al.[42] reported modification of the

surface properties of microparticles of silica (silica gel)

by electroless deposition of gold on the surface of silica

gel and self-assembly of monolayers formed from

X(CH2)11SH [X=CH3, OH, COOH, and (OCH2CH2)2OH]

on the surface of the deposited gold. Whereas the

proteolytic enzyme subtilisin BPN’ adsorbed irreversibly

from aqueous solution (100 mM Tris buffer, 10 mM

CaCl2, pH 8.6) on the surface of untreated silica gel,

reversible adsorption of subtilisin BPN’ was achieved on

silica gel coated with gold and derivatized with SAMs

formed from HO(CH2CH2O)2(CH2)11SH. The results

demonstrated the usefulness of gold-coated silica gel for

preparation of supports for chromatography and biological

assays with controlled surface properties.

The extent of irreversible adsorption of subtilisin BPN’
onto bare silica gel and modified silica gel was determined

by measuring the absorbance of a solution of enzyme

before and after passage through a column containing gel.

The measurements were performed in Tris buffer at pH

8.6, which corresponds to the isoelectric point of subtilisin

BPN’ and a maximum in the hydrolytic activity of the

enzyme. First, the column was contacted with 3 mL of

Tris buffer containing 32 nmol of subtilisin BPN’ for 40

min. Following this contact period, a 14-mL buffer was

passed through the column and eluent samples of 1 mL

each were collected. The concentration of enzyme in the

Table 1 Moles of subtilisin BPN’ irreversibly adsorbed (in

100 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.6) on the following surfaces: Bare

silica gel; silica gel covered with a layer of electroless gold; and

silica gel covered with a layer of electroless gold and derivatized

with SAMs formed from CH3(CH2)11SH, HO(CH2)11SH, and

HO(CH2CH2O)2(CH2)11SH

Stationary phase (500 mg)

Irreversibly adsorbed

subtilisin BPN’ (nmol)

Silica gel (untreated) 14

Electroless gold on silica gel 8

CH3(CH2)11SH on electroless

gold on silica gel

2

HO(CH2)11SH on electroless

gold on silica gel

1

HO(CH2CH2O)2(CH2)11SH on

electroless gold on silica gel

0

(From Ref. [42] with permission.)
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eluent was measured and the amount of enzyme adsorbed

to the gel was determined. The amount of enzyme

irreversibly adsorbed to the gel after the completion of

elution is shown in Table 1. Whereas 14 nmol of subtilisin

BPN’ was irreversibly adsorbed to untreated silica gel,

Dubrovsky et al.[42] observed no irreversible adsorption of

the enzyme onto gel presenting di(ethylene glycol)

groups. The gold-coated gel (not treated with a SAM)

irreversibly adsorbed 8 nmol of subtilisin BPN’, and thus

the SAM is needed to prevent irreversible adsorption.

Because the bare silica gel irreversibly adsorbs subtilisin

BPN’ whereas the gold-coated silica gel supporting the

SAMs formed from HO(CH2CH2O)2(CH2)11SH does not,

one can conclude that electroless gold in combination with

the SAMs can be used to block sites on the silica gel

responsible for irreversible adsorption of subtilisin BPN’.
It can also be seen that the extent of irreversible adsorp-

tion of subtilisin BPN’ to the SAMs presenting hydroxyl

(OH) and methyl groups (CH3) is also small. In these

cases, however, the volume of buffer required to elute a

specified fraction of the adsorbed protein was greater than

for SAMs presenting di(ethylene glycol) groups.

SURFACTANT ADSORPTION
AND DESORPTION

An improved understanding of surfactant adsorption and

desorption on solid–aqueous interfaces is of crucial

importance in many practical applications including

detergency, wetting, pharmaceuticals, biomaterials, cos-

metics, decontamination, and oil recovery.[43] Atomic

force microscopy has been used to image surface-

adsorbed surfactant structures directly in surfactant

solutions.[44] In addition to monolayers and bilayers, a

wide variety of surface micelles on solid surfaces have

been found, such as hemicylinders, cylinders, hemi-

spheres, and spheres. It is now generally accepted that

hemimicelles may be formed by the adsorption of charged

surfactants on hydrophobic surfaces. The formation of full

micellar structures is often found in the adsorption of

charged surfactants on hydrophilic surfaces.

Knowledge of the aggregate structure of the adsorbed

surfactant layer, as well as the surface excess concentra-

tion and the rates of adsorption and desorption, is

necessary to fully characterize the adsorption behavior,

which is dependent on the interaction of the surfactant

with surfaces of different nature and charge. Soluble

surfactants can associate with surfaces due to van der

Waals forces or coulombic interactions with hydrophobic

or charged portions of the surface to form different surface

structures.[44–48] The literature on surfactant adsorption on

solid–liquid interfaces often contains kinetic adsorption

data where mass transfer in the fluid played a role.

Although such studies have merit in comparing different

conditions, the presence of mass transfer complicates

analysis, and, consequently, the intrinsic kinetics is

usually not reported.

Sodium dodecyl sulfate is a well-studied material

because of its practical importance. Sodium dodecyl

sulfate is known to hydrolyze over time to form dodecanol,

which enhances the adsorption of sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) below the critical micelle concentration (cmc)

(8.1 mM) and decreases the adsorbed amount above the

cmc.[49] The dodecanol impurity can exist in commercially

available SDS if used as received. Thus SDS must be

purified before use in adsorption studies. There exists a

large amount of information on the structure and

equilibrium of SDS adsorption on a variety of surfaces

using AFM, Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR), and other surface-sensitive techniques. However,

less attention has been given to SDS adsorption and

desorption kinetics because of the difficulty of exploring

fast kinetic processes. Sigal et al.[45,46] employed a

BIACore surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in a flow

configuration to elucidate information on equilibrium

adsorption and adsorption kinetics of SDS on hydrophobic

and hydrophilic surfaces made by SAMs on gold.

Fig. 3 Half times (a) and initial rates (b) of SDS adsorption on

and desorption from SAMs of undecanethiol as a function of

surfactant concentration. The cmc is 8.1 mM. (Reprinted from

Ref. [50] with permission.)
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Assuming first-order kinetics, the maximum adsorption

constant their SPR equipment could measure was

ka<0.1 sec�1. Because of these limitations they did not

report specific values for the adsorption and desorption

kinetics. Levchenko et al.[50] constructed a SPR system

with a laminar flow cell and high SPR measurement rate

that allowed monitoring the adsorption kinetics at various

flow rates with ka of up to 10 sec�1. By increasing the flow

rate in the flow cell (expressed in terms of the Reynolds

number), the limit at which kinetics controls the process of

adsorption or desorption could be achieved so that the

intrinsic kinetics could be measured. Consistent with

previous results in the literature, they found that recrystal-

lization of SDS was necessary to eliminate trace amounts

of dodecanol. The SDS adsorption and desorption rates

increased with bulk SDS concentration in the monomer

regime reaching a maximum at the cmc. At and above the

cmc of SDS, the adsorption and desorption rates became

nearly constant as shown in Fig. 3. The experimental

results show that the SDS monomers play a dominant role

in the adsorption and desorption on SAMs, and that

micelles in the solution do not increase the adsorption rate

when mass transfer limitations are negligible. The data

suggested that the kinetics of adsorption and surface

micelle formation for hemicylinders is a slower process

than the adsorption and formation of hemispheres.

ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION
OF POLYMERS

Copolymers that have constituent blocks with different

affinities for their surroundings exhibit amphiphilic

properties; that is, they, like more conventional surfac-

tants, self-organize or self-assemble at interfaces and in

solution to minimize contact between less compatible

parts. This behavior can be exploited to change the

properties of surfaces and to enhance solubilities in

solution. Lately, the emphasis has shifted toward the

design and creation of functional, adsorption-driven, self-

assembled nanostructures.[51–53] Understanding the mo-

dality of interactions between polymers and surfaces is

fundamental in the pursuit of this task. Brandani and

Stroeve[54] reported on the equilibrium behavior of ad-

sorption (and desorption) from solution of a series of

copoly(ethyleneoxide–propyleneoxide–ethyleneoxide),

PEO–PPO–PEO triblock copolymers (Pluronics) on a gold

surface modified by a methyl-terminated self-assembled

monolayer of a long-chain alkanethiol (CH3(CH2)10SH).

Fig. 4 Adsorption isotherms for Pluronics P103 (E17P60E17),

P123 (E19P69E19), P104 (E27P61E27), P105 (E37P56E37), and

F108 (E132P50E132). (Reprinted from Ref. [54] with permission.)

Fig. 5 Desorption isotherms for Pluronics P103 (E17P60E17),

P123 (E19P69E19), P104 (E27P61E27), P105 (E37P56E37), and

F108 (E132P50E132): (a) residual amount left on the surface at the

end of the desorption experiment; (b) absolute change in surface

excess concentration (residual minus adsorbed amount at the

start of the desorption experiment). (Reprinted from Ref. [54]

with permission.)
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The simplified notation EnPmEn for Pluronics PEO–

PPO–PEO will be used here, where n and m are the

repeat units. Brandani and Stroeve[54] monitored the

adsorbed amounts of Pluronic on the hydrophobic SAM

with SPR. The study showed that the adsorbed amounts

go through a maximum near the cmc, as shown in Fig. 4,

and thus the process was not consistent with a Langmuir

isotherm. The occurrence of non-Langmuirian-type

behavior for Pluronics or similar systems has already

been seen in the past.[55,56–59] The maximum is generally

attributed to polydispersity, and in fact it has been

reported that these polymers have a bimodal distribu-

tion with an additional lower molecular weight, more

hydrophobic fraction.[60] Brandani and Stroeve[54] found

that the adsorption–desorption process was partially

irreversible as shown in Fig. 5. They employed AFM

in the liquid environment on a selected number of cases

to discern the morphology of the copolymer-coated

surfaces. Atomic force microscopy observations showed

that globular micelle-like aggregates were present at

the surface for the more hydrophobic species P103

(E17P60E17). In contrast, a uniform monolayer-like

morphology was observed for the more hydrophilic

Pluronics P105 (E37P56E37).

In another study, Brandani and Stroeve[61] reported on

the kinetic rates of adsorption from solution of the same

family of Pluronics on a gold surface modified by a

methyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer of a long-

chain alkanethiol (CH3 (CH2)10 SH). They monitored the

kinetics with the SPR technique, whose high time

resolution (0.1 sec) allowed them to follow the evolution

of these systems even for characteristic times of a few

seconds. The adsorption and desorption data were

analyzed in the context of a mass transfer corrected

Langmuir kinetics model. While the model was only able

to reproduce the observations for very dilute solutions, or

for the initial stages of the processes, it nevertheless

allowed the authors to discriminate the onset of different

mechanisms of adsorption. The study showed that, for a

series of compounds with the same length of the PPO

block, the character of the adsorption process was

affected by the relative balance of the hydrophilic and

hydrophobic content within the copolymer: higher

hydrophobic content leads to enhanced adsorption rates

past the cmc. This was consistent with observations from

their earlier study of the morphology of polymer-coated

surfaces by AFM.

Brandani and Stroeve[62] also reported on Pluronics

adsorption and desorption from SAMs of a hydrophilic

thiol. The thiols adsorbed at much lower surface

concentrations compared to the studies on hydrophobic

SAM.[61] Brandani and Stroeve[62] reported that the

adsorbed amounts, at equilibrium, go through a maximum

near the critical micelle concentration and that the

adsorption–desorption process is reversible for the

Pluronics that adsorb in relatively significant amounts.

They observed enhanced adsorption rates past the CMC

regardless of the relative balance of the hydrophilic and

hydrophobic content within the triblock copolymer. The

triblock species with a higher hydrophobic content

exhibited higher equilibrium adsorption values but lower

kinetic rates.

MACROMOLECULAR ASSEMBLIES

Using SDS as a surfactant and poly(diallyldimethylam-

monium chloride) (PDDA) as a polyelectrolyte, Artyukhin

et al.[63] formed a surfactant–polymer macromolecular

complex on a model surface of a positively charged

2-aminoethanethiol (cysteamine) SAM on gold. First,

SDS adsorption on cysteamine and subsequent adsorption

of PDDA on the preformed SDS layer achieved the

complex formation. Successful deposition of the PDDA

layer on SDS without noticeable surfactant desorption

showed that the complex formation was a fast process.

The presence of SDS–PDDA complex on a cysteamine-

modified gold substrate was observed by SPR and FTIR.

Surface plasmon resonance experiments on the kinetics of

SDS adsorption followed by the adsorption of a flexible

chain cationic polyelectrolyte are shown in Fig. 6. The

PDDA can be adsorbed on SDS adsorbed on a positively

charged SAM.[63] The decrease after the water rinse is due

to the change in the refractive index, and not due to loss of

PDDA or SDS. At equilibrium, the final thickness of SDS

is 1.7 nm and for PDDA it is 1.1 nm, as calculated from

the reflectance vs. angle scan curves (not shown). These

thickness values are similar to those found for singular

component adsorption,[63] indicating similar thicknesses

(Table 2). Artyukhin et al. found that sequential

adsorption of surfactants and polyelectrolytes to form

Fig. 6 Adsorption kinetics of 1 cmc SDS and 0.2 M PDDA on

SAM. (Reprinted from Ref. [63] with permission.)
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stable surfactant–polymer complexes at the solid–water

interface is possible if the adsorption rate of the

polyelectrolytes is faster than the desorption rate of the

surfactant.[63] Thus, it is critical to know the intrinsic rates

of adsorption and desorption of surfactants on SAMs, and

of polymers on surfactants. Kinetic rates can also give

insight on the physics of adsorption. It should be of

interest to study the use of externally applied voltages to a

surface to influence the kinetics of adsorption and

desorption of surfactants and polymers.

CONCLUSION

Unique macromolecular structures can be assembled on

SAMs of alkanethiols. The advantage of the use of SAMs

on gold is that these model surfaces are well characterized

and reproducible in any laboratory. Further, by using

functional groups, the surfaces can be tailor-made to be

hydrophobic, hydrophilic, charged, or to have reactive

chemical groups at the surface. The competition of

adsorption and desorption on the surfaces needs to be

taken into account when macromolecular assemblies are

created by depositing several layers of molecules on top

of each other. Generally, for physisorption of molecules

on molecular layers, the desorption rate for molecules in

the last deposited layer must be much lower than the

adsorption rate of the next deposited species to form the

next layer of molecules. The competitions between

desorption and adsorption rates can be understood from

measurement of the intrinsic kinetics of the kinetic

processes. In the case of chemisorption of different

molecules on a previously deposited molecular layer, the

rate of chemisorption of the new molecules must be much

faster than the rate of desorption of the previously

deposited molecules.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are highly organized

nanoscale films formed by the chemisorption of organic

molecules (e.g., alkanethiols and alkanesiloxanes) onto

solid substrates (e.g., Au and Si). The organized structure,

chemical design flexibility, and facile preparation of

SAMs have made them popular models for the study of

interfacial phenomena and important systems in the

development of new technologies. For example, there is

current interest in using SAMs as the template for mo-

lecular resists, nanopatterned surfaces, and highly selec-

tive sensors. However, some of these applications require

specific properties that demand the selective chemical and

physical modification of existing SAMs. In addition to

their potential technological applications, a study of the

chemical transformations that accompany the modifica-

tion of SAMs can also provide a detailed molecular-level

understanding of the interfacial processes that accompany

reactions at polymeric surfaces.

Modification of SAMs can be accomplished using either

wet chemical or vacuum-based treatments. A number of

advantages are inherent in the use of vacuum conditions

during the modification of SAMs, including better control

over the extent of reaction and the greater ease of in situ

reaction monitoring. In this chapter, we focus on the

chemical processes that accompany the vacuum-based

modification of several chemically distinct types of SAMs

adsorbed on Au substrates, specifically alkanethiolate

SAMs, semifluorinated SAMs, and alkanethiolate SAMs

functionalized at the vacuum / film interface. The chem-

ical modification of these SAMs has been investigated

during exposure to three distinctly different types of re-

active species, specifically ionizing radiation, atomic rad-

icals, and vapor-deposited metal atoms.

One of the frequent motivations for the chemical and

physical modification of SAMs is the desire to selectively

modify or control the interfacial properties of the organic

interface. Results from our investigations indicate that the

surface selectivity of a given modification treatment is

strongly dependent on both the nature of the reactive

species and the chemical composition of the SAM. For

example, because of the greater penetration depth of

electrons and X-rays relative to the thickness of typical

SAMs, the modification of SAMs by ionizing radiation

results in a nonsurface-selective process initiated by

electron-stimulated bond cleavage events throughout the

film. These events produce an initial period of modifica-

tion characterized by desorption and structural disorder-

ing, leading to the formation of a cross-linked carbona-

ceous overlayer.

OVERVIEW

The surface-selective modification of SAMs is favored by

the presence of labile chemical bonds at the vacuum / film

interface and reactive gas-phase species. For example, the

initial reactivity of vapor-phase Ti atoms with nitrile-

terminated SAMs leads to the selective formation of TiN

at the vacuum / film interface. Similarly, reactions of

atomic oxygen (AO) and chlorine with alkanethiolate

SAMs are initially dominated by reactions at the vacuum /

film interface, leading to the incorporation of new oxygen

and chlorine-containing carbon functional groups, respec-

tively. In contrast, reactions of AO with semifluorinated

SAMs are initiated at the film / substrate interface, leading

to desorption of intact adsorbate chains.

SAMs are organized molecular assemblies typically

attached to solid substrates through the formation of a

covalent bond between the head group of the adsorbate

and the surface of the solid substrate (Fig. 1). The ordered

structure that subsequently develops during adsorption is

derived, in part, from intermolecular forces that exist

between the hydrophobic chains of adsorbate molecules.

Through the appropriate choice of adsorbate, controlled

chemical functionalities can be expressed at the surface of
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the SAM (Fig. 1). These organic layers can be bound to a

number of substrates including noble metals (Au, Ag, and

Cu),[1] semiconductors (Si),[2] and oxide surfaces[3] by

using an appropriate head group. Compared with thin

films prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or

molecular beam epitaxy, SAMs exhibit a number of

advantages, which include: 1) ease of preparation; 2) the

ability to tailor the chemical identity of end groups and

thus the chemical characteristics of the organic interface

(Fig. 1); and 3) local and long-range order.

The study of SAM systems has resulted in an improved

molecular-level understanding of the factors that control

adhesion,[4] wetting,[1] and friction.[5] Related studies

have focused on examining the potential technological

applications of SAMs. For example, octadecyltrichlorosil-

ane SAMs coated on Si3N4 tips have been found to

improve the quality of images[6] obtained during atomic

force microscopy (AFM) measurements by avoiding the

unwanted effects of water adsorption on the tip. The

chemical and physical design flexibilities of SAMs also

make them attractive candidates for the creation of highly

selective electrodes and sensors,[7] modeling and immo-

bilization of artificial biomolecular surfaces,[8] miniatur-

ization of electronic components,[9–11] and creation of

molecular switches.[12] SAMs have also been considered

as candidates for the creation of patterned surfaces that

could be useful in the construction of microelectronic

components,[13–16] whereas nanoparticles functionalized

by SAMs have been proposed for the creation of selective

DNA sensors.[17]

These applications of SAMs for new technologies have

also led to the development of surface modification meth-

odologies that can modify their physical and chemical

properties. For example, in the design of chemical sensors,

the surface of SAMs must be modified/controlled so that

they exhibit exclusive adhesion properties toward the tar-

get analyte.[7] Similarly, in creating miniaturized elec-

tronic components, the nonconducting surface of SAMs

needs to be modified through the selective incorporation

of metals at the film’s interface.[10]

The two main approaches to the modification of SAMs

employ either wet chemical or vacuum-based treatments.

Wet chemical treatments are easily accessible experimen-

tally and can be used to incorporate new surface func-

tionalities into SAMs. For example, the bromination of

hexadecylsiloxane SAMs on Si substrates[18] can be ac-

complished through UV irradiation of the SAM while

immersed in a CCl4 solution containing dissolved Br2.

Although wet chemical methods are generally experi-

mentally facile, modification can result in the loss of

structural integrity of the SAM[19] and contamination of

the surface. Vacuum-based modification protocols offer

the advantage of being solvent-free, fast, and environmen-

tally benign. In addition, in situ surface-sensitive analytical

techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) and reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy

(RAIRS) can be employed to measure and control the ex-

tent of the modification.

Under vacuum conditions, SAMs can also serve as

effective models for polymeric interfaces and thereby

provide detailed mechanistic information regarding mo-

lecular-level events that accompany modification pro-

cesses.[20] In this respect, SAMs offer a number of

important advantages over bulk polymeric substrates.

SAMs can readily be created free from impurities whose

presence would otherwise compromise the interpretation

of changes in the film’s chemical and physical character-

istics. In contrast, polymeric interfaces often contain

additives or surface impurities.[11] The ultrathin nature of

SAMs (<100 Å) also facilitates the quantitative analysis

of changes in the film’s chemical composition using

electron-based surface spectroscopic techniques, whereas

analogous studies on polymers are often overwhelmed by

the signal contribution from bulk species. In addition, the

ultrathin nature of the film facilitates the determination of

erosion by monitoring the intensity of the substrate

signal.[21,22] In contrast to bulk polymeric films, the

temperature of SAMs can also be controlled by heating or

cooling the solid substrate,[21] enabling temperature

effects to be investigated.

In this chapter, we focus on the vacuum-based physical

and chemical modification of semifluorinated and al-

kanethiolate-based SAMs adsorbed on Au substrates

during exposure to a range of reactive species, including

electrons, vapor-phase metal atoms, AO, and atomic

chlorine. Emphasis is placed on the modification process

and its dependence on the interplay between the reactive

species and the chemical nature of the SAM.

Fig. 1 Schematic of a SAM, where X represents the head

groups that chemisorb the adsorbate to the solid substrate and Y

represents the chemical functionality expressed at the SAM

surface. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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EXPERIMENTAL

Surface Analysis

XPS and SAM modifications were performed in the same

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber, with typical base

pressures on the order of 5�10�9 Torr. Details of the

UHV system and associated capabilities can be found

in previous publications.[23–25] All XPS spectra were col-

lected using a nonmonochromatic Mg Ka anode operating

at 15 kV and 300 W with 45� take-off angle, relative to the

sample normal. Binding energy scales were referenced to

the CC/CH2 peak in the C(1s) region centered at 284.6 eV.

XPS data fitting was performed using 100% Gaussian

peaks and Shirley background subtractions.

Sample Preparation

Polycrystalline gold substrates were cleaned by Ar+ sput-

tering and then placed into 5-mM solutions of relevant

thiols for 10–24 hr. Semifluorinated SAMs were prepared

using 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecanethiols (HS(CH2)2

(CF2)7-CF3), alkanethiolate SAMs from hexadecane thiols

(HS(CH2)15CH3), and nitrile-terminated SAMs from

12-mercaptododecanenitrile (HS(CH2)11CN). Following

immersion, samples were washed in ethanol, water, and

hexane, placed into the spectrometer’s fast-entry load–

lock cell, and pumped to high vacuum (2�10�5 Torr),

before being introduced into the UHV chamber.

X-ray-Induced Modification of SAMs

X-ray-induced modification of SAMs was accomplished

with a nonmonochromatic X-ray source operating at 15

kV and 300 W.

Radical Modification of SAMs

Atomic oxygen and chlorine used during the chemical

modification of SAMs were generated using a thermal gas

cracker (TC-50; Oxford Applied Research). This gas

cracker thermally dissociates molecular gases such as

oxygen or chlorine into a stream of atomic, low-energy

reactive species to produce a mixture of O(3P) and O2, or

Cl(2P) and Cl2, hereafter referred to as atomic O (AO) or

atomic Cl, respectively. A description of the radical

source can be found in previous publications.[21,22,26]

Vapor-Phase Metallization of SAMs

The metal evaporation source used to deposit Ti, Fe, Ni,

Cu, and Au on the nitrile-terminated SAM was prepared

by tightly winding wires of each of the aforementioned

metals around a 0.5-mm-diameter Ta or W filament. The

metal source was resistively heated using a d.c. power

source. To avoid the effects of secondary heating, a Ta

shield with a 0.5-mm-diameter hole was placed in front of

the evaporation source.

X-RAY AND ELECTRON-INDUCED
MODIFICATION OF
SEMIFLUORINATED SAMS

The interaction of X-rays and electrons with SAMs is

important in a number of scientific and technological

applications. For example, X-ray and electron-induced

changes in SAMs can be utilized for surface patterning

at the nanometer scale, finding use in a variety of fields

that include microelectronics and sensor design.[27]

X-ray modification can also be used to induce chemical

changes in SAMs. This is well illustrated in a study by

Dressick et al.,[13] where X-ray treatment of SAMs

containing benzyl chloride groups led to selective C–Cl

bond cleavage and the subsequent formation of surface

aldehyde and/or ketone groups. Electrons have also been

shown to be effective in releasing important bioregula-

tory drugs such as nitric oxide from surface-function-

alized SAMs.[28]

The study of the interaction of X-rays and electrons

with SAMs can also be used to model the X-ray-induced

modification of polymers by providing detailed informa-

tion about the chemical nature of the species evolving at

the surface, rates of reactions, and irradiation-induced

structural changes.[20,23] Understanding of these events

can also help in predicting the lifetimes of polymers used

as coatings on spacecraft as they enter low Earth

orbit.[23,29] Furthermore, it is important to understand

the interaction of ionizing radiation with SAMs to

elucidate the unintentional modification that can occur

during the spectroscopic characterization of organic films

with electron-based spectroscopic techniques such as XPS

and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED).[30]

Studies have shown that X-ray-induced changes in

organic films are initiated by secondary electrons ejected

from the film and the substrate during X-ray excitation.

The idea that electrons, and not X-rays, are responsible for

the changes in the SAM on X-ray exposure has been

demonstrated by Laibinis et al.[31] and Graham et al.[32]

where the rate of defluorination for –CO2CF3 and

–NHCOF3 terminated SAMs was found to scale with the

substrate’s secondary electron yield. In another study,

Moon et al.[27] followed the modification of nitrobenzal-

dimine monolayers as a function of the incident photon

energy (300–800 eV). Results showed that the modifica-

tion rates were similar regardless of the incident photon

Self-Assembled Monolayers: Chemical and Physical Modification Under Vacuum Conditions 3317
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energy, supporting the idea that the secondary substrate

electrons, rather than the primary photons, are responsible

for the chemical and physical modification of the or-

ganic film.

In the following discussion, we present results from the

X-ray-induced modification of semifluorinated SAMs

[derived from CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2SH, hereafter referred to

as CF-SAMs] adsorbed on Au,[20,23,30,33] focusing on the

chemical changes that SAMs undergo and the consequen-

tial physical modification to the film. The use of

semifluorinated SAMs enables the employment of XPS

to quantitatively measure the chemical changes taking

place under X-ray exposure, including the loss of fluorine,

carbon, and sulfur.

X-ray-Induced Modification of
Semifluorinated SAMs

For short exposures (<120 min), the X-ray-induced

modification of CF-SAMs leads to competing electron-

stimulated C–F, C–C, and S–Au bond-breaking processes.

This fact is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the decrease in the

F(1s):Au(4f), C(1s):Au(4f), and S(2p):Au(4f) ratios. Sto-

chastic simulations indicate that the relative magnitude of

rate constants associated with these bond-breaking pro-

cesses decreases in the order of C–F>S–Au>C–C during

this initial period of X-ray exposure.[33] The simultaneous

occurrence of these events is indicative of the lack of

selectivity inherent in the X-ray-induced SAM modifica-

tion process. This results from the fact that the X-ray

penetration depth is much greater than the thickness of the

film, leading to the release of secondary electrons that

react throughout the entire SAM. Fig. 3 pictorially

illustrates the desorption of F species, intact adsorbate

chains, and alkyl fluoride (CxFy) fragments that result

from C–F, S–Au, and C–C bond-breaking events, respec-

tively. In a separate near-edge X-ray absorption fine struc-

ture spectroscopy (NEXAFS) study, analogous results

have been found to accompany the electron-induced mod-

ification of alkanethiolate SAMs adsorbed on gold, leading

to simultaneous C–H, C–C, C–S, and S–Au bond cleav-

age.[34,35]

During the initial period of X-ray-induced modifica-

tion, carbon-containing radicals produced from C–F and

C–C bond-breaking events remain tethered to the Au

substrate. Bimolecular reactions between proximate car-

bon-containing radicals lead to the formation of a

disordered cross-linked structure.[36] Similarly, Au–S

bond cleavage leads to the ejection of some intact

adsorbate chains and also to the production of radiation-

induced C–S–C bonds, localized at the film / vacuum in-

terface.[34,35,37] These transformations characterizing the

initial period of X-ray-induced modification to CF-SAMs

are depicted pictorially in Fig. 3. This carbonaceous,

partially fluorinated, cross-linked structure stabilizes the

film against additional carbon and sulfur desorption, as

shown in Fig. 2 by the invariant C(1s):Au(4f) and

S(2p):Au(4f) ratios for prolonged X-ray exposures. The

absence of sustained C and S desorption can be explained

by fact that once a cross-linked structure has been pro-

duced, additional C desorption events require the simul-

taneous cleavage of two C–C bonds along the same

chain, which is an extremely low-probability event.[30,36]

In contrast, the loss of fluorine is observed continuously

because any fluorine is attached to the film through a

single C–F bond that can be cleaved by an electron-

stimulated process to yield volatile fluorine species. This

is shown pictorially in Fig. 3.

As a result of the structural changes that accompany

X-ray-induced changes to the CF-SAM, the electron-

stimulated loss of fluorine is the only bond-breaking

process that contributes to desorption for prolonged X-ray

exposures. Indeed, a detailed mechanistic understanding

of the processes that lead to fluorine desorption for

prolonged X-ray exposures can be derived from the

spectral changes in the C(1s) region, as shown in Fig. 4.

Initially, the C(1s) XP spectra have three component

peaks corresponding to the CF3 (292.8 eV), CF2 (290.5

eV), and CC/CH2 (284.5 eV) functional groups charac-

teristic of CF-SAMs. Upon X-ray exposure, defluorina-

tion is evidenced by the decrease in intensity of the CF3

and CF2 component peaks with the concomitant appear-

ance of CFCFn and CFC peaks and the growth of the CC/

CH2 peak. Fluorine loss for prolonged X-ray exposures is

proportional to the concentration of C–F bonds in the

film, consistent with a first-order process.[33] Indeed, the

evolution of the film’s chemical composition [based on

changes to the C(1s) region] after the film has stabilized

Fig. 2 Variation in the chemical composition of a semifluori-

nated SAM [CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2S-Au] as a function of X-ray

exposure, followed by the F(1s):Au(4f) (.), S(2p):Au(4f) (6),

and C(1s):Au(4f) (!) XPS area ratios. Ratios were normalized to

the values obtained for the untreated film to show changes

relative to the native semifluorinated SAM.
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toward carbon and sulfur desorption can be well fitted by a

kinetic model where defluorination is postulated to occur

via a series of consecutive C–F bond-breaking processes

(i.e., CF3!CF2!CF!C).[33]

Our results indicate that the chemical modification of

CF-SAMs by means of X-ray exposures proceeds with a

lack of chemical selectivity, rendering this a relatively

poor means for achieving controlled modification of

SAMs. However, in the context of surface patterning, it

appears that X-rays or low-energy electron beams can be

used to create surface features that exhibit hydrophobicity

distinct from the[37] and highly hydrophobic CF-SAMs.

However, the inability of X-rays and low-energy electrons

to completely remove the carbon overlayer is undesirable

for most lithographic applications, where there is interest

in creating distinct regions that contain native SAM

structures and regions where the SAM has been com-

pletely removed and the substrate has been exposed.

CHEMICAL MODIFICATION OF
SAMs WITH ATOMIC RADICALS

There is interest in modifying SAMs through the intro-

duction of new chemical functionalities to attain a film

with specific chemical and physical properties. Chemi-

cally modified SAMs have applications that include the

development of functionalized electrodes to achieve se-

lective sensing capabilities[7] and the understanding of

the specific surface interactions of protein and biologi-

cal materials.[8] Surface selectivity is often a desirable

aspect of a chemical modification process because many

chemical and physical properties are determined by in-

terfacial characteristics.

Ion beam and plasma treatments represent two popular

vacuum-based means of modifying polymeric interfaces.

Ion implantation surface modification strategies are

derived from the collision of energetic ions (typically >1

keV) with a material, resulting in bond-breaking events

and the incorporation of new functional groups.[38] Al-

though ion implantation is a well-developed methodology

for modifying polymeric substrates, its application to

Fig. 4 Variation in the C(1s) XP spectral region of a

semifluorinated SAM as a function of X-ray exposure. (a)

Shows the native semifluorinated SAM fitted to a combination

of CC/CH2, CF2, and CF3 species. The following spectra show

the semifluorinated SAM after X-ray exposure, fitted with

additional CFCFn and CFC species. Data are shown in filled

circles (.), whereas fits, backgrounds, and envelopes are shown

as solid lines.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the X-ray-induced modification of a semifluorinated SAM as a function of X-ray exposure time.
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SAMs is limited by the fact that sputtering effects

dominate over the incorporation of new chemical func-

tionality for typical ion beam energies. Recently, ion

beam-induced modification of SAMs has been accom-

plished by collisions involving polyatomic ions with low-

energy ions (<100 eV).[39] However, such ion beam

modification of SAMs is limited by the need for dedicated

and expensive equipment capable of generating such low-

energy ions.[40] Plasma treatments are another potential

method to achieve the chemical modification of SAMs.

Plasmas are highly reactive media that contain ions,

neutrals, radicals, electrons, and ionizing radiation.[41]

Plasma-based surface interactions represent one of the

most widely employed means for polymer surface

modification.[41] However, the competition between film

removal with the incorporation of new chemical func-

tionality limits the general applicability of this approach

for the chemical modification of SAMs.[42,43]

These difficulties, inherent in the use of ion beams and

plasmas to modify SAMs can in principle be overcome by

the use of free radical species. A wide range of radicals

can be formed under vacuum conditions, either by

photodissociation or thermal dissociation of a parent

molecule, resulting in the formation of species with

relatively low kinetic energies (<10 eV). The low kinetic

energy of radicals ensures that the modification of a SAM

will be dominated by the inherent chemical reactivity of

the radical, rather than sputtering. Furthermore, in

contrast to ions, the extremely low kinetic energies of

radical species limit their effective penetration depth,

often facilitating selective reactivity at the vacuum / film

interface.[21,22,26]

In this section, we detail the modification of semi-

fluorinated and alkanethiolate SAMs with AO and atomic

chlorine. AO and atomic chlorine incorporation into or-

ganic films often produce opposite effects on interfacial

properties (e.g., hydrophobicity). Because of its relative

abundance in low Earth orbit, there is also particular

interest in following the reactions of AO (O3P) with well-

defined organic films (SAMs) to elucidate the elementary

reaction steps responsible for the well-documented weight

loss of polymeric coatings used on spacecraft.[44]

Modification of Semifluorinated
SAMs with AO

The modification of semifluorinated SAMs by AO was

monitored by following the evolution of the C(1s) XP

Fig. 5 Modification of semifluorinated SAMs [CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2S-Au] by AO. (a) Shows the variation in the C(1s) XP spectral region

of semifluorinated SAMs after (i) 0, (ii) 120, (iii) 250, and (iv) 600 min of AO exposure. (b) Shows the total C(1s) (.) and F(1s) (6) XPS

areas as a function of AO exposure. Areas were normalized to the values obtained for the untreated film to reflect changes relative to the

native semifluorinated SAM. (c) Shows the production of Au2O3 (~) calculated from the area of the fitted peak in the O(1s) region. The

vertical dashed line in (b) and (c) indicates the AO exposure for which Au2O3 is produced. (a)–(c) were compiled from the same data

set. Each data point represents individual AO exposures to separate semifluorinated SAMs, rather than consecutive exposures to the

same semifluorinated SAM.
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spectral region (Fig. 5a), the integrated area of the C(1s)

and F(1s) XPS regions (Fig. 5b), and the oxygen uptake

measured from the O(1s) region (Fig. 5c). The native

semifluorinated SAM (CF-SAM), derived from CF3-

(CF2)7(CH2)2SH adsorbed on Au, exhibits the character-

istic CF3, CF2, and CC/CH2 peaks in the C(1s) region, as

shown in Fig. 5a. During the initial stages of oxygen

exposure (<90 min), the C(1s) spectral envelope and the

C(1s) and F(1s) XPS areas in Fig. 5b remain unchanged.

Taken in conjunction with a lack of oxygen uptake in the

CF-SAM during this initial period of AO exposure, these

results indicate an initial period of inertness toward AO.

This inability of AO to chemically modify the vacuum /

film interface can be attributed to the combined effect of

the chemical inertness of C–F and C–C bonds toward AO

and the limited penetration depth of AO within the well-

ordered semifluorinated SAM.

AO-induced modification of the CF-SAM is initiated

by the permeation of oxygen to the film / substrate in-

terface as shown in Fig. 7a. Although the detailed mech-

anism responsible for the oxygen migration through the

semifluorinated SAMs cannot be determined unambigu-

ously from XPS studies, it is reasonable to assume that

AO permeation and subsequent reactivity are initiated in

proximity to defect sites within the SAM, rather than

uniformly throughout the film. AO-induced reactivity at

the film / substrate interface is evidenced experimentally

by the oxidation of sulfur groups producing RSO3
[22] and

the formation of Au2O3 (Fig. 5c). AO reactions at the

film / substrate interface also lead to the desorption of

intact adsorbate chains, as shown in Fig. 7a. This is

responsible for the fact that fluorine and carbon are lost

from the film at equal rates, evidenced by the nearly

constant C(1s) spectral profile observed despite the

decrease in the integrated C(1s) XPS area (shown in

Fig. 5b) and the fact that the C(1s):F(1s) ratio remains

essentially constant during the entire AO exposure. In

conclusion, the presence of a fully fluorinated surface

does indeed appear to provide limited protection toward

the effects of chemical modification by AO, although the

long-term stability of the CF-SAM toward the effects of

AO is compromised by the instability of the C–H, C–S, and

S–Au bonds at the film / substrate interface toward AO.

Modification of Alkanethiolate SAMs with AO

In contrast to semifluorinated SAMs, the modification

of alkanethiolate SAMs is initiated exclusively at the

Fig. 6 Modification of alkanethiolate SAMs [CH3(CH2)15S-Au] by AO. (a) Shows the variation in the C(1s) XP spectral region of

alkanethiolate SAM after (i) 0, (ii) 120, (iii) 360, and (iv) 540 min of AO exposure. (b) Shows the C(1s):Au(4f) (.) XPS area ratio

normalized to the value obtained for the untreated film. (c) Shows the production of COx (4) and Au2O3 (~) species, calculated from the

area of the fitted peaks in the O(1s) XPS region. The vertical dashed line in (b) and (c) indicates when Au2O3 is produced. (a)–(c) were

compiled from the same data set. Each data point represents individual AO exposures to separate alkanethiolate SAMs, rather than

consecutive exposures to the same alkanethiolate SAM.
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vacuum / film interface because of the facility of AO-

mediated H-atom abstraction from C–H bonds. The

selective reactivity of alkanethiolate SAM surfaces to-

ward AO is evidenced experimentally by the appear-

ance of spectral intensity in both the C(1s) (Fig. 6a)

and O(1s) regions characteristic of oxygen-containing

carbon functionality (COx species) in the absence of

RSO3 or Au2O3 production (Fig. 6c).[22] Simultaneous

changes in the C(1s):Au(4f) area ratio in Fig. 6b

indicate that during the early stages of AO-induced

modification, the production of new chemical function-

ality proceeds in the absence of any significant erosion

of the native SAM; this is shown schematically in Fig. 7b.

Thus it appears that under controlled conditions

(corresponding to short AO exposures), the vacuum /

film interface of alkanethiolate SAMs can be modified

by AO as a means to tailor the physical and chemical

properties of the interface (e.g., adhesion and hydropho-

bicity) while the hydrocarbon backbone of the SAM

is retained.

However, prolonged exposures of AO result in etching

of the alkanethiolate SAM, as evidenced by the decrease

in area of the C(1s) region in Fig. 6a and b. The removal of

the hydrocarbon overlayer for prolonged AO exposures

can be attributed to the production of volatile species,

namely CO and CO2, as presented in Fig. 7b. On AO

exposures in excess of 300 min, the hydrocarbon over-

layer thickness becomes smaller than the oxygen pene-

tration depth, enabling AO to penetrate to the film /

substrate interface, producing RSO3 and Au2O3 (Fig. 6c).

Continued AO exposure results in the complete etching of

the film, as illustrated in Fig. 5a and b and 7b.

A comparison of the reactivity of semifluorinated and

hydrocarbon alkanethiolate SAMs reveals that for a pat-

terned surface containing both species, selective modifi-

cation of the alkanethiolate portion can be accomplished

during controlled exposures to AO. Furthermore, the AO

modification of hydrocarbon surfaces could also repre-

sent a viable alternative to oxygen-based plasma treat-

ments for thin films and coatings where substrate erosion

must be minimized. For prolonged AO exposures,

etching of both alkanethiolate and semifluorinated SAMs

will occur, although film erosion is initiated at the

substrate / film interface in the case of semifluorinated

SAMs and at the vacuum / film interface for alkanethiol-

ate SAMs.

Modification of Alkanethiolate SAMs with
Atomic Chlorine

The reactions of alkanethiolate SAMs with atomic

chlorine lead to the production of mono- (CCl) and

dichlorinated (CCl2) species (Fig. 8a). Chlorine incorpo-

ration is initiated by Cl-mediated hydrogen abstraction

from C–H bonds, generating volatile HCl species.[45] This

process creates alkyl radicals in the film whose subse-

quent reactions with either atomic or molecular chlorine

lead to the production of CCl and CCl2 species. In contrast

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the AO modification of (a) semifluorinated and (b) alkanethiolate SAMs as a function of AO

exposure time. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to AO reactions with alkanethiolate SAMs, atomic chlo-

rine-based modification of alkanethiolate SAM occurs in

the absence of film erosion. This is evidenced by the in-

variant C(1s):Au(4f) ratio presented in Fig. 8b and is a

reflection of the fact that atomic chlorine species are

unable to induce C–C bond cleavage.

Related experiments on polymeric substrates[26] re-

vealed that chlorination under these vacuum conditions

created a strong depth-dependent concentration of chlo-

rine-containing functional groups in the surface, with a

predominance of chlorinated groups near the vacuum

interfacial region. The observed concentration gradient is

attributed to a combination of cross-linking reactions

between alkyl radicals and steric effects because of the

presence of bulky CCl and CCl2 groups, with both effects

limiting chlorine incorporation into the film.[26] The same

reasons are also ascribed to the limited chlorination of

alkanethiolate SAMs, indicated by the continued presence

of CC/CH2 species (Fig. 8a) even after chlorine uptake in

the film has reached a maximum value (Fig. 8c); this is

illustrated in Fig. 9. Evidence for the surface-selective

chlorination of SAMs has also been reported during the

photochlorination of 1-octadecene SAMs on Si sub-

strates,[46] where IR studies reveal the disappearance of

methyl groups after photochlorination while methylene

groups still remain.

VAPOR-PHASE METALLIZATION OF SAMs

The chemical modification of SAMs by means of metal

vapor deposition has been proposed as a possible route for

the formation of nanometer-scaled microelectronic com-

ponents. Employing this approach, molecular-scale capa-

citors and dielectrics consisting of a molecular-sized

organic insulating unit (the SAM)[47] located between two

conductive metallic surfaces[48,49] could be prepared.

However, to determine if the fabrication of such devices

can be reliably achieved using vapor-phase metal depo-

sition, a molecular-level understanding of the chemical

processes taking place at the metal / organic interfaces

during metallization must be developed.[10] It is also

essential to understand these elementary processes be-

cause of the requirement for reliable performance in any

discrete metal–organic–metal device, which dictates that

the growth of the deposited metal should be restricted to

the film / vacuum interface.[50]

 

Fig. 8 Modification of alkanethiolate SAMs [CH3(CH2)15S-Au] by atomic chlorine. (a) Shows the variation in the C(1s) XP spectral

region of alkanethiolate SAMs after (i) 0, (ii), 10 and (iii) 30 min of atomic chlorine exposure. (b) Shows the C(1s):Au(4f) (.) XPS area

ratio normalized to the value obtained for the untreated alkanethiolate SAM. (c) Shows the incorporation of atomic chlorine into the

alkanethiolate SAM measured by the increase in area of the CClx (x=1, 2) (~) fitted doublet peaks in the Cl(2p) XPS region. (a)–(c)

were compiled from the same data set. Each data point represents individual atomic chlorine exposures to separate alkanethiolate SAMs,

rather than consecutive exposures to the same alkanethiolate SAM.
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Previous research has shown that chemical reactivity

between end groups of the SAM and incident vapor-phase

metal atoms promotes nucleation and metallic growth at

the SAM vacuum / film interface.[9,48,49] The relationship

between the chemical composition of SAMs and metal

reactivity is exemplified by recent studies on the vapor-

phase aluminum metallization of hydrocarbon-based

SAMs on Au substrates, functionalized at the vacuum /

film interface with different head groups [methyl (–CH3),

alcohol (–OH), ether (–OCH3), ester (–CO2CH3), and

carboxylic acid (–CO2H)].[9,49,51] Aluminum metal was

selected because of its importance in the microelectronics

industry.[9] Results from these studies revealed that

methyl-terminated SAMs were unreactive during Al

deposition, allowing Al to penetrate to the film / substrate

interface.[9] In contrast, for alcohol-, ester-, and carboxylic

acid-terminated SAMs, the deposited aluminum reacted at

the vacuum / film interface to form Al–O–C complexes,

preventing Al penetration to the Au substrate.[9,49,51]

When ether-terminated SAMs were used, Al also initially

reacted with O at the vacuum / film interface. Upon

continued deposition, however, Al penetrated through the

film to the Au substrate, an effect ascribed to the weak

interaction of Al with ether functional groups.[49] These

results illustrate that the chemical reactivity of functional

groups at the vacuum / film interface of the SAM with

vapor-phase metal atoms plays a crucial role in determin-

ing the stability and integrity of a metal / organic interface

in any molecular device.

Vapor-phase metallization of model organic interfaces,

such as SAMs, has also become an important experimen-

tal tool for modeling the chemical interactions occurring

at metal / polymer interfaces.[11,48,52] Physical vapor de-

position (PVD) is widely used to metallize polymers

encountered in microelectronics,[11] data, and food storage

devices,[53] and in the development of biomaterials for

implants.[54] Because the depth of metal interactions

within polymeric substrates is typically limited to the top

few nanometers, surface reactions are particularly impor-

tant in determining overall adhesion properties.[11] How-

ever, the nature of chemical reactions taking place at the

metal / polymer interface is often difficult to assess

because of the multifunctional and heterogeneous nature

of most polymer surfaces, particularly those that have

been pretreated (e.g., with plasmas) prior to PVD of metal

overlayers.[55,56] These disadvantages can be largely

overcome by the application of SAMs as models for

polymeric interfaces, allowing us to study reactions on

ultrathin, well-ordered organic interfaces that can be

prepared with discrete chemical functionality.

We have recently examined the reactivity of a common

chemical functional group expressed at the vacuum / film

interface of an alkanethiolate SAM with different vapor-

deposited metal atoms. In particular, we have explored the

reactions of a nitrile-terminated SAM (CN-SAM) with a

variety of different metals (Au, Cu, Ni, Fe, and Ti).[57]

Interest in these systems was motivated, in part, by the

reported presence of nitrile groups following N2-based

plasma treatments of hydrocarbon-based polymers prior to

metallization.[58,59] In addition, the 12-mercaptododeca-

nenitrile (HS(CH2)11CN) precursor for the CN-SAM can

be readily synthesized and contains the chemically robust

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the atomic chlorine-induced modification of alkanethiolate SAMs as a function of exposure time.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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nitrile functional group, making it an ideal candidate for

more generalized applications.[60]

Fig. 10 shows representative N(1s) and C(1s) XP

spectral regions of the native CN-SAM following expo-

sure to vapor-phase Au, Cu, Ni, Fe, and Ti atoms. In

addition to the peak at 284.6 eV in the C(1s) region

corresponding to the CC/CH2 groups present in the

hydrocarbon backbone of the SAM, Fig. 10 shows spectral

characteristics of C N functionality, notably a peak in

the N(1s) region at 399.6 eV and a corresponding C N

peak at 286.8 eV in the C(1s) region. Upon Au and Cu

metallization, the N(1s) peak broadened, probably as a

result of increased physical heterogeneity in the system.

However, no evidence of metal–nitrogen bond forma-

tion was observed[57,61] and based on previous stud-

ies,[11,48,62,63] it is anticipated that Au and Cu will

penetrate through the SAM to the Au substrate.

During the vapor-phase deposition of Ni, Fe, and Ti,

Fig. 10 reveals that a lower binding energy peak is

observed in the N(1s) spectral region. This new species is

indicative of the formation of a metal–nitrogen linkage,

possibly a metal nitride.[57] It should be noted that the Ni

reactivity observed in our study is in contrast to previous

investigations by Herdt et al.,[48] where Ni vapor de-

position on CN-SAMs exhibited no reactivity. In the case

of Ti metallization, the C(1s) spectral profile also shows

the appearance of an additional peak at lower binding

energies indicative of titanium carbide formation, which is

not observed during Au, Cu, Ni, or Fe deposition.

The relative reactivity of different metals with organic

functional groups during vapor-phase metallization has

been explained based on differences in heat released

during metal condensation (DHvap).[64] However, in

several studies of polymer metallization, we have found

a poor correlation between the reactivity of metal atoms

deposited on both functionalized SAMs and polymers and

DHvap.[20,24,25,57,65] For example, during the metallization

of nylon 6 (–[NH(CH2)5CO]–n), vapor-deposited Fe

atoms were found to activate the carbonyl group (forming

a Fe–O linkage), whereas Ni was unreactive with this

same functional group, despite the fact that Ni has a larger

DHvap than Fe [DHvap(Fe)=415 kJ mol�1; DHvap(Ni)=

425 kJ mol�1].[57] Similarly, in the context of Fig. 10,

Fe exhibits a greater degree of reactivity with the nitrile

group compared with Ni for comparable metal exposures.

A more reliable guide to metal reactivity has been found

based on the strength of new metal-containing bonds

(e.g., metal–nitrogen) that can form during metallization.

The strength of these bonds decreases from left to right

along a transition metal series and also decreases as a

given series is descended. From spectral trends shown in

Fig. 10, the predicted reactivity from this argument

yields Ti>Fe>Ni>Cu>Au, which is in agreement

with the results shown here for the nitrile group as well

as for other organic functional groups studied in our

laboratory.[25,52,57,65]

In the case of Ti, reactivity is observed at the vacuum /

film interface (titanium nitride formation) as well as

within the hydrocarbon backbone of the SAM (titanium

carbide formation). Fig. 11 shows the area of the fitted Ti–

N peak in the N(1s) region and the Ti–C peak in the C(1s)

region as a function of Ti coverage. The fact that TiN is an

exclusive product observed for short Ti exposures is

indicative of a surface-selective reaction. However, on

Fig. 10 Variation in the N(1s) and C(1s) XP spectral regions of nitrile-terminated SAMs exposed to �20% of Au, Cu, Ni, Fe, and Ti

measured from the elemental composition of the XPS spectrum.
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longer exposures, Ti penetration to the hydrocarbon

backbone of the SAM is evidenced by the formation of

TiC. These results, summarized schematically in Fig. 12,

suggest that surface-selective modification of the CN-

SAM can be attained during low Ti coverage. Similarly,

we anticipate that Ni and Fe deposition on the CN-SAM

will also produce an initially surface-selective process.

However, despite the reactivity of initial vapor-deposited

Ti atoms with nitrile functionality located at the film /

vacuum interface, the resultant structure is permeable,

enabling Ti migration through this interfacial region and

initiating subsequent reactivity within the hydrocarbon

backbone of the film. Thus although Ti exhibits initial

surface selectivity in its reaction with the CN-SAM,

exposures must be carefully controlled to create a discrete

metal / organic interface.

CONCLUSION

Results have been presented on the vacuum-based

physical and chemical modification of SAMs studied

with in situ XPS. These studies illustrate that the nature of

the physical and chemical modification within the SAM is

controlled by the relationship between the reactive gas-

phase species (vapor-phase metal atoms, radicals, and

electrons) and the chemical composition of the SAM.

The importance of the chemical identity of the reactive

species in the modification process is demonstrated in

metallization studies on nitrile-terminated alkanethiolate

SAMs, where the initial site of reactivity can initially be

localized at the film / vacuum interface through an

appropriate choice of metal atom. Similarly, in the case

of radical reactions with alkanethiolate SAMs, the

significance of the radical’s chemical identify is

evidenced by the observation of film erosion during

exposure to AO, whereas reactions with atomic chlorine

proceed in the absence of substrate erosion.

The importance of the SAM’s chemical composition is

illustrated in the reactions of alkanethiolate and semi-

fluorinated SAMs with AO. Thus during the initial stages

of AO exposure to alkanethiolate SAMs, the incorpora-

tion of O-containing chemical functionalities is restricted

to the vacuum / film interface because of the lability of

C–H bonds toward H-atom abstraction. In contrast, for

semifluorinated SAMs, AO-induced reactivity is initiated

exclusively at the film / substrate interface, leading to de-

sorption of intact adsorbate chains because of the inertness

of C–F and C–C bonds present at the vacuum / film in-

terface. In contrast to SAM modification by vapor-phase

metal atoms or atomic radicals, the X-ray-induced mod-

ification of semifluorinated SAMs exemplifies a nonse-

lective modification process because it proceeds through a

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the Ti deposition on nitrile-terminated SAMs as a function of Ti coverage. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 Variation in the concentration of TiN (.) and TiC (6)

species as a function of Ti coverage. TiC and TiN peak areas

were derived from the fitted peaks in the C(1s) and N(1s)

regions, respectively.
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combination of C–C, C–F, C–S, and S–Au bond-breaking

events throughout the SAM, leading to the formation of a

largely stabilized, cross-linked carbonaceous overlayer.
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INTRODUCTION

The determination of solid–vapor (gsv) and solid–liquid

(gsl) interfacial tensions is of importance in a wide range

of problems in pure and applied sciences. For example,

the process of particle adhesion can be modeled by the net

free energy change DFadh of the system during the ad-

hesion process, which depends explicitly on the solid

(particle) surface tensions: The net free energy change per

unit surface area for the adhesion process of a square

particle is given by:

DFadh ¼ gpv � gpl � gsl ð1Þ

where gpv and gpl are the particle–vapor and particle–

liquid interfacial tensions, respectively. If DFadh < 0, the

adhesion process is thermodynamically favorable. The

work of adhesion Wadh is simply:

Wadh ¼ �DFadh ð2Þ

Because of the difficulties involved in measuring directly

the surface tension involving a solid phase, indirect ap-

proaches are called for. Several independent approaches

have been used to estimate solid surface tensions, including

direct force measurements,[1–9] contact angles,[10–17] cap-

illary penetration into columns of particle powder, [18–21]

sedimentation of particles,[22–25] solidification front in-

teraction with particles,[25–32] film flotation,[33–37] gradient

theory,[38–41] the Lifshitz theory of van der Waals for-

ces,[41–44] and the theory of molecular interactions.[45–50]

Among these methods, contact angle measurements are

believed to be the simplest.

We report low-rate dynamic contact angle data of

various liquids on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of

octadecanethiol on annealed and nonannealed gold. It was

found that the interpretation of solid surface tensions

using contact angle data on less well-prepared polycrys-

talline nonannealed gold surfaces can be misleading. Our

findings were supported by reflectance infrared (IR) spec-

tra and atomic force microscopy (AFM) data indicating

that surface nanostructure, defects, and polycrystallinity

can be important factors for a systematic study of wet-

tability on SAMs in terms of surface energetics. We found

that the contact angle and adhesion patterns of various

liquids on SAMs of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto an-

nealed gold substrates are consistent with recent experi-

mental data for the relatively thick polymer-coated

surfaces. The variation of surface structure in terms of

surface energetics can be estimated only when a funda-

mental understanding of contact angles and surface ten-

sions is known.

CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENTS

Contact angle measurement is easily performed by

establishing the tangent (angle) of a liquid drop with a

solid surface at the base. The attractiveness of using con-

tact angles � to estimate the solid–vapor and solid–liquid

interfacial tensions is because of the relative ease with

which contact angles can be measured on suitably pre-

pared solid surfaces. It is apparent in the literature that this

seeming simplicity can be misleading.

The possibility of estimating solid surface tensions

from contact angles relies on a relation that was recog-

nized by Young[51] in 1805. The contact angle of a liquid

drop on an ideal solid surface is defined by the mechanical

equilibrium of the drop under the action of three inter-

facial tensions: solid–vapor gsv, solid–liquid gsl, and liq-

uid–vapor glv. This equilibrium relation is known as

Young’s equation:

glv cos yY ¼ gsv � gsl ð3Þ

where �Y is the Young contact angle (i.e., a contact angle

that can be inserted into Young’s equation). The exper-

imentally accessible contact angles may or may not be

equal to �Y, as there exist many metastable contact angles

that are not equal to �Y.
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Several contact angle approaches,[10–17] of current

interest, were largely inspired by the idea of using

Young’s equation for the determination of surface ener-

getics. Although these approaches are, logically and con-

ceptually, mutually exclusive, nevertheless, they share the

following basic assumptions:

1. All approaches rely on the validity and applicability

of Young’s equation for surface energetics from

experimental contact angles.

2. Pure liquids are always used; surfactant solutions or

mixtures of liquids should not be used because they

would introduce complications because of preferential

adsorption.

3. The values of glv, gsv, and gsl are assumed to be

constant during the experiment (i.e., there should be

no physical/chemical reaction between the solid and

the liquid).

4. The liquid surface tensions of the test liquids should

be higher than the anticipated solid surface tension.

5. The values of gsv going from liquid to liquid are also

assumed to be constant (i.e., independent of the

liquids used).

Recent contact angle studies[52–54] have shown the

complexities of contact angle phenomena, which pre-

vent the use of measurements for surface energetic cal-

culations, by means of low-rate dynamic contact angle

measurements using an automated drop shape analysis.

It was found that there were three apparent contact

angle complexities that violated the basic assumptions

made in the interpretation of contact angles for solid

surface tensions:

1. Slip/stick of the three-phase contact line.

2. The contact angle increases/decreases as the drop

front advances.

3. The liquid surface tension changes as the drop front

advances.

These contact angles should not be used for the

determination of solid surface tensions. With respect to

the first point, slip/stick of the three-phase contact line

indicates that Young’s equation is not applicable. An

increase/decrease in the contact angle and a change in the

liquid surface tension as the drop front advances violate

the expectation of no physical/chemical reaction. There-

fore when the experimental contact angles and liquid

surface tensions are not constant, they should be dis-

regarded. After eliminating the meaningless (noncon-

stant) data, experimental contact angles on a large num-

ber of polymer surfaces yield smooth curves of glv cos �
vs. glv, cos � vs. glv, and Wsl vs. glv for one and the same

solid surface.[52–63] Changing the solid surface shifts the

curve in a very regular manner, suggesting the follow-

ing relations:

glv cos y ¼ f1ðglv; gsvÞ ð4Þ

cos y ¼ f2ðglv; gsvÞ ð5Þ

Wsl ¼ f3ðglv; gsvÞ ð6Þ

We reproduce in Fig. 1 the adhesion and contact angle

patterns for six surfaces: fluorocarbon FC722,[52] hexa-

triacontane,[64–67] cholesteryl acetate,[64–66] poly(n-butyl

methacrylate),[56] poly(methyl methacrylate/n-butyl meth-

acrylate),[68] and poly(methyl methacrylate).[57] This and

Fig. 1 (a) The solid–liquid work of adhesion Wsl; (b) the cosine

of the contact angle cos �; and (c) the liquid vapor surface

tension times the cosine of the contact angle glv cos � vs. the

liquid–vapor surface tension glv for fluorocarbon FC722 (5),

hexatriacontane (�), cholesteryl acetate (^), poly(n-butyl

methacrylate) (4), poly(methyl methacrylate/n-butyl methacry-

late) (~), and poly(methyl methacrylate) (/) surfaces.
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other results suggest the existence of universal adhesion

and contact angle patterns for low-energy solid surfaces.

However, a question arises as to whether the low-rate

dynamic measurements giving constancy of � and glv

will always guarantee that the above contact angle

assumptions are fulfilled and the patterns in Fig. 1

are unique.

Because these measurements were performed on

relatively thick polymer-coated surfaces, it is legitimate

to question if the selection of surfaces was biased. In this

paper, we purposely selected a thin monomolecular film

as our substrate, prepared by SAMs of octadecanethiol

adsorbed onto gold. The choice of octadecanethiol SAM

is because of its popularity and ease of generating dif-

ferent wettabilities.[69–74] To our knowledge, a systematic

study of the low-rate dynamic contact angle measure-

ments on SAMs in terms of solid surface tensions has not

been performed. A review of literature on contact angle

data for octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH SAM on Au

suggests that the dependence of Wsl, glv cos �, and cos �
on glv is not unique and is different from those shown in

Fig. 1. A question arises as to whether the patterns in

Fig. 1 do not exist for these monomolecular films, or are

there other reasons that complicate our interpretation.

The aim of this work is to investigate if the relationships

and patterns shown in Fig. 1 exist only for the thick

polymer surfaces and not for the relatively thin mono-

layers by means of low-rate dynamic contact angle mea-

surements. As a second objective, we also study how

surface nanostructure and defects of octadecanethiol

SAM adsorbed onto gold affect wetting in terms of sol-

id surface tension interpretation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Silicon wafers of test grade were obtained from Wafer

World (West Palm Beach, FL) in circular discs of about

10cm diameter and were cut into rectangular shapes of

about 2.5�5 cm. Gold shot (99.999%) and titanium shot

(99.995%) were obtained from Kurt J. Lesker (Clairton,

PA). Ethanol (100%) was obtained from the Chemistry

Department at the University of Alberta (Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada). Octadecanethiol [CH3(CH2)17SH] was

obtained from Aldrich and used as received. Six liquids

were chosen for contact angle measurements. Selection

was based on the following criteria: 1) they should include

a wide range of intermolecular forces; 2) they should be

nontoxic; and 3) the liquid surface tension should be

higher than the anticipated solid surface tension.[10,14,21,75]

They are listed in Table 1.

Preparation of Self-Assembled Monolayers

Supported gold films were prepared by sequentially

evaporating titanium (�10 nm) and gold (�100 nm)

onto small rectangular silicon wafers in a diffusion-

pumped vacuum chamber at �10�6 Torr. The chamber

was backfilled with air and the substrates were used

within 48 hr of preparation. The evaporated surfaces were

rinsed with ethanol before SAM formation. Self-assem-

bled monolayers were prepared by immersing into 1 mM

CH3(CH2)17SH in ethanol overnight. The resulting sur-

faces were rinsed with ethanol and blown dry by nitrogen

before use. Evaporated gold substrates were also flame-

annealed for �30 sec using a Bunsen burner under

ambient laboratory condition. After �1 min, the annealed

substrate was then immersed into 1 mM CH3(CH2)17SH

in ethanol overnight.

Characterization of
Self-Assembled Monolayers

Self-assembled monolayers were first characterized by a

Sopra GES5 Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer.

Ellipsometry measurements were performed using a

rotating polarizer in the tracking analyzer mode. A

broad band of light (300–850 nm) from a 75-W Xe arc

lamp is linearly polarized and directed onto the film

surface at an incident angle of 75� from the surface

normal. The tan C and cos D for each bare gold

substrate were measured as references immediately after

evaporation. After immersion into 1 mM octadecane-

thiol/ethanol solution overnight, a new set of tan C and

cos D for each substrate was measured again using an

ambient film substrate model for regression with known

refractive index (n and k) for octadecanethiol adsorbed

onto gold. The refractive index for octadecanethiol

adsorbed onto gold as a function of wavelength was

independently obtained from a Sopra GXR Grazing

X-ray Reflectometer, rather than assuming an index of

refraction (e.g., n=1.46) at a given wavelength (e.g.,

Table 1 Experimental advancing and receding contract angles

on SAMs of octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto Au

Liquid gglv (mJ/m2) ��a (��) ��r (��)

Water 72.70±0.09 119.1±0.8 100.2±0.7

Formamide 59.08±0.01 88.7±0.8 63.0±1.4

Ethylene glycol 47.55±0.02 81.5±0.6 66.4±1.1

Bromonaphthalene 44.31±0.05 67.2±0.8 44.1±0.8

Decanol 28.99±0.01 50.7±0.5 38.2±1.1

Hexadecane 27.62±0.01 45.4±0.4 <20.0

Error bars are 95% confidence limits.
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l=6328 Å) as typically performed in the literature. Such

spectroscopic measurements are expected to provide

more accurate results in ellipsometer thickness because

the optical constants for a range of wavelengths were

used simultaneously. The thickness was calculated

according to the following equation:

ðtanCÞeðiDÞ ¼ f ðnikiTiÞ

where n and k are the optical constants of the film, and T

is its thickness; subscript i represents different wave-

lengths. The averages of three measurements made at

each location on the sample were used to calculate the

thickness of each sample.

Reflectance IR spectra of SAMs of octadecanethiol

onto Au were obtained by using a ThermoNicolet Nexus

670 Spectrometer equipped with a VeeMax glazing angle

accessory. A p-polarized light was incident at 70� from the

surface normal and the reflected light was detected by

means of an MCT-A detector cooled with liquid nitrogen.

The spectra resolution was 2 cm�1. Spectra were refer-

enced to the corresponding bare (anneal and nonannealed)

Au substrates and 1024 scans were obtained for good

signal-to-noise ratios. An IR gain of two was selected for

all reflectance IR measurements to ensure that the input IR

signals are constant. Samples were rinsed with ethanol and

blown dry by N2 prior to characterization.

Atomic force microscopy measurements were per-

formed using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIa atomic

force microscope (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara,

CA). Standard silicon nitride cantilevered probes were

used with a force/spring constant in the range between

0.06 and 0.58 N/m. The AFM images of annealed and

nonannealed Au surfaces were captured by using contact

mode under ambient laboratory conditions. The surfaces

were cut into 1�1-cm samples to fit onto a 1.5�1.5-cm

sample stage.

Contact Angle Measurements

Contact angle measurements were chosen as the last step

for the characterization of SAMs. A Linux version of the

axisymmetrical drop shape analysis profile (ADSA-P) was

used for sessile drop contact angle measurements. Axi-

symmetrical drop shape analysis profile is a technique

used to determine liquid–fluid interfacial tensions and

contact angles from the shape of axisymmetrical menisci

(i.e., from sessile as well as pendant drops).[76,77] As-

suming that the experimental drop is Laplacian and

axisymmetrical, ADSA-P finds a theoretical profile that

best matches the drop profile extracted from an image of a

real drop, from which the surface tension, contact angle,

drop volume, surface area, and three-phase contact radius

can be computed. The strategy employed is to fit the shape

of an experimental drop to a theoretical drop profile

according to the Laplace equation of capillarity, using

surface/interfacial tension as an adjustable parameter. The

best fit identifies the correct surface/interfacial tension

from which the contact angle can be determined by a

numerical integration of the Laplace equation. Details of

the methodology and experimental setup can be found

elsewhere.[52,53,76–78]

Sessile drop experiments were performed by ADSA-P

to determine the advancing and receding contact angles.

Temperature and relative humidity were maintained at

23.0±0.5�C and at about 40%, respectively, by means of

an independent central air conditioning unit in the

laboratory. It was found that because ADSA-P assumes

an axisymmetrical drop shape, the values of liquid surface

tensions measured from sessile drops are very sensitive to

even a very small amount of surface imperfection, such as

roughness and heterogeneity, whereas contact angles are

less sensitive. Therefore the liquid surface tensions used in

this study were independently measured by applying

ADSA-P to a pendant drop because the axisymmetry of

the drop is enforced by using a circular capillary. Results

of the liquid surface tension from previous studies[52,56,57]

are reproduced in Table 1.

In this study, at least five and up to 15 dynamic contact

angle measurements at velocities of the three-phase con-

tact line in the range from 0.1 to 1.0 mm/min were per-

formed for each liquid. The choice of this velocity range

was based on previous studies,[52,53,79,80] which showed

that low-rate dynamic contact angles at these velocities

were essentially identical to the static contact angles for

these relatively smooth surfaces. Liquids were supplied

from below the surface through a hole of �1mm in

diameter on the substrate by means of a motorized syringe

system. Details of this setup can be found elsewhere.[52,53]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Formation of Self-Assembled Monolayers
on Polycrystalline Gold

Fig. 2 displays a typical low-rate dynamic contact angle

of water on SAMs of octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH

adsorbed onto Au. As can be seen, increasing the drop

volume V linearly from 0.11 to 0.12 cm3 increases the

apparent contact angle � from ca. 110� to 118� at essen-

tially constant three-phase contact radius R. This is be-

cause of the fact that even carefully putting an initial water

drop from above on a solid surface can result in a contact

angle somewhere between advancing and receding angles.

A further increase in the drop volume causes the three-

phase contact line to advance, with � essentially constant

as R increases. Increasing the drop volume in this manner

ensures the measured � to be an advancing contact angle.
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Because the contact angles are essentially constant after

R=0.37cm and according to Ref. [53], these contact

angles can be used for the determination of solid surface

tensions. The averaged contact angle of 118� in Fig. 2 is

consistent with the literature values.[81,82] The experimen-

tal results for the other five liquids also yield essentially

constant contact angles; these results, together with the

receding angles, are summarized in Table 1. The solid–

liquid work of adhesion Wsl, cos �, and glv cos � vs. glv for

these liquids is plotted in Fig. 3. However, there are

significant scatters in these data even though the proce-

dures of low-rate dynamic contact angles were used to

distinguish meaningful angles from meaningless ones.

Comparison of this figure with Fig. 1 suggests that the

two patterns are different. A question arises as to whether

or not the patterns shown in Fig. 1 are unique only for

thick polymer surfaces and not for other surfaces such

as monolayers.

From the point of view of surface energetics, we note

that a water contact angle of 119.1� (Table 1) for a surface

exposing purely methyl groups [CH3(CH2)17S/Au]

appears to be too high. For example, the experimental

advancing contact angles of water on polystyrene,

hexatriacontane, Teflon PTFE, and fluorocarbon are

expected to be 90–92�, 105–107�, 108–110�, and 118–

120�, respectively, as summarized in Table 2. This com-

parison suggests that SAMs of octadecanethiol adsorbed

onto Au, which are supposed to expose mainly methyl

groups, should have a solid surface tension similar to that

of fluorocarbon (118–120�) and lower than that of Teflon

PTFE (108–110�). These interpretations are questionable.

From a surface energetic viewpoint, if SAMs of octadec-

anethiol adsorbed onto Au expose only methyl groups, we

would expect them to behave very much like a hexa-

triacontane surface (with water advancing angles between

105� and 107�) because both surfaces have predominately

methyl groups exposed to the surface. The only apparent

difference is that the former is a monolayer and the latter

is a thick crystalline and well-ordered surface. The hexa-

triacontane surface was prepared by vapor deposition, of

which the surface quality was so good that there was no

contact angle hysteresis for water.[66] Self-assembled

monolayers with methyl groups cannot possibly have a

solid surface tension as low as that of fluorocarbon. We

also superimposed the contact angle data of octadecane-

thiol SAM/Au onto those of the hexatriacontane in Fig. 3

and found that the monolayer data appear to fluctuate

Fig. 2 Low-rate dynamic contact angles of water on SAMs of

octadecanethiol CH3(CH17)2SH adsorbed onto Au.

Fig. 3 (a) The solid–liquid work of adhesion Wsl; (b) the cosine

of the contact angle cos �; (c) the liquid vapor surface tension

times the cosine of the contact angle glv cos � vs. the liquid–

vapor surface tension glv for hexatriacontane (�) and SAMs of

octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto Au (&).
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around those of the hexatriacontane. We wish to point out

that the conventional thinking regarding contact angles is

that they are indicators for surface hydrophobicity in

terms of solid surface tensions (e.g., higher contact angle

implies lower surface energy and, similarly, lower contact

angle suggests higher surface energy). Such an interpre-

tation is not necessarily conclusive for the systems

considered here as will be illustrated and discussed later.

We speculate that the discrepancy may come from

additional and unexpected effects of changing solid–

liquid interfacial tensions on the contact angles through

the variation of surface structures, even though the solid–

vapor surface tension might have been constant. If gsv and

glv are constant, changes in � suggest that gsl is changing.

In ‘‘Formation of Self-Assembled Monolayers on

Annealed Gold,’’ we will quantify such effects by looking

into the surface structures of octadecanethiol SAMs

adsorbed onto Au.

It is commonly known in the literature[83,84] that

thermally evaporated gold yields smoother and better

polycrystalline structures than that by sputtering. It has

also been found that SAMs on thermally annealed gold

have larger terraces with less surface defects.[85,86] Thus

SAMs on annealed gold are typically used in AFM studies

to obtain atomic resolution pictures. As a matter of fact,

most contact angle studies of SAMs on gold were pre-

pared either by sputtering or thermal evaporation because

of the relatively simple procedures.[81,87–89] To our

knowledge, no systematic contact angle study on SAMs

has yet been performed and has looked into the details of

how surface structures affect wetting in terms of surface

energetic interpretation using thermally annealed gold.

Thus we will investigate in ‘‘Formation of Self-Assem-

bled Monolayers on Annealed Gold’’ low-rate dynamic

contact angles on octadecanethiol monolayers formed on

thermally annealed gold, in an attempt to isolate any

(possible) effect of surface structures and defects on solid

surface tension interpretation.

Formation of Self-Assembled Monolayers
on Annealed Gold

Fig. 4 shows the low-rate dynamic contact angle results of

water on SAMs of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto a

thermally annealed gold substrate. Similar to the exper-

imental results in Fig. 2, as V increases at the beginning, �
increases at constant R. This is because of the fact that

such contact angles are not truly advancing angles and that

it takes time for the drop front to advance. As V increases

further, the three-phase contact radius R moves and the

contact angle remains rather constant. Averaging the

contact angle yields a mean value of 107.0�. We see that

this water contact angle value (107.0�) is significantly

lower than that shown in Fig. 2 (118.2�) on the evaporated

(nonannealed) gold. We also note that the contact angle

obtained here (107.0�) for the CH3(CH2)17S or thermally

annealed gold is similar to those obtained on the hexa-

triacontane (cf. Table 2) and paraffin. This result agrees

with the expectation that a monolayer surface exposing

predominately methyl groups should have a similar solid

surface tension, and hence contact angle, as those of

hexatriacontane and paraffin surfaces. Low-rate dynamic

contact angle measurements for the remaining five liquids

were performed and found to be also constant. These

angles, together with the receding angles, are summarized

in Table 3.

Table 2 Comparison of expected water contact

angles on fluorocarbons, PTFE, polystyrene (PS),

and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with

that measured on SAMs of octadecanethiol

CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto Au

Surface Water contact angle (��)

Fluorocarbon 118–120

PTFE 108–110

Hexatriacontane 105–107

PS 90–92

PMMA 73–75

CH3(CH2)17S/Au 118–120

Fig. 4 Low-rate dynamic contact angles of water on SAMs of

octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto annealed gold.
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It is of interest to plot these contact angles in Fig. 5

together with those on the hexatriacontane surface. We

see that the apparent scatter in Fig. 3 has disappeared in

Fig. 5 using the contact angles on the annealed samples.

The resulting Wsl, cos �, and glv cos � vs. glv curves are

quite smooth and similar to those shown in Fig. 1. We

conclude that the experimental results in Fig. 5 are

compatible with the functional relationships in Eqs. 4–6.

The origin of the difference in experimental patterns

between the nonannealed and annealed gold will be

discussed below.

Characterizations by Ellipsometry,
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy,
and Atomic Force Microscopy

The ellipsometer thickness for octadecanethiol CH3

(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto annealed gold was consistently

21 Å, whereas that formed on the nonannealed Au varied

between 20 and 21 Å. Although this difference is not

statistically significant, we noticed that the experimental

tan C and cos D for the nonannealed Au samples did not

always match those of the theoretical curves. Neverthe-

less, our thicknesses are consistent with those reported in

the literature.[82]

The reflectance spectra for SAMs derived from

octadecanethiol on Au and annealed Au are shown in

Fig. 6. In both spectra of Fig. 6, the asymmetrical

methylene peaks appeared at �2918 cm�1. This indicates

a primarily trans-zigzag extended hydrocarbon chain with

few gauche conformers. Both spectra demonstrate that

SAMs of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto Au and annealed

Au are highly crystalline. However, the intensities of the

methylene peaks are larger on Au and smaller on the

annealed Au. The difference in the peak intensity could

reflect different canted orientations for the polymethylene

chains on these surfaces, or different amounts of the

polymethylene chains that the IR detected. Because the tilt

of the chain on the Au substrate for alkanethiolate SAMs

is known to be �30� and this structural orientation is

unlikely to be changed by annealing, we speculate that the

difference in the intensity of the asymmetrical methylene

peaks appears at �2918 and 2850 cm�1, indicating

Table 3 Experimental advancing and receding contact angles on SAMs of octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto evaporated

(nonannealed) and annealed gold

Liquid clv

Nonannealed Annealed

��a (��) ��r (��) ��a (��) ��r (��)

Water 72.7 119.1±0.8 100.2±0.7 106.9±0.5 92.3±0.9

Formamide 59.1 88.7±0.8 63.0±1.4 92.4±1.5 69.2±1.9

Ethylene glycol 47.6 81.5±0.6 66.4±1.1 81.6±2.4 68.2±1.6

Bromonaphthalene 44.3 67.2±0.8 44.1±0.8 76.1±0.9 64.3±1.3

Decanol 28.9 50.7±0.5 38.2±1.1 53.2±0.9 45.1±1.3

Hexadecane 27.6 45.4±0.4 <20.0 45.7±0.8 35.4±2.2

Error bars are 95% confidence limits.

Fig. 5 (a) The solid–liquid work of adhesion Wsl; (b) the cosine

of the contact angle cos �; and (c) the liquid vapor surface

tension times the cosine of the contact angle glv cos � vs. the

liquid–vapor surface tension glv for hexatriacontane (�) and

SAMs of octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto ther-

mally annealed Au (.).
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different amounts of polymethylene chains that were

detected by the IR. The spectrum for the adsorbed layer of

octadecanethiol on nonannealed Au exhibits a higher

dichroic ratio (�2) for the methylene adsorption modes

[na(CH2)/ns(CH2)], and that on the annealed Au exhibits a

much lower dichroic ratio (�1.3). We also note the lower

asymmetrical methyl intensity na(CH3) at 2964 (asym)

cm�1 and the higher symmetrical methyl intensity

ns(CH3) at 2879 (sym) cm�1 for SAMs on annealed Au

in Fig. 6, suggesting that the methyl groups are oriented

more toward the surface normal. These features in the

spectra provide evidence that SAMs of octadecanethiol on

nonannealed Au have a structure that is not the same as

that on the annealed Au. Independent AFM images shown

Fig. 6 Grazing incidence polarized infrared spectra for SAMs of octadecanethiol CH3(CH2)17SH adsorbed onto evaporated

(nonannealed) and annealed gold. The approximate positions of the methylene modes are 2918 (asym) and 2850 (sym) cm�1, and those

for the methyl modes are 2964 (asym), 2935 (sym, Fermi resonance), and 2879 (sym) cm�1. The spectra have been offset vertically

for clarity.

Fig. 7 Atomic force microscopy images of (a) annealed Au and (b) nonannealed Au for a scan size of 1 mm. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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in Fig. 7 suggest that the annealed Au has larger terraces

(as much as 200 nm), whereas that of the nonannealed Au

has much smaller gold steps. From the interpretation of

the above IR and AFM results, we constructed a model in

Fig. 8 that illustrates a possible arrangement of octadec-

anethiol adsorbed onto nonannealed and annealed Au.

From the schematic, it is expected that the reflectance IR

would detect more methylenes per unit projected area on

the nonannealed Au than that for the annealed Au. This is

because of the polycrystallinity nature of nonannealed Au

that causes variations of the methyl and methylene groups

exposed to water. The schematic also supports the IR

results for lower asymmetrical methyl intensity and higher

symmetrical methyl intensity for SAMs on the annealed

Au, as the methyl groups are oriented more toward the

surface normal that those on the nonannealed Au.

Wetting Interpretation in Terms of
Solid Surface Tensions

Contact angle interpretation requires extreme experimen-

tal care to ensure that all of the commonly accepted

assumptions are not violated. It is apparent in Table 3 that,

in general, the contact angle hysteresis H =�a��r

decreases for the annealed gold substrate, suggesting

better surface quality. The slightly larger errors for the

contact angle data of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto an-

nealed Au were because of the variation of our annealing

procedures. From the AFM results above, we conclude

that the nonannealed surface consists of smaller gold

steps, whereas that of the annealed Au has larger terraces

and less defects, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. In

the case of the nonannealed samples, water could ‘‘see’’

deeper of the surface layer (the methylenes) under the

methyl groups because of the relatively less packed

monolayers as a result of smaller gold steps or defects.

This allows the formation of additional intermolecular

interactions between water and the methylenes in the

solid–liquid interface. In this case, the surface no longer

consists of predominantly methyl groups, but a mixture of

methyl and methylene groups in the solid–liquid interfa-

cial region. These molecular interactions with methylenes

would result in a higher, additional, interfacial tension

between the solid–liquid interface Dgsl, and is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 9. This additional effect is believed

to have less influence on the solid–vapor interface because

of the presence of the relatively less dense water vapor on

the solid–vapor interface. Assuming that gsv is roughly

constant for both annealed and nonannealed surfaces, an

increase in gsl for the latter would cause the contact angle

to increase from that of a surface where water can only

‘‘see’’ most of the outer methyl groups and less methylene

groups. Thus it appears that the change in the contact

angle is a result of additional and unexpected formation of

intermolecular interactions in the solid–liquid interface

for less packed monolayers. The magnitude would

depend, of course, on the intermolecular strength, polarity

of the liquid, and structures of the monolayers. In this

case, even though we apparently fix our substrate, the

intermolecular interactions would not be the same for a

Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of SAM assembly on two different Au substrates. The upper figure demonstrates the SAM assembly of

octadecanethiol adsorbed onto nonannealed Au with smaller gold steps. The lower figure illustrates the SAM assembly of

octadecanethiol adsorbed onto annealed Au with larger terraces.
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given pair of liquid and solid, depending on the surface

defect, structure, polycrystallinity, and arrangement of

monolayers. In Table 3, we also note that the advancing

contact angles for the annealed and nonannealed surfaces

are nearly identical and did not change very much for both

ethylene glycol and hexadecane. However, the molecular

interactions between hexadecane/CH3(CH2)17SH and eth-

ylene glycol/CH3(CH2)17SH on two different Au surfaces

are not clearly known. We conclude that, whatever these

interactions are, they appear to be insensitive to the

structural changes and surface defects of the monolayers.

If the intermolecular interactions change drastically as we

change the substrate’s surface preparation for a given

liquid, this violates our expectation of constant solid

properties along the curves shown in Figs. 1, 3, and 5.

Interpretation of such angles on the nonannealed ones

would be difficult.[90–92] Because the annealed surfaces

contain less defects, additional variation of the solid–

liquid interfacial interactions Dgsl would be minimal. We

conclude that the surface structures of the underlying gold

on which the monolayers of octadecanethiol are formed

can affect directly the interpretation of contact angles.

Only when a fundamental framework (such as that shown

in Fig. 1 or Fig. 5) has been established can the variation

of the interfacial interactions from liquid to liquid as an

additional effect be studied more systematically. With the

above stipulation, the variation of gsl as a result of surface

structural change can be estimated if we assume gsv for

the nonannealed and annealed Au to be the same.

Therefore a Dgsl of 12.9 mJ/m2 can be estimated by

taking the difference in the water advancing angles,

Dgsl = [72.7(cos 107�cos 118)], using Young’s equation.

This value represents an increase in gsl because of the

variation of surface structures of octadecanethiol SAMs

adsorbed onto Au when interacting with water. However,

conventional thinking would have interpreted the water

contact angle of 118� for octadecanethiol SAMs on Au to

have a much lower solid surface tension similar to that of

fluorocarbon (gsv = �12 mJ/m2), rather than a gsv of 19–

20 mJ/m2 for methyl-terminated surfaces.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the surface defect, structure, and

crystallinity of SAMs of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto

gold can affect the interpretation of contact angles in

terms of solid surface tensions. The contact angle and

adhesion patterns of various liquids for SAMs of octa-

decanethiol adsorbed onto annealed gold are consistent

with recent experimental findings on the relatively thick

polymer-coated surfaces. We also found that interpreta-

tion of solid surface tensions using contact angle data on

less well-prepared polycrystalline gold surfaces can be

misleading. The variation of surface structures in terms of

surface energetics can be estimated only when a funda-

mental understanding of contact angles and surface

tensions is achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the

study and development of molecularly thin films such as

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and Langmuir–Blod-

gett (LB) films. SAMs provide a unique way of altering

just the surface properties of a material, by modifying

the terminal functional groups displayed on the surface

without altering or affecting the bulk properties of the

material. The ability to modify just the surface properties

gives rise to several technological applications such as

protective coatings,[1] lubrication layers,[2] membranes for

chemical and biochemical sensors,[3–7] templates for

crystal growth,[8] fabrication of nanoparticles,[9–12] micro-

patterning,[13,14] and molecularly thin transistors,[15] to

name a few.

SAMs are molecular assemblies that are formed by

spontaneous adsorption of surfactant molecules (amphi-

philes), present either in solution or vapor phase, onto

the surface of an appropriate substrate. The three classi-

cal types of SAMs are: 1) silanes on hydroxylated sur-

faces;[16–23] 2) alkanethiols on gold, copper, or silver

surfaces;[1,18,24–27] and 3) long-chain carboxylic acids on

aluminum oxide surfaces.[28–30] The quality of the SAM

depends on the head group, the hydrocarbon chain

length,[1,20,31,32] the terminal functional group, the solvent

used,[33] the amount of water present in the solvent[17]

(specifically for silane SAMs), and the preparation tem-

perature.[21,32,34,35]

In this paper, we present the results of the modification

of the CN terminal functional group of 11-cyanoundecyl-

trimetjoxysilane (CUTMS) monolayer to the COOH

terminal group by a simple hydrolysis reaction. SAMs

with a COOH terminal group are technologically inter-

esting, as the ionization state of these groups is sensitive to

the pH of the surrounding environment.[25,26] By varying

the pH of the surface, the terminal groups are transformed

from all COOH (at low pH) to all COO� (at high pH), or a

mixture of COOH and COO� (at intermediate pH values).

By controlling the pH, the ratio of the number densities of

the COOH group to the COO� groups is controlled, which

in turn determines the local structure and arrangement of

the surface groups. Thus in an indirect way, the structure

and arrangement of the COOH and COO� groups on the

surface are fine-tuned by just controlling the pH of the

system. We also demonstrate this interconvertibility of

COOH /? COO� by controlling the pH using both mod-

ified CUTMS monolayer and LB film of stearic acid.

From quantitative analyses of the infrared spectra of

COOH and COO� groups, the number densities of these

groups present on the surface have been independently

determined. This also provides a tool to determine the

extent of reaction or conversion of the cyano groups to

carboxyl groups.

FORMATION AND REACTIVITY OF SAMS

The structure and properties of organized thin films have

been widely studied. These efforts have focused on

understanding the formation mechanism and structural

features of these films. Various techniques have been

employed such as contact angle measurements,[24,25]

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),[1,26,31,36]

ellipsometry,[37–40] X-ray reflectivity,[41] X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS),[41–45] and scanning probe

microscopy.[17,34,35,46]

Researchers now agree that SAMs with long hydro-

carbon chains form ordered and densely packed struc-

tures, with the methylene groups of the hydrocarbon chain

aligned, for the most part, in an all-trans conformation.[1,31]

It has been also observed that the crystallinity in the

structure of the monolayer formed increases with increas-

ing hydrocarbon chain length. It is believed that this

increased crystallinity (or packing density) in the structure

of the monolayer is a result of the energetically favorable,

weak, intermolecular chain–chain interactions. Whereas,

it has been observed that short-chain molecules form dis-

order structures because of the increase of gauche confor-

mations resulting from decreasing van der Waals interac-

tions between the shorter chains.[1,31] Chain length also

affects the mechanism of formation of these monolayers.
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Iimura et al.[31] have studied SAMs of trichlorosilanes

of varying hydrocarbon chain lengths using FTIR as a

function of temperature. In their studies, they found that

the silanes with a chain length of 16 methylene groups or

less always existed in liquid state (disordered state) for all

the temperatures above 0�C. They have attributed that the

temperature at which the monolayers were prepared was

above the critical phase transition temperature. In analogy

with three-dimensional matter, the monolayer existed as

crystalline (solid state) for temperatures below the critical

transition temperature and existed as disordered liquid

state for temperatures above the transition temperature.

Independently, Jennings et al.[1] in their studies with

SAMs of alkanethiols on gold, have noticed that the

disorder in the structure increased with a decrease in

hydrocarbon chain length, when prepared at the same

temperature. As a result, SAMs of long-chain alkyl silanes

are formed via a solid–gas phase transition process on the

surface, whereas short-chain alkyl silanes form uniform,

liquidlike films.[20]

When compared with siloxane-based SAMs, alkane-

thiol SAMs on gold surfaces are widely studied because of

the ease by which they can be prepared.[24–27] Thiol

monolayers are formed via the covalent linkage between

the surface gold atom and the sulfur atom of the

alkanethiol molecule.[24–27] Because of the lack of

reactivity between the various terminal functional groups

and the sulfur surface binding group, alkanethiol surfac-

tants with different terminal functionalized groups can be

prepared a priori to the adsorption process and monolayer

formation, thus making it convenient to prepare thiol-

based monolayers with varying functionalized groups.

Thiol-based monolayers can also be modified by simple

synthetic approaches. Several researchers have success-

fully converted thiols of one functional group to anoth-

er.[47,48] However, these thiol-based SAMs are relatively

fragile both thermally and chemically, which restricts the

conditions that can be employed for subsequent surface

modification.[49–51]

Contrary to thiol-based SAMs, silane-based SAMs are

thermally and chemically robust. Silane-based SAMs are

thermally stable even at temperatures approaching 600 K

in an inert nitrogen environment.[52,53] However, because

of the high reactivity of the eletrophilic trifunctional

Table 1 In situ transformation of monolayers into different functional groups

Monolayer (silanes) Reagent In situ transformation

(CH2)16Br NaSCN (CH2)16SCN

(CH2)16Br NaN3 (CH2)16N3

(CH2)16SCN LiAlH4 (CH2)16SH

(CH2)16SCOCH3 (CH2)16SH

((CH2)16S)2 (CH2)16SH

(CH2)16CN LiAlH4 or BH3 (CH2)16NH2

(CH2)16N3 LiAlH4 or SnCl2 (CH2)16NH2

(CH2)16Br Na2S ((CH2)16)2S

(CH2)16Br Na2S2 ((CH2)16S)2

((CH2)16)2S H2O2 ((CH2)16)2SO2

(CH2)16SH (CH2)16SO3H

(CH2)16SH Br2 ((CH2)16S)2

(CH2)16X CH3COONa (CH2)16OH

(CH2)16OH CXH2COX (CH2)17COOX

(CH2)16X C6H4CH2XCH2X (a,a’-dibromo-p-xylene) (CH2)16C6H4CH2X

(CH2)16COOH LiAlH4 or BH3 (CH2)16CH2OH

(CH2)16CH2OH RCOCl (CH2)16CH2OCOR

(CH2)16COOH PCl5 (CH2)16COCl

(CH2)16COCl ROH (CH2)16COOR

(CH2)16COCl RNH2 (CH2)16CONHR

–C6H4CH2X Li-EDA –C6H4CH2NHCH2CH2NH2

–C6H4CH2X Li-PYR –C6H4CH2C5H4N

(CH2)16CH CH2 HX (peroxide) (CH2)16CH2CH2X

(CH2)16CH CH2 KmnO4 or HCO2OH (CH2)16CHOHCH2OH

(CH2)16Br �SCH2CHNH2COO� (CH2)16 SCH2CHNH2COO�

((CH2)16CO2CH2CF3)2 NH2(CH2)2N(CH3)2 ((CH2)16CO)2 N(CH2)2N(CH3)2

((CH2)16CO2CH2CF3)2 NH2OH (CH2)16CONHOOC(CH2)16

((CH2)16CO2CH2CF3)2 NH2NH2 (CH2)16CONHNHOC(CH2)16
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silane group, the functional groups that can be incorpo-

rated on silane SAMs are restricted. Because of this

limitation, several useful functional groups such as alco-

hols, carboxylic acids, amines, amides, thiols, phosphines,

enamines, enol ethers, etc. must either be protected in

non-nucleophilic form, or introduced subsequent to the

monolayer assembly. In addition to this, any functional

group present on the alkyl tether must be sterically small

enough to allow a close-packed, well-ordered SAM to

form on a hydroxylated surface.

Because of the reasons mentioned above, several re-

searchers have been investigating ways of modifying

silane-based SAMs to form monolayers of various ter-

minal functional groups. Lee et al.[54] Balachander and

Sukenik,[55] Barness et al.[56] Collins and Sukenik,[57] and

Grisaru et al.[58] have successfully demonstrated the

transformation of Br, CN, SCN, and SCOCH3 functionali-

ties to N3, NH2, SH, SO3H, SCH2CH2, and SO2CH2CH2

by nucleophilic substitution using various reagents and

reacting conditions. Fryxell et al.[59] have shown N,N-

dimethylethylenediamine (DMED) amidation, hydroxyl-

amine amidation, and hydrazine amidation by nucleophil-

ic displacement. Koloski et al.[60] have demonstrated

nucleophilic displacement reactions on benzyl halide

SAMs. Kakkar et al.[61] and Yam et al.[62] have used a

simple acid–base hydrolytic chemistry approach to form

SAMs of long-chain alcohols terminated with alkyl,

phenyl, and acetylene groups. Kim et al.[63] have

chemically modified SAMs of inert or hydrophobic nature

to reactive or hydrophilic state by exposing the mono-

layers to soft X-rays in air. Wade et al.[64] have converted

hydroxyl-terminated SAMs to ester, or ether-terminated,

by using low-energy collisions of polyatomic cations.

Table 1 presents examples of various transformations

reported in the literature and of reagents used.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

11-Cyanoundecyltrimethoxysilane (CUTMS) was pur-

chased from United Chemical Technologies and octadec-

yltrichlorosilane (OTS; 95% purity) was obtained from

Sigma Aldrich Co. Chloroform, toluene, and concentrated

sulfuric acid were purchased from Fisher Scientific.

Anhydrous grade hexadecane was purchased from Sigma

Aldrich Co. Stearic acid was purchased from Fluka.

Nochromix crystals used for cleaning purposes were

obtained from Godax Laboratories. Silicon wafers used

were obtained from Montco Silicon Technologies (Spring

City, PA). The silicon wafers used in our experiments

have a thickness of 450–500 mm, are double-sided pol-

ished, and of orientation (111). Silicon and germanium

internal reflection elements [dimensions: 50�10�3 mm;

orientation: (111)] used for infrared spectroscopy were

obtained from Harrick Scientific Corp. All chemicals

were used as purchased without any further purification.

Deionized water with a resistivity of 18 MOcm from a

Millipore system was used in all our experiments.

Cleaning Protocols

Silicon crystals were thoroughly cleaned before use. The

crystals were first sonicated in a freshly prepared

Nochromix solution for 30 min. The Nochromix solution

was prepared by dissolving the Nochromix crystals in

sulfuric acid and stirring the solution until it became clear.

The Nochromix treatment was followed by rinsing with

water and subsequent sonication in water for 30 min. Then

the crystals were further cleaned using a plasma cleaner

(model PDC-32G; Harrick Scientific Corp.). Plasma treat-

ment was performed under an argon environment at low

pressure. After the plasma treatment, the crystals were

again cleaned with Nochromix and deionized water. The

same procedure was followed for silicon wafers, with the

exception of plasma treatment.

Monolayer Preparation

The cleaned substrates (crystals or wafer) were immersed

in a solvent mixture of a known surfactant concentration

for a fixed amount of time. After the end of the time

period, the substrates were thoroughly rinsed with chlo-

roform to remove physisorbed molecules from the sub-

strate surface.

CUTMS Monolayer Deposition

For CUTMS monolayers, the concentration of the

CUTMS silane solution was maintained between 4 and

5 mM. Chloroform, toluene, and hexadecane were used as

solvents. The deposition time was varied from minutes to

days. A stable uniform monolayer formed after 24 hr.

Modification of CUTMS Monolayer

The –CN terminal groups of the CUTMS monolayer pre-

pared as mentioned above were transformed into –CO OH

groups by a simple hydrolysis reaction. The CUTMS

monolayer was kept in a 50:50 (vol/vol) solution mixture

of 15% hydrochloric acid and deionized water maintained

at 75�C. Before modifying the CUTMS monolayer, the

substrates were annealed at 150�C for about 2 hr. The

monolayer was not stable for the abovementioned reaction

conditions, unless it was annealed. The monolayer mole-

cules desorbed if the substrate was kept for durations of

more than 1.5 hr.
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OTS Monolayer Deposition

For the OTS monolayer, a mixture of hexadecane, carbon

tetrachloride, and chloroform in the ratio of 30:5:3 by

volume, respectively, was used in the OTS solution

preparation. The substrate was immersed for 30 min in the

above-prepared solution.

LB Film of Stearic Acid

One hundred microliters of 1.34 mg/mL of a solution of

stearic acid in chloroform was spread on a subphase

(deionized Millipore water, 18 MO) maintained at 20�C
and at a pH of 2.0 (by adding HCl) in a KSV 2000 dual-

compartment LB trough. The solution was allowed to

stabilize for about 15 min for the chloroform to evaporate.

The trough barriers compressed the surface until the

surface pressure reached the desired value of 30 mN/m, at

which time the transfer of the LB monolayer onto an OTS-

coated (hydrophobic) silicon crystal was performed. At

that surface pressure, before transferring, the stearic acid

layer was allowed to stabilize for another 30 min to

minimize any fluctuations. The transfer speed was main-

tained at 2.5 mm/min. The structure and orientation infor-

mation of the transferred film was then obtained from

IR measurements.

Contact Angle Measurements

Contact angle goniometry was used to characterize the

prepared monolayers. A 2-mL drop of deionized water

was placed on the sample surface and the contact angle

was measured within 2 min after the drop was placed to

reduce errors caused by evaporation of water drop. The

measurements were taken at different locations of the

sample. All the values reported are an average of five to

six measurements.

Ellipsometry

The thickness information of the monolayer was obtained

using a variable-angle null ellipsometer (Rudolph Instru-

ments). A He–Ne laser beam, corresponding with a

wavelength of 632.8 nm, is incident on the substrate. The

thickness and refractive index of the monolayer are

evaluated from the changes in polarization and the

reflectivity of incident parallel and perpendicular polar-

ized light beams. Principally, the ellipsometer is supposed

to evaluate both the refractive index and the thickness of

the thin film simultaneously, but because of instrument

limitations in obtaining data for thin films, the refractive

index of the film is assumed and the thickness is cal-

culated. Organic films have a refractive index of approx-

imately 1.46, and we have assumed this value as the

refractive index for all our monolayers.

IR Measurements

IR spectra were measured using a Bio-Rad FTS 175

spectrometer. Spectra were collected as interferograms

with a resolution of 4 cm�1 and Fourier-transformed with

triangular apodization. Monolayer spectra were obtained

by averaging attenuated total internal reflection (ATR)

modes to 100–200 scans. Spectra of liquid samples were

obtained in transmission mode using NaCl windows. For

quantitative analysis, peaks were fitted with a Lorentzian

function. The integrated absorbance value was the area

under the appropriate peak. However, the readers have to

be cautioned that the absorbance value (or peak area) is

very sensitive to the type of fit used and baseline selection.

For consistency in results, one has to maintain the same

procedures throughout the quantitative analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spectral Features

A typical spectrum of a CUTMS monolayer formed on a

silicon substrate after a deposition time of 24 hr is shown

in Fig. 1. Some of the important vibrational modes per-

taining to methyl and methylene symmetric and asym-

metric stretching modes are shown in Table 2. The asym-

metric stretching mode of the methylene group reveals a

great deal of information on local molecular order and

packing.[21,65] How this information is used to get the

packing density and coverage is discussed later. The

methylene asymmetric stretching modes for the CUTMS

monolayer appear at �2927 cm�1 and those of symmetric

stretching modes appear at 2856 cm�1. These values

correspond to a liquidlike structure. The spectrum was

compared with the solution spectrum of CUTMS in anhy-

drous chloroform, obtained independently using NaCl

windows in transmission mode. The details of the spectral

features are shown in Table 2. The asymmetric and sym-

metric peaks of CH2 of the liquid spectrum match closely

those of the CUTMS monolayer. Slight differences in the

spectra of molecules at the surface and in the solution are

attributed to the small degree of ordering as the molecules

are being anchored to the substrate by one end.

Formation and Structure of Silane SAMs

The formation of SAMs of silanes on silicon substrates is

a three-step process. First, the trichloro or trimethoxy

groups of silanes are hydrolyzed either in the solution,

because of the presence of trace amounts of water in the
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solvent, or near the surface of the substrate, where a thin

water film of two to three monolayers is present. The

importance of the thin water film on the final structure and

formation of the OTS monolayers was largely studied and

reported.[19,22] Silberzan et al. have reported that for a

good, uniform monolayer, a thin water film is necessary.

Second, these hydrolyzed silanes react with surface

hydroxyl groups and get chemically adsorbed on the

surface. Finally, as the monomers adsorb on the surface

because of weak van der Waals chain–chain interactions,

the molecules order and arrange themselves. In the case of

OTS molecules, where the packing density is considerably

high, silanols of neighboring molecules form cross-links

and a two-dimensional siloxane network. The ability of

the molecules to pack depends on several factors such as

the chain length of the hydrocarbon chain, the end ter-

minal group, and the head group. Some of these aspects

are discussed later.

There is a possibility of these hydrolyzed monomers

reacting in the solvent and forming oligomers in the bulk

itself, before actually adsorbing onto the surface.[66,67]

The process of polymerization (oligomerization) depends

on several factors such as the amount of water present

in the bulk solution, the incubation time of the silane

solution before the deposition process, and the suscepti-

bility of the trichloro or trimethoxy silanes to be con-

verted to hydroxyl groups.[68–70] Fig. 1 shows a peak at

2961.8 cm�1 corresponding to the CH3 asymmetric stretch

of the methoxy group attached to the silicon head group.

This clearly indicates that the hydrolysis of CUTMS

monomers was not complete. Trichloro silanes are more

susceptible to hydrolysis. However, the reaction rate for a

methoxy (OCH3) or ethoxy (OC2H5) is relatively slow

when compared with chlorosilanes.[71] The CH3 peak

could be seen even after long deposition times, thus em-

phasizing the low hydrolysis rates of the methoxy groups.

After a uniform layer of CUTMS was formed, the total

amount of molecules adsorbed on the surface did not

increase even with an increase in deposition time. The

Table 2 Peak positions of important vibrations between

CUTMS liquid and monolayer spectra

CH2

asymmetric

CH2

symmetric CN COOH

Liquid

CUTMS

2930 2857 2250 –

CUTMS

monolayer

2927 2856 2248 1725

The difference in spectral values is not considerably different, indicating

that the monolayer formed resembles a liquidlike structure.

Fig. 1 Typical spectrum of CUTMS monolayer formed on a silicon crystal.
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total amount adsorbed is qualitatively discerned from the

total integrated absorbance value. Details of the actual

qualitative analysis are given later. One reason for

incomplete methoxy group hydrolysis is the low water

content in solvents used in our experiments. Vallant et

al.[67] in their studies with alkoxy silanes, had to perform

the hydrolysis reaction of alkoxy groups in a water-rich

tetrahydrofolate (THF) solvent before using the silanes for

monolayer formation.

Fig. 1 also shows peaks at 2248 and 1725 cm�1 cor-

responding to the cyano (C N) and carbonyl (C O)

stretching bands, respectively. The peak at 2248 cm�1 is

because of the presence of cyano groups in the monomer.

However, we believe that the presence of the C O peak

is because of the transformation of some of the CN groups

to carboxylic acid (COOH) groups caused by hydrolysis.

A similar behavior of acetylchlorides transforming to

carboxylic acid groups during monolayer formation was

observed by Cheng et al.[26] They reported that the rapid

hydrolysis of acid chloride to carboxylic acid is likely

because of the presence of a thin water film of adsorbed

water on the surface of the ATR element and the relatively

high local concentration of HCl formed during the growth

of the siloxane network. The effect of solvent on mono-

layer formation was studied. Table 3 shows details of all

the important spectral features observed under different

solvent conditions. The solvents used were chloroform,

toluene, and carbon tetrachloride. As can be seen, there

are no considerable differences in spectral features under

different solvent environments.

The kinetics of CUTMS monolayer formation was

studied from contact angle measurements. Fig. 2 shows

the variation of contact angle with deposition time. The

solvent used was chloroform. Measurements were taken

within 10 min after the removal of the sample from the

solution. As can be seen from this figure, the contact angle

reaches a constant value of 55� after about 12 hr. How-

ever, to guarantee that the monolayer formation process is

complete, we have used for all our experiments a de-

position time of at least 24 hr. The equilibrium contact

angle of 55� is less than the value of 65� reported by

Balachander and Sukenik[55] for surfaces formed by 1-

cyano-16-trichlorosilyl hexadecane. One reason for this

contact angle difference is the formation of COOH groups

as monolayer formation proceeds, as we have described

earlier. The other plausible reason for this difference is the

difference in packing densities of monolayers formed by

Table 3 Peak positions of methylene symmetric and asymmetric

vibrations of CUTMS monolayer prepared in different solvents

Solvent used CH2 asymmetric CH2 symmetric

Chloroform 2927 2856

Hexadecane 2928 2857

Toluene 2927 2856

Data show that there is no considerable effect of solvent on the mono-

layer structure of CUTMS.

Fig. 2 Variation in contact angle of the CUTMS monolayer with increase in deposition time. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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two surfactants. We have used an 11-carbon-chain-length

surfactant, whereas Balachander and Sukenik have used a

16-carbon-chain-length surfactant. The packing density of

molecules depends on hydrocarbon chain length. As the

hydrocarbon chain length increases, lateral chain–chain

dispersive interactions increase, leading to higher surface

coverage and ordering. These chain–chain dispersive

interactions are also present in short-chain molecules.

However, the energy gain because of these interactions is

comparatively less than the equivalent gain for long

chains. Thus to minimize the free energy of the system,

the molecules decrease entropic penalty by packing less

densely. On heating to 150�C for a few hours, the contact

angle reached a steady state value of 70�. The value was

very stable and was independent of heating time.

The thickness of the film was found to vary from 10 ± 2

to 14 ± 2 Å. The length of the fully extended CUTMS

monomer was calculated to be �14 Å using the CACHE1

software. The thickness obtained is reasonable because in

a disordered structure, the molecules will be inclined at an

angle to the surface normal instead of being fully

extended. A simple geometrical calculation gives an angle

of inclination to the surface normal as large as 55�. The

molecules are oriented in all possible angles from 0� to

55� to the surface normal. Even the densely packed mo-

nolayers of OTS on hydroxylated surfaces and alkane-

thiols on gold surfaces are found to be inclined to the

surfaces from dichroic measurements. However, the dif-

ference in both of them lies in the order and the packing.

Fig. 3 Schematic of (a) CUTMS and (b) OTS monolayers.

Molecules of the CUTMS monolayer are randomly oriented in

all possible directions and are loosely packed. Whereas,

molecules of the OTS monolayer are densely packed and are

oriented in a particular direction. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Variation in contact angle as the reaction proceeds.
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The schematic in Fig. 3 depicts the idea of molecular

order and direction. In densely packed monolayers, all the

molecules are aligned in the same direction, or, in other

words, the molecules have a net order parameter value,

which is nonzero. However, the molecules in the CUTMS

monolayer, although inclined, are not aligned in a par-

ticular direction. The order parameter, if one can be

defined, will be lesser than that for the densely packed

monolayers. Dense packing, caused by weak van der

Waals interactions between chains, brings in a local order

of molecules arranged on the surface.

Modification of Carboxyl-Terminated SAMs

The terminal groups of CUTMS monolayers were modi-

fied to COOH groups by a simple hydrolysis reaction, as

described in ‘‘Experimental.’’ The kinetics of the reaction

was followed by contact angle and IR measurements. The

changes in contact angle with reaction time are shown in

Fig. 4. The contact angle reached an equilibrium value of

�32� after approximately 45 min. A contact angle of 30–

40� on monolayers with COOH terminal groups is

reported by Wasserman et al.[23] This clearly indicates

that the terminal groups have been converted to COOH

groups. The mole fractions of CN and COOH groups

present on the surface, as the reaction proceeds, were

calculated using the Cassie equation:

cosðyavgÞ ¼ fCOOH cosðyCOOHÞ þ fCN cosðyCNÞ

where fCOOH and fCN correspond to the mole fraction of

COOH and CN terminal groups, respectively; yCOOH and

yCN correspond to the equilibrium contact angle when the

whole monolayer is filled with either COOH or CN

groups, respectively; and yavg is the contact angle on the

surface containing a mixture of COOH and CN groups.

The variation of fCOOH and fCN is shown in Fig. 5. (yCOOH

was taken as 32� and yCN was taken as 70�.)
The changes in COOH and CN peak intensities were

also followed by IR. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.

The spectrum clearly indicates a decrease in CN peak

(2253 cm�1) and an increase in COOH peak (1702 cm�1).

The decrease in CN peak intensity is plotted in Fig. 7. As

expected, COOH groups are highly sensitive to pH

changes, and COOH/?COO� can be interchangeably

converted back and forth by changing the pH. Fig. 8 shows

the spectra of the modified COOH surface at different pH

values. At a pH value of 2, which is below the pKa value

of the surface, the monolayer is terminated with COOH

groups. The peak at 1718 cm�1 confirms that. When the

same sample was immersed in a solution with a pH value

of 7.5, which was above the pKa value of the surface, the

terminal groups were converted to COO�. Fig. 8b shows a

peak split. The peak at 1590 cm�1 corresponds to COO�

stretching. The broad peak between 1650 and 1725 cm�1

corresponds to the unconverted COOH and the surface-

bound water. Cheng et al.[26] have calculated the pKa

value of the monolayer from changes of COOH and

COO� peaks and found that value to be 5.4.

Fig. 5 Fraction of COOH and CN groups present on surfaces as the reaction proceeds (calculated using the Cassie equation).
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Surface Coverage

In this section, we report the results regarding our mea-

surements of the surface coverage by CUTMS surfactants.

We have measured the surface coverage of molecules

by the protocol first developed by Kumar et al.[36] where

the surface coverage G is given by G = A/e, where A is

the integrated absorbance and e is the molar emis-

sivity. Furthermore, Kumar et al. have also found that

the molar emissivity measured for the CH2 asymmet-

ric peak in monolayers is �1.5 times that obtained from

liquid solutions. The difference in e values is attributed

Fig. 6 Spectrum shows an increase in COOH peak at 1702 and a decrease in CN peak at 2253 as the reaction proceeds. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Decrease in CN peak intensity as the reaction proceeds. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to the packing and ordering of surfactants onto the sol-

id surface.

In this study, we have used the LB film of stearic acid

to estimate eCH2
, eCOOH, and eCOO�. Calculation of these

values provides a tool to quantitatively measure the molec-

ular coverage, extent of conversion, and relative coverage

of COOH and COO�. The LB film of stearic acid was

transferred onto a silicon substrate coated with the OTS

monolayer using the method described in ‘‘Experimen-

tal.’’ The IR spectrum of the transferred stearic acid LB

film is shown in Fig. 9. Details of the prominent peaks for

the OTS monolayer and the LB film of stearic acid are

Fig. 8 (a) Spectrum of monolayer after reaction at low pH (2.0); only COOH groups are present. (b) Spectrum of monolayer at pH 7.5

after reaction; both COOH and COO� exist.

Fig. 9 (a) LB film of stearic acid at pH 2.0; (b) LB film immersed in calcium chloride solution of pH 11.5; (c) LB film again immersed

in a solution of pH 2.5; and (d) LB film again immersed in a sodium hydroxide solution of pH 10.
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given in Table 4. The peaks at 2917 and 2850 cm�1 cor-

responding to CH2 asymmetric and symmetric stretching

bands, respectively, indicate that the LB film is crystalline

and uniform. The peak at 1702 cm�1 corresponds to the

C O stretching band of COOH groups. When COOH

groups are apart, COOH groups exist as monomers and

the peak is seen between 1720 and 1740 cm�1. However,

when molecules are closely packed, then neighboring

COOH molecules interact with one another (hydrogen

bonding) and exist as dimers. Crooks et al.[72] have seen a

similar phenomenon in carboxylic acid-terminated thiol

SAMs. A shoulder at 1692 cm�1 confirms the strong in-

termolecular interaction between neighboring molecules.

The sensitivity of COOH groups to pH of the sur-

rounding environment was proven by immersing the sub-

strate coated with the stearic acid LB film in a CaCl2
solution of pH 11.5 for approximately 30 min. Fig. 9b

shows the spectrum of the resulting substrate. As can be

seen, the peak at 1702 cm�1 vanished and a very small

peak, corresponding to COOH groups existing as mono-

mers, appeared at 1737 cm�1. Two peaks appeared at

1577 and 1541 cm�1 corresponding to free COO� groups

and bonded COO� groups, respectively. The interchange-

ability of COOH and COO� groups was proven by

immersing the above sample in deionized water of pH 2.4

for about 30 min. Fig. 9c shows the spectrum of the same.

As can be seen, two distinct peaks appear at 1703 and

1583 cm�1. These two peaks correspond to COOH

existing as dimers and COO� existing as free monomers,

respectively. There is also a shoulder at 1735 cm�1

corresponding to free monomers of COOH groups. If the

immersion time is increased, the spectrum looks identical

to the spectrum of Fig. 9a. Thus COOH dimers, mo-

nomers, and COO� monomers coexist on the surface.

Fig. 9d shows the spectrum when the sample was

immersed again in a solution of high pH (10.5) for about

20 min. The spectral features of Fig. 9b and d are

qualitatively very similar. The difference in quantities

arises from the difference in deposition times and pH.

The schematic in Fig. 10a and b depicts the whole

process in short.

For quantitative analysis, the maximum packing den-

sity of the stearic acid LB film was set at 18 Å2 per

molecule. This assumption is drawn from the p-A

isotherm of the stearic acid LB film obtained on a sub-

phase of pH 2. Absorbance values for the CH2 asymmet-

ric and symmetric stretching bands were obtained by

fitting the data with a Lorentzian peak. All the spectra

were baseline-corrected before peak fitting analysis was

done. For COOH and COO� peaks, the peaks were not

fitted and the absorbance values were evaluated by cal-

culating the area between two wavenumbers. Details of

absorbance values for CH2, COOH, and COO� and cal-

culated molar absorptivities for the respective groups are

given in Table 5. Using ACH2
= NeCH2

(G)*GCH2
, where

N is the number of reflections in the ATR element

(N was geometrically determined to be 18) and G is

the molecular coverage of the stearic acid monolayer

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic of a CN-terminated monolayer modified to COOH terminal groups. Conditions: 1:1 (vol/vol) of 15% HCl and

water at a temperature of 75�C. (b) Schematic showing the dependence of COOH terminal groups on the pH of the environment. At low

pH, the surface is only covered with COOH groups; at high pH, the surface is covered with COO� groups; at intermediate pH values, the

surface is covered with both COOH and COO� groups. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 4 Peak positions of methylene symmetric and asymmetric

vibrations for OTS SAM and stearic acid LB film

CH2

asymmetric

CH2

symmetric

OTS SAM 2919 2850

Stearic acid LB film 2917 2949.6

Both of them form a densely packed, crystalline structure.
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[mol/cm2], eCH2
was found to be 4.12�106 cm/mol per

CH2 group.

Because the vibrational frequencies for COOH and

COO� differ by a considerable amount, we have assumed

the values of eCOOH and eCOO� to be different. However,

we did not differentiate between the freely existing and

bounded COOH and COO� groups.

From Fig. 9b, because the total number of COOH and

COO� should be constant and equal to the molecular

coverage of the monolayer, one can write:

ACOOH=eCOOH þ ACOO�=eCOO� ¼ G ¼ ACOOH=eCOOH

This allows us to determine the ratio of the molar emis-

sivities of the charged and the uncharged carboxylates

eCOO�=eCOOH to be 1.48. The data from Fig. 9c were

used for a consistency check and the values agreed.

Similarly, eCH2
, obtained from stearic acid calculations,

was used to evaluate the molecular coverage of the

CUTMS monolayer. The molecular coverage of CUTMS

monolayers was evaluated to be in the range of 45–60 Å2

per molecule. The value of 45–60 Å2 per molecule indi-

cates that the surface monolayer exists in a rather dis-

ordered, liquidlike structure, which is further verified by

the position of methylene asymmetric and symmetric

stretching bands, as discussed earlier.

CONCLUSION

We have used contact angle measurements, ellipsometry,

and IR reflection measurements to characterize the struc-

ture of a cyano-terminated monolayer formed by the

adsorption of CUTMS on a silicon substrate. We have

characterized the structure of the monolayer before and

after hydrolysis of the terminal cyano group. CUTMS

forms a monolayer film that has a liquidlike, disordered

structure. The coverage of CUTMS molecules was found

to be approximately between 45 and 60 Å2 per molecule.

The –CN terminal groups of CUTMS monolayer were

converted to COOH terminal groups by a simple hydro-

lysis reaction. The kinetics of the reaction was followed

using IR and contact angle measurements. COOH groups

are very sensitive to the pH of the surrounding environ-

ment and can be reversibly ionized by changing the pH of

the wetting solution.
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INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous organization of matter into hierarchical
ordered structures is ubiquitous in nature.[1] From a
single strand of DNA in a biological cell to a colony
of king penguins on an Antarctic island, self-assembled
structures exist not only on molecular level, but also on
a macroscopic length scale. Under a strict definition,
self-assembly is a process whereby a large quantity of
pre-existing components undergo spontaneous organi-
zation to form larger structures driven by internal
interactions or external constraints. The assembled
structures may retain the properties of their constituent
building blocks, but more importantly, can demon-
strate new collective phenomena due to the interac-
tions between their components.

Under this definition, crystallization of atoms driven
by the formation of covalent or ionic bonds is a self-
assembling process. However, it is the self-assembly
process driven by noncovalent interaction that has
attracted much more attention lately. This is largely
because the energy associated with noncovalent bonds
is comparable to thermal energy. Thus, a slight variation
of interaction or temperature can drive the same system
into vastly different structures. This is partly responsible
for the existing complexity of nature. Understanding the
mechanism for self-assembly is not only of fundamental
interest, but may also lead to many technological
applications. While the vast majority of self-assembled
structures exist in biological systems, this review is from
the material’s point of view with only a few exceptions.
This is largely due to our own research interests as well
as the practical consideration that it is impossible to
cover every aspect of these research activities in a short
review. Nevertheless, we hope to capture the essence
of self-assembly, and refer interested readers to several
other excellent review articles and monographs
published in this encyclopedia and elsewhere.[2–15]

SELF-ASSEMBLY IN MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

The development of synthetic chemistry has led to the
construction of many large molecules with well-defined

sizes, functional groups, and chiralities. Most of these
molecules such as vitamin B12 are based on the sequen-
tial formation of covalent bonds.[16] However, it is
becoming increasingly clear that constructing even
larger structures would require more efficient synthetic
pathways.[6] One approach is to mimic nature where
covalent bonds are used to construct functional
building blocks, and these building blocks are sub-
sequently assembled into well-defined super-structures
through noncovalent interactions. Self-assembly of
these molecular units has provided a powerful means
for designing molecular systems with novel structures
and properties.

Surfactants and Lipids

Amphiphiles, such as surfactants and lipids, are mole-
cules containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
components. They self-assemble into a variety of struc-
tures, such as micelles, bilayers, and vesicles, in both
aqueous and organic solvents. The competing inter-
actions that drive this self-assembly arise from the
attractive interfacial tension at the hydrocarbon–water
interface, the repulsive steric interactions and the
electrostatic force between the molecular head groups.

From the thermodynamics point of view, the forma-
tion of molecular aggregates is determined by the rela-
tive change in chemical potential ðmN � m1Þ when the
molecules form a finite size aggregate consisting of N
monomers. For simple alkane molecules in water, the
change of chemical potential is monotonic with size,
ðmN � m1Þ � ðm1 � m1Þ þ akT=NP , where m1 and
m1 are chemical potentials of the infinite solid and
single molecule, respectively, akT is the binding
energy in the aggregate, and the index P is determined
by the dimensionality of the aggregate. Although
finite size aggregates do form for simple alkane mole-
cules above the critical micelle concentration (CMC),
the population number of these aggregates decreases
rapidly with their size. On the other hand, amphiphi-
lic molecules have a minimum in chemical potential at
a finite aggregation number. This is because the
attractive interaction is proportional to the surface
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area of the molecule’s head group whereas the repul-
sive interaction has an inverse proportionality. So,
there is an optimum surface area a0 for the amphiphi-
lic molecule, and finite size aggregates can form with
a large population number.

Self-assembled structures obtained by this competing
interaction can be determined by a simple geometrical
packing parameter v=ða0lcÞ; where v is the volume of
the molecule and lc is the critical chain length. At
low monomer concentrations, spherical micelles form
when

�
v=ða0lcÞ

�
<
�
1=3
�
, cylindrical micelles form

when
�
1=3
�
<
�
v=ða0lcÞ

�
<
�
1=2
�
, flexible bilayers

and vesicles form when
�
1=2
�
<
�
v=a0lc

�
< 1, planar

bilayers form when
�
v=a0lc

�
� 1 and inverted micelles

form when
�
v=a0lc

�
> 1. Fig. 1 shows some of the

most widely studied structures. One interesting phe-
nomenon is that even with the same amphiphile, the
packing parameter can change with the environmental
conditions, such as the pH of the solvent, the salt concen-
tration and the temperature. As a result, self-organized
structures will change correspondingly. This has a sig-
nificant implication in biological membranes, because
biological lipids with different packing parameters can
form complex structures with different curvatures
while maintaining the flexibility to respond to the chang-
ing environment. When the monomer concentration
increases, the interaction between the aggregates becomes
more important, which leads to the change of aggregate
shape and further organization of aggregates into several
liquid crystalline phases (Fig. 1). For instance, the phase
diagram of the binary system of water–dodecyltrimethyl

ammonium chloride contains a micellar phase at low
concentrations, two cubic phases, one hexagonal phase
and one lamellar phase at high surfactant concen-
trations.[5] The lamellar phases consist of alternating
bilayers that can easily slip relative to each other. Among
various liquid crystalline phases, it is more difficult to
detect the cubic phase since its isotropic structure cannot
be revealed by standard polarized light microscopy. The
cubic phase between the micellar and hexagonal phase is
made of short rod-like aggregates. The cubic phase in the
high amphiphile concentration region has a bicontinuous
structure in which a single bilayer of molecules folds its
way in space separating the two aqueous compartments.

While the thermodynamic phases created by
amphiphile self-assembly have been well characterized,
little is known about the kinetics of the phase transition
between different structures.[18] This is largely because
the transitions between different phases exhibit a very
broad range of time scales, varying from submicro-
seconds to many days. Recently, light scattering,
small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS) have been adopted to inves-
tigate the kinetics of phase transitions.[19] Time resolved
SAXS experiments on a mixture of a cationic surfactant
(tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium hydroxide) and an
anionic surfactant (Texapon N70-H) show that the
transition from micelles to vesicles is a multistep
process.[20] Globular mixture micelles form very quickly
upon mixing. Subsequent bilayer formation has a time
scale of 500–1000msec. The bilayer then closes up in a
much slower process (5–100 sec) to form vesicles.

Fig. 1 Amphiphiles can adopt a
variety of structures as shown in

this figure by simply changing the
conditions, such as concentration,
pH and temperature. (From
Ref.[17]. Copyright 1991, J. Coll.

Inter. Sci.)
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Experiments on pentaethylene glycol mono-n-dodecyl
ether (C12E5) in D2O under increasing pressure show
a transformation from cylindrical micelles to ordered
hexagonal micellar bundles, possibly due to the
pressure induced freezing of the hydrophobic core.[21]

Block Copolymers

This principle of self-assembly, based on combining
motifs with different interfacial energies in a single
molecule, also applies to polymers.[22,23] Copolymers
are macromolecules that contain chemically distinct
polymer blocks that are linked covalently. Synthetic
developments based on living anionic, cationic, and
radical polymerization have generated diblock, tri-
block, and mutiblock copolymers that are arranged
as linear chains, grafts, or star shapes.[24] Diblock
copolymers are the most widely studied systems.

At low concentrations in solutions, block copoly-
mers readily form micelles, with a CMC much lower
than the typical surfactants or lipids. For diblock
copolymers, micelles have a well-defined structure with
a core consisting of the insoluble A block and a shell of
the soluble B block. The size of the resulting micelles,
which is characterized by the aggregation number Z
(i.e., the number of molecules in a micelle), depends
on the degree of polymerization of the soluble block
NA and insoluble block NB through a simple relation,
Z ¼ Z0N

2
AN
�0:8
B .[25] Thus, the diameter of the micelles

can be directly tuned by the degree of polymerization
of each block. Because of the possibility to tune the
aggregate properties by varying either the type, the
size, or the relative proportion of the constituting
blocks, diblock micellar aggregates are able to provide
a much wider range of applications than normal sur-
factants, including being used as tunable nanoreactors
for colloidal synthesis,[26] and drug and gene delivery.[27]

In bulk materials, block copolymers phase-separate
into a variety of mesoscopic structures upon cooling
below the glass transition temperature. The sizes of
the domains created by microphase separation are
typically in the range of 10–100 nm. Electron micro-
scopy[28] and SANS[29] have been used extensively to
investigate the phase separated structures. These stu-
dies have shown that the morphologies of segregated
diblock copolymer microphases depend upon the
degree of polymerization N ¼ NA þ NB; the relative
composition of the two constituent blocks fA ¼
NA=N ; the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter w
between the two blocks and the temperature. A pre-
dicted stable microstructure, shown in Fig. 2, includes
lamellae, hexagonally packed cylinders, body-centered
cubic spheres, close-packed spheres, and bicontinuous
cubic network phases with Ia�33d symmetry. These
structures have been verified experimentally.[30,31]

For a thin film of block copolymer, the interfacial
energy of polymer=substrate and polymer=air become
additional driving forces to affect the morphology of
phase separation.[23,33] Fig. 3(A) shows the schematic
cross-section diagram of polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-
alt-propylene). Polystyrene (PS) prefers to wet the
silicon nitride=polymer interface, whereas the poly
(ethylene-alt-propylene) (PEP) prefer the polymer=air
interface.[34] The thickness of these PS–b–PEP film
are quantized in odd multiples of L=2, with L=2 being
the size of the molecule. Recently, there has been
growing effort to control the microdomain orientation
and induce long-range lateral ordering in these thin
films. So far, this has been achieved through applying
an electric field, directional crystallization or confining
the polymer on a patterned surface.[34–37] Fig. 3(C) and
Fig. 3(D) show that cylindrical PS–b–PEP domains
and spherical Polystyrene(PS)–b–polyferrocenyldi-
methylsilane (PFS) domains can be aligned in the
trough lithographically patterned on a substrate.

Supramolecular Systems

The highly selective and directional nature of the
hydrogen bond makes it an ideal candidate for con-
structing large assemblies of molecular building blocks.
The strength of hydrogen bonds is relatively weak
(3–5 kcal=mol). Furthermore, the enthalpic gain to
form such bonds must overcome the entropy loss
due to the reduction of molecular translation and con-
formation. Therefore, multi-hydrogen bond motifs are
typically used to construct a stable assembly. Deriva-
tives of 2-ureido-4-pyrimidone have a strong tendency

Fig. 2 Phase diagram for a structurally symmetric coil–coil
diblock copolymer. Lam ¼ lamellae, Hex ¼ hexagonally

packed cylinders, QIa�33d ¼ bicontinuous cubic with Ia�33d
symmetry, QIm�33m ¼ body-centered cubic, CPS ¼ close-
packed sphere. (From Ref.[32]. Copyright 2001, Chem. Rev.)
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to polymerize with self-complimentary DDAA (donor–
donor–acceptor–acceptor) hydrogen bonds. Depending
on the geometry of this bonding motif in the molecule,
linear polymers and reversible networks can be formed
(Fig. 4). The network created by hydrogen bonding has
a strong temperature dependent rheology. Multicom-
ponent self-assembled structures based on the cyanuric
acid–melamine motif were studied by Whitesides.[38] It
was shown that these molecules form stacked rosettes,
which can be further used for the self-assembly of
multiporphyrin arrays.

By designing molecules with well-defined chirality,
self-enclosed cyclic structures can form instead of straight
polymeric chains. Bis-lactam molecules, designed by
Brienne and coworkers, form a ring structure due to
the stereochemical arrangement of their hydrogen bond-
ing sites [Fig. 5(A)].[40] Two sets of complementary triple
hydrogen motifs in molecules such as Fig. 5(B) spon-
taneously form hexameric aggregates.[41] Self-assembled
capsules, which contain molecules or ions inside their
cavities, are formed using concave building blocks like
glycoluril, calixarenes, or resorcinarenes [Fig. 5(C)].[42]

One example based on complementary hydrogen bond-
ing of glycoluril has created a ‘‘molecular tennis ball’’
[Fig. 5(D)].[43] The study of the dynamics of guest
exchange in this tennis ball structures leads to the con-
clusion that optimal binding between the guest molecules

and the capsule occurs when approximately 55% of the
capsule volume is occupied.

Dendrimers are globular macromolecules in which
all bonds emerge radially from a central focal point
and with the repeating units converging to a branch
point.[45] The distinctive features of dendrimers are
their layered architecture, globular shape, multi-
functional periphery, and radially controlled chemical

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of reversible polymer
architectures obtained from bifunctional and trifunctional pyr-
imidone derivatives. (From Ref.[39]. Copyright 1997, Science.)

Fig. 3 (A) Schematic diagram for a PS–
b–PEP thin film organized on a silicon

nitride substrate. (B) Tapping mode of
cylindrical finger print structure of PS–
b–PEP film. (C) Alignment of PS–b–
PEP cylinders in the trough of a grating.
(From Ref.[34], Copyright 2004, Lang-
muir.) (D) Well–aligned PS–b–PFS
spherical domains in the trough of a
patterned surface. (From Ref.[37]. Copy-
right 2001, Nature Mater.) (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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composition. These features provide a unique oppor-
tunity to transform dendritic structures into a variety
of supramolecular architectures. Hydrogen-bonding
interactions offer an effective route for creating such
supramolecular structures. Using this approach,
Zimmerman and co-workers prepared a remarkable
family of dendrimers, which consisted of six Fréchet-
type polyether dendrons fitted with two isophthalic
acid units at their focal point.[46] In this case, six
subunits were brought together by hydrogen bonds
to construct supramolecular dendritic structures up
to four generations. The resulting self-assembled
macromolecule was disk-shaped with 9 nm in diameter
and 2 nm in thickness. The shape of the first generation
monodendron building blocks affects the superstruc-
tures they eventually form. Monodendrons with a flat,
tapered shape organize into cylindrical dendrimers,
which further organize into thermotropic hexagonal
columnar phase (Fh) (Fig. 6a), whereas the spherical
monodendrons form a themotropic cubic liquid crys-
talline (LC) phase of Pm�33n symmetry [Fig. 6(b)].[47,48]

Using a similar approach, Aida and coworkers[49]

have prepared luminescent superhelical fibers, by
exploiting weak metal–metal interactions to create
hierarchical self-organization of small dendrimers.
Owing to their sizes and unique optical and electronic

properties, these supramolecular structures could have
great potential applications in display, storage, and
electronic devices.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF NANOSCALE
BUILDING BLOCKS

Building blocks with a nanoscale dimension (typically
<100 nm) have different properties compared with
their bulk counterparts. For instance, the absorption
and photoluminescence of semiconductor quantum
dots show a strong size dependence.[50,51] Charge
injection onto a single quantum dot has to overcome
a strong Coulomb charging energy. The magnetic
moments of the surface atoms are strongly enhanced
due to unquenched orbital moments in transition metal
clusters.[52] Fundamentally, all these new phenomena
can be attributed to two major effects on the
nanometer scale, namely, the quantum confinement
of charge and spin,[53] and the low coordination of
surface atoms.[54]

Developments in colloidal chemistry during the past
two decades have produced a variety of high-quality
nanoscale building blocks with many unique
properties.[7,55–58] Although it is possible to study and

Fig. 5 (A) Chiral dilactam form
ring structure. (From Ref.[40].
Copyright 1997, Helv. Chim. Acta.)

(B) Cyclic hexamer formed by triple
hydrogen bonds in a DDA :AAD
motif. (From Ref.[41]. Copyright
1997, J. Am. Chem. Soc.) (C) Mole-

cular building blocks Glucoluril,
calix(4)arene, and resorcinarene.
(From Ref.[44]. Copyright 1999,

Curr. Opi. Coll. Inter. Sci.)
(D) ‘‘Tennis ball’’ structure formed
by glycoluril-based building blocks.

(From Ref.[43]. Copyright 1993,
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl.)
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utilize the physical properties of nanoparticles on a
single particle level, it remains a technically challenging
task. On the other hand, experiments on macroscopic
2D and 3D nanocrystal superlattices are more acces-
sible. Self-assembly of nanocrystal building blocks not
only provides a way to connect the nanoscale dimen-
sion to the macroscopic length scale, but it also creates
a revolutionary new class of materials. New collective
behavior is expected to emerge if there is a strong
coupling between building blocks.[8,59]

Self-assembly of nanocrystals upon evaporation of
solvents leads to spontaneous organization of particles.
Based on this approach, many nanocrystal self-
assemblies have been formed, including CdSe, CdS,
Au, Ag, Co, FePt, CoO, Fe2O3.

[60–67] Such assemblies
are driven by interparticle van der Waals interactions.
For a polydisperse colloid, this leads to size segrega-
tion because the interparticle interaction is size
dependent. The balancing force to create a stable
structure is provided by either steric repulsion from
surface ligands or the electrostatic interactions from
the surface charges. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
electron diffraction are typically used to characterize
the structure. The packing structures thus formed are
slightly different from the crystal structure formed by
atoms, because nanocrystals are typically polyhedral

and thus create non-isotropic interactions between
the different building blocks. Therefore, the size and
shape of nanocrystals can affect the packing structure
dramatically. For instance, it was found that truncated
octahedral Ag nanocrystals form fcc superlattices, and
there is a strong orientational order among particles in
the superlattices.[68] For quasi-spherical gold nanopar-
ticles, it was found that the crystallographic structure
of the self-assembly depends on the ratio between
the ligand chain length (L) and the size of the metal
core Dcore : x ¼ 2L=Dcore.

[50] This relates to a simple
property like the ‘‘softness’’ of the particles (relative
interaction strength) with the resultant self-assembled
structure, with fcc as the hard-sphere limit and bcc in
the soft limit. Assembly of building blocks with more
anisotropy, such as nanorods, can create nematic and
sematic liquid crystal phases.[69]

Mixing different nanoparticles with selected size
ratio forms binary colloidal crystals with AB, AB2,
AB5, and AB13 structures, depending on the concentra-
tion ratio of the components. Two-dimensional binary
lattices were demonstrated using two different sizes
of gold nanoparticles.[71] Recently, three-dimensional
binary lattices consisting of 11 nm g-Fe2O3 nano-
particles and 6 nm PbSe nanocrystals were also demon-
strated.[70] Fig. 7 shows a TEM image of such a binary

Fig. 6 (A) Self-assembly of first genera-
tion, flat, tapered monodendrons into a

cylindrical dendrimer and the subsequent
formation of p6mm Fh LC phase. (B)
Self-assembly of second generation conical

monodendron into spherical dendrimer
and the subsequent formation of Pm�33n
cubic LC phase. (C) Phase constrast TEM
image of homeotropically aligned Fh LC

phase. (D) TEM image of Pm�33n cubic LC
phase. (From Ref.[47]. Copyright 1997,
Science.)
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lattice. In these multicomponent nanocrystal assem-
blies, the properties of each component may be engi-
neered individually. By tuning the coupling between
different functionalities, it may be possible to obtain
new properties that are otherwise difficult to obtain.

Kinetics also plays an important role in nanoscale
self-assemblies. For evaporation-induced self-
assemblies, percolating networks of nanocrystals are

typically obtained because of the highly non-
equilibrium process of solvent evaporation.[72,73]

Despite this, for dodecanethiol ligated gold nanocrys-
tals, it was shown that a highly ordered nanocrystal
monolayer with domain sizes up to tens of micrometers
can be formed by adding an excess amount of ligand
molecules in the solution.[74] Recent in situ SAXS
experiments (Fig. 8) demonstrated that the presence

Fig. 7 Transmission electron micrographs and sketches of AB13 superlattices (SL) of 11 nm Fe2O3 and 6 nm PbSe NCs. (A)
Cubic subunit of the AB13 unit cell. (B) AB13 unit cell. (C) Projection of a 100 SL plane at high magnification. (D) As in (C)
but at low magnification; inset: small-angle electron diffraction pattern from a corresponding 6mm2 area. (E) Depiction of a

100 plane. (F) Projection of a 110 SL plane. (G) As (F) but at high magnification. (H) Depiction of the projection of the 110
plane. (I) Small-angle electron diffraction pattern from a 6mm2 110 SL area. (J) Wide-angle electron diffraction pattern of an
AB13-superlattice (SAED of a 6 mm2 area) with indexing of the main diffraction rings for PbSe and Fe2O3 (maghemite).
(From Ref.[70]. Copyright 2003, Nature.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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of excess thiol induces superlattice domain formation
at the liquid–air interface rather than at the liquid–
substrate interface.[75] Evaporation kinetics plays an
important role in this process. With a fast evaporation
rate, 2D superlattices nucleate and grow into a highly
ordered structure. On the other hand, if the evapo-
ration rate is slow enough, the 2D superlattices formed
at the liquid–air interface are not stable, and the

formation of 3D superlattices occurs in the interior
of the droplet.

Nanoparticles functionalized with complementary
linker molecules can spontaneously self-assemble into
macroscopic structures due to the chemical recognition
ability of the surface ligands. Many such lock-and-key
type of linker molecules have been investigated. Triple
hydrogen bond motifs were used to assemble nano-
crystals.[76] Gold nanocrystals ligated with DNA mole-
cules form nanocrystal dimers and trimers when a
complementary strand of DNA is added.[50,77] Strepta-
vidin ligated gold nanoparticles were shown to form a
two-dimensional array on a biotin-labeled glass sub-
strate or form linear chains on biotin-labeled DNA
chains.[78,79] The antigen–antibody recognition scheme
was also used to create bimetallic aggregates.[80] Because
of their intrinsic diversity, these biological scaffolds have
the potential to create a rich family of self-organized
structures. Such prospects have been shown recently
using DNA scaffolds, where linear chains, ribbons, and
branches of nanocrystal arrays were created.[79–81]

The self-assembly of nanoscale building blocks can
also be induced by a pre-fabricated template. This
template can be created by the molecular-scale self-
assembly. An example was demonstrated in the
evaporation of gold and silver onto a phase-separated
polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) film (Fig. 9).[82]

Gold and silver particles spontaneously form in the
polystyrene domain rather than the poly(methyl
methacrylate) domain. This hierarchical self-assembly is
driven by the different diffusion rates of metal atoms on
the different polymer surfaces. When thiolated gold
colloid is mixed with a solution of polystyrene-b-poly (4-
vinylpyridine), which forms hexagonally ordered micelles
upon evaporation, gold nanocrystals preferentially
distribute themselves in the polystyrene coronas. If at the
same time, the FeCl3 precursor embedded in the PVP

Fig. 8 In situ SAXS patterns of 2D NCSs formation during

droplet evaporation. Time in units of minutes is in reference
to the deposition of the colloid droplet. The average diameter
of the nanocrystals is 7.5 nm, as determined by TEM. Cross
bar feature in each frame is the shadow image of the beam

stop. (From Ref.[75]. Copyright 2004, Phys. Rev. Lett.) (View
this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 (A) Silver and (B) gold
atoms selectively decorate poly-
styrene domains to form nano-

scale chains after thermal
evaporation of the metals onto
the phase separated polysty-

rene-b-poly(methylmethacrylate)
film.[82] (Courtesy of Prof.
Heinrich Jaeger from University

of Chicago.) (View this art in
color at www.dekker.com.)
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domains is oxidized, Fe2O3 particles form in the PVP
cores, thus creating a binary nanocrystal superlattice.[83]

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF SUBMICROMETER TO
MILLIMETER PARTICLES

A variety of different systems contain submicrometer
particles with sizes ranging from 100 nm to 1 mm.
These include common substances such as milk, ink,
and smoke. Studies on the self-organization of these
particles have not only revealed a myriad of interesting
phenomena associated with crystal structures and
phase transitions, but have also led to many applica-
tions in pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.[9]

Most recently, the prospect of using these assemblies
for photonic applications became a focus area.[84] Par-
ticles in an aqueous environment experience a strong,
long-range, Hamaker-type van der Waals attraction
that is balanced by a repulsive electrostatic double
layer. These interactions together create a secondary
minimum, well-described by DLVO theory, which
can lead to the assembly of stable supercrystals.[4]

The range of the interaction is characterized by the
Debye length, which can be tuned by changing the
ionic strength of the colloidal solution. If the repulsive
force is too weak, irreversible fractal aggregation or gel
formation occur. The majority of the research has so
far concentrated on systems with either hard sphere
repulsive interaction or relatively weak attractive
interactions.

For hard spheres confined in a finite volume, entro-
pic effects can drive the system to crystallize when the
volume fraction (f) is above the freezing concentra-
tion.[85] Both the simulations and experiments[86–88]

have shown that the colloid remains a liquid when
f < 0:494, becomes a coexisting mixture of liquid
and crystals when 0:494 < f < 0:545 and finally

crystallizes when 0:545 < f < 0:74. While the
lowest energy crystal structure is still under debate,
experiments both on earth and under microgravity
both yield random stacking of hexagonal close pack
structure (r.h.c.p.).[89,90] Face-centered cubic structures
only form when the volume fraction is deep into the
crystallization region and the sample is maintained
undisturbed for a long time. If the volume fraction of
the colloid is increased very rapidly into the crystal
phase f > 0:58, a glassy state is obtained. This was
first confirmed experimentally by Pusey and van
Megen.[88,91]

When the range of the interaction or the nature
of the interaction between submicrometer particles
changes, the formation of the crystal phase occurs at
a very different volume fraction, and it can also lead
to different crystal structures of the crystal phase. Poly-
styrene spheres trapped at the liquid–air interface
interact through a long-range dipole–dipole interac-
tion, which can also lead to the formation of two-
dimensional triangular lattices.[92] Large floating parti-
cles can also deform the liquid surface enough to create
long-range capillary forces due to the curvature of the
surface. Smaller particles, however, can only deform
the surface enough when they are nearly in contact
with the solid substrate.[93] These techniques can be
used to create extraordinary ordering, and have been
recently used to self-assemble photonic band gap crys-
tals of exceptional quality.[94] A weak long-range
attractive interaction can also be induced by adding
nonabsorbing polymers into the colloid.[95] Because
of the finite radius of gyration (rg) of the added poly-
mer, it will be excluded in the depletion layer surround-
ing the particles. The osmotic presure exerted on the
particles because of the depletion region will lead to
the formation of particle assemblies. Attraction of a
sufficiently long range will also introduce a gas phase
transition, which depends keenly on the range of the

Fig. 10 Crystalline aggregates
generated by the self-assembly of
millimeter-size (A) crosses that

have hydrophobic ends and (B)
hexagons that have three hydro-
phobic side faces. (From Ref.[100].

Copyright 1997, Science.)
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attraction. At a high volume fraction that typically
forms a glassy state in hard spheres, tuning the deple-
tion attraction by adding a nonabsorbing polymer can
induce transition from a repulsive glass state to a fluid
state, followed by a re-entrant transition to an attrac-
tive glass state. This was first predicted by theory and
has been recently confirmed by experiment.[96–98]

Depletion interaction can also drive crystallization at
the interface. A patterned surface can induce crystal
growth into macroscopic structures that are deter-
mined by the symmetry of the surface patterns.[99]

Several interesting experiments also exist which
examined the self-assembly of tens of micron to
millimeter size particles with different shapes and
hydrophobicities.[100] Hexagons made of polydimex-
thylsiloxane with different hydrophobic surfaces inter-
act selectively to form different 2D structures at the
water–perfluorodecalin interface (Fig. 10) Different
strengths of attractive interaction caused by capillary
forces can also drive phase segregation of different
particles. Such an assembly scheme has later been
developed for 3D stacking of hexagonal polyurethane
rods and 10 mm metal blocks that are functionalized
with self-assembled monolayers.[101]

CONCLUSIONS

Compared with the complexity and diversity of biolo-
gical self-assembled systems, man-made self-assembled
systems, some of them outlined in the previous sec-
tions, are essentially still very primitive. The size range
and the shape of the building blocks are quite limited,
and the structures created from these building blocks
are rather simple. Nevertheless, studies on many simple
model systems have led to a better understanding of
the basic energetic driving forces for the self-assembly
process.

There are several promising directions in the near
future. One area is to develop hierarchical schemes
to control self-assembly at all length scales, therefore
creating materials entirely from self-assembly. Such
efforts have already yielded some interesting results, with
one example being the surfactant mediated crystalliza-
tion of colloidal crystals.[102] In another aspect, much
of the understanding of self-assembly has been limited
to static systems, with the main focus on equilibrium
structures. Dynamic self-assembly, where systems
undergo constant energy exchange with their environ-
ment and have different phase transitions, will draw
more research attention in the future, largely because
nature itself is essentially a dynamic and evolving
system.[2] Therefore, it is crucial to develop new in situ
experimental techniques with high spatial and
temporal resolutions. Ultimately, creating materials that
have the same complexity as biological systems through

self-assembly is the holy grail in this research field. It is
therefore, not a surprise that there is tremendous interest
in developing biomimetic self-assembled systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Many different materials with truly new physical and

chemical properties, consisting of controllably deposited

colloid particles, are being developed. Particles with a

variety of intrinsic properties are used, their sizes varying

over at least three orders of magnitude. For photonic band

gap materials, particle sizes are in the (sub)micron range,

whereas for magnetic applications, such as ultra-high-

density storage devices, they are in the low-nanometer

range.[1,2] A prerequisite for studying colloidal systems is

the ability to characterize them unambiguously under

relevant conditions. Among the large number of methods

available for characterizing colloids and their superstruc-

tures, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) are by far the most

popular.[1–7] For both very small as well as relatively large

particles these are the most employed ex situ techniques.

The use of various scanning probe microscopies—atomic

force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM), and magnetic force microscopy (MFM)—among

colloid scientists is increasing; with these techniques

experiments are also typically performed ex situ.[8,9] In

fact, only optical methods have been employed in situ. For

larger colloids, imaging techniques such as convention-

al[5,10] or confocal[11] microscopy are used. For sizes much

smaller than the wavelength of light, such as with gold

nanoparticles, only nonimaging (lateral averaging) in situ

techniques are available. These include primarily ultravi-

olet/visible (UV/vis) absorption spectroscopy[1,6,8,9] and

also optical reflection techniques such as reflectometry and

ellipsometry.[12–15] The major advantage of ellipsometry as

compared to reflectometry is its sensitivity to very small

perturbations at an interface. Not only the deposition

process but also the drying processes of (nano)colloidal

particles at a solid–liquid interface can be studied.[12–14]

However, both the in situ and ex situ capabilities of the

aforementioned reflection techniques depend on an unam-

biguous interpretation of recorded optical spectra.

Much work is devoted to the optical characterization of

adsorbed proteins.[15] The optical contrast between these

protein films and other layers is usually small because of

the absence of light absorption in the visible and a

refractive index of 1.35–1.4, i.e., close to water and glass.

The approach developed by De Feijter et al.[16] gives

satisfactory results in such cases. However, for larger

colloids and light absorbing particles, such as metal

nanocrystals, this approach no longer suffices.

This paper is devoted to the optical characterization of

Au nanocolloids (radius a=6.6 nm) adsorbed from

solution onto a naturally oxidized silicon substrate. An

unambiguous optical characterization of such a colloidal

system is not straightforward. We present an analysis of

ellipsometry spectra in the coverage range up to 40%. A

comparison of the optically determined coverage with the

coverage determined with SEM serves as a benchmark for

the quality of the description of the optical response.

The standard approach in the analysis of the optical

spectra is to describe the optical properties of a hetero-

geneous layer, such as an adsorbed layer of colloids, with

an effective medium approximation (EMA). In this paper,

we will show that commonly used approaches as the

Bruggeman and Maxwell-Garnett EMA do not give

adequate results. However, the so-called thin film theory

developed by Bedeaux and Vlieger[17] gives an excellent

description of the optical response. In this theory, the

incorporation of image dipoles and laterally interacting

entities is essential. We will show that an extension which

modifies the strength of the image dipole is required. This

is necessary for two reasons: 1) there is a large optical

contrast between the ambient and the silicon substrate, and

2) the presence of the natural oxide layer also influences the

image dipole contribution. This oxide layer has a limited

thickness that is three times smaller than the radius of the

colloids, and thus the silicon–silicon oxide interface affects

the image dipole contribution. A prerequisite for the

description of the optical properties of the colloid layer is

the knowledge of the optical characteristics of a single

entity. The limited size of the Au colloids results in a

different polarizability than that of bulk gold.[18] An

experimental determination of the absorbance of the Au

colloid suspension provides the required modification of

the dielectric function of bulk gold in order to incorporate

size effects.
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GOLD COLLOID PREPARATION
AND DEPOSITION

Preparation

Colloidal gold suspensions are prepared by standard

citrate reduction.[7,19] Typically, 100 mL of 1 mM

HAuCl4 (Aldrich) aqueous solution is heated to 100�C
under refluxing conditions. While the solution is stirred

vigorously, 10 mL of 38.8 mM sodium citrate (Merck) is

quickly added, resulting in color changes of the originally

yellow solution to transparent, to dark blue/gray, and

finally, after approximately 2 min, to burgundy red, which

marks the end of the reaction. The mixture is kept at

100�C for 15 min and subsequently cooled to room

temperature with continuous stirring.

The particle size was determined by three different

methods. (HR)TEM measurements show that the gold

particles are spherical multidomain crystallites with a

radius of 6.4 nm; the size dispersion amounts to s=8–10%.

Second, the average height of particles in AFM images

amounts to a radius of 6.6 nm; laterally, the size of the

particles is overestimated because of tip convolution. These

AFM images are obtained using a Molecular Imaging

PicoSPM system, operated in AAC Mode or MAC Mode,

using silicon cantilevers with a typical resonance frequency

of 65 kHz (Nanosensors); for MAC Mode, magnetically

coated (Molecular Imaging) cantilevers are used. Finally,

X-ray fluorescence measurements (XRF 2400 Cr spec-

trometer with a spot diameter of 10 mm) are performed to

determine the number of gold atoms on the surface. This is

compared to the number density of gold particles obtained

from AFM images on the same samples. The average

number of gold atoms per nanocrystal amounts to

7.62�104; using the bulk density of gold (19.32 g/cm3),

one obtains a particle radius of 6.7 nm.

Assuming that all gold ions in solution are consumed in

the formation of the colloids, and with an average particle

radius a=6.6 nm, the number density of particles in

suspension amounts to N=7.70�1018 m�3. The tip-

colloid convolution is quite large in AFM images, and the

lateral dimensions of the colloid double in AFM images.

This leads to a rather cumbersome determination of the

surface particle density. Therefore, images obtained from

low-voltage SEM are used to determine this. Fractional

surface coverages are determined by counting the number

of colloids in a particular area and multiplying by pa2,

with a=6.6 nm the average particle radius.

Substrates

Polished silicon wafers with a 1.5-nm native oxide are

cleaved into 12�12-mm2 pieces. Before handling, these

substrates are cleaned ultrasonically in methanol for at

least 15 min. A high surface affinity for the colloidal gold

particles is achieved by derivatization of the silicon sub-

strates in a 10% 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)

in methanol solution for 60 min, followed by thorough

rinsing in methanol. After drying in a nitrogen flow, the

samples are immersed in water for 15 min. Deposition of

the gold particles is done by immersion of the derivatized

substrates in the colloidal suspension, typically for a few

hours; underivatized samples do not show any deposition

of gold on the surface. After rinsing with water, the

samples are dried in a nitrogen gas flow.

Single-Particle Optical Characterization

An accurate, quantitative optical characterization of thin

colloidal gold films is possible only if the dielectric

function of the individual particles is known. Owing to

their small size the optical properties of nanocrystals is

markedly different from those of bulk material. Therefore,

we first study the optical properties of single colloidal

particles in suspension by means of optical absorbance

spectroscopy. Optical extinction spectra are obtained with

an HP8452-A UV/vis spectrophotometer. The optical path

of the cuvette is ‘=10�2 m. The extinction coefficient sext

Fig. 1 Wavelength-dependent extinction coefficient of an as-

prepared colloidal solution, obtained from a measured absorb-

ance spectrum.a Calculated extinction coefficients using bulk

(dashed line) and modified (solid line) dielectric functions are

also shown.

aThe extinction coefficient sext defined by I/I0 =exp(�sextz), with I/I0 the

attenuation of the light intensity at depth z in the suspension, is

determined from the optical absorbance A given by A =� log I/I0, using

the known optical path length ‘=10� 2 m.
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of our as-prepared colloidal gold suspension, calculated

from absorbance measurements,a is shown in Fig. 1 as a

function of wavelength. The maximum at 519 nm, often

referred to as the surface plasmon resonance, results in a

pink color of the suspension, in good agreement with

previous work. Upon dilution of the suspension, the entire

extinction spectrum scales linearly with the particle con-

centration. Apparently, the extinction is dominated by

absorption (which is proportional to the particle number

density), and scattering can be neglected as expected for

particles much smaller than the wavelength of the light.[18]

In this Rayleigh regime (a�l) the extinction cross

section is due to dipolar absorption only; the scattering

cross section and higher multipolar contributions (such as

quadrupole extinction and scattering) are strongly sup-

pressed in this size regime.[20] The extinction coefficient

is thus given by

sext ¼
2pN

ffiffiffiffi
e1
p

e0l
ImðaÞ ð1Þ

with N the particle number density, l the wavelength of

the light, and e1 the dielectric function of the medium in

which the colloids are suspended. The single-particle po-

larizability a is related to the dielectric function through

the Claussius–Mosotti relation:

a ¼ 3e1e0V
e� e1

eþ 2e1

ð2Þ

where V=(4/3)pa3 is the particle volume, e0=8.85�10�12

F/m is the permittivity of vacuum, and e is the complex

dielectric function of the particle. The bulk dielectric

function for goldb[21] is shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed

lines. In Fig. 1, the dashed line shows the calculated

extinction using the aforementioned bulk optical proper-

ties of gold. Qualitatively, the features of the measured

spectrum are reproduced. The extinction maxima are at

the same wavelength, but the calculated peak is consid-

erably higher and markedly narrower. Nevertheless, the

difference between measured and calculated extinction is

negligible on the small-wavelength side of the spectrum.

A similar decrease of the height and broadening of the

peak for gold nanocrystals with a size below approxi-

mately 30 nm has been observed.[22] However, it is sur-

prising that these spectra are often only compared

qualitatively and merely the position of the surface plasmon

resonance is considered.

The differences between calculated and measured ex-

tinction can be accounted for by considering the limited

electron mean free path because of the small particle

size.[20,23] Within the classical electrical conductivity

theory, the overall relaxation frequency for bulk material

G1=
P

Gi is composed of contributions Gi because of

interactions with phonons, electrons, impurities, and lat-

tice defects. Assuming that only electrons near the Fermi

surface (with Fermi velocity vF) contribute to the con-

ductivity, the mean free path ‘1 is related to G1 through

G1=vF/‘1. For gold, ‘1 amounts to 42 nm. As our

colloidal particles are markedly smaller than this, the

effective mean free path is considerably reduced. Follow-

ing Matthiessen’s rule, the additional scattering of con-

duction electrons gives rise to an extra term in the

relaxation frequency

GðrÞ ¼ G1 þ A
vF

a
ð3Þ

in which A=4/3 is a theory-related constant. This size-

dependent relaxation frequency leads to an alteration of

the dielectric function e(l,r)=ebulk(l)+De (l,r) that now

also becomes size dependent. The correction De (l,r) of

the dielectric function because of intrinsic size effects can

be expressed in terms of a difference of two Drude

expressions:[23]

De ¼
o2

p

o
1

oþ iG1
� 1

oþ iGðaÞ

� �
ð4ÞbThe bulk dielectric function of gold was determined using spectroscopic

ellipsometry on a 1.5-mm-thick gold film on mica.

Fig. 2 (a) Imaginary and (b) real parts of the complex

dielectric function of gold. The dashed lines refer to bulk

valuesb[21] and the solid lines depict the modified dielectric

function, as described in the text. The inset shows the

wavelength-dependent corrections De1 and De2 of the real and

imaginary parts, respectively.
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where o=2pc/l, with c the speed of light. As this simple

model takes into account only free electron effects, the

correction is largest at longer wavelengths.

With the size-dependent dielectric function e(l,r), we

are able to calculate the modified extinction employ-

ing Eqs. 1 and 2. The plasma frequency op and the Fermi

velocity vF are not known for these small particles. With

the bulk values op=8.8 eV and vF=1.39�106 m/sec, the

best fit upon varying a (shown by the solid line in Fig. 1)

yields a particle radius a=4.2 nm. This value is much

lower than the physical nanocrystal radius of 6.6 nm.

Several reasons for this discrepancy can be envisaged.

First, the TEM images reveal that the gold nanoparticles

generally consist of multiple crystalline domains. This

enhances scattering of electrons and decreases the electron

mean free path even further, compared with the bulk

value. Furthermore, the radius obtained by fitting is very

sensitive to op and vF, the exact values of which are not

known for these small particles. The shift of the surface

plasmon resonance of nanocolloidal gold suspensions

with varying dielectric constant of the solvent[24] yields a

plasma frequency op=9.9 eV. The best fit with this value

inserted into Eq. 4 yields a=5.3 nm. The sensitivity to the

precise value of vF is comparable.

The modified dielectric functions are shown in Fig. 2

by the solid lines; the inset depicts the corrections Re(De)
and Im(De) of the real and imaginary parts, respectively.

As mentioned above, the correction is largest at longer

wavelengths and much more pronounced for Im(e). The

calculated extinction coefficient using this modified

dielectric function yields a broader but also lower peak.

At longer wavelengths, between 550 and 800 nm, the tail

of the extinction is much higher compared to that

calculated using the bulk dielectric function, in agreement

with experimental observations.

OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
COLLOIDAL ASSEMBLIES

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry on
Thin Island Films

Ellipsometry measures the ratio of the reflection coeffi-

cient of light polarized parallel, rp, and perpendicular, rs,

to the plane of incidence.[25] The complex ratio r is

defined as

r 
 rp

rs


 tanðCÞ cosðDÞ ð5Þ

For a single interface, rp and rs represent the Fresnel

reflection coefficients. Historically, the complex quantity

r is expressed in the two angles C and D.

In our experiments, we used a homebuilt rotating

polarizer spectroscopic ellipsometer equipped with a Xe

lamp and a scanning monochromator.[26] Measurements

are performed, both in situ during deposition and ex situ

after deposition, in the visible region of the spectrum at

wavelengths between 300 and 800 nm at a fixed incident

angle of 70�.
Fig. 3 shows a 3-D representation of the evolution of

ellipsometric spectra with increasing gold colloid cov-

erages in the range from 0% to 35%. Absolute surface

coverages are determined from SEM images such as those

shown in Fig. 4 for three specific coverage values. The

deposition of colloidal gold particles has a marked effect

on the ellipsometry measurements. As expected for a thin

layer of deposited material, the change in cos D is much

more pronounced than the change in tan C. Apart from an

increase in cos D over the entire wavelength range, a

characteristic peak develops with increasing numbers of

Fig. 3 Ellipsometry spectra measured for various coverages up

to 40%. The 3-D representation of tan C and cos D gives a good

view of the change in spectra with increasing coverage. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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gold particles on the surface. The position of the peak

maximum near 520 nm corresponds to the surface

plasmon resonance of the gold colloids (Fig. 1).

Analysis of Ellipsometric Spectra

Although the actual ellipsometry measurement is rela-

tively simple, the analysis of the results is often

complicated.[25,27] A model is required for the system

under consideration, which can than be used to simulate or

fit the results. The optical response of a multilayered

structure with known dielectric functions can be simulated

using the Abeles matrix algorithm. Details of the original

method are described by Azzam and Bashara.[27]

Two types of matrices are employed. One describes

the transition from medium m to medium m+1 and is

defined as

Im;mþ1 ¼
1

tm;mþ1

1 rm;mþ1

rm;mþ1 1

� �
ð6Þ

with rm,m + 1 and tm,m + 1 the Fresnel reflection and

transmission coefficients. Another matrix describes

the light passage through the medium and involves the

phase factors

Lm ¼
e�iDm 1

1 e�iDm

 !
ð7Þ

where Dm=(2p/l)dmnm cos(qm), with l the wavelength of

the light in vacuum (nm), dm the thickness of layer m

(nm), qm the angle of the light, and nm the refractive index

of medium m. The angles in the various media are related

through Snell’s law: nm sin(qm)=nm + 1 sin(qm + 1).

For our system consisting of a colloidal gold layer

(m=2) and a silicon dioxide film (m=3) on a silicon

substrate (m=4) in contact with the ambient (air or

aqueous solution; m=1), a matrix product is defined

A ¼ I1;2L2I2;3L3I3;4 ð8Þ

and the overall reflection coefficient is calculated from

r=A21/A11. For both the parallel and perpendicular po-

larizations the reflection coefficients rp and rs can

be obtained by inserting the appropriate Fresnel coeffi-

cients in Eq. 6, and the ellipsometric ratio in Eq. 5 can

be calculated.

Effective Medium Theories

For homogeneous media the wavelength-dependent di-

electric function is generally obtained from the literature

or by performing an ellipsometric measurement on bulk

material. However, determining the dielectric properties

of inhomogeneous media consisting of different materials

is not straightforward. Effective medium theories have

been developed, which provide a relation between the

effective dielectric function of the medium and the

dielectric functions of its constituents.[20] For two types

of spherical inclusions with sizes much smaller than the

wavelength of light, one can write for the effective

dielectric function eeff

eeff � eh

eeff þ 2eh

¼ fa
ea � eh

ea þ 2eh

þ fb
eb � eh

eb þ 2eh

ð9Þ

with ea and eb the dielectric functions of the inclusions in a

host matrix with eh. The volume fractions of the materials

are given by fa and fb. Replacing fb by 1�fa and

substituting eh=eeff gives the EMA established by Brugge-

man,[28] whereas inserting eh=eb corresponds to the

Maxwell-Garnett[29] approximation. Both these approx-

imations are commonly used in the description of an

ensemble of adsorbed colloidal particles.[14]

The dielectric function of the colloidal layer can be

mimicked using an EMA in combination with the surface

coverage determined from SEM images. The volume

fraction f in Eq. 9 for spherical particles is related to the

surface coverage through f=1.5f. With the Abeles

matrices in Eqs. 6 and 7 the optical response of our

multilayered sample can be calculated and compared to

the experimental spectra. In Fig. 5, the experimental

ellipsometry result of a colloidal gold film with coverage

f=12% is compared to calculations using the Bruggeman

(dashed line) and Maxwell-Garnett (dotted line) EMAs. A

thickness of 13.2 nm was used for the colloidal film with a

volume fraction f=8.0%. In both simulations, consider-

able differences are observed in comparison with the

Fig. 4 SEM images for three coverages as indicated in percent.
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experimental data. This is most clearly visible in cos D.

Apart from being lower, the calculation using the

Bruggeman EMA exhibits a shift of the peak maximum

in cos D. The Maxwell-Garnett approximation yields a

peak in cos D, which is in qualitative agreement with the

experimental result, but is much too low. Increasing the

volume fraction f (corresponding to a higher coverage)

results in increasing discrepancy between the measured

spectra and simulations with both the Bruggeman and the

Maxwell-Garnett EMA.

Thin Island Film Theory

The main problem associated with the aforementioned

effective medium theories is that in their derivation it was

assumed that the effective medium is isotropic in three

dimensions. Obviously, this is no longer valid for the

monolayer of nanocolloids considered here. A description

of the optical properties of particulate films is provided by

the thin island film theory as originally described by

Bedeaux and Vlieger.[30,31] The various extensions of this

theory describe the influence of image dipoles and the

lateral distribution of the particulates and were also

derived for nonspherical particulates. This theory

describes the optical response of the constituent entities,

which are small compared to the wavelength of the light,

in terms of excess optical susceptibilities. Recently,

Koper[14] and Bedeaux and Vlieger[17] published elaborate

reviews on this theory. Böhmer et al. described an

application of the theory to a reflectometry experiment.[12]

The optical response to an electromagnetic field of a

particulate is, in a good approximation, described in terms

of polarizabilities parallel and perpendicular to the

interface, respectively,

g ¼ f4aea
e� ea

eþ 2ea

b ¼ f
4a

ea

e� ea

eþ 2ea

ð10Þ

where e and ea represent the dielectric functions of the

spheres (gold in this case) and the suspending medium

(air/water) and f=npa2 is the surface coverage with a the

particle radius and n the particle density. The reflection

and transmission coefficients depend on the polarization

of the light and are given by

rs
l ¼

Xs

1� Xs

ts
l ¼

1

1� Xs

ð11Þ

for s-polarized light, with

Xs ¼ pig
ln1 cosðy1Þ

ð12Þ

and by

r
p
l ¼

Xp

1� Xp
� Yp

1� Yp

ts
l ¼ 1þ Xp þ Yp � 2XpYp

ð1� XpÞð1� YpÞ

ð13Þ

for p-polarized light with

Xp ¼ pibðn1Þ3 sin2ðy1Þ
l cosðy1Þ

Yp ¼ pig cosðy1Þ
ln1

ð14Þ

The Abeles film matrix for such a particulate film in

terms of these reflection and transmission coefficients is

given by

F ¼ 1

tl

1 �rl

rl t2
l � r2

l

� �
ð15Þ

Fig. 5 Calculated ellipsometry spectra for a silicon/silicon

oxide sample with 12% gold coverage. The Bruggeman (dashed

lines) and Maxwell-Garnett (dotted lines) EMAs were used to

model the dielectric function of the colloidal film with the fill

fraction f=8%. The solid lines represent a calculation using the

thin island film theory, including image dipoles and lateral

interaction with a surface coverage equal to that obtained with

SEM. The filled circles represent the ellipsometry data for a film

with f=12%.
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For our system the modified overall matrix becomes

A ¼ FLFI1;3L3I3;4 ð16Þ

The layer matrix LF is identical to Lm in Eq. 7, but with

a phase factor D=(2p/l)hn1 cos q1, where h is the height

of the excess susceptibilities above the Fresnel interface.

Often, the distance h=a between the bare substrate and

the particle centers is used. Note that the film matrix F
is different from the interface matrix Im,m + 1 as for an

interface rm,m + 1=�rm + 1,m, which is obviously not true

for the reflection coefficients rl
s and rl

p of a thin partic-

ulate film.

The solid lines in Fig. 5 show cos D and tan C,

calculated with the thin island film theory for a particulate

film using a coverage f=12% in Eq. 10. Clearly, the

measured features both in cos D and tan C are reproduced

much better than with the Bruggeman or Maxwell-Garnett

EMAs (dashed and dotted lines, respectively). Note that as

mentioned in a previous section, we used a modified

dielectric function for the gold. With the bulk values, a

much higher peak in cos D is calculated, and the

agreement between experiment and simulation is consid-

erably worse.

Not only should the spectra be reproduced, but the

coverage determined optically must also correspond to

that measured by counting the particle density in SEM

images such as those in Fig. 4. This comparison is shown

in Fig. 6. The difference between the two ways of

determining the coverage is enhanced in the bottom panel,

which depicts the ratio of the optically determined

coverage and the coverage determined with SEM. From

these images, it is clear that for coverages below

approximately 15%, the coverage is overestimated in

ellipsometry, whereas above 15% it is underestimated.

The latter arises because we neglected lateral interaction

of neighboring particles, whereas the overestimation at

low coverage arises because we neglected image dipole

effects, i.e., the perpendicular interaction. The polariz-

abilities defined by Eq. 10 are thus regarded as due to

noninteracting particles, i.e., the bare dipole.

Fig. 7 shows the measured ellipsometry spectrum of

two comparable coverages. One of these spectra (filled

circles) shows a marked broadening of the plasmon

feature in both cos D and tan C. This broadening is due to

coagulation of the particles on the surface as is also

observed with AFM and SEM. Coagulation of two or

more particles leads to a shift in the plasmon energy[20]

and is thus directly observed in the ellipsometry spectra.

In the analysis presented in this paper, only spectra that do

not show this broadening are considered. Coagulation can

occur for various reasons such as an unstable solution

because of a high salt concentration or an excess amount

of APTES on the sample surface. The latter occurs if the

substrate is not properly rinsed in methanol after immer-

sion in APTES.

Image dipoles and lateral interaction

Yamaguchi et al.[32] and Bedeaux and Vlieger[30] consid-

ered the influence of image dipoles on the optical response

of small particulates on a surface. Haarmans and Bedeaux

considered the influence of the lateral distribution on the

optical response.[33] The incorporation of image dipole

effects and lateral interaction with neighboring particles

leads to a modification of the one particle polarizabilties.

Haarmans and Bedeaux[17,34] have shown that these

changes are adequately described by an expansion of the

potential distribution up to quadrupole order. The optical

response is thus described as the response of an ensemble

of noninteracting particles with effective polarizabilities g
and b given by:

gqu ¼ f
4aea

3

ðe� eaÞðea þ L1pðe� eaÞÞ
ðea þ Lpðe� eaÞÞðea þ L1pðe� eaÞÞ þ Lpðe� eaÞ2

bqu ¼ f
4a

3ea

ðe� eaÞðea þ L1zðe� eaÞÞ
ðea þ Lzðe� eaÞÞðea þ L1zðe� eaÞÞ þ Lzðe� eaÞ2

ð17Þ

Here, Lp and Lz represent the dipolar correction terms and

L1p and L1z, Lp and Lz are the quadrupole depolarization

factors. Using

Bsa ¼
ea � es

ea þ es

ð18Þ

with ea the dielectric function of the substrate, these

correction terms are given by:

Lp ¼
1

3
1þ 2

ffiffiffiffi
p
5

r
I2ðfÞ þ 2

ffiffiffiffi
p
5

r
BsaI2rðfÞ

� �

Lz ¼
1

3
1� 4

ffiffiffiffi
p
5

r
I2ðfÞ þ 4

ffiffiffiffi
p
5

r
BsaI2rðfÞ

� �

L1p ¼
2

5
1� 8

3

ffiffiffi
p
p

I4ðfÞ þ
8

3

ffiffiffi
p
p

BsaI4rðfÞ
� �

L1z ¼
2

5
1þ 4

ffiffiffi
p
p

I4ðfÞ þ 4
ffiffiffi
p
p

BsaI4rðfÞ
� 	

Lp ¼
8

35
p I3ðfÞ2 � B2

saI3rðfÞ2

 �

Lz ¼
24

35
p I3ðfÞ2 � B2

saI3rðfÞ2

 �

ð19Þ

The integral quantities Il and Ilr, with l=2,3,4, take into

account the spatial distribution of the nanoparticles on the

surface in terms of the correlation function g(r). Haarmans
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and Bedeaux[34] showed that up to 40% surface

coverage, the specific lateral distribution has no influ-

ence on the optical response. This implies that the

isotropic distribution can be used for the integral

quantities providing analytical expressions for the quan-

tities in Eq. 19:

I2ðfÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
5

4p

r
f
2

I2rðfÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
5

4p

r
1

8
� f

4
ffiffiffi
2
p

� �
I3ðfÞ ¼ 0

I3rðfÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
7

4p

r
1

16
�1þ fffiffiffi

2
p

� �

I4ðfÞ ¼
3

64
ffiffiffi
p
p f

I4rðfÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
9

4p

r
1

32
1� f

3

8
ffiffiffi
2
p

� �

ð20Þ

In Fig. 8, g and b are shown for both the bare dipoles

and the modified values with up to quadrupole interac-

tions taken into account. The strength of the image

dipoles was evaluated by inserting the silicon dielectric

function in Eq. 16. In the limit of zero coverage, because

of the incorporation of the image dipole effect the slopes

of the curves are different from those obtained using the

bare dipole approximation. Above 20%, b shows an

overestimation in the bare dipole model, whereas for g

Fig. 7 Ellipsometric spectra measured with (filled circles) and

without (open circles) coagulation. The best fit obtained with the

thin island film theory for both cases is shown.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the coverage determined with SEM

and the one obtained from the thin island film theory,

considering the colloids as noninteracting bare dipoles (top).

The solid line indicates a one-to-one correspondence, whereas

the dotted line serves as a guide to the eye. Also shown is the

ratio of the optically determined coverage and the SEM cov-

erage (bottom).

Fig. 8 Real and imaginary part of g and b at 517 nm for the

bare dipole approximation (dashed line) and after taking into

account the influence of an isotropic distribution of colloids and

their image dipole up to quadrupole order (solid line).
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an underestimation is noted for all coverages. These two

effects cancel each other for a coverage of about 20%

and results in good correspondence between the optical

and AFM-determined coverage. The image dipole effect

is especially noteworthy because Si has a relative high

dielectric function compared to many oxide materials

commonly used as substrates. In this case, Bsa is �0.89

at a wavelength of 517 nm, whereas for instance the

value of Bsa for quartz is almost three times smaller.

Fig. 9 shows the relation between the optical and SEM-

determined coverages with and without the influence of

the image dipoles and lateral interaction. The incorpo-

ration of these two effects leads to a significant

improvement of the one-to-one relation that should exist

between the coverage determinations.

Modified image dipole contribution

The Au colloids with radius a=6.6 nm are deposited on the

1.5-nm natural oxide layer of the silicon substrates. The

silicon oxide interface is covered with an approximately

0.3-nm-thick layer of APTES, which gives a total layer

thickness d=1.8 nm. This layer is only a fraction of the

particle radius a, and gives rise to the question of where the

image dipole is located, i.e., in the silicon oxide layer, in

the silicon substrate, or in a combination of the two. The

influence of the substrate choice for the image dipole

contribution is also shown in Fig. 9. Assuming a pure

silicon substrate gives rise to an underestimation of the

optical coverage, whereas a pure SiO2 layer leads to an

overestimation, a modification of the image dipole

strength is thus required.

The strength of the image dipole contribution B(d) for a

dipole placed at distance a+d above a homogeneous

substrate falls of with [a/(a+d)]3,

BðdÞ ¼ � es � ea

es þ ea

a

aþ d

� �3

¼ Bsa
a

aþ d

� �3

ð21Þ

with es and ea the dielectric functions of the substrate and

ambient, respectively.[17] The strength of the image dipole

contribution for our system is thus expected to be bound

between values for the image dipole contribution given by

a silicon substrate and that of a silicon oxide substrate, i.e.,

between B=�0.89 and B=�0.365, respectively. For

image dipoles, the value B is treated as a reflection

coefficient.[35] An expansion with reflection and trans-

mission coefficients of both interfaces combined with the

attenuation factor given by the thickness d of the layer

yields an effective image dipole strength

BeffðdÞ ¼
Bla þ Bsl

a

aþ d

� �3

1þ BlaBsl
a

aþ d

� �3
ð22Þ

where Bla and Bsl represent the image dipole strengths for

the thin layer-ambient and substrate thin layer, respectively.

Fig. 9 The coverage as determined with spectroscopic

ellipsometry, analyzed by taking into account the lateral

distribution and image dipole effects as a function of the

coverage determined with SEM. The lateral distribution was

evaluated for an isotropic distribution with silicon as the

substrate for the image dipole (triangles), silicon oxide as the

substrate for the image dipole (full star), a modified image

dipole strength (open circle), and for the bare dipole approxi-

mation (full squares). The dotted line is a guide to the eye,

whereas the full line reflects a one-to-one relation between the

two coverages.

Fig. 10 The value of the real part of Beff at 517 nm as a

function of thickness d of the SiO2 layer, normalized to the

colloid radius a. The limit for d=0 is equal to the value for an

air–Si interface and the limiting value for a large oxide thickness

is equivalent to an air–SiO2 interface. The dashed line indicates

the value of d/a for a system considered here with d=1.8 nm and

a=6.6 nm.
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The value of Beff is plotted as a function of the thickness

of the SiO2 layer in Fig. 10. Only the real part of Beff is

considered because the imaginary part is negligible at a

wavelength of 517 nm. The rapid change of Beff with

thickness leads to a considerably reduced value of the

image dipole contribution already for thin oxide layers.

The influence of a thin silicon oxide layer on the

polarizabilities g and b is shown in Fig. 11. Especially for

b, a marked difference is observed in both the real and

imaginary parts. The most substantial difference is

observed in the imaginary part of b in the 10–30%

coverage range.

Fig. 9 shows the influence of the modified image

dipole on the comparison of optical coverage and SEM

coverage. The correction made by incorporating Beff,

yields a one-to-one correspondence between the optically

and SEM-determined coverages.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed study of the optical prop-

erties of colloidal gold films assembled on naturally oxi-

dized silicon derivatized with APTES. Knowledge of both

the single-particle diameter and its polarizability is a pre-

requisite for a quantitative analysis of the surface coverage

for in situ and ex situ characterization with ellipsometry.

The diameter of the particle is usually determined from

TEM, although AFM or a combination of AFM and XRF

provides useful alternatives. An absorbance measurement

of the colloid solution gives an excellent basis for the

determination of the one-particle polarizability. The polar-

izability of the Au nanocolloids used in this paper is

influenced by the finite size of the colloid. This reduces

the effective mean free path of the electrons. Using

Mathiessen’s rule, a relation between the bulk dielectric

function and optical properties of a single Au nanocolloid

can be established.

The standard analysis procedure of ellipsometric

spectra of samples, such as our gold nanocrystal-on-

silicon assemblies, involves an EMA for the dielectric

function of the adsorbed colloid layer. However, both the

commonly used Maxwell-Garnet and Bruggeman ap-

proaches lead to highly inaccurate results.

The thin island film theory developed by Bedeaux and

Vlieger, which treats the deposited colloids as excess

polarizabilities, allows an accurate calculation of the

optical properties. The image dipole and the lateral

interaction between the dipoles have to be taken into

account. However, up to 40% coverage the details of the

lateral distribution of the particles are of little importance.

This allows the use of an isotropic distribution. The Au

colloids were deposited on naturally oxidized silicon

substrates. This implies that the radius of the colloid is

three times larger than the thickness of the silicon oxide

layer. A modification of the strength of the image dipole

contribution is required to take into account the limited

thickness of the oxide layer. Such a modification gives

a one-to-one relation between the optically determined

and the SEM-determined coverage. This results in an

excellent capability of optical techniques for both in situ

and ex situ unambiguous characterization of colloid

nanocrystal assemblies.
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INTRODUCTION

Surfactant microstructures provide a unique environment

for the enzymatic synthesis of polymers. Surfactants can

create large oil–water interfaces, which can be exploited

for biocatalysis where the enzyme is resident in the

aqueous phase and the monomer is resident in the oil

phase or at the oil–water interface. The polymerization of

substituted phenols using an oxidative enzyme, horserad-

ish peroxidase (HRP), is explored. The surfactant micro-

structures used in enzymatic synthesis include the system

of bis(2-ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT) water-

in-oil microemulsions, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

(CTAB) micelles, and a novel gel system formed by the

addition of lecithin and water to AOT water-in-oil

microemulsions. The monomers partition to the oil–water

interface, and polymerization is extremely feasible.

The use of enzymes in synthesis represents an in-

herently environmentally benign approach to chemical

processing. In addition to catalytic function at or near

ambient conditions, the exquisite specificity of enzyme

biocatalysis can be potentially exploited to develop pro-

cesses with minimal side products. Advances in large-

scale enzyme production and purification, and synthetic

enzyme mimetic chemistry, are eventually expected to

lead to enzyme-based processes that are economically

viable.[1] The use of enzymes to synthesize polymers is

one such area of research undergoing rapid develop-

ment.[2] Enzymatic polymerization exhibits a wonderful

aspect of biomimetics, as enzymes function in the

biological world in the synthesis and degradation of

polysaccharides, proteins, polyphenols, and polynucleic

acids. If such enzyme action can be exploited in the in

vitro synthesis of polymers with commercial significance,

it may be possible to obtain polymers with unique mate-

rial properties that are inherently biodegradable and in

specific cases, biocompatible. Examples of enzyme bio-

catalysis for polymer synthesis include the use of lipases

for polyester synthesis,[3] peroxidases for polyphenol

synthesis,[4] and cellulases for polysaccharide synthesis.[5]

In developing enzymes for synthesis, the reaction

environment plays a vital role in determining the activity

and catalytic efficiency of the enzyme. The ability of

enzymes to function in nonaqueous environments when

properly conditioned has brought about the development

of an entire field of biocatalysis in organic solvents.[6] A

parallel development is the field of enzyme chemistry in

surfactant systems, in particular the system of water-in-oil

microemulsions, conventionally referred to as reversed

micelles.[7]

OVERVIEW

In this article, a variety of self-assembled surfactant sys-

tems are investigated for enzymatic synthesis of nano-

structured polymers and polymer–ceramic composites.

Specifically, reversed micelles, micelles, and a novel sur-

factant gel mesophase are used as templating environments

to generate conjugated polymers with conductive and lu-

minescent properties. Finally, enzymatic polymerization

is coupled with mesoporous silica synthesis to fabricate

structured polymer–ceramic nanocomposites.
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ENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF POLYPHENOLS
AND POLYAROMATIC AMINES

The concepts of enzymatic polymer synthesis in surfactant

systems with a focus on the synthesis of polyphenols and

polyaromatic amines are presented. Phenolic polymers

have a variety of conventional applications in making

resins for coatings, laminates, etc.[8] The traditional tech-

nology for making these polymers involves a formalde-

hyde-based high-temperature process, where undesirable

side reactions lead to poor control of polymer structure

and molecular weight. In addition, concern over the

toxicity of formaldehyde necessitates the study of alter-

native technologies to produce such polymers. The en-

zymatic approach using an oxidative enzyme such as

horseradish peroxidase eliminates the need for formal-

dehyde. The reaction has a mechanistic analogy to the

synthesis of lignin[9] and is illustrated through the sim-

plified mechanism shown in Fig. 1a, where reaction is

initiated by the addition of H2O2. Phenoxy radical centers

initially formed on the monomer or growing chains mi-

grate to the ortho positions (the para position, although

mechanistically allowed, is less favored) after which

coupling through condensation occurs. A molecular space-

filling model of polyphenol illustrates the curvature of

the chains obtained when the hydroxyl groups lie on the

same side of the polymer backbone. In the unfolded state,

the polymer assumes an open structure.

A variety of monomers can be used in the synthesis of

modified phenolic polymers and copolymers with novel

functional characteristics (Fig. 1c). As an example, the

multiring naphthol and hydroxypyrene based polymers are

intrinsically photoluminescent.[10,20] Since these polymers

are conjugated, there may be opportunities to develop

new classes of electroluminescent and photoluminescent

polymers. The use of monomers such as hydroxythio-

phenol allows the synthesis of polymers that are capable

of binding to inorganic sulfide nanoclusters (e.g., CdS,

PbS) with semiconductor properties.[11] This may lead to

new possibilities in the preparation of polymer–nanopar-

ticle films and composites with electrooptical properties.

Polymers made with dihydroxynaphthalene may be redox

active and may have electrochemical applications in battery

and sensor development.[12]

In principle, the enzymatically synthesized polyphe-

nolics have similar applications to the phenol–formalde-

hyde resins that are chemically synthesized.[13] However,

there are unique aspects related to the enzymatically

synthesized material. In contrast to phenol–formaldehyde

polymers, these polyphenolics lack the intervening meth-

ylene bridge between the aromatic groups, as illustrated

in the simplified mechanistic scheme of Fig. 1a. The

polymer is therefore conjugated and thus has a variety of

potential applications in electro-optics.[14] A specific

property that is being investigated is the use of these

materials in nonlinear optics (NLO), in particular for

applications based on the optical third-order nonlinear

susceptibilities (w(3)).[4,14] In such materials, higher-order

terms become significant in the expansion of the material

polarization (P) in terms of an applied electric field (E).

P ¼ wð1ÞE þ wð2ÞE2 þ wð3ÞE3 þ � � �

While details of the physics behind NLO materials can be

found in several excellent sources (e.g., Prasad and

Fig. 1 (a) Simplified schematic of the polymerization of alkyl

substituted phenols. The arrows (in the phenoxy radical) indicate

coupling in the ortho position. (b) Molecular model of poly-

phenol folding due to monomer alignment at an oil–water inter-

face. (c) Various monomers that can be used for the synthesis of

functional polymers.
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Williams[15]), the relevance of NLO polymers to applica-

tions in optical switching, waveguide technology, laser

protection, etc. is well recognized. Thus, the enzymat-

ically synthesized polymers have some useful applications

in electro-optics[16] The polyaromatic amines synthesized

through the enzymatic process are especially promising as

materials with high w(3) values of up to 10�7 esu, among

the highest reported for organic materials.[16]

A unique and suitable environment for the enzymatic

synthesis of polyphenols and polyaromatic amines is

needed. The monomers are typically water insoluble, and

therefore intrinsically incompatible with the water-soluble

enzyme. Therefore, a unique system in which both en-

zyme and monomer are contacted efficiently is needed.

One approach involves using a two-phase oil and water

system; however, the agitation needed to enhance en-

zyme–monomer contact may shear-deactivate the en-

zyme. A second approach entails activating the enzyme in

organic solvents, feasible for polyphenol synthesis.[4,6] A

third approach encompasses the use of surfactants to

incorporate water into an organic phase (or vice versa).

This approach has the advantage that the enzyme and the

monomer reside in close proximity and the enzyme ex-

periences minimal agitation.

POLYMER SYNTHESIS IN
REVERSE MICELLES

The AOT water-in-oil microemulsion system represents

an effective system to synthesize polyphenolics and poly-

aromatic amines. Fig. 2 illustrates the system and the

rationale for synthesis in this medium. The enzyme is

catalytically active in the water core, and the organic bulk

phase sustains the monomer and the surfactant hydrocar-

bon chains. An interesting aspect of synthesis in reversed

micelles is the partitioning of the polar monomer to the

oil–water interface (depicted by the arrow of Fig. 2 with

the head of the arrow representing the hydroxyl moieties

of the monomer). In addition, hydrogen bonding between

the surfactant headgroup and the monomer influences

monomer orientation and partitioning at the water–oil

interface. A strong indication of such hydrogen bonding is

the perturbation of the vibrational frequencies of the

surfactant C O groups on addition of the monomers.[17]

Such partitioning may result in a prealignment of the

Fig. 2 (a) Chemical structure of the anionic surfactant sodium

bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate. (b) Schematic of enzyme sol-

ubilized in the micelle and monomer partitioning to the micelle

interface. The arrow refers to the monomer.

Fig. 1 (Continued ).
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monomers before synthesis and may provide a means of

monomer replenishment to the vicinity of the enzyme. In

addition, the surfactant–monomer interactions significant-

ly enhance monomer solubility in the reaction medium.

The implication is that the hydroxyl groups are on the

same side of the polymer backbone as simply illustrated

in Fig. 1, noting that the actual C–C bond between

aromatic rings has an angle of 120�. In simple molecular

models, ortho coupling with proximal hydroxyls on the

same side of the backbone induces a natural curvature to

the polymer. Indeed, intramolecular hydrogen bonding

leads to polymer folding when most of the hydroxyls lie

on the same side of the backbone.[18] We will return to

the concept of polymer curvature in the interpretation of

the observations.

Enyzmatic polymerization in reverse micelles is a

simple procedure.[19] In a typical experiment, the enzyme

(HRP) dissolved in 0.01 M HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) is

added to a dry reversed micellar solution of AOT in

isooctane, followed by the addition of the monomer, 4-

ethylphenol (EP). The enzyme concentration in the buffer

is adjusted so that the final enzyme concentration in the

micellar solution is 0.5 mg/mL. The reaction mixture

typically has the overall composition 0.5 M AOT, 0.15 M

EP, 0.5 mg/mL HRP and a w0 of 15 (w0 is the water-to-

surfactant molar ratio). The reaction is initiated by the

addition of H2O2 in aliquots to minimize enzyme de-

activation. The reaction is rapid, and within 5–10 min of

reaction initiation, over 80% of monomer conversion

occurs, with the polymer precipitating out of solution.[19]

Fig. 3 illustrates the fascinating microsphere morphol-

ogy of polymers synthesized and precipitated from

reaction in reversed micellar solutions. We have found

that as long as the initial surfactant-to-monomer ratio is

2:1 or higher (preferably 3:1) the polymer precipitates in

the morphology of microspheres.[19] Many of the micro-

spheres are not independent, but are connected to each

other. Although it would appear that the microspheres are

a consequence of polymerization around micelle inter-

faces, the size of these microspheres (0.5–1 mm) are

significantly larger than the micelle size (0.5–5 nm de-

pending on the water level in the micelle).

The large sizes of the microspheres in comparison to

micelle dimensions indicate the lack of a direct templating

effect produced by synthesis at the micelle oil–water

interface. However, in studying the growth characteristics

of these microspheres, we have found that they initially

have a very low internal density. The microspheres appear

to be made up of minute interconnected spherical

patches,[20,21] which may have their origin from reaction

on the micelle periphery (Fig. 4a). The scanning electron

micrograph of Fig. 4b where the shell of a microsphere is

broken by gentle sonication correlates well with the

initially low internal density of the microsphere. In fact,

the internal density of the microspheres can be controlled

by adjustment of reaction time and H2O2 addition due to

Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrograph of polymer microspheres prepared through synthesis in reverse micelles.
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remaining enzyme and unreacted monomer in the micro-

spheres. Polymerization continues even after the overall

morphology has been achieved, leading to densification.

Over a period of about 24 hr, all microspheres fully

densify.[20] At the other extreme, at very early reaction

times (<5 min), sampling of the polymer simply indicates

interconnected patches with no overall defined spherical

morphologies. The internal morphology and densification

characteristics of the microspheres suggest the following

mechanism. The initial dense patches are a consequence

of reaction at the oil–water interface. The polymer is

‘‘sticky’’ because of the large number of hydroxyl groups,

and the hydroxyl groups are capable of hydrogen bonding

both within the chain and between chains. The intrachain

hydrogen bonding may lead to the curvature of the chain,

whereas interchain hydrogen bonding can create the

connections to polymer growing on separate micelles

during micelle collisions. The interplay between these

effects leads to the interconnected patches.

The second interesting observation is that during

precipitation, the polymer also encapsulates solutes lo-

cated in the water core of the micelle. The densification

observation is clearly a consequence of peroxidase

becoming encapsulated in the microspheres. Realizing

this, we have attempted to exploit the phenomenon to

synthesize polymer–nanoparticle composites. We propose

utilizing these reversed micelles as a microenvironment

in which to synthesize inorganic materials that do not

grow beyond the nanometer size range.[22] Enhanced band

gap semiconductor materials (CdS, TiO2), magnetic

particles, etc. are examples of novel nanoparticles that

have been synthesized in reversed micelles. We have

attempted to make polymer–nanoparticle composites by

first synthesizing the nanoparticles in the micelles, then

adding monomer, enzyme, and H2O2 to initiate polymer

Fig. 4 (a) Transmission electron micrograph of a polymer

microsphere at an initial stage (5 min reaction time) illustrating

the low internal density. (b) Scanning electron micrograph

illustrating the internal structure of a polymer microsphere.

Fig. 5 Cut section transmission electron micrograph of ferrite

nanoparticles within a polymer microsphere. The ellipsoidal

cross section is induced by the cut section procedure.
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synthesis. When the polymer precipitates (in spherical

morphologies) it incorporates a significant amount of the

nanoparticles. For example, we have synthesized super-

paramagnetic iron oxide in reversed micelles.[23,24] In

such synthesis, the particle size approaches magnetic

domain size, leading to thermally induced randomization

of magnetic dipole orientations. The particles therefore do

not exhibit magnetic characteristics in the absence of a

field (the term superparamagnetism is usually applied to

particles that are nonmagnetic in the absence of a field

as paramagnetic materials are, but on application of an

external field exhibit magnetization far in excess of

paramagnetic materials). We have then incorporated these

particles into the polymer as described earlier, allowing

the particles to become dense. Fig. 5 shows a cut section

transmission electron micrograph of a polymer particle.

The dark specks are the ferrite particles uniformly dis-

tributed across the section. The cut section also indicates

a significant amount of ferrite entrapment (up to 6% of the

polymer weight). We also note that the particle size

increases on incorporation of the nanoparticles. The

particle deformation in the micrograph is a consequence

of the cut section procedure.

POLYMER SYNTHESIS IN A NOVEL
SURFACTANT GEL MESOPHASE

As described in the previous section, synthesis in reversed

micelles leads to microspherical polymer particles that

precipitate. In an effort to maintain polymer solubility in

the reaction medium, we have exploited a surfactant-

based gel system to sustain the polymer during synthesis.

A rigid, surfactant gel mesophase is formed by a novel

transformation from low-viscosity AOT water-in-oil

microemulsions to a highly viscous, rigid state. Specifi-

cally, we have found that the addition of lecithin

(phosphatidylcholine) to the AOT water-in-oil micro-

emulsions results in the formation of a rigid gel when

additional water is added to the system. These gel systems

are a significant variant of the fascinating organogels

discovered by Luisi and coworkers[25] based on the system

lecithin/water /cyclohexane, and extensively character-

ized through various spectroscopy and scattering tech-

niques.[26–28] Luisi and coworkers used less than 10 wt.%

water in the gel system. In the present system, the amount

of water can be greater than 50 wt.% with retention of gel

stability. In other words, the surfactant gel phase can be

sustained with equal volume fractions of water and the

organic phase implying the presence of spatially immo-

bilized extended hydrophilic and hydrophobic microstruc-

tures. A typical gel has the composition AOT/lecithin/

isooctane/water 15/14/29/42 (wt.%).

Fig. 6 illustrates the zero shear viscosity and conduc-

tivity trends as the water content of the system is varied.

The measurements were performed by adding water to a

system containing 0.8 M AOT and 0.4 M lecithin in

isooctane. The quantity w0 is the molar ratio of water to

AOT, and is the quantity typically used to characterize the

water content in AOT water-in-oil microemulsions. As

Fig. 6 indicates, gelation starts at a w0 50 with a rigid

Fig. 6 Viscosity and electrical conductivity data illustrating the conversion from liquid to gel systems upon adding water to

AOT+lecithin systems.
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gel formed at w0 value of 65. The zero shear viscosity

increase of six to seven decades indicates the magnitude

of rigidification from a low-viscosity solution. It is also

interesting to note that the gelation point correlates rather

well with a significant increase in electrical conductivity.

The sharp increase in electrical conductivity indicates the

formation of percolating water channels in the gel. Small

angle neutron scattering (SANS) data indicate that the

surfactant gel assumes a columnar hexagonal microstruc-

ture at lower water contents and a lamellar microstructure

at higher water contents.[29]

This novel surfactant gel is hypothesized to serve as a

medium in which aqueous synthesis can be combined with

organic synthesis, leading to structured composite materi-

als with novel application possibilities. As an example, the

organic phase could be used in the synthesis of hydro-

phobic polymers whereas the aqueous phase can be used

in the synthesis of hydrophilic polymers or inorganic

materials. Thus, this system may allow the possibility of

obtaining structured polymer–polymer nanocomposites or

polymer–ceramic nanocomposites. The oil–water inter-

face in these systems may also be exploited in interfacial

polymerization. The microaqueous phase may also be

used to sustain biomolecules leading to novel systems for

enzyme biocatalysis or drug delivery. If synthesis is

performed in simply one of the microphases (organic or

aqueous), there is the possibility of generating materials

with structured porosities, leading to membrane and

separations applications.

Our objective in conducting enzymatic polymerization

in these systems is to sustain polymer solubility in the

reaction phase. Monomer and enzyme are loaded into the

gel, the monomer being soluble in the organic phase

(isooctane) and the enzyme being encapsulated in the

percolating microaqueous phase. The schematic method

is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the hydroxyl moieties of

the monomer are represented by an arrowhead. The poly-

merization is initiated through the addition of hydro-

gen peroxide in two ways. In one approach, the compo-

nents to form a surfactant gel (isooctane, AOT, lecithin),

4-ethylphenol, and horseradish peroxidase are combined

to form a surfactant gel loaded with monomer and en-

zyme. After the surfactant gel forms, hydrogen peroxide

is injected via a needle several times. After injecting

hydrogen peroxide into the gel media, a thin, tan line

of poly(4-ethylphenol) (PEP) formed where the needle

pierced the gel. As the polymerization reaction continued

in the gel system, the tan polymer lines broaden. However,

Fig. 7 (a) Chemical structure of zwitterionic surfactant phosphatidylcholine (lecithin). (b) Schematic of enzyme solubilized in AOT

and lecithin surfactant gel. Monomer partitions to micelle interface (monomer represented by arrow).
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the polymer remains in the spikes from the hydrogen

peroxide injection and does not grow throughout the gel

media uniformly. The polymer appears to be initially

constrained to the cavities created by the needle, and then

slowly grows outward from the cavities. As a second

approach to grow polymer throughout the surfactant gel

media, the components to form a surfactant gel (isooctane,

AOT, lecithin), 4-ethylphenol, and horseradish peroxidase

are combined followed by addition of hydrogen peroxide.

The solution is then mixed to form a surfactant gel. The

hydrogen peroxide is added before gel formation with the

intention that the hydrogen peroxide will become better

distributed throughout the gel media and encourage the

growth of longer polymer chains. During the mixing

process, a transition from dark green-blue to blue to gray

was observed as the solution forms into a gel. The color

change pattern is similar to the color change pattern

observed for poly(4-ethylphenol) synthesis in the AOT

reversed micellar system. Enzymatic polymerization

appears feasible via this method, and this method seems

to allow the polymer to grow uniformly throughout the gel

media. In addition, the polymer remains suspended during

the polymerization reaction.

Scanning electron micrographs of poly(4-ethylphenol)

synthesized in the surfactant gel via both hydrogen

peroxide addition methods show polymer particles with

spherical morphology (Fig. 8). The polymer particles are

well defined and are similar in morphology to poly-

(4-ethylphenol) synthesized in an AOT water-in-oil micro-

emulsion previously studied in our laboratory. Uniform-

sized spherical particles in the range of 0.1 to 1.4 mm are

observed for varying water contents. At higher water

content, polymer particles synthesized in the surfactant

gels show a greater extent of agglomeration, where several

particles fuse together forming links and clusters. The

AOT and lecithin surfactant gel system is unique in that

it produces polymer with a spherical morphology. The

molecular weight of polymer synthesized in the surfac-

tant gel system is approximately 3�103, comparable to

poly(4-ethylphenol) synthesized in AOT reversed mi-

celles. The polymer exhibits a polydispersity of approx-

imately 1.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis indicates

the formation of polymer in the surfactant gel mesophase.

Strong retention of the hydroxyl group is observed. The

monomer shows a strong, single C–H bend vibration at

821 cm�1, indicative of two adjacent hydrogen atoms

on an aromatic ring and suggestive of 1,4-disubstituted

aromatic rings. The polymer exhibits two C–H out-of-

plane bend vibration at 821 and 870 cm�1. The C–H

bending vibrations are indicative of an isolated hydrogen

on an aromatic ring and a 1,2,4,6-tetra-substituted aro-

matic ring and ortho–ortho coupling of the repeat units.

To supplement our understanding of the polymer

synthesized in the surfactant gel, we shift our focus to

investigating the microstructural integrity of the surfactant

Fig. 8 Scanning electron micrograph of poly(4-ethylphenol) upon recovery of the polymer from the gel phase.
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gel after polymerization. The surfactant gel Wo 90, the

surfactant gel Wo 90 containing 4-ethylphenol, and the

surfactant gel Wo 90 containing poly(4-ethylphenol) were

examined by polarized light microscopy at 400� magni-

fication. The surfactant gel Wo 90 has a hexagonal

microstructure arrangement. The surfactant gel Wo 90

showed fanlike structures indicative of hexagonal micro-

structures. Fanlike structures are quite distinct for the

surfactant gel Wo 90 containing 4-ethylphenol, suggesting

that the microstructure of the surfactant gel is preserved

upon the incorporation of the monomer. It is striking that

after polymerization in the surfactant gel Wo 90, fanlike

structures are observed. The preservation of the fanlike

structures throughout enzymatic polymerization indicates

that the synthesis of poly(4-ethylphenol) does not appear

to destroy the surfactant gel microstructure. In addition to

polarized light microscopy, SANS study was performed to

further determine the stability of the surfactant gel during

the polymerization reaction. SANS data were collected

before and after the enzymatic polymerization of poly(4-

ethylphenol). The SANS profile without polymerization

has a qm and a qho at 0.052 and 0.09 Å�1, respectively,

and is in the hexagonal columnar phase. After PEP

polymerization, the SANS profile has a qm at 0.048 Å�1

and a qho at 0.085 Å�1 and remains in the hexagonal

columnar phase. In terms of overall appearance, the

profile has changed very little over the course of the

poly(4-ethylphenol) synthesis implying that the micro-

structure of the gel has changed only slightly after the

poly(4-ethylphenol) has been formed. Hence, the poly-

merization reaction does not disrupt the microstructure

of the surfactant gel, which suggests that the surfactant gel

system retains its templating effect throughout the

polymerization reaction.

In monophasic organic solvents, the enzyme-catalyzed

polyphenol synthesis does not lead to a unique morphol-

ogy. In contrast, synthesis in self-assembled surfactant

systems leads to the microsphere morphology, thus re-

vealing that monomer prealignment may lead to oriented

chains that fold as a consequence of bond geometry

leading to initial dense patches. Interactions between the

patches and the continued tendency of the chains to fold

may lead to the microspheres.

POLYMER SYNTHESIS IN MICELLES

Cylindrical micelles have attracted considerable attention

because of their unique viscoelastic properties.[30,31]

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) forms cylin-

drical micelles and has gained widespread interest as a

template for assembly and subsequent condensation of

silicate ions to form hexagonally arranged mesoporous

materials such as MCM-41 (siliceous molecular

sieve).[32,33] The MCM-41S family of mesoporous

materials has promising applications in separation and

selective adsorption,[34,35] catalysis,[36] and the develop-

ment of functional materials.[37] Researchers have per-

formed extensive studies to fine-tune the pore size of the

mesoporous materials. The pore size has been controlled

by increasing the length of the alkyl chain of the

surfactant and using block copolymers,[38] restructuring

of the mesopores under mild aqueous conditions,[39] and

adding auxiliary organic molecules to the synthesis

mixture.[40,41]

We investigate the feasibility of enzymatic polymer-

ization in CTAB micelles and the effect of polymerization

on CTAB micelles. Polyaniline and poly(4-ethylphenol)

were polymerized via enzymatic polymerization in CTAB

micelles. The polymer is stable in the micellar solution

and does not precipitate. Upon polymerization, a color

change in the solution is observed and this color change

is typical of enzymatic polymerization. Remarkably, the

polymer is stable in the micellar solution at high mo-

nomer-to-surfactant molar ratios; the polymer does not

precipitate even when the moles of monomer exceed the

moles of surfactant by six times. A weight average

molecular weight of 2300 with a polydispersity of 1.45

is obtained.

FTIR and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis

provide evidence of the formation of polymer. FTIR

analysis shows strong preservation of the OH functional

group of poly(4-ethylphenol). FTIR also indicates the

presence of two C–H out-of-plane bend vibrations at 821

Fig. 9 Scanning electron micrograph of poly(4-ethylphenol) /

mesoporous silica composites with monomer-to-surfactant

molar ratios=3.
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and 876 cm�1 for the poly(4-ethylphenol). In comparison,

the monomer exhibits only one strong, single C–H bend

vibration at 821 cm�1, indicative of 1,4-disubstituted

aromatic rings. The two C–H bending vibrations observed

for the polymer imply that the aromatic groups are

1,2,4,6-tetrasubstituted aromatic rings and the repeat units

are linked through ortho–ortho coupling. Both 13C NMR

spectra and 1H NMR spectra show linewidth broadening

in the aromatic region for poly(4-ethylphenol) as com-

pared to the monomer. NMR data provide further evi-

dence of ortho–ortho coupling of the repeat units.

Thermogravometric analysis indicates the polymer syn-

thesized in CTAB micelles is stable until 220�C. In

comparison, the monomer shows a 100% weight loss at

150�C. A 15% weight loss at 220�C and a 60% weight

loss at 600�C are observed for the polymer.

Fig. 10 Powder X-ray diffraction of mesoporous silica containing polymer showing retention of ordered structure after polymer

encapsulation, where m is the molar ratio of monomer to surfactant.
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BIOMOLECULAR APPROACH TO
POLYMER ENCAPSULATION IN
MESOPOROUS MATERIALS

Mesoporous materials may serve as host guest molecules

for the preparation of nanomaterials with unique proper-

ties. Encapsulated conducting polymers exhibit increas-

ed mechanical, thermal, and chemical performance

compared with pure polymer.[42] Conjugate systems with

appropriate end groups[43] and confined aromatic sys-

tems[44] can transfer excitations upon photon absorption or

after reduction or oxidation. The desire to miniaturize

displays, electronic circuits, and microchips drives the

development of mesoporous materials containing conduc-

tive polymers.[45]

The internal channels of MCM-41 have been exploited

as catalytic reactors for the fabrication of aligned polymer

fibers[46–50] and metal nanowires.[51,52] The high pore

volume and uniform pore size of MCM-41 allows high

polymer loading. Researchers have demonstrated that

MCM-41-type structures can serve as a mold for poly-

merization of ethylene,[47] aniline,[48] acrylonitrile,[53]

methyl methacrylate,[54] and phenol–formaldehyde.[55] In

these techniques, the monomers are adsorbed from the gas

phase into the mesoporous material, MCM-41, and then

polymerized within the meosoporous framework using

benzoyl peroxide or anhydrous HCl vapor as initiators.

These hybrid materials have the advantages of composi-

tional stability and mechanical strength over their small

molecular analogues. A major limitation of this approach

has been the low polymer loading and nonuniform

distribution of polymer within the mesoporous chan-

nels.[56,57]

Based on our discovery that polymer is stable in CTAB

micelles, we explore the concept of condensing silica

around CTAB micelles swollen with polymer. Specifical-

ly, the idea of forming polymer in CTAB micelles and

then forming silica may lead to a novel composite material

with high polymer loading. Polymerization in CTAB

micelles is performed as described previously, followed

by the addition of a silica precursor such as tetramethyl

orthosilicate (TMOS). After silica condensation, a tan

slurry forms for mesoporous silica/poly(4-ethylphenol)

composites and a reddish slurry forms for mesoporous

silica/polyaniline composites. When the slurry settles, the

supernatant is clear while the precipitate retains the color

of the polymer, suggestive of polymer encapsulation. Fig.

9 shows a typical SEM micrograph of mesoporous silica/

polymer composites with varying monomer-to-surfac-

tant ratios.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the polymer/

mesoporous silica composites was performed to deter-

mine ordered structure. XRD data of mesoporous silica

without polymer and polymer/mesoporous silica com-

posite are shown in Fig. 10. Before polymer encapsu-

lation, four main peaks at 2y = 2.167�, 3.736�, 4.283�,
and 5.694� exist, corresponding to the d spacing of 4.125

(d100), 2.383 (d110), 2.079 (d200), and 1.554 nm (d210). At

Fig. 11 Transmission electron micrographs of (a) mesoporous

silica without polymer and (b) mesoporous silica /polymer

composite with monomer-to-surfactant ratio=1. Hexagonal

structure observed before and after incorporating polymer

in silica.
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ethylphenol-to-CTAB molar ratios equal to 1, the poly-

mer/mesoporous silica composite was observed to have a

hexagonal structure, as indicated by the four-peak pat-

tern with reciprocal peak spacings, 1/dhk, ratios of 1,p
3, 2, and

p
7. The polymer/mesoporous composite

with a monomer-to-surfactant ratio of 1 exhibited four

main peaks at 2y=2.321�, 3.939�, 4.659�, and 6.08�,
corresponding to the d spacing of 3.806 (d100), 2.241

(d110), 1.895 (d200), and 1.454 nm (d210).

A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micro-

graph of MCM-41 without polymer shows the hexagonal

pore structure consistent with the literature, where the

pore size is approximately 3.6 nm (Fig. 11a). MCM-41/

polymer composites with monomer-to-surfactant ratio

of 1 show ordered pores and the electron diffraction pat-

tern shows concentric rings characteristic of a hexag-

onal arrangement, ratio of radii 1, 3, 4, and 7 (Fig. 11b).

The appearance of rings rather than distinctive dots in-

dicates polycrystallinity.

Mesoporous silica without polymer exhibits a large

surface area (1098 m2/g) and high pore volume (0.65 cm3/

g), similar to reported values in the literature for MCM-

41. The total surface area and the pore volume decreases

when polymer is incorporated into mesoporous silica.

Adsorption/desorption isotherms of nitrogen on mesopo-

rous silica containing poly(4-ethylphenol) indicate the

preservation of mesoporosity. Comparing calcined meso-

porous silica /polymer composites to mesoporous silica/

polymer composites that are washed with distilled water

and not calcined offers critical information about the

localization of polymer in the mesoporous silica. The

washed composite shows a noticeable disappearance of

the adsorption step, a decrease in surface area, and

decrease in volume absorbed as compared with the

calcined composite. In comparison, mesoporous silica

not containing polymer that was washed with distilled

water and not calcined showed only a slight decrease in

surface area. These observations suggest that the pores are

blocked and imply that the meosoporous pores are filled

with polymer.

CONCLUSION

Self-assembled surfactant systems can be exploited in

the biocatalytic synthesis of structured polymers with

unique properties that are a consequence of chemical

structure and/or morphology. Although a precise tem-

plating effect from the surfactant microstructure may not

be immediately evident, it is clear that the surfactant

self-assembly plays an important role in the development

of polymer morphology. These systems may be exploit-

ed in the development of a variety of polymer–polymer

and polymer–ceramic composites. For example, enzy-

matic polymer synthesis could be coupled with tradi-

tional free radical polymer synthesis with vinyl

monomers to make novel structured composites. It is

also possible to combine enzymatic polymer synthesis

with inorganic cluster synthesis to make structured poly-

mer–ceramic nanocomposites. An immobilized surfactant

gel phase may offer a simple approach to encapsulating

nanoparticles within polymer. Upon polymerization and

polymer folding, the polymer may entrap inorganic

molecules that are immobilized in the surfactant gel.

Continuing work seeks to systematize these studies to

develop clear correlations between surfactant microstruc-

ture and materials morphology.
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INTRODUCTION

As an important class of clay-like materials, layered

double hydroxides (LDHs) possess the promising ability

to combine organic anions and metal hydroxide layers,

and form variable nanometer-scale precursors that could

be readily developed into porous multimetal mixed oxide

catalysts or supports.[1–3] Organic–inorganic hybrid as-

semblies have recently received much attention because of

their abundant variations in the structures and molecular

interactions.[4–6] In this review, we briefly discuss some

basic issues in LDH structural chemistry, such as the

underlying sandwich structure, the natures of layer cations

and interlayer anions, polytypes, superlattice, crystallite

growth, and morphological features. Then we focus on

LDH–surfactant hybrids, including formation of various

LDH phases and the corresponding anion packing,

chemical convertibility between the phases and their

stability, flexible morphological features and growth

habits, new perspective applications with particular

emphasis on our recent work.

LAYERED DOUBLE HYDROXIDES
IN GENERAL

Basic Structure

The layered structure of LDH is closely related to that of

brucite, Mg(OH)2. In a brucite layer, each Mg2 + ion is

octahedrally surrounded by six OH� ions, and the

different octahedra share edges to form an infinite two-

dimensional layer. Partial replacement of Mg2 + ions by

Al3 + gives the brucite-like layers a positive charge, which

in hydrotalcite (Mg6Al2(OH)16CO3 �4H2O) itself is bal-

anced by carbonate anions, located in the interlayer region

(gallery) between the two brucite-like layers (Fig. 1). This

gallery also contains water molecules, hydrogen bonded to

layer OH and/or to the interlayer anions. Through

electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds, the layers

are held together to form the three-dimensional structure,

as shown in Fig. 1. For hydrotalcite, the repeated in-

terlayer spacing is 0.760 nm. In general, the thickness for

the brucite-like layer is taken to be 0.480 nm (0.477 nm

for brucite); thus the spacing occupied by the anion

(gallery height) is ca. 0.280 nm.[1–3]

Brucite-like Layers

Besides Mg2 + and Al3 +, there are a number of divalent

and trivalent cations that can form LDHs, as listed in

Table 1.[11] For these ions, the only requirement is that

their radii are not too different from those of Mg2 + and

Al3 +. Larger ions, such as Mn2 +, Pd2 +, Cd2 +, Ca2 +, Y3 +,

and La3 +, are incorporated into the brucite-like layer by

puckering or combining with other divalent or trivalent

cations.[3] An extreme case is Ca2Al-LDHs, in which Ca is

distorted to be 7-coordinated while Al is still kept 6-

coordinated.[8]

Although not as common as trivalent cations, some

tetravalent cations, such as V4 +, Ti4 +, Zr4 +, and Sn4 +,

have been introduced into the brucite-like layers to replace

part of the trivalent cations in LDH compounds.[9–11]

Similarly, monovalent cations, Li or Li1�xNax, together

with Al, can form a similar series of LDH compounds

with atomic ratio Al/Li or Al/(Li+Na) fixed only at 2.[3]

In addition, it is possible to incorporate multiple different

ions into the layers to prepare an LDH as the precursor of

mixed oxides with versatile functionalities and tunable

physicochemical properties.[3]

The value of x in pure M2 +
1�xM

3 +
x-LDHs is normally

in the range of 0.2–0.33. Larger or smaller values may

cause formation of hydroxide or hydrous oxides contain-

ing a single metal. As a result of the electrostatic repulsion

between positive charges, M3 + ions should ideally not be

adjacent in the brucite-like layer, but remain apart, which

requires x to be no more than 1/3. Claims of values of x

outside this range need careful substantiation because

highly dispersed simple hydroxide phases can readily

escape detection by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD).

Interlayer Anions

As for the anions located in the interlayer gallery, the

choice is much more versatile. There is almost no
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limitation to the nature of anions in the LDHs as long as

the anions do not abstract the metal ions from the

hydroxide layer and have a sufficient charge density in

one cross section. Anions that have been successfully

incorporated include 1) common inorganic anions; 2)

various organic carboxylates, sulfates, sulfonates, and

oxygenates; 3) polymeric anions; 4) complex anions;

5) isopolyoxometalates and heteropolyoxometalates; and

6) some biochemical anions.[3]

The various anions are very different in their structure,

dimensions, and charges; however, they are all located

between the brucite-like layers. Therefore their size and

orientation determine the interlayer spacing. In general,

the anions are oriented in such a way as to maximize the

interaction with their surroundings under certain condi-

tions. For example, planar CO3
2� and NO3

� anions are

usually positioned parallel to the brucite-like layer at low

x values, while at high x value, they change to tilting or

alternating upper–lower orientation as a result of crowd-

ing of anions in the gallery.[3,12,13] For tetrahedral anions,

such as SO4
2�, MoO4

2�, CrO4
2�, PO4

3�, ClO4
�, and

CoCl4
2�, there are two possible ideal configurations: the

pyramidal configuration (with its one C3 axis perpendic-

ular to the hydroxide layer) and the edge configuration

(with its one C2 axis perpendicular to the hydroxide layer).

It has been found that ClO4
� anions adopt the former

configuration while SO4
2� anions employ the latter.[1,3]

Octahedral complexes, such as Fe(CN)6
3�, hydrogen

bond through opposite triangles to upper and lower

hydroxide layer sides, as proposed by Kikkawa and

Koizumi[14] and used by Braterman et al.[15] to explain the

perturbation of the vibrational spectrum of cyanide groups

from the ideal octahedral symmetry.

For polyoxometalates (POMs), the arrangement is

highly dependent on the solution pH because the anion

oligomerization degree varies from 1 to 10 with pH

change from 12 to 3, as shown by Twu and Dutta.[16] In

particular, polyvalent POMs and Keggin-type anions a-

(XM12O40)n� in LDHs act as pillars in the interlayer,

giving rise to the so-called pillared LDH, and usually

resulting in micropores in the gallery.[17] These may

provide suitable places for some catalytic reactions

to occur.

The orientations of organic anions, especially mono-

valent surfactant anions, lead to a range of distinct types of

phases, as discussed below.

Stacking and Polytype

We can propose many different ways for brucite-like

layers to stack on top of one another; however, there are

three highly symmetrical ways for the OH groups of one

layer to relate to those of an adjacent layer.[18] They may

be in register (giving a trigonal prism) or out of register

(giving an octahedron). If out of register, the OH groups

of the upper layer can be in either of two positions relat-

ing to the lower: on top of the octahedral triangle (with a

cation) or the vacant triangle (without a cation), as shown

in Fig. 1. It can be shown that for a two-layer repeat,

there are three polytypes, all hexagonal (2H), while a

three-layer repeat gives in all nine polytypes, of which

only two (known as 3R1 and 3R2) are rhombohedral.[18]

Layered double hydroxide minerals are known in both 2H

and 3R forms, and synthetic LDHs are usually assigned

to 3R1, although recently a 3R2 form of synthetic hydrotal-

cite has been described.[19] The coexistence of two anions

in the interlayer may give rise to intermediate interstra-

tified phases. For example, the coexistence of SO4
2� and

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the hydrotalcite three-

dimensional structure.

Table 1 Ionic radii of some cations with coordinate number

of 6

M2 + Radius (nm) M3 + Radius (nm)

Fe 0.061 Al 0.054

Co 0.065 Co 0.055

Ni 0.069 Fe 0.055

Mg 0.072 Mn 0.058

Cu 0.073 Ga 0.062

Zn 0.074 Rh 0.067

Mn 0.083 Ru 0.068

Pd 0.086 Cr 0.069

Ti 0.086 V 0.074

Cd 0.095 In 0.080

Ca 0.100 Y 0.090

La 0.103

V4 + 0.058

Ti4 + 0.061 Li+ 0.076

Sn4 + 0.069 Na+ 0.102

Zr4 + 0.072

Source: From Ref. [7].
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CO3
2� in the MgAl-LDH results in an alternating

sequence of (brucite-CO3
2�)–(brucite-SO4

2�).[20] In the

case of dicarboxylate and Cl�, the sequence is a brucite-

dicarboxylate–brucite-chloride repeat unit.[21]

Long-chain organic anions will impose their own

packing requirements, and, generally speaking, the OH

groups of the adjacent hydroxide layers will no longer be

in or out of register for close packing. The structure will

then be determined by the tilting angle of the chain, and

the degree of overlap between chains attached to adjacent

layers, as discussed below. The incorporation of two

different dicarboxylates in comparable amounts gives

only the interlayer spacing expected for the larger anion

despite the presence of the smaller anion in the same

interlayer.[21]

Superlattice Formation

The ideal distribution of cations within the brucite-like

layer and anion in the interlayer will result in formation of

superlattice. By obeying a rule analogous to Lowenstein’s

rule for aluminosilicates, a hexagonal superlattice (or

supercell) with a’=2asin60�=a
p

3 (a’ is the separation dis-

tance of adjacent trivalent cations, as shown in Fig. 2a)

will be expected for an LDH with M(II)/M(III)=2:1.

Complete ordering of cations has been reported for

Ca4Al2(OH)12SO4 �6H2O,[22] implying such regularity in

the hydroxide layers. Solin et al.[23] found a similar

superlattice ordering in Ni1�xAlx-CO3-LDH (x=0.33, i.e.,

Ni/Al=2:1) from XRD patterns. There is a similar

superlattice in LiAl2-CO3-LDH.[24]

In Mg2Al-benzoate-LDH, an extra reflection in XRD

has been observed with diffraction distance 0.454 nm,

presumably attributable to the scattering by the anions,

because the difference in X-ray scattering power between

Mg and Al is small. A superlattice in Ni1�xAlx-CO3 and

Mg1�xFex-CO3-LDH (x=0.30) has been also explained as

arising from diffraction of carbonate anions.[23] It should

be mentioned that the repulsion between the anions will

promote such an order.

It seems reasonable to expect a related superlattice for

M(II)3M(III)-LDH, as shown in Fig. 2b, with a’=2a; but,

to the best of our knowledge, this has not yet been

observed by XRD. However, this superlattice structure in

a short range has been seen in the outermost layers by

atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunnel

microscopy (STM). Using these techniques, Cai et al.[25]

and Yao et al.[26] have reported such periodicity on the

surface of Mg6Al2(OH)16CO3 in contact with sulfate,

ferrocyanide, or ferricyanide solutions.

Even in the absence of the long-range order required

for a diffraction signal, extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy can detect the local (up

to a few nanometers) order of the cation distribution in

the hydroxide layers. Such high local ordering of the ca-

tion distribution in many LDHs, including Zn2Cr-,[27]

Cu2Cr-,[28] Mg3Fe-,[29] Co2�yCuyAl-,[30] and Co2FeyAl1�y-

LDHs,[31] has been unambiguously shown by EXAFS.

Crystallization and Morphology

Morphology is strongly affected by the crystallization

process, which depends not only on the nature of the

incorporated cations and intercalated anions, but also on

the details of the preparation procedure, such as reaction

temperature, time, and post-treatment.

In general, as we have shown directly by pH titra-

tion,[32,33] LDH forms at a pH well below that necessary to

form the most soluble hydroxide, a fact that led to the

initial recognition of LDH as a distinct phase.

We have observed two primary types of pH curves

during LDH formation. One, observed with Cr(III)-con-

taining LDH, consists of a single plateau at a pH lower

than that necessary to precipitate either Cr(OH)3 or M(II)

Fig. 2 Hexagonal superlattices resulting from ideal cation ordering within a brucite-like layer in LDH with M(II)/M(III)=2:1 (a,

a’=2asin60�=a
p

3) and 3:1 (b, a’=2a). Open circles stand for M(II) and shaded circles for M(III).
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(OH)2,[33] indicating direct formation of the LDH from

solution. The more common form of pH curve, found for

almost all Al-containing and Fe(III)-containing LDHs,

exhibits two distinct plateaus.[32,33] The first plateau

(pH�4 for Al and �2 for Fe) is associated with the

formation of aluminum hydroxide or ferric hydrous oxide,

while the second corresponds to conversion of this

material to LDH.

In general, LDH materials initially form as aggregates

of poor crystallinity and irregular shape, but these can be

converted into euhedral hexagonal platelets through

aging, often accelerated by hydrothermal or microwave

treatments.[1,3,34,35] These treatments cause smaller and

imperfect crystallites to evolve to larger and more perfect

LDH particles through Ostwald ripening by a dissolution/

recrystallization process. For example, Mg3Al-CO3-LDH,

prepared by precipitating Al3 + and Mg2 + through

hydrolyzing urea in a sealed vessel at 75–80�C for a

month,[25] crystallized as perfect hexagons. Such hexa-

gons normally have an aspect ratio of 10–20 with the in-

plate dimension measured in micrometers (Fig. 3),

indicating that growth along the a and b axes is

preferred. We explain this growth habit in terms of

intermolecular interactions. In LDH carbonate (a=0.305

nm and interlayer spacing=0.760 nm), there are 12.4 OH

groups per square nanometer in the (ab) plane but only

5.0 OH groups per square nanometer in the (ac) or (bc)

plane. Therefore to maximize the exposure of OH groups

to the aqueous phase, i.e., more hydrogen bonds between

water and OH in LDH or less surface tension, crystallite

growth along the a and b axes is more favorable in

energy. Moreover, the equal growth along these two axes

is the most favorable, and thus leads to the formation of

hexagonal morphology. In addition, nucleation of a new

layer will be less facile than growth at the edge of one

that already exists.

The introduction of surfactant anions greatly changes

the properties of LDH. For example, the surface hydro-

philicity in LDH carbonate is totally converted to

hydrophobicity. We have described this effect for LDH

dodecylbenzene sulfonate,[36] but believe it to be a much

more general phenomenon. These changes, related to the

surfactant and its arrangement in the interlayer, remark-

ably affect the structure, growth habit, and morphology, as

presented in the following section.

LAYERED DOUBLE
HYDROXIDE–SURFACTANT INTERACTIONS
AND NANOCOMPOSITE FORMATION

Layered Double Hydroxide Phases

We have extensively examined surfactant–LDH nano-

composite materials prepared by the anion exchange

method. It is generally agreed that there are three dis-

tinct types of LDH phases. As shown in Fig. 4,

Zn2Al-stearate- LDHs show three obvious series of basal

reflections, with average interlayer spacings of 3.19 (Phase

I), 4.29 (Phase II), and 4.94 nm (Phase III), respectively.

Very interestingly, the nominal particle thickness in all

samples is nearly the same for Phases I, II, and III, being

20–25, 50–60, and 50–60 nm, respectively, as inferred

from the measured widths of diffraction peaks using the

Debye–Scherrer equation.[37]

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy image of Mg6Al2(OH)16-

CO3 �4H2O with bar scale 1 mm.

Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction patterns of three Zn2Al-stearate-LDH

samples. (A) mainly Phase I; (B) mainly Phase II; and (C)

mainly Phase III.
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These three LDH phases give rise to distinct charac-

teristic Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra. As

shown in Fig. 5, each LDH phase is strongly related to the

characteristic vibrations from carboxylate/carboxylic acid

groups at 1350–1700 cm�1, summarized as follows:[38]

Phase I: 1548 (broad, asymmetric nCOO) and 1413 (broad,

symmetric nCOO) cm�1.

Phase II: 1540 (sharp, asymmetric nCOO) and 1398 (sharp,

symmetric nCOO) cm�1.

Phase III: 1597 (sharp) with shoulders at 1610 and 1623

(asymmetric nCOO), 1440 (weak), and 1413 (sharp,

symmetric nCOO) cm�1.

In addition, there is a common sharp peak at 1468 cm�1

(CH2 scissoring).

We have titrated the LDH samples and found that

Phases II and III contain neutral carboxylic acid in

addition to carboxylate anions. The acid group is

hydrogen bonded, and is characterized by a strong peak

at 1597 cm�1 and two associated shoulders at 1610 and

1623 cm�1.[39] This, together with the characteristic

vibration peaks, can be understood in terms of the

following packing modes.

Packing Modes

The different phases in the organo-LDH materials are

supposed to be brought about by the different packing of

the hydrocarbon chain in the LDH interlayer.[40] As shown

in Fig. 6a for the monolayer packing (more precisely,

interpenetrating packing), the two oxygen atoms in the

carboxylate group are equally anchored on the hydroxide

layer, which will cause the idealized extended hydrocar-

bon chain to be tilted at a slant angle of 55� (half the C–C

bond angle) with an all-trans form.[41] The all-trans

assignment is supported by a series of CH2 wagging

bands in the range of 1150–1350 cm�1 with an interval

of 19–21 cm�1 (Fig. 7).[39] This mode leads to a pre-

dicted interlayer spacing of 3.07 nm, unambiguously

corresponding to Phase I. The actual distance, 3.19 nm,

matches a tilting angle of 61�.[42] Based on our observa-

tions and other reports, most organic anions, including

carboxylates, sulfates, sulfonates, etc. are often packed at

such an angle.

The bilayer mode of Fig. 6b gives an estimated inter-

layer spacing of 5.00 nm, exactly the same as that found

for Phase III. It also suggests hydrogen bonding of neutral

COOH groups with adjacent COO�, which is manifested

in the characteristic IR spectrum of COOH/COO� in

phase III, with the asymmetrical nCOO frequency shifted

from 1703 cm�1 in the free acid to 1597 cm�1 in the LDH

gallery.[39] Most carboxylates and some secondary sulfo-

nates use this packing, as reported elsewhere.[39–41]

However, the chain arrangement in Phase II is not as

obvious as in Phases I and III. In view of the interlayer

spacing, it seems to lie in between the monolayer and

bilayer packing. Our experiments and other reports have

shown that Phase II is formed in organo-LDH only with

hydrocarbon chains longer than n-C10H21. Therefore we

have proposed two possible packing modes in Fig. 6c,d. In

the interlocking mode (Fig. 6c), the long straight chains

employ a gauche configuration in the middle and are

interlocked with each other. We have imposed a similar

chain geometry by introducing cis-CH3(CH2)7CH CH-

(CH2)7COO� (oleate) into LDH, and found that the inter-

locking mode is the most suitable one to explain the

interlayer spacing.[43] In Mg2Al-LDH tetradecyl sulfonate

(C14H29SO3
�), we have also noted this phenomenon.[44]

However, this mode leaves little room for the neutral acid

found to be present for saturated carboxylated/LDH

materials. On the other hand, the bent chain arrangement

(Fig. 6d) contains some H-bonded neutral stearic acid, in

accordance with the observed results in the present case.

However, it is not clear why the bending or gauche

configuration occurs just in the middle part of the chain in

these two modes. The nature and rigidity of packing in this

system could repay investigation by 13C NMR, similar to

that performed by Wang et al.[45] for alkylammonium ions

in montmorillonite.

It should be mentioned that Clearfield et al.[46] reported

three distinct LDH phases in dodecylsulfate NiAl-,

MgAl-, and ZnCr-LDHs, with different charge density

Fig. 5 Characteristic vibration bands of -COO�/COOH in the

Zn2Al-stearate-LDH samples of Fig. 4.
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in hydroxide layers. Through computer simulation, they

proposed perpendicular monolayer, interdigitated, and

bilayer packing modes to interpret the interlayer spacing

and chain–chain hydrophobic interactions. Meyn et

al.[41] and Carlino[40] put forward the similar perpendic-

ular mode for packing of sulfonates and carboxylates

as well.

Ideally, the packing in monolayer and bilayer has a

cross section of 0.25–0.20 nm2 (a=0.306 nm, Zn/Al=2:1),

very close to that of the alkyl chains in a closely packed

monolayer (0.20 nm2).[47] This results in very efficient

hydrophobic interactions between the chains, and make

the surfactant anion affinity for LDH superior to sulfate

and comparable to carbonate.[36] In addition, among the

three proposed modes, the packing in Phase III has full

overlap between chains, presumably being responsible for

the strong diffraction peak at 21� (d=0.42 nm),[36] while

the other two show only a weak diffraction in this region.

Chemical Interconversion and Stability

In our experiments, we have further observed that Phase I

(monolayer) can be partially converted to Phase III

(bilayer) under reflux in a stearic acid solution. The

appearance of new diffraction peaks in the XRD pattern

(Fig. 8) after overnight reaction indicates the intercalation

of neutral stearic acid. This intercalation into Zn2Al-

stearate-LDH (monolayer packing) is similar to that

reported by Boehm et al. [48] who also observed swelling

of interlayer spacing of Zn2Cr-LDH alkyl sulfate from

monolayer to bilayer by intercalating n-alkyl alcohols or

amines. The driving force for the conversion may come

from the strong hydrophobic interactions because of the

full overlapping and the tail–tail hydrophobic connection

in the bilayer packing mode (Fig. 6). Note here that a

neutral species (carboxylic acid, alcohol, or amine) is

necessary to form a bilayer structure. Kanoh et al.[49]

Fig. 6 Packing modes of hydrocarbon chain: (a) monolayer; (b) bilayer; (c) interlocking; and (d) bent.
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noted the transformation of the monolayer to bilayer

materials dependent on the temperature and initial stea-

rate concentration.

In contrast, Phase III cannot be converted to Phase I by

removal of acid, even in strongly alkaline solution

(pH=11–12). This could be attributed to several factors.

It is presumably very difficult for OH� anions to approach

the gallery because the inside and outside surface of LDH

particles are highly hydrophobic and repulsive to the

entrance of hydrophilic OH� groups. More seriously, the

OH� will encounter electrostatic repulsion from interlayer

stearate anions when it is approaching the surface and

moving into the gallery. Even if neutral C17H35COOH

reacts with the coming OH� to become C17H35COO�, the

extra anion must find its way out of the particles to

maintain charge neutrality. However, its removal will

break strong hydrophobic interactions as indicated above,

which further limits the acid–base reaction.

As mentioned above, the bilayer packing LDH samples

have neutral stearic acid inserted in the interlayer under

reflux conditions. Furthermore, heating at 150�C in air

does not lead to any noticeable change in the XRD pattern

and IR spectrum. The chemical stability of these samples
Fig. 7 CH2 wagging in the range of 1150–1350 cm�1 in the

Zn2Al-stearate-LDH samples of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 (Continued ).
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is in sharp contrast to phenylphosphonate LDH. As re-

ported by Nijs et al.[50] monovalent phenylphosphate

anion (PhP( O)O2H�, pKa=7.43)[51] can be introduced

into LDH with a proper metal ratio at room temperature,

but refluxing gave as the main product a layered metal

phenylphosphonate compound. In addition, heating at

115–200�C caused the collapse of the LDH structure

frame, releasing a water molecule and directly linking

phosphonate and metal ion.

In general, the carboxylic acid group has a pKa of

around 5, is more acidic than monovalent phosphonate,

and should react with the hydroxide layer in a similar way.

For example, Zn2Al-stearate-LDH (bilayer packing) com-

pletely dissolves in excess acetic acid solution (pH=3.2–

3.6) at 90�C. However, this material is stable in water at

100�C or when heated on its own to 150�C despite the

presence of unionized carboxylic acid within the structure.

Thus the hydrogen bond between COOH and COO�

(Fig. 6b) has seriously depressed the acidity of the

carboxylic acid group and frozen the reaction ability of

COOH toward the layer hydroxide group.

Morphological Features and Crystallization

Because of the hydrophobic interactions and multiple

packing modes of organic anions, the organo-LDHs show

versatile morphological features. In general, as we had

observed and as other researchers had reported, the

organo-LDHs have bar-like, sheet-like, or ribbon-like

particles with micrometer or submicrometer dimensions,

with or without regular shapes.[36,43,44,52–55]

In particular, the particles in Phase I are normally not

regularly shaped, as shown in Fig. 9a for a monolayer Zn2Al-

stearate-LDH prepared by exchange method. However, there

are some exceptions. For example, in rare cases, the

particles in Mg2Al-LDH dodecylbenzene sulfonate devel-

op a bar-like shape, although irregular shapes predominate.

Fig. 9 Scanning electron microscopy images of Zn2Al-

stearate-LDHs with predominant (a) monolayer, (b) bent, and

(c) bilayer LDH phases. Scale bar 1 mm.

Fig. 8 X-ray diffraction pattern of Mg2Al-stearate-LDH

(initially monolayer) (a) before and (b) after reaction with

stearic acid solution.
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In the scanning electron micrograph (Fig. 9c), the

featured sheets for Phase III (bilayer) are rectangle-

shaped, but some are curved or broken. We have also

observed very long rectangle-shaped ribbons for Zn2Al-

LDH elaidate although there were some irregular sheets

and/or amorphous aggregates.

Phase II of Zn2Al-stearate-LDH has also been featured

with sharply edged rectangle sheets (Fig. 9b). However,

we observed different particle shapes in Zn2Al-LDH

oleate[43] and Mg2Al-LDH tetradecyl sulfonate.[44] The

former has irregular shape while the latter has well-shaped

hexagons elongated along the a axis.

Thus it is seen that the morphology of organo-LDHs is

much more complicated than the inorganic LDHs. The

complexity can be attributed to the introduction of

hydrophobic interactions. As previously mentioned, the

LDH particle surface is hydrophobic, and thus there is no

preferred growth along axis c or a or b. Growth along each

axis has some advantages and disadvantages. As we know,

the surfactant anions on the (ab) plane are held in plane

through electrostatic interaction and must direct their

hydrophobic tails toward the aqueous phase. This hydro-

phobic layer can now attract additional surfactants to form

an antiparallel second layer, which will facilitate nucle-

ation of new sheets and self-promoted assembly for

crystallite growth. Therefore growth along the c axis is

kinetically more accessible in LDH–surfactant materials

than in inorganic LDH, probably giving bar-like and

ribbon-like particles.[36,43,44] As shown in Fig. 10, alter-

nating and broadly parallel dark (hydroxide layer) and pale

(organic layer) stripes are recorded by high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).[56,57] The

measured repeat distance between similar stripes is 3.3

nm, in good agreement with the interlayer spacing (3.57

nm) given by XRD. This transmission electron microsco-

py (TEM) image confirms a c-directed growth habit, in

contrast to the a, b growth of the inorganic LDHs.

However, the (ac) and (bc) planes are also hydrophobic

albeit less than the (ab) plane. Thus the final shapes

depend on the balance between several factors, such the

nature of organic anions (type, chain length, chain

structure, etc.) and preparative conditions (temperature,

concentration, aging). Indeed, we find large varieties in

morphologies between different organic LDH materials,

as previously mentioned.

Because the surface of LDH surfactant crystallites is

hydrophobic, it is easier for crystallites to aggregate or

self-assemble through hydrophobic forces. The intermo-

lecular hydrophobic interactions can bring about curvature

to the sheets, as we have often observed in scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) images. In the particular case

of the dicarboxylate surfactant anion H240 [formed from

the Diels–Alder addition product of acrylic acid to

conjugated (9,11 and 10,12) linoleic acids], we find that

the LDH derivatives can be prepared in water as spherical

aggregates with diameters of 0.5–3mm under controlled

conditions of heating and stirring. This self-assembly on

the millimeter scale may possibly be connected with the

double-headed nature of the surfactant.[55]

Applications of Layered Double
Hydroxide–Surfactant Hybrid Materials

Layered double hydroxides are often used as polymer ad-

ditives especially for polyvinylchloride (PVC). Miyata[58]

has shown that as little as 0.05–1% well-crystallized LDH

improves the thermal stability and weather resistance of

thermoplastic resins containing halogen and/or acidic

components from the manufacturing process. In addition,

chlorine-containing polymers commonly undergo degra-

dation under heat and UV light, giving off gaseous HCl.

This corrodes molding machines and may catalyze further

degradation, leading to brittleness and discoloration.

Layered double hydroxides are added as environmentally

benign neutralizers for this acid. It has been found[59] that

MgZnAl-LDH can be a very good acid absorbent.

However, inorganic LDH is immiscible with polymer

because of the surface tension. Fortunately, coating or

intercalating surfactant anions bring about a hydrophobic

surface that can well combine the hydrophilic inorganic

LDH and hydrophobic polymer to make full use of LDH

in polymer reinforcement. Fisher and Gielgens[60] partial-

ly exchanged LDH with anion surfactants and then mixed

with monomeric materials, e.g., caprolactam, to make

well-blended polymer–LDH composites.

A newly emerging technique is to incorporate delami-

nated LDH surfactant sheets into polymer matrix. The

nanometer-scale interaction between polymer and LDH
Fig. 10 Transmission electron microscopy image of Zn2Al-

H240-LDH. Scale bar 50 nm (data supplied by Dr. K. Yu).
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hydroxide sheets, and the tortuosity of diffusion through

such a composite, may prove to exert a tremendous

influence on such properties as mechanical strength and

hardness, thermal stability, flexibility and durability,

and impermeability.

By incorporating surfactant anions, LDH was reported

by Leroux et al.[61] to exfoliate in hexanol on heating. In

elegant work, Hibino and Jones[62] prepared the glycine

anion derivative of MgAl-LDH and observed its complete

delamination in formamide, presumably strongly assisted

by glycine–solvent hydrogen bonding. We ourselves have

exfoliated Mg3Al-stearate-LDH in hexadecane, which

was removed by washing with hexane and drying in

vacuum. The resultant white powder was dispersed into

styrene, followed by in situ polymerization. High-resolu-

tion TEM (transmission electron microscopy) images of

microtomed sections showed the presence of individually

dispersed Mg3Al-stearate-LDH single layers. O’Leary

et al.[63] also found the almost complete delamination of

Mg2Al-dodecylsulfate in polar acrylate monomer solu-

tion, leading to incorporation of the delaminated sheets

into the polymer matrix after polymerization in situ. This

polymer/LDH nanocomposite showed a much higher

thermal stability than the pure polymer itself.

The delamination of LDH surfactant and its subsequent

incorporation into polymeric matrix are still under active

investigation in our laboratories.[64] We are also investi-

gating the mesoporous and/or microporous mixed oxides

and carbon/oxide composites formed by calcination of

LDH surfactant derivatives, which appear to be efficient

absorbents for various heavy metal ions.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, LDHs vary in structures and compositions.

As discussed, many cations and anions are candidates for

incorporation into LDH compounds. By optimizing and

carefully controlling the compositions, we can make

various LDHs with particular structure and properties.

For example, in the case of LDH–surfactant systems,

there are in some cases at least three distinct LDH phases

with the same cations and anions. The delamination of

LDHs using amino acids or surfactant holds promise

for the production of useful polymer–LDH nanocompo-

sites in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION

Following comments on the nature of hydrogen bonding

as well as on self-assembly as it applies to supramolecular

systems, the role of N�H� � �O hydrogen bonding in the

formation and properties of a variety of supramolecular

structures obtained by self-assembly from their molecular

components is reviewed. The structures, which range from

simple host–guest systems to complex entities such as

nanotubes and hydrogen-bonded polymers, serve to

exemplify the manner by which hydrogen bonds of the

above type may be utilized in achieving particular

molecular architectures.

Emphasis in the treatment is given to structure–

function relationships underlying the various architec-

tures described.

MOLECULAR SELF-ASSEMBLY

The self-assembly of molecular or ionic components to

form nanometer-scale structures held together by (gener-

ally) weak intermolecular interactions is a phenomenon of

fundamental importance to the expanding field of supra-

molecular chemistry.[1,2] The latter is driven, in part, by a

generally increased appreciation of the latent steric and

electronic information inherent in the wide diversity of

molecular building blocks that are either already available

or that are capable of being synthesized. The self-

assembly process requires that molecular recognition

between the assembling components initially occurs and

this in turn implies that such components be designed such

that steric and electronic complementarity occurs between

their respective binding sites.

Supramolecular assemblies have been constructed that

exhibit novel properties that include unusual redox and/or

electron transfer properties, photoactivity, conductivity, as

well as nonlinear optical behavior. Interest in such

behavior for application in new supramolecular

‘‘devices’’ has remained a further motivation for the

continuing interest in the synthesis of new assemblies of

the above type.

An important outcome of employing weak noncova-

lent interactions for the construction of supramolecular

assemblies is that their formation is normally readily

reversible because the final assembly remains in ther-

modynamic equilibrium with its components. As a

consequence, supramolecular systems of this type have

an inherent capacity for assembly ‘‘error correction’’

that is not normally available to systems that are fully

covalently bound. In the present context, the ‘‘preorga-

nization effect,’’ first proposed by Cram,[3] is also worth

mentioning. This concept can provide a useful aid for

rationalizing the strength of binding between the com-

ponents in particular supramolecular systems. In es-

sence, Cram proposed that the more closely the binding

sites of a host molecule are structurally preorganized

for binding to a guest, the greater will be the binding

strength between host and guest in the resulting assem-

bled species.

HYDROGEN BONDING

Hydrogen bonding is the most directional of all the

intermolecular interactions and is also the most widely

used interaction in forming supramolecular structures.[4]

Hydrogen bond formation has been studied for around a

century and is now recognized to cover a wide variety of

interaction types involving a bound hydrogen atom

(X�H, the donor) and one or more acceptors, which

may be an atom or an unsaturated molecule. In view of the

diversity, it is not easy to offer a precise definition

covering all aspects of hydrogen bonding.[1] In a recent

review of hydrogen bonds, Steiner[5] offered the following

description: An X�H� � �A interaction is called a ‘‘hydro-

gen bond,’’ if 1) it constitutes a local bond, and 2) X–H

acts as proton donor to A. Some common hydrogen bond

donor groups are C–H, N–H, O–H, S–H, P–H, F–H, Cl–H,

Br–H, and I–H, while acceptor groups include N, O, P, S,

F, Cl, Br, and I as well as a range of unsaturated aliphatic

and aromatic compounds; the degree of directionality in

the resulting hydrogen bond is quite dependent on the

polarity of the donor. The strength of such bonds can

range from very weak to substantial, typically falling in

the approximate range of 3–40 kcal mol�1. In this article,

we are concerned with the use of hydrogen bonds of the

type N�H� � �O for the construction of supramolecular
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assemblies exhibiting a range of architectures. Hydrogen

bonds of this latter type typically fall into the ‘‘moderate’’

strength category, with X� � �A distances in the range 2.5–

3.3 Å and bond angles greater than 130�.[6] Although

individual hydrogen bonds may be quite weak, in

supramolecular systems (as is often also the case in most

hydrogen-bonded biological systems), a number of hy-

drogen bonds may act in unison resulting in, overall,

strong forces operating between the individual molecular

components.[7] Similarly, hydrogen bonds tend to coop-

eratively act with other intermolecular interactions, such

as van der Waals forces, such that the overall free energy

of the assembled system is minimized.

Self-assembly processes involving NH–O hydrogen

bonds have now been reported to generate an impressive

range of different supramolecular architectures. Examples

include simple (1:1) host–guest systems, molecular

tweezers, zippers, boxes, large cyclic assemblies, grids,

capsules, rotaxanes, catenanes, helices, knots, tubes,

dendrimers, and other polymeric systems. Representative

examples of selected systems chosen from this list are

now discussed.

SIMPLE SYSTEMS

The simplest type of ‘‘self-assembly’’ is the 1:1 com-

plexation of two molecules, often described as host–guest

complexation. Numerous simple host–guest complexes

have been investigated and an understanding of the factors

affecting their formation has provided a solid platform for

the preparation of larger self-assembled aggregates.

Some of the earliest examples of host–guest complexes

involving NH–O hydrogen bonding are the complexes

formed between 18-C-6 crown ethers and ammonium

ions. In these complexes, three of the ether oxygens form

hydrogen bonds with the ammonium NH groups.[8,9] This

recognition motif has been utilized to prepare more

complicated structures (see below).

Hamilton et al.[10,11] have designed a series of receptors

containing six inwardly facing hydrogen bonding sites in a

cleft, such that they perfectly complement the six

available hydrogen bonding groups in 5,5-disubstituted

barbiturates. The formation of 1:1 complexes with high

association constants [e.g., 1.37�106 M�1 for the com-

plex 1:2 (Fig. 1)] was established by 1H NMR experi-

ments, including titrations and by UV–visible and

fluorescence spectroscopy titration experiments.

Molecular receptors for nucleic acids have also been

designed. For example, Rebek et al.[12–14] have prepared a

number of receptors that form complexes with adenine

using a combination of hydrogen bonding and p–p
stacking interactions. A receptor utilizing a similar

combination of hydrogen bonding and p–p stacking inter-

actions has also been designed to complex thymine.[15]

Molecules containing self-complementary hydrogen

bonding sites can self-assemble to form dimers or

polymers. For example, the rigid dipyridone 3 forms

discrete dimers 4 (Fig. 2) in both dilute CHCl3 solution (as

determined by vapor pressure osmometry, VPO) and in

the solid state. In contrast, the dipyridone 5, which can not

dimerize, forms linear polymeric aggregates 6 (Fig. 2).[16]

A less rigid analog of 3 was found to dimerize in solution,

but X-ray crystallographic analysis showed that linear

polymeric aggregates formed in the solid state.[17]

Recently, the dimerization of a guanidiniocarbonyl

pyrrole carboxylate zwitterion 7 (Fig. 3) was described.

The dimer is held together by two bifurcated hydrogen

bonds and two NH–O hydrogen bonds, which are

strengthened by ionic attraction. Dimerization constants

of the order of 1010 M�1 in DMSO and 170 M�1 in water

were estimated by 1H NMR dilution studies. A neutral

analog with an essentially identical hydrogen bonding

pattern but lacking the ionic interactions was found to

dimerize in CDCl3; however, addition of small amounts of

DMSO resulted in virtually complete dissociation of the

complex.[18]

MORE COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Numerous ‘‘polytopic’’ receptors have been designed for

molecules with more than one functional group capable of

forming NH–O hydrogen bonds. An early example of a

ditopic receptor, comprising a crown ether linked to a

macrocyclic polyamine, was studied by Kimura et al.[19]

This molecule complexes dopamine in aqueous solution

Fig. 1 Structure of the complex 1:2. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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through the formation of ion-pair-reinforced NH–O

hydrogen bonds between the crown ether and the

ammonium ion and between the partially protonated

azacrown and the electron-donating phenolic oxygens

of dopamine.

Schrader et al.[20,21] have developed a number of

receptors for biologically relevant molecules. The adren-

aline host 8 was designed such that the phosphonates bind

the ammonium functional group of adrenaline 9 through

an ion-pair-reinforced NH–O hydrogen bond and the

amide NH’s provide hydrogen bonding sites for the

catechol oxygen substituents (Fig. 4). Additional interac-

tions are provided by p�p stacking of the catechol

between the two nitroarene units. 1H NMR studies

indicated that a 1:1 complex is formed between 8 and

adrenaline 9 with a binding constant of 153 M�1 in D2O–

MeOD (1:1).

A series of oligoamides prepared from isophthalic acid

and a bisaniline derivative undergo self-assembly via a

combination of NH–O hydrogen bonds and edge-to-face

aromatic interactions to form double-stranded ‘‘zipper’’

complexes in solution (Fig. 5).[22] Evidence for the

association comes from 1H NMR dilution and titration

experiments in CDCl3 and CDCl3–CD3OD (95:5) together

with X-ray crystal structure analysis. The stability of the

dimers was found to increase as the length of the oligomer

increased, indicating significant cooperativity in the

intermolecular interactions along the chain.

CYCLIC ASSEMBLIES

Whilst it is relatively simple to control the self-assem-

bly of two components, the self-assembly of multiple

Fig. 2 Dipyridones 3 and 5 and the hydrogen-bonded dimer 4 and polymer 6. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Hydrogen-bonded dimer formed upon dissolution of 7

in DMSO or H2O. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Structure of the complex 8:9. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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components into a single aggregate is more difficult

to engineer. One technique that has been successfully

employed in the self-assembly of multiple components is

hydrogen-bond-mediated cyclic aggregation, using either

self-complementary molecules or mixtures of molecules

with complementary hydrogen bonding sites.

An example of the above strategy is the self-assembly

of the pyrido[4,3-g]quinoline 10 to form the cyclic trimer

11 held together by six NH–O hydrogen bonds (Fig. 6).

The formation of a cyclic trimer was confirmed by a

combination of VPO and 1H NMR studies and the cyclic

assembly was found to be very stable in CDCl3 solution

(Kass=20,000 M�2).[23]

The self-assembly of two-faced, ‘‘Janus-type’’ mole-

cules, which incorporate the AAD hydrogen bonding

sequence of cytosine and the DDA sequence of guanine,

has been observed by both Lehn et al.[24] and Mascal

et al.[25] The 60� angle between the hydrogen bonding

faces of these molecules dictates the formation of cyclic

hexamers, both in solution and the solid state.

Using a similar array of hydrogen bonding donor and

acceptor sites, Zimmerman and coworkers have found that

cyclic hexamers assemble upon dissolution of 12 in

CDCl3, d8-toluene and d8-THF (Fig. 7).[26] In this case, six

secondary hydrogen bonds may serve to further stabilize

the aggregate, which remains the predominant species in

solution in both DMSO–chloroform (1:9) and 8% aqueous

THF mixtures. This and similar recognition motifs have

been employed in the formation of self-assembled

dendrimers.[27,28]

Upon crystallization of a 1:1 mixture of cyanuric acid

(CA) and melamine (M), a hydrogen-bonded lattice with

several recognizable motifs, including a cyclic rosette 13
(Fig. 8), is observed.[29] Using appropriately substituted M

Fig. 5 Double stranded ‘‘zipper.’’ (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Self-assembly of a cyclic trimer. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and CA derivatives, the self-assembly of cyclic aggregates

based on this rosette motif has been explored by the

groups of Whitesides and Reinhoudt.

A series of hydrogen-bonded cyclic aggregates have

been prepared by Whitesides and coworkers, who

employed both peripheral crowding and preorganization

strategies to favor the formation of cyclic over linear

aggregates. The first of these systems contains three M

units attached to a central ‘‘hub’’ by semirigid spokes to

produce a ‘‘tritopic’’ receptor (HubM3).[30,31] HubM3

forms a complex with three molecules of neohexyliso-

cyanurate 14 to form the cyclic rosette 15 (Fig. 9). Double

and triple rosette aggregates have been prepared using a

similar strategy and aggregates incorporating both linked

melamine and linked isocyanurate components have also

been prepared. These aggregates have been characterized

using a combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (including

titrations), VPO, and gel phase chromatography (GPC).

Reinhoudt and coworkers have used a similar pre-

organization strategy to prepare aggregates comprising

multiple-stacked rosettes. In these systems, a number of

calix[4]arene derivatives, diametrically substituted with

two melamine substituents on the upper rim, are

connected with various linker units. Three of these

melamine ‘‘strings’’ then complex the appropriate number

of isocyanurate or barbiturate derivatives to give aggre-

gates comprising multiple rosettes. Recently, this strategy

has been employed in the self-assembly of 27 molecules,

via 144 hydrogen bonds, to form an aggregate with eight

stacked rosette motifs, which was characterized using a

combination of MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, 1H

NMR, and GPC.[32,33] The use of either chiral melamine

or chiral cyanurate components in the formation of these

aggregates has been found to result in the formation of

homochiral self-assembled structures.[34–38]

MOLECULAR CAPSULES AND BOXES

A considerable number of self-assembling capsules have

now been reported, many of which incorporate arrays of

N–H� � �O hydrogen bonds.[39] The resulting three-dimen-

sional structures incorporate enclosed cavities that are

frequently occupied by included solvent or other mole-

cules. Shimizu and Rebek[40] have prepared a number of

systems of this type. For example, the group has reported

the synthesis and assembly of self-complementary

calix[4]arenes derivatives, which, on dimerization, yield

discrete capsules. One system of this type was based on the

cone-conformer of tetrabenzylcalixarene 16 that had been

further functionalized by the appending of four urea

Fig. 7 Cyclic hexamer formed upon self-assembly of six molecules of 12. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Fig. 8 Cyclic rosette motif observed in the crystal lattice of a 1:1 mixture of melamine and cyanuric acid. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Formation of a cyclic rosette by self-assembly of four components. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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groups to the periphery of the large aperture of the cone

(Fig. 10). Individual urea groups from two such half cap-

sules intermesh in an alternate fashion such that they

interlink in a head to tail manner to provide the ‘‘glue’’ for

connecting the two half capsules; a total of sixteen

NH� � �O contacts are involved in this arrangement (Fig.

10). The resulting cavity in this case is sufficiently large to

encapsulate guests such as ethyl benzene and p-xylene.

Schall and Gokel[41] have described the formation of

the molecular ‘‘box’’ given by 17 (Fig. 11). 1H NMR

chemical shift data were used to assign the nature of the

hydrogen bond patterns for this species in CDCl3. Signal

broadening was observed in the spectrum and this was

interpreted as suggesting the likely presence of more

than one aggregate type under the conditions used for

the experiment.

ROTAXANES AND CATENANES

The use of NH–O hydrogen bonding to promote the

threading process in the formation of a range of catenanes,

pseudorotaxanes, and rotaxanes has been reported.[42,43]

In a typical reaction of this type, a cationic dialkylam-

monium-containing moiety interacts with a suitable crown

ether, e.g., dibenzo-24-crown-8, in a solvent such as

chloroform or dichloromethane.[44] The success of this

procedure relies on the strong tendency for the -NH2+-

group to be encircled by the macrocycle such that

hydrogen bonds form between the NH groups of the

cation and the ring polyether oxygens, with the alkyl

substituents protruding on either side of the ring. The

resulting pseudorotaxane may then be converted into a

rotaxane by appending bulky stopper groups to the termini

of each alkyl portion of the threaded component to

sterically block dissociation of the assembled product.

Ashton et al.[45] have been successful in producing

a range of [n]-rotaxanes using the ‘‘threading followed by

stoppering’’ strategy discussed above. For example, using

Fig. 10 Self-assembly of a molecular capsule. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 11 A self-assembled molecular box. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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the bis-azidomethyl-substituted p-xylene-a,a’-dibenzy-

lammonium dicationic salt 18�2PF6 and dibenzo-24-

crown-8, both the corresponding [2]-catenane and [3]-

catenane were prepared. The structure of the latter dication

is illustrated by 19 (Fig. 12). In each case, the bulky

‘‘stoppers’’ were attached by means of two dipolar

cycloadditions involving reaction of the azido groups with

acetylene-dicarboxylate. The X-ray structure of 19�2PF6

shows that this [3]-rotaxane is stabilized by a combination

of [N–H� � �O], [C–H� � �O], and p–p stacking interactions.

Not surprisingly, the X-ray structure of the corresponding

intermediate [3]-pseudorotaxane shows a very similar

(supramolecular) structure to that found for the above

rotaxane product.

Different groups[46–48] have reported the formation of a

series of uncharged [2]-catenanes incorporating amide

linkages that are intimately associated with the ‘‘inter-

linking’’ self-assembly of these species. For example, the

[2]-catenane consisting of two interlinked rings of type 20
(Fig. 13) was isolated from a one-pot, double macro-

cyclization reaction from the required precursors in 34%

yield.[42] The X-ray structure of the product was subse-

quently determined[49] and shows that the two macro-

cycles are locked together by a total of six hydrogen bonds

that include bifurcated hydrogen bonds from the amide

groups of an isophthaloyl subunit in each ring to a

carbonyl oxygen belonging to the other ring. For this

system, as well as for the related derivatives referred to

above, the intermolecular interactions (which may also

involve p interactions in particular cases) clearly play an

additional role in acting as templates during the crucial

interlinking step.

HELICAL STRUCTURES

The helical structures found throughout nature (e.g., a-

helical polypeptides) have inspired the design of synthetic

oligomers that fold into helices. Numerous interactions

are available to hold such ‘‘foldamers’’ in a well-defined

conformation and NH–O hydrogen bonding has been

employed in many cases.

Oligoamides that incorporate aromatic rings in their

backbones are more rigid than their aliphatic counter-

parts and can be directed to adopt helical structures

using hydrogen bonding between backbone substituents.

Oligoanthranilides form intramolecular hydrogen bonds

Fig. 12 Diammonium ‘‘thread’’ 18 and a [3]-rotaxane. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 13 Amide macrocycle 20. Two molecules of 20 intertwine

to form a catenane during the macrocylization reaction. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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between adjacent amide NH and CO groups. Linking

these units with either pyridine-2,6-carboxamide or 4,6-

dimethoxy-1,3-diamino benzene derivatives introduces

turns into the H-bonded oligomers 21 (Fig. 14), resulting

in the formation of extended helical structures.[50,51]

Similarly, helices have been formed from oligomers of

5-amino-2,4-dimethoxybenzoic acids 22 (Fig. 14) (or

analogs in which longer alkyl ethers are present at the

2- and 4-positions).[52,53] In this case, hydrogen bonds

between the amide NH and the ether substituents together

with the meta-substitution pattern of the aromatic rings

results in the backbone adopting a helical conformation

which has a 10 Å cavity. Substitution of some of the m-

substituted aromatic rings with p-substituted analogs

permits the formation of helices with larger internal

cavities (>30 Å).[54] Evidence for the helical nature of

these molecules comes from 2-D 1H NMR experiments,

which show end-to-end NOE contacts in CDCl3 or

mixtures of CDCl3 and DMSO, together with X-ray

crystal structure data for a number of compounds that

clearly show that these molecules adopt a helical

conformation in the solid state.

Berl et al.[55] have found that a ‘‘heptamer’’ formed

from alternating 2,6-diaminopyridine and 1,3-benzenedi-

carboxylate units forms helices around a central cyanurate

template that has complementary hydrogen bonding sites.

Fig. 14 Oligomers that adopt helical structures. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 15 Self-assembly of nanotubes from stacked cyclic peptides. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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In the absence of the template, multiple conformers are

present in solution as a result of free rotation about the

aryl–CO bonds. Introduction of the cyanurate template

results in a single conformer that exhibited end-to-end

NOE contacts in the 1H NMR spectrum, indicating the

stabilization of a helical structure.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF NANOTUBES

The self-assembly of tubular structures is of great inter-

est because of the large number of potential applications

for these nanotubes. Two major classes of nanotubes

have been assembled using NH–O hydrogen bonding:

those formed by the stacking of macrocycles to form

continuous tubes and those formed by interdigitating

peptidic side chains attached to rigid rod scaffolds to

form b-barrels.

Ghadiri et al.[56,57] observed that the controlled

acidification of a solution of the cyclic octapeptide

cyclo-[-(L-Gln-D-Ala-L-Glu-D-Ala)2-] 23 resulted in the

self-assembly of hollow tubular structures with an internal

diameter of approximately 7 Å 24 (Fig. 15). A number of

other cyclic D,L a-peptides have been found to form self-

assembled nanotubes under the appropriate condi-

tions.[58,59] Both the exterior surface properties and the

internal diameters of the nanotubes may easily be altered

upon changing the amino acid side chains and the number

of amino acids in the cycle, respectively; thereby pro-

viding self-assembled structures that can be tailored for

specific applications. It has also been found that cyclic b3-

peptides can form similar tubular structures with an in-

ternal pore.[60,61] The formation of cylindrical assemblies

using macrocycles composed of cystine-bridged bisamides

or bisureas has also been reported.[62]

Nanotubes composed of either cyclic D,L a-peptides or

cyclic b-peptides have been found to act as transmembrane

ion channels, transporting small ions, e.g., K+ and Na+, or,

in the case of nanotubes with larger internal diameters,

larger molecules, e.g., glucose and glutamate, across lipid

bilayers.[63–65] More recently, it has been found that nano-

tubes of cyclic D,L a-peptides act as selective antibacterial

agents by increasing cell membrane permeability.[66]

Fig. 16 Self-assembly of b-barrels. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Sakai et al.[67] have found that suitably functionalized

peptide chains attached to rigid p-oligophenyl scaffolds

25 self-assemble to form cylindrical ‘‘barrels’’ as a result

of intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the NH and

carbonyl functionalities of interdigitating peptide strands

(Fig. 16). These artificial b-barrels have a fixed length

and may be designed to have either a hydrophilic interior

and hydrophobic exterior surface or vice versa. The in-

ternal diameter of the barrel is flexible, and can be

increased by either increasing the steric demands of the

interior amino acid side chains or by using electrostatic

repulsion between charged side chains on the interior

surface.[68]

Artificial b-barrels having a hydrophobic interior have

been found to encapsulate carotenoids,[69] while those

with a hydrophilic interior were found to exhibit substan-

tial ion channel, esterase, RNAase, and fibrillogenic

activity.[70–72]

HYDROGEN-BONDED POLYMERS

The self-assembly of multiple components can lead either

to the formation of discrete aggregates, as described

above, or to the formation of ‘‘supramolecular polymers.’’

Hydrogen-bonded polymers have been prepared using

many of the recognition motifs described above and the

field has been recently reviewed.[73–75] Recent examples

include the reversible polymerization of self-complemen-

tary bisureidopyrimidones 26[76] and the copolymeriza-

tion of biscyanurate 27 and bisdiaminopyridine 28
monomers (Fig. 17).[77]

CONCLUSION

Hydrogen bonds of the type N�H� � �O have been utilized

for the construction of a wide range of supramolecular

architectures. These hydrogen bonds are individually

weak, but often a number of such bonds will act in

unison, or cooperatively with other intermolecular inter-

actions (e.g., NH–N hydrogen bonds, p�p stacking, or

ionic interactions), resulting in, overall, strong attraction

between the individual molecular components of an

assembly. In this article, we have presented a selection

of representative examples of the large number of such

assemblies now reported.[1,7,78–80]

Fig. 17 Self-assembled hydrogen-bonded polymers. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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INTRODUCTION

Why is self-assembly so appealing to nanoscience in

general and nanotechnology in particular? One answer is,

in Whitesides’s words: ‘‘Self-assembly is one of the few

practical strategies for making ensembles of nanostruc-

tures.’’[1]

The key issue in self-assembly is that the desired

structures are quantitatively formed by simply mixing the

programmed components under thermodynamic control.

Unlike covalent synthesis, self-assembly is a reversible

process. This is a very attractive feature because it allows

the system to self-repair possible structural deficiencies.

OVERVIEW

Of the self-assembly protocols developed so far, metal-

directed self-assembly is particularly appealing as a result

of the large number of structural motifs and bond energies

that are available through coordination chemistry. The

most important feature is the great directionality offered

by metal–ligand coordinative bonds compared to weak

electrostatic and p–p stacking interactions or even

hydrogen bonding. Moreover, coordinative metal bond

offers great versatility due to different transition-metal

complexes and multidentate ligands available as building

blocks and to bond energies that are between the range of

the strong covalent bond in carbon-based molecules and

the weak interactions in biological systems. The final

shape of the self-assembled entity is not only defined

through the metal-complex coordination geometry, but

also through the orientation of the ligand interaction sites.

Molecules with a wide variety of topologies and shapes

have been constructed in this way, including boxes, cages,

catenanes, dendrimers, grids, helicates, rotaxanes, and

others. (For recent reviews on this topic, see Refs. [2–7].)

Container molecules are unique among synthetic

molecular receptors because of their peculiar encapsula-

tion properties.[8,9] Guests of different sizes, shapes, and

charges have been trapped within their interior in a

timescale that can span from microseconds to infinity.

Desired features of container molecules comprise selec-

tivity in guest encapsulation, control of guest orientation

and dynamics within the cage, and reversibility, which

allows guest uptake and release under controlled condi-

tions. The ability of such container molecules to con-

fine[10] and stabilize[11] their guests makes them

particularly attractive for many potential applications,

ranging from specific drug release to catalysis[12–14] and

memory-storage devices.[15]

Metal-directed self-assembly has been employed to

construct container molecules presenting internal cavities

of molecular dimensions, capable of trapping ions and

neutral molecules.[16] The need of highly preorganized,

multidentate ligands presenting concave surfaces has led

some researchers to resort to calixarenes (for the first

report on calixarene-based coordination cages, see

Ref. [17]; see also Ref. [18]) and cavitands (for the first

report on cavitand-based coordination cages, see Ref.

[19]) as source of rigid molecular scaffolds. The present

account will focus on the design and self-assembly of

cavitand-based coordination cages.

After a comprehensive survey of the literature in the

field, the evolution of coordination cages in our group in

terms of size, structure, and adaptability to different self-

assembly conditions will be presented. Besides our own

efforts, three other groups have engaged in the prepara-

tion, characterization, and complexation studies of cavi-

tand-based coordination cages. They have in common the

synthetic strategy adopted for the introduction of the

ligands, which relies on functionalizing the apical posi-

tions of methylene-bridged cavitands.

Harrison and coworkers introduced four iminodiacetate

moieties as chelating ligands (cavitand I, Fig. 1).

Treatment with CoCl2 under basic conditions led to the

formation of cage IIa, with the four octahedrically

coordinated Co(II) connecting two cavitand I scaf-

folds.[20] Cage IIa, which has been structurally charac-

terized, presents two very interesting features: 1) it is

water-soluble; 2) the self-assembly process is pH depen-

dent: At pH values below 2, the carboxyl groups and

amine nitrogen atoms are protonated and do not coordi-

nate Co(II) ions; upon addition of base at pH 5, cage IIa is

formed. Taking advantage of the hydrophobic effect, they
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have been able to include several small liphophilic guests

within the cage such as aromatic molecules, alkanes,

haloalkanes, and alcohols.[21] Large upfield shifts in the

proton resonances (30–40 ppm) of the encapsulated guest

are observed: Thus the cage behaves as a NMR (nuclear

magnetic resonance) shift reagent for the included guest.

Using the same cavitand ligand, the corresponding Fe4

cage IIb has been prepared and structurally character-

ized.[22] These cages also form grids in the solid state.[23]

The carboxylate groups bind cations such as Ca2 +, Sr2 +,

and Ba2 +, connecting the cages among them in the solid

state. The resulting three-dimensional network formed

presents channels and pores, whose size can be controlled

by varying the cation size.[24]

Beer and coworkers have reported the metal-assem-

bled synthesis of trimeric and tetrameric host architec-

tures III and IV assembled from dithiocarbamate (dtc)

cavitand ligands and zinc or copper ions (Fig. 2).[25] In

the case of III, the three cavitand cups provide the

corners for an equilateral molecular triangle with two

zinc ions positioned at the midpoints of each side. The

Zn(II) ions coordinate two bidentate dtc moieties and a

pyridine molecule. Treatment of the same cavitand ligand

with Cu(II) acetate provided an intermediate Cu(II)

Fig. 1 Harrison’s approach to cavitand-based coordination cages.

Fig. 2 (a) Hexanuclear Zn(II) complex III; (b) octanuclear Cu(III) complex IV.
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complex that was oxidized to the octanuclear Cu(III)

cages IV[I3]7[I] �6H2O by treatment with iodine. In this

case, four cavitands lie at the apices of a distorted

tetrahedron, and are connected to each other by eight

Cu(III) ions. The novelty of this approach is in the

formation of higher stoichiometric species with respect to

the other cases, leading to wider cavities and larger

portals. The complexation properties in organic solvents

of the trimeric cage III have been explored, using

fullerene as guest.[26] The selectivity in binding C60 has

been attributed to the presence of 16 sulfur atoms that

interact with the electron-deficient guest.

A third approach has been carried out by Hong and

collaborators, connecting four pyridine ligands to the

apical positions of a cavitand through methyleneoxy

spacers. When the pyridyl nitrogen is para with respect to

the spacer, coordination cages VI are formed upon

exposure to square-planar metal precursors such as

Pd(en)(NO3)2.[27] Evidences of cage formation come from

vapor pressure osmometry, 1H NMR, and electrospray

ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiments, but

these cages have not been structurally characterized yet.

Cage VI binds positively charged N-alkylpyridinium

derivatives in acetone solution as a result of strong

cation–p interactions. In this particular case, the self-

assembly is solvent-dependent (Fig. 3): Cage VI forma-

tion is favored by apolar solvents, while cavitand complex

V is formed as unique product in water solution.[28] This

result seems to imply that the solvation of the inner space

of cavitand-based coordination cages is pivotal for cage

self-assembly.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF COORDINATION
CAGES IN SOLUTION

Nitrile-Based Coordination Cages

Among the coordination cages studied in our group, the

archetype is cage of general structure 2, which is com-

posed of two tetracyanocavitand derivatives connected

through four Pd(II) or Pt(II) square-planar complexes

(Scheme 1).[19,29] Such cages were assembled by simply

mixing cavitand 1 with different metal precursors MLX2

[M=Pd, Pt; L=dppp, dppb, (PEt3)2;a X=CF3SO3 (=OTf),

BF4, PF6] in a 1:2 molar ratio. Multinuclear NMR

spectroscopy (13C, 31P, and 19F), ESI-MS, matrix-assisted

laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF)

mass spectrometry, and vapor phase osmometry (VPO)

confirmed the dimeric structure of the cage with respect

to the cavitand ligands. Their 1H NMR spectra showed

the complete absence of absorptions belonging to both

precursors and the formation of a new set of signals,

indicative of the presence of a single highly symmetric

compound (D4h symmetry). The triflate counterions of all

cages experience two different environments: Their 19F

NMR spectra exhibited two singlets in a 7:1 integral

ratio, the bigger one at about �78 ppm, typical of

aLigand abbreviations: dppp = 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)-propane;

dppb= 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)-butane; dppe=1,3-bis(diphenylphos-

phino)-ethane, dppm=1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)-methane; en= ethyl-

enediamine.

Fig. 3 Solvent-driven equilibrium between cage VI and metalated cavitand V.
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noncoordinated ionic triflates, and a smaller one shifted

upfield at about �82 ppm, indicative of the encapsu-

lation of one triflate anion inside the cage.

Additional evidences for the self-assembly of the cages

were obtained by using electrospray mass spectrometry

(ESI-MS). (For studies of noncovalent aggregation by

ESI-MS, see Refs. [30].) Electrospray ionization mass

spectrometry proved to be a powerful technique for the

investigation of coordination cages in terms of 1) char-

acterization; 2) individuation of competitive oligomeric

species; and 3) presence of solvent molecules trapped

within the cages. For 2a–e, ESI-MS showed prominent

[M-2CF3SO3
-]2 + and [M-3CF3SO3

�]3 + peaks.

Suitable crystals of 2d for X-ray analysis were obtained

from a dichloromethane–benzene solvent mixture (Fig. 4).

The cage is filled with a single triflate anion, without any

Fig. 4 X-ray crystal structure of cage 2d. (From Ref. [29]. Copyright 2001 by the American Chemical Society.)

Scheme 1 Self-assembly of Pd and Pt cage molecules. (From Ref. [29]. Copyright 2001 by the American Chemical Society.)
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ancillary solvent molecule present. The internal cavity

resembles an oblate sphere: The long axis, defined as the

distance between opposite Pt atoms, is 13.5(1), the short

axis is 12.1(1) Å and is defined as the distance between

the centroids of the four resorcinarene methine carbons.

These distances are in agreement with the dimensions of

the cavity calculated using the Graphical Representation

and Analysis of Structural Properties (GRASP) pro-

gram.[31] The included triflate cannot escape from the

lateral portals without breaking a coordinative bond.

Control of the self-assembly process

The self-assembly process leads to coordination cages via

formation of four square-planar transition metal com-

plexes. The cis coordination geometry, a necessary

condition for cage self-assembly (CSA), is imposed using

dppp as chelating ligand. Therefore the following struc-

tural parameters have been examined as the key factors

controlling the self-assembly process: (1) choice of

chelating ligand, transition metal, and counterions of the

metal precursor; (2) preorganization and stiffness of the

tetradentate cavitand ligand.

(1) The influences of the chelating ligand and of the

type of metal have been analyzed by mixing cavitand 1b
with organometallic triflate precursors 3a–h and 4a, under

standard self-assembly conditions. The results are

reported in Table 1. All the chosen complexes assume

square-planar coordination geometry in solution, except

for Ni(dppp)(OTf)2 3e, which in solution is in equilibrium

between the tetrahedral and square-planar forms.

The effect of varying the chelate ring size has been

examined in the Pd series (entries 1,3,6,8). The results

clearly indicate that the CSA is highly sensitive to

distortion from the optimal square-planar arrangement of

the four ligands provided by dppp, particularly when the

P–M–P angle is smaller than 90�. In fact, in the case of

dppb (3h, entry 8) partial cage formation was observed at

300 K, which became complete at 373 K. In the other two

cases (entries 1 and 3), the CSA was completely

suppressed at any temperature. The X-ray crystal structure

of 2d supports these results, showing almost no strain in

the coordination sphere of the four Pt complexes.

Likewise, exchange of dppp with dppe in the Pt

complexes (compare entries 4 and 7) destabilizes the

cage with respect to open oligomers. The partial CSA

observed in the case of 4a to give cage 2g (entry 9) at

room temperature demonstrates that the absence of a

chelating ligand destabilizes the cage with respect to

alternative open species. The influence of the transition

metal has been highlighted in the M(dppe)(OTf)2 and

M(dppp)(OTf)2 series (entries 2–7). The observed trend in

cavitand nitriles coordination is Pt>Pd>Ni in accordance

with the relative strength of the CN–M dative bonds.

Another basic factor to be considered for CSA is the

selection of the counterions, which must be weakly

coordinated to the metal precursor to allow the exchange

with the nitriles of the cavitand ligands. Cage self-

assembly proceeded with noncoordinating counterions

such as triflate, BF4
�, and PF6

�, but failed with the

acetate, trifluoroacetate, and tosylate anions, which are

too strongly coordinated to the metal to undergo ligand

exchange with the nitriles.

(2) The preorganization of the cavitand ligand is

another essential ingredient of the self-assembly recipe.

The influence of the rigidity of the tetradentate cavitand

ligand and the relative orientation of the four cyano

substituents on the cage self-assembly have been evalu-

ated introducing conformationally mobile ethylene-

bridged cavitands. In this case, CSA is possible only with

Pt complexes, which provide sufficient coordinative

strength toward nitriles to freeze the cavitand in the

Table 1 Cage self-assembly (CSA) using cavitand 1b as tetradentate ligand and organometallic precursors

3a–h, 4a

Entry Organometallic precursor Outcome

1 Pd(dppm)(OTf)2 (3a) (72.7�)a No CSA

2 Ni(dppe)(OTf)2 (3b) (86.9�)a No CSA

3 Pd(dppe)(OTf)2 (3c) (85.8�)a No CSA

4 Pt(dppe)(OTf)2 (3d) (85.1�)a Oligomers formation at 300 K; partial CSA at 373 K

5 Ni(dppp)(OTf)2 (3e) No CSA

6 Pd(dppp)(OTf)2 (3f) (90.6�)a CSA (2b)

7 Pt(dppp)(OTf)2 (3g) (89.3�)a CSA (2d)

8 Pd(dppb)(OTf)2 (3h) (97.6�)a Partial CSA at 300 K; CSA at 373 K (2f)

9 Cis-Pt(PEt3)2(OTf)2(4a) Partial CSA at 300 K; CSA at 328 K (2g)

aP–M–P angle of M(dppx)Cl2 complexes taken from the crystal structures.

Source: Ref. [29]. Copyright 2001 by the American Chemical Society.
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required cone conformation. Their Pd analogs failed to

give CSA under the same conditions (Table 2).

Also, in this case, inclusion of a single anion has been

detected by 19F NMR. A second interesting feature

connected to the use of ethylene-bridged cavitands is the

temperature effect on CSA: In all cases, the process is

partial at 300 K and complete only above 350 K. This

different behavior points out that, in terms of preorgani-

zation of the cavitand ligands, conformational rigidity is

more important than optimal coordination geometry; in

fact, ethylene-bridged cavitand ligands, despite having the

perfect biting angle for CSA, require an entropic price to

be frozen in the cone conformation necessary for CSA.

Thermodynamics and kinetics of
the cage self-assembly

Calorimetric experiments were conducted in tetrachlo-

roethane as solvent at different temperatures to quantify the

enthalpic contribution to the self-assembly. In the case of

cage 2d at 298 K, the CSA process is strongly endothermic

(DH ;=+57.7±0.7 kJ mol�1); therefore cage formation is

entropy driven. (For the thermodynamics of self-assembly,

see Refs. [32,33].) The endothermic nature of CSA can be

rationalized in terms of desolvation of the cage compo-

nents and particularly of the included anion in the self-

assembly process, which leads to the entropic overriding of

the unfavorable positive DH ; of formation. The enthalpic

opposition has been explained by taking in account the

large enthalpic costs associated with ion desolvation.

As the anion exchange experiments require dissocia-

tion/recombination of the coordination cages, the kinetic

stability of Pd and Pt cages deserves special attention. A

rough estimate of the dissociation/recombination time-

scale can be obtained by monitoring the ligand exchange

between a preformed cage and a competitive ligand. This

estimate, although not accurate, is sufficient for the pur-

pose of choosing the optimal anion exchange conditions.

(For a detailed NMR study of the exchange process in

hydrogen-bonded cali[4]arenes capsules, see Ref. [34].)

Two set of experiments were directly performed in the

NMR tube. Addition of cavitand 1c to a CDCl3 solution of

cage 2b at 300 K led to the immediate formation of three

new species in solution, identified as cavitand 1b, Pd

heterocage [1b(Pdcomplex)41c], and Pd homocage

[1c(Pdcomplex)41c], respectively, and to the decrease of

2b. In the same experiment performed on Pt cage 2d, the

ligand exchange is negligible immediately after the addi-

tion, with an equilibration time of over 4 hr at 300 K. The

same experiment, repeated at 330 K, led to immediate

ligand exchange. Therefore the dynamics of dissociation/

recombination, slow on the NMR timescale in both cages,

is fast on the human timescale at ambient temperature

only for 2b, a further evidence of the greater strength of

the Pt–NC dative bond compared to that of Pd–NC.

Table 2 Influence of cavitand preorganization on cage self-assembly (CSA)

Entry Organometallic precursor

1 Pd(dppm)(OTf)2 No CSA No CSA

2 Pd(dppe)(OTf)2 No CSA No CSA

3 Pd(dppp)(OTf)2 CSA No CSA

4 Pd(dppp)(BF4)2 CSA No CSA

5 Pd(dppp)(PF6)2 CSA No CSA

6 Pd(dppb)(OTf)2 CSAa No CSA

7 Pt(dppp)(OTf)2 CSA CSAb

8 Pt(dppp)(BF4)2 CSA CSAb

9 Pt(dppp)(PF6)2 CSA CSAb

aThe CSA is partial at 300 K and complete at 373 K.
bThe CSA is partial at 300 K and complete at 353 K.

Source: Ref. [29]. Copyright 2001 by the American Chemical Society.
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Control of the self-assembly process was achieved

through metal–ligand exchange (Scheme 2). Addition of

eight equivalents of a competing ligand such as triethyl-

amine to preformed 2d led to complete and clean dis-

assembly of the cage into its cavitand components and

[Pt(dppp)(NEt3)2(OTf)2]. Subsequent addition of eight

equivalents of triflic acid restored the original Pt complex,

which immediately quantitatively reassembled the cage.

Selectivity in anion encapsulation

The Born equation[35] allows to estimate the free energy of

solvation of an ion of radius r (Å)b and charge z in a given

solvent. For monovalent anions such as BF4
�, PF6

�, and

CF3SO3
� in chloroform, we have DG�m,solv=�550 r�1 kJ

mol�1. Because encapsulation requires desolvation of the

anion, our expectation was that inclusion selectivity in a

given cage would have been dictated by the relative

enthalpy of solvation of the anions, thus favoring the larger,

less-solvated ones. Accordingly, in our case, the predicted

selectivity should have been CF3SO3
�>PF6

�>BF4
�. Two

trends are observed: 1) at 300 K in the presence of stoi-

chiometric amounts of the competing ion, the encapsula-

tion preference is in the order BF4
�> CF3SO3

��PF6
�,

which becomes complete for BF4
� in the presence of an

excess of (NBu4
+)(BF4

�); 2) at 333 K under stoichiometric

conditions, the slight prevalence of BF4
� vs. CF3SO3

� is

reversed in favor of the latter. The discrepancy between

observed and expected selectivity in anion encapsulation

led us to further investigate the matter both experimentally

and via computer modeling. Once again, ESI-MS turned

out to be a very valuable investigation tool, enabling to

detect the presence of solvent molecules trapped with-

in the cages.[36] For all cages having CF3SO3
� and PF6

�

as counterions, ESI-MS gave [M-2X]2 + and [M-3X]3 + as

prominent ions, both in chloroform and acetone as sol-

vents, while in the case of BF4
� the base peaks correspond

to the m/z values expected for [CHCl3@M-2BF4]2 +,

[CHCl3@M-3BF4]3 +, [acetone@M-2BF4]2 +, and [ace-

tone@M-3BF4]3 +, respectively. These results imply that

there is enough room in the cavity for one molecule of

solvent only in the case of encapsulated BF4
�, while in the

other two cases the anion is included alone, as proven in the

case of CF3SO3
� by the crystal structure. These findings

were confirmed by molecular modeling carried out using

the GRASP program. Only for BF4
� is the cavity

sufficiently wide to accommodate an ancillary solvent

molecule, thus reducing the enthalpic cost required for the

desolvation of BF4
�. This renders BF4

� the preferred

encapsulated anion at 300 K. The change in selectivity

observed upon increasing the temperature to 333 K is the

result of the higher-cage occupancy factor of BF4
��CHCl3

with respect to CF3SO3
�. At higher temperatures, the

entropic term favors CF3SO3
�, as its movements are less

restricted in the confined space of the cavity with respect to

the couple BF4
��CHCl3. This additional entropic cost for

BF4
��CHCl3 is sufficient to reverse the selectivity pattern

observed at 300 K.

This first class of coordination cages gave us the

possibility of exploring and understanding the main

factors driving CSA. The following structural parameters

have been found to be the key elements controlling CSA:

1) a P–M–P angle close to 90� between the chelating

ligand and the metal precursor; 2) square planar Pd and

Pt as metal centers; 3) a weakly coordinated counterion;

4) preorganization of the tetradentate cavitand ligand.

Scheme 2 Control of the self-assembly of the Pt cage. (From Ref. [19]. Copyright 1997 by Wiley-VCH.)

bEven if the Born equation is strictly valid only for spherical ions, it also

gives a good approximation of DGø
m,solv for nonspherical ones.
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On the other side, this CSA protocol has some limi-

tations. The major ones are:

1. The internal volume of this first type of cages is only

250 Å3, which is not sufficient to include guests of

nanosize dimensions.

2. Cage self-assembly is highly sensitive to distortion

from the optimal square-planar arrangement: Chelat-

ing ligands in the metal precursors with L–M–L angle

close to 90� are required. For this reason, dppp ligands

are favored with respect to dppb; no self-assembly has

been observed in the case of dppe, dppm, and

ethylenediamine.

3. The nitrile ligands require weakly coordinating

counterions to enter the coordination sphere of

the metal; for example, CF3SO3
�, PF6

�, BF4
�

worked, whereas CH3CO2
�, PhCOO�, and CF3CO2

�

did not.

4. Only a limited pool of solvents is compatible with

CSA: Many solvents such as CH3CN and dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO) compete with nitriles for coordi-

nation to the metal centers, reducing the applicability

of this methodology.

Enlarged Nitrile-Based Coordination Cages

The demand for cages with internal cavities of nano-

scopic dimensions, able to encapsulate large guests or

be used as reaction chambers, can be fulfilled either

by increasing the number of self-assembled compo-

nents[37,38] or by enlarging the size of the reacting

ligands. Following this second approach, self-assembly

of nanosize coordination cages 7a–b using tetradentate

cavitand ligands 6a–b is reported. Phenyl groups were

chosen as spacers introduced at the upper rim of 6 to

extend the cavity size[39] while retaining the relative

orientation of the cyano groups and the rigidity of the

cavitand framework, both essential for cage formation.

Tetracyanophenyl cavitands 6a,b were synthesized by

a known procedure from the corresponding tetrabro-

mophenyl cavitands[40] through reaction with CuCN in

1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP).

As in the previous case, cages 7a–b were obtained in

quantitative yield mixing 6a–b with Pt(dppp)(CF3SO3)2

in a 1:2 molar ratio in dichloromethane at room tem-

perature (Scheme 3). The less-soluble cage 7a pre-

cipitated out of the solution and was collected in pure

form by filtration.

No permanent inclusion of the CF3SO3
� counterions

was observed by 19F-NMR even at low temperature.

Rapid exchange with solvent molecules occurs as a

result of the large dimensions of the lateral portals.

Their dimensions as well as the internal cavity volume

were evaluated by modeling the cage structure. The

internal volume is ca. 1100 Å3, over four times that of

its short analog.

Deepening the cavitand precursor while retaining the

relative orientation of the cyano groups and the rigidity of

Scheme 3 Self-assembly of cages 7a,b. (From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2001 by Elsevier Science Ltd.)
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the cavitand framework has proved to be a viable strategy

for the preparation of large coordination cages. The

drawback of such approach lies in the reduced stability of

these larger cages as a result of the lability of the CN–M

coordinative bond.

Pyridine-Based Coordination Cages

To overcome this limit, a strong metal–ligand interaction

is necessary to operate cage self-assembly in a wide

range of solvents. To this purpose, we designed and

synthesized new cavitands bearing pyridines (for refer-

ences on cages derived from multidentate pyridine

ligands, see Refs. [41–43]) instead of nitriles as ligands

for the coordination to the metal centers.[44] The pyridyl

groups are positioned on the bridging units and not on the

apical positions of the resorcinarene.

The synthesis of these deep-cavity cavitands,[45] of

general structure 8a–b, was performed by bridging the

corresponding resorcinarenes with 4-(a,a’-dibromo-

methyl)pyridine.

In all cases, the low yields (10–12%) of the desired

(oooo) isomer with the four pyridyl groups pointing

outward (o) the cavity are due to the competitive

formation of useless isomers having one (iooo) or two

(iioo, ioio) pyridyl groups pointing inward (i). The correct

stereochemical assignment of the oooo isomer has been

confirmed by the X-ray crystal structure of cavitand 8b
(Fig. 5). From the crystal structure of the tetradentate

cavitand, it is possible to evaluate the a angle of the

pyridyl ligands relative to the C4v symmetry axis: The

estimated value is 42�, close to the ideal value of 45�
required for the formation of strainless square-planar

Scheme 4 Self-assembly of cages 9a–h. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright 2002 by the National Academy of Sciences.)

Fig. 5 X-ray crystal structure of the phenethyl cavitand

8b. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright 2002 by the National Academy

of Sciences.)
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complexes. Therefore the cavitand ligand is correctly

preorganized for CSA.

The typical procedure for cage formation is shown in

the case of cavitands 8a and 8b and various metal

precursors MLX2 (M=Pd, Pt; L=dppp, en; X=CF3SO3,

NO3) (Scheme 4): By mixing the two components in a 1:2

molar ratio at room temperature in solvents such as

CH2Cl2, CHCl3, acetone, or DMSO, cages 9a–h were

obtained in quantitative yields. In all cases, 1H NMR

spectra showed the formation of a new set of signals,

indicative of the presence of a single highly symmetric

compound (D4h symmetry).

The intramolecular CSA process is the only one de-

tected via 1H NMR (Fig. 6): Adding slightly less than 1

eq. of Pd(en)(NO3)2 to a solution of cavitand 8b led to

the formation of a mixture of Pd-cage and free cavitand.

After the addition of the second equivalent of metal pre-

cursor, the 1H NMR spectrum showed the signals of cage

9h as the only product.

The robustness of the M–Py coordination allowed to

perform CSA in polar and competitive solvents such as

DMSO or acetonitrile, where the nitrile-based coordina-

tion cages immediately decompose. The solubility prop-

erties of cages 9a–h can be tuned by appropriately

choosing the counterion, chelating ligand, and R substit-

uents at the lower rim of the cavitand ligand. In particular,

the solubility of the cages in DMSO or even in DMSO/

H2O mixtures (up to 3:1 ratio) has been achieved by

introducing the highly hydrophilic NO3
� counterion as in

the case of 9d and 9h. The different solubility properties

of the cage components have been exploited to perform

CSA in a liquid–liquid two-phase system. In a typical

experiment, cavitand 8b (1 eq.) dissolved in 1,1,2,2-

tetrachloroethane was exposed to an aqueous solution of

Pd(en)(NO3)2 (2.5 eq.) in a test tube (Fig. 7). A solid

immediately formed at the interface, which became more

abundant over time. 1H NMR analysis of the recovered

solid indicated the formation of cage 9h in pure form. A

MALDI-TOF experiment directly performed on the solid

sample confirmed the attribution, ruling out the possibility

of the formation of a sheet-like network at the interface.c

This last result is particularly interesting because liquid–

liquid interfaces represent another potentially useful field

of action for self-assembly protocols, which has barely

been explored so far.[46]

We were able to obtain good crystals of the Pd-

dppp(OTf)2-cage 9f from an acetone solution of the cage

(Fig. 8). A preliminary X-ray crystal structure of the cage

shows the formation of four square-planar complexes. The

cavity can be accessed through the four large lateral portals,

of 12.3 Å (close Pd–Pd distance)�10.8 Å (apical Ar–Ar

distance), large enough to allow the entrance/egress of

solvent molecules as well as triflate anions, in accordance

with 19F NMR experiments. The dimensions of the inter-

nal cavity turned out to be 17.2�15.7 Å. Calculations by

GRASP highlight the larger dimensions of these pyridine-

based cages with an internal volume of 840 Å3, which are

over three times bigger with respect to the corresponding

nitrile-based ones (250 Å3).

Several attempts to disassemble Pt and Pd cages were

performed. Pd cage 9b was disassembled into its cavi-

tand component and [Pd(dppp)(NEt3)2(CF3SO3)2] in the

presence of an excess of NEt3 as competitive ligand

(32 eq.) at 323 K (Fig. 9), whereas, under the same

conditions, the 1H NMR spectrum of the corresponding Pt

cage 9a remained unchanged. This is consistent with the

greater Pt–N bond strength with respect to that of Pd–N.

Fig. 6 Self-assembly of cage 9h monitored via 1H NMR: (a)

spectrum of cavitand 8b in DMSO-d6; (b) mixture of free

cavitand ligand (L) and cage (C) after addition of slightly less

than 1 eq. of Pd(en)(NO3)2; (c) cage 9h as single product after

addition of 2 eq. of Pd(en)(NO3)2. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright

2002 by the National Academy of Sciences.)

cIn principle, a sheet-like network that contains both components in a 2:1

ratio could also form at the interface and subsequently rearrange into

cage 9h upon dissolution in DMSO.
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The kinetic stability of the Pt cagesd has been assessed

via ESI-MS. A ligand-exchange experiment was per-

formed starting from two Pt cages, 9a and 9e, different for

the chains at the lower rim (R=C11H23 and CH2CH2Ph):

Both cages were separately analyzed via ESI-MS, show-

ing [M-2CF3SO3]2 +, [M-3CF3SO3]3 +, and [M-4CF3-

SO3]4 + ions. Then they were mixed in a 1:1 molar ratio

at room temperature, giving a spectrum resulting from

the simple addition of the signals owing to the two

homocages. Upon heating the mixture, the ESI-MS

spectrum exhibited a third set of peaks belonging to the

heterocage in a statistic 1:2:1 ratio with the signals of

the homocages.

Suppressing cage self-assembly

Introduction of methyl groups at the apical position of

the resorcinarene completely switched off the CSA pro-

cess. Addition of three different precursor complexes,

such as Pt(dppp)(CF3SO3)2, Pd(dppp)(CF3SO3)2, and

Pt(PEt3)2(CF3SO3)2, to a solution of 10 resulted in the

precipitation of stone-like oligomeric species only slightly

soluble in most organic solvents (Scheme 5). The ex-

periment has been followed by 1H NMR: The solution

became heterogeneous as soon as the first equivalent of

metal precursor was added and the spectrum showed a

broadening of all the peaks, indicative of oligomer for-

mation. No significant changes were observed by adding

the second equivalent of precursor complexes or after

heating. This is an evidence of how sensitive CSA is to the

preorganization of the molecular components: In fact, a

further requirement for efficient CSA is the conforma-

tional freedom of the four diverging pyridine ligands, to

allow the formation of strainless square-planar connecting

units. The presence of the methyl groups at the apical

position forces the pyridine ligands to preferentially as-

sume a tilted orientation with respect to the cavity, ham-

pering cage self-assembly, and instead favoring oligo-

merization via the formation of square-planar complexes

among several cavitand ligands.

Fig. 7 Cage formation at the water / organic solvent interface. (From Ref. [44]. Copyright 2002 by the National Academy of Sciences.)

dDynamic interconversion of similar square-planar Pd(II) complexes

with pyridyl cycloveratrylenes has been shown by Shinkai et al. to occur

at room temperature. (Ref. [47].)

Fig. 8 Preliminary X-ray crystal structure of Pddppp(OTf)2-

cage 9f.
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SURFACE-DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY
OF COORDINATION CAGES

The idea behind this approach is to exploit the thermo-

dynamic control and reversibility of CSA for the gener-

ation of three-dimensional architectures directly on

surfaces, which is one of the key requirements for the

development of nanotechnology and molecular electron-

ics.[48] The clean, precise, and reversible modification of

surfaces represents an important opportunity to expand the

application range of self-assembly.

Our group, in collaboration with Reinhoudt and co-

workers,[49] have recently reported an intriguing example

of generation of coordination cages directly on surfaces by

using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as molecular

platforms. At first, monolayers of 11 were prepared

by adsorption of the thioether chains on gold surface; then,

self-assembly of the cages occurred directly on the SAMs

through the addition of a solution of 1a, and of Pd

(dppp)(OTf)2 (cage 12a) in one case and Pt(dppp)(OTf)2

(cage 12b) in the other (Fig. 10). The formation of

these cages on SAMs of 11 was proven by contact angle

measurements, electrochemistry, X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

A series of control experiments were performed to

prove that self-assembly of the cages occurs on the surface

of the SAMs via metal coordination. Treatment of the

SAM of 12a with triethylamine shifts the equilibrium

toward the formation of M(dppp)(NEt3)2(OTf)2 plus

uncomplexed cavitand 11. Complete disassembly of the

cages on the SAM was monitored by electrochemistry, in

full agreement with the expectations.

The formation of the molecular cages was directly

monitored by atomic force microscopy (AFM). For this

purpose, microcontact-printed templates were created

using standard soft lithography methods.[50] These tem-

plates showed the presence of very regular features over

large areas (Fig. 11). Stripes with a lower height

correspond to areas exposing bare gold, while stripes

with a higher topographic profile are covered by the

SAM of 11-mercaptoundecanol. After deposition of a

monolayer of cavitand 11 on the bare gold grooves,

AFM was used to directly measure the differences in the

height profile.

The height difference of 2.6 nm (Fig. 11A,B) is

consistent with the formation of a monolayer of 11. The

Fig. 9 (a) Cage 9b in the presence of an excess of NEt3 at 300

K; (b) partial disassembly of the cage (C ) into its cavitand

component (L) after heating at 323 K for few minutes. (From

Ref. [44]. Copyright 2002 by the National Academy of Sciences.)

Scheme 5 Oligomeric self-assembly with cavitand 10.
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formation of the molecular cages on the printed layers was

performed using the same procedure as for the full

monolayers. A difference of 4.2 nm was measured after

assembly of the cages (Fig. 11C), a value that is consistent

with the calculated dimensions of the assembly. The self-

assembly of the cages was monitored by comparing the

relative height differences.

Moreover, the insertion of sulfides into SAMs of thiols

has been recently investigated by Reinhoudt’s group.[51] A

SAM was prepared where single cavitands could be

detected far apart from each other by AFM to individually

study the formation of the coordination cages. Insertion of

cavitand 11 into a monolayer of mercaptoundecanol was

achieved by soaking SAMs of thiol into a 0.1 mM solution

Fig. 10 Representation of the self-assembly reaction that leads to the formation of cages on a SAM.

Fig. 11 Self-assembly of coordination cages on m-CP substrates. The AFM picture, the corresponding histogram, and a schematic

representation of the surface is shown for each. (From Ref. [49]. Copyright 2001 by Wiley-VCH).
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of 11 in ethanol. Under this experimental conditions, an

average of 20–25 molecules per square micron were

inserted into the SAM.e Extensive washing with large

amounts of solvents ensured the removal of all physi-

sorbed material. Atomic force microscopy experiments

and profile analysis showed the presence of individual

round entities that were protruding from the flat mono-

layer. A height-profile analysis revealed that these entities

all had the expected size of approximately 2 nm. As for

the full SAMs, formation of the cages 12a and 12b was

performed on these samples as described above for the full

monolayers. Atomic force microscopy analysis on the new

samples proved the presence of two different types of

features: 1) individual dots with heights of about 4 nm;

and 2) individual dots with heights of about 2 nm (Fig. 12).

The two different entities were attributed to the two

different species, the cavitand and the coordination cages

adsorbed on Au, respectively.

CONCLUSION

Cage self-assembly represents a successful strategy for the

construction of three-dimensional objects having inner

cavities of molecular dimensions. The driving force

behind this research effort can be attributed to the

following factors: 1) precise control of the CSA process

via rational design of the molecular components; 2) the

reversibility of the process that conveys self-repairing

properties and responsiveness to external stimuli; and

3) extension of the CSA process to interfaces and surfaces.

This last feature in particular opens new avenues to the

metal-directed self-assembly of supramolecular species.

In the specific case of cavitand-based coordination cages,

single-molecule addressing on surfaces of confined

molecules having peculiar electric, magnetic, or optical

properties can be envisioned.
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Molecules at Interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

Chirality is a subtle molecular property that has a pro-

found impact in nature. A chiral object or enantiomer is

defined as one that has a nonsuperimposable mirror

image, in the same way that a left hand is related to a right

hand. Although this geometric distinction may seem

trivial, it plays a very significant role in a molecule’s

functionality and has especially important consequences

for many biological molecules and pharmaceutical drugs.

One of the more infamous and tragic examples of the role

chirality plays in a molecule’s functionality is the drug

thalidomide, administered in the 1950s to pregnant

women to alleviate nausea: It was discovered that only

one enantiomer of thalidomide was safe whereas the other

enantiomer caused severe birth defects. Pharmaceutical

companies invest tremendous resources into synthesizing

enantiomerically pure compounds or separating racemic

compounds (where equal amounts of left- and right-

handed molecules are present) into enantiomerically pure

forms. Not only are enantiomers extremely difficult to

separate, but they are also difficult to identify because all

of their chemical properties—except for the direction in

which they rotate plane-polarized light—are identical.

Therefore classical chemical techniques such as nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR), circular dichroism (CD), and

other forms of spectroscopy cannot identify the absolute

chirality of a given molecule, and many techniques

require some sort of chemical modification of the

enantiomer (e.g., forming a diastereomer) to achieve even

a relative differentiation between enantiomers.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has become an

obvious and highly relevant technique with which to study

chiral systems. The ability of the scanning tunneling

microscope to observe molecules on an atom-by-atom

basis with angstrom-level resolution makes it a natural

choice for detailed, high-resolution studies of chiral

molecules and chiral surface structures. The scope of

STM studies on chiral systems is too large to be covered in

a single article, and so here we focus on surface studies of

physisorbed self-assembled monolayers at the liquid–solid

interface (i.e., ambient conditions).

OVERVIEW

This article aims to explore the many different ways in

which chirality affects surface structures. This discussion

includes examples of chiral molecules forming interfacial

domains that can be chiral or achiral, achiral molecules

forming surface structures that possess 2-D chirality, and

finally mixtures of chiral and achiral molecules that lead

to interesting and often unexpected surface formations.

The organization of this article is described below. In

‘‘Direct Determination of Chirality of Individual Mole-

cules: 2-Br-Hexadecanoic Acid on Graphite,’’ we discuss

the recent achievement of direct determination of chirality

of individual molecules initially achieved by both Fang

et al.[1] and Lopinski et al.,[2] and we focus on Fang et al.’s

study of self-assembly of racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

at the liquid–solid interface. This achievement was critical

to the progress of using STM to study chiral systems and

serves as a basis for much of the ensuing work described

here. In ‘‘Self-Assembly of Chiral Molecules at the

Interface,’’ we examine the wide variety of surface

structures formed by chiral molecules (both enantiomers

and racemates). We continue in ‘‘Self-Assembly of

Achiral Molecules into Enantiomorphous Domains at

the Interface’’ by discussing the fascinating topic of chiral

surface structures formed by achiral molecules, and we

focus on the specific example of self-assembly of

hexadecanoic acid. Although this topic may seem peculiar

at first, the imposition of two-dimensional order by the

surface onto three-dimensional molecules has many

symmetry-breaking properties that lead to a wealth of

such systems. In ‘‘Achiral Molecules Mixed with Chiral

Molecules and Their Effect on Self-Assembly,’’ we

combine achiral molecules with chiral molecules to

examine the effect of the former on self-assembly of

chiral molecules. The case study explored mixtures of

different-length unsubstituted fatty acids with racemic 2-

Br-hexadecanoic acid at the liquid–solid interface.

Many of the studies described take advantage of

molecules with chemical marker groups. Marker groups

are chemical functional groups contained within a

molecular adsorbate that exhibit unusually high or low
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contrast in the STM topograph relative to the rest of the

molecule. This unusual contrast can be used to locate

particular functionalities within a given molecule. A

number of physisorbed molecular systems that contain

such markers have been successfully explored on graphite,

and the unusual image contrast arises from both the

functional group’s topographic positioning and its elec-

tronic coupling to the surface. Finally, several of the

investigations discussed here involve long-chain function-

alized hydrocarbons, popular molecules for STM inves-

tigations of self-assembled monolayers physisorbed on

graphite and MoS2 surfaces. In general, these molecules

lie flat on the substrate, and the hydrocarbon chains are in

a trans orientation.

DIRECT DETERMINATION OF
CHIRALITY OF INDIVIDUAL MOLECULES:
2-BR-HEXADECANOIC ACID ON GRAPHITE

Individual molecules in a physisorbed self-assembled mo-

nolayer of racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid [CH3(CH2)13

CHBrCOOH] dissolved in phenyloctane solution were

imaged at the graphite–liquid interface with an STM.[1]

Previous studies on long-chain n-carboxylic acids have

shown that these molecules physisorb on graphite with

the hydrocarbons flat on the substrate and the carboxyl

end groups oriented toward each other to facilitate hy-

drogen bonding. These studies also reveal that the carbo-

xyl end group always appears with ‘‘darker’’ contrast

compared to the rest of hydrocarbon chain, thus making

the carboxylic acid functionality a dark chemical marker

group.[1,3] Similarly, bromine atoms at a nonterminal

position along the hydrocarbon chain or at a terminal po-

sition in the gauche conformation appear with bright

contrast and are positioned ‘‘up’’ pointing away from the

graphite surface,[4–6] making the bromine a bright

chemical marker group.

An STM topograph of a pair of 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

molecules is shown in Fig. 1 accompanied by a schematic

of the arrangement of the molecules.[1] The dark circles

(found between the bright white spots) are unambiguously

ascribed to the carboxylic acid groups marked as -COOH.

The large ‘‘bright’’ spot (marked as Br in the figure) is

attributed to the location of the bromine atom. Given the

relative position of the bromine atom and the carboxyl

group, the orientation of the rest of the alkyl chain is

determined, as the bromine atom lies between the

carboxyl group and the rest of the alkyl chain. Thus the

alkyl chain associated with the lower of the two labeled

bromine atoms (marked as Br in the figure) is represented

by the lower set of numbers 1 to 14, where the numbers

correspond to small topographic protrusions along the

alkyl tail. These small spots are ascribed to the positions

of those hydrogen atoms of the adsorbed hydrocarbon

molecules protruding farthest out of the molecular

plane.[7]

Based on the above assignment with bright bromine

atoms sticking up,[4] the molecule can be easily identified

as the R-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid because the relative

positions of three of the four groups attached to the chiral

carbon have been directly determined (Br, COOH, alkyl

tail) and the fourth (hydrogen atom) is right beneath the

bromine atom, as shown in Fig. 1. The atomic resolution

obtained in this STM image has enabled us to determine

the absolute configuration of a single organic molecule

directly, i.e., without the help of any compound of known

chirality. Similarly, Lopinski et al.[2] conducted a study of

short-chain alkenes on silicon in ultrahigh vacuum and

were also able to directly determine the chirality of the SS

and RR enantiomers of adsorbed trans-2-butene on an

Si(100) surface.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF CHIRAL
MOLECULES AT THE INTERFACE

The resolution of a racemic mixture of chiral molecules

into enantiomers was first observed by Louis Pasteur in

his famous experiment in 1848 on a solution of racemic

sodium ammonium tartrate, which he resolved into

enantiomorphic crystals.[8] This phenomenon translates

Fig. 1 Enlarged portion of a constant current image of R-2-

bromohexadecanoic acid at the interface of a phenyloctane

solution and the graphite basal plane. (From Ref. [1]. Copyright

1998 by the American Chemical Society.)
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to the 2-D interface where numerous examples exist of

spontaneous resolution of racemic molecules into enan-

tiomorphous domains possessing 2-D chirality, where an

enantiomorphous domain is described as one possessing

nonsuperimposable mirror-image morphology. Racemic

2-Br-hexadecanoic acid spontaneously resolves into

domains that are mirror images of each other.[1] A

racemic mixture of a binaphthalene dithiol compound on

gold was also found to form domains of enantiomeric

purity,[9] where the study of a self-assembled monolayer

of a racemic mixture of 1,2-dihydroxyoctadecane revealed

a lamellar-like alternation of enantiomeric purity.[10]

Clusters of nitronaphthalene were enantiomorphic on the

Au(111) image and the STM tip was used to manipulate

and separate the enantiomorphic clusters in a molecular

analog to Pasteur’s experiment.[11] An extension of this

study explored a coverage-driven, chiral-phase transition

of nitronaphthalene clusters on gold.[12] An experiment

that investigated the effects of the impact of different

substrate structures on the packing of chiral molecules

revealed that a racemic mixture of thiaheterohelicene on

Au(111) resolved into chiral structures only on the steps

and not on the terraces. However, many racemic mixtures

do not resolve into enantiomorphous domains on a surface

as shown for a racemic mixture of physisorbed secondary

alcohol molecules[13] and formamide molecules at the

interface.[14]

With the increasing synthetic ability to separate

racemic molecules into pure enantiomers, a formidable

challenge for chemists as so many properties of chiral

isomers are identical, STM studies of chiral systems are

not limited to racemic mixtures but also include investi-

gations of enantiomerically pure substances. Enantiomer-

ically pure formamide molecules are found to form

enantiomorphous domains.[14] Similarly, chiral terephthal-

ic acid derivatives[15] and their polymorphs[16] have been

found to form enantiomorphous self-assembled monolay-

ers. Many chiral liquid crystals also form enantiomor-

phous domains.[17] Conformations of chiral dendrimers

have also been explored with STM.[18]

A discussion of self-assembly of chiral molecules

should also include, at least briefly, the study of chiral

surfaces. An elegant approach to formation of a chiral

surface is described by Lopinski et al.[19] where the

sterically hindered 1S(+)-3-carene molecule is demon-

strated to enantiospecifically chemisorb onto Si(100)

surface in a bonding arrangement that is predicted to be

very stable. Although many other chiral surface structures

formed by adsorbed molecules are described in this

article, for the most part they are physisorbed, which

makes them stable only in the specified liquid–solid

environment in which the experiments were conducted. A

different approach to chiral surfaces is to form high Miller

index surfaces of single metal crystals; such surfaces have

been demonstrated to be chiral.[20] Enantiospecific chem-

ical reactions of chiral molecules have also been explored

on such chiral surfaces.[20–22]

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF ACHIRAL MOLECULES
INTO ENANTIOMORPHOUS DOMAINS AT
THE INTERFACE

Surfaces possess symmetry-breaking properties that affect

the resultant surface structures formed by achiral mole-

cules. Molecules that are achiral in three dimensions can

form arrays on the surface that result in a 2-D chiral

surface structure. A 2-D chiral surface structure is one in

which the adsorbed molecule has a nonsuperimposable

mirror image when the adsorbed molecule is confined to

motion (i.e., rotation/translation) within the surface plane.

This concept is illustrated further below as we examine

the specific case of self-assembly of hexadecanoic acid at

the graphite–liquid interface.[23,24]

Free hexadecanoic acid [CH3(CH2)14COOH] is an

achiral molecule that is always superimposable with its

mirror image in three dimensions. This property dramat-

ically changes when hexadecanoic acid is adsorbed onto a

graphite surface, for now the molecule is fixed in a plane

instead of being able to freely rotate in three dimensions.

Two hexadecanoic acid molecules will adsorb onto a

graphite surface in a manner that allows the carboxylic

acid functional groups to hydrogen-bond together; Fig. 2a

depicts a model with two such molecules whose con-

formations have been labeled ‘‘A.’’ When this pair is

reflected through a mirror plane demarcated by the black

line, the resultant molecules on graphite adopt the

configuration labeled ‘‘B,’’ which (in the restricted two-

dimensional world of the interface) is a nonsuperimpos-

able mirror image of the ‘‘A’’ molecules on the surface.

The surface ultimately drives hexadecanoic acid to self-

assemble in two distinct enantiomorphous domains that

possess 2-D chirality. Such 2-D chiral films are generally

formed on a graphite surface for fatty acids with an even

number of carbon atoms, but not for fatty acids with an

odd number of carbon atoms. Two-dimensional arrays

arising from the assembly of molecules configured in the

‘‘A’’ or ‘‘B’’ arrangements are presented in Fig. 2b.

Achiral molecules forming enantiomorphous domains

on the surface is not an uncommon phenomenon and has

been documented via high-resolution SPM studies. Other

examples have been observed for discotic liquid crys-

tals,[25] for a liquid crystal phase of achiral molecules

investigated via optical microscopy,[26] for calcium

arachidate assembled on mica probed by atomic force

microscopy (AFM),[27] for achiral formamide,[14] and for
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adenine molecules adsorbed onto molybdenum disulfide

observed via STM.[28] Like fatty acids, 1-nitronapthalene

adopts a pseudochirality when adsorbed onto gold,

which influences the formation of supramolecular clusters

and chains.[29] Achiral diamide molecules form supra-

molecular lamellae that express chirality as observed by

STM.[30]

ACHIRAL MOLECULES MIXED WITH
CHIRAL MOLECULES AND THEIR
EFFECT ON SELF-ASSEMBLY

As discussed in the last three sections, chiral and achiral

molecules can form a wide variety of surface structures

that range from the formation of achiral surface domains

by chiral molecules to enantiomorphous domains created

by achiral molecules. This leads us to the address the

question of what happens when achiral molecules are

mixed with chiral molecules? Such studies have a vastly

increased complexity because interadsorbate interactions

play a role in determining the surface structure in addi-

tion to other adsorbate–adsorbate and adsorbate–surface

interactions. Nevertheless, to date, several interesting

studies have been undertaken to explore the effects of

achiral molecules on self-assembly of chiral molecules. In

some instances, the achiral molecules are simply repre-

sented as solvent that coadsorbs with the solute as in the

work on isophthalic acid derivatives dissolved in 1-

heptanol,[31] where the achiral molecules were found to

express the chirality of the overall monolayer formed

by the chiral solute. A similar phenomenon occurred in

the study of substituted acids dissolved in alcoholic

solvents.[32]

A particularly interesting study described below exam-

ines an odd/even effect of achiral unsubstituted fatty acids

on the self-assembly of chiral 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid at

the liquid–solid interface. The achiral molecules form a

template that directs the chiral molecules to form

interfacial domains either with enantiomeric purity[24] or

domains with both enantiomers simultaneously present.[33]

In the latter case, different templates can be chosen to

create alternating lamellae of R- and S-2-Br-hexadec-

anoic acid or patterns with R- and S-2-Br-hexadecanoic

acid stripes on the surface, thus allowing for the simul-

taneous detection of both enantiomers within one inter-

facial domain.

Hexadecanoic Acid with Racemic
2-Br-Hexadecanoic Acid

Mixtures of the chiral molecule, 2-Br-hexadecanoic, with

the achiral molecule, hexadecanoic acid, exhibit long-

range order when physisorbed onto a graphite substrate.

Multiple domains are formed extending in width from 30

nm to over 100 nm. Fig. 3a,c shows representative STM

topograph for two different domains of a mixture of

hexadecanoic acid with racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

imaged at the phenyloctane–graphite interface. This

image depicts well-ordered lamella separated by dark

troughs. The troughs in Fig. 3a,c primarily contain dark

circular regions that are sporadically accompanied by

bright spots. The individual dark regions (topographical

depressions) are assigned to the positions of pairs of

hydrogen-bonding carboxylic acid groups[1,3] whereas the

bright spots (topographical protrusions) correspond to

bromine atoms, which appear bright when they are located

at a nonterminal position along the hydrocarbon chain.[4,6]

The presence or absence of the chemical marker bromine

(bright) near the COOH (dark) group provides a straight-

forward and facile differentiation of the two chemical

species in this mixture despite their similar lengths.

Fig. 2 The two-dimensional chiral nature of achiral hexadec-

anoic acid physisorbed onto a graphite surface is shown in (a).

The ‘‘B’’ molecules on graphite are the mirror image of the

‘‘A’’ molecules on the surface, reflected through the mirror

plane indicated by a black bar. Hexadecanoic acid self-

assembles into the two distinct enantiomorphous (possessing

mirror-image morphology) domains depicted in (b). (From Ref.

[24]. Copyright 2000 by the American Chemical Society.)
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Note that unlike the 45� angle between the lamella

direction and molecular axis present in pure 2-Br-

hexadecanoic acid from Fang et al.’s work,[1] images of

the 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid/hexadecanoic acid mixture

display a 90� angle (marked by the arrows) between these

two axes. Pure hexadecanoic acid self-assembles with a

90� lamellar–molecular axis angle. The 45� molecular–

lamellar structure in racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid is

driven by favorable Br–Br attractive interactions, which

here are effectively shut down in mixtures where the

probability that two Br-containing molecules will be

found adjacent to each other is low.

Two different domains are found on the surface,

represented by STM images in Fig. 3a,c. The relative

orientation of the bromine atoms to the carboxylic acid

groups remains consistent throughout a single domain. All

of the bromine atoms in Fig. 3a lie either above and to the

left of the carboxyl group or below and to the right of the

carboxyl group. Black lines have been superimposed on

some of the individual carboxyl/bromine combinations to

denote this arrangement. Fig. 3b presents a molecular

model representation of this surface organization.

A different marker group positioning is found in the

STM image of a second domain shown in Fig. 3c, where

the bromine/carboxyl group orientation is the mirror

image of that presented in Fig. 3a,b. Fig. 3d provides a

molecular model representation of Fig. 3c where the

orientation of the bromine/COOH orientation is marked

by a black line.

Determination of the absolute chirality of individual 2-

Br-hexadecanoic acid molecules has been described in

detail elsewhere[1,4] and can be assigned from the relative

orientations of the three dissimilar groups on the chiral

carbon center that are all clearly present in the STM

image—the bromine atom, carboxylic acid group, and the

remainder of the alkyl chain. Thus the brominated

molecules in Fig. 3a,b are assigned as R-2-Br-hexadeca-

noic acid, and the brominated molecules in Fig. 3c,d are S-

2-Br-hexadecanoic acid.

In summary, two phenomena clearly stand out in

the self-assembled monolayer of a mixture of two co-

adsorbates, achiral hexadecanoic acid and chiral 2-Br-

hexadecanoic acid. First, the ability to effect a specific

self-assembly of 2-Br-hexadecanoic by introducing hex-

adecanoic acid into the solution has been demonstrated.

The element of control for this feature is the ‘‘forced’’

opening of the angle between the molecular axis and the

lamellar direction from 45� to 90� in the mixed self-as-

sembly. Second, racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid coad-

sorbed with hexadecanoic acid segregates into separate

chiral domains when the solution is applied to a graphite

surface. This phenomenon is attributed to a curious effect

of the two-dimensional graphite surface on one element in

the mixture, the achiral hexadecanoic acid molecules. In

fact, physisorption of hexadecanoic acid on a graphite

surface causes it to separate into two distinct domains that

exhibit nonsuperimposable mirror-image morphology

(enantiomorphous domains) as discussed in ‘‘Self-As-

sembly of Achiral Molecules into Enantiomorphous Do-

mains at the Interface.’’ These enantiomorphous domains

necessarily lead to a resolution of R-or S-2-bromohexadec-

anoic acid in the self-assembled monolayer when the

mixture is physisorbed onto a graphite surface.

Heptadecanoic Acid with
2-Br-Hexadecanoic Acid

Another example of the templating effect of achiral

molecules on chiral molecules is observed in the mixture

of heptadecanoic acid [CH3(CH2)15COOH] with racemic

2-Br-hexadecanoic acid. A mixture of heptadecanoic acid

with racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid forms well-ordered

domains when physisorbed onto a graphite surface at the

liquid–solid interface. A representative STM topograph is

shown in Fig. 4a, where a single molecular length of

heptadecanoic acid is depicted by a black bar and a single

molecular length of 2-BrHA is marked by a gray bar. The

chemical marker fatty acid groups (dark) and bromine

Fig. 3 (a) An enlarged portion of a domain of racemic 2-Br-

hexadecanoic acid with hexadecanoic acid imaged at the liquid–

solid interface where all the brominated molecules are R-2-Br-

hexadecanoic acid, accompanied by a corresponding model in

(b). (c) A second domain of racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

with hexadecanoic acid is shown where all the 2-Br-hexadeca-

noic acid molecules are identified as the S chiral conformers of

the molecule with a corresponding model shown in (d). (From

Ref. [24]. Copyright 2000 by the American Chemical Society.)
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atoms (bright) are again used to differentiate the two

molecules on the surface.

The relative orientation of the bromine atoms to the

carboxylic acid groups is identical in alternating troughs

of this self-assembly pattern; black bars have been

superimposed over the COOH/bromine orientation to

highlight this configuration. For example, the bromine

atoms (bright spots) in the troughs arbitrarily marked by

(*) are either below and to the right or above and to the

left of the carboxylic acid group (dark round region). In

contrast, the bromine atoms in the troughs arbitrarily

marked by (�) are all either below and to the left or above

and to the right of the carboxylic acid groups. The relative

positioning of the bromine atoms to the carboxylic acid

groups in the (*) troughs in Fig. 4a is the mirror image of

the positioning of the bromine atoms to the carboxylic

acid groups in the (�) troughs. Fig. 4b provides a

molecular model based on a typical region of the self-

assembled monolayer where the orientation of the

carboxylic acid group with respect to the accompanying

bromine in the alternating troughs is accordingly

reflected. Thus, in these mixtures, each lamella is

composed of alternating R- and S-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

molecules giving rise to the enantiomeric alternation

along the starred (*) and minus (�) troughs.

Determination of the absolute chirality of individual 2-

Br-hexadecanoic acid molecules has been described in

detail elsewhere.[1,4] Thus the brominated molecules that

appear in those troughs arbitrarily marked by a (*) are

identified as R-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid, while the bromin-

ated molecules in the troughs arbitrarily marked by a (�)

are readily recognizable as S-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid. In

addition, a mixture of heptadecanoic acid with enantio-

merically pure R-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid revealed a self-

assembled structure where the bright spots (cor-

responding to brominated molecules) appear in every

other trough.

Longer-Chain Fatty Acid Templates
with 2-Br-Hexadecanoic Acid

Self-assembled monolayers of mixtures of 2-Br-hexadec-

anoic acid with longer-chain fatty acids such as nonade-

canoic acid and eicosanoic acid have also been studied

with high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy.[34]

These mixtures reveal quasi phase segregation, as the

length of the unsubstituted achiral fatty acid chain

becomes significantly different from that of 2-bromohex-

adecanoic acid, resulting in a surface structure containing

microdomains of brominated molecules and fatty acids.

This is in contrast to mixtures of 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

with either hexadecanoic acid or heptadecanoic acid where

these mixtures formed fully miscible surface structures.

An STM topograph of a mixture of 2-Br-hexadecanoic

acid with nonadecanoic acid on graphite is shown in Fig. 5.

Mixtures of 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid with both eicosanoic

acid and nonadecanoic acid induce the formation of

brominated ‘‘stripes’’ or bands within the greater domain

of pure fatty acid; these bands are marked by a black

arrow in Fig. 5. These bands are homochiral (meaning

each band contains only one enantiomer), but which

enantiomers are present depends on the length of the fatty

acid template. So mixtures of 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

with eicosanoic acid form surface domains that will

contain both R- and S-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid, while

mixtures with nonadecanoic acid form surface structures

that contain either R- or S-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid. This

Fig. 4 (a) An 18�18 nm2 STM constant-current topograph of

a mixture of heptadecanoic acid with racemic 2-Br-hexadeca-

noic acid [CH3(CH2)13CHBrCOOH]. The brominated molecules

in the (*) troughs are identified as R-2-Br-hexadecanoic acid

while those in the (�) troughs are S-2-Br-hexdecanoic acid. (b)

A molecular model depicts a typical domain of a heptadecanoic

acid/racemic 2-Br-hexadecanoic acid mixture. (From Ref. [33].

Copyright 2002 by the American Chemical Society.)
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quasi phase segregation is similar to the study of various

coadsorbed fluorinated isophthalic acid derivatives where

a difference in chain length of three carbon atoms induced

formation of microdomains but coadsorbates with a

difference in chain length of one carbon atom formed a

miscible surface structure.[35]

CONCLUSION

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful and

uniquely suited technique to study chiral surface struc-

tures with atomic resolution. In this article, we focus on 2-

D chiral self-assembled monolayers formed at the liquid–

solid interface. Systems composed of chiral molecules,

achiral molecules, mixtures of chiral and achiral mole-

cules, and inherently chiral surfaces have been discussed

to reveal a part of the rich and diverse role chirality plays

in influencing surface formations and self-assembled

monolayers at the liquid–solid interface. Ongoing work

in the area of STM investigations of chiral systems

include expanding the pool of candidates that can be

studied, useful applications of symmetry-breaking prop-

erties of surfaces, and a more complete understanding of

the subtle effects that chiral molecules and surfaces have

on the self-assembly process.
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INTRODUCTION

The numerous potential applications of tubular molecules

or supramolecules in such fields as biosensing, pharma-

cology, or catalysis continue to drive the search for new

strategies for their construction. This article reviews the

design, preparation, characterization, and application

status of nanotubular structures obtained from cyclic

peptides by self-assembly.

OVERVIEW

Nanotubes and Supramolecular Chemistry

The novel properties of nanostructures have given rise to

enormous current interest in the development of nano-

structured devices and materials for equally novel

applications.[1–3] Nanotubes[4,5] are of particular interest

because of their potential applications—sometimes in-

spired by the biological roles of natural tubules—in

fields including ion sensing, molecular inclusion and

separation, catalysis, nanocomposites, optics, electronics,

chemotherapy, transmembrane transport, and drug deliv-

ery. In these contexts, nanotubes have been constructed

that consist of, or are based on, zeolites, graphite, in-

organic, lipids, and cyclodextrins.[6–11] In most cases,

however, it is not yet possible to guarantee uniform

prespecified internal tube diameter, a property that, together

with its length, will be essential for success in many poten-

tial applications.

Nanotubes composed of the materials mentioned above

are mostly covalently bonded. Although great advances

have been made in this area, noncovalently bonded

nanotubes offer significant advantages, including high

synthetic convergence, built-in error correction, control

through unit design, and, most importantly, self-organi-

zation. In noncovalently bonded nanotubes the component

molecules are held together by mechanisms such as

hydrogen bonding, p–p stacking, electrostatic or van der

Waals forces, and hydrophobic interactions.[12,13] These

interactions are much weaker than covalent bonds but

determine many of the physical properties of molecules,

such as solubility and organization in aggregates, and their

exploitation for the formation of structures with well-

defined composition, shape, and chemical, physical, and

biological properties can constitute a viable alternative to

covalent synthesis. Lehn coined the term ‘‘supramolecular

chemistry’’ for this field,[14] which is beginning to have an

enormous impact on materials science and nanotechnol-

ogy. In supramolecular chemistry, molecules are designed

and synthesized for their ability to interact specifically

with more or less well-specified target molecules (‘‘mo-

lecular recognition’’) or spontaneously to form larger

aggregates with well-defined pattern or structure (‘‘self-

assembly’’ or ‘‘self-organization’’).[15–17]

In this article we review the history and current

situation of one of the most successful approaches to the

preparation of noncovalently bonded self-assembling

nanotubes, to wit, the aggregation of cyclic polypeptides

in stacks stabilized by hydrogen bonds.

Nanotubes Designs and Peptide Nanotubes

Programs for the preparation of noncovalently bonded

self-organizing nanotubes have aimed at a variety of

different structures (many inspired by natural structures),

including hollow bundles of rod-like units, helically

folded linear species, rolled-up sheets, helically juxtapo-

sitioned truncated wedges, and stacked rings (Fig. 1A–E,

respectively).[11] The last of these schemes (Fig. 1E) is

particularly attractive in that the internal diameter of the

nanotube is determined solely by that of the unit rings,

and can therefore be controlled more easily than in the

other cases.

Self-assembling peptide nanotubes (SPN)[18] are

formed by stacking cyclic peptides, the stacking interac-

tions being backbone–backbone hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2).

Suitable peptides are those in which the ring can adopt

a flat conformation in which all the amino acid side

chains have a pseudo-equatorial outward-pointing ori-

entation and the carbonyl and amino groups of the

peptide bonds are oriented perpendicular to the ring,

the carbonyl of each peptide bond on one side of the
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Fig. 1 Various strategies for the self-organization of simple components as tubular structures.

Fig. 2 Schematic representations of the general strategy for nanotube formation stacking cyclic peptides.
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ring and the corresponding N-H group on the other

(Fig. 3). Achievement of this kind of conformation de-

pends on the number of amino acid residues per ring and

on their kind (a, b, etc.) and chirality (R, S); it perfectly

positions the carbonyl and amino groups of neighboring

rings for the formation of hydrogen bonds that link the

rings into tubes like rolled-up b-sheets. Appropriate

cyclic peptides can be synthesized by connecting the

ends of a linear peptide constructed by successive ad-

dition of either individual amino acids or small peptide

sequences.[19]

The cyclic peptide approach to nanotubes has two

crucial advantages over all others that have so far been

tried: firstly, the diameter of the polypeptide rings, and

hence the internal diameter of the nanotube, is easily

controlled by varying the number of amino acid residues

in each ring; and secondly, the properties of the outer

surface of the nanotube can easily be modified by varying

the amino acid side chains. For example, self-assembly in

lipidic or aqueous media can be promoted by endowing

the cyclic units with hydrophobic or hydrophilic groups,

respectively, so as to stabilize the flat conformation

Fig. 3 Schematic representations of nanotubes (bottom) formed by self-assembly from cyclic D,L-a- or b-peptides (top left and top

right, respectively) (for clarity most side chains are omitted).
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required for ring stacking. Appropriate unit design and

optimization of conditions for self-assembly allows the

properties of the resulting nanotubes to be tailored for

specific applications. Thanks to this, SPN can be used as

or in porous solid materials, soluble cylindrical super-

molecules, ion channels and other transmembrane pores,

solid-supported ion sensors, antimicrobial and cytotoxic

agents, and nanocluster composites.[11,20]

TYPES OF PEPTIDE NANOTUBE

Introduction

The assembly of nanotubes by stacking cyclic peptides

was first suggested in 1972 by Hassall, who envisaged that

cyclic tetrapeptides composed of alternating a- and b-

amino acid residues would assemble through backbone–

backbone hydrogen bonding.[21] This hypothesis was

verified in 1975 by the analysis of the crystal structure

of the tetrapeptide cyclo[L-Ser(O-t-Bu)-b-Ala-Gly-L-

b-Asp(OMe)-].[22] However, although the peptide rings

were found to adopt the required conformation and stack

above one another in the crystal lattice, neighboring rings

were linked by only two hydrogen bonds instead of four.

The use of hybrid rings composed of mixed a- and

b-amino acid residues is currently in abeyance, and in this

review we concentrate on cyclic D,L-a-peptides, cyclic

b-peptides, and other peptide rings.

Tubular Ensembles of Cyclic D,L-aaa-Peptides

Preliminary studies

In 1974, on the basis of theoretical analysis, De Santis et al.

concluded that peptides composed of an even number of

alternating D- and L-amino acid residues would form

closed rings capable of stacking through backbone–

backbone hydrogen bonding.[23] The resulting supramo-

lecular tubes would be closely related to the b-helical

conformations adopted by linear D,L-peptides. Initial

attempts to verify these predictions experimentally were

inconclusive because of the poor solubility of the peptides

employed.[24] For example, in 1989 an X-ray crystallo-

graphic study of diverse cyclic peptides by Lorenzi and

coworkers failed to find the expected associations between

the basic units, each peptide instead being hydrogen-

bonded to several cocrystallized solvent molecules.[25]

However, in 1993 Ghadiri and coworkers took advantage

of the pH-dependent ionization of the glutamic acid side

chain to control nanotube formation, as described in the

next subsection.[18]

Solid-state ensembles: microcrystalline
peptide nanotubes

The first well-characterized peptide nanotube was pre-

pared using the octapeptide cyclo-[(L-Gln-D-Ala-L-Glu-D-

Ala-)2], which was chosen because it would favor

solubility in basic aqueous solution, where coulombic

repulsion among its negatively charged carboxylate side

chains would prevent premature ring stacking.[18] Con-

trolled acidification of the basic solution of this peptide

led to microcrystalline aggregates that were characterized

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron

diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-

IR), and molecular modeling. These analyses showed, as

expected, ordered hollow tubes formed by cyclic units

stacked through antiparallel b-sheet-type hydrogen bond-

ing, the between-ring distance being 4.73 Å and the

internal tube diameter 7.5 Å (Fig. 4).

Proton-controlled self-assembly also allowed the prep-

aration of microcrystalline aggregates of nanotubes with

an internal diameter of 13 Å composed of cyclo-[(L-Gln-

D-Ala-L-Glu-D-Ala-)3] units,[26] which confirmed that the

internal diameter of the nanotube could be determined just

by varying the number of amino acid residues in the cyclic

unit. Ghadiri’s group has also prepared solid nanotubular

assemblies using various uncharged cyclic octapeptides to

explore the effects of intertubular hydrophobic packing

interactions on crystal formation; FT-IR, cryoelectron

microscopy, and electron diffraction analyses show the

expected cylindrical structures, with between-ring dis-

tances of about 4.8 Å and all the characteristic features of

an antiparallel b-sheet-like structure.[27] More recently,

Lambert and coworkers have employed pH-controlled

self-assembly to synthesize nanotubular microcrystals of

the cyclic D,L-a-octapeptide cyclo-[(L-Asn-D-Phe-L-Asp-

D-Phe-)2].[28]

Solution-phase studies of dimerization

The basic step in all the above self-assembly processes,

the association of cyclic peptides by antiparallel-b-sheet-

type hydrogen bonding, has been investigated in water by

fluorescence quenching methods, which confirm that

ring–ring association with the previously reported stack-

ing parameters occurs in solution and is not just a

consequence of crystallization.[29] To obtain a better

understanding of this stacking interaction, and to carry out

preliminary exploration of various ways of stabilizing the

resulting nanotube structures, toy systems were designed

and studied in which complications associated with un-

limited stacking (such as poor solubility) are avoided by

allowing only the formation of two-ring structures

(hereinafter, ‘‘tubelets’’). This restriction is achieved by

selective alkylation of the amino groups on one face of the
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peptide ring (those of amino acid residues with the same

chirality).[30] For example, in deuterochloroform cyclo-

[(L-Phe-D-MeN-Ala-)4] associates as dimeric tubelets with

an association constant of about 2540 M�1, but these

structures grow no further because their N-methyl groups

prevent hydrogen bonding to a third peptide ring (Fig.

5).[31] X-ray analysis shows that crystals obtained in

methylenechloride/hexanes are composed of similar

dimers, the hydrophilic nature of the cavity of which is

confirmed by their containing water molecules. Solution-

phase nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and FT-IR

studies of this and other N-methylated peptides support

the proposed structures and have begun to elucidate the

thermodynamics of nanotube formation. These studies

suggest that each hydrogen bond contributes 0.5–0.8 kcal

mol�1 to the enthalpy of formation. N-Methylated cyclic

hexapeptides such as cyclo-[(L-MeN-Leu-D-Leu-)3] dimer-

ize with smaller association constants[32], but deca- and

dodecapeptides fail to do so because of the difficulty to

adopt the required flat conformation.[29–31] N-Propyl and

Fig. 4 Dimensions of cyclo-[(L-Gln-D-Ala-L-Glu-D-Ala-)2]-based nanotubes in crystal arrays, as deduced by TEM, electron diffraction,

FT-IR, and molecular modeling. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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allyl groups can also be used to prevent ring stacking from

proceeding beyond the dimer stage.

Studies of sidechain–sidechain interactions have shown

that g-branched side chains are more favorable for

dimerization than unbranched chains. Recently, aromatic

side chain–side chain interactions in cyclic peptides

containing homophenylalanine were used to induce

crystal growth orthogonal to the tubulet axis through the

prevalent effect of dimer formation in the crystal

nucleation.[33]

Dimeric tubelets have also allowed easy comparison of

the stabilities of parallel and antiparallel b-sheet structures

in solution.[34] Using the enantiomeric cyclic peptides

cyclo-[(L-Phe-D-MeN-Ala-)4] and cyclo-[(D-Phe-L-MeN-

Ala-)4], it was found that antiparallel b-sheet structures

(p–p and q–q in Fig. 5) are more stable than parallel

structures (p–q) by 0.8 kcal mol�1.

Finally, further confirmation of b-sheet-type hydrogen

bonding has been obtained by covalent consolidation of

noncovalently constituted cyclic peptide dimers. In

nonpolar solvents the olefin-bearing peptide cyclo-[(L-

Phe-D-MeN-Ala-L-Hag-D-MeN-Ala-)2] (X = CH2–

CH CH2 in Fig. 6; Hag=homoallylglycine) forms equal

proportions of two kinds of dimer, one of which under-

goes selective hydrogen-bond-mediated olefin metathesis

to afford covalently stabilized b-sheet peptide tubelets

(see legend in Fig. 6).[35] Subsequent work has extended

this general strategy to other covalent links, such as

disulfide bonds:[36] for example, with cyclo-[(L-Phe-

D-MeN-Ala-L-Cys-D-MeN-Ala-)2] (X=SH in Fig. 6) S–

H� � �S hydrogen bonds appear to stabilize the reactive

dimer prior to formation of the disulfide bond. Studies of

this kind, using dimers as toy systems, are paving the way

for the preparation of stable polymeric nanotubes com-

posed of cyclic peptides with backbone-unalkylated

amino groups.

Artificial transmembrane ion channels

As was emphasized above, the major advantage of peptide

nanotubes over others is the ease with which their external

surface properties and internal diameters can be controlled

by the use of cyclic peptides with appropriate side chains

and numbers of amino acid residues. In 1994, Ghadiri’s

group created the first transmembrane nanotube to self-

assemble in a lipid bilayer, a feat that depended on the

Fig. 5 Parallel (p–q) and antiparallel (p–p and q–q) b-sheet structures of dimeric tubelets composed of cyclo-[(L-Phe-D-MeN-Ala-)4] (p)

and/or cyclo-[(D-Phe-L-MeN-Ala-)4] (q), with the corresponding dimerization constants. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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hydrophobic side chains of the cyclic D,L-a-peptide cyclo-

[L-Gln-(D-Leu-L-Trp)3-D-Leu-] (Fig. 7, x = H).[37] Since

then, several similar structures have been studied by

liposome-based proton transport assays, computational

methods, FT-IR spectroscopy, grazing-angle reflection/

absorption, polarized attenuated total reflectance (ATR),

and single-channel conductance measurements.[38,39] In all

cases, when the amino acid sequence is dominated by

hydrophobic amino acids, the resulting nanotube is

oriented nearly parallel to the lipid alkyl chains, as

required for a transmembrane channel.[39] While peptide

nanotubes formed from amphipathic cyclic peptides lay

parallel to the membrane plane. Increasing the size of the

cyclic peptide, for example by using cyclo-[L-Gln-(D-Leu-

L-Trp)4-D-Leu-], provides channels with larger pores. Both

cyclo-[L-Gln-(D-Leu-L-Trp)3-D-Leu-]- and cyclo-[L-Gln-

(D-Leu-L-Trp)4-D-Leu-]-based channels have prodigious

alkaline ion transport activities. Molecular dynamics

simulations suggest that these high rates of transport may

be due largely to the way in which water molecules are

ordered in the lumen.[38] However, even larger cation

conductances (10–15% larger for 20 mM K+) can be

achieved by oriented heterodimer-based nanotubes in

which the ring at the end facing the K+ source, cyclo-[(L-

Glu-D-Leu-)4], is negatively charged at the working pH.[40]

Ab initio calculations have suggested that band

conduction may occur through the between-ring hydrogen

bonds of peptide nanotubes as a result of delocalization of

electrons and holes toward the tube axis.[41]

Tubular Ensembles of Cyclic bb-Peptides

b-Peptides are an emerging class of nonnatural biopoly-

mers that in solution adopt a variety of secondary

structures analogous to those of a-peptides, including

pleated sheets, turns, hairpins, and a variety of helical

conformations of differing chirality and radius.[42] Their

ability to resist enzymatic degradation and their favorable

conformational properties suggest that b-peptides may

have interesting applications. Molecular modeling and

X-ray crystallography have shown that in the solid state,

cyclic tetrapeptides composed of chiral b3-amino acid

Fig. 6 Consolidation of cyclic peptide dimers by covalent bonding between their constituent rings using olefinic or thiolic side chains.

Of the two dimers formed by cyclo-[(L-Phe-D-MeN-Ala-L-Hag-D-MeN-Ala-)2] (Hag=homoallylglycine; X=CH2–CH CH2 in the

figure), only the isomer in which CH2–CH CH2 groups of different peptide rings face each other can undergo covalent stabilization.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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residues can adopt flat-ring conformations and stack to

form nanotubes in the same way as cyclic D,L-a-peptides,

and that in the case of b-peptides this is possible with

peptide rings composed of homochiral b-amino acid

residues as well as with rings of residues of alternating

chirality (Fig. 3).[43]

Like their D,L-a counterparts, cyclic b3-peptides with

appropriate hydrophobic side chains can associate in lipid

bilayers to form efficient self-assembled artificial trans-

membrane ion channels.[44] In the cases of cyclo-[(b3-

HTrp-)4]- and cyclo-[(b3-HTrp-b-Hleu-)2]-based channels

assembled in planar lipid bilayers, single-channel con-

ductance measurements have shown activities similar to

those of D,L-a-peptide-based channels, with K+ transport

rates of 1.9�107 ions sec�1, greater than that of

gramicidin A under similar conditions. It is thought that

the unnatural backbones of channel-forming cyclic b3-

peptides will have interesting consequences for the

corresponding channels and channel formation processes.

In particular, as linear b-peptides resist digestion by

proteases because of their unnatural backbone, the same is

expected to be true of cyclic b3-peptides, which should

therefore be able to form ion channels with potential

antimicrobial effects in the presence of these enzymes;

a mechanism of this kind is thought to be responsible

for the known antimicrobial activity of helical linear

b-peptides.[45]

Tubular Ensembles of Cyclic Peptides
Containing ggg-Amino Acid Residues

The inner faces of D,L-a- and b-peptide-based nanotubes

are hydrophilic (and some of their potential applications

depend on this). It is not possible to modify their pore

properties by introducing functional groups on their inner

faces, because all their amino acid side chains point

outward and substitution at Ca or Cb would interfere with

nanotube assembly. However, this shortcoming disap-

pears if cyclic hybrid a,g-peptides are used as the basic

units for nanotube construction. Our group has recently

designed, synthesized, and characterized a new cyclic

peptide, composed of alternating a-amino acids and cis-3-

aminocyclohexanecarboxylic acid (g-Ach), that can adopt

the flat conformation required for the formation of

nanotubes consisting of hydrogen-bonded stacks of

alternately oriented rings (Fig. 8).[46] In these rings the

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of a peptide nanotube self-assembled in a lipid bilayer by association of cyclic peptide units. Peptides

used by Ghadiri and coworkers in transport experiments are shown at the left (x = H)[38,39]. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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b-methylene of each cyclohexane projects into the lumen,

creating a hydrophobic region. That these rings can indeed

stack as desired was verified by using the backbone

methylation strategy (see ‘‘Solution-Phase Studies of

Dimerization’’) to prepare hydrogen-bonded dimers of

each of the two types required for nanotube formation

(one bonded via the a-amino acid residues of each

component cyclic peptide, the other via their g-Ach

moieties; Fig. 8a, frames A and B). Nuclear magnetic

resonance, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and

X-ray diffraction studies conclusively confirmed the

formation of these dimers and showed that the dimer

bonded via a-amino acid residues are extremely stable in

nonpolar solvents, with Ka’s>105. It should be possible to

functionalize the inner surface of nanotubes composed of

these hybrid a,g-peptides by introducing substituents on

the b-methylene, something that, as noted above, is

impossible for nanotubes based on cyclic a- or b-peptides.

The ability to functionalize nanotube cavities would give

the chemist greater capacity to design selective ion

channels, selective molecular inclusion devices, or mo-

lecular and catalytic containers.

Fig. 8 A cyclic peptide composed of alternating a-amino acids and cis-3-aminocyclohexanecarboxylic acid (g-Ach) that can stack to

form nanotubes with hydrophobic regions in the lumen around the cyclohexane b-methylenes. a) The two types of hydrogen bond

involved in nanotube formation (left, A and B) and their separate realizations in N-methylated dimeric tubelets (right). b) Silicon

representations (1, top view; 2, side view) of the crystal structure of dimeric cyclo-[(D-Phe-(1R,3S)-MeN-g-Ach-)3], which crystallized in

association with five molecules of chloroform, one of them occupying the central cavity of the dimer.
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Fig. 9 Self-association of a rigid lactamic g-tripeptide as a nanotube.

Fig. 10 Self-assembled nanotubes investigated by Ranganathan and coworkers. a) Self-assembly by association of cystine-based

macrocyclic bisureas. b) Self-assembly through p–p interactions between interdigitating aromatic rings included in the backbones of the

cyclodepsipeptides constituting neighboring nanotubes.[49,50]
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Tubular Ensembles of Other Cyclic Peptides

The a-, b- and g-amino-acid-based peptides discussed

above do not exhaust the kinds of cyclic peptide that have

already been examined as potential basic units for nano-

tube construction. Dori and coworkers synthesized a tri-

peptide that crystallized as bundles of nanotubes.[47] It is

composed of a,b-unsaturated d-amino acid residues that,

because of the trans geometry of the vinyl group, adopt the

flat conformation required for self-assembly of nanotubes

(Fig. 9). Because the peptide backbone has an even number

of atoms between the carbonyl and amino groups of each

residue, all the carbonyl groups are oriented in the same

direction (as in the b-peptide-based nanotube of Fig. 2),

which gives the nanotubes a large dipole moment resulting

in highly anisotropic crystals.

Guichard and coworkers have reported the design, syn-

thesis, and structural analysis of cyclic oligoureas consist-

ing of homochiral residues with proteinogenic side

chains.[48] These units crystallize as hydrogen-bonded

polar nanotubes with electron density in the tubular cavity.

Macrocyclic bisureas prepared from cystine have been

used by Ranganathan and coworkers, as well as the

analogous bisamides (Fig. 10a).[49] Despite their flexibil-

ity, these molecules crystallize in tubular arrays of

uniform shape and internal diameter, adjacent rings being

bound together by two hydrogen bonds in the bisamides

and four in the bisureas. The tubular structure may

additionally be stabilized by the hydrophobic collapse of

the alkyl bridge.

Finally, Ranganathan and coworkers have also ex-

plored the nanotube-forming possibilities of a quite

different kind of cyclic unit, cyclodepsipeptides in which

the amide groups lie in the ring plane and solid-state ring–

ring stacking is due to p–p interactions between phenyl

and carbonyl rings included in the depsipeptide backbones

of the rings of neighboring tubes, which interdigitate as

shown in Fig. 10b.[50]

Fig. 11 Potential applications of peptide nanotubes that are currently being investigated.
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APPLICATION STATUS OF
PEPTIDE NANOTUBES (FIG. 11)

As Selective Transmembrane
Transport Channels

Naturally occurring transmembrane channels are chemi-

cally diverse molecules performing molecular transport

and selection and ion-flow trafficking.[51,52] Synthetic

peptide nanotubes that are internally hydrophilic and

externally endowed with appropriate characteristics can

mimic certain transmembrane channel functions. As noted

above, the first such nanotubes, designed to explore the

possibility of self-assembly in lipid bilayers, were com-

posed of cyclo-[L-Gln-(D-Leu-L-Trp)3-D-Leu-] units (Fig.

7) and had ion conductivities greater than 107 ions

sec�1.[37] The incorporation of the constituent peptide

rings into lipid bilayers was shown by absorption and

fluorescence spectroscopy, and their spontaneous assem-

bly into hydrogen-bonded nanotubes by FT-IR spectros-

copy, while ion conductance studies using patch clamp

techniques found K+ and Na+ transport rates about three

times faster than those of the naturally occurring channel

gramicidin A (Fig. 12).

These artificial peptide transmembrane channels are

naturally size selective. For example, the passage of

glucose, which is estimated to require a pore diameter

somewhat larger than 9 Å, is not allowed by the

octapeptide nanotubes described above, but nanotubes

built of the decapeptide cyclo-[(L-Trp-D-Leu)4-L-Gln-D-

Leu-], which have an internal diameter of 10 Å, pass both

glucose and glutamic acid very efficiently.[53,54] These

decapeptide nanotubes also transport ions with similar

efficiency, but with mean opening times that are shorter

than with octapeptide channels because of their greater

conformational freedom. Potential applications of these

artificial transmembrane channels include biosensing and

size-selective molecular delivery.

Fig. 12 Micro-patch-clamp measurements of ion conduction by nanotubes self-assembled from cyclo-[L-Gln-(D-Leu-L-Trp)3-D-Leu-]

in lipid bilayers. The figure shows a 140-sec continuous record of single-channel K+ conduction under an applied voltage drop of 50

mV. Closure of the ion channels is due to thermal disruption of their constituent hydrogen bonds. (From Ref. [37]; Copyright 1993,

Macmillan Magazines Ltd.)
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Fig. 13 Schematic representation of a transmembrane ion channel self-assembled in a lipid bilayer from cyclo-[(b3-HTrp-)4].
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Recently, a heterodimeric peptide nanotube architec-

ture that displays altered conductance and rectifica-

tion properties has been described (Fig. 7, e.g., x =

CH2COOH),[40] by taking advantage of the different

properties (mode of interaction and microenvironment in

which they reside) of the two subunits that reside at the

ends of the channel assembly (caps). The local electro-

static perturbations brought by the cap subunits bearing

ionizable functionalities were used to modulate the ion

selectivity and conductance of the transmembrane chan-

nel. For example, an increase in conductance (10–15% in

20 mM KCl) was observed when a negative charged

(cyclo-[(L-Glu-D-Leu-)4]) cap was used because of the

inherent cation selectivity of the resulting channel.

Likewise as noted above, the cyclic b3-peptides cyclo-

[(b3-HTrp-)4] and cyclo-[(b3-HTrp-b-HLeu-)2] can also

associate tubewise in lipid bilayers (Fig. 13), forming

channels with K+ transport rates of 1.9�107 ions

sec�1.[44] It is worth pointing out that these channels are

anisotropic, as all the component rings of b-peptide

nanotubes stack with the same orientation. This leaves all

the amide NH groups pointing toward one end of the

Fig. 14 Schematic representation of the formation of lethal ion channels in bacterial membranes. a) Proposed carpet-like mode of

action of peptide nanotube, showing the greater potential for membrane discrimination due to its polyvalent display of surface-exposed

hydrophilic side chains to interact with various membrane constituents. b) Schematic representation of multiple nanotube assemblies

formation with different surface presentation from a given cyclic peptide.
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nanotube and all the C O groups pointing toward the

other end, giving the entire tube a dipole moment that

should result in its being oriented parallel to an applied

electric field and in its exhibiting voltage-gating behavior.

Moreover, the formation of the nanotube itself should also

be facilitated by the application of an electric field, which

should cause all the peptide rings to adopt the correct

orientation for stacking.

As Antibiotics

The proliferation of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in recent

years has intensified the need for new antibiotics with

novel modes of action.[55,56] Many naturally occurring

peptide antibiotics act by creating pores in bacterial

membranes, which kills the bacterium by destabilizing

electric potential and ion gradients.[57] Approaches to

novel antibiotics mimicking this mode of action include

the use of peptide rings capable of stacking in the

membrane to form transmembrane pores (Fig. 14).[58,59]

In particular, amphipathic cyclic D,L-octa- and hexapep-

tides with at least one positively charged amino acid

residue (included to interact with negatively charged

bacterial membranes) have been shown to infiltrate the

bacterial membrane and associate as nanotubes oriented

at an angle of 20� to the membrane plane, suggesting

the formation of nanotube ‘‘carpets’’ causing extensive

membrane damage.[58] An important aspect of this

approach is that peptide rings can be designed to associate

as nanotubes selectively in bacterial rather than mamma-

lian membranes. Such peptides exhibit significant anti-

bacterial activity in vitro, and their preferential action

against bacterial cells has been demonstrated in mice, in

which they exhibit activity against a broad spectrum of

bacteria, including methicillin-resistant Staphylococ-

cus aureus.

The design of new supramolecular drugs based on the

principles shown for these antibiotic peptides may be

Fig. 15 An azo-linked cyclic peptide dimer that can be reversibly switched between isolated-dimer and interconnected-dimer forms

using radiation of different frequencies. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the 21st century drugs and a step toward combating the

development of drug-resistance. The actual molecular

approach to drug design of lead compounds based on the

narrow sequence space between the pharmacophore and

the molecular target (receptors, enzymes, or nucleic acids)

makes very easy its inactivation just by only a few

structural changes. The supramolecular approach would

have a large sequence space, maintaining their mode of

action despite gross structural changes. The potential of

the supramolecular approach to drug design is illustrated

in Fig. 14; from a given cyclic D,L-a-peptide sequence it is

possible to generate several different nanotube assemblies

with different surface presentations through variations in

the relative rotations of the cyclic subunits.

As Biosensors

The feasibility of diffusion-limited size-selective ion

sensing using supported nanotubes has been shown in

studies using a cyclic D,L-a-octapeptide that self-associ-

ated as nanotubes embedded in self-assembled organo-

sulfur monolayers supported on gold films (Fig. 11).[60,61]

The functional properties of this arrangement were studied

by cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy,

showing, for example, selective redox activity for the

smaller [Fe(CN)6]3� complex compared to [Mo(CN)8]4�,

because of the presence of peptide channels. The studies

have demonstrated the feasibility of diffusion-limited

size-selective ion sensing based on supported tubular

biomaterials. Variations in the type of cyclic peptide,

diameter, and their channel selectivity toward different

species, along with the differences in the chain length of

the alkyl group of the organosulfur adsorbates, are ex-

pected to increase the repertoire of the sensor applications.

As Biomaterials

Inspired by natural mineralization processes thought to

involve interaction with oriented groups on natural

polymers, Ghadiri’s group has also investigated the

formation and stabilization of metal nanoclusters on the

surface of SPN crystals composed of cyclo-[(L-Gln-D-Ala-

L-Gln-D-Ala-)2]-based nanotubes (J.D. Hartgerink, M.R.

Ghadiri, personal communication).[11,62] The array of

carboxyl groups on the outer nanotube surface served to

nucleate the deposition of copper(I) oxide. The resulting

nanocomposite material was characterized by high-reso-

lution TEM and electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS). It is thought that regular nanotube-borne func-

tional group arrays may also serve to nucleate mineral

crystallization processes.

As Photoresponsive Materials

Molecules that can be reversibly switched between two

states using light have been extensively studied in recent

decades,[63–65] especially with a view to their application

as optical data storage devices. Ghadiri and coworkers

have investigated a system in which N-methylated cyclic

D,L-peptide dimers can be switched between one state in

which the two rings in each dimer are connected

covalently by an azobenzene link in Z conformation and

another in which the E conformation of this link connects

neighboring dimers (Fig. 15).[66,67] Interconversion be-

tween the two states can be effected both in solution and

in thin films at the air–water interface; the E–Z isomer-

ization is the faster process. Further research in this

direction may lead to materials capable of modifying their

macroscopic properties in response to light.

Other Potential Applications

The ease with which the size and external properties of

peptide nanotubes can be controlled, and the fact that their

outer surfaces present regularly oriented arrays of func-

tional groups, suggests that other fields in which these

supermolecules may find application include catalysis,

anticancer therapy, and electronic, optical, and molecular

engineering.[68,69]

CONCLUSION

Although covalent bonds constitute the strongest kind of

connection between atoms, weaker interactions such as

hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, and salt

bridges can be decisive for molecular organization and

properties, as first became apparent in studies of biolog-

ical systems. Supramolecular chemistry, the study of

supramolecular structures formed by noncovalent inter-

actions among covalently bound components, investi-

gates, inter alia, the behavior of simple component units

designed to self-associate noncovalently to form ordered

supramolecular structures with prespecified properties. In

this review we have surveyed aspects of the supramolec-

ular chemistry of cyclic peptides, which under appropriate

conditions interact via hydrogen bonds to form nanoscale

tubular structure–peptide nanotubes. Crucial for this

interaction is the adoption of a flat conformation in which

the amino acid side chains of the peptide rings have a

pseudo-equatorial outward-pointing orientation and the

carbonyl and amino groups of the peptide bonds are

oriented perpendicular to the ring, the carbonyl on one

side of the ring and the corresponding amino group on the

other. This conformation can be achieved by cyclic
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peptides with a variety of amino acid compositions,

including alternating D- and L-a, alternating a and g, b,

and d. Peptide rings composed of amino acid residues with

an even number of carbons between the amino and

carboxyl groups stack with all rings having the same

orientation, so creating nanotubes with strong dipole

moments, while rings composed of a- and g-amino acids

stack with alternating orientations and lack this natural

directedness. In all cases, the resulting nanotubes have

well-defined uniform internal diameters and external

surfaces that can be easily endowed with specific

properties by modification of the amino acid side chains;

to quote Ghadiri, ‘‘a reliable repeat unit can be exploited

to place functionality in a supramolecular lattice with

molecular precision.’’[70] Once the nanotube has been

formed, it can be consolidated by the formation of

covalent bonds between adjacent peptide rings. Recent

work has also paved the way to the modification of the

properties of the inner nanotube surface, which in

previous peptide nanotubes had always been bare and

hydrophilic. Peptide nanotubes are currently being ac-

tively investigated with regard to their application as

selective transmembrane ion or molecular transport

channels, antimicrobial and cytotoxic devices, ion sen-

sors, porous solid materials, nanocluster composites, and

photoresponsive materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The unique and new optical, electrical, and magnetic

properties of colloidal superstructures as opposed to the

bulk characteristics of the constituent materials is attract-

ing the attention of an increasing number of both

fundamental scientists and technology-oriented industry.

The colloid size used in the assembled structures varies

over approximately 3 orders of magnitude and is closely

related to the specific application. For photonic band gap

materials, the particle size is of the same order of

magnitude as the wavelength of light, while for magnetic

applications, such as ultrahigh density storage devices, the

particle radius is in the low-nanometer range. A combi-

nation of the aforementioned physical properties of

colloidal matter introduces even more exciting fields of

research. Electron transport through monolayers of mag-

netic nanocrystals or tunable photonic band gap materials,

both controlled by applying a magnetic field, are only two

examples of the many possibilities.

Nanotechnology is characterized by a continuous de-

crease of feature sizes, e.g., in electronic devices. Top-

down fabrication methods, such as the well-established

photolithography techniques, are being pushed toward

their physical limits. Increasingly more research effort is

presently being devoted to bottom-up fabrication meth-

ods. Instead of reducing the size of much larger, bulk

materials, as is done with photolithography in combina-

tion with etching techniques, the focus is turning toward

building up superstructures of much smaller building

blocks. Self-assembly of single molecules or nanocol-

loidal particles into larger arrangements, employing in-

trinsic, extrinsic, or even externally induced interactions,

seems to be a most promising method, which is not

hampered by problems related to scaling the processes

to production scale. Much of the research activities in

the field are focused on gold nanoparticles, as these

systems are stable in a large number of environmental

conditions and are relatively easy to prepare and control.

In the first part of this contribution, we will summarize

the different self-assembly methods with which nano-

colloidal gold particles are composed into monolayers or

multilayered superstructures.

In the second part of this contribution, we show how

nonimaging, single wavelength reflectometry measure-

ments can be applied to in situ study the formation of

nanocolloidal gold monolayers at derivatized silicon

surfaces. The kinetics of particles with dimensions in

the low-nanometer range are investigated using a radial

impinging jet setup, also referred to as a stagnation point

flow geometry. We compare our results to similar ad-

sorption experiments using micrometer-sized silica par-

ticles. For these large particles, the random sequential

adsorption (RSA) model adequately describes the overall

deposition kinetics. However, for considerably smaller

particles in the 10–100 nm range, this relatively simple

model fails. Here we show that a generalized adsorption

model is in perfect agreement with deposition transients of

particles in the low-nanometer range over the entire

coverage range.

SELF-ASSEMBLY METHODS TO GROW
NANOCOLLOIDAL GOLD FILMS

Many different ways have been employed to assemble

colloidal particles into disordered structures or highly

ordered superlattices. Most of these methods have also

been applied to nanometer-sized gold particles, but be-

cause their size is orders of magnitude smaller than, for

example, the particles used in photonic band gap appli-

cations, the results are often different.

One of the most frequently used methods, and without

doubt the most often described[1–20] assembly technique,

involves the chemical modification of the substrate onto

which the nanocolloidal gold particles are adsorbed.

Amino (NH2)- and thiol (SH2)-terminated surfaces lead

to a high affinity for irreversible deposition of gold enti-

ties from solution. Additionally, the adsorption is self-

limiting, as only submonolayer coverage can be achieved.

Amino- or thiol-functionalized surface can be produced

either by attaching aminosilane or thiolsilane molecules to
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oxidic surfaces, such as silicon and aluminum oxide, or by

adsorbing bifunctional amino–thiol or dithiol molecules

onto gold substrates. In the latter case, short-chain mole-

cules are used because long-chain molecules with a

sufficient degree of freedom will attach to the gold surface

with both ends. In most cases, immersion of the substrate

into a solution of the functionalizing substance is ade-

quate, but also evaporation/sublimation of the amino or

thiol compounds is employed.

The interaction between the functional groups on the

surface and the gold nanocrystals in solution is generally

considered to be electrostatic, which enables relatively

simple tuning of the surface potential by varying the pH

of the solution. Once the gold particles are adsorbed on

the substrate, the strong bonding, which is of a covalent

character, prevents desorption. Also, the lateral mobility

is negligible and the deposition is governed by a random

sequential adsorption (RSA) process. For this reason,

ordering does not take place and the spatial arrangement

of the nanocrystals is random. The maximum surface

coverage corresponding to an RSA event is approxi-

mately 55%.

To increase the coverage, e.g., to grown conducting

gold layers, several routes can be taken. One of these

involves the specific enlargement of the adsorbed gold

nanoparticles by electroless deposition of gold or any

other desired method. This seeded growth has been

described in several publications.[9,10] In Fig. 1, we show

scanning electron microscopy images of a monolayer of

gold nanoparticles before and after seeded growth for 5

min in a AuCl4
�/NH2OH aqueous solution. It is clear that

the particles are enlarged to form a nearly percolating

network. Additional growth leads to closed, conductive

layers of gold.

Closely related to the aforementioned chemical func-

tionalization of the substrates to enhance the specific

affinity for gold nanoparticles is the use of DNA.[21,22] A

major advantage of using DNA is that a specific network

can be generated using specific DNA molecules. Thiol-

terminated DNA molecules can be built into the structure;

the location and the density can be determined by the ratio

of various DNA types in solution.

As mentioned above, specific functionalization of the

surface onto which the gold entities are adsorbed limits

the coverage to submonolayer values. To overcome this

restriction, the layer-by-layer (LBL) technique can be

employed.[3,5,6,9,11–13,17,18,23–25] For example, adsorbed

gold nanoparticles can be covered with a layer of cross-

linker molecules, such as amino–thiols or dithiols. One

end of these molecules attaches to the gold nanocrystal

surface, while the other end generates new functionalized

adsorption sites for additional colloidal particles. Not

only the aforementioned chemical interaction can be

used in LBL deposition, but also electrostatic interactions

are employed to form multilayers of gold nanoparticles.

In this case, the cross-linker entities are polyelectrolyte

molecules, or oppositely charged nanoparticles. In prin-

ciple, the number of deposition cycles, and therewith

the thickness of the superstructure, is not restricted.

However, the roughness of the structure substantially in-

creases, which limits the application in many cases.

The aforementioned derivatization, either chemical or

electrostatic, of the substrate enables patterning of the

substrate and thus also of the superstructure of nanocolloi-

dal gold particles.[12,19,26,27] Examples of ways to locally

functionalize substrates include microcontact printing and

scanning probe microscopy (SPM)-based methods. In the

former case, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp is

generally used to apply the amino–thiol molecules or

polyelectrolytes to predefined areas on the substrate

surface. After rinsing, the gold nanocolloidal particles

adsorb only onto the derivatized patterned regions. With

SPM, the approach is somewhat different. A surface is

completely functionalized with, for example, amino end-

groups. Subsequently, specific regions on the surface are

defunctionalized by oxidizing or removing the molecules,

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy images of colloidal gold

particles irreversibly adsorbed at silicon/silicon oxide substrates,

derivatized with APTES. The image size amounts to

1200 nm�800 nm. Prior to seeded growth (a), the average

spacing between the isolated nanocrystals is tunable via the ionic

strength. Seeded growth for 5 min in a AuCl4
�/NH2OH aqueous

solution (b) gives rise to homogeneous particle enlargement.
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therewith destroying the local affinity of the surface for

gold adsorption. Although it allows complicated patterns to

be made, the latter method is intrinsically slow as all

structures have to be ‘‘written’’ onto the surface.

A completely different method used to form dense

monolayers of gold nanoparticles is by electrophoretic

deposition.[27–30] An external electric field is applied to

drive the particles toward the surface. Although very

impressive results have been obtained for micrometer-

sized colloidal systems, the work on nanocolloidal gold

particles is limited to a few reports of experimental results.

In principle, highly ordered monolayers, and possible also

multilayers, can be formed as the lateral mobility of the

gold nanocrystals is not hindered.

Finally, hydrodynamic interactions can also be em-

ployed to form superstructures of gold nanoparti-

cles.[4,16,31–33] The simplest approach is to simply dry

the colloidal suspension on a substrate. This already

generates a short-range order in the deposited layers.

Control over the spatial extent of the ordering can be

achieved by lowering the evaporation rate of the solvent,

therewith giving the particles the opportunity to find a

suitable spot in the superstructure while it is forming. The

volume fraction also plays an important role. Modifica-

tions of this method, specifically for gold nanoparticles,

have been described. The nanocrystals are first adsorbed

onto amino- or thiol-derivatized surface, after which they

are ‘‘liberated’’ by a ligand-exchange reaction. This is

considered to increase the lateral mobility of the particles

on the surface, which then allows them to ‘‘dry’’ in an

ordered monolayer.

KINETICS OF IRREVERSIBLE GOLD
NANOCRYSTAL DEPOSITION

A prerequisite for studying any system in general, but

nanocolloidal systems in particular, is the ability to

unambiguously characterize them under relevant condi-

tions. Among the large number of methods available for

characterizing colloids and their superstructures, electron

microscopy [scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM)] is by far the most

popular. Both for very small as well as relatively large

particles, this encompasses the most employed ex situ

technique. Among colloid scientists, the use of scanning

probe microscopy [atomic force microscopy (AFM),

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), magnetic force

microscopy (MFM)] is increasing, but also in this case

experiments are typically performed ex situ. In fact, the

only techniques that have been used in situ to study

colloidal systems are optical methods. Imaging techniques

such as conventional or confocal microscopy are used for

large colloids. For particles with dimensions well below

the diffraction limit of (visible) light, such as with gold

nanoparticles, only nonimaging (lateral averaging) in situ

experiments are available. These include primarily UV/vis

absorption spectroscopy, but also optical waveguide light-

mode spectroscopy, and reflection techniques as reflec-

tometry and ellipsometry.

Single Wavelength Reflectometry Results

We employed single wavelength reflectometry to charac-

terize the adsorption of nanocolloidal gold particles onto

substrates derivatized with aminopropyltriethoxysilane

(APTES).[20] Gold colloids are prepared by standard

citrate reduction of HAuCl4 in aqueous solution at 100�C,

which yields colloidal particles with an average radius of

a=6.7 nm.[15] In all our reflectometry measurements, the

as-prepared nanocolloidal gold suspension is diluted by a

factor of 4, which leads to a particle concentration of

approximately c0=1.85�1018 m�3 and an ionic strength

of 3.6 mM.

The homebuilt reflectometer setup consists of a He–Ne

laser, the stagnation point flow cell, a beamsplitter, and

two photodiodes for detecting the intensities Ip and Is of

the parallel and perpendicular components of the reflected

light. A more extensive description of our specific setup is

given by Dijt et al.[34] The intensity ratio S= Ip/Is=(I0p/

I0s)(Rp/Rs) is measured, where I0p and I0s are the initial

intensities and Rp and Rs are the intensity reflection co-

efficients. The angle of the incident beam can be adjusted

and is set to 71� with respect to the normal of the sample

surface. The volume flow during the experiments was

approximately 1.0 mL min�1.

For the reflectometry experiments, we used substrates

cut from p-type silicon (100) wafers with a deposited

oxide layer of 45 nm. When the oxide layer is too thin, Rp

is very small and the initial sensitivity of the setup is low.

With too thick oxide layers, the reflectometer signal flat-

tens and even decreases above a certain surface concen-

tration. The reflectometer signal has been calculated as a

function of the gold nanocrystal coverage using the thin

island film theory;[35,36] the relation between signal and

coverage is used as a calibration to obtain an absolute

surface coverage from the optical response.

In Fig. 2, we show typical reflectometry transients,

obtained during colloidal gold deposition in the afore-

mentioned stagnation point flow cell at various ionic

strengths. For t<0, only water flows through the cell, and

a constant baseline is measured. At t=0, the gold

suspension is injected into the cell. When the flow is

switched back to water at t=38 min, no significant

decrease of the surface coverage is observed, indicating

the absence of particle detachment. Two distinct regimes

are observed in the measured curves in Fig. 2, which will

be discussed in the next section.

Self-Assembly of Nanocolloidal Gold Films 3461
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Two Limiting Regimes in the
Deposition Transients

At longer deposition times, the deposition process leads to

saturation at coverage values, which show a clear de-

pendence on the ionic strength.[15] This will be discussed

at the end of this section. For short times, the deposition

rate is similar for all ionic strengths, which implies that

the deposition process is initially limited by the supply of

colloidal particles to the surface. The hydrodynamics of

colloid deposition in a stagnation point flow cell have

been extensively described.[37,38] The initial particle flux

toward the surface is in good approximation given by

j0 ¼ 0:776c0
D2aVm

R2

� �1
3

¼ kcc0 ð1Þ

where c0 is the bulk particle concentration, D is the

diffusion coefficient of the nanocolloidal particles,

R=0.64mm is the radius of the inlet tube and Vm=n�Re/

R is the average flow velocity, with Re the Reynolds

number and n the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The

dimensionless flow parameter a depends on the Reynolds

number and the cell geometry parameter h/R. In our case,

a value a=4.2 is obtained from the work of Dabros and

Van de Ven[37] using Re=8.3 and h/R=1.7. The mass

transfer coefficient kc will be discussed in a later section.

Assuming pure random sequential adsorption (RSA),

with a sticking probability of 1, the above considerations

imply a constant deposition rate dy/dt from the moment

the colloidal suspension is inserted. After a short transition

time, this linear regime is indeed observed. The adsorption

rate dy/dt=pa2j0=0.0225 min�1 in Fig. 2 is used to

calculate the particle diffusion coefficient D from Eq. 1.

For lower ionic strengths, the value of D is less accurate

but within an experimental error of 5%, the aforemen-

tioned value dy/dt=0.0225 min�1 does not vary with ionic

strength. Inserting the known values for particle density

and cell geometry parameters, we find D=6.9�10�12 m2

sec�1. We now compare this result to the diffusion

coefficient obtained using the Stokes–Einstein relation

D ¼ kT

6pZa
ð2Þ

where kT is the thermal energy and Z is the dynamic vis-

cosity of the fluid (for water, Z=1.00�10�3 kg m�1

sec�1). With a particle radius a=6.7 nm, the Stokes–Ein-

stein relation yields a diffusion coefficient D=3.2�10�11

m2 sec�1. Our experimentally determined value is about

4–5 times lower than this value. The apparent discrep-

ancy is reasonable, considering the following arguments.

One reason is that Eq. 2 represents an approximation[38]

that is only valid in the infinitely small stagnation point

in the center of the cell, whereas an elliptical area of

about 1�2 mm2 is probed in the experiments. From

SEM data, Böhmer et al.[39] estimated that in the initial

stage of nanocolloidal film growth, the adsorption rate is

underestimated by a factor of 1.5. Numerical calculations

based on the flow field in the cell[38] confirm that indeed

the average flux on a probe area of 1�2 mm2 is ap-

proximately 0.7j0. This implies an underestimation of the

diffusion coefficient D in our experiments by approxi-

mately a factor of 2. Furthermore, the gold nanocolloids

have a relatively large surface charge, which leads to

an increased hydrodynamic radius, and thus a lower

diffusion constant (Eq. 2). The particle concentration has

been determined to have a small error, so we do not

believe this interferes with our determination of the

diffusion coefficient.

Let us now turn to the saturation regime of the

deposition curves in Fig. 2. For higher ionic strengths, the

maximum attainable coverage increases, in agreement

with the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)

theory. This theory describes the accumulation of ions

near charged interfaces, in this case the colloid–solvent

interface, which results in a double layer around every

particle. When the double layers of two particles overlap,

the ions around the particles are confined to a smaller

volume, which results in an entropic repulsion. This

repulsion prevents coagulation of the particles, and also

defines the distance of closest approach of two particles.

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional representation of the ionic-strength-

dependent adsorption kinetics of gold nanocolloidal particles in

stagnation point flow geometry. The coverage is obtained by

polarized reflectometry. The data on the back panel indicate the

evolution of the saturation coverage with increasing ionic

strength for a number of reflectometry experiments; the solid

line is a guide to the eye.
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When particles adsorb on a surface, this distance

determines the maximum attainable coverage.[15]

More quantitatively, the double-layer interaction po-

tential Upp(r/a) in units kT is described by,[40,41]

Upp
r

a

� �
kT

¼ Bpp
a

r
e�kðr�2aÞ ð3Þ

where r is the particle–particle distance and k is the Debye

screening parameter, given by

k2 ¼
e2
X

i

niz
2
i

ee0kT
ð4Þ

with ni and zi being the number density and valence of

ions i, respectively, e the elementary charge, and ee0 the

dielectric permittivity of the electrolyte. The particle–

particle interaction coefficient is defined as

Bpp ¼
4pee0kTa

e2

� �
yp þ 4gOka

1þ Oka

� �2

ð5Þ

with g=tanh(yp/4), O=[(yp�4g)/2g3], and yp=cp(e/kT)

the dimensionless surface potential. This yields an

interaction potential that is valid over a large range of

ka provided r is larger than about a+(3/2)k�1. Assuming

a constant surface potential, the distance rkT between

particles when their interaction energy drops below (3/

2)kT can be numerically determined as a function of ka,

i.e., as a function of the ionic strength. The choice for the

interaction energy is justified by the fact that particles

have an average thermal energy of (3/2)kT, which com-

petes with their electrostatic repulsion upon approaching

each other.

In Fig. 3, the saturation coverage ycalc, calculated using

Eqs. 3–5 with a particle surface potential yp�kT/e=�85

mV.[42,43] is plotted as a function of the surface concen-

tration ymeas obtained from Fig. 2. The calculated

coverage is obtained from the double-layer thickness

defined as Da=r/2�a. Using the thus determined effec-

tive double-layer thickness Da, the saturation coverage

ycalc is obtained from

ysat ¼ yjam
a

aþ Da

� �2

ð6Þ

in which yjam=54.7% represents the jamming limit for

irreversible random deposition of hard spheres.[41,44,45]

The data in Fig. 3 exhibit a good one-to-one relation

between experiment and the DLVO theory. However, at

large values of the ionic strengths and thus high surface

concentrations, the measured coverages are higher. One

cause is that the linear approximation of the Poisson–

Boltzmann equation underestimates the potential drop

near the particles. When a far-field potential is used, as it

is here, the potential at short distances is overestimated.

This results in an overestimation of the distance where the

particle–particle interaction drops below (3/2)kT, and

consequently leads to an underestimation of the surface

concentration. The effect will become important when

r<a+(3/2)k�1, which is approximately 10 nm for the

highest ionic strengths. This value corresponds to a

surface coverage of 25%, which is approximately the

value at which the data in Fig. 3 start to deviate from the

one-to-one relation (the solid line). Another possible

explanation for the deviation at higher ionic strengths may

be the formation of clusters on the sample surface. A

cluster has a larger volume on a relatively small area,

thereby accounting for a larger optically determined sur-

face concentration.

Modeling the Deposition Transients

The deposition kinetics of colloidal particles can be

described in terms of the adsorption rate dy/dt by

dy
dt
¼ pa2j0BðyÞ ð7Þ

where pa2 is the geometrical particle surface area and j0
represents the limiting deposition flux for uncovered sur-

faces. The quantity B(y)= j(y)/j0, with j(y) being the actual

deposition flux for a given coverage, is usually referred to

Fig. 3 Saturation coverage ycalc calculated from the ionic

strength using the DLVO theory as a function of the exper-

imentally determined maximum coverage ymeas from the

reflectometry measurements. The line has a slope of 1.
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as the overall kinetic blocking function. This designation

is somewhat misleading as B(y)=1 for low coverages,

while in the limit of saturating coverages B(y)!0; so in

fact B(y) represents an effective, coverage-dependent

available surface. More correctly, it is also referred to as

the ‘‘available surface function.’’[46] The function B(y)

not only depends on the coverage, but also on many

additional factors such as particle–particle interactions,

the mechanism of particle transport, and the reversibility

of particle adsorption.

In principle, the overall kinetic blocking function can

only be determined empirically from the particle deposi-

tion rate as a function of time, i.e., curves similar to those

presented in Fig. 2. If we assume that all deposition

transients for our system (nanocolloidal gold particles

irreversibly deposited on APTES-derivatized silicon oxide

surfaces) are characterized by a single, coverage-depen-

dent overall kinetic blocking function B(y/ysat), where ysat

is the saturation coverage defined in Eq. 6, the general

adsorption Eq. 7 can be rewritten in terms of the di-

mensionless variables

�y ¼ y=ysat ð8aÞ

�t ¼ pa2j0

ysat

t ð8bÞ

to yield

d�y
dt
¼ Bð�yÞ ð9Þ

The result of this scaling, applied to the deposition curves

in Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 4 where we have plotted the data

according to Eq. 9. Apart from the initial first minutes (not

shown in Fig. 4), it is clear that all curves collapse to a

single curve, verifying that indeed a single overall kinetic

blocking function governs the deposition process, irre-

spective of the ionic strength.

A Generalized Adsorption Model

A theory, which is more specifically applicable to our

system of colloidal particles, irreversibly deposited under

forced convection conditions (stagnation point flow

geometry), has been extensively described by Adamc-

zyk.[47,48] A similar model was also described by Faraudo

and Bafaluy.[49] In this generalized adsorption model, the

deposition is considered to consist of two processes, i.e.,

1) the actual adsorption, and 2) the convective supply of

nanocrystals to the surface. The convective supply of

colloidal particles to the outer edge of the adsorption

layer, at a distance da from the surface, is described by the

rate constant kc= j0/c0, where j0 is equal to the particle

flux. For the well-defined flow conditions in our stagna-

tion point flow setup, kc is given by Eq. 1.

The adsorption process is described by

dy
dt
¼ pa2kacðdaÞB0ðyÞ ð10Þ

and is governed by a rate constant ka and a particle

concentration c(da) at distance da from the surface.[50] The

available surface function B’(y), also often referred to as

the generalized blocking function, describes the transport

resistance of the adsorbed layer to adsorbing particles;

effectively, it is equal to the overall sticking probability.

In fact, Eq. 10 is similar to Eq. 7, in which the actual

adsorption process is taken into account by the overall

kinetic blocking function B(y) considering a constant

supply of colloidal particles. In Eq. 10, the adsorption

process is considered and the supply of colloidal particles

is described by the time dependence of c(da). Within the

adsorption layer of thickness da, convection effects can be

neglected. The thickness da is comparable to the range of

specific interactions, in principle electrostatic interactions,

the extent of which is governed by the double-layer

thickness. For our nanocolloidal particles, this implies that

da is of the same order of magnitude as the particle radius.

For the irreversible adsorption of particles at uniformly

accessible surfaces, Adamczyk[47] derived an expression

for the kinetic overall blocking function, given by

BðyÞ ¼ KB0ðyÞ
1þ ðK � 1ÞB0ðyÞ ð11Þ

where K=ka/kc represents the coupling between adsorp-

tion and convection processes. In the case of strong par-

ticle–particle interactions, B’(y) can be approximated by

the RSA available surface function B0(y). It is not possible

Fig. 4 Deposition transients of Fig. 2, scaled according to Eq.

9, using the dimensionless variables �y and�t as given by Eqs. 8(a)

and 8(b).
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to analytically evaluate B0(y), but a good approximation is

given by[47,51]

B0ðyÞ ¼
"

1þ 0:812
y
ysat

þ 0:426
y
ysat

� �2

þ 0:0716
y
ysat

� �3
#

1� y
ysat

� �3

ð12Þ

With this expression, the overall kinetic blocking function

B(y) can be calculated, using Eq. 11, which now only

depends on the maximum coverage ysat obtained after

saturation and the coupling constant K.

In practice, K
1 for micrometer-sized particles.[47]

However, our colloidal particles are markedly smaller,

which leads to a significant increase of the value of K.

This can be understood by considering that from Eq. 2, D

is inversely proportional to the particle radius a. There-

with the convective flux, expressed by the rate constant kc

in Eq. 1, varies as a�2/3. An analytical expression for the

adsorption constant ka is given by Adamczyk and Szyk[52]

ka ¼
D

2a

1

1þ 1
2

ln 1þ Da
a

� 	 ð13Þ

where Da represents the extent of the repulsive interac-

tions, i.e., the effective thickness of the double layer. With

Eq. 2, we obtain for the coupling constant K=ka/kc
a�4/3;

that is, for smaller particles, K is expected to become

considerably larger than 1.

In Fig. 5a, the coverage dependence of the overall

kinetic blocking function is plotted for different values of

K. A large value of K (�1) implies that the adsorption

rate is considerably larger than the convective supply of

particles. Thus up to relatively large coverages, the dep-

osition is transport-limited, which is expressed by the

considerable coverage range over which B(y/ysat)�1.

Only near the saturation coverage, B(y/ysat) rapidly drops

to 0. In the opposite case when K=1, corresponding the

pure RSA, the adsorption itself becomes rate-limiting.

Accordingly, for low K values, B(y/ysat) exhibits a sharp

decrease already at low coverages.

From the deposition curves in Fig. 2, it is obvious that

for a large coverage range, the deposition is dominated by

mass transport of particles to the adsorption layer. The

deposition rate dy/dt only decreases upon approaching the

saturation coverage. This indicates that for our system of

nanocolloidal gold particles, irreversibly deposited in a

stagnation point flow geometry, K is considerably larger

than 1. To obtain more quantitative information, we fitted

the generalized adsorption model, expressed by Eqs. 7, 11,

and 12, to the deposition transients in Fig. 2. As fitting

parameters, a single value for both the coupling constant

K and the initial, limiting deposition flux j0 is used for

all ionic strengths. Only the saturation coverage ysat is

allowed to vary with ionic strength. Over the entire

coverage range, there is a perfect correspondence between

the measured and calculated deposition curves. This is

also shown in Fig. 5b where the data obtained from the

deposition transients are compared to the overall kinetic

blocking function obtained from the fits. In agreement

with results presented in the previous section, the initial

deposition rate dy/dt=pa2j0 amounts to 0.0225 min�1,

while the saturation coverages ysat are identical to the

values given in Figs. 2 and 3. The fits yield a value

K=55±5 for the coupling constant. Using the value kc=

1.44�10�6m sec�1 for our specific system, determined

from Eq. 1, we obtain a value for the adsorption rate

constant ka=7.91�10�5m sec�1. Using Eq. 13 with

Da=2 nm, we obtain a value of ka=2.9�10�4m sec�1,

somewhat higher than our experimentally determined

value but of the same order of magnitude.

Fig. 5 (a) The overall kinetic blocking function B(y/ysat) for

different values of the coupling constant K, as a function of the

normalized coverage y/ysat. The solid line represents the RSA

limit (K=1). The broken lines correspond to calculations using

the generalized adsorption model with values for K as indicated.

In (b), the data in Fig. 4 are replotted (symbols) and compared to

the calculation for K=55.
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Comparison to Similar Nanoparticle
Adsorption Experiment

Using the aforementioned generalized adsorption model,

Adamczyk[48] collected adsorption rate constants for

typical proteins [bovine serum albumin (BSA), fibrino-

gen, and IgG], which are of the same order of magnitude

as our colloidal particles. Comparison with the ka values

for these proteins indicates that our aforementioned value

for the irreversible deposition of nanocolloidal gold is in

line with other systems of similar dimensions but of very

different nature. As far as we are aware, the absolute value

of the adsorption rate constant ka has not been determined

for colloidal systems with particle sizes in the low-

nanometer range. In two papers,[39,53] Böhmer, Hayes, and

coworkers describe similar measurements of silica parti-

cles with diameters between 32 and 200 nm. Their

transients are very similar to our results for nanocolloidal

gold, as presented in Fig. 2. In the analysis, the authors

conclude that they are able to quantitatively analyze the

limiting regimes in their deposition transients. However,

the overall transients could not be adequately described.

We have taken the data from the aforementioned work

and analyzed them as we have described above for gold

nanocrystal adsorption. The curves all scale onto a single,

universal transient, similar to our results. This is shown in

Fig. 6 for a deposition experiment using silica particles

with a radius a=16 nm. Using Eqs. 1, 7, 11, 12, and 13, we

obtain the size-dependent diffusion coefficient D and the

adsorption rate constant ka. The results are shown in Fig. 7,

and compared to our results for nanocolloidal gold par-

ticles. Both the diffusion coefficient and the adsorption

rate constant are lower than the trends observed for silica

particles. Also, it is clear from Fig. 6 that the diffusion

coefficients determined for the silica particles are in

perfect agreement with the Stokes–Einstein relation

(Eq. 2), represented by the solid line. The origin of the

discrepancy between the deposition parameters of gold

nanocrystals and nanocolloidal silica particles is unclear

and needs further investigation.

CONCLUSION

The formation of nanocolloidal thin films consisting of

assembled gold nanocrystals with diameters in the low-

nanometer range has been reviewed. The different methods

Fig. 6 Deposition transients for 32-nm-diameter silica parti-

cles, scaled according to Eq. 9, using the dimensionless variables
�y and �t as given by [Eqs. 8(a) and 8(b)] (From Ref. [39].)

Fig. 7 Size-dependent (a) diffusion coefficient D and (b)

adsorption constant ka for silica particles, obtained from analysis

of results from Refs. [39] and [53]. For comparison, the values

for nanocolloidal gold from our work (solid symbol) are

compared to the silica results (open symbols). The solid line

in (a) represents the Stokes–Einstein relation in Eq. 2; the line in

(b) is a guide to the eye.
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to produce monolayers as well as multilayered super-

structures are briefly summarized.

Also, a more detailed study of the kinetics of

irreversible deposition of gold nanocrystals from colloidal

suspensions onto silicon/silicon oxide substrates is pre-

sented. Using a stagnation point flow geometry, the

convective supply of colloidal particles is controlled. The

deposition process is simultaneously monitored by in situ

single wavelength reflectometry, as imaging optical

methods cannot be used for such small particles. The

absolute coverage is measured as a function of time for

different ionic strengths. Two regimes are distinguished,

related to two different processes in the adsorption pro-

cess. Initially, the deposition is merely governed by mass

transport limited supply of colloidal particles. The ionic

strength of the suspension only affects the deposition

process in the saturation regime at higher coverages.

The coupling between the convection and adsorption

processes, i.e., the transition from mass transport limita-

tion to the regime where surface blocking effects dom-

inate, is analyzed using a generalized adsorption theory. In

this theory, the deposition rate is expressed in terms of an

overall kinetic blocking function. For the irreversible

deposition of particles, the adsorption is treated on the

basis of the random sequential adsorption model. Using

the generalized adsorption model, the measured deposi-

tion curves can be adequately described, and the rate

constant for particle adsorption is determined. The

experimental results are compared to those for proteins

and also silica particles of similar dimensions as our

nanocrystals. Although there is qualitative agreement,

there is a discrepancy between the results for nanocolloi-

dal gold and the other systems. The origin of the

difference is unclear.
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INTRODUCTION

Second-order nonlinear optical (NLO) materials possess

noncentrosymmetric structures in which there is a net

orientation of an NLO-active constituent. Materials that

exhibit second-order NLO properties are the active

components in optoelectronic devices such as electro-

optic modulators and frequency doubling devices.[1–3]

Nonlinear optics refers to the optical response of a ma-

terial that relates the polarization vector P to an applied

electric field E according to:

P ¼ wð1ÞE þ wð2ÞE2 þ wð3ÞE3 þ . . . ð1Þ

where w(n) is the nth-order susceptibility. The susceptibil-

ities for the nonlinear terms characterize the nonlinear

optical response of a material. Consider the interaction of

an optical electric field at frequency o and amplitude Eo

EoðtÞ ¼ Eoðeþiot þ e�iotÞ=2 ð2Þ

When a static electric field E0 is also present in a me-

dium with a nonzero w(2), the second-order polarization

term becomes

Pð2ÞðtÞ ¼ wð2ÞE2ðtÞ

¼ wð2Þ½E2
oðeþ2iot þ e�2iotÞ=4

þ EoE0ðeþiot þ e�iotÞ þ ðE2
o=2 þ E2

0Þ�
ð3Þ

The first term in Eq. 3 oscillates at frequency 2o and

depends only on the optical electric field and not the static

field. This effect is referred to as second harmonic gen-

eration (SHG) and is the NLO effect directly probed in

this work. The second term oscillates at frequency o and

causes a variation in the refractive index n in the medium

that is linearly proportional to E0. This effect is known as

the linear electro-optic effect and forms the basis for

electro-optic modulator devices. The third term is time-

independent and is referred to as optical rectification, the

conversion of an oscillating electric field to a static d.c.

field in the NLO material. For all three effects, the

magnitude of w(2) governs their contribution to P(2)(t).

To possess nonzero even-order nonlinear optical sus-

ceptibilities, a material must lack a center of inversion

at the macroscopic level.[2,3] Because these second-order

w(2) nonlinear optical effects are quadratic in the applied

fields, symmetry considerations require that a material

must be noncentrosymmetric to possess a nonzero w(2).

OVERVIEW

The most common high w(2) materials are ferroelectric,

inorganic crystals such as lithium niobate, potassium di-

hydrogen phosphate, and beta-barium borate.[2,3] Growth

of high-quality crystals, however, is difficult, time con-

suming, and expensive. However, organic NLO materials

offer several performance advantages such as enhanced

nonlinear susceptibilities, faster modulation rates, and

potentially lower device fabrication costs.[4] For organic

thin films containing NLO-active chromophores, w(2) is

related to the NLO chromophore hyperpolarizability (b),

chromophore density (N), orientation angle (y) relative

to the film normal vector, and a local field factor effect

(F) by

wð2Þ ¼ NFbhcos3 yi ð4Þ

For effective electro-optic modulators, w(2) should be as

large as possible. Rational design of an organic film thus

involves choosing a chromophore with a suitably high b
and incorporating it into a film with high density N and

low orientation angle y. For effective optical waveguide

performance, the film thickness should be in the range

1–10 mm.
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The objective of this work was to demonstrate that

organic, low molecular weight, nonsymmetric chromo-

phores can be integrated into films by a facile, layer-by-

layer deposition process using a combination of electro-

static and covalent bonding.[5] This deposition process

results in noncentrosymmetric films that exhibit signifi-

cant SHG intensities where the square root of the SHG

intensity scales linearly with bilayer number, indicating

that deposition results in a reproducible orientation of

the chromophore molecules from bilayer to bilayer up to

high bilayer numbers. The effect of pH is shown to be

critical in controlling both the electrostatic and covalent

coupling steps.

OVERVIEW OF ORGANIC, HIGH ww(2) FILMS

In previous work, organic films exhibiting nonzero w(2)

have been made using various techniques including co-

rona poling, Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) methods, covalent

self-assembly, and, more recently, ionically self-assem-

bled monolayers involving polyelectrolytes. Poled poly-

mer materials are fabricated by doping a host matrix with

chromophore molecules, which are then oriented by an

applied electric field while the matrix is above its glass

transition (Tg) temperature. The temperature of the matrix

is then brought below the Tg, which locks in the ori-

entation.[6] While poled polymer systems are capable of

high second-order NLO activity and are easy to fabricate,

the orientation of the chromophore molecules in the host

is usually lost over time. The randomization of the dipole

orientation in poled polymer devices occurs more quickly

at elevated temperatures, and this severely limits the

operating lifetime of these materials.[7] Langmuir–Blod-

gett films have been made with noncentrosymmetric Z-

and X-type structures that exhibit relatively high values

for w(2), but their relatively poor mechanical properties

have limited their application in devices.[8]

Layer-by-layer (LBL) film deposition techniques that

use intermolecular interactions such as covalent bonds,

electrostatic attractions, or hydrogen bonding to drive

self-assembly are particularly interesting for fabricating

wholly organic and organic–inorganic hybrid films that

exhibit SHG. There is a large, growing body of literature

on the use of LBL methods for fabricating nanostructured

films for a number of applications, including organic

light emittingdiodes,[9]humiditysensors,[10]biosensors,[11]

photovoltaics,[12] electrochromics,[13] and nonlinear optic

(NLO) materials.[14] The LBL technique relying on purely

electrostatic interactions, referred to hereafter in this

paper as the ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM)

process, was first developed by Iler[15] and elaborated

upon by Decher et al.[16] This process involves the

sequencial immersion of a charged substrate into solutions

of polyelectrolytes of opposite charge.[16] A monolayer of

polymer adsorbs onto the surface, resulting in charge

reversal. The substrate is then removed from the solution,

thoroughly rinsed to remove nonadsorbed polymer, and

immersed in a solution of polyelectrolyte with a charge

opposite to that of the adsorbed layer. A monolayer of

polymer adsorbs, forming a bilayer with the first polymer,

and the immersion process is repeated, building up a

multilayer film. Reviews by Decher[17] and Hammond[18]

describe many studies of films made with a variety of

organic polyelectrolytes and nanoparticles.

With the ISAM method, NLO-active chromophores are

oriented by the noncovalent interactions between soluble

and deposited species to form multilayered films with

compositions controlled at the nanometer length scale.

Heflin et al.[19] and Lindsay et al.[20] demonstrated that

the ISAM process can be used to create films exhibiting

SHG by incorporating an NLO-active polymer as one of

the constituents in a film and that these ISAM films have

greater stability than poled polymer systems. Herman and

Roberts[21] studied chromophore orientation in ISAM

films and found that the orientation of the chromophore in

the first layer can be influenced by hydrophobic inter-

actions between the chromophore molecule and the sub-

strates. Furthermore, they concluded that orientation in

subsequent layers is influenced by the orientation of this

first layer. DeWitt and Hammond[22] showed that the

average tilt angle of the charged chromophoric group in a

film and the film thickness depend strongly on the

solution pH values. Lee et al. showed linear growth of

absorbance and thickness for films made by deposition of

a polycation and a polymeric dye precursor. These films

were then functionalized with the dye moiety. These films

showed the expected quadratic relationship between the

SHG intensity and the number of bilayers, meaning that

chromophore orientation is consistent from one bilayer to

the next.[23] Deposition of ordered films using reactive

silane compounds has been demonstrated, but the depo-

sition processes required organic solvents and high

temperatures.[24,25]

Because of the nature of the formation of ISAM films

utilizing two polymers, the NLO-active polyelectrolyte

necessarily has chromophores oriented in opposite direc-

tions to provide binding to the preceding and following

oppositely charged layers (Fig. 1). The opposing dipole

orientations cancel one another and lead to an overall

reduction in the w(2) of the film. Thus polyelectrolyte-

based ISAM films suffer from lack of orientation of

chromophores within the ‘‘bulk’’ of a monolayer and

partial cancellation of the preferentially oriented chromo-

phores at the lower interface by chromophores at the

upper interface.

A related approach that could be employed to fab-

ricate NLO materials involves the use of low molecular
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weight, ionic dye molecules and polyelectrolytes as

film constituents. Yamada et al.[26] fabricated films of

poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) and Erichrome

Black T and observed linear growth of the film during

the noncovalent deposition process. These films exhib-

ited a SHG intensity that increased only for the first five

bilayers and then reached a plateau. This plateau after

five bilayers was attributed to the chromophore mole-

cules in upper layers not having the same orientation

as they did in lower layers; however, the addition of

layers did not perturb the orientation of previous layers.

Yet to be demonstrated is a combination of low mo-

lecular weight chromophore molecules and polyelectro-

lytes that can be used to construct stable NLO-active

films with high bilayer numbers needed for electro-optic

device fabrication.

NONLINEAR OPTICAL FILM FABRICATION
BY COVALENT/IONIC SELF-ASSEMBLY

This present work shows that low molecular weight,

nonsymmetric chromophores can be stably integrated into

films by a facile, layer-by-layer deposition process using

both electrostatic and covalent bonding.[5] Additionally, it

is shown that this deposition process results in noncen-

trosymmetric films that exhibit significant SHG intensities

where the square root of the SHG intensity scaled linearly

with bilayer number, indicating that deposition results in a

reproducible orientation of the chromophore molecules

from bilayer to bilayer up to high bilayer numbers. The

model chromophore used is Procion Red MX-5B (Fig. 2),

a reactive dye that contains a triazine ring and two

sulfonic acid groups. Poly(allylamine hydrochloride)

(PAH, Fig. 3) was used to provide both the nucleophilic

primary amine groups for reaction with the triazine ring

and the protonated amine groups for electrostatic interac-

tion with the sulfonic acid groups of PR (Fig. 4). Koetse

et al.[27] earlier demonstrated that Procion Red and a

reactive primary amine that was not PAH could form

layer-by-layer films, but no polar ordering was observed,

unlike the present work.

The pH of the PR and PAH solutions was found to be

a key processing variable for achieving reproducible

films with a high degree of polar ordering of the PR

molecules. Conditions favoring incorporation of PR by

covalent bonds resulted in films with high SHG intensity.

The deposition steps involve only aqueous solutions at

ambient conditions, and immersion times can be as low as

2 min/monolayer.

Details of film fabrication can be found elsewhere and

so only a summary is presented here.[5] The anionic/re-

active Procion Red MX-5B chromophore was commer-

cially available. The absorbance spectrum of this chro-

mophore in deionized water solution is shown in Fig. 5.

The characteristic peak for this molecule is 538 nm,

which was used for all absorbance measurements.

The NLO-inactive polycation used in this study was

poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH; MW 
70,000 g/

mol), which was also commercially available. Poly(ally-

lamine hydrochloride) solutions at a concentration of 0.01

M on a monomer basis were used in all experiments, while

the concentration of all PR solutions was 5 mg/ml. Dy-

namic light scattering (DLS) was used to measure the

diffusion coefficient of the PAH as a function of pH to

characterize the polymer solubility.[28] Deionized (DI)

water with a specific resistivity above 17 MO cm was used

in all of the experiments.

Glass microscope slides were used as the substrates

on which films were deposited after the slides were

rigorously cleaned.[29] The glass slide immersion time in

PAH was 5 min, with the exception of the first layer which

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of an ISAM film containing a

polar nonlinear optical polymer. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Structure of Procion Red MX-5B.

Fig. 3 Structure of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH),

pKa = 8.7.
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was 10 min. The immersion time in PR was 10 min.

Between immersions, the substrates were vigorously agi-

tated and rinsed with deionized water. Thorough rinsing is

critical for obtaining films with good optical homogene-

ity. Slides were dried every 10 dips (which gives five

bilayers on each side of the slide) using N2 gas.

NONLINEAR OPTICAL
FILM CHARACTERIZATION

Absorbance measurements were made at a wavelength

of 538 nm, and film thicknesses were measured using a

variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer.[30] Second har-

monic generation measurements were performed using a

10-nsec pulse width, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a

fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm.[31] Because the film

was deposited on both sides of the substrate and the

incidence angle a was varied, the path length through the

film on both sides varied with a. This led to interference

fringes of the SHG intensity. The w(2) value was de-

termined from the peak of the interference fringe in the

vicinity of a
 45�. By comparison to Maker fringes in a

quartz crystal wedge, w(2) of a film was obtained from

wð2Þfilm

wð2Þq

¼ 2lc;q

plfilm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2o
film

I2o
q

s
ð5Þ

where lfilm is the total path length through the film, the

coherence length of quartz, lc,q = l/[4(n2o�no)], is 22.4

mm, and w(2) of quartz is 1.92�10�9 esu.

This study focused on the effect of the pH of the PR

and PAH solutions on the film properties. Successful film

growth was characterized by homogeneity and a linear

increase in the absorbance and thickness with the number

of bilayers deposited. Absorbance data for successfully

deposited films are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1. The slope

characterizes the amount of dye deposited per bilayer; the

standard deviation of this slope describes the reproduc-

ibility of the film deposition among replicates for a given

set of experimental conditions; the correlation coefficient

characterizes the reproducibility of PR deposition from

bilayer to bilayer. These films displayed a linear increase

in the absorbance as a function of the bilayer number.

When the pH of the PAH solutions was held constant,

the amount of PR deposited per bilayer increased as the

pH of the PR solution was increased (compare experi-

ments A vs. B and C vs. D, Table 1). This trend was

observed until the pH of the PR solution was raised to

12.0, at which point deposition of PR failed. The best PR

deposition was observed when the PR solution was at a pH

of 10.5. At this optimal PR deposition condition, as the pH

of the PAH solution was increased from 4.5 to 7.0

Fig. 4 Reaction between PR molecule and a previously absorbed monolayer of PAH.

Fig. 5 Absorbance spectrum for Procion Red MX-5B, in

deionized water. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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(compare experiments B vs. D), a small but statistically

insignificant increase in the film thickness per bilayer

(p > 0.05) and a significant increase in the amount of PR

deposited per bilayer (p < 0.05) were observed.

Poor film formation was observed for PAH solutions

deposited at pH � 8.5. This is likely a result of incipient

aggregation and insolubility of the PAH as the pH in-

creased. The dramatic decrease in diffusion coefficient

for pH > 7 (Fig. 7) is consistent with the reduction in

charge density of the PAH given its pKa (8.7). The

reduced charge density leads to reduced solubility and

the formation of aggregates consisting of multiple PAH

chains. Such aggregates hinder the formation of uniform,

homogeneous monolayers of adsorbed PAH chains that

lead to poor layer-by-layer film formation, especially

when the other constituent is not a polyelectrolyte.

When the film thickness is much less than the coher-

ence length of the material, the SHG intensity should

exhibit a quadratic dependence on the film thickness or,

correspondingly, number of bilayers. Fig. 8 shows the

square root of the peak second harmonic intensity as a

function of the number of bilayers for the sets of films

fabricated with different PAH and PR solution pH values.

The linear dependence of the square root of the SHG

intensity on the number of bilayers for the films fabricated

with a PR solution at pH 10.5 (Fig. 8, experiments B and

D) demonstrates that the SHG signal is due to polar

ordering in each successive bilayer of the film. If the

degree of ordering decreased in successive bilayers or if

the SHG signal was a result of interface effects, the SHG

intensity would have a subquadratic dependence on the

number of bilayers. For the films fabricated with a PR pH

of 7.0, there is a much weaker dependence of the SHG

intensity on the number of bilayers, indicating a lesser

degree of ordering.

The growth of the self-assembled films in real time was

monitored using in situ second harmonic generation. In

this case, a glass substrate coated with an adsorbed layer

of PAH was immersed in a cuvette filled with PR dye

solution. The substrate was held fixed in the laser beam

throughout the procedure. Because the glass cuvettes, the

immersion solutions, and the glass substrate are all

centrosymmetric, the SHG signal is due to the polar film

as it grows on the substrate along with a small background

Fig. 6 Representative plots of the absorbance at 538 nm as a

function of the number of bilayers deposited.

Table 1 Summary of the slopes of the absorbance vs. number of bilayers and ellipsometric thicknesses for deposition of PR (0.025 m)

and PR (0.025 mM)

Experiment PAH pH PR pH

Slope (Abs/bilayer)

(correlation coefficient)

Bilayer

thickness (nm) ww(2) (10�9 esu)

A 4.5 7.0 8.9�10� 4 ± 1.0�10�5 (0.998) N/Aa N/A

B 4.5 10.5 2.0�10� 3 ± 1.0�10�4 (0.992) 0.34 ± 0.02 11.2

C 7.0 7.0 2.3�10� 3 ± 4.0�10�4 (0.999) 0.55 ± 0.05 1.2

D 7.0 10.5 3.3�10� 3 ± 3.2�10�4 (0.998) 0.52 ± 0.06 11.3

For quartz, w(2) = 1.92�10� 9 esu.
aToo thin to measure.

(From Ref. [25]. Copyright permission from Angew. Chemie.

Fig. 7 Dynamic light scattering results for the translational

diffusion coefficient of PAH in solution as a function of pH at

two polymer concentrations (molarity of repeat unit) with no

added salt.
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signal from the air–glass and glass–liquid interfaces. The

substrate was first immersed in PAH solution at pH 7.0 to

produce a cationic surface. Fig. 9 shows the SHG intensity

as a function of time as the substrate was then immersed in

a PR pH 10.5 solution. The covalent deposition of Procion

Red on PAH was essentially complete in 2 min. The

simplicity and potential scalability of this alternating

ionic/covalent deposition process are illustrated by the in

situ SHG signal that is obtained as the reactive dye is

incorporated into the film. A single bilayer film is sat-

urated with dye within about 2 min at pH 10.5. Thus

multilayer films with thicknesses required for optoelec-

tronic devices can be made just as quickly with reactive

dyes as with polymeric dyes in the ISAM process. After

accounting for the nonzero intercept, which is a result of

the inherent noncentrosymmetry of the substrate / solvent

interface effects, simple Langmuir kinetics can be used to

model the dye deposition process.

CHROMOPHORE DEPOSITION AND
ORIENTATION—EFFECT OF pH

Ionic interactions alone are not sufficient for constructing

LBL films with low molecular weight chromophores that

exhibit polar order.[32] However, by alternating the

mechanism of the deposition of each monolayer between

covalent and electrostatic coupling and decoupling the

chromophore orientation from the steric constraints of a

polymer chain, the PR chromophore was deposited with a

noncentrosymmetric orientation that is required for the

film to display NLO properties such as SHG.

The effects of polymer type, pH, salt concentration, and

other processing variables on film deposition by physi-

sorption of charged polymers have been studied by Decher

and Schmitt,[33] Lvov et al.,[34] Rubner et al., and

others.[35–42] Shiratori and Rubner[43] found that the

thickness of ISAM bilayers made with weak polyelec-

trolytes can be varied by over an order of magnitude simply

by varying the pH and ionic strength. This is particularly

relevant to the present work in that it suggests a method for

controlling the conformation and thickness of the adsorbed

polymer layers which is critical for controlling the

orientation of deposited NLO-active chromophores.

The pH determines the ionization state of the amine

side groups on PAH, which affects both the conformation

of the polymer upon adsorption and its subsequent

reactivity with Procion Red. Efficient electrostatic depo-

sition of PAH requires that the pH of the PAH dipping

solution is maintained near or below the amino group pKa

(8.7), where the majority of the side groups will be

protonated and available for interaction with the negative

charges on the substrate or the sulfonate groups on the

dye.[44] For cases A–D described in Table 1, the amino

groups on the PAH chain were essentially fully protonated

Fig. 8 Square root of the SHG intensity as a function of the

number of bilayers for various PAH/Procion Red pH conditions.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 In situ measurement of the SHG intensity as Procion Red is deposited in the film.
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when the chains were deposited. With no additional salts

in these solutions, these PAH solutions were at low ionic

strengths, typically 0.003 M, so there was relatively little

shielding of charged groups. Under these conditions, the

fixed positive charges on the polymer chain strongly re-

pelled each other and were strongly attracted to the ne-

gatively charged surface. These two effects led to the

deposition of PAH in flat, train-like layers where the

bilayer thickness was less than 1 nm/bilayer.

The PR solution pH also plays an important role in the

film deposition process. The PR solution pH directly af-

fects the degree of protonation of the previous deposited

PAH layers, and thus affects the subsequent reaction

kinetics for PR incorporation. At a pH above the pKa of

the side chain amines of PAH, the majority of the amines

will be unprotonated and thus able to react with the

triazine ring of PR. Additionally, the reactivity of the

triazine ring on PR increases with increasing pH.[45]

These two effects result in reactive deposition being

favored as the pH is increased. The clearest example of

the effect of PR solution pH on deposition can be seen in

Fig. 6 and Table 1, when the PAH pH was held constant

at either pH 4.5 or 7.0, and the PR solution pH was

increased from 7.0 to 10.5. The amount of dye deposited

per bilayer increased as the PR solution pH was increased

from 7.0 to 10.5. In fact, when the PAH pH was 4.5 and

the PR pH was 7.0, very little PR was deposited at all. In

addition to a fairly low reactivity of the triazine rings at

pH 7.0, the PAH layers deposited at pH 4.5 did not have a

sufficiently high surface concentration to allow PR

deposition to occur.

Importantly, the pH of the deposition solutions affects

the SHG intensities and the degree of polar ordering of the

PR molecules in the film. Table 2 presents the data of

Table 1 normalized to the PAH pH 4.5/PR pH 10.5 case.

In addition to the absorbance/bilayer and thickness data,

Table 2 also contains the normalized square root of the

SHG intensity [(I2o)1/2] per bilayer.

The effect of PAH solution pH on the films can be

seen by comparing experiments B vs. D, where the PR

solution pH is held constant at 10.5. Increasing the PAH

solution pH from 4.5 to 7.0 results in increases in the

absorbance per bilayer. The (I2o)1/2 per bilayer increases

by the same relative amount (
55–60%) as the absorb-

ance. Within this pH range, the PAH is deposited as

thin, flat layers. Thus as the pH of the PAH solu-

tion is increased, (I2o)1/2 scales proportionally with small

changes in amount of PR per bilayer, and the increase in

(I2o)1/2 is interpreted to be a result of simply incorpo-

rating more PR into the film.

Experiments C and D keep the PAH solution pH

constant at 7.0 while varying the PR solution pH from 7.0

to 10.5. In these experiments, the bilayer thickness is

similar, but the absorbance per bilayer and (I2o)1/2 per

bilayer both increase as the PR pH is increased from 7.0

to 10.5. While 42% more PR is incorporated per bilayer,

the value of (I2o)1/2 per bilayer increases by over 800%.

Thus the pH of the PR solution has a dramatic effect

on the orientation of the PR molecules that are incorpo-

rated in the films. At pH 7, the reactivity of the PAH

amine groups with the triazine ring of the PR is lower, and

PR may be incorporated by a combination of electro-

static, hydrogen bond, and covalent interactions. Thus at

conditions favoring covalent reaction between PR and

PAH, a high degree of PR ordering was obtained, while at

conditions not favoring covalent reaction between PR and

PAH, the PR deposited within the films has a more

random orientation. The w(2) values obtained for deposi-

tion of PR at pH 10.5 are 11.2�10�9 and 11.3�10�9 esu

(Table 1), which are sixfold greater than quartz.

The larger SHG observed in the PR pH 10.5 case serves

as confirmation of the hypothesis that alternating the

mechanism of deposition in these films and decoupling of

the chromophore from steric constraints of a polymer

backbone can provide a route to successful deposition and

orientation of a low molecular weight chromophore. In

earlier studies with NLO-active polymeric dyes such as

PS119[46] which consists of a poly(vinylamine) backbone

with an ionic azo dye chromophore, and poly{1-4-(3-

carboxy-4-hydroxyphenylazo)-benzenesulfonamido-1,2-

ethanediyl, sodium salt} (PCBS), films were made under

deposition conditions leading to relatively thin bilayers

(
0.2 nm/bilayer). In both PS119 and PCBS, the

NLO-active chromophores are charged side groups on

the polymer chain. As observed using in situ SHG

intensity measurements, polar ordering of an adsorbed

chromophore layer is reduced by subsequent adsorption of

the next polyelectrolyte monolayer.[47] By decoupling the

Table 2 Relative values of the absorbance per bilayer and (I2o)1/2 per bilayer, both normalized to the values for PAH at pH 4.5 and

Procion Red at pH 10.5 as a function of deposition pH

Experiment PAH pH PR pH Absorbance/bilayer Bilayer thickness (I2o)1/2/bilayer

B 4.5 10.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

C 7.0 7.0 1.15 1.61 0.17

D 7.0 10.5 1.63 1.53 1.55
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NLO-active chromophore from a polymer chain, the steric

constraints to achieving ordered films that are present

when using a large chromophore side group were reduced.

Additionally, by using a heterobifunctional chromophore

in which the mechanism for chromophore deposition

(i.e., covalent bonding) differs from the deposition of

the polymeric component (electrostatic interactions), the

competing intermolecular interactions that prevent the

achievement of a high net polar ordering of the chromo-

phore within the film can be minimized.

Finally, the structure of the polycation plays a role in

chromophore orientation. Koetse et al.[27] previously re-

ported on the fabrication of films using PR and the po-

lycation poly[N-(3-aminopropyl)-N-(4-vinylbenzyl)-N,N-

dimethylammonium chloride] (PAVDMA). The structure

of this polycation is shown in Fig. 10 and consists of a

quaternary ammonium group in addition to a primary

amine. While layer-by-layer deposition of the PR chro-

mophore was observed at pH 
9–10, conditions that

should favor covalent coupling of the PR to the primary

amine, SHG results for this system showed that there was

a lack of bulk polar order. The precise structural

differences between PAVDMA and PAH that result in

ordering of the PR when PAH is used are not known

at present.

CONCLUSION

A hybrid covalent/electrostatic deposition scheme has

been demonstrated that can be used to obtain self-

assembled, organic films in which there is long-range,

polar ordering of a chromophore. The ordering is believed

to arise from alternating the mechanism of deposition

from monolayer to monolayer and decoupling the chro-

mophore from the steric constraints of a polymer back-

bone. Using Procion Red MX-5B as a model reactive/

anionic monomeric NLO chromophore and PAH as the

cationic polyelectrolyte, films with w(2) values
11�10�9

esu were constructed. This deposition process is highly

sensitive to the pH values of both the PAH and PR

solutions. In this work, we focused on the effect of pH

on the film properties, and we found an operating

window for optimal deposition and orientation. The PR

solution pH should be high enough to favor covalent

deposition. The PAH solution pH should also be as high

as possible while still obtaining layer-by-layer growth of

homogeneous films. While initial w(2) values are signif-

icant, these values are far from optimized because the

Procion Red chromophore is far from an ideal NLO

chromophore. This methodology appears suitable for

making thick films (1–10 mm) necessary for electro-optic

modulator devices.
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INTRODUCTION

For the foreseeable future, the vast majority of commer-

cial electronics, photonics, and other devices will be in the

solid state and incorporated onto or into a substrate—

although there are substantial efforts to change this

paradigm.[1] To date, most of these surface structures

are manufactured by a ‘‘top–down’’ approach wherein

various layers of a material are selectively added or

removed. The formation of organic light-emitting diodes

(OLEDs), for example, generally requires the careful

deposition of several to several tens of layers of various

organic and inorganic materials, and the thickness of each

must be precisely controlled. An alternative ‘‘bottom–up’’

approach exploits knowledge of intermolecular interac-

tions to self-assemble molecules into supramolecular

structures, self-organize molecules into monolayers, or

electrostatically deposit films layer by layer.[1–5] The

degree of predictable and long-range molecular order

decreases from self-assembly to self-organization to layer

by layer. Notable applications of the second mode of

bottom–up assembly are the deposition of thin films of

liquid crystals and mesogens for various display applica-

tions.[6–9] Because exact alignment of molecules is not

usually possible with the layer-by-layer approach, appli-

cations of this method to date have focused on modifica-

tions of large surface areas. This chapter focuses on the

methods and applications of self-assembled and self-

organized porphyrinic materials on surfaces; however,

many of the themes and methods discussed are applicable

to a variety of other chromophores and other organic

molecules. Porphyrinoids are tetrapyrrolic macrocycles

that are excellent molecules for various commercial

applications because of their remarkable stability, consid-

ering their rich photonic properties.

A crucial step toward the application of nanoscaled

photonic devices is the ability to design and create in-

creasingly larger architectures of interactive molecules

and to incorporate these entities into device compo-

nents.[2–5] For example, the tessellation of molecules into

specific designs on surfaces[10,11] remains a significant

challenge (Fig. 1). The efficiency of electronic and energy

transfer in organic-based materials depends on both the

molecule and the architecture of these molecules in the

device. Other major considerations include the intercon-

nections between the organic material and inorganic

components as well as environmental factors. In addition

to increasing the performance and efficiency of devices,

the components of devices that are molecule-based will be

more environmentally benign than much of the inorganic

materials they replace.

DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

Porphyrinoids

Porphyrins are tetrapyrrole macrocycles (Fig. 2) found in

nature in systems such as hemoglobin, myoglobin, various

cytochromes (C, P450, etc.), chlorophylls, methyl-Co-M

reductase in methanogenic bacteria, and a plethora of

other biological systems.[12] They function as transporters

of small molecules such as dioxygen, mediators of elec-

tron transport, oxidation catalysts, light-harvesting and

energy transport conduits, and catalysts for the reduction

of a methyl thioether, respectively. Although porphyrins

can bind virtually every metal in the periodic table (and a

few nonmetals), in biological systems these metals are

usually Mg, Fe, Co, and Ni—where the redox chemistry

of the latter three provides the function. The limitedDedicated to Barry B. Corden—mentor, advisor, and friend.
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flexibility and restricted aperture of the square planar ligand

modulate both the redox potential and the coordination

geometry of bound metals, which in turn modulate the

redox and photophysical properties of the macrocycle. The

remarkable stability of the macrocycle (it is found in shale

oils as a vanadium complex) and the wide distribution in

nature have indicated to some researchers that porphyrins

may be prebiotic.[12]

Because of their biological relevance and diverse

functions, a large number of porphyrin derivatives have

been synthesized in the laboratory in the last decades

using the methods of Adler et al.[13] and Lindsey[14] and,

more recently, a solventless ‘‘green’’ synthesis.[15] These

methods have allowed commercial applications of por-

phyrin derivatives that include oxidation catalysts, blood

substitutes, therapeutics, sensors/actuators, photonic ma-

terials, dyes, and various forms of ‘‘toners’’ in photoli-

thography. In the past decade, there has been substantial

effort to create and characterize the properties of multi-

porphyrinic systems for materials applications.[16–18] Two

related macrocycles—phthalocyanines and porphyra-

zines—have also been the subject of much research for

similar applications, but multichromophoric systems of

these dyes are less well developed at present.[19–22]

Although all three types of macrocycles have related

photophysical properties, the porphyrins have been the

primary focus of research because of synthetic accessi-

bility and greater solubility in organic solvents.

In the context of nanotechnology and materials

chemistry, the aforementioned properties of porphyrinoids

can be exploited for a variety of applications that include:

[1] molecular electronics;[4,23–26] [2] components of

nanoscaled sensors, actuators,[27–34] and photonics;[35–38]

[3] both structural and chemically active elements in

molecule-constructed molecular sieves;[39–45] [4] cata-

lysts;[46] and [5] part of biomolecular encapsulating

systems.[47,48] For many of these applications, the precise

geometric alignment of the chromophores in the materials

is essential for function. The problem, then, is how to

Fig. 1 Although there has been substantial progress in the assembly of molecules on surfaces, the tessellation of even simple patterns

such as the one on the left (from the New York City subway) is currently not feasible because of the large numbers of specific

intermolecular interactions needed to distinguish and place the molecules in the pattern. The 21-particle nonamer of porphyrins on the

right represents one of the best examples of molecular tessellation on a surface. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The three basic porphyrinoid pigments.
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make nanomaterials of organic compounds wherein a few

to a few hundred molecules are brought together in a

predefined or predictable geometry—as opposed to

aggregates, colloids, and gels (all of which have important

applications in nanotechnology as well). The remarkable

progress in organic chemistry has provided many elegant

molecular systems with more than one porphyrin linked

by covalent bonds.[14,25,49–65] These include acetylene,

phenylacetylene, bridged, fused, and other linkages. For

many of these molecular systems, the interspatial relation-

ships of the macrocycle are well defined. However, the

significant limitation of these molecular systems is that

the product yield drops precipitously as the number of

chromophores increases. There are a variety of polymeric

systems bearing porphyrins, or with porphyrins as part of

the polymeric chain where the dispersity varies from

system to system, but the yields are generally better than

for the above molecular system.[31,66–77] Both the molec-

ular and polymeric systems have provided a wealth of

information of the nature of energy and electron transport

mediated by the porphyrins and the various linkers, as

well as the means to gate these processes. Several func-

tional materials have also been reported, vide supra. The

focus of this review is on self-assembled and self-

organized porphyrinic systems on surfaces.

Supramolecular Chemistry

Self-assembly and self-organization are spontaneous

processes that allow simple components to form more

complex and more ordered systems.[78–85] In terms of

molecules, the spontaneous self-assembly of a given set of

molecules results in a discrete supramolecular entity or

three-dimensional lattice, whereas the spontaneous self-

organization of a set of molecules results in systems that

are usually not discrete and ordered in only one or two

dimensions. The former is usually less tolerant of defects

or errors in structure than the latter. Much of the initial

inspiration and concept for both self-processes comes

from the study and observation of biological systems. For

example, the self-assembly of a set of helical proteins into

a discrete ion channel relies on the complex intermolec-

ular interactions between the component molecules. One

may observe the opening and closing of a single ion

channel that gates ionic currents across a lipid membrane

(which is an example of a self-organizing system). The

intermolecular interactions are governed by the electron

distributions in molecular orbitals and by complementary

shapes or structures. For purposes of discussion, the

intermolecular interactions are heuristically classified and

include hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions,

coordination chemistry, and van der Waals forces acting

in concert. The ‘‘lock-and-key’’ concept for shape com-

plementarity has a long history.[78,79] Thus nature pro-

vides a plethora of examples, which demonstrate that

self-assembly and self-organization are effective means to

build complex, functional structures in good yields. The

self-assembly of discrete supramolecular systems gener-

ally relies on the use of component molecules designed

with specific intermolecular interactions such as H-bonds,

metal ion coordination, and sometimes electrostatics be-

cause these noncovalent bonds are directional and

stronger than other intermolecular forces.[1] However,

the self-organization of materials generally relies on a

greater number of weaker, nonspecific interactions such as

dipolar, van der Waals, and hydrophobic/hydrophilic

forces. Crystals of supramolecular systems are an example

of structures that arise from both directional and nondi-

rectional intermolecular interactions.[39,40,82,84,86,87] In

most cases, the architectures of molecules arising from

both self-processes are the thermodynamic products.

Supramolecular Systems on Surfaces

The advantages of using supramolecular chemistry to

construct materials that can serve as components of

nanoscaled devices include the ability to construct

complex structures efficiently, but there are several

significant technical challenges. The reversibility of the

intermolecular interactions that allow self-assembly and

self-organization to result in thermodynamic products in

high yields also means that the structure of the system is

sensitive to environmental factors such as concentration,

temperature, ionic strength, etc.[10,11,17,88] Because the

formation of the desired nanoarchitectures of organic

molecules generally proceeds in solutions and these are to

be incorporated onto surfaces as components of devices,

the first challenge is to deposit the self-assembled or self-

organized system onto an appropriate substrate. The

inherent concentration changes during deposition and

solvent evaporation may significantly alter the supramo-

lecular structure, or result in undesirable aggregates. Other

factors such as surface chemistry and surface energetics

may also affect the structure of self-assembled or self-

organized systems. The second challenge is to design

supramolecular systems on surfaces that are stable to the

operating conditions of the device. Device stability to

thermal fluctuations, redox chemistry, environmental

changes such as humidity, and dioxygen is crucial. But

all of these factors can affect the equilibrium of self-

assembled systems, thus also the structure and function.

There are numerous examples of porphyrin-containing

self-organized monolayers,[89–92] thin films,[20,93,94] and

polymeric materials[95] on surfaces; however, there are

only a few examples of self-assembled (discrete, mono-

dispersed) systems that can be deposited onto surfaces

with high structural fidelity that are stable at room
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temperature. These last constructs are the primary subject

of this chapter.

An important aspect of all types of nanoscaled

materials on surfaces is the role of surface chemistry

and surface energetics in determining the final structure/

orientation of the molecules. This is especially true of

self-assembled and self-organized systems because the

surface properties may induce unanticipated structural

changes, or may be exploited as a further means of dic-

tating the final structure.[10,11] A host of surface chemical

preparations can be utilized to modify the surface

chemistry, and hence the surface energetics of the sub-

strate, which impacts the structure of adsorbing supra-

molecular materials. For example, Au surfaces can be

modified by self-assembly of alkanethiol-based com-

pounds. The chemistry of glass or mica surfaces can be

readily changed by organosilanes, allowing for the gen-

eration of hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces. Chemical

modification of the surface can even allow the direct

assembly of species on surfaces by providing the appro-

priate anchor groups on which to build. Weakly bound

aggregates, such as those organized by p-stacking, can be

made to either retain or lose their initial solution structure

depending on the competition between the interaggregate

interactions, the interactions of the component molecules,

and the interactions of the aggregates with the surface.

This has been readily demonstrated by the adsorption of

porphyrinic nanoparticles on surfaces.[10,11,96,97]

Applications

Some of the applications of these porphyrinic materials

are envisioned to be in the areas of molecular electron-

ics[5,98] and photonic materials.[2,3,23,26] The latter appli-

cations exploit both the functionality and the rigid

structure of porphyrins to make materials such as

molecular sieves,[39,42] catalysts,[99] sensors,[100] actua-

tors,[24] and nonlinear optics.[101] Elegant synthetic or-

ganic work has yielded discrete multiporphyrinic systems

held together by covalent bonds using a variety of

linkers,[25,49–57,61,102–111] or by direct fusion of the

porphyrin macrocycles.[58–62,112,113] In addition to the

development of new synthetic methods, these types of

molecules have provided insights into the complexities

of photo-induced electron/energy transfer process-

es[51,104,105] in terms of chromophore geometry, role of

the linker, and dynamics of the molecule. However, the

overall yield of discrete molecular systems containing

more than a few porphyrins is too low to be commercially

viable for all but the most specialized applications.

Similarly, numerous polymers of/with porphyrins have

also yielded interesting materials that have a distribution

of polymeric and photonic properties because of polydis-

persity and the subtly different environments of the

chromophores.[70–73,114] For many of the aforementioned

applications, control of both the relative positions of the

macrocycles and the nanoscaled size of the system is

necessary for the function.[1] Since the first publications

on self-organizing[115,116] and self-assembling porphy-

rins via H-bonds[117] and coordination chemistry,[118]

there has been an exponential annual increase in the

number or reports of multiporphyrinic systems made by

these methods.[10,11,17,23,52,81,88,96,97,115–127] The primary

focus of this chapter will be on the developments of

the last few years because there are several reviews

and chapters that cover a large body of work on the

chemistry, properties, and applications of porphyrins up

to early 2000.[52,81,85,126] There are also a variety of

reviews on both self-assembly and multiporphyrin sys-

tems.[16,43,65,125,126,128–132]

SELF-ORGANIZED PORPHYRINIC
FILMS ON SURFACES

Because self-organized systems are generally less ordered

and more tolerant of defects both in solution and on sur-

faces than self-assembled systems, these types of systems

are generally easier to make. Thus the majority of work on

porphyrinic materials on surfaces use self-organizing

systems, which can be divided into two categories: [1]

thin films[93,94] deposited as polymers or by layer-by-layer

methods,[133–135] and [2] monolayers chemically attached

via covalent[89,136–138] or coordination bonds to the sur-

face,[139] or as (mono)layers adsorbed onto the surface. To

date, most of the demonstrated applications for nano-

scaled porphyrinic materials on surfaces have been in the

area of electrodes, wherein these types of layered films are

used to modify electrodes to make them selective for

various analytes, and/or to modify surface/electrode

chemistry. Other applications in molecular electronics

are in the early stages of development.

Polymers and Layer-by-Layer Adsorption

The deposition of polymers and molecules onto surfaces

via the layer-by-layer technique can be summarized as

follows. Dipping a charged substrate into a solution

containing an organic molecule or polymer of the opposite

charge results in a thin film or layer of the material on the

surface. After annealing and rinsing, the coated substrate

is dipped into a second solution that has molecules or

polymer(s) with the charge opposite to the first layer. This

alternate layering can be repeated, but the structural fi-

delity generally decreases with increasing number of

layers. The density of defects in each layer and the inter-

penetration of the layers are major issues for most layer-

by-layer systems, but these are difficult to quantify on the
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molecular scale and may not be important for some

applications. An early example of this technique used the

tetraanionic tetra-4-sulfonatophenylporphyrin (TSPP) and

a tetra-4-pyridylporphyrin (TPyP), where each of the four

pyridyl groups coordinates with cationic RuBiPy2 units

(BiPy=2,2’-bipyridine).[133] Other methods to make lay-

ers of porphyrins include the use of TPyP and Pd(II) in a

layer-by-layer method wherein the first porphyrin is at-

tached to a glass surface via an alkane linker (Fig. 3A).

The substrate is then dipped in a solution of Pd(II), rinsed,

and dipped in a solution of TPyP.[140] Again the defect

density is not well established.

The stepwise self-organization of a bis-bipyridinium–

porphyrin dyad and gold nanoparticles on a conductive

indium tin oxide (ITO) surface results in a system where

the redox properties are significantly different than the

component molecules.[141] A cationic polyamine adsorbed

onto glass promotes adsorption of anionic TSPP.[142] The

electrostatic association of cobalt TPyP coordinated to

four cationic Ru(BiPy)2 moieties with anionic Zn(II)TSPP

in layer-by-layer films on electrodes has been used to

examine nitrite oxidation as an analytical application.[143]

Indium tin oxide electrodes modified with porphyrin–

fullerene dyads as the active layer give rise to improved

light-harvesting properties in the visible region.[134,144]

The synthesis and characterization of electropolymerized

thin films of tetra(4-aminophenyl)porphyrin from an

aqueous solution onto electrodes to form an emeraldine-

type polymer was reported,[31] although the morphology

of the film was not well defined. A five-component light-

harvesting and electron transfer system using this

alternating cationic/anionic porphyrin system was also

reported.[145]

Monolayers

The formation of uniform molecular films of porphyrins

on solid surfaces can be accomplished by a variety of

means, ranging from covalent attachment, to coordination

chemistry, to adsorption. The formation and properties of

Langmuir–Blodgett films of porphyrin derivatives at the

air–water interface have been well studied but are beyond

the scope of the present discussion unless these films are

then transferred to a solid support. Historically, the chem-

ical, electrostatic, or adsorptive attachment of hydrocar-

bons to an appropriate surface to yield a uniform

Fig. 3 Chemical attachment of a hydrocarbon bearing a porphyrin at one end to a surface can be accomplished in a variety of ways by

matching the reactivity of the substrate to the functional group on the opposite end. Some examples: x=S on gold, x=PO3
2� on

zirconium, and x=O on glass. The orientation of the porphyrin depends on the number and location of the reactive groups, as well as the

nature of the hydrocarbon linker. The planes of the macrocycles are at an angle to the substrate surface in (A) and (C), and nearly

parallel in (B). Some two-dimensional order can be found in small domains, but not globally.
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molecular layer is referred to as self-assembled mono-

layers (SAMs); however, these materials are more accu-

rately described as self-organizing systems because they

result in dynamic two-dimensional systems and generally

do not exhibit specific intermolecular interactions. There

has been considerable research on SAMs; some of the

concepts found in numerous reports on porphyrin-contain-

ing monolayers are discussed below.

Chemically Bound

One of the most common routes to monolayered materials

on surfaces is to chemically bind (Fig. 3) a hydrocarbon

bearing a reactive functional group to an appropriate

surface. Most often, this method uses a thiol group (or its

precursors) to react with gold surface, and there are

numerous examples with porphyrins.[89,91,137,146–148] The

gold sulfur bond is reasonably strong, but there is some

mobility along the surface. Other substrates such as

ITO[147] and polypyrrole[149] have also been used. Using

standard reactions for the derivitization of glass yields

porphyrins on transparent supports, but the order of these

systems is generally less than similar gold constructs. The

nature of the hydrocarbon linker modulates the physical

properties, and therefore the photonic activity, of the

monolayer. Carboxylate moieties have been used to

organize monolayers of porphyrinic materials on surfaces

such as gold[92,150–152] and mica,[93] and at the air–water

interface[153] for later transfer to a solid support. The

weaker substrate–molecule interactions of these systems

allow more facile modification of the surface after for-

mation of the monolayer, but it also results in less well-

defined structures. A hybrid system with octacarboxylate

porphyrins adsorbed facedown onto a gold surface sur-

rounded by a bolaampiphile monolayer has been re-

ported.[154,155] The motivation behind this work is to

make nanoscaled test tubes on the surface for catalytic or

sensing applications. Phosphates are well known to bind

to zirconium, and this system has been used to form

porphyrin monolayers.[17,83,156–158]

Monothiolated porphyrins covalently bound to gold

surfaces (shown schematically in Fig. 3A) have been

formed with a variety of orientations relative to the sur-

face plane. Control of such orientation has been the

subject of many investigations. For instance, it has been

shown that the length of alkane linkers between the

porphyrin and gold surfaces affects their relative orienta-

tions. For smaller chains, odd numbers of methylene

groups exhibit a more perpendicular orientation, whereas

an even number results in a more parallel arrange-

ment.[159] In addition, post-assembly metal insertion has

been shown to avoid unexpected disorder in the mono-

layer.[137] Structural control of the monolayer is needed

for various applications that require defined chromo-

phore architectures. Surface catalysis requires such a

condition, and porphyrinic monolayers attached to gold

surfaces have been shown to better control the rate and

selectivity of the electrocatalytic oxidation of ascorbic

acid.[46] Other applications include biorecognition sur-

faces for attaching cells, proteins, and other biomolecules,

which also require rigid, enzyme-like clefts on the surface

for biomolecule attachment.[160] Artificial photosynthesis,

photocatalysis,[136,138,147,161] and molecular photon-

ics[147,159] using porphyrinoids are also under develop-

ment. Well-defined aggregates are better able to harvest

light[91,159] than the lone metal/composite surface, and

these dyes are used to increase the absorption of near-

infrared (IR) light for photocatalysis.[91] Furthermore,

three-dimensional architectures of nanosize particles pro-

vide even more light-harvesting efficiency than the two-

dimensional layers. This has been demonstrated by the

synthesis of an air-stable alkanethiolate monolayer-pro-

tected gold cluster.[136] Porphyrin monolayers have also

been the subject of surface plasmon excitation stud-

ies.[89,163] Gold surfaces have proven to be an effective

excitation source for porphyrin monolayers. Although

gold is the most commonly studied solid substrate, other

possible surfaces continue to be explored. Porphyrins have

been attached through a silane bond to glass[163,164] and

ITO.[147] In the former case,[164] instead of directly linking

the porphyrin to the surface, the glass was silylated

beforehand and the porphyrin was connected via amide

coupling. For example, a freebase porphyrin monolayer

on glass was designed for heavy metal detection in

environmental applications. In the latter case,[147] ITO

was chosen to increase the quantum yield because of its

semiconducting properties. The ITO exhibited remarkably

better photocurrent generation than a similar system on

gold because gold introduces an undesirable electron

transfer quenching not observed with semiconductors.

More complex (structural, redox, and optical) photonic

triple-decker molecules containing porphyrins, phthalo-

cyanines, and both porphyrins and phthalocyanines have

been used to form monolayers with more complex redox

and optical properties.[148,165–169] The increased physical

chemical complexity affords an opportunity to design and

characterize devices that act as multistate counters for

molecular electronics applications.

Hipps et al. have carried out extensive scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) studies of porphyrin and

phthalocyanine monolayers on metal surfaces. Scanning

tunneling microscopy studies revealed that well-ordered

two-dimensional arrays form from vapor-deposited films

on Au(111) and that the atomic structure of the rings could

be observed. Contrast differences were readily obtained

for metalation of the macrocycle, and the differing chem-

ical properties of the pendent groups could be used to

vary the surface structure.[170–172] Other surfaces such as
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Cu(100) have been used for STM studies as well.[157] The

electrochemical potential of an electrode surface can also

modulate the self-assembly of porphyrinic systems.[173]

Another means to organize two different chromo-

phores—one per layer—is to use porphyrins bearing two

different functional groups. By these means, one func-

tional group is used to attach the porphyrin to the surface,

which poises the second functional group on the opposite

side of the macrocycle to form supramolecular or covalent

bonds with a second chromophore in a second step. The

subsequent layers are added with varying degrees of

structural fidelity to the initial layer. Because of the

increasing propensity for defects with increasing number

of layers, characterization of multilayer systems is often

more difficult.

Coordination Chemistry

There have been numerous reports on systems where

exocyclic ligands such as pyridine on the porphyrins

coordinate to metal ions bound to the surface by ligands,

which are chemically attached to the surface (Fig. 4A–C).

Conceptually, this approach (e.g., Refs. [95], [150], and

[174]) is similar to the chemically attached self-organized

monolayers. Surfaces modified with covalently bound

ligands can also directly bind metalloporphyrins in the

axial position(s) (e.g., Ref. [175]) (Fig. 4D and E). The

chemistry used to attach these various ligands is essen-

tially the same as that used for the self-organized mono-

layers where the nature of the surface dictates the range of

suitable functional groups. This method affords a great

deal of design flexibility in terms of porphyrin orientation

and placement of functional groups. The linkers most

commonly used contain pyridine, which ligates to the

metal center,[174,176,177] or carboxylic acid-terminated

hydrocarbon chain, which hydrogen-bonds to complemen-

tary groups on the macrocycle.[150] An advantage of using

hydrogen bonding is that the center of the porphyrin

remains functionally available for applications such as

catalysis or molecular recognition,[178] and allows the use

of freebase porphyrins. For coordination bonds, a variety

of metals can be used, although zinc[174,176] and co-

balt[176,177,179] are the most common. Systems using

metalloporphyrins allow for the utilization of the metal

center for catalysis[176,177] and nanoscaled optical de-

vices.[174,177] In special cases, a single type of linker can

symmetrically ligate the metal on both axial positions of a

metalloporphyrin,[33,180] such as pyridine ligands coordi-

nating an iron or cobalt center. These types of assemblies

(Fig. 4E) can be used to study electronic changes involved

in the reversible binding of dioxygen,[33] or to study the

optical spectroscopy of metalloporphyrins on surfaces.[180]

There are several examples of two-dimensional mono-

layers where a ligand is covalently attached to the

substrate and this binds to an axial position of a

metalloporphyrin.[160,175–177,179,181,182] This method to

make monolayers on surfaces generally orients the plane

of the porphyrin parallel to the plane of the surface, but

there is sufficient room for the macrocycle to tilt such that

a range of orientations is possible. These may be inves-

tigated by surface plasmon resonance, surface-enhanced

Raman scattering, and surface-enhanced IR absorp-

tion.[37,89,146,162] Interactions of analytes with these

porphyrin-modified surfaces may be exploited as a means

of chemical identification and sensing. As mentioned

above, the relative orientation of the porphyrin rings with

respect to each other and with respect to the surface is of

paramount importance to the photonic properties of the

system. An elegant way to use coordination chemistry to

orient metalloporphyrins perpendicular to the surface is to

make monolayers with flexible linkers and ligands that

generally are poised to bind 6-coordinate metalloporphy-

rins in both axial positions (Fig. 4E), resulting in layers

with the plane of the macrocycle generally perpendicular

to the surface.[139,180]

Adsorption of Liquid Crystalline
and Mesogenic Materials

One of the early successes in the self-organization of a

porphyrin-based device utilized liquid crystal-type inter-

actions to form thin films of a photoconducting zinc

porphyrin with eight dodecyloxy groups on the pyr-

roles.[4,183,184] Electron–hole pairs are generated on

irradiation of a section of a device that has this porphyrin

derivative placed between two optically transparent

electrodes with an applied electric field. The device then

performs as a high-density nanosecond charge trap that

can be used as an optical memory device. Similar por-

phyrins were used to make liquid crystal thin films

between ITO-coated glass slides, which displayed electric

field-modulated near-field photoluminescence.[185] These

studies show that there is a correlation between the

device’s physical properties and the morphology of the

self-organized, photoactive, organic layer. Other liquid

crystal-forming porphyrins with properties dependent on

the nature and position of the hydrocarbon have also been

reported.[186–188] The attachment of long-chain hydrocar-

bons allows for the two-dimensional organization of

porphyrins (Fig. 5)[92] and phthalocyanines[189–191] on

surfaces, which can be characterized by scanning probe

microscopy.[192,193]

There are several examples of discrete multiporphyrin

arrays with long-chain hydrocarbons appended on the

periphery that induce the formation of monolayers by the

Langmuir–Blodgett method. Then, these can be trans-

ferred to surfaces such as glass with reasonable structural

integrity.[64,194,195] These films are early examples of
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using a secondary procedure to self-organize self-assem-

bled supermolecules. A good example of an alternating

current light-emitting device based on Langmuir–Blodgett

films of porphyrins was reported,[196] where the transient

character of electroluminescence is explained in terms of a

space charge-assisted electron injection.

Solid vesicle membranes made of bixin–porphyrin

derivatives have been reported to form stable colloidal

solutions, which can be photopolymerized to yield 30- to

120-nm spheres[197] and cast onto surfaces. Self-assembled

fibrillar networks are formed from porphyrins bearing two

lipid groups on the same side of the macrocycle.[198]

Fig. 4 Organization of monolayers on surfaces using coordination chemistry. As in Fig. 3, the relative orientation of the porphyrin

plane to the surface depends on the mode and topology (number of bonds between the macrocycle and the surface). (A)–(C) use ligands

on the porphyrin to coordinate to metal ions attached to the surface by ligands chemically bound to the surface. (D) and (E) use

chemically attached ligands that coordinate to metalloporphyrins either at one or two axial positions. X can be a variety of organic or

inorganic functional groups and depends on the surface chemistry. The arrowheads indicate the connectivity mediated by lig-

and coordination. Not all surface-bound ligands are used.
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Outlook

The self-organization of porphyrins on a variety of

surfaces can be accomplished via covalent attachment,

coordination chemistry, and electrostatic interactions. The

choice of substrate and mode of attachment is dictated

by the desired function of the surface-bound photonic

material. In general, the relative orientation of the

macrocycle to the plane of the substrate can be reasonably

designed, but the horizontal two-dimensional structure of

the porphyrins is usually much less ordered or organized

than simple SAMs. The two-dimensional order that is

observed results from weak porphyrin–porphyrin interac-

tions and is generally found only in small domains, rather

than globally. The extent of these organized domains

varies with the mode of surface assembly found in

Figs. 3–5. This does not imply that these systems are not

well suited for some purposes, but rather that long-range

surface organization is not easily achieved by these

approaches. The applications of these systems can be as

diverse as the mode of assembly, the nature of the

porphyrin, the choice of substrate, and the properties of

the linkage. All of these parameters can be systematically

changed to modulate the material/device properties and to

optimize catalytic, sensor, and photonic functions.

SELF-ASSEMBLED PORPHYRINIC
MATERIALS ON SURFACES

As discussed in the ‘‘Introduction,’’ there are several

challenges to using self-assembled and self-organized

structures in commercial devices, which can be generally

ascribed to issues of structural and chemical stability. One

of the first examples of self-assembled porphyrin arrays

that address the above issues is a self-assembled nonamer

(Fig. 6A). The 3�3 tessellation of nine porphyrins of

three topologies (+, T, and L-shaped) is mediated by the

trans coordination geometry of Pd(II) in a variety of

organic solvents. These nonamers (which are the third

generation of self-assembled porphyrin arrays mediated

by metal ion coordination) can then self-organize into

columnar stacks of 1 to �20 layers to form 6.5�0.5–

10 nm nanoscaled aggregates.[122] The length of the co-

lumnar stack can be fine-tuned by the choice of appended

alkane, solvent, metalloporphyrin, and by kinetics.[11,88]

These stacks can be deposited onto glass surfaces without

any observable change in structure or function because of

the weak interactions between the aggregate and the

substrate and the strength of the intermolecular forces

holding the nonamer and the stack together. Con-

versely, the individual (nonaggregated) nonamer can be

Fig. 5 Porphyrins bearing long-chain hydrocarbons that serve as liquid crystal-forming motifs can be adsorbed on surfaces. The

R-group can be a variety of polar and nonpolar functional groups. The number and topology of the hydrocarbon chains and the

nature of R-groups govern the molecule–surface and molecule–molecule interactions thus the resulting organization on the surface.
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deposited on an Au(111) surface—an example of a

purely self-assembled structure deposited on a surface.

Most importantly for applications, all of these constructs

and their photonic functions are stable in air at room

temperature for years.[10] The next challenge will be to

self-organize the self-assembled nonamers into two-

dimensional arrays on surfaces.

The ability to control the size of the nanoscale

aggregates of porphyrin nonamers is an important consid-

eration for many applications, vide supra. This can be

accomplished by a variety of means. The nature of the

peripheral R-group affects the solubility of the nonamer

and thus the heights of the nanoaggregates can be varied

from �10 nm, where R=H, to �7 nm, where R = methyl,

to �5 nm, where R= tert-butyl as observed by atomic

force microscopy (AFM) on glass.[10,11] The metalation

state of the porphyrin and the choice of metal affect the

internonamer interactions both by electrostatics and by

altering the p-stacking energetics. The average height

for the R= tert-butyl freebase is �5 nm, for the Zn(II)

derivative is �7 nm, and the Co(II) is about 11 nm, as

observed by AFM on glass.[10,11] The surface–nonamer

interactions also play a role in the size of the nanoparticle

found on a substrate; thus single nonamers are observed

by AFM and STM on Au(111). The average columnar

height is�3 nm on mica, and the average height is�5 nm

for the freebase R= tert-butyl on glass. During the

equilibration process, 20- to 150-nm aggregates are

observed, which ultimately result in the above <15 nm

columnar stacks, although the structural arrangement of

the nonamers within these is not known at this time.

These large aggregates can be deposited on surfaces, and

after solvent evaporation, they are trapped in this aggre-

gation state. These samples are as stable as the smaller

�5-nm particles. In addition to influencing the height

of the columnar nanoaggregates, the R-groups that con-

stitute the side surfaces also play a role in determining

interaggregate associations. Thus nonamers bearing dode-

cyloxyphenyl groups were constructed in the expectation

that these long hydrocarbon chains would assist in the

organization of the nonamers, and the columnar aggre-

gates on surfaces. UV–visible spectroscopy, dynamic light

scattering (DLS), and 1H nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy indicate that this nonamer is indeed

formed in solution. However, neither the nonamers nor the

columnar aggregates are observed by AFM on gold or

glass, respectively. These results indicate that the addi-

tional surface–nonamer interactions arising from the 12

hydrocarbon chains is sufficient to break apart the

nonamer on gold (Fig. 7), and to form amorphous films

Fig. 6 Self-assembled porphyrinic arrays and polymers. (A) A 21-particle porphyrin nonamer can be placed on Au(111) surfaces with

high structural fidelity, or nanoscaled aggregates can be placed on a variety of surfaces. (B) Two-dimensional polymers with an as yet

unspecified defect density are formed using a similar chemistry. (C, D) Short one-dimensional polymers can also be made with a

distribution of lengths depending on the thermodynamics of the coordination bonds and topology. The arrowheads indicate the

connectivity mediated by ligand coordination.
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on glass. This is clear evidence that there is a careful

balance between the intermolecular interactions in self-

assembled supramolecular systems and the energetics of

binding these systems to surfaces.

Using similar design strategies, several two-dimension-

al arrays/polymers (Fig. 6B) are formed from TPyP and

Cd(II) using Langmuir–Blodgett methods, which then

can be deposited on surfaces,[199] or the equivalent

Pd(II) linked array can be made with the layer-by-layer

method.[135] These are two examples of methods to make

self-organized two-dimensional monolayers using specific

intermolecular interactions, but the long-range order (or

defect density) is not well established in either case.

When deposited on a variety of surfaces, small one-

dimensional porphyrinic tapes (Fig. 6C and D) result in a

variety of aggregates and little organization. To obtain

better surface organization of these types of systems, long-

chain hydrocarbons have been placed on the peripheral

phenyl groups of a Pd(II)-linked dimer.[200] However, this

system tends to form nonuniform films and rings of

varying heights, radii, and thickness largely because of

solvent evaporation during the deposition process. One

likely explanation for this variation in surface topology of

this particular dimer is that there is substantial flexibility

in the relative orientations of the two macrocycles. As a

result, both the dimer–dimer and dimer–surface interac-

tions are not well defined.

To construct self-assembled arrays that then self-

organize into reasonably uniform films on surfaces, two

porphyrinic squares bearing dodecyloxyphenyl groups on

the periphery were constructed, as shown schematically in

Fig. 8. The intent was that there would be much less

conformational flexibility, compared to the above dimer;

therefore the intersupramolecular forces would be more

defined, and a more ordered film would result. These

squares are constructed using the same design strategy as

the first discrete porphyrin assemblies reported—pyridyl

porphyrins with Pd(II) and Pt(II).[118] Because the Pt Py

bond is stronger than the Pd Py bond, assemblies using

Pt as a linker are more robust. Consistent with previous

findings, these supramolecular squares with dodecyloxy

groups are all well characterized in solution by NMR,

UV–visible, and mass spectral analyses. The conforma-

tion of 8A is largely planar as illustrated because the 90�
topology of the rigid corner macrocycles prevents much

twisting about the pyridyl Pd(II) bond, but the confor-

mation of 8B is boxlike or parallelogram-like because

there can be substantial rotation about the pyridyl Pt(II)

bonds. The calculated structure showing the bond rota-

tions is shown in Fig. 9. This means that the dodecyloxy-

phenyl groups of 8A are essentially coplanar with the

plane of the supramolecular square, but in 8B, these

groups are directed along two faces of the box. The

orientation of these liquid crystal-forming groups has a

significant influence on the resultant structure of the films

on glass surfaces, such that films from 8B-type squares are

reasonably uniform, whereas those from 8A-type squares

are much less so. The relative number/strength of the van

der Waals forces per supermolecule may be largely

responsible for these observations. Although both 8A and

8B have eight alkane groups, only two per side of Fig. 8A

can interact with a coplanar neighbor, but four alkanes

interact with the neighbors of 8B. This hypothesis is born

out by AFM studies of these two supramolecular squares

deposited on glass. 8B tends to form thin films that are

2–5 nm thick, whereas Fig. 8A forms small islands of

variable thickness. An 8B-type square with tert-butyl-

phenyl groups was made for comparison with the super-

molecule with dodecyloxyphenyl groups. As expected,

Fig. 8 Two porphyrinic supramolecular tetramers: (A) square

results from the 90� topology of the pyridyl groups on these

porphyrins and the architecturally complementary 180� coordi-

nation geometry of Pd(II)Cl2; and (B) cube results from the 180�
topology of the pyridyl groups on the isomeric porphyrins and

the architecturally complementary 90� coordination geometry of

Pt(II)Cl2. The eight remaining substituents are dodecyloxy-

phenyl groups. The arrowheads indicate the connectivity

mediated by ligand coordination.

Fig. 7 Scanning tunneling microscopy indicates that the 12

dodecyloxyphenyl groups interact strongly with an Au surface

and break apart the nonamer to yield individual nonassembled

porphyrins. Area, 20�20 nm; dz, �0.5 nm. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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the tert-butylphenyl-substituted square does not form

films but rather small aggregates similar to those

observed for the nonamer discussed above. This is a

clear indication that the number, position, and nature of

the R-groups are of paramount importance to the self-

organization of self-assembled arrays of porphyrins.

Comparisons between the nonamer and the tetrameric

species reveal that the size and conformational flexibility

of the supermolecule also dictate the organization of

these entities on surfaces. Further studies on the

interactions of all of these systems on different surfaces

will reveal the role of surface chemistry/energetics in the

organization of supramolecular porphyrinic systems.

Adsorption of the dodecyloxyphenyl-functionalized

porphyrin square on glass shows that a thin (�2 nm)

film is formed. The thickness of this film is in general

agreement with the dimensions of a single central square

unit, as shown schematically in Fig. 10. The film is

composed of both nanoparticles of these subunits and

larger domains/islands (Fig. 11), which are found to be

much more uniform in height than those of the porphyrin

rings using a Pd-linked dimer.[200,201] Annealing of the

samples may yield more organized structures, and

temperature-dependent studies are currently underway.

Outlook

The ability to deposit specifically designed self-assembled

(discrete) supramolecular structures onto surfaces without

change in structure or function remains a significant

challenge for the exploitation of this methodology in real-

world applications and devices. However, self-organized

monolayer systems are more accessible because of the

tolerance for local defects, but the horizontal dimensions

of these are generally quite large. The layer-by-layer

method has both advantages (ease of preparation) and

disadvantages (greater defect density than SAMs), but

may find numerous applications as sensors, and other

systems requiring surface modification. The adsorption of

a La(III)(TPyP)2
� sandwich compound onto a liquid Hg

surface can provide access to two-dimensional arrays on

Fig. 9 MM2-calculated structure of a porphyrinic cube using

Pt(II)Cl2 corners. The H and dodecyloxyphenyl groups are left

out for clarity. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

O

Fig. 10 Two possible conformations of the tetramer in Fig. 8B

(top) and possible interactions between the supramolecular

tetramers in Fig. 8B (bottom).

Fig. 11 Topographic AFM image of the dodecyloxyphenyl-

functionalized porphyrin square 8B on glass formed by drop

casting and evaporation of solvent. The film is composed of

nanoscale particles �2 nm in height. The uncovered regions

are glass (dark open circles). A bright (indicating higher

topography) spot appears where multiple particles have

stacked together and were not removed by rinsing. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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this and other surfaces when they are chemically cross-

linked with a dibromohydrocarbon.[202,203] The overall

structure of these systems is likely a grid, but because the

cross-linking step results in kinetic rather than thermody-

namic products, the degree or order is likely not compa-

rable to self-assembled/organized systems. This work is

notable because it is an attempt to organize porphyrin

sandwich compounds on surfaces with greater structural

stability and a degree of order different from monolayers

of similar compounds.

CONCLUSION

The use of porphyrins and porphyrinoids for self-assembly

and self-organization of molecules and ions to create

functional, photonic materials has been the cornerstone of

much research because of their structural rigidity, chem-

ical stability, and rich photochemical and electrochemical

properties. The facile modulation of the photonic proper-

ties of porphyrins[27,36,51,204,205] is accomplished both by

the choice of metal ion and by the choice of substituents

on the macrocycle. Steric crowding and distortions of the

macrocycle can alter the excited state lifetimes of some

nickel porphyrins by six orders of magnitude.[206,207]

The placement of self-assembled/organized porphyrinoids

on surfaces[89–92,95,146,150,152,173,174,182,208,209] remains a

key issue toward the use of these systems in materials and

devices,[10,11] and scanning probe methods for both dis-

cerning functional properties and organization have been

used.[208–210] Although the focus of much of the research

discussed herein is on nanoscaled materials[3,5,10,11,

23,68,93,97,125,134,141,146,152,154,158,183,193,201,210–220] in

which at least one dimension is less than a few

nanometers, some applications of porphyrinoids require

larger, less defined structures such as nanoscaled colloids

between about 100 and 600 nm for catalysis, or less well-

defined or controllable surface structures.[210–220] To date,

the methods to self-assemble discrete multiporphyrinic

systems of this size are limited, but aggregates of this size

have been made and deposited on surfaces.[97] These

particles exhibit enhanced catalytic activity and have

novel photonic properties. The rapid advances in supra-

molecular chemistry, surface chemistry, and physical

chemistry indicate that molecule-based materials have a

bright future.
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INTRODUCTION

Macrocyclic compounds, which are able to selectively

bind ions, have received considerable attention because of

applications in the fields of sensing, catalysis, and ion-

transport, among others. Traditionally, covalent bonds are

used for the construction of the macrocyclic framework.

However, a drawback of this approach is that quite often,

the synthesis is time-consuming and expensive. In the

following, a unique class of receptors is described. These

receptors are formed by self-assembly of three organo-

metallic subunits and have a diameter of approximately

1 nm. They show an outstanding affinity and selectivity

for lithium and sodium salts. This characteristic was used

to construct specific chemosensors for lithium and fluo-

ride ions, and to stabilize and characterize unusual mol-

ecules such as LiF.

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF ORGANOMETALLIC
HALF-SANDWICH COMPLEXES

Half-sandwich complexes of the general formula [(p-

ligand)MCl2]2 [(p-ligand)M=(arene)Ru, Cp*Rh, Cp*Ir]

are common starting materials in organometallic synthesis

and catalysis (Fig. 1). They are either commercially

available or accessible via one-step synthetic procedures.

In the solid state, they are not sensitive toward air and

moisture, which facilitates the handling. The organic

p-ligands are relatively inert toward substitution reactions.

Consequently, they generally act as spectator ligands. On

the other hand, the chloro ligands can be easily substituted

with other neutral or anionic ligands.

The availability of three facial coordination sites can be

utilized for self-assembly processes: upon addition of

suited tridentate ligands, polynuclear complexes are

obtained (Fig. 2). So far, macrocycles with two,[1–3] three

(see below), four[4–6] and six[7] metal fragments have been

isolated and characterized. Generally, the compounds are

formed in excellent yields. The number n, as well as the

overall geometry, strongly depends on the nature of the

bridging ligand.

In self-assembly reactions, there is a general bias

toward the generation of aggregates with a small number

of subunits due to reasons of entropy. On the other hand,

the coordinate vectors of the ligand and the metal have to

be matched, which may exclude the formation of very

small assemblies such as dimers (n = 2). For the combi-

nation of half-sandwich complexes with rigid tridentate

ligands, the most common structural motif are trimers

(n = 3). First examples of such compounds were reported

by Fish,[8] Annen et al.,[5] Korn and Sheldrick,[9] Beck

et al.,[10,11] and Carmona et al.,[12] who used nucleobase

derivatives and a-amino acidates as bridging ligands.

Structurally related compounds were subsequently

reported by Yamanari et al.[13,14] In all cases, mono-an-

ionic ligands were employed, which results in a charge of

+3 for the trimeric assembly. As a consequence, an en-

hanced solubility in polar solvents such as methanol and

water is observed but also a severely reduced affinity for

cationic guest molecules. To obtain neutral macrocycles,

our group has utilized dianionic tridentate ligands to

bridge the half-sandwich complexes. After initial inves-

tigations using 3,4-dihydroxypyridine derivatives,[15] we

have focused on the 2,3-dihydroxypyridine ligand. Upon

addition of base, the chloro ligands of [(p-ligand)MCl2]2

undergo a substitution reaction to give the correspond-

ing trimeric macrocycles in excellent yield (Fig. 3). The

reaction can be performed with (arene)RuII complexes

(arene= C6H6, p-MeC6H4
iPr, C6H3Et3, C6Me6, C6H5

CO2Et),[16–18] with Cp*RhIII complexes[17] and with

Cp*IrIII complexes,[19] respectively. The solubility of the

resulting compounds depends on the nature of the p-ligand:

whereas the (benzene)Ru complex displays a low solubil-

ity in organic solvents, such as dichloromethane, the (p-

MeC6H4
iPr)Ru, (C6H3Et3)Ru, Cp*Rh, and Cp*Ir com-

plexes are well soluble in common organic solvents such as

benzene and toluene.

The structures of the resulting macrocycles have been

extensively studied by single crystal X-ray analysis.[16–19]

In all cases, a pseudo-C3-symmetric geometry is observed.

The tetrahedral metal fragments are connected via the

pyridine N-atom and the two O-atoms of the pyridonate

ligand. On average, the metal atoms are 0.54 nm apart from

each other; the diameter of the complexes depends on the

nature of the p-ligand and is approximately 1 nm. In Fig. 4,

the structures of two representative macrocycles in the

crystal are depicted.

The metal centers in these complexes are chiral and

have the same absolute configuration. Because there is
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no chiral induction present during the synthesis, the

macrocycles are obtained as a racemic mixture. Other

isomers cannot be detected, indicating that the self-as-

sembly process is completely diastereoselective. In so-

lution, the complexes are configurationally stable on the

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) time scale as evidenced

by the observation of separate signals for the diastereotopic

groups of the (p-MeC6H4
iPr)Ru complex (CD3OD or

CDCl3).

METALLAMACROCYCLIC RECEPTORS
FOR ION-PAIRS

Selective Complexation of
Lithium and Sodium Salts

Metallacrown complexes are analogues of crown ethers,

in which metal atoms constitute an integral part of the

macrocyclic framework. Compounds of this kind were

first reported in 1989 by Pecoraro et al.[20,21] At present,

metallacrown complexes with ring sizes between 9 and 30

atoms are known.[22] Similar to their organic counterparts,

metallacrowns can selectively bind metal ions with high

affinity. The trinuclear complexes depicted in Fig. 3

represent analogues of 12-crown-3. When investigated for

their ability to bind alkali metal ions, it was found that the

complexes display a very high affinity for lithium and

sodium salts (Fig. 5).

The Li+ and Na+ adducts can be distinguished from the

free receptors by 1H NMR: a significant downfield shift is

observed for the signals for the bridging ligands as well as

for the signals of the p-ligands. Because the exchange of

the alkali guest is slow on the NMR time scale,

quantitative information about adduct formation can be

obtained by integration of the corresponding 1H NMR

signals. Therefore, NMR spectroscopy can be used to

investigate the affinity, the binding kinetics, and the

selectivity of the 12-metallacrown-3 complexes.

To evaluate the affinity of the receptor [(p-MeC6-

H4
iPr)Ru(C5H3NO2)]3 (1) for LiCl and NaCl, competition

experiments with various organic ionophores were carried

out.[16] These experiments showed that in chloroform, the

binding affinity of 1 toward these salts is significantly

higher than that of crown ethers (Fig. 6). A real

competition situation, in with both the free receptor 1
and the adduct 1�MCl can be detected, is only observed if

extremely good ionophores, such as 2,1,1-cryptand, are

employed as competing receptors.

To obtain more information about the binding kinetics,

the time course of the reaction between the receptor 1
(11.4 mM) and a twofold excess of LiCl was investigated

(Fig. 7).[23] Quantitative adduct formation is observed

after approximately 2 days. This result confirms that the

Fig. 1 Chloro-bridged half-sandwich complexes of RuII, RhIII,

and IrIII as versatile starting materials for the construction of

macrocyclic complexes.

Fig. 2 Self-assembly of half-sandwich complexes using

tridentate ligands.

Fig. 3 Synthesis of trinuclear metallamacrocycles by reaction

of half-sandwich complexes with 2,3-dihydroxypyridine in the

presence of base [(p-ligand)M = (arene)Ru, Cp*Rh, Cp*Ir].
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affinity of the receptor 1 for LiCl is very high, but also that

the complexation reaction is unusually slow. Using a

computational analysis, an apparent second-order rate

constants of kf = 1.6±0.3�10�3 M�1 sec�1 was calcu-

lated. This value is very low compared to what has been

measured for other ionophores. A formation rate constant

of kf = 4.8�105 M�1 sec�1, for example, has been

determined for the Li+-specific [2,1,1]-cryptand.[24]

The selectivity of the metallacrown complexes strongly

depends on the nature of the p-ligand. Whereas the

(C6H6)Ru, (p-MeC6H4
iPr)Ru and (C6H5CO2Et)Ru com-

plexes bind both Li+ and Na+ salts, the (C6H3Et3)Ru,

(C6Me6)Ru, Cp*Rh, and Cp*Ir complexes are specific for

Li+ salts. None of the receptors are able to bind K+ salts.

This pronounced selectivity for small cations is a result of

the steric requirements of the p-ligands. A view along the

pseudo-C3 symmetry axis of the Li+ and Na+ adducts of

receptor [(C6H6)Ru(C5H3NO2)]3 (2) nicely illustrates the

close encapsulation of the cations by the benzene ligands

of the receptor (Fig. 8). Given the rigidity of the host

complex, it is evident that larger cations than Na+ are not

able to bind to the three adjacent O-atoms, which con-

stitute the binding site.

Ionophores with high selectivity for Li+ ions are of

general interest because of potential applications as chemo-

sensors. In this context, the ruthenium complex [(C6H5

CO2Et)Ru(C5H3NO2)]3 (3) displayed the most promising

characteristics of all investigated receptors. Although this

macrocycle is able to bind Na+ ions, it shows an

outstanding affinity and selectivity for Li+ salts.[18] This

is demonstrated by the following experiment: if an aque-

ous solution containing LiCl (0.05 M) and a large excess

of NaCl, KCl, CsCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2 (1.00 M each) is

shaken with a chloroform solution of complex 3, the ex-

clusive and quantitative extraction of LiCl is observed

(Fig. 9). This is remarkable because a) the extraction of

LiCl from water is in principle a very difficult thing to

Fig. 4 Ball and stick representation of the molecular structure of macrocyclic (benzene)Ru and Cp*Ir complexes in the crystal. The

hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

Fig. 5 Selective complexation of lithium and sodium salts by

12-metallacrown-3 complexes.

Fig. 6 Competition experiment between receptor 1 and 18-

crown-6: the 12-metallacrown-3 complex 1 has a significantly

higher affinity for NaCl.
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accomplish due to the high enthalpy of hydration and b)

the nearly perfect selectivity for Li+. Overall, the affinity

and selectivity of complex 3 is comparable to the best

receptors for Li+ that have been reported so far.

Several MX (M+=Li+, Na+; X�=Cl�, Br�, I�) adducts

have been characterized crystallographically. In all cases,

the salt is bound as an ion pair with the alkali metal ion

being coordinated to the three oxygen atoms of the

metallacrown complexes (Fig. 10). The anion, which is

tightly bound to the respective cation, is situated in close

proximity to the p-ligands. The resulting tetrahedral co-

ordination geometry is commonly found for LiX com-

plexes but rarely found for NaX complexes. The unusually

low coordination number results in Na X bond length,

which are among the shortest reported so far (e.g., Na–

Cl = 253 pm for the NaCl complex of 1).[17]

Fig. 7 Time course of the reaction between the receptor 1 (11.4 mM) and LiCl (22.8 mM) in CD3OD to give the corresponding adduct

1�LiCl (^).

Fig. 8 Space filling representation of the structures of 2�LiCl

(left) and 2�NaCl (right) in the crystal (the Cl� anions are not

depicted). Salts with larger cations such as KCl do not coordinate

to 2 because they are efficiently blocked by the arene p-ligands,

which encapsulate the binding site. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Selective extraction of LiCl from water containing a

large excess of NaCl, KCl, CsCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2.
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Electronic Effects in
12-Metallacrown-3 Complexes

There are several effects that contribute to the exception-

ally high affinity of 12-metallacrown-3 complexes for Li+

and Na+ salts in organic solvents: 1) The receptors are

very rigid and the three O-donor atoms are ideally

preorganized to bind small cations; 2) The salts are bound

as an ion pair; 3) The energetic costs for the desolvation of

the donor atoms are very small because the binding site is

well shielded by the p-ligands. A fourth contribution is

based on the peculiar electronic situation of metallacrown

complexes. It is known that metal–oxygen bonds can be

very polar, even in complexes of the late transition met-

als.[25] A computational study has revealed that the Ru—

O bonds of receptor 2 are likewise highly polarized with a

partial negative charge of �0.88 for the oxygen atoms

(Fig. 11).[23] For the organic counterpart 12-crown-3, on

the other hand, significantly lower values were calculated

(�0.59). Because the O-donor atoms of the metallacrown

complex are ideally preorganized, the increased negative

charge is an important contribution to the high affinity for

cationic guests. This result is of general importance be-

cause it points to an intrinsic advantage of metallacrown

complexes: a highly polarized binding site.

To further address the question on how electronic effects

influence the host–guest chemistry of 12-metallacrown-3

complexes, the derivative 4 having chloro-substituents at

the bridging pyridonate ligands was synthesized (Fig. 12).

The electron-withdrawing groups were expected to slightly

reduce the partial negative charge on the O-donor atoms in

para position. It was shown that this rather conservative

change reduces the affinity of the receptor 4 for LiCl and

NaCl by approximately 2 orders of magnitude, although

only very small structural differences were observed.[23]

Redox-Responsive Receptors

For applications in the field of sensing, it is necessary to

transduce the binding of the analyte in some kind of signal

output. Because of the sensitivity and accuracy of the

measurement, electrochemical methods have found

considerable attention in this context. Over the past

years, many redox-responsive macrocycles have been

synthesized to electrochemically recognize small ions.[26]

Especially appealing are compounds with a responsive or

signaling unit being an integral part of the receptor itself.

In the case of 12-metallacrown-3 complexes, electro-

chemical methods turned out to be ideally suited for the

detection of lithium and sodium salts. The free receptor 1
is oxidized at a potential of +583 mV when measured

against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Upon addition of

LiCl or NaCl, the metallamacrocycle is significantly more

difficult to oxidize with a peak potential of 940 mV

(1�LiCl) and 900 mV (1�NaCl), respectively.[17] A similar

shift toward anodic potential is found for the other 12-

metallacrown-3 complexes. The differences are large

compared to what is observed for other redox-responsive

ionophores such as ferrocene containing crown ethers,[26]

Fig. 10 Ball and stick representation of the molecular structure

of 2�NaBr in the crystal. The hydrogen atoms are omitted

for clarity.

Fig. 11 The highly polarized Ru O bonds in 12-metalla-

crown-3 complexes favor the binding of cationic guest mole-

cules for electrostatic reasons.

Fig. 12 A 12-metallacrown-3 complex with chloro-substitu-

ents (4) displays a significantly lower binding constant for LiCl

(values determined in CD3OD/D2O, 5:1).
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and, in principle, sufficient to build an amperometric

molecular sensor device.

The detection of guest molecules with 12-metalla-

crown-3 complexes can even be performed without em-

ploying electrochemical methods. That fact that the host–

guest complexes are more difficult to oxidize was used

to develop a colorimetric test: if the oxidation agent

2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone (DDQ) is

added to a solution of the free receptor 1, the originally

yellow solution immediately turns dark brown because

DDQ oxidizes the ruthenium complex. However, in the

presence of LiCl, no reaction and thus no color change

occurs (Fig. 13). A similar behavior is observed for the

NaCl adduct. It is thus possible to detect lithium and

sodium salts with a simple and fast color test.

Stabilization of Unusual Molecules

Although hundreds of alkali metal halide complexes have

been synthesized and structurally characterized,[27] com-

plexes of molecular LiF are virtually unknown. There are

some reports about compounds with Li� � �F contacts but

here, the fluoride atom is either covalently bound to other

atoms (e.g., in PF6
� salts) or coordinatively bound to very

strong Lewis acids (e.g., to Ti4 +).a The difficulty to

stabilize complexes of molecular LiF is a result of the very

high lattice energy of this salt. Consequently, the crys-

talline form represents a thermodynamic trap. A similar

situation is found for the less common salt LiFHF

containing the interesting FHF� anion.[29]

Our strategy to obtain complexes of these salts was to

generate them in situ in the presence of the macrocyclic

host. For this purpose, we first synthesized LiBF4 adducts

of the 12-metallacrown-3 complexes. The weakly bonded

BF4
� anion was then exchanged with F� or FHF� in a salt

metathesis reaction using potassium or tetraethylammo-

nium salts (Fig. 14). After extraction with benzene to

remove the KBF4
� or NEt4BF4 biproducts, the LiF and

LFHF complexes were obtained in pure form.[30]

The physical properties of these encapsulated lithium

salts were of special interest. In solution, the complexes

were studied by heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy.[30] The

first thing to point out is the strong scalar coupling

between 7Li and the adjacent 19F atom observed for all

complexes (90–103 Hz). The hydrogen bond of the FHF�

anion was shown to be highly asymmetric: the value of
1JHF of the distal fluorine atom is large compared to that

of the free FHF� anion, and coupling to the proximal

fluorine atom was not observed. Therefore, an adequate

description of the LiFHF complexes is a LiF complex

hydrogen-bonded to a HF molecule (LiF� � �HF).

Several LiF and LiFHF complexes were examined by

single crystal X-ray crystallography.[19,30] As what was

found for other MX adducts, the lithium cation is bound to

the three oxygen donor-atoms of the macrocyclic receptor

with the fourth coordination site being occupied by the F�

or FHF� anion (Fig. 15). The complexes show Li F

bond length between 176 and 181 pm. These values are

among the shortest Li� � �F distances reported so far,

highlighting the unique situation of molecular LiF and

LiFHF inside the macrocyclic hosts.

The successful stabilization of LiF and LiFHF

prompted us to investigate whether 12-metallacrown-3

  

Fig. 13 The different redox-potential of the free receptor 1 and

the adduct 1�LiCl can be used to detect lithium ions with a

simple color test.

aFor a cluster with the formula [(Cp*TiF3)4(LiF)], see Ref. [28].

Fig. 14 General strategy for the synthesis of LiF complexes by

anion metathesis.

Fig. 15 Ball and stick representation of the molecular structure

of [Cp*Ir(C5H3NO2)]3�LiFHF (left) and [Cp*Rh(C5 H3NO2)]3�-
LiF(right) in the crystal. The hydrogen atoms and the methyl

groups of the Cp* p-ligands are not shown for clarity. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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complexes could capture unusual sodium salts. Similar to

LiF, Na2SiF6 displays a very low solubility in common

solvents because of the high thermodynamic stability of

the crystalline form. Thus it is not surprising that com-

plexes of molecular Na2SiF6 had not been described so

far. The strategy to synthesize such a complex was related

to that of the LiF complexes: a tetrafluoroborate adduct,

1�NaBF4, was used as the starting material. Upon reaction

with (NEt4)2SiF6, rapid anion exchange occurs and the

dimeric complex 1�Na2SiF6�1 is obtained. The molecular

structure in the crystal shows that two metallacrown com-

plexes encapsulate the ion-paired Na(m-F)3Si(m-F)3Na

guest molecule (Fig. 16).

In solution, two sets of signals are observed by 1H

NMR spectroscopy, the relative ratio of which is 7:3.

They correspond to the two diastereoisomers formed upon

dimerization of the chiral hosts. The deviation from the

statistical distribution shows that there is chiral recogni-

tion between the metallacrown complexes.

Selective Complexation of Fluoride

Because the organometallic metallacrown complexes

show a pronounced preference for the complexation of

ion-pairs, they can also be used as specific receptors for

anions. In particular, it is possible to use the LiBF4 adduct

of the Cp*Ir receptor [Cp*Ir(C5H3NO2)]3 (4) to construct

a selective chemosensor for the fluoride anion.[19] As

a result of the steric requirements of the large Cp*

p-ligands, the lithium ion inside receptor 4 is well

shielded. As a consequence, most anions (such as the

BF4
� counter ion) are efficiently blocked and LiX ion-

pairs are not formed in solution. However, the small fluo-

ride anion is able to enter the binding site and coordinate

to the lithium ion (Fig. 17). The selective formation of

LiF ion-pairs is further enhanced by the intrinsic affinity

of Li+ to F�.

The success of this approach was evidenced by the

following NMR competition experiment: A mixture of

NBu4X (X� = Cl�, Br�, I�, NO3
�) and NBu4F was added

to a solution of complex 4�LiBF4 (receptor/X�/F�-

= 1:100:2). In spite of the large excess of the competing

anions X�, the exclusive formation of 4�LiF was observed

by NMR spectroscopy in all cases.[19] This indicates that

the fluoride-X� selectivity is higher than 1000:1.

The presence of fluoride anions can also be detected by

electrochemical methods. For 4�LiBF4, the peak potential

for the first oxidation is observed at 890(±3) mV when

measured against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode.[19] Upon

addition of five equivalents of NBu4F, the complex is

significantly easier to oxidize (DE =�203 mV). This can

be explained by the reduced electron-withdrawing char-

acter of the ion-paired LiF guest as compared to the

solvated lithium ion. In agreement with the NMR studies,

only small changes are observed upon addition of other

anions, such as Cl�, Br�, NO3
�, HSO4

�, or ClO4
�

(DE < 24 mV). Similar results are obtained in solutions

containing methanol in contrast to many other fluoride

receptors, which have little or no affinity for F� in pro-

tic solvents.

CONCLUSION

Trinuclear metallamacrocycles of the general formula

[(p-ligand)M(C5H3NO2)]3 [(p-ligand)M = (arene)Ru,

Cp*Rh, Cp*Ir] can easily be obtained via self-assembly

by using commercially available starting materials. These

nanometer-sized complexes are extremely good receptors

for lithium and sodium salts with affinities and selectiv-

ities comparable to the best ionophores described so far.

The possibility to vary the metal fragment was shown to

Fig. 16 Stabilization of molecular Na2SiF6 by encapsulation

with two metallacrown complexes 1. The ball-and-stick

representation is based on the structure in the crystal. The

hydrogen atoms and the side chains of the p-ligands are not

shown for clarity.

Fig. 17 A lithium ion coordinated to a metallamacrocyclic host

can act as a specific binding site for the fluoride anion. The

space filling model of the LiF adduct of receptor 4 in the crystal

(right) shows the close encapsulation of the fluoride anion by the

Cp* p-ligands. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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be essential for the development of a chemosensor for

lithium ions. Electronic effects are likewise important:

subtle changes of the bridging ligand have a pronounced

effect on the affinity for guest molecules. For the future

design of metallacrown complexes, electronic effects

should thus be considered as a powerful tool to modulate

the binding affinities. A unique feature of the metalla-

crown complexes described in this article is the fact that

the lithium and sodium salts are bound as an ion pair. As a

result, it was not only possible to isolate unusual

molecules such as LiF and LiFHF but also to construct

a highly specific chemosensor for the fluoride anion. It

appears likely that the synthetic concept described here

can be expanded to construct other 12-metallacrown-3

complexes with exciting new properties. Research along

these lines is currently being pursued in our laboratory.
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INTRODUCTION

The need for increasing miniaturization of circuitry, as

described by Moore’s law, requires the reduction of feature

size for electronic components, decreasing by an order of

magnitude every 10 years. With contemporary minimum

feature sizes of �0.1 mm, circuits with dimensions on the

atomic length scale will need to be achieved within the next

30 years[1] for this progress to continue.

There are two possible routes to smaller feature sizes: 1)

the traditional ‘‘top–down’’ approach, where feature size is

simply reduced by scaling of presently used devices; and 2)

the more recent ‘‘bottom–up’’ approach based on enlarge-

ment, where the self-assembly of macromolecular and

colloidal building blocks is used to create larger, functional

devices. ‘‘Top–down’’ fabrication processes presently

experience a bottleneck because most common lithograph-

ic techniques used for the creation of small features are

limited to a spatial resolution in the upper nanometer

range.[2] Feature sizes down to 10 nm have been realized by

special techniques, but the small-area and low-throughput

properties of these processes are economically challenging.

Thus new avenues toward smaller-scale and more densely

packed structures need to be explored, and new fabrication

methods using the bottom–up approach need to be

developed. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional struc-

tures can be self-assembled using nanometer-sized objects

with the control of feature size in the nanometers to

hundreds of nanometer range, bridging the gap between

atomic manipulation and modern lithography. The sim-

plicity and low processing costs connected with it make

methods based on self-assembly economically interesting.

Nanoparticles present ideal building blocks for self-

assembly because: 1) they can be synthesized with narrow

size distributions (s�5%) from a variety of materials; 2)

they come in many different shapes; and 3) their small

dimensions lead to a wide functional diversity with respect

to their electronic, optical, and catalytic properties, which

is usually very different from bulk materials.

This entry reviews recent accomplishments in the

fabrication of two-dimensional and three-dimensional

nanoparticle structures using self-assembly, which may

be used in electronic applications. Synthetic approaches

to monodisperse metallic, semiconducting, insulating, and

core–shell structured nanoparticles are briefly reviewed.

The basic principles behind two-dimensional and three-

dimensional nanoparticle assembly from solutions, by

templating and by networking with organic and bio-

logical molecules, are presented. Some interesting prop-

erties of various nanoparticle arrays and their possible

applications in optical and electronic devices are dis-

cussed. Finally, recent developments in the self-assembly

of nanobuilding blocks other than nanoparticles are

briefly mentioned.

NANOPARTICLE SYNTHESIS

The underlying concept of nanosized particle synthesis is

to stabilize small particles by surface derivatization while

they are formed in a solution to prevent their coalescence

or aggregation.[3–5] For most applications, monodisperse

nanoparticle solutions with size distributions of s�5%

are desirable. Nanoparticles are divided into three classes

based on their conduction properties: 1) metallic nano-

particles; 2) semiconductor nanoparticles, often referred

to as nanocrystallites because of their well-formed

crystalline cores and controlled surface chemistry; and

3) nonmetallic nanoparticles. A new class of nanoparticles

with core–shell structures, comprising a combination of

any of the above, has lately received attention because of

their applications in photonic crystals.[6]

Metallic Nanoparticles

Metallic nanoparticles are generally synthesized via the

addition of a reducing agent (e.g., sodium citrate) to an

aqueous solution of a metal salt under reflux condi-

tions.[3,7] Using citrates, nanoparticles with size distribu-

tions of 10<s<15% are obtained. Size distribution cannot

be narrowed further because of the tendency of nanopar-

ticles to flocculate. The latter can be circumvented by the

performance of a two-phase reduction process, which
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involves the transfer of metal salt into an organic phase

using long-chain alkylammonium surfactants in the first

step and the subsequent reduction of the salt in the

presence of capping ligands. Monolayer-protected cluster

(MPC) molecules in the range of 1–7 nm have been

synthesized with size distributions of s�5%.[8] The

advantage of MPCs is that they can be repeatedly isolated

from, and redissolved in, common organic solvents

without irreversible aggregation and decomposition.[8]

The gas-phase synthesis of gold MPCs with diameters as

small as 1.9±0.6 nm has been reported.[9] These clusters

are melted and recrystallized in the gas phase prior to

deposition, thus yielding clusters that are single face-

centered cubic (fcc) crystals. More recent research has

focused on controlled production of nanoparticles with

shapes other than spherical. For example, disk-shaped

cobalt nanoparticles have been synthesized by employing

the rapid decomposition of Co2(CO)8 in hot organic

solvents in the presence of linear amines and trioctylphos-

phine oxide (TOPO).[10] Anisotropy in growth is induced

by TOPO acting as a selective adsorber, altering the

relative growth rates of different crystal faces. The effect

is enhanced in the presence of linear amines. The disks

have average diameters of 2�4, 4�35, and 4�90 nm.

They represent high surface area crystals and are also

expected to be single magnetic domains (breakup into

single magnetic domains occurs at 70–100 nm for cobalt

spheres). Furthermore, triangular gold–silver alloy nano-

frames[11] are obtained when compact silver nanoprisms

are etched in HAuCl4. Although these differently shaped

particles do not yet exhibit the desirable size distribution

of �5%, they allow a glimpse at what kind of shape

control is possible.

Semiconductor Nanoparticles

Compound semiconductor nanoparticles, such as CdS,

CdSe, PbS, InAs, and ZnSe, can be synthesized by: 1)

arrested precipitation in a solution; 2) precipitation in

nanostructured templates; or 3) use of molecular pre-

cursors.[3,4] Arrested precipitation provides a cheap route

to many different semiconductor nanoparticles, but be-

cause it is performed at low temperatures, the trapping of

defects formed during early stages of preparation may

cause low crystallinity in the nanoparticles. In contrast,

the method based on molecular precursors [e.g., (CH3)2Cd

and tri-n-octylphosphine selenide (TOPSe)], which are

injected into a hot organic ligand such as TOPO, yields

organic ligand-capped nanocrystallites (e.g., CdSe) with a

size distribution of about 5%. The second advantage of

method 3 is that it yields grams of materials. Fig. 1 shows

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images and a

small-angle electron diffraction pattern of the h101iSL

projection through a three-dimensional superlattice of

4.8-nm CdSe nanocrystals.

Nonmetallic Nanoparticles

Catalyzed hydrolysis and condensation of an alkoxy-metal

precursor in a solution are used to prepare monodispersed

metal oxide particles.[5] In particular, silicon dioxide

spheres are usually prepared by the so-called Stöber

method, which involves hydrolyzing tetraethyl orthosili-

cate with ammonium hydroxide in ethanol.[12]

Core–Shell Nanoparticles

Core–shell nanoparticles are synthesized by the coating of

nanoparticles with a second material.[6] There are four

requirements that need to be fulfilled for successful

Fig. 1 a) TEM image showing the h101iSL projection of a

superlattice of 4.8-nm CdSe nanocrystals. b) High magnifi-

cation shows the lattice imaging of individual nanocrystals. c)

Small-angle electron diffraction demonstrates the perfection of

the h101iSL projection of the fcc superlattice. (From Ref. [3].

With permission from the Annual Review of Materials Science,

Volume 30. # 2000 by Annual Reviews.)
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coating: 1) the core particle must be stable under conditions

used for the coating step; 2) heterogeneous nucleation (i.e.,

coating material on core) must be more likely than

homogeneous nucleation; 3) the coating and core material

should not interdiffuse under coating conditions; and 4) the

coating of particles should not lead to aggregation of newly

formed core–shell particles. The additional surface shell

stabilizes the particles toward coalescence, increases their

dispersibility, and also allows the tuning of electrical and

optical properties.

A subclass of core–shell particles is produced when

the core is dissolved after (while) the shell has been (is

being) formed.[13] For example, hollow, crystalline gold

nanoparticles (Fig. 2)[14] are produced when crystalline

silver templates are exposed to HAuCl4. Owing to the

higher standard reduction potential of the AuCl4
�/Au pair

compared to the Ag+/Ag pair, gold is plated while the

silver core dissolves. The procedure is versatile and can

be extended to any metal that can be reduced by the

template metal.

Fig. 2 (A) A TEM image of silver nanoparticles synthesized using a polyol process. (B, C) Transmission electron microscopy and

SEM images of gold nanoshells formed by reacting these silver nanoparticles with an aqueous HAuCl4 solution. (D) Selected area

electron diffraction (SAED) pattern obtained by focusing the electron beam on a random assembly of gold nanoshells. (E) A TEM image

of gold nanotubes formed by reacting silver nanowires with an aqueous HAuCl4 solution. (F) High-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) image of the edge of an individual gold nanotube, indicating its uniform wall thickness and single crystalline

structure. (From Ref. [14]; #American Chemical Society, 2003.)
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NANOPARTICLE ASSEMBLY INTO
ORDERED TWO-DIMENSIONAL AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

The assembly of nanoparticles into functional two-

dimensional and three-dimensional arrays requires excel-

lent control of interparticle as well as particle–surface

interactions.[15–17] One general prerequisite for the for-

mation of crystalline arrays is a very uniform nanoparticle

size distribution. Forces governing self-assembly are static

and dynamic in nature. Assuming that nanoparticles act as

hard spheres with electrically neutral surfaces, their

interaction potential consists of two terms: short-range

steric repulsion, and short-range attractive van der Waals

force. An additional long-range electrostatic Coulomb

repulsion is present in systems with charged particle

surfaces. All three potentials are combined in the

Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeck (DLVO)[18] theo-

ry. Dynamic forces are at work when particles move

through (hydrodynamic) solutions and with respect to

each other (steric repulsion). We have divided the

assembly methods into three groups: 1) self-assembly of

nanoparticles onto planar substrates; 2) self-assembly into

structured templates; and 3) self-assembly by coordination

with organic and biological linkers. Nanoparticle assem-

bly using the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique is not

included, although close-packed two-dimensional films

can be obtained and transferred to solid substrates with the

LB technique.[19,20]

Self-Assembly onto Planar Substrates

Convective self-assembly of nanoparticles from solutions

onto planar substrates occurs in two stages: 1) onset of

array growth (nucleation phase), and 2) array growth. A

prerequisite for nucleation is that the nanoparticle suspen-

sion forms a wetting film on the substrate. The thickness of

the wetting film influences both the nucleation and the

growth of the array. The particles move toward each other

because of hydrodynamic pressure caused by solvent flux

from the bulk suspension toward the drying array (hydro-

dynamic forces). As the particles start to protrude through

the surface of the evaporating film, they experience

attractive, lateral capillary immersion forces, which leads

to close packing of particles.[21,22] In the case of two-

dimensional films, the evaporation rate influences the

formation of two-dimensional arrays because of competi-

tion between solvent dewetting and superlattice formation.

Excessively high rates of evaporation (i.e., when pure

solvents are used) lead to dewetting (film thinning) prior

to superlattice formation. Particles move away from holes

in the wetting film, whereas the convective flow inside

wetting droplets drives particles toward the rim of

droplets, leading to the formation of ring structures.[23]

The addition of a nonvolatile liquid to the evaporating

solution (e.g., dodecanethiol) reduces the evaporation rate,

whereas it increases the time for particle assembly, re-

sulting in better long-range order on the micrometer

scale.[24] Fig. 3 shows a TEM image of a two-dimensional

5.5-nm gold nanoparticle array with excellent long-range

order. Multilayer formation can be induced by higher

nanoparticle concentrations because interparticle interac-

tions become more frequent. Murray et al.[3] showed that

three-dimensional nanocrystal superlattices coherent over

hundreds of micrometers are produced when CdSe

nanocrystallites capped with long-chain alkyl tail groups

are deposited from a low-boiling alkane/high-boiling

alcohol mixture. Sedimentation because of gravitational

forces can be neglected for very small nanoparticles

(<300 nm) because thermal agitation compensates for

gravitational forces.

Interestingly, the formation of ordered, stable particles

comprising nanoparticles (270–630 nm) was recently

reported to occur when an aqueous colloidal suspension

was added to fluorinated oil.[25] Using mixtures of

nanoparticles with largely differing sizes (40 vs. 270 nm)

led to an assembly of 40-nm gold nanoparticles in a ring

structure on the side of the array in contact with air (Fig. 4).

One disadvantage of the convectional assembly de-

scribed above is that it gives no control over the place of

assembly. Therefore it is desirable to develop techniques

that allow array positioning using electric fields. Giersing

and Mulvaney[26] first observed that citrate-stabilized and

Fig. 3 Long-range ordered nanocrystal monolayer formed by

10 mL of colloid in the toluene dodecanethiol mixture, with a

thiol volume fraction of 6.3�10�3 and a particle concentration

of 1.2�1013 mL�1. (From Ref. [24]; #American Chemical

Society, 2003.)
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alkanethiol-stabilized gold colloids (14.1 nm) electropho-

retically deposited onto carbon-coated copper grids when

a positive voltage was applied (50 mV). Monolayers

formed exhibit small domains of hexagonally ordered,

close-packed particles. Solomentsev et al.[27] developed

an electrohydrodynamic (EHD) theory describing the

electroosmotic flow around charged particles attached to

an electrode leading to clustering of particles. Electro-

phoresis is also used for the assembly of opals (i.e., highly

periodic, ordered arrays of silica spheres with diameters

between 300 and 550 nm), which are used as photonic

bandgap crystals (see below).[28] Dielectrophoresis,[29] the

a.c. variant of electrophoresis, can be used to create one-

dimensional, two-dimensional, and free-standing three-

dimensional assemblies of micron-sized particles in

between planar electrodes. Electrode shapes and dimen-

sions determine the structure of the final array, but particle

type and operating conditions also play a role. The

application of a.c. currents to electrodes immersed in

metallic nanoparticle suspensions (15–30 nm) leads to

the growth of metallic nanoparticle wires between elec-

trodes.[30] Interestingly, the wires self-repair after burnout

because of high voltage. If a mixture of metallic

nanoparticles and polystyrene (PS) spheres is used,

conducting wires with a PS shell form. Assembly into a

planar superlattice is observed when binary colloidal

suspensions are exposed to an a.c. electric field.[31] The

lattice shape is controlled by particle concentration, size,

and a.c. frequency. At low frequencies, induced dipole

interaction and attractive EHD flow govern superlattice

formation, whereas at high frequencies, EHD flow is

negligible because dipole–dipole interactions between

particles become attractive. Magnetic fields can also be

used to improve the monolayer packing of diamagnetic

materials (e.g., silver nanoparticles; 6.5 nm).[32] Because

of interactions with the magnetic field, particles are pulled

up in a positive field and pulled down in a negative field.

The coating of nonmagnetic Al2O3 spheres (47 mm) with a

2- to 3-mm-thick Ni layer by electroless plating yields

magnetic microspheres that can be manipulated into two-

dimensional and three-dimensional arrays by means of

magnetic force from an electromagnet.[33]

Assembly Using Structured Templates

Many applications require particle arrays with more

complex patterns than close-packed two-dimensional and

three-dimensional arrays obtained by the planar assemblies

described above. A very promising approach to complex

nanoparticle arrays is the direction and confinement of

nanoparticle assembly by substrate structure. For example,

two-dimensional particle arrays (300–800 nm) can be

obtained using substrates with one-dimensional grating

patterns.[34] Striped structures as well as hexagonal and

Fig. 4 Examples of anisotropic particles. (A) Unoriented spherical assemblies incorporating regular (white) and magnetic (brown)

latexes. (B) In the presence of a magnetic field originating from below, these particles immediately form an array with the white halves

oriented up. If the magnetic field gradient is reversed, the particles flip to form an array with the brown side up. (C, D) Two assemblies

of complex shape obtained in the presence of small gold particles, as viewed from opposite faces. A metallic ring is deposited only on

the side of the particle that was originally exposed to air. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [25]. D 2003 American Association

for the Advancement of Science.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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centered rectangular lattices with varying lattice spacings

are produced by the variation of particle size and grating

spacing. The main driving forces for assembly formation

are capillary forces and self-shadowing effects.

For three-dimensional arrays, the patterning of surfaces

with micrometer features is commonly achieved by soft

lithography.[35] The term summarizes a group of micro-

fabrication techniques, which use patterned elastomers as

stamps, molds, or masks to generate micropatterns and

microstructures. Direct evaporation-induced self-assembly

(DEISA)[36] of silica nanoparticles (100–500 nm) leads to

fcc, close-packed opal crystal architectures. Depending on

the substrate pattern, complex forms that offer optical

functionality and quality can be obtained. The assembly is

directed by colloidal interactions, capillary forces, and

surface tension forces between spheres and wall materials.

For larger particles (700–2500 nm), sedimentation because

of gravitational forces interferes with the assembly and can

be circumvented by stirring of the solution during

assembly. An interesting variant combines soft lithography

and nanoparticle assembly (i.e., a surface pattern is created

using one type of nanoparticles, and subsequently filled

with nanoparticles of a second type).[37]

A very interesting, relatively new three-dimensional

nanoparticle structure, the so-called inverse opal,[28] is

obtained by the infiltration of close-packed three-dimen-

sional microparticle arrays with smaller nanoparticles of a

higher refractive index material. The smaller nanoparti-

cles completely occupy the void space of the microparticle

array, thereby creating a lattice that is retained when the

host microparticles are removed (dissolved). This leaves a

collection of micrometric spherical cavities surrounded by

a high refractive index nanoparticle material, in which

both the cavities and the high refractive material are

connected throughout the structure. Inverse opals show

even better bandgap properties than opals; however, it is

necessary that the photonic properties appear in the

transparent region of the material that forms the inverse

structure. Defect densities in opals depend on particle

monodispersity and size; the more monodisperse and

the smaller the particles are, the lower is the number

of defects.

Instead of elastomeric stamps, self-organizing diblock

copolymers[38] can be employed. They are of great interest

to industries because of their compatibility with stan-

dard silicon technology. Diblock copolymers consist of

two polymers [e.g., PS and poly(methylmetacrylate)

(PMMA)], which, under certain conditions, spontaneously

self-assemble into patterned structures because of phase

separation. Misner et al.[39] deposited monolayer-protected

nanoparticles (�10 nm) into a mask (Fig. 5) made from a

PS/PMMA diblock copolymer by a simple dipping process,

allowing the creation of arrays of isolated nanoparticles.

Assembly Using Organic Linkers
and Biological Templates

The third method utilizes organic and biological molecules

as linkers and templates for the assembly of nanoparticles

into ordered two-dimensional and three-dimensional struc-

tures. The assembly is directed by specific interactions of

functional groups on the linker molecule or template. For

example, a hydrogen bonding network is suggested as the

origin of the crystallization of mercaptosuccinic acid-

capped gold nanoparticles (3.7±0.5 nm) into hexagonal

closed-packed, colloidal gold crystals from an aqueous

solution[40] (i.e., mercaptosuccinic acid functions as cap-

ping ligand and linker). Furthermore, highly ordered

hexagonal and cubic monolayers of Au55 MPCs have been

formed on polymer-coated substrates.[41] Double end-

functionalized organic linker molecules have been em-

ployed in the creation of well-ordered two-dimensional

nanoparticle arrays,[42] which are extremely important for

molecular electronics applications.[43]

Biomolecules, with their typical size dimensions in the

range of 5–200 nm, are perfectly suited for nanoparticle

assembly.[44] The utilization of, for example, nucleic acids

and proteins as programmable recognition units can

modify and improve assembly capacities of nanoparticles

and thus allow nanostructured and mesoscopic supramo-

lecular hybrid architectures. The tremendous recognition

capabilities of biomolecules and their potential to be

addressed through biochemical procedures provide the

basis for entirely novel routes to construct advanced

materials rationally.[44] Recently,[45] for example, protein

Fig. 5 Nanoparticles �10 nm in diameter are deposited into

the polymer template. The larger size limits the number of

nanoparticles per nanopore. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [39].)
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linker units were generated, which directly recognized

distinct surfaces of semiconductor materials, whereby no

previous functionalization of the linkers was necessary.

Thus peptides with semiconductor binding specificity

could be used for the controlled placement of structurally

related materials in close proximity and the assembly of a

variety of practically important materials. Repetitive

nanocluster materials can be generated using DNA

hybridization. Regular two-dimensional lattices of bacte-

rial cell surface proteins, nanometer-sized and microme-

ter-sized nucleic acid components, as well as hollow

biological compartments have been employed as tem-

plates for nanoparticle architectures (e.g., engineered

chaperonin proteins[46] and hollow tobacco mosaic virus:

300�18 nm, inner diameter=4 nm).[47]

The synthesis of hollow three-dimensional arrays of

interconnected titania nanospheres[48] is achieved by the

covering of a mixed latex bead/virus array with an

ultrathin layer of titanium alkoxide (Fig. 6). The templates

are removed by oxygen plasma, which also converts the

titanium alkoxide to titania. In contrast to the infiltration

of three-dimensional particle arrays described above, this

process leads to a positive copy of the array structure.

Biological linkers can also be used in the synthesis of

nanoparticles (e.g., immobilized histidine-rich peptide

mineralizes gold nanocrystals on template nanotubes with

uniform size distribution). Nanocrystal size and packing

density are controlled by the adjustment of pH, temper-

ature, and ion concentration.[49]

PROPERTIES AND APPLICATION OF
NANOPARTICLE ASSEMBLIES

Ordered colloidal systems[50] have lattice spacings ranging

from nanometers to micrometers. Their resulting ability to

diffract ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared light makes

them useful for sensors, narrow-band optical filters, optical

switches, photonic bandgap materials, waveguides, and

other types of optical and electrooptical devices.

However, the arrangement of metallic nanoparticles (a

few nanometers in size) in close-packed structures with�1

nm interparticle spacing leads to the formation of tunneling

junctions, which have electrical capacitance values of

about 10�19 F. Such small capacitances allow single-elec-

tron tunneling (i.e., controlled charge transport) at room

temperature. This ability has been recognized as a funda-

mental concept for ultimate miniaturization in electron-

ics.[51] Single-electron devices based on single nanoparti-

cles trapped between two electrodes[52] and nanoparticles

Fig. 6 Scanning electron microscopy images of titania-coated multilayers of latex particles. (a) Schematic representation of the

sampling area. The series of parts b–d and e–g were obtained before and after the oxygen plasma process, respectively. Images in parts b

and e are obtained at the edge of the cast area (area 1). Images in parts c and f are obtained around the intermediate cast area (area 2).

Images in parts d and g are obtained in the center of cast area (area 3). (From Ref. [48]; #American Chemical Society, 2003.)
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immersed in a polymer matrix[53] have been reviewed

elsewhere and are therefore not discussed in the following.

Charge Transfer in Two-Dimensional
Nanoparticle Arrays

Langmuir films of hydrocarbon-functionalized silver

quantum dots (2–5 nm) show transition from classical

behavior to quantum-mechanical coupling when the

interparticle distance is reduced to below 12 Å.[19]

Reversible insulator-to-metal transitions occur when

interparticle spacing is decreased to <5 Å.[19] This tuning

capability shows that the electronic band structure of a

solid made of quantum dots can be tailored by the

adjustment of wave function overlap of adjacent particles.

Recently, a theoretical description supporting bandgap

modulation by interparticle spacing was published.[54]

Compressed hexagonal, closed-packed Langmuir films

are transferable to any kind of substrate as Langmuir–

Schaeffer films, thus permitting the parallel fabrication of

single-electron, solid-state capacitance devices, which

show Coulomb blockade as well as step structures

reminiscent of Coulomb staircase.[20]

One major problem of nanoparticle array formation is

the finite distribution of particle sizes in the array, leading

to disorder, which in turn affects the charge transport

through the arrays.[55] Beverly et al. found that the

transition temperature between different transport regimes

(mobility and hopping) in two-dimensional arrays

depends on array disorder. As a result of their study, they

predict that a metal–insulator transition will be observed

with size distributions <3%. Three types of disorder that

can be found in nanoparticle arrays are: 1) global

structural disorder; 2) local structural disorder (i.e.,

interparticle coupling); and 3) charge disorder. Parthasar-

athy et al.[56] show that current–voltage characteristics of

arrays with long-range order are well fit by single-power

law, whereas a sufficiently large amount of disorder leads

to distinct deviations from single-power law.

Nanoparticle Arrays in Photonic Devices

Photonic crystals are spatially periodic arrays of particles

arranged within a medium of different dielectric con-

stants. Their effect on propagation of electromagnetic

waves can be compared to that of electrons in semicon-

ductors. They combine the quantum confinement of

electronic states with simultaneous phonon confinement

in the same structure. Photonic bandgap structures (PBS)

were originally proposed in 1993 by Yablonovitch.[57]

The development of PBS was initiated by the need of a

photonic bandgap in quantum optics. The realization of

photonic bandgap crystals could lead to miniaturization

and high-speed performance of optical integrated circuits.

They also have profound applications in telecommunica-

tions, lasers, fiber optics, data processing, and display

technologies. The size of the photonic gap is determined

by: 1) refractive index contrast (refractive index of

material vs. surrounding substance), and 2) filling fraction

(percentage of volume that is occupied by voids). Wang et

al.[58] theoretically predict that metal nanoparticles self-

assembled into three-dimensional structures could be used

as photonic bandgap crystals because of a complete gap

below the plasma frequency.

Fig. 7 displays an inverse silicon opal with a complete

three-dimensional bandgap near 1.5 mm.[59] Controlling

the interactions of light and materials for photonic device

application at nanoscale dimensions requires structures

that guide electromagnetic energy with a lateral mode

confinement at below the diffraction limit of light, the so-

called waveguides. Closely spaced silver nanorods have

been employed in a plasmon waveguide, which shows

electromagnetic energy transport from a source to a de-

tector over distances of 0.5 mm.[60] Numerous applications

Fig. 7 Scanning electron microscopy images of internal facets

of silicon inverse opal: (a) [110] facet; (b) [111] facet.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [59]. #2000 Nature.)

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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are possible for light-guiding and light-focusing elements

operating below the diffraction limit. A regular gold

nanoparticle array deposited on a dielectric waveguide

could be utilized for the design of two-dimensional

photonic devices in the visible and the infrared (IR),

which are relevant for optical communication and micro-

lasers.[61]

Data Storage Media

Magnetic nanoparticle arrays[62] can serve as high-density

data storage devices, magnetoelectronic devices, and pat-

terned media. Each nanoparticle could store one bit of data,

implying densities in the 150 Gbit cm�2 range for particles

in the few nanometers size range. Magnetic logic gates can

be realized by manipulation of data through magnetostatic

interactions between chains of magnetic elements.

CONCLUSION

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional arrays of nano-

particles represent a new class of electronic materials with

promising properties necessary for their application in

small-scale electronic devices. In particular, the fact that

their band structures can be engineered by simply

changing: 1) the size of nanoparticles comprising the

array; 2) the capping and/or spacer ligands in between

particles; or 3) the packing order in the array makes them

suitable candidates. Despite the fact that considerable

research focuses on nanoparticle synthesis and assembly,

there are still remaining significant open tasks and ques-

tions. One major task emerges—it is desirable to develop

new, or to improve existing, syntheses toward even small-

er size distributions (s�3%).

Metal nanowires are envisioned as another class of

useful building blocks for electronic circuits.[63] Their

assembly employs the distinct surface chemistry of

differently derivatized wires with planar surfaces (Fig. 8,

top). The same principle is utilized to interconnect two

nanowires in a perpendicular fashion by binding them

selectively with bifunctionalized spacers, which opens up

the opportunity to construct three-dimensional circuits.

High-voltage, anodized, porous aluminum oxide mem-

branes are used as templates to grow wires with sections of

alternating materials (i.e., metals, insulators, semiconduc-

tors, and/or molecules). Wires are released by the chemical

Fig. 8 Top: Scheme showing the selective adhesion and alignment of negatively charged gold nanowires on lithographically patterned

surfaces. Bottom: (a) Dark field optical micrograph (500� magnification) of gold nanowires on ’2-mercaptoethylamine derivatized gold

pads patterned on a SiO2/Si wafer. (b) Bright field optical micrograph (1000� magnification) of gold wires in long wells (4 mm�8

mm�600 nm deep) chemically etched in a divinylsiloxanebis(benzocyclobutene) (BCB) polymer layer on Au. The Au metal at the

bottom of the wells is derivatized with ’2-mercaptoethanesulfonic acid. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63].)
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etching of the membrane and the bottom electrode. The

Al2O3 membrane can also be removed independently of the

bottom electrode, resulting in anchored, free-standing

wires, which in a second process step can be coated with

additional materials. Silica-coated silver wires with core

diameters of 30–40 nm, controlled sheath thicknesses in the

range of 2–100 nm, and lengths from 2 to �50 mm could

find use as interconnects in fabricating nanoelectric

devices.[64] SiO2/Ag wires form well-dispersed solutions

in water, alcohol, and acetone without the need for

additional surfactants and their cores can be readily

removed by immersion into an aqueous solution of

ammonia with pH �11. The combination of nanowires,

nanoparticles, and nanoparticle arrays presents a powerful

tool for circuitry with three-dimensional architectures.

Plating technology allows selective plating of metals

where a seed material has been drawn.[65] The process is

divided into three steps: 1) drawing of amino–silane

coupler as seed material; 2) activation of the catalyst; and

3) electroless metal plating. Multilayer circuits with

interconnections can be fabricated using this approach.

The method can easily be applied to the transfer of

structures onto three-dimensional objects such as spheres,

enabling the so-called ball semiconductor technology

(Fig. 9).

A discovery by Weismüller et al.[66] reveals another

intriguing area of application for nanoparticles in an area

other than electronics or optics. They found that com-

mercially available black Pt with 6 nm grain size sintered

into a nanoporous sample displayed charge-induced

reversible strain. On application of a voltage, the porous

metal composite experienced an unprecedented maximum

volume change of �0.45%, which is large enough to do

mechanical work. Baughman[67] suggests using such

materials as artificial muscles, and emphasizes that

observed volume changes correspond to negative pres-

sure, something that is not easily realized otherwise.

Nanoparticles are versatile building blocks, which can

be self-assembled into two-dimensional and three-dimen-

sional structures. Their size-dependent electronic proper-

ties make them unique candidates for future electronics

and optics applications.

Fig. 9 Metal dot grid array on various spheres. (a-1) Metal dot grid array on Al2O3 sphere (f3, 10 mm). (a-2) Magnified view of (a-1).

(b) Metal dot grid array on nylon sphere (f3, 9.5 mm). (c) Metal dot grid array on glass sphere (f3, 12 mm). (Reprinted from Ref. [65]

with permission from Elsevier.)
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INTRODUCTION

This article briefly reviews preparation and assembly of
inorganic semiconductor nanowires and their potential
applications in macroelectronics. It is organized into
four sections. The first summarizes approaches to
generate semiconductor nanowires with controlled
dimension, purity, crystallinity, and uniformity. The
synthetic, ‘‘bottom-up’’ methods (i.e., growth of nano-
wires through assembly and crystallization of atoms
of precursors) are compared with the complementary
‘‘top-down’’ processes (i.e., preparation of small
objects on the nanometer scale by carving, slicing, or
etching macroscale material sources). The second sec-
tion outlines strategies for the formation of ensembles
of aligned nanowires, including manipulation of nano-
wires in solutions with various external forces, in situ
growth of aligned nanowires from patterned catalysts,
and dry transfer printing of nanowire arrays generated
from ‘‘top-down’’ processes. The third section dis-
cusses schemes for fabricating high-performance thin-
film transistors (TFTs) on plastic substrates using thin
films of aligned nanowires. Several examples of devices
and their characteristics demonstrate the current state
of the technology. The last section concludes with
perspectives on the trends for future work related to
flexible macroelectronics.

BACKGROUND

Macroelectronics systems represent a new class of elec-
tronics that consist of integrated circuits on flexible
substrates that have sizes much larger than those of
conventional semiconductor wafers. The most closely
related existing electronic technology is based on TFTs
on large-area glass substrates of the type that are
used to provide power, switching, computation, and
communication for large-area displays (e.g., liquid-
crystal-based devices), medical x-ray sensors, and other
systems.[1] Recent research developments in active
sensory skin and electronic textiles, foldable and
expandable antennas for military and space appli-
cations, etc., require flexible, lightweight, and low-cost

substrates to support the associated electronics.[2] Poly-
meric plastics represent ideal classes of materials for
these substrates: they are lightweight, rugged, low in
cost, and can be processed in the form of continuous
rolls. It is extremely challenging, however, to fabricate
high-performance transistors using inorganic semicon-
ductor materials on these unusual electronic substrates
because they degrade at the high-temperature steps
that are present in traditional microelectronics fabrica-
tion sequences. One solution of this problem is to per-
form high-temperature processing (e.g., preparation of
semiconductor materials, annealing, implant activa-
tion, etc.) on platforms that can withstand high tem-
peratures and then to do subsequent integration with
the final plastic device substrates. For example, crystal-
line Si nanoparticles and quantum dots synthesized
from solution-phase reactions at elevated temperatures
can be spin cast on plastic sheets to form thin films
that can then be used as semiconductor layers for
TFTs patterned using traditional photolithography at
relatively low temperatures.[3] The performance of
transistors using nanoparticle-derived films as trans-
port components, however, is relatively low in terms
of carrier mobility due to high resistance boundaries
between individual nanoparticles. On the other hand,
one-dimensional semiconductor nanowires represent
potential building blocks in which the transport from
source electrode to drain electrode can occur without
interruption through the crystalline semiconductor.[4]

Furthermore, thin films composed of nanowires can
survive relatively high strain (i.e., they are mechani-
cally flexible) because of their small thicknesses.[5]

Conceptually, carbon nanotubes fall into this class of
nanowire-based macroelectronics. These materials,
which are beginning to show considerable promise
for these applications,[6–9] will not be covered here.

PREPARATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR
NANOWIRES

Nanowires made of inorganic semiconducting materi-
als are of considerable interest due to their unique
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properties and potential applications.[10,11] For
instance, semiconductor nanowires with lateral dimen-
sions less than 15 nm exhibit band gaps in the ultra-
violet (UV) and visible regions of light.[12] In addition,
nanowires of single-crystalline inorganic semiconduc-
tors show excellent transport properties of electrons
and holes.[4,13] As a result, they offer great promise for
electronic and optoelectronic devices with interesting
properties. A range of approaches have been developed
to generate nanowires of various materials (e.g., Si, Ge,
III–V compounds, II–VI compounds, and oxides). The
techniques can be classified into two general categories,
i.e., ‘‘bottom-up’’ and ‘‘top-down’’ approaches.

‘‘Bottom-Up’’ Approaches

Atoms of semiconductor materials can crystallize and
grow into nanowires in both gaseous and liquid media
by controlling reaction conditions. Because a large
number of publications have reviewed these techniques
for semiconductor materials,[14–17] this entry only
summarizes the principles of some of these approaches.
Among all vapor-based methods, the vapor–liquid–
solid (VLS) process, originally developed by Wagner
and coworkers, seems to be the most successful and
widely used method for generating single crystal nano-
wires in large quantities.[18] The results demonstrated
by Lieber, Yang, and many other research groups con-
firm that the VLS process starts with the dissolution of
vapors of target materials into nanosized liquid
droplets of a metal catalyst (e.g., Au), followed by
nucleation and growth of single-crystalline wires. The
liquid droplets are generated from metal nanoparticles
at elevated temperatures; their size determines the
diameter of wires. The vapor, which can be generated
by laser ablation[19] or thermal decomposition of
organometallic compounds,[20] determines the compo-
sition of the wires. In a typical setup, target materials
(e.g., InP, CdS, and Si) and silicon substrates covered
with gold nanoparticles (serving as catalysts) lie at
the upstream end and central part of a tube furnace,
respectively. The substrate is heated to high tempera-
ture of 600–1200 �C while the temperature of target
material remains room temperature. A pulsed laser
ablates the target to generate a vapor, which trans-
ports, through a flow of argon, to the surface of the
substrate. This vapor dissolves in the droplets of cata-
lyst until the catalyst is supersaturated with material
from the target. At this point, the vapor condenses into
nanowires through the VLS process.[21] This method
has, in principle, the ability to synthesize nanowires
of most semiconductor materials that can be evapo-
rated by tuning the parameters (e.g., power, wave-
length and pulse width) of the laser. The size of the
catalyst droplets controls the diameter of nanowires.

The growth time and ablation conditions control the
length of the nanowires.[22]

By combing nanoparticles of metals (e.g., In, Ga, or
Bi) with low melting points as catalysts with thermal
decomposition of organometallic precursors, an analog
of VLS process can be extended to liquid phase. This
process, so-called solution–liquid–solid process, or
SLS, has been pioneered by Buhro and coworkers to
synthesize nanowires made of III–V compounds.[23,24]

For example, nanowires of GaAs and InP with small
diameters (e.g., 3–17 nm) and relatively narrow
diameter distributions were synthesized by refluxing
1,3-diisopropylbenzene solutions of corresponding
precursors (i.e., (tBu)3Ga and As(SiMe3)3 for GaAs,
and [Me2InP(SiMe3)2]2 for InP) in the presence of In
nanoparticles. The SLS process is mainly limited by
the availability of suitable organometallic precursors.
Also, nanowires synthesized via ‘‘bottom-up’’ app-
roaches always have broad distributions in both lateral
and longitudinal dimensions. Furthermore, lengths
greater than 100 mm are difficult to achieve. Their
surface properties, compositional purity, doping
uniformity, and concentration, which all strongly influ-
ence their electrical properties, are less well defined
than those of the single-crystalline wafers used in the
semiconductor industry.

‘‘Top-Down’’ Approaches

Microwires and nanowires can be fabricated from
bulk wafers via ‘‘top-down’’ approaches. These types
of nanowires have well-controlled doping levels,
dimensions and crystallinity, which, in turn, give them
excellent electrical properties for applications in high-
performance electronics. The critical step involved in
‘‘top-down’’ approaches is to generate patterned mask
lines on the nanometer scale, using simple lithographic
techniques such as phase-shift photolithography with
soft-phase masks made of poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) or nanoimprinting.[25–27] For example, Si
nanowires have been fabricated from multi-layered
wafers (i.e., silicon-on-insulator, or SOI wafers)
through the near-field optical lithography.[28] In this
case, exposing photoresist on an SOI wafer through
an elastomeric phase mask, which forms a conformal
contact with the layer of photoresist, generates pat-
terned lines with widths ranging from 50 to 300 nm.
The features patterned in the photoresist film can be
transferred onto the underlying wafer using reactive-
ion etching or wet-etching of the top Si layer. After
the buried SiO2 layer is selectively dissolved with HF
solution, Si nanowires are released from the mother
wafer. The resulting wires can be further thinned
through oxidation and selective etching of the outer
SiO2 layer. For many applications, this approach is
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unsuitable due to the relatively high cost of these
kinds of multilayered wafers (e.g., �$500 for each
6-in. SOI wafer versus �$5 for each 6-in. Si wafer).
Developing convenient methods for generating nano-
wires from inexpensive wafers is therefore crucial
to commercialize electronics with large areas, i.e.,
macroelectronics.

Anisotropic chemical etching of single-crystalline
wafers provides a route to fabricate nanowires from
inexpensive wafers with uniform compositions. For
example, anisotropic etching of a (110) Si wafer with
patterned mask lines in a hot aqueous KOH solution
can generate trenches with vertical profiles (see Fig. 1A,
step i).[29] The top surface and partial side surfaces of
each wall can be covered with a thin film of inert materi-
als (e.g., Ti=Au and Pd), which can withstand the etchant
of Si, through shadow evaporation (step iii).[30] Isotropic
etching inHF–HNO3–H2O can cut the walls at the edges
of mask films on side surfaces to release free-standing
wires (step iv). Fig. 1B gives a scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) image of the sample before Si wires are
released. The width of the top surface of each wall is
1.5mm; this dimension can easily be reduced to the nano-
meter scale by using phase-shift photolithography[31]

or nanoimprinting.[32] Fig. 1C shows an SEM image
of the vertical walls with width of 100nm fabricated
by phase-shift photolithography. The height of each
wire can be easily tuned by controlling the incident
angle (a) of the evaporated material. Many other related
approaches can generate similar structures.

Anisotropic etching of semiconductor wafer that
leads to the formation of reverse mesas (i.e., structures
with newly formed sidewalls with an acute angle rela-
tive to the original surface of wafer) can be exploited

to generate nanowires using only a single etching step.
Compound semiconductor materials made of group III
and V elements are usually crystallized in the form of
zinc blende face-centered cubic (f.c.c.) lattice, whose
f111g planes are the most stable.[33] The f111g surface
terminated by the group III atoms, also called f111gA,
is deficient in electron density compared with the f111g
surface terminated by the group V atoms, or f111gB.
This difference makes the f111gA surface resistant to
chemical oxidation and generally difficult to etch. As
a result, sidewalls with an acute angle (rather than
obtuse angle) relative to top surface can be generated
by controlling the orientation of stripes of etching
mask. As shown in Fig. 2A, anisotropic etching of
(100) wafer patterned with parallel mask lines along
ð0�11�11Þ crystallographic direction in appropriate etchant
(e.g., H2O2–H3PO4–H2O for GaAs and Br2-methanol
for InP) generates reverse mesas with side surfaces
terminated by ð�11�111ÞA and ð�111�11ÞA planes, respectively
(step i).[34,35] With long etching times, the two side
walls of each reverse mesa connect to release a wire
with triangular cross section (step ii). Pure wires with
single crystallinity, uniform doping concentrations,
and well-defined crystalline surfaces are collected after
removal of the etching mask (step iii).

Panels B–E of Fig. 2 show a series of SEM images of
samples obtained at different etching times. Fig. 2B
presents an SEM image of 2 mm wide photoresist
(Shipley� 1805) lines on a (100) GaAs wafer, clearly
showing the straight and uniform width along the
longitudinal axis. The SEM images shown in Panels
C and D display reverse mesas formed at short and
long etching times. Comparison of the lateral dimen-
sion between reverse mesas and photoresist lines

Fig. 1 Formation of Si wires from a (110) Si wafer. (A)
Steps of the fabrication process: (i) anisotropic chemical

etching of Si in hot KOH solution using nitride or oxide
mask stripes; (ii) removal of mask stripes; (iii) shadow
deposition of new mask material on the top and side

surfaces of each vertical wall; (iv) isotropic etching to lift
off Si wires. (B) SEM image of Si walls with width of
�1.5 mm before lift off. (C) SEM image of Si walls with

top surface width of �100 nm. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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reveals lateral undercutting along with the vertical
etching. Fig. 2E shows an SEM image of free-standing
GaAs wires randomly assembled on a GaAs substrate.
The wires exhibit uniform widths (W ) of 840 nm along
their longitudinal axis. The SEM image shown in the
inset displays the triangular cross section of each wire,
the roughness of the side walls, and the flatness of the
top surface. The roughness of the side walls originates
mainly from the edge roughness of the mask lines. The
formation of curved structures indicates that the wires
are flexible. The bendability increases with decreasing
lateral dimensions. Wires with widths of �400 nm
can form arc shapes with radii as small as �20 mm.[34]

The excellent flexibility of the nanowires allows them
to serve as active components in flexible macroelectro-
nic devices.

It is worth noting that the etching generates under-
cutting and maintains high anisotropy after the wires
lift off the substrate.[34] As a result, the lateral dimen-
sions of the wires can be easily decreased to tens of
nanometers by controlling the etching time even when
the mask lines have widths in the micrometer scale.
Fig. 3A–D shows SEM images of individual wires
obtained by etching a GaAs wafer patterned with
2 mm wide mask lines. The wires become thinner with
increasing etching time, but the triangular cross sec-
tions of the wires are preserved. The dependence of
wire width (W) on etching time is plotted in Fig. 3E,
which indicates that GaAs wires with widths down to
50 nm can be obtained in this fashion. The minimum
width is determined by the roughness on the side walls.
The lengths of the GaAs wires can also be easily tuned

by controlling the length of mask stripes. Fig. 3F and
G shows SEM images of GaAs rods with average
lengths of 6.4 and 15.5 mm, respectively. In principle,
wires with lengths as long as tens of centimeters, i.e.,
the diameter of original wafer, can be fabricated. Fig. 4
gives a composition of several SEM images of long
GaAs nanowires with lengths of 1 cm, which indicates
that most wires are continuous in the observed regions.

The physical parameters of nanowires fabricated
via ‘‘top-down’’ approaches exhibit good uniformity
(comparable to the high-quality wafer precursors) and
enable easy control over the processing. The cost of
the wires can be greatly decreased if the resultant
mother wafers are polished and reused to generate
more wires.[34] A disadvantage of the ‘‘top-down’’
approach is that the composition of the wires is limited
to materials (e.g., Si, Ge, GaAs, InP, etc.) that are
already available in wafer or thin film forms. We have
demonstrated this approach with Si, GaAs, InP, and
GaN.[34–37]

GENERATION OF ARRAYS OF
ALIGNED NANOWIRES

Hierarchical assembly of nanowires into well-defined
architectures is the cornerstone for fabrication of
functional devices. In particular, monolayers of aligned
nanowires with high density and uniform end-to-end
registry are critical to build high-performance TFTs
for macroelectronics. A number of approaches have
been demonstrated to organize nanowires dispersed

Fig. 2 Fabrication of wires by anisotropic chemical etching of a III–V semiconductor wafer with top surface of (100) plane. (A)
Schematic illustration of the steps: (i) anisotropic etching using mask stripes oriented along ð0�11�11Þ direction; (ii) continuous etch-
ing and release of wire; (iii) removal of etch mask and generation of free-standing, clean wire. (B–E) SEM images of the samples
formed by etching a GaAs wafer patterned with photoresist (PR) stripes in an aqueous solution consisting of 1H3PO4 (85wt.%)–
13H2O2 (30wt.%)–12H2O (v=v=v) at different etching times. (B) PR stripes on GaAs wafer before etching. (C and D) Cross
section of reverse mesas. (E) A random assembly of clean GaAs wires. Etching processes were performed in ice-water bath

and ambient environment. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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in solutions into parallel arrays by applying various
external forces (e.g., microfluidic shear force, electric
field, surface compression, and magnetic field) to over-
come Brownian motion.[38–43] In the VLS process,
arrays of aligned nanowires can be in situ grown
from metal nanoparticles (i.e., catalysts) patterned on
substrates with specific crystallographic planes.[44–49]

Nanowires fabricated using ‘‘top-down’’ approaches
can be designed to maintain the order defined by
lithographic process. The resultant wire arrays can be
transfer printed onto any desired substrates including
plastic sheets.[34–37]

Assembly of Solution-Based Nanowires
Using External Forces

Nanowires synthesized through ‘‘bottom-up’’ approa-
ches are often dispersed in solvents and then deposited
onto substrates for further applications. Generating
organized arrays, which have relatively low entropy,
requires external forces to manipulate the nanowires.
For example, flow of a nanowire suspension through
microfluidic channels formed between a PDMS stamp
and substrate has been demonstrated by Lieber and
coworkers to align nanowires of various materials.[38]

Fig. 3 (A–D) SEM images of
GaAs wires that were generated
by etching a GaAs wafer pat-

terned with 2mm wide SiO2 stripes
at different times: (A) 68, (B) 75,
(C) 85, and (D) 93 sec. (E) Plot

of the dependence of the average
width of GaAs wires with etching
time. (F and G) SEM images of
GaAs rods obtained by etching

GaAs wafers patterned with PR
stripes of different lengths: (F) 10
and (G) 20mm. Etching conditions

were similar to that of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 SEM images of long GaAs wires. The arrows indicate the same position of the sample.
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In this case, a shear flow formed near the surface of
substrate provides a force (Fc) to orient the wires par-
allel to the flow direction before they are immobilized
on the substrate (see Fig. 5A). The degree of alignment,
which is represented by the angle (y) of nanowires with
respect to the flow direction, can be controlled by the
flow rate. Meanwhile, the spacing between individual
aligned nanowires can be narrowed by increasing the
time for deposition. A disadvantage of this approach
is that it is difficult to produce uniform coverage (i.e.,
the number of tubes per unit area tends to be largest
near the place where the nanowire suspension is
introduced into the channel). In another approach,
nanowires in suspension can be induced to generate
polarization when they are exposed to an electric field.
The interaction between induced wire polarization
and electric field aligns the wires parallel to the field
direction (Fig. 5B).[39,40] It is difficult, however, with
either of these approaches to generate uniform films
of aligned nanowires with high-density coverage over
large areas.

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) type techniques can push
nanowires floating on the water–air interface into
nematic liquid-crystal structures.[41,42] In this case,
the surfaces of the nanowires are first modified with
surfactant molecules that have hydrophobic heads
facing the water. The repulsive interaction between
these hydrophobic groups and the water molecules

lifts the nanowires to the water–air interface. Increas-
ing surface pressure (P) forces nanowires to rotate
perpendicular to the pressure direction (Fig. 5C) in
the LB trough. In this manner, a monolayer of
aligned nanowires forms on the surface of the water.
These wire arrays can be transferred onto other sub-
strates. The advantage of this approach is that it can
achieve high density and large area coverage, both of
which are critical requirements for fabrication of
high-performance macroelectronics. Nevertheless, the
surfactant modification on the surfaces of nanowires
can affect their electrical properties and thus their
performance in applications. The resultant nanowire
arrays also have relatively poor end-to-end registry.
Finally, the alignment process can be slow, and the
transfer mechanism can be inconvenient for many
applications.

A different approach exploits magnetism to gener-
ate, in a high speed and effective manner, concentrated
and aligned arrays.[43] Here, ribbons or wires are
coated with a ferromagnetic material such as Ni. An
external magnetic field applied to a solution suspension
of such elements aligns and concentrates them in
controlled ways. As shown in Fig. 5D, the interaction
between a magnetic field and ferromagnetic Ni coat-
ings induces the ribbons to align parallel to the mag-
netic field. The aligned ribbons can be fixed such that
they maintain their order during the drying process

Fig. 5 Strategies for assembly of as-synthesized nanowires dispersed in solvents through different external forces: (A) shear flow
force formed in microfludic channels; (B) electric field; (C) surface pressure generated through the Langmuir–Blodgett technique;

and (D) magnetic field. The wire array demonstrated in (D) consists of Si wires with Ni stripes sitting on the surface of a thin
layer of cured polyurethane spin cast on a glass slide. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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by bonding them to the surface of a photocured layer
of polyurethane (PU) film (see a typical SEM image
in Fig. 5D). This method can precisely position nano-
structures by controlling the magnetic field. It is
possible to integrate this approach with printing
technologies to generate patterns over large areas. In
addition, the Ni stripes can serve as electrodes in the
further TFT fabrication because Ni can form a silicide
with Si to generate ohmic contacts.[50]

In Situ Growth of Aligned Nanowires via
VLS Process

Nanowires can epitaxially grow vertically to surfaces
of appropriate substrates when reaction conditions
are precisely controlled. As a result, patterning metal
nanoparticle catalysts on a substrate with specific
crystallographic orientation can direct the in situ growth
of aligned nanowire arrays via the VLS process (see
Fig. 6A).[44–47] For example, an array of Si nanowires
perpendicular to a (111) Si wafer can grow through
catalysis of Au nanoparticles (>20nm) deposited on the
surface of Si wafer because the Si wires prefer to grow
along the h111i direction.[44] ZnO nanowire arrays can
vertically grow on an a-plane (110) sapphire substrate
although ZnO nanowires tend to grow along the h001i
direction. The epitaxial growth of ZnO nanowires on
the (110) plane of sapphire is attributed to the fact that
the a-axis of wurzite ZnO and the c-axis of sapphire
are related by a factor of four (i.e., aZnO ¼ 3.24 Å vs.
csapphire ¼ 12.99 Å) with mismatching less than 0.08%

at room temperature.[45] Locations of nanowire arrays
grown in this way can be easily controlled by precisely
manipulating the positions of Au nanoparticles through
various lithographic techniques including, for example,
soft lithography, e-beam lithography, photolithography,
and microcontact printing. It is apparent that the density
of wire arrays is determined by the density of Au nano-
particles on substrate. Arrays formed using this method
are highly dense and well aligned on the mother sub-
strate, but they might be difficult to transfer to plastic
sheets while preserving their order.

Most recently, Stranick and coworkers reported
that the growth orientation of ZnO nanowires on
sapphire surface could be altered by controlling the
size and spacing of Au nanoparticles.[48] The results
indicate it is necessary to have Au nanodroplet cata-
lysts with diameters smaller than 20 nm and spacings
larger than 100 nm to achieve horizontal growth in the
surface plane of substrate (Fig. 6B). Au nanoparticles
larger than 20 nm always yield nanowires with off-
surface orientations regardless of the interparticle
spacing. Aligned ZnO nanowires with diameters less
than 10 nm have been grown on the surface of a-plane
ð11�220Þ sapphire substrates through VLS process
combined with prepatterning of thin Au lines of very
narrow widths. These kinds of wire arrays are suitable
for transfer onto plastic substrates for TFTs, but it is
difficult to increase the wire density due to relatively
large spacing between Au nanoparticles.

The ‘‘grow-in-place’’ approach developed by
Fonash and coworkers demonstrates the ability to pro-
duce self-assembled, crystalline Si nanowires by

Fig. 6 In situ growth of nanowire arrays
on substrates via the VLS process: (A) wire

array perpendicular to surface of substrate;
(B) wire array in the plane of substrate;
(C) wire array grown on substrate in nano-

channels. (View this art in color at www.
dekker.com.)
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combining the VLS growth mechanism with litho-
graphically fabricated nanochannels as growth tem-
plates.[49] As shown in Fig. 6C, Au lines that have
heights and widths on the nanometer scale are first
generated on an insulating substrate through e-beam
lithography, deposition of metal and lift-off. A cap-
ping layer (e.g., silicon nitride) is then deposited over
the substrate, followed by photolithographic pattern-
ing and selective dry etching. The Au lines under
the capping layer are shortened to slugs with lengths
of several micrometers by wet etching. In this config-
uration, the remaining Au in the center of channels
serves as catalyst for the growth of semiconductor
nanowires (i.e., Si), while the nanochannels act as
templates to confine the dimensions of nanowires.
When the Au slug is longer than 10 mm, the silicon
cannot saturate the whole slug, but instead locally
saturates the ends. The nanodroplet of Au–Si alloy
at each end induces the growth of one wire by contin-
uous transfer of SiH4–H2 gas. As a result, two Si
nanowires separated by the remaining Au slug form
in the nanochannel. These two wires join together
to form a continuous wire when the Au slug is
short enough (e.g., <2 mm). The resultant wires
have well-controlled size, shape, orientation, and
positioning. On the other hand, the use of e-beam
lithography makes it expensive to generate wire arrays
with large area.

‘‘Dry Transfer Printing’’ of Wire Arrays Formed
via ‘‘Top-Down’’ Approaches

Nanowires fabricated via ‘‘top-down’’ approaches can
inherit the order of the lithographic patterns used to
produce them. Ordered nanowires produced in this
manner can be transfer printed onto any desired sub-
strates, such as plastic sheets. For example, Fig. 7A
summarizes the steps for generating and transferring
nanowire arrays of GaAs to a plastic substrate,
i.e., poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) sheet.[34] If
patterned SiO2 lines (etch masks) surrounded by bulk
SiO2 film are defined on the surface of a (100) wafer,
both ends of each GaAs wire generated from anisotro-
pic chemical etching connect to the mother wafer. This
connection confines the wires and preserves the spatial
orientation defined by the pattern of SiO2. GaAs wire
arrays can be transfer printed to plastic sheets with
retention of their orientation and relative position
using a PDMS stamp. In the transfer printing process,
the PDMS stamp is slightly oxidized to generate a
hydrophilic surface by exposing it to a weak oxygen
plasma or ozone. Contacting the oxidized PDMS
stamp with SiO2-covered GaAs wafer generates strong
chemical bonding due to the formation of covalent
siloxane (Si–O–Si) linkages between PDMS and SiO2

via a condensation reaction. This bonding is strong
enough to break the crystalline connections at the ends

Fig. 7 Transfer printing wire arrays
formed via ‘‘top-down’’ approaches:

(A) schematic illustration of steps for
transfer printing GaAs wire arrays
generated by anisotropic etching; (B and

C) optical microscopic images of (B)
single and (C) double layers of GaAs
wire arrays transfer printed on PET
substrates. (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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of wires. Peeling the PDMS stamp away from the
GaAs substrate transfers all of the wires to the stamp.
The remaining GaAs wafer after this transfer step can
be polished to regenerate a flat surface for fabrication
of more wires. The combination of wafer polishing
with wire fabrication has the capability to generate a
huge number of GaAs wires from a single piece of
wafer, thus significantly decreasing the cost per wire.

In the next step, a photocurable polymer, such as
PU, is used as a glue to bind the GaAs wires to a
PET substrate. Placing the PDMS stamp (with GaAs
wires) against a PET sheet coated with a thin layer
of PU (thickness between one and tens of micrometers,
determined by spin speed) forms conformal contact by
pushing the surfaces of the wires into the liquid PU.
Illuminating the sample with a UV lamp crosslinks
and solidifies the PU layer, resulting in the formation
of a strong bond between the cured PU and the GaAs
wires and the underlying PET substrate. Peeling off the
PDMS stamp and dissolving the SiO2 stripes leave the
GaAs wire arrays embedded in the matrix of cured PU
with order and crystallographic orientation similar to
those of the wires prior to transfer. The top flat sur-
faces of the wires are facing up, and can be exploited
for subsequent device fabrication steps.

Fig. 7B gives an optical image of a PU=PET
substrate with GaAs wire arrays, indicating that all
of GaAs wires were transfer printed onto the PET sub-
strate with preservation of order and spatial orienta-
tion. The inset shows an SEM image taken from the
same sample, clearly showing that the GaAs wires were
well embedded in the cured PU. The flat top surface
of each wire is exposed for further applications. The
transfer printing process can be repeated to generate
multiple layers of GaAs wire arrays on the same PET
substrate. Fig. 7C presents an optical image of a sam-
ple with two layers of wire arrays formed by rotating
the second layer with �45� relative to the first layer. The
bottom left inset is an SEM image of the cross section
of this sample, indicating that the two individual layers
of GaAs wire arrays are well separated by the cured
PU. These PU layers can electrically insulate circuits
or devices built on different layers of GaAs wire arrays.

This ‘‘dry transfer printing’’ process combined with
the ‘‘top-down’’ fabrication approach is promising for
applications related to high-performance macroelec-
tronics. It controls well the crystallographic orientation
of transferred wires, with the top (100) surfaces facing
up to provide an extremely flat surface (similar to that
of original wafer) for device fabrication. The use of
SiO2 stripes as etch mask and buffer layer for the
transfer prevents the (100) surfaces of the GaAs wires
from becoming contaminated by organics used in the
processing. In addition, conformal contact between
PDMS stamp and liquid PU generates GaAs wires
conformally bound to, and embedded in cured PU,

which prevents the wires from moving, especially when
the plastic substrates are bent or twisted.

Circuits for macroelectronics are fabricated on
substrates with sizes much larger than semiconductor
wafers. Active semiconductor films usually occupy
only 10–20% area of the whole substrate, and the
remaining regions are used to build interconnection
between individual device units (e.g., transistors).
Therefore, wire arrays generated on a mother wafer
can be selectively transferred from certain regions
rather than the whole surface, thus further decreasing
the cost of fabrication. Fig. 8A shows a diagram for
printing nanowire arrays generated from a single wafer
over large areas on a plastic substrate. This process
uses a PDMS stamp with patterned posts. Placing
the stamp against the wafer and peeling it off picks
up only the wires that contact with the surface of extru-
sive posts. The printing process can transfer patches of
wire arrays onto plastic substrates. Repeating the steps
over the remaining wires on the mother wafer can yield
organized arrays of wires over large areas on a plastic
substrate. Fig. 8B gives an optical image of patches
consisting of GaAs wire arrays that were transfer
printed on a PU=PET substrate. The image with
relatively high magnification (as shown in Fig. 8C)
shows that the wires of each patch are well aligned
and have good end-to-end registry. This transfer print-
ing process can be extended to wire arrays of other
materials (e.g., InP, Si, etc.) fabricated via ‘‘top-down’’
approaches.[34,36,51] For instance, Fig. 8D shows
a 500 � 500 PET sheet with patterned patches of Si
ribbons.

MACROELECTRONICS APPLICATIONS

Monolayer films of nanowires with aligned orientation
on plastic substrates can be used to produce flexible
TFTs by traditional lithographic processing steps.
Fig. 9A depicts the geometric construction of a typical
back-gate TFT using an aligned nanowire array as
the semiconductor. A thin conductive layer of metal
(e.g., Au) or oxide (e.g., indium-tin-oxide, or ITO)
and a thin dielectric layer (e.g., aluminum oxide, SiO2,
resin epoxy, etc.) are sequentially deposited on the
surface of a plastic sheet. Aligned nanowire films
formed using the approaches described in the previous
section are transferred onto the multilayered plastic
substrate with controlled positioning and orientation.
Finally, large-area lithographic techniques are used to
define the pattern of source–drain electrodes over the
thin film of oriented nanowires.[52]

Duan and coworkers assembled Si nanowires that
were synthesized via the laser-assisted VLS process
on a polyetheretherketone (PEEK) sheet (with thick-
ness of 125 mm) by passing a nanowire suspension
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through microfluidic channels (detailed description
referred to in a previous section).[53] Before assembly
of nanowires, thin strips of Cr=Au (10=30 nm) and a
30 nm layer of aluminum oxide were deposited on the
PEEK sheet to serve as gate electrodes and dielectric.
Ti=Au (60=80 nm) patches were defined as source and
drain electrodes. The resultant devices show a thresh-
old voltage of �3.0V, an on-off ratio higher than

105, and a subthreshold swing of 500–800mV per dec-
ade. The performance of devices did not significantly
change even when the bend radius was �55mm.
In spite of the relatively high per wire mobility
(�150 cm2=V sec), the device mobilities are low
(�3 cm2=V sec) due to the low density of these arrays
and their random end-to-end registry.

Rogers and coworkers have recently developed a
parallel route for fabricating TFTs with high perfor-
mance on plastic substrates.[36,51,54] In their demon-
stration, Si stripes with thicknesses of 20–100 nm and
widths of 1–100 mm were fabricated from high-quality
SOI wafers via the ‘‘top-down’’ approach. (Note:
although the width of Si stripes can be reduced
down to 50 nm using phase-shift photolithography,
this narrowing is not necessary for macroelectronics
applications.) These Si structures, with good order
and orientation, were then transferred onto an ITO
(100 nm) coated PET (175 mm) substrate through the
dry transfer printing technique depicted in Figs. 7
and 8A. In this case, a polymeric resin of SU-8

Fig. 9 (A) Geometry of a thin film transistor (TFT) fabri-
cated on a plastic substrate using aligned wires as a semi-

conductor film. (B) Optical image of an individual TFT built
using aligned Si ribbons on a 530 nm thick cured SU8 epoxy
layer spin cast on an ITO-coated PET sheet. (C) Photograph

of a piece of a PET sheet with an array of TFTs, indicating
their mechanical flexibility. (D) Typical current–voltage char-
acteristics of a Si ribbon transistor on a PET substrate. From
bottom to top, VG varies from �2 to 8V with steps of 1V.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Transfer printing patches of wire arrays on plastic
substrates using PDMS stamps with patterned posts: (A)

schematic illustration of this process; (B and C) optical
images of patches of arrays of 50mm long GaAs wires; (D)
a large-area sample with transfer printed Si ribbons on a

PET substrate. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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photoresist was used as glue to bind Si film and PET
substrate together. This same film served as a gate
dielectric. Patterns of 70 nm thick Ti films formed the
source and drain electrodes. Fig. 9B shows an optical
image of an individual transistor with channel length
of 20 mm and channel width of 250 mm. Fig. 9D
presents the I–V curves of a device at various gate
voltages. The electron mobility extracted from the
transfer curve is �230 cm2=V sec, evaluated in the lin-
ear regime. This technique can be easily extended to
nanowires of other materials (e.g., GaAs, InP, GaN,
Ge, etc.) fabricated from bulk wafers. For example,
GaAs nanowire arrays transfer printed onto PET sub-
strates (as shown in Figs. 7 and 8) can serve as active
channel for MESFET devices if ohmic contacts are
deposited before wires are transferred onto plastic
substrates.[55]

Because of the flexibility of the thin PET sheet and
the nanowires,[5] the devices exhibit excellent mechani-
cal bendability. As shown in Fig. 9C, the PET sheet
with TFTs can be bent to form curved structures with-
out substantial changes in the electrical properties. The
precise degree of flexibility and the fatigue properties
have been evaluated using the setup shown in
Fig. 10A. The strain generated in the Si ribbons can
be determined measuring the geometric parameters of
substrate. The data indicate that the electrical proper-
ties do not change with 350 bend=release cycles to
strains of 0.98%, i.e., bend radii of �9mm. Fig. 10B
shows the variation of the mobilities of transistors with
different channel lengths after hundreds of bend=
release cycles. Fig. 10C compares the I–V curves of a
device before and after 350 times of bending operation,
indicating that this transistor still works well, although

with a current drop of �25%. These results indicate
that the combination of ‘‘top-down’’ fabrication and
‘‘dry transfer printing’’ provides an efficient route to
generate substrates for fabrication of large-area,
high-performance macroelectronic devices.

REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES

Two different paradigms have been demonstrated to
have capability for the fabrication of TFTs on plastics
using thin film of aligned semiconductor nanowires. In
the first strategy, nanowires synthesized via ‘‘bottom-
up’’ approaches form aligned arrays through either
postassembly or in situ catalyst-positioning growth
(i.e., nanowires grow from patterned catalyst nano-
particles into aligned arrays). Chemically synthetic
‘‘bottom-up’’ approaches can produce nanowires with
a wide range of materials by controlling reaction con-
ditions and precursors. The versatility of compositions
provides a flexibility to choose suitable nanowires to
meet specific applications. However, the moderate
quality of nanowires (in terms of dimensional unifor-
mity, purity, dopant concentration, doping uniformity,
and surface crystallography) and assembled nanowire
film (in terms of density, orientation, and end-to-end
registry) might make it difficult to build large arrays of
high-performance devices with them. The current lack
of effective approaches for assembling high-quality
nanowire thin films represents the main challenge
for successful technology applications of these systems.
In the second strategy, nanowires fabricated from
high-quality, single-crystal, bulk wafers via ‘‘top-down’’
approaches adopt the organization and orientation

Fig. 10 Fatigue testing of Si ribbon transistors on a PET substrate: (A) setup for bending test; (B) variation of electron mobility
of Si ribbon transistors with different channel lengths after repeated bend=release cycles; (C) comparison of current–voltage

curves before and after 350 bending cycles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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defined by the pattern of mask. The resultant nanowire
arrays can be transferred onto plastic substrates through
the ‘‘dry transfer printing’’ technique. A drawback of
this approach is that it is limited to materials that
currently exist in bulk wafer or thin film form.

Although high performance is important, reliable,
robust operation of macroelectronic devices is crucial
for many of their envisioned applications. In particu-
lar, the nature of the interfaces between the plastic
sheet (or plastic sheet covered with cured polymer)
and the semiconductor, and between the metal and
semiconductor are critical from both electronics and
mechanical points of view. Appropriate adhesive layer
between a semiconductor nanowire film and a plastic
sheet is critical for the formation of conformal contact
especially when the substrate is bent and relaxed. The
long-term reliability of low-temperature dielectrics is
also a topic that must be investigated. In spite of these
challenges, we believe that printable inorganic semi-
conductor nanowires represent the most promising
approach to building these and other classes of large-
area electronic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

A bottom-up approach, in which functional systems
are assembled from chemically synthesized, well-
defined nanoscale building blocks, has the potential
to go far beyond of the limits of top-down technology
by defining key nanometer scale metrics through syn-
thesis and subsequent assembly—not by lithography.
One-dimensional (1D) nanostructures represent the
smallest dimension structure that can efficiently
transport electrical carriers and can play an important
role as both interconnect and functional device
elements in integrated nanosystems. Here, we review
recent advances in bottom-up assembly of nanoscale
electronics and optoelectronics using semiconductor
nanowire (NW) as building blocks. First, we review
electrical transport studies on individual NWs, and
moreover, examine nanoscale electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices assembled using individual NWs as
building blocks. Next, we present approaches for the
hierarchical assembly of NWs into well-defined arrays
with controlled orientation and spatial location.
Third, we address critical issues for integration and
demonstrate the assembly of integrated nanoscale
devices with logic and computation circuits. Lastly,
we describe a unique application enabled by nanoscale
NW devices: highly sensitive and selective chemical
and biological sensing. We conclude with a brief
summary and perspective on future opportunities.

BACKGROUND

Top-Down Technology: The Limitations

The rapid miniaturization of electronics to the
submicron scale has led to remarkable advances in
computing power while at the same time reducing
costs. These advances have been made possible by

many scientific and technological innovations associa-
ted with ‘‘top-down’’ manufacturing, in which small
features are patterned in bulk semiconductor materials
by lithography, deposition, and other processing to
form functional devices. This now remarkable trend
in miniaturization was first pointed out by Gordon
Moore, and is now universally referred to as Moore’s
Law, which dictates that the number of transistors
per chip doubles every 18–24 months (Fig. 1).[1,2] The
magnitude of what has been accomplished can be
recognized by the fact that it is now possible to fabri-
cate a 100 million transistors on a chip of the same size
as a single transistor when it was first invented a half
century ago. However, as the microelectronic industry
advances towards ever smaller devices, it is believed
that physical and economic limits of current top-down
silicon technology will be soon reached. First, photo-
lithography-based top-down strategies will soon reach
a fundamental resolution limit of ca. 70 nm that will
limit further reduction in feature sizes using relatively
conventional optical sources, although solutions such
as extreme ultraviolet lithography are being explored
to overcome this limit. Second, the exponentially
increasing cost to construct each new generation of
fabrication line may limit further miniaturization on
the basis of economics alone. These and other limita-
tions of current top-down technology have motivated
efforts worldwide to search for new strategies to meet
the expected demand for increased computational
power as well as for integrating low-cost and flexible
computing in unconventional environments in the
future.[3–5]

Bottom-Up Technology: Requirements
and Promises

To go beyond the fundamental and economic limita-
tions of top-down technologies will require new methods.
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A bottom-up approach, in which functional electronic
structures are assembled from chemically synthesized,
well-defined nanoscale building blocks, much like the
way nature uses proteins and other macromolecules
to construct complex biological systems, represents
a flexible alternative to conventional top-down
methods,[4,6,7] and moreover, the bottom-up approach
has the potential to go far beyond the limits of
top-down technology by defining key nanometer scale
metrics through synthesis and subsequent assembly—
not by lithography.

To enable this bottom-up pathway requires that
three key problems, which are at the heart of devices
and integration in the broadest terms, be addressed
(Fig. 2). First, the bottom-up approach requires
nanoscale building blocks with precisely controlled
and tunable chemical composition, structure, morphol-
ogy, and size, since these characteristics determine their
corresponding electronic and optical properties. To
meet this goal necessitates developing methods that
enable rational design and predictable synthesis of
the building blocks. Second, it is essential to develop

and explore the limits of functional devices based on
these building blocks. Nanodevices may behave in
ways similar to current electronic and optoelectronic
devices, although it is also expected that new and poten-
tially revolutionary device concepts will emerge from
these building blocks, for example, due to quantum
properties. Third and central to the bottom-up concept
is the development of device architectures that enable
high-density integration with desired function, and the
development of hierarchical assembly methods that
can organize building blocks into these architectures.

Addressing and overcoming the hurdles in these
three major areas of the bottom-up approach could
revolutionize fabrication and manufacturing, make a
quantum jump in miniaturization, and lead to reduced
power consumption and increased speed in next
generation electronics and photonics. Moreover, it is
very likely that the bottom-up approach could enable
entirely new device concepts and new systems. For
example, it is possible to combine seamlessly chemi-
cally distinct nanoscale building blocks, which could
not be integrated together in top-down processing, into
the same device architecture and thereby obtain unique
function and=or combinations of function in an
integrated system. Small and highly perfect building
blocks may also lead to quantum electronic or quan-
tum optical devices that enable quantum computing
in an architecture that has many common features with
digital systems.

Nanoscale Building Blocks

Individual molecules[8–12] and quantum dots,[13–15]

which can be classified as zero-dimensional (0D)
structures, have been proposed as building blocks for
bottom-up assembly of nanoscale electronics. These
0D structures have been intensively pursued over the
past decade since they represent the smallest building
blocks with corresponding high potential for massive
integration. However, the use of individual molecules
or quantum dots in nanoelectronics has been limited
by challenges in establishing reliable electrical contacts
needed to study their fundamental properties and
interconnect them. It has thus been difficult to
elucidate and understand the intrinsic properties of
individual devices, and moreover, to develop and
demonstrate realistic schemes for scalable interconnec-
tion and integration of 0D devices into functional
architectures.

One-dimensional nanostructures have also been the
focus of extensive studies worldwide due to their
unique physical properties and potential to revolutio-
nize broad areas of nanotechnology. First, 1D nano-
structures represent the smallest dimension structure
that can efficiently transport electrical carriers, and

Fig. 1 Illustration of device scaling in conventional
electronics—Moore’s law.

Fig. 2 Schematic outlining key challenges (open ellipses)
and specific research areas (shaded ellipses) required to
enable the bottom-up approach to nanoelectronic systems.
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thus are ideally suited to the critical and ubiquitous
task of moving and routing charges (information) in
nanoscale electronics and optoelectronics. Second, 1D
nanostructures can also exhibit device function, and
thus can be exploited as both the wiring and device
elements in architectures for functional nanosys-
tems.[4,16] In this regard, two material classes, carbon
nanotubes (NTs)[16–27] and semiconductor NWs,[28–35]

have shown particular promise.
Single-walled carbon NTs can exhibit either metallic

or semiconducting behavior depending on diameter
and helicity.[17] The unique electronic properties of
NTs open up the possibility of creating a number of
different devices that could have potential in nanoelec-
tronics.[16,18–20] For example, single-walled NTs have
been used to fabricate room-temperature field effect
transistors (FETs),[21,22] diodes[23,24] and recently, logic
circuits.[25,26] However, the inability to control whether
NT building blocks are semiconducting or metallic
makes specific device fabrication largely a random
event. Hence, moving beyond proof-of-concept single
device elements to the integrated arrays required for
nanoelectronics poses a serious issue for NT-based app-
roaches. A creative solution to the problem of coexis-
ting metallic and semiconducting NTs involves selective
destruction of metallic tubes,[27] although such an app-
roach requires extensive top-down lithography and
subsequent processing to implement and may not be
practical for highly integrated nanoelectronics systems.

Semiconductor NWs[4,28,29] represent another
important type of nanometer scale wire structure. In
contrast to NTs, however, semiconductor NWs can
be rationally and predictably synthesized in single
crystal form with all key parameters controlled,
including chemical composition, diameter and length,
and doping=electronic properties.[30–32] Semiconductor
NWs thus represent one of best-defined and controlled
class of nanoscale building blocks, which corres-
pondingly have enabled a wide range of devices and
integration strategies to be pursued. For example,
semiconductor NWs have been assembled into nano-
meter scale FETs,[32,33] p–n diodes,[33,34] light emitting
diodes (LEDs),[33] bipolar junction transistors,[34]

complementary inverters,[34] complex logic gates, and
even computational circuits that have been used to
carry out basic digital calculations.[35] In contrast to
NTs, NW devices can be assembled in a rational
and predictable manner because the size, interfacial
properties, and electronic properties of the NWs can
be precisely controlled during synthesis, and moreover,
reliable methods exist for their parallel assembly.[36] In
addition, it is possible to combine distinct NW building
blocks in ways not possible in conventional electronics
and to leverage the knowledge base that exists for the
chemical modification of inorganic surfaces[37,38] to
produce semiconductor NW devices that achieve new

function and correspondingly could lead to unexpected
device and system concepts.

Overview

In this chapter, we describe a broad range of studies
addressing nanoelectronics and nanophotonics
assembled from semiconducting NW building blocks.
First, we review electrical transport studies of
individual NWs, and moreover, examine nanoscale
electronic and optoelectronic devices assembled using
individual NWs as building blocks. Next, we present
approaches for the hierarchical assembly of NWs into
well-defined arrays with controlled orientation and
spatial location. Third, we address critical issues for
integration and demonstrate the assembly of integrated
nanoscale devices with logic and computation circuits.
Lastly, we describe an application enabled today by
nanoscale NW devices: highly sensitive and selective
chemical and biological sensing. We conclude with a
brief summary and perspective on future opportunities.

NANOWIRE ELECTRONIC DEVICE ELEMENTS

In a previous chapter, we have reviewed the rational
synthesis of semiconductor NWs. The availability of
a wide range of NW materials with controlled chemical
composition, physical size, and electronic properties
opens up many exciting opportunities ranging from
fundamental studies of the role of dimensionality on
physical properties to a range of potential applications
in areas such as nanoscale electronics and optoelectro-
nics. In the section, we focus on fabrication and
electrical transport properties of basic nanoscale device
elements fashioned from these NW building blocks,
including 1) single NW-FETs, 2) crossed NW p–n
diodes, intra-NW p–n diode, 3) bipolar transistors, 4)
crossed NW-FETs, and 5) NW quantum interference
devices.

Nanowire Field Effect Transistors

Device structure and underlying principles

The basic FET structure fabricated from single semi-
conducting NWs is illustrated in Fig. 3. The FET is
supported on an oxidized silicon substrate with the
underlying conducting silicon used as a global back
gate electrode to vary the electrostatic potential of
the NW. In a typical NW-FET device (Fig. 3, inset),
two metal contacts, which correspond to source and
drain electrodes, are defined by electron beam
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lithography followed by evaporation of suitable metal
contacts. Current (I) vs. source–drain voltage (Vsd) and
I vs. gate voltage (Vg) is then recorded for a NW-FET
to characterize its electrical properties.

Variation of Vg during characterization of the NW-
FET enables important qualitative and quantitative
properties to be elucidated. For example, changes in
Vg produce variations in the electrostatic potential of
the NW, and hence change the carrier concentration
and conductance of the NW. As shown in Fig. 4, p-
and n-type semiconductor NWs, which are contacted
at both ends to metal electrodes, respond in opposite
ways to the applied gate. When a positive Vg is applied,
the bands are lowered, which depletes the holes and
suppresses conductivity in p-NWs, but leads to an
accumulation of electrons and an enhancement in
conductivity in n-NWs. Conversely, a negative Vg will
increase the conductivity of p-type NWs and decrease
the conductivity of the n-type NWs.

p-Channel nanowire transistors

Typical I vs. Vsd data obtained from a single boron-
doped Si NW-FET at different Vgs are shown in
Fig. 5. The two-terminal I–Vsd curves are linear, which
indicates that the metal electrodes make ohmic
contacts to the NW, and moreover, the gate response
demonstrates that the NW is p-type; that is, the
conductance of the p-Si NW decreases (increases)
with increasingly positive (negative) Vg. The transfer
characteristics, I–Vg, of p-Si NW devices (Fig. 5, inset)
exhibit behavior typical of p-channel metal-oxide–
semiconductor FETs (MOSFETs).[39] Significantly,
the conductance modulation of the p-Si NW-FET
exceeds 103, where the Vg required for switching (–10
to 10V) could be reduced significantly by reducing
the thick (600 nm) oxide dielectric layer in these
back-gated devices (see below).

Gate-dependent measurements have also been used
to estimate the hole concentration in p-channel
NW-FETs. The total NW charge can be expressed
as Q ¼ C � Vth, where C is the NW capacitance and

Fig. 3 Schematic of a NW-FET. Inset: SEM image of a
NW-FET; two metal electrodes, which correspond to source
and drain, are visible at the left and right sides of the image.

Fig. 4 (A,B) Band diagrams illustrating the underlying

principle for p- and n-channel NW-FETs. When a positive
voltage is applied, the bands are lowered, which depletes
the holes in p-NWs and suppresses conductivity, but leads

to an accumulation of electrons in n-NWs and enhances
the conductivity. Conversely, a negative gate voltage will
raise the bands and increase the conductivity of p-type
NWs and decrease the conductivity of the n-type NWs.

Fig. 5 Current vs. voltage for a p-type Si NW-FET.
The numbers inside the plot indicate the corresponding gate
voltages (Vg). The inset shows current vs. Vg for Vsd of 1V.
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Vth the threshold gate voltage required to deplete com-
pletely the NW. The capacitance is given by C ffi
2pee0L=ln(2h=r), where e is the effective gate oxide
dielectric constant, h is the thickness of the SiO2 layer
on the substrate, L is the NW length, and r is the NW
radius. The hole density, nh ¼ Q=(e � pr2L), is esti-
mated to be �1018=cm3 for the device shown in
Fig. 5. In addition, it is possible to estimate the carrier
mobility of the NW-FETs from the transconductance
dI=dVg ¼ m(C=L2) Vsd, where m is the carrier mobility.
Plots of dI=dVg vs. Vsd are linear for Si NWs, as
expected for this model, yield hole mobilities in the
range of 50–800 cm2=V sec. Significantly, the p-Si
NW-FET mobilities are comparable to or larger than
the best p-Si planar devices, 100–300 cm2=V sec, at
comparable hole densities (p � 1017–1018=cm3).[40]

n-Channel nanowire transistors

It is also possible to assemble n-channel NW-FETs
in a similar way from n-type NWs. For example,
gate-dependent I–Vsd data recorded from an InP
NW-FET exhibits increased conductance for positive
Vg and decreased conductance for negative Vg (Fig. 6),
as expected for an n-channel device. The n-InP NW-
FET transfer characteristics (I�Vg) show that the
current increases rapidly from below 1 nA at Vg ¼
–2V to above 400 nA at Vg ¼ þ2V (Fig. 6, inset),
and tends to saturate at higher voltages, which can
be attributed to contact resistance and other factors.
Nevertheless, the conductance changes up three orders
of magnitude for only a few volts’ change in the gate
voltage in these unoptimized devices.

The electron concentration and mobility in the
n-channel NW-FETs have been estimated as described
above for p-channel devices. For the n-InP NW-FET
shown in Fig. 6, the electron mobility is 2200 cm2=V sec
sec for an electron concentration of �1018=cm3.
Studies of a number of different devices yields mobility

values from 400 to 3000 cm2=V sec, which is compar-
able to or larger than bulk InP, 1000–2000 cm2=Vsec,
at similar carrier concentrations.[40] These mobilities
are believed to represent a lower limit in our NWmate-
rials since the contact resistance and surface depletion
have not been included. Significantly, surface passiva-
tion studies suggest that substantially higher carrier
mobilities are possible in the NW-FETs. Taken
together, these results suggest that the NW-FETs could
be essential elements in high performance (e.g., high
gain, high speed and low power) nanoelectronics and
photonics.

Crossed Nanowire p–n Diodes

The availability of well-defined n- and p-type NW
building blocks opens up the possibility of creating
complex functional devices by forming junctions
between two or more wires. To explore this exciting
opportunity, we have studied the transport behavior
of n–n, p–p, and p–n junctions formed by crossing
two n-type, two p-type, and one n-type and one p-type
NW, respectively (Fig. 7A).[33] Significantly, the types
of junctions studied in an experiment are reproducible
since we can select the specific type of NW used at each
of the two stages of device assembly.

Fig. 6 Current vs. voltage for an n-type InP NW-FET.
The numbers inside the plot indicate the corresponding gate
voltages (Vg). The inset shows current vs. Vg for Vsd of 0.1V.

Fig. 7 Crossed NW junctions. (A) SEM image of a typical
crossed InP NW device with four metal electrodes contacted
to each of the four arms. (B–D) I–V behavior of n–n, p–p,

and p–n junctions, respectively. The I–V behavior of indivi-
dual n- and p-NWs in the junctions is indicated by ‘‘n’’
and ‘‘p’’, respectively. The I–V behavior across the junctions

is designated by ‘‘n–n’’, ‘‘p–p,’’ and ‘‘p–n.’’ The solid lines
represent transport behavior across one pair of adjacent
arms, and the dashed lines represent that of the other three
pairs of adjacent arms. (From Ref.[33].)
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First, I–V data recorded on the individual NWs in
n–n and p–p crossed junctions show linear or nearly
linear I–V behavior (Fig. 7B,C), indicating that the
metal electrodes used in the experiments make ohmic
or nearly ohmic contact to the NWs. This point is
important since it shows that the NW–metal contacts
will not make nonlinear contributions to the I–V mea-
surements across the nanoscale junctions. In general,
transport measurements recorded across the n–n and
p–p junctions show linear or nearly linear behavior.
These results indicate that interface oxide between
individual NWs does not produce a significant tunnel-
ing barrier since a tunneling barrier would lead to
highly nonlinear I–V behavior. In addition, the I–V
curves recorded through each pairs of adjacent arms
show similar current levels, which are smaller than that
of the individual NWs themselves, demonstrating that
the junction dominates the transport behavior. Taken
as a whole, these data show that individual NWs can
make good electrical contact with each other, despite
the small contact area (10�12–10�10 cm2) and simple
method of junction fabrication.

Initial studies designed to probe the utility of this
new approach for creating functional devices were
focused on p–n junctions from crossed p- and n-type
NWs. These junctions can be made reproducibly by
sequential deposition of dilute solutions of n- and
p-type NWs with intermediate drying. Typical I–V
behavior of a crossed InP NW p–n junction is shown
in Fig. 20D. The linear I–V of the individual n- and
p-type NWs components indicates ohmic contact
between the NWs and metal electrodes, while transport
across the p–n junction shows clear current rectifica-
tion; that is, little current flows in reverse bias, while
there is a sharp current onset in forward bias. Signifi-
cantly, this behavior is similar to conventional semi-
conductor p–n junctions. In a standard p–n junction,
rectification arises from the potential barrier formed
at the interface between p- and n-type materials.[39]

In the case of our crossed NW p–n junctions, this
picture is probably modified due to the presence of
some interface oxide (Fig. 8), although a thin oxide will
not change substantially the overall I–V response.

The assignment of the observed rectification to the
p–n junction formed at the crossing point between p-
and n-type InP NWs was further supported by several

other pieces of evidence. First, the linear or nearly
linear I–V behavior of individual p- and n-type NWs
shows that ohmic contacts were been made between
the NWs and metal electrodes, and thus exclude the
possibility that rectification arises from metal–
semiconductor Schottky diodes.[39] Second, the I–V
behavior of the junction determined through each pair
of adjacent electrodes (Fig. 7D) exhibit similar rectifica-
tion and current level, which is also much smaller than
the current through individual NWs, demonstrating
that the junction dominates the I–V behavior. Third,
four-terminal measurements in which current is passed
through two adjacent electrodes while the junction
voltage drop is measured across the two remaining
electrodes exhibit similar I–V and rectification with
only a slightly smaller voltage drop (0.1–0.2V)
compared to two-terminal measurements at the same
current level. Fourth, measurements made on over 20
independent InP crossed p–n junctions showed similar
rectification in the I–V data. Lastly, the formation of
crossed NW p–n junctions is not by any means
restricted to InP NWs, and is general to the wide range
of materials. For example, p–n junctions have been
assembled from p-Si=n-Si,[34] p-Si=n-GaN,[35] p-Si=
n-InP, p-Si=n-CdS, and p-Si=n-CdSe NWs,[41] and
transport measurements have demonstrated that all
of these crossed p–n junctions show consistent current
rectification behavior.

Bipolar Junction Transistors

Since p–n junctions represent a basic element in many
functional electronic devices, including amplifiers and
switches, we have explored the possibility of assem-
bling such devices at nanometer scale using the well-
defined p- and n-type NW materials. As an example,
integrated bipolar transistors,[34] which are active
devices capable of current gain, have been assembled
from three distinct types of Si NWs in the form of
two crossed junctions (Fig. 9A). A conventional bipolar
transistor requires three distinct material types. For
example, in nþ–p–n structure, a highly doped nþ layer
is used as an emitter (E), a p-type layer for the base
(B), and an n-type layer for the collector (C).[39]

Significantly, this nþ–p–n basic structure can be easily

Fig. 8 Band diagrams of the crossed NW p–n

junction. (A) Band bending occurs prior to for p–n
contact due to surface Fermi level pinning; the bands
bend further when the p- and n-type NWs come into
contact to achieve equilibrium; (B) band bending in a

clean p–n junction structure.
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assembled with Si NWs since NWs with controlled
doping type and doping concentration are available
(Fig. 9C, inset).[32]

To characterize the electrical behavior of assembled
NW bipolar transistors, the individual Si NW building
blocks and p–nþ and p–n junctions were first tested,
and found to exhibit ohmic or nearly ohmic metal
contacts and rectification, respectively. The bipolar

transistor characteristics were then assessed from
measurements of the collector current as a function
of C–B voltage (Fig. 9B), while the nþ Si NW emitter
was biased at different values. In general, the collector
current is relatively constant (vs. C–B voltage) in the
region from 0 to 6V, which corresponds to the
collector in reverse bias with only a very small leakage
current, and this current value increases as the emitter
forward bias=injected current is increased. The large
collector current in reverse bias demonstrates these
simple Si NW-based bipolar transistors exhibit beha-
vior similar to that found in standard planar devices,
and moreover, can exhibit very good current gain.
The common base current gain, which is defined as
the ratio of the collector current to emitter current
(Fig. 9C), and the common emitter current gain, which
is defined as the ratio of the collector current to base
current, were found to be 0.94 and 16, respectively.
The relatively large current gain observed in these
simple devices suggests several important points. First,
the efficiency of electron injection from emitter to base
must be quite high, and can be attributed to the
controlled NW doping that yields the desired nþ–p
E–B junction. Second, large current gains have been
achieved in devices with large (e.g., 15 mm) base widths.
This fact suggests that the mobility of injected elec-
trons can be quite high in the Si NWs and is consistent
with the direct mobility studies described above. These
observations also indicate clear directions for improv-
ing the Si NW bipolar transistors. For example, it will
be interesting to study the current gain as a function of
base width, because it is easily possible to assemble
structures with separations of the nþ and n-NWs of
the order of 100 nm or less.

Crossed Nanowire Field Effect Transistors

A major motivation underlying research on nanoscale
devices is to achieve integration at densities higher than
possible with current technologies. The NW-FETs
discussed above represent nanoscale analogs to con-
ventional MOSFETs and have been very useful for
testing basic device behavior (e.g., doping type and
carrier mobility). However, the basic device structure
of the NW-FETs and similar NT FETs[21,22] requires
lithography to define metallic source–drain electrodes,
and use either a global back gate (i.e., the doped silicon
substrate) or lithography to define a more local gate.
These design and fabrication features pose serious
problems for integration. First, lithographically
defined metal electrodes (i.e., source, drain, and gate)
will limit integration to a level similar to that of
conventional silicon technology. Moreover, the use
of global back gate electrodes eliminates the possi-
bility of independently addressing individual devices,

Fig. 9 Bipolar junction transistors. (A) Schematic illustrat-

ing the common base configuration of an nþ–p–n bipolar
transistor built from crossed Si NWs. (B) Collector current
vs. collector–base voltage recorded on an nþ–p–n transistor

with emitter and collector Si NWs 15mm apart. The numbers
inside the plot indicate the corresponding emitter–base
voltages. (C) The common base current gain vs. collector–
base voltage. Inset: Typical SEM image of Si NW bipolar

transistors. (From Ref.[34].)
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and thus is incompatible with integration in most
architectures.

Direct assembly of highly integrated functional elec-
tronic circuits based on NWs requires the development
of new device concepts that are amenable to scalable
integration. To this end, we recently developed a novel
crossed NW-based FET.[35] A crossed NW-FET
(cNW-FET) is assembled from two NWs where one
or both have an oxide coating that serves as the gate
dielectric (Fig. 10A,B). This approach is quite flexible
since nano-FETs can be readily assembled with p- or
n-type active channel NWs and the gate NW can also
be p- or n-type independent of the channel. For
example, using n-type GaN crossed NW as the gate
for a p-type Si NW, a p-channel cNW-FET is formed
with both a nanoscale channel and a nanoscale gate.
Typical I–Vsd data recorded for different NW Vgs
resemble the characteristics of a conventional deple-
tion mode p-channel FET device (Fig. 10C). Notably,
the conductance of the Si NW responds very sensitively
to the voltage applied to n-NW gate, and can be
changed by more than five orders of magnitude with
a 1–2V variation in the NW gate (Fig. 10D). In
contrast, the conductance changed less than a factor
of 10 for this same device when similar gate voltages
were applied to the global back gate (Fig. 23D). The
improved sensitivity can be attributed to the intrinsi-
cally thin gate dielectric between the two NWs. In
addition, there is no leakage current from the n-NW
gate when the cNW-FET is operated at low source–
drain bias in the deletion mode since the crossed p–n
junction is always reverse biased, and in this regard
the device is similar to a junction FETs (JFETs).[39]

The cNW-FET represents an important new transis-
tor concept for nanoelectronics. With this concept,

three critical nanometer scale device metrics are
naturally defined in assembled circuits without litho-
graphy: 1) a nanoscale channel width determined by
the diameter of the active NW; 2) a nanoscale channel
length defined by the crossed NW gate diameter; and
3) a nanoscale gate dielectric thickness determined by
the NW surface oxide. Significantly, these distinct
nanometer scale metrics are determined and can be
controlled with near atomic precision during NW
synthesis and subsequent assembly, and should enable
higher gain, higher speed, and lower power dissipation
devices than possible by conventional approaches.
Moreover, the cNW-FET concept can be readily
integrated in a parallel manner without lithography,
thus enabling one to envision a straightforward way
to nanometer scale integrated electronics of the future.
Examples of more complex devices—logic gates—
assembled from cNW-FET elements are discussed in
section ‘‘Integrated Nanowire Devices’’.

Summary and Future Directions

Overall, in this section, we have shown that semicon-
ductor NW materials can be doped p- and n-type in
a precisely controlled way, and these electronically
well-defined NW materials thus enable the assembly
of a broad range of nanoscale electronic and opto-
electronics devices, including FET, crossed NW p–n
diodes, intra-NW p–n diode, bipolar transistors,
cNW-FETs. Together, these devices represent a set of
critical elements for the bottom-up assembly of more
complex electronic circuits. To exploit best, this tool
box of elements for building highly integrated elec-
tronic circuits will require several issues to be

Fig. 10 Crossed NW-FET (cNW-FET). (A)

Schematics illustrating the cNW-FET concept.
A nano-FET with both nanoscale conducting
channel and nanoscale gate is obtained with

one NW used as the gate for the other NW
in a crossed configuration. (B) Schematic
showing the critical device dimensions of the
cNW-FET. Three intrinsic nanometer scale

metrics are naturally defined by the structure
(see text). (C) Gate-dependent I–Vsd character-
istics of a crossed NW-FET. The NW gate

voltage for each I–V curve is indicated (0, 1, 2,
and 3V). (D) The curves showing I vs. Vg for
n-NW and global back (light gray) gates for

Vsd of 1V. (From Ref.[35].)
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addressed, including: 1) production of device elements
in high yield, 2) development of rational methods for
assembly of these elements into integrated device
arrays, and 3) development of system architectures that
best utilize these device element function(s) and assem-
bly capabilities. These important issues are further
addressed in sections below.

The availability of electronically well-defined NW
building blocks, which have enabled to demonstrate a
series of nanoscale electronic devices, opens many
exciting opportunities in nanoscale science and tech-
nology. For example, the nanoscale electronic devices
may enable us to construct functional electronic
circuits with integration density far beyond current
technologies. The wide range of electronic applications
described above are based primarily upon diffusive
motion of electrons as in conventional devices—their
uniqueness arises from the small size scale and our
ability to obtain unique function from combinations
of materials that would be incompatible with conven-
tional fabrication processes. In addition, other effects,
such as the quantum mechanical or wave-like nature
of carriers, will need to be accounted for for sufficiently
small structures,[15,42] and at the same time could open
up entirely new possibilities for electronic manipula-
tion and devices.[43]

The intrinsically nanometer scale devices assembled
from NWs or NTs represent ideal systems to probe
quantum phenomena and exploit devices exhibiting
such phenomena for fundamentally new applications
such as quantum computation.[44,45] The availability
of a wide range of NW materials opens up consi-
derable opportunity for exploring these exciting
directions since fundamental properties, such as the
Fermi wavelength and number of conductance
channels, can be systematically varied through choice
of NW material (e.g., InAs vs. Si) and diameter,
respectively.

As an example of the potential of NWs to enable
behavior not readily accessible with conventional
planar devices, we consider recent studies of InAs
NWs (Fig. 11A). Significantly, temperature dependent
three-terminal transport studies show that the con-
ductance of individual InAs NWs remain essentially
unchanged over the temperature range from 300K
down to 1.6K (Fig. 11B). The temperature independent
transport suggests strongly that electrons are not
inelastically scattered by either impurities or phonons
within the NWs, that is, that the electron transport is
ballistic. This important conclusion is supported by
several other pieces of data, including 1) most of the
InAs NWs exhibit conductance values ranging from
one quantum conductance (G0 ¼ 2e2=h) to 8G0 and
2) the conductance shows little or no dependence on
NW length. We have also obtained similar results
for clean Si NWs, and thus believe that the ballistic

transport phenomena can be considered as a general
property to exploit in NW-based nanoelectronics.

Transport studies also suggest that InAs and Si
NWs can exhibit coherent phenomena. Specifically,
low-temperature gate voltage-dependent conductance
measurements exhibit reproducible, quasi-periodic

Fig. 11 Low temperature studies of InAs NWs. (A) Sche-
matic showing an InAs NW device. Electron waves inside

the NWs are partially reflected at the two metallic contacts,
and the forward and backward reflected waves quantum
mechanically interfere with each other. (B) Conductance vs.

temperature of an InAs NW device. (C) Conductance vs. gate
voltage (Vsd ¼ 0.5mV) at 1.6K. The dashed line corre-
sponds to a theoretical fit based on multichannel Landauer
formalism discussed in the text.
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conductance oscillations (Fig. 11C). These oscillations
can be interpreted as quantum interference between
electron waves reflected by two metallic contacts, much
like optical waves interfere within a Fabry–Perot
cavity. In our NW electron cavities, the gate-voltage
modulates the Fermi level, and hence changes the
Fermi wavelength and the interference of the electron
waves inside the NW. The observed electron–wave
interference has been quantitatively analyzed using a
multichannel Landauer formalism,[42,46] where the
overall conductance is determined from two 6 � 6
scattering matrices representing the NW–metal
contacts and one 6 � 6 transmission matrix inside
the NWs.[45] Significantly, the calculated conductance
behavior accounts for both major and minor oscilla-
tory features in the data, and show that these different
features arise from the different sub-band modes of
relevance to the InAs NW cavity.

The unique transport properties of these InAs
and similar NWs could lead to a number of exciting
opportunities for devices and systems integration.
For example, ballistic transport will be important to
advance interconnects and highly integrated nano-
systems since it eliminates power dissipation within
the NW. Ballistic and coherent transport should also
enable spin-dependent transport and spin-based
devices.[47] Moreover, the ability of NWs to exhibit
coherence over large distances—that is, transmit quan-
tum mechanical information—should also be impor-
tant in the emerging field of quantum computing.[44]

In a quantum computer, the usual digital ‘‘bits’’ are
replaced by quantum bits (qubits), and these qubits
can be manipulated in very different ways by forming
superpositions or entangled states, and thereby used
to solve computing tasks inaccessible to digital sys-
tems. We believe that the availability of high quality
NW materials opens up a new pathway for assembling
quantum devices and potentially exploiting the
potential of quantum computing.

NANOSCALE OPTOELECTRONICS
AND PHOTONICS

In addition to nanoscale electronics, the broad range of
optically active III–V and II–VI group compound
semiconductor NW materials are attractive as building
blocks for miniaturized photonic and optoelectronic
devices. In this section, we review exciting progress in
this area. First, we discuss results from fundamental
photoluminescence (PL) studies of individual NWs.
Second, we review assembly and properties of a
wide range of photonic devices, including nanoscale
LEDs, NW optical cavities, single NW lasers, and
photodetectors.

Photoluminescence Studies of
Individual Nanowires

Photoluminescence studies on individual NWs reveal
that they exhibit strong PL and can be readily imaged
with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera. For exam-
ple, PL image of an InP NW clearly shows an elongate
emission along the wire axis (Fig. 12A). The PL spec-
trum shows a peak maximum at �805 nm in contrast
to bulk value of �925 nm (Fig. 12B). This large
blueshift suggests the radial quantum confinement of
excitons in the NW, which have been addressed in
detail by size-dependence PL studies.[48]

In addition to strong quantum confinement caused
by the large confining potential for both electrons
and holes, another unique feature of free-standing NW
structures is the large variation in the dielectric cons-
tant between the NW and surrounding (air) medium,
which could lead to strikingly new phenomena. For
example, PL studies of individual InP NWs show
that the PL intensity essentially turns from ‘‘on’’ to
‘‘off’’ as the excitation polarization is rotated from
parallel to perpendicular (Fig. 13A,B).[49] Integration
of the emission intensity as a function of excitation
angle shows that the PL intensity exhibits a periodic
dependence (cos2 y) on the angle. Photoluminescence
spectra recorded from NWs of different diameters
ranging from 10 to 50nm show similar large anisotropy
in either excitation (Fig. 13C) or emission polarization
(Fig. 13D). In both cases, the ratio of parallel to perpen-
dicular emission is greater than an order of magnitude,
with a polarization ratio r ¼ ðIk � I?Þ=ðIk þ I?Þ
of 0.91 � 0.07. This large polarization ratio is
significantly larger than previously reported (buried)
quantum wire samples, where the polarization aniso-
tropy has been attributed to the mixing of valence bands
due to quantum confinement. This quantum mechanical
effect yields a much smaller polarization ratio of

Fig. 12 Photoluminescence studies of individual NWs. (A)
Room-temperature PL image and (B) spectrum from single
InP NW.
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r < 0.60[50–52] and cannot be used to explain the large
polarization ratio in the free-standing NWs. Rather,
the large and unprecedented polarization anisotropy in
the free-standing NWs can be accounted for quantita-
tively by considering the dielectric contrast between a
NW and its air or vacuum surroundings; that is, the
perpendicular electric field amplitude is attenuated
according to Ei ¼ [2e0=(e þ e0)Ee], where Ei is the

electric field inside the cylinder, Ee is the excitation field,
and e(e0) is the dielectric constant of the cylinder
(vacuum) (Fig. 13E).[53] This model yields a theoretical
polarization ratio, r ¼ 0.96, in good agreement with
the experimental results for InP NWs.

The strong polarized PL emission from individual
NWs allows us to explore them for many exciting
application in nanophotonics. For example, the
previously described GaAs=GaP NW superlattice
structures represent an attractive system for applica-
tions such as nanobarcodes because GaAs is a direct
band gap semiconductor, while GaP has an indirect
gap.[54] Indeed, PL imaging of individual NWs from
the equally spaced (GaP=GaAs)3 superlattice sample
shows that these NWs exhibit an emission pattern of
three spots separated by dark regions (Fig. 14A). This
pattern is consistent with emission originating from the
three GaAs regions, separated by dark GaP regions
that act as optical ‘‘spacers.’’ Control experiments on
individual samples of pure GaAs and GaP NWs
confirm that strong luminescence is obtained from
GaAs but not GaP, as expected. The GaAs regions
also exhibit a strong polarization dependence, emitting
when the excitation is polarized parallel (jj) to the NW
axis and appearing dark when the polarization is
perpendicular (?) to the NW axis (Fig. 14A, inset).

Such superlattice systems can be further extended to
more complicated structures. First, the PL image of
an 11-layer superlattice in which the length of the
GaP regions was doubled each layer while maintaining
a constant GaAs period (Fig. 14B) shows clearly that
the separation between emitting GaAs regions is
doubling along the length of the NW. Second, the PL
image of 21-layer GaP=GaAs superlattices (Fig. 14C)
consisting of a short 4-period (GaP=GaAs) repeat,
followed by three longer GaP spacer repeats, and
ending in a relatively short 4-period (GaAs=GaP)
repeat shows consistent PL patterns. We consider that,
in their present form, these NW superlattice structures
could be exploited as optical nanobarcodes, which
could be useful as labels for imaging. Moreover, the
wide range of group III–V and II–VI NWs that have
been demonstrated previously suggests that it should
be possible to encode additional information through
variations in the color of the emitting region using
multicomponent superlattices. Using materials with a
large dielectric contrast might also enable the creation
of 1D waveguides with built-in photonic band gaps, or
of cavities for NW lasers.

Crossed Nanowire Light Emitting Diodes

The observation of strong PL from individual NWs
has stimulated further interest in exploiting such
NWs for optoelectronics. We have previously

Fig. 13 Polarized PL excitation and emission from indivi-
dual NWs. (A) Photoluminescence image of a single 20 nm
InP NW with the exciting laser polarized along the wire axis.

Scale bar, 3mm. (B) Photoluminescence image of the same
NW as in (A) under perpendicular excitation. Inset: Varia-
tion of overall PL intensity as a function of excitation polar-

ization angle with respect to the NW axis. (C) Excitation
spectra of a 15 nm diameter InP NW. These spectra were
recorded with the polarization of the exciting laser aligned

parallel (solid line) and perpendicular (dashed line) to the
wire axis. (D) Emission spectra of the same wire as in (C).
These spectra were taken with the excitation parallel to the
wire, while a polarizer was placed in the detection optics.

(E) Dielectric contrast model of polarization anisotropy.
(From Ref.[49].)
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described a wide range of electronic device assembled
from NWs including p–n diodes. In direct band gap
semiconductors like InP, the p–n diode also forms
the basis for the critical optoelectronics devices,
including LED and laser diode. To assess whether
our nanoscale devices might behavior similarly, we
have studied the electroluminescence (EL) from
crossed NW p–n junctions. Significantly, EL can be
readily observed from these nanoscale junctions in
forward bias.[33] A three-dimensional (3D) plot of the
EL intensity taken from a typical NW p–n diode at

forward bias (Fig. 15A) shows the emitted light comes
from a point-like source, and moreover, comparison of
EL and PL images (Fig. 15A, inset) recorded on the
same sample shows that the position of the EL maxi-
mum corresponds to the crossing point in the PL image.
These data thus demonstrate that the emitted light
indeed comes from the crossed NW p–n junction.

Characterization of the EL intensity as a function of
forward bias of the junction shows that significant light
can be detected with our system at a voltage as low as
1.7 V (Fig. 15B). Further increases in forward bias

Fig. 14 Nanowire nanobarcodes. (A)

Photoluminescence image (jj excitation) of
a NW with a (GaAs=GaP)3 superlattice
structure. The three bright and dark regions
correspond to the three GaAs (direct band

gap) and GaP (indirect band gap) regions,
respectively. Inset: No PL is observed
above background for perpendicular exci-

tation. Scale bar, 5mm. (B) Photolumines-
cence image of a 40 nm diameter GaP(5)=
GaAs(5)=GaP(5)=GaAs(5)=GaP(10)=GaAs

(5)=GaP(20)=GaAs(5)=GaP(40)=GaAs(5)=
GaP(5) superlattice; the numbers in par-
entheses correspond to the growth times
in seconds for each layer. Inset: Diagram

showing the relative lengths of GaAs
(blue) and GaP (red) layers. Scale bar,
5mm. (C) Photoluminescence image of a

21-layer superlattice (GaP=GaAs) 10GaP,
showing a group of four equally spaced
spots on the left, two in the middle with

larger gaps, and another set of four with
equal spacing on the end. The superlattice
is 25mm in length. (From Ref.[54].)

Fig. 15 Crossed NW LED. (A) (Top) Three-dimensional (3D) plot of light intensity of the EL from a crossed NW LED. Light is
only observed around the crossing region. (Bottom) Three-dimensional atomic force microscope image of a crossed NW LED.
Inset: PL image of the crossed NW junction. (B) Spectrum of the emission shows a peak at ca. 820 nm. (C) Plot of integrated
intensity vs. forward bias voltage. (From Ref.[33].)
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beyond this ‘‘turn-on’’ voltage produce rapid increase
in the EL intensity. In addition, EL spectra recorded
from the cNW-LEDs exhibit blueshifts relative to the
bulk band gap of InP (925 nm) (Fig. 15C). The blue-
shifts are due in part to quantum confinement[55] of
excitons, although other factors may also contribute.
Furthermore, PL studies have demonstrated that the
PL peak can be systematically blueshifted as the NW
diameter is decreased,[48] and thus these results provide
a means for controlling the color of the LEDs in a well-
defined way. Indeed, EL results recorded from p–n
junctions assembled from smaller (and larger) diameter
NWs show larger (smaller) blueshifts. In addition, the
emission color from nano-LEDs can be further varied
by using chemically distinct semiconductor NWs with
different band gaps. Considering the wide range of
group IV, III–V, and II–VI semiconductor NW
materials available,[30] it is possible to assemble a
variety of NW-based nano-LEDs for different spectral
regimes.[41] The ability to tune color with size as well as
composition in these nano-LEDs might be especially
useful in future nanophotonic applications. Moreover,
the nanoscale light emitting device can be flexibly
assembled on virtually any substrate and seamlessly
integrated together, and allows us to achieve unique
optoelectronic function on many technological
important substrates, such as silicon substrate, and
can open entirely new opportunities in intra-=interchip
optical communication, integrated chemical=biological
sensing and medical diagnostics on the chip level.

Single Nanowire Nanolasers

Semiconductor lasers are finding increasing use in
technologies ranging from telecommunications and
information storage to medical diagnostics and
therapeutics. Free-standing semiconductor NWs are
attractive building blocks for creating optically and
electrically driven lasers since their defect-free struc-
tures exhibit the superior optical and electrical trans-
port properties,[32–35] and because a single NW can
function as a stand-alone optical cavity and gain
medium.[56–58] In general, a NW will function as a
single mode optical waveguide[59] (Fig. 16A) when
1 � (pD=l) (n1

2 � n0
2)0.5 < 2.4, where D is the NW

diameter, l is the wavelength, and n1 and n0 are
the refractive indices of the NW and surrounding
medium, respectively. Taking CdS NWs (n1 ¼ 2.5;
l ¼ 510nm, 300K) as an example, the minimum
diameter needed to support a single mode is of the order
of 70nm. If the ends of the NW are cleaved, they can
function as two reflecting mirrors that define a Fabry–
Perot optical cavity with modes m(l=2n1) ¼ L, where
m is an integer and L is the length of the cavity. Signifi-
cantly, CdS NWs typically adopt a [0 0 1] direction

along the axis and can be easily cleaved using solution
phase sonication. Transmission and scanning electron
microscopy studies show that the cleaved NW end
exhibit flat ends (Fig. 16B) indicative of cleavage
perpendicular to the [0 0 1] NW axis. A luminescence
image of a cleaved CdS NW obtained with a fluores-
cence microscope under uniform illumination from a
mercury lamp shows uniform emission along the entire
NW body except the end where greatly enhanced
emission is observed (Fig. 16C). The uniform emission
from the NW body suggests high quality of the NW
materials, and the enhanced emission near the NW
end suggests that the NW can function as waveguide.

The optical cavity properties of the CdS NWs,
which are central to our use of these nanostructures
for lasers, were further characterized by PL measure-
ments at the single NW level using a far-field epi-
fluorescence microscope. A typical room-temperature
luminescence image (Fig. 17A) of a CdS NW excited
with a tightly focused laser ca. 15 mm from the NW
end shows strong emission at the excitation locus and
also prominent emission near the NW end. Studies of
a number of NWs show pronounced emission from
the NW end in addition to the excitation region and
thus confirms waveguide characteristics of the NWs.

To further probe the NW cavity properties, spectro-
scopy measurements have been made at different
regions as a function of excitation power under uni-
form illumination. At low power, PL spectra recorded

Fig. 16 Nanowire optical waveguides and cavities. (A)
Schematic showing a NW as an optical waveguide; with
cleaved ends, it defines a Fabry–Perot cavity. (B) SEM image

of a cleaved CdS NW end. Scale bar, 100 nm. (C) Room-
temperature PL image of a CdS NW uniformly excited with
a mercury lamp. (From Ref.[58].)
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from the body exhibit a broad peak with a maximum
at 512 nm and full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 24 nm (Fig. 17B). The peak maximum is consistent
with room-temperature band edge emission from
CdS, and contrasts the deep level emission around
600 nm that usually dominates epitaxial CdS thin
films.[60] Spectra recorded from the NW end at low
excitation power showed a relatively broad peak that
was redshifted ca. 30 nm relative to spectra from the
body. The observed spectral redshift is consistent with
reabsorption of band edge emission within the CdS
NW cavity.

Photoluminescence measurements made at higher
excitation powers reveal other important features
about the CdS NW cavities (Fig. 17C). First, the NW
end emission blueshifts towards the band edge as the
reabsorption is partially saturated with increasing
excitation power. Second, the end emission intensity
increases superlinearly with excitation power, while
emission from the NW body exhibits a slight ca. linear
increase. Third, periodic variations in the intensity,

which are suggestive of the longitudinal modes of a
Fabry–Perot cavity, are observed for excitation powers
greater than the changeover from linear to superlinear
behavior. For a cavity of length L, the mode spacing,
Dl, is given by l2=2L[n1–l(dn1=dl)]

�1, where dn1=dl
is the dispersion relation for the refractive index. This
expression provides a good description of the observed
spacing when the measured NW length is equated with
L, and moreover, analysis of similar data from NWs of
varying length demonstrates that the mode spacing is
inversely proportional to the wire length (Fig. 17D)
as expected. Together these results show that the CdS
NWs form a Fabry–Perot cavity with a cavity quality
factor of the order of 600 as estimated from the mode
line width.

The observation of sharp modes in the uniform CdS
NW gain medium above the superlinear threshold is
indicative of amplified spontaneous emission. Signifi-
cantly, excitation at higher powers, which was possible
in low-temperature experiments, leads to preferential
gain in a single mode and the onset of lasing
(Fig. 18A). At low temperatures, the broad emission
peak observed at the NW end rapidly evolved to a
sharp single mode with the 0.7 nm line width limited
by the resolution of our low-temperature instrument
(Fig. 18B). The observed line width exhibits a sudden
drop in line width to our instrument resolution at an
excitation power coincident with the threshold to
superlinear dependence for emission (Fig. 18C). In
contrast, emission from the NW body is broad and
linearly dependent on excitation further demonstrating
that the laser emission is due to the cavity along the
NW axis. From this superlinear behavior, we estimate
the threshold average pump power to be 40 kWcm�2,
although the threshold varies from NW to NW with
the lowest value to date of �10 kWcm�2.

These optical experiments demonstrate that indivi-
dual NWs can function as Fabry–Perot cavities and
support lasing, although without electrical pumping
NW lasers would be of limited technological impor-
tance. In general, electrically driven lasing requires effi-
cient electron (n-type) and hole (p-type) injection into
the cavity region. In the case of planar CdS structures,
this has been difficult due to problems in producing
high-mobility p-type CdS or combining n-CdS with
other high-mobility p-type materials. A clear advan-
tage of NW-based structures is the ability to combine
different high quality materials almost at will to
achieve desired device function.

Our initial studies of electrical injection into CdS
NW cavities were carried out using an n-type CdS
and p-type silicon (p-Si) crossed NW structures
(Figs. 19A,B). Transport studies of individual CdS
NWs show that they are n-type with doping concen-
trations of the order of 1018–1019=cm3 and electron
mobilities of ca. 100 cm2=V sec; the p-type silicon

Fig. 17 Nanowire Fabry–Perot optical cavity. (A) Room-
temperature PL image of a CdS NW excited ca. 15mm away
from the NW end. The white arrow and dashed line highlight
the NW end and axis, respectively. Scale bar, 5 mm. Inset

shows an optical image of the NW obtained with white light
illumination. (B) Photoluminescence spectra obtained from
the body of the NW (left) and the end of the NW (right) at

low pump power. (C) Spectrum from the NW end at higher
pump power (80mW) exhibiting periodic intensity modula-
tion, which corresponds to the Fabry–Perot modes of the

NW. Inset shows end emission intensity as a function of
pump power. (D) Mode spacing vs. inverse NW length.
The triangles are experimental point except the origin (0,0)
point that corresponding the extrapolation to infinite length;

the line is linear fit to these data. (From Ref.[58].)
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NWs had a doping concentration of ca. 1018–1019=cm3

and exhibited mobilities of ca. 50–300 cm2=V sec.
Current–voltage (I–V) measurements made on a typical
n-CdS=p-Si crossed NW structure (Fig. 19C) show
current rectification with a sharp forward bias turn-on
at about 2V, consistent with the formation of a p–n
diode. In forward bias, these crossed NW structures
exhibit strong EL with several important characteris-
tics. Images of the EL (Fig. 19D) show two points of
emission: One corresponding to the n-CdS=p-Si NW
cross point and the other to the end of the CdS NW.
Significantly, the intensity of the end emission is at

least two orders of magnitude larger than the cross
point emission, thus demonstrating that the CdS
NWs can function as excellent waveguides in this
relatively simple device configuration.

The EL spectrum recorded from the cross point
(Fig. 19E) is a smooth peak with a maximum at
515 nm, which is consistent with band edge emission.
In contrast, EL spectra recorded from the CdS NW
end exhibit a prominent modulation in the intensity
for injection currents greater than ca. 1.0mA (Fig. 19E).
This current (Fig. 19F, inset) corresponds to a change-
over from linear to superlinear intensity–current
dependence for emission from the NW end. Signifi-
cantly, the intensity modulation can be assigned

Fig. 18 Optically pumped NW laser. (A) Emission spectra
from a CdS NW end with a pump power of 190, 197, and

200mW (from bottom up) recorded at 8K. (B) Laser emis-
sion from a CdS NW end at 8K with instrument resolution
limited line width (FWHM � 0.7 nm). A second weaker

mode is also resolved. (C) Emission intensity and FWHM
of emission peaks vs. laser pump power. The FWHM has a
nearly constant of value of ca. 12 nm at low power, and

abruptly narrows to instrumental resolution when the super-
linear threshold is exceeded. The solid symbols correspond to
experimental data points and lines serve as guides to eye.
(From Ref.[58].)

Fig. 19 Electrical injection in NW Fabry–Perot cavities. (A)

Device schematic illustrating a p–n diode formed between p-
Si and n-CdS NWs, where the CdS NW forms the cavity and
active medium. (B) Optical image of a device. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(C) Current–voltage (I–V ) recorded from the diode in (B).
(D) The EL image obtained at room temperature with the
device forward biased at 5V. The two bright spots high-

lighted by blue and green arrows correspond to the emission
from the cross point and end, respectively. (E) Electrolumi-
nescence spectra obtained from cross (left) and end
(right) of the device at an injection current of ca. 1.5 mA.

(F) Emission spectrum from the CdS NW end at an injection
current of ca. 2.4 mA. Inset shows emission intensity (linear
scale) vs. injection current.
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to the longitudinal modes of a Fabry–Perot cavity
having a length consistent with that measured for the
CdS NW in this device. In addition, the EL spectra
recorded from the CdS NW end exhibits a redshift
relative to emission from the cross point, as expected
for reabsorption by the NW cavity. As the injection
current is increased in the superlinear regime, the
overall spectrum shifts to the blue (Fig. 19F), indicating
partial saturation of the reabsorption in the NW.
These EL results are thus completely consistent with
our optically pumped luminescence data recorded
from similar CdS NWs, and suggest that at sufficiently
high injection currents lasing should be achieved,
although the crossed NW injection devices is clearly
not optimal for achieving high-density injection into
the whole NW cavity and gain medium.

To enable more uniform injection, we have imple-
mented a hybrid structure (Fig. 20A) in which holes
are injected along the length of a CdS NW cavity from
a p-Si electrode defined in a heavily doped p-Si layer
on a planar substrate. Images of the room-temperature
EL produced in forward bias from these structures
(Fig. 20B) show strong emission from the exposed
CdS NW end. At low injection currents, the spectrum
of the end emission (Fig. 20C) shows a broad peak with
FWHM � 18 nm. Significantly, when the injection
current is increased further, we found that the emission
intensity increased abruptly, and the spectrum quickly
collapsed into a limited number of very sharp peaks
with a dominant emission line at 509.6 nm (Fig. 20C).
The sharp peaks of this device had an average spacing
of ca. 1.8 nm, which is consistent with the Fabry–Perot
cavity modes for the length of the NW device. Other
small, sharp peaks are also observed and their explana-
tion will require more detailed consideration of the
NW cavity. Further more, low-temperature measure-
ments (7K) made on independent CdS injection laser
devices. (Fig. 20D) show clearly that the spontaneous
emission spectrum can collapse to a single mode, and
moreover, these results are very similar to the low-
temperature optically pumped results, and thus
unambiguously demonstrate the formation of injection
NW laser.

Using individual NWs as the laser cavity and gain
medium for laser diodes represents a new and powerful
approach for producing integrated electrically driven
photonic devices. This basic approach, which relies
upon bottom-up assembly of the key laser cavity=
medium in a single step, can be extended to other
materials, such as GaN and InP NWs, to produce
nanoscale lasers that not only cover the ultraviolet
through near infrared spectral regions but also can
be integrated as single or multicolor laser source arrays
in silicon microelectronics and lab-on-a-chip devices.
There are also scientific and technical challenges that
may need to be addressed to realize this potential,

including the development of more efficient cavities
and injection schemes. Both issues could be addressed
at the NW growth stage prior to device assembly by
preparing Bragg gratings at the NW ends through
axial composition modulation,[54] and using core–shell
NW structure[61] to enable uniform injection into the
active medium=cavity, respectively. By addressing
these and other issues, such as quantifying contribu-
tions to optical losses within the NW cavity, NW lasers
could be developed into systems that impact a number
of areas where solid state lasers are used today,
including telecommunications and data storage, and
may enable new applications in highly integrated
chemical=biological sensors, near-field optical litho-
graphy, a host of scanning probe microscopies, and
perhaps even laser-based surgery with unprecedented
resolution.

Fig. 20 Nanowire electrical injection laser. (A) Schematic
showing the cross section of the device structure. (B) (Top)

Optical image of a device described in (A). The arrow high-
lights the exposed CdS NW end. Scale bar, 5mm. (Bottom)
EL image recorded from this device at room temperature

with an injection current of ca. 80mA. The arrow highlights
emission from the CdS NW end. The dashed line highlights
the NW position. (C) Electroluminescence spectra obtained

from the NW end with injection currents of 120 mA (lower
curve) and 210mA (upper curve). The black arrows highlight
Fabry–Perot cavity modes with an average spacing of
1.83 nm. The green spectrum is shifted upward by 0.15 inten-

sity units for clarity. (D) Emission spectra from a CdS NW
device with injection currents of 200mA (lower curve) and
280 mA (upper curve) recorded at 8K. The spectra are offset

by 0.10 intensity units for clarity. (From Ref.[58].)
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Photodetectors

In addition to generating photons via carrier recombi-
nation in nanoscale NW devices, absorbed photons
can produce electrical carriers, which when measured,
serve as the basis for Lilliputian photodetectors.[49]

The striking PL polarization anisotropy makes
these NWs ideally suited for polarization sensitive
photonic devices such photodetectors and optically
gated switches. For example, a polarization sensitive
photodetector can be easily fabricated by making
metallic contacts to both ends of individual NWs
(Fig. 21A). The conductance (G) of individual NWs
was found to increase by 2–3 orders of magnitude with
increasing laser intensity (Fig. 21B), and these changes

were reproducible and reversible, which indicate that
the increases in G are due to direct carrier collection
at the NW–metal contacts.

In addition, a large polarization anisotropy was
also observed in the photoconductivity (Fig. 21C).
The photoconductivity anisotropy, s ¼ ðGk � G?Þ=
ðGk þ G?Þ, values were similar to the PL anisotropy
and the theoretical predictions described above.
The large anisotropy shows that the conductance of
devices is essentially switched on and off while the
polarization of the incident light is changed. The
overall sensitivity of the photodetector can be gauged
by the responsivity, which is the ratio of photocurrent
vs. absorbed optical power. For the device shown in
Fig. 34, the responsivity is about 3000A=W, which
is an impressive number, considering that this device
was not optimized.[62]

There are several unique features of these NW-
based photodetectors that could enable applications.
First, the sensitivity and polarization anisotropy is
nearly independent of excitation wavelength for
energies larger than band gap. In addition, it is easily
possible to make a device that simultaneously mea-
sures intensity and polarization by using two crossed
NWs and measuring their photoconductivity inde-
pendently. Second, the active device element in the
NW-based photodetector is substantially smaller than
other polarization sensitive quantum-well based detec-
tors,[63,64] which are not smaller than 50 � 50 mm and
usually only sensitive to a very specific wavelength.
Lastly, the extremely small size of these devices may
open the possibility of creating ultra high-speed
detectors.

Summary

Overall, we have shown that semiconductor NWs can
be used to assemble a wide range of photonic and
optoelectronic devices, including LEDs, lasers, and
photodetectors. The availability of such nanoscale opto-
electronic devices can open many exciting opportu-
nities in nanoscale science and technology. Nanoscale
light source and detectors may lead to exciting
opportunities in photonics. The nanoscale light
sources can be used for ultrahigh resolution imaging,
sensing, and analysis in lab-on-a-chip systems as well
in telecommunications and information storage. For
example, nanoscale emitters can be readily used as the
excitation source for a variety of materials. Nanowire
photodetectors can be exploited as optically gated
switches. When nanoscale light sources and photo-
detectors are combined together, it is possible to create
high-density, high-speed interconnects for electronic
and=or photonic circuits, where polarization sensiti-
vity can vastly increase the information bandwidth.

Fig. 21 Polarized photodetection using individual InP NWs.
(A) Schematic depicting the use of a NW as a photodetector.

Inset: SEM image of a 20 nm diameter NW and contact
electrodes for photoconductivity (PC) measurements. (B)
Conductance, G, vs. excitation power density for excitation

light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the NW axis.
Inset: PC anisotropy vs. excitation power. (C) Conductance
vs. polarization angle as the polarization was manually
rotated while measuring the PC. (From Ref.[49].)
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Considering the wide range of group IV, III–V, and
II–VI semiconductor NW materials available, it should
be possible to assemble in the future a variety of NW-
based light sources and detector arrays for further into
infrared spectral regimes, including the 1.5mm regime
that is critical to current optical communications. In
addition, the extremely small size of these structures
could also lead to fundamentally new types of device
such as single photon sources,[65,66] which could enable
quantum information encryption and possibly optical
schemes for quantum computation.

HIERARCHICAL ASSEMBLY NANOWIRES

A key motivation underlying research on nanoscale
devices is the potential to achieve integration at a
level not possible in conventional microelectronics.
To achieve this goal in future nanosystems will require
the development and implementation of efficient and
scalable strategies for assembly of nanoscale building
blocks into increasingly complex architectures. First,
methods are needed to assemble NWs into highly
integrated arrays with controlled orientation and
spatial position. Second, approaches must be devised
to assemble NWs on multiple length scales and to
make interconnects between nano-, micro-, and macro-
scopic worlds. To address these critical next levels of
organization, we have focused significant effort on
developing complementary strategies for hierarchical
assembly of NWs on surfaces, and describe two
promising approaches below.

Electrical Field Directed Assembly

Applied electric fields (E-fields) can be used effectively
to attract and align NWs due to their highly anisotro-
pic structures and large polarizabilities (Fig. 22).[33]

This underlying idea of E-field directed assembly can
be readily seen in images of NW solutions aligned
between parallel electrodes (Fig. 22B), which demon-
strate that virtually all of the NWs aligned in parallel
along the E-field direction. Electric field directed
assembly can also be used to position individual
NWs at specific positions with controlled directional-
ity. For example, E-field assembly of NWs between
an array of electrodes (Fig. 22C) clearly shows that
individual NWs can be positioned to bridge pairs of
diametrically opposed electrodes and form a parallel
array. In addition, by changing the E-field direction
with sequential NW solutions, the alignment can be
carried out in a layer-by-layer fashion to produce
crossed NW junctions (Fig. 22D). These results demon-
strate clearly that E-field directed assembly can be used
to align and position individual NWs into parallel

and crossed arrays, which correspond to two basic
geometries for integration, and thus provide one
robust approach for rational and parallel assembly
of nanoscale device arrays.

Fluid Flow Directed Assembly

Microchannel fluidic device

Electric field directed assembly, which represents the
first approach described for assembly of 1D nanostruc-
tures, also has limitations, including 1) the need for
substantial conventional lithography to pattern micro-
electrode arrays used to produce aligning fields, and
2) the deleterious effect of fringing electric fields at
the submicron length scales. To achieve a greater
flexibility in rational, parallel assembly of 1D nano-
structures into nanosystems, we have developed a
powerful new approach called fluidic flow directed
assembly.[36] In this method, NWs (or NTs) can be
easily aligned by passing a suspension of NWs through
microfluidic channel structures, for example, formed
between a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) mold[67]

and a flat substrate (Fig. 23). Parallel and crossed
NW arrays can be readily created using single
(Fig. 23A) and sequential crossed (Fig. 23B) flows,
respectively, for the assembly process.

Fig. 22 E-field directed assembly of NWs. (A) Schematic
view of E-field alignment. (B) Parallel array of NWs aligned
between two parallel electrodes. (C) Spatially positioned par-

allel array of NWs obtained following E-field assembly. The
top inset shows 15 pairs of parallel electrodes with individual
NWs bridging each diametrically opposed electrode pair. (D)
Crossed NW junction obtained using layer-by-layer align-

ment with the E-field applied in orthogonal directions in
the two assembly steps. (From Ref.[33].)
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Parallel assembly of nanowire

Images of NWs assembled on substrate surfaces
(Fig. 24A) within microfluidic flows demonstrate that
virtually all of the NWs are aligned along the flow
direction. This alignment readily extends over hun-
dreds of micrometers (Fig. 24B). Indeed, alignment of
the NWs has been found to extend up to millimeter
length scales, and is limited only by the size of the
fluidic channels used. The alignment of NWs within
the channel flow has been explained within the frame-
work of shear flow.[68,69] Specifically, the channel flow
near the substrate surface resembles a shear flow and
aligns the NWs in the flow direction before they are
immobilized on the substrate. This idea readily
provides the intellectual underpinning needed for con-
trolling the degree of alignment and average separation
of the NWs. First, higher flow rates produce larger
shear forces and will lead to better alignment, and thus
the flow rate can be used to control the degree of
alignment. Indeed, the width of the NW angular
distribution with respect to the flow direction signifi-
cantly narrows with increasing flow rate (Fig. 24C).
Studies of the distribution widths measured over a
range of flow conditions showed that the width
decreased quickly as flow increased to a nearly con-
stant value at �10mm=sec (where more than 80% of
the NWs are aligned within �5� of the flow direction
(Fig. 24C, inset).

Second, these studies[36] demonstrated that the
average NW density could be controlled by the flow
duration (Fig. 24D). Experiments carried out at
constant flow rate show that the NW density increases
systematically with flow duration, and can, upon
extended deposition time, produce NW arrays with
spacings of the order of 100 nm or less. The relation-
ship between average separation and flow duration
also depends on and can be further controlled by the
chemical functionality on the NW and substrate
surfaces; that is, strong complementary interactions
will facilitate deposition from the flow.

Crossed nanowire arrays

The fluidic flow assembly approach can be used to
organize NWs into more complex crossed structures,
which are critical for building dense nanodevice arrays,
using a layer-by-layer deposition process (Fig. 23B).
The formation of crossed and more complex structures
requires that the nanostructure–substrate interaction is
sufficiently strong that sequential flow steps do not
affect preceding ones: We find that this condition is
readily achieved. For example, alternating the flow in
orthogonal directions in a two-step assembly process
yields crossbar structures in high yield (Figs. 25A,B).
These data demonstrate that crossbars extending over
100s of microns on a substrate with only 100s of
nanometers separation between individual cross points

Fig. 23 Fluid flow directed assembly NWs. (A) A channel is
formed when a trench structure is brought in contact with a

flat substrate. Nanowire assembly is carried out by flowing a
NW suspension through the channel at a controlled rate and
for a set duration. Parallel arrays of NWs are observed in the
flow direction on the substrate when the trench structure is

removed. (B) Crossed NW arrays can be obtained by chan-
ging the flow direction sequentially in a layer-by-layer assem-
bly process. (From Ref.[36].)

Fig. 24 Parallel assembly of NW arrays. (A) SEM image of
a parallel array of InP NWs aligned by flow. (B) Optical

microscope image of a parallel array of InP NWs aligned
over very large area. (C) NW angular spread with respect
to the flow direction vs. flow rate. The inset shows histogram
of NW angular distribution at a flow rate of 9.40mm=sec.
(D) Average density of NWs vs. flow time. (From Ref.[36].)
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are obtained through a very straightforward, parallel
low cost, and fast process.

Fluidic flow directed assembly of multiple crossed
NW arrays offers significant advantages over previous
efforts. First, it is intrinsically very parallel and
scalable with the alignment readily extending over very
large length scales. Second, this approach is general
for virtually any elongated nanostructure including
carbon NTs and DNA molecules. Third, it allows for
the directed assembly of geometrically complex struc-
tures by simply controlling the angles between flow
directions in sequential assembly steps. For example,
equilateral triangles (Fig. 25C) were easily assembled

in a three-layer deposition sequence using 60� angles
between the three flow directions. The method of
flow alignment thus provides a flexible way to meet
the requirements of many device configurations in
the future. An important feature of this layer-by-layer
assembly scheme is that each NW layer can be inde-
pendent of the preceding one(s), and thus a variety of
homo- and hetero-junction configurations can be
obtained at each crossed point by simply changing
the composition of the NW suspension used for each
flow step. For example, it should be possible to
assemble directly and subsequently address individual
nanoscale devices using our approach with n-type
and p-type NWs, in which the NWs act as both the
wiring and active device elements (see below).

Control of periodicity

The above results demonstrate clearly the power of the
fluidic assembly approach, although to enable systems
organization with greatest control requires in many
cases that the spatial position also be defined. To rea-
lize this additional constraint on the assembly process,
we have explored complementary chemical interactions
between chemically patterned substrates and NWs
(Fig. 26A). Substrates for alignment are first patterned
with two different functional groups, with one of the
functional groups designed to have a strong attractive
interaction with the NW surface, and then, following
flow alignment, regular, parallel NW arrays with
lateral periods the same as those of the surface patterns
are produced (Fig. 26D). These data demonstrate that
the NWs are preferentially assembled at positions

Fig. 25 Layer-by-layer assembly of crossed NW arrays.

(A, B) Typical optical microscope and SEM images of
crossed arrays of InP NWs obtained in a two-step assembly
process with orthogonal flow directions for the sequential
steps. Arrows indicate the two flow directions. (C) An equi-

lateral triangle of GaP NWs obtained in three-step assembly
process, with flow directions highlighted by arrows.
(From Ref.[36].)

Fig. 26 Assembly of periodic NW arrays. (A) Schematic
view of NW assembly onto a chemically patterned substrate.
(B, C) Parallel arrays of GaP NWs aligned on poly

(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) patterned surface with 5
and 2 mm separation. (D) Parallel arrays of GaP NWs with
500 nm separation obtained with a patterned SAM surface.
(From Ref.[36].)
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defined by the chemical pattern, and moreover, show
that the periodic patterns can organize the NWs into
regular superstructures. In addition, periodic crossed
NW arrays can also be envisioned using a substrate
with a crossed pattern of chemical functionality.

It is important to recognize that the patterned
surface alone does not provide good control of the
1D nanostructure organization. Assembly of NTs[70,71]

and NWs on patterned substrates shows that 1D nano-
structures align with bridging and looping structures
over the patterned areas and show little directional
control. Our use of fluidic flows avoids these significant
problems and enables controlled assembly in one or
more directions. By combining this approach with other
surface patterning methods, such as phase separation
in diblock copolymers[72] and spontaneous ordering
of molecules,[73] it should be possible to generate
well-ordered NW arrays without the limitations of
conventional lithography.

Future Directions

The above data demonstrate clearly ordering of NW
structures over multiple length scales—organization
of nanometer diameter wires with 100 nm to micro-
meter scale separations over millimeter scale areas.
This hierarchical order can readily bridge the micro-
scopic and macroscopic worlds, although eventual
device formation still requires conventional lithogra-
phy to define metallic contact electrodes to the NWs.
It is possible to eliminate this step by direct assembly
of NWs onto predefined metallic electrode arrays[74]

that have been deposited by either via conventional
or unconventional (e.g., microcontact printing or
imprinting methods) lithography techniques. Lastly,
it will also be beneficial to develop further these
approaches in the future to enable more complex
assembly, such as the selective parallel assembly of
two or more electronically distinct NWs and=or NWs
with different lengths.

INTEGRATED NANOWIRE DEVICES

The ability to synthesize rationally NWs with controlled
electronic properties, to demonstrate individual func-
tional NW devices, and to assemble NWs into regular
arrays has enabled us to explore in unprecedented depth
the next level of hierarchy in the bottom-up approach to
nanoelectronics—that is, integrated device arrays.

Integrated Cross Nanowire p–n Junctions
and Transistors

To achieve integrated functional device arrays requires
high yield and high reproducibility of individual

devices with controllable functional properties. In
order to assess this issue, we have studied a large
number of p–n junctions assembled from p-Si NWs
and n-GaN NWs (Fig. 27A).[35] I–V measurements
made on over 100 of crossed p-Si=n-GaN NW devices
show that over 95% of the junctions exhibit current
rectification with turn-on voltages of around 1.0V.

Fig. 27 Crossed NW nanodevice elements. (A) Turn-on

voltage distribution for crossed NW junctions. The top-left
inset shows histogram of turn-on voltage for over 70 as-
assembled junctions showing a narrow distribution around

1V. The top-right inset shows an example I–V response for
low and high turn-on voltage elements. The inset in top-right
inset shows a SEM image of a crossed NW device. Scale bar,

1 mm. (B) I–V behavior for a 4(p) � 1(n) multiple junction
array. The four curves represent the I–V for each of the four
junctions and highlight reproducibility of assembled device

elements. The inset shows an example of a multiple crossed
NW device. (C) Transfer characteristics of four cNW-FET
arrays. The inset shows conductance (G) vs. Vg (Vsd ¼ 1V)
for one cNW-FET. (From Ref.[35].)
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Moreover, the turn on voltage of such crossed p–n
junction can be controlled naturally and selectively
within the framework of bottom-up approach to fabri-
cation. Specifically, high turn-on voltage junctions can
be reproducibly formed by increasing the oxide layer
thickness at the junctions by either thermal oxidation
of the Si NWs prior to assembly or by Joule heating
of specific device elements by passing a high current
through a junction in air.

Reproducible assembly of crossed NW structures
with predictable electrical properties contrasts sharply
with results from NT-based device, and has enabled
us also to explore the assembly and properties of
integrated p–n junction arrays. Significantly, electrical
transport measurements made on a typical 4 � 1
crossed p-Si=n-GaN junction array (Fig. 27B) show
that the four nanoscale cross points form indepen-
dently addressable p–n diodes with clear current recti-
fication and similar turn-on voltages. These data
further demonstrate the high yield and reproducibility
of our crossed NW p–n devices. In addition, these
crossed NW p–n junction arrays can also function as
cNW-FET arrays. The transfer characteristics for an
array of four cNW-FETs clearly show that each of
these four cNW-FET exhibit highly sensitive gate
responses with sharp onset voltages at around 2–3V
(Fig. 27C), where the transfer characteristics can be
controlled by varying the doping concentration and
other characteristics of the NWs used in the assembly
process (see below).

Nanowire Logic Circuits

The controlled high-yield assembly of crossed NW p–n
diodes and cNW-FETs with attractive device character-
istics, such as high gain, enables the bottom-up approach
to be used for assembly of more complex and functional
electronic circuits, such as logic gates. Logic gates are
critical blocks of hardware in current computing
systems that produce a logic-1 and logic-0 output when
the input logic requirements are satisfied. Diodes and
transistors represent two basic device elements in logic
gates.[75] Transistors are more typically used in current
computing systems because they can exhibit voltage
gain. Diodes do not usually exhibit voltage gain,
although they may also be desirable in some cases;[35,75]

for example, the architecture and constraints on the
assembly of nanoelectronics might be simplified using
diodes since they are two-terminal devices, in contrast
to three-terminal transistors. In addition, by combining
the diodes and transistors in logic circuits, it is possible
to achieve high voltage gain, while simultaneously
maintaining a simplified device architecture. To demon-
strate the flexibility of these NW device elements, we
have investigated both diode- and FET-based logic.

Logic OR gate

A two-input logic OR gate output is HIGH if either or
both of the inputs are HIGH. This basic OR gate can
be realized using a 2(p) � 1(n) crossed p–n junction
array with the two p-Si NWs as inputs and the n-
GaN NW as the output (Fig. 28A). The output–input
(Vo�Vi) voltage response (Fig. 28B) of a typical
device shows that Vo increases linearly with Vi when
one input is set low (0V) except for the region near
0V. This low response region is due to the finite
turn-on voltage of the p–n diodes, and produces a logic
output typically 0.4–0.2 V less than the input voltage.
Small reductions in Vo do not affect the operation of
our logic gates because the low turn-on voltage contri-
butions are reproducible and can be readily accounted
for in defining the 0 and 1 states. The Vo�Vi data also
show a nearly constant high output when the second
input is set high (5V). For example, the output voltage
vs. four possible logic address levels, which are 00, 10,
01 and 11 (Fig. 28C), shows that the output is low
(logic-0) when both input voltages are low (0V), and
the output is high (logic-1) when either or both of
the input voltages are high (5V). The experimental
truth table for the 1 � 2 crossed NW device
(Fig. 28D) summarizes the input–output response
and confirms that this NW device behaves as a logic
OR gate. We also note that assembly of more p–n
diodes would produce in a very straightforward and

Fig. 28 Logic OR gate. (A) Schematics of logic OR gate
constructed from a 2 � 1 crossed NW p–n junction. The
insets show an SEM image of a device (scale bar, 1mm)

and the symbolic electronic circuit. (B) Output–input (Vo�Vi)
relation. (C) The output voltage vs. the four possible logic
address level inputs: (0, 0); (0, 1); (1, 0); (1, 1). (D) The
experimental truth table for the OR gate. (From Ref.[35].)
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scalable way multiple input OR gates, that is, a 1 � n
diode array for an n-input OR gate.

Logic AND gate

A two-input logic AND gate output is HIGH only if
both inputs are HIGH. We have assembled such two-
input AND gates from 1(p-Si) � 3(n-GaN) multiple
junction arrays (Fig. 29A). In these structures, a p-Si
NW is biased at 5V; two GaN NWs are used as inputs
and the third is used as a gate with a constant voltage
to create a resistor by depleting a portion of the p-Si
NW. The Vo�Vi data (Fig. 29B) shows constant low
Vo when the other input is low, and nearly linear beha-
vior when the other input is set at high. Corres-
pondingly, logic-0 is observed from this device when
either one or both of the inputs are low (Fig. 29C),
since Vi ¼ 0 corresponds to a forward biased, low
resistance p–n diode that pulls down the output. The
logic-1 is observed only when both inputs are high,
since this condition corresponds to reverse biased p–n
diodes with resistances much larger than the constant
resistor; that is, little voltage drop across the constant
resistor and a high voltage is achieved at the output.
The experimental truth table for the NW device
(Fig. 29D) summarizes the input–output response
and confirms that this device functions as a logic
AND gate.

Logic NOR gate

FET-based logic NOR gates have been studied using
assembled 1(p-Si) � 3(n-GaN) cNW-FET arrays
(Fig. 30A). Typically, NOR gates were configured with
2.5 V applied to one cNW-FET to create a constant
resistance �100 Mohms, and with the p-Si NW chan-
nel biased at 5V. The two remaining n-GaN NW
inputs were used as gates for two cNW-FETs in series.
In this way, the output depends on the resistance ratio
of the two cNW-FETs and the constant resistor. The
Vo�Vi relation (Fig. 30B) shows constant low Vo when
the other input is high, and a nonlinear response with
large change in Vo when the other input is set low. The
logic-0 is observed when either one or both of the
inputs is high (Fig. 30C). In this case, one or both of
the transistors are off and have resistances much
higher than the constant resistor, and thus most of
the voltage drops across the transistors. A logic-1 state
can only be achieved when both of the transistors are
on, that is, both inputs low. Analysis of the Vo�Vi data
demonstrates that these two-input NOR gates routi-
nely exhibit gains in excess of 5, which is substantially
larger than the gain reported for complementary inver-
ters based on Si NWs[34] and carbon NTs.[25] High gain
is a critical characteristic of gates since it enables inter-
connection of arrays of logic gates without signal
restoration at each stage. The experimental truth table

Fig. 29 Logic AND gate. (A) Schematic of logic AND gate
constructed from a 1 � 3 crossed NW junction array. The
insets show a typical SEM image (bar, 1 mm) of the assembled

AND gate and symbolic electronic circuit. (B) Output–input
(Vo�Vi) relation. (C) The output voltage vs. the four possible
logic address level inputs: (0, 0); (0, 1); (1, 0); (1, 1). (D) The
experimental truth table for the AND gate. (From Ref.[35].)

Fig. 30 Logic NOR gate. (A) Schematic of logic NOR gate
constructed from a 1 � 3 crossed NW junction array. The
insets show an example SEM image (bar, 1mm) and symbolic

electronic circuit. (B) Vo�Vi relation; the slope of the data
shows that device voltage gain is larger than 5. (C) The output
voltage vs. the four possible logic address level inputs. (D)
The measured truth table for the NOR gate. (From Ref.[35].)
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for this NW device (Fig. 30D) summarizes the Vo�Vi

response and demonstrates that the device behaves as
a logic NOR gate. Lastly, these multiple input logic
NOR gates can be configured as simple NOT gates
(inverters) by eliminating one of the inputs.

Logic XOR and half adder circuit

Logic OR, AND, and NOR (NOT) gates form a
complete set of key logic elements and enable the orga-
nization of virtually any logic circuit. To demonstrate
the potential for integration of such logic gates, we
have interconnected multiple AND and NOR gates
to implement basic computation in the form of an
XOR gate (Fig. 31A), which corresponds to the binary

logic function SUM, and a half adder (Fig. 31B), which
corresponds to the addition of two binary bits. The
XOR gate is configured by using the output from
AND and NOR gates as the input to a second NOR
gate, while the logic half adder uses an additional logic
AND gate as the CARRY. The truth table for the
XOR structure (Fig. 31C) confirms this logic operation.
Significantly, the measured Vo�Vi transport data for
the XOR device (Figs. 31D,E) show 1) that the output
is logic-0 or low when the inputs are both low or high,
and logic-1 or high when one input is low and the other
is high, and 2) that the response is highly nonlinear.
The linear response region corresponds to a voltage
gain in excess of 10 and is typical of the devices mea-
sured to date. We note that this large gain is achieved
in an XOR configured from a low gain diode AND
gate, and is due to the high gain of the cNW-FET
NOR gate. These data are summarized in the experi-
mental truth table (Fig. 31F), which demonstrates that
the response is that of the binary logic SUM operation.
Significantly, with another AND gate as CARRY, a
logic HALF ADDER is formed and can be used to
carry out calculations in a manner similar to conven-
tional electronics.

Summary and Future Directions

In this section, we have demonstrated clearly that our
ability to synthesize rationally NWs with controlled
electronic properties, to configure them into individual
functional NW devices, and to assemble NWs into
regular arrays enables the bottom-up approach to
move to new levels, including the assembly of devices
with an unprecedented level of reproducibility, the
integration of these device elements into complex diode
and transistor logic gates without resorting to conven-
tional lithography, and the interconnection of logic
gates to carry out basic digital computation.

We also note that the OR and AND diode logic
gates do not exhibit voltage gain; however, OR and
AND logic with substantial gain could be realized if
implemented using cNW-FETs. For example, logic
OR can be achieved with the NOR gate by reversing
the bias and ground connections to the p-Si NW.
The AND function could also be implemented using
cNW-FETs in parallel (vs. series for OR). In addition,
due to finite turn-on voltage of the p–n diodes used in
our diode-based OR=AND gates, the overall logic cir-
cuits were typically operated at relatively high voltage
(5V). Significantly, it is possible to operate at much
lower voltage when all of the logic elements are imple-
mented using cNW-FETs. For example, a logic NOT
gate operating at 0.5V and exhibiting a voltage gain
as high as 3 (Fig. 32) was achieved using two cNW-
FETs. Such a low operation voltage is a significant

Fig. 31 Logic XOR gate and half adder. (A) Schematic of
logic XOR gate constructed using the output from an
AND and NOR as the input to a second NOR gate. (B) Sche-

matic for logic half adder. (C) Truth table for logic XOR
gate. (D) XOR output voltage vs. input voltages. The slope
of the Vo�Vi data shows that the gain exceeds 10. The

XOR gate was achieved by connecting the output electrodes
of an AND and NOR gate to two inputs of another NOR
gate. (E) The output voltage vs. the four possible logic

address level inputs for the XOR gate. (F) Experimental
truth table for the logic half adder. The logic half adder
was obtained by using the XOR gate as the SUM and an
AND gate as the CARRY. (From Ref.[35].)
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improvement over relative high voltage operation of
carbon NT circuits (1.5 V) and current commercial
circuits (1.2V), and could be very significant for
reducing the power=heat load in highly integrated
nanoelectronics logic circuits. In addition, both p- and
n-channel transistors could be readily assembled using
NWs, and would enable further reduction in power
dissipation.

The assembly of key logic gates and computation
circuits represents a substantial advance compared to
previous studies of NTs and molecular systems. First,
the controllable electronic characteristics of the NW
building blocks and reproducible properties of the
devices assembled from these blocks contrasts the
much lower control achieved to date with NTs. We
believe that predictable and reproducible assembly of
device elements and arrays is especially important for
integration without resorting to extensive top-down
lithography to connect to those few devices that func-
tion. Second, the use of crossed NW devices defines all
nanoscale device metrics without resorting to top-
down lithography. For example, the introduction of
the new concept of a cNW-FET incorporates three
intrinsic nanometer scale metrics (channel width,
length, and gate dielectric thickness) into our devices,
and thus can potentially enable the whole circuit archi-
tecture to be scaled down to the nanometer level in a
straightforward way. This achievement and potential
is in stark contrast to NT and molecular devices where
the critical device dimension reported to date (length
for NTs and area for molecules) have been determined
by the same top-down lithography used in conven-
tional electronics. Third, these distinct nanometer scale
metrics, which are controlled by synthesis and
subsequent assembly, lead to and can potentially lead
to significantly improved device characteristics such
as high gain, high speed, and low power dissipation,

which are especially important to future highly
integrated nanoelectronics circuits.

Overall, the predictable and reproducible bench-top
assembly of nanoscale crossed p–n diode and cNW-
FET elements and arrays reviewed in this section,
which have enabled the demonstration of all critical
logic gates and basic computation, represent a signifi-
cant step towards integrated nanoelectronics built
from primarily bottom-up vs. top-down approaches.
Further improvements can be made by assembling
NWs directly onto predefined metal electrode arrays[74]

and by creating more highly integrated circuit elements
by feeding the output from NW to NW. Implementing
these approaches could eliminate the conventional
lithography used to wire-up devices investigated to
date. In addition, in a crossbar array with 5 nm dia-
meter NWs, it may be possible to achieve device densi-
ties approaching 1012=cm2, which is off the present
semiconductor road map for top-down manufacturing.
To achieve this goal of bottom-up manufacturing in
the future will require substantial work—for example,
in developing much greater sophistication in assembly
and further improving materials synthesis—but are
well within the realm of our current understanding
and thus suggest a particularly bright and promising
future for this approach to integrated nanoelectronics.

APPLICATION OF NANOSCALE DEVICES IN
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SENSING

Underlying Principle

Developments in nanotechnology will not only lead to
improved electronics and make quantum jumps in
electronics miniaturization, but could also enable
significant advances in medicine and healthcare, which
benefit mankind as a whole. For example, nanoscale
devices could open up fundamentally new ways to
probe single molecule properties, and allow in vivo
monitoring of diseases, such as cancer, which could
lead to detection at the earliest and most treatable
stage.

To this end, NW-based FETs have been exploited
for highly sensitive and selective detection of chemi-
cal and biological species. Planar semiconductors
have been used as the basis for many types of chemi-
cal and biological sensors in which detection can be
monitored electrically and=or optically. For example,
planar FETs can be configured as sensors by modi-
fying the gate oxide with molecular receptors or a
selective membrane for the analyte of interest.[76,77]

Binding of a charged species then results in a deple-
tion or accumulation of carriers within the transistor
structures. An attractive feature of such chemically
sensitive FETs is that binding can be monitored by

Fig. 32 Low voltage nanoinverter (logic NOT). (A) I–Vg
behavior of a cNW-FET with onset of �0.4V. The inset
shows that the conductance of the FET can be changed over
two orders of magnitude with less than 0.1V change in the

NW gate. The transconductance is �500 nS at Vsd ¼ 0.5V.
(B) Output–input (Vo�Vi) for a nanoinverter configured from
two cNW-FETs. The inverter has an operation voltage of

about 0.5V.
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a direct change in conductance or related electrical
property, although the sensitivity and potential for
integration are limited. Our nanoscale sensors are
based on a similar framework using NW-based FETs
(Fig. 33) but have some obvious advantages com-
pared to planar semiconductor sensors. First, the
large surface to volume ratio can dramatically
increase the sensitivity. Binding of chemical or
biological species to the surface of NWs can lead to
depletion or accumulation of carriers in the ‘‘bulk’’
of nanometer diameter structures vs. only the surface
region in a planar device, and increase the sensitivity
to the single-molecule level. Second, high-density
arrays of sensors could be readily prepared owing
to the extremely small size of the NWs and the
rational assembly techniques discussed in earlier
sections of this review. Lastly, the small size of these
nanosensors could enable minimally invasive in vivo
sensors that could be readily coupled to other device
functionality, such as telemetry and drug delivery
systems. We have used Si NW-based FETs to demon-
strate the principle and potential of such a nanoscale
sensor approach.

Chemical Sensors: The Case of pH

The underlying concept for the NW nanosensor can be
illustrated in general for the case of pH sensor
(Fig. 34).[78] Here, a Si NW solid state FET whose

Fig. 33 Underlying concepts for a nanosensor based on
NW-FETs. A solid state NW-FET is transformed into a

sensor by modifying the NW surface with molecular recep-
tors. Binding of a charged species (ligand) then results in a
depletion or accumulation of carriers within the transistor
structures and changes the conductance of the NW-FET.

Fig. 34 NW pH detection. (A) Schematic illustrating the con-

version of a NW-FET into a NW pH sensor. (B) Real-time
reversible detection of the conductance changes of a modified
Si NW as pH is changed from 2 to 9; the pH values are

indicated on the conductance plot. Inset: (Top) Plot of the
time-dependent conductance of a Si NW-FET as a function
of the back-gate voltage. (Bottom) SEM image of a typical

device. (C) Plot of the conductance vs. pH; the dashed line is
linear fit through this data. (D) The conductance of an unmo-
dified Si NW vs. pH. The dashed curve is a plot of the surface
charge density for silica as a function of pH. (From Ref.[78].)
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conductance is modulated by applied gate, is trans-
formed into a nanosensor by modifying the silicon
oxide surface with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES). The APTES provide a surface that can
undergo protonation and deprotonation, where
changes in surface charge (protonation) chemically
gate the Si NW (Fig. 34A). The response of APTES-
modified Si NWs to changes in solution pH (Fig.
34B) demonstrate that the NW conductance increases
stepwise with discrete changes in pH from 2 to 9 and
that the conductance is constant for a given pH. The
changes in conductance are also reversible for
increasing and=or decreasing pH. A typical plot of
the conductance vs. pH (Fig 34C) shows that the pH
dependence is linear over the pH 2–9 range and thus
suggests that modified Si NWs could function as
nanoscale pH sensors.

These results have been explained by considering
the mixed surface functionality of the modified Si
NWs. Covalently linking APTES to SiNW oxide
surface results in a surface terminating in both –NH2

and –SiOH groups (Fig. 34A), which have different
dissociation constants, pKa.[38,79] At low pH, the
–NH2 group is protonated to –NH3

þ[79] and acts as
a positive gate, which depletes hole carriers in the
p-type SiNW and decreases the conductance. At high
pH, –SiOH is deprotonated to –SiO�, which corres-
pondingly causes an increase in conductance. The
observed linear response can be attributed to an appro-
ximately linear change in the total surface charge
density (vs. pH) because of the combined acid and
base behavior of both surface groups. This point was
supported with pH dependent measurements on
unmodified (only –SiOH functionality) SiNWs, which
showed a nonlinear pH dependence (Fig. 34D) similar
to previous measurements of the pH dependent surface
charge density of silica.[80]

Biological Sensors

The above results clearly demonstrate that NW-based
FETs can be configured as chemical sensors. Since
many biological molecules, such as proteins and
DNA, are charged under physiological conditions, it
is also possible to detect the binding of these macro-
molecules to NW surfaces. We have demonstrated
detection of biologically relevant species through the
detection of proteins, antibodies, and metal ions.[78]

These critical examples are reviewed briefly below.
Initial investigations of protein detection by Si NW

nanosensors were carried out for the well-characterized
ligand–receptor binding of biotin–streptavidin
(Fig. 35A) using biotin-modified NW surfaces.[78] Mea-
surements showed that the conductance of biotin-
modified Si NWs increased rapidly to a constant

value upon addition of streptavidin solutions and that
this conductance value was unchanged after the addi-
tion of pure buffer solution (Fig. 35B). The increase
in conductance upon addition of streptavidin is consis-
tent with binding of a negatively charged species to the
p-type Si NW surface and the fact that streptavidin
(pI � 5–6) [81] is negatively charged at the pH of these
measurements. The absence of a conductance decrease
with addition of pure buffer also agrees well with the
small dissociation constant (Kd � 10�15M) and
correspondingly small dissociation rate of biotin–
streptavidin.[81]

Significantly, the biotin-modified Si NWs nanosen-
sors were also shown to exhibit very high sensitivity.
Experiments indicate that it is possible to detect strep-
tavidin binding down to a concentration at least as low
as 10pM (Fig. 35C). This detection level is substantially
lower than the nanomolar range demonstrated recently
by stochastic sensing of single molecules.[82] We note
that a time-dependent increase in the conductance can
be resolved immediately after streptavidin addition at
very low concentrations, which reflects contributions
from the forward binding rate and=or diffusion,
although future studies will be required to resolve these
contributions.

The above studies demonstrate that our NW nano-
sensors are capable of highly sensitive and selective

Fig. 35 Detection of protein binding. (A) Schematic illustra-

ting a biotin-modified Si NW (left) and subsequent binding
of streptavidin to the Si NW surface (right). The Si NW
and streptavidin are drawn approximately to scale. (B) Plot

of conductance vs. time for a biotin-modified Si NW, where
first arrow corresponds to the addition of 250 nM strept-
avidin, and the second arrow corresponds to the addition
of pure buffer solution. (C) Conductance vs. time for a biotin-

modified Si NW, where the two arrows have the same desig-
nation. The streptavidin solution had a concentration of
25 pM. (From Ref.[78].)
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real-time detection of proteins, although the essentially
irreversible biotin–streptavidin binding interaction
precludes real-time monitoring of varying protein
concentration. To explore this possibility, we studied
the reversible binding of monoclonal antibiotin
(m-antibiotin) to biotin.[83] Time-dependent conduc-
tance measurements made on biotin-modified Si NWs
(Fig. 36A) exhibit a well-defined decrease after addition
of m-antibiotin solution followed by an increase in the
conductance to about the original value upon addition
of pure buffer solution. The decrease in conductance
upon m-antibiotin addition is consistent with the bind-
ing m-antibiotin, which was positively charged at the
pH 7 of these experiments.[84] The time scale for the
increase in conductance (seconds), which we associate
with m-antibiotin dissociation, was also consistent with
the reported dissociation rate constant.[83]

This reversible, real-time detection of m-antibiotin
was further extended to monitor the Si NW sensor
conductance as a function of m-antibiotin concentra-
tion in these studies.[78] These measurements showed
a linear change in the conductance as a function of
m-antibiotin concentration below �10 nm and satura-
tion at higher values (Fig. 36B) and thus demonstrate
several important facts. First, from the linear regime,

we estimate that the dissociation constant, Kd, is of
the order of 10�9M, which is in good agreement with
the value, �10�9M, determined previously.[84] Second,
we can monitor protein concentration in real time,
which could have important implications in basic
research, for example, in monitoring protein expres-
sion, as well as in medical diagnostics. Lastly, prelimin-
ary experiments also suggest that the linear response
dynamic range can be extended by applying a back
gate to the NW, where gating can either increase or
decrease the intrinsic binding constant.

The concept of using NW-FETs modified with
receptors or ligands for specific detection can be
extended in many directions. For example, they can
also be used to sense calcium ions (Ca2þ), which are
important for activating biological processes such as
muscle contraction, protein secretion, cell death, and
development.[85] To this end, a Ca2þ sensor was
fabricated by immobilizing the calcium binding protein
calmodulin onto Si NW surfaces. Conductance
measurements made with such modified Si NW devices
(Fig. 37) showed a drop in the conductance upon addi-
tion of a 25 mM Ca2þ solution, and a subsequent
increase when a Ca2þ-free buffer was subsequently
flowed through the device. The observed conductance
decrease is consistent with expected chemical gating
by positive Ca2þ, and the estimated dissociation
constant, 10�5–10�6M, is in good agreement with the
reported Kd for calmodulin.

Future Directions

The above studies demonstrate the potential of our
NW nanosensors for highly sensitive and selective
detection of chemical and biological species. Further
development of this new type of nanosensors could
also lead to antigen–antibody sensing and=or DNA
detection. The availability of NWs with large gate

Fig. 36 Real-time detection of reversible protein binding.
(A) Plot of conductance vs. time for a biotin-modified Si
NW, where ‘‘antibiotin’’ corresponds to the addition of

�3 mM m-antibiotin. (B) Plot of the conductance change of
a biotin modified Si NW vs. m-antibiotin concentration;
the dashed line is a linear fit to the four low concentration
data points. (From Ref.[78].)

Fig. 37 Real-time detection of Ca2þ ions. (A) Plot of

conductance vs. time for a calmodulin-terminated Si NW,
where ‘‘Ca2þ’’ corresponds to the addition of 25mM Ca2þ

solution. (B) Conductance vs. time for an unmodified Si
NW. (From Ref.[78].)
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responses should also enable detection down to the sin-
gle molecule level. More generally, these nanosensors
could enable many advances in both basic biological
research, such as sensitive detection of many cellular
species in real time in an array format to unravel com-
plex signaling pathways, and biotechnology=medicine,
where nanosensors might increase the speed of genome
sequencing by many orders of magnitude and enable
large scale studies designed to unravel the genetic con-
tributions to complex diseases. Moreover, the ability
to integrate these electrically monitored nanosensors
with other components could facilitate development
of multifunctional and minimally invasive implantable
devices that enable detection and prevention of
diseases at the earliest and most treatable stage.

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

In this chapter, a brief survey of work drawn primarily
from the authors’ laboratory has been presented. Over-
all, these examples illustrate a series key advances that
should ultimately enable nanoelectronics fabrication
and manufacturing from the bottom-up. First, we
have developed a general approach for the synthesis
of NW building blocks with well-controlled chemical
compositions, physical dimensions, and electronic
properties. Second, we have assembled a wide range
of nanoscale electronic and optoelectronic devices
from NW building blocks, and proposed and realized
several conceptually new nanodevices, such as crossed
NW p–n junctions and cNW-FETs, which are amen-
able for high-density integration. Third, we have devel-
oped methodologies to assemble NWs into integrated
device arrays using microchannel fluidics or electrical
fields, and have demonstrated integrated functional
electronic circuits such as logic gates and carried out
basic computations. Lastly, we have developed new
types of nanosensors based on NW-FETs that can be
used for highly sensitive and selective detection of
chemical and biological species.

There is a very bright future for these electronically
well-defined NW building blocks both in fundamental
science and nanotechnologies. Specifically, we believe
that only the very edge of a broad range of ideas has
been touched, and that there remain many fascinating
fundamental problems in these NW systems, such as
the role of finite size and coherent states. Well-defined
semiconductor NWs also represent exciting systems to
probe fundamental questions about localization or
delocalization of electrical carriers and optical excitons
in 1D. Further investigations will be not only critical to
understanding fundamental issues in 1D systems, but
also central to improved device characteristics and
possibly conceptually and fundamentally new type of
devices, such as single photon emitters and detectors,

which could be critical for future quantum communi-
cation and computation. Continuing efforts will be
required to develop even better control of NW
synthesis and more and more sophisticated assembly
approaches that can vary device functionality over
multilength scales. Lastly, developing new device con-
cepts and integrated architectures will be increasingly
essential as we move closer to ultrahigh density
integrated nanosystems.
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INTRODUCTION

Rational design and synthesis of nanoscale materials
is critical to work directed towards understanding
fundamental properties, creating nanostructured
materials, and developing nanotechnologies. One-
dimensional (1D) nanostructures [such as nanowire
(NW) and nanotubes] have been the focus of consid-
erable interest because they have the potential to
answer fundamental questions about role of dimen-
sionality in physical properties and are expected to
play a central role in applications ranging from mole-
cular electronics to scanning probe microscopy
probes. To explore the diverse and exciting opportu-
nities in 1D system requires materials for which the
chemical composition, diameter, length, electronic,
and optical properties can be controlled and systema-
tically varied. To meet these requirements, we have
focused our efforts on developing a general and
predictive approach for the synthesis of 1D structures,
much as molecular beam epitaxy has served as an all-
purpose method for the growth of two-dimensional
(2D) structures. Specifically, it is important to achieve
the ability to design and synthesize rationally NWs
with predictable control over the key structural, che-
mical and physical properties, since such control
would greatly facilitate studies designed to understand
the intrinsic behavior of 1D structures and to explore
them as building blocks for nanoscale electronics.
Here, in this article, we review recent advances in
rational synthesis of semiconductor NWs. We will
first address the key requirement for 1D growth and
give a brief overview of various methods towards
1D materials. Subsequently, we will focus our discus-
sion on growth of a broad range of semiconductor
NWs via a metal-nanocluster mediated catalytic
growth method based on vapor–liquid–solid (VLS)
growth mechanism. Next, we further describe growth
of NW materials with controlled physical size includ-
ing diameter and length. Lastly, we discuss growth of
NW heterostructures and superlattices with composi-
tion=doping modulation along the axial or radial
direction.

SYMMETRY BREAKING: A KEY CONCEPT
FOR 1D GROWTH

In general, the growth of 1D nanostructures requires
that two dimensions are restricted to the nanometer
regime, while the third dimension extends to
macroscopic dimensions.[1–3] This overall requirement
is considerably more difficult to achieve than the
corresponding constraints needed for successful growth
of 0D and 2D structures.[4,5] For example, many impor-
tant semiconductor materials adopt a cubic zinc-blende
(ZB) structure, and thus when growth is stopped at an
early stage, the resulting nanoscale structures are
nanocrystals with various polyhedron shapes and not
1D NWs (Fig. 1). To achieve 1D growth in systems
where atomic bonding is relatively isotropic requires that
the growth symmetry be broken rather than simply
arresting growth at an early stage.

Over the past decade, considerable effort has been
placed on the bulk synthesis of NWs, and various
strategies have been developed to break the growth
symmetry either ‘‘physically’’ or ‘‘chemically.’’ A com-
mon theme in many of these studies has been the use
of linear templates, including the edges of surface
steps,[6] nanofibers,[7,8] and porousmembranes,[9] to direct
chemical reactions and material growth in 1D (Fig. 2).
This strategy is conceptually simple and has been used
to prepare a wide range of NW materials. Despite this
simplicity, template-mediated growth is also limited in
that the resulting NWs are usually polycrystalline, which
could limit their potential for many applications.

Another general strategy that has received increas-
ing focus over that past several years involves exploit-
ing a ‘‘catalyst’’ to confine growth in 1D. Depending
on the phases involved in the reaction, this approach
is typically defined as VLS,[10,11] solution–liquid–solid
(SLS),[12,13] or vapor–solid (VS) [14,15] growth. In VLS
growth, a vapor-phase reactant is solubilized by a
liquid catalyst particle to form solid wire=rod-like
structures. Solution–liquid–solid adopts the same idea
with the only change that reactant comes from a solu-
tion rather than vapor phase; in VS, a vapor-phase
reactant reacts directly on the solid particle to form a
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solid wire=tube. Vapor–liquid–solid growth has been
used to synthesize a variety of whisker-like structures
but with typical diameter much larger than
200nm.[10,11] Solution–liquid–solid has been used to grow
NWs of III–V materials but seems to be limited by the
availability of low-melting point metal catalyst.[12,13]

Vapor–solid growth has been used to grow carbon

nanotubes, and a number of different oxide
nanorods,[14,15] although it seemed to be limited to the
growth of only some particular types of materials and
the growth mechanism is yet to be understood.

CATALYTIC GROWTH: CONCEPTS AND
SYNTHETIC DESIGN

Catalytic growth, where the catalyst is used to direct
1D growth of single crystal materials via a VLS
mechanism (Fig. 3a), is a powerful concept for NW
synthesis.[1–3] Here, the catalyst is envisioned as a
nanocluster or nanodroplet that defines the diameter
of and serves as the site that directs preferentially the
addition of reactant to the end of a growing NW much
like a living polymerization catalyst directs the addi-
tion of monomers to a growing polymer chain.

This synthetic concept is especially important since
it readily provides the intellectual underpinning needed

Fig. 1 Schematic view of key concept for 1D growth. To
achieve 1D growth in systems where atomic bonding is rela-
tively isotropic requires that the growth symmetry be broken

rather than simply arresting growth at an early stage.

Fig. 2 Schematic view of growth of NWs by physically
confined chemical reaction. Growth of NWs by (A) Step edge
deposition; (B) Pore filling; and (C) Deposition on preexist-
ing 1D fibers such as carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 3 Catalytic growth of NWs. (a) Schematics illustrating
the underlying concept for catalytic growth of NWs. Liquid

catalytic clusters act as the energetically favored site for loca-
lized chemical reaction, absorption of vapor-phase reactant,
and crystallization of crystalline NWs. (b) Binary A–B phase

diagram used as guide for choosing a catalyst for NW
growth. The vertical arrow represents a specific composition
of catalyst (A) to NW (B) with end point corresponding to

the growth temperature. The horizontal arrow defines the
composition of the catalyst liquid (L) catalyst-NW (A–B)
nanodroplet and shows that pure solid NW (B) is the only
solid phase at this temperature.
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for the specification of the catalyst and growth condi-
tions required for predictable NW growth. First, equi-
librium phase diagrams (Fig. 3b) are used to determine
catalyst materials that form a liquid alloy with the NW
material of interest. The phase diagram is then used to
choose a specific composition and growth temperature
such that there is a coexistence of a liquid alloy and
solid NW phases. The liquid catalyst alloy cluster
serves as the preferential site for absorption of reactant
since the sticking coefficient is much higher on liquid
vs. solid surfaces and, when supersaturated, the nuclea-
tion site for crystallization. Preferential 1D growth
occurs in the presence of reactant as long as the cata-
lyst nanodroplet remains in the liquid state. Within this
framework, it is straightforward to synthesize NWs
with different diameters and composition, if appropri-
ate nanometer scale diameter catalyst clusters are
available. Several methods that exploit this general
approach are described later with an emphasis on
laser-assisted catalytic growth (LCG) and metal-
catalyzed chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

LASER-ASSISTED CATALYTIC GROWTH

A straightforward and general approach for producing
the nanometer scale clusters required to nucleate and
direct the growth of NWs is laser ablation and conden-
sation.[16] In this context, NW growth can be readily
achieved by laser ablation of a composite target
containing the catalyst and NW material in a heated
flow tube (Fig. 4). The background pressure within
the flow reactor is used to control condensation of
the ablated material and the cluster size, while the
temperature is varied to maintain the catalyst cluster
in the liquid state. When the laser-generated clusters
become supersaturated with the desired NW material,
a nucleation event occurs producing a (NW) solid–
liquid (NW-catalyst alloy) interface. To minimize the
interfacial free energy, subsequent solid growth=
crystallization occurs at this initial interface, which
thus imposes a highly anisotropic growth constraint
that lead to 1D nanoscale wires. We have termed this
method ‘‘laser-assisted catalytic growth.’’[3] This
approach has proven to be very general for the synth-
esis of semiconductor NW materials, including group
IV elemental,[17] group IV alloys, and group III–V,

II–VI, and IV–VI compound semiconductor NW
materials.[3,18–20] Later we demonstrate the basic prin-
ciples underlying this approach with the rational and
predictable growth of gallium arsenide (GaAs) NWs.

Laser-Assisted Catalytic Growth of GaAs NWs

A key feature of our catalytic growth approach for
NW synthesis is that equilibrium phase diagrams can
be used to predict the catalyst material, chemical com-
position, and growth conditions, thus enabling rational
and predictable synthesis of new NW materials. For
example, binary phase diagrams have been used to pre-
dict the composition and growth temperatures for the
synthesis of elemental semiconductor NW materials
such as silicon and germanium NWs.[17] Predictable
catalytic growth of compound NWs is more challen-
ging than that of Si and Ge NWs due to the complexity
of ternary and higher order phase diagrams. However,
such complexity can be greatly simplified by consider-
ing pseudobinary phase diagrams for the catalyst and
compound semiconductor of interest. For example,
the pseudobinary phase diagram of Au–GaAs
(Fig. 5A) shows that Au–Ga–As liquid and GaAs solid
are the principle phases above 630�C in the GaAs-rich
region of the phase diagram.[21] This information
implies that Au can serve as a catalyst to grow GaAs
NWs by the LCG method, if the target composition
and growth temperature are chosen to be within this
region of the phase diagram.

Indeed, LCG growth of GaAs NWs using Au as the
catalyst produces samples consisting primarily of wire-
like structure with diameters on the order of 10 nm,
and lengths extending up to tens of micrometers (Fig.
5B). X-ray diffraction (XRD) data from bulk GaAs
NW samples can be indexed to the ZB structure with
a lattice constant consistent with bulk GaAs, and also
show that the material is pure GaAs at least to 1%
level. In addition, we note that high yields of GaAs
NWs were also obtained using Ag and Cu catalysts.
These latter data are consistent with the fact that Ag
and Cu exhibit M–Ga–As (M ¼ Ag or Cu) liquid
and GaAs solid phases in the GaAs-rich region of
the corresponding pseudobinary phase diagrams.[21]

Taken together, these results demonstrate clearly the
power of the LCG approach for predictable NW
growth.

Detailed transmission electron microscope (TEM)
studies along with electron diffraction (ED) and energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis also revealed impor-
tant features of the structure and chemical composi-
tions of the produced GaAs NWs. First, diffraction
contrast images of individual NWs (Fig. 5C) indicate
that NWs are single crystal (uniform contrast) and
uniform in diameter. Second, the Ga :As compositionFig. 4 Schematic of a laser-based NW growth apparatus.
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determined by EDX is consistent with stoichiometric
GaAs within limits of instrument sensitivity. Third,
the ED pattern recorded perpendicular to the long axis
of this NW (Fig. 5C, inset) can be indexed for the
h1 1 2i zone axis of the ZB GaAs structure, and thus
shows that growth occurs along the [1 1 1] direction.
Extensive studies of individual GaAs NWs show that
growth occurs along the h1 1 1i directions in all cases.
This direction and the single crystal structure have
been further confirmed by lattice-resolved TEM images

(e.g., Fig. 5D) that show clearly the (1 1 1) lattice
planes perpendicular to the wire axis. Lastly, the
TEM studies also revealed that most NWs terminate
at one end with a nanoparticle of higher contrast
(Fig. 5E). Energy dispersive X-ray analysis indicates
that the nanoparticles are composed largely of Au.
The presence of Au nanoparticles at the ends of the
NWs is consistent with the pseudobinary phase dia-
gram, and represents strong evidence for a VLS growth
mechanism proposed for LCG.

Fig. 5 Laser-assisted catalytic growth of GaAs NWs. (A) Pseudobinary phase diagram of the GaAs–Au system. (B) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of GaAs NWs produced by LCG. (C) Diffraction contrast TEM image of a GaAs NW indicat-

ing single crystal structure. The inset shows a convergent beam ED pattern recorded along h1 1 2i zone axis, and demonstrates
wire axis (and growth) is along the [1 1 1] direction. (D) High-resolution TEM image of the NW. The (1 1 1) lattice planes
(lattice spacing 0.32 � 0.01 nm) are clearly seen and perpendicular to the wire axis, further confirming the [1 1 1] growth direc-
tion. (E) High-resolution TEM image of an NW end showing a catalyst nanocluster. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis indicates

that the nanoparticle is composed primarily of Au with trace amounts of Ga and As. (From Ref.[3].)
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General Synthesis of Semiconductor Nanowires

The successful synthesis of binary GaAs NWs by LCG
is representative of the broad range of binary and more
complex NWmaterials prepared by this method.[3,18–20]

In a number of cases, phase diagrams could be used
to define clearly catalyst, composition and growth
conditions required for successful NW growth,
although appropriate phase diagrams (e.g., pseudo-
binary and more complex) are not readily available
for many compound semiconductor materials and
catalytic metals of interest. To extend our synthetic
approach to the broadest range of materials, we
recognized that catalysts for LCG can be chosen in
the absence of detailed phase diagram data by identi-
fying metals in which the NW component elements
are soluble in the liquid phase but that do not form
solid compounds more stable than the desired NW
phase; that is, the ideal metal catalyst should be ‘‘phy-
sically active’’ but ‘‘chemically stable.’’ This basic
guiding principle suggests that the noble metal Au
should represent a good starting point for many semi-
conductor materials. Indeed, Table 1 summarizes the
broad range of NW materials, with different structure
types and chemical properties, synthesized as high-
quality single crystals using Au as the catalyst. These
results demonstrate unambiguously the generality of
our approach.

The Case of GaN Nanowires

Gold nanoclusters are unable to catalyze GaN NW
growth due to the low solubility of nitrogen.[19] These
results are consistent with the basic requirement for a
catalyst: physically active and chemically stable. In this
context, Au is not physically active. A good catalyst
should form a miscible liquid phase with GaN but
not lead to a more stable solid phase under the NW
growth conditions. This guiding principle suggests that

Fe and Ni, which dissolve both gallium and nitrogen,
and do not form a more stable compound than GaN,
will be good catalysts for GaN NW growth.

Significantly, we found that LCG using either a
GaN=Fe or GaN=Ni targets produces a high yield of
nanometer diameter wire-like structures.[19] Fig. 6A
shows a diffraction contrast TEM image of a GaN
NW synthesized via an iron catalyst. The uniform con-
trast of the NW suggests that it has a single crys-
talline structure. Electron diffraction confirmed that
the NWs are single crystals with a wurtzite structure
and a [1 0 0] growth direction. Images of the NW ends
also exhibited nanoclusters consisting primarily of
iron, consistent with a VLS growth mechanism. Lastly,
high-resolution TEM images (Fig. 6B,C) confirmed the
single crystal structure and growth direction, and more-
over, demonstrated that the surfaces of the GaN NWs
terminate sharply with only 1–2 atomic layers of amor-
phous oxide.

Diameter-, Length-, and Doping-Controlled
Synthesis

In the LCG method, laser ablation is used to simul-
taneously generate nanoscale metal catalyst clusters
and semiconductor reactant that produce NWs via a
VLS growth mechanism. A major advantage of this
approach is its flexibility and generality since laser
ablation can be used to produce nanoclusters of vir-
tually any material, which has enabled the growth of
a very wide range of NWs. To fully exploit the poten-
tial of these NW materials also requires control of
physical dimensions (i.e., diameter and length) and
electronic properties (e.g., doping).

Implicit to our catalytic approach to NW growth is
the idea that the size of the metal catalysts determine
NW diameter, and thus NWs with a narrow size distri-
bution should be obtained from approximately
monodisperse nanocluster catalysts. This important

Table 1 NWmaterials grown by the LCG approach. All of the NWs were synthesized using gold as the
catalyst except for the case of GaN (see text)

Group IV–IV

Group III–V
Group II–VI Group IV–VI

Binary Ternary (Binary) (Binary)

Si GaN Ga(As(1�x)Px) ZnS PbSe

Ge GaP In(As(1�x)Px) ZnSe PbTe

Si(1�x)Gex GaAs (Ga(1�x)Inx)P CdS

InP (Ga(1�x)Inx)As CdSe

InAs (Ga(1�x)Inx)

(As(1�x)Px)
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idea was verified recently through the demonstration of
diameter-controlled growth of GaP,[22] InP,[23] and Si
NWs[24] from monodisperse Au nanocluster catalysts.
Significantly, the widths of the NW diameter distribu-
tions were essentially the same as those of the starting
Au nanoclusters, thus demonstrating that NW
diameter can be controlled predictably. The use of
well-defined catalyst nanoclusters was also used to
show that NWs with a given length can be prepared
by controlling the growth time.[23] Lastly, studies have
shown that controlled p- and n-type doping of
these semiconductor NWs, which is critical for most
nanoelectronic and many photonic applications, can
be readily achieved by simply introducing dopant
elements into the reactant.[25,26]

CATALYTIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
GROWTH OF NANOWIRES

An alternative to the LCG implementation of catalytic
NW growth is nanocluster-catalyzed CVD, in which
the reactants and dopants are well-defined gas
sources.[2] The catalytic CVD method enables the
NW size, composition, and doping level to be con-
trolled in a very precise manner.[24]

A clear illustration of the potential of this method is
the controlled growth of Si NWs using distinct mono-
disperse diameter Au nanoclusters as the catalyst and
silane as the gaseous reactant source (Fig. 7).[24] Field
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
images of the Si NWs grown from Au nanoclusters

dispersed on SiO2 planar surfaces showed a compar-
able NW density to the starting nanocluster density
(Fig. 7B). Qualitatively, these images also show that
the Si NWs grown from Au nanoclusters are nearly
monodisperse with diameters determined by the nano-
clusters. This latter point was confirmed from TEM
images (Fig. 7B, inset), which show directly that the
Au particles at the NW ends are similar to the NW
diameters. Histograms summarizing extensive TEM
studies of the NW diameters obtained from different
diameter nanoclusters also show that Si NWs grown
from 5 (4.9 � 1.0), 10 (9.7 � 1.5), 20 (19.8 � 2.0),
and 30 nm (30.0 � 3.0 nm) Au nanoclusters have
average NW diameters of 6.4 � 1.2, 12.3 � 2.5,
20 � 2.3, and 31.1 � 2.7 nm, respectively. Signifi-
cantly, the dispersion of the Si NW diameters mirrors
that of Au catalysts, suggesting that the NW dispersity is
limited only by the dispersity of Au nanocluster catalysts.

These studies also showed that the NW diameters
were on average 1–2 nm larger than the catalyst sizes.
This observation is consistent with the formation of
an (Si, Au) alloy prior to the nucleation of NW growth.
In addition, postgrowth oxidation of the Si NWs upon
exposure to air could increase observed wire diameters.
Overall, these results demonstrate the power of our
size-controlled growth approach, and also show that
it is possible to produce nearly monodisperse Si NWs
with specific core diameters ranging from only 2 to
more than 30 nm. In addition, the electronic properties
of the Si NWs can be precisely controlled by introdu-
cing dopant gases during growth. For example, addi-
tion of different ratios of diborane or phosphane to

Fig. 6 Laser-assisted catalytic growth of GaN NWs. (A) Diffraction contrast TEM image of a GaN NW that terminates in a
faceted nanoparticle of higher (darker) contrast. (Inset) convergent beam ED (CBED) pattern recorded along h0 0 1i zone axis.
(B), (C) Lattice resolved TEM images of GaN NW with diameters of ca. 30 and 10 nm, respectively. The image was taken along
h0 0 1i zone axis. (From Ref.[19].)
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silane reactant during growth produces p- or n-type Si
NWs, respectively, with dopant concentration varied in
a well-controlled way.[25]

SYNTHESIS OF NANOWIRE
HETEROSTRUCTURES AND
SUPERLATTICES

Modulated nanostructures in which the composition
and=or doping are varied on the nanometer scale
represent important targets of synthesis since they
could enable new and unique function and potential
for integration in functional nanosystems. An initial
indication of the significance of this idea was the
growth of carbon nanotube–Si NW heterojunctions,
which created nanometer scale metal–semiconductor
junctions showing current rectification.[27] In this sec-
tion, we will describe the synthesis of both longitudinal
and radial NW heterostructures.

Axial Nanowire Heterostructures

Our approach to axial NW heterostructure growth
(Fig. 8)[28] exploits metal-catalyzed NW synthesis.
We introduce vapor-phase semiconductor reactants
required for NW growth by either laser ablation of
solid targets or vapor-phase molecular species. To cre-
ate a single junction within the NW, the addition of the
first reactant is stopped during growth, and then a
second reactant is introduced for the remainder of
the synthesis (Fig. 8b); repeated modulation of the
reactants during growth produces NW superlattices
(Fig. 8c). In principle, this approach can be successfully
implemented if a nanocluster catalyst suitable for
growth of the different superlattice components under
similar conditions is found; our previous studies
suggested that Au nanoclusters meet this requirement
for a wide range of group III–V and group IV materials.

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) =gallium phosphide (GaP)
superlattices have been grown by LCG using GaAs
and GaP targets.[28] Fig. 9 shows TEM images of the

Fig. 7 Catalytic CVD growth of Si NWs. (A) Schematic
of size-controlled NW synthesis using monodisperse Au
nanocluster catalysts. (B) Atomic force microscope (AFM)

image of Au nanoclusters deposited on a silicon substrate,
and the Si NWs grown by CVD. (C) Distributions of NW
diameters obtained from 5, 10, 20, and 30 nm diameter
nanoclusters. (From Ref.[24].)

Fig. 8 Schematics illustrating the synthesis of axial hetero-
structures: (a) single component NW; (b) heterostructure;
and (c) superlattice. (From Ref.[28].)
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products of this synthesis. It is relatively straightfor-
ward to focus on the junction area as the NW lengths
can be controlled directly by growth times. High-
resolution TEM images of a typical GaAs=GaP junc-
tion region (Fig. 9A) exhibit a crystalline NW core
without obvious defects, and show that the NW axes lies
along the h1 1 1i direction, in agreement with previous
studies of single-component systems. Two-dimensional
Fourier transforms calculated from high-resolution
images containing the junction region (Fig. 9A, inset)
show pairs of reciprocal lattice peaks along the different
lattice directions, while such transforms calculated from
the regions above and below the junction (not shown)
exhibit only single reciprocal lattice peaks. Analysis of
these peak data yields lattice constants, indexed to the
ZB structures of GaP and GaAs, of 0.5474 �
0.0073nm and 0.5668 � 0.0085nm, and are in good
agreement with the values for both GaP (0.5451nm)
and GaAs (0.5653nm), respectively.

The TEM structural data suggest that the GaP=
GaAs junctions could be abrupt, and thus we have
carried out local elemental mapping of the heterojunc-
tion by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to
address composition variation across the junction
(Fig. 9E).[28] These elemental maps show that Ga is uni-
formly distributed along the length of the NW, while P
(Fig. 9D) and As (Fig. 9E) appear localized in the GaP
and GaAs portions of the NW heterostructure, respec-
tively. Quantitative analysis of the P and As composi-
tion variation (Fig. 9F) shows, however, that the
junction is not atomically abrupt, but rather makes
the transition between GaP and GaAs phases over a
length scale of 15–20 nm. This length scale is reason-
able considering that the �20 nm diameter Au catalyst
must realloy with GaP after initial GaAs growth. The
observed composition variation has several potentially
important implications. First, composition variation
at the interface can relieve strain, and may enable the
defect-free junctions and superlattices that we observe
in this system—which has a relatively large lattice mis-
match. We note, however, that simple estimates of the
length between dislocations suggest that defect-free,
atomically abrupt interfaces may be possible in wires
of diameter less than 20 nm. Second, there are photonic
and electronic applications where abrupt interfaces are
important. The observed composition variation could
be substantially reduced in smaller-diameter NWs;
that is, a 5-nm diameter NW superlattice should have
variations of <5 nm across the junction interfaces.
Alternatively, it should be possible to use different
nanocluster catalysts or variations in the growth tem-
perature when reactants are switched to obtain sharper
interfaces.

We find that this approach can produce composi-
tionally modulated NW superlattices in which the
number of periods and repeat spacing can be readily

Fig. 9 GaAs=GaP NW junctions. (A) High-resolution TEM

of a GaAs=GaP junction grown from a 20-nm gold nano-
cluster catalyst. Scale bar, 10 nm. Inset, 2D Fourier trans-
forms show splitting of the reciprocal lattice peaks along

the h1 1 1i, h�1100i and h�2200i lattice directions in the [0�222]
zone axis. (B) Transmission electron microscope image of
another junction. Scale bar, 20 nm. (C)–(E) Elemental map-

ping of the Ga (shown gray), P (red), and As (blue) content
of the junction shown in (B). (F) Line profiles of the composi-
tion through the junction region, showing the change in com-
position as a function of the distance. (From Ref.[28].)
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varied during growth.[28] Transmission electron micro-
scope images of a six-period structure corresponding to
a (GaP=GaAs)3 superlattice (Fig. 10A) show that the
20 nm diameter NWs are highly uniform over their
�3 mm lengths. Spatially resolved EDS measurements
of composition (Fig. 10B) further demonstrate that
the P and As regions are distinct from one another,
and that there is minimal cross-contamination. More-
over, these data show that each GaP and GaAs NW
segment has a length of about 500 nm, and are thus
consistent with the equal growth times used for each
segment, but also show that growth rates remain
relatively constant during the entire NW synthesis.

This methodology for growth of superlattice struc-
tures can be generalized in many materials systems.
For example, we fabricated p–n junctions within indi-
vidual Si NWs by Au-nanocluster-catalyzed CVD
and dopant modulation.[28] Other systems have also
demonstrated recently by other groups: Si–Ge[29] and
InAs–InP.[30] These superlattice structures greatly
increase the versatility and power of NW building

blocks for nanoscale electronic and photonic applica-
tions, such as nanobarcodes, injection lasers, and
engineered 1D waveguides.

Radial Nanowire Homo- and Heterostructures

The growth of crystalline overlayers on nanostructure
surfaces is important for controlling surface properties
and for enabling new function. We have recently
demonstrated this concept with the synthesis of silicon
and germanium core–shell and multishell NW homo-
and heterostructures using the CVD method applicable
to a variety of nanoscale materials.[31] The approach to
the synthesis of core–shell NW structures is based
upon control of radial vs. axial growth (Fig. 11). Axial
growth is achieved when reactant activation and
addition occurs at the catalyst site and not on the
NW surface (Fig. 11B). Correspondingly, it is possible
to drive conformal shell growth by altering conditions
to favor homogeneous vapor-phase deposition on the
NW surface (Fig. 11C). Subsequent introduction of
different reactants and=or dopants produces multiple
shell structures of nearly arbitrary composition,
although epitaxial growth of these shells requires
consideration of lattice structures. This approach to
core–shell NW heterostructures is elaborated below
for the technologically important silicon (Si) and
germanium (Ge) systems.

Homoepitaxial Si–Si core–shell NWs were grown
by CVD using silane as the silicon reactant (Fig. 12).

Fig. 10 Nanowire superlattice structures. (A) Transmission
electron microscope image of a �20-nm diameter (GaP=
GaAs)3 NW superlattice. Scale bar, 300 nm. (B) Elemental

profile of the superlattice along the NW length measured
by EDS analysis. The symbols in (A) show the location of
each EDS spectrum along the NW and the color of the symbol
indicates GaP (red) and GaAs (blue) regions. (From Ref.[28].)

Fig. 11 Synthesis of core–shell NWs by chemical vapor
deposition. (A) Gaseous reactants (red) catalytically decom-
pose on the surface of a gold nanocluster leading to nuclea-

tion and axial NW growth. (B) One-dimensional growth is
maintained as reactant decomposition on the gold catalyst
is strongly preferred. (C) Synthetic conditions are altered to

induce homogeneous reactant decomposition on the NW
surface, leading to a thin, uniform shell (blue). (D) Multiple
shells are grown by repeated modulation of reactants. (From
Ref.[31].)
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Intrinsic silicon (i-Si) NW cores were prepared by gold
nanocluster directed axial growth, which yields single
crystal structures with diameters controlled by the
nanocluster diameter, and then boron-doped p-type

silicon (p-Si) shells were grown by homogeneous CVD,
where the shell thickness was directly proportional to
the growth time. Radial shell growth can be ‘‘turned
on’’ by the addition of diborane, which serves both to
lower the decomposition temperature of silane and acts
as a p-type dopant. Transmission electron microscope
images of the i-Si=p-Si product obtained from constant
temperature growth shows a uniform core–shell struc-
ture consisting of a crystalline Si core and amorphous
Si shell (Fig. 12A), where the core diameter, 19 nm, is con-
sistent with the 20nm nanocluster used in the initial axial
growth step. Transmission electron microscope images
show reproducible crystalline faceting at the core–shell
interface (Fig. 12B). This faceting suggests that the NW
surfaces are sufficiently clean following axial growth to
nucleate epitaxial shell growth.

To understand and control Si on Si homoepitaxy in
core–shell NW structures, we carried out several distinct
experiments. First, i-Si=p-Si core–shell NWs prepared
as above were annealed in situ at 600�C. Transmission
electron microscope images recorded on the annealed
samples exhibited no diffraction contrast between the
core and shell (Fig. 12C), and lattice resolved images
and ED data further show that the shell crystallizes to
yield a single crystal structure (Fig. 12D). Second, the
importance of the initial nucleation for achieving epi-
taxy in the shell was probed using in situ oxidation of
the silicon core, which produces a thin amorphous sili-
con oxide layer at the surface of the core, prior
to silicon shell growth. Significantly, TEM images
of i-Si=SiOx=p-Si core–shell–shell structures show a
smooth and abrupt interface between the crystalline
core and amorphous shell (Fig. 12E,F). The low rough-
ness of the interface is comparable to that observed in
NWs after only axial growth, and contrasts sharply
with the faceted interface of the low-temperature
homoepitaxy (Fig. 12B). These results show that the
thin oxide layer completely disrupts homoepitaxy;
further annealing and TEM studies show that oxida-
tion inhibits crystallization of the shell under annealing
conditions that lead to complete crystallization in
samples without the oxide layer.

Radial heteroepitaxy of Si on Ge was also pursued
to explore the potential and generality of our approach
to core–shell structures in materials of rapidly increas-
ing scientific and technological importance. For exam-
ple, the energy band offsets in Si–Ge heterostructures
produce internal fields that drive charge carrier
redistribution, which can enable high mobility devices.
Single crystal Ge NWs were defined via gold nano-
cluster-directed axial growth, and then boron-doped
p-Si shells were grown by homogeneous CVD (see
‘‘Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition Growth of
Nanowires’’). Bright-field TEM images (Fig. 13A)
reveal a core–shell structure that is consistent with
Ge-core (dark) and Si-shell (light) structure, and we

Fig. 12 Si–Si homoepitaxial core–shell NWs. (A), (B) Dif-

fraction contrast and high-resolution TEM images, respec-
tively, of an unannealed i-Si core and p-Si shell NW. Scale
bars are 50 and 5 nm, respectively. (C), (D) Transmission

electron microscope images of an i-Si=p-Si core–shell NW
annealed at 600�C for 30min after core–shell growth at
450�C. Inset, 2D Fourier transforms depicting the [1 1 1]
zone axis of the single crystal NW. (E), (F) Transmission

electron microscope images of an i-Si=SiOx=p-Si NW. Inset,
TEM image of p-Si coating the NW and the Au nanocluster
tip. Scale bar is 50 nm. (From Ref.[31].) (View this art in color
at www.dekker.com.)
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confirmed this assignment by elemental mapping (Fig.
13B,C), which shows a localized Ge core and Si shell.
High-resolution TEM images of i-Ge=p-Si core–shell
NWs in which the p-Si shell was deposited at low tem-
perature without annealing show a crystalline Ge core
and predominantly amorphous Si shell (Fig. 13D).
Analysis of cross-sectional elemental mapping data
(Fig. 13E) shows that the Ge core is�26nm, the Si shell
is �15 nm, and the Ge–Si interface width is believed to
be <1 nm on the basis the electron beam width and
modeling.

Significantly, we find that the amorphous Si shell
can be completely crystallized following in situ thermal
annealing at 600�C.[31] Lattice-resolved TEM images
of Ge–Si core–shell structures following this thermal
treatment exhibit a uniform crystalline Si shell (Fig.
13F), and suggest that thin regions of epitaxially grown
Si are present in the unannealed wires. Higher silicon
deposition temperatures might make the annealing
step unnecessary by improving the surface mobility
of adsorbed silicon. Elemental mapping (Fig. 13G)

confirms that the contrast in high-resolution TEM
images is consistent with an abrupt (<1 nm) Si–Ge
interface. Although the present measurements cannot
rule out some interface mixing, previous studies of pla-
nar growth under similar conditions found no evidence
for Si–Ge interdiffusion. Notably, preliminary electri-
cal transport studies of the i-Ge=p-Si core–shell NWs
provide good evidence for internal field driven carrier
redistribution and we believe these systems will be
exciting to investigate in the future.

Synthetic control of Si–Ge core–multishell NW
structures could be used to explore a variety of funda-
mental phenomena and new device concepts, although
achieving this goal will require the ability to prepare an
essentially arbitrary sequence of Si, Ge, and alloy over-
layers on both Si and Ge NW cores. To this end, we
also studied Ge deposition on Si NW cores.[31] Trans-
mission electron microscope images and composition
mapping (Fig. 14A) show the Si–Ge core–shell struc-
ture with a sharp (<1 nm) interface, and demonstrate
that the Ge shell is fully crystallized for the

Fig. 13 Ge–Si core–shell NWs. (A) Bright-field image of an unannealed Ge–Si core–shell NW with an amorphous p-Si shell.
Scale bar is 50 nm. (B), (C) Scanning TEM elemental maps of Ge (red) and Si (blue), respectively, in the NW of (A). (D)
High-resolution TEM image of an NW similar to those in (A)–(C). Scale bar is 5 nm. (E) Elemental mapping cross-section show-

ing Ge (red circles) and Si (blue circles) concentrations. The solid lines show the theoretical cross-section for a 26-nm diameter
core, 15-nm thick shell, and <1 nm interface. (F) High-resolution TEM image of annealed Ge–Si core–shell NW exhibiting a
crystalline p-Si shell. Scale bar is 5 nm. (G) Elemental mapping cross-section gives a 5-nm shell thickness with a sharp interface.
(From Ref.[31].)
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low-temperature growth (Fig. 14B), presumably due to
the higher surface mobility of Ge adatoms. In addition,
diffraction data are consistent with coherently strained
epitaxial overgrowth (Fig. 14B, inset); that is, a single
diffraction peak is observed along the axial direction,
which is indicative of compressively strained Ge and
tensilely strained Si. Two peaks, which can be indexed
to the Ge (5.657 Å) and Si (5.431 Å) lattice constants,
are also observed in the radial direction and indicate
relaxation normal to the interface. Preliminary trans-
port studies of these structures provide evidence for
hole injection from the p-Si core to i-Ge shell as
expected from valence band offsets. Finally, we have
also explored the growth of more complex multishell
structures; composition mapping of a Si–Ge–Si core–
double-shell structure (Fig. 14C) demonstrates the abil-
ity to make core–multishell structures and suggest that
this approach will be viable for introducing complex
functionality in the future.

Summary: Nanocluster Catalyzed NW Growth

To summarize this article on the controlled and pre-
dictable growth of 1D materials, we first review the
two crucial points of catalytic NW growth: 1) Nano-
meter sized catalytic clusters serve as a preferential
site for reactant addition and nucleation, and can
thereby define the size and direct the growth of crystal-
line NWs by a VLS mechanism; and (2) equilibrium
phase diagrams can be used to predict catalyst mate-
rial, composition, and growth conditions, and thus
enable rational and predictable synthesis of new NW
materials. In the absence of detailed phase diagram
data, catalysts can be rationally chosen through con-
sideration of the chemical reactivity and physical solu-
bility of the elements. An ideal catalyst should be
physically active—form a miscible liquid phase with
elements of the NW—but chemically stable; that is,
not form a more stable solid phase than the desired
NW phase under the growth conditions.

Two types of catalytic growth method have been
developed and have enabled controlled growth of a
very wide range of NW materials. First, LCG, where
laser ablation is used to produce catalytic nanoclusters
and vapor-phase reactants, has been shown to be a
general technique for rapidly exploring the growth of
new NW materials. Since laser ablation can be use to
produce nanoclusters of virtually any material, LCG
has perhaps the greatest flexibility and generality for
NW synthesis. Second, catalytic CVD, in which
gas reactant sources are combined with well-defined
nanocluster catalysts, provides exquisite control over
NW growth since all of the key parameters, including
catalytic nanocluster size, reactant ratios, composition,
and doping modulation, can be independently and

Fig. 14 Si–Ge and Si–Ge–Si core–shell NWs. (A) Elemental

mapping cross-section indicating a 21-nm diameter Si core
(blue circles), 10-nm Ge shell (red circles), and <1 nm inter-
face. Inset, TEM image of the Si–Ge core–shell NW. (B)

High-resolution TEM image of an NW from the same syn-
thesis as the wire in (A). Scale bar is 5 nm. Inset, 2D Fourier
transform of the real-space image. The split lattice reflections

perpendicular to the interface can be indexed to the Ge and
Si lattice constants (5.657 and 5.431 Å, respectively). (C)
Cross-sectional elemental mapping of a double-shell struc-

ture with an intrinsic silicon core (diameter, 20 nm), intrinsic
germanium inner shell (thickness, 30 nm), and p-type silicon
outer shell (4 nm); silicon is blue circles and germanium is
red circles. (From Ref.[31].)
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precisely varied and controlled. In summary, a general
approach has been developed for the synthesis of
technologically important semiconductor NWs with
precisely controlled chemical composition, physical
dimension (diameter and length), hierarchical structure
(axial or radial heterostructures, superlattices, and
core–shell structures), and electronic optical properties.
The availability of these broad range of NW materials
opens many exciting opportunities in nanoscale science
and technology.
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Sensors Based on Chemicurrents
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INTRODUCTION

Selective and nonselective solid-state chemical sensors

have been developed for a variety of applications in process

control, environmental monitoring, and hazardous sub-

stance detection. Most rely on an indirect detection mecha-

nism whereby electronic or electro-optical properties of the

device are altered by the substance of interest allowing for a

measurable response. Sensors based on analyte–sensor

interactions, which modify capacitance, conductivity, and

refractive index, operate in this manner.[1–7]

Recently, a means of directly monitoring charged

carriers produced from gas–surface interactions has been

described[8–18] whereby ‘‘hot’’ electrons/holes (e–h) from

gas–surface reactions are themselves detected using

ultrathin film metal-semiconductor (MS) Schottky

diodes.[13] When an adsorbate binds to the surface with a

relatively large adsorption energy, the energy may appear

as an energetic e–h pair generated at the metal surface; the

excited electron may travel ballistically through the thin

metal film and transverse the Schottky barrier (SB) if the

film is thin compared with the ballistic mean free path and

if the kinetic energy of the electron is larger than the

barrier height [Fig. 1a]. Once injected into the conduction

band of the semiconductor [inverse electron emission,

(IEE)], the electron is detected as a ‘‘chemicurrent’’

analogous to the photocurrent in a photodiode.

The energetic charge carriers have a ballistic mean free

path of tens of nanometers and thus for small-dimension

metal structures, the ‘‘hot’’ charge carriers persist at

energies well above the Fermi level. Hot electrons have

interesting and unusual reactivity and transport properties

which may be taken advantage of in Schottky-barrier

metal-semiconductor (MS) and metal-oxide-semiconduc-

tor (MOS) diode sensors. Using ultrathin metal films on

MS and MOS device structures, we have investigated the

‘‘chemielectronic’’ phenomena associated with a variety

of molecular and atomic interactions with transition metal

surfaces (Ag, Au, Pt, Pd) and found distinct differences in

the mechanism of signal production between the highly

energetic atomic and molecular species and more weakly

interacting species such as xenon and hydrocarbons. In

this review, the basis for the chemical sensitivity of these

diode structures will be addressed, emphasizing the

importance of oxide interfacial states in the detection of

electronic signals from weakly interacting gases. Exper-

imental evidence linking the surface chemistry to the

electronic processes giving rise to signals in MS and MOS

diode sensors will be presented.

BACKGROUND

Gergen et al.[16,18] showed that by adding a thin oxide

layer between the metal and the semiconductor, the

modified metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device had

sensitivity to a variety of weakly interacting gas species

not detectable on the MS Schottky diode sensor. The

original explanation of ballistic charge transport over the

Schottky barrier appears valid for species with large

adsorption energies including atomic oxygen and atomic

hydrogen, O2, NO, and NO2; however, the mechanism of

carrier generation and detection on the same devices for

weakly interacting species such as Xe, CO2, and hydro-

carbons is only now becoming clarified.

Metal-semiconductor and MOS solid-state sensors are

used in a variety of sensor applications; however, despite

decades of research, there remain controversies regard-

ing a complete description of the detection mechanisms

and conduction pathways. The controversy is greatest

for devices containing intermediate thin oxides. Forma-

tion of a metal-semiconductor junction results in charge

redistribution and band bending [Fig. 1a and b, re-

spectively]. The semiconductor barrier height is related

to the band bending by FB=Cs+Vn, where Vn is the

energy difference between the Fermi level and the

majority-carrier band edge and Cs is the semiconductor

work function.

The effect of the intermediate oxide layer is twofold.

Primarily, it increases the effective Schottky barrier by

enhancing the semiconductor band bending (Cs) as a result

of additional negative charges trapped in the intermediate

region. The Fermi level (EF) of the system will then be

nearer in energy to the valence band edge (VBM) than to

the conduction band edge (CBM). In such a structure,

current transport may be dominated by the component of

current between the metal and the valence band (minority
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band) in the n-type semiconductor. Minority-carrier cur-

rent in the semiconductor region will be the sum of the

space charge diffusion current and the generation–recom-

bination current associated with the depletion layer. In a

‘‘forward current soak,’’ majority carriers are slowly

trapped in the oxide. This increases the barrier resulting

in high minority-carrier injection. The opposite behavior is

observed in the case of an ‘‘avalanche current soak,’’

where minority carriers are slowly trapped in the oxide

layer. This decreases the barrier height resulting in low

minority-carrier injection.[19–21] Second, the presence of

the oxide ‘‘unpins’’ the Fermi level at the surface of the

semiconductor allowing the barrier height to reflect the

metal-semiconductor work function difference.[20]

Photoconduction in MS junctions from photons with

energies less than the band gap is generally thought to

involve three basic pathways [Fig. 1c]. Inverse electron

emission (IEE) may be observed from photon absorption in

the metal which produces ‘‘hot electrons’’ with sufficient

energy to reach and surmount the Schottky barrier, path-

way A1. The deep-hole state may be filled from metal-

based electrons, A2, giving rise to reverse bias current, or

from electron donor states at the interface, pathway A3.

Inverse electron emission may also be observed from

electrons excited from electron donor interface states over

the barrier, pathway B1, which are refilled by metal-based

electrons. An additional conduction path is given when

valence electrons in the semiconductor are photoexcited to

acceptor interface states, pathway C1, and trapped at the

interface. The valence band hole is filled by recombination

from donor (dopant) levels at the interface. In an n-type MS

device short-circuited through a current monitor, the

dominant pathways are A1 and A2, resulting in an observed

reverse bias electron current moving through the semicon-

ductor conduction band to the back contact and through the

current monitor to the front contact.

In MOS devices [Fig. 1d], because of the relatively

large density of interface electron donor states,[19] process

A3 becomes increasingly important as a source of elec-

trons to the deep photogenerated holes. If the photoelec-

tron energy is too low for transmission over the barrier,

depletion of the interface donors will result in a transient

discharging of the interface donor states with an apparent

forward bias charging current observed. The relative

interface state density and effective barrier height will

largely determine the relative importance of these vari-

ous pathways.

Much of the controversy involving MOS chemical

sensors involves the understanding of the interface states

and their contribution to conduction.[19,22–26] The relation-

ships between interfacial charging and donor or acceptor

interface states are indirectly observable in C–V and I–V

measurements.[27–31] Quantitative characterization of the

shifts cannot be performed unambiguously from such

Fig. 1 Energy band diagram illustrating (a) ballistic conduc-

tion mechanism in an oxide-free Schottky barrier diode. The

contact is between a metal and an n-type semiconductor. (b)

Thin oxide MOS diode structure. Presence of a negative charge

in the oxide causes the barrier height to increase. (c) Conduction

pathways in an MS diode. (d) Oxide-trap assisted conduction in

a MOS device. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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measurements because surface states affect the device

electrical characteristics in the following manner: 1)

surface states trap electrons and holes and 2) surface states

act as recombination centers (dynamic effect). As charge

traps, the states provide an additional electric field in the

insulating layer, and, consequently, the I–V and C–V are

shifted by the amount of the increased potential drop

across the insulating layer. As recombination centers, the

traps provide a current path as a result of surface

recombination in addition to other transport pathways

such as majority-carrier thermionic-emission current and

minority-carrier diffusion current, increasing the total

current density.

An electrical response from a chemical interaction

with an MS or MOS device may originate from one (or

more) fundamentally different mechanism of modifying

the interfacial charge. 1) The species can modify the work

function (chemical potential) of the conducting metal

layer which consequently results in a modification of the

space charge layer. 2) The species can introduce dipoles

at the metal/semiconductor interface, thereby modifying

the charge distribution of the double layer. 3) The species

can significantly change the interface state density in the

semiconductor interfacial region (pinning or unpinning

the Fermi level), thereby changing the charge and barrier

in the semiconductor. 4) The species can diffuse into the

semiconductor where it may modify its doping density,

thereby changing the charge density in the barrier region

and, consequently, the barrier. In general, the species to

be detected does not need to be the same entity that

causes the changes in the metal, semiconductor, or inter-

facial region. For example, a reaction product generated

catalytically at the conductor surface which interacts

with the sensor structure may be the species that causes

the change.

In our work, we have attempted to separate the device

response as a result of chemically induced changes in the

electrical characteristics of the MS and MOS junctions

from electrical phenomena resulting from charge genera-

tion and transport induced directly by the energy transfer

associated with surface reactions (direct effects). To this

end, we have investigated reactions of several gas species

including O2, O, H, H2, CO2, Xe, C2H4, and several other

hydrocarbon gases on Ag-, Au-, Pt-, and Pd-based MS and

MOS diodes.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sensors were formed on (17.5�12 mm) rectangles of n-

type h111i-oriented silicon (phosphorus-doped, 1–10 O
cm�2). All substrates were prepared using a standard

RCA cleaning procedure, (NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 1/1/4,

followed by HCl/H2O2/H2O 1/1/4, both for 10 minutes

at 90�C) followed by a 1-min dip in an aqueous solution of

buffered-HF and subsequent rinse in DI-water.[32] Metal-

semiconductor diodes were formed by deposition of metal

films on the oxide-free hydrophobic HF-terminated Si

surface. The backside of the silicon wafers has been

covered by a 1500-Å-thick Ti film (e-beam evaporated at

a pressure <1�10�6 Torr), followed by the deposition of

1500-Å gold to achieve an ohmic contact. Metal-oxide-

semiconductor junctions were formed by depositing the

metal film on a (�10 Å) silicon oxide layer grown on the

front side by means of a 5–10 min dip in an aqueous

solution of 30% H2O2.[16,18]

Two (3�7 mm) Pt films (4000 Å) separated by 7mm

were used as front contacts. The contacts were isolated

from the substrate by a 3000-Å-thick SiO2 film deposited

by evaporation. All the processes described above have

been performed under clean-room conditions. The sensors

were bonded with indium to a molybdenum sample holder

for later transfer into the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

chemical beam chamber. The (10�7 mm) active sensor

film was deposited between the contact pads by electron-

beam evaporation.

The metal films for the Ag-, Au-, and Pt-based sensors

were deposited on the sensor substrates at room temper-

ature by electron-beam evaporation under high vacuum

conditions (P�10�7 Torr) and secondarily transferred to

an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chemical beam chamber. Pd-

based sensors were deposited on sensor substrates cooled to

�125 K after transfer into the UHV chamber (P<5�10�10

Torr) using a wire source electron beam evaporator. Pd

films were deposited at low temperature (125 K) and

measured immediately after deposition. Using the same

sensor after gas exposure, increasing thicknesses were

obtained by a subsequent thermal evaporation of Pd under

UHV. The metal thickness was measured using a quartz

microbalance to calibrate the evaporation rate. Low-tem-

perature deposition was selected to inhibit surface diffu-

sion, which results in a continuous pinhole-free film of a

finer-grained morphology at a lower thickness than what

would be achieved at higher temperatures.[33]

The chemical composition of the Si/SiOx surface was

investigated prior to metal deposition using X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) (AlKa radiation, E=1486.6

eV). The thickness of the intermediate SiO2 layer (�7 Å)

was obtained from exit angle-dependent XPS measure-

ments (data not shown). The roughness of the Si/SiO2

interface and the growth morphology of the metal films

were studied ex situ by scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) before

and after gas exposure and annealing. A Nanoscope III

multimode scanning probe microscope (Digital Instru-

ments) operating in STM mode and a Dimensions 3100

scanning probe microscope (Digital Instruments) oper-
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ating in tapping mode were used to obtain STM and AFM

micrographs.

The electrical characteristics of the MS and MOS

contacts were investigated at room and low temperature

(125 K) in UHV using current–voltage (I–V) (not shown)

and capacitance–voltage (C–V) measurements at 1 kHz.

Chemically induced electrical signals were measured

in an UHV system. Mixed beams of atomic and molecular

gas species were produced and delivered by a three-stage

differentially pumped atomic beam source.[8] Hydrogen

and oxygen molecules were dissociated within a micro-

wave plasma at gas pressures between 150 and 800 mTorr.

The plasma source was especially designed to extract any

photons from the gas beam because the plasma emits

intense ultraviolet light with photon energy of 10.2 eV and

the Schottky diodes are sensitive photodetectors.

To investigate the diode response to gas exposure, the

active sensors were positioned in line to a shuttered

collimated gas beam modulated at 4 Hz (50% duty cycle).

The room-temperature thermalized beam had a flux that

varied between 2�1012 and 5�1012 atoms cm�2 sec�1.

The sensors were exposed to molecular and atomic

hydrogen and oxygen, several C2, C3, and C4 hydro-

carbons, xenon, and carbon dioxide. The detectors were

mounted on a manipulator cooled with a flow cryostat.

The reaction-induced chemicurrents were detected by the

diode connected in series with a current preamplifier (SRS

570). The preamplifier gain was 2 nA/V and its effective

impedance was 1 MO at 4 Hz. The preamplifier output

was connected either to a lock-in (SR830) or an A-D

convertor (Oscilloscope LeCroy 9361). The signals mea-

sured by the oscilloscope were averaged over several

cycles to minimize the noise present because of 60-Hz

pickup. Additionally, all measurements were carried out at

low temperature (125 K) to minimize the noise caused by

the thermal drift. Other details of the experimental setup

are described elsewhere.[13]

RESULTS

Fig. 2a (left) displays a STM image of a 60-Å-thick Pd

film deposited at low temperature (125 K) under UHV

conditions on a chemically oxidized Si surface (dSiO2
�7

Å, determined by XPS). In Fig. 2a, it is observed that Pd

does not grow as a uniform flat film as occurred in the

case of the Pd films grown on HF-terminated Si wafer

(MS devices.[34]), but forms hemispheres of �5–8 nm in

diameter. A Volmer–Weber (3-D islands) or Stranski–

Krastanov growth (monolayer plus islands) is expected

from thermodynamic considerations because mid-to-

late transition metals do not wet oxide substrates in

vacuum.[35] A similar fine grain film morphology (3–5 nm

in size) was discovered by AFM for a 60-Å-thick RT-

grown Pt film (Fig. 2b) Room-temperature silver deposi-

tion (60 Å), however, leads to large (30–60 nm) and

interconnected islands (Fig. 2c). The pictures on the right-

hand side of Fig. 2 are 3-D plots obtained from the

analysis of the STM and AFM images on the left after

taking into account the height information acquired.

Fig. 3 shows C�2 plots obtained from low-temperature

(125 K) C–V measurements performed over the reverse

bias range at 1 kHz on Au, Pt, Pd/SiO2/n-Si(111), and Pd–

MS devices before gas exposure. The experimental data are

reasonably well described by a linear fit consistent with

uniform doping in the semiconductor.[24,36,37] The curves

are not entirely parallel to one another because of dif-

ferences in the carrier concentration of the distinct silicon

wafers employed as substrate. The donor concentration

(ND) and barrier height (FBO) can be obtained from the fits

of the data for the different metals on otherwise identical

MOS devices (Table 1).[24,28,38] For the oxide-free contact

(i.e., Pd–MS, open circles, Fig. 3), the intercept on the

voltage axis, Vi (built-in potential), approximately gives

the barrier height, FBO=0.81±0.01 eV. The doping con-

centration calculated from the slope of the C�2–V plot is

Fig. 2 (a) Ex situ STM image (z range, 3 nm) of a 60-Å-thick Pd film thermally evaporated in UHV at T=125 K on SiO2/Si(111); (b) ex

situ AFM image (z range, 4 nm) of a RT-deposited 60-Å-thick Pt film grown on SiO2/Si(111) under high vacuum conditions; (c) ex situ

AFM image (z range, 15 nm) of a RT-deposited 60-Å-thick Pt film grown on SiO2/Si(111) under high vacuum conditions. The samples

were not exposed to any gas after preparation but were imaged under atmospheric pressure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 Diode characteristic parameters: capacitance at zero bias (C0), built-in potential (Vi), semiconductor surface space charge

density at zero bias (Qs), semiconductor surface capacitance per unit area (Cs), voltage drop across the oxide layer (Vox), and oxide

charge density (Nf) obtained from capacitance vs. voltage measurements performed under UHV at 125 k

Sample C0 (nF/cm�2) Vi (eV) Qs (nC/cm2) Cs (nF/cm2) Vox (mV) Nf (����1011 cm�2) FFB (eV)

Pt(150 Å)-MOS 12.8 1.08 25.0 12.8 7.9 0.8 1.07±0.07

Au(60 Å)-MOS 23.2 1.00 41.6 23.4 13.0 1.3 0.99±0.07

Pd(60 Å)-MOS 32.0 0.89 50.0 31.0 18.2 4.1 0.9±0.2

Pd(60 Å)-MS 42.7 0.80 0.807±0.002
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ND=(1.72±0.07)�1015 cm�3. In the case of the thin oxide

contact (Pd–MOS, full circles, Fig. 3), Vi=0.89±0.01 V is

not equal to the barrier height, but is the sum of the

voltage drop across the oxide layer (Vox) and the semi-

conductor band bending (Cs). At the doping concentration

obtained, ND=(1.01±0.07)�1016 cm�3, Cs�FB. For the

Pd–MOS sample, Vi is larger than the one obtained for our

nearly oxide-free Pd–Si contact. The same trend was

observed for the other metals. This suggests a negative

oxide charge (Vox) in the n-type contact. Table 1 also lists

the diode characteristic parameters obtained from the

linear fit of Fig. 3 following the model described in

Ref. [34]. The values of the semiconductor surface space

(Qs) and oxide charge density (Nf) calculated must be

regarded as order of magnitude because of the change

in occupancy of the oxide traps. The occupancy change

causes an error in the doping concentration and in the Vi

values obtained from C�2–V and has not been taken into

account here. Nevertheless, we can conclude from Fig. 3

that there is negative oxide charge in the n-type contact

which increases the barrier height substantially (0.1–0.15

eV) over the oxide-free contact. Our C–V measurements

showed that contrary to a previous literature report,[16] a

decrease in the Schottky barrier by introducing an ultra-

thin oxide between a metal/semiconductor contact does

not necessarily occur. Tongson et al.[39] reported enhance-

ments of the Schottky barrier in Ag and Au MIS devices

with respect to MS diodes.

The demodulated lock-in amplifier output from a

Pd(60 Å)/n-Si(111) diode during exposure to atomic

oxygen is shown in Fig. 4. In the MS Pd sensor, a large

chemicurrent signal was detected upon exposure to

energetic oxygen atoms. The initial signal peak of �930

pA corresponds to �5.6�10�3 electrons detected per

incident O atom on the initially clean polycrystalline Pd

surface. The decay over 500 sec is consistent with

formation of an oxide coverage assuming a surface site

density of 1.5�1015 cm�2. Similar behavior has been

observed with H atoms, NO, and NO2.[18] The phase (f)

of the lock-in signal, �83�, is essentially identical to the

photocurrent phase corrected for the difference in beam

transit times (�0.5 msec) indicating a reverse bias current

analogous to IEE generated by photocurrent. The MS

devices are insensitive to hydrocarbons, Xe, CO2, or other

low adsorption energy species.

Unlike the Pd–MS devices, the Pd–MOS devices were

sensitive to a range of gas species (H, O, Xe, C2H4, CO,

etc.), although the amplitude of the signals was lower

(�29 pA) compared with the analogous MS devices

(Fig. 5a). As with the MS devices, an exponentially

decaying chemicurrent is observed in both cases upon

exposure to O2, O, and H; however, a constant ‘‘steady-

state’’ current was observed for C2H4 and CO2 and other

species not observed on MS sensors. The relatively large

signal detected upon exposure of the fresh sensor to O2 is

attributed to the atomic oxygen present at the Pd surface

after the dissociative adsorption of molecular oxygen. The

phases of the O, H, and O2 signals measured by lock-in

techniques were all similar and consistent with a process

analogous to what was described for atomic O on the

MS device. For the low-energy species, C2H4 and CO2

(Fig. 5a), the phase was f=95� and 154�, respectively,

indicating a current direction opposite to that of the

energetic high species. From the current transient shown

in Fig. 5b referenced to the molecular flux, an effective

forward bias current moves through the device circuit

during the ethylene exposure.

Fig. 3 C�2 vs. V plots of (a) Au(60 Å)/SiO2/n-Si(111), (b)

Pt(150 Å)/SiO2/n-Si(111), (c) Pd(60 Å)/SiO2/n-Si(111), and (d)

Pd(60 Å)/n-Si(111) measured in UHV at 125 K before any gas

exposure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Lock-in detected chemicurrent signal from a nearly

oxide-free Pd(60 Å)/n-Si(111) diode as a function of exposure

time to atomic oxygen. The signal was modulated at 4 Hz. The

gas pressure in the beam chamber during gas exposure was 500

mTorr. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Measurements of the response of both MS and MOS

devices to a chopped beam of O, Xe, or ethylene during

constant, DC, irradiation with IR or visible light showed

no change in the chemicurrent signal (if present) com-

pared with the signal in the absence of irradiation,

suggesting that no pulse-to-pulse change in the device

electrical characteristics was occurring.

In other experiments, not reported here, we found that

the sensitivity to low-energy species was lost after ex-

posure of the Pd sensors to hydrogen atoms or molecules.

The sensor currents measured during exposure of Pd/

SiO2/n-Si(111) MOS diodes of increasing thickness to

several species (O, H, and C2H4) and to visible (660 nm)

and infrared (1550 nm) photons are shown in Fig. 6. The

current intensities detected for Pd thicknesses increasing

from 40 to 800 Å decreased approximately exponentially

for both chemically and photogenerated electrons. Fits of

the data to an exponential decay law gave effective

attenuation lengths, which are interpreted below. In

general, the energetic gases showed smaller attenuation

lengths (lH=66±7 Å in Pd–MS or lO=76±11 Å in Pd–

MOS) than the ones with low adsorption energies

(lC2
H4=106±8 Å in Pd–MOS). These were also smaller

than the attenuation lengths measured for visible mono-

chromatic light (lVIS=139±5 Å in MOS). The values

obtained for ethylene and infrared light (lIR=103±5 Å)

were of the same order. Crowell et al.[40] obtained an

electron attenuation length of 170±30 Å from photoemis-

sion measurements on Pd/n-Si junctions using photon

energies below 1.1 eV (infrared region) which is also on

the same order as our data.

Fig. 7 displays the current amplitudes detected at 125 K

from exposure to identical fluxes of a variety of C2, C3, and

C4 hydrocarbons to polycrystalline films of Ag(150 Å),

Pt(150 Å), Pd(60 Å), and Au(60 Å) deposited on SiO2/n-

Si(111) devices. The ordering (left to right) is in approx-

imate increasing order of molecular polarizability (right

axis). There is no clear relationship between the polariz-

ability and the relative currents; however, the different

sensitivities displayed to different gases by distinct metals

suggest that one could fabricate a sensor composed by an

array of different metals to selectively detect a wide variety

of gases.[41]

Fig. 5 (a) Lock-in detected chemicurrent signals from a Pd(60

Å)/SiO2(7 Å)/n-Si(111) diode as a function of exposure time

to O2, O, H, C2H4, and CO2. (b) Averaged current traces from

individual pulses of O, C2H4, and light (non-monochromatic)

measured by an oscilloscope during Pd–MOS exposure. The

signals were modulated at 4 Hz. The gas pressure in the beam

chamber during gas exposure was 500 mTorr. The current

direction of the signal induced by the interaction of C2H4 (same

found for CO2, Xe, and other hydrocarbons) with the Pd–MOS

sensor is contrary to that of the high energetic species studied

such as O or H (not shown) and to that of non-monochromatic

white light. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Thickness-dependent chemicurrent after low-tempera-

ture Pd evaporation from a Pd(60 Å)/SiO2(7 Å)/n-Si(111)

structure during C2H4, O, infrared (1550 nm), and monochro-

matic visible light (660 nm) exposure. The scales of the IR and

visible signals have been reduced by a factor of 0.1 and 0.05,

respectively. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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DISCUSSION

The signals detected from both MS and MOS devices from

the energetic chemisorption of atomic O and H and the

energetic dissociative chemisorption of O2 are consistent

with hot electron transmission over the Schottky barrier

(direct mechanism) as shown in Fig. 1a. The exponential

thickness dependence of the signals from these species

(Fig. 6) is consistent with attenuation of ballistic, hot

electrons generated at the metal surface. The attenuation

lengths of �100 Å are consistent with the electron mean

free path in the metal film.[40] Thus, for energetic adsorp-

tion reactions with E > Schottky barrier, both MS and MOS

devices function by the direct chemically induced IEE.

That the MS devices do not show sensitivity to the low-

energy species is expected because their adsorption

energies are lower than the Schottky barrier height

precluding IEE. The requirement of the interfacial oxide

in the MOS device for sensitivity to low-energy species and

the apparent reversal of the observed current direction

requires a new mechanistic explanation of the device

function. The chemical signal from surface interactions of

the low-energy species in the MOS devices must either be a

result of another direct pathway or by a chemically induced

indirect change in the device characteristics.

The I–V (not shown) and C–V characterizations indi-

cate that there are clearly electrical differences between the

MS and the MOS devices. In particular, the capacitance of

the MOS device is nearly twice that of the MS because of

the larger band bending from the large interface charge

density associated with the oxide and the higher Schottky

barrier. The presence of charge at the interface and trap

states is what accounts for the apparent (false) decrease in

the SB measured by I–V compared with C–V.

Although the presence of the oxide gives rise to an MOS

sensor that has basic electrical characteristics different than

the MS device and a surface morphology which is also

considerably different, these differences do not, in them-

selves, explain the dramatically different response of the

two devices. The device characteristics as measured by I–V

and C–V were insensitive to variations in the metal

thickness or short pulses of the adsorbate gases that would

result in an exposure equivalent to the pulse-to-pulse beam

exposure. It would be very difficult to postulate a

mechanism whereby a hundredth of a monolayer of Xe

could significantly alter the electrical characteristics of a

metal film. Furthermore, the absence of change in the

chopped chemicurrent signal during DC photon irradiation

compared with the signal in the absence of irradiation

suggests that no pulse-to-pulse change in the device

electrical characteristics was occurring. The thickness

dependence of the adsorption-related signal and experi-

ments using simultaneous DC visible or IR irradiation

together with chopped molecular ethylene or Xe showing

no modulation in the IEE signal exclude an indirect

mechanism whereby the presence of the absorbate signif-

icantly alters the Schottky barrier or device performance on

a pulse-to-pulse basis. If the electrons/holes detected

undergo a ballistic transport through the metal, the

chemicurrent signals measured should decrease with

increasing metal thickness. However, if changes in the

surface chemical potential affect the conduction, a nearly

constant current should be detected independent of the

thickness of the metal that forms the Schottky contact. The

Fig. 7 Current amplitudes detected at 125 K from exposure to identical fluxes (P = 1 Torr in the beam chamber) of C2, C3, and C4

hydrocarbons to polycrystalline films of Pd, Au, Pt, and Ag deposited on MOS Si devices. The ordering (left to right) is in approximate

increasing order of molecular polarizability (right axis). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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thickness dependence displayed in Fig. 6 suggests that one

must, in principle, rule out changes in the chemical

potential as responsible for the sensor sensitivity. The

thickness dependence also suggests that the known

coverage-dependent alteration in the surface work function

does not give rise to the observed signal because the

increased metal thickness from 20 to 40 nm would not have

any effect on the surface charge distribution changes

associated with the work function change.

The data described above support a direct mechanism

for charge generation, transport, and detection in the MOS

devices. The measured large surface donor state density has

led us to propose the pathway shown in Fig. 1d. As in the

case with highly energetic adsorbates, the gas surface

reaction gives rise to electron–hole pair excitations albeit at

lower energies. The electron is excited above the Fermi

level, but below the Schottky barrier. These electrons are

not transmitted to the semiconductor. The hole below the

Fermi level accepts an electron by resonant charge transfer

(and hot electron transport through the metal from the

interface) from the donor state at the interface. To balance

the change in the interface charge, a forward bias current is

required through the external circuit (thus explaining the

phase reversal of the lock-in detected signal and the

inverted sign of the transient signals). As the rate of

depletion of the interface donor states becomes equal to the

rate of refilling, the forward bias signal decays to zero at

steady state. The lifetime of the donor states may be

energy- and field-dependent. Our proposed mechanism is

consistent with the observed thickness dependence and

unique sensitivity of the MOS devices and with their

particularly high interface donor state density.

The details of the electronic behavior of the interme-

diate oxide layer in MOS device performance are a

complex question that has been the subject of great

controversy in the past.[6,23,26,36,37,39,42,43] In contrast with

other experimental groups,[44] alteration of surface states

is held responsible here for the high sensitivity of the Pd/

Si–MOS diodes. In addition to serving as a high-density

source of electron donor states, the �10 Å SiO2 acts as a

diffusion barrier against metal silicide formation which

tends to fix the Schottky barrier height in the MS

device.[29] The larger Schottky barrier in the MOS devices

is such that under minimal forward bias, the interface

donor states depleted by the charge transfer to metal hole

states created by reaction can be refilled on a continuous

basis giving rise to large continuous forward bias

currents.[29] The loss of sensitivity to low energetic gases

(C2H4 and Xe) following exposure to hydrogen can also

be related to the interface donor states. The hydrogen in

the Pd sensor diffuses through to the interface and reacts

with the site resulting in an electrical charge variation

measurable in the IV and CV curves and forming the basis

of other, indirect, hydrogen sensors.[23,26,36,44,45]

SUMMARY

We have investigated chemical reaction-induced electronic

phenomena on nanometer-scale metal films deposited on

semiconductor junctions. We have attempted to identify

and separate chemically induced modifications in the

device electrical characteristics (indirect effects) from

chemically induced charge generation and transport (direct

effects) to clarify the mechanism of signal generation in the

thin film-covered MS and MOS devices. Chemical re-

actions on ultrathin metal surfaces give rise to energetic

charges which we have shown to give rise to electrically

measurable signals observable in MS or MOS device

structures when the metal film thickness is less than the

ballistic mean free path of the charge carriers generated by

the reaction. Ideal metal–Si Schottky diodes are insensitive

to reactions with energies lower than the Schottky barrier;

however, the presence of an interface oxide between the

metal and the semiconductor provides electron donor states

at high density which allow charging and discharging of the

device interface. This mechanism allows the detection of

the electron–hole pairs created during nonadiabatic energy

transfer to the metal from low-energy surface reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the applications and demand for solid

surfaces with nanometer to micrometer patterns have

increased because of extensive developments in the fields

of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Solid surfaces with

nanometer- and micrometer-scale patterns have many

potential applications in many fields of nanoscience and

nanotechnology, such as phase separation of polymer mix-

tures,[1–3] localized crystal growth,[4] the arraying and

immobilization of proteins,[5] cells,[6,7] nanoparticles,[8]

etc. Methods for patterning micrometer features on

surfaces are well developed and include microlithography

of self-assembled units,[4,9] microcontact printing,[10–12]

photopatterning of self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs).[13–15] On the other hand, methods for developing

nanometer-scale features, such as nanowriting,[16,17] phase-

separated Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films,[18–20] and block

copolymers[21] are time consuming and cumbersome.

Self-assembled monolayers consist of amphiphiles,

which spontaneously adsorb onto a solid surface from

solution to form a densely packed two-dimensional or-

dered monolayers. Self-assembled monolayers have been

extensively used for modification of surface chemistry of

solid surfaces. Recently, Fan et al.[22] have demonstrated

that nanometer-scale domains of different chemical

functionality can be obtained by co-adsorption and phase

separation of different silane molecules. Sequential ad-

sorption of self-assembling monolayers had been sug-

gested as an alternate and simpler route for making such

surfaces.[23,24] The island growth mechanism in silane

monolayer can be exploited to prepare surface with

nanodomains. In this article, we demonstrate the use of

sequential adsorption of silanes to prepare domains of

various sizes by controlling their self-assembly on solid

surfaces.[25] We describe a procedure to prepare domains

of one chemical functionality, with size from nanometer

to micrometer surrounded by another chemical function-

ality, using sequential adsorption of silane self-assembled

monolayers. Partial monolayers of octadecyltrichlorosi-

lane (OTS) consisting of condensed islands with con-

trolled size are prepared by varying the deposition

conditions. The area surrounding the OTS islands is filled

by sequential adsorption of 11-bromo undecyltrichlorosi-

lane (BrUTS) or decyltrichlorosilane (DTS) to obtain

nanometer- to micrometer-scale domains of OTS in a

monolayer of DTS or BrUTS. First, we describe in detail

the methodology to form partial OTS monolayers com-

posed of domains of a desired size. Then, we discuss the

procedure and optimum conditions for successful back-

filling. These monolayers were analyzed by atomic force

microscope (AFM) to obtain the topographical and

friction images.

OVERVIEW

In our study we use the silane-based SAMs, which were

first studied by Sagiv et al.[26–30] Recent studies[31–34]

suggest that the silane monolayers are formed by the

adsorption of the hydrolyzed silanes[31–33,35] onto a water

layer, which typically exists on a silica surface.[36–38] In

addition, there is no evidence of direct binding of the

adsorbing silanes to the surface silanols of the substrate.

Because of this water layer and the lack of direct

bonding, the adsorbed molecules are mobile and can

diffuse laterally on the surface.[25,39] This mobility allows

OTS molecules to aggregate into islands, which can be

exploited to form nanometer-size domains by sequential

adsorption. These islands, which are formed by aggrega-

tion, have been imaged by atomic force microsco-

py[25,33,40–44] and have been found to be ‘‘fractal’’-like

in structure. This is the result of an adsorption–surface

diffusion–aggregation mechanism,[45] in which surface

diffusion is rate determining.

The formation of OTS monolayers is affected by a

number of factors during the deposition conditions.

Below a critical deposition temperature (28±4�C), the

complete monolayers exist as condensed into ordered

phases resembling the liquid condensed (LC) states

analogous to Langmuir monolayers.[33,39–47] A complete

monolayer prepared above this critical temperature

showed regions of chain disorder resembling the liquid

expanded (LE) state. Increasing the deposition tempera-

ture resulted in more disorder, until the monolayers were

in a completely LE state. The formation of LE or LC

phases is analogous to the phase coexistence region for

Langmuir films. The silane monolayers with shorter
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hydrocarbon chains (e.g., DTS) have lower critical

deposition temperature. As a result they do not form

LC states at room temperatures.[39]

The intermediate stages of the SAM formation have

been investigated by studying the structure of partial

monolayers. Atomic force microscope measurements of

partial monolayers of OTS at room temperature (�22�C)

have shown a two-step growth mechanism.[25,33,41,44] In

the first step, fractal islands of constant height, �21

Å,[25,33,41,44] relative to the background, appear and grow

on the surface. This step is referred to as the primary

growth step. The height of OTS islands, which are in the

LC state, is approximately 25±1 Å.[25,39,48–50] The AFM

images of OTS monolayers during this step show that the

height of islands is �21 Å, implying that the primary

fractal islands are in fact LC phases surrounded by a low-

density liquid phase. In the second step, the growth of the

primary fractal islands stops, and the difference in height

between the islands and the background begins to

decrease.[25,41,43,44] These facts indicate that the surround-

ing is an LE phase whose density, and therefore height, is

increasing. As the concentration of the LE phase

increases, the surface diffusion to the primary islands is

reduced, thereby arresting the primary growth. Finally,

nucleation and growth of smaller islands of the same

height (as the primary islands) occur in the regions

surrounding the primary fractal islands.[25] This second

step is referred to as the secondary growth step and it

continues until a complete monolayer of uniform height

is formed.

The OTS monolayers show a different growth mech-

anism at deposition temperatures well below room

temperature (<16�C).[25,33,41,43] In this case it is observed

that the height of the primary island domains does not

change over time and remains constant at �21 Å. This

suggests that during growth the surrounding phase is

either gaseous (G) (if the deposition temperature is below

the triple point as supposed by Carraro et al.)[41] or a low-

density liquid phase, if the deposition temperature is

above the triple point (as suggested by Davidovits

et al.).[43] Irrespective of whether the surrounding phase

is G or LE, the region surrounding the primary islands is

less dense at low temperatures. The primary growth

continues longer with less inhibition from the surrounding

phase. The growth of secondary phase is observed only

when the primary islands are very close to each other.[25]

Finally, at temperatures exceeding 40�C, all AFM studies

show a uniform monolayer without any islands.[33,41,43]

The presence of water in the solvent and on the

substrate also affects the monolayer formation. Octade-

cyltrichlorosilane molecules are hydrolyzed by water

present in the solvent.[51] Excess water in solvent results

in the formation of particle oligomers, which can deposit

on the solid surface.[40,52] However, these particulates are

not strongly adsorbed on the surface and can be removed

by sonication or by mechanical methods, such as scanning

AFM tip.[25] The presence of water on the solid surface

is required for the formation of a dense OTS monolay-

er.[31,49,50,53] The water layer on the solid surface allows

the adsorbing OTS molecules to diffuse on the surface.

This surface diffusion is the cause of the fractal growth

of the primary islands. Thus the structure of OTS mono-

layers can be controlled by varying the amount of water

on the surface.

The ability of OTS molecules to form island-like

aggregates in partial monolayers offers a route to fabricate

nanometer-scale domains of one chemical functionality in

a continuous phase of a different functionality by se-

quential adsorption of two different silanes. Various mac-

roscopic controls, such as temperature, amount of water,

etc., can be used to control the size and structure of

islands. In the second step, a second silane is deposited

via sequential adsorption on the area surrounding the

islands. In this article, we describe this procedure to

control the size and structure of OTS islands by con-

trolling the deposition conditions. The process of sequen-

tial adsorption is demonstrated using two different silanes

with different terminal groups. The monolayers are

imaged using AFM to study the structure of the nano-

meter domains.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES USED FOR PREPARATIONS
AND CHARACTERIZATIONS OF
SILANE SAMS

Decyltrichlorosilane (DTS, 97% purity) and 11-bromo

undecyltrichlorosilane (BrUTS, 95% purity) were pur-

chased from Gelest, Inc. Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS,

95% purity) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Compa-

ny. HPLC grade hexadecane, chloroform, and carbon

tetrachloride were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co.

Nochromix1 and sulfuric acid (98%) were purchased

from Fischer Scientific. All chemicals were used as re-

ceived without any further purification. Deionized water,

with a resistivity of 18 MOcm from a Millipore1 system,

was used. Double-side, polished (n type, h111i), single-

crystal silicon wafers were purchased from Montco

Silicon Technologies Ltd.

The control of the domain size was achieved by

controlling the deposition conditions. We used a proce-

dure[31] in which the amount of water in the solvent is

controlled. A solvent mixture containing hexadecane,

carbon tetrachloride, and chloroform was used for making

the silane solutions. Chloroform was saturated with water

by keeping it overnight in contact with water. The amount

of water in the solvent mixture was estimated to be
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4–6 mM and was verified using Karl-Fisher titration. The

silane concentration was in the range of 0.2 to 2 mM.

The polished silicon wafers (with roughness of �1 Å

as measured by AFM) were cleaned by sonicating in a

mixture of Nochromix1 and 98% sulfuric acid for about

30 min, followed by successive water rinsing. The cleaned

substrates were stored under water at room temperature

and dried in a stream of dry nitrogen just before use. The

substrates should not be cleaned by any means that

involved physical contact, such as cleaning with tissue

paper or cleaning paper. Also, the region that is imaged by

AFM should not be touched when holding the substrates.

These substrates are hydrated with a water layer of thick-

ness of a few nanometers.[36,54–56] The amount of water on

the surface is controlled by heating the surfaces. Partially

dehydrated substrates were prepared by heating clean

silicon wafers at 100�C and 150�C for an hour and then

cooling under vacuum in a desiccator. The vacuum was

broken using dry nitrogen immediately before immersing

the substrates in silane solution. It is important to take

maximum care to prevent the dehydrated substrates from

exposure to sources of moisture.

Silane solutions were prepared by adding OTS, DTS,

or BrUTS in the required quantities to carbon tetrachlo-

ride. The low amount of water in CCl4 prevents the

polymerization of silanes in the solution. The required

amount of silane and CCl4 solution was added to hexa-

decane and chloroform mixture, so that the final volume

ratio of hexadecane, carbon tetrachloride, and chloroform

was 30:5:3 by volume, respectively. The substrates were

immersed in the silane solutions after 30–60 sec. This

provided sufficient time for the silanes to hydrolyze by the

water present in the solvents. If silane solutions are kept

for a longer time, then bulk polymerization occurs. Par-

tial OTS monolayers were prepared by immersing clean

the substrates in OTS solution for varying deposition

times. The deposition was terminated by rinsing the

samples in chloroform for about 15 min. Excess chloro-

form was dried with a stream of dry nitrogen. All sample

preparation procedures are carried out under ambient at-

mospheric conditions.

The mixed monolayers of OTS and the other silane are

prepared in the following manner. First, OTS islands of

desired size are formed by immersing a hydrated or

dehydrated substrate, prepared as described above, in a

1 mM OTS solution maintained at 10�C for varying de-

position times. The substrates are then removed from the

OTS solution and rinsed in chloroform, also maintained at

10�C, for approximately 1 sec. The second silane is

deposited on these partial OTS monolayers, immersing the

substrate immediately in a 1 mM DTS or BrUTS solution

at 10�C for 1 hr followed by rinsing in chloroform at

10�C. The structures of the monolayers were analyzed

by AFM.

Atomic force microscopy images of the monolayers are

obtained in contact and frictional force mode.[25] All AFM

images were acquired at room temperatures (22–25�C).

For some substrates, tapping mode images were obtained

using silicon tips. Water contact angles on the monolayers

were measured using a contact angle goniometer (Rame-

Hart, Inc.) by placing a 2-ml water drop on the sample.

The contact angle values of at least six different locations

were averaged.

CONTROL OF OTS
MONOLAYER FORMATION

In this section we show how the structure of partial silane

monolayers is affected by varying the deposition condi-

tions. The OTS monolayers are prepared under varying

deposition time, OTS concentration in solution, deposition

temperature, and amount of water on the surface. The

OTS molecules are hydrolyzed by water present in the

bulk and on the surface and adsorbed on the surface. If a

water layer is present on the surface, the OTS molecules

diffuse on the surface and aggregate to form fractal-shape

islands by diffusion-limited growth mechanism. The size

of the island can be controlled by changing the rate at

which the OTS molecules are adsorbed from the solution,

the ability of molecules to diffuse on the water layer, and

the ability of OTS molecules to form condensed

LC phases.

The effect of deposition time on the monolayer

structure is shown in the AFM images shown in Fig. 1.

Water contact angles, height differences, friction differ-

ences, and area coverages are summarized in Table 1. The

AFM image of a sample with a 1-sec deposition time is

shown in Fig. 1A. It exhibits the onset of the formation of

the primary islands. The islands appear diffused with a

height of �11 Å compared to �21 Å[41] for a condensed

(LC) island, suggesting that the islands have not yet

condensed. In the friction image, the regions covered by

OTS exhibit lower friction than the surroundings.[57,58]

The friction force data show that the region surrounding

the islands can be either bare silica or G or a very lean LE

phase. As the deposition time is increased, more OTS are

adsorbed on the region surrounding the islands and diffuse

toward the primary islands. On reaching the perimeter of

an existing island, they become immobilized and aggre-

gate with the island. This leads to the growth of the fractal

features. The surface coverage of the primary islands

grows rapidly during the primary growth. An image of a

sample, with a deposition time of 5 sec, is shown in

Fig. 1B. The islands are much larger in size, between 4

and 8 mm, and cover approximately 30% of the surface.

The height of these islands is �21 Å. After 5 sec of OTS

deposition, the water contact angle has increased to about
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67� compared to 44� for the 1-sec deposition time sample.

On increasing the deposition time further, we observe that

the rate of growth of the primary islands is reduced. An

image of a sample with a 15-sec deposition time is shown

in Fig. 1C. The height and friction difference between the

primary island and surrounding area indicate that the

phase surrounding the primary islands is becoming denser

and starting to increase in height. Surface diffusivity of the

OTS molecules in the area surrounding the islands is

reduced because of the increase in density of the sur-

rounding phase. The reduction in surface diffusivity re-

duces the growth of the primary islands.

The images of samples with longer deposition times

(Fig. 1D) show that the primary islands cease to grow, but

the surrounding liquid phase becomes progressively

denser. The height and friction difference between the

islands and surrounding phases decrease. The primary

islands cover �66% of the surface. After 45 sec of de-

position, we observe a new growth regime (Fig. 1E). The

height difference between the primary islands and the

surrounding phase is now reduced to 11.4 Å. Small islands

of dimension less than 0.5 mm are observed in the liquid

phase surrounding the primary islands. The height of these

islands is the same as that of the primary fractal islands.

This growth regime is referred to as the secondary

nucleation and growth step, in which small, condensed

islands nucleate and grow in the surrounding liquid phase.

In the friction image, shown in Fig. 1E, the condensed

primary and secondary islands exhibit slightly higher

friction (�0.01 V) than the surrounding liquid phase. In

all the earlier samples (Fig. 1A–D), the LC primary

islands exhibit lower friction than the surrounding phase.

This observation suggests that the OTS monolayer in

the liquid phase surrounding the islands, as it approaches

a ‘‘LE–LC phase transition,’’ has a lower friction than

the corresponding denser LC phase. Upon continued

Fig. 1 Height and friction images of partial OTS monolayers deposited at 22±1�C on fully hydrated substrates; image size: 10

mm�10 mm; OTS concentration: 2 mM; deposition times: (A) �1, (B) 5, (C) 15, (D) 30, (E) 45, (F) 120 sec; in the friction images,

brighter regions indicate regions with higher friction. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American Chemical Society.)

Table 1 Partial monolayers of OTS on hydrated substrates at

22±1�C

Deposition

time (sec)

�1 5 15 30 45 120 300

Height

difference (Å)a
11.6 20.9 16.9 15.2 11.4 – –

Friction

difference (V)a
0.76 0.26 0.1 0.03 �0.01 – –

Area

coverage (%)

11.1 30.7 52.1 66.5 65.3 100 100

Water contact

angle (deg)

44 67 78 94 97 105 108

aBetween islands and surrounding region.

Source: From Ref. [25]. Copyright (1997) American Chemical Society.
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adsorption, the secondary condensed islands continue to

nucleate and grow from the liquid phase, until all the

substrate is covered with a condensed monolayer. An

image of a 120-sec deposition time sample (Fig. 1F)

shows an almost uniform monolayer. The water contact

angle in this sample is approximately 105�, which in-

creases to 108� when the deposition time is increased to

5 min. The primary islands grow rapidly to their fractal-

like morphology via adsorption, surface diffusion, and

aggregation. On the other hand, the secondary islands

grow from the phase surrounding the primary fractal

islands as the density of OTS in this phase increases.

The effect of deposition temperature on the primary

and secondary growth is shown in Fig. 2, which shows the

AFM images of partial monolayer deposited at 10�C. At

this reduced temperature, the primary fractal islands grow

at nearly constant height of �21 Å, until their edges are

very close to each other.[41] However, at later stages

(Fig. 2C), we note the appearance of very small islands in

the region between the primary islands (Fig. 2C, inset).

These small islands are similar to the secondary islands

nucleating in an LE phase as observed at room temper-

ature (Fig. 1E). The height difference between the primary

fractal islands and the surrounding phase is 15–16 Å

compared to �11.4 Å at 22�C (Fig. 1E). At low tem-

perature, the region surrounding the primary islands is

leaner compared to the deposition at higher temperature.

As a result, the primary growth continues until the islands

are very close to each other. These results show that

controlling the deposition time and temperature is an

effective way to control the growth of primary islands and

the density of OTS molecules in the region surrounding

the primary islands.

The growth of OTS islands is preceded by the

adsorption of OTS from the bulk to the surface. The rate

of adsorption is also expected to play a role in the

formation of OTS islands. Atomic force microscopy

image of a hydrated substrate immersed in a 0.2 mM OTS

solution for a deposition time of approximately 1 sec is

shown in Fig. 3. This concentration is 1/10th of the

concentration used for samples described in Figs. 1 and 2.

Very small OTS clusters of about 50–100 nm in diameter

and 15–20 Å in height are distributed almost randomly on

the surface. For longer deposition times, the OTS

monolayer exhibits various phases (as observed at higher

concentrations; Figs. 1 and 2) until a uniform coverage is

attained. However, adsorption times to achieve a certain

surface coverage are longer at lower concentration. Thus

nanometer-scale islands of OTS are obtained when the

deposition is carried out at low bulk concentrations.

The presence of water in solvent and on surface plays

a very important role in the formation of SAMs. Long

deposition times are required when dry solvents are

used.[51,59] The possibility of formation of particulate

OTS in the bulk increases when the amount of water in

solvent is high.[59,60] The optimum amount of water in the

solvent is maintained as described in the section

‘‘Materials and Experimental Techniques Used for

Fig. 2 Contact mode height images of partial OTS monolayers

prepared at 10�C on hydrated substrates. OTS concentration:

2 mM; image size: 10 mm�10 mm image; height scale: 0–10

nm; deposition times: (A) 5, (B) 10, (C) 30 sec (inset: image size

is 2.75 mm�2.75 mm). (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997,

American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 3 Contact mode height image of a hydrated substrate

immersed for 1 sec in a 0.2 mM OTS solution at 22�C. Image

size: 5 mm�5 mm; height scale 0–5 nm. (From Ref. [25].

Copyright, 1997, American Chemical Society.)
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Preparations and Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’

Good OTS monolayers are not formed on dehydrated

substrates.[33,35,49,50,53,59] The thickness of the water layer

determines the diffusivity of the OTS molecules on

the surface, which in turn controls the morphology of

the OTS monolayer. This is another effective way

of controlling the structure of OTS monolayers. The

preparation of substrates with varying degrees of hydra-

tion is described in the section ‘‘Materials and Experi-

mental Techniques Used for Preparations and

Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ Under ambient

conditions, a water layer is present on the native silica

surface.[31,49,50,53,61] The thickness of this water layer

depends on the ambient humidity and can have values

of a few nanometers.[36,54–56] Upon heating the sub-

strate at 100�C, some of the physisorbed water is

removed.[31,39,49,50,53] We refer to these surfaces as

partially dehydrated. Upon further heating to 150�C,

most of the physisorbed water is removed and we refer to

these substrates as dehydrated. Partial OTS monolayers

are deposited on the fully hydrated, partially dehydrated,

and dehydrated substrates by immersing in a 2 mM OTS

solution for 30 sec at 22±1�C. An image of the OTS

monolayer on a hydrated substrate is shown in Fig. 4A.

Primary fractal islands and secondary islands are ob-

served on this surface as expected (Fig. 1). The water

contact angle is �93�. On a partially dehydrated substrate

(Fig. 4B), we still observe primary fractal and secondary

growth. However, the area occupied by the primary

fractal islands is reduced and so is their size, when

compared to the hydrated substrate (Fig. 4A). The

reduced surface mobility of the OTS molecules on the

partially dehydrated substrate reduces the size of the pri-

mary islands. The water contact angle is �90�, which is

very close to that of the hydrated substrate. On the

dehydrated substrate, the AFM images in contact mode

were not stable in successive scans. Therefore the

samples were imaged in tapping mode, which overcame

this difficulty. Such an image is shown in Fig. 4C. A

large number of randomly placed ‘‘dots’’ are observed

instead of the primary and secondary islands. These

‘‘dots’’ are about 100 nm in diameter and 17–18 Å in

height. They are clusters of adsorbed OTS molecules,

which are unable to form large condensed primary islands

because of the negligible surface mobility on the

dehydrated substrate. These OTS clusters or ‘‘dots’’ are

not strongly adhered to the substrate, and therefore they

are swept away by the AFM tip when imaged in contact

mode as seen in our experiments. The height of these

aggregates is nearly the same as the monolayer height.

The water contact angle is only 78� compared to 93� and

90� for a hydrated and partially dehydrated substrate,

respectively. This result shows that OTS monolayers do

not exhibit the primary and secondary growth on de-

hydrated surfaces. Much smaller domains of OTS are

observed, which are not strongly adhered to the substrate.

This result also confirms that the silane molecules do not

bind to the surface silanol groups during the monolayer

formation process.[31,49,50,53] At longer deposition times,

the number of random ‘‘dots’’ increases, but no con-

densed fractal islands are observed. The number of these

‘‘dots’’ continues to grow, until they begin to touch each

other to form a disordered monolayer. On a dehydrated

substrate, deposition times of about 15 min are required

in order to get a monolayer with water at a contact angle

of �105�, compared to a deposition time of 2 min for a

hydrated substrate. Similar results are obtained when

OTS depositions are carried on dehydrated substrates

at 10�C.

These results demonstrate that OTS domains from

nanometer to micrometer size can be obtained by proper

control of the deposition conditions. The primary and

Fig. 4 Height images of partial OTS monolayers on substrates with different degrees of hydration. Image size: 10 mm�10 mm;

temperature 22±1�C; OTS concentration: 2 mM; deposition time: 30 sec; height scale: 0–10 nm; (A) fully hydrated substrate (image

was acquired in contact mode); (B) partially dehydrated substrate, heated at 100�C (image was acquired in contact mode); (C)

dehydrated substrate, heated at 150�C (image was acquired in tapping mode). (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American Chemical

Society.)
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secondary islands are formed during the monolayer

formation and are not a result of drying the substrates.[25]

Primary and secondary growth is controlled by temper-

ature and deposition time. The nanometer-scale OTS

domains are obtained by reducing either the adsorp-

tion rate of OTS or surface mobility of OTS molecules.

The adsorption rate is reduced by reducing the bulk

concentration. The surface mobility of OTS molecules

is reduced by dehydrating the surface. The OTS domains

are not strongly adhered to dehydrated surfaces. The

density of OTS molecules in the region surrounding the

condensed OTS domains is lower at low deposition

temperature. For any other silane molecule, the optimum

deposition conditions needed to form these domains

would be different.

MIXED MONOLAYERS BY
SEQUENTIAL ADSORPTION

The substrates with OTS domains of various sizes and

shapes can be used to prepare the mixed monolayers in

which the OTS domains are surrounded by other silane

molecules. The surface chemistry of the surrounding

region can be changed by varying the terminal group of

the second silane. The region surrounding the OTS

domains would have a more uniform density of second

silane when the OTS density in regions surrounding the

OTS domains is low. Thus the OTS domains are prepared

at 10�C for the sequential adsorption. The substrates with

the desired structure of OTS domains are immersed in the

solution of the second silane. We used two different silane

molecules for the sequential adsorption. 11-Bromo unde-

cyltrichlorosilane and DTS have bromine and methyl

groups at the end of the molecules, as a result they provide

different chemical functionality. Both BrUTS and DTS

have a low critical temperature (�0�C based on the

number of carbons) and as such do not form condensed

islands when deposited at 10�C or higher tempera-

tures. The process of the adsorption of second silane in

the region surrounding the OTS domains is referred to

as backfilling.

Fig. 5 shows the height and friction image of a

hydrated substrate that is backfilled with BrUTS after

immersing in a 1 mM OTS solution for �0.5 sec. The

AFM image shows small islands with a height of 9 Å and

diameter in the range of 30–100 nm. These are OTS

islands surrounded by BrUTS. The friction of the OTS

islands is lower compared to the region covered by

Fig. 5 Height and friction images of an OTS/BrUTS mixed

monolayer showing ‘‘nano’’ islands of OTS surrounded by

BrUTS. The procedure is described in the section ‘‘Materials

and Experimental Techniques Used for Preparations and

Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ OTS deposition time

�0.5 sec; hydrated substrate, image size: 2 mm�2 mm; height

scale: 0–10 nm. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 6 Height and friction images of an OTS/BrUTS mixed

monolayer showing large condensed fractal islands of OTS

surrounded by BrUTS. The procedure is described in the section

‘‘Materials and Experimental Techniques Used for Preparations

and Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ OTS deposition time: 3

sec; hydrated substrate; image size: 10 mm�10 mm; height

scale: 0–10 nm. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American

Chemical Society.)

Fig. 7 Height and friction images of an OTS/DTS mixed

monolayer showing large condensed fractal islands of OTS

surrounded by DTS. The procedure is described in the section

‘‘Materials and Experimental Techniques Used for Preparations

and Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ OTS deposition time: 3

sec; hydrated substrate; image size: 10 mm�10 mm; height

scale: 0–10 nm. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American

Chemical Society.)
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BrUTS. Thus we are able to obtain nanometer-scale

islands of methyl functionality surrounded by silanes with

bromine functionality. The area covered by the OTS

islands is approximately 5.2%. The water contact angle on

this sample is �81�. The lower contact angle is a result of

the large fraction of the surface covered by BrUTS. In

another experiment, larger domains of OTS surrounded by

BrUTS are formed as shown in Fig. 6. The larger OTS

domains are obtained by increasing the deposition time in

1 mM OTS solution to 3 sec. The fractal islands of OTS

are surrounded by BrUTS. No secondary islands of OTS

are observed. The height difference between the fractal

OTS islands and surrounding BrUTS phase is 12.1 Å. The

comparison of heights in the mixed monolayers with the

molecular structure suggests that the BrUTS regions are in

a disordered state.[25,39] Octadecyltrichlorosilane islands

on this sample are more condensed than the ‘‘nano’’

islands in Fig. 5. This conclusion is derived from the fact

the fractal islands in Fig. 6 are 12.1 Å above the sur-

rounding region, compared to the value of 9 Å for the

‘‘nano’’ islands in Fig. 5. The water contact angle is

�91�, which is a result of the larger surface fraction

covered by the OTS regions.

In a similar manner, mixed monolayers of DTS and

OTS are also prepared by immersing a hydrated substrate

in 1 mM OTS solution for 3 sec and subsequent

backfilling with 1 mM DTS solution. Friction and height

images of this sample are shown in Fig. 7. As expected,

fractal islands of OTS surrounded by DTS are observed.

The height difference between the OTS islands and the

surrounding phase is 11.4 Å, which suggests that DTS

regions are in a disordered state.[25] This is expected as

complete DTS monolayers have been observed to remain

in a disordered state at temperatures above 0�C.[39] The

water contact angle on this substrate is �106� compared

to 108� on a full OTS monolayer. The similar water

contact angles are a result of the same methyl terminal

group for DTS and OTS.

The formation of nanometer-scale domains can also be

attained by using the dehydrated substrates. Octadecyltri-

chlorosilane deposits as small ‘‘dots’’ or clusters on a

dehydrated substrate as shown in Fig. 4C. In order to

explore this method, silicon substrates are dehydrated at

150�C as described in the section ‘‘Materials and

Experimental Techniques Used for Preparations and

Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ They are then im-

mersed in 1 mM OTS solution for 3 sec and then

backfilled with DTS and BrUTS. Contact mode AFM

images do not show any features, but tapping mode

images show ‘‘nano’’ islands of OTS surrounded by DTS

or BrUTS. Atomic force microscopy image of a BrUTS

sample is shown in Fig. 8. The islands of OTS have a

height of �7.3 Å. The diameter of the OTS islands is

about 50–100 nM. Atomic force microscopy images for

the OTS/DTS samples also show similar nanometer-scale

islands of OTS with average heights of about 7.6 Å. These

mixed monolayers are not strongly adhered to the

substrate. The AFM tip in contact mode is able to remove

the monolayer from the surface. In conclusion, the

dehydrated substrates could be used to produce nanometer

domains, but the silane molecules are not strongly adhered

to the surface.

CONCLUSION

The ability of silane molecules to aggregate and form

islands during SAM formation can be exploited by

controlling the deposition conditions to produce nanome-

ter- and micrometer-scale domains of varying chemical

functionality. We have demonstrated this procedure by

controlling the assembly of OTS SAMs. Octadecyltri-

chlorosilane domains of various sizes and shapes are

obtained by controlling the temperature, concentration,

deposition time, and substrate hydration. Further, the

region surrounding these domains can be filled with silane

molecules of different chemical functionality. Octadecyl-

trichlorosilane islands of about 30–100 nm in diameter are

obtained on dehydrated surfaces and at low concentra-

tions. Large fractal condensed islands of OTS are prepared

by increasing the OTS deposition time. The region

surrounding the OTS islands is backfilled by sequential

adsorption of DTS and BrUTS to obtain surfaces in which

domains of one chemical functionality are surrounded by

other chemical functionality.

Fig. 8 Tapping mode image of an OTS/BrUTS mixed

monolayer showing ‘‘nano’’ islands of OTS surrounded by

BrUTS on a dehydrated substrate. The procedure is described in

the section ‘‘Materials and Experimental Techniques Used for

Preparations and Characterizations of Silane SAMs.’’ OTS

deposition time �3 sec; image size: 2 mm�2 mm; height scale:

0–10 nm. (From Ref. [25]. Copyright, 1997, American Chemical

Society.)
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale porous structures are attracting a great deal
of interest due to their significant potential to biologi-
cal and technological applications, including catalytic
supports, biosensors or nanoscale containers. Silica
nanotubes, in particular, are promising materials
because of their naturally hydrophilic surface, which
allows them to form colloidal suspensions in aqueous
solvent without aggregation. Furthermore, the use of
template-based synthesis methods allows easy produc-
tion of monodisperse silica nanotubes[1,2] and an
important technological advantage of this approach
is the ability to systematically change both the size
and surface chemistry of the nanotube interior.

In order to use nanotubes as chemical nanocontai-
ners, one must understand the transport properties
occurring in the nanotube interiors including diffusion
and wetting behavior under a variety of conditions.
This can be especially important when nanotube cargo
is weakly coupled with the tube interior, for example,
by adsorption. Diffusion processes occurring on the
nanotube interior surface are of fundamental signifi-
cance for any application of nanotubes. Adsorption,
diffusion, and wetting behavior will ultimately deter-
mine the success of applications employing template-
synthesized silica nanotubes.

This entry discusses several examples that demon-
strate some of the valuable applications of silica nano-
tubes including separations using nanotube-based
membranes,[3] selective functionalization of nanotube
surfaces for the capture and concentration of target
solutes[4] and investigations of diffusion and wetting
phenomena at the interior nanotube surfaces.[5]

SILICA NANOTUBES

In recent decades, various techniques have been demon-
strated to manufacture nanoscale tube structures with

silica. Many groups have employed sol–gel synthesis
using TEOS (tetraethyl orthosilicate or tetraethoxy-
silane; Fig. 1A)with various templates of hollow tubular
structure, such as supramolecular assemblies,[6–11]

biological substrates,[12–17] organic ammonium carboxy-
late crystals,[18–20] carbon nanotubes,[21,22] fiber-like crys-
tals,[23,24] or nanoporous membrane materials.[1,2,25,26] A
method not using TEOS was also introduced in which a
silicon nanowire array is fabricated using semiconductor
micromachining technology and the surfaces of the wires
are oxidized.[27]

A common problem with these techniques is con-
trollability of size, shape, and uniformity. Ideally, one
desires the ability to arbitrarily change length, dia-
meter, and surface chemistry with a method that is
reproducible and simple. Membrane-based template
synthesis satisfies these requirements.[1,2,25,26] Martin
and coworkers[1,2] pioneered this technique, which
enables the production of monodisperse nanotubes
from a variety of materials, including silica.[1,2]

One easily exploited advantage of Martin’s method
is the ability to independently functionalize the interior
and exterior surfaces during synthesis.[4] For example,
nanotubes simultaneously having a hydrophilic exte-
rior and hydrophobic interior can be produced so that
they disperse readily in aqueous solution but have
attractive interactions with hydrophobic or amphiphi-
lic molecules. Such nanotubes can provide the ability
to capture and concentrate hydrophobic molecules in
solution thus serving as nanocontainers, as discussed
further.[4,5] Surface modifications can be arbitrarily
chosen to provide a range of interactions including
antigen–antibody interaction[3,4] and electrostatic or
covalent interactions.

Silica nanotubes possess several important features,
which make them ideal for biophysical=biochemical
studies:

1. Because of their naturally hydrophilic surfaces,
they easily form colloidal suspension in aqueous
solvent.

2. Optical transparency allows the use of optical
methods to address the interior contents.[4,5]

Reprinted in part with permission from Nano Lett. 2004, 4 (2), 233.
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3. Silica is robust and innocuous in most physiolo-
gical environments.

4. Surface chemistry is readily modified and silica
nanotubes can be differentially functionalized
on exterior and interior surfaces.

NANOPOROUS MEMBRANE
TEMPLATE METHOD

Martin’s method employs a membrane film with
nanoscale cylindrical pores as the template (Fig. 1B).
Commercial alumina membrane are available for this
purpose, while membrane with pores having arbitrary

size and density can be made by anodic oxidation on
alumina films. Additionally, other materials, such as
polycarbonate, can be utilized as template materials.

The process is started by immersing the template
membrane in a mixture of absolute ethanol, TEOS,
and 1M HCl (50 : 5 : 1 vol=vol) solution. After sonica-
tion for 30min, unbound reagents are removed by
vacuum filtration. The sol–gel coated template surface
is then cured overnight at 150� (Fig. 1C).

Chemical modification of the sol–gel layer can be
achieved by silanization. While still attached to the
template membrane, exterior surfaces of nanotubes
are not modified because they are in contact with
membrane template. For example, C18 chains can be
attached by immersing membranes for 30min in 5%
octadecyltrimethoxysilane solution (vol=vol) in etha-
nol, pH adjusted to 5.0. After immersion, the
membranes are rinsed with ethanol and dried at 150�

(Fig. 1D).
To produce liberated nanotubes, the silica layers on

membrane surfaces are mechanically polished to
expose the alumina template which is subsequently
dissolved overnight in H3PO4. If necessary, the exterior
surface of nanotubes can be functionalized at this
point. For the purpose of dispersing nanotubes in
aqueous solution, the exterior surface can be left bare
(Fig. 1E).

Fig. 2 shows transmission electron microscope
(TEM) images of liberated nanotubes with diameter
of (a) �200 nm and (b) �60 nm, respectively. Homoge-
neity of shape and size can be clearly seen, and wall
with 15–20 nm thickness appears highly uniform.
Diameter and length of nanotubes can be controlled
by pore size and thickness of template membrane,
respectively.

DEMONSTRATION OF SELECTIVE
INTERACTION

Here, we give two examples of previous studies illus-
trating the utility imparted to silica nanotubes through

Fig. 2 TEM image of silica nanotubes with diameter of
(A) 200 nm and (B) 60 nm.

Fig. 1 Membrane template method using (A) TEOS (tetra-
ethyl orthosilicate or tetraethoxysilane). (B) Nanoporous
membrane is used as a template. (C) Silica is coated on

surface of template by sol–gel synthesis. (D) Silica surface
can be functionalized by silanization. Inner wall of pores
become interior surface of nanotubes. (E) Silica nanotubes
are liberated by mechanical polish of top and bottom silica

layers and dissolution of template.

2 Silica Nanotubes: Wetting and Diffusion Phenomena



selective modification of their exterior and interior
surfaces.

The selective functionalization of interior and exte-
rior surfaces was demonstrated by Mitchell et al.[4]

Two kinds of nanotubes were prepared: one with green
fluorescent groups on the interior surface and hydro-
phobic octadecyl (C18) groups on the exterior surface,
and the other with blue fluorescent groups on interior
surface and the exterior surface was left native (hydro-
philic). These nanotubes were added to a mixture of
water and the immiscible organic solvent cyclohexane.
The two liquids were observed to separate into two
distinctly colored phases showing the selective parti-
tioning of the modified nanotubes to their respective
solvents.

Another compelling example of chemically tailored
selective interactions at a nanotube interface was
demonstrated by Lee et al.[3] In this example, a silica-
coated membrane of nanotubes was used to demon-
strate facilitated transport to achieve enantiomeric
separation. The nanotube interiors were functionalized
with an antibody that selectively binds to one enantio-
mer of a racemic mixture of a drug molecule. The flux
through the membrane was measured for each enantio-
mer by mounting the antibody modified membrane
between the two halves of a U-tube permeation cell.
A racemic mixture of two enantiomers (RS and SR)
was placed on one side of the U-tube. The anti-RS
coated nanotubes showed enhanced transport of their
target drug molecule with the RS enantiomer having
a flux two to four times that of the SR enantiomer.
Interestingly, the anti-RS fragments, which specifically
bind the RS stereoisomer, actually promote transport.
The separation selectivity was observed to decrease
with drug concentration which is in agreement with
theories of facilitated transport. By decreasing pore
size Lee et al. were able to diminish transport of the
nonfacilitated enantiomer and reach a maximum selec-
tivity ratio of 4.5. Their results show promise for the
use of these materials in highly selective transport of
a wide range of molecules.

DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS IN
SINGLE NANOTUBES

In order to observe the behavior of adsorbed molecules
inside nanotubes, fluorescence confocal microscopy
and fluorescent dye molecules were used.[5] Nanotubes
having C18-modified (hydrophobic) interior surface
and native (hydrophilic) exterior surface were used
to selectively sequester the fluorescent amphiphilic
dye DiIC18 (Fig. 3A) in aqueous solutions of varying
methanol concentration. The surfactant dye molecule
DiIC18 was loaded into nanotubes by mixing nano-
tubes in water and methanol (9 : 1 vol=vol) solution

containing 10�6–10�7M DiIC18. DiIC18 is adsorbed
at the interface formed by the hydrophobic interior
surface and the dye solution (Fig. 3B).

For microscope observation, nanotubes must be
stationary during observation. Silane chemistry was
used to immobilize nanotubes on microscope coverslip.
To achieve immobilization, the surface of glass cover-
slips were silanated by briefly sonicating (5min) in a
solution of ethanol, TEOS, and 1M HCl (40 : 1 : 1
vol=vol) after the solution was allowed to sit for
30min. Coverslips were then rinsed with ethanol and
a few drops of solution containing dye-filled nanotubes
was spread on the coverslip. The samples were allowed
to dry in air at which time covalent bonds formed
between the nanotubes and unreacted siloxane groups
at the modified coverslip surface, thus immobilizing the
nanotubes.

A fluorescence image of a nanotube filled with dye is
shown in Fig. 4. The uniform distribution of dyes

Fig. 3 (A) Surfactant dye molecule DiI has hydrophilic head
and hydrophobic tails, (B) DiI is adsorbed on C18-attached
surface of nanotube interior.

Fig. 4 Example of fluorescence confocal microscopy image
of silica nanotube filled with DiI molecules. The solvent is
0.33M surfactant (Triton-X-100�) solution.
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inside the nanotube can be observed. Diffusion of dyes
inside nanotubes can be measured using the fluores-
cence recovery after photobleach (FRAP) technique.
A nanotube image before photobleaching is shown in
Fig. 5A. When an intense laser beam irradiates a point
on nanotube, dye molecules at that point only are
photobleached. In subsequent images taken after
photobleaching (Fig. 5B), the bleached point appears
as a dark spot (indicated with a circle). If the dye
molecules are able to diffuse inside the tube, then the
bleached dye molecules exchange position with
surrounding unbleached dyes and the fluorescence
signal at the bleached point recovers with time. The
nanotube image after fluorescence recovery is shown
in Fig. 5C. From the recovery rate, the diffusion coeffi-
cient of dye molecules can be estimated. For the case,
in which dyes diffuse only in one dimension and the
bleaching beam has a Gaussian profile, the recovery
curve as a function of time G(t) has the form:[28]

GðtÞ ¼ Iinf �
I0

1 þ 4Dt=s2

where D is the diffusion coefficient, s is the width of
Gaussian beam, Iinf is recovered intensity after infinite
time, and I0 is the bleaching depth.

The diffusion coefficient of DiIC18 molecules in
C18-coated nanotube interiors were measured in
various solvent environments, including mixtures of
water and methanol, and aqueous surfactant solution
(0.33M Triton-X-100�). In pure water, diffusion is
rarely seen in tubes filled with dyes (Fig. 6A). In pure
methanol, dyes are largely extracted from the tube
interface and removed to solution (Fig. 6B). At low
methanol concentrations and in surfactant solutions,
dyes are contained in tubes (Figs. 4 and 5, respectively)
and diffusion is often observed.

The diffusion of dye molecules in nanotubes can
be classified into the following four types in these
experiments:

1. Adsorbed and static.
2. Adsorbed and slowly diffusing (D � 10�12–

10�14 cm2=sec).
3. Adsorbed and rapidly diffusing (D � 10�6–

10�8 cm2=sec).
4. Mostly desorbed with some remaining bright

spots.

Type 1 is often seen in pure water and water–
methanol mixture with a low methanol fraction. This
likely results from a dry nanotube interior. This is
due to the high surface tension of pure water and the
hydrophobic interior of the tube combining to keep
the tube interior dry. If the tube were wet inside, one
would expect results similar to the diffusion of DiIC18

at the planar interface formed by C18-modified glass
coverslips as observed by Wirth, Swinton, and
Ludes.[29]

Type 2 is often seen in water–methanol mixtures
when the methanol concentration is 50% vol=vol or
greater, or in 0.33M surfactant solution. In these cases,
the solvent is believed to have wetted the interior of
nanotubes. However, the diffusion coefficient is much
smaller than that measured on wet C18-modified planar
surface.[29]

Type 3 is sometimes seen in water–methanol mix-
ture with a high fraction of methanol, but not in pure
methanol. The observed diffusion coefficient is com-
parable with that on wet C18-modified planar surface.
The inside of nanotubes is considered to be completely
wet in this case, since the methanol cosolvent has
served to increase the wetting power of the solution
to easily enter the hydrophobic tube interior. Types 2

Fig. 6 Microscopic images of single molecules in (A) pure

water, (B) pure methanol.

Fig. 5 Microscopic images of single nanotube filled with
fluorescent dye molecules (A) before photobleaching, (B) just
after photobleach (the bleached points are indicated with

circles), and (C) after recovery. The solvent is water :
methaol ¼ 1 : 1 (vol=vol) mixture.
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and 3 frequently occur in the same sample and this
may be due to different diffusion processes within
individual tubes possessing different degrees of wet-
ting. For instance, slow diffusion could result from
two-dimensional diffusion along the nanotube interior
surface and faster diffusion could be due to combined
surface diffusion and desorption=readsorption pro-
cesses. This may indicate that in Type 2 tubes, the
surface is wet enough for the slower process but not
for the latter, while Type 3 is wet enough to allow
both.

Type 4 is observed to some degree in all solvents but
most notably in 100% methanol. Bright spots are
likely due to strongly trapped aggregates at defects
on interior surface of nanotubes, comparable to DiI
adsorption ‘‘hot spots’’ reported by Wirth, Swinton,
and Ludes[29] on C18-coated fused silica coverslips. In
pure methanol or water–methanol mixtures with a high
fraction of methanol, this behavior dominates or is
more noticeable because the majority of dye has been
desorbed and released into solution.

Fig. 7 is a plot describing the probability that the
inside of nanotubes are wetted as a function of metha-
nol concentration under the assumption that only
wetted tubes show diffusion behavior of Types 2, 3,
and 4. The probability is calculated from results of
FRAP measurements. It is clear from these results that
200 nm hydrophobic nanotubes qualitatively follow
what is expected from macroscopic models of wettabil-
ity. However, some deviations from the expected beha-
vior is observed.[5] For instance, the wetting process is
very slow and typically >24 hr is required to reach
equilibrium when no mechanical assistance is supplied
either by shaking or sonication. Additionally, some
tubes appear to never wet and wetting can be reversi-
ble, i.e., some tubes are observed to reversibly dry
out when the solvent is changed from one of high
wettability to pure water.

Several theoretical models have treated the behavior
of solvents in nanoscale pores having hydrophobic

interior surfaces.[30–35] Giaya and Thompson[35] have
investigated the behavior of fluid in the nanoscale
cylindrical pore. Their results indicate that at room
temperature, water behaves as typical bulk water when
the pore size is �1500 nm. Below this size, the vapor
phase may be more stable if the interaction potential
between solvent and wall is zero, i.e., a perfectly hydro-
phobic wall. Giaya and Thompson also suggested that
with stronger fluid–pore–wall interaction, the critical
radius at which the fluid phase becomes unstable will
decrease. The ability to test theories such as these will
be facilitated by using hydrophobically modified tubes
in which the tube size and surface hydrophobicity of
the nanotube interior can be independently and
systematically changed.

CONCLUSIONS

Silica nanotubes with arbitrary and homogeneous dia-
meter, length, and wall thickness are readily produced
by template synthesis and are promising candidates
for applications in nanotechnology and bioscience.
Their potential applications are far reaching due to
the ability to independently functionalize the internal
and external surfaces. A variety of applications have
already been demonstrated including those discussed
above. In addition to technological applications, these
materials offer opportunities to systematically examine
size and chemical effects on small length scales in well-
defined geometries. The distribution and diffusion of
dye molecules inside single nanotubes as observed
using optical fluorescence confocal microscopy[5] has
allowed the investigation of wetting of the interior of
nanotubes as a function of solvent composition, nano-
tube surface chemistry, and nanotube size. Further
investigation with various materials, surface modifica-
tion, pore sizes, and solvent will offer unique opportu-
nities to test theories of wettability at extremely small
length scales.
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Silicon Nanoclusters: Simulations
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INTRODUCTION

The field of research surrounding the optical properties of

semiconductor nanoclusters has seen enormous growth

over the past decade.[1–7] As the dimensions of a semi-

conductor are reduced below its exciton Bohr radius,

quantum confinement causes its bandgap to widen, the

electronic states to become discrete, and the oscillator

strength of the smallest electronic transitions to in-

crease.[8,9] In direct gap II/VI semiconductors such as

CdSe, several experiments have reproduced the one-to-

one correspondence between the size and the wavelength

of absorbed and emitted visible light.[4,10,11] The repro-

ducibility and generally straightforward synthesis tech-

niques have made CdSe the cornerstone of emerging

technologies such as biological markers[6,7] and nano-

structure lasers.[12] Other semiconductor nanoclusters, spe-

cifically those in group IV, are also known to absorb and

emit visible light when their size is reduced to the nano-

meter scale.[2,5,13–15] The efficient photoluminescence (PL)

observed in porous silicon[2] and in freestanding silicon

nanoclusters[5,13,14] suggests that these structures may serve

as an alternative for CdSe in certain applications. One ben-

efit of exploiting the optical properties of silicon nanoclus-

ters is its potential to be integrated within existing silicon

technologies to create nanoscale optoelectronic devices.

Additionally, the biocompatibility of silicon makes it an

ideal candidate for replacing fluorescent dyes as biotags.

Despite the efforts being placed on synthesizing and

characterizing silicon nanoclusters, the size dependence of

the optical gap has, so far, been difficult to reproduce

experimentally. As the physical properties of a material

are strongly governed by the surface at the nanometer

scale (where surface-to-volume ratios are greatly in-

creased), the interplay of quantum confinement and

surface properties is still unclear. Few surface-sensitive

probes are available, and distinguishing bulk effects from

surface effects is difficult. Theoretical modeling[16–21] is

challenging within this size regime as a full quantum

mechanical description of both the core and the surface

atoms are required to provide accurate and predictive data.

Developing a thorough understanding of the electronic

and optical properties of silicon nanoclusters, in particular

the effect of the surface on their optical properties, is a

crucial step toward the utilization of these particles for

new technologies. Therefore, theoretical predictions are

required to improve our understanding of the influence of

the surface on the properties of silicon nanostructures.

The school of thought advocating quantum confine-

ment as the only mechanism responsible for PL in silicon

would suggest that, regardless of the specific surface

chemistry, the same results should be observed as long as

all the surface dangling bonds are saturated.[22–24] How-

ever, recent studies have shown that the surface can affect

the optical properties of silicon.[25–29] The combination of

different passivating surfaces, contaminant atoms, and

surface reconstructions are often responsible for disagree-

ment among different experiments and among theories in

characterizing the gap dependence on size.

BACKGROUND

Taking into account the difference between absorption

and emission further contributes to experimental and

theoretical discrepancies. Experiments generally measure

the PL, i.e., the emitted light, whereas theory generally

calculates an absorption spectrum, or the lowest absorp-

tion gap. In CdSe, this difference between absorption and

emission has been attributed to a ‘‘dark exciton,’’[30] a

state with zero oscillator strength which will not absorb,

but may emit a photon. In silicon, this difference may be

due to structural relaxation of the cluster while in its

excited state.[31–38] Although opinion is divided, evidence

exists that this difference can vary by 0.5–1 eV depending

on the size of the cluster and the local surface.[34–38]

In this article, we present ab initio calculations of a

number of hydrogen-passivated silicon nanoclusters with

diameters of up to 2 nm. In our calculations, we replaced

one or more of the hydrogen atoms with a number of

different passivants including oxygen, sulfur, CH2, fluo-

rine, chlorine, and a hydroxyl group (OH). We also

reconstructed the silicon surfaces, forming either recon-

structed dimers or reconstructed steps. We found that any

passivant or reconstruction that distorts the tetrahedral sp3

network significantly reduces the gap compared to that of

a completely hydrogenated cluster. We found that more

than one of these passivants on a single cluster reduces the

gap even further, allowing a wide range of gaps to be
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observed. Conversely, we show that single-bonded passi-

vants have a minimal effect on the optical gap. Finally, we

calculated the Stokes shift of different structures by

relaxing each cluster in its excited state. Depending on the

size and surface, we find that this difference can be as

large as 1.2 eV. These results may provide an explanation

for the discrepancies found among various experiments

with each other[5,13,22–25,39,40] and with theory.[16,17,20,21]

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the

section ‘‘Computational Methods’’ discusses the theoret-

ical methods we used to perform our calculations, ‘‘Effect

of Different Surface Passivation’’ discusses the effect of

different surface passivants on silicon nanoclusters,

‘‘Surface Reconstructions’’ discusses the effect of surface

reconstructions on silicon nanoclusters, ‘‘Emission Gaps

Via the Stokes Shift’’ shows how absorption and emission

may generate different results in silicon nanoclusters, and

finally the last section offers some concluding remarks.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Ab initio calculations, capable of covering a range of

silicon nanoclusters up to 2 nm in diameter, were

performed by using density functional theory (DFT) and

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC). Our DFT calculations are

based on the local density approximation (LDA) using the

Ceperley–Alder exchange-correlation functional and po-

tential[41] and the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) using the Perdew Burke Ernzerhop (PBE) func-

tional.[42] We employed a pseudopotential plane wave

approach[43] with periodic boundary conditions applied to

a supercell having a large enough spacing so that no

interactions existed between the periodic replicas. All the

clusters were placed in a box with enough vacuum region

between clusters for the total charge density to approach

zero (<10�7) well before the supercell edge. The

interactions between the ionic cores and the valence

electrons are described by a fully norm conserving,

nonlocal pseudopotential of the Hamann type,[44] except

for hydrogen in which we used a pseudopotential of the

Giannozzi type.[45] The Kohn–Sham orbitals are expand-

ed in a plane wave basis set, c(r)=
P

GCGeiG � r, where CG

is the Fourier coefficient, G is a three-dimensional

reciprocal lattice vector, and r is the three-dimensional

coordinates in real space. The kinetic energy cutoff used

is at least 35 Ry corresponding to about 105 plane waves

in a cell of 41–46 a.u. per side. We found that a higher

cutoff (up to 70 Ry) had a negligible effect (less than

0.3% in all cases) on the difference between eigenvalues

of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and

the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), i.e.,

the single-particle gap as defined within DFT.

All silicon clusters were initially constructed on a

diamond structure lattice with bulk silicon silicon bond

lengths. Dangling bonds were passivated with hydrogen

placed along the appropriate tetrahedral direction at the

experimental silicon hydrogen distance in SiH4. The

structures were then relaxed to zero temperature by using

molecular dynamics simulations, with the ions treated

classically and the electrons quantum mechanically, until

the correct ground state structure was reached. In every

case, each atom was relaxed until the residual forces on all

atoms were less than 2�10�4 eV/ Å. GGA calculations

on a number of representative clusters, including full

geometry reoptimization, tested the effect of gradient

corrections in the exchange-correlation potential. Despite

slight changes to the structure (e.g., 1.6% longer sili-

con silicon bond lengths), the single-particle gaps agree

to within 0.05 eV with LDA gaps for all cases tested.

Nanoclusters with reconstructed surfaces were generated

by first removing a hydrogen atom from each of any

neighboring pairs of SiH2 groups, forming an additional

Si Si bond (dimers). Second, clusters large enough to

support a single dihydride bonding with a step (�1.8 nm)

were constructed, further reducing the hydrogen coverage

of the surface.

Although the LDA HOMO/LUMO gap was shown to

qualitatively reproduce the trends of the optical gap, a

proper treatment of the self-energy and the exciton bind-

ing energy (Coulomb interaction between the excited

electron and its resulting hole) requires a more accurate

tool to quantitatively calculate optical gaps. For this

purpose, we adopted the fixed node, diffusion quantum

Monte Carlo (DMC) method,[46–48] in which one solves

the many-particle, imaginary time Schrödinger equation

�@tF(R,t)=(Ĥ�ET)F(R,t), where t is imaginary time,

R=(r1,r2,. . .,rN) is a configuration of electron coordinates

in real space, Ĥ is the many-body Hamiltonian of the

system, and ET is a trial energy. Representing the

Schrödinger equation in this form allows it to be sto-

chastically sampled when recast in integral form. The

true ground state wavefunction is then projected out

from a suitably chosen trial wavefunction. Our trial

wavefunctions are of the Slater–Jastrow form with one-,

two-, and three-body terms expanded as Chebyshev

polynomials,[49]

C ¼ D"D# exp
XN

i

wðriÞ þ
XN

i<j

uðri; rj; rijÞ
" #

ð1Þ

We use the recently implemented linear scaling QMC

approach[48] which constructs the Slater determinants, D"

and D#, from a set of maximally localized Wannier

functions.[50] The one-body, w, and two- and three-body

Jastrow u functions contain 18–40 variational parameters
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which are optimized by using the variance minimization

approach.[51]

Within the QMC approach, the optical gap is defined as

Eopt=EN*�EN, where EN is the ground state total energy of

the system with N electrons filling all the occupied states

and EN
* is the total energy of the system in an excited state.

Both the excited electron and the resulting hole introduced

into the valence band are present in the system at the same

time by exciting an electron from an occupied (valence)

orbital to an unoccupied (conduction) orbital. As QMC is

a full many-body formalism, gaps calculated within QMC

do not suffer from the LDA ‘‘band gap problem,’’ even if

the nodal structure for the QMC wavefunction is con-

structed from LDA orbitals.

The Stokes shift calculations were carried out by

considering Frank–Condon-like relaxations for a number

of different structures. On absorption of a photon, a cluster

undergoes a vertical electronic excitation (Fig. 1). During

the excitation, the atoms are instantaneously frozen in their

ground state positions. Once in the excited electronic state,

the atomic geometry of the cluster relaxes to a lower energy

configuration (point 3 in Fig. 1), as the electronic excitation

of the cluster has generated new forces on the atoms.[34,36]

We calculated the Stokes shift by performing this relax-

ation within LDA, i.e., EStokes=(E2�E1)� (E3�E4), where

E1–4 are the total energies at each of the points in Fig. 1.

Within QMC, the Stokes shift was calculated as the

difference in the gaps of each configuration. A full detailed

description of this method is given in Ref. [37].

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT
SURFACE PASSIVATION

One Impurity Atom

The effect of different passivants on hydrogenated silicon

nanoclusters was initially studied within the LDA on

Si35H36 clusters (diameter 1.1 nm). Keeping the entire

cluster intact, we replaced a single hydrogen with the

highly electronegative fluorine atom, which is present in

hydrogen fluoride (HF), commonly used for etching po-

rous silicon. Other highly electronegative species, such as

chlorine and an OH group, were also considered. In addi-

tion to having similar properties to fluorine, chlorine is

used often as a precursor in colloidal synthesis of silicon

nanoparticles, while OH is a possible passivant of nano-

clusters synthesized in a peroxide solution. Fig. 2a shows

the density of states (DOS) of each of these systems. The

DOS profiles for the clusters with single-bonded passivants

(H, F, Cl, OH) are virtually identical, indicating that most

single-bonded passivants are likely to generate similar

single-particle gaps, regardless of their electronegativity

or individual atomic levels. As shown in Fig. 3a, the

probability density of the HOMO and the LUMO of

Fig. 2 Local density approximation calculation of the electron

density of states and single-particle gaps of 1.1-nm hydrogenat-

ed silicon clusters with a) single-bonded and b) double-bonded

passivants. Each curve is Lorentzian broadened by 0.06 eV. The

fully hydrogenated (idealized) case is given in the top center.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Energy states involved in the transitions leading to the

Stokes shift. Point 1 is the relaxed ground state structure, point 2

is the forced excited state in the ground state structure, point 3 is

the relaxed excited state, and point 4 is the ground state in the

excited state relaxed structure. The Stokes shift has been calcu-

lated by either a difference between total energies (E2�E1)�
(E3�E4) or the single-particle (optical) gap of the structure in

state E1 and E4 in LDA (QMC).
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Si35H36 are both confined to the core of the cluster. This

confinement is similar to that seen in clusters with single-

bonded passivants. Using chlorine as an example (Fig. 3b),

the HOMO and LUMO densities are only slightly

altered with respect to the fully hydrogenated cluster,

as the majority of the HOMO and LUMO density remains

core-confined.

The second set of passivants considered here are those

forming a double bond with a surface silicon atom. In

addition to the common contaminant oxygen, we consid-

ered sulfur and CH2. The effects of the double-bonded

passivants on the HOMO/LUMO gap are profound

(Fig. 2b), with the LDA gap decreasing from the com-

pletely hydrogenated case by an amount ranging from

0.9 eV (when CH2 is added) to 1.6 eV (when sulfur is

added). These results offer an explanation of the

discrepancies observed in the measured values of the

optical gap in silicon nanoclusters. In experiments

performed in the presence of oxygen,[5,22–25] the actual

transition may involve localized oxygen states. Fig. 3c

shows that these states in Si35H34O are indeed localized

around the double bond, with little of the core confine-

ment seen in the Si35H35Cl cluster. This localization

suggests that these states might be pinned at a fixed

energy determined by the oxygen atom and relatively

independent of the size of the cluster.

Size Dependence of the Effects
of Oxygen Passivation

The size dependence of the effect of oxygen passivation

on the optical properties of hydrogenated silicon

nanoclusters was carried out in silicon clusters with a

single oxygen atom, double-bonded to the surface. Fig. 4a

shows the values of the LDA HOMO–LUMO gap (solid

circles and squares) for these clusters, as well as those

with pure hydrogen termination as a function of the

diameter, D=a (3/4pN)
1/3, where N is the number of silicon

atoms and a is the lattice constant. In clusters without

oxygen contamination, the gap increases as the size of

the cluster decreases, thus demonstrating quantum con-

finement effects. In clusters with an oxygen contaminant,

the ‘‘oxygen gap’’ is smaller than the gap of the purely

hydrogenated clusters for clusters smaller than 1.8 nm. As

Fig. 3 The density of the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)

for a) Si35H36, b) Si35H35Cl, and c) Si35H34O. The isosurfaces

are plotted at 50% the maximum value for a) and b), and at 10%

the maximum value for c). In the ball and stick representation, Si

is gray, H is white, and O (Cl) is red (pink). (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

 

Fig. 4 a) Local density approximation (LDA) and quantum

Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations of the single-particle and

optical gaps of hydrogenated Si clusters with and without

oxygen as a function of size. The curves are fit to the points and

the bulk value, and have been extrapolated to estimate the

crossing point beyond which the ‘‘oxygen gap’’ will no longer

be observed. b) Comparison of QMC predictions of the optical

gap of silicon clusters with and without oxygen to experimental

results. The maximum oxygen curve is extrapolated by shifting

the LDA calculated curve by an amount equal to the QMC shift

in a single oxygen-contaminated cluster.
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the cluster size increases beyond this critical 1.8-nm

diameter, the fundamental HOMO/LUMO gap of pure

hydrogenated silicon nanoclusters decreases below this

‘‘oxygen gap’’ and the lowest gap is governed by the

core transitions.

Quantum Monte Carlo calculations on several clusters

terminated completely with hydrogen, and those including

a double-bonded oxygen verify that the LDA trends are

well reproduced by QMC (Fig. 4a). The shift in the gap

from LDA to QMC in totally hydrogenated clusters is

much greater (around 1.5 eV) than in those with oxygen

contamination (around 0.6 eV). We believe that the

difference in shifts originates from the larger excitonic

binding in the oxygen-contaminated clusters, where the

oxygen-derived HOMO and LUMO states are more

localized than in the absence of such contaminants.

Extrapolation of our QMC calculations (dashed line in

Fig. 4a) suggests that the critical size beyond which the

‘‘oxygen gap’’ will no longer be observed is between 2

and 2.5 nm, larger than the 1.8 nm size predicted by LDA,

yet smaller than the 3.0 nm predicted by empirical tight-

binding calculations.[25]

Effect of Multiple Oxygen Termination

In Fig. 4b, we compare our QMC predictions for the

optical gap of silicon nanoclusters with two experiments

in which oxygen was present. The optical gap predicted by

our QMC calculations for clusters passivated with a single

oxygen double-bonded to the surface is too large

compared with this experimental data.[5,22] In addition to

the problem of wide experimental size distribution, the

effect of multiple oxygen passivation should be consid-

ered. The strain introduced by the presence of a single

oxygen passivant will not necessarily deter the bonding of

additional oxygen passivants, which may also affect the

gap. In fact, if the chemical potentials of hydrogen and

oxygen is such that it is favorable to replace two surface

hydrogen atoms with an oxygen, the oxygenation reaction

is likely to continue.[28] By shifting our QMC-predicted

optical gaps according to the effects of multiple oxygen

passivation predicted within LDA, we compare these pre-

dictions with the aforementioned experiments (Fig. 4b).

The wide range of possible gaps that may be obtained

when oxygen contaminates the surface can perhaps

explain the wide discrepancy between so many experi-

ments, in which either oxygen was present or the

impurities were unknown.

DISCUSSION

The gaps of silicon clusters containing fluorine, chlorine,

and OH indicate that the electronegativity of a passivant

does not play a key role in altering the gap. That OH does

not alter the gap indicates that lone pair states are not

responsible for the reduction observed by the presence of

oxygen. This conclusion is further supported by the results

obtained for clusters passivated with CH2, which has no

lone pair when double-bonded to the cluster, yet closes the

gap significantly more than all the single-bonded passi-

vants. The presence of a double bond induces a consid-

erable distortion of the tetrahedral sp3 network on the

surface and this distortion is possibly responsible for a gap

reduction. To support this conclusion, we considered

oxygen-bonded in different geometries. In addition to

replacing two hydrogen atoms from an SiH2 surface group

to form an Si O double bond, oxygen may also bond

with the surface of a silicon nanocluster in a bridged

(Si O Si) network, replacing two hydrogen atoms from

two separate Si atoms.

Two different silicon nanoclusters were compared, both

with a diameter of �1 nm (Si29H36 and Si35H36). In

Si29H36, the proximity of SiH2 pairs on a (100)-like facet

allows oxygen to replace two hydrogens (Si29H34O) from

adjacent SiH2 groups and to form a bridged bond without

significantly distorting the sp3 network. The bond angle

between any of the atoms bonded to the silicon and the

oxygen is altered by no more than 2� from the initial

tetrahedral bonding angle. The resulting LDA single-

particle gap is only 0.5 eV lower than the LDA gap in

Si29H36 and the QMC gap is also only 0.5 eV lower than

the Si29H36 QMC gap. The shift from LDA to QMC is

therefore 1.5 eV and not 0.6 eV as in the cluster with a

double-bonded oxygen. In Si35H34O, no such aligned

dihydrides exists, and so forming an Si O Si bridge

significantly alters the ideal bond network, with the

resulting bond angles distorted by more than 30� from

the original sp3 structure. This distortion causes a gap

reduction by a significantly greater amount than that of the

hydrogenated cluster, over 1 eV in LDA and almost 3 eV

in QMC. Therefore any passivation process that signifi-

cantly distorts the sp3 network will also alter the gap.

SURFACE RECONSTRUCTIONS

Because the optical gap in silicon nanoclusters will change

as a result of bonding networks at the surface and not

necessarily because of a specific contaminant atom, sur-

face reconstruction may also affect the optical gap.[29,52]

Fig. 5 shows the atomic structure of three 1.8-nm clusters:

1) Si148H120, which has an unreconstructured surface,

2) Si148H96, which has reconstructed dimers but no re-

constructed steps, and 3) Si148H72, which has recon-

structed dimers and steps. The Si Si bond lengths of the

reconstructed dimers and the reconstructed steps are

similar to those predicted by LDA calculations for flat,
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hydrogen passivated (100) surfaces[53] and reconstructed

steps on a (100) surface,[54] respectively. The dimer re-

constructions are not limited to large clusters with (100)-

like facets, but may also occur on clusters with aligned

dihydrides, such as Si66H64 and Si29H36,[55] although

reconstructed steps will not form on clusters smaller than

1.8 nm. That these reconstructions are energetically ad-

vantageous in specific situations is demonstrated through

the following argument.

The additional energetic advantage from forming

dimers on curved silicon surfaces is reflected in the

negative formation energy of Si148H120 with respect to

SiH4 and bulk silicon. A negative formation energy is

consistent with the formation of nanoscale features in

porous silicon formed by HF etching. To predict the

relative stabilities of the structures thermodynamically

(Fig. 6), we follow a prescription previously used for flat

silicon surfaces.[53] The relative stability of these nano-

cluster structures is obtained by the zero temperature

formation energy, O, given by

O ¼ ETot þ EZPE � nSimSi � nHmH ð2Þ

where ETot is the total energy, EZPE is the zero-point

energy, nSi(nH) is the number of silicon (hydrogen) atoms,

and mSi(mH) is the chemical potential of bulk silicon

(hydrogen gas). At mH>�0.3 eV, the structure with the

most hydrogen on the surface, and hence no reconstruc-

tions (Si148H120), has the lowest formation energy. As mH

decreases, it becomes energetically favorable to form

dimers (Si148H96). When mH is decreased even further

(<�0.7 eV), reconstructed steps (Si148H72) become

energetically favorable. Fig. 6 demonstrates regions in

which each structure is more favorable. Increasing the

temperature reduces mH due to entropic effects; therefore,

we predict that nanoclusters synthesized in an H2

environment will generally have surfaces with recon-

structed dimers and steps, while those formed in higher mH

environments, for example, in colloidal solutions, may

have unreconstructed surfaces.

Reconstructed dimers and steps should affect the

electronic and optical properties of silicon nanoclusters

as a result of the distortion of the sp3 bonding network.

Fig. 7 shows calculated single-particle gaps within LDA

and the optical gap within QMC. Reconstructed dimers

demonstrate a relatively flat impurity level at �2 eV (as

calculated within the LDA). This flat impurity level is

confirmed by QMC calculations, although shifted higher

by about 1 eV (the curvature in Si29H24 causes the gap in

that structure to be slightly larger). The impurity state

does not occur in clusters larger than �2 nm and thus

reconstructed dimers will not affect larger clusters.

However, reconstructed steps generate a separate impurity

level at �0.7 eV (as calculated within the LDA). A QMC

calculation of this cluster reveals a gap about 0.5 eV

higher than the LDA value at �1.2 eV. Because this level

is about the same as the bulk gap value of Si, such an

impurity level may be seen in clusters as large as 5 nm.

Fig. 5 Hydrogen-passivated, 1.8-nm-diameter silicon nanocluster a) without a reconstructed surface, b) with reconstructed dimers on

the surface, and c) with reconstructed dimers and steps on the surface. In the ball-and-stick model, the Si atoms are gray and the H atoms

are white.

Fig. 6 Local density approximation formation energy of Si148

nanoclusters with different surface reconstructions. The origin of

mH is the value at which the formation energy of silane is zero.
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Evidence for the existence of reconstructed surfaces

has been observed in porous silicon and in nanoclusters

about 1.8 nm in diameter. Van Buuren et al.[56] used X-ray

absorption and valence band photoemission to investigate

the shift in the valence and the conduction band edges of

porous silicon as a function of thermal annealing. The

wavelength of the observed PL suggests that the optical

emission in these samples originates from nanoscale

features with dimensions and quantum confinement ef-

fects similar to the nanoclusters studied here. At an an-

nealing temperature of 500�C, the optical gap is reduced

by 1 eV from that at room temperature, consistent with the

reduction predicted in Fig. 7 due to reconstruction. Ad-

ditionally, van Buuren et al. present mass spectrometer

measurements showing significant hydrogen evolution

during annealing beginning at 400�C, consistent with

hydrogen desorption from SiH4 species. This result is in

agreement with our results, demonstrated in Fig. 6, in

which structures with reconstructed surfaces and lower

hydrogen content are favored as the temperature is in-

creased, that is where mH is decreased.

Wilcoxon et al.[39] observed two distinct gaps and

excitonic lifetimes in similarly sized clusters synthesized

using inverse micelles. Our QMC calculations of optical

gaps of unreconstructed and reconstructed surfaces of

clusters this size are in good agreement with the two gaps

measured in that particular work. Therefore, our calcula-

tions strongly support the conjecture that the smaller of

these two gaps is attributable to surface reconstruction.

Therefore in experiments in which oxygen contamina-

tion is controlled, smaller optical gaps than those

theoretically predicted may occur, as surface reconstruc-

tion is another potential source for disagreement between

theory and experiment.

EMISSION GAPS VIA THE STOKES SHIFT

In addition to the different surface structures affecting the

absorption gap from the idealized structure, the difference

between the absorption gap and the emission gap is yet

another source of discrepancy among experimental re-

sults and theoretical calculations. The difference between

the two gaps is often referred to as the Stokes shift.

Calculating this difference exclusively through relaxation

of the excited state, Table 1 summarizes our calculated

Stokes shifts for a number of silicon nanoclusters with

different surface contaminants and reconstructions. The

large difference between absorption and emission gaps

could account for further discrepancy among experiment

and theory.

Generally, the emission gap is red shifted relative to the

absorption gap. The LDA and QMC values of the Stokes

shift show that, in a similar manner to optical gaps, the

LDA qualitatively predicts correct trends as a function of

size and surface structure; however, LDA consistently

underestimates the value of the Stokes by 0.2–0.3 eV

compared with QMC. As we were able to do many more

LDA calculations, we quote those results here. Clusters

with unreconstructed hydrogenated surfaces produce

values of the Stokes shift that range from 0.3 to 0.8 eV

as a function of size. Clusters with oxygen double-bonded

(Si O) to the surface exhibit larger Stokes shifts of 1.2

eV, relatively independent of size. Clusters with recon-

structed surfaces and surfaces with bridged oxygen

consistently exhibit the smallest Stokes shifts, ranging

from 0.1 to 0.3 eV as a function of size.

To gain insight into the large differences in the above

Stokes shifts, we examined the nature of the electronic

states responsible for absorption and emission, i.e., the

band edge HOMO and LUMO. The HOMO and LUMO

orbitals of three clusters, all approximately 1 nm in size,

are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows that in a nanocluster

with pure hydrogen passivation and no reconstruction of

the surface (e.g., Si35H36), the HOMO and LUMO

densities are delocalized throughout the core of the

nanocluster. Fig. 8b shows that the HOMO and LUMO

densities are also delocalized in clusters with surface

reconstruction, but around the surface. Finally, Fig. 8c

shows that the placement of a single oxygen atom in a

Fig. 7 Local density approximation (LDA) and quantum

Monte Carlo (QMC) gaps of hydrogenated silicon nanocrystals

with and without reconstructed dimers and steps. The point at

which the impurity levels due to different reconstructions will no

longer be observed are indicated by arrows.
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Si O double-bonded position on the surface of an

otherwise unreconstructed cluster (e.g., Si35H34O) almost

completely localizes both the HOMO and LUMO densi-

ties on the Si O double bond at the surface of the cluster.

The structural changes resulting from the creation of an

exciton in each cluster, expressed as the root mean

squared (RMS) displacement of the atoms, are summa-

rized in Table 1, and more visually expressed in the right-

hand column of Fig. 8. The RMS displacement of atoms

in the completely hydrogenated structures, e.g., Si35H36,

is �0.3 Å for 1-nm structures and decreases quickly to

<0.1 Å as the cluster size increases to around 2 nm.

Because the change in charge density resulting from the

HOMO to LUMO excitation is distributed throughout the

cluster, all atoms in the cluster experience forces of

approximately equal magnitude. The displacements

shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate that the excited state

structural relaxation of hydrogenated clusters corresponds

to a change in shape from a spherical to elliptical

geometry, i.e., a global relaxation. As the size of these

clusters increases, the relative change in charge density

around each atom due to the excitation of a single electron

decreases inversely proportionally to the number of atoms

in the cluster, and hence the RMS displacements also

decrease. The clusters with reconstructed surfaces, e.g.,

Si29H24 (Fig. 8b) and the clusters with Si O Si bridged

oxygen on the surface show smaller RMS displacements

than the completely hydrogenated clusters. In these

clusters, the charge density change associated with the

HOMO–LUMO excitation is localized on the surface of

the cluster; however, the additional Si Si or Si O Si

bonds produced by the reconstruction of the surface

restrict the movement of these surface atoms, resulting in

significantly lower observed RMS displacements.

In the clusters with oxygen double-bonded to the

surface, e.g., Si35H34O (Fig. 8c), the RMS displacement is

Table 1 Local density approximation (LDA) and Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculated absorption gaps and Stokes shifts for a

number of silicon nanoclusters with different surface structures

Cluster Structure Diameter

Optical gap Stokes shift
RMS

displacementLDA QMC LDA QMC

Si29H36 Hydrogenated 0.9 3.6 5.3(1) 0.69 1.0(1) 0.31

Si35H36 Hydrogenated 1.1 3.4 5.0(1) 0.57 0.8(1) 0.25

Si66H64 Hydrogenated 1.3 2.8 4.7(1) 0.50 0.19

Si87H76 Hydrogenated 1.5 2.5 4.2(2) 0.22 0.14

Si148H120 Hydrogenated 1.8 2.1 3.9(3) 0.13 0.11

Si211H140 Hydrogenated 2.0 2.0 0.06 0.05

Si29H24 Reconstructed 0.8 2.6 3.6(1) 0.34 0.4(1) 0.13

Si66H40 Reconstructed 1.3 1.9 3.3(1) 0.16 0.08

Si29H34O Si O Si 0.9 3.1 4.7(1) 0.27 0.5(1)

Si35H34O Si O 1.1 2.2 2.5(1) 1.16 1.3(1) 0.30

Si66H62O Si O 1.3 2.2 1.22 0.33

Si87H74O Si O 1.5 2.0 1.13 0.31

All values are quoted in eV and QMC statistical error bars are shown in parenthesis. The RMS displacements are in Å. Structures with bridged oxygen are

labeled Si O Si and double-bonded oxygen is Labeled Si O.

Fig. 8 Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) density isosurfaces of

1-nm clusters with different surface structures. In the ball-and-

stick representation, the Si atoms are gray, the H atoms are white,

and the oxygen atom is red. The isosurfaces are chosen at 50%

the maximum amplitude in a) and b) and 10 % the maximum

amplitude in c). The right column shows arrows proportional to

the displacement of each atom due to the Stokes shift, magnified

by 10 for clarity. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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slightly larger. However, in this class of clusters, con-

sidering the RMS displacement is somewhat misleading

as almost all the atomic relaxation is concentrated on the

double-bonded oxygen atom. The displacement vectors

plotted in Fig. 8c show that the double-bonded oxygen

atom rotates around its attached silicon atom by over 40�
when relaxed within its excited state. In these clusters, the

Stokes shift is relatively independent of the size of the

cluster as the relaxation mechanism is localized on a

single bond on the surface.

The above description of the Stokes shift mechanism

and calculation of values may be treated through

comparison with experiment. A wealth of experimental

measurements of the optical absorption and emission

wavelengths of silicon nanostructures has been accumu-

lated, much of which appears contradictory.[14,38,57–64]

However, many apparently conflicting measurements can

be explained by considering differences in the sizes and

surface properties of the samples.

Fig. 9 combines the results of a number of published

values of the Stokes shift plotted as a function of the

nanocluster size. For comparison, we include the results of

our LDA calculations from Table 1. As a guide to the eye

and as a means of extrapolating our results to sizes beyond

those currently accessible with first-principles techniques,

we fit our results with the dotted lines. Three calculated

curves are shown corresponding to the three classes of

Stokes shift we have identified. The bulk-derived,

hydrogenated nanoclusters are represented by curve (a),

which shows Stokes shifts that rapidly decrease from over

2 eV for 0.5-nm clusters to 0.1 eV for 2-nm clusters. The

hydrogenated nanoclusters with reconstructed surfaces

and bridged Si O Si oxygen are represented by curve

(b), which shows Stokes shifts that are smaller than curve

(a) and also decrease to <0.1 eV in 2-nm clusters. The

nanoclusters with oxygen double-bonded to the surface

are represented by curve (c), which shows Stokes shifts of

�1.2 eV, roughly independent of size.

Despite large error bars, the experimental values for the

Stokes shift can be broadly divided into three classes that

approximately correspond to the three classes of Stokes

shift predicted by our calculations. The most striking

agreement is between the results of Wu et al.[63] and our

results for the Stokes shift of clusters with oxygen double-

bonded to the surface. Wu et al. found values of the Stokes

shift of �1.2 eV that are almost independent of the size of

the nanocluster. These measurements agree with our

model for the Stokes shift of clusters, where the structural

relaxation is focused almost entirely on the silicon oxygen

double bond, because of the localization of the HOMO

and LUMO charge densities on this bond. The Stokes

shifts measured by von Behren et al.[61] display a Stokes

shift that decreases as the size of the cluster increases. We

interpret these particular results as corresponding to the

idealized hydrogenated clusters studied here (similar to

Si35H36). The quantitative agreement is even more

striking if we consider the 0.2–0.3 corrections due to the

LDA error. The Stokes shifts measured by Garrido et al.[64]

are much smaller over a range of sizes/gaps. These clus-

ters are surrounded by an SiO2 matrix and may well con-

tain the bridged Si O Si bonds at the surface of the

cluster, which we have also shown to significantly

suppress the magnitude of the Stokes shift. Likewise,

the much smaller clusters characterized by Belomoin

et al.[38] which are believed to be reconstructed, show size

dependence slightly smaller than that of unreconstructed

clusters consistent with our calculated results.

Besides structural changes induced by an exciton,

additional phenomena may also contribute to the Stokes

shift. A red shift can be introduced by 1) a singlet–triplet

splitting of the band edge levels due to the electronic

exchange interaction. Light is then absorbed into the

higher-energy singlet exciton level and emitted from the

lower energy, optically forbidden ‘‘dark exciton.’’ We

believe that, in these nanoclusters, the singlet–triplet

splitting is negligible and is not included here.[33,36] 2)

The existence of ‘‘surface traps’’ that exist at energies in

the middle of the optical gap of an idealized hydrogenated

cluster. An exciton is initially formed in the core of the

cluster and then either the electron and/or hole migrate to

a lower energy surface localized trap state before

recombination and the emission of a photon. Adding such

an effect would increase the predicted value of the Stokes

shift, but the magnitude is extremely sensitive to the

Fig. 9 A comparison of a number of different experimentally

measured values of the Stokes shift (synthesized under different

conditions) with local density approximation predicted values.

The dotted lines are fit to the a) unreconstructed crystalline

structure, b) the reconstructed crystalline structure, and c) the

clusters with a double-bonded oxygen on the surface.
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nature of the trap. 3) A broad size distribution itself can

contribute to the Stokes shift. Light is absorbed by clusters

with a range of sizes, such that the absorption peak is close

to that of the mean size cluster. The excitons then lower

their energy by transferring to neighboring larger clusters,

before recombination and emission. In this manner, the

average measured emission tends to be from the larger

clusters of a given size distribution, which, in turn, leads

to larger measured Stokes shifts.

In addition to comparing our calculations with mea-

sured values of the Stokes shift, we also compared our

results with previous calculations.[31–35] In general, our

results agree with the calculations that have found

relatively large (�1 eV) values of Stokes shifts,[34,35]

and disagree with those predicting significantly smaller (a

few meV) Stokes shifts.[31–33] In general, we agree with

those models that predict large Stokes shifts as a result of

structural changes[35] and agree with trapped exciton

models for the Stokes shift;[34] however, we found trapped

excitons on double-bonded oxygen, and not on recon-

structed dimers.[34]

The calculated values of the Stokes shift serves two

purposes in explaining discrepancies among experimental

results. First, the difference between the emission and

absorption gaps is not negligible and thus contributes to

differences among experiments, especially the ones using

different methods to obtain a gap. Second, the difference

in observed and calculated Stokes shifts is widely

different among nanocrystals with different surface

structures. The values are so different that the Stokes

shift itself may be used to infer the structure at the surface.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that quantum con-

finement is just one mechanism responsible for optical

transitions in silicon nanoclusters, and that the specific

surface chemistry and the Stokes shift must be considered

to interpret experimental results. The interplay between

surface and bulk effects requires detailed ab initio

calculations to properly account for all physical mecha-

nisms contributing to optoelectronic properties. Our

calculations show that surface effects due to the different

chemistry of single-bonded passivants do not appreciably

contribute to optical transitions, even in the case of highly

electronegative passivants. We demonstrated that the local

distortion of the sp3 network at the surface significantly

affects the energy of photoluminescence. We also dis-

covered that multiple contaminants can further alter the

gap, giving a large (over 2.0 eV) range of observed results.

Disruption of the sp3 network also occurs when surfaces

are reconstructed, forming dimers or steps. Under stan-

dard synthesis conditions, both unreconstructed and

reconstructed surfaces can be thermodynamically stable.

Studies of surface reconstructions of clusters with ranges

of sizes suggest that even clusters with diameters of up to

5 nm will be sensitive to surface reconstructions, thus

increasing the size range by which numerous absorption

gaps may be observed.

A further large reduction in gaps may be attributable to

differences between absorption and emission, which also

varies with respect to the surface structure. Silicon

nanostructures exhibit a strong difference between ab-

sorption and emission, or Stokes shift. We have deter-

mined that the Stokes shift is extremely sensitive to the

size, surface structure, and chemistry of the nanocluster.

For �1-nm sized clusters, the Stokes shift ranges from

less than 0.1 eV to greater than 1.0 eV, depending on the

detailed surface structure and the presence of oxygen in

either bridged or double-bonded configurations. Our

results enable us to provide explanations for the seem-

ingly contradictory results of a number of experiments.

These results demonstrate that combining measurements

of the absorption spectrum with measurements of the

emission energy provides a powerful tool for optically

characterizing both the size and surface structure of

semiconductor nanoclusters.
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Silicon Nanocrystals: Quantum Confinement

James R. Chelikowsky
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INTRODUCTION

Silicon is the electronic material of choice; it is used for

almost all modern electronic devices, e.g., in the manu-

facture and design of integrated circuits. However, silicon

is flawed in one respect. Namely, it is not a particularly

good optoelectric material. Laser photodetectors, photo-

cells, and so on are not constructed from elemental silicon.

The optical gap of silicon is not amenable for such devices;

the gap in silicon is too small to interact effectively with the

visible spectrum. In addition, the transitions at the optical

threshold in silicon are forbidden unless lattice vibrations

are included.[1] If the gap could be increased, silicon

could be used for virtually any electronic or optical

application. Owing to such technological motivation,

numerous theoretical methods to predict or simulate the

optical properties of silicon nanostructures have been

implemented. This section will review some of these

methods with an emphasis on atomistic approaches.

OVERVIEW ON QUANTUM CONFINEMENT

One method to increase the gap size in silicon involves

altering the ‘‘size of the excitation.’’ Usually, one alters

the properties of matter by changing its chemical com-

position or its structure. However, it is also possible to

change the properties of matter by altering the size of the

system. Specifically, the physical properties of matter can

have very different behavior at small dimensions. This

effect can be illustrated by considering a particle confined

by rigid walls to a one-dimensional box of size a. The

lowest energy level of this system is given in elementary

textbooks as

E ¼ p2�h2

2ma2
ð1Þ

where �h is Planck’s constant divided by 2p, and m is the

mass of the particle. If the size of the box is reduced then

E increases. This phenomenon where the energy level

increases with reduced dimensionality is called quantum

confinement. This effect can be readily understood from

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The uncertainty

principle states that the uncertainty in momentum and

position much be such that the product exceeds �h/2:

DpDx � �h=2 ð2Þ

where Dp is the uncertainty in the momentum and Dx is

the uncertainty in the position of the particle. Consider the

energy of a free particle with momentum p:

E ¼ p2

2m
ð3Þ

Since the uncertainty in the momentum cannot exceed the

momentum itself, one can write p>Dp. Moreover, if the

particle is confined to a box of size a, then

E >
�h2

8ma2
ð4Þ

As one tries to confine the position of a particle, the

energy of the particle must increase and diverge as the

confining region vanishes.

Although this argument was given for one dimension,

it is also true for a particle confined to a box in three

dimensions. For example, if a particle is confined within a

sphere whose radius is R, one might expect an energy

level to vary with R according to

EðRÞ ¼ E1 þ
a

R2
ð5Þ

where a is a constant and E1 is the energy as R!1.

Suppose we consider an optical gap, Egap, as the dif-

ference between the highest filled and lowest empty states

for a system confined in a sphere of size R. In the simplest

description of the gap we might expect Egap scale as

EgapðRÞ ¼ Egap þ
b
R2

ð6Þ

where b is a constant.

Quantum confinement has been observed experimen-

tally for nanostructures such as silicon quantum dots or

large clusters. A quantum dot is a nanocrystal in which the

surface has been passivated. In Fig. 1, an idealized

quantum dot of silicon is illustrated. The interior of the dot

consists of silicon atoms in the diamond structure; the

surface of the dot is hydrogenated. Hydrogen removes any

dangling bonds on the surface. As such, all the atoms in
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the system should be fully coordinated. Unsaturated bonds

should not contribute to the electronic properties of the

quantum dot. Typically, a quantum dot is a few nano-

meters to tens of nanometers in size. The smallest dots

contain hundreds of atoms, whereas a large dot may

contain hundreds of thousands of atoms.

In Fig. 2, one of the first measurements of quantum

confinement in silicon nanocrystals is illustrated.[2] The

nanocrystals measured were about 2–3 nm in diameter.

The measured optical gap is between 2.0 and 2.6 eV. This

is in contrast to the gap in crystalline silicon, where the

gap is known to be about 1.1 eV at room temperature.[1]

Eq. 6 can be used to fit the data by adjusting the b
parameter. Owing to an uncertainty in the nanocrystallite

structure and size, there is some scatter in the experi-

mental data, but the overall trend is consistent with what

one would expect from quantum confinement. Other

experiments have also confirmed the role of quantum

confinement in silicon nanostructures. For example,

silicon can be so extensively etched as to produce a

porous material, which contains nanostructures. Porous

silicon is observed to have dramatically altered optical

properties; for example, these forms of silicon can exhibit

visible photoluminescence at room temperature.[3]

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO
EXCITED STATE PROPERTIES IN
CONFINED SYSTEMS

Whereas the general concept of quantum confinement has

been validated, quantitative simulations of the optical

properties of nanostructures are difficult. Optical proper-

ties require an understanding of both the ground state and

excited state for large systems with numerous degrees of

freedom. Owing to this situation, several approximate

methods have been developed. These methods include

empirical descriptions of excitations based on ‘‘particle in

a box’’ descriptions to ab initio methods based on density

functional theory or quantum Monte Carlo methods as

described below.

Empirical Pseudopotential Method

The empirical pseudopotential method is based on several

approximations.[4] The first approximation concerns the

nature of the electronic interactions within matter. It is

assumed that these interactions can be accurately repli-

cated by a simple one-electron potential. This approxi-

mation can be justified by a Hartree–Fock description

of matter in which each electron moves in the average

potential of the rest of the electrons. The one-elec-

tron approximation results in a Schrödinger equation of

the form:

��h2r2

2m
þ Vð~rÞ

� �
Cnð~rÞ ¼ EnCnð~rÞ ð7Þ

where V(~r) is the electronic potential including electron–

nuclear interactions and electron–electron screening, En,

is the energy level for the nth state, Cn(~r). Another ap-

proximation recognizes the physical content of the peri-

odic table: Electronic properties depend on the valence

electron configuration, not the tightly bound core elec-

trons. Consider atoms of silicon (1s22s22p63s23p2) and

germanium (1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p2). These atoms

have an outer electron, or valence electron, configuration

of s2p2 and possess similar electronic and structural

Fig. 1 Ball and stick model for a quantum dot. The gray dots

represent silicon atoms and the white dots, hydrogen. The

interior of the dot has the structure of crystalline silicon. The

surface of the dot is passivated with hydrogen.

Fig. 2 The optical gap of hydrogenated silicon quantum dots.

The dashed line is a fit to the data using Eq. 6. (Experimental

data from Ref. [2].)
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properties; that is, they are semiconductors and both occur

in the diamond crystal structure. The pseudopotential

approximation recognizes this physical content by focus-

ing only the valence electrons and removing the core

electrons from the system.

A schematic atomic pseudopotential is illustrated in

Fig. 3. Unlike the ‘‘all-electron’’ potential, which binds

both core and valence electrons, the pseudopotential binds

only the valence electrons. Within a region around the

core (r<rc), the pseudopotential departs strongly from

the all-electron potential; for example, the 1/r singular-

ity near the nucleus is removed. The pseudopotential is

not only weaker than the all-electron potential; the

resulting wave function is nodeless. This transformation

between the all-electron potential and the pseudopoten-

tial can be made rigorous. Within the empirical pseu-

dopotential approximation, the only requirement is that

the pseudopotential be weak and converge rapidly in

Fourier space. Typically, one expands the potential in

atomic pseudopotentials. For an elemental crystal like

silicon (Fig. 4), the pseudopotential for the diamond

structure can be written as

Vpð~rÞ ¼
X
~R;~t

Va
pðj~r �~R�~tjÞ ð8Þ

where

~R ¼ aðlx̂þ mŷþ nẑÞ
~t ¼ �aðx̂þ ŷþ ẑÞ=8

a is the lattice constant, (~R) is a lattice vector and ~t is a

basis vector.[1] (lmn) can take on any integer value. For

each atom, one assumes a spherically symmetric

pseudopotential, Vp
a. In Fourier space, Eq. 8 can be

rewritten as

Vpð~rÞ ¼
X
~G

Va
pðGÞ cosð~G �~tÞ ð9Þ

where

~G ¼ 2p
a
ðhx̂þ jŷþ kẑÞ

(~G) is a reciprocal lattice vector. The integers (hjk)

are constrained to be either all odd or all even. Vp
a(G)

is called a form factor and is defined as

Va
pG ¼ 1

Oa

Z
Va

pðrÞ expði~G �~rÞd3r ð10Þ

where Oa is the atomic volume. If the pseudopotential

converges rapidly in Fourier space, only a few form factors

are needed for convergence. These form factors corre-

spond to the smallest G vectors. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

For crystalline silicon, only three unique form factors are

required to define the electronic properties.[4] These form

factors can be calculated or fit. Within the empirical

pseudopotential method, they are commonly fit to exper-

imental data.

Once the potential is defined, the energetic and spa-

tial distribution of electron states can be determined. A

common procedure for this task is to define a plane

wave basis:

Cn;~kð~rÞ ¼
X
~G

anð~k; ~GÞ expðið~k þ ~GÞ �~rÞ ð11Þ

Fig. 4 Diamond crystal structure for elemental silicon.

Fig. 3 Schematic pseudopotential and all-electron potentials.

The pseudopotential and pseudo wave function match the all-

electron results outside of a core radius given by rc.
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where Cn,~k is a Bloch function,[4] n is a band index, and
~k is a wave vector. The wave function and energy bands

are determined by solving a secular equation:

det
�h2ð~k þ ~GÞ2

2m
� E

 !
d~G;~G0 þ Va

pðj~G� ~G0jÞ
�����
� cosðð~G� ~G0Þ �~tÞ

j
jj
j ¼ 0 ð12Þ

This eigenvalue problem gives the values for the energy

bands En(~k) and Cn,~k. Typically, less than 100 plane

waves need be considered. Accurate energy bands can

be obtained with only three unique form factors. Optical

properties of the crystal are used to fit the form factors

in this case.

The optical properties of the crystal can be determined

by using the imaginary part of the dielectric function,

e2(o), for cubic semiconductors:[4]

e2ðoÞ ¼
e2�h

3pm2o2

X
~k;v;c

dðov;vð~kÞ � oÞjPv;cð~kÞj2 ð13Þ

where

ov;cð~kÞ ¼ ðEcð~kÞ � Evð~kÞÞ=�h

and

~Pv;cð~kÞ ¼
Z
C�

c;~k
ð~rÞrCv;~kð~rÞd

3r

The sum is over occupied valence bands (v), empty con-

duction bands (c) and wave vector ~k. ~Pv,c(~k) is a dipole

matrix element. The Dirac delta function in Eq. 13 insures

that energy is conserved and the dipole matrix element

reflects the allowed symmetry for an optical transition.

Once the imaginary part of the dielectric function is

known, the real part, e1(o), can be obtained from the

Kramer–Kronig dispersion relation.[1] The complex index,

N, is given by

N2 ¼ e1 þ ie2 ð14Þ

and the normal incident reflectivity is given by

R ¼ N � 1

N þ 1

����
����
2

ð15Þ

The reflectivity of a silicon crystal as calculated by the

empirical pseudopotential method and as measured[5] is

illustrated in Fig. 6.

It is possible to apply the empirical pseudopotential

method to quantum dots as illustrated in Fig. 1. However,

several more approximations must be made. For example,

a confined excitation does not possess translational

symmetry. Bloch’s theorem (Eq. 11) does not hold; that

is, the wave vector~k no longer has any physical meaning.

One method of overcoming this obstacle is to introduce

artificial periodicity into the system by constructing a

‘‘supercell.’’ Each supercell contains a quantum dot

surrounded by vacuum. This permits the same formalism

to be implemented as for the crystal. Another issue

concerns the construction of the form factors. As the

supercell grows in size more than just three form factors

are required. Effectively, the full curve for Vp
a(G) must be

known. In practice, empirical extrapolations are made

from bulk pseudopotentials, often including fits to

experimental or theoretical surface properties[6] to con-

struct the form factors.

The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) define a

Fig. 5 Schematic pseudopotential, V(q) in Fourier space. The

values of V(q) for the lowest reciprocal lattice vectors, G, are

called form factors.

Fig. 6 Reflectivity for crystalline silicon. (From Ref. [5].)
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HOMO–LUMO gap, Eg. This gap cannot be directly

compared to the optical gaps shown in Fig. 2. Quantum

dots physically localize the excited electron and hole such

that the Coulombic interactions are enhanced. An empir-

ical and approximate expression for the optical gap, Eg
opt,

is given by

Eopt
g � Eg �

1:8e2

eR
ð16Þ

where Eg is the HOMO–LUMO gap of the dot, e is the

dielectric constant of the dot, and R is the dot radius.[6,7]

The second term in Eq. 16 represents the electron–hole

Coulombic interaction. The scaling of the exciton energy

is what one would expect for a particle in a sphere. This

expression is quite crude in that it assumes the dielectric

properties of the dot can be quantified by a constant value

of the dielectric function. For small dots of diameter less

than a few nanometers, such approximations will certainly

break down.[8] Another deficiency of the empirical

pseudopotential method concerns the interpretation of

the gap, Eg. For crystalline matter, this gap corresponds to

the band gap and includes excitonic interactions, which

are small in the crystalline case. However, in the limit of

small quantum dots, the gap may be ill defined. It is not

clear whether the empirical approach scales many-body

interactions correctly.

Tight Binding Method

Another method for extracting the optical gap of silicon

quantum dots is based on tight binding. Within this

method a localized basis is taken. For example, one can

write the wave function as

Cnð~rÞ ¼
X

j;k

an
j;kFjð~r �~RkÞ ð17Þ

where the sum is over (j,m). These indices label the

atomic positions, given by ~Rm, and a local orbital, Fj,

associated with an (s,p,d,. . .) state. The local orbitals, Fj,

can be taken to be atomic orbitals, Gaussians, exponen-

tials, and so on.

Suppose we consider a tight-binding Hamiltonian, HTB,

and use Eq. 17 as the basis. At this point, HTB, need not be

specified. Using the basis in Eq. 17, one must solve an

eigenvalue problem of the form:

HlmCn ¼ EnSlmCn ð18Þ

where the Hamiltonian matrix element, Hlm, are given by

Hlm ¼
X
jj0kk0

al
j;kam

j0;k0

Z
F�j ð~r �~RkÞHTBFj0 ð~r �~Rk0 Þd3r

and the overlap matrix element, Slm, is given by

Slm ¼
X
jj
0
kk
0
al

j;kam
j0;k0

Z
Fj
�ð~r �~RkÞFj0 ð~r �~Rk0 Þd3r

The matrix elements can be computed directly if HTB is

specified. Otherwise, the matrix elements can be fit to

experimental data. Once the matrix elements are speci-

fied, the energies and wave functions can be found using

standard matrix operation packages.

Tight binding methods have some advantages over the

empirical pseudopotential method. Each atom can be

represented by a small number of orbitals; for example,

one might consider an sp3 configuration associated with

each silicon atom. Instead of having 50–100 plane waves

associated with each atom, one might have only four

orbitals. The resulting secular equation is correspondingly

much smaller. Moreover, one need not have a detailed

knowledge of the electronic potentials or the tight-binding

Hamiltonian. Usually some rather strong approximations

are made in evaluating the Hamiltonian and overlap

matrix elements; for example, often the elements are

assumed to vanish, save for the first few neighboring

atoms. Only matrix elements representing two and three

body overlaps are required to solve for the eigenvalues

and eigen vectors.[9–11] Evaluating accurately the matrix

elements is the most difficult aspect of the tight-binding

method. Typically, 10–20 elements must be determined.

Usually, this task is performed by parameterizing the

matrix elements; for example, the parameters are often fit

to experimental data or to calculated energy bands. In

general, obtaining a robust set of parameters is difficult;

however, modeling quantum dots is reasonably straight-

forward, as one does not need to fit unsaturated bonds or

miscoordinated atoms.

Very large dots can be treated within the tight-binding

model; dots of several hundred atoms have been exam-

ined. The energy levels between the highest and lowest

levels can be calculated and the role of quantum

confinement determined in a manner similar to the

empirical pseudopotential method.

Density Functional Methods and
Ab Initio Pseudopotentials

One drawback of both empirical pseudopotentials and

tight binding concerns the parameterization procedure. In

the case of the pseudopotentials, one must transfer

bulklike interactions to surfaces or to confined systems

where such transfers might be problematic. Likewise,

tight-binding methods may involve bases that are too

limited to represent the subtleties of charge transfer and

hybridization in confined systems. Neither approach
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allows for screening changes or charge readjustments in a

natural way.

Contemporary pseudopotentials are predominantly

based on density functional theory.[12,13] Within density

functional theory, the many-body problem is mapped on

to a one-electron Hamiltonian. The effects of exchange

and correlation are subsumed to a one-electron potential

that depends only on the charge density. This mapping of

the many-body problem to a one-body problem is in

principle exact, but in practice approximate because the

exact functional form for the one-electron exchange-

correlation potential is not known. The mapping is usually

accomplished via the local density approximation[13] in

which the exchange-correlation potential is assumed to be

that of a homogenous electron gas. Density functional

theory, in any of its approximate forms, allows for a great

simplification of the one-electron problem. Without this

approach, most electronic structure methods would not be

feasible for systems of more than a few dozen electrons.

Within the density functional theory approach one can

write down a one-electron Hamiltonian and a corre-

sponding one-electron Schrödinger equation, often called

the ‘‘Kohn–Sham’’ equation.[13] For an atom, the Kohn–

Sham equation can be written as:

��h2r2

2m
� Ze2

r
þ VHð~rÞ þ VXC½rð~rÞ�

� �
Cnð~rÞ

¼ EnCnð~rÞ ð19Þ

where Z is the atomic number, VH is the Hartree or

Coulomb potential, and VXC is the exchange-correlation

potential. The Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials

can be determined from the electronic charge density, r.

The eigenvalue and eigenfunctions, En,Cn,(~r), can be used

to determine the total electronic energy of the atom. The

charge density is given by

rð~rÞ ¼ �e
X

n;occup

jCð~rÞj2 ð20Þ

The summation is over all occupied states. The Hartree

potential is determined by

r2VHð~rÞ ¼ �4perð~rÞ ð21Þ

This term can be interpreted as the electrostatic interaction

of an electron with the charge density of system. The

exchange-correlation potential is more problematic. The

central tenant of the local density approximation is that the

total exchange-correlation energy may be written as

EXC½rð~rÞ� ¼
Z
rð~rÞeXC½rð~rÞ�d3r ð22Þ

where eXC is the exchange-correlation energy density (i.e.,

the exchange correlation energy per electron at a density,

r). The exchange-correlation potential, VXC, is obtained

from the functional derivative:

VXCð~rÞ ¼
d
dr

EXC½rð~rÞ� ð23Þ

It is not difficult to solve the Kohn–Sham equation (Eq. 19)

for an atom. The charge density is taken to be spherically

symmetric; that is, the problem reduces to solving a one-

dimensional problem. The Hartree and exchange-cor-

relation potentials can be iterated to form a self-consist-

ent field.

The atomic solution provides the input to construct a

pseudopotential representing the effect of the core elec-

trons and nucleus. This ‘‘ion core’’ pseudopotential, Vp
ion,

can be transferred to other systems such as a silicon

quantum dot. One can invert the Kohn–Sham equation

to write:

V ion
p ð~rÞ ¼ En � VHð~rÞ � VXCð~rÞ þ

�h2r2Cn

2mCn

ð24Þ

If the atomic solution is inserted in Eq. 24 for (En, Cn),

the ionic pseudopotential will reduce to the atomic

potential. To construct a pseudopotential, one inserts the

all-electron energy level and a modified wave function.

For example, consider the 3s state of silicon. The

silicon atom is solved so that (E3s, C3s) are known. A

pseudo wave function, F3s, is constructed so that the

wave function be nodeless and identical to the ‘‘all-

electron’’ wave function outside a core region. A typi-

cal pseudo wave function, F3s, is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Ion core pseudopotentials formed via Eq. 24 will yield

the exact energy level and wave function outside the

core region by construction. In principle, the ion core

pseudopotential constructed in Eq. 24 is state depen-

dent; for example, the pseudopotential for the 3s and 3p

states will be different. This state dependency results in

an additional complexity: The pseudopotentials are

nonlocal operators. While nonlocality complicates the

pseudopotential construction, there are straightforward

techniques for its implementation. Also, several meth-

ods exist for constructing pseudopotentials within

density functional theory.[14]

Once the pseudopotential has been determined, the

resulting eigenvalue problem needs to be solved for the

system of interest. Several techniques are available to

accomplish this task. For example, one approach is to use

a plane wave basis with supercells, as discussed for the

empirical pseudopotential method. Another approach is to

solve the eigenvalue problem in real space.[15,16] The real-

space method is highly advantageous over the plane wave

method in some respects. Real-space methods do not

require supercells and, as a consequence, can examine

charged systems without adding artificial compensating
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backgrounds. Also, no cell–cell interactions exist. Real-

space methods for silicon quantum dots have used a three-

dimensional cube as shown in Fig. 8. The Kohn–Sham

equation can be discretized via a higher-order finite

differencing procedure over the grid to yield:

��h2

2m

XN

n1n2n3 ¼ �N

Cðn1; n2; n3ÞCnðxi þ n1h; yj

þ n2h; zk þ n3hÞ þ V ion
p ðxi; yj; zkÞCnðxi; yj; zkÞ

þ VHðxi; yj; zkÞCnðxi; yj; zkÞ

þ VXCðxi; yj; zkÞCnðxi; yj; zkÞ

¼ EnCnðxi; yj; zkÞ ð25Þ

where h is the grid spacing, C(n1,n2,n3) are coefficients

for the finite difference, and the summation is over

N neighboring grid points; for example, if N = 1, then

standard finite differencing is used. Real-space methods

are easy to implement and have been used for dots up to

1000 atoms in size.

The total electronic energy of the system can be

obtained from

EðNÞ ¼
XN

n ¼ 1

En �
1

2

Z
VHð~rÞrð~rÞd3r þ

Z
½eXCð~rÞ

�VXCð~rÞ�rð~rÞd3r ð26Þ

where N is the total number of electrons in the system. The

second term in Eq. 26 is required to remove double

counting the electrostatic interactions. The last term

removes the exchange-correlation potential and replaces

it with the exchange-correlation energy density. Eq. 26

allows one to extract the ionization energy, I, and the

electron affinity, A. In particular, one can then compute

gap for elementary excitations involving a ‘‘quasiparti-

cle.’’ (A quasiparticle corresponds to a single-particle ex-

citation in a many-body system. The excitations of the

individual particle, in this case an electron, can be modi-

fied by interactions between the particle with the electron

density.) The quasiparticle gap using the definitions of

electron affinity and the ionization energy is given by

Eqp
gap ¼ I � A ¼ E½N þ 1� þ E½N � 1� � 2E½N� ð27Þ

The quasiparticle gap is the energy required to create a

noninteracting electron–hole pair Provided one has a

functional for the exchange-correlation energy, this

expression can be readily implemented for quantum dots.

However, this gap does not correspond to an optical

excitation. Within a quantum dot, the electron and hole

interact via Coulombic forces. The Coulombic energy, or

exciton energy, can be approximated by

ECoul ¼ �e2

Z Z jCeð~rÞj2jChð~r 0Þj2

eð~r;~r 0Þj~r �~r0j d3rd3r0 ð28Þ

where the electron and hole wave functions are given by

Ce and Ch, respectively. e is the full dielectric matrix,

which includes any polarization or surface terms. The

optical excitation gap, Egap
opt, is given by

Eopt
gap ¼ Eqp

gap þ ECoul ð29Þ

Eq. 29 should be compared to the empirical expression

(Eq. 16) where similar terms are considered.

There are a few issues with Eq. 29. The local density

approximation, which is commonly used to implement

density functional theory, is flawed in the limit of infinite

Fig. 8 Example of a grid used for a real-space solution of the

Kohn–Sham equation (Eq. 25).

Fig. 7 Wave functions for the Si 3s state from an all-electron

potential and from an ab initio pseudopotential.
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systems.[17,18] Namely, the quasiparticle gap as calculated

using the local density approximation is about one-half the

measured gap.[19] The difference, known as a ‘‘self-ener-

gy correction,’’ is commonly fixed by the infinite system

and transferred without change to finite systems. This

transfer is unlikely to be correct, especially for small

dots.[20]

For small, localized systems, the local density approx-

imation appears to be valid and gives reasonable values

for the quasiparticle energies.[21] It is not clear how well

Eq. 27 holds for larger confined systems, e.g., for dots

larger than a few nanometers. Another issue concerns the

dielectric function used in Eq. 28. In empirical studies,[6]

the dielectric function is crudely approximated by a

constant. More rigorous attempts have included spatial

variations in the dielectric constant.[10,21] The full dielec-

tric matrix, which includes the effect of the surface, has

not been implemented to date.

An alternative approach using density functional

theory is time-dependent density functional theory. Just

as for ‘‘static’’ density functional theory, it is common to

use the local density approximation. In this case, the

method is called the time-dependent local density approx-

imation. Within the time-dependent local density approx-

imation, the excited state properties are derived as a linear

response to an applied periodic (in time) perturbation. The

system response is described by a coupling matrix, which

can be used to determine the electronic excitations. Within

an adiabatic approximation, this matrix is given by

Kijs;klt ¼
ZZ

Cis
� ð~rÞCjsð~rÞ

e2

j~r �~r 0j þ
dVs

XCð~rÞ
drtð~r 0Þ

� 	

�Cktð~r 0ÞClt
� ð~r 0Þd3rd3r0 ð30Þ

The indices (ijs) correspond to the occupied state, the

unoccupied state, and the spin parameter, respectively.

The wave functions for the one-electron wave functions

are given by Cjs. The electronic transition energies can

be obtained from the solution of the following eigen-

value problem:

E2
ijsdikdjldst þ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fijsEijs

p
Kijs;klt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fkltEklt

ph i
Fn

¼ e2
nFn ð31Þ

where Eijs is the transition energy between states (ij),

i.e., the energy difference between the Kohn–Sham

eigenvalues from Eq. 25. fijs is the occupation number.

en is the excitation energy and the eigenvectors, Fn are

related to the oscillator strength.[22] Note that if the

coupling matrix, Kijs,klt, is set equal to zero, the

excitation energies would correspond to the standard

Kohn–Sham eigenvalues, Eijs. In general, time-depen-

dent local density methods tend to blue shift the optical

gap, which improves agreement with experimental data.

Implementations in real time of the time-dependent

local density approximation are available.[23]

In principle, the time-dependent local density approx-

imation incorporates electron screening and relevant

correlation effects for electronic excitations.[22] A model

screening dielectric function is not required as in Eq. 28 to

estimate the screened Coulombic interactions in excitons.

It should be noted that in addition to the local density

approximation, time-dependent density functional meth-

ods almost always assume the adiabatic approximation;

that is, the electrons are assumed to follow the external

field instantaneously. The validity of this approximation

has been questioned and remains an open question.

Time dependent density functional theories have been

applied to hydrogenated silicon clusters and quantum dots.

Such systems are illustrated in Fig. 9. Optical gaps for

the small clusters have been measured and the agree-

ment between the time-dependent local density approx-

imation values for the optical gaps and experiment is quite

good.[23]

Hartree–Fock and Configuration
Interaction Methods

A rigorous approach to the total energy of a silicon nano-

crystal is to use a solution to the many-body Schrödinger

equation. This entails solving a complex problem with

numerous degrees of freedom. The electronic part of the

Hamiltonian for an N electron system in its simplest form

is given by

�
X

i

�h2r2
i

2m
�
X

im

Zme2

j~ri �~Rmj
þ
X

i > j;i6¼j

e2

j~ri �~rjj

" #

Cð~r1;~r2;~r3; . . .;~rNÞ ¼ ECð~r1;~r2;~r3;K;~rNÞ ð32Þ

The nuclear positions are given by ~Rm with an atomic

number of Zm. E gives the total electronic energy of the

system. This difficult problem can be solved, at least

approximately, by invoking some approximations. For

example, in the Hartree–Fock approximation the many-

body wave function can be written as

Cð~r1s1;~r2s2;~r3s3; . . .;~rNsNÞ

¼ det

f1ð~r1s1Þ f1ð~r2s2Þ . . . f1ð~rNsNÞ
f2ð~r1s1Þ f2ð~r2s2Þ . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

fNð~r1s1Þ . . . . . . fNð~rNsNÞ

���������

���������
ð33Þ

where the spin coordinate is explicitly written as s. This

form of the wave function is known as a Slater deter-

minant.[24] It reflects the proper symmetry of the wave

function for fermions and incorporates the Pauli principle.

If two electrons occupy the same orbital, two rows of the
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determinant are identical and the wave function will

vanish. Likewise, the determinant will vanish if two

electrons occupy the same point in space, as two columns

of the determinant would be identical.

If one uses a Slater determinant to evaluate the total

electronic energy and maintains the orbital normalization,

then the orbitals can be obtained from a solution of the

Hartree–Fock equation:

��h2r2

2m
þ Vionð~rÞ þ

XN

j ¼ 1

Z
e2jfjð~r 0Þj

2

j~r �~r 0j d3r 0

 !
fið~rÞ

�
XN

j ¼ 1

Z
e2

j~r �~r 0j fj
�ð~r 0Þfið~r 0d3r 0

� 	
dsi;sj

fjð~rÞ

¼ Eifið~rÞ ð34Þ

where Vion is given by

Vionð~rÞ ¼ �
X

m

Zme2

j~r �~Rmj

This equation is commonly reformulated[24] as

��h2r2

2m
� Vionð~rÞ þ VHð~rÞ þ Vi

xð~rÞ
� �

fið~rÞ

¼ Eifið~rÞ ð35Þ

where the Hartree potential is defined as before (Eq. 21).

This equation is similar to the Kohn–Sham equation

(Eq. 19), save for the presence of an exchange potential

given by Vx
i (~r). The presence of this potential greatly

complicates the solution of the Hartree–Fock problem vis-

à-vis the Kohn–Sham potential, as the exchange potential

is orbitally dependent. The exchange potential is given by

Vi
xð~rÞ ¼ �

1

fið~rÞ
XN

j ¼ 1

fjð~rÞdsi;sj

�
Z

e2

j~r �~r 0j fj
�ð~r 0Þfið~r 0Þd3r 0 ð36Þ

Once the Hartree–Fock orbitals, fi(~r), are known, the

total energy of the system can be evaluated from

EðNÞ ¼
XN

n ¼ 1

En �
1

2

Z
VHð~rÞrð~rÞd3r

� 1

2

XN

i ¼ 1

Z
fi
�ð~rÞfið~rÞVi

xð~rÞd3r ð37Þ

By evaluating the total energy with and without an

electron, the electron affinity and ionization energy can be

determined as in density functional theory (Eqs. 26 and

27). This allows one to determine the energy of creating a

noninteracting electron–hole pair.

The Hartree–Fock approximation is deficient in that it

fails to include correlation energies. ‘‘Correlation’’ ener-

gies are usually defined as the difference between the

exact solution and the Hartree–Fock solution. This can

occur because the Slater determinant does not have

sufficient flexibility to provide the exact many-body wave

function. To overcome this deficiency, one can incorpo-

rate determinants containing empty or virtual orbitals.

These methods are called ‘‘configuration interaction’’

(CI) methods. Typically only a few dozen electrons can be

handled using CI methods and contemporary computa-

tional platforms.

Other Methods

Additional methods have been applied to silicon quantum

dots. These methods tend to be computationally intensive

and have only recently been applied to silicon quantum

Fig. 9 Ball and stick models for hydrogenated silicon clusters

(SinHm).
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dots. These methods are the ‘‘GW–Bethe–Salpeter’’ meth-

od[25–27] and the ‘‘quantum Monte Carlo’’ method.[28–30]

The GW–Bethe–Salpeter method is a many-body

method based on a Green function approach that explicitly

treats the dynamics of an electron–hole pair in a quantum

many-body system. The method proceeds in two steps. In

the first step, the energy to create a noninteracting electron

and hole pair is considered. This step is analogous to

Eq. 27 in which the quasiparticle energy is computed

by differencing the electron affinity and ionization ener-

gies. This step is referred to as the ‘‘GW’’ part of the

calculation. In the second step, the electron and hole are

allowed to interact. In insulators and semiconductors, the

electron–hole pair can bind to form localized ‘‘excitonic’’

states. The second step solved the ‘‘Bethe–Salpeter’’

equation. This method has been applied to insulating

solids with large excitonic gaps such as silica or mag-

nesium oxide. It has also been applied to hydrogenated

silicon clusters. The largest cluster examined to date

contained less than 50 atoms.

Solving the full many-body Schrödinger equation can

be accomplished using quantum Monte Carlo methods.

This approach has only recently been applied to silicon

clusters. The method starts with the full Hamiltonian

(Eq. 32) and uses a modified form of the Slater deter-

minant (Eq. 33) to go beyond the Hartree–Fock approx-

imation and include correlation energies. The quantum

Monte Carlo method, as the name implies, is a stochastic

technique. One can specify the desired accuracy and

perform the Monte Carlo algorithm until the energy cri-

terion is met. Historically, owing to the computational

load of quantum Monte Carlo methods, systems with only

a few electrons have been examined until recently. Prog-

ress in developing new algorithms has made it possible to

examine quantum dots with a few hundred electrons.[28]

Currently, quasiparticle energies can be calculated, but

including the oscillator strength is more problematic. As

such, optical spectra have not been calculated.

Predicted Optical Gaps and Spectra for
Passivated Silicon Nanocrystals

To expedite the discussion, two size regimes will be

considered: small quantum dots and molecular forms of

hydrogenated silicon and larger quantum dots. In Fig. 10,

predicted optical gaps for dots of diameter of less than 15

Å are shown. The predictions in this figure come from

tight-binding, quasiparticle local density approximation,

quantum Monte Carlo, time-dependent density functional

theory, GW–Bethe–Salpeter, and Hartree–Fock configu-

ration interaction calculations. Despite the variety of

theoretical approaches, the six methods agree fairly well

in this size regime. One might assume the quantum Monte

Carlo and GW–Bethe–Salpeter methods to be the most

rigorous and the most accurate. If this is a valid as-

sumption, then the Hartree–Fock configuration interaction

results are probably not as accurate as the time-dependent

density functional theory, tight-binding, and quasiparticle

local density approximation calculations, which are in

better agreement with the quantum Monte Carlo and GW–

Bethe–Salpeter methods.

As one might expect, the more rigorous methods like

quantum Monte Carlo have not considered dots with

diameter above 10 Å. Current computational platforms are

Fig. 10 Predicted optical gaps for ‘‘small’’ hydrogenated

silicon quantum dots. Indicated are predictions from tight-

binding (TB),[11] time-dependent local density approximation

(TDLDA),[23] quasiparticle local density approximation (QP-

LDA), quantum Monte Carlo (QMC),[29] GW–Bethe–Salpeter

equation (BSE),[27] and Hartree–Fock configuration interaction

(HF-CI)[31] calculations. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.

Fig. 11 Predicted optical gaps for ‘‘large’’ hydrogenated

silicon quantum dots. Indicated are predictions from TB,[11]

TDLDA,[23] QP-LDA, and empirical pseudopotential method

(EPM)[32] calculations. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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not sufficient to describe systems with more than a few

hundred atoms. However, unlike empirical methods, these

methods are capable of spanning systems from small

molecular species such as silane up to systems with a

hundred atoms or so.

In general, the role of quantum confinement appears to

hold down to systems with a few atoms, as the predicted

optical gap increases as the size of the dot shrinks.

However, one must be careful in this assessment; for

example, the ratio of Si–H bonds to Si–Si bonds is larger

as the surface to volume ratio is larger for small dots than

for large dots. This difference is not reflected in a rigid

confinement model, which would predict the gap to

diverge as the size of the dot diminished, as in Eq. 6.

In Fig. 11, predicted gaps for dots of diameter from 10

to 40 Å are presented. The predictions are based on time-

dependent density functional theory, tight-binding, quasi-

particle local density approximation, and empirical pseu-

dopotential method calculations. The general trend of

quantum confinement is well reproduced within this size

regime. All of the methods, save the empirical pseudo-

potential method are in surprisingly good accord. The

empirical pseudopotential method requires a fitting of the

potentials to either experiment or theory as does the tight-

binding method. It may be that this particular fitting for

the pseudopotential was not as accurate as for the tight-

binding method.

In Figs. 10 and 11, only the value for the lowest

excitation was presented. Higher excitations were not

considered, nor were the oscillator strengths. The latter

can be an issue with methods such as quantum Monte

Carlo, where higher-order excitations and oscillator

strengths have not been explicitly considered. In contrast,

methods such as the time-dependent local density approx-

imation include higher excited states and oscillator

strengths. In Fig. 12, photoabsorption spectra are pre-

sented for hydrogenated silicon clusters as indicated in

Fig. 9. Both static and time-dependent local density ap-

proximation calculations are illustrated. The static cal-

culations were obtained using Eq. 13, where for clusters

the sum is over occupied and empty states, but not wave

vector. For small clusters, the spectra tend to have sharp

structures as expected for ‘‘molecular-like’’ systems. As

the size of the system evolves, the spectra exhibit less

structure and resemble the bulklike spectrum of crystal-

line silicon. Although it may not be apparent in Fig. 11,

the oscillator strength for low-lying excitations decreases

dramatically with increasing dot size.

CONCLUSION

Major progress has been achieved within the last decade

in simulating optical properties of silicon nanostructures

and quantum dots. In particular, traditional approaches

such as the empirical pseudopotential method and tight

binding have been applied to large quantum dots. In ad-

dition, new formalisms and implementation have been

developed such a GW–Bethe–Salpeter, quantum Monte

Carlo, and time-dependent density functional theory. These

new formalisms appear to be consistent for nanocrystals

and quantum dots of a few hundred atoms or less and to be in

agreement with experimental data, where available. A

challenge to workers in this field will be to extend these

systems to larger and more complex systems with no loss of

accuracy. Such complex systems will include the role of

adsorbates, defects, and passivating media. An additional

Fig. 12 Photoabsorption spectra for hydrogenated silicon

clusters and quantum dots (as in Fig. 8). The solid line

represents spectra calculated using the time-dependent local

density approximation. The dotted line represents a static local

density approximation.
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challenge will be to consider higher excitations and extract

the full optical spectra of silicon nanocrystals.
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INTRODUCTION

The optical detection of single molecules in the con-

densed phase was first demonstrated just over a decade

ago by Moerner and Kador,[1] Orrit and Bernard,[2] and

Shera et al.[3] Since that time, single molecule spectros-

copy has developed into a valuable tool for probing nano-

scale heterogeneity in a wide variety of materials.[4–7] For

such studies, carefully selected dye molecules are doped

into samples of interest at low concentrations. The in-

dividual molecules are then located and probed one at a

time. Their signals are isolated from each other by spec-

tral selection at cryogenic temperatures,[1,2] and/or by

spatial selection in an optical microscope.[3,8–11] Detailed

information on the time dependence, wavelength depen-

dence, and polarization dependence of the excitation and

emission processes can be obtained. Numerous spectro-

scopic parameters associated with the excitation and

emission events in dye molecules are highly sensitive to

the local environment in which each molecule resides.

Therefore single molecule spectroscopy can be used as

a direct means to assess the chemical and physical prop-

erties of the local environments found in almost any

sample. The methods associated with the collection and

interpretation of optical single molecule spectroscopic

data for the purposes of understanding the environmental

properties of nanostructured materials is the primary

focus of this article.

Scope

Single molecule spectroscopy is now employed in a wide

variety of scientific and engineering disciplines. Hundreds

of manuscripts on the subject are published each year. The

discussion in this article is limited to methods of direct

relevance to the characterization of nanoscale environ-

ments in and on condensed-phase materials. Primary

emphasis is given to studies performed at room temper-

ature, as these are deemed most broadly applicable.

However, no attempt is made to present a comprehensive

review even of this much narrower subject. The interested

reader is directed to a number of more comprehensive

reviews for more information.[5–7,12–19]

Why Single Molecules?

It is abundantly clear that a large number of chemically

distinct nanometer-scale environments exist in virtually

all materials. These environments may be comprised of

different atoms, molecules, and ions. They may also be

physically different, with their constituents organized and

oriented in different ways.

In gas- and liquid-phase samples, the atoms, molecules,

and ions move at relatively rapid rates. As a result, the

local environments are dynamic and rapidly interconvert.

Over a short period of time, the components in each region

explore the entire range of possible configurations. New

chemical species may continuously migrate in and out of

each region as well. In time, each local environment

possesses the same average properties exhibited by the

entire sample. This is the basis for ergodicity.[5] One can

obtain valuable (and nearly complete) information on the

chemical and physical properties of the sample by simply

measuring its average (i.e., bulk) properties. Indeed,

classic bulk optical spectroscopic methods have long

been employed to better understand the static and dynamic

properties of a wide variety of samples.[20]

In solid samples, the local environments do not rapidly

interconvert. Each individual environment may exhibit

unique properties over relatively long periods of time.

This is especially true in today’s nanostructured mate-

rials, for which variations in the local sample properties

are designed to be especially large. In such materials, it

becomes impossible to fully understand the relevant

material properties by bulk spectroscopic methods alone.

As a result, spectroscopists long ago began seeking meth-

ods to probe the properties of individual sample envi-

ronments. These include methods such as spectral hole

burning[21] and a variety of multiresonant nonlinear opti-

cal spectroscopies (i.e., site-selective spectroscopies).[22]

While these techniques are extremely powerful, and have

their own important advantages, they still probe relatively

large numbers of different environments.
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With the recent development of single molecule

spectroscopic methods,[1–3,8–10] means to directly probe

the properties of single nanoscale environments now exist.

A primary benefit of single molecule methods is that the

inhomogeneous distribution in virtually any spectroscopic

parameter can be directly visualized,[4] without the ex-

tensive averaging of bulk spectroscopic experiments.

Additional information, inaccessible by bulk techniques,

can also be obtained from certain quantum mechanical

events that are directly observable by single molecule

methods.[23]

A dramatic example of the sensitivity of single

molecules to their nanoscale environment is shown in

Fig. 1. This work, published by the Moerner group,[4]

depicts a high-resolution fluorescence excitation spec-

trum for pentacene doped into a p-terphenyl matrix

maintained at cryogenic temperatures. The individual

peaks in the wings of this spectrum are predominantly

from excitation of single molecules. While these materi-

als might naively be thought to be homogeneous, clear

nanoscale variations in their properties are apparent in the

data. Variations in the local properties of these samples

arise from the presence of defects, impurities, and

resulting lattice strain. The emission from each individual

molecule contains important clues as to the nature of its

local environment. Particularly interesting are those

molecules having properties far different from the mean.

In any sample, such environments are obscured in bulk

spectroscopic measurements. However, their presence

may be of profound chemical importance. This is

especially true in nanostructured materials, for which

‘‘minority’’ sites may control the overall chemical

properties of the materials. Single molecule spectroscopic

methods represent valuable new means for their identi-

fication and characterization.

Historical Perspective

The optical detection of single molecules labeled with

multiple chromophores was first demonstrated in the

1970s and 1980s.[24–26] However, the first report describ-

ing the actual detection of individual chromophores was

published by Moerner and Kador in 1989.[1] They used

two different double-modulation techniques to record the

absorption spectra of single pentacene molecules doped

into a p-terphenyl host crystal held at cryogenic tempera-

tures (i.e., 1.5 K). A short time later, Orrit and Bernard[2]

demonstrated the detection of single molecules by fluo-

rescence excitation in the same system. At the same time,

Shera et al.[3] published a study showing the first detection

of single dye molecules in solution, at room temperature.

The spatial location and interrogation of single mol-

ecules found at ‘‘fixed’’ positions in room temperature

solids was first demonstrated by Betzig and Chichester[8]

in a paper published in 1993. This work employed near-

field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) methods.[27]

It was realized shortly thereafter that more conventional

far-field (i.e., confocal and wide-field) optical micro-

scopic methods could also be used to detect single

molecules,[9–11] and that these methods were much more

experimentally tractable. Explosive growth in the number

of papers published per year began immediately after

these initial demonstrations, indicative of the general

importance of single molecule methods and the realiza-

tion that much new knowledge could be uncovered by

their implementation.

SINGLE MOLECULE DETECTION METHODS

Detection of single molecules requires methods that are

both sensitive and selective. The method used must allow

for efficient detection of the desired molecule, while

effectively eliminating all sources of background. Today,

the methods of choice usually involve fluorescence

excitation. Fluorescence is emitted into an inherently

‘‘background-free’’ spectral region, because of the Stokes

shift between the excitation and emission wavelengths.

The selective detection of one molecule over many others

Fig. 1 Fluorescence excitation spectrum for pentacene in p-

terphenyl at liquid helium temperatures. A) Excitation scan

across the entire zero phonon line. B) Expanded region of the

spectrum shown in A). The well-separated peaks in the spectrum

result from excitation of single molecule fluorescence far out in

the wings of the inhomogeneous distribution. (From Ref. [4].

Copyright 1994, American Association for the Advancement

of Science.)
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in a sample can be achieved by either one of two methods,

or a combination thereof. They involve: 1) spectral

selection and 2) spatial selection of the single molecule

signals. In both cases, the fluorescence from a single

molecule can be usually detected with a signal-to-noise

ratio limited only by shot noise.

Spectral Selection

For spectral selection, dye molecules with rigid molecular

structures are doped into crystalline, glassy, or amorphous

matrices at low concentrations. The sample is cooled to

very low temperatures (i.e., liquid He temperatures).[1,2]

With proper selection of the dye and matrix, a dramatic

reduction in the excitation and emission linewidths can

occur. In general, so-called fluorescence line-narrow-

ing[21] occurs when the molecules are excited at the

electronic origin. That is, the photons employed must have

just enough energy to excite the molecules electronically,

without exciting vibrations in the molecule and/or its

surrounding matrix (i.e., phonons). Under these condi-

tions, the spectral linewidths[28] of the molecules are

predominantly lifetime-limited.[2,29] Individual molecules

in the sample can then be selectively excited by the use of

a tunable laser with spectrally narrow emission. Often,

some form of spatial selection (see below) is employed in

these experiments as well.[1,2,29] This serves to reduce the

probability that more than one molecule will be in

resonance with the laser at any given time.

Spatial Selection

Experiments based on the spatial selection of individual

molecules utilize samples doped with very low (i.e.,

subnanomolar) concentrations of probe dyes. The host

system can be a gel[30] or solid.[8] One of a variety of

optical microscopic configurations is then used to spatially

resolve the individual molecules in the sample. Spatial

selection methods work well at room temperature. Fig. 2

presents a diagram showing some of the possible optical

configurations that have been employed; included are both

far-field[3,9,10] optical and near-field[8] optical systems.

Far-field scanning methods

Far-field microscopic methods are widely used in single

molecule detection because of their relative simplici-

ty.[11,31] The spatial resolution in all far-field microscopes

is limited by diffraction to �l/2.[32] This places a lower

limit on the spacing between dopant molecules that must

be achieved in order to resolve them. A maximum areal

density of about 1 molecule/�m2 is the upper limit. In

these methods, the sample is mounted on a ‘‘convention-

al’’ light microscope. Fluorescence images of the sample

can be recorded by sample scanning,[31,33,34] beam

scanning,[35,36] or wide-field illumination.[10,37] Each has

its own advantages and disadvantages, as discussed below.

Oftentimes, the system is operated in an epi-illumination

mode, as depicted in Fig. 2A.

Fig. 2 Common experimental configurations used for the spatial selection and detection of single molecules. A) Epi-fluorescence

geometry. B) Total internal reflection geometry. C) Near-field scanning optical microscopy.
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In the sample and beam scanning methods, fluores-

cence images of small sample regions are collected by

raster-scanning the sample[34] over a focused laser spot,

or by scanning a focused laser spot[36] over a stationary

sample. Fig. 3 presents examples of typical images

obtained in a sample-scanning system. The appearance

of such images provides valuable initial information on

the single molecules and their local environmental

properties.[38–40]

Confocal imaging methods[35] are usually employed to

achieve extremely low background levels. Modern high

numerical aperture (NA) microscope objectives produce

focused spot sizes near the theoretical diffraction limit

(�l/2).[32] They also have small depths of focus,[35]

ensuring a small detection volume. Moerner and co-

workers[41,42] have presented expressions for predicting

the signal and background levels in specific optical sys-

tems. As background from (relatively high concentration)

impurities and Raman scattering by the host matrix are

both proportional to the volume of sample illuminated,

smaller illumination volumes (at constant incident inten-

sity) result in lower background signals. Consequentially,

as a single chromophore is much smaller than the focused

excitation spot, its signal remains constant as the focused

spot size is reduced (again, for a constant incident

intensity). To take full advantage of such signal-to-

background enhancement, the single molecule excitation

process must not be saturated.[43,44]

On the detection side, the high NA objective does an

excellent job of efficiently collecting fluorescence from

molecules in all possible molecular orientations.[45] Single

photon counting avalanche photodiodes (SiAPDs) are

most often used for detection of single molecule emission.

Microchannel plate photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are also

employed in systems designed for picosecond-resolved

single-molecule lifetime measurements, although SiAPDs

also work for this purpose.[11,31,46,47] Spectrally dispersed

fluorescence from single molecules is recorded by using

efficient imaging spectrographs and sensitive liquid-N2-

cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors.

Wide-field imaging methods

Wide-field illumination[10,37] represents an important al-

ternative to sample- and beam-scanning confocal micros-

copy. In these methods, a relatively large sample area (i.e.,

several square micrometers) is illuminated. Spatial selec-

tion of the fluorescence from individual molecules is

accomplished on the emission side alone. To achieve the

lowest background levels, such experiments are best per-

formed in a dark-field configuration (Fig. 2B),[10,24,48–50]

although other configurations also work.[51,52] The inci-

dent light is brought to the sample surface by using a

prism or optical waveguide.[50] The angle at which the

incident light strikes the working interface is beyond

the critical angle. It is the evanescent wave generated by

total internal reflection at this interface that excites the

single molecules. A microscope objective similar to that

described above is then used to collect the single molecule

emission. The fluorescence from the sample is imaged

onto a liquid-N2-cooled CCD, operating in imaging mode.

Such multichannel imaging systems have the distinct ad-

vantage that images of large sample areas are obtained

all at once (i.e., in a short time window). The images can

be rapidly acquired and in sequential fashion so that phe-

nomena such as rotational[49,51] and translational[37,53,54]

single molecule motions can be readily followed. How-

ever, the recording of single molecule fluorescence

spectra is difficult in wide-field systems.

Near-field optical methods

Near-field optical methods have been used in a number of

single molecule experiments.[8,31,55–62] Recent reviews

cover all the important aspects of NSOM, and its ap-

plications in single molecule spectroscopy and other

experiments.[27,63] Using NSOM, a subdiffraction-limited

region of the sample is illuminated by funneling light

through a small aperture fabricated at the end of a tapered,

Fig. 3 Fluorescence images of 5�5 �M regions of thin silicate

films prepared by the sol–gel process. The films were doped

with Rhodamine B at the nanomolar level. A) ‘‘Fresh’’ silicate

film image. The molecules yield round fluorescent spots of

diffraction limited size in this sample. B) Image of ‘‘dried’’

silicate film. The molecules blink on and off on a time scale

similar to the image pixel time (40 msec) in this sample. (From

Ref. [39]. Copyright 2000, American Chemical Society.) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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metalized fiber-optic probe.[64] Fig. 2C shows a schematic

of how such an aperture-based NSOM system works. At

most, an aperture-sized region of the sample (in the

transverse plane) is illuminated at any one time, as long as

the distance between the probe and sample is much

smaller than the wavelength of the light employed.

Fluorescence from a molecule excited by the probe light

is then collected by an objective lens, in a manner similar

to the far field methods. The same detection systems

described above are employed.

Single molecule NSOM methods have several advan-

tages over far-field methods. Because spatial resolution as

good as �l/10 can be achieved in single molecule NSOM

experiments, the areal density of single molecules in the

sample can be increased accordingly (i.e., to a few per

square micrometer). It is also advantageous that the

illumination volume is greatly reduced, often leading to

enhanced signal-to-background ratios. In addition, be-

cause the tip and sample must be maintained in close

proximity, the sample topography must be followed. This

is usually accomplished by the so-called tapping

mode[56,65,66] or shear-force[67,68] methods. The avail-

ability of topographic information along with the single

molecule spectroscopic data makes NSOM methods

particularly powerful for characterizing nanostructured

materials, because variations in the local sample proper-

ties can be correlated with sample morphological fea-

tures.[69] An important final advantage of NSOM-based

single molecule detection experiments is that they provide

a unique means for ‘‘visualizing’’ the 3-D orientations of

single molecules.[8,55,61,62,70] However, similar informa-

tion can now also be gleaned from far-field methods via

the use of modified optical systems.[48,49,51,71]

The disadvantages of NSOM methods include their

comparative difficulty, and the fact that the close

proximity of the metalized dielectric probe to the sample

can perturb single molecule emission. Several groups have

studied probe perturbation effects in detail.[31,58,62,72]

Theoretical results from Bian et al.[58] are presented in

Fig. 4. Their results show that as a molecule is positioned

beneath the aluminum coating of the probe, energy is

efficiently transferred to the metal, and the rate of non-

radiative decay increases. When the molecule is moved

nearer to the optical aperture (fused silica), interactions

with the probe actually lead to enhanced radiative decay.

Position-dependent variations in the emission spectrum

are also predicted. Significantly, these perturbations are

also shown to depend on the exact orientation of the

molecule. Experimental results have provided support for

these conclusions, and demonstrated that such perturba-

tions can result in complicated variations in the single

molecule emission properties.[31,57,62]

General Experimental Considerations

A number of optical components are common to most

forms of single molecule detection. Each uses a light

source that allows for resonant excitation of the single

molecules by either linear or nonlinear[73–75] optical

methods. Common sources include the green HeNe laser,

argon ion and krypton ion systems, Nd:YAG lasers,

tunable dye lasers, Ti:sapphire lasers, and other solid-state

systems. In addition, all systems rely on the use of

appropriate bandpass filters, dichroic mirrors, and notch

filters for background rejection and isolation of single

molecule emission. Finally, polarization optics are also

employed to control the excitation polarization and to

select the polarization of the light to be detected.[76]

Fig. 4 Simulations of relevant spectroscopic parameters in

near-field optical microscopy studies of single molecules, using

a 96-nm-diameter probe aperture. Results are plotted for hor-

izontally oriented transition dipoles (left) and vertically oriented

dipoles (right) as a function of lateral tip-molecule displacement.

The calculations were performed for two different tip-molecule

vertical distances (squares: 6 nm, circles: 24 nm). Shown are the

normalized fluorescence lifetime (t/t0), normalized radiative

rate (gr/g0), normalized nonradiative rate (gnr/g0), quantum yield

(q’), and spectral shift (Do/g0). (From Ref. [58]. Copyright 1995,

American Physical Society.)
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In most experiments, the samples of interest are coated

onto commercially available, optically transparent sub-

strates. Glass and fused quartz microscope coverslips are

most often employed. Besides being optically flat, these

substrates must be clean and free of fluorescent impurities

(i.e., rare earth ions). They can be cleaned either by wet-

chemical, plasma etching, or flaming procedures. Un-

doped samples are often used to verify that any residual

fluorescent impurities will not interfere with the single

molecule measurements.

Verification of Single Molecule Detection

Verification that data such as those shown in Figs. 1 and 3

come from single molecules is derived from several

observations. First, as a result of changes in the local

environment (whether spontaneous or photoinduced),[4]

single molecule emission peaks often exhibit discrete

jumps to new spectral positions (a phenomenon known as

‘‘spectral diffusion’’).[16,29,41,77–79] Second, discrete pho-

tobleaching transitions may also be observed. In this case,

the signal from a single molecule abruptly drops to the

background level. If the signal resulted from multiple

molecules, a gradual reduction in the signal would be

expected as individual molecules were bleached away.

Observations of photon bunching and antibunching

provide additional evidence for single molecule emis-

sion.[2,23,80,81] Photon antibunching is observed when

photon emission from single molecules is detected with

high time resolution. As a molecule seldom absorbs

additional photons when in an excited state, and only

emits a single photon as a result of prior excitation, there

is always some finite time (i.e., nanoseconds) between

photon emission events for single molecules. This time

corresponds to the excited state lifetime. The observation

of these short ‘‘dead times’’ provides excellent evidence

that a single chromophore has been excited.[23] Photon

bunching occurs on a longer time scale and is associated

with infrequent transitions of the excited molecule to a

long-lived ‘‘dark’’ state (usually a triplet). This leads to

the observation of relatively long dark periods (i.e.,

approaching 1 msec) separated by periods where

bunches of individual photons are detected as the

molecule cycles between the ground and excited states

in the singlet manifold.

Additional evidence of single molecule detection may

be obtained by verifying that the number of fluorescent

spots observed in images (Fig. 3) of a given region scale

linearly with the concentration of dye dopant employed.

Lastly, the signal levels expected for single molecules can

be estimated and compared to that which is observed. Of

course, this comparison is relatively crude, because the

fluorescence excitation and detection efficiencies vary

between molecules for a variety of reasons.

MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION

Single molecule spectroscopic methods have the potential

to uncover a vast body of new information on the

nanoscale properties of a range of materials and surfaces.

A number of examples of such experiments are given

below. While not all were undertaken for the purpose of

understanding nanoscale materials environments, they

provide an overview of the types of information that can

be obtained. The studies presented are divided into

sections based on the type of experiments performed.

Wavelength-resolved spectroscopic studies are covered

first, followed by those in which the temporal emission

characteristics of the molecules are used to assess

nanoscale environmental properties.

Spectroscopic Variability

Bulk optical spectroscopic methods have long been used

to probe the average properties of a wide variety of

samples.[20] In many cases, identical experiments can be

performed at the single molecule level. Such single

molecule data provides a direct means for observing the

inhomogeneous distribution of sites in a sample. Clearly,

more information is contained in these distributions than

can be gleaned from the average value of a particular

spectroscopic parameter alone. For example, the shape of

the distribution (i.e., skewed, Gaussian, multimodal, etc.)

and the differences between the most common and

average environments in a sample can be visualized.[82]

Spectral perturbations by the local environment

One example of the new information that can be obtained

when the interactions[11,31,57,58,62,83] between dye mole-

cules and their local environment are probed at the single

molecule level is shown in Fig. 5. In this work, English

et al. discovered stable (over hours) ‘‘rare sites’’ in

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films. The authors

collected spectra from single sulforhodamine 101 mole-

cules embedded in the films and compared them to those

obtained by ‘‘bulk’’ methods. Dramatic molecule-to-

molecule variations were observed in the single molecule

spectra, reflective of nanoscale variability in the film

properties. When the single molecule data were combined

to simulate the bulk spectrum of a low concentration

sample, a broad fluorescence peak with a prominent

vibronic feature was obtained. These features were not

observed in bulk spectra at higher concentrations. It was

concluded that these single molecule spectra arose from

the presence of rare nanoenvironments that were saturated

at dye concentrations as low as 10�9 M. These sites were

attributed to the presence of extreme sample heterogene-
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ities or trace impurities, and could reflect the presence of

sites differing in matrix rigidity.[38,85–88]

The dye molecules employed in such studies must be

carefully selected or designed and synthesized to provide

information on specific material properties.[87–89] Often,

such dyes will have pendant functional groups that can

undergo conformational changes under certain circum-

stances. For example, the Meixner group has employed

two different aminoperylene derivatives (API and

DAPI, as defined in Fig. 6) to probe the local properties

of polystyrene thin films. Fig. 6 shows data from their

experiments.[87,88] In these particular molecules, the tor-

sional angle of the pendant amine group, with respect to

the aromatic ring structure, is most important in deter-

mining the extent to which the amine group is electron-

ically coupled to the p-electronic system. Two (or more)

sets of electronic states are possible and two (or more)

emission spectra may be observed. Data reflecting the

efficiency of amine group rotation and the emission

characteristics of each state can yield valuable informa-

tion on local sample fluidity and polarity.[38]

Three different classes of spectra were observed for

API single molecules (Fig. 6A), while only two were

observed for DAPI (Fig. 6B), in which amine group

motions are sterically hindered. Spectra exhibiting pro-

nounced vibronic structure were attributed to emission

from a state in which the amine group is decoupled from

the p-electronic system. Broad, almost featureless API

spectra were attributed to emission from a state in which

the amine group is conjugated to the ring structure. The

observation of all three types of spectra for API is

attributable to the presence of different environments in

the polymer films that each favors one conformation over

the other.

Meixner and coworkers also made extensive use of

these molecules to assess the dynamic properties of the

local film environments. While some environments

allow rapid conformational changes of the molecule,

others do not. They observed the frequency of spectral

jumps associated with interconversion of the various

forms of these molecules and used the results as a means

for evaluating the dynamic fluidity of local regions in

their samples.

Polarity measurements

One common application of organic dyes has been in the

determination of solvent polarity by bulk spectroscopic

Fig. 6 A) and B) Bulk and single molecule fluorescence

spectra for the API and DAPI dyes, respectively. The bulk

spectra were recorded in toluene and are displayed at the back of

each set. The single molecule spectra were recorded for

molecules dispersed in polystyrene. Three characteristic types

of single molecule spectra were observed, as designated in the

figure. (From Ref. [87]. Copyright 2001, American Chemical

Society.)

Fig. 5 Bulk fluorescence spectra of Sulforhodamine 101 in

PMMA films (dark solid line and dashed line) and a spectrum

obtained by averaging the individual fluorescence spectra from

42 single molecules (light line). (From Ref. [84]. Copyright

2001, American Institute of Physics.)
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methods.[90,91] So-called ‘‘solvatochromic’’[91] dyes exhi-

biting either hypsochromic or bathochromic spectral shifts

with changes in solvent polarity are employed. A number

of solvent polarity scales have been developed, based on

the spectra obtained.[20,91]

Higgins, Collinson, and coworkers have demonstrated

the application of similar methods in single molecule

studies of organic polymer films[38] and sol–gel-derived

silicate films.[39,82,92–94] Importantly, their results reflect

the polarity of the nanoscale environment in which each

molecule resides. For these measurements, the highly

solvatochromic dye Nile red[95] was selected (Fig. 7). Its

excitation and emission spectra exhibit a dramatic shift to

shorter wavelengths upon transfer from polar to nonpolar

media.[96–99] Unfortunately, its fluorescence quantum

yield is also very sensitive to its environment and is

appreciably larger in nonpolar surroundings.[96] This is

believed to be a result of the enhanced participation of a

nonfluorescent twisted intramolecular charge transfer

(TICT) excited state when the dye is dissolved in polar

solvents.[38,99,100] It must be noted that single molecule

results obtained by using dyes such as Nile red can be

biased toward environments in which the probe dye is

more fluorescent.[93,94,96] Care must be taken to ensure the

bias is not significant. Bardo et al. have evaluated the

extent of bias by comparing single molecule results with

those of bulk spectroscopic experiments.[93,94,96]

In the methods employed by the Higgins group, data

reflecting both the static and dynamic nanoscale polarity

were obtained by applying a modified form of Marcus

theory[101–104] for charge transfer transitions to single

molecule results. The parameters measured include the

shift in the transition energy from that in a vacuum, DDG�,
and the local reorganization energy, l, associated with the

residual environmental and dye motions not frozen upon

entrapment of the dye in relatively ‘‘rigid’’ materials

environments.[103] Several assumptions were required to

make use of this model; these were outlined in detail in the

original publications.[38,93,94]

Fig. 7 shows examples of data obtained for Nile red in a

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin film.[38] Plotted

are histograms of the emission maximum, nfl, and full

width at half maximum of the highest energy vibronic

band, dnfl, in each spectrum. Also shown are histograms of

the DDGo and l values obtained. Bimodal distributions in

nfl and dnfl lead to a bimodal distribution in l. A single

‘‘Gaussian-shaped’’ inhomogeneous distribution appears

in the DDGo histogram. These results were attributed to

the existence of two classes of environments in the films.

The two differ primarily in their dynamic polarity (or local

fluidity),[38] and likely arise from the presence of

relatively rigid ‘‘semicrystalline’’ polymer environments

and more fluid ‘‘amorphous’’ regions. These conclusions

are consistent with those of Ishikawa et al.,[85,86] who

show bimodal distributions in the emission count rates

obtained from dye molecules incorporated into PMMA

films (see below).

In a collaborative effort, the Higgins and Collinson

groups[82,93,94] employed the same modified Marcus

methods to uncover nanoscale variations in static polarity

and environmental rigidity in a series of organically

modified sol–gel-derived silicate films. In these studies,

films prepared by the hydrolysis and condensation of

Fig. 7 Structure of Nile red and single molecule data. A)

Histogram of single molecule emission maxima for Nile red in a

poly(methyl methacrylate) thin film. B) Histogram of the

spectral widths (FWHM) for the single molecule spectra. C)

Histogram of single-molecule DDGo values. D) Histogram of

single-molecule l values. (From Ref. [38]. Copyright 2000,

American Chemical Society.)
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mixtures containing varying mole percentages of tet-

raethoxysilane (TEOS) and isobutyltrimethoxysilane

(BTMOS), or 3-(triethoxysilyl)-propionitrile (CNS) were

investigated. Fig. 8 shows representative histograms of the

DDG� and l values obtained.[82] The data are presented as a

function of the mole percent of organically modified

silicate (BTMOS or CNS) used in sample preparation. The

authors interpreted this data to reflect gradual changes in

local film environments in the CNS series of samples,

consistent with molecular mixing of the inorganic and

organic precursors. In stark contrast, the samples prepared

from mixtures of TEOS and BTMOS showed abrupt

changes in environmental polarity and rigidity with in-

creasing BTMOS content, a likely indicator of nanometer

(or larger)-scale phase separation of organic- and in-

organic-rich domains.

Acid/base chemistry

Single molecule methods also represent a valuable new

means for assessing the nanoscale acid/base properties of

a sample, as recently reported by Brasselet and Moer-

ner.[105] In their work, the authors describe some of the

challenges associated with pH measurements at the single

molecule level. Perhaps, most important is the selection of

a dye molecule that remains reasonably fluorescent in

both its acidic and basic forms. At the same time, the

molecule must exhibit a measurable change in its

excitation and/or emission spectrum with pH.

Brasselet and Moerner[105] employed a dextran-linked

seminaphthorhodafluor dye commonly known as SNARF-

1 to probe the local acid/base chemistry of agarose gels.

The chemical structure of SNARF-1 is shown in Fig. 9; its

bulk emission spectrum as a function of solution pH is

given in the original work.[105] By simultaneously re-

cording single molecule fluorescence in two different

wavelength bands, the authors were able to observe pH-

dependent variations in the single molecule emission

spectra. They constructed histograms of the relative

emission observed at the two different wavelengths. Their

results are reproduced in Fig. 9. At high and low bulk pH,

the single molecule emission results were consistent with

the bulk pH dependence of SNARF-1. The widths of the

histograms were concluded to be dominated by experi-

mental noise under these pH conditions. However, at

intermediate bulk pH, near the dye’s pKa, a broader

distribution was observed. The dynamic equilibrium

between the protonated and deprotonated forms of the

dye was noted to be too rapid to observe on the time scale

of their experiments, as was the rate of proton diffusion

Fig. 8 Top: Histograms of the DDGo values for Nile red single molecules doped into organic/inorganic composite silicate thin films.

The tick marks denote increments of two molecules. Bottom: Histograms of the single molecule l values for each film. The tick marks

denote increments of five molecules. The organic precursor content of the sol used in the preparation of each film is given at the top. The

solid lines represent fits of the data to double Gaussian functions. (From Ref. [82]. Copyright 2000, American Chemical Society.)
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through the sample. Therefore the authors attributed the

increased histogram breadth (for pH�pKa) to variations

in the pKa of the dye resulting from local variations in the

properties of the gel samples.

Vibrational information

By far, the most detailed nanoscale information may be

obtained by resolving the vibrational structure in single

molecule fluorescence spectra obtained at low tempera-

tures.[7,12,42,106–108] A number of excellent examples have

been published by Moerner et al.[106,107] In one series of

studies, dramatic variations in the emission spectra of

terrylene single molecules in polyethylene were reported.

Molecule-to-molecule variations in these spectra were

manifested as both variations in the band intensities and

band positions, and were attributed to the presence of two

distinct nanoenvironments in the samples, one crystalline

in nature, and the other amorphous.

While such single molecule resonance Raman experi-

ments[7] are possible at low temperatures, single mole-

cule Raman data cannot be obtained at room tempera-

ture without substantial signal enhancement. However,

room temperature single-molecule/single-particle surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has been demon-

strated.[109–111] Single molecules in these experiments

were deposited on single silver nanoparticles.[112] Ex-

tremely large enhancement factors, on the order of 1014–

1015, have been reported,[109,111] making the Raman cross

sections as large as those for fluorescence excitation.[110]

Such large enhancements are believed to involve both

electromagnetic and chemical enhancement mecha-

nisms.[110,111,113] If these vibrational methods can be

generalized to a wider range of nanostructured materials,

they will represent extremely powerful methods for

assessing nanoscale environmental properties.

Temporal Emission Characteristics

The temporal emission characteristics of single mole-

cules can also yield valuable information on the nano-

scale environments found in a sample. Significantly,

they also yield information on the rate at which the

environments interconvert in time. The measurements

covered involve a wide range of different experiments.

Simple observations of spectrally integrated fluorescence

time transients can provide substantial information.

These measurements allow for the observation of

quantum mechanical and quantum chemical phenomena

not directly observable in bulk spectroscopic experi-

ments.[23,80,114–118] More complicated methods allow

for observation of molecular translational and rotation-

al diffusion.[40,54,82,93,94,119–123] The effects of changes

in molecular conformation,[38,85,86,88,115,118,120,124–133]

electron transfer events, and other chemical dy-

namics[10,39,129,130,135–138] can also be observed. Finally,

spectrally resolved time transients can be used to observe

spectral diffusion phenomena.[16,29,41,77–79]

Survival times and total emission

Photobleaching is observed in virtually all single mole-

cule experiments. Under continuous illumination, single

molecules undergo an abrupt and permanent transition to

a nonfluorescent form at some point. Again, such be-

havior has long been used as evidence that single

molecules are being probed. However, it has since been

Fig. 9 Chemical structure of SNARF-1 in its protonated and

deprotonated forms and histograms of single molecule emission

ratios as a function of bulk pH for SNARF-1–dextran in agarose

gels. The emission ratio is defined as the ratio of fluorescence

from the protonated (580 nm) and deprotonated (640 nm) forms

of SNARF-1. The dashed and solid lines give the distributions

expected for pKa variations in the sample with and without,

respectively, accounting for experimental noise. (From Ref. [105].

Copyright 2000, Wiley-VCH.)
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demonstrated that multichromophoric species with elec-

tronically coupled emitters often exhibit similar signal

transitions.[115,128,139–141] These permanent signal transi-

tions are attributable to photochemical reactions resulting

from excitation of the chromophore. The most common

mechanism for photobleaching of dye molecules involves

their reaction with singlet dioxygen. Quenching of the

triplet state of the dye by triplet dioxygen leads to the

initial production of reactive singlet dioxygen. Other

proposed mechanisms have included photoinduced con-

formational changes, especially in multichromophoric

species.[115,128,139,142]

Wennnmalm and Rigler described measurements of the

survival time and total emission (i.e., the integrated

number of photons) obtained from single molecules, and

noted their sensitivity to the molecule’s environ-

ment.[143,144] Measurements of these parameters represent

a viable means for uncovering nanoscale materials hetero-

geneity. Such measurements have recently been used for

the characterization of environmental properties in sol–

gel-derived silicate films.[39,120] Fig. 10 shows represen-

tative results from the silicate studies. In these particular

experiments, the survival times and total photons obtained

from single rhodamine B molecules entrapped in the

silicate films were measured as a function of film

preparation conditions. The silicate films were character-

ized: 1) immediately after spin casting, 2) after drying

overnight under vacuum, and 3) after drying at 80�C under

vacuum for at least 12 hr. The results show an approxi-

mately fourfold increase in the survival times of single

molecules in the vacuum oven-dried films over those of the

fresh films. Simultaneously, a fourfold increase in the total

number of photons emitted by the average molecule was

also observed for the vacuum oven-dried films. These

results are consistent with a dramatic increase in the

chemical stability of the dye molecules in the dried ma-

terials. Increased dye stability was attributed to a reduced

rate of oxygen and/or dye diffusion, as well as a possible

reduction in the oxygen concentration of the dried films.

Fig. 10 A) Representative fluorescence transient recorded for a

single Rhodamine B molecule entrapped in a dried silicate film.

This transient exhibits signal fluctuations on a number of

different time scales and ends in a discrete and permanent

transition to a dark state (presumably a nonfluorescent photo-

product) at approximately 20 sec. The total integrated emission

counts and total survival time of each molecule are derived from

these transients. B), C) Histograms of the total photons detected

from a number of single molecules, for fresh and dried silicate

samples. The insets show histograms of the total survival time.

(From Ref. [39]. Copyright 2000, American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 11 A), B) Histograms of the fluorescence photocounts

obtained from single molecules of crystal violet and Texas red,

respectively (structures shown), in poly(methyl methacrylate)

films. (From Ref. [86]. Copyright 1999, American Chemical

Society.)
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Emission intensity and fluorescence lifetimes

The signal levels obtained from single dye molecules can

reflect local environmental fluidity. Fig. 11 shows data

from a study by Ishikawa et al.,[85,86] in which crystal

violet and Texas red were used to probe the local

environments of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin

films. A bimodal count distribution was obtained from

crystal violet, a flexible molecule, while a single Gaussian

distribution was obtained from the more rigid Texas red.

The bimodal distribution for crystal violet was attributed

to the presence of two general classes of environment in

the PMMA materials. One environment was concluded to

be less viscous than the other, leading to differences in the

rate of nonradiative relaxation of the excited molecules in

the two regions. Variations in the viscosity were attributed

to local variations in the PMMA side-chain motions.

Measurements of the fluorescence lifetimes of individ-

ual molecules provide valuable additional data on the

origins of the environmental sensitivity of single molecule

emission. In the studies by Ishikawa and coworkers,[85,86]

the crystal violet molecules exhibited dramatic molecule-

to-molecule variations in their fluorescence lifetimes. In

contrast, the Texas red molecules yielded considerably

less variable lifetime data. Variations in the crystal violet

lifetimes were assigned to environment-dependent varia-

tions in the nonradiative relaxation rate of the molecule.

Molecules exhibiting relatively large fluorescence signals

and long lifetimes were concluded to be entrapped in more

viscous film regions. Similarly, less fluorescent molecules

were assigned to less viscous film regions.

It is well known that other phenomena can also affect

single molecule emission. For example, proximity to a

dielectric interface can have a noticeable effect on the

emission lifetime of a single molecule. Macklin, et al.[11]

and Vallee, et al.[83] have presented detailed studies of

such effects.

Emission intensity fluctuations

Temporal fluctuations in the emission intensity of single

molecules are often attributed to conformational

dynamics. Such dynamics may lead to spectral diffu-

sion,[16,29,41,77–79,88,133] and/or changes in a molecule’s

fluorescence quantum yield.[87,115,120,128,142] To the ex-

tent these dynamics are limited by the local environ-

ment, the rate of such signal fluctuations may also be

reflective of the local environmental properties, or fluc-

tuations therein.[136,137]

Table 1 presents results showing the sensitivity of

single molecule signal fluctuations to local materials

environments. In this work, Talley and Dunn[131] studied

films of relatively well-controlled properties, namely

DiIC18-doped lipid films prepared by the Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB) technique. The films incorporated phase

domains having distinctly different lipid densities. Results

for ‘‘liquid expanded phase’’ and ‘‘solid condensed

phase’’ regions were obtained. The authors located

individual molecules in these different film regions,

recorded their emission time transients, and subsequently

calculated the signal autocorrelation function[79,115,124,131]

for each transient. The autocorrelation functions decayed

exponentially in time and could be fit with double

exponentials. The fitting procedure provided characteris-

tic signal fluctuation times (i.e., the signal correlation

times t1 and t2) for each molecule. The signals were

observed to fluctuate more rapidly in the liquid expanded

phase regions, as evidenced by the smaller value obtained

for t1 in these regions (Table 1). Conformational

dynamics of the dye, which in turn resulted in time-

dependent variations in the dye’s emission yield, were

concluded to be the source of the fluctuations. The results

reflect the much greater fluidity of the liquid expanded

phase, in comparison to the solid condensed phase regions

and lipid bilayers also described in this study.[131]

Table 1 Results from autocorrelation analysis of single-molecule fluorescence transients for DiIC18 in lipid films prepared

by the Langmuir–Blodgett technique

Film condition Subphase ttt1 (sec) ttt2 (sec) N

Liquid expanded phase 10 mM MgCl2 0.44±0.10 14.2±3.9 66

Solid condensed phase 10 mM MgCl2 1.17±0.27 24.1±5.5 48

Liquid expanded phase water 0.77±0.22 18.2±6.3 46

Solid condensed phase water 1.31±0.36 13.1±4.1 37

Bilayer (probe on bottom) water 2.06±0.50 41.9±12.5 43

Bilayer (probe on top) water 2.14±0.64 28.9±11.2 32

Listed are the lipid film phase, subphase conditions, time constants (t1 and t2) derived from the analysis, and the number of molecules (N)

employed in the analysis for each case. The error bars give the 90% confidence limits.

(From Ref. [131]. Copyright 1999, American Chemical Society.)
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Triplet lifetimes and quantum yields

Triplet blinking is the quantum mechanical phenomenon

to which repeated, power-dependent signal fluctuations to

and from the background level are often assigned.[114]

When a molecule crosses from its singlet excited state to a

long-lived triplet excited state, it usually cannot be excited

further and does not emit. Both the rate of intersystem

crossing and the rate of triplet relaxation can be obtained

for single molecules. These data are obtained either by

autocorrelation procedures or by directly measuring the

‘‘off times’’ (or ‘‘dark times’’) and photon yields between

dark periods.[79,115,124,131] Photoinduced processes occur-

ring from the triplet state have also been monitored.[145]

All such phenomena are influenced by the molecule’s

local environment.[116,117] For example, because triplet

dioxygen often quenches triplet excited states, the lifetime

of a molecule’s triplet state may reflect the local

concentration of oxygen molecules and/or their mobili-

ty.[39,117,118,146,147] The singlet–triplet gap and intersystem

crossing rate are also expected to depend on the properties

(i.e., polarity) of the local environment.[118]

Spectral diffusion

So-called spectraldiffusion phenomena,[16,29,41,77–79,148,] in

which the fluorescence excitation and emission spectra

for a molecule change in time, are also reflective of dy-

namic fluctuations in local sample environments.[136,137]

In studies of DiIC12 on glass surfaces,[127] Weston et al.

observed that spectral jumps and changes in the appear-

ance of single molecule emission transients are frequently

Fig. 12 A) Fluorescence transient from the interface between water and a dimethyloctadecylsilane derivatized glass surface in the

presence of dilute DiI. The sharp signal spikes represent fluorescence from single DiI molecules diffusing rapidly through the detection

volume. A specific adsorption event occurs at about 21.2 sec into the transient, as depicted by the relatively stable fluorescence observed

beginning at this time. B) Expanded section of this transient, showing the stable fluorescence signal from a single molecule. (From

Ref. [122]. Copyright 1998, American Chemical Society.)
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correlated. They also observed these signal variations to be

coupled with a change in the appearance of the vibronic

structure in the single molecule spectra. The authors

attributed those spectra exhibiting resolved vibronic

structure to molecules present in highly restricted envi-

ronments. Broad, featureless spectra were attributed to

environments in which the molecules were free to move.

Abrupt conversions between these two classes of behavior

are attributable to changes in the environment, the mole-

cule itself, and/or its interactions with the environment.

Translational diffusion and
adsorption phenomena

Observation of the translational motions of single mole-

cules in materials and on their surfaces represents an

obvious means of detecting and assessing nanoscale

materials heterogeneity. The extent to which such motions

occur is highly dependent on the fluidity of the matrix and

the prevalence and strength of molecule–matrix interac-

tions. Such molecular translational motions can be

observed by single-point illumination methods,[3,9,122] or

by sample scanning,[60] beam scanning,[36] or wide-field

microscopies.[37,53,120,149] The latter three allow for the

recording of diffusional trajectories in which the actual

motions of the molecules may be directly followed.

Recently, Wirth et al.[122,123,150] have been using single

molecule methods to uncover nanoscale heterogeneity at

chromatographically important interfaces by observing

single molecule diffusion and adsorption events. In this

work, they studied silicate glass surfaces derivatized with

alkylsilanes and submersed in water. The experiments

were performed in a single-point illumination mode

similar to that used in other solution-phase single

molecule experiments.[3,9] The fluorescence signal

obtained from individual DiI molecules by illuminating

a small (�80 �m2) sample region was recorded in time

and subsequently analyzed by autocorrelation methods.

Information on the rate of single molecule diffusion

through the detection volume was obtained. Fig. 12 shows

an example of their data. In most instances, brief flashes

of light were observed from the molecules as they passed

through the illuminated spot. For these molecules, (near-

surface) diffusion rates could be obtained. However, in

certain cases, relatively stable fluorescence signals were

also obtained. These signals remained stable for relatively

long periods of time (i.e., seconds). The authors attributed

these events to adsorption of individual dye molecules at

specific sites on the sample surface. It was proposed that

these sites were regions of the glass surface left unde-

rivatized during the surface silanization procedure. Their

observations are reflective of nanoscale variations in the

chemical properties of chromatographic surfaces and

point to the origins of peak tailing in many forms of

column chromatography.

Detailed information on the paths taken by single mole-

cules as they diffuse through materials and across their

surfaces has been obtained in a number of experiments.

Such single molecule diffusional trajectories have been

recorded by near-field[60,151] and far-field confocal imag-

ing methods.[36,37,53,54,149,152] Diffusional trajectories have

been obtained in two[36,37,53,60,152] and three[30] dimen-

sions. Sample scanning methods are best suited to obser-

vation of relatively slow molecular motions having dif-

fusion coefficients in the 10�12–10�13 cm2/s range.[60,120]

Much faster diffusional processes, with diffusion coeffi-

Fig. 13 Diffusion data for dye-labeled phospholipids in a fluid-supported phospholipid membrane. Diffusion is observed to occur on

two different time scales. A) Expectation value for the squared displacements (right axis) resulting from the fast diffusional component.

The data show a linear trend in time. B) Expectation value for the squared displacements (right axis) resulting from the slow diffusional

component. The data show a linear trend in time for tlag>100 msec. (From Ref. [149]. Copyright 1997, Biophysical Society.)
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cients approaching 10�7–10�8 cm2/s, are readily studied

by wide-field illumination methods.[149] While the reso-

lution of far field methods most commonly employed in

such studies is limited, it is important to note that the

locations of the single molecules in each image can be

determined to relatively high precision (i.e., ±30 nm in far-

field imaging[53] and ±1 nm by near-field methods.[60]).

Such high precision is obtained by curve fitting the

Gaussian intensity profiles obtained from the single

molecule emission spots in the images. Under appropriate

circumstances, the precision to which the position of a

molecule can be determined is primarily limited by the

signal-to-noise ratio.[53]

These methods have tremendous potential for uncover-

ing nanoscale heterogeneity in a wide variety of materials

systems. As an example, Schmidt et al.[37,53,149] have

uncovered anomalous diffusion in fluid- and polymer-

supported phospholipid membranes, by using a tetrame-

thylrhodamine-labeled phospholipid as the probe. Data

from their studies on fluid-supported membranes are

shown in Fig. 13.[149] Their results show that diffusion

occurs on two different time scales in the fluid-supported

samples, yielding diffusion coefficients of 4.4�10�8 and

7�10�10 cm2/s. The more mobile molecules exhibited a

linear increase in square displacement in time (tlag being

the time between consecutive images), as expected for

Brownian motion. The less mobile molecules also

exhibited such behavior for time scales longer than 100

msec. However, at shorter times, the square displacements

for these less mobile molecules were found to be

independent of time, suggestive of diffusion confined to

small ‘‘corrals.’’ Diffusion restricted to small (140 nm)

‘‘corrals’’ was also observed for polymer-supported lipid

films.[149]

Reorientation dynamics

The orientations of single molecules can be determined

in the laboratory reference frame via the use of

polarization-dependent excitation and emission meth-

ods.[76] A wide variety of methods for measuring the

orientations of single molecules have been demonstrated

to date. These include direct polarization-dependent

methods,[30,40,45,71,76,119,121,141,152–154] in which polar-

ization control optics are used to set the excitation

polarization and/or to determine the emission polarization.

Elegant polarization-dependent imaging methods using

aberrated far-field optical systems[48,49,51] and near-field

optics[8,55,61,62,70]have also been demonstrated. Time-

dependent changes in the molecular orientation can also

be accurately followed and orientational ‘‘trajectories’’

recorded.[40,49,51,119,121,152] Such motions reflect the mo-

bility of the dye molecules within their local environ-

ments.[40,119,121] Hence the results provide physical

evidence of the nanoscale fluidity of each sample.

An excellent example of the information that may be

obtained is provided by recent work of Deschenes and

Vanden Bout.[40,119] In their studies, orientation-sensitive

single molecule methods were used to monitor temper-

Fig. 14 A) In-plane first-quadrant orientation angle for a single

rhodamine 6G molecule in poly(methyl acrylate) at Tg+10 K in

time. B) Autocorrelation of the transient shown in panel A. The

data is fit to a stretched exponential (solid line). C) Histograms

of the single molecule rotational correlation times measured for

rhodamine 6G molecules in poly(methyl acrylate) (gray) and

poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (black). D) Single-molecule rota-

tional correlation times relative to the ensemble average

correlation time as a function of survival time. (From Ref. [119].

Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)
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ature-dependent reorientation dynamics in organic poly-

mer films held near their glass transition temperatures

(Tg).[40,119] A better understanding of the spatial and tem-

poral heterogeneity in molecular motions was sought.

New information on the local time scales for molecular

reorientation was obtained, along with information on the

rate at which the single molecule dynamics approached

those of the bulk. This work builds on extensive previous

bulk studies.[155] Fig. 14 depicts representative results

from single molecule studies of poly(methyl acrylate)

(Tg=281 K) and poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (Tg=285 K),

using rhodamine 6G as the probe molecule.[119]

In these studies, the in-plane first-quadrant angle q
between the molecular transition dipole and an arbitrarily

defined laboratory ‘‘x axis’’ was obtained as a function of

time, by detecting the fluorescence emitted into two

orthogonal polarizations. The angle q is readily calculated

from the ratio of these two signals,[119] and is plotted in

Fig. 14A. Clearly apparent in the data are temporal varia-

tions in the in-plane orientation of the molecule. Temporal

variations in the rate of molecular reorientation are also

observed. Fig. 14B shows the autocorrelation function

derived from this data. By fitting the autocorrelation data

to stretched exponentials, the authors obtained parameters

that allowed them to determine a weighted average for the

rotational correlation time of each molecule. Histograms

of these average rotational correlation times are shown

in Fig. 14C. These data show that the rotational correla-

tion times are larger on average and substantially more

variable for molecules in poly(n-butyl methacrylate)

samples than for those in poly(methyl acrylate).

Deschenes and Vanden Bout[40,119] also sought infor-

mation on the temperature-dependent environmental

exchange times. Fig. 14D shows results for poly(methyl

acrylate) at Tg+10 K. In these experiments, they deter-

mined the (averaged) rotational correlation times for a

number of single molecules having different survival

times. They found that the rotational correlation times

for the longest-lived single molecules most closely

approached those of the ensemble average. The rate of

decay to the ensemble average value yielded information

on how rapidly the reorientation dynamics changed in a

particular nanoscale region.

CONCLUSION

Although new single molecule methods continue to be

developed and a complete understanding of all single

molecule photophysical phenomena has not yet been

obtained, the methods and experiments described above

represent important initial steps toward a better under-

standing of nanoscale phenomena by single molecule

methods. The methods themselves represent powerful

means for characterizing the static and dynamic properties

of a broad range of materials spanning a range of

disciplines. The main advantages of such methods over

more conventional bulk methods arise from their ability to

probe chemical and physical phenomena at the single

molecule level, thereby retaining the information ob-

scured by averaging in bulk methods. As all chemistry

occurs on the single molecule level and in single

nanoscale environments, information obtained by single

molecule methods will be important to the future devel-

opment of nanoscale materials with tailored physical/

chemical properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is capable of
imaging biological molecules across single cells with
several hundred nanometer lateral resolution, and has
the potential to examine the functional segregation of
lipids in cell membranes. Lipids are believed to play
a crucial role in fundamental biological functions, such
as intercellular communication.[1] For example, high
curvature lipids may be concentrated in regions of
the lipid bilayer where membrane fusion preferentially
occurs, because these lipids allow the bilayer to bend
into the high curvature structures that form throughout
the membrane fusion process.[2,3] Additionally, abnorm-
alities in lipid composition may be involved in a wide
range of diseases including Parkinson’s disease, Alzhei-
mer’s disease, HIV, and atherosclerosis.[4–6] Research to
better understand the biological role of lipids could help
in the development of disease therapies, thus improving
the quality and longevity of life. This article will review
SIMS as it pertains to biological samples and will
address relevant progress in SIMS including funda-
mental ionization studies of lipids, instrumental devel-
opments, and novel applications of SIMS imaging to
single-cell analyses.

SIMS

Theory and Background

An important goal of SIMS research is to directly
image the chemical distribution of small molecules
across the surface of biomaterials.[7–10] With this
method, ionic species that are emitted (or sputtered)
from a sample following the impact of an incident, or
primary, projectile are detected. More specifically,
SIMS analysis uses a pulsed beam of primary ions that
is focused onto a sample (Fig. 1).[11] Depending on the
desired application, a variety of primary projectiles
(Csþ, Arþ, Gaþ, Inþ, SF5

þ, Aun
þ, Bin

þ, C60
þ, etc.)

may be suitable. The impinging primary particles
transfer energy and momentum to the sample, result-
ing in a series of complex collisions within the sample.

These energetic interactions ultimately cause sample
electrons, neutral species, and ions (or secondary
species) to be ejected from the sample (Fig. 2).[12–16]

Secondary ions can form through several routes
including electron ejection, protonation, deprotona-
tion, cationization, loss of a functional group, and
fragmentation resulting in charged species.[14] The
secondary ions are then electrostatically collected and
directed into a mass analyzer.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry can be divided
into two different modes called static SIMS and
dynamic SIMS, which are distinguished by the incident
dose of primary ions. Secondary ion mass spectrome-
try is described as static when the primary ion flux is
less than 1% of the total number of surface atoms;
SIMS is dynamic when the incident dose is greater
than this value.[17] Dynamic SIMS is marked by exten-
sive beam-induced damage, which destroys molecular
information and limits dynamic SIMS to elemental
and isotopic studies. Static SIMS is inherently less
damaging to the molecular integrity of a sample
because of the low primary ion flux (1 nA/cm2 or
less).[14] There is minimal chemical damage and spatial
perturbation of sample molecules. Therefore, static
SIMS is favored for applications where large molecules
or molecular fragments are investigated. Another
unique aspect of the static regime is that only the
topmost sample monolayer is probed, making static
SIMS a surface sensitive technique.[18] Because of its
ability to analyze molecules at surfaces, the static mode
of SIMS has been used for examining lipids on tissues
and cell membranes.[9,10]

Instrumentation

Primary ion source

Secondary ion mass spectrometry instruments employ
a variety of primary ion source configurations includ-
ing electron impact ionization-based sources, duoplas-
matron sources, and field evaporation-based sources,
like the popular liquid metal ion sources (LMIS).[14]

By far, the most commonly used primary ion sources
are the LMIS, such as gallium (Gaþ) and indium
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(Inþ), because of their brightness, small spot size, and
simplicity. Liquid metal ion sources are mounted on
the end of a primary ion gun column adjacent to a nega-
tive potential field that initiates primary ion emission
from the LMIS.[14] The gun column also contains several
electrostatic lenses and octupoles to focus the beam
down to a 50-nm diameter, and a pair of electrostatic
plates that pulse the ion beam for SIMS experiments.

Advances in primary ion beam technology have
directed the communities’ attention to the benefits of
cluster ion primary sources, such as Aun

þ, Bin
þ, SF5

þ,
and buckminsterfullerene, C60

þ.[19–21] Experimental
results indicate that C60

þ offers enormous improvements
in secondary ion yield and minimal chemical damage to
sample molecules.[21] Molecular dynamics simulations
suggest that upon surface impact, C60 cluster projectiles

break into individual carbon atoms and disperse the
primary projectile energy among the individual
atoms.[15] This phenomenon allows for a more shallow
penetration depth and more surface-localized primary
bombardment energy for cluster projectiles, in compar-
ison to their atomic counterparts. The C60

þ sputtering
mechanism allows intact molecules to be gently lifted
off the surface, creating higher secondary ion yield,
particularly for high mass molecules, and minimal
chemical damage.[21] Therefore, C60

þ and other cluster
ion sources are attractive alternatives as SIMS primary
ion sources for biological applications, where there is a
desire to greatly reduce molecular fragmentation of
larger-mass target analytes. Additionally, the attributes
of C60

þ suggest that molecular depth-profiling is possi-
ble, which will allow 3-D imaging of tissue and cells.[22–25]

Secondary ion mass spectrometry images are
obtained by scanning the primary ion beam across
the sample surface and collecting a unique mass spec-
trum for every image pixel (Fig. 3).[26] The signal sent
to the computer contains the location of the primary
ion impact and the spectrum collected at that position.
The computer uses this information to output a spec-
trum, called the ‘‘total ion spectrum,’’ which contains
the integrated intensities for all the ions at every pixel
of the image. Additionally, the computer generates a
‘‘total ion image,’’ which is an intensity map for all
of the ions in each pixel (Fig. 4). Computer software
is then used to extract spatial, chemical-specific
information from the ‘‘total ion’’ image and spectrum.

Fig. 2 Illustration of sputtering and ionization by SIMS.
(From Ref.[12].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Time of flight SIMS (ToF-SIMS) instru-
mental setup. (From Ref.[11].)
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In one method of data analysis, the user selects a mass
range of interest in the total ion spectrum, and the
software creates a 2-D intensity map of the distribution
of that signal across the sample (Fig. 4). In an alterna-
tive way to analyze the data, the user can select a
region of interest in the total ion image, and the
computer generates a mass spectrum with integrated
intensities for the ions in only the selected pixels.

Secondary ion extraction

The primary ion source directs the primary ion beam
onto the sample, which is mounted on a sample stage
at � 2.5 kV. The stage potential can be pulsed or held
constant and repels ions of like charge, which are then
collected by an extraction lens oppositely biased at 4.7 kV.

For example, if the target analyte is a cation, the
sample stage would be positively charged, and the
extraction lens would be negatively charged. This
mode of operation is called ‘‘positive SIMS,’’ because
the positive ions are being analyzed. The instrumental
polarities must be switched to generate spectra of
negatively charged species.

Mass analyzers

The extraction lens directs the secondary ions into the
mass analyzer, which can be a magnetic sector, quad-
rupole, or ToF. Of these three mass analyzers, the
ToF analyzer is the best equipped for static SIMS
imaging, because it detects all ions in parallel, boasts
a high transmission, and has a virtually unlimited mass
range.[17] Additionally, advances in electronic timing
systems have allowed ToF analyzers to provide a
competitive mass resolution of 10,000.[14] The general
concept of a ToF analyzer is that the secondary ions
are accelerated to a specific kinetic energy and then
allowed to travel a defined distance.[14] The mass of
each secondary ion can be calculated from the time it
takes to travel the distance.[14] After the secondary ions
are separated in the mass analyzer, they impact a
detector, such as a multichannel plate detector. The
molecules reach the detector sequentially because each
molecule has a unique mass, allowing quasi-parallel
detection.[14]

Biological Samples: Frozen-Hydrated Sample
Preparation for Sims

Maintaining the native chemical distribution in
hydrated samples, such as cells, in the ultra-high
vacuum environment of a SIM spectrometer is chal-
lenging. The low pressures cause rapid sublimation of
water, which results in the membranous material and
intercellular content of a cell smearing across the
sample surface.[27] To prevent this phenomenon, a
fast-freeze, freeze-fracture sample preparation metho-
dology has been adapted from the electron microscopy
community, to preserve biological samples for SIMS
analysis (Fig. 5).[28,29] A cell sample is delivered onto
a clean silicon wafer and a shard of silicon is placed
on top of the cells. The sample assembly is then
plunged into a cryogen to freeze the cells, while
minimizing the ice crystal-induced sample damage.[30]

Prior to analysis, the top shard of the fast-frozen
sample assembly is removed by a cryogenically cooled
knife in a sample preparation vacuum chamber
adjoining the SIMS analysis chamber.[27] This ‘‘freeze-
fracture’’ process results in the exposure of a fresh
surface to the vacuum interface. Fracturing is per-
formed at a pressure-dependent sample temperature that

Fig. 3 Chemical imaging with ToF-SIMS. The primary ion
source is rastered across the sample surface and a mass
spectrum is collected at each pixel. For every mass range of

interest, an intensity plot, which maps the distribution of that
signal across the sample, can be generated. The intensity
plots can be color coded and overlaid. In this example, an

electronic device composed of titanium (m/z 48, green) and
barium (m/z 138, blue) is chemically imaged. (From
Ref.[26].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Secondary ion mass spectrometry images of a copper

London Finder grid. The grid was adhered to a copper sam-
ple block with silver paste. (A) Total ion image; (B) chemical
image of the distribution of copper (green) and silver (blue).
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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equilibrates the condensation and sublimation fluxes of
water.[27] The sample temperature is controlled through-
out the preparation and analysis, by several chamber
components that are cryogenically cooled. The details
of the freeze-fracture chamber have been described.[27]

OVERVIEW OF ADVANCES IN
BIOLOGICAL SIMS

Images of both elemental and molecular analytes have
provided a wealth of information, learned using SIMS.
For example, dynamic SIMS elemental analysis has
allowed Chandra and coworkers[8] to assess the
efficacy of boron neutron-capture therapy (BNCT)
cancer drugs at the single-cell level.[8] Images of the
subcellular distribution of boron were used to compare
the accumulation of two BNCT drugs, p-boronophe-
nylalanine (BPA-F) and sodium borocaptate (BSH),
in normal and cancerous cocultured cells. p-Borono-
phenylalanine accumulated in both cell types at signifi-
cantly higher levels than BSH, indicating that BPA-F
enters the cell by an active uptake mechanism and
not by simple passive diffusion. This research group
has been at the forefront of biological dynamic SIMS
with many other notable applications including the
mapping of elevated concentrations of Ca2þ in the
Golgi apparatus to determine how it is affected by
hormone and antigen treatment.[31]

Lechene and coworkers[32–34] also have worked on
an impressive repertoire of mass spectrometric elemen-
tal imaging applications. In particular, Lechene utilizes
a variation of SIMS called multi-isotope imaging mass
spectrometry (MIMS), in which isotopic signals can be
simultaneously monitored, because the instrument has
a very high mass resolution. For example, the instrument
can distinguish between 12C15N (m/z ¼ 27.0001) and
13C14N [m/z ¼ 27.0064 with a mass resolution (m/Dm)
of 4287].[32] One study demonstrated that MIMS is a
useful technique to image and quantify isotope ratios in

free fatty acids (FFA) on the subcellular scale.[34]

Adipocytes are cells that sequester FFA from the blood
and store them as triacylglycerol in lipid droplets, which
are 1mm sized features within the cells. Adipocytes were
incubated in 13C oleic acid; withMIMS imaging, a higher
level of 13C accumulation was found in the lipid droplets
than in the extracelluar space or in the remaining intra-
cellular space (Fig. 6). These results illustrated that
FFA transport across the cell membrane is protein
mediated, because FFA moves against its concentration
gradient. In addition to supporting a hypothesis for the
controversial FFA transport mechanism, this work was
yet another example of the wide range of subcellular,
biological questions that isotope ratio quantification
with MIMS imaging can answer.

The Levi–Setti research group is renowned for using
the elemental imaging capabilities of SIMS for biologi-
cal applications. In one study, they obtained 50 nm
lateral resolution SIMS images of the cation distribu-
tion in mammalian interphase cells, mitotic cells, and
isolated metaphase chromosomes that supported a role
for cations in the regulation of the cell cycle.[35] The
SIMS images demonstrated that the localization of
Naþ and Kþ remained constant during the cell cycle,
but Mg2þ and Ca2þ changed depending on the stage
of the cell cycle: In the interphase these divalent cations
were predominately present in the cytosol, whereas
during mitosis they were aggregated in the chromatin.
Quantification of the SIMS signal revealed that the
total intercellular divalent cation concentration did
not change significantly during the cell cycle. From this
data, the authors concluded that progression through
the cell cycle resulted in a redistribution of divalent
cations without a major influx or efflux of the ions.
Therefore, Mg2þ and Ca2þ likely play a role in chro-
matin compaction only during the mitotic stage,
whereas Naþ and Kþ are involved in compaction
throughout the cell cycle. A combination of SIMS
imaging and immunofluorescence (IF) have indicated
that only Ca2þ localizes at the chromosome axis with

Fig. 5 Cryogenic preservation of hydrated

samples. The sample, containing cells (shown
in pink) and polystyrene beads (shown in
yellow), is delivered onto a silicon wafer. A

silicon shard is placed on top of the sample
droplet to create a sandwich assembly. The
sandwich assembly is then plunged into a

liquid cryogen. (From Ref.[27].) (View this art
in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the nonhistone binding protein, topoisomerase IIa
(Topo II) (Fig. 7). It follows that Ca2þ probably
inhibits the catalytic activity of the protein and plays
an important role in stabilizing the chromosomal
scaffolding proteins, such as Topo II. When the
authors incubated mitotic chromosomes with chelating
agents, SIMS and IF images exhibited a loss of Topo II
and a decondensed chromosome structure, indicating
that Ca2þ must also be involved in maintaining the
chromosome structure during mitosis. This research
provided the first evidence, without secondary mar-
kers, that cations have specific, functional interactions

with chromatin binding proteins, and that cations help
control chromosome structure during the cell cycle.

Static SIMS molecular imaging has also been
applied to investigations of single cells. The seminal
paper in this area presented static SIMS images of
molecular species, as well as elemental analytes, on
dopant-treated paramecia.[7] The cocaine molecular
ion, a cocaine fragment ion, dimethyl sulfoxide, and
potassium, all colocalized to the treated protozoa. This
work demonstrated the capability of SIMS to image
molecular analytes across single cells, thus paving the
way for single-cell studies of large molecule drugs,

Fig. 6 Images of unwashed adipocytes treated with 13C oleate: BSA. The MIMS images of (A) 12C� and (B) 13C�; (C) MIMS
ratio image of 13C/12C showed the enhanced accumulation of isotopically labeled lipid in the lipid droplets. The MIMS images of

(D) 12C14N� and (E) 12C15N�; (F) MIMS ratio image of 12C15N�/12C14N� had no contrast because no exogeneous 15N was
added. (G) A hue saturation intensity image of the 13C/12C ratio. (H) A reflection differential interference image prior to MIMS
analysis. (I) A MIMS ratio image of 13C14N�/12C14N� further demonstrated the accumulation of labeled lipid in the lipid

droplets. Scale bar is 5 mm. (From Refs.[31,34].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and biological molecules such as vitamins and
membrane lipids.

Identifying mass spectral peaks from biological
molecules in a complex system, such as a cell membrane,
is very challenging. Therefore, experiments that associ-
ate a peak of a particular mass with a fragment of a
biological molecule mark significant advances toward
realizing the utility of SIMS for biological applications.
Todd and coworkers[9] identified abundant high-mass
peaks at m/z 184 and m/z 86 observed in several types
of tissue as fragment peaks from phosphatidylcholine
and sphingomyelin. The identification of mass spectral
peaks for lipid fragments presented the option of using
SIMS imaging to investigate the lipid distribution in
tissue, model membrane systems, and cells.

Experiments with model systems have proven that
SIMS imaging of lipid domains is possible, and, there-
fore, the goal of studying the functionality of lipid
domains in cells can be realized. Benninghoven used
Langmuir Blodgett (LB) films as lung surfactant model
systems to assess lipid involvement in the compres-
sion/exhalation and expansion/inhalation of the
lung.[36] An LB film composed of dipalmitoylphospha-
tidylcholine (DPPC), dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol,
and the lung surfactant protein (SP-C) was prepared,
and, upon severe compression, a distinctly heteroge-
neous distribution of the film components was
observed. Specifically, SP-C reorganized into a SP-C-
rich phase following film compression, which sup-
ported the hypothesis that lung compression causes
non-DPPC components to leave the monolayer.[36]

Winograd and Ewing have also investigated LB films
with static SIMS. In these experiments, LB films of vary-
ing amounts ofDPPC, dipalmitoylphosphatidylethano-
lamine (DPPE), and cholesterol were analyzed.[37]

Micrometer-sized cholesterol domains were observed
in LB films of mixtures containing DPPE; however,
LB films containing the same percentage of cholesterol
and DPPC were homogeneous. The authors explained

these results by the interaction strength differences
between the three molecules. The DPPE headgroup is
known to interact more strongly with other phos-
pholipid headgroups than with cholesterol. Therefore,
the phospholipids preferentially aggregated, which
excluded cholesterol and resulted in lipid domains. The
propensity of cholesterol to induce domain formation
implicated a functional role for cholesterol in cell
signaling and trafficking.[37]

Liposomes are another common artificial model for
cell membranes. Molecule-specific images of dynamic
membrane events were captured during several stages
of fusion between chemically distinct multilamellar
liposomes.[27] Specifically, liposomes 20 mm in size were
prepared that contained cholesterol and either DPPC,
dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-N-monomethylethanolamine
(DPPNME), or dipalmitoylphosphatidyldimethyletha-
nolamine (DPDME). The separate batches of lipo-
somes were mixed onto a single substrate, and the
samples were frozen after various mixing times.[27]

Chemical snapshots of three stages of liposome fusion
were obtained: liposomes in close proximity, liposomes
undergoing initial contact, and liposomes that had
fully fused (Fig. 8). Interestingly, during fusion, the
liposomes joined at a contact point, where lipid
heterogeneity was evident, while fully fused liposomes
displayed a completely uniform lipid distribution. These
results showed that liposome fusion involves initial lipid
domain formation followed by a homogeneous redistri-
bution of lipids throughout the fused liposomes. This
publication highlighted liposome model systems as an
effective way to investigate membrane dynamics with
ToF SIMS.

In addition to imaging lipids in model membrane
systems, many research groups have applied SIMS
imaging to single-cell membranes. For example, lipids
have been localized to single rat pheochromocytoma
(PC12) cell membranes, using SIMS imaging.[10]

Pheochromocytoma cells are an exciting system for
neurochemistry applications, because they can be differ-
entiated to have neuronal-like properties when exposed
to the nerve growth factor protein.[38] Undifferentiated
PC12 cells undergo regulated exocytosis and can be used
to learn if the lipid composition affects the abnormalities
in exocytosis, observed in many neurological diseases.
Using SIMS, phosphocholine and cholesterol were
imaged across single PC12 cells.[10] This study demon-
strated the ability of SIMS to detect multiple lipids
in biological samples.

In a separate experiment, Ewing and coworkers[39]

found that freeze-fracture sample preparation can
expose different section planes through a cell. Pheo-
chromocytoma cells were dyed with the lipophilic dye,
1,10–dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30–tetramethylindocarbocyanine
perchlorate (DiI), which is known to incorporate only
onto the outer leaflet of the membrane.[39] Therefore,

Fig. 7 Ca2þ SIMS image and Topo II antibody IF image of
metaphase chromosomes. The cation and scaffolding protein

antibody colocalize, indicating that Ca2þ binds to Topo II
and mediates its activity. (From Refs.[32,35].)
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the outer leaflet of the cell membrane contained lipid and
DiI, the inner leaflet of the cell was composed of lipid and
no DiI, and the interior of the cell contained elevated
amounts of potassium. Using SIMS imaging of stained
PC12 cells, chemical signatures for five possible cell sec-
tions were determined. Two of these cell sections were
from exposure of the outer leaflet (top or bottom) of
the cell membrane during fracturing. In this scenario,
the SIMS images showed colocalization of DiI and phos-
phocholine, while sodium, potassium (ions present in the
freezing medium), and water were depressed at the site of
the cell. The top and bottom inner leaflet of the mem-
brane were two other exposed cell sections, and were
identified by localization of phosphocholine and potas-
sium to the cell, the absence of DiI signal, and decreased
intensities of water and sodium at the area of the cell.
Finally, through-cell fractures were characterized by a

strong localization of potassium and some phosphocho-
line from free lipid in the cytoplasm, lipid from orga-
nelles, and lipid from the edges of the cell membrane.
This cell section contained no DiI signal and showed
an inverse localization of water and sodium. Identifying
chemical signatures that define the section of a cell
exposed to the surface–vacuum interface was an impor-
tant advance for the biological SIMS community.

Besides the lipids and steroids discussed above,
another important chemical in membrane chemistry
is vitamin E, because it affects membrane fluidity and
has been implicated in lipid oxidation and, therefore,
in numerous neurodegenerative disorders.[40] Recently,
Sweedler and coworkers[40] discovered that a peak at
m/z 430 in biological samples arises from vitamin E.
Along with this peak identification, the Sweedler group
has reported exciting SIMS images that suggest a

Fig. 8 Liposomes with distinct lipid compositions: DPPC/cholesterol, DPPNME/cholesterol, and DPDME/cholesterol, that
were mixed together and frozen after different times. In all images, the blue pixels represent water (m/z 17.9–19.1). From left

to right, the images are mapped for C3 hydrocarbons (m/z 40.9–43.3, yellow), two phosphorylated headgroups (various m/z,
yellow and red), and cholesterol (m/z 384.1–387.1, yellow). A DPPC/cholesterol and DPPDME/cholesterol liposomes were
mixed and frozen after 30 sec of mixing. The phosphorylated headgroups mapped in the center column were phosphocholine

(m/z 183.9–184.3, yellow) and phosphodimethylethanolamine headgroup (m/z 169.9–170.3, red). The two types of liposomes
have not yet begun to fuse. B. and C. DPPC/cholesterol and DPPNME/cholesterol liposomes were frozen together after B.
120 sec and C. 60 sec of mixing time. The phosphorylated headgroups mapped in the center column were phosphocholine (m/z
183.9–184.3, yellow) and phospho-N-monomethylethanolamine (m/z 155.9–156.3, red). A homogeneous distribution of the
two phospholipids was observed after full fusion in B., but a heterogeneous distribution was evident during initial fusion in C.
(From Refs.[24,27].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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possible functional role for vitamin E in neuronal
membranes.[40] Subcellular molecular images of an
isolated neuron from Aplysia californica revealed that
vitamin E (m/z 430 and m/z 165) was strongly loca-
lized to the junction between the cell soma and the
neurite, compared to the rest of the cell body (Fig. 9).
The authors compared a normalized vitamin-E signal
for the soma–neurite junction to the cell body, and
found that the junction contained 165 � 11% more
vitamin E. These results suggested a possible structural
role for vitamin E, in terms of modulating the
membrane radius of curvature at the junction, and a
possible functional role, in terms of transport mechan-
isms and neuronal signaling.

Along with mammalian cells, other types of cells
have been investigated with SIMS to progress towards
the goal of understanding lipid distribution during
membrane fusion events. For example, the mating
Tetrahymena thermophila were imaged with SIMS
by Ostrowski et al.[41] During mating, two Tetrahy-
mena join at their anterior ends and their membranes
fuse, creating hundreds of nanometer-sized fusion
pores within a well-defined 8-mm region, called the con-
jugation junction. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
images reveal a heterogeneous distribution of signals
for specific lipids across the mating cells. Specifically,
the total lipid content remained constant across the
mating cells (Figs. 10A and B). However, there was
a decreased amount of PC at the conjugation junction,

as evidenced by a 67 � 8% decrease in phosphocho-
line signal at the junction vs. the cell body (Figs. 10C
and D). Additionally, statistical analysis of the SIMS
images suggests an increase in a cone-shaped lipid, 2-
aminoethylphosphonolipid, at the junction. From the
observed lipid heterogeneity, it was concluded that Tet-
rahymena synthesize or redistribute lipids to allow the
formation of high curvature membrane structures.
This work is an elegant example of the capability of
molecular SIMS imaging to probe subcellular, micro-
meter-sized membrane regions that contain structures
in the nanometer regime.

Sample Preparation and Instrumental Design
Improvements in Biological SIMS

Although all of these application-based advances have
been invaluable in promoting SIMS as a bioanalytical
technique, instrument and sample preparation develop-
ments have also been an important part of the picture.
First, epifluorescence microscopy was incorporated into
the optical assembly of a SIMS instrument.[10] Epifluor-
escence was a valuable instrumental addition, because it
allowed easy location of small, fluorescently labeled cells
in ice prior to SIMS analysis. For instance, 15-mm PC12
cells were fluorescently labeled with DiI, located in situ
with fluorescence microscopy, and subsequently imaged
with SIMS.[10]

Fig. 9 Molecule-specific SIMS images and
corresponding line scans of an isolated
single neuron. (A) SIMS image of choline,

m/z 86, a fragment of phosphatidylcholine
and a common marker for the cell mem-
brane. (B) SIMS image of a fragment of a
lipid acyl chain, m/z 69, another common

cell membrane marker. (C) SIMS image of
vitamin E, m/z 430, which is strongly loca-
lized to the junction between the cell body

and the neurite. (D) Line scans for vitamin E
(top) and choline (bottom), normalized to
m/z 69 and taken along the line indicated

in the inset, beginning at the soma. Vitamin
E displays a higher signal at the soma–
neurite junction than the rest of the cell body,

whereas, the choline signal is relatively
constant across the distance. (From
Refs.[37,40].) (View this art in color at
www.dekker.com.)
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One notable challenge in SIMS imaging has been
that information in the images is limited because of
the low secondary ion yield of biomolecules. To cir-
cumvent this obstacle and improve signal, different
sample preparation protocols and instrumental
advances have been developed. Sjovall et al.[42] devel-
oped an alternate sample-preparation methodology in
which cell membranes were imprinted onto Ag foil ex
situ. Membranous matter was transferred from cells
adhered onto glass to an Ag foil, by placing the foil
on the cells and applying a specific pressure to the
backside of the foil. The foil was then transferred into
the SIMS analysis chamber. This method was advanta-
geous, because silver cationization enhanced the
secondary ion signal from biological fragment ions
and molecular ions. In one particular experiment, the
distributions of phosphatidylcholine and cholesterol
were imaged, with a 500 nm lateral resolution, across
blood cell imprints.

A significant instrumental advance that has revita-
lized biological SIMS has been the advent of cluster
primary ion sources, like C60

þ, as previously dis-
cussed.[19–21] Vickerman and coworkers have reported
impressive secondary ion yields, produced by C60

þ

relative to Gaþ. For example, the ion yields for a
thin film of DPPC were found to be 158 times higher
for m/z 100–200 and 3985 times higher for the molecu-
lar ion.[21] This signal enhancement will make analyte
masses easier to discern from noise in complex biologi-
cal samples. Also, the contrast between adjacent pixels
in images will be improved, because resolution in SIMS

images is determined by the number of ions that are
collected at each pixel.

CONCLUSIONS

The abundance of previous SIMS research provides a
wealth of examples showcasing the compatibility of
this technique and biological applications. Already,
SIMS has been used to study the effects of cancer
drugs on single cells, to elucidate the role of cations
in isolated metaphase chromosomes, and to image
large-molecule dopants, vitamins, and lipids across
single cells. The ambitious pursuit of challenging appli-
cations, coupled with instrumental advances, has set
the groundwork for future studies of the cellular
functionality of lipid domains.
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INTRODUCTION

Ongoing developments in the production and character-

ization of carbon nanotubes, as previously summarized,[1]

have opened up new fields in science and technology in

the last few years. These materials are shown to be ver-

satile building blocks because of their unique electron-

ic,[2,3] optical,[4,5] and mechanical[6,7] properties; for

example, most recently, carbon nanotubes were found to

act as ballistic field-effect transistors (FET),[8] were fab-

ricated as FETs with multiple, individually addressable

gate segments,[9] were applied in composites,[10] and were

shown to be photoconductive.[11]

Furthermore, because carbon nanotubes emit high

currents (up to 1 A/cm2) at low field (�5 V/mm),[12] and

significant advances have been attained in the production

of well-aligned tubes, the applicability for field emission

previously recognized by de Heer et al.[13] has now been

widely acknowledged,[14] and a prototype of a flat panel

with color display was achieved.[15] Most recently, dif-

ferent production procedures and treatments of nanotubes

were shown to result in varying degrees of field emis-

sion.[16–25]

Despite these technological developments, there are

still unanswered questions regarding the field emission

mechanism, as it was observed that the I–V characteristics

of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) could deviate

from Fowler–Nordheim’s (FN) theory,[26] which assumes

the emission to occur by a tunneling mechanism. A range

of experimental and theoretical studies were reported to

explain this behavior, e.g., by Saito et al., suggesting that

the deviation may occur because of the nonmetallic be-

havior of SWCNTs at the tip,[27] while Bonard et al. at-

tributed the nonlinearity to tube interactions,[28] and

others[29–31] observed that the exposure of SWCNT sam-

ples to gas adsorption alters their emission properties.

Although the effects of gas adsorption, in particular O2,

were previously reported experimentally,[32,33] the de-

tailed chemistry at the adsorption sites under an external

field and the resulting field emission properties are still

not fully understood. Theoretically, much attention has

been devoted thus far to the study of O2 adsorption at

SWCNT tips,[34–41] and their effects on field emission,

including our recent systematic examination of the ad-

sorption at capped and uncapped tips, performed under a

local field to mimic the emission environment.[42]

In this review, we outline some of the findings of our

previous work,[42] and in addition, report preliminary

results on the effects of ozonation on SWCNTs. Indeed,

although ozonation of carbon nanotubes enhances the

propensity for functionalization,[43] and alters the field

emission properties, e.g., an enhancement in the first 3

min upon exposure to O3 has been observed.[32] Thus far

the effects of O3 have not been extensively explored

theoretically. While a mixed quantum mechanics/molec-

ular mechanics (ONIOM) study of O3 adsorption at the

sidewall of a SWCNT, assuming only a 16-atom model at

a high level of accuracy, has been recently reported,[44] we

carried out all-electron linear combination of atomic

orbitals (LCAO) density functional theory (DFT)[45] cal-

culations in our preliminary investigation, previously also

applied to extended SWCNT systems.[46] We identify

possible reaction sites for ozonation, which could play a

role in the experimentally observed field emission en-

hancement. Such comprehensive studies, reiterated in

this review for O2 adsorption, and including our new

results for the ozonation at the tips, provide an outline

for our ongoing interest in gaining insight into the effects

of adsorbates on field emission characteristics in these

materials, e.g., enhancement by Cs intercalation or de-

position.[47–51]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computational Details

The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange–correla-

tion (x–c) functional[52] within the generalized gradient

approximation was employed to reduce the overbinding

effects caused by the local density approximation, also

known to adequately predict the density of states as

compared to experiment,[53] using a double numerical

polarized basis set. As we have previously pointed out, it
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is important to emphasize that, to accurately discern long-

range dispersion effects using DFT, recently assessed for

weakly bound test problems,[54] theoretical studies have to

be systematically carried out with an appropriate (x–c)

functional. Improvements suggested to take into account

dynamical correlations, including semiempirical meth-

ods,[55] hybrid approaches, improved correlation func-

tionals,[56] or time-dependent DFT calculations,[57] could

enable more accurate calculations in the future.

We studied C(5,5) capped and open-ended (uncapped)

SWCNT tips (for comprehensive details, see Ref. [42]):

three-unit cell C(5,5) tubes, terminated with a half C60

molecule or open-ended, on one end, respectively, and

saturated with hydrogen atoms at the other end, were used.

As the emission in these systems involves the topmost

layers, only adsorption at the tip was taken into account. A

uniform external field directed from the top toward the

tube tip was applied to simulate the emission environ-

ment. Under an applied electric field, the stems of the

tubes were fixed to simulate an attached nanotube to a

substrate. Geometries were optimized in the absence and

presence of an electric field. Transition state geometries

were evaluated.[42] Note that Kim et al.[58] have previ-

ously calculated O2 adsorption for an uncapped SWCNT,

also with an applied field; however, an analysis for

C(10,0) was primarily emphasized. The work function[59]

is approximated by the first ionization potential (IP),

not dependent on the tube length,[42] as compared to the

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)–lowest un-

occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap, adopted by

Kim et al.[60] The adsorption energy (Ead) was defined as:

Ead= E(SWCNT+O2)�E(SWCNT)�E(O2); a positive or

a negative change in Ead refers to an endothermic, or

exothermic reaction, respectively.

O2 Adsorption

Reaction paths of O2 interacting at the (h–h) and (p–h)

sites of a capped tube, for configs.-(a) and -(c), respec-

tively, are summarized in Fig. 1. The initial adsorption

process at the (h–h) site forms weak single O–O and O–C

bonds, changing the C–C double bond to a single bond. In

the absence of an electric field, the reaction is endother-

mic with an adsorption energy of 0.11 eV (Table 1 in

Ref. [42]), suggesting that the reaction is not favorable;

however, if the conditions for chemisorption exist, the O2

molecule can further react to etch the tube. During etch-

ing, structures with a partial double C O bond are formed

after the dissociation of the O–O bond, lowering the en-

ergy by about 1.5 eV with respect to the initial structure.

However, a large energy barrier of 3.4 eV needs to be

overcome for the etching to occur; this result is larger than

a previously estimated value (1.02 eV), using a self-con-

sistent tight-binding method.[35]

In comparing the energetics and structural parameters

for the adsorption at the (p–h) and (h–h) sites, we note that

the O2 adsorption at the (p–h) site has a higher energy

(0.85 eV) (Table 1 in Ref. [42]). The etching process takes

place by overcoming an energy barrier of about 3.2 eV,

slightly lower than that at the (h–h) site, but larger than a

previously reported value of 0.9 eV. The formation of the

O–C bonds in the etched configurations stabilizes the

structure by lowering the energy by ca. 2 eV, through an

exothermic reaction.

Fig. 1 O2 adsorption on a capped tube. Top: At the hexagon–

hexagon (h–h) site represented by config.-(a), leading to config.-

(b) through an etched transition state. Bottom: O2 adsorption at

the hexagon–pentagon (p–h) site as shown by config.-(c),

leading to the etched config.-(d). The transition states were

confirmed by vibrational frequency calculations, obtaining one

imaginary frequency in each case: 274 and 396 cm�1 for the

transition states leading to configs.-(b) and -(d), respectively.

(From Ref. [42].) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The reaction path of a physisorbed O2 configuration

toward chemisorption on the (p–h) site, shown in Fig. 2,

finds an energy barrier of 0.77 eV, which is lower than the

energy barrier needed to etch the tube, suggesting that the

transition from physisorption to chemisorption could oc-

cur if the thermodynamic conditions exist to trigger it.

Even in the absence of an electric field, we found physi-

sorption to be exothermic, with no structural changes, and

an adsorption energy of �0.12 eV at a distance of 3.3 Å

from the tip. Interestingly, the adsorption energy is com-

parable to H2 physisorption (�0.1 eV).[61] Although the

adsorption energy compares well with that reported by

Peng and Cho[62] for O2 physisorbed on the sidewall of a

(10,0) nanotube (�0.1 eV), the adsorption distance was

smaller (2.7 Å). A larger value was obtained at 2.7 Å

(�0.25 eV), by applying DFT to model sidewall adsorp-

tion.[34] Note that our results are consistent with recent

MP2 calculations on the interaction of O2 with a (9,0)

carbon nanotube.[63]

O2 chemisorption is more favorable (negative adsorp-

tion energies for uncapped tip configurations) in the open-

ended tip. Fig. 3 shows an O2 molecule reacting with the

open-ended tip (config.-(f)), as well as the adsorption of

O2 on top of the arm site of the tip (config.-(g)), forming

two O–C bonds with bond lengths of 1.23 Å, and an O–O

distance of 2.8 Å (Table 1 in Ref. [42]). We studied part of

the reaction path to config.-(h), which is the most stable

state in this case. A slight increase in the O–O bond length

drives the structure to config.-(h), overcoming a small

energy barrier of 0.23 eV, and gaining about 0.5 eV

through an exothermic reaction.

In addition, we investigated the effects of O2 adsorp-

tion for fully saturated tips [configs.-(i) and -(j) for C(5,5),

and configs.-(k) and -(l) for C(10,0); Fig. 4]. Config.-(i) is

a metastable state with an adsorption energy of �2.73

(eV/O2) and an IP of 6.17 eV (Table 2 in Ref. [42]). These

values are comparable to those of config.-(f), suggesting

that the saturation at the tip in this case has a small effect

on field emission properties. On the other hand, the IP in

config.-(j) increased by 9% and the tip opening stretched

out by about 4% compared to the pristine nanotube,

because of the formation of a C O double bond, and

repulsion of neighboring oxygens.

  

  

 

 

  

Fig. 3 O2 adsorption on an uncapped tube. Top: Intermediate

states, shown by config.-(f) and config.-(g). Bottom: A partial

reaction path of O2 adsorbed on an uncapped tube represented by

config.-(g); an increase of O–O distance leads to config.-(h),

where one of the oxygens is bonded with two carbons. The

transition state was also confirmed in this case, with a 196 cm�1

imaginary frequency. (From Ref. [42].) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The reaction path from an O2 physisorption configura-

tion to a chemisorbed configuration in the (p–h) site on a capped

SWCNT. (From Ref. [42].) (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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In the initial adsorption process, characterized by

configs.-(a) and -(c) for the capped tubes (Fig. 1), values

of the adsorption energies decrease smoothly as a function

of field strength. This suggests that an applied voltage

lowers the adsorption energy, thus setting the conditions

for a chemisorption process to take place, which in turn,

leads to etching. A 2 eV/Å increase in the field signifi-

cantly alters the structural parameters, resulting in a lower

energy barrier for an etching process to occur. Indeed, a 2

eV/Å applied field has desorbed the oxygen from the tip in

config.-(c), whereas in the final adsorption process [con-

figs.-(b) and -(d)], it is difficult to achieve desorption

without disintegrating the nanotube tip. In our study, the

C(5,5) open-ended tip was examined, and although the

adsorption energies for configs.-(f), -(g), and -(h) are

systematically up-shifted by about 1.4 eV, as compared to

previous self-consistent tight-binding calculations,[35] the

relative values between intermediate configurations are

comparable. Furthermore, we found that under a 1 eV/Å

field, config.-(f) converges to config.-(g), by forming a

double bond (structural results in Table 1 of Ref. [42]).

Stronger adsorption under a 1 eV/Å field is shown, as has

been observed for capped tubes. In configs.-(g) and -(h),

we note small structural changes, suggesting no desorp-

tion at 1 eV/Å field strength; however, longer O–C bonds

were observed at a higher field (2 eV/Å).

Overall, our results show that O2 chemisorption is

endothermic on a capped tip, with the (h–h) adsorption

site being energetically more favorable than the (p–h) site.

If the thermodynamic conditions exist for chemisorption

to occur, an energy barrier larger than 3 eV is required to

etch the tube. The application of an electric field sets the

conditions for the chemisorption to take place. In open-

ended tips, the examined interactions were exothermic

with lower adsorption energies. This suggests that the

observed current suppression on exposure to O2 can be

rationalized in terms of the presence of a high percentage

of open-ended tips or tubes with structural defects.

Under a zero electric field, a small increase of about

2% in the IP was noted for capped tubes, suggesting that

O2 adsorption plays a role in the current suppression ob-

served experimentally (Table 2 in Ref. [42]). An applied

field exacerbates this current suppression, as shown by the

notable increase of the IP, ranging from 2% to 6% for

config.-(c), and 8% for config.-(d). While in config.-(a) a

small change of the IP has been observed with an applied

field, config.-(b) shows a much higher IP, with an increase

of about 46%, which could be explained by the specific

geometry at the adsorption site. As expected, charge

transfer occurs upon adsorption from carbon to oxygen

(cf. Fig. 5 in Ref. [42]). We also note that an applied field

appears to increase the negative partial atomic charge on

the oxygen atom.

Upon O2 adsorption in the absence of an electric field

in uncapped tubes, no significant effect on the IP is ob-

served in config.-(f) with respect to pristine C(5,5);

however, an increase of 2% is shown for the intermediate

and final configs.-(g) and -(h), respectively. The cor-

responding HOMO energies are consistent with the IP’s

trend (�4.81, �4.82, �4.96, and �4.93 eV, for a pristine

tube and configs.-(f), -(g), and -(h), respectively). How-

ever, under a 1 eV/Å applied field, the IPs increase to

about 5% in configs.-(f) and -(g), and 9% in config.-(h),

respectively. Once again, this implies that the current

suppression is exacerbated by an applied field, accompa-

nied by an increase in the charge transfer from carbon to

oxygen. We note that the IPs of the pristine capped and

uncapped tubes, under zero electric field, are comparable.

However, under a 1 eV/Å field strength, the IP of the

uncapped tip is 6% higher than that of a capped tube. As

for the O2 adsorbed tips, different values were obtained

depending on the adsorption sites. The effects of O2 ad-

sorption on the field emission properties is, in general,

more pronounced in the C(10,0) than in the C(5,5) tip,

with an IP increase of 13% and 30% in configs.-(k) and

Fig. 4 Effects of saturating uncapped SWCNT tips by O2

adsorption are shown for: (Top) O2 adsorption on the C(5,5)

armchair tube—configs.-(i) and -(j). (Bottom) O2 adsorption on

the C(10,0) zigzag tube—config.-(k) shows an O2 adsorption

and config.-(l) represents a saturated tip. (From Ref. [42].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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-(l), respectively, compared to the pristine C(10,0) tube.

The increase in the IPs for the saturated tip models is also

in agreement with experimental results, where a decrease

in the output current as a function of the O2 exposure time

was observed.

O3 Adsorption

An enhancement of the field emission current in the first 3

min upon ozonation of carbon nanotubes has been ex-

perimentally observed[32] although decaying is observed

as exposure time increases, indicating the beginning of the

tubes’ degradation by etching. Fig. 5 shows the optimized

structures of O3 adsorption on a capped SWCNT. Config.-

(5a) represents O3 physisorption on a capped tip; the re-

action was found to be slightly endothermic, contrary to

O2 adsorption, where such a reaction was calculated to be

exothermic. Config.-(5b) depicts a chemisorption of O3 at

the p–h site, and as noted from the calculated adsorption

energy (cf. Table 1), it is more exothermic than with O2.

This configuration may further lead to etching, such that

the middle O atom will form the third C O bond at the

tip, and therefore break it. Interestingly, our results are

consistent with the binding energies calculated for side-

wall ozonation.[44]

Although for the (p–h) capped tip site adsorption, the

calculation of the vertical IP reveals a suppression of

current, it is interesting to note that for config.-(5c), where

the ozone reaction takes place at an h–h site, our pre-

liminary calculations predict an enhancement of the cur-

rent, depicted by a reduction of ca. 5% in the IP compared

to the pristine nanotube. In this case, a five-member ring-

like structure at the p–h site cannot form, but instead an O2

molecule and an O C double bond are formed. Mulliken

analyses reveal that O2 acts as charge donor to the O C

structure, hence reducing the work function of the system,

which could serve as a possible explanation of the ex-

perimentally observed emission enhancement.[32] Fol-

lowing O3 chemisorption at the p–h site, etching may

occur, as shown in config.-(5d), where the two O atoms

are double-bonded to the tip, while the other O–C forms a

partial double bond. The larger IP of the structure shows

suppression of field emission, which is, once again, con-

sistent with experiment, as the field emission decays if the

carbon nanotubes are exposed to O3 for a longer time.

Preliminary calculations of ozonation at uncapped tubes

reveal that the ozone strongly reacts with the tube.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the review of our comprehensive exami-

nation of the adsorption mechanisms on capped and

uncapped SWCNT tip geometries provided insight into

the chemistry upon exposure of SWCNTs to O2 and O3, in

comparison with other studies. We showed that O2 ad-

sorbs through a physisorption mechanism, whereas O3

prefers to chemisorb on capped tips. However, on un-

capped tips, both O2 and O3 adsorb chemically at the

tip apex.

The desorption mechanism of O2 was examined under

an applied field, revealing that once O2 dissociates and

attaches to the tip, it becomes difficult for desorption to

take place. Indeed, the inclusion of an electric field pro-

vided a more realistic emission environment, showing

Fig. 5 O3 adsorption on a capped tube: a) physisorption: d(O–

C)=3.31 Å and d(O–O)=1.450 Å; b) chemisorption at the p–h

site: d(O–C)=1.44 Å and d(O–O)=1.47 Å; c) chemisorption at

the p–h site: d(O–C)=1.40 Å, d(O–O)=1.23 Å, and d(OO–

OC)=1.82 Å; d) etching at the p–h site with the front two O–C

bonds at d(O–C)=1.22 Å and one back O–C bond at d(O–

C)’=1.35 Å. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Table 1 IPs and adsorption energies for O3 adsorbed at

capped tips

Config. 5a 5b 5c 5d

IP (eV) 6.14 6.28 5.84 6.91

Ead (eV/Å) 0.62 �1.71 �1.02 �2.34
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that the field exacerbates current suppression upon O2

adsorption by lowering the adsorption energy at the

capped tip, thus setting the conditions for an etching

process to occur. Our adsorption energies and first IPs

clearly illustrate the sites involved in current suppres-

sion, and the increase in IP for saturated open-ended

tubes is in agreement with experimental results. Further

studies on O3 adsorption under an applied field are being

carried out.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes were discovered[1] in 1991 by means of

transmission electron microscopy in the multiwalled form

that consists of concentric shells of seamless cylinders of

graphene (a layer of graphite). The quasi one-dimensional

structure, large mechanical strength, and the conjugated

electronic structure are among the most commonly men-

tioned properties of carbon nanotubes. Current and po-

tential applications of carbon nanotubes include the

probing tip in scanning tunneling microscopy,[2] artificial

‘‘muscle’’,[3] units of electronic memory storage,[4] to

name just a few. The fascinating properties and poten-

tial uses have attracted much research interest in the car-

bon nanotubes.

The geometries, electronic properties and actuation of

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) obtained from

high-level quantum mechanical calculations are presented

in this entry. The commonly used quantum mechanical

methods are first reviewed, then the behaviors of small to

medium SWNTs with different structures are discussed

and comparison with experimental results is made when

possible. The behaviors of different groups of SWNTs are

attributed to their electronic band structures.

OVERVIEW

Shortly after the discovery of carbon nanotubes, the ge-

ometries and electronic band structures of these quasi one-

dimensional extended systems were described in general

terms.[5,6] Idealized single-walled carbon nanotubes can

be viewed as formed by rolling up a graphene sheet along

the chiral vector (n, m), where n and m are numbers of the

two lattice vectors (a1 and a2) of graphene needed to

construct the chiral vector. The translational vector is

perpendicular to the chiral vector, thus parallel to the tube

axis. Fig. 1 shows the chiral vector of a (5,3) chiral

SWNT. Because of the two-dimensional symmetry of

graphene, (n,m) is the same as (m,n), therefore by con-

vention n is larger than or equal to m. Depending on the

values of n and m, SWNTs can be achiral or chiral: (n,n)

armchair and (n,0) zigzag nanotubes are achiral, whereas

general (n>m>0) nanotubes are chiral. For a detailed

discussion of the general aspects of the geometrical and

electronic structures of SWNTs, see other related entries

in this encyclopedia. The characteristic behavior of

SWNTs shows significant deviations from the behavior of

graphene, mostly because the finite dimension perpen-

dicular to the tube axis introduces quantization of the

energy levels leading to subgroups of ‘‘metallic’’ and

‘‘semiconducting’’ tubes. The importance of the remain-

der of the (n�m)/3 division has been discovered by ap-

plying a simple tight binding theory to the electronic

structure of SWNTs. This simplification leads to results

that we refer to as ‘‘ideal’’ in this entry. The remainder of

(n�m)/3 is related to the mapping of the highest occu-

pied and lowest unoccupied levels of SWNTs to the en-

ergy levels of graphene that are closest to the Fermi

energy, and this leads to the broad categories of ‘‘metal-

lic’’ (n�m=3i, i is an integer) and ‘‘semiconducting’’

(n�m=3i+1 and 3i+2) SWNTs.[5,6]

The observed SWNTs[7,8] have diameters from a half to

a few nanometers and lengths up to several micrometers,

hence the name. In both graphite and nanotubes, the car-

bon atoms are in an sp2 hybridized form with one p atomic

orbital perpendicular to the surface of graphene or the tube

left to form the p molecular orbitals. The planarity of the

graphite layer ensures that the overlap between the p

atomic orbitals of adjacent carbon atoms is maximal, thus

the strongest possible in-plane bond is formed in graphite.

In the cylindrical nanotubes, the orbital overlap is reduced

because of the curvature. When the diameters are large,

the reduction in the bond strength should be minimal,

therefore the properties of large nanotubes are expected to

mostly follow that of graphene. On the other hand, small

diameters introduce large curvatures, thus large changes

in both geometrical and electronic properties should occur
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for small diameter nanotubes. While it was largely ig-

nored early on, recent theoretical and experimental studies

have shown that the curvature effect introduces notice-

able deviations for the small diameter nanotubes from

the ‘‘ideal’’ behaviors expected from that of the ideal-

ized SWNTs.

Experimentally, SWNTs are usually formed in bundles

where each bundle consists of many intertwined nano-

tubes. The interaction between the individual tubes in a

bundle is small but sometimes noticeable.[9,10] Such

influences include the observed pseudogap of �0.1 eV

(a dip of the density-of-states, DOS, curve at EF) for the

bundled (8,8) armchair SWNT instead of the smooth DOS

curve at EF for the isolated nanotube.[9] In this entry, we

focus on the intrinsic geometries and electronic band gaps

of isolated SWNTs.

This entry reviews the latest understanding of the

unique features of small to medium nanotubes based on

theoretical studies employing quantum mechanical cal-

culations. First, the commonly used computational meth-

ods are reviewed. Second, in groups of different chiral-

ities, we look at the geometrical parameters and the

electronic band gaps of neutral nanotubes. The (n,n)

armchair nanotubes and three subgroups of (n,0) zigzag

nanotubes with n=3i, 3i+1, and 3i+2 show unique trends

in these properties. Third, following a brief discussion of

the dimensional change in the in-plane lattice of graphite

intercalation compounds, we discuss the actuation of

isolated SWNTs upon charge injection. Finally, all the

unique geometrical and electronic properties of small to

medium SWNTs are attributed to the allowed states in the

reciprocal k-space, i.e., their band structures.

COMMONLY USED
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The length-to-diameter ratio for SWNTs is on the order of

thousand, making them suitable for the application of

periodic boundary conditions. Inclusion of one unit cell

under periodic boundary conditions has been used by

many authors and will therefore be the emphasis of this

entry. An oligomer approach, on the other hand, must

include at least several unit cells and thus requires a few

hundred atoms even for the simplest SWNTs, which

becomes computationally expensive when combined with

high-level quantum mechanical theory. The oligomer

approach is useful in studying the end effect of finite-

length SWNTs and several studies have appeared in the

literature.[11–13]

Quantum mechanical calculations are needed in order

to predict reliable geometrical and electronic data for

SWNTs. Moreover, the conjugated nature of their elec-

tronic structures requires accurate treatment of the elec-

tron correlation effects, which calls for post-Hartree–Fock

(post-HF) ab initio methods such as the second-order

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2).[14] However,

the computational cost for the traditional post-HF ab initio

methods would be prohibitively expensive. The general

need to correctly treat electron correlation effects within

reasonable computation time has made density functional

theory (DFT)[15] a commonly used alternative. Within the

framework of DFT, local density approximation (LDA)

and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) have both

found application for isolated SWNTs. LDA calculations

were first carried out by Blasé et al.[16] for (n,0) zigzag

nanotubes with n = 6–9. Kanamitsu and Saito[17] used the

Ceperley–Alder LDA functional,[18] while Kürti et al.[19,20]

used the Perdew and Zunger LDA functional.[21] Sun et

al.[22,23] used the Perdew–Wang 91 (PW91) GGA func-

tional,[24] which has been shown[25] to give better bond

lengths than LDA functionals for, among others, trans-

polyacetylene when experimental data. The PW91 func-

tional was also used by Liu and Chan[26] for SWNTs with 4

Å diameter and by Gülseren et al.[27] for zigzag SWNTs.

Plane-wave basis sets were used in these studies, in com-

bination with either pseudopotentials in the forms of

Kleinman–Bylander,[28] Vanderbilt,[29,30] or in combina-

tion with projector augmented-wave methods.[31,32] To

minimize the effect of neighboring nanotubes, intertube

distances were normally set to substantial values, ranging

from 6 Å up to 11 Å.

Mintmire and coworkers used a first-principles, all-

electron, self-consistent local-density functional (LDF)

method and Gaussian-type orbitals in their studies.[33–35]

This approach specifically takes advantage of the helical

symmetry of the SWNTs. The geometry, elastic proper-

ties, and vibrations of selected SWNTs were studied by

Fig. 1 The chiral vector of the (5,3) single-walled carbon

nanotube. Rolling up the graphene sheet along this chiral vector

forms the chiral (5,3) nanotube. The translational vector is

perpendicular to the chiral vector. The two lattice vectors of

graphene, a1 and a2, are also shown. The achiral nanotubes (n,n)

and (n,0) are commonly referred to as armchair and zigzag nano-

tubes, respectively. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Ordejón and coworkers[36–38] with the Perdew–Zunger

LDA functional and the minimum pseudoatomic orbi-

tals[39] within the linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO) approximation.

A new functionality utilizing periodic boundary con-

ditions[40] has been introduced in the newly released

Gaussian 03 program package.[41] This functionality uses

Gaussian-type basis sets and can perform calculations

with HF and DFT Hamiltonians. A few applications using

this feature have been reported in the literature, including

the geometries[40,42] of isolated armchair SWNTs using

the Perdew, Burke, and Emzerhof (PBE) functional.[43,44]

It was also shown[45] that the PBE functional gives good

results for metallic tubes, whereas the PBE0 hybrid

functional[46,47] gives good results for semiconducting

tubes. More results on SWNTs are expected soon partly

because of the availability of many functionals in Gaus-

sian 03 that appear to give good results on geometries and

other properties.

GEOMETRY OF SINGLE-WALLED
CARBON NANOTUBES

Each carbon atom in graphite is sp2 hybridized and has

three bonds connecting with its neighbors. These three

bonds are symmetrically related and have identical length

of 1.42 Å.[48] Upon rolling-up to form a SWNT, the

equality along the in-plane lattice vectors a1 and a2 of

graphite is lost, resulting in two types of C–C bonds in

achiral nanotubes and three types in chiral nanotubes. We

refer to the bonds oriented mainly around the circumfer-

ence in achiral nanotubes as b1 and the bonds mainly

along the tube axis as b2. Two and three types of bond

angles also result for achiral and chiral nanotubes, re-

spectively. In the following, results for these parameters

from quantum chemical calculations are reviewed. We

will also look at the diameters and the lengths of the

translational vectors along the tube axis as they describe

the overall geometry of the isolated SWNTs.

Armchair SWNTs

The structures of (n,n) armchair SWNTs with n=5–16

were studied by Sun et al.[23] using the PW91 GGA

functional. The bond lengths (1.419–1.427 Å) for both b1

and b2 are very close to the calculated bond length of

graphene, 1.419 Å Fig. 2(a). The larger bond lengths are

predicted for b1 in the smallest nanotubes, while the

lengths of both b1 and b2 approach that of graphene in

medium diameter nanotubes. Both types of bond angles

are slightly smaller than the graphene value of 120�. As a

result, the diameters are larger than the values expected

from a perfect roll-up of graphene by as much as 0.10 Å,

while the lengths of the translational vectors are shorter

than the ideal corresponding value by up to 0.03 Å. The

structure of the (3,3) armchair SWNT was studied by Liu

and Chan using the PW91 functional, where b1 was found

to be 0.01 Å longer than b2.[26] This is consistent with the

results of Sun et al. in that the difference between b1 and

b2 should increase from 0.004 Å for (5,5) with decreasing

diameter. A similar increase of the diameters for armchair

nanotubes was also obtained from LDA calculations by

Kürti et al.[19]

Bettinger et al.[42] calculated the geometries of arm-

chair nanotubes with n = 3–10 and 12 at the PBE/3-21G

level of theory. The basis set is probably too small for the

accurate absolute bond length values, but the trends ap-

pear reliable. The bond lengths of b1 and b2 are in the

range of 1.43–1.45 Å with the longer bonds occurring in

the small diameter nanotubes. These bond lengths are

longer than the abovementioned results, but are consistent

with the slightly longer bond length in graphene (1.431 Å)

by the same method. Similar results for n = 5–6, 8, and

Fig. 2 The predicted (a) bond lengths and (b) bond length

differences between b1 and b2 for armchair and zigzag

nanotubes. Lines connecting the calculated points are provided

to show trends. (From Ref. [23]. Copyright 2003, The American

Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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10 were obtained earlier from LDA–LCAO calculations

by Sanchez-Portal et al.[36]

Zigzag SWNTs

The isolated (n,0) zigzag SWNTs so far are the most in-

tensely studied nanotubes by theory, because they not only

have smaller unit cells than armchair and chiral nanotubes

with similar diameters, but also display more features in

their geometrical and electronic structures. Employing an

LDA method, Kanamitsu and Saito showed[17] that b1

bonds in zigzag nanotubes with n = 5–12 are elongated

relative to graphene, whereas b2 bonds are shortened. The

deviations of b1 and b2 from the ideal value of graphene

are roughly proportional to 1/D2, where D is the diameter

of the nanotube. The angle between a b1 bond and a b2

bond remains close to 120� for all zigzag nanotubes

studied. In contrast, the angle between two b1 bonds is

predicted to be as small as 111� for (5,0) and increases

toward 120� proportionally to 1/D2. A similar behavior of

the bond lengths and bond angles was reported in GGA

calculations by Gülseren et al.[27]

The earlier LDA and GGA results were largely con-

firmed by Sun et al. using PW91 GGA method.[23] An

interesting trend emerged in the GGA results shown in

Fig. 2(a), but was not seen in the earlier results. The bond

lengths of the 12 nanotubes form four groups, encom-

passing from n = 5–7, 8–10, 11–13, 14–16, respectively.

Within each group, the smallest nanotube has the longest

b1 and shortest b2, and vice versa. The difference within

each group diminishes with increasing n, i.e., when the

diameter increases. This trend is amplified in Fig. 2(b)

where the bond length differences between b1 and b2 are

shown. This behavior is a direct consequence of the triad

periodic feature of the electronic band structures of the

zigzag SWNTs, which will be discussed below.

The translational vectors in small zigzag SWNTs are

slightly shorter than the values expected from graphene

[by 0.015 Å for (5,0)], and with larger index n, the

translational vectors approach the graphene value of

4.257 Å.[23] Following the trend of bond lengths, a similar

triad behavior is seen for the predicted lengths of the

translational vectors for zigzag nanotubes. All the calcu-

lated diameters are longer than the ideal values by as

much as 0.17 Å (4.1%) for (5,0) and a triad periodicity is

also seen.[49]

Chiral SWNTs

Because the repeat units of chiral nanotubes are much

larger than those of achiral ones of similar diameters,

high-level quantum mechanical results were only recently

reported by Kürti et al.[19,20] Employing an LDA func-

tional, these authors studied SWNTs with diameters up to

8 Å for chiral nanotubes and up to 16 Å for achiral ones.

For most of the chiral nanotubes, two of the three bonds

elongate, whereas the third bond that forms the smallest

angle with the tube axis shortens. The shortening of the

third bond is consistent with the shortening of bond b2 in

zigzag nanotubes. Two chiral nanotubes (3,2) and (4,3)

have quite different bond lengths from the others. In

contrast to other chiral tubes, the third bond in these two

nanotubes elongate by up to 1%. These two tubes have

(n�m) = 1, and this may be the cause of their unusual

bond lengths. The lengths of the translational vectors of

most chiral tubes are all shorter than the idealized values

by up to 1.3%, except those of (3,2) and (4,3), which are

longer. Similar to the achiral tubes, the diameters of the

chiral tubes are predicted to be larger than the idealized

values, and the change is larger for small nanotubes. The

bond angles are all smaller than 120� in chiral nanotubes,

and the magnitude of the deviation depends on the par-

ticular angle and the (n,m) index of the nanotube.

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SWNTS

The band structures of SWNTs have been the subject of

many theoretical studies. Earlier works[5,6,33,50] showed

that 1/3 of the nanotubes with (n�m) = 3i (i is an integer)

are one-dimensional metals, whereas the remaining 2/3 of

the nanotubes with (n�m) = 3i+1 and 3i+2 are semi-

conductors. This conclusion, based on the tight-binding

theory, is valid for nanotubes that have relatively large

diameters. For small isolated SWNTs, the curvature effect

substantially changes their electronic structures and the

deviation from the tight-binding results has been observed

in density functional theory calculations.

Armchair SWNTs

Armchair (n,n) nanotubes are all metallic as there is a

level crossing at k=±2p/(3c) in the tight-binding theory.

The recent GGA calculations[23] confirmed the tight-

binding prediction. Indeed, the level crossing at the Fermi

level is predicted to be very close to the above position

and all armchair nanotubes with n=5–10, 12, and 15 have

very similar band structures. A similar result was also

reported for (3,3) SWNT.[26,35]

Zigzag SWNTs

The band gaps of zigzag (n,0) nanotubes occur at k=0 in

the tight-binding theory. They are confirmed by both LDA

and GGA calculations as being the gaps between p and p*

bands.[16,17,23,27,35] These p–p* gaps are the overall band

gaps for zigzag tubes with large diameters. But for small

diameter zigzag tubes, the overall band gaps are the gaps

between the doubly degenerate p bands and a nondegen-

erate band. The nondegenerate band is lower than the
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doubly degenerate p* bands and this is the result of

the strong s*–p* hybridization in small nanotubes.[16]

In the band structure of (6,0), the nondegenerate band

is lower than the doubly degenerate highest occupied p
bands at k = 0, thus a level crossing occurs at a generic

k-point at k =�0.16p/c. As a result, the band gap for (6,0)

is zero instead of the small nonzero p–p* gap. This is also

true for (4,0) and (5,0) SWNTs.[17,23,27,35] For (7,0) and

(8,0) SWNTs, the nondegenerate band lies between the p
and p* bands at k = 0, resulting in overall band gaps that

are smaller than the p–p* gaps. For (9,0) and larger

nanotubes, the nondegenerate band is above the p* bands

at k = 0, making the p–p* gap the overall band gap. Both

LDA and GGA give similar results for the band gaps of

small zigzag nanotubes. Subtle differences include the

values of the band gaps and whether the (7,0) tube is

metallic[17] or semiconducting.[16,23,27,35]

According to their band gaps, the zigzag nanotubes can

be divided into three subgroups:[23] n = 3i, 3i+1, and 3i+2

following the pattern given by the remainder of (n�m)/3.

The zigzag nanotubes with n=3i have very small gaps,

those with n = 3i+1 have large gaps and those with

n = 3i+2 have even larger gaps than n = 3i+1. These three

subgroups are related to the triad periodicity in the bond

length and are caused by the allowed states in the k-space,

which will be discussed in the last section in detail.

Gülseren et al.[27] further addressed the band gaps of

zigzag SWNTs. While the energies of the nondegenerate

band, the highest occupied p bands, and the lowest un-

occupied p* bands all rise with increasing diameter, the

nondegenerate band rises much faster than the others, as

shown in Fig. 3(a). The nondegenerate band crosses the

highest occupied p bonds before (7,0) and further

becomes higher than the lowest unoccupied p* bands at

n=9, thus all n<7 zigzag nanotubes are metallic whereas

the p–p* separations are the band gaps for n�9. Conse-

quently, the band gaps of medium zigzag nanotubes

(n�9) closely follow the 1/R relationship, while the (n,m)

index also plays an important role. The equations earlier

derived from tight-binding theory were able to account for

the band gaps of medium to large zigzag nanotubes.[51–53]

Fig. 3(b) illustrates the agreement between the GGA band

gaps and the curves obtained from Eq. 1:[27]

Eg ¼ Vppp
d0

R
1 þ ð � 1Þpg cosð3yÞ d0

R

� �
ð1Þ

where Vppp = 2.53 eV is the hopping matrix element and

parameter g has a value of 0.43. Other parameters are the

bond length d0 in graphene, the tube radius R, the chiral

angle y, and the index p defined as n�m = 3i+p. [Note

that this definition is for the (n,m) notation where n�m

instead of n�2m in Ref. [52].] Good agreement between

the GGA results and experimental data[9,54,55] is also

seen in Fig. 3(b). Note that comparing the DFT predic-

tions with experimental gaps usually requires systematic

empirical corrections, for instance scaling. The trends

among the calculated gaps are more reliable than the ab-

solute values.

Chiral SWNTs

Limited quantum mechanical results are available in the

literature for the electronic properties of chiral SWNTs. A

much-reduced indirect band gap of about 0.2 eV was

reported for the (4,2) chiral nanotube.[26] In contrast to the

symmetric DOS predictions by tight-binding theory, the

predicted DOS curve for the (4,2) nanotube is asymmetric,

highlighting the need for high-level quantum mechanical

treatment. The asymmetric DOS curve is a consequence of

the curvature effect in small nanotubes. Mintmire and

White predicted a direct band gap of 0.9 eV for (9,2)

SWNT occurring at about one-third of the way from k = 0

to p.[34] Mintmire and coworkers[35] also studied the band

Fig. 3 (a) Energies of the doubly degenerate p states (VB), the

doubly degenerate p* states (CB), and the nondegenerate p*

state as a function of nanotube radius. Each data point

corresponds to n ranging from 4 to 15 consecutively. (b) The

calculated band gaps as a function of the tube radius shown by

filled symbols. Solid (dashed) lines are the plots of Eq. 3 [Eq. 2]

in Ref. [52]. The experimental data are shown by open diamonds

(Refs. [9], [54], and [55]). (From Ref. [27]. Copyright 2002, The

American Physical Society.)
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gaps of five other chiral SWNTs. The (4,2) tube is pre-

dicted to have an indirect bang gap of 0.34 eV, in quali-

tative agreement with Liu and Chan.[26] The (4,3) tube has

a gap of 1.28 eV, implying it as the largest band gap

among all possible SWNTs. The band gaps for other chiral

tubes are 0.46 eV for (3,2) and 0.00 eV for (5,1), re-

spectively, whereas the (4,1) tube is metallic. The analysis

of additional chiral SWNTs is certainly desirable and is

currently in progress.

ACTUATION OF SWNTS UPON
CHARGE INJECTION

Graphite Intercalation Compounds

It has long been known that the C–C bonds in trans-

polyacetylene[56] and graphite[48] elongate/shorten when

doped with electron donors/acceptors. The recent dis-

covery of electrochemical actuation of SWNTs[3] has

brought renewed attention to these two systems. This

asymmetric strain response upon charge injection has re-

cently been reproduced by DFT calculations for both

doped trans-polyacetylene[57] and graphite intercalation

compounds.[58] Here we briefly summarize the results for

the latter as a way of introducing the subject for SWNTs.

The geometries of a series of graphite intercalation com-

pounds were optimized by Sun et al.[58] using the PW91

GGA functional and pseudopotential plane-wave basis

sets. Good agreement was obtained between the calcu-

lated interlayer distances and experimental values. The

strain–charge relationship (strain is percentage change in

the in-plane lattice) for LiC6, KC8, CaC6, BaC6, C18PF6,

and C24AsF6 agrees well with experimental values,[59–63]

as shown in Fig. 4. The charge transfers between graphene

and dopants are calculated to be complete for LiC6, KC8,

C18PF6, and C24AsF6, whereas they are 85% and 81% for

CaC6 and BaC6, respectively. Numerical experiments

show that the charge value in a hypothetical graphite

intercalation compound KC6 decreases with increasing

Fig. 4 Strain in graphite intercalation compounds and charged

graphene as calculated by density functional theory and

compared with experiment. The continuous curve corresponds

to the jellium calculations at d = 6 Å in all three panels, q is the

per carbon charge. (a) Theoretical results using the relaxed

counterion model and the jellium model. (b) The predicted strain

in KC6 (five different interlayer distances) and C6Cl (four

different interlayer distances) by the fixed counterion model.

(c) The strain predicted by the jellium model is compared with

experimental data. References: K (Ref. [59]), Li (Ref. [60]), Ba

(Ref. [61]), MnCl2 (Ref. [62]), AsF5 (Ref. [63]). (From Ref. [58].

Copyright 2003, The American Physical Society.)
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interlayer distance, resulting in reduced strain response

[Fig. 4b] This behavior is comparable to the measured

low strain values at low doping levels, where the charge

transfer from each dopant is complete, but the large car-

bon-to-dopant ratio makes the per carbon charge small.

The generic strain of the carbon network was obtained

from calculations that include only the carbon atoms

whereas the dopants are represented by a uniform back-

ground charge ( jellium model). When negative charges

are injected, the in-plane lattice of graphite increases,

whereas positive charges cause the in-plane lattice to

decrease. As illustrated in Fig. 4c, the generic strain value

calculated using an interlayer distance of 6 Å is in good

agreement with results from both full calculations and

experimental measurements. Earlier studies have pre-

dicted larger strain values by Pietronero and Strässler,[64]

and smaller strain values by Kertesz et al.[65] and Chan

et al.[66]

Similar results were also obtained for the strain–charge

relationship in doped trans-polyacetylene using the same

theoretical method.[57] The different behavior for electron

and hole injections in these systems has been tied to the

breaking of the electron-hole symmetry due to second

neighbor interactions in PA, graphene, and in SWNTs

as well.[67]

Isolated SWNTs

Sheets of SWNTs were shown recently to actuate in

electrochemical cell upon charge injection, which may

find many important applications.[3] As no dopant inter-

calation is required, the electrochemical actuation of

SWNTs is considered superior to those techniques that do

require it. Quantum chemical and double-layer electro-

static effects were postulated as the cause of the expansion

upon electron injection and the contraction upon hole

injection. Sun et al. studied the generic strain response of

isolated achiral SWNTs using PW91 GGA functional in

the DFT calculations.[22,23] Different strains were pre-

dicted for the (n,n) armchair nanotubes and the (n,0)

zigzag nanotubes with different (n/3) values. The arm-

chair nanotubes all have strain–charge curves similar to

that of graphene. Generally, this similarity is more pro-

nounced for the larger diameter tubes, as expected. The

zigzag nanotubes with n=3i also have strain values sim-

ilar to that of graphene at any given charge transfer value,

except for the small (6,0) tube which shows reduced strain

on the negative charge side. For zigzag nanotubes with

n = 3i+1, the strain curves initially take a deep dive on the

positive side, then turn back to approach the graphene

curve. This dive is deeper for small tubes than for large

tubes. Large deviations from the strain of graphene were

predicted for the 3i+2 series. The strain for (5,0) is pos-

itive for small positive charges and negative for small

negative charges, in contrast to the graphene curve. At

large charges, the strain for (5,0) resumes the usual

asymmetric shape but the magnitude is much smaller than

for graphene. The deviation from the graphene curve

decreases from (5,0) to (8,0) and (11,0) before eventually

vanishing for (14,0).

The strain–charge behavior of the achiral SWNTs

seems complicated, but a much clearer picture emerges in

Fig. 5 when the strains for a given charge are plotted

against the tube diameters.[23] The four types of achiral

tubes show different trends. The strains for armchair

nanotubes are similar to that of graphene for both +0.01

and �0.01 e charges, even for the ones as small as (5,5).

For the zigzag nanotubes, the three subgroups have strain

values for small diameters that are different from that of

graphene, but all three series approach the strain of gra-

phene with increasing diameters.

ALLOWED STATES IN THE
k-SPACE FOR SWNTS

We have shown above that there are four types of achiral

nanotubes: (n,n) armchair nanotubes plus (n,0) zigzag

nanotubes with n = 3i, 3i+1, and 3i+2. The bond length,

Fig. 5 Calculated strain as a function of SWNT diameter (D)

for the four types of achiral nanotubes. Strain is calculated with

respect to the neutral tubes at q = ±0.01 e/carbon charge

injection level. Solid marks and lines refer to q =�0.01 e, and

empty marks and dashed lines refer to q = +0.01 e charge

injection. The limiting values calculated for graphene (‘‘graph’’)

are also shown. Strain is defined as percentage change of the

translational vector. (From Ref. [23]. Copyright 2003, The

American Chemical Society.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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length and diameter of the tube, band gap and strain re-

sponse upon charge injection all have different behavior

for each type. The difference in their properties arises

from the different electronic structures for each type. As

the electronic structures of SWNTs can be obtained, to the

first-order approximation, from the allowed states in

k-space,[5,6] we relate the observed trends to the allowed

k states. The allowed k states for (6,0) are shown as ver-

tical line segments in Fig. 6(a), where the hexagons rep-

resent the first Brillouin zone for graphene. The K point is

where the highest occupied p band and the lowest unoc-

cupied p* band of graphene meet to form its zero band

gap. For SWNTs, the allowed k-point that is closest to the

K point gives the corresponding p bands, thus the p–p*

gaps of nanotubes are determined by how close to K the

closest allowed k-point can be. For armchair and zigzag

nanotubes with n = 3i, the K point is always allowed, the

latter being illustrated in Fig. 6(b), therefore the band gaps

for these nanotubes are zero in simple tight-binding the-

ory. For the zigzag nanotubes with n = 3i+1, the

allowed k-point closest to the K point is located on the

MK line and moves closer to the K point with increasing

diameter. In Fig. 6(c) three segments are shown repre-

senting the closest k-points for three different zigzag

nanotubes with n = 3i+1. As the p–p* separation is

smaller when closer to the K point, the p–p* gap in this

type of SWNTs decreases with increasing diameter. The

k-point closest to K for n = 3i+2 is located on the GK

line and approaches the K point with increasing diameter,

as shown in Fig. 6(d). As the p–p* separation is larger

along the GK line than along the MK line, the p–p* gap

for n = 3i+2 is larger than that for n = 3i+1.

This analysis holds true for medium to large zigzag

nanotubes where the p–p* gaps are the real band gaps. For

small nanotubes, the s*–p* hybridization needs to be

taken into account, resulting in the reduced band gaps for

(7,0) and (8,0), the level crossing in the (6,0) and smaller

tubes, and the narrow gaps for (9,0), (12,0), and (15,0)

tubes. For chiral nanotubes, general trends cannot be

drawn from the limited data available in the literature.

However, electronic behaviors similar to the ones dis-

cussed above are expected for chiral nanotubes because,

after all, it is the electronic structure that determines the

other properties.

CONCLUSION

Density functional theory in various forms of imple-

mentations has been applied to study the geometries,

electronic band gaps, and strain–charge response for the

isolated single-walled carbon nanotubes by a number of

research groups. General consensus on the properties of

achiral SWNTs has been reached based on both LDA and

GGA calculations. The geometries of the (n,n) armchair

SWNTs closely follow that of graphene and all armchair

SWNTs are metallic, which is consistent with early tight-

binding predictions. Large deviations from the tight-

binding predictions are shown for small diameter (n,0)

zigzag nanotubes and for small diameter chiral tubes.

Zigzag SWNTs belong to different subgroups corres-

ponding to n = 3i, 3i+1, and 3i+2. This is related to the

remainder of (n�m)/3 values and is a consequence of the

k-space mapping of the graphene and nanotube energy

levels closest to the Fermi level. Narrow band gaps are

predicted for n = 3i series having medium diameters, in

good agreement with experimental data. Medium band

gaps are predicted for medium and large nanotubes with

n = 3i+1 and 3i+2 with the latter having slightly larger

band gaps than the former. The geometries of zigzag

nanotubes show a triad periodicity similar to their band

gaps. All small zigzag nanotubes are metallic because of

the strong s*–p* hybridization caused by the large cur-

vature. Upon charge injection, the length of large diameter

nanotubes changes in a way similar to graphene, whereas

significant deviations are again observed for small diam-

eter nanotubes.

Unlike the achiral SWNTs, relatively little ab initio

work has been done on chiral nanotubes, mostly because

of their large repeating units. More studies are needed,

especially using ab initio quantum mechanical methods,

which show results deviating from the ideal tight-binding

behavior, e.g., the zero band gaps for small zigzag

nanotubes and the much-reduced indirect band gap of

Fig. 6 (a) The allowed k-points for (6,0) zigzag SWNT shown

in the Brillouin zone of graphene, and the allowed k-points

closest to the K point for (n,0) zigzag SWNTs with (b) n = 3i,

(c) n = 3i+1 for three consecutive i values and (d) n = 3i+2

for three consecutive i values. Larger tubes have the allowed

k-points closer to the K point. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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(4,2) instead of the large direct band gap predicted by

tight-binding theory. More chiral nanotubes need to be

included to see if any trend that is similar to those of

zigzag nanotubes exists. It would also be interesting to

see detailed geometrical analysis for additional chiral

nanotubes.

It is worth noting that none of the applied theoretical

methods was able to correctly reproduce the bond length

alternation in trans-polyacetylene, an important parameter

in extended conjugated systems.[25,68] Employing meth-

ods that give better results for this parameter is desirable

in future work for SWNTs. Such methods include post-HF

methods such as MP2 and hybrid DFT functionals such as

B3LYP.[69,70]

The effects of the termini and defects in SWNTs have

been studied in the literature, although are not discussed

here. However, as these effects have important implica-

tions for the electronic properties of SWNTs, more high-

level theoretical studies are called for.
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Using Capillary Electrophoresis

Stephen K. Doorn
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Fulfilling the promise that carbon nanotubes hold for new

lightweight, high-performance materials and nanoscale

electronics and sensors, among other areas, will require

production of bulk quantities of pure material. Much

progress has been made in production, including electric-

arc, laser ablation, and catalytic gas-phase growth meth-

ods, which are beginning to prove themselves for large-

scale production of raw nanotube material. Initial pu-

rification work has focused on breaking up the carbon mat

resulting from production and elimination of amorphous

carbon and catalyst material from the end product.[6–15]

With the increasing availability of relatively pure

product, it is becoming feasible to pursue geometry

selective separations of carbon nanotubes. Structure-based

purification for isolation of specific properties will be an

important tool for advancing nanotube science. For

example, differences in the geometrical parameters (n,

m) will determine whether the nanotubes are conducting

or semiconducting.[16] Changes in (n, m) also result in

differences in diameter. A (10, 6) tube will be semicon-

ducting and have diameter of 1.11 nm, while a (10, 10)

tube is conducting, with diameter of 1.32 nm. Thus the

ability to separate tubes based on geometry will also

ultimately provide a degree of selectivity over electronic

properties. Field-flow fractionation[17] (FFF) and size-

exclusion chromatography[18,19] have demonstrated some

success at length-based separations, but result in fractions

with broad length distributions. However, recent work

using flow field-flow fractionation demonstrates progress

in producing narrower distributions.[20] Electrophoretic

separations may also be promising. Bulk electrophoresis

has been used for alignment of nanotubes and is capable

of separating nanotubes from particulate impurities.[21]

Gel electrophoresis has produced fractions with similar

length distributions as found for FFF separations.[22]

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has only been recently

investigated for purification of carbon nanotubes. The

high-resolution separations available with this method are

intrinsically dependent on solute geometry and may prove

valuable in the separation of nanotubes by geometric

specification. The first reported use on electric arc

produced nanotubes demonstrated its ability to separate

nanotubes according to length.[23] More recent work has

shown that this approach may be capable of producing

diameter-specific separations as well.[24] These recent

studies are described in this article.

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a rapid, high-resolution

chemical separation method that has found widespread

use in applications ranging from DNA separation to

chemical speciation. Depending on analyte and separation

parameters, typical elution times range from 1 to 20

min.[25] CE separations are based on charge- and size-

dependent mobility of solution phase species under the

influence of an applied electric field. A brief description

of the method as applied to separation/purification of

carbon nanotubes is given here. More comprehensive

treatments can be found in a variety of sources.[25,26]

A schematic of a simple CE apparatus is shown in

Fig. 1. CE is performed in narrow bore glass capillaries

[typically 50–100 �m inner diameter (i.d.)] that are filled

with electrolyte/buffer solution. The capillary ends are

immersed in electrolyte reservoirs. Separations are driven

by a high voltage applied across the capillary after the

introduction of sample at one end. For the single-wall

carbon nanotube (SWNT) separations described here, a

positive potential is applied at the sample inlet, while the

effluent end is held at ground. Detection of separated

species is performed at some point downstream through a

window in the capillary coating. Separations are influ-

enced by two main factors: the electrophoretic and

electroosmotic flows (EOF).

Electrophoretic Basis for Separations

Separation of different species in CE is a result of

differences in their electrophoretic mobilities (mep) under

the influence of an applied electric field (E). Resultant

velocities (Vep) are a product of the two (Eq. 1):

Vep ¼ mepE ð1Þ
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mep ¼ q=6Zpr ð2Þ

Mobilities are (Eq. 2) dependent on the species charge

(q), solution viscosity (Z), and, for the simplest (spheri-

cal) case, species radius (r). For more complex geome-

tries, mobility is more correctly determined by overall

charge density of the species. Small, highly charged

species will be more mobile under the influence of the

applied field than large, weakly charged species. This

strong dependence on geometric factors makes CE

potentially attractive for length- and diameter-based

separations of carbon nanotubes.

A number of experimentally controllable factors can

influence Vep through effects on species charge and

geometry, as well as on viscosity. Electrolyte pH will

influence total charge on a species and may affect

geometry through pH-induced conformational changes.

Buffer concentration also affects viscosity, as will changes

in temperature.

Electroosmotic Flow

Silica capillaries used in CE are commonly conditioned

with NaOH prior to use to convert surface silanol groups

(Si–OH) to the negatively charged silanate (Si–O�).

Introduction of electrolyte subsequently produces a diffuse

double layer of buffer cations attracted to the silonate

groups. The outer layer is loosely bound and is mobile in

the presence of an applied electric field (E). The mobile

outer layer moves toward the cathode and effectively drags

the bulk solution with it, giving rise to the electroosmotic

flow (Veof). Electroosmotic flow (EOF) produces a plug

flow (rather than hydrodynamic flow) of fractions through

the capillary. Plug flow yields sharp narrow fractions. EOF

is also largely responsible for the rapid separations

available with CE. Finally, EOF makes possible separa-

tions of anions, neutrals, and cations in one process.

EOF depends (Eq. 3) on the zeta potential (z,

proportional to the double layer thickness), applied field

(E), and buffer viscosity (Z):

Veof ¼ ezE=4pZ ð3Þ

As with Vep, experimentally controllable parameters have

a large effect on Veof. Changes in buffer concentration and

temperature affect the solution viscosity in the same

manner as for Vep. The zeta potential is also directly linked

to the buffer concentration: lowering the concentration

lowers z, thus decreasing Veof. Because z is proportional to

the charge on the capillary wall, pH can also have a

significant effect on Veof. At high pH, most of the silanol

groups will be converted to the silonate, resulting in a high

charge and z. Thus Veof increases as pH is increased.

Because pH can also affect Vep through its influence on

the degree of species ionization, pH is generally adjusted

to give the best separation, with secondary consideration

given to flow velocity.

CE as Applied to Carbon Nanotubes

The total species velocity (Vtot) is the sum of Veof and Vep

(Eq. 4). It is possible, as in the case of separations of

anions, for these two terms to have opposite signs. As long

as the magnitude of

Vtot ¼ Veof þ Vep ð4Þ

Veof is greater than Vep in anionic separations, there will

still be net transport of analytes to the cathode, or effluent,

end of the capillary. This is an important consideration for

nanotube separations, as the solubilized nanotubes are

negatively charged. In the absence of an electroosmotic

flow, a positive applied voltage (as used in these studies)

would simply result in the nanotubes being redeposited at

the anode buffer vial. Instead, the EOF results in the

passage of nanotubes through the capillary and may be

adjusted to optimize separations.

The nanotubes are negatively charged as a result of

their dissolution through sonication in aqueous solutions

of 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). This is slightly

above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) for SDS

(0.24%), and has been shown to efficiently suspend

carbon nanotubes while minimizing their aggrega-

tion.[8,27] SDS was shown to provide the basis for

separation of other carbon materials (fullerenes) in

micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC).[28]

However, for SWNT separations, the use of a micellar

medium such as SDS does not have the same significance

as in an MEKC application. MEKC relies on partitioning

of a neutral solute into the micelle.[25] The SWNTs are too

large to reside in the spherical intramicellar region.
Fig. 1 Simple schematic of apparatus for performing capillary

electrophoresis. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Instead, the hydrophobic SDS tails are expected to

specifically interact with the nanotube surface, providing

it with a negative charge through the anionic sulfate head

groups.[27] Modeling of these interactions suggests the

resultant geometry to be a nanotube encapsulated in a

cylindrical micelle.[29] The resultant electrostatic repul-

sion between encapsulated tubes stabilizes them against

van der Waals attraction. Investigations into the phase

behavior of the SDS/SWNT/water system show that, for

the relative concentration of SDS and SWNTs used here, a

stable single phase dispersion of nanotubes results.[27]

Typical separation parameters for the studies described

here use run buffers of 50 mM Trizma base in 0.5% SDS

solution. Separations are carried out in 75 um i.d., 75- to

100-cm-long glass capillaries. Capillaries are conditioned

for 2 min using 0.2–1 M NaOH, followed by flushing with

deionized water and buffer solution. Samples are pressure-

loaded at 100–500 mbar before applying the separation

voltage. The buffer pH of 9 results in relatively rapid

separations. Lowering the pH will result in closer matching

of Veof and Vep, which may improve the resolution of the

separations, but at the cost of increased separation times.

Lowering pH to acidic values may result in decreased

charge on the nanotubes through protonation of SDS

headgroups. Applied voltage was typically +15 kV in these

studies. Higher voltages would result in faster separations

but may introduce joule heating that would change buffer

viscosity and could induce roping of the nanotubes. The

voltages used were kept within the linear range of a

voltage-vs.-current plot to minimize joule heating effects.

Detection Methods

The simplest method of detection used in these studies is

ultraviolet/visible (UV/Vis) absorbance at 360 nm. How-

ever, this method is limited, in that it is unable to indicate

whether a detected fraction is carbon nanotubes, ful-

lerenes, amorphous carbon, or other nonnanotube mate-

rial. Raman spectroscopic detection has been used to

overcome this drawback. The Raman spectra for car-

bon nanotubes are entirely distinct (Fig. 2). The two

major regions of interest are vibrational modes around

1590 cm�1, as a result of in-plane carbon carbon bond

deformations, and those at low frequency in the range of

150–375 cm�1, which are as a result of the nanotube

radial breathing modes (RBM). The frequencies of the

RBMs are strongly dependent on nanotube diameter.[30]

The key to identification of fractions as nanotubes is

the ability to collect Raman spectra in real-time as the

separations progress. This is accomplished through the use

of high-throughput spectrographs coupled to efficient

collection optics and detectors. Excitation at 514.5 or 785

nm is focused onto the sample through a microscope

objective [20� , 0.5 numerical aperture (NA)]. Scattered

light is recollected through the objective and passed (via a

confocal microscope or through a fiber optic probehead)

through a Kaiser Optical HoloSpec f/1.8 imaging spec-

trograph. Detection is carried out with a charge-couple

device (CCD) camera (red sensitive for the 785-nm

excitation case) using 1-sec integration times.

CE ON ELECTRIC-ARC PRODUCED
CARBON NANOTUBES

The first demonstration of CE separations on carbon

nanotubes was on single-walled nanotubes prepared using

the modified electric-arc method.[23] In a typical CE

separation using absorbance detection (Fig. 3a), fractions

begin to appear around 8 min into the run. From run-to-

run, an initial strong sharp peak on top of a broad

background followed by a series of sharp (1–2 sec wide)

baseline separated peaks is consistently observed. Elution

times compare well with what can be obtained for CE on

other types of analytes. The sharp peaks in the electro-

pherogram were assigned to nanotube fractions. However,

because of the potential presence of other material (such

as fullerenes and graphite), unambiguous identification of

these peaks requires Raman detection.

A Raman/CE run showing total detected intensity at

560.37 nm (corresponding to the strong nanotube Raman

band at 1591 cm�1) displays (Fig. 3b) a similar pattern to

that seen in the absorbance data.a Initial sharp bands

aAlthough the electropherograms obtained with Raman detection are

presented for only one wavelength, it should be emphasized that each

point in the electropherogram actually represents a complete Raman

spectrum for that segment of sample flowing through the capillary.

Fig. 2 Raman spectrum (785 nm excitation, 20 mW, 1 sec

integration) of bulk solid HiPco produced nanotubes. Inset:

Radial breathing mode region of bulk solid.
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appear superimposed on a broad fluorescence back-

ground, followed by a series of trailing peaks. Subtraction

of the background intensity from the peak intensity at

1591 cm�1 results in an electropherogram displaying

only the carbon nanotube fractions (Fig. 3c). No Raman

bands are associated with the broad fluorescence feature,

nor are any observed for any other point in the

electropherogram except at the location of the sharp

bands. Strong Raman bands, characteristic of carbon

nanotubes, are observed for all the sharp features in the

electropherogram giving positive identification of these

fractions as containing nanotubes.

Raman spectra of three individual fractions (highlight-

ed in Fig. 3c) are compared in Fig. 4. Raman frequencies

are identical for all fractions, indicating that each fraction

contains tubes of equivalent diameter. The RBM frequen-

cy of 169 cm�1 indicates this diameter to be 1.32 nm.[31]

The arc method primarily produces nanotubes with

diameters near 1.3 nm,[32,33] so it is not surprising to find

that all fractions in the electropherograms consist of tubes

of similar diameter. This suggests that the difference in

mobility between fractions is a result of differences in

nanotube lengths.

Further evidence for length-based separation was

obtained from atomic force microscopic (AFM) images

of composited fractions. Composites were collected by

turning off the separation voltage, followed by sectioning

the capillary, and then depositing and drying the section

contents onto a mica AFM substrate. Each capillary

section is composed of a series of individual nanotube

fractions occurring progressively later in time. The first

composite encompassed sample that included the initial

spikes and broad peak (Fig. 3). The second composite

included the next 2 min of eluting fractions. Subsequent

Fig. 3 Capillary electropherograms (+15 kV in 0.5% SDS/

50 mM trizma base buffer) of single-walled carbon nanotubes

using a) absorbance detection at 360 nm, and capillary electro-

pherograms of single-walled carbon nanotubes using Raman

detection (514.5 nm excitation, 5 mW, 1 sec integration).

b) Electropherogram showing total intensity (background flu-

orescence plus Raman scattering) collected at 560.37 nm.

c) Electropherogram showing scattered Raman intensity at

1591 cm�1. (From Ref. [23].)

Fig. 4 Raman spectra of labeled fractions from capillary elec-

tropherogram shown in Fig. 3c. a) 3.98 min fraction, b) 5.62 min

fraction, c) 8.30 min fraction. (From Ref. [23].)
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composites were obtained at approximately 5-min inter-

vals. AFM images (Fig. 5) show the first composite

consists of nanotubes ranging in length ranging from 0.2

to 1.2 mm. Amorphous nonnanotube material was found

only in the first composite. The second composite consists

of longer nanotubes (0.5–2.5 mm in length) with no

amorphous material being present. This amorphous

material is responsible for the broad background observed

at early times in both the Raman and absorbance detection

runs. Later composites encompass timeframes that do not

show this fluorescence background; nor do they contain

amorphous particulates.

The trend toward longer nanotubes continues in

composites collected at later times. Some degree of

overlap in length range between sequential composites is

observed. The significance of the overlap can be evaluated

by measuring the distribution of lengths present in each

composite (Fig. 6). The length range in which overlap

occurs between composites contains a relatively small

number of nanotubes compared to the length range into

which the majority of tubes in each composite falls. This

suggests that length range overlaps between composites

results from a diffusion of nanotubes between composites.

In the latest composites, lengths of up to 10 mm are

observed, although tubes longer than 2 mm were not

observed in the raw nanotube sample. Bundling of

individual tubes can result in the existence of longer

structures. Although large-scale aggregation is prevented

by the presence of SDS, small bundles are known to occur

Fig. 5 a) AFM image (tapping mode on mica substrate) of first

(early time) composite of nanotube fractions. b) AFM image of

second composite of nanotube fractions. (From Ref. [23].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 6 Distribution of nanotube lengths observed in each composite as determined from AFM images: A) composite 1, B) composite 2,

C) composite 3, D) composite 4. (From Ref. [23].)
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in these solutions. In addition to providing a pathway for

producing longer tubes, bundling may also result in short

aggregates with effectively larger diameter than individ-

ual tubes. The existence of tubes as short as 2–3 mm in

composite 4, although possibly present as a result of

diffusion from composite 3, instead may be attributable to

bundling of short tubes. Tube bundles of identical length

to individual tubes will be expected to elute later because

of their larger diameter (see later discussion).

The AFM results on composite fractions demonstrate a

length-based separation mechanism that leads to elution

of short tubes first, followed by progressively longer

tubes. The following mechanism for separation of

nanotube fractions was proposed.[23] In the case of

comparing elution times between individual tubes and

tube bundles of the same length, the bundled tubes are

expected to have a higher charge per unit length because

of their greater diameter. The resultant higher electro-

phoretic mobility for the bundles is expected to translate

to a later elution time than for an individual tube of

identical length. However, for the case of nanotubes with

uniform diameter, charge–density differences are not

expected to be significant and forces other than electro-

phoretic are responsible for separations.

Under the influence of an electrostatic field (E),

nanotubes will experience an induced dipole moment

(px). The resultant torque on the nanotubes (px�E) aligns

the tubes along E.[34] For perfectly aligned tubes of equal

diameter, charge density along E will be the same,

independent of length. However, it has been observed in

bulk electrophoresis alignment experiments[21] that

shorter tubes display a larger deviation from perfect

alignment than is observed for longer tubes. This behavior

is predicted to occur as a result of opposition to alignment

caused by Brownian motion or thermal agitation.[34]

Shorter tubes are predicted to have a greater deviation

from alignment along E. The resultant ‘‘wobble’’ is

expected to effectively create a hydrodynamic resistance

to the electrophoretic flow that will increase as tube length

decreases. Under a positive applied potential, the nega-

tively charged tubes will be attracted to the anode, or

capillary intake, with longer tubes being most strongly

attracted because of decreased hydrodynamic resistance

resulting from their greater alignment along the applied

electric field. EOF produces a net flow toward the

capillary outlet (cathode) for all species with shorter

tubes eluting first.

CE ON HiPco-PRODUCED
CARBON NANOTUBES

The separation mechanism described above suggests that,

in addition to providing length-based separations, CE may

be capable of producing diameter-dependent separations.

However, diameter selectivity in the arc-produced nano-

tube separations was not apparent because of the limited

diameter range present. As seen in Fig. 1, HiPco-produced

nanotubes[5] have a broad range of observable diameters,

making them attractive for investigating the potential of

CE for diameter selectivity. RBM frequencies ranging

from 169 to 373 cm�1 translate to a diameter distribution

of 0.6–1.3 nm for these samples, with the most intense

bands corresponding to diameters of 0.88–1.15 nm.

Behavior of PVP-Stabilized HiPco Nanotubes

Initial investigations into HiPco separations were per-

formed on nanotubes stabilized with polyvinyl pyrroli-

done (PVP).[22] These samples contain nanotube bundles

with a distribution of composition and bundle size. A

representative electropherogram from a separation of PVP

suspended sample is shown in Fig. 7a. Nanotubes first

Fig. 7 Electropherograms of PVP-stabilized nanotubes (+15

kV in 0.5% SDS/50 mM trizma base buffer, 785 nm excitation,

20 mW, 1 sec integration). a) Monitoring 1591 cm� 1 mode

intensity, b) monitoring intensity ratio of 267/234 cm�1 mode,

c) monitoring intensity ratio of 234/207 cm� 1 mode.
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appear around 17 min into a separation. The electrophe-

rogram is dominated by primarily broad, incompletely

resolved fractions. This is in contrast to the behavior

observed for the SDS suspensions of arc-produced

nanotubes. The presence of distinct bands in the electro-

pherogram indicates that some separation process is

occurring. Whether this is due only to the previously

observed length-based mechanism or combines a diame-

ter-based process requires further analysis of the Raman

spectra to determine.

Closer inspection of how the RBM region of the Raman

spectra changes over the course of a separation will

provide information on whether or not diameter-selective

separations are occurring superimposed on the length-

based mechanism. Electropherograms showing changes in

the most prominent bands are shown in Fig. 7b and c.

These plots indicate that at early times (1200–1450 sec),

the band at 234 cm�1 is the most prominent in this region,

with a significant increase in intensity occurring at 1404

sec. At intermediate times, the 267 cm�1 band is strongest.

Finally, from around 1600 sec to the end of the separation,

the 234 cm�1 mode diminishes in intensity. Representa-

tive spectra for selected times in these regions are shown in

Fig. 8.

Behavior of SDS Suspended
HiPco Nanotubes

CE on HiPco SDS suspensions were also investigated for

better comparison to the separations on arc-produced

samples. A typical electropherogram for the SDS suspen-

ded sample is shown in Fig. 9. A series of baseline

separated, sharp, and intense spikes are observed through-

out the early part of the separation (Fig. 9a). These results

are similar to those found for the arc-produced nanotubes.

Closer inspection of the electropherogram reveals that the

sharp spikes are on top of a broad background (Fig. 9b)

that more resembles the results obtained for the PVP

suspended tubes.

Fig. 8 a) Radial breathing mode Raman spectrum of bulk,

unseparated PVP-stabilized nanotube solution. Selected Raman

spectra from separation shown in Fig. 7: b) spectrum at 1404 sec,

c) spectrum at 1461 sec, d) spectrum at 1800 sec.

Fig. 9 a) Electropherogram of SDS suspended nanotubes,

monitoring 1591 cm�1 intensity (+15 kV in 0.5% SDS/50 mM

trizma base buffer, 785 nm excitation, 20 mW, 1 sec

integration). b) Electropherogram showing expansion of y

axis. c) Electropherogram monitoring intensity ratio of 267/

234 cm� 1 mode.
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As seen in the ratio electropherogram of 267 cm�1

intensity divided by 234 cm�1 intensity (Fig. 9c), the

behavior of the radial breathing modes undergoes large

changes over the course of the separation. Three distinct

regions of behavior are observed. In the first, ranging

from the first appearance of nanotubes to about 500 sec,

ratios for both the spikes and broad envelope are seen to

be greater than the baseline ratio observed before

appearance of nanotubes. At intermediate times (region

2, 500–677 sec), the intense spikes are still positive going,

but the broad envelope begins to trend to values less than

the baseline. At longer times (region 3, 678 sec to end),

the intense spikes disappear and the broad envelope

remains in the region below baseline. This later time

region is dominated by the 234 cm�1 mode throughout

the broad envelope, as well as for the weak spikes

observed in this region.

Representative spectra for these three regions are

compared to the bulk solution spectrum in Fig. 10. The

spectrum at 482 sec (Fig. 10b) is identical to all spikes

observed in the first two regions of the electrophero-

gram, except for variations in intensity. The broad

background envelope spectra in this region are also

identical to this spike-observed frequencies and relative

intensities remain the same. In the second electrophero-

gram region (500–677 sec), the spike spectra also display

the same frequencies and relative intensities as are

observed in the first region. However, the background

envelope now shifts to spectra that are dominant in the

234 cm�1 mode (Fig. 10c). A further dramatic shift in

relative intensities is seen on going into the third region.

Here nearly all the RBM intensity is now in the 234

cm�1 mode, (Fig. 10d). Spectra in this region are similar

to those observed in the fraction at 1404 sec in the PVP

separations (Fig. 8b).

DISCUSSION

Variations in RBM intensities indicate that diameter-

dependent spectral changes occur during a separation. It is

tempting to directly relate these intensity changes to

changes in relative population of the corresponding

diameter tube. However, there are a number of compli-

cating factors that make the analysis more difficult. The

PVP samples are known to be bundles that vary in size and

composition. Thus the observed behavior is not that for

separations of isolated, individual nanotubes. Further-

more, Raman spectra for nanotubes display strongly

diameter-dependent resonance enhancement effects.

Spectra for nanotubes of differing diameter will be

enhanced to varying degrees for a fixed excitation

wavelength. Only radial breathing modes for nanotubes

with a van Hove singularity near the 785 nm excitation

energy will be significantly enhanced.

These enhancement effects are further perturbed in the

PVP samples because of the strong interaction expected

among nanotubes in a given bundle, which results in a

change in energy spacing of the van Hove singulari-

ties.[35,36] For semiconducting nanotubes, the absorption

maxima are broadened and shifted to lower energy.[29,36]

This is a particularly strong effect for the 267 cm�1 mode,

which can be used as an indicator of the degree of roping.

For large enough bundles, the electronic resonance for this

mode strongly overlaps the 785-nm excitation energy. As

the bundle size decreases, the resonance energy shifts to

shorter wavelengths. This shift will result in a decrease in

resonance Raman intensity at 267 cm�1 to a minimum

when overlap is minimized between the 785-nm excitation

energy and the electronic resonance for an individual

nanotube. Conversely, the 234 cm�1 mode gains in

intensity on going from a roped sample to isolated

individuals. Thus enhancement effects and perturbations

Fig. 10 a) Radial breathing mode Raman spectrum of bulk

unseparated SDS suspended nanotubes. Selected Raman spectra

from separation shown in Fig. 9: b) spectrum at 482 sec, c)

spectrum at 633 sec, d) spectrum at 918 sec.
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may result in spectra that do not accurately indicate the

dominant nanotube type in a given population, but may be

useful in indicating relative nanotube bundle size.

The bundle size/cross section for a collection of

nanotubes is defined by the number of nanotubes present

and by their individual diameters. The results for the PVP

samples demonstrate that they can be separated into

fractions of differing composition that exhibit differing

electronic resonance behavior. The majority of PVP-

stabilized bundles will contain a random distribution of

the available tube diameters. Therefore, spectra observed

over the course of a separation might be expected to be

similar to that observed for the bulk solution. This is

observed at intermediate times (Fig. 8c). The dominance

of the 267 cm�1 mode for intermediate to late-time

spectra (Fig. 8c,d) also suggest that these fractions consist

of the largest bundles. Stronger intensity in the 234 cm�1

mode at early times, and especially for the 1404 sec

fraction (Figs. 7 and 8b), suggests these fractions consist

of much smaller bundles.

The degree to which bundles of different composition

exist in a fraction is indicated by its relative intensity and

width. The broad fractions observed in Fig. 7a suggests

that there is a relatively continuous change in composition

for PVP-bundled samples. In addition to broadening from

variation in cross section or size distributions, all fractions

will be further broadened because of the superposition of

separations based on length differences. This will also

cause some overlap of bands that might otherwise

represent ‘‘pure’’ compositions. Thus observed spectra

will not be pure indicators of composition.

Significant changes in radial breathing mode spectra

over the course of a separation are also observed for the

SDS suspended samples (Figs. 9c and 10). The presence

of three different regions of spectral behavior in these

separations demonstrates that nanotube fractions of at

least three different electronic behavior are being sepa-

rated. However, as with the PVP samples, the shift in

relative intensities for the different RBMs may not be

attributable to a change in absolute population of different

diameter nanotubes. Changes in resonance enhancement

conditions and interaction effects are also likely.

Changes in relative intensities of the 267 and 234 cm�1

modes throughout the separation are likely because of the

same effects observed and discussed for the PVP suspen-

ded systems. The spectra observed in the first region

(Figs. 9c and 10) are likely because of large aggregates/

ropes of nanotubes, as the spectra are dominated by the 267

cm�1 ‘‘roping’’ mode. The weaker intensity observed for

this mode in the second region (Fig. 10c) suggests that

these aggregates are significantly smaller. Finally, near

loss of intensity of this mode in the third region (Fig. 10d)

suggests that nanotubes present at these times are

aggregates of minimum size or are individual, isolated

nanotubes exhibiting minimum interaction with other

tubes in solution. The Raman intensity observed from the

spikes (in some cases, as high as 100 times that observed

for the isolated tubes) also supports the conclusion that

they are attributable to aggregates. Strong signals may

result from a significant number of tubes being present per

aggregate. Weaker intensities observed in the second and

third separation regions are consistent with these nano-

tubes being smaller aggregates and individual nanotubes.

Additional evidence for these assignments is found in

the complete spectra for the fractions. A comparison of

spectra for the three regions (Fig. 11) shows that the late-

time spectra (Fig. 10c,d) contain fluorescence features that

are absent in the earlier regions. These fluorescence bands

occur on either side of the 1591 cm�1 band, with absolute

wavelengths for emission of 878 and 915 nm. These

emission bands have only recently been discovered for

SWNTs and have been assigned as band-gap emission

Fig. 11 Full Raman spectra from separation shown in Fig. 9.

a) Spectrum at 482 sec, b) spectrum at 633 sec, c) spectrum at

809 sec, d) spectrum at 918 sec.
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from the first van Hove transitions occurring in semicon-

ducting tubes.[29] Emission is only observed for individ-

ual, isolated nanotubes as aggregation of tubes quenches

fluorescence due to the presence of increased energy

decay pathways or through direct interaction with metallic

tubes in a given bundle. Fluorescence is not observed at

any point in the separation of the PVP samples, consistent

with the above findings that it can only be observed in

isolated tubes.

These findings strongly suggest that spectra observed

for early-to-intermediate times in Fig. 9 (first two

separation regions), particularly in the strong spikes, are

from aggregated nanotubes. This suggests that the strong

spikes observed for arc-produced tubes are also attribut-

able to aggregates. Observation of fluorescence in the

third separation region indicates that it is dominated by

isolated individual nanotubes. Spikes observed in this

region, although still dominant in the 234 cm�1 RBM, do

not contain the fluorescence bands and are therefore

assigned as small aggregates. The large number of

aggregate fractions observed in the SDS separations is

likely a result of the relatively mild sonication conditions

used for sample preparation (10 min at 80 W).

The separations observed in the SDS system build on

the PVP results. Not only are separate fractions observed

with differing electronic behaviors, but fractions can also

be obtained that differ in large-scale geometry. The SDS

results demonstrate that bundles of different cross-sec-

tional area can be separated from each other, and also that

bundles can be separated from individual isolated nano-

tubes. However, the fact that the fraction of isolated

nanotubes in the SDS separations contains a wide range of

diameters suggests that the separations may not strictly be

a function of nanotube diameter or bundle cross section.

Instead, molecular weight of the species in a fraction may

be the important mechanistic factor for separations,

although molecular weight will ultimately be dependent

on bundle cross section or individual diameter. That

separations are dependent on a number of factors is

evident in the overlap observed between the three regions

in the SDS separations. Large aggregate spikes continue to

be observed in the region containing primarily small- to

moderate-sized aggregates, while these smaller aggregates

continue to appear as spikes throughout the region

primarily containing isolated individual nanotubes. The

potential for such overlapping behaviors was also recog-

nized in CE of arc-produced nanotubes, and will be an

important problem to overcome in future CE work on

carbon nanotubes.

CONCLUSION

These results represent the first applications of CE to

purification and geometry-based separations of carbon

nanotubes. CE was shown to be effective at separating

nanotubes according to length, and also capable of

removing nonnanotube material. CE on HiPco-produced

nanotubes demonstrated the ability to produce fractions of

differing electronic property. Its ability to separate large

aggregates from smaller bundles and to produce a

relatively pure fraction of individual isolated nanotubes

was also demonstrated. These separations may be based

on differences in cross section/diameter or diameter-

dependent molecular weight.

This initial work has demonstrated that CE may be a

promising approach to geometry-dependent separations of

carbon nanotubes. However, there is clearly much work

yet to be carried out to reach the goal of selectively

separating nanotubes by desired electronic or material

property. The full potential of CE for diameter-selective

separations may best be reached through working with

samples of fully isolated individual tubes. Bulk production

of these samples is just now becoming feasible.[29] A

better understanding of the mechanism for separations

will also be essential toward reaching this goal.

Geometry-based separations will be important not only

for producing samples with a narrow range of geometrical

and electronic properties, but will also make possible the

study of pure nanotube properties on isolated individuals

without the need to go to the single nanotube level. This

capability will be critical to gaining a more complete

understanding of nanotube properties and exploiting their

unique behavior in real-world applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) represent a

novel class of low-dimensional materials exhibiting ex-

ceptional electronic properties.[1–9] Many of these prop-

erties were predicted by theory,[10–16] and then confirmed

by experiment[1–3,5–7] after the successful synthesis of

single-walled carbon nanotubes.[17–19] In this work, we

provide an introduction to the structure and symmetries of

SWNTs with emphasis on the use of their helical sym-

metry. We start by showing how all extended SWNTs can

be envisioned by rolling up a single sheet of graphite.[20]

We then show that all such SWNTs have translational

symmetry along the nanotube axis, but often with

hundreds, if not thousands, of atoms in the translational

unit cell. Next, we show how all SWNTs defined by rolling

up a single sheet of graphite have both rotational and helical

symmetries that can be used to reduce the number of atoms

necessary to generate any SWNT to two.[15] (A Fortran

program that may be used to calculate the x, y, z coordi-

nates for any SWNT defined by rolling up the graphene

sheet is provided in Appendix A. This program is based on

the helical and rotational symmetries of SWNTs.) We then

illustrate some of the uses of helical and rotational sym-

metries in the calculation of the band structures of SWNTs.

Finally, we conclude with brief comments.

STRUCTURES FROM GRAPHENE

All extended SWNTs can be visualized as a conformal

mapping of 2-D graphite (termed graphene) onto the

surface of a cylinder. Thus the proper boundary conditions

around the cylinder can only be satisfied if the circum-

ference of the cylinder maps onto one of the Bravais lat-

tice vectors of the graphene sheet.[11–13] In addition, each

Bravais lattice vector, R, can be defined in terms of the

two primitive lattice vectors, R1 and R2, for graphene

depicted in Fig. 1 and a pair of integers, so that

R ¼ n1R1 þ n2R2: ð1Þ

(Note that, if the x axis in a right-hand coordinate system

is oriented along R1, then R1 and R2 are given by:

R1 ¼ ax̂ and R2 ¼
a

2
x̂þ a

ffiffiffi
3
p

2
ŷ; ð2Þ

where a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

d is the graphene lattice spacing with d the

C C bond distance, and x̂ and ŷ denote the usual unit

vectors along the x and y axes, respectively.) Thus all

unrelaxed SWNTs can be constructed by rolling up a

single graphene sheet along one of its 2-D lattice vectors

R given by Eq. 1 to define an [n1,n2] nanotube with radius,

r ¼ jRj
2p
¼ a

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2

q
: ð3Þ

The point-group symmetry of the graphene lattice will

render many of the SWNTs defined by R equivalent. In-

deed, this symmetry allows R to be restricted to the irre-

ducible wedge of the graphene lattice depicted in Fig. 1,

without loss of generality.[11–13,21] Each R within this

wedge defines a different SWNT and all unique SWNTs

defined by rolling up the graphene sheet can be generated

by this set of R’s. Also, within this wedge, only a finite

number of SWNTs can be constructed with radii below a

given value.

The angle, Y, measured counterclockwise from R1 to

the roll-up vector, R, is usually referred to as the chiral

angle for the SWNT. In terms of n1 and n2, Y is given by:

Y ¼ arccos
2n1 þ n2

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2

p
 !

¼ arctan

ffiffiffi
3
p

n2

2n1 þ n2

� �
ð4Þ

for tubes defined based on the irreducible wedge of Fig. 1.

The set of possible tubes defined by R can be completely

decomposed into independent families (subsets) with each

family member sharing the same orientation of hexagons

with respect to the tube axis and, hence, the same Y. Thus,

rather than labeling the SWNTs by [n1,n2], they could

have just as well been labeled by N[q1,q2], where [q1, q2]
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denotes the family to which [n1,n2] belongs, and N is the

largest common divisor of [n1,n2].[12] Unless otherwise

specified, we will use the [n1,n2] notation to label SWNTs.

The construction of the tubule from a conformal

mapping of the graphite sheet shows that each tubule can

have up to three inequivalent (by point group symmetry)

helical operations derived from the primitive lattice vec-

tors of the graphite sheet. Thus while all SWNTs have a

helical structure, the two families of tubules defined by

rollup vectors with chiral angles Y= 0� or 30� in Fig. 1

(which correspond to lattice translation indices of the form

[n,0] and [n,n], respectively) will possess a reflection

plane. These high-symmetry SWNTs will therefore be

achiral. For convenience, these special structures are

given family names based on the shapes made by the most

direct continuous path of C C bonds around the cir-

cumference of the tubule. Specifically, the [n,0]–type

structures are referred to as zigzag,[13] or sawtooth[21]

tubes, to reflect the path highlighted in gray for the [9,0]

tube at the top of Fig. 2, and the [n,n]-type structures are

referred to as armchair,[13] or serpentine,[21] tubes to re-

flect the path highlighted in gray for the [5,5] tube at

the bottom of Fig. 2. For other values of Y, the tubules

are chiral.

TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRIES

Regardless of whether they are chiral or achiral, all

SWNTs defined by R in the graphene lattice have trans-

lational symmetry along the tube axis[11] with a repeat

length given by
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj, as can be seen by inscribing a

hexagon with a side coinciding with R in the lattice prior

to rolling up the sheet. An example is given in Fig. 3 for

the [4,2] tube. It might be possible that
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj is not the

minimum translational repeat length. Indeed, by con-

structing a vector

T ¼ �ð2n2 þ n1ÞR1 þ ð2n1 þ n2ÞR2 ð5Þ

perpendicular to R but lying in the honeycomb lattice, it is

immediately obvious that the minimum translational re-

peat length is given by
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj=L, where L is the largest

common divisor of [2n2 + n1] and [2n1 + n2]. Hence, L = N,

unless there exists an integer m such that (n1� n2)/N = 3m,

in which case L = 3N.[15]

Fig. 1 Irreducible wedge of the graphene lattice. Primitive lattice vectors R1 and R2 are shown and the [0,0] unit cell at the origin is

highlighted in gray. Armchair nanotubes are defined by rollup vectors R along the [n,n] direction corresponding to a chiral angle of p/6.

Zigzag SWNTs are defined by rollup vectors R along the [n,0] direction corresponding to chiral angle of 0. (From Ref. [15].)

Fig. 2 Sample achiral zigzag (sawtooth) and armchair (serpen-

tine) SWNTs. Highlighted in gray is the most direct continuous

path along C C bonds around the tube. The shape of this path

gives these structures their family names. These two examples

can be capped with a hemisphere of C60. (From Ref. [28].)
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Although all SWNTs defined by rolling up the gra-

phene sheet have translational symmetry, the minimum

number of atoms in a translational unit cell can be

large.[15] To see this, first note that the unit cell in gra-

phene contains two atoms and has area given by

Ag ¼ jR1 � R2j ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

2
a2 ð6Þ

Next, note that the area of the strip that is rolled up to form

the minimum-sized translational unit cell of the tube is

given by:

AT ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj2

L
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

a2ðn2
1 þ n2

2 þ n1n2Þ
L

: ð7Þ

Hence, the translational unit cell of the SWNT contains

NA carbon atoms given by:

NA ¼ 2
AT

Ag

¼ 4
ðn2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2Þ
L

; ð8Þ

where

L ¼
3N if ðn1 � n2Þ=N ¼ 3m;with m an integer

N otherwise

( )

ð9Þ

and N is the largest common divisor of n1 and n2. For both

the armchair [n,n] and zigzag [n,0] tubes, Eq. 9 implies

that NA = 4n, greatly reducing the number of atoms in the

minimum translational unit cell. In these two special

cases, Eqs. 3 and 8 show that NA scales as the radius, r, of

the tube. It is for this reason that calculations relying on

translational symmetry are usually restricted to these two

special families of SWNTs.[12,13] On the other hand, L is

often 1, so that NA scales as r2, leading to a large number

of atoms in the translational unit cell even for moderate

diameter SWNTs. For example, if n1 = 10 and n2 = 9, then

the radius of the nanotube is less than 0.7 nm, but from

Eq. 8, the translational unit cell contains 1084 carbon

atoms. The rapid growth in the number of atoms that can

occur in the minimum translational unit cell renders re-

course to the helical and any higher point group symmetry

of these nanotubes practically mandatory in any compre-

hensive study of their properties as a function of radius

and helicity. As we shall see below, these symmetries can

be used to reduce to 2 the number of atoms necessary to

generate any nanotube.[15]

HELICAL AND ROTATIONAL SYMMETRIES

The rotational and helical symmetries of a SWNT defined

by R can be seen by using the corresponding symmetry

operators to generate the tubule.[15] This is carried out by

first introducing a cylinder of radius |R|/2p. The two

carbon atoms located at d	 (R1 + R2)/3 and 2d in the [0,0]

unit cell of Fig. 1 are then mapped to the surface of this

cylinder. The first atom is mapped to an arbitrary point on

the cylinder surface, which implies that the position of the

second be found by rotating this point by

f0 ¼ 2p
d � R
jRj2

¼ ðn1 þ n2Þ
ðn2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2Þ

p ð10Þ

about the cylinder axis in conjunction with a translation

h0 ¼ jd� Rj
jRj ¼ jn1 � n2j

2
ffiffiffi
3
p
ðn2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2Þ

1
2

a ð11Þ

along this axis. Next, note that the cylinder axis must

coincide with a CN rotational axis for the tubule, where N

is the largest common divisor of n1 and n2. Thus the

positions of these first two atoms can be used to locate

2(N� 1) additional atoms on the cylinder surface by

(N� 1) successive 2p/N rotations about the cylinder axis.

Altogether, these 2N atoms complete the specification of

the helical motif that corresponds to an area on the cyl-

inder surface given by:

AM ¼ NjR1 � R2j ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

2
Na2: ð12Þ

Fig. 3 The rollup vector R, translation vector T, and chiral

angle Y for the [4,2] SWNT. The hexagon highlighted in gray

shows that this tube has translational symmetry along the tube

axis. For the [4,2], L is 2, hence the minimum translational

repeat length is given by |T|/2, which from the properties of the

hexagon equals
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj=2. (From Ref. [28].)
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This helical motif can then be used to tile the remainder of

the tubule by repeated operation of a single-screw oper-

ation S(h,f) representing a translation h units along the

cylinder axis in conjunction with a rotation f radians

about this axis.

To find h and f and hence determine S(h,f), first note

that there must exist a real lattice vector

H ¼ p1R1 þ p2R2 ð13Þ

in the honeycomb lattice that maps to S(h,f) when the

sheet is rolled up along R to form the tube. In terms of H
and R, the area of the helical motif on the cylinder surface

AM equals |H�R|. However, AM also equals N|R1�R2|.

Therefore, |H�R| = N|R1�R2|, or equivalently,[15]

p2n1 � p1n2 ¼ �N ð14Þ

There are no other constraints on H and hence on S(h,f).

If a set of integers {p1,p2} satisfies Eq. 14, then so too

will the sets {p1 ± mn1N, p2 ± mn2N |m2 integers} and

{� p1,� p2}. These uncertainties arise because f is de-

fined modulo 2p and if S(h,f) generates the tubule, then so

will S(� h,�f). Typically, R and H are restricted to the

irreducible wedge of Fig. 1, the plus sign is chosen in Eq.

14, and then the single solution set is found which yields

the minimum value of |H �R| for h > 0. These choices re-

strict S(h,f) to a right-handed screw operation along the

positive tubule axis that yields a minimum twist angle f
around this axis. In contrast to the helical twist angle

given by:

f ¼ 2p
H � R
jRj2

¼ ð2p1 þ p2Þn1 þ ð2p2 þ p1Þn2

ðn2
1 þ n2

2 þ n1n2Þ
p ð15Þ

the magnitude of helical translation given by:

jhj ¼ jH� Rj
jRj ¼ NjR1 � R2j

jRj

¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

Na

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

1 þ n2
2 þ n1n2

p ð16Þ

is independent of the choice of H. These results show that

every tubule defined by R can be generated by first map-

ping only two atoms onto the surface of a cylinder of radius

|R|/2p, and then using the rotational and helical symmetry

operators to determine the remainder of the tubule.

As an example,[15] consider the [6,3] tubule defined by

R = 6R1 + 3R2. Then from Eqs. 1, 10, and 11, the first

atom of this tubule is mapped to an arbitrary point on the

surface of a cylinder of radius 3a
ffiffiffi
7
p

=2p, and the position

of the second then found by rotating this point p/7 radians

around the cylinder axis in conjunction with a translation

a=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffi
21
p
Þ units along this axis. Because N = 3, the cylin-

der axis must coincide with a C3 axis for the tubule. Thus

the positions of these first two atoms can be used to locate

four additional atoms on the cylinder surface by two

successive 2p/3 rotations around this axis. Altogether,

these six atoms complete the specification of the helical

motif for this tubule. To determine S(h,f) used to generate

the remainder of the tubule from this motif, Eq. 14 can be

solved subject to the constraints above to find the solution

set {1,1}. Hence H = R1 + R2, which in turn, using Eqs. 15

and 16, implies that f= 3p/7 and h ¼ 3=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffi
21
p
Þ. If this

resultant S(h,f) is applied to only the first two atoms

mapped to the cylinder surface, then one third of the tu-

bule is generated as illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). However, if

the full helical motif is used, then the entire structure is

generated as shown in Fig. 4 (right).

Extended 1-D polymers with both helical and transla-

tional symmetries are often labeled as NH*NM/NT helices

with helical step, s, where NH is the number of atoms in

the primitive helical motif and NM is the number of

primitive motifs in the translational unit containing NT

complete 2p helical turns.[22] This translational unit need

not always correspond to the minimum length transla-

tional unit cell because it must contain an integer number

of complete helical turns. Also note that the notation NM/

NT indicates that any common factors between NM and NT

should be eliminated. Because SWNTs defined by R not

only have helical, but also translational symmetry, they

also can be labeled by using this notation.[11,15] In this

case, NH = 2N, NM ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p
jRj=jhj, NT = NMf/2p, and s = h,

where N is the largest common divisor of n1 and n2, and f
and h are given by Eqs. 15 and 16, respectively. In this

notation, for h > 0, the [6,3] tubule can be labeled as a

Fig. 4 Left: One-third of the [6,3] tubule generated by

applying S(h,f) with f = 3p/7 and h ¼ 3a=2
ffiffiffiffiffi
21
p

to only the

first two atoms mapped to the cylinder. Thin dark lines are not

bonds but are rather included as a guide to the eye. Right: This

same one-third plus the remaining two thirds of the [6,3] tubule

generated by applying S(h,f) to the full six-atom helical motif.

(From Ref. [15].)
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6*14/3 helix[15] with h ¼ 3a=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffi
21
p
Þ, while the [30,3]

tubule can be labeled as a 6*222/67 helix with h ¼ffiffiffi
3
p

a=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
111
p

Þ. On the other hand, for h < 0, the [6,3] tu-

bule can be labeled as a 6*42/5 helix with h ¼
�3a=ð2

ffiffiffiffiffi
21
p
Þ, while the [30,3] tubule can be labeled as a

6*222/7 helix[11] with h ¼ �
ffiffiffi
3
p

a=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
111
p

Þ. Assuming

h > 0, the notation is further clarified for the [6,3] tubule in

Fig. 5, where the 6 atoms that will form the primitive

helical motif (.), the 14 successive applications of S(h,f)

(represented by H in the plane) necessary to generate the

translational unit cell (Arabic numerals), and the 3 com-

plete helical turns in this repeat unit (Roman numerals) are

all depicted.

Actual SWNTs should relax somewhat from the ge-

ometry expected from rolling up a graphene sheet. In-

deed, there is no clear reason to assume that after

relaxation, they should possess translational symmetry.

However, first-principles local density functional (LDF)

calculations have shown that the geometry predicted by

rolling up the graphene sheet is quite close to the actual

optimized tube geometry for SWNTs that are typically

studied experimentally.[16] Furthermore, the techniques

described below for calculating the electronic structure of

an extended SWNT do not rest on the assumption of

translational symmetry.

USE OF HELICAL AND
ROTATIONAL SYMMETRIES

The first use of the helical and rotational symmetries of

SWNTs is to generate the geometries of an arbitrary [n1,n2]

tube defined by rolling up the graphene sheet as a starting

point to additional studies. A Fortran computer program

that may be used for this purpose is provided in Appendix

A. This program implements the procedure outlined in

the section ‘‘Helical and Rotational Symmetries’’ and

Ref. [15] to calculate the x, y, z coordinates for either a

user-defined number of helical motifs or number of trans-

lational unit cells in the SWNT. It also returns the tube’s

radius, r, the chiral angle, Y, the number of atoms in the

primitive helical motif, 2N, and minimum length transla-

tional unit cell, NA, and classifies the SWNT as an NH*NM/

NT helix with helical step h assumed greater than zero.

The helical and rotational symmetries of SWNTs are,

of course, much more broadly useful in studies of their

properties. For example, they were used in the earliest

band structure calculations of both armchair and chiral

SWNTs at both the first-principles LDF[10,16] and all-

valence tight-binding levels[11,14,16] to make these calcu-

lations manageable. Here we illustrate how these sym-

metries can reduce the size of the matrices that have to be

diagonalized in a calculation of the nanotube’s electronic

structure within a tight-binding approach to one no larger

than that encountered in a corresponding electronic

structure calculation of graphene.[15]

To understand how this is carried out, first assume that

each carbon atom in a tubule is described by j atomic-

centered basis functions. Next, let (m,‘) denote a cell in the

tubule generated by first mapping the [0,0] unit cell of

Fig. 1 to the surface of the cylinder, and then translating

and rotating this cell by m applications of the screw op-

erator S(h,f), followed by ‘ applications of the rotational

operator CN. Like the helical motif, these cells tile the

tubule, but contain 2 instead of 2N carbon atoms. In this

notation, a cell labeled by (m,‘) in the [n1,n2] tubule cor-

responds to the unit cell in the graphene plane located at

rq1q2
¼ q1R1 þ q2R2; ð17Þ

where from the definitions of R and H and with the help of

Eq. 14,

m ¼ ðq2n1 � q1n2Þ=N and ‘ ¼ q1p2 � q2p1; ð18Þ

with ‘ defined modulo N. Now, in a short-hand notation,

let |m,‘i denote the set of basis functions centered on the

two carbon atoms contained in the tubule cell labeled by

(m,‘). This set contains 2j elements. Then, because S(h,f)

and CN commute, symmetry adapted generalized Bloch

sums given by:

jk; ni ¼ lim
M!1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2NM
p

�
XM

m ¼ �M

XN�1

‘ ¼ 0

e�ikme�2pin‘=N jm; ‘i
ð19Þ

Fig. 5 Six-atom helical motif (.), fourteen helical steps (arabic

numerals), and three full twists (roman numerals) used to

generate the minimum translational repeat unit for the [6,3]

tubule. The light dotted lines illustrate the C3 axis for this tubule.

(From Ref. [15].)
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can be constructed such that

CN jk; ni ¼ e2pin=N jk; ni with n ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1 ð20Þ

and

Sðh;fÞjk; ni ¼ eikjk; ni with� p < k � p: ð21Þ

Just as H maps to S(h,f) when graphene is rolled up along

R to form the tube, the scalar product k �H maps to k of the

SWNT, where k denotes the usual 2-D crystalline mo-

mentum of the sheet, i.e.,

k ¼ k �H: ð22Þ

Next, note that the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, H,

between these generalized Bloch functions must vanish

due to symmetry, unless n = n’ and k=k’, so that H can be

written as

H ¼
X

k

XN�1

n ¼ 0

jk; nihk; njHjk; nihk; nj: ð23Þ

where

hk; njHjk; ni ¼
X1

m ¼ �1

XN�1

‘ ¼ 0

e�kime�2pin‘=Nh0; 0jHjm; ‘i:

ð24Þ

Eqs. 23 and 24 reduce the matrices to be diagonalized

in a tubule band structure calculation to a size no larger

than those encountered in a corresponding band structure

calculation for graphene.[15] For example, if we assume an

all-valence carbon s and p tight-binding model, then the

problem is reduced to the diagonalization of an 8� 8

matrix for each k and ‘. In addition, first-principles LDF

calculations indicate[10] that the highest occupied and

lowest unoccupied valence bands of these tubules should

be primarily formed from the set of carbon p orbitals (one

per carbon atom) oriented normal to the tubule surface and

denoted by p?. Assuming only this set of valence func-

tions, then the right-hand side of Eq. 24 reduces to a 2� 2

matrix, which within a constant on-site term is given by

Eq. 25 below. In obtaining Eq. 25, only matrix elements,

V0, between nearest-neighboring p? orbitals were retained

and small differences in V0 that arise because of different

C C bonding directions on the tubule surface were

neglected. Eq. 18 was also employed to determine that

S (� n1/N)CN
± p1 and S (± n2/N)CN

�p2 can be used to locate the

four nearest-neighboring cells to (0,0) on the SWNT

surface. Eq. 25 can then be diagonalized to yield the one-

electron dispersion relations for an [n1,n2] SWNT:[15]

enðkÞ ¼ �jV0j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3þ AnðkÞ

p
: ð26Þ

where

AnðkÞ ¼ 2 cos
n1k� 2pnp1

N

� �

þ 2 cos
n2k� 2pnp2

N

� �

þ 2 cos
ðn1 þ n2Þk� 2pnðp1 þ p2Þ

N

� �
: ð27Þ

�p<k�p, n = 0. . .N� 1 (N is the largest common divisor

of n1 and n2), and p1 and p2 are given by Eq. 14.

Fig. 6 Band structures of [10,9] SWNT from Eq. 26 as a

function of the helical phase factor k from 0 to p. The bands at

� k are the same as those at k. Hence, results are plotted over

only half of the central 1-D zone. The Fermi level is shown as a

horizontal dashed line. (From Ref. [28].)

hk; njHjk; ni ¼ V0

0 1þ e
ikn1�2pinp1

Nð Þ þ e�
ikn2�2pinp2

Nð Þ

1þ e�
ikn1�2pinp1

Nð Þ þ e
ikn2�2pinp2

Nð Þ 0

0
@

1
A: ð25Þ
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If n1 and n2 are relatively prime, then N = 1, so that

Eq. 26 reduces to Eq. 28 below. Thus as a consequence of

screw symmetry, a SWNT such as the [10,9] has only a

single bonding and a single antibonding band as shown in

Fig. 6. This is in marked contrast to the 1084 bands that

would be obtained if translational symmetry were used to

obtain the band structure of the [10,9] SWNT within the

same model. If N 6¼ 1, then p1 and p2 must be first obtained

from Eq. 14 prior to evaluating Eq. 27. Examples are

given for the [5,5] SWNT (N = 5) in Fig. 7. Although

apparently different, Fig. 7a and b depict equally valid

band structures for the [5,5] tube obtained from Eq. 26.

The differences arise because a twist angle of f=p/5

(p2 = 1, p1 = 0) was assumed in obtaining Fig. 7a, while

f=p (p2 = 3, p1 = 2) was assumed in obtaining Fig. 7b.

Either choice is allowed by Eq. 14 for the [5,5] SWNT and

will yield identical results for any measurable property.

Fewer distinct bands are visible in Fig. 7b because f=p
also makes the bands eigenstates of the symmetry opera-

tions of the C5v point group which include the doubly

degenerate e1 and e2 representations.

The neglect of curvature (other than a slight reduction

in V0 from its value in the graphene sheet) and the in-

clusion of only nearest-neighbor C C interactions in

obtaining Eq. 27 make the model identical to the single-

parameter graphene sheet model (GSM) of SWNTs. This

GSM, which was proposed in the earliest theoretical paper

on the electronic structure of extended SWNTs,[10] and

now supported by many experiments,[1–9] has been used in

successfully predicting many of the fundamental proper-

ties of carbon nanotubes with diameters similar to or

greater than Ih C60.[10–16] These properties include the

grouping of SWNTs as either metallic or semiconduct-

ing,[2,3,10,12–16] the linear dispersion relations of the me-

tallic tubes in the vicinity of the Fermi level, eF,[5,6,10,16]

the approximate 1/r dependence of the semiconducting

band gaps,[2,3,14–16] the stability of the metallic tubes

against a Peierls distortion,[1,10] and robust ballistic

transport through metallic tubes.[8,9,23] The graphene sheet

model has also been used to successfully explain and re-

late the positions of the first few divergent van Hove

singularities observed both in metallic and semiconduct-

ing SWNTs in STM experiments.[24,25]

The p bands of graphene are described, within the

standard GSM, by a tight-binding Hamiltonian charac-

terized by a single Slater–Koster parameter, Vppp, repre-

senting the nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element

between carbon |ppi orbitals oriented perpendicular to the

Fig. 7 Band structures of the [5,5] SWNT from Eq. 26 as a function of the helical phase factor k from 0 to p. (a) Results obtained by

assuming f=p/5 (p2 = 1, p1 = 0). (b) Results obtained by assuming f=p (p2 = 3, p1 = 2). The bands at –k are the same as those at k.

Hence, results are plotted over only half of the central 1-D zone. The Fermi level is shown as a horizontal dashed line.

e0ðkÞ ¼ �jV0j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3þ 2 cos n1kþ 2 cos n2kþ 2 cosðn1 þ n2Þk

p
; ð28Þ
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graphene sheet. Using translational symmetry, this Ham-

iltonian reduces to a 2� 2 matrix, which is easily diago-

nalized to obtain the one-electron dispersion relations of

the graphene sheet given by Eq. 28 below, in terms of the

2-D crystalline momentum k and the primitive lattice vec-

tors R1 and R2. The band structure of the SWNT defined

by R is then constructed from Eq. 29 by imposing periodic

boundary conditions over the rollup vector R so that

k � R ¼ 2pm; ð30Þ

where m is an integer.[10,12,13] At this point, the discussion

usually proceeds in terms of allowed lines in the 2-D

central Brillioun zone of graphene and translational

symmetry along the SWNT axis—an approach that can

lead to thousands of bands for tubes of experimental in-

terest. However, these complexities can be avoided by

first using Eqs. 1, 13, and 14 to show that

R1 ¼ �ðp2R� n2HÞ=N and

R2 ¼ �ðn1H� p1RÞ=N ð31Þ

and then using these results in Eq. 29, in conjunction with

Eqs. 22 and 30 to recover Eq. 26, which takes full ad-

vantage of the helical and rotational symmetries. Note

that, in Eq. 29, the nearest-neighbor C C matrix ele-

ment is written as Vppp, while in Eq. 26, the

corresponding quantity is written as V0. These differences

have been maintained to reflect the observation that, for

tubes that are typically studied experimentally, Vppp

should be reduced from its value in graphene

(Vppp�� 2.8 to � 3.0 eV) to a slightly smaller value

(V0�� 2.5 to � 2.8 eV), consistent with both LDF cal-

culations[16] and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

measurements on SWNTs.[2,3] Such a reduction is expected

because, in contrast to graphene, the nearest-neighbor p?
orbitals are no longer exactly parallel in SWNTs.

Finally, note that screw symmetry has also been ex-

tensively employed in all-electron, self-consistent LDF

band-structure calculations of SWNTs[10,16,25] by using a

method originally developed to treat chain polymers[26]

and especially tailored to take advantage of helical sym-

metry.[27] In this approach, the one-electron wavefunc-

tions are first constructed from linear combinations of

helically adapted Bloch functions, which in turn are

constructed from linear combinations of nuclear centered

products of Gaussians and real solid spherical harmonics,

and then these wavefunctions are used in solving the self-

consistent LDF equations. A sample LDF band structure

obtained by using this approach is shown in Fig. 8.[10]

These results for the [5,5] SWNT can be compared to the

corresponding results for this tube obtained from the GSM

(Fig. 7b) for bands in the vicinity of eF.

CONCLUSION

In this review, we have provided an introduction to the use

of helical and rotational symmetries in studying the

properties of SWNTs. Attention has been focused on basic

electronic properties, but these symmetries are also

equally useful in the study of vibrational properties. Fur-

thermore, they are essential if one wishes to study, for

Fig. 8 First-principles LDF results for the band structure of the

[5,5] SWNT obtained by assuming f=p (p2 = 3, p1 = 2). These

results can be compared to the GSM results of Fig. 7(b). The

bands at –k are the same as those at k. Hence, results are plotted

over only half of the central 1-D zone. The Fermi level is shown

as a horizontal dashed line. (From Ref. [10].)

e�ðkÞ ¼ �jVpppj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3þ 2 cos k � R1 þ 2 cos k � R2 þ 2 cos k � ðR1 � R2Þ

p
: ð29Þ
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example, the effects of twists in all but the simplest

models of SWNTs.
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APPENDIX

Program BUILDTUBE[28] calculates the x, y, z coordi-

nates in Angstroms of an [n1,n2] SWNT for either a user-

defined number of helical motifs or primitive translational

unit cells using the procedure given in this article and

Ref. [15]. Initial input should only be in the form of a

couple integers separated by a space. When using this

program to generate the coordinates of atoms in a user-

specified number of translational unit cells, keep in mind

that if n1 and n2 are relatively prime, then a single trans-

lational unit cell can contain well over a thousand atoms.

This is true even for SWNTs with diameters as small as

about a nanometer. Output is in the form of two files.

Sample output files are given below following the listing

of the source code written in Fortran 77.
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Sample output files:

Output file 1:

Output file 2: First row: number of atoms treated.

Second row: C C bond distance, [n1,n2] SWNT indices,

and number of primitive motifs requested. Following

rows: x, y, z coordinates of atoms in Angstroms. This file

is written out in the standard xyz format suitable as input

to several common molecular graphics programs.
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INTRODUCTION

Small-amplitude atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a

dynamic AFM technique, in which the AFM cantilever is

vibrated at very small amplitudes, typically less than �1

Å (=10�10 m=0.1 nm), and the amplitude, phase, and/or

resonance frequency of the lever are measured. Small

amplitudes serve to linearize measurements of tip–surface

interactions. Consequently, measurements can be directly

related to interaction stiffness (negative if the force

gradient) and energy dissipation. Because of the small

amplitudes, the measurement is local, and interactions can

be mapped point by point. This eliminates ambiguities

present in large-amplitude techniques.

Historically, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)[1]

was the first ‘‘easy’’ technique to reliably provide atomic

resolution images of a variety of conductive crystalline

surfaces. Early on it was realized that forces play an

important role in STM measurements.[2] This inspired the

invention of the atomic force microscope in 1986.[3] In

terms of applications, it was hoped that AFM would

provide atomic resolution on insulators, which was not

possible with STM. This goal was finally achieved in

1995, when true atomic resolution imaging was demon-

strated by several groups using dynamic, noncontact AFM

at large amplitudes.[4–6] Researchers also realized early on

that AFM can be used to measure forces as a function of

tip–surface separation in a variety of environments.[7–10]

However, issues such as drift, mechanical instabilities,[11]

low sensitivity, and nonlinearities made the direct, local,

and linear measurement of force interactions a difficult

prospect in many situations.

Small-amplitude AFM techniques were developed to

address the issues of nonlinearity and nonlocality that

continue to plague large amplitude measurements.

Moreover, combined with high-sensitivity deflection

sensors, such as fiber interferometry, and the use of

tailored lever structures, these techniques were able to

overcome sensitivity and instability issues as well. In this

chapter we will discuss the underlying theory of small-

amplitude AFM, conditions and limitations for its use,

and recent examples of small-amplitude AFM applied to

atomic-scale imaging (Fig. 1), force–distance measure-

ments, atomic-scale dissipation, and force measurements

in liquids.

THEORY AND BACKGROUND

Limitations of ‘‘Standard’’ AFM Techniques

Commonly used AFM technologies can be categorized

into two broad categories: (1) ‘‘d.c.’’ or ‘‘contact’’ AFM

and (2) ‘‘a.c.’’ or ‘‘dynamic’’ AFM. Here dc is meant to

signify a static technique, while a.c. is meant to signify a

dynamic technique, involving modulation of the deflec-

tion or force. In d.c. AFM the cantilever is static and the

equilibrium position of the cantilever in the force field of

the sample is measured. The force can then be determined

from Hooke’s law. In a.c. AFM the cantilever is vibrated

and, typically, two of the observables amplitude, phase, or

resonance frequency are measured to determine the tip–

sample interaction.

In the following we want to discuss limitations of d.c.

and large-amplitude a.c. techniques, which range from

drift, mechanical instabilities, and nonlinearity to prob-

lems of data interpretation.

Limitations of d.c. and large-amplitude
a.c. AFM techniques

d.c. AFM suffers like any d.c. measuring technique from

low signal-to-noise and drift. Therefore, d.c. AFM

generally utilizes low stiffness levers to increase sensi-

tivity (<1N m�1). Because of the low stiffness of the

lever, it is prone to the snap-to-contact instability close to

surface.[11–13] Consequently, d.c. AFM is generally known

as ‘‘contact’’ AFM. This type of AFM is useful in gen-

eral-purpose imaging at resolutions typically >10 nm. It is

theoretically able to directly yield quantitative force data

(via Hooke’s law). However, this is generally hampered

by drift and the snap-in instability.

d.c. AFM also has limitations in imaging. Because

imaging is generally done in contact, the image resolution

is limited to the tip–surface contact radius, which is

typically at least several tens of nanometers. In some

special cases true atomic resolution has been achieved,[14]

but, typically, apparent ‘‘atomic resolution’’ seen with

contact AFM can be attributed to a Moiré-like effect of

dragging two well-ordered surfaces (tip and substrate)

across each other.[15,79] Another disadvantage is the fact
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that the tip is moved laterally while in contact and that

sometimes relatively large forces need to be applied to get

a reasonable signal. This can lead to wear and degradation

of the sample and tip,[16] and is especially detrimental to

soft samples.

To overcome some of the disadvantages of d.c. AFM,

a.c. AFM techniques were used almost as soon as the

AFM was invented.[8] There are two major types of a.c.

AFM techniques:[17] 1) amplitude-modulated (AM) AFM,

which includes ‘‘tapping mode’’ AFM, some types of

noncontact AFM, and subresonance AFM, and 2) fre-

quency-modulated (FM) AFM, or frequency-shift AFM,

also often confusingly called noncontact AFM.

In AM AFM the lever is vibrated at a constant

frequency, and the amplitude and/or phase are measured.

This is typically done with a lock-in amplifier. In tapping

mode AFM,[18] the cantilever is brought close to the sur-

face while it is vibrated at (or close to) the free resonance

frequency of the lever. As the tip approaches the surface,

the resonance frequency shifts due to the interaction force

gradients. Because the lever is still vibrated at the free and

resonance frequency, both the phase and the amplitude of

the cantilever decrease and can be used as feedback pa-

rameters (slope detection).

Tapping mode AFM typically uses large amplitudes

of 10–100 nm. As the tip moves through the nonlinear

force field close to the surface, the motion of the lever

becomes highly nonlinear. Typically, the system is bi-

stable, and jumps between a low-amplitude and high-

amplitude mode are inherent to the system.[17,19–22] In

addition, relatively low stiffness cantilevers are typically

used (of the order of a few 10 N/m) to boost sensitivity.

As a result, the tip is unstable close to the surface and

starts ‘‘tapping’’ the surface, hence the name of the

technique. This could be avoided by using stiffer canti-

levers,[23] but that would reduce the signal unduly. Be-

cause of the intermittent contact with the surface, the

resolution of this technique is comparable to contact

AFM. However, because the tip is not dragged across the

surface as in contact AFM, the damage to a fragile sample

can be much less than in contact AFM.[18] In addition, the

phase data contain information about sample-mediated

damping and can provide additional information about the

mechanical properties of the sample. However, although

attempts have been made to interpret the results in a

quantitative fashion, it is very difficult to completely re-

construct the force field and the distance-dependent loss

processes experienced by the tip, and higher resonance

modes need to be considered.[24,25]

Noncontact AM AFM[8] is essentially the same as

tapping mode AFM, with the only difference being that

the tip is lifted off the surface far enough to avoid contact.

Noncontact AM AFM is typically used to measure long-

range forces such as electrostatic forces [electrostatic

force microscopy (EFM)] or magnetic forces [magnetic

force microscopy (MFM)].

In FM AFM the lever is vibrated at its (shifting)

resonance at all times. Typically, (but not always) a

feedback loop is used to keep the amplitude constant. The

lever is maintained at its resonance frequency by using

the lever itself as the frequency-determining element in

an oscillator circuit. This is achieved by phase shifting

the deflection signal and feeding it back to the dither

piezo that oscillates the cantilever. The resonance fre-

quency is then measured by an FM demodulator cir-

cuit.[26] The resonance frequency can be measured very

accurately for high quality factor (Q) cantilevers, pro-

viding improved signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. Because a

high Q (�103–104) is needed, FM AFM is most often

used in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The improved S/N

ratio allows for the use of higher stiffness levers of typ-

ically about 50N m�1. The use of stiffer levers com-

bined with large amplitudes[27,28] avoids the snap-to-con-

tact instability and noncontact operation very close to the

surface becomes possible. Indeed, it was this technique

that yielded the first true atomic resolution AFM images

in 1994[4] and 1995.[5,6] The problems with this technique

are the very involved data interpretation when using large

amplitudes,[24,29,30] the difficulties in measuring local

events (because of the large amplitudes), and the almost

complete confinement of this technique to ultrahigh

vacuum conditions (because of the need for high Q).

Recently, using an electronic feedback circuit, attempts

have been made to increase the low quality factor (Q�2–

3) of nc-AFM in water to Q�30–40.[31] However, these

low Q values are still too low to achieve atomic

resolution in liquids, and the used techniques raise

additional interpretation issues.

Fig. 1 Atomic resolution image (4�2.5 nm) of the force gra-

dient across a Si(111)-(7�7) surface. Round ‘‘bumps’’ corre-

spond to single atoms. Measured with a subresonance AFM at an

ultrasmall lever amplitude of 0.25 Å. Feedback was maintained

via the tunneling current.
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Theory of Small-Amplitude AFM

Small-amplitude AFM is any dynamic AFM technique in

which particular attention is paid to vibrating the

cantilever at small amplitudes. This means in practice

that amplitudes should be small compared to the range of

the measured interaction. How small the amplitude has to

be to justifiably speak of linear measurements can be

explored by solving the equation of motion of the

oscillating cantilever in the force field of the sample. In

addition, by solving the equation of motion, we can

distinguish between several conceivable ways of operat-

ing a small-amplitude AFM. These include:

1. On-resonance AM operation (‘‘tapping mode’’): AM

AFM where we drive the cantilever at small ampli-

tudes at a constant frequency close to or at the free

resonance frequency. Amplitude and phase are mea-

sured and can, in principle, be related directly to the

force gradient and damping coefficient.

2. Subresonance operation: AFM is deliberately oper-

ated at a constant frequency well below the first reso-

nance. This eliminates dynamic terms in the equation

of motion, and makes it easier to keep the AFM in

the small-amplitude regime. Measured amplitude and

phase relate directly to the force gradient and damping.

3. Frequency shift (FM) operation: Same as regular FM

AFM, but using ultrasmall amplitudes. In this case,

the frequency shift can be directly related to the force

gradient (see below). The cantilever amplitude (or the

excitation amplitude if amplitude is kept constant) can

be related to the damping coefficient or quality factor.

4. Force-controlled or force modulation AFM: AFM in

which a force rather than a displacement is imposed

on the cantilever. Typically, a d.c. and a.c. force are

applied, and force and stiffness are measured simul-

taneously. Often used in the subresonance regime.

Actual examples of these different techniques will be

discussed toward the end of the chapter.

Small-amplitude AFM

The general equation of motion of AFM is given by:

m*�zþ C _zþ kLz ¼ kLA0 expðiotÞ þ Ftsðzþ dÞ ð1Þ

Here, m* is the effective vibrating mass of cantilever and

tip, z is the cantilever deflection, d is the average tip-

surface separation, C is the damping coefficient, kL is the

lever stiffness, and A0 is the applied amplitude (which is

equal to the free amplitude in the off-resonance case). If

the AFM is operated in the force-modulated mode, the

equation is modified by replacing kLA0 on the right-hand

side by F0, the modulated force.

Fts is the sum of forces acting between the tip and the

surface. Fts generally consists of several forces with

different interaction ranges. In vacuum, the forces present

include chemical bonding, van der Waals forces, electro-

static forces, or magnetic forces. In liquids, we also

encounter forces associated with the medium such as

solvation forces and hydrophilic/hydrophobic interac-

tions.[32] In ambient, capillary forces can be very impor-

tant. When writing expressions for Fts, we also need to be

careful that forces act on different portions of the tip

depending on their range. Long-range forces, such as

electrostatic forces in the presence of an applied voltage,

might act on the entire vibrating cantilever, while short-

range forces, such as chemical bonding forces act on the

outermost atoms of the tip only. Finally, we have to take

into account that the tip and surface are not infinitely

rigid, but instead deform under the influence of the force

field. This leads to a rescaling of the tip–surface sep-

aration z.[13,33] However, to simplify the discussion, we

will ignore these effects for the time being.

In Eq. 1 the cantilever is being treated as a linear

spring, which is a very good approximation for the small

amplitudes involved.[34] We also assumed that the damp-

ing coefficient, C, is independent of tip position. This is in

general not true, but again is a good local approximation if

small amplitudes are used.

Generally, because of the nonlinear nature of the force

field, Fsr, Eq. 1 can only be solved numerically. In some

special cases, analytic solutions can be found. A very spe-

cial case occurs when the AFM is operated at amplitudes

over which the force law can be approximately considered

linear. We can then write Fts=Fts,0�ktsz. For conve-

nience, we rescale the displacement z to account for the

equilibrium position of the cantilever z0=Fts,0/kL, accord-

ing to z�z0!z. By doing this, z becomes a measure for

the deviation from the equilibrium position due to the

imposed oscillation. The new linearized equation of mo-

tion becomes:

m*�zþ C _zþ ðkL þ ktsÞz ¼ kLA0 expðiotÞ ð2Þ

Note that the interaction stiffness, kts, is the negative of

the force gradient, @F/@z. The steady-state solution of

Eq. 2 is z(t)=A exp(iot), where A is a complex number

that includes the phase information. A is given by:

A ¼ kLA0

kL þ kts � o2m*þ ioC
ð3Þ

The resonance frequency in the linear regime is given

by o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkL þ ktsÞ=m*

p
. Using this we can find for the

absolute value of the amplitude:

jAj ¼ kLA0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkL þ ktsÞ2 1� ðo2=o2

0

� �2þðCoÞ2
q ð4Þ
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and the phase angle between the A0 (the drive) and A

(the cantilever):

tanf ¼ � oC

ðkL þ ktsÞ 1� ðo2=o2
0Þ

� � ð5Þ

Small-amplitude tapping mode AFM

In the case of tapping mode AFM, the system is driven

at or near the free resonance. Because the drive fre-

quency is kept constant, the amplitude and/or phase are

measured and used as possible feedback signals. When

the lever is driven at the free resonance frequency,

o ¼ o0f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kL=m*

p
, the absolute value of the amplitude

is given by (Eqs. 4, 5):

jAj ¼ kLA0

kts

cos f ð6Þ

The phase angle is given by:

tan f ¼ � o0fC

kts

ð7Þ

It is straightforward to solve these equations for kts

and C, and thus, at least in principle, a measurement of

the amplitude and the phase are sufficient to determine

the interaction stiffness and the damping.

This is to be contrasted from the usually used large

amplitudes. In this case, the interaction and damping are

very difficult to reconstruct from the amplitude and phase,

because these are the result of an integral over the entire

motion of the cantilever. Thus, for large amplitudes we are

not mapping two observables (amplitude and phase) to

two unknowns (the local stiffness and damping coeffi-

cient), but instead we are trying to map our two observ-

ables to all values of interaction stiffness and damping

coefficient the tip encounters during its trajectory. This

is—without additional information—in principle impos-

sible. Additional information might come from ampli-

tudes and phases of higher vibration modes[24,25] or from

multiple measurements at different separations and ampli-

tudes. The interpretation, if not impossible in principle,

becomes very involved.

Subresonance AFM

Combining Eqs. 4 and 5, we find that the measured

interaction stiffness, kts, can be determined directly from

the measured amplitude and phase via:

kts ¼ kL
A0 cos f

jAj 1� ðo2=o2
0Þ

� � � 1

 !
ð8Þ

If we keep the drive frequency, o, well below the first

resonance we can use this equation to find the following

simple expression for the interaction stiffness:

kts ¼ kL
A0

jAj cos f� 1

� 	
ð9Þ

If the AFM is operated reasonably far below the res-

onance, the phase angle typically is very small, and the

cos f term can in many cases be replaced by unity, re-

sulting in:

kts ¼ kL
A0

jAj � 1

� 	
ð10Þ

The same result can be obtained if we realize that by

operating the AFM in the subresonance regime, the

measurement becomes quasi-static. Close to the surface,

the cantilever and interaction stiffnesses can be considered

as two ‘‘springs’’ in series. Thus the forces in each spring

are identical and we can write: F=kts|A|=kL(A0� |A|),

which leads to the same result (Eq. 10).

The damping coefficient can be calculated from:

C ¼ kLA0

jAjo sin f ð11Þ

Thus again a measurement of the amplitude and phase

are sufficient to determine both the interaction stiffness

and the damping coefficient.

Frequency shift AFM

In frequency shift AFM, the excitation frequency of the

cantilever is altered to keep the lever at its resonance at all

times. Therefore the frequency becomes an observable in

the measurement. At very small amplitudes,[35] the

resonance frequency is directly related to kts, since

o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkL þ ktsÞ=m*

p
(see Eq. 2 and Ref. [26]). In terms

of the free resonance frequency, o0f, the interaction

stiffness can be found from:

kts ¼ kL
o2

0

o2
0f

� 1

� 	
ð12Þ

This can be approximately written in terms of the

frequency shift, Df=1/2p (o0�o0f) as:

kts ¼ 2kL
Df

f0f
ð13Þ

The amplitude can be calculated from Eq. 4. Introduc-

ing the quality factor Q=o0fm*/C, we find[36]

jAj ¼ QA0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkL þ ktsÞ=kL

p � QA0 1� kts

2kL

� 	
ð14Þ
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In FM AFM, the amplitude is often held constant by a

feedback loop, and the excitation amplitude needed to

keep a certain constant lever amplitude is measured and

related to the damping.[37]

In conclusion, by measuring the amplitude and the

frequency, the interaction stiffness and the damping

coefficient (or quality factor) can be determined. At

larger amplitudes, the frequency shift is determined by

an integral over the entire tip trajectory, and interpreta-

tion of the frequency shift data becomes much more

involved.[24,27–30]

Force modulation AFM

In the case of force modulation AFM, Eqs. 4 and 5 still

hold if we replace kLA0 by the modulated force F0.[15]

If a small subresonance force modulation is applied to

the cantilever and the displacement response is measured,

these equations simplify to:

kts ¼
F0

jAj � kL ð15Þ

which for small phase angles is simply an expression of

Hooke’s law; that is, the total effective stiffness kts+kL is

given by F0/|A|. Note that in the case of force-modulated

AFM, the cantilever and interaction stiffnesses are to be

considered in parallel, whereas in ‘‘usual’’ displace-

ment-modulated AFM, they are to be taken to be in

series. The reason is that in force-modulated AFM, both

the sample and the cantilever base are held fixed, and thus

the amplitudes of the base–tip and tip–surface separations

are identical, while the forces are different. In ‘‘usual’’

AFM it is the forces between base and tip and tip and

surface that are identical, while the amplitudes are

different (A0 vs. |A|).

The damping coefficient in force-modulated AFM can

be found from:

C ¼ � F0

jAjo sin f ð16Þ

Practical considerations

As we have seen above, the interpretation of the data

becomes greatly simplified if amplitudes are small enough

to consider the force field to be linear over the range of

motion of the cantilever. In all four cases (tapping mode,

off-resonance AM AFM, FM AFM, and force modulation

AFM), both the interaction stiffness and the damping can

in principle be directly measured. In all cases, two

parameters are needed: In AM and force-modulated AFM

we need amplitude and phase, and in FM AFM amplitude

and frequency shift.

In reality, quantitative small amplitude measurements

have been used quite frequently in off-resonance mea-

surements (both displacement and force modulated), less

frequently in FM AFM, and hardly in tapping mode

experiments. The main reasons for this are problems of

phase and amplitude stability in tapping mode. Because

the drive frequency enters the equations, but is not

explicitly measured as in FM AFM, a shift in the drive

frequency can greatly affect the obtained results. Indeed a

shift to higher or lower frequency than the free amplitude

can lead to a bistable behavior of the oscillator if the

amplitude is not small enough. Keeping the amplitude

small enough, on the other hand, is difficult if the

cantilever is operated near its resonance. In subresonance

AFM, this problem is avoided by staying far below the

resonance, and, as a result, the frequency does not enter

into the equations and the amplitude can be kept low.

In FM AFM the lever is deliberately run at resonance,

and the frequency should be quite stable if the Q of the

lever is sufficiently high. The needed high Q, however,

results in larger amplitudes, thus violating the small-

amplitude condition. If the amplitudes are deliberately

kept small, thermal noise can greatly influence the

measurements because most of the thermal vibration

energy is centered around the lever resonance. For a lever

of 40 N/m stiffness, which is typical for FM AFM, the

thermal vibration amplitude is of the order of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT=kL

p
=

0.1 Å, which is of the same order as the amplitude needed

to linearize measurements of atomic bonding forces. This

particular problem can be alleviated by increasing the

lever stiffness and sensitivity of the system as recently

demonstrated by Giessibl.[38]

Operating Conditions of
Small-Amplitude AFM

Limits of linearity or how small is small enough?

As shown above, the linearized equation of motion (Eq. 2)

can be solved in a variety of situations and leads to the

simple relation (Eq. 9) for the interaction stiffness in the

case of an AFM operated at small amplitudes and

subresonance frequencies, and to Eq. 13 in the case of a

small amplitude, frequency shift AFM. However, an

important question remains unanswered: Under what

circumstances can the system be regarded linear? Or, in

other words: When is the amplitude small enough?

This question cannot be answered in general because it

strongly depends on the nature of the force law that the tip

encounters. Long-range forces, such as electrostatic,

magnetic, and van der Waals forces can generally be

explored with somewhat larger amplitudes. Short-range

forces, such as chemical bonding and solvation forces
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associated with small molecules, require significantly

smaller amplitudes. We might also expect that it depends

on the particular AFM technique used, but, at least as a

rule of thumb, the results seem to be quite similar for

different a.c. AFM techniques.

In the case of frequency shift (FM) AFM and short-

range forces, Hölscher et al.[35] showed that the fre-

quency shift is determined by the force gradient only if

the amplitudes used are in the sub-Angstrom range,

typically of the order of a few tenths of an Angstrom.

Similar results can be obtained for subresonance AM

AFM.[33] In a recent simulation[33] of a vibrating lever

in a short-range force field (with a decay parameter of

0.54 Å), it was found that the error of the measurement

was negligible for a lever amplitude of 0.1 Å, very

small for an amplitude of 0.25 Å, and about 10% for an

amplitude of 0.5 Å, i.e., for an amplitude of the order of

the decay parameter. For large amplitudes, e.g., 1 Å, the

error was quite significant. This is shown in Fig. 2.

For comparison, typical lever amplitudes in tapping

mode are of the order of 100–1000 Å, and in FM AFM

of the order of 10–100 Å. In the case of subresonance

AFM, we also have the added question of the influence

of the frequency, i.e., how far below the resonance we

need to be to avoid resonance enhancement of the

amplitude. It was found that very clean subresonance

operation could be achieved up to about one-eighth of

the resonance frequency, but acceptable error rates

(<10%) could be achieved up to frequencies of one-

third of the free resonance. Beyond these values, the

amplitude has a tendency to become too large because

of resonance enhancement, complicating the interpreta-

tion of the data.

Limits of stability

Even if small drive amplitudes are used, there is no

guarantee that the actual lever amplitude remains small.

One reason for this is resonance enhancement, as dis-

cussed above. The other reason is the use of low-stiffness

cantilevers. Low-stiffness cantilevers not only exhibit

larger deflections in an attractive force field than higher

stiffness ones, but, moreover, they can become unstable

and ‘‘snap’’ to the surface (‘‘snap-to-contact’’).[11]

In d.c. AFM there is a straightforward criterion that

must be satisfied if snap-to-contact is to be avoided. As

long as the effective stiffness of the cantilever is positive,

no snap-in occurs:

kL þ kts > 0 ð17Þ

This means that snap-in occurs when the interaction

stiffness is negative (‘‘attractive’’) and its absolute value

exceeds the lever stiffness.

In a.c. AFM snap-in can still be avoided even if

condition (17) is violated. The reason is that in order for

snap-in to occur the total force (cantilever+interaction)

must be negative (attractive).[27] In a.c. AFM, the canti-

lever deflects beyond its equilibrium point and therefore

the restoring force can overwhelm the attractive force

between the tip and the surface. The second criterion for

snap-in to be avoided can thus be written as:

kLAþ Fts > 0 ð18Þ

This is one of the reasons for the stability of large-

amplitude FM AFM. In these techniques relatively low

stiffness cantilevers can be used, which boost sensitivity,

but because of the large amplitudes the snap-in instability

can be avoided. In small-amplitude methods, we need to

mostly rely on criterion (17) and thus high-stiffness can-

tilevers need to be used. This necessitates high-sensitivity

deflection sensing as discussed in the next subsection.

Sensitivity

Small-amplitude AFM requires higher sensitivity of the

deflection sensor than regular AFM. The reason is not

only that small amplitudes are more difficult to measure,

but also, as we have seen above, the stability criterion

demands that high-stiffness levers are used, which reduce

the signals even further. There are many ways of sensing

the deflection of the cantilever,[39] from tunneling as used

in the original AFM[3] to the now most commonly used

optical techniques. For each of these methods, a theoretical

Fig. 2 Simulation of the measured interaction stiffness–

displacement curve for different cantilever amplitudes in a

subresonance AM AFM. For A0 =0.1 Å the measurement does

not visibly deviate from the theoretical curve, at 0.25 Å there is a

small error around the minimum, at 0.5 Å this error is about

10%, while at an amplitude of 1.0 Å the error has become quite

large. (From Ref. [33].)
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sensitivity limit can be calculated.[40] However, in reality

the experimental sensitivity is typically lower due to

nonideal experimental conditions.

Because small-amplitude AM AFM needs to operate

preferably at amplitudes of a few tenths of an Angstrom,

the deflection sensor needs to be able to sense changes in

the amplitude of the order of 0.01 Å (i.e., 1 pm) or better.

This is difficult to achieve with commonly used laser-

deflection systems. Theoretically, highly optimized laser-

deflection systems might be able reach similar sensitivity

than interferometer-based systems;[41] however, in prac-

tice, most cannot sense changes in amplitude much

smaller than 0.1 Å. Experimentally, it has been demon-

strated that fiber interferometers[42] can have at least 10–

20 times higher sensitivity than laser-deflection systems

and are thus the method of choice in small-amplitude

AM AFM.

In FM AFM, when high-stiffness cantilevers are used,

the frequency shift is reduced and a high sensitivity

frequency measurement becomes essential. A very high Q

cantilever is needed to achieve the needed sensitivity.

High Q, however, leads to increased resonance enhance-

ment of the amplitude, and thus drive amplitudes need to

be extremely small. Fortunately, high-stiffness cantilevers

also help to reduce the thermal noise at resonance, and

measurements at sub-Angstrom lever amplitudes can

be achieved.

Thermal noise

When we deal with cantilever amplitudes of the order of

0.1 Å, we immediately face the question of how this

compares with the average amplitude of the thermal

excitation of the cantilever. It can be shown[43] that the

power spectral density of the oscillator amplitude due to

thermal excitation is given by:

hP2ðoÞi ¼ 4kBTC

ðkL þ kts � mo2Þ2 þ C2o2
ð19Þ

Note that hP2i has units of m2 Hz�1, i.e., it needs to be

multiplied with the measurement bandwidth, B, to

calculate the rms amplitude due to the thermal motion

of the cantilever. The rms amplitude is given by

dxrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BhP2i

p
. At the resonance frequency, i.e., in

FM AFM, the power spectral density reduces to:

hP2i ¼ 4kBT

Co2
0

� Q
4kBT

kLo0f

ð20Þ

where we used Q=o0fm/C as the quality factor of the free

cantilever, and assumed kts�kL and o0�o0f to obtain the

approximate result on the right-hand side.

In subresonance AM AFM, the formula (19) instead

reduces to:

hP2i ¼ 4kBTC

ðkL þ ktsÞ2
� 1

Q

4kBT

kLo0f

ð21Þ

Comparing the approximate results (Eqs. 20 and 21),

the thermal noise increases with increasing quality factor

Q if the lever is driven at its resonance (as in FM AFM),

and decreases in the case of subresonance AFM. What

does this mean in practice? In order to reliably measure

the frequency or amplitude of a cantilever with a 0.1 Å=

10 pm free amplitude, the rms amplitude of the thermal

noise needs to be less than 1 pm. At room temperature,

for a lever with a Q of 1000, a resonance frequency of

o0f= 2p�200 kHz, and a measurement bandwidth of 100

Hz, the cantilever stiffness would need to be about 1300

N/m in the case of FM AFM, and 1.3�10�3 N/m in the

case of subresonance AM AFM. A cantilever of 1300 N/m

would provide a frequency shift of 7.7 Hz for an

interaction stiffness of 0.1 N/m. The thermal frequency

noise can be calculated from:[26,44]

dfrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTBf0f

kLA2
0pQ

s
ð22Þ

This gives a thermal frequency noise of 14 Hz for a

lever of 1300 N/m. The lever amplitude therefore would

need to be somewhat increased beyond this value to get a

force gradient sensitivity of 0.1 N/m. A cantilever of such

high stiffness may sound difficult to implement, but a

lever stiffness of 1800 N/m has recently been used by

Giessibl to achieve unprecedented high resolution on Si

7�7 surfaces.[38,45]

In the case of subresonance AM AFM, the lever

stiffness would have to be increased far beyond the

thermal noise limit of 1.3�10�3 N/m to about 100 N/m to

avoid snap-to-contact. In this case, the rms amplitude of

the thermal noise would reduce to 3.6 fm, which is more

than sufficient for even the most stringent requirements.

At a lever stiffness of 100 N/m, a force gradient of 0.1

N/m would result in a change of the lever amplitude of

about 10 fm assuming a free lever amplitude of 0.1 Å=10

pm; that is, the signal would be a factor of three above

the thermal noise limit. Of course, measuring 10 fm

even with an interferometric sensor is not an easy task.

Measurements of this order have been demonstrated re-

cently.[42,46,47] Theoretically, much higher sensitivity is

possible if more elaborate interferometric methods are

used (see, e.g., in gravitational wave detection: Ref. [48]).

Thermal noise can of course also be reduced by

lowering the temperature of the instrument.[49] However,

the rms amplitude only scales with the square root of the

temperature, and thus the expected reduction in thermal

noise is ‘‘only’’ of the order of about 10. On the other
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hand, there are many additional advantages of low-

temperature operation, such as limiting drift and surface

diffusion, and low-temperature operation can provide a

significant advantage over room-temperature methods.

A SHORT HISTORY OF
SMALL-AMPLITUDE AFM

Nanoindentation and Force-Controlled AFM

Nanoindentation[50] is a technique to measure contact-

mechanical properties on the nanoscale. It essentially

operates by indenting a very sharp diamond tip into a

surface while monitoring the displacement and the applied

load. In 1987, Pethica and Oliver[15] improved this

technique by additionally applying a force modulation.

This force modulation was small enough (�10�8 N) such

that, at the observed contact stiffnesses, sub-Angstrom

tip amplitudes were generated. Such small amplitudes

allowed the simultaneous linear measurement of the

contact stiffness in addition to the load–displacement

curve. From the contact stiffness the size of the contact

area could be determined. In their paper, the authors also

suggested to operate an AFM in a similar fashion, by

applying a small a.c. force to the cantilever via a mag-

netic transducer.

In 1993, Jarvis et al. demonstrated a force-controlled

AFM[51] that used a cantilever with an attached magnet

and an electromagnet to apply a d.c. and small subreso-

nance a.c. force to the cantilever. The small, applied a.c.

force resulted in a very small amplitude (�0.3 Å) of the

cantilever, giving a direct measure of the stiffness of the

cantilever–surface system via Eq. 9. The amplitude was

measured with a heterodyne interferometer. The AFM was

able to detect a negative stiffness region under ambient

condition, which is difficult to achieve with conventional

AFM because of the snap-in instability. This device was

subsequently implemented in ultrahigh vacuum,[52] result-

ing in the first direct measurement of the interaction

stiffness between clean surfaces.[53] Imaging with the

force-controlled AFM was also demonstrated.[54] This

technique was also used in liquids, where O’Shea et al.

have successfully used the force-controlled AFM to

measure solvation forces[55,56] in several organic solvents.

They used amplitudes of a few Angstroms, which were

appropriate for the relatively large molecules they studied.

On-Resonance AM AFM

In usual AM or tapping mode AFM, a displacement rather

than a force is applied to the cantilever. If the applied

displacement is small enough, the at-resonance ampli-

tude of the lever can be kept in the Angstrom regime,

depending on the Q and kL of the lever (see our discussion

of thermal noise above).

Olsson et al. demonstrated an on-resonance AM AFM

technique[57] with small free amplitudes of <10 Å. The

needed sensitivity was provided by the use of a fiber

interferometer.[58] During imaging the amplitude was re-

duced by 20–90% of the free value due to the shift of the

resonance frequency. Using this technique, true atomic res-

olution on silicon (111)-(7�7) surfaces[59] was achieved.

However, because of the use of an on-resonance technique

and the still relatively large amplitudes, the interpretation

of the amplitude data proved difficult.[60]

FM AFM

In FM AFM, cantilever stiffnesses of 10–50 N/m and large

amplitudes of 10–50 nm[44] are generally used. The large

amplitudes provide good stability and signal-to-noise and

are thus preferred when imaging with atomic resolution.[28]

There are rather few examples of FM AFM experiments

that utilized amplitudes less than 10 nm. Kitamura and

Iwatsuki have used amplitudes as low as 1.5 nm to image

Si(111).[61] Recently, Eguchi and Hasegawa used ampli-

tudes of 2.8 nm to also image Si(111) and were able to

resolve rest atoms.[62] The main reason for the low num-

ber of small-amplitude experiments is the use of low-

stiffness cantilevers, which require large amplitudes to

avoid the snap-in instability (see Eq. 18).

Stable small-amplitude operation at resonance requires

very stiff levers in order to avoid the snap-in instability

and to reduce thermal noise. Recently, Giessibl designed a

novel force sensor based on a quartz tuning fork.[38] This

sensor has a very high stiffness of 1300–1800 N/m. Using

this new device, he was able to achieve very stable atomic

resolution imaging at amplitudes of 4 Å, which is very

small for FM AFM.

Using the same setup, Giessibl et al. recently achieved

subatomic (orbital) resolution of the tip and the Si

substrate.[45,63] Better-than-atomic resolution had previ-

ously been observed only in STM measurements. A

tuning-fork-based sensor was found to also provide atomic

resolution and atomic-scale friction measurements in a

small-amplitude (3 Å) lateral mode.[64]

Giessibl at al. have argued that in FM AFM measure-

ments, small amplitudes and large cantilever stiffnesses

should be able to improve signal-to-noise.[44] This de-

pends on the exact nature and magnitude of any dissipa-

tive processes. Despite the presence of energy dissipation,

the advantages of small amplitudes and stiff cantilevers in

FM AFM have been experimentally confirmed.[38,45,63] A

possible reason for the improved S/N of small-amplitude

techniques is that the tip will spend most of its time in the

regime of short-range forces when small amplitudes are

used close to the surface.[65] These forces are ultimately
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responsible for atomic resolution imaging. Large-ampli-

tude techniques are more affected by long-range forces

(e.g., van der Waals), thus degrading sensitivity to short-

range bonding forces. The same reasoning has recently

applied to the room-temperature observation of rest atoms

in Si(111)-(7�7) at reduced amplitudes of 2.8 nm.[62]

Subresonance AM AFM

Thermal noise and limits of sensitivity are the most

important obstacles in reducing the vibration amplitude of

the cantilever into the linear regime of a few 0.1 Å. There

are essentially two ways to limit thermal noise: high-

stiffness cantilevers and subresonance operation. Sensi-

tivity can be improved by using new detection schemes,

such as tuning forks for FM detection[63] and fiber in-

terferometers for AM detection.[58]

Recently, Oral et al.[66] constructed a fiber interferom-

eter-based AFM, which was optimized to operate at ultra-

small amplitudes of <0.25 Å. This instrument has since

been successfully used to obtain atomic resolution maps

of the force gradient on Si(111)[46] and Si(100),[67,68] to

measure atomic bonding forces between a W tip and a

clean Si(111) surface,[42] and to observe atomic-scale

energy dissipation at amplitudes as low as 0.13 Å on

Cu(100)[47] and with slightly larger amplitudes on

Si(100).[67,68]

Subresonance detection can also be used in liquids.

Although the thermal noise increases somewhat because

of the decrease in Q (see Eq. 21), subresonance AM

detection is better suited for liquid-based measurements

because there is no need to measure the resonance fre-

quency under low-Q conditions. Recently, subresonance

AFM has been used at an amplitude of 0.35 Å for the first

direct AFM measurement[69] of the molecular stiffness

variations of confined water layers.[32]

Force gradients of chemical bonds

Few methods allow the direct measurement of the dis-

tance-dependent interactions between single atoms. Re-

cently, large-amplitude dynamic AFM has been used to

achieve this goal.[49,70] However, there are a few remain-

ing questions, especially the difference of the observed

interaction length range measured in low-temperature[49]

vs. room-temperature[70] measurements. Part of the prob-

lem might be the dissipative interactions that are not

always accounted for in the deconvolution schemes used

in large amplitude measurements.

Unambiguous measurements of conservative and dis-

sipative interactions can be achieved by low amplitude

measurements. Recently, subresonance, ultrasmall (�0.2–

0.25 Å) amplitude AFM has been applied to measure

atomic interactions between a tungsten tip and a clean

Si(111)-(7�7) surface at room temperature[42] (Fig. 3).

No temperature-related broadening of the interaction

was observed in contrast to some large amplitude mea-

surements.[70] The measured interaction parameters were

Fig. 3 Directly measured stiffness of an atomic bond between a tungsten tip and a clean Si(111) surface in UHV.[42] The measurement

amplitude was 0.24 Å. In addition to the stiffness of the bond, data also include the longer-range van der Waals interaction between the

tip and the surface. Long- and short-range forces can be separated by using a suitable fitting procedure.[42,70] Also shown is the

simultaneously acquired tunneling current.
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in agreement with reported theoretical values.[71] Atomic

bonding stiffnesses have also been measured on Cu(100)[47]

and Si(100) surfaces.[67,68]

Force gradient atomic resolution imaging

One problem of subresonance, ultrasmall-amplitude AFM

is that signals are exceedingly small, whereas the drive

frequency can be quite low. This necessitates long

integration times for the lock-in detection of the amplitude

or phase, which in turn makes it very difficult to use the

lock-in signal for feedback during imaging. Imaging has

so far been achieved by using the tunneling current for

the feedback, while independently imaging the force

gradient signal. Using this approach, atomic resolution

images of the force gradient have been achieved on

Si(111) (Fig. 1),[46] Si(100),[67,68] and Cu(100).[80] The

force gradient images showed atomic contrast indepen-

dent of the contrast in the tunneling channel. In the case of

Cu(100), atomic contrast was seen in the force gradient

image even when no atomic contrast was visible in the

tunneling image.

Force gradient feedback is possible by using FM

detection[38] or by increasing the drive frequency of the

lever. The latter can be achieved by increasing the natural

resonance frequency of the lever. A higher resonance

frequency allows for a higher drive frequency, making

imaging possible.

Atomic dissipation

A topic of significant interest is the measurement of

atomic-scale dissipation in AFM. It has been observed in

both large[37,72,73] and small-amplitude[47] UHV-based

AFM that the cantilever loses a few millielectron volts to

electron volts of kinetic energy per cycle when it is near

the surface. A consensus seems to be that the observed

dissipation is related to ‘‘slow’’ stochastic motion of

atoms at the tip or the sample surface.[47,74]

Small-amplitude AFM is expected to be more sensitive

to short-range forces,[65] and thus to atomic-scale dissi-

pation.[75] Small-amplitude, subresonance AFM is ideally

suited to explore dissipation phenomena because any

phase difference between drive and lever can be directly

related to energy dissipation if the lever is operated in the

linear regime far from resonance. Large-amplitude tech-

niques can exhibit phase differences merely because of the

inherent nonlinearities of the system.[76,77] Recently,

subresonance, ultrasmall-amplitude AFM (A0=0.13 Å)

has been used to measure atomic dissipation on a Cu(100)

surface[47] (Fig. 4). It was found that the observed

dissipation of a few 10 meV per cycle could be explained

by the coupling of the tip motion to the stochastic motion

of a surface atom or defect encountering an energy barrier

of the order of 0.5 eV, i.e., of the order of typical surface

diffusion barriers.

Solvation forces—subresonance AFM in liquids

Subresonance AFM has the distinct advantage of not rely-

ing on a measurement of the resonance frequency, which

can be exceedingly difficult if the AFM is operated in a

highly damping medium, such as water. Exploiting this

fact, it was recently shown that subresonance AFM is

capable of directly measuring the stiffness oscillations

Fig. 4 Simultaneously measured interaction stiffness and

atomic-scale energy dissipation measured with a tip vibrating

with an amplitude of 0.13 Å close to a clean Cu(100) surface in

UHV. Note that this measurement was performed close to the

noise limit of this particular instrument. (From Ref. [47].)

Fig. 5 Stiffness of a confined water layer measured with a

subresonance AFM at a free amplitude of 0.35 Å. Note the

regular spacing of higher-stiffness regions, corresponding to

positions of the tip that allow the confined water to attain a

solidlike structure. Intermediate positions are not commensurate

with the molecule size of water, and thus result in a low-

stiffness, disordered layer.
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associated with the molecular ordering of water confined

between the tip and a flat surface (Fig. 5).[69] The

advantage of the technique was the unambiguous inter-

pretation of the data and the easy separability of con-

servative and dissipative terms. This was not possible in

earlier large-amplitude AFM measurements of the same

phenomenon.[78]

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Small-amplitude AFM offers distinctive advantages over

large-amplitude techniques. These include:

1. Linear measurements.

2. Easy data interpretation.

3. Point-by-point, local measurements.

4. Higher sensitivity to short-range forces and potential-

ly better S/N.

5. Easy separation of conservative and dissipative forces,

especially when subresonance methods are used.

6. Easier transfer to different environments, especial-

ly liquids.

The downside of the techniques is the inherently low

signals that need to be measured. However, as we have

seen, high-stiffness cantilevers can reduce thermal noise

and high-sensitivity displacement sensors are now avail-

able that can push amplitude sensitivity into the femto-

meter regime.

The two most significant developments in this field are

the use of subresonance techniques and small-amplitude

FM detection schemes. The subresonance techniques offer

simple data interpretation, low thermal noise, the possi-

bility of using lower-stiffness levers (as long as the snap-in

is avoided), and the easy transfer of the technique into

liquid environments. Recent experiments using FM

detection at small amplitudes are also very encouraging,

as they combine the advantages of small amplitudes with

the high signal-to-noise of FM detection. The very high

stiffness levers used in the technique can keep Q values

high even in liquids. This opens up the use of FM

detection in liquid environments without the need of

Q control techniques, which raise additional interpreta-

tion issues.

In the future, it is anticipated that small-amplitude

techniques will play an ever-increasing role in quantita-

tive AFM measurements. As they operate in virtually any

environment, the impact on diverse fields, from atomic

and molecular manipulation to the nanomechanics of bio-

molecules, could be enormous. If the widely heralded

nanotechnology industry is to become a reality, methods

that can reliably measure forces, stiffnesses, and dissipa-

tion at the nanoscale will be essential. Small-amplitude

AFM might well be the technique of choice to put hard

numbers on the workings of the molecular machinery of

future nanodevices.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoscience is one of the most important research and

development frontiers in modern science.[1] Nano is a

Greek word meaning dwarf, and the nanometer (nm, 10�9

m) defines the length scale that is used to measure systems

being studied in nanoscience. In the most simplistic sense,

nanoscience is the science of small particles of materials.

Such small particles are of interest from a fundamental

viewpoint because all properties of a material (e.g.,

melting point, electronic properties, and optical prop-

erties) change when the size of the particles that make

up the material becomes nanoscopic. With new properties

comes new opportunities for technological and commer-

cial development, and the applications of nanoparticles

have been demonstrated or proposed in areas as diverse as

microelectronics, coatings and paints, and biotechnology.

For example, one application that is currently in the

commercial marketplace entails using gold nanoparticles

as visual indicators in over-the-counter medical diagnostic

kits.[2] This application illustrates nicely how the unique

properties of a nanoparticle can lead to technological op-

portunities. Macroscopic samples of pure gold have only

one color—gold—but nanoparticles of gold can show es-

sentially all the colors of the rainbow, depending on the

size and the shape of the nanoparticle.[3] Furthermore,

the intensity of the optical absorption of gold nanoparti-

cles is extraordinarily strong, which means that when

suspended in a solution or deposited on a surface, the

naked eye can detect a very small quantity of these par-

ticles. These properties make gold nanoparticles ideally

suited as visual indicators.

Other applications of microparticles and nanoparticles

in the biomedical sciences and biotechnology include the

use as vehicles for enzyme encapsulation,[4] DNA trans-

fection,[5–7] biosensors,[8–10] and drug delivery.[11–13] For

example, drugs can be incorporated into nanospheres

composed of a biodegradable polymer, and this allows for

timed release of the drug as the nanospheres degrade.[11,12]

The circumstances that cause the particle to degrade can

be adjusted by varying the nature of the chemical bonding

within the particle. For example, when acid-labile bonds

are used, the particles degrade in acidic microenviron-

ments such as would-be extant in tumor cells or around a

site of inflammation.[13] This allows for site-specific drug

delivery. In another recent study, polymeric nanoparticles

were labeled on their outer surfaces with a viral peptide

sequence that promotes permeation of substances through

cell membranes.[14] These peptide-derivatized nanoparti-

cles passed through cell membranes, and got incorporated

into living cells, at much higher levels than nanoparticles

without the surface-bound peptide.

OVERVIEW

Surface functionalized nanoparticles can also be used to

deliver genetic material into living cells, a process called

transfection. For example, silica nanospheres labeled

on their outer surfaces with cationic ammonium groups

were found to bind DNA—a polyanion—via electrostatic

interactions.[5] These nanoparticles were then used to

deliver the surface-bound DNA into cells. That transfec-

tion was successful was proven by showing that the cells

produced the protein encoded by the DNA. There is also a

tremendous interest in using cationic lipid-based nano-

spheres—liposomes—as DNA transfection agents.[6,7]

Finally, the gold nanoparticles introduced above have

been used extensively in the development of new types of

gene sensors.[8–10]

Spherical nanoparticles are typically used in such ap-

plications, but this only reflects the fact that spheres

are easier to make than other shapes. Microtubes and

nanotubes—structures that resemble tiny drinking straws

(Fig. 1)—are alternatives to spherical nanoparticles.

Examples include organosilicon polymer nanotubes,[15]

self-assembling lipid microtubes,[16–20] fullerene carbon

nanotubes,[21–24] template-synthesized nanotubes,[25–28]

and peptide nanotubes.[29–32] Nanotubes offer some inter-

esting advantages relative to spherical nanoparticles for

biotechnological applications. For example, nanotubes

have large inner volumes (relative to the dimensions of

the tube), which can be filled with any desired chemical

or biochemical species ranging in size from proteins to

small molecules.[25,26] In addition, nanotubes have distinct

inner and outer surfaces, which can be differentially

chemically or biochemically functionalized.[25] This cre-

ates the possibility, for example, of loading the inside of

a nanotube with a particular biochemical payload but

imparting chemical features to the outer surface that
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render it biocompatible. Finally, nanotubes have open

mouths, which makes the inner surface accessible and the

incorporation of species within the tubes particularly easy.

We review here some emergent technologies for

preparing microtubes and nanotubes, and we give exam-

ples of recent biotechnological applications of these

tubular systems. This review is not intended to be all

encompassing; instead, it discusses recent trends and

emphasizes some particularly promising technologies.

Systems reviewed include self-assembling lipid micro-

tubes, fullerene carbon nanotubes, cyclic peptide nano-

tubes, and template-synthesized nanotubes.

NOMENCLATURE

In the literature, the tubular structures of interest to this

review are called by various names including microtu-

bules, microtubes, nanotubules, and nanotubes. This no-

menclature can be simplified by noting that in this con-

text, there is no difference between a tube and a tubule; in

this review, we use only the name tube. Nano vs. micro

is a more difficult issue because there is no universally

accepted dimension scale above which a particle is micro,

and below which it is nano. In our research group, we

have agreed that if a tube has at least one dimension that

is 100 nm or less, it is called a nanotube.

SELF-ASSEMBLING LIPID MICROTUBES

In 1984, Yager and Schoen[16] of the U.S. Naval Research

Laboratory showed that chiral lipid molecules of the type

shown in Fig. 2 self-assemble in solution to form micro-

tubes. When diacetylenic lipids (Fig. 2) are used, the

resulting microtubes have diameters on the order of 500

nm, lengths varying from about 50 to several hundreds of

micrometers, and wall thicknesses from 10 to 60 nm or

more.[17] The theory of this self-assembly process has been

discussed by Selinger et al.[18] In the most simplistic inter-

pretation, the lipids self-assemble in solution to form pla-

nar bilayer sheets, which then curl up to make microtubes.

One proposed application of lipid microtubes is as

vehicles for controlled drug release. For example, Price

and Patchan[19] coated such tubes with metallic copper (to

improve their mechanical strength) and then loaded

antibiotics used to prevent marine fouling into these

tubes. The tubes were then incorporated into a paint,

which was applied to fiberglass rods. This microtube-

based paint successfully inhibited marine fouling during 6

months testing of these rods in ocean water. Microtubes of

this type have also been used for the controlled release of

testosterone in living rats.[20] While these applications

provide proof-of-concept, lipid microtubes are mechani-

cally weak and, as indicated above, must be coated before

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrograph of an array of template-

synthesized carbon nanotubes. These nanotubes are composed of

disordered graphitic carbon.

Fig. 2 Typical lipids used to make self-assembling lipid

microtubes.
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use. In addition, because the ability to form tubes is

connected with the unique chemistry and chirality of the

lipids used, it would be difficult to use this approach to

make tubes with any desired set of chemical, biochemical,

or physical properties.

FULLERENE CARBON NANOTUBES

In 1985, Kroto et al.[33] at Rice University discovered a

new form of carbon—buckminsterfullerene or C60—and

this work ultimately led to the awarding of the 1996 Nobel

Prize in chemistry to Smalley, Kroto, and Curl. Fullerene

molecules of this type can be prepared by a carbon arc

discharge method, and, in 1991, Iijima[21] discovered

nanotubes in the products obtained from such a reactor

(Fig. 3). These tubes are, in essence, rolled-up, highly

ordered graphene sheets, and they may be single-walled or

multiwalled. They are typically referred to in the literature

as simply carbon nanotubes; however, because there are

examples of nanotubes composed of more disordered

forms of carbon (Fig. 1),[34] the more precise name,

fullerene carbon nanotubes, is used here. Diameters for

these nanotubes range from 1 to tens of nanometers, and

lengths can be from microns to hundreds of microns.[22]

Since their discovery, there has been a massive interna-

tional research effort aimed at understanding the proper-

ties of fullerene carbon nanotubes and at developing

applications for these nanotubes; a number of authorita-

tive reviews have recently appeared.[22–24]

One proposed nonbiomedical application is in the area

of microelectronics, where the ultimate objective is to

make electronic circuit elements that are composed of

these nanoscopic carbon tubes.[24,35–37] This research

effort is driven by the need to further miniaturize elec-

tronic circuits so that increasing numbers of circuits can

be accommodated on a chip. It is widely believed that the

current silicon-based lithographic technology will reach

its limit during the next decade. Fullerene nanotubes are

interesting alternatives not only because they are small,

but also because depending on the way they are rolled up,

they can have electronic properties similar to both metals

and semiconductors.[23,35,36] A number of groups have

demonstrated that fullerene nanotubes can be used as

components of electronic circuit elements.[24,36,37]

There have been a number of recent reports of put-

ting biomolecules onto and into fullerene carbon nano-

tubes.[38–42] For example, Chen et al.[38] used a simple

noncovalent route to attach a reactive molecule to the

sidewalls of single-walled fullerene nanotubes. This

reactive molecule could then be used to attach proteins

to the walls of these nanotubes. This and related work is

of interest to the development of biosensors based on

fullerene nanotubes.[39]

Lieber et al.’s group[42,43] has pioneered the use of

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) as probe tips for

atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of biomacro-

molecules such as antibodies, DNA, and amyloidb pro-

tofibrils (a constituent of the amyloid plaques character-

istic of Alzheimer’s disease). As discussed in their recent

review,[43] AFM is a scanning probe microscopy tech-

nique that has molecular-level resolution capabilities.

They have shown that SWNTs are ideal probe tips for

AFM because of their small diameter (which maximizes

resolution), high aspect ratio, excellent chemical and

mechanical robustness, and extraordinary stiffness.[43] In

addition, Lieber’s group has attached biomolecules to

SWNTs and used them as ‘‘molecular-recognition’’ AFM

tips.[42] This approach is used to study the chemical forces

that exist between molecules. For example, the molecule

biotin was attached to a SWNT, and this tip was used to

explore the binding interaction between biotin and the

protein streptavidin.[42]

PEPTIDE NANOTUBES

In 1993, Ghadiri et al.[29] at the Scripps Research Institute

described a fascinating class of nanotubes based on cyclic

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrograph of fullerene carbon

nanotubes. The three converging objects are each a small bundle

(‘‘rope’’) of hexagonally close-packed single-wall carbon

nanotubes. These ropes are a little more than 10 nm in diameter

and so contain�50–100 nanotubes, each approximately 1.35 nm

in diameter. (From Prof. Andrew Rinzler, University of Florida.)
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peptide molecules that consists of an even number of

alternating D- and L-amino acids (Fig. 4). They showed

that these molecules self-assemble via hydrogen-bonding

interactions into nanotubes, which, in turn, self-assemble

into ordered parallel arrays of these nanotubes. The

number of amino acid residues in the ring determines the

inside diameter of the nanotubes obtained; as an example,

a 12-amino-acid ring gave nanotubes with an inside

diameter of 1.3 nm.[30] The chemical functional groups on

the outside of the walls of these nanotubes can be varied

by varying the amino acid composition of the ring.

Ghadiri et al. have demonstrated a number of biomed-

ical/biotechnological applications for these nanotubes.

Perhaps the most interesting is as a new class of anti-

biotics against bacterial pathogens.[31] They showed that 6

and 8 amino-acid residue cyclic peptides act preferentially

on both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial

membranes relative to mammalian cells.[31] The data sug-

gest that nanotubes formed from these peptides insert into

the cell wall of the bacterium resulting in rapid cell death.

They have also shown that these nanotubes can function

as artificial ion channels in lipid bilayer membranes by

self-assembling across the membrane.[32] Ion transport

rates comparable to those of naturally occurring ion chan-

nels were observed.

These cyclic peptides have also been used as compo-

nents in stochastic sensors—an elegant new chemical and

biochemical sensing technology developed by Bayley et

al.’s[44,45] group at Texas A&M University. This example

raises an interesting fundamental point—Mother Nature

has evolved and routinely uses her own brand of

nanotubes, called protein channels. The most prevalent

Fig. 4 Cyclic peptide nanotubes. A typical chemical structure for a cyclic peptide and schematic illustrations of the self-assembly of

such peptides into nanotubes and nanotube arrays. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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examples are the ligand-gated and voltage-gated ion

channels that are used for electrical signaling in our

brains, nerves, and muscles.[46] Another type of protein

channel, the a-hemolysin channel (aHL) (Fig. 5A), is used

as the sensing element in stochastic sensors. In these

devices, a lipid bilayer membrane containing a single aHL

channel is mounted between two electrolyte solutions, a

constant transmembrane potential is applied, and the

resulting transmembrane current is measured. This current

is associated with the transport of ions through the aHL

channel.[44,45]

In simplest terms, when the chemical species to be

sensed (the ‘‘analyte’’) enters the channel, it acts as a cork

and blocks the pathway for ionic conduction through the

channel. This results in a transient decrease, or downward

pulse, in the measured transmembrane ion current. The

term ‘‘stochastic’’ (associated with randomness) is used

because the analyte enters and leaves the channel by dif-

fusion, i.e., a random walk.[47] The number of such

current pulses is related to the concentration of the ana-

lyte, and the duration of the pulse provides clues as to

the identity of the analyte. Analytes detected in this way

include metal ions, DNA chains, and small organic

molecules.[44,45]

However, small organic molecules by themselves cannot

appreciably block the ion current, and so a larger

‘‘molecular adapter’’ that binds such analytes must be

used. Sanchez-Quesada et al.[44] demonstrated that cyclic

peptides can be used as molecular adapters. In this case, the

cyclic peptide gets transiently lodged within the lumen of

Fig. 5 The a-hemolysin protein channel, an example of Mother Nature’s nanotubes. (A) Structure (based on a figure from Prof. Hagan

Bayley, Texas A&M University). (B) Schematic representation of the use of a cyclic peptide as a ‘‘molecular adapter’’ for stochastic

sensing with the a-hemolysin channel. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the channel (Eq. 1, Fig. 5B), and this can be detected as a

pulse in the transmembrane ion current. The analyte can, in

turn, get transiently bound within the annulus of the cyclic

peptide (Eq. 2, Fig. 5B), and these binding/unbinding

events produce a second set of current pulses. This is an

interesting case where a smaller tube, the cyclic peptide,

gets inserted into a larger tube, the aHL channel.

TEMPLATE-SYNTHESIZED NANOTUBES

The template method is a general approach for preparing

nanomaterials that entails synthesis or deposition of the

desired material within the cylindrical and monodisperse

pores of a nanopore membrane or other solid (see, e.g.,

Fig. 6A).[3,48] Cylindrical nanostructures with monodis-

perse diameters and lengths are obtained, and depending

on the membrane and synthetic method used, these may be

solid nanowires or hollow nanotubes. This method has

been used to prepare nanowires and tubes composed of

many different types of materials including metals,

polymers, semiconductors, and carbons.[3,48] In addition,

the template method can be used to prepare composite

nanostructures, both concentric tubular composites[49] and

segmented composite nanowires.[50]

How one makes nanotubes within the pores of a

template membrane can be illustrated by the carbon

nanotubes shown in Fig. 1.[34] An alumina template (Fig.

6A) was heated to 670�C, and ethylene gas was passed

through the membrane. This causes the ethylene to

decompose on the pore walls to yield graphitic carbon

nanotubes within the pores. The alumina template

membrane can then be dissolved away and the carbon

nanotubes can be collected by filtration. These tubes have

monodisperse outside diameters determined by the diam-

eter of the pores in the template. The inside diameter is

determined by the carbon deposition time. Other synthetic

methods we have used include in-pore polymerization to

make polymeric nanotubes, electroless deposition to make

metal nanotubes, and sol-gel chemistry to make nanotubes

composed of silica and other inorganic materials.[3,48]

Templated silica nanotubes[25,26] are shown in Fig. 6B. All

these nanotubes are of the same length, which is

determined by the thickness of the template membrane.

We have used these silica nanotubes as test vehicles

to illustrate the power of the template method for pre-

paring nanotubes for biotechnological applications.[25,26]

Silica nanotubes are ideal for such proof-of-concept ex-

periments because they are easy to make, readily sus-

pendable in aqueous solution, and because silica surfaces

can be derivatized with an enormous variety of different

chemical functional groups using simple silane chemistry

with commercially available reagents.[25,26]

Fig. 6 Scanning electron micrographs. (A) The surface and

cross section of a typical nanopore alumina template membrane

prepared in the authors’ laboratory. Pores with monodisperse

diameters that run like tunnels through the thickness of the

membrane are obtained. (B) Silica nanotubes prepared by sol-gel

template synthesis within the pores of a template like that shown

in (A). After sol-gel synthesis of the nanotubes, the template was

dissolved and the nanotubes were collected by filtration.
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Attaching Different Functional Groups
to the Inside vs. Outside Surfaces

As noted above, one of the most important attributes of a

nanotube is that it has distinct inner and outer surfaces that

can be differentially chemically and biochemically func-

tionalized. The template method provides a particularly

easy route to accomplish this differential functionaliza-

tion.[25] The silica nanotubes were synthesized within the

pores of nanopore alumina template membranes (Fig. 6B)

using a sol-gel method described previously.[25,26] Tem-

plates with pore diameters of either 60 or 200 nm were

used for these studies.[25,26]

We have developed the following simple procedure for

applying different functional groups to the inner vs. outer

surfaces of these nanotubes. Fig. 7A represents schemat-

ically a cross section of the alumina template membrane

(Fig. 6A) showing two pores. Fig. 7B shows this mem-

brane after sol-gel template synthesis of the silica nano-

tubes within the pores (blue color). Note that the surfaces

of the membrane are coated with thin silica films, which

are removed by a brief mechanical polish.[25] While still

embedded within the pores of the template membrane, the

inner nanotube surfaces are reacted with a silane reagent

that contains the functional group to be attached to the

inner surfaces (green in Fig. 7C). This silane cannot attach

to the outer nanotube surfaces because the outer surfaces

are in contact with the pore wall and are thus masked. The

template is then dissolved to liberate the nanotubes, which

unmasks the outer nanotube surfaces (Fig. 7D).[25] The

liberated nanotubes are then exposed to a second silane

that contains the functional group to be attached to the

outer nanotube surfaces (pink in Fig. 7E).

To demonstrate the concept of differential chemistries

inside and outside of the nanotubes, we have used

immobilized two different chromophores (green and blue)

inside of the nanotubes and making the outside of the

nanotubes either lipophilic or lipophobic. A set of

nanotubes was prepared with the green fluorescent silane

N-(triethoxysilylpropyl)dansylamide attached to their in-

ner surfaces and the hydrophobic octadecyl silane (C18)

attached to their outer surfaces. These nanotubes were

added to a vial containing water and the immiscible

organic solvent cyclohexane, which were mixed and

allowed to separate. Because these nanotubes are hydro-

phobic on their outer surfaces, they partition into the

(upper) cyclohexane phase (Fig. 8B). This may be

contrasted to nanotubes that were labeled on their inner

surfaces with the blue fluorescent silane triethoxysilyl-

propylquinineurethan, but were not labeled with any

silane on their outer surfaces. When the same experiment

is carried out with these nanotubes, the quinineurethan

fluorescence is seen only from the aqueous phase

(Fig. 8A). When both sets of nanotubes are added to the

solvent mixture in the same vial, the tubes with the C18

outer surface chemistry go to the cyclohexane and the

tubes with the silica outer surface chemistry go to the

aqueous phase (Fig. 8C).

Fig. 7 Schematic of procedure used to attach different chemical functional groups to the inner vs. outer surfaces of template-

synthesized nanotubes. (A) Cross section of the template membrane. (B) Membrane after template synthesis of nanotubes within

the pores (blue). (C) After attachment of the first functional group (green) to the inner nanotube surfaces. (D) Liberated nanotubes

after dissolution of the template membrane. (E) After attachment of the second functional group to the outer nanotube surfaces (pink).

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Nanotubes for Chemical and
Bioextraction and Biocatalysis

One application for such differentially functionalized

nanotubes is as smart nanophase extractors to remove spe-

cific molecules from solution.[25] Nanotubes with hydro-

philic chemistry on their outer surfaces and hydrophobic

chemistry on their inner surfaces are ideal for extracting

lipophilic molecules from aqueous solution. The hydro-

phobic molecule 7,8-benzoquinoline (BQ), which has an

octanol/water partition coefficient of 103.8, was used as a

model compound for such nanophase solvent extraction

experiments. Five milligrams of the silica-outer/C18-inner

nanotubes was suspended into 5 mL of 1.0�10�5 M

aqueous BQ. The suspension was stirred for 5 min and

then filtered to remove the nanotubes. Ultraviolet spec-

troscopy showed that 82% of the BQ was removed from

the solution. When a second 5-mg batch of these

nanotubes was added to the filtrate, >90% of the original

amount of BQ was removed from the solution. Control

nanotubes that did not contain the hydrophobic C18 inner

surface chemistry extracted less than 10% of the BQ.

Nanotubes with the C18 inside will, in principle, extract

any lipophilic molecule. This ability to sequester lipo-

philic molecules can be viewed as a generic type of

extraction selectivity, which might be useful in some

applications. However, nanotubes that have molecular-

recognition capability and extract only one particular

molecule from solution might also be useful. We have

shown that antibody-functionalized nanotubes can provide

the ultimate in extraction selectivity—the extraction of

one enantiomer of a chiral drug molecule.

In collaboration with Prof. Hans Soderlund of VTT

Biotechnology in Finland, we have been investigating an

antibody that selectively binds one enantiomer of the drug

FTB (Fig. 9A), an inhibitor of aromatase enzyme

activity.[51] This molecule has two chiral centers and thus

four stereoisomers—RR, SS, SR, and RS. Prof. Soderlund

supplied us with the Fab fragment[52] of an antibody that

selectively binds the RS relative to the SR enantiomer.

The antibody was produced against the drug 4-[3-(4-

fluorophenyl)-2-hydroxy-1-[1,2,4]triazol-1-yl-propyl]-

benzonitrile (FTB, Fig. 9A). The antibody used selectively

binds the RS enantiomer, and Fab fragments of this

antibody were immobilized to both the inner and outer

surfaces of the silica nanotubes. This was accomplished

by dissolving the template membrane, collecting the

nanotubes, and then dispersing them into a solution of the

Fig. 8 Photographs of vials containing nanotubes modified

with two different fluorophores in two different solvent medium.

(A) Cyclohexane (upper) and water (lower) under UV light exci-

tation after the addition of 10 mg of nanotubes with dansylamide

on inner and C18 on outer surfaces. (B) Quinineurethan on inner

and no silane on outer surfaces. (C) Ten milligrams of both A and

B nanotubes. Nanotubes, 200 nm in diameter, were used. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 9 Enantioseparations. (A) 3-D structures of the RS

enantiomer (left) and the SR enantiomer (right) of the drug

FTB. The black, white, blue, red, and yellow balls are carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine, respectively, and *

denotes the chiral centers. The geometry optimization was done

by ab initio calculation with minimal basis set in HyperChem

6.03. The drug is in clinical trials by Hormos Medical Corp.,

Turku, Finland. (B) Chiral HPLC chromatograms for racemic

mixtures of FTB before (I) and after (II, III) extraction with 18

mg/mL of 200-nm Fab-containing nanotubes. Solutions were 5%

dimethylsulfoxide in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.5. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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aldehyde-terminated silane trimethoxysilylbutanal. The

nanotubes were then dispersed into a solution of the Fab

fragments, which resulted in the attachment of the Fab to

the nanotubes via Schiff base reaction between free amino

groups on the protein and the surface-bound aldehyde.

The Fab-functionalized nanotubes were added to

racemic mixtures of the SR and RS enantiomers of FTB.

The tubes were then collected by filtration and the filtrate

was assayed for the presence of the two enantiomers using

a chiral HPLC method (Fig. 9B). Chromatogram I is from

a solution that was 20 mM in both enantiomers, and

chromatogram II was obtained for the same solution after

exposure to the Fab-functionalized nanotubes; 75% of the

RS enantiomer and none of the SR enantiomer was

removed by the nanotubes. When the concentration of the

racemic mixture was dropped to 10 mM, all of the RS

enantiomer was removed (chromatogram III). Nanotubes

containing no Fab did not extract measurable quantities of

either enantiomer from the 20-mM solution.

We have also developed a chemistry that allows us to

attach the Fab to only the inner surfaces of the nanotubes.

While still within the pores of the template membrane, the

inner surfaces were treated with aminopropyltrimethoxy-

silane. The template membrane was then dissolved and

the amino sites on the inner surfaces were coupled to free

amino groups on the Fab fragment using the well-known

glutaraldehyde coupling reaction.[25] When 18 mg of these

interior-only Fab-modified nanotubes was incubated with

1 mL of a 10-mM racemic mixture of the drug, 80% of the

RS (and none of the SR) enantiomer was extracted. This

corresponds to 0.44 nmol RS enantiomer/mg tubes,

whereas almost double that amount, 0.80 nmol/mg, was

extracted by the nanotubes with Fab on both their inner

and outer surfaces.

Another example concerns the immobilization of a

biocatalyst—the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOD)—to the

silica nanotubes.[25] Glucose oxidase was immobilized, on

both the inside and outside surfaces, via the aldehyde

silane route. These GOD nanotubes (60-nm diameter)

were dispersed into a solution that was 90 mM in glucose

and also contained the components of the standard

dianisidine-based assay for GOD activity. A GOD activity

of 0.5±0.2 U/mg of nanotubes was obtained. These

studies also showed that protein immobilized via the

Schiff-base route is not leached from the nanotubes, in

that all GOD activity ceased when the nanotubes were

filtered from the solution.

Nanotube Membranes for Bioseparations

In all of the examples cited above, the template membrane

was dissolved away and the liberated nanotubes were

collected by filtration. The nanotubes may also be left

embedded within the pores of the template to yield a

freestanding nanotube-containing membrane. We have

shown that the nanotubes can act as conduits for highly

selective transport of molecules and ions between solu-

tions present on either side of the membrane.[26–28] For

example, membranes containing gold nanotubes with in-

side diameters of molecular dimensions (<1 nm) clean-

ly separate small molecules on the basis of molecular

size.[28] Gold nanotubes with larger inside diameters (20

to 45 nm) can be used to separate proteins, and here again,

rendering the nanotubes biocompatible is essential to

prevent protein adsorption.[53] Generic chemical transport

selectivity (lipophilic vs. hydrophilic) can also be

imparted to these gold nanotube membranes.[55]

More recently, we have shown that membranes

containing the silica nanotubes and the enantioselective

FTB antibody Fab fragment discussed above can be used

to make membranes for chiral separations.[26] In this case,

the nanotube membrane separates a feed half-cell contain-

ing a racemic mixture of the RS and SR enantiomers of

FTB and a permeate half-cell that initially contains only

buffer solution. The time course of permeation of the two

enantiomers across the membrane was determined by

periodically assaying the permeate solution.[26] Results for

a membrane containing �15-nm diameter silica nano-

tubes are shown in Fig. 10 as plots of mole enantiomer

transported vs. permeation time. We see that the flux of

the RS enantiomer, the one bound by the antibody, is 5

times higher than the flux of the SR enantiomer. Because,

in principle, antibodies can be obtained that selectively

bind to any desired molecule or enantiomer, this concept

might provide a general approach for obtaining selectively

permeable membranes for a host of enantioseparations

and bioseparations.

Fig. 10 Enantioseparations using antibody-immobilized mem-

branes. Plots of moles of each enantiomer transported vs. time for

a silica nanotube membrane containing the enantioselective

antibody Fab fragment. The inside diameter of the nanotubes was

�15 nm. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Finally, biocompatibility is an important issue for

possible in vivo applications of nanotube technology. It is

well known that materials can be made biocompatible, as

evidenced by decreased protein adsorption, by attaching

poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains to their surfaces.[53]

We have shown that when a PEG silane is attached to the

silica nanotubes, adsorption of IgG immunoproteins is

strongly suppressed relative to nanotubes that did not

contain the attached PEG.[54]

CONCLUSION

We believe that nanotubes offer some important advan-

tages for biotechnological applications of nanoparticles.

Because of its tremendous versatility in terms of materials

that can be used, sizes that can be obtained, and chemistry

and biochemistry that can be applied, the template method

might prove to be a particularly advantageous approach

for preparing nanotubes for such applications. However,

this field of nanotube biotechnology is in its infancy, and

there is much work to be performed before products based

on this technology are brought to the market place. For

example, in our applications to date, we have incorporated

the payload into the nanotubes by either covalent bonding

or other chemical interactions. However, in some applica-

tions, it might be useful to simply fill the nanotube with a

payload and then apply caps to the nanotube ends to keep

the payload encapsulated. Furthermore, it might be useful

to have these caps fall off, thus spilling the payload, when

a particular chemical or biochemical signal is detected.

We are currently exploring routes for preparing such

capped nanotubes. The issues of cost of production and

mass production of nanotubes must also be addressed.

Finally, the synthetic nanotubes discussed here can be

thought of as mimics of naturally occurring nanotubes—

protein channels;[46] indeed, the cyclic peptide nanotubes

have been used as artificial ion channels.[32] Ion channels

open and close in response to chemical and electrical

stimuli. We are developing synthetic nanotubes with

similar voltage[27,56] and chemical[57] gating characteris-

tics. These nanotubes can be used in smart membranes

whose transport properties change in response to an

electrical stimulus[27,56] and in sensing devices where a

chemical stimulus turns on a current that can be measured

in an external circuit.[57]
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INTRODUCTION

Small particles with high surface-to-volume ratio com-

posed of bimetallic alloys are extensively used as cata-

lysts[1,2] and magnetic recording media[3,4] in the chemical

and information technology industries. Current research

has been focused on reducing particle size, preferably to

the nanometer scale, to achieve both improved catalytic

activity[5] and higher areal density for information stor-

age.[6] Both physical and chemical methods have been

developed for such purpose, albeit with many short-

comings. Gonsalves et al.[7] have provided an excellent

review of those methods, with emphasis on chemical

approaches. Physical methods such as gas condensation

or mechanical deformation are very energy-intensive

and tend to produce heterogeneous size populations.[7,8]

Chemical approaches offer better control over alloy

composition and homogeneity. Chemical reduction of

metallic salts is the most generally applied approach.

Reducing agents based on borohydrides have been ex-

tensively used,[7] while recently, organic reducing agents

are receiving more attention.[9,10] Nanosized alloys can

also be prepared through thermal decomposition reac-

tions.[7] In its finer form, the thermal treatment is per-

formed sonochemically in numerous minute reactors

created through supersonic radiation.[11] Chemical prep-

arations of nanoalloys usually suffer from tough, de-

manding environments (airless and water-free conditions

in some reactions), contamination from reducing agents,

and the limited choice of starting agents (metal carbonyls

for thermalization and supersonication). In addition,

chemical reduction routes are flawed by an intrinsic limit

that the reduction rates of both metal cations need to be

similar; otherwise, a core-shell structure rather than real

alloys will prevail.[12]

Sol–gel processing has been widely used to prepare

nanomaterials, especially composites.[13–15] However, to

date, this approach has not been applied to the formation

of nanoalloys. This method offers the advantage of high

chemical purity as well as product homogeneity. More-

over, this technique excels in fabricating thin films, which

are actually preferred in the aforementioned applications.

However, current sol–gel processing is based on the hy-

drolysis of metal alkoxides, a method applicable to only d0

transition metal cations.[16] More importantly, a large

amount of oxygen exists in the backbone of the gel

polymer, from which only ceramics can be prepared

through subsequent sintering treatment. We have found

two cases[13,14] that consider the synthesis of nanometal

alloys through sol–gel processing. In fact, in both studies,

it was the silica matrix that underwent the sol–gel process

and the alloys were prepared through hydrogen reduction.

The transition metal cyanogel polymers introduced in

the following section are proposed to have a star polymer

structure given in Fig. 1. For the case of a palladium/

cobalt cyanogel as shown in the model, a PdII center is

coordinated by two cyano groups and two chlorides in a

trans configuration, while every Co center is coordinated

octahedrally by six cyano groups. Usually synthesized in

aqueous media, nascent cyanogel polymers are hydrogels

containing 98 wt.% water. The water is not chemically

bound and therefore evaporates when cyanogels are oven-

dried (�90�C) to produce a solid-state xerogel having no

oxygen element in or near the polymer network. The

sol–gel processing of cyanogels has been proven to be a

very convenient method to prepare various bulk materi-

als.[17–19] It is also an extremely versatile route as

cyanogels containing almost all the transition metals can

be prepared.[20,21] These attributes render the sol–gel

processing of cyanogels ideal for nanoalloy fabrication.

BACKGROUND

Sol–gel processing of metal-oxo polymers has developed

into a standard technology for the formation and me-

chanical shaping of ceramics and metal oxide glas-

ses.[16] Here we suggest that a similar approach using

hydrogels based on novel transition metal coordination

polymers provides an attractive route to the formation of

metal alloy particles in the nanometer size range. The

sol–gel approach offers advantages of low processing

temperatures and improved chemical homogeneity of the

product when compared with standard high-temperature

solid-state synthesis techniques. In addition, because

simple molding of the gel state allows formation

of a ‘‘green-body’’ product (i.e., a mechanically soft
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intermediate structure that can be annealed to form a

product having the density of the crystalline state),

machining to form a technologically useful shape can

often be minimized or eliminated. Central to sol–gel

processing is the formation of a hydrogel as the key

intermediate product. This material consists of two

continuous intermingled phases: an aqueous phase and a

continuous network or polymeric phase. Both phases

completely fill the container utilized forming a macro-

scopically homogeneous material.

In general, sol–gel processing has been limited to the

formation of inorganic ‘‘polymers’’ having metal–oxygen

linkages as the defining polymer structure motif. Most

typically, the metalloid species involved is silicon and the

final product is a silica-type glass. For example, in the

case of silica gel, an initial polymer phase can be gener-

ated by the acid catalyzed reaction of Si(OCH2CH3)4

[tetraethoxysilane-TEOS] in an aqueous alcoholic solvent

(Eq. 1, below). This reaction leads to a hydrogel system

containing a continuous polysiloxane phase and a con-

tinuous aqueous phase. Upon heating, one observes the

loss of the aqueous phase and fracture of the remaining

solid-state polymer phase to generate a xerogel composed

of particulates of the initial polymer. Continued heating of

the xerogel causes loss of ethoxy moieties as ethanol from

the silane centers forming a solid-state silica. Thus from a

simple stoichiometric point of view, sol–gel processing of

metal-oxo polymers is just the densification of a metal

oxide system via loss of chemically bonded solvent

molecules. That is, there is no significant change in

chemical composition as the systems move from a mo-

lecular state to a solid-state product. Most typically, the

metalloid species involved is silicon leading to the for-

mation of a silica-type glass, although several other ce-

ramic materials based on early transition metal-oxo

polymers, such as those of titanium and vanadium, have

also been utilized to produce dense ceramic materials. The

science and engineering of such systems has been care-

fully reviewed in Brinker and Scherers’s[16] text, ‘‘Sol–

Gel Science.’’

In contrast to this chemistry, we have reported that a

sol–gel system can be generated by the reaction of

[M’Clx]
m� complexes (where M’=Pt, Pd, Ru, or Ir) with

[M(CN)x]
n� complexes (where M is a transition metal,

x=4, 6, or 8) in aqueous solution.[22] This reaction

forms an oxygen-free polymer utilizing bridging cya-

nide linkages for the bonding motif as illustrated by

Eq. 2 (below). Upon formation, the aqueous polymer

undergoes a classic sol–gel transition to form a hydrogel

that is referred to as a ‘‘cyanogel’’ to highlight the central

role of the cyanide ligand and the lack of an oxygen-

based polymer. Likewise, the sol phase is referred to as a

‘‘cyanosol.’’

Cyanogels can be thermally processed to generate a

wide variety of solid-state materials including alloys,

nitrides, sulfides, and ceramics.[17,19] When compared

with classic sol–gel processing, one intriguing aspect of

cyanogel processing is that the solid-state product can

have a different chemical composition from the starting

Fig. 1 Proposed tar polymer structure model of the Pd/Co

cyanogel based on elemental analysis, FTIR data, and TGA.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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polymer. Thus, for example, if a cyanogel formed from

[PdCl4]2� and [Co(CN)6]3� is thermalized in the presence

of oxygen, the ceramic PdCoO2 having the delafossite

structure is obtained. Thus in this system, one observes

both the loss of an integral polymer component (CN�) and

the addition of gas phase oxygen to the final prod-

uct.[17,20,23] Broad-based experience with cyanogel sys-

tems indicates that this is a general property of such

systems. Therefore unlike classic sol–gel processing,

cyanogel processing is not limited to densification of the

initial polymer, but gives rise to a rich and extensive

materials chemistry that allows for the synthesis of a wide

variety of materials. Of particular interest to the present

discussion is the finding that thermal processing of a

cyanogel under an inert atmosphere leads to the formation

of pure metallic alloys. For instance, previous research has

indicated that a Pd/Co alloy[17] is formed by sintering of

the cyanogel noted above at temperatures as low as 375�C
under an argon atmosphere, although a 650�C reaction

temperature is found to be more convenient because only

a short reaction time is needed. The traditional alternative

is to co-mix the two metals at 1800�C.[4]

If the polymer system is trapped in the cyanosol state

and then thermally processed, a new methodology for the

synthesis of nanocrystalline metal alloys is accomplished.

In the present study, Pd/Co cyanosols were spin cast to

form thin films, which were then sintered to prepare

nanometer-scale alloys. The Pd/Co cyanogel thin film was

found to have an intrinsic thickness of approximately 40

nm. Infrared spectroscopy indicated that only bridging

cyano groups exist inside the cyanogel thin film, in con-

trast to the bulk gel counterpart. Transmission electron

microscopy revealed that the films were composed of

uniform size (2–3 nm) gel particles which formed either

clusters or superlattices. Sintering of this thin film under

an inert atmosphere produced nanosized Pd/Co alloys. By

manipulating polymerization and thin film fabrication

conditions, one is able to control the size and distribution

of prepared nanoalloys. Currently, nanosized Pd/Co alloy

particles (10-nm mean diameter) with near monodisperse

size distribution (20%) can be prepared through this

method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

example of the controlled preparation of nanosized metal

alloys through sol–gel processing and is by far the sim-

plest method for such purpose.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation

Aqueous solutions using deionized, reverse osmosis pu-

rified water of 0.06 M Na2PdCl4 (Pressure Chemical

Corporation) and 0.06 M K3Co(CN)6 (Aldrich) were

mixed in a 3:1 ratio to form a cyanosol solution at the

designated temperatures. Immediately after mixing, the

cyanosol solution was quickly spin-coated onto a substrate

using a Chemat Tech. KW-4A spin-coater to form a thin

film. These films were sintered under Ar using a Carbolite

2416-cm3 three-zone furnace. A variety of substrates were

employed including Pyrex glass, pyrolytic graphite, nickel

TEM grids, single crystal calcium fluoride, and single

crystal silicon.

Warning: Hazardous gases, HCN and (CN)2, can be

evolved during the heating of the gels above 200�C.

Therefore while doing the thermogravimetric and calori-

metric analyses, it is important to trap all product gases

using two dispersion bubblers in series; the first one

should contain bleach, while the terminal one should

contain aqueous sodium hydroxide.

Film Characterization

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of sol–gel thin

films coated on optical quality CaF2 disks (International

Crystal Laboratories) were taken using a Nicolet 730

spectrometer. Multilayer (up to 9) cyanogel thin films

were prepared by repeated spin coating and characterized

by IR spectroscopy after each new layer was added. The

surface and cross-section morphology of Pd/Co cyanogel

thin film coated on microcover glasses (VWR Scientific)

were characterized by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) using a Philips XL30 FEG-SEM. The thickness of

the Pd/Co cyanogel thin film coated on single crystal

silicon wafer was measured by ellipsometric analysis

(laser wavelength: 632.8 nm) using an AutoEL III

ellipsometer (Rudolph Technologies, Inc.). Sintered films

were characterized by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) using either a Philips CM200 FEG-TEM or a Zeiss

910 TEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the IR spectrum of a Pd/Co cyanogel thin

film prepared at room temperature. The absorption at

2200 cm�1 is assigned to the stretching vibration of

bridging cyano groups. This feature confirms the for-

mation of the coordination polymer under spin-coating

conditions. The bonding situation in the thin film is sig-

nificantly different from that found in bulk Pd/Co cya-

nogels. Bulk gels exhibit both terminal and bridging

cyano groups. During the gelation reaction, the nitrogen

end of a cyano ligand in the [Co(CN)6]3� complex co-

ordinates to the Pd center of a [PdCl4]2� complex through

the displacement of a chloride ligand. On average, two

chlorides are lost per Pd center allowing the formation of

bridging cyanide ligands in a trans configuration about the

palladiums. This forms a chain structure of metal centers

(Pd and Co) bridged by cyano groups, Because the Co(III)
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center is coordinated octahedrally by six cyano groups, the

same chain pattern branches into six directions from the

Co(III) center forming a star polymer structure. Essen-

tially no terminal cyano groups can be detected by IR

spectroscopy; this suggests Oh geometry. The highly or-

dered ideal structure shown in Fig. 1 is difficult to achieve

in reality. Small-angle X-ray scattering analysis indicates

the surface fractal nature of bulk cyanogels.[18] This

implies that short-range order rather than long-range order

prevails in the bulk cyanogel polymer, and this situation is

expected to apply in the thin film systems considered here.

Infrared spectroscopy of bulk gel structures always indi-

cates a fair amount of terminal cyano groups. Therefore

the IR of the Pd/Co cyanogel thin film shown in Fig. 2

is surprising and suggests that the thin film environment

is much more ideal from a structural point of view than

the bulk gel environment.

The as-prepared Pd/Co cyanogel thin film is transpar-

ent and visually indistinguishable from the substrate. The

surface morphology of the thin film is homogeneous at the

level of SEM observation (Fig. 3a). A cross section of a

thin film membrane is shown in Fig. 3b. Because of the

strong electron scattering property of high atomic number

elements, the palladium content of the thin film causes it

to appear as the bright fine line at the top of the cross

section. Measurement of this feature yields a film thick-

ness of 40 nm. Ellipsometric analysis indicates the

thickness to be 14±1 nm as detailed in Table 1. Both

thickness and refractive index from three different points

are self-consistent, again demonstrating the homogeneity

of the thin film. The thickness obtained through ellip-

sometric analysis is of the same magnitude as SEM

measurement. The discrepancy between these two mea-

surements may be explained by the different choices of

substrates when the thin films were prepared. The SEM

measurements are obtained by forming a cyanogel thin

film on a borosilicate glass substrate, while the ellip-

sometric measurements utilize a single crystal silicon

substrate. Examination of multilayer cyanogel thin films

formed on a CaF2 substrate by IR indicates that the same

thickness per layer (�40 nm) is reproduced during re-

peated spin coating of cyanogel layers on top of each other

for at least 10 layer thickness (�400 nm). This is dem-

onstrated in Fig. 4 by a plot of IR absorbance cor-

responding to bridging cyano groups vs. the number of

layers showing a linear dependence. Based on this data, a

Fig. 2 The FTIR spectrum of a Pd/Co cyanogel thin film showing no terminal cyanide stretches but intense bridging cyanide.
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Beer’s law plot yields an absorption coefficient for the

vibration of the bridging cyano groups of 1000cm L

mol�1, which agrees with the literature value.[24]

Transmission electron microscopy characterization

furnishes more information on the microstructure of the

thin film. Fig. 5a provides a nanometer-resolved image of

a Pd/Co cyanogel thin film. On this length scale, the film

is observed to be composed of uniform size (3 nm) cya-

nosol particles, which form both clusters and superlattices.

The formation of a superlattice is often observed with

nanoparticles when a monodispersed distribution is pres-

ent. In the current study, we believe that Coulomb

repulsions between the negatively charged sol particles

are also a factor.

It is worth pointing out that the spin-coating technique

plays a rather unconventional role in this study. As noted

earlier, the thin films were fabricated immediately after

the mixing of reactant solutions. During spin coating, the

solvent (water) is rapidly removed, effectively ‘‘freezing’’

the reaction. Therefore the polymerization reaction is

truncated when compared with bulk cyanogel synthesis,

leaving isolated sol particles as the final product. Conse-

quently, in addition to serving as a thin film fabrication

technique, the spin-coating method also intervenes and

alters the chemistry of cyanogel formation. The Pd/Co

polymer thin film is therefore both physically and chem-

ically different from its bulk counterpart.

It was demonstrated previously in our lab that bulk Pd/

Co alloys could be prepared by sintering 3-D samples of

Pd/Co cyanogels.[17] A novel process for alloy prepara-

tion, the sol–gel processing of cyanogels is actually very

intuitive. Within the framework of the cyanogel, Pd and

Co cationic centers are homogeneously mixed at the

atomic level. As shown in reaction 3, subsequent heat

treatment induces a redox reaction between the metal ions

and the cyanide ligands, producing bulk alloy systems and

gas phase cyanogen. This reaction initiates at tempera-

tures as low as �350�C and proceeds at fairly rapid rates

above �500�C.

PdII=CoIII � polymer !4 Pd=Co alloy þ ðCNÞ2 ð3Þ

Fig. 6a shows alloys prepared by sintering at 650�C a

60 mM Pd/Co cyanogel thin film that was formed by

spin coating at 3000 revolutions per minute (rpm) at

room temperature. The Pd–Co alloy crystallites show

clean crystal symmetries, bearing hexagonal or trigonal

shapes. The sizes of the observed alloy particles are

widely distributed, ranging from 10 to 80 nm with a

Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrograph of the surface (a) and

cross-section (b) morphology of a cyanogel thin film.

Table 1 The ellipsometry analysis of Pd/Co cyanogel thin film

Point

1#

Point

2#

Point

3# Average

Thickness (nm) 13.7 14.7 13.7 14.0

Refractive index 1.61 1.58 1.61 1.60

Fig. 4 Plot of IR absorbance at 2200 cm�1 vs. number of

layers of Pd/Co cyanogel thin films spin-coated. The plot is well

fit by Beer’s law (solid line) yielding a molar extinction co-

efficient of 103 cm L mol�1.
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Fig. 6 Transmission electron microscopy analysis of nanoalloys prepared by sintering Pd/Co cyanogel thin films synthesized under

conditions as follows: a) Room temperature, 60 mM reactants, 3000 rpm spin-coating rate; b) 0�C, 60 mM reactants, 3000 rpm spin-

coating rate; c) 0�C, 1 mM reactants, 4000 rpm spin-coating rate. d) Size distribution analysis of the nanoalloy particles presented in

micrographs a–c.

Fig. 5 A TEM micrograph of the Pd/Co cyanogel thin film showing monodispersed sol particles that form both clusters

and superlattices.
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median size of 32 nm. The sol–gel processing can be

divided roughly into two steps: thin film fabrication and

sintering. The sintering temperature and time are pre-

determined because exact conditions in bulk cyanogel

processing are used. On the other hand, thin film fab-

rication through spin coating can be influenced by at

least three variables: reactant concentration, reaction

temperature, and spin-coating rate. During sintering, gel

particles coalesce to form alloy particles while losing

nonmetal elements. To prepare smaller and more ho-

mogeneous nanoalloys, it is desirable to prepare cyano-

sol thin films composed of well-dispersed colloidal

particles. In such thin films, there are similar numbers of

particles in any given area, which tend to form alloy

particles of similar sizes. In addition, because there will

be few areas with higher than usual particle density,

extremely large alloy particles are less likely to be

produced. Such cyanosol thin films can be prepared by

either increasing the spin rate or slowing down the po-

lymerization rate, which can be realized by lowering

reaction temperature or reactants concentration. There-

fore we prepared a 60 mM Pd/Co cyanogel thin film by

coating at 3000 rpm a cyanosol solution cooled to 0�C in

ice–water mixture. Fig. 6b shows the nanoalloy prepared

by sintering this thin film at 650�C. Sizes of these alloy

particles range from 6 to 25 nm with a median value of

14 nm, significantly smaller than those found in Fig. 6a.

These alloy particles are, for the most part, spherical

because of the minimization of surface energy. A further

decrease in polymerization rate can be obtained by

lowering the reactant concentration; Fig. 6c shows a

nanoalloy prepared by sintering a 1 mM Pd/Co cyanogel

thin film prepared at 0�C and 4000 rpm. The spherical

alloy particles range from 6 to 12 nm with the median at

10 nm. The size distribution plots of nanoalloy particles

prepared from three different cyanogel thin films are

shown in Fig. 6d. They clearly indicate that smaller and

more uniformly sized alloy particles are yielded when

cyanogel polymerization rate is slowed or spin rate is

increased, approaching monodispersed samples when the

polymerization rate is minimized and the water removal

rate is maximized.

CONCLUSION

A novel method was developed for the fabrication of

nanosized bimetal alloys utilizing sol–gel processing of

cyanogel thin films. Two exceptional advantages are as-

sociated with this method: access to most transition metals

via cyanometalate reagents and easy control of alloy size

distribution. In addition, this is by far the simplest method

for such purpose.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-assembly of ordered structures, a few nanometers

wide, has been observed on many interfaces critical to

new nanotechnologies. They are thought to arise because

of a delicate balance between long-range strain field

interactions and short-range chemical forces that stabilizes

these structures. However, a detailed understanding of the

driving forces does not exist. In this article, I will show

how to identify and control these interactions that have the

potential to surpass standard patterning technologies and

thus, to lead the way to higher density magnetic storage,

more selective catalytic materials, higher sensitivity chem-

ical sensors, and perhaps, quantum computers. Well-

ordered networks of misfit dislocations that form in

monolayer-high strained metal films can be used as

templates to grow two-dimensional nano-arrays of large-

scale order and size uniformity in thermal equilibrium.

Unique real-time measurements of the dynamics of self-

assembled nano-arrays grown on silver and copper films

on Ru(0001) and other metal surfaces using a variable-

temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) will be

presented. The results will guide the development of new

dynamic models to describe the evolution of nanoscale

structures on surfaces.

In particular, vacancy islands formed during room-

temperature (RT) exposure to sulfur of a submonolayer

Ag film on Ru(0001) order spontaneously to form a

triangular lattice at an island area fraction just above 20%.

A normal mode decomposition of the thermal vibrations

of this vacancy island crystal, measured with time-

resolved scanning tunneling microscopy, obtains Lamé

coefficients in the range of 108 (N/m2). I will show that

these estimates are consistent with stabilizing forces derived

from long-range elastic interactions between the islands.

BACKGROUND

Many observations of self-organized structures at surfaces

with well-defined periodicities of 1–10 nm have recently

been reported.[1–10] Self-assembly of nanoclusters has been

seen in a wide variety of systems, including surface

dislocation arrays, surface alloys, metal oxides surfaces,

and semiconductor quantum dots and wires. It is expected

that these structures find application in higher density

magnetic storage,[11–13] more selective catalysis and

higher-sensitivity chemical sensors,[14] and, perhaps, nano-

scale computing. It is commonly accepted that a delicate

balance between long-range strain field interactions and

short-range chemical forces stabilizes these structures.

However, an understanding of the fundamental mechanism

of self-assembly that is necessary to control the formation

and stability of nanostructures does not exist. Novel ex-

periments to identify the ordering forces of self-assembly

in strained metal films to advance our basic understanding

of this fascinating phenomenon have recently been

performed. One particular example is the phonon analysis

of the thermal vibrations in nano-arrays that is able to

reveal the nanoscale interactions, just as neutron scattering

is being used to measure the atomic interactions.

The technological quest for ever smaller, faster,

brighter, and longer-lived in the development of electron-

ic, magnetic, and photonic devices imposes increasingly

stringent requirements on the quality of heterostructures

used in commercial applications. All of these objectives

are more or less directly related to an overall device

miniaturization, resulting in a growing importance of

surfaces, interfaces, and thin films as surface-to-volume

ratios increase. Key to the advancement toward new

materials is the ability to control atomic-scale growth

processes precisely enough to achieve atomically smooth

interfaces between dissimilar (mismatched) materials.

Lattice and chemical mismatch produces stressed inter-

faces, significantly altering the growth properties of thin

films, causing defect formation at the interface and

ultimately, rough growth. Stress is also of central im-

portance in fabricating ordered interface structures. All of

this led to an immense amount of information being

collected about epitaxial growth over the past dec-

ades.[15,16] Until recently, the experimental observations

of surface dynamics lagged far behind the theoretical

understanding. However, the arrival of new microscopies,

especially scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and

low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM), which provide

the ability to observe the evolution of individual atoms

and nanoscale structures in real-time, finally allowed most

of the classical theories to be tested.

The physical and chemical properties of low-dimen-

sional structures depend on their size and shape, and are
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in general very different from those of bulk matter. If, at

least, one dimension of such structures is small enough

that quantum-mechanical effects become important, their

electronic, magnetic, and catalytic behavior is particularly

fascinating and of great technological interest.[17] Exam-

ples of such nanoscale structures, which lie in size

between atoms and solids, are clusters, ultrathin films,

macromolecules, and polymers. Most of these structures

are grown on crystalline surfaces. However, the con-

trolled fabrication of such nano-arrays with reproducible

properties is a serious challenge, and surface physics has

to play a key role in the understanding of their formation

and their characterization.

Nanofabrication efforts involving mechanical means

such as lithography or standard deposition techniques

have been consistently inferior to what is typically desired

for most applications. Intense interest has been directed

toward nanostructures that can fabricate themselves, i.e.,

self-assemble. There is compelling evidence that natural

processes, such as the formation of regular strain-relief

structures at surfaces, can be exploited to yield nano-

structure arrays of unprecedented regularity. High-tech-

nology methods used in reduction of feature sizes may

thus be supplanted by simple and elegant patterning tech-

niques.[18–22] One illustrative example is the spontaneous

organization of three-dimensional (3-D) Si0.25Ge0.75

islands on a strained Si(001) surface. By observing island

nucleation on Si(001), in which SiGe islands were

imbedded, Tersoff et al.[8] found strong evidence that

the subsequent formation of islands at the surface is

determined by the strain due to these buried islands, with

nucleation occurring at each local minimum in misfit,

i.e., the imbedded islands act as a template for additional

island nucleation. In general, growth of a thin film on a

dissimilar substrate results in a strained interface as a

result of the lattice mismatch between the two materials.

The strain is often partially relieved through the formation

of well-ordered networks of misfit dislocations. These

dislocations networks typically self-assemble into arrays

with a 3-to 25-nm spacing.[23,24] The herringbone recon-

struction of Au (111) is an example of how an ordered

misfit dislocation network can also form on a clean

surface: terminating a Au crystal in a (111) surface leaves

the top layer in compression by 4% with respect to the

layers below, resulting in this well-known reconstruc-

tion.[25–27] The (111) surface of platinum exhibits a

similar reconstruction.[28,29] Reconstructed surfaces or

lattice mismatch systems can serve as templates for the

growth of mesoscopic-scale structures of large-scale order

and size uniformity.

In our study on such naturally strained silver films on

the (0001) surface of ruthenium at Sandia National

Laboratories, we showed how to combine interfacial

stress and corrosion to create a self-ordered nano-lattice of

unprecedented size and regularity.[30,31] A perfectly

ordered triangular 2-D lattice of vacancy islands, 25 Å

across and 53 Å apart, was formed when a single

monolayer of Ag on Ru(0001) is exposed to sulfur at

room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) Fig. 1a.

Fig. 1 Nanoscale self-assembly: (a) STM image of the vacancy

island lattice that forms when a monolayer of Ag on Ru(0001) is

exposed to sulfur. (b) 73�69 Å2 STM image of a dislocation

array that forms when a strained, two-atom high Cu film(dark)

on Ru(0001) is exposed to sulfur. The individual sulfur atoms

appear bright in the image. The Shockley partial dislocations

(bright curved regions) form in areas where the Cu film is not

in registry with the Ru substrate. (View this art in color at www.

dekker.com.)
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Another example of our recent work is the formation of

self-organized structures of adsorbed sulfur on a dynam-

ically responding strained copper layer, 2 atoms thick, on

Ru(0001), shown in Fig. 1b. Highly regular hexagons and

equilateral triangles composed of 18 sulfur adatoms are

self-assembling at room temperature.[32] In both ordered

nanosystems, we observed large thermal fluctuations in

the arrays from one STM image to the next, taken 1 min

apart, which led to the assumption that these structures are

in thermodynamic equilibrium.[31] For movies of the data,

please visit http://www.nano.unh.edu.

The great potential of this template approach is that the

feature sizes should be tunable according to a basic model

for the elastic interaction between vacancy islands. It is

generally believed that these structures arise from a

balance between short-range attractive forces and long-

range repulsive forces.[33–39] On surfaces, the short-range

chemical interatomic attraction between near neighbors

counterbalances the long-range, substrate-mediated elastic

repulsion between steps. According to these recent

theories, a very important prediction is that the free

energy of a surface that is composed of two separate

phases can always be lowered by assembling into such

patterns. The structure of the pattern depends on the

surface area fraction of each phase. We have considered a

simple model that can account for the spontaneous

formation of the Ag island array and provide a direct

connection between the magnitude of the forces and the

elastic constants.[37,38]

The model has two basic ingredients: 1) The line

tension gb, i.e., the energy per unit length of the vacancy

island edges, expressing the cost of reducing the local

coordination of edge atoms. It favors the formation of

few large islands. For vacancy islands on Ag(111), one

obtains gb�0.1 eV/Å.[40] 2) An effective repulsive in-

teraction, gd, between neighboring island edges, driven by

elastic relaxations in the Ag adlayer and in the Ru

substrate. It favors the formation of many small islands.

At low area fraction of single vacancies, the lowest

energy structure in this model is a hexagonal crystal of

near-circular vacancy islands of sharply distributed

radius, R, and repeat distance, b. These predictions agree

qualitatively with our observations. For that model, one

readily arrives at the relation

gd ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p
ðlþ mÞb2=ðpRÞ ð1Þ

by assuming that an energy increase due to an isotropic

expansion of the lattice unit cell is stored as elastic

energy. m and l are the Lamé constants of the lattice (m+l
is the bulk modulus and m is the shear modulus). The

complete phase diagram for this model has been

analyzed.[38] In particular, it predicts the existence of a

critical area fraction, fc� 0.29, at which the hexagonal

array of round islands converts to a regular arrangement

of parallel stripes and, at fc� 0.72, transforms back to

a hexagonal array but of inverted islands. A beautiful

observation of this predicted phase sequence has been

recently reported by Plass et al.[41] in a LEEM study of Pb

on Cu(111) at elevated temperatures. To assess the

feasibility of elastic forces as the root of stable self-

organized behavior, one can employ continuum elasticity

considerations[42] and relate gd directly to the stress field

around each island as determined by the elastic constants

of the substrate and the difference in the surface stress

between Ag and Ru regions, (sAg�sRu):

gd � ð1� nÞðsAg � sRuÞ2=ð2peÞ ð2Þ

where n and e are Poisson’s ratio and the bulk or Young

modulus of the substrate, respectively.

Measurement of the Lamé constants of a 2-D lattice and

its feature size and repeat distance yields the strength of

the elastic interaction gd governing its ordering, by Eq. 1.

From this estimate, one can derive the difference in surface

stress between the adlayer and the substrate by using Eq. 2,

and compare them to independent estimates for other

surfaces.[42] Therefore, the formation of self-organized

pattern could also be used to measure surface stresses.

A main objective of this report is to put these theories

to a test, by identifying the forces that form and stabilize

self-assembling nanostructures. The experiments de-

scribed in the following section are designed to measure

the dynamics of 2-D nanostructures grown at lattice-

mismatched interfaces under various stress conditions.

In the next section, I will briefly review the original

dynamic approach of determining the Lamé constants of

a nano-array by measuring the thermal vibrations of

the 2-D lattice of vacancy islands, which allow us to

identify the elastic long-range interactions responsible

for the observed self-assembly. I will apply this approach

to other strained heteroepitaxial interfaces, which

may serve as natural templates in the formation of self-

assembled nanostructures.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The experiments outlined probe the fundamental mecha-

nism of self-assembly of Ag vacancy islands on Ru(0001)

by relating the dynamics of the observed structures to the

ordering forces of the ordered nanoscale structure. The

approach is unique in the way it uses a combination of

real-time imaging techniques to study the elastic proper-

ties of these low-dimensional features, which are other-

wise inaccessible.

Stability of Nanostructures on Surfaces 3677
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A clean Ru(0001) surface was prepared in UHV after

an initial brief argon sputtering, by repeated oxygen

adsorption and flash desorption at 1800 K, and monitored

by Auger electron spectroscopy and a room-temperature

STM. Micron-wide terraces, separated by monatomic

steps, can be typically obtained on this Ru surface.

Slightly less than 1 monolayer (	0.8 ML) of Ag was

deposited at RT on the prepared Ru surface by evapora-

tion from a resistively heated tungsten basket, at a rate of

about 10�2 ML/sec as estimated from Auger Electron

Spectroscopy (AES) and inspection of STM images.

Subsequent flash annealing to 750 K produces a single

atomic height film of Ag with the highly ordered

equilibrium dislocation pattern shown in Fig. 2a. This

structure consists of a network of surface edge disloca-

tions that relieve the local strain induced by the 6.6%

lattice mismatch between Ag and Ru.[43] In the darker

regions in Fig. 2a, Ag atoms reside at bridge sites. These

regions nest a pair of surface edge dislocations, the cores

of which form a near-square array with a unit cell of about

40�60 Å. In the bright regions, the Ag adlayer is

pseudomorphic with the Ru substrate, and thus consider-

ably strained. Presumably, both dark and bright regions

are locally highly reactive. We exposed this strained Ag

film to sulfur at RT. Sulfur is evaporated from a solid-state

electrochemical doser.[44] The typical dosing rate was

about 5�10�3 ML/sec at a background pressure of

5�10�10 Torr. Sulfur exposure estimates were based on

partial pressure measurements, and S coverages were

estimated from Auger spectroscopy and STM images.

In the first stages of the reaction, sulfur etches the

region around the cores of the dislocations in the Ag film,

forming highly mobile, isolated vacancy islands of

monatomic depth, about 34 Å (±11 Å) in diameter

Fig. 2b. While isolated, these islands are significantly

more mobile than has been observed for diffusion of

homoepitaxial vacancy islands of similar size on met-

al(111) surfaces.[45] Hopping seems to occur between near-

est-neighbor (NN) grid positions defined by the

dislocation network, corresponding to an effective island

hop rate of about 0.1 sec�1 at RT. When islands meet,

they often form stable clusters of two or more islands,

about 50 Å apart, which eventually dissociate, as

illustrated in Fig. 2b. Strong short-range repulsions

between islands in a cluster seem to prevent them from

coalescing. This high mobility suggests that the surface

configuration is equilibrated. Atomic resolution images of

the islands reveal ordered 2-D sulfur clusters coating the

exposed Ru. The sulfur adatoms form a p(2�2) structure,

as observed in previous sulfur-on-Ru(0001) adsorption

experiments. The presence of sulfur covering the Ru

regions is not surprising because it lowers their surface

free energy and forms a strong S–Ru bond.

Fig. 2 Dilute gas of vacancy islands: (a) 400�200 Å2 STM

image of the misfit dislocation structure of the annealed

submonolayer Ag/Ru(0001) film. (b) Sequence of STM images

of the same 500�500 Å2 area after exposure to 0.04 ML of

sulfur at RT. Dark depressions are 1-atom deep vacancy islands

in the Ag film.

Fig. 3 Triangular vacancy island lattice: (a) 2000�2000 Å2

STM image of the 2-D vacancy island crystal. Three ruthenium

terraces are shown; again, the holes appear dark. The high order

of the lattice can be seen in the sharp diffraction pattern of the

image, shown in the inset. (b) Size distribution of the vacancy

islands: N is the number of islands and the solid line is the

gaussian fit. The average area is (462±117) Å2.
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With increasing sulfur coverage, the densities of

vacancy islands, and self-assembled clusters of islands,

increase and the average size of individual islands

decreases slightly (to 2R�24 Å average diameter). For

sulfur coverages close to 0.1 ML, a highly ordered

triangular lattice of vacancy islands forms, with period of

b�53 Å and a feature density of 1014 cm�2 (Fig. 3). The

Fourier transform of this 2-D crystal obtains a sharp

sixfold diffraction pattern. The distribution of island sizes

is also extremely narrow. The width of the distribution of

island diameters, ±4 Å (assuming near-circular islands), is

comparable to the imaged width of the island edges. We

find a few defects in the crystal, mostly larger vacancy

islands (	50 Å in diameter and density of 	2�10�5

islands/Å2), which we observed to form by accretion of

two or more individual islands during larger amplitude

vibrations. The range of perfect ordering is only limited by

the terrace width.

Fig. 4a and b shows another STM image of the vacancy

island lattice in Ag film on Ru. Taking a sequence of

images 20 sec apart revealed that the holes are moving

collectively at room temperature. The trajectories of

four hole centers are shown in Fig. 4c. The thermal

motion of the holes is clearly correlated and caused by

random Ag atom diffusion. These islands vibrate around

their equilibrium positions in a manner similar to atomic

vibrations, or phonons, in a harmonic crystal. The

amplitude of the harmonic hole motion is determined by

the force between the holes holding the 2-D lattice

together. One can think of the nano-lattice as an elastic

solid with a shear and a bulk modulus. These elastic

constants of the 2-D lattice can be determined from a

normal mode analysis of the q-dependence of the

vibrations in the same way as performed for bulk phonons

for decades. We determined the amplitude of the

longitudinal and transversal phonon modes of the 2-D

lattice, by thermally averaging the Fourier transform of

many images. Nelson and Halperin[46] and Huse[47] give

the expressions that relates these amplitudes to the Lamé

constants m and l :

longitudinal mode huLðqÞuLð�qÞi=A ¼ kBT

q2m

� 1� mþ l
2mþ l

� �

transversal mode huTðqÞuTð�qÞi=A ¼ kBT

q2u

ð3Þ

u(q) is the Fourier transform of the center-of-mass

displacements of the vacancy islands that are directly

taken from STM movies, h. . .i denotes an ensemble

average, A is the system area, T is the temperature, and kB

is the Boltzmann constant. The data showing the thermal

vibrations of the Ag/Ru nano-lattice are available elec-

tronically at http://www.nano.unh.edu.

For a perfectly ordered 6�6 vacancy island cell, and

the smallest nonzero q ¼ 4p=ð10
ffiffiffi
3
p

bÞ � 0:14 nm�1, we

estimate l/c�m/c� 108 (N/m2). Here, c� 4 Å is the

vertical lattice spacing of the Ag/Ru(0001) film, and is

introduced to facilitate comparison with bulk values

(notwithstanding major differences in the physics under-

lying phonon behavior in a crystal of atoms and thermal

fluctuations in our island crystal). Typically, one finds

significantly larger values for the bulk quantities,

lbulk� 1011 (N/m2) and mbulk� 1010 (N/m2), reflecting

the fact that the long-ranged ordering forces of the

vacancy island lattice are much weaker than the forces

ordering atomic crystals (which is no surprise!).

We found that these estimates were consistent with

stabilizing forces derived from long-range elastic interac-

tions between islands.[42] Putting the just-measured values

for m and l as well as b� 53 Å and R� 12 Å in Eq. 1, we

obtain gd� 0.2 eV/Å. Assuming nRu� 0.5 and eRu� 1010

N/m2, similar to those of other elemental metals, the es-

timate of gd according to Eq. 2 implies (sAg�sRu) � 0.4

Fig. 4 Thermal vibrations of 2-D nano-array: (a) and (b)

700�640 Å2 STM image of the 2-D vacancy island lattice. (c)

x- and y-components of the center-of-mass trajectory of four

nearest neighbor islands, taken from a sequence of 690 frames,

20 sec apart. About 80 islands were simultaneously tracked.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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eV/Å2. This is within the range of s values reported for

unreconstructed metal(111) surfaces,[42] providing confi-

dence in our central estimate of gd. In summary, we were

able to quantify the influence of the individual units of the

array on each other’s positions to probe the strength and

physical origin of the underlying interactions and ulti-

mately describe the equation of motion of a self-orga-

nized nano-array.

OUTLOOK

So far, this powerful method has only been applied to this

particular system, and we are currently attacking the

problem of self-assembly by systematically measuring the

phonon spectra in a variety of self-organizing nanostruc-

tures and determine their ordering forces. Performing

these experiments at various temperatures will enable us

to probe the stability and the thermodynamic properties of

the 2-D arrays in a way that has not before been achieved.

A just-completed custom-designed, variable-tempera-

ture STM is able to operate in a temperature range

between 25 and 500 K. In this design, the operator has the

unique ability to go back to exactly the same spot on the

surface, even after the sample has been removed to

another in situ or even ex situ analysis, or modification

tool. To operate the STM, the sample is attached to a

thermally well-shielded 6-kg aluminum block that serves

as the cooling and heating reservoir. The Al mass that is

precooled or preheated guarantees a very high temperature

stability of the STM. During our measurements, the

change in sample temperature is only about 1�/hr, which

makes it possible to take very fast image sequences of

images over many hours without significant thermal drift

of neither tip nor sample. Through improvements to the

thermal shielding of our new STM, the sample can now be

imaged down to 25 K by precooling of the Al reservoir via

liquid helium transfer.

We are currently growing 2-D lattices on strained

interfaces between a bimetallic atomic layer of catalytic

active metals such as Cu, Ag, Au, and Co of varying

composition and a single-crystal Ru(0001) substrate in

ultrahigh vacuum. The amount of interfacial strain will

depend on the lattice mismatch and alloy composition.

Exposing these strained metal films to sulfur, oxygen, or

hydrogen gases is expected to result in the formation of

highly ordered vacancy island structures of specific

feature densities, as we have previously observed in the

Ag/Ru and Cu/Ru system. We will also grow nano-

structures on the reconstructed surfaces of Au(111) and

Pt(111) by using the network of misfit dislocation as a

template. Novel real-time measurements of the lattice

dynamics of these nanometer-sized arrays will enable us

to study the thermodynamics and kinetics of the

formation of these self-assembled nanostructures. The

approach is unique in the way it uses a combination of

real-time imaging techniques to study the elastic prop-

erties of these low-dimensional features, that would

otherwise be inaccessible.

By increasing the sample temperature, we can deter-

mine the melting temperature Tm of the 2-D equilibrium

structure and test the theoretical predictions for the

conventional melting transition in two dimensions via

dislocation unbinding.[48] According to Kosterlitz and

Thouless,[49] the melting temperature should depend on

the elastic lattice properties as

Tm ¼ ðb2=4pÞmðmþ lÞ=ð2mþ lÞ ð4Þ

The nano-array’s elastic constants m and l and the lattice

constant b are now directly measurable through our

original experimental approach, outlined above. However,

we expect other mechanisms, e.g., an increase in the

density of large clusters of coalesced vacancy islands

(corresponding to formation of many-fold disclinations),

to play a significant role in the melting behavior of our

2-D crystal.

The melting temperature seems to be within the

accessible temperature range of the STM, because

according to the phenomenological Lindemann criterion,

a crystal is expected to melt when the root-mean-square

(rms) fluctuations of the constituent particles about their

equilibrium positions exceeds approximately 20% of the

interparticle separation. At room temperature, we mea-

sured vibrational amplitudes of the thermally excited hole

oscillations as large as 10 Å, one-fifth of the average

separation between nearest-neighbor islands Fig. 4c.

Armed with an understanding of the mechanisms

responsible for the creation of these hole lattices, we will

be able to predict new nanostructures and tune their elastic

properties by employing new materials. The first attempt

in growing new test structures is to vary the film stress in

the Ag layer by adding a second metal that will not phase-

separate from the Ag nor absorb into the substrate. It has

been shown that monolayer films of Ag and Cu alloy on

Ru(0001), although all three metals are immiscible in their

bulk form.[43] Small amounts of Cu added to the Ag film

mix upon deposition at room temperature. After annealing

to 500�C, it was observed that the smaller Cu atoms

preferentially occupy regions in between the corrugation

maxima of the Ag dislocation network. The dispersion of

Cu in the Ag film had changed the strain-relief pattern and

we can expect that the exposure of this alloy film to sulfur

will result in a vacancy island array with different

dimensions and elastic properties. Measuring the lattice

constant b*, the Lamé coefficients m* and l*, and the

melting temperature Tm* as a function of concentration
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ratio of Cu to Ag will give insight into the ordering forces

that drive self-assembly in these strained metal systems.

A variety of other metals such as Au, Co, and Cu

display well-ordered characteristic dislocation network

when deposited in the monolayer regime on Ru(0001). We

are currently studying their reaction as well as their

bimetallic combination with etching agents such as sulfur,

oxygen, and hydrogen in the second phase of the

experiments. A detailed exploration of the phase diagram

will reveal important insight in the ability to tune such

nanostructures. In addition, once the feature size and

spacing in the array is calibrated, it can be used to measure

surface stress in strained metal films, according to Eqs. 1

and 2.

We will use the connection between elastic constants

and lattice phonons to discuss self-assembly in nano-

structures grown on reconstructed surfaces, such as

Au(111) and Pt(111), by depositing metals such as Ag,

Cu, Co, Fe, or Ni. These measurements will reveal the

balance between the short-ranged atomic forces that

stabilize the dislocation cores and the long-ranged elastic

interactions between the misfit dislocations that make up

the reconstruction of the Au(111) and Pt(111) surface.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that it is possible to grow self-assembled

nano-arrays on strained metal films with large-scale

ordering and great size uniformity. In particular, we have

identified and measured the ordering forces of a nearly

perfect triangular lattice of nanometer-size vacancy

islands which forms when a single atomic layer of Ag

on Ru(0001) is exposed to sulfur at room temperature.

We applied time-resolved scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) to monitor the thermal fluctuations of the

centers-of-mass of the vacancy islands around their final

positions in the lattice. From analysis of this island

motion, we obtained the elastic constants of the lattice,

l�m� 0.02–0.04 (N/m), which shows that, although

weak, the forces responsible for the stability of this two-

dimensional island crystal can be confidently mea-

sured. Our results are consistent with general theories

of strain-mediated interactions between surface defects in

strained films.

Future studies of the thermodynamics of these equil-

ibrated two-dimensional nanostructures will lead to a

refined understanding of the nature of phase transitions in

two dimensions, e.g., surface melting. A variety of two-

dimensional nano-arrays in thermal equilibrium of large-

scale order and size uniformity will be grown on strained

interfaces between a bimetallic atomic layer and a

dissimilar substrate in ultrahigh vacuum. Combining the

structural information (from unique real-time variable-

temperature STM measurements) with quantum-size

effects in the electronic structure (from high-resolution

UV photoemission) will guide the development of new

dynamic models to describe the evolution and properties

of nanoscale structures on surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

Porous aluminum oxide has stimulated considerable inte-

rest as a nanostructural template, primarily because of the

self-organized formation of extremely well-aligned cylin-

drical pores.[1–13] One of the fascinating aspects is the

tunability of the interpore distance and pore diameter by

simple variation of the anodization parameters[1,2,4,6,9,11,13]

such as voltage and electrolyte solution composition. Apart

from the application of aluminum oxide films as filtration

membranes,[14] they are frequently used to fabricate nano-

wires with large aspect ratios.[13,15–20] Many different ma-

terials, such as metals, both magnetic[21–29] and nonmag-

netic,[30–36] semiconductors,[37–44] nanotubes,[45–48] and

even heterostructures,[49] have been grown in the porous

membranes using primarily electrodeposition. Further-

more, porous aluminum oxide membranes have also been

used as humidity sensors,[50,51] or as cathodes for organic

light-emitting diodes.[52]

To control and optimize the formation of the aluminum

oxide structure as well as the deposition of material within

this porous matrix, in situ characterization techniques will

certainly be required. Optical reflection techniques provide

a nondestructive method to in situ monitor processes such

as the anodization and the growth of nanowires. A major

advantage of these techniques is their full compatibility

with electrochemical or vacuum environments. Several

spectroscopic ellipsometry studies of porous aluminum

oxide structures, obtained under different anodization

conditions, have been published.[53–56] These investiga-

tions were performed on aluminum oxide films, formed by

anodizing bulk aluminum samples. Different optical

models have been proposed, which take into account the

porosity of the film itself, but also include the barrier layer

structure between the oxide matrix and the bulk substrate.

In these models, the number of parameters is often large

due to a proper description of the barrier layer. Determi-

nation of the properties of the anodized film in terms of

actual physical quantities is not straight forward.

To avoid the aforementioned problems related to the

barrier layer, and also to enable an accurate determination

of the film thickness, a thin-film sample geometry is em-

ployed. The aluminum layer has a well-defined thickness,

which can be determined by ex situ techniques, such as

electron microscopy. Moreover, full anodization of the

aluminum layer allows a smaller number of model para-

meters, as no bulk aluminum remains and the aforemen-

tioned barrier layer is practically absent. In this work, we

show that scanning electron microscopy (SEM) enables

accurate ex situ characterization of the film thickness and

the pore structure after anodization. Ellipsometry spectra

are analyzed using an optical model, which takes into ac-

count the anisotropy of the porous structure arising from

the randomly distributed, aligned pores within the oxide.

Based on the original work by Bruggeman[57] and Wien,[58]

expressions are given for the parallel and perpendicular

components of the dielectric functions, in terms of the

cylinder fraction and a nanoporosity of the aluminum oxide

matrix. The resulting fit parameters are quantitatively

compared with the sample structure determined from elec-

tron microscopy images. Furthermore, chemical etching in

phosphoric acid solutions enables controlled widening of

the pores, and therewith provides a means to test the accu-

racy of our model. Moreover, we show that ellipsometric

experiments on samples etched under different conditions

allow identification of the etch process in terms of the or-

der of the etch reaction and the corresponding rate constant.

ANODIZATION OF ALUMINUM
THIN-FILM SAMPLES

Thin-film aluminum samples are grown by conven-

tional sputtering on a silicon wafer (Philips Research

Laboratories, Eindhoven). Prior to aluminum sputtering, a

75-nm platinum layer is deposited on a 10-nm titanium

adhesion layer. The aluminum layer grown on top of this

structure is approximately 1-mm thick. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) indicates that the actual thickness

amounts to 920±5 nm, while the titanium and platinum

layers have a combined thickness of 85±5 nm. Wafers are

cut into 14�14mm samples to enable mounting in the an-
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odization cell, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.

After mounting of the sample using an O-ring, a circular

area with a diameter of 7.5mm is exposed to the electrolyte.

Porous aluminum oxide is obtained by anodization of

the aluminum film in a two-electrode configuration at a

constant voltage of 15 V in 15 vol.% H2SO4 at room

temperature with continuous stirring. The procedure is

identical to that described by Van der Zande et al.[31] A

typical anodization transient is shown in Fig. 1. An initial

current peak is observed as a result of double-layer

charging, followed by a current plateau corresponding to a

constant anodization of the aluminum. After approxi-

mately 70 sec, the current rapidly increases, indicating

that the pore fronts have reached the platinum substrate.

For longer times, oxidation of water gives rise to oxygen

gas evolution, which leads to bubble formation.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
THE NANOPOROUS STRUCTURE

To enable accurate quantitative modeling of our optical

results, the structural properties of the aluminum films

before and after anodization have been characterized.

Scanning electron microscopy provides information on

the film thickness, pore distribution, and the pore dia-

meter, while X-ray diffraction is used to characterize the

crystallographic structure of the films in the pristine and

as-anodized state.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscope measurements are per-

formed with a LEO Gemini 1550 FEG-SEM, equipped

with a field emission gun plus Thermo Noran Vantage

EDX system and Thermo Noran MAXray parallel beam

spectrometer. The electron acceleration voltage can be set

between 200 V and 30 kV; owing to this low voltage,

deposition of a thin metal (gold) film is not required. This

lateral resolution is approximately 2 nm.

A typical top-view SEM image of the as-anodized

samples is shown in Fig. 2a. An approximately random

distribution of pores in the aluminum oxide film is

observed after anodic oxidation. Despite the apparent

absence of azimuthal order, there is a preferred lateral

distance separating adjacent pores. To quantify this, we

used Scion Image software (Beta 4.0.2, Scion Corpora-

tion) to calculate the radial distribution function by radial

integration of the autocorrelation image such as that

shown in Fig. 2b; the result is shown in Fig. 2c. A single

peak is observed at a distance of 33.5 nm, corresponding

to the average interpore distance. The absence of peaks at

larger distances indicates that there is no long-range

organization of the pores in the film. Close examination of

the autocorrelation image in Fig. 2b indicates that there is

some azimuthal order in a sixfold symmetry. The pore

density, as determined from the top-view images,

amounts to 950 mm�2. With the interpore distance as

determined above from the radial distribution function,

we calculate that the pore density for a perfect hex-

agonal arrangement amounts to 1029 mm�2. Because of

a certain degree of azimuthal disorder exhibited by the

ring structure in the insert in Fig. 2b, the actual den-

sity obtained by counting the pores is slightly lower. In

Fig. 2d, the average interpore distances, determined

for our samples anodized at 15 and 20 V, are com-

pared to results in literature,[6] spanning a much larg-

er range of anodization potentials. Clearly visible is the

linear relation between the interpore distance and the

applied voltage.

Cross-section SEM images are identical to what has

been described in the literature, and clearly show the

parallel alignment of the pores, with the same average

interpore distance as determined from the top-view

images. The pores initiate at the surface and extend all

the way down to the platinum layer. For the as-anodized

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the anodization cell used

in the experiments. Also shown is the time evolution of the

anodization current during the anodic oxidation at 15 V in

15 vol.% H2SO4 aqueous solution.
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aluminum oxide, the average pore diameter of 11.5 nm is

the same throughout the film thickness. The thickness of

the aluminum film prior to anodization, as determined

from SEM images, amounts to approximately 920 nm.

Upon anodization, the film considerably expands to ap-

proximately 1400 nm. The expansion by 50% is anom-

alously large. When we neglect the porosity and only

consider the film thickness and the densities of aluminum

and aluminum oxide, a maximum thickness increase of

30% is to be expected. The aforementioned 50% expan-

sion can only be explained by taking into account the 10%

mesoporosity due to the cylindrical pores (as determined

from images such as those in Fig. 2a) and an additional

33% nanoporosity of the aluminum oxide matrix, which

will be discussed later. The latter porosity arises from

defects and nanosized voids resulting from the consider-

able deformation upon anodization and the corresponding

material transport away from the substrate. More quanti-

tatively, the charge involved in the anodization procedure

(obtained by integration of the curve in Fig. 1) can be

related to the aluminum density. From this, we conclude

that practically all aluminum atoms are oxidized to tri-

valent Al3 +.

X-Ray Diffraction

High-angle X-ray scattering measurements are performed

using a single-crystal diffractometer (CAD4, Enraf Non-

ius) employing a rotating anode Cu-Ka source

(lCuKa = 1.542 Å). The instrumental broadening for this

system is estimated to be 0.2�. Scans are performed in the

q–2q configuration.

The X-ray diffraction experiments show that the

platinum and aluminum layers before anodization are

polycrystalline. A part of the X-ray spectra for samples

before and after anodization are shown in Fig. 3. The high-

intensity Si 004 peak corresponding to the substrate is

observed at 69.2�. We designate the first peak at 2q = 33.3�
as the interface Si 002 peak as the corresponding volume

peak is ‘‘forbidden’’; the intensity ratio of the Si 004 and

Si 002 peaks is indeed more than 104. The two peaks for

the sample prior to anodization in Fig. 3 at 2q = 38.6� and

2q = 40.0� correspond to Al 111 and Pt 111, respectively.

Very small, but still discernable, are the Al 002 and Pt 002

contributions. The diffraction peak positions are in perfect

agreement with the lattice constants a = 4.05 Å and

a = 3.92 Å for fcc aluminum and platinum, respectively.

After anodization, the Pt 111 peak is still present, but

the Al 111 peak is no longer observed. From the height of

the Al 111 peak prior to anodization and the noise level in

spectrum, we estimate that more than 95% of the

aluminum has been transformed into aluminum oxide.

This is in good agreement with the conclusion in the

previous section based on the quantitative analysis of the

anodization experiment. Also, in contrast to the original

sample, the X-ray spectrum of the anodized sample in

Fig. 3 exhibits broad background intensity. We attribute

this background signal to the amorphous aluminum oxide

formed upon anodization. The amorphous nature of the

Fig. 2 (a) Top-view SEM image of as-anodized porous

aluminum oxide. The image size is 1 mm � 1 mm. (b) The

autocorrelation image calculated from the SEM image, from

which the radial distribution function in (c) is obtained by radial

integration. In (d), the average interpore distances obtained from

the radial distribution functions for our samples are compared to

literature values, (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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aluminum oxide is also supported by the absence of any

peaks related to crystalline alumina.

OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION BY
SPECTROSCOPIC ELLIPSOMETRY

The optical properties of our samples prior to anodization

and after formation of porous aluminum oxide are cha-

racterized using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Also, the

effect of pore widening by chemical etching is investi-

gated. In ellipsometry, the change of the polarization

state of linearly polarized light is measured upon ref-

lection at the surface. The complex reflection coefficient

r is defined as

r ¼ rp

rs
¼ tanðCÞeiD ð1Þ

where rp and rs are the reflection coefficients for the

parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. For

a single interface, rp and rs represent the Fresnel

reflection coefficients. Historically, the quantity r is

expressed in the two angles, C and D. Although the

actual ellipsometry measurement is relatively simple, the

analysis of the results is often complicated. An accurate

model is required for the system under consideration,

which enables simulation or fitting of the results.

The optical response of a multilayered structure with

known dielectric functions can be calculated using the

Abeles matrix algorithm. Details of the original method

are described by Azzam and Bashara.[59] Two types of

matrices are used. One describes the transition from

medium m to medium m+1

Im;mþ1 ¼
1

tm;mþ1

1 rm;mþ1

rm;mþ1 1

� �
ð2Þ

where rm,m + 1 and tm,m + 1 are the Fresnel reflection and

transmission coefficients, respectively. Another matrix

describes the light passage through the medium and

involves the phase factors

Lm;mþ1 ¼
e�iDm 1

1 eiDm

� �
ð3Þ

where Dm = (2p/l) dmnmcos(qm) with l being the wave-

length of the light in vacuum (in nm), dm the thickness of

layer m (in nm), qm the angle of the light, and nm the

refractive index of medium m. The angles in the various

media are related through Snell’s law:

nm sinðymÞ ¼ nmþ1 sinðymþ1Þ ð4Þ

For our system consisting of an anodic aluminum oxide

layer (m=2), a platinum layer (m=3), and a titanium layer

(m=4) on a silicon substrate (m=5), in contact with the

ambient (air; m=1), a matrix product is defined

A ¼ I1;2L2I2;3L3I3;4L4I4;5 ð5Þ

and the overall reflection coefficient is calculated from

r=A21/A11. For both the parallel and perpendicular po-

larizations, the reflection coefficients rp and rs can be

obtained by inserting the appropriate Fresnel coeffi-

cients in Eq. 2 and the ellipsometric quantity in Eq. 1

can be calculated.

In the case of a film with uniaxial anisotropy, i.e., with

an out-of-plane dielectric function eex (the extraordinary

direction) different from the dielectric function eor parallel

to the substrate surface (the ordinary direction), the same

matrix formalism can be used.[59] For our films, in which

the cylindrical pores give rise to such uniaxial anisotropy,

this is schematically represented in Fig. 4. Obviously, the

optical response for the s-polarization remains unchanged

and is completely described by the ordinary dielectric

function eor. For the p-polarization, a modified propaga-

tion angle is calculated by inserting the extraordinary

refractive index nex=(eex)1/2 into Eq. 4. For the rest of the

calculation, only the ordinary dielectric function eor of the

anisotropic medium has to be taken into account.

Anisotropic Model for Porous
Anodic Aluminum Oxide

As is evident from the previous section, the samples have

a clear structural anisotropy. However, several studies on

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction spectrum before and after anodization

of the aluminum film. The diffraction peak positions for silicon,

aluminum, and platinum are indicated. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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the optical characterization of anodic aluminum oxide

templates on bulk aluminum substrates did not take this

into consideration.[53–55] Results obtained on films,

formed on bulk aluminum by anodization in sulfuric acid,

indicated that there was no apparent optical anisotropy.

Because of the small dimension of the pores, conventional

effective medium approximations yielded adequate

results. Ellipsometry measurements on our samples,

which consist of a fully oxidized aluminum thin film

with a well-determined thickness, indicate that optical

anisotropy needs to be taken into account. Especially upon

widening of the pores by chemical etching, the anisotropy

becomes more pronounced as the pore sizes substantially

increase. To obtain adequate, unambiguous fit results, we

incorporated the optical anisotropy in a model that

contains a minimum number of three parameters: 1) a

film thickness; 2) a mesoporosity, related to the cylindri-

cal void fraction; and 3) a nanoporosity of the aluminum

oxide matrix.

As described in a previous section in relation to

the thickness increase of the film during anodization,

the aluminum oxide matrix is highly amorphous and

presumably consists of a highly porous, noncrystalline

structure containing voids with sizes in the low-nanometer

range. In the work by Palibroda et al.[60] the structure of

the oxide was reported to be gel-like, containing a large

number of ‘‘bubbles,’’ formed during the anodization

procedure. The effective dielectric function of the nano-

porous aluminum oxide, with porosity fp, is modeled using

the conventional effective medium approximation estab-

lished by Bruggeman[57]

0 ¼ ð1� fpÞ
eAl2O3

� ep

eAl2O3
þ 2ep

þ fp

ea � ep

ea þ 2ep

ð6Þ

where ea and eAl2O3
represent the dielectric functions of the

ambient (air in all cases presented here; ea=1) and that of

the aluminum oxide structure (we use the value of

crystalline Al2O3), respectively.

The system with uniaxial anisotropy, formed by the

almost perfectly aligned cylindrical pores in the oxide

matrix, is described by two different dielectric functions

eex and eor (Fig. 4). The extraordinary component de-

scribes the optical response of the film for electric field

vectors parallel to the long axis of the cylindrical pores.

Owing to the relatively small difference in dielectric

constants of the oxide and the ambient, screening effects

can be neglected. Therefore we can interpret the system of

parallel pores as a set of parallel plates, and use the

corresponding Wiener bound [58] to describe the dielectric

function eex

eex ¼ ð1� fcylÞep þ fcylea ð7Þ

where fcyl represents the overall pore volume fraction.

For the ordinary component, we consider a cross

section through the film parallel to the interface. The

effective dielectric function eor of this two-dimensional

system of randomly distributed circles (with ea) in the

oxide matrix (with ep) is modeled using an adaptation

from the original work of Bruggeman,[57] which will be

briefly outlined. Bruggeman provides expressions for the

dielectric function e’ of small spherical inclusions of

fraction d’, with dielectric function ei, in a host matrix with

eh, for both the two- and three-dimensional cases. These

equations, referred to as the Rayleigh formulas, can be

summarized in a generalized expression

e0 � eh

e0 þ ðn� 1Þeh

¼ d0
ei � eh

ei þ ðn� 1Þeh

ð8Þ

with n=2,3 as the system dimension. Rewriting yields an

expression for the effective dielectric function

e0 ¼ eh

1þ d0ðn� 1Þ ei � eh

ei þ ðn� 1Þeh

1� d0
ei � eh

ei þ ðn� 1Þeh

ð9Þ

As d’ is small, we may neglect higher-order terms

to obtain

e0 � eh 1þ d0n
ei � eh

ei þ ðn� 1Þeh

� �
ð10Þ

The above is only valid for infinitely small inclusions.

Bruggeman extended this to an arbitrary concentration f

of one medium dispersed in the host material. Consider a

first inclusion d’ of medium with ei in the host with eh;

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the geometry and structural

anisotropy of an anodized thin-film aluminum sample, indicat-

ing the ordinary and extraordinary directions referred to in

the text.
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this will result in a dielectric function e’ of this quasi-

homogeneous medium, as given by Eq. 10. A second in-

clusion d@ will give rise to an effective dielectric function

e00 � e0 1þ d00n
ei � e0

ei þ ðn� 1Þe0

� �
ð11Þ

where e’ is the dielectric function of the quasi-homoge-

neous material before adding d@. In general, to obtain an

increase dd1 of material with dielectric function e1, in case

of an already present fraction d1, an amount d’=dd1/

(1�d1) needs to be added. This can be explained as

follows: A fraction d1 of the amount d’ is distributed in the

already-present quantity d1, while only a fraction 1�d1 of

d’ leads to an increase of d1. From Eq. 11, we find

de
ne
¼ dd1

1� d1

ei � e
ei þ ðn� 1Þe ð12Þ

which can be rewritten to yield

1

ei � e
þ 1

ne

� �
de ¼ dd1

1� d1

ð13Þ

The right-hand side is integrated from d1=0 to d1= f, while

on the left we integrate from e=eh (initially at d1=0, there

are no inclusions) to e=eor (the final effective dielectric

function of a fraction f of the medium with dielectric

function ei in the host matrix with eh):Z eor

eh

1

ei � e
þ 1

ne

� �
de ¼

Z f

0

dd1

1� d1

ð14Þ

We obtain

1� f ¼ ei � eor

ei � eh

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
eh

eor

n

r
ð15Þ

which, for our two-dimensional system (n=2) with ei=ea

and eh=ep, yields

1� f ¼ ea � eor

ea � ep

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ep

eor

r
ð16Þ

Ellipsometry Spectra of As-Anodized
Porous Aluminum Oxide Films

For optical characterization, we use a rotating polarizer

spectroscopic ellipsometer equipped with a Xe lamp and a

scanning monochromator. Measurements are performed

in the visible and near-UV region of the spectrum at

wavelengths between 300 and 800 nm at a fixed angle of

incidence. The angle of incidence can be set between 45�
and 70�.

In Fig. 5, a typical ellipsometry spectrum is shown for

an anodized film. As already described in the previous

sections, anodic oxidation leads to a highly porous oxide

structure of approximately 1400-nm thickness, which is

essentially transparent for visible light. This explains the

oscillations observed in both cos(D) and tan(C) in Fig. 5,

which arise from interference of light reflected at the

platinum / aluminum oxide interface and at the aluminum

oxide / air interface.

The solid lines in Fig. 5 represent the result of a fitting

procedure using the Abeles matrix algorithm and the

optical model described in preceding sections, using bulk

dielectric functions taken from literature. The aforemen-

tioned three parameters are varied, leading to a thickness

of 1400 nm, a cylinder fraction fcyl =9.9%, and a

nanoporosity fp=28%. The numerical fit errors in all

cases amount to approximately 3%, 3%, and 10%, for the

thickness, the cylinder fraction, and the nanoporosity,

respectively. These results are in good, quantitative

agreement with what we concluded from analysis of the

SEM images on identical samples.

To verify the accuracy of our model, we also performed

measurements at different incident angles. Although the

absolute values of both cos(D) and tan(C) are different,

oscillations similar to those in Fig. 5 are observed.

Comparison of the experimental results at different angles

to calculations of the optical response using the parameters

obtained from the fitting procedure as described in relation

to Fig. 5 yields perfect correlation between the calculation

and the measurements, supporting the validity of our model.

Fig. 5 Ellipsometry spectrum for an as-anodized porous alu-

minum oxide film. The open circles represent experimental data

obtained at an incident angle of 60�. The solid lines result from

the fitting procedure as described in the text. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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Despite the convincing results presented above, one

might argue that, even after prolonged drying under

ambient conditions, some aqueous solution may still be

present in the porous structure. Especially for nanoporous

oxide materials, it has been reported that water, incorpo-

rated during the preparation, is still present within the

nanovoids.[61] This would have a pronounced influence on

the analysis of the optical response in terms of (Eqs. 6,7

and 16). To obtain an indication if there is any water

present in as-anodized samples after drying in air, we

performed ellipsometry measurements on such a sample

before and after heating to approximately 200�C under

moderate vacuum conditions. All optical spectra, both

before and after heating in vacuum, were identical,

indicating the absence of water within the porous structure

of the as-anodized samples. This indicates that either there

is indeed no water present within the nanoporous matrix,

or that the water is contained in such small volumes that

capillary forces prevent evaporation of the aqueous

solvent even at elevated temperature. However, the latter

explanation may be dismissed. As we will show in the

next section, chemical etching does not affect the nano-

porous structure, presumably because of the fact that

aqueous solution is not able to penetrate into the (sub)-

nanometer-sized voids.

Tunable Pore Sizes by Chemical Etching

Chemical etching in aqueous phosphoric acid solutions

leads to controlled, homogeneous widening of the pores

along their entire length. Apparently, diffusion of the

etchant or etch products is not rate limiting. The average

pore diameter in Fig. 6a after immersion of the as-

anodized sample in 2 vol.% H3PO4 solution for 10 min

increases from 11.5 nm to approximately 22 nm. Upon

prolonged etching and/or using a higher concentration of

phosphoric acid, the pores become wider. Furthermore,

the enlargement of the pores now also enables the study of

these membranes using atomic force microscopy (AFM)

as shown in Fig. 6b. Atomic force microscopy measure-

ments are performed using a PicoScan (Molecular

Imaging) operated in a.c. mode, using silicon cantilevers

(Nanosensors). The pore size of as-anodized samples is

too small compared to the tip radius; the tip cannot reach

into the pores to obtain a good image. After sufficient pore

widening, the pores can be imaged, but they appear

markedly smaller than their actual size.

We studied the effect of chemical etching using

spectroscopic ellipsometry, with a twofold objective: 1)

The use of a noninvasive technique allows a fast charac-

terization of the time evolution of the porous system; and 2)

the controlled etching of the pores allows us to verify the

validity and assess the accuracy of our optical model as it

has been described in the previous section.

In Fig. 7, the ellipsometry spectrum of a sample after

chemical etching for 10 min in 3 vol.% H3PO4 is shown.

Comparison with the results in Fig. 5 indicates that

the number of oscillations has decreased. This can be

qualitatively understood by the fact that, owing to the

higher cylinder fraction, the refractive index and thus the

optical thickness is reduced, which gives rise to a change

of the interference. Also, with decreasing wavelength,

the amplitude of the oscillations in both cos(D) and

tan(C) decreases. This is direct evidence for the con-

tribution of anisotropy to the optical response. In the

absence of anisotropy, the amplitude of the oscillations

will be identical over the entire energy range, as long as

the substrate (platinum in our case) has a slowly varying

dielectric function. The solid lines in Fig. 7 are obtained

by fitting the results to our optical model, as described

in the previous sections. Clearly, the calculated lines are

in perfect agreement with the measured data, therewith

supporting our model. The fit results indicate a thickness

of 1395 nm, a cylinder void fraction fcyl=46%, and a

nanoporosity fp=34%. When we compare these results

Fig. 6 (a) Scanning electron microscope and (b) atomic force

microscope images of a porous aluminum oxide sample after

chemical etching for 10 min in a 2 vol.% H3PO4 aqueous

solution. Scan size in the AFM image is 1 mm�1 mm. (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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with that obtained for the as-anodized sample, chemical

etching leads to a significant increase of the cylinder

fraction. It may be expected that chemical etching leads

to a decrease of the film thickness, but the change is

within the error of the fitting procedure. The same holds

for the negligible increase of the nanoporosity during

chemical etching.

The cylinder fraction is related to the average pore

radius r through

fcyl ¼ rcylpr2 ð17Þ

where rcyl is the pore density as determined from SEM

images, such as those in Figs. 2 and 6. Comparison of the

radii determined from SEM images to those obtained from

analysis of ellipsometry spectra show that there is good

agreement over the entire range of cylinder fractions.

This provides valuable evidence for our anisotropic

optical model.

The etch rate, and therewith the pore widening process,

depends on the concentration of the phosphoric acid

solution. This is shown by the solid symbols in Fig. 8, in

which the cylinder fraction is plotted as a function of etch

time for different etchant concentrations. With an in-

creasing amount of H3PO4 in solution, the etch rate, and

thus the rate with which the pores are widened, rises.

A simple model is used to analyze the results in Fig. 8.

If we assume a linear etch rate n(c)=dr/dt, which only

depends on the acid concentration c, the linear increase of

the pore radius r with time t is given by

r ¼ r0 þ nt ð18Þ

where r0=5.75 nm is the initial pore radius after ano-

dization prior to chemical etching. The time dependence

of the cylinder fraction is obtained by taking the derivative

of Eq. 17

dfcyl

dt
¼ dfcyl

dr

dr

dt
¼ rcyl2prn ð19Þ

where dr/dt=n. After substitution of the time dependence

of the pore radius, the above expression is integrated

to yield

fcyl ¼ f0 þ prcylð2r0nt þ n2t2Þ ð20Þ

where f0=rcylpr2 is the initial cylinder fraction before

chemical etching. With the linear etch rate n(c) being the

only parameter, we fitted the data in Fig. 8. The etch rate

n(c) as a function of the H3PO4 concentration c is de-

scribed by n(c)=kcn, with the order n=2/3 and a rate

constant k=1.7�1013 m3 s�1 mol�2/3.

Finally, analysis of ellipsometry spectra using the

aforementioned model also yields values for the nano-

porosity fp. Although there appears to be a relatively small

increase of fp in the initial stages of the etch procedure, it

is much less pronounced than the increase of the cylinder

Fig. 7 Ellipsometry spectrum for a porous aluminum oxide

film after chemical etching for 10 min in 3 vol.% H3PO4

aqueous solution. The open circles represent experimental data

obtained at an incident angle of 60�. The solid lines result from

the fitting procedure as described in the text. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 Three-dimensional representation of the cylinder frac-

tion fcyl obtained from ellipsometry measurements, as a function

of etching time in different H3PO4 solutions. The solid lines

represent fit results as described in the text. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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fraction fcyl. In fact, the variation of fp is almost within the

numerical fitting errors. Furthermore, there is no discern-

ible difference for high and low H3PO4 concentrations.

Apparently, owing to their very small size, the voids

within the nanoporous structure are not accessible to the

solvent that inhibits chemical etching in these (sub)nan-

ometer voids. This is not unlikely, as the considerable

deformations during the anodic oxide formation give rise

to a large number of defects, such as dislocations and

vacancies.[60,62,63] Obviously, these small ‘‘voids’’ in the

amorphous oxide matrix are not accessible to the

relatively large water molecules. The average nanoporos-

ity amounts to approximately 36%. This is in good ag-

reement with the value we indirectly deduced on the basis

of the film thickness increase upon anodization of the

aluminum, as determined from SEM images.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed characterization study of

porous aluminum oxide formed through anodization of

thin-film aluminum samples with a well-defined geome-

try. Prior to anodization, the thickness of the aluminum

film was determined using scanning electron microscopy.

X-ray diffraction experiments yield powder-like spectra,

indicating that the aluminum layer is polycrystalline.

Electron microscopy clearly shows the formation of

randomly distributed, but almost perfectly aligned, cylin-

drical pores with their long axis perpendicular to the film /

substrate interface. Additionally, comparison of X-ray

diffraction spectra obtained before and after anodization

show a nearly complete transformation of aluminum to

aluminum oxide.

Ellipsometry spectra, obtained after anodization, were

analyzed in terms of a newly developed model, which

contains only three physically relevant parameters: the

film thickness, the cylindrical pore fraction, and a

nanoporosity of the remaining aluminum oxide matrix.

The model accurately reproduces the experimentally ob-

served features, and the absolute values of the fitting

parameters are in perfect agreement with that observed in

electron microscopy images.

Chemical etching of the porous structure in diluted

phosphoric acid solution gives rise to a homogeneous

widening of the pores over their entire length. This pro-

vides us with an ideal system to verify the accuracy of our

optical model. The increase of the cylinder fraction with

increasing etching time and etchant concentration, as

determined from ellipsometry spectra, is again in perfect

agreement with electron microscopy images. In contrast to

the cylinder fraction, the nanoporosity of the aluminum

oxide remains unchanged, presumably because of the in-

accessibility of the small defect-like voids in the amor-

phous oxide to the etch solution.
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INTRODUCTION

The transport of chloride and other halides through lipid

membranes is crucial for many cellular processes, but the

molecular basis of this important phenomenon is still

poorly understood. One reason for this is the lack of small

model compounds such as valinomycin or gramicidin A

which have played a major role in elucidating the

specificity of cation transporters since decades. Of the

estimated 19 protein families which are involved in halide

transport, structural information exists for three families at

high resolution. This review focuses on the recent

progress in the structural biology of chloride channels

and pumps and what kind of lessons can be learned now

for the chemical engineering of synthetic chloride trans-

porters. The design of such chloride-conducting com-

pounds may have profound implications in the treatment

of several hereditary diseases such as cystic fibrosis

or hypothyroidism.

CHLORIDE—AN UNUSUAL ANION

Chloride transport through biological membranes might

be expected to set different structural restraints on ion

translocation pathways than the transport of protons.

Proton transport often goes along chains of water

molecules and (de)protonable groups via the Grotthus

mechanism[1] and does not require structural changes in a

H+-conducting membrane protein per se, except that

unidirectionality of H+ transfer and energy conservation

needs to be established. In contrast, chloride ions are

sterically rather demanding with a Pauling radius of 1.81 Å

and impose high energetic penalties on desolvation.[2]

Their translocation through lipid bilayers requires at least

some dehydration and rearrangement of the hydration

shell surrounding the ion. However, the precise structure

of the hydration shell around chloride ions in bulk solution

is still a matter of debate.[3] Several X-ray and neutron

diffraction studies suggested coordination numbers of six

water molecules, but other reports indicated that the

hydration structure around chloride and the more volu-

minous halides such as Br� and I� is not so uniform and

might comprise up to 14 water molecules.[3] Besides this

quantitative uncertainty for the halide solvation shell,

several studies of the gas-phase behavior of solvated

halides gave conflicting results whether Cl� and Br� are

more stable on the surface of neutral water clusters than in

their interiors.[2] A preferential surface location of halides

on water clusters might be particularly important for

transmembrane conductance because it would imply that

the partial desolvation of halides in the apolar environ-

ments of the transmembrane regions is energetically more

favorable as compared to other ion species.

So far, there are only a few theoretical approaches to

the structural rearrangements imposed on chloride and its

hydration shell during the transfer through biological

membranes. Computer simulations of the liquid-to-liquid

transfer of hydrated chloride ions from an aqueous to an

apolar phase such as 1,2-dichloroethane or CCl4
[4,5] might

be considered to be representative for the transmembrane

transport of halides, because in both cases a transfer of the

chloride is firstly implied from a high to a low dielectricity

medium (water: e=81, hydrophobic regions of biological

membranes: e�2). These simulations showed that the

hydration shell is successively reduced and deformed

during transfer. The intrusion of chloride into the apolar

phase is accompanied by a tailing (‘‘fingering’’) of

attached water molecules.[4,5] Similar calculations using

lipid bilayers indicated that the ‘‘fingering’’ effect may

increase the permeabilities of membranes by 14 orders of

magnitude as compared to a rigid lipid bilayer model.[6]

As membrane proteins represent natural, for purpose-

optimized distortions of the lipid bilayer structure, one

may predict that this ‘‘fingering’’ of water molecules will

be reflected by their structures.

Another factor besides the effects on halide solvation is

the electrostatic contribution of the biological membrane

to the transfer process. The arrangement of a dipole layer

along the membrane–water interface was postulated to

cause a steep electrostatic potential of up to +300 mV

in the hydrophobic membrane interior.[7] This effect

rationalizes why hydrophobic anions partition better to the

apolar membrane region than hydrophobic cations. Con-

sequently, the energetic barrier for anions crossing the
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lipid bilayer through an integral membrane protein might

be considerably smaller than for cations.

Specific interactions between the anion and the

membrane protein might be predominantly of enthalpic

nature, e.g., by the formation of salt bridges and

hydrogen bonds from protein side chains or the peptide

backbone in or close to the selectivity filter. Such a

stabilization of the transported ion in the transmembrane

region of the protein could be further supplemented by

size or shape complementarity between the solute and the

selectivity filter or by interactions with the electrostatic

field of the lipid bilayer. Another theory that deals with

the preferential conductance of large over small ions

might be relevant for halide selectivity.[8] This theory of

large-ion selectivity postulates a preferential adsorption of

the solute by entropic size exclusion effects which are

created by small energetic penalties for the entrance of

solvent into the channel. One consequence of the

unfavorable water/channel interactions postulated by this

theory is that no steric rigidity in the selectivity filter is

required to induce large-ion selectivities.[9] Furthermore,

this theory is also capable to explain the nonlinear

conductivities which are particularly often observed for

halide channels.

OVERVIEW OF HALIDE-SPECIFIC
MEMBRANE TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

The currently known families of chloride-conducting

membrane proteins are summarized in Table 1 using the

transporter classification (TC) of Busch and Saier.[10] A

common functional aspect of these proteins is their rather

broad specificity as other halides such as Br� or I�, or

even polyatomic anions such as nitrate, phosphate, or

organic acids are often transported. However, chloride is

among the most abundant physiological anions and its

equilibrium potential of �90 mV is near the resting

potential, so that the transport of chloride is energetically

not demanding and often contributes to the stabilization of

the resting potential.[11]

Despite the diversity and the physiological roles of

chloride transport, only a few families have been

extensively studied in molecular and structural terms.

Among the chloride channels (for review, see Ref. [12])

whose number of transmembrane spans can be between 1

and 18 a-helices, there are only three major, well-

characterized families: the chloride channels of the ClC

family (see below), the cystic fibrosis transmembrane

regulator (CFTR), which is the only known ion channel of

the ABC-transporter family, and the neurotransmitter-

gated chloride channels (LIC family) such as the GABA

or glycine receptor (Table 1). At least one family, the

volume-regulated anion channels (VAC or VRAC), has

not even been cloned, although members of this family are

responsible for important cellular responses such as cell

volume regulation.[13]

Many of the secondary halide transporters exploit the

energetizing effect of the Na+/K+-ATPase on the extra-

cellular and intracellular sodium and potassium distribu-

tion because these symporters catalyze the electroneutral

symport of K+ or Na+ together with halide ions.

Symporters such as the (Na+/K+/2Cl�), NaCl, or KCl

symporters belong to the CCC family (Table 1),[14] but

several other transporters such as the NaI-symporter,

whose defect may cause congenital hypothyroidism[15] or

the pendrins, which are implied in hereditary deafness,[16]

are found in different transporter families (Table 1).

Anion-coupled antiporters include the famous HCO3
�/

Cl� exchanger of blood erythrocytes (AE1) or the sodium-

driven, electroneutral NaHCO3/HCl exchangers of the

mammalian tissues (NCBE).

Often, the chloride-conducting channels and the sec-

ondary transporters act in concert. For example, the

developmentally controlled coexpression of the K+/Cl�

cotransporter KCC2, a member of the CCC family,

decides whether the chloride currents mediated by the

GABA receptor cause hyperpolarization of neuronal

membranes as usually found in the adult or depolarization

as found at birth.[17] A special class of passive chloride

transporters is represented by cryptdin-3 that belongs to

the defensin family and appears to be a natural, peptide-

based chloride channel maker.[18] This peptide, 35 amino

acids long, is secreted into the small intestine by the

Paneth cells which are located at the base of the crypts.

Besides its antimicrobial function, a regulatory role for

the intestinal secretion of water and salt was suggested

for these small compounds.

Primary active halide transport has been reported

several times in animal tissues or algal cells.[19] However,

evidences for the molecular nature and mechanism of

ATP-driven chloride transport are still mostly indirect. In

the absence of sequence information, it was concluded

from biochemical and electrophysiological data that the

chloride-ATPase of the snail Aplysia belongs to the P-

type,[19] whereas such ATPases from the green algae

Acetabularia were assigned to the F-type.[20] Another

active chloride transporter that is commonly found in

Haloarchaea is halorhodopsin.[21] This member of the

microbial rhodopsins mediates the conversion of light

energy into the intracellular accumulation of chloride and

is discussed in detail below.

STRUCTURALLY CHARACTERIZED
HALIDE TRANSPORTERS

Only four structures are now deposited in the RCSB pro-

tein database for halide-conducting membrane proteins

(April ’03): the anion-selective porin Omp32 (PDB-code:

3698 Structural Base of Halide Transport Through Biological Membranes
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Table 1 Chloride-conducting membrane proteins as classified by Saier’s TC nomenclature.

TC Family name Type # TM spans

Typical sizes

(amino acids) Occurrence Comments

1.A.9 Ligand-gated ion

channel family of

neurotransmitter

receptors (LIC)

Channel 4 400–500 Eukaryotes Pentameric, chloride

channels exist for GABA,

serotonine, glutamate,

glycine as ligands

1.A.11 Chloride channel

(ClC)

Channel 18 395–998 Eukaryotes,

eubacteria

Dimeric, often voltage-gated

1.A.12 Organellar chloride

channel (O-ClC)

Channel 2 241–437 Eukaryotes,

eubacteria

Similar to glutathione-S-

transferase family, also

named as CLIC family

1.A.13 Epithelial chloride

channel (E-ClC)

Channel 4 420–917 Eukaryotes,

eubacteria

Activated by

CaM-dependent protein

kinase II

1.A.27 Phospholemman

(PLM)

Channel 1 88–92 Eukaryotes Anion-selective channels

formed in planar bilayers

1.A.36 Intracellular chloride

channel (ICC)

Channel 4 508 Vertebrates Only 2 of the 4 a-helices

are strongly hydrophobic

1.B.8 Mitochondrial and

plastid porin (MPP)

Channel 16

(b-barrel)

275–283 Eukaryotic

organelles

Voltage-dependent anion

channels (VDAC), several

eubacterial homolog,

member of porin superfamily

1.C.9 Vacuolating cytotoxin

(VacA)

Channel 1 1290 Helicobacter

pylori

Channel-forming toxin of

H. pylori, also transports

HCO3
�, pyruvate

1.C.19 Defensin Channel ? 35–95 Mammals Cryptdin-3 and -10 form

chloride-selective ion

channels

2.A.21.5.1 NaI-symporter Symport 13 643 Animals Import of sodium iodide,

belongs to solute:sodium

symporter family (SSS)

2.A.22 Neurotransmitter:

sodium symporter (NSS)

Symport 12 600–800 Animals Some family members

cotransport Cl�

2.A.29 Mitochondrial carrier

(MC)

Uniport 6 288 Eukaryotic

organelles

Dimeric, only UCP-1

conducts chloride besides

other substrates

2.A.30 Cation-chloride

cotransporter (CCC)

Symport 12 1000–1200 Eukaryotes,

eubacteria

Symport of Na+, K+, 2Cl�,

or NaCl or KCl

2.A.31 Anion exchanger

(AE)

Antiport 10, 14 900–1250 Animals Exchange of HCO3
� and Cl�

2.A.53 Sulfate permease (SulP) Antiport 13–14 434–893 Ubiquitous A few family members,

e.g., the pendrins, catalyze

the exchange of I� or Cl�

3.A.1.202 ABC-type chloride

channel

Channel 11 1480 Mammals cAMP-Dependent chloride

channel, CFTR defects cause

cystic fibrosis

3.A.3 P-type ATPases Ion pump ? ? Eukaryotes No Cl�-pump yet cloned,

although presence is shown

in vivo

3.E.1 Microbial rhodopsins Ion pump 7 248 Archaea The trimeric halorhodopsin

is the only chloride-

transporting member of this

family, pump is powered by

light energy absorbed by a

retinal chromophore

The 9.C.2 family which corresponds to volume-sensitive anion channels (VAC) is not included because this family is not yet characterized on a molecular

level. Another family omitted in this table is the bestrophin family for which chloride channel activity was very recently shown.[77] Conflicting reports

about the number of transmembrane spans exist for the anion exchanger (AE) family. 3-D structural information about the transmembrane domains of

halide-conducting membrane proteins is only present for the boldly printed TC-families.

From Ref. [10].
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1E54), two prokaryotic members of the ClC family of

chloride channels (1KPK, 1KPL), and halorhodopsin, the

light-driven chloride pump (1E12). A few other structur-

ally well-characterized membrane proteins of the porin

family such as PhoE also conduct halides, but they are

omitted from further discussion because of their lack of

specificity. In the following sections, the different

characteristics of these structurally highly diverse mem-

brane proteins are discussed in terms of their structural

base for ion specificity and transport.

Omp32, an Anion-Selective Channel
of the Porin Superfamily

Omp32 (molecular weight: 34.7 kDa, 332 amino acids)

belongs to the porin superfamily and resides as a trimer in

the outer membranes of the eubacterium Delftia acid-

ovorans.[22] Unlike the unspecific porins which generally

facilitate the transport of solutes of a molecular mass of

less than 600 Da along large, 10-Å-wide water-filled

pores, the Omp32 porin exerts a pronounced selectivity

for anions. Its permeability is 17-fold higher for chloride

than for potassium cations, at least under low ionic strength

conditions.[23] The voltage–current curve is nonlinear and

varies as a function of the salt concentration. This effect was

interpreted as partial shielding of charged residues in the

selectivity filter by salt ions. Among the halide-conducting

proteins discussed in this review, Omp32 is the least

specific case because its in vivo role is presumably the

transport of nonhalide anions such as organic acids which

are the preferred carbon sources of D. acidovorans.

However, its simple structure exemplifies convincingly

several principles of anion selectivity such as electrostatic

adaptation and the presence of a selectivity filter.

The 2.1-Å X-ray structure of the Omp32 porin[22]

shows a 16-stranded, antiparallel b-barrel (Fig. 1A) whose

widely opened, water-filled pore narrows down to a cross

section of 5�7 Å at the central constriction zone of the

protein (Fig. 1B). Consequently, steric restriction alone is

not considered to be a major factor for the observed anion

selectivity of Omp32. In addition to the nonpolar belts

which line the extracellular and periplasmic transmem-

brane regions of the porin, a highly basic girdle is found

comprising 10 lysine and 1 arginine residues along the

extracellular membrane surface. However, this belt is

obviously not important for anion selectivity as its charge

is counterbalanced by an almost equal number of acidic

residues. This region was hence implied to interact with

the anionic head groups of lipopolysaccharides of the

outer membrane.[22] In contrast, a ladder of four arginines

(R38, R75, R92, and R133) and one lysine residue (K74)

transverses the inner side of the b-barrel that lines the pore

(Fig. 1B and C). Because of the large positive potential at

the constriction site of the Omp32 porin that is devoid of

acidic residues, cations are thought to be electrostatically

repelled from this selectivity filter, whereas anions should

be attracted. The dimension of the constriction zone

implies that the permeation of halides proceeds without a

loss of their hydration shell. The selectivity filter is partly

walled by hydrophobic residues (L94, I132). Whether this

serves for enforcing the hydrated ions into closer contact

to the charged residues or for imposing a slight energetic

penalty for the intrusion of water molecules into the

pore[9] is unclear.

The electrostatic features of Omp32 might be also at

least partially present in the highly related, eukaryotic

voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) that is present

in the outer membranes of mitochondria and shares high

sequence similarity with Omp32.[22]

The ClC Family of Chloride Channels

Chloride channels of the ClC family were firstly dis-

covered by Miller in the electric organs of Torpedo

marmorata during 1979[24] and therefrom cloned a decade

later.[25] ClC-like chloride channels were subsequently

found in eubacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes (for concise

reviews, see Refs. [12] and [26]). In eukaryotes, the ClC

channels have manifold biological functions such as the

regulation of electrical membrane excitability, the main-

tenance of electroneutrality during cation uptake, e.g., for

the acidification of endosomal compartments, or the

transepithelial chloride transport, e.g., across the nephron

segments of kidneys. This range of functions correlates

with the presence of at least nine ClC channel isoforms in

mammals which can be present in either the plasma

membrane or the intracellular compartments.[26]

Although first structural studies by cryoelectron mi-

croscopy utilized the ClC channel EriC from Escherichia

coli,[27] the function of the prokaryotic ClC channels

remained enigmatic. Iyer et al.[28] recently found that the

ClC-like chloride channel of E. coli is essential for the

extreme acid resistance (XAR). This resistance allows

the enterobacteria to survive up to 1 hr under the highly

acidic conditions of the stomach (pH 2–3). As XAR ap-

parently depends on the electrogenic countertransport of

decarboxylated amino acids (GABA, agmatine) in ex-

change for glutamate and arginine, the prokaryotic chloride

channels act as electrical shunts so that hyperpolarization of

the inner membrane is avoided.

Despite the different functions, the prokaryotic and

eukaryotic ClC channels share significant sequence

similarities (�21%) and many of them resemble in their

selectivity sequences for anions: Cl�, Br�>NO3
�>I�>

F�.[29,30] The observed high conductance for nitrate might

be surprising in terms of the structural differences

between nitrate and halide anions, but at least in plants,

an eminent physiological role of a ClC homologue for

3700 Structural Base of Halide Transport Through Biological Membranes
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nitrate uptake was shown.[31] Interestingly, a similar

specificity order is observed for the halorhodopsins (see

below), which might indicate that the structural restraints

for the transport of partially dehydrated halides and nitrate

ions are very similar.

The X-ray structures of the ClC channels from the

enterobacteriae E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium

(Fig. 2A) were solved at 3.0- and 3.5-Å resolution by

Dutzler et al.[32] and confirmed earlier electrophysiolog-

ical,[33,34] biochemical,[29] and electron-microscopic

reports[27] that the ClC channels form dimers with each

pore acting independently from each other. Within the

membrane, the triangularly shaped subunits (E. coli—

molecular weight: 46.6 kDa, 438 amino acids) form a

large dimer interface of about 2300 Å2. Despite the large

dimer interface, a functional interaction between the two

Fig. 1 The Omp32 anion-selective porin. (A) The b-barrel fold architecture of Omp32. The 16 b-strands are successively colored from

blue to red. The position of a sulfate anion that is stuck in the selectivity filter is indicated. (B) Cross section through Omp32 with the

surfaces colored according to the charge distribution (blue: positive; red: negative electrostatic potential). The constriction zone with the

selectivity filter is encircled. (C) View from the periplasmic side to the selectivity filter. This figure was modified from Ref. [22] and

reproduced with permission of Structure. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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40-Å distant pores is restricted to slow gating[35] because

fast gating is a property of the individual pores.[12] The

ClC dimer protrudes by at least 15 Å from each membrane

side and has a rhombus shape with dimensions of 100�55

Å when viewed along the membrane normal.

Compared to other chloride channel families (Table 1),

the ClC family excels by a topologically highly complex

transmembrane architecture. Each ClC channel subunit

comprises 18 a-helices (numbered from A–R). These

helices do not assume a simple helical bundle architecture

as mostly found for membrane proteins, but are highly

inclined relative to the membrane normal and vary in

length between 6 and 55 Å. Analogously to the structurally

unrelated aquaporin family,[36] a pseudo-twofold relates

Fig. 2 The ClC-like chloride channels. (A) Dimeric quaternary structure as viewed from the extracellular side. (B) Pseudo-twofold

topology of the ClC channel monomer. From N- to C-terminus, the helices of the ClC monomer are successively colored from blue

to red. The N-terminal ends of helices D, F, and N are colored in violet to highlight their orientation towards the bound chloride

(green). Residues E148 and Y445 of the selectivity gate are shown as yellow sticks. (C) Selectivity gate of the ClC chloride channel.

(D) Cross section through the ClC monomer showing the electrostatic potential of the ClC dimer and the access pathways to the

selectivity filter. The slightly modified figures C and D were reprinted from Ref. [32] with permission of Nature. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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the N- and C-terminal halves of the ClC monomer

(Fig. 2B). As a consequence of this complex topology,

four a-helices (D, F, N, and R) point their N-terminal

ends toward a central selectivity gate that is occupied in

the ClC structures by a single chloride.[32] Three of

these helices are capped by conserved, but different

GxxxP motifs and apparently stabilize the chloride

electrostatically by their helix dipole moments because

no basic residues are found close to the selectivity gate

(Fig. 2C).

Surprisingly, a conserved glutamic acid, E148, posi-

tions its carboxylate only 4 Å away from the chloride so

that its passage to the extracellular side is blocked. Dutzler

et al.[32] interpreted this intimate location of two anionic

groups in the selectivity filter as the structural base for

Cl�-dependent gating. According to their model, high

concentrations of extracellular chloride cause a displace-

ment of the side chain of E148. In such an open state,

two closely spaced chloride ions would be found in

the selectivity filter: one from the cytosolic side as ob-

served in the crystal structure and one at the position

of the carboxylate group of E148. This intriguing

model resembles the mechanism of K+ selectivity in

kcsA-like potassium channels.[37] Alternatively, the pro-

tonation state of E148 might be a function of the halide

concentration, i.e., invasion of extracellular chloride into

the selectivity filter would cause protonation of E148 and

thereby a disruption of the electrostatic barrier for halide

translocation. This model is consistent with the strong pH

dependence of the selectivity order Cl�>Br�>I� which

can be reversed in several ClC channels by low pH

values.[12]

Besides the interactions with the helix dipole moments,

the chloride forms two hydrogen bonds with the side

chains of the conserved residues S107 and Y445 and the

amide nitrogens of the peptide bonds next to I356.[32] The

chloride also contacts the methylene groups of G355 and

F357. Because of the low resolution and high average B-

factor of the ClC structures, there is no structural

information about putative water ligands for the chloride,

although the structure provides sufficient space for at least

one water ligand. The access to the selectivity gate that is

in the midst of a narrow, 12-Å-long tunnel is provided by

wide, water-filled vestibules which are partly lined by

basic residues (Fig. 2D). This feature is at least analogous

to the wide pore architecture of the anion-selective porin

Omp32 and obviously provides some electrostatic guid-

ance for incoming anions.

Halorhodopsin

In 1980, halorhodopsins (HRs) were for the first time

described in the plasma membranes of Halobacterium

salinarum[38] and in other haloarchaea such as Natrono-

monas pharaonis. For these haloarchaeal extremophiles,

chloride is a crucial growth parameter because the

viability of haloarchaea depends on hypersaline environ-

ments like salt ponds or salinas. In the cytosol, the high

osmolarity of the environment is counterbalanced by

almost iso-osmolar KCl concentrations that can be as high

as �4 M. During cell growth, the uptake of potassium

chloride occurs actively by the combined action of

potassium channels and halorhodopsins. The latter ener-

gize this process by acting as light-driven, inwardly

directed chloride pumps.[39] Apparently, the light energy

that is converted by HR contributes substantially to the

maintenance of an osmotic balance during cell growth.

Alternatively, passive salt import can be mediated in the

dark by potassium and chloride channels.

Halorhodopsins exert slightly different affinities for the

halides (Br�>Cl�, I�) which are pumped against their

electrochemical gradients.[40] The halorhodopsins of

H. salinarum and N. pharaonis can be produced by

homologous and heterologous overexpression in large

amounts.[41,42] Therefore a plethora of biophysical tech-

niques was applicable in the past to reveal details about

the transport mechanism, the photocycle kinetics, and the

primary photoreaction of the chromophore (reviewed in

Refs. [21], [40], and [43]).

Halorhodopsins define one subfamily of the microbial

rhodopsins which also comprise subfamilies like the

light-driven, proton-pumping bacteriorhodopsins (BR)

and the sensory rhodopsins with sequence identities to

each other of 25–35%.[44] The structural similarity to

other microbial rhodopsins, i.e., an architecture with

seven transmembrane a-helices (numbered from A to G),

was initially proven by cryoelectron microscopy on 2-D

crystals of halorhodopsins[45–47] which were spontane-

ously formed in vivo during the homologous over-

expression in H. salinarum.

High-resolution data at 1.8 Å were obtained by X-ray

crystallographic analysis of H. salinarum halorhodopsin

3-D crystals[48] which were grown in a lipidic cubic

phase.[49] In these crystals, halorhodopsin (molecular

weight: 27.0 kDa, 253 amino acids) assembles to trimers

(Fig. 3A). The layer-like crystal packing highly resembles

the organization of purple membranes which are formed in

vivo by bacteriorhodopsin. The quaternary structure of the

HR trimer differs significantly from the bacteriorhodopsin

trimer because the monomers are tilted by 11� relative to

the BR trimer and involve van der Waals packing between

the C helices in addition to interactions between the B and

D helices.[48] The halorhodopsin structure shows that a

lipidic plug consisting of the fatty acid palmitate is

encircled by the HR trimer (Fig. 3A). This surprising

association of halorhodopsin with a fatty acid was shown

before by biochemical analysis,[50] but its implication for

the action of halorhodopsin is unclear. At least, a change in

the photocycle kinetics and the pKa of the protonated

Schiff base was found upon the removal of palmitate[51]
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whose carboxylate group is approximately 11 Å away

from the chloride that is bound to the transport site.[48]

The most appealing feature of the ion- and signal-

translocating microbial rhodopsins is the presence of an

all-trans retinal chromophore that is bound as a protonated

Schiff base to a conserved lysine residue, K242 in helix G

(Figs. 3B and 4B). This chromophore causes the purple-

like color of the unphotolyzed HR state with an absorbance

Fig. 3 Halorhodopsin. (A) Trimeric arrangement of halorhodopsin as viewed from the extracellular side. The bound retinal (stick

representation), chloride (green sphere), and palmitate groups (CPK model) are highlighted. Helix assignments are shown in blue. (B)

Side view on halorhodopsin showing the translocation pathway of chloride. P-Helical distortions in the a-helix bundle are shown in

blue. (C) Chemical environment of the chloride that is bound in the transport site. Hydrogens are shown as white spheres, chloride in

green, and the nitrogens of the protonated Schiff base (PSB) and W112 in blue. Figure C was reprinted with permission of Nature. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Steric restraints on the chloride translocation pathway through halorhodopsin. The location of the cross sections through

halorhodopsin is indicated by a red line. The chloride ion in the transport site is highlighted as green sphere; the retinal chromophore is

shown in blue and buried water molecules are shown in red. (A) View from the extracellular side. (B) The transport site for chloride. (C) The

putative chloride release site. Surfaces of the internal cavities are marked in purple. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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maximum lmax of 578 nm. Illumination of this HR state

causes the formation of a red-shifted intermediate, the K-

state (lmax�600 nm), by photoisomerization of the retinal

from the all-trans to a 13-cis, 15-anti configuration and an

accompanying flip of the N–H dipole of the protonated

Schiff base. The 23 kcal/mol of remaining photon energy

are mostly stored in the K-state by a twisted conformation

of the retinal chromophore and drive the on-going

conformational changes of the protein which accompany

unidirectional ion transport. The flip of the Schiff base N–

H dipole was indicated by a small, negative electrogenic

charge shift upon K-state formation.[52]

The structure of the HR state of halorhodopsin shows

that next to the protonated Schiff base a chloride is bound

at a distance of 3.8 Å (Fig. 3C[48]). Consequently, pump-

ing of chloride from this transport site to the cytosol

is directly linked to conformational changes of the

chromophore and its vicinity which are organized in a

well-ordered series of spectroscopically distinguishable

photointermediates.[21,40] The observed electrostatic inter-

actions between the chloride and the protonated Schiff

base and another essential residue nearby, R108, were

concluded before from the halide dependence of FTIR[53]

and UV/VIS spectra.[54,55]

Because of the long distance and the relative geomet-

rical arrangement, a strong hydrogen bond between the

chloride and the Schiff base nitrogen is not expected in the

HR state. However, the stabilization of the chloride in this

central transmembrane portion involves the additional

coordination to a cluster of three water molecules in the

transport site (Figs. 3C and 4B). As in the structure of the

ClC channel, the partial hydration around the Cl� anion is

supplemented by an H bond to the hydroxyl of the

conserved serine S115 and a cluster of aliphatic hydrogens

which are derived from protein side chains (Fig. 3C). Here

electrostatic calculations suggested that these aliphatic

side chains might contribute enthalpically to halide

binding because of the numerous interactions between

the C–H dipoles and the chloride.[48] However, the

affinities of chloride to the transport site of HR are not

very high. Chizhov and Engelhard[56] estimated them

from kinetic experiments to be in the millimolar range

(N. pharaonis: �2.5 mM; H. salinarum: 10 mM).

Large conformational changes of the protein are

required during the photocycle to open a transient

pathway for chloride conduction because the retinal

environment and the cytosolic half of HR are tightly

packed (Fig. 4B and C). These changes might be trans-

mitted by distortions in three of the a-helices (Fig. 3B):

a P-helical segment in helix G (V239-F245), a P-helical

segment at the cytosolic end of helix E (A178-W183),

and a 310-like helical segment in helix C (L110-A113).

After photoisomerization, the peptide planes of the first

P-helical segment, which are adjacent to K242, reorient

and change the H-bonding pattern of the transport site in

the early photocycle intermediates. The second P-helical

segment was suggested to be a hinge for the movements

of helix F that accompany the formation of late photo-

cycle intermediates.[57]

The only a-helical distortion that is not found in other

microbial rhodopsins is the 310-like helical segment of

helix C.[21] This stretch includes T111 which corresponds

to D85 in bacteriorhodopsin, the primary proton acceptor.

Compared to D85 of bacteriorhodopsin, the T111 residue

is retracted by 1.8 Å out of the chloride-occupied transport

site of halorhodopsin. Recently, it was suggested that

T111 might drive like a piston the chloride toward the

cytosolic side of the chromophore by restoring the regular

a-helical H-bonding pattern after photoisomerization.[21]

Interestingly, the hydroxyl of T111 is not contributing to

Cl� binding as shown by the crystal structure of HR and

transport studies of the T111V mutant.[58]

While K-state formation occurs within picoseconds and

is too fast to cause a major displacement of the chloride

from the transport site, the subsequently, in about 1 �sec,

reversibly formed L-state (lmax�520 nm) coincides with

the movement of the halide to a second chloride binding

site in the cytoplasmic half of HR.[21,48] The putative,

second chloride binding site is empty in the HR state

(Fig. 4C), but borders directly to the Schiff base and is

completely occluded from cytosolic access.[48] Conse-

quently, after light-triggered movement of a chloride

into this cytoplasmic release site, substantial conforma-

tional changes are required in the cytoplasmic half to

establish free exchange with the cytosolic milieu. In N.

pharaonis halorhodopsin, the transport site lowers its

chloride affinity from 2.5 mM to 1.1 M after photoex-

citation,[56] while the affinity of the cytoplasmic release

site is almost unchanged (�5.7 M.[59]).

Interestingly, the transport specificity Br�>Cl� arises

from the better binding of Br� to the cytoplasmic release

site, but not to the transport site.[54] Alternative or in

addition to the piston model, where movements of the

T111 residue drive the ion translocation, some form of

‘‘ion-dragging’’ was considered before where the halide

ion follows the flipped dipole of the N–H Schiff base bond

and keeps a strong hydrogen bond with the protonated

Schiff base.[48] A subsequent opening of an extracellular

pathway from the cytoplasmic release site toward the

protein surface was attributed either to a transition

between the L2 and O states[60] or to a spectroscopically

silent transition between two L-like intermediates.[56,61]

The chloride transport along the extracellular pathway

occurs by passive diffusion during the later part of the

photocycle.[62] However, the precise order of the further

photocycle intermediates is still unclear and might be, for
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halorhodopsin, even a function of the halide concentration

and the source organism. Chloride uptake occurs pre-

sumably along an access channel whose outer rim on the

extracellular side is lined by aliphatic side chains

(Fig. 4A) which may support the deformation of the

hydration shell of the incoming halide ion.

Converting Proton Pumps to Chloride Pumps

A single mutation in bacteriorhodopsin, aspartate 85 to

serine or threonine, suffices to convert the specificity of

bacteriorhodopsin from proton to chloride transport.[63]

The photocycles of halorhodopsin and these mutants re-

semble each other, but the photocycle of the D85T mutant

additionally indicates that chloride uptake becomes a rate-

limiting step compared to halorhodopsin.[64,65] This might

be caused by a sterically hindered access of chloride from

the extracellular side to the transport site or by the lack of

a hydrophobic ridge around the extracellular entrance site

as in HR. Besides the 10-fold reduced transport efficien-

cy, the D85T mutant also exhibits a 20-fold relaxed

affinity to Cl�,[64,65] for which the structural reasons are

not delineated. Furthermore, in the D85T mutant, the Cl�

translocation is accompanied by a deprotonation of E204,

which belongs to the extracellular proton release group of

bacteriorhodopsin but is missing in halorhodopsin, as this

residue is there replaced by a neutral threonine.[21]

Apart from T203 in halorhodopsin which is predicted

to line the cytosolic release site for Cl� (Fig. 4C), no other

residues essential for halide transport were identified by

mutagenesis in the cytoplasmic half of halorhodopsin[58]

or the bacteriorhodopsin D85T mutant.[65] Consequently,

the walling of the postulated cytosolic exit pathway for

Cl� can be rather unspecific to promote the passive

diffusion of Cl� into the cytosol.[62]

Halorhodopsin is converted to an outwardly directed

proton pump, if the chloride in the transport site was

replaced by an N3
� anion.[66] As a result of a pKa of 4.75

in solution, this azide can act as a proton-accepting group

such as D85 in bacteriorhodopsin. The possibility to

convert the transport specificities of both bacteriorhodop-

sin and halorhodopsin from proton to chloride transport

and vice versa implies that in these proteins, proton and

halide transports depend on similar mechanisms. During

the L!M transition of bacteriorhodopsin, a proton is

transferred from the protonated Schiff base to the

deprotonated D85. Among the models that have been

suggested to rationalize the unidirectionality of this step

(summarized in Ref. [67]), the so-called hydroxide

hypothesis can reconcile these observations. This hypoth-

esis states that a water molecule next to the Schiff base

becomes firstly deprotonated by D85 after photoisome-

rization of the chromophore. The hydroxide then moves

toward the cytosolic side of the chromophore like Cl� in

halorhodopsin.[67] There, it abstracts a proton from the

protonated Schiff base so that as a net result, a water

molecule is pumped inwardly and a proton outwardly. The

hydroxide hypothesis suggests that the ion-translocating

archaeal rhodopsins generally catalyze the passage of

anionic species across the photoisomerized retinal where

only steric and electrostatic properties of the transport site

determine the OH� vs. Cl� specificity.

CONCLUSION

The structural studies on natural, halide-conducting

membrane proteins show that halides are stabilized in

the central region of lipid bilayers by similar mechanisms

as postulated before for the transfer of halides from

aqueous to apolar phases, i.e., ‘‘fingering’’ of the aqueous

solvent into the transmembrane region and electrostatic

compensation of the halide’s charge. The charge com-

pensation involves arginine side chains such as in

halorhodopsin or the Omp32 porin or at least the

alignment of the dipole moments of several helices

toward the bound anion such as in the ClC channels.

Apart from this, the chloride binding in these proteins

occurs without a highly ordered coordination shell as

observed before in cation channels. For the potassium

channels, it was noted that K+ ions are highly regularly

coordinated in the selectivity filter in two alternative

coordination geometries:[37] a square-antiprismatic coor-

dination sphere with eight oxygen atoms and an octahe-

dral geometry with six oxygen ligands which are derived

either from water or from carbonyl groups of the

selectivity filter. These coordination geometries coincided

with structural data from potassium-selective antibiotics

such as nonactin or valinomycin and confirmed that there

are common principles for the stabilization and the

conductance of cations in lipid bilayers by K+-selective

ionophores and channels.

A common feature of the structures discussed above is

certainly the partial lining of the selectivity filter by

hydrophobic residues. According to the theory of large-

ion conductance, such an apolar channel lining might

impose an energetic penalty for water intrusion into the

selectivity gate and induce the observed anion specificity

by excluded volume effects.[9] Unfortunately, this theory

might be hard to prove by mutagenesis and biophysical

analysis of natural membrane proteins because small

differences in the geometry of the channel could exert

large differences for the energetics of water intrusion.

What is needed is hence a much simpler and, in steric

terms, more stringently defined system than the ClC-like

chloride channels or the porins.
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Biochemical and biophysical data about small, natural

transporters such as cryptdin-3[18] or synthetic model

compounds capable of transmembrane halide transport[68]

have been reported since only a few years (Fig. 5). The

design of most of the synthetic halide transporters is based

on peptidic backbones. In the case of a specificity-

modified, dimeric alamethicin derivative, a mild anion

preference was built in by introducing a lysine residue

close to the C-terminal end.[69] However, the observed

anion preference was caused by a drop of the cation

conductance, while anion permeability was unaffected in

comparison to the parental alamethicin. Another more

promising strategy followed by Schlesinger et al.[70] was

inspired by the conserved motif GKxGPxxH that is

present in the anion pathway of ClC chloride channels. By

attaching the heptapeptide GGGPGGG to a lipidic anchor

(Fig. 5), these authors obtained chloride conductivities

with >10 Cl�/K+ selectivity. Furthermore, they could

show that these synthetic chloride membrane transporters

(SCMTRs) exhibit voltage gating similar to natural

chloride channels. Their conductance crucially depends

on the presence of the proline kink[71] and the precise

length of the lipidic moiety.[72] Interestingly, this design

lacks a direct electrostatic compensation of the chloride

charge. The distortion in the lipid bilayer by the proline

kink might hence indicate a mechanism which relies on

the ‘‘fingering’’ of partially dehydrated chlorides into the

apolar region.

Another evidence for the relaxed structural require-

ments for transmembrane halide conductance is the

observation that peptides which are derived from the

transmembrane regions of CFTR or the GABA receptor

readily form chloride channels in vitro.[73,74] As these

peptides might have a pharmaceutical potential in the

treatment of CFTR deficiency, i.e., cystic fibrosis, they

are momentarily subject to further optimization in terms

of solubility and conductance properties.[75] While these

approaches to halide channels used peptidic backbones for

the transmembrane region, one of the first successful

designs of a nonpeptidic chloride transporter utilized a

calix[4]arene as chemical scaffold (Ref. [76], Fig. 5).

Certainly, further high-resolution structural studies on

synthetic and natural halide transmembrane transporters

will be needed before our view about the transport of

halides is similarly concise as it is nowadays for the

transport of cations.

Fig. 5 Synthetic halide transporters. I=SCMTRs,[70] II=alamethicin derivative alm-K16,[69] IIIa=C–K4–M2GlyR,[75] IIIb=N–K4–

M2GlyR,[78] IV=calix[4]arene tetrabutylamide. (From Ref. [76].)
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Structural Color
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INTRODUCTION

Modern technology is increasingly interested in attaining

the ability to carefully mold and control the flow of light.

The interest in this is underpinned by the drive toward the

use of all-optical signals, rather than electrical ones, for a

variety of purposes. Among the more interesting and

potentially revolutionary are those associated with high-

bandwidth communication and with the miniaturization of

digital processing. There is currently a huge research

investment dedicated to reaching goals in these areas. As a

result, technologists have discovered something nature has

been exploiting for a very long time, namely, that the

careful design of the structural shape and form of a

material will allow it to manipulate the way specific colors

propagate within or along it. In this way, the issue of

structural color has arisen in physics and engineering, and

the subject is predicted to affect our future lives in a

fundamental way. As an introduction to the associated

optics, this article will principally describe the physical

mechanisms associated with structural color, presenting

natural examples that offer inspiration and design proto-

cols to current technologists.

STRUCTURAL COLOR

Color may be defined as the property associated with an

elicited physiological perception when light of a certain

wavelength impinges on the photoreceptors in a visual

system. In human vision, such color is said to comprise the

range of wavelengths from red, at around 700 nm, to

violet, at around 400 nm.

Colored light can be produced through one of 15

possible mechanisms,[1] each of which is independent of

the visual system or device that detects it. The more

common mechanisms are those associated with optically

induced electronic transitions in atomic or molecular or-

bitals; energy-band effects in metals, alloys, and semi-

conductors; the vibrations and atomic excitations associ-

ated with incandescence; and the geometrical and physical

optics involved in the interaction of light with periodicity.

All mechanisms may, broadly speaking, be categorized

into two groups: color resulting from the transition of

electrons between specific energy levels (such as with

pigments or dyes) or color resulting from the interaction

of light with the physical structure of a system. The latter

group is commonly referred to as structural color and is

the subject of this article.

Structural color first proliferated in the animate natural

world in the Cambrian period (515 million years ago) and

even earlier with inanimate systems. Many examples are

well known, but the color of rainbows and of certain

invertebrates and vertebrates have always been both

fascinating and intriguing. Much serious scientific re-

search has taken place for many centuries. Through such

examples as the investigative work of Theodoric[2] in the

13th century examining refraction in a rainbow, to that of

Hooke in the 17th century on the color of silverfish,[3] to

Newton’s thesis in the 18th century on the iridescent color

of peacock feathers,[4] even to modern-day scientists dis-

covering photonic crystals in lepidopteran wing scales,[5]

the principles of physical optics that underpin natural

structural color have become well understood.

Four mechanisms govern such natural structural color:

refraction, interference, diffraction, and scattering. These

mechanisms also underpin all artificially produced inci-

dences of structural color used by, or associated with,

modern technological systems. Fundamentally, color is

produced because of the existence of either nonparallel

interfaces between media of different refractive index or

of a distribution of centers of high or low refractive index,

the 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D periodicity of which is similar in

spatial dimension to that of visible light. The brevity of

such a terse summary may be misleading, however. Each

one of the four structural color mechanisms is distinctive

enough to merit its own detailed description and discus-

sion of examples. In each case, owing to the length

constraints of this article and the existence of eminent and

fully detailed explanations elsewhere in the literature,

descriptions of these mechanisms in this article will be

condensed and centered on paradigmatic examples.

Structural Color from Refraction

The rainbow is among the best known natural examples of

color by refraction.[6] Other examples include atmospheric

phenomena known as arcs, glories, columns, parhelia, and

sun and moon haloes produced by refraction and reflec-

tion in airborne hexagonal ice crystals.[7] One rarely
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observed yet spectacular phenomenon is the green flash,

produced for just a few seconds at sunset under the right

circumstances, where the density gradient of the atmo-

sphere acts as a refractive medium to produce distinctive

green coloration.[8] However, there are no known exam-

ples whereby refraction produces significant structural

color in animate systems.

Among the most frequently encountered examples of

structural color due to refraction are those associated with

shaped transparent glass, the best example being a high-

index glass prism. Even the incidence of sunlight through

a window and onto a glass ornament or the beveled edge

of a wall mirror will produce the characteristic spectrum

of colors associated with refraction.

Many studies discuss the spectral colors produced in

this way through a glass prism.[9] The underlying principle

is the dispersion of light through glass—the index of

refraction of glass increases as the wavelength decreases.

Consequently, blue light refracts through a larger angle

than red light at a glass–air (or water–air) interface (with

intermediate wavelengths falling between these limits).

Parallel front and rear interfaces, such as with a plain

rectangular glass block, prevent the production of a

spectrum. However, the nonparallel faces of a glass prism

bring about and retain an angular displacement between

the paths of differently colored light, producing individual

colors beyond the prism. The refraction of white light by

raindrops is responsible for rainbows.[6] They form when

sunlight from behind an observer refracts on entering and

exiting a raindrop (Fig. 1).

Light forming a primary rainbow will have internally

reflected once within each drop (assigning a distinct

polarization to the spectral color), whereas light forming a

secondary rainbow will have internally reflected twice.[10]

The formation of supernumerary bows, existing on the

inside of primary and secondary arcs and rather rarely

observed, involves the additional mechanism of optical

interference rather than solely refraction.[6]

Structural Color from Interference

Interference is by far the most common mechanism by

which structural color is produced, both naturally and

artificially. To describe it, we consider white light incident

on a series of overlapping thin films of alternating high

and low refractive index. Colored light may be strongly

reflected by constructive interference between reflections

from the individual interfaces forming this stack of

films.[11] For this to occur, the resultant reflections from

each interface must emerge from the stack with identical

phases, i.e., the optical path differences between them

must be an integral number of whole wavelengths. This

condition is satisfied only by a specific color, or selection

of colors, and is additionally influenced by the angle at

which the light is incident and reflectivity is observed.

The critical variables that determine which color is

brightly reflected are the refractive indices of the films

in the stack, their individual thicknesses, and the angle of

incidence or observation. Any imposed variations on these

variables alter the optical conditions that create the

interference, thereby producing a reflection and transmis-

sion of a different color. The hue from such interference is

clearly angle dependent, a property that is implicit in the

definition of iridescent color produced by this mechanism.

The most favorable narrow-band reflection condition is

produced when the optical thickness of each layer in the

stack corresponds to a quarter of the wavelength required

for optimal reflectivity.[12] For a large number of such

layers of high refractive index contrast, the reflectivity

will be bright, saturated, and of a narrow spectral band.

The brightness of this reflectivity will increase with the

Fig. 1 The formation of a rainbow is caused by the refraction

of sunlight by raindrops. The primary bow is produced by a

single reflection within a drop (top image) combined with the

dispersion of light associated with the variation of refractive

index with wavelength. To observe a rainbow (bottom image),

sunlight must come from behind the observer; the red portion

forms a bow of 43� cone angle, the violet, a 41� cone angle.
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number of layers:[12] if the dimensions or indices of the

system deviate from the quarter-wave condition (some-

thing that is common in natural systems), the reflected

intensity may be proportionally reduced and the reflected

wavelength band will adopt a more complex form.[13]

Among the innumerable examples of interference color

in nature, those that are most vivid and spectrally pure

tend to catch the eye most readily. An excellent example

of such stunning structural color is the iridescence

associated with several of the male Morpho butterflies

that are indigenous to South and Central America.[14] The

striking deep blue color of their dorsal wing surfaces is

produced without the aid of any blue pigmentation,

generated instead by optical interference within nanosized

laminations in the wing scales[15] (Fig. 2).

There is a profound complexity associated with this

Morpho multilayer system. Whereas conventional tech-

nological multilayer systems generally comprise contin-

uous layering over what is often a substantial area, the

Morpho laminations are distinctly discreet in character,

comprising assemblies of up to 10 layers of high-index

material called cuticle, separated by intervals of air. This

high number of layers yields up to 85% blue light

reflectivity despite the presence of some inherent optical

absorption because of the presence of melanin pigmenta-

tion within the scale structure.[15] The laminations are

built into long and near-parallel ridge structures that run

the length of each iridescent scale and have a spatial

periodicity of between 700 and 1200 nm. Analysis of the

optics of such Morpho structure confirms that the ob-

served layers of thickness approximately 80 nm, separated

by ‘‘layers’’ of approximately 100 nm of air, produce blue

coloration at normal incidence through interference. The

laminations appear to be embedded into the scale ridging

to reflect the interference-produced blue light over a much

broader angle than would be possible with flat or even

curved continuous multilayers.[15] Variations in the design

of this type of discrete multilayering in other butterfly

species lead to more specific, angular-dependent reflec-

tion properties.[16]

In the case of butterfly systems, one finds that a more

complex structure (such as the sculpting of an otherwise

continuous multilayer) may produce surprising effects.

The butterfly Papilio palinurus exhibits structural color

that is green to human vision. Close examination of the

structure of its wing scales reveals a continuous multilayer

that is shaped into juxtaposed concavities[17] (Fig. 3).

The multilayers follow the profile of these concavities

in such a way that the physical dimensions of each layer

remain approximately constant regardless of position

across each concavity. This creates the effect of a curved

multilayer with uniform layer dimensions, rather than a

patterned multilayer of variable dimensions. This partic-

ular sculpting simultaneously produces two structural

colors, namely, blue and yellow, which combine addi-

tively to give the stimulus of a third color, the green that

we observe.[17]

On close optical inspection (a color image of this detail

is included in the on-line version of this article), a yellow

color is produced at or near normal incidence via

reflection from the flat center of each concavity, whereas

a blue annulus is produced via a double reflection across

each opposite side of the concavity. This is possible only

because each angled side combines with the surface that is

orthogonal to itself on the opposite side of each concavity.

The blue annulus pattern is produced in this way:

normally incident blue light reflected from one 45�-
inclined surface is directed across the concavity to the

opposite orthogonal surface from where it returns parallel

to the incident direction. These pairs of inclined surfaces

comprise nearly identical multilayering and are both

Fig. 2 The top image is a schematic diagram that illustrates the

multiple reflections associated with two types of multilayer

structure; the left one is that of a Morpho butterfly iridescent

scale while the right one represents more conventional flat and

continuous layering. The bottom image shows a transmission

electron micrograph of a cross section through a Morpho

iridescent scale. (Scale bar: 700 nm).
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inclined at approximately 45� to the direction of normally

incident light on the scale surface. Accordingly, their

spectral reflectivity characteristics are closely matched.

Furthermore, through a double reflection from the oppo-

site sides of each concavity, the polarization of only one of

the colors may be rotated by 90�, a property that is thought

to have evolved due to selection pressures associated with

both cryptic and conspecific signaling.[18]

The examples of Morpho and P. palinurus are very

advanced and complex multilayer systems. Similarly

complex multilayer systems have been shown to exist in

many different animal taxa, both terrestrial and aquat-

ic.[19,20] For instance, the reflecting properties of some

scarabaeid beetles are not based on periodicities in re-

fractive index, but rather result from the helicoidal or-

dering of chitin microfibrils in planes that make up the

insect integument.[21] Such cuticle is composed of laminar

planes of chitin fibers, the axes of which are systemat-

ically rotated by a small amount with each consecutive

plane. After a certain number of layers through the system

corresponding to a specific distance perpendicular to the

planes, the fiber axis is rotated 180� and is once again

parallel to that of the first layer. In this way, two cor-

responding planes of cuticle occur over a distance that

corresponds to half the helical pitch of the system. The

consequent optical effect is that of constructive interfer-

ence associated with consecutive planes that have unidi-

rectional chitin axes and which are separated by half the

helical pitch. Thus the system may be treated as a

multilayer reflector, which reflects a band of wavelength

of unpolarized polychromatic light in an analogous way to

cholesteric liquid crystals. As a further consequence of the

helical arrangement of chitin fibers, optical reflection

from these taxa of beetles is circularly polarized. This is

not due to any optical rotation arising at a molecular level

owing to the L-amino acids of the cuticle protein and the

D-amino sugar of the chitin. It instead arises at the

supermolecular level and has been termed form optical

rotation,[12] in contrast to the optical rotation exhibited by

cholesteric liquid crystals. It should be noted, however,

that similar helicoidal structure, found in many other

iridescent insect and plant taxa,[22] is not responsible for

their strong coloration and does not produce anomalous

optical properties such as optical activity. For these

species, inherent refractive index periodicity within the

species’ exocuticle is responsible for the iridescence. For

Fig. 3 Optical images showing the structural color (top left) and scale patterning (top right) of a P. palinurus butterfly, together with

electron micrographs of one of its iridescent scales (bottom left) and the cross section through one of the concavities (bottom right) of

such a scale. The green coloration of P. palinurus is produced through color mixing of juxtaposed yellow and blue regions (top right),

both colors of which are produced from the same multilayer profile. (The on-line version of this figure is in color.) (Scale bars: top left, 1

cm; bottom right, 6 mm; bottom left, 10 mm; bottom right, 1 mm). (From Ref. [18] # 2001). (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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optically active beetles, the subwavelength pitch of the

helical order is responsible for the observed form of

optical activity and iridescent color.

Whereas the natural multilayer systems described so

far are designed for rather narrow-band reflectivity, mod-

ifications to this design can produce broad-band color

reflectivity, creating the appearance of gold or silver col-

oration. Three variations of multilayer design can generate

this effect (Fig. 4).

The first of the three variations is known as a chirped

system, in which the dimensions of the high- and low-

refractive-index layers within the stack systematically

increase or decrease through the system.[23] A variation on

this, described as a chaotic reflector, produces a similar

effect by randomly varying the thicknesses of high- and

low-index material. In both of these systems, the range of

layer dimensions developed by the specimen, combined

with layer refractive index, determine the position and

width of the reflected wavelength band and the quality of

the silver or goldlike mirror on its surface.[24] The third

type of layered system incorporates a composite of three

overlapping but regular multilayer systems, each tuned to

a different wavelength band.[25]

There are many applications for artificially manufac-

tured multilayer films, ranging from antireflection coat-

ings on optical instruments such as spectacles, binoculars,

and telescopes to specific-band optical filters for trans-

mission or reflection for wavelengths ranging from

infrared to X-ray. Their design is based on production of

constructive or destructive interference in alternating

layers of high- and low-refractive-index dielectric materi-

als deposited onto surfaces. Other multilayer devices that

additionally facilitate polarized beam splitting accompany

interference by Brewster angle reflection.[26]

Structural Color by Diffraction

Diffraction can produce structural color when white light

is incident on the edge of an object or on a medium

that comprises a periodicity in structure or refractive

index. Such a medium may be called a diffraction grating

and may function in reflection or in transmission, de-

pending on its geometry. A high periodicity is generally

required for bright structural color, the spatial dimension

of which can range from a few thousand to a few hundred

nanometers.[27]

Consider white light incident on a medium bearing

a sinusoidally periodic surface profile of approximately

1-mm pitch. Owing to the presence of the periodicity on

the surface, the incident planar wave fronts of all wave-

lengths comprising the white light are diffracted to form a

large number of series of circular wave fronts for each

wavelength. These series of reflected circular wave fronts

then interfere strongly with each other, constructively in

certain specific directions and destructively in others. Ac-

cordingly, diffraction, especially that associated with sur-

face periodicities, manifests itself by the production of

colored bands of light in reflection or transmission at dif-

ferent angles from the periodic surface onto which white

light is incident.

The use of diffraction gratings is widespread. Mea-

surements of signals are frequently based on the analysis

of wavelength content in an incoming light beam.[27] Such

analysis requires a diffraction grating to discriminate be-

tween constituent wavelength components. Within optical

devices such as interferometers, laser systems, multi-

plexers, and microphotonic components (integral in most

modern optical communication and instrumentation sys-

tems) such as gratings perform an essential function.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagrams to illustrate three arrangements of multilayer systems that can produce broad band reflectance: (a) a

system comprising three overlapping quarter-wave filters tuned for different portions of the overall reflection band, (b) a chirped

system comprising gradually changing layer thicknesses, and (c) a chaotic system in which there is little order in the arrangement of

layer thicknesses.
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Structural color produced from diffraction is often

observed from objects such as CD or vinyl record surfaces

that incorporate micron-sized periodicity. When incident

white light diffracts from the periodic data tracks and

grooves on their surfaces, color spectra are observed. The

production of such color, however, is a side effect. One

must look to natural systems for diffractive structural

color that is produced for specific purposes.

Until recently, the occurrence of diffractive systems in

the natural world was believed to be rather rare.[28] They

are now known to be fairly common, especially in certain

invertebrate phyla. In the phylum Mollusca, iridescence is

observed on the outer surfaces of many mollusk shells.

The surface of the shell of Pinctada margaritifera exhibits

bright iridescence that results from diffraction of approx-

imately 3.4-mm pitch from a series of shallow parallel

grooves on the shell surface.[29] This iridescence is

distinctly different from the ‘‘milky’’ opalescence or

pearlescence observed in many mother-of-pearl shells,

where thick flat CaCO3 crystals cemented together with

layers of protein yield interference of several colors

simultaneously.[12]

Series of parallel narrow surface grooves are exten-

sively found on the elytra of scarabaeid beetles, some of

which are known to produce structural color through

diffraction.[30] For instance, many of the members of the

Phalacridae family of scarabs exhibit surface gratings of

approximately 1 mm pitch, resulting in several bands of

colored reflection. The intensity of these reflected color

bands is relatively low, however, because of the heavily

melanized cuticular integument that has a relatively low

reflection coefficient.

The setae (hairs) of many Crustacea comprise series of

juxtaposed rings having walls that are circular in cross

section with a pitch of approximately 700 nm. Bright

diffracted colors are visible to the eye when the specimen

is tilted at an angle under a fixed light source.[28]

An interesting example of structural color caused by

2-D periodicity is that exhibited by certain taxa of marine

polychaete worm. One of these, Aphrodita, a genus of

polychaete worm commonly known as the sea mouse, has

a short segmented body that is covered with hairlike

structures called setae. These setae, extruded by epidermal

cells, are exceptional because of their strong iridescence.

They are composed of bundles of thin-walled cylinders

of chitin held together by sclerotinized protein to form

fine and threadlike hairs. The diameter of the cylinder

centers varies between approximately 100 and 360 nm in

Aphrodita;[31] in another polychaete species, Pherusa,

optically similar setae exhibit a greater number of cylinder

periodicities with a more uniform diameter of approxi-

mately 220–270 nm[32] (Fig. 5).

The iridescent color in these setae (shown in color in

the on-line version of this article) is produced through

diffraction from the periodicity of the cylinder elements.

Detailed optical analysis associated with the structure of

Aphrodita is presented elsewhere.[33]

A variation of the structure found in iridescently

colored polychaete setae is also found in the tapeta of the

eyes of cats. However, whereas polychaete setae consist

of bundles of hollow cylinders, the tapeta of cats’ eyes

consist of bundles of solid cylinders or rods made of

cuticular material. Within each bundle, rods of diameter

200–350 nm are spaced 300–500 nm apart and are

arranged in a mutually parallel geometry that yields

hexagonal symmetry in transverse cross section (Fig. 6).

Strong diffraction, specifically Bragg diffraction, aris-

ing as a result of the periodicity of these rods produces the

Fig. 5 A single setae from the polychaete worm Pherusa, viewed by optical microscopy (left) and in cross section by electron

microscopy showing increasing magnifications of transverse sections through the setae. Structural color effects are visible in the

optical image (the on-line version of this figure is in color), produced from highly periodic microstructure derived through the

longitudinal stacking of hollow cylinders within each seta. The images on the right show magnified regions of the central portion of

the middle image. (Scale bars: left, 0.25 mm; middle, 60 mm; top right, 4 mm; bottom right, 250 nm). (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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colored eye shine normally observed with cats’ eyes.[34]

This mechanism is similar to the Bragg diffraction of

X-rays from a crystalline material,[35] except that the

difference of scale means the effect is seen for ordinary

light. Its physiological function, similar to that of tapeta in

certain arthropods, is believed to be optimization of

photoreception in the cats’ visual system.

In certain Lepidoptera, rather than 2-D periodicity

such as that just described for polychaete worm setae, a

remarkable 3-D periodicity exists. Such 3-D structures

are sometimes referred to as volume diffraction gratings

or photonic solids. It is, in principle, possible for

photonic solids to expel light of certain frequencies in all

directions; this implies that light of these frequencies

will simply not propagate in the material and that all of

it will be reflected from the surface of the solid. When

this occurs, the material is said to exhibit a photonic

band gap, which is analogous to the familiar electronic

band gap of solid-state physics, except that it applies to

photons instead of electrons.[36] However, for a photonic

solid of specific symmetry to exhibit a full photonic

band gap, there must be a minimum refractive index

contrast between the two media that make up the

periodic solid. Natural structures that exhibit these

photonic solids are generally composed of cuticle and

air or cuticle and water, both refractive index combina-

tions of which are insufficient to create a full photonic

band gap. However, their combination and structural

symmetry can be enough to produce considerable reflec-

tivities over a significant range of angles and over a

relatively small wavelength band. The selective advantage

of color production using this manner of microstructure

rather than a surface grating or a multilayer system,

excluding physiological considerations, is that it can

sometimes be incorporated into multiple neighboring

grains, each oriented slightly differently, to produce a

macroscopic, completely angle-independent, structural

color. This effect is found in several butterflies, e.g.,

Parides sesostris, and is shown in color in the on-line

version of this article[37] (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 Curious color effects and nocturnal eye shine in cats is produced by domains of ordered 2-D lattices of rodlet bundles in

the tapetum lucidum of their eyes. Each rodlet is approximately 200 nm in mean diameter. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 Optical micrographs showing P. sesostris scales in reflection under normal illumination (left) and a single P. sesostris scale

viewed in reflection with linearly polarized white light illumination (bottom middle) with the image captured through a crossed linear

analyzer. Top center and right images are electron micrographs of a fractured transverse section of a P. sesostris iridescent scale (the

3-D periodic lattice of cuticle is clearly visible). (Scale bars: left 90 mm; bottom middle 50 mm; top middle 3 mm; right 1 mm). (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Structural Color by Scattering

The final category of structural color exists in addition to

those that cause refraction, interference, and diffraction,

producing wavelength-selective optical scattering.

The phenomenon of blue scatter is fairly widespread in

nature. This color effect, associated with the selective

scattering of shorter-wavelength light by small particles,

can be observed in the laboratory by using white light to

illuminate droplets suspended in liquids (such as water

containing small concentrations of milk). When it is

viewed from the side, the suspension appears rather blue.

Many other inanimate systems offer strong scattering in

the laboratory such as highly dispersed systems of ele-

mentary sulfur or silver halides in aqueous media. In each

case the exact hue and intensity of the scattered color

depends on the degree of fineness of small particles in the

suspension and on the magnitude of mismatch between

the refractive index of the particles and their surrounding

medium. Generally, particles that are sufficiently small

yield deeply violet scattered color of striking intensity and

purity: as particle size is increased, the scattered color

passes from deep blue to pale blue. Increasing the particle

size beyond approximately 1 mm results in most visible

wavelengths being scattered with sufficient intensity to

produce the appearance of white.[20]

The mechanism that supports these laboratory exam-

ples of color by scattering also leads to the blue color of

the sky; in this case, however, the scattering centers are

the atmospheric molecules themselves rather than sus-

pended solid particles.[38]

Scientists working with light scattering use several

terms to evoke theories associated with different classes

of scattering particles. Authors that detail scattering in

animate specimens[20,39] have consistently used the terms

Tyndall scattering, Tyndall effect, etc. to refer in the broad

sense to colors produced through selective scattering of

shorter wavelengths by small particles or optical hetero-

geneities when pigmentation and other structural phe-

nomena are not predominant. In certain studies, Tyndall

scattering is equated to Rayleigh scattering by particles

that are small compared to the wavelength;[40] in others it

applies to particles that are the same size or larger than the

wavelength.[41] Tyndall’s original experiments[38] em-

braced both groups of particle size and the expression is

usefully retained by many biologists to describe scattering

in animate objects. Physicists unfamiliar with such works

on natural scattering systems tend to refer to the process as

Rayleigh scattering if the sizes of the fluctuations or

particles are very small compared to the wavelength of

light, or Mie scattering if they become somewhat larger

than those associated with Rayleigh scattering.

It is well known that the scattering of light in gases or

fluids can involve certain quantum processes more

normally associated with pigmentary color. However, in

neutral nonabsorbing media a classical oscillator analy-

sis[41] describes the relationship between scattered light

intensity and wavelength for a specifically sized system of

particles. This relationship is the well-known Rayleigh

law of scattering, which states that scattered intensity is

inversely dependent on the fourth power of wavelength.

Physically, this implies that shorter-wavelength colors

such as violet and blue are scattered much more strongly

through greater angles than longer wavelengths such as

red (Fig. 8).

This relationship can also apply to the scattering of

light in transparent solid media, where the scattering

centers are formed by irregularities in density or structure

rather than by individual atoms or molecules. An im-

portant technological example lies in the transmission of

light down long glass fibers. For this, the highest

transmission can be largely limited by Rayleigh scattering

from small irregularities in the glass. Generally, to

overcome this loss problem the longest wavelengths for

existing and available light sources and detectors are used

(but avoiding hydroxyl ion and other material-specific

absorption resonances).

Tyndall scattering is believed to be the cause of the

noniridescent blue coloration in mammalian and reptilian

integument and of much of the blue of both avian

integument and feathers.[20] It is additionally attributed to

some blues found in certain lower-class phyla such as

Odonata and Lepidoptera.

The most conspicuous examples are found in certain

mammals, particularly monkeys such as male baboons and

mandrills. In these creatures, hairless patches may be deep

violet or blue because of Tyndall scattering associated

with strata of discrete black melanocytes arranged in an

otherwise transparent layer within the epidermis.[20]

Purple regions on these creatures correspond to areas

where Tyndall blues color-mix with red pigmentation

associated with blood corpuscles close to the surface: a

color effect perhaps more commonly observed as port-

wine birthmarks in some humans.[42]

Fig. 8 A schematic diagram illustrating the scattering of white

light by a medium comprising small particles. Shorter wave-

lengths are preferentially scattered through larger angles ac-

cording to the Rayleigh law of scattering. In this way, light

directly transmitted through such a medium predominately com-

prises longer-wavelength radiation, whereas shorter wavelengths

dominate when the medium is observed from any other per-

spective. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Whereas Tyndall blue in mammals is caused by

disperse systems of solid-in-solid where the melanin

granules have a different refractive index to the surround-

ing epidermis, noniridescent avian feathers generally

achieve blue scatter using air-in-solid systems. In such

feathers, air-filled subwavelength cavities within the

keratin of the feather barbs act as the scattering centers

from which Tyndall blues are produced. More often than

not, the green color in avian feathers is the product of the

superposition of yellow reflection from additional carot-

enoid pigmentation in the feathers with the underlying

blue from Tyndall scattering.[20,39] Green and sometimes

purple coloration in many other taxa, e.g., certain snakes,

frogs, lizards, and fish, are produced by similar effects,

namely, Tyndall scattering superposed with the effect of

colored pigment.[20,39]

The bluish tinge on the chin of dark-haired men seen a

few hours after shaving is attributed to Tyndall scattering.

Without the dark roots of the hair, however, as an

absorbing background, the low-intensity scattered blue

tinge would be unsaturated with back reflection from the

epidermal surface and would not be seen.

The blue color of mammalian eyes is certainly

structural in nature and has been attributed to Tyndall

scattering. Early studies of the human eye[43] found that

the colored portion is composed of a thin membrane

bearing unstriped muscular fibers, nerves, and capillaries,

all incorporated in a fine delicate reticulum of fibrous

tissue. Small protein particles in this region preferentially

scatter blue light away from the eye while the remainder

enters the eye and is generally absorbed by a curtain layer

of brown and black melanin at the back of the reticulum.

This prevents back reflections out of the eye from re-

ducing the saturation of the Tyndall blue color. Brown

eyes possess an additional layer of some yellow pigmen-

tation with significantly sized brown melanin granules

among the interior fibrous structures. These produce a

brown coloration through the natural color of the melanin.

The transformation from initially blue colored eyes to

brown eyes in babies and children is attributed to the

gradual appearance and increase in size of melanin

granules in the first few months and years.

There are several examples of Tyndall blue coloration

in Lepidoptera. The wings of these species have been

shown to be composed of scales that are colored through

Tyndall scattering from subwavelength-sized nanostruc-

tures.[44] These structures extend from between series of

ridges on the surface of the scales down into the body of

the scale. In the butterfly Papilio zalmoxis, the scattering

structures are in the form of air-filled alveoli approxi-

mately 2 mm long and around 220 nm in internal diameter.

The simultaneous presence within the alveoli of a UV-

absorbing but blue-fluorescing pigment enhances the blue

coloration.[44] A melanized underlayer of black scales acts

as an absorbing background, preventing the reflection of

other wavelengths.

CONCLUSION

There are striking differences between the hues of objects

or materials colored through structural means and those

colored through pigmentary or other nonstructural means.

Depending on structure type and the color mechanism it

facilitates, the optical properties of these structurally

colored surfaces may manifest themselves through one or

several properties: angle-dependent or angle-limited col-

or; narrow or very broad spectral bandwidths; ultrahigh

reflectivities or transmissivities; strong polarization ef-

fects including polarization rotation on reflection or cir-

cularly polarized reflection; bicolor production and

subsequent color mixing; and complementary coloration

in reflection and transmission.

In modern technological systems, refraction and

scattering are rarely used for the purpose of producing

color. In the natural world too, relatively few separate

examples exist whereby refraction and scattering in either

animate or inanimate systems are the cause of color. True

diffraction also occupies a place of relatively minor

importance in the production of iridescence in natural

systems, although a good number of examples are known

to exist. By far the most common mechanism by which

color is produced structurally in modern systems and

those of the natural world is through interference in

multilayered systems. Modern physics has an excellent

understanding of both the optical properties of most

materials and of the physics of multilayer systems; more

importantly, the techniques by which such materials are

deposited onto surfaces have been refined and advanced to

such an extent that highly specialized systems can now be

manufactured at reasonable cost for a variety of optical

purposes. In nature too, we see evidence of highly

specialized multilayer-based structural color. In most of

such natural systems, millions of years of selection

pressures have shaped and developed them for a variety

of purposes, from that of crypsis to that of specialized

conspecific signaling. It is rarely an accident that such

complex architecture develops in animate systems without

the structural color it produces being designated for a

specific use or having a definite biological significance.

We now find technology is, for its own purposes, in-

creasingly taking lessons from the design protocols nature

has created.
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INTRODUCTION

By definition, structural materials are used for mechanical

strength at room and elevated temperatures, to withstand

cyclical loading and for wear and fracture resistance.

Structural nanomaterials (with grain sizes less than 100

nm) are distinguished by unusually high strength, hard-

ness, and wear resistance as well as good fatigue resist-

ance, fracture toughness, and extensive high-temperature

formability. However, commercial applications have only

begun to tap the potential of high-strength parts (e.g.,

nearly 1 GPa in nano-Al alloys, known as GIGAS,[1] and

high-strength nano-SiC springs). More commonly, they

are used as thermal barrier coatings, or in friction-resistant

and wear-resistant rotating parts (e.g., sleeves or bearings).

Nanomaterials used for structural applications may

have nanometer size in one dimension (1D), two di-

mensions (2D), or three dimensions (3D). Generally, 1D

nanomaterials are wires, 2D refers to coatings and films,

and 3D solids are used to make bulk parts. In this entry,

bulk or 3D materials are emphasized, but some 1D and 2D

nanomaterials used for their mechanical properties are

also presented.

FABRICATION OF
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS

Processing

The primary challenge in producing bulk nanostructures is

to create and to maintain grain sizes less than 100 nm in

defect-free, sizable, reproducible, and reliable parts. To

date, the processing of raw nanomaterials (powders and

thin films) has progressed farther than the formation of

bulk parts. Nanosize powders of metals, ceramics, poly-

mers, and composites are now available, sometimes in

tonnage quantities. All of these nanostructured powders

may be used for processing 2D and 3D parts.

The most common techniques to produce 2D parts are

thermal spraying and electrodeposition (ED). The former

includes arc, flame, plasma, detonation gun, and high-ve-

locity oxyfuel spraying to produce metal, alloy, ceramic,

and composite coatings.[2] In the spraying process, the

fine microstructure develops when molten or semimolten

particles rapidly solidify as they are deposited onto a

substrate. Electrodeposition techniques include both elec-

troplating and electroforming, and are typically applied to

a limited number of metals, although some ceramics and

composites have been also obtained.[3] Although electro-

plating is typically used for coatings, electroforming is a

cost-effective method for free-standing ultrathin foils or

thick structures, wires, plates, and complex shapes. Grain

size is controlled by enhanced nucleation by charge trans-

fer at the electrode surface, high deposition rates, and the

inhibition of grain growth by using additives. Electrode-

position can be used to control grain boundary type and to

achieve nanocrystalline structures with a relatively narrow

grain size distribution and with few pores. Electrodepo-

sition and sputtering also may be used to produce

nanolayered materials.

Generally, the processing methods for bulk nanoma-

terials involve one or two steps. The more commonly used

two-step methods consist of producing nanomaterials in a

powder form and subsequently consolidating them to a

final 3D part. These methods offer the greatest versatility

in the shape, size, and weight of the final bulk parts. All

powder processing methods have been applied to sinter

nanostructured powders and many of them have achieved

final grain sizes less than 100 nm.[4] The challenge is to

fully densify nanopowders without losing the initial

metastable features (nanoscale grain size and, sometimes,

metastable phases). The consolidation methods use a full

range of temperature and pressure conditions from con-

ventional pressureless sintering to high pressure and shock

consolidation. Inert gas condensation (IGC) of powders

followed by densification has been a widely used tech-

nique to process bulk nanocrystalline materials. Most of

these methods leave processing flaws, including incom-

plete densification, poor interparticle bonding, cracks, or

trapped gases.

The one-step methods include severe plastic deforma-

tion (SPD), crystallization of amorphous bulk parts, and

ED. Severe plastic deformation comprises variants such

as equal-channel angular forming and high-pressure tor-

sion straining. Generally, SPD results in grain sizes greater

than 100 nm, which are known as ultrafine-grained struc-

tures. However, smaller grain sizes (down to 20 nm) have
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occasionally been achieved.[5] Intense plastic deformation

has also been used to produce in situ fiber or lamellar

composites. A novel intense deformation process based on

ball milling with in situ densification (BMID) was recently

reported by Koch.[6]

The crystallization of bulk amorphous alloys to form

nanophases occurs on controlled thermal processing.[7]

The most challenging step is the formation of bulk

amorphous precursors using slow cooling rates similar

to conventional casting processes, to enable the fabrica-

tion of sizeable parts. This has been achieved in a few

metal-based systems (Zr, Mg, and, partially, Al). Next,

controlled direct or stepwise devitrification takes place

at temperatures within the supercooled liquid region, or

close to the onset of crystallization. The resultant struc-

tures are typically multiphase alloys formed by the

precipitation of nanoscale metastable (metal-based or

quasi-crystalline) or stable (intermetallic) phases in an

amorphous matrix. The type and the size of nano-

crystalline components vary with alloy chemistry and

processing conditions.

Dependence of Properties on Processing

Most processing methods result in some imperfections

in the final bulk part. In conventional materials, well-

established standards control flaw size and distribution,

resulting in a negligible effect on mechanical properties.

However, such flaws have a more critical effect on the

mechanical properties of nanomaterials, and are different

in nature and size than in conventional materials. The

most common imperfections in nanocrystalline bulk

materials are pores, trapped gases, impurity contamina-

tion, cracks, imperfect bonding, surface defects, residual

stresses, and texture. Although some defects are common

to several techniques (e.g., contamination, surface defects,

or pores), texture is typical in ED, residual stresses are

most severe in SPD, and incomplete bonding and

densification are observed in powder consolidation and

thermal spraying. Defect characterization in nanomater-

ials is a relatively new field, and appropriate guidelines

are definitely required.

The most detailed defect characterization has been

carried out for the flaws specific to the two-step powder

consolidation methods, particularly pores that result from

incomplete densification.[8,9] At small grain sizes (less

than 10 nm), a density shortfall may also originate from

the high volume of low-density grain boundaries. Van

Swygenhoven et al.[10] calculated densities of 97% for

a 10- to 12-nm grain size Ni and 95.2% for a 3.4-nm

grain size Ni. Experiments confirmed a 97.6% density

value measured by a high-precision Archimedes method

in 10-nm grain size samples produced by IGC.[11]

Processing flaws in nanomaterials have an adverse

effect on mechanical properties. The modulus of elasticity

or Young’s modulus E is a reflection of interatomic

bonding and is largely dependent on defects. The low

experimental E values reported in early studies of nano-

crystalline materials have been unquestionably attributed

to defects such pores, poor grain-to-grain bonding, or

deficiencies in measuring techniques.[9,12] More recent

experimental measurements on low-defect nanomaterials

demonstrate that grain size has a negligible effect on

Young’s modulus.[13] Simulations also showed no varia-

tion in Young’s modulus down to a grain size of 10 nm.[14]

Below this limit, when the slightly lower-density grain

boundary volume becomes predominant, the modulus

decreases with decreasing grain size. Some calculated

values are as low as about 75% of the modulus of bulk

metals at 3–6 nm grain size.[14,15]

All other mechanical properties, including strength,

hardness, and ductility, are sensitive to microstructure and

are even more adversely affected by defects. Ample

evidence exists for inferior strength and ductility values,

particularly in tensile testing, because of pores and

trapped gases, cracks, imperfect bonding, and surface

defects. Agnew et al.[8] Sanders et al.[9] Legros et al.[13]

and Nieman et al.[16] carefully documented the depen-

dence of strength and ductility on processing flaws in

metals. He and Ma[17] characterized the variation of

hardness with porosity in the Fe3Al intermetallics.

Hardness values were reported to double by processing

improvements to produce dense metals.[9] The reduction

of the surface imperfections has been shown to increase

the tensile strength by up to a factor 4 by preventing pre-

mature fracture.[16] Consequently, reduced size specimens

(e.g., micro and miniature tensile and bend specimens)

have been used to lower the defect probability.[13,18,19]

The elimination of some defects by annealing can also in-

crease the strength of metals[20,21] and intermetallics[20–23]

by decreasing porosity, relaxing the grain boundary struc-

ture toward equilibrium, or reducing internal stresses.

As is detailed in ‘‘Strength and Ductility,’’ ductility is

the property most affected by processing flaws. The lack

of good interparticle bonding is the major cause of brittle

failure in consolidated samples tested in tension or

bending.[9,24,25] As an example, 80-nm Fe3Al produced

by shock wave consolidation of mechanically alloyed

powders displayed brittle behavior in tension but a large

plastic strain in compression (true plastic strain of 1.4).[26]

Similar to strength, an improvement in ductility was

reported after annealing at low temperatures without

altering the grain size (e.g., an increase from 2% to 7.3%

in 30-nm Cu) because of grain boundary relaxation.[27]

Electrodeposition yields better ductilities than powder

consolidation because of reduced porosity and good

interparticle bonding. However, some ductility problems
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have been noted when using grain growth inhibitors, or

because of texture development. Throughout this entry, an

effort has been made to exclude materials with significant

processing deficiencies, when these are reported.

In conventional materials, it is acceptable to use

average grain size to characterize mechanical properties.

This approach is not appropriate in nanomaterials because

of the size dependence of the deformation behavior. For

instance, some large recrystallized 1–5 mm size grains

enabled larger ductility values in nano-Cu vs. nano-Ni,

which had fewer such recrystallized grains and was

consequently brittle.[13] All processing methods result in

a distribution of grain sizes. In nanomaterials, grain size

measurements are commonly carried out by X-ray dif-

fraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy

(TEM). Transmission electron microscopy enables a direct

measurement of grain sizes and grain size distribution. In

contrast, XRD techniques provide only an average grain

size, the value of which also depends on the specific

method used [e.g., Scherrer, Warren–Averbach (W–A), or

Williamson–Hall].[28] Average TEM grain size and X-ray

results are in good agreement when the grain size

distribution is narrow and XRD corrections are made

(Fig. 1a). Log-normal distributions of grain sizes are

usually used. When grain size distribution is described by

volume fractions, the peak value may be quite different

from the TEM number fraction and XRD values (Fig. 1a).

Volume fractions more realistically reflect the effect of

large grains, which may be predominant on mechanical

properties.[21] The standard deviation of the volume

fraction also affects the grain size distribution (Fig. 1b)

and, consequently, the mechanical properties (Fig. 1c).

STRENGTH AND DUCTILITY

The general description of the mechanical behavior in

tension is given in Fig. 2.[29] Brittle materials are

characterized by a linear elastic stress (s)–strain (e) res-

ponse and fracture with no plastic deformation (Fig. 2a).

Ductile materials yield beyond the elastic region and then

Fig. 1 Effects of grain size distributions on mechanical

properties. (From Refs. [14] and [21].) (a) Comparison of grain

size values given by TEM and XRD in IGC copper. The open

circles are the relative number of grains in a given size range.

The solid and dotted lines indicate the log-normal fits of the data

points as number–fraction and volume–fraction curves, respec-

tively. (b) Effects of the standard deviation size Slnv on the grain

size distribution and (c) on stress–strain curves for the same

average grain size (d=20 nm). The IGC Cu is heavily twinned

and the ‘‘grain size’’ value actually refers to the twin size.

(Courtesy of MRS Bulletin and J. R. Weertman.)
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fracture after a certain elongation (Fig. 2b). Fig. 2b de-

fines the yield strength (sy), tensile strength (sUTS), and

elongation to fracture (ef). In the plastic region, work

hardening is expressed using a true strain value e by:

s ¼ K en ð1Þ

where K is a constant and n is the strain hardening

exponent. Strain or work hardening is attributed to the

generation and interaction of the dislocations. It controls

the amount of uniform elongation at stresses larger than

yield strength sy. A dimensional instability in tension, or

necking, typically starts to develop at maximum load.

Grain size refinement results in the classical grain

boundary strengthening (expressed in terms of yield

strength sy but also valid for sUTS or hardness H), which

is described by the Hall–Petch (H–P) relationship:[29]

sy ¼ s0 þ k d�1=2 ð2Þ

where s0 is the friction stress to move dislocations, k is a

material-dependent and temperature-dependent constant,

and d is grain size.

The H–P relationship can be rationalized by two basic

dislocation descriptions: 1) the dislocation pile-up model,

in which yielding occurs as a result of stress concentra-

tions caused by pileups (Fig. 3a); and 2) the dislocation

network model, in which the slip is because of disloca-

tions emitted by grain boundaries (Fig. 3b). A third model

developed by Meyers and Ashworth[29] is a variant of the

dislocation emission model with localized plastic flow at a

work-hardened grain boundary layer (Fig. 3c). Plastic

deformation occurs when the applied stress exceeds the

higher-flow stress of the grain boundary region. The

resulting grain size dependence of the yield strength is the

sum of d�1/2 and d�1 dependencies:

sy ¼ so þ kd1=2 þ k0d�1 ð3Þ

where k’ is a different constant from k. The second term is

dominant at large grain sizes, whereas the third term

becomes important at small grain sizes. All models

assume conventional dislocation generation and mobility.

Strength of Nanostructured Materials

By extrapolating the grain size to the nanometer range,

both strengthening and an increase in ductility were

predicted.[30] Experimentally, this prediction has been

observed for a number of materials (Fig. 4).

According to the H–P relationship, a 1000-fold reduc-

tion in grain size from microns to nanometers yields more

than a 30-fold increase in strength, provided that the same

dislocation mechanisms are operational. Experimentally,

strength or hardness was found to increase by a factor of

5–10 by reducing the grain size from microns down to the

30- to 50-nm level.[9,25,31] Similar high-strength values for

nanocrystalline metals and alloys were observed in com-

pression, or by hardness measurements, in which pro-

cessing defects are less detrimental than in tension. Yield

strengths greater than 1 GPa were found in Pd (40–50

nm), and yield strengths close to 1 GPa were found in Cu

  

Fig. 2 Stress–strain curves for brittle (a) and ductile (b) materials. The slope of the linear portion of the s–e plot defines the elastic

modulus by the Hooke’s law (s=Ee).

Fig. 3 Dislocations models to explain the H–P behavior

developed by: (a) Cottrell (dislocation pile-up); (b) Li (disloca-

tions generated at ledges in grain boundaries); and (c) Meyers

and Ashworth. (From Ref. [21].)
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(20 nm).[9] Ball-milled and densified Fe (24 nm) had a

true compressive strength of approximately 3 GPa,[24]

whereas IGC-processed 21-nm Ni failed in compression at

more than 2.1 GPa.[21]

Often the spread of experimental data is quite large, but

reasonable H–P correlations at the smallest grain sizes

have been revealed (i.e., stronger materials at smaller

grain size) (Fig. 5). Deviations from H–P strengthening,

where the slope decreases or the curve flattens, also have

been reported, usually at grain sizes smaller than about

30 nm (Fig. 5b and c).[24,32] An inverse H–P effect, in

which strength decreases at the smallest grain sizes, has

been reported in alloys such as Ni–P.[33] This effect was

most often reported in specimens annealed to increase the

initial small grain size in metals or intermetallics.[20,22]

Generally, these results must be treated with caution be-

cause either processing artifacts may not have been com-

pletely eliminated, or other processes (e.g., precipitation of

a second phase in Ni–P alloys or in mechanically alloyed

Fe) may have interfered with the measurements.[24,33]

Various mechanisms have been proposed to rationalize

the deviations from H–P strengthening, such as the

breakdown of dislocation pileups, lack of dislocation

activity, and increased contributions from diffusional de-

formation mechanisms (creep and grain boundary slid-

ing).[14,21,34,35] Cheng et al.[34] proposed a deformation

mechanism map showing the transition from the dislo-

cation mechanisms to intergranular processes. Transmis-

sion electron microscopy studies have confirmed the lack

of dislocation structure below a critical grain size of 10–

30 nm.[13,34]

Fig. 4 Strength–ductility values of nanostructured materials

(filled symbols) compared to conventional counterparts (open

symbols: circles—dispersion-strengthened Al alloys; triangles—

cold-worked steels).

Fig. 5 Grain size dependence of mechanical properties in

nanocrystalline metals: (a) Cu (IGC) (From Refs. [9], [21], and

[31].); (b) Fe (ball-milled/densified) (From Ref. [24].); and (c)

Ni (electrodeposited) (From Ref. [32].). The dotted lines are the

H–P extrapolations of coarse grain data (courtesy of Materials

and Metallurgical Transactions and J. R. Weertman.)
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To explain the H–P behavior, a model based on

dislocation generation from grain boundary sources was

recently proposed by Cheng et al.[34] The model also

predicts the observed tension/compression asymmetry

based on the pressure dependence of dislocation self-

energy during bowout. Composite models considered

grain interior and grain boundary properties, and, some-

times, triple junction lines and quadruple nodes.[21] The

width of grain boundary or adjacent area is still under

debate, but the maximum yield strength was found at

similar grain size value (about 10 nm). Composite models

that are more consistent with microstructural results by

accounting for a dispersion in grain sizes have been

developed.[28,35] These models combine deformation

mechanisms that are active in various grain size ranges.

Masumara et al.[35] considered a combination of disloca-

tion glide for grains larger than a critical size d* and Coble

creep below d*. In the model developed by Mitra et al.[28]

the critical grain size d* differentiates grains that undergo

plastic deformation (d>d*) from grains that remain elastic

(d<d*).[21] The overall calculation was based on the

plastic deformation of grains in an elastic matrix that used

the mechanics of nondeformable inclusions. The average

grain size was given by a volume averaging of the grains,

similar to previous work.[35] For the same average grain

size, the volume fractions are shown to be greatly

influenced by the standard deviation (Fig. 1b). In turn, a

larger standard deviation (with more small-size grains

deformed by creep) results in softer behavior (Fig. 1c).

Two-phase alloys and nanocomposites

The addition of a second phase produces greater mechan-

ical strength in nanomaterials just as in conventional

materials. Bulk materials made of quasi-crystalline or

icosahedral phases (less than 50 nm) in an Al matrix (5–10

nm; Al–Cr or Mn–Ln, e.g., Al93Mn5Co2) exhibited

strength values of 550–850 MPa with 5–25% elonga-

tions.[1] High strength and high ductilities also have been

found in the case of nanoparticles reinforcing amorphous

matrices in Mg-based, Al-based, and Zr-based alloys.[7]

The nanosize particles prevent fracture because of im-

proved interfacial bonding, which favors load transmis-

sion from one phase to the other.
Tensile strength doubled in ED Ni–SiC composites by

reducing matrix grain size to 10–15 nm. SiC particles (400

nm) up to about 2 vol.% changed the fracture from brittle in

nanocrystalline Ni to ductile (e>2%) in Ni–SiC com-

posites.[36] However, only a modest increase in hardness

was observed by the addition of 5 vol.% SiO2 particles (20

nm) to 60 nm of SPD copper (microhardness of 2800 vs.

2600).[37] The hardness increase in mechanically alloyed

Zr55Al10Cu30Ni5 reinforced with 35-nm W particles obeyed

the rule of mixtures.[38] In contrast, fiber and lamellar

composites (multilayers) display hardness values far in

excess of the rule of mixture values because of the restriction

of dislocation propagation by the second layer.[39]

Ductility of Nanostructured Materials

Ductility is defined as the ability to plastically deform

prior to fracture. Therefore it is a critical property for both

the performance and the manufacturing of nanostructured

materials.[18] Ductility is measured by percent elongation

before failure (e.g., elongation to failure ef in Fig. 2b), or

percent reduction of area after necking in tension.

With the decrease of grain size to nanometer levels,

increases in ductility have been predicted.[18,29,30] Accord-

ing to Coble’s theory, the significantly larger interfacial

area enhances deformation by diffusional transport and

grain boundary sliding. This enhanced sliding at the more

numerous grain boundaries should result in an increased

deformation in metals even at room temperature. The

most dramatical change of ductility was predicted for

normally brittle materials such as intermetallic com-

pounds.[18] The prediction is based on conventional

material behavior, in which a fine grain size decreases

the stress required to nucleate microcracks as compared

with that required to propagate them. If crack propagation

occurs only at high stress values, the fine-grained

materials may undergo plastic strain and work hardening

before failure. In other words, in tension testing (Fig. 2b),

a material displays ductile behavior if plastic deformation

occurs without the onset of catastrophical failure. Chan[40]

calculated a critical grain size (e.g., 2.8 mm in NiAl) below

which crack growth occurs in a stable manner to render

the intermetallics ductile. Experimentally, such behavior

was observed in the now-classical results for NiAl alloys,

which become ductile at a grain sizes below 20 mm. A

high ductility (e.g., greater than 11.5% in compression)

was reported in NiAl with submicron grain size.[41]

Ductility of more than 5% in compression was reported by

Kimura[42] in TiAl (grain size less than 22 nm) crystal-

lized from an amorphous precursor. However, this

behavior was not reproduced in other intermetallics.

In metals and alloys, ductilities lower than in conven-

tional materials have been reported.[18,43] Despite the

efforts to improve the processing and testing, it is difficult

to differentiate intrinsic from flaw-limited ductilities.

When the grain size is reduced to less than 25 nm,

ductility values in tension or bending decrease from about

50% in conventional materials to 1–2%.[18] Little tensile

ductility (less than 2%), or completely brittle behavior is

commonly reported in metals even after careful proces-

sing (e.g., in IGC-processed 28-nm Ni,[13] ED-processed

27.5- to 30-nm Ni,[44] and IGC-processed 27-nm Cu,[19]).

An illustration of the variation of ductility with grain size
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is provided in Fig. 6 for two nanocrystalline metals. It is

noteworthy that higher ductility is observed in the hcp

metal (Zn) rather than fcc (Cu), which is contrary to the

dislocation-based plastic behavior at conventional grain

sizes. A few truly ductile nanomaterials (ef>5%, as a

structural design criterion) are shown in Figs. 4 and 6.

If the dislocation generation and interactions are

similar to the coarse-grained materials, strain hardening

can be expected in nanosize materials. Strain hardening

controls the amount of uniform elongation at stresses

larger than yield strength. Generally, hardening was ob-

served, sometimes, to be of a significant value and at a

large plastic strain such as in a 60-nm SPD Cu[37] or in

tension or compression in other metals.[43] However, a

different behavior with little or no strain hardening and

shear banding has also been reported in nanomaterials,

mostly bcc metals and alloys (Fe, Fe–Cu, and Ta), but also

in fcc and hcp and intermetallics.[25,43,45] Perfectly plastic

behavior with no strain hardening is typical for materials

in which initial plastic flow is difficult (e.g., amorphous or

highly strained metals). In nanomaterials, one assumption

is that the grain boundaries introduce sufficient defects

similar to amorphous materials such that unstable plastic

flow is initiated as soon as the yield strength is reached at

a local stress concentration.[9] Crack growth will occur,

resulting in failure without prior macroscopical ducti-

lity.[24] Brittleness may be observed if the stress to

activate surface cracks is lower than the stress to activate

Frank–Read dislocation sources and no crack blunting

mechanism is in operation.[31] Calculations show that

tensile stresses at which brittle fracture occurs indeed

correspond to the stresses required for brittle fracture in

materials with micron-size flaws.

The other source of low ductility may be the absence of

effective mechanisms for plastic deformation, mainly the

lack of dislocation activity in grains below a size of about

30 nm.[13,34] The lack of noticeable dislocations is

consistent with the brittle fracture exhibited by a 28-nm

Ni specimen.[13] Zimmerman et al.[36] also reported higher

ductilities in 40- vs. 14-nm grain size ED Ni.

Grain boundary sliding and grain rotation were shown

to be the deformation mechanisms in some nanomaterials

that exhibited ductile behavior such as electrodeposited Ni

or 10-nm sputtered gold films.[45,46] Indirect evidence of

grain boundary sliding is provided by the strain rate

increase as the grain size becomes smaller and there is no

change in the total amount of grain boundary deforma-

tion.[14] Strain rate shows no grain size dependence at

larger grain sizes (greater than 10 nm). Molecular

dynamics simulations showed grain boundary sliding res-

ponsible for inverse H–P behavior even at low tempera-

ture and without any porosity.[14,15]

Fig. 6 Tensile elongation vs. grain size in nanocrystalline Zn and Cu. (Courtesy of C. C. Koch.)
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Two-phase nanomaterials

Second-phase particles increase the flow stress on local

shear planes, thus resulting in more uniform deformation

and higher elongation. High elongations (5–25%) are

exhibited by Al-based alloys with nanoscale icosahedral

quasi-crystalline phases in a ductile fcc Al matrix

(obtained by extrusion).[1,7] A homogeneous dispersion

of nanosize crystalline particles in an amorphous matrix is

able to suppress local shear deformation in Mg-based and

Zr-based alloys.[7] In some Zr-based or Al-based alloys,

the precipitation of nanoscale particles induces consider-

able strengthening but decreases ductility, as compared

with a fully amorphous alloy.[7] When the precipitate

amount is greater than 50%, the alloys become brittle.

However, second-phase particles in metal-based alloys

seem to have a different effect in nanosize matrices than

in conventional dispersion-strengthened alloys. For in-

stance, an addition of 0.7 vol.% SiC to a nano-Ni matrix

increased the ductility to 3.4% as compared with 0.2% in

pure 14-nm Ni.[36]

FRACTURE AND FAILURE

Fracture toughness (Kc) is defined as the value of a stress

intensity factor at a crack tip to induce crack propagation

and failure as given by:[29]

Kc ¼ Ysf

ffiffiffi
a
p

ð4Þ

where Y is a dimensionless geometry factor, sf is the

applied stress at fracture, and a is the crack length.

Usually, a high fracture toughness value is an indication of

ductile behavior because work is needed to produce local

plastic strain at the crack tip. There is some expectation

that decreasing grain size would also result in increased

Kc. This effect was expected to be particularly beneficial

for normally brittle materials such as intermetallic com-

pounds. However, Armstrong[47] showed that there is a

limit when the crack tip plastic zone size is approxi-

mately equal to the grain size, below which the toughness

should decrease as the grain size decreases.

Only limited measurements of fracture toughness of

nanomaterials are available in the literature, owing in part

to the stringent specimen size requirements.[29] The

available data suggest that, in general, the anticipated

improvement in fracture toughness with decreasing grain

size has not been realized. Rather, experiments and mod-

eling indicate that the fracture resistance in both metals

and intermetallics appears to be limited by the nucleation

of nanovoids at grain boundaries and intergranular crack

propagation.[48–50]

Fracture toughness was found to decrease with a

reduction in grain size below 1 mm in TiAl, whereas it

remained constant down at 12 MPa m1/2 to �40 nm, and

then decreased to about 5 MPa m1/2 in FeAl.[23,51] Simi-

larly, very low values of fracture toughness (2 MPa m1/2)

were reported in Fe–45% Al and Al3Ti.[52] Because grain

boundary diffusion and sliding can occur in nanocrys-

talline solids at room temperature, these processes may

control toughness at low crack propagation rates. This

suggestion is supported by the observation of Mirshams et

al.[53] of the R-curve fracture behavior in nanocrystalline

nickel produced by ED, in which Kc increases with the

growth of a crack in a slow, stable manner. As with other

mechanical properties, these differences in behavior may

be partially attributable to the different defect densities

associated with the various processing techniques. Addi-

tional data are needed to more fully distinguish between

intrinsic grain size effects and the influence of processing

on fracture toughness.

FATIGUE PROPERTIES

The study of fatigue is normally divided into two impor-

tant aspects: 1) deformation under cyclical loading condi-

tions leading to crack initiation; and 2) the rate of growth

of a preexisting flaw or crack. Only a few studies of

fatigue of nanocrystalline or ultrafine-grained materials,

dealing mainly with cyclical deformation, have been pub-

lished to date. As with other mechanical properties, these

studies suggest that the processing method is important.

Nanocrystalline copper prepared by IGC and compac-

tion revealed no cyclical hardening or softening during

tension–tension loading.[54] However, some creep strain

superimposed on the cyclical response was evident. Of

particular note is the observation of shear bands extending

over many grain diameters on the surface of the fatigued

specimens. In addition, the material was observed to pro-

trude from the surface much like the extrusions observed

in conventional copper alloys. This finding suggests that

some mechanism of strain localization on a scale larger

than the grain size is operating. Similar surface observa-

tions were reported for SPD-processed ultrafine-grained

copper.[55] On a strain–life basis, this ultrafine-grained

copper was less fatigue-resistant than conventional mate-

rials. However, the mechanical response of this material

reveals a decreasing stress amplitude with an increasing

number of cycles or cyclical softening, as expected for a

predeformed metal. A similar material was more fatigue-

resistant than conventional copper when compared on a

stress–life or S–N basis.[56] Surface markings have also

been observed in a yttria-stabilized zirconia ceramic,

although in this case the strain localization is most likely
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because of diffusional deformation processes rather than

dislocation processes.[57]

It is not yet clear whether any of our understanding of

fatigue in conventional materials can be extended to the

nanometer grain size level. However, it is important to

recognize that the features observed in fatigue are

normally on the order of 1 mm in scale, hence are clearly

coarser than the nanocrystalline grain size. Additional

fundamental studies are needed.

WEAR

The processes involved in tribological conditions are

heavy local deformation, work hardening, cyclical load-

ing, and fracture, collectively resulting in material

removal. Nanocrystalline materials have been used for

wear resistance in bulk (e.g., cutting tools), or for surface

applications (coatings) because of their high hardness. The

materials for cutting tools are carbides (WC or (Fe, Mo,

Cr, V)xC) in soft matrices (Co, Fe, or intermetallics), but

most materials used commercially have grain sizes in the

submicron range. Wear resistance has been shown to scale

with hardness in metal (Ni and Ni–P), composites (Ni–

SiC), and lamellar coatings (e.g., Cu–Ni).[25] The friction

coefficient in sliding and rubbing wear was found to

decrease by a factor of 2–3 by decreasing grain size (e.g.,

in sputtered Al layers).[3,25] The scratch indentation of 10

wt.% TiO2 (32 nm) in an epoxy matrix was 33% smaller

than for pure epoxy.[58]

ELEVATED TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR

At elevated temperatures, creep deformation under sus-

tained loads is of importance in structural materials.

Whereas a fine grain size is beneficial in promoting high

strength at low temperatures, creep resistance normally

becomes worse as the grain size decreases. Rather than

deforming by dislocation motion, the principle mechan-

isms of creep deformation in nanomaterials involve

diffusional processes because of enhanced high diffusivity

at grain boundary and triple junction paths.

Specific creep mechanisms are characterized by the

dependence of creep rate on stress, temperature, and

grain size. Temperature dependence is expressed through

the activation energy for the diffusion of vacancies.

For nanocrystalline materials, the most commonly re-

ported mechanisms involve vacancy transport along

grain boundaries. This process is known as Coble creep,

and the strain rate is represented by an equation of the

form:[29]

_� ¼ AC
dDbGb

kT

b

d

� �3 s
G

ð5Þ

where AC is a constant, s is the stress, G is the shear

modulus, b is the Burgers vector, d is the grain boundary

thickness, Db is the grain boundary diffusivity, k is the

Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. The Coble

mechanism is favored at high stresses and low tempera-

tures, even down to room temperatures in nanocrystalline

materials. An alternative deformation mechanism involves

grain boundary sliding, accommodated by the diffusion of

vacancies in the grain boundaries, and is described by a

similar equation:[29]

_� ¼ AGBS
dDbGb

kT

b

d

� �3 s
G

2

ð6Þ

Grain boundary sliding is the mechanism to control

superplastic deformation, in which fine-grained materials

exhibit extended ductilities of up to several thousands of

percent. One key question is whether nanocrystalline so-

lids exhibit superplasticity at low temperatures and high

strain rates. If so, this would enable these materials, espe-

cially otherwise brittle ceramics and intermetallics, to be

formed readily into near-net shapes. Finally, we note that

the above two equations differ primarily in the dependence

of strain rate on grain size and stress. Thus by measuring

these two dependencies, it is possible to distinguish which

mechanism controls the creep deformation.

A variety of pure metallic, intermetallic, and ceramic

materials have been creep-tested in nanocrystalline

form.[59] In addition to the usual processing problems

(porosity and suitably large specimens), the interpretation

of the creep results is hampered by possible grain growth

during testing, testing under constant load rather than

constant stress, and often limited amounts of creep strain

that may not represent a steady state to which the above

equations apply. In spite of these difficulties, a number of

common ideas have emerged from the available data.

Tests of nanocrystalline pure copper and nickel produced

by ED appear to demonstrate Coble creep, even at room

temperature.[60–62] However, there is some evidence that

grain boundary sliding controls the deformation of Ni with

the finest grain sizes (6 nm).[61] In addition, when the

grain boundaries are of low angle rather than of high angle

as in materials prepared by IGC,[63] the creep rates are

orders of magnitude slower than those predicted by the

Coble creep equation. The creep of nanophase Ni–P and

Fe–B–Si alloys (approximately 25 nm in grain size)

produced by crystallizing amorphous alloy ribbons also

follows the Coble creep equation, although absolute

comparisons cannot be made in the former case because

of a lack of diffusivity data.[64,65]
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In a similar manner, nanocrystalline ceramics such as

monoclinical zirconia and yttria-stabilized zirconia ex-

hibit creep deformation at elevated temperatures with

stress dependencies of 1.7 and 1.4, respectively.[66,67]

These values are difficult to interpret, but the grain size

dependence in the former case clearly suggests that Coble

creep is the operating mechanism.

Superplastic-like behavior has been observed in nano-

crystalline nickel[68] and copper,[69] which exhibited

strains up to 5100% during cold rolling of 28-nm grain

size material at room temperature. The intermetallic Ni3Al

has also been shown to undergo superplastic deformation,

with a stable grain structure because of the ordered nature

of this material.[70] Perhaps the greatest interest is in the

potential of nanocrystalline ceramics to deform super-

plastically. An evidence of such behavior has been pre-

sented by a number of authors for TiO2, yttria-stabilized

zirconia, and MgO–Al2O3 spinels.[71] At elevated tem-

peratures, grain growth inevitably occurs and may even

contribute to achieving high elongations.

Two-Phase Nanomaterials

Current experimental evidence suggests that multiphase

nanocrystalline materials may exhibit superior ductility,

especially at elevated temperatures. For example, Al

alloys with nanoscale quasi-crystalline icosahedral (I)

phases retain their good mechanical strength up to high

temperatures (350 MPa at 473 K and 200 MPa at 573

K).[72] This high strength is stable on long exposure to

elevated temperatures (1000 hr at 573 K) because of the

high microstructural stability of the I phase. In Mg-based

alloys (e.g., Mg–Al–Ga), ductility increases with temper-

ature, and superplastic behavior was reported.[73] How-

ever, much like the ceramic materials, the microstructure

had coarsened.

CONCLUSION

The production and study of structural nanomaterials have

challenged the conventional description of microstructural

features and mechanical properties. New demands have

surfaced to carefully monitor grain sizes and distributions,

dislocation structures, as well as other defects (pores,

cracks, impurities, and surface and internal stresses). The

full characterization of the property dependence on pro-

cessing is yet to be performed. The fabrication of sizable,

reproducible, and reliable parts is an additional challenge

driven by the high strength values achieved so far.

The conventional dislocation-based strengthening and

yielding mechanisms show limitations, which have fos-

tered an exploration of new mechanisms specific to the

nanoscale. The inherently large fractions of atoms in

nonequilibrium positions (at grain boundaries) enhance

the interface processes to contribute to plasticity. A better

understanding of the deformation mechanisms as a

function of crystal structure, stacking fault energy, grain

size, and distribution is yet to be developed. Additional

data are needed to more fully distinguish between intrinsic

grain size effects and the influence of processing on

mechanical properties. Simulations of deformation be-

havior at larger grain sizes, in bcc, hcp, or complex crystal

structures, are desirable.

A wider application of structural nanomaterials re-

quires a more reliable mechanical property characteriza-

tion and a more aggressive shift from the concept to the

design and fabrication of optimum parts with unique

properties at low cost.
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INTRODUCTION

When thin films are deposited on suitable substrate

surfaces, they can exhibit crystal structures that would be

metastable for the same materials in bulk form (in this

article, the terms stable and metastable refer to bulk

forms). The nonequilibrium crystal structure may arise

when the lattice constant or symmetry of film and sub-

strate material are different. An example of such a sit-

uation is the pseudomorphic growth. When we start de-

positing a thin film on a substrate, in the initial stages,

the film tends to adopt the crystal structure of the sub-

strate. When the energy gain from the lattice fit becomes

smaller than the increase in the volume energy of the

strained film, pseudomorphic growth breaks down and

the layer usually grows in its natural crystal structure

with misfit dislocations at the interface accommodating

the strain. Therefore such structures which are metasta-

ble in the bulk form of a material can be grown by

epitaxial growth techniques on different substrates as

well as in the form of multilayers, provided the thickness

of the layers is sufficiently small, typically in the nano-

meter or subnanometer regime. In general, metastable

pseudomorphic deposits transform to their bulk-stable

polymorphs upon thickening, and the transition thickness

is on the order of nanometers.

With the continuing thrust toward thinner films in

devices and the potential of exploiting novel properties of

such dimensionally constrained systems, it is increasingly

evident that such pseudomorphic phases will be continu-

ally encountered. Furthermore, because the properties of

interest, electronic, magnetic, optical, and structural, are

intimately linked to the crystal structure of these nano-

layered films, it is important to rationalize the formation

of pseudomorphic phases and, if possible, even predict

their formation. Such metastable structures have been

documented for many systems in the literature, including

metal/metal (e.g., Refs. [1,2]) and metal/semiconductor

systems (e.g., Refs. [3,4]). Experimental observations

on multilayers include ones where either one (e.g.,

Refs. [5–7]) or even both layers[8] can exist in metastable

structures. The objective of this article is twofold: first, to

briefly review the reports in the published literature of

stabilization of pseudomorphic phases in nanolayered thin

films, and second, to attempt rationalizing these obser-

vations based on a simple classical thermodynamic

model. This model is a generic one which aids in the

understanding of phase stability and structural transitions

and leads to the development of a phase stability diagram

for multilayered thin films.

SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL
TRANSFORMATIONS OBSERVED
IN NANOLAYERED THIN FILMS

Titanium / Silver Multilayers

For the motivation of producing a one-dimensional dif-

fraction grating to be used as a soft X-ray monochromator,

Zheng et al.[9] deposited layered films of Ti/Ag using

electron-beam vaporization techniques.[9] Ti and Ag ex-

hibit hexagonal close-packed (hcp) and face-centered

cubic ( fcc) structures in their bulk equilibrium forms at

standard temperature and pressure (STP), respectively.

The substrate used was mica and the rate of growth was

about 0.8 nm/sec. Epitaxial growth was achieved by first

depositing 80 nm of silver on virgin mica held at 250�C.

Following the deposition of Ag, alternate layers of Ag and

Ti were deposited with a bilayer thickness (l) or com-

positionally modulated wavelength (CMW) of 1.9 nm.

The bilayer thickness is the sum of the thicknesses of a

single Ti and single Ag layer that forms the repeat period

of the multilayer. The films were deposited at a series of

different substrate temperatures. Structural characteriza-

tion of the films was performed using X-ray Laue dif-

fraction in the transmission mode. The Ti/Ag multilayers

normally develop a preferred growth texture arising from

the layering of close-packed planes. Coherent stacking

was observed for the {111} fcc planes of Ag and {0001}

hcp planes of Ti for thicker films, suggesting that both Ti

and Ag retained their bulk equilibrium structures. How-

ever, for bilayer thicknesses below 1.9 nm, a single fcc

structure was observed in these multilayers, suggesting the

structural transition from hcp Ti to fcc Ti in the Ti layers

of this multilayer.
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Niobium /Zirconium Multilayers

Nb/Zr multilayers were deposited by the process of

magnetron sputtering for studying the effect of structure

on the superconductivity in these multilayers.[10] Bulk

Nb exhibits a body-centered cubic (bcc) structure, while

bulk Zr exhibits the hcp structure at STP. The samples had

l values ranging from 20 down to 0.4 nm with equal Nb

and Zr layer thickness. These multilayers were charac-

terized by X-ray diffraction experiments (both high-angle

as well as low-angle or grazing incidence). The compo-

sition profile, which was calculated from the low-angle

X-ray diffraction profile, was not square, but rather the

Zr component had partially diffused into the Nb layer.

For l>10.9 nm, the structure of the Zr layer was purely

hexagonal with lattice constants of a=0.324 nm and

c=0.521 nm. Within the region of modulation wave-

lengths, 10.9 nm>l>5.1 nm, the Zr lattice undergoes a

gradual phase transition from hcp to bcc. For l<3.1 nm,

the Zr layer is purely bcc and forms a coherent interface

with the bcc Nb layer. Once the multilayer becomes

fully coherent and exhibits a bcc structure, the super-

conducting transition temperature increases sharply with

decreasing l.[10]

Nanolayered Cobalt on Gallium Arsenide

Bulk Co exhibits the hcp structure at STP.[4] A bcc form of

Co was stabilized in nanolayered Co deposited epitaxially

on GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE),

reported by Prinz[4] in 1985. The idea which leads to this

discovery was a well-known property of the FexCo1�x

alloy system which forms a bcc phase over the range

1>x>0.25. By a simple linear extrapolation of the lattice

constant from the bcc phase in these alloys, one obtains a

predicted value for the lattice constant of metastable bcc

Co to be 0.2819 nm. Prinz[4] found that by depositing Co

on GaAs, it is possible to epitaxially grow Co with the

desired lattice parameter and thereby form bcc Co.[4] Ex-

perimentally, epitaxial Co films were grown on GaAs by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The substrate used was

(110) oriented single crystalline GaAs. Auger spectra of

the as-deposited films showed small (�2%) traces of

carbon and oxygen on the surface. The films were char-

acterized by reflection high-energy electron diffraction

(RHEED). The Co diffraction patterns seem to have the

same symmetry as that of bcc Fe and the same spacing in

all the three principal crystallographic directions on the

(110) face. The film thickness of the Co film was 35.7 nm.

X-ray diffraction studies showed that thicker films yield

both cubic and hexagonal peaks. Very thick films showed

the presence of only hcp Co. The critical thickness at

which the Co film starts transforming from a bcc structure

to an hcp structure depends on the growth conditions. In

the report cited here, the authors found the 35.7-nm film to

be the most thick bcc film without any bifurcation into

bcc+hcp structures occurring. This is another case of

stabilization of a metastable in bulk phase (bcc Co) be-

cause of epitaxial growth on (110) GaAs substrates.

Iron /Ruthenium Multilayers

Bulk Fe exhibits the bcc structure at STP.[11] Fe grows in a

hexagonal form in Fe/Ru superlattices. These multilayers

were grown on freshly cleaved mica substrates or (11�20)

sapphire substrates by MBE. On the basis of RHEED

characterization, the authors conclude that during the

initial stages of growth, the Fe layers stack pseudomor-

phically on the (0001) Ru planes. Around 6 to 7 mono-

layers of Fe, the structure of the Fe layer deteriorates as

evidenced by the appearance of diffuse scattering in the

RHEED patterns. The authors have attributed this to the

loss of complete coherency between the Fe and Ru layers

leading to the introduction of misfit dislocations at the

interface. The structure of the Fe layer, however, still

remains hexagonal. X-ray diffraction does not reveal any

dramatic structural modification in multilayers which

have 2.1 nm Fe/4.2 nm Ru. A hexagonal symmetry still

persists in both the Fe and Ru layers. The authors have not

reported a critical thickness at which Fe reverts back to its

bulk stable bcc structure.[11]

Cobalt /Copper Multilayers

Continuing on structural transitions in Co, metastable

fcc Co was reported in Co/Cu multilayers by Lamelas

et al.[12] Co and Cu are interesting candidates for super-

lattice studies because both elements have a close-packed

structure in the bulk with a 2% mismatch within close-

packed planes.[12] The Co/Cu superlattices were deposited

by MBE on annealed GaAs substrates. The Co layer

thicknesses investigated were 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and

4.0 nm alternating with Cu layers which were maintained

at a constant thickness of 2.5 nm. The total superlattice

thickness was �150 nm. In all the cases, the authors re-

port the formation of fcc Co. They have used RHEED

characterization to determine the structure of the films,

but conclude that it is not possible to distinguish between

(111) fcc growth and (0001) hcp growth with the RHEED

technique.[12] Therefore they have used complementary

X-ray diffraction results to confirm the fcc structure in the

Co layers. Another interesting finding is that the fcc

stacking coherence increases dramatically for Co layers

<2 nm thick. The issue of fcc stabilization is addressed to

a certain extent. The authors claim that whereas it is

possible to understand the stabilization of fcc Co on (001)

Cu substrates because of the cubic symmetry of the Cu,[13]
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it is not clear as to why the (111) Cu substrate should lead

to an fcc stacking sequence in the Co layers especially

since the in-plane projected symmetry is the same for both

(111) fcc and (0001) hcp. A possible explanation may be

related to the change in d-band occupation which takes

place across a transition series in the periodic table. The

bulk equilibrium structures of bcc–hcp–fcc exhibited by

Fe–Co–Ni have been accounted for in this way based on

calculations by Skriver.[14] In addition, the authors have

also attributed the large elastic strains in Co/Cu multi-

layers (1–1.3%) to possibly stabilizing the fcc Co phase.

Charge transfer across the interface of two dissimilar

metals may also be playing a part in this transition. Fi-

nally, the authors comment on the Redfield–Zangwill

model for bimetallic superlattices based on oscillatory

interlayer potentials arising from the interfaces.[15] When

the modulation period in a superlattice is reduced, the

overlap of Friedel-like potentials of stacking faults close

to the interface can lead to the formation of periodic

stacking faults in the layer transforming an fcc layer into

hcp or vice versa.

Cobalt /Manganese Multilayers

A more recent study on Co/Mn superlattices[8] reports

stabilization of metastable forms of both fcc Co and fcc

Mn for very thin layer thicknesses.[8] Mn exhibits four

different allotropic forms in its bulk form, a and b Mn,

which have complex structures with 58 and 20 atoms per

unit cell, respectively, and the g and d phases, which are

fcc and bcc, respectively. Up to 6 Mn monolayers, the Mn

layers being highly strained, Co and Mn are stabilized in

out-of-equilibrium close-packed structures (fcc stacking).

The thin Mn layer (even for 2 monolayers) acts as an fcc

template for the deposition of fcc Co. The stabilization of

a metastable structure, such as the fcc Co at room tem-

perature, arises through chemical and elastic interactions

between Co and substrate atoms. The authors report that

the fcc Co in-plane lattice parameter is initially strained by

the thin Mn layer, but the value returns to that of bulk fcc

Co within 7 monolayers. This indicates that elastic inter-

actions are probably not the predominant factor in the

stabilization of fcc Co on thin layers of fcc Mn. To con-

sider the chemical interactions, the authors considered the

difference in binding energies between two types of sites

on an (111) fcc surface: the normal sites which, when

occupied, continue the fcc stacking sequence, and the fault

sites, which, when occupied, lead to the formation of

stacking faults. The binding energy of these two types of

sites depends on the nature of the adatom. They contend

that the experimental observations suggest that the bind-

ing energy of the normal sites is larger, and so both Co and

Mn reduce their total energies by allowing the Co atoms to

continue the fcc stacking sequence. As the thickness of the

layers is increased, for Mn thicker than 6 monolayers, the

dislocation density is maximum at the interfaces with very

little strains in either layer. The increase in dislocation

density is matched by an increase in the occurrence of

stacking faults in the Co layer which eventually lead to the

transformation into hcp Co.

Iron/Nickel Multilayers

Unlike Co/Mn multilayers which are a ferromagnetic/

paramagnetic pair, Fe/Ni multilayers have ferromagnetic

components for both the layers.[16] They are also inter-

esting because of their interesting magnetic properties.

Molecular beam epitaxy was employed to grow Fe/Ni

superlattices on 500-nm-thick Ag silver buffer layers.

The layer thicknesses employed were very small, of the

order of a few monolayers (ML). While Fe is bcc in its

bulk equilibrium form, Ni is fcc in bulk at STP. Using a

2-ML Fe layer as a template, up to 8 ML of Ni could be

grown pseudomorphically with the bcc structure. The

orientation relationship was Fe (110)//Ni (110). All the

growths were carried out under UHV with the substrate at

180�C. The structural characterization was carried out

using RHEED, and X-ray fluorescence was used to de-

termine the Ni density.

Platinum/Cobalt Multilayers

Pt/Co multilayers are a new candidate for a magneto-

optical (MO) rewritable, recording medium.[17] For Co

layer thicknesses less than 1.2 nm, they have perpendic-

ular magnetic anisotropy, which is a requirement in MO

recording. The Pt/Co multilayers were deposited using

d.c. magnetron sputtering using Ne, Ar, Kr, or Xe gas at

pressures less than 10 mTorr. Substrates used were glass

and Si. While Pt is fcc in its bulk form at STP, Co is hcp.

The as-deposited specimens were characterized by cross-

section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and

high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM). For about

0.4-nm-thick Co, the authors report that the structure was

single-phase fcc with (111) texture, characterized by a

lattice spacing �0.22 nm along the direction of chemical

modulation of film growth. This value corresponds to the

average of the Co (111) and Pt (111) fcc d-spacings.

When Co thickness was increased to 0.9 nm, in addition to

the diffraction from the 0.22-nm superlattice spacing,

faint diffraction spots appeared at a position corre-

sponding to a lattice spacing of about 0.2 nm. For Co

layers 1 nm thick, the large difference in Pt and Co lattice

constants (�10%) hindered pseudomorphic growth of

Co on Pt and there were many misfit defects visible

throughout the structure.
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Ruthenium/Iridium Multilayers

Ru exhibits the hcp structure and Ir exhibits the fcc

structure in their bulk forms at STP.[18] Ru/Ir superlattices

exhibited an hcp stacking sequence for very thin Ir layers.

The Ru/Ir superlattices were deposited by MBE. The two

samples investigated had wavelengths of l=4.1 and 6.2

nm (bilayer thicknesses). The Ru layers were 2.4 nm

thick, whereas the Ir layers were 8 and 15 atomic layers

thick, respectively. While the 4.1-nm multilayer exhibited

an hcp Ru/hcp Ir structure, the 6.2-nm multilayer exhib-

ited an hcp Ru/fcc Ir structure. Thus the two thicknesses of

the Ir layers are on either sides of the crossover thickness

for hcp–fcc transition.

Nanolayered Copper and Palladium Thin
Films on Tungsten Substrate

Bulk Cu and Pd both exhibit the fcc structure at STP.[2]

One of the most recent observations of structural transi-

tions is the formation of hcp Cu and Pd films on W (100)

substrates.[2] The interesting feature in this case is the

stabilization of hcp phase of Cu and Pd on a bcc W sub-

strate. The prismatic plane of hcp (11�20) has a 2-D unit

cell that is almost square, the difference between the two

orthogonal axes being determined by the length of the c-

axis. The square fcc (100) unit cell of the same material

differs from it by at least 25%. The hcp structure can be

stabilized on the (100) bcc square substrate if the misfit is

sufficiently small. The authors calculate the misfit as a

function of ratio of the overlay atom to the W atom and

find that it is almost zero between [1�100] of hcp Cu and W

<011> axes. Similarly, the misfit is very small between

the [0001] of hcp Pd and W <011>. This accounts for the

pseudomorphic stabilization of the hcp phases of Cu and

Pd on bcc W (100) substrates.

Titanium Nitride /Aluminum
Nitride Multilayers

Although Ti exhibits a bulk hcp structure, TiN has the B1

(rock salt) fcc-based structure in its bulk stable form at

STP.[19] AlN crystallizes in a hexagonal wurtzite phase at

ambient temperature and pressure. At high pressures in

AlN, a B1 rock-salt-type structure with a lattice parameter

of a�0.406 nm and a zinc-blende-type structure with

a�0.437 nm can form. A recent paper[19] reported the

epitaxial stabilization of the high-pressure B1 phase of

AlN in TiN/AlN superlattices grown on MgO (001) sub-

strates. The superlattices were grown in a UHV magnetron

sputtering chamber. The bilayer thicknesses (l) varied

from 1.8 to 8.0 nm. There is a good lattice match between

TiN and the cubic (B1) form of AlN which promotes the

stabilization of the cubic structure in AlN. The authors

have confirmed the epitaxial growth of the multilayers by

low-energy electron diffraction and high-resolution elec-

tron microscopy. They have reported a critical thickness

of 2 nm at which the AlN layer transforms from its epi-

taxially stabilized cubic structure to its bulk stable hex-

agonal form.

Cobalt /Chromium Multilayers

Co/Cr multilayered thin films have been extensively

studied because their perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

makes them potential candidates for perpendicular mag-

netic recording.[20–22] In their bulk forms, Co and Cr ex-

hibit the hcp and bcc structures at STP, respectively.

Pseudomorphic bcc-Co was stabilized on (110) GaAs for

the first time by Prinz.[4] Subsequently, there have been

numerous reports of pseudomorphic phases in Co/Cr

multilayers[20–22] wherein either Co transformed from its

bulk stable hcp to bcc or Cr transformed from its bulk

stable bcc to hcp. Boher et al.[20] reported that in Co/Cr

multilayers, involving equally thick Co and Cr layers,

with decreasing bilayer thickness, the Co layers trans-

formed from hcp to bcc. In an independent study, Vavra

et al.[21] reported that in multilayers with a constant Co

layer thickness, with reducing Cr layer thickness, there is

a transformation in the structure of the Cr layers from bcc

to hcp. It should be noted that the multilayer deposition

technique used by the two groups was also different:

Boher et al.[20] used radiofrequency (RF) sputter deposi-

tion, while Vavra et al.[21] used molecular beam epitaxy.

Based on these results, in a more recent paper, Metoki

et al.[22] suggest that the situation concerning Co/Cr

multilayers is controversial because of reports of phase

transitions in the Co layers in some cases and in the Cr

layers in other cases. This apparent controversy between

the experimental results of different groups has arisen

because of the lack of a framework for understanding

phase stabilities in multilayered thin films, which will be

addressed later in this article.

Niobium / Titanium Multilayers

While Ti exhibits the hcp structure (a-Ti) at STP, it

undergoes an allotropic transformation at 880�C from hcp

to bcc.[23] The high-temperature equilibrium bcc phase of

Ti is referred to as b-Ti. Similar to Zr in Nb/Zr multi-

layers,[10] the Ti layers in Nb/Ti multilayers exhibit a

transformation from hcp to bcc on reduction in layer

thickness.[23] It should be noted that this bcc phase

adopted by Ti in Nb/Ti multilayers is a pseudomorphic

phase and not in equilibrium. An X-ray diffraction pattern

in the Bragg reflection geometry from a relatively thicker

Nb/Ti multilayer is shown in Fig. 1a. The distinctly split

peak in this diffraction pattern can be indexed as a

combination of the {0002} hcp Ti peak and the {011} bcc

Nb peak. This observation in conjunction with additional
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electron diffraction evidence[23] clearly indicates the

presence of hcp Ti and bcc Nb in this multilayer. When

the layer thickness is reduced, for a Nb/Ti multilayer

containing the same volume fraction of Nb, the X-ray

diffraction pattern changes and is shown in Fig. 1b. In-

stead of a split peak, only a single peak visible in this

pattern can be consistently indexed as the {011} bcc peak.

Electron diffraction results[23] are in agreement with this

observation and indicate that in this multilayer, the Ti

layers have transformed to a bcc structure. Thus the

stacking in the thinner multilayer is bcc Nb/bcc Ti. The

bcc Ti layers adopt the same lattice parameter as that of

the high-temperature b-Ti equilibrium phase. The high-

temperature b-Ti phase exhibits a lattice parameter that is

nearly identical to that of Nb (0.33 nm). This allows the

bcc Ti layers to maintain a coherent interface with the bcc

Nb layers.

Based on TEM diffraction patterns of the Nb/Ti mul-

tilayers, it was determined that for thicker layers, the hcp/

bcc interface has a Burgers or near-Burgers orientation

relationship given as

f0001g hcp //f011g bcc

h11�20i hcp // h111i bcc

Upon transformation to a bcc / bcc interface for thinner

Nb/Ti multilayers, the orientation relationship is

f011g bcc //f011g bcc

h111i bcc //h111i bcc

Titanium/ fcc Metal Multilayers

As indicated earlier, bulk Ti is hcp at STP. The first report

of a structural transition in Ti was by Wawner and Law-

less,[24] who reported the formation of fcc Ti on single

crystal NaCl substrates. The fcc Ti transformed to its bulk

hcp structure when the film was between 35 and 300 nm

thick (the value varied depending upon the orientation of

the NaCl single crystal). There have been a few other

reports of fcc Ti in epitaxial thin films on substrates.[25,26]

However, the most recent studies dealing with structural

transitions in Ti thin films and multilayers have been

carried out by Jankowski and Wall,[7] Shechtman et al.,[27]

Josell et al.,[28] Van Heerden et al.,[29] Ahuja and Fraser,[5]

and Banerjee et al.[6,30,31]

Jankowski and Wall[7] studied Ti thin films deposited

on Ni single crystals and also Ni/Ti multilayers. The

multilayers were sputter-deposited with bilayer thick-

nesses of 26, 8.3, and 1.3 nm with the ratio of Ni to the

bilayer thickness being 0.45, 0.46, and 0.67, respectively.

The multilayers were characterized by X-ray diffraction as

well as cross-section TEM and HREM studies. Jankowski

and Wall[7] reported the presence of fcc Ti in all the

multilayers. Selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns from

the multilayers in the cross-section geometry could be

indexed on the basis of an fcc Ti phase with a lattice pa-

rameter of 0.440 nm. The measured d-spacings (from the

ring diffraction pattern) for the 8.3- and 26-nm multilayers

poorly fit the (11�20) reflection of hcp Ti. Furthermore,

both diffraction patterns did not contain the critical (0002)

reflection which is essential for the hcp structure. The

HREM studies coupled with image simulations also con-

firmed the fcc stacking sequence in the Ti layers of these

multilayers. The SAD pattern from the 1.3-nm multilayer

was found to fit a single fcc structure. There is no evidence

of hcp Ti in this multilayer. Jankowski and Wall[7] also

deposited a monolithic 1-mm-thick Ti film on a Ni single

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray diffraction pattern in the reflection Bragg

geometry from a thicker Nb/Ti multilayer showing two distinct

peaks (part of the split peak) corresponding to {0002} hcp Ti

and {011} bcc Nb. (b) X-ray diffraction pattern from a thinner

Nb/Ti multilayer containing the same volume fraction of Nb

as in (a) showing a single {011} bcc peak due to the trans-

formation of the Ti layers from hcp to bcc on reduction in

layer thickness.
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crystal substrate. They also found fcc Ti in these films in

HREM images of the cross-section geometry.

Van Heerden et al,[29] Josell et al.,[28] and Shechtman

et al.[27] have also observed the formation of fcc Ti in both

Ni/Ti as well as Al/Ti multilayers and have attributed the

transformation as an artifact of sample preparation during

cold-stage ion milling in the cross-section geometry. Their

studies on Al/Ti multilayers have involved layer thick-

nesses of 45/45, 45/180, 45/300, and 45/750 Al/Ti (all in

units of nm). An additional multilayer with 90/45 Al/Ti

has also been studied. They have used glass substrates and

evaporation at rates between 0.3 and 0.8 nm/sec. The

authors have characterized their multilayers by X-ray

diffraction and TEM/HREM studies. A typical X-ray

pattern from the 90/45 multilayer in the Bragg geometry

did not show any peak corresponding to (111) fcc Ti

which should occur at a 2y angle of 35.14� (calculated

based on the lattice parameter measured for fcc Ti = 0.442

nm in cross-section TEM specimens). The authors com-

plemented their X-ray diffraction results in the Bragg

geometry with X-ray transmission diffraction studies in

which they also found that all the peaks could be indexed

on the basis of fcc Al and hcp Ti. There were no peaks

corresponding to fcc Ti in any of the X-ray diffraction

patterns. This evidence clearly supports the authors’

contention that the Ti deposits in an hcp form and trans-

form to fcc on cold-stage ion milling of the cross section.

It should be noted at this point that all the X-ray diffrac-

tion results are for the 90/45 multilayer in which the Ti

layer is 45 nm thick. This is quite a thick layer and epi-

taxial stabilization of an fcc structure from the Al substrate

may not be feasible for such a thick layer. At this point, it

is also important to point out that the same authors have

reported an evidence for fcc Ti based on X-ray diffraction

studies in a Ni/Ti multilayer with composition wavelength

of 5.5 nm[28] in which they find the absence of a (0002)

hcp Ti peak. On thinning all these multilayers in cross

section, TEM diffraction indicates the formation of fcc Ti

in all these multilayers, including the one in which the Ti

layer thickness is 750 nm.

Ahuja and Fraser[5] and Banerjee et al.[6] reported a

series of novel structural transitions in Ti/Al thin-film

multilayers based on the results of TEM observations in

the cross-section geometry. These transitions are dimen-

sionally induced in the multilayers as the bilayer thickness

was varied. The bilayer thicknesses for the multilayers

that have been studied are 108, 21, 9.8, and 5.2 nm. In the

first multilayer with l=108 nm, both Ti and Al retain their

bulk stable crystal structures resulting in a stacking se-

quence of hcp Ti/fcc Al. Transmission electron micros-

copy investigations have revealed that the Ti and Al layers

grow with a {0001} and {111} texture parallel to the

substrate, respectively. For l=9.8 nm, the stacking se-

quence is fcc Ti/fcc Al. A further reduction of the bilayer

thickness to l=5.2 nm results in a stacking sequence of

hcp Ti/hcp Al. It should be noted that in both these papers,

the phase stability observations were based on cross-sec-

tion TEM specimens. The fcc Ti phase reported in these

papers is a=0.44 nm, similar to the value reported by

Jankowski and Wall[7] and Van Heerden et al.[29] The

critical transition thickness for Ti (to transform from hcp

to fcc) is less than 10 nm. Effects of interfacial stabili-

zation are likely to play a much more significant role in

these structural transitions than can be expected in the

‘‘thick’’ 750-nm fcc Ti layers observed by Van Heerden

et al.[29] Furthermore, it should be noted that in the case of

the study by Ahuja and Fraser, for Ti layer thicknesses

>20 nm, the structure as observed in ion-milled cross

sections of the multilayer is hcp, in contrast to the ob-

servation of Van Heerden et al.[29] wherein the structure

transformed to fcc even when 750-nm-thick Ti layers were

thinned in cross section.

While Ahuja and Fraser[5] studied Ti/Al multilayers

in which both Ti and Al layers were equally thick (vol-

ume fraction of Ti=0.5), in more recent investigations,

Banerjee et al.[30,31] have studied Ti/Al multilayers in

which the volume fractions of the components have been

varied. For example, the structure of the Ti and Al layers

in a 10.5-nm Ti/26-nm Al multilayer is visible in the

cross-section high-resolution transmission electron mi-

crograph shown in Fig. 2a. In the cross-section geometry,

the planes of atoms parallel to the Ti/Al interface corre-

spond to the close-packed planes in each layer.[30,31] From

the ababa. . . stacking of the close-packed {0001} planes

in Ti layer and the abcabca. . . stacking of {111} planes in

the Al layer, it is apparent that the Ti layers exhibit an hcp

structure while the Al layers exhibit an fcc structure.

When the layer thickness in these multilayers is reduced to

5.5-nm Ti/13.5-nm Al, the structure of the Ti layers

changes to fcc. This is clearly visible in the abcabca. . .
stacking sequence of close-packed layers in the Ti layers,

characteristic of the fcc structure, shown in Fig. 2b. Fur-

thermore, Banerjee et al.[30] have studied the influence of

thinning geometry (cross section vs. plan view) on the

crystal structure exhibited by the Ti layer. Based on these

results, it appears that the formation of an fcc Ti phase

with a lattice parameter of a=0.44 nm is likely to be a

consequence of hydrogen stabilization during cross-sec-

tion ion-beam thinning, and therefore a sample prepara-

tion artifact.[30] The diffusivity of hydrogen in Ti is

considerably more than the diffusivity of hydrogen in

Al.[32] Cross-section thinning would actually open up a

large number of parallel short-circuit diffusion paths (Ti

layers) through the multilayer, whereas in the plan-view

specimens, the diffusion of hydrogen is rate-limited

through the Al layers before they can reach the Ti layers.

Furthermore, there are two titanium hydrides which have

fcc structures with lattice parameters similar to the one
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observed for fcc Ti in the multilayers: TiH2 which is fcc

with a=0.44 nm and TiH which is fcc with c/a=1.09 and

a=0.42 nm.[33] However, pseudomorphic stabilization of

an fcc Ti phase, unrelated to specimen preparation, occurs

in Ti/Al multilayers for substantially thinner Ti layers

when sandwiched in between much thicker Al layers. This

has been clearly established by Banerjee et al.[30] Unlike

the hydrogen-stabilized fcc Ti phase, the pseudomorphic

fcc Ti phase adopts a lattice parameter a=0.403 nm,

which is similar to that of fcc Al.

MODELING OF PHASE STABILITY IN
NANOLAYERED THIN FILMS

Previous descriptions of phase stability in nanolayered

thin films and multilayers can be categorized into three

groups based on either classical thermodynamics, the ef-

fect of coherency strains, or interface-induced modula-

tions in the stacking fault potential in close-packed

structures. In thermodynamic analyses of thin films, the

competition between interfacial (area) and bulk (volume)

contributions to the free energy defines a thermodynamic

critical thickness for structural transitions such as the

coherent–incoherent transition in epitaxy, as well as

polymorphic transitions in thin surface films.[34,35] In this

view,[34] a metastable structure is stabilized in a deposit as

a result of lowering the (surface and) interfacial energy.

Thus the metastable structure itself is not necessarily

dictated by coherency strains or any other influence of the

substrate. However, in models based on coherency strains

(e.g., Ref. [35]), the metastable structure is considered to

result from the natural response of the deposit to large

coherency strains induced by the substrate. Both types of

thermodynamic models were strictly developed for the

case of a thin deposit on a thick substrate, with a single

degree of freedom corresponding to film thickness.

However, in a multilayer, the need to treat both compo-

nents in this way adds another degree of freedom.

Therefore it is important to expand on the thermodynamic

model when it is applied to multilayers, where the total

energy of the ‘‘unit system,’’ defined as two layers and

twointerfaces, is minimized (as described below). In the

third type of model proposed by Redfield and Zangwill[15]

the metastable phase is formed because of the stabilization

of stacking faults in a close-packed structure. The low-

ering of the stacking fault potential results from the su-

perposition of interface-induced modulations in this

potential. This model only applies to multilayered systems

which involve only close-packed structures, and it is un-

able to predict phase stability when volume fractions of

the two components are varied. Because of these limita-

tions of previous models, recently, a new model based on

classical thermodynamics has been developed, specifi-

cally for rationalizing phase stability in thin-film multi-

layers.[30,31,36]

To expand on the classical view, consider as reference

a unit bilayer of two metals, A and B, in their strain-free,

stable crystal structures. Let the component layer thick-

nesses be hA and hB, so that the thickness of the reference

bilayer l=hA+hB. The free energy of the reference bilayer

is thus:

G ¼ NAmA þ NBmB þ 2gS ð1Þ

where Ni is the number of atoms of species i, mi is its

chemical potential, g is the interfacial free energy, and S is

the area of the interface. Note that other terms, for ex-

ample, describing the interfacial defect content and/or

elemental intermixing across interfaces, can be included

in Eq. 1, but for simplicity, these are considered to be

Fig. 2 (a) High-resolution TEM micrograph from a 10.5-nm

Ti/26-nm Al multilayer in the cross-section geometry. The stack-

ing of close-packed planes in the Ti layer is ababa. . ., which is

characteristic of the hcp structure, while the stacking in the Al

layer is abcabca. . ., which is characteristic of the fcc structure.

(b) Cross-section high-resolution TEM micrograph from a 5.5-

nm Ti/13.5-nm Al multilayer, exhibiting an abcabca. . . stacking

of close-packed layers in the Ti layer, indicative of a

transformation from hcp to fcc in the thinner Ti layers.
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included in the interfacial energy term. Suppose this ref-

erence bilayer is transformed to a candidate state where at

least one of the members exists in a metastable structure.

The free energy after transformation is given by:

G0 ¼ NAm0A þ NBm0B þ 2g0S ð2Þ

where the prime refers to the candidate state. Note that

the Ni’s are constant in the closed system, and both the

lamellar morphology and interfacial area S are fixed in

the variation of state. Whereas the density of both layers

is allowed to change on transformation, the constraint

of constant area is necessary. Clearly, if the interfacial

area was allowed to vary, the thermodynamic problem

would include a search for the equilibrium shape, and

therefore it would be ill-posed and intractable without

some factors opposing the reshaping of the multilayer by

an endless decrease in the interfacial area. Thus it is

recognized that the proper thermodynamic potential for

the problem at hand must be normalized by the inter-

facial area.

The specific free energy of formation of the candidate

bilayer, Dg, is given as follows:

Dg ¼ 2Dg þ ½DGAð1� fBÞ þ DGB fB�l ð3Þ

where Dg is normalized by the area of the interface, Dg is

the change in interfacial free energy, DGi is the allotropic

free energy change per unit volume of reference phase for

metal i, and fB is the volume fraction of metal B in the

reference bilayer. Note that the product fil gives the layer

thickness for metal i in the reference bilayer. It is recog-

nized that there may be several contributions to the terms

Dg and DGi, including, for example, impurity effects, lo-

cal elemental intermixing, alloying in miscible systems,

interface strain, and defect interactions. However, while

these effects may modify the values of interfacial and bulk

energies, providing the composition and interfacial area

do not change during the given phase transition, such

contributions to the energy terms do not invalidate the

current thermodynamic analysis. Of course, these various

contributions must be taken into account when deter-

mining values for these various parameters by, for ex-

ample, first principles calculations.

To illustrate how the thermodynamics contained in

Eq. 3 applies to phase stability in multilayers, consider a

multilayered system in which below a critical value of

l=l*, the crystal structure of component B undergoes a

transition to a metastable form B’. This situation can be

depicted conveniently by a constant volume-fraction cut

of the Dg (l, f ) surface, i.e., by a plot of Dg vs. l, as shown

in Fig. 3a. As the scale of the multilayer is reduced from

an arbitrarily large value of l, the lowest free energy

corresponds to the components adopting their bulk stable

forms. However, below the critical value, l*, the energy of

the system is minimized by transforming component B to

its metastable form. As noted above, in the present model,

the transition is driven by the reduction in interfacial

energy, which is represented in Fig. 3a by the nega-

tive intercept 2DgA/B’. There are several factors which

influence interfacial energy, and these are conveniently

grouped under chemical and structural contributions.

Eq. 3 describes a thermodynamic potential surface that

varies as a function of two independent variables, f and l.

Formally, the thermodynamics is similar to that of phase

equilibria in a one-component system under varying

temperature and pressure. Here each ‘‘biphase’’ (i.e., one

phase for each of the two layers) is represented by a

surface in f–l space, and the equilibrium multilayer

structure is the one with the lowest specific free energy of

formation Dg. Conditions for coexistence of biphases are

determined by the intersection of Dg surfaces, and a va-

riety of biphase diagrams can be constructed, e.g., hA–hB,

l–f, and (1/l)–f diagrams. For example, Fig. 3b is the

biphase diagram corresponding to the multilayers of

Fig. 3a. For this hypothetical system, only two biphase

fields appear on the diagram—one for the biphase

Fig. 3 (a) A constant volume-fraction cut of the Dg (l, f )

surface showing the stabilization of the metastable B’ phase by

the reduction in interfacial energy (Dg). (b) A biphase diagram

for A/B multilayers.
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composed of the two bulk-stable phases, A/B, and the

other field is for the A/B’ biphase, where component B is

present in a metastable structure. The slope of line (1) in

Fig. 3b is given by �DGB/2DgA/B’, and because the

metastable structure is stabilized by the lowering of the

interfacial energy, this slope is positive [i.e., Dg is nega-

tive with respect to the reference state; see Fig. 3a]. In a

system where metastable forms can be stabilized in both

layers, there may be three biphase fields meeting at a

triple point. As in the case of conventional pressure–

temperature phase diagrams, at the triple point, all phases

coexist in equilibrium.

Equilibrium predictions of phase stability are realized

experimentally only by permission of kinetics. For ex-

ample, because of kinetic constraints, multiple biphases

may be observed in the same multilayer, especially under

experimental conditions near a boundary on the biphase

diagram. Of course, it should also be noted that for sys-

tems represented by the terminal fractions ( fB=0 and 1),

because there are no interfaces, then Dg=0, and the co-

existence curves become undefined.

The biphase boundaries such as in Fig. 3b are linear

because DG and Dg are assumed to be independent of l
and f. However, this simple result would not be obtained

in coherently strained multilayers, where the equilibrium

coherency strain in each layer is inversely proportional to

its thickness.[37] If the coherency strain energy was in-

cluded in the thermodynamics, the resulting Dg would

depend nonlinearly on volume fraction, and this would

ultimately lead to curved boundaries on the 1/l–f biphase

diagram. In the present analysis, coherency effects are

ignored because they are not necessary for illustrating the

basic principles underlying the biphase diagram.

As an example, the concept of the biphase diagram has

been applied for rationalizing the experimental trends

reported for Co/Cr multilayers. The results reported in the

literature may be used to produce a preliminary biphase

diagram for these multilayers, which is shown in Fig. 2.

Included in this diagram are the results from Boher

et al.[20] as well as the results from Vavra et al.[21] The

biphase boundaries marked (1) and (3) in Fig. 4 have been

drawn with the data as a guide. The triple point is con-

strained by the experimental results to be drawn at a value

of fCr�0.3. The slopes of biphase boundaries (1) and (3)

are given by �DGCr/2Dghcp/hcp (i.e., positive slope) and

DGCo/2Dgbcc/bcc (i.e., negative slope), respectively. From

the measured slope of line (1), 1.45�109 m�1, and the

literature value of DGCr=7.45 kJ mol�1,[38] one calculates

a value of Dghcp/hcp=�356 mJ m�2. Similarly, using the

slope of line (3) in Fig. 2 (�5.9�108 m�1) and

DGCo=4.2 kJ mol�1,[38] one obtains Dgbcc/bcc=�537 mJ

m�2. The Dg’s obtained from lines (1) and (3) were used

in conjunction with the available DG’s to determine

the slope of line (2) in Fig. 4 [given by (DGCo+DGCr)/

2(Dgbcc/bcc�Dghcp/hcp)]. Note that the resulting line (2)

completes the biphase diagram self-consistently, i.e.,

without violating the phase rule and without conflicting

with the experimental data.

With the aid of the biphase diagram, it has been pos-

sible to present the various ‘‘confusing’’ experimental

results, as noted by Metoki et al.,[22] on a comprehensive,

rational basis. In addition, the diagram was used to obtain

reasonable values for the model parameters Dghcp/hcp=

�356 mJ m�2 and Dgbcc/bcc=�537 mJ m�2. The abso-

lute values of Dg are similar to typical values of inter-

facial energy for incoherent solid / solid interfaces[39]

and are significantly less than the value of about 3 J m�2

deduced from experiments on AlN/TiN multilayers.[19] It

should be noted that these deduced values of interfacial

energy differences, while being influenced by the accu-

racies of the DG’s used [i.e., here based on the calculation

of alloy phase diagrams (CALPHAD) technique], refer to

the experimental samples studied in the referenced works.

Hence these multilayers may be characterized to various

degrees by elastic strains, defects in the bulk and at

interfaces, elemental intermixing across interfaces, and

impurities (among other factors). These types of factors

will influence the actual values of DG’s and Dg’s and

therefore the slopes of the lines in the biphase diagrams.

Therefore it is important to consider these factors when

interpreting the values of, for example, Dg’s deduced from

biphase diagrams. The results of applying the model to

Co/Cr are encouraging and lend credence to the use of the

biphase diagram as a predictive tool for phase stabilities

in the multilayers. Interestingly, one prediction afforded

by the biphase diagram shown in Fig. 4 is the possibility

of observing a double transition in one of the metals,

as l is increased at a fixed volume fraction. For Co/Cr

multilayers with fCr below the triple-point fraction, e.g.,

fCr � 0.25, and as a function of increasing l, the Co is

Fig. 4 A biphase diagram for Co/Cr multilayers.[36] This dia-

gram has been constructed on the basis of the experimental re-

sults from Boher et al.[20] and Vavra et al.[21]
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predicted to transform once, from metastable bcc to stable

hcp, but the Cr should transform twice, from stable bcc to

metastable hcp, then back to bcc.

CONCLUSION

Structural transitions often occur in nanolayered thin films

and multilayers when the layer thickness is reduced to the

nanometer scale. These transitions are usually observed

when there is a difference between the bulk equilibrium

crystal structures of the film and the substrate or the two

layers comprising the multilayer and lead to the stabili-

zation of pseudomorphic phases in these nanolayers. A

new model has been presented to account for structural

stability in thin-film multilayers, based on classical ther-

modynamics of the competition between bulk and inter-

facial free energies in nanolayers. The reduction in

interfacial energy is considered to be the main driving

force behind the stabilization of pseudomorphic phases in

thin-film multilayers. The thermodynamic analysis per-

mits a new type of phase diagram to be derived for mul-

tilayers, the biphase stability diagram, in which phase

stability is depicted as a function of size scale (a natural

state variable associated with thin multilayered materials).

While the thermodynamic model and the concept of the

biphase stability diagram are quite simple, their applica-

bility is quite generic.
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Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational
Spectroscopy Studies of Molecular
Orientation at Interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

Sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectrosco-

py has been developed into a powerful technique to

detect molecular conformation and chemical group

orientation at different interfaces. This article will focus

on recent SFG research of interfacial polymers and

proteins. Understanding of molecular structures and

conformations at interfaces involving polymer and/or

protein molecules is widely desired because they

determine the interfacial properties that play crucial

roles in many important applications.[1–5] For example,

the interfaces between polymer implants and proteins

determine the biocompatibility of such devices. Conse-

quently, improved control of these interfaces can

increase human life expectancy.[3] The interfaces be-

tween antibiofouling polymer coatings and underwater

glue proteins secreted by marine organisms such as

mussels and barnacles dictate the performance of these

coatings. Characterization of the molecular structures of

such interfaces can aid in the design of environmentally

benign polymer coatings with better antifouling proper-

ties, saving energy required to operate marine vessels.[4]

The use of polymer-based adhesives is of major im-

portance in a variety of modern microelectronic and

photonic applications.[5] Understanding the molecular

structures of these adhesives at interfaces is essential for

the design of better adhesive materials.

The molecular-level understanding of structures of

surfaces/interfaces involving polymers and/or proteins

has been a challenge, as such structures are usually

considered to be complicated and hard to examine in

situ. Here we will present recent advances in charac-

terizing molecular conformations and chemical group

orientations of polymer surfaces and protein molecules

at various interfaces using SFG. We will introduce the

SFG technique, discuss SFG studies on buried polymer

interfaces, and show SFG detection of interfacial

protein conformations.

EXPERIMENTAL: SUM FREQUENCY
GENERATION TECHNIQUE

Sum frequency generation is a process in which two input

beams at frequencies o1 and o2 mix in a medium and

generate an output beam at the sum frequency o=o1+o2.

As a second-order nonlinear optical process, it is

forbidden under the electrical dipole approximation in

media with inversion symmetry. At surfaces or interfaces

where inversion symmetry is broken, SFG is naturally

allowed, and can therefore be used as an effective surface

probe. Typically, SFG vibrational spectroscopy uses a

tunable infrared (IR) input o2 overlapping with a fixed

visible input o1 on a surface/interface to generate a

surface/interface vibrational spectrum by plotting SFG

intensities vs. the IR input frequency.[6–22] Using different

input/output polarization combinations with respect to

beam and sample geometries, orientation information on

surface/interfacial molecules can be obtained.[23–26]

A representative experimental arrangement for SFG is

depicted schematically in Fig. 1. In our laboratory, the

visible beam at 532 nm was generated by frequency-

doubling fundamental output pulses of 20 psec pulse width

from an EKSPLA Nd:YAG laser. The IR beam, tunable

from 650 to 4300 cm�1, was generated from an EKSPLA

optical parametrical generation/amplification and differ-

ence frequency system based on LBO and AgGaS2 or

GaSe crystals. Both beams were focused on the sample

with diameters of about 0.5 mm. The sum frequency signal

from the polymer surface was collected by a photomul-

tiplier tube and processed with a gated integrator. Sum

frequency generation spectra with different polarization

combinations including ssp (s-polarized sum frequency

output, s-polarized visible input, and p-polarized IR input),

ppp, pss, and sps were collected. There are variations of

SFG setups used in different research laboratories,

depending on the types of lasers employed.[21]

Various experiments show that SFG is indeed a

submonolayer surface-specific polymer surface probe.
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Such experiments include comparing reflected and trans-

mitted SFG spectra, modifying a polymer surface by im-

mersing it in liquids or by exposing it to plasma treatment

for a short time, and evaluating SFG spectral intensity

from polymer films with different thickness.[7] The sur-

face specificity of SFG studies on interfacial proteins will

be discussed later.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polymer / Water Interfaces

It is important to study polymer / water interfaces because

many polymers such as biomedical or biofouling control

polymers are used in aqueous environments. Unfortunate-

ly, most surface science techniques are operable only with

the sample under ultrahigh vacuum.[27,28] Freeze-drying

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been devel-

oped to study polymer surface restructuring in water, but it

cannot provide molecular conformational information.[29]

Contact angle measurements show that many polymer

surfaces reconstruct in liquid, but they cannot show how

the polymer surfaces change at the molecular level.[30]

Here, we report our SFG studies on interfaces between

polymethacrylates, which are widely used as biomaterials,

and water.

Three polymethacrylates with different lengths of alkyl

side chains—poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),

poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA), and poly(n-octyl

methacrylate) (POMA)—were investigated. Their glass

transition temperatures are 105�C, 17�C, and �70�C,

respectively,[12] showing that the molecules have different

bulk mobilities. Through this study, we hope to correlate

the surface restructuring behavior of these three poly-

methacrylates in water to their bulk mobility or glass

transition temperatures.

Both ssp and sps SFG spectra of PMMA in water are

dominated by the signals from ester methyl groups,

similar to those of the PMMA / air interface, although they

are much weaker.[12] Analysis of the spectra shows that

the weaker spectra are mainly because of the changes of

the Fresnel coefficients for the two interfaces. There is

little structural change for the ester methyl, alpha methyl,

and methylene groups at the PMMA surface after

contacting water.

Experimental and fitted SFG spectra indicated that

PBMA surfaces in both air and water are dominated by the

methyl groups of the ester side chains (Fig. 2). The

average orientation and orientation distribution of these

methyl groups at the PBMA / air and PBMA / water in-

terfaces can be deduced by the SFG absolute intensity

Fig. 1 Sum frequency generation experimental geometry.

Fig. 2 Sum frequency generation spectra collected from the

PBMA / air and PBMA / water interfaces. (From Ref. [14]; #

American Chemical Society, 2002.)

Fig. 3 Orientation distribution of methyl groups on the PBMA

surface in air and water. (From Ref. [14]; # American Chemical

Society, 2002.)
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and intensity ratio measurements (Fig. 3).[14] Fig. 3

shows that methyl groups have different orientation dis-

tributions on PBMA surfaces in air and water, indicating

that surface restructuring occurs when the PBMA sample

contacts water. Methyl groups tend to stand up on the

PBMA surface in air, and tend to lie down on the surface

in water. The orientation distribution of side chain methyl

groups on the PBMA surface is narrower in water than

that in air, indicating that the PBMA surface can be more

ordered in water. To our knowledge, this is the first time

that quantitative comparisons between molecular surface

structures of polymers in air and water have been made.

It has been found that the orientation angle distribution

function deduced by the Gaussian distribution and the

maximum entropy distribution are quite similar, showing

that the Gaussian distribution is a good approximation of

the angle distribution. When the PBMA surface was

removed from water, the SFG spectra recovered, indi-

cating that restructuring of the PBMA surface in water

is reversible.

Sum frequency generation spectra of POMA show

that the POMA / air interface is dominated by the methyl

and methylene groups.[12] When POMA makes contact

with water, its SFG spectra immediately disappear. With

the sample out of water and dried, the spectra reappear,

but are very different from those before contacting water.

We believe that the polymer backbones of POMA

change immediately after contacting water because

POMA has a very low Tg (�70�C) and thus the back-

bones are very mobile. The molecules on the surface in

water become randomly oriented so that no SFG signal

can be detected.

We showed here that different polymers can have

different surface restructuring behaviors in water. The

PMMA surface has no detectable changes in water

because of its rigid surface structures and hydrophilic

surface-dominating ester methyl groups.[11] For PBMA,

the surface had a reversible side group reorientation in

water. Poly(n-octyl methacrylate) has a low glass transi-

tion temperature and thus molecules are very mobile. Its

surface exhibited irreversible restructuring after contact

with water.

In addition to these three polymethacrylates, surface

restructuring of another polymethacrylate, cross-linked

poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA), a widely

used contact lens material hydrogel, has been studied

using SFG.[31] Sum frequency generation measurements

demonstrate that PHEMA can adopt two discrete surface

states depending on the environment. When PHEMA is

exposed to air, polar side chains turn into the bulk, leaving

the nonpolar methyl groups to project out of the surface to

form a ‘‘hydrophobic conformation.’’ In water, polar

ethylene glycol groups migrate to the surface and coexist

with methyl groups at the surface, creating a ‘‘hydrophilic

conformation’’ (Fig. 4).

Sum frequency generation studies on polymer surfaces

in water demonstrate that it can provide molecular

conformation and chemical group orientation information

about polymer molecules at polymer / water interfaces in

situ. Both qualitative and quantitative understanding of

surface restructuring behaviors of polymer surfaces in

water can be achieved.

Solid / Liquid Polymer or
Polymer Solution Interfaces

In addition to buried polymer / water interfaces, SFG has

also been applied to study polymer / polymer interfaces.

We will first report the SFG research on polymer struc-

tures at the solid / liquid interfaces. The polymers that

will be examined here include poly(ethylene oxide)

(PEO), poly(propylene oxide) (PPO), and PEO–PPO–

PEO block copolymers.

Poly(ethylene oxide)–PPO–PEO block copolymers or

pluronics are well-known nonionic and water-soluble

macromolecular surfactants. Their behavior in micelle

formation, emulsification, drug stabilization, or drug

delivery is determined by different interfacial conforma-

tions of PEO and PPO blocks at various solid / liquid

interfaces. The adsorption behavior of pluronic surfactants

at the solid / solution interface has been studied by several

different techniques such as ellipsometry, total internal

reflectance fluorescence (TIRF), XPS, and surface plas-

mon resonance (SPR).[32] However, it is still not clear how

the polymer chains and chemical groups are arranged at

different interfaces and how these molecules interact with

the contacting media. Here we want to elucidate the

interfacial structures of pluronics at various interfaces.

Before that, we first discuss the conformations of various

components of pluronics, including PEO and PPO, at

various interfaces.

Fig. 4 Schematics describing surface structures of PHEMA in

air and water. (From Ref. [31]; # American Chemical Society,

1999.)
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Conformation of poly(ethylene oxide) and
poly(propylene oxide) at different solid / liquid
polymer interfaces

Sum frequency generation spectra were collected from

interfaces between PEO or PPO liquid and several solid

materials, including fused silica, deuterated polystyrene

(d-PS), and deuterated PMMA (d-PMMA) (Fig. 5). We

found that the intensity of the dominating peak (symmet-

rical C–H stretch for both PEO and PPO) decreases from

the d-PS interface to the d-PMMA interface and drops to

zero for the fused silica / liquid polymer interface. At the

d-PS / polyether interfaces, strong SFG signals show that

polyethers should have ordered conformations, with CH2

(for PEO) or CH3 groups (for PPO) oriented along the

interface normal. This indicates that the hydrophobic

polystyrene (PS) surface, which is dominated by phenyl

groups, interacts favorably with CH2 groups on PEO or

methyl groups on PPO molecules, forming ordered

conformations of PEO and PPO at the interface. At the

fused silica / polyether interface, no SFG signal can be

detected, showing that both polyethers have random

conformations. This shows that the interactions between

fused silica and CH2 groups on PEO molecules or methyl

groups on PPO molecules are unfavorable. Because of the

surface-dominating ester methyl groups,[11] the hydro-

phobicity of d-PMMA is between d-PS and fused silica,

thus polyethers have intermediate conformations com-

pared to those contacting d-PS and fused silica, evidenced

by SFG spectra with intermediate intensities. Sum

frequency generation studies of solid / polyether interfaces

clearly demonstrate that polyethers can have different

conformations while contacting different solid materials.

Interfacial activity and conformation of
poly(ethylene oxide) and poly(propylene oxide)
at solid / solution interfaces

Poly(ethylene oxide), PPO, and their copolymers are

mostly used in aqueous solutions. Similar to the solid /

pure liquid polymer interfaces mentioned above, SFG

spectra (ssp) were collected from solid / polymer solution

interfaces. No SFG signals corresponding to PEO mole-

cules were detected for any solid / PEO solution interface.

Further research indicated that PEO molecules do not

segregate to the interfaces.[16] Because of strong hydrogen

bonding between PEO and water, PEO tends to interact

with the water phase, is surrounded by water molecules,

and stays in the bulk.

Poly(propylene oxide) is more surface-active or inter-

face-active than PEO. Sum frequency generation spectra

collected from a solid / PPO solution interface is quite

similar to the solid / PPO liquid polymer interface. For

example, SFG signals of PPO collected from d-PS / PPO

solution interfaces are very similar to those of d-PS / pure

PPO liquid interfaces, showing that the d-PS / PPO

Fig. 5 Sum frequency generation spectra collected from solid / PEO interfaces (left) and solid / PPO interfaces (right). (From

Ref. [17]; # American Chemical Society, 2002.)
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solution interface is covered by a layer of PPO molecules,

with ordered methyl groups standing up along the

interface normal. Compared to those at the d-PS / PPO

solution interface, the molecules at the d-PMMA / PPO

solution interface are less ordered. At the fused silica /

PPO solution interface, no SFG signal is detected. Further

research indicated that this is because of the fact that PPO

has a random conformation at this interface.[17]

Molecular structures of copolymers
at the solid / solution interface

The interfacial SFG spectra of various pluronic copoly-

mers with different block lengths of PEO and PPO (PEO

ratio varying from 20% to 80%) have been collected from

the d-PS / solution and d-PMMA / solution interfaces.[32]

Pluronics with different PEO ratios show similar interfa-

cial spectra. It was found that interfacial structures of

pluronics at solid / solution interfaces are dominated by

PPO blocks and the orientation of methyl groups varies

with different solid contacting media. A stronger signal is

detected when the liquid contacts d-PS, showing that the

methyl groups are more ordered at the d-PS / solution

interface. However, at the d-PMMA / solution interface,

the methyl groups are not very ordered as shown by the

weak signals from the SFG spectra. Different conforma-

tions of the copolymers at different interfaces are related

to molecular interactions at these interfaces (Fig. 6). The

favorable interactions between hydrophobic surfaces with

phenyl groups and hydrophobic methyl groups on PPO

blocks cause more ordered conformations with these

groups preferentially orientated along the interface nor-

mal. The interactions between less hydrophobic media

with ester methyl or C O groups and hydrophobic

methyl groups are not very favorable, causing a less

ordered methyl group arrangement at the interface.

Through this research, we have demonstrated that SFG

is an appropriate technique to observe molecular-level

structures such as chain conformation and group orienta-

tion of pluronics at solid / solution interfaces.

Solid Polymer / Solid Polymer Interfaces

Understanding interface structures between solid polymer

materials is crucial to evaluate the miscibility and bulk

properties of polymer blends, and adhesion at polymer /

polymer interfaces. Such knowledge of polymer / polymer

interfaces can be applied to many important industrial

applications including coatings, lithography, microelec-

tronic devices, and liquid crystal displays. In this section,

we investigate the PBMA / PS interface as an example to

demonstrate that SFG is a powerful technique to elucidate

molecular-level structures of buried interfaces between

solid polymers in situ.

The SFG spectra were collected with two input laser

beams traveling through the substrate and the thin PS (or

d-PS) film to the PS / PBMA interface (Fig. 7). We have

ensured that the spectra we collected came from the

polymer / polymer interface, not from the PS / substrate

or PBMA / air interfaces.[16] As with the PBMA / air and

PBMA / water interfaces,[14] orientation information of

ester side chain methyl groups at the ‘‘buried’’ PBMA /

PS (or d-PS) interface can be deduced after fitting these

SFG spectra. Our detailed analysis clearly shows that the

range of possible orientation of ester side chain methyl

groups at the PBMA / PS (or d-PS) interface is between

the two extremes of the PBMA / air and PBMA / water

interfaces. On the PBMA surface in air, the ester side

chain methyl groups have greater freedom and tend to

extend into the air, leading to a small average orientation

angle vs. the surface normal. Upon contacting water, the

strong repulsion between the methyl groups and water

molecules directs the methyl groups away from the

surface normal, resulting in a larger average orientation

angle. At the PBMA / PS (d-PS) interface, the ester side

chain methyl groups interact with the phenyl groups, but

the repulsion must be weaker compared to the situation in

water. Therefore the orientation of ester side chain

methyl groups is between the two extremes of the PBMA

/ air and PBMA / water interfaces. The repulsion force

between the side chain methyl groups and the phenyl

groups also directs the phenyl groups away from the

Fig. 6 Schematics of group interactions at pluronics solution / solid interfaces. (From Ref. [32]; # American Chemical Society, 2003.)
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interface normal compared to the PS / air interface,

shown by different aromatic C–H signals at the PS /

PBMA and PS / air interfaces.

Research has also been conducted on the structure of

the PS / PMMA interface using SFG, showing ordered

ester methyl groups at the interface.[18] Sum frequency

generation studies on the poly(vinyl-N-octadecylcarba-

mate-co-vinyl acetate) (Comb) / PS interface indicated

that features of SFG spectra collected from this interface

are broader than those from the Comb / air interface.[19]

Phenyl, methylene, and methyl groups were detected.

Analyses of the SFG spectra indicate that Comb alkyl side

chains are more disordered with a large population of

gauche defects, and the crystallinity of the alkyl side

chains is disrupted at these interfaces.

Polymer / Inorganic Solid Interfaces

The PS / sapphire interface was studied using SFG in a

total internal reflection geometry.[13] By carefully choos-

ing the incident angles of the input beams, PS conforma-

tion at the PS / air surface and the buried PS / sapphire

interface can be explored separately. Analyses of the

spectra show that the phenyl rings are orientated approx-

imately parallel to the surface normal at the PS / air

interface, in comparison to nearly perpendicular to the

surface normal at the PS / sapphire interface. Similarly,

SFG was applied to investigate molecular structures of

poly(n-alkyl acrylates) / sapphire interfaces as a function

of temperature.[33] Upon heating, SFG spectral intensity

decreased and one sharp transition close to bulk melting

temperature was observed, showing that interfacial melt-

ing occurs at the same bulk melting temperature.

A different method was developed using SFG to detect

the buried PS / spin-on-glass (SOG) interface by spin

coating a thin layer of SOG on a gold film. A PS film was

spin-coated on top of the SOG surface.[34] By varying the

SOG thickness, the PS / air interface or the buried PS /

SOG interface can be probed. The phenyl groups at the

buried interface point away from the PS film toward the

SOG/Au substrate, with an almost identical orientational

distribution as that of the PS / air interface. In addition, the

hydrophobic SOG surface was modified by UV ozone to

create a hydrophilic SOG surface. Sum frequency gener-

ation studies on the PS / hydrophilic SOG interface show

that the interface has a different structure from the PS /

unmodified hydrophobic SOG interface.[20] Such structural

 

Fig. 7 Sum frequency generation spectra collected from the PBMA / d-PS interface (lower left panel) and the PBMA / PS interface

(lower right panel). Both ssp and sps spectra collected from the two interfaces are shown. The upper panel shows the experimental

geometry.
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differences can be correlated to the different adhesion

properties of the two interfaces.

Polymer / Protein Interfaces

Protein adsorption is the first process that happens when a

biomaterial interacts with a biological system; the

structure of adsorbed proteins determines finally whether

an implanted material will be accepted or rejected by the

body (biocompatible or not). Because of its critical

importance, protein adsorption has been studied by a

myriad of surface-sensitive methods for decades.[35–37]

However, it is still difficult to determine chemical and

structural information about adsorbed protein molecules,

and details about how protein molecules respond to

different interfacial environments are still not clear.

Recently, SFG has been shown to be a powerful technique

to elucidate interfacial protein structures at the molecular

level in situ.

We have studied structures and conformations of

bovine serum albumin (BSA) at various interfaces

including BSA solution / air, BSA solution / fused silica,

BSA solution / d-PS, and BSA solution / d-PMMA

interfaces.[15,38–40] Sum frequency generation is used

mostly to study simple surfaces/interfaces and small

molecule adsorptions, and models have been developed

for the interpretation of such SFG spectra. Because BSA is

a large protein (�65 kDa), a new interpretation model is

needed. Instead of using a simple interface, we have

successfully applied the more general thin film model to

interpret protein SFG spectra.[38,39] Using theoretical

calculations as well as experimental results, we demon-

strated that SFG spectra can be used to determine

interfacial protein structure and conformation. The thin

film model considers that SFG signals are contributed

from functional groups in the whole adsorbed protein film,

as long as inversion symmetry is broken.[38,39]

BSA solution / air interfaces

Extensive research has been done regarding the depen-

dence of BSA adsorption at the solution / air interface on

bulk protein concentration. However, no investigations in

this area have determined the bulk concentration’s effect

on molecular interfacial protein structure. Fig. 8 displays

SFG spectra collected from BSA solution / air interfaces

in situ. The peaks in the range from 2800 to 3100 cm�1

are indicative of aliphatic and aromatic C–H stretches

from hydrophobic side chains on BSA. The broad peaks at

higher wavenumbers are O–H stretches of surface water

molecules. We have confirmed that these SFG signals

come from the adsorbed interfacial BSA, not from BSA in

bulk solutions.[15,38] Using SFG intensity measurements,

we have elucidated structural changes of BSA molecules

at solution / air interfaces with different BSA bulk

solution concentrations (Fig. 8).[40] Bovine serum albumin

molecules are denatured more at the solution / air interface

of lower concentration solutions.[40]

 

Fig. 8 Left: Sum frequency generation spectra of BSA solution / air interfaces with different bulk concentrations. Right: Proposed

schematics of different surface structures of BSA at the solution / air interfaces with different bulk concentrations. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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BSA solution / fused silica interfaces

We have collected SFG spectra directly from BSA solu-

tion / solid interfaces. The solid media that we investi-

gated include fused silica, d-PS, and d-PMMA. Our SFG

results show clearly that the conformation of adsorbed

BSA molecules at different interfaces can be varied.[15,38]

No C–H stretching signals from albumin molecules are

detected from the BSA solution / fused silica interface

because of the lack of a net alignment of protein C–H

groups at the fused silica / BSA solution interface. At this

interface, the adsorbed BSA adopts a hydrophilic confor-

mation; the hydrophobic groups tend to stay inside the

BSA film with no net alignment. Thus no SFG signal is

detected. We have contacted the BSA adsorbed on fused

silica with different chemical environments, including air,

water, and hydrophobic solvents. Sum frequency gener-

ation spectra collected from various interfaces indicate

that BSA has different conformations when interfacial

environments are changed.[15,38]

BSA solution / polymer interfaces

An SFG spectrum was collected from the d-PS / BSA

solution interface (Figs. 9a and f). In this spectrum, strong

C–H signals are detected, demonstrating that the adsorbed

BSA molecules do not adopt the hydrophilic conformation

as found in the case of fused silica. Bovine serum albumin

adopts a conformation that allows for its hydrophobic

components to maximize the favorable interaction with

Fig. 9 SFG spectra collected from a. d-PS/BSA solution

interface; b. d-PS/air interface after the sample was removed

from solution and washed by water; c. d-PS/water interface after

the sample contacted water; d. d-PS/air interface again; e. d-PS/

FC-75 interface after procedures a and b and contacting the sam-

ple with FC-75; f. d-PS/BSA solution interface in the wide spec-

tral range. The spectral intensity in 2e has been multiplied by 2.

Fig. 10 Sum frequency generation experimental spectra (a) and fitting spectra (b) of the PS / BSA solution interface with different

solution pH values. (From Ref. [38]; # American Chemical Society, 2002.)
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the surface. When the sample is removed from the BSA

solution, washed by water, and exposed to air, SFG sig-

nals are still visible (Fig. 9b). When the sample is exposed

to water again, strong C–H signals are detected (Fig. 9c),

with different features as compared to the spectrum

collected from the d-PS / air interface. C–H signals

repeatedly change as we continue to alternately contact

the sample with water and air (e.g., Fig. 9d). This

phenomenon shows that the changes are reversible. When

the sample is in contact with a hydrophobic fluorinated

solvent FC-75 instead of water, C–H signals are still

detected (Fig. 9e), but with weaker intensity. This research

shows that BSA on PS can adopt different conformations

in different chemical environments.

The SFG spectra of BSA solution / d-PS interfaces at

different solution pH values are displayed in Fig. 10a,

shown as dots. The detailed fitting results shown in Fig.

10b indicate that the C–H stretching signals collected

from solutions of different pH values are quite similar, but

spectral features in the O–H stretching region are different

from spectrum to spectrum.[38] In addition, the relative

phases between the C–H and O–H signals are quite

different, resulting in distinct spectral differences in Fig.

10a. The phase differences between C–H and O–H signals

at different solution pH values are because of opposite

relative orientations between methyl or phenyl groups of

BSA molecules and water molecules at the interface

(Fig. 11).

Comparison of protein conformation
at various interfaces

Our results show that BSA molecules have different

conformations at various interfaces. The behavior of BSA

on d-PS is totally different from the case of BSA on fused

silica, showing the dependence of the protein conforma-

tions on material surface properties. We have also studied

BSA structures at other polymer / BSA solution interfaces.

For example, the results at the d-PMMA / BSA solution

interface are intermediate to those from interfaces

involving fused silica and d-PS. This result is reasonable

because the surface of d-PMMA is dominated by ester

methyl groups and thus is more hydrophilic than d-PS but

not as hydrophilic as fused silica. The adsorbed BSA film

can form a ‘‘hydrophilic’’ conformation between two

hydrophilic media (fused silica/BSA solution), and a

‘‘hydrophobic’’ conformation between two hydrophobic

media (polymer/air or polymer/hydrophobic solvent)

(Fig. 12). Nevertheless, such ‘‘hydrophobic’’ or ‘‘hydro-

philic’’ characterization of interfacial protein structure is

too crude. More molecular details of different ‘‘hydro-

phobic’’ or ‘‘hydrophilic’’ conformations need to be

addressed in the future.

Sum frequency generation supplemented by flores-

cence microscopy has also been applied to investigate

different proteins including lysozymes, fibrinogen, and

BSA adsorbed on fused silica and PS surfaces after

removing the samples from solution and exposing them to

air.[41] Research shows that these proteins have different

Fig. 11 Schematic plot of the orientation of surface water molecules at different solution pH values. The water molecules at the

interface have varying orientations because the surface BSA molecules have different charges at different pH levels above or below the

BSA isoelectric point. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 12 Schematics of different structures of BSA in contact

with surfaces of different hydrophobicities (From Ref. [15]; #

American Chemical Society, 2002.) (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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adsorption behaviors and conformations on various

surfaces. On hydrophilic surfaces, the orientation of

methyl groups in lysozymes is concentration-independent,

but those of BSA and fibrinogen become less tilted with

respect to the surface normal with increasing protein con-

centration. However, methyl groups in proteins adsorbed

on hydrophobic PS surfaces appear more randomly

oriented and produce a weaker SFG signal. Sum frequen-

cy generation studies on lysozymes at fused silica / water

interfaces with various water pH values indicate that when

the pH value of water was varied, lysozymes changed

conformations at the interface. At low pH, lysozymes

have a hydrophilic conformation, whereas at high pH,

they have a hydrophobic conformation.[42]

Future direction: sum frequency
generation studies on amide bands and
isotope-labeled proteins

The results shown above demonstrate that SFG is a

powerful technique to deduce protein conformations at

various interfaces. All the SFG signals shown above are

signals from the C–H stretching region, which provide

some structural information about interfacial protein

molecules. However, for the determination of more

detailed protein structures, the amide I band is more

useful because it provides more specific information on

the protein’s secondary structure. We have demonstrated

the feasibility to detect amide SFG signals of interfacial

proteins at the solution / polymer interface in situ (Fig. 13).

Research on correlating SFG amide signals to detailed

conformation of proteins at various interfaces is underway.

Sum frequency generation C–H stretching signals and

amide bands are generated from many functional groups

in many amino acid residues of a protein molecule. To

acquire conformation details of an interfacial protein, we

need to know the orientation of every small segment of

the protein. We have proven that SFG is sufficiently

sensitive to detect even a few amino acid residues at the

interface. Fig. 14a shows the SFG spectrum collected

from ubiquitin adsorbed on the fused silica prism in air

using a total reflection optical geometry. There are only

three phenyl groups in a ubiquitin molecule (Fig. 14c).

Fig. 13 Sum frequency generation amide spectra collected

from the PS / BSA solution interface in situ.

Fig. 14 (a) Sum frequency generation spectrum collected from ubiquitin on fused silica in air. Dots: Experimental data. The enlarged

phenyl signal is shown at the upper right corner. Lines: The overall fitted spectrum. (b). Fitted results of various functional groups for

the entire spectrum shown in (a). These various functional groups include CH3, CH2, phenyl, N–H, and O–H groups. The fitted result for

the phenyl group was multiplied by a factor of 10. (c). Ubiquitin structure: three phenyl groups are clearly indicated. This figure shows

that it is feasible to detect SFG signals from three phenyl groups of ubiquitin molecules at the interface. (View this art in color at

www.dekker.com.)
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Both original and fitted spectra in Fig. 14 show clearly

the SFG signal from three phenyl groups. Various isotope

labeling techniques can be used to label different parts of

a protein. Sum frequency generation can be developed

into a powerful technique to provide detailed protein

molecular interfacial structures by studying such isotope-

labeled proteins.

CONCLUSION

Sum frequency generation has been developed into a

powerful technique to reveal conformations and orienta-

tions of polymer and protein molecules at various

interfaces at the molecular level in situ. Sum frequency

generation studies on polymer / water interfaces indicate

that different polymers can have different surface changes

in water. Quantitative surface restructuring behavior, such

as surface functional group orientation distribution

change, of polymers in water can be understood by SFG

measurements. Polymer conformations at different solid /

liquid polymer or solution interfaces observed by SFG

provide more insights in understanding the interfacial

performance of polymer surfactants. Sum frequency

generation studies on solid polymer / solid interfaces

show polymer conformation and chemical group orienta-

tion at various interfaces, elucidating interfacial interac-

tions and polymer adhesion at the molecular level.

Different conformations of interfacial proteins at various

interfaces have been determined using SFG in situ. The

effect of solution concentration, hydrophobicity of con-

tacting surfaces, and pH value of protein solutions on

interfacial protein conformation has been revealed. Sum

frequency generation has been proven to be a unique and

powerful submonolayer surface-sensitive molecular spec-

troscopy to examine conformations and orientations of

large molecules such as polymers and proteins at various

buried interfaces in situ.
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INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin superconducting nanowires (SNWs) can be

classified as ‘‘weak superconducting links’’.[1] They have

properties in many ways similar to Josephson junctions.

Thus, SNWs can find possible applications in super-

conducting information processing devices: either classi-

cal[2,3] or quantum.[4–7] Nanowires can also be used as

detectors and mixers of microwave radiation.[8,9] Funda-

mentally, the SNW is a model system for understanding

coherence and decoherence effects, quantum phase tran-

sitions, and macroscopic quantum tunneling phenomena

in one-dimensional (1-D) superfluids.[10–21]

Because of the strong thermal fluctuations in 1-D, the

resistance of a nanowire cannot be zero at any finite

temperature. The limit of zero temperature is governed by

quantum fluctuations, which are not well understood.

Therefore, SNWs can fall into one of three different cat-

egories: 1) truly superconducting, i.e., with zero resistance

in the limit of zero temperature, 2) resistive or normal,

with a nonzero but finite resistance (R) at zero temperature

(T), and 3) insulating, with R!1 as T!0. On general

grounds, it is expected that extremely thin nanowires

should lose their ability to carry a supercurrent. General

conditions under which this happens are not known. Many

experiments show that nanowires having their normal

state resistance, RN, lower than the superconducting

quantum resistance, RQ=h/(2e)2�6.5 kO, obey the pre-

dictions of the Langer, Ambegaokar, McCumber, and

Halperin (LAMH) theory of thermally activated phase

slips (TAPS). Such wires can be considered true super-

conductors because this theory predicts zero resistance at

zero temperature. On the other hand, SNWs with RN>RQ

frequently show deviations from LAMH or even an in-

sulating behavior.[11] In some cases, these deviations

can be explained by the effect of quantum phase slips

(QPS).[12]

Here we focus on superconducting nanowires produced

by sputter-coating single linear molecules (carbon nano-

tubes, DNA) with thin metallic films. Such molecular

templating technique[11] results in nanowires that are

thinner than 10 nm in diameter. Continuous SNWs were

produced with the following two materials:[11,12,22] 1)

amorphous alloy of MoGe, which is usually used for

making extremely thin (down to �1.5 nm) and homoge-

neous films,[23–25] and 2) Nb metal, which finds applica-

tions in superconducting electronic circuits. Although Nb

wires are polycrystalline,[22] the critical current density in

them is �107 A/cm2, i.e., is similar to bulk practical

superconductors (Ref. [26] p. 372).

PROPERTIES OF
SUPERCONDUCTING NANOWIRES

Thermally Activated Phase Slips

The physics of superconducting nanowires is extremely

rich and many puzzles remain unresolved. Perhaps the

most striking property of SNWs is their inability to reach

zero resistance at any nonzero temperature.[27] This

property agrees with the Mermin–Wagner theorem,[28]

which prohibits thermodynamic phase transitions in 1-D

systems.a In particular, a thin 1-D wire made of a super-

conducting metal cannot undergo a phase transition into a

fully superconducting state, i.e., a state with R=0 at any

nonzero temperature. The mechanism of acquiring a

nonzero resistance is known as phase slippage (PS) pro-

cess. It is due to strong thermal (or possibly quantum)

aA superconducting nanowire is considered 1-D if the diameter of the

wire is the same as the superconducting coherence length or smaller.
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fluctuations in 1-D wires.[29] The theory of thermally ac-

tivated phase slips (TAPS) was developed by Langer,

Ambegaokar, McCumber, and Halperin (LAMH).[30,31]

Thermally activated phase slips have been studied since

the 70s and are quite well understood. Early experiments

on 0.5-mm-diameter tin whiskers confirmed the LAMH

theory.[32,33]

Each TAPS is a strong and short-lasting thermody-

namic fluctuation occurring in a short segment of length,

�2x(T), somewhere along the wire. The order parameter,

c= jcjeij, is zero [c(x,t)=0] at the center of the TAPS

and, correspondingly, the phase, j(x,t), is indeterminate at

this point. So, with each TAPS the phase difference

Dj=j(L)�j(0) along the wire changes by ±2p. Here x is

the position along the wire and L is the wire length. In the

absence of phase slips, a state of constant supercurrent,

c(x)= jcjeikx, is realized. The wave vector, k, is propor-

tional to the supercurrent, IS. The amplitude, jcj, is con-

stant along the wire if IS=constant. A convenient

presentation of c(x) is given in Fig. 1. Here two axes

correspond to the real and imaginary parts of c(x), and the

third axis is the space coordinate x. In this representation a

spiral of a constant radius represents a state with

IS=constant. The number of turns in the spiral is propor-

tional to IS. Thus, if the winding number does not change

then the current remains constant. On the other hand, if a

phase slip occurs, the order parameter goes to zero at one

point and the spiral loses one loop, so the supercurrent

diminishes. A phase slip (PS) event is shown in Fig. 1. An

antiphase slip (APS) is a similar fluctuation that increases

the winding number by one. Thus, the phase difference

between the ends of the wire changes by �2p for each PS

and by +2p for each APS.

The problem of calculating the resistance reduces to

finding the rate at which phase slips occur in the

nanowire. The voltage on the wire (at a fixed small bias

current, I) is given by the Josephson relation 2eV=�h(dj/

dt)=2p(n+�n�)�h�2p�hDn, where n+ and n� are the rates

of PS and APS, respectively. The predicted volume of the

phase slip is VPS�3.77xA, where A is the cross section

area of the wire.[30] The free energy of a PS is DF(T)=

[HC
2 (T)/8p]VPS, where HC(T) is the thermodynamic critical

field. At zero bias current, I=0, the rates of PS and

APS are equal: n+�n�=n=O exp[�DF(T)/kBT], where

O ¼ ½8kBðTC � TÞ=p�h�½L=xðTÞ�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DF=kT

p
is the so-

called attempt frequency, kB the Boltzmann constant, �h
Planck’s constant, T the temperature, and TC the critical

temperature. At I>0 the barrier corresponding to PS is

lower than the APS one, leading to a net phase flow,

n+>n�. We have n±=O exp[� (DF(T) ±dF)/kBT] and

Dn=2O exp[�DF(T)/kBT] sinh(dF/kT), where dF=p�hI/2e

is half of the free energy difference between PS and APS.

Using the relation R=dV/dI=(p�h/e)d(Dn)/dI one gets

the following resistance vs. temperature dependence (here

t=T/TC):

RLAMHðTÞ ¼ Dt�3=2ð1 � tÞ9=4
exp
�c

t
ð1 � tÞ3=2

h i
ð1Þ

Because of the normal quasiparticles present in the wire

close to TC,[27] the final expression for the wire’s resist-

ance, R(T), is:

R�1 ¼ R�1
LAMH þ R�1

N ð1aÞ

where RN is the normal-state resistance of the wire. The

LAMH defines the constants D and c as follows:[12]

c � DFð0Þ
kTC

¼ 1:76
ffiffiffi
2
p

3

RQ

RN

L

xð0Þ ð2Þ

and

D ¼ ð8=pÞ½L=xð0Þ�RQ

ffiffiffi
c
p

ð3Þ

where x(0) is zero temperature coherence length [x(0)�7

nm for MoGe samples].

Quantum Phase Slips

Two types of phase slips are usually distinguished: TAPS,

discussed above, and QPS. The QPS can be observed only

in very thin wires, about 10 nm in diameter or less.[14]

Such nanowires can be made using the technique of

suspended molecular templates (SMT).[11] The SMT

Fig. 1 Superconducting order parameter of a thin wire with a

phase slip (PS) in the center. The PS is a short-lived event

(�10�12 sec) during which the order parameter goes to zero at

one point. During the PS, the spiral loses one loop and the

supercurrent becomes smaller.
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method is unique because it results in nanowires that are

not only very thin (down to �3 nm) but also can be made

very short, less than 100 nm if necessary. This length is

comparable to or shorter than the electronic inelastic mean

free path Li ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dti

p
’100–1000 nm (here D= lvF/3�

10�3–10�4 m2 sec is the diffusion constant and ti�
10�9–10�10 sec is the inelastic scattering time). The

electrons in such short SNWs can diffuse through the

entire wire without undergoing inelastic collision, and so

they are able to preserve quantum phase information.

The possibility of quantum tunneling of phase slips

attracts much attention because QPS can be regarded as a

macroscopic quantum phenomenon. On general grounds,

it is expected that the probability of quantum phase slips

should be proportional to exp[�DF(0)/�hoS], where �h is

the Planck’s constant and oS is some characteristic fre-

quency of quantum fluctuations of the superconducting

order parameter. A semiquantitative model of quantum

phase slips was suggested by Giordano.[10] Recent ex-

periments on MoGe wires showed good agreement with

Giordano’s model[12] (see discussion below). The QPS

contribution is explained in detail in Ref. [12] The ex-

pression for the resistance in the case of QPS is similar to

Eq. 1a but an additional term is added that represents the

contribution of the macroscopic quantum tunneling

(MQT) of the phase slips (i.e., the contribution of QPS):

R�1 ¼ ðRMQT þ RLAMHÞ�1 þ R�1
N ð4Þ

Here RMQT=rQCRLAMH and rQC ¼ B½pt=8ð1� tÞ�3=2

exp½c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� t
p

ðð1� tÞ=t � ap=8Þ�. The coefficients a and B

are the two fitting parameters. These formulas are

equivalent to those used in Ref. [12] Here we explicitly

introduce the temperature-dependent ratio rQC�RMQT/

RLAMH. By using the formulas from Ref. [12] it can be

shown that the rQC ratio is larger than unity (meaning that

quantum tunneling of phase slips occurs with a higher

rate than the thermal activation) if the temperature is

T<0.7TC. This ratio of the quantum and thermal con-

tributions (i.e., rQC) is plotted in Fig. 8 (inset).

QPS and TAPS have different implications. If only

TAPS is present, then the wire is classified as ‘‘truly su-

perconducting’’ in the sense that its resistance approaches

zero as the temperature approaches zero. If QPS is also

present, the resistance stays above zero even in the limit of

zero temperature so the wire remains restive or normal.

Thus, TAPS is responsible for breaking superconductivity

at finite temperature and QPS destroys superconductivity

in the limit of zero temperature. The existence of QPS

is regarded as a limiting factor for miniaturization of

superconducting devices.[34] Under certain conditions, a

proliferation of QPS can suppress superconductivity and

can cause a superconductor–insulator (SI) quantum tran-

sition.[11,14–16]

FABRICATION OF
SUPERCONDUCTING NANOWIRES

Molecular Templating with Nanotubes

The suspended molecular templates (SMT) method[11]

uses suspended, linear rigid molecules as templates for

metal coating. Three types of molecules have been tested:

1) ordinary single-wall carbon nanotubes,[11,12] fluori-

nated carbon nanotubes,[35,36] which are 100% insulating,

and DNA molecules (see below). Because these mole-

cules are very thin, 1–3 nm in diameter, the resulting

nanowires can be made thinner than 10 nm. It was found

that MoGe wires made on insulating fluorotubes have

similar properties to those made on regular nanotubes.

Thus the nanotube does not contribute significantly to

the total conductance of the wire. Note that suspended

nanotubes can also be used for the fabrication of magnetic

nanowires.[37]

Fig. 2 The sample schematics. (a) The nanotubes are deposited

over a trench, and a superconducting metal (Nb or MoGe) is

sputtered over the entire surface of the Si chip. Thus the

electrodes are formed on the banks of the trench and, at the same

time, suspended nanowires form with nanotubes in their cores.

Because the sample is sputtered only once, the wires have the

same thickness as the electrodes. In addition, the wires are

seamlessly connected to the electrodes, without any unwanted

contact barrier. Photolithography and reactive ion etching are

subsequently used to define the shape of the electrodes and

destroy all wires but one. The d.c. sputtering is done in an argon

atmosphere, in a sputtering chamber equipped with a cryogenic

liquid nitrogen trap. (b) A scanning electron micrograph of a

nanowire (gray line) suspended over a trench (black) and

connecting to two MoGe electrodes (gray areas). (c) Schematic

top view of the sample. The size of the Si chip is 5�5 mm.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The SMT technique is described in detail in Ref. [11]

The fabrication process starts with an Si(100) wafer

covered with a layer of 500-nm-thick SiO2 and 60-nm-

thick film of low-stress SiN.[38] A narrow and very long

trench is then defined in the SiN film using e-beam li-

thography and reactive ion etching in SF6 plasma. The

resulting trench (Fig. 2) has a width of �100 nm and

length of �5 mm. An undercut is then formed by placing

the sample in HF for 10 sec.

Fluorinated nanotubes are deposited from a solution in

isopropyl alcohol. After drying, the sample is sputter-

coated with the desired superconducting metal, typically

�4–8 nm of Mo79Ge21 (Fig. 2a). After sputtering, each

nanotube suspended over the trench becomes decorated

with metal and thus forms a metallic nanowire. A nano-

wire of desired width is then selected under scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 2b) and photolithogra-

phy is used for making the electrodes and etching all

nanowires except the selected one (Fig. 2c).

Molecular Templating with DNA

The DNA molecule is of course not as rigid as a carbon

nanotube. Nevertheless, it is observed that when being

suspended, the DNA stretches itself. Thus, DNA provides

an excellent molecular template for metal deposition. For

example, the micrograph in Fig. 3a shows six metal-

coated DNA wires, which are visible as thin gray lines of

length �150 nm. The tests were done on the same type of

Si/SiO2/SiN substrate with trenches made as described

earlier. The l-DNA molecules have been deposited over

the oxygen-plasma-cleaned SiN surface from a buffer

solution with a 40 mg/mL concentration. The samples

were then dried and metal coated. Two important con-

clusions can be drawn from these experiments: 1) Because

of some intrinsic mechanism, the suspended DNA mole-

cules become stretched and appear very straight. 2) Many

metals, such as Os, Cr, and MoGe, showed good adhesion

to the DNA surface and produced visibly homogeneous

wires. A coating of DNA with a thin (�3nm) AuPd film

produced granular wires (Fig. 3b). The fact that DNA

appears so straight is somewhat unexpected because DNA

is not nearly as rigid as carbon nanotubes. A possible

explanation is that DNA interacts attractively with the

substrate due to the van der Waals force. Thus, it is en-

ergetically favorable for the molecule to minimize the

length of the freely suspended section. So, the suspended

part becomes strained and perfectly straight.

Morphology of Nb and MoGe Nanowires

The morphology of nanowires was determined using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).[22] The wires

for these studies were prepared on a TEM grid. Typical

micrographs of Nb nanowires are shown in Fig. 4a and b.

It is clear from Fig. 4a that Nb wire is polycrystalline. It

consists of randomly oriented 3- to 7-nm grains. Lattice

fringes have a spacing of �0.24 nm, which corresponds to

the (111) lattice planes of Nb.

A thin, �2-nm layer near the edges of the wire does

not show any crystalline structure. This layer is probably

an amorphous oxide formed on the surface because the

wire was exposed to the atmosphere. To prevent Nb

oxidation, all samples used for transport measurements

Fig. 3 Metal decoration of suspended DNA molecules. The

black region is the trench with an undercut. Nanowires appear as

thin gray lines crossing the trench. The sample (a) has six

surviving nanowires. l-DNA molecules were deposited from a

buffer dilute solution, dried, and sputter-coated with 4 nm of

MoGe and 3 nm of SiO2. (b) Nanowires of gold–palladium tem-

plated by DNA. The trench was cut into SiN film using a fo-

cused ion beam. A 50-nm-thick gold film was deposited before

the application of DNA. After the l-DNA deposition, the sample

was sputter-coated with gold–palladium.
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were sputter-coated with a 2-nm-thick Si film. The image

of such a wire, protected with Si, is shown in Fig. 4b.

The layer of Si (light layer at the surface) produces a

uniform coverage of the Nb core (darker center). A

typical micrograph of a MoGe nanowire is shown in

Fig. 4c. The wire appears amorphous. The width varia-

tion of Nb wires (3 nm) appears larger and it has a longer

characteristic length scale (along the wire) compared to

MoGe wires.

TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

Setup and Resistance Measurements

In order to measure voltage vs. current, V(I), curves of a

nanowire, a sinusoidal a.c. current (at 12.7 Hz frequency

and 1–10 nA amplitude) is injected through a pair of outer

electrodes (Fig. 2c) and the voltage is measured on the

inner electrodes, using a low-noise PAR 113 amplifier.

The current is taken from the high-precision-function

generator (Stanford Research Systems, DS 360) connected

in series with a 1-MO resistor. The fifth electrode (Fig. 2c)

is used to measure the resistance of the film electrodes,

without involving the wire. The zero-bias resistance is

determined from the slope of the best linear fit to the V(I)

curves measured at low currents (1–10 nA). The temper-

ature is measured using a Lakeshore calibrated ther-

mometer, Cernox1. The leads connecting the sample to

the room temperature amplifiers were made from a Tef-

lon-coated resistive alloy wire, Stablohm 800, produced

by California Fine Wire Co. Before reaching the sample,

the wire is rolled over a cold Cu rod and coated with a

layer of a conducting silver paste. Such an environment

helps to thermalize the signal leads and acts as an exter-

nal, microwave radiation filter (which helps to suppress

the room temperature blackbody radiation propagating

through signal leads). All electrical leads coming to the

sample are additionally filtered with room temperature

pi filters (BLP-1.9 from http://www.minicircuits.com).

The measurements were done in an He-3 cryostat or in a

pumped He-4 Dewar.

An example of a resistance vs. temperature, R(T), curve

is shown in Fig. 5. Because the wire is connected in series

with some sections of the electrodes (Fig. 2c), two resist-

ive transitions are observed. The first one (at �6 K) is

due to the electrodes and the second transition (at �3.5 K)

is due to the nanowire itself. Thus, the critical temperature

of the nanowire is suppressed[39] compared to the film of

the same thickness (i.e., the electrodes). The normal-state

resistance of the wire, RN, is determined right below the

superconducting transition of the leads, as shown by an

arrow in Fig. 5.

Resistivity of Metallic Nanowires

It is important to determine the resistivity of the metal

forming the nanowire and compare this to the known bulk

values. The resistivity of the wire and its normal resistance

should satisfy the following relation:

wt ¼ rðL=RNÞ þ A0 ð5Þ

Here RN is the normal resistance of the nanowire, L is the

length measured with SEM, t is the known thickness of

Fig. 4 (a) A high-resolution TEM (JEOL 2010) image of a Nb

nanowire fabricated by sputter deposition of a 6-nm Nb film

over a carbon nanotube. (b) Image of a Nb nanowire (4 nm of

Nb) covered with a protective layer of Si (2 nm). (c) A TEM

(JEOL 2010F) micrograph of an amorphous MoGe wire

produced by sputter deposition of 7-nm MoGe film (with no

Si) over a fluorinated carbon nanotube. The scale bar is 5 nm.

The surface (�1.5 nm) of the wire appears oxidized but the core

is intact.
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the sputtered film, w is the apparent width of the wire

measured in SEM, and A0 is the expected area of the

insulating material on the surface of the wire, including an

oxidized layer and/or protective Si or Ge layers, if any. It

is necessary to include the ‘‘dead layer’’ area, A0, in Eq. 5

because the width, w, is not the width of the conducting

core of the wire, but is the total width, which is observed

in SEM. In Fig. 6, we plot the total area of the nanowire,

wt, vs. the unit length conductance, L/RN. Three groups of

points correspond to Nb wires (filled squares), unpro-

tected MoGe wires (open circles) and Ge-coated MoGe

wires from Ref. [11] (filled circles). The dependence is

linear for each group of samples. The resistivities esti-

mated from the best linear fits (Fig. 6) are r=4.2�10�7 O
m for Nb wires, r=2.35�10�6 O m for unprotected

MoGe wires, and r=2.46�10�6 O m for protected MoGe

wires. This should be compared to bulk resistivity of

MoGe, rMoGe,BULK=1.6�10�6 O m[25] and to thin film

resistivity for Nb: rNb,THINFILM =2.4�10�7 O m.[40] The

resistivity of wires is slightly larger but of the same order

of magnitude.

This indicates that the wires are continuous and contain

no breaks or tunnel barrier between grains. The effective

‘‘dead area’’ is A0�14.6 nm2 for unprotected MoGe

wires, A0�38.8 nm2 for Ge-protected MoGe wires, and

A0�40 nm2 for Nb samples. Protected MoGe samples

show a larger A0 because Ge on their surface contributes

to the total width, w. It appears that such protection is not

really necessary because the unprotected wires show a

lower resistivity and thinner dead layer. In general, the

following factors may contribute to large A0 values: 1)

oxidation, 2) presence of a protective layer, 3) wire

morphology, presence of grains on the surface, fluctua-

tions of the wire width, and thickness, and 4) a limited

resolution of SEM causing some smearing of the images.

Superconductivity in MoGe Nanowires

Parameters of studied amorphous Mo79Ge21 nanowires of

short length (L=100–150 nm) and various diameters are

given in Table 1.

Resistance vs. temperature plots (Fig. 7a) show two

different types of behavior: superconducting and insulat-

ing. Samples A through F and sample X show a super-

conducting behavior, i.e., their resistance decreases with

temperature. Samples G through J exhibit an increasing

resistance (with cooling) and thus considered insulating.

Such dichotomy is an indication of an SI quantum tran-

sition.[35] The insulating samples not only show a slight

increase of their resistance with cooling but also, unlike

superconducting wires, they exhibit a maximum of the

differential resistance at zero bias current (not shown).

The SI transition happens when the normal resistance

of the nanowire reaches the quantum resistance RQ=h/

4e2�6.5 kO. Fig. 7a and the inset clearly show that all

wires with RN<6.5 kO are superconducting, whereas all

others are insulating. This same behavior was found in

similar MoGe wires in Ref. [11] in which case the wires

were grown on regular (not fluorinated) nanotubes and

were protected with 1.5 nm of Ge. Note again that only

�100-nm-long wires are being considered.

Fig. 5 A typical resistance vs. temperature curve for a MoGe

nanowire. The first resistance drop is due to the electrodes and

the second, broadened, transition is due to the nanowire. The

normal-state resistance of the wire is measured at a temperature

slightly lower than the critical temperature of the electrodes, as

shown by the arrow.

Fig. 6 Cross-section area of the wire, wt, is plotted vs. the unit

length conductance, L/RN. Here w is the width of the nanowire

measured under SEM and t is the nominal thickness of the

sputtered film. Each data point corresponds to a different sam-

ple. Filled squares represent Nb wires, open circles, unprotected

MoGe wires, and filled circles, MoGe wire protected with a

1.5-nm Ge film. The best linear fits are shown and the pa-

rameters of the fits are indicated on the graph: dashed line for

Nb, thick solid line for MoGe wires covered with 1.5 nm of Ge,

and thin solid line for plain MoGe nanowires.
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An SI transition was also observed in Ref. [19] but in

that work the transition has been seen when the film

square resistance (defined as RW=r/d, with r being the

resistivity of the metal and d the film thickness) reached

a critical value close to RQ. On the contrary, in our

case the film square resistance at the SI transition is

much lower than RQ because RW � RNðw �
ffiffiffiffiffi
A0

p
Þ=L �

600 O� RQ. The total resistance (or perhaps the wire

diameter) appears to be a more plausible control param-

eters driving the transition. Fig. 7b presents all �100-nm-

long samples, including those of Ref. [11] Here the re-

sistance divided by the length of the wire is plotted vs.

the temperature normalized by the critical temperature

of the film electrodes of each sample. A clear dichot-

omy confirms the existence of a superconductor–insu-

lator transition.

Now we compare the R(T) curves of superconducting

MoGe samples with the LAMH theory. Fig. 8 shows R(T)

plots for samples A, B, and C (From Fig. 7a) together with

the LAMH fits computed using Eq. 1a. The fits show

Table 1 Parameters of unprotected MoGe wires deposited over fluorinated single-wall carbon nanotubes

Sample L (nm) w (nm) DCALC (nm) t (nm) RN (kO)

A 99±10 21±3 11.1 8.5 2.39

B 127±10 19±3 11 8.5 3.14

C 93±10 17±2 8.8 8.5 3.59

D 109±12 13±3 8.3 7.0 4.73

E 116±12 12±4 7.9 7.0 5.61

F 125±7 14±4 7.8 7.0 6.09

G 105±8 11±2 6.2 5.5 8.22

H 121±14 9±2 6.5 5.5 8.67

I 140±9 11±2 6.6 5.5 9.67

J 86±15 14±3 3.1 7.5 26.17

The length of the wire, L, and the width, w, are measured under SEM. The parameter RN is the normal state resistance, t is the thickness of

the sputtered film, and the diameter DCALC is calculated from RN and L as D �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð4=pÞðrL=RNÞ

p
, with r= 2.35�10� 6 O m.

Fig. 7 Resistance vs. temperature of MoGe nanowires. Each curve represents a different sample. (a) Log-linear plots of zero bias

resistance vs. temperature. The dashed curves represent double-wire structures. (Inset) The same R(T) data magnified near RQ. (b)

Resistance divided by the length is plotted vs. the temperature normalized by the critical temperature of the film. This combined plot

includes all samples listed in Table 1 and the samples from Ref. [11] (thicker lines). The sample X, with L�50 nm, is twice shorter than

others. A pronounced dichotomy is observed.
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Fig. 8 R(T) data (open symbols) for samples A, B, and C compared to the LAMH theory of TAPS (continuous lines). The table shows

the best LAMH fitting parameters cExp, DExp, and TC and compares them to the parameters (cTh and DTh) computed from Eqs. 2 and 3.

The dashed lines show the predictions of the Giordano model (Ref. [12]) that includes quantum phase slips (heavy dashed lines: a=1.3,

B=7.2; light dashed lines: a=1, B=1). The coefficients a and B are defined in Ref. [12] and determine the ratio of attempt frequencies

and the energy barriers for QPS and TAPS. (Inset) Computed plots of rQC�RMQT/RLAMH vs. t�T/TC for c=8, 16, 24, 32, and 40

(assuming a=1 and B=1). The temperature T*=0.718TC is a universal temperature below which the Giordano model predicts a higher

QPS rate compared to TAPS.

Fig. 9 (a) Resistances vs. temperature for longer (up to 1000 nm) MoGe wires reproduced from Ref. [12] The wire’s normal-state

resistances and lengths are 1: 14.8 kO, 135 nm; 2: 10.7 kO, 135 nm; 3: 47 kO, 745 nm; 4: 17.3 kO, 310 nm; 5: 32 kO, 730 nm; 6: 40 kO,

1050 nm; 7: 10 kO, 310 nm; 8: 4.5 kO, 165 nm. (b) Resistance divided by the length plotted vs. temperature, normalized by the critical

temperature of the film electrodes. The solid lines represent the data. The dotted lines are calculated using the model of quantum phase

slips (see Eq. 4 and Eq. 3 of Ref. [12]). The two fitting parameters that produced the best agreement with the experiment curves are

a=1.3 and B=7.2 used for the entire family of experimental curves.
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nearly perfect agreement with the experiment (except very

near TC where the LAMH theory does not work:[27]). The

experimental fitting constants cExp and DExp are in good

agreement with Eqs. 2 and 3. Thus, the wires act as ho-

mogenous 1-D superconductors, well described by the

LAMH, without including QPS.

Experiments with considerably longer wires (up to

1000 nm) give significantly different results.[12] The di-

chotomy representing the superconductor–insulator tran-

sition was not observed in these longer wires. On the

contrary, a smooth crossover from strongly supercon-

ducting to weakly superconducting wires has been seen

(Fig. 9). It was possible to fit the entire series of R(T)

curves of Fig. 9 using only two fitting parameters. The

fitting procedure is explained in detail in Ref. [12]. The fits

(dashed lines in Fig. 9b) are made using Eq. 4. The co-

efficients a and B are unknown and were used as free

fitting parameters. The coefficient c is defined in Eq. 2.

It represents the height of the barrier for the phase slips

and it is the same parameter for TAPS as well as for QPS.

The same fitting procedure was applied to short MoGe

wires with RN<RQ (Fig. 8). The fits, computed using Eq.

4, are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 8. They deviate from

the experimental points considerably. Thus we conclude

that in short wires with low enough normal state resistance

(possibly defined as RN<RQ) a new regime is realized.

This regime can be called ‘‘true’’ superconductivity be-

cause the QPS rate is strongly suppressed and the LAMH

theory gives correct predictions. This theory predicts that

resistance should be zero at zero temperature. On the

contrary, the wires that show finite contribution of QPS

(such as those shown in Fig. 9) should have a nonzero

resistance even at zero temperature.

The reason for different behavior in short and long

wires is not well understood. Nevertheless, it might be

significant that all long wires (Fig. 9) had their normal

resistance above RQ, whereas the superconducting wires

(Figs. 7 and 8) have their normal resistance lower than RQ.

Thus, the above-mentioned short and long wires could

simply be on different sides of the SI transition. In gen-

eral, we find that the low-resistance wires show good

agreement with the LAMH theory, whereas the highly

resistive wires (i.e., those with RN>RQ) show a consid-

erable deviations form the LAMH (Fig. 9) or even act as

insulators (samples G–J, Fig. 7a), possibly due to QPS.

Superconductivity in Nb Nanowires

Nanowires of Nb, grown on fluorinated carbon nanotubes,

have properties similar to MoGe nanowires. Parameters of

Nb samples are given in Table 2. All Nb wires were

protected with a 2-nm Si film. As in MoGe samples, the

resistance vs. temperature curves show two transitions

(Fig. 10). The first one is due to the Nb film electrodes.

Expectedly, this film transition temperature is lower for

thinner films.[39] The resistance measured slightly lower

than the film transition is taken to be the normal-state

resistance of the wire, RN. The second resistive transition

is due to the nanowire itself. The LAMH theory fits, made

using Eq. 1a (Fig. 10, continuous lines), demonstrate very

good agreement with the data (open circles). The dashed

curves in Fig. 10 represent the Giordano model and in-

clude the QPS effect, calculated with Eq. 5.

They deviate from the experimental points. The effect

of quantum phase slips is negligibly low, i.e., much lower

than the Giordano model predicts. Thus, similar to MoGe

wires, �100-nm-long Nb wires show very strong sup-

pression of QPS and good agreement with LAMH. The

coherence length, extracted from the LAMH fitting pro-

cedure, is x(0)�8 nm for samples Nb2 and Nb3. This is

comparable to x(0)�7 nm found in sputtered Nb thin

films. It also agrees well with the estimate x(0)� (x01)1/2=

6.9 nm, where x0=40 nm is the coherence length for clean

Nb, and 1�1.2 nm is the mean free path. For higher re-

sistance samples x(0)�15�20 nm, probably due to the

suppression of the critical temperature.

Interestingly, all Nb wires that show good agreement

with LAMH satisfy the condition RN<RQ. The only wire

Table 2 Parameters of Nb nanowires

Sample RN (O) L (nm) t (nm) w (nm) TC (K) x(0) (nm)

Nb1 470 137 8 20 5.8 8.5

Nb2 650 120 7 18 5.6 8.1

Nb3 1610 172 6 16 2.65 18.1

Nb4 2350 177 6 15

Nb5 4250 110 4 11.5 2.6 16.5

Nb6 9500 113 4 10.3 1.9 16.05

Nb7 15700 196 4 11

Nb8 47500 235 4 11

Parameters include the length, L (measured under SEM), the sputtered film thickness, t, the apparent width, w (measured under SEM), and the normal-

state wire resistance, RN. The critical temperature, TC, and the coherence length, x(0), are obtained from the LAMH best fits.
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that deviates from LAMH (sample Nb6) satisfies RN>RQ.

Thus, again, the quantum resistance appears as a critical

point. Examples of SI transitions with a critical point at

RENV=RQ have been studied previously in different sys-

tems.[41,42] Such transitions are called dissipative phase

transitions (DPT) and are controlled by the resistance of

the environment. Typically, a transition into an insulating

state takes place when the resistance of the environment

(e.g., a shunting resistance) reaches �RQ=6.5 kO. In short

MoGe and Nb nanowires there are certain similarities to

the DPT, in particular the fact that deviations from LAMH

occur when the normal resistance approaches 6.5 kO. The

dissipative environment for the nanowires could be the

bath of normal electrons generated by phase slips in the

nanowire itself. Thus, our preliminary conclusion is that

such suppression of QPS is due to a quantum dissipation

effect, i.e., the DPT. This question certainly requires

further investigation.

High-Bias Current Phenomena in Nanowires

Voltage vs. current measurements, V(I), are presented

below for a typical Nb nanowire, Nb2. With decreasing

temperature, the V(I) undergoes the following transfor-

mations. Slightly below TC and at high-bias currents, the

V(I) follows the exponential dependence predicted by the

LAMH theory, V(I)�exp(I/I0) (Fig. 11a). The experi-

mental value of the coefficient I0�0.09 mA is close to the

theoretical (Ref. [27] p. 291) value, I0=2ekBT/ph=0.06

mA. At lower T, the resistance becomes immeasurably low

until the critical current is reached. At the critical current,

the sample shows a few voltage steps (Fig. 11b) and then,

at higher bias currents, enters a resistive (or dissipative)

regime with a linear V(I). Each new step in the V(I) curve

is probably due to an appearance of a new phase slip

center (PSC) in the wire.[27]

The multistep V(I) curves indicate that the dissipative

size of a single PSC is less than the length of the wire.

When temperature decreases further, the steps merge,

possibly due to a synchronization of PSCs.[43] At low

temperatures, only one large step is present at the critical

current and the hysteresis is always observed (Fig. 11c).

The hysteresis can be explained either by heating[44] or by

the finite relaxation time of the order parameter.[43,45] The

heating should not be the dominant effect because the V(I)

curves in the dissipative state are linear and parallel to the

Fig. 11 Voltage vs. current curves measured on one Nb

nanowire, Nb2. (a) A V(I) dependence measured at T=4.8 K

(open circles) in a log-linear representation. The straight solid

line is a guide to the eye. (b) A family of V(I) curves measured at

different temperatures, close to TC =5.6 K. From the left to the

right, the temperatures are: 4.76 K, 4.69 K, 4.58 K, 4.45 K, and

4.35 K. Stepwise behavior corresponds to nucleation of phase

slip centers. The other tested Nb samples showed similar steps.

(None of the MoGe samples showed such steps.) (c) Hysteretic

V(I) variation at the lowest temperature, T=1.58 K. The critical

current, IC, the ‘‘retrapping’’ current, IR, and the offset current,

IS, are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 10 Temperature dependence of the resistance of Nb

nanowires. The experimental points are given by open circles.

The solid lines show the fits to the LAMH theory of thermally

activated phase slips. These fits are made without including the

quantum phase slips. The fitting parameters, x(0) and TC, are

indicated in Table 2. The dotted and dashed curves show the fits

calculated under the assumption that quantum phase slips do

occur. The dashed curves are calculated using generic fitting

constants a=1 and B=1, using Eq. 4. The dotted lines represent

the constant obtained in Ref. [12], i.e., a=1.3 and B=7.2. The

other parameters are the same as obtained from LAMH fits.
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normal-state dependence, V=RNI, but shifted downward.

In other words, they show a nonzero offset current, IS,

meaning that the linear par of the V(I) dependence, ob-

served above the critical current, does not extrapolate to

zero current, but rather to a positive offset current, IS. The

IS represents a nonzero average supercurrent existing even

at I>IC. This fact suggests that superconductivity survives

in some form in the resistive state.

The critical current for the sample Nb2 extrapolated to

T = 0 K is IC(0)=8 mA. This is close to the depairing

critical current calculated as IDP=(92 mO)LTC/RNx(0),[34]

using the parameters extracted from the LAMH fit. This

expression gives IDP=12 mO, reasonably close to experi-

mental value, thus confirming the consistency of the IC(T)

and R(T) measurements. Because the measured values of

IC(T) fluctuate slightly (�100 nA) from measurement to

measurement, it is reasonable to assume that the critical

current is suppressed below the expected depairing current

due to the premature switching effect.[27]

Examples of V(I) curves of MoGe wires are shown in

Fig. 12. They are similar to Nb, but they never show

multiple steps as in Fig. 11b. This is an indication of a

better homogeneity of amorphous MoGe wires or, pos-

sibly the larger dissipative size of the phase slip centers

in MoGe. This conclusion is confirmed by the observa-

tion that the differential resistance measured on the re-

sistive part of the I(V) curve (i.e., above the critical

current) coincides with the wire’s normal resistance.

Therefore, the dissipative size of the phase slip center is

equal to the wire’s length of �100 nm. The measured

critical current of MoGe wires is close to the estimated

depairing current and it diminishes with the wire’s

approaching the SI transition (Fig. 12). Some suppression

of the critical current due to premature switching has also

been observed.

CONCLUSION

Suspended molecular templates have been used for the

fabrication of sub-10-nm nanowires. This allowed an ex-

tensive research of 1-D superconductivity. The main

results are: 1) The LAMH theory is tested in a wide range

of temperatures and showed very good agreement with

measurements carried on short wires (�100 nm), with

RN < RQ. These wires behave as ‘‘true superconductors’’

and should approach zero resistance at zero temperature.

2) Deviations from the LAMH are observed on wires with

RN>RQ. The Giordano model, involving quantum tun-

neling of phase slips, provides good fits for such wires.

These wires should have a finite resistance at zero tem-

perature. An insulating behavior is also observed in

samples, which are short and satisfy the condition RN>RQ.

Future work will address such issues as the origin of the

superconductor–insulator transition and the nature of the

insulating state.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecule-based nanodevices with advanced functions

have been attracting much attention, because the size of

microelectronic circuit components will soon reach the

scale of atoms or molecules.[1,2] The idea that one, or a few

molecules, could perform the basic functions of electron-

ics was first introduced in 1978.[3] Aviram and Ratner[3]

suggested that a molecular diode should be obtained by a

donor–spacer–acceptor structure, when it is placed be-

tween two electrodes. Such molecular-scale electronic

devices differ radically from bulk-scale devices, because

one or a few molecules work as a circuit component.[4] In

addition, it should be noted that the structure and function

of molecular building blocks are rationally controlled by

chemical synthesis, and that each molecular component

can be aggregated into a larger structure by self-assembly.

To realize molecular-scale devices, the development of

new approaches should be required to construct desired

molecular nanostructures on a suitable substrate. Whereas

large functional molecules have been directly obtained by

chemical synthesis,[5,6] supramolecular assembly is a

realistic way to create nanoscale molecular structures.[7]

The supramolecular approach, starting from molecular

building blocks, can lead to controlled aggregates, which

is achieved by selective and directional intermolecular

interactions. When noncovalent attractive interactions

such as hydrogen bonding are introduced into functional

molecules, the selective aggregation results in the con-

trolled formation of molecular nanostructures, which has

been widely studied.[7] However, these structures have

been obtained exclusively in crystals or dissolved struc-

tures. For the use of the molecular nanodevices, the

supramolecule should be supported on a suitable surface.

The surface-supported supramolecules should be located

at suitable positions.

On solid surfaces, scanning probe microscopy, partic-

ularly scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),[8] has

proven to be a powerful tool for the real-space investi-

gation of adsorbed functional molecules, allowing to

directly determine the arrangement, configuration, and

conformation of adsorbed molecules with submolecular

resolution. Using the technique of STM, several groups

have reported on self-assembled structures of adsorbed

molecules on metal surfaces.[9–11] To realize molecular

nanodevices, further control of their size and shape should

become an important step. Here we demonstrate the

controlled supramolecular aggregation of porphyrin deri-

vatives formed on a gold surface. First, we describe the

structure of porphyrin and substrate surface used. After

the adsorption properties of the porphyrin on the gold

surface are described in detail, the supramolecular

aggregation of cyano-substituted porphyrins is reported.

PORPHYRIN AND GOLD SURFACE

Porphyrins and other closely related tetrapyrrolic pig-

ments are a class of naturally occurring macrocycles,

which play very important roles in various biological

processes including hemes, chlorophylls, and several

others.[12] Thus porphyrin derivatives have been widely

studied both in basic research and for functional applica-

tions.[13] In the present work, we have used 5,10,15,20-

tetrakis-(3,5-di-tertiarybutylphenyl) porphyrin (H2-

TBPP)[14,15] as a basic molecule, which is composed of

a free-base porphyrin and four di-tertiarybutylphenyl

(tBP) substituents (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows an ideal shape

of H2-TBPP obtained from molecular orbital calcula-

tions.[16] The molecule exhibits a planar macrocyclic

conformation of the central porphyrin through 60–90�
rotations of four phenyl rings with respect to the porphyrin

mean plane. Because of the phenyl-ring rotations, the

insulating tBP substituents should prevent the direct inter-

actions between the central porphyrin and the surface,
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even when the H2-TBPP molecule is adsorbed onto a

surface. As the characteristic features of the central por-

phyrin should be conserved even for molecules supported

on surfaces, this isolation fulfills the requirements for the

molecular nanoelectronic or optoelectronic devices.[14,15]

To ensure selective molecular aggregation, we used a

gold(111) surface as the substrate because of its inertness

and its properties of surface reconstruction. The Au(111)

was formed by deposition of gold on a mica substrate in

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and was prepared by repeated

cycles of Ar ion sputtering and annealing at 700 K. After

the procedure, the starting Au(111) clean surface was

obtained as shown in the STM image of Fig. 3a. This STM

image was obtained at 63 K in UHV and revealed a

characteristic ‘‘herringbone’’ surface reconstruction. As

there are 23 surface atoms within 22-unit cells in the [110]

direction[17] as shown in the atomic-resolved STM image

of Fig. 3b, the reconstruction of the Au(111) surfaceFig. 1 Structural formula of H2-TBPP, which includes the

central free-base porphyrin and four tBP substituents.

Fig. 2 (a) Top and (b) side views of the calculated con-

formation of H2-TBPP, obtained from semiempirical molecular

orbital method with the AM1 Hamiltonian. The about 65� rota-

tions of phenyl rings result from steric hindrance between the

porphyrin and phenyl rings. As shown in the side view, the in-

sulating tBP groups prevent direct interaction between the cen-

tral porphyrin and substrate surface, when the molecule is ad-

sorbed on a surface.

Fig. 3 (a) STM image (82�82 nm) of a Au(111) surface

obtained at 63 K, in which periodic rotations of bright stripes

result in the formation of herringbone pattern. (b) Atomically

resolved STM image (3.5�8.6 nm) of the Au(111) surface.

Within 22-unit cells of the bulk lattice, indicated by a white

rectangle, there are 23 surface atoms, so that the bright stripes

are induced by lattice distortion in the surface layer.
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results from alternating face-centered cubic (fcc) and

hexagonal close-packed (hcp) stacking of the surface

atoms with respect to the bulk lattice. In the STM image,

brighter stripes correspond to the transition region

between hcp and fcc stackings, and periodic rotations of

the uniaxial domains result in the formation of long-range

herringbone patterns.[17] Here it should be noted that a

point dislocation of the surface lattice occurs at each

elbow of this pattern, and the preferential nucleation of

adsorbates at the elbows has been reported in various

systems.[10,18] It is very important for individual mole-

cules to be selectively positioned at specific sites of

the surface.

CONFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENT
OF ADSORBED TBPP

As the conformation of adsorbed molecules is occasion-

ally different from the ideal conformation and is respon-

sible for the molecular functions, the detailed analysis of

the conformational change upon adsorption is one of the

fundamental steps to realize the selective assembly of

adsorbed molecules.[15] To directly observe individual

molecules using STM, H2-TBPP molecule was deposited

onto the Au(111) at room temperature by sublimation

from a Knudsen cell kept at about 530 K in UHV. The

sample was then subsequently transferred to the cold STM

stage for direct observations. Fig. 4a shows a STM image

of the Au(111) surface after a small amount of H2-TBPP

deposition, which reveals regular arrays of isolated single

molecules. These molecules are located at the elbows of

the herringbone patterns, indicating that each molecule is

preferentially nucleated at the point dislocations (defects).

This selective molecular positioning allows direct imaging

of isolated molecules without intermolecular interactions.

Fig. 4b shows a high-resolution STM image of a single

H2-TBPP molecule on the Au(111) surface, which

exhibits four paired lobes surrounding two oblong

protrusions.[19] From the molecular dimension, we assign

each lobe as one of the tBP substituents, and the

appearance of the paired lobes suggests that the phenyl

rings are oriented close to the porphyrin macrocyclic

plane, different from the ideal shape of H2-TBPP shown in

Fig. 2 where the phenyl rings are rotated by 60–90�. By

comparing the STM results with the molecular model, we

have derived the dihedral angle between the porphyrin and

phenyl rings to be about 20�, where the four phenyl rings

are alternately rotated with respect to the porphyrin mean

plane. In the STM image, the brighter lobe should

correspond to the upper tertiarybutyl group within a tBP

substituent. The rotations of the phenyl–porphyrin bonds

have been reported for adsorbed Cu-TBPP molecules on

several metal surfaces, which depend on the substrate

structures. These results indicate that the rotational flexi-

bility of the phenyl–porphyrin bonds allows the tertiary-

butyl substituents to fit into the surface geometry, leading

to the conformational changes.

The most distinguishing feature for the H2-TBPP

molecules on the Au(111) surface is that the internal

structure of the central porphyrin macrocycle has been

resolved in the STM images, which is composed of two

oblong protrusions. As the p electrons are expanded over

the central porphyrin macrocycle, no corrugated structure

is expected in the STM image of the central region when

the porphyrin exhibits a planar conformation. Thus the

oblong protrusions should be associated with the nonpla-

nar macrocyclic conformation (deformation) of the

central porphyrin.

To confirm the nonplanar deformation, we performed

a semiempirical molecular orbital calculation with the

Fig. 4 (a) STM image (86�104 nm) of a Au(111) surface at

63 K after a small amount of H2-TBPP deposition. Individual

molecules are selectively located at the elbows of the herring-

bone pattern. (b) Submolecular resolution STM image (2.1�2.1

nm) of H2-TBPP, which shows four paired lobes surrounding

two oblong protrusions.
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AM1 Hamiltonian.[16] Fig. 5 shows the calculated con-

formation of H2-TBPP with fixed 20� rotations of the

four phenyl rings. The converged structure shows that

the 20� rotations of the phenyl rings introduce nonplanar

deformation of the central porphyrin macrocycle, where-

as the ground state planar conformation is formed

through 60–90� rotations as shown in Fig. 2. In this

nonplanar conformation, the saddle-shaped deformation

of the central porphyrin is characterized by alternate

tilting of the pyrrole rings above and below the mean

plane, which is induced by steric hindrance with the

rotated phenyl substituents. The maximum deviation of

the porphyrin macrocycle from the mean plane is esti-

mated to be about 0.95 Å, which is roughly consistent

with the STM corrugation of 0.6 Å. In the high-

resolution STM image of Fig. 4b, the two oblong pro-

trusions should be associated with the tilt-up pyrrole

rings of the nonplanar porphyrin macrocycle, whereas

the tilt-down pyrrole rings weakly appear as bridges be-

tween two oblong protrusions.

In addition to the direct imaging of molecular struc-

tures, STM is also applied for tunneling spectroscopy of

adsorbed molecules, which allows probing the electronic

properties on an STM resolution. Tunneling spectra [(dI/

dV)/(I/V)], which are numerically derived from current–

voltage (I–V) characteristics at a typical tip-sample

separation, almost represent the local density of electronic

states at the tip position.[20] Fig. 6 shows the tunneling

spectrum obtained on an adsorbed H2-TBPP molecule on

the Au(111) surface at 63 K. In this tunneling spectrum of

H2-TBPP, there are two characteristic peaks of occupied

states at V=�1.1 V and at an unoccupied state at 0.9 V,

which should correspond to the highest occupied molec-

ular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molec-

ular orbital (LUMO) states of the central porphyrin,

respectively. The obtained HOMO–LUMO gap of about 2

eV is in agreement with that of the porphyrin, estimated

from optical absorption spectroscopy, which indicates that

the electronic properties of H2-TBPP remain mostly

unchanged even after adsorption and deformation.

With increasing coverage, two-dimensional islands are

formed through self-assembled aggregation of the H2-

TBPP molecules on the Au(111) surface. As shown in

Fig. 7a, we have observed larger islands even without

thermal annealing above 300 K, suggesting that the

diffusion barrier for molecules on this surface is low at

room temperature. In the islands, the nonplanar macrocy-

clic conformation of the central porphyrin remains, and

Fig. 6 Tunneling spectrum of H2-TBPP adsorbed on the

Au(111) surface at 63 K, which represents the local density of

the electronic states of the molecule. In this spectrum, the

negative sample voltage corresponds to the occupied electronic

states, whereas the positive voltage corresponds to the unoccu-

pied states.

Fig. 5 (a) Top and (b) side views of calculated conformation of

H2-TBPP with 20� rotations of phenyl rings, obtained by

semiempirical molecular orbital method with the AM1 Hamil-

tonian. In this structure, the dihedral angle between the

porphyrin and phenyl rings has been fixed at 20�, where the

four phenyl rings were alternately rotated with respect to the

porphyrin mean plane. In the central porphyrin, the saddle-

shaped deformation is characterized by alternate tilting of the

pyrrole rings above and below the mean plane, which is induced

by the steric hindrance with the rotated phenyl rings.
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the molecules are ordered into a close-packed arrange-

ment [Fig. 7b]. A detailed analysis of the STM image

indicates that the molecular arrangement exhibits an

11� 5
ffiffiffi
3
p

superstructure, commensurate with the under-

lying substrate lattice of Au(111).[19] Fig. 7c shows the

model of the H2-TBPP island formed on the Au(111)-1�1

structure, where the symmetric intermolecular interaction

should be governed by van der Waals forces between

tBP substituents.

SELECTIVE INTERMOLECULAR
INTERACTIONS

A large number of different selective and directional

intermolecular connections have been developed in

supramolecular chemistry.[7] In this work, we have used

a cyanophenyl substituent to control molecular aggrega-

tion,[21] because it has a simple and symmetric structure as

well as an asymmetric charge distribution at the cyano

group. Within the cyano group, the nitrogen atom is

negatively charged and the carbon atom is positively

charged, so that the asymmetric charge distribution should

induce a large dipole moment, resulting in the introduc-

tion of dipole–dipole interactions between neighboring

cyanophenyl substituents. Fig. 8 shows the optimized

arrangements of a cyanobenzen dimer and trimer obtained

from ab initio molecular calculations at the MP2/6-31G*

level.[22] In the aggregated structures, an antiparallel

Fig. 8 Structure of the molecular aggregates of a (a) cyano-

benzen dimer and (b) trimer, obtained from ab initio molecular

orbital calculations. In the dimer structure, an antiparallel

configuration is formed between cyano groups, whereas a cyclic

configuration is formed in the trimer structure. These structures

are formed by the dipole–dipole interactions of the cyano

groups, and further stabilized by CN. . .HC hydrogen bonding.

Fig. 7 (a) STM image (33�33 nm) of a two-dimensional H2-

TBPP island formed on the Au(111) surface. The Au(111)

surface is almost covered with the H2-TBPP molecules. (b)

High-resolution STM image (5.3�5.3 nm) and (c) its model of

the H2-TBPP island. The molecules are well ordered into an

11� 5
ffiffiffi
3
p

superstructure with respect to the surface lattice.
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configuration of the cyano groups is stabilized in the

dimer, whereas a cyclic arrangement is formed in the

trimer.[23] The antiparallel and cyclic configurations are in

good agreement with the classical dipole–dipole arrange-

ments. In addition, the length of the CH. . .NC contacts is

about 2.39 and 2.65 Å for the dimer and trimer,

respectively, which is shorter than the van der Waals

distance of about 2.7 Å. The interaction energies were

estimated to be �7.12 and �12.40 kcal/mol for the dimer

and trimer, respectively. These results indicate that these

cluster structures are further stabilized by CH. . .NC hy-

drogen bonding.

To introduce the characteristic interaction of the

cyanophenyl groups, we have synthesized cyano-substi-

tuted porphyrins. When a tBP group of H2-TBPP is

replaced with a cyanophenyl substituent, (cyanophenyl)-

tris(di-tertiarybutyl-phenyl) prophyrin (CTBPP) is ob-

tained as shown in Fig. 9a. Because of the absence of a

Fig. 9 Structural formula of cyano-substituted porphyrins. (a) CTBPP, where a tBP substituent of H2-TBPP is replaced with a

cyanophenyl substituent. (b) cis-BCTBPP molecule, where two cyanophenyl groups are substituted at the cis position. (c) trans-

BCTBPP, where two cyanophenyl groups are substituted at the cis position. High-resolution STM images of (d) CTBPP, (e) cis-

BCTBPP, and (f) trans-BCTBPP.
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di-tertiarybutyl group, three paired lobes appear in the

STM image of a single CTBPP molecule on the Au(111)

surface as shown in Fig. 9b, in agreement with the

chemical structure. At low coverage, most CTBPP

molecules assemble into triangular clusters on the

Au(111) surface. As shown in Fig. 10a, identical clusters

are located separately at the elbows of the herringbone

patterns, and the high-resolution STM image of Fig. 10b

shows that the triangular cluster is a CTBPP trimer. The

cyanophenyl substituents are assembled into a cyclic con-

figuration in the trimer structure, in good agreement with

the cyanobenzen trimer aggregation. In addition, we ob-

served that the trimer clusters were ordered to form two-

dimensional islands by further deposition, suggesting that

the trimer works as a single molecule on the surface.

Compared with the characteristic trimer aggregation of

CTBPP, we have not observed such supramolecular

clusters, when the cyano group was removed from the

CTBPP molecule. Fig. 11 shows a small island of

(phenyl)-tris(di-tertiarybutyl-phenyl) porphyrins formed

on the Au(111) surface, in which the molecular orienta-

tions are randomly distributed on the surface, indicating no

selective aggregation. This result confirms that the supra-

molecular aggregation is dominated by the cyano groups.

One more cyano group was substituted to further probe

the supramolecular aggregation on the Au(111) surface.

When two tBP groups were replaced with cyanophenyl

substituents, bis(cyanophenyl)-bis(di-tertiarybutyl-phe-

nyl) porphyrin (BCTBPP) was obtained, which forms

two types of isomers (cis and trans) with respect to the

configuration of two cyanophenyl substituents. Figs. 12a

Fig. 10 (a) STM image at 63 K of CTBPP molecules on

Au(111). Identical triangular clusters are formed on the surface.

(b) High-resolution STM image of a triangular cluster and (c) its

model. This cluster is composed of three molecules, in which

cyclic configuration of cyano groups is formed at the center.

Fig. 11 STM image at 63 K of (phenyl)-tris(di-tertiarybutyl-

phenyl) porphyrin on Au(111). In this molecule, the cyano group

was removed from CTBPP. Within two-dimensional islands, the

directions of the phenyl groups are randomly distributed.
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Fig. 12 (a) STM image at 63 K of cis-BCTBPP molecules on

Au(111). Identical clusters appear as four-leaf clover. (b) High-

resolution STM image of a cluster and (c) its model. This cluster

is composed of four molecules, in which antiparallel configu-

ration between cyano groups is formed.

Fig. 13 (a) STM image at 63 K of trans-BCTBPP molecules

on Au(111). Linear long wires are formed. (b) High-resolution

STM image of a wire and (c) its model. This wire is formed by

the antiparallel interaction between cyano groups.
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and 13a show STM images of single cis- and trans-

BCTBPP molecule, respectively. The disappearance of

paired lobes at the cyanophenyl substituents agrees well

with the chemical structures. At small coverage of the cis-

BCTBPP molecules, identical clusters appear as four-leaf

clovers as shown in Fig. 12b and c, which are located at

the elbows of the surface reconstruction. From the

molecular model of Fig. 12c, we find that the cis-

BCTBPP molecules are aggregated into a supramolecular

tetramer on the Au(111) surface. In this structure, the

antiparallel intermolecular connections of all the cyano-

phenyl substituents lead to a macrocyclic arrangement of

the porphyrin molecules, forming a molecular ring. The

diameter of the macrocyclic ring is roughly estimated to

be about 3.8 nm.

In contrast to the macrocyclic clusters of CTBPP and

cis-BCTBPP, sequential aggregation was achieved for the

trans-BCTBPP molecules, where two cyanophenyl groups

were substituted at the trans positions. Fig. 13 shows

supramolecular wires of trans-BCTBPP formed on the

Au(111) surface. In this structure, the antiparallel config-

uration between the cyanophenyl substituents results in a

linear arrangement of the molecules. The maximum

length of the straight wires is above 100 nm, comparable

with the length scale of the present silicon devices.

In addition, most of the individual wires extended across

the elbows of the herringbone patterns, whereas some

branches are also formed because of the three-fold sym-

metry of Au(111). This is because the molecules were

initially nucleated at the elbows, so that it is easy to con-

nect these molecules in the direction across the elbows.

The selective aggregation of the porphyrin molecules

results from the antiparallel or cyclic configurations of the

cyano substituents. From the high-resolution STM images

and related models, we estimated the length of CH. . .NC

contacts between cyanophenyl substituents to be about 2.6

and 2.5 Å for the antiparallel and cyclic configurations,

respectively. These values are almost identical to those of

the calculated cyanobenzen clusters, indicating that the

obtained clusters are stable on the surface.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented the formation of surface-

supported supramolecular structures with controlled size

and shape by using the dipole–dipole interactions of the

cyano group. On the Au(111) surface, monomer, trimer,

tetramer, or wire-like aggregations of porphyrins were

controlled only by changing the number and position of

the cyanophenyl substituent. It should be emphasized that

these porphyrins find one another on the surface and link

together spontaneously. Because a large number of

substituents have been reported for noncovalent bonding,

further controls of selective aggregation should be feasible

on surfaces.

In molecular electronic nanodevices, these supramo-

lecular aggregates should be linked to the outside world

through microscopic electrodes, and a semiconducting

or insulating substrate should be more useful. As some

substituents are likely to connect to metal atoms, selec-

tive adsorption of substituted molecules at metal elec-

trodes will be easy to obtain on an inert insulating

surface. By further selective assembly, supramolecular

nanostructures (such as wires) should be constructed

between metal electrodes, in which the structures are

electrically coupled with the electrodes because of the

metal-substituent connections.
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INTRODUCTION

The dispersion of solid nanoparticles within a polymeric

matrix can dramatically improve the mechanical, thermal,

or electrical properties of the material.[1] One of the

challenges in fabricating such composites is controlling

the distribution of the particles in the polymer. However,

in multicomponent mixtures that involve blends of

different polymers and the nanoparticles, one can exploit

the polymer–polymer and polymer–particle interactions to

direct the distribution of nanoparticles within the mixture.

For example, consider the case where the polymer matrix

is composed of a binary blend of A and B homopolymers.

Most polymer pairs are immiscible and thus these blends

usually undergo phase separation. Typically, one of the

polymers in the blend preferentially absorbs onto, or wets,

the particles; in particular, coating the particles with A-

like chains provides a mechanism for obtaining the

preferential wetting interaction between the particles and

the A polymers. Now the interplay between the A/B phase

separation and the polymer–particle wetting interactions

controls the structure of the composite.[2] In particular, the

A-like particles localize in the A domains, and depending

on the composition of the AB blend, these solids can form

a continuous network throughout the material or segregate

into A domains that are dispersed in the B matrix.[3] The

former case is of particular importance because particles

that have percolated into an interconnected network

can enhance the electrical or mechanical integrity of

the system.

In a previous study,[4] we used computer simulations to

determine the behavior of nanoscale rods that are im-

mersed in a binary, phase-separating blend. The situation

becomes even more complicated than the scenario de-

scribed above because the rods can form liquid crystalline

phases. Here the interplay among three phenomena—

phase separation, wetting, and anisotropic interparticle

interactions—controls the morphology of the material.

We found that such cooperative effects drive the rods to

form a percolating structure at very low volume fractions

of the nanoparticles. In effect, the rods form a supramo-

lecular network that extends throughout the polymer

matrix. These studies revealed that the synergistic in-

teractions among the components provide a means of ma-

nipulating the motion of the nanoscopic objects and di-

recting their association into extensive structures.

In addition to harnessing the phase separation of

polymer blends, one can exploit the microphase separa-

tion of diblock copolymers to control the dispersion of

nanoparticles.[5] Diblock copolymers are composed of an

A chain that is chemically linked to a B chain. Although

the A and B chains are incompatible, the diblocks cannot

undergo macroscopic phase separation because of the

chemical linkage between the two blocks. Instead, at a

critical temperature, the diblocks microphase separate into

spatially periodic structures that can exhibit spherical,

cylindrical, lamellar, and other more complex geometries.

Adding particles that are preferentially wetted by one of

the blocks can yield spatially ordered hybrid materials.

For example, adding particles to the cylindrical phase of

the diblocks can result in the formation of solid ‘‘nano-

wires’’ that extend throughout the material.[6,7] If these

nanoparticles are metals or semiconductors, the composite

can exhibit the unique electrical, optical, or magnetic

properties of the inorganics and the flexibility and pro-

cessibility of the polymers. In addition, the ‘‘columns’’ of

particles provide significant reinforcement of the polymer

matrix and thus improve the mechanical properties of

the material.

OVERVIEW

Recently, there has been considerable interest in blending

nanoparticles and diblock copolymers to create flexible

batteries, photonic band gap devices, nanoelectrode

arrays, and polymer/clay nanocomposites with significant

mechanical strength and toughness.[5] A major challenge

in designing such complex materials is predicting the

macroscopic behavior of the composite based upon such

constituent characteristics as the diblock composition and
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the nanoparticle surface chemistry. By addressing this

challenge, researchers can ultimately understand how

choices made in the initial design stage affect the final

material’s performance and facilitate the efficient fabri-

cation of composites with the desired properties.

In this article, we describe a means of tackling this

challenge by integrating two different computational

approaches and thereby relating the polymer architecture,

the wetting interactions between the polymer and parti-

cles, the structure of the mixture, and the mechanical

behavior of the resulting material.[8] In particular, we use

a hybrid method[5,8] that combines a Cahn–Hilliard (CH)

model for the diblocks and a Brownian dynamics (BD)

simulation for the particles to determine the structural

evolution of the particle-filled copolymer melt. As we

detail further below, the approach allows us to specify the

architecture of the chains and the nature of the polymer–

particle interactions. In this paper, we will refer to this

hybrid method as the CH/BD model. In recent computa-

tional studies that involve this CH/BD model,[5] we

showed that in the presence of the AB diblocks, A-like

particles form a percolated network at a significantly

lower volume fraction (essentially half) than would be

required in a homogeneous material (i.e., homopolymer

melt). In this study, one of our aims is to determine

how these percolating networks act to reinforce the

copolymer matrix.

To accomplish the above aim, we use the output of the

CH/BD simulation as the input to the Lattice Spring

Model (LSM), a micromechanical model that captures the

elastic properties and mechanical response of the com-

posite. By combining the CH/BD and LSM models, we

can determine how the structural evolution, or the history

of the material, affects the mechanical response.[9]

Furthermore, we do not have to make ad hoc assumptions

about the distribution of particles in the system; this

distribution evolves naturally from the self-assembling

interactions between the different components. Through

the LSM, we can carry out three-dimensional simula-

tions that include as many as 1564 particles.[8] The re-

sults allow us to determine how changes in the nature of

the components influence the macroscopic properties of

the composite.

In the section below, we provide a brief description

of the simulation techniques for modeling the struc-

tural evolution of diblock/particle mixtures and the

micromechanics of solid polymeric composites. In

‘‘Results and Discussion,’’ we investigate the effects

of varying the diblock copolymer architecture and par-

ticle volume fraction on the morphological and mechani-

cal behavior. The effects of size and polydispersity in

the particle systems are also investigated. In the final

section, a summary of results is provided and conclu-

sions are drawn.

THE MODELS

Determining the Morphology of
Diblock/Particle Mixtures

The system consists of an AB diblock copolymer melt and

mobile nanoparticles. We simulate the behavior of this

mixture on a three-dimensional cubic lattice, which is 643

sites in size and has periodic boundary conditions in all

three directions. The copolymer melt is characterized by

the scalar-order parameter, c(r) = fA(r)�fB(r), which

describes the local concentration difference between the A

and B components. Note that c(r) =�1 (1) corresponds to

the equilibrium order parameter for A-rich (B-rich) phase.

In this version of the model, the particles in the system are

‘‘soft’’ or penetrable because we neglect excluded volume

interactions between the particles and the fluid. (Excluded

volume interactions can be explicitly included in the

model;[5] for corresponding systems, both the ‘‘hard’’ and

‘‘soft’’ fillers yield similar results for the particle dis-

tributions.) The particles have an affinity for the A block.

This affinity is introduced via a polymer–particle coupling

term in the free energy (as described below). Thus the

microphase separation of the diblocks can affect the spa-

tial distribution of the particles, and the particles can in-

fluence the size and morphology of the polymer domains.

The Cahn–Hilliard (CH) equation[10,11] describes the

phase separation of a binary mixture by spinodal decom-

position in the absence of hydrodynamics. The dynamics

of microphase segregation for a diblock copolymer melt is

described by the traditional CH equation with the addition

of the term �G(c�f ), where G determines the thickness

of the domain structure and f describes the asymmetry of

the diblock.[12] The case of f =0 describes a 50:50 sym-

metric diblock. The kinetic equation for the order param-

eter for this system is:

@c=@t ¼ Mr2ð@Ffcg=@cÞ � Gðc� f Þ þ x ð1Þ

where M is the kinetic coefficient (mobility) of the order

parameter field and x is the noise field (which is presently

set to 0). F is the local energy term and is given by

F=Fd+Fcpl. In the current study, Fd is given by

Fd ¼
Z
½�A logðcoshðcÞÞ þ c2=2þ DðrcÞ2=2
@r ð2Þ

where A and D are material-specific parameters and the

integration is over the volume of the system.

The nanoparticles are introduced through the coupling

free energy, Fcpl. This free energy describes the interac-

tion between the ‘‘soft’’ particles and the polymer and

ensures that the forces on the particle as a result of

the presence of the polymer induce equal and opposite
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forces within the polymer. The coupling free energy is of

the form

Fcplfcg ¼
Z X

i

Uðr � xiÞðcðrÞ � csÞ
2@r ð3Þ

where xi is the position of the ith particle and cs is the

desired value of the order parameter at the particle

surface. To model the fact that the particles have an

affinity for the A phase, we set cs = �1. The potential

U(r�xi) is nonlinear and is given by

Uðr � xiÞ ¼ C expð�ðr � xi � RÞ=r0Þ
¼ C

for ðr � xiÞ > R

for ðr � xiÞ < R

ð4Þ

where C captures the strength of the wetting interaction,

r0 sets the range of this interaction, and R is the radius of

the particle.

The motion of the particles is dictated by the Lan-

gevin equation

@xi=@t ¼ �Mpð@Fcpl=@xiÞ þ Z ð5Þ

where Mp is the particle mobility and Z is a Gaussian

white noise term. There is an effective excluded volume

interaction between the particles; if a given particle

moves to a position that is already occupied by a

particle, the move is rejected. Through the coupled

Eqs. 1 and 5, the ordering dynamics of the diblock

copolymers is integrated with the diffusive motion of

the nanoparticles.

A Cell Dynamical Systems (CDS), or Cellular Autom-

aton, methodology is used to evolve the order parameter

field for the microphase-separating copolymer melt.[13,14]

The use of CDS (rather than a conventional discretization

of Eq. 1) significantly reduces the computational expense

of the simulations.

Determining the Micromechanical Behavior
of Solid Polymeric Composites

A Lattice Spring Model (LSM) enables the microme-

chanical investigation of a solid polymer to be under-

taken.[8,9,15,16] Through the model, the continuum elastic

behaviorofagivenmaterial isdiscretized andmapped ontoa

simple cubic lattice. This lattice consists of a network of

nearest and next-nearest neighbor interactions, which are

harmonic in nature. These harmonic interactions (springs)

result in linear forces between lattice sites (nodes), which

enable the emergence of linear elastic behavior. The energy

associated with a site or node m in the lattice is taken to be of

the form

En ¼ ð1=2Þ
X

m

ðum � unÞ �Mmn � ðum � unÞ ð6Þ

where the summation is over all the neighboring nodes,

n, connected to m by a spring. The term um is the

displacement of node m from its original position, and

Mmn is a symmetric matrix that introduces the elastic

properties of the springs, through k and c, the central

and noncentral force constants, respectively.

It has been shown that this system of springs obeys, to

first order in the displacement, the equations of continuum

elasticity theory for an isotropic elastic medium, whose

elastic constants can be determined in terms of the

elements of the matrices Mmn.[15] These elastic constants

are the Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, n, which

are of the form.[15]

E ¼ ð5kð2k þ 3cÞÞ=ð4k þ cÞ

n ¼ �ðk � cÞ=ðcþ 4kÞ ð7Þ

The force constants are initially assigned to the nodes.

Nodes that exist within the boundaries of the inclusions

are assigned different force constants than nodes that exist

within the matrix. The force constants for the bonds are

averaged from the nodes that they connect.

The harmonic form of the energy results in forces that

are linearly dependent upon the displacement of the

nodes. If forces are applied to the nodes, and the spring

constants are specified, then the nodal displacements can

be obtained through a set of sparse linear equations. These

equations are solved using a conjugate gradient method to

find the equilibrium configuration that corresponds to no

net force at each node.[15]

To present relevant deformation fields, the stress and

strain tensors are calculated from these forces and dis-

placements. The strain tensor can be obtained through a

finite difference approximation of the displacement field.

A central difference approximation can be used

dxuði; j; kÞ ¼ ð�uðiþ2; j; kÞ þ 8uðiþ1; j; kÞ � 8uði�1; j; kÞ

þ uði�2; j; kÞÞ=12h ð8Þ

where u(i,j,k) is the displacement field at coordinates i, j,

and k and h is the initial distance between adjacent nodes;

alternatively, forward or backward approximations are

considered at system boundaries. The stress tensor is

directly obtainable from the forces acting on a node (the

center of a cubic unit cell),[17]

sij ¼
X

m

Fm � nm
ij =A ð9Þ

Here
P
m

represents a sum over the cube surfaces, Fm is the

force on any surface m of the cubic cell, while nij
m is a unit

vector either normal or parallel to the surface m, and A is

the surface area. The scalar stress and strain values quoted

here correspond to the normal stress and strain compo-

nents in the tensile direction.
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To assess the effective reinforcement provided by the

particles within the composite, we determine the relative

quantities (F�F0)/F0, where F is the field in question and

F0 is the homogeneous response of the unreinforced

polymeric matrix. The average strain in the system can be

determined through the average nodal displacements at

the system boundaries, in the tensile direction. The

average strain and the applied stress can then be used to

calculate the Young’s modulus (stress of a material

divided by its strain). This allows the global stiffness of

this locally heterogeneous material to be determined.

As noted above, the elastic properties of the springs

within a LSM simulation are assigned values depending

upon whether the node is situated within a particle or the

polymer matrix, as dictated by the results of the CH/BD

calculation. To accurately capture the deformation fields

in the vicinity of the particles within the LSM, the system

size is doubled from that of the CH/BD simulation. A

LSM consisting of 1483 nodes is utilized; the central 1283

nodes are assigned elastic properties as a function of the

particle and polymer positions in the CH/BD calculation.

The system is extended by 10 unit lengths in all directions,

taking values from the periodicity of the CH/BD simula-

tion, therefore ensuring that all areas of the CH/BD model

are represented by bulk nodes in the LSM simulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Uniform Particle Size

We initially consider the effects of diblock copolymer

architecture and volume fraction of monodisperse parti-

cles (that is, the particles are uniform in size) on the mor-

phological and mechanical characteristics of the resultant

composite. In the following simulations, the parameters M

and Mp (in Eqs. 1 and 5, respectively) are set equal to 1.

Three different diblock copolymers are considered, cor-

responding to the following parameters: 1) G= 0.004 and

f = 0.0, 2) G= 0.016 and f = 0.0, and 3) G= 0.004 and

f = 0.2 (see Eq. 1). The parameter G is inversely pro-

portional to N2, where N is the degree of polymerization of

the copolymer. Thus an increase in G corresponds to a

decrease in the domain size. Varying f from 0.0 to 0.2

changes the A:B composition from 50:50 to 60:40. Hence

by altering G and f, we can model the respective effects of

varying the domain size and composition of the diblocks.

A range of particle volume fractions, varying from 5% to

25%, is also considered, where the particle radius is 3 unit

lengths (6 unit lengths in the LSM). This range in particle

volume fraction corresponds to a variation in the number

of particles from 116 to 580 in the simulations.

The morphology of a filled diblock copolymer system

at late times (t = 50,000) is presented in Fig. 1. The

parameters of the diblock copolymer are G= 0.004 and

f = 0.0, and the volume fraction of particles is 20%. The

isosurface of the diblock copolymer at an order parameter

of zero (midway between phase A and phase B) is colored

red, while the regions where a positive order parameter

intersects the system boundaries (termed isocaps) are

colored blue. In other words, the red regions mark the

edge of the B phase and the transparent regions indicate

the A phase. The system shows elements of lamellar

ordering on a short scale; however, the lamellae are

interconnected, and the overall morphology is closer to a

bicontinuous structure. While the system will tend toward

the thermodynamic limit of a perfect lamellar phase, the

timescales for reaching this state through a dynamic

model are prohibitively large. In experimental systems,

similar morphologies are found because again, it takes

long times to reach perfectly ordered phases and the

system can get kinetically trapped.

The black spheres in Fig. 1 are the particles, which are

clearly confined within the transparent A phase of the

diblock. The particles appear to form a continuous

network within the polymer matrix. In effect, the interplay

between the microphase separation of the diblocks and the

particle–block wetting interactions has influenced the

distribution of the solids within the system.

To quantify the confinement of the nanoparticles

within the diblock copolymer domains, we calculate

the particle correlation function. The particle correlation

function adopted in this study is defined as V
P

i

P
j 6¼i d

ðr � rijÞ=ð4pr2N2
pÞ, where V is the volume of the system

and Np is the number of particles. The results are averaged

over three independent runs and plotted in Fig. 2. For

clarity, only two diblock copolymer systems are shown

(G=0.004 and G=0.016 at f=0.0) as the third exhibited

similar results. There is only one discernible peak at a

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional morphology of a filled diblock co-

polymer system. An isosurface in between the A and B com-

ponents is colored red, isocaps are colored blue, and the particles

are colored black. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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distance of 6 unit lengths, which corresponds to the

diameter of the particles. This reveals that the system of

particles exhibits strong short-range order, but does not

display long-range order. The particles are forced to lie

within close proximity of each other because of the

confinement within the diblock copolymer, but long-range

order is suppressed because of the tortuous structure of the

diblock domains. For comparison, the particle correlation

function for an equivalent number of randomly dispersed

particles, which exhibit no such confinement, is also

presented. As can be seen, there is no local ordering of the

particle positions, and the peaks observed in the diblock

copolymer systems are no longer present.

It is the clustering of the diblock-confined particles that

is of primary interest in this study. To characterize the

particle clusters, and determine whether or not geometric

percolation occurs when the volume fraction of particles is

20%, we define particles that are closer than a certain

distance to be part of the same cluster. Here we adopt a

unit length in the LSM simulations as this characteristic

distance. Using this definition, we find that the particles

confined within the diblocks do in fact form a percolating

cluster. (We note that Ginzburg et al.[5] found the

percolation threshold for particles confined in a similar

diblock matrix to be approximately 10%.) At 20%,

however, the randomly dispersed particles do not form

such a supramolecular network. (The site percolation

threshold for the simple cubic lattice is equal to 31%.)[5]

To assess the consequences of such morphological

variations upon the resultant mechanical properties of the

macroscopic material, we now use the output from our

hybrid CH and Langevin dynamics simulations as the

input for the LSM. The elastic deformation of the

structures is undertaken, with both the force constants of

the A and B phases being set to unity, while the particles

are assigned a force constant of 100. Thus the effects of

particle distribution are of primary interest in the current

investigations, and the parameters are consistent with

experimental values for filled polymers.[18]

The local relative strain field, as a result of the ap-

plication of a constant stress at the simulation boundaries,

for a system where the particles are confined within the

domains of a diblock copolymer (G=0.004 and f=0.0) is

depicted in Fig. 3A. The corresponding relative strain

field for a system consisting of randomly dispersed

particles is presented in Fig. 3B. The three-dimensional

strain fields are displayed as orthogonal contours

through the simulation. In both systems, the volume

fraction of particles is 20%. The particles are clearly

apparent as the dark regions of low strain. In particular,

the strain values within the particles are significantly

lower than that of the matrix because of the large disparity

Fig. 3 The relative strain fields [defined as (F�F0)/F0, where

F0 is the response of the unreinforced polymeric matrix] for A) a

system where the particles are confined within the domains of a

diblock copolymer and B) a system consisting of randomly

dispersed particles. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 The pair correlation function [defined as g(r)=

V
P

i

P
j6¼i dðr � rijÞ=ð4pr2N2

p Þ) for particles confined in two

diblock copolymer systems and for randomly dispersed particles.
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in elastic constants. The inability of stiff particles to

deform to the same extent as the neighboring matrix

results in strain concentrations at the particle–matrix

interface. These strain concentrations lie along the tensile

direction and emanate from the center of a particle.

Perpendicular to the tensile direction, the lower deforma-

tions within the particle inhibit the deformation of the

matrix and results in lower strain fields.

It is apparent from Fig. 3A that the diblock-confined

particles are clustered together, forming a percolating

network, while the particles in Fig. 3B are more randomly

dispersed. The percolating structure inhibits the deforma-

tion of the entire material and results in significant

reductions in the strain fields, as can be seen by the

presence of the dark red domains in Fig. 3A. Alternative-

ly, the randomly dispersed system shows isolated regions

of strain relaxation within the particles, but the inhibition

of the neighboring matrix is less dramatic than in Fig. 3A.

Consequently, the strain concentrations (shown in yellow

and white) within the matrix of the randomly dispersed

system are also more pronounced as regions within the

matrix attempt to deform to the same extent as domains

that neighbor the scattered particles. Such areas of strain

concentration are less apparent in Fig. 3A. These plots

indicate that the confinement of nanoparticles within one

of the domains of the bicontinuous structure leads to a

continuous network of stiff material, which reduces the

overall strain field within the system.

To quantify the deformation of the above confined and

randomly dispersed particle systems, the cumulative

distribution functions of the local strain fields are plotted

in Fig. 4. The cumulative distribution function is defined

as the probability that the field in the system takes a value

less than or equal to a specific amount. A comparison

between confined and randomly dispersed particle sys-

tems is made for particle volume fractions varying from

5% to 25%. The lower strains are invariably associated

with the stiffer particles, while the regions of higher

strains correspond to the matrix. At 5%, there would

appear to be little difference between the two systems

because the confined particles do not percolate at such a

low value. At higher particle volume fractions, the

disparity between the two systems becomes more appar-

ent, with the confined particle systems possessing signif-

icantly lower strain fields. As noted above, the geometric

percolation inhibits the local strain fields and therefore

stiffens the composite material.

In Fig. 5, we plot the percentage increase in the

Young’s modulus relative to the unreinforced polymer for

the various systems described above. This parameter is a

measure of the macroscopic mechanical properties of

these composites. The results are averaged over three

independent runs, with the error bars indicating the

standard deviation. The three cases involving particles

confined within the domains of diblock copolymers are

significantly stiffer than the system containing randomly

dispersed particles. There is no clear difference between

the three confined particle systems, with the error bars

showing a clear overlap. For the systems studied here, it is

not possible to distinguish effects that diblock copolymer

architecture or composition may have on the reinforce-

ment efficiency of the nanoparticle fillers. There is,

however, a significant benefit to confining the particles

within the diblock copolymer domains.

Binary Particle Systems

We also investigate the effects of adding a binary particle

mixture to the copolymer matrix. The particles in the

Fig. 4 The cumulative distribution function of the relative

local strain field for systems consisting of randomly dispersed

particles and systems where the particles are confined within the

domains of a diblock copolymer.

Fig. 5 The percentage increase in Young’s modulus as a func-

tion of particle volume fraction. Systems containing particles

confined within the domains of various diblock copolymers

are compared with a system consisting of randomly dis-

persed particles.
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binary mixture are chemically identical (that is, they both

favor the A phase) but differ in size. The smaller particles

have a radius of 2, and the larger particles have a radius of

3 unit lengths. The total volume fraction of particles is

held fixed at 20%. Note that at a fixed particle volume

fraction, decreasing the size of the particles results in an

increase in the total number of particles. The ratio of small

to large fillers is varied between the limiting cases of all

small (1564 particles) and all large (464 particles). These

studies provide insight into the role that polydispersity in

particle size plays in the distribution of particles within the

matrix and, consequently, the mechanical properties of the

composite. In these studies, the parameters that charac-

terize the diblock copolymers are fixed at G= 0.004 and

f = 0.0.

Fig. 6 shows the morphology for a system containing

10% of large and 10% of small particles. The particles are

again clearly confined within the A domains of the

diblock copolymer. It is also clear from Fig. 6 that the

small particles can readily penetrate and localize in

regions between the large particles. We can characterize

this arrangement quantitatively by measuring P, the

fraction of particles that are a part of the largest cluster.

When P is close to 1, almost all the particles belong to one

cluster; when P is close to 0, the particles form many

small clusters. In Fig. 7, we plot P as a function of the

volume fraction of small particles. The results are aver-

aged over three runs, with the error bars corresponding

with the standard deviation. Geometric percolation oc-

curred in all systems. Because at a fixed volume fraction

there are a greater number of small particles than large

ones, these fillers would be expected to cluster to a greater

extent than the larger species (as the characteristic

distance used to indicate clustering is not radius-depen-

dent, but is fixed at one unit in our studies). This is in fact

the case, with the fraction of particles in the main cluster

approaching 1 with increasing number of small particles.

The introduction of a relative fraction of small particle

also results in an effective increase in the particulate

surface area (because of the increase in the total number of

particles). Consequently, there is a greater surface area

available for possible polymer–particle interactions. To

illustrate this point, we define Vp as the volume fraction of

polymeric material (A and B) that is within a given

distance (a unit length) of any particles and plot Vp as a

function of the volume fraction of small particles (Fig. 8).

The results are averaged over three runs and the standard

deviations were found to be negligible. As the volume

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional morphology of a filled diblock co-

polymer system. An isosurface in between the A and B com-

ponents is colored red, isocaps are colored blue, and the small

and large particles are colored black and gray, respectively.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 8 The volume fraction of polymeric material that is within

a given distance (a unit length) of any particles, Vp, as a function

of the volume fraction of small particles.

Fig. 7 The fraction of particles that are a part of the largest

cluster as a function of the volume fraction of small particles.

The overall volume fraction of small and large particles is

maintained at 20%.
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fraction of small particles is increased, the particles come

in contact with and affect a greater volume of the matrix.

This behavior, as well as the increase in clustering in the

bidisperse system, is expected to translate through to the

mechanical properties.

Fig. 9 reveals the relative strain field for a system

containing 10% large particles and 10% small particles.

The regions of low strain, corresponding to the stiffer

particles, are clearly observed as before. Now, however,

the clustering of particles is more apparent than that in

Fig. 3A. A significant difference between the cases in

Figs. 3A and 9 is the area over which these particles

cluster. The smaller particles spread out over a greater

volume of the material and inhibit the deformation of the

matrix to a greater degree than in the system containing

just large particles. Effectively, a larger volume of

polymer matrix is trapped or surrounded by the particles

and therefore less capable of deforming.

The lower strain fields as a result of the decrease in

particle size have a direct impact on the Young’s modulus

of the macroscopic material. The percentage increase in

Young’s modulus is plotted in Fig. 10, as a function of the

volume fraction of small particles. The data are averaged

over three runs, where the error bars represent the standard

deviations. An increase in Young’s modulus of over 30%

is observed as the particle size is altered from all large to

all small. This is attributable to an increase in the total

particle surface area, a greater degree of clustering, and an

increase in the volume of polymeric material that is

effectively trapped by the particles. These effects result in

lower strains throughout the system and hence an increase

in the global Young’s modulus.

CONCLUSION

Through a combination of numerical techniques, we were

able to interrelate the structure and micromechani-

cal behavior of the copolymer/nanoparticle composites.

Through the CH/BD calculations, we could determine

the effects of the microphase separation of the diblocks on

the spatial distribution of the mobile particles. Through

the LSM, we could capture the elastic deformation of the

resultant hybrid material. Furthermore, we could investi-

gate the behavior of systems that contain up to 1564

particles. For randomly dispersed fillers, simulations

involving a relatively low number of particles can be

sufficient to describe the overall stiffness of the material

and thus be large enough to encompass a Representative

Volume Element (RVE) of the composite. However, the

tortuous spatial arrangement of particles confined in

diblock copolymers introduces an additional length scale,

that of the domain size. To determine the mechanical

behavior of such complex materials, it is important to

consider the morphology of a sufficiently large system

that captures both the unique structural characteristics of

the copolymer domains and the particles’ spatial arrange-

ment, which is, in part, templated by these diblock

domains. The LSM has proven to be ideally suited for

simulating the micromechanics of such large systems.

While the utility of the LSM in analyzing two-dimen-

sional RVEs has recently been reported,[19] it would

appear that this technique might also prove useful in

similar three-dimensional analyses.

Through the selective incorporation of nanoparticles

into the domains of a diblock copolymer, three-dimen-

sional bicontinuous nanoparticle structures were formed.

As the volume fraction of particles was increased, geo-

metric percolation of the particles occurred, and the par-

ticles effectively formed a rigid network throughout the

Fig. 9 The relative strain fields [defined as (F�F0)/F0, where

F0 is the response of the unreinforced polymeric matrix] for a

system containing a 10% volume fraction of small and a 10%

volume fraction of large particles, confined within the domains

of a diblock copolymer.

Fig. 10 The percentage increase in Young’s modulus as a

function of small particle volume fraction. The overall volume

fraction of small and large particles is maintained at 20%.
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system. The deformations within the polymer matrix are

significantly suppressed by the presence of this rigid

nanostructural network, and the global stiffness of the ma-

terial is notably increased. It is worth noting that for

materials containing randomly dispersed spheres, rods, and

platelets, the rods and platelets offer superior reinforce-

ment over the spheres.[16] Therefore the mechanical prop-

erties of diblock copolymers filled with such high aspect

ratio particles may prove to be of particular interest.

Varying the size of the monodisperse particles and

introducing bidispersity in the particle size were shown to

exert an appreciable influence over both the morphology

of the diblock copolymer and the resultant mechanical

properties of the solid material. Systems containing small

fillers exhibited a greater degree of clustering between the

particles. This behavior could explain the increased

stiffness that was observed in the corresponding macro-

scopic material. Also, of considerable consequence is the

volume of polymeric material that is effectively trapped

between neighboring nanoparticles. For a fixed volume

fraction of particles, as the particle size is decreased, the

number of particles increases. Consequently, the volume

of material in which the particles are dispersed increases,

and the deformation of a greater volume of interparticle

polymeric material is inhibited.

We conclude that the inclusion of nanoparticles into a

bicontinuous diblock copolymer structure results in a

significant increase in the reinforcement efficiency of the

fillers. As polymeric nanocomposites become increasing-

ly important, such confinement effects will play a

dominant role in optimizing their mechanical behavior

and result in an expansion of potential applications to

which such novel materials could be employed.
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Surface Chemistry of Nanocrystalline Oxides
of Magnesium and Aluminum

Richard M. Narske
Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the study of the nanocrystalline MgO and

Al2O3 has increased because of the potential importance

of these methods as catalysts and adsorbents. This

research has ranged from preparation of these ultrafine

powders with surface areas on the order of 500 to 600 m2/g

for MgO and 600 to 700 m2/g for Al2O3 to the chemistry

occurring on the surface of these unique particles. Most of

the work on nanocrystalline MgO and Al2O3 has centered

on the adsorption and reactions of gases or easily

vaporized liquids at elevated temperatures or under high

vacuum with very little focusing on the reactions at room

temperature with neat liquids or solutions. Very little has

been reported on the surface reactions of these particles in

slurries with the organic substrate dissolved in the solvent.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce recent develop-

ments of solvent effects on the surface chemistry of

nanoparticle MgO and Al2O3 with organic substrates.

The adsorption and reactions of some organic sub-

strates on aerogel prepared (AP)-MgO and nanocrystalline

(NC)-Al2O3 have been reported as vapor reactions,

reactions of the neat liquid substrate, and reactions in

solvents ranging from pentane to methanol.[1–6] These

reactions yielded elimination and substitution products.

Reactions in pentane showed a greater degree of reactivity

on both the AP-MgO and NC-Al2O3 surfaces than

reactions involving neat organic substrates. More polar

solvents, such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) and methanol,

gave results quite different than the hydrocarbon solvent.

These studies have also shown that reactivity of AP-MgO

and NC-Al2O3 is greater than the reactivity of the bulk

materials and is due to more than the surface areas of these

nanocrystalline materials.

SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF
MgO NANOPARTICLES

The preparation of nanocrystalline MgO can be accom-

plished through different methods. Each method produces

nanocrystalline MgO. For example, two methods reported

by Ito et al.[7] and Stark et al.[8] give different size

particles of MgO. One method gives particles that have an

average size range of 7–15 nm and an average surface area

of 250 m2/g. These particles, prepared by the conventional

preparation (CP), are called CP-MgO particles. In the

second method reported by Stark et al.,[8] the particles

are aerogel prepared, and these particles are 4–7 nm in

size and have an average surface area of 500–600 m2/g.

These nanocrystals of MgO are called CP-MgO or AP-

MgO, respectively.

The surface morphology and surface chemistry of these

different nanocrystals vary greatly from that of the bulk

MgO. Figs. 1 and 2[7–10] show these differences in the

nanocrystal surfaces.

The irregularity of the AP-MgO nanocrystalline sur-

face exposes more edges and corners for reactions to

occur than for the CP-MgO nanocrystals. It is believed

that many of the –OHs, which make up approximately

30% of the surface of AP-MgO, are exposed on these

edges and readily available for reactions. The importance

of these –OH groups will be discussed later.

Wagner et al.[1,2] reported in 1999 that nanocrystalline

metal oxides, such as MgO and CaO, were very effective

in decontaminating chemical warfare agents (CWA), such

as VX, GD, and HD as well as a CWA mimic, 2-

chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (2-CEES). This study was at

room temperature using the pure liquid substrate intro-

duced on a column of nanocrystalline oxide. Wagner et al.

found that products formed in these reactions over a

period of several days. The t1/2 for the reaction of HD on

AP-MgO, for example, was 17.8 hr and the kinetic data

were still being taken after 1 week into the reaction. 2-

Chloroethyl ethyl sulfide was not studied on AP-MgO but

was studied on AP-CaO[2] (Scheme 1).[1]

These reactions were limited by the physical distri-

bution of the agent passing through the column of oxide

similar to a mobile phase moving through a column of

adsorbent in column chromatography.[1] As these com-

pounds studied were very viscous with viscosities of 3.098

cs or greater and surface tensions of 24.5 dynes/cm or

greater, the process of moving through this column of

AP-MgO was slow. When the agent came in contact

with fresh nanoscale oxide, however, the agent reacted

very rapidly to form safe decomposition product. MAS
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NMR followed these reactions. The conclusions reached

from these studies were 1) the reactivity of these nano-

scale oxides was enhanced because of the greater surface

area and 2) the reactivity of these nanoscale oxides was

enhanced because of the greater number of reactive

edges and corner defects on the nanocrystalline metal

oxide particles.

Some of the works reported by Lucas[3] using solvents

in similar decomposition reactions have shown that with

the presence of solvents the physical distribution limits

caused by surface tension and viscosity are removed and

these reactions proceed at faster rates. Further studies

reported by Narske et al.[4] found that solvents, such as

pentane, change the dynamics of these reactions. The rates

were found to increase. Reactions that took days as

reported earlier[1,2] were now proceeding in a matter of

hours. The reaction observed in these studies is seen in

Scheme 2.

Several preparative batches of AP-MgO were reported

in these studies (see Table 1 for surface areas studied).[4]

The results showed a direct correlation between the

surface area of the AP-MgO and the rate of decomposition

of the substrate, 2-CEES. They found that the larger the

surface area the faster the rate of decomposition (see Fig. 3

for correlation of various batches).[4] Another interesting

result was found when the initial rates were determined in

molecules/nm2 min for AP-MgO batches. These rates

were found to be essentially the same over the first 30 min

of the reaction (Table 2 and Fig. 4).[4] The results

indicated that the only difference between the different

batches of AP-MgO in these reactions was the surface

areas and not reactive sites/morphological features of the

AP-MgO. The same studies showed that the rates of CP-

MgO and CM-MgO were much slower, thus indicating a

difference in surface reactivity not only because of the

surface area, but also because of the reactive sites/

morphological features of the crystallites. CP-MgO and

CM-MgO are known to be very different morphologically

when compared to AP-MgO.[7–10] These earlier studies

showed that AP-MgO crystallites are polyhedral and

CP-MgO exists as large hexagonal platelets (Figs. 1 and

2). CM-MgO is polycrystalline, mainly cubic in struc-

ture.[7–10] It is clear then from these studies that surface

morphology (reactive sites), as well as surface area, play

an important role in the surface reactivity and chemistry of

these nanoparticles.

Results of these studies also indicated that the initial

rate slowed markedly after the first 30 min of the reaction.

Wagner et al.[1,2] and Lucas[3] have noted this type of

behavior. The reaction profile in these reactions is also

similar in nature to an enzyme–substrate reaction rate

found in biochemical surface reactions[4] (Fig. 3).[4]

Observations such as these indicate that the most reactive

sites (edges, corners, and defects) are consumed initially

at a faster rate and then followed by the less reactive sites

(such as planar surfaces as the 100 crystal face) at a slower

rate (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Rendering of a crystallite of AP-MgO.

Fig. 2 Rendering of a crystal of CP-MgO.

Scheme 1
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Narske et al.[4] also showed the importance of surface

–OH groups on these reactive sites. These –OH groups

make up about 30% of the surface of the reactive surface

on these particles.[7] They showed that the reaction was

occurring at the non-H-bonded –OH groups on the sur-

face of the AP-MgO by studying what happens to the rate

of the reaction when these –OH groups are enhanced or

hindered. Enhancement was seen by the addition of small

amounts of water to the reaction mixture. Small amounts

of water were found to increase the reaction rate (Fig. 5).[4]

To determine what was occurring on these –OH groups on

the surface, diffuse reflectance FT-IR was utilized to study

the surface changes of the AP-MgO. Diffuse reflectance

FTIR spectroscopy indicated small amounts of water

(below 10 mL). This water addition changed the surface of

AP-MgO by increasing the non-H-bonded –OH groups.

Thus the reaction rate increased. As water addition in-

creased (above 10 mL), the –OH groups became increas-

ingly H-bonded and the rate of decomposition of 2-CEES

decreased. Eventually, a monolayer of water covers the

surface of the particles and the reaction rate was slowed to

almost zero (see Figs. 6 and 7 for diffuse reflectance FT-IR

spectra of the surface of AP-MgO).[4] These results

indicated that the probable mechanisms needed to explain

the reaction products were Sn2 (ethoxyethylsulfide)- and

E2 (ethylvinyl sulfide)-type mechanisms involving the –

OH groups (Scheme 3).

To further indicate the importance of the –OH groups

in these reactions, capping studies with methoxy trimeth-

ylsilane were used. By reacting as many available –OH

sites with methoxy trimethylsilane, the –OH groups would

not be available for the reaction. The results of these

studies indicated the reaction rate slowed significantly.

Rates of 60% of the substrate reacted over 4 hr were

observed when the –OH groups were available. These

rates were reduced to 3–5% of the substrate reacted over

the same period of time when the –OH groups were not

available for the reaction. Thus indicating the importance

of free, non-H-bonded –OH groups in order for these

surface reactions to occur with the 2-CEES substrate in

solvents such as pentane[4] (see Scheme 4 for the capped –

OH groups on AP-MgO).

It was also noted in reactions when water was added

that the rate of formation of the ethylvinyl sulfide

Fig. 3 Reactions of AP-MgO in pentane: a series of AP-MgO

batches of varying surface areas and their heterogeneous re-

action with 2-CEES.

Scheme 2

Table 1 Surface area of different AP-MgO

preparation batches

Batcha Surface area (m2/g)

2 380

3 487

4 581

5 417

6 188

7 336

9 457

10 423

12 499

13 352

14 309

15 642

18 242

CM 77.0

CP 270

Batches 2–18 are all AP-MgO prepared on

different days. CM is commercially available

MgO and CP is conventionally prepared MgO.

Surface Chemistry of Nanocrystalline Oxides of Magnesium and Aluminum 3797
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occurred at a slower rate and had lower yield than the

alkoxy compound. Scheme 3 shows that there are two

reaction mechanisms competing on the surface of the AP-

MgO, Sn2 and E2. The vinyl compound is being formed

by an E2-type mechanism and the alkoxy compound is

being formed by a Sn2-type mechanism. The addition of

water may make the –OH groups less basic and more

nucleophilic, thus slowing the E2-type mechanism.

The alkoxy compound, however, was not able to be

isolated during the reaction studies. This compound was

found bonded tightly to the surface oxygen on the AP-

MgO similar to the results reported by Wagner et al.[1] in

their work with HD (mustard gas). Diffuse reflectance FT-

IR spectroscopy was used to determine that it was present

on the surface, as Mawhinney et al. reported in their work

with Al2O3
[5] (Fig. 8).[4]

Reactions in more polar solvents, such as THF and

methanol, gave much different results than reactions in

pentane. The only product observed in the surface

reactions of AP-MgO in THF was the vinyl compound.

These reaction results indicated that the THF complexes

with the surface of the AP-MgO (Scheme 5) and blocks

the magnesium sites where the complexation of the –S–

from the 2-CEES substrate occurs. The complexing of

THF on the surface of the AP-MgO would not allow the 2-

CEES to physi-adsorb on the surface of the AP-MgO and

therefore hinders the Sn2 mechanism. Tetrahydrofuran

complexation such as this is similar to ethers and

thioethers complexing with magnesium in other organo-

magnesium reactions.[11] The THF blocking these sites

hinders the Sn2 reaction which forms the alkoxy com-

pound as the mechanism in Scheme 5 shows. The basic

–OH groups are now only available for the E2 reaction,

which gives the vinyl compound.

Table 2 Comparison of the rate of consumption of 2-CEES for some representative batches of AP-MgO in molecules/nm2 min over

the first 30 min of the reaction

Time (min) B4, 581a B6, 188 B12, 499 B15, 642 CM, 77b CP, 220c

0.1 �1.7 �0.86 �1.7 �1.6 0 0

5 �0.049 �0.038 �0.048 �0.044 �0.009 �0.026

10 �0.027 �0.021 �0.026 �0.026 �0.0047 �0.015

20 �0.020 �0.016 �0.016 �0.015 �0.0024 �0.0094

30 �0.013 �0.013 �0.012 �0.012 �0.0014 �0.0053

aB4, 581 refers to batch 4, surface area =581 m2/g.
bCommercially available MgO, surface area =77 m2/g.
cConventionally available MgO, surface area =220 m2/g.

Fig. 4 Comparison of initial reaction rates for different batches

of MgO (rate=molecules/nm2 min). Fig. 5 Reactions in pentane with water added.
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Reactions in methanol also gave only one product, the

methoxy compound (Structure 1).

The methanol is believed to be complexed with the

oxygens on the surface of the AP-MgO, thus allowing the

methanol groups to act as nucleophiles. A substitution

reaction occurs as shown in Scheme 6. Once the methoxy

compound is formed it moves from the surface of the

MgO and does not bond to the surface of the MgO as the

alkoxy product in pentane. This made the product easily

analyzed and identified by GC and GC/MS.[4]

For surface reactions of AP-MgO, the presence of non-

H-bonded –OH groups, the shape or morphology of the

crystallite, the surface area and the presence of sites where

the molecules become adsorbed on the surface of the

crystallite, as well as the distribution of the substrate over

the surface are all important for these reactions to occur at

a reasonable rate.

SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF ALUMINUM
OXIDE NANOPARTICLES

Because of its importance as a catalyst, the surface

chemistry of aluminum oxide, Al2O3, has been extensive-

ly studied over the years.[5,6,13–16] In many of these

studies, bulk (nonnanocrystalline) Al2O3 has been stud-

ied.[13–16] More recent work has been done on the surface

chemistry of nanocrystalline (NC)-Al2O3.[5,6,11–17]

Carnes[17] has reported a method similar to the preparation

of AP-MgO for the preparation of NC-Al2O3. This again

involves aerogel preparation as it did with AP-MgO.[17]

These nanocrystals typically have surface areas in the

range of 700–800 m2/g. The crystallites are on the order of

2–4 nm in size, making them slightly smaller than the AP-

MgO crystallites.

The morphology of the surface of NC-Al2O3 is not as

well defined as that of AP-MgO. The surface of the NC-

Al2O3 seems to be somewhat more amorphous. The

crystallites do not seem to form the types of polyhedrons

found in AP-MgO, and high resolution TEM studies have

not given us much in the way of crystallite structure or

surface morphology as it has for AP-MgO. The reactive

surfaces, however, are still there, and it has been found

that the surface chemistry is slightly different than that of

AP-MgO.[5,6] AP-MgO has a basic surface during the

initial stages for reactions and changes to an acidic surface

as the reaction proceeds toward completion. Fennelonov

et al.[18] noted this in their work with reactions involving

AP-MgO and chlorobutane to form butenes. It was found

that the surface changed to MgCl2 and thus became acidic.

The surface of NC-Al2O3 has –OH groups as well as

Lewis acid sites and Lewis base sites. Mawhinney et al.[5]

found that both were important in the reaction of NC-

Al2O3 with 2-CEES in vapor phase surface reactions.

They proposed two possible mechanisms for the removal

of the chlorogroup in these reactions (Schemes 7 and 8).

Yates found that the optimum reaction conditions were

observed when the NC-Al2O3 samples were formed at

Fig. 6 Diffuse reflectance FT-IR of surface of AP-MgO before

and after water was added.

Fig. 7 Diffuse reflectance FT-IR of AP-MgO surface before

water was added and before degassing.
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temperatures of 400–500�C (673–773 K) under vacuum.

This activation gave the optimum ratio of unassociated –

OH groups on the surface of the oxide. Samples that were

activated at these temperatures gave optimum conversion

of 2-CEES at reaction temperatures of 70�C to 200�C (303

to 473 K). Samples activated at lower or higher tempera-

tures did not react as well as these. According to

Mawhinney et al.,[5] the reaction in Scheme 7 is dominant

when there are more –OH groups on the surface (activated

at lower temperatures), whereas the reaction in Scheme

8 is dominant when the surface has been highly

dehydroxylated (activated at higher temperatures). The

reactions of Scheme 7 were referred to as hydrolysis

reactions and the reactions in Scheme 8 as nucleophilic

substitution reactions. To determine the importance of

the acid–base pairs of Al–O and the unassociated –OH

groups, the surface was reacted with pyridine. The

pyridine bonded to the acid–base pairs and not to the

–OH groups, therefore hindering the ‘‘substitution reac-

tion’’ of Scheme 8. The reactions at these sites were

found to be reduced by 40% while the reaction at the

–OH groups dropped only by 10%. This study showed that

both the acid–base pairs and the –OH were important

in this reaction.

Reactions conducted and reported by Martin et al.[19] in

various solvents found results similar to those observed

with AP-MgO that were reported by Narske et al.[4] and by

Mawhinney et al.[5] These reactions of NC-Al2O3 with 2-

CEES were studied in pentane, THF, and 3 M HFE-

7100[19] (methyl perfluorobutyl ether; Structure 2). They

found that reactions run in pentane gave the best results.

This is similar to what was reported earlier in a previous

work done on AP-MgO.[4] It was also found that NC-

Al2O3 reacted at a faster rate than did AP-MgO under

similar conditions. All reactions studied were with NC-

Al2O3 made in their laboratories and 2-CEES was

decomposed completely within 24 hr (Fig. 9).[19] Samples

from other sources and commercial Al2O3 were found not

to react as well as their NC-Al2O3. These other samples

had smaller surface areas.

Reactions run in HFE-7100, methyl perfluorobutyl

ether (Structure 2), preceded as well as reactions run in

pentane (Fig. 10).[19] Reactions studied in THF showed
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Fig. 8 Diffuse reflectance FT-IR before and after reaction

showing the Mg–O–CH2 bonding.
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the same problem that was observed with the MgO

reactions reports by Narske et al.[4] (Fig. 11).[19]

An interesting aspect of this study was the reactions

reported with mixed oxide nanocrystals.[19] It was found

that mixed NC-Al2O3/MgO in ratios of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2

showed reactivities similar to those reported for AP-MgO

and NC-Al2O3 (Fig. 12).[19] They also found that the

mixed oxides were more influenced by atmospheric water

than the pure NC-Al2O3 samples. The mixed oxide

samples were found to lose reactivity when allowed to

set on the shelf in sample bottles for a period of time. This

is similar to what was found with pure AP-MgO.[4] After

these samples were heated to 200�C under high vacuum,

the reactivity returned. Again these results were similar to

what was observed for AP-MgO.

Like the reactions of AP-MgO and the results reported

by Mawhinney et al.[5] for Al2O3, no ethyl hydroxyethyl

sulfide was observed during the reactions. Study of the

residual oxides after the reaction with diffuse reflectance

FT-IR indicated that the alcohol was bonded to the surface

of the Al2O3 as the alkoxide (Fig. 13).[19] Unlike the

reaction of AP-MgO, however, no ethylvinyl sulfide was

observed in any of the reactions involving pure NC-Al2O3.

Some of this compound was observed in reactions

Scheme 5

Scheme 6

Scheme 7

Scheme 8
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involving the mixed oxides of aluminum/magnesium, but

the amounts were barely detectable by GC analysis. Only

about 3% of the total conversion product was observed as

the vinyl product. This is an indication of a different type

of surface on the NC-Al2O3. The surface of the AP-MgO

is a basic surface, thus lending to Sn2/E2-type mecha-

nisms. The surface of the NC-Al2O3 is not as basic as AP-

MgO, but it is slightly acidic in nature. The surface of NC-

Al2O3 is therefore not conducive to basic attack on the

hydrogens of 2-CEES carbons. This type of attack is

needed in the E2-type mechanism. Although Mawhinney

et al.[5] discuss the possibility of nucleophilic attack by the

–O– of the Al–O–Al surface, the –O– is not basic enough

to abstract hydrogen from the carbon to produce the

elimination product via an E2-type mechanism. It is,

however, nucleophilic enough to substitute for the

chloride through a Sn2-type mechanism.

Martin et al.[19] agree with the conclusion reported by

Mawhinney et al.[5] that the probable mechanism on the

surface of NC-Al2O3 is twofold. Studies of reactions using

only NC-Al(OH)3 have shown that the decomposition

Fig. 9 Comparison of NC-Al2O3 batches 1, 2, and 3 with 2-

CEES in pentane.

Fig. 10 Comparison of NC-Al2O3 batches 2 and 3 in pentane

and HFE-7100.

Fig. 11 Comparison of NC-Al2O3 batch 1 in THF and pentane.

Fig. 12 Comparison of NC-Al2O3 batches 2 and 3 with 1:2,

1:1, and 2:1 Al/Mg mixed oxides in pentane.
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reaction with 2-CEES proceeded at a slightly slower

initial rate than the reactions with the NC-Al2O3

(Fig. 14)[19] but had decomposed 100% of the 2-CEES

within 24 hr. This would seem to indicate that the surface

reaction at the –OH is as effective as the reaction at the

Al–O–Al surface. Further work is in progress to help

confirm this phenomenon and to study this reaction with

no available –OH groups. These studies will either

confirm or not confirm the presence of two mechanistic

pathways on the samples during this reaction.

CONCLUSION

The surface chemistry of nanocrystalline AP-MgO and

NC-Al2O3 appears similar in nature. Both surfaces react

very rapidly under very mild conditions over similar

periods of time in these reactions with 2-CEES. Although

NC-Al2O3 does appear to be more reactive than AP-MgO

as these reactions are complete within 24 hr, which is not

the case for AP-MgO. The differences in reactivity

between these two compounds are probably due to

differences in crystal size, shape, surface area, and

morphology as well as differences in surface acid/base

properties. AP-MgO is a basic surface, and NC-Al2O3 is

more amphoteric in nature but definitely not basic. As the

reaction proceeds on AP-MgO the –OH groups react and

the surface changes from basic to acidic[18] as the –OH

groups are replaced by –Cl groups, thus changing the

surface chemistry of the AP-MgO. For NC-Al2O3, there

are two reactive sites, the –OH and the –O–, on the surface

rather than one for AP-MgO, and also the surface does not

change as much during the reaction. These are perhaps the

reasons why the reactions proceed more rapidly to

completion than the AP-MgO. More work is in progress

and has to be accomplished in this area in order to further

understand these reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Interaction forces between two colloidal size bodies

havbeen studied for several decades. They are known

to originate from the interatomic forces acting between

all of the atoms of those bodies, as well as the atoms

of any intervening medium.[1] Surface forces especially

play a role in many particulate systems, where they

control powder flow, viscosity of ink and paint pigments,

adhesion, coating, and interactions of biological mole-

cules.[2,3] Surface properties of material can dominate

bulk properties when the size is smaller than about

100 mm. This is especially important as modern technol-

ogies require smaller dimensions and higher performance

in application.

Understanding of surface forces is a matter of great

importance for colloid science, where the stability and

rheology of the colloidal suspension depend on the

interaction forces between particles suspended in a liquid

medium. The development of both theoretical and

experimental approaches that can give qualitative and

quantitative results has widely been performed for par-

ticles of varying sizes, ranging from several millimeters

to several micrometers, and they fit each other well.

However, the scalability of those theories down to the

nanometer size range is questionable because the premises

that were required to develop the current theories directly

exclude nano size. For instance, the Derjarguin approx-

imation, which translates from the interaction energy

between two flat surfaces into other shapes, such as

sphere–sphere and sphere–plane, is only valid when the

radius of the particle is much greater than the separation

distance between two particles.[4] Besides, only a few

novel force measurement techniques are capable of di-

rectly measuring the surface forces of nanoparticles.

This entry will briefly describe the types of surface

forces that are used to describe forces in colloidal sus-

pensions, explaining the mechanisms and parameters at-

tributing to those forces as well as the limitations to

nanoparticles. Then, the colloidal surface force measure-

ment techniques will be reviewed, followed by new devel-

opment of the direct force measurement for nanoparticles.

SURFACE FORCES

With the development of the quantum theory, it was

established that all surface forces are electrostatic and

electrodynamic in origin. For colloidal particles suspend-

ing in the medium, complex fluctuating charge distribu-

tion takes place around the atom. Even in that case, once

the Schrödinger equation solves the distribution of

electron clouds of the given system, interaction forces

between molecules can be calculated. However, it is not

easy to obtain the exact solutions of the Schrödinger

equation, even for a simple case such as two hydrogen

atoms in vacuum. Thus surface forces are normally

classified as short-range and long-range forces. For

example, electrostatic force is a long-range force and

van der Waals (vdW) force is considered as short-range on

a macroscopic scale but long-range on an atomic scale.

Surface forces on macroscopic scale will be discussed in

the following sections.

van der Waals

The van der Waals (vdW) force arises from the interaction

between atomic and/or molecular dipoles. Those dipoles

may exist, by the structure of the molecule, or they may be

transient or induced by the molecule–molecule interac-

tion. According to the origin of the dipoles, they are

classified in three main categories.

i) Keesom interaction: The dipoles are permanent and

are created by the structure of the molecule, such as

water. The dipole creates a finite electric field and

this field can orient the neighbor dipoles so they are

attracted to the first one.
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ii) Debye interaction: A permanent dipole can induce a

dipole in a polarizable atom or molecule. The new

induced dipole is oriented again in a way that it is

attracted to the first one.

iii) London or dispersion interaction: In this case, it is

just the interaction between two polarizable atoms or

molecules. The fluctuation of the electron distribu-

tion around the nucleus induces dipoles among the

surroundings atoms or molecules and those induced

dipoles are attracted to each other.

When molecules are close together, polarization is

nearly instantaneous relative to relaxation time. At larger

separation distances (>5 nm), the synchronicity between

instantaneous dipoles becomes less efficient and thus vdW

attraction is less, decreasing as d�8, which is known

as retardation.

One way to calculate the vdW force is through the

Hamaker approximation, which is based on a pairwise

summation over all the atoms in the interacting bodies.[5]

Hamaker showed that the nonretarded vdW interaction

energy of two spheres of radius a is dependent on the

center–center distance r as:

VvdWðrÞ ¼ �
A

6

� 2a2

r2 � 4a2
þ 2

a2

r2
þ ln 1� 2

a2

r2

� �� �
ð1Þ

and if a� r, this energy can be simply expressed with the

separation distance D:

FðDÞ ¼ � ARS

12D2
; ðA ¼ p2Cr1r2Þ ð2Þ

where A is the Hamaker constant and depends on the

polarizability and the number of atoms per unit volume in

the two interacting bodies (r), and RS is the radius of

the sphere.

Because of a large number of body effects, by which an

electric field of one given atom is induced not only by the

closest atom but also by the other atoms in the vicinity,

Lifshitz proposed to consider the bodies as continuum

with certain dielectric properties.[6] The advantage of the

Lifshitz theory is that accurate prediction of vdW force is

possible if complete optical data are available. Spectral

optical properties over very wide energy ranges can be

obtained from optical reflectivity, valence electron energy

loss spectroscopy (VEELS), or band structure calcula-

tions.[7] The accuracy of the optical properties are critical

to the accuracy of the calculated Hamaker constant, but

simple index approximation method developed by Tabor–

Winterton can be used when extensive data are not

available.[8] Because the strongest contribution were

found to be the high-frequency dielectric responses, the

Hamaker constant between materials 1 in the medium 3

can be simplified as;[9]

A131 ¼
3kT

4

e1ð0Þ � e3ð0Þ
e1ð0Þ þ e3ð0Þ

� �2

þ 3hoe

16
ffiffiffi
2
p

� ðn
2
1 � n2

3Þ
2

ðn2
1 þ n2

3Þ
3=2

ð3Þ

where e is the dielectric constant, o is the plasma fre-

quency, and n is the index of refraction in the visible range.

However, for nano-size particles, it is very difficult to

obtain accurate dielectric spectral parameters over the

entire frequency range because quantum effects would

influence the dielectric data of the given materials. In

addition, local dielectric constant of the solvent may be

changed because the mobility of the solvent molecules

around small ions or particles is restricted in the sol-

vation zone.[10]

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the electric double layer

(EDL). The surface due to the presence of charge has a potential

C0. The outer Helmholzt plane (OHP) marks the closest distance

that counterions can come to the surface. Next are the shear plane

and the value of the potential at the point called z-potential (Cz).
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Electrostatic Forces

When particles are immersed in a polar liquid such as

water, the surfaces are electrically charged. The main

sources of this charge are the direct ionization of surface

groups, specific ion adsorption, differential ion solubil-

ity, and substitution of surface atoms.[11] The charge

induces an electrostatic potential, which has a certain

value at the surface C0. Ions of opposite charge, the so-

called counterions, dissolved in the polar liquid start to

be attracted to the surface of the charged particles. There

will be a local excess of counterions around the particles

and the result is the development of two layers of

different charges. This is known as the electric double

layer (EDL), which is composed of the Stern layer and

the diffuse layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the Stern

layer, counterions are strongly adsorbed and they lower

the electric potential at points adjacent to the particle

surface. The electrical potential at any point in the

diffuse layer can be obtained from the Poisson–Boltz-

mann (PB) equation:

r2c ¼ �2nZe

ere0
sinh

Zec
2kT

� �
ð4Þ

where e is the electron charge, Z is the valence, n is

electrolyte concentration, e0 is the dielectric permittivity

of vacuum, and er is the dielectric constant of the sol-

vent, respectively.

The solution of Eq. 4 can be obtained differently

depending on the particle size and surface potential, as

shown in the Table 1. If the particle size is large, the

double layer can be treated as flat and Cartesian

coordinates are applied. The Debye–Hückel length k,

which is the inverse of the Debye constant, gives the

thickness of that layer;

L ¼ k�1 ¼ 2nZ2e2

ere0kT

� ��1
2

ð5Þ

However, for nanoparticles, the double layer must be

considered as spherical, and Debye–Hückel length can be

expressed as:[12]

sde

ere0kkT
¼ 2 sinh

ex
2kT

� �
"

1þ 2

ka cosh2 ex
kT

� � þ

�
8 ln cosh

ex
4kT

� �� �

k2a2 sinh2 ex
2kT

� �
#1

2

ð6Þ

where sd is the diffuse layer charge, x is the potential at

shear plane (i.e., zeta potential).

When particles of the same charge interact with each

other, the repulsive interaction can be analyzed by

considering the free energy change and the osmotic

pressure generated by the accumulation of ions between

the particles. The complete solution for this interaction is

complicated, but simple expression for the electrostatic

repulsive energy between two approaching spheres of

radius a, with low surface potential C0 in a medium of

Debye length k�1 is given by:

VrepðrÞ ¼
4pere0c

2
0a2

r
exp �ka

r

a
� 2

� 	h i
ð7Þ

Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek
(DLVO) Theory

van der Waals and EDL forces are the main forces that

particles suspended in a solution can experience. Thus the

summation of those forces to interaction should give a

very good prediction about the interparticle forces. That

concept was developed by Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–

Overbeek and is known as the DLVO theory.[13,14] The

total energy in a particle system can be expressed by the

summation of vdW and EDL energies:

Vtotal ¼ VvdW þ VEDL ð8Þ

Table 1 Solution to the PB equation for high and low surface potentials in a symmetric electrolyte for high and low surface curvature

kka >> 1 kka << 1

cs < 25 mV c(x) = c1 exp(�kx) cðrÞ ¼ ac1

r
expð�kðr � aÞÞ

cs > 25 mV tanh
y

4

� 	
¼ tanh

y0

4

� 	
expð�kxÞ

where y ¼ zec
kT

and k ¼ 2z2e2n1

ere0kT

� � r2c ¼ d2c
dr2
þ 2

r

dc
dr
¼ 2zne

ere0

sinh
ec
kT

� �
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Fig. 2 The calculated interaction energy between colloid particles as a function of the surface separation from micrometer- to

nanometer-size regime of diameter. (a) The repulsive energy calculated from Eq. 7 and the parameters used are C0 = 25 mV, k� 1 = 100

Å, (b) the nonretarded vdW attractive energy calculated from Eq. 1 and Hamaker constant A = 6�10�20 J, (c) the total interaction

energy due to both repulsive and attractive forces. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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The normal criterion is that a barrier of 25kT is sufficient

to achieve stability. The vdW (Eq. 1), electrostatic (Eq. 7),

and total interaction energy (Eq. 8) are plotted as a

function of particle size in Fig. 2. It clearly shows the

dependence of the interaction energy on the particle size.

The interaction energy increases with particle radius, and

the barrier height of the colloidal stability consequently

increases as the particle size increases. In other words, as

particle size decreases, a greater Stern potential is needed

to prevent coagulation. However, the primary and sec-

ondary minimum associated with particle coalescence also

become deeper as the particle size increases. Thus the

range and magnitude of the total interparticle forces is

essential in controlling the stability of the given particles.

If the relatively large particles coalesce in solution, they

will not be separated again because their thermal energy

will be insufficient to allow them out of the primary

minimum. Nano-sized particles are theoretically easy to

decoagulate because of the small primary minimum, al-

though the repulsive barrier is small for nanoparticles.

However, kinetics of decoagulation is more important in

the practical application of nanoparticles.[15] If it is slow,

the temporary agglomerate of nanoparticles behaves like a

large particle and the vdW interaction energy will gra-

dually increase, and they are difficult to disperse. From

this theoretical calculation, it is clear that stabilization by

small molecules such as adsorbed polymer or surfactant is

much more efficacious than for larger colloidal particles.

However, the effect of the repulsive layer thickness on the

packing density of nanoparticles has to be considered. A

thick repulsive layer is better for the stabilization of

particles but it will reduce the achievable packing

density.[16] Thus, to achieve stable high solids loading

slurries, optimal thickness has to be just sufficient to

prevent aggregation and minimize the occupied volume.

Steric and Non-DLVO Forces

Polymeric dispersant molecules have been widely used for

stability control in many industries such as ceramic

processing, paper, and cosmetics.[17] When the polymers

are added, they start to adsorb on the surface to minimize

the total energy. When particles come close and the chains

try to penetrate each other, the entropy is dramatically

reduced. Consequently, this effect, known as steric force,

prevents particles from coming in distance less than the

gyration radius of the polymer. The interaction features of

particles are dependent on the concentration of the added

polymer. When the concentration is low and not sufficient

to cover the surfaces of particles, polymer bridging may

occur, where one polymer chain adsorbed on one surface

attaches to another particle. The result will be the

flocculation of particles. If the polymer concentration

keeps increasing beyond full surface coverage, then

another effect takes place. When the excess polymer exist

in the solution and the fully coated particles approach

closer (i.e., <radius of gyration), the nonadsorbed free

Fig. 2 (Continued ).
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polymers between them start to be excluded as a result of

entropic effects. Eventually, the local concentration

becomes lower than the surrounding level. The concen-

tration difference creates osmotic pressure difference that

attracts two particles. This is known as the depletion

flocculation. If the concentration increases even more

then, the polymer actually becomes the solvent and the

depletion effect is reversed. The particles are pushed apart

and the system is stabilized. This effect is known as

depletion stabilization.

In further detail, the conformation of the polymer is

important in determining the interactions between them.

The conformation of polymers adsorbed to the surface of

the particles depends on a number of parameters in the

system, such as the solvency of the solution, relative

charge of polymer and particles, as well as pH and ionic

strength.[18] In addition, the relative size of the polymer

and colloidal particle may affect the conformation of the

polymer. When polymer molecules interact with the

nanoparticles, which have a relatively similar size to the

polymer molecules, different conformation features are

expected. According to molecular dynamics (MD) simu-

lations for the interaction of polyethylene oxide (PEO)

with colloidal silica, polymers adopt a flat conformation

on the surface when polymer molecules are much larger

than the particles. In contrast, when the particle size

increases, polymer adopts an extended conformation

consisting of loops and tails.[19] The expected polymer

conformation, depending on the particle size, is illustrated

in Fig. 3.

Although the DLVO theory is universal and is mostly

accepted to describe the macroscopic colloidal behavior,

there are a number of cases where it does not adequately

interpret the measured interaction profiles. Because

DLVO is based on a continuum approach, neglecting

solvent effects such as ion–solvent interactions, surface–

solvent interactions, and ion–ion correlation, non-DLVO

forces occur when the property (e.g., density and mobility)

and the molecular structure of solvent near surfaces of

particles are different from the bulk property.[20] The

existence of these forces to explain the stability of the fine

powders was confirmed with the development of surface

force measurement techniques. For example, it was first

observed by Horn that oscillatory solvation (or hydration

in water) forces occur between smooth surfaces such as

mica at very short separation distances because of the

overlap of two solvated surfaces, which arise from the

specific solute–solvent and modified solvent–solvent

interactions.[21] Alternatively, attractive hydrophobic

forces may occur because of the unfavorable structure of

water (i.e., rearrangement of H-bond) near an interface.[10]

However, interpretation of these forces is not obvious

when a radius of curvature of particle is of the order of a

few nanometers. This will be further discussed later.

SURFACE FORCE
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The colloidal behavior of a particular system can be

investigated in several ways such as turbidity,[22,23]

sedimentation,[24,25] electrokinetics,[26] viscosity,[27,28]

etc. Among them, surface force measurement techniques

have been a useful method to directly characterize the

interaction between particles. While the principal idea of

direct force measurement is straightforward, which makes

use of Hook’s law, the challenge arises in measuring very

weak forces at very small surface separations. Several

different techniques for measuring interaction forces

between macro- and microscopic surfaces have been

developed including surface force apparatus (SFA), total

internal reflection microscopy (TIRM), and atomic force

microscopy (AFM). In this section, the fundamentals of

operation of each technique will be described. Further-

more, a few modified techniques and the resultant

interaction force measurements for nanoparticles will

be introduced.

Surface Force Apparatus (SFA)

Surface force apparatus (SFA) was first developed by

Tabor and Winterton,[8] and further refined by Israelach-

vili and Tabor.[29] The principles of this technique are

depicted schematically in Fig. 4. SFA is composed of two

crossed cylinders, one of which is mounted on a spring

and the other on a piezoelectric tube. The separation

distance between the two surfaces is monitored through

the use of optical interferometry—fringes of equal

chromatic order (FECO). Interaction force is determined
Fig. 3 Expected polymer conformation with extremely large

and small particle sizes.
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by the difference in the applied and measured separa-

tion distances multiplied by the spring constant. The dis-

tance resolution is approximately 0.1 nm and the force

sensitivity is about 10�8 N. The advantages of this

technique are: 1) true zero separation distance can be

known; 2) large range of accessible forces; 3) refractive

index of the medium may be simultaneously measured.

However, the drawback of this technique is that available

samples are limited because surfaces must be optically

transparent and atomically smooth, not to mention the

long time-scale experiment.

Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM)

This technique measures the change in intensity of an

evanescent wave being refracted through the particle for

determining the distance between a free particle and a flat

surface.[30] Mean potential f(h) at separation distance h is

determined by the Boltzmann distribution describing the

Brownian motion:

pðhÞ ¼ A expðfðhÞ=kTÞ ð9Þ

where p(h) is proportional to the probability of finding the

particle at h. Force curve is produced by allowing the

particle to oscillate in a potential minimum. This

technique has an excellent sensitivity in the pN range,

which makes it possible to measure the secondary

minimum. However, the particles must be spherical,

optically transparent, and homogeneous to refract light in

a regular manner.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was developed as an

imaging tool of surfaces in the atomic scale in the late

1980s.[31] The use of AFM in surface force measurement

has been popular since Ducker introduced the colloidal

probe technique, where a well-defined single colloidal

particle was attached to the cantilever.[32] Force is

calculated by the deflection of the cantilever multiplied

Table 2 Comparison of SFA, TIRM, and AFM techniques

SFA TIRM AFM

Advantages True zero separation

distance is known

High force sensitivity

Rotational movement

Any materials can be measured

Changing solution is relatively easy

Large range of

accessible forces

of particle is not hindered Approach rate is variable

Forces measured

at equilibrium

Disadvantages Very sensitive to

particle contamination

True zero separation

distance is unknown

True zero separation distance

is unknown

Long time scale

for experiments

Particle must be spherical,

optically transparent,

and homogeneous

Sensitive to electrical noise

Surfaces must be

optically transparent

and molecularly smooth

Maximum force range

is limited

Sample size 1–2 cm 5–35 mm 1–50 mm

Force sensitivity 10�7 N 10�14 N 10�12 N

Fig. 4 A schematic diagram of the surface force apparatus

(SFA) for directly measuring the surface forces between surfaces

in liquid.
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by its spring constant. Separation distance determined by

the constant compliance, which is the region that both

cantilever and substrate move together after contact.

Because the interaction surface area is smaller than SFA,

this technique is less sensitive to the surface contami-

nation, and another advantage is that almost all materials

can be investigated, including hydrophilic and hydro-

phobic surfaces, and biological molecules. However, true

separation distance is unknown because zero separation is

assumed from the constant compliance. Force sensitivity

is about 10�12N and distance resolution is 0.1 nm. Some

essential features of three techniques are summarized in

Table 2.

Surface Force Measurement
for Nanoparticles

Although the techniques explained above have been

powerful tools to measure the interaction force between

particles, the size of the sample is limited to micro-

meters. In AFM, for instance, the attachable colloidal

particle is normally a few tens of micrometers and the

direct use of AFM tip in many studies have raised some

controversy regarding measurement. For example, Cle-

veland et al.[33] measured oscillatory hydration potential

on calcite (CaCO3) and barite (BaSO4) by using

thermal–mechanical noise of cantilever. On the other

hand, Kamiya et al.[34] utilized the Si3N4 AFM tip over

one primary silica particle after imaging the silica

compacts in water to study the effect of the particle size

on the formation of hydration layer around the surface.

They observed, with FTIR and force measurement, that

no hydration force was found for nanoparticles with a

diameter of less than about 30 nm (Fig. 5), and a

different silanol structure on the surface of SiO2 was

suggested, depending on the radius of curvature of

the particle.

Normally, the typical AFM tip is of pyramidal or

cone shape. In a much-sharpened tip, the radius of

curvature is about few nanometers in size, but the effect

from the side wall cannot be neglected in force

measurement. Fig. 6 shows how interaction force is af-

fected by the tip angle. The wider the tip, the larger is

the expected contribution from the side. Although it is

ideal to mount the single nanoparticle on the cantilever,

Fig. 5 Effect of the silica particle diameter (dp) on the force

measured via AFM. Solid and broken lines are theoretical fits to

the DVLO theory for a constant surface potential. (From

Ref. [34]. Copyright 2002 American Ceramic Society.)

 

 

Fig. 6 Calculated van der Waals interaction force between a cone-shaped AFM tip and a flat plate depending on the angle y.
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handling and attaching it to the right position is

empirically infeasible. To overcome the side effect

from the AFM, the carbon nanotube attached tip, so

called, the nano colloidal probe technique was recently

presented.[35,36] Carbon nanotube has extraordinary

electrical and mechanical properties such as high

resilience. The possible use of the nanotube as an

alternative to the single nanoparticle to investigate the

interaction force of nanoparticles can be validated with

a theoretical calculation as shown in Fig. 7. The

calculated force with a conventional AFM tip is much

deviated from the force of nanoparticle. On the other

hand, the nanotube tip, which has a high aspect ratio,

can well represent the interacting behaviors of the

nanoparticles as a result of the minimum effect from the

side wall. The schematic operation feature of the

nanotube-attached AFM tip in force measurement is

well described by Cho and Sigmund.[36] Unlike the

typical deflection signal vs. separation distance, where

only one constant compliance exists, two constant

compliance regions are observed with a nanotube tip.

One is from the contact between the nanotube and

substrate, and the other from the consecutive contact

between the AFM tip and substrate after bending of

the nanotube.

Jarvis et al.[35] presented the structural force measure-

ment using the nanotube AFM tip, and found out the

scalability of the structural forces to nanoscale and

observed the solvation shell on the nonrigid surface, as

shown in Fig. 8. Curves showed a periodicity cor-

responding to the diameter of water molecule and an

increase of dissipation at smaller separation due to

layering of water. Interaction forces between the nano-

particles in the presence of polymer measured using the

Fig. 7 The calculated van der Waals interaction force of cone-shaped AFM tip, nanosphere, and nanotube tip with a flat plate.

Fig. 8 Measurement of solvation shell between the carbon

nanotube and hydrophilic self-assembled monolayer of COOH-

(CH2)10–SH on flat Au surface. (From Ref. [35]. Copyright 2002

American Chemical Society.)
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nanotube tip shows the different interaction force

from one having a bare AFM tip. As shown in Fig. 9,

while the forces between the silicon AFM tip and

SiO2 substrate increases with the concentration of poly-

mer, the forces of nanotube tip are independent of the

concentration of the polymer. The magnitude and range of

the interaction force is obviously small. This can be

explained that, as the concentration of polymer increases,

the more packing of the polymer is induced and the thick-

ness of the incompressible layer increases, consequently

Fig. 9 (a) Force vs. separation plot between a bare Si tip and SiO2 substrate (pH 10, 0.01 M NaCl). (b) Force vs. separation plot

between a Multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) probe and SiO2 substrate. Measured forces were independent of the

concentration of Polyethyleneimine (PEI) (pH 10, 0.01 M NaCl).
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the resultant interaction layer is also increased. How-

ever, the nanotube tip may penetrate into the layer

of polymer up to a certain point irrespective of the poly-

mer concentration.

The other application of force measurements using

the carbon nanotube probe is to sense and manipulate

the biological samples at the molecular level. Wong

et al.[37] demonstrated the titration of carboxyl-terminated

Fig. 10 (a) Diagram illustrating the modification of carbon nanotube by coupling an amine to a pendant carboxyl group. (b)

Adhesion force as a function of pH between hydroxy-terminated SAM. Filled squares: carboxyl (unmodified); open circles: phenyl

(modified with benzylamine); crosses: amine (modified with ethylenediamine). (From Ref. [37]. Copyright 2002 Macmillan

Magazines Limited.)
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nanotube by measuring the adhesion force (Fig. 10) and

the possibility of detecting the binding force between

single protein–ligand pairs.[37]

CONCLUSION

Understanding of the fundamentals of the interacting

forces between two objects has been an important issue

in colloidal processing, chemistry, biology, etc. The

classes and origins of the surface forces including van

der Waals, electrical double layer, steric, and solvation

forces are reviewed. Reasonable theories predicting the

forces acting on particles of micron size are available,

but questions still remain if we scale them down to

nanometer range. Currently available surface force

techniques were briefly reviewed and a few of examples

of direct measurement of surface forces of nanometer-

scale objects were introduced. Nanotube-attached AFM

tip will be capable of directly measuring the forces of

matters at nano level and answering the questions arising

from size effect on surface forces.
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INTRODUCTION

This work is a brief topical review of recent literature

reports of the localized surface plasmon spectra of silver

and gold nanoparticles (NPs) in various assemblies. The

desire for such a review arises from the numerous recent

reports of NP assemblies, their optical properties, and the

importance of their potential applications. The optical

properties can be viewed from the perspective of isolated

particles, particles coupled by near-field light interactions

(roughly when the interparticle separation is less than

particle size), and those coupled by far-field interactions

(for well separated particles in arrays or gratings). The

NPs reviewed are sized from ca. 20–500 nm in diameter or

major axis (except for wires), are of various shapes, e.g.,

spheres, triangles, cylinders, etc., and are arranged by

various means including synthetic molecular linking

architectures. The preparation of interesting NP systems

builds, in part, on relatively recent NP synthetic strategies

that yield NPs of uniform size and often organized 1-, 2-

and 3-D NP assemblies. Methods for making NPs fall into

two broadly defined categories: those based on physical

metal deposition and those based on solution chemistry,

the latter including electrodeposition. Physical metal de-

position methods encompass electron beam lithography

(EBL), nanosphere- and colloidal lithography, metal is-

land films, and cosputtered composite materials. Powerful

EBL methods can produce arbitrary NP shapes and

arrangements, and sizes of about 50 nm and larger are in

the literature. Nanosphere lithography, pioneered by Van

Duyne et al. (vide infra), yields arrays of triangular and

related particles in the 90–2500 nm range. Simple metal

island films, e.g., from 2 to 3 nm mass thickness Au and

Ag evaporated directly onto nonwetting oxide substrates,

can yield reasonable NP distributions, as can cosputter-

deposited composites of metal and oxide matrix (e.g., Ag

and SiO2). Chemical NP preparations resulting in uniform

size distributions (e.g., <10% variability) have been the

subject of extensive recent development and are pre-

dominantly from two methods: 1) solution phase synthesis

(often with a fractional precipitation step); and 2) tem-

plating methods such as electrodeposition into nanoporous

Al2O3 membranes.

Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance in
Noble Metal Nanoparticles

Light of appropriate wavelength can excite collective

oscillations of the conduction electrons in Au, Ag, and other

metal NPs—the theoretical description of which by Mie

dates back to the turn of the twentieth century.[1,2] This

phenomenon is analogous to the surface plasmon polariton

that can be excited by evanescent wave irradiation in planar

metal surfaces. The plasma oscillation in metal NPs of

spherical symmetry is well described by the Mie equations,

which are solutions to Maxwell’s equations for electro-

magnetic (EM) radiation interacting with small particles

(d<l/10). The plasma oscillation is variably referred to as a

(localized) surface- or particle-plasmon resonance—we

adopt the term localized surface plasmon (LSPR) coined by

Van Duyne et al. to distinguish the NP phenomenon from

the propagating surface plasmon polariton of planar metal

surfaces.[3] Because of the very high electronic polariz-

ability of noble metal NPs, their LSPR oscillations couple

very efficiently with light. Accordingly, extinction of

transmitted light by NPs is enormous—equivalent to mo-

lecular absorption with a molar extinction coefficient 1011

M�1 cm�1 in some cases.[4]a Similarly, a 100-nm Ag NP

scatters light equivalently to the emission of 106 fluorescein

fluorphores.[5] The strong extinction band ranges from the

blue (e.g., 420 nm for 40 nm Ag spheroids in air[6])

throughout the visible and into the infrared (e.g., 6000 nm

for 2500-nm Ag triangles[4]). In most cases, the peak

wavelength of the LSPR band (lLSPR) will red shift with

increasing ambient or substrate dielectric constant (e), in-

creasing particle size, or aggregation.[7] The high sensi-

tivity to dielectric constant (DlLSPR/De), and the highly

localized nature of surface electric fields (projecting out

from the NP surface by only a small fraction of the light

wavelength in some cases) underpins the utility of NPs as

surface-affinity based chemical and biosensors.[8] The high

intensity of the surface electric fields associated with the

aThe term extinction refers to the aggregate effect of absorption and

scattering and differentiates LSPR scattering and absorption from mo-

lecular absorption.
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LSPR of NPs and NP aggregates also underpin spectral

enhancements such as the Raman effect.[9] NPs and NP

films are also interesting for their potential applications in

nonlinear optics.[10,11] The dynamics of NP LSPR pro-

cesses occur on the femtosecond time scale, and have been

explored by Link and El-Sayed.[12]

Theory and Simulation of Nanoparticle
Surface Plasmon Spectra

There are a number of excellent recent papers covering

theoretical aspects of the optical response, i.e., extinction,

scattering, and electric field strengths, of Au and Ag

NPs.[13–17] The following is merely an overview intended

to elucidate points about: 1) the Mie theory;[18] 2) the

calculation of the small-particle dielectric constants from

the bulk-metal values;[13–15] 3) calculations of effective

refractive index (RI) for particle aggregates;[15,19,20] and

4) computational solutions for arbitrary shapes and

arrangements.[16,17] Discrete electronic structure is not

seen in the LSPR spectra of Au and Ag particles larger

than about 2 nm and is not discussed.

Mie theory is a set of exact solutions to Maxwell’s

equations for light interacting with small spherical parti-

cles, and is an excellent model for a wide range of NPs of

spherical or nearly spherical symmetry. Typically, Mie

theory is used to calculate the extinction cross section (s)

of NPs, and for particles of less than about 20 nm, only the

dipolar solution is important:

s ¼ 9Ve3=2
M

c

oeðoÞ
ðeðoÞ0 þ 2eMÞ2 þ eðoÞ2

where s is the scattering cross section, V is the particle

volume, eM is the dielectric constant of the medium, and

the complex dielectric constant of the metal is e =

e(o)’+ ie(o)@. For a real and fairly constant eM, resonance

condition is fulfilled when e(o)’=�2eM for spheres (or

e(o)’=�eM for long rods when the electric field is po-

larized perpendicular to the long axis). The wavelength

dependence of lSPR originates from three places—the

wavelength and size dependence of e(o), the appearance

of quadrupole resonances (higher order Mie solutions) for

particles larger than about 20 nm, and damping when,

because the particle is approaching or exceeds the light

wavelength, the electric field is no longer homogeneous

within the particle. Mie theory can also be used to cal-

culate local field strengths.

Accurate application of Mie theory requires good

estimates of the frequency-dependent dielectric [e(o)] of

the NP. But for smaller NPs, adjustments are needed,

especially as the NP radius approaches the bulk metal

electron mean free path, RB. At this point, e(o) appears

to diverge from that of bulk metal. If one considers

the contribution to e(o) from the free electrons to be

distinct from other sources, Drude theory can be applied to

the confined conduction electrons, and accurate predic-

tions of LSPR band position and shape can be made.

This is accomplished by recalculating the electron

damping frequency, oD = vF/R, where vF is the Fermi

velocity, using a reduced mean free path, REFF = (RNP
�1+

RB
�1)�1 that reflects electron scattering from the NP sur-

face.[14,15] This adjustment also predicts the rapid broad-

ening of NP LSPR bands into baseline as the radius falls

below about 2 nm. Electronic fine structure is just dis-

cernible in the derivative spectra of Au particles of 1.4 nm

and smaller, but does not substantially impact the overall

band shapes.[14]

Prodan et al. very recently contributed a theoretical

approach to the description of LSPR modes. This model is

described as the electromagnetic analog of molecular or-

bital theory, in that it uses a hybridization approach di-

rectly analogous to that describing atomic and molecular

electronic structures.[21] This approach is supported by

successful calculations of nanoshell LSPR modes by

Nordlander, who treat the electronic structure of the shell

with ab initio electronic structure calculations (time-de-

pendent local density approximation) and within the jel-

lium approximation.[22] In this method, the nanostructure

LSPR is described as the sum of simpler, interacting ones.

Or, in other words, the plasmon modes of the simpler or

elementary structures hybridize to form new modes. For

example, the LSPR of a Au nanoshell (e.g., an Au-coated

SiO2 sphere) is well known to have two prominent LSPR

modes. In the hybridization model, these are clearly seen

to arise from the symmetric and antisymmetric combina-

tions of the dipolar plasmons of two, more elementary

structures: 1) an Au sphere; and 2) a dielectric cavity in an

Au medium. Building on this result, two concentric

nanoshells can then be described by the symmetric and

antisymmetric sums of the inner and outer shell LSPR

modes. Hybridization model spectra of concentric nano-

shells are in excellent agreement with experiment.

For NP assemblies where the NP volume fraction is

significant, there arises the problem of how to accurately

account for NP contributions to the medium dielectric

constant eM. In general, the Maxwell–Garnett (MG) the-

ory seems to be the more successful, established theory,

although the Bruggeman theory is also used.[15,19,20,23]

The MG theory predicts the aggregate (complex) dielec-

tric constant, eC, assuming a composite material made up

of a matrix of eM and a volume fraction, fM, significantly

less than 0.5, of ‘‘infinitesimal’’ particles (i.e., much

smaller than l) of dielectric e0:

eC � e0

eC þ ke0

¼ fM
eM � e0

eM þ ke0

� �

The factor k is a shape-dependent factor equal to 2 for

spherical particles, and 1 for infinitely long ‘‘needles’’
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oriented perpendicularly to the incident EM field. For

example, Mulvaney[24] applied the MG theory to spherical

SiO2-coated Au NPs of variable Au volume fraction. In

this case, the MG theory was very well able to predict the

red shift in lSPR for Au volume fractions less than about

0.5, but somewhat underestimated it thereafter. The MG

theory was also adapted by Foss et al.[25] to apply to

nanorods with variable aspect ratios through the incor-

poration of a wavelength-dependent kEFF value. The kEFF

model, also known as dynamic Maxwell–Garnett theory,

successfully predicts shape-dependent trends in lSPR, but

systematically overestimates them. In contrast, naı̈vely

applying Mie theory to the same rods leads to systematic

underestimation of lSPR.

Clearly, a more general approach to the prediction of

optical and electrostatic aspects of NPs and NP assemblies

is desirable. These approaches are generally in the form of

computational solutions to Maxwell’s equations using fi-

nite-difference approaches. An excellent example of this

approach is the work of Schatz et al.[16] on the discrete

dipole approximation (DDA), which divides the object of

interest into a lattice of polarizable cubes whose individ-

ual dipole polarizations are determined self-consistently.

According to Schatz et al., appropriately applied DDA

calculations yield extinction spectra that are consistently

within about 10% of the exact or experimental ones in-

dependent of the particle size or shape. Other approaches

include the multipole–multipole[26] and finite difference

time domain[27–29] variants.

NANOPARTICLES AND THEIR ASSEMBLIES

The variety of NP shapes, sizes, architectures, and strat-

egies for organizing and studying NPs inspires this sec-

tion—hence it moves topically through a cross section of

the literature by the dimensionality of the NP assembly in

question. Other important themes such as LSPR coupling

and multipolar LSPR modes span various dimensionalities

and are noted throughout. Nanoparticles have been studied

individually, in random 2- and 3-D arrangements and in

lithographically organized assemblies or as determined by

molecular architectures. Various studies examine LSPR

spectra as a function of particle size, shape, spacing, di-

electric medium, polarization, and incident angle of light.

Single Particles, Dimers,
Trimers, and Tetramers

Single nanoparticle spectroscopy

Recent spectroscopic reports of single noble metal NPs

characterizing roughly spherical and ‘‘wire’’ geometries

with attention to their potential application as single-par-

ticle sensor platforms include reports by Shultz et al.,[6,30]

Raschke et al.,[31] and McFarland and Van Duyne.[32]

These studies are akin to single molecule spectroscopy,

but are technologically easier because of the extremely

large Rayleigh scattering efficiency (typically equivalent

to 105–106 fluorophors) of the surface plasmon peak in

an NP.[5]

The first of these studies[30] examines silver, gold, and

nickel nanowires (and various segmented variations)

prepared by a combination of electroless and electro-

chemical deposition steps within the pores of commercial

polycarbonate filtration membranes (by Nucleopore) and

subsequently released. The nanoscopic pores are produced

by high-energy alpha-particle perforation of polycarbon-

ate films and are uniquely suited to the templating of

nanoparticles because they are highly uniform in diameter

and aspect ratio, the former controlled by the manufac-

turer by etching the filtration membrane, and the latter by

variation of the electrodeposition time. In this case, the

pores (and hence nanowires) have nominal dimensions of

15�7000 nm. As in the latter studies, the wires were

imaged with conventional light microscopy under dark

field illumination, and detected by virtue of their intense

light scattering cross sections. Spectra were acquired by

imaging scattered light onto a single monochromator with

charge-couple device (CCD) detector.

In wires, the plasma resonance observed is a transverse

(radial), dipolar one. The longitudinal (axial) resonance is

not seen because the wires are very long. In these,[30]

resonances that were evident as peaks in the scattering

spectra at ca. 400 nm for Ag and 540 nm for Au–Ni wires

did not yield a spectral peak. Mie scattering calculations

gave an excellent fit to the observed Au and the feature-

less Ni spectra, but failed to capture the ca. 400 nm res-

onance for Ag.

In a subsequent report by Mock et al.,[6] the response of

the dipole resonance to changes in refractive index for

single, 60-nm quasispherical particles was measured by

using a series of index matching oils. The observed

DlMAX/Dn was 160 nm—in qualitative agreement with

Mie calculations (210 nm) that ignore the SiO2 substrate

half space.

More recently, Raschke et al.[31] and McFarland and

Van Duyne[32] have examined single nanoparticles

immobilized on glass in the context of their potential

application as chemo- or biosensors with extremely low

mass detection limits. Single NP sensors are a tantalizing

prospect because of the extreme mass sensitivity and

spatial resolution of single NP LSPR. For example, just

60,000 molecules could be detected in a volume smaller

than a cellular organelle by single NP scattering, or con-

versely, a very large number of different assays might be

simultaneously conducted in a very small area and volume

with an assay based on many uniquely identifiable

NPs.[33] In the report by McFarland and Van Duyne,[32]
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dark field microscopy/spectroscopy was used to detect

alkanethiol adsorption to single Ag nanoparticles prepared

by citrate reduction. The bulk refractive index (RI) sen-

sitivity of selected particles, DlMAX/Dn=203 nm, agreed

well with Mie theory predictions. The response to

monolayer alkanethiol adsorption was very large, with a

hexadecanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) pro-

ducing an easily detectable 40.7 nm red shift at saturation,

and corresponding to only ca. 60,000 molecules detected.

The similar report by Raschke et al.[31] employed Au NPs

derivatized with biotinylated bovine serum albumin and

binding diffusing streptavidin. They observed a signifi-

cant, but small 1.2 nm shift corresponding to saturation—

again, just slightly less than that predicted by Mie theory

for a 4p stearadian change in RI. These authors suggest

that a rod NP would produce higher sensitivity.

Nanoparticle dimers, trimers, and tetramers

A number of recent articles have examined the optical

response of pairs, dimers, and trimers of NPs. In contrast

to the above studies, these systems were studied as

ensembles, but the degree of particle homogeneity is high

and the results are likely to be representative of the 2-, 3-,

or 4-particle systems. Novak and Feldheim[34] used rigid

molecular linkers of variable lengths in the 2–30 nm range

to create bridged NP structures. The thioactyl-terminated

phenylacetylene bridges were prepared in three varieties;

the first, simply a straight rigid rod-like molecule, and the

second and third having a central branching point with

three and four branches, respectively. These were reacted

with 30-nm-diameter Ag NPs, and the resulting symmetric

dimers, trimers, and tetramers were confirmed with

transmission electron microscopy. These important solu-

tion-extinction spectroscopy experiments confirmed that

as the linker is shortened, the near-field coupling first

slightly red-shifts, and then spawns a high-frequency band

as the separation approaches about 4 nm.

A more recent paper by Sandrock and Foss[35] employs

a template analogous to the NucleoporeTM ones employed

above—transparent and porous Al2O3 membranes to

produce varied pairs of NPs within the individual pores

and to study them in place, without releasing them from

the Al2O3 template. Au and Ag were alternately deposited

and Ag later dissolved away to create controlled Au–Au

spacing. In this way, sphere–sphere, rod–rod, and rod–

sphere near-field interactions could be probed. An im-

portant aspect of this motif is that it allows the study of the

linear dichroic properties of the NP pairs. For example,

because all pores in the Al2O3 support are normal to the

surface, it is possible to control the polarization of the

incident light such that it is predominantly axial or radial

in character. Interparticle interactions were indicated by

spectral results that showed splitting under polarization

that put an E-field component along the particle–particle

axis. A subsequent paper by Gluodenis and Foss[36] delves

into simulation and theory for side–side and end–end

interactions of NP rod pairs.

Subsequent reports by Rechberger et al.[37] and Su

et al.[38] examine ensembles and individual NP pairs (re-

spectively) fabricated by using electron beam lithography.

Leitner et al. examined 150-nm disks, that were 17 nm

thick and spaced between 150 and 450 nm apart; Zhang et

al. studied elliptical particles in the 100–150nm range.

Zhang et al. report a red shift in lSPR as the particles are

brought into proximity. By examining polarizations both

parallel and perpendicular to the interparticle axis, Leitner

et al. resolved a strong red shift (+78 nm) and a weaker

blue shift (�30 nm) as the 150-nm particles were brought

into edge contact. The red shift is attributed to favorable

head–tail interparticle electrostatic interactions arising

from parallel particle dipoles arranged end to end. The

weaker blue shift is attributable to particle dipoles ar-

ranged side-by-side. Notably, these interactions did not

produce band splitting observed for the smaller, chemi-

cally synthesized NPs of Novak and Feldheim.[34]

Nanoparticle Chains with
Near-Field Coupling

Au and Ag NPs arranged in chains, i.e., in a row, are of

interest in the technological arena as ‘‘plasmonic light

waveguides’’ for guiding light in subdiffraction spaces

and for the production of electron tunneling electronics

such as single electron transistors. Chains have been

reported in two predominant contexts: 1) systems such as

those fabricated by Atwater et al.[39–41] using electron

beam lithography for plasmonic waveguide experiments;

and 2) smaller NPs templated by naturally faceted sur-

faces of h1010i Al2O3
[42] and h110i NaCl (Ref. [43], no

optical data). Atwater et al. use sophisticated electron

beam lithography to make chains of 50-nm diameter Ag

NPs with varying interparticle spacing. For these systems,

the longitudinal (E-field parallel to NP chain) and trans-

verse SP modes slightly red and blue shift, respectively, as

the interparticle spacing approaches 75 nm, but do not

explore closer spacing. Atwater et al. are also one of the

few groups to employ finite difference time domain

(FDTD) simulations to simulate the optical responses of

these systems. One of the qualities of the FDTD simula-

tion is that in addition to E(x,y,z), it gives E(t), which is

useful for characterizing the properties of NP chains

as optical energy waveguides. FDTD simulations of the

E-field intensities in these chains agree well with experi-

ments, and are useful for estimating collective properties

such as waveguide loss. The Al2O3 templated Ag NPs are

fabricated by pulsed laser deposition, followed by high-

temperature (1400�C, 8 hr) annealing, yielding slightly
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prolate particles broadly distributed about 25 nm in dia-

meter and about 31 nm apart. These chains exhibit a far

more pronounced dichroism than those of Atwater et al.:

lTRANSVERSE=455 nm and lLONGITUDINAL=550 nm,

reflecting both the smaller particle sizes (ca. 25 nm) and

their closer proximity (ca. 31 nm). Theoretical work by

Zhao et al.[44] has also contributed to understanding of

chains structures.

Previous examples have been of 1-D NP chains, but

individual NP pairs have also been examined. For exam-

ple, Sandrock and Foss made gold particle pairs by al-

ternately electrodepositing Au and Ag into porous Al2O3.

In this setting, the electrodeposition time controls the Au

and Ag NP lengths, and the pore their widths. Following

electrodeposition, Ag sections can be removed with

HNO3, leaving voids of controlled size between Au NPs

of controlled length.[35] Accordingly, paired ‘‘spheres’’

(i.e., unity aspect ratio rods), paired rods, and rod–sphere

pairs were studied. For these organized NP pairs, the

effects of interparticle spacing and the light polarization

and incident angle could be systematically studied. At

higher angle of incidence (yi), the light E-field falls in-

creasingly along the interparticle axis. For example, for

large interparticle spacing (114 nm) between paired

spheres, lSPR (=548 nm) is independent of yi. However, if

a smaller interparticle spacing is employed (52 nm), lSPR

redshifts with an increasing in incidence angle reflect-

ing the favorable near-field coupling of LSPR dipoles.

Rod–sphere pair structures exhibited a long-wavelength

shoulder with increasing yi, similarly indicating near-field

interactions. Theoretical models used to evaluate sphere

pair systems such as simple quasistatic (i.e., total particle

pair size 
l), modified long wavelength approximation

(MLWA), and discrete dipole approximation (DDA)

models reflected experimental shifts in lSPR with yi, but

did not accurately reproduce peak position or shape.

Two-Dimensional NP Arrays

A rich variety of structures, some highly organized, for

example, by intermolecular interactions, have been re-

ported for NPs on surfaces. Also, some of the more in-

triguing spectral behaviors come from 2-D arrays of

optically coupled NPs.

Two-dimensional NP arrays made by electron
beam lithography (EBL)

Aussenegg et al.[45,46] have contributed important papers

on the optical properties of NP arrays in the far-field

coupling regime. The former report employs square arrays

(spacing L=350–850 nm) of circular (d=150 nm) gold

EBL-fabricated NPs studied by both extinction and fem-

tosecond time resolved luminescence measurements. In-

terestingly, the arrays exhibited a correlated oscillation in

lSPR and luminescence lifetime (2�tSPR�8 fsec), as the

particle spacing increased. Specifically, they observed a

strong (60 nm) redshift and broadening of the LSPR band

for L values corresponding first to lSPR/nSUBSTRATE, and

then to lSPR. This effect, called the ‘‘grating’’ effect,

evidently reflects the increased radiative fields existing

between particles as the particle spacing produces con-

structive interparticle interference first in the substrate

(where the effective radiated wavelength is l/n), and then

in the airspace above the gradient.

In the latter work, Aussenegg et al. reported studies of

EBL-fabricated Ag nanowires (wire widths 60�w�200

nm) and nanowire gratings (spacing 290�d�680 nm)

with extinction spectroscopy.[46] Similarly to NP chains,

Ag nanowires exhibit strong LSPR bands under transverse

magnetic (TM) irradiation—i.e., when the E-field is po-

larized perpendicularly to the long axis of the wire. For

individual wires, lSPR was found to be linearly dependent

on wire width, w, between 65 and 90 nm. For wire grat-

ings, they similarly find lSPR to be a sensitive function of

spacing, L. lSPR redshifts and broadens when L ap-

proaches lSPR/nSUBSTRATE, corresponding to a transition

between evanescent and radiative character for the light

field in the substrate half space. This type of effect also

appears in recent computations by Zhao et al.,[16] who

simulated LSPR for arrays of period L equal to and

greater than the particle size.

Haynes et al.[47] have also used EBL to produce silver

and gold particle arrays. The arrays comprise triangular

(170 nm) and circular (200 nm) particles (trigonal prisms

and cylinders considering their 35 nm height) in both

square and hexagonal lattices of variable spacing between

230 and 500 nm—smaller distances relative to lSPR when

compared to the studies by Schider et al.,[45,46] but still

interacting predominantly in the far field. Van Duyne and

Schatz observe a linear red shift with increasing lattice

constant (ca. 40 optical nm per 100 nm) that is supported

qualitatively by coupled dipole simulations. Theoretical

calculations used by Zhao and coworkers[44] on particle

pairs also support far-field interparticle coupling effects

seen for large lattice spacing.

Two-dimensional NP arrays made by
nanosphere lithography (NSL)

Van Duyne and coworkers have performed a large body of

work using an NP fabrication method they had developed

and dubbed ‘‘nanosphere lithography’’ (NSL). In NSL, a

substrate is coated with hexagonally close-packed mono-

layer of highly monodisperse polymer nanospheres by a

simple drop casting procedure. The nanosphere coating, in

turn, serves as a mask for the evaporation of Ag or Au into

the interstitial hollows where substrate surface is exposed.
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Metal evaporation at normal (or other) incidence, followed

by rinsing away the nanosphere mask, thus produces well-

ordered 2-D arrays of triangular metal nanoprisms (or

variations thereof) (Fig. 1).[3] Nanospheres are commer-

cially available in a wide range of sizes, corresponding to

a range of NP sizes that exhibit lSPR spanning the entire

visible, near, and mid infrared spectral regions (Fig. 2).

The NP shape can also be altered by evaporating through

the nanosphere mask at variable angles—called angle-

resolved nanosphere lithography (AR-NSL).[48] By se-

quentially depositing at different angles, AR-NSL can be

used to fabricate structures such as ‘‘nanooverlaps,’’

‘‘nanogaps,’’ and NP chains. Van Duyne et al. have

employed NSL–NP arrays in numerous studies focusing

on NP size, dielectric environment,[3] adsorbate binding

(sensor),[14] and surface-enhanced Raman activity.[9]

The dielectric response of NSL–NP arrays is of con-

siderable interest given the potential utility of these

structures in a sensor platform. As is generally observed,

lSPR increases with ambient dielectric;[49,50] however, in

the case of a surface (i.e., alkanethiol adsorbate)-induced

De, this red shift is larger (3 nm/CH2) than predicted for

spherical particles of comparable size. This observation

is supported (but somewhat overestimated) by discrete

dipole approximation (DDA).[51] This is a promising

property for a surface sensor because, for the most

challenging SPR sensing applications, bulk De contributes

to noise, whereas surface De reflects the binding of mo-

lecular analyte.

Two-dimensional NP arrays made by
colloidal lithography

Hanarp et al.[52] report a related ‘‘lithographic’’ prepara-

tion yielding disordered arrays of nearly identical nano-

disks. As with NSL, this preparation begins with an

adsorbed layer of monodisperse polymer nanospheres.

However, in this case, the spheres are intentionally de-

posited such that they are separated on the surface, and the

surface is precoated with Au or Ag. Melting of the spheres

creates a removable mask that withstands an ion etch re-

moval of the unmasked metal film, and later, solvent re-

moval of the polymer leaves circular metal NPs. Unlike

the observations of Lamprecht et al.,[45] Schider et al.,[46]

and Haynes et al.[47] for regular periodic arrays, the av-

erage interparticle spacing (d) in the d�dP regime does

not change the lSPR of particles produced via nanosphere

lithography, presumably because of the lack of long-range

order. Otherwise, the particles’ LSPR spectra were fairly

well described by a simple oblate spheroid theory,[53] and

showed the expected red shift in lSPR with increasing

particle size and ambient dielectric.

Spontaneously organized 2-D
nanoparticle assemblies

The process of 2-D NP self-assembly has been recently

reviewed in the context of microelectronics.[54]

In many examples in this category, NPs are modified

with molecular adsorbates that, in turn, guide the NPs into

organized, closely packed assemblies. For example, Tripp

and Wei employ an alkane-tailed and ‘‘cup-shaped’’

resorcinarene tetrathiol to decorate 16–170 nm Au NPs.

The ligand shell and its alkane tails have a very strong

organizing effect leading to hexagonally packed NP arrays

on the air–water interface that can be transferred to quartz

substrates.[55] Kanehara et al.[56] find similar results for

an amine-terminated disulfide surfactant. In this case, a

Fig. 1 AFM image of a Ag nanoparticle array created by na-

nosphere lithography. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [3].

Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 2 Size dependence of the LSPR spectra of Ag NP’s

fabricated using nanosphere lithography. The dimension ‘‘a’’

refers to the NP diameter (for disk particles) or base–apex length

(for triangular ones). Dimension ‘‘b’’ refers to the NP height.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [3]. Copyright 2003

American Chemical Society.
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carboxylic acid adjuvant helps to organize solvent cast

NP films.

Stabilized (if not necessarily highly organized) NP as-

semblies on surfaces have also been made using bidentate

ligands—one end of which has affinity for the NP and the

other end for the surface of the support. For example, an

amino-terminated alkylsilane monolayer on glass will bind

mercaptopropionic acid coated NPs by forming covalent

(amide) bonds to the surface amino group.[57] Similarly,

alkanedithiols have been used to tether Au NPs to Au

surfaces.[58] Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-derivatized

Au NPs have also been (selectively) bound to Au surfaces

by the complementary, surface-bound, DNA oligo-

mers.[59,60] This is an important theme, because Au NPs

interact strongly with Au film surface plasmon polaritons,

and thus amplify the surface sensitivity of analytical sur-

face plasmon polariton spectroscopy.

Coupled LSPR in 2-D nanoparticle assemblies

Near-field LSPR coupling is evident in some spontane-

ously organized NP assemblies. This coupling manifests

in a band splitting that is sensitive to polarization, angle,

and, as recently shown, interparticle spacing. Observa-

tions of this type of mode date back to the work by Ferrell

et al. in 1987.[61,62] For example, Taleb et al.[63] examined

arrays of Ag NPs cast from solution and stabilized by

dodecanethiol. In these studies, an electrostatic model of

coupled dipoles in a 2-D hexagonal array was compared to

its experimental counterpart. Both model and experiment

yield a high-frequency side band that grows with in-

creasing out-of-plane electric field. In other words, the

high-frequency band appeared for higher incident angle

and under p-polarization only. Pileni et al. further ob-

served that this mode is more pronounced for more or-

ganized assemblies, and appeared for both 4- and 5-nm

Ag NPs.

Pileni’s observation can be compared to a more recent

one by Malynych and Chumanov,[64] who found a sharp,

high-frequency band that appeared only for smaller

interparticle separation of 100 nm Ag NP films. One

fascinating aspect of this experiment was that the NP film

could be transferred to an elastomer (poly(dimethyl-

siloxane)) that allowed continuous variation in interpar-

ticle spacing simply by stretching the substrate. Fig. 3

shows the resulting normal incidence transmission spec-

trum and the strong dependence of the sharp, high-fre-

quency band on interparticle separation. The mode

disappears as the elastomer is stretched, presumably be-

cause this spoils the near-field coupling. In contrast to

Pileni’s observations, this band actually depends on in-

plane optical fields and diminishes under higher incident

angles for both p- and s-polarization. Chumanov hypo-

thesizes that this is a result of an in-plane quadrupolar

plasmon mode illustrated in Fig. 4. Chumanov argues that,

for strong coherent interparticle coupling, the quadrupole

mode has a more favorable symmetry because all inter-

particle forces are equivalent. In other words, neighboring

particles experience either repulsive (as in Fig. 4b), or

attractive (as in Fig. 4c) forces. In contrast, the dipolar

excitation of Fig. 4a leads to some attractive interactions

(head–tail) and some repulsive ones (side-by-side).

Fig. 3 LSPR spectrum of a closely spaced 100-nm Ag

nanoparticle array on a silicone elastomer support. The

collective nature of the sharp band at 420 nm is evident in its

hypersensitivity to interparticle spacing. The band at 420 nm

disappears as the elastomer is stretched and interparticle spacing

decreases (as indicated by the arrow). Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [64]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 4 Proposed in-plane dipolar and quadrupolar LSPR

modes. Interparticle dipolar interactions in a are inequivalent

(some dipoles are arranged head–tail and others are side-by-

side), but interparticle forces for quadrupolar modes in b and c

are all equivalent. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [64].

Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society. (View this art in

color at www.dekker.com.)
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Three-Dimensional Assemblies
of Nanoparticles

A comprehensive discussion of the variety and properties

of three-dimensional (3-D) NP assemblies is far beyond

the scope of this review. Instead, we present a brief cross

section of studies that touch on some important aspects of

3-D NP assemblies. However, one fairly general obser-

vation is that LSPR bands tend to broaden and red shift

when the component NPs aggregate, or are assembled into

a lattice.[65]

DNA linked 3-D assemblies

Similar to the case for 2-D assemblies, single-stranded

(ssDNA) oligomers can be used as a linker in 3-D as-

semblies of NPs. For example, Taton et al.[66] use a

strategy for controlled NP film growth wherein a substrate

surface and NP’s ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ are derivatized with dif-

ferent, noncomplementary ssDNA oligomers, illustrated

in Fig. 5. Adding ssDNA oligomers that are the comple-

mentary, on opposite ends, to the surface and to NP-a will

make a monolayer of NP-a. Further aggregation will not

take place because the linker ssDNA does not connect

‘‘a’’ to ‘‘a’’ or ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘b.’’ Rinsing and subsequent

treatment with an ‘‘a’’–‘‘b’’ linker will add a layer of NP-

b, etc. In addition to 3-D NP architectures, this strategy

has been exploited for colorimetric sensing of specific

oligonucleotides in solution.[67] In this motif, a given

target ssDNA strand is detected by a pair of ssDNA

derivatized Au NPs, each NP complimentary to the op-

posite half of the target ssDNA. When the target strand is

hybridized by both NPs, a large red shift and broadening

in the NP LSPR band occurs as a result of near-field

coupling. This changes the NP solution from an intense

red to a faint purple. Because of the enormous extinction

coefficient of the NPs, a target as small as 50 pm could be

detected with this simple colorimetric test. Other studies

of DNA-linked assemblies are cited in Refs. [68,69].

Dithiol linked 3-D assemblies

Brust et a.[70] have used dithiol linkers to assemble NP

films in a controlled layer-by-layer fashion. The oxide

substrate was first derivatized with 3-mercaptotriethoxy-

silane, so that it would present the –SH moiety to solution

and bind bare Au, ca. 6 nm NPs from solution. Then, this

NP-coated surface was rinsed and treated with an a-o
dithiol that, in turn, leaves the NP-coated surface pre-

senting the –SH moiety as a basis for further assembly.

Assembly induced considerable broadening and red

shifting in the NP LSPR, but this did not increase after the

first few layers.

Silica encapsulated NPs

Mulvaney et al.[71] reviewed the field of silica encapsu-

lation of NPs and noted that these can be assembled into

densely packed films. Silica encapsulation is attractive for

various technological reasons, i.e., transparency, stability,

etc. but also because of the control with which the silica

shell can be deposited by using siloxane hydrolysis

chemistry, initiated on the NP surface by the S-terminus of

3-mercaptoproyltrialkoxysilane. Particles synthesized in

this manner are stabilized by SiO2, and the interparticle

distance in films made from encapsulated NPs are set by

the SiO2 thickness. Color-tuning in films prepared from

SiO2 encapsulated Au is accurately predicted with the

Maxwell–Garnet effective medium theory.[15]

Nanocomposite films

The designation ‘‘nanocomposite’’ is typically applied to

materials made from disordered mixtures of Au or Ag NPs

at substantial volume fraction in an inert host material. For

example, composite films can be prepared by cosputter

coating SiO2/Ag and thermally annealing the resulting

film.[10] Similarly, sol–gel methods can be used to prepare

Au/BaTiO3 and other thin film nanocomposites.[72] In

particular, nanocomposite films appear to be of interest

for nonlinear optical applications due in part to the large

Fig. 5 Controlled NP aggregate (A) and film (B) growth using

‘‘bidentate’’ single stranded DNA linkers. Linkers are specific

to either (SiO2)–a, or a–b. From Ref. [66]. D American Chem-

ical Society, 2003.
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third-order nonlinear susceptibility lent to these materials

by the LSPR active NPs.[73] Similarly, nanocomposites

are of interest for their potential applications to electronics

and as sensors.[74,75] Al-Rawashdeh et al.[23,76] have pre-

pared ordered polyethylene–Au nanorod composites. The

plastic polyethylene matrix provided a means for shear

orientation of the nanorods, which, in turn, lend dichroic

optical properties to the material.

CONCLUSION

The localized surface plasmon spectra of silver and gold

nanoparticles are interesting in a number of contexts.

Spherical NP LSPR spectra are often in good agreement

with theory-given adjustments to the metal dielectric

function for NPs comparable to, or smaller than, the

electron mean free path. However, calculation of the

LSPR spectra of nonspherical shapes are still quite chal-

lenging because exact electrodynamic solutions such as

the Mie theory do not exist, and finite difference simu-

lations, while sometimes quite successful, are far from

routine calculations. However, a recently reported ap-

proach based on hybridization of the LSPR modes of more

elementary shapes that, in combination, describe others is

quite promising.

Basic LSPR spectroscopic phenomena have been the

subject of many recent articles. Examples include the

observation of multiple LSPR bands for a given NP based

on electronic polarization along the different principle

axes of the NP, or sometimes for higher-order polariza-

tions in particles with sizes comparable to or greater than

l. Films of NPs often exhibit optical dichroism because of

electromagnetic interactions between particles, or, in the

case of oriented NPs, because of the optical anisotropy of

the particles themselves.

NP LSPR spectroscopy has potential application in

numerous technological areas such as subdiffraction light

guiding, nonlinear optical applications, Raman enhance-

ment, and chemical sensing. Sensing applications are

quite promising given the popularity of the related metal

film reflection based surface plasmon sensors. NP sensing

can, in theory, detect as few as 60,000 molecules in a

volume far smaller than a typical cell.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a
process by which normal Raman scattering (RS) can
be amplified by many orders of magnitude. The utility
of this lies in the rich molecular structural information
attainable from RS. It is possible to capitalize on
the advantages of RS through this manyfold increase
in scattering intensity, while mitigating its major
limitation, a very small cross-section.

Because of the great potential of this technique for
practical applications, a significant amount of work
has been performed over the last 30 years. This article
will outline the progression of SERS as an analytical
technique, from its discovery to recent work. This
will include new understanding of the fundamental
principles of SERS, advances in experimental tech-
niques, and current applications in various areas
including materials and biological sciences.

BACKGROUND

RS

In 1928, a landmark spectroscopic phenomenon was
discovered by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan in
which light, scattered off a molecule following photo-
excitation, induces a change in molecular polariza-
tion.[1] The energy difference between the scattered
and incident light is equal to one of many vibrational
frequencies of the molecule (Fig. 1).[2–4] Therefore,
RS, similar to infrared spectroscopy (IR), can provide
structural ‘‘finger print’’ information about molecules,
because each molecule has a unique set of vibrational
frequencies. Because Raman is a zero-background
measurement and the signal detected is usually in the
visible region, it is much more sensitive than the non-
zero background IR experiment, which is based on
absorption. In the last several decades, RS spectro-
scopy has become a routine and powerful analytical
technique in academic research and industry.

Even though Raman is molecule specific, it does
have one major limitation: a small scattering cross-
section �10�30 cm2/molecule. Thus, the Raman signal

is difficult to detect.[5] Fortunately, several techniques
have been developed to significantly enhance the
Raman signal while preserving themolecular specificity.
These include both resonance and surface enhance-
ments. Resonance Raman occurs when the excitation
light is in resonance with an electronic transition of
the molecule,[2–4] resulting in an enhancement factor
of 102–104 (Fig. 1). This has been used in the study
of a variety of molecules including biological samples
such as viruses and cells. However, resonance Raman
requires excitation light at a shorter wavelength
than that used for standard Raman. This can cause
degradation of the sample and sometimes result in
fluorescence interference.

Another method of enhancement is SERS.[6] In
SERS, a molecule is adsorbed onto a noble metal
surface with nanoscale features. When the surface plas-
mon absorption mode is excited by light, a local field
enhancement on the surface is created that enhances
RS of molecules on or near the surface.[5,6] For SERS
on roughened metal films, the enhancement is in the
order of 103–105. While isolated metal nanoparticles
(NPs), primarily silver, have shown an enhancement
of �106, NP aggregates have shown even stronger
enhancement of �107–109.[7] This large increase in
Raman cross-section for aggregates is believed to be
due to stronger field enhancement at the junctions
between NPs.[8] Even larger SERS enhancement
factors on the order of 1015 have been reported for
‘‘single,’’ so called ‘‘hot’’ NPs or aggregates.[9–11] These
SERS enhancement studies suggest that NP aggregates
are better for SERS than isolated NPs and that the
Raman signal can be very large and easily detected.

The local field enhancement is only one requirement
necessary for SERS. Surface chemistry of metal NPs is
another important factor.[12] Many studies have deter-
mined the first decay length (the length at which
the enhancement decreases by half) to be �1.5 nm,
virtually requiring that the analyte molecule be
adsorbed or very close to the surface for detection.[13–15]

There have been several excellent review articles on
SERS published previously; therefore this article will
focus on some of the latest developments in
SERS.[5,6,16–18] These will include new understanding
of the fundamental principles of SERS, advances in
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experimental techniques, and current applications in
various areas including materials and biological
sciences. In addition, SERS techniques based on opti-
cal fibers and single NPs or aggregates will also be
highlighted.

SERS

In 1977, SERS was discovered simultaneously by
Jeanmaire and Van Duyne and Albrecht and
Creighton.[19,20] In their experiments, they observed
an unusually intense RS signal from pyridine adsorbed
onto an electrochemically roughened silver electrode.
Previous studies had observed an enhanced signal;
however, the effect was assumed to be because of the
increase in electrode surface area.[21] Van Duyne and
Creighton were the first to realize that some other
effect was taking place. Nevertheless, it was Moskovits
who made the first correct interpretation of the
data.[22,23] They surmised that the roughened electrode
was essentially a 2-D array of silver NPs, and that
these NPs possessed what was called, at that time, an
‘‘optical conduction resonance,’’ or surface plasmon
as it is known today.

Surface Plasmons

The surface plasmon is the collective oscillation of
electrons within a metal NP, activated by an incident

electromagnetic field.[24–26] Fig. 2 is a schematic of
the surface plasmon mechanism. An incident field
polarizes the NP, shifting the electrons collectively to
one side of the system. This is only possible in metal
particles with high electron mobility in the lattice such
as gold, silver, copper, and, to some extent, platinum.
After their initial perturbation, the electrons will oscil-
late, confined by the surface of the nanocrystal. The
frequency of this oscillation corresponds to the energy
at which photons will be most strongly absorbed.
Because of this, the surface plasmon absorption is
strongly dependent on the nature of the NP material

Fig. 2 Illustration of plasmon activation in metal NPs.
Light interacts with the particle and at time t causes a polar-

ization of the electrons into an electronic cluster. At a later
time t þ T/2, where T is the lifetime of the oscillation, the
electronic cluster will have oscillated to the other side of

the particle. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Surface plasmon absorption of 20-nm silver and gold
particles. The optical properties of the nanoparticle are
strongly tied to the material they are made of. (View this
art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 1 Energy diagram of four different scattering schemes:
Rayleigh, Stokes, anti-Stokes, and resonance Raman (stokes)

scattering. It should be noted that resonance Raman can also
take place by either the Stokes or the anti-Stokes mechanism.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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and its structure including size and shape, and
interparticle interaction (Fig. 3).

By changing the shape or size of theNPor interparticle
separation, it is possible to change the resonance
energy of the plasmon mode. For example, by elon-
gating the NP into a nanorod, two directions now
exist along which the electrons may resonate—the
so-called transverse (short axis) and longitudinal (long
axis) axes. Any deviation from the spherical geometry
will induce multiple resonances, including nano-
shells,[27–30] and NP aggregates.[31–38] In fact, based
on optical absorption alone, it is impossible to discern
between nanoshells, nanorods, and NP aggregates.[39]

This will be discussed in greater detail later.

SERS ENHANCEMENT MECHANISM

Electromagnetic and Chemical Enhancement

Two mechanisms are responsible for the SERS effect,
the so-called electromagnetic and chemical. While the
majority of observed enhancement can be explained
in the electromagnetic regime, where NP-molecule
contact is not required, there is a portion that seems
to require physical contact. The chemical mechanism
accounts for enhancement of �10–100 and requires
that the molecule be adsorbed directly to the metal
surface. There have been several theories put forward,
many of which have been discounted. The most widely
referenced mechanism to date is the so-called dynami-
cal charge transfer. For a complete discussion of this,
please see the fine review article by Otto et al.[18]

Briefly, on adsorption, a molecule–metal complex is
formed, creating a new low-energy absorption
band (assuming the molecular energy levels are spaced
symmetrically about the Fermi level of the metal)
representing a transition from the Fermi level of the
metal to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the molecule. This new electronic transi-
tion in the visible region can then behave similar to
resonance Raman, at the proper excitation frequency.
The steps of the charge transfer are as follows:
First, a photon is absorbed, exciting an electron from
the metal conduction band to the LUMO of the
molecule. Second, if the LUMO is an antibonding or
bonding molecular orbital, a change in bond length, a
vibration, will take place. Third, charge is transferred
back to its original state and a Stokes-shifted photon
is released. The more important electromagnetic
mechanism does not involve charge transfer but rather
energy transfer, and is responsible for the majority of
the enhancement.

In normal RS, the intensity of the signal (PRS) is
directly related to the number of molecules in the
probed volume (N ), the scattering cross-section of the

molecule (s), and the intensity of the excitation laser (I).

PRS ¼ NsI ð1Þ

SERS intensity (PSERS) is dictated by a similar relation,
with the addition of field enhancement factors relating
to the laser (AL) and Stokes frequencies (AS). AL is the
enhancement of the laser by the SERS substrate, AS is
the enhancement of the scattered light. In addition, the
increased RS cross-section of the molecule (chemical
enhancement) is accounted for in the sSERS term.

PSERS ¼ NSERSsSERSIjALj2jASj2 ð2Þ

NSERS is the number of molecules involved in SERS,
which is not necessarily the same as the number of
molecules in the laser volume. These enhancement
factors are complicated functions, which depend on
several parameters including the distance of the
molecule from the surface and the properties of the
molecule and the substrate.

The electromagnetic and chemical enhancements
are directly related to the electron oscillations induced
by plasmon excitation (Fig. 4). On excitation of the
plasmon, the electron oscillations in the NP induce a
strong electromagnetic field, or an evanescent wave
at the surface, which is related to the AL term discussed
above. This field will transfer energy to molecules in
close proximity to the surface, in the form of a
dipole–dipole interaction. Once the energy transfer
has taken place, the molecule is induced into a new
vibrational state and transfers its energy, slightly
changed by the vibration, back into the particle or
released directly from the molecule with energy
huscattered. This photon can then be reabsorbed and
further enhanced. The AS term takes this into account.
Like normal RS, the emitted photon energy is related

Fig. 4 A diagram of the SERS electromagnetic mechanism.

Incident light, huincident, is absorbed by the NP activating the
plasmon mode; energy is transferred by means of dipole–
dipole interaction to the molecule. A vibration is activated

in the molecule, and energy is transferred back into the par-
ticle. The particle then emits a photon with new energy
huscattered. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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to the vibrations of the molecule by Eq. (3).

huscattered ¼ huincident � huvibration ð3Þ

The requirement of the molecule to be in close
proximity to the substrate is important for understand-
ing the mechanism and application of SERS. Although
not related to the chemical enhancement per se, this is
a chemical concern. If the molecule in question does
not bind or adsorb favorably onto the surface of the
SERS substrate, or to something attached to the sub-
strate, no enhancement will be seen. This notion has
guided the direction of much of current SERS
research.

Current Applications

Some of the best work being done today in trace mole-
cule detection is in the field of SERS. From biomole-
cules to chemical warfare agent detection, there are
virtually endless possibilities for this technology. There
is, however, a major hurdle, which has hindered wider
practical SERS applications, till date. The
NP-analyte colocation requirement mentioned earlier
causes many difficulties. For molecules that bind
strongly onto silver and gold surfaces, SERS detection
is simple and straightforward; these include amine- and
thiol-containing compounds. However, to devise a

detection device for a wide variety of analytes, this
limitation must be overcome.

For example, one of the most desired molecules for
detection is glucose, owing to the prevalence of dia-
betes. Millions of people suffer from this disease, yet
little advancement has been made in terms of accurate
glucose detection using SERS. Blood must still be
drawn, and for serious cases this can be required multi-
ple times per day; this leads to an inconvenient and
painful lifestyle. The development of an in vitro,
implantable, glucose-detection device could revolutio-
nize the lives of millions.

To this end, there has been steady progress in the
field of SERS glucose detection. The first work to
demonstrate the possibility of glucose detection did
so by utilizing a kind of sandwich method. A layer of
glucose is dried between two layers of silver NPs,
effectively forcing the glucose inside a silver aggregate
inducing strong SERS.[40] This is not practical for
building devices, as it is not stable or usable for real
time detection.

More recently, Van Duyne and coworkers have
shown significant progress in practical SERS detection
of glucose.[41,42] This is achieved by first producing a
stable silver substrate on silica, by using latex nano-
spheres as a template. The substrate is then covered
with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM), which acts
as a partition between the free solution and the silver.
Fig. 5 shows a diagram of this configuration as well as
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the RS signal achieved. In this configuration, glucose
can be detected within the biological range with
reasonable accuracy. This is because of the glucose
settling into the SAM, close enough to the surface to
feel enhancement. This substrate could practically be
used in device applications, being robust and simple
to reproduce consistently by nanotemplating.

Another important application is explosive com-
pound recognition, which requires large enhancements
from a technique like SERS to detect trace molecules.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering also has much
higher molecular specificity than other current detec-
tion techniques; molecules similar to enantiomers can
be differentiated by SERS. This is important when
searching for explosives owing to their structural simi-
larity to many other compounds, namely nitrate ferti-
lizers, and can lead to false positive results. Several
studies using varying techniques have attempted to
detect trinitrotoluene (TNT) and similar compounds.
The first study was done using electrochemically
roughened gold films in which TNT at concentrations
in vapor as low as 5 ppb were detected.[43] By blowing a
vaporized sample over the film and monitoring the
SERS via a RS fiber probe, this low detection limit
was possible. Nevertheless, a significant amount of
postacquisition work was still required to extract the
signal from the data. A more recent study utilized
oriented arrays of pyramidal tipped silver nanowires
to detect the explosive 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT).
Fig. 6 shows the enhanced RS of DNT on the nano-
wire substrate as well as electron microscope images
showing the cross-section of the wires and how
they are aligned. While they do not report a detection
limit, they do report an enhancement of five orders of

magnitude, enough for low-concentration detection.[44]

It is theorized that the enhancement is increased by the
pointed tips of the wires that concentrate the electric
field strongly. Both studies show that detection of
explosives with SERS is a viable technique and allows
the detection of low concentrations of explosives with
high spectral resolution.

The major problems that must be overcome for
SERS to be a practical technique for detecting in vivo
or explosive and warfare agents are portability, mobi-
lity, and ruggedness of the substrate. Currently, most
SERS studies are done with a tabletop RS instrument
in a laboratory with colloidal solution or one-time use
films. There are portable RS instruments; however, a
SERS substrate that is portable, reusable, and sensitive
has not been available. Recently, Vo-Dinh and cowor-
kers have demonstrated a reusable fiber optic tip SERS
substrate.[45,46] With this they are able to obtain SERS
spectra from the fiber by merely making it touch a dry
surface. Fig. 7 shows the Raman signal of a surface
coated with the dye cresyl blue, before and after con-
tact with the SERS fiber tip. It is clear that there is a
large enhancement by mere contact. This is achieved
by tapering the fiber and depositing silver island films
on the surface. This configuration lends itself well to
localized, nondestructive experiments, while maintaining
a high spatial resolution owing to the small size of the
fiber tip. Also, the ability to detect SERS through dry
contact is a major advantage over any other currently
known system. This type of a device could be used as a
sensing probe for SERS detection in a wide variety of
situations, whether in the body or in the field.

Many of these fiber-detection applications have
extremely low sample volume, and commensurate

Fig. 6 (A) SERS spectrum of 2,4-DNT on the thiol-capped Ag nanowire monolayers; (B) transmission electron microscope
image of nanowires cross-section; and (C) scanning electron microscope image of nanowires film. (From Ref.[44].)
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low signal. Recently, in our lab, we have built a new
detection system utilizing a D-shaped, high-surface-
area fiber SERS sensor. By polishing down one side
of the fiber to the core, light can be coupled into metal
particles on the surface and activate SERS. This repre-
sents an increase in active SERS surface area of
approximately 2800 times from end polished sensors,
greatly increasing the total intensity.[47]

The studies presented above represent very few of
the myriad works being done today. In biological
detection, significant advances have been made in
detection of cancer,[48–54] HIV,[55] insulin,[56,57] and
many other exciting areas including amino acids,
drugs, and vitamins in human samples.[58–63] Also the
detection of pollution in sea water has been explored,
important for rapid monitoring of environmental
conditions.[64,65] Even illicit drugs and uranyl ions have
been detected via SERS.[66–68] This speaks of the vast
potential of SERS detection and what can be looked
forward to in the future.

Single Molecule SERS

The first researchers to report the detection of single
molecules utilizing SERS were Nie and Emery, how-
ever, shortly thereafter Brus and coworkers and
Kneipp et al. reported similar results.[9–11] This
was made possible through the use of the confocal

microscope, shown schematically in Fig. 8. The
advantage of this system is that very small focal
volumes may be probed, and stray light not within
the focal volume is excluded by the pinhole. This
allows for extremely high spatial resolution in three
dimensions. By depositing silver NPs with rhodamine
6G on the surface of a glass slide, single particles can
be observed, and by carefully controlling the concen-
tration of the dye, it is possible to maintain a ratio of
dye to particle, no greater than 1:1. To observe a signal
at this concentration, the enhancement must be very
large, and indeed, Nie and Emery report factors as large
as 1016. Fig. 9 shows the spectra of a single rhodamine
6G molecule attached to, as Nie claims, a single silver
NP. This is an impressive claim; however, there is
disagreement in the literature as to whether a single
spherical NP can produce this much enhancement.

As the enhancement is because of an electromag-
netic field at the surface, it is strongly related to the

Fig. 7 Raman spectra of a dry benzocyclobutene sample

distributed on a glass slide, acquired A) before and B) after
contact with the SERS-inducing nanoprobe. (From Ref.[46].)

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the confocal microscope setup.

The excitation laser is coupled into the microscope through a
dichroic into a high numerical aperture objective, which
focuses it tightly onto the SERS sample that has been placed

on a glass coverslip. The Raman scattered light then passes
back through the objective used for excitation and is focused
through a pinhole, excluding any scattered light not within

the focal volume. This light can then be sent either to an ava-
lanche photodiode (APD) to image the surface of the cover-
slip, or to a spectrometer to take the spectrum of the Raman
scattered light. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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shape of the particle. In a spherical particle, the charge
is distributed evenly over the entire surface. However,
if dislocations or points are present, the field will accu-
mulate leading to regions of greater field strength.[69–71]

Another source of increased fields is aggregation. Two
or more particles approaching the enhanced fields will
overlap, resulting in regions of high intensity between
the particles.[8,37,72,73] This has lead some to believe
that to see SERS from a single molecule there must
be aggregation.[74–76] However, Nie and Emery have
continued producing results to confirm that they are
indeed probing single NPs.[12] Regardless of the exact
nature of enhancement, the power of single or near sin-
gle molecule detection is clear and has brought about a
new field of spectroscopic techniques.[77–82]

Aggregation vs. Core Shell

Core/shell structures are creating a significant stir in
SERS research today owing to their excellent optical
and SERS properties.[30] Optically they are advanta-
geous because of the near IR (NIR) absorption, which
is highly desirable for in vivo studies as tissue absorbs
weakly in this region.[16] Because SERS requires excita-
tion resonance with NP absorption, purely spherical

NPs of gold or silver will not absorb in the NIR region,
making nanoshells a unique substrate for biological
applications. Their SERS properties are also interest-
ing. While they do not have excessively large enhance-
ments, they are highly uniform, which is advantageous
for single molecule or single particle studies.[83] Often
in single particle SERS, one would want reproducible
signals from particle to particle; however, most sub-
strates that are aggregated have random shapes and
sizes, leading to slight variations. Although in theory,
core/shell systems could provide a solution to this
problem, there are several complications.

The first major problem with this type of system is
determining if core/shell particles are present at all.
As stated earlier, a core/shell system can have very
similar optical absorption as an aggregated system.[39]

Therefore, without significant analytical work, it is
difficult to prove whether a synthesis is producing
aggregates or core/shell particles. The other complicat-
ing factor is that even with proper analytical techniques
like high-resolution transmission electron microscopy,
it may still be difficult to determine if the shell is a single
crystal (Fig. 10A) or merely a conglomeration of
small NPs on the surface of the core (Fig. 10B).[31–33]

While this may not seem like a big distinction, the
photophysics and SERS properties of the system are
entirely dependent on this.

In a core/shell particle with a single crystal shell, the
NIR or longitudinal absorption is because of
resonance around the particle, as shown in Fig. 6A.
However, if the shell is made up of aggregated parti-
cles, the transverse band originates in the individual
particles, while the longitudinal mode is because of
aggregation of the NPs. This is essentially a NP
aggregate system and will not have the same properties
or advantages as a true core–shell particle. While many

Fig. 10 Diagram of the (A) crystalline shell and (B) aggre-
gate shell core–shell structures. A shows schematically the
path that the longitudinal and transverse resonances take.
(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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report the synthesis of core–shell NPs, few are truly
able to show conclusively that this is the case.[39]

CONCLUSIONS

SERS is a powerful technique with great potential for
research and analytical detection. In this article, the
background and basic fundamentals of SERS have
been briefly explained, and a quick overview of current
research has been given. The importance of the struc-
ture of the SERS substrate and its implications in
SERS activities has been discussed with core/shell
and aggregate structures as examples. The future of
SERS is dependent on the development and careful
characterization of novel substrates with unique struc-
tures as well as on new techniques, to provide reprodu-
cible and accurate results for emerging technological
applications in areas including biomedicine detection
and advanced material characterization.
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Template-Directed Assembly of Dinuclear
Triple-Stranded Helicates

Markus Albrecht
Institut für Organische Chemie, Aachen, Germany

INTRODUCTION

Helicates are oligonuclear coordination compounds in

which linear organic oligodonor ligands wrap around two

or more metal centers. The main focus in helicate

chemistry is on double-stranded or triple-stranded heli-

cates (for a schematic representation of dinuclear heli-

cates, see Fig. 1), but quadruple-stranded or circular

helicates are also well known.[1,2]

In dinuclear helicates, both metal complex units

possess the same configuration, and a left-handed as well

as a right-handed helix can be present. Usually the

helicate is formed as a racemic mixture but some

examples of enantiomerically pure helicates are

known.[3,4] If the two metal complex units of a dinuclear

complex are oppositely configurated, an achiral meso-type

coordination compound is obtained—the meso-helicate

(‘‘side-by-side complex,’’[3] ‘‘meso-cate’’).[5,6]

Since the introduction of the term ‘‘helicate’’ by Lehn

et al.[7] in 1987, the chemistry of helicates has become one

of the most intensely studied topics of metallosupramo-

lecular chemistry. This is because of the simplicity of the

helicates, which allows the study of fundamental aspects

of metal-directed self-assembly such as mechanisms,[8]

stereochemistry,[6] or regiochemistry.[9] In this chapter,

we will focus on an important mechanistic feature of

helicate chemistry—the influence of templates on the

formation of triple-stranded dinuclear helicates. This can

be observed for several helicates, although templation is

not a general requirement for the formation of the

complexes. Many helicates that are formed without a

template present were observed.[2] Here, very often, other

stabilizing interactions (e.g., steric constrains) are at work,

which support the formation of the helicate.[10]

WHAT IS THE DRIVING FORCE FOR THE
SPECIFIC ASSEMBLY OF HELICATES?

Fig. 2 schematically outlines an experiment in which

metal ions and appropriate linear ligands with two binding

sites for metals are brought to reaction A. If an

‘‘undesired’’ nonspecific complex formation takes place

between the metal ions and the ligands, a mixture of

oligomers or polymers is obtained by unselective bridging

of the organic donors between metal centers, as is shown

in reaction B.

Of course, the specific formation of dinuclear triple-

stranded helicates (C/D) is the desired reaction path. What

will be the driving force to follow this path to obtain

helicates and not the oligomers and polymers? To answer

this question, it is important to look at the thermodynam-

ics of the reactions. In a thermodynamically controlled

self-assembly process, we have an enthalpic (DH�) and an

entropic term (TDS�), which can both influence the

reaction path. Looking at this system in a very naive

way, the enthalpy change is the same if a polymer or a

dinuclear complex is formed. In an ideal system, DH� only

refers to the formation of coordinative bonds between

metals and ligands. This happens in cases B and C in a

similar way. Therefore entropy favors in our ‘‘ideal

system’’ the formation of a maximum number of

complexes C over (in extreme) only one polymeric

molecule B. However, if no ideal system is present

(which usually is the case), the buildup of strain during the

complex formation should lead to an enthalpic control of

the complex formation. In this case, we usually cannot

predict the outcome of a coordination study; the geometry

can lead to the formation of either the polymer or the

dinuclear complex. However, if we are able to introduce

some secondary stabilizing effects, which are in favor for

the dinuclear helicate over the polymer, enthalpic forces

will direct the complex formation toward the dinuclear

complex. As an example, the template-directed assembly

of helicates is indicated in Fig. 2D. The binding of a

template in the interior of the complex here is the

secondary effect that stabilizes the helicate by enthalpic

reasons.[11] However, there are many possible stabilizing

effects other than templating (e.g., in the first paper on

helicates in 1987, Lehn et al. already assumed that p-

stacking between bipyridine units of different ligand

strands of a dinuclear helicate supports the formation of

the complex). In this case, a similar stabilizing effect, as in

double-stranded DNA, is active in the formation of the

simple double-stranded helicate.[7] In addition, rigid

ligands often favor the discrete helicate enthalpically

because of a minimization of the buildup of strain

energy.[12,13]
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TEMPLATING IN THE FORMATION
OF DOUBLE-STRANDED AND
CIRCULAR HELICATES

Template-directed formation is not restricted to triple-

stranded helicates. The assembly of double-stranded as

well as circular helicates sometimes also depends on

templates. For example, if a coordination study is

performed with the bis(bipyridine) ligand 1 and zinc(II)

or copper(I) ions, an undefined mixture of coordination

compounds is observed. Without a template, the formation

of dinuclear complexes is not favored over the formation

of oligomers[14,15] (Scheme 1).

However, on addition of veratrole, the undefined

mixture transforms into only one defined species, the

dinuclear double-stranded complex 2, in which the

electron-rich veratrole is bound between two electron-

poor aromatic moieties of the ligand spacer. The veratrole

acts as template and, by attractive p–p charge transfer

interactions, stabilizes the helicate.[14,15] This principle

impressively was used to prepare catenanes and rotaxanes

based on dinuclear metal complexes.[16]

The formation of circular helicates also highly depends

on templates that are present during the formation of the

complexes (Scheme 2).

The complexation of nickel(II) with the tris(bipyridine)

ligand 3 leads to the trinuclear triple-stranded helicate

4.[17] The analogous iron complex also can be observed as

a product of the kinetically controlled reaction between 3
and iron(II). However, the outcome of the reaction of 3
with iron(II) ions under thermodynamic reaction control

(long reaction times) highly depends on the counterion,

which is present. If the small chloride is introduced as a

counterion, the pentanuclear circular helicate 5 is ob-

tained, which encapsulates one of the anions in its inte-

rior. The larger anions BF4
�, SO4

2�, or SiF6
2� favor

the formation of the larger hexanuclear circular helicate 6.

The intermediate-sized bromide ion leads to the pentanu-

clear complex 5 as well as the hexanuclear complex 6.[18]

The example of coordination studies with ligands 1
and 3 shows how effective templating can be in controlling

the metal-directed self-assembly of discrete supramolec-

ular species.

TEMPLATING IN THE FORMATION OF
TRIPLE-STRANDED HELICATES

In 1985—2 years before the term helicate was introduced

by Lehn et al.—Raymond described a triple-stranded

dinuclear helicate, which is formed from three bis(hy-

droxypyridinone) ligands 7 and two iron(III) ions. In the

solid state, the helicate binds a water molecule in its

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a double-stranded and a

triple-stranded helicate. (View this art in color at www.dekker.

com.)

Scheme 1 Veratrole as a template for the formation of helicate

2. (View this art in color at www.dekker. com.)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a theoretical coordination

study of linear ligands and metal ions (A) leading to a non-

specific complex formation of oligomeric or polymeric materials

(B) or, specifically, to a spontaneous (C) or template-directed

(D) self-assembly process of triple-stranded dinuclear helicates.

(View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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Scheme 2 Template directed formation of circular helicates. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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interior.[19] However, it is not known if this small guest

molecule is important for the stabilization of the dinuclear

complex. Twelve years later, in 1999, Raymond showed

that the related ligand 8 forms a meso-helicate with

gallium(III) or aluminum(III) ions if no water is present.

However, if water is added, it is encapsulated in the

interior of the dinuclear complex and it stabilizes the

structure of the corresponding chiral helicate[5] (Fig. 3).

A similar structure dependence (helicate vs. meso-

helicate) based on the presence or absence of a template is

observed for the complexes of the ligands 9a and 9b. Both

compounds form triple-stranded complexes with iron(III)

ions. However, 9a is not able to bind a template, and a

dinuclear helicate without an encapsulated guest is

obtained. In the case of ligand 9b, the triple-stranded

complex with the internal pyridine moieties and oxygen

atoms binds potassium as a template in its interior, which

stabilizes the structure of an achiral meso-helicate.[20]

Dicatechol Ligands as Building Blocks for
Helicate-Type Complexes

Alkyl-bridged dicatechol ligands 10a–d diastereoselec-

tively form either triple-stranded helicates or meso-

helicates. Diastereoselectivity is controlled by the alkyl

chains in the spacer. If an odd number of methylene units

is present, the ligand adopts a ‘‘C’’-type arrangement

because of the preferred zigzag conformation of the alkyl

chain. Therefore the ligands 10a and 10c are predisposed

to the formation of the meso-helicate. With an even

number of methylene units (10b and 10d), an ‘‘S’’-type

arrangement is favored, which leads to the helicate.[6] In

the case of ligands 10, the self-assembly process shows a

very strong dependence based on the countercations that

are present[21] (Scheme 3).

The reaction of the dicatechol ligands 10a–d with

titanium(IV) ions in the presence of base leads to the

quantitative formation of dinuclear triple-stranded heli-

cate-type complexes 11a–d. However, appropriate alka-

line metal cations have to be present as countercations.

The X-ray structures of Li–11a,[22] Li–11b,[23] Na–

11c,[24] and K–11d[25] show that in the solid state, cations

are bound in the cryptand-type cavity, which is formed by

the internal oxygen atoms of the helicate (Fig. 4).

In the case of 11a, the interior of the complex is too

small to encapsulate a countercation. Therefore in Li–11a,

three lithium cations bind from the outside to the internal

Fig. 3 Raymond’s ligands 7 (From Ref. [19].) and 8 (From

Ref. [5].) and Saalfrank et al.’s ligands 9a and 9b (From Ref.

[20].), which were introduced for the formation of triple-

stranded helicate-type complexes.

Fig. 4 Parts of the X-ray structures of Li–11a (From Ref.

[22].), Li–11b (From Ref. [23].), Na–11c (From Ref. [24].), and

K–11d (From Ref. [25]) showing the binding of alkali metal

cations to dinuclear triple-stranded helicate-type complexes.

DMF molecules are only indicated and only the cations that are

bound to the interior of the complexes are shown. (View this art

in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 3 Dinuclear helicates from alkyl-bridged dicatechol

ligands.
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oxygen atoms, and thus ‘‘block’’ the open faces of the self-

assembled metallacryptand 11a.[22] On the other hand, in

Li–11b, the internal cavity is somewhat too big for the

small lithium cation, and therefore in addition to Li+, two

water molecules are observed inside the metallacryp-

tand.[23] The bigger sodium cation fits much better into the

interior of 11b and only one cation is found in the interior

of Na–11b (not shown). In the solid-state structure of Na–

11c, a sodium cation is encapsulated in the meso-helicate

and it additionally is coordinated by one DMF and one

water molecule.[24] The cavity of K–11d is much too big to

bind only one potassium cation in its interior. Consequent-

ly, in the solid state, two cations are found in the cavity

and are additionally complexed by water and DMF.[25]

The results of the X-ray structural analyses of 11a–d
show that the counterions are not only innocent spectators

but that they are parts of the self-assembled metallosu-

pramolecular architecture (at least in the solid state).

However, to enable templating of the cations, binding to

the dinuclear complexes has to be present in solution, too.

To investigate the cation binding of the tetraanionic

self-assembled metallacryptands in solution, heteronu-

clear nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies were

performed (e.g., 7Li NMR spectroscopy of Li–11a in

methanol-d4 at variable temperature reveals that in con-

trast to the solid-state structure, only two lithium cations

bind to the dinuclear complex 11a in solution).[26] 7Li

NMR and 23Na NMR of the Li salt and Na salt of 11b,

respectively, as well as of Na–11c also show binding

of the cations. From competition experiments, it is

deduced that potassium is encapsulated most effectively

by metallacryptands followed by sodium and finally

lithium.[25]

However, the question remains if the binding of the

alkali metal cations in the solid state as well as in solution

is really important for the self-assembly of helicate-type

complexes (Scheme 4).

If the self-assembly of the small meso-helicate 11a
with only short methylene spacers is performed in the

presence of potassium carbonate, no defined dinuclear

complex is obtained. The 1H NMR spectrum shows only

broad bands that cannot be assigned. Electrospray ioniza-

tion mass spectrometry (ESI MS) reveals that a mixture of

oligomers is present, with the dinuclear complex being

one component of the mixture. However, if the same

coordination experiment is performed with sodium or

lithium carbonate, complexes 11a are obtained, which

show nicely resolved NMR spectra. Here, the templating

influence of the cations is observed directly. The small

dinuclear complex 11a only assembles if small Li cations

or Na cations are present, which can stabilize the complex

by binding to internal oxygen atoms. The larger potassium

cation is not able to bind to 11a effectively and its

presence might even destabilize the dinuclear titanium

Scheme 4 NMR spectra of the formation of 11a in the presence

of Li, Na, or K. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Scheme 5 Imine-bridged dinuclear helicates.
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complex. Therefore a nondefined mixture of oligomers is

formed. The addition of lithium or sodium salts as

templates to the mixture of oligomeric potassium salts

changes the NMR spectrum dramatically. Immediately

signals start to grow and, after some time, only the

resonance of the dinuclear titanium complex 11a can be

observed. Effective templating takes place again.[22,26]

To enable the templating by cations in the self-

assembly process, the cavities of the helicate-type

complexes have to appropriately bind countercations.

Slight variations in the size as well as in the polarity of

this cavity can disturb this binding already (Scheme 5).

Use of the two imine-bridged dicatechol ligands

12a and 12b leads to different results in a coordination

study with titanium(IV) ions. The reaction of 12a with

titanium(IV) and alkali metal carbonate quantitatively

leads to the phenyl-bridged dinuclear triple-stranded

helicates 13a. Ligand 12b with a cyclohexyl spacer

reduces the polarity of the cavity of 13b compared to 13a.

Therefore no encapsulation of cations and no templating

can take place. In the reaction of 12b with titanium(IV)

and alkali metal carbonate, only mixtures of oligomers

can be observed. Electrospray ionization mass spectrom-

etry shows that the dinuclear complex 13b is one

component of this mixture. But the dinuclear helicate

Na–13b can be obtained in crystalline form by crystalli-

zation from the mixture. Indeed, comparison of the X-ray

structures of K–13a and Na–13b shows that in the solid

state, 13a binds countercations in its interior, whereas no

cations are encapsulated in 13b. Only DMF molecules are

located in the relatively apolar cavity.[27]

The templating of the cations in the formation of the

triple-stranded helicate-type complexes 11 can be used for

the self-recognition (or heterorecognition) of ligands

during the complex formation.[28] The use of a 1:1

mixture of ligands 10a and 10b for the complex formation

theoretically can lead to four different helicate-type

complexes: two homoleptic ones with three similar

ligands 10a or 10b per complex, and two heteroleptic

compounds possessing one ligand 10a and two of 10b, or

vice versa. In addition to this, oligomeric or polymeric

material can be formed. However, if the coordination

study with a 1:1 mixture of 10a and 10b is performed with

titanium(IV) ions in the presence of potassium carbonate,

only signals of the dinuclear helicate 11b are observed by

NMR on first sight. Having a closer look at the spectrum

reveals that broad signals of oligomeric complexes of

ligand 10a are also present. In this experiment, ligand

Scheme 6 Self- and hetero-recognition in the formation of helicates. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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self-recognition takes place, leading only to homoleptic

complexes. Potassium cations are able to template the

formation of complex 11b but not of 11a. Therefore the

dinuclear complex 11b is formed from 10b but only

oligomers from 10a[29] (Scheme 6).

With sodium carbonate, a different result is obtained in

this self-recognition experiment. Only the homoleptic

triple-stranded complexes 11a and 11b are formed.

Sodium cations are able to stabilize complexes of both

ligands. However, because of the different binding modes

of the cation to the coordination compounds, a sorting of

the ligands takes place on complex formation and solely

the homoleptic complexes are obtained.[29]

The compounds 11a and 11b are also observed in the

presence of lithium carbonate as base. However, here, one

of the two heteroleptic complexes 11e, bearing one ligand

10b and two 10a, is formed in addition. This is assumed to

be because of the reduced size of lithium compared to

sodium, which eventually enables a tight encapsulation of

a lithium cation in the interior of 11e.[29] (The cavity of

11b is somewhat too big and the cavity of 11a is too small

for an effective binding of lithium.)

The discussed study on the self-recognition of

ligands during complex formation shows how important

the influence of the counterions is. The use of three

different countercations leads to three different out-

comes in coordination studies. Hereby the templating of

the cations strongly controls the assembly and recogni-

tion processes.

Further templating effects can be observed by the in-

teraction of countercations with helicates. If the helicate

of ligand 14 is formed in the presence of S–N-methylni-

cotinium cations, an enantiomerically pure triple-stranded

helicate 15 is obtained. Here the chiral cation interacts

with the helicate and favors one helical twist over the

other.[30] A similar induction of chirality occurs by

addition of Lacour’s chiral anion 16 to the triple-stranded

dinuclear cobalt(II) helicate 17[31,32] (Scheme 7).

Ligand 17 forms a triple-stranded dinuclear helicate 18
in the presence of potassium cations (Scheme 8). Addition

of tetramethylammonium to 18 leads to a destabilizing

templating effect, which results in a rearrangement of the

dinuclear 18 into the tetranuclear complex 19. By

templating of the cation, the formation of the tetrahedral

complex 19 is favored over the helicate 18.[33]

The discussed results show that a strong templating

effect is active in the formation of helicates and meso-

helicates from dicatechol ligands. The investigation of

this templating effect should be much easier if neutral

helicates are formed without any counterions present. To

Scheme 7 Induction of helicity by chiral templates.

Scheme 8 Template-directed transformation of a helicate into a molecular tetrahedron. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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study systems like this, a ligand unit other than catechol

has to be chosen. The charge of the deprotonated

catechol unit (2� ) is too high to be compensated by a

coordinated metal.

8-Hydroxyquinoline Ligands as Building
Blocks for Helicate-Type Complexes

A ligand moiety, which is geometrically very similar

to catechol but possesses only one negative charge

(1� ) in its deprotonated form, is 8-hydroxyquinoline.

8-Hydroxyquinoline forms neutral complexes with metals

such as Ga(III), Al(III), Cr(III), or Fe(III).

Performing the reaction of the alkyl-bridged di(8-

hydroxyquinoline) ligands 20a–d with gallium nitrate

(or aluminum(III) chloride, chromium(III) chloride, or

iron(III) chloride) leads to an insoluble material. Elemen-

tal analysis shows that this material is composed of ligands

and metals in a 3:2 ratio. If long alkyl chains are attached

to 20b, the material becomes soluble in apolar solvents.

However, NMR as well as Maldi time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (TOF MS) show that not a defined complex

but a mixture of oligomers is present.[34–36]

Adding alkali metal salts and heating quantitatively

transform the mixture of coordination compounds

obtained from ligands 20 into the desired dinuclear

gallium(III) helicate-type complexes 21a–d with the

alkali metal cation bound in its interior. The same

compounds 21a–d are obtained directly if appropriate

alkali metal salts are added during the complex formation

of 20a–d with gallium(III). The helicate-type complexes

21 are formed in a template-directed self-assembly

process.[36]

Fig. 5 shows parts of the solid-state structures of K–

21b, Cs–21c, and [NH4]–21c, with the cations encapsu-

lated in the interior of the triple-stranded helicate 21b or

the meso-helicate 21c.[35,36] From [NH4]–21c, it can be

seen that ammonium ions also can template the formation

of the dinuclear complexes by a combination of electro-

static and hydrogen bonding interactions.[36] In one case,

it was even possible to show the encapsulation of

ammonium in a dinuclear gallium complex by ROESY

NMR spectroscopy in solution.[37]

In the formation of the complexes 21a–d, a strong size

dependence between the template and the ligand can be

observed (see Scheme 9). The small complex 21a is only

formed in the presence of the small lithium cation. The

next bigger complex 21b is obtained in the presence of

sodium cations, potassium cations, and rubidium cations,

whereas the compound with C3-spacers 21c is stabilized

by potassium, rubidium, and cesium. The biggest complex

Scheme 9 ‘‘Size-selectivity’’ in the template-directed forma-

tion of helicates. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 5 Parts of the solid-state structures of K–21b (From Ref. [35].), Cs–21c, and [NH4]–21c (From Ref. [36].). (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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21d assembles only in the presence of the large cesium

cation[36] (Scheme 10).

For comparison purposes, ligand 22 was synthesized,

which does not possess internal oxygen atoms to bind

templating cations in the interior of a dinuclear complex.

Coordination studies of 22 with gallium again lead to an

insoluble material with a correct elemental analysis for a

3:2 ligand/metal ratio. However, on addition of templating

cations, no transformation of the mixture into a dinuclear

gallium complex takes place.[34]

This shows that the stabilization of the helicate-type

complexes occurs through binding of the cations to internal

oxygen atoms of the complexes. Thus the template, in

addition to the ligand spacer, connects the two complex

units. The reaction of mono-8-hydroxyquinoline deriva-

tives 23, possessing amide or urea moieties in the 7-

position of the quinoline, with zinc(II) ions leads to

trinuclear ‘‘hexa-stranded’’ complexes 24. Here templat-

ing by the center of the three zinc ions is so strong that a

covalent connection of the ligand unit is not necessary to

obtain the ‘‘hexa’’–helical complex 24. In fact, some

hydrogen bonding occurs between the amide or urea

moieties and further stabilizes the complexes 24. The X-ray

structural analysis of 24 (R=NH–(S)–CH(CH3)Ph) in

Scheme 11 reveals the hexa-stranded structure of the

trinuclear complex. Because of the chiral substituent, the

complex is formed in a stereoselective fashion with only

the right-handed helix present.[38,39]

Compound 25 represents a very similar trinuclear com-

plex, which is prepared by stepwise introduction of the two

different kinds of metals. First, the mononuclear ruthe-

nium(II) complex is formed, which then binds twice to the

nickel(II) template to obtain the trinuclear complex 25.[40]

Scheme 11 Template-directed formation of hexastranded helical complexes. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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CONCLUSION

Using the chemistry of dinuclear triple-stranded helicates

as an example, it was shown that templating often is very

important in the self-assembly of supramolecular struc-

tures. It is an enthalpic driving force for the formation of

defined supramolecular complexes. Hereby the templates

influence the assembly of defined complexes as well as

their structures and stereochemistry. With the discussed

results, basic knowledge was gained, which now can be

used to understand the formation of bigger, more

complex, supramolecular coordination compounds.[41]

In the examples presented, very often an undefined

mixture of complexes is formed by use of ligands and metal

ions. However, because of the noncovalent character of the

coordinative bond, the formation of the components of the

mixture is reversible and, under appropriate conditions, all

the components are in dynamic equilibrium with each

other. When a template is added under ‘‘equilibration’’

conditions, it will select and bind the most appropriate

compound of the mixture. In an ideal case, this leads to

stabilization and the sole formation of the most stable

complex–template aggregate[10] (Scheme 12).

Hereby, we strictly follow the principle of dynamic

combinatorial chemistry[42] where, first, a dynamic com-

binatorial library of compounds is formed from building

blocks, which bind to each other by noncovalent or labile

covalent interactions. By addition of a template, one

derivative is selected from the mixture under equilibration

conditions. This method is used to find the most

appropriate receptor or substrate of the library for the

given template, which can be an ion,[35] a small molecular

species, or even an enzyme.[43]

Templating seems to be even more important in

supramolecular chemistry than in ‘‘classical’’ molecular

chemistry. In the future, it will help us not only to find

more fascinating new helicates, but also to prepare big

supramolecular aggregates bearing supramolecular func-

tionalities. It will enable the ‘‘bottom–up’’ approach to

nanometer-dimensioned structures starting with simple

molecules and using programmed information, which are

embedded in the molecular components and which are

controlled or ‘‘read out’’ by the template.[44]
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INTRODUCTION

The engineering of porosity, particularly at the meso-

level, is expected to be of great scientific and technolog-

ical significance in the 21st century where advances in

nanoscience and technology are projected to catalyze

major breakthroughs in biosciences and materials.

Aerogels are a class of highly porous buoyant materials

that find use or show promise in many key products such

as catalysts, thermal insulators, chemical adsorbers,

sensors, fuel storage, energy absorbers, and aero capaci-

tors. They may be in the form of particles, thin films,

fibers, or monoliths. Some of the remarkable properties

for the aerogels are high porosity, large pore volume, high

surface area, and very good morphological stability during

heat treatment at high temperatures. Recent discovery of

surfactant-templated pathways enables better control over

the properties of the porous materials. The advantages of

the templating include high porosity, tunable unimodal or

multimodal nanoporosity, and directional control. The

new evaporation-induced self-assembly method that

enables production of aerogel-like materials using soft

chemistry and lower pressures further expands the spate of

products that are possible in economically promising

fashion. This porous structure can be further functional-

ized through doping and impregnation to host catalytic

sites, conducting phases, or magnetic phases.

This review aims to address the issues of prep-

aration of templated gels, removal of the solvent and

template material, and subsequent functionalization of

the surfactant-templated aerogels to further tune the

porous structures.

SOL–GEL SYNTHESIS

Most aerogels involve drying of gels synthesized using

sol–gel chemistry. The sol–gel process involves the

formation of a sol, which is a liquid suspension of solid

particles ranging in size from 1 nm to 1 mm. These

materials can be obtained by the hydrolysis and partial

condensation of a precursor such as a metal alkoxide. The

further condensation of sol particles into a multidimen-

sional network produces a gel, which is a solid phase

encapsulating a solvent. The gel materials are referred to

as aquagel when water is used as the primary solvent and

alcogel when alcohol is used instead. The encapsulated

liquid can be removed from a gel by either evaporative

drying or freeze-drying or processing at supercritical

conditions. The resulting solid product is called as either

xerogel or aerogel (if synthesized using supercritical

processes). The advantages of sol–gel based synthesis of

aerogels are their high purity, microstructure, homogene-

ity at molecular level, and low-temperature prepara-

tion.[1,2]

Since the introduction of M41S family of solids,[3]

there has been an explosion of applications for templating

applications and pore inducers. Templating is compatible

with the sol–gel chemistry. Metal alkoxides have been the

most extensively used precursor in sol–gel preparation

because they are commercially available in high purity

and their solution chemistry is well documented.[4] Sol–

gel chemistry with metal alkoxides can be described in

terms of two classes of reactions:

Hydrolysis reaction:

�M� OR þ H2O! �M� OH þ ROH

Condensation reactions:

�M� OH þ XO�M! �M� O�M� þ XOH

�M� OH þ �M� OH! �M� O�M� þ H2O

where X can either be H or R (an alkyl group).

These two kinds of reactions capture the key

phenomenon; a two-dimensional or three-dimensional

gel network materializes from the condensation of

partially hydrolyzed species. Any variables, such as the

relative rates of hydrolysis and condensation, that affect

either or both of these reactions are thus likely to have

impact on the properties of the product. When the

condensation reaction rate is relatively higher than the

hydrolysis reaction rate, the resulting sol–gel becomes

highly branched and the corresponding primary gel
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structure is mesoporous. Whereas, if the hydrolysis

reaction rate is relatively higher than that of condensation,

then the resulting sol–gel is weakly branched and the

corresponding gel structure is generally microporous.

Because hydrolysis and condensation are both nucle-

ophilic displacement reactions, the reactivity of metal

alkoxides is dependent on the positive partial charge of

the metal atom and its coordination number. In general,

the longer and bulkier the alkoxide group attached to a

particular metal atom, the less reactive that precursor is in

hydrolysis and condensation.[5] The choice of precursors

and/or their concentrations is effective in controlling the

hydrolysis and condensation reaction rates. The amount

of water used in sol–gel preparation and the rate by which

it is added also influence gel characteristics. The former

is usually expressed in terms of the hydrolysis ratio h,

defined as the moles of water per mole of metal alkoxide,

M(OR)m. The tendency of the precursor to condense is

small when there is no local excess of water because there

are few M–OH groups for cross-linking, gelation, or

precipitation. If the hydrolysis ratio is marginally above

1, polymeric gels can form while sufficiently excess

water leads to formation of cross-linked polymers,

particulate gels, or precipitates. The rate of water addition

is usually slow.

Two other important sol–gel parameters are tempera-

ture and solvent. Temperature is the most effective way to

alter the relative rates of competing reactions and both

high and low temperatures are used in practice. The

solvent choice can change the nature of an alkoxide

through solvent exchange as well as affecting the

condensation reaction directly.

The effect of gelation time on gel properties is

significant and should be part of the experimental design.

Gel time is defined as the time it takes for a solution to

undergo a rapid rise in viscosity. This corresponds to

solution’s transition from a viscous fluid to an elastic gel.

At the gel point, there is a continuous solid phase with a

structure where particles form and branch as dictated by

the specific growth conditions. This particular phase has

significant impact on the structural evolution these

materials undergo in all subsequent processing steps.

Aging is the time between the formation of a gel

network and the removal of solvent from that solid gel

network. As long as the pore liquid remains in the matrix,

a gel is not static and can undergo many changes. For

alkoxide-derived gels, condensations between surface

functional groups continue to occur even long after the

gel point. This process can actually be desirable because

it leads to a more cross-linked network that is mechani-

cally stronger and easier to handle. However, extensive

condensation causes a phenomenon called syneresis,

which is the solvent expulsion from the gel as the gel

network shrinks. The shrinkage in alcoholic gel systems is

attributed to formation of new bonds through condensa-

tion reactions, which increase the bridging bonds and

cause contraction of the gel network.[6] Coarsening or

ripening is a physical phenomenon driven by solubility

differences associated with surfaces that have different

radii of curvature. Coarsening basically involves the

dissolution and reprecipitation of particles, resulting in an

increase in the average pore size of the gel and a decrease

in its specific surface area.

Parameters that affect these aging processes include

temperature, time, and pH of the pore liquid. Common

approaches to manipulating these parameters are soaking

or washing the gel with another liquid, changing the

humidity level of the gel environment, heating the gel, and

using hydrothermal conditions. Although all these

approaches have been demonstrated to change the gel

characteristics, an understanding of the cause and effect is

at best qualitative at present.

The fields of aerogels and sol–gel chemistry are not

limited to metal oxides. Carbon aerogels[7] that find use in

energetic applications are produced with the aid of sol–gel

chemistry through aqueous polycondensation of resorcin-

ol (1,3 dihydroxybenzene) with formaldehyde. This

reaction under alkaline conditions proceeds through a

sol–gel transition and results in the formation of a highly

cross-linked polymer. Other precursors such as the

phenol-furfural or melamine-formaldehyde system[8] are

also possible.

The sol–gel chemistry is well covered in literature

including a classic by Ref. [9]. The sol–gel gateway in

the web provides[10] another pathway to vast amount

of information.

TEMPLATE MATERIALS

The chemical modifications aside, selection of the

template material is of paramount importance in defining

the final porosity, its distribution, orientation, and the

surface texture. The general field of surfactant-templated

materials and their applications has been the subject of

intense work and many reviews.[11–17] They are generally

classified as direct and mediated paths and involve

cationic and anionic surfactants. However, for surfac-

tant-templated aerogel synthesis, nonionic surfactants

seem to be the current choice.

The template selection naturally dictates the processes

that can be employed for its removal. While the primary

removal path is thermal decomposition, extractive pro-

cesses, particularly supercritical fluid-based ones, offer

gentler and environmentally greener avenues, often with

superior pore structure retention. Interplay between

surfactant and solvent becomes significant particularly at

the drying stage. Question of to what extent the template

material should be removed in the supercritical drying

stage, along with the solvent, needs to be addressed at the
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design stage. In instances the surfactant or other templat-

ing material is to be removed supercritically, the available

options, in decreasing order of desirability, are listed

as follows:

. Template is soluble in supercritical carbon dioxide.

The most popular supercritical solvent, carbon diox-

ide, has been used for many years for various

applications including drying of aerogels. It is

environmentally friendly and minimizes pore structure

degradation. Unfortunately, CO2 is nonpolar, has low

dielectric constant, and does not engage in van der

Waals-type interactions. In other words, CO2 is a poor

solvent for highly polar and high molecular weight

material. In the last decade, major strides in the design

of CO2-philic and amphiphilic surfactants are made. A

relevant review will possibly start with a look at the

solubility[18] of commercial surfactants in carbon

dioxide, include McClain et al.’s[19] work on design

of fluorinated CO2-philic hydrocarbon-based surfac-

tants, and focus on CO2-philic hydrocarbons composed

of only C, H, and O molecules.[20] Although the afore-

mentioned CO2-philic surfactants were synthesized for

other purposes such as metal or protein extraction,

cleaning, and polymerization reactions, their teachings

will form a solid foundation for CO2-philic templating

surfactants. The shape, orientation, and access to CO2-

philic sites of surfactants are important in tuning the

pore size distribution of the material synthesized with

the aid of such templates.
. Template is soluble in a suitable entrainer plus

supercritical carbon dioxide.[21–23] The advantages of

supercritical fluids can be realized if entrainers

(modifiers), such as alcohols, are used to enhance

the solubility of the template material. The concern

here is the recovery of liquid entrainer that has a

tendency to preferentially adsorb within the porous

matrix. Naturally, although less significant because of

lower corresponding concentrations, the toxicity

considerations that exist for liquid solvents are also

applicable. If not removed, the indigenous solvent

employed in sol–gel synthesis can serve as entrainer

or co-solvent. This path for removal of surfactants has

been successfully employed in removal of templated

material in several applications, particularly nonionic

ones.[21–24]

. Template soluble in other supercritical systems. In

applications where intermediate or higher-temperature

template removal is acceptable or desirable, other

supercritical solvents may also be employed. The

initial aerogel synthesis methods utilized alcohols

indigenous within the sol.

The templates and supercritical fluids are two key

technologies of self-assembly paths leading to unique

materials.[25,26] It is also worth mentioning that supercrit-

ical fluids can be effectively used in a priori fractionation

of surfactants for subsequent extractability.[27,28]

In many applications, removal of templating material

using thermal means may be inevitable. These thermal

operations may lead to sintering, e.g., alumina support.

The sol–gel synthesis and template selection do affect the

resulting support. This sintering problem can be addressed

by adding mixed metal oxides. For example, addition of

small concentrations of silica to alumina in the sol–gel

formation stage expands the sintering free calcination

temperature ranges.[29–31] Other attempts to aid preserva-

tion of the textural properties include addition of

surfactants[32,33] and rare earth stabilization.[34]

DRYING METHODS

The pore inducers, templates, and solvents should be

removed from the wet gel before further functionalization

or end use. The drying and extractive removal of the

solvent and the template are discussed here, while thermal

treatments and functionalization approaches are subse-

quently treated. The approaches to drying of wet porous

material are evaporation, freeze drying, and supercritical

drying. The approaches to drying are summarized in Fig. 1.

Although traditionally, materials resulting from noncrit-

ical evaporative drying methods are called xerogels, the

structural properties of such material are similar to that of

aerogels because of recent advances such as use of

templates and evaporative film formation through self-

assembly.[35] Furthermore, evaporative processes inadver-

tently become part of even supercritical drying and

solvent extraction routes. Therefore evaporative drying

is presented before supercritical routes that lead to

aerogels are discussed.

Fig. 1 Drying methods for gels.
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Evaporative Drying

The rate of evaporation, VE, is proportional to the dif-

ference between vapor pressure of the evaporating fluid

and the system pressure. Evaporation continues as long as

vapor pressure is greater than bulk fluid pressure, a

situation not likely in pressurized environments such as

supercritical conditions. The vapor pressure at a surface

composed of a large number of very small pores is

influenced by the radii of the pores, as shown by the

Gibbs–Kelvin equation.

ln
ps

po

� �
¼ Bg

RT

2

rm

ð1Þ

where ps is the vapor pressure over the meniscus of the

pore, po is the vapor over a flat surface (760 Torr), B is

the molar volume of the liquid, R is the gas constant, g is

the difference between the solid–vapor and liquid–vapor

interfacial energies, T is temperature, and rm is the radius

of curvature of the meniscus.

Because the pores of gels are generally small, capillary

forces are generally dominant during drying and adsorp-

tion force and osmotic force are marginal when compared

with the capillary forces because capillary force is a direct

and strong function in capillary radius as suggested by

equation below

P ¼ �2gLV

rm

� �
ð2Þ

where P is tension in the liquid inside the pores, gLV is the

liquid–vapor interface energy, and rm is radius of the

curvature of the meniscus and is related to the cylinder

pore radius as in Eq. 3

rm ¼
�r

cosðyÞ

� �
ð3Þ

where r is the cylindrical pore radius and y is the contact

angle between the vapor and the solid gel phase.

Factors other than capillary pressure could affect the

gel drying process. Adsorption forces bind solvent and

surfactant into an ordered layer, a few molecules thick

near a solid surface; the attractive force may drive flow of

a film over an exposed solid surface and influence the

curvature of the meniscus. However, if there were no

capillary force (gLV), no compressive force would be

exerted on the network as evaporation emptied the pores

and no shrinkage would result from adsorption forces

unless in those pores that have initial pore radius in the

order of the film thickness of the adsorbed solvent.

Removal of this adsorbed liquid can be sometimes

difficult and will occur in the last stage of drying after

the interparticle space is drained.

Osmotic pressure is also another factor that manifests

some controlling effect on the drying process. It induces

water to enter the interlayer space in some porous material

particles to equalize the concentration of ions in that space

and in the surrounding bulk liquid.

The drying behavior of porous solids has been

classified into three different stages. The three stages of

drying are stage 1, also referred to as constant rate period

of drying, stage 2, referred to as first falling rate period,

and stage 3, referred to as second falling rate period. The

Fig. 2 Stages of evaporative drying.
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salient features of the rate of drying throughout the three

stages are shown in Fig. 2.

This first stage is called ‘‘the constant rate period’’

because the evaporation rate per unit area (mass flux) of

the drying surface is independent of time. The gel at the

beginning of stage 1 drying has a surface area that is

initially largely free liquid, separated by a relatively small

area fraction of gel network with a transition zone of bound

liquid. As the free liquid evaporates, the solid network

contracts because of capillary stresses. The evolution of

pore structure from the first stage into the second is

depicted in Fig. 2a. During this stage, the decrease in the

volume of the gel is equal to the volume of liquid lost by

evaporation. The compliant gel network is deformed under

the effect of the large capillary forces, which causes

shrinkage of the gel and reduction of pore radii during

drying. The greatest changes in volume, weight, density,

and structure occur during stage 1 drying that ends when

shrinkage ceases.

Stage 2, also known as first falling rate period, starts at

the critical point as shown in Fig. 2. This stage is

characterized with the highest capillary pressure imposed

on the gel network during the drying process, hence

causing shrinkage to the solid structure and affecting its

permanents and final textural and structural properties.

The rate of drying in this stage decreases drastically

from the rate of drying in the previous stage, and the

temperature of the outer surface rises above the wet-bulb

temperature. Liquid is driven to the outer surface by

gradients in capillary vapor pressure, where it evaporates

because of the ambient vapor pressure being lower than

that inside the pores as shown in funicular section of

Fig. 2b. The liquid in the pores near the surface remains in

the funicular condition, so there are contiguous pathways

along which flow can occur. Most of the evaporation is

still occurring at the exterior surface, and the surface

remains below the ambient temperature, and the rate of

evaporation (on the outer surface of the gel) is sensitive to

the ambient temperature and vapor pressure. At the same

time, although some liquid evaporates within the unsat-

urated pores and the vapor is transported by diffusion,

they are negligible when compared with the major liquid

flow through the pore walls under capillary and tension

forces. Fluid flow in stage 2 is driven by the gradient in

capillary stress. Evaporation occurs at the outer surface

because the vapor pressure is lower there than inside the

humid pores. The vapor pressure gradient through the

pores is associated with the capillary stress gradient in

the pores. Therefore, the funicular liquid flows toward the

exterior surface at all times. Since the vapor pressure and

the surface tension are functions of temperature, the tem-

perature affects the gradients in capillary pressure. Both

acting forces (capillary and the surface tension) favor flow

toward the outer surface. When there is a range of pore

sizes in the body, the larger pores will empty first.

As in stage 1, the flow rate may also be influenced by

adsorption forces in the same manner as shown in Fig. 2b

to keep the surface under a few molecules-thick adsorbed

layers of the liquid, and this causes flow of the film. This

mechanism is most likely important when the vapor

pressure at the surface is very low.

The transition from stage 2 to stage 3 and its inception

is associated with a rise in the gel temperature because the

temperature of the body is not as strongly suppressed as

when evaporation rates were higher. The remaining liquid

evaporates within the pores and is removed by diffusion of

its vapor to the surface as shown in pendular section of

Fig. 2b. This stage of drying is not affected by local

changes in temperature, ambient vapor pressure, or flow

rate. At the start of stage 3, the gel is practically dry. It can

be removed from the drying chamber and dehydrated

under much more severe conditions (high temperature and

under near vacuum pressure) without risk of cracking.

Supercritical Drying

The supercritical drying methods evolved considerably

since the pioneering work of Kistler[36] where excess

alcohol was added to the autoclave and then heat was

supplied so that supercritical conditions were reached.

Subsequently, supercritical solvent was removed from the

autoclave by depressurization above the critical temper-

ature of the solvent.[36] These methods all have pressur-

ization, heating, diffusion, and depressurization steps and

may be easier to understand using the pressure–temper-

ature (PT) diagram (Fig. 3) of the supercritical fluid. In

these methods, the PT path is ABC as shown in Fig. 3.

Van Lierop et al.[37] modified this method by pressurizing

the system using an inert gas prior to heating; the path

then corresponds to A’BC. A further improvement was

carried out to the second method through the solvent

exchange method in which the pore liquid was replaced

with carbon dioxide that has a much lower critical

Fig. 3 Pressure–temperature diagram and drying paths.
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temperature than alcohols. Carbon dioxide was then

vented out of the system above its critical temperature.

In some cases, an intermediate solvent miscible both with

the pore liquid and carbon dioxide was pumped to the

system to be subsequently replaced with carbon diox-

ide.[38] In yet another method, supercritical carbon dioxide

was used to extract the pore liquid in a semicontinuous

mode.[39] In the last method, the system was pressurized

with carbon dioxide, and carbon dioxide–alcohol mixture

was brought to supercritical conditions and the supercrit-

ical fluid was removed from the gel.[40]

Supercritical drying allows sustained single fluid phase

where drying is free from liquid–vapor interfacial stresses.

This facilitates the production of aerogels that have the

same morphological properties as their alcogel precursors.

On the other hand, production of crack-free monoliths still

necessitates selection of best drying technology and the

optimization of key processing variables such as heating

and depressurization rates. In the heating and depressur-

ization steps, high rates are expected to result in

considerable stress formation. During heating, stress

develops because of smaller thermal expansion of the

solid network in comparison to the pore liquid. In

addition, at high temperatures, solid network contracts

because of the chemical bonds formed by condensation

reactions. If the expanding pore liquid flows out of the

body, stress is relieved. However, at high heating rates,

limited time restricts the escape of the expanding liquid

significantly.[41] The same analysis is valid for the

depressurization rates. At high depressurization rates,

the fluid outside the gel flows out of the reactor at a higher

rate than the fluid flowing out of the gel network. Because

of differential pressure, the fluid in the gel network

expands and stress develops in the gel. Cracking occurs

when the stress exceeds the strength of the gel network.[42]

Scherer modeled the stress development during supercrit-

ical drying. The model for a cylindrical geometry with no

radial constraint was applied to the heating step of the

autoclave drying method assuming elastic behavior, and

the analysis was extended to radially constrained viscous

gel network for which an analytical solution is also

obtained.[43]

We analyzed the stress formation in the heating steps

of the autoclave drying and the carbon dioxide exchange

(solvent exchange) methods.[44] Stress forming in the pore

liquid is a function of heating rate, viscosity, and thermal

expansion coefficient of the liquid and mechanical

properties of the gel network. For the autoclave drying

Fig. 4 Pilot plant flow sheet for supercritical drying and impregnation.
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and carbon dioxide exchange methods, the effects of

different pore liquids with different thermal expansion

coefficients, viscosities, critical temperatures, and critical

pressures on the stress development were analyzed. The

calculated radial stresses are compared with the modulus

of rupture of the gel network to decide whether

production of crack-free aerogels is possible as far as

the heating steps in both autoclave drying and carbon

dioxide exchange methods are concerned. The study

showed the superiority of lower-temperature solvent

extraction route.

Removal of Template Material

The removal of the templating surfactant molecules

occluded within the mesoporous materials after the

synthesis step is often carried out through thermal means

under air at temperatures between 500�C and 600�C.

Although high-temperature calcinations allow removal of

the surfactant completely, the decomposed surfactant

cannot be used, the evolving gasses are often noxious, and

the pore structures, particularly chemical integrity of the

organic groups, are substantially altered.[45] At times,

calcination is necessary part of the recipe. For example, in

synthesis of alumina support, AlOOH is converted to

Al2O3 through calcination[24] and co-removal of template

is feasible.

Alternative means include solvent extraction that

allows surfactant removal without decomposition. The

liquid extractions are carried under reflux, generate

substantial amount of waste that are often toxic, and do

require removal of the solvent from the porous matrix.

The supercritical fluid extraction that has been used for

drying is being increasingly applied to removal of the

surfactant. The most popular supercritical solvent, carbon

dioxide, has been used for many years for drying of

aerogels, is environmentally friendly, and minimizes

pore structure degradation.[24,46–48] Unfortunately, CO2

is nonpolar, has low dielectric constant, and does not

engage in van der Waals-type interactions. In other

words, CO2 is a poor solvent for highly polar and high

molecular weight materials.

The advantages of supercritical fluids can be realized if

entrainers (modifiers), such as alcohols, are used to

enhance the solubility of the template material. The

concern here is the recovery of liquid entrainer that has a

tendency to preferentially adsorb in the porous matrix.

Synthesis of thermally stable alumina supports has

been the subject of intense effort for many years and is an

excellent example of how synthesis method and template

removal technology can affect the pore structure. Fig. 4

shows the multipurpose pilot plant employed in drying as

well as surface functionalization. Even after calcination at

773 K, BET pore areas over 700 m2/g and unimodal pore

sizes around 11 nm were achieved through nonionic

surfactant-templated (Triton X-114, a commercial surfac-

tant) synthesis of alumina aerogels. Table 1 summarizes

some key results.

FUNCTIONALIZATION AND TAILORING
NANOPOROUS MATERIAL

The approaches to chemical functionalization of porous

matrices include impregnation, doping, and self-assembly

in the porous matrix. These approaches not only enable

chemical functionalization of the surfaces, but also allow

tuning of the surface texture and structure. In liquid-phase

functionalizations, the shortcomings discussed in the

context of drying, pore size reduction, and collapse are

compounded by mass transfer limitations that hinder rate

and access to the pores. Furthermore, capillary conden-

sation and multilayer adsorption limit control and tun-

ability. Therefore supercritical fluid-based impregnation

and in situ processing offer a major advantage in instances

where solubility-related issues are resolved. One of the

earliest applications of the technology is simultaneous

permeation of diffusion of monomers/polymers into

porous wood matrix in the supercritical carbon dioxide

Table 1 Effect of surfactant and drying method on surface area and average pore diameter of alumina gels

Calcination

temperature (K)

Without surfactant With surfactant

Surface area

(m2/g)

Pore diameter

(nm)

Surface area

(m2/g)

Pore diameter

(nm)

Xerogel Aerogel Xerogel Aerogel Xerogel Aerogel Xerogel Aerogel

No calcination 535 763 61 40 714 995 43 109

727 439 503 74 50 484 696 72 129

827 404 455 75 47 474 644 69 112

927 371 373 71 48 426 596 69 122
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for synthesis of wood polymer composites.[49] The same

principle is applied by many for functionalization of

mesoporous materials/aerogels.[50–53]

Naturally, physical means of functionalization such as

etching are possible and widely used, particularly in two-

dimensional situations.[54]

CONCLUSION

Porosity of surfactant-templated aerogels can be tuned

through judicious selection of sol–gel chemistry, surfac-

tant, drying method employed, and the subsequent

functionalization of the surface. The number of steps

and manipulated variables are quite a few and are

interrelated. The utility of the resulting porous matrix as

particles, fiber, films, and monoliths as well as control-

lability at the nanolevel promise several advances and

successful applications in the decades to come. The self-

assembly and supercritical fluids are two key technologies

that can enable these advances.
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INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers[1,2] can spontaneously self-assem-

ble[3,4] to form periodic arrays of nanoscale domains.[5]

Incorporating crystallizable moieties within block co-

polymers can further increase their morphological rich-

ness and kinetic complexity. Significant progress has been

made in the last decade in understanding polymer crys-

tallization within these semicrystalline materials. For

example, we now have a good handle on how crystalli-

zation occurs and what the final solid state structures are

in these materials. Through a combination of reciprocal

space scattering and real space microscopy experiments,

we now also understand the requirements for patterning

and controlling polymer crystallization using nanoscale

periodic domains. This entry will attempt to recount the

progress in this field.

Familiarity with the concepts of phase separation in

block copolymers will be important in the understanding

of the nature of polymer crystallization within block

copolymers. The section below provides a brief over-

view of block copolymer phase separation. It is further

divided into two subsections for the ease of discussion.

Phase separation and its resulting complexities in amor-

phous systems as well as semicrystalline block copoly-

mers are discussed.

BLOCK COPOLYMER PHASE
SEPARATION—AMORPHOUS SYSTEMS

Block copolymers consist of chemically distinct polymer

segments that are covalently strung together. Advances in

polymerization techniques over the past four decades have

enabled scientists to make model block copolymers of

different architectures. Fig. 1 illustrates the architectural

differences between a diblock, a triblock, and a starblock

copolymer.[5] Because of the chemical incompatibility

between the unlike polymer segments, block copolymers

tend to phase separate; this phenomenon is analogous to

oil and water. However, the presence of covalent junctions

between the different segments restricts phase separation

to a molecular-length scale (O�nm). Thus phase separa-

tion in block copolymers is generally known as micro-

phase separation (as opposed to macrophase separation

in polymer blends, where the domains are at least

O�mm).[1,2,5,6]

Minimization of free energy during microphase sepa-

ration can lead to the formation of various interesting,

thermodynamically-stable structures on a nanometer-

length scale. With the advent of anionic polymerization,

which permits the synthesis of model block copolymers

with narrow molecular weight distribution (or narrow

chain length distribution), phase separation of block

copolymers containing flexible-chain, amorphous blocks

has been explored extensively and is presently well

understood.[1,2,5–7] Fig. 2 illustrates the different equilib-

rium structures that have been observed: body-centered

cubic (BCC) array of spherical domains, hexagonally

packed cylinders, cubic bicontinuous gyroid structure,

and an alternating lamellar (layered) morphology. Be-

cause these structures result from block copolymer

microphase separation, they are generally called micro-

domains. This entry focuses on using these microdomains

to template or to pattern polymer crystallization. Before

we discuss polymer crystallization in nanoscale domains,

we should briefly review the phase behavior of amor-

phous block copolymers.

The equilibrium structure of block copolymers is

determined by several factors:[5,6] the extent of ‘‘dislike’’

between blocks (or the Flory–Huggins interaction param-

eter, w),[8,9] the total chain length N (or molecular weight),

and the volume fraction of one block f (or composition).

Fig. 3 contains a phase diagram for model block

copolymers.[10] When the degree of chemical incompat-

ibility between the dissimilar blocks is small—determined

by the product wN[5]—the system is homogeneous; that

is, microphase separation does not take place. However,

if wN is large (�10; also known as being strongly seg-

regated[11,12]), the system spontaneously undergoes

microphase separation. The final structure that is

adopted by the block copolymer system, e.g., spheres,

cylinders, or lamellae, is determined by the block length

ratio through f. Systems with approximately equal

lengths of unlike blocks (f�0.5) form lamellae, while

highly asymmetric systems form BCC spheres, with the
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short block comprising the discrete phase. The charac-

teristic spacing, d (Fig. 2), is determined by N and scales

as[12]

d � N2=3 ð1Þ

Whether a block copolymer microphase separates, and

what structure and microdomain size the block copoly-

mer adopts, can thus easily be tuned during block

copolymer synthesis by adjusting N and f accordingly.[5]

Block copolymers with periodic microdomains O�20–

50 nm can be routinely obtained by anionic polymeri-

zation.[13] The morphological richness and the nanoscale

periodicity of block copolymers have been exploited for

a variety of applications, ranging from components for

car bumpers and shoe soles[1,2] to templates for

optoelectronics research.[7,14,15] From a fundamental

standpoint, the periodic nanoscale domains have also

been exploited as a means to pattern and control

polymer crystallization.[16] The latter shall be the focus

of this entry.

MICROPHASE SEPARATION IN
SEMICRYSTALLINE SYSTEMS

Block copolymers containing one or more crystallizable

segments are generally known as semicrystalline block

copolymers.[1,16,17] Aside from microphase separation due

to unlike block–block interactions, the incorporation of

crystallizable moieties within a block copolymer ar-

chitecture often lends additional morphological richness

to the system. In semicrystalline block copolymers, phase

separation can be driven by multiple forces, e.g., micro-

phase separation and crystallization. As a consequence,

the final solid-state structures adopted by semicrystalline

block copolymers are more complex and, until recently,

less predictable.[1]

Because our goal in this entry is to describe the

phenomenon of templated crystallization in block co-

polymers, we shall limit our discussion to phase-separated

(and not homogeneous) melts. We will examine the con-

sequences of cooling microphase-separated semicrys-

talline block copolymers below the freezing

temperature of the crystallizable block. Energetically,

there are two possible outcomes: if microphase separa-

tion dominates the structure development process, the

nanoscale domains that were created in the melt will

remain on crystallization. However, if crystallization is

the stronger driving force for phase separation, we ex-

pect semicrystalline block copolymers to behave like

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the architecture of a diblock

(top), triblock (middle), and a starblock (bottom) copolymer.

(From Ref. [5], copyright 1990 Annual Reviews, Inc.)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the different morphologies

observed in model diblock copolymers: BCC spheres, hexago-

nally packed cylinders, bicontinuous cubic gyroid, and alternat-

ing lamellae. (Courtesy of Chiajen Lai.)

Fig. 3 Mean-field phase diagram for model block copolymers.

Phase are labeled L (lamellar), H (hexagonal cylinders), Qla3d

(bicontinuous cubic gyroid), Qlm3m (BCC spheres), CPS (close-

packed spheres), and DIS (homogeneous). (From Ref. [10],

copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.)
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semicrystalline homopolymers (no amorphous block

attached). Cooling from the melt would result in the

formation of crystalline alternating lamellae and spher-

ulitic superstructures.[17,18] Fig. 4 schematizes the struc-

tures that are formed on various length scales when a

semicrystalline homopolymer crystallizes. From estab-

lished calorimetric measurements, the energy associated

with crystallization (O�100 J/g)[18,19] is much larger

than the energy associated with microphase separation

(O�1 J/g).[20] Thus crystallization is expected to always

dominate the structure development process in these

materials; that is, semicrystalline block copolymers

would always adopt a crystalline lamellar structure on

cooling, regardless of block composition or existing melt

structure.[1] This prediction also implies enormous

structural rearrangement—simultaneous disruption of

the melt structure and formation of spherulites—during

crystallization. Therefore the final solid state structure of

semicrystalline block copolymers would not be too

different from that of semicrystalline homopolymers. We

shall return to this topic later in this entry.

However, one can kinetically force crystallization to

occur within the preformed nanoscale microdomains by

employing a semicrystalline block copolymer where the

amorphous block is glassy during crystallization. Vitri-

fication of the amorphous block effectively freezes the

microdomain structure in place; subsequent crystalliza-

tion of the crystallizable block, if it occurs at all, would

have to take place within the prescribed microdomains.

The following section examines the impact of crystal-

lization in nanoscale environments in these semicrystal-

line-glassy systems. Following that, we shall discuss the

complex structure development process in semicrystal-

line-rubbery systems, where the amorphous block re-

mains fluid during crystallization.

CRYSTALLIZATION IN NANOSCALE
ENVIRONMENTS—SEMICRYSTALLINE-
GLASSY BLOCK COPOLYMERS

Depending on the relative block lengths, the crystallizable

component of the semicrystalline-glassy block copolymer

can either form discrete domains, e.g., spheres and cy-

linders, or it can form the continuous phase, or the matrix.

For ease of discussion, this section is divided into two

subsections: The first subsection examines the crystalli-

zation behavior of semicrystalline-poor block copolymer

systems where crystallization occurs in the discrete phase

while the latter subsection describes how the presence of

nanoscale glassy domains impacts crystallization in semi-

crystalline-rich block copolymers.

The presence of a vitreous component during crystal-

lization strongly impacts the morphological structure of

the semicrystalline block copolymer. Because the micro-

phase-separated melt structure is effectively frozen in

place, crystallization has to occur within the nanoscale

domains (semicrystalline-poor systems) or around the

nanoscale glassy domains (semicrystalline-rich systems).

Not only does this influence the final solid-state structure

(resulting in the preservation of the melt structure and

preferential crystal orientation in the crystallized do-

mains), it also drastically affects the crystallization kine-

tics and mechanism.

SEMICRYSTALLINE-POOR
BLOCK COPOLYMERS

In these block copolymers, the glass transition tempera-

ture of the amorphous matrix (Tg,a) exceeds the freezing

temperature (Tc) of the crystallizable minority block. As

the system is cooled from a microphase-separated melt,

it first encounters Tg,a. Below Tg,a, the matrix is vitreous

so the microphase-separated structure is effectively

frozen. Subsequent cooling beyond Tc induces crystalli-

zation of the minor component. Because the melt

structure had effectively been captured, crystallization

is forced to occur within the microdomains prescribed by

Fig. 4 Hierarchical structures adopted by a semicrystalline

homopolymer on crystallization. (Courtesy of Pratima Rangar-

ajan and Richard A. Register.)
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microphase separation. Thus the melt morphology is

faithfully reproduced in the solid state. Confined

crystallization in semicrystalline-glassy block copoly-

mers was first demonstrated by Lotz and Kovacs;[21] the

researchers examined several compositionally asymmet-

ric block copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-polysty-

rene, EO/S, where Tg,S>Tc,EO, and found the spherical

melt structure to be preserved even after EO is fully

crystallized. Cohen et al.[22] subsequently demonstrated

the preservation of spherical polyethylene (E) microdo-

mains in the solid state structure of an asymmetric

polyethylene-b-polystyrene, E/S, diblock. However, if

the E/S diblock was cast from a solution, the melt

structure would be completely destroyed and a crystalline

alternating lamellar morphology would result. This finding

implies an important point: Confined crystallization in

semicrystalline-glassy systems need not correspond to the

equilibrium state—the structure with the lowest free

energy—as the vitreous matrix kinetically restricts crys-

tallization to occur within these nanoscale domains

without substantial rearrangement of the domain structure.

More recently, Weimann et al.[23] examined a series of

polyethylene-b-polyvinylcyclohexane, E/VCH, di- and

triblock copolymers of varying compositions (and thus

melt structures) and found crystallization to occur within

the microdomains prescribed by microphase separation in

all cases. Using a unique staining protocol, Loo et al.[24]

were able to directly visualize these intricate solid state

structures, for the first time, using transmission electron

microscopy (TEM). Because of the differential uptake

of ruthenium tetraoxide, RuO4 (staining agent), in

different phases,[25–27] the researchers were able to ob-

serve individual 5-nm-thick E crystals within block co-

polymer spherical microdomains that span 16 nm.[24] In

addition to disk-like crystals within spheres, they had also

successfully imaged ribbon- and sheet-like crystals con-

fined within nanoscale cylindrical[24] and lamellar[36]

microdomains, respectively. Fig. 5 contains TEM micro-

graphs reproduced from Ref. [24]. Thus a complex

‘‘structure-within-structure’’ type morphology can be

routinely obtained in these semicrystalline-glassy systems

where crystallization of the minor block is effectively

trapped by the vitreous matrix. More recently, Zhu

et al.[28,29] have demonstrated in a series of papers that

crystallization of EO can also be patterned by a metastable

perforated lamellar structure in EO/S block copolymers

and blends. Block copolymers of various other chemis-

tries, including polytetrahydrofuran-b-polystyrene, THF/

S;[30] poly(e-caprolactone)-b-polystyrene, CL/S;[31] as

well as triblock copolymers of poly(e-caprolactone)-b-

polyethylene-b-polystyrene, CL/E/S,[32] where both CL

and E are crystallizable, have also been examined.

Confining crystallization in an anisotropic environment

induces the crystals to grow in a preferential direction.

Indeed, Loo et al.[24] observed the formation of ribbon-

and sheet-like crystals in cylindrical and lamellar do-

mains. To quantify the preferential crystal orientation,

Hamley et al.[33] examined a prealigned lamellar-forming

E/VCH diblock copolymer using simultaneous two-

dimensional small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS/WAXS) techniques. From the solid-state scatter-

ing patterns, the researchers inferred that the E crystals

were preferentially oriented with their crystal stems

parallel to the microdomain interface and their fast-

growth axis (the b axis for polyethylene) randomly

oriented in plane. More recently, compositionally asym-

metric block copolymers where crystallization is confined

within cylinders have also been examined in detail.

Quiram et al.[34] demonstrated, through simultaneous

SAXS/WAXS on fully crystallized flow-aligned samples,

that the E chains within cylindrical microdomains

crystallize with their stems generally perpendicular to

Fig. 5 Transmission electron micrographs of a fully crystal-

lized E/VCH block copolymer where E comprises the cylindrical

domains. The sample was flow aligned; top image reveals a

projection along the cylinder axis while the bottom image shows

a projection perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Individual

ribbon-like crystals can be seen within the cylindrical micro-

domains. (From Ref. [24], copyright 2000 Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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the cylinder axis. The preferential crystal orientations

adopted by these systems are schematized in Fig. 6. The

seemingly disparate orientations obtained in the different

systems (and different morphologies) can be understood

by noting that all these orientations align the fast growth

axes of the crystals with the direction in which the crystals

can grow unobstructed. In the lamellar samples, the fast

growth axis is in the plane of the lamellae, while in the

cylindrical samples, the fast growth axis is along the

cylinder axis.

Confining crystallization on a nanometer-length scale

can also drastically affect the macroscopic properties of

the material. For example, restricting crystallization in

this manner suppresses spherulite formation so the

polymer is optically clear (conventional semicrystalline

homopolymers that form spherulites are typically opaque

because the spherulites scatter light very intensely).[35]

Confining crystallization within nanoscale domains also

impacts the way by which crystallization occurs. Lotz and

his coworkers[21] were among the first to notice big dif-

ferences between the crystallization temperatures of semi-

crystalline-glassy block copolymers and semicrystalline

homopolymers; the addition of an amorphous, glassy

block greatly suppressed the crystallization temperatures.

This was also observed in a series of E/VCH di- and

triblock copolymers of varying compositions.[23] More

recently, Loo et al.[36] found that the onset crystallization

temperatures systematically decreased with the weight

fraction of the crystallizable block (or as the domains

become less connected) (Fig. 7).

In homopolymers, crystallization is typically initiated

by heterogeneous nucleation on dust particulates or

impurities present in the melt; the tendency to form

micron-size spherulites suggests that only a small number

of nuclei are required to fully crystallize the system.[17–19]

However, in semicrystalline-glassy block copolymers

where crystallization is isolated in nanoscale domains,

the domains would need to be individually nucleated to

fully crystallize the sample.[37,38] Because the number

density of microdomains far exceeds the typical impurity

density, researchers have long speculated that homoge-

neous nucleation, a phenomenon not usually observed in

bulk semicrystalline homopolymers, is responsible for

initiating crystallization in the nanoscale domains of

semicrystalline block copolymers. (A large energy barrier

is associated with homogeneous nucleation and this is

generally reflected by a large crystallization temperature

depression.) To examine the mechanistic details of crys-

tallization, high-resolution, time-resolved techniques are

required to probe the structural changes that take place.

Therefore, it took the development of synchrotron-based,

Fig. 7 Crystallization temperature of E block as a function of

block copolymer composition. The crystallization temperature

monotonically decreases with E weight fraction. The dashed line

represents the crystallization temperature of PE (no amorphous

block attached).

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the orientation of the crystal

stems in E-containing semicrystalline lamellar-forming (top) and

cylinder-forming (bottom) block copolymers. [From Refs. [33]

(top) and [34] (bottom), copyright 1996 (top) and 1998 (bottom)

American Chemical Society.]
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time-resolved simultaneous SAXS/WAXS coupled with

in situ differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; capable of

excellent temperature control) to investigate the crystal-

lization kinetics in these systems.[39–42] In a recent

synchrotron study, Loo et al.[36] determined both the

crystallization temperatures as well as the temperature

dependence of the rate of crystallization for a series of

E/VCH diblock copolymers of varying block ratios (and

thus melt morphology). In sphere and cylinder formers

(discrete crystallizable domains), the greatly suppressed

crystallization temperature and the steep temperature

dependence of crystallization indicated that crystallization

in those systems is proceeded by homogeneous nucle-

ation. This is in stark contrast with bulk homopolymer

crystallization where the process is almost always initiated

by heterogeneous nucleation on impurities that are present

in the system.[15,16] In the cubic bicontinuous gyroid-

forming diblock, the extensive connection between the

crystallizing domains dominated the crystallization kinet-

ics; foreign nuclei that were already present in the melt

were able to induce crystallization over large areas be-

cause the channels are highly connected. The lamellar

samples exhibited peculiar two-step isothermal crystalli-

zation kinetics (Fig. 8), leading the researchers to con-

clude that there were two populations of lamellae within

that particular sample: one that is highly interconnected at

the grain boundaries so crystallization is proceeded by

heterogeneous nucleation at a relatively high temperature,

and another that contains lamellae that are completely

isolated so crystallization has to be induced by homoge-

neous nucleation.

Semicrystalline-glassy block copolymers remain an

interesting subject of research, particularly because they

serve as reference samples for studying crystallization

behavior in semicrystalline-rubbery systems. This section

highlighted recent experimental findings in block co-

polymers that contain an already-glassy matrix during

crystallization. The glassy matrix can effectively preserve

the melt structure in the crystalline solid state. This has

enabled researchers to examine the impact of crystalliza-

tion within nanoscale confinements. The following sec-

tion highlights research on semicrystalline-glassy block

copolymers where the semicrystalline block comprises the

continuous phase.

SEMICRYSTALLINE-RICH
BLOCK COPOLYMERS

We previously discussed the possibility of imposing

preferential crystal orientation in semicrystalline-glassy

diblock copolymers when crystallization occurs within

anisotropic nanoscale domains: In both lamellar-[33] and

cylinder-forming[34] block copolymers, the fast growth

axis is generally aligned so the crystals can grow un-

obstructed. As a result, the crystals tend to grow with their

stems parallel to the lamellar interface and perpendicular

to the cylinder axis in E-containing block copolymers. In

semicrystalline-rich block copolymers where the crystal-

lizable component comprises the matrix, we fully expect

the presence of glassy anisotropic nanoscale domains to

impose a preferential crystal orientation in the surround-

ing matrix as well. Here, we highlight some recent work

that examined crystal orientation in the continuous phase

of semicrystalline-rich block copolymers.

Fig. 8 Differential scanning calorimetry (top) and SAXS

integrated intensity (bottom) indicating peculiar two-step

crystallization in a lamellar E/VCH diblock copolymer. The

atypical kinetics was attributed to the presence of two distinct

populations of lamellar microdomains: one is highly inter-

connected—these domains are heterogeneously nucleated by

dust particles at higher temperatures; the other consists of iso-

lated domains—the individual domains are homogeneously nuc-

leated at lower temperatures. (From Ref. [36], copyright 2001,

American Chemical Society.)
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Liu and Chu[43] were among the first to examine the

possibility of inducing a preferential crystal orientation in

the presence of glassy cylinders. The researchers looked at

blends of polytetrahydrofuran (THF) with polytetrahydro-

furan-b-poly(methyl methacrylate), THF/MMA, using

synchrotron-based SAXS/WAXS. Despite the preservation

of glassy MMA cylinders, the formation of spherulites

was observed. This is expected because the crystallizable

component comprises the matrix; the spherulites can

easily develop around the glassy domains. Based on

SAXS peak distortions on crystallization, Liu and Chu

speculated that the presence of the cylinders can impart

preferential crystal orientation to the matrix. In fact, they

hypothesized that, under certain specific conditions, i.e.,

when the intercylinder spacing is comparable to the

crystal long period, preferential packing of the THF

crystals should be observed in the plane of the cylinder

radii. Unfortunately, Liu and Chu did not directly observe

the predicted preferential orientation because they had

only examined isotropic samples (samples that were not

prealigned). Subsequently, Park et al.[44] examined a

prealigned polyethylene-b-poly(ethylene-propylene)-b-

polystyrene, E/EP/S, triblock copolymer where crystal-

lizable E comprises the matrix (S forms cylinders). While

the preferential orientation of E crystals was observed

along the cylinder axis—like crystallization inside cylin-

ders, the crystals tend to grow with the fast growth axis

generally aligned along the cylinder axis—preferential

orientation was also not observed in the plane of the

cylinder radii.

More recently, Loo et al.[45] examined a prealigned E-

rich cylinder-forming semicrystalline block copolymer, E/

VCH, using simultaneous two-dimensional SAXS/WAXS

and discovered preferential crystal orientation in two

dimensions. Fig. 9 contains SAXS/WAXS patterns col-

lected with incident X-rays both parallel and perpendic-

ular to the cylinder axis. As expected for unobstructed

growth, the crystals are preferentially aligned with their

fast growth axis along the cylinder axis. Additionally,

preferential crystal orientation that is consistent with that

inferred by Liu and Chu was recorded by Loo et al. Using

a combination of SAXS and WAXS, the researchers

showed that the crystals have their stems preferentially

aligned along the (10) planes of the hexagonal micro-

domain lattice in the plane of the cylinder radii. The

preferential orientation observed in the second dimension

was subsequently attributed to the commensurability in

length scales between the intercylinder spacing and the E

crystal long spacing (as was speculated by Liu and Chu).

The comparable length scales allow the crystals to adopt

their equilibrium crystal thickness only when they are

oriented in a particular direction with respect to the two-

dimensional hexagonal microdomain lattice. Such crystal

orientation is not observed when crystallization occurs

inside cylinders. It was also not observed in the E/EP/S

triblock copolymer by Park et al. because the intercylinder

spacing was much greater than the E crystal long spacing.

Thus the crystals can adopt their equilibrium thickness in

any orientation relative to the microdomain lattice, as long

as they are parallel to the cylinders.

The presence of glassy cylinders is effective at

imparting preferential crystal orientation in the surround-

ing matrix. At the minimum, the crystals grow in a ribbon-

like fashion with their fast growth axis preferentially

aligned along the cylinder axis. Such orientation is also

observed for crystallization inside cylinders. However,

when the intercylinder spacing is comparable to the

crystal long spacing, an additional preferential orientation

in the plane of the cylinder radii is observed. Such orien-

tation is only observed for crystallization around cylinders

and not observed for crystallization inside cylinders.

However, crystallization in these systems is almost always

initiated by heterogeneous nucleation on impurities that

are present in the melt and these crystals subsequently

grow in a three-dimensional fashion to fill space. As a

result, micron-size spherulites are formed in the solid

Fig. 9 Two-dimensional SAXS (a and c) and WAXS (b and d)

taken on an aligned, fully crystallized E/VCH diblock co-

polymer where VCH forms cylinders and E comprises the

matrix. Patterns of SAXS and WAXS were simultaneously

acquired with the X-ray beam perpendicular (a and b) and along

(c and d) the cylinder axis. Preferential crystal orientation (arcs

of nonuniform intensities in the WAXS patterns) is observed in

both directions. (From Ref. [45], copyright 2000 American

Chemical Society.)
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state; these materials are frequently opaque in appearance

as a result of the presence of spherulites.

SEMICRYSTALLINE-RUBBERY SYSTEMS

Thus far, we have covered the solid state structure devel-

opment of semicyrstalline-glassy block copolymers. In

these materials, the ability to pattern or template crystal-

lization arises purely from the fact that the amorphous

component is glassy during crystallization. However, this

ability to pattern crystallization becomes less clear when

the amorphous block is rubbery at the onset of crystalli-

zation (recall the energetic argument presented earlier).

Indeed, previous experiments conducted on semicrystal-

line-rubbery block copolymers reveal that the melt struc-

ture is typically eradicated on crystallization and a

crystalline-alternating lamellar structure is formed. More

recently, experiments on more strongly segregated systems

have indicated that the melt structure of semicrystalline-

rubbery block copolymers can be faithfully reproduced in

the solid state.[37,38] This section summarizes experimental

findings in semicrystalline-rubbery systems.

MODERATELY-SEGREGATED SYSTEMS

We previously covered the energetics of the phase se-

paration process: When the system is not kinetically

frozen in the presence of a vitreous amorphous block, the

final solid state structure development is complex and

no longer as predictable. The details of the process now

depend on the relative strengths of crystallization and

microphase separation. In moderately-segregated block

copolymers, crystallization generally dominates phase

separation, always resulting in the formation of crystalline

alternating lamellae (and spherulites) on cooling regard-

less of the melt structure.[39,40]

Many experiments on moderately-segregated block

copolymer systems have verified that crystallization can

disrupt the preexisting melt morphology on cooling, re-

sulting in a crystalline lamellar structure. Douzinas et

al.[46] examined the melt and solid state morphologies of a

series of polyethylene-b-poly(ethyl ethylene), E/EE, block

copolymers of varying composition ( fE = 0.37–0.90)

using SAXS. Despite the presence of microphase-sepa-

rated melts, lamellar structures always resulted on crys-

tallization. Similar experiments were also conducted on

microphase-separated E/EP diblocks ( fE=0.30–0.70)[47]

and E/EP/E triblocks ( fE = 0.30–0.70).[48] When fully

crystallized, all these materials exhibited alternating lamel-

lar structures, and ultimately spherulites.

The disruption of melt structure (BCC spheres, hexa-

gonally packed cylinders, alternating lamellae) and the

simultaneous formation of a crystalline lamellar structure

(and perhaps spherulites on a larger length scale) imply

significant structural rearrangement during crystalliza-

tion.[39,40] This speculation was verified by time-resolved

scattering experiments on a moderately segregated E/EE

block copolymer where the E blocks form cylinders in

the melt.[41] On cooling, the cylindrical morphology is

transformed to a lamellar structure with a larger domain

spacing. The destruction of the melt morphology on

crystallization had also been demonstrated with other

block copolymer systems, including poly(e-caprolac-

tone)-b-poly(butadiene), CL/B;[49] poly(e-caprolactone)-

b-poly(dimethyl siloxane)-b-poly(e-caprolactone), CL/

DMS/CL;[50] and poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(butylene

oxide), EO/BO.[51,52]

The solid-state structure of moderately-segregated

semicrystalline-rubbery block copolymers is path depen-

dent. Quiram et al.[35,53] examined a series of cylinder-

forming polyethylene-b-poly(3-methyl-1-butene), E/MB,

diblock copolymers and found that the final solid-state

structure adopted by the moderately-segregated block

copolymers depended on how the materials were crystal-

lized: The cylindrical melt structure appeared to be

preserved in the solid state when the sample was quenched

in liquid nitrogen from the melt. However, if the diblocks

were slowly cooled from the melt, a crystalline lamellar

structure always resulted. This was the first demonstration

that the melt structure can be kinetically trapped in the

solid state even in presence of a fluid matrix provided that

the cooling rates were sufficiently high. Such effects were

also subsequently demonstrated by Loo et al.[54] with

poly(ethylene)-b-poly(styrene-r-ethylene-r-butene), E/

SEB. They were able to directly visualize the extent of

structural rearrangement by imaging samples of moder-

ately-segregated E/SEB after they were crystallized under

different conditions. Chen et al.[55] also reported ‘‘crys-

tallization-induced deformation’’ of the spherical micro-

domains when blends of EO and EO/B block copolymers

were examined. In all these cases, the energetics of

crystallization still overwhelms that of microphase sepa-

ration, but templating crystal growth is achievable with

the appropriate kinetic constraints.

The ability for crystallization to disrupt or break out of

existing melt microdomains also impacts the crystalliza-

tion kinetics. As expected, the crystallization kinetics are

akin to those of semicrystalline homopolymers: The

crystals are generally generated by heterogeneous nucle-

ation, on impurities in the melt, and they subsequently

grow in a three-dimensional fashion until all the crystal-

lizable material is depleted. Spherulitic growth always

results from such a process.

The combination of the energetics argument and well-

documented experimental evidence of crystallization-

induced breakout has led researchers to believe that
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templating polymer crystallization is not possible without

kinetic constraints in semicrystalline-rubbery systems.[1]

However, recent experiments on strongly-segregated

semicrystalline-rubbery block copolymers[37,38] have

proven otherwise. By increasing block segregation, re-

searchers have shown that crystallization can be effec-

tively templated by the melt structure, despite the presence

of a rubbery matrix at the onset of crystallization. The

increase in interblock segregation can be achieved by the

following methods: 1) increasing the molecular weight

of the polymer (N) and 2) tuning the unlike interactions

(changing w by going to different chemistries). The sec-

tion below highlights accomplishments in this area.

STRONGLY-SEGREGATED
SEMICRYSTALLINE-RUBBERY
BLOCK COPOLYMERS

The motivation for examining strongly-segregated sys-

tems arises from the possibility that microphase separation

may dominate over crystallization in the phase separation

process. If this were true, the melt structure could be

preserved without any kinetic constraints, even when the

amorphous block is rubbery during crystallization. There-

fore the confinement of crystallization on a nanoscale

level would be achieved purely through unlike block

segregation. The first evidence of melt structure preser-

vation in a semicrystalline-rubbery block copolymer

system was reported by Quiram et al.[35] Small-angle X-

ray scattering experiments conducted on a high molecular

weight (large wN) E/MB cylinder-forming block copoly-

mer, where Tg,MB=�17�C, revealed that the melt struc-

ture is generally preserved on crystallization; that is, the

characteristic lattice spacing remained the same even after

crystallization. Because crystallization was effectively

templated by microphase separation, the researchers may

have anticipated the crystallization kinetics to resemble

those for cylinder-forming semicrystalline-glassy block

copolymers: homogeneous nucleation and instantaneous

growth within discrete cylinders. Surprisingly, time-

resolved SAXS/WAXS revealed crystallization kinetics

that are not markedly different from those of semicrys-

talline homopolymers.

More recently, Loo et al.[37] examined a sphere-

forming E/SEB semicrystalline-rubbery diblock and

found crystallization of the minority component to be

confined within the 25-nm spherical microdomains that

are prescribed by microphase separation. Fig. 10 contains

a TEM micrograph of the E/SEB sample that had been

fully crystallized. Confined crystallization was observed

at all cooling conditions, even at extremely slow cooling

rates. Time-resolved SAXS/WAXS/DSC experiments

conducted on the strongly segregated E/SEB diblock

revealed first-order crystallization kinetics similar to those

observed in semicrystalline-glassy systems, where crys-

tallization occurred in the discrete phase. Such crystalli-

zation kinetics are atypical compared to homopolymer

crystallization and are indicative of homogeneous nucle-

ation and isolated crystallization within individual spheri-

cal domains. Subsequent work on other systems, including

EO/B,[56,57] have also indicated that the melt structure can

be effectively preserved in the solid state without the

presence of a glassy amorphous component.

To resolve the apparent disparity between the observed

solid-state structure and its crystallization kinetics, Loo

et al.[54] revisited the E/MB cylinder-forming diblock that

had been examined by Quiram et al.[35] Using a block

staining technique,[24] the researchers were able to image

the solid state structure of the material. While the micro-

phase-separated cylindrical structure is largely preserved,

local distortions due to crystallization were observed. In

particular, the crystals were able to traverse from one

cylinder to its neighboring microdomain. Despite the

general preservation of the melt structure, sigmoidal

crystallization kinetics, which reflect the extensive

connectivity and growth from a relatively small number

of nuclei, was observed. While the E/MB diblock is

strongly segregated, the interblock segregation strength

Fig. 10 Transmission electron micrograph of a strongly segre-

gated E/SEB diblock copolymer that exhibits confined crystal-

lization. The spherical melt microdomains are exactly preserved

on crystallization despite the presence of a rubbery matrix.

(From Ref. [37], copyright 2000 American Physical Society.)
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during crystallization is insufficient to effectively isolate

crystallization within discrete microdomains. Therefore

crystal growth in this material is merely templated by, but

not confined in, nanoscale cylinders. By systematically

quantifying the interblock segregation strength at crystal-

lization, the isothermal crystallization kinetics, and the

final solid state structures in a series of E-containing

semicrystalline-rubbery block copolymers, Loo et al.[54]

were able to come up with a ‘‘classification map’’

(Fig. 11) for identifying the crystallization modes in

semicrystalline block copolymers with rubbery matrices.

The study of structure rearrangement in semicrystalline

block copolymers have traditionally been carried out with

scattering techniques; two-dimensional X-ray detectors

have enabled the examination of preferential crystal

orientation in aligned samples while synchrotron-based

techniques have allowed us to access the kinetic and

mechanistic details of crystallization. More recently, TEM

has been employed to examine the melt and final solid

state structures of these materials in real space.[24,54] With

the advent of atomic force microscopy (AFM), direct

imaging of the crystallization process is now also pos-

sible. For instance, Reiter et al.[58] were able to image the

individual crystallizing domains in an asymmetric EO/B

diblock copolymer during crystallization using AFM. By

doing so, the researchers concluded that nanoscale crys-

tallization within discrete domains of block copolymers is

independently stochastic; that is, crystallizing one nano-

scale domain does not influence the probability of crys-

tallizing its neighboring domains. By operating an optical

microscope in reflection mode, Hong et al.[59] were also

able to directly image the crystallization of a lamellar-

forming EO/B diblock copolymer. In this case, the

researchers observed crystallization between neighboring

lamellae and attributed extended interdomain crystalliza-

tion to the presence of defects, such as screw dislocations,

in thin films.

PATTERNING SEMICRYSTALLINE BLOCK
COPOLYMERS OVER LARGE AREAS

So far in this entry, we have discussed how the self-

assembly of block copolymers can be used to template or

pattern polymer crystallization. The ability to control

crystallization on a nanometer-length scale has in turn led

to complex yet intriguing ‘‘structure-within-structure’’

type morphologies and new understanding of polymer

crystallization kinetics and mechanisms. In this last

section, we would like to highlight some of the more

recent work on patterning semicrystalline block copoly-

mers over large areas.

Block copolymers naturally self-assemble to form

periodic nanoscale domains. We have addressed the

increased complexity of the structures when block copo-

lymers contain crystallizable segments. From an applica-

tions standpoint, the ability to locally pattern polymer

crystallization is important, but so is the ability to control

the formation of periodic nanoscale domains over large

areas (long-range order). However, forming periodic

patterns with block copolymers over long range remains

a big challenge.[60] This is in large part because of the

tendency for block copolymers to form micron-size

grains. Thus significant research efforts have been

dedicated to eliminating grain boundaries and increasing

the long-range order in block copolymer thin films. These

efforts have primarily relied on the application of external

fields, such as electric fields[15,61] and temperature gra-

dients,[62,63] as well as patterned[64,65] and epitaxially

matched substrates.[66] More recently, De Rosa et al.[67]

have demonstrated that they can produce large grains that

span up to several hundred microns by rapid solidification

of a semicrystalline E/S diblock copolymer from a crys-

tallizable solvent. Cocrystallization of the crystallizable

block with an epitaxially-matched solvent can effectively

induce a preferential orientation of both the microdo-

mains as well as the crystals over large areas.[67,68] Reiter

et al.[69] found that, by combining dewetting with crystal-

lization and microphase separation, the researchers were

able to preferentially orient the crystalline lamellae in a

poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(hydrogenated butadiene)

Fig. 11 Classification map for E-containing semicrystalline

block copolymers with rubbery matrices. Three modes of crys-

tallization were observed: ‘‘breakout’’ where the melt structure

is completely destroyed on crystallization; ‘‘templated’’ where

the melt structure is generally but not faithfully preserved in the

solid state, and where indications of connectivity between

crystallizing domains are present in the crystallization kinetics;

and ‘‘confined’’ where crystallization occurs within the micro-

domains prescribed by microphase separation so the nanoscale

domains are effectively preserved on cooling. (From Ref. [54],

copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.)
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diblock copolymer perpendicular to the substrate over

large areas. The ability for a block copolymer to crystal-

lize has imparted an additional mechanism for manipu-

lating long-range order. Furthermore, crystallization can

be a fast process; the long-range order that is induced

by cocrystallization of a solvent and a crystallizable block

or a combination of dewetting and crystallization occurs

over much shorter time scales compared to processes that

require external fields. Long-range microdomain and

crystal order induced by crystallization is straightforward

and efficient, thereby making it highly attractive for

advanced applications such as the parallel fabrication of

quantum dots and memory bits, etc.

CONCLUSION

Model block copolymers, synthesized by traditional

anionic routes and containing only amorphous blocks,

are presently considered well understood. Incorporating a

crystallizable component in these materials has added

morphological richness and kinetic complexity to the

systems. We described in this entry the possibility of

templating and controlling polymer crystallization in the

presence of microphase-separated nanoscale domains. We

discussed the crystallization behavior of semicrystalline-

glassy block copolymers where the melt structure is

exactly preserved as a result of the presence of an already-

vitrified component. We also described the solid-state

structure development of semicrystalline-rubbery sys-

tems; significant progress has been made in the last

decade demonstrating that crystallization can also be

effectively patterned in the absence of a glassy compo-

nent. We concluded the entry by describing some recent

experiments that pertain to achieving long-range order,

both on the nanometer scale as well as on larger length

scales. Work in this field continues to be exciting; with

the advent of novel synthetic techniques, we are able to

revisit and examine fundamental crystallization issues

that were previously not addressable with semicrystalline

homopolymers alone. Furthermore, with increasing pro-

minence of patterning on a nanometer-length scale, under-

standing and having the ability to control polymer crys-

tallization over several length scales may prove useful

for the development of advanced applications such as

lithographic masks, memory storage, as well as parallel

fabrication of metal or semiconductor quantum dots.
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INTRODUCTION

The heat carriers in ceramic insulators are lattice waves.

The thermal conductivity is governed by their attenuation

length or mean free path. Scattering of these waves by

grain boundaries can reduce the mean free path and thus

decrease the thermal conductivity. The lattice waves,

which carry heat range over a wide frequency spectrum,

and only waves of the lower part of that spectrum are

scattered by grain boundaries. This will be discussed with

emphasis on thermal barrier coatings, where nanoscale

grains and point defects, acting on different parts of the

spectrum, each cause an independent thermal conductivity

reduction. In coatings protecting against wear one can use

nanoscale inclusions to enhance mechanical properties

without reducing the thermal conductivity. Finally,

there are applications where the thermal conductivity of

ceramics is to be enhanced by appropriate high-conduc-

tivity inclusions, such as carbon nanotubes.

LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The thermal vibrations of solids can be described by a

superposition of plane progressive displacement waves,

which transport heat energy.[1,2] The frequency of these

waves extends over a wide spectrum. Each wave of

frequency f has energy E and energy flow Ev, where v is

its group velocity. In the limit of low frequencies, and

wavelengths large compared to interatomic distances,

these waves are identical to elastic waves in the

corresponding continuum. For higher frequencies or

shorter waves, the dependence of f on direction and

wavelength is modified.

In a solid of perfectly periodic structure and with

perfectly harmonic interatomic forces, these waves would

be normal modes of vibration; that is, the energy content

of each wave would remain constant with time. In real

solids there are structural lattice imperfections, which also

include external and internal boundaries. In addition, all

solids are somewhat anharmonic: the interatomic forces as

function of relative displacements between atoms are not

strictly a linear function of these displacements but con-

tain higher- order terms. The corresponding potential

energy of displacement contains not only quadratic or

harmonic terms, but higher-order or anharmonic terms.

All these departures from perfection cause slow energy

transfer among the waves. The multiplicity of these

possible interactions in macroscopic solids tends to

establish thermal equilibrium. In thermal equilibrium

each wave in a group of frequency f has an average energy

E( f ), a function of frequency but the same for all

directions, and there is no net energy transport: for every

wave f and v there is a wave f and �v. It is sufficient to

know that interactions occur so that thermal equilibrium

can be attained. For nonequilibrium properties such as the

thermal conductivity one must also know at what rate

equilibrium is restored, once equilibrium is disturbed.

This requires knowledge of the interaction processes.

Whereas E( f ) depends on both f and absolute

temperature T, the equipartion value E=kBT independent

of frequency f is attained if T/f is sufficiently high. Here kB

is the Boltzmann constant. This limit applies for all waves

that transport heat at ordinary and high temperatures, and

will be used in the present discussion.

Each wave makes a contribution kB to the specific heat.

The number of waves in a given frequency interval varies

as f 2df. Therefore, the major contribution to the specific

heat, of the waves with high group velocity and thus carry

heat, come from the highest frequencies fm of those waves,

the acoustic branch.[3] This part of the specific heat, for a

solid of unit volume and containing N molecular units, is

C ¼
Z

Cð f Þdf ¼
Z fm

0

9NkB
f 2

f 3
m

d f ¼ 3NkB ð1Þ

A temperature gradient slightly enhances the energy of

waves propagating toward the colder side, and vice versa.

The thermal conductivity is composed of contributions

from each frequency interval. If l( f ) is the attenuation

length of waves of frequency f, the thermal conductivity k
has the form

k ¼ 1

3

Z
Cð f Þvlð f Þd f ¼ 3NkB

f 3
m

Z fm

0

vf 2lð f Þd f ð2Þ

The attenuation length plays here the same role as a mean

free path in the corresponding expression in the kinetic

theory of gases. It is important that in general l( f )

increases with decreasing frequency, so that low frequen-

cies play a larger role in the lattice thermal conductivity

than they do in the specific heat or thermal energy of
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vibrations. This will enhance the effect of grain boundary

scattering on the thermal conductivity.

INTERACTION PROCESSES

In all real solids there is an interchange of energy among

the waves because of the anharmonic terms (cubic or

higher in the potential energy as function of strain), in

addition to the harmonic terms, quadratic in strain and

defining the elastic moduli. The corresponding intrinsic

attenuation length is li( f,T ). Waves can also be attenuated

by scattering from the various structural imperfections.

These include extended obstacles, such as external and

internal boundaries, and defects of atomic dimensions

(point defects such as solute atoms, vacancies, intersti-

tials, and small aggregates thereof). Platelets, tubes, and

dislocations may also be significant. Each obstacle or

defect, labeled a, has its characteristic magnitude and

frequency dependence, and some are listed in Table 1. All

these processes contribute to the overall attenuation per

unit path length for waves of a given frequency f:

1

lð f Þ ¼
1

lið f ; TÞ þ
X
a

1

lað f Þ ð3Þ

The intrinsic thermal conductivity ki can be obtained from

Eq. 2 by substituting li=(Bf 2T )�1 for l( f ). The integrand

is independent of f, so that equal frequency intervals make

equal contributions to the intrinsic conductivity. The

coefficient B can be calculated from theory in terms of

density, elastic moduli, and anharmonicity parameters.[1,2]

Alternatively, it can be derived from measured conduc-

tivities, since

kiðTÞ ¼
3NkBv

Bf 2
mT

ð4Þ

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY REDUCTIONS

Of the imperfections that lower the thermal conductivity,

two are important and are discussed here: point defects

and large obstacles, including internal boundaries. The

first reduces l( f ) mainly at high frequencies, the second

mainly at low frequencies. These reductions are practi-

cally independent of each other, so that

k ¼ kiðTÞ � dkp � dkB ð5Þ

Here dkp is the reduction in thermal conductivity due to

point defects, and dkB is that due to internal boundaries

and large obstacles. For grain boundary scattering it is

provisionally assumed that it is frequency independent,

although this assumption will have to be modified later. It

is convenient to define a frequency fo such that lp( fo) =

li(T, fo), making fo/T1/2, and define a frequency fB such

that L= li(T, fB), hence fB/ (LT)�1/2. Substituting each

scattering mechanism in turn into l( f ) of Eq. 3, and this

into Eq. 2, one finds for the usual case when fB� fo

k� dkp ¼ kið fo=fmÞ arctanð fm=foÞ ð6aÞ

dkB ¼ kið fB=fmÞ arctanð fm=fBÞ �
p
2
kið fB=fmÞ

ð6bÞ

The reductions due to these two scattering processes are

additive. This differs from the frequently used approxi-

mation of adding their corresponding thermal resistances

to give the total thermal resistance 1/k. Using Eq. 5 yields

a larger reduction in conductivity than one obtains from

adding resistances.

From this theory, two conclusions emerge: 1) The

fractional reduction dki/dkB is significant, even when the

average intrinsic mean free path hlii is very small

compared to L. One would have expected, at first sight,

a fractional reduction of the order hlii/L or (fB/fm)2, but the

reduction from Eq. 6b is of the order fB/fm. Because fB< fm,

this reduction is much larger. 2) The fractional decrease

due to small grain size dkB/k is enhanced if k is already

significantly reduced by point defects. This was first seen

in measurements on polycrystalline silicon of micron-

sized grains.[4]

In the case of stabilized zirconia there is a large

concentration of oxygen vacancies, which are responsible

for the low thermal conductivity. It was suggested that a

further reduction could be obtained if the grain size could

be reduced below the micrometer into the nanometer

regime. This assumes, of course, that the grain boundaries

scatter the relevant phonons of frequencies f< fB strongly,

so that their mean free path is indeed limited by the grain

size L. Using Eqs. 5 and 6a & b, the thermal conductivities

were calculated;[5] similar calculations were made for

other materials. The crucial assumption was of course that

in calculating fB in terms of L, the magnitude of L was

given by the grain size, even for nanometer-sized

grains. Unfortunately, this turned out not to be the case

for nanometer-grained zirconia stabilized by 7 wt.% of

yttria, a widely used composition for thermal barrier

coatings[6] (Figs. 1 and 2). Therefore, it is necessary to

Table 1 Inverse attenuation lengths

Processes 1/l( f ) f dependence

Cubic anharmonic 1/li( f ,T ) Bf 2T

Point defects 1/lp( f ) Af 4

Line defects 1/lcyl( f ) Af 3

Thin sheets, thickness t 1/lsh( f ) t 2f 2

Boundaries 1/lB 1/L

Source: Ref. [1].
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look more closely at the scattering of lattice waves by

grain boundaries.

SCATTERING BY GRAIN BOUNDARIES

Because scattering by grain boundaries affects mainly the

lattice waves at low frequencies, measurements of ther-

mal conductivity at low temperatures provides much rel-

evant information, because at low temperatures only the

low frequencies contribute to the specific heat and the

thermal conductivity. The important frequencies are then

f<nkBT/ h�, where h� is the Planck constant and n ranges

between 3 and 4. At very low temperatures, typically below

20 K, the thermal conductivity of single crystals is limited

by the scattering of lattice waves at external boundaries.

The corresponding mean free path L is comparable to the

shortest linear dimension of the crystal.[7] Because the

specific heat C is then proportional to T 3, the thermal

conductivity k=CvL/3 also varies as T 3. If the crystal

contains some imperfections, in some cases even a mixture

of isotopes, this variation can be reduced somewhat;

however, an average mean free path of the order of the

shortest linear dimension is frequently clearly observed.

This conductivity is substantially reduced when there

are grain boundaries, as observed, e.g., by Berman,[8] who

first compared a single crystal of Al2O3 (sapphire) with

polycrystalline alumina at low temperatures. The thermal

conductivity varied more slowly than T 3, suggesting that

the mean free path increased with decreasing phonon

frequency. This, and similar results, need to be reconciled

with calculations of phonon scattering by grain bound-

aries. The back reflection coefficient of a boundary

between two materials is of the order (v1�v2)2/v2, where

v1 and v2 are the wave velocities on either side, and v is

their average. For tilt boundaries this factor is generally no

more than about 0.03, except for some very anisotropic

materials. Thus the difference in orientation is not the

major source of grain boundary scattering.[9,10]

This suggests that grain boundary scattering is due to a

thin region between the grains of thickness t (believed to

be around 2 nm), where the material is less compact than

inside the grains, and where the local wave velocity is

decreased by an amount Dv. This phonon-scattering prob-

lem, originally done for nitrogen platelets in diamond,[11]

leads to a reflection probability for an infinite sheet of

thickness t well below the wavelength l,

R � 2

3
ð2pÞ2 t

l

� �2 Dv

v

� �2

ð7Þ

For short wavelengths l<2pt or frequencies greater than

2pv/t, R reaches a saturation value

R � 2

3
ðDv=vÞ2 ð8Þ

These equations give an order-of-magnitude agreement

with grain boundary scattering at both low and ordinary

Fig. 2 Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature in

nanocrystalline tetragonal zirconia (5.8 wt.% yttria). Densities

(% of theoretical) and grain diameters (in nanometers) are also

indicated. (From Ref. [6].)

Fig. 1 Theoretical reductions in the thermal conductivity of

ZrO2 containing 7 wt.% Y2O3 due to point defects and grain

boundary scattering for various grain sizes. (From Klemens,

P.G., Gell, M. Mater. Sci. Eng., A 245, 143 (1998).)
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temperatures.[10] They are based on the assumption that a

grain boundary acts as a set of thin plates, each plate

having a diameter that is large compared to the wavelength

of the lattice wave to be scattered, i.e., waves of

frequencies around fB. This holds approximately for grains

that have a diameter D above 100 nm, but not smaller. For

smaller grains, even if the intergrain regions remained

2 nm thick, they could no longer be regarded as thin plates

of diameter large compared to the thickness. The theory of

Ref. [11] also deals with plates of small D: the scattering is

reduced in such cases. In the extreme case the plates

become small obstacles or pores. This accounts for

the observation in Ref. [6] that for very small grains

the conductivity depends not on grain size but on over-

all porosity.

WAVE SCATTERING BY OBSTACLES

Obstacles can be pores or inclusions of foreign material,

but in contrast to thin plates, their linear dimensions are

similar in all directions. For very long waves, scattering

varies as the square of the volume, and does not depend on

shape. The obstacles are thus approximated by spheres of

diameter D’. If D’ is small compared to the important

wavelength l, scattering is in the Rayleigh regime, and the

scattering cross section area, S, is proportional to f 4 or to

S / ðDv=vÞ2ðD0Þ6=l4 ð9Þ

Here Dv is the difference between the wave velocities in

the matrix and in the material of the obstacle, v is that of

the matrix. The extreme case of an obstacle of atomic size

is the point defect, treated earlier. In the opposite case,

when l<D, it is the geometric cross section

S � pðD0Þ2=4 ð10Þ

Scattering in the intermediate region, Mie scattering,

depends on the details of the obstacle, as it does in the

corresponding case of light scattering. Because the lattice

thermal conductivity involves an integration over a wide-

frequency spectrum, it is not too bad an approximation to

disregard this complication and to take scattering to vary

as f 4 at low frequencies, and be independent of frequency

and given by the geometric cross section at high

frequencies, with a sharp transition at fc, the frequency

where both expressions are equal. Thus, one uses Eq. 10

for f> fc, whereas for f< fc one uses

S � p=4ðD0Þ2ðf=fcÞ4 ð11Þ

where

fc �
v

D0
Dv

v

� ��1=2

ð12Þ

for pores Dv=�v, so that fc�v/D. For solid obstacles, Dv

is smaller and fc is larger.

It is the volume fraction f of the obstacles or pores that

is usually known. Still assuming them to be spheres of

diameter D’, the phonon mean free path for f> fc becomes

L ¼ 2

3

D0

f
ð13Þ

This follows from expressing L and f in terms of the

number of obstacles per unit volume, then eliminating that

number. The obstacles reduce the thermal conductivity

provided fB> fc. Since fB/ (LT )�1/2/ (D’T/)�1/2 while
fc/ (D’/)�1/2, obstacles will reduce the thermal conduc-
tivity the more, the lower the temperature and the
higher their fractional volume.

RADIATIVE COMPONENT

At very high temperatures, infrared radiation makes an

additional contribution to thermal conduction. This com-

ponent depends on layer thickness and can be reduced by

pores, by internal absorption and by scattering. The

effective thermal conductivity between two parallel slabs,

acting as black bodies, separated by a distance L (in meter)

and filled with a nonabsorbing medium of refractive index

n, is given by the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and the

average temperature T (in Kelvin) as

lrad ¼ 2:27� 10�7n2LT3 W m�1 K�1 ð14Þ

For dense yttria-stabilized zirconia, n=2.7. At 1300 K and

for a thickness L=1 mm, this yields a conductivity of

about 3 W m�1 K�1. In flash-diffusivity measurements,

this value is substantially reduced by a coating on the front

that absorbs the heat of the radiative flash, and that has a

reduced but unknown emissivity into the ceramic, so that

the radiative component may be only about 1 W m�1

K�1.[12] Scattering of infrared radiation by submicron

pores is small, but all pores, irrespective of size, reduce

the average value of n2 and thus the radiative component.

The fractional reduction is comparable to the

corresponding reduction in the lattice thermal conductiv-

ity.[13] In thermal barrier coatings, where L is substantially

less than in the specimens used in flash-diffusivity

measurements, the radiative component of the conductiv-

ity is correspondingly reduced.
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REDUCTIONS BY INCLUSIONS
AND THIN LAYERS

Whereas nanometer-scale grains do not meet the original

expectations of reducing the thermal conductivity of

ceramics because grain boundaries do not scatter lattice

waves when grains are small, this does not apply to small

obstacles composed of a foreign material. Of course, these

obstacles should not just reside at the boundaries between

larger grains, although this would result in some reduc-

tions, but should be distributed uniformly throughout the

ceramic. This implies that the ceramic must have been

composed of very fine grains at some stage, when pre-

existing obstacles were incorporated, or that the obstacles

were formed by some precipitation process, perhaps at

some centers formed by irradiation. If the desired

distribution of very small obstacles could be achieved,

the reductions are given in terms of Eqs. 12 and 13, with

the factor (Dv/v) appropriately reduced.

Greater reductions can be obtained if the foreign

material is deposited as very thin sheets, preferably

oriented across the direction of heat flow, interleaved with

thin sheets of the ceramic. Sheets present a larger

scattering cross section than spheres for the same volume.

It was found that an array of alternating thin layers of

tungsten and alumina, each 1 to 2 nm thick, have a thermal

conductivity in the normal direction as low as 0.4 W m�1

K�1 at room temperature, if the temperature at which the

layers were deposited was low enough.[14]

For thermoelectric power conversion and refrigeration,

one needs a low thermal conductivity combined with

sufficient electrical conductivity and large thermoelectric

power. Because these properties are interdependent, the

coefficient of performance of these materials, intermediate

between semiconductors and semimetals, requires not only

careful control of the carrier concentration, but also a

reduction of the parasitic lattice thermal conductivity, to be

less than the electronic component of the thermal conduc-

tivity. It was pointed out earlier here that the lattice thermal

conductivity is made up of contributions from a wide

spectrum of lattice waves. It is necessary to reduce the

mean free path of phonons over the entire spectrum. The

reduction of the mean free path of waves at high fre-

quencies is achieved by solute atoms of the same valence

(e.g., Ge in Si). The waves of low frequency interact with

the carriers: their mean free path is also short. There

remains a wide range of intermediate frequencies with a

mean free path as large as in a perfect crystal. Their mean

free path could be reduced when scattered by electrically

inert obstacles of nanometer dimension.[15] Early attempts

to realize this improvement were only marginally success-

ful.[16] At that time the obstacles that were inserted into the

material were not small enough and their diameter was not

well controlled. The optimum diameter would be around 1–

2 nm. Obstacles of larger size would reduce the electrical

conductivity and the thermopower and be counterproduc-

tive.[17] Modern techniques may allow better control of

obstacle size and may give better results.

INCREASING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

It has been suggested to increase the thermal conductivity

of an electrically insulating matrix by dielectric inclusions

of high thermal conductivity. In packaging applications

the matrix material is small, so that the inclusions should

be even smaller, of submicron size. Unfortunately the

thermal conductivity of these inclusions is then reduced

well below the bulk value. Thus, the overall thermal

conductivity is not enhanced, even if the inclusions

occupy a significant volume fraction. This difficulty can

be overcome by using small inclusions having a phonon

gas of low dimensionality, such as graphite, graphene, or

carbon nanotubes.

In three dimensions, the spectral specific heat varies as

C( f )/ f 2 and the intrinsic mean free path li/ f �2, so that

in Eq. 2 equal frequency intervals make equal contribu-

tions to the intrinsic thermal conductivity ki. However, for

a two-dimensional phonon gas C( f )/ f, but li still has the

same dependence on f and on temperature T.[18] Thus

ki /
1

2

Z
Cð f Þv B

T f 2
d f /

Z fD

fmin

d f

Tf
ð15Þ

Here fmin is the lowest frequency for which the phonon gas

is two-dimensional, either because there are lattice waves

in a third direction or because the waves of lower

frequency are scattered by another interaction, e.g., by

boundaries. In graphite the phonon spectrum becomes

three-dimensional below 4�1012 Hz, while fD�46�1012

Hz. Thus, ln(fD/fmin)=2.44 and the intrinsic thermal

conductivity is

ki ¼
5:71� 105

T
� 2:44 W m�1 K�1 ð16Þ

This agrees with measurements on pyrolitic graphite and

single crystals.[18] Small graphite flakes of limited size in

the a plane would have a lower fmin and their conduc-

tivity would be reduced, as would graphite containing a

large point defect concentration that reduces the effective

value of fD.

A graphene sheet, consisting of a single atomic layer of

graphite or a small number of such layers, has a phonon

gas that is two-dimensional down to zero frequencies.

Here the logarithmic low-frequency divergence is re-

moved by the condition that at very low frequencies the

mean free path is limited by the shortest linear dimension

L in the plane of the sheet, and fmin is the frequency at
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which li=L. If L is given in meters, and for a free-standing

graphene sheet

fmin ¼
8:5� 1021

LT

� �1=2

Hz and

lðgrapheneÞ ¼ 1:17

T
lnðð f 2

D þ f 2
minÞ=f 2

minÞ

For L=1 mm and T=300 K, fmin=5.3�1012 Hz, and

l(graphene)=1.7�103 W m�1 K�1. However, for a

graphene sheet or thin stack lying on a substrate, phonon

energy can leak into the substrate, reducing the thermal

conductivity.[19]

Similar considerations apply to carbon nanotubes,

where a long graphene sheet but only N atomic units wide

is rolled into a cylinder. The longitudinal modes are

continuous, but the circumferential modes have discrete

frequencies, multiples of fD/N. Unless N is very small, this

discreteness does not significantly change the value of li.

Thus, the thermal conductivity of a free-standing nanotube

is very similar to that of a free graphene sheet.[19] Again,

fmin is given by the length of the tube and is increased if the

nanotubes are enclosed in a matrix, allowing wave energy

to slowly leak into the matrix. Note that we have discussed

the conductivity of a single tube; the conductance is

proportional to the cross-sectional area of the tube. A

significant enhancement of the overall conductivity

requires a large filling factor of the tubes in the matrix.
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of Quantum Dots
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are similar to atoms

in having a very sharp density of states distribution.

However, what makes QDs such unusual objects are that

we can control their shape, size, and hence the detailed

characteristics of their energy levels and the number of

confined states. The controllable shape, size, spatial

distribution, and density of states endow the QDs with

many novel properties, which have promising applications

in optoelectronic devices. For example, QD-based injec-

tion lasers are predicted to have improved performance

characteristics, such as a lower threshold current density,

higher characteristic temperature, and higher deferential

gain in comparison with the conventional quantum well

lasers.[1] The intersubband absorption of QDs can be used

to design QD-based photodetectors operated in the mid-

infrared spectral region. As compared to quantum wells,

the reduced electron–phonon scattering in QDs provides

the photoexcited carriers to be swept away as photocurrent

before relaxing to the ground state and therefore makes

the QDs to be more efficient in detection. Moreover,

unlike the quantum-well photodetectors, QD photodetec-

tors are intrinsically sensitive to normal photon incidence

due to the breaking of the polarization selection rule.[2]

Because of these promising applications, the growth of

semiconductor QDs has been extensively investigated in

recent years. A major breakthrough in the fabrication of

high-quality quantum dots is the growth of self-assembled

quantum dots (SAQDs), typically formed by strained-

layer epitaxy in systems having a large lattice-mismatch.

The growth in such a system is usually through the

Stranski–Krastanow (S–K) growth mode or by the

Volmer–Weber (V–W) growth mode. For S–K growth,

the growth is initially through a layer-by-layer mode,

which results in a thin wetting layer; after the wetting

layer exceeds a critical thickness, defect-free three-

dimensional (3-D) islands nucleate coherently on top of

the strained wetting layer. For V–W growth, 3-D islands

nucleate directly on the substrate without the formation

of wetting layer. In the past years, laser diodes and photo-

detectors based on SAQDs with improved operation have

been demonstrated. However, many factors, which fun-

damentally limit the performance of these devices, are still

not well understood. Thermal effects have a great

influence on the population of carriers in the energy

states of QDs, and thus, such effects strongly influence the

device performance. In order to realize room-temperature

operation of the QD-based devices, the influence of

temperature on their emission and absorption properties

must be well understood. In this article, we will review the

impact of thermal effects on the optical properties of

SAQDs. We first show how thermal excitation affects the

optical properties of bulk semiconductors. We believe this

knowledge for bulk semiconductors will be helpful for

understanding the optical properties of QDs. After that,

recent temperature-dependent emission studies of SAQDs

are reviewed. In high-quality SAQDs, evidence of

thermally excited carrier transfer between QDs is shown.

An analytical model based on rate equations is used to

interpret the emission properties. Finally, a conclusion and

a brief future vision are given.

THERMAL EFFECTS ON THE OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF BULK SEMICONDUCTORS

The luminescence spectra of high-purity bulk semicon-

ductors at liquid helium temperature are often dominated

by the near bandgap bound exciton and free exciton

emission. An exciton is the electron–hole pair formed as a

result of Coulomb attraction. When the exciton and an

impurity atom form a complex, it is called a bound

exciton. At low temperatures, electrons and holes are

frozen in states associated with donor and acceptor

impurities, respectively, and thus form neutral donors

and acceptors. An exciton bound to a neutral donor is

called a neutral donor-bound exciton, while an exciton

bound to a neutral acceptor is called a neutral acceptor-

bound exciton. Sometimes, transitions between donor (or

acceptor) and band states, or between donors and

acceptors (i.e., donor–acceptor pairs or simply DAPs),

are also observed in the emission spectra. The free exciton

binding energy, EX, depends on the Coulomb interaction

between the electron and hole, which form the exciton.

The binding energy of a free exciton bound to a neutral
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donor (EDX) or to a neutral acceptor (EAX) depends on the

ionization energy of the donor (ED) and the acceptor (EA),

respectively, and usually follows Hayne’s rule:[3]

EDX ¼ g1ED and EAX ¼ g2EA ð1Þ

where g1�0.2 and g2�0.1 were found for shallow donors

and acceptors in Si. Similar values were also found in

many other semiconductors. With an increase in temper-

ature, the peak energies of the near bandgap emission

usually follow the temperature-dependent bandgap and

empirically the transition energies follow the Varshni

equation:[4]

EðTÞ ¼ Eð0Þ � aT2=ðbþ TÞ ð2Þ

where E(0) is emission energy at 0 K, a and b are Varshni

coefficients. The origin of the temperature-dependent

bandgap is due to thermal expansion of the lattice and the

changes in the electron–phonon interaction. Because of

the nature of the electron–phonon interaction, the tem-

perature-dependent bandgap is sometimes described in a

Bose–Einstein-type expression:[4]

EðTÞ ¼ Eð0Þ � 2aB=½expð�hoB=kBTÞ � 1� ð3Þ

where aB represents the exciton–average phonon interac-

tion, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and �hoB is the average

phonon energy. The quenching of these emissions at high

temperature is complicated and depends in detail upon the

specific quenching channels involved in the emission. For

a bound exciton, usually, each quenching channel is

related to a thermal activation of the bound exciton from

radiative state into a nonradiative state with a typical

activation energy. The dynamic recombination and

quenching processes can be described as:

dn

dt
¼ � n

t
�
X

i

n

ti

expð�DEi=kBTÞ þ G ð4Þ

where n is the density of bound exciton, t is the bound

exciton radiative recombination lifetime, ti is the effective

scattering time from the radiative state to the ith non-

radiative state, DEi is the thermal activation energy and is

related to the energy difference between the radiative state

and the ith nonradiative state, and G is the carrier genera-

tion rate. In steady-state conditions (i.e., the generation

rate is uniform with time and dn/dt=0), we have:

nðTÞ ¼ Gt

1þ
P

i

t
ti

expð�DEi=kBTÞ ð5Þ

The intensity of the bound exciton emission I(T) is

proportional to n(T) and thus has the same equation as

above. This equation has been widely used to fit the

experimental results and gives valuable information

related to the nonradiative channels. For example, a

neutral acceptor bound exciton A0X can be thermally

dissociated into:[5] 1) A0+X, which has a typical activation

energy EAX; or 2) A0+e+h, which has a typical activation

energy of EAX+EX; or to 3) A�X+h, which has an

activation energy of EAX+EX�EA0e; or to 4) A�+h+h+e,

i.e., fully ionized which has a much larger activation

energy. In a temperature-dependent photoluminescence

(PL) study of the A0X transition in GaAs, through fitting

the PL intensity, two nonradiative channels were identi-

fied in different temperature regions. For free excitons, the

quenching is mainly due to the thermal dissociation of

excitons into free carriers. The intensity can be described

with single activation energy:

IðTÞ ¼ Ið0Þ=½1þ C expð�DE=kBTÞ� ð6Þ

where I(0) is intensity at 0 K, C is related to t/tn, where tn

is nonradiative recombination lifetime, t is radiative

recombination lifetime and usually /T 3/2 for free exciton

in bulk materials.[6] DE is the thermal activation energy

and is related to the free excitonic binding energy. When

both free and bound excitons contribute to the emission

spectra, with an increase in temperature, the bound

excitons may be dissociated into free excitons, in this

case, the density of free excitons will increase and an

increase in the intensity of the free exciton emission

would be expected. This has been observed in some high-

purity semiconductors.[7]

The line width of the excitonic emission (or absorption)

contains two contributions: the inhomogeneous broaden-

ing and the homogeneous broadening.[8] This can be de-

scribed as:

GðTÞ ¼ G0 þ gphT þ GLONLO ð7Þ

where G0 is the inhomogeneous line width due to the

exciton–exciton, exciton–carrier interaction, and to scat-

tering by defects and impurities, and, in alloy materials,

by alloy composition fluctuations. The second term, gphT,

is due to acoustic phonon scattering. The quantity gph

represents the exciton–acoustic phonon coupling strength.

The T in gphT is a result of the linear dependence of the

acoustic phonon occupation number on the temperature T.

The third term is the line width due to longitudinal–optical

(LO) phonon scattering. GLO is the exciton–LO phonon

coupling strength, and NLO=1/[exp(�hoLO/kT)�1] is the

LO phonon occupation number. The values gph and GLO in

quantum well or quantum-dot heterostructures are differ-

ent because of the difference in the exciton–phonon

coupling strength.
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THERMAL EFFECTS ON RECOMBINATIONS
IN SIMPLE CONFINED SYSTEMS

In contrast to bulk materials, the thermal quenching of the

emission in quantum-confined low-dimensional systems

is more complicated. A schematic diagram of the emission

and thermal activation processes is shown in Fig. 1.

Usually, electrons and holes are created mainly in the

barriers and are immediately captured into the confined

electron and hole states in the quantum dot or quantum

well with a large capture rate Rc. They also have a rate, R1,

to recombine radiatively, and Rn to recombine nonradia-

tively in the barriers. Once the electron and hole are

captured in the confined states, they have several ways to

recombine: 1) they have a rate R0 to recombine radia-

tively; or 2) they have a rate Re to be thermally activated

back into barriers; or 3) they have a rate Ra to be thermally

activated into a nonradiative defect state. Generally, Eqs. 4

and 5 can still be used to describe the radiative and

nonradiative recombination in such low-dimensional

systems. The nonradiative channel through the nonradia-

tive defect states in the confined structures is different

from that in bulk materials.[9] The reason is that the energy

level of these defect states depends on the degree of

localization, which is determined through the ratio

between the extension of the defect wave function and

the size of the confined structures. In case of weak

localization, i.e., the extension of the defect wave function

is comparable or larger than the size of the confined

structures, the energy levels of the defect are quantized

and depend on the size of the confined structures and also

upon the position of the defect in the confined structures.

On the other hand, in the strong localization case, the

energetic difference in the conduction and valence bands

of the bulk material is unchanged, and, as a consequence,

the energetic distance between the defect energy level and

the electron and hole subbands becomes a function of the

size of confined structure as the quantization of the

subbands depends on the size. For the thermal activation

of carriers from confined states into the barrier states, two

mechanisms have been reported. One is a bipolar

activation process,[10] where the electron and hole are

simultaneously activated into the barriers with a thermal

activation energy equal to the energy difference between

the emission peak and the barrier bandgap. The other is

unipolar activation,[11] where the less-confined carrier

electron (or hole) is thermally activated into the barrier

with an activation energy close to the energy difference

between the electron (or hole) confined state and the

conduction (or valence) band states in barriers.

THERMAL EFFECTS ON RECOMBINATIONS
IN QUANTUM DOTS

The recombination and the thermal activation processes

described above are very simple as the confined structures

are isolated and carrier dynamics between ensembles of

various-sized confined structures is not considered.

Recently, successful fabrication of SAQDs through the

S–K growth mode, typically with area density in the range

of 109 to 1011 cm�3, has been widely reported in many III/

V, II/VI, and IV/IV semiconductor systems. However,

because of the random statistical nature of the nuclea-

tion process, the grown QDs have a fluctuation in size.

Gaussian distributions, bimodal distributions, or broad

size distributions have been reported in different QD

systems or under different growth conditions. Such dis-

tributions in size have a great influence on the lumines-

cence properties of QDs and make the carrier recombi-

nation in QDs difficult to understand. In the past years,

temperature-dependent luminescence of SAQDs has been

investigated in many semiconductor systems, such as

InAs/AlGaAs,[12–18] ZnSe/ZnS,[19] CdTe/ZnTe,[20] and

CdSe/ZnSe;[21–23] however, there is still no general ag-

reement upon the thermal effects on the recombination

processes in QDs. Generally, three characteristic features

are observed in these QD systems: 1) the luminescence

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the emission and thermal

activation processes in a single quantum confined system. DEC

and DEV are the conduction and valence band offsets,

respectively, n=1 is the first confined electron or hole states,

and Rc is the electron or hole capture rate. Re and Ra are the rates

for thermal activation of carriers from n=1 confined states into

barriers and defect states, respectively. R1 and Rn are the

radiative and nonradiative recombination rates, respectively, in

the barrier. R0 is the radiative recombination rate in the

quantum-confined structure.
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peak undergoes a red shift with temperature much faster

than that of the bandgap of the bulk material; 2) the peak

line width shows an unusual decrease with temperature in

an intermediate temperature region; and 3) the lumines-

cence at lower energies quenches much slower than that

at higher energies, and in some cases, an enhancement

in the luminescence of lower energies with temperature

is observed. These features can be clearly seen in a tem-

perature-dependent cathodoluminescence (CL) study of

InP/In0.5Al0.5P QDs grown by low-pressure metal organic

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).[24] The spectra are

shown in Fig. 2. Obviously, a decrease in the CL intensity

with temperature is observed. The inset of the figure

shows an Arrhenius plot of the integrated CL intensity as a

function of 1000/T. By using Eq. 6, the thermal quenching

at high temperature can be well fitted with an activation

energy of �150 meV. This value is much smaller than the

energy difference between the bandgap of In0.5Al0.5P and

the CL peak (�0.43 eV) and is very close to the difference

in the conduction band energies, which suggests that

unipolar escape of electrons from QDs is a likely mec-

hanism being responsible for the thermal quenching of CL

at high temperature.[11] Accompanying the quenching of

the total CL emission, the CL intensity of the lower-

energy tail is, in fact, on the increase with temperature

until 200 K. This unusual increase will be discussed later

below. Furthermore, the CL peak shows a large red shift

and an unusual decrease in CL line width. The CL peak

energy and the full width at half maximum vs. temper-

ature are plotted in Fig. 3. The measured red shift amounts

to about 160 meV in the temperature range of the ex-

periment, significantly larger than that of bulk InP

bandgap (dashed line in the figure). As shown in Fig. 3,

the CL line width also shows an unusual behavior. Unlike

the usually observed homogeneous broadening described

by Eq. 7, the line width decreases first then increases with

temperature with a dip around 200 K. These unusual

properties were not observed in the temperature-depen-

dent PL study of single QDs,[25,26] where the PL of a

single QD is very narrow at low temperatures. With an

increase in the temperature, the PL peak shifts as the

bandgap does, the line width increases and can be de-

scribed by Eq. 7.

The anomalous temperature-dependent PL was first

observed in InAs/GaAs QDs.[12] Possibly because of the

lower quality of InAs QDs on GaAs, an enhancement in

the luminescence of lower energies was not observed in

this report. The anomalous PL was interpreted as carrier

tunneling between nearby dots. When the thermal energy

becomes comparable to the exciton binding energy, the

exciton will be ionized and the free electron and hole in

small QDs will tunnel into large QDs very quickly. As a

result, a large red shift and a narrowing line width would

be expected. However, as the tunneling probability

depends on the distance between QDs and the exciton

binding energy depends on the QD size, there is no clear

evidence to document the QD size and the QD density

Fig. 3 The energy and the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of the CL peak of InP/InAlP QDs as a function of temperature.

The dashed line shows the temperature dependence of the InP

bulk bandgap energy. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 2 Temperature-dependent CL spectra of InP/InAlP QDs.

The electron beam current and voltage were 8 kV and 600 pA,

respectively. The temperature for each spectrum is indicated in

the figure. The inset of the figure shows an Arrhenius plot of

the integrated CL intensity as a function of 1000/T, where T is

the temperature.
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dependencies. This model was not considered in later

studies. Instead of this model, a new model based upon the

difference in the thermal activation energy between dots

of different sizes was later proposed to interpret similar

observations.[14,19] In this model, the quenching mecha-

nism was thought to be the thermal activation of electrons

and/or holes out of the QDs into barriers, or into the

wetting layer (as a result of S–K growth mode), or into

upper localized defect states, where they recombine

nonradiatively. In this case, the thermal activation energy

depends on the confining potential or the energy differ-

ence between the QD level and the defect level. With an

increase in the temperature, the carriers in the smallest

QDs, whose ground-state energies are the closest to that of

the barrier or the defect states, would first be ionized.

Indeed, this ionization would lead to a line width

narrowing and a large red shift of the PL of QDs. In

another report, a competition of recombination between

the ground- and excited-electron and hole states[18] was

thought to be the mechanism responsible for the anom-

alous temperature-dependent PL. In this model, instead of

coming from the small QDs, the higher-energy part of the

broad PL peak was assumed to come from the electron-

and hole-excited states transition. All these models cannot

give rise to an increase in intensity of luminescence of

large QDs with an increase in temperature. To account for

this, a model of thermally activated carrier transfer from

small dots to large ones was proposed.[15,16,22] The

quenching mechanism is still the thermal activation of

electrons and/or holes out of the QDs into barriers or

wetting layer. The activation energy is therefore large for

large QDs. Because of the high quality of the barrier

material, those thermally activated carriers will not all

recombine nonradiatively in barriers but have certain

chance to be recaptured by the QDs. In an intermediate

temperature range, the recapture process would over-

whelm the thermal activation process in large QDs and an

enhancement in luminescence of large QDs with temper-

ature would be observed.

The fact that the thermal activation of carriers in

smaller QDs is easier can be visualized in a temperature-

dependent CL imaging study of InP/In0.5Al0.3Ga0.2P QDs

grown by MOCVD with a high V/III precursor flow

ratio.[27] The QDs grown under this condition show a

distinct bimodal distribution in size with small QDs of

height �4 nm and diameter �50 nm, and large QDs of

height �9 nm and diameter �70 nm. The density of small

QDs is �100 mm�2 and of large QDs �1 mm�2. Fig. 4

shows the CL images measured at 75 and 295 K in a

scanning electron microscope fitted with a CL system.

Fig. 4a and 4b shows monochromatic CL images

measured at 75 K, monitored at the CL peak 1.87 and

1.73 eV, respectively. Image (a) is very uniform, suggest-

ing that the CL monitored at the peak comes mainly

from the high-density small QDs, which are spatially

uniformly distributed. Relatively, image (b) is nonuniform

with some bright spots whose density is close to 1 mm�2.

This suggests that the CL of lower energy comes from

low-density large QDs. With an increase in temperature,

the CL of small QDs gets weaker, while relatively, the CL

of large QDs gets brighter. This can be clearly seen in a

room-temperature panchromatic CL image (c), where the

CL of large QDs is much brighter than the surrounding CL

coming from high-density small QDs. Fig. 4d is a room-

temperature monochromatic CL image, measured from the

same area as image (c) and monitored at the peak 1.67 eV.

A comparison of images (c) and (d) shows that the bright

spots in the two images almost have the same

corresponding positions. Therefore the room-temperature

CL comes mainly from the low-density large QDs.

Because of the large activation energy for these large

QDs, the thermal activation of carriers out of the QDs is

weak, and relatively, the CL of these large QDs is getting

brighter and brighter with an increase in temperature.

THERMALLY ACTIVATED CARRIERS
TRANSFER BETWEEN QUANTUM DOTS

Evidence of thermally excited carrier transfer between

QDs of different size comes from the temperature-

dependent CL study of a few QDs. Fig. 5a to c shows

Fig. 4 Cathodoluminescence images of an InP/InAlGaP QD

sample. Images (a) and (b) are monochromatic images measured

from the same area at 75 K, monitored at 1.87 and 1.73 eV,

respectively. (c) and (d) are panchromatic and monochromatic

CL images measured from the same area at 295 K. Image (d) is

monitored at the CL peak 1.67 eV. Electron beam voltage was

8 kV and beam currents for images (a)–(d) were 300 pA, 600

pA, 100 pA, and 1 nA, respectively.
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the spot-mode CL spectra of CdSe QDs grown on ZnSe by

MOCVD. The temperature for each spectrum is indicated

in the figure. The calculated generation range, using the

Kanaya–Okayama model,[28] is about 0.8 mm in ZnSe, at

the electron beam voltage of 10 kV used. Thus, in the

spot-mode CL, the estimated excitation area is only 0.5

mm2. The number of dots examined by CL is estimated to

be about 100. As this is much smaller than in the case of

the area scan, the CL spectra are resolved into a series of

sharp peaks now. As is labeled as peaks A, B, and C in

Fig. 5a, the energies of the three prominent peaks are at

roughly 2.20, 2.36, and 2.55 eV, respectively. A spot-to-

spot CL measurement shows that the three peaks, A, B,

and C, are most probably a result of the transitions in QDs

of different sizes, and not of the transitions involving an

excited state. An alternative origin of peak C is the CdSe

flat islands[21] or the CdSe wetting layer[23] resulting from

the S–K growth mode, as its energy is very close to what

is expected.

The evolution of the CL intensity with temperature can

be divided into three characteristic regions. Below 140 K

and above 170 K, the three peaks, A, B, and C, decrease in

intensity with temperature. Between 140 and 170 K, peak

A increases while peaks B and C decrease with temper-

ature. Such an evolution of CL peaks with temperature is

evidently responsible for the unusually large red shift and

narrowing of the broad CL peak measured from a large

area. The CL energies of peaks A and B, as a function of

temperature, are shown in Fig. 5d. The two energies now

follow the bandgap of bulk CdSe material very well. Peak

C becomes too weak to follow, except at very low

temperatures, and its energy is not plotted.

The above results strongly suggest that thermally

activated carrier transfer between QDs of different sizes

is important at intermediate temperatures (140–170 K).

Such a transfer results in an increase in the intensity of the

lower-energy peaks at the expense of the higher-energy

ones. With an increase in the temperature, more and more

of the photo-generated carriers in the QDs would be

thermally activated into the barriers or the wetting layer.

Before they recombined, either radiatively or nonradia-

tively, some of these activated carriers would be recap-

tured. A transfer of carrier results when the capturing is by

another nearby QD. The difference in activation rates

between QDs of different sizes causes a net transfer of

carriers from small to large dots and results in a con-

current decrease in the intensities of the higher-energy CL

peaks and an increase in those of the lower-energy peaks.

To better understand the carrier dynamics in CdSe

QDs, we consider the rate Eq. 4. We assume that the

carrier capture rate is large and independent of QD size.

Furthermore, as the CL spectra in Fig. 5 are dominated by

two peaks, A and B, a bimodal distribution in QD size is

assumed here. Including the weaker peak C only adds to

the complexity of the equations but does not change the

physical outcome of the model. The modified rate

equations are then given by:

dns

dt
¼ NsG� nsðRs þ RseÞ þ nlRle ð8Þ

dnl

dt
¼ NlG� nlðRl þ RleÞ þ nsRse ð9Þ

where G is the generation rate, N the area density of QDs,

n the density of carriers in QDs, R the recombination rate

of carriers in QDs, and Re the thermal activation rate of

carriers from the QDs. The subscripts s and l refer to the

small and large QDs, respectively. If we further assume

that the carrier recombination rate does not depend on the

size of QDs, i.e., Rs=Rl=R, then the steady-state carrier

density in the QDs becomes:

nsðlÞ ¼
GNsðlÞ

R

½Rþ ð1þ NlðsÞ=NsðlÞÞRleðseÞ�
Rþ Rse þ Rle

ð10Þ

Fig. 5 (a)–(c) display the spot mode temperature-dependent

CL spectra of the CdSe/ZnSe QDs. The temperature at which the

spectrum was obtained is indicated in ascending order,

corresponding to the top-down sequence of peak B in the

spectra presented. The electron beam voltage and beam current

were 10 kV and 1 nA, respectively. (d) shows the energies of

peaks A and B as a function of temperature. The dash lines are

lines that have the same temperature dependence as CdSe bulk

band gap. (From Ref. [22].)
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Although R is somewhat temperature dependent,

especially through the nonradiative recombination pro-

cesses, the temperature dependence of the carrier density

is dominated by that of the activation rates Rse(le), which

can be taken as proportional to Exp(�DEs(l)/kT), where

DEs and DEl are the activation energies of the small and

large QDs. Because of the quantum-confinement effect,

activation from a state of a small QD would be easier than

from a corresponding state of a large QD, so we expect

DEs<DEl. The difference DE=DEl�DEs is responsible

for the temperature evolution of the CL peak intensities

shown in Fig. 5a to c.

At low temperatures, such that DE
kT, the activation

rates are small compared to the recombination rate.

Moreover, there is negligible transfer of carriers between

the QDs of different sizes, and recombination occurs

independently, so we have:

nsðlÞ ¼
GNsðlÞ

R
ð11Þ

An increase in temperature simply increases the non-

radiative recombination rate, which is responsible for the

slight decrease in the CL intensities of all peaks [Fig. 5a].

At intermediate temperatures, such that DE�kT, the dif-

ference in transfer rates is large and a net transfer of car-

riers from small QDs to large ones occurs. We have:

ns ¼
GNs

R
1� Rse

Rþ Rse

� �
and

nl ¼
GNl

R
1þ NsRse=Nl

Rþ Rse

� �
ð12Þ

which clearly shows that the steady-state carrier density in

the large QDs increases at the expense of the small ones.

Moreover, the effect of this transfer on the steady-state

carrier density depends strongly on the ratio R/Rse. When

the activation rate is comparable to the recombination

rate, the densities are strongly affected, resulting in an

increase in the CL intensity of the low energy peak

[Fig. 5b]. In cases where R/Rse are small, the lumines-

cence would be dominated by radiative recombination

within the large QDs only. At high temperatures, such that

DE�kT, the difference in activation rates is small, there

is no net transfer, and we have:

nsðlÞ ¼
GNsðlÞ

R
ð13Þ

again. Just as in the low-temperature case, the intensities

of the CL peaks from both the large and small QDs

decrease as nonradiative recombination becomes increas-

ingly important [Fig 5c].

The above model is very simple but can give a clear

picture about thermally activated transfer of excited

carriers between quantum dots. In the model, we have

neglected the difference in carrier capture rates between

the QDs. It has been shown that the strain-induced

potential barrier at the QD/host semiconductor interface

would slow down the capture of carriers into QDs.[29]

Larger potential barrier would be expected at the interface

of larger QDs.[30] The temperature-dependent capture rate

Cs(l) may be taken as proportional to Exp(-DEbs(bl)/kT),

where DEbs and DEbl are the potential barriers at the

interface of small and large QDs, respectively. Consid-

ering the capture rate difference, the first and the last

terms on the right side of the rate Eq. 8 should be mul-

tiplied by Cs and Cl, respectively (reversed in Eq. 9). As

this potential barrier is found to be very small as compared

to the activation energy, it is unimportant at high

temperatures. At low temperatures, carriers would have

more chance to be captured into the small QDs. In this

way, the capture difference is similar to the activation

difference at high temperatures.

CONCLUSION

The growth of self-assembled QDs through the Stranski–

Krastanow (S–K) growth mode has been realized in many

III/V, IV/IV, and II/VI semiconductor systems, provided

there is a large lattice mismatch in the heterostructures.

Because of the defect-free nature and the strong 3-D

quantum confinement effect, these SAQDs have promis-

ing applications in future optoelectronic devices such as

laser diodes and photodetectors. However, most of these

devices are limited to low-temperature operation. For

better performance of these QD-based devices, thermal

effects on the emission and absorption processes in QDs

must be well understood. Therefore temperature-depen-

dent luminescence studies of QDs have been reported in

many semiconductor systems, which, generally, show the

following three characteristic features in the luminescence

spectra: 1) the luminescence peak undergoes a red shift

with temperature much faster than that of the bandgap of

bulk material; 2) the peak line width shows an unusual

decrease with temperature in an intermediate temperature

region; and 3) luminescence of lower energies quenches

much slower than that of higher energies, and in some

cases, an enhancement in the luminescence of lower

energies with temperature is observed. To account for

these features, various models, such as carrier tunneling

between nearby dots, difference in thermal activation

energy between dots of different sizes, thermally activated

carrier transfer between dots of different size, and a

competition and redistribution of recombination between

the ground- and excited-electron and hole states, have
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been proposed to interpret the observed anomalous

temperature-dependent luminescence. Through the tem-

perature-dependent CL study of high-quality InP/InAlP

QDs and the spot-mode CL study of CdSe/ZnSe QDs, it

has been shown that only the model of thermally activated

carrier transfer between dots of different size can serve to

interpret the experimental results well. The results show

that with an increase in temperature, carriers in small QDs

will be thermally activated into wetting layer (or barriers)

first. Before they recombined, either radiatively or

nonradiatively in barriers, some of these activated carriers

would be recaptured by QDs. As the thermal activation of

carriers in large QDs is relatively weak, a net transfer of

carriers from small QDs into large ones results, which is

eventually responsible for the above three features. The

thermal activation process, which results in the large red

shift of emission peak, the quenching of emission, and the

dominant emission from large QDs at high temperatures,

is not desired for device operations. How to suppress these

features is very important in future studies. Temperature

insensitive emission was reported in InGaAs/GaAs QDs

by inserting a thin less-strained In0.3Ga0.7As layer just

between the QDs and the upper GaAs layers.[31] The

results were thought to be due to the temperature-

dependent strain effect. Temperature insensitive emission

was also reported in strain-engineered InGaAs quantum

wire heterostructures.[32] Using strain to engineer the QD

heterostructures is a promising way to develop tempera-

ture-insensitive QD emission. Recently, we found that

the quantum-well and quantum-dot coupled structures,

when employing optimized designs, show quite stable

emission energy and line width with an increase in

temperature.[33] Developing novel quantum-well and

quantum-dot coupled structures is another way to stabilize

the QD emission. Results have shown that the uniformity

in QD size and shape is the main reason for the anomalous

temperature-dependent luminescence. Obtaining QDs

with a high uniformity in size, shape, and spatial

distribution is very important in future work. This might

be done after the growth is well understood and con-

trolled. Relative to the emission studies, thermal effects

on the intersubband absorption of QDs are quite less

investigated, although it might have a great influence on

the performance of QD-based infrared photodetectors.

Carrier transfer between QDs of different size, and the

thermal population of carriers in different energy levels in

QDs are believed to have some effect on the intersubband

absorption process. This needs to be further explored in

future work.
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Thermal Properties of Nanobridges
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INTRODUCTION

As the scale of electronic devices continues to shrink,

fundamental interest has focused on the nature of the

mechanical, optical, and electrical behavior of one-

dimensional nanometer-scale channels such as quantum

wires[1] and carbon nanotubes.[2,3] The development of

new experimental techniques such as mechanically con-

trollable break junctions (MCBJs) and scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) has made it possible to form and to

study atomic-sized junctions or contacts between macro-

scopical metals. The mechanical and electrical properties

of nanocontacts between metallic bodies have been a

subject of intensive research.[4–13] Quantum point contacts

are structures in which a ‘neck’ of atoms, of just a few

atomic diameters, bridges two electrical contacts. The

results prepared by contacting a metal surface with an

STM[7–14] and by other methods[15–19] have typically

displayed a conductance quantized in steps of 2e2/h, where

e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s constant. The

mechanical properties of nanocontacts have shown that

before the first yielding, nanowires preserve the elastic

stage and, after that, the elongation deformation proceeds

in alternating quasi-elastic and yielding stages.[12,13,20,21]

The thermal properties of infinite nanowires with pe-

riodical boundary conditions (PBCs) along the nanowire

axis have been investigated using molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations. For example, the MD methods were

used to investigate the premelting of infinite Pb nanowires

with the axis along a (110) direction[22] and the melting of

infinite Au nanowires with a multishelled structure.[23]

However, previous works[22,23] have not been enough to

provide the thermal properties of nanocontacts and nano-

bridges, such as the melting and the breaking of nano-

bridges. Nanobridges can be sustained by supporting lay-

ers in contact with both ends of the nanobridges. This

condition is considered as a similar situation to that in

which a string, such as a guitar string, is connected be-

tween two clamps separated by a fixed distance. Therefore

the nanobridge can also make an oscillation at a resonant

frequency to set up a standing wave pattern. Copper is an

important engineering material, so in this investigation,

we use MD simulations to investigate ultrathin Cu nano-

bridges. In this paper, we show the thermal properties of

nanobridges in Sections ‘‘Oscillations of Nanobridges’’

and ‘‘The Melting and Breaking of Nanobridges,’’ using a

classical MD simulation.

METHODS

In our MD simulations, we have used the same MD

methods that we employed previously in studies on the

cluster deposition and the structural motifs of Cu nano-

wires.[20,21,24–27] The MD time step is 0.5 fsec. The MD

code uses the velocity Verlet algorithm, a Gunstern–

Berendsen thermostat to keep temperature constant, a

PBC along the wire axis, and neighbor lists to improve

computing performance.[28] For Cu, we have used a many-

body potential function of the second-moment approxi-

mation of the tight-binding (SMA-TB) scheme,[29] which

has already been tested in nanoclusters and nano-

wires,[20,21,24–27,30] etc. The potential reproduces many

basic properties of crystalline and noncrystalline bulk

phases and surfaces,[31] and gives a good insight into the

structures and thermodynamics of metal clusters.[32,33]

The total potential energy of the system Etot can be

expressed as a sum of the potential energies of each atom

i. The energy of each atom Ei is expressed as the sum of

the attractive band energy determined by the occupied

local density of states Ei
band and the repulsive term de-

termined by the ion core–core interaction Ei
rep. The total

energy of system Etot can be written as:

Etot ¼
X

i

Ei ¼
X

i

ðErep
i þ Eband

i Þ ð1Þ

E
rep
i ¼

X
j

A exp½�pðrij=r0 � 1Þ� ð2Þ

Eband
i ¼

X
j

x2
0 exp½�2qðrij=r0 � 1Þ�

$ %
ð3Þ

where r0 and rij are the nearest-neighbor bond length in a

perfect crystal and the distance between i and j atoms,

respectively. A, x, p, and q are adjustable parameters,

which are determined by fitting the calculated values of
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cohesive energy, lattice constant, and elastic constants

to the experimental values. The parameters are the same

as those in Ref. [29]. The cutoff distance is set to the value

between the fourth and fifth nearest neighbors of a per-

fect crystal.

INITIAL STRUCTURES

The nanostructures we studied have two supporting layers

that are connected with both ends of the nanobridges. The

last layers at both supporting ends are rigid; all the atoms

in these layers are kept fixed during the MD simulations.

These fixed layers at both ends are assumed to be con-

nected to the external agent. Atoms in the following

two layers adjacent to the fixed atoms and those of the

nanobridges are identified as dynamic atoms and are fully

relaxed during the MD steps. We considered eight dif-

ferent structures, which are described in Table 1. D and L

in Table 1 and Fig. 1 denote the diameter and the length

of the nanobridges, respectively. The nanowires with a

face-centered cubic (fcc) structure have been observed in

a previous work[23] and the ultrathin nanowires also have

a type of cylindrical multishell (CMS) structure.[24,30]

Therefore we have selected nanobridges with fcc or CMS-

type structures. The supporting layers have the same

structures as those of the nanobridges. To describe CMS-

type nanowires, we use the notation n�n’�n@�n000

introduced by Ohnishi et al.[11] when the nanowire con-

sists of coaxial tubes with n, n’, n@, n000 helical atom rows

(n>n’>n@>n000). Because the structures of the CMS-type

nanobridges are closely related to the {111} plane,[24]

they are connected to the supporting layers with {111}

planes. Nanobridges with different diameters were sim-

ulated under conditions of the same structure and the

same length.

OSCILLATIONS OF NANOBRIDGES

The MD simulations of all nanobridges in Table 1 have

been performed during 1 nsec at room temperature. Fig. 1

shows four cuts representing the oscillations of the D1

nanobridge. The momentum of supercells for bulk

systems is almost zero. However, the supercells for one-

dimensional systems can have nonzero momentum in a

specific condition and, in this situation, if tension is

exerted on the one-dimensional system, the one-dimen-

sional system will oscillate. Nanobridges can exist in this

state. The mean kinetic temperature kBT is calculated

as follows:

kBT ¼ ½2=ð3N � 6Þ�
XN

i ¼ 1

ðmv2
i =2Þ

* +
ð4Þ

where the angular brackets denote averaging over time

and kB is the Boltzmann constant. It supplies the energy to

atoms in the nanobridges, and the collective motion of the

atoms in the nanobridges is discovered by the oscillation

of the nanobridge.

Fig. 2 shows the vibrations of the center of the

nanobridges during the initial 200 psec for all cases. The

thermal energy can make the nanobridges oscillate at a

certain frequency. In the cases of Al, A2, B1, B2, and C2,

the vibrations of the nanobridges show sinusoidal waves,

Table 1 Structures of ultrathin Cu nanobridges

Supporting layer Nanobridge D (Å) L (Å) Number of atoms in nanobridge

A1 {100} {100} 10.2 61.449 425

A2 {100} {100} 15.0 61.449 969

B1 {110} {110} 10.2 42.452 323

B2 {110} {110} 15.0 42.452 731

C1 {111} {111} 10.2 70.956 492

C2 {111} {111} 15.0 70.956 1102

D1 {111} CMS 6-1 4.9 64.294 209

D2 {111} CMS 11-6-1 10.2 64.294 534

Fig. 1 Oscillation of the D1 nanobridge.
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such as resonance. In the A1 case, the resonance is

stabilized after 100 psec. However, in the cases of C1, D1,

and D2, the sinusoidal vibrations of the nanobridges

disappear as the MD time increases. In classical oscillation

systems, for certain frequencies, the interference produces

a standing wave pattern or oscillation mode, and then the

string resonates at a certain frequency, called resonant

frequency. If the string oscillates at some frequencies other

than a resonant frequency, a standing wave is not set up. In

our simulations of nanobridges, if the nanobridges are

in the mode of the certain resonant frequency at the

beginning of the MD simulation, the standing waves of

nanobridges are maintained. However, during the MD

simulations, when the structures of the nanobridges are

changed, the standing waves are not set up in our simu-

lations, and atoms in the contact region between the

supporting layer and the nanobridge are rearranged. The

standing waves have been damped by structural rearrange-

ments taking place. As the diameter of the nanobridge in-

creases, because the tension in the nanobridge increases,

the displacements of its center decrease and, at the same

time, the amplitude of the wave decreases.

Fig. 3 shows the structures after the MD simulations

of 1 nsec. In the A1 case, the neck of the nanobridge

connected by the bottom supporting layer became narrow,

as pointed out by the arrow. Therefore the rearrangements

of the A1 nanobridge before 100 psec led to the damping

of the sinusoidal wave, as shown in Fig. 2. However,

because its final structure was the same as the original

structure, the resonance was maintained in the nanobridge.

In the C1 case, the nanobridge that originally had a {111}

structure has been transformed into a complex nanobridge

with diverse structures. Especially, the region pointed to

by the arrow is a multishell-type 10-5-1 structure. Con-

sidering the 10-5-1 multishell nanoparticle, the pentagonal

small particles, such as decahedron and icosahedron

particles, have been extensively investigated and reviewed

in Ref. [34]. The decahedron and icosahedron nanoclus-

ters, called multiple twinned particles, are different from

single crystalline particles and are composed of tetrahe-

drons, which consist of only triangular {111} faces.

In the D1 and D2 cases, at the early stage of the MD

simulations, structural rearrangements were achieved in

the contact regions between the supporting layer and

the CMS-type nanobridge. As results of the structural

rearrangements, the deviations of the center of the

Fig. 2 Vibrations of the center of the nanobridge during the initial 200 psec for all cases in Table 1.

Fig. 3 Structures after MD simulations of 1 nsec.
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nanobridges are shown in the waves of Fig. 2. Most of all,

the CMS-type nanobridges maintained their structures

between the supporting layers with {111} planes. How-

ever, one or two layers of the nanobridge contacting the

supporting layers were transformed into the {111}

structure and the other regions of the nanobridges

preserved the CMS-type structure.

We also performed MD simulations of 100 psec using

the nanobridges, which have been obtained from simula-

tions as explained in Fig. 2. The waves on the nanobridge

can have two modes, such as longitudinal and transverse

modes, because of their structural property. The waves

shown in Fig. 2 are closely related to the transverse waves

on the nanobridges. Because the transverse wave on the

nanobridge makes a resonance, as shown in Fig. 2, the

lowest resonant frequency of the nanobridge is calculated

by the following method. Atoms in the center regions of

the nanobridges were initially applied to the external

force, 0.01 nN, during 1 psec at room temperature. Then

we monitored the displacements of the center region of the

nanobridge. Table 2 shows the lowest resonant frequency

of the nanobridges at room temperature. In the C1 case,

the resonance did not appear. Therefore it is assumed that

the nanobridges, which are not well-defined structures,

cannot resonate at a certain frequency.

From the theory of the classical oscillation system, the

relation between the wave length l and L for a standing

wave on a string can be summarized as:

l ¼ 2L

n
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ð5Þ

The resonant frequencies that correspond to these wave-

lengths follow from Eq. 5:

f ¼ v

l
¼ n

v

2L
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ð6Þ

where v is the speed of the travelling waves on the string.

The lowest resonant frequency is f = v/2L, which corre-

sponds to n = 1.

The speed of the waves on the string is also expressed

as follows:

v ¼
ffiffiffiffi
t
m

r
ð7Þ

where t is the tension in the string and m is the linear

density of the string. In the case of the first harmonic, the

tension is calculated by Eqs. 6 and 7:

t ¼ v2m ð8Þ

In Table 2, the larger the diameter of the nanobridge is,

the larger is the lowest resonant frequency. When the

wavelength is the same, the speed of the travelling wave

on the nanobridge increases in linear proportion with

the lowest resonant frequency. We can also calculate the

linear density by using the mass of the nanobridge

against the length of the nanobridge. From these values,

the tensions in the nanobridges were calculated by Eq. 8

and were compared with those obtained from the MD

simulations. As the diameter of the nanobridge increases,

the tension in the nanobridge increases. The tensions

obtained directly from the MD simulations are the forces

acting on the supporting layers and are in agreement,

within the limits, with those calculated using the con-

tinuum theory (Eq. 8). For all cases, the tensions obtained

from the MD simulations are slightly higher or lower

than those obtained from the continuum theory. Because

the tensions calculated by Eq. 8 reflect only upon the

transverse waves, this difference could be derived from

the interference of the longitudinal waves on the nano-

bridges. As the diameter of the nanobridge increases,

the tension in the nanobridge increases. In spite of this

difference, our simulations have shown an aspect of

nanobridges in the state of the art. The oscillation of

nanobridges can be understood by the classical oscilla-

tion theory.

Table 2 Lowest resonant frequency, speed of the traveling wave, linear density, and tension in the nanobridge of ultrathin

Cu nanobridges

Nanobridge

Lowest resonant

frequency (GHz)

Speed of the traveling

wave (m/sec)

Linear density

(mmm) (10� 16 kg/m)

Tension in the nanobridge

(10�11 kg m/sec2)

Eq. 8 MD simulation

A1 5.6 68.9 73.0 3.46546 6.95621

A2 7.2 89.2 166.5 13.24780 18.18869

B1 15.6 131.0 80.3 13.78028 10.03054

B2 18.5 155.4 118.8 28.68920 26.23471

C2 8.3 117.8 163.9 22.75958 17.25665

D1 4.7 60.2 34.3 1.24304 1.50018

D2 7.8 99.8 87.7 8.73495 10.44815
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THE MELTING AND BREAKING
OF NANOBRIDGES

We have also investigated the properties of nanobridges as

the temperature is raised. The initial structures of the

nanobridges were the structures obtained from Oscilla-

tions of Nanobridges and were equilibrated at 300 K. Each

system was heated by uniformly scaling the atomic

velocities. The MD runs of 20,000 time steps were

performed with each temperature step from 300 K.

Therefore the average temperature ascent rate is 0.1 K/

psec. We monitored the internal energy as a function

of temperature.

The caloric curves for some of the ultrathin Cu

nanobridges in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 4. To compare

nanobridges with semi-infinite nanowires, Fig. 4 includes

the caloric curve of the CMS 16-11-6-1 applied to the

PBC from Ref. [35]. The caloric curve of the CMS 16-11-

6-1 nanowire close to the one-dimensional system is in the

regime of the pseudo-first-order transitions and the jump

in the caloric curve is apparent. The slope of the caloric

curve of the CMS 16-11-6-1 corresponds to the Dulong–

Petit specific heat.[35] The Mpoint and Bpoint indicate the

temperatures of pronounced upward and downward

points in the caloric curve, which are related to the

melting and the breaking of the nanowire. The downward

curvature in the caloric curve has not been observed until

now. The caloric curve of the CMS 16-11-6-1 nanowires

is divided into five regions. The first region ranges below

the Mpoint, where the ultrathin nanowire is solid. The

second region is the Mpoint at which the caloric curve

exhibits an upward curvature, where the specific heat

markedly increases at the beginning of the surface

melting. This upward curvature is associated with the

loss of the solid rigidity of the nanowire. The third region

is between the Mpoint and the Bpoint, where the ultrathin

nanowire is in the melting state, and the slope is the same

as that in the first region. The fourth region is the Bpoint at

which the ultrathin nanowire is broken and then the

spherical cluster is formed. In the last region, a spherical

cluster has been maintained in the MD simulation applied

to the PBC. The slope in the caloric curve of the CMS

16-11-6-1 nanowire is always the same as those in the

first, third, and fifth regions. Thus properties of the

caloric curve of nanowires are in excellent agreement

with previous works on nanowires[22,23,35] and nanoclus-

ters.[36] The melting temperatures of the ultrathin Cu

nanowires and nanobridges are much lower than the bulk

melting temperature.

The properties of the caloric curves of nanobridges are

generally similar to those of nanowires or nanoclus-

ters.[22,23,35,36] However, the caloric curves of nanobridges

are different from those of nanowires for the slopes of the

caloric curves. The caloric curves of nanobridges make

it difficult to define both the Mpoint and the Bpoint. The

difference of the slopes in the caloric curves is because of

the supporting layers. As investigated in Oscillations of

Nanobridges, the attractive force between the supporting

layer and the nanobridge could maintain the nanobridges.

Therefore the caloric curves of the nanobridges include

effects of structure dependence related to the tension on

the nanobridge as well as temperature dependence. In the

case of the CMS 16-11-6-1 semi-infinite nanowire,

because its caloric curve is dependent only on tempera-

ture, the slopes of the solid and melting states in the

caloric curve are fixed. However, in the cases of the

nanobridges, because their caloric curves are dependent

on both the structure and the temperature, their caloric

curves before the breaking of the nanobridges are different

from the caloric curves of semi-infinite nanowires. The

slopes of caloric curves in the melting states of nano-

bridges are closer to the slopes of caloric curves in

nanowires than to the slopes in the solid state of

nanobridges. When the kinetic temperature of the nano-

bridge reaches its Mpoint, the nanobridge enters a quasi-

melting state and then the tension in the nanobridge

gradually decreases. The slopes of the caloric curves after

the breaking of nanobridges come to have the same value

as those of nanowires.

The Mpoint and the Bpoint of nanobridges are shown in

Table 3. In the cases of A1, B1, C1, and D1, the Mpoint was

not observed in our simulations but the Bpoint was

observed. We can see that the Mpoint of nanobridges is

closely related to the linear density and diameter of

Fig. 4 Caloric curves of some of nanobridges and the CMS 16-

11-6-1 nanowire. Mpoint and Bpoint indicate temperatures of

upward and downward points in the caloric curve, respectively.

Thermal Properties of Nanobridges 3887
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nanobridges in Fig. 5. In cluster science, the melting

temperature depends on the cluster size and is expressed

in the following form:[23]

Tmc ¼ Tb � c=Dc ð9Þ

where Tmc is the melting temperature of the spherical

nanoparticle of radius Dc, Tb is the bulk melting

temperature, and c is a constant. From our results, the

melting temperature of nanobridges is expressed approx-

imately as follows:

Tmn ¼ Tb � n=Dn ð10Þ

where Tmn is the melting temperature of the nanobridge

with linear density Dn, and n is a constant. The upper

graph of Fig. 5a shows the Tmn with the line fitted by

Eq. 10 originating at the Tb obtained from the SMA-TB

potential (1490 K).[22]

Because the breaking temperature of nanobridge can be

dependent on the diameter of nanobridges, linear density

of nanobridges, crystallographical orientation, shapes in

different directions, etc., our simulation results in this

paper are not enough to provide some physical properties

of the breaking of nanobridges because of thermal ener-

gies. However, in our simulation results, if we assume that

the Bpoint of nanobridges depends on the diameters of

nanobridges, the form of Eq. 9 could express those.

Therefore the bottom graph of Fig. 5a shows the Bpoint

with the solid line fitted by Eq. 10 originating at the Tb

obtained from the SMA-TB potential. For ultrathin nano-

bridges, because it has been well known that the CMS-

type structures are more stable than the other structures,

the Mpoint and Bpoint of the CMS-type nanobriges are

higher than those of the other nanobridges. However, for

larger nanowires, because the nanobridges with fcc

structure are more stable than the CMS-type nanobridges,

the dashed line of Fig. 5a, the line fitted for the CMS-type

nanobridges, originates near 900 K. Fig. 5b shows Mpoint

and Bpoint as a function of the linear densities of nano-

bridges. The Mpoint and Bpoint of nanobridges are linearly

proportional with the linear density of nanobridges.

Fig. 6 shows the structures of the A2 nanobridge for

various temperatures. As the temperature increases, the

diameter of the neck of the nanobridge and the tension in

the nanobridge decrease because atoms in the nanobridge

migrate to the supporting layers. When the temperature

reaches the Bpoint, the nanobridge is broken and, at the

Table 3 The Mpoint and Bpoint of nanobridges

Mpoint (K) Bpoint (K)

A1 – 350±7

A2 530±10 650±10

B1 – 420±7

B2 645±15 745±10

C1 – 410±8

C2 535±15 730±25

D1 – 330±5

D2 475±10 600±10

The graph in the table shows the curve fitted with

Eq. 8.

Fig. 5 (a) The Mpoint and Bpoint of nanobridges with curves

fitted by Eq. 10. (b) The Mpoint and Bpoint of nanobridges as a

function of the linear density of nanobridges.
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same time, atoms are swiftly accumulated on the

supporting layers because of tension just before breaking.

Therefore the breaking point Bpoint can also be defined by

the variation of atomistic mobility as a function of

temperature. The corresponding diffusion coefficient is

evaluated for each temperature as:

ð1=6tÞ
XN

i ¼ 1

jriðtÞ � rið0Þj2
* +* +

ð11Þ

where ri(0) and ri(t) are the vector positions of the ith atom

at time = 0 and t, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the atomistic diffusivity of nanobridges in

Arrhenius form. The maximum points of the diffusivity of

A1 and C1 are their Bpoint. Fig. 7b compares the dif-

fusivities of nanobridges and nanowires with that of bulk,

which are the experimental values for liquid Cu, the

melting point more or less.[37] At low temperature, the

diffusivities of atoms in nanobridges and nanowires are

higher than those of atoms in bulk. The reason is that in a

one-dimensional system, the surface area is the main

region contrary to the bulk system. The variations of

diffusivity before the breaking of nanobridges and

nanowires are in good agreement with those of clusters[36]

and nanowires.[23] Although the diffusivities of the CMS

16-11-6-1 nanowire slowly increase until the Mpoint, the

diffusivities at the Mpoint show pronounced upward

curvature. The diffusivities after the Mpoint show a more

rapid increase than those before the Mpoint as the

temperature is raised. This is because atoms in the CMS

16-11-6-1 nanowire, due to the surface melting at the

Mpoint, rapidly migrate along the wire axis. However, the

upward curvatures in the diffusivity curves of nanobridges

at their Mpoint are less obvious than those of the CMS

16-11-6-1. As investigated in the caloric curves of nano-

bridges, atoms on the surfaces of nanobridges are

gradually accumulated on the supporting layers, as shown

in Fig. 5. Therefore, after their Mpoint, atoms in nano-

bridges begin to migrate to the supporting layers. This

migration is a major factor in diffusivity ascension.

Although the atoms of the CMS 16-11-6-1 nanowire

applied to the PBC freely move in both directions along

the wire axis, the atoms of the nanobridges lay thick on the

supporting layers. The diffusivities of the nanobridges

after their Mpoint are in good agreement with the

experimental values of the diffusivity of liquid Cu, which

is indicated by the thick line in Fig. 7b.

Fig. 6 Structures of A2 nanobridge for temperature.

Fig. 7 Diffusivity of nanobridges. (a) A1 and C1. (b) A2, B2,

C2, D2, and the CMS 16-11-6-1 nanowires. The diffusivities of

nanobridges and nanowires are compared with that of the bulk

for melting temperature more or less.
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When the temperature reaches the Bpoint of the

nanobridges, the nanobridge is broken and, at the same

time, atoms are swiftly piled up on the supporting layers

because of the tension just before breaking. Therefore the

diffusivities of nanobridges just after their Bpoint de-

crease. However, as the temperatures of the nanobridge

system increase above the Bpoint, diffusivities again

increase. In the case of the CMS 16-11-6-1 nanowires,

the nanocluster is formed from the nanowire just after the

Bpoint, and then the diffusivities of the system also

decrease. As the temperatures of the CMS 16-11-6-1

nanowire increase above the Bpoint, the diffusivities again

increase. Previous studies on nanoclusters[36] and semi-

infinite nanowires[22,23,35] have shown the physical

phenomena related to only the melting point Mpoint of

nanoclusters and nanowires. However, in this study, we

have shown various physical phenomena of ultrathin

nanobridges, such as melting, breaking, variance of the

diffusion constant, and the role of the supporting layers

of ultrathin nanobridges.

CONCLUSION

Nanobridges have attracted much interest for several

reasons. One of the main reasons is that the nanobridge is

the fundamental element used to fabricate nanometer-

scale electronic devices. Another is the issue of their

mechanical, optical, electrical, and thermal properties.

This study has disclosed some interesting features of

nanobridges using classical MD simulations. We have

shown the resonance of nanobridges at room temperature

and the physical phenomena of nanobridges because of

the thermal energy. When nanobridges have a well-

defined structure, the resonance frequency is defined and

the resonance phenomenon is in common with classical

oscillation systems. The caloric curves and diffusivities

of nanobridges have shown information on the melting

and breaking points of nanobridges. The supporting

layers of nanobridges have played important roles in the

dynamics and thermal properties of nanobridges. Al-

though our study has disclosed some interesting fea-

tures of nanobridges, because this study was confined

within eight systems of nanobridges, further study should

be done and will give a more complete understanding

of nanobridges.
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Thermodynamics at the Meso- and Nanoscale
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INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamics is a keystone in engineering and sci-

ence, bridging the gap between fundamentals and appli-

cations. However, when one compares the content of

traditional courses in thermodynamics with what engi-

neers often do in practice, one notices a gap and the gap is

widening every year. New emerging technologies and

products deal with subjects such as biomembrane and

gene engineering, microreactor chemistry and microcap-

sule drug delivery, microfluids and porous media, nano-

particles and nanostructures, supercritical-fluid extraction

and artificial organs. Engineers often must design pro-

cesses for systems where classical thermodynamics (in

particular, the Second Law) becomes insufficient, as in the

case of strongly fluctuating and nanosize systems, or

dissipative systems under conditions far away from

equilibrium. Mesoscopic thermodynamics can be defined

as a semiphenomenological approach to phenomena in

systems where a length—intermediate between the atom-

istic scale and the macroscopic scale—emerges and

where such a length explicitly affects the thermodynamic

properties and phase behavior. Finite-size and fluctuation

thermodynamics, critical phenomena in fluids and solids

as well as in soft-matter materials (such as complex

fluids), wetting and interfacial phenomena, self-organized

criticality and dissipative structures, thermodynamics of

pattern formation and fractals are examples of topics ad-

dressed in mesoscopic thermodynamics (equilibrium and

nonequilibrium). While conventional methods of statisti-

cal mechanics remain the fundamental background of

mesoscopic thermodynamics, coarse-grained approaches

emphasizing universality rather than microscopic details,

such as the Landau–Ginzburg local free-energy func-

tional, can be successfully applied to describe what seem

to be very different phenomena on mesoscales: from

critical fluctuations to near-surface and interfacial density

profiles, from micelles and microemulsions to porous

media, from thin layers to nanoparticles. For this purpose,

one can utilize a number of powerful theoretical con-

cepts, such as renormalization-group theory, finite-size

scaling, percolation theory, and coupling between differ-

ent order parameters so as to predict the properties at

meso- and nanoscales.

WHAT IS ‘‘MESOSCOPIC
THERMODYNAMICS’’?

Is traditional (macroscale) thermodynamics sufficient to

deal with systems and processes mentioned above? Can

one apply without restriction the laws and equations of

classical thermodynamics to calculate chemical reaction

equilibrium and design a microreactor with reaction space

of only 100 nm thick, or describe the solubility of a pro-

tein molecule in a cell and its transport through a bio-

membrane? What is the definition of a phase in such

systems? All biological cells are natural microreactors.[1]

Can we still use the concepts of chemical potential, os-

motic pressure, surface tension, etc. for such objects? A

microchip can contain only hundreds of atoms. What is

the limiting size for which thermodynamics is still ap-

plicable? In a microporous medium, not only does the

surface energy dominate over the bulk energy, but also

the surface itself can be poorly defined. Is still there

room for thermodynamics there, beyond trivial mass and

energy balances?

Classical thermodynamics is essentially macroscopic.

To define thermodynamic states and thermodynamic

properties, one needs systems with a huge number of in-

dividual particles, such as atoms or molecules. Statistical

mechanics defines thermodynamic states and properties

only in the so-called ‘‘thermodynamic limit’’: the volume

(V) and the number of particles (N) must tend to infinity,

while the density of the substance, r = N/V, remains finite.

Even 1 mm3 of liquid water (1 mg) contains 3�1019

molecules. It is quite sufficient to regard such a small

droplet of water as a macroscopic body and neglect sur-

face effects in considering its bulk properties. If the

characteristic size of the object is L, the surface energy is

proportional to L2, while the bulk energy is proportional to

L3. This is why one can measure the temperature of steam

condensation and the vapor pressure in a small tube and

use the data in design of an upscale distillation column

that is 100 m high. Macroscopic thermodynamics elim-

inates the size of the system by reducing the extensive

thermodynamic properties, which depend on size, by the

number of particles, number of kilograms, or by volume.

Equations of thermodynamics usually operate with in-

tensive properties, such as density, concentration, molar or
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specific volume, etc. which do not depend on size. The

actual length scale is restored only in the stage of engi-

neering design.

Mesoscopic and nanoscale thermodynamics is de-

signed to fill the gap between the macroscopic and truly

microscopic (atomistic) worlds. This field of science

(‘‘mesothermodynamics’’) can be defined as a semi-

phenomenological approach to systems and phenomena in

which a length—intermediate between the atomistic scale

and the macroscopic scale—emerges and where such a

length explicitly affects the thermodynamic properties.

This science is still thermodynamics as its objects are still

governed by statistical physics but, in contrast to ‘‘mac-

rothermodynamics,’’ it explicitly contains a mesoscopic

length scale associated with the structure of materials. It

also includes thermal fluctuations, which emerge in the

apparent violation of the Second Law. Typical models of

mesothermodynamics are coarse-grained models that do

not have to account for every detail on the atomic scale.[2]

Instead, such models emphasize universality. For exam-

ple, the behavior of many polymer solutions is often de-

termined not by the particular structure of the monomer

units, but by the fact that the polymer molecule is a long,

flexible curve in three-dimensional space that cannot be

crossed by other polymer molecules.

‘‘THINNER THAN A HAIR’’

One can consider a length scale less than 100 mm as

mesoscopic. 100 mm is a thickness of human hair (Fig. 1),

and usually a microscope, optical or electronic, is needed

to see objects smaller than that. Below 1 mm, one enters a

submicron world. Between 1 and 100 nm, a size can be

called nanoscopic. Any classification is conditional and

approximate: sometimes ‘‘thinner-than-a-hair’’ objects

can be treated macroscopically and some properties of

larger objects may require a mesoscopic approach. There

are three categories of popular objects in mesothermo-

dynamics:

1. Soft condensed-matter materials such as complex

fluids (polymer solutions, polymer melts, micro-

emulsions, foams, gels, colloidal dispersions, liquid

crystals).[2–7] Most food and cosmetics is soft matter.

Humans (like other living organisms) are ‘‘soft ma-

chines.’’ The common feature of all soft condensed-

matter systems is the existence of a (or more than one)

mesoscopic length scale.

2. Systems that are essentially finite (practically speak-

ing, of submicron- or nanosize) at least in one di-

mension.[8–10] Examples include nanoparticles (if the

particle is considered as a separate system), pores,

films and layers, strings and threads. Sometimes such

systems can be truly microscopic (atomistic length

scale) in a certain dimension and they can thus be

treated as two- or even one-dimensional.

3. Systems in a near-critical state (i.e., in the vicinity of

critical or second-order phase-transition points).[11–13]

Such systems are mesoscopically inhomogeneous,

i.e., like complex fluids, they possess a mesoscopic

length scale, known as the ‘‘correlation length,’’ di-

verging at the critical point. As this correlation length

is associated with spontaneous thermal fluctuations,

the inhomogeneities are not real particles; they are

loose clusters, statistically appearing and disappear-

ing, and so have a finite (but diverging at the critical

point) lifetime. As fluctuations exist in violation of

the Second Law of thermodynamics, the near-critical

state is close to instability and thus very fragile.

Spectacular effects associated with diverging critical

fluctuations are called ‘‘critical phenomena.’’

The approach to introduce a mesoscale in thermody-

namic properties goes back to van der Waals,[14] and is

sometimes called ‘‘quasi-thermodynamics,’’ ‘‘local ther-

modynamics,’’ or ‘‘point-thermodynamics.’’[15] Repre-

sentation of a microheterogeneous system as an ‘‘ensem-

ble’’ of small open systems was introduced and elaborated

by Hill.[16] Many ideas and concepts of mesoscopic ther-

modynamics were developed and explored in colloid and

interface science long ago.[17,18] However, only recently has

a high degree of universality (and thus ‘‘simplicity’’),

originating from the very existence of the mesoscopic length

scale, been recognized. Furthermore, such powerful theo-

retical approaches as finite-size scaling, renormalization-

group theory, percolation, and self-organized criticality

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 3.4-mm

polystyrene particles on human hair. (Courtesy of Sphero-

tech, Inc.)
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have now become fully applicable to the variety of phe-

nomena at mesoscales.

ROLE OF FLUCTUATIONS

An important feature of a mesoscopic object that is

commonly neglected in traditional thermodynamics is the

effect of thermal fluctuations. Thermodynamics is based

on two fundamental laws, the First Law and the Second

Law. The First Law is the law of conservation of energy; it

is exact and can be equally applied to any system re-

gardless of size. The Second Law is a purely statistical

law. It states that the entropy of an isolated system never

decreases. The entropy always increases in irreversible

processes and reaches its maximum in equilibrium. The

asymmetric character of entropy is directly associated

with the asymmetric nature of time: the past and the future

of an isolated system are different if the entropy values are

different. In statistical physics (see, e.g., Refs. [19,20]),

entropy is defined as

S ¼ kB ln W ð1Þ

where kB=1.381�10�23 J/K is Boltzmann’s constant, W

is the statistical weight—the number of possible micro-

scopic states that realize the given macroscopic state

(given volume, temperature, concentration, etc.). The

larger the number of possible microscopic states—the

larger the disorder—the higher the entropy. However, in

any thermal (containing a large number of particles) sys-

tem, the chaotic motion of particles leads to spontaneous

deviations of locally defined properties (at any point of the

system) from their average equilibrium values. Such

deviations are known as fluctuations. As the fluctuations

mean spontaneous deviations from equilibrium, they lead

to local decrease of the entropy and thus exist in apparent

violation of the Second Law of thermodynamics. A fluc-

tuation will reduce the total entropy of the system, hence

the probability, w, of fluctuation is

w / eDS=kB ð2Þ

The mean square fluctuations of a density-like variable

(‘‘order parameter’’) j at temperature T are proportional

to a generalized susceptibility w:

hðDjÞ2i ¼ kBT

V
w ð3Þ

The smaller the volume, V, under consideration—the

larger the fluctuations. In two-dimensional (planar) sys-

tems, fluctuations are stronger. In one-dimensional (lin-

ear) systems, fluctuations are so strong that they destroy

any long-range order.[19] The generalized susceptibility w

is the inverse second derivative of the free energy with

respect to j. Depending on the system, it can be the

isothermal compressibility (fluids), osmotic compress-

ibility (fluid mixtures), magnetic or electric susceptibility,

etc. while the order parameter will be associated with the

density, concentration, magnetization, or polarization,

respectively, or with another ‘‘density-like’’ variable. For

example, the mean-square fluctuations of density, r, is

given by

hðDrÞ2i ¼ kBT

V
r

@r
@P

� �
T

ð4Þ

(P denotes the pressure).

Another example is a fluctuation deviation from ver-

ticality in a micropendulum with a mass m=Vr. The

thermal collisions of the molecules in the medium with the

pendulum cause random fluctuations in the angle y of

suspension with length l (the equilibrium value of y is

zero):[19]

hy2i ¼ kBT

Vrgl
ð5Þ

with g being the free-fall acceleration. The mean square

fluctuation in the bending angle of the suspension thread is

hg2i ¼ lkBT

K
ð6Þ

with K being proportional to the bending elastic constant.

In the above two examples, the susceptibilities are w =

1/(rgl) and w = (lV)/K, respectively.

BUILDING A NANOPARTICLE

One of the ways to create a nanosize particle is to use

amphiphilic molecules (surfactant) dissolved in water.[21]

Two simple arrangements allow the tails to be away from

the water: spherical micelles and a bilayer (Fig. 2). Bio-

logical membranes are double layers. A closed surface of

a bilayer with the hydrophobic tails screened by the hy-

drophilic heads is known as a vesicle.

Suppose that we are interested in building a mono-

disperse population of nanoparticles with a stable aggre-

gation number m. The equilibrium fraction, f, of amphi-

philic molecules in micelles or vesicles[2,18,22]

f ¼ m½ðx� fÞf 
m ð7Þ

f ¼ exp
msðm ¼ 1Þ � msðmÞ

kBT

� �
ð8Þ
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(with x being the total concentration of amphiphilic

molecules) assumes that all micelles (or vesicles) have the

same (optimal) aggregation number. The fluctuation de-

viation of the surfactant chemical potential, ms, from its

optimal value may be written as

Dms ¼ msðnÞ � msðmÞ ¼
1

2
Kðn� mÞ2 ð9Þ

The coefficient K is a response function (w = 1/rK serves

as the susceptibility, similar to the compressibility or

elasticity). For large m, Eq. 9 leads to a Gaussian mean-

square fluctuation:

hðn� mÞ2i ¼ kBT

V
w ¼ kBT

mK
ð10Þ

The larger the aggregation number—the sharper the

micellization and more stable the aggregate. Spontane-

ously formed nanosize spherical vesicles [like those

formed from some two-tailed amphiphilic molecules such

as didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB)[23]]

are usually more mono-disperse than spherical micelles,

because the vesicle aggregation number is larger and the

bilayer is less fragile (due to the two-tail structure, K is

larger). At larger concentration of surfactant, aggregates

of various shapes can be formed, such as worm-like

micelles, onion-like bilayers (Fig. 3), or a bicontinuous

‘‘sponge’’ phase (Fig. 2). In such objects, fluctuations of

the shape become important.

CRITICAL PHENOMENA

Near a critical point of any kind (in fluids and fluid

mixtures, near the Curie point in ferromagnetics, near the

superfluid transition in liquid helium, near the second-

order phase transitions in liquid and solid crystals), the

fluctuations of the appropriate order parameter become

so large and they live so long that they fully determine

the macroscopic behavior, both of equilibrium and non-

equilibrium properties. In other words, the macroscopic

properties can be explained and calculated through

the fluctuational mesoscopic length-scale. This is why

Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of replicas from DDAB aqueous

solutions: (a) 5�10� 5 mol/L; (b) 8�10�4 mol/L. (From

Ref. [23].)

Fig. 2 Possible arrangements of amphiphilic molecules in

aqueous solutions.

Fig. 4 Heat capacity at constant pressure, CP, near the lower

critical consolute point of 2,6-lutidine aqueous solution at the

critical composition. (From Ref. [29].) The solid curve

corresponds to Eq. 13 with a = 0.11. Note that in liquid mix-

tures, CP has the same anomaly as Cv in one-component fluids.

(From Ref. [13].)
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the thermodynamics of critical phenomena is essen-

tially mesoscopic.

Experimentally, it has been well established that as-

ymptotically close to the critical point, all physical prop-

erties obey simple power laws (known as ‘‘scaling

laws’’)[11–13] (Fig. 4). The universal powers in these laws

are called critical exponents. In all fluids and fluid mix-

tures, the critical exponents for analogous properties are

the same numbers. The theory that explains the power

laws is called scaling theory. The theory that calculates

the universal critical exponents is known as renormal-

ization-group theory.[12] The physical principle that gov-

erns the nature of critical phenomena is called the critical

point universality. The physical background for the scal-

ing and renormalization-group theory is the divergence of

a mesoscopic characteristic length-scale—the size of

fluctuations of the order parameter. Accurate scattering

experiments have shown that the correlation length of

fluctuations diverges at the critical point of a fluid as

x ¼ x0e
�n with n ¼ 0:63� 0:01 ð11Þ

Here x0 is the range of intermolecular interactions and

e = (T�Tc)/Tc, the temperature distance to the critical

temperature, Tc.

Let us assume that the near-critical state is a ‘‘gas’’ of

fluctuational clusters with a mesoscopic size x. Then the

fluctuational part of the Helmholtz energy, DA, and the

isochoric heat capacity per unit volume, rCv = NCv/V,

read:[13]

DA � NkBTc �
VkBTc

x3
; rCv ¼ �T

@2ðA=VÞ
@T 2

� �
V

ð12Þ

Along the critical isochore, r=rc:

rCv ¼ A0e�a �
e3n�2

x3
0

ð13Þ

We conclude that the divergence of the correlation length

is responsible for the divergence of the heat capacity, and

that the critical amplitude of the heat capacity, A0, is re-

lated to the amplitude of the correlation length (Fig. 4).

Note that in the van der Waals theory, the isochoric heat

capacity does not diverge at the critical point. The rela-

tions between the universal critical exponents for the

space of any dimensionality, d,

a ¼ 2� dn ð14Þ

and between the system-dependent amplitudes

rcA0x
d
0 ¼ universal constant ð15Þ

are known as universal scaling relations.

Another example of a property that can be estimated

through the mesoscopic size of fluctuations scaling is the

surface tension. As the surface tension vanishes at the

critical point (Fig. 5), the interface becomes smooth and

eventually disappears. The surface tension can be esti-

mated as a product of the density of the Helmholtz energy

DA

V
/ A0jej2�a ð16Þ

and the thickness of the interface, assumed to be equal to

the correlation length, x=x0|e|�n.[13,15] Therefore taking

into account Eqs. 14 and 15, we obtain

s ¼ s0jejW /
DA

V
x / A0x0jejðd � 1Þn / 1

x2
0

jejW ð17Þ

W ¼ ðd � 1Þn ¼ 1:26ðfor d ¼ 3Þ ð18Þ

s0x
d�1
0

kBTc

¼ universal constant ð19Þ

Note that in the van der Waals theory, that neglects

fluctuations W=3/2. The relations between other thermo-

dynamic properties and the diverging correlation length

can be obtained in a similar fashion.

LANDAU–GINZBURG
MESOSCOPIC FUNCTIONAL

The simplest way to introduce fluctuations or any other

smooth heterogeneities in the mesoscopic thermodynam-

ics is to consider a local (coordinate-dependent) density

of an appropriate thermodynamic potential.[19] To be

specific, consider the local density of the fluctuational

Fig. 5 Vapor–liquid surface tension of water.
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part of the Helmholtz free energy of a fluid with the local

order parameter

jð~rÞ ¼ rð~rÞ � rc

rc

ð20Þ

which is now spatially dependent on the position ~r. In

fluid binary mixtures, the order parameter will be asso-

ciated with the partial density (molarity).[24] The part of

the free-energy density, associated with the order param-

eter, thus will be defined as

DðA=VÞ ¼ kBT

v0

Z
1

2
X ½jð~rÞ
2 þ 1

2
c0ðrjÞ2

� �
d~r ð21Þ

where X is related to the inverse susceptibility as

w�1 ¼ X þ 2j
@X

@j
þ 1

2

@ 2X

@j2
j2

(inversely proportional to the second derivative of the free

energy with respect to the order parameter), c0 is a con-

stant associated with the range of intermolecular interac-

tions, and v0 is the molecular volume. The expression

f ½jð~rÞ
 ¼ 1

2
X½jð~rÞ
2 þ 1

2
c0ðrjÞ2

is known as Landau–Ginzburg functional. As the energy is

scalar, the first nonvanishing gradient term is quadratic.

Eq. 21 simply states that not only a deviation from the

equilibrium value of the order parameter will increase the

free energy, but any fluctuational inhomogeneity repre-

sented by gradients of the order parameter will also in-

crease the free energy and, thus, will not be thermo-

dynamically favorable.

In mean-field (or van der Waals) approximation (valid

for long-range interactions), the susceptibility is given by

w�1 ¼ a0eþ 3u0j2 ð22Þ

and the correlation length reads

x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c0

a0e

r
¼ x0e

�1=2 ð23Þ

The constants a0 and u0 are order of unity. Note that

the mean-field result (n=0.5) is in disagreement with the

experimental fact (n=0.63) that is well described by

the scaling theory.

APPLICATIONS OF
LANDAU–GINZBURG FUNCTIONAL

The Landau–Ginzburg functional can be used for de-

scription of a variety of phenomena on mesoscale such as

interfacial phenomena, wetting transitions, near-surface

density profile and adsorption, formation of microemul-

sions and liquid crystalline phases, spinodal decomposi-

tion, phase separation in polymer solutions and polymer

blends, etc. This approach is more accurate when the local

order parameter is not too much different from its mac-

roscopic equilibrium value (smooth heterogeneities). As

an example, consider the calculation of a smooth density

profile in the fluid–fluid interface with the characteristic

thickness x. The interfacial tension

s ¼ d½DðA=VÞ

dxdy

¼ kBT

n0

Z
w�1j2 þ 1

2
c0

dj
dz

� �2
" #

dz

¼ kBT

n0

Zþ1
�1

c0
dj
dz

� �2
" #

dz � kBT

n0

Zþx
�x

c0
j0

x

� �2
" #

dz

¼ 2
kBT

n0

c0
j2

0

x
ð24Þ

In this expression, j0 is the equilibrium value of the order

parameter in the bulk (the difference of densities or con-

centrations in the coexisting phases). Because of the

conservation of mass through the interfacial profile:

w�1j2 ¼ 1

2
c0

dj
dz

� �2

ð25Þ

Thus in the Landau–Ginzburg functional approximation,

also known as the Ornstein–Zernike approximation,

w / x2 and j2
0 /

1

x
ð26Þ

and we obtain the well-known result for the surface ten-

sion in the scaling theory (Eqs. 18 and 19), which is valid

even beyond this approximation:[15]

s ¼ s0tW with W ¼ 2n and s0 /
1

x2
0

ð27Þ

In the van der Waals approximation, which neglects

effects of fluctuations on the macroscopic thermodynamic
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properties, the susceptibility is described by Eq. 22. Hence

in this approximation

w / x2 / e�1; j0 /
1

x
/ e1=2; and

s / e3=2

ð28Þ

Nevertheless, the interfacial density profile obtained in the

van der Waals theory,

jðzÞ ¼ j0 tanh j0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u0

2c0

r
z

� �
¼ j0 tanhðz=2xÞ; ð29Þ

does not specify any particular temperature dependence

and thus can serve as a reasonable approximation to de-

scribe the actual density profile (which is calculated

properly only in the renormalization-group theory: see

Fig. 6).

Another example of an application of the Landau–

Ginzburg functional is the description of modulated and

microheterogeneous phases.[25,26] If the coefficient c0 in

the functional changes its sign, the next order term d0(d2j/

dz2)2 must be added and a modulated phase (in z direction)

with the wave number of modulation q0=(�c0 / d0)1/2 may

become stable. The inverse wave number of modulation

serves as a new characteristic mesoscopic length in the

system. The point where both c0 and w�1 vanish is known

as the Lifshitz point (LP). If the density is ‘‘modulated’’

isotropically in all directions (like in the ‘‘sponge’’ phase

of microemulsions), this point is known as the isotropic

Lifshitz point[26,27] (Fig. 7).

MESOSCALE SUSCEPTIBILITY

Mesoscale heterogeneities can be probed by the intensity

of electromagnetic or neutron scattering at a selected wave

Fig. 6 Landau–Ginzburg functional and order-parameter

profile within the interface in van der Waals approximation.

The thicker curve shows the profile calculated in renormaliza-

tion-group theory. The correction to the classical result given by

Eq. 29 reads: [1+1/2 sech2(z/2x)]�1/2. (From Ref. [15].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 7 A schematic phase diagram of surfactant solution

forming a modulated phase. The Lifshitz point (LP) separates

the critical line of liquid–liquid phase separation (on the left) and

the first-order phase separation (lower curve on the right). The

transition between the homogeneous disordered phase and the

modulated phase is second order. (From Ref. [27].) (View this

art in color at www.dekker.com.)

 

Fig. 8 Mesoscale osmotic compressibility (intensity of light

scattering) measured at two different wave numbers in poly-

styrene (M=2�10�5) cyclohexane solution. The scattering

angle 150� corresponds to the length scale of 36.3 nm. The solid

curves are the scaling predictions in accordance with Eq. 30. The

dashed curve denotes the osmotic compressibility in the

thermodynamic limit (zero wave number). (From Ref. [28].)
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number q=[(4pn)/l] sin(y/2) (where l is the wave length

of radiation, n is the refractive index, and y is the angle of

scattering). With a static light-scattering experiment, one

cannot probe inhomogeneities smaller than 30 nm,

whereas dynamic light scattering enables one to measure

the particle size as small as 3 nm through the diffusion

coefficient of the Brownian motion. Neutron scattering

can probe scales down to atomistic size.

The wave-number-dependent mesoscale susceptibility,

wq, is the correlation function in momentum space that can

be obtained via the Fourier transformation of the coordi-

nate-dependent correlation function. In the Ornstein–

Zernike approximation

wq ¼
Z

CðrÞe�iq~rdV ¼
ðDjÞ2q
D E

V

kBT

¼ w

1þ q2x2
ð30Þ

In the limit of zero wave number and/or when the length

x is small (qx�1), this formula becomes the usual

thermodynamic expression (3) for the mean-square fluc-

tuations. The susceptibility becomes spatially dependent

and can diverge only in the zero wave-number limit

(thermodynamic limit). It means that, at small scales, the

susceptibility is suppressed. For example, the compress-

ibility of fluids or osmotic compressibility of binary

mixtures near the critical point becomes smaller when one

goes to shorter length scales (Fig. 8). At qx�1, the

mesoscopic susceptibility explicitly depends on the in-

strumental scale, being proportional to �2.

FINITE-SIZE SCALING

The mesoscopic susceptibility is an example of a

property restricted by a finite size (either by the in-

strumental probe like in a scattering experiment or by

the inherent finite nature of the system).[7,8] If the

isotropic system is restricted in three dimensions by a

size L, the susceptibility

wðL; xÞ ¼ w1ðxÞ�ðx=LÞ ð31Þ

The asymptotic behavior of the scaling function �(x/L):

ðx=LÞ � 1 �ðx=LÞ ! 1 w ¼ w1ðxÞ � xg=n

ðx=LÞ � 1 �ðx=LÞ ! ðx=LÞ�g=n w ¼ wL � Lg=n

ð32Þ

The correlation length is replaced by the finite size. In

a similar fashion, one can estimate the heat capacity

near the critical point in porous media:

CðL; xÞ ¼ C1ðxÞCðx=LÞ ð33Þ

ðx=LÞ � 1 Cðx=LÞ ! 1 C ¼ C1ðxÞ � xa=n

ðx=LÞ � 1 Cðx=LÞ ! ðx=LÞ�a=n C ¼ CL � La=n

ð34Þ
Experiments confirm the predictions of the finite-size

scaling (see, e.g., Fig. 9 and Ref. [29]). If the size L is

restricted in one dimension, we should expect a cross-

over from a three-dimensional system to a two-dimen-

sional system and the finite scaling becomes affected by

this crossover.

COMPETITION OF MESOSCALES IN
COMPLEX FLUIDS

Finite-size scaling is an example of competition between

mesoscales. Another example is a polymer solution near

Fig. 9 Finite-size heat capacity at constant pressure near the

lower critical consolute point of 2,6-lutidine aqueous solution at

the critical composition. (+) In the bulk, (�) 250 nm porous

nickel, (5) 100 nm porous glass, (~) 10 nm porous glass. (From

Ref. [29].)
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the critical point of phase separation. In such a system,

two mesoscopic lengths can be tuned independently: the

correlation length of the critical fluctuations by the

proximity to the critical point of demixing and the size of

the polymer molecules (radius of gyration, Rg) by the

molecular weight M. In dilute polymer solutions, the long

polymer chain can exhibit a random walk or a self-

avoiding walk. These two regimes are separated by the

theta point, the limited point of polymer–solvent phase

separation in the limit of the infinite degree of polymeri-

zation. The random walk is possible when the polymer

chain and the solvent form either ideal or quasi-ideal so-

lution. For the random walk, the radius of gyration of a

chain (made up of N links with a length a):

Rg ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hR2i

p
¼ aN1=2 ð35Þ

Real polymer solutions are not ideal. In the mean-field

Flory–Hugging model, the virial expansion of the osmotic

pressure, P, reads:[30]

Pv0

kBT
¼ f

N
þ Bf2 þ Cf3 � � �

ðwith B ¼ 1

2
� w

kBT
and C ¼ 1

3
Þ ð36Þ

Here v0 is the solvent molecular volume. The product v0B

is called the excluded volume. The interaction parameter

w determines the theta temperature:

w ¼ kBY
2

ð37Þ

When B>0, the chain monomers repel each other and the

chain swells in solution (good solvent). When B<0, the

chain monomers attract each other (poor solvent) and the

chain collapses to form a compact globule. When B=0,

attractions and repulsions cancel each other and the chain

exhibit a random walk (theta condition). The theta point is

defined by the simultaneous vanishing of the first (1/N)

and second (B) virial coefficients.

The fact that in a good solvent, the polymer chain is

swollen means that the radius of gyration increases with

degree of polymerization faster than in the ideal random-

walk conditions. Instead of finding Eq. 35, we should

expect in a good solvent

Rg ¼ aNn with n > 1=2 ð38Þ

The chain cannot intersect itself; the monomer units have

finite volume and two chains cannot be in the same place

at the same time. This is a self-avoiding walk problem.

Indeed, by minimization of the free energy, one can obtain

for the self-avoiding chain

Rg ¼ aN
3

dþ2 so that; n ¼ 3

d þ 2
ð39Þ

In three dimensions, n=3/5 in close agreement with

scattering experiments[31] and renormalization group

theory.[32]

The exponent n is similar to the critical exponent of

the correlation length given by Eq. 11. Indeed, the radius

of gyration can be regarded as the correlation length

of fluctuations of a polymer–chain order parameter. Ac-

cording to de Gennes,[32] the polymer chain is character-

ized by the order parameter associated with the con-

centration of the chain ends (a probability for the ends to

meet each other). This is a ‘‘vector’’ order parameter,

while the square of the probability, the volume fraction of

polymer, is the observable property. For the infinite chain,

the probability tends to zero while the correlation length

(radius of gyration) diverges. Such a state in infinite di-

lution (‘‘self-avoiding walk singularity’’) can be regarded

as an analogue of a critical-point state. Tuning the second

virial coefficient, one can drive this critical state to a first-

order transition at which the chain collapses and the col-

lapse is accompanied by phase separation. Such a singular

point is known as a tricritical point, and it always origi-

nates from a coupling between two different order param-

eters. Phase separation means the emergence of a new

order parameter—concentration. This is why the theta

point is also a tricritical point.[32] A schematic phase dia-

gram of a polymer solution is shown in Fig. 10. The

lambda-line (vertical, at infinite dilution) is the line of self-

avoiding walk singularities (analogous to a second-order

transition line). The solid curve is the critical line of

demixing. Asymptotically close to the critical point of

phase separation, the correlation length of concentration

Fig. 10 A schematic phase diagram of polymer solution. The

dotted line shows the paths at critical compositions.
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fluctuations, x, eventually dominates, being much larger

than the radius of gyration. In this (critical) regime,

the polymer solution behaves like an ordinary fluid near its

critical point. Close enough to the theta point, the radius of

gyration eventually dominates. It screens the concentration

fluctuations and the polymer solution exhibits the theta-

point tricritical (almost mean-field like) behavior. A re-

gime where x and Rg are comparable is crossover between

fluid criticality and theta-point tricriticality (Ref. [33] and

Fig. 11).

The Landau–Ginzburg functional in the Flory–Huggins

approximation reads.[35]

f ðj;NÞ ¼ 1

2
ej2 þ 1

12
N�1=2j4

þ 1

2
N1=2n2=3

0 ðrjÞ
2 ð40Þ

Comparing Eq. 40 with Eqs. 22 and 23, we obtain the

amplitude of the correlation length for polymer solutions

in this approximation

x0 ¼ n1=3
0 N1=4 ð41Þ

Hence not only the radius of gyration, but also the

effective range of ‘‘intermolecular’’ (including intra-

chain) interactions diverge in the limit of infinite degree

of polymerization.

PERCOLATION

Another interesting example of a mesoscale structure is

gel. Gel is a material composed of molecules or molecular

aggregates that are able to form a macroscopic network

with a nonzero shear modulus. The isolated subunits form

usual liquid—a sol. Like liquids, gels are structurally

disordered and may contain a considerable fraction of

liquid solvent. In a physical gel, heating can break the

crosslinks while cooling can restore the links. Therefore

the gel can be thermally reversible. Gelatin is an example

of a thermo-reversible gel.

The change of macroscopic properties of gelatin solu-

tion changes at gelation point discontinuously, while the

number of bonds changes continuously. It is similar to the

symmetry break associated with phase transition points.

The order parameter is the probability that a randomly

chosen subunit belongs to the infinite network. A model,

known as the percolation model, can describe generic

features of the transition from sol to gel.[36] The perco-

lation model emphasizes the geometrical features of net-

work formation: the growth of the domain (‘‘cluster’’) in

which all the subunits are interconnected. The correlation

length is defined as the root mean square distance between

the pair of sites that belong to the same cluster (propor-

tional to the average size of cluster):

x ¼ x0jx� xcj�n ð42Þ

where x is the concentration of the bonds and xc is the

critical concentration (percolation threshold). For a sim-

ple three-dimensional cubic lattice n=0.875.[37] The per-

colation model describes gelation as a ‘‘geometrical’’

phase transition and does not contain thermodynamics per

se. However, in thermo-reversible gels, the temperature is

coupled with geometry, making the configurational en-

tropy and the percolation order parameter to be thermo-

dynamic properties.[38]

CONCLUSION

A variety of phenomena in condensed matter at submi-

cron- and nanoscales, despite their diversity, demonstrate

some generic features originating from the existence of a

length scale intermediate between the size of atoms and

the size one can see without a microscope. Mesoscopic

thermodynamics is a semiphenomenological approach

that explicitly introduces this length scale into thermo-

dynamics. The models of mesothermodynamics, such as

the Landau–Ginzburg functional, emphasize a high degree

of universality associated with a mesostructure and with

the importance of fluctuations.

 
  

Fig. 11 Molecular weight dependence of the correlation length

in polystyrene-n-hexane solutions at the crossover temperature

(circles). (From Ref. [33].) Crosses denote the normalized radius

of gyration Rg/
p

3: (From Ref. [34].) Dashed line denotes

extrapolation as square root of M.
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In this article, only a few examples of mesoscale phe-

nomena and systems have been discussed. Other promis-

ing objects of mesothermodynamics include polymer

blends and melts, wetting transitions and critical adsorp-

tion, thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystals, surface

melting, and colloid crystals. Meso- and nanoscales in

nonequilibrium systems are the subject of nonequilibrium

mesothermodynamics, which is still in its earliest stage.

In particular, similar to thermodynamic properties, trans-

port coefficients such as the diffusion coefficient or vis-

cosity become spatially dependent at mesoscales (see, e.g.,

Ref. [39]). Moreover, away from equilibrium, generic

long-range correlations emerge even in simple molecular

fluids, making the famous concept of local equilibrium, at

least, questionable.[40]
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INTRODUCTION

One of the major goals of nanotechnology is to be able to

fabricate complex, functional nanostructures at will. In

recent years, there has been a tremendous effort from

many groups to develop microfabrication techniques that

can be adapted to the realm of nanostructures.[1–3] One

driving force for such studies is the desire to break free

from the constraints of conventional lithography. Al-

though processes such as photolithography and electron

beam lithography have been extremely successful in the

production of electronic circuits with ever-decreasing

feature sizes,[4] these techniques have significant limita-

tions that preclude their use in many other contexts. These

techniques are incompatible with many chemical and

biological environments, can create sub-100-nm features

only with difficulty, are not capable of fabricating

structures with complex 3-D shapes, and generally require

expensive facilities. Techniques such as nanoimprint

lithography,[5] proximity probe lithography,[6] and soft

lithography[7] are being developed to overcome these

limitations. For instance, replica molding can be used to

fabricate and replicate 2-D patterns with a resolution of 30

nm.[8] It has also been shown that intricate 3-D structures

can be fabricated by soft lithography, although generally

with feature sizes of 25 mm or greater.

Microstereolithography allows for 3-D microfabrica-

tion with a feature size down to few micrometers.[9] UV

lasers are focused on a thin layer of a liquid photoresist

that undergoes solidification upon absorption of light. A

second layer of photoresist is then added and another

pattern is imposed over the first one. This process is

repeated until the desired structure is completed. A

developer solution is then used to wash away the

unsolidified material, liberating the freestanding 3-D

structure. Prototyping under these conditions is slow.

For each layer, fresh resin must be spread flat on the

polymerized object, which is the rate-determining step for

the entire process. The wavelength of light and the film

thickness are the major factors in determining the

resolution limit of a few micrometers.

Since the first papers about microstereolithography

appeared in 1993, many variations have been proposed

and demonstrated that improve resolution and production

time.[10] Among these, the one that has allowed the

fabrication of the smallest features is two-photon absorp-

tion polymerization (TPAP), which was introduced by

Strickler and Webb[11] in 1991. It was the work of Maruo

et al.[12] in 1997 that first demonstrated the promise of this

method for the fabrication of nontrivial 3-D structures

with submicrometer resolution. In this article, we will

describe the basic principles of TPAP, illustrate how it can

be applied to the fabrication of small 3-D structures with

high accuracy, and discuss new developments that should

bring this technique into the realm of nanofabrication.

TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION

All materials can be excited by a two-photon process

when exposed to intense light. The only requirement is

that the sum energy of the photons matches the energy

required for the transition. The two-photon absorptivity is

proportional to the imaginary part of the third-order

susceptibility, w(3), which is nonzero in all materials.[13]

Although Göppert-Mayer predicted this phenomenon in

1931,[14] the first experimental observation was not made

until 1961.[15]

Two-photon absorption (TPA) is a rare event. For

instance, Denk and Svoboda[16] calculated that under

sunlight, a molecule of Rhodamine B, a good one- and two-

photon absorber, undergoes one-photon excitation once

per second, while the two-photon process occurs once

every 10 million years. To increase the probability of TPA,

intense sources of light (generally lasers) must be used.

The TPA cross sections of most molecules are small,

usually on the order of 10�50 cm4 sec photon�1 (now

defined as 1 GM in honor of Göppert-Mayer) or less. As a

result, high local photon fluxes are needed to promote

TPA. Commercially available Ti:sapphire lasers produc-

ing pulse durations t shorter than 100 fsec can meet this

requirement. Each pulse has a peak power on the order of

a kilowatt, while at a typical repetition rate, fp, of 80 MHz,

the average power is on the order of hundreds of milli-

watts. For comparison, a continuous wave laser must oper-

ate at a power (tfp)�1/2 times higher than that required
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by an ultrafast-pulsed laser to achieve the same two-

photon excitation efficiency.[17]

It has been shown that the probability na that a

molecule will absorb two photons per pulse simultaneous-

ly when an objective of numerical aperture NA is used to

focus the laser is given by

na �
p2

od
tf 2

p

ðNAÞ2

2�hcl

 !2

ð1Þ

where po is the laser average power and d is the two-

photon cross section of the molecule at wavelength l.[18]

Because the probability of a TPA event is proportional

to the square of the light intensity, excitation can be

localized within the focal volume.[19] The higher the NA

of the objective, the smaller the excitation volume. As

shown above, the TPA efficiency falls off as the fourth

power of the distance from the focal point.

In TPAP, the ability to excite a photoinitiator selec-

tively within the focal volume allows for a spatial con-

finement of matter transformation. If upon TPA a liquid

resin can be solidified, then with accurate positioning of

the focal point, 3-D microstructures can be fabricated with

submicron resolution. As long as the solubility properties

of the solidified and unsolidified resins are different, the

nonpolymerized material can be washed away to leave a

freestanding structure.[20]

This fabrication process offers a unique combination

of advantages. First, subdiffraction-limited resolution can

be attained because chemical nonlinearity results in a

power threshold below which polymerization will not

occur. Second, no topological constrains are present in

the fabrication of 3-D structures. Third, the optical pen-

etration depth is greatly increased with the use of near-

IR light, which allows for the use of higher concentra-

tions of photoinitiator than in one-photon polymerization.

Fourth, movable components can easily be created with-

out the use of sacrificial layers. Finally, the carbon-based

nature of the materials can be used as a chemical han-

dle to make polymers with tunable physical and chemi-

cal properties.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two-photon absorption polymerization has been applied

successfully to radical and cationic polymerization. In

both cases, an initiator molecule plays a fundamental role.

Its properties, such as the TPA cross section, the initiation

efficiency, and the quantum yield, all influence the

fabrication process.

Photoinitiators in radical polymerization are divided in

two main groups.[21] Photoinitiators that undergo unimo-

lecular reaction are termed Type I. In these initiators, a

bond breaks homolitically after excitation to form two

radicals, at least one of which initiates the polymerization

reaction. Photoinitiators that undergo a bimolecular

reaction with a coinitiator to create radicals are termed

Type II.

Lucirin TPO-L, Irgacure 369, and Irgacure 184 are all

Type I photoinitiators and have been successfully used in

TPAP.[22,23] Lucirin TPO-L is a member of the acylphos-

phine oxide photoinitiator family. Its absorption in the

UV/visible region of the spectrum results from an n!p*

transition that is red-shifted as a result of conjugation

between a phosphonyl group and the carbon atom of the

adjacent carbonyl group. Upon excitation, the carbon–

phosphorus bond is cleaved, forming two radicals. The

phosphinoyl radical has a tetrahedral structure with a

single electron at one corner, which allows it to attack

efficiently many substrates with no steric hindrance. As

opposed to most acylphosphine oxide photoinitiators,

Lucirin TPO-L is a liquid. The importance of this feature

should not be underestimated, as most of the monomers

and oligomers used in TPAP are highly viscous, but can

form homogeneous solutions with Lucirin TPO-L readily.

Acylphosphine oxides are strongly inhibited by the

presence of molecular oxygen. Although this represents

a limitation to their use in curing thin films, it is an

advantage in TPAP. By quenching the triplet state of the

photoinitiator and by scavenging primary radicals effi-

ciently, oxygen contributes to the formation of a threshold

laser power below which fabrication is not possible. It is

this threshold that allows for breaking of the diffraction

limit, permitting fabrication with submicron resolution.

H-Nu 470 and Rose Bengal are Type II photoinitiators.

They have been used in TPAP in the presence of a

coinitiator, which is generally a bulky tertiary amine.[24,25]

Upon excitation, the photoinitiator abstracts an a-hydro-

gen atom from the amine.

All of the photoinitiators discussed so far are commer-

cially available, and their properties have been optimized

only for linear absorption. For this reason, some research

groups have chosen a different approach, in which mol-

ecules with large two-photon-absorption cross sections

are designed rationally and then synthesized.[26–29] It

has been shown that molecules having electron-donating

(D) and electron-withdrawing (A) groups separated by

p-conjugated systems have large d values. An example is

4,4’-bis(N,N-di-n-butylamino)-E-stilbene. Starting with

this structural motif, Cumpston et al. synthesized mole-

cules with d values as large as 4400 GM, at least 3 orders

of magnitude greater than those of most commercially

available photoinitiators. Upon excitation by TPA, these

molecules go through a large electronic reorganization

and can undergo efficient electron transfer with many

substrates to initiate polymerization.[30] An appealing
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characteristic of this approach is the ability to shift the

lmax of the TPA by small modifications in the molecular

structure of the photoinitiator. Another structural motif

characterized by large d values is a fluorenyl group inter-

calated between A and D groups. Molecules with this

moiety have also successfully initiated radical polymeri-

zation induced by TPA.

A binary system consisting of 7-diethylamino-3-(2’-
benzimidazolyl)coumarin and an iodonium salt has also

been used in TPAP.[31,32] In this system, an electron

transfer process occurs upon photoexcitation, leading to

the formation of active aryl radicals.

Use of designer photoinitiators with TPA has allowed

for fabrication with a low power threshold and wide

dynamic range (defined as the ratio between the threshold

and the damage powers).[33,34] Although these are

desirable properties in TPAP, the scarce availability of

these initiators makes their widespread use difficult.

Because of their high rate of polymerization, acrylates

are the monomers and oligomers most widely used in

radical TPAP.[35] Introducing chemical modifications in

the ester group produces materials with different proper-

ties while having little effect on the polymerization rate.

Because acrylates are used extensively in industry, a large

variety of them are available commercially. To give the

required stiffness to microstructures fabricated by TPAP,

highly branched monomers incorporating cyclic structures

are generally used.

Irgacure 369 has been used in the polymerization of an

inorganic–organic hybrid material by TPA.[36] The or-

ganic portion consists of a methacrylate group, while the

inorganic portion is an alkoxy- or perfluoroaryl silane

whose length can be controlled via a hydrolysis/conden-

sation reaction.[37] Changing the ratio between organic

and inorganic groups changes the physical and chemical

properties of the polymerized material.

Cationic photopolymerization employs initiators that

generate strong Brønsted acids, which initiate chain

reactions in substrates such as multifunctional epoxide

and vinyl ether monomers.[21] It is important to note that

cationic polymerization is not affected by the presence of

molecular oxygen, and so the power threshold in this

process is an intrinsic property of the materials used.

Commercially available diaryliodonium and triarylsulfo-

nium salts have been used successfully in TPAP.[29] In

addition, a cationic photoinitiator with a large d value

(690 GM at 705 nm) was synthesized by Kuebler et al.[38]

The molecule, BSB-S2, consists of a bis[(diarylamino)

styryl]benzene core with covalently attached sulfonium

moieties and is an efficient photoacid.

Most of the resins used in TPAP are negative

photoresists, in that the regions exposed to light harden,

becoming insoluble in a postexposure development

solvent. However, it has been shown that BSB-S2 can

be used as a positive photoresist by inducing an ester-

cleavage reaction in a solid polymer.[39] The newly

formed polar groups make the volume in which they are

present soluble in an aqueous base developer. This tech-

nique is promising for areas of microfabrication in which

empty spaces have to be created, such as in microfluidics.

Microfabrication by TPAP can be performed by either

moving the laser beam inside the photocurable resin or by

moving the sample around a fixed laser beam. In the first

case, a set of galvano mirrors is used to scan the focal spot

in the x–y plane and a piezo stage to move the sample or

objective up and down. In the second scheme, the sample

is moved in all three dimensions with the aid of a three-

axis stage.

3-D Spatial Resolution

The ultimate resolution and complexity of 3-D micro-

structures fabricated by TPAP depend upon the factors

influencing the shape and size of the smallest polymerized

volume element or voxel. It is the accurate overlapping of

these voxels that produces the desired surface topology of

the final structure.

The square light intensity (SLI) distribution of the laser

at the focal volume is an important determinant of voxel

size. In this region, the highest concentration of active

species is formed, thus inducing a state modification of the

sample. Sun et al.[40] have calculated that the near-focus

SLI contour has a complicated distribution. Because an

intensity threshold is present in TPAP, only the central

portion is meaningful for microfabrication. As a conse-

quence, the shape of a voxel resembles an ellipsoid with

the two minor axes equal to each other and lying in the

geometrical focal plane. The ellipsoid volume is propor-

tional to the cube of the wavelength of the laser. Although

shorter wavelengths will form smaller voxels, the choice

of the excitation energy is dictated by the photoinitiator

efficiency. In general, the working wavelength of choice

optimizes the product of the photoinitiator two-photon

cross-section (s) and quantum yield for radical genera-

tion (Z).

An analytical equation for the prediction of the

photopolymerized voxel dimensions has been developed

recently.[36] Assuming a Gaussian distribution of light

intensity at the focal volume and a constant photon flux

(Io) during the laser pulse, the expressions relating voxel

diameter (d) and length (l) to the experimental parame-

ters are

rðIo; tÞ ¼ ro ln
sZI2

o fptpt

ln
ro

ro � rth

� �
2
4

3
5

1
2

ð2Þ
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and

lðIo; tÞ ¼ 2zR

sZI2
o fptpt

ln
ro

ro � rth

� �
0
@
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� 1
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where t is the total processing irradiation time and ro and

rth are the photoinitiator concentration and minimum

concentration of radicals required to form a voxel,

respectively. Thus knowledge of the radial (ro) and axial

(zR) resolutions of the objective, which are given by the

Abbe relations, is not sufficient to describe the voxel

formation and growth in TPAP; correction factors in-

volving the excitation light and the material properties

have to be considered as well.

Experimentally, an accurate measurement of a photo-

polymerized voxel has to take into consideration the

truncation effect.[40] To observe a single voxel using elec-

tron microscopy, it must be attached to a solid support so

that it will not be washed away with the unpolymerized

resin during the developing step. Consequently, a portion of

each voxel is ‘‘truncated’’ by the substrate (Fig. 1), making

the measurement of the complete voxel size impossible. An

ascending scan technique overcomes this problem. At

constant average power and exposure time, a series of

voxels is fabricated, increasing the height of the laser beam

focal point successively for each voxel starting from inside

the solid support. Between voxels that are truncated and

ones that are completely free to float away, some are barely

attached to the solid support and will lie horizontally after

washing. These voxels reveal their entire structure, al-

lowing for the measurement of d(Io,t) and l(Io,t).

In TPAP, the voxel size can be tuned by changing either

the average power of the excitation light or the irradiation

time. In the latter case, different groups have experimen-

tally confirmed the predictions of Eq. 2.[36,41] The lateral

voxel dimension is proportional to the square root of the

natural logarithm of the exposure time. Kawata et al.[42]

have reported the best resolution to date in microfabrication

by TPAP with a lateral voxel resolution of 120 nm. This

value is roughly 4 times smaller than the diffraction limit

predicted from the objective numerical aperture and the

excitation wavelength. For such resolution, the intensity of

the laser light must be set at a value that is just slightly

higher than the intensity threshold for polymerization.

When the microfabrication conditions are optimized,

the ratio between the axial and lateral dimensions (m) of a

photopolymerized voxel varies between 3 and 5, depend-

ing on the average power (po) or the exposure time. In

both cases, m increases with increasing po and t. This

implies that the length of the voxel grows more rapidly

than its diameter. This effect results from the fact that the

SLI distribution is elongated along the optical axis of the

laser beam.

Sun et al.[41] have elucidated the scaling laws for voxel

growth in TPAP. They have observed that the rate with

which m increases depends on whether po or t is varied.

A change in average power produces a larger effect in m
than does a change in exposure time. The same work

highlighted an interesting phenomenon: at long exposure

times, m saturates. Although such behavior is still not fully

understood, it is believed that the diffusion of radicals

plays an important role.

In microfabrication by TPAP, the most important

characteristic of an objective is its numerical aperture.

High-NA (1.3 to 1.4) objectives are generally employed

because of their ability to reduce the excitation focal

volume to a fraction of a femtoliter. When comparing

voxels fabricated using different objectives under the

same exposure conditions, unexpected results are ob-

served. If the intensity of the laser beam is far from the

intensity threshold, low NA objectives (e.g., 0.9) produce

slimmer voxels than do high-NA objectives.[43] Near the

intensity threshold, the smallest voxels are fabricated by

high-NA objectives.

It has been suggested that high-NA objectives may

break the symmetry of the focal field.[44] If this is true,

then, when using linearly polarized light in TPAP, a

polarization-dependent voxel shape will be observed. Sun

et al.[43] have observed voxels with an ellipsoidal shape in

which the two minor axes are no longer identical. The

ratio between the two minor axes is approximately 1.1.

This effect was eliminated with the use of circularly

polarized light, which is consistent with asymmetry

resulting from the high NA of the objective.

During microfabrication, the excitation laser beam has

to traverse different interfaces before the sample. It is well

known in TPA microscopy that refractive index mis-

matches among these interfaces produce aberrations at the

Fig. 1 Truncated voxel fabricated using a 1.3-NA objective

with a power of 2.0 mW at the sample and an exposure time of

500 msec.
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focal volume that lead to a decrease in resolution, prin-

cipally along the optical axis.[45] The same effect can be

expected in TPAP, where the largest difference in indices

of refraction is between the resin and the immersion oil

used in combination with high-NA objectives. Scanning

electron microscopic (SEM) images of two freestanding

cantilevers fabricated by TPAP are shown in Fig. 2. Both

structures were fabricated using a 40� oil-immersion

objective (NA=1.3) with identical stage velocity and

power. The index of refraction of the resin used in (a) was

lower than the one used in (b). In this second case, the resin

was altered to render its refractive index similar to that of

the immersion oil. The cantilever thickness in the index-

matched system is approximately 20% smaller.

MICROSTRUCTURES FABRICATED BY TWO-
PHOTON ABSORPTION POLYMERIZATION
WITH SUBMICRON RESOLUTION

In 1997, Maruo et al.[12] first demonstrated that TPAP can

be used to create complex 3-D microstructures. A spiral

structure 1.3 mm wide, 6.0 mm in diameter, and 10.3 mm in

axial pitch was fabricated as the first example of a 3-D

microstructure created on such a small scale without

employing a complicated layer-by-layer stacking process.

Two-photon absorption fabrication techniques have con-

tinued to advance since this pioneering work, and it is now

possible to create structures with intricate geometries and

small dimensions. An example of such a microstructure is

the microbull shown in Fig. 3.[42] It is interesting to note

the fine reproduction of the complex surface topology of

this object, the size of which is comparable to that of a

human red blood cell. Fabrication of a solid bull required

approximately 3 hr with a raster-scanning technique.

However, this time was reduced to 13 min when only the

exterior of the bull was polymerized using a vector-

scanning method. Of course, the vector scan method

provides a technical advantage exclusively when the

microstructure exterior is self-supporting and when post-

curing of the unpolymerized resin in its interior does not

produce distortions.

Representative microstructures fabricated by TPAP in

our laboratory are presented in Figs. 4–7. These images

show 3-D structures that, because of their shape and size,

cannot be produced using conventional lithographic

techniques. For example, Figs. 5 and 6 show images

of microstructures spanned by cables or bridges at dif-

ferent heights.

The ultimate goal of any microfabrication/nanofabri-

cation technology is the efficient production of devices

that can deliver standard and nonstandard functionality.

Thus the analysis of materials performance on such small

scales became of uttermost importance. It is a well-

known fact in the world of semiconductor microfabrica-

tion that the scaling laws for many physical properties

are not linear at small dimensions. Sun et al.[46] have

Fig. 2 Freestanding cantilevers fabricated using a 40� oil-

immersion objective with an NA of 1.3 at a stage velocity of

20 mm/sec and average power of 3.4 mW. The index of refrac-

tion of the resin in (a) is 1.4930 while in (b) is 1.5222.

Fig. 3 Microbull fabricated by TPA photopolymerization.

Scale bar, 2 mm. (Courtesy of Prof. Hong-Bo Sun.)
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proven this point for a polymerized functional micro-

machine/nanomachine as well. They fabricated a micro-

spring with a feature size of 150 nm, a coil radius of 1

mm, and a pitch of 2 mm. One end of the spring was fixed

to a polymerized anchor, and the other end had a

polymerized bead of 1.5-mm diameter attached to it. The

entire assembly was put in ethanol, and the microspring

was mechanically activated by trapping the bead with

optical tweezers. After being elongated without any

elasticity failure, the bead was set free from the optical

Fig. 4 Microcup with a diameter that increases with height.

Fig. 5 Pyramids interconnected by microcables at heights of 40 and 60 mm.
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trap, letting the coil relax to its equilibrium point. The

spring movement was overdamped and no oscillations

around the equilibrium point was observed. The value of

the spring constant was found to be 3 orders of

magnitude smaller than that predicted from the bulk

physical properties of the material. The main reason for

the discrepancy between predicted and experimental val-

ues is presumed to be that the mechanical characteristics

of the polymer are not the same for macroscopic and

microscopic samples. In particular, the polymerization

Fig. 6 Overlapping microbridges at heights of 12, 24, and 42 mm.

Fig. 7 Inclined (45�) microplane.
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conversion percentage induced by TPA is not known

under the conditions used by the authors, and the Young’s

modulus depends critically on the degree of cross-linking.

It is therefore dangerous to predict performance of

microdevices/nanodevices by simply scaling down the

properties of their macroscale counterparts.

One of the current trends in optoelectronics is the

fabrication of 3-D periodic structures that have the ability

to block the propagation of modes in certain region of the

frequency spectrum. The geometry most commonly used

to create this photonic band gap (PBG) effect is a 3-D log-

pile structure. It consists of layers of parallel rods in which

the rod orientation in each layer is perpendicular to that

in the adjoining layers. The center wavelength of the PBG

is approximately the spacing between the rods. Thus sub-

micron resolution in fabrication is a requirement for the

creation of photonic crystals with PBG properties in the

visible and near-IR region of the spectrum. Two-photon

absorption polymerization presents an attractive alterna-

tive to semiconductor-based microfabrication for such

devices, as complex geometries with resolutions reaching

a few hundreds of nanometers are achievable. Log-pile

microstructures with rod spacings of 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 mm

were fabricated by TPAP, and their PBG properties

verified experimentally.[47] As expected, the larger

spacing created the more red-shifted PBG and the greater

dip in transmission. In all three cases, the transmission

dips were less than 50%. This limitation is a result of the

poor refractive index contrast between polymer and air

(�0.5), and it represents the main obstacle for applica-

tions. The appealing advantage of TPAP in the fabrication

of microstructures with periodic modulation of refractive

index was recently demonstrated. By connecting poly-

merized rods and sphere of 580 and 500 nm in diameter,

respectively, Kaneko et al.[48] have fabricated a diamond-

lattice microstructure that presents a strong PBG effect. In

the race for the fabrication of 3-D microstructures with

band gap at approximately the communication wavelength

(1.55 mm), TPAP is surely a forerunner.

Objects with various other kinds of 3-D geometries

have been made by TPA microfabrication. For example, a

series of microgears was fabricated by TPAP.[49] They

were fabricated around a shaft linked to the solid sup-

port and thus were able to rotate freely under the flow of

a solvent. With a similar procedure, Maruo et al.[50] have

fabricated microscale/nanoscale manipulation tools that

can be driven by light. An SEM image of a pair of micro-

tweezers with submicron probe tips is shown in Fig. 8.

Once in aqueous solution, laser trapping can optically

drive the arms of the microtweezers. This type of re-

mote control is promising in the realm of bionanotech-

nology, where electrostatic types of manipulators cannot

be applied.

CONCLUSION

The basic principles of TPAP have been described in this

review. Its ability to produce structures with any 3-D

geometry at submicron resolution introduces a kind of

freedom in microfabrication never before possible with

other pattern formation techniques. For example, micro-

structures with curved surfaces and/or interconnected

parts at different heights are easily fabricated.

In any fabrication process, resolution plays a funda-

mental role. In two-photon microfabrication, the achieve-

ment of sub-100-nm resolution will bring this technique

into the realm of true nanofabrication. There are a number

of clear steps that may be taken to achieve this goal. First,

one might increase the order of the optical nonlinearity.

The volume excited by a three-photon absorption is

smaller than that excited by a two-photon absorption.

Perhaps more attractive, though, is the potential use of

stimulated emission depletion (STED).[51] It has already

been shown in fluorescence microscopy that the diffrac-

tion limit resolution can be broken by quenching excited

chromophores at the rim of the focal spot through

stimulated emission. The combination of the threshold

effect and STED in TPAP should produce voxels with

sub-100-nm sizes.

Although TPAP has been used to fabricate freely

movable microparts and passive optic components, few

functional devices have been made to date. To operate as

actuators or sensors, microstructures fabricated by TPAP

will greatly benefit from the optical, electrical, and

magnetic properties of metals. Thus the fabrication of

polymer/metal hybrid microstructure holds is a promising

future direction of this technique for applications such as

Fig. 8 Freely movable microtweezers. (Courtesy of Prof.

Shoji Maruo.)
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microelectrical mechanical systems and micrototal ana-

lytical systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a photosensitive semiconduc-

tor and its valence electrons are excited into the

conduction band by high-energy radiation in the ultravi-

olet (UV) range (200–400 nm).[1,2] TiO2 has been used for

diverse applications in various configurations as pellets,

beads, powders, and immobilized films. The most fre-

quently cited applications for TiO2 in a film configuration

are as self-cleaning materials,[3,4] agents for heterogeneous

photocatalysis,[5–7] solar cells,[8–10] gas sensors,[11,12] and

corrosion-control coatings.[13–15]

Pure TiO2 pellets or beads tend to be brittle and

susceptible to attrition or fragmentation under mild stress

and shear forces. TiO2 powders are active because they

have a high specific surface area, but removing the powder

catalyst from the reaction bulk media can be troublesome.

Thus TiO2 film coatings have attracted considerable

interest in the last decade. Film coatings make available

the catalytic properties of TiO2 while benefiting from the

mechanical properties of the substrate. TiO2 films are

fabricated onto supporting materials (substrates) by a

variety of different methods including the sol–gel meth-

od,[16] sputtering technique,[17] electrochemical pro-

cess,[18,19] chemical vapor deposition (CVD),[20,21] and

spray pyrolysis.[22,23]

OVERVIEW

The substrate most commonly reported in the literature is

quartz glass. This is because quartz glass coupons are

easily available in many sizes and in different thickness

sizes. In addition, studying the optical properties of the

film is easier when the substrate is transparent and with

known optical properties. Various other substrate materi-

als used are silicon whiskers, ceramics, and stainless steel.

Stainless steel is an excellent substrate material for

many reasons. It retains its structural integrity under the

high temperature required for heat treatment of the TiO2

films whereas quartz glass softens and deforms. Stainless

steel also is not susceptible to attack during the coating

process except under drastic conditions. Quartz and cera-

mics cannot be used in electrochemical processes because

of their dielectric properties. Unlike quartz or ceramics,

stainless steel can easily be worked into complex shapes

and possesses excellent mechanical properties.

When substrates coated with TiO2 films are heat-

treated, the ions from the substrate diffuse through the

TiO2 layer.[24] Electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

studies show that when glass coated with TiO2 films is

heat-treated near the melting point of glass (500–600�C),

ions such as Na+, Si+, and Ca2 + diffuse into the layer.[25]

These cations act as sinks for the photogenerated electrons

and inhibit the activity of the photocatalytic TiO2 film.

Electron dispersive spectroscopy studies further show that

when stainless-steel substrates coated with TiO2 are heat-

treated, Fe3 + and Cr3 + ions diffuse into the TiO2 film[25]

and these ions similarly inhibit the activity. However, the

magnitude of diffusion is much smaller for stainless steel

when compared with glass and the inhibitory effect is

much lesser. Thus TiO2 photocatalytic coatings on

stainless steel have higher photoactivity than TiO2 coat-

ings on glass. For the above reasons, stainless steel is the

material of choice for the purposes of fabricating practical

process equipment such as TiO2 photocatalytic reactors

for water and air treatment.

In this article, the first section focuses on the

nanoscience of titanium dioxide by describing its crystal

atomic structure and phase-transformation behavior and

their influence on the observed photocatalytic and

photosensitive properties of titanium dioxide. The nano-

technological methods used to fabricate TiO2 films on

stainless-steel substrates are described with a brief

discussion of their relative merits. Sol–gel methods to

synthesize TiO2 films are discussed in detail because of

their significant advantages over many other methods.

The concluding section discusses the applications of TiO2

films on stainless steel.
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PHASES OF TiO2 AND THEIR IMPACT
ON PHOTOCATALYTIC AND
PHOTOSENSITIVE PROPERTIES

TiO2 has an amorphous form and three crystalline phases:

anatase, brookite, and rutile. At room temperature, the

stable crystal phase is rutile. The anatase and brookite

phases are metastable phases that can be converted, under

suitable conditions, to the rutile phase. The brookite phase

is rare and is rapidly converted to the rutile phase.

Anatase TiO2 is composed of a tetragonal lattice

forming octahedral structures.[26] Rutile TiO2 is a hex-

agonal close-packed lattice also forming octahedral

structures. It is characterized by the presence of the

bridging oxygen on the 110 face.[27] The band gap for the

anatase phase is 3.2–3.3 eV, while the band gap for the

rutile phase is 3.0�3.1 eV. These energy levels corre-

spond to UV radiation of 380–376 and 400�410 nm for

anatase and rutile, respectively. When the surfaces of the

crystals are illuminated with UV radiation of appropriate

wavelength, electron-hole pairs are generated[2] by the

excitation of an electron from the valence band to the

conduction band. Some of these photogenerated pairs are

destroyed by recombination either in the bulk or on the

surface of the particle.

Other electron-hole pairs achieve charge separation

and diffuse to the surface of the crystal to initiate and

catalyze redox reactions with electron donors or accep-

tors.[28] The diffused electrons reduce Ti4 + sites [Ti(IV)]

on the surface of the crystals to Ti3 + [Ti(III)]. The

formation of the reduced Ti3 + sites serves to lower the rate

of recombination allowing the photogenerated holes to

diffuse to the surface of the crystal to eventually generate

the OH
.

radical that attack the organic compounds.[29,30]

For photocatalytic applications in the aqueous media, a

number of studies have indicated that an increased

fraction of the anatase phase increases the photoactiv-

ity.[31,32] Other studies[34,75,77] suggest that the ideal

catalyst is a mixture of anatase and rutile phases. The

proposed reason behind the enhanced photocatalytic

activity is the transfer of electron between the crystal

phases leading to lesser electron-hole recombination in the

electron donor phase. Thus the more holes in the electron

donor phase can diffuse to the surface of the crystal to take

part in the radical generation step.

Some investigators have suggested that the electron

transfer takes place from antase to rutile. The removal of

the hydroxyl group is easier from anetase 101 and 001

faces than the rutile 110 crystal face.[30] Since the

hydroxyl groups are less strongly bound to the anatase

phase than to the rutile phase, an increase in the number of

holes diffusing to the anatase surface would presumably

increase the number of relatively easy to remove hydroxyl

groups available for radical generation thus increasing the

rate of attack on organic compounds.

Other investigators[75] have proposed that it is more

likely that the electrons are transferred to lower energy

anatase electron traps. The rate of generation of electron-

hole is higher in rutile than in anatase due to the lower

band gap energy. However, the anatase is phase traps

more electrons than the rutile phase. Hence there is less

recombination in the anatase phase than in the rutile phase

leading to more holes being available. Hurum et al.[76]

suggest that the increased activity of the anatase-rutile

mixed catalyst is due to transfer of electrons from rutile

phase to lower energy anatase electron traps leading to a

greater number of rutile originating holes diffusing to the

surface and taking part in hydroxyl adsorption followed

by radical generation.

In aqueous media, upon irradiation by UV light, the

surface of TiO2 undergoes a conversion from hydrophobic

to hydrophilic state[29] by adsorbing hydroxyl groups from

the dissociation of water molecules and by forming hy-

drogen bonds with the OH groups of undissociated water

molecules.[34]

As suggested above, an ideal catalyst is possibly a

mixture of anatase and rutile phases.

The following series of reactions for the photocatalytic

pathway in aqueous media have been proposed:[35]

TiO2 þ hn ! e� þ hþ ð1Þ

O2 þ e� ! ½O2��	 ð2Þ

The superoxide radical then reacts with water

½O2��	 þ H2O ! HO2	þ OH� ð3Þ

HO2	þ e� ! ½HO2�� ð4Þ

½OH2�� þ H2O ! H2O2 þ OH� ð5Þ

The final step is the radical generating step

OH� þ hþ ! OH	 ð6Þ

The radicals subsequently react with the radical scaveng-

ing species.

METHODS USED TO FABRICATE TiO2

FILMS ON STAINLESS STEEL

Numerous methods have been used to fabricate TiO2

films. Some of the published methods discussed here have

been applied to produce films on substrates other than

stainless steel, but the techniques are equally applicable

on stainless steel. The most widely used method is the sol–

gel method because of its many advantages. It will be

discussed in greater detail than the other methods.
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Magnetron sputtering[36,77] is a process by which the

substrate to be coated is placed in a low-pressure chamber.

The chamber is evacuated and suitable sputtering gases

are introduced. The commonly used gases are oxygen and

argon. A source for the TiO2 (also known as the target) is

prepared by either compressing and sintering Ti powder or

by using a Ti filament or bar. Magnets are placed on one

side of the target. The distance between the target and the

substrate is between 10 and 15 cm. A high d.c. voltage,

usually in the order of a few thousand volts, is applied

between the substrate and the target. A cyclical electro-

magnetic field (40 kHz–2.45 GHz)[36,77] is simultaneously

applied to create plasma in the chamber. The Ti ions are

transported from the target to the substrate under the effect

of the applied potential.

Sputtered films are usually heat-treated at temperatures

ranging from 500�C to 1000�C to convert the sputtered

films to anatase and rutile phases[37,38] and thus improve

their photocatalytic activity.

Sputtering is a technique limited to substrates that are

small enough and can fit into a vacuum chamber. The

coatings produced by sputtering are nonhomogenous with

respect to thickness. A more uniform coating can be

produced by moving the target during deposition and by

increasing the number of magnets used.[36] The roughness

of the coatings is directly proportional to the deposition

rate, which in turn is proportional to the applied voltage.

Reducing the applied voltage results in smoother films.

Reducing the O2 partial pressure also produces smoother

coatings.[39] Sputtered TiO2 film catalysts have been used

for photocatalysis both in the liquid phase and the gas

phase.[17,38,40]

Spray pyrolysis is a method in which TiO2 colloids or

precursors are sprayed over a hot substrate using O2 or

air as a carrier gas. Some of the starting materials used

for synthesis of the TiO2 films are TiCl4,[41] titanium

tetraisobutoxide,[22] and titanium tetraisopropoxide

(TTIP).[42] The substrate temperature is maintained at

200–500�C by heating the substrate during the spraying

process. Spraying is performed by means of spray guns,

which may be computer-controlled to provide uniform

spraying.[40] After the TiO2 film is deposited, further

heat treatment may be performed at temperatures up to

1050�C to convert TiO2 into anatase or rutile phases.

Spray pyrolysis is a relatively simple technique that can

be used for simple shapes including flat plate-like surfaces

and the curved surfaces of tubes.[43] A major advantage is

that there is no limitation on the size of the substrate that

can be coated by spraying. Thicker films may be obtained

by increasing the spraying time or by repeating the spray

process after heat treatment. However, precise control of

the intrinsic film properties may be difficult to achieve.

Electrodeposition methods produce cathodic TiO2

films on stainless steel. The source of the titanium can

be a sacrificial anode[44] or titanium precursor salt such as

TiO(SO4).[45] Titanium precursors are prone to hydrolysis

and precipitation of titanium hydroxide gels catalyzed by

the presence of very small amounts of water or other

hydrolysis catalysts. Therefore acetone or acidic solvents

are used as the bulk media.[44,46] A drawback of the

electrodeposition method is the limitation on the thickness

of the films that can be obtained as a result of backvoltage.

Oxidation of the titanium metal to the oxide can occur in

situ in the presence of water.[44] Alternatively, the

deposited Ti films can be converted to the oxidized state

by heat treatment in the presence of air. Heat treatment or

annealing may also be performed to obtain phase trans-

formation to the crystalline anatase or rutile phases.

Electrodeposited TiO2 films on stainless steel have been

shown to have photocatalytic properties.[44]

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a film synthesis

process that utilizes a carrier gas to transport TiO2

precursors onto a heated substrate. The typical precursor

used is titanium tetraisopropoxide.[47] The substrate to be

coated is placed in a closed chamber, which is then

pumped out to a low pressure via vacuum pumps. The

substrate is heated in this chamber at temperatures varying

from 150�C to 750�C.[48–50] The carrier gas, usually N2, is

bubbled through the precursor and transported into the

chamber. The gases are adsorbed onto the heated substrate

and deposition of the precursor takes place followed by

oxidation. The coated substrate may be subsequently heat-

treated to obtain crystalline TiO2 films.[51] A variation of

the basic CVD method is the laser-assisted CVD[47,52] in

which a laser is used to provide the energy to convert the

precursor to TiO2, thereby rendering the use of lower

temperatures for the film coating and phase transforma-

tion process. The CVD process is subject to the same

limitation as the sputtering process; the substrate must be

small enough to be placed in the vacuum chamber.

Furthermore, this technique is mainly useful for deposit-

ing very thin layers on smooth substrates. Precise control

of film properties such as particle size and porosity is not

achievable by this method.

Other methods of synthesizing TiO2 films are through

the use of binders to immobilize TiO2 powder,[53,54] dip

coating in reverse micellar[55] gels, and the hot wall

technique.[56]

SOL–GEL PROCESSES TO
SYNTHESIZE TiO2 FILMS ON
STAINLESS-STEEL SUBSTRATES

Sol–gel processes are the most widely used methods to

prepare TiO2 photocatalytic films on substrates. A sol

consisting of TiO2 precursors is prepared and placed in a

suitable container. The substrate to be coated is cleaned

and placed in a lifting device. The substrate is then dipped

into the sol container and pulled out (dip coating method).
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The obtained film is dried and heat-treated. The process

can be repeated as desired to obtain thicker coatings.

A variety of titanium alkoxides have been used as

starting materials for the sol. These include titanium tet-

raisopropoxide (TTIP),[16] titanium tetrabutoxide,[57] and

titanium ethoxide.[58] The alkoxides are usually dissolved

in ethanol, isopropanol, or 2-butanol.

Dip-coating produces uniform coats on substrates.

However, to obtain uniform coats, the withdrawal speed

of the substrate from the sol must be kept constant.

Furthermore, the sol container must be large enough that

the removal of the substrate causes negligible changes in

liquid level. The thickness of the coating is directly de-

pendent on the withdrawal speed up to a point.[66] The

constant rate of removal is achieved by means of a simple

lifting apparatus fitted with a variable speed controller.

Removal of the substrate by hand is not recommended.

It is important to note the effect of solvent on the

properties of the film derived from TTIP sols by dip

coating. It has been reported that isopropyl alcohol is

preferable than ethanol as a solvent for TTIP.[59] When

ethanol is used as a solvent, oligomeric complexes of

TTIP are formed. These oligomeric complexes are more

slowly hydrolyzed because of steric hindrance. The lower

rates of hydrolysis and condensation result in smaller

particles of sol and produce a smooth surface.[59]

Formation of oligomeric complexes of TTIP is lesser

when isopropyl alcohol is used as a solvent instead of

ethanol.[59] The larger proportion of monomers of TTIP

that remain in solution undergo hydrolysis and conden-

sation faster and thus form larger particles. These larger

particles of sol also produce a higher viscosity.[59] All

other factors being constant, the film thickness is

controlled by the viscosity. These larger particles produce

a rough film. The use of isopropyl alcohol as solvent

promotes crystallization of the anatase phase at a lower

temperature than when ethanol is used as the solvent.

Higher concentration of Ti3 + sites is also obtained when

isopropyl alcohol is used as the solvent. It is known that

Ti3 + sites are active sites for water decomposition during

the photocatalytic process.[29,30]

Drying the dip-coated film on a substrate is essential

prior to heat treatment. When the dip-coated liquid film is

heated, the rise in temperature decreases the viscosity. A

simultaneous increase in viscosity occurs because of the

loss of the solvent phase and the formation of cross-linked

networks of polymers from the monomers. If the heating

is rapid, the overall viscosity may decrease, leading to

gravitational collapse of the dip-coated film. Drying at

the same temperature as the dip-coating process allows

for gradual loss of solvent and networking of the pre-

cursor monomers preventing a collapse of the film upon

heat treatment.

Because the photocatalytic activity is intrinsically

bound with the grain size and crystal phase fractions,

controlling these parameters is essential to fabricate useful

photocatalytic TiO2 films. Grain size has an important

effect on the transformation of anatase to rutile. It has

been demonstrated for a system with water as the hydro-

lysis catalyst that pure anatase is formed between 225�C
and 550�C.[60] At 550�C, the first peaks of rutile are

observed. Above 800�C, anatase is entirely transformed

into rutile. The phase transformation is accompanied by a

grain-growth process.[60] The increase in grain size leads

to a decrease in surface area. Phase transformation is a

surface process as nucleation occurs on the surface and

the decrease in surface area limits the number of avail-

able nucleation sites, thus tending to inhibit the trans-

formation process. Grain growth is also driven by the

surface energy. The decrease in surface area with the

increase in grain size further slows down the growth of

the grains. Smaller grains undergo the phase transfor-

mation from anatase to rutile easier than larger grains,

which are more likely to be of mixed phase.

Diethanolamine (DEA)[16] may be added to stabilize the

sol and increase the viscosity. It also promotes crys-

tallization and increases the viscosity of the sol. Hydrolysis

catalysts such as water or HCl are also added to the sol to

facilitate the hydrolysis of the precursors. It has been

demonstrated that the ratio of water/Ti alkoxide (denoted by

w) is crucial in determining the crystallization rate, the

crystal structure of the crystals formed, the size of the crystal

grains, and the phase-transformation temperatures.[61]

Water hydrolyzes titanium alkoxides and the extent of

hydrolysis is directly dependent on the molecular ratio w.

A w of 4 or above is needed for the complete hydrolysis of

the alkoxide. The hydrolysis is followed by the polycon-

densation step. Gels with a lower w form linear polymer

molecules in a weakly cross-linked network. This weakly

cross-linked network allows for the relatively easy eli-

mination of the organic components during heat treat-

ment. Hence sols with a lower w form smaller anatase

grains at a lower temperature and undergo phase trans-

formation from anatase to rutile at a lower temperature.

Gels with a higher w form a nonlinear three-dimensional

polymer that is highly cross-linked. During heat treatment,

the high degree of cross-linking makes it relatively more

difficult to eliminate the organic and water compo-

nents.[61] The temperature of crystallization is observed

to be higher and larger grains of anatase crystals are

formed under the same conditions.[61] Because the

stability of crystallites increases with grain size,[60] the

larger grains formed also transform from anatase to rutile

at a higher temperature.

The sols may be further modified by addition of

components such as polyethylene glycol (PEG)[62] as

discussed below. The objective is to improve the porosity

of the anatase film obtained by the alkoxide sol–gel

methods. An increase in porosity has a twofold effect

on photocatalytic activity. Increased porosity means
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increased surface area for reaction and mass transfer.

Pores of an optimum size also aid in capturing the incident

radiation. It has been found that the porosity increases

with an increase in the amount of polyethylene glycol.

The pores are uniformly distributed over the surface of the

film. The pore diameter also increases with an increase in

the amount of polyethylene glycol. It has been demon-

strated[61] that pores whose diameters are one-third to 1/2
the wavelength of the incident radiation are the most

effective in capturing the incident radiation. For capturing

radiation in the 200–400 nm range, intermediate pore

sizes in the 100–150 nm range are the most effective.[61]

When films were synthesized with pore sizes in the range

200–350 nm, they displayed a lower activity than films

with 100–150-nm pore size.[61]

Another approach to increase the porosity is to use

fine-powdered activated carbon as an additive to the

sol.[63] Upon heat treatment, the carbon is eliminated,

leading to the formation of very porous nonhomogenous

TiO2 aggregates. Films formed by this technique, while

exhibiting increased porosity, may be susceptible to

mechanical problems such as flaking or fracture.

TiO2 sol–gel-derived films also lend themselves to be

easily doped by various materials to enhance their pho-

tocatalytic activity. Silicon has been used as a dopant for

TiO2 films.[64] Silicon in the form of silica (SiO2) sup-

presses the growth of crystal grain while also inhibiting

the phase transformation from anatase to rutile. The sur-

face area of the TiO2 film increases with the increase in

silica content, with mesopores being observed when the

content was greater than 30%.[64] The crystal grain size

does not increase after the silica content is greater than

10% by weight.[64] The resulting smaller grain size results

in a large surface area. The surface area continues to

increase with the increase in silica content even after the

crystal-size increase tapers off as a result of the formation

of mesopores and surface structures. It has been suggest-

ed[64] that while smaller pores may be more effective in

absorption of light, larger pores may allow for better mass

transfer, and thus TiO2 films with larger pores may be

more effective as photocatalysts.

Platinum and iron have also been investigated as

possible dopants for TiO2 films.[65] TiO2 doped with

Pt displays about a third more photocatalytic activity

than undoped TiO2 films. Fe3 + decreases the activity of

the TiO2 films possibly by acting as charge recombina-

tion site.

The sol–gel route of synthesis of TiO2 films is the

method of choice in many cases for several reasons: The

sol–gel method does not need any special equipment other

than a furnace for heat treatment. Dip-coating techniques

for sol–gel methods allow complex-shaped substrates to

be uniformly coated. Large substrates can be easily

coated. The film properties can be precisely determined

by controlling sol preparation parameters such as concen-

tration and nature of precursors,[66] viscosity,[16] dipping

temperature,[67] withdrawal speed,[16,68] and temperature

and duration of heat treatment. The film thickness in sol–

gel methods can be increased by repeating the dip-coating/

drying/heat treatment cycle.[16,62,68]

APPLICATIONS OF TiO2 COATINGS
ON STAINLESS STEEL

Most of the initial work in the area of TiO2 photocatalysis

focused on the use of TiO2 powder slurries, pure beads,

and pellets despite their obvious disadvantages as dis-

cussed earlier. With the realization that the photocatalytic

activity is confined to a relatively shallow surface layer,

the focus has shifted to the use of supported films of TiO2.

The improvement and refinement of different techniques

to support TiO2 films on stainless steel and other sub-

strates has resulted in a growing list of applications for

TiO2 photocatalytic films.

One of the primary areas of interest in TiO2 photo-

catalysis is the destruction of organic contaminants in

contaminated water and air. Supported TiO2 films are il-

luminated by UV radiation of the appropriate wavelength.

The contaminant to be destroyed is contacted with the

catalyst surface either by immersion in the bulk phase or

by a thin-film flow. Reaction takes place on the surface

with the mass transfer of reactants occurring across the

diffusive layer on the surface. The controlling step in TiO2

photocatalysis is either the photogeneration of electrons-

hole pairs via light absorption or the diffusion of reactants

and products across the diffusive layer.

Plate photoreactors[69,70] utilize illuminated TiO2 films

on plates to degrade target compounds. Another type of

photoreactor that has been used for degradation of organic

pollutants is a rotating disk reactor.[71,72] The stainless-

steel rotating disk is dip-coated with titanium dioxide by a

sol–gel process followed by heat treatment to obtain a

mixed phase anatase–rutile film. As the disk rotates out of

the aqueous phase, it carries up a thin layer of liquid on the

surface. Several UV lamps mounted perpendicular to the

surface provide UV illumination to the catalyst surface.

Oxygen from the gas phase diffuses through the thin film

to the catalyst surface and destruction of the contaminants

takes place in the thin layer. A variation of this type of

photoreactor is the use of a rotating cylinder instead of a

rotating disk to enable the use of solar radiation instead of

UV lamps.

CONCLUSION

TiO2 photocatalytic films immobilized on stainless steel

show potential for use as anticorrosion agents.[13,73,74]

The films exhibit self-cleaning properties against corrosive
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organic compounds.[15] Conventional paint and other

anticorrosion coatings are passive agents. Photocatalytic

TiO2 films function as active agents, mineralizing organic

deposits over time and thus cleaning themselves. This is a

significant parameter for the reduction of maintenance

costs. The same principle is used in the production of easily

cleaned surgical tools for use in battlefield situations where

the stainless-steel surgical tools coated with titanium

dioxide are sterilized by UV irradiation in the presence

of air.

Other emerging applications of TiO2 films include so-

lar-powered photoelectric cells, gas sensors for use in

automobiles, and protective nonporous coatings for in

vivo biomaterials.
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INTRODUCTION

The moving contact of two solid surfaces results in

friction and wear. Annually, friction and wear are

estimated to cost the United States 6% of the gross

national product,[1] or over half a billion dollars per year.

Friction is a familiar concept that many people assume is

well understood. Students often learn in high school or

introductory college physics that friction can be described

by a simple expression �Ff=mFN, where Ff is the mag-

nitude of frictional force, m is the (constant) coefficient of

friction, and FN is the magnitude of the normal force

between two surfaces—and that there is a different

coefficient of friction for initial motion (i.e., beginning

at rest) and for two surfaces already moving (sliding

friction), with tabulations of the coefficients of friction

available for various pairs of surfaces. However, these

relatively simple concepts—which often fail in practice,

because the phenomenological coefficient of friction turns

out to be a function of the details of the preparation of the

two surfaces in contact, the operating conditions, the

sliding velocity, and so on—hide the fact that friction is a

very complicated phenomenon, little understood funda-

mentally, and dependent on processes taking place at

the nanoscale.

Lubrication—defined by Webster’s dictionary as the

‘‘application of a substance capable of reducing friction,

heat, and wear when introduced as a film between solid

surfaces’’—is necessary to reduce damage to the moving

surfaces and to enable reliable operation. Fundamentally,

the phenomena of friction, wear, and lubrication involve

molecular mechanisms occurring on a nanometer scale,

and hence a good understanding of lubricant behavior on

this scale is critical to developing new technologies for

reduction of loss due to friction. Practical examples are

many and range from applications at the leading edge of

lubrication technology [microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) and next generation magnetic disk drives] to the

superficially more mundane area of automotive lubrica-

tion (where the distances between asperities in moving

metal surfaces can be in the range of nanometers or less).

In recent years, the goal of understanding lubrication at

the nanoscale, and the related concepts of friction and

wear, has resulted in the emergence of the field of

nanotribology as both an experimental and a theoretical

discipline. Experimentally, the development of versions of

the surface force apparatus that permitted the controlled

oscillatory sliding motion of two surfaces (typically mica)

at measurable gaps of the order of nanometers opened up

the possibility of studying friction and lubrication at the

nanoscale.[2–4] Similarly, around the same time, the ever-

increasing availability of computing power made it

possible to perform molecular-level simulations of the tri-

bology of nanoconfined systems.[5,6] For more details, sev-

eral recent reviews of various aspects are available.[7–12]

In this article, we will focus on a relatively small set of

nanotribological experiments and related theoretical

calculations. However, before doing so, we briefly com-

ment on some applications of nanotribology to provide

some perspective on the range of situations encountered.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Nanoscale lubrication is ubiquitous in lubrication scenar-

ios, even in such apparently large-scale applications as

automotive lubrication. As a result of the asperities on the

moving surfaces in an automobile engine and gears,

extreme shear rates in excess of 107 sec�1 are found;[13]

when gears come together in automotive lubrication,

extreme pressures can result in elastohydrodynamic

lubrication (EHL), in which the surfaces deform elasti-

cally with a thin lubricant film trapped between them.

EHL is not necessarily associated with high strain rates,

and is, in fact, usually an issue when two rolling curved

surfaces come together; however, the distances between

the surfaces can be in the nanometer range (e.g., 25 nm for

some ball bearings). The usual phenomenological expla-

nation for EHL behavior is that, under extreme pressures,

the confined lubricant undergoes a transition to a solid or

glassy state. Other examples of nanoscale lubrication

include magnetic disk drive lubrication, the operation of
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which relies on the relative motion of the magnetic head

and the recording media with a spacing on the scale of

nanometers,[14] producing shear in the fluid between the

surfaces. Current air-bearing designs have a spacing of

about 10 nm;[15] to achieve higher linear recording density

and thus high data storage, this spacing needs to be

reduced even further. With an ultrathin lubricant film

(composed of fluorinated compounds) of L=10 nm and an

operation speed V=10 m sec�1 (typical for 30-mm disk

drive), the shear rate _g ¼ V=L when the slider comes into

contact with the lubricant would be �109 sec�1 and

higher. Similar nanoscale lubrication considerations arise

in many microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), in-

cluding micromotors. Finally, the nascent field of nano-

biotribology[16] seeks to understand the nanoscale

processes involved in lubrication in biological systems

(e.g., the lubricants in joints are predominantly water), as

well as utilize the principles of biological lubrication to

engineer biomimetic lubricants.

Experimental Characterization of
Nanotribological Behavior

Much of the recent progress in experimental character-

ization of nanotribilogy has been made possible by the

relatively recent development of instruments capable of

maintaining two surfaces at fixed nanometer-scale spacing

while applying a lateral force to move the surfaces with

respect to each other. The instruments used most

frequently are the atomic force microscope (AFM) and

its frictional counterpart, the lateral force microscope

(LFM),[8,17,18] the surface forces apparatus (SFA),[7,19]

and the closely related surface force balance (SFB).[20–22]

In the AFM, a cantilever tip (radius of about 30 nm,

corresponding to a contact area of �10�15 m2) is passed

over the surface of interest; by measuring the deflection

of the tip in both the horizontal and vertical directions,

the surface morphology and the friction can be simulta-

neously measured.

Much of what we know about the rheology of nano-

confined liquids comes from the laboratories of Granick

and Klein, and we briefly describe them here. In Granick et

al.’s SFA experiments,[23,24] the lubricant of interest is

confined between atomically smooth, step free single

crystals of muscovite mica. Changes in the surface

separation are measured by optical interferometry. Surface

forces are applied and the resulting motion detected using

piezoelectric bimorphs. The contact region results from two

crossed curved surfaces; hence, the contact region is

circular with a diameter on the order of 100 mm

(corresponding to a contact area of �10�8 m2). The

diameter is measured by viewing flattened interference

fringes through an optical microscope. In Klein and

Kumacheva’s SFB,[20–22] the contact region is also formed

by crossed mica cylinders with a contact area of�10�10m2.

The normal and lateral (or shear) forces between the

two curved mica sheets are measured by monitoring the

bending of two orthogonal sets of leaf springs.

We now briefly review the findings from Granick’s and

Klein’s experimental studies. For nonpolar fluids, such as

short alkanes and octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS,

which is approximately spherical with diameter �9 Å),

the low-shear-rate (i.e., Newtonian) viscosity is many

orders of magnitude greater than that of the same fluid in

the bulk. Moreover, the fluid makes the transition to non-

Newtonian shear thinning behavior at strain rates that are

orders of magnitude lower than those of the corresponding

bulk fluid. A case in point is dodecane, shown in Fig. 1A.

The experimental results are from Granick’s group[19] and

correspond to six layers of dodecane confined between

mica sheets. Note that the Newtonian viscosity is 6 orders

of magnitude greater than bulk dodecane at the same

temperature and pressure, and that transition to non-

Newtonian shear thinning is observed for a strain rates of

�103 sec�1, compared with �1010 sec�1 for bulk

dodecane (derived from simulations) at the same temper-

ature and at a pressure equal to the normal pressure in the

confined experiment. As the transition to non-Newtonian

behavior takes place at strain rates approximately equal to

the inverse of the slowest relaxation time in the system,

these results suggest that under nano-confinement,

relaxation times are increasing by many orders of mag-

nitude, perhaps indicating the onset of an ordered or

glassy state. A stronger conclusion is made by Klein, who,

for nano-confined OMCTS, finds a transition from fluid-

like behavior (when the distance between the confining

surfaces accommodates seven layers or more of OMCTS)

to solid-like behavior for six layers or less. ‘‘Solid-like’’

behavior, in this context, means the existence of a

measurable yield stress, the stress below which no sliding

motion takes place. A liquid has zero yield stress, as the

application of any amount of stress causes flow. The

measured yield stress is Klein’s experiment is less than

that of a typical bulk solid, suggesting the formation of a

‘‘soft’’ solid (or certainly one with a different structure

than a bulk).

However, for nano-confined water, strikingly different

results are found.[25] Klein’s experiments show no

dramatic increase in viscosity under nanoconfinement—

the increase in viscosity is not directly measurable, but

can be shown to increase by less than a factor of 3. Even at

extreme nanoconfinement (three water layers), water does

not exhibit many orders of magnitude increase in viscosity

nor does it exhibit properties associated with an ordered

solid-like phase (such as sustaining a yield stress).

As we shall see below, computer simulations of

nanotribological behavior exhibit many of the features

of the above experiments, and there has been general
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satisfaction that discrepancies between experimental

measurements (or their interpretation) would be resolved

over time. However, at the time of writing this article

(2003), a controversy has arisen over the impact of surface

impurities on the measured rheological responses of

nanoconfined fluids. Christenson and coworkers[26,27]

have shown that cleaved mica sheets cut with a white-

hot platinum wire (as used in surface force apparatus

experiments) are contaminated by platinum nanoparticles.

Their explanation for the strikingly different behavior of

water and nonpolar fluids is as follows: in the presence of

water, they assert that platinum particles leave the surface,

while in the presence of nonpolar fluids, the platinum

particles remain on surface. This raises the possibility that

some of the reported experiments may be producing

artifacts resulting from platinum surface contamination.

Granick has responded with a careful analysis of his own

experiment, confirming the presence of platinum nano-

particles[28] in the usually employed procedures. He has

followed up with experiments using a protocol that

eliminates Pt nanoparticle contamination.[29] These new

experiments reproduced much of the behavior reported

previously by Granick’s group, but adds a new twist: the

viscosity of the confined fluid is found to be dependent on

the speed at which the two surfaces are brought together.

In the case of so-called ‘‘rapid quenches’’ (surfaces

brought together at speeds of the order of nm/sec), the

viscosity of nanoconfined OMCTS is orders of magnitude

above the bulk; in the case of ‘‘quasistatic quenches’’

(surfaces brought together at speeds of <10�2 nm/sec),

the degree of viscosity enhancement is experimentally

unresolvable, but is certainly not in the many-orders-of-

magnitude range. Given that the rapid-quench Pt-nano-

particle-free experiments confirm his earlier results,

Granick concludes that the Pt nanoparticles do not play

a dominant role in determining the rheology of the

nanoconfined system. Granick also reasserts the absence

of an order–disorder transition in the nanoconfined fluid,

similar to his previous findings. As of the writing of this

article, Klein has not responded in print to the issues

raised by Christensen et al. However, from discussions

with Klein and members of his group, it appears that, long

before any questions were raised about Pt nanoparticle

contamination, the Klein group adopted experimental

protocols to minimize the presence of Pt nanoparticles on

their mica surfaces.

Computer Simulations of
Nanotribological Behavior

The existence of experimental data (such as that reviewed

above) and the importance of nanotribology have inspired

many molecular simulation studies of nanotribological

systems. The simulations have attempted to model both

Fig. 1 (A) Log–log plot of viscosity as a function of shear rate for six layers of dodecane confined between mica sheets. The open and

filled circles are experimental results; the open square, triangle, and diamond are molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of this system

performed in different ways (constant applied stress, constant applied sliding velocity and the latter at fixed normal pressure); the filled

triangles show nonequilibrium MD results for dodecane in the bulk at the same temperature and pressure. Note that there is quite good

agreement between experiment and simulation, although there remains a gap between the highest strain rate in experiment and the

lowest addressable by straightforward MD. (From Ref. [29].) (B) Structure of six-layer dodecane system in the absence of shear. The

structure evolves from a disordered structure over a period of nanoseconds, and exhibits a nonzero yield stress. (From Ref. [27].) (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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the AFM and SFA/SFB experiments; in the former case,

it is reasonable to simulate the experiment fully because

the size of the AFM tip is small enough to be accessible

to simulation. Simulations of the SFA/SFB experiments

have usually involved treating the contact surface as

essentially infinite in two dimensions and nanoscopic in

the direction of confinement. The brevity of this article

does not permit a thorough discussion of the molecular

simulations; instead, we refer the interested reader to

several overview papers.[9,30–34]

Rather, we focus our discussion here on computer

simulations[35–37] directly relevant to the experimental

measurements described above. In these simulations,

nanoconfined mica was studied by classical molecular

dynamics using standard united-atom alkane force fields

and an approximation to the mica surface consisting of a

Lennard–Jones (LJ) solid with the LJ energy determined

by experimental values for the surface energy of mica.

The nanoconfined systems were prepared by beginning

with an equilibrated bulk system of dodecane (i.e., in

periodic boundary conditions); the mica-like surfaces

were then introduced into the simulations (thus eliminat-

ing periodic boundary conditions in one direction) and

slowly (on simulation time scales) brought together until

the normal pressure was of the same order of magnitude as

the normal pressure in the experiment, resulting in

compression of the nanoconfined dodecane. [Note that

according to the definition introduced by Zhu and

Granick,[29] this corresponds to a rapid quench.] The

major conclusions from this work are as follows: first,

although we are currently unable to simulate down to the

strain rates at which experiments can be performed

because of the very long relaxation times in the system,

the sliding behavior of nanoconfined dodecane (as can be

seen in Fig. 1A) is similar to that measured experimentally

by Granick and coworkers.[37] Second, a transition from

disordered fluid (for seven or more layers of confined

dodecane) to an ordered solid-like phase (for six layers or

less, see Fig. 1B), in agreement with the findings of Klein

and Kumacheva[21,38] for similar nonpolar fluids. For

wall–fluid interactions that are attractive, the density of

the confined fluid increases above the bulk density at the

same density and pressure. The transition to a solid-like

phase occurs when the confined density exceeds the bulk

solidification density.[35] For branched alkanes, we

observe an enhancement in the confined density, but it

is insufficient to exceed the solidification density for the

branched alkane, and so no solidification is observed.[36]

This insight between the densification of the confined

fluid and the conditions under which a transition can take

place to an ordered phase was used by Klein and

coworkers in understanding the striking difference

between the behavior of water under nanoconfinement[25]

and nonpolar fluids such as alkanes noted above. Klein

and coworkers attributed this to the fact that the expected

densification on nanoconfinement, when interpreted in

terms of bulk behavior, pushes water away from the

bulk solidification density (owing to the density maximum

in water).

CONCLUSION

Nanotribology and nanoscale lubrication are fields that are

still at an early stage, with ongoing experimental and

theoretical controversies. The importance of nanoscale

lubrication in fields as diverse as automobiles, hard disk

drives, and biology, as well as the difficulty of simulating

and performing experiments on these systems, will ensure

that it will continue to be a very active area of research in

the years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main tribological properties of rubbed pairs is

self-lubrication. The key to self-lubricating materials is

the rapid and easy shear and transfer of thin films from

one surface to another. The solid lubricants assure a ‘‘self-

lubrication’’ of oils, greases, coatings, polymer compos-

ites, bearing powder materials, etc.

In the present work, a novel brand of nanomaterials—

inorganic fullerene (IF)-like solid lubricant nanoparticles

of WS2 and MoS2 (IF)—is considered. Friction and

wear properties of IF nanoparticles are compared with

commercially available layered WS2 and MoS2 solid

lubricants. IF solid lubricant nanoparticles were added

to oil, grease, and impregnated into the pores of pow-

dered materials. Polymer nanocomposite with IF nano-

particles and alumina covered by thin IF film showed

superior tribological properties in comparison to the

reference materials. The mechanisms of IF self-lubrica-

tion are discussed.

INORGANIC FULLERENE-LIKE SOLID
LUBRICANT MATERIALS

Inorganic layered compounds are abundant, in particular,

among the transition-metal chalcogenides (sulfides, sele-

nides, and tellurides), halides (chlorides, bromides, and

iodides), oxides (hydroxides), and numerous ternary and

quaternary compounds. Layered materials such as graph-

ite, MoS2 and WS2 (platelets of the 2H polytype) are used

both as solid lubricants[1,2] and as additives in liquid lu-

bricants.[3,4] Minimum tangential resistance is commonly

associated with shearing of the weak interlayer (typically

van der Waals) bonds in these materials.[5,6] Unfortunately,

the 2H platelets tend to stick to the mating metal pieces

through the reactive dangling bonds on the prismatic edges

(10�10), which lead to their rapid annihilation through

burnishing and oxidation. The friction coefficient of MoS2

solid lubricant particles is more than 0.1 at humid and

oxygen-containing environments.

Recently, the tribological properties of C60 and C70

fullerenes were described.[7–9] It was speculated that the

nearly spherical fullerenes might behave as nanoscale

ball bearings. Intuitively, fullerene molecules are thought

to be too small to separate between asperities of the

mating metal surfaces and, therefore, they tend to enter

into crevices or valleys. Experiments by Campbell et al.[10]

with C60 molecules dissolved in dry toluene tend to

substantiate this hypothesis, but comparison of this result

with macroscopic friction measurements does not yield

a conclusive outcome. Further work of this group has

demonstrated that, whereas the adhesion energy of smooth

C60 films is very low, the friction coefficient is rather

high in this case. The tendency of the fullerene powders

to clump and compress into a high shear strength layer

was demonstrated to be a main cause of the high friction

coefficient.[11]

Using a reasoning similar to that of carbon ful-

lerenes[12] and carbon nanotubes,[13] several groups pro-

posed[14–16] that their formation is not unique to carbon

and is, in fact, a genuine property of 2-D (layered) com-

pounds, such as WS2 and MoS2. However, in contrast to

graphite, each molecular sheet consists of multiple layers

of different atoms chemically bonded to each other. The

initial discovery of IF materials elicited a substantial effort

of many groups, which has been recently reviewed by a

number of authors.[17,18] These nanomaterials were termed

under the generic name inorganic fullerene-like (IF)

materials. The results of a detailed study of inorganic

fullerene-like nanomaterials are considered in this book,

in a separate chapter.[19]

The analysis of IF nanoparticles showed that the most,

if not all, nanoparticles were closed and hollow, and their

shape was found to be irregular with a small fraction of

the particles (<10%) having nearly spherical shape. The

hollow cage structure of the IF imparts a high elasticity,

which augments their resilience in a specific loading

range.[20] Dislocations, which have deleterious influence

on the chemical stability and the tribological behavior,

were abundant in these nanoparticles. A typical assort-

ment of such nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 1. The tilting

of the samples in the TEM suggests that the IF-WS2

nanoparticles have a spherical shape. Atomic force

microscopic (AFM) image of an IF-WS2 nanoparticle,

confirming a spherical shape, is presented in Fig. 2. The

average size of the IF-WS2 particles was close to 120 nm,

while it was about 50 nm for IF-MoS2. High elasticity of

the IF-WS2 nanoparticles was confirmed by the analysis

of the IF-WS2 nanoparticle ensemble under hydrostatic
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compression.[21] This experiment was performed to eval-

uate the behavior of IF solid lubricant nanoparticles as a

self-lubricating medium. It was found that these nanopar-

ticles are capable of withstanding a severe hydrostatic

pressure, caused by compression. Detailed structural

studies revealed that no phase changes were observed

during compression. With increasing load, some IF-WS2

nanoparticles were found to be damaged (Fig. 3). Fre-

quently observed defects can be associated with the

breakout of the outer shells of the nanoparticles. The layer-

to-layer distance of 0.62 nm was preserved in the broken

sheets. The inner layers of these nanoparticles seem to

remain intact. The broken outer layers are expected to be

transferred to friction surfaces, providing superior tribol-

ogical properties of rubbed surfaces. The 2H-WS2 par-

ticles with platelet shape suffered severe damage under

the same loading conditions.

The behavior of the IF nanoparticles has been com-

pared with layered 2H-WS2 and 2H-MoS2. Preliminary

friction experiments showed that IF added to oil possess

lubricating properties superior to those of 2H platelets in a

definite range of operating conditions.[22] The weak van

der Waals forces operating between the layers leading to

easy shear of the films likely cannot control the

tribological properties of spherical IF-WS2 nanoparticles.

We attributed the recently reported outstanding tribolog-

ical behavior of IF-WS2 to its chemical inertness and to

the hollow cage structure, which leads to high elasticity

and allows the particles to roll, rather than slide (rolling

friction), in appropriate loading regimes. It was realized

that the addition of small amounts of quasi-spherical WS2

or MoS2 nanoparticles with fullerene-like structure to

various kinds of lubricant greatly improves their tribol-

ogical characteristics. Thus a systematic study of the

tribological behavior of such nanoparticles under different

contact conditions was undertaken. Based on this study,

some applications for these nanoparticles are offered.

Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) image of typical IF-WS2 nanoparticles at different tilt angles. Results demonstrate

the spherical shape of these nanoparticles.

Fig. 2 AFM image of spherical IF-WS2 nanoparticles. (View

this art in color at www.dekker.com.)

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) micrograph of

ensemble of the IF-WS2 nanoparticles after compression with a

pressure of 500 MPa.
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Hereinafter, some recent highlights of this progress will

be delineated.

THE EFFECT OF THE IF
NANOPARTICLES IN OIL

Ring-block test of a steel pair at sliding velocities

V=0.22–1 m/sec and loads of 150–1200 N was per-

formed.[23] To simulate typical industrial conditions, only

5 wt.% of the solid lubricants (IF or 2H-WS2) were

dispersed in oil. It was observed that IF showed superior

friction and wear properties under relatively low values of

the loads and sliding velocities. Analysis of the solid

lubricant particles showed that a substantial number of the

2H platelets were destroyed, whereas IF particles were

found to remain undamaged under these conditions. With

increasing load, three mechanisms of IF particle damage

could be discerned: plastic deformation of the quasi-

spherical nanoparticles into ovoid shape; peeling-off of

external sheaths; and splitting.[23] The quantity of damag-

ed particles increased with increasing load. The amount of

the oxide was found to be substantially larger on the

surface of the wear track in contact with the 2H-WS2

platelets compared to IF nanoparticles. The chemical

reactions that are relevant to the wear of platelet materials

occurred predominantly at the prismatic edges, where

reactive dangling bonds exist. The presence of unsaturated

or dangling bonds in metal dichalcogenides led to oxi-

dation of the surface in the surrounding environment,

especially at elevated temperatures which may occur as a

result of friction. For instance, a switch from an envi-

ronment of dry nitrogen to humid air led to an increase of

the friction coefficient of 2H-WS2 from 0.03–0.04 to

0.15–0.20, and a decrease in its resistance to oxidation by

several orders of magnitude.[24] Therefore, the absence of

dangling bonds may be one of the prime advantages of IF

nanoparticles over the crystalline platelet (2H) particles

for reduction of friction and wear.

Mixed lubrication is an extremely important regime of

liquid lubrication when both fluid film and boundary

lubrication take place.[25] Mixed lubrication region is the

transition to scuffing and seizure. The behavior of IF-WS2

solid lubricant in oil has been compared with pure oil.[26]

The kinetic of the friction force change between two

feedings of lubricants has been analyzed. Based on this

analysis, it was concluded that the addition of IF nano-

particles to oil induces protection for the contact surface,

decreases the fraction of straight asperity contact, and thus

improves the tribological properties of pin-on-disk contact

pair under mixed lubrication. It was found that the wear

of the pin rubbed with oil+IF lubricant is lower in com-

parison to the pin lubricated by a pure oil. This effect

grows with increasing load, suggesting that the favorable

role of the IF increases with the load. Damage and de-

struction of IF-WS2 was usually observed over a pressure

of 0.5 GPa. The main damage incurred to the IF

nanoparticles was the exfoliation (delamination) of exter-

nal sheets (Fig. 4). Thin nanosheets of delaminated IF are

also observed. Usually, only a few external molecular

sheets of the IF are damaged. Appreciable damage oc-

curred for the small number of fullerene-like nanopar-

ticles. The surface of the pin rubbed with oil+IF was

found to be covered by a film. X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) analysis revealed that this film consisted

of WS2.

IF agglomerates are compressed and penetrate into the

surface layers of the soft pin (Fig. 5). As a result of this

effect, the surfaces rubbed with oil+IF were rougher

compared to the surfaces lubricated with a pure oil. The

main friction mechanism for IF nanoparticles in the range

of mixed lubrication is the transfer of exfoliated thin

sheets to the contact surface. The transfer is probably

responsible for the self-lubrication of the IF solid lubricant

nanoparticles in the mixed range of lubrication.

After the friction test, the loaded pin was etched lightly

with 3% HNO3 in alcohol, which dissolved the wear

debris impregnated onto the metal surface and revealed

the wear damage. SEM analysis of the etched surface

showed that, while the oil-lubricated surface was heavily

damaged with deep scratches and grooves occurring, the

surface of the metallic pin lubricated with oil+IF re-

mained almost unchanged.

Fig. 4 TEM image of the IF nanoparticles after the pin-on-

disk test.
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The thickness of the lubricant film depends on contact

conditions (viscosity of lubricant, load, and sliding

velocity). Using the analysis of mixed lubrication for the

surface with a real roughness,[25] the mean film thickness

was found to be smaller than the size of IF nanoparticles.

When film thickness is smaller than the size of nanopar-

ticles, IF-WS2 have to delaminate or, they can be pre-

served in the valleys of the roughened surfaces, or the

two processes can occur together. Identification of WS2

on the contact surface (XPS and etching), preservation

of the full shape of IF nanoparticles (TEM analysis),

and the formation of a rough surface under steady fric-

tion prove that a part of the IF-WS2 is preserved in valleys

of the contact surface while another portion of the

IF nanoparticles is delaminated and transferred to the

rubbed surfaces.

IF nanoparticles in the valleys and delaminated trans-

ferred nanosheets on the surface decrease the straight

asperity contact under mixed lubrication. Thus the IF-WS2

film protects the contact surface and enhances the wear

resistance of contact surfaces. We suppose that sliding/

rolling of the IF nanoparticles in the interface between

rubbed surfaces is the main friction mechanism under

loads, when the shape of nanoparticle is preserved. It was

found that the efficacy of IF nanoparticles was increased

with the load. It may be expected that, under friction with

very high loads (>1 GPa), a considerable number of

nanoparticles will be delaminated and consequently,

transfer of thin nanosheets a few nanometers in size may

be a dominant friction mechanism. Recent results confirm

this assumption.[27] Also, this study underscores the

importance of size control for the IF nanoparticles.

Using the surface force apparatus, the friction behavior

of IF nanoparticles was investigated in detail.[28–30] It was

revealed that IF nanoparticles are gradually exfoliated,

leaving molecular sheets of WS2 on the mica surface,

thereby reducing the shear resistance of the matting pairs

in tetradecane suspension. Therefore the interplay be-

tween the rolling/sliding of the nanoparticles and their

slow exfoliation seem to play an important role in the self-

lubricating of mating tribological surfaces with IF.

In contrast, 2H-WS2 particles did not show favorable

tribological properties.[30]

IMPREGNATION OF IF NANOPARTICLES
INTO POWDER MATERIALS

Modern powder metallurgy (PM) technologies are used to

produce low-cost, high-quality bearings and gears with

long-term performance and reliability in critical applica-

tions (high loads and sliding velocities). Interconnected

system of pores renders the supply of oil impregnated

throughout the entire metal piece, thereby providing self-

lubrication of these bearings. The lubricating fluid flows

through the porous structure and is furnished to the metal

surface. However, the addition of oil is prohibitive for

various applications, such as aerospace, vacuum systems,

and electrical motors. The impregnation of solid lubricants

platelets, such as powders of WS2 and MoS2, into the

powder matrix allows for an increased loading of the

bearings. Unfortunately, the friction coefficients encoun-

tered in bearings stuffed with solid lubricants are in-

variably higher (0.1–0.3) than in oil-impregnated bearings.

For most applications, the porosity of self-lubricating

bearings lie between 25% and 35%. It is clear that such

high porosity diminishes the mechanical properties of the

porous material. On the other hand, reducing the porosity

to increase the strength of the matrix would restrict the

permeation of the solid lubricant into the pores. It was

hypothesized that IF-WS2 nanoparticles will benefit self-

lubricating bearing technology in a number of ways. First,

being small (0.005–0.2 mm), they could be easily im-

pregnated into bearings of substantially smaller porosity.

Such bearings will have appreciably higher mechanical

strength combined with an improved tribological behav-

ior, especially under extreme loads and velocities. Second,

their seamless character and spherical shape will allow

their facile impregnation throughout the entire bearing

matrix. Also, being stocked in microscopic pores, these

slippery nanoparticles would not be removed at once from

the contact area. Instead, a slow release of the nanopar-

ticles from the matrix pores will provide steady flux of

lubricants and easy shearing of the metal–metal interface,

even under extreme loads. It was also expected that the

spherical shape of IF nanoparticles impregnated inside a

porous solid matrix will lead to an easy flow from the

pores to the contact surface, thus alleviating both friction

losses and wear. The continuous supply of solid lubricant

nanoparticles to the sliding contact is of great importance

in this case. Therefore, it is expected that impregnation of

spherical nanoparticles into the densified powder matrix

Fig. 5 Penetration of the IF nanoparticles and their agglom-

erates into the surface layers of hard disk.
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will lead to a nanocomposite with superior mechanical

and self-lubricating properties. Porous metal pieces,

which are similar in size and shape to commercially

available sliding bearings, were manufactured according

to a standard PM procedure. The details of preparation PM

parts were described in Ref. [31]. Bronze, iron, and iron–

nickel matrices were been used in this work. Subsequently,

impregnation of oil–2H-WS2 and oil–IF-WS2 (10 wt.%)

suspensions into the porous metal parts was carried out

under low vacuum. IF-WS2 nanoparticles and layered

platelets 2H-WS2 with size close to 4 mm were used as

solid lubricants. The density of IF nanoparticles is about

15–20% smaller than that of the bulk (2H) particles.

Afterward, the samples were dried at 150�C (2 hr), under

a vacuum of 10�2 Torr, in order to release the fluid

lubricant from the porous metal piece. The hollow IF

nanoparticles were 5 wt.% of the powder bronze,

compared with 6% for the 2H-WS2.

Fig. 6a shows SEM micrographs of the virgin bronze

surfaces after impregnation of the 2H-WS2 platelets has

taken place. As shown by the micrograph, the surface of

the metal matrix is nonuniform, and the 2H-WS2 platelets

are ‘‘glued’’ edge-on onto the metal surface through their

reactive prismatic (10�10) faces (Fig. 6b). This orientation

is unfavorable for the tribological action of this lubricant,

and is, in fact, expected to ‘‘glue’’ the asperities of the two

mating metal surfaces. Contrarily, the IF-WS2 nanoparti-

cles are scattered quite randomly on the porous metal

matrix surface. Spherical agglomerates of the IF nano-

particles, which are trapped in the cavities on the metal

block surface, are discernible. The SEM image of the

powder nanocomposite showed that the penetration of IF-

WS2 nanoparticles is close to150–250 mm, and it depends

on the matrix density.

The study of friction and wear was performed by using

a ring-block tester at wide range of sliding velocities and

load.[32] Samples that were oil-impregnated and dried

(hereafter designated as reference) were studied first. It

was established that the surface pores of this sample are

rapidly filled with agglomerated wear particles already

under the low load. The agglomeration and compaction of

the wear particles in the pores led to a formation of

smooth surfaces. With increasing load, severe plastic

deformation of the surface layers was obtained. In this

case, delamination of thin surface plates was observed.

The fast agglomeration and compaction of the wear

particles within the pores and the severe plastic deforma-

tion of the surface layers led to an increase of the friction

coefficient, contact temperature, and wear rate. With

increased loading, the pores became completely closed,

and a smooth surface of the densified powdered block is

obtained. Upon transition to seizure, the wear particles

adhere to the contact surface, leading to the formation of a

rough surface. The friction coefficient and temperature

increase abruptly, which finally leads to seizure of the

matting surfaces.

The friction coefficient and temperature for bronze part

impregnated with oil+IF and reference sample were very

low (m = 0.006) over a large range of contact conditions,

while it was higher (m = 0.06) for reference sample. In this

case, a lot of small pores were preserved on the surface of

powdered bronze impregnated with IF under steady

friction conditions. With increasing load the detached

and trapped wear particles fill the pores, but a fraction of

the pores nevertheless remained opened. Friction and wear

of the samples impregnated with IF nanoparticles associ-

ated with their release from the interconnected system of

pores in the metal matrix and a furnishing to the contact

interface. Supply of the solid lubricant from the pores to

the surface requires the preservation of an open porosity at

the surface. Furthermore, IF nanoparticles facilitate the

dislodging of the agglomerated wear particles from the

pores and thus preserve the porosity and the supply of IF

nanoparticles to contact surfaces. Thus the impregnation

of IF nanoparticles into the pores enables the improvement

of the self-lubricating properties of powder materials,

thereby considerably decreasing the friction coefficient

and wear rate. Diminution of the friction coefficient with

 

 

Fig. 6 SEM micrographs of the virgin bronze surfaces after

the impregnation of the solid lubricant particles: a) IF-WS2

nanoparticles distributed in the pores; b) 2H particles glued onto

the metal surface (noted by arrow).
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the IF nanoparticles can be attributed to the following

effects:[33–36]

1. The slow release and furnishing of nanoparticles from

the open pores to the contact surface prevent the direct

contact between the first bodies.

2. The sliding/rolling of IF nanoparticles in the boundary

of the first bodies and in between the wear particles

(third body) facilitate the shear of the lubrication film.

3. The adhesion of IF nanoparticles to the agglomerated

wear particles facilitates their dislodging from the

pores, keeping the pores to remain open dur-

ing loading.

It was shown that 2H particles are ‘‘glued’’ edge-on to

the underlying metal surface through their reactive

prismatic faces (10�10).[32] The sticking (‘‘gluing’’) of

the prismatic edges of the 2H platelets to the metal surface

averts their permeation deep into the metal piece and leads

to their accumulation at the metal surface. The accumu-

lation of 2H particles in the superficial pores leads to the

formation of a thin WS2 film on the surface of the sam-

ple. Under low load, this film provides the low friction

coefficient and a reduced wear rate. However, with in-

creasing load, the WS2 film is cracked and its favorable

tribological properties are diminished. The transition

to seizure occurs under a load much lower than with

IF nanoparticles.

The supply of solid lubricant from the pores to the

surface requires the preservation of an open porosity at the

surface. In the case of powdered materials impregnated

with 2H-WS2, the large delaminated wear debris filled the

pores. This effect led to smoothing of the rubbed surface

and clogging of the pores. In contrast, the IF-WS2 nano-

particles, which are dispersed throughout the entire porous

metal reservoir, are forced to proceed gradually to the

metal surface, and some of them are even picked up by

the disk.

The efficacy of the IF is considerably increased when

an oil film is supplied to the interface. The application of

oil allowed the considerable increase in the load-bearing

capacity of powdered bearing samples impregnated with

oil+IF nanoparticles.[34] It is likely that the release and

furnishing of the solid lubricant from the interconnected

system of pores to the contact surface is also facilitated by

the oil.

ADDITION OF THE IF NANOPARTICLES
INTO THE GREASE

The effect of IF nanoparticles added to a heavy-duty

(lithium-based) grease was studied by using a ring-block

tester.[37] Here, the friction behavior of the base grease

(containing 5 wt.% IF-WS2 nanoparticles) and a commer-

cial grease [containing 5 wt.% 2H-MoS2 particles (plate-

lets) as additives] were compared. SEM examination of

the tested grease shows that IF nanoparticles remained

intact, but partially agglomerated. The fibrelous structure

of the grease is preserved after the tribological experi-

ments with the added IF nanoparticles, suggesting that

grease does not decompose, or react, with either the

nanoparticles or the metal surfaces, even under the heavy

loads employed in the present experiment (Fig. 7a). The

delamination of thin layers is observed on the surface of

the 2H-MoS2 (Fig. 7b). The friction and wear behavior of

the base grease, the same state-of-the-art grease formulated

 

 

Fig. 7 SEM micrograph showing the thickener fibers with IF

a) and 2H b) particles of solid lubricant.
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with 2H MoS2 platelets, and the grease formulated with

IF tungsten disulphide nanosphere material were com-

pared. Notably, the addition of only a small amount -

(5 wt.%) of the IF-WS2 nanoparticles to the grease leads

to very low friction coefficient under very high loads,

largely surpassing the critical loads for seizure of the pris-

tine grease, or the grease with 5 wt.% 2H-MoS2, added.

While the temperature of the grease with 2H-MoS2

particles rises to 75�C under high load of 2700 N load, it

does not exceed 55�C under 3300 N for the grease with

added IF nanoparticles. The effect of IF nanoparticles in

greases on the friction, wear, and the temperature of

powdered iron samples was studied. Under low loads,

friction coefficients for greases with IF and 2H were close.

However, with increasing load, the IF became more

effective. Under load of 2700 N, a transition to seizure

occurred with 2H particles, while the test with IF was

continued up to the maximum possible load of the tester

(3300 N). It was found that, in analogy to the friction

coefficient, the effect of IF increases with the load. Thus it

may be concluded that all the tribological parameters

studied were considerably improved for the grease with IF

nanoparticles in comparison to commercially available

grease with 2H-MoS2 particles. A large part of the pores

was preserved on the surface of the powdered sample

lubricated with grease+IF, while most of the pores were

found to be clogged on the surface of the sample rubbed

with a virgin grease. The study of friction and wear of

powdered materials with greases showed high efficacy

of the IF in comparison to commercial grease with 2H-

MoS2 particles and the base grease. IF nanoparticles were

transferred from the grease to the contact surface. Energy-

dispersive X-ray (EDS) and XPS analyses demonstrated

that IF nanoparticles are confined in the pores of powdered

matrix and are released to the interface even over high

contact conditions.

NEW APPLICATIONS OF IF SOLID
LUBRICANT NANOPARTICLES

Thin films of IF nanoparticles were deposited on metal

substrates, either in the pure form or embedded in

electroless coatings,[30,38,39] and were found to confer

low friction and wear to the substrate, even under very

high loads, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), and in a humid

atmosphere. It was shown that the frictional and wear

properties of MoS2 thin films deposited by ablating a solid

MoS2 target can be improved by the incorporation of

fullerene-like nanoparticles.[38] IF-MoS2 nanoparticles

were tested under boundary lubrication and ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV) and were found to yield an ultralow

friction coefficient in both cases compared to hexagonal

2H-MoS2 material.[30] The friction coefficient under high

pressure (maximum pressure above 1.1 GPa in oil and 400

MPa in high vacuum) and slow sliding velocities (1.7 mm/

sec in oil test and 1 mm/sec in high vacuum), and

decreased and stabilized at about 0.04 for 800 cycles in

both cases. It was found that 2H-MoS2 particles are

flattened and then break because of the contact pressure.

The lamellar structure discovered in wear particles, MoS2,

leads to ultralow friction.

Ceramic materials are very ionic and consequently, are

rather tough and brittle, notoriously known for exhibiting

very poor tribological behavior. This poor behavior can be

also attributed to the high surface roughness of ceramic

materials. When rubbed against another surface, asperities

of the rough ceramic surface detach and small wear par-

ticles are formed, which scratch and damage the mating

surface, leading to its rapid deterioration. The surface of

an alumina wafer was coated with a thin dry layer of IF-

WS2 nanoparticles, which was stressed under pressure

applied by the reciprocating action of a ceramic ball. The

added IF nanoparticles were found to decorate the ir-

regularities and scratches on the surface of ceramic mate-

rials. Fig. 8a shows the results of a tribological experiment

with Si3N4 ball and a flat alumina wafer. Here a 1 order-

of-magnitude reduction of the friction coefficient is

obtained by adding IF-WS2 to the interface in comparison

to a dry friction test. Furthermore, severe wear damage

occurs to the surface of the ceramic ball rubbed against

alumina (a) in Fig. 8b. Contrarily, almost no wear was

incurred to the ceramic ball that was rubbed against the

alumina surface coated with IF film (b) in Fig. 8b. This

remarkable behavior could potentially be very useful

for machine parts in the textile, food, and microelectron-

ic industries, where ceramic components take part in

the manufacturing processes. Under very high pressure

(>1 GPa), nanoparticles suffer a severe plastic deforma-

tion and they gradually exfoliate, producing a continuous

film 3–5 nm thick on the underlying surface, which

has been studied by AFM.[36] This film is expected to

provide easy shear of thin exfoliated sheets of IF nano-

particles under such extreme circumstances. This ob-

servation was, in fact, preceded by a theoretical calcu-

lation, which predicted that IF nanoparticles 60 nm in

diameter will plastically deform under pressures exceed-

ing 1 GPa.[39]

A polymer-fullerene-like–WS2 nanocomposite was

developed by impregnating the epoxy resin with IF-WS2

nanoparticles. Polymer pin–steel disk test has been

performed to evaluate the self-lubricating properties of

this composite.[40] The friction coefficient of a disk–pin

impregnated with IF-WS2 is shown to be three times lower

than for a pair: epoxy resin–steel disk. The wear rate of the
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polymer nanocomposite is found to be 10 times lower than

for the virgin polymer. It is shown that polymer

nanocomposites are transferred to the hard metal surface,

releasing slowly the IF nanoparticles, which provides easy

shear for the mating surfaces. Analysis of the contact

surfaces of the steel disk rubbed with the polymer

nanocomposite identified a transferred black film on the

surface. To prepare the samples for TEM analysis, the

transferred film was carefully delaminated from the surface

of the disk. Using EDS analysis, it was observed that, apart

from the epoxy matrix, the delaminated particles contain

WS2. It is likely that increasing the strength of nanocom-

posite, as a result of impregnation of stiff and elastic

spherical particles and the formation of the transfer films

containing the IF solid lubricant nanoparticles, are the main

factors leading to lowering of the friction of the nanocom-

posite with solid lubricant nanoparticles. The wear coef-

ficient, Kw, for nanocomposites was 0.5�10�11 vs.

4.6�10�11 mm3/mmN for the epoxy samples.[40]

CONCLUSION

This description shows a plethora of somewhat unrelated

tests and disparate set of data, whereby different interfaces

lubricated with IF nanoparticles exhibited invariably

significantly better tribological behavior compared with

the reference systems, especially under heavy loads. It

suggests that the beneficial self-lubricating properties of

IF nanoparticles cannot be attributed to a single mecha-

nism alone. Under low loads, the film thickness is close to

the size of nanoparticles. In this case, the shape of the

nanoparticles is preserved and sliding/rolling of the

spherical IF nanoparticles at the interface seems to be

Fig. 8 a) The friction coefficient of a Si3N4 ball loaded against Al2O3 flat wafer; b) micrographs demonstrating the wear damage on

the surface of the balls loaded against alumina wafer: a) without IF film and b) with thin film of IF nanoparticles. (View this art in color

at www.dekker.com.)
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the dominant friction mechanism. The agility of IF

nanoparticles in the contact region also depends on their

shape and size, underscoring the importance of their

synthesis. The quasi-spherical shaped nanoparticles pro-

duced by the fluidized bed reactor are very suitable in this

respect. When the film thickness is smaller than the size of

the solid lubricant nanopowder (high contact pressures),

deformation and destruction of IF nanoparticles leads to

the exfoliation of thin external sheets. The self-lubricating

behavior of IF solid lubricant nanoparticles is probably

provided by shear of the thin transfer film. Note, that

the distorted IF nanoparticles were found to be both in the

valleys of contact surface and as transferred sheets at the

summits of the asperities. The IF-WS2 film serves to

protect the contact surface and thus enhances the wear

resistance of contact surfaces. Nanoparticles confined in

the surface irregularities are unable to slide freely away

from the contact area and are gradually released from the

grooves and furnished to the mating surface, providing

easy shearing, temporarily, until they are trapped again in

another groove. This mechanism explains the beneficial

role of surface roughness on the performance of the IF

nanoparticles in tribological contacts. Self-lubricating

properties of the powder materials impregnated with IF

solid lubricant nanoparticles are explained by their easy

furnishing and slow release to the contact surface. Stif-

fness of IF nanoparticles and their self-lubricating prop-

erties impart superior tribological properties to ceramic

surfaces coated by IF and polymer nanocomposites with

embedded solid lubricant nanoparticles.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, substantial research efforts have

been directed toward the synthesis of nanostructured

powders and thin films, which raise the prospects of

advanced materials with dramatically improved proper-

ties based on nanoscale grain structure. It would be

particularly advantageous to exploit these improved

properties to extend the lifetime and robustness of

tungsten carbide tools. As a result of this industrial

significance, intensive efforts are being made to produce

these tungsten carbide-based materials with finer and

nanoscale grain size.

Many differing process technologies have been intro-

duced to produce both nanostructured tungsten carbide

and tungsten carbide–cobalt composite powders. Process

technologies range from improvements to the conven-

tional solid-state synthesis to more radical techniques such

as spray conversion and vapor deposition methods.

For many applications, nanocrystalline powders have

to be consolidated and sintered to make bulk materials and

engineering components. However, most nanostructured

powders lose their nanoscale characteristics after sintering

because of extremely rapid rate of grain growth during

sintering. Controlling grain growth during sintering and

producing bulk nanocrystalline hard materials remain a

critical technology challenge.

For those materials, especially metallic structural mate-

rials, the inability to achieve nanoscale grain sizes at

sintered state also hinders efforts to characterize and

understand their mechanical behavior as nanostructured

materials. Cemented tungsten carbide is one of those

materials. There are strong indications of dramatic shift

in the mechanical behavior when the grain sizes of

tungsten carbide cobalt (WC–Co) become progressively

finer. But the potential of fully consolidated cemented

tungsten carbide with true nanoscale grain sizes (<30 nm)

remains unexplored.

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

The potential benefits of such finer grain size materials

sparked keen interest in toolmakers, and work in this area

was initiated as early as 1929.[1] While numerous tech-

niques to produce nanostructured tungsten carbide (WC)

and WC–Co powders have been developed, only a few

have been proven capable at the industrial level. Produc-

tion challenges include economic considerations, powder

properties, powder handling, and processability. These

preparation techniques cover a diverse array of processes

as evident from the discussion below.

Thermochemical processing, involving spray conver-

sion technology, was first introduced in the early 1990s

for the production of these WC–Co powders and subse-

quently scaled up to produce the powders at an industrial

level. This is a simple three-step process involving

aqueous solution formation, spray drying to form an

amorphous powder, and gas-phase carburization with

carbon containing gases to form phase pure WC–Co

powders.[2,3] The dissolution of soluble salts of tungsten,

cobalt, and other additives allows uniform mixing at the

molecular level. This phase uniformity is maintained in

the spray drying process that yields large, porous, and

flowable precursor powder particles. These particle fea-

tures facilitate a uniform and complete gas phase conver-

sion to the WC–Co cermet. The process has been

demonstrated at the industrial level and is also amenable

to the incorporation of grain growth inhibitors, such as

vanadium carbide and chromium carbide, while facilitating

recycling capabilities. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, each large

micron-sized particle contains millions of nanograin WC

particles distributed in the binder matrix. The large

particles reduce both powder-handling difficulties and

reactivity as the discrete nanograin particles are all con-

tained in a larger body in a type of hierarchical structure.

The powders have been processed and consolidated into

finished tooling parts, and significant improvements in
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printed circuit board drills were reported by Eason et al.[4]

Dramatic changes in the properties of sintered parts

prepared from these nanostructured WC–Co powders have

also been demonstrated, as evident from the scratch test

data shown in Fig. 3.

Gao et al.[5] have reported a direct gas phase process to

produce nanophase WC from the tungsten precursor, am-

monium metatungstate. It is felt that the carbide forma-

tion is possible at low temperatures through a substitution

of carbon for oxygen in the matrix. The authors have also

demonstrated a recycling process in which spent carbide

tools of various compositions and grain sizes are recycled

into nanostructured tungsten–carbide–cobalt composite

powders.[6]

Kim et al.[7,8] varied the thermochemical process by

introducing a mechanical milling treatment of the spray-

dried powder that contained added carbon to assist in the

carburization phase. The milled powder is then converted

to nanophase composite powder by gas phase reduction

and carburization. It was also shown that grain growth

inhibitors could be incorporated into the composite

powders to assure a uniform dispersion for improved

grain growth control.

Another variation of the spray conversion process in-

volves the coprecipitation of cobalt with salts of tungsten,

such as ammonium paratungstate.[9] As in the spray con-

version process, the hardmetal constituents are mixed at

the atomic level. Low-temperature hydrogen reduction to-

gether with the catalytic activity of cobalt facilitated the

production of the nanostructured powders. W–Co powders

(20–50 nm) were also produced by a similar process.[10]

High-energy milling has been shown to possess the

capability to produce nanoscale WC and WC–Co nano-

composites.[11] In one such example, the synthesis of the

WC–Co composite is completed by the process of me-

chanical alloying driven principally by the interdiffusion

reactions and the high densities of defects and interfaces.

Tan and Wu[12] varied the classical high-energy milling

process by using magnesium-containing graphite mix-

tures. The graphite provided the carbon for carbide for-

mation, while the magnesium facilitated the reactive

synthesis. Acid dissolution is required for the magnesium

removal from the 4–20 nm sized tungsten carbide product.

Vapor phase techniques have also been reported to

prepare these nanocarbides, but scale-up to industrial

Fig. 1 Etched nanocomposite WC–Co particle, showing the

substructure containing WC nanograins.

Fig. 2 Nanocomposite hierarchical structure of WC–Co par-

ticles as produced by the spray conversion process.

Fig. 3 Surface scratch test comparison of sintered WC–Co from

nanocomposite powder against coarse grain WC–Co cermet.
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levels would be problematic. Direct-current arc plasma

was used to synthesize 40-nm WC–Co powders from a

cobalt tungstate precursor, using ethylene as a carbon

source.[13]

Another approach, termed integrated mechanical and

thermal activation (IMTA) process, was reported by Ban

and Shaw.[14] Nanoscale WC–Co powders were prepared

from mixtures of cobalt, tungsten oxides, and graphite.

Use of a polymer precursor as an in situ carbon source

was also shown to produce phase pure WC–Co nano-

composites.[15]

SINTERING OF NANOCRYSTALLINE
WC–Co CERMETS

Cemented tungsten carbide is usually sintered via liquid

phase sintering (LPS) under vacuum, or the so-called

sinter hot isostatic pressing (HIP), where a low-pressure

HIP is applied following vacuum sintering. Hot pressing

and standard HIP can also be used to consolidate WC–Co,

but they are normally not used unless there are special

needs. Typical pressures for HP and HIP are 10–70 and

100–350 MPa, respectively.

The consolidation of nanostructured WC–Co powder

has been studied using a variety of means including the

standard liquid phase sintering (LPS),[16–24] hot isostatic

pressing (HIP),[25] and unconventional processes such

as microwave[26] and spark plasma sintering (SPS).[27] In

all cases of high-temperature conditions during sintering,

grains grow rapidly. The finest grain size of sintered

WC–Co reported in the literature to date, using nanostruc-

tured powders, is approximately 100 nm; grain size of

70 nm[42,43] was also reported by measuring the same

group of samples as in Ref. [16].

Studies of the grain growth behavior have found that

grain growth occurs extremely rapidly during the early

stages of sintering. Fang and Eason[16] documented the

densification and grain size vs. the LPS time and tem-

perature. It was found that at the first data point (t = 5

min), the grain sizes of the samples were already dra-

matically increased from their initial nanometer sizes,

as shown in the Fig. 4. McCandlish et al.[19] observed

that the WC grain size in a WC–10 wt.% Co alloy sin-

tered using nanostructured WC–Co powder manufactured

by Nanodyne, Inc. was 200 nm after 30 sec at 1400�C,

and it became 2 mm (2000 nm) after additional 30 sec

of sintering.

Schubert[28] pointed out that grain growth started

during heating up to the temperature, which is attributed

to the high degree of ‘‘metastability’’ of the powder.

Specifically, it was reported[28] that up to 85% of

densification is accomplished below 1280�C when grain

sizes are <0.3 mm, while up to 70% of densification is

accomplished at the same temperature when grain size is

0.7 mm, which suggests that the onset of sintering is a

function of the temperature. Experimental evidence of the

sintering and grain growth at solid state provided by

Goren-Muginstein[29] and Porat et al.[23] indicated that

large amount of grain growth is already widespread at

1200�C, while liquid phase is not expected to form until

1280�C. In summary, when grain sizes of WC powder

are <100 nm, significant sintering and densification will

occur at solid state.

Grain Growth Inhibitors

Grain growth inhibitors have been used to mitigate grain

growth during sintering. It was found that 100–150 nm

grain sizes at full density could be obtained with the

addition of 1.5 wt.% vanadium carbide via standard

LPS.[16,22,30] In the same study, 100–200 nm grain sizes

were achieved without grain growth inhibitors at 99%

relative density by employing a plasma-activated sinter-

ing (PAS) technique. The use of grain growth inhibitors

is widely practiced for sintering fine grain and ultrafine

grain WC–Co materials in the industry. Commonly used

grain inhibitors include chromium carbide (Cr3C2), tanta-

lum carbide (TaC), and vanadium carbide (VC). Their

relative effectiveness in mitigating grain growth can

be ranked in the order VC > Cr3C2 > NbC > TaC, although

other considerations such as corrosion resistance and

hot hardness may also affect the choice of grain

growth inhibitors.

Fig. 4 Grain size vs. sintering time comparing WC–Co ma-

terials made from nanocrystalline powders to those from

conventional fine grain powders and the effects of VC grain

growth inhibitor.
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The mechanisms of growth inhibition are the subject

of many research reports.[31] Sadangi[32] carried out an

in-depth study on the effects of VC addition on grain

growth in WC–Co, which suggested that VC or Cr3C2

are more effective in inhibiting grain growth because

they have higher solubility and diffusivity in cobalt

binder phase. The dissolution of VC and Cr3C2 in the

binder phase mitigates the solution–reprecipitation of

tungsten carbide, which is the mechanism of grain

growth during sintering of WC–Co materials. Based on

this theory of mechanism, grain growth inhibitors are

incorporated in a solid solution of cobalt phase. These

solid solution grain growth inhibitors form low melting

point ternary liquids(s) at temperatures in the range of

1200–1250�C. Because these low melting point solid

solutions are saturated with grain growth-inhibiting ele-

ments, the dissolution of W and C in the binder phase is

prevented and grain growth is minimized.

Pressure-Assisted Sintering

Pressure-assisted sintering is another approach for con-

trolling grain growth. Published microstructures showed

WC grains to be �200 to 500 nm after HIP.[17,25] In

particular, Azcona et al.[25] investigated the sintering of

nanostructured WC–Co powder by conducting HIP at

solid state. But even when grain growth inhibitors were

used in combination with HIP at solid state, the final

sintered grain sizes were reported to be between 200 and

600 nm.

In particular, it has been demonstrated that nanoscale

grain sizes after sintering can be achieved with ultra-

high-pressure processes such as hot pressing using

ultrahigh-pressure cells with >1 GPa pressure,[33] explo-

sive compaction,[34] or severe plastic deformation meth-

ods.[35] However, all current high-pressure processes

(>1 GPa) are laboratory techniques that are not suitable

for mass production.

A fundamental reason for using external pressure

during sintering is to promote densification. Externally

applied pressure adds a driving force for densification. It

is a particularly important factor for sintering nanostruc-

tured powder because it does not directly contribute to

the driving force for grain growth. The effects of pressure

are constrained by the pores and any gases in the pores.

With conventional pressure-assisted sintering techniques,

such as hot pressing and HIP, a longer holding time is

required to allow diffusion and creep flow-controlled

mechanisms to contribute to the final densification. The

longer holding time, however, leads to significant grain

growth. Higher pressures are capable of collapsing pore

structures and inducing plastic flow and rapid bonding

in powder compacts at elevated temperatures. This elim-

inates the need for long holding times at high temperatures

and hence prevents grain growth to occur.

Mechanisms of grain growth during the sintering of

nanoscale powders are of great interest. It is reasonable to

assume that there are new mechanisms that are unique to

nanocrystalline particles. There have been numerous

suggestions that the grain growth occurs by coalescence

of grains. Coalescence is initiated by contact between

particles. It can occur via several mechanisms including

grain rotation. Another mechanism is the faceted WC

crystal growth along preferential orientations, which

could happen in solid state because of localized chemical

inhomogeneity.[36] To date, however, there is no experi-

mental confirmation of such mechanisms nor is there any

method for controlling coalescence.

The behavior of nanocrystalline WC–Co powder

during sintering is consistent with published research on

sintering of other nanocrystalline powders. An excellent

review on the consolidation of nanostructured powders

was presented by Groza and Dowding.[37] Based on many

sintering studies of mostly ceramic powders, the following

viewpoints are summarized. The onset of sintering is

reported to be consistently and significantly lower in

nanoparticulates compared with conventional materials.

Sintering of both metal and ceramic nanoparticles was

found to start at temperatures of 0.2–0.4 Tm compared

with 0.5–0.8 Tm for conventional powders. Oxides

densify without significant grain growth until the den-

sity reaches approximately 90% of the bulk density. Then

the grain growth becomes very rapid.[38,39] This phenom-

enon is attributed to the effects of pores on grain growth.

There are unique and different mechanisms operating

during the sintering of nanopowders because of the low

apparent activation energy for early-stage sintering of

nanopowders. When nanosizes are approached, atomic

mechanisms become more obvious. For example, the ro-

tation and alignment of nanosized grains may be easier.

Although these possibilities have not been experimentally

proved, a simple scaling down of the conventional sin-

tering equations is not applicable.

In summary, the published data show that no true

nanocrystalline (<50 nm) bulk WC–Co materials have

been produced to date. Grain growth occurs extremely

rapidly during the early stages of sintering. Grains grow

significantly in solid state during sintering of nanocrystal-

line powders. The extreme rapid rate of grain growth

cannot be explained by the mechanisms of densification

and grain growth known for the sintering of micron- or

submicron-sized particles. Mechanisms for grain growth

in solid state may include coalescence by grain rotation.

Experimental observations suggest that �100 nm is the

low limit of grain size refinement for WC–Co materials

given the currently available knowledge and technologies.

The need to fully densify the material and limit grain
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growth at the same time causes opposing considerations in

process design. However, there is little published research

that focuses on the interactions between densification and

grain growth during sintering.

Finally, it is noted that sintered grain sizes between

0.6 and 0.9 mm can be, and are being, manufactured com-

mercially by using conventional ultrafine tungsten carbide

powders. The initial grain size of commercial ultrafine

WC powder ranges between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. Recently,

Gille et al.[30] reported a new grade of sintered hardmetal

with a 100-nm mean linear intercept length using 1% total

of a VC/Cr3C2 additive.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BULK
NANOCRYSTALLINE WC–Co

Cemented tungsten carbide, consisting of large volume

fractions of WC particles in a cobalt metal matrix, is a

cermet composite material. It is well understood that the

hardness of cermet materials is inversely proportional to

its grain size and that the fracture toughness is inversely

proportional to the hardness. Therefore finer grain size

usually results in lower fracture toughness. But for

nanostructured metal alloys and ceramics, it has been

noted that the mechanisms of strengthening are different

because of the large volume fractions of grain boundaries.

The deformation mechanisms depend on grain boundary

sliding and diffusion-controlled processes.[40,41] Grain

boundaries in polycrystalline metals also impede the

motion of cracks, which contributes to better fracture

toughness. Therefore it is hypothesized that the fracture

toughness of WC–Co composite will improve when WC

grain sizes reach nanoscale.

Hardness and Fracture Toughness

Hardness and fracture toughness are the two most

important mechanical properties of cemented tungsten

carbide and other cermets. Other mechanical properties,

such as flexural strength, wear resistance, and impact

resistance, are fundamentally dependent on the hardness

and fracture toughness and their relationship.

The mechanical properties of nanostructured WC–Co

composites were reported in several studies.[16,17,42–44] As

expected, very high hardness was achieved with the

ultrafine-grained microstructure. Data show that the

fracture toughness of the sintered WC–Co using nano-

structured powder decreases as the hardness increases.

Denseley and Hirth[43] studied the fracture toughness of

sintered WC–Co with an average grain size of 70–100 nm

and 6.7% of cobalt using modified compact tension

method. They suggested that the mode I and mode I/III

fracture toughness of nanoscale tungsten carbide grains

(70 nm) in cobalt was less than the toughness of mesoscale

WC–6.7%Co alloys with similar cobalt volume fractions.

Although this is consistent with the general trend for the

conventional WC–Co, it was disappointing for many in

the field because the toughness improvement is much

more highly needed than the increase in hardness.

However, several other reported data in literature

indicate that the mechanical behavior of bulk WC–Co

deviates significantly from its coarser grain counterpart

when the grain sizes approach 100 nm. Fang and Eason[16]

showed that the surface crack resistance of sintered bulk

WC–Co using nanostructured powder by the Palmquist

method is higher than that using conventional fine powder

when they are compared at the same hardness level, as

shown in Fig. 5.

Jia et al.[42] further showed that the reduction in

toughness vs. hardness levels off when grain size reaches

nanoscale as shown in Fig. 6. It was suggested that the

toughness decreases with increasing hardness in con-

ventional composites, but the increase of hardness in

nanostructured composites does not decrease their bulk

fracture toughness. The difference between the fracture

toughness of WC–Co using nanostructured powder and

that using conventional ultrafine powder has also been

shown to depend on the cobalt contents (Fang, unpub-

lished). For example, when a sample was sintered using

nanostructured WC–10%Co powder, the sintered hard-

ness was Ra = 92.0 and the fracture toughness KIc was

12.0 MPa �m1/2, while the fracture toughness of the

conventional WC–Co is approximately 9.0 MPa �m1/2

when Ra = 92.0. This indicates over 30% increase in the

fracture toughness.

Fig. 5 Surface crack resistance vs. hardness comparing WC–

Co materials made from nanocrystalline powders with those

from conventional fine grain powders and commercial products.
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A similar result is reported by Bartha et al.[17] as shown

in Fig. 7. It shows an isolated case in which the fracture

toughness is higher for samples made from nanocrystal-

line powders than those from conventional powders when

compared at a similar hardness level.

Based on these data, it is clear that the mechanical

behavior deviates from the normal trend for hardness vs.

toughness for bulk WC–Co when grain sizes approach

nanoscale. In addition, the trend of deviation is toward the

improvement of hardness vs. toughness relationship.

Because all these data are based on samples that have

submicron grain sizes at sintered state, the mechani-

cal behavior of WC–Co with truly nanoscale grain sizes

(<30 nm) remains unexplored. A breakthrough in sinter-

ing technologies based on in-depth research is needed to

enable one to manufacture bulk materials with nanoscale

grain structure before the true mechanical behavior of

nanoscale WC–Co can be studied.

There are three categories of possibilities by which

the mechanical properties of WC–Co with nanoscale

grain sizes may be improved over those of the con-

ventional WC–Co materials. The first is based on the

effects of flaws. It is expected that the flaw sizes, for

example, pore sizes, in the sintered material starting with

nanocrystalline WC–Co powder are drastically reduced

when compared with that in the conventional bulk WC–

Co. If the grain size is preserved at <30 nm, the flaw

size will then be a few nanometers or less. This is

beneficial for the fracture toughness, independent of the

hardness of the material.

The second possibility is based on the effects of in-

terfaces. At the nanoscale level, there will be a tremen-

dous increase in the amount of interfaces between the

WC grains and the Co binder compared with coarser-

grained counterparts. The partition of the crack path

through binder/carbide (B/C) interfaces as opposed to

other interfaces or transgranular cracks will increase

dramatically in nanocrystalline WC–Co. It has been

shown[45] that the crack does not advance exactly along

the interface but proceeds in the binder, forming closely

spaced shallow dimples in conventional WC–Co. There is

an appreciable amount of plastic deformation of the binder

involved in fracturing through B/C. The increase in the

fractions of crack path through B/C will contribute a

significant amount of fracture energy to the process,

which would in turn enhance the overall toughness of

the material.

The third possibility is also related to the effects of

interfaces involving the deformation mechanisms. As

pointed out by Gleiter[40] and Siegel,[41] the conventional

dislocation generation and migration become increasingly

difficult as the scale is reduced into the nanometer range.

The more likely mechanisms for deformation will be grain

boundary sliding and short-range, diffusion-assisted

events such as grain rotation and grain shape accommo-

dation. Both of the above interface-dependent mecha-

nisms will be possible particularly at a relatively high

cobalt content when the nano-WC particles are enclosed

by the cobalt phase, the grain size of which is also at a

nanoscale. When the nanocrystalline cobalt becomes the

controlling phase, the behavior of the composite will

also change.

It should be noted that for conventional bulk WC–Co,

the fracture toughness is a function of mean free path

(MFP) between the WC grains. It is dependent on the

Fig. 6 Fracture toughness vs. hardness of WC–Co materials

comparing nanophase composite samples to conventional com-

posite samples.

Fig. 7 Fracture toughness vs. hardness of WC–Co sintered

from nanocrystalline powders at various temperatures.
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plastic deformation and tearing of cobalt metal binder. A

finer grain size results in a smaller MFP at a given

constant volume fraction of cobalt and a smaller plastic

zone and therefore lower fracture toughness. For nano-

crystalline WC–Co, the effect of the plastic mechanisms

of Co will no doubt be reduced from the viewpoint of

MFP. Therefore all the possible grain boundary mecha-

nisms including sliding and rotation are critical for its

toughness. The question is whether the fracture energy

through grain boundaries will be enough to compensate

the loss of plastic deformation of binder phase, and what

would be the final relationship between the hardness and

the fracture toughness. The answers to these questions will

have far-reaching scientific significance not only with

respect to WC–Co cermet materials, but also many other

material systems including other Metal Matrix Compos-

ites (MMCs).

Wear Resistance and Performance

The sliding wear resistance of nanostructured WC–Co

materials was studied in detail by Jia and Fisher[46] using a

carefully constructed pin-on-disc method without lubri-

cant at room temperature. A series of grades of WC–Co

with varying grain sizes and cobalt contents were made

into pins with polished hemispherical shape, with the

radius of the tip being about 3.5 mm. During the tests,

the pins slid under modest load (9.8 N) on commercially

ground silicon nitride plates. The results showed that the

wear resistance of nanostructure WC–Co is higher than

that of conventional cermets in proportion to their

hardness as shown in Fig. 8. The sliding wear of the

conventional and nanostructured WC–Co composites is,

in first approximation, expressed by a Blok–Archard

equation with wear coefficient k = 6.9�10�6. The Blok–

Archard equation is given as follows.

V ¼ kPs=H

where k is the wear coefficient, H is the hardness, P is the

load, and s is the sliding distance. However, a more

detailed analysis found that the wear coefficient k as

functions of grains sizes and cobalt content does not

follow the same trend as that of conventional WC–Co

composites as shown in Fig. 9, which suggests that the

general trend of increasing wear with decreasing WC

grain size does not extend to nanostructured materials.

The wear resistance of WC–Co materials is a func-

tional property that depends on the hardness and fracture

toughness of the material and the wear environment/

mechanisms. It is particularly important to note the effects

of wear mechanisms. Different wear applications, i.e.,

wear environment, have different mechanisms of wear.

The ranking of the wear resistance of WC–Co materials

and the effects of grain size and cobalt content differ

depending on specific applications. Therefore the results

obtained from sliding wear tests may not be directly

applied to sand abrasion or cutting tool applications. To

the best knowledge of the authors, to date, there are no

studies on the wear resistance of nanostructured WC–Co

materials in machining or sand abrasion applications that

are available in public literature.

Applications of nanostructured cemented tungsten

carbide include all areas where conventional WC–Co

Fig. 8 The dependence of wear rate of WC–Co composites slid-

ing against silicon nitride at 9.8-N applied load and 31.4 mm/s

sliding speed.

Fig. 9 The variation of wear coefficient k with the carbide

grain size in WC–Co composites sliding against silicon nitride at

9.8-N applied load and 31.4 mm/s sliding speed. Triangles:

nanocomposites; squares: cermets with 6%Co; circles: other

commercial grades of WC–Co with 10%Co, 15%Co, and

20%Co respectively.
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materials are used. However, industrial interests have

been focused on the manufacturing of printed circuit

board (PCB) drills. Printed circuit board drills can have

drill tip as fine as 40 mm as shown in Fig. 10. The

grain size of the material that the drills are made of

becomes a significant portion of the tip. Extremely fine

grain sizes are required to achieve long and reliable

tool life. Fig. 11 compares the tool life of a PCB drill

made of nanocrystalline powders with that of conven-

tional powders. The result is consistent with the higher

hardness of the nanocrystalline WC–Co composites. But it

also demonstrates the effectiveness of using nanocrystal-

line powder in preventing premature tool failures.

Another area of application for nanocrystalline WC–

Co powder that attracted active research interests is the

use of nanocrystalline WC–Co powders for thermal spray

coatings. The availability of nanostructured WC–Co

composites sparked interest in preparing nanostructured

coatings to exploit enhanced hardness, toughness, abra-

sion, and corrosion properties. While extensive efforts

have been made to produce WC–Co hard coatings by use

of conventional thermal spray techniques and despite the

maturity of thermal spray technology, difficulties were

still encountered in preparing dense nonporous coatings,

with limited decarburization.[47] As a result, the expected

increases in the hardness of the coatings were not ob-

tained. The authors recommended that improvements in

the powder feedstock or better thermal spray conditions

be required to achieve the advanced properties. Skandan

et al.[48] reported a unique approach to limit the de-

carburization during thermal spray. The nanophase WC–

Co powders were mixed with larger grain size tungsten

carbide to create a multimodal coating that yielded im-

proved wear resistance in the absence of decarburization.

Improvements were expected by the use of lower-tem-

perature cold spray process, and Lima et al.[49] have

reported such improved properties by using the cold spray

process to prepare nanostructured WC–Co coatings.

CONCLUSION

The advent of nanotechnology has been heralded as the

‘‘new industrial revolution.’’ Nanostructured materials, a

subset of nanotechnology, are expected to have major

impact across all industries, improving our everyday lives.

The cutting tool industry has already seen the benefits of

fine grain tungsten carbide cobalt cermets, and significant

improvements over the existing performance are expected

from finished tools with a nanograin structure.

Many powder production technologies have been

developed over the years, with a few of these reaching

commercial-scale levels. More work is needed, however,

both to improve the processability of the powders and

attain acceptable production economics. As these powders

are then consolidated into tooling parts, the major
Fig. 10 A printed circuit board drill with a tip diameter of

0.25 mm.

Fig. 11 The primary wear of printed circuit board drills vs. the

number of holes drilled.
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challenge involves the retention of the nanograin struc-

tures after the required sintering of the parts made from

the nanoscale powders. Many sintering processes have

been presented, but in all cases, the basic grain growth

mechanism becomes the limiting factor in attaining a true

nanograin WC–Co tool.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)

spectroscopy has become a routine method for determin-

ing the coordination environment and local structure of

metallic nanoparticles. Because of the penetrating power

of high-energy X-rays, XAFS data may be obtained

under realistic operating conditions. In this review, we

provide a short overview of XAFS spectroscopy and

some features that make it attractive for characteriza-

tion of nanoparticles. We also give several examples of

how XAFS has been applied to problems in catalysis.

Special emphasis will be given to highlighting XAFS

data taken on supported catalytic nanoparticles under

realistic preparation, pretreatment, reaction, and deacti-

vation conditions.

INTRODUCTION TO EXTENDED X-RAY
ABSORPTION FINE-STRUCTURE
SPECTROSCOPY—THEORY
AND TECHNIQUE

The interaction of X-rays with matter can be described by

the attenuation of an X-ray beam as it penetrates through a

sample. The absorption coefficient, m, is defined by

dIðxÞ
dx

¼ �mI ð1Þ

where I is the incident X-ray intensity in some homoge-

neous region and x is a position in the region. The solution

of Eq. 1 is the familiar exponential relation

I ¼ I0e�mðEÞx ð2Þ

where I0 is the incident intensity and m(E) is written as a

function of the incident photon energy, E, as the

absorption coefficient is energy-dependent.

While there are multiple processes that contribute to

the attenuation of photons, in the X-ray energy range up to

40 keV, the dominant process is photoelectric absorption;

the other processes are scattering by electrons and nuclei

and, at much higher energies, pair production. At X-ray

energies, as the energy of the incident photons is increased

through an atomic energy level, a new excitation channel

becomes available and there is an increase in the

absorption of photons. This increase is not a sharp-step

increase, but has a structure that can be interpreted.

The region from slightly below the absorption-edge

energy, E0, up to as much as 2000 eV higher is the X-ray

absorption fine-structure region (Fig. 1). The edge energy,

E0, primarily depends on the atomic species and the

electron shell that is excited, but also, to a small degree,

on the chemical environment. Absorption by a particular

element may be measured by scanning an appropriate

energy range. Using this feature of the absorption of X-

rays, we can probe individual elements in a sample to the

exclusion of all others. The X-ray absorption near-edge

structure (XANES) region can provide information on the

chemical and electronic states of the absorbing atoms.[1]

Edge shifts of a couple electron volts reflect changes

in the oxidation state of the absorbing element; an in-

creasing edge energy typically corresponds to a higher

oxidation state.

To describe the extended X-ray absorption fine-

structure (EXAFS) region, we consider that the absorption

of an X-ray photon excites a photoelectron wave, which

propagates from the excited atom and scatters off of the

surrounding atoms. It is the interference of the back-

scattered photoelectron wave function with the initial

outgoing wave function at the site of the absorbing atom

that modulates the absorption coefficient and produces the

EXAFS. Thus the fine-structure oscillations can provide

information about the number, type, and distance of

neighboring atoms to the absorbing atom. These oscilla-

tions have a relatively high frequency in E while the other

attenuation modes are relatively slowly varying over the

energy range. Only the oscillatory part of the absorption
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coefficient is of interest as a structural probe. The EXAFS

is then defined as

wðEÞ ¼ mðEÞ � m0ðEÞ
m0ðEÞ

ð3Þ

where m0(E) is the slowly varying background absorption

(or attenuation) from an isolated absorbing atom and other

processes. It can be shown that the EXAFS oscillations are

periodic in terms of k (the electron wave number) and the

equation is frequently written as

wðkÞ ¼ mðkÞ � m0ðkÞ
m0ðkÞ

ð4Þ

where E has been transformed to k as

k ¼ 2me

�h2
ðE � E0Þ

� �1
2

ð5Þ

The equation describing EXAFS can be written as

wðkÞ ¼
X

i

NiS
2
0

2kR2
i

j fiðk; pÞj

� sin½2kRi þ diðkÞ � p	e�2k2s2
i ð6Þ

where Ni is the number of i-type atoms at a distance Ri, S0
2

is the amplitude reduction factor, fi(k,p) is the backscat-

tering amplitude function, di(k) is the phase shift, and si
2

is the EXAFS Debye–Waller factor. Because fi is unique

to a particular atom, one is able to distinguish different

types of neighboring atoms based on the shape of w(k).

Many good books and articles that explain EXAFS in

much greater detail have been written.[2–7]

The Debye–Waller factor introduced in the exponential

at the end of the equation deals with the fact that the X-ray

absorption event takes a snapshot of the local environment

and the thermal motion of the atoms will cause them to be

separated by different distances at different times.

Because of the kRi term in the sine function, the signal

will get smeared out at higher k because of the relative

motion of the atoms. This term is a first approximation

and can also include static structural disorder. Thermal

vibration and static structural disorder become very

important, especially in the case of small particles having

a large fraction of surface atoms.

Because all atoms of a particular element will exhibit

increased absorption at the absorption-edge energy,

EXAFS is typically a bulk measurement technique.

However, in the case of very small particles, such as in

most active catalysts, the surface atoms contribute a

significant fraction to the overall signal. In these cases,

EXAFS can be used to probe surface interactions. Also, as

a result of the bulk averaging intrinsic in an EXAFS

measurement, it is difficult to interpret the data in an

individual measurement if there are even two phases

present that contain significant quantities of the probed

element. Obtaining useful information when three phases

are present is nearly impossible because all scattering

paths interfere. However, if many measurements are made

as the sample is changing in some way (e.g., temperature-

programmed reduction), it may become possible to iden-

tify the unique contribution of individual phases in a

mixed-phase system using factor analysis.[8]

Synchrotrons and Capabilities

The proliferation of synchrotron X-ray sources means that

it is easier than ever to find a facility to do high-quality X-

ray absorption spectroscopy research. In the last decade,

three large new sources have been built for generating

high-energy X-rays: the European Synchrotron Radiation

Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France), the Advanced Photon

Source (APS,Argonne, Illinois,USA),and theSuperPhoton

Ring (SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan). Several other smaller

facilities with more modest, but nonetheless comparable,

capabilities have also been built.[9] These newer, third-

generation sources have been specifically optimized for

insertion device beamlines. Other older synchrotron facil-

ities, such as the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laborato-

ry (SSRL, Stanford, California, USA) are upgrading their

storage rings to takeadvantageof insertion devices andother

advances in accelerator technology.

Insertion devices, which are large arrays of magnets,

generate a high-brightness beam with a typical size of

about 1�2mm (unfocused) at 60-m distance from the

source at a third-generation source, compared to a large fan

of radiation, 2mm by several centimeters (more accurately,

Fig. 1 Plot of the absorption coefficient, mx=ln(I0/I), vs.

incident X-ray energy for the Cu K-edge of a Cu foil sample.

The edge energy, E0, as well as the XANES and EXAFS regions

are denoted on the plot.
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several milliradians), generated by bending magnet

sources. The multiple magnets of an insertion device, first

of all, increase the source power proportional to the

number of magnets. Also, when the magnets are arranged

in a periodic array, they can concentrate the emitted power

into intense spikes in the energy spectrum.[10] Because the

electron-beam deflection is much smaller in an insertion

device compared to a bending magnet, the beam has very

low divergence, rather than that of a broad fan. An

undulator (a type of insertion device) beamline at the APS

with a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator can generate


1013 photons/sec in a 1�2-mm beam at 10 keV. With a

second-generation bending magnet source, a typical

intensity would be 
1011 photons/sec in an unfocused

1�10-mm beam.

New Source Capabilities

The availability of higher-power X-ray sources means that

experiments can be performed in much less time, opening

up new classes of experiments. A simple transmission

EXAFS measurement made on a second-generation

bending magnet beamline may take up to an hour. A

similar measurement on an undulator beamline at the APS

can be made as fast as several seconds. At these rates, it

becomes practical to monitor reactions in situ, as the

measurement time is comparable to the timescale of the

bulk properties of catalytic reactions. In situ measure-

ments are strongly preferred for studying catalytic systems

in many cases because there can be large differences

between the state of the sample under reaction conditions

and the state at room temperature or atmospheric pressure.

Instead of using the higher flux for faster measure-

ments, one may attempt previously impractical measure-

ments, such as measuring the XAFS of lower active

catalyst concentrations or dilute alloying elements. More

exotic experiments may also be considered, such as

combining fluorescence spectrometry with XAFS, which

may provide even higher site specificity.[11–15]

INTRODUCTION TO
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSTS

Much of the productivity improvements in the chemical

industry within the last century could not have occurred

without the help of catalysts. Catalytic materials provide

improvements in reaction rate and product selectivity by

lowering the activation energy by which chemical

reactions occur. A wide variety of chemical substances

show catalytic activity, but most industrial processes

employ heterogeneous catalysts that are comprised of

metal, metal oxide, or metal sulfide nanosize particles on

porous, high-surface-area supports.

Heterogeneous catalysts are typically prepared by

impregnating a support with a solution containing a metal

compound, followed by thermal treatment or calcination

to remove water and convert the metal salt to a supported

phase that is readily transformed into the active phase

under reaction conditions. Alternatively, metals can be

added to the support by deposition of volatile species from

the gas phase, addition of organometallic species, mixing

of solid phases, ionic exchange, or numerous other

methods. In some cases, pretreatment of the catalyst with

reactive gases is performed to achieve the desired

formation and dispersion of an active phase that cannot

be obtained directly by impregnation and calcination.

For example, pretreatment of supported metal oxides by

H2 or H2S gives reduced metal or metal sulfide particles.

While catalytic materials are theoretically not altered

or consumed during the course of reaction, both reversible

and irreversible changes inevitably occur. These can

include the adsorption and desorption of reactant and

product species, the transformation of the catalyst species

to a new phase, the poisoning of the catalyst surface by

trace contaminants in the reaction mixture, sintering and

agglomeration of the dispersed active phase into large

particles, and the blocking of active sites by the formation

of carbonaceous deposits, called coke. Understanding the

deactivation mechanisms can be used to design more

rugged and stable catalysts. Alternatively, the catalysts

may be regenerated, typically by oxidizing and rereducing

the catalyst to restore the active phase.

Of interest to most catalyst researchers is the structure

of the active site, especially under reaction conditions.

While there are a number of instrumental methods used to

characterize the active site in nanoparticles, many of these

methods require idealized materials or conditions such as

thin films, ultrahigh vacuum, low temperature, etc. This is

in contrast with typical operating conditions requiring

reaction pressures from atmospheric up to several hundred

atmospheres and temperatures up to 700�C. Data obtained

under ambient conditions may significantly differ from

those obtained under realistic operating conditions. How-

ever, XAFS can be used to determine the average local

electronic and structural environment of a catalytic metal

site under realistic conditions, thus overcoming both the

pressure and materials gap. As a result, the use of XAFS

as a key method for nanoparticle characterization of hete-

rogeneous catalysts has considerably grown in the last de-

cade (Fig. 2). Several excellent reviews describe EXAFS

in the context of catalyst characterization.[1,16–25] The

increase in the use of XAFS in catalysis is in part also

a result of the increased availability of synchrotrons,

improved data quality, and improvements in both hard-

ware and software for data analysis.

While more catalysis researchers are using XAFS

characterization, there is still a push for the development
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of in situ data collection methods to observe catalysts

under reaction conditions. As one must allow X-ray access

to the sample and detect X-rays from inside the sample

chamber, reactor design can be quite involved. Any

material that intercepts the X-ray beam, including the

sample in transmission XAFS, must be somewhat trans-

parent at the X-ray energy being used. There are a limited

number of materials that are nearly transparent to X-rays,

are nonreactive, and have high mechanical strength.

Transmission measurements are relatively simple because

only a small window is needed for X-ray entrance and

exit. Catalyst samples are typically mounted as self-

supporting wafers to reduce the detrimental absorption

from a support. Several of these specially designed

reactors are described in the open literature.[26–36]

CATALYST PREPARATION

Although there are many methods for the preparation of

supported catalysts, catalytic nanoparticles are most often

prepared by dissolution of metal compounds in a suitable

solvent and contacting with a high-surface-area support.

Subsequently, the solvent is dried and the metal salts may

be thermally treated, reduced, oxidized, or sulfided. There

are numerous examples in the catalytic literature where

the choice of metal compound and methods of deposition

and pretreatment greatly affect the final-phase composi-

tion or particle size and, thus, the catalytic performance.

The reasons for these differences for compositionally

equivalent materials are often unclear. In addition, many

catalysts include metallic and nonmetallic promoters,

which significantly alter their activity, selectivity, or

stability. The degree of interaction of the promoter with

the active component is often determined by the choice of

metal compounds and pretreatment steps during the

synthesis. Extended X-ray absorption fine-structure

(EXAFS) spectroscopy has been increasingly applied to

the study of catalyst preparations, providing structural

details and insights often not readily available from other

spectroscopic techniques.

Addition of Metals to the Support

For economic reasons, most commercial heterogeneous

catalysts are prepared from readily available inorganic

metal salts soluble in water. The steps of catalyst

impregnation can be explained by the speciation of the

metal salts in aqueous solution and by the electric double-

layer theory of solid oxides.[37–39] For example, with the

increased sensitivity of the new generation of synchro-

trons, the speciation of H2PtCl6 (chloroplatinic acid, or

CPA) in water, which is used to prepare very small

metallic Pt particles on alumina, has been investigated by

EXAFS.[37] Determination of the number of chloride and

oxygen ligands of dilute CPA solutions at pHs typically

used to prepare highly dispersed catalysts indicates that

the solution chemistry is more complex than generally

assumed. At a pH of about 2.5, there is rapid exchange of

approximately three chloride ligands by water. For

solutions at a higher pH, the number of Cl ligands

decreases, while addition of HCl decreases the pH and

increases the Cl concentration, leading to an increase in Cl

coordination, reversibly giving PtCl6
2�. Therefore spe-

cific Pt species depends on the pH as well as the CPA and

Cl� concentrations.

Catalyst supports significantly alter the pH of the

impregnating solution because of the buffering effect of

the oxide, determined by its point of zero charge (PZC).

The effect of the support on the Coulombic interaction

between the oxide surface and the aqueous metal species

is twofold. First, there is a shift in the solution pH, which

may alter the solution metal species, and, second, the

adsorbed species appears to behave as if it is in the liquid

phase at the pH of the adsorption plane.[38] The aqueous

speciation of AuCl4
� is strongly dependent on the solution

pH, as shown in Fig. 3. Below about a pH of 4, the

solution species have four Cl ligands at a distance of

0.280 nm. As the pH increases to about 7, the average

number of Cl ligands linearly decreases, being replaced by

hydroxyl ligands at a distance of 0.203 nm. At pHs above

about 7, all Au–Cl ligands are replaced by hydroxyl

ligands, giving Au(OH)4
� in aqueous solution. Adsorption

of Au onto alumina (PZC=8.0) (solid triangles in Fig. 3)

results in a decrease in the number of Cl ligands compared

Fig. 2 Publication rate from 1991 to 2001 that includes

characterization of heterogeneous catalytic nanoparticles by

XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy.
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to aqueous solutions at the same pH. The Au–Cl

coordination of adsorbed Au species follows the trend

for the pH calculated at the surface of the support rather

than the pH in the bulk solution (open triangles in Fig. 3).

These results suggest that the composition of the adsorb-

ed species is determined by the oxide properties of the

support and that alumina is more basic than the aqueous

solutions used to prepare the catalysts. Similar results

have been obtained for Na2PtCl4 and Na2PdCl4 on al-

umina, CPA on carbons with different PZC, and

Pt(NH3)4(NO3) on silica.[39]

When the metals are added to supports that do not favor

a strong Coulombic attraction, the subsequent treatments

often lead to much larger particles. The effect of the

method of metals addition on the size of the nanoparticles

is demonstrated for Ni on silica.[40] Silica has a PZC of

about 3; thus it is strongly deprotonated at pHs greater

than about 8. Under these conditions, cationic metal salts

are strongly adsorbed. Incipient wetness impregnation of

an aqueous solution at nickel nitrate (pH of 4–5) leads to a

weak interaction with the support and the formation of

large NiO particles. The Ni–O and Ni–Ni coordination

numbers (CNs) and bond distances are similar to those for

bulk NiO after calcination in air at 500�C. By contrast, the

Ni–O and Ni–Ni CNs for impregnation of cationic

ethylenediamine Ni(II) complexes at a pH of 12, i.e., a

deprotonated silica surface, indicate surface-stabilized

Ni that gives significantly smaller nickel oxide particles

upon calcination.

The effect of metal loading and support composition on

the adsorbed and reduced species has been investigated

for chromium on silica, alumina, and silica–alumina with

various alumina contents.[41] The hydrated adsorbed

species differ on the different supports. For example,

with incipient wetness impregnation of CrO3 at a 4% Cr

loading on silica, the first shell Cr–O CN is near 4 at a

distance of 0.158 nm, while on alumina and silica–

alumina, the CN is near 6 at a distance of 0.165 nm.

Calcination lowers the Cr–O CNs with little change in the

bond distances. The lower the isoelectric point of the

support and the higher the chromium loading, the greater

the fraction of surface polychromates. In addition, upon

reduction, the XANES spectra indicate that all catalysts

contain both Cr(II) and Cr(III). However, the fraction of

Cr(II) increases in the order silica>silica–alumina>alu-

mina. Furthermore, at low loading, the Cr(II) species on

silica are highly coordinatively unsaturated and correlate

with high catalytic activity for ethylene polymerization.

This example demonstrates that both the support and the

metal loading can affect the phase composition and

particle size, giving widely varying activities for catalysts

of similar metal composition.

Three-way catalysts (TWC) are widely used to treat

gasoline vehicle emissions (hydrocarbon, CO, and NOx).

The method of Pt and Rh addition onto cerium-oxide-

promoted alumina greatly affects the performance.[42]

Coimpregnation of Pt and Rh displays low activity for

propane oxidation (due principally to Pt) after calcina-

tion at 900�C. The Pt EXAFS spectrum indicates the

formation of large metallic particles (bond distance 0.277

nm) with total CN (Pt–Pt and Pt–Rh) near 12. In addi-

tion, by comparison of the Pt–Rh EXAFS coordination

number (CN) to the bulk composition, it is concluded

that the particles are a PtRh alloy with high surface Rh

content. Sequential deposition and reduction of Pt gives

metallic Pt and reduced Ce. Subsequent Rh addition

selectively deposited on the partially reduced Ce gives a

catalyst with much higher activity. After calcination at

900�C, the large metallic particles are again formed;

however, there is little alloy formation. Extended X-ray

absorption fine structure spectroscopy is one of the few

techniques whereby alloy formation, phase segregation,

composition, and structure can be determined in bimetal-

lic nanoparticles.

Catalytic nanoparticles can also be prepared from

organometallic and metal carbonyl compounds dissolved

in organic solvent.[43] Generally, with organometallic

compounds, some of the ligands react with the support

hydroxyl groups to give attached metal species. Supported

nanoparticles have been prepared from p-allyl compounds

of Rh, Ni, Pd, and Pt. Reaction of the support hydroxyl

groups leads to the loss of 1–2 ligands and the formation

Fig. 3 Effect of pH on the Au–Cl coordination number for

NaAuCl4 in aqueous solution and adsorbed on alumina. Solid

square: 200-ppm AuCl4
�; open square: 200-ppm AuCl4

� plus

50 times molar excess of Cl�; solid circle: 500-ppm AuCl4
�;

solid triangle: 200-ppm AuCl4
� adsorbed on alumina at the

solution pH; open triangle: 200-ppm AuCl4
� adsorbed on

alumina at the calculated pH of the alumina surface. The sum of

the Au–Cl and Au–O coordination numbers is 4. (From Ref.

[39].)
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of a M–O coordination. The degree of reaction can often

be determined by EXAFS. Reduction in hydrogen of the

adsorbed Rh allyl species on silica leads to formation of

1.3-nm Rh particles; the Rh–Rh CN was 5.0 at a distance

of 0.264 nm. From the EXAFS of the adsorbed species,

the Rh–Rh CN (3.0) and bond distance (0.270 nm), and

Rh–C (0.184 nm) and Rh–O (oxygen atom from the CO

ligand) bond distances (0.293 nm) could be determined.

Multimetallic carbonyl clusters have also been used to

prepare nanoclusters having narrow particle size distribu-

tions. For example, EXAFS analysis of the Ir–Ir CN and

bond distance of Ir4(CO)12 adsorbed onto MgO[44] and

TiO2
[45] from pentane is consistent with formation of an

[HIr4(CO)11]� complex. When the adsorbed complex is

thermally decarbonylated at 300�C in He, an Ir–Ir

coordination is found at a distance of 0.267 nm with a

CN of 3.0, suggesting the formation of four-atom Ir

nanoparticles. In addition, with these very small particles,

two distances from the metal atom to the oxygen ions of

support were resolved in the EXAFS spectrum at 0.219

and 0.268 nm. When the adsorbed Ir complex was

decomposed in H2 at the same temperature, larger

particles were formed (CN=6.7). For Ir nanoparticles,

the H2 and CO chemisorption capacities sharply decreased

as the particle size decreased. As a result, accurate

information on the particle size could only be determined

from the EXAFS Rh–Rh coordination numbers. Similar

catalysts with narrow particle size distributions have been

prepared and characterized by EXAFS for Rh6(CO)16 on

TiO2
[46] and [HOs3(CO)11]� on NaY zeolite.[47]

The choice of metal salt and pretreatment conditions

often affect the nanoparticle composition, and thus the

catalytic performance. Alumina-supported Mo and W

sulfide catalysts are widely used in petroleum refining for

removing S and N heteroatoms. However, to meet future

more stringent emissions regulations, more active and

selective catalysts must be developed. Vapor deposition of

Mo(CO)6 into NaY zeolite followed by sulfidation at

400�C leads to very small or highly disordered, fully

sulfided Mo particles, which possess high catalytic

activity.[48] The Mo–S and Mo–Mo bond distances are

consistent with that of MoS2, and from the Mo–Mo

coordination number of about 1, these are proposed to be

dimeric Mo species. Oxidation of Mo(CO)6 at 100�C
produced Mo-oxide dimers with a Mo–Mo coordination

number of 0.8, which upon sulfiding also gave MoS2

dimers. Catalysts with a similar Mo content but are

prepared by aqueous impregnation of ammonium hepta-

molybdate formed tetrahedrally coordinated Mo–O spe-

cies in the calcined catalysts, as determined from the

XANES spectra; however, these particles could not be

fully sulfided at 400�C. These materials displayed much

lower activity than those prepared from Mo(CO)6, which

was ascribed to the incomplete formation of a sulfided Mo

phase and lower dispersion.

Catalyst Pretreatment

Once the metals are deposited on the support, the catalyst

is usually treated prior to reaction, to produce the active

state of the catalyst or, at least, to produce a phase that

readily transforms into the active catalyst under reaction

conditions. Typical pretreatment conditions are to in-

crease the temperature in air (or inert gas) followed by

reduction of the metals in hydrogen, oxidation in air, or

sulfiding with H2S. The catalyst’s activity is often greatly

affected by the pretreatment conditions. For many

catalysts, the changes that occur during pretreatment and

the reasons for the dramatic changes in activity are not

well understood. The EXAFS technique is being increas-

ingly applied to this phase in the development of cata-

lyst preparations.

Reduction of noble metal catalysts, e.g., Pt, Rh, Ir, etc.,

by hydrogen gives metallic nanoparticles. For particles

less than about 2.0 nm, a large fraction of the atoms are in

contact with the support and the structure of the metal–

support interface can be resolved in the EXAFS spectrum

of the metal.[49] Because the energy dependence of the

backscattering amplitudes of M–Osupport and M–M paths

are different, the two overlapping contributions can be

resolved. Deconvolution of the two EXAFS contributions

is accomplished by fitting the M–M shell with a high-k

weighting of the data. This contribution can be then

subtracted from the data and the difference spectrum is fit

with a low-k weighting, allowing determination of the M–

O shell.[50,51] Analysis of the EXAFS spectra indicates

that the distance of the metal atoms in small particles to

the support oxide surface is dependent on the reduction

temperature. For example, for Pt on Al2O3 catalysts

reduced at high temperature, i.e., ca. 450�C, the distance

of the Pt atoms to the support is about 0.220 nm, which is

approximately the sum of the covalent radii of metallic Pt

and oxide ions.[52] However, low-temperature reduction,

e.g., 300�C, gives a Pt-support distance of 0.270 nm. This

long distance has been interpreted as resulting from

atomic hydrogen being inserted between the metal

particles and the support. The hydrogen atoms are not

observed in the normal EXAFS spectrum because the

hydrogen backscattering amplitude is small. Similar M–

Osupport distances have been reported for several other

supported noble metal catalysts.[49,53,54]

The effect of reduction temperature on particle mor-

phology for Pt supported on a-alumina single crystals has

been studied by polarized total reflection fluorescence

spectroscopy.[55] By analysis of the EXAFS spectra at

different angles to the incident beam, it is possible to
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obtain three-dimensional structural information. For Pt

reduced at low temperature (110�C), the ratio of the Pt–Pt

coordination numbers with the sample placed parallel and

perpendicular to the beam is 0.5. Model calculations

indicate that under these conditions, a single layer of Pt

atoms is in contact with the support. Upon high-

temperature (400�C) reduction, spherical Pt particles are

formed. The application of angle-dependent EXAFS to

nanoparticles supported on single crystals provides struc-

tural information on particle morphology not generally

available by standard EXAFS analysis with nanoparticles

on amorphous supports.

Temperature-Programmed Pretreatments

For many years, thermal and mass-spectroscopic, temper-

ature-programmed pretreatment methods have been used

to characterize catalytic nanoparticles. In the last few

years, two methods for rapid data acquisition have made it

possible to collect high-quality, time-resolved EXAFS

spectra for determination of the structural transformations

that accompany these changes. Dispersive EXAFS uses a

bent crystal monochromator to simultaneously expose the

sample to all X-ray energies. The trajectory of the X-rays

depends on the energy, and the transmitted flux is detected

with a multielement photodiode detector. Depending on

the sample concentration, a spectrum can be obtained

from a fraction of a second to minutes.[56,57] Alternatively,

by continuously scanning the monochromator, one can

collect a quick EXAFS spectrum within a few seconds to

minutes. This latter technique can be used with a more

conventional beamline design and detectors. For both

techniques, kinetic EXAFS data can be collected for

processes such as reduction, poisoning, phase change,

sintering, etc. that occur on the timescale of minutes to

hours.[58]

Copper-exchanged ZSM-5 zeolite is catalytically ac-

tive for the reduction and disproportionation of nitrogen

oxides (NOx) to N2. In addition, there are several possible

oxidation states [Cu(0), Cu(I), and Cu(II)] that could be

catalytically active. Analysis of the Cu XANES spectra

can be used to determine the amounts of each oxidation

state, as a result of the significant differences between the

XANES features of each state, particularly the pre-edge

peak of Cu(I). High-resolution in situ XANES and

EXAFS were used to follow the temperature-programmed

reduction of Cu-ZSM-5 in hydrogen (Fig. 4).[59] Using

principal component analysis, the stepwise transformation

of Cu(II) to Cu(I) to Cu(0) was apparent from the XANES

spectra. In addition, as a result of the highly resolved

Cu(I) pre-edge feature, two Cu(I) species were detected,

differing in their coordination geometry. The reduction

steps were also observable in the EXAFS spectra. At high

temperature, the formation of Cu–Cu metallic bonds

indicates that reduced Cu particles are formed, which are

undesirable for good catalytic activity.

Cu/ZnO catalysts are commercially used for synthesis

of methanol at high pressure from CO plus H2. At low

pressure, Cu also decomposes methanol and is being

investigated for production of hydrogen for automotive

fuel cell applications. The active catalyst is synthesized by

precipitation of a mixed CuO/ZnO phase followed by

reduction and reaction. The evolution of the catalytic

precursors was followed during temperature-programmed

Fig. 4 Changes in Cu K-edge XANES and EXAFS spectra of Cu-ZSM-5 during temperature-programmed reduction in hydrogen. (A)

Plot of XANES edges during the reduction process, showing the strong Cu(I) pre-edge feature ca. 8980 eV that was observed due to a

high energy-resolution beamline. (B) The Fourier transform of the EXAFS spectra during the reduction process, along with some of the

major features fitted during analysis. (From Ref. [59].)
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reduction by XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy.[60] With

decreasing amounts of CuO, the onset of reduction

decreased from 200�C to 170�C and the Cu (metallic)

crystallite size decreased from 21.0 to 4.0 nm. From the

XANES spectra, the reduction was observed to proceed

from Cu(II) to Cu(I) to Cu(0). Addition of O2 during

reforming led to a mixture of Cu(II) and Cu(I) and loss of

catalytic activity. The catalyst compositions and methods

of preparation and pretreatment that led to small metallic

Cu nanoparticles gave high catalytic activity.

The effect of pretreatment conditions on the nanopar-

ticle size has also been studied by temperature-

programmed reduction of Pt(NH3)4
2 + supported on

silica.[61] Direct reduction in H2 rapidly occurs at 150–

200�C with the formation of moderately small Pt particles,

based on a Pt–Pt CN of 8.0 and a hydrogen chemisorption

(H/Pt) ratio of 0.89. During H2 reduction, there is a sharp

decrease in the white-line intensity, loss of Pt–N bonds,

and the formation of Pt–Pt bonds. H2 reduction at 400�C
leads to larger Pt particles with a CN of 9.5. Thermal

treatment in inert gas leads to autoreduction of the

Pt(NH3)4
2 + in multiple steps. At about 200�C, there is a

loss of Pt–N ligands and a small decrease in the white-line

intensity. The white-line intensity continues to decrease

until about 300�C, after which the reduction is complete,

with a final Pt–Pt CN of 7.8 and H/Pt ratio of 1.09.

Thermal treatment at higher temperature did not lead to

further growth of the nanoparticles. Calcination of

Pt(NH3)4
2 + leads to a gradual change in the white-line

intensity over a temperature range from about 150�C to

325�C and a decrease in the Pt–N CN from 5.3 to 4.0. No

Pt–Pt bonds are formed in the presence of O2. It was

concluded that the key to making small metallic particles

with uniform particle size distributions involves stable

immobile surface species. Clearly, both the phase and

particle size of the Pt nanoparticles are influenced by the

gas composition and temperature of the pretreatment.

Molybdenum oxide is a key component in many

selective oxidation catalysts and is known to form a

number of well-defined suboxides whose average valence

is between +6 and +4. A combination of the XANES

spectra and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was used to

study the isothermal and temperature-programmed reduc-

tion kinetics of MoO3.[62] Below 425�C, MoO3 is reduced

to MoO2 in a single step without the formation of

intermediates. At higher temperatures, Mo metal and

Mo4O11 were formed in parallel. The average oxidation

state was determined from the XANES spectra, while the

crystallite size was determined from the XRD. Under the

reaction conditions for propene oxidation, Mo4O11 is not

formed; thus it is not the catalytic species. In addition,

because no other molybdenum oxide phases were ob-

served, it was proposed that oxygen deficiencies on MoO2

are the catalytic centers.

During pretreatment of NiMo hydrotreating catalysts, it

is essential to fully sulfide the metals, produce small

particles, and maximize the interaction between Ni and

Mo. Temperature-programmed sulfidation of Mo indi-

cates that sulfide formation is a complex series of

steps.[63,64] Below about 100�C, Mo remains fully

oxidized with a Mo–Mo bond and several Mo–O

distances. From 100�C to 225�C, there is a loss of the

Mo–Mo bond and the longest Mo–O distance, accompa-

nied by the formation of Mo–S bonds. The Mo–Mo

distance of 0.28 nm in the initial sulfided species is similar

in structure to MoS3. In this temperature range, it is likely

that Mo O bonds are unreactive. The transformation of

the remaining Mo–O bonds continues up to about 350�C,

when the formation of MoS2 is complete. Because

EXAFS is element-specific, the sulfiding of Ni and Mo

can be independently studied. For Ni, little sulfiding

occurs below about 50�C, but is complete by 140�C.

Addition of chelating ligands during preparation retards

the onset of Ni sulfidation, but has little effect on Mo.

Therefore chelating ligands were added during catalyst

synthesis to retard the sulfiding of Ni, which maximizes

the interaction of Ni with Mo, leading to higher activity.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
DURING REACTION

While EXAFS has become a standard technique for

structural characterization of catalytic nanoparticles, the

increased sensitivity of modern synchrotrons and im-

proved analysis methods (software and theoretical stan-

dards) has provided an ever-increasing level of detail and

understanding of the reactivity of the active site and

catalyst promoters. To maximize the data quality and

reduce the structural and thermal disorder, EXAFS

analysis is often conducted on samples directly after

pretreatment or reaction at low temperature. Generally, it

is assumed that the structure of the active phase at low

temperature is equivalent to that under reaction condi-

tions. For many analytical methods, characterization is not

generally possible under realistic reaction conditions, i.e.,

high temperature, pressure, and flow of reactants. How-

ever, with high-energy X-rays, it is possible to conduct

EXAFS experiments under these conditions. In several

instances, the results of structural analysis under reaction

conditions significantly differ from that obtained at lower

temperature and pressure and in the absence of a reactant.

Characterization of the Catalytically
Active Site

The structure of CoMoS2 on alumina hydrotreating

catalysts has been extensively studied, and there is general
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agreement that the active phase consists of small MoS2

particles promoted by isolated Co atoms bridge-bonded at

the edges of the particles. However, EXAFS analysis of

these catalysts under reaction conditions has recently

provided further insight about the site of catalytic

activity.[65] For example, during the reaction with

organo-Se compounds at low temperature, ca. 200�C, Se

exclusively replaces the terminal Co–S bond. This study

is particularly interesting because the EXAFS spectra

of the reactant molecule (Se) as well as the catalyst (Co

and Mo) were obtained to determine the location of the Se

in the catalyst during catalytic conversion. At higher

reaction temperatures, e.g., 400�C, Se also replaces the

bridging S between Co and Mo. Therefore the active site

consists of two types of S sites, which differ in structure

and activity.

Similar conclusions about the identity of the reactive

Co–S bonds were suggested from a study of the adsorption

of O2 at room temperature and 100�C on CoMoS2

supported on alumina.[66] Adsorption of O2 leads to the

selective replacement of the terminal Co–S bonds.

Inspection of the spectra indicates a small change;

however, direct analysis of the contribution due to the

Co–O bond was not possible as it overlapped with the very

large Co–S peak in the EXAFS spectrum (Fig. 5A).

However, by analysis of the difference spectrum, i.e., the

difference of the EXAFS spectrum of CoMoS2 before and

after O2 chemisorption, it was possible to fit the peak due

to Co–O at about 0.14 nm (Fig. 5B, not phase shift

corrected). In addition, in the fit of the difference spec-

trum, there was a peak due to the loss of one Co–S at a

distance of 0.225 nm. This reactive terminal Co–S has a

slightly longer distance than the less-reactive, bridge-

bonded Co–S (0.218 nm).

Pt, Pd, and Rh are used as catalysts for a large number

of industrially important reduction and oxidation reac-

tions. It is well known that when supported on certain

materials, reduction of these metals at high temperature

leads to a suppression of the H2 and CO chemisorption

capacities. This strong metal-support-interaction (SMSI)

effect occurs most often for titania, ceria, and other

partially reducible oxide supports. The nature of the SMSI

effect has been investigated by EXAFS for Pt on cerium

oxide.[67] While there was no evidence for the formation

of a PtCe alloy, sintering, or decoration of the Pt par-

ticles by cerium oxide at any reduction temperature,

there were significant differences in both of the Pt LIII and

LII edges in the presence and absence of hydrogen. There

were additional changes for the catalyst reduced at low

(200�C) and high temperature (500�C). Several factors

contribute to the difference in the adsorption edges in the

presence and absence of hydrogen. At the LII edge, the

difference is primarily because of the scattering of chemi-

sorbed hydrogen. The scattering from hydrogen occurs

only at low photoionization energy; thus it is not observed

in the normal EXAFS region. Differences in the Pt–H

EXAFS for high- and low-temperature reduction indicate

that there is a change in the mode of hydrogen chemi-

sorption as evidenced by changes in the Pt–H bond dis-

tances. The changes in chemisorption capacity were

thought to be due to electronic changes in the nanopar-

ticles resulting from an interaction with the oxidized

and partially reduced support at low and high tempera-

ture, respectively.

Fig. 5 Room temperature Co-edge EXAFS of CoMoS2 on alumina catalyst. (A) Magnitude of the Fourier transform (k2-weighted,

Dr=2.8–11.0). Solid line: catalyst sulfided at 400�C; dotted line: adsorption of O2 at room temperature on freshly sulfided catalyst. (B)

Fourier transform (FT) of the difference spectrum between the CoMo sulfide catalyst with adsorbed O2 and freshly sulfided catalyst.

Solid line: magnitude of FT; dotted line: imaginary part of FT. (From Ref. [66].)
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The effect of chemisorbed hydrogen on the LII and LIII

adsorption edges of Pt has been investigated in more detail

for Pt on alumina.[68] Standard volumetric hydrogen

chemisorption experiments indicate that there are two

types of adsorbed hydrogen that differ by their desorption

temperature. Weakly chemisorbed hydrogen can be

desorbed under vacuum at room temperature, while

strongly chemisorbed hydrogen is desorbed at about

100�C. The Pt–H bond distances, fit using theoretical

references, were 0.189 and 0.194 nm for strongly and

weakly chemisorbed hydrogen, respectively. The Pt–H

EXAFS spectra indicate that both weakly and strongly

adsorbed hydrogen are dissociatively adsorbed.

It is well known that the interaction of a second metal

with a metallic supported catalyst results in important

changes in the adsorptive properties and catalytic perfor-

mance. EXAFS spectroscopy is one of the most effective

characterization techniques for establishing the formation

of bimetallic particles. Addition of Sn as a promoter to Pt/

alumina naphtha reforming catalysts significantly reduces

the amount of carbon deposits, extending the time

between regenerations. Analysis of the EXAFS spectrum

for the reduced, bimetallic PtSn catalysts is complex

because of an unusual interference between PtSn and Pt

particles that coexist on the catalyst.[69] In the Fourier

transform, two peaks are observed at about 0.215 and

0.275 nm. The shorter distance has previously been

proposed to be due to oxidized or chlorided Pt. However,

from the XANES spectrum, the white-line intensity

precludes the possibility of oxidized Pt. The spectrum

was successfully modeled by assuming that there were

two types of nanoparticles, Pt and a PtSn alloy. The

fraction of metal Pt in each particle was also determined

from the experimental coordination numbers. From a

multiple shell model fit, the Pt–Pt bond distance in the

pure Pt fraction was 0.274 nm, which is similar to the

bond distance in other Pt nanoparticles. However, the Pt–

Pt distance in the PtSn alloy was significantly shorter

(0.263 nm). The Pt–Sn distance was also 0.265 nm.

Bimetallic catalysts are also commonly used to

minimize the effects of poisoning; however, the added

complexity often makes identification of the active site

more difficult.[70,71] For example, EXAFS analysis of

bimetallic Pt and Pd indicates that alloys are formed.[72]

As the ratio of Pd increases, the Pt–Pt bond distance in the

bimetallic particle decreases from 0.274 nm in pure Pt

particles to 0.270 nm in particles with a 3:1 Pd-to-Pt ratio.

At the same time, there is little change in the Pd–Pd bond

distance at about 0.275 nm. However, for pure Pd

catalysts, the Pd–Pd bond distance is increased (0.281

nm), likely because of the formation of Pd hydride.

Furthermore, modeling the metal coordination numbers

indicates that the nanoparticles are surface-enriched in Pd

with a core of Pt. Although much detail about the

nanostructure can be obtained by EXAFS, it is unclear

whether the enhanced catalytic activity and sulfur toler-

ance of the catalysts are because of the stabilization of a

metallic surface layer that does not form hydrides,

because of a change in the Pd–Pd or Pt–Pd bond distance,

or because of a fundamental change in the reactivity of the

metals in the bimetallic particles.

X-Ray Absorption Fine-Structure
Spectroscopy under Reaction Conditions
(High Temperature and Pressure)

Pd is known to readily form stable palladium hydrides and

carbides. While metallic Pd is a highly active hydroge-

nation catalyst, palladium hydride is inactive. Similarly,

palladium carbide leads to a loss in H2 adsorption capacity

and a loss of catalytic activity compared to metallic Pd.

The EXAFS spectra obtained for reduced Pd on carbon or

alumina exposed to H2 at 100�C show an increase in the

Pd–Pd distance of 2.5%, from 0.275 to 0.282 nm,

indicating the formation of palladium hydride.[73] The

amount of hydrogen dissolved in the Pd metal was

approximately half of that in bulk palladium hydride. In

3.5% H2 and above about 150�C, the palladium hydride

decomposed to metallic Pd. Treatment of the Pd nano-

particles in 1% ethylene at 150�C lead to an expansion of

the Pd–Pd distance of about 1.2%, which is consistent

with the formation of palladium carbide. This study

demonstrates that characterization of the catalyst at low

temperature may not be equivalent to that of the catalyst

under reaction conditions. At reaction conditions, metallic

Pd or palladium hydride may be present, depending on the

temperature and hydrogen partial pressure. In addition,

palladium carbides may be formed quickly or after longer

reaction times. It is likely that the structure of the catalyst

at steady state is different from that after pretreatment.

For many catalysts, there is an initial period just after

the catalyst is brought on-line where the activity rapidly

changes. During this period, the pretreated catalyst is

converted to its steady state activity and structure.

Recently, a new catalyst containing both Mo and acidic

zeolites such as H-ZSM-5 has been reported for the

nonoxidative conversion of methane to benzene.[74,75] Mo

is added as ammonium heptamolybdate, followed by

calcination or thermal activation at temperatures up to

700�C. Heating the ammonium heptamolybdate indicates

a spreading of the Mo oxide species, likely into the pores

of the zeolite. Structural characterization suggests that the

oxidized Mo species are similar to Mo2O7
2�, with a Mo–

O coordination number of 4 at distances from 0.169 to

0.184 nm and a Mo–Mo coordination number of 1 at a

distance of 0.370 nm. However, under reaction conditions
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(e.g., conversion of methane to benzene at 700�C), the

molybdenum oxide is converted to isolated molybdenum

carbide particles within the zeolite pores. The Mo–Mo and

Mo–C coordination numbers were 0.1 and 3.2, respective-

ly. The Mo–C bond distance of 0.209 nm is consistent with

molybdenum carbides, and is significantly longer than that

for molybdenum oxides. The EXAFS and XANES spectra

clearly indicate that the active catalytic phase is formed by

reaction of methane at high temperature.

Rh supported on alumina, vanadia, and other supports is

highly active for conversion of synthesis gas (CO plus H2)

to methanol. Addition of RhCl3�xH2O to Al2O3 followed

by reduction at 400�C gives 1.0-nm metallic nanoparticles,

or particles with about 10 Rh atoms per particle.[76] These

catalysts produce methanol, higher alcohols, and hydro-

carbons at pressures from 5 to 30 bar using a 1:1 H2-to-CO

syngas ratio at 250�C. Analysis by EXAFS of the Rh

particles exposed to CO at room temperature indicates that

the small metallic particles are converted to Rh(CO)2Cl2.

By contrast, at 250�C and 1 bar of syngas, the Rh particles

are present as small metallic particles, and thus are

responsible for the catalytic activity.

The low-temperature dissociation of small Rh particles

in the presence of CO also appears to require the presence

of Cl.[77] When similar Rh nanoparticles were prepared

from rhodium nitrate, the metal particles were stable in

CO. Thus not only can the reaction conditions, gases,

temperature, pressure, etc. influence the phase present on

the catalyst, but the presence of other trace elements, such

as Cl, can also have a dramatic effect on the structure.

Even in the absence of Cl, EXAFS has shown that small

metallic Ru[78] and Pt[79] particles may be converted into

metal carbonyl clusters at low temperature, while large

metallic particles only chemisorb CO.

Catalytic-transition metal nanoparticles with multiple

stable oxidations are among the most structurally complex

materials; they are difficult to characterize. The factors

affecting catalytic activity and selectivity are often poorly

understood. In addition, the number of active sites often

changes depending on the reaction temperature and gas

composition. Under realistic reaction conditions, EXAFS

and XANES spectra often provide the most reliable

insight into the active state of the working catalyst.

Propane can be partially oxidized over Ag, Cd, and Fe

molybdenum phosphates to propylene and acrolein.[80]

Analysis of the XANES spectra of AgMo3P2O14, at

reaction temperatures between 300�C and 460�C (pro-

pane/O2/N2 of 60:20:20), indicate that the average

oxidation state of Mo decreases from 5.66 in the

pretreated catalyst to 5.25. For CdMo3P2O14, the Mo

oxidation state increases under reaction conditions;

however, the average oxidation state is very similar to

that in silver molybdenum phosphate, i.e., 5.25. Although

the reaction environment results in a change in the average

oxidation state, there is little change in the Mo–O and

Mo–Mo coordination numbers or bond distances. Incor-

poration of Fe, even in small amounts, leads to a loss of

catalytic activity. In all Fe-containing cadmium molyb-

denum phosphate catalysts, only Mo(V) ions are present.

It is concluded that selective partial oxidation catalysts

require both Mo(V) and Mo(VI) ions in about a 2:1 ratio.

Propane is thought to be activated on the Mo(V) ion and

then react with the oxygen ion located on the Mo(VI) site,

which is regenerated by oxygen.

An EXAFS study of a rhodium-on-alumina catalyst for

partial oxidation of methane to produce syngas demon-

strates that the structure of the catalyst under reaction

conditions can be very different from that of the used

catalyst at low temperature.[81] Reduction of Rh4(CO)12

on alumina at 500�C leads to 6.0-nm Rh particles, as

indicated by a Rh–Rh CN of 10.3 at 0.269 nm. At

temperatures below the ignition temperature of about

330�C, the large metallic particles are oxidized. The

resulting structure is similar to that of the metal particles

in O2 at the same temperature. Above 330�C in 6%CH4/

3%O2/He, the partial oxidation of methane was accom-

panied by reduction of oxidized Rh particles with the

formation of smaller metallic particles. Upon cooling to

room temperature in the reaction mixture, large metallic

Rh particles are again formed. In this study, the reaction

products were simultaneously monitored with the EXAFS

data collection; thus the state of the active surface could

be clearly identified and was only present under the

reaction conditions.

Pt and Rh three-way autoexhaust catalysts also undergo

changes in structure with the composition of the reaction

gases.[82,83] During the catalytic cycle, the gas composi-

tion alternates between reducing and oxidizing. Exposure

of the pretreated catalyst, which contained fully oxidized

Pt and Rh, to a reducing gas mixture at 250�C led to the

partial reduction of Pt (6.8 Pt–Pt at 0.272 nm and 1.3 Pt–O

at 0.199 nm), but Rh remained fully oxidized (6.5 Rh–O at

0.203 nm). At 350�C, Pt was fully reduced (11.0 Pt–Pt and

1.0 Pt–Rh at 0.265 nm), while Rh was partially reduced

(6.5 Rh–Rh at 0.270 nm, Rh–Pt at 0.266 nm, 2.7 Rh–O at

0.199 nm, and 1.1 Rh–O at 0.219 nm). Analysis of both

the Pt and Rh edges indicates the partial formation of

bimetallic particles at 350�C. Under oxidizing conditions,

Pt is difficult to oxidize and remains largely reduced,

while Rh is readily oxidized. However, oxidation of Rh

did not affect the oxidation activity of Pt.

Ion-exchange of H-ZSM-5 with an aqueous-ammonia

solution of Cu(NH3)4
2 + leads to incorporation of an amount

of Cu in excess of the ion-exchange capacity, which is

active for the decomposition of NO into N2+O2.[84,85]

After calcination at 500�C, the XANES spectrum indicates
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that Cu(II) is present with a Cu–O coordination number of

3.7. By contrast, pretreatment in He at 500�C leads to the

autoreduction of about 70% of the Cu(II) to Cu(I). In the

presence of O2, Cu(I) is readily oxidized to Cu(II). Under

steady state reaction conditions of NO decomposition, the

XANES spectra indicate that about 25% of the Cu/ZSM-5

is reduced to Cu(I). The catalytic activity is strongly in-

fluenced by the temperature and correlated with the amount

of Cu(I) present in the catalyst. Thus the number of

catalytic sites depends on the reaction temperature and O2

concentration, which is dependent on the NO conversion.

Cu(I) was also identified as the active species in Cu/

ZSM-5 during reduction of NOx by CO.[86] As previously

observed,[84,85] pretreatment of the catalyst in He leads to

the autoreduction of about 70% of the divalent Cu to

Cu(I). Under the reducing reaction conditions, one CO

molecule chemisorbs on each Cu(I) site at a Cu–C bond

distance of 0.189 nm. However, with increasing temper-

ature, the surface CO coverage decreases. Therefore two

factors determine the catalytic activity. The rate increases

with increasing temperature because of the activation

energy, but decreases at higher temperature because of the

lower CO surface coverage. Therefore the number of

catalytic sites and activities are a strong function of the

reaction temperature and CO concentration.

A catalytically active copper species that is selective

for partial oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde has

been determined by a new surface-sensitive, in situ X-ray

absorption technique. In situ, time-resolved EXAFS

analysis at the Cu K-edge of polycrystalline and reduced

supported Cu catalysts indicates that at temperatures from

300�C to 400�C and in a flow of air–methanol (1:2 ratio),

the metal phase does not change, i.e., no copper oxides

were detected.[87] By contrast, exposure of the catalysts to

air results in the loss of the Cu–Cu peak at about 0.22 nm

(not phase-corrected) and the simultaneous formation of

the Cu–O peak at 0.19 nm due to bulk Cu2O. The

transformation of metallic copper to Cu2O occurs in about

5 min at 400�C. Cu2O is further converted to CuO after an

additional 10 min in air at 400�C. X-ray absorption near-

edge spectroscopy analysis of these catalysts at the O K-

edge or Cu LIII,II edge are normally performed in

ultrahigh vacuum.[36,88] However, under vacuum, metallic

copper is primarily converted to Cu2O, which is active for

total oxidation of methanol to CO2. On the other hand,

XANES analysis of the Cu LIII,II edges at 400�C and 0.1

mbar of methanol–air indicates no oxidation of the

metallic Cu, results that are in agreement with that

obtained in situ at the Cu K edge. However, at the O K-

edge, the XANES spectrum is different from those of bulk

copper oxides, suggesting that the catalytically active site

corresponds to metallic Cu with a surface film of atomic

oxygen. This copper suboxide phase could only be

observed at the reaction temperature and under pressure.

The XANES spectra obtained after cooling to room

temperature were characteristic of that for Cu2O. Similar

evidence for a catalytic silver suboxide phase has also

been reported from the surface-sensitive in situ XANES

spectra.[88]

While the nature of the nanoparticle surface in

oxidation catalysts is often strongly influenced by the

reaction conditions, structural changes in metallic nano-

particles may also occur under reducing conditions. In

small metal particles, the motion of the surface atoms is

more anharmonic than that of the bulk atoms. Therefore as

the size of the particles gets smaller, the fraction of

surface atoms increases and the EXAFS pair distribution

function gets increasingly asymmetric.[89] For a Cu/ZnO/

Al2O3 methanol synthesis catalyst, as the reacting gas

composition (CO, CO2, H2, and H2O) changes, the

catalytic activity also changes. In addition, under similar

reaction conditions, there are changes in the Cu–Cu

coordination number from about 6.8 to 9.5. By analysis of

the non-Gaussian pair distribution function, it was

concluded that the metallic Cu particles are spherical in

the presence of water, while the particles are disk-like

under dry conditions. Because of the differences in

particle morphology, the number of active sites is not

the same under the different gas compositions. Correcting

the kinetic rates by the number of surface atoms gave

nearly identical turnover rates. Failure to account for the

non-Gaussian pair distribution in the EXAFS analysis of

small metal particles leads to an underestimation of the

particle size from the coordination numbers.[90]

CATALYST DEACTIVATION
AND REGENERATION

Ideally, catalysts do not change or participate in the

reactions they catalyze. However, nearly every catalyst

suffers some form of deactivation that must be accounted

for in the design of a commercial process. For metallic

nanoparticles, sintering and poisoning of the surface are

the primary modes of deactivation. In addition, for many

catalysts, carbon deposition, or coking, of the surface

blocks active sites and lowers the activity. For some

catalysts, deactivation may be reversible and the active

state may be regenerated by additional treatment, typically

through high-temperature oxidation and rereduction.

However, for other catalysts, deactivation may be irre-

versible, motivating researchers to modify the catalyst

composition to minimize these deleterious effects. Anal-

ysis by the EXAFS and XANES methods are often

informative in understanding the structural changes that

accompany deactivation and have led to development of

improved regeneration procedures or deactivation-resis-

tant catalysts.
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Deactivation by Poisoning

Trace levels of sulfur in the reaction stream can easily and

irreversibly poison the activity of metallic platinum

catalysts. After an initial reduction, Pt supported on

Al2O3 was found to exist mostly as metallic nanosize Pt

particles.[91,92] Upon exposure to H2S at 450�C, the

platinum particles were disrupted, and only Pt–S coordi-

nation (CN=2.8) was observed. Although some metallic

character was present after high-temperature reduction in

H2, the Pt–S coordination remained largely unchanged,

indicating the irreversibility of the sulfur poisoning.

However, when Pt was alloyed with Re, the Pt–S CN

was 2.0 after H2S treatment, and further decreased to 1.0

after rereduction. In addition, there was only minimal

change in the metallic coordinations of Pt–Pt and Pt–Re.

Alloy formation with Re and other metals helps to

stabilize the metallic Pt phase and minimizes the amount

of surface-adsorbed S.

Sulfur poisoning of Pt can also accelerate the formation

of coke on the metallic particles. Pt nanoparticles on both

alkaline and acidic LTL (Linde Type L) zeolite are active

for the hydrogenolysis and isomerization of neopentane.

Sulfur poisoning blocks active sites and leads to a loss of

about 90–95% of the S-free activity.[93] With poisoned

catalysts, Pt–S bonds are formed on the surface of each

particle. While the sulfur coverage was found to be only

slightly higher on alkaline-supported Pt nanoparticles,

coke deactivation was very rapid, whereas on acidic sup-

ports deactivation was low. It is suggested the higher S

surface coverage of Pt in alkaline LTL leads to nearly

isolated sites, which rapidly deposit coke.

Platinum is also the active component in many fuel

cells, and is easily poisoned by trace quantities of CO in

the H2 fuel. Cyclic voltammetry studies of a Pt/C

electrode exposed to CO[94] were carried out using in situ

EXAFS analysis. CO readily adsorbed on the small

metallic Pt particles with nearly full surface coverage

blocking the adsorption of H2, thus altering the effective-

ness of the electrode. CO can be oxidized at higher

oxidation potential and before the irreversible oxidation of

Pt. The addition of a second electronegative metal can

beneficially alter the absorption properties of CO on Pt

and minimize the effect of CO poisoning. The effect of

CO poisoning on the performance of two Pt–Ru/C fuel

cell electrodes was dependent on the composition of the

nanoparticles.[95] For one electrode wherein the Pt and Ru

were present as separate phases, as elucidated by EXAFS,

there was no significant advantage of the second metal.

However, for the electrode with small Pt–Ru alloy

clusters, there was a significant improvement in the

electrochemical performance in the presence of low

concentrations of CO, emphasizing the importance of

nanostructure on catalytic performance.

Deactivation by Sintering

Many metals are prone to sintering at high reaction

temperatures. Several previous examples showed the

sintering of metal particles under calcination or other

pretreatment steps, but very few studies have actually

looked at the sintering of a catalyst during the course of

reaction. The deactivation of Cu/ZnO during the reaction

of NO and CO was monitored with EXAFS and XANES

analysis with time on stream.[96] Initially, the activity of

the catalyst at 250�C quickly dropped, but continued to

slowly decline after about 2 hr. The analysis showed that

the surface initially consists of a highly dispersed Cu(II)

phase interacting with the support. After an hour, the Cu

was still highly dispersed, but had been reduced to a Cu(I),

based on the change in pre-edge XANES features and Cu–

O coordination distance. After 5 hr, the Cu–O coordina-

tion had changed, and new Cu–Cu coordination was

observed that was consistent with the formation of small

Cu particles. These particles continued to grow slightly

with additional time on stream, which was indicative of

sintering. However, upon high-temperature treatment in

O2 or NO, the catalyst was regenerated to the original

Cu(II) structure. The reversible reduction and sintering of

the isolated copper species was determined to be the

primary cause of deactivation.

Deactivation by Coking

Platinum catalysts used for a variety of hydrocarbon

conversions are easily coked. As with poisoning, alloy

formation can improve coke resistance. In situ EXAFS

data were collected for Pt/Al2O3, Pt–Re/Al2O3, and Pt–

Sn/Al2O3 during hydrogen reduction and heptane conver-

sion.[97] For Pt/Al2O3, the reduced Pt existed primarily as

small metallic clusters with Pt–Pt coordination of 5.0.

During heptane conversion at 500�C, the Pt–Pt coordina-

tion dropped to 4.4 and a significant Pt–C contribution

was observed, which was attributed to the formation of

coke. On the other hand, the reduced Pt–Re/Al2O3 system

was primarily composed of small Pt–Re alloy particles.

Under identical reaction conditions, these nanoparticles

did not undergo any structural changes nor indicate the

formation of Pt–C bonds. Similar observations were made

with the Pt–Sn catalysts. The addition of Re or Sn to Pt

appears to lower the adsorption strength of the hydrocar-

bon species that eventually leads to coke formation. A

similar analysis was also made for Ni/C and Au–Ni/C

catalysts used for steam reforming.[98] While Ni alone is

quickly deactivated as a result of graphite formation,

addition of Au and formation of an alloy showed no

appreciable deactivation due to the formation of graphite.

For Ni, the formation of graphite is thought to require
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several adjacent Ni atoms. In the alloy, inactive Au atoms

isolate surface Ni atoms.

Regeneration and
Deactivation/Regeneration Cycles

While long-term investigations of the effects of regener-

ation and cyclic operations with EXAFS are impractical,

the state of the catalytic metals under similar conditions

can be simulated. For example, Pt/Al2O3 and Pt–Sn/Al2O3

catalysts were treated to several redox cycles while being

monitored by in situ EXAFS.[97] The fresh Pt/Al2O3 prior

to any reduction shows a Pt–O coordination of 6.0,

indicating isolated Pt species on the support. After two

and four redox cycles, the Pt–O coordination dropped to

4.0 and 3.0, respectively. Moreover, increasing Pt–Pt

coordination (after rereduction) was observed, suggesting

that repeated cycling caused the Pt particles to sinter.

Alternatively, Pt–Sn showed no change in the Pt–O

coordination of 6.0 after four cycles, suggesting that Sn

was stabilizing the isolated Pt species during regeneration

treatment and would help to maintain the catalyst’s

activity for many more regeneration cycles.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

In addition to the standard structural and electronic

information currently extracted from the EXAFS and

XANES spectra, it is likely that future developments will

provide more detailed structural information including

three-dimensional geometric data on nanoparticle mor-

phology and how the morphology changes upon chem-

isorption of reactants. In general, the large single-

scattering contributions in the EXAFS spectra are used

for determination of local structure. However, multiple

scattering contributions can provide information about

the bond angle of the scattering pair. Small changes in

the multiple scattering contributions to the Fourier

transform were shown to correlate with changes in the

tetrahedral geometry of the zincate ion, i.e., Zn(OH)4
1�,

in an alkaline battery as a result of hydrogen bonding

with the cation.[99] While, currently, multiple scattering

peaks are seldom analyzed, development of reliable

methods for interpreting these peaks could provide

crucial information about small changes in the geometry

of the active site and the resulting changes upon inter-

action with adsorbates.

Good progress has also already been made with

respect to the geometry of nanoparticles supported on

single crystals.[55,100–106] For example, analysis of the

fluorescence spectra at different orientations of the X-ray

beam relative to the support surface has shown that

when Mo(CO)6 on TiO2 is reduced, the orientation of

the metallic Mo–Mo bonds is parallel to the (001)

direction.[106] On the other hand, calcination of ammo-

nium heptamolybdate on TiO2 gives molybdenum

oxide dimers with Mo–Mo bonds perpendicular to the

(001) direction. The effect of the support on the

orientation of the nanoparticles to the surface and its

effect on catalytic activity are poorly understood, and

detailed characterization of particle morphology may

provide new insights into the influence of the support on

the function of catalysts.

Because chemical transformations occur at the surface

of nanoparticles and small changes in the energy of the

valence orbitals of these reaction centers can have a

significant effect on the catalytic performance, techni-

ques that can provide a better understanding of these

properties are also likely to be developed in the coming

years. Recently, two new XAFS techniques, which

demonstrate that electronic changes parallel changes in

catalytic performance, have been applied to metallic Pt

nanoparticles on heterogeneous catalysts. Adsorption of

hydrogen leads to the formation of a Pt–H bond and an

empty antibonding orbital near the Fermi level. Taking

the double difference in the Pt LIII and LII edges in the

presence and absence of chemisorbed hydrogen can

isolate this shape resonance in the near-edge region of

the spectrum.[107–115] Fitting the shape resonance with a

Fano line shape indicates that the energy of the Pt–H

antibonding orbital shifts to lower ionization potential as

the alkalinity of the support increases, which is

consistent with data obtained from more established

techniques, like X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and

infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed CO.[110,111,113] Shape

resonance analysis has also been applied to the Pt

electrodes for fuel cell applications in H2SO4 and HClO4

to determine the surface species with different applied

voltage. From 0 to 0.54 V, Pt–H bonds dominate the

surface, while at higher voltages, Pt–O species are

present.[114,115]

A second XAFS technique provides information on

important electronic changes in metallic particles result-

ing from alloy formation, the metal–support interaction, or

changes in applied voltage on electrodes. This atomic

XAFS, or AXAFS, can be obtained from scattered

photoelectrons involving the electrons at the periphery

of the absorbing atom[116–121] and can be observed in the

low R peaks (<0.15 nm) in the Fourier transform. Changes

in the Pt potential experienced by the charge on the

oxygen ions from the support result in a shift in the

intensity and position of the AXAFS peak.[108,120,121] It is

expected that further development of these latter two

techniques will be applied to other elements and used in a

number of other applications related to properties of

nanoparticles in catalysis and electrocatalysis.
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CONCLUSION

The rapid increase in the number of XAFS papers applied

to the characterization of heterogeneous supported cata-

lytic nanoparticles is a testament to the increasing avail-

ability of synchrotrons, improved data quality, and user-

friendly software. The number and availability of new

synchrotrons is expected to continue to increase within the

next 10 years. In addition, data quality continues to im-

prove and data acquisition time continue to decrease.

Spectra that once took several hours to collect can now

be obtained within a few minutes. At the same time,

commercial software is now readily available for data

analysis and calculation of theoretical standards.

In some case, XAFS may be the only technique avail-

able to obtain structural information on heterogeneous

catalyst systems, while the newer in situ techniques have

proven to be extremely useful at examining catalysts

under typical working conditions (T, P, SV, etc.) and are

providing unprecedented looks at the mechanisms of

catalytic reactions. These tools will provide stronger links

between catalyst testing at pilot plant stage and the

fundamental of the catalysts. This should lead to a much

greater fundamental understanding of nanophase catalysts

as well as improved catalyst activity and selectivity.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of structural ceramics, yttria-tetragonally

stabilized zirconia (Y-TZP) is of great interest because of

its high strength and toughness and good wear resist-

ance.[1–3] Previous studies have demonstrated that wet

processing routes provide the best possible mechanism for

obtaining ‘‘bulk’’ nanocrystalline ceramics because wet

processing does not call for extremely high pressures for

consolidation as are needed with conventional dry

forming techniques.[4–6] The chief problem with wet

processing is aqueous attack on Y-TZP.[7–21] Aqueous

degradation can lead to processing dilemmas as the dis-

solution of yttrium ions from the surface of the powder

changes the surface chemistry of the powder while leading

to a lack of control over suspension pH values. Further-

more, dissolution of the yttrium-stabilizing agent can lead

to catastrophic degradation of the ceramic in service as a

result of the tetragonal to monoclinic phase change which

leads to spallation of the ceramic because of stresses

produced by the 5–6 vol.% expansion associated with the

phase change. It is the aim of this review to summarize the

current scientific understanding about the aqueous chem-

istry of Y-TZP and the implications toward synthesis,

dispersion, and processing of nanosized Y-TZP. After

reviewing the wealth of knowledge in the literature,

elucidation of the techniques that will allow for the

aqueous synthesis and processing of nanosized Y-TZP

will be apparent. Improvement and utilization of these

techniques will lead to the accomplishment of a universal

goal in structural ceramics which is the production of bulk

ceramics from nanosized ceramic powders.

AQUEOUS CHEMISTRY OF
YTTRIA-TETRAGONALLY
STABILIZED ZIRCONIA

Several research groups have investigated aqueous attack

of Y-TZP ceramics.[7–21] There are two major theories for

the reaction of Y-TZP in water. The first theory comes

from work performed by Lange et al.[7] They performed a

study on sintered, polycrystalline Y-TZP with yttrium

content ranging from 2 to 6 mol%. The aging experiments

in this study were performed at 250�C in a tube furnace in

a humid environment. From this study, Lange et al.

concluded that water attacks a tetragonal grain on the

surface of the ceramic. Lange et al. hypothesized that

during aqueous attack, water leaches a sufficient amount

of yttrium such that the surface tetragonal grain trans-

forms into the monoclinic phase. Further depletion of

yttrium causes the monoclinic structure to grow until a

critical size is reached. At this critical size, the monoclinic

structure will grow spontaneously until the entire grain is

transformed to the monoclinic phase. If this new mono-

clinic grain is greater than a critical size, then microcracks

will form exposing more virgin surface from which

yttrium can be leached. Lange et al. further showed that

transformation of tetragonal phase to monoclinic phase

decreases with increasing yttrium content. Conclusions by

Lange et al. were reached through the use of high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)

and X-ray diffraction (XRD), but no solution analysis or

kinetic studies were performed. Therefore no direct

measurement of yttrium in solution was made nor was

the rate at which the proposed leaching mechanism took

place measured. Yoshimura et al.[8] have also performed

studies on the aqueous attack of sintered, polycrystalline

Y-TZP. The aging experiments in this study were

performed over a range of temperatures from 250�C to

800�C under hydrothermal conditions. It was concluded

by Yoshimura et al. that water chemically adsorbs to the

surface of the ceramic. Then hydroxide groups migrate

through the oxygen vacancies in the Y-TZP lattice leading

to the formation of zirconium and yttrium hydroxides. The

increase in the size of the hydroxide groups with respect to

the oxygen vacancy gives rise to stressed sites at the

oxygen vacancies within the lattice. The stressed site

defect, in turn, acts as a site for the nucleation of the

monoclinic phase. The transformation of tetragonal to

monoclinic then leads to microcracking and macrocrack-

ing. The major difference between the mechanisms

proposed by Lange et al. and Yoshimura et al. is that in

the Yoshimura et al. model, hydroxide transport into the

material, not yttrium leaching, contributes to the failure of

the ceramic seen in aqueous environments. Studies on

oxygen diffusion in Y-TZP and the effect of oxygen on the

tetragonal to monoclinic transformation pose problems for
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the Yoshimura et al. theory in the temperature range at

which Yoshimura et al. conducted aging experi-

ments.[22,23] Research has demonstrated that as the

yttrium content increases, oxygen diffusion rates in-

crease.[22] Thus one might expect that OH� diffusion

rates would also increase which would lead to the

presence of many stressed sites in the ceramic according

to the degradation model proposed by Yoshimura et al.

These stressed sites, which would lead to degradation of

properties in the ceramic, have not been observed in other

studies. Research has also been shown that simply

replacing 16O in Y-TZP with 18O leads to a decrease in

the amount of tetragonal to monoclinic transformation.[23]

If such a small mass change leads to such a significant

change in transformation, it is reasonable to expect that

replacing 16O with OH� would have a similar effect, but

such has not been observed in the literature.

Beyond these two aforementioned studies, a recent

publication has shown that at room temperature, a dif-

fusion-controlled leaching model is supported by data

from kinetic studies of the aqueous degradation of 3 mole

percent yttria tetragonally stabilized zirconia (3Y-TZP).[21]

Experiments performed by Kimel and Adair allowed for

leaching kinetics of yttrium to be measured and the effects

of the aqueous degradation to be established. Interesting-

ly, it was shown that the leaching of yttrium from 3Y-TZP

did not have an adverse effect on the crystal structure of

the 3Y-TZP powder within the sensitivity of XRD.

However, it was also shown that yttrium leaching has

significant effects on the surface chemistry of 3Y-TZP

powder which can have a deleterious effect on the stability

of 3Y-TZP aqueous suspensions.

In addition to characterizing the mechanism behind the

aqueous degradation of 3Y-TZP, the work by Kimel and

Adair showed that the addition of a surface passivation

agent could trivialize the effects of aqueous degradation.

It was determined that the addition of oxalic acid to the

aqueous suspension of 3Y-TZP led to the formation of a

passivation layer, suspected to be yttrium oxalate, that

reduced yttrium ions in solution beyond detection.

Furthermore, the formation of the passivation layer led

to the development of significant surface charge that could

be used to facilitate dispersion of the 3Y-TZP powder in

aqueous suspension.

SYNTHESIS METHODS FOR
YTTRIA-TETRAGONALLY
STABILIZED ZIRCONIA

There are a variety of ways to produce nanosized Y-TZP

powder including, but not limited to, polymerization/sol–

gel, coprecipitation, and hydrothermal synthesis.[24–42]

Synthesis by polymerization or sol–gel methods typically

takes on a procedure similar to that of Pechini.[24] In the

Pechini process, a complexing agent, such as citric acid,

chelates cationic precursors. This suspension is then

reacted with a glycol to form organic ester monomers,

which polymerize with the addition of heat to form a sol

of homogeneously distributed metal ions in an organic

matrix. This sol is further heated to produce a resin, which

is further heated to remove organic residuals producing

the desired stoichiometric oxide powder. Coprecipitation

involves the precipitation of individual amorphous metal

hydroxides from solutions of metal salts in a solvent.

Precipitation is typically achieved by changing the

suspension pH or by the addition of heat to evaporate

solvent which leads to a supersaturated environment that

facilitates precipitation. The metal hydroxides are then

calcined to form the desired stoichiometric metal oxide.

Hydrothermal synthesis is precipitation with the addition

of heat in excess of the boiling point of the solvent in a

pressure vessel.

In some instances, precipitation occurs out of a

homogeneous solution.[31,34,43,44] The homogeneous solu-

tion is produced by keeping the participating metal ions in

solution by some complexation chemistry. Precipitation

takes place when the complex is broken and large amounts

of nuclei are dumped into solution. The complex is usually

broken by the addition of a reagent, a change in the

solution pH, or heat is added to the homogeneous solution

causing a physical breaking of the complex as opposed

to the chemical breaking that occurs with the addition of

a reagent. The method of precipitation by the addition of

heat takes advantage of nucleation/growth ideas to pro-

duce ultrafine particles. With the addition of a complexing

agent, the critical limit of supersaturation is increased.

When the complex is broken, the time available for self-

nucleation is increased. After the complex is broken at

temperature, the temperature is decreased. When the

suspension temperature reaches the point at which the

complex is stable again, any metal ions present in solution

are recomplexed and thus not available for growth after

self-nucleation. As a consequence, no growth occurs be-

cause of the decrease in the time available for growth and

the resulting particles are ultrafine in size.

The choice of complexing agent is made based on

several considerations. First, the complexing agent needs

to form a stable complex with the metal ions over a wide

range of pH values. Second, a complexing agent is chosen

such that it will impart some sort of surface passivation

to the precipitated particles to prevent aggregation of

the as-synthesized particles. The surface passivation or

colloid protection of the particles by the complexing agent

can be accomplished by electrostatic repulsion, steric

repulsion, or both occurring simultaneously. Beyond those

two considerations, a complexing agent with simple chem-

istry (i.e., requiring least amount of reagents, time for
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formation of homogeneous solution, lowest cost, etc.) is

desirable for ease in preparing solutions and for future

processing steps. Complexing agents have been studied in

detail for many years.[45–49] Intorre and Martell[45–47] had

a series of papers in which they studied complexes for

zirconium in aqueous solution. The complexing agents

were based on structures having multidentate ligands.

Recent research has been performed on the aqueous

synthesis of sub-10-nm Y-TZP using a metal ligand

approach.[42] In this study by Kimel, sub-10-nm 1.7 mole

percent yttria tetragonally stabilized zirconia (1.7Y-TZP)

powder was produced hydrothermally by precipitation

from homogeneous solution. Bicine was used as the metal

ligand complexing agent. The powder was precipitated

after hydrothermal treatment of the homogeneous solution

at 200�C for 8 hr. This treatment yielded 2-wt.% solids

with a nominal particle size of 7–8 nm. The as-pre-

cipitated powder was crystalline and did not require

further calcinations. In addition, it was found that the

bicine provided a form of surface protection that would

allow for dispersion of the as-precipitated powder.

WET PROCESSING OF
NANOSIZED PARTICLES

To pursue wet processing techniques for the fabrication

of bulk ceramics from nanoparticles, obtaining well-

dispersed nanoparticles suspensions is essential. However,

obtaining well-dispersed nanoparticle suspensions proves

to be a mountainous challenge. This challenge is primar-

ily because of the fact that as particle size decreases,

surface area increases. In nature, a system will evolve to

the lowest energy state, so too it is with nanoparticles.

With an increase in surface area generally comes an

increase in surface energy, thus nature will try to lower the

energy of a nanoparticles system in a way that will be

detrimental to developing a well-dispersed suspension for

wet processing.

The detrimental result of lowering the energy of a

nanoparticle system will be agglomeration, which effec-

tively increases the particle size and lowers the surface

area. Generally, agglomeration will occur by the collision

of two particles in suspension. Particles collide via

random motion caused by thermal energy present in the

system. Upon collision, two scenarios can occur—the

particles can stick together or the particles can repel each

other. Which scenario occurs depends on the interaction

energy between the two particles. The theory of the

interaction energy between two-particle double layers is

described by Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek

(DLVO).[50,51] The DLVO theory predicts the interaction

of two-particle double layers by accounting for the re-

pulsive forces present. The presence of repulsive forces

leads to colloidal stability as these forces prevent particles

from sticking together.

In terms of colloidal stability, there are generally three

ways in which a colloid can be stabilized.[52,53] The three

general types of colloid stability are known as steric,

electrostatic, and electrosteric. The third type of stability,

electrosteric, is a combination of both electrostatic and

steric stabilization. In the realm of polymeric stabilization

of colloids, electrosteric stabilization is also associated

with the term protective or association colloid. The

coinage of the term of ‘‘protective colloid’’ is given to

Zsigmondy, who conducted experiments with gold col-

loids and gelatin around the turn of the 20th century.[54]

The idea of protective or association colloid has been

discussed thoroughly in the literature.[54–63] Some of the

benefits of this type of protection are insensitivity to

electrolyte concentration, applicability in both aqueous

and nonaqueous systems, and effectiveness in a large

range of solid loading. In a research by Kimel,[64] it was

found that complexing agent, bicine, formed a protective

colloid around the as-precipitated 1.7Y-TZP powder. The

1.7Y-TZP powder was dispersed, recovered, and concen-

trated to a 50-wt.% (14 vol.%) aqueous suspension by

centrifugation and ultracentrifugation. The bicine was

found to flocculate the powder but prevents particle to

particle contact. The flocculation was reversed by displac-

ing the bicine on the surface of the 1.7Y-TZP powder with

the oxalate anion by washing the suspension in an oxalic

acid solution using centrifugation. Centrifugation then

allowed for concentration of the aqueous suspension by

forming a pellet, followed by redispersion in a smaller

volume of an oxalic acid solution.

Once a well-dispersed suspension is in place, a forming

technique needs to be chosen. A majority of ceramic

components made from powders containing a nominal

particle size of 1 mm or greater are generally formed using

dry-pressing techniques such as uniaxial or isostatic

compression. However, use of these techniques with

nanosized powders is inherently difficult because of

consolidation and energy issues.[4,65–67] Nanosized pow-

ders are significantly affected by hydration forces which

lead to aggregation which, in turn, can lead to the prob-

lems of poor powder flow and poor packing of the powder

particles in the die. The high surface area associated with

nanosized powders can lead to friction problems along the

die and also lead to poor flow and powder packing. These

problems also contribute to the need for forces larger than

the capabilities of most conventional presses and also

greatly inhibit the ability to make large bulk samples.

Wet processing techniques avoid the problems of dry

forming techniques by keeping the powder in a suspen-

sion. Using a well-dispersed suspension circumvents the

issues of powder flow and powder packing, leaving only

the problem of consolidation to overcome. Consolidation
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during wet processing can be addressed by drying tech-

niques and/or the application of a load.

Drying without application of a load is a technique

used in evaporation, sol–gel drying, and slip casting.

Evaporation has problems as applied to nanoparticles

because of agglomeration and phase separation while

driving off solvent with the application of heat.[68,69]

Evaporation without stringent control of heating can also

lead to the development of drying stresses in the body

which can result in internal defects and cracking. Sol–gel

drying is similar to evaporation in terms of producing

drying stresses because of the large amount of solvent that

has to be removed for consolidation.[70] As a consequence,

sol–gel drying is typically only applied to bodies that

are thin and have low dimensionality such as thin films

and fibers.

Slip casting is performed by placing a suspension into

a porous mold, where drying and consolidation then take

place by water being removed from the suspension into

the porous mold via capillarity forces resulting from the

mold having a finer pore structure than the suspension

body.[52,53] However, suspensions of well-dispersed nano-

sized particles will have nanosized pore structures which

will result in capillarity forces much greater than those

found in a typical mold material. Thus there will be no

driving force for drying of the nanosize particle body, and

as a result, poor consolidation and low green densities

will be obtained.

Wet processing techniques using the application of

force for consolidation include centrifugation and filter

pressing. Centrifugation uses centrifugal forces to pack

powder particles by pulling them out of suspension.

Submicron alumina powders have been consolidated in

this manner as well as being used in this research for

recovery of the well-dispersed as-synthesized Y-TZP

powder.[70] However, a wide particle size distribution

can lead to mass separation in the final compact and con-

ventionally, centrifuge tubes are limited in size, thus li-

miting the size of the bulk body to be made.

Filter pressing consolidates the powder by pressing the

suspension into the bottom of a die where a membrane is

located. The membrane allows the water to pass through

leaving behind a consolidated powder compact. Because

the powder is in suspension, friction between the die walls

and the powder is negated and as such, much lower pres-

sures are needed for compaction as compared with dry

pressing. Most studies on filter pressing in literature were

performed on alumina powders.[65,68,69,71–74] While many

of these studies resulted in well-packed green bodies, none

of the studies was performed with nanosized powders on

the order of 20 nm or less as is the case with this thesis

work. Also, while the use of zirconia was discussed, there

is a lack of literature on drying and sintering of such as-

pressed pellets. Furthermore, cracking issues associated

with drying filter-pressed pellets have not been satisfac-

torily addressed. Despite the lack of literature and the

drying issues, filter pressing provides an excellent oppor-

tunity for forming bulk bodies from nanosized parti-

cles.[75] Transparent pellets of 1.7Y-TZP with a nominal

thickness of 2–3 mm were produced by filter pressing by

Kimel.[76] The green pellets were found to have a 48%

theoretical density and average grain size of 18 nm after

drying to 120�C.

CONCLUSION

A goal of aqueous processing of nanosized Y-TZP

powders is the production of bulk Y-TZP ceramics. To

accomplish this goal, several issues will be addressed.

First is determining the nature of aqueous degradation of

Y-TZP and finding a method for the controlling degrada-

tion such that it becomes a nonissue. Surface passivation

provides a mechanism by which such control can be

found. However, as particle sizes decrease below 10 nm,

conventional dispersants will need to be replaced by much

smaller organic molecules. Once familiarity with the

degradation issues is gained, a suitable synthesis tech-

nique to produce nanosized particles and allow for future

aqueous processing of the nanosized particles must be

developed. From the literature review, precipitation from

homogeneous solution is a promising technique that

provides for control over particle size as well as the

surface chemistry of the particles. Upon the production of

nanosized Y-TZP, recovery and dispersion of the powder

must take place. From the literature review of processing

techniques, the production of a well-dispersed suspension

is imperative for the use of wet processing techniques to

consolidate the nanosized Y-TZP powder into a bulk Y-TZP

ceramic body.
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